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The Marble Lions, 659 ; Interesting Discovery at Hamp
ton Court-Diaoondorts oi‘ the Female School at South
Kensington, 055; A Portrait by St. Luke the Evangelist?
--The Colosseum, 718 ; Early Italian Pictures-Landseer‘s
Lions, 749, 781 ; New Statues oi Prussian Generals, 750;
Re rcsentltlon oi Mutilated Sculptures—Mr. Maclise's
‘ll eeting of Wellington and Blucher,' 781; Wellington

Monument for St. Paul's Y-The Silversmith‘s Art, 783;
Mr. Armitage's ‘ Vision oi‘ St. John ’—Nevv Statue in St.
James's Park, 784
_ Announcements, 302, 386,‘ 337, 867, 557

Fisher's (Col) Service in China, 578
Fisher's (S. G.) Trial of the Constitution, 554
Fishing: Life in Normandy, 191
FitzRoy's (Admiral) Weather-Book, 80; Report, 556
FitzSimon's (Mrs) Darrynane in 1832, 191
Fitzwygram (Col) on Horses and Stables, 862
Fleming's (G.) Travels in Mautchu Tartar-y, 705
Flemf'ng‘s (F. P.) Mauritius 521
Fonb anque‘s (A.) A Tan led Skein, 256
Fortune's (It) Yedo and Peking, 420
Francis (R) on Fish-Culture, 42
Freemau’s (E. A.) History of Federal Government,
397; Church and Prio of Leorninster, 422
Freer's (Miss) Reign of enry IV. of France, 679
French Books, 226, 329, 584
French Novels: Lady Fortune, by Ferret-Trial of
Handsome William, 48,- Couquest of a Soul, by
Lataye, 49

Free Trade in Theatres, Letter from J. 11., 618
Frithiof Saga, tr. by Muckleston, 353
Fry's Adventures of J. Campbell in Central Asia, 255
Fullom‘s (S. W.) Life of Sir Howard Douglas, 292
Fyfe's (J. H.) British Enterprise beyond Seas, 227
Gail's (J .) Concordance of New Testament, 616
Game Laws, by Hewitt, 1433

Ganot (Proi'.) on Physics, 260
Gardiner's S. R.) History of England, 392
Garrido’s ( .) L'Espagne Contemporaiue, 226
Gate of the Paciﬁc, by Pim, 290
Geibel, Emanuel, 232, 298, 427
Genealogy: Graham's Disgrams—Malcohn's Royal
Family of Great Britain, 16
Geography: See Science
Geo ogy: See Science
Gervinus‘s (Dr.) Shakespeare Commentaries, 9
Gibson's (C. B.) Life among Convicts, 5S0
Gibson's (G. S.) Flora of Essex, 119
Gipsies o Roxburghshire, by Baird, 227
Goethe: Hermann and Dorothea, Translated —
Wilhelm von Humboldt‘s Studies of Hermann and
Dorothea, 48; Conversations of Goethe with Ecker
man, 226; 232; You Vogelstein‘s Principal Inci
dents of ‘ Faust,' 809

Gold: Muyne's British Columbia, 11. 396
Goodman's (Miss) Sisterhoods in Church of England,
221-Letter from A. P., 264-fron1 J. F. M., 303
GOSSIP AND MIBCELLANEA‘.
English-Comparison of January 1838 with Janus 1863,
‘20. Mr. Disraeli and the Remcsmtative-Mr.
untley
Gordon on Scott's ‘Woodstock,’ 21. Registration of
Land-J Wild Wales,‘ 54. Miss Bunnett's Translation oi
Gervinns--Miss Jacomb's Translation from the ‘Hito—
padesé,‘ 55. Holy Well at Oxford, 88. " Coliseum" or
“ Colosseum," 200. Trade—Marks, 236. Navy Estimates,
265. Who (hit on‘ the Head of Charles the Firstl-Voies
for Publication of Historical Documents, 334. Annual
Meetings of Palmontogrnphical Society and Royal Irish
Academy, 397. Ordnance Survey, 526. Law oi‘ Treasure
Trove, 557. Reduction oi‘ Distances, 620. Rags and
Paper Imported, 685. “Back and Side go Bare“-Countess
d‘Ossoii‘s Lost Papers, 781. Recovery oi Waste Places, 846
American-Battleﬁeld of Fredericksburg, 54. American
Philosophical Society-Coal in Virginia—Relics of Pro‘
bisher, 88. New Material for Paper, 196. Cultivation of
the Hibismw Mosdwulos, 300. Photographic Likenesses
in Family Bible-Gaiety at New York, 398
Forcig1l—-Turkish National Exhibition-Construction of the
Pyramids, 2i. Ship-Canal through North of Holland, 55.
Gun-Cotton Secret-Studer‘s Geography of Switzerland,
196. Population of Algiers, 230. PostageStamps in
Turkey-Highest Peak of Monte Rosa, 266. Condition of
the Holy Sepulchre, 36S. Steamers for Nile Navigation,
526. An Alpine Club at Berne, 685
Frcndz-Projected Winter Garden at Paris, 55. Catalogue
oi‘ the Bibiiothoque Impcrisle, 59. Another Expedition
to the Niger-Museum oi Sevres Porcelain, 88. Prize
List of the Academy oi‘ Sciences at Toulon, 155. New
Telescopes, 196. Periodicals in Paris, 266, 1500. Removal
of the Hotel Dieu, 334. Palace of Industry, 526.“ The
Post-OiIice, 630. Interesting Discovery at Donal, r81
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Gerrnan-Uhland‘s Last Poems, 21. Population of Prussia, (
00. MS. of Uhland‘s ‘Der Biirenritter,’ 89. Attempt to
Nsturalize the Spenserian Stanza in Germany, 121. Im- i
provcments at Vienna, 196. Character of Emanuel Gei- ‘
bel, 232, 298, 427. Centenary of Johann Gotiried Seume,
266. Centenary of Jean Paul Richter‘s Birthday, 301, 1
367. seamen; House, 399. Correspondence of Schiller‘s
Wile, 429. Autograph Letters of Luther, 557. Julius l
Mosen, 558. Restoration of Goethe's House-Biography \
oi \Vallenstein, 588. Schiller's ‘Robbers,' Letter fromi

Lax, 690 [also 11s, 1401. Return of Semper to Germtmy- .‘
The Austrian Review, 719. Leasing, Schiller and Goethe, ‘
786. Academy of Sciences of Berlin, Election of Sir C. l

Lyell, 845
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Italian-literary Association at Naples, 55. The Swiss
Guard, letter from Waterton, 60. Gossip from Naples,
196. Discoveries at Pompeii, 266, 365, 430. Mont Cenis
Tunnel—Discoveries at Rome, 300, 779. Excavations at
Hemulaneum, 801. The Cupola of St. Peter's, 460. Compony for Construction of Scientiﬁc Instruments, 526
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Russian—New Work by Prince Demldoff-Return of Capt. l.
Krusenstern, 122. Return of Expedition to Yencsi River, (
232. Purchase by Government of tho Carnitic MSS. oi

Flrkowitch, 335
‘
Graham, Sir J., Life and Times, by Torrens, 184, 483 ‘
Graham's (Dr.) Genealogical Diagrams, 16
‘
Graham's (J.) Lawrence Struilby, 330
Grammars: Grammar of English Grammars, by
Lowres, 584; Hebrew, by Kalisch, 772; Latin,

Elementar , by Roby, 17.

426

‘

Gmves‘s S. .) Yachting Cruise in the Baltic, 649 ,
Greece:
rowning's (Mrs.) Greek Christian Poets,
425; Jervis’s Ionian Islands, 330; Warren's Greek ‘
Federal Coinage, 425. 396
Greene's (J.) Insect-Hunter's Companion, 361
Gregory's (Dr.) Mathematics, ed. by Young, 22
Grocott’s (J. C.) Index to Familiar Quotations, 459
Gronow‘s (Capt.) Recollections and Anecdotes, S37
Griin's C.) Italy in 1864, 17
Guide ooks: University of Cambrid'e, 22; Fish
Culture, by Francis, 43; Paris, by trauss, 396; ‘
Baedeker’s Guide Books, 846. 261, 651
Guild of Literature and Art, 749
.
Giinderode and Bettine von Arnim, Fraiilcin, Cor- i
respondence, 518
Hallam, Arthur Henry, Remains, 85
Hamilton's (G.) Functions of Si and Qui, l7
Hare Thus.) on the Dwellings of the People, 85
Harris 5 (Th. W.) Insects injurious to Vegetation, 186
Harrison’s (F.) Meaning of History, 17
Hartwig's (Dr.) Tropical World, 13
Head's (Sir F. B.) Mr. Kinglake, 671
Heimann (Dr.) on Study of German Authors, 681
Hemming's (W. T.) Cab Trade of London, 577
Highlanders at Home, 121
Hill's (M. D.) Convict Discipline, 143
Historical Study in Germany, 397
History: Acts and Gestes of Garin de Loheruin, De
Flagy‘s, ed. by Paris, 329; Assyrian History, Letter
from Fox Talbot, 120-frum Sir H. C. Rawlinson,
223; Calvin, tr. from French of Bungener, 424;
Cassiterides, The, by Smith. 681 ; Chetham Society
Publications, 713; Christian Missions in Middle
Ages, by Maclear, 745; Court of Spain, by Marquis ,
de V illnrs, 677; Danes, Saxons, and Normans, by

Edgar. 490; England, by Gardiner, 392; England,
Constitutional Hist., by May, 326; England during
Reign of Gcor e III.,by Phillimore, 801; England,
Lectures, by ongman, 836; Family Alliances of
Denmark and England, by Nichols, 708 ; Federal
Government, by Freeman, 391; Five Great Mon
archies, by Rawlinson, 188; France, Rei
of
Henry IV., by Miss Freer, 679; Free Thollgﬁ, by
Farrar, 255; French Literature, 714; Galileo and
the In uisition, by Madden, 745; Genealogical Tree
of the‘1toyal Family, Malcolm's, l6; Gongora, by
Churton. 81 ; Historical Diagrams, by Graham, 16;
Horse-Racing, 389 ; Invasion of the Crimea, by
Kinglake, 109; Ionian Islands, by Jervis, 330 ;
Jewish Church. by Stanley, 83; Jews, The, by Mil
man, 641; Katharine Parr, tr. from German by
Atkins, 119; Kings of Ancient Britain, by Pope,
46 ; Lancashire and Cheshire Wills. ed. by Piccopc,
46; Law and Modern History, by Tweed, 650 ;
Leominster, by Townsend, 422; Les Matinées Roy
ales, Letters, 230, 263; Literature of Germany, by
Sollin . 714; Lord Robert de Cliﬂ‘ord, by Nicholson,
295;
eaning of History, by Harrison, 17; Mis
cellanies, ed. by Earl Stanhope, 111; Modern Stvles
of Architecture, by Fergusson, 56; Monetary His~
tory of England, 227; Musical Drama, by Von Wol
zogen, 359; Nice et les Alpes Maritimes. par Ferrel,
5S4; Papers from Simancas, 89, 370 ; Reformation,
The, b D'Aubigné, 424; Russia, ed. by Count Mac
Donnell, 450; St. Bernard, by Morison. 257; >cottish
History, Ballads, by Cheyne, 458; Scottish Regi
ments, 613; Shakespere’s Home, by Bellow, 393;
Supernatural, b

Hewitt, 288; Venice in 1848-49,

by Martin, 13; alsinghum, Thomas, ed. by Riley,
712; Wellington, Duke of, Supplementary De
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spatches, 355. 86, 331, 396, 426, 617, 620, 715, 811,
842. See also State Paper Oﬂice
Home's (D. D.) Incidents in my Life, 351-Letter
from Trollope, 460
Homestead, The, by Cecil, 191
Hood’s (Thea) Works, ed. by his Son, 481
Hope's (J.) House of Scindea, 681
Horse, The: Fitzwygram’s Lectures, 362; Horse
Racing, its History, 389; Howden’s Horse War
ranty, 85; Mills’s Stable Secrets, 425. 650
Horticultural Society: The Sculptures, 332, 624, 718
Howden’s (P.) Horse Warranty, 85
How it was Done at Stowe School, 192
Howitt (\V.) on Transportation, 143; History of the
Supernatural, 288
Hudson's (Dr.) Second War of Independence, 486
Hughes's (\V.) Geography of British History, 152
Hunter (J .) on Logarithms, 22; Examination Ques
tions on Colenso‘s Arithmetic, 152
Huxley's Man’s Place in Nature, 287: See Science
Hymns for the Church of England, 227
Ichthyology: See Natural History
Illustrations of Beauties of Tropical Scenery, 331
India: Annual Report of Geological Survey, 155;
Calendar of State Papers, ed. by Sainsbury, 453;
Diary of a Hunter in the Punjaub, 544; Hope’s
House of Scindca, 681; Indian Year-Book for
1861, 554; Jerdon’s Birds of India, 712; Lees's
Agricultural Experiments in India- M‘Ivor’s
Chinchonas or Peruvian Bark Trees, 740; Palae
ontologia Indica, 155; Native Regiments that
remained Faithful, 334. 50, 331, 396, 544
Inscriptions at Baalbek, Letter from Hogg, 53—
from Sir G. Wilkinson. 87
Ireland: Irish Convict Reform, 580; O'Neill's Fine
Arts of Ancient Ireland, 156; Perraud's Ireland in
1862, 482; "ital Statistics, 265. 554, 777
Jackson's (T. W.) Ethnology and Phrenology, 396
James's (Mrs. E.) Wanderings of a Beauty, 614
Jameson and others, Commentary on the Old and
New Testaments, 77 5
_
Ja an: Alcock's Capital of the Tycoon, 259; Calen
r of State Papers, ed. by Sainsbury, 45-}; For
tune‘s Journey, 420; Oﬁicial Correspondence, 231
Jerdon's (T. C.) Birds of India, 712
Jerrold's (B.) Up and Down in the World, 680
Johnston's Geographical Distribution of Wealth, 714
Jones's (Miss S.) Life in the South, 521
Joyce's Handbook of School Management, 459
Kniiscb‘s (Dr.) Hebrew Grammar, 772
Kemble’s (Miss) Residence in Georgia, 737
Kemp's (Dr.) Dry Processes in Photogra by, 842
Kenealy's (Dr.) A New Pantomime, 49 also 121]
Kcnnard's Origin of ‘Essays and Reviews,’ 396
Kennedy's (Dr.) Hymnologia Christiana, 295
Kinglake's (A. W.) Invasion of the Crimea, 109
Kington's T. L.) Frederick the Second, 15
Kirby's (I); . F.) European Butterﬂies, 118
Kirke's ( .) Life in Dixie’s Land, 362
Labourers‘ Cottages, Prize Essay, 426
Lancashire Distress: Exhibition for Lancashire, 89;
Otl'ering to Lancashire, 44. 18, 50, 154, 261, 331.
See also Cotton
Laing on Square Roots of Negative Powers, 396
Land Registry 1862, ed. by Bi , 5O
Latham‘s (Dr.) Comparative hilology, 647; Na
tionulitieB of Europe, 455
Laugel’s (A. Science et Philosophie, 226
Lectures to ublin Young Men's Association, 148
Lees's Dr.) 'I'ea Cultivation in India, 740
Legal \ orks: Land Registry 1862, ed. by Bigg-In
ﬂuence of Mosaic Code‘u on subsequent Legisla
tion, 50; Edwards‘s Shall we Register Title 1
Every Man's Own Lawyer, by a Barrister—Arun
dell on Law of Mines and Mining Companies, 260;
Smith's New Law of Joint-Stock Com anies, 426;
Lord Mackenzie on Roman Law, 517 ; bnderdown’s
Law of Copyright, 549 [also 587 ; Shelford’s Law
of Joint-Stock Com auras-Side otbam's Exemp
tion of Clergy from

urnpike Tolls, 553; Tweed on

Law and Modern History, 650; Phillipps's Juris
prudence, 808. 331, 396
Leifchild’s (J. R.) John Leifchild, DD, 550
Lempriére’s ((1.) Notes on Mexico, 227
Lewis's (L.) Metric S stem, 650
Lewis’s (E.) Indepen ency, 458
Lewis (Sir G. C.) on Best Form of Government, 323
Life in the South, 521
Lispings from Low Latitudes, 4S6
Literary Honesty, Letter from Digby Wyatt, 364——
from Fiirster, 556
Literary Larceny, Letter from Fowler, 263-from
Jobson, 333
Literature: Bohn's Bibliographer's Manual, 222;
Book-Exchange Bazaar, 845; Book-making, 556,
364; Books published by the Government, 363;
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Conversations of Goethe with Eckerman, 226;
Delepierre's Macaronic Literature, 82; Export of
Books, 54; French Books, 226, 329, 584' Grun's

Italy in 1861, 11; London Librar - Monthly
Issue of Periodicals, 814; Solling‘s iterature of
Germany, 714. Announcements, 54, 121, 154, 196,
231. 232, 299, 300, 525, 557, 620, 812, 846
Lloyd's (Mrs) Flower of Christian Chivalry, 616
London: Hare on the Dwellings of the Foo le, 85;
Hemming's Cab Trade, 577; Increase of London,
398; Projected Improvements, 88, 154; Proposed
Increase of Church Bells, 429; Street Nomencla
ture, 300; Thames Embankment, 88; Want of
Supervision of Public Works, 91; Water-gate of
York House, 429; West-end Traffic, 300
Longman's Lectures on History of England, 836
Lyell's (Sir C.) Antiquity of Man, 219: See Science
Macaronic Literature, by Delepierre, 82
M‘Ivor’s Chinchonas, or Peruvian Bark Trees, 740
Mackenzie’s (Lord) Studies in Roman Law, 517
Macknight's (Thea) Life of Bolingbroke, 353
Maclaren’s (0.) Plain of Troy, 616
Maclear's Christian Missions in Middle Ages, 745
M‘Leod's Thomson's Spring, 584
Macleod's Solutions of Questions in Arithmetic, 152
Macnnir‘s (A.) Painter of Athens, 3330
Mucnaught’s (J.) Christianit and its Evidences, 458
Mndden’s (R. R.) Galileo an the Inquisition, 745
Magneto-Electric Lighthouses, l8
Malcolm’s Genealogical Tree of Royal Family, 16
Malet's (W. W.) Errand to the South in 1862, 842
Marcy's (R. C.) Prairie Traveller, 426
Marriage Odes, 396
Marsden‘s (B.) Inﬂuence of Mosaic Code upon sub
se uent Legislation, 50
Mariilmll‘s (Miss) Lessons of Love, 616
Martin's (H.) Daniel Manin, 13
Mussey‘s (\V.) History of England, 1793-1802, 706
Mathematics: Cheyne on the Planetary Theory, 22;
Dunlop's Calculator (No. 1),—Enunciations of the
Propositions of Euclid, 152; Gregory's Mathe
matics for Practical Men — Hunter on Loga
rithms, 22-Examination Questions on Colenso's
Arithmetic, 152; Laing on Square Roots of Nega
tive Powers, 396; M‘Dowell's Exercises in Euclid,
649; Macleod's Solutions of Questions in Arith
metic, 152 ; Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Mes
senger, 649; Tate's Algebra made Easy, 22; Tod
huuter's Elements of Euclid-Ward's Fifth Book
of Euclid Proved Algebraically, 152; Warner's
Computation of Earthwork, 553; Wharton‘s Solu
tions of Examples in Algebra, 745
Matheson's Advice to Amateur Photographers, 714
Matinées Royales, Les, Letter from W. B., 230——from
German Translatorof Carlyle's ‘Friedrich,’ 230, 263
May's Constitutional Histor of En land, 326
Mayhew's (H.) Boyhood of ltlartin uther, 714
Mayne's (R. C.) British Columbia, 11
Medical Works: Murchison on Continued Fevers —
Gordon's China. from a Medical Point of View, 425:
Heale on the Lungs-Harrison on Diseases of
Children-Hinton’s Life in Nature, 649; Whom to
Consult? 674. 192, 331, 426, 617, 811
Memorable Ladies, by Ida von Diiringsi‘eld, 148
Meteorolo : See Science
Mezzofanti, Cardinal: See Philology
Michelet‘s (J.) The Sorceress, 112
Miles Byrne, Memoirs, ed. by his Widow, 743
Military and Nand Aﬁ‘uirs: Alexander's Maorie War,
673; Army Estimates, 300; Carey's War in New
Zenland, 673; Fisher's Service in China, 578; Gro
now‘s Recollections and Anecdotes, 837; Gun
Cotton, 196; Sir F. B. Head's Mr. Kinghke, 671;
Ho e's House of Scindea, 681; Kinglake's Invasion
oft e Crimea, 109; Mundy's H.M.S. Hannibal at
Palermo, 321; Petrie’s Organization of the Army,
458; WarOﬂice Directory.118;Wurneford's Running
the Blockade, 362. 396, 554, 777. See also America
Miller's (Hugh) Tales and Sketches, 261
Mill’s (J.) Disraeli, 5T9
Mills‘s (J .) Stable Secrets, 425
Milman’s (Dean) Histo of the Jews, 641
Miscellanies, ed. by Ear Stanho e, 111
Mr. Kinglake, b Sir F. B. Hen , 671
Monnier's (H.) li'eligion of Fools, 226
Monuments, Testimonials. 81c. : Memorials of the
Prince Consort: see Prince Consort. Sir Charles
Barry. 431 ; Duke of Bedford, at Tavistock, 235 ;
Mrs. Barrett Browning. at Florence,2l, 153; Burke
and Wills, at Melbourne, 302; Marquis of Dalhousie,
for Calcutta, 217; Dante, at Naples, 155; James
Seventh Earl of Derb , at Bolton, 265; Lord Eglin
ton, at Ayr, 528; Ex ibition of 1851, 154; Prof.
Faraday, 195; Mr. Field, 198; W. Godley, at Can
terbury, New Zealand, 431 ; Mr. Graham, 21 ;
Bishop H00 er, at Gloucester, 57; John Hunter,
367; Mr. Jorgan, 55; Mr. Landsborou h, 200; Father
Mathew, at Cork, 57; Alderman Mee , at York, 154;
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New Public Statues, 157; New Sculptures in St. Music-continued.
Paul's, 197; Prince of Wales, at Manchester, 54 -at Gossip: Concerts in Aid of Mendelssohn Fund—-' Tempest‘
Music-Revival of Bishop's Music-Mdlle. Vaneri~New
Montreal, 154; Pugin, 653; Schiller, at Berlin, 786;
Opera by Meinerdus—Herr Dessauer, 24. Mr. Sullivan's
Statues projected and in hand, 57,123; Mr. Tenny
‘Tempest’ Music at Manchester—Mendelssohn‘s Double
son, for his Ode, 557, 587; Tyndale, at Knibley
Pinnoforte Concerto-Operas at Milan,'l‘urin and Prague,
Knoll, 846; Uhland, 557; Wedgwood, at Burslem,
59. Music in the Northern States of America-at Florence
653; Mr. Weld, 54; Duke of Wellington, at Strath
—-Herr Wlirst‘s ‘ Vinata'—Madame Csillag at Barcelona,
93. English Military Music, 159. Opera Rumours
ﬁeldsa , 267; William IV. of Prussia, at Cologne,
Melbourne
Musical Festival-Sacred Music in Germany
432; lord Yarborough, in Lincoln Cathedral, 528.
—‘Lucia di Lammermoor' at Naples, 199. Melbourne
Moon's (G. W.) Defence of the Queen’s English, 643
Philharmonic Society, 236. Concert at Naples for the
Moral Philoso hy: Bailey's Letters, 362
Victims of the Brlgsnds-Haydn Concert at Munich, 238
Morgan's (H. .) Biographies of Canadians, 582
——Mr. J. Lincoln's Lectures-Mr. John Thomas and his
Morison's (J. C.) Life and Times of St. Bernard, 257
Harpers—-Bishop Ken's Evening Hymn, 269. Blshop‘s
Morton’s (J. C.) Prince Consort's Farms, 117
Glees~News from Naples, 338, 529. Mr. Halle's Man
chester Season-Viennese Musical Society, 369. Mr.
Mount (Dr.) on the Andaman Islanders, 767
Mapleson's
Proglp‘eras,
mine, 433.
402. Schumann's
New Vocal Society,
New
Foreign
Overture433.
to
Mozart’s Works, Catalogue by Von Ki'ichel, 457
Muehry’s (Dr.) Climatogriiphy of Our Globe, 192
‘Manfred,’ 466. ‘Love's Labour's Lost’ to Mozart's
Mundy's (Sir R.) H.111. . annibal at Palermo, 321
Music-‘Tempest’ Music of Herr Taubert-Dllsseldori
Murdoch's (J .) Indian Year-Book for 1861, 554
Festlval-lta1inn Opera at New York, 497. Millie. Ade
Murray's (A. K.) History of Scottish Regiments, 613
lina Patti at Vienna, 529. Discovery of an Unknown
Oratorio by Schubert-New Operetta by M. Oﬂ'onhnch—
Museums: British Museum — Illumination, 366;
M. Halévy's ‘La Juive,‘ 530. Herr Brahms, German
Meteorite from Australia, 366; New Trustee, 461 ;
Composer-Debate in Italian Parliament, 594. New
The Marble Lions, 659; Annual Report, 811.
Musical Society, 625. News from Germany and Italy,
South Kensington Museum: Award of Medals at
626. The Gresham Inctureshlp —Signor Padovani‘s
the Female School-The Tribune of the Convent , New Musical Instrument, 659. The ‘Credo ’ and ‘Kyrie‘
of Santa Chiava, 464; Marriage Presents, 525.
oi Boberti's Mass, 690. The Reign of Oontortion—-—Re—
eovery of the Lost Score of Donizetti’s ‘Marin Stuarda'
Museums in Holland, Letter from Gunn, 715.
—Madame Miolnmcsrvalho at Marseilles, 722. Festival
New Museum at Vienna, 399. 650
of Parochial Choirs, 753. M. Gounod's ‘Faust ’-M.
MUSIC: [See also Tums-ans, &c.]
Lottn——Symphony by Reinthaler, 785
Crystal Palace: 199, 235, 268, 802; Beethoven's ‘Egmont‘ ,Announoements: 24, 59, 92, 124, 19s, 2%, 236, 303, 338,
Music, 837; Royal Wedding Music, 368; 497 ; Mr. Dann~ l 869, 402, 433, 485, 561, 626, 659, 690, 722, 753
reuther, 529, 593; 560, 593; ‘Athalie,’ 625; 658, 817;
Herr Habelmann, M. lotto, 849
Eseter Hall: Mr. Haigh,*235
Glee and Madrigal Union, 402
Mr. Halle's Recitals, 689, 752, 784, 849
Mr. H. Leslie‘s Choir, 92, 198, 337, 369, 402, 593, 721, 785
Music in Germany, sec, 721; 199, 303, 433, 826, 755

Music in Leipzig, 53; 433, 43-1
Musical Society, 158, 338, 561; Mr. Silas‘s First Symphony,
593; 721.
Musical Union, 659, 721, 785, 817
National Choral Society, 59, 193, 561
New Philharmonic Society, 593, 753
Paris: Concerts at the Conservatoire, 191), 303, 497 ; 2B0;
Flotow's ‘Stradella' -— ‘ Les Bavardes,’ 303; Madame
Xiardot, 529 ; Gluck's ‘Orphée,’ 594: See also Tunas-nae,
'c.
Herr Psner's Historical Performances, 561, 598, 025, 658,

see, 752
Philharmonic Society, 593, 639, 753
Pianoforte Quartett Association, 849
Royal Academy: Elections, 24; Professor of Elccntion,
199 ; Concerts, 721
Royal Society of Musicians. 625
Royal Wedding Music, 368; Mr. Hopkins‘s Anthem at the
Temple, 402; 303, 334, 3118

Sacred Harmonie Society, 124, 198, 269, 337, 402; ‘St.

Paul,’ 432; 722
St. James's Hail: Popular Concerts, 92, 123, 158, 193, 235,
269, 302, 337, 402, 432, 529, 561, 593, 658, 785

Mystery of Money Explained and Illustrated, 226
My Summer Holiday, 491
Natal (Bishop of), The Pentateuch and Book of
Joshua, Part III., S03—Letter from Porter, 19
from Forbes, 20; Part 11., 183; Letter from the
Bishop, with Letters from Dr. Kalisch and Prof.
Hupfeld, 297. Short Notices of Replies, 17, 363,
681, 745
Natural Histo : Bates‘s Naturalist on the River
Amazons, 48 ; Cassell’s Popular Natural History,
584; Cheltnam's Field full of Wonders. 745; Doc

trine o1‘ Heterogsny and Modiﬁcation of Species,
Letter from Darwin, 554; Hartwig‘s Tropical
World, 13; Lifein Normandy, 191; Pnrrish's Phen‘
tom Bouquet, 807; Reeve's Mollusks, 3'38; Sara's
Northern Echinodermw—l,ophoguster I]; icus, ‘294;
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553; Entanglements, 583; Family Troubles, by Miss
Hardcastle, 394; Fate of a Year, by Miss Stredder,
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Shakespeare Commentaries.

By Dr. G. G. Ger

vinus. Translated, under the Author’s super
intendence, by F. E. Bunnett. 2vols. (Smith,
Elder & Co.)
Dr. Gervinus’s work represents the resent
impression of Shakspeare on the
erman
mind. The Doctor knows not only all about
Shakspeare, but all that has been said about
him in Germany and England by every de
scription of critic, from the most unqualiﬁed
encomiast down to that unhappy Mr. Birch
who stigmatized the Poet as an atheist. With
an industry only equalled by his immense

erudition, c has done for all Shakspeare’s
plays what Goethe did for ‘ Hamlet’ in
the bestrknown episode of ‘\Vilhelm Meister,’
and proved in detail, what has long been
generally conceded, that Shaks care is as
much an artist as a genius, and hat in every
one of his piecrm a certain unity prevails
which was overlooked by those who dwelt on
his- supposed irregularities. We are not sure
that Mr. Bunnett' has improved the original
title of the book, which was sim ly ‘ Shake
speare,’ by adding to it the wor ‘Commen
taries.’ Dr. Gervinus certainly comments,
and that very elaborately, but he does a great
deal more. He gives a succinct biography of
the Poet; he takes a com reheusive survey of
the condition of the Eng ish stage before the
appearance of its greatest contributor; and he
endeavours to show that Shukspeare so exactly
represented his age, that if he had been born
half a century sooner or later his peculiar
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that the more the Germans cultivate feeling l
and delight in such mental productions, the l
more will they ripen towards a capacity for
fashioning the active life into conformity with
that of their emigrated forefathers. The last I
expression, which Mr. Bunnett has not cor-.
rectly rendered by “departed forefathers,” is, in t
the mouth of Dr. Gervinus, full of signiﬁcance. l
He is one of the foremost of those German
thinkers who would always point to England
as the head of that Teutonic race, the members '
of which should be bound together by a com
mon nationality. No one has more thoroughly
carried out the work begun by Lessing, when
he pointed out to his countrymen the supe
riority of the English to the French oets as ‘
models of imitation. In fact, Dr. ervinus ‘
and the writers of his school consider us Eng
lish as the proper chiefs of the Teutonic race, I
and England as the proper home of its highest ‘
literature, philosophy and law.
On the other side, they hold that if the‘
highest literature of that race has been pro
duced in England, it has been best appreciated
in Germany. Perhaps this result was inevib

it did not in some measure correspond to the
views of those “fast” young men of our own
time who re rd Shaks
o as “ slow.” As
to our own opeful youths, with whom bur
lesque is the region of freedom, Shakspeare
seems aconventional writer,—-so to the Bursclwn
of the storm-and-passion period Racine and
Corneille were the conventional poets patron
ized by hateful courtiers, while Shaks ear_e
was to them the dashin innovator. \ hen
we ﬁnd Leng especially a miring the quibbles
of the Clown, and evidently regarding an inces
sent change of scene not only as permissible,
when subservient to a high purpose, but as in
itself desirable, we cannot avoid the conclusion
that he would have perfectly agreed with the

able: it certainly is undeniable. We had in this '
country no criticism on Shakspeare worthy of '
the name before Lessing and Goethe taught us
how to understand and admire. It would be
idle to assert that we have anything, even now,
to compare with the commentaries of Tieck,
Schlegel, and Gervinus. The truth is, that in

England Shakspeare had not, up to a recent

period, won much attention from the higher
race of critics. Coleridge was the ﬁrst real
poet who paid any attention to his plays criti
cally, and Coleridge drew his inspirations from
a German source. Up to that time, Shak ‘I
sphere of operation would not have presented speare was mainly in the hands of the anti
itself. The ‘Shakespeare’ of Gervrnus is a quaries,—very respectable old gentlemen, full
massive work, and looks well with a. massive of learning and goodwill, but deﬁcient in l
name.
brightness, humour and .penetration. Hence
The opinion that Shakspeare has been more arises a question full of interest. How was
highly a preciated by the Germans than by it that the Germans got the start of the Eng
the Eng ish has long been current in some lish in an appreciation of Shakspeare, when
ﬁrts of the world; it appears once more in the revival of his lays had taken place in
r. Gervinus’s Preface; where, to make us both countries at t e same time? The work
some slight amends, it is accompanied by the that was done by Garrick in London was done
supplementary observation that Handel is in by Schroeder in Germany, and both artists,
a nearly analogous predicament. If, on the seem to have been actuated by the same prin
one hand, Shakspeare has been so com letely ciple of choosing a play on account of the
If thev two
assimilated to the German mind that e has effectiveness of a single part.
deprived it of delight in much other poetry, nations were simultaneously familiarized with
and led it to doubt even the greatness of a previously-neglected poet, how was it that
Goethe and Schiller, on the other hand, Eng an opportunity turned to so much account by
land has been more just than Germany to the one was comparatively slighted by ﬁle other?
greatness of Handel. At the same time, he
The answer to this question must be found
admits that the English have not suffered them in the name of Lessing, to whom indeed we are
selves to be robbed of their great poet in the led back as to n. fountain-head, whenever we
same manner as the Germans have been robbed would trace to its source any department of
of their great musician.
German literature. Shakspeare’s plays had
This predilection of the Germans for Shak been already known as well adapted for “ star
speare is, in the belief of Dr. Gervinus, ex ring” purposes; but it was Lessing who ﬁrst
tremely advantageous to the national character, decided on the Poet's supremacy, and endeaq
and he wishes that it were accompanied by vourcd to prove that he accorded with the ‘
a corresponding fervour for Bacon, who would precepts of Aristotle. Now as the English
be a most wholesome counterpoise to Teutonic were governed by the French taste, just when
Idealism. German oetry, now romantic and Lessing was freeing his countrymen from the
fantastic, new home y and domestic, and Ger Gallic literary yoke, the ﬁrst advance madeby the
man spiritual philosophy, have failed in pre Germans is easil explained. Fortunately, too,
paring “for life as it is, for that life in which the teachings o Lessing were followed by a
exclusively the words of policy are concerned." revived passion for nationality in those choice
It was not by chance, the great critic thinks, spirits among the German youth of whom we
that this particular poet and this particular phi have such memorable types in Goethe's auto
lose her, Shakspeare and Bacon, were cast upon ofoitdhg,
bi
phy.oneFrom
ourmost
knowledge
of the
of the
prominent
of remains
the set,
the nd of political supremacy; but the same
national spirit, the some practical, hearty sense we may, however, reasonably doubt whether
of life which has created the English State and the admiration felt by these youths for Shak
English popular freedom, has also fashioned a s eare, whom they read through the medium of
poetry full of life and a. philosophy rich in
chenling’s translation, was always regulated
experience. From these premises it follows by an appreciation of his beauties, and whether

.

French critics, that Shakspeare was rude and
irregular, with the addition that he particularly
liked him on account of his irregularity and
rudeness.

However, the veneration for Shak

speare which prevailed among the Strnsburg
outh was the concomitant of that revived

onging for a. national literature which led to
great results, and is therefore to be remembered
with respect, whether based upon true or false
principles. We may look upon the merry set
by whom Goethe was surrounded as part of the
crude mixture out of which the mature Goethe
was himself to be distilled, and acce t the
famous critique on ‘ Hamlet’ in ‘ ilhelm
Meister’ as the precious essence emanating, no
doubt, from a world of chaotic nonsense.

When Shakspeare became the object of
serious study in Germany, the manner in which
he was there studied was diametrically oppo
site to that pursued in England. The earlier
English critics treated their national poet much
as a hilological scholar treats Sophocles, labo
rious y striving‘o expound or amend his text,
without troubling themselves much about his
inner meaning. For this preference of the dry
asdust realities of text, they have been visited
by the German Romanticists with a scorn which,

as Prof. Gervinus justl remarks, they did not
deserve, inasmuch as t ey paved the way for
more spiritual exponents. The Germans, on
the other hand, wrote no critical notes on the
poet, but translated him, and, readin a text
unaccompanied by any mutation w tever,
rather chronicled the beauties of entire works
than of separate passages. For much that they
wanted the translation of A. \V. Schlegel was
amply sufficient, and so far made an epoch in
the history of Shakspeare in Germany that it
rendered the lays of Shakspeare a German
book, just as ‘Don Quixote’ became an English

book through the medium of Jarvis’s version.
The process of verbal criticism and antiquarian
comment is still carried on in England, while a.
higher appreciation of the great poets is, per
ha s, traceable to a reaction from Germany.
0 far so good. It cannot, perhaps, be

denied that literary Germany takes a more
lively interest in Shakspeare than literary
England. But there is one fact of which
Prof. Gervinus, as a foreigner resident in his

own country, cannot be aware to its full extent,
and that is, the unsophisticated love of Shark‘
speare existing among the English populace.

By persons who move in educated society the
classic poets of a country are often praised as
a matter of duty. One does not wish to be
thought indifferent when one is born to admire.
But when we descend in the social scale we
come to a class to which this law does not
apply, and it is precisely among this class that
the most zealous worshippers of Shakspeare
may be found. In fact, the Poet is not ‘so
much a fashion of our class-room as a necessity
of our nature. During Mr. Phelps’s admir
able management of Sadler‘s Wells it was
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worth while to visit the theatre, if only for the of realistic truth to nature,—from the Middle
sake of observing how heartily the humour of
passages written two hundred and ﬁfty years
ago was relished by the gallery; and we are
informed, on competent authority, that the
great tra edies of Shakspeare (say ‘Hamlet’
and ‘ Othe o’) are always found attractive when
performed even at the humblest provincial

houses. If Shakspeare ceases to fascinate the
West-End public, except with the aid of new
adventitious charms, it is because the taste for
the poetical drama in general has declined.
No one in London dreams of preferring any
other dramatic poet to Shakspeare; but the
love of poetry on the stage has been super
seded, in some degree, for the passing hour,
by a taste for works of a more frivolous or
realistic kind.
It is worthy of remark, that Prof. Gervinus
prefers the English mode of performing Shak
s
rian comedies to that which is common in

rrnany. S coking in evident reference to
‘Twelfth Night,’ he observes that the German
actors miss the English tradition, and, above
all, the ease of movement and the absence of
all artiﬁcial and affected histrionic action.
“On the English stage, even at the present
day," he says, “ all is in the most lively action,
and every player appears in his simple, easy
nature. As no prcmpter suggests, the actor is
compelled to possess himself of his part, so
that, as it were, he lives rather than acts that
which he has to perform. The protraction of
the answers, the heavy lengthening of light
scenes, which ought to pass on rapidly, thus
cease; the answer of the one addressed inter
rupts the last word of the speaker; the exit off
the stage is so that the speakers pass off with
the last syllable; with their departure one scene

changes and a new one begins; the intervals
of the different acts last but a few minutes:
thus, such a piece passes quickly before us and
carries us with it. The exact delineation of any
single situation is, nevertheless, stamped deeply

on the soul.”
We are somewhat curious to know what
was the cast of ‘Twelfth Night’ when thus
satisfactorily performed in the presence of the
learned Professor, and the exact date indicated

by “the present day.”

To those who are

acquainted with the demerits of our theatrical
com anies the above must seem rather an
idea description, though, doubtless, the general
assertion is correct, that the English are
quicker in their movements than the Germans.
From the absence of a prom ter's box in the
middle of the stage, the rofessor hastily

inferred the non-existence of a prompter.
Alas! Prof. Gervinus, we have a prompter,
and though he modestly conceals himself
behind one side of the proscenium, his office
is no sinecure, as the author of a new play
frequently discovers to his cost.
Extremely interesting is the chapter on Eng

lish “Dramatic Poetry before Shakespeare,”
not so much from the facts which it contains,
since this was more or less familiar to any
literary Englishman, as from the lucid manner
- in which Gervinus shows how the-Poet, while
soarin high above any one of his predecessors,
availe himself of their labours, and in a. certain
manner turned to account the peculiarities of

them all :—“ No great dramatist,” says the

Ages, the romantic, epic-poetic, and historical
literature,—from the present, the strong pas
sions of a politically-excited people, and of a
private society deeply stirred by the religious,
scientiﬁc and industrial movements of the ago.”
To show that Shakspeare was pro-eminently a
man of his age is, as we have already shown,
one of the I’rofessor’s objects. When the Poet
ﬂourished Italy had exhausted the luxury of her
inward powers, and Spain all the exuberance
of her outward strength, while in the Northern
German lands, under the inﬂuence of a free
religion, free political schemes were developed,
and a civilization which promised long con
tinuance. But even here, everything seemed
to turn in favour of England alone. Germany
was exclusively occupied with religious matters;
the Netherlands were absorbed in their struggle
with Spain; whereas England, under Eliza
beth, enjoyed the blessings of peace and en
dured the horrors of war, and as representa
tives of every species of eminence could oint
to Bacon, Spenser, Sydney, Raleigh, Bur eigh,
Camden, Gresham, Howard and Drake. Im
portant, too, is the fact that Shakspeare came
at the moment of mental freedom which fol
lowed the struggle with Catholicism and pre
cedetLthe fanaticism of the Puritans. “'hereas
the fathers of modern German poetry in the
last century were born in an age of rouge and
powder, of hoops and wigs, of stiff manners,

rigid proprieties, narrow ideas and cold im
pulses, the age of Shakspeare maintained a
happy medium between crudeness and vitiated
taste. Life was not_iusipid and colourless as at
present; men still ventured to appear what
they were; there was still poetry in reality.
The parallel between Shakspeare and Bacon,
which is implied in the Preface, is elaborately
carried out in a section on the age of Shak
speare,—-Prof. Gervinus observing that, as the
Poet interpreted the secrets of human nature,
those of lifeless nature were interpreted by
the philosopher. As Shakspeare went from
instance to instance in his judgment of moral
actions, so did Bacon avoid leaping from an
experience to general principles. As Shak
speare balanced the one-sided errors of the
imagination by reason, reality and nature, so did
Bacon lead philosophy from the one-sided errors
of reason to experience. As Bacon is linked
on the one hand with the natural science of
Greece and Rome, and on the other with the
latter period of philosophy in Western Europe,
so does Shakspeare’s drama stand in relation
to the comedies of Plautus and to the stage
of his own day. Shakspeare bids farewell to
conceits and eﬂ‘etc phrases, Bacon to the old
formal logic and syllogisms; yet, at times, one
fell back into the forced wit of the Italian,
the other into the subtleties of the old school.
Bacon banished superstition from science, and
Shakspeare banished it from art; both, too,
have been dubbed inﬁdels, one by Le Maistr'e,
the other by Birch.
In arguing the question of Shakspeare’s
adherence to rules, Prof. Gervinus takes a
moderate View, explaining that Shakspeare did
not so much forsake as enlarge the Aristotelian
law of unity, in compliance with the exigencies
of the times; but there is this essential dif
ference between the Shakspearian and Aristo
telian theories of dramatic poetry, that, accord
ing to the latter,character is sccondaryto action,
whereas, according to the former, the reverse is
the case. Hence, his elaborate reviews of the
single plays are essentially reﬁned descriptions
of character, and the unity he would establish
is that of the combination of various ﬁgures, by
means of similarity and contrast, into one har

German critic, “ of any other nation has met
with a. foundation for his art of such enviable
extent and strength, with such a completeness
of well-prepared materials for its construction
as ancient traditions and present practice prof
fcred them to Shakespeare,—from the Mys
teries, the necessity for epic fullness of matter,
——from the Moralities, the ideal ethical thought,
-—from the Comic Interludes, the characteristic mony.
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Mr. Bunnett's translation of this valuable
book has been made under the superintendence
of the author, and contains much that will not
be found in the German edition of 1849. Pos
sibly the additions have been made by Prof.
Gervinus for the express use of the English
public. Certainly no English library ought to
be without it.
No Name. By “'ilkie Collins. 3 vols. (Low
& Co.)
‘ N0 Name,’ which for some nine months post
has fixed and retained curiosity in no corn
rnon degree, is ﬁnished. Magdalen, the per
verse heroine, whose heart-wrongs and strong
desire to right a cruel injustice caused by her
and her sister's illegitimacy led her into crime,
falsehood, imposturc, to the verge of theft
even, is let off with a punishment gentle in

proportion to the unscrupulous selﬁshness
of her character: a period of agonized re
morse and admitted failure—an illness which

brings her to death’s door; but she is then
dismissed to restored fortune, and ma '
with a man worth ten thousand of the ﬁck e
and feeble creature on whom her affections
had at ﬁrst ﬁxed fast. This may be all right
enough so far as the novelist’s aims and ends
are concerned, so far as the maintenance of
suspense till the final hour of relief has been
his purpose ;—-whether it be “true to truth” is
another matter, far less easy to decide in a
phrase or two. The novel is, however, and in
one sense deservedly, a great success, if not
altogether a sound one; and this, not because
of its total disregard of the artiﬁcial laws of

poetical justice, but from certain faults and
ﬂaws which we shall attempt to indicate.
Meanwhile, it is only fair to credit the author
with increase of vigour and brightness. Pas
sages of the story are admirably told, with a
succinct clearness not to be over-estimated.
The characters, if not always probable and too
seldom agreeable, are painted in livelier colours
than any in the former novels of Mr. Collins,
Count Force, in ‘The \Voman in White,’ ex
cepted. The work, in brief, is a work of Art;
and doin , as we do, every credit to its author’s
skill, to is steady and unfaltering continuity
in the contrivance and arrangement of incident,

it is for the interest of artists that it should
be looked into with a closeness of scrutiny
which it would be absurd to apply to the heap of
novels of its class which so ra idly accumulates
at the time present. It won d be su erﬂuous
minutely to trace out the story, point y point,
while offering a few remarks which bear on the
amount of its permanent value.
‘N0 Name’ must be pronounced incomplete
as a work of Art if the character of Magdalen
(which is, virtually, the book) fails to interest
those who read the tale. Her deeds and ex
pedients pique curiosity ;—-her ood ualities,
exhibited,not described, resolve t emse ves into
beauty, great talent for personation, and indo
mitable will. She begins in the hour of prosperity
by mimicry, in private theatricals, of the sister
whom she loves most dearly. She chooses for
her lover a weak pretty youth, that her fancy
may deck and garland him, and her obstinacy
take his part. She makes herself wretched on
his account, because the event of her father's
death, with its revelation of her illegitimacy
and consequent pauperism, sends him away
from beneath her protection. Friends are
raised up for her: she will accept none of them.
She will struggle out into action and revenge
for herself; she will employ her beauty, her
theatrical adroitness, her courage, to grasp back
a fortune. In order to carry out her purposes
she enlists into her service an unblushing
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‘plans OfvengeanceQ-and yetworrse, by seducing’ pzirt of the world.
scoundrel, whom she knows to be such. In
reckless determination to carry through her
purposes, she remains this man’s associate and
pupil for months, reckless of the a ony she has
caused to the affectionate sister an friend from
whom she hides herself. She connives at every
conceivable cheat and imposture to entrap into
marriage a man whom she loathes as though
he were a reptile. There must be surely
coarseness, as well as meanness, in one capable

of such actions and expedients as these.

into marriage and will-making the relative she abundant. An acre of good land may be bought
loathed and had cause to loathe—that that man for four shillings and twopence, paid in instal
should be moved away,in order that a newargu~ ments spread over three years, in any part of
ment for her wilfulness should be found in the the colony the new settler may fix upon. By a
failure of her purpose to possess a share of his timely proclamation most of the errors which

, fortune of which she had been despoiled. But the Australians committed in dealing with the
;- ure outlets like these broken so op ortunely in land question are avoided. The right of select
real life] Mr. Collins being all or truth (as
‘ his Preface tells us), and being so largely true
in many points, must bear the question, What
' is every man's experience '2. Do the husbands,
, to whom women sacriﬁce their truth and purity
, by fearful sale and barter for money, set their

It is

true that Mr. Collins indicates, and very
powerfully, the inward repugnance which con
vulsed her during her solitary hours. The
scene before her marriage, when she approaches
the idea of self-destruction as an alternative,
is most forcible. But her persistence in her
evil purposes can only be explained by admit
ting that there existed in the heroine’s charac
ter hard and (we repeat) coarse elements, which
deprive her of our sympathy. Nor is this all.
On being widowed, and ﬁnding the fortune, to
regain which she had sacriﬁced her purity,
placed beyond her reach by the machinations
of craft and cunning more potent than her
own, she degrades herself by entering a family in
the disguise of a menial, with a settled purpose
of discovering and carrying away a document,
which, if found, might still enable her to pro
tract the struggle. It is true that she fails,
lamentably; that she does all but pay the
penalty of her recklessness with her life: but
this is to bring about her regeneration, in the

Coal is plentiful, gold

' slaves free as soon as did Magdalen’s husband ‘I
;
;
I
,
I

Did not Mr. Wilkie Collins make a summary
end of Noel Vanstoue because he felt that his
wife could not have endured the consequences
of her crime in wooing and weddin him, had
he lived longer than to make the
t will as

, she chose he should do, and the second one as
.l her enemy the housekeeper, Mrs. Lecount,
i insisted on his doing? There are other “ sen
.l sation ” effects than the stage ones of the

I ‘Colleen Bawn’ and the ‘.Peep o’Day’; and
‘l
I
:

among these is the too profuse employment of
the Destroyer. Mr. Collins pays sedulous atten
tion to the weaving of his plot, and therefore, on
reﬂection, or when weaving his next, may pos

1 sibly feel that the amount of timely catalitrophc
.

love of an honest and nobly-natured man, who
suddenly appears for her rescue at the moment .

when she is over the edge of the precipice. 1'

is too large for the ease (which implies perfect
credence) of the reader. \Ve have a right to
look to him for advance and progress, because,
in his case, the earnest spirit of an artist is
combined with no common creative and con—
structive powers.

Supposing such a change possible—supposing l|
such a return from wilful and hardening guilt l
OF TRAVEL.
to those habits of mind and feeling which make l Four Years inBOOKS
British Columbia and Vancouver
an honest woman worthy of an honest man
Island. An Account of their Forests, Rivers,
could be,—it is here disproportionately abrupt.
Coasts, Gold Fields and Resources for Coloni
Mr. Collins delights in the intricacies of inci
sation. By Commander R. C. Mayne, RN.
dent. More than two-thirds of the tale are
devoted to Magdalen’s stratagems, with all‘ (Murray)
their hopes and fears. The “favour and pretti THE public mind is gradually becoming be
ness” with which it closes are too rapid, too ; wildered about our new WestAmerican colo
unchequered, to be natural: even though a good , nies. Some accounts re resent British Columbia
novel, like every other good thing, must come i and Vancouver Islan in the most glowing
I colours and with a great future before them;
to an end at last.
It may be suggested, then, that Mr. Collins whilst others, apparently written with equally
has been so possessed with his story as to be , good faith, paint the gloomiest picture of their
unaware that its necessities give his heroine ‘\ actual condition, and prophesy misery in days
a colour and a character which be neither ‘ to come. Care should be taken to inquire into
intended, nor may be able to erceive. More ‘the antecedents of those who tender informa
certain, however, is the fact, t at too many of ,tion. A person who, mistaking the meaning
his leading characters are detestable. Capt. ‘ of “ surface-digging,” ﬂattered himself that by
\Vragge, though spiritedly hit off, is at the l merely scratching the ground for a season he
outset too transparent in the confessions of could pick up nuggets enough to make him
scoundrelisin, made by him to Magdalen. His : comfortable for life, and has just discovered his
huge, half-witted wife, with her slatternly ways, mistake, can hardly be in a proper condition of
her love of ﬁne clothes, and her tender heart, mind for a calm survey of a settlement in which
is good. But too much time is spent with these 1 he has experienced such mortiﬁcation. Yet it
people, and with the parties they are engaged - is emphatically from disappointed gold-diggers
to cozen and to blind,-—Noel Vanstone, the and similar sources that we have received com
weak miser, and Mrs. Lecount, his diabolically plaints. Those most familiar with the nature
prudent housekeeper. Too small is the amount ‘ of the new countries arennanimous in thinking
of healthy air let into the picture. The love , that, for the last century at least, no ﬁner terri
able characters -— Norah, Miss Garth, and ‘tory than that under consideration has been
Kirke, Magdalen’s redeemer,-—are little more offered for British colonization, or is better
than sketches. Amon the minor persons, suited to the genius of our race. The climate
Mazey, the tipsy old sa' or, is the best.
closely resembles our own, the soil is fertile in
Now, as to construction and incident. Few, ,the extreme, and either covered with magni
if any other, novels could be named in which ﬁcent timber or clad in a garb of park-like
unforeseen death is so frequently appealed to scenery difficult not to believe the work of art.
as an incident necessary to carrying out the All our fruits, vegetables and cereals ﬂourish,
author’s purpose. There are no fewer than ﬁve all our domestic animals thrive. The rivers
such catastrophes, each indispensable to the and adjacent seas abound in ﬁsh, salmon of
author’s illustration of the conﬂict betwixt good superior quality being the staple food of the
and evil in Magdalen. Itwas necessary, perhaps, Indians, whilst game of eve
description is
to avoid too long-drawn a strain on the woman i everywhere met with. “700 , water, grass—
who had contaminated herself by leaguing ‘ land and snow-capped mountains make up land
with a confessed Scoundrel to carry out her ,scapes scarcely surpassed in grandeur in any

ing land before it has been surveyed by Govern
ment, for which the people of New South Wales

fought well-contested battles, is here conceded
in the very outset, and the miserable dealings
of unscrupulous land speculators, by which in
the States and Australia large tracts of country
fell into the hands‘ of people who only held them
to get their per-centage out of the poorer immi
grants, are nipped in the bud by the judicious
provisions that no pre-emption land can be
legally sold or mortgaged without the owner
having previously expended at least ten shillings
on the improvement of every acre. On survey
ing all these conditions, and moreover bearing
in mind the geographical position of the country,
the magniﬁcent strait dividing Vancouver
Island and British Columbia, and communicat
ing by deep inlets and largp rivers with the
interior, one cannot escape t e conclusion that
none of our colonies, not even excepting the
United States, ever had a fairer chance of
success or held out more favourable prospects
to any new settlers who bring with them stout
hearts and a strong arm. Nor does it require
the eye of a prophet to predict that the rise of
our youngest oﬁ'springs will be rapid in an un
precedented degree. Emigration from Europe
never ceases, and the tide, unable to flow at
present to the States and New Zealand, will set
towards British Columbia and Vancouver Island ;
and ere long Victoria, Esquimalt and New
Westminster will outstrip in size, po ulation
and wealth many a large town in the 0] World
where at present their very names have scarcely
been heard.
There is only one thing that looks like a

formidable obstacle to the rapid rise of these
new countries. The sea
sage, from England,
round Ca 0 Horn, and t ence to the Straits of
Juan de uca, is both long and tedious, and
will probably deter a good man faint-hearted
souls from embarking on it, wh' st an overland
journey through British territory is for the pre
sent impracticable; indeed, whatever facilities
may exist for building a railway from Canada
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, the most
trustworthy explorers hold out no hope that it
can ever be taken over or through that great
barrier unless works are undertaken similar to
those of.the Socmmering or Mont Cenis. Those
who wish to shorten their sea voyage at present
go mid New York to St. Louis, and thence
through the Humboldt territory and the domi
nions of Brigham Youn to the coast, or they
go by way of Panama.
he overland route by
New York, St. Louis and Deseret is recom
mended as the safest for passengers and letters,
and has been subsidized in preference to the
Panama one. So far so good, but it must be

remembered that both these lines are in the
hands of Americans; and it is much to be
regretted that, in the event of a war, our com
munication with two of our rising colonies may
be cut off at any moment the enemy chooses by
our not having a road of our own or there not
existing a general highway‘ of nations to the
Pacific. During the late rent difficulty our
Government was unable to communicate with
the new colonies for more than six weeks, be
cause there was a chance of despatches being
intercepted. Surely such a state of things
ought to be remedied. If we cannot for the
present establish a communication across our
own North-American possessions, then we ought

1’2
to take into earnest consideration the scheme so
energetically advocated by Capt. Pim, of open
in a highway across Central America.
Var with America may arise any moment
the civil strife in the States is terminated; and
there is a hornet’s nest at the very entrance of
British Columbia. By a. treaty concluded in
1844 between the English and American
Governments, it was set forth that the boundary
line between our West American possessions
and the States should follow the parallel of 49°

'
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‘All ready, cap'en: can't give her any more!’ great.

The painting is not graphic, and

The skipper loses no time; ‘Stand by, then!’ is leaves no vivi impression. It is not unpleas
his response. Then, to the men forward, who ing at the time, but soon passes and is
have made a rope fast to some stump on the bank forgotten. It is a pity that there is no Table of
to keep the boat from dropping off, ‘ Let go !’ and Contents-nothin to indicate the route taken
she falls off for a second or two; her how cants
out a. little: ‘ting! ting! ting!‘ goes the engine and places descri ed. An Index was hardly
room bell, the signal for full speed ahead ; _every needed; but some outline of the contents might

timber of the lightly-built vessel tremblcs.

\Ve~ and ought to have been preﬁxed.

The illustra

watch the trees on the bank eagerly to see if she tions are lithographic and few, having no par
moves ahead. Presently she drops a little, but ticular excellence to recommend them. The

her head is still kept up ; then the stream catches work is got up in an expensive style of type

lat. to the centre of the Gulf of Georgia, and her on one how. ‘ Stand by with the trip~pole !’ and paper, large size and gilt edges,” if it were
thence through the channel which separates the
Continent from Vancouver Island to the Strait
of Juan de Fuca. The first part of this stipula
tion was clear enough, but that relating to the
channel gave rise to serious misunderstandings.
The fact is there are three channels. Were
the most eastward meant, all the islands in the
Gulf would belong to Great Britaimwere the
most western intended, they would fall to the
United States. The American General Harney,
acting on the principle that possession is nine
points of the law, boldly occupied San Juan,
one of the largest of these islands, and unplea
sant consequences have for the present been
averted by quartering a mixed garrison of

British and American soldiers on the place.'
Commander Mayne was engaged in the survey
of th ese troublesome islands; but he informs us
that certain reasons prevent him from making
any remarks on the merits of the dispute. ,
Such over-prudence was surely out of place when
he once made up his mind to write. His ,
volume is simply a narrative of these surveys
and the labours of the Boundary Commission,
and a plain unbiassed statement of both sides
of the question was due to those who have
waded through his book in search of deﬁnite
information. _
The great attraction in these parts are, of
course, the Cariboo gold-diggings, at present
reached with diﬂiculty by the Fraser river, and
thence over a mere apology for a road. Hopes,
however, are entertained of ﬁnding a more
ready access to them by means of some of
those deep inlets on the coast, and explorations

is heard, and, as she swings round, ‘Trip!’ is meant for aristocratic readers or drawing-moms.
shouted from the wheel-house. Into the swift Beyond the circle of the fair author's friends
shallow water the heavy pole plunges, and perhaps and those who partake of her peculiar views of

she_is brought up by it and run into the bank the prophecies relating to the future of the
again."
Jews, we should not think that it will attract
We wish we could ﬁnd more passages as many readers. Its general tone and spirit are
amusing as the following:
good; but there is a pervading tameness which
“ In a book on Americauisms, published last the size of the book materially increases. We
year, a Baltimore young lady is represented as
jumping up from her seat on being asked to dance,
and saying, ‘ Yes, sirree; for I have sot, and sot,

and sot, till I've nigh tuk root!’ I cannot say Though we do not sympathize in her Millennarian
I have heard anything quite equal to this; but opinions, which are, indeed, very modestly kept
I very well remember that at a party given on in abeyance, yet we readily allow that her mind
board one of the ships at Esquimalt, a young lady is of a deep and warm religious cast. Lady Tobin
declined to dance a ‘ fancy‘ dance, upon the plea,
‘ I'd rather not, sir; I guess I'm not ﬁxed up for
Waltzing ;'—an expression the particular meaning

and her husband went to Alexandria and thence

to Cairo, sailed up the Nile, traversed a part of
the peninsula of Sinai, including, of course, a
of which must be left to readers of her own sex to visit to Jebel Mousu, entered Palestine at
decide. ' ‘ Perhaps one of the most whimsical of Beersheba, and went on to Jerusalem, from
these curiosities of expression, combining freedom which various excursions were made. From
of manner with that of speech, was made use of
the capital of the Holy Land she came north
to Capt. Richards by a mastcncaulkcr. He had
ward to Damascus and Beirout, returning home
been vainly endeavouring to persuade the captain
that the ship required caulking, and at last he said by Malta. An extract will give the reader
in disgust, ‘ You may be liberal as a private citi a general idea of the character of the book :-—»
zen, captain, but you’re mean to an almighty

“Friday, January 11th (1861). A little girl of

pump-tack!‘—in his official capacity, of course.

seven years old, perhaps, stood trembling on the

Again, an American gentleman on board one of
our mail-packets was trying to recall to the recol

bank (of the Nile) this morning-an irresistible
feeling of curiosity had brought her there; but in
vain did my readily-accepted gift of a small copper
coin and a string of beads serve to allay her fears.
The poor child's terror was extreme lest we should
carry her off as a. slave. Her only garment was
a leathern fringed girdle round the loins ; and
throughout Nubia it is customary for young
unmarried females to appear everywhere thus scan
tily attired ; while their persons are thickly smeared
from head to foot with caster-oil to protect them
from the burning heat of a tropical sun. \Vhen
these women marry, they always wear a long, wide
shirt of coarse blue cotton cloth. We had not far
to go in visiting the temple of Esné, whose splendid

lection of the mail-agent a lady who had been

fellow-passenger with them on a. former occasion.
‘ She sat opposite you at table all the voyage,’ he
said.—‘ Oh, I think I remember her; she ate a
great deal, did she not'l’—‘ Eat, sir!' was the
reply; ‘ she was a. perfect gastronomic filibuster."
One more example, and I have done with a sub
ject upon which I might enlarge for pages. The
for that purpose have been undertaken. Should boys at the school at Victoria were being examined
a more practicable route be discovered,the centre in Scripture, and the question was asked, ‘ In what
of gravity would at once shift from Victoria way did Hiram assist Solomon in the building of

and New Westminster to more northern ports.
Commander Mayne did not visit Cariboo;
but he penetrated a good distance up the
Fraser, and one of the most readable passages in
his book gives a description of how the Ameri

are not so enthusiastic or conﬁdent about the
conversion of the Jews as the fair authoress.

the Temple '2'

It passed two or three boys, when

at last one sharp little fellow triumphantly ex
claimed, ‘ Please, sir, he donated him the lumber.‘ "

Paragraphs like these are fewand far between,
and those who take up the book for amusement
can captain overcomes the diﬁicnlties of its will be disappointed. The reater number of
navigation :chapters are heavy reading, t ough valuable to
“ Upon one occasion, when I was going up the those who make these two new colonies their
river in the Enterprise, no less than three times special study or future home.
after we had struggled past the snag the strong
current caught and swung us broadside across the The Land of Inheritance; 01, Bible Scenes
stream; and it was only by running the vessel's
Revisited. By Lady Tobin. \Vith Illustra
bow into the muddy bank without a moment‘s
tions. (Quaritch)
hesitation, and holding her there by the nose, as it
were, until she recovered breath to make another THE number of travellers who visit Egypt and
effort, that we escaped impalement. There was Palestine from year to year is constantly in
something very exciting in this struggle between creasing, so that we -ma.y soon hope to be
the forces of steam and water. Each time, as we as familiar with cities and interesting places
hung by the bank, the engineer might be heard as with those of Italy. Few, however,
The
below freshening his ﬁres, and getting up as much add much to our existing knowledge.
steam as the boilers could, or might not, hour for Relands, Robinsons and Eli Smiths are rare;
the next effort. The wheel-house in these vessels while the Bonars and Buchanans are common
is situated forward, so that there is almost direct enough. Lady Tobin traverses well-known
communication between it and the engine-room. localities, and has given a light and readable
By the helm stands the captain. ‘Ho! Frank,’ narrative of her personal adventures-what she
he boils down the tube, ‘how much steam have
saw, heard, thought and felt, as she moved
you 'l’— ‘So many pounds,’ is Frank's reply. about. Her book contains nothing new. It is
' Guess you must give her ten pounds more, or
we ahan‘t get past that infernal snag.’ And then in the form of a journal, in which the occur
more stoking is heard below, and the unpleasant rences of each day are carefully recorded. She
feeling comes over the listener that the boilers lie is too minute in her descriptions; and therefore
just beneath his feet, and that, if anything should the reader is liable to lose his interest in
happen to them, there can be no doubt about his the narrative unless he peruses the volume
fats. But, presently, Frank's voice sounds again. piecemeal. Nor are her powers of description

portico cleared out by order of Mohammad Ali
Pacha is all that has yet been excavated. It is
very much to be lamented that the whole of this

ﬁne building has not long ago been brought to light.
The elegant though massive columns of its portico
»-—cach 17 feet in circumference at the base—and
the elaborate, well-executed sculpture with which
the lofty walls, and these beautiful columns also,
are completely covered, afford undoubted evidence
of an architectural grandeur that ought not to lie
forever buried and concealed. A zodiac that once.

adorned the ceiling of this portion has been removed
to France within the last few years.

That these

sculptures were originally embellished by rich and
vivid colouring, is still quitemanifest through every
portion of them. The subjects represent dedica
tions and offerings to Kneph, the presiding deity;

and wherever these do not occur, the space is ﬁlled
either by a cartouche or a row of sharply-cut hiero
glyphics. The present Viceroy has suﬂicient wis—
dom to forbid desecration of this magniﬁcent portico,
by its being any longer used, as heretofore, for a

common granary."
Lady Tobin chronicles some curious notions,
which she evidently believes because told her
by a genuine converted Israelite, Prof. Levisohn,
respecting the Samaritan Pentateuch, such as,

“omissions in the Hebrew copies of the Mosaic
law of prophecies which foretold, in clearest and
most emphatic words, the Saviour that should
come into the world. One of these momentous
, passages occurs immediately after the delivery
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creepers flings itsigarlhndsrof gay ﬂowers over the‘ duty on

of the law upon Mount Sinai, &c. He declares
his firm conviction that in reality the Samari
tans are nothing more than Hebrews of the
tribe of Ephraim, and agrees with them in
considering Mount Gerizim as the place where
Abraham was commanded to offer up his son
Isaac for a. burnt-offering, founding his belief
upon the name—Moreh.” All this is baseless,
and of the same nature with “ Mr. Reichardt's
(another converted Jew) theory of accounting
for the Ark of the covenant and many other
things connected with Ismelitish history never
having yet come to light in these latter days”
. . . . “they are intended by the Almighty to
remain hidden from mankind until our blessed
Lord's second advent draws nigh, when they
will all be brought forth as indisputable evi
dences of the truth of Holy Writ, which even
the most sceptical of human beings will not
dare to gainsay or deny.”
'
Had the matter been condensed into half its
present bulk, and many minute details been
omitted, it would have possessed more interest
for the reader. At present, it is rather over
loaded with little circumstances. Still Lady
Tobin is a pleasing writer, possessing a cul

forest, and ﬁlls the air with the sweetest odour.
Numerous birds, partly rivalling in beauty of colour
the passiﬁoras and bignonias of these hanging
gardens, animate the banks of the lagune, while
gaudy macaws perch on the loftiest trees; and, as
if to remind one that death is not banished from
this scene of paradise, a dark-robed vulture screechcs
through the woods, or an alligator rests, like a black
log of wood or a sombre rock, on the tranquil waters.
Well he knows that food will not be wanting; for
river tortoises and large ﬁsh are fond of retiring to
these lagunes. “ "‘ If the Nile-so remarkable for its
historical recollections, which carry us far back into
the bygone ages-and the Thames, unparalleled by
the greatness of a commerce which for eclipses that
of ancient Carthage or Tyre-may justly be called
the rivers of the past and the present, the Amazon
has equal claims to be called the stream of the
future ; for a more splendid ﬁeld nowhere lies open
to the enterprise of man."

‘
_ previous occasions. We notice, espe
cially in t e second part, a good many misprints
ofscientific names, and might point out several
IIllIlOl' mistakes, such as that Cocaine was dis—
covered by \Vohler, and that Peireskia is the
only genus of Csctuses having two leaves,
‘.did,we think it worth while to look more
closely into a popular book; but we have not
noticed any such glaring mistakes as might be
expected from one who derives his knowledge
of the Tropics from the accounts of others, and
therefore have no hesitation in recommending
the book as a readable and instructive publica
tion.

From this exuberance of vegetation we are
transported to Africa, to regions successfully
explored by Anderson, Livingstone, Barth,
Burton- and Russegger. Finally, a virgin
forest, the Mexican table-land, the slopes of
Sikkim, and a mangrove vegetation, are deli
tivated mind, good taste, simple faith in neated.
The second part includes chapters on giant
the facts of Christianity, a fair amount of
the s icy
nutritive
plants, sugar,
coffee, palms,
cocoa, vanillIsi,
cotton,
eaoutchouc,
spices
knowledge derived from the perusal of books trees,
elucidating the history and geography of the
and
vegetable
dye-stuffs;
whilst
the
third
part,
countries she travelled through, and a tolerant
spirit. The peculiar circumstances of sorrow opening with an account of the insect tribe,
embraces descriptions of all the most pro
which led her to revisit the hallowed scenes minent
and popular animals. The frontispiece
of Scripture story, and induced her to yield to a
husband’s request in writingout hernotes for the gives a spirited illustration of condor-catching
in South America, effected, as the author
press after returning home, demand sympathy,
correctly describes it, by allowing these birds
and will, we trust, receive it.
of prey to gorge themselves to such an extent

that, unable to take wing, the Indians hasten
The Tropical World: a Popular Scientiﬁc
Account of the Natural History of the Ani
mal and Vegetable Kingdom in the Equato
rial Regions. By Dr. G. Hartwig. With
Plates and Woodcuts. (Longman 8: Co.)
ENCOURAGED by the success of his popular
description of ‘The Sea and its Living \Von
ders,’ Dr. Hartwig has ventured to publish
a familiar account of ‘The Tropical World,’
which, ﬁrst appearing in German about two
years ago, is now before us in an English dress.
Dr. Hartwig has apparently never been in the
Tropics, and relies for his materials solely upon
those found in well-known works of travel; nor
does he seem to have arrived at any general
results or ideas in dealing with the parts he
collected. But he is undoubtedly an able

to surprise them by throwin either their
ponchos or losses over them, an thus conduct
them in triumph to the village. But the
author does not believe that condors will
ever attack man; we know, however, several
well-authenticated accounts of men being

attacked whilst exploring the lofty summits
of the Andes.

Dr. Pickering, of the United

States Exploring Expedition, was not the only
one who had to ﬁght for his life with these
kings of birds. Mr. Bollaert, a trustworthy
English traveller, has given us full parti

culars of the peril in which the condom placed
him and his companion: so that we should
be sorry to see the paragraph that condom are
“contemptible cowards” copied into a guide
book to the Andes.

compiler, possessing the gift to cull the most

Those who from glowing descriptions have a

telling extracts from the works at his com
mand, and, like a skilful reviewer, arrange
them in such a manner that the reader obtains
a fair insight into the subject under discussion.
The work is divided into three parts, vir..,
Aspects of Tropical Nature, Tropical Plants,
and Tropical Animals. After explainingr the
diversity of climates in equinoctial regions,
the author takes us to the Llanos of South
America, so ably described by Humboldt and
Schomburgk, and thence to the high table
]and of Peru and Bolivia, and the sand coasts

longing for the tropics should carefully read
the long list of annoying insects which render
life in some of the most beautiful countries a
perfect torment. We have been subjected to
the irritating operations of every one of those
Dr. Hartwig enumerates, and fully agree with
him in the following conclusions :—
“Among the plagues of Guiana and the ‘Vest
Indies we must not forget a little insect in the
grass and on the shrubs, which the French call
Mic-rouge. It is of a beautiful scarlet colour, and
so minute that you must bring your eye close to it
before you can perceive it. It abounds most in the

of those republics, where Tschudi becomes the rainy season. Its bite causes an intolerable itching,
chief guide. By way of contrast, we are then which, according to Richard Schomburgk, who
introduced to the Amazon, the largest river of writes from personal experience, drives by day the
the torrid zone, where
perspiration of anguish from every pore, and at
“the magical beauty of tropical vegetation re night makes one‘s hammock resemble the gridiron
veals itself in all its glory to the traveller who steers on which St. Lawrence was roasted."
his boat through the solitudes of these aquatic
Dr. Hartwig’s work will be read with interest
mazes. Here the forest forms a canopy over his by that great body of the public who desire to
head ; there it opens, allowing the sunshine to dis learn something about the strange habits of tro
close the secrets of the wilderness; while on either

side the eye penetrates through beautiful vistas into pical animals and plants when conveyed in a
the depths of the woods. Sometimes, on a higher popular garb, and who will gladly welcome the
spot of ground, a clump of trees forms an island numerous woodcuts in which this English ver
worthy of Eden. A chaos of bushropes and sion abounds, though they may have done

Daniel Martin, and Venice in 1848—49. B
Henri Martin. Translated b Charles Marte
Vl'ith an Introduction by saac Butt, Q.G.,
M.P. 2 vols. (Skeet)

Two years ago, the collection of memorials
published by M. Planat de La Faye enabled
us to trace the career of one among the great

men whose virtue, honour and endurance

have adorned Italy. The words and the deeds
of Manin, whether in expectation, in action
or in retirement, were without a flaw. He rose
superior to the passion, the bitterness, the desire
for self-assertion, which too often mar the
efforts of those devoting themselves to their
country's good. He could wait as well as act.
He was earnest, without rashness; hopeful, but
not visionary; high-minded in modesty and
achievement. When misconstrued by his
inferiors, he was not petulant. Success never
tempted him into arrogance, nor failure into
complaint. He had the courage of a martyr,
without a touch of fanaticism. Such a life and.
such a death as his claim from the world its
best reverence. Their inﬂuence, as also their
glory, is undying. The man of meditation or
the man of action, who is girding himself up to
take a serious part in life’s business, be the
form and the scene of his effort what they will,
cannot but receive strength, instruction and
encouragement from such a story. What the
name and recollection of Manin must be to
every worthy Italian, is hardly to be expressed
in language. The country of Dante and Michael
Angelo has one sacred household word more.
The brightest, if also the saddest, pge of the
story of Venice is that on which is written the
tale of his heroic resistance, and his long-drawn
death in a strange land.
The above are no vain words, but the expres
sion of convictions which we are top seldom
allowed to entertain, especially when the object
is a political leader, and when the time present
brings into rominence those personalities and
failings whic must partly fade out of sight and

recollection before the historian for posterity
has to take account of great and generous deeds,
and gladly overlook the weaknesses of poor
humanity. This book, by M. Henri Martin,
however, is merely a reminder; calling for a
repetition of that which in reverence and sin
cerity was expressed when the former tribute
to Manin's heroism came before us. It has the
advantage of being more readable than its pre
decessor, and though containing little, if any,
new matter, cannot be laid down by those who
take it up, let them be ever so familiar with
its subject. M. Martin’s style is good, and he
has found a, judicious translator. The introduc
tions preﬁxed to the two volumes, by Mr. Butt,
add value to the work, as concisely outlining
some of the features of the Italian movement,
and callin attention to that which is so httle
understoo abroad, the limits and views of
British policy as regards sympathy and mter
vention. What is said, either by our country
man as annotator, or M. Martin as biographer,

will fail to satisfy the Red party, 0!‘ “109°, If
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such there be, who still cling to the dreams of distinctly heard cries of Vii-a Mam'nl From this catastrophe to be endured when contemplated,
Socialism as a panacea for misery. But the moment I felt sure of success. Viva San Marco! had not there been some mitigation in the
book, though moderate in tone, is not cold.
Having thus ‘characterized it, there cannot
remain here much to be said unless our ex
tended narrative derived from the former
work were to be repeated. We have already1
pointed out the rare union of sobriety wit
enthusiasm which distinguished the advocate
destined to play so remarkable a part;
his abhorrence of intrigue, conspiracy, of
every mean and mistaken practice, which gives
to the Despot, not merely a show, but a sub—
stance of excuse for coercin those who attempt
to work out new ideas by t 0 old machinery of
barbarous times. The story has already been
told of his hearty household affections for the
warm-hearted wife who brought him children;
for the afflicted and gifted daughter, to whom
he clung all the more dearly because of the
strange malady which were her life away. But
here are Manin’s Emilia and Teresa, to tell
their own feelings at the great moment when

Venice fondly thought she was free :—
“ “To find in the notes of Emilia Mauin a page
which, amid the narratives of this happy day,

resembles a knell sounding sadly among festal
chimes. The poor child, analyzing her feelings
with a singular vigour of thought and expression,
expresses remorse at not being ‘ﬁlled with an

ineffable joy ’ when she found herself, for the ﬁrst
time after his deliverance, under the majestic arches
of St. Mark, in presence of her father, proclaimed
liberator of his country. ‘ I ought to be at the
summit of happiness, but a weight continually
oppresses my heart.‘ This burden never left her
for a moment except when she saw the battalions
of the civic guard, called into existence by her

father, deﬁle past in imposing array.

All the

emotions of the daughter found their echo in the

heart of her father.

Manin never passed a day

of unrningled hap iness.—-We place in connexion

with the daughters notes a letter written by her
mother, which, although different in sentiment, is
not inferior in character.

“ Teresa Manin to Madam C'——.
“ "enlce, 3rd April, 1848.

Viva la. RepubIica-l I cried in my turn, for I was abiding friendships which the exile attracted
sure that my husband would not return until he to himself in Pans. \Vith the name of Emilia
had proclaimed the Republic in the Square of St. Manin is united for ever that of Ary Scheﬂ'er.
Mark. For the second time in five days I saw my She was not laid in the grave of the stranger
husband brought in triumph to his house. Twice when her wasted life at last died out, but sleeps
in ﬁve days! that was too much for my nerves! in the family tomb of that great painter, where
Still I sustained myself in my joy as I had done in
my grief. I embraced my husband as the liberator, he too and her father are also lyin . But
the chief among all, of my country. I embraced Manin’s ashes will be one day borne ‘home to
my son, who, at the age of sixteen, had displayed Venice as sainted relics.
the courage and coolness of mature years .... ..And
I have a thousand things to
say, but have not time. I read your letter, and
that of citizen Louis, to my husband, and he was
i greatly moved. For your son also, he bids me tell
you, a great and glorious career is opened in our
Republic. Whoever combines honesty with talent,
will ﬁnd honour and recompense. That is in
disputable. The future of your son is therefore
assured, dear friend.
I must conclude-Your
Tsnzsx."

‘ I was proud of both.

Tlw Handbook of Autographs: being a. Ready
Guide to the Handwriting of Distinguished
Ellen and I'Vomcn of curry Nation ; designed
for the Use of Literary Men, Autograph
Collectors, and others. By Frederick G.
Netherclift. lVith a Biographical Index,
by Richard Sims. (J. R. Smith.)
“Running-hand” was an accomplishment which
The above is Italian, every line of it—Italiun could not have existed when men wrote on
of the best kind; and it will be found doubly oyster-shells, sheets of lead, or, like the Arab
im ressive in all the glow of its truth and pride chroniclers, on the shoulder-blades of sheep.
an participation when the fate of its writer The amorous shepherds must have pricked
their ﬁngers when they wrote their songs with
is recollected. Teresa Manin survived for onl
thorns on straps of leather. The masters who
a few days that departure from Venice whic
followed on the ca itulation of the city, and its introduced the fashion of writing with iron
fall back into the ated chains of Austria. She bodkins, or stiles, on tablets of wax were not
thanked for the facilities they afforded in the
was stricken with cholera at Marseilles :-——
“ She was wounded to the heart upon abandon attainment of caligraphic excellence—their
ing her country, as is shown by a touching letter refractory pupils turned on their instructors
written two days before quitting the sacred hearth, and gave them a couple of inches of the sharp
The
which neither herself, nor her daughter, nor her end of their stiles under the ﬁfth rib.
husband, were destined ever again to see. ‘ All is waxen tablets were called “pugilares”: that
over, all is lost, save honour! I am going to a name seems to have been quite as applicable to
foreign land, where I shall hear a language not those who wrote on them.
my own. My beautiful language, I shall never
Pen, ink and paper are three simple things;
hear it again; never more ! ' She had no resource but in combination, and in the hands of a true
to bear up against that plague which had no pity master, for the time, they have been powerful
either for broken hearts or exhausted frames. On
agents. We do not mean masters like Peter
the 12th of October, on returning from the funeral
ceremony where friends unexpectedly found among Bales, who was a teacher of writing in the
strangers had assembled to attend the exile to her reign of Elizabeth, and wrote the whole Bible
tomb, Manin wrote the following letter to Dr. Bar in a little volume which he put in a nut
ml, a surgeon of Marseilles :—-' Pray accept, mon shell, and which nobody in the world could
sieur, yourself and the other noble hearts who have read. From the earliest period, England was

associated themselves with you in your generous
lived for some days past, and from which we have action, my warmest thanks for all that has been
not yet escaped, has not permitted me to occupy done to preserve the mortal remains and honour
myself with anything, and this has delayed my the memory of the cherished companion who has
“ Dear Friend,—The delirium in which we have

replying to you. Everything, even my own family,
of which I generally take such care, has been
neglected.
Thinking of the marvellous events
which have delivered us from a tyranny of thirty
three years has been my only occupation. These
events are like a dream ; our present position is like
a vision. Oh! dear friend, understand our felicity!
To rise from our bed slaves, and return to it at

night free! If that does not seem like a dream,
what can be so? Dear friend, why are you not here

shared all my long sufferings. Accept my sincerest

gratitude, which proceeds from the depths of a
heart broken by innumerable misfortunes: wounded
in its sincerest affections, both in country and
family. I did not deceive myself when I chose
France for an asylum. She is ever the land of

noble sentiments and generous efforts.

Adieu, every man a master, but only one master of

monsieur; permit me to press your hand as that of the masters.
an old friend ! ' "
Of the litho

The daughter lingered longer, worn out by
exile and disease,—beloved in proportion as
clouds gathered round her and decay spread,
and as her father wrestled with dejection, exile
and misconstruction, to cheer the few painless
hours which her epileptic malady left her.—
“ A letter from Béranger shows the impression

on this day of our redemption’! Such days never
occur twice in the course of one human existence.
I suffered much before this day of recompense
arrived, for I knew perfectly well to what dangers
my husband ax posed himself. But I never said ‘
to him-Stop ! And yet, I assure you, seeing him
almost beside himself from the great pressure on . this painful condition produced upon the mind of
his mind in meditating on the form of government the great poet, who gave so many proofs of his
it would be advisable to adopt, I have sometimes sympathy for Manin, and who preceded his daugh
trembled for his reason. But my anxiety and
ter but a few weeks to the grave. ‘What most
terror were greatest when he informed me that
affects me is “anin. I have seen his unfortunate
Venice might possibly be bombarded that day .... ..
daughter in a state which it is impossible to de

\Vhcn I saw him write to the different consuls to

protest against this measure, and when I heard
him call George, and say to him, ‘ Come with me to
the arsenal!’ what I suffered at that moment you
can imagine much better than I can describe. I
think few women would have conducted themselves

as I did.

. scribe. It pained me too much to describe it to
Can you
imagine the mind to remain
; Bretonneau.
intact amid such
Buffering“

Can you picture to
yourself this poor girl thinking of the pain her dis
I order gave her worthy father, clasping him with

I embraced neither my husband nor my her withered hands, and asking his forgiveness for

son, so that I should not delay them. \Vhat hours
were those, from one till ﬁvel I felt sure that if
either of my beloved were killed, the other would
certainly share his fate. At last, at about ﬁve

famous for her writing-masters. Secretary’s
hand, ﬁne Italian, whatever the character, few
could equal, none surpass them as instructors
and as manual writers. They challenged each
other, wrote, instead of ﬁghting, single matches,
and sometimes held tournaments, whereat they
tilted with their pens for lances; and great was
the glory of him who came off conqueror,
where there was a_host of competitors, and

the martyrdom she caused him ‘I’ "

The death of this beloved invalid in Paris,
under the eyes of her father, who wearily earned
l his bread there as a language-master (he who
o’olock, the shouts of a great crowd approaching our had held St. Mark’s City as none before him
house delivered my heart from its anguish.
had done i), would be almost too melancholy a

phed specimens of hand
writing which h . F. Netherclift has brought
together, those of authors are often the best for
clearness and‘ beauty, even when hurriedly
written. Addison’s is as sharp, graceful and

legible as Horace Walpole’s or Mrs. Piozzi’s.
Akenside, too, wrote a hand which must have
excited some respect for his character in every
office where his “copy” penetrated. There
is sensibly felt the value of a readable hand
writing; and occasionall one that cannot be

rendered familiar to t e compositor, even
by constant practice with it, will arouse

a feeling akin to mutiny.

Perhaps the worst

“ band” ever written by author was that of the

late Rev. Mr. Mitford.

Lady Morgan’s was

copper-plate, beauty and lucidity, when com

pared with it. In the old oﬂice of the Gentle
man's Magazine, Mr. Mitford’s “copy” was
constantly to be seen and never to be under
stood. Apprentices shook their heads at it,
as though it were something in the Ogham
character written by a crazy Druid. The more
experienced attempted to set it up with reluct
ance, and were generally half wild before their
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attempt had perha s partially succeeded. At
length, at sight 0 the well-known hierogly History of Frederick the Second, Emperor of the
Romans. By T. L. Kington, MA. 2 vols.
phics, more uninterpretable than ever, the
(Macmillan & Co.)
corn ositors united in declaring that they
won d prefer resigning their posts to losing UNTiL the publication of Dr. Milman's ‘ His
their senses over t e reverend gentleman’s pot tory of Latin Christianity,’ there existed no
work in our language which enabled the Eng
hooks.
Occasionally the literary men are loose in lish reader rightly to comprehend the character
their orthography, and even so careful an indi of the greatest of the German Caesars-Fre
vidual as Ayscough spells references with three derick the Second. Slight notices of him were,
Jr's ; and writers in the last century, quite at sea indeed, to be found in Hallam’s ‘History of
as to the use of capitals, inserted them capri the Middle Ages,’ in Mill’s ‘History of the
ciously, depriving nouns of their dignity by Crusades,’ and in a few other works of a similar
omittin them, and conferring them on mean kind; but these served only to render more
little jectives, and upstart prepositions which evident the void in our historical literature.
The subject of Dr. Milman’s work was, of course,
look pert and pretentious by their aid.
‘Ve do not attach much value to the system too extensive to permit him to enter at length
of detecting ersonal character under hand into the details of any particular subject; and,
‘writing, thoug clever impostors have made a moreover, since he wrote, two valuable docu
tolerable living by it. It is easier, knowing ments——‘ The Chronicle of Fra Salimbene’ and
the character, to ﬁnd some relation to it in the the ‘ Chronicon de Rebus in Italia Gestis’ (dis
writing. The tremendous power in the “down covered in the British Museum by M. Huillard
stroke ’ and the light grace in the “ hair-line " Bréholles)—have been published, and tend to
derick’sconsiderable
reign. Thelight
ground,
on the
therefore,
events ofwhich
in the writing of Richard the Third remind one throw
of the determination of his character, and the
reﬁnement, when he chose to assume it, of his Mr. Kington has taken possession of in the
manner. So here, in a few words written by present volumes may be fairly considered un
Admiral Blake, to the effect that “you will be occupied, and the work deserves a warm wel
pleased to advance twenty pounds unto him,” come from the historical student. The author
there is a look of conﬁdence in the letters, sorrre has evidently sought out with the utmost dili
of which raise their heads like pike-shaves, while genes and industry every available source of
the y in the “twenty” dashes oﬁ‘ exccntrically, information; and the style, though somewhat
like a rocket which intends to strike some diffuse, is vigorous and ﬂowing. Had Mr.
where, but the whereabouts being less certain Kington, however, studied condensation. a
little more,—had he omitted petty details,
than the ﬁsct.
There is plain matter of fact in the writing in themselves unimportant,—ha he concen
of Burns-a plainness not without a sort of trated his attention more on the great Em eror
pride in the sample sentence of his writing, himself, and less on his accessories,—tbe ook
which says, “ I have not the most distant pre would, we think, have been improved. Few
tensions to what the pye-coated guardians of great monarchs have received so scant an
allowance of justice from posterityas Frederick
cscutcheons call a Gentleman,—
the Second; nor is it diﬂicult to account for
My ancient but lgnoble blood
Has crept through scoundrels since the Flood ;"

and to this he appends a bold “ Robt. Burns,”
as if he were proud of the descent and eager to
acknowledge it.
On the other hand, Braham scrawls through
an excuse for not singing, and the words seem
dying away in feeble quavers, the m in his
"name having hardly strength to assert itself.
Again, almost the only capital in the subjoined
note after the
ﬁrst letter
is given
to not
the being
word
wFrauce,the
National
Assembly
therein

deemed worthy of the distinction :—“ \Vill you
be kind enough to contradict the report of my
intention to become a candidate for a seat in
national assembly of France. Believe me yours,
Na oleon Louis Bonaparte. King Street, the
20t of March, 1848." A month afterwards,
the writer was a special constablein St. James‘s
Street on the famous intended day of the
Chartists, when he is said to have layfully
prophesied to one or two lords, his fe low-con
stables, that the end of all these things will be
the Empire, with a friend of yours for Emperor!
And speedily he became a member of that
‘despised National Assembly ; and the little
account disappeared from Farquhnr‘s books,
and, subsequently, “Believe me yours” became
exactly what he had prophesied, in spite of the
honesty and the ridicule of Changarnier.
_ In the hundreds of samples here given there

is much matter for speculation and amusement;
and there is much usefulness in this volume as
a book of reference to test the genuineness of
autographs, those here published being war
ranted as authentic! Mr. Sims has, in a few
concise words, given a bi
phical outline of

each writer, and thereby added considerably
to the value of the volume.

l5
a stern disciplinarian, cruel in revenge, of
boundless ambition, patient and hopeful even
under defeat, and jealous of every particle of
the authority he believed to be vested in him.
But, on the other hand, he was what his rou
grandfathernever had been—amodel of knightly
courtesy, an ardent cultivator of the “gay
science,” an enthusiastic patron of those arts
which were destined to render Italy famous,
and the brightest ornament of the most luxu
rious and intellectual Court of the Middle Ages.
These qualities, however, he shared with others,
for they were characteristic of the age. But
Frederick was something more than a model of
chivalrous attributes: he was in advance of his

age, and that to an extent which appears at
ﬁrst sight almost startling. As a legislator, we

ﬁnd him in Sicily aiming at the abolition of the
more oppressive feudal burthens, simplifying
suits, rendering the process of law more econo
mical and accessible, watching scrupulously
over the purity of the judges, and, to use his
own words, “watering the domain of justice
with the streams of mercy." He lightened
taxation as far as possible, and, what is still
more extraordinary, gave to his Southern king
dom a representative form of government many
years before the Commons of England ﬁrst
met at Westminster. “It is just possible,”
suggests Mr. Kington, “that Simon do Mont
fort, who is known to have visited the Impe
rial Court, may lrave borrowed his famous
improvement on the old English Constitution
from an Apulian source.”
Frederick was,
moreover, an active and shrewd trader, and
seems to have had a thorough comprehension of
the advantages of unrestricted commerce. His
ideas of toleration were peculiar. To Jews and
Saracens he extended the most complete pro
tection; but of heretics he was a merciless per
secutor. It has been suggested by Dr. Milman
that this arose from the fact that the better

this result when we consider that he was the known schismatics of that age, such as the
most formidable antagonist the Papal power
had ever encountered, that he died while still
under the ban of excommunication, and that the
writers of the immediately succeeding age were,

Paterins and Catharists, were remarkably com
mon in'Lombardy, and that Frederick may

have punished them as rebels rather than as
heretics. One of the noblest points of Frede

for the most part, warm partisans of the Papal rick’s character was the encouragement he
as opposed to the Imperial party. The com
mencement of the thirteenth century has always
appeared to us one of the most interesting
periods of medireval history, and one fraught
with many instructive lessons to the modern
student. Then it was that the last great struggle
took lace between Rome and the Empire, and
that
mbardy made its most desperate effort
to recover that independence which it was not
destined fully to obtain till our own days. Im
portant as were the events, the men were worthy

gave to education by establishing seminaries of
learnin in various parts of his dominions. He
founded the University of Naples, and took a
deep interest in the famous medical school of
Salerno; and even the University of the Guelﬁc
city of Bologna received gifts of books from
him for its library. He accompanied his present,
in 1232, with the following interesting letter,
which we quote from Mr. Kington :- —
“ We have always [he writes] loved knowledge
from our youth; whatever time we can steal from

of them. Innocent the Third, perha s the ablest State affairs we cheerfully dedicate to reading the
ontiﬂ' who ever ﬁlled the Papal 0 air, having
lly established that temporal power which
the feebleness of his successors seems likely
soon to destroy, proceeded to arrogate to him

many volumes stored in our library, “'1: have
stripped the works written by the Greek and

Arabic philosophers of their old garb; we have had
them translated by chosen men, maintaining faith
fully the virginity of the words. We do not wish
self universal supremacy; and so powerful was to keep them all to ourselves; you are the ﬁrst to
his inﬂuence, that almost every European king whom we send them, since you are the illustrious
dom was awed by the mere t rent of a Papal nnrslings of philosophy, who skilfully draw new
interdict. Rome's power was now at its zenith, waters out of old cisterns. Do you make them
when it suddenly received an unexpected check public for the use of students, to the glory of your
from the daring hand of Frederick the Second. friend Caesar."
One might almost call the House of Hohen
Such is a faint outline of the character of
staufen the hereditary antagonist of Rome; this man. “Troubadour,” to use Mr. Kington’s
and the sup art which Innocent afforded to words, “ Crusader, Lawgiver; German by blood,
Frederick in is efforts to obtain the Imperial Italian by birth, Arab by training; the pupil,
crown was the one great error of that Pope’s the tyrant, the victim of Rome; accused by
policy. It is diﬁicult, even with the ample the world of being, by turns, a Catholic
rse
means supplied to us b Mr. Kington, to form enter, a Mohammedan convert, an Inﬁde free
a just conception of a c aracter so strange, and thinker: such is Frederick the Second." The
in some respects contradictory, as is that of ‘ two objects of the Emperor’s .policy were
Frederick the Second. From one point of view, to combat the ambition of the Popes, and
he appears closely to resemble his grandfather , to reduce to submission the independent re
Barbarossu. Like him, he was a brave soldier, i publics of Northern Italy. Most men must
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sympathize with the gallant ﬁght which Milan and death. The Roman Church is like a leech: “Scotland, Ireland and Wales, while down either
she calls herself my mother and nurse; but she is a side are notes referrin to the principal leaves
stepmother, and the root of all evils. Her legates of the tree. There is, owever, one serious and
go throughout all lands, binding, loosing, punish ﬂagrant error in the chart,-—an error of such
ing; not to sow the seed of the Word, but to subdue magnitude that until it has been removed by
men and to wring from them their money.
for their hereditary immunities. Still we must all
hewing down a very handsome piece of timber,
Neither churches nor hospitals are now spared.
recollect, in justice to Frederick, that the Lom This Church was founded on poverty and innocence the rest of the tree should not be admitted into
bard towns were by no means model republics; at ﬁrst, as its catalogue of saints proves; but other the school-room. Misled by the famous false
that anarchy and internecine strife had become foundation can no man lay than what Christ has edigree of the Cambridgeshire Stewards, Mr.
chronic among them; that the burghers were laid. Now she wallows in riches; and it is to be hialcolm gives Oliver Cromwell a royal descent,
ﬁerce, rude and uncultivated; and that the feared that riches will overthrow her. All the and justifies himselffor doing so in a mar inal
oppressive spirit of feudalism was everywhere wicked are eager for the fray, and hope to riot on note that runs thus: “ He was, on his mot er's
exerting its baneful inﬂuence. It might be the ruin of the kingdoms of the earth. Unite side, descended from the Lord High Steward of
almost necessary, therefore, that the transition yourselves, then, and overturn this unheard-of Scotland; but it was in nowise owing to this
period of despotic rule should be one through, tyranny, this danger common to all. Remember circumstance that be attained the highest posi
so that by this means public or or might be that when your neighbour's Wall is on ﬁre, your own tion in the nation.” Thus laughably does this
hoary genealogical ﬁction ever and again eep
restored, the evil-working power of the nobles property is at stake."
It could not be expected that a monarch hold out like a rat from its hole. It never snea or
might be crushed, and a foundation laid for a
more liberal and peaceable government. Might ing such opinions should be very enthusiastic runs out from its lurking-place without exciting
not the example Frederick had set in his in regard to the Crusades; and the advan derision and being summarily knocked on the
Sicilian dominions be considered a suﬁicient tageous. treaty which he concluded with the head; but neither laughter nor blows kill it.
guarantee for his adoption of a liberal and pro Sn tan of Babylon, and his own coronation at Once upon a time, Mr. D’Oyly Bayley did his
gressive policy in other
rts of his vast pos ‘Jerusalem, would seem to prove that zeal and best to destroy the absurd creature, which
sessions? Although the ereditary feud exist ardour are not always requisite in order to com wanders about the world to put heralds to the
ing between the Papal and Imperial parties mand substantial success. The year 1248 may blush, and be a satire on that family arrogance
was undoubtedly one cause of Romes con be considered the turning-point of the Im erisl which invariably is a feature of the vulgar. In
tinued persecution of Frederick, still the luke fortunes; the disastrous defeat at Parma eing the Alhemrum (No. 1782) we had occasion to
warm support he gave to the Crusades added the ﬁrst signal of the fast-approachin downfall expose the fabrication, which doubtless will be
fuel to the hatred home to him by the Popes. of the great Suabian House. The defeat and brought forward again, before six months have
His unwillingness to enter on the Holy \Var captivity of Euzio, his favourite son, was another passed, as “afact." Mr. Malcolm may see the
gipbably arose from two distinct causes. The crushing blow administered to the Emperor in exact nature of his blunder, by reference to
t was a natural fear of the consequences his latter days, and tended most probably to the Athenwum article, and to Mr. D’Oyly Bay
which might result from his absence in the hasten his death, which took place at Fiorentino ley’s paper on ‘Genealogical Fictions,’ in the
Gentleman's Magazine for 1846. By all means
East. In Lombardy, the revived factions of on the 13th of December, 1250.
let Cromwell have a statue in Westminster
Guelf and Ghibelline were engaged in per
Palace, and an equestrian statue in St. James’s
gitual strife. Town waged war with town—
noa wit-h Milan, Venice with Genoa, Mantua Gcmalogical and Historical Diagrams, illus Parkj but to endow him with a royal descent
trative
of
the
History
of
Scotland,
En
land,
with Cremona, Ravenna with Ferrara; and the
is beyond the power of the historian, and even
France, and Germany, from the Nint Cm of the genealogist.
Emperor feared that if his watchful eye were
tury
to
the
Present
Time.
By
William
Gra
removed, still more disastrous events might
ham, LL.D. Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)
ensue. Such appears to us the political reason
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
which for a long time prevented Frederick Malcolm’s Genealogical Tree of the Royal Family
The Earth and its Mechanism.- being an Account
of Great Britain. (Malcolm)
from fulﬁlling the pledge he had given, at the
of the curious Proofs of the Rotation of the Earth.
time of his coronation, to Honorins. But there Dr. Graham’s Genealogical and Historical Dia By H. \Vorms. (Longman 6t Co.)—This is one
existed a religious obstacle also. Inﬁdelity was grams are lucid in arrangement and sufficiently of those books for which the Greek monobible
a common charge made against Frederick in accurate; but it may be questioned if good would have been altered to order, if it were not
his lifetime. The Christian world was scandal would follow from their general introduction that, as often happens, the adjective in “holy
ized by the number of learned Saracens and into schools, which is the object of the arranger. bible " has walked off, leaving its meaning imbedded
Jews who surrounded the Emperor in his “Even our greatest historians,” says Dr. Gra in the substantive. So we are introducing the
Sicilian Court, and by the interest which he ham, “have felt the value of such tables; word monograph instead, and it means a complete
himself displayed in Oriental studies.‘ “The Hallam and Lingard have had recourse to .handling of some one single branch of a subject.
Guelfs,” says Mr. Kington, “denounced himas them, and Dr. Arnold recommends them as In a monograph we expect to ﬁnd fuller develop
ment of the single point selected than can be given
an Epicurean, who searched the Scriptures in necessary to a clear view of certain eriods of in
a polygraph; and on this point we are well
the hope of upsetting the existence of a future history.” All this the reader wi I admit; satisﬁed with Mr. Worms, who gives everything,
state.” In the preceding century, in Langue but it does not follow that‘ upils should have from Galileo to Foucault, in all his phases. He
doc, and in a Court second ‘only in brilliancy the tables at into their hands ready made, has accordingly produced a work which must be at
and reﬁnement to that of Sicily under Frede when one o the most useful historical exercises hand to any one who desires to study the rotation
rick, we ﬁnd existing the same intercourse with to which an intelligent boy can be put is to of the earth. But should a second edition be
the East, the same liberality of sentiment, the drawa genealogical chart or chronological dia required, we recommend the able author to recon
same toleration, the same animosity to the gram from facts contained in the text of the sider his general notion of physics and his histo
clergy, and the same spirit of scepticism. And 00k which he is studying. We admit the rical accounts. He should not reject anything,
we imagine that the causes which produced the utility of such tables, but we think the student however improved, as "incompatible with the
dignity of true science"; it was this dignity notion
Albigensian heresy were in action, though in should make them for himself.
Mr. Malcolm's Genealogical Tree is a pic which operated strongly against the motion of the
a modiﬁed form, in the Court of Apulia. The
earth.
When he tells us that Riccioli “:mm"
daring deﬁance of Rome contained in the Let turesque work of art. From a grass-covered that “ the
celestial bodies are carried round daily
ter to the King of England, written by Frede plain, on which appear the rose and the by intelligences called angels," he gives a very
rick at Capua, in 1227 (and which might, from thistle, a few shamrock-leaves and three leeks inaccurate idea of what Riecioli says in the page
its tone, have been the production of the Ger (washed, and all ready for eating) rise up above cited, and which be perhaps never saw. Riccioli
man reformers of an after-age), is a proof of the a compan of ~fruitless stems, the three grand states this opinion as the most common one of all
prevalence of a particular style of thought at trunks- gwald, Egbert, Kenneth the Second, time, namely, that the stars are moved "intelli
the Imperial Court. This curious document is —of the mighty tree, whose topmost leaf is gentiis, an: ab angelis," for which he quotes Aqui
given by Mr. Kington, and we here extract it Albert Edward Prince of Wales. A marriage is nas, Bonaventure, Scotus, Durandus, and many
entire :—
indicated where two leaves lap. When aleaf lies others. But worse than this is the view given of
across the trunk or limb of the tree, the name the purpose of Copernicus. Mr. \Vorms cannot
“Take warning [he says] by the past: did not
ﬁnd room for Ptolemy's name when speaking of
the Pope hard press the Court of Toulouse and on it is the progenitor of the next higher name astronomers “combining different excentric and
others by an unjust excommunication, until they or names; and when the green leaf does not lie epicyclical motions, so as to represent the pheno
bowed before him? Did not Innocent the Third across the trunk or limb of the tree, no descent mena of the heavens." He says, l‘the bigotry of
stir up the English Barons against King John as (or rather, ascent) is traced from it. A leafy the Middle Ages accepted and protected willingly
being a foe of the Church? As soon as the King tendril-twined framework separates this picture these heathen notions, rendering it most dangerous
had crouched like a coward and handed over his of an umbrageous forest-king from the white to confute them." He represents Copernicus as
realm to Rome, the Pope, who only hungered for margin of the liberal sheet; and at proper writing gently to refute these opinions. Now,
the fat of the land, gave the Barons up to misery points are emblazoned the arms' of England, whether it would have been dangerous to refute
and her sister towns made for liberty, and we
heartily concur in Mr. Kington‘s expressions of
admiration for the sturdy Lombard citizens
who contended against suclrbverwhelming odds
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epicycles, no one_knows; certainly neither Co Robertson, Maurice and others, put forth in all ing to other canons than those of the Palais-Royal
pernicus nor Galileo attempted it. Copernicus simplicity, have not lacked readers. These ser —who is satisﬁed that every English “Miss’7 drinks
changed the centres of the epicyles. \Ve take a
chance opening of his great work, and within two

pages of it we‘ﬁnd “ inquirendum noln's jam est,
in qua sint ratione epicyclus primus ad secundum”
(folio Ill). Let Mr. \Vorms stand informed, not

only that Copernicus used epicycles, but that the
astronomers of our day use twenty where Ptolemy
used one: but not under the old name, nor pre

cisely in the same way.

sum, and that London's Milo‘)- Maire can send our
sovereign “to the right-about” whenever he pleases?
But there is a companion even more lightly heavy
and more heavily light than Monsieur Aristide : this
is the German trying to be French when travelling

in foreign parts—such aGerman as this is M. Charles
wrought in the spirit of the good Methodist Grlin. In politics he may have seen to the centre of

preacher whose device was, “ Never provoke those every movement,—he may have laid his ﬁngers on
every leader's pulse ; but in place of offering new
The Meaning of History: Two Lectures. By facts or arresting conclusions, he treats us to the
Frederick Harrison, 7ALA. (Triibner 8v. Co.)—()f veriest commonplaces. Any reader of last year’s
these two lectures, which were delivered to what newspapers (even German ones) is as wise regard
the patrons of Mechanics’ Institutes term “ mired ing Italian affairs as M. Griin can make him.-—l'.n
audiences,” the author says, with equal modesty Arts and Belle: Letlm he is not less oraculsr.-—The
and truth, “It will be seen that they belong to glories of the South, whether they be ancient or
the most elementary kind of popular instruction, recent, are dismissed by him with the proper show
and they will have little interest for the general of enthusiasm or rapture, but with a want of tact

With these objections to you aim to proﬁt.”

its historical accounts, we dismiss a good book.
Recollections of the Con/m'sulimt Parties of the

Rev. Charles Simeon.

mons, too, stood in no need of a symphony. They
are earnest, interesting, practical rather than pro
found, and with just that touch of intimacy in
appeal which, by endearing the preacher to his
audience, gives weight to every word, adds per
suasion to every suggestion. Their writer has

By A. W. Brown, M.A.

(Hamilton, Adams & Co.)—These are recollections
of conversation parties, but are not sufficiently
conversation recollections to enable us to present
Simeon as he was. Those to whom they are dedi
cated, the Cambridge men who, as undergraduates,
attended the parties, will clothe the notes here pre
sented with their own recollections, and will ﬁnd
‘them very valuable resuscitators. To all the rest
of the world they might be, for the most part,
extracts from Simeon's note-book, but not from his
diary. Nevertheless, now and then, we ﬁnd such
hits as the book ought to be full of. Simeon was

reader, much less for the regular student of his
tory.” Mr. Harrison speaks with the conﬁdence
which becomes a popular lecturer; but we are
inclined to think that ﬁve minutes‘ brisk cross
examination would reduce him to confusion and

and truthful observation which is made doubly tire
some by the affected vivacity of his style. Take

one specimen of this. While hard at work on his
description of Pisa, "' The gas," says M. Grilu,
“shines by its absence in the streets.” Madelon
uncertainty as to his own views of the "meaning and Calhoa, themselves, could not have turned the
of history."
phrase with a more brilliant ingenuity. —The entire
a character who especially wanted a Boswell: a
Three Years in Melbourne. By Clara Aspinall. book sparkles with sallies no less happy than the
full account of his doctrines and labours, with the (Booth.)—Three years‘ residence in Melbourne above, and may be accordingly commended to those
personal character and manner omitted, might as with an affectionate brother doubtless gave Miss whom they suit. I
well be his contemporary Rowland Hill as Simeon. Aspinall many and sufficient causes for the grati . The subjunctive mood is only a part of Latin
Both had a point in common,——eccentricity of the tude which she expresses to him for “ his more grammar, and not the whole of this part is dis‘
form of thought, and a certain occasional jocu than brotherly kindness”; but she has done wrong cussed in The Functions of Si and Qui, with Special
larity of manner. But no two men were more to offer her Australian experiences to the public Reference to German Theories, by Gavin Hamilton.
different. Simeon lived through an age which in a volume that neither instructs nor amuses,— (Hamilton & 00.), which is nevertheless a volume
began by calling him a crack-brained enthusiast, that snys nothing of Melbourne life which has not of considerable size. Nearly the whole of it is
and ended by acknowledging him as the leader of been better said over and over again. In her devoted to a refutation of the views of others,
a recognized and influential religious party. The concluding pages Miss Aspinall prints the bill of rather than the enunciation and establishment of
work before us gives, to use a common idiom, a fare of the steam~clippcr on board of which she made those entertained by the author on the much-vexed
notion, but not an idea, of his character of mind. her homeward voyage, and also one of Dibdin’s question under discussion, which, so far as we can
We have, for instance, much of his Attic; but we best and most popular sea-songs. These portions see, remains pretty much in the same position as
of it excepted, there is not a line in her book worth before. Surely Mr. Hamilton does not suppose
want more of his Doric.
Through Algeria. By the Author of ‘Life in reading.
he is-the first to point out that the indicative mood
Tuscany.’ (Bentley.)—Why Miss Crawford could
Problems in Human Nature. By the Author in Latin is employed to express actual fact, and
not print the pleasant record of her travelling of ‘Morning Clouds.’ (Longman a Co.l——-‘ The the subjunctive what is only conceived in the mind,
adventures,-—one which may safely be commended Source of Vanity,’ ‘The Decline of Sentiment,’ and may or may not be matter of fact. Much as
as an acceptable ﬁreside book, —without tilting at and ‘ Disappointment in the Religious \Vorld,’ are he insists upon the necessity of discovering a com
a windmill, by way of preliminary exercise, it the titles of three essays in. which, with equal mon affinity in the different usages of the subjunc
would be hard to explain. Her apology for single modesty and thoughtfulness, the author of ‘The tive mood, it does not appear to us that he has
Romance of a Dull Life ’ places before the world advanced beyond this general principle, which is
women who prefer foreign travel to aimless home
gossip, her deprecation of their being thought opinions which, even when they are superﬁcial or to be met with in any grammar. He ﬁnds great
ridiculous, are simply superﬂuous and uncalled for. erroneous, arouse the reader’s sympathy for the fault with Carson's rules for the use of the sol»
simple and earnest mind from which they ﬂow. junctive, after such phrases as cunt qui, but does not
Assuredly, no man with any humanity in his com
position will like the idea of his female relatives Of the source and nature of vanity all that is said give any of his own, though he lays down laws
and friends rushing into real peril, and gratuitously is mere scratching on the surface of metaphysical for other usages of that mood. It is a pity he
exposing themselves to mischance, for the grati knowledge. In the second paper the writer takes should have spent so much time and strength in
ﬁcation of restless curiosity. There may be some. ground which we are so happy as to deem un the negative operation of confuting others, and
thing more inconsiderate than heroic or admirable tenable. ‘Ve do not believe that “sentiment of still more so that he could not have written in a
in the desire to gratify a. roving propensity; and almost every kind is becoming faint and feeble." less discursive manner and a more sober tone. He
the woman who will force her way, in spite Schiller’s words were but a repetition of one of is perpetually wandering from his subject for the
of proprieties, relying on her sex as an excuse those “ vanitas vanitatum” cries, which from ear sake of bringing in some anecdote, saying or allu
and protection, thereby unsexes herself; but liest history to the present time have been ever sion, which seems to serve no other purpose than
beyond these old truths the voice of society has and again wrung from poetic minds, sorrowing to display his smartness,—a quality rather out of
never gone in denunciation of roaming 'spinsters or over the wide chasm that separates the “ actual" place than otherwise in a work of this nature.
Wit and brilliancy are very good things, but are
widows, and Miss Crawford has solaced herself from the “ideal." Modern literature—the litera
with the notion of a grievance which has no exist ture to which Schiller contributed vast treasures, hardly in keeping with a discussion about the use
ence. Her book, we have said, is a pleasant one. that met with enthusiastic appreciation from the of the subjunctive mood in Latin.-An Elementary
She has seen more of Algeria than the generality hard work-arday world—proclaims the sentiment Latin Grammar, by H. J. Roby, M.A. (Macmillan),
of women contrive to see-not being repelled by unjust and false. The writer of ‘ Morning Clouds’ I is a school grammar derived from the best sources,
the frightful orgies of the Aissoua, not deterred must look more at the sunshine and less at the and drawn up on a superior plan. The author
by the diﬂ'lculties of land-travelling in districts dark masses of rolling vapour, and must form her acknowledges himself indebted to Madvig, Donald
where rest at night was little better than abivouac, estimate of human nature from its highest, not its son, Key, Kennedy and Morell. From Madvig
and where panthers sat by the way, like Pope and inferior, representatives. ‘ Disappointment in the he has derived the facts of the accidence, and from
Pagan in Bunyan’s allegory, waiting for pilgrims Religious World’ would be an excellent essay if Morell assistance in expounding the syntax accord
to come by. Neverthelcss, a good moiety of life it could be relieved of its needless despondency. ing to the analysis of sentences ; but the arrange
as it exists in so rude aland cannot have come We would encourage its author to be more hope ment as well as the selection of his materials is
under the ken of any woman, he she ever so in ful, and have more lively conﬁdence in the wisdom entirely his own, and the work is to all intents and
purposes an original production, differing materially
trepid. This factlimits the value of the book, though that governs the affairs of men.
Italy, ¢£'c.—[L’Italie en 1861.: Polilique, Lilléra from all others. Our only fear is, that it may be
not its amusement.
The Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson. By ture, Biographie, Beams-A rts, par Charles Griin]. found almost too hard for those who have not
the Author of ‘ Recreations of a Country Parson.’ (Brussels, Kiessling & Co. ; London, Triibner 8t Co.) already acquired some familiarity with the laws of
(Strahan.)-—In other words, a volume of sermons, —This is a heavy book, with much pretension on language.
Of religious publications, we have to announce
'with a picturesque and pensive sort of preamble, the part of the writer, who would fain he acute,

showing that side of the “ Country Parson’s ” profound, sarcastic and prophetical.
talent which we like the least—namely, the pre
sence of a certain egotism and affectation which are
not pleasant, even if they be assumed for the pur
pose of musing and retaining an audience. True, a

What reader The Model Church, by the Rev. L. B. Brown

of the day, be he ever so superﬁcial, has not made
acquaintance with the third-class French literary

(Freeman),-Cm1scicnee for Christ: a Lecture, by
the Rev. \V. Roaf (Freeman),—Is the Pentateueh

traveller, who ﬁllips off grave questions without a Historically True? by J. B. Marsh (Simpkin),-——
misgiving-who sets right mistakes in reputation

The Nemesis of Excess in Faith and Worship.- 41

volume of sermons is a pill which may be thought with the conﬁdence of a illinos—who is ponderous Sermon, by the Rev. J. Jackson (Skeﬂington),—
to require some gilding; and yet the discourses of or plaintive, should he meet a dinner cooked accord Hints for Open-air Preaching, by One who has
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been directed to the facts by which this is being

by the Rev. T. Griﬂith (Hatchard 8t Co.),—-For- » an affair that the movement of the carbons is practically proved.
gireness aﬁer Death .- Does the Bible or the Church
of England ajh'rm it to be Impossible? a Review bfl
the alleged Proofs of the Hopelessness of the Future '
State, by a clergyman (Longmsnl,—A Few li'ords
with Bishop Colenao on the Subject of the Emdas of
the Irraelites and the Position of Mount Sinai, by
Dr. Bake (Williams 6.: Norgate),—Speech delircred

F. H. Houlzs.

entirely accomplished with one wheel and one
pinion; and the lamps which have been in use at

by the Right Hon. B. Disraeli in aid ofthe Oxford
Diocesan Society for the Augmentation of Small
Beneﬁt-es (Rivington),——“ The l‘l'orkmen, they are

of Men”: a Sermon on behalf of the Lancashire

Dungeness for nearly seven months, and for some
time before that on my own premises, have never
been even opened to be oiled. W'hen to this is
added the fact that the light,_if arbitrarily extin
guished, will now instantly re-light itself, a. certainty
of action has been arrived at which leaves little to
be desired. The liability to sudden and sponta
neous extinction has also disappeared. The light
was burnt every day in the International Exhibition ,
from half-past one o'clock to ﬁve without once
going out; and there is reason to believe that at y‘
Dungeuess a steadiness and continuity practically ,
'
complete has been obtained.
The only element of interruption that remains
arises from certain impurities, silica or metallic ,
residuum, in the carbons; and when they have
decomposed to a point where iron or antimony
occurs, there is a slight change of colour, an abso \
lntely momentary ﬂicker (not an extinction), which,
though it would cease to exist if carbons could be
obtained quite pure, is practically of no consequence
whatever.
‘This improvement in the lamp has of course
altered the relative simplicity of the two systems

THE POSTAGE-STALIP.
January 1, 1863.

I am always unwilling to obtrude myself upon
public attention with regard to any personal matter;

but I venture to trouble you with the statement of
a few facts connected with the subject of the
Postage-Stamp.

In the Athe'nreum of December the 13th you
gave an extract from Dr. Gray's ‘Hand Catalogue
of Postage-Stamps,’ in which he says, " I believe

Distress, by the Rev. T. G. Hntchard (Hatchard
I was the first who proposed the system of small
&. Co.)——“ Bear ye One Another’s Burdens: a plain
uniform rates of postage, to be prepaid by stamps."
Sermon on the Laneashire Dish-ma, by the Rev.
Some remarks upon Dr. Gray’s statement having
J. G. Cowan (Skeﬂington),—ll'hat is the New
been made in the Athemea/n of the 20th, by Sir
Bool- of Bishop Colemo’s against the Bible? What
Rowland Hill, Dr. Gray, in a letter of the 27th,
are the- Bishop’: Objections? Have they been
enters into an explanation to this effect :—that “in
Answered? Or can they be Answered] (Pitman),
the year 1834, when the Newspaper Postage Act
—A Review of the Rev. E. Venn on St. Francis
was under discussion, the idea occurred to him that
Xavier and Christian Mission: (Burns l; Lambert),
as the postage of newspapers was prepaid by means
—England under God, by the Venerable Arch
of stamps, the readiest mode of applying those
deacon Evans (Smith, Elder 8t C0.),—The Penta
stamps would be by means of stamped covers";
teux'hal Narrative Vindicated from the Abxurditiea
that he “came to the conclusion that the new
charged against it by the Bishop of Natal, by J. C.
system of newspaper postage should be extended
Knight (Bagster 8t Sons),—1linte for Internal
to letters also"; and that his idea was “in fact,
Unity: a Sermon, by the Rev. J. E. Kempe
(Skei'ﬁngt0n),———Thc Teacher's Oﬂice an Adminis of oil and electricity enormously. There is really , the mere application of the system used with regard
tration of the Spirit: at Sermon, by Samuel, Lord nothing now to look after in the latter that‘ to newspapers to letters in genera ."
I have ﬁrst to observe, that “the new system of
Bishop of Oxford (Parker),-—and The Bishop of the customary attendant on a steam - engine
Labuan .- a Vindication of the Statement: respecting could not learn efficiently in a few hours; and newspaper postage,"—thnt is, as I understand the
expression
to mean, the system of paying the
the Borneo Mission, contained in the last Chapter of the chance of break-down to that which has
‘ Life in the Forests of the Far East,‘ by Spencer now become ordinary mechanism is no greater postage of an unstamped newspaper by a stamp on
St. John, late ll. M.‘s Consul-General in Borneo, than exists every day, without (as arule) occurring, its cot'er,—did not come into operation at all till
in every engine-room in the kingdom, and is, of 1855, when it was enacted that “it shall not be
by the Author (Ridgwuy).
course, less than a sea-going steam-vessel risks compulsory (except for the purpose of free trans

with impunity for months together.

If, in addi

mission by the post) to print any newspaper on

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

Bonnr‘s '11.,’ D.D.) Family Sermons, cr. Bro. 6. cl.
Devne‘s Christmas ut the Cross Keys, post 8V0. 7/8 cl.
Dods's Prayer that teaches to Pray, l2mo. I/‘G cl.
Entomulo 18th Annual for 1863 to. lh'o. 2/6 bds.
Fumr's l istory of Free Thought, Bum ton Lecture. ms, Rvo. l6!
I-‘umr's Evnc, or Little by Little, 6th
t. or. 8m. 5/‘ cl. ‘
(lnrrod‘s buturs and Treatment of Gout, to., 2nd ed. post 8w. 1.5,’
Ilowe‘s Works, new edit. Vol. 4, 8vo. 5/ cl.
llubbnck's The Mistakes of s Life 3 vols. post Svo. 3H6 cl.
Hudson's Second War of independence in America, Svo. 7/6 cl.
Hughes‘s Pruyer and the Divine Order, or. Bvo. 4/6 cl.
Jackson's ljthnologv sud Phl'euoloﬁ or. Evo. 4,’ cl.

Liltlewood‘s Essentials of English

lstory, to. Bro. 3/ cl.

Longfellow‘! Poetical Works. illustrated, now edit. to. 8V0. 8.’ cl.
Lyttou's Novels, liihmry Edlh,‘ Night and Morn! ,' Vol. 25/ cl.
3 ‘Donald's David Elginhrod 3 vols. post Bro. 31/6
Marsh-H's Rose Bryant, her'lllldﬂl llld Married Life, 1'0. 570. 1/
Mary, .\i‘.\eill, or the Word Remembered, lBmo. 1] cl.
Melville's The Queen's Marion, md edit. or. 8'0. BI cl.
Mining and NnlellinR Magazine, Vol. 2,8vo. 716 cl.

Mystery otlloney l-Jxnlniucd and Illustrated 8V0. 7% cl.
hunlle's Lite Eternal from the French, royal Mmo. 3m cL
O‘Ilowd's Merchant Shipping Amendment Act, 1869, Hmo. 7/6 cl.
Ollvcrk Boyd‘: New Edinburgh Almanac was, lﬂmo. M! M.
Parlour Lib.: ' l_look‘s Jock Brag.’ new edit. In. Gvo. 2, bdl
Poems, on Oll'enn to linncnshirc, or. Bvo. 3/6 cl. gt.
Punch. Re-lssue, 'ol. 23. Mo. 5' bds; and "cl. (or mas, “0.10/8 cl.
Reeve‘s Land and Freshwater Mollusks the British Islands, 10/0
Reevc‘s Romance of Reality, Plum. 4/ c .
Remarkable Adventure: from Real Life. or. Bro. ll swd.
Royal and other Historical Letters lion. 3, by Shirley, \'. l, 10/
Thomson's Famous, Pt. l,$pring,with Notes,hy Mason,lilmo.2l cl.

\yilsou's (F. (3.! Short I'oems, cr. Svo. 5y cl.
\utes'a After Oﬂlce llours, now edit. c. are. ]/ swd.

tion to this, it is considered that oil, although in a paper stamped." A really new system was then
sense simple, is liable to an adulteration very diiﬁ inaugurated, which is now universally adopted.

Secondly, upon referring to Hansard’s Parliu
cult to detect; and that in proportion to adultera
tion is the necessity for frequent trimming; and mental-y Debates, I find no record in the ﬁve
that, with the best oil known, every four-wicked volumes for the year 1834, that in that year “ the
lamp must be trimmed at least once every night, Newspaper Postage Act was under discussion."
during which time,-from five to ﬁfteen minutes, But I do ﬁnd in Hansnrd, and also in the ‘ Mirror
—the only light in the lantern proceeds from the of Parliament,‘ :1 Report of a debate on the 22nd
hand-lamps of the keepers, it follows that the of May, 1834, upon a. resolution moved by Mr.
Magneto-Electric Light is preferable to the oil Edward Lytton Bulwer, “ That it is expedient to

lamp on account, amongst other things, of its repeal the Stamp Duty on Newspapers at the
unbroken continuity. The question of expense, earliest possible period.” In that debate, Mr.
even if that were very much greater than it is, is Matthew Davenport Hill, then Member for Hull,
one that could hardly affect its use in a country ,in advocating the payment of a. penny upon an
which, from its wealth of life and merchandise unstamped newspaper sent by post, said as follows:

aﬂoat, has such need to employ the best light that “ To put an end to any objections that might be
can be had; but, although where the large and made as to the diﬂiculty of collecting the money,
very costly apparatus and lantern for the oil sys he would adopt the suggestion of a person well

tem have been already procured, there would be qualiﬁed to give an opinion on the subject,-—he
no set-off to the cost of the small engine and the alludedto Mr. Knight, the publisher. That gen
magneto-electric machine itself, yet at s. new sta tleman recommended that a stamped wrapper
tion, where the whole thing had to be done from I should be prepared for such newspapers as it was

Zschckks’s Hmdbouk of Family Devotion, from Gemnm, m. 8/

[AnvnnrrsnmnvrJ-Ml5g COUTI‘R'S CLOCK TOWER.
—A NE“! ‘VOLUME-THE BUILDER, un Illustrated
Weekly Journal, addressed to all (,‘lssses, conducted by
Mr. GEORGE GODWIN, Architect, F.R.S. is published
every Friday Morning, price 4th, or per post, 541. The
First Number of the New Volume will contain ﬁne Engra
vings of Clock Tower, Bethnal Green-The National Provi
dent Institution, Graoechurch Street—Stsined Glass Win
dows for Garrison Church, Woolwich—Nurnerous Papers
-Halicamassus Restored —Errors in our Memorials-New
Materials for Lives of Sculptors-Cottage Building-News
from the Provinces, from Ireland, Scotland, Paris, Italy
and elsewhere.

the beginning, the saving in the diﬁ'erence of size
of lantern and of apparatus, and the easiuess with
which the machinery could be placed in the light
house tower immediately under the lantern, so

desired to send by post, and that each wrapper

that no more than the customary two men would

I have to add that the recommendation alluded
to by Mr. M. D. Hill was made by me in a private
letter to Lord Althorp, then Chancellor of the

be necessary, would reduce the excess of outlay
to a minimum: the proportions being for the mag
neto-electric light,-ﬁrst cost, about one-sixth
more, and for maintenance about half as much
again. When there were two lights adjacent, a

should be sold at the rate of a penny by the distri
butom of, stamps, in the same way as receipt
stamps."

(Hansard, vol. 23, p. 1214.)

Exchequer.

In 1837, in their Ninth Report, the Commis
sioners appointed to inquire into the management
portion of the machinery necessary for one could be of the Post-office recommended “the free circula~

applied to both, and the working expenses would
then be, for the two lights, in the proportion of
1'142 magnetic to 1‘000 oil, or thereabouts.
MAGNEI‘GEIEUI'RIC LIGHTHOUS$.
The great questions involved are quality, inten
Northﬂeet, Jan. 1, 1863.
sity, and efficiency of light. Regarded from this
MAY I ask your permission to offer a few obser point, the magneto-electric is very much the cheaper;
vntions on the notice of the magnetoelectric light that is’ to say, it gives a great deal more for
which appeared in the Athonceam of the 29th of the money. Moreover, the intensity and penetra
November last? The details therein given were tivc power of the light can be increased indeﬁnitely,
correct at the dates refmed to, and the well-wishers at a. very small ratio of increased cost.
of the light cannot but welcome so clear and concise
If space could be aﬂ‘orded to me, I should have
an account of the application of the invention to no diﬂiculty in showing, by considerations of pure
lighthouses; bu_t the time which has elapsed since science, that from the very nature of light itself,
has been occupied in perfecting the elliciency of the the magneto-electric light must be enormously
light, and it is hoped that you will allow the result greater in penetrntive power than the flame of the
to be recorded.
oil-lamp; but it is suiﬁcient for the present to

tion of letters by the ttcopenny post under stam

covers." Mr. Rowland Hill was examined be ore
these Commissioners, having then published the
second edition of his celebrated pamphlet, disclos
ing his project for penny postage. In that second

edition (to which Dr. Gray refers in his last letter)
is the following statement: "A few years ago,"
says Mr. R. Hill, “ when the expediency of entirely .

abolishing the newspaper stamp, and allowing
newspapers to pass through the Postoﬂ'ice for a
penny each, was under consideration, it was pro
posed by Mr. Charles Knight, the publisher, that
the postage on newspapers might be collected by
selling stamped ‘wrappers at a penny each. Avail
ing myself of this excellent suggestion, I propose
the following arrangement: Let stamped covers

The improvement has arisen from using a dill express my thanks that through the medium of and sheets of paper be supplied to the public from
ferent lamp. That instrument is no longer a dell‘ your pages the attention of the general public has the Stamp ot-ﬁce or Post-oﬂice, as may be most
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special blessing

vast increase ofThis seediwns

convenient, and sold at such a price as to include If your death had preceded my suicide, not only
the postage: letters so stamped might be put into

the letter-box, as at present."
Cruarns Knrcnr.
THE DEATH OF ADMIRAL VILLEXELW'E.
January 1, 1863.

THE accusation brought by some persons against
Napoleon, that the death of Admiral Villeneuve
must have happened with his sanction, “ and even

under his very orders" (which has been rejected
by Sir Edward Cust), would receive a strong con
tradiction if the letter, said to have been written

to Napoleon by the Admiral when detained at
Rennes, were genuine, as the following extracts

from it will show :—

the present generation, but all future time would repeatedly promised to Abraham (Gen.
2, xv.
have proclaimed me a liberator and revered me as 5, xvii. 6, xxii. 17), and renewed to Isaac (xxv. 23)
a deliverer. Altars and statues would have risen and Jacob (xxviii. l4, xxxii. l2, xlvi. 3). We are
in memory of me. Tremble, tyrant! You are told that this blessing rested specially on the
abhorred, and the curses of mankind will follow Israelites in Egypt (Exod. i. 7). \Ve are told
that “ Joseph saw Epbraim’s children of the third
you to the grave !"
This letter is copied from the ‘Tableau de generation; the children also of Mnchir, the son of
l'Histoire de France,’ vol. ii., pp. 484-437, pub Manasseh, were brought up upon J oseph's knees ”
lished in 1815; but I do not ﬁnd any notice of it (Gen. 1. 23). Joseph was about 34 years old when
either in the ‘ Biographie M aritime,‘ by Hennequin, his sons were born (Gen. xli. 46-50), and he died
published in 1837, nor in the Article ‘Villeneuve,’ aged 110 (l. 26). Hence it follows that in this
written by Hennequin in the ‘ Biographie Univer instance the fourth generation was born, and four
selle,’ in 1827; nor in the ‘Annalee Maritimes,‘ generations were alive together, only 75 years after
nor in the work of Admiral J ulien de La Gravi‘ere; the descent into Egypt. “"0 are told (1 Chron.
nor is it noticed by the ‘Sergent Guillemard,’ vii. 22—27) that Joshua was the tenth in descent

though it must he confessed that such p testimony
“ Sin-You ought to recall to your recollection would be very questionable, since the statements
that when Latouche died at Toulon, I held the he made respecting Villeneuve's reported assassina
command at Rochefort, and hesitated to take his tion, enlarged upon by Ladier in 1825, are allowed
place. I was at that time fully convinced that, by the same Ladier to be false, together with his
whosoever might have to execute the dangerous own embellishments, in a letter he wrote in 1830,
and badly-conceived plan of operations for the which is published by Hennequin in the ‘ Biogra
combined ﬂeets of France and Spain, he would be phie Maritime,’ vol. iii. p. 508. The story reported
disgraced as well as defeated, should his unlucky by O'Meara, in ‘A Voice from St. Helena,’ vol.
star cause him to outlive an action (almost inevit i. p. _56, on the authority of Napoleon, of Ville
able) with an enemy who were accustomed to neuve’s having studied anatomical drawings, in
conquer, and whose cruisers covered every sea. order to ascertain the exact position of the heart,
. . . . On the orders which were given me the and of the “ épingle” he used, does not appear
24th of September last, to return to Toulon with of much weight; but some might think it singular
the combined ﬂeet (and we were watched by the that Napoleon should make no mention of the
English ﬂeet), I replied that these orders should above letter, nor of that written by Villeneuve to
be executed; at the same time I reminded the his wife, which proclaims the same intention of
Minister of my ﬁrst resignation, and of my fears committing suicide, a copy of which is given by
of the doubtful results of any engagement by sea; Hennequin in the ‘ Biographie Maritime,‘ and is
and I informed him of my resolution, whether I said to be taken from the registers of the police.
should prove to be victorious or vanquished, to The former letter indeed Napoleon might not have
retire for good from a post of danger, which my been inclined to notice, but why ignore the latter?
principles and your harsh and impetuous character Are they both forgeries? Is the story of the six
would not suﬂ'er me to hold. . . . . \‘Vhen, in the wounds true? It is remarkable that. though Hen
midst of your fortunate and ambitious operations nequin mentions the letter to his wife, and admits
in Germany, my report was laid before you, did the suicide, he speaks of the Admiral's death being
you not, with your usual warmth and rigour, caused by “ sis: coups dc couteau "; there is, there
exclaim : ‘ I see it is absolutely necessary to make fore, a diﬂiculty in reconciling these statements
an example of this French Byng before victory and omissions; but if either of the two letters of
will become the order of the day with my ﬂeets’? Villeneuve be genuine, it will suffice to establish
A thousand voices have repeated these harsh the probability of his death having been caused by
expressions-this sentence of death pronounced his own hand.
Gannssn Wrnxrssos.
upon a French admiral by a foreign and savage
usurper, while my despatches are kept behind, and
BISHOP OOLENSO ON THE PENTATEUCH.
have, perhaps, never been read at all: despstches
Brandon Towers, Belfast, Jan. 1, 1868.
containing some unpleasant truths, which would
OF late I have frequently heard the remark made
not have added to the lustre of your military and
nautical talents, but which would have shown that b thoughtful men, that many of the replies to
the same incapacity, the same ambition, which ‘ Bishop Colenso on the l’entateuch ' are calculated
had caused the loss of one French squadron at to do more harm than good. It strikes me this is
Aboukir had also caused the loss of mother the case with the letter which appears in your last
squadron at Trafalgar. . . . . During the four years number. Your correspondent, Dr. Forbes, affirms
which your tyranny has lasted, my country and that the Bishop “has demonstrated a consistency
its allies have already lost a greater number of. in error pervading every part of the Exodus narra
war-ships than the royal marine possessed during tivc which absolutely forbids our accepting its
a great part of the long reigns of Louis XIV. and arithmetic in the form in which it is now presented
Louis X"; and if France should long remain under to us"; but he avoids the conclusion, that “the
your iron rule her war marine will go the way of narrative is therefore unhiston'cal and uninspired,”
her commercial marine; and we shall ﬁnd in our by a theory which, though certainly ingenious,
seaports only infamous pirates and ruined mer receives no so port from the Bible or from the

chants. . . . . The tone of this letter will convince ‘history of the ebrew text. It would have been
you that the writer is beyond the reach of your l4 well had both he and Bishop Colcnso examined the
vengeance, and has no reason to fear your dungeons,

Scripture passages, and the facts and numbers
recorded in them, with a little more attention, ere
your Minister not to come near Paris without they charged them with error. I have no hesitation
your express permission has deferred the moment in afﬁrming that a sound and searching criticism
of your punishment and the deliverance of the will be found triumphantly to establish the au

chains or executioners.

The order given me b

from Joseph; that is, there were ten generations
within the 215 years‘ residence in Egypt. Again,
Nahshon, who was prince of the tribe of Judah at
the exodus, was of the sixth generation, and not
through the line of eldest sons (I'Chron.
3-10).

\Ve have many incidental proofs that the Israelites
married very young, and that three and four gene
rations were often alive together (cf. Num. ii. 18,

Exod..xvii. 8-16).
These facts prepare the way for a true estimate
of the Israelites at the exodus. \Ve are not to
form our estimate according to what is probable or
usual under ordinary circumstances, but according
to what is possible under such extraordinary circum
stances. N ow suppose that the Israelites remained
in Egypt only 215 years. This will give seven
generations of nearly 31 years each. Suppose that
each man had, on an average, frrur son: at the age
of 30; Benjamin had ten before that age. Suppose
further, the number of the males who went down,
and afterwards became fathers. to be 67. Calcu
lating upon these data, the number of souls at the
exodus would amount to ‘2,195,456. And this
does not include the descendants of Jacob's ser
vants, who were doubtless numerous, nor does it
take into account additional children born after
the father attained the age of thirty, nor the more
rapid increase of those born before that age. In
many cases besides that of Joshua there may have
been ten generations instead of seven. Bishop
Colenso cannot deny that this is possible, nor
can he deny that the whole tenor of the narrative
warrants us in supposing an enormous and even
unparalleled increase.

The second point supposed to “demonstrate " an
error in the sacred narrative is the estimated size
of the camp in the wildemess,—“ not much inferior
in compass, we must suppose, to London." It is
assumed that the whole two millions of people

were grouped close together in a camp.

This is

opposed alike to the whole tenor of the narrative
and to common sense. Any one who has had an
opportunity of visiting the great Arab tribes of the
Syriah desert can see that the Bishop's difficulties
are here purely imaginary. The Israelites had
immense ﬂocks and herds (Exod. xii. 38) ; these,
from the necessity of the case, and like the flocks
of the modern Bedawin, were scattered far and
wide over the peninsula, and probably over the
plain northwards. On one occasion I rode for two
successive days in a straight line through the flocks
of a section of the Anszeh tribe, and the encamp
ment of the chief was then at a noted fountain
thirty miles distant at right angles to my course ;
yet the country was swarming with men and
women, boys and girls, looking after the cattle.

In like manner the great bulk of the Israelites
I was resolved not to survive the thenticity of the whole Pentateuch in spite of all would be scattered over the desert. The camp
ruin of the French Navy, and I had decided to the arithmetic of Bishop Colenso. ' Your Corre would thus be a mere nucleus; large, no doubt,

human race.

kill you before destroying myself for having been
your instrument, and for having contributed, by
forgetfulness of my duty and my birth, to my own
personal dishonour and the disgrace of my profes
sion. . . . . As you are one of the greatest cri

minals on the earth your death will be sudden
and terrible. An avenger or executioner will put
an end to a career of atrocities which to the
shame of our age you have too long pursued.
In order that future generations, who may blame
some parts of my life, may not be ignorant of the
sincere repentance and patriotic feelings which I
feel at the hour of death, copies of this letter have

been sent to several oﬂicers of the French Navy.

spondent instances three points in the sacred
narrative which the Bishop has proved to be posi
tively and palpably erroneous. Truth and justice
demand that we give them a full and fair examina~
tion before we agree with him.
The ﬁrst point is, “ the improbability, not to say
impoxsihil/Ij], of m'enly souls multiplying in the
course of 215 years into a population of about
or over two millions.” I maintain that there is no
impossibilily here; and I also maintain that there
can be no error in the numbers, because the whole
tenor of the narrative leads us to expect an enormous
increase.
Let us look at a few facts. “'e are told that a

but not approaching the exaggerated estimate of

Bishop CoIenso. Yet, being the head-quarters of
the nation, containing the Tabernacle, the priests
and the chiefs, and forming the rallying-point for

the warriors, it was the only place with which the
sacred historian was concerned. This view, which
is natural, Scriptural, and in accordance with the
universal practice of Oriental nomads, sweeps away
a host of diﬂiculties conjured up by the imagination

and then supported by the arithmetic of Bishop
Colenso.

The third point is thus stated by your Corre
spondent :—“ But the climax of inconsistency be
tween fscts and ﬁgures is reached, when we come
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to the notice by the Lord to Israel contained in
Exod. xxiii. 29, ‘ I will not drive them (the nations
of Canaan) out from before thee in one year, lest
the land become desolate, and the beast of the field
multiply against thee,’ and are reminded that by
the present numbers (without reckoning the ab
original Canaanites, ‘ seven nations greater and
mightier’ than Israel itself) Canaan would be as
‘thickly peopled as the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk
and Essex’ at the present day. It is impossible
not to see that on the very face of the narrative a
population is pre-supposed widely at variance with
the numbers at present existing in the text.” It
was with no little astonishment I found such an
acute writer indorsing this argument of Bishop

Edinburgh, Jan. 1, 1863.

\VoULD you permit me a word of explanation
in reference to my letter on Bishop Colenso in

the Athemeum?

I wish to state—lest I should The last sketch is the recollection of the only swell

mislead others to trust on what I myself was
misled to place reliance, by ﬁnding repeated in
so respectable a work as Carpenter's ‘ Scripture

Difficulties,’ the quotations from Sir \Villiam Jones

and Diodorus Siculus made by the Author of
‘Scripture Illustrated by Natural Science ’—thst
on verifying these (which want of leisure had
before prevented me from doing), I ﬁnd that most
of the quotations are inaccurate and cannot with
fairness be adduced as lending much conﬁrmation
to the explanation suggested of the numerical
Colenso. The argument is,—The Israelites num difhculties. The strongest undoubtedly is the
bered two millions. Canaan contained only 11,000 discrepancy between the two statements in Dio
square miles. To suppose that with such a popu dorus Siculus of 470 native kings from the time
lation the land could become desolate, or the beast of Mozris and only 47 tombs, which are at once
of the ﬁeld multiply, is absurd. It is further stated, brought into harmony by cutting off the cipher
by way of illustration and proof, that Natal con from the larger number.
But let the argument be rested on the internal
tains 18,000 square miles and only 150,000 souls,
yet most of the wild beasts have been exter evidence derived from the Mosaic narrative itself,
and the perfect consistency which the proposed
minated.
Here is at once the greatest and most inexcusable explanation introduces into all the details, and I
blunder in the Bishop's whole book. He takes his have no fear of the decision to which every candid
J OHN FORBES.
estimate of the size of the land from Dr. Kitto. and mind will come.
it is accurate so far as concerns the portion divided
ABRAHAM SOLOMON.
among the tribes h]; Joshua, but that is not the land
A few notes from afriend of Abraham Solomon,
referred to in Exod. xxiii. 29. Had he looked at
verse 31 of that chapter he might have been saved the clever young artist who died the other day at
from a blunder of which he may well feel ashamed. Biarritz, will be read with interest. He was born
The boundaries of the land alluded to are there in London, of a respectable but not wealthy Jewish
given :—“ From the Red Sea unto the am. of the. family, with artistic tastes; his brother, Simeon
Philistines, and from the desert unto the river.” Solomon, and his sister, Robecca Solomon, both
Abraham Solomon
They were deﬁned before in the promise to Abra- , being professional painters.
ham (Gen. xv. 18):—“From the rirer of Egypt unto \ was educated at the Royal Academy, of which he
was
a
pupil.
The
pictures
of
his which are best
the great rirer, the rim Euphrates." That land is
500 miles long by 100 broad, and contains about , known are ‘The Rival Beauties,’ ‘Waiting for
50,000 square miles; or nearly ﬁve time; Bishop the Verdict,’ ‘The First and Second Class‘ (2),
and ‘ Found Drowned.’ His stay at Biarritz was
Colenso's estimate!
Further, the population of that country at the , partly to paint a picture the scene of which is in
present moment is about two millions, or about equal the locality, but more from the desirability of
spending
to the number of the Israelites at the exodus ; and I health
hadthe
beenwinter
fawn in a warm climate. His
g for some months from heart
can testify that more than three-fourths of the richest
and the best of the country lies completely desolate. disease; but his death was unexpected at last, and
The vast plains of Mesh and Esdraelon and the occurred from a sudden aggravation of serious
whole valley of the Jordan are without an inhab symptoms, with inﬂammation of both lungs. He
itant. In the plains of Philistia, Sharon. Bashan, was very much beloved by his private friends,
Caalosyria and Hamath, not one-tenth. of the soil is being peculiarly sympathetic, genial and lively,
under cultivation. In one section of Bashsn I saw and most peculiarly and remarkably modest ; de
upwards of seventy deserted towns and villages. voted to his art, yet always dil'lident as regarded
Bishop Colenso says that though the population of himself, and cheerfully and heartily recognizing

Natal is so small, most of the wild beasts have long and proclaiming merit in all others.
ago disappeared, and the inhabitants are perfectly
well able to maintain their ground ago inst the rest.
He forgets, however, to thank gunpowder and the
riﬂe for this. Had the people of Natal contended
against the wild beasts as the ancient Jews did,
with spears and arrows and slings ;' had the chiefs
of the colony been forced to ﬁght African lions as

His conduct

. in all the relations of life was most exemplary.
. He leaves_ a widow to
, _ regret her irreparable loss,
\ but no children. SubJomed are some extracts from a
letter which he wrote on the 10th of November, in
which he inclosed some admirable little sketches
illustrative of Biarritz life,—almost his last letter

and last sketches. The aspirations in it, and the way
David fought the lion that attacked his sheep, when > in which he speaks of his work in hand, have a deep
he caught him by the beard, and smote him and
slew him (1 Sam. xvii. 34), the Bishop would have
had a different tale to tell this day. Many of the.‘
wild beasts have disappeared from Syria, but many
still infest the country. In the plain of Damascus ,

wild swine commit
t ravages on the grain.
This is the case along the banks of the Jordan and
in other places. On the sides of Anti~Lebunon
I have known the bears to destroy whole vineyards
in a single night. When travelling through some
districts of the country my tent was surrounded

and melancholy interest, when one thinks of the
few days that passed between the date of that
letter and the closing of his loved labours in death.
“All, indeed, I look for is the picturesque, as I
trust a large picture I am painting here may in
some way testify. It will take me some time, as
there are a great number of ﬁgures in it; and as
we have only been settled here three weeks, it is
not as yet more than commenced. The weather is
so lovely (bright and sunny as possible, almost
summer), that I hope it is likely I may make more
way with my work than in London just now, in

every night by troops of jackals and hyenas, and
more than once they have left me without a break the midst of November fogs.
fast. With my own eyes I have seen jackals
dragging corpses from the graves beneath the very
walls of Jerusalem. Were it not that the peasants
are pretty generally armed with riﬂes, the grain
crops and vineyards in many parts of Syria would
be completely destroyed by wild beasts.

The public will now see how very little Bishop
Colenso knows of Bible lands, and how wise and
good was the Divine promise, “I will not drive
them out from before thee in one year, lest the land

become desolate, and the beast of the field multiply
against thee.”
J. L. Powell.

I also send another sketch of ‘How the y teach
the young idea,‘ not to shoot, but to walk. The
construction is simple, and certainly not dangerous.

I am wonderfully

better, but still not quite well. I was so unwell
on my return from Ilfracombe, that even with the
advice I have respecting diet, kc. (which, I
believe, is the principal), I can hardly expect to be
quite rid of what you heard me complain of, and
which, from my usually robust arm-for, I fancy
hardly called, or, indeed, could call forth the sym
pathy I craved for. I shall be only too glad to
be quite well and say no more about it. \Ve are
capitally housed, right on the sea, which is splen
did here always,-—earlier in the season, particularly,
when one sees, as I hear, four to ﬁve hundred fair
bathers inducted into the briny ocean something
in the manner my sketches attempted to delineate.

left here ; I think her rather fine, and the costume
might be imitated with advantage. The news here
is not, as you may believe, plentiful. All the
houses are ‘(t louer,’ which scarcely looks cheer
ful; but as our art is all-interesting, it hardly
\\"ith such wonderful weather, it is
affects us.
astonishing that the season should be over so soon.
My wife ﬁnds no want of employment looking
after me, obstinate as I am ; wanting to work ten

hours a day, when she will only let me do so half
Although the costume here is not
as much.
specially remarkable, there is a rest deal most

suggestive, from which I trust to g can some little.
The girls are very pretty, and most useful for my
style of art,—very Spanish, which in my large
picture I have to avoid. It must be essentially
French; but I hope to use that characteristic in
some smaller work.”
OUR WEEKLY GOSIP.

A chance reference to the A thma'um for January,
1333, suggested a brief comparison of the things
which excited attention thirty years ago with the
affairs which occupy us now. We found the pro
cess rather amusing. In the ﬁrst week of January,
1833, the President of the United States commu
nicated a warlike message to Congress, in answer
to a conditional declaration of independence pro
mulgated by the Legislature of South Carolina on

the 24th of November, 1832.

The quarrel was

soothed for the time by a compromise upon the
terms of the obnoxious tariff; but the ﬁre never
ceased to burn. Thirty years hence, if, as seems
likely, the present disunion should become perma
nent, historians will talk about the progress towards
a rupture as if the struggle had been imminent

since the time of Washington; but few indeed
have been those who, in the years from 1833-60,
have really looked upon it as a practical proba
bility. Scott, Crabbe, Mackintosh, Goethe, Say,
Rémusat, Spurzhcim, are reported among the
losses of the preceding year. “'s see mention of
the names and writings of two who are still among
us, Dr. Boctt and Miss Martineau. \Ve ﬁnd mate
rials for reviving, were it desirable, the details
of a thing of former days, the withdrawal of the
free admission from a dramatic critic, because a
theatrical manager did not relish his remarks.
On one point this journal-in the best of com
pany—made a great mistake. It speaks of the

“ extinct Napoleon dynasty," and makes nihil
out of the initials of Napoleon, Joseph, Hiero
nimu‘s (Jerome), Joachim and Louis. Political
prophecy is like a journey to Corinth-non cuivia

conlingit.

There is a remark upon Cowper which

is suggestive.
The reader is recommended to
compare the ﬁrst edition of the translation of
Homer with the last, to see how often, by a fortu
nate touch, be communicated life and strength to

a weak or obscure oint, and how frequently be
dismissed lines. rougli but happy, for others more
polished and harmonious.

We have sometimes

thought a useful collection might be made out of
the rough drafts which have been published long
after the ﬁnished work had obtained its fame.
The Lil-re dos Ccnt-ct-l/n is in its ninth volume,
now. \Ve hear of the ﬁrst part of Charles Lamb's

article ‘ On the total Defect of the quality of
Imagination observable in the works of modern
British Artists.’ There are more artists now who
can write than there were, and British Art has
thriven well since thirty years ago, so that it can
both attack and defend itself.
Another little
squabble was the abolition of the distinction of seats
at the Philharmonic Concerts, and the anger of
the exclusives thereat. The opening of the Gallery
of Practical Science in Adelaide Street, with Per
kins‘s steam-gun and other rarities, will now look
like a forerunner of much more extensive Exhi
bitions. The eminent success of ‘Nell Gwynne’
at Covent Garden, by “Mr. Jerrold," is announced.
In law the baptismal name is the name; we now
begin to be aware that the surname is what a
man pleases, even though the Lord Chancellor
himself should declare it to be the Queen’s prero
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at Paris, stating that the Jeckers Prize has been lpublishedianonymouéy, and met with success—

gative.

But in letters a man must win his way

to his Christian name by sheer force of notoriety,
of one kind or the other; and at the time we recall,

adjudged to Mr. Graham.

The Copley Medal, Ian animated picture of country life some forty

which Davy called the “ancient olive crown" of ' years ago; it also paints the character of Dr.

we have no doubt that “ — Jerrold, Esq.," was the Royal Society, is of small value intrinsically. Parr, with whom the authorcss was well ac
quainted. The next two novels published with
The Jeckers Prize is five thousand francs.
The municipality of Florence have done honour her name were less popular, and Mrs. Thomson
ary 5, 1833, No. 27/, by which it is apparent that to themselves and to the memory of Mrs. Barrett turned to biography. ‘The Life of Raleigh,’ ‘The
the journal had then existed 5 years and 11 weeks, Browning by placing a marble slab in the wall of Memoirs of the Court of Henry the Eighth.’ were
there are 16 pages published at fourpeuce. Few the house she occupied in that city. The slab [followed by ‘Memoirs of Sarah, Duchess of Marl

the address of many a letter sent to the author of
‘ Black-Eyed Susan.‘ In the Athemrum for Janu

i borough.’ The research and reading requisite for
bears an inscription in Italian to this effect:
Elizabeth Barrett Browning lived, wrote and died ,‘ these works gave her‘ material for a series of histo~
in this house. She was a woman who, with a rical novels,—-‘Anne Boleyn,’ ‘ Raglan Castle,’
woman’s heart, possessed the wisdom of». sage and l ‘ The \Vhite Mask,’ ‘The Chevalier.’ In addition
day on which we are making these notes), we find the spirit of a true poet, and made her poetry a to these works she published ‘ Lives of the J scobites,’
and two novels, ‘ Tracy, or the Apparition,’ and
40 pages at threepence. To this it must be added golden hand between Italy and England.
‘ Widows and Widowers.’ The death of Dr. Thom
that our large‘type columns are now 4 lines longer
One
of
our
letters
from
Rome
has
some
gossip
\son, in 1849, put a stop for a time to her literary
and 4 letters broader. No. 271 gives 37 columns
about the visit of the Prince of \Vales. The1
pursuits. On Mrs. Thomson’s return to England,
of reading and 11 columns of advertisements; No.
1834 gives 52 columns of reading and 68 columns Prince ran round the studios with the ease of a after some years’ residence abroad, she published a
private
gentleman.
He
bought
only
two
pictures,—
of advertisements. Thirty years ago our readers 1
novel, ‘ Court Secrets,’ founded on the well-known
one from Penry Williams, the other from Rudolph ‘
Istory of Kaspar Hauser, ‘Faults on both Sides,’
got 12 columns for a penny; on the 20th of Decem
i
Lehmann.
At
the
studio
of
the
latter
an
incident
.
her last they got 40 columns for the same sum.
,
and ‘Memoirs of "illiers, Duke of Buckingham.’
occurred which exhibits the thoughtfulness and
We learn that it is the intention of scveral' goodnaturc of the young Prince. Mr. Lehmann was Her later works were written conjointly with her
ethnologists of the more advanced liberal school ‘ arranging his room, and whitewashing his lobby, .son, and published under the aroma de plume of
to found anew Society, to be entitled the “ Anthro- ' when an Italian valet dc place rushed in upon him Grace and Philip ‘Vharton, ‘The Queens of Society’
pological Societ of London," upon the model of , announcing “ Il Principe Inglese l" The artist was i and ‘ \Vits and Beaux.‘ The ‘Literature of Society,’
the Société Ant ropologique de Paris. The sup- 1 a little embarrassed; the Prince tried to put him . only just given to the world, was Mrs. Thomson's
port of many of our best ethnologists has already , at his case by asking to see his book of portraits. ‘ last production. Her fellow-worker, J. C. Thom
lson, was accidentally drowned at Tenby whilst
been given to the new plan.
Even that was at home,—not at the studio. Mr.
bathing.
Mr. J. J. Sheahan, the author or editor of ‘ Lehnmnn offered to go and fetch it. “ How long
The building for the Ottoman National Exhibi
‘A History and Topography of Buckinghamshire,’ , will it take you fl" asked the Prince.—"A quarter of
recently published by the Messrs. Longrnan, has ‘ an hour."--“Then I will wait with pleasure.” The tion, which has for some time past been in progress
placed in our hands some direct evidence on the ‘ Prince lit a cigar, and Mr. Lehmann rolled home in on the Hippodrome, Constantinople, rapidly ap
question as to whether Mr. Disraeli was or was not 1 the Prince's carriage. Louis the Fourteenth, under proaches completion; the roof, which is to be of
connected with the Rrprcscnultire newspaper. Mr. ' a similar trial, had to say “J'ai failli attendre.” glass, was expected to be ﬁnished by the current
Sheahan had to submit to Mr. Disraeli for revision ' The Prince sat out the time, and bought one of the week. Many appointments have been made by
a brief biographical notice, in which he had copied -. unﬁnished pictures on the wall ; the artist returned, ‘the Government of omcials, and arrangements for
the ordinary books of reference as to that story. 1 and had the honour of a sitting and an invitation ‘ the distribution and disposition of space are being
Mr. Disraeli replied : “ I have made no additions, ' to dinner. A portrait of the Prince of \Vales has Iconsidered. A trophy of Albanian arms is to be
and have only taken the liberty of correcting and ‘ been added to Mr. Lehmann's remarkable book of 'l placed near the entrance of the building, vil-d-ris to
another formed of cannon and small arms of Turkish
condensing what you have so obligingly said of ‘ contemporary heads.
myself. ,I have made it a rule throughout life
The Indian Council have decided on a Submarine Government manufacture. Is this intended as a
never to attempt to correcta misstatement respect- . Cable across the Persian Gulf. They have not sort of political hint of the relative value of the two’!
ing myself, provided it did not impugn my honour; given over this national work, as usual, to any A great deal of embroidery made in the hareems
but when utterly erroneous statements are sub company, contractor, or concessionnairc. The man of the capital is expected, the ladies being reported
mitted for my sanction, I hope there is no egotism ‘ agement is intrusted to Col. Stewart, one of their . as ambitious of medals $1“ “ honourable mentions."
in my presuming to correct them-ss, for ex own oﬁicers. The core will be gutta percha, made For the admission of ladies a special day will be
ample, the constantly-repeated story of a newspaper at the Gutta Percha Company's \Vorks, Wharf i, set apart, when no male individuals will enter: in
called the Representative, in which I never wrote a Road. It will be tested by Reid's process of ' a like manner, the ladies are to be ofﬁcially excluded
single line, and never was asked to write a single ‘ pressure equal to the depth of sea where the cable i on the remaining days.
The Kiilnz'sche Zeilung publishes two little poems
line, and others." Unless there is some error in is to be laid. Mr. Henley, of North \Voolwich,
this account, Mr. Disraeli’s note settles the ques will make the iron sheathing, and our own Govern by the late Ludwig Uhland, the last ones, it is
asserted, which he wrote. However short, they are
tion, and puts an end, authoritatively, to a bit of ment ships will submerge it.
exceedingly beautiful (especially the one inscribed
contemporary gossip.
Mr. Huntly Gordon writes, again 1*
‘ Auf den Tod eines Kindcs ’), and we cannot
We hear from the best quarter that the com- \
“ January 1, 1863.
"My friend Mr. Murray, with his usual courtesy, refuse ourselves the sad pleasure of communicating
plaint of our Dresden Correspondent as to the!
clause of the new Postal Treaty between England has pointed out to me that “ I was probably igno them to the English friends of the German poet :—
Am Morgen des 27 Mai 1881.
and Prussia raising the cost of sending London rant of the fact that the title of Scott's novel is
Morgenluft so rein nnd kllhl,
journals into Germany is founded on misconcep ‘ Woodstock, or the Cavalier.“ That is precisely
Labsal thauend allem Volke,
tion of some kind. The German version of the the case. I never read ‘\Voodstock ' except in man u
“'irst dn dlch arn Abend schwtll
Treaty
read it may
hastily.
have It
been
is imperfect,
true that or
thehepostage
may have
on script before it was published, and then it had only
Thllrmen zur Gcwittcrwolke'i
one title; the addition of ‘ the Cavalier ‘ must have
Auf den Tod cine; Kinder.
books and papers for the German States must now ' been an after-thought. And at this distance of
Du ksmst, du gingst mlt lclser Spur,
Ein
ﬂllclit
‘ger Gast im Erdenland.
be paid in advance; but for all papers under four time I did not remember that the Parliamentary
Woher? wohin ‘P-wir wisscn nur:
ounces in weight, the rate will be 2d. This will General Harrison was introduced and described
Ans Gottes Hand in Gotten Hand.
be the case with the Athenwum. A twopenny in one scene, to which Mr. Borrow alludes. I am — How ﬁne, how sweet, how pure ! ‘What a
stamp being affixed to it in London, the Prussian very sorry to have been “ laying at cross purposes"
serials had then beaten us in cheapness; but the
journal of that day looks small, as to quantity of
matter, compared with what it is today. Taking
our issue (No. 1884) for December 20, 1862 (the

Post-oilice will be bound to deliver it to the sub

with the Author of ‘The ible in Spain,’ which has touching evening chime of this noble poet !

Another attempt has been made to explain the
no greater admirer than the undersigned. But
scriber free of charge.
Among the papers to be read next Thursday at Mr. Borrow should call things as well as persons by mystery of the construction of the Pyramids. The
Ipresent exponent is Mahomed Bey, a learned
the Royal Society, we notice one by Mr. Francis their right names. If he had spoken of Scott‘s .

Galton, ‘ On the Theory of Cyclones,’ an important ‘ Astrologer,’ would any one have guessed that he ‘Eastern, who states that they were constructed
meteorological question. Another by Dr. Pavy meant ‘Guy Mannering”! I do not presume to with their present face-angles to receive the direct
may be described as an attempt to answer the v enter into a discussion on the literary merits of
‘ Woodstock,’ but it would be easy to prove that
self during Life 1’ This is an inquiry which has though one of Scott's “ second-class " tales it exhi
long engaged the attention of theoretical and bits many traits of genius, which I am sorry that
experimental physiologists; and we should be glad Mr. Borrow cannot see.
"Geo. Husrrr Gannon."
to see the answer established on some more deﬁnite
and satisfactory proposition than that of the "pro
Mrs. Katharine Thomson, who died at Dover of
tection afforded by the living principle."
gastric fever on the 19th ult., was the widow of the
But a few weeks since we announced the award late eminent physician, Dr. A. Todd Thomson, and
of the Royal Society‘s Copley Medal to the Master daughter of Mr. Thomas Byerley, of Etruria, in
of the Mint, for his valuable contributions to Staﬁ‘ordshire. She was known to the public as the
chemical science, particularly his paper ‘ On author of many works of biography and ﬁction,
Dialysis.’ A recognition of their merit and import the ﬁrst of which, a ‘ Life of Wolsey,‘ was written
ance hasjust been received from across the Channel, 1 for the Society for the Diﬂ'usion of Useful Know

question~—-‘ Why does not the Stomach Digest it

in the form of a communication from the Institute ledge.

Her ﬁrst novel, called ‘ Constance,‘ was

i rays of the star Sirius, which was the Egyptian

Judge of the Dead.
A very interesting account has been lately given
to the Chamber of Commerce at Lyons of the
success attending an attempt to grow cotton at
Valence, on the Rhone. The pods are stated to
have been remarkably ﬁne, and the staple excel
lent. It is not generally known that an extreme
south latitude is not absolutely necessary to grow
cotton: during the long wars of the ﬁrst Na leon,
the whole of Europe was supplied with talian
cotton, some of which was grown as far north as
Tuscany.
_
Dr. Sighart, Professor in the Lyceum oﬁFrer
sing, has published the ﬁrst volume of a History
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of the Fine Arts in Bavaria, with a complete mical physiology is the persistent conviction of all manufactured by Mr. Condy, we warn our readers
accompaniment of vignettes and illustrations. Bits chemists, from Liebig downwards, that animal and that they will gain little by what he has written.
of sculpture and architecture, old pictures in vari vegetable bodies are but a congeries of chemical
ous churches and monasteries, are generally the apparatus. Now, there is no doubt that the juices
MEETINGS FOR THE ENBUING WEEK.
subjects engraved; and as the ﬁrst volume deals of plants and the flesh and blood of animals undergo lion Entomological, 7.
Elthnolugicnl, s.
entirely with the earliest times, nothing more per chemical changes during their life; but this is not 'I‘us
l‘ivil Engineers, s.-‘ Railway Telegraph.‘ Mr. Precce.
—
Photographic. s.
_
fect could have been chosen. The book is more or all, and however useful chemical knowledge may
Royal Institution :!.—‘Air and Water‘ Ulﬂ'ﬂlllt Lec
loss antiquarian, and goes with almost superﬂuous be, it is worse than useless to ignore other paths
Htux-vol, I’rpf. I-‘mnlrlhhrnd.
I
d “
Ed
'
iotogm
do,
8.—'
'
of
pi
an
agic
Lantern
u
minuteness into particulars which do not bear very of inquiry, and lay down the laws of life upon
cntionnily consldercdfgir. ll jrhlcy.
strongly on the main stream of artistic history. ‘ chemical principles alone. But we should be doing “'ZD. Geological 8.—' Lower (‘n.rhoni emu: llrnchlopodl, Nova
Scotia,‘ .ilr. Davidson; ‘ Gravel Deposits, Ludlow, to,‘
Dr. Bernays an injustice if we left it to be sup
But, with the drawback of not being exactly read
M r. l‘urlsy; ' N. Extension of Upper Silurian Passage
Ileds to Llnrlle . ﬁulo ,‘-'t‘rustacenn Tracts, Old Red
able, it has an unimpeachable value as a work of posed that he treated of chemical physiology alone.
Handstonc. Lln low,‘ 3 r. Roberts.
reference; and future writers on the art of those Candles and gas, soap and water, noble metals and
—
Royal Socicly of Literature, 85.
Royal Academy, s.-‘ Architecture ' Prof. limirks.
early times cannot be too grateful to Dr. Sighart i base metals, atmospheric air and china, are amongst 'I‘nuu.
-—
Royal Institution, It-‘Air and Water‘ {Juvenile Lec
turcl. l’ruf. Fmnklnnd.
for the facts he has collected, and the engravings the subjects on which he discourses familiarly for
—
Royal, til. --‘ .‘lonnmincs Y." ‘Action of Iodide of Methyl
with which he has illustrated them.—-Another his the beneﬁt of the family. It must not, however,
on Ammonia \'I.‘—-"I‘rnnsformnﬂon of Aniline into
Dcnroic Acid,‘ Dr. Ilofmunn; ‘ Synthesis of Igucio
torian of Art, perhaps more widely known as be supposed that this or any other book of science
Acid.‘ in’. Franklnnd; ‘Theory of 4'_vcloncs.' F. Gallon;
author of a Handbook to Italy, Dr. Ernst Forster, will give information of permanent and practical
‘ Immunity rnjoyed by the stomach from being
Digested.‘ Ir. I'avy.
has begun the issue of his Miscellaneous \Vritings ‘ value unless its teachings are illustrated by facts.
—
Autiqunrics, 24’.
with a series of letters from Italy in the years 1833 I In the hands of a class, with a good teacher such Fur. Archmologicanl Institute, 4.
Astronomical . s.
and 1837, and a. few sketches of travels in England as, we make no doubt, Dr. Bernays is, the book
and Scotland during the Great Exhibition. Dr. would be of value.
FINE ARTS
Trealise on Logari'lllma. By the Rev. J. Hunter.
Forster went to Italy to study the remains of Early
._._.
Italian
forhesketching
historical
pur i (Longman 8:. Co.)—This is one of Gleig‘s School
poses. Art,
The both
details
gives us and
of Italian
thought
ABUNDEL SOCIETY.
Series. It is a. treatise, without tables, and is
Tn}: Arundel Society's publications for the cur
and manners at that time contrast strongly with likely to be useful. It has plenty of examples.
A lycbm made Easy. By T. Tate. (Longman & rent year appear with greater punctuality than
the present advanced state of the liberated nation:
the bigotry and prejudice, ignorance of the greatest Co.)—'l‘his work, with its key, is a new edition of heretofore, and are of unusual importance. The
map-like outlines from portions of old works of Art,
'
names in their churches and galleries, and thank a useful beginner's book.
Anv Elemmztary Treatise on the Planetary Theory. for along time among the customary issues, are,
lessness towards the strangers who discovered their
treasures, show that the people was not yet .By C. H. H. Cheyne. (Macmillan it Co.)—A we are glad to believe, not to be again employed;
awakened from its dream of servitude. In Padua, small but suﬂicient commencement to a large sub their value under any circumstances which per
l
Dr. Forster discovered a series of frescoes in the ject. The planetary theory is one which especially mitted the use of another means of record is very
Chapel of San Giorgio; but his discovery merely requires to be cut down for beginners by a good doubtful, even if produced by some highly-skilled
artist ; while the process of tracing adopted for them
caused the people to abuse him as a “ bizarre hand : and Mr. Cheyne has done it well.
Mathematics for Practical Men. By the late Dr. is about the worst that could be devised. Instead
Oltramontano,” and no thanks were ever given him
by the town. “ They even made me pay duty for , Olinthus Gregory; edited by Prof. T. R. Young. of these wiry outlines, we get a clear and beautiful
the colours I got from Germany to restore the fres- ‘ (Lockwood it Co.)—This is the fourth edition of a engraving, by Herr Schiiffer, of a drawing, by
ones with," he observes. The most interesting part iwell-known work. Mr. Young has presented it M. Kupelwieser, from Fra Angelico’s fresco ‘ St.
Stephen distributing Aims,’ in the Chapel of
of the volume is the account of a journey through * like a skilful editor; and this is all we need say.
the Papal States during the cholera in 1837, when .
The Student's Guide to the l'nivm-sily of Cum Nicholas V. in the Vatican. Of this and like
the peasants took up arms and refused a passage bridye. (Cambridge, Deighton &, Co.)-This book, works executed at that place by Angelico, Vasari
to every one coming from Rome, and patrols had besides an account of the Colleges, contains chap says, “ Many and various labours having rendered
to keep the roads open, and quarantine had to be ters on University expenses, on the choice of a his name famous throughout all Italy, he was in
College, on the different courses of reading, 8K0. vited to Home by Pope Nicholas V. , who caused him
performed in each village.
It is more to the purpose of a parent who has a to adorn the chapel of the palace, where the Pon
SOCIETY OF‘ I’AIN'I‘ERS IN WATER. COLOURS.
son destined for Cambridge than the Calendar, tiﬂ' is accustomed to hear Mass, with a ‘ Deposition
‘VIN'I‘ER EXHIBITION of HKETCIIEBI and STUDII-Iﬂb the
though that is not by any means superseded.
from the Cross ’ and with certain events from the
MEMBERS NOW Ul‘l-ZX, at their Gallery, 5, Pall Mall
,
from Nine till Dusk.-Adinission. Une Slilllllltl.
Air and Water,- lheir Impurities and Purifica life of San Lorenzo [he should have added St.
J05. J. JENKINS, Secretary.
tion.
By Henry B. Condy.
(Davis) -— Mr. Stephen], which are admirable." About the same
\VIN'I‘ER EXHIBITION, 120, Full MulL-The TEX'I‘II AX
Condy was the fortunate introducer of the per time, it would appear from the context, Angelico
NUAL \\ INTEKEX IIIIlITIUN of (TAIIINET PICTURE-'1 by
manganates as deodorizing and disinfectant agents. executed several line illuminations, such as the
living British Artists is now OPEN daily from 9'30 an. to 5 I'JI.
Admission, 1|. Catalogue, 0d.
He does not at ﬁrst appear to have been aware Arundel Society published last year. \Vith these
MR. JOHN LEECII‘S GALLERY of SKE'I‘PIIEQ in OIL,
of the real value of the agents he employed; but, and other works the Pope was so delighted that,
from ﬂnluccls in Punch, with several New Pictures not hitherto by the aid of the experiments of a number of ﬁnding the painter to be “a person of most holy
Exhibited, is OPE) every day from 10 till dusk,illuminaied with
Gas, at the AUCTION MART inﬁll‘ the Dublin-Admission, medical ,and scientiﬁc authorities, he has come to life, modest and gentle,” he desired to make him
One SIuIIIng.—W1Il Close on the sun inst.
'rHn osonor: TTRDUIKHIIANKI oxnnrmv, nxn'ri-zn‘ the knowledge of the real value of the substances archbishop of his native city, Florence, which oﬁice
he manufactures. The present essay is an attempt Angelico escaped with some difficulty, and byrecom
HALL. contains a Selection of over a Thousand of his I‘IIOUI'
ETCIIIMIS, S-li ETC-MES, kc. 'cmbrncing n Period of upwards of
to show how the permanganates act in the puriﬁ mending his friend the Frater Antonino, “ a man
Fifi)‘ \Efﬂ‘ﬁl; together with Till’! \VURSIIIP Uh‘ lI;\C('III‘-\‘.—
cation of air and water. If the account had been well skilled in the art of governing others, afriond
Open daily, from Ten to Five o‘clocIL-Admission, ()nc Shilling;
from Iial -pz\.st Seven in Half-post Nine in the Evening, Sixpence.
correct, it would have been an interesting contri of the poor, and one who feared God,"—a recom
Mr. EDMUND YATES‘S INVITATIONS to EVENING bution to sanitary literature; but the author has mendation so worthily answered by the event that
PARTIES'und the SEAFIDE will he issued at the EGYPTIAN
too much an eye for the sale of "Condy's Fluid " about eighty years afterwards he was oanonized by
HALL, EV ERY EVENING (except Saturday), at Eight o'clock.
to render his remarks of much value. At the same Adrian VI.
llr. HAROLD POWER will be one of the party. A Morning
Performance on Snturdn . at Three o‘clocll.—. slls, 30.; Area 20. : time, the permangauates present to the chemist a
Angelico was certainly at the time (about 1446)
Gallery, 1:. The
is open daily, from II till 5 o‘cloc’k.
highly interesting ﬁeld of study, for it is in the this picture was painted in the most admirable and
permanganic acid of which they are formed that perfect possession of his characteristic power as an
SCIENCE
the ozone of Schiinbsin really exists: for, although artist, for if it does not quite equal the splendid
_._.
Professor Frankland, and those who think with frescoes that still glorify the walls of St. Mark, at‘
TlwScicncc of Home Life. By Albert J. Bernays. him, can deny the existence of ozone in the air, Florence, in spirit and largeness of treatment, this
(Allen St Co.)-The idea of Dr. Bernays' book is they cannot deny its existence in these compounds. work may be accepted as expressive of the pecu
excellent. What we really want is good books This active form of oxygen is as powerful a deo liarities of his style in general, more even than
explanatory of the science of every-day life. Lie
dorizer and disinfectant as chlorine itself, and in those works are. In the course of his visit to

big‘s ‘ Familiar Letters on Chemistry ‘ are an excel

its direct applications is much freer from danger; Rome the Frater painted two chapels, one of
which only is preserved. This one contains ﬁve

lent example, but they start from too high a. point. hence the value of the permanganates in a sanitary
Our boys and girls cannot master the great ﬁrst point of view. The beautiful and changeable colour
principles as he enunciates them.
Johnston’s of the solutions of the permanganates renders them
‘Chemistry of Common Life’ is much more at ready agents as colour-tests; and for the detection
tractive and readable. Dr. Dernays has evidently of the organic impurities of water and air nothing
read these two books, and has conceived something more available has yet been employed. The theory
between the two; but he has neither the philo . of their rise is readily apprehended when it is
sophy of the one, nor the minute accuracy of 5 known that the atoms of oxygen which exist as
the other. \Ve feel, as we read his book, that we 5 ozone in the permanganates are consumed or
have met with it all before. The parts in which destroyed by contact with organic matters, the
he excels are evidently those processes and details , bright and beautiful permanganates beingconverted
of home life with which he is practically con into dull and dirty manganates. From what we
versant; but, in trying to deal with everything, have said, it will be seen that these new salts
he treats of subjects which he plainly does not possess properties worthy of being studied; and
understand. The great fault of all books on che whilst we strongly recommend the substances

pictures, representing the lives of SS. Lawrence
and Stephen. That of ‘St. Stephen Preaching,’
companion to the one engraved now, is full
of expression and sweetness. The Society has

already published similar engravings from this
series representing St. Stephen before the Council,
St. Lawrence distributing aims, the same before
the Emperor Decius, together with the SS.
Matthew and Bonaventura, by the same. In the
work before us the Deacon is standing at the
gate of the church; we see part of a Florentine
street of Angelico's time, with the high-walled
garden whose taller trees look over a group

of rounded or angular towers and lofty four-square
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palaces of the plainest form,—a street-view probably as well known to those who lived in the
painter‘s day as the Strand is to us. In the ‘St.
Stephen Preaching’ is a somewhat similar back
ground ; that of ‘ St. Lawrence distributing Aims’
gives us a vista of the nave of a Renaissance

church, with a semi-dome to the distant apse that
is lighted with ﬁve high windows,~a locality
doubtless as well known as the street-views were.

The

t charm about this work is the exquisite

simplicity and naturalness of the expressions: the

recipients come for their dole with the conﬁdent
grace of people who are neither shamed nor degraded

by the gift. Now-a-days it is hardly needful to say
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Copies for future use and pub
Preaching.
lication have been obtained from Perugiuo‘s
‘Adoration of the Kings,’ at Citth della Pieve,

sightly walls so situated as to interfere with both

and six frescoes by Mantegna, in the Eremitani

additional arches and buttresses.

dows to the lower apartments, the glassless and renders the swift rush of the river over its grey

make up a picture.

Masolino da Panicale is said

to have been one of the instructors of Masaccio,
and was himself taught by Lorenzo Ghiberti,
to whom one can see in such works as this the
amount of his debt, and so trace the source of
much of its character; it resembles in more points
than one the panels of the famous Gates by
Ghiberti.

sight and sound have been removed from the
interior, and the ediﬁce made stronger than ever by

Other interior

at Padua: two representing the Martyrdom of improvements have been effected; we do not hear,
St. Christopher, the others scenes in the lives of however, that the famous vane has been removed,
SS. James the Great and Less: also four draw or made to go more easily on its pivot.
ings from frescoes by Cimabue, Buifalmacco and
Notre Dame, Paris, was, after being closed for
Simone Memmi, in the church of St. Francis at “restoration," re-opeued to the public on Christ
Assisi, the series of which is to be continued; mas Day.
The decorations are of the richest
together with copies of four frescoes by Luini, at and most effective, if not the most perfect, order.
Sorano, the best works of the master.—'l‘he The most remarkable addition to the ediﬁce has
Society has this year published a ﬁne reduction, in been the monument to Monsignore Afi‘re, Arch
plaster, from the head of one of the horses in the bishop of Paris, who, in 1848, died upon the bar
eastern pediment of the Parthenon.
ricades with the words “ May my blood be the

anything in honour of this marvellous and pure
painter; but what was the state of public feeling
about him sixty years ago may be guessed from a
FINE-ART G0ss1P.-—As usual about this time,
remark of Lanzi’s, that “ he was truly the Guido (l) some noteworthy pictures have been added to the
of his age."
Winter Exhibition at the French Gallery. These
The Arundel Society continues to publish the tend considerably to improve its character as a
ecores of transcripts from the frescoes in the collection of interesting works of Art; there are
Brancacci Chapel, Florence; the present instalments i still, however, a. great many paintings that ought
comprise a chrome-lithograph from Masolino‘s 1 never to be exhibited at all. M. Trayer‘s Dressing
double-subject picture of ‘SS. Peter and John l Daily (23) needs no description: it is a charming,
healing the Cripple, and St. Peter raising Petro l childlike personation, showing good feeling for
nilla,’ well known for its grace, spirit, dignityl
, colour, a little more solid than the work of the artist
and expressiveness. The two young Florentines, \, generally is.-—Mr. Linnell‘s Windy Day (64) is a
dressed in the fashion of the painter's day, landscape treated with a rich semi-Venetian warmth
who walk conversing through the street as if , of colour, with glowing earth, overarohed by deep
two miracles were not going on at their elbows, blue ﬁrmament, wherein swim giant masses of
are charmingly beautiful in design and full of \ white cloud.—lHr. J. C. Hook's Rustic Courtship
character. Their introduction, and that of similar ‘ (87), previously exhibited, is one of the best of his
ﬁgures, has a touch of pictorial satire such as Devon studies: a. glowing combe, upon whose ver
the old painters delighted in, and no doubt oflen ' dnnt sides a shy girl and boy are chatting, while
brought a thought of the lasting miracle of life the silver-ﬁeeced sheep stray idly by. Right across
to the minds of their contemporaries when they the sloping removed side of the combe goes a line
thus saw themselves painted as lost in the world of dark, grave pines, shutting in almost entirely
and wrapped up in robes of pleasure : this motive the vista, and marking the landscape with a strong
is well expressed by the way in which the youths - purpose, as of thought, beyond its richness and
carry their arms folded under their mantles, while i redundancy. Arminq the Chevalier Bayard \246),
saints and apostles preach in vain. As in the fore by the same, is one of the painter’s Venetianesque
going, we are here given a glimpse into a Floren pictures, such as he wisely ceased to produce some
tine street which is very curious. The self-coloured -.years ago.—Mr. Creswick's Tees, near Barnard
' houses with the small, high-placed, and barred win Castle USO), is somewhat mannered, but otherwise
shuttered windows, some open, some half and some
wholly closed, the linen hanging over the sills, the
.two chained monkeys who gambol at the windows,
the priest in black robes, the lady with the little
child talking as they go, the people kneeling in the
distance-4hr they afar off see the miracle-all
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stone bed, stark and bare of moss as that is, with

felicity.-—Mr. J. Campbell's O’Il- the Way to the Fair
(156), two performers with “ Punch” wending over
a heath, and stared at with characteristic faces by
some native children, has remarkable feeling for
expression in the locality, actions and faces. N 0
‘i thing can be better than the visage of the “ short"
man who bears the musical instruments, unless it be
the lathy ﬁgure and lugubrious countenance of his
lcompanion, who carries the theatre itself. Mr.
Campbell, who can draw and paint a face or a head
with both care and beauty, and can enter fully
into the phases of human character that express
l themselves in the cut of a man’s hair, the turn of
‘ his wrists, the fold of his wife, the set of his neck
cloth or the wearing of his trowsers, is incapable

last shed.”

A life-size statue of the Archbishop

has been placed upon a pedestal. He is repre
sented falling upon a barricade holding an olive
branch in his right hand and in the left the cruciﬁx.
On the side facing the choir is written, “ Denis
Auguste, Archbishop of Paris, born 28th of Sep
tember, 1793; died, the victim of charity for his
ﬂock, the ‘28th of June, 1848." The design of the
monument is quite out of character with that of
the surrounding cathedral.

The Italian Government, desiring to mark its
sympathy with modern progress in the Arts, and
in the hope of completing one of the most famous
architectural monuments in the country, has
invited architects to send in by the beginning of
the year (1863) designs for the completion of the
west front of the Duomo at Florence. This invita
tion has not been restricted to Italians living at
home or in foreign countries, but the competition,
which embraces three grades of premiums, has
been thrown open to the world, and several dis
tinguished French architects are understood to be
about to compete. Amongst the Englishmen are,

we believe, Mr. Papworth and Mr. Burges, the
last successful competitor for the Memorial
Church at Constantinople, and, with Mr. Clutton,
for the Cathedral at Lille. Mr. Borges is also

known as the successful restorer of \Valtham
Abbey. The restoration of the Duomo at Florence,
or rather the ﬁnishing of its west end, has been an
architectural problem for several centuries. Arnolfo
da Lapo began it in 1294, and before his death in
1300, probably, carried it as far as the springing
of the vaults. The nave and smaller domes of the
choir may have been built in the next twenty
years.
Arnolfo, after the fashion of hiedizcval
architects, left no drawings to show how the work
was to be completed. Brunelleschi took the work
in hand, and covered inits magniﬁcent “ crossing”
with the present enormous dome, an octagon.
Mr. Fergusson suggests that Arnolfo intended to
use an octagonal dome-tower, diminishing in stages
and surmounted by a spire, the whole to be about
500 feet high, after the general fashion of Chiara
valle, near Milan, a contemporary work. The
proper method of completing the west front is open

The Brancacci Chapel deserves the attention the
Arundel Society has given to its pictures from
the fact that they were begun by Masolino, con of putting a man on his legs.-—Mr. Hodgson's to much discussion, and will doubtless engage the
tinued by Masaccio, and completed by Filippino
Lippi, whose picture of ‘ St. Peter in Prison
visited by St. Paul,‘ from which Raphael borrowed
the ‘Paul Preaching at Athens,’ and ‘St. Peter

‘Study of a Head, A Devon. Man (134), is well attention of manyarchitects.
painted and full of character.—M. Duverger's
‘ Broken Pitcher (248), a boy lamenting spilt milk,
MUSIC

AND

THE

DRAMA

has humour and excellent painting. Nothing can
delivered from the Prison by the Angel,’ form be better expressed than the grief of the blue
CHRISTMAS PIEcss.--Within the last half-cen
portions of this year's issue. The last is the most bloused youngster who rubs his eyes so vigorously.
tury quite a new branch of literature has grown
satisfactory of all the current transcripts. The

The Juvenile Toilette (246), by the same, is a charm
Angel's grace of action and character of face are ing little picture. A very juvenile Frenchman is up in the shape of pantomimes.and burlesques,
which are now required in such numbers that the
charmingly rendered.
seated on a chair, while he most sedulously
\Ve observe with much satisfaction that the and seriously ties his boots on. His gravity is professional authors who regularly engage them
affairs of this Society are in a ﬂourishing state, and admirably given, the action of the ﬁgure most selves in such compositions are greatly in request.
that beyond a doubt it will be able to preserve truthful, the colour excellent in the rich low key Some of these writers are called on to provide
creditable records of numerous works of Art which the French genre school delights in. M. Duverger, more than one such work for the Christmas season.
time has long grudgingly spared,and which neglect always more solid in his manner of painting than Mr. H. J. Byron, one of the most skilful of the
is sure to destroy ere long. Not only this, but the M. E. Frere, produces works generally less ob punsters in burlesque dialogue, is the author this
fact that the Society is thriving indicates the exist noxious to the charge of “over-sweetness" or year of no fewer than four Christmas pieces. At
ence and increase of a feeling for those noble and varnishy treatment than those by the' last. In COYEXT GARDEN we meet with him as the author
purest works in the art of painting which the these instances he quite equals M. E. Frere in of a burlesque opening to a pantomime entitled
‘ Harlequin Beauty and the Beast; or, the Gnome
world knows.
humour and character.
Queen and the Good Fairy,‘ in which Mr. Byron
The thirteenth Report of the Society states that
The Academy of the Beaux Arts, at its last has presented the public with an original and
the following works are in hand: ‘The Conversion
of Saul’ and ‘Stoning of St. Stephen,’ from the sitting, elected as a Corresponding Member, Mr. ingenious treatment of a familiar subJect, which,
assisted. with some beautiful scenery by Mr. ‘Vil
tapestries after Raphael in the Vatican, of which John Pye, surveyor, of London.
The church of Bray, Berkshire, not unknown by liam Callcott, has proved very successful. At_ the
the original cartoons ' are wanting at Hampton
Court. These are to be engraved. Chromo-litho association of ideas with the office of a certain Anr-zLrur, the same clever writer has allegonzed
the story of ‘George de Barnwell,‘ as he has ChOBBXI
graphy will present a copy from Benozzo Gozzoli‘s Vicar, has been restored. A new roof has been to
dignify the name of the youth who murdered
.ﬁ'esco at St. Gemignano of ‘ St. Augustine placed; the walls heightened; intruding and un
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his uncle, as the introduction to a pantomime; and,
throwing it, like John Bunyan, into a dream, has
contrived to wring a better moral from the subject

than Lillo found in it.

At the STRAND, Mr. Byron
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IlIUsICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossm-l’antamime,

pleted.—Madame Pleyel is expected to play in

not Music, is in the ascendant during the holiday

Paris during this month.
The revival of ‘ Faust’ at the Theatre Lyrique

weeks of the new year. ‘ Ruy Blas ' (put forward
as “ a successful Opera ”) is, we perceive, to be

has ambitiously travestied theromanoe of ‘ Ivanhoe,’ revived at Covent Garden Theatre,-—a dreary pre
modifying the characters “ according to the spirit paration for the Transformation Scene. Among
of the times," and has succeeded in producing a the announcements of coming entertainments,

is equivalent to a renewed lease of popularity in
Paris, for that ﬁnest of recent serious operas. We
are now assured for somewhere about the tenth

time, that the work in its English version will be
magniﬁcent caricature, which is likely to crowd this those of Concerts of National Music ﬁgure promiv shortly produced in London.
little theatre nightly to inconvenience. And lastly,
he appears at the ST. Jsnss‘s, with a fanciful

nently. The string (especially as played on by the
imitators of the Welsh Concerts) may be harped on

extravaganza entitled ‘Golden Hair the Good,’ in till the sound becomes tedious.

Meanwhile the

‘ Gideon,‘ an Oratorio by Herr Meinardus, was
produced for the ﬁrst time at Oldenburg on the
5th of last month. Herr Hiller‘s ‘ Destruction of

three tableau, which, for invention and delicate revival is noticeable, as indisputably proving the Jerusalem’ has been performed during December
execution, merits literary distinction.—Mr. E. L. very strong hold which melody has on the heart both at Munich and at Bonn.

We are glad to hear that a charming composer,
of Great Britain-Mr. Kennedy is giving Scotch
Entertainments after the manner of Mr. Wilson. who has somehow let his life slip by with too little
‘Goody Two Shoes; or, Harlequin Cock Robin,‘ \Vhile on the subject, we may call attention to the production to show, has reappeared. This is ll err

Blanchard has furnished the season with two ex

cellent pantomimes, one at DRL'RY LANE, entitled
in which he has combined two nursery tales with

appearance of a neat and richly-ﬁlled volume,

Dessaucr, six Songs by whom are reviewed in the

his usual skill. It is illustrated with some really ‘ The Songs of Scotland prior to Burns, with the New-Year's ﬁrst number of the Allgcmm'nc .l/usi
gorgeous scenery by Messrs. Grieve and Telbin, Tunes’ (Chambers), by Mr. R. Chambers. The book kulim-hc Zeitung.
The ‘Loreley’ of Herr Max Bruch is to be pro
and introduces a clever ballet by Mr. Oscar Byrne. is full of pleasant anecdote and comment,-though
if its writer is not duced at Mannheim.
On the ﬁrst night it was triumphant. \Ve may we must be forgiven for
mention here that the house has been completely sometimes too
dnatured and acquiescent'l
renovated, and the interior ornamented in thc Mr. William Chappell, at all events, would say
arabesque style of Louis Quatorse, imitated from so in regard to the much-discussed “ Skcne Manu~
the gilded trellis-work in the celebrated theatre of script." Another question—how comes anything
the Imperial Palace at Versailles. The boxes, too, ascribed to the Ettrick Shepherd to ﬁnd a place
have all been thrown open, and are now furnished among songs “ prior to Burns "l The above,
with handsome velvet chairs that occupy the whole however, are mere specks. “any of the tunes are
space even to the wall of the lobby.—At the noted in versions which are not familiar to us : but
Psnscsss's, Mr. Blanchard's pantomime is an ex various readings are, as all the world knows, among
ceedingly pleasing production, somewhat ambitious the most characteristic and interesting features of
in its aim, and enriching the dialogue with a fair national music. Often as the ground has been
sprinklingi of puns. The subject is taken from gone over, this book is still a welcome one.
It is possible, we hear, that one if not more Con
Mother
unch’s tales, and relates the story of
‘ Riquet with the Tuft.‘ The production has had certs may be given during the season in aid of the

In Italy, as forthcoming Carnival novelties, we
read of‘ Bianca di Montalto,’ by Signor Pcrelli,
and ‘Carmelita,’ by Signor l’ncini, at Milan, and
of ‘ Orio Soranzo,‘ by Signor Zesccvich, at Trieste.
For the two hundred and twenty-third anni'
versary of Racinc's birth, his ‘Mithridate' was
revived at the Théfttre Francaia-At the Odéon,
M. Janin authorizes us to state, a new actress,
Italian by birth, Mdlle. Beatrix by name, has
made a real sensation in a revival of the sickly
drama ‘ Misanthropic ct Repcntir.’
HIIOILLANBA

The Pope's Swiss Guard-The Swiss gentleman
the advantage of Mr. \Villiam Beverley's pencil, Mendelssohn Fund, at which ‘ The Tempest’ of the
who challenged Mr. T. A. Trollope's reference to
and the action is illustrated with much exquisite one Mendelssohn scholar will be repeated. It is
the
Pope's Swiss Guard writes, in answer to Mr.
scenery.-—\Ir. W illiam Brough, at theHM'MARKET, worth remarking, that whereas the movement was
has placed ‘ Rassclas’ on the stage, and brought originated in Leipzig more than a dozen years ago, Anthony Trollope's rejoinder,
"JI-Il. 1, 1803.
forward Dr. Johnson himself, in the person of Mr. the composer's friends and townsmen have up to
“Mr. A. Trollope has to a certain extent mis
Tilhury, to act as Chorus. The piece is well sup this time done nothing beyond subscribing a few understood the purport of my argument.
On
ported, and has proved eminently successfuL-At
the OLYMPIC, Mr. 1*‘. C. Burnand has chosen the
popular subject of ‘Robin Hood‘for a burlesque, and
treated it in a manner likely to make it permanently
attractive.-——Mr. Boucicault, at his new theatre,
\vas'rnlss'rna, has provided himself with a pan
tomime which reverts to the old style of discarding
dialogue, and depending alone on the action and
dumb show. The experiment has been successful.

The subject is of the author's own invention, and
the piece is called ‘Lady-Bird; or, Harlequin Lord
Dundreary.’ It commanded an overﬂowing house
and great success on Boxing-night.--The Sunni-1r
pantomime is, as usual, so far as the scenery is
concerned, exceedingly splendid.
It is entitled
‘ Mother Goose; or, the Queen of Hearts and the

\Vonderful Tarts.‘—The VXOTORXA has chosen
‘The Adventures and Misadventures of Edward
the Black Princc ;‘—-the GBECXAN, ‘The Spider
and the Fox; or, Harlequin Number Nip ;'—

the MARYLEBONE, ‘King Hal ye Bluff, Anne
Boleyne ye Fayre ; or, Harlequin Home the
Hunter f‘the CITY or Loxnos, ‘Sing a Song
of Sixpence, a Pocket-full of Rye ; or, Four~
and-Twenty Blackbirds baked in a Pie ;' — the
STANDARD, ‘Cherry and Fair Star; or, Har
lequin and the Dancing \Vaters, the Singing
Apple, and the Little Green Talking-bird ;‘—the
PAVILION, ‘King Silly-ninny, who sold his Wife
for Haifa-Guinea; or, Harlequin and the En
chanted Princess ;‘ — the QUEEN's, ‘Harlequin
Kenilworth ; or, the Golden Days of Good Queen
Bess ;'—and the EFFINGHAM, ‘ Harlequin and the
Enchanted Prince; or, the Fairy of the Magic

pounds, which have never, we are told, been applied reading my former letter over again, he will ﬁnd

or expended; a true example alike of promptitudc that I admit the Pope employing alimited number
and of enthusiasm !—Should the English fund be of Swiss among his soldiers. Nor do I dispute the
increased, there can be surely, under the circum
'inard at l’erugia having been under the orders of
stances, no necessary reason for connecting its a Swiss general; in fact, in some Swiss families,
expenditure with a town which has shown itself so such as those of Baldegg and Pfyﬁ'er of LllCt'l‘l'le,
discreditably backward in honouring one who was and others, the command of the Guards formerly
the glory and the pride of the place, and the last of in the pay of the Popes has for centuries been a sort
the great German composers.
of vested right. But what I object to is, that at the
The ‘Tempest‘ Music referred to in the fore present day this Guard should be called a Swiss
going paragraph was given last night at Manches Guard,—an appellation which perpetuates the idea
ter, at one of Mr. C. Halle's Concerts.
that the Swiss Government still grants subsidies
Among the good signs of the New Year may be to the Pope, or at least encourages and oﬂicially
noticed the revival of a taste for Bishop's music, allows its subjects to. enter the Papal service ; where
proved by the rival cheap editions of his Glees
as the contrary is the real fact. The Pope's Guard
now made possible, it would seem, by the expiration is called Swiss with about as much right as the
of old copyrights.
suburban builder's architectural abortion with a
At a late competition for the ‘Vestmoreland verandah and thatch is called a Swiss Cottage.
Scholarship, the Putter Exhibition and the King's
"C. W. H.”
Scholarship at our Royal Academy of Music, Miss
Population of Spain.—Fd' the ﬁrst time, a gcne~
Hodgson, Miss Brinsmead, Miss Agnes Zimmer ral statistic review of the movement of the popu
mann, and Master A. Mackenzie were elected.
lation in Spain has been published. According to
Mdlle. Vaneri, whom we had imagined to be the this, the number of births in the past year was
atrically engaged in France, was announced to 571,886, of deaths 432,067, of marriages 120,893.
sing at a Choral Concert at Glasgow, on New The statistics published by the “ Revista-General
Year's Day, among other music, a new “Curler's de Estadistica " singularly enough fail to give the
Song" (with chorus), by Mr. Lambeth. As she total of the population; it only records one birth

is in this country, and English is her native lan

guage, worse things might be done than to offer
her a hearing in opera, where a tragic lady is in
request.
M. de Leuven,‘the well-known and clever writer
of many of Adam's opera books, is the new manager
of the Opera Comique.—A new Concert Hall in
Grove and the Three Rummy Brothers of Bagdad.’ Paris (where such a building is eminently wanted)
To these may be added ‘ Harlequin King Humpty was a few days since inaugurated by a performance
Dumpty; or, Simple Simon, the Maiden Blueize, of M. David's ‘ Christophe Colomb’ Symphony.—
and the Fairies of the Silver Dell,’ at the NEW The musical writings of M. Berlioz are in progress
ROYALTY ;—and ‘Abon Hazzan, the Sleeper of of translation into German by Herr Pohl.—M.
Bagdad,’ at the Bmrsxsnu-The POLYTECHNIC, Gueymard (among all tenors about the least ﬁtted
too, has a dissolving-view pantomime on the sub to the task) is to sing in the revival of ‘La Muettc’
ject of ‘ Cinderella,’ which is very clever. \Ve have the hero's part, vacated by the retreat of Signor
Madame Ferraris is to be the Fenclla,
thus given the title of twenty-one Christmas pieces Mario.
for the present year, but, we believe, have. not quite there being small chance of Mdllc. Emma Livry
exhausted the number. These represent the same resuming her duties for a considerable time to
number of theatres accessible to a London audience, come.—Mozart's ‘ Requiem ’ is to be 'perfonned
and yet more are called for by the increased popu on Monday next in the church of Notre Dame,

lation.

the restoration of which cathedral is now com

in 27 inhabitants, one death in 33, one marriage

in 129, according to which the total of inhabitants
would be 15,500,000. The proportion of illegiti
mate to legitimate children in the country and

smaller towns is 1 in 27, in the provincial capitals
1 in 33. Of deaths in cases less than one year old
there are 101,170; less than ﬁve, 108,627; less
than ten, 20,906; less than twenty, 20,151; less
than thirty, 24,031; less than forty, 25,096; less
than ﬁfty, 25,201 ; less than sixty, 29,638; less
than seventy, 36,830; less than eighty, 27,069;
less than ninety, 11,610; less than a hundred, 1,560;
above a hundred died 88 persons.
To Connnsroxnnsrs-A. ltL-Falrplaf-C. B.——W. D.
-W. S. B.—-A. \V.—Suum Unique-F. L. B.—Sincerlly—
Pa: \'ohiscum-E. W.—J. C. Il.-M. A. B.—received.
Erratum-P. 84G, 00L 3, l. 21, for “ vcros" road verso.
‘J’ The Title-page and Index for our half-yearly volume
are given with the present number, on a separate sheet, as
a Supplement, gratis.
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Thus Spinoza‘s Tractatus has been found hidden
under ‘Heinsii operum historicorum collectio
LITERATURE
I et II, Lugd.-Bat. 1673’; and also under ‘ Fr.
__._
Henriquez de Villacorta. Opera Chirurgica
Tractatus Theologico-Politiczw. By Benedict do omnia. Amst. 1673.’

‘ of pantheism renounces Nature, and refers all
‘ her works, her arrangements, and her usages,

LONDON, SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1863.

Spinoza. (Triibner &. Co.)

to the same creative power which called into
existence the mind of man.
The third kind of pantheism is the one on
Our readers are beginning to hear on all which M. Saisset’s book is written. It is here

Essay on Religious Philosophy.

By M. Emile sides the word panlheism. They have—many
of them-some idea that it must be bad, be
THERE has been in this century a revival of cause it is so like atheism. There are those who
fame for the lean and ugly grinder of lenses, look grave when they hear that a person is a
Benedict Spinoza, who could live—unrespect thcist; they suspect that he is six-sevenths of
able man that he was-upon a daily allowance an atheist, and that with another letter he will
of three halfpence worth of butter and milk and be completely lost. WVe are under great diffi
three farthings worth of beer. Not to make culty in our explanations. ‘We are not philoso
him out worse than the fact, it must be remem phers; that is to say, what is now called philoso
bered that the little coins went a great deal phy in Germany will not keep in English heads:
farther then than now. He began life as a Jew, it cakes up with other things, and, as the che
the worst be 'nning a man could make in that mists say, forms insoluble compounds. There
day. From eterodoxy in Judaism he passed are among us, no doubt, those who claim to be
over to heterodoxy in Christianity: Moreri vessels ﬁt to hold the doctrines of the successors
says he wasa sorry Jew and not a. bit the better of Kant ; but we doubt if their expositions be
Christian for it. But he was honest, blameless, quite genuine as imported. German ingenuity
learned, acute, and charitable; and all these in has divided pantheism into two kinds. In one,
high degree. What his opinions were on most all intelligence is part and parcel of the divine
things, it would puzzle your balaucer of evi intelligence; in the other, there is no intelli
dence to make out. He was an atheist, say gence at all in Deity, which is not a. person at
butmight,
a kindonofthe
conglomerate
of allinthinos.
Boyle and Voltaire; and the orthodox world all,We
other side, and
ourQEng
thinks those working men ought to know. He
was full of religion, says Schleiermacher, whose lish manner, distinguish three kinds of panthe
religion, though it is held in high repute by ism. First, that of the orthodox Christian
some, would perhaps not suit our Convocation. bodies; our own Establishment, for example.
The article says that Deity is withmct parts ; the
In our day he is recognized as a panthc'ist.
The time of Spinoza was very conspicuous Athanasian Creed adds omniprescnce. That is
for that phase of piety in which men Join all to say, all the Deity is everywhere ; for some
the worst qualities of all noxious animals, and here and more elsewhere would imply parts.
call the united spirit by the name of Christi The omnipresence-to use Newton’s phrase,
unity. The Greek word panther, which means who was quite orthodox on this point—is not
“every wild beast,” has been cut down, even by virtual, but substantial. This doctrine cannot
the Greeks themselves, to one particular kind be that of the world at large: it is not even
of cat. But why restrict this universal word to that of the clergyman in his ublic devotions.
a single ferocious animal, when the religious It must be remembered that t e framers of our
bigot, the true compound which the etymology articles and creeds had not the least notion of
demands, has no single and proper name of his the Kantian subjectivity of space. They looked
own, but must be described, as the 10 icians upon the extended universe as a real and true
say, only by genus and difference? Pant en'sm, objective existence; and they could not by any
then, was the cause of the measureless abuse possible act of thought place the Divine person
which was heaped upon the writings of Spinoza, 111 any relation to it except either that of every
the handbooks that were to be of Lessing and where—or nowhere.
The second kind of pnntheism is that which
Goethe. We have Pantheriem still, in a. mild
form. It sits, like Bunyan’s Giant Pope, behind superadds to an omnipresent Deity an omni
the bars of its cage. The bars are eﬂ'ective resent andmaintaining action. This pantheism
so far as the laity is concerned: the monster nows nothing about Nature, or her laws either;
can even yet, by making a long arm, lay hold but holds that the creative power and the
of a straggling clergyman and get him, more maintaining action are undislinguishable by
or less torn, into its maw. But at each attempt human intellect. The theologians have given
Dr. Lushington tries the old bars with his ham their consent to Nature, as a working substitute
mer, and puts up a new one: so that the beast for divine maintenance, or, if you please, as
will soon have nothing to do but to bite his another name for it. But they take it in con
nexion with the doctrine that God rested from
own nails.
The tractata now translated was the work his work. They look coldly upon the belief that
in which Spinoza ﬁrst announced his panthe whatever creation may be, maintenance is of
istic views. It was ublished in 1670, with the some character, so far as man can form a
Hamburg in the tit e-page, though Amster notion; they begin to be afraid of contradicting,
dam was the true place: this was one way of somehow or other, the rest of the seventh
avoiding the claws of pantherism. It was re day. But they are more rational with children
published in 1674, without any mark of place, than with grown people. The little ones are
together with a tract entitled ‘Philosophia S. told that God makes all things; their parents
Scriptures Interpres,’ and the addition to both are allowed to suppose that He set the machine
of “Ab authore longe emcndatior.” The second a-going, wound up for its appointed time, and
tract is evidently intended to pass for another safe in the hands of Nature, who had instruc
work by the author of the first. Nevertheless, tions how to proceed. The children are allowed
it is sometimes asserted to have been the writing to read or learn by heart the address to—

Saissct.

(Edinburgh, Clark)

‘of Spinoza’s friend Louis Meyer. It is also
said that the second tract had been previously
published, ~‘Eleutheropoli, 1666.’ We leave

God, who nukes the sun to know
His proper hour to rise ;
And to give light to all below
Doth send him round the skies.

this point to those who are inclined to pursue The adult world gets hold of one of the
it further; merely observing that the conﬂict
with pantherism required every kind of evasion.
Among other dodges-to use a word which
must become serious English, for want of an
other-was that of printing false title-pages.

arrangements-the revolution of the earth—calls
it a law, because it recursagain andagain, invents
Nature to be the immediate source of the law,
and sits down with a phrase which covers every
thing and explains nothing. Our second kind

viewed as it appears in Spinoza, as well as in
Hegel and his congencrs; and he compares it
with the views of Descartes, Malebranche,
Newton, Leibnitz and Kent. Framing objec
tions to every view, he, M. Saisset, proceeds to
his own meditations, and endeavours to extract
from them the personal God to whom men look
up as the moral governor, as well as physical
creator, of the universe of mind and matter.
We should be glad if we could announce to
our readers that we had found anythin to
guide them through the maze of speculation ;
but we have not been so fortunate. Any per
son who is fully and clearly cognizant of two
things,—ﬁrst, Here I am; secondly, I did not
put myself here,—has got, we think, as far as
he will get by help of M. Saisset and all the

predecessors whom he has examined.

But we

recommend the work for exercise. There is
truth in the remarks which the translator has
appended :—
“ The claims of modern pantheism to originality
are loud and exultant. Philosophy, according to
it, has had two epochs, the Greek and the Ger
manic. The genealogy, in truth, is longer, less
august and less heaven-born, than such assertions
would imply. It runs something in this way:
Hegel, which was the son of Sohelling, which was
the son of Fichte, which was the son of Kant.
As we trace up the older names on the tree, we
find that the German has a dash of Leibnitz, his
countryman, a good deal more of Plotinus, the
Alexandr-inn, but most of Spinoza, the Jew. Con
vinced of this fact, M. Saisset spent several years
in the study of Spinoza, tracing out the lines of

ﬁliation between him and modern Germany down
wards, between him and Descartes upward.

[\Ve

add, that M. Saisset is an editor of Spinoza.] Most
volumes of philosophy are but meagre analyses of
jarring systems. In the present book every line
tends to one centre. . . . . The task is performed
in the ﬁrst or critical portion of the preceding
work with a learning and sentences which leave
nothing to desire. The constructive is seldom

equal to the critical portion of metaphysical per
formauces. Every able metaphysician seems to
dwell for a. while in a. shrine, of which he is
The priest who slew the sin or,
And shall himself be slain.‘

Well, but what is this pantheism after all?

We have put it off, and off, and oil‘, hoping to
get a clear phrase or two by which to express
it. Spinoza, say many, made God to be only
Nature; but they do not tell us that he bor
rowed an old scholastic mode of distinction,

and made Deity the nature naturans, not the
natura naturata. Shall we leave off at this
oint, trusting those-who can construe two
atin words together to get as much out of
this barbarous concatenation as we can give
them in any other way? life seem as if we

were walking round a cloud, the character of
which depends on the point from which we
view it. Here it is cumulo-stra-tus; a little
further on, cine-stratus; then, cirro-cumulus;
at last it seems like nimbus, which is a dark

dense cloud, passing into a shower. And the
shower is one of words, and of a mixed kind:
warm rain from Spinoza, hail from Strauss,

snow from Hegel. The following is M. Scis
set’s description :—
“ According to pantheism, nature without God
is but an effect without a cause, a mode without
substance, a. shadow without reality; and God
without nature is but a cause without effect, a

substance without mode, a power without life;
from the bosom of motionless eternity, of infinite

immensity, of the Almighty cause, of the being
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done a simple act 7of justiceqiu ranging him
without limits, there breaks unceasingly an inﬁnite

variety of contingent and imperfect beings, which among the mystics and the sints.”
succeed either in time, which are in juxtaposition
The plain truth is this. The nature and cha
in space, ever coming from God, ever aspiring to racter of Deity are above our comprehension:
return to Him. God and Nature are not two all theories are equally insuﬁicient. Hence the
beings, but the single being undera double aspect. theologians, constructin a dogmatical account
Here unity multiplied, there multiplicity which ‘:01. the Creator out a t 9 words of the Bible,
unites itself again to unity. On the one side is
the nutura naturans, on the other, the natura have defended by evil speaking what they
nalumta. The true being is not in the ﬁnite or could not possibly explain, and have attempted
in the inﬁnite; he is their eternal, n
and to teach by curses what they could not possibly
indivisible co-existenoe. This is pantheism. You understand. But the history of philosophy
may vary the formulas ad inﬁnitum, as you take tell us that any notions about the Creator
them from the East, or from Greece, or from may end in any system of religion, or of irremodern Europe. You may say with one philo ligion. Voltaire was a strict theist, the ndvosopher, that nature is an overﬂow of the absolute cate of a personal God out of Nature; but he
unity; with another, that God is the eternal coin
cidence of contraries ; with a third, that nature is
a collection of modes of which God is the sub
stance; or, again, that the ﬁnite and the inﬁnite,
and coutradictories, in general, are identical; but
under every variety of formula, through all the
changes and progressions of pantheism, analysis
ﬁnds one single conception always the same, and
that conception is, the necessary and the eternal
co-existence of the ﬁnite and of the inﬁnite.”

If our readers understand all this, we have
catered for them better than for ourselves; if
they do not, they have it as cheap as we.
Pantheism, as a discussion, arose out of the
new physics which came in with the seven
teenth century. Vl’e will not say that
Philosophy, which leaned on heaven before,
Shrunk to its second cause, and was no more;

‘but we feel that the sting of this epigram was

due, as generally1 happens, to the truth of a
ropo'sition whic the epigrain, as genemll
a pens again, both distorted and exaggerate .
when link after link of the chain began to be
joined on to each other, nature began to be

personiﬁed in a more deﬁnite form. The old
nature, which abhorred a vacuum, had a pre
ference for circular motions, and so on, was a
mythical hypothesis as compared with the new
one, which seemed to work by a systematic and
consequential train of operations. The old hy
sics was one part of a system of which theo ogy
was another part: the new physics left all
questions of ethics uite open, and theology
looked on in sullen ispleasure, muttering or
proclaiming—as seemed most expedient for

the time-a charge of atheism against each
extension of view which physical science pro
mul ted. But inquisitive minds were not
capa 1c of resting in a division of thought
which contents itself with assi in God to
Convocation, and Nature to the ﬁyd Society.
A few years after the Kings of France and
England had given Nature lier separate char
ter, the question of the connexion between
theology and physics was agitated by Spinoza,
and the discussion is alive in our own time.
Spinozu’s conclusions were as fully religious, as
completely Christian, as any of his time. Bayle
and Voltaire have followed the clergy in call
in him an atheist; what does he say for him
se 7 He admits the Scriptures as his rule of
life and as the word of God. He believes in a

future state of good or evil, according to the
state in which the individual leaves the world.

and care, might be made to yield ve large
supplies of excellent and wholesome fo
But,
as ex crienced brothers of the angle, we think
it rig t to state at once that pleasure waters,
\ in the comprehensive sense, cannot exist with
proﬁtable waters, and that, however pleasing
may be the picture of a lake fringed by trees
nestling in a well-wooded vale, on the peaoef
surface of which swans
-ﬂost double,
Swan and shadow,

we must not believe that such pleasure lakes

pulation. We
, are tenanted by a large ﬁsh
, do not say that ﬁsh, and goo ﬁsh too, are not
, to be found occasionally in sheltered lakes sur
was not a Christian. Spinoza held a union of rounded by trees; but we affirm that if you
God and Nature which made Voltaire call him desire to have pleasure waters ﬁshy, ou must
an atheist; but he was a Christian. These cut down the trees surrounding t em and
things be 'u to ﬁlter through the world at banish your swans for evermore. The philo
large, whic , as we have often said, is gradually sophy of the case is this: the leaves shed by
takin up theology. Such tendencies in Eng- , the trees become saturated with water, and sink
land ave a practical bearing; and the books 1 to the bottom of the pond or lake, where they
which the feeble Convocation condemns are, accumulate, decompose, and turn into thick,
with many other things, working towards a black and stinking mud. During and after
good end. The damnatory clauses of the Atha- ‘ their decom sition they discharge noisome
nasian Creed will not long be a vexation to the ‘ gases and ex alntions, which pervade and poi
friends of the Establishment or a delight to son the water, rendering it pernicious to fish,
its enemies. There is so much good machinery and rendering them mud-ﬂavoured and nasty.
in this Establishment as it now stands, and And with respect to swans, you have only to
so much power of better use, that we look for observe them in waters where ﬁsh spawn to
ward with conﬁdence to its existence, after become fully aware of their greediness and
many reforms effected from within. We fancy veracity for ﬁsh-spawn. A swan will devour a
the distant time when few shall know which ‘ gallon of this daily, if he can get it; and such
ﬁrst disappeared out of the prayer-books, the is the destruction by swans of spawn in the
“prayers at the healing of the king’s evil," or Thames that by a very moderate calculation,
the presumptuous prediction of the certain and and supposing only 200 swans to be at the
ever asting perdition of all who do not receive , feast, they eat one hundred and forty millions
certain meta hysical dicta upon the nature of of eggs annually in this river. So if you would
the Deity. ll‘he point is gained so soon as have ﬁsh and will have swans, let them be made
the
laity begin which
to make
frequent
allusion; the
to i, of copper, which, when artistically painted, will
the declarations
are to
be withdrawn
look quite as well-at a distance-as the real
point is gained so soon as the clergy are fre things. The objection to trees does not of
quently asked to say whether they do or do course apply to rivers, and particularly swift
not believe the denunciations to which they streams; and indeed, here trees are very service—
able as covers for the large family of Epheme
have subscribed.
ridm, on which many ﬁsh, and particularly trout,
live and ﬂourish; but even in the case of rivers,
Fish-Culture: a Practical Guide to the Modem where they are not ra id, too many trees on the
System of Breeding and Rearing Fish. By banks are prejudicial]. It will thus be seen
Francis Francis. With numerous Illustra that it is quite as necessary to prepare waters
tions. (Routledge & Co.)
for ﬁsh-culture as land for grain or other crops,
WE are at length awakening to the import and that until this be done the labour of stock
ance of ﬁsh - culture. A few months only‘ ing lakes or ponds will be in a great measure
have passed since we noticed at considerable thrown away. Our waters being duly prepared,
length a very interesting account, by Mr. Mr. Francis tells us in lucid and practical lan
Brown, of the results of the salmon-breeding guage how to proceed in our ﬁsh~culture. With
operations at Stormontﬁeld ; and by the present great ropriety, the place of honour is given to
publication we perceive that the system is the sa mon, whose rank as king of our ﬁsh is
spreading throughout Europe. In the course not disputed, and he shows that with really
of a few years we shall probably see our very little trouble and expense our rivers may
rivers, lakes and ponds teeming with ﬁsh as be replenished by a large and almost over
they did in the olden time. At the extensive ﬂowing population of Salmonids. So easy
piscicultural establishment at Huninguc, near indeed is it to rear salmon artiﬁcially that the
the Rhine and Rhone Canal, the exportations of operations may be carried on in a drawing
fecundated and partially-incubated eggs have room; and we can assure our readers that there
increased since 1853 from one million a-year to are few sights more wonderful and interesting
sixteen millions, the eggs being sent not only than the development of salmon from the era
to the various rivers of France, but also through The modus operamli for rooms is thus described:
out Europe, as the French Government are by
“ All that is required is a small cistern, capable
no means selﬁsh in respect to the benefits of holding a few gallons of water, with a small
arising from the art practised at Huningue. stop-cock to regulate the supply. Around this
The yearly expenses of the establishment are cistern may be coiled, as it were, in lengths, a
about 2,20OL, and it is calculated that twelve small permanent gutter, or way, about an inch or
live ﬁsh are produced for one penny. These two in width, and neatly gravelled. On this the
facts are conclusive as to the value of pisci ova can be deposited. Each coil or length, of course,
culture; though we are not quite prepared to must be lower than the other; and supposing the
to be square, a little fall could be con
indorse Mr. Francis's statement that two hun apparatus
trived at each corner. This coil or gutter, after

He proceeds upon a revelation by signs and
doctrines, but with curious heterodoxy upon
the nature of miracles and the way in which
prophets were pro hots. Are these the words
of an atheist l-—“ uci
e nostrum summurn
bonum, nostraque beatituclo redit, in cogni
‘tionem scilicet et amorem Dei.” The translator
says, “Our supreme happiness, therefore, our
hi hest joy, again resolves itself into a know
le go and love of God." M. Saisset says, dred acres of water will produce double the passing two or three times round the cistern, should
“Whatever the age of Pascal and Bossuet may weight of animal food that two hundred acres and in a water tank ; and if the water tank be sur
have thought, Spinoza is no atheist: Lessing of land will yield. It is, however, quite cer rounded with a cooler, and furnished with a small
had grounds for restoring him to his proper tain that our pleasure waters are extremely forufpump, the water can be forced up
into
position, and Jacobi and Schleiermacher have unfruitful, though many, with due attention the cistern, and may be used again and again. If,
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however, the house be one well furnished nith of ﬁsh and oil amounted to nearly three mil ence, especially in all matters relating to our
water and large cisterns, a very small pipe to con lions. Now, in consequence of a treaty that stage, in the time of Shakspeare.
vey the water to the troughs or gutters, and another was concluded between our Government and
Much necessary information regarding this
to carry it off, will then be all that is necessary. France in 1857, the most valuable part of the comedy may be found in the Papers of the
Of course, such an apparatus may be made as Newfoundland ﬁsheries has passed from us. Shakespeare Society, published in 1849. The
tasteful and appropriate to the place it is consigned
Our herring ﬁshery, too, which from its great piece itself was one of several which that body
to as the owner may please."
value should be most carefully nursed, is intended to reprint at the time when it was
Mr. Francis has evidently paid attention neglected by our Government; for while the prematurely dissolved. Had the Shakespeare
to the very im ortant subject; of extracting most careful measures are adopted to keep this 'ociety continued to live and act, it would
the eggs from t e female salmon, and gives ﬁsh upon the Norwegian coasts, and to induce have put forth a whole Corpus Dramaticor-um;
directions for manipulating the ﬁsh and ova it to multiply, small-meshed trawl-nets are for we will venture to assert that there is no
which appear to us to be full of sound sense. allowed to be worked round our shores, which existin play, printed or manuscript, anterior
Indeed, he considers that with judicious treat are well known to be wholesale destroyers of to the )éivil \Vars, that does not contain some
ment the ova. of salmon may be trans orted to fry; and as an instance of the destructive nature curious or valuable illustration of the poetry,
the antipodes, notwithstanding the act that of shore nets, we may state that the small poke the stage, or the society of early times.
‘The Shoemaker's Holiday’ is one of the
hitherto all attempts to convey salmon by net of a common shrirnper on the Sussex coast
means of ova. to Australia have failed.
is known to destroy thousands of the fry of best of its kind in our language. It contains
poetry of a high order, the plot is full of
Mr. Francis devotes a chapter to the food of soles, turbot, ﬁounders and other ﬁsh.
ﬁsh and its production. It cannot be doubted
Mr. Francis concludes his practical and hustle and variety, and the characters are
that the condition and size of ﬁsh depend useful book by a chapter on the cookery of ﬁsh. numerous, well distinguished, and capitally
almost entirely on the supply and nature of Prefacing his observations by stating a fact, sustained. It was acted by Henslowe’s com
the food within their reach; and granting this, patent, we apprehend, to most families, that of pany very shortly before it was ﬁrst printed,
it will be evident that just as we acclimatize all the food cooked one-fourth is wasted, Mr. and it is one of the very few cases in which we
and foster agricultural plants for the sustenance Francis states with great truth that there are know how the parts were distributed in an
of ourselves and cattle, it is expedient that we many ﬁsh which we consider worthless that association of players, which was the great rival
should encourage the growth of certain water may be made, in the hands of good cooks, to of the theatrical body to which Shakspearo
plants favourable for harbouring insects on do excellent alimentary service. Fish soups belonged.
The ﬁrst edition (:1 most rare production, and
which ﬁsh live and fatten, and eradicate others would be much in favour if they were better
injurious to them.
known; and in this matter we might take a worth many guineas) is now before us, by the
It will rejoice fly-ﬁshers to learn, that the lesson from the Jews, who, from the circum favour of a gentleman to whom it belongs. In
result of a series of curious and interesting stance that they make considerable use of ﬁsh noticing the play, we may ﬁrst brieﬂy refer to
experiments on the food of trout showed that at their fusts, are great ade ts in cooking them. an instance of error, into which all copies, of
those fed on ﬁies wore the heaviest and in the A pailfull of young cut-tle- ‘sh, when they have any date, have fallen. It is in the ﬁrst scene
best condition; those fed on minnows occupied emitted their inky ﬂuid, is not a lovely sight; (though the performance is not divided into
the second place; while those fed on worms yet they are, as we can attest, excellent eating, acts and scenes, and Herr Fritsche, omitting
were in much the worst order of the three. and when they are fully grown and served the acts, has separated the piece into twenty
But these results cannot be accepted as the delicately fried with buttered toast, they are scenes), where Lord Lincoln is on tho point of
sendin his cousin Lacy, the hero of the play,
rule, for all trout-ﬁshers know that trout are pabulum for a gsstronome.
often small in waters where ﬂies are abundant,
to the rench wars: he exclaims—
All Mr. Francis‘s remarks on cooking ﬁsh
Bcgono, begone! make haste to the Guild Hall ;
and large where they are rare, but where the
are very pertinent, and ﬁtly conclude one of
There presently I'll meet nu. Do not stay;
freshwater Pulcx is common.
Where honour becomes, s. ame attends delay.
the best and most practical treatises we have
Our author discusses at considerable length
Here, we think, there is an error of the text,
yet had on the new and important art of ﬁsh~
the best kinds of ﬁsh for our waters ; and pre culture.
always repeated, and which we do not blame a
cisely as no good farmer would think of putting
foreigner for not correcting. The passage
a Southdown sheep on a Highland sheep-walk,
shou d surely read—
nor a \Velsh runt on a Hereford pasture, no
Do not stay ;
Where honour bockom, shame attends delay.
good pisciculturist would put ﬁsh in waters The Shoemaker’s Holiday ; or, the Gentle Craft.
Edited
from
the
Edition
of
1618,
by
Hermann
Nodoubt, in the old manuscript used by the
unsuitable to them. Our varieties of ﬁsh are
Fritsche. (Thom)
ﬁrst printer, “ beckons” was written beams; and
quite sufficient to give us abundant supplies;
at the same time, Mr. Francis considers that THIS is a German reprint of an old English hence the error. Again, just above, we have
some ﬁsh foreign to our waters might be intro play, from a copy preserved in the Town Library these lines: Lacy calls upon Honour, and says,
duced in England with advantage. Among at Duntzig. Though cheaply, the work is Let it
So guide my actions in pursuit of France,
these is the famous Black Base of North creditably erformed, according to the state and
As shall add glory to the Lccys' name.
America,—a very excellent ﬁsh, as we can degree of t e editor’s knowledge, but he seems
attest from personal experience. The Maski behindhand upon several points of im rtance: —Herc, “ in pursuit of France,” is almost non
nonge is also recommended; but this ﬁsh is so thus, he does not know the names of t eauthor sense, but because it is not quite nonsense a
voracious, and
we to such a gigantic size, or authors; nor is he aware that there was few of our elder critics would refrain from pre
that it appears hardly adapted for our com any impression of the comedy anterior to the serving the obvious couplet, so frequent in
paratively small lakes and rivers. It frequently year 1610. On this side of the Channel we are Shaka ears and his contemporaries; while we
attains the weight of 80 1b.; and we can assure aware that the piece was written by Thomas shoul venture to roadSo guide my actions in pursuit of Fame,
our sporting readers that to hook a Maskinonge Dekker and Robert Wilson, and that it ﬁrst
Al shall add glory to the Lacys' name.
of even 40 lb. places the ﬁshcr in avery serious made its appearance in print in the year 1600 The old printer’s error arose from the fact
predicament ; at least, we well remember hook —in a much more correct edition than that of that in the MS. “ fame” was spelt with a capital
ing one of about this weight, when trolling with 1610, 1618, 1631 or 1637: the number of times letter. Here all the ancient editions are wrong.
a huge spoon bait in one of the large lakes in it was reprinted, more than two hundred years
Herr Fritsche mentions that the copy of 1618
West Canada, and being for a long time ex ago, shows its early popularity at that time. in the Duntzig library is so worm'eaten and
tremely doubtful whether, seated as we were in Yet, although the play is very curious, and was rotten at the end, that he was compelled to
a. frail birch-bark canoe, the ﬁsh would pull us once very popular, it has nearly escaped notice leave several lines incomplete. This is a pity;
into the lake or we the ﬁsh into the canoe; and from the modern critics. How can we blame but of course, as he had no earlier impression
that the monster was at length, after a ﬁerce Herr Fritsche for not knowing much about to resort to, he could not be aware in how very
struggle, laid prostrate at the bottom of the the drama and its authors, seeing that in many places the edition he used varied essen
canoe was assuredly more due to an experienced the ‘Biographia Dramaticn’ (our main autho tiully from the true text, not merely as to words,
rity in such matters, though one of the but as to sentences and temporary allusions.
er who was with us than to ourselves.
he latter portion of Mr. Francis’s book is worst books of the kind in any language), We will here advert only to the former, as the
occupied by an account of our sea ﬁsh and ﬁsh ‘The Shoemsker's Holiday’ is attributed to one latter would occupy too much space. The very
eries; and here our author shows, in an incon who was a little boy at school when it was pub last couplet in the comedy affords a proof of
trovertible manner, that if our ignorance of our lished’! The piece itself affords abundant evi the carelessness of the compositor of the edition
inland ﬁsheries is great, that of our sea ﬁsheries dence of native and manly genius, with a know of 1618: it ought to run as follows, and it does
is even greater. Formerly one of our most ledge of London life at the latter and of the so run in the copy of 1600:—
“'1
all right
our sports
and
bunquetings
are have
done begun.
valuable ﬁsheries was that carried on around reign of Elizabeth that could only have been
\Vel on
must
wrong:
which
Frenchmen
Newfoundland. In 1745 this yielded close acquired by long residence and acute observa tion.
Here
for
“
sports"
the
printer
of
1618
put words,
upon a million a year ; and in 1814 the exports Dckkcr and lVilsou were men of great expcri- _
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which, if we had no older exemplar to guide us,
we should not have run the risk of altering,
inasmuch as the King might allude to discus
sions and explanations to follow the catastrophe
of the piece: he, in fact, refers to the “ sports”
and entertainments to follow the marriage of
Lacy and Rose. We will just notice two places
where the alteration of a single letter is required
to amend and make evident the meaning of the
ct.
poFii-ke,
a journeyman shoemaker, is a wonder
fully amusing personage, and when he is told
to get his face washed his answer is, “Send for
a sousewife, if you will have my face cleaner,”

—a “ sousewife” being a woman whose par
ticular business it was to clean and pickle pigs’
faces : the rinter of the quarto of 1618 altered
“ sousewife ’ to hmcsewife. Afterwards, in a
more important case, because the corruption
destroys the verse, there is another misprint.
Hammon, in a soliloquy exclaims of Jane, with
whom he is in love,
One only look hath seem'd as rich to me
As a king's crown: such is lovers lunacy.

This may be meaning, but it is not measure;
and moreover, the alteration of lore’: (which is
the oldest reading) to “lovers” (which is the
reading of the edition of 1618) destroys an
allusion to a well-known production of the
time. This mistake occurs at the very com
mencement of almost as beautiful a. love-scene
as is to be found in our language; where how
ever the situation is a little equivocal, because
the modest and retiring girl is already married,
although the man who courts her does not know
of the fatal bar to his happiness. In this part
of the comedy there are also several woful mis
takes, but for most of them M. Fritsche is not
responsible, since he could only work with the
imperfect materials in his hands. He is never
theless apt to commit one error, from not being
aware of the ordinary'pronunciation of our lan
gua e, when words of only two syllables were

use

as three : to amend lines thus circum

stanced he now and then inserts monosyllabic
expletives between brackets, thus :
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Poems: an Oﬂ'cn'ng to Lancaahire.

N° 1837, JAN. 1.0, ’63

Printed

and Published for the Art-Exhibition for
the Relief of Distress in the Cotton Dis
tricts. (Faithfull & Co.)
Pam'rsn without charge, b Miss Faithfull, on
plaper gratuitously furnishe by Messrs. Richard
erring & Co., edited by Miss Isa Craig, and
contributed without fee by fourteen diﬂ'erent
writers, the verses contained in this little
volume aim at extracting aid for the Lanca
shire operatives from those who, slow to give
to the cotton suﬁ'erers from motives of benevo
lence, will part with a few shillings fora pretty
book. They are, in the parlance of trade, a
makeweight to be thrown into the scale, where
the satisfaction to be derived from doing good
is something under a complete counterpoise
to a crown-piece. In a world where good
‘intentions are not too plentiful, the object
of such a work. preserves it from the full mea
sure of critical severity due to faulty rhyme,
broken metre and empty jingle. But still,
when all liberal allowance has been made
for laudable motive, we cannot refrain from
‘ expressing regret that the ‘Offering to Ianoa- shire’ too closely resembles the packets of
“mixed tea” sold by cheap grocers, in con
taining an undue proportion of bad leaf to the
slight sprinkling of what is good. For ludi
crous inanity, the contribution entitled “ In
the Winter” surpasses anything that ever
came from Mrs. Leo Huntei’s pen:—
While the earth is full of fighting,
When men rise and curse their day,
While the foolish strong are Imiting
And the foolish weak betray,
True hearts behind are growing,
The brave spirits work alone,
Where iove‘s summer wind is blowing

In a truth-irmdiate zone
I

o

'

It is an ugly world. Offend
Good peoplc~how they wrangle!
The manners that they never mood!
The characters they mangle !
They eat, and drink, and scheme, and plod,
And go to church on Sunday
And many are afraid of God
And more Of Mrs. (r'nnuly,
The time for Pen and Sword was when
“ My isdyo faire " for pity
(‘mild tend licr wounded knight, and then
Be tender for his ditty!
Some ladies now make pretty longs,
And some make pretty nurscs:—
Some men are good for righting wrongs,

And some for writing verses.
One tax our patience long has stood
The tax that poets levy l
I know the Muse is very good
I think she's very heavy.
She new compounds for winning ways
By morals of the sternest
I think that bards of news-days
Are painfully in earnest.
\Vhen Wisdom halts, I humbly try
And put a point on Folly :
If l’allaa won‘t be civil, 1
Away, and ﬂirt with Polly.
Who quit the goddess for the maid
Must certainly be losers ;
But l’allns is a ofty jadc,~
And beggars can't be choosers.
I do not wish to see the slaves
Of party, stirring passion,
0r psalms quite superseding stares,
()r piety “ the fashion.”
I bless the Hearts where piety glows,
\Vho here together band

Are holding out a hand to those
That wait so empty-handed.
A righteous work !--My masters, may
A jester by confession,
Scarce noticed join, half sad, half guy,
The close of your procession!
The motley here seems out of place
With grsvcr robes to mingle;
But if one tcar bcdews his face,
Forgive the bells that jingle.

—Such is the last piece of the volume, which,
like a good cpigram, keeps its best stroke for
the conclusion.

O

Dally woven with our glory,
Sounding far above our strife,
In a time-enclosing story,
To a space-absorbing life.
“'e can dream no dream Elysian,
There is no good thing in ght be,
But some angel has the vision,
But some human soul shall see.

lVandcn'ngs among ihc Faiashas in Abyssinia ;
together with a Description of the Country
and its rar'imw Inhabitants. Illustrated by
a Map and Engmviugs. By the Rev. Henry
A. Stern. (Wertheim & Co.)

In earnest mistress [for] I do not jest.
IT was with missionary objects that Mr. Stern
in the name of common sense and visited the Falasha people, in Abyssinia. His
Here “ for ” is surplusage, because if “ mis l ~—-What,
uncommon poetry, is the meaning of “a truth
tress” be pronounced as a trisyilable, misteress
starting-point was Boulak, the port of Cairo,

(which was formerly the case, as we could show
in hundreds of instances) the line is complete.
Before we conclude we may point out a place in
which the edition of 1618 presents a better text
than that of 1600: it is in a couplet by Lord
Lincoln to the Lord Mayor, re arding his
daughter Rose, the heroine of the ama:—
So shall your Rose be free, my thoughts at rest,
And much care die which now lives in my breast.

This must be right, the opposition being
between “ die" and “lives”; but the ﬁrst
edition has this misprint :—
And much care die, which now dies in my breast.

This sort of error was common with hasty
old printers (and no productions were printed
with greater speed than plays, brought out to
satisfy an immediate call, and generally com
posed from copy surreptitiously obtained.
Vc might ﬁnd several analogous instances in
Shakspearo, where the compositor's eye was
confounded, and he mistakenly repeated a word
which had just before passed under his observa
tion. The fact is, that all the old editions of
plays ought to be consulted in making a re
print; and not only so, but different co ies even
of the same edition; because blun ers were
sometimes set right, even while the sheets were
passing through the press. In this way in
‘Troilus and Cressida,’ act iii. so. 2, “Love’s
thrice-reputed nectar" became “thrice 'repu'rcd

nectar,” to the wonderful improvement of the
passage.

‘ irradiate zone” and “a space-absorbing life "1
Has the writer, moreover, no ﬁngers on which
to count his verses I
Mr. D. G. Rossetti’s ﬁfteen lines, in which
he addresses a young lady whom he thinks
! he knew in former days, conclude with a
cockneyism which even charity cannot justify
in a practised versiﬁer :—
Before may be again:
0h ! press my eyes into your neck.
Shall we not be for ever lain
Thus for Love's sake,
And sleep, and wake, yet never break the chain‘?

To give ﬂavour to the mixture, of which the
greater part is rubbish of the above sort, Mr.

Monckton Milnes and Mr. Frederick Locker
swell the offering with two short poems of

higher merit. Mr. Milnes says——
Labour degraded from her high behest
Cries, "Ye shall know I am the living breath,
And not the curse of man. Ye shall have rest
The rest of famine and the rest of Death."

Mr. Locker’s poem, “ The Jester's Plea,” pos
sesses the delicate humour and pathos which

characterize his metrical productions, and is
so good a specimen of the writer's style that

readers will thank us for transcribing it :—
'rui: Jas'raa‘s PLEA.
The world! was jester ever in
A viler than the present?
Yet if it uglyis . . . as sin,
It almost is . .' . as pleasant i
It is a merry world pro man,
And some are gay, and therefore
It pleases them-but some condemn
The fun they do not can for.

whence he voyagcd up the Nile to Korosko,
above Assouan, thence across the Desert t0
Khartum, and up, by way of the Blue Nile,
into Abyssinia. In the country of the Falashas,
—who have hitherto been so little known that

Dr. J0st, in his History of the Jews, doubted
even their existence, —— he sojourned, and
preached freely; and his narrative contains
many leasant pictures of their primitive Chris
tian liiia. The journey from Korosko across the
dreaded wilderness was made under an armed.
escort commanded by a sheikh, and was for
merly regarded as so perilous that it was actu
ally interdicted by the Egyptian Government.
Some European merchants, however, trading
with Soudan, re-opened the route, and their
campﬁres now regularly ﬂame upon the sands.
Only at one spot, ﬁve days distant from the
river, are there a few brackish wells; but,
instead of water, the traveller has the mirage
to enjoy, with its visions of groves and lakes,
its phantom ﬂocks and spectral palaces painted
deliciously in the sky. Thirteen days brought
the party to Berber, all dust and sunshine;
and thence, past tufted islands and shaded
shores, a river-boat took them to the conﬂuence
of the Blue and ‘White Niles; and here Mr.
Stern was disposed to halt awhile, a guest of the
Austrian Consul at Khartum. There was not
much that was new tobe seen in that rancid town,
whence expeditions are despatched to catch
negrocs under pretence of hunting elephants;

_but all places are novel to a stranger, and 9

N° 1837, JAN. 10, ’63
day or two was not lost in the bazaar, the epi
tome of Eastern manners. Arrived at Kedarif,
far deeper in the savage realm, the travellers
found considerable excitement existing ; a
new and wonderful law having been promul
gated, that all boys above thirteen and all
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'not to the low motive they assigned, an apology daughters. They offer atoning sacriﬁce at their
which amply satisﬁed the most accomplished cour altars; their churches are built in three divi
tier in the royal tent.”
sions, with an entrance opening from the east.
Immorality and dirt appear to be very con Their ideas of puriﬁcation are singularly austere:
spicuous elements of Abyssinian civilization the dying,r must be removed to the unclean hut,
even under thesway of this enlightened monarch. erected on the outskirt of every Falasha village:

girls above nine should marry within a fort

Theodoros himself was held in high esteem by

“Particularly in the hour of dissolution, when

night, or be severely ﬁned and whipped. Im
mediately all the place was in a whirl of hyme
neal festivity, and little brides and bridegrooms
abounded. The aspect of the region beyond
became more barbarous and desolate at every
step, until the road entered the dominions of
His Majesty King Theodoros of Abyssinia,
whose troops were then on the march to crush
a rebellion, and whose martial pageant, as it
cavalcaded down a. mountain slope, was really
imposing; the warriors all being mounted, and
armed with swords, spears and shields, but
followed by a footsore multitude of young
women and girls, laden with baggage. At
length, a cleft in the mountain opened upon
the gaudy camp of the king: next day an audi
ence was granted; the missionary held a con
versation with his royal host, obtained permis
sion to wander and preach among the Falashas,
amd was thoroughly content with his reception.
King Theodoros is not a personage of great
fame in Europe. He is known to the Arab
and the Calls, on the Nile and the Red Sea;
but, beyond those limits, he must be regarded
as_obscure: and yet he is no ordinary man.
Originally a poor boy in a reed-built convent,
he became ﬁrst a chief of freebooters, then a
conqueror, and at last the sovereign of an
extensive territory. His life has been along
struggle, and his throne was not reached with
out a series of sanguinary battles; nor does
Mr. Stern conceal the fact, that he consolidated
his power by very questionable means-as when,
ambitious of reigning in peace, he heard of a
rebellion in the province of Godjam, without
remorse or mercy he immediately burst upon
the insurrectionary population, slaughtered,
tortured and ravaged, and perpetrated so many
and such frightful atrocities, that when, next
year, his wife died, he publicly accepted it as a
retribution upon his cruelty, and vowed never
more to be ruled by passion. At the Court of
this potentate the Missionary breakfasted, and
betrayed an i orauce which proves him to be
no citizen of t e world :—

Europeans, who knew him for his honesty,
purity and disinterestedness; but of his subjects
Mr. Stern remarks, “ that notwithstanding their
.physical and intellectual superiority to every
other African tribe, they vie with’ all in truth
lessness, cunning and depravity.”
Armed with the King's favour, Mr. Stern
next solicited permission of the Aboona, or
Metropolitan, of Ethiopia to proselytizc among
the Jew Falashas. That great churchman was
at ﬁrst suspicious; but his consent was ulti
mately granted, and the mission began, after
a grand episcopal breakfast, a royal marriage,
various acts of justice, and certain saturnalia

the sweet expressions of friendship and love are so

Altogether, they are a peculiar people; and
it surprised the Missionary to ﬁnd that they
held commerce in disdain :—

in which the good Christians of Abyssinia still

“Exemplary in their morals, cleanly in their

“During the repast, which, owing to the fast,
consisted simply of teff cakes, dillik, and an abun
dance of fermented hydromel, I nearly lost the
esteem and regard I had hitherto enjoyed, and
that, too, through an unconscious offence against
the etiquette of aristocratic life. According to the
Abyssinian notion, every man who claims to be of
patrician descent and noble lineage must possess a.
fine shama, lined with a deep red border, and be
enabled to emulate the noise of a certain unclean

soothing to the agonized soul and anguished frame,
the dying Falasha has no affectionate hand clasped
in his, and no words of comfort from beloved

objects whispered in his ears. The inﬂexible law
forbids the last ofiices to the weeping relative, and
the helpless sufferer is in death's agonizing convul
sions dragged from the weary couch into the open
air, where the polluted and unclean remove him

from’ the bare ground to the tainted and lonely
hut.

'

indulge. At the Feast of the Assumption, there habits, and devout in their belief, the Falashas are
also industrious in the daily pursuits and avocations
were danccs:—
of life. Husbandry and a few simple trades—such
“ This national amusement, which the practice
of the Church hallows, is more a gymnastic than a
saltatory exercise. In these exhibitions there is
nothing of the extravagance of the Egyptian almé,
or the capering of the fashionable ball-room. A
number of young people, brimful of gaiety and
happiness, arrange themselves in a circle on the
greensward, or under a shady tree, and, in a wild
and pathetic strain, strike up a favourite ballad.
As the notes become more wild and passionate, the
whole ring divides according to the sexes; they then
cntwine their arms around each other’s shoulders,
and, in a. graceful and picturesque attitude, sway
their bodies backward and forward to the min
strelsy of their own voices. This continues for
some time, when a. dancer or danaeuse advances
into the centre, and gazes motionless on the mirth
ful group. The impassioned strains which now
become more quick and lively infuse new fire into
the cold and statuesque form, and in a few seconds
that seemingly immhvable piece of humanityquivers
in every nerve to the melody of the tumultuous

as smiths, potters and weavcrs—~constitute the sole
occupations in which they engage; commerce they
unanimously repudiate as incompatible with their
Mosaic Creed, and it is quite a disappointment not
to ﬁnd a single merchant among a quarter of a
million of people, the lineal descendants of those
who are supposed to have acquired a taste for traﬁic
and riches on the very eve of their emancipation

from Egyptian servitude."
Of course, it was diﬁicult to pass the boun
daries which separate the Falashas from all
other men in Abyssinia, as in the rest of the
world. Their creed is to despise and abhor all
other religions, especially as idolaters abounded
around them; and the Abyssinian Church itself
grew, in the course of ages, incﬁ'ably corru it.
However, Mr. Stern overcame the obstac c,
and at once proceeded to visit a Falasha village,
where their welcome, if not hearty, was cour
teens.

The Mission, established on the pasture-land
choir.”
Somewhat tardily Mr. Stern relates what he of Genda, almost in the centre of the Falasha.
saw and heard of the Falashas, or the Exiles, tribes, was carried on with no inconsiderable
as the Jews are designated in Abyssinia. Of success, and Mr. Stem‘s anticipations for the
course, these people have traditions, and, like future are satisfactory. But the whole condi
the Jews everywhere, make out a magniﬁcent tion of Abyssinia, Christian and Jewish, is
pedigree for themselves. They came to Ethiopia, discouraging; and it will probably be long
they say, in the reign of Maqueda, the Queen before any deﬁnite progress is made, for the
of Sheba, when she took home Menilek, son of work to be done is immense, and the temptzv
herself and Solomon, from whom the kings tion to do it not very overwhelming. Still, the
of Abyssinia thus descended. These Falashas prospects of any country partially Christiauized
were once independent, and ruled by kings and and civilized, and remaining so in the midst of
queens called Gideon and Judith; but they are a continent of barbarism, may be pronounced
now a subject race, scattered over ﬁre provinces, comparatively hopeful. Among his last protests
where their settlements are invariably distin against the capriccs of savage life, the Missionary
.
guishable by the red pot on the apex of their has the following:
“ Fond as the Abyssinian women are of embroi
place of worship:
“ Claiming a. lineal descent from Abraham, Isaac

dered garments and other ﬁneries, it is strange that

animal whilst eating his meals. This elegant and Jacob, the Falashas pride themselves on the they should never try to gain even a slight acquaint
acquirement, which I had unfortunately not yet fame of their progenitors and the purity of the blood ance with the use of the needle. High and low
attained, drew upon me the frowns as well as the

that simulates in their own veins.

Interman'iages alike depend upon their male friends for every stitch

whispering censures of the guests. Unconscious of with those of another tribe or creed are strictly in their dress. Tastes, of course, vary in different
the cause of this unexpected notoriety, I asked Mr. interdicted, nay, even the visit to an unbeliever's countries; but I confess that it always rovoked
Bell whether there was anything peculiar in my house is a sin, and subjects the transgressor to the me to see a tall, bearded fellow acting t e dress
appearance or deportment that provoked criticism.
-—' Certainly,’ was the rejoinder; ‘ your conduct is
so ungentlemanly, that all the guests think you
must be a very low fellow, and quite unaccustomed
to move in genteel society.’—‘ And to what am I

indebted for this good opinionl’ returned I.—‘ To
the mode in which you eat ; for if you were a gen
tleman, you would show by the smacking of your

lips the exalted station to which you belong; but
since you masticate your food in this inaudible
manner, every one believes that you are a beggar,

and accustomed to eat in that unostentatious quiet
ness which pretended poverty prompts individuals

of that class to adopt.’

I assured them that my

breach of etiquette ought to be attributed to the
difference of the customs in my own country, and

penance of a thorough lustration and a complete
change of dress before he can return to his own
home. Their stern uncompromising sectarian spirit
has been highly beneﬁcial in excluding from their
community that licentious proﬂigacy in which all
the other inhabitants of Ethiopia riot; and it is
generally admitted that Falasha men and women
seldom, if ever, stray from the path of virtue, or
transgress the solemn law of the Decalogue."

The Falashas do not encourage early mar
riages; the age appointed for men being from
twenty to thirty, that for girls from ﬁfteen to
twenty. “ The truth once plighted, no priestly
power can ever annul.” They denounce poly
gamy, and do not immure their wives and

maker, and a slender girl performing the functions
of the groom. Several times I tried to introduce
reform among our own people, but the very attempt
to allot to each his own proper work produced such
astorm of discontent, that I gave up the matter in
despair. But if it is provoking to see a man pilfer
ing the needle, it is still more aggravating to see
him monopolize the laundry. It is true, the Abys
sinians have as strong a prejudice against clean
linen, as against a clean face; still, whenever, dur
ing the course of the year, the shirt or sham
requires a little scrubbing, a big fellow, far better
adapted to plough the ﬁeld, performs the agreeable
job. " " This kind of work, which is the heaviest
the men perform, admits of no comparison with the
more onerous duties devolving on the poor women,

46
In a large household, where a good number of
females are required, some go early in the morning
to collect wood, and others to fetch water; while
not a few busily employ their hands in cleaning
the stables, or in preparing bread, shiro, dillil', and
wot: for breakfast. To remove the husks from the
grain before it is washed and ground, is regarded
by all as a most tiring job. We usually employed
two to relieve each other at this occupation; but
the unfeeling natives, who have no such considera
tion, sometimes force their female servants or slaves
to stand over the rude mortar till their arms become
almost paralyzed, and they are ready to drop from
sheer exhaustion and fatigue.”
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criminately, both Britons and Coranians, and
sprinkle them all with the water; and that such

would be its cllicacy as to kill all the Coranians
without doing any injury to the Britons."

The causes of the other calamities, and their
remedies, are equally absurd, if not more so,
and we will abstain from repeating them out of
consideration for our readers. At the end of
this Welsh edition of Geoffrey of Monmouth,
another individual, whom Geoffrey mentions as
his authority, is introduced, making a rather
sin ular statement: “I, Walter, Archdeacon
of xford, translated this book from the Welsh

An agreeable, informing narrative of travel into Latin, and in my old age have again
and adventure is this book by the Abyssinian translated it from the Intin into Welsh.” Such
Missionary, which will probably interest many is the trash which Mr. Manley Pope seems to
readers in the religious Embassy to the Abys think it desirable to introduce into our “ cle
mentary instruction.” He seems to have been
sinian Jews.

living in happy ignorance of all that has been
written upon the subject of Geoffrey of Mon
A History of the Kings of Ancient Britain,from mouth and his history, and to imagine that he
Brutus lo Cadwaladr. Abridged from the has found something quite new, which only
‘ Collectanea Cambrica.’ With Notes. By wants to be known to be duly valued and

Manley Pope. (Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)
WE have been much in doubt what to make of
this book. The title certainly does not give us
anything like an exact idea of the book itself;
and the author’s notion, that by it he is “ sup
plying a deﬁciency in the educational resources
of this country," and that his book will“ be
found not unsuitable for the purpose of elemen

tary instruction," appear to us equally incom
prehensible. As far as we can see, he has
merely published an English translation, per
haps a little abrid ed, of the Welsh translation
of Geoffrey of
onmouth’s ‘ History of the
Britons’ This Welsh translation differs from
the original chiefly in Welshifyin Geoﬂ'rey’s

ap reciated. The Welsh translation of Geoffrey
of Ionmouth has been to him a great mare’s
nest.

Mr. Po e’s want of knowledge on the subject
of his boo is especially displayed in his notes,
which are very droll for their quotations. He
talks of such writers as “Godcfridus dc Mal
mesbury"; and he supports his statements on
such authority as the following:
“There is also extant a testimony of some impor
tance in an epitome of the History of Britain,
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It. is to be observed, however, that squires, on
their side, sometimes required similar offices
from their helps, like Tatton, of \Vithinshaw,
who names as executors of his will a brace of
Cheshire “ Esquires,” and with them, “ my
trusty servant, Owen Barton, gent."
Generally speaking, legacies are awarded for
service rendered or affection paid, but here is
one dcviscdas a stimulant to the legatee to help
himself. A good old
n, amid many evi
dances of good judgment and liberality, gives
“to then
Henry
', of Wensley,
my when
otherhe
silver‘
pot,
to Bu
beldelivered
unto him
can
read and write and cast accounts, but not before.”
‘ The testator, “Bury of Bury, clerk," looksto
. the future in other things: he leaves funds for
a school and free library, and advice how to fur
ther the end, which he thinks may be accom
plished, for “ the library at Ipswich is thought
to be worth 3001.,and yet began but awhile ago,”
in globes, and maps, and books. He does not
give us a catalogue of the latter, but rohably,
like those of the Rev. Christopher
who does name “ Musculus upon the Comon
Pluses,” they were only suited to “such of my
kindred that give themselves to learning, espe
cially to divinity, for which my books best
serve." Goodman and Buryare equally thought

ful of the poor as well as of their kin. The
former gives “501. towards the relief of the
distressed citizens of Geneva, whereof I am a
membcr,"—that is, a follower of the faith there
publicl upheld. Bury remembers the
or
nearer home, and says he, “Let the sexton ve
four times as much for making my grave as he
hath for other men.”
There is one especially curious incident in
the will of this learned and liberal cleric,
namely, “I give unto Mr. Ralph Ashton, that
reli ious gentleman, my eagle-stone, which I
late y lent him for his wife.” Mr. Piccope does
not much enlighten ignorant readers by referring
them to Raiues‘s Stanley Papers, if they wish
to be made acquainted with the nature and
properties of this once supposed mighty and
implicitly trusted talisman. The Eagle-stone
belonged to no
rticular genus of fossils, as
some thought. l’fwas variously described as

extracted from the Olia (sic) Imperialia of Gervane
of 'Iilbury, and to be found in the library of St.
Martin‘s-in-the-Strand."
We would only ask, did Mr. Pope find it
Iatin names, in adding to some of t em certain there? The very ﬁrst note on the popular name
ridiculous e ithets, such as calling the classical given to Geoffrey's British History involves a
Eneas, “ new Whiteﬁeld” (as here Eng very gross blunder. Brut, he says, was “ origi
nal y the same as the French word Bruit, and
lished), and in adding some very foolish addi
tional fables. Geoffrey of Monmouth has long is used synonymously with Chronicles.” Docs
been given up by all sensible historians; but if Mr. Pope not know that the name Brut was
Geoffrey’s history is fable, the Welsh additions given to the book because it begins with Brutus,
to it are absolute trash. As a sample of the the progenitor of the British line of kingsl
additional matter, we may venture to transfer He clearly believes in mermaids (p. 159). He
to our columns the following story. In the believes, further, that the giant Gogmagog was
thrown from a rock ; and he hazards thereupon
time of King Lludd,—
the miles, a hollow geodes of oxide of iron
“Three calamities, such as had never hitherto a new theory on the use of Oromlechs.
with silex and alumina, the whole in layers,
been known, fell upon Britain. The ﬁrst of these
was that of the Coranians, who had such intelli Lancashire and Cheshire Wills and IIH'CHfOTflS, with loose concretions in the centre, which rat
tlcd when shaken. The most valued in Mrs.
gence, that not a word could make impression on
from the Ecclesiastical Court, Chester. The Ashton’s time was that formed of the several
the air but they knew it; and therefore it was im
Third Portion. Edited by the Rev. J. Pic varieties of common pebbles. Old women who
possible to effect anything against them. The
cope, M.A. (Printed for the Chetham performed the office of constables held them
second was a. shriek, that was heard over every
Society.)
sovereign for the discovery of thieves. Young
hearth in Britain on the night of every May-day;
and so struck man and beast to the heart, that the TAKEN as a. whole, this collection of Wills, women, who had stories how the lady-eagle
men lost their strength, the women miscarried, the extending from the period of Elizabeth to the used to carry those stones to their nests, believed
youth of either sex became senseless, and the reign of Charles the First, is less interesting in their efficacy, for other reasons, and rested
beasts and trees unproductive. The third was, than the previous Portions published. The their hopes of a happily-achieved maternity by
that whatever store of provisions were brought documents themselves are less rich in illustra the timely application of the eagle-stone to the
together, in any of the great houses of Britain tions of life and manners; but, on the other surface of the body. If the superstition itself
the whole disappeared so as never after to be
hand, for lack of remarkable incidents, we be singular, not less so is the fact that country
found, saving what was used on the ﬁrst night."
make acquaintance with remarkable personages. clergymen kept these magic stones by them,
The calamities were strange enough, but the Strange circumstances, or what would seem so and lent them out to the ladies of religious
remedies were not less extraordinary. Lludd now, occur, however, without abounding. “'hat lords in the hour of their need.
went to Gaul to ask the advice of his brother gratitude would a right worshipful county
Of other traits of a by- one society we have
Llefelys, who was king there, and who, against magistrate confess to, in the present day, if a traces in other wills. “ give to Sir Hugh
the ﬁrst grievance, “ordered a long tube to be friend bequeathed him 65. 8d., 11 I071. trust, that Cholmondeley,” says Widow Brereton of Stret
made, through which they might so converse he might prevent the testator’s c iildren squab ton, “my best horse, if my landlord do not
that the air should not convey the sound to the bling over the terms of the will.’ We doubt take him for ‘harryotte,’ and if he so do, then
Cor-anions.” This was certainly every ingenious also if any legatee would feel particularly ec I give him my best yoke of oxen.”
'
expedient.—
static at having bequeathed to him a couple of says Widow Halsall of Halsall, “I give to the
“ By this means they began to communicate their stone troughs, or as many forms and one table,
right honourable my very good Lord, Henry,
secret thoughts, but soon found that neither could
to be preserved as heir-looms in his family Earl of Derby, the best fat ox which I shall
hear anything but confused and indistinct sounds;
whereby Llefclys perceived that a daemon had for ever. Even a devise of all the glass in the happen to have at the time of my decease."
lodged himself in the tube; he therefore ordered windows of ahouse must have less pleased than This last was, evidently, heriot too; and the
it to be washed with wine, and then their words puzzled the heir of the brittle inheritance. A widow only left what the Earl,-—brothcr~in-law
became perfectly distinct and intelligible. Llefelys squire would probably declare himself to be to the Lord Stourton who was hanged for
then gave Lludd worms of a particular kind, which more “ bothered” than beneﬁted, were his hus murder, and son-in-law to that Mary Tudor
he desired him on his return to bruise and put in bandman Giles to “desier his worshipfull landis who had been, for a brief period, Queen of
cold water, and then to assemble the people indis lord” to be the supervisor of Giles's testament. France,-—was sure to take when his time came.
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Even the law itself has not altogether abolished suitor, was to surrender the manor-house. The
old customs in counties and on manor-s. When , idea of the aged lady who could hardly walk a
a man purchases land he would do well to couple of miles becoming the bride of another
inquire what the customs of the place are with , would have called back Squire Tatton to earth,
respect to inheritance. The Saxon custom of ‘ even though he lay, like Squire Mainwaring
Gavelkind, whereby all the children inherit of Nantwich, beneath the ponderous “ marble
equally, and primogeniture is without a privi pillars, and the great tombstone of marble that
lege, still lingers in Kent. In a few other came out of Ireland.”
counties, we may yet encounter the exercise
We have spoken of personages as well as
of Borough-English, according to which the‘ incidents of interest with whom we come in
you
t son stands next heir to the estate. contact in these testamentary papers. Thus,
Goul this have arilsgen from some dro'it do the will of “ Dame Lady Anne Fytton" (Phyton,
Sergnewr' renderi
t e paternity of the ﬁrst the fair dame writes the well-known name),
child doubtful? ‘With regard to Heriots, what “ widow," introduces us to two families—the
may now be the custom in Cheshire and Lan Fittons of Gawsworth, and the Gerards, their
cashire we are unable to say, but they have not cousins. The son and heir of Lady Anne was
been entirely eradicated from Sussex; and et . Sir Edward Fytton, whose sister Penelo e mar
as long back as in the time of A’Becket t at ried Sir Charles Gerard. Fytton and erard!
ecclesiastical landlord denounced them as a de what a coil the men who bore these names
vice of the devil; and he restored to a widow a made some years after Lady Anne was en
ﬁne fat cow which he mi ht have legally taken tombed at Gawsworth. Will upon will, law
.at the death of her hue and, the ex-tenant of suit n on lawsuit-how ﬁerce and foul the
the land. We hope Henry Earl of Derb acted strugg e, which began in one century with for
as
nerously towards the children of idow gery, and concluded in the next with murder
H
ll. We fear that the other widow’s best in Hyde Park !
horse was seized by the landlord, and did not
They who now
s through Gerrard Street
pass, as contingently devised, to Sir Hugh. On and Macclesﬁeld treet, Soho, pass over ground
the death of a tenant, the owner of the soil had I where the son and heir of Sir Charles Gerard,
a right to seize “the best beast” on the pre ﬁrst baron of that name, and subsequently
mises; sometimes the “best cow,” at others the ' Earl of Macclesﬁeld, kept a gay house, sur
“best horse” was speciﬁed. We have heard of rounded by trim gardens, and a snlky French
a. lord's bailiﬂ‘ lying concealed in the farmyard wife, whom Charles the Second forbade con
-of a dying tenant that he might rush into the tinuing her attendance on the Queen, because
stable and take possession of the best steed the lady let her ton ue wag rudely against the
there, as soon as the owner died. No one Castlemaine w om
rard himself received at
thought this cruelty; it was, and here and his mansion.
hat lord, who gave up his com
there is, the “ custom)“ But we know of worse mand of the Guards for a douceur of 12,000].
cases than the last; for example, a tenant occu from the king, who wanted the dignity for
pied land that lay in two manor-s. He was Monmouth, was a ﬁne dresser, a false friend, a.
dying; the bailiﬂ's of the two lords of those talebearer against Clarendon, and altogether
manors watched at his door for his death, and not a. man to be esteemed. His uncle, Sir
then a struggle ensued between them as to Edward Fytton of Gawsworth, had died child
which should seize the ﬁnest horse,—for the less, entailing (it was said) his estates on a kins
right of seizure was in both. There lingers, we man,William Fytton, who was succeeded in the
believe, even worse again than this. Land in possession by his son, the notorious Alexander.
one manor may be sub-let, and in such case To oust the latter, nineteen years after Sir
‘the lord may seize in both divisions when the Edward’s death and thirty after the entail had
holder dies. Finally, we have heard of an been conﬁrmed, as alleged, by a deed-poll,
attorney purchasing, for a mere triﬂe, the lord Gerard produced a will which Mr. Piccope
ship of a iece of land subject to heriot. He would look for in vain in the Ecclesiastical
had heard) that the tenant was dying, and he Court at Chester. It urported to be that of
knew that the ﬁnest horse in the county, there Gerard’s uncle, Sir Er ward, duly made in the
rltlnl'ng bred, would be his, by right of his lord nephew's favour. Hot, ﬁerce, anxious, was the
litigation that followed, with a Pelion of perjury
p.
A: in the previous wills to which we for on one side upon the Ossa of false swearing on
merly directed the attention of our readers, so the other. Fytton pleaded the deed-poll, but
"in those, not only do fathers acknowledge and Gerard brought forward one Abraham Granger,
make provision for children born before mar who made oath that he had forged the name of
riage, but wives receive them, and legitimate Sir Edward to that deed under menace of mortal
"heirs, ere they die, bequeath wherewith to render violence. Thereupon the judgment of the Chan~
comfortable some less happy sister, described cellor was given in favour of Gerard, and the
as “baseborn.” There is also much homely deed declared to be a forgery. Gerard, as soon
affection expressed in some of these documents; as he heard the judgment pronounced, “rose
as witness that of Tatton, previously noticed. up,” says Roger North, “and went straight
Squire Tatton is desirous that his widow should down to a shop in the Hall, took up his Lord
have a more “ convenient house to keep hospi ship's picture, paid his shilling, and rolling up
'ng only an oppor
tality in than the mansion manor-house, ’ which his purchase went oil‘, d
is unﬁt “for her to dwell in, and especially for tunity in a better manner to resent such an
as much as the same house is distant from her eminent piece of justice.”
Then ensued the strangest part of this will
parish church two miles, she being not able to
‘travel so far in her old years to hear God’s story. Abmham Granger, impelled by remorse
~divine service.” And so the ﬁne-hearted old or liberal payment, or desire to escape a great
squire leaves the good dame his manor-house penalty by acknowledging the smaller offence,
at Withinshaw, where she might keep a appeared in court, and confessed that he had
‘widowhood cheerful with happy memories of perjured himself when he swore that he had
vhim, with a bright hearth round which to forged the name of Sir Edward. The confes
assemble old friends, and the church close at sion, however, was unsupported, and Fytton,
hand—a mere short walk for her to calmly who was considered the responsible person,
‘walk thither, and not likely to fatigue the vicar, was condemned to fine, imprisonment and pil
who occasionally, we are quite sure, walked lory. But that he was not a man to be kept
back with her to dinner. Widow Tatton, how from greatness by having suffered such degrzv
ever, if she espoused the vicar or any other‘L dation they know who are acquainted with
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North, Evel n, Pepys, Burnet, Hume, Ormerod
and Macau 'ly. Alexander Fytton, turnin
Romanist, was patronized by James the Secon
who made him Chancellor of Ireland and Baron
Gawsworth, and who found in him a willin
and unscrupulous instrument in James's Iris
Parliament, and active in passing Acts of For
feiture of Protestant property and Attainder
of Protestant personages.

The family quarrel, as we have said, ended
in blood. Gerard died in 1693, Earl of Mac
clesﬁeld. He was succeeded by his two sons,
Charles, who died, childless, in 1701, and
Fitton Gerald, Earl of Macclesﬁeld, who died,
without heirs, in 1702. Ten years later occurred,
in Hyde Park, that savage duel between Lord
Mohun and the Duke of Hamilton, in which
both adversaries were slain. “ It must be borne
in mind,” says Dr. Millingen, in his ‘ Histo
of Duelling,’ “ that political animosities, whic
ran very high at this period, gave a peculiar
acrimonious character to the transaction, the
causes of which have never been satisfactorily
explained." The causes, however, are known
to us. Politics, indeed, embittered the affair,
for Mohun was the Hector of the Whigs, and
Hamilton was a Tory, whose recent appoint
ment to be Ambassador- Extraordinary to
France had given great offence to the Whigs
generally. But there was a family quarrel, too.
These two men, Mohun and Hamilton, were
husbands of co-heiresses, who were disputing
possession of the old Cheshire estates of the
Fyttons; and when they went out to mutual
murder on that dreary September morning of
1712, they brought to a sanguinary end the old
Cheshire will case, which had given a zest to the
legal controversies of two or three generations.

Rachel Noble’: Experience. By Bruce Edwards.
(Glasgow, Scottish Temperance League; Lon
don, Houlston & Wright.)
Tnxr the cause of temperance could be pro
moted by a prize-essay-one of the very worst
forms of gambling-is the lamentable delusion
of a single mind, for which eighty-three persons,
to whom time is of some value, have been con

demned to write a book, which is now com

placently returned to them as waste paper.
Does the prize-giver ever think of the injustice
of having eighty-four specimens executed, when

he proposes to take no more than one I Would
he ask eighty-four tailors to send him in as
many coats?
This tale, the best out of eighty - three
which were sent to be adjudicated on, is the

poorest of literary trash. The writer is, of
course, wrong-headed on the vices of wine and
ale. That was to be expected in a temperance
tale. But he cannot write the English lan
guage, or reason from his own premises to
their conclusion.
_
The heroine was a young lady who found it
advisable to turn her talents to some proﬁtable
use, and therefore she answered on advertise
ment for a companion to a lady. Her ﬁrst step
was to obtain a testimonial as to her ﬁtness;
and the person to whom it was most natural for
her to apply was a Mr. Virtue, who lived at
the mouse, and whose ministmtions she had

attended.

And here she gives her ﬁrst experi

ence in the country where she made her start
in life: “I did not then know how readily
clergymen give ﬂattering testimonials, probably
from a mingling of oﬁcial and personal kind

ness, in the spirit of that charity ‘ which think
eth no evil.’ "
_
However, the testimonial, together with the
recommendation of a physician, Dr. England,
was partly the means of introducing her to a
strangely blunt and rude family, named M01‘
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. And she was informed by the eldest
daughter, within two or three hours of her ﬁrst
entrance into their house, that her prede
cessor had plainly given them to understand
that it was her opinion that they were rich
and vulgar; and as for the daughter herself,
that her nature was essentially vu
. The
predecessor told the truth,although it required

ut little discernment to perceive the fact.
The brother, Mr. John Morgan, was to be a
minister, and he made it his aim to be gentle
manlike. No doubt, he failed most palpably;
but he was kindly and considerate. Their ﬁrst
conversation turned on intemperance, and the
beneﬁts of taking the pledge; and it also
appeared in due course of time that the father
0 the family was a spirit-merchant, and Mrs.
Morgan’s ill health and need of a companion
to superintend her household was owing to
her devotion to ardent spirits. Miss Noble’s
duty, therefore, was to make Mrs. Morgan a
teetotaller, to train the daughters and make
a comfortable home for the father and sons.
It does not appear why the eldest daughter
should not have done all this, except that in
that case Rachel Noble would not have been
wanted. On Rachel's ﬁrst introduction to Mrs.
Morgan, whom she found in a state of in
toxication, she became converted to total
abstinence principles. She was conﬁrmed in
her conviction that that is the chief remedy,
the oftener Mrs. Morgan eluded her vigi
lance and obtained possession of a brandy
bottle. Of course, it will occur to the reader
that: the wisest course would have been to
keep a strict watch over the poor woman,
and, when possible, to appeal to her sense
of right and wrong. But Rachel Noble's
experiences do not point to this method. In
fact, they must have fully tended to convince
both herself and her readers of the utter
failure of total abstinence principles. Moreover,
the,100l. offered by the Temperance League
hasibeen paid to a man who has missed their
aim. In the tale, the pledge does not save its

signers; the “sad examples” continue to be
drunkards: Mrs. Morgan dies drunk; even Mr.
John, the young minister, becomes a victim;
and ‘the only one who reaps beneﬁt from
“Rachel Noble’s experience" is the inex
perienccd writer of the tale.

rant of German, and by no means destitute of
poetical feeling, whose interest in the fate of
young Hermann’s wooing would reach that
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heroine, the testy father, the kind mother, the 7 able. The essays may be regarded, to a certain
medical Philistmc, and the wise pastor, who extent, as the result of Hnmboldt’s conversa
ﬁ re in Goethe's idyllic epic, or epical idyl,—— tions with Schiller, and the views they embody
w ichever form of expression the curious may belong to that state of thought which is re re
sented in Schiller's philosophical writin
The
prefer.
No doubt, to those who can appreciate it, author had before him the example of ssing,
it is a great work,-—-as olives, to those who like who from the single group of Laocoon deduced
them, are delicious fruit; and when the ano an entire theory of the essential difference
nymous author of the translation now before between poetry and plastic art, and endea
us asserts, in his Preface, that it is “a very voured, in like manner, to propound a com
etry, while explaining the
pretty poem, full of artistic and ﬁnished pic plete theory of
tures of middle German life as it was about
igh qualities of
ethe’s epic. Unfortunately,
the period of the ﬁrst French Revolution, full while Lessing's book is delightful, Humboldt's
of charming descriptions of persons and scenery, ‘ Studies’ are dry to repulsiveness, as even his
—full, in short, of interest and instruction of editor cannot deny. Dryness, however, will be
every kind,”—we feel that the tone of his scarcely a bugbear to those ‘who are accustomed
commendation, warm as it is, is not sufficiently to the philosophical products of Fatherland;
high. A work in which every character is a and, at all events, Huniboldt's matter is good,
plastic individual, with peculiarities developed however defective his form.
amid a primitive and monotonous life, unknown
to great cities, or even to small towns, situate
IRINCH NOVlLS.
in countries that take a share in the world's
Lady Fortune-[Drum Fortune, parPaul Parrot].
politics,—in which so perfect a story is con (Paris, Hetzel.)—So far as regards good intentions,
structed on so simple a foundation,—in which ‘ Lady Fortune ' is better than the general run of
the great event of the period, the French Re French novels, inasmuch as there is a recogniﬁon
volution, is reﬂected without destroying the of moral obligation. There is no illicit love in it,
homely character of the picture, and in which nor unnatural sentiment: one might even say, that
realism never becomes vulgar,—is something there is an aspiration after a nobler and better life
than can be found in mere self-pleasing; a life of
more than a pretty em.
usefulness and of good to others is recognized as
\Ve ﬁnd we are a most talking in the words the ideal of human effort. It is true that the
of Wilhelm von Humboldt. “The plain sim efforts to ameliorate the fate of the poor and miser
plicity of the object depicted,” says he, “and able would drive a political economist fairly mad.
the greatness and depth of the effect produced, The author’s attempt to dispense a large fortune
—these are the two qualities which, in Goethe's in works of beneﬁcence reads like a child's dream;
‘ Hermann und Dorothea,’ most powerfully and still, the aspiration is there, and the subject of the
involuntarily elicit the admiration of the reader. story is not the everlastin breach of the Seventh
Things so utterly opposed to each other, that Commandment. The motive of the story is inter
they can be combined only by the genius of eating, and opens out a rather complicated problem.
the artist, and by that only in his happiest A wicked old usurer dies, after accumulating an
moments, we ﬁnd brought at once before our immense fortune by means of ingenious diabolical
which the Father of Evil himself could not
minds ;—persons so true and individual, that agency
improve upon. By his will, the whole of his ill
they can only be derived-from nature and the gotten gains are bequeathed to a niece whom he
living present, and, at the same time, so pure has never seen. The mother and daughter are
and ideal, that reality can never attain them. very cleverly drawn,——a piece of clear, distinct,
In the mere delineation of a simple action, we wholesome workmanship. The discovery of the
recognize a full and perfect picture of the world means by which the uncle had amassed the money
and humanity.”
comes with the inheritance; the young girl refuses
The translation is, on the whole, faithfully to spend one farthing on herself, and devotes the
and gracefully executed in blank verse; and money to the poor. In the description of the
its general style may be gathered from this difficulty of this, the sacriﬁce, the temptation to
pass e, which we take at random from the keep at least some portion, are very well told; the
book

Goethe's Hmnann and Dorothea. Translated
into English Verse. (Nutt.)
lVillulm 'von Humboldt’s Studies of Gocthe’s
Hermann and Dorothca—[WiUtelm con
Humboldt’s ('islhestischc Versuche iiber Go'the’s
Hermann und Dorothea. Third Edition, with
a Preface by Hermann ettner. (Brunswick,
Vieweg; London, Williams & Norgate.)
WHETHER Englishmen will, by any process of
reasoning, be convinced that Goethe‘s ‘Her
menu and Dorothea’ isa masterpiece of epic
art, and that the homestead of mine host of
the “Lion” is as important in its way as the
residence of Priam or the cam of the Greeks,
may seriously be doubted. Indeed, we suspect
there are many honest men, by no means igno
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e’:

-'he went into the field
That, with its wide expanse. crown'd all the hill.
Still trod she her own ground, and joy'd to see
The crop of rye and nobly-waving wheat
That mov'd itself, like gold, along the slope.
Going between the ridges, on the path
She had the goodly pear-tree in her sight,
which stood upon the hill,-—the boundary
Of all the ground belonging to the house.
Who planted it, none knew. On all the place
It stood out large and broad [t]. The fruit of it
Was form'd; and underneath the rea r band
Resorted to enjoy their noontlde me ,
And in its shade the herdsrnan lov'd to watch.

For refraining from an imitation of the ori
ginal hexameter, the translator merits corn
mendation. Whatever may be asserted on the
subject, English hexameters are a bore, unsa
tisfactory to the classically erudite, and unin
telligible to general readers. scarcely more
satisfactory are German hexarneters; only it
chanced that the founders of modern German
oetry, Klopstock and others, showed a predi
ection for the ancient metrical form, and thus
gained for it an early footing: whereas English
etry may be said to exist independently of
exameters, which merely appear as an occa

minimum point commonl expressed by a yawn,
10
before the nine boo s, named, like those
of erodotus, after the Muses, had been fairly
read-not to say digested. “ You must learn sional freak And even with respect to Ger
to love me," said the BottleImp to his victim, many, it will be recollected how distasteful
in Mr. Peake's once-famous mole-drama, rightly were Klopstock's numbers to the elder Goethe.
To the more resolute students of ‘ Hermann
deeming that an affection of which he was the

weakness and cupidity of the lover are also very

good, though too long drawn out, and made unreal
by the treatment. Still, there is the germ of a good
idea. in the story; but when it comes to working

out the details, it goes all to nonsense.

Giving

aims with both hands is the ﬁrst idea of doing
good; and the second is, to settle down on a

young nobleman's neglected estate and reform his
tenantry.

Every work of benevolence being done

in France by government machinery, a novelist
has some difficulty in setting his heroine to work:
there seems a want of organized voluntary chari
ties to which spontaneous help may be brought
and made available. The story of ‘La Dame
Fortune’ is not very stupid, neither is it very
entertaining ; but it indicates a desire on the part

of the author to get into a better track and a
more wholesome choice of subject than is usual in
French ﬁction at present.

The Trial of Handsome WiIh'am-—[La Cam
du Bran Guillaume Durant].

(Paris, Hetzel.)-—

This is an interesting story; it has a certain grace
of nature which is very refreshing in the weary,
theatrical, unwholesome scenes of French ﬁction.
As compared with French novels, it may be almost

called pure, both in intention and detail; though,
of course, an uninitiated English reader would ﬁnd
it highly scandalizing. It is the story of a young
man’s first love, and there are the grace and truth
in it which redeem all love which is true and
loyal. The incidents rather remind one of George

object must necessarily be an acquired taste. und Dorothea,’ the reprint of Wilhelm von Sand's novel of ‘ André.’ A young man brought
The same words might be addressed to the Humboldt’s ‘ Studies,’ with an explanatory up under domestic circumstances which bring out
reader by the stolid here, the strong-minded Preface by Herr Hettner, will be very accept the feminine elements in a gentle, reserved and
-
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delicately-organized character, settles on a small through every page of modern French literature
estate to live an idyllic life of patriarchal benevo- self-esteem is the only sentiment that is allowed
lence. Louis Leforgeur, the hero, has lived, away free play.
from Paris, a life of pure but dreamy domesticity:

he has had no Casino or Cremorne chapters in his
life ; but neither has be any strong principles, nor

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

“
A Handy Book of the Chemistry of Soils:
strength of any kind,—only great reﬁnement and
good intentions. He falls in love, for the ﬁrst time notary of their Composition and the Inﬂuence of
in his life, with a charming young peasant on his Manum in ameliorating them. By John Scoﬂ'ern,
estate, who lives with a brutal brother, a game M.B. (Bell & Daldy.)—-It is not until the middle

keeper; and she is betrothed to one of his friends,

of this book is reached that any attempt is made to

who goes by the sobriquet of “ Le Beau Guillaume.” justify its title. The ﬁrst 70 or 80 pages are on the
Matters are complicated by the ill oﬁices and coarse science of chemistry, without any of that special
gossip of an old woman, servant to Louis. There reference to soils or to manures which the title-page
is a great deal of very delicate and subtle human leads us to expect. There is then a short chapter
nature in the working of these various elements. on the philosophy of vegetation, and this is suc

But noo the suldest two I ».
Enjoy themselves within,
Sac we maun in to share the chm
An’ see \Vee Burdie rin.
An’ sune's I caught the wee thing's o
She stsuchrin’ to me cam,
'
Grupt mo wi' pride about the knee,
Sync look‘t o'er to her mam.
OrOr
e'er
cuist
dree iiin' cos t’
to l’d
a bite
satmd’oon,

.’/ﬁ~<

"9. “"
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I had to see Wee n-udie mt,
Our higgin' roun' an’ roun'.
An‘ when I saw joy's sunny ray;

Illume my humble home,
I suns forget my drecpin' clucs,
Nor heard my grum’lin' wame.

But Nature gun-a one gie her heed;
Sac we to sup began,
While ‘bout gaun tots, wi' railway speed,
The guidwifs's clapper rsn.

The brother, angry at his sister‘s disgrace, ill-uses ceeded by others of a rather fragmentary character

For miles aroun' she kent ilk wean
(A' mithers best ken hoo)
on some points in agricultural chemistry. The
But ne'er a one 0' them had gone
work,
which
is
thus
both
incoherent
and
incomplete,
steadily Louis contemplates marriage, although he
Sue sune ‘s her ain was due.
triﬂes with the purpose, and will not be coerced concludes with chapters on the Analysis of Soils, -—Most of these poems are written in the Scottish
by any appearance of threat or violence. The Guanos, and other Manures. The book is not a vernacular—a medium which seems especially
manual for the student who desires thoroughly to

her worse than ever; for he does not know how

brother rouses the neighbourhood against Louis;
Louis despises their hostility, and the poor girl is
the victim: she is murdered by her brother and Le
Beau Guillaume.—-The story is worth reading, and
although it is a painful one, it excites wholesome
‘ human pity. The characters are human beings,
and not the pestilential exhalations of a morbid
and impure imagination. The servant Euronique

is very clever, and true to life,—a bad-natured,
covetous, jealous old woman, but not at all one of

the demoniacal caricatures of the present evil days
of French ﬁction.
The Conquest of a Soul-[La Conquéte d'unc
Ame, par Eugene Lataye]. (Paris, Hetzel.)—This
‘ Conquest of :1. Soul’ is a prose In munoa-iam ; it

is a tissue of that morbid self-analysis in which
novelists delight, and in which, it must be con

fessed, they excel. The manner of the story is
novel. It is the day of All-Souls, and a lover

master the relations of chemistry to agriculture.
It is not even a complete handbook of any one
department of that large subject. It appears to be
intended for the increasing class of amateur agri

native dialect, he is less in his element.

More

over, in some of his lays, both Scottish and Eng

culturists whose smattering of the scientiﬁc relations lish, the faults of carelessness and prolixity are
of the art they practise is a worthless substitute for obvious enough. The ability to place a subject
the practical skill to which, and not to imperfect before the reader by means of faithful details is
instructions in the analysis of manures or in the not only a charm in poetry, but one of its ﬁrst
philosophy of vegetation, they ought to look for requisites. Mr. Young, however, carries his love
of the circumstantial to excess, and gives us triﬂing
proﬁt and success.
particular-s where we want broad characteristics.
News of an Agricultural Tour in Belgium, Hol
That he can present the latter when he chooses
[and and the Rhine. By Robert Scott Burn. (Long
will be clear to all who have read our quotation.
man is Co.)—-A small octave volume of 240 pages,
It is, indeed, the merit of what he has accom
containing a great deal that is interesting and
plished in this and similar examples that makes us
instructive to the English farmer. The descrip the more earnest in pointing out what he must
tions of ﬂax culture, of the elaborate rotations of
cropping in which it has a place, and of the eco avoid.
Versicles from. the Portfolio of u Sexagenm'ian.
nomy of manures as observed in Belgian agricul

has been to visit the tomb of his beloved, who had turo, furnish many a lesson for the guidance of
died before their marriage. The image of her agriculturists here. Mr. Burn is well acquainted
whom he had known so lovely decaying in the with those faults of our farm practice which in that of
grave haunts him, and he returns home in a painful Belgium are corrected, and his descriptions of the
state of horror and depression: the spirit of the detailed, elaborate and careful management of
young girl as he knew her comes and sits beside crops and of manures on soils and under climates
him——he feels her presence, and his strong thought very similar to our own are just the corrective we
has the power to give it her shape. He converses require of the wasteful, easy want of management
with her as though she were once more his living which our farms and farmyards too often exhibit.
companion, lending her words and speech,—-to her,
Lays from the Inglc Nook. By John Young.
as though she had returned to him from beyond (Glasgow, Gallic.)—We can speak favourably, on
the tomb, he tells the history of his life, explains the whole, of this unpretending collection. The
the misconceptions that separated them,—tclls her best of Mr. Young's ﬁreside pictures are very
the details of his life after their estrangement; and good—full of hearty, healthy feeling, brought
it seems as though she communcd with him. In home to us by touches of lifelike reality. That

the end, he

adapted to that fusion of humour and pathos in
which Mr. Young excels. When he quits his

(Longman &. Cu.)-—This " Sexagenariau," though
he has little imagination, fancy or wit, is suf
ﬁciently shrewd, comical and learned to be a
tolerable gossip. His principal poem is entitled
“ Nosology,”-—the word not being used in its medi—
cal sense, but in reference to the most prominent
feature of the face. The writer holds that a'man‘s

genius depends upon the size of his nose, and
maintains his crotchet (as a crotchet is usually
maintained) by quoting the instances that coincide
with it, and ignoring those that are adverse. It
must be granted, however, that the various war
riors, statesmen and poets who have had the nasal

organ large make up a formidable list, and that
some of the authorities here cited are entertaining,
though inconclusive. The following dictum from

up the duties of his life again, stage in baby life, for instance, when the little the “ N ugac Vestales" is curiously applicable to a

whilst the love he has borne her is shut up in one for the ﬁrst time scorns the help of the maternal
successful " nasute," as our author would call him,
his heart, to be the cradle of all noble and good skirt or ﬁnger, and, in the common phrase, " runs
of these times :-“ Quisque apprehendat nasum
intents,—a living and ever-present thought stimu alone," is painted in the following extract with a
suum, et videat num possit ﬁeri Imperator." It is
lating him to become worthy of such a guest. truth and tenderness that all parents-mothers diﬂicult to give an idea of “ Nosology" by extract,
There is true sentiment in all this, but it is dis especially-will recognize :
as the piece has no passage of remarkable force.
ﬁgured by perpetual self-analysis. The writers of
It is, nevertheless, smooth and agreeable, and in
WEE BURDIE—A FAMILY PICTURE.

French ﬁction constantly stop to explain and scru

tinize every emotion as it arises, until healthy

spontaneous action has become impossible.

The

insidious growth of falseness that arises from taking

note of every shade of emotion is the worst con
sequence of cultivating self-consciousness. Man is
before all things an artist; he is impelled, by an
instinct stronger than himself, to give a deﬁnite
shape and design to all he undertakes.

So long

as he works on objects of merely mechanical skill,
this is all very well; but when it comes to the

“human soul by which we live,” the “arts of
design" render its spontaneity impossible, and sim
plicity of intention very diﬁicult indeed: a habit
of disloyalty of the lip to the heart is establishcd~

shades of feeling and trains of thought are going
on which seriously modify the words uttered, gua
ranteed as they are b looks and tones which ought
to signify truth. A renchman never lets himself
go to his emotions with singleness of heart. There

is always a residue of suspicion and doubt, even
when he seems to conﬁde the most; he considers

that he owes it to himself to be beforehand with
the possibility of deception-be has always an
m'riérc-penséc.

Hence there is a constant state of

doubt-no genuine humour, no abandon. A pro
found weariness and dryness make themselves felt

Tired wi‘ the labours o’ the day,
An’ drookit to the sark,
(Sair peltln' showers had held the sway
Frae early morn till dark,)
I push'd alang to reach my home,
That port has worldly strife,
Sure to be welcomed to the same
By my sin wee guidwife.
13's 1 had made my sin door-cheek,
0r o'er its threshold stop't,
She wl’ her dumpy han’ sac sleek
My shouthers indly clsp‘t;
Syne ronn' my neck her arms she ﬂung,
Drench'd tho‘ I was wi' rain,
An‘ said, while to my breast she clang,
“ Wee Burdle ‘s gaun her lane.”
Ere yet she spsk I could espy
A flutterin‘ at her breast;
But whether 'twss wi' grief or joy,
I got use time to guess 't;
For grief or joy frae him she idea,
What wife can lung contain?
Sao out it cam wl‘ the blythc news,
" Woe Burdie's gaun her lane."
We'd ca'd her, in our fondness, "Bard,"
Our youngest lassie bsirn,
Wha, an’ ye'll tak her mithcr's word,
A genius was to learn ;
Sin’ ere Time, wi‘ his spankin’ stride,
A towmont's march had gone,
I'm tauld wi‘ a‘ a mither's pride,
"Wee Hurdle ‘s gaun her lane."

the end excites our mirth by its persevering gravity
in the treatment of a ludicrous thesis. There are
in the volume several specimens of similar humour,

—a quality which, however, runs into bad taste in
the “Address to a False Tooth,” and exhibits all

the audacity of the punster, relieved by an occa
sional hit, in the “Elegy on a Favourite Mare."
Of the few serious poems, that entitled “In Me
moriam" is simple and pathetic. The author's
strength, however, lies in genial chat, which, as
we have already hinted, is lively and various,

though not brilliant. Whoever has a leisure hour
may spend it less amusingly than with our talkative
“ Sexagenarian."
A New Pantomime. By Edward Vaughan
Kenealy, LL.D. (Reeves 8t Turner.)-—In a
dedication which recalls with more emphasis than
discretion the exuberant Oriental style of the
“ Tale of Alroy,” Mr. Kenealy lays his completed
Fantasy-Piece at the feet of Mr. Disraeli. Perhaps
any preamble less exaggerated would have been
out of keeping with the offering. Certain portions

of the poem have been already submitted to the
public, and thus we are happily spared “10 labmfl'
of analysis or description of the whole. Sulﬁw It
to say, that few more perverse exercises of talent,
9
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,“y and imitative power, recur to memory than
.. e contained in this thick volume. Students pos

The Inﬂuence of the Mosaic Code upon snlsequcnl
Legislation.

By J. Benjamin Marsden, Solicitor.

Imlmtry, and Comnwrcc of the Kingdom of Holy,
by G. Devincenzi (Trounce),—(hu- Utrml‘icls ,- llun'r

sessing the keenest vision, the widest range of (llumilton & Co.)—It has seldom fallen to our lot Riot: and their Coma.- oonloining Startling Revela
reading, and the most entire sympathy with all the

to labour through 800 pages of more unreadable

vagaries of German philosophy and fancy, hove,

matter than is contained in this volume. Dr. Prim

on the whole, agreed to consider the second part
of ‘ Faust ’ as an enigma-as a labyrinth in which
Goethe the subtle, even supposing the nth always
clear to himself, not ‘infrequently hi himself In

rosc's friend Jenkinson himself, in his celebrated
remarks concerning the “ cosmogony of creation,"
did not offer a more overpowering show of learning

its intricacies from those under the guidance of his

fora very good reason, speedily comes to anend, with
the admission that he is “ straying from the ques

spell.

To take such a work, then, as model or

than does this author; but Mr. Jenkinson‘s display,

point of departure, seems to us a mistake. Scanty tion." Mr. Marsden unfortunately, though some
would be the comfort to be expected from a poem of his remarks are little more appropriate to the
written to outdo Shelley‘s ‘Sensitive Plant’ or matter in hand, does not perceive when he strays.
‘Marianne's Dream.’ Mr. Kenealy, however, has The object of the book, as stated on the title-page,
not shrunk from a yet more difﬁcult adventure,— in the Preface, and in the conclusion of the work,
and, with a confusion of imagination and purpose is to show the obligations which legislation owes

hardly equalled in our times, has brought together to the Sacred Scriptures. It is well that this is so
reminiscences of the celestial Prologue to the first

stated, for in the perusal of the book it is by no
‘Faust’ (a portion of that work to which we ' means easy to bear in mind the autbor‘s purpose.
English are not completely reconciled, in spite of Mr. Marsden's theory would appear to be, that in
all its majesty and meaningl—imitations of the mys all cases where we ﬁnd a similarity existing between
teries of the second part of that drama, in which the provisions of the Mosaic and of other laws,
dream and antique legend and modern sarcasm we are bound to conclude that those provisions
are so strangely intertwined, and has further intro originated in the Mosaic code, and were thence
duced, as principal actors, Goethe, the real poet, adopted by the others. Now it is only natural
and Gretchen, his ideal creation,-—the two sepa that there should be many points of agreement
rated awhile by llfephislophelcs, and brought between the different laws of antiquity, inasmuch
together for pardon and benediction at the close of as all ancient lawgivers admitted that laws should
the dream.-—This is surely a case of misapplied be founded on the principles of right and justice,
ingenuity, if there was ever such a thing. Our and not upon the arbitrary and changing rules of
Accordingly we ﬁnd many provi
author, to continue, seems innocent of every idea convenience.
of selection in his episodes.—wherefore, else, sions in the Mosaic and other laws which bear a
should he have told, too clearly to be mistaken. the great resemblance to each other. It is of course
melancholy death of an ill-starred English poetess, impossible to conceive that a code of laws so
by way of adding a piquancy to a ﬂagging scene remarkable as that contained in the Books of Moses
of this chaotic Pantomime ?—But what are we, should exist without exercising a strong influence
who presume to sit in judgment on a masterpiece! upon the jurisprudence of all nations which had
Let its maker speak of it himself2-“ The Poem is any communication with the J cws, and it is there
an Enigma to the many,—and will always remain fore highly probable that the provisions to which
so :—for the Wise and True and Learned it was we have referred were borrowed from that code.
written, and they alone can understand and appre The author, as we understand him, endeavours to
ciate it. Let no man criticize it who does not in show that this is not only probable, but certain; and
part conceive what it means ;—let no man pro here we think he fails. As we have before hinted,
nounce upon its Author who cannot enter into his a great part of the book consists of observations,
soul. . . . But the absolute and perfect key to the statement and argument, the connexion of which
Poem must be sought for in the soul and spirit of with the subject is probably known to Mr. Msrsden,
him who reads this work with the desire to think but is not revealed to us. \Vemust further take excep
and judge for himself, according to the true and tion to the author’s style of reasoning, which is often
natural dictates of an illuminated reason, on the very remarkable. Take, for instance, this sentence:
most sublime of all subjects— led and the Future. “If whatever is expedient is right, whatever is
And so I send it forth into the world from this right is expedient." By the same logic, if every
place, while the sacred music of the Temple Church tailor is a man, every man is a tailor. N otwith
peals beautifully from the very spot where the standing‘ the above remarks, we are inclined to
Priests and Knights listened to it a thousand years think that the author is possessed of a good deal of
ago, and a stray sunbeam, wandering and chequered information. He hints that he may on a subse
as his own life, plays over the grave where all that quent occasion enlarge the present work; but we
now remains of Goldsmith rests in peace beside strongly advise him to write it over again, striking
my window.”-—The above shall not overawe us, so out the irrelevant matter, which now renders his
as to prevent our saying, that in the midst of much work obscure and tiresome, adding references to
elaborate folly and spasms of Aﬁ'ectation, profess his authorities, which are now entirely omitted.

ing to be “commercing with the skies," (in reality
painfully on the alert to gather an audience,) will
be found lines and lyrics of real fancy and music.
One tithe of the labour spent by our author in
being unintelligible for the ediﬁcation of the Wise
and True and Learned, might have enabled him
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lam'unnsmlniv'rilt
(Corr-l
To the Members of the Anglo-Biblical Indilulc.
llsui Bum-urn Manna-Allow me on the resent occasion to

dlreet your attention to The All-Marsha’ I n ﬂu: mhmudnas 0mm
the resent State of the Public mln , hut Subject is likely to
recs vv the amount of attention due to its importance.
Even should the References in the New Testament to the Pen
tatcuch. such as our Blessed Lord's dcclamlion John v. 46. “ For
Moses wrote of me." be regarded to determine that the use of tho
Appellation of Moses therein no more proves that the l'cntateuch
was written by him, than that it has relation to that which God
did by him: yet are the Arguments for attributing the Author
nhi of the Ps'ntntcucb to Moses throu h the claims of Tradition
nut sfucto , as no claims worthy o regard In favor of any
othetr Ant orship either exist, or are recorded to have ever had
CXII‘ once.

was reference to the Arguments advanced to prove that Moses
could not he the Author ofthe Pcntatcucb. rmit me first to state
the points which in my letter entitled Ill'b a Author-i111 I consider
were demonstrated. 1st, That errors do exist in the extant M58.
of the Sacred Text. indly. That the existence ofn limit/ll number
of Miracles has been uhnnlulnly necessary to ultcvt the claims of
certain utterances to be Divine Rmrlatirms. srdly, That as no
MS. of the l’cntntench now claims to be that which its Author
actually transcribed, all existing errors in our extant Copies of it
are attributable, either to the Author of the Original Docnmen
or to the l'rmulcrihars of those MSS. 4thly, T mt no ntntemen
can now justly be attributed to the Author of the Original Docu
ment as u contmdiction, that can b~ explained, either by Him
rnlona Intarﬁ‘rmre, or by on Error in t c Transcription of our
present Qopy of it. subject to those Preacripti/ms, I will proceed
to examine what has been advanced to prove, That Mos-es could

by a Merchant (Ridgway),—-A Few Words to All
contest, or exciting the cases feeling in persons on the Present Distress of our Brethren in Lanca
of common sense, that, after a , this New Panto slu'rc (Skefﬁngtonl,—-The Dqfmcc of England by the
mime may be a dull, long-drawn joke, and that the Volunteers, with particular Reference to lhc Defence
contriver thereof is laughing at his scanty and of Liverpool, by F. V. M. (Mitchelll,-—-Commcrm'al not have written all that is recorded in the Penmtcuch. cvcn
bewildered audience from behind the curtain.
Blockade considered in reference to Law and Policy, :hould it be admitted, that some portions of it were written by
to take his place among his contemporaries, without

Land Registry 1862. Collection of Public Gmcml by John Westlake (Ridgwﬂ-y),—Philosnphical Rea
Statutes relating to the Rlyislratilm of Estates ; with
{he General Orders of the Land Ibgz'slry Oﬂice,

Forms, (9a., and a. Oopious Index to Acts and Onions.
Edited by James Bigg, Esq.--This little volume
forms a part of the edition of Statutes now in course
of preparation by the editor, to which we have
adverted on several occasions. We have previously
borne witness to the energy and activity of Mr.

Bigg, and the Index, which is the only original
matter contained in this book, appears to be pre
pared with his usual ability. We should have said
that this would prove a very useful handbook to

“m.

sons for not Hanging Garrottcrs and Burylars, by
a Member of the Society of Friends! 1 ! (Rixon 8t
Arnold),—Lan(l in India: Whose is It? Being (1
Comparison of the Principles at Issue, by W. M.

Abraham ~lhn Ezra, who flourished in thtl llth century, mn
fended that it was not possible that the passages in either of the
five following cases could have been written by Moses.
1st. He contends, "That the last Chapter in the I‘enlateuch
could not have been written b Moles, inasmuch as it records his
dmth and burial; and ' That on new arose in Israel a prophet
like him,‘ which could only have been stated by a later Author."

W'ood (King),—The Practical Application of the

these thlnas: or, why God could notvhnva Miraculous]

llut as he does not inform us. how Natural Reason sould discover
Revealed

Moses for the beneﬁt of succeeding ages. that wh ch should
Law of Storms at Sea: also, an Easy Method of to
exist after the death of his Rervsnt as he had Revealed to him,

Correcting the Errors of Iron Ships’ Compasses, by
R. Leighton (Hughes),—Reporl of the Oxford,

have written then llll'ngl," to be simply the assertion of Ibn Ezra

Cambridge, Dublin, and Durham Mission to Central
Africa (Spottiswoode),—Lighl: a Lecture, by the
)cor. T. R. Robinson (Hodges, Smith do Co),

respecting their dead : such removal rvndcrln ‘the sin of wcrsln

Colliery Accidenls, How they happen ,- with IIinls
persons taking advantage of the last Act, if it did for their Pm-ention, <f:c., by a Lancashire Working
not seem to be doubtful whether any such class at Collier (Heywood),—()n the Cultivation of Cotton
in Italy: Report to the Ministm' of Agriculture,
present exists.

that which existed before the creation of his Servant, our only
alternative is to regard the declaration " That Moses could not
tothst elect. That God did Mlrsculously remove his Servant,
see Deut. xxxiv., a poor! even to human Reason to be a
:obls
occurrcncs, through the painful practices of the Roman sthollu
pink his relics impossible: and than, that

is commands dc -

vered by Hisservant should live honored, He might have enjoined
him to write,“ That llurﬂ never nroos in hrnel a pr In! (Um
him." If the Author of the Pentnteuch could record t at only
which he knew by his Xntnml
wen the Co
of it which we
now possess must then be a pain ul collection 0
nlschoods -. for
what human Reason could unfold. Mlle Lord did not Tran:
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as lir‘did Iinorh, or remote

frvornithis world MPH‘: 7

British contemporary has it on names.
did Elijah, but that He did bury} him,- or could unfold, Where
He did it) And it the Lord did Mirucuhmslu reveal this to any
one, why should not that one have been Mosul?

Sadly. lbn Elm contends. that Moses would‘ not have written
the I'entnteuch, because his acts are not therein recorded in the
Pin! person, but in the Third person, Thus Dent. xvxi. 9, “ Ami
Hoses wrote the whole law,“ is not, And I wrote "is whole law.

This contention will not add much to lhn Ezra’! reputation.
Where is the Imposm'lnlity in the Commander of an army writing
a dcspateh, thus- The Cmmmnder-m-Chief ones orders to march,
and loving himself at the head o/hjs ugil'uncrd you n1. he prrsmh
all!’ at the charge! In fact he ordinarily does issue his orders in
the third person; and b so doing be neither impairs their Sense
or destroys their crcdibil ty. There are two admired examples 0
this style of writing in Antiquity; namely, (La-sir in his Com
mentaries, and Xenophon in his Auabacis. And if the ossi
hility cannot be ucstioncd, it certainly requires more proo than
Ibn Ezra has a vanced to mrry conviction. that Moses in so
writing did not choose the better at ‘le, Surely Dent. xxxiv. a
he. would not be improved by ibn zm‘s requirement. "So I

the servant of the Lord died“ . ..and In: burial ms in the willvy in
the land of Jluab ol'vr against list/spear, but no man knou‘cih mg
as .ulrhrc unto this day . . . . ..mul there urou wot a prophet in Icrazt
l. 2 onto me.“
3rdly. lbn Ezra contends, that u in Gen. xii. 6 we read, "And
Aliraluim passed through the laud.,.. ..and the (Janaanite was
tlurn in the land,_the writer of this must have lived at a time

when the Canaanite no lomicr lived in the land, which was only
in the days of David." ll-n Esra licropssuines that the only
meaning of the passage And lh_e_ Commute was that in the land
can be: That at the t ml of writing the ‘record they had departed
fro?“ it, and that it is not possible it should mczuu-They at that

time had taken possession olth~_la1ut ,- or, had returned to it again
alter sxymtcimifrom it;—uid till these but senses are shown to be
impossible, his conclusion, 'i'hat Moses could not have written this
respecting the Canaanite is simply a false one. Beside these
demonstrations, it is requisite to prove, before such a position as
the Authorshi of the l'entateuch can be either ailirmed or nomi
tived by the
xpression or Omission of as‘inals word, that it is
impossible that such Expression or Umission could have had its
origin in an error oi’ the Transcriber of the MS. that is now pos
sessed. which certainly lbu l-Jzra has not done.
-lthly. lbn Ezra contcnds,_that as in Gen, xxii. 14 we read, "And
Abraham called the num1itain_Jchmiah-Jireh; as it is said to this
day, in the mount u/the Lord it shall be seen. llcre Mount lloriali,

on which Solomon subsequently built‘thc temple, is spoken of.
The phrase, “as it is said to thu day. in the mount of the Lord it
shalt be men,“ could onl have been added after the erection of the
temple by Solomon, lint oonsequentlyrannot proceed from Moses.‘
Now it is requisite for the se tlcment of the doubts here raised
respecting the Authorship of this immune, to decide whether the
Text of l n l-Jzrn. was different to, or more correct than that which
we now possess; or whether lbn Ezra or the Authors of the LXX.
were the better Hebrew Scholars, since according to the Text of
the LXX., Moles‘ claim to be the Author of it is not interfered
with “anything that is set forth therein; the reading of the
LXX. ing, "And Abra-hum called the name of that place Jehovah
he saw, in order that they should have said to this day, in the mmmt,
Jshm'ah museum" and yet ibn Ezra nowhere vouchsafcs a decision
on either of these points.
stlily. Ibn Ezra contends, that as in Dent.iii,1l it is related
" For only 011 New ofBmhan remained of the remnant 0 Giants,

brhold his WI)!" 0 bedstead of iron; is it not in

The sarily mean and base.

moralities of the case are about the some, or some

what in favour of the sovereign citizen.

Mr. Jef

Names are beautiful only

in their associations. \Vorth, valour, genius, learn
ing, have converted syllables into poems, and words

into histories. Look the British Peerage through,
bit of clearing or liog's-run on which it should and in that bright list there is, perhaps, not one
please him to “set down his foot." Mr. Monte-go which does not seem to the eye and the imagination
Tigg announces his design of appropriating any picturesque. Yet in their beginnings most of them
ferson Brick proclaims his right to seize any nice

noble or picturesque name on which his eye may had nothing in sound or spelling that could be con
fall in newspaper or book. Mr. Brick may very sidered glorious. Howard is a. liogward; Seymour
well urge that, as one of the sovereign citizens is a. tailor; Leicester is a. weaver; Percy is a. gross
whose home is in the setting sun, he owns a share, fellow ; Butler is a. cellar-man; Stuart is a domes
though a. very small share, in the unoccupied public tic servant. Vane, Vere, Hyde, and Pole sound

lands of the far west.

Mr. Tigg has no illusion the reverse of heroic.

Bay is not intrinsically

about his descent from any possible Montague. nobler than Straw. How is it, then, that Ilay
The nonsense uttered about the hardships under has come to represent the pink of aristocracy,
which a man labours in the attempt to put away Straw the lowest of vulgar cheats? Simply

himself and pass into society as somebody else, is by association.

Would the complainants like to

far less amusing and excusable than the bounce have been originally called Blunt, Craven, or Gore’!
of Mr. Brick.
There is nothing in Grey more attractive than in
‘We cannot aﬁ'ectto sympathize with the miseries Brown, as to either sound or letters; indeed, Grey
of these Moutagu Tiggs; neither can we see Why is a shade or so less vigorous than its rival Brown.
society should be asked, in such querulous tones, Would any one like to have been known as Roper

to relieve them from the consequence of their or Touchet if these familiar names had never been
own not. If it man wishes to deny his father and immortalized by worthy deeds ‘Z We do not know
mother, and to repudiate the name by which they that Gimlet has a. more familiar look than Bacon,
were known in the world, let him be free to do so, Petty, Peel and Pitt. Yet these have become by
as, in fact, he is. No statute forbids Mr. Tigg
from assuming the name of Montagu, or Mr.

association some of the most reverential and gra
cious of English names. Milton, Sackville and

Bugg that of Howard, supposing it clear that no Shelley are not necessarily aristocratic and poetical.
wrong to a neighbour is intended by the change.
But every change which raises doubts about
identity, implies inconveniences to the man who

Had they not been gloriﬁed by genius and by rank,
they would perhaps have been included in Mr.
Buggey‘s list. Churchyard, Fuller, Kidd, Quarles,
makes it, which he must be prepared to bear. If Donne, Bowles, Savage, Quincey, and Dickens,
you shave off your Dundreary whiskers, you may now household words, borne by some of the choicest
be unconsciously cut dead by a friend in the street. of our national poets and humorists, would certainly

If you remove from Mayfair to St. John’s Wood, have been so. Not much better as to sound are
some of your letters will for a long time miss a Cowper, Lamb, and Bulwcr. People used to
Talbot and Talmash
post. If you cross over from the Whig bench to laugh and joke at Cecil.
the Tory bench, you may have to quit, your plea would be considered vulgar. Every one con

bbnth of sant club.

If you leave Canterbury for Rome,

siders Raleigh a romantic name, butin Sir Walter’s

Um rhildrm nf Amman. This phrase can only proceed from a later
Author, who refers to on event that occurred long before him, and
therefore, in order to Iubstontiate his statement, appeals for evi
dence to ancient monuments." in case the Author 0 the passage
produced from Deuteronomy referred to a bedstead of iron once
usod by king 05', in order to point out by the nature of the mate
rial its strength, as one proo of its owner bcinir a Giant; which
proof he on ported by n Ireondﬁinrncrl‘ tely succeeding the termi
nation of bn Ezra‘a quotation, viz., ‘ Tine cubits in" the lr‘ﬂgllh
thereof. and our culn'la the‘ breadth of it, after the cubit of a man,"
[and certain its extraordinary dimensions made itsucb a proof ;)
there is no necessity for what is here termed " This phrase" to have

you will probably annoy and alienate half your time it was open to very bad puns. The same
friends. The inconvenience arises from the very with Drake. Coke, too, would be thought low,
nature of things,—from the limit of our faculties, had it never been illuminated by the Author of the
from the steadiness of our principles and from the ‘Institutes‘and the owners of Holkham. In the
necessities of time and space. In all these events absence of Sir Christopher, would M r. Tigg like to
of a man's life, society can help him in only slight have been called Wren? Had there been no

reference "to an event which occurred long before the time o the

a few weeks the beardless Dundreary will be known been voted intolerablel In truth, scarcely anything

degree.

He must trust for his redress to time. In

erudite giant of that name, would not Cheeke have

Author's writing," as with all Just-ice to the passage it might ave
reference to an event which at the time of its being written was in

by his bare face.

actual existence; the thing souitht to be rovcd being not that king

Guide‘ will chronicle the address in St. John's of ideas. Solomon was the wisest of men, and his name

03 had lived, but that king 0g whether iving or dead was a Giant:
and therefore, it is not posnble from this passage to prove that

Moses was or was not the Author of it.
The foregoinu objections of Ibn Ezra to the attributing of the
Authorship of the Pentntcuch to Moses do possibly embrace all
that have been justly advanced thereon. It is indeed true, that
the Echoes of numerous inexact Theologians, even when puriﬁed
‘I? the rejection of their repetitions, may contain a far more exten~
re list and embrace, as they do, obJections of the Class lately

advanced by Bishop Colenso; the not discriminating the differ
ence between in examination. \l' ether the person to whom God
had made a. certain Miraculous Rew-tatirm was not a s ciiied
individual; or, Whether it was not the case, that God ha never
Revealed to any one a speciﬁed thinir recorded. The objectiops of
lhn Esra are exclusively conﬁned to the unit of these examinations;
Those of Bilbo Colenso to the second. Should the foregoing ex
amination of bn Ezr'a‘s objections have embraced all that has
been advanced on this subject worthy of consideration. and should
that which he has advanced thereon not be accepted by us, then
indeed may we rejoice, not merely in the glorious things Revealed

in the Sacred Record of the Pontateuch, but also in the assurance
uuallo ed with the canon: of Doubts, that Moses wasthe Author of
the en - re Work; a privilcge'doubly valuable to him that does not
com rehend how it is possible to assert that Moses is not the
Au or oi‘ the innumerable. passages which lhu Elm determines
could not have been written by him, and yet to place the smallest
value on those that remain, even though Moses be acknowledged
to be the Author-of them.
i remain, Dear Brother Members, ever truly yours,
HERMAN HEINFETTER.
17, Fencharch Street, January 6th, 1863.

Wood.

The next edition of the ‘ Court

The Tory novice, having got into the

is one of the noblest in literature; yet no prudent

Carlton, may cease perhaps to regret the Reform father, unless he were a Jew, would give it to his
cuisine.
The convert, after an interview with child, because in the present generation it happens
Cardinal Antouelli, will be consoled for the sneers to be ludicrously associated with old clothes. In
of his old comrades of Harrow and Cambridge. its vSaracenic form of Solyman it would still be
A current jest will
But each must bear the burden of his act. The considered magniﬁcent.
gods will not help him, though he call upon them. destroy the picturesque beauty of the most famous
names;
a
living
Pompey
would
be set down as a
Now, why should the man whom vanity and
touchiness may induce to make a change which nigger, a living CIBSILI‘ treated as a dog. Cymon' is
more than any other will disturb the desirable a name which would attract the female eye, and,
sense of continuity and identity, expect to do so perhaps, even reconcile it to the adjunct Smith.
Mrs. Cymon Smith would have an air upon a. cardl
without some share of personal loss?
To judge by much that is urged by the Buggeys But the ﬁne feminine instinct would recoil from
and Gimlets, a reader might infer that the owner Simon. And why this difference? Is it not because
of a common or an ugly name had some sort of Cymon is associated with Iphigenia, and Simon
case against society, some title to ask for a parti with the simpleton who met a. picmau coming from
cular relief from the legislature, and even some the fair-l One of the objectionable names, to remove

claim to the indulgence of Judges and Secretaries which from the face of the earth all gods and men
of State. It is actually charged as an offence are called to aid, is "ilian. Yet the Hogwards and
against Sir George Grey, that after he had signed
one public commission to a person under the name

FAMILY NAMES.
of Jones, he refused to sign a second public com
THE pother in the newspapers about the right to mission to the some person under the name of
take anybody’s name in place of your own, as you Herbert, until evidence was put before him that
might take his umbrella or his bank-note, resembles,
with a. characteristic difference, an agitation which
arose in America some years ago, and which still

depends on the letter, everything on the connexion

Mr. Jones was known to be Mr. Herbert, and

Stywards were all vilians; and one of the proudest
houses of Europe, that of Count Vilian the Four
teenth, rejoices in the obnoxious name.
COPYRIGHT, PHOTOGRAPHS AN'D ENGRAVI'NGS.

TWO cases for infringement of the copyright in
Mr. Herbert to be Mr. Jones. \Vhat else could
he have done’! It is not Sir George‘s fault that a photograph were recently heard before Mr. Tyr

has partisans in New York, in favour of squatters‘ the conservative instinct of society objects to this ivhitt, the stipeuiliary Magistrate, at Marlborough
rights. Each agitation springs from the principle confusion, and only slowly indorses the acts which Street. We believe they are the ﬁrst which have
that nobody has any particular property in any lead to it. Mr. Buggey seems to think that society been decided “by summary proceeding" before a
thing, and that a man has a right to take for his

should come to the aid of these squatters on their Justice as to the piracy of a. photograph; and con

own uses everything that suits his pocket or his neighbour’s run. Why should it? Their names
taste. The best expression of the American squat are their own, acquired by inheritance, like any
ter-right, is perhaps that of the Yankee who said other property they may possess, and a. very im
he was going South to open a bank-with a. crow portant part of their social history. As such, a
bar; of English squatter-right, that of the Surrey proud man would as soon part with his name
tapster who dropt the hereditary Bugg and assumed as with his character, his genius and his blood.
the name and style of Norfolk Howard. The
It is a vulgar notion that some names are neces
Yankee has an eye chieﬂy on land, while his sarily noble and romantic, while others are neces

sequently they are of importance to the very great
number of persons who are engaged in the produc

tion and sale of works of that description.
Now the Act of last session, after enabling the

authors of original photographs, and the employers
of authors of such works, to acquire ‘copyright
therein, but at the same time rendering it compul

sory to register such right before any beneﬁt 01' the

52
Act is obtainable, by the sixth section enacts as
follows : “ If any person, not being the proprietor
for the time being of copyright in any Photograph,
shall, without the consent of such proprietor,
repeat, copy, colourably imitate, or otherwise
multiply for sale, hire, exhibition or distribution,
or cause or procure to be repeated, copied, colour

ably imitated, or otherwise multiplied, for sale,
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ception.
The ﬁrst and greater velocity referred to is a
Justice upon being served with such rule absolute mean velocity of transit of the earth-wave or shock,
must state a case accordingly, upon the appellant that is to say, the velocity with which the wave
absolute or discharge it, with or without payment
of costs as to the Court shall seem meet; and the

hire, exhibition or distribution, any such work; giving such security to prosecute his appeal, &c.,
or knowing that any such repetition, copy, or as before mentioned.
other imitation, has been unlawfully made, shall
The Court to which a case is transmitted under
import into any part of the United Kingdom, or this Act has power to make such orders thereon,
sell, publish, let to hire, exhibit or distribute, and as to costs, as it may think ﬁt; “ and all such
or offer for sale, hire, exhibition or distribution, or orders shall be ﬁnal and conclusive on all parties.”
cause or procure to be imported, sold, published, The jurisdiction which by the Act is vested in a
let to hire, distributed, or offered for sale, hire, superior Court maylikewise be exercised by a Judge
exhibition or distribution, any repetition, copy or of such court sitting in chambers, and as well in
imitation of the said work, made without such vacation as in term time.
consent as aforesaid, such person for every such
offence shall forfeit to the proprietor of the copy
THE POSTAGE-STAMP.

right for the time being a sum not exceeding ten

N° 1837, JAN. 10, ’63

Court of Queen's Bench, upon an aﬁidavit of the that of the wave at the surface of the ground; for
facts, calling upon such Justice, and also upon the at the maximum depth of the shock-line it is very
respondent, to show cause why such case should much less, not exceeding on the average more than
not be stated; and the Court may make the rule 12 or 13 feet per second." There is here miscon

January 5, 1863.

form was transferred from place to place; and this
velocity is not at any depth or distance from the
centre of impulse materially less. The second
velocity of 12 to 13 feet. per second, supposed
in the above p
e to be that of the wave

transit “at the maximum depth," &c., properly
refers to the velocity of the wave itself, 1'. e. of

{he wore particle, which is, in fact, the velocity of
the shock itself, as ascertained in this instance, and

for the ﬁrst time for any earthquake.
The relation between the two may be popularly
illuslraled by the wave made visible by a blast of
wind in passing over a ﬁeld of corn. The transit

pounds; and all such repetitions, copies," &.c. shall
I attach so little importance to the question of
be forfeited.
And by a subsequent section, all priority of suggestion, that I should have been
such penalties, 610. may be recovered by the pro quite content to leave the origin of prepayment of
prietor of the copyright by summary proceedings postage by stamps where it stands, if Mr. Charles

before Justices.
From the above extract, it will be seen that the
sixth section of the Act makes an important dis
tinction between the manufacture of spurious copies
and the sale of such copies. As respects the ﬁrst

offence, copyright in photographs having been

rate of the wave, or the rate at which the nearly
simultaneous movement of the zone of corn ears,
which here constitutes it and makes it visible, is
transferred from place to place over the surface of
Knight had not attempted in some degree to dis the ﬁeld, depends almost wholly upon the velocity
credit my statement by ignoring the value (if not of the wind, and may be more or less; but the
the existence) of the most essential stage of postage velocity of the wave itself, or wave particle, here
reform as regards newspapers, and by assuming that represented by the ears of corn that are at the same
an Act must necessarily have passed without dis moment displaced and replaced, depends chieﬂy on
cussion, in or out of Parliament, because he ﬁnds the length, diameter and elasticity of each stalk of
corn and the weight of the ear; in other words,
no record of any discussion in ‘ Hansard.’

created, coupled with compulsory registration,
where a man takes the liberty of copying another‘s
He will ﬁnd an abstract of the “Newspaper
work, he does so at his peril; especially, as by Postage Act of 1834 " in his own ‘ Companion to
searching the register at Stationers’ Hall, the the Almanac ‘ for 1835. It was that Act which
copyist can readily satisfy himself whether the unequivocally established “the new system of news~
owner of the copyright desires to protect it from paper-postage," by putting an end to the privilege
infringement. But as regards the sale of spurious of franking previously enjoyed by certain oﬁicials,
copies by a person who has bought and sold them and by abolishing the payment of postage on
in the ordinary course of his trade, and without stamped newspapers, which thenceforward were pre

upon the rate at which the wind can bow forward
each stalk and ear, and that at which these can
recover their original positions after the impulse

has passed on to others. The two velocities, viz.
that of the transit of the wave form and that of the
wave particle, though in certain respects inter
dependent, are perfectly distinct things as regards

earthquake shock, and the want of clear conception
of this physical fact generally, amongst geologists

“knowing” them to have been unlawfully made, paid by means of the stamp alone.
As regards “ discussion," no one can doubt that and others, has much retarded the applications of
sonable under such circumstances to subject the the ﬁrst intimation of a change about to be made Seismology.
seller to penalties, and therefore the legislature has in relation to newspaper-postage would excite an
In nature, the advance of the shock from place

it would, in the interests of commerce, be unrea

justly placed the mere seller of spurious copies interest in the newspaper press, and accordingly
upon a different ground from that of the unlawful we find frequent references to the subject in the
copyist. As regards the former, his knowledge of Timcs newspaper for the early part of 1834. I
the unlawfulness of the not he is committing must need only refer to a leading article in that journal
be established; but as respects the latter, such of the 28th of March in that year as one example

to place on the earth surface is at a transit rate
often faster than that of sound in air, but frequently
at only about one-half the latter velocity, dependent
mainly upon the nature of the formations traversed ;
but the shock itself, i.e. the actual oscillation to and
knowledge is immaterial in establishing his liability out of many in which the forthcoming Act was fro at each spot visited, has always a much lower
to the penalties imposed by the statute.
“ discussed.”
velocity, as low frequently as 3 or 4 feet per second,
The learned Magistrate overruled the defen
Mr. Knight must allow me to recall to his most commonly from 10 to 15 feet per second, and
dant’s objection as to his want of lcnmoledge of recollection a little incident which I have no in no earthquake that has ever visited the world in
the copy having been unlawfully made, and then doubt has escaped his memory, and which he cer historic time has ever probably reached, certainly
convicted and ﬁned him ten shillings and costs.
tainly was more likely to forget than myself. In not exceeded, 80 feet per second.
In Messrs. Southwell Brothers‘ second case the the spring of 1834 we were fellow-passengers in
It is this velocity of the wave particle that is the
facts appear to have been somewhat similar to the basket of a Blackheath coach, when the subject measure of the mischief-doing power of the shock,
those above stated, and the defendant was also was discussed. I then stated, as I had frequently i.e. of the velocity which the shock can impress upon
convicted and ﬁned. But Mr. Tyrwhitt at the done before to other fellow-travellers, my views in solid objects, such as buildings, kc. A moment's
same time intimated that the defendant could take relation to the prepayment of postage by stamps. consideration will show that this im ressed velocity
any steps open to him if he wished to carry the These views Mr. Knight combated, and so little cannot be equal or even approac to the high
matter further,-—in other words, suggesting an was he then prepared to adopt them, that he velocity of transit, for this velocity is often as
appeal from the decision.
exclaimed, as he quitted the coach at the corner of great as that of a common shot. If, then, the velo
With respect to the appeal, “ The Summary Fleet Street, “ Gray, you are more ﬁt for Bedlam city of transit could be impressed upon any free
Proceedings before Justices Act, 1857,” enacts than for the British Museum l” This parting solid body,—-suppose upon a block of stone, or a ball
that after the hearing and determination by a benediction my other companions did not allow me on the top of a building,—the object would ﬂy off as

Justice of any complaint which he has power to
determine in a summary way by any law then in
force, or thereafter to be made, either party to the
proceeding before the Justice “may, if dissatisﬁed
with his determination as being erroneous in point

to forget, although it has, no doubt, been forgotten if discharged from a gun, and only reach the ground
by Mr. Knight. That he afterwards thought better again after a range of hundreds of yards, in place
on the subject, and succeeded in interesting an of describing (if dislodged) a trajectory of onlya few
inﬂuential Member of Parliament in the cause, I feet, as is the observed fact.
sincerely rejoice; for his co-operation was of essen
Ronsnr MaLLs'r.

of law, apply in writing within three days after the tial service in securing for the public a boon
same to the said Justice to state and sign a Case which was then thought to be of great, but is now
DR.
AND CANON STANLEY.
setting forth the facts, and the grounds of such known to be of inestimable, value.
Bekesbourne, Jan. 5, 1863.
determination, for the opinion thereon of one of the
Jon»: Enw. Gan’.
Dr. Stanley, in his ‘ Lectures on the History of
superior Courts of law to he named by the party
the Jewish Church,’ recently published, has given
applying." But at the time of making such appli
cation, and before the case is stated and delivered
to the appellant, he must give such security as to
the Justice shall seem meet to prosecute the appeal

THE EARTHQUAKE WAVE.
January 5, 1863.

me credit for more than I am entitled to.

In discussing the question, "Where was Haran ?“
AN error occurs in the review of my Report to he says, in page 477, “ Till within the last year,
the Royal Society on the Neapolitan Earthquake the identity of the Patriarchal Hara'n with that in
without delay, to submit to the judgment of the of 1857, contained in the Atlmueum of the 27th of the north of Mesopotamia (indicated in Lecture I.
superior Court, and to pa such costs as may be December last, which, as it has no reference to p. 8) had never been doubted.”
awarded by the same. If, however, the Justice myself personally, but may be productive of con
“ Within the last twelve months Dr. Beke (in
be of opinion that the application is merely siderable scientiﬁc misconception, you will perhaps letters to the Athcnwum) has urged the claims of a
frivolous, but not otherwise, he may refuse to state allow me to correct.
small village, called Hanan-el-Awamld, about
a case, and must, on the request of the appellant,
At p. 836 it is stated—“The result of his in four hours’ journey east of Damascus, on the
sign and deliver to him a certiﬁcate of such refusal. vestigations shows that the average velocity of the western border of the lake into which the Barada
Where the Justice refuses to state a case the Act earth-wave was 787'97 feet per second; . . . . but and the Awaj empty themselves.” [The Baroda
provides that the appellant may then apply to the it is important to bear in mind that this velocity is only, not the Awaj]
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It is quite true that I was the ﬁrst to express Robson’s visit to Han-an, it is evident that it did
Sir Gardner Wilkinson has added an interesting
the opinion, in ‘ Origines Biblicze,’ published in not take lace till after the account of my previous historical notice of Baalbec in the days of the Sul
1834, that Harran between the “ Abana and

visit had

n communicated to, if not read before,

tans, or Arab and Saracenic rulers, and during the

Pharpar, rivers of Damascus ”-described in the the Royal Geographical Society.
Crusades; but, as I did not intend to dwell upon
twelfth century by the Arabian geographer Yakut
The 32nd volume of the Society's Journal is not this period of history, or to give any of the Arabic
as “one of the towns of the Ghutah of Damascus" yet published, and may not appear for some time inscriptions still visible in Baalbec, I omitted this
—is the Harran (Harlin or Charran) in Aram to come. The proof-sheets of my paper were, (to me) irrelevant matter. Besides, Dr. Robinson
Naharaim of Scripture; but I am far from being, however, shown to Dr. Stanley in October last of America had, in his ‘Later Biblical Researches,’
or from ever having pretended to be, the ﬁrst to (whence his allusion to my description of the hills given an outline of its history since as). 636, when
doubt the identity of the traditional Han-an with
the residence of the Patriarchs. Hardouin, Hase,
Michaelis, Milton, and no doubt many others,

of Gilead); and the delay in its publication, which it fell under the rule of the victorious followers
even then was considerable, appears to have led of Mahomet, and after its ancient appellations of
him to the not unreasonable conclusion that my Baalath, On or Arm, and Heliopolis had given way
have preceded me in the very natural idea that communication to the Royal Geographical Society to the semi-Egyptian name of Baalbec. This last
Harran was situated within the possessions of must have been posterior to Mr. Robson's com is subsequently seen in two or three of the Frank
the descendants of Aram, west of the Euphrates; munication to himself.
writers in a corrupted form--Maubech or Malbec.
and that Terah and his family, the children of
I am, nevertheless, obliged to our distinguished
Justice to us both requires that the facts as they
Arpkazad, when they quitted their native country occurred should be thus publicly stated.
Egyptian traveller for pointing out “another
adjoining the possessions of Asshur (Gen. x. 22),
instance of the word ‘ bek ’ used for ‘ city ’ in the
CnAnLEs BEKE.
crossed that river into this western country of
name of Atarbechis, ‘the city of A thor,’ the E p
Aram, on their way to Canaan.
tian Venus." This word (Atarbech, 'A-rép "x,
THE INSC'RIPTIONS AT BAALBEC.

I will not think of occupying your columns with
references to the various authorities on the sub

Norton House, Stockton-on-Tees,
January 6, 1863.

or) ‘Arlipﬁnxlg occurs in Herodotus, lib. ii. cap. 41.
And, ﬁnally, the obtaining from the Bishop of

ject. But I must ask you to afford room for the
Hsvnm left London more than three weeks, I Baalbec of the bronze ﬁgure of Baal, or of Jupiter,
following quotation from the 12th Book of ‘ Para have only just seen the Athenosum of December by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, is an acceptable as
dise Lost,’ in which the Archangel Michael, who 20th, containing Sir Gardner Wilkinson’s kind well as an important statement.
is represented as relating to Adam, while still in remarks on my memoir ‘ On Baalbec, its chief In
Jens Hose.
Eden, the events that were to occur after the scriptions, Temples,’ &c. I am much obliged to
A
NEW
SYSTEM
OF
BUI'I'LING
LIQUIDS.
Flood, thus describes the call of Abraham :
him for the favourable o inion which he has there
ONE general method has been in use from time
expressed of my researc es on those subjects. I
Kim on this side Euphrates yet residing,
Bred up in idol-worship,

.

.

.

.

. . . . . God the Most High vouchsafu
To call by vision, from his father's house,
His kindred, and false gods, into a land

Whichhewillshowhim. .

. . . .

. . . . . . He straight obeys;
Not knowing to what land, yet ﬁrm believes :
I see him, but thou canst not, with what faith
He [cares his gods, his friend and native soil,
Ur of Chaldtra, passing now
ford

To Haran.
Ver. 114-131.
Canon Stanley, in his ‘ Lectures,’ refers on more

than one occasion to the writings of “the most
clamical of all English poets," but appears to have
overlooked this most apposite passage.
I would trespass further on your space to correct
three mistakes, two of them my own.
In page 8 of my recently-published tract, ‘A

Few Words with Bishop Colenso,’ when speaking
of my visit to Harran in December, 1861, and my
discovery of the curious ancient well there, I have
appended the following note :—“A detailed descrip
tion of this well——-‘ Rebekah’s \Vell,’ as I have

taken upon myself to designate it,—and of Harran
generally, is contained in a Paper read before the
Royal Geographical Society on the 6th of June
last, which is intended to be published in the 32nd
volume of the Society’s Journal. An account of

a visit also made to Harran by the Rev. Smylie
Robson, in July last, will be given in the Appendix

to Canon Stanley’s ‘ Lectures on the History of the
Jewish Church,’ now on the eve of publication.”

immemorial for bottling beer, wine,

cider and

other perishable fermented beverages.

The pre

am also obliged to him for his own copies of the
two long Latin inscriptions. I have, moreover,
seen other and more recent copies, which differ
again from them.

servation of milk by bottling has always proved
difficult, and is still a (lesideratum.

The height from the ground at which they are

M. Apert, many years ago, published a method

placed, and the greatly-decayed letters, render the of preserving meats and fruits in hermetically
true reading of them extremely diﬂicult at the sealed tin cases: they being soldered up while
their contents were in a sufficiently heated state to
present time.
\Vood having in 1751 seen these inscriptions dissipate any contained air, and being at the same
in a more perfect condition, I considered that his time quite full, no space remained for its lodgment
copies were consequently more likely to be accu when the cover was once ﬁxed in its place. Such
rate. And Herr Krafft, an intelligent and care tin cases, by contracting a little on cooling, their
ful German traveller, again copied them in 1845, sides or weakest part will collapse, which may be
the year after Sir Gardner Wilkinson had done so. taken as a further proof of the vacuous character
Krai'l't‘s copies I found upon the whole to be con of the interior of such packages. These preserved
ﬁrmatory of the general correctness of ‘Vood’s meats, keeping sound for years, have proved of
transcripts; I therefore only made use of Wood's inestimable value to travellers in remote regions,
and Kraﬁ't’s copies. The word due, which is given while they also afford a ready means for supplying
in Sir Gardner's copies, I can scarcely consider fresh provisions on board ship.
It is well known that the small portion of air
correct; for duo at that period, in the third cen
tury after Christ, was most generally used. M. De requisite for mere safety in the present mode of
Saulcy suggested that “ two of the capitals” of the bottling is charged with suﬂicient oxygen to
columns had been of “gilt bronze": it is to this act on the contained liquid in promoting fer
reading that I objected, and not that the capitals mentation, particularly as experienced in the case
Milk bottled while in a hot
of stone had been gilt—“auro inﬂata." Sir G. of bottling milk.
Wilkinson has, therefore, mistaken my meaning state will contain very little air in the small space
where he writes,—-“Mr. Hogg observes (page 287), above its surface, after being well corked. To cork
that no travellers ‘have attempted to trace any it (if possible) without any such space would sub
vestiges of gilding upon the Corinthian capitals ject the bottles to a pressure from within, which,
themselves of the columns still remaining in the we have seen, the tin cases of preserved meats are

The account of Mr. Robson's visit thus alluded Great Temple,’ and concludes that ‘ this fact only subjected to from without.
to is given in pages 478—480 of Dr. Stanley's work ; would evidently negative’ the reading ‘that the
Now for the remedy. Instead of the bottles
and in page 483 is the following “ Note to p. 480”: capitals of the portico had been gilt.’ ” Now, what having an internal atmosphere of atmospheric air,
-—“ Since this was printed, Dr. Beke has commu I have written is the following:—“ De Saulcy has it is proposed to supply that space with nitrogen,
nicated an account of his journey to Hanan-el
Awamld to the Geographical Society. His descrip

proposed to read the words in the last lines,
‘capita columnarum duo! :erea auro inluminata,’
tion of the strongly-marked character of the hills and to translate them ‘two! capitals in gilt bronze,‘
of Gilead, as the easternmost boundary of Pales or rather ‘two? bronze capitals illumined with
tine, is well worthy of notice."
gold’: but, since none of the capitals still extant in
It is strange that so many errors should have or about the temples of marble or compact lime~
crept into these few short sentences.
stone are made of brass or bronze, this fact would

My paper, dated May 7th, 1862, and trans
mitted on the following day to Lord Ashburton,
then President of the Royal Geographical Society,

carbonic acid or other desirable gas, by means so
simple and easy as to be generally applicable, even

on the largest scale. It would most assuredly
prove quite innocuous, and in the case of delicate
old wines may be hereafter found of incalculable
service. The operator should have an india-rubber
capsule on the fore-ﬁnger of his right hand, which

evidently negative such a reading,—namely, that on pressing into the neck of a perfectly full bottle
will temporarily close it; if new inverted, with the
‘ two capitals were of gilt bronze.’ "
I maintained, in my restorations of the inscrip neck immersed in a quantity of the same liquid,

was not read before the Society on the 6th, but on tions, that the (stone) capitals of the columns (not
Monday, the siarwenth of June. The date is a two only), “ when erected in the air had been em
memorable one, as the Prince of Wales, accom bossed with gold ": also, towards some conﬁrmation
panied by Dr. Stanley, had only on the preceding of this fact, I. cited M. Mariette's statement in
Saturday returned from his tour in the Holy Land; 1758 (only seven years after Wood's visit), that in
and I am surprised that the error did not at once his “ opinion the capitals of the porch (portico) had
strike me while correcting the proof-sheet.
been gill.”

and the ﬁnger withdrawn, suﬂicient gas may be

forced into the bottle from the pipe of a ﬂexible
gas-holderI the tip of the gas-pipe being closed by
a spring valve, to exclude the entrance of or afford

any space for the lodgment of air.

The operation

is then ﬁnished by corking the bottle while in

its inverted position with its neck submerged.

It

Again, Sir G. \Vilkinson, mentioning one of the will be readily seen that no obstacle to the corking
short Latin inscriptions from De Saulcy, of which can offer itself so long as the bottle contains a due
July last," took place in the month previous. His that French traveller could not find a meaning, portion of gas, although for the time such gas is
removed from the cork by the column of the entire
letter, dated Damascus, July 15th, (which Dr. has mis-copied it.
Stanley was so good as to let ‘me see before it was
De Saulcy’s, as well as my copy, is this (page intervening contents. In this way a bottle might
printed,) describes his visit (p. 478) as having 281),—" DIVISIO Moso,” and not “ Divis Moso." be corked even if only half ﬁlled with milk, beer,
occurred “last month,"—-that is to say, in June, Indeed, M. De Saulcy had previously mentioned a kc, and yet be free from the presence of atmo
1862.
representation of Hercules,—a truly proper hero spheric air; and as the space would not be a vacu
ous one, external pressure would not be operating
Still, notwithstanding this earlier date of Mr. god for soldiers!
On the other hand, Mr. Robson's visit to Har
ran, which I have stated to have been made “ in
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honour conferred by theWRoynl Society on Mr.

by intrusion to destroy its nature as nitrogen, car.
bonic acid or other gas.
Having thus explained the object and common
operation of the process, I will only next remark

was, that no independent evidence of any kind
exists that the papyri borrowed from Mr. Mayer’s

Museum are the same as those now produced. It
had previously been thought that Mr. Hodgkin
on this head that the several operations could could identify one of the rolls z-this proved on
easily be reduced to a methodical, mechanical sys inquiry to be a false impression.
tem. The gas might be forced from a small pump
Lovers of Scott may ﬁnd consolation in the fact,
connected with a gasometer, so contrived by that if he is much abused by the Author of ‘ ‘Vild

De La Rue.

The ﬁnal report of the Select Committee of the

House of Commons on the best means of utilizing
the sewage of the cities and towns in England was
issued this week. The evidence, appended to the
report, from chemists, agriculturists and engineers,
will, no doubt, be read with interest by many per
gauging the piston-rod as never to force into a Wales.‘ he is abused in very good company. There sons engaged in farming and horticultural pursuits ;
bottle more than a regular, measured quantity; ; is a. general attack in ‘ Wild lvales,‘ on the Scotch, but the Committee themselves, after nearly six
always, however, observing to let each gas-injecting the Irish, the Germans, and the nation to which months’ investigation, appear to have been unable
tube terminate in a valve. The process of corking Mr. Borrow himself belongs. He tells us that a to arrive at any deﬁnite opinion on the real ques
(a cork being ﬁrst selected for each bottle) may ' Welsh gentleman asked him at the top of Snow tion at issue.

likewise be mechanically manipulated. The bottling don, “ \Vyt ti Lydaueg '? "—“ Are

on s. Breton?"

The accounts just issued relating to the Trade

cistern, as I may call it, could also be so arranged and then continues, “ ‘ I am not a lydauan,’ said
as to cause little or no waste; indeed, the wine i I, ‘ I wish I was, or anything but what I am, one
ﬂowing from inverted full bottles, in proportion to of a nation amongst whom any knowledge save
the admitted gas, might escape through appropriate what relates to money-making and overreaching is
channels to be ﬁlling other bottles. When once looked upon as a disgrace. I am ashamed to say
thus reduced to a system, the process of bottling that I am an Englishman.’ " (‘\Vild \Vales,‘ vol. i.
would proceed rapidly enough; and what is fa p. 366.) Many of Mr. Borrow‘s statements may be
vourable to its introduction is, that it requires little left to correct themselves; but there is one which
more than ordinary care and attention for its may lead into error those who place conﬁdence in
accomplishment, while any competent chemist his authority as a Welsh scholar, and may there
would supply the means for securing the necdful fore deserve notice from a critic. He tells us at the
gaseous products.
very outset of his work (vol. i. p. 7), that “ the

and Navigation of the United Kingdom for the
eleven months ended the 30th of November last,
show that the export trade in books, which has
hitherto been declining every month since the
breaking out of the American War, has recently
exhibited a. slight tendency to improve. The total
value of the books exported in November, 1862,
was 35,44'2L, as against 31,7891. in November,
1861.

From the nature of this process applied to ﬂuids, double 1 of the \Velsh is b
y no means the terrible
it is evident that preserved fruits may have the guttural
which English people generally suppose
saccharine syrup that will ﬁow replaced by gas; it to be, being in reality a pretty liquid, exactly
and so also anything pickled, using vinegar or
resembling in sound the Spanish II, the sound of

brine, or preserved by means of oil, may have all
which I had mastered before commencing ‘Velsh,
such ﬂuid portions ejected by the gas which enters
and which is equivalent to the English I ." What
to ﬁll up an equal space within the bottle or jar: i is meant by “ the English I " is not very obvious.

but the after-success of such applications will de- ‘ The Spanish ll, which is equivalent to the Portu
pend on a knowledge of their capability of being
guese lh, is a sound as entirely different from the
thus kept, provided an oxygenated atmosphere .
Welsh, us the double l of the English alphabet is
can be absolutely excluded. In some cases oil or i
other ﬂuid might be used solely to exclude common l
air until replaced by nitrogen, without such ﬂuid
possessing in itself any preservative quality; by
which means a jar might be ﬁlled with eggs, and ‘
kept in an atmosphere of nitrogen.
It will of
course be understood that this artiﬁcial atmosphere
is in effect merely neutral, and in that respect acts
quite as well as a vacuum, with the advantage of

being more easily obtained.
The time has gone by for making an application
of this nature a grand “secret"; otherwise, in hands
that could immediately apply it, results from so

doing might follow productive of a wide-spread
reputation and attendant fortune.
I

Hrnmr Dmcxs.

P.S. It is possible that the

of several deli

cute and curious birds, as the humming-bird, &c.,
for hatching by artiﬁcial means, might be brought
to this country, adopting the process recommended ;
‘which, as it would keep them fresh, so possibly
it might not interfere with their vitality.
OUR

GOﬁljlP.

WE hear that Mr. R. B. Knowles is preparing
a memoir of his father, the late Sheridan Knowles,
for publication. The work could not well be in
better hands. Mr. Knowles acted for a. long time

as his father's nmanuensis, and was perfectly well
acquainted with his ideas on all subjects, especially
‘the drama and literature.

The Land Registry Ol‘lice has now existed for
about three months, and we were recently in
formed that it had sold one stamp,—we believe,
a shilling one. The old opponents of the mea
sure of course chuckle over this, as a proof that
‘they were right in asserting that the Acts could

not work and must from their intrinsic defects
become a dead letter. Others trace in this fact
another proof that in the present state of the legal
profession it is useless to endeavour to introduce
any reforms the adoption of which cannot be made
compulsory.
On Wednesday evening, M. Simonidss exhibited

his papyri and his Manuscript of Uranius before
the Royal Society of Literature. It was simply im
possible to see these MSS. by gaslight; and it

was agreed that they be left at the Society’s room,
available for examination by daylight, between the
hours of 11 and 3 on Friday and Saturday, Janu

ary the 9th and 10th. The only fact of any value
ascertained from M. Simonides or from his friends

different from either. Mr. Borrow's statement is,
in short, quite unfounded.
On the question raised by us, incidentally, as to
the dates at which Mr. Warren De La Rue and

Dr. D'Or'san made their respective studies of the
Moon, we have the following information :
'

“ Jan. 5, 1863.

The Master and Fellows of St. John's College,
Cambridge, are about to make very important
additions to their College buildings, from the

designs of Mr. G. G. Scott.

These will comprise

a new Chapel and Master's Lodge, and the prolon

gation of the Hall northwards. The new buildings
will form portions of a. new Court, which is even
tuslly to occupy the whole of the ground between
St. John Street, Bridge Street and the river, of
which the new Chapel will occupy the southern
side. As this is to be erected to the north of the
existing Chapel, the services will be celebrated as
usual while it is building, and it will be unneces
sary to pull down the old Chapel till the new one is
ﬁnished. The design for the Chapel is very noble,
but has one conspicuous fault: it is too much like
Mr. Scott's Exeter Chapel, Oxford. Like that,
it will be a lofty npsidnl building, in the Early
Decorated style,—s.nd, like that, will have a lofty
jldrhe at the west end. One point of diversity, not
to the advantage of the Cambridge design, will be
in the roof, which will be of wood, wnggon'headed,
with false ribs, instead of being vaulted in stone.
In so grand a work, the comparatively small addi
tional outlay required for a stone vaulting should

“ Dr. D'Orsnn not having answered your ques
tion as to the date of the negatives from which his
photographs have been enlarged, we are prepared
to supply to your readers the information desired.
The original negative was taken in February 1858, hardly be grudged. Vile trust this part of the
by Mr. \Varren De La Rue, at his observatory at
Cranford. On that occasion, owing to the absence scheme will be reconsidered. The site of the pre
of tremor in the atmosphere, and the perfect con sent Master's Lodge being occupied partly by the
dition of his chemicals, Mr. De La Rue produced new Chapel, partly by the intended lengthening
three negatives, which were perhaps the most of the Hall, a. new Lodge will be built, adjacent
brilliant he has ever been able to obtain. A posi to the Library, overlooking the river. 'Ilhese
tive from one of these was published more than works will be commenced next April; the re
two years ago by us in a stereoscopic slide, and it mainder of the Court will not he proceeded with
is from this copy that Dr. D‘Orsan must have ob yet. It is to be hoped that the contemplated
tained his enlarged photographs. The proofs of alterations include the re-fncing of the south side
this statement are as follows:‘—Not only are the of the ﬁrst Court. This was classicized by Essex
photographs exactly similar as regards both luna or Burrough towards the end of the last century,
tion and libmtion, but the very ﬂaws in the col when a Roman skin was drawn over so many of
lodion ﬁlm of the original negative are reproduced the older Colleges. The authorities of St. John's
in Dr. D'Orsan’s prints. One of the most promi intended to have treated the whole Court in the
nent of these ﬂaws is situated in a small plane to same way; but, happily, funds fell short: so there
the N.W'. of Tycho, between Orontius and Sasse is less mischief now to undo.
Mr. Marshall “food has been commissioned to
rides. It appears as a white speck on the collodion
ﬁlm of the original negative, and is reproduced as execute a marble bust of the Prince of ‘Vales for
a black marking in the positive print published in the Town Hall, Manchester.
Among
statethe
of many
the money-market
new companies
is creating,
that theone of
the stereoscopic slide. It is reproduced again in thoric
both photographs of Dr. D'Orsan; thus proving,
not only the source from which he has obtained the a most novel and curious nature is talked of. The
photog-aphs, but that both his published photo object is to construct a. gigantic reﬂecting tel
graphs, although professing to be taken at diﬂ'erent of for greater dimensions than Lord Rosse's cele
lunations, are from one and the same photograph. brated six-feet reﬂector, with which it is expected
wonderful planetary sights will be vrevealed. We
In one of them the outlying parts around Tycho
have been carefully expunged. There are at least hope, if such an instrument be constructed, that it
half-s-dozen ﬂaws reproduced, but the above-men will be erected where the atmosphere is clear; for,
tioned is, we think, sufficient. \Ve have the ori as we well know, Lord Rosse's splendid tclemope
ginal negative in our possession at present, and is sadly out of place in the very misty atmosphere
shall be happy to show it to any one interested in of Ireland.
the matter.—Yours, &c.,
Messrs. Bacon k Co. have published a sheet illus
trating the battle-ﬁeld of Fredericksburg. The
“Sur'rn, BECK dt BECK.”
—The question of priority has an interest beyond position of each division and of each battery is
its commercial bearing as one of copyright. The marked, together with the lines of attack and
Royal Astronomical Society presented Mr. \Varren defence.
Some of the exhibitors in the Classes under the
De La. line with their Gold Medal for his success in
celestial photography: if Dr. D‘Orsan’s photographs superintendence of C. R. \Vcld, Eitlq in the late
are original, he would have deserved to share the International Exhibition, have presented him with
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a testimonial in the form of a valuable chrono
meter and a purse of forty sovereigns.
They
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Indian art, and so rendered her scenes homelily, so

to say. That of a river running through sands of
have also presented the sub-superintendent, Mr. rich tawny hue, while the great round moon
W. H. Jordan, with a gold watch.
rises: behind mountain ridges of deepest blue—
their lower ranges purple in 'the gloom not yet
to the Postal Treaty with Prussia to add these few broken,—is admirable. The hot sun-glare of several
other
pictures is almost equally well rendered. The
last words on that subject :
It is fair to the gentleman who drew attention

"Dresden, Jan. 3, 1883.

scene where the deer is released by Hiranyaka,

“In my note to the Athemeum in regard to “ the rosy prince of mice,” from the snare, has an
exquisite sky.

Prussian postage, which you kindly inserted, I may
appear to have misled you, as to-day English news~
papers of January 1st have arrived, and, accord—
mg to the British Post Ofiice Instructions, have
been
posted
with
ence prepaid,
been
delivered
here
free.twolihave
not onlyand
thehave
Prussian
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W._\TER-COLOUR HUNTERS‘ LANCASIIIRE RELIEF
FUhI).—’l'he EXHIBITION NOW OI’I-IN lnv the kind
Il
sion of .‘ICIIYI. Duy k Son‘, at the GER AN GAL .ERY,

me New Bond Htmr, from In .\.}l. to 9 ran. Will close Saturday,
17th instanL-Admisdon, IL; Catalogues, 6d.

_

JAMES FAIIEY, "on. See.

Shares. One Guinea, in the Allotment of the Paintings, may be
obtained at the Gallery.

WINTER EXHIBITION. 120. Poll llInlL-The TENTH AN
NUAL WINTER. EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES by
liviu British Artists is now OPEN daily from 0130 AJI. to b an.
Admission, 1|. Catalogue, 61L

“R. JOIIN LEECII‘S GALLERY of SKETC'FIES in OIL,
from Sulgeeu In Punch, with several New Pictures not hitherto
Exhibite- . is OPEN every day from III till dusk, illuminated with
Gas, at the AUCTION MART (near the IlankL-Admlsslun,
0n: Shilling.
4

The Dutch Government have determined to cut
a ship-canal through the North of Holland, in order
to enable ships to pass from Amsterdam direct into
the North See. This will be a most important engi

HALL contains :1 Selection of over a Thousand of'his PROOF"
ETCIIINGS, BKETCIIEH, be. lembrlwlng n Period of upwards of

neering work, and will have the effect of shortening

Fifty \‘eam: together with ‘TIIE “'URSIIII’ OI‘ IIAL'CIIU-'é.—

oﬁicial quarto before me, but likewise the Saxon the voyage by eighty miles between Amsterdam
reprint of the New I’ostal Treaty, and such a and London.
clause as that of newspapers up to 4 oz. going free
Among the numerous changes contemplated in
for twopence English, or sixteen pfennigs Ger

Open dull , from Ten to Fire o‘cloclr.—Admlssfon, ()nc Shilling;
from Ila ‘past Seven to Half-pasth'me in the Evening, Sixpence.

man, does not exist. On going this morning to ever-changing Paris is the transformation of the
the Dresden post-office, and showing the envelopes, large inclosure of the Palais-Royal into a winter
they say it is not reciprocal, but only applies to garden, in which concerts will be given.
newspapers coming from England. Until yester
day they maintained it did apply either way.

“Life has not been entirely crushed out here,”
writes a friend at Naples. “ It is now a year or

Yours, 810.,

more that a few Neapolitans connected with Lite‘

“J. R. H. C."

Miss Bunnett, the translator of Dr. .Gervinus, rature or Art united for the establishment of what

wishes to say that her translation was made from is called ‘ L' Associazione di Mutuo Soccorso degli
the edition published at Leipzig last year. She Scienziati, Letterati ed Artisti.’ Their plan was
adds: “ The expression ‘departed forefathers’ is to form classes for higher popular instruction, and
certainly incorrect ;—the word rendered ‘departed’ to give lectures every day in the week. Members
meaning in the original ‘emigrated.’ I do not paid a small subscription, and there were even
know how the mistake could have crept into my gratuitous admissions; and the society has ﬂour
ished so much beyond expectation, that at present
translation.”
there are no fewer than between three and four
A light and graceful writer, Charles Dance, died

hundred subscribing members.

on Monday at Lowestoft.

The talent which he

THE

GEORGE CRUIKSHANK

GALLERY

EXETER.

lIr. EI).\IUND YATES‘S INVITATIONS to EVENING
PARTIES and the SEASIDE will be lllued at the EGYPTIAN
IIALL, EVERY EVENING 'cxocpt Saturday), at Eight o‘clock.
Mr. HAROLD POWER will be one of the party. A Morning
Performance on Saturdn .nt Three o'clock-Stalls. 30.; Am 2|. L
Gallery, 1|. The Box-OI ‘cc is open daily, from 11 till 5 o'clock.

SCIENCE
__._.
SOCIETIES.

Asrnosouxcan-Dec. 12.—Dr. Lee, President,
in the chair.—Lieut. A. Young, R.N., was elected

a Fellow.-—.‘A Last Letter from Capt. W. S..
Jacob.'—-‘ Observations of the Horizontal Refrac
tion of the Sun,’ by A. Lang, Esq.—‘ On the

Practicability of observing the Occultation of Stars
by the Moon at Sea,’ by D. Smith, Esq.—-‘ On the
Variable
‘Description
Star of
R Vulpeculxe,’
a New Mode
by G.
of Knott,
obtaining the

Amongst them Value of the Divisions of a Transit Level,’ by

are men the most distinguished in their several
possessed was a very pretty one; most happy at a
callings-celebrated painters, sculptors and musi
rhyme or an allusion, though not of the solid and
cians; indeed, the ﬁrst professors in Naples, who
brilliant kind. Many of his little dramas and supply all the aids which are necessary to the
burlettas were composed for Madame Vestris, illustration of their subject. They have taken
during her management of the Olympic Theatre, spacious rooms in the Toledo, where classes are
when they had their day of pleasant acceptance,
daily, and lectures given occasionally; and
and then passed away into oblivion. His ‘ Look held
the subscriptions are devoted strictly to the pur
at Home' was produced on the opening-night in
pose of forwarding the interests of the Association.
1833.
I have several times attended concerts in their
An extensive series of experiments is about to rooms, in which both professors and pupils per
be made in France with the typotelegraph invented formed, and
e a treat to a critical and nume
by M. Bonelli, by which ﬁve hundred despatches . rous audience. Last Sunday I attended what was
of twenty-ﬁve words each can be printed within an announced to be ‘the ﬁrst entertainment for the
hour. Should the experiments prove satisfactory, season by the Association,’ &.c. One of the largest

it is intended to introduce this telegraph on the rooms in old Naples was taken for the occasion, and
principal railway lines in France.
many hundreds of persons were present, who, by
Miss Florence Jacomb has translated, from the ' enthusiastic and frequent applause, gave expression

Capt. \V. N obie.—-‘ Results of the Merid'ional
Observations of Small Planets; Occultations of ‘

Stars by the Moon; and Occultation of J upiter'a
Second Satellites; observed at the Royal Observa
tory, Greenwich, in October and November, 1862,’
communicated by the Astronomer Royal.—‘ On
the Forms of Lenses proper for the Negative Eye
pieces of Telescopes,‘ by G. B. Airy, Esq., Astro
nomer Royal.--‘ Extract of a Letter from Herr
A. Auwers to the Astronomer Royal, dated 5,
Gartenstrasse, Gotha, 1861, Dec. 1.’

Rent Socrsrr or Lrrssaroas-Jma 7.—The
Rev. T. Hugo in the chair.—-The Rev. E. B.
Butler, J. Sweetlove, G. Worms, J. Rome, and
D. G. F. MacDonald, Esqrs., were elected Mem
bers.—Mr. T. Wright exhibited several Greek
MSS. written on papyri, and purchased by Mr. J.
Mayer, of Liverpool, from Mr. Constantine Simon

Sanscrit of the Hitopmleszt, the ﬁrst chapter, ‘ On to their satisfaction. After a prologue byamember
the Acquisition of Friends,’ and illustrated the of the literary department, a Hymn to Victor ides; together with the MS. of ‘ Uranius,‘ about
nine fables contained in it with characteristic draw Emmanuel,—the music by Baron Staﬂh, and the which there has been so much controversy on the
ings and ornamental borders.

This, she believes,

words by Signorina Papa, both of them members,

Continent.

is idle ﬁrst time, with the exception of the translation —was sung by the pupils of the Musical Section.
of the ‘Sakuntala,’ that any Sanscrit writings have Both the music and the execution were greatly

Pmnomoxcan-Jun. 2.—H. Wedgwood, Esq,
been so treated, although several works have been applauded; and Staﬂ'a, who is a well~known com in the chair.—The ﬁrst part of a paper ‘On the
devoted to the illustration of such stories as have poser, was called forward by acclamation. ‘The Value of the Views of German Scholars with
been preserved in the books of the Median and Social Inﬂuence of \Voman,’ which was a kind of regard to the Sanscrit Language‘ was read by

Persian writers. We presume the authoress limits historical survey of the position of the fair sex in Prof. T. Hewitt Key.—Mr. Watts laid before the
Society a paper ‘On Cardinal Mezzofanti,’ which
had been communicated for that purpose by C.

this remark to translations into English. The text various countries and at various periods, was treated
itself is not unknown by English translations ; but by Luigi Gandolﬁ, a member of the Literary
never before have these charming and wise tales Section, and elicited great applause. Some beau
been presented in so pleasant a manner to the tiful verses, entitled ‘ The Island of Ischia,‘ were
English reader,—-the reader, of all, who ought to be recited by the author, Giovanni Fiorenzano, a
best informed upon their beauties, and most readily member of the Literary Section. A ‘ Fantasia di
delighted with the quaint humour and wit they Concerto’ for the pianoforte, by Coop, another
display. Like most works of the kind, these rela member, and executed by his pupil, A. Orsiui,
tions comprise tale within tale and apologue upon was a treat, and Coop was called for and received

apologue, so cunningly woven together that the applause

There were other pieces spoken or

student regards them with the satisfaction due to recited by members of the Scientiﬁc and Dra
those other Oriental works of art which consist of matic Sections; and the whole entertainment went

exquisite carvings of shell in shell, “ the laborious off to the
at satisfaction of a very crowded
orient ivory sphere in sphere." Like these, the audience. I have dwelt somewhat in detail on the
tales are self-inclosed and mutually illustrative ; various subjects treated of, in order to give you a
but never confused or mutually injurious in effect. just idea of the character of the Association. The
They contain the wisdom of the great children of mere fact of its establishment isevidence of mental

the East, gracefully enchased and enamelled with life; and the success which has attended its pro
beautiful fancy and local colour. We commend gress is the best guarantee for its continued exist

Waterton, Esq., of Walton Hall, the naturalist,
to Mr. Vaux, of the British Museum. There has
been much discussion on the number of languages
known to the Cardinal, and Mr. “'atts remarked,
in a paper on his biography read before the
Society in 185-1, that while in most cases it might
be thought frivolous to institute an investigation.
into the acquirements of an individual, such an
objection ceased to be valid in the case of Mezzo
fanti, who, as by universal acknowledgment the
greatest linguist on record, is the representative in
that respect of the capacity of the human race.
Mr. Waterton‘s statement is to the effect, that
when in Rome in 1840, a friend, the Rev. J.
Macintyre, made him a present of a manuscript
volume containing eighty-two specimens of venom

languages written by diﬂ'erent students of the

them to all children, and grown children who are encc."

College of the Propaganda, who, it is well known,

wise enough to be children yet. The chromo
lithographic designs by Miss Jacomb present views

are a body of young men collected from all. parts
of the world to receive at Rome an education to

socmrr or rum-nus IN warn COLOURS.
nxnmrrios of SKETCHES nnd s'rumss b the
of Indian scenery, with ﬁgures of animals appro wix'rsn
usnamzs Now cpl-11v,“ mn- Gallery, 5. rm mu
,
prints to the tales, wherein nature is rendered ﬂ'vm Nine uh Dosh-Admission. One Shilling.
Jos.
J.
assume,
Secretary.
with much felicitousugs and beauty.’ With great
judgment, Miss Jacomb has preserved the myle of

qualify them for becoming Roman Catholic mis

sionaries.

Mr. Watarton, by the advice of Card:

nal
the volume
Fransoni,
to Cardinal
the then Meuofanti
head of thetoCollege,
request hun.
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to enrich it with his autograp h. “Cardinal Mezzo
fanti,“ pursues Mr. Waterton, “ kept it a few days;
and when His Eminence returned it to me, he said
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that in addition to the eighty-two languages and
dialects therein contained he knew two others,
which he had added.” As this is the most direct
and explicit statement ever recorded to be made
by the Cardinal with respect to his wonderful
acquirements, the list of the languages which
the book contains is of much interest.
Mr.
Watcrton gives them in the order in which the
specimens are bound up :—1. Hebrew; 2. Sabaean ;
3. Rabbinic; 4. Samaritan; 5. Peguan; 6. Modern
Chinese ; 7. Ancient Chinese; 8. The most Ancient
Dialect of Chinese; 9. Ancient Greek; 10. Am
haric; 11. Angolese ; 12. Modern Greek ; 13.
Tamil ; 14. Shan-se Chinese ; 15. Canton Chinese;
16. Tairanic ; 1?. Ancient Chaldee ; 18. Kurdish ;
19. Modern Chaldee; 20. Syriac; 21. Mandaic ;
22. Arabic ; 23. Coptic; 24. Wallachian ; 25.
Anglo-Saxon; 26. Persian; 27. Tartarian; 28.
Turkish; 29. Language of the Gmnbier Islands;
30. Hindustani ; 31. Muscovite; 32. Maltese;
33. Icelandic ; 34. Hungarian ; 35. Illyrian ;
36. Brahmanic; 37. Bohemian; 38. Bulgarian; 39.
Russian; 40. Norwegian ; 41. Danish; 42. Ethi
opian; 43. Ancient Armenian; 44. Irish; 45.
‘German ; 46. Modern Armenian; 47.'Georg'ian ;
4S. Laplandic ; 49. Sardinian Dialect; 50. Lusa
tian ; 51. Polish ; 52. Chippeway Indian; 53.
Servian ; 54. Albanian; 55. Phoenician ; 56. Cali
fornian Indian ; 57. Ojibbeway Indian ; 58.
Welsh; 59. Flemish; 60. Sclavonian; 61. Scln
vonian in different characters from the preceding;
62. Spanish; 68. Lithuanian; 64. Livonian; 65.
Runic; 66. \Verulian; 67. Sicilian; 68. Venetian;
69. English; 70. Italian; 71. Rhzetian; 72. Latin;
73. French; 74. Portuguese; 75. Vandal; 76.
Celtic (Gaelic); 77. Scotch; 7S. Greenlandish ;
79. Swedish; 80. Catalan; S1. Frisian; and 82. >
Dutch. The two added by the Cardinal are, 83.
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Tcss.

Architects, s.-'Bnildlng and Sanitary Amusements,‘
Mr. Taylor.
Geographical R-).—'Ocenn (.‘urrcnts, XE. coast of South
America,‘ ‘Mr. Mason; ‘Ocean Tel
ﬁlly.‘ Captain
Rowctt: ‘ The Atlantic and Telcgnphy,’ r. Wallich.
Actuaries, 4,<L—L‘ouncil.
Syﬁol-lll'kyptian. 75. —‘ Samaritan Pentnteush,’ Ber. J.

s.
Ethnologicnl. 8.—‘ Commixture of Races of Map, and (‘iri

lizatlon.‘ Mr. (‘raw-turd: ‘Human Skull. lmllet. linu
cashire'—‘ Ancient Indian Antiquities from Ecuador,‘

Mr. Bcllacrt.

y

Engineers, B.—-' Electricity and Working of Trains.‘ )lr.
zoologigal, 9.—'0rnltholp§)y of Bourou,‘ Mr. Wallace;
c ‘ Simkes in West Africa,
r. Gunther.

‘m

c, e.

Soc cty of Arts, 8.—‘ l‘hothpfrn h and )laglchantern Edu
cntionally considered,‘ r.
Highlcy.
Microscopical, 8.
Archnol
icalHdﬂm‘l;
A-ouintion.
8l.—‘I’roccedimzs
of ('hnrlcs
1.,‘ Stroll.
‘Roman
"illn, Mnrlstone.
Berks,
T

nnhil’nlllll‘u :y‘Andmt Brand-irons,‘ Mr. Syer Cuming.

nnnl.

um ll‘l'll

.

Royal
0'
,l.—' Architecture,‘ Prof. Fmrrke.
Linnean. IL—'
them.’ Prof. Oliver: ‘ new Species
of Aherin,‘ Dr.
on; ‘Germination of Seeds in
Cyclamen,’ Dr. Mnsters; 'Chloccn il‘lphemel‘nl ihmi;
rhlpntnA‘dlllr. Lubbock; ‘ Japanese Species of Lolustruca,

r.

Fur.

ums.

Chemical. 8.—' Atomic Weights of Nickel and Cobalt.‘ Dr.
Russell.
Royal, Bl.
Antiqunrics, F5.
l'hilologicnl, 8.

FINE ARTS
_..___

Hist)? of the llIodm-n Styles of Architecture.
By ames Fergusson. (lllurrayn)
WHILE the battle of the styles is still raging,
the appearance of such a book will surely be
welcome. Mr. Fergusson brings to the task
special qualiﬁcations of learning, labour, re
search, wrath,—we must not add that other,
of partiality, which Byron declared made a
perfect historian; instead of this, he possesses,
in perfect self-conﬁdence, a. more serviceable
spThe
ur. ruling idea of the book is, that archzeology
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Any reasonable criticism u n the Ancient
styles and that of the Revive must recognize
the fact that the former are true styles,
“ arranged solely for the purpose of meeting, in
the most direct manner, the wants of those for
whom they were designed; and the omamentar
tion that was applied to them either grew
naturally out of the construction, or was such
as was best suited to express the uses or
objects to which the building was to be a plied."
Buildings in the imitative styles being dlzsigned
on a totally different principle, produce, as
might be expected, a totally different class of
results :—
“It is, perhaps, not too much to say that no
perfectly truthful architectural building has been
erected since the Reformation. Mere utilitarian
buildings are truthful, of course; but the moment
ornament comes to be applied, or an attempt is
made by any arrangement of the parts of a build
ing to obtain an architectural effect, the new
element is inevitably introduced.
In modern
designs there is always an effort either to reproduce

the style of some foreign country, or that of some
bygone age,—-frequently both.

The form of the

building is, more or less, moulded according to
these foreign elements, while the ornamentation,
being always borrowed, seldom expresses the con

struction and scarcely ever the real truthful objects
to which the building is applied."
The same feeling of insinccrity that attends
our examination of Renaissance buildings is

painful in those of the recent classic or Gothic
revivals, says the author. All this not only

destroys one-half of the pleasure we experience
in looking at buildings of a more truthful style,
but it degrades architecture from its high posi
tion as a quasi-natural production to that of a
Biscayan or Basque, and 84. Tagala, a language is not architecture, and that all the attempts mere imitative art. Thus used, it may gratify
spoken in the Philippines.—Mr. Watts observed ‘ now in action at reviving the Gothic or the our tastes or feelings, but appeals not to our
that in examining this list, it was obvious that classic styles contain elements of failure, inso higher intellectual faculties; and what ought to
some languages occurred more than once; Chinese much as they are not adn ted to an altered be the noblest and grandest of the fine arts
and its dialects occupying in fact ﬁve of the num range ofcircumstances, where y they depart from sinks below the level of painting and of soul
bers, and Sclavonic being given twice over (Nos. 60 the principles which rule genuine and honest ture; for, although these last are natu
and 61) because the specimens were written in Art manifestations. As the writer showed
different characters, while some languages appeared in the ﬁrst part of this work, the Ancient, inferior, they retain that truthfulness which
to occur twice under different names, as Muscovite Mediaoval and certain other styles of architec the other has lost. During the existence of
(No. 31) and Russian (No. 39), Icelandic (No. 33) ture in vogue to the middle of the ﬁﬂzeenth ccn~ the true styles there was not a single ediﬁce
and Runic (No. 65), Norwegian (No. 40) and tury, had a_vital honesty in them; so he now erected in any country that pretended to be
a reproduction of any building of a preced
Danish (41), &c. All these questions, and some
takes up the subject from that date, and after ing age, nor one that was borrowed or adopted
others, respecting Hebrew, Sabzean, Rabbinic, &c.,
pointing
out
the
causes
of
the
change
the
art
might very probably be cleared up at once by an
from any foreign country or people, or resem
inspection of the original specimens; and it was underwent, its characteristics in various coun bled their productions, except in so far as
to be hoped that Mr. Waterton would add to the tries and its progress through the since past the builders were allied by blood or had com
favour he had already conferred on the Society, by time, shows how hollow and false in soul the mon feelings and interests. On the other hand,
allowing an examination of the interesting volume so-called Revival was, concluding therefrom
adds Mr. Fergusson, there is not perhaps a
which had so fortunately come into his possession. how hopeless all revivals must be, whether
single building of architectural pretension
Gothic, Classic, or anything else, in spirit. erected in Europe since the Reformation which
Socrsrr or ARrs.—Nov. 19.—Sir T. Phillips, That they are imitative, and not original, is
does not set ethnographic r0 riety and honesty
Chairman of the Council, in the chair. —The Chair enough for him.
If Mr. Fergusson has a
man delivered the opening Address._Noc. 26. leaning any way, it is towards the Palladium: at deﬁance. One would t ink such conclusions
as these would be enough to seal the condem
—-Dr. A. W. Williamson in the chair.—The paper
the lover of the older styles will get small nation of anything; still the author, true to his
read was, ‘ On the Utilization of Peat, with refer
comfort
from
his
opinions.
If
he
has
a
pre;
ence more particularly to the Manufacture of
function, holds the balance in hand, and does
Hydro-Carbon Oils,' by B. H. Paul, Ph.D._ judice, it is against the Gothic. He evidently not condemn the falsity to be wholly bad, but
.Dec. 3.-—Rear-Admiral Sir Edward Belcher in the considers that a Classic revival in England proceeds to inquire what are the characteristics
chain-The paper read was, ‘On Boat Building is not to be hoped for or desired, and looks of the style of Art that European nations have
by Machinery,‘ by Mr. D. Puseley.--—Dec. 10.— forward to some vague glory—a. new Art followed so long—which they presumably had
T. Winkworth, Esq., in the chain-The pa er read avatar that may arrive when his brother profes
reasons for doing, or, if they had not such
was, ‘ On the Construction of Labourers’ ottages sionals are content to deal honestly and in
and Sanatory Building Appliances,’ by Mr. J. accordance with the strict functionary and reasons, and they wrought in sheer careless
Taylor. jun.
Dec. 17.—Sir T. Phillips, Chair constructional laws of architecture. To show ness, to discover how this came about, so that,
man of the Council, in the chain-The paper read how the spirit of the Revival wrought confusion, by knowing the form of disease, we may pre
was, ‘On the Mines, Minerals and Miners of the he has produced, in the same heedful and lucid scribe a remedy.
United Kingdom,’ by Mr. R. Hunt.
Primarily, Mr. Fergusson ascribes the change
fashion which characterized the ﬁrst part of his
of styles in architecture to the revival of classical
Insrrrurs or Acrusnrns-Dcc. 29.—C. Jelli work, an account of the styles that have pre
literature, which, beginnin in Italy, where the
ooe, Esq., President, in the chain-Messrs. J. H. vailed in the civilized and half-civilized por
Evens and \V. J. Hancock were elected Oﬁicial tions of the world during the later centuries. Gothic style never had a so 'd footing and must
Associates; Messrs. F. Addiscott, W. Hughes, Lovers of Gothic Art in its purity will thank have been repugnant to the sense or superstition
T. H. Johnson, A. E. Middleton, C. H. Ogbourne, him for the masterly unmasking of its rival the of the people, spread itself through all the other
countries of Europe; lastly reaching England,
H. Psrminter, E. Waterhouse, B.A., A. Smither,
Renaissance, and reprobate his v' orous dissent
but at a much later time than elsewhere (it being
B. C. ‘Vales, and Lieut.-Col. Oakes, were elected
from their favourite theories.
rom Brunei
Associates.—-A paper was read by Mr. S. Brown,
the fact that James the First could hardly obtain
‘ On the Rate of Mortality and Marriages amongst lcschi to Barry, the works of every man of a classic deal at home), and ultimately throve
note are taken in review, and ﬁrmly yet fairly only under tglit weak and ostentatious son of
Europeans in India.’
dissected.
his, Charles the First, whose “foreign feelings
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feelings to have been felt, even in Enrland,
country. One might ask if this was with Charles sooner than peo le think. Along wit the
solely the result of school-teaching and ostenta rigidly structure system of decoration that
tious imitation, or was it a sign of the ltilian had been undermined when the Perpendicular
blood of Rizzio cropping out in accordance with style was introduced, went also the no less
‘the law of alternation in mental character? functionary service of window (chromatic)
The summaries of the effects as well as the decoration. Vt'e say this to show that the
causes of this change in divers countries are change was by no means unheralded, and that
very interesting, and succinctly given by the the tide of feeling was determined in its direc
author as he deals with them one by one in the tion, not originally moved, by the causes just
body of the work before us. The Reformation summed up.
in religion, whenever. the Roman traditions
Mr. Fergusson marks the opening of the
were relatively inoperative or the literary furore Renaissance period with the building of Flo
weak, may be taken as the second cause of the rence Cathedral by Brunelleschi, then by that
great change. One of the ﬁrst consequences of at Lodi by Bramante, when the chance of inde
this was, that almost all the countries found pendent greatness was lost by not inventing new
themselves overstocked with ecclesiastical edi details to supply the place of the borrowed
ﬁces, and even France had so far changed in classical ones, so that a new and great style
feeling that she already possessed more of them might have been developed, as it was not. From
than she required, so that but for the needs of this he proceeds with an analysis of the style,
the capital she would have scarcely produced a and traces its decadence to perpetually copy
single important church during the seventeenth ing inappropriate details. \Ve cannot point
and eighteenth centuries. In Italy this was to a better example of architectural criticism
not so, because there the power of the Papacy than the portion relating to the state of English
culminated at that date, and every city enriched Art in the last century. The remarks upon
itself with churches that vie in splendour with Newgate Prison,as built by Dance, are excellent
the works of the middle ages, whatever may be and conclusive ( . 290). To us he does not seem
said of their taste; and the Jesuits carried their consistent in
enouncing the spirit of the
peculiar style (which was the vilest and falsest modern Gothic revival to the extent he does,
of all) into every country to which they had because as a revival it must be full of hope,
access. “Although the countries on this side alwa s provided it is wrought in that spirit
of the Alps abandoned almost entirely the whic none more powerfully than himself shows
practice of ecclesiastical architecture, they made to be sound. He also generally ignores the
up for it, in extent at least, by the erection of application of Gothic Art to domestic uses,—a
civil and domestic buildings on a scale hitherto stran e and vital error. Is it really necessary
unknown.” The great work of De Corceau, for that othic work must be rude and barbarous,
instance, published in 1576, contains illustrations as stated in page 319? Is it true that the
of thirty of “Ice plus exccllens bastimcns dc la. masonry cannot be too coarse nor the mate
France,” but he does not include a single church. rials too common? Must the carpentry be
Mariette's work, with one hundred civil build rude and as unmechanically put together as
ings, only imperfectly mentions eight churches. possible? If so, how are we to reconcile the
‘Vitruvius Britannicus’ has only short notices of opinion with that found on page 875 of the
three churches, but full details of one hundred ﬁrst part of the work, where, speaking of
and seventy-ﬁve civil structures. Thus com the roof of Westminster Hall, we ﬁnd that
plete was the change of public feeling in so “even viewed only as a scientiﬁc combination
short a time.
of timber this roof is as good as anything
A comparison between the Sistine and that that has been done in this engineering age ”?
contemporary work King’s College Chapel, This is stated to be also a noble work of archi
Cambridge, offers an opportunity of showing tecture.
the working out of the two systems of pictorial
and architectural decoration, u on which so
Gossm-We have made progress in
much of the history of the c ange of Art theFINE-ART
custom of erecting statues to public men, with
depends. In Giotto’s Chapel, the sole object the addition of not a few to merely wealthy per
of the building was to receive the pictures; sonages, such as those whose apotheosis laid the
this is honestly carried out to a noble result. last century and beginning of the present so
At Cambridge, the pictures are placed in the open to ridicule. Mr. Foley's Father Mathew,
windows, ﬁlled in between the architectural for Cork, is well advanced, and will probably be
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and reﬁned tastes” were neededto

mullions, so that no moulding or constructive

feature is broken or interfered with by the
paintings; but, on the contrary, the pictures
are often marred by the architecture. The cha
racter and function of the Sistine are the reverse
of this, and yet not wholly and thoroughly
carried out, insomuch as the ~inting of the
ﬂat part of the ceiling, so t t the ﬁgures
appear as we enter to be upside down, is a
mistake. Mr. Fergusson has omitted to point
out that the comparison of Kings College

the Society, is now delivered from the Interna
tional Exhibition to it.
The Report of the Royal Scottish Academy
(the thirty-ﬁfth) states that the Exhibition in Edin

burgh was opened on the 12th of February, and
closed on the 10th of May last; it contained 824
paintings and 33 scul tures, mainly by resident

Scottish artists. The ‘xhibition was 0 ned both
in the day and evening, and pictures so (1 to about
the total value of 5,0001.

‘The Griﬂinage of the Hon. Newman Strange,‘
an Indian story, told by illustrative sketches of

the progress of a new-comer in India, is told
in the ordinary manner,—catastrophes, disap‘
pointments, quarrels, ﬂirtatious, and ﬁnal matri

mony. There is nothing very original in the
incidents of the series, nor very lively in their
production by the pen and ink of the draught:
man: some trivial points of character may amuse

the old Indian, but these are certainly not enough
to make the book valuable. The sketching power
of the author is considerable, and must have been
original: he draws tolerably, and might, with

heed, draw well. Let us hope patience may beneﬁt
him.
Messrs. Lockwood 8t Co. have published ‘A

Handy Book of Villa Architecture' (Second Series),
by Mr. C. \Vickes. This consists of a set of sugges
tions to gentlemen about to build, as to design,
construction and cost of villas in various fashions,
such as taste may decide upon after inspection and
consideration of means. By way of aid to a deci

sion upon the last point, estimates are given of cost,
so that we learn at once what may be built for

1,500l., l,800l., 1,900l., 2,000l., or 3,000l. It
is right to say, that all the s ciﬁcations stipulate
for the best workmanship an materials, although
the estimates seem low. Here there is your half
timbered Domestic Gothic Cottage to be built for

1,500l.; your Palladian Villa at the next price. It
is diﬂicult to say what the next article is, unless
such as is designated in the vernacular as “Gothic
Villa"; it is unbeautiful, and therefore no more

Gothic than it is outlandish.

Another Palladian

Villa follows, made so by kee ing to the four
square arrangement of the a eve-named, and
putting in light-openings of another form, and

adding chimney-stacks that painfully resemble the
coal-scuttles now much in vogue, styled “ The
Ruskin,”—which utensil, be it said for that gen
tleman's sake, must have been ironically named.

We cannot say any of these designs, being of the

speaking to, or rather blessing, those who are sup

gether, so far as practicable, in aﬁne central group,

posed to be kneeling before him, having received
the Temperance pledge. He has in band, also,
Lord Elphinstone, for Bombay; Sir J. Outram,
equestrian, for Calcutta; a seated statue of Barry,
for the Houses of Parliament, and one of Sir J.
Fielden, for Todmorden.
A statue to the late

advantageously to retain heat, appear in no less
than six stacks, three of which are external.
Again, in all cases the vestibule, or “hall," is

A cast of this work may be remembered as stand

pity the man who lives in Design V. so arranged,
that being the 4,0001. villa, in the Domestioo
Franco—Imuis-Quinze-quasi-Palladian style,—a sort

placed in the centre of the structure, so that the
rooms lose what protection it might aﬂ‘ord ; in one
the library is next to the lobby, as in the next it
Duke of Bedford has been decided upon as a Me appears between the kitchen and the drawing-room,
morial at Tavistock. Mr. E. Davis's Wedgwood, and abuts upon that side of the last where the
young ladies‘ pianoforte is sure to stand. We
for Stoke, has been placed in its destined situation.

fact, that the windows therein depart from the Exhibition: he is represented holding the model of
strictly pure idea of their function in a Gothic the Portland Vase in his hand, and his action is as
ediﬁce. This function is to give a splendid of lecturing upon it. Mr. Woolner has in hand
ﬂood of coloured light to the interior they Macaulay for Cambridge, the Prince Consort for
decorate; they should be of the nature of Oxford, William the Third for the Houses of Par
transparent mosaics, not in any sense as pictures liament, and eleven statues for the Manchester
Courts; Mr. Munro, Queen Mary the
to be studied, as now they must be, for them Assize
Second for the Houses of Parliament. A bust of

The subordination of the pictorial

The llrulz'hu ‘ Juno,’ given by the Prince Consort to

most commonplace order, are to be commended.
The interior arrangement is not less unsatisfactory:
in the Domestic Gothic Cottage, the chimneys,
instead of being made a constructional feature of
placed in a few months : the design represents him the design and arrangement by getting them to

Chapel does not hold good in respect to the ing under the eastern dome of the International

selves.

Conservatory at South Kensington. In the Coun
cil Room there will appear a statue of ‘David with
the head of Goliath,'—‘Ariel released from the pine,'
by the same, the model of Mr. Durbam’s ‘ Euclid.’

the Prince Consort is to be placed in the Council

element of decorative Art to Gothic architec Room of the Society of Arts, Adelphi; also an
ture was therefore more consistent and thorough equestrian statue of the same in the Market Place
than he has shown, and the comparison is so at Coburg. Mr. Westmacott has lent his statue
far weakened. This infringement upon the law of the Peri at the Gates of Paradise to the Royal
of Gothic Art shows the inﬂuence of changed Horticultural Society: it will be placed in the

of "sugar-candy villa.”
The Memorial Statue to Bishop Hooper, by Mr.
E. ‘V. Thornhill, erected near the Church of St.
Mary-de-Lode, Gloucester, the spot of his martyr
dom, represents him in the act of preaching. It

is surmounted by a canopy, carved, like the statue,
in ﬁne Portland stone.

The subjects of the decorative paintings upon
the nave ceiling of Ely Cathedral, made in keeping
with Norman architectural design, are as follows,
beginning at the west end of the navez-l. The
Creation of Adam; 2. The Fall; 3. The Sacrifice
of Noah; 4. Abraham and Isaac,—“ God will
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rovide Himself a‘lamb"; 5. Jacohls Vision of the hearts and sympathies, by the correspondence of ‘Scene with Ariel and the Sunrise, and Paul's
adder; 6. The Marriage of Boaz and Ruth, from jill‘leli‘ oﬁ'eﬁingls to 8:1‘ requiiéementtlql. gerei‘py l long iﬁongloglugi; dNo. 5, tNhe ‘giiiilgraue Winger,’
ay or wi a ways
nearer 0 us an our a- am ‘(HIS s
m neas;
o. , e scene w em
whom sprang Obed, the father of Jesse. The
general design of these subjects, made by the late . ions, or Massillon, or Bossuet,—Watts, than Mephzatophdca sets the Lem urea to dig Faust's
part, No. 7,
Mr. Le Strange, of Hunstanton Hall, by whom Madame Guyon. A truly pious heart can wor grave, and Faust‘: death. The

Faust s Apotheosis. _The work,
they were executed, is that of the Jesse tree; they ship everywhere; but there is something for it is devoted
form the central line of decoration. Twenty-four inexpressibly coinforting,as apart from excitement, which occupies a whole evening in its perform
prophets and worthies of the Scriptural history are
disposed parallel to the above in a double line
down the sides. These are—1. Abraham and
Jacob; 2. Job and Balsam; 3. Moses and Na
than; 4. Jonah and Joel; 5. Amos and Hosea;

6. Isaiah and Micah.

in the home-shrine. This book, executedasit II (we ‘ ance, contains, however, specimens both of the

repeat) by both translator and musicians in asgirit lfestthanélapf “1st; worit manner hofhi’ts com

r.

of reverence will hardly we fancy, become an ng- , n e
on -‘ cast are ismuc t t isgraceful.
lish book, day more th’an a translation of Zulli- 1 In the Cathedral Scene, the composer has treated

kolfer‘s Sermons would be. Every land has its own ‘ the ‘Dies Ira." as it might be supposed to sound to

Mr. T. G. Parry, of High

metres: those of the German Hymns, when repre- Gretchen's disturbed conscience. The long mono
nam Court, Gloucester, has undertaken to carry sented in English, inevitably tempt theedtraiisllzraitor lo\gues in N2‘ Lbemake it veryl weixrisomot.‘ed The
out the following subjects of the pro-arranged tgilthellne
weakness
(be he even
accomplish
as
its
graue
'ei r' are
very cevery
; as
Winkworth),
owing
to the number
of l are,'ier
also,
the mocking
Lcmumi.
Reallytrea
noble and
scheme of decoration :—In the 7th bay will be Jesse,
represented sleeping, as in the old manner; 8.
David: 9. The Annunciation; 10. Entry into unvociilg
‘a mi ,"and c.to are
in and
our vary
anguags
y 1 Schumann
z
.
ca, especial do
3
evade
them isoroug
one of
seems
to have worked with

'"““l°““°°'“

9°73?“

‘ halves

shields-ii t“;

Jerusalem; 11. The Tomb, with the Angel guard
ing it; 12. The Majesty of Christ. The series of
prophets and worthies before described as accom
anying the already-executed work by Mr. Le
trange will be continued in these last by ﬁgures
of the Prophets and Evangelists of the New Tes
tament, and those of Our Lord’s genealogy. A
line of busts, suggesting the generations of the
Saviour according to St. Luke, runs along either
side of the ceiling at its lowest coving, or nearest
the walls. This commences with the ﬁgure of
Our Lord, round which is the inscription, “ Being,
as was supposed, the son of Joseph,” and is car
ried on, with the names of each grade, to “the
son of Adam," where the series ends in the .central
medallion of the ﬁrst bay, which bears the writing,

the hardest portions of the task of him who ‘ light. The best parts are the choruses of the Beati
arranges verse for music.--Thus much without ﬁed Children, and, most of all, the graceful song of
reference to the subject-matter of the German ‘ th'eAngelwhohas beendriyingawaythe Evil Spirits

Hy""if‘ .1‘iiihaiiitinnltiinlligmliliihlpﬁﬁ * iii‘;132E183.miﬁlﬁiiiil‘fﬁiiimfiﬁ'tillni
remar o
.
tation‘ of their music, considering the mass l “UPI-1t which mar What miglit otherwise give un.
collectively, we think matters may haye been mi.\ed enjoyment.

Herr utock‘hausen sang the

mixed up which do not belong to their intrinsic part of Faust, and thus insured its being heard to
merit. They are grand1 and grave, no dpubt,l— E the best adyantagc.
some of them are admirab e as specimens 0 simp e i was unsatis actory.

devotional harmony ; but as a whole they have less l

As a whole, the performance

There are two revivals that call for notice, both

clfiatigcter and spiriihthan ou:_s—lii;yin_gl eutérelyuiiut ‘ yvor‘l'is byvgaiplli; t1T2: till-1s;IIsis‘;rg‘laol‘gupg lcipncertd'

o

a comparison

ose ran mg, on an ace ar

or hree

,

,

0 once osan

melodies which, of late days, a true and reverent ‘ bass. It was played by the whole stringed orches»
taste in Art has driven out of the Tabernacles of ‘ tra. For the lake of contrast, an Andante from

“Which was the Son of God.” The disposition Dissent.d—In‘ not a few th'p‘hmelody is essentially ; 211116 of thle vipllindsopaiils had beenH ingartedmbetweti;
of Evangelistic symbols upon the whole design 28:, 331mg
unim
ressive.
ere are
many, owem, p The
aye second
a mirarevival
y ywas err
onc Pastoral
mm
us pto
whom, whether
theologically
or ;, David.
the lovely
gests the connexion between the old dispen
sation and the new.
Mr. John Pye, who has just been elected into
the Academy of Fine Arts of Paris, is the engraver
of that name, not a “ surveyor."

A cathedral is to be built at Belfast for the dio
cese of Connor. The Cathedral of Tuam is to be
rebuilt, but by the demolition of the present church,
a good fourteenth-century building, with some
richly-traceried windows. The Dean and Chapter
of St. Patrick's, Dublin, have purchased from the
authorities of St. Nicholas parish the north tran
sept of their own cathedral, which has. been for a
long time used as a parish church: this is to be
rebuilt, and again added to the cathedral, now
being restored under the direction of Mr. B. L.
Guinness, the eminent brewer, who is said to have
expended already 50,000l. on the work, being his
own architect.

artistically, whatever comes from the Churches of i Symphony from the ‘.‘Yeihnacht's Oratorium.'

Germany to the Church gf Eggland is authorita- 1 The only newMpianﬁsJ, that; ill?! appeargd sinpecmy
ti
and welcome~—possi y, y reason of its very_
sti-zngeness,—and these will, and should, ﬁnd no ‘
common satisfaction in this collection, which has
been executed and produced with no common care.

irandhaus he played Schumann's very difficult
MUSIC IN LEIPZIG.

Pianoforte Concerto. The choice proved unfortu
January 1, 1803. , nate, for the elaborate orchestral accompaniments
CHRISTMAS has brought us the busiest musical had not been sufficiently rehearsed, and as the

season that Leipzig has known for years.
At the Gewandhaus Concerts I have to men

piano has hardly a bar to itself the eﬁ‘ect of what
otherwise (especially in the ﬁrst movement) would

tion a Requiem by Herr Friedrich Kiel, of
. Berlin. This work is the production of a consci‘
entious musician ; but it lacks genius. Among
all the “ numbers" the Ocarina and Sam-ms pleased

have been a magniﬁcent performance was marred.
I cannot but look to Mr. Dannreuther with con
ﬁdence as one who will take the highest rank as a.
pianist of the most genuine and most musical school.

me most. The extra concert for the beneﬁt of the l Herr August \Vilhelmj, of Wiesbaden, also a pupil
Orchestra Pension Fund this year brought us a l of the Conservatory, and who has likewise been men

Suitc, in four movements, by Herr Lachner, of
Munich,—Praaludium, Menuetto, Variations and
March, Introduction and_Fuguc,-_mo_ving in old
__a__
forms, graceful in conception, clear in its construcSACRED HARMONIC SOCIETY, Erster Hall.—Conduct0r,
tion, delicate and yet eﬂ‘ectively instrumented,
Hi‘. COSTA-FRIDAY, January-‘16. Mendelssohn‘! ' ATHA LIE,
and Mourt_‘s ' REQU IBM.’ Principal Vocalists: Miss Pnrcpa, a composition cordially to be recommended for
Madame Samton-Doll-v, M r. lllontem and Mr. Weiss. The Illus
introduction into any English orchestra not afraid
trative Verses in ' A thalio ‘ will he recited h
Mr. Phelps.
Tickots, 3|" 5a.. and Stalls 10s. 64. each. The Oihcsa oftlis Society to produce something new. The variations,twentyare at No. it. Exeter Hull.
four in number, are very clever. The same evening
HANOVER SQUARE ROOMS. — Mr. HENRY LESLIE‘S
Cllﬂllhi'l‘hie l'_rogrrimme of the FIRST CONCERT. on WED Glinka’s quaint and characteristic ‘Kamarinskaja,’
;HDEDAY
Eh I l\ G.Janun
- l4, commencing
at Hall’(line
ant-Eight,
is
now readEli'.—l~tnlls,
for the beacon
of Five Concerts,
Guinea. an orchestral Fantasia on two Russian Volkslicder (a
Reserved ox Spats, numbered for the Won, Haifa-Guinea. Wedding andaDance Song),wasgiven.—Wagner’s
Immediate application for the latter tickets is necessary, as only prelude to the ‘ Meistersinger zu Niirnberg’was resixty can be issued. Single Tickets, 5a., 2.4. M“ and 1|.
The rece P tion of this
Pented on the same_ occasion.
_
was far lessenthusiastic thanat its ﬁrstperformance.
The Chorale Book for England; a complete Hymn I do not feel at all inclined to alter the opinion I
Book for Public and Prirale Worship, in accord at ﬁrst expressed.—-Another evening gave us an
MUSIC

AND

THE

DRAMA

tmcc with the Services and Festivals of the Church of Overture to the ‘Thousand and One'liights,’ by
Eng/loud.- lhe 11ymns from the Lyra Germanic-a and
other Sources, translated by Catherine Wink-worth;
the Tom's from (he Sacred Music of the Liuheran,
Latin, and 011m‘ Churches, for Four Voices. With
Historical Notes, d'c. Compiled and Edited by
‘Villiam' Sterndale Bennett, Mus. Dr., and Otto
Goldschmidt. (Longman 8i Co.)—It will diaplease
enthusiastic persons to be told that a publication
like this, howbeit carefully executed, and obviously
a labour of love on the part of all concerned,
is in some respects a superﬁuity.-In nothing
are we English more national than in the forms
of our worship; in nothing are we richer than in
our Psalm and Hymn Tunes. 'We have had, and
have, good preachers; we have not bad sacred

ast report is i r.
war
annreut er, 0
in
cinnati, a pupil of the Conservatory. The remark
apleadtalent of this very young ail'tist Ihash begs
are y mentione in your journa.
n t e 1e»

tioned in your journal with just praise, has made
a successful début as a violinist in the Gcwandhaus.
The sisters Neruda have again appeared in the
, Gcwandhails; and with them the brother, Herr
‘Franz Neruda, arespectablevioloncellist. Another
, violoncellist who has been heard is Herr Steﬁ‘ena,
l of St. Petersburg; he has a good tone, and sings
‘ well on his instrument, and seems to have very
fair execution.
In the “Eula-pa" the only novelty has been a
‘ ‘Festmarsch’ by Herr Lassen, a Kapc-llmeister at
‘ Weimar,—a. work characterized by all the bad
qualities of the \Veimar school. Herr Blassinann,
the new KaP ellmeister of the Eule "P e, is a stead .Y
and painstaking director; but whether from some

what distrusting his orchestra, or from a certain
degree of lethargy, he is apt to drag the tailpi

_An Organ Concert has been given by Hen"

Herr Taubert, of Berhn,—a characteristic name to
a characterless composition. Far better in every
respect is Kapellmeister Reinecke's ‘Aladdin ’
Overture, which has also been performed this sea
son, and which, though not new, is the best of its
com poser’s orchestral works.
The most important novelty Ihave toireport on is
‘Scenes fromGoethe’s Faustfby Schumann. It was
the ﬁrst time that the whole had been performed in
Leipzig, and, I believe, only the third time in Ger~

Richter, Herr Thomas (a pupil of the Conserva
tory), and Herr Fischer (the organist of the English
Church at Dresden), in the St. Nicholas Church,
to afford the public an opportunity of hearing Her!"
Ladegast's magniﬁcent newinstrument. The instru
ment has a rich, full tone, without being screamy;
but some of the stops have that hoarseness of tons
which are constantly met with both in German
organs and in German throats. The mechanism of
the organ seems excellent.

many. Thowork is divided intotliree parts. Theﬁrst

Of the Extra Concerts, that given by Madame

comprises, N0. 1, the Scene in the Garden; No. 2, Schumann and Herr Stockhausen was remarkable
Gretchen- before the image of the Mater Dolorosa; for the marvellous way in which the latter sang

and No. 3, the Scene in the Cathedral.

The Schumann’s

second and third divisions are from the Second

setting of Heine's

‘Dichterlicbe

Cycles,’ of sixteen song‘s.—-Herr von Biilow has

poets: and both of these have held the keys of our Part of Faust, and contain, in the second, N o. 4, given the ﬁrst of a series of three Pianoforte Con
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as well as music byihimselfi has been produced at

certs. Schubert's posthumous A major Sonata was

very interesting. To judge from this evening, Herr the end, the villain is handed over to the custody of Breslau.
Herr Theodor Lowe, of ‘Vienna, has given a
vbn Biilow is no player of Chopin's music. His 1‘ the police, and the domestic peace which he had
selection, too, from this composer, was unfortunate.
His most brilliant performance was that of Liszt's
Concert Waltz onthemes from M. Gounod’s ‘ Faust.’

A.
Pmncsss‘s.-The new piece produced shortly
before Christmas, imitated from Scribe, and entitled
‘ The Triple Alliance, ' has now entered on the second

disturbed is restored under conditions that secure
its permament continuance, now that every vestige
of mystery has been removed. The success of the
play was indebted to the genial humour of the

new opera, ‘ Concini,‘ at Prague, with some success.
HIBCELLANHL

The Catalogue of the Bibliothéque Impériale,

M‘Tabs, and the lady-like bearing of Miss Herbert Paris.-In reply to some strictures upon the sys
as the perplexed heroine.
tem of preparing the great Catalogue of the Biblio
theque Impériale, the Moniteur Universe! has lately
ll/IUBICAL sun DRAMATIC GossIr.—It is well published the following particulars:—“ The diffi

phase of its existence. Owing to the retirement of known that the residence of Herr Molique in culty of coming to an agreement upon the
Mr. George Vining from the company, the Mk of England has been attended with results of no plan to be adopted in cataloguing the library has
the philosophical Minister-the representative of common value, and that as a professor of com
the politic Bolinghroke of the Court of Queen Anne position his inﬂuence has been great and its fruits
—has now fallen into the hands of Mr. Henry good. The manual (‘ Studies in Harmony,’ —
Marston, who appeared in it for the ﬁrst time on Ewer & Co.) just put forward by him for the use
Monday. The part has probably beneﬁted by the of students should excite more than common atten
change. For the rattling delivery of a popular tion. A better book could not easily be named,
comic actor, we have now the sober, deliberate and whether as regards completeness or perspicacity.
impressive elocution of a veteran artist, who weighs The exercises, moreover, are as interesting as exer
every phrase and anxiously brings out the full cises can be made. The importance of this last
meaning of every sentence. The character now named merit is great, especially for the solitary
stands before us as a well-studied portrait, in which student, there being no reason, save in the incom
every lineament of the countenance has been care pleteness of the professor, why with every step
fully traced. Here and there, too, the colour has forward which the pupil takes his ideas of form
been heightened, and the expression idealized; but and melody should not be enriched and improved.
nowhere is carelessness apparent, or unmeaning Learning cannot be made easy, but it need not be
dash substituted for true, thoughtful and elaborate a gratuitously dreary business.
The Philharmonic Concerts, this year eight in
work. The portrait thus produced has a genuine
historical value, which adds a great and abiding number, are to begin on the 9th of March.
Mr. Howard Glover's ﬁrst Concert for the season
interest to the performance. The drama itself
improves on repetition, and both Miss Aylmer and was given this day week.
Mdlle. Titiens has gone to sing at Naples, and
Miss Oliver have better realized the positions they
occupy than either was enabled to do at an earlier not at Pesth, as was erroneously stated.
Mr. Balfe’s new opera is, we are told, in active
period.
They have preferred the natural and
impulsive ; and, though sometimes offending against preparation at Covent Garden Theatre.——‘ Faust'
convention, whether of the stage or of the Court, is also in rehearsal there with Miss Parepa, Messrs.
always act with a sincerity ‘and earnestness that Perren and Weiss in the principal parts.
The rumour that Mr. Sims Reeves will sing in
carry conviction, and enlist the feelings of the
audience. ‘Vith such advantages the play is now English Open for Mr. Mapleson, gains ground.
likely to retain the stage for several weeks, and
Signor Costa is understood to be closely occupied
establish itself in the good opinion of more intelli in the completion of his new Oratorio.
gent playgoers.
M. Hallo will be pianist, and M. Sainton violinist,

at Monday‘s Popular Concert, at which Hummel's
Sr. JAnus’s.-This theatre is now under the Military Septett will be performed-Mr. II. Leslie's
Choir will give its ﬁrst Concert of the season on
\Vednesday next. —- On Wednesday last, the
entitled ‘The Dark Cloud.’ This production is National Choral Society gave ‘Judas Maccabeus,’
original, and we are indebted for it to Mr. Rose, a with Mr. Sims Reeves in the part of the bero.—The
entleinan who, under the name of Arthur Sketch next Sacred Harmonic performance will consist
Tey, some few months ago made a promising début of Mendelssohn‘s ‘Athalie’ Music and Mozart‘s
as an entertainer. The piece, which was successful, ‘ Requiem.’
Mr. A. Sullivan's ‘Tempest’ Music, produced
is better executed than conceived, many points
of the story being open to critical objection, while the other evening by Mr. C. Halle at Manchester,
the passing action brought into the foreground is at what may be called a Shukspeare Concert, in
generally effective. This is partly due to strong formidable juxtaposition with Mendelssohn's ‘Mid
contrasts of character. Mn. Caroline Granville summer Night's Dream’ Music, succeeded so
(llrliss Herbert), married to the son of a City knight, entirely that it will be repeated on the 22nd instant.
is of obscure origin, and an object of suspicion There have been few cases of more complete and
to Sir Marmaduke‘s new wife, whose tendencies, legitimate success than this in our time.-—Miss
though not her antecedents, are aristocratic. A Hiles has been singing in the ‘ Messiah’ at a
revelation, however, is about to be made, connected Liverpool Philharmonic Concert, to the satisfac
lwith the arrival of a visitor from Australia, one tion of the audience.
Some misunderstanding seems to be abroad in
Austin, a friend of Carolina's former husband
(Frank Ashton), who, though rich, it is soon seen regard to the Double Pianoforte Concerto by Men
was never honest. Austin had formerly loved the delssohn, one of his earliest works, which we
lady, and now seeks, by force of secrets with which examined and heard at Leipzig in the course of
he is acquainted, to induce her to quit her second autumn last, as though a rule of reserve and secrecy
t to it.
husband and to elope with him. To further his ‘had been indiscreetly broken with
nefarious purpose, be pretends that Frank Ashton Such is not the case. The Concerto had been already
was living at the moment of her marriage with performed some time previous at one of the Con
Mr. Sidney Granville. But a goodnatured doctor certs of the Conservatory Pupils, which include a
in the village, Mr. M ‘Tab (Mr. F. Matthews), has numerous and competent audience. The name of
a wife well acquainted with Australia; and these the composer not being announced, not any of those
kind~hearted souls, who contribute to the comic out of the secret-even among the persons the
underplot, are destined to counteract the schemes most familiar with its author's manner-ascribed
of the returned convict Austin (Mr.Arthur Stirling), it to Mendelssohn. It was attributed to this and
who, among other crimes, has been guilty of murder. to the other known master, but by universal con
ed to be weak, poor and mechanical,
Mrs. M‘Tub (Mrs. Frank Matthews) was present sent was

been the true reason why the Bibliothequelmpériale
has for more than a century remained without
this indispensable guide to its treasures. In 1852,
M. Fortoul, Minister of Public Instruction, had
the good sense to come to a decision, knowing,
however, perfectly well that he was about to incur
inevitable censure. Since then every work which

has been added to the collection has been entered
on a slip, so that for ten years no new arrival has

been without its classiﬁed title. By this temporary
arrangement the confusion of the past is at least
prevented from extending. As regards the works

in the library before that period, titles have been
copied on slips and afterwards inserted in the
registers of several of the lettscs which constitute

our bibliographical alphabet.

Thus we have

already completed the letters A B c D, which com
prise all the old divisions,—Holy Scripture, or
Bibles (text versions, Jewish, Rabbinical, or Chris
tian commentators), Liturgy, Councils, Synods,
Holy Fathers, Theologians of the Greek and Latin
Church, Ancient and Modern Janscnism, Casuista,
Catechists and Preachers, Ascetics and Contro
versialists. When, next in rotation, the D bis shall
have been completed (comprising heterodox theo
logians) and the 1: (Canon Law), the whole six
inventories consisting of these letters will be re-cast
into one, and thus the student will ﬁnd to his hand
a very complete key to the whole body of Theology
-—that is to say, to about one-ﬁfth part of the im
mense collections of the Library. s, which com
prises Legislation and Jurisprudence, has already
been the subject of considerable labour in the way

management of Mr. Frank Matthews, who on

of classiﬁcation, which will render the preparation

Saturday produced a new drama, in two acts,

of the inventory much more simple and rapid. H
(History of England) is already completed uponslips,
which are classiﬁed and about to be inserted in the
registers. '1‘ (Medical Science), a division very rich
in ancient and rare works, is completed, and a third
part of its catalogue already printed and published.
As regards the catalogue of L (History of France),
which is also ﬁnished and three-fourths published,
serious objections have been taken, and it'has been
said that it would have been better to have conﬁned

this portion to the entry of the titles on slips.
This, however, is matter of opinion. Every one
will admit, that for a subject so extensive and so

im

rtant both at home and abroad as the History

of

rance, a catalogue upon slips, which would not

ﬁnd its way out of the drawers of the Bibliotheque
Impériale, would not render one particle of the ser
vice which is daily received by the sat-ants of our
Departments and inforeign countries from a printed
catalogue, which enters into their private studies,

presenting them with a list of everything which has
been published upon a political event, a treaty of
peace, a battle, a sovereign, the biography of a

Frenchman, or a locality of the Empire.

\Vill it

be seriously maintained that the ‘ Bibliothbque

Historiquc

of the Pere Lelong and Foutette

would have been of such vast utility if their

authors had kept it in manuscript? The answer
is obvious.
The ‘ Bibliothbque ’ of the Pere
Lelong, the catalogue of the History of France of
the Bibliotheque Impériale, being printed, makes

students familiar with an inﬁnity of sources of
information of which for the most part they would

at the death of Frank Ashton, and can testify that not worthy the trouble of performance or of the otherwise have had no idea.

Such enterprises can

only be condemned by the prejudiced or unreﬁecting;
it was at a date prior to the second marriage. But = fame of any great German musician.
the villain is not yet foiled, for he can reveal that
Signor Peri‘s ‘Rienzi,’ a new opera, has had and the moment when the whole learned world
the lady's ﬁrst husband was transported for forgery. small success at Milan. The voice of Signora applauds the resolution taken by the Minister of
And now these dreaded secrets of her life are all Bendazzi, two octaves and a half in compass, and the Interior to print catalogues of the Archives of
disclosed. The second bolt, however, has fallenas described as deliciously sweet and powerful, has the eighty-eight Departments is, it must be ad
harmless as the first. Sir Marmaduke Granville is created a great sensation at Turin in Signor Verdi’s 1 mitted, somewhat ill chosen for such a condemna
acquainted with the particulars which led to the ‘ I Vespri Siciliani'; but the opera has not pleased. tion. . . . Finally, the Bibliotheque Impérialc of
transportation of the poor banker‘s clerk, and that l An opera by Herr Wurst, ‘Vineta,’ the words Paris, in the matter of its treasures of oriental
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literature, has not been content to remain behind
the British Museum, or the libraries of Oxford,

Berlin, Leyden, and St. Petersburg, which of late
years have published, complete or in part, cata
logues of their manuscripts in the oriental lan
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old maps the landing-place’on the north shore is so
marked. In 1664 a proposal for erecting a bridge

t‘iz'iszri‘i'iszziittsummonses:
ce qui avoit été propose, de faire un pont devant
Withall pour passer du coté de Foxall, la Ville (of
London) s’y est opposé par des vives remontrances;
et le Roy a declaré que de son vivant il n’y con
sentiroit; ce qui a extrémement satisfait les bate
liers, qui sont un corps fort considerable dans cette

Ville."
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times. As the value of a Book of General
Reference must necessarily depend upon

Rome. Their barracks are at the Vatican and the
Quirinal, and they mount guard at those Palaces.
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Population of Pruasim-The newest number of
‘ The Journal of the Royal Prussian Statistical
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Office’ contains in an easy, collected survey, the
deﬁnite result of the census in the Prussian States
on the 3rd of December, 1861. According to this,
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from ‘ The Tempest.’

Sung with great success by Miss Banks.
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From the DAILY TELEGRAPH, Oct. 27, 1862.

the total number of inhabitants, civil and military,
is 18,491,220. They are divided over 1,000 towns,
with 5,625,852 inhabitants, and over 332 districts
of the ﬂat country with 12,865,368 inhabitants.
The number of town and country districts is 345.
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The military population, inclusive of the 14,720
men stationed at Mayence, Luxcmburg, Rastsdt
and Frankfort-on-the-liiaine, consists of 268,372
men, of which 263,711 are in the towns, and 4,661
in the country. The most populous of the pro
vinces is Silesia, containing 3,390,695 inhabitants;
after this the most populated is the Rhine province,
containing 3,215,784 inhabitants. The least popu
lous of the provinces is Pomerania, with 1,389,739
inhabitants.
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the number of articles is nearly double that con
tained in any work of a similar plan.”
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upon the library-shelf of every reading man.
He will rarely, we think, have occasion to refer
to it without ﬁnding the information of which
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treaty for suppressing the external slave-trade,

ly to ‘The Aﬁ'eetionate and Christian
A ress of Many Thousands of Women of
Great Britain and Ireland to their Sisters,
the Women of the United States of America.’
By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, in behalf
of Many Thousands of American W'omen.

London was the City of Emancipation; and
the abolitionists of Boston and New York were
but pupils and preachers of a gospel which had
its apostles and its head-quarters in the Strand.
The public action corresponded to the public
thought. \Ve voted supplies for “an idea,"
and sent out a squadron to sustain a truth.
\Ve announced a new and fundamental theory,
not only unknown to ancient law, but one
which would have been incomprehensible to a

(Low & Co.)

Roman or a Greek.

N° 1838
LONDON, SATURDAY, JANUARY 17, 1868.
LITERATURE

A

The Weakness and Ineﬁcie'ncy of the Govern
ment of the United States of North America.
B alate American Statesman. Edited by
a ember of the Middle Temple. (Houlston
& Wright.)
The Results of Emancipation. By Augustin

Cochin, err-Maire and Municipal Councillor
of Paris; Work crowned by the Institute of
France (Academic Francoise). Translated
gyoﬁdary L. Booth. (Boston, Walker, Wise

-)
THE state of English opinion as to the new

Slave Empire is a fact in the moral history
of our time which is worthy of consideration
from a higher point of view than that of the
convenience of Secretary Seward or the neces
sities of President Lincoln, and under better

lights than the invective of Horace Greeley and
the sarcasm of Mrs. Stowe.
The fact that a large and inﬂuential part of
Engflish society has, ev'en in appearance, ranged
itse on the Southern side in the American
War, so as to brighten into joy at the reports
of Federal disasters, and to predict a speedy
success of the Confederate arms, as the end of
that conﬂict which would be most agreeable to
gods and men, is to ourselves, who are on the
5 ot, a problem; while to our liberal allies of
aris, Frankfort and Turin, not to speak of those
in Boston and New York, it is no less than a.

portent.

If we consider this change from the

many of the grandees were Cuban slave-owners,
and nothing in the sale of negroes offended the
public sentiment of Spain. The Lisbon mer
chants entered openly into the trade. Russia,
with its millions of serfs, could not be expected

to do much for the negro; and France, with

We made our soil free.i

We declared, not only that no subject of
the English Crown, but that no resident on
English territory, could ever again be claimed
as a slave. Thus, England became a missionary
and liberating power. Emancipation was her
sentiment. In the eyes of mankind she assumed
of her own will this gracious and ennobling
duty of inviting the slave to become free. On
touching her soil, his chains fell off. On reach
ing her decks he escaped from the condition
of a chattel into the position of a man. Once
beneath her ﬂag, he required no manumission.
From circumstances so peculiar the Cross of
St. George derived a sort of sacred character;
for in the eyes of all nations it appeared as the
hope of mankind, the sign of a powerful and
erpetual crusade in behalf of human rights.
11 every port it was recognized as the livino‘
symbol, not only of national, but of individua
freedom. Slaves of all races, Dyaks and Abys
sinians, Fans and Fijians, Georgians and Cir
cassians, understood that whatever the mise
ries and horrors of their condition, there was
one bright banner on the seas in which they
had a part, the ensign of a people who would
treat a man as a man, taking no heed whatever
of the conventional relation of the master to
his slave. They knew that, once they could
escape into the protection of that ﬂag, they
would be free, beyond reach of the most crafty
tyrant of the earth. They also felt, though
darkly perhaps, that this bencﬁcent and re
deeming power was put out with no selﬁsh end
in view, but solely from considerations of
abstract justice, from deference to the true
lessons of history, and from an earnest and
contrite sense of duty to God and man. The
tyrant was still more sensible of its presence
than the slave. These cruisers of humanity

outside merely, as our neighbours must do, the
revulsion of sympathy in our Russells, Glad
stones, Broughams an Buxtons, the old friends
of the negro, and in many of our liberal popula
tions who habitually shout for Garibaldi and
Kossuth, will appear sudden beyond belief. A
man so calm as Stuart Mill appears to have been
surprised by it. Only two years ago England was were upon the highways of his traffic; they
the chief friend of the slave. While other coun followed him into his secret places ; they
tries were tepid, she was hot in his cause. She detected him in his false pretences, and very
had paid down twenty millions in one round often defeated him in his atrocious bargains
sum to buy off and break his chains. Some and sales. They branded him as a. felon, and
thought she had ruined a whole eneration made him infamous in the e es of men. Among
of planters, and many that she ha blighted the breakers of Benin, 0 the headlands of
the prosperity of her oldest and noblest colo Rio, in the bays of the Havannah, and along
nies, in order that he might eat his pumpkin the approaches to New York, the man~stealers
and loll in the sun. Jamaica was by her given and the man-dealers had before their eyes the
up to the negro as much as Corfu is now to be chastening terror of a vigilant and avenging
surrendered to the Greek, with the additional ﬂag. This service was most gallantly achieved.
sacriﬁces which accompany a social, as com Willing hearts and daring hands found full
gared against a political, change of power. support for what they did in the public reso
et the country, though it sympathized with lution that, cost what it might, the accursed
the ruined planter, never faltered in her course. trade in human flesh and blood should cease.
She was moving in the path of progress, liberty If they could not reach the slave-dealer at
Dahomey, or the slave-breeder near the Dismal
and light: she knew that even growth b '
pain into the joints; and that, whether men Swamp, they would do their best to cleanse the
travel to their goal by the short road of the abomination from the high seas. For many
sea-coast or the long round of the stony years England had to do this work of ocean
desert, some must fall by the way. She had olice alone, giving her zeal, her riches and
not only purged herself from the curse of her or blood to the common cause of human
past connivance in the abomination, but had nature, without much gratitude from the most
entered on an active and costly propagand of friendly governments, and in the face of threats
her younger and more righteous views. One and protests on the part of some who made it
of the most vigorous organizations ever known, their business to suspect her motives and decry
even in the land of the Bible Society and the her acts. Rio complained, and New York
Church Missionary Society, drew to itself the bullied. The Escurial, in which Christina sat,
resources of a zealous people. Almost every winked its eyes over the misdeeds of Concha;
society in existence lent some aid to this body. for although the Spanish government signed a

her theories of equality and her socialist philo
so hies, raised many difficulties in our way.
ith Washington we were often on the verge
of war, from troubles arising out of the vigour
of our cruisers; yet so fervid were the eople
in this cause of suppression, that althoug they
would not hear of a difference with America
on such material questions as the Maine boun
dary, the Lake navigation, and the Oregon
dispute, they would at any time have armed in
defence of the right of search.

Such was our position in regard to slavery
two or three years ago.
Have the convictions out of which this public
and pgivate action sprang been changed? Has
the
nglish mind, so open to the light of
Hungarian and Italian ideas, become dark
to the vices and follies of slavery? Have we
forgotten history so far as to dream of the
resuscitation of a Slave Empire, and political

science so far as to think that a nation of
masters and slaves could enter into the ami—
cable relations and competitions of modern

socie ‘I Has the sense of duty to God and
man ied so completely within us, that we can
look with complacency on the re-appearance
among nations of an organized and sovereign
society of slave-dealers I If it were so, it
would be the most astonishing moral revolution
known, not merely in the history of English
opinion, but in the history of the whole human

race.

If these things could be truly said

they would indeed be a portent and a sign, such
as many of our neighbours, and some amongst
ourselves, very timidly consider them. But
those liberal men of other countries, who, like

Hugo and Kossuth, Everett and Garibaldi, ima
gine that England has been guilty in this affair
of the darkest apostacy and most startling stul
tiﬁcation on record, judge her by the a pear
ances which are proverbially deceitful, an were
never more deceptive than in this particular
case. Her emotions may have been mixed
and ﬁtful; for though she was much in earnest
about emancipation, she recognizes causes not
less sacred than that of the negro; in her large
heart she has room for other sympathies than

those in behalf of the lowest type of mankind;
and the events of the American war have
appealed victoriously and electrically to every
one of her senses. But we, who live in the
midst of Englishmen, can see no sign that our
countrymen as a body have set themselves, in
this matter, against the true lessons of history

and the immutable laws of science.
Indeed, the public writer who assumes that
a deep convict-ion, like that which possesses
England on the futility and wickedness of own
ing men and women, can be put oil‘ with the
ease of a garment, must be strangely ignorant
of the way in which opinions which rule the

world are formed. These do not spring from
the turmoil of the crowd, or expire of a sudden
in the whirlwind of events. They germinate in
a single mind; they grow like the oak and the
cedar; in the fullness of years they shed their
seed; and in time they develope into a forest.
Once a great truth is established, it must live
out its life and effect its work. Men cannot
put back the hand of time, restore America to
> the unknown seas, forget the mariner-‘s com
pass, or return at their pleasure to the days
before Agamemnon. Moral truths are Just as
despotic as material facts. It would be as
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easy to unmake the laws of Kepler, and unﬁre
the cannon of Malplaquet, as it would be to
unlearn the Inductive Philosophy, or to repu
diate on this question of domestic slavery the
lessons of political science.
The force of a conviction does not lie in
any conscious effort of the will. Take the ex
ample of our public proclamation of free trade.
The doctrine of free trade is younger than
the doctrine of negro emanci ation. We have
done less for it, and suffered ass for it. Yet if
any man were to talk of our free-trade princi
ples bein in danger from a sudden surprise,
we shoul laugh at him as a fool. Truths are
not killed in a day. Those principles, when
new to
liticians, were old to philosophers.
They ha grown very slowly into existence and
acceptance, taking shape out of actual facts,
and gaining arguments from positive events,
and having a form, more or less crfect, in the
minds of sages like Adam Smit , many years
before they found advocates in Mr. Cobdcn
and Mr. Bright. And truths which were slow

We are now, moreover, as a people, in a
many latitudes, by En land and France, by
Portugal and Spain.
v where it failed in state of reaction. Up to the date of Mrs.
one point or another,—in amaica morally, in Stowe’s appearance as an advocate of the slave,
Mexico economically, in San Domingo
liti the progress of o inion, not only in London,

tion on which to build a State is nearly as old
as the ﬁrst problem in Euclid; it has enjoyed so
many centuries of life, and has been illustrated
by the experience of so many countries, as to
require in our day no special proof. All his
tory is the demonstration of that one truth.

ideas of England with regard to that trade in
man; and these ideas, we may venture to
assure our contemporaries in France, Italy, Ger
many and America, have undergone no change. as the tale was universally read, the planters
That the Southern statesmen and the South had to contend against a prejudice in every
ern armies
have en
ed the ofsympathies
large
and unexpectedagections
our countryof city of the civilized world. It required no large

cally. Save in Cuba and the Southern tatcs its proper centre, ut in Boston and New York
of America, the system broke up everywhere. -—and even in Richmond and Ralei h-had
lief of
Some nations could not, other nations would been steady, sure and true. In the
persons,
our Pisgah
in lay
sight.
Our
not, maintain the abomination by force of arms. man
troulviles
as an emanci
atingwas
power
in Cuba,
England was the ﬁrst to buy out the foul rights
n the cities of the South
which she had ignorantly derived from the past, not in Charleston.
and to place her public force and her public a good many persons openly de lored the evils

opinion at the disposal of the beneﬁcent revo

of Slavery; no one dared to do end it as a per

lution. Where a slave could be made, she
assumed a protectorate with her guns; where
a slave could be freed, she was ready with her
purse. Believing in the teachings of history and
the laws of science, she considered the last frag
ments of the slave society, unhuppily existing in
some of the United States and in Cuba, as a
local disease which the whole world was bound
to assist her in conﬁning to the infested spots by
every available s cies of moral cordon, and in

manent form of society, and public men were
professcdly seeking for a safe and timely issue
out of a situation condemned by the strong and
di. assionate voice of mankind. With that
ha book true progress ceased and reaction
came. That march of nature which had every
where else abolished domestic slavery was in
terrupted in favour of an experiment in pathos
and farce, in the eﬂicacy of broad grins and
wet pockct-handkerchic s. The sentimental
exaggeration of the story oﬁ'ended men of sense
on this side of the Atlantic. The injustice
exasperated those who were held up to public
odium as singletons and Lcgrecs. The book
succeeded, but the cause was lost. Even the
merits of ‘ Uncle Tom’ increased the evil; for

helping her in t e most speedy and harmless
to come will assuredly be slow to depart. The manner to pass away from the earth.
theory that domestic slavery is a rotten founda
Such was the position and such were the

It would be as rational for us to take Jupiter

acquaintance with histo

for our

so baited would reply with the boldest denial
and deﬁance, even to the sword and the knife.
The mischief was at length crowned, and
peaceful
post ned induced
for years,
when the emanci
Ladiespgftion
Englandpwere
to

od, asto admit domestic slavery for men, is, in a certain sense, true; and so far
our creed.
as it is true, the fact is one which .can be
The world having made this induction once’, readily ex lained. \Ve are not a logical people,
even those in whom the human interest of the like the talians and the French; and, by a
American War has mastered for a moment the process which appears to our neighbours a
induction of science, will not need to make it perversion, we can give our admiration to
again. The world has taken note of a time a man who contests our ideas, and even opposes
when every nation under heaven rtook of the our arms. \Ve followed with glowing veins
curse, when the Egyptian sold llS guest, and the Italian battles of the First Napoleon. We
the Greek his captive, and the Roman his sympathized with Ney as he recoiled from the
debtor; men of their own race and colour, and ridge at Vl'nterloo. We did justice to Todtleben
in some cases of their own flesh and blood. It at Sebastopol. The tendency of our thought
remembers that no respect for virtue or genius is to place the human interest above the philo
stood in the way of the ancient slave-dealer; that sophical, and to judge of the hero before we
the chancesof storm orwar mightgive the hi best ta e into our consideration the justice of his
into bondage; that Epictetus was once a s ave, cause. Genius, valour, loyalty, endurance and
and that Plato was sold for so much money in success will never appeal in vain to the hearts
the market- lace of Egina. It has noted how of an English crowd. The individual comes
the system ell into disrepute, age by age, and first, the principle after. We shout as loudly
country by country; how the whole doctrine for Tom Sayers at Farnham as for Garibaldi
of Christ denied it in spirit ; how Mohammed at Palermo. Many of our people thought
struck it in the heart by a declaration that Manin a hero and Cavour a. demi-god; but
no true believer could be a slave; how the free many others were as ready to cheer ltadetzky
Germanic nations set their faces against it. It during the progress of his brilliant campaign.
has noted the fact that this gradual disappear It is the man, and not the cause. A French
ance of domestic slavery was, in every case, public would be far more logical and selﬁsh;
due to moral causes. \Vhere the sword was their sympathies being with political ideas,
drawn in the name of freedom, it found the while ours are with human nature. But a
cause invariably put back. It knows of many Hugo or an Everett who should infer that the
a servile war, but of none in which the ultimate English cheer which greets a Stonewall Jackson
fact was favourable to the insurgent slave. It is a cry in favour of negro slavery, or in favour
sees that all fruitful ideas and paciﬁc forces of a Slave Empire, would make a very sad mis
wrought together to this one great end, so take. What we like in Lee and Jackson is
that the curse was to be found in the ﬁf their conduct, not their opinions. We admire
teenth century only in the corruptest corners them as men and as soldiers; while we recog
of the Roman world, particularly in the nize the fact that, if they are slave-owners,
pirate port of Livorno, along the coasts they can scarcely be our friends; and if they
of Barbary and Spain, and in the courts are pledged to Slavery as the basis of a new
of such tyrants as Fernando of Arragon and empire, they are pretty certain to become,
Czesar Borgia. Perhaps the very last slaves of sooner or later, our national foes. In the mean
European race ever brought into England came time, a raid like that of Stuart, or a character
to us in the train of Prince Arthur‘s'bride. The like that of Jackson, will always charm a people
system had been dying by degrees from the who delight in gallantry and resolution, who
very dawn of history until the discovery of in their own annals can boast of a Cavalier
America; when the humane Las Casas, in his like Rupert and an Ironside like Cromwell.
mistaken zeal for the aboriginal Americans, But our admiration for the men must not be
introduced the lowest, and, we should ho e, confounded with respect for their principles
ﬁnal phase of the unsocial institution. Un er and toleration for their cause. These things
this new form the abandoned system was the people of England have not kept in reserve,
tried again-tried by many countries and in and have not now to give.

to foretell that men

sign an unctuous address to the Ladies of Ame
riot, urging them to tease their husbands and
fathers into more violent agitations for abating
at once a nuisance which every man ﬁt to
express an opinion on the point was aware

could only be removed by conciliation and
compromise—in sword, by time. On the sub
ject of that epistle Mrs. Stowe is now a little

forgetful, and not a little ungrateful.

It arose

from no spontaneous act of the British female
mind, but was entirely a Yankee notion-a
part of the machinery for advertising ‘Uncle
om.’ The ladies who signed it did not pre

tend to have mastered the great problem of
domestic slavery; and their act of signature
implied, in most cases, no more than a com
pliment to the lion of the literary season. It
is too bad that their feminine good nature
should now be repaid with snecrs and taunts.
But whether the women of England meant
to take an active part in the American dis
pute or not, nothing but evil came of their
interference. From that day, the true Anti
Slavery movement stopped in England, and
a Pro-Slavery association sprang up in the
United States. Of course, we only mean that
the artiﬁcial Anti-Slavery movement paused:
the natural laws which have overtaken and
suppressed domestic slavery in so many coun
tries are still in force, and will work their ends
in time, let man do what he may to arrest their
course. But the active propagand connected
with the names of Brougham and Buxton
ceased at once; and as England cooled from

very shame of being mixed up in an offensive
and unproﬁtable crusade, the Southern States

waxed hot and bold. At length the European
conscience is disturbed, on one side bya report
that our Evangelical Allin nce has refused to give
its moral aid to President Lincoln’s procla
mation; on the other side by a speech from
the Vice-President of the Confederate States,
Mr. Stephens, asserting the divine origin of
domestic slavery, and declaring it a permanent

necessity of the New Republic. Action and
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reaction are equal but in opposite directions;
there is no escape, either in politics or in phy
sics, from the natural law.
To the dismay of every well-wisher to the
slave in this country, the “inexpressible con
ﬂict” began. After rustling about the tea
tables of Boston and disturbing the beer-shops
of New York, it broke out with ﬁre at Leaven
worth and invaded Harper’s Ferry under John
Brown. As if to reduce the great conﬂict of
human society to a joke, the Republican party
chosea facetious Abolitionist old lawyer of Illi

nois for the otﬁce of President.

Illinois is one

of those western States which so love the negro
that it will not allow him to breathe its air; and
the member of a State which we understand
prohibits its own soil to the contamination of
a. negro foot was elected to tell the Southern
gentry that their negroes are as good men and
citizens as themselves.
Is it any wonder that Count Cavour on his
deathbed should have said to those about him,
“Can anybody explain to me these American
events ”? Is it strange that our Buxtons and
Broughams, our Gladstones and Russells, are
unable to follow in the wake of Mr. Wendell
Philips and Mrs. Beecher Stowe? English
society had no faith in the shifty and illegi
timate measures of these rsons, and it retired,
after some yearnings an hesitations, from all
responsibility in the events to which they
might lead. It saw no decency in the honours
decreed to Brown, or in the support extended
to General Butler. More than all, it had
no confidence in the means to be employed.
The English people recoiled from the idea of
emancipating the slave by ﬁre and sword;
having no belief whatever in a social reform
to be effected by war. Our gospel of emancipa
tion is a gospeLof peace, to be carried by
argument and persuasion; not a gospel of blood
and lust, to be enforced by the torches of
Butler’s negro brigade and the bayonets of

S' l’s German mercenaries.
is is the truth as to a osition which
annoys some of our friends in ew York and
Boston, and perplexes many of our allies in
Paris and Turin. We stand aloof from this con
ﬁict because (apart from considerations which
arise from the more general questions at issue
between North and South) we do not see our
way to any good resulting to the ne 0 from
this unhappy war; because our t cc
of
emancipation is one of conciliation an of
peace, a beneﬁcent development from within
the body politic, not a violent and horrible
revolution to be made by force. Our education
has shown us the uselessness of servile wars,
while it has given us confidence in the victories
of time and the progress of natural laws. We
should no more think of enforcing emancipa
tion at the edge of the sword, than we should
think of smiting men into the adoption of our
manners or the profession of our faith.
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nary piety and intellect, considering his rank in
ass the night in the “ haunted room ” the very
life. Being anxious to improve his mind he earl-quarters of the ghosts; and the description
obtains the help of the tutor at the Hall, who of the visitor who appeared there is enough to
lends him books and teaches him mathematics. keep anybody who is the least inclined to be
As David has a beautiful daughter, who assists fastidious in these matters awake for a week
at these lessons and is herself an apt pupil, after reading it. Still more wonderful, the
Mr. Hugh Sutherland (the young tutor) soon ghost seemed to be addicted to stealin , and
from ugh’s
spends his evenings habitually in David’s cot two valuable rings disap
tage. Those who are not deterred by the Scotch room in the course of this eventful night. Of
dialect from reading this portion of the story, course the host turns out to be nobody in the
cannot fail to be struck by the simple and world but uphra, and the rings are wanted by
original remarks of the old Scotchman, and the Bohemian for private purposes of his own.
the pretty poetical ideas of “ Maggie my Dor’” He had contrived somehow or other to obtain
who inherits the talents and the goodness of her mesmeric inﬂuence over Euphra, and had made
father. The most interesting part of the book, that lady his unwilling tool. One interview
however, is Hugh’s residence at Armstead, an between them is so extraordinary that we
old mansion in Surrey, swarming with spirits transcribe it here. She had been impelled by
and legends and mysterious sights and sounds. some irresistible im ulse to go in her ghostly
Here Mr. Sutherland has for his pupil a poor, dress to meet the gount in the ghost’s walk,
nervous boy, who seems at ﬁrst to be half and meeting Margaret Elginbrod she had fainted
witted, but who has only been badly managed, , with fright, thinking the real ghost had come to
and who, under a more healthy method of ' reproach her :
training, becomes a most charming and affec
“ When she recovered, she found herself lying
tionate youth. The little fables by which Hugh ‘ in the wood, with Funkelstein, whom she had gone
gains Harry’s attention, and wins him from his to meet, standing beside her. Her ﬁrst words
dreary old romances, are full of poetry and ‘ were of anger, as she tried to rise and found she
could not. ‘How long, Count Halkar, am I to
be your slave?’—‘Till you have learned to sub
mit.’—‘ Have I not done all I can?’—-‘ You have
not found it. You are free from the moment you
place that ring, belonging to me in right of my

beauty. Euphra is now the heroine of the tale.
She is Harry's cousin, and keeps house for her
uncle, Mr. Arnold. At ﬁrst she seems inclined
to feel some jealous distrust of the new tutor,
who so quickly makes Harry love and obey
'him; but she soon changes her mind, and
begins to ﬂirt with him instead. She was not
pretty, but “ most women in whom the soul has
anything like a chance of reaching the windows,
are more or less beautiful in their best moments.

family, into my hands.’—‘ What more can I do?’
moaned Euphra, succeeding at length in raising
herself to a sitting posture, and leaning thus
against a tree. ‘I shall be found out some day.
I have been seen already wandering through the

house at midnight with the heart of a thief.

I

i

Euphra’s best was when she was trying to hate you, Count Halkar.’ A low laugh was the
During Count’s only reply.”
After some further conversation, in which
Armstead she had probably been making up Euphra irritates the Count, “he grew spiteful":
her mind whether between her and Hugh it
“‘If you do not behave better to me, I will
was to be war to the knife or fascination. The ; compel you. Rise up!‘ After a moment's hesi
latter had carried the day, and was now carry tation, she rose. ‘Put your arms round me.’
ing him. But had she calculated that fascina She seemed to grow to the earth, and to drag her
tion may re-aet as well?” Against Euphra’s ‘ self from it one foot after the other. But she came
wonderful dark eyes, and her flattering tongue 3 clue “P to the Bohemian, and put one arm half
him, looking to the earth all the time.
and clever artiﬁces, the cor country lad of a i round
‘ Kiss me.’—‘ Count Halkar!’ Her voice sounded
tutor had no chance at a 1. He was not exactly hollow and harsh, as if from a dead throat. ‘ I
in love with Euphra; he had believed himself will do what you please-only release me.’—-‘ Go,
to be devoted to Maggie Elginbrod, and he saw then; but mind you resist me no more. I do not
a great deal in Euphra to disapprove. She was care for your kisses. You were ready enough
false and unfeelin in many ways, he knew— once. But that idiot of a tutor has taken my
frivolous and sel sh-but she pretended to place I see.‘—~‘ \Vould to God I had never seen
admire him, and ﬂattery is very sweet; and so you-never yielded to your inﬂuence over me!
Euphra made Hugh her slave, in spite of all Swear that I shall be free if I ﬁnd you the ring.’
his better feelings. Under the plea of learning —‘You shall find the ring ﬁrst. \Vhy should I
Italian, Euphra next induced the tutor to swear? I can compel you. You know you laid
fascinate—then she was fascinating.

the first morning that Hugh had spent atl

neglect Harry and to spend most of his time
tc‘te-cl-téte with her; and as she chose to accom

yourself out to entrap me first with your art, and
I turned upon you with mine. 'And you are in
my power. But you shall be free notwithstanding;

pany the gentlemen in their walks and rides, and I will torture you till you yourself-ﬁnd the

poor Mr. Sutherland became in a manner ring !”
hewitched, and scarcely answerable for his own
The strangest part of this wild story is, that
actions. Presently some new actors appear on
the stage,—a.n old Mrs. Elton, a sick young the author treats all this as a commonplace,
“ Lady Emily" and their maid, who is no every-day occurrence. There is nothing appa
other than Maggie Elginbrod again: also a rently to be surprised at in Count Halkar’s
David Elginbrod. By George MacDonald. 3 Bohemian Count suddenly arrives in the neigh power over Euphra. It is quietly explained.
vols. (Hurst & Blnckett.)
bourhood, and gains an entrance into the as having been occasioned,in the ﬁrst instance,
THIS is a singular book, and evinces talent, house under the plea of being a friend of by her own weaknes's:—
“Some of my readers (says Mr. MacDonald)
in spite of the strange mystical notions which the tutor’s. He, being a clever, scientiﬁc man, may
put Euphra down as insane. She may have
seem to pervade the mind of the author on the and just to amuse the ladies after dinner, been; but, for my part, I believe there is such a
subject of Mesrnerism and Electro-Biology. A offers to show them a few little experiments in power of one being over another, though, perhaps,
nervous reader will be not a little startled at Electro-Biology. The result is terriﬁc. The only in a rare contact of psychologically peculiar
the supernatural inﬂuence which is obtained chairs and tables dance about the room violently; natures. I have testimony enough for that. She
by the villain of the story over the 'rest of the the plates, having the end of a pencil stuck had yielded to his will once. Had she not done
c aracters, and the ghost is one of the most through their rims, not only write but even so, he could not have compelled her; but having
appalling specimens of her s ecies we have spell correctly; hosts are seen in all directions ; once yielded, she had not strength suﬂicient to free
met with for a long time: abeit she is ex rappings are an ihle at eve door and window; herself again. Whether even he could free her
plained awa , and softened down quite satis the servants are driven to t e verge of distrac further than by merely abstaining from the exer
actorily at ast. David Elginbrod has, in fact, tion, and Lady Emily takes to her bed. Partly cise of the power he had gained, I doubt much."
Here is a moral lesson to all ladies and gen
very little to do with the rest of the story. out of bravado and part1 out of curiosity, Hugh
He is merely an old Scotch bailiff of extraordi lays a Wager with the
hemian that he will tlemen with “ psychologically peculiar natures. ’
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Resist the ﬁrst attempt of theielec’tro‘bmlogishl put into
and it seems you will be safe for life! Yield‘
ever so little, and your case is hopeless! ThereI
is also another iece of advice which may often
be found useful: and which is so peculiar that
we cannot forbear noting it, for the beneﬁt of
those who may wigh to ensure the obedience
of their footmen.—Hugh, wishin Mr. Elton’s
old butler to do him a service, “ ad
him
with his eyes before he began to explain his
wishes. He had found out that this was the
best way of securing attention from inferior
natures, and that it is especially necessary with
London sea-rants. It is the only way a man
without a carriage has to command attention
from such!” This is indeed making a very
ractical use of mesmerism. \Ve shall soon
ave a little handbook of ‘Electro-Biology
for the Million.’ Stare hard at the house
maid before you ask her to dust the room;
uell the cook with a glance if you wish
t e dinner to be properly dressed; but, above
all, take care to “cow the supcrcilimwness” of
your footman, if you ever expect him to open
the door, or put some coals on the ﬁre, when
you desire him to do so.

ATHENr/EUM
This praise is fully due’ to
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of producing everyl'principal condition of wea

the Admiral; but his treatment of the subject then-(Dore)
3. The direction of every wind is modiﬁed
is rather rambling, and he omits to supply the
facts which meteorologists most need. It is a by the well-known inﬂuence of the different
fault in a book intended to lay the foundations rotative velocity of points on the earth‘s surface
of a new experimental science, that it should be in different latitudes. A long-continued north
mainly occupied with deductions from unproven wind becomes easterly, and a south wind
hypotheses, instead of the careful establishment westerly. The normal direction of the above
of axioms by rigorous induction from observed mentioned polar current is found to be north
facts. To illustrate our meaning, we will take east, and that of the equatorial south-west.—
the author’s statement that the condition of (Dove)
the air foretells coming weather, rather than
'4. The polar and equatorial currents usually
indicates weather that is resent; that the ﬂow along the earth in parallel strips that do
longer the time between t e signs and the not readily mix; between their edges are calms
change foretold by them, the longer such or commotions.—(Dove.)
5. Abovehead are various currents in layers,
altered weather will last; and, conversely, that
the less the time between a warning and a never less than two, accordin to aeronauts;
change, the shorter will be the continuance of frequently three, and occasiondlly four.—(Fitz
the predicted weather. This is an underlying Roy.)
(We may gather from this the inextricably
axiom of the whole of the Admiral’s super
structure of weather-wisdom; but is it true? complex causes of the indication given by a
We know of no published collection of in barometer. It records the sum of the pres
stances grouped in a way that would satisfy a sures of the currents, and takes no notice of
man of science desirous of forming his own the order of their alternation. A south wind
opinion on the subject. If Admiral FitzRoy below with a north wind aloft, would give
had taken the proper means to establish his precisely the same barometrical results as the
But to return to the victim of the tale, poor new science of weather-wisdom, he would have contrary arrangement.)
6. The mobility of the air surpasses in a
Euphra. The tutor is dismissed rather unce bestowed at least as much labour in conﬁrmin
remoniously, on account of the missing ring, this important hypothesis as he has devote vast degree that of liquids. Its elasticity per
which Mr. Arnold had entrusted to him; and towards raising a superstructure of rules of mits a mass of it to continue in movement
Euphra, who really is attached to him, becomes forecast upon it. It would have been evidence longer than the duration of the original cause
a victim to shame and remorse. She has also of the highest value, if he had collected the of movement. There is necessarily compression
dislocated her ankle, which, however, by no instances of marked weather-chan es, say and a hi h barometer at the end of its course.
means prevents her tyrant from causing her twenty in a year, at each of ten rst-rate -—(Dove.
7. The wind blows in cyclonic (retrograde)
to meet him in the avenue whenever he wishes European and American stations for some ten
it (though she is incapable, on common occa years past, and had found in the 2,000 cases curves when indraughted to a stormy centre
sions, of putting her foot to the ground). She so collected that a steady proportion was main of light ascending currents (Dove's law). We
comes to London, and Margaret (who has also tained between the duration of the warning notice that Mr. Galton, in a aper read so
the power of mesmerizing, though, of course, and that of the incoming weather. Backed by lately as Thursday week at the oyal Society,
she uses it only for the best purposes) insists.‘ an array of facts, we should be most happy to asserts the common occurrence of the precise
upon Euphra resistin the Count's attraction—— ,. accept, provisionall , his hypothesis; but until converse of these, or of anti-cyclonic (direct)
holds her down in ed, catches her on the we have such evi ence, the Admiral's axiom curves dispersed from a calm area of heavy
stairs and carries her back by force,—and suc can claim no higher rank than the persuasion descending currents.
8. Cyclonic curves are also produced when
ceeds at last in releasing the wretched woman of an indiw'dual.
The uncertaint under which many of the the equatorial current forces its way from the
from her painful bondage. Euphra, in a state
of clairvoyance, ﬁnds out the Count’s hiding elements of west er-wisdom now lie, is well south-west against a mass of quiescent air.——
place, and describes it so accurately that Hugh exemplified by the opposite opinions entertained (Dove)
9. Cyclones are not satisfactorily proved to
is enabled to trace him out and obtain the lost by Admiral FitzRoy and by Prof. Dove. Prof.
ring. Euphra dies from the effects of her ter Dove says, the advancing current of an incom maintaiutheir character for more than four
rible struggle against the Count's power, and ing northerly wind blows along the ground, days. Usually they last one or two. When
Hugh marries Margaret Elginbrod. This out and that the storm is upon us before the one cyclone occurs, others succeed it.—(Fitz
line of avery absurd story does no justice to the instruments give any indication. Admiral Roy.) Alternate prevalence of polar and
many beautiful passages and descriptions con FitzRoy says that the northerly, like the equatorial currents causes the weathercock at
tained in the book. The characters are extremely southerly current, advances aloft, high above any station to “ veer” in a complete circuit.
well drawn: the pompous, stiﬂ' old Mr. Arnold; head, and therefore that the barometer testiﬁes (Dove)
10. As a matter of fact bearing upon fore
the sensible, plain-speaking Mrs. Elton, and to its existence long before the wind has
the entle Lady Emily, all being sketches from changed! Here is a doubt which infects the casts, and takin the changes of wind that
the ife, and affording capital contrasts to the character of exactly one-half of the forecasts actually occur, wiﬁiout reference to their causes,
fantastic Euphra and her mysterious master, that depend on statical conditions. If Dove it appears that when change takes place, there
the Bohemian. Hugh Sutherland is a pleas be right, FitzRoy’s predictions of northerly is a probability of two to one that it will be by
ing, but not wise young man, warm-hearted winds are simply nonsense. Surely, a collection veering, and not by backing. In other words,
and impulsive, and therefore to be liked; of facts made by a couple of clerks working for the weathercock makes a. circuit to the right,
Margaret is a good spirit more than a woman, a few weeks would set this simple question, and not to the left, in that proportion.
11. If the tension of the air differs widely in
and through her the opinions of David Elgin and many others like it, at rest.
The principal axioms of modern meteoro adjacent districts, storms must be expected. It
brod are promulgated for the beneﬁt of the
public,—and very excellent opinions they are. dynamics (to coin a word on the basis of is found that a barometrical fall of one-tenth
hydro—dynamics) are the following, so far as of an inch per hour, at any one station, is a very
the climate of England and North Europe is serious warning.—(FitzRoy and others.)
The W'cather Book: a llfanual of Practical concerned :
There may be many among those who have
M'eteorology. By Rear -Admiral FitzRoy.
1. There is a steady drift of the entire body not examined the weather-tables published day
(Longman 8.: Co.)
of the atmosphere, including all its currents, by day in the journals, who may credit Admiral
‘ The \Veather Book,’ by Admiral FitzRoy, com from the west; consequently, on adventof FitzRoy's statements, under the persuasion that
rises the cream of his many publications since change in the weather usually comes from the his forecasts are generally just, and therefore
e accepted the office of Superintendent of the west. Hence the value of sunset over sunrise give reliable testimony to the correctness of his
Meteorological Department of the Board of indications.—(Dove, FitzRoy and others.)
theories. We do not share that persuasion,
Trade, and contains a considerable amount of
2. The ﬁrst causes of all varieties of winds but advisedly take the exactly opposite opinion,
new matter and illustrations. It conveys un are a current of warm, moist, and therefore that his speculations are p’rimd facie open to
doubted testimony to the author's zeal and speciﬁcally light air, coming from the south, distrust, because we ﬁnd his weather-prophe
energy in pursuit of his favourite topic, and is and one- of a precisely o posite character cies to be peculiarly unhappy. “re can scarcely
a leasing record of his scrupulous candour in returning from the north.
heir combinations quote an instance where he has foretold, or
ac nowledging his indebtedness to authors and conﬂicts, and their modiﬁcations, due to the rather asserted, an important change before the
whose theories he adopts and endeavours to i cause stated in the next paragraph, are capable change has actually begun to take place in some
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of his stations. On the other hand, we can quote females in Cairo. There were many difficulties
many instances of bold predictions signally to encounter, but all are described in a not
unfulﬁlled, those durinv the earlier part of this unpleasing manner, and moreover with a great
present month, of north wind and snow, being air of truthfulness. Mingled with it also are
amongst them.
so many picturesque descriptions of life and
It is wearying to meteorologists who are scenery, that the reader will be much tempted
truly anxious for reliable bases of ascer to withhold an sympathy with the troubles to
tained fact to be condemned to read books be encountere from untidiness, laziness and
of hypotheses, when it would be so easy to give untruthfulness, whilst househunting in the
them what they want. Thus we are told that close Coptic quarter.
there is much repetition in nature, and we are
Before entering upon the main subject of
also told that many hundreds of wind-charts the work, we are treated with a picture of “the
have been compiled at the Meteorographic Cairo bazaars,” and also a view from “the
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in England in the instruction of her scholars,
—in inculcating habits of order and regularity
whilst instructing them in needlework and
such like employments ; and these were varied
with the im ortation of a version of “school
treats " and ‘mothers’ meetings,” such as have

been put in practice in this country.

lVhether

such a system can take root there, does not
seem very apparent; but the intentions are
of the best, and there is cause for thankfulness
for “even the smallest step towards better
things.” \Vhen she availed herself of the assist
ance of “ the story-teller” in reading parts of

Oﬂice. \‘Vhy does not Admiral FitzRoy give us housetops,"—the most pleasant part of a house the Bible to his audience, the author says—
a few dozen of the most typical cases, simply at certain seasons in Grand Cairo. From this "\Ve often wondered what was the effect of
drawn in small diagrams, with a few litho position there is to be obtained a view of the the reading so much of the Scriptures on the
aphed lines, aided possibly by colours, and distant country around the city; and no less reader himself, but never had any opportunit
at us know the conditions under which they interesting was a near view of the inhabitants of ﬁnding out. \Ve end as we began—witli
severally occurred 2
As regards the lite
character of the ‘Wea
ther Book,’ one merit
certainly been pro
moted by the very discursiveness of its character:
it is the enlargement of the vocabula of me
teorologic science. The movements an mutual
relations of the atmospheric elements are so
peculiar and new to our experience, that a great
command of words is required to express them.
Commander Maury’s remarkable power of lan
guage has done good service in introducing
happ expressions, and Admiral FitzRoy has
aﬂ‘or ed his ownquota of available words. Thus
he talks of the appulse of one wind-current upon

another, and of their mutual compression and
resilience. He also writes of the potential of a
volume of atmosphere, including under that
compact phrase the entire range of meteorologic
energies,—-such as direction and force of wind
current; tension; heat, latent and active; and

moisture, condensed or in vapour.
~ While we doubt the value of forecasts in our

ordinary English weather in the present state
of the theory, we gladly testify to our belief in
their value, when any extraordinary storm is

approaching, and we are also willing to be
lieve that a probability of fair weather may be
predicated. In addition to this, we are con
vinced that a mere statement of existing

dangerous weather telegraphed to the ports is
of great advantage. A storm does not neces
sarilgl overspread the whole of a large district;
on t e contrary, areas of calm will be inter
spcrsed among violent wind-currents. his
0 viously right that ports which happen to be

temporarily beneath one of these areas of calm
should be made acquainted with the precarious
ness of their position.
Ragged Life in E

( eeley, Jackson 8:.

t.

By M. L. Whately.

alliday.)

As the characteristic heroism of the Spartans
was most fully shared by the women of that
race, so the women of England are in no way
behind in the restless activity which stimulates
the blood in Anglo-Saxon veins. The author
of ‘Ragged Life in Egypt’ need not have
apologized for having extended her energies
beyond her own immediate circle. Whatever
her success may have been, her endeavours

are beyond all praise; and it is no doubt most
true that, as she says, “ a more extended inter
est does no harm to the home-ﬁeld of labour.”
There is no class whose sym athy or interest
she would reject, and certain y not that of the
lower classes, who constitute the majority of
every societ ; therefore the ﬁeld of labour
which she c ose was the ragged and unedu
cated in Egy t. Her plan was to go to the
very root of t e matter, to settle amongst the
poorest, and to establish a school, and so to
attem t to humanize and raise out of their

de

tion some of the lower classes of the

themselves, and their quarter or “Gate.” They
appeared to be “a merry, as well as a quarrel
some set, and at least as much laughter as
scolding went on: nor are the men graver or
more silent on their side. I wonder who in
vented the fable of Oriental gravity, or whether
some Eastern race really exists which is habi
tually grave, silent and solemn? The Egyptians
remind one constantly of the Irish in their love
for conversation, mirtlrfulness and propensity
to dispute, and general excitability of temper.”
It seems from this description that it is upon
the housetops of the inferior dwellin
that
native life is most displayed. An
there
were two remarkable things which our author
observed, and concerning which she gives her
lucubrations at the time. One was, the great
accumulations of old broken pitchers, sherds,
and pets on all the housetops: the other was
the flocks of pigeons which always emerged
about sunset from behind this rubbish, where
they had been concealed during the heat of
the day. The effect of the light on their out
spread wings called to mind a verse in the
Psalms, “Though ye have lain among the pots,
yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered
with silver, and her feathers with yellow gold."
But the difficulties in hunting out scholars
and establishing the school were as great in
their way as house-hunting, and yet as cheer
fully and successfully encountered. At ﬁrst
there was great reluctance on the part of both
parents and children; but after going out into
the highways and urging them to come in, a
considerable amount of success was obtained,
notwithstanding the ragged state of the scholars,
and the unseasonable visits of the parents, who
were led from curiosity to enter the room and
squat on the mat to watch the proceedings. It
is to be remembered, by the way, that neither
the “ragged" state of the children nor their
dirty condition implied poverty ; for it appears
that even in the higher classes a child is often
intentionally kept dirty to avoid the Evil Eye:
“ The fear of the Evil Eye, as is well known,
induces even women of the higher classes fre
quently to keep their children ill-dressed and
unwashed; and sometimes they go so far as to
daub the forehead of‘ a pretty or highly-valued
child with soot, in the idea that this diverts the
power of the envious glance which they dread.”
So that although the effort was made in the
ﬁrst instance to reclaim the ragged and appa
rently destitute, yet they could not be looked
upon in the samelight as the poor and wretched
nearer home. However, through them an
inﬂuence was obtained over their parents, and
short as was the time during which our author
pursued her task of religious education, yet she

ignorance.”
Gongora: an Historical and Critical Essay on
the Times of Philip III. and IV. of
in.
With Translations. By Edward Churton.
2 vols. (Murray)
BORN at Cordova, of parents whose lineage was
ancient and noble, and educated at Salamanca,
Lewis de Gongora y Argote was a brilliant
feature of Spain’s brief day of literary vigour;
and his writings should be studied by all
who would form acquaintance with the age

and actions of Cervantes, Lope de Vega,‘
Quevedo and Calderon. \Vit, scholar, courtier,
triﬂer and student, Gongora so caught and
chronicled the social temper of his time, that
notwithstanding, and in some cases through,

their defects, of which the taint of ouphuism is
the one most generally mentioned to their dis
credit, justas it is also a fault on which illiberal
criticism has laid undue stress,—his works have
long been raised above the contempt which justly
covers the Purists, and have come to be highly
esteemed, not more for their pleasantry and

polish than for the insight which historic in
quirers may gain from them into the tone and
manners of Spanish life under Philip the Third
and Fourth. Mr. Churton has well discharged
the functions of translator; though the Intro
ductory Essay preﬁxed to his translations is
in some respects too minute and diffuse for

general readers.

Of the Spaniards various

works, his ‘Historical Poems‘ and his ‘Elegiac
and Sacred Poems’ are the most marked by
the alternate stiffness and verbosity of the
inferior writers with whomv he has been too
generally connected in repute. But even in
these the fervour of a devout churchmen and
the spirit of a patriotic Spaniard make them
selves felt through the curnbrous aﬁ'ectations
of an abominable style. In the ‘Ode on the
Armada,’ the blood of Spanish youth boils up

against Elizabeth, till the poet exclaims—
O hateful Queen, so hard of heart and brow,
\Vanton by turns and cruel, fierce and lewd,
Thou distaff on the throne, true virtue‘s bane,
Wolf-like in every mood,
_
May Heaven's just time on thy false tresses ram!

In better taste and with ﬁner feeling is

written the ‘ Ode on Philip the Third’s Tomb,’
where these lines occur :—
Call it not pomp profane; such splendour due
Its own rnute tale would tell:
This outward beauty, sadly fair to view,
Invites thine inward sense to dwell
“'ith reason in thy hearts recess, and own

The love that Truth reveals to hearts that mass alone.

—This last line matches with Wordsworth’s
often-quoted words,—
0h, reader, had your mind
I
That store which silent thought can bring.

is induced to hope that “ the seed has been

For better than the “ Historical" and

cast on the waters in faith, and after many
days we may ﬁnd it with joy.”
Her plan was to pursue, as far as possible,
the system to which she had been accustomed

“ Sacred" pieces, because in the absence of
anxiety to achieve great results they touch
lightly on familiar subjects, and consequently,
for the greater part, steer clear of aﬂ'ectatlon,
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are the “Poems of Wit and Humour.” Amongst
them may be found some strokes of dehcate
mtire and exquisite playfulness. In the ‘ (:Joun
try-Bachelor's Complaint,’ the simple village
Squire, recalling the happy time when he was

verbs of Bolla, an author of the sixteenth
century, can only be called Macaronic by cour
tesy; and they are not so much roverbs as
indecent axioms, at some of whic Holywell

heart-free and ignorant of care, says

author's ‘ Documenta Utilissima’ M. Delepierre
does not reprint. He describes them as “ moral
sentences on the rules suitable to be followed
by those who wish to keep in the right path.
They are mere commonplaces, and of a much
graver character than the proverbs by which
they are preceded.”
The Macaronics of Odassi have, perhaps,
more of humour in them than the foregoin ;
and those of Capella and Jean Richard, t e
former fragmentary, the latter more complete,
do not want for s irit, especially the lines of
the Burgundian.
evertheless, the book is a
melancholy book. It belongs to the Curiosities
of Literature; and the few for whom it is printed
may here see how scholars recreated themselves
in the olden time, and how very little some of
them are to be respected for the quality of their
recreation.
We are glad to leave these people, albeit
their pamphlets now sell for more than their
weight in gold, for M. Delepierre himself.
He especially distinguishes himself in a gossip
ing sort of supplemen
chapter on Maca
ronics generally. In this he refers to the Maca
ronic verses which abound in the manuscripts
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
“ For example,” he says, “it is not in the pre‘
sent day that English people complain for the
ﬁrst time of the lamentable defects in the read
ing and preaching of the Anglican clergy.”
He then cites, from a manuscript in the British
Museum, the following lines, in which, as he
tells us, is given a summary of the faults of the
aforesaid clergy :—

At club-room frugal stakes I play’d,
Too proud if Fortune gave success
To trump above our Town-Alcaide,
Or check the curate‘s hand at chess.
And there the state I ruled from far,
And bade the winds to blow for me,
In suocour to our shi s of war,
That ploughedl the ritp‘n's rebel.sea.
i

0! with the Canon held disputes,
Good man, of college-lore profound,
About Ncbrixa's Hebrew roots,
That ne‘er would grow on Spanish ground.
Or, plunged in questions yet more deep,
We argued, till our stock was spent,
If folks the Church's fast could keep,
And eat asparagus in Lent.

Of three sonnets taken by Mr. Churton from
the Turner MS., the last, addressed
to a friend
.
.
.
.
on his
marriage,
speaks with unusual asperrty,
of “ life's greatest misery,” a wife :
To dine on meats higlrspiced, and find your flask
Has leak'd. and not a drop your thirst to tame;
To reach your posting-house dead-tired, and ask
For mules, and find one trotting brute dead-lame ;
To try new boots, with luck not quite the same,
One with great pain you fit, and one you tear;
To play l‘rimero, and-to win your game
“'antim.l the King-to ﬁnd the Knave is there;
To ply with gifts a thankless lady fair;
. To owe to bankers punctual as the day;
_
To ride uncloaked, unfenced, through spungy air;
To feed bad grooms who steal your corn and hay;
Count all the zriefs you 've known since life began ;—
The worst remains-to be a married man.

The holy estate of matrimony was regarded
by gay young men about Madrid in the six
teenth century much as it is looked on by the
bachelors of the Pall Mall clubs who now-a
days grow merry over the question whether a
man can marry and then live with decency and
comfort on 3001. a-year.
Macaro'nic Literature -— [Macaromana Andra,
0mm Nous-muss Mélanges do I/ittémture
Macarmzique, par Octave Delepierre]. (Triib
ner & 00.)
As biographers love their heroes, so M. Dele—
pier-re, whose enthusiasm for Macaronic litera
ture is well known, boldly asserts that his
favourite Macaronic poet has been cultivated

by all civilized nations.

Street itself would stand abashed.

The same

Hll nmt qui Psalmos corrum not ncquiter almos,
Janglar cum jasper, leper,
par quoque draggcr,
ltlomclcr, forskypper, forreyner, sic ct overleapcr,
Fragmina vcrborum Tutlvillus colligit horurn.

This hybrid fragment reminds us of a better
illustration of Macaronic nonsense than any
contained in this collection. When Marl
borough was once in France, he was waited on
bya President Montesquieu, uncle, we believe,

of him who wrote the ‘ Esprit des Loix.’ The
President piqued himself on his knowled e of
'm
self in that language. Accordingly, on being
introduced to the great warrior, he at once com
menced an oration, every word of which he
fondly hoped was British. Marlborough heard
him to the end, and then said, in as execrable
French, “I hope, Sir, you will excuse my
replying at length, as from my ignorance of
your language I have not understood three
words of what you have had the goodness to
say to me.”

en we recollect of English, and on his power of expressing

what much of that poetry consists, and see the
uality of much of that which is contained in
this volume (of which only 250 copies have
been printed), this assertion reminds us in some

degree of the thankfulness of the shipwrecked
mariner, who, cast ashore at the foot of a gib
beted criminal, blessed his stars for that sign

of his being in a Christian and well-ordered
country.
The new additions which M. Delepierre now
makes to former collections consist of reprints
We must remark, before concluding, that
of llrhcaronic poems, the originals of which M. Delepierre has considerably disturbed our
were sold at the last sale of M. Libri’s books, ideas of what is to be implied by the term
in July, 1862, the purchasers of which have “Macaronic.” From the examples we meet
lent them to the editor of the present volume, with in this volume, we are led to suppose that
with full reliance on his indiscretion.
any sentence in which a foreign word is used
We say this, because the zeal of the editor or adapted comes within that term. If so,
to increase his ‘ Macaroneana’ was pretty sure what Maoaronic writers were some of our old
to cause him to forget discretion. The ‘ Nobile authors! Is not Bastwick’s deduction of the
Vigonce’ is the oldest (nearly four centuries Independents as well as the Bishops from a
old) of all poems of this class, and hitherto part of the Devil’s body, of Macaronic quality?

Vhen Serjeant Maynard said that the law was
and the poems ha died with h'un, the public an bablats'va, he was as strong in Macaronic

was unknown, exce tto M. Libri. If the secret

would have lost nothing worth preserving.
There is more cleanliness in the ‘ Virgiliana’ of
the same author, Fossa; but there is nothin
to praise : a jud cat which we render in

spite of the remar of the author :—
—— tali es dignus carmine qui obloqneris.

The second portion of the book, the Pro
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humour as any of M. Delepierre’s writers. The
women whom Brian Walton knew, and who
held that English without an admixture of
Hebrew would hardly ﬁnd them in words to
help them to heaven, were innate Maearonic
hussies. When Roger North brought in the
word “mystified,” in its French sense, he was

qualiﬁed for enrolment in M. Delepierre's list ;,
still more so when he spoke of “ the banks and
intrigues of the river Volga." George Keith
used the verb “ thou hypocrimt"; and in
Jeremy Taylor’s ago, to mlarguc and to morgue
were used for logical implication. “ \Vas't not
rare sport at the sea-battle,” says Marston,
“whilst roaree robble-bobble roared from the
shi ‘s side I” All this is in as good Macaronic
style as most of what we ﬁnd in M. Dclepierre’s
book. Indeed, we may consign to him no less
a person than Barrow as a Macaronic writer;
for that earnest divine peppered his English, so
to speak, out of foreign casters. “ We have some
letters of Popes,” he says, “(but not many),
for Popes were not then very sm-tbatému, or

not so p

tical.” He talks, too, of “plotting

money from all parts of Christendom.” Andin
this style Barrow is only equalled by Bishop
Hacket, who, indeed, invented rather than im
rortcd the words which he interpolated with
is English ;—for instance: “ When all the
stuff in the letters is scanned, what fadoodles
are brought to light!” In the old days when
these writers lived, playing with words was
common; and such play was called “ an Oxford
clink," the fashion ossil-ly having commenced
among the idle scho
in that seat of learning,
who at one and the same moment exhibited
their fun and their scholarship.
Geological Obserz'al'ions in South Amtralt'a:
Principally in the Dislrict S011 th-East of Ade
laide. By the Rev. Julian Edmund \Voods.
(Longman & Co.)
EVl-Jltl' clergyman unacquainted with geolo is
fundamentally ignorant, because the Ohm is
founded on a rock. Therefore, he ought to be
able to describe rocks as well as to subscribe
to articles. This being logically proved, we
may advance another step, and say that every
missionary clergyman is doubly bound to be a
geologist; especially if, like Mr. Julian Woods,
he is ordained to a wild district of 22,000
square miles, where he is far more likely to find
rocks than restin -places, and petrifactions than
parsonages. In eed, without some mental food
of this kind he himself might become a petri
faction, and subsequently turn up on some
lecturer’s table as an irrefutable proof of the
early creation of Man. Mr. Woods seems to be a very respectable
eolo ical amateur, and an honest man withal,
for w ile others land the fertility of Australia
and describe it as the eniigrant's paradise, this
good gentleman tells us plainly that “in the
whole of South Australia there is not a single

portion of available land which is not bounded
either on the north, or east, or west, by a similar
desert, if the term can be applied to tracts of '
land producing nothing but useless stunted
shrubs. The appearance of such places is very
loomy. From any eminence you see nothing
but a dark-brown mass of bushes as far as the
eye can reach. The soil is generally a yellow
sand, and when a patch of it is observed, it
gives an air of sterility in exchange for mono
tony. But the outline is generally unbroken,
seeming like a heaving ocean of dark waves,
out of which, here and there, a'tree starts up
above the brushwood, making a mournful and
lonely landmark. On a dull day the view is
most sad, and even sunlight gives no pleasure
to the view, for seldom bird or living thing
ever lends a variety to the colour, while light
only extends the prospect, and makes it more
hopeless.”
Such a district is certainly a wretched resi
dence for either shepherd divine or shepherd
ovine. It is no place for ﬂocks either spiritual
01' temporal; but if a man can reﬂect upon
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rocks, in the absence of ﬂocks, then he may
feel somewhat relieved, and even a little roman
tic, within geological limits. Every grain of
sand in these countless grains of countless sands,
once had a parent rock or arent shell or coral.

Sands washed up from 01 seas, sands broken
down from old corals, by storms and by beach

surf, sands blown away and afar by wild winds,
sands belting the coasts for thousands of miles
in immense masses, sands mounded up into
duncs,—-all, all have had their history; and,
strange to add, many of them their living his

tory,—for the white and rather ﬁne sand of the
coasts teems with the remains of animal life—
ipines of Astem'dm and Echini, fragments of
ryozoa. and shells, and then sponge s icula
and Foraminifera. in great abundance.
ere,
in these miles of deadness and solitude—where
the moody missionary rides alone and meets
not his fellow for an entire day ;—here in these
millions of grains scattered by every turn of
hoof, once dwelt life and motion—-life indeed in
its lowest forms, but yet life complete according
to its grade and rank of organization. Musing
on such a profusion of former life, riding amidst
acknowledged microscopical tombs, and noting
down such things as he sees, or infers from
what he sees, the devoted clergyman becomes
reconciled to his volun
doom, and ﬁnds the
immense desert not altogether uninteresting,
and the innumerable sands not without records
of the past or instruction for the present.
Occasional features, too, of more palpable in
terest present themselves. Here, for instance,
we come upon curious sand-pipes, and there
upon “native wells,’7 the latter being round
hollow tubes, often three or four feet wide, and
generally running down to the water level, how
ever deep, and bearing a strong likeness to an
artiﬁcial well. In one place the ground is
studded all over with these wells, some being
as wide as ﬁve feet, and so deep that one hun
dred feet of sounding-line has not reached the
bottom, although water has been found at sixty
or ninety feet. Next come the occasional salt‘
pans or “salinas,” which are immense basins or
swamps ﬁlled with brine in the rainy seasons,
which, in summer evaporates, leaving a thick
crust of salt at the bottom, white and glisten
ing, and giving to the ground an appearance
of snow-covering.
in,in the limestone districts, there are the
“limestonebiscuits.” These appear in places
where the ground generally is pitted over with
little depressions, in which the remaining water
collects as soon as the dry weather sets in.
These being the last to dry up, a small quantity
of lime and pipe-clay (in which soil alone do
they occur) becomes hardened into a cake at
the bottom. Before they are quite dry, as the
summer advances, they curl u , become de
tached from the ground, and w en quite har
-dened receive a rounded shape from the rain
and waste of the ensuing winter. Thereupon
the are well-baked and well-shaped biscuits,
an may be found thickly strewn over the
surface.
Whilst, however, the native wells and the
salt-pans and the limestone-biscuits are sugges
tive of associations connected with life, there
are other natural phenomena sadly suggestive
of death. In places where there is a mixture
of sand and pipe-clay, and where the Flora is of
a more diversiﬁed character than usual, largo
tracts of ground are covered with mounds
exactly resembling graves in a churchyard, only
far more closely packed together than even in
our best ayiug extra-mural cemeteries. These

are localy termed “Dead Mcn’s Graves,” or
the “Biscay Country.” The “ graves" are
commonly about a foot in height, and long and
narrow in shape. They are never seen, except
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where there is a considerable quantity of sur
face water in winter, and during the rainy
season, when the water has collected around
them, some of their rounder portions may be
observed to heave up and down in little bub
bles, while the water assumes a frothy appear
ance, as though fermentation were proceeding.
Probably this likeness to fermentation is the
result of the chemical action of carbonate of
magnesia and lime upon each other, in con
nexiou with the compactdolomitewhich is some
times found to underlie these mounds ; and this
action would give rise to these mounds, whence
the gas escapes, and where dolomite is found.
The greater proportion of the “graves” are,
however, due to the unequal action of water
upon the soils which it covers.
If, by way of variety, we take a turn from
the sandy and sepulchral deserts into the
swamps, we ﬁnd them not very lively, though
full of animal life. Fish and fresh-water
mollusca abound; but they do not impart
much visible cheerfulness, while vast quantities
of bones of cattle, sheep and horses have accu
mulated round some of the deep swamps during
the last seventeen years. Pleasant tokens are
these of poor thirsty animals who manage to
get their feet into the mud, without getting
their mouths into the water, and thus die of
parching thirst within sight of the desired
streams. Superstition might attribute the mys
terious sounds, which on every evening during
spring and the early part of summer are heard
near some of these swamps, to the ghosts of the
dead and disappointed beasts. Generally at
these times and places three echoing sounds

are heard, like the lowing of a large herd of
cattle, after which half an hour's interval en
sues. To any one ignorant of the cause, these
sounds are extremely startling and mournful;
but science dispels superstition and declares
them to be “entirely due to a column of air
resisting a column of water which is draining
through the limestone, and ﬁnally being driven

backwards or forwards, according to the periodi
cal increase of the weight of water."
Of Geology proper Mr. Woods presents his
readers with as much as his district affords and
his opportunities of observation allowed, and
he describes the whole so plainly that all may
understand, and so correctly that even old geo
logists may learn something from him-that is,
something local, and so for new. There is some
approach to novelty in his opinion that the
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less adapted for the habitation of man than
any tract of land of similar size on the face of
the earth.”
Lectures on the History of the Jewish Gfmrch.
Part I.—-Abmham to Samuel. By A. P.

Stanley, D.D.

With Maps and Plans.

(Murray)
Prof. Stanley appears anxious in his Preface
to explain the nature of this work, lest it should
be misappreheuded. It consists of lectures, not
a history; it presents the main characters and
events of the sacred narrative in a form nearly
historical; and the lectures are ccrlesiastiwl,
11.0. they treat of the Jewish Church, or the
nation’s religious development. The lectures

are twenty in number, followed by three
Appendixes, on Ur of the Chaldees and Haran,
the Cave of Machpelah visited by the Prince
of Wales last year, and the Samaritan Pass

over.
The interest attaching to Bible scenes and
histories will never be cﬁ'aced from the heart of
man. Our dearest hopes are too closely con
nected with them to be lost amid the storm
of business or the frivolities of the world.
Their charm cannot be lulled into forgetfulness,
though it may he deadcned by the dull routine
of life. The hallowed associations entwined
with these events and characters take hold of
the memory in early years, and cast a grateful
shadow over the path of the traveller as he
treads its rugged ascent. It is well, therefore,
to be reminded of the old history of Jewish
patriarchsand prophets. With all their faults
and follies, they read lessons to their posterity
and to the world at large. Their forms stand
out in prominent outline to encourage, warn
and strengthen.
Prof. Stanley has chosen a subject co
nial
to his office and adapted to his talents.
11 its
treatment he has shown his usual ability. He
has had signal advantages to qualify him for
the work. Repeated visits to Palestine have
familiarized him with the sacred region. He
has written one of the best books on the geo
graphy of that land. He has an eye to discern
and a pen to portray the features of the varied
landscapes presented to the traveller by that
hallowed country. Accordingly, the work

before us is an able and interesting one. The
author catches the salient points as he proceeds,

and sets them before the reader with vividness
and vigour. He is evidently at home in his
present state of that part of Australia which he task. His geo phical and historical pictures
treats upon (a territory in the south-eastern are drawn wit the hand of a master. The
district, included within the boundary between work may be considered a companion to his
Victoria. and South Australia on the one side, ‘ Sinai and Palestine,’ showing equal ability in
and the windings of the river Murray on the sketching places, events and characters. The
other) is similar to what Europe was imme strength of the author lies in the adminble
diately after the secondary period, and that method in which he places his varied know
really, in regard to the development of its Fauna ledge before the mind of the reader. It is not
and Flora, the antipodal continent is far behind often that so great attainments are combined
the rest of the world. Mantell and Phillips, with such skill and beauty in writing. His
however, had long ago intimated that the Fauna illustrations are appropriate, his comparisons
and Flora of our Wcalden and part of our Oolitic striking, his style and language excellent. The
eras possess many important similarities to author is strongest in his knowledge of geo
those which now characterize Australia and the graphy and history. He is as accumte too as
neighbouring seas. In truth, there is a well he is strong. In these de artments,—and they
known similarity between Mesozoic life in are the main elements 0 which the work con
Europe and Czenozoic life in the antipodal sists,—none need fear to follow him with un
region. Curious questions arise out of this wavering conﬁdence, and to accept his state

similarity, and Phillips has passingly touched

ments.

upon them, but their discussion would be out of
p ace here. It is enough to adopt Mr. Woods’s
words: “There are no secondary rocks found
in Australia, but a great portion of the country
appears to have been recently raised from the
sea, where it has undergone a state of things
very similar to our chalk; while the immense
tracts of desert country, and the large portions
that are quite unavailable, indicate a territory

If it be asked, has the author advanced our
knowledge of the subjects discussed in the
volume‘? the answer must be in the negative.
The work contains nothing new, except it

be the account of Machpelah. All that the
Professor tells us was already known. This,
however, can hardly be called a fault ; because

he did not intend to open up new ground or to
help forward Biblical science, but to illustrate
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the chief points and characters connected with
the growth of the Jewish people. He adds a
fresh interest to what was known before, by
his peculiar mode of narration. Hence the
work is not meant for scholars. It is ﬁtted for
intelligent readers of the Old Testament, and
young men beginning to devote themselves'to
the study of the Bible. Sometimes, the descrip
tion approaches the character of a sermon.
Indeed, the twentieth Lecture was delivered
as a sermon at Oxford. This explains its dif
fuseness, an approach to which some other
Lectures also exhibit. We could have dispensed
with the pieces of poetry interspersed, the quo
tations from Arnold’s sermons, and occasional
reﬂections of a practical nature. But all, with
out doubt, are intended for effect, and may
stimulate the general reader.
The weakest
point
of the book
a pears
in and
the
indications
of the
author’s
criticall
power
knowledge of Hebrew. Here he is not a master.
He candidly admits his imperfect knowledge
of Hebrew-an admission which looks rather

oddly at times beside his critical attempts in
the notes.

He relies implicitly on Ewald,

who is lauded in terms which prove that
the writer is no Hebrew critic himself. The
laudation of the one German critic is so exces
sive as to be unjust towards other Germans
who have made im ortant contributions to the
criticism of the Old estament. The best friends
of Ewald are those who can form an intelligent
and discriminating jud ent of his merits——
who are able to seewhere is theories are baseless
and where they are right. \Ve are com )elled
to_differ from both Ewald and Prof. Stanley in
many points of Biblical science; but the claims
of the former to distinction are un uestionably
great. It is curious to observe t at the one
critic who has done most to illustrate the Book
of Genesis in modern times, Prof. Tuch, of Leip
zig, is never mentioned. Yet he is no mean
eographer, as well as Hebraist. Our author’s
deficiency in critical ability is seen in his undue
attachment to the text of the Septuagint in
comparison with the Hebrew, as well as in his

excessive leaning upon Ewald’s opinion. What
can be the use of adducing the Greek readings
so often, even when the are evidently incor
rectl Is the esteemed rofessor a disciple of
Kennicott ‘l \Ve almost suspect him to be so,
by various allusions. The merit of Kennicott
lay in collating Hebrew MSS, not in critical
ability. His essays in amending the Hebrew
text were failures, because he followed Cap
pellus’s method.
Notwithstanding the author’s slender know

ledge of Hebrew, he undertakes to give a new
version of Deborah’s Song in the ﬁfth chapter of
Judges—a song presenting many difficulties in
the original. But he professes to have adhered
as closely as he could to the version of Ewuld,

at the same time “following always the order
of the words, and their exact force in the origi
nal.” Here he has occasionally misapprehended
the meaning of the original, as in the ﬁfteenth
verse, where he renders
And the princes in Issachar with Deborah, and Issachar as
Barak,
Into the valley he was sent on his feet.

The last line gives a singularly feeble sense.
The translation should be—
The prince; of Issachar also were with Deborah;
Yea, Issachar was the support of Barak.
They rushed into the valley at his feet.

The author has given two lectures on the pro
phetical order and the nature of the prophctical
teaching which contain many correct senti
ments, though the very difficult subject is

treated superﬁcially. Some statements he has
ventured to make are certainly incorrect, such
as that Isaiah foretold the fall of Tyre. The 23rd

the prophet himself. It is apparent, however,
that our author has neither entered deeply into
the question of the prophetic predictions nor
studied the development of the Messianic idea
in the prophetic writings.
The book before us contains no solution
of the difficulties which the history of the
period traversed presents in the Bible. On
them he usually gives no opinion. This pecu
liarity strikes the critical reader of the book
at every step. The oracle is dumb in the
very lacesw ere many would wish it to speak.
Has t e author formed no opinion of his own on
testing ointsf Surely he has. Is it that he has
followe the advice of counsellors‘? l‘h-om what
ever cause he has slided over difficulties, the
thin is to be lamented. The author is aliberal
theo ogian, but he does not take the position of
leader. He is content to follow timidly in the
wake of bolder men who speak out whatever be
the consequences. This must lessen his inﬂuence
in the cause of Biblical science. His reserve is
surely carried to excess when he does not even
venture to name the two most recent works on
the Old Testament which are destined to ad
vance the criticism of the Bible. He alludes,
indeed, to one of them, but in a way for which
the author will hardly thank him. The present
time needs bold men prepared to give utterance
to their deepest thoughts. How quietly the
author evades the 'ving of a positive opinion
may be seen from the following extracts :—
“ There may be errors in chronology-exaggera
tions in numbers — contradictions between the

different narratives."
“There are doubtless many difficulties which
may be raised on the offering of Isaac; but there
are few, if any, which will not vanish away before
the simple pathos and lofty spirit of the narrative
itself, provided that we take it, as in fairness it
must be taken, as a whole.”
“ \Vas it two hundred and ﬁfteen years (accord_
ing to the Septuagint), or four hundred and thirty
years (according to the Hebrew), or a. thousand
years according to the modern computations of
Egyptian chronology? \Ve need not enter on any
detailed answer.” (Of the sojourn in Egypt.)

“The Jewish Scriptures, at least in the Penta
teuch, abstain almost entirely from any direct or
distinct mention of either" (a future state and
judgment after death).

“ It has often been debated, and no evidence

now remains to prove, at what precise time this
grandest of all its episodes was introduced into the
Mosaic narrative.”
Again :—
“ It has been a question often debated amongst

scholars, how far the code of the Pentateuch was a.
collection of earlier, later or contemporaneous
customs, under one general system. It will here

suffice to name those portions of the law which,
by direct connexion with the life of the desert, can
be traced back to the Sinaitic period.”

By the “ Evangelical Prophet,"
“ may be designated the Author of Isaiah, 1:].
lxvi., whether, with most Continental scholars, he

is regarded as a separate prophet from the Isaiah
of Hezekiah, or, with most English divin, he is
regarded as the older Isaiah, transported into a

style and position later than his own time."
“ \Ve need not here discuss the vexed question
of the precise time when the Book of Deuteronomy
assumed its present form.”
In conformity with these expressions, the
author proceeds throughout on the supposition

that everything is historical, as it is related.
He never hints at the possibility of myth or
legend. Great numbers are not pronounced
exaggerated. Yet there are indications of
enlightened views in various parts of the book,
as in the difficulty of the sun standing still at
Joshua’s command, and the massacres of the
Canaanites by the Jews. The former had been
already settled; and therefore no boldness was
required to affirm that the passage is an extract
from a poetical book.
One point is occasionally touched upon in a
most unsatisfactory way, vi1.., the numbers in
the Old Testament, which appear to many
excessively large. Here Prof. Stanley usually
ap eals to two authorities, Kennicott and
La orde, neither of whom possesses critical
weight. Both incline to ‘reduce the numbers,
where these numbers resent adifficulty. The
latter, however, spea s very undecidedly re
specting the 600,000 that went out of Egypt ;
and seems afraid to say eaprcssly that the sum
should be 600. Thus in 1 Sam. vi. 19, the num
bers of Bethshemesh are brought downb Ken
nicott from 50,070 to 70. \Vhatever met od' be
resorted to for lessenin numbers, we re eat the
belief of every critical [Hebrew scholar, t at they
are original in most cases. Their authenticity
is unquestionable. Every modern process of
manipulation applied to them is opposed to
the established principles of sound criticism.
Such as alter them are the enemies of safe
interpretation. Unsettle the text by arbitra
rily changin numbers wherever they apppar
too large, an a licence is introduced of w 'ch
any rash critic may avail himself to disturb
the narrative and make it other than it is.
Literalists should consistently adhere to the
text as it is. If they do not, they are dan
gerous men, who assume without evidence that
the text is wrong. It is a desperate expedient
to resort to unauthorized changes of an old
text su erstitiously watched over by the Jews.

In speaking of the burning bush which
appeared to Moses, and the rod in his hand, it
is said, “ These were the outward signs of his
call. And, whatever the explanation put on their
precise import,” 8:0. Of the plagues of Egypt
we read that “they are calamities natural to
Egypt, though rare, and exhibited here in
aggravated and terrible forms. But not the less
are they the interventions of a Power above man,”
&c. On the number 600,000 armed men that
came forth from Egypt, he says, “We may
leave the question to the critical analysis of the
text and of the probabilities of the case, and
conﬁne ourselves to what remains equally true
under either hypothesis” (600 or 600,000).
On the difficulties of the sojourn in the desert
the author says: “\Ve cannot repudiate alto Since t e days of Gesenius and his school the
gether the existence of natural causes, unless proposer-s of changes in the numbers have een
we go so far as to maintain that mountains treated as they deserve. And after all, it is
and palm-trees, quails and waters, wind and a nwre conjecture whether letters of the He
earthquake, were more creations of the moment brew a1 habet were anciently used as nume
to supply momentary wants; we cannot repudi rals.
here is no proof that they were. Who
ate altogether the intervention of a Providence, will allow the science of sacred criticism to be
strange, unexpected and impressive in the marred by an assumed principle which rests
highest degree, unless we are prepared to on no foundation? Whatever the numbers be,
reject the whole story of the stay in the wilder they must, in almost every case, have pro
ness.” In relation to the speaking of Balaam's ceeded in their present state from the original
ass, he writes, “ the voice, however explained, authors. They are a constituent part of the
which breaks from the dumb creature that genuine text, faithfully preserved by the Jews
has saved his life.”
in the face of the very difficulties which they

Of the time when Balaam’s prophecy was
chapter in the book of Isaiah was not written by delivered, he says :—

create.

U
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To be serious, in spite of its ambitious style, the diil'erent opinion to see how hard it is to get rid
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
book abounds in errors and puerilities such as we of prayer; for though the average chapter is under
Remains, in Verse and Prose, of Arthur Henry
have quoted. The power to “call spirits from the eleven pages, it takes twenty-seven pages to settle
Hallam; with a Preface and Memoir. (Mm-ray.)
vasty deep " may be a great thing in its way, but this point. But the author feels that in so diﬂicult
Upwards of a quarter of a century, if not more, the invocation will be no less potent if uttered in a matter example is needed as well as precept.
has passed since the historian of the Middle Ages decent English.
“ It may perhaps be said, granting even that
gathered the relics left behind him by one of high
The Golden Link.- a Poem-Ronuzm. By John prayer is futile, and but a habit induced in error,
virtue, genius, attainment and promise, and wrote \Vray Culmer. (Low 8; Co.)—A ‘Tale-History,’ who can break the giant force of such a habit
a Preface, in which depth of feeling was attested by a ‘Sermon-Sonnet,’ a ‘Son —Story,’ would be no . supported as it is? We answer that we, the writer
the excellently calm, not cold, taste in which the less desirable specimens of nglish literary ware ' of these pages, have done so ; what we can do
memorial was written. Later, attention was drawn

than is a. ‘ Poem-Romance.’

But Mr. Culmer,

others also may. . . ."

This is encouraging; but

to the tomb of Arthur Henry Hallam by a poem apparently, takes great pride in neologisms. ‘We ' why should so valuable a secret be conﬁned to
which, among monumental poems, has a solitary, read in one page concerning “l:~oxes,’I that
“ private circulation"?
we may almost saya supreme, place. ‘ In Memoriam '
Thoughts on the Dwellings of the People, Charit
Glimed in chill range around his dusky room;
comes more intimately home to English sympathies
able Estates, Improrenwnls and Local Gorernmcnl
—in another, of
than ‘ Lycidas’ or ‘Adonais,’ and may be pointed
in the Metropolis. By Thomas Hare, Barrister-at
A fairy thing e'en to her blush-pink nails;
to, perhaps, as the one special monody to which
Law. (Low & Co.)—The purport of this little
beauty of form and feeling have given a universal —in a third, of Epithalamien-in a fourth, how
. brochure is excellent, but the author is too sangu me.
Ring within ring of golden-ﬂowering furze
currency. It was not inopportune, then, to reprint

Sang faintly, ﬂtiully, across the park;

the ‘ Remains’ of Arthur Henry Hallam. There is —in a ﬁfth, of
added, too, a shorter notice of a younger Hallam,
Much tangled maidenhair
Henry Fitzmaurice, who had his full share of the
Ablnze vn'th brilliants from the hubblets ﬂung.
family heritage, “love of the best and honourablest —and so on, through the hundred pages of this
things"; who, like his brother, died in the ﬂower strange and solemn little story of an ill-assorted
of expectation and promise, and who is mourned marriage, of a wife’s inﬁdelity, a husband's death,
accordingly.

and of a monument of “ satiric granite" which told

He proposes to himself no less than “ to describe a
method of combining the powers and the action

of all our existing associations, ancient or modern,
and to indicate some of the results which may be
expected to ﬂow from such a powerful and enlight

ened organization.” There are many valuable
suggestions; the object is one that all must wish
to see accomplished, and we cordially agree with

The World of Phantoms: a Poem. (Hardwicke) lies concerning the fortunes and misfortunes of the the author when he asserts that “ the multiplication
—This poem opens with a rebuke to modern pro whole party. Till Mr. Culmer can substitute his and improvement of the dwellings of the working
fessors of magic, and then proceeds to record, in own peculiar grammar and dictionary for those of classes is the only sure basis of every secular effort
a rambling story and tumid rhymes, the triumphs our mother-tongue, as heretofore and at present for the beneﬁt of the masses.” We call attention
of Mesmerism. A Count Puseygur, who receives employed, he can hardly be accepted as belonging to the pamphlet as the work of a man who has
such severe wounds as must have been fatal in to any order of the poets or romancers of England. thought upon the subject.
ordinary cases, is miraculously freed from pain and
Counsel: of an Invalid: Letters on Religious Sub
The O'omnwn-Place Philosopher in Town and
danger by the Mesmeric charm. This auspicious Country. By the Author of ‘The Recreations jects. By George “’ilson, M.D. (Macmillan 8:. Co.)
event occasions great surprise to the convalescent. of a Country Parson.’ (Parker, Son it Bourn.)‘ —These counsels had a special value to those to
Not content with letting well alone, he is curious
whom they were originally addressed, but we doubt
—No sign of health and well-doing is exhibited b
perhaps pardonably so—-to learn the means by the multiplication of books like this ; a book which whether they are of a nature to be generally accept
which his restoration has been effected. His wishes will give the most languid and indolent of thinkers able. The diversity of taste in the matter of reli '
are complied with, and it will be satisfactory to no trouble, and in which the more earnest inquirer ous books is great, and there may be readers w
know that the information given is from the highest will fail to ﬁnd a single original thought or counsel. will ﬁnd some satisfaction in this work; but for
authority-the shade of Mesmer himself. That The "Country Parson,” however, has a public, ourselves, we must own to ﬁnding them rather
distinguished phantom revisits the “glimpses of and, to judge from his ﬂuency, ﬁnds it hard to feed weak, amiable and insipid.
the moon " for the express purpose of relieving the his readers rapidly enough. There is nothing to
Horse Warranty: a Plain and Comprehensive
Count from his perplexities. Mesmer's conduct, oﬂ‘end in his essays—there is no want of self Guide to the various Points to be Noted, showing
in a word, is most affable; but, we lament to add, knowledge or self-appreciation in their titles,-—but which are Essential and which are Unimportunt.
his language is unintelligible. Perhaps, however, they are eminently “ commonplace."
By Peter Howden. (Hardwicke.)-Mr. PeterHow
there is dramatic ﬁtness in this. Non omm'a pos
What and How of the Eternal Worker: the Work den settles with a stroke of his pen questions which
sumus omnea; and our author may have thought and the Plan? (Private circulation.)—Another of would cause endless discussion at a parliament of

that to explain miracles as well as to perform them the great solutions of all diﬁiculties, but by no
would be too much to demand of the same indi means like some of its predecessors. It must be
vidual. Accordingly, apparitions of no less renown a revelation. We ﬁnd it out thus. The author
than those of Messrs. Gall and Spunheim are designates revelation and miracle as twin errors,
called in to elucidate the elucidator. The sub and assures us that “God has never-—as popularly
joined lines contain the gist of Gall’s present taught and understood-—spoken to man directly,
opinion as to the Mesmeric process :—
either through prophet, priest or lawgiver; and
Each day we live some hidden source we ﬁnd,
That shows how link'd is matter with the mind;
How immaterial on material rests,
And one design these two combined, invests.
By every thought an atom melts away;
Another ﬂash, a second cannot stay
Where th‘ impression strikes the sensuous brain;
A change is wrought, the void ﬂlls up again.
Llie holds the balance with an equal beam,
0r mind and matter are not what they seem
When each exerts its own apportion‘d rule,
To guard the health or obviate a fool.

—After so luminous an exposition, all diﬂiculties
on the subject of it will of course vanish, and the
author must be held to have done service in

summoning these ghostly teachers for our ediﬁ
cation. Still, gratitude cannot blind us to some
peculiarities in his style, nor restrain us from
offering him a few suggestions. We venture to

the only inspiration that has moved man to action
has been the normal working of his attributes in
their diversiﬁed combinations in different idiosyn

—This observation touching a hero—

opens all doors.

Like the rest of his class, he uses

his openfsesame set of syllables in many cases for
which common English is already made and pro
is either a pleonasm, or, if not, it prompts us to vided. If he will take the ﬁve words mould, cast,
inquire what sort of line an unlincal one may be. bias, turn, bent, and substitute one or another for
Finally, when the writer asserts of his Mesmeric idiosyncraey at every occurrence of that word, he
will make his book much clearer and somewhat
wonders— ‘
shorter. The author believes in a God, in im
’T'Ls meet such things should have in one divan
For him wealth, splendour, power, all combine
To fix the glory of his lineal line

tically acquainted with horses will question the
eneral trustworthiness of its views. Unsoundness
Ir. Howden regards as the rule, soundness as the
very rare exception, of horse-ﬂesh. “There are few
horses that would stand the strict test of examina
tion for

urposes of unqualiﬁed warranty, even

cracies, as inﬂuenced by external circumstances.” amongst t ose that have not been worked; but few
Again, it is stated that the great problem of the indeed would be those that had been worked that
age is “ to give enuuciation to a new faith, in would not fall under the denomination of unsound.”
harmony with present knowledge.” Now when Starting with this opinion, that a great majority of
we look at ‘the author’s title we see-in spite of the the horses offered for sale are blemished, faulty, or
modest note of interrogation-that the new faith marked by important defects, Mr. Howden notices
is found, and this is conﬁrmed by the short and in succession all the ills to which horse-ﬂesh is sub
declaratory character of the chapters. How it can ject, states the signs by which each may be detected,
be revealed that all revelation is an error rather and concludes his observations on every failing by
puules us; but we remember that Epimenides the stating whether its presence proves a horse to be
Cretan was believed when he said that all the practically as well as theoretically unsound, or only
Cretans were liars. The great solving word of blemished. The many horse-buyers who are not
this new announcement is “idiosyncrasy." How versed in the technicalities and artiﬁces of the
often it occurs we have no idea; but if the printer horse-trade, and yet wish to form judgments of

say, then, that he does not materially increase our
would tell us at what page he had to seek a fur
stock of knowledge by the remark
ther supply of the letters 1' and 3/ we should be
In varied forms the lot oi’ man is cast,
The future lives not in the sensuous past ;—
able to form a guess. The idiosyncrasy of this
and that the following oouplet is open to the same author is the everlasting use of the word “ idiosyn
cracy": he is by no means the only person who
objection :—
Truth needs no polish from contemptuous art;
thinks that a Greek word is the master-key which
It acts but one, and that a single part.

veterinary surgeons, or a conference of the “deep
hands" and “knowing ones" of the horse-trade.
This manual, therefore, oﬂ‘ers many points of attack
and occasions for contradiction; but no one prac

their own on the animals offered to them by dealers,
will ﬁnd much useful information in this volume,

which, more than any other manual of the kind
placed before us of late, puts the intelligent but
uninitiated buyer on an equal footing with the clever

and unscrupulous trader.
Sunday Echoes in Week-day Hours.

By Mrs.

Carey Brock. With a Preface, by the Right Rev.
Lord Bishop of Winchester. (Seeley, Jackson &
Halliday.)-Written by a lady who had previously

displayed her capacity to write for young readers,
and introduced to the attention of parents by the
Bishop of Wnchester. ‘Sunday Echoes‘ attempts
to set forth the sorrows and trials of a little boy's

mortal life, and in thanksgiving, of which he has school life, and to show how he was enabled to
we are uneasy at the perverse skill with which he furnished a form. Prayer he rejects as wholly overcome evil inﬂuences and temptations to wrong
at once violates orthography and pronunciation. ineﬁicacious. It will comfort those who hold a by reminiscences of the Collects which he had learnt
The sole attention of each known moan,
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at home under the spiritual guidance of an effec Practical Mechanic's Journal. Great Exhibition, 1m, ‘to. E u cl.
l'ulplt. Tho, "ol. H2, Hvo. ‘7,6 cl.
_
_
V
tionate and devout mother. As a picture of school lL-mkiue‘s Manual of l.‘iv|l Emrluccnnu, 2nd l‘dlLFl'. Svo. m» cl.
ltawliuson‘s Municilnl (‘orporntlon Act, 4 ed. by \\ elsby, limo. S8.
life the narrative bu many faults; but the tons of Revival,
The \ ol. 7. er. lto. ll.‘ cl.

womanly piety and gentleness pervading the entire
story, and the simplicity with which the writer

puts forth her ideal of boyhood, and treats the
Prayer Book as if it were a “ Guide to the Play

ground," will win the sympathy of adult readers,
though the ordinary occupants of schoolroom and
nursery will in all probability be more bored than
amused by the grave sermons of good Mm. Ryley.

Our Reprints include, Thu-[01ml or, the Great
Commoner,- a Political Romance (Parker, Son &.
B0urnl,-—- Mr. Lever‘s Roland Cashel, which has
been added to Messrs. Chapman 8; Hall's “ Select
Librery,"-Mr. Latham on The Shape of Sword

Blacker-Vols. XXII. and XXIII. of the Reprint

Royal Blue llook, lElliIl, lkmo. 5 bd.
St. John's Life in the Forests of the Far Host, 2 ed. 2 r. 8V0. ﬂ/ ul.
Hhrn'l Manual of Animal Physiology, to. Eye. 5/6 cl.
Shephcrd‘s Argument of l'aul‘s Epistle to the Romans. 8m. 10/ cl.
Nnnhopc‘s lEsrlv Mlsccllanlcs, co loclcd and edit. post Eve. 5/ cl.
Stephen's New Commentaries on Laws of mlnnd, 5 ed. 4 v. 84/ cl.
hunuhinc Vol. I, er. 8m. 1m eL
'l‘uylnr'n donlldemtlons of the Pcntateuch, 8m. 2,! I'd.
Thom‘! lrllh Almanac and Directory, In, two. 15/ cl. _
Thomas’! Resurrections: Thoughts on Duty and Destiny, 2/0 cl.
'l‘nncts on l'nucticnl hubjretl for the Working Classes, l’mo. l'll cl.
Transactions of Anne. for Promotion of social Science. 1862. lll.v cl.
\l'nrhurton fBpJ. Life of, by Rev. J. 8. Watson, M.A.,8vo. l8,’ cl.
‘mt-m1 VJ ouhunl Memoir 0!, ed. by Churtou. md edit. or. live. 7!‘

\\ ilkms's mun l’rosc Exerclsel. er. rm. to cl.
\l‘lld Animals, 16ml). 2/6 cl.
“'nnmll's Fife and Drum, CW). 713 el. gt.
Young's The Hebrew Tenses Illustrated, small lto. l/ swd.

[Aov censuses-r. ]-N( YI‘l(‘E.-—AURORA FIADYD, by
the Author of ‘ Lady Audley's Secret,‘ will be leldyat every

of Punch (Bradbury 8: Evans),—Selectionsfrom the Library on Tuesday next, January 20th, in 2 vols.
Poetical Works of Robert Browning _(Chapmsn &. ’l‘lssLBY Enos, 1S, Cnthcrincstreet, Strand.
Hall),—The Bah-email Lecture, on the Total Solar
CHABING-CROSS BRIDGE.
Eclipse observed at Riz'abcllosa, near .lh'mmla dc
THE Chasing-Cross Railway Bridge, carrying the
Ebro, in Spain, by \Varren De La Rue (Taylor 8:
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extended, to the manifut advantage of the struc
ture, and the introduction of an element breaking
the rude right angle of the girders and cylinders
secured at no more expense than the extra cost of
larger slabs of granite.

Forty-nine feet, the space between each pair of
cylinders, gives the width of the romlway, accommo.
dating four lines of rails; each cylinder is braced to

its companion by a transverse boom of wrou ht
iron. This roadway we may describe without go
into technicalities and structural peculiarities, all of

which are most ingenious, if not wholly novel in
design, as supported by lattice girders of vast
strength; their architectural effect is by no means
unpleasing when seen in perspective, the repetition
of the lstticiug enriching the aspect of the work
excellently. To this effect ofconstructional decoration
the arrangement of the galleries, so to style them,
contributes; these project on either side of the
bridge, being sustained by brackets or extensions
of the transverse beams of the whole structure.

These galleries or balconies are to serve as footways
Francis),-and a. New Edition of Perrin's French SouthEastern Railway into its western London to (perform the oﬁice of the old suspension brid
Fables, by Le Stievenard (Tegg). Among transla terminus, now rapidly approaching completion, and an are to be seven feet in advance from the si es
tions, we have Tilan; a Romance, from the German intended to supplant the well-known and bmutiful of the great lattice girders, that being the width of
of Jean Paul Friedrich Richter, translated by suspension work by Brunel, will be one of the the footway on each side. The arrangements for
Charles T. Brooks (Trlibnerk Co.),—and from the most effective and imposing structures on the attaching these balconies to their supports have
French, The Story of a Siberian Exile, by M. Iluﬁn
Pietrowski (Longmans). \Ve have a second edition
of Mr. Garbett's Rudimentary Treatise on the Prin
cipla of Desiyn in Architecture (Virtue Brothers
A: (70.); fourth editions of Charadcs, Eniymas
and Riddles, collected by a Cantab (Bell & Daldy),
—Glimpses of our Heavenly Home ,- or, the Destiny
of the Gloriﬁed, by the Rev. E. Davies (Heylin),—
and Help and Comfort for the Sick, by the Author
of ‘ Sickness, its Trials and Blessings’ (Rivingtons);
an eleventh edition of Haydn’: Dictionary of Dales
relating to All Ages and Nations, revised and en
larged by Benjamin Vincent (Moxon 5: Cu.). Bar
rington (Chapman 8: Hall), by Charles Lever, has
‘been completed and issued in a single volume.
The following have also appeared :—Vol. II. of
The Museum (Edinburgh, Gonlon),—Vol. III. of
The Voyage of the Nature (Saunders, Otley k (30.),
—Practioal Mecham'c‘s Journal () Record
of the Great Exhibition of 1862 (Longmans),—-Mr.
J errold's History of Eehibitions,—~£ducation Inter
nationale : Documens (lu C'oncours procoqué par
M. A. Barbiérc, en Decembre 18‘61, pour la Fonda
tion d'un Colléye [ram-national (Dulau),— Vortri'uye
and Rcden Kunsthistorfschm Inhalls, von Ernst
Guhl 1Dulau),-——Analytic Universal Telegmphy, an
International Tclegraphic Language, by Count
D’Escayrac de Lauture (Hotten),-A Pilyrimage
to the Home of Florence Nightingale, by James
Croston (\Vhittaker), - The News A lmanack, —
Scottish ll'idows’ Fund Life Assurance .S'om'ety's _
Diary and Prospectus,—l3ritish Workman, 4862.
LLBT OF NEW BOOKS.

Adams‘! (leogmpgy Classiﬁed, post We. 7,13 cl.
.Aduns's School~ y Honour, newodit. (0. Bye. 8/6 cl.
Aschnm's 'l'hc Schoolmnstcr, ed. with Notes, by Mayor. lﬂmo. 6/
Beabie on the Instructions of Muskrtry. cr. 8V0. Lr'li cl.
Bees, hilkwonns, and Inhabitants ofthc Aqnarium,cr. Bvs. l/‘lwd.
Boo‘tly s Aids to htnmp Collectors, 3rd edit. fc. 8V0. II and.
Bra don‘! Aurora Floyd. 3 vols.
810. 31/6 cl.

Brewer's Beatrice Storm, or the

rogue of l‘ruth. 8 vols. ill/6 cl.

British Sea Weed Descn tion! by rs. Getty,‘ cm. (L?! cl. Kilt.
Calendar of stm l[per-u, ‘ t indies, he" by aai‘nlwbury, 15/ cl.
Cnsnplu s Praetlml echunlcal Fmginecring, Bvo. ‘171' cl.

Carter's Power of God. or Results of Theatre Preaching. 12mm. 1/
Church and Stats Review edited by Dmllon, Vol. 1, folio. 9,’ cl.
Comic Adventuru of the Toung Man from the Country. 5/ bds.
'(lml'k’l Manual of English Literature, new edit. cr. Bro. 7/0 cl.
(lrnlnpton'l ‘l'slss of L is in Earnest. fc. svo. ‘.2 '6 cl. It.
lu-mrmhcnis Midias, with English Notes, by lllolmcgpost Evo. 5/
Drew‘s Bishop (‘olenso's Pentateuch Examined or. 810. 8/6 cl.
lldgdr‘n Dams, Saxons and Normans. Svo. 7/6 of. n'lt.
Florist and Pomolotrist, 1m. royul Bro. 14/ cl.

lIrost gull ll‘olnenholms‘s Treatise on Solid Geometry, Svo. 1s! cl.
('onot = Elementary Treatise on Ph ice, tr. b Atkinson. 12 '5 cl.
(from and Glory. or the Believer’:
its in Both Worlds, fc. Eve. :5.‘
Gmlmm‘s English Synonyms Classiﬁed and Explained. 4th ed. 6;’
(lm ' llnnd Catalogue u Postage-Stumps, 3nd ed. fc. Eve. 1,1 lids.
uminutlon Questions In Common Low. to. Evo. 15/
,
<5 of the .\lanifcstation ofJesus Chrisl. 12:110. ‘.'/ cl.
Hugh.
grupby of British History, fc. Bvo. 8;"6 cl.
Is (:eol
Antagonistic to Scripture ': er. Bvo. Ml bds.
Jitczcv s voclrct hcnoxmry, Eng. & Dutch, and Dutch [a Bug" 4/
ihnulakc sénvpiplon offthe t‘rimcu, Vols. 1 and i, Bro. 3'.‘ cl.v
.awrcncc _ru1 I , or .x crimes: in Australia. fc.
o. '1'
.
Laxton‘s Builder-‘ii Price look for 11.11. fc. 8w. 4/, cl. 8' J 6 cl
Lee in Lectures on vucclnmsyphllitic Inoculation, and edit. 10.“ cl.
Lil-ll!‘ Eﬂle‘s (‘owslip Bull, 181110. I/ cl.

Thames, so far as height and extent of span can
render it remarkable. The suspension bridge of
Huugerford thus superseded is to go to Bristol,
and its iron-work employed to cross the Avon at
a splendid elevation, where almost any structure
would look noble; it will supply a long-felt need

of the locality.

been challenged as insuﬂicient and perilous.

The effect of leaving the brick piers of the sus
pension bridge to mix up with the cylinders is not
a little bewildering to the observer who may be
ignorant of the primary use of the former.

Their

serviceable-noes to the railway and the cost of
The whole width of the Thames removing them commanded their retention. The

opposite Hungerford is about 1,340 feet,—more
than twice as wide as at the Chinese Bridge at
Chelsea. The waterway at Hungcrford is 1,256
feet dinches, of which the central span of the sus

bridge, when com leted, will consist of six spans of
154 feet each, an three on the l\liddlcscx side of
100 feet each; the bridge is to be widened on that
side to 175 feet, so as to admit of seven lines of

pension bridge is not less than 640 feet.

rails and platforms into the station.

Hun

The depth of

gerford Bridge is the longest bridge on the river, the Thames, at low-water, spring-tide, on the site
being nearly double that of London Bridge. Of of the bridge .is 11 feet; the rise of the tide, 17 feet
the new work Mr. Hawkshaw is the engineer; he 6 inches; the level of the rails above Trinity high
has divided Brunel’s openings into spans of 154 water mark, 31 feet. The towers from which the
feet each, by cylinders placed in pairs. The brick chains of suspension now hang, and which are so
piers of the former structure are allowed to re graceful an ornament to the river and the older
main for the use of the railway, giving something structure, will ,of course be removed, so that
of variety to the ranges of cylinders that rise like nothing will break the straight line of the lattice
gss-pipes‘strnight out of the water, and bear up girder tops stretching from shore to shore. The

the iron lattice girders of the bridge itself in greater portion of the labour of erecting the rail
the most uncompromisingly simple and unadorned

way bridge has been performed without in any

manner. On the tops of these cylinders the iron way interfering with the use of the older structure,
bed of the road crosses at a more right angle,
the whole arrangement producing an appearance
of formal rigidity that fails to satisfy the eye,
which instantly questions the policy of using these
ugly things in such numbers, when, if the struc
ture had been less rigidly traheal, it is presum
able that some of them might have been omitted,
and an appearance of continuity and grace gained
by the varying lines of the spanners, that might
have been employed with structural advantage.
The form of structure thus indicated, displaying
right angles everywhere, is continued across the
river. The cylinders of each pair stand 49 feet
apart. That portion of each which is below the bed
of the river is 14 feet in diameter, in seven seg
ments of 9 feet long each, with ﬂanges cast inside,
whereby they are bolted together, leaving the exte
riors to look like mere tubes in smoothness. Above
this comes a portion 10 feet in diameter, reaching
to the main girder, in seven segments of nine-feet
lengths. In most cases these cylinders are sunk

being in fact built to enclose it within its for
greater width. Temporary wooden footways now
serve for the traffic.

CULTURE 0F SILK.
Sericulture, as our French neighbours call the
culture of silk, is making such progress as to be

worthy of remark.

Apart from the attempts to

establish silk-grounds in the South of France, Italy
and Algeria, certain agricultural proprietors near

Monte Video and in the territory of Uruguay
have commenced operations to the same purpose.

The arrival of about seventy pounds of cocoons at
Paris may be taken as an earnest of what they hope
to accomplish in future. The caster-oil plant grows

abundantly all over the country above referred is),
and so rapidly that in four months its height Will
be four feet, with leaves from eight to twelve inches
broad. This plant is found to be the best food for
the mongrel silkworm, bred from the two varieties

40 feet into the bed of the river, thus giving ample which have of late received much attention from
security. The lower and wider portion of these cultivators, the one peculiar to the caster-oil plant,
cylinders is ﬁlled in with concrete. Above this the other to the ailanto, as London names 1t,

they are lined with brickwork to the summit, where Ailantm glamlulosa, a tree familiar in English
blocks of granite receive the wrought-iron girders parks and in some of the squares in the west of
of the superstructure, keeping the cast-iron cylin London. It appears that in the favourable climate
ders from contact with the ever-vibrating roadway of South America, six gatherings may be made 111

by rising an inch or two higher than their edges.
Here, then, was an opportunity of giving a truly
architectural and constructional form to these ugly
shafts or cylinders, one also which would have
Macnn_uglrt's Christ unity and its Evidence, fc. SW. 3," cl.
Miller s_ Tﬁlghnﬁd blketlcbis. edit. by In. Miller, or. are. ﬁle].
been in keeping with their character as sustaining
mines The.
1
rVol].
y,nn1
of ‘or
for (.mu \lnn ‘ to - 8m
' . 2/' d.
2, Bvo.
10,‘?Stories
cl.
a great load. If these blocks of granite had been
_ca 0's lays on .itnruiology & Church Hist. A
Bro. 18/
heals
s Median-s] llynms i' \"qucnoes, tmnsl. mnlipeerll.dix,
aim-i.
9: cl. widened out, so as to become :Lbaci supported
sgftpna‘ntllvsonltxhlby
‘W1 (5 Rcpu‘blicul, post Svo. 31 rd.
'
upou cushions, the function of the columnar
l c _ s we r s nun ‘xvi izutiun o Ancien I
" >
Perry 8 Fruits of the spirit. to. two. 51c].
‘ Maud‘ 1"’ "L
cylinders would be indicated, their ugly and
Pmroe‘s Household Manager, 3rd edit. revised to. 81's. 3,-6 cl
meagre forms ennobled, their bearing surface

a year; and one of the cultivators at Assumption
states that about one acre of land will yield two
million cocoons, which, at the rate of 2,500 to the

pound weight, make nearly 800 pounds. With these
data, it will not bedifﬁcult tocalculute the proﬁt that
maybe anticipated from silk culture. Silk has been
experimented on by chemists, and M. Persoz ﬁnds
that a. preparation of chloride of zinc will dissolve
silk,-—which fact at once suggests a method for

detecting tricks of trade as practised by silk
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weavers. Much of the woven silk, so called, sold ' the “ early part of 1834 ” as the period when Mr. of which show that those who cut them were not
by mercers and others, contains a large proportion Knight‘s plan was a recognized fact, submitted by always careful to adopt classical words. Indeed,
of wool or cotton, sometimes both; but now all others to the consideration of “official person
may be discovered by an easy chemical process. ages.ll
\Vas it in this ungenial season that Dr. Gray
As above stated, the chloride dissolves the silk, but
leaves untouched the wool and cotton; the wool in and his "other companions ” were fellow-passengers \
turn is dissolved by an aqueous solution of caustic with me “ in the basket of a Blackheath coach";
pohsh, which leaves the cotton uninjured. M. when he stated his views in relation to the prepay
Ozanam, in a recent communication to the Aca ment of postage by stamps, which views I “ com
demy of Sciences at Paris, carries the question a bated," and “aﬁterwards thought better of the
step further by showing that the several operations subject "2 “Several months” before the 1st of ,
may be accomplished in one single bath of ammoni June, my own plan had been formed, and is re
uret of copper. Let the piece of cloth be plunged corded to have been under oﬁicial consideration.
into this, and in a short time the cotton disappears; Perhaps I may be warranted in asking, how it was .
at the end of three, six or twelve hours, according that my alleged appropriation of Dr. Gray’s idea
to the strength of the bath, the silk is dissolved, remained unnoticed by him till 1863 '2 I leave to
leaving the wool intact. Thus the quality and the judgment of those who have long known me, to 3
proportions of the materials of the warp and weﬁ decide whether the language stated to have been '
may be easily determined. M. Ozanam explains used by me to a gentleman of scientiﬁc eminence

it is hazardous to determine what form of a word
may, or may not, be found in an inscription, merely
from its use by ancient writers at a particular
period ; and words sometimes occur on monuments
which would not be met with in classical books.
I am sure that Mr. Hogg's object, in this

inquiry, is to arrive at the truth, whatever it may
be, and I trust he will give me credit for the same
desire; and this is often arrived at by diﬂ'erence of
opinion ; but I do not know whether he has visited
Baalbek, and has copied or carefully examined the

inscriptions in situ, and can speak from his own
knowledge of the appearance and position of the

letters,, or whether he depends solely on the copies
g1'ven by others. With regard to those of Wood
and Kraﬂ’t, on which he relies so much, they diﬂ'er

greatly from each other; and I can safely affirm
that, by Mr. Graham's method of dialysis, it is pos would not have been better suited to the character that Kraift’s “inﬂata (pecunia) sua regum Aevota"
sible with this bath to separate silk in the gela of a costermonger returning from Greenwich fair in the ﬁrst inscription, and in(ﬂata n)umin(i)bus"
CHARLES Kuron'r.
in the second, are inaccurate; and that “inlumi
tinous form, taking care to use for the porous than to mine.
nata sua pecunia ex voto " in the ﬁrst, as given by
septum a substance that does not dissolve in the
ammoniuret of copper. Parchment or paper would
THE IN SCRIPTIDNb AT BAALBEK.
soon disappear. Having prepared a quantity of
January 14-, 1863.
I thank Mr. Hogg for his obliging answer, in
silk in the gelatinous state, as, in fact, it exists in
the worm, it might then be possible to draw it out the Athcrueum of January the 10th, to my letter
on the
reason
inscriptions
of his supposing
at Baalbek,
thatand
thefor
two
explaining
capitals
in threads of any length and of any thickness, and the
thus avoid the trouble of spinning by a process

Wood and by me, may be depended upon ascor

rect.

Those words within brackets are (as I sup

? pose) supplied by Mr. Hogg, and therefore omitted

by Krafft.

On the probability of the Greek Della

in “Aevota" I need make no remark.

Herr

Kraﬂ't is also incorrect in the ﬁrst inscription,

Or silk cloth might be of the columns in the portico were not of “ gilt when he gives “Antonini Pii Aug-e Julim.....Senat
produced, either by a process of pouring out and bronze." I am sorry for my mistake respecting Antonin(i),” which Wood and I read “Anto
rolling, or in endless lengths, after the manner of his meaning, when I said he considered the absence , nini Pii Fel. Aug. et Julise .... ..Senat Patr-(ia),”
paper-makers. And with this capability of reduc of gilding on the capitals of the columns in the, followed apparently (according to my copy)
tion to the gelatinous condition, we have the means Great Temple negatived the reading “that thea by “Aur. Ant.” and some letters not easily
for reconverting old waste silk, woven or twisted, capitals of the portico had been gilt,” whereas he i deciphered; and I leave it to others to decide
l
refuse cocoons and ﬂoss, to a useful and valuable really alluded to the absence of any bronze or brass whether Herr Kraﬁ‘t’s copy is likely to be so very
article of commerce. These are a few hasty sugges capitals “ in or about the temples"; but in neither l accurate, though he is, no doubt, "an intelligent
,l and careful German traveller.” And now let us
tions as to the way in which these interesting case do I see the force of his objection.
It is true, as he says, that “ none of the capitals ‘ examine the space occupied by the letters in the
chemical results may be utilized: that many others
still extant in or about the temples of marble or, part relating tolthe “capitals of the columns,” 1
will shortly be forthcoming is not to be doubted.
compact limestone are made of brass or bronze”;,' which as I read them are—
but this fact would not prove that two capitals of ‘ CAPITA COLVMNARVM DVA AERKA avno rsLvnnuu.
TEE POSTAGE-STAMP.
the colonnade of the portico of the sacred inclosure and according to Kralﬁ
January 12, 1863.
WITH :1 view to historical accuracy, I trouble you surrounding the temples could not have been of CAP
OOLVMNARVM Dvl AERI AYBO IN FLATA
with some brief remarks on Dr. Gray’s letter of "gilt bronze." I may also observe, that this portico is ‘ without any spaces between “ cap " and “ col,‘I or
January the 5th, which was called for, he says, distant more than 500 feet from those temples, and ‘
by my attempt to discredit his statement, “ by that all its columns have long since been removed. \ “in " and “ ﬂata." The double A of “ DVAA” may
ignoring the value (if not the existence) of the It is not the portico of either temple, but of the‘ easily be mistaken for “ DY}! "; but how account
most essential stage of postage reform as regards inclosure, in which they stand; and as I said for the extra length occupied by “ca-pita" and
before, the Saracens would have found better use 1 “ inluminata”! “Aeri,” again, is clearly “acre ”(a).
newspapers.”
The Act on Newspaper Postage, to an abstract for bronze capitals than building them into walls, . The other double A might also be taken for M ; and
of which in my ‘ Companion to the Almanac ’ Dr. where they might have been seen by us at the pre . indeed Wood reads “ dum " and “muro," but there
not suﬂicient s
for “dumerant in mum.” If
Gray refers, has no reference whatever to the inland sent day. The absence of any made of brass or ‘i is
M. De Saulcy has proposed to read “ capita colum
postage of newspapers. As set forth in its title, bronze “ in or about the temples ” would not cer
it is “to regulate the conveyance of Newspapers tainly prove that none were originally put up in ‘ narum duo area auro inlumina "—and to translate
by Post between the United Kingdom, the British the portico, and would scarcely, as it seems to me, the sentence “ two capitals " (of columns) “ in gilt
Colonies, and Foreign Parts.” It had been enacted negative the reading that two of the capitals of bronze,” as Mr. Hogg states, I am glad to be sup
similar to wire-drawing.

in 1825 that Newspapers might pass free by Post its columns were of “ gilt bronze." I think it
from one part of Great Britain to another. They highly probable that the capitals of the other
went free before, by the ﬁction of the frank of a columns in this portico were of stone, or marble,
Member of Parliament, whose name was printed
on the wrapper.

The question of a Postage Stamp to be affixed
to the wrapper of a newspaper could not have
arisen upon the Act of 1834; for that Act, by
supersediug the payment of Postage upon Colonial
and Foreign Newspapers, rendered any stamp for
prepayment wholly unnecessary.
Nevertheless,
Dr. Gray dates his idea of prepayment by means
of stamped covers “ from that early part of 1834"

when the Newspaper Postage Act was under dis
cussion; and he refers to a leading article in the
Times, of the 28th of March, “ in which the forth

coming Act was discussed.”

The Act was not

gilt; while two, as we are informed by the inscriptions, were of bronze gilt. It was a custom, both
of the Romans and the Greeks, to colour their architecture, and
ts were often gilt. In so splendid
a building as this at Baalbek we may therefore
suppose they adopted the same custom; and the
superiority of the two capitals, above alluded to,
consisted in their being of bronze gilt; but there
is no authority, from the remains themselves, for
conjecturing that the stone capitals were gilt; and
“ M. Mariette's statement in 1758 (only seven years
after W'ood's visit), that in his opinion the capitals
of the porch (portico) had been gilt," could neither
conﬁrm, nor disprove, any hypothesis respecting
them. If he had supposed they had been originally

passed till the 13th of August. It was a very
small instalment of Postal Reform, needing no gilt, or painted of any particular colour, this would
have been a mere suggestion; since the columns of
parliamentary discussion.
In the ‘ Companion to the Newspaper’ of June the portico and their capitals had long disappeared
the lat, 1834, is inserted a document, which is before he visited Baalbelr, and nothing remained of

ported by his opinion, though I depend in reality
. on the copy I made, and only differ from him in

reading “dua” for “duo." Though I have had
‘ some experience in taking copies of inscriptions
from the monuments, I am far from pretending
> that any of my own are in every part more correct
than those made by some other person: much must

depend on the manner in which they are copied,
especially when in a diﬂicult position like these
at Baalbek; but unless the transcriber of these

brought his eye to their level, as I did at two dif
ferent times of the day, and therefore under diﬁ'er
ent lights, he would not have had so good a chance

of copying them accurately ; and I am inclined to
consider my reading correct: according to which
“ two of the capitals of the columns were of bronze
‘ illumined with gold." Mr. Hogg takes no notice

of my statement that I was let down to the inscrip
tions by a rope from the top of the parapet wall
(which has taken the place of the lower part of the
colonnade), as if this was of no importance; while

he admits that “the height from the ground at
them except the pedestals, which are in the same which they are placed, and the greatly-decayed
for the information of some oﬁicial personages"; position at the present day.
\ letters, render the true reading of them extremely
If the word “ dua" was nercr used at the time i diﬁicult at the present time"; that is, when seen
in which, amidst a great number of other sngg es
from below. He also says he has “seen other
tions for the abolition of the stamp, it is said that the inscriptions were put up, we might not expect and
more recent copies which differ again from"
the diﬂiculty of a prepayment by the transmitter it to occur at Baalbek ; but since so great aclassical mine; but he does not give any of them, nor state
of an unstamped newspaper would be obviated by authority as Mr. Hogg admits that “ duo” was only in which letters they dzlﬁ'er from mine, nor how
“ Mr. Knight’s plan of a stamped frank, and it "most generally used in the third century aﬁer they were copierL It would be satisfactory to
would facilitate the transmission of all printed Christ,” there is reason to so PP ose that “dua u!,
sheets under a certain weight." “Several months" might be met with at the commencement of the) ,The whole of the (“minions may be mm in the
before the 1st of June would carry us back to century, especially in monumental inscriptions, some , 40mm," or December 20, 1802
stated “to have been prepared several months ago,
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know these particulars: I feel sure the omission

was unintentional.

_

I must offer my apologies to Mr. Hogg for having
misquoted the inscription “Divisio Mose," given

by him from M. De Saulcy.

It was purely an
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needed through the erection of a chapel for the
Female Penitentiary of the city upon the site of the
bath-house.
Among the plans for the improvement of the
metropolis and its neighbourhood that will be
brought before Parliament in the ensuing session

oversight. Besides, the correction I intended to
offer was not in the ﬁrst, but in the second, word, are the following,—every one of which is of import
which I read “ Mosch” instead of “ Moso." There ance, many of absolute necessit :—The Thames
are at Baalbek two of these short inscriptions, one Embankment (north side) ; Queen s Road, extension
“ Divis Mose," the other “ Divisio Mosch."
to Battersea ; Regent Market, utilization of Leices~
“'ith regard to Bek, the word is common in ter Square; South London Markets; St. John's
Coptic: as in “Dios-t-baki," “Dimpolis",- “On-t Lane stoppage; Thames Bridges; Blackfriars
baki,“ “ Heliopolir," and others: and this part of Bridge ; Admiralty Buildings ; Albert Bridge ;
the name may have been given to Baalbek from Royal Arcade; Putney and Fulham New Bridge
the Egyptian “baki," “city," as it received the and Pier; Tower Bridge; Fulham Bridge; Grand
name A re», or On, from the same language,—(see Surrey Docks; Metropolitan Bridges; Thames
Amos i. 5, and the Septuagint translation of that Embankment (south side); \Vandsworth and Ful~
passage). Respecting the connexion between this ham Bridge; West London Docks. It will be
Heliopclis and the Heliopolis of Egypt, from which observed that many of these schemes are directed
Macrobius says the statue of the God was taken, to the construction of bridges on the Thames, either
by the aid of the Egyptian priests-see Macrob. totally new, or the rebuilding of old and yet existing
Saturn. i. c. 30; but when Mr. Hogg asks (Tr. R. structures. We believe the whole number of such
S. Lit. vii. p. 259), “may not this Egyptian ter propositions is no less than eighteen; some of them
minal word" (Beki) “have been introduced in the are sure to take effect, to the great comfort of the
tenth or eleventh century, by the Egyptian Ca population, that has now but three free bridges for
liphs, who governed Baalbec?" I hope he will use. If any new railway bridges are to be con
excuse me if I doubt the Moslem Caliphs having structed across the Thames, surely the Government
introduced a word from the Egyptian, or Coptic, might stipulate that they should afford free foot
which they neither used, nor (perhaps, it may be accommodation.
said) even understood, and compounded a name of
The Thames Embankment Committee of the
a Syrian town with that word and the title of a Metropolitan Board of “'orks have reported in
heathen Deity. I cannot, however, conclude with
favour of the formation of a subway along the
out expressing my thanks to Mr. Hogg for his embankment from Westminster to Blackfriars at
valuable paper on Baalbek.
a cost of 20,000L, and against a proposal to place
GARDNER “'lnuissox.
at the junctions of the streets and along the work
dwarf trees and shrubs planted in ornamental

quirements in general philology, and especially in

the Sanscrit, of which he was the ﬁrst Professor ever
appointed in Ireland. When he ﬁrst visited this
country, he spent some time in \Vales in the study
of Welsh, from which he passed over to Ireland to

perfect himself in Irish.

His official duties at

Trinity College engrossed too much of his time to

permit him to contribute so frequently as might
have been wished to literature and philological
science; but, in the ‘ Ulster Journal of Archzeol

,’

there is a memoir from his pen of his distinguis ed
friend Dr. Caspar Zeuss, whose ‘ Grammatica
Celtics. ’ is recognized as the great contribution of
German learning to Celtic philology. In this
memoir the death of Zeuss is attributed to over
work and over'study; and there is too much reason
to fear that Siegfried fell a victim to the same
causes. On Wednesday, the 7th of January, he

was suddenly attacked at Dublin by brain-fever,
and on Saturday, the 10th, he expired. The Royal
Irish Academy resolved to attend his funeral in a

body, on the 14th, as a mark of respect.
We notice in the last number of the Proceedings
of the American Plu‘loaophical Socicty, at Phila

delphia, that the civil war has been carried into
the ranks of philosophy and science; for, at a
meeting of the Society in March last, it was
resolved, “That a committee be appointed to
report to the Society the names of any of its mem~
bers who may have been publicly and notoriously

engaged in acts of treason against the United
States." And at the following meeting it was
agreed that “Matthew F. Maury and W. F.

Lynch have committed public and notorious acts
of treason against the United States"; and it was
ordered “ that they be expelled from the Society.”
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devices, the last “ being of no practical value to the This will perhaps be news for Capt. Maury, who,
THE design by Mr. Noble for a bust of the Prince Board." We trust, however, that the planting of having run the blockade from Charleston, is now

Consort, which is to be placed in the new building

trees along this new boulevard, the same being by

of the Bath United Hospital, has been completed, far the ﬁnest method of decoration that can be
and photographs of the same have been submitted
tothe Queen. Her Majesty has been pleased to

express her “entire approval of the design," and
has also graciously suggested the following inscrip

tion :—
ms LIFE
srnuno race a user inns srnrxrnr wrrn
son's WILL,
am) 'rnsssrons WITH ALL rear was rnus,
BEAUTIFUL AND_RIGHT.
—These words will be inscribed on the plinth.

devised, will he insisted on by the public voice.
An extract from a letter addressed to Prof.
Tyndall by Mr. James Hall will interest some
of our readers '.—“Last week, on the 2nd of
January, accompanied by a guide, I made the
ascent of Snowdon from the "ictoria Hotel at
Llanberis. There had been a heavy fall of snow
the previous night, which circumstance I hoped

in London.

By a report recently published, it appears that
ﬁve counties of Southern Virginia, on the slopes
of the Alleghany range, contain good coal, “semi

anthracite and semi-bituminous."

Near Wythe

ville, in the same region, lies a deposit of rock
salt, which yields 24,000 gallons of brine dail ;
and the quantity of salt manufactured within t e

year has amounted to 300,000 bushels.
According to a New York paper, Mr. Grinnell,
would give me an opportunity of repeating your well known for his connexion with the search for
x eriments relative to the blue colour of newly the Franklin Expedition, purposes presenting the
!‘

en snow in Switzerland ; nor was I disappointed.

British Government with some interesting relics

The University of Cambridge has lately received As soon as I arrived at a sufficient altitude for the of Frobisher‘s Expeditions to the Arctic Regions
a present of thirty pictures, by modern artists, from snow to be one foot thick, viz., 1,900 feet above which have been brought to New York by apt.
the Gallery of Mrs. Ellison, of Sudbrooke Holme,

the sea, on makin

a hole with the baton I was

near Lincoln. They have been placed in the Fitz delighted to ﬁnd t e blue colour, but rather pale.
william Museum, to which they form a welcome As we ascended the mountain, we came into a
addition, that gallery being almost entirely deﬁ dense mist with the snow deeper; and the blue
cient in representatives of the modern English colour beca'me darker every step until we reached
Schools of Art. Five of the pictures have recently the summit, when the colour was as dark as that
become familiar to the

eneral public by having

formed

nternational Exhibition.

of the

These are two by Good,—‘Reading the News,‘

and ‘An Old Woman’; Danby‘s ‘ Painter’s Holi
day’; Creswick‘s ‘Ford’; and Morland‘s ‘Gipsies.’
Among the others may be noticed, a good early

C. F. Hall. The relics, which consist of fragments
of iron, wood, tile and glass, were obtained by

Capt. Hall on Kod‘lu-narn, or White Man's
Island, where a colony endeavoured to establish
itself on the occasion of Sir Martin Frobisher’s
third voyage to the Arctic Regions in 1576-8
under the patronage of Queen Elizabeth.
of the ﬁrmament. The most beautiful colour, how
ever, was in the natural cracks and holes in the
France is preparing another expedition to the
drifted wreaths of snow, caused, I suppose, by the Niger, under the command of Capt. Magnan.
particles of snow not having been compressed on Government has put three steamers, built for the
each side the cracks or holes, and the reﬁexions purpose, at its disposition. One of them can be
consequently more numerous.

The light in the

Turner, ‘The Mouth of the Thames,’ strongly crevices of the snow on the side of the mountain
reminding one of the noble picture of the same overlooking Glaslyn was exceedingly beautiful.
subject hung, with its glorious companion, in the The thermometer on the summit was 28°F., and the
Middle Room at the National Gallery; a second calculated height by an aneroid 3,595 feet above
Moi-land, a bit of Isle of Wight Coast, painted by the sea."

taken to pieces, in case of waterfalls being in the

way of the expedition.

The steamboats, one of

which is a screw, have all ﬂat bottoms, and when
laden draw only 35 feet of water. Capt.

intends erecting stations at the Niger delta, vim,
at Karimana, at Tombuktu and Bamaku.

From

him while hiding from duns and bailiﬂ‘s; Collins‘s

The West African Company has utilized the the latter places, caravans are to be despatehed
‘ Anglers,’ and ‘ Meadfoot Bay, Torquay'; a good articles removed from the Liberian Court at the regularly to Algiers and Senegambia, and a
bit of Genoese Sea-coast, by Stanﬁeld; some of International Exhibition by forming them into the regular steamboat navigation is to be established
Mr. Linton's best works,—‘Taormina,’ ‘ Sparta,’ nucleus of an African Museum, to be enlarged in on the Niger.
and two views from Venice; another by Good,— the premises occupied by the Company at Gresham
The magniﬁcent and unique collection of porce
‘ The Singing Lesson’; ‘ Leap-frog,’ by Gill; and House. The idea is a good one, which we trust
a good Cattle-piece by Cooper. There is ample will be carried out.
space on the walls of the Fitzwilliam Museum for
A singular fatality appears to have lately pur
halfadozen such donations; and it is hoped that sued the most distinguished cultivators of the
many pictures now half-buried in country-houses,
Irish language. The death of O‘Donovan at the
or hanging as mere articles of furniture in badly
close of 1861 was followed by that of Eugene

lain belonging to the celebrated Sevres manufactory
is at length about to be exhibited in a manner
worthy of its excellence. A new Museum for its
display has been erected, which is so arranged as to
comprise three distinct collections. The ﬁrst will be

composed of every description of foreign china, and
lighted rooms, will follow those from Sudbrooke Curry in 1862 ; and the ﬁrst days of the new year of specimens of the materials of which it is com
Holme to the magniﬁcent Cambridge Gallery.
have been marked by the sudden and premature posed. The second will contain specimens of every
The ancient Holy Well at Oxford, which gave death of Dr. Siegfried, in the thirty-third year of description of French earthenware, and the third

name to the parish in which it stood, and formed his age. Dr. Rudolph Thomas Siegfried, a native patterns of the produce of the Sevres manufacture
a bath reputed to possess singular virtues, has been of Dessau, was lecturer in Sanscrit and assistant since its establishment. The new Museum has been
totally obliterated by the formation of a deep-lying librarian at Trinity College, Dublin. He combined ‘ erected by command of Napoleon the Third, who
drain to carry off the water to the river: this was a knowledge of the Celtic languages with high ac- has ordered that the old and inconvenient Museum
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themselves acknolllrledgev th’at’any such apparerit , in the sense’ mentioned above, and occasional
shall be converted into a barrack for the pontoneers
of the Imperial Guard. Apropos of the ceramic art,

evidence of copying would fall to the ground if it
we may take this opportunity of stating that the can be shown that Dr. D'Orsan’s photographs were
taken prior to February 1858, the date of Mr.
Denx ware, which has been appropriately called I De La Rue‘s. Now this I am authorized by Dr.

problem respecting the origin of the famous Henri

; instances of exceedingly well-marked systems of
! anti-cyclones. The loci of highest and lowest
barometer were separated in his charts by distances
of from 1,000 to 2,000 miles; and Mr. Galton con

‘The Sphinx of Art,’ is said to have been at 'D'Orsan to state is the case; he is prepared on his lcludes that whenever there are limited areas of
length solved. The Ohroniquc des Arts informs us l part to reciprocate their oﬂ'er, and to show to any ,'very high and very low barometers at distances
that the mysterious pottery was made at Oiron, , scientiﬁc gentleman really anxious to investigate not exceeding the above, a line drawn from the
near Thouars, with Rigné clay, by two artists— , the subject, both his own original negatives and former to the latter will be cut in all cases by
Francois Charpentier, a potter, and Jean Bernard. ‘ the exact date of their production. It is on this . Winds coming from the left.—‘ On the Immunity
I enjoyed by
While students, Ludwig Uhland and Justinus ! originality that Dr. DIOl-san rests his sole claim to

the

Stomach from being di ested

Kerner joined in writing an operetta, entitled 1 any merit as a worker in selenophotography, and by its own Secretion during Life,’ by Dr. I’avy.
‘ Der Birenritter.‘ The hitherto unpublished ', on this ground alone that the patronage of the , The author, after stating that the “living principle "
manuscript of this little work has been found scientiﬁc world is solicited to ‘Our Satellite.' On
among Uhland’s papers, and the heirs of the poet 3 the question raised by you as to any right Dr.
have sent it to the musical composer, Herr Fried i D‘Orsan might claim to ‘share the honour conferred
rich Kiicken, requesting him to set it to music. l by the Royal Astronomical Society on Mr. De La
Herr Kiicken, we hear, has commenced the task ‘ Rue,’ he is not anxious himself to assert any such
at once.
The Rev. John Dalton, late vice-rector of the

. suggested by John Hunter as the protecting agency

‘ did not stand the test of experiment, for it had been
, shown that the tissues of living animals might be
.dissolved by the stomach secretion, said that the
;prevailing notion of the mucous lining of the

claim, but rather to leave it to the unbiassed judg organ serving as its source of protection by its sus
ment of the scientiﬁc world. To show how little . ceptibility of constant renewal during life was
idea either author or publisher has had of setting equally untenable; for he had found by experiment

English College at Valladolid, sends us some fur

up rival claims to those of Mr. De La Rue, I may

ther notes on Simmons and Yuste:—“ Any infor
mation connected with Simancas will, I am sure,
be interesting to the readers of the Athcmrum. I ,
have lately discovered that the ﬁrst Spanish scholar 1
who was allowed to examine the Archives at l
Simancas was Seilor Don Pasqual de Gayangos,
Professor of Arabic in the University of Madrid, .
and well known by his learned work, ‘ The Moham 2
medan Dynasties in Spain,’ which has been trans 1
lated into English. It was in the year 1844 that
this permission was granted by the Government ,

mention, that before the publication of No. 1 of be removed, and food would afterwards he digested
‘Our Satellite’ in August last, the photographs ‘ in the stomach without the stomach itself presenting
included in it were shown to Mr. Joseph Beck; they the slightest sign of attack. The view propounded
were also exhibited at the recent meeting of the by Dr. Pavy was one dependent on chemical prin~
‘ British Association for the Advancement of ciplcs. The existence of acidity was an absolutely
Science,‘ held at Cambridge; and it was not till ‘essential condition for the accomplishment of the
after the publication of the ﬁrst part that I received I act of digestion. Now, the walls of the stomach
any hint of the suspicions as to the claim of the being permeated so freely as they are during life
work to originality which are conveyed in Srnithdc by a current of alkaline blood, would render it im

that a patch of entire mucous membrane might

Beck's letter, and which I am most anxious should possible that their digestive solution could occur.
After death, however, the blood being stagnant,
be satisfactorily disposed of. Yours, kc.

of that day: for centuries before, the gates had l
there would not be the resistance to the penetration
“Anrsno W. Bsxlvlrrr.”
been closed both against native and foreign scho l —The main fact to be noted in this communication of the digestive menstruum with the retention of
lars. Another point I should be glad to see is, that Dr. D’Orsan has not yet given the dates of
mentioned in the Athencrum. Many French and ; his lunar observations. The question of priority,
English writers, when speaking of Yuste, where | therefore, remains in doubt.
Charles V. retired to spend the evening of his
days, call it St. Yuste, St. Just and St. Justus— : SOCIETY OF PAIXTERS IN WATER COLOURS.
EXHIBITION of SKETCIIES and STUDIES b the
as if the monastery was called after the name of a IVINTER
MEMBERS l.\'()\\' OPEN, at their Gall
, 5, Pall Mall EL",
saint.
But this is not the case. Yuste is the from Nine till Dusk-Admission, One Shill ng.
JOS. J. JENKINS, Secretary.
name of a small stream which descends from the ’
A. in A
Sierra, behind the walls of the monastery: hencel1

it is called by Spanish writers, ‘ El monasterio do

its acid properties that existed during the occur
rence of a circulation, and thus the stomach became

attacked when death took place during the digestive
process, notwithstanding it had

Dr.

Pavy, in advocating this view, brought forward
experiments which showed that digestion of the
stomach might be made to take place during life.

WINTER EXHIBITIOTY I20,Pnll MAIL-The TENTH AN- ‘
NUAL “'INTEII EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES by

reviously been

maintained in so perfect a state 0 security.

Whenever the circumstances were such that an acid
liquid in the stomach could retain its acid proper

Yuste.’ (See Siguenca’s ‘Historia del Orden de livin British Artists is now OPEN dolly from 9'80 1.!- to 6 LI. ties whilst tending to permeate the walls of the
Adm sion, ls. Catalogue, 6d.
San Geronimo,’ parte ii., p. 191: also, ‘ Retiro,
. organ, gastric solution was observed. The question
0I‘I-2N.~TIIE ART EXHIBITION for the BELIEF
Esta-ncia, y Muerte del Emperador Carlos Quinto ‘ ofNOW
the DISTRESQ In the COTTON DISTRICTS-6. Snﬂ'olk ' of result resolved itself into degree of power between

en el Monasterio do Yuste,’ by Don Tomas Gon

Street, Pall Mall.

Open from Tcn till Penn-Admission, 1|.

zalez, who was appointed the ‘ Archivero Mayor ’ '

at Simancas on the restoration of Ferdinand the
Seventh.) Though Ford, in his ‘Hand-Book for
Spain,’ and Mr. Stirling, in his ‘Cloister Life of
the Emperor Charles V.,’ have stated that the

I‘. \V. DICEY, Hon. Sec.
‘TI-IE

GEORGE CRUIKSIIANK

GALLERY

EXETER

HALL contains a Selection of over a Thousand of his PROOF
ETCHINGS, NKETCIIES, he. (emhrac
:1 Period of upwards of
PI"; Years'l: together with THE WORS II’ OI" BACCHUS.—
Open dall . from Ten to Five o'clock-Admission, One Shilling;
from Ha —psst Seven to Half-past Nine In the Evening, Sixpence.

monastery derives its name from a small stream,
and not from a saint, yet the mistake is still made
by many English writers, as well as French: as,

SCIENCE

for instance, by Mr. Charles Knight, in his ‘ Eng

SOCIETIES.

acidity within the stomach and alkalinity around.
It did not appear that the digestion of living frogs‘
legs and the extremity of a living rabbit's ear
introduced through a ﬁstulous opening into the

stomach offered any valid objection to his view. In

1 the case of the frogs’ legs, it might be fairly taken
‘ that the amount of blood possessed by the animal

lish Cyclopedia,’
p. 178.

would be inadequate to furnish the required means
of resistance. In the case of the rabbit's ear, the
vascularit of it being so much less than that of the
walls of e stomach, there was nothing unreason

article Charles V., vol. ii.,
ROYAL-Jan. 8.-—Major-General Sabine, Pre
J OHN DAL-res.”
sident, in the chain-The following papers were able in conceiving that whilst the one received, the
Mr. A. W. Bennett, the publisher of ‘Our Sa = read :—‘ Application of the Theory of Polyedrs. to i other might fail to receive protection from the
tellite,‘ writes in answer to Messrs. Smith & Beck: the Enumeration and Registration of Results,’ by circulating current, on account of the disparity of
the Rev. T. P. Kirkman.—‘ Contributions towards power that must belong to the two.
"January 12, 1863.
“The letter from Smith, Beck 6: Beck, in your the Eistory of the Monamines: V. Note on the
impression of the 10th, seems very fairly to raise Action of Iodide of Methyl on Ammonia ;' VI.
GEOGRAPHICAL-Jan. l2.—Sir R. I. Murchi
the question at issue between Mr. Warren De La ' Transformation of Aniline into Benzoic Acid,’ by son, President, in the chain-Commander Edmund
Rue and Dr. Le Vengeur D'Orsan, as to the relative Dr. Hofmann.—‘A Development of the Theory R. Fremantle, R.N., the Hon. Robert H. Meade,
priority of their lunar photographs, and their con of Cyclones,’ by F. Galton, Esq. As a limited Commander Edwin A. Porcher, R.N., Capt. F.
sequent value in a scientiﬁc point of view. Mr. De area of very low barometer is a locus of light, , Sayer, J. O. Balfour, W. Blunt, W. Fuidge, R. S.
La Rue's publishers appear to base their conclusion ascending currents, which are indraughted from all IGladstone, C. M. Grant, A. Lambert, D. G.

as to the copying of his photographs by Dr. D‘Orsan sides in cyclonic spirals; so Mr. Galton maintains
on the existence of certain ﬂaws, not onl in Mr. that a similar area of very high barometer is a locus
De La Rue's negatives, but also in bot of Dr. of dense, descending currents, which disperse on
D'Orsan’s published photographs, presented by him ' all sides in anti-cyclonic curves. The curvature of
to the scientiﬁc world as ori '
representations the cyclone being retrograde in our hemisphere,
of different periods of lunation. It is evident that of the anti-cyclone is direct, owing to the
that photographs taken from a body like the moon, same well-known fundamental causes, acting in a
which presents, at periodically recurring intervals, modiﬁed manner. The area of the cyclone is one
not only precisely the same appearance as to luna of storm and rain, that of the anticyclone one of
tion, but also, at longer intervals, of libration also,

calms and fair weather.

'ForbesMacDonald, 0.13., A. Michie, c. Wetton
and G. Worms, Esqs., were elected Fellows.—
l‘Ocean Currents on the North-East Coast of

America,’ by J. A. Mann.—The President read
a letter from Dr. Livingstone.——‘ Survey of the

{Physical Condition of the Atlantic, preliminary
to the laying down of another Electric Cable con
necting Europe with North America,’ by G. C.
I Wallich.

An anti-cyclone is en

if taken by independent observers, may, and under abled to feed a cyclone without abruptness, for the
Gsosooxcsn-Jau. 7.—Prof. A. C. Ramsay,
certain circumstances must, bear a striking resem very —reason that its curvature has an opposite President, in the chain-Special General Meeting.
blance to each other, such as photographs taken character; just as a contrary rotation on the part —It was resolved-That the number of Foreign
from but few other natural bodies would admit of two wheels is a necessary condition of their mov Members be in future limited to fort , instead of
of. To distinguish between minute ﬂaws in the ing in gear or in unison. The experience of simul ﬁfty, as heretofore; that a Class of orei Cor
negative, and hitherto undiscovered “ﬂaws,” so taneous charts of the weather of Europe extending respondents be instituted, not exceeding orty in
to speak, on the surface of the moon, would over ninety-three epochs ofobservation, compiled and number; that the Foreign Members shall be
require a most accurate and critical series of shortly to be published by Mr. Galton, showed an elected out of the list of Foreign Correspondents.
observations. But Messrs. Smith it Beck will almost invariable deﬂection of the wind-currents It was also resolved, that the meetings of the
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INSTITUTION or CIvII. ENGINEERH.—JM. 13.
preserve for us memorials of a collection of objects l
unrivalled in beauty of workmanship and in histo J. Hawkshaw, Esq, President, in the chair.—The
rical interest. From the great richness of the following candidates were elected:—Messrs. J. \V.
colouring, it had been supposed that some portions i Brassington, J. S. Crowley, E. Gotto and G.
of these precious relics had been enaInelled; but | Wilson, as Associates.-—The paper read was, ‘ 0n
this notion Mr. Birch believed to be erroneous : he I Railway Telegraphs, and the Application of Elec
had seen no example of true enamelling on Egy'p tricit to the Signalling and Working of Trains,’
tian works. In conclusion, he stated that the date ; by
. \V. H. l’rcece.
ﬁcisl Deposits of Ludlow, Hereford and Skipton,’ of these objects may be placed, at the lowest calcu
MEETINGS POE THE INBUXNG WEEK.
lation, at B.C. 1500 or 1510; but they are possibly
by T. Curley, Esq.
s—‘ The Rurys-Siddhnnm,‘ Mr. W. SpoltlIwoodc ;
even of higher antiquity.-—Mr. Yates pointed out ‘ Mos. Asiatic,
' Indian l|ntcl.' l’rof. Hwldlilltkl‘l'.
lnitilutlnn. x-spu-ml .m-eu'nr of Mornbers.
Socuzrr or Asrmvxsrns-Jan. 8.—F. Ouvry, analogies presented by these insignia of an ancient Tun. Rom]
Ellrllulmrrrnl, s.—' Snnuns lllhﬂblllll‘ British Birmnh,‘
('ol. l‘h.I_\ re; ‘ Jl-ws of Aden.‘
Esq., Treasurer, in the chain-Mr. W. H. Davies Egyptian sovereign with other ancient evidence;
Stutiitical. s -' Fulton Trade and (‘M1 War in America.‘
communicated remarks on some Roman remains, and Mr. Franks stated his concurrence in the view !
llr. l-wur Levi.
lro-alll
Institution, I.—'Anlms.l Mechanics,‘ Prof. Mur
taken
by
Mr.
Birch
regarding
the
want
of
proof
such as a ﬁbula and some coins, found in an
sm .
that
enamel
was
known
to
the
ancient
Egyptians.
'
Emma-r1. ‘i.—‘ Railway Tclcgrsphs,‘ Ir. Prone.
ancient kiln on Charlton Downs. Mr. Aken'nan
f Lil:- turc, 4|.
added a description of these objects.—Mr. Wil —\Ir. Hewett communicated anotioe of an ancient _; “'su. .\
mI-ul. 7. *nnlinury and Ccuncl|.-—' Average
ill
of Barometer. Luu‘loll. for!!! cars,‘ Mr. Enron.
liams exhibited a beautiful glass cup on a silver weapon, of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 1
Soriv-IY of .\n~, s. ‘communion an t'onrict [Al-our,
called
the
“Godenag,"
or
Good
Day.—-Various
an
g-ilt stem, taken at the siege of Boulogne in the’
Hudson's ll.|
‘torn-s.’ .\Ir. lsl-islrr.
(iv:<>l1~s{lu;\l,h.~
.. tonsil-u of L'ppcr Silurian Pas-arc
reign of Henry the Eighth, and bequeathed to the l tiquities were brought for exhibition by Mr. Faulk
brdrl, Innis)
up,’ Mrs-rs. Roberts nnd Runllzlll ;
Founders‘ Company by Richard \Vesley, Master ner, Capt. E. Hoare, Mr. Bernhard Smith and ‘
‘ I‘rm-lu-cnn TmI-lu ul-l Red Sandstone Ludhm',’ )lr.
Roberts; - l'amllul ins-u. of Glen Buy: in. Jxmlcsun.
of the Company in l63l.—-Mr. C. Faulkner exhi Mr. wehb.—The Hon. W. 0. Stanley, Md’. sent Turns. ‘Ii-gm:
Academy, s.—‘ Architecture,‘ Prof. s'mirka.
u\‘r\ . m.
bited a Roman urn, a fragment of Samian ware for examination a drawing of a bronze cauldron ;
llolyullhutltntlon.
3-‘ Chem ion! Aﬁnlty,‘ Prof. Frank
marked DONATVS, the f
cuts of the rim of a found in Denbighshire; Dr. F. Keller sent a cast .
;llll .
unrirl. ~\.
disc-shaped object and a tooth of some animal‘ of a unique die for casting Gaulish gold coins, Flu. Anti‘
lliﬂd lmtiluticn, &—‘Rndlnticn through the Ell’lh'r
Alllrﬂelplll'r‘ih' l’ruf. T 'ndnll.
found in the urn All these objects were disco lately found at Avenches, in Switzerland; Dr. Dc
vered in a ﬁeld near Deddington.—Mr. Fairholt' Berlanga, on the part of the Marquis de Casa So Sn‘. Royal Institution. 2.— Life and Death,’ Mr. Savory.
=5:
exhibited a drawing, by himself, of a pistol in the ring, presented to the ‘Institute, through Lord Talbot
PI n2 Al'l'l
de Malshide, two lithographed facsimiles of the ‘
Dresden Armoury, accompanied by remarks.
__._-.
Mr. Augustus W. Franks exhibited eight circular , inscribed bronze tablets found near Malsga in i
EXHIBITION
ron Lxncssnrmz.
fruit-trenchers in a box bearing the arms of the~ 1851. Through the liberality of the Marquis of ,
THIS is a collection of works mainly by amateurs;
Ironmongers’ Company, to a member of which Westminster, a large series of the earliest docu- l
they had probably belonged-Mr. J. G. Nichols ments relating to Reading Abbey was sent for it shows in some of the examples how many good
communicated a copy of the Will of Luke Horne examination; and Lord Clifford kindly placed before artists too-kind Fortune has 5 oiled by not keeping
a often find in such
bolt, painter to King Henry the Eighth. The the Meeting the ﬁne Csrtulary of Chertsey Abbey, them to Art as a profession.
gatherings that alarge number of our amateurs have
Will was proved on the 27th of May, l5-l-~l.--Mr. preserved in the Library at Ugbrooke.
. every qualiﬁcation to make them painters but the
Davidson laid before the Society, by the hand of
INSTITUTE or BRITISH AucIII'ri:cTs.—Jan. 12. ‘ necessity to be so. Besides the estimable executants
Mr. C. Reed, an account of some remains exhumed
—-M
r.
J.
Taylor
read
a
paper
upon
‘
Sundry
Sans
whose benevolence has led them to contribute, are
by him in the autumn of last year on Snaps Com
I several men of note who appear here with the some
mon, in the county of Suffolk, comprising a long tor'y Building Arrangements.‘
boat-like structure, a Roman gold ring with s.
Es'roMoLoGIc.\I..—./'an. 5.—F. Smith, Esq, Pre i intention. The success of their common efforts
niccolo stone, and some urns, of which photographs sident, in the chair.-—l\[r. Saunders exhibited some ‘ was attested on Tuesday last by a crowded “private
were exhibited.
Galls from Southem Africa: one of them was l view," and the sale of examples to the value of
formed in large masses on the roots of a tree from I more than six hundred pounds. The whole sur
Aacmsonocrcxr. Issrrrurn-Jan. 9.—TheVery the Zulu country; another, which was rather soft passes in interest any amateur exhibition we have
Rev. Canon Rock, D.D., in the chain-Dr. Rock, to the touch, was formed on a species of Cissus. seen. The noteworthy professionals who are repre
referring to the many and valuable archaeological He also exhibited living specimens of a species of sented here are, amongst others, Messrs. C. \V. Cope,
treasures that had been exhibited at the periodical Bruchus, from the seeds of Erythrina Saundcrsonii. l E. Creswick, \V. Cooke, W. Mulready, C. L. Stan~
meetings, gratefully recognized the liberality shown —Prof. Westwood exhibited a large tough pouch I ﬁeld,,D. Roberts, F. Leighton, P. H. Calderon,
by the possessors of works of art and antiquities. from Africa, which had been cut off from the J. E. Millais, Liindgrcn, J. Sant, J. Sutcliﬁ'e, G. P.
During the past year the Institutehad been specially branch of a tree to which it had been sus Boyce and Mrs. Bodichon.
Mr. Cope has a pretty drawing, Sleeping Child
favoured by the Master of the Rolls, who had sent pended: it was doubtless the nest of some gre
for inspection documentary matters of the greatest 5 garious Lepidopterous larva. He also exhibited (No. 505), very well drawn and expressive; also
intercst,—and the Earl of Winchilsea, who had leaves of various plants mined by Lcpidopterous Female Head (506), and A Study (51]), all studies
brought for examination the precious drawings and ‘ larvae, and mounted on glass, so as to show the of parts of pictures.—l\lr. Cooke's contributions are
memorials collected for Lord Hatton by Dugdale, larva inside: this mode of exhibiting the miners, sketches from Venice, From the Giardim' Pllblit'i
with the unique French version of the Modws for-1 and the shape and peculiarities of their workings, (505a), and Two Slzlclzcs of Venice (506 al; a ﬁgure,
holding parliaments, which Dr. Rock had the ples~ was due to Mr. Stone, of Brighthampton.—Mr. S. Gardener (731), and 726, 737; all interesting as from
sure to announce would be given in the next ‘Jour‘ Stevens exhibited a ﬁne species of Psalidognathus his hand and effective studics.—-Mr. Mulready is
ml’ of the "Institute, under the editorial care of from Quito, and a remarkable instance of arrested the most generous contributor, with a. small picture,
Mr. Duﬁ‘us Hardy-The Rev. C. H. Campion gave development in a specimen of Papilio Pammon i executed in his best manner, that has been, we
a full description of the mural paintings lately brought by Mr. A. R. \Vallace from the Sulu Islands. ‘ believe, engraved, entitled The Diaobcdient Prophet
found in the church of Westmeston, Sussex, and of -—Mr. Laing exhibited a peculiar variety of Ellopz'a (507), he who fell among lions. He lies in the rocky
which some notice had been offered by Mr. Blaauw ﬁua'arz'u; and Mr. Stainton, a number of interest place of desolation, the brutcs stalking watchfully
at the previous meeting. The paintings, which . ing varieties of Lepidoptera from the collection of by, and assistants hastening near. The drawing
were amigned to the close of the twelfth century, Mr. W. H. Bibbs, of Worcester, including Vanessa of the nude in the chief ﬁgure is admirable; so
were now completely illustrated by a series of Urticw and Atalanta, Argo Galalea, Arctic Caja, , is the colour of the ﬂesh-s. beautiful picture.
tracings and coloureddrawings.—-Mr. Birch,Keeper Eriogustcs lamstris, dtc. -— Mr. Percy Worrnald ‘ This artist sends also several of his inimitable
of Antiquities in the British Museum, then delivered exhibited a single specimen of Limnephilus nobilz'a studies with the pen (512, &c.).-Mr. Stanﬁeld is
a very interesting discourse on the gold jewelled (Kolenati), a ’Irichopterous insect new to this ‘ hardly less liberal, with more than one excellent
ornaments discovered in Egypt, and sent by his country, and captured at Ruislip in September last. drawing, the best being Val d’Oasau (6S6l,—St.
Highness the Viceroy to the late International ——Mr. \Vaterhouse exhibited Omalz'um riparium, David's, S. Wales (68.‘J),—Mulelcer(723l,-C’0’nlrw
Exhibition, where they had been inspected with Homalota lzevana and 11. dilaticoml'a, and read bandista (734i, and Dover (736). Val d‘Ossau is a
eamr curiosity. They were found near Thebes, in some notes on those species.——Sir J. Hearsey exhi splendid study of rocks solidly done, and more
1858', by M. Mariette, Director of the Viceroy‘s bited a collection of thirty-two species of Sphingidze richly coloured than is usual with the painter. N0.
Museum, and were brought to England under his from India.-—Mr. Saunders read a further paper on 515, by the Same, Study from. Nature, is hardly less
charge. The scpulchre in which their discovery the genus Catascopus, containing descriptions of good-Mr. Roberta's two drawings of the Entrance
was made has been attributed to the Queen Aah seven new species.-—Mr. W'alker communicated a l l0 Calais Harbour (516, 517) are distinguished by
Holep, mother of Amosis I. of the seventeenth paper entitled ‘Characters of undescribed South . the deft outlining and spirit of his earlier mono
dynasty-one of the most remarkable personages African Lrpidopm-a Heteroccra, in the collection chrome studies. That showing Fort Rouge is best.
in early Egyptian history. After a. most interest of W. S. M. D'Urban, Esq.’—Major Parry read See also 724-, 725 and 735.—-Mr. Leighton’s gift i
ing sketch of the condition of public affairs at the ‘Observations upon Lucamu Lama (Oliv.) and its a most exquisite Study ofa Head (6l8).-—Mr. Mil—
period, and the determined conﬂicts with the Shep Synonym.’—The President read some ‘Observa lais sends the drawing from the finest piece of com
herds, invaders from the East, who assumed power tions on Ants of Equatorial Africa,’ containing a position he has produced, being that to “ Dora,”
ful hostile dominion in Egypt, Mr.- Birch entered criticism of some of the statements of M. Du in the illustrated edition of Mr. Tennyson’s Poems,
upon a minute description of the rich ornaments, Chaillu with reference to the ants of that region. entitled Dora (68l).—-Mr. Sutcliffe has Waterfall
an exquisite series of drawings of which he was —Mr. W. F. Kirtz read a paper ‘ On the Geogra in Borrowdale (120), a strongly-pointed piece of
enabled to display through the kindness of Mr. phical Distribution of European Rhopalocera.’
rainy sunlight on the mountain-side.
'
Society shall be held in the Society's Rooms at
Somerset House, on and afterthe Anniversary Meet
ing next ensuing.
Ordinary General Mccting_—
J. Daglish, G. Davies, J. W. Lea and H. M. Jenp
kins, Esqa, were elected Fellows. The following,
communications were read :—‘ On the Lower (‘ar
boniferous Brachiopoda of Nova Scotis,’ by '1‘.
Davidson,
.—‘ On the Gravels and other Super- l

Kiddle, who had fortunately been permitted to

Of the works sent by amateurs now let us speak.
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Miss C. J enkinson‘s sketch of Lago illagylbre (14)
has dealt well with the glittering, darkening levels
of the lake, and the distant peaks, seen in varied
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railway above instead of beneath the existing blishment of a permanent Exhibition will, no doubt,
highway and out of sight. \Vhen we add to
these lamentable blunders the substitution, by

remedy these evils.
But the extent of royal
patronage, the public works that have been exe
cuted and are being executed, have prevented any
general experience of them,—the more as great
patrons are not conﬁned to Munich. It was stated

tones, one behind the other. —Lady Belcher‘s the same railway company, of the unsatisfactory
Plzmkm-dine Abbey (18), though heavy and cold in
colour, has some excellent drawing and good tone;

the grey ruin amongst trees-Mr. A. Severn’s
"few of the Thames, from Westmimtm' (19), is
almost painty and crude enough in colour to dis

bridge at Hungerford for the elegant structure by
Brunel, it will be seen how heedless their engineer
has been of the beauty and dignity of London

streets.

the other day that there was some chance of a

The viaduct in Southwark might surely,

German Academy being founded in Rome, similar
to that possessed by the French, and it was hinted
in the oﬁicial paper here that King Ludwig might
leave by will his "ills Matta for that purpose.

even at its present level, have been borne upon
icturesque
element would appear, in place of th -blind and
coarsely-designed viaduct now built. An Edile But King Ludwig has replied that he is strongly
with common sense and taste would spare us the opposed to the idea; and as the Villa Matte is his
ridiculous exhibition of waterworks in Trafalgar private property, the scheme may be supposed to
Square-would insist upon something like decent have fallen. The words ‘private property‘ have an
Art being employed in the works at the north end ominous meaning when we remember the actions
of the Serpentine, where a great deal of money has of some Italian princes, and when we are told that
been wasted upon trashy ornamentation. The rail the public buildings in Munich which King Lud
way station in the Marylebone Road, near Albany wig paid for from his privy purse are still considered
Street, is another eyesore, where so-called “orna his own possessions. When Pericles threatened to
ment" has made a work offensive which proﬁ'ered complete the Parthenon out of his own funds and
a good opportunity of special character and an place his name upon it, we suppose he did not mean
excellent site. The London, Chatham and Dover to devote the salary allowed him as chief of the

suade one from admiring its show of feeling for open iron arches, so that a new
tone, atmospheric and local ﬁdelity. The sentiment
of this picture is the best amongst its qualities.—
Dr. Baden is one of the best etchers we know;
more than one drawing here attests his skill in
producing natural eﬂ'ect beautifully, and his artist
feeling in giving meaning to the themes he chooses.
See the melancholy look given to the Entrance to
Mytton Hall (115), and the true English look of
the sunny Egham Reach (l18).—r\lrs. Coltman‘s
Study of Rocks (130) shows nature treated picto

rialty, but really well withal ; also her clever
suggestion of the French feeling for landscape,
Sketch by a French Artist (l31),—a fuzziness of
trees, opening to a warm blue vista, that might be
anything and everything. Very excellent is Miss
Hampson's Utaudian Aqueduct (133), a bold and
sound study.—Dr. Chambers's Ronda, Andalusia
(140), shows the well-known ravine with its won
derful bridge; its rocky sides have been rendered
with unusual felicity in gradation of tone and

colour.

Railway is to cross Ludgate Hill,—-let us hope with State to a reﬂection upon the stinginess of the State,
less disgraceful heedlessness of St. Paul's than or to put his private name on anything which had
has been shown in the Borough for St. Saviour‘s.
come indirectly out of the public money.”
The exterior restorations of Notre Dame, Paris,
include replacing the series of statues of the Kings
of France, from Clovis to Philip Augustus, which
was broken by the destruction of eight of them

music AND 'rrm nnama
._._.
MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS-ST. JAMES'S llALI4.—

See those to the left, from the sky-line to during the Revolution, in 1793. There are twenty

their base.

The aloes are ill drawn.

On MUN DAY EVENING NEXT. January 19.~l’innoforte, Herr
Pnucr; Violin, M. Salmon; Violoncello. Signor Pinttl. Vocalists:

eight in all.

Miss Banks and lllr. Sims Reeves. ‘Conductor, Mr. BenedreL
Sofa Stalls, 58.: Balcon , 30.; Admission, Ian-Tickets at ('hnppell
a U‘L'l, so, New Bond - tract; and at Austin's, 88, Piccadilly.

A friend in Munich writes to us on the prospects
Hardly anything can better show how widely
diffused is the practice of drawing and painting of Art for l863.--“Two important undertakings
amongst us at the present day than the names of the
persons who contribute to this collection. We have
Peerwses, Peers, Regius Professors of Medicine,
Deans, Honourables, Captains, Reverends, Majors,
Doctors of Medicine and Divinity, Major-Generals,
Queen's Counsellors, M.P.s, and Commoners whose

very names are exciting to the heralds.

are announced for this year:—au International
Exhibition of Pictures to begin in May, and a Per
manent Exhibition of works for sale. The ﬁrst

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Mass for a Four-part Chorus, with Ofcheslra~
[Messc, ‘60.1. Composedby R. Schumann, Op. 147,

project is only in its infancy, but being a child of

No. 10 of his Posthumous Works.

rapid growth will, no doubt, come to maturity

(Leipzig,

Rieter-Biedcrmnnn ; London, Ewer d’. Co.)
is held in Munich, and artists are sure to send to I IN any ordinary case, the circumstances of publica

before the other.

Every three years an exhibition

one that occurs with such regularity.

But the tion announced as above would have furnished a

permanent Exhibition of the \Vorks of Munich i reason for some reserve in criticism. The hand, for

FINE-ART GOSSIP.—A very good Exhibition of Painters that are for sale, although very much f the most part, should be lightened which is laid on
Photographs has been opened by the Photographic
Society, in the galleries of Suffolk Street. Land
scape has a more prominent place this year than
usual; but there are endless examples of album

portraits and a few attempts at elaborate composi
tions.

Among the landscapes our readers should

examine carefully a series of studies by Col. Stuart
Wortley. They are simple pictures of sea, sky
and coast-line, nearly all taken on the shore at and
near Naples; but for truth, power and delicacy
combined, they surpass nem'ly‘everything we have

needed, is not certain of foundation. Englishmen
who have visited this place with a view of studying
the modern Art for which it is chieﬂy renowned,
must have felt the want of some guide to the stu
dios, some central collection of the latest paintings.
Neither the New Pinacothek nor the Kunst -Verein
supplies this want, and buyers are thus thrown on
the judgment of the vaIet-de-placc ‘or the picture
dealer. At present the artists who have a place
on the walls of the New Pinacothek are certain to
be largely encouraged, while younger men who

yet seen from a lens.

Mr. Thurston Thompson‘s have not yet attained such eminence, or older men
copies of pictures, especially Turner‘s, should not whom the caprice of King Ludwig has disregarded,
be overlooked. Mr. Redford-has contributed his are perhaps almost in want of bread. I have been
Eastern sketches to the Exhibition. A large com told on good authority that a painter of merit who
position by Mr. Robinson, called ‘Bringing Home was in needy circumstances, and could not get any
the May,’ which stands over the mantelpiece, is market for his pictures,happened to sell two to the
worthy of attention. It is an illustration of King, and has ever since been so much employed
Spenser, and is perhaps the first picture yet com that he cannot ﬁnd time to execute his works with
posed mechanically. It has some very beautiful the care that formerly distinguished them. On the
eﬁ'ects.

Indeed, the Exhibition repays one for

other hand, the Kunst-Verein, where the newest

‘ posthumous works ;-—seeing that theymay have been
} held back in the lifetime of their author for revi

; sion, if not from a sense of their utter unworthi
‘, ness. Such, it is needless to point out (for the blind
‘ idolaters will listen to no representations on the
i subject), is the case with Mendelssohn’s early com
positions, not destroyed, indeed, by himself, but
' judiciously kept by him from publicity, because
unworthy of his reputation. The number aﬂixcd

to this work by Schumann places it in the cate
gory of mature productions. Moreover, it has all
j the peculiarities of style which distinguish other
I

of his owned writings, such as ‘Paradise'——‘ The

' Rose Pilgrimage,’—peculiarities calculated to exer
cise a baneful inﬂuence on those whom they enthral,
and to deaden their senses to the fact that, allow

ing the works of the master a certain merit, they
nevertheless belong to a period of decay and un
healthy taste.
\Ve cannot, for the sake of a few songs (which
make a sort of oasis, overvalued by reason of the

a visit, and is highly creditable to the Society. works are exhibited, cannot pretend to represent barrenness of the desert which they diversify), and
We must, however, protest in the name of Art the Art of Munich, and the yearly purchases of the a few juvenile pieces for the pianoforte, disdained
against the increase of coloured portraits.
Committee do not include more than ﬁve or six pic by their writer as obvious and trivial, consent to
“'e do not remember any stronger proof of the tures of merit. The object of the Kunst-Vcrein is “enter on the list" of great composers a man
necessity under which we are to appoint an intel
ligent Edile empowered to decide upon the archi

tectural aspect of public works, than is afforded

not to 61100
e Art, but to support poor artists,
and pictures are generally bought on this principle,
without the least regard to their merits. \Vhen we
consider that a Committee is chosen of painters

by the completion of an ugly railway arch and
its paltry screen right across the southern foot of and connoisseurs to decide on the purchases

London Bridge. This is for the use of the South to be made by the Kunst-Verein, we must be
Eastern Extension Railway to Charing Cross, is astonished at most of their selections. The very
carried about twenty feet above the road level,
completely shuts out the ﬁne view of London
Bridge, and darkens, so to say, the handsome road

meanest works are bought at the same price

so deﬁcient in melody, so licentious to impurity
in harmony, so imperfect in technical skill, and so
frequently false in expression, as Schumann. It is a
treason to beauty, to truth, to knowledge, to repre
sent him (as Germany is now disposed to do) in the
light of Beethoven‘s continuer-as the man in the
depths of whose poetic genius the shallow and
correct works of Mendelssohn are being rapidly

as others of decided ability, and the people swept out of sight to their right level, as so many
who frequent the rooms seem to have no mediocrities. Why, even in any one of the few
most cruelly. This structure, for the sake of which canons of taste beyond those supplied by the Com posthumous Quartetts by the composer of ‘Fide
St. Thomas's Hospital has been pulled down, comes mittee. As there are ﬁve or six hundred painters lio' (so disastrously appealed to as models and
so close upon the Church of St. Saviour, the in Munich, many of whom have a European repu points of departure), there are more of the delicious
ﬁnest Gothic building in Surrey, that it is now tation, it is not too much to say that two good “ thoughts which create thoughts,” by seizing and
wholly shut in from the south. \Vhatever econo genre pictures, a few scenes of peasant life, and a charming the ear, than in the entire mass of over
mical or sanatory reasons might exist for remov dozen landscapes, are a very small and inadequate wrought and morbid composition by Schumann
ing the hospital, there could be none for replacing yearly production. Yet, unless the stranger hap l which we are invited to digest. Think (to give
it by a line of common arches, which spoil the pened to be in Munich at one of the triennial 1' but a single instance) of the strange fragmentary
vista of a grand bridge and hide a great church. Exhibitions, he would not easily have the means of Op. 130; which, besides the umnte'lligible freaks
We question if it was imperative to carry the forming a more favourable judgment. The esta~ I and rhapsodies of its ﬁrst movement, contains such
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subjects as those of the Presto, of the Andante con author wanders into unpleasant vagueness, till we
moto (over-confused though it be), of the German arrive at Letter F, page 41, where the text is dis
Dance, of the Carolina, of the impish Finale. located, and the clauses “descendit de crrlis"-—
Think (to come to a more exact parallel) of the “et incarnatus est," dtc.—“cruciﬁxus" (the last
ﬁrst ideas of Beethoven’s ‘ Missa Solennis,’ spoiled how stupendously set by Sebastian Each 5) are tied
as that strange colossal composition is by exag together by a mysterious phrase for the basses,
gerations and deﬁances which do not bespeak which might never have suggested itself had there
strength, but weakness,-—not discovery, but bewil~ not previously existed the Trio to' the Scherzo in
dered misapplication of resource. There is not Beethoven’s Archduke Rudolph Trio. Curiously
one of the numbers which compose that Mass ‘enough, the words “ et sepultus est" are decked
which does not arrest the ear at ﬁrst by the out by a sort of “ Will o'-the-wisp" ﬁgure, which,
announcement of some bold, distinct, expressive \ supposing it found in a French “ sensation-scene,"
musical phrase, proclaiming the presence of a would drive the picturesque pedantsof the new school
t. There is not one of the numbers in this into ﬁts. Nor is there anything more grotesque in
Mass of Schumann's the subject of which might music than will be found in page 45, on the phrase
not have been thrown off by any one allowing “ sedet ad dexteram Patris, et iterum venturus est
his pen to wander over the stave by chance. This cum gloria." The leap to the last word, and the
dreary platitude—this utter want of freshness, if scream on it, may belong to the future; but if they
not feeling-—have, nevertheless, a great advantage be accepted as suﬁ'erable, all art and reverence
for the person who can induce his audience to of the past must thenceforth and for ever be
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hardly keeps together a public audience, though
lauded to the skies as the quintessence of perfection,

as holding the key which has unlocked the myste
ries of Beethoven's last compositions, gives to our
poor judgment too much conceit in place of real
expression,—too much polish to an excess of minute
ness in place of that ﬁnish which is acceptable,
inasmuch as it is well proportioned. 'l'hus much
in point of manner. On Monday St. James's Hall
was, as usual, very full : even though some collapse
might naturally have been expected as following

the unusual excitement of Herr J oachim‘s last
appearances.

The most unfamiliar work was Hum

mell's Military Septett: a cheerful, rich composi
tion, with enough idea, skill and combination to
make it acceptable occasionally, though not so fre
quently as the grander Septuor in D minor. \Vhy
not give one or- two of his best solo Sonatas a
trial, that for instance in D major, which is so has

and solid as a piece of bravura? Next Monday, we
observe with pleasure, a fair opportunity is to be
consider him as profound. The public comes to abolished.
The “ Sanctus " in 4-2 tempo has a fatally ancient gven of judging Schumann’s Pianoforte Quintett,
prize the plainest of chords, the most obvious of
p.44. A Quintett by Schubert will also be played
contrivances, the most paltry bar of stale melody, look; but the mystery thereof mainly lies in the
by contrast, as so many revelations.

There are notation.

The Oﬂ'crtorium, a soprano solo, bears for the ﬁrst time, and a Romance by Viotti, together

persons in Germany who go into ecstasies over the a likeness, as close as one piece of colourless ware with specimens by Haydn and Beethoven. This is
comic-opera Chorus about “Allah's Throne," in can bear to another, to many a vague and doleful as it should be.—The singers were Miss Banks
Schumann’s ‘Paradise,’ because of the commonest l/icd about "yearning," or “ gloom in the heart," and Mr. \Vinn. The latter sang M. Gounod's
of common imitations,—who admire the opening or “summer noon,” which we recollect from Schu ‘ Nazareth,‘ which noble Canticle is coming into
song of the same Cantata (forgetting that in it mann’s hand, and is credited with intensity because request among our bass singers, grave though it be.
It was evident from the ﬁrst concert of Mr.
they are admiring Beethoven's ‘Mai-Lied’),— of its absence of explicable meaning. The skipping
perhaps because they contrast so meekly with the

“ Pleni sunt ctsli" comes in odd contrast with such

Henry Lmlie's Choir, that its Director does not intend

sickening dullness of the Pestilence scene-with a studied piece of formalism as the “Sauctus." to sleep on the successes of former seasons, but is
the excruciating cries of the Peri announcing her The “ Hosanna" ﬂows more smoothly, but the anxious to make progress. The concert opened
“Joy, joy for ever I" as she enters Paradise.
To avoid possible mistake, it is worth while to
note certain points presenting themselves during
the tedious journey which an examination of this

Mass has proved to us. The “ Kyrie," in c minor,

phrases are poor; and the “Benedictus," that
favourite and fortunate movement, claims the dis
tinction of being the one “ Benedictus " we could
name not having the slightest pretext of an idea.
In barrenness, however, it is outdone by the
“ O salutaris," for a bass voice. The “ Amen " is
ﬁgurative on a subject not worth the trouble of
working. Lastly come the “ Agnus " and the
“Dona." The ﬁrst movement is curious as an

with a ﬁne ‘Kyrie’ by Leo, which was excellentiy

performed.
Laurcnte‘s

After this came a setting of the
‘ Sweet and low,’ by

Mr. Joseph

Bamby, full of delicate beauty-a thoroughly

attractive ‘Lullaby,’ deservedly moored; a more
robust Part-song by Mr. Pearsall, and Mr. J. L.
Hatton's ‘ May-Pole’ (which hardly merits the care
ful ﬁnish bestowed on it by Miss \Valsh, Mr. Dixon,
to the voices, and more respect for the import of
Mr. Mstthison and Mr. Hodson); Mr. H. Leslie's
the text, than will be found in other portions of
the service. Schumann starts his "Gloria" on a 4 assortment of yawns. If the contralto part can taking ‘Flax-Spinners Song‘ (encorcd) ; Mr. Bene
group of notes, rather than a phrase, so artfully be executed in tune by any choristers, they must dict's healthy and jovial ‘Old May Day ’———the First
contrived as to mystify the ear as to the key be voices from brass and iron, not flesh and blood. Part Closing with Meudelssohn's eight-part Psalm
(0 major):—this is obviously a darling notion with Towards the close of the “Dona," “the cloudy ‘ \Vhy ﬁercely rage the Heathenl’ The execution
him, since it is repeated obtrusively again and scene begins to clear" (p. 83); but the phrase of the last-mentioned composition, beautiful, but
again, without any reason, save that of the which leads the Mass to its close (p. 85) is one of not easy to sustain, was steady, expressive, and
writer‘s obstinacy.
The subject, introduced in those uncouth groups of notes, alike “ without (the length of the anthem considered) creditably
order to show science (Letter A, page 11), is nature and without grace'7 (as the Irish lady- said precise in tune.—A pianist new to us, who appeared,
bad for its purpose, because mean and common, of the growing of the Indian ﬁg), which are to be Herr Coenen, was not “up to the mark ’ of the
and not bettered by the writer’s disregard accepted as an example of concealed melody by concert. Chopin’s grand, yet fantastic Polonaise
of the voices. They must be automatons, not those who ﬁnd in Schumann a prophet, a poet in A flat is beyond the new-comer‘s grasp.-—The
singers, who can grasp the intervals with cer and a pioneer.
Second Part of the concert, among other interesting
W'e are not of this congregation. The character things, included a spirited part‘song, ‘Sir Knight!
tainty. But your new German holds that the
voice, with all its peculiarities and privileges, is attempted in this journal eighteen years ago of Sir Knight! 0h whither away '!' by Miss Macirone.
utterly unworthy of conciliation or consideration. Schumann as a composer, stands before us clear -—-One-half of the next concert, on February 4th,
The phrase “Et in terra" will say little to any and emphatic as the character which we repeat is to be devoted to the Welsh Melodies as arranged
one.
The “ Laudamus” (by way of profound today. The driftings of fashion hither or thither by Mr. John Thomas. The rage for this national
expression) is an agitated minor group of notes. -—-the allowances claimed for want of new idea, mis music, at the time present, is thoroughly justiﬁable:
The “Gratias agimus" is as uncouth as if the called progress—the vacant desire for change (as if a little curious, likewise.
has a certain gravity and pomp in its march; and
this is conducted with less eccentricity and torment

writer's meaning had been to express exhaustion change implied novelty), have little inﬂuence over
and satiety, not gratitude. For better, because
more musician-like, is the episodical treatment of
the “ Domine Deus" (where the orchestra sets off
a vigorous .morsel of chant). The modulations in

those who cannot be made to see that crooked is
straight, that a broken nose is as seductive as a
feature chiselled by Phidias, or that a flat surface
implies more relief than one including clear lights,
the “Quoniam" are repulsively crude; and to pure half-tints and deep shadows. As a specimen
those who conceive that sound and sense should of vacancy and platitude, claiming for themselves
not be two, the setting of the words “Tu solus the honours of profound thought and choice wis
altissimus "(four times repeated, and thus obviously dom, it is hard to fancy anything more remarkable
meant to be a point), may be fairly commended than this Mass by Schumann appears to us.
as monstrous. The opening of the ﬁnal strophe,
“Cum Sancto Spiritu," with the placid and large
Coxcsnrs or 'rns \VEEK.—OUI' best wishes and
"Amen," is better,—one of the best things in approval go with the Popular Concerts, in propor
the Mass. After this, recurrence is made to the tion as they follow out the path which now seems
n0~phrase which commenced the “Gloria”; then opening—that, namely, of venturing music which
comes the usual amount of elaboration, and the is forgotten, or unfamiliar, or awaiting its verdict.
second division of the Service ends.
From the ﬁrst, the average style of performance

LYCEUM.—This theatre, which has been recently
placed under the management of Mr. Fcchter, re‘
opened on Saturday. The interior has been cleaned
and renovated, and now looks remarkably attrac

tive.

The chandeliers have been replaced by sun

lights, and the ceiling bears in its compartments
the names of the great English dramatists from
Shakspeare to Knowles. The ventilation, also,
has received due attention from Messrs. Defries 8t
Sons, to whom we are indebted for the improved
lighting. The performance opened with aslight
farce, or sketch as it is called in the bills, entitled
‘A Sudden Attack,’ of no great merit and less
probability. That a. lady of title should become

the landlady of a lodging-house, and that a Captain
of the Guards should introduce himself as Mr.

The “ Credo” is notoriously that portion of the there has left little to desire. To Germany we must Brown, a ﬁshmonger, and refuse to be dislodged
Mass which oﬁ‘ers.the greatest diﬂiculties to the look for the model-tradition and execution of Ger until the mistress of the house consents to marry
composer, owing to the variety of clauses included man music ; but these concerts, offered to audiences him, appears to be regarded by the playwright as
in the act of Faith. Yet, in his First Mass, Beet two thousand strong, have closely emulated and among the ordinary occurrences of practical life.
hoven could bind these nobly and symmetrically equalled the best of the kind which could be given at After this absurdity came the great piece of the
together, and, in his Second Mass, announce an Leipzig, Berlin, Frankfort, or Vienna, not merely evening,—‘ The Duke’s Motto,'—altered from M.
other mode of treatment by a cementing phrase in quality of execution, but in appreciation of the Paul Féval, b John Brougham, with the consent
on the word “Credo,"—which device Schumann listeners. Yet, at this very time, pedants are of the origina author. This com liance with the
has awkwardly and languidly adopted.—At p. 39, asking, “Are the English really musical?" There International Law does credit to t e new manage
there is some large and simple writing on the is nothing in France comparable to them. The ment. Of ‘The Duke’s Motto’ it is difficult to

words “et ex Patre natum.”

After this the far-famed Quartett party led by M. Maurin, which give a suﬂicient account in a small space.

It is a
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piece of action and detail, and involves a great
variety of incidents and agents. It depends on

observers.

Nothing is written in the paper, and —to put it otherwise-for the symphonic, other
he is betrayed by his own conscience. Challenged wise concerted, instrumental music of Germany has

these ; not on dialogue or character. It has,
indeed, a hero whose adventures form the staple

killed: and thus justice is appeased for Nevers’ the few.

by Lagardere, he ﬁghts a duel on the spot, and is

argument of the drama. He is a sort of Avenger,
who through a long life pursues the murderers of a
chance friend, and protects his daughter until she

death, and Blanche becomes the bride of his

avenger

is restored to her rilglitful possessions. The gallant

considerable intricacy, and manifest elaboration.

captain Hem-1' de
gardére (Mr. Fechter) is the
name of the man on whom this mission devolves,

laid, there are also many improbabilities.

The reader will have perceived that in

such a plot there is much action, many incidents,
Even for the time and place in which the story is

Of dia

and who performs it so faithfully. At the opening logue and character there is, as we have intimated,
of the lay, he has a duel on his hands with the little, and that conﬁned to one of the dramatis
Duke e Nerers (Mr. F. Charles); but instead of persona. As to motive, that appears to have been

had no existence in Italy save among the fewest of

Times are changing, a parently.

love of music, like the pee

never.” The Opera of Italy

of

The

arth, “ceaseth

been driven to its

last exaggerations, if not sunk to its lowest depths,
by the wild bombast of SignorVerdi and his imita

tors. Betwixt want of training, and the easy laurels
gathered by male and female bawling, the school
of singers has been reduced to its lowest ebb. The

theatres are compelled to call in aid from quarters
which ﬁfty years ago lay under contempt for their

ﬁghting with him, he defends him, though in vain,

scarcely thought of; the main point has been to

inferiority.

from his assassins, directed by the wicked Prince

produce a situation in the foreground of the pic
ture, and leave the rest to mere suggestion.

to learn how to discover and enjoy the riches

Dayes, as mere groupings the transactions on
the stage have a picturesque interest, and the
story itself moves with a rapidity which engages

to chamber music (is there such a periodical any
where else l). Noble patrons of the art seem

Amateurs, then, are eagerly beginning

of the tiresome, thoughtful, and scientiﬁc world
de Gonzagues (Mr. G. Vining). However, Lagar
dero escapes, carrying with him the Duke's infant Aided by admirable scenery, for which we are of instrumental music. There is now a “Boc
daughter, Blanche, and swears to avenge her indebted to Mr. Gates and to Messrs. Cuthbert 8!. cherini journal" at Florence, devoted exclusively
father's death, as well as to protect the child. The

above little story forms the subject of a Prologue.
The main action of the drama is contained in the

three following acts. Twenty years having elapsed the spectator‘s attention in the pursuit. As to
since the transaction above stated, we are intro acting, that is conﬁned to the gallant Captain and
duced to a mountain gorge on the Spanish frontier, Mr. Fechter, who carries us through the laby
where some Ziugari, with Zillah, their queen (Miss rinth of his adventures with that ease of style
C. Leclercq), are assembled ; and after a ballet and and that ﬁnesse of treatment which can pertain
song, these are visited by Gonmgues and his
suite. Lagardcre and his ward are already present.
The wicked Prince has married his cousin's widow;
but the estates are in abeyance until the life or
death of Blanche can be certiﬁed. Finding that

only to the practised artist. One charm of his
performance is the absence of all exaggeration in
it,—a charm, however, not so much personal as
national. It marks for the most part the differ

for the missing child, and arranges matters accord
ingly for a journey to Paris. Among his train is

which we hope to obtain by the encouragement of
a foreign leading actor on the English stage. The

ence between the Continental and British schools
Zillah is a foundling, he proposes to substitute her of histrionic art. And this is the chief advantage

to be outdoing and rivalling the sympathetic pro
ceedings of the Ottobonis and Marcellus. The
Duke of San Clemente has obtained prizes for

two Quartetts, from a society for the encourage
ment of chamber music. Signor Bottesini has, in
like manner, won a prize ; also Signor Anichini, a

oung professor of counterpoint at the Institute of
i‘lorence.

Mdlle. Trebelli has re-appeared at the Italian
Opera of Paris.-—Mdlle. Artot is carrying every
thing before her at Vienna, where Mdlle. Patti is

expected early next month.—Madame Csillag, who
went to Barcelona, to sing asFz'des in ‘Le Prophets,’
is said to have found the theatre there (as can well

zEsop, a hunchback, the depository of the Prince’s inﬂuence of it must be so far beneﬁcial that it will be believed) so inadequate to the representation of
villanous secrets; and in order to take his place, soften the asperity and subdue the vehemence in a complicated and difficult opera, that she threw
Lagardere forces a duel on him, kills him, and which English actors, even those who are artists, ,up her engagement.
are too prone to indulge. Mr. Fechter's manage
ment has commenced with a decided success; and

M. Semet s ‘ Oudine,‘ after long preparation,
has been at last brought to the light of the foot

deceived as well as the Prince. In Paris a family though the total want of domestic sentiment may
council is held, presided over by the Regent make the new play less popular than it might have
Orleans; and Lagardere, with Blanche, is there been, a run may be predicted for it.
also. The council is held in the Oratory of the
Musrcsr. sun Dssns'rrc Gossm-The ﬁrst
Princess de Gonzagues, in which is the portrait
of the Duke, her former husband; and Lagardere number of a monthly periodical entitled The

lights at the Thézitre Lyrique. The critic of the
Gazette Musicale describes it as having been any
thing but successful. The music, he says, is harsh

then assumes his character and costume. The
assumption is so perfect, that the audience are

contrives to apprise her of the intended fraud, and

to direct her course of action by a voice which she
sup

to proceed from the portrait.

The re

sult is that the Princess refuses to recognize
Zillah as her long-lost daughter; and the full
solution of the mystery is reserved for the Regent's
ball.

Lagard‘ere, having conﬁded her secret and

papers to Blanche, leaves her to the care of Car
rickfergus, an Irishman (Mr. John Brougham),
and proceeds to the Regent's palace, where with
diﬂiculty he obtains admission. Meanwhile, the
Prince's agents have contrived to carry off Blanche
and her papers; so that at the moment he expects
her and her guardian, Carrickfergus gives him the

appointed signal that all is lost. Under these
circumstances, Lagardere forfeits his pledge to the
Princess, and is consigned to prison, whither Gon
zagues sends a cowardly assassin to despatch him.

In the third act, Lagardere outwits his intended
murderer, makes his escape, resumes his old dis

and pretentious, overcharged with strange effects

in attempts at the modern German style. This, in
the hands of a French composer, is habitually a dis

astrous proceeding ; one for which M. Semet's former
The increasing interest taken here in all that operas in nowise prepared us-it may, however, have
concerns the art augurs well for the success of been suggested by the home of the legend; which,
such a publication, supposing it to be competently not strange to say, with all its beauty and fantasy,
and therefore often tried, has never been successful
conducted.
It is said that ‘Mary Tudor‘ is the title of Mr. on the stage. The heroine's character, in its exquisite
delicacy, presents almost as many dil'liculties to the
Balfe’s new opera.
Mr. C. Salaman will deliver his lecture on composer as does that of Hamlet. There are r.
“Beethoven's Life and Compositions," with instru petual changes of light and shade, of feeling and
Musical Review appeared on New Year's Day.

mental aud vocal illustrations, (the latter by Miss
Hu'ghes,) on Thursday next.
Mr. Wallace is in Paris. A rumour, which we do

humour, which Music cannot follow, without its
becoming undecided, and therewith fatiguing.

That M. Carvalho can hardly have expected much
not pretend to guarantee, is in London, stating that success for the new ‘ Ondine’ may be inferred from
he has engaged himself to write an Italian opera his cast of the opera. Mdlle. Gir-ard is clever, but
for M. Calzado's theatre, and that ‘ Lurline’ may there is, possibly, no living singer less ﬁtted _by
also be, possibly, given there-translated. In this nature to present the pale, etherially-graceful spirit
heroine.

The other singers, according to the

case, what is to become of all the ballads’!
By signs and tokens not hard to interpret,

French chronicler-even our favourite M. Battaille

among others an increase of price, particularly

—and the chorus, were painfully out of tune.

opportune at the present moment, it may be in

opera, however, is beautifully put on the stage-—

The

ferred that The New York Mueical Gazette is Mozart‘s ‘Cosl fan tutte,’ with a new story “de
him he learns that Blane e is under the same roof feeling the inﬂuences of the war. It could hardly rived from Shakspeare‘s plays” (it is advertised),
with the antechamber and conservatory in the Rue be otherwise. Yet operas and concerts go on as will shortly be produced, with Mesdames Fauve,
St.-Magloire, which forms the last scene ; and then usual in the Northern States, though with less Lefebvre, Gabe], and Girsrd, in the principal
suggests a better plan than her murder, namely, costly artists than those who were some years p arts.
"Herr Wiirst’s ‘ Vineta,’ just produced at Bres
that she should be married to himself, and thus by since allured to the New “’orld by tales of fabu
a degrading alliance made to forfeit her rights. lous gains awaiting them there.——At Havana, lau, is reported by connoisseurs” (writes a friend)
The scheme pleases the Prince and his companions, meanwhile, the old Eldorado is still to be found, if “ to possess no vocal fascination, one or two songs
we are to believe in the reports which arrive of the excepted; the score to be in the symphonic style
and the victim is sent for. Blanche and her pro
tector soon understand one another; and the young enormous gains and triumphs of Madame Charton of the better German masters, but a little hemy
and overwrought. The scenery and decorations
Demeur, who is singing there.
lady pretends to be subdued by some magical inﬂu
The Life of Madame Schroeder-Devrieut, by carried off the opera."
ence, and most unexpectedly gives her consent. A
The dramatized version of M. Hugo‘s ‘ Les
contract is then signed, and Lagard‘ere affixes his the Baron Alfred von \Volzogen, an extension of
signature and throws off his disguise. At this a former pamphlet into a biography, has just been Miserables,’ by his son M. Charles Hugo, has been
guise of Esop, and boldl seeks the Prince. From

moment the Regent enters with his Court, and pre~
vents the conﬂict that was about to follow on this
disclosure. Lagardbre now restores Blanche to her

published.

brought forward at Brussels, under circumstances

Florence has lately given a sign of musical action of an excitement, quickened, if not created, by the

mother, but has yet to reveal the murderer of the

in a ﬁeld of art long too little cultivated there, or at
best considered as an arena of labour, not pleasure.

Duke. For this purpose he places in Gonzagues'
hands a sealed paper, stating that it contains the
name of the Duke‘s assassin, written by the Duke
himself immediately before his death. The Prince
fears to open the letter, and rushes to a candle to

part of thc'programme of one of his Milanese con
certs, avoice from his audience cried, “I come to the
theatre to entertain myself, not to study."—“Quesla
robs.” is a phrase we have heard applied bya great

fostering care of Parisian prohibition.

The drama

seems to have been received with a yawning sym

When Dr. Liszt announced “a Study" as forming pathy throughout the six hours of its duration, but
not to have succeeded. The story, with its proba
bilities, deﬁes even a French dramatist with French

credulity to appeal to.

What could the best’ of

the race make of such leading incidents as l a!

consume it,—thus demonstrating his guilt to all Italian artist to Mendclssohn‘s ‘ Elijah.’ The taste jean‘; day in the coﬂiu, his journey to the cemetery
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and his burial there ; of Gavroche's night-hospitality
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bering absurdity, instead of making a success for
it, as it has done for the ‘File du Giboyer,’—an
answer to which feeble satire, by the way, is about
to be produced at the Odéon Theatre.
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of dialects spoken in the Iberian Peninsula. Of
Italian there are reported Italian (1'. e. Tuscan),
Sicilian and Venetian—a small proportion of those
with which he was familiar. So, again, he had
attended to several'of the Philippine idioms, only
one of which is spoken of—the Tagal. Mczzofanti,
I believe, never pretended to know the various
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January, by lllr. \Vatts, to the Philological Society,
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are omitted with which Mezzofanti, and, indeed, all
philologists of any tolerable competency are more
or less acquainted. Mezzofanti had studied most of
the idioms taught by the Propaganda, and parti
cularly those orally taught by or to the Missionaries
dependentnpon that great institution: these idioms
are far more numerous than those cited in the Athe
mzum. Naturally and necessarily, the amount of
colloquial power which the Cardinal possessed over
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“ You are not speaking HwanJi-wa" (the literary
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and motives, has pictured the man of mystery. talents to their own proﬁt. The author says,
Speaking of Louis Napoleon’s demeanour when “There seems to be no doubt that what may
LITERATURE
in England, he says, “ Towards foreigners, and be called the literary part of the transaction
es ecially towards the English, he was gene was performed by the President in person.
The Invasitm 0f the Crimea. By A. W. Kin - rally frank. He was reserved and wary with He was the lawyer of the confederacy. He,
lake. Vols. I. and II. (Blackwood & Sons.
the French; but this was upon the principle no doubt, wrote the proclamations, the plébi's
IT has long been understood that the author which makes a sportsman reserved and wary cites and the constitutions, and all such-like
of ‘Eothen' was about to bring out a his with deer and partridges and trout.” Again, things; but it seems that the propelling power
tory of the short but lorious campaign when describing how, in imitation of the ﬁrst was mainly supplied by Count de Morny and
which has been our only essay of arms Napoleon, he contemplated France from a by a resolute major named Fleury." Urged
on European ground since Waterloo. Year foreign and, as it were, external point of by these men, and stimulated by. the thought
after year passed away, and the hopes of the view, the following simile occurs :—“ Indeed, of his claims, by disappointment, and by per
reading public still remained ungrntiﬁed. Such during the eriods of his imprisonment and of sonal humiliation, he determined to strike the
a delay, many would think, could not fail to his exile, tlie relation between him and the blow which should make him absolute. The
rove fatal to the success of the expected work. France of his studies was very like the rela soldiers, bearing in mind 1848, were at that
ince the capture of Sebastopol, India has been tion between an anatomist and a corpse. He time in no good humour with the people. Due
the scene of a sauguinary conﬂict, and the deeds lectured upon it; he dissected its ﬁbres; he care was taken to increase their discontent, and
performed there have, in a measure, caused the explained its functions; he showed how beauti presents of food and wine were continually
exploits of the Crimea to be cﬂ'aced from the fully Nature, in her inﬁnite wisdom, had adapted given them. To quote the words of our author,
memory of the public. Indeed, the heroes of it to the service of the Buonapartes ; and how, “ Men used to African warfare were brought
the Russian war are now little more re arded without the fostering care of these same Buona into the humour for calling the Parisians
than were the veterans of the Penins a ten_ p'artes, the creature was doomed to degenerate, Bedouins. There was massacre in the very
sound." At length came midnight of the 1st
years ago. Their glory shines brightly when and to perish out of the world.”
.called to mind, but it has to undergo the
Mr. Kinglake’s idea of Louis Napoleon's of December 1851, and after some reluctance,
powerful rivalry of more recent fame. Under character is, in brief, as follows :—That he is some hesitation, the conspirators were car-~
these circumstances, a bare chronicle of the not so clever as men think him now, though ried away by Fleury's impetuosity, and the
Crimean war would have proved tedious to much more so than was supposed formerly; coupd’état passed from a project intoa fact. It
readers whose attention had been already that, having no conscience to serve him as a is said that at the last moment the heart of
exhausted by the perusal of the numerous guide, he keeps two paths before his eyes up to one of them failed; but Fleury, getting into a
books which appeared while the interest of the the very last moment, and, while watching the room alone with him, drew out a istol, and,
occurrences described was still fresh. \Vith far regress of events, secures little resting-places holding it to his head, compelled grim to go
higher aims Mr. Kinglake has produced a work From which he contrives at his leisure the on. Two days later the massacre of the un
which is no mere mixture of facts, fancies and next measure to be adopted; that his imagi armed, unoﬂ‘cnding spectators on the Boule-r
fallacies, but is, in the fullest sense of the word, nation leads him often into dangerous posi vards took place. Mr. Kinglake imagines it
history It stands to the Crimean war in the tions, and when he fails, it is in conse was caused by a sudden impulse of maddening,
same relation as Sir William Napier’s ‘History’ quence of not being endowed with more than terror which seized on the excited soldiery,
to the Peninsular war.
the ordinary physical courage of the mass of beginning to feel the res onsibility they were
The author commences with an examina mankind. In addition to this, he conceives incurring. The author t inks that it was to»
tion of the causes whbh brought about the that the Emperor possesses dramatic tastes divert the mind of France from these atroci
war, as well as with a detailed account of which in any other man would have exhausted ties that the difference about the Holy Places
the successive steps taken in the diplomatic themselves in frequenting theatres, but in him was fanned into a ﬂame, and every means taken
action which preceded it. Originating in a —the claimant of a throne-have become a of preventing a peaceful solution. With the
squabble between the Latin and Greek monks passion. He supports the aspersion on his view also of giving an air of respectability to
at Jerusalem respecting a couple of keys, a ghysical courage by alleging the attempts at the bloodstained throne, and terminating the
silver star, a cupboard and a lamp, the dispute
tmsiburgr and Boulogne, on which occasions painful, the dangerous isolation in which it
arrived in time at the dignity of being called he permitted himself to be extinguished by stood, a successful endeavour was made by Louis
“ the question of the Holy Places.” Pilgrimage one angry colonel. He also cites his conduct Napoleon to draw England into a special alli
to Jerusalem is viewed by the Russians with at lilagenta and Solferino. With regard to the ance against Russia. In this scheme he was aided
almost Mussulman reverence; while the French, latter, he combats the ﬂowery account of the by Lord Palmerston's views on foreign policy.
as Mr. Kinglake informs us, have been chieﬂy Moniteur, which would persuade us that the Of all the great Powers of Europe, Austria.
represented in that city by a “tourist with a Emperor was in the thickest of the ﬁght, by was most concerned in resisting the incursion
journal, and a theory, and a plan of writing a the observation, that in that action the Em eror of the Russians into the Danubian Provinces,
book.” The piety of the Russians is deep-seated was followed by a numerous stall‘ and a arge while, from geographical position, no one was
and earnest ; while, as to the French, “it was escort of the Cent Gardes, yet only one of them so capable of putting an end to it. Prussia
understood that by the course of her studies in was hit, according to some, in the clothes, but also, as a leading member of the Germanic
the eighteenth century, France had obtained if the Moniteur may be believed, in the “ac Confederation, was interested in keeping the
a, tight control over her religious feelings.” tua-l body.” He justly ridicules the somewhat mouths of the Danube open. Both Austria and
Bearing this in mind, the conduct of the French blasphemous explanation of the ofﬁcial organ, Prussia were completely agreed with England
Government in casting an apple of discord into which informs t e public that “ the protection and France as to the necessity of opposing the
the peaceful East merits the severest censure. which the Deity threw around the Emperor designs of Russia, and quite willing to concert
measures for doing so. Such a union would
Eagerness to gain the reputation of zeal for was extended even to his staff.”
the interest of religion, and to show that they
Mr. Kinglake seeks to account for the false certainly have prevented war; but, in the most
were no idle holders of ofﬁce, coupled with a impressions concerning Louis Napoleon’s abil inexplicable manner, the adroitness of the
restless love of meddling in the affairs of other ities by the repulsive nature of his studies, Emperor, supported by the warlike spirit of
nations, doubtless inﬂuenced the conduct of which were directed to the art of applying the English nation, succeeded in procuring a
the French ministers on this occasion. Louis stratagem to jurisprudence.
Much of the special alliance between England and France,
Na olcon had to divert attention from despotism Emperor’s wrong-doing he ascribes to the evil for the sake of undertaking a measure of public
at ome to diplomacy abroad. On this to ie inﬂuence of those around him. These he police which was equally the province of the
Mr. Kinglake enlarges with calm philosopliy. denounces with vehement scorn, but is care other two powers, and could be more effectively
In England the Emperor is well known, ful to base his accusations on actual facts. M. undertaken by all four combined.
and nothing has proved more difﬁcult to de Morny, the s eculator with a questionable
We pass now to the arrival of the Allied
Englishmen than to reconcile the fact of the character; the cunt de Persigny, who, how forces in the East. Mr. Kinglake has described
apparently incapable adventurer, who failed ever, took no active part in the carrying out with singular skill, appreciation and eloquence
ignominiously at Strasburg and Boulogne, of the coup-d’c'tat ,' and Col. Fleury, a resolute, the very different characters of the two generals
having been able to found a throne—as far unprincipled man of humble origin, who, having who commanded them. Marshal Achille St.
as can be seen—-more stable than that of spent in dissipation all of a moderate inherit Arnaud had, for reasons best known to himself,
his great prototype. This difficult has been ance, had enlisted in the cavalry, and rapidly discarded his proper name of Jacques Le Roy.
considered one of the most insoliible enig risen to the rank of major ;—-these were the In 1816 he had entered the Royal Guard as
mas of our age. Mr. Kinglake, approaching men who goaded Louis Napoleon on to the a sub-lieutenant; but his dissipated—to use a
the uestion with numerous opportunities of Imperial throne. Needy, ambitious and ener gentle term—mode of life soon obliged him to
learning the truth, and a clear insight into men getic, they determined to turn his claims and leave the service. He then travelled, learned
LONDON, SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1863.
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several foreign languages, and passed a con tions brou ht against Lord Raglan at once cease
siderable time in England ; some say he became to deface t e pages of history. Not that it can be
a billiard-marker in London. After the revo proved that the dead Commander was a great
lution of 1830, he returned to France, and again general; but, while admitting some slight de
entered the armyas a sub-lieutenant. His pro fects, Mr. Kin lake shows that the charges
spects now seemed good. Writing some stanzas brought against im were almost entirely untrue.
to Meunier, he obtained promotion; and by The modern Ba ard, the ﬂower of English chi
translating into several foreign languages a. little valry, now stan s forth with the greater bright
work of Bugeaud’s on Tactics, he gained that ness from his temporary obscurity. This modest,
Marshal’s favour and an appointment on his unassuming, yet digniﬁed English gentleman—
staff. Whilstjn cha e of the Duchess of Berri, the pupil, companion and trusted friend of
his conduct receive the a probation of the Wellington—was skilled alike in diplomacy
Government, without provo ing the dislike of and the work of a staff-officer. Courteous and
the royal prisoner. Fortune seemed to smile on conciliatory in manner, prudent without being
him ; but, for some cause or other, he was obliged close, ﬁrm without being obstinate—of great
once more to abandon the sword. In 1836 be powers of perception, unwearied industry, and
for the third time, and at the age of forty, possessing both a ready pen and an eloquent,
entered the Foreign Legion as sub-lieutenant, persuasive tongue,—he was yet wanting in
with the determination to distinguish himself some respects. He had never been practised in
or perish in the attempt. In eight years from handling large bodies of men, and had no regi
this time, he was a general. Vain, ga ,reckless mental experience. Lon years of office-work
and brave, utterly without scruple, e valued at the Horse Guards pro need in him baneful
habits
method
and uniformit
opposed
human life as nothing if it interfered with his to
the of
genius
of war.
Naturallyy,, much
he chieﬂy
ap
advancement. Continually oppressed by ill
ness and pain, during the intervals he sang plied himself to what he best understood,—
and slaughtered, ﬁddled and fought, with namely, correspondence,— leaving to others those
_ equal zest and energy. One particular act little details of organization on which, though
seemed to mark him out as a useful tool for apparently triﬂin , the welfare of an army
the conspirators of the 2nd of December. In principally depen s. Again, thinking that he
1845, he surrounded a body of Arabs who had was doing more good by writing than riding,
taken refuge in some caves. Eleven came he omitted to exercise a personal supervision
out and surrendered; but St.-Aruaud—-and over, or to show himself to, the army, and
St.-Arnaud alone—knew that ﬁve hundred still thereby failed to obtain much ‘valuable influ
remained. Without acquainting his troops ence with the men.
with the nature of the deed they were perform
In dealing with the French his difficulties
ing, he caused them toblock up every aperture, were very great. Scarccly arrived at Constan
thus cruelly murdering every soul within. A tinople, he was called on to oppose the restless,
conﬁdential report to Marshal Bugeaud con intriguing vanity of st-Arnaud, who was
veyed the horrible intelligence; but, with the desirous of incorporating the brigades of Omar
exce tion of him and St.-Arnaud’s brother, Pasha’s army with his own. Such a step,
the earful secret was conﬁded to no one else. besides involving a slight to the Turkish Com
In such a man were combined the two qualities mander, and destroying the balance of military
most required by the authors of the coup-d‘état,— authority in the Allied forces, was contrary to
namely, ruthlessness and the power of keeping the provisions of the Tripartite Treaty. This
a secret.
'
' document laid it down that each army was to
Col. Fleury, sent to Algeria to seek for a remain under the separate command of its own
man who as Minister of War could assist in chief. The author describes with great humour
the destruction of the Constitution, ﬁxed on how the alert, complacent Marshal was speedily
St.-Arnaud. All know how well he fulﬁlled the baﬂied by the quiet, courteous ﬁrmness of
expectations formed of him. Insatiable,and
Lords Stratford and Raglan. On another occa
sessed of claims troublesometosatisfy and iﬁi sion, St.-Arnaud proposed that when English
cult to ignore, Louis Na leon yielded gladly to and French troops were serving together, the
his request that he mig t receive the command senior ofiicer should command the whole. This
of the Army of the East. Not having, however, insidious sug estion, which might have resulted
any very high opinion of his ﬁtness for the in placing
eneral Lord Raglan under the
post, the Emperor took care to surround him orders of lllarshal St.-Arnaud, was promptly
with
ople threaten
intendedtotobecome
controlrash.
his motions declined. Undismayed by failure, St.-Aruaud
shouldxthey
soon made afresh attempt to usurp the direction
The English Commander-in-Chief was a of affairs. Just at the moment when the army
striking contrast to his French colleague, and was about to proceed to Varna, the agreed
his character has been aﬂ'ectionately, though base of operations,—indeed, the Light Division
impartially, delineated by the author. Qualified had already started,—a statf- officer came to
for his task by personal observation as well Lord Raglan at eleven o'clock at night, begging
as by the possession of all Lord Raglan’s him to suspend all further movements, as the
pers, his opinion has great weight. We French army was not yet in a ﬁt state to enter
11 lish are actuated by a very sincere desire on a campaign. The inconvenience of thus
to
just, but, heated with
rty spirit or arresting an operation which had been deﬁ
by public disasters, we often efer being so nitely decided on was urged, and it was ointed

till death has robbed reparation of half its out that the Allied forces stood pledge to the
value. Admiral Byng, Sir John Moore, the
Prince Consort and Lord Raglan are instances
of this. As soon, however, as the victim of
obloquy is beyond their reach, our countrymen
become generous, and are only too ready to
rescind the judgment pronounced in the ﬁrst
ﬂush of wounded national pride or feeling.
Lord Raglan’s friends have always felt certain
that justice would some day be done to him.
That time has, we are convinced, at length
arrived. Mr. Kinglake’s book has cleared up
so many errors, given us so great an insight into

Turks in this matter. The French continued
obstinate, and on the morrow Lord Raglan
received a written communication on the same
subject. A few days later a new and still more
extraordinary plan of St.-Arnaud’s was made
known to, Lord Raglan, not as a project to be
considered, but as one already determined on
and partly commenced. This was no less than
the abandonment of the expedition to Varna,
and the occupation of a position in rear of the
Balkan. Indeed, some of the French troops
had already begun their march from Gallipoli.

the secret history of the war, that the accusa- Lord Raglan was invited to co-operate. For
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days the discussion lasted. At length the
English General’s ﬁrmness and moral ascen
dency prevailed—the idea was abandoned.
Soon after the arrival of the combined forces
at Varna, the siege of Silistria was raised, and
the Russians, yielding to the menaces of
Austria, evacuated the Principalities. The

object of the war now seemed attained; but
the warlike spirit of the English could not
endure that such extensive preparations should
have been made to no purpose. The Duke of
Newcastle fully shared this feeling. During
an after-dinner consultation, the assent of his
colleagues, who happened to be somewhat
drowsy, was obtained to the draft of a letter
proposed to be written to Lord Raglan. The
next day a dcspatch, recommending the in
vasion of the Crimea, in terms which scarce
admitted of a refusal, was sent to Varna. The
season was far advanced. It was the 16th of
July before Lord Raglan received the commu
nication alluded to; no preparations had been
made for the operation, and no certain infor
mation was possessed by the Allied Generals
res cting the proposed theatre of war. Vi'hat
litt e was known about the Crimea had been
sent from Paris and London. Under these
circumstances, Lord Raglan’s judgment was
opposed to the expedition; but the opportu
nities for forming an opinion being as great
at home as in Bulgaria, and the wording
of the des tch being so imperative, he con
ceivcd he ad no option, but must obey. At
the same time, St.-Arnaud received an order
to co-opcrate should the invasion of the
Crimea be resolved on. In the course of a
fortnight or three weeks—which was the time
required by the French for their preparations,—
Sir George Brown and Sir Edmund Lyons had,
by dint of great exertion, procured at Con
stantinople all the necessary boats, ships and
steamers. Unfortunately, about the end of
July cholera broke out among the troops and
soon extended to the ﬂeets, which latter ut to
sea in the hopcsof staying its ravages. At ength
the health of the army having somewhat im
proved, and the ships being clear from sickness,
on the 24th of August the embarkation com
menced. The French had 25,000infantry,70 ns
drawn by four horses each, and a body of a ut
8O cavalry. The English expeditionary force
consisted of 22,000 infantry, 60 guns drawn by
six horses each, and 1,000 cavalry. The French
took less time in getting on board than we did.
It must, however, be remembered that infantry
can be embarked with great ease and rapidity,
but that when horses are concerned the process
becomes tedious and difficult. \Ve have seen
how superior we were to the French in the
number of horses: moreover, a heavy swell
checked the shipment of the latter during four
or ﬁve days. When everything seemed to be
completed, it unexpectedly appeared that the
French had not sufficient steam-power to tow
all their sailing vessels. These facts are rather
opposed to the prevalent idea of the superior

activity and arrangements of the French.

On

the 4th of September our allies had accom
plished their cmbarkation, and on the 6th the
English_were ready. The following day the
expedition sailed. Meantime, St.-Arnaud, tor
tured by anxiety about the sickness on board
his transports and the fancied delay of the
English, had, on the 4th, started with his sailing
ﬂeet, not giving Lord Raglan the slightest in
timation of his movements. The latter took no
notice of the Marshal’s waywardness, who, on
the 6th, ﬁnding himself isolated and the wind
blowing hard, saw he had done a foolish thing,
and returned. More obstacles still remained to
test the indomitable ﬁrmness of the English
General; and, again, it was with the French
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air-silently gliding onward with that long, easy
step peculiar to the Highlanders,——they must
have seemed like the spectres of the Brocken.
Scarcely have the eyes of the Russians learnt to
look steadfastlyon this terrible visionere another
and yet another wave of armed horror springs
from the earth beneath. Then, when the enemy
retired,—the ﬁerce war-shout of the Highlanders,
differing equally from the cheer of the English
and the howl of the Irish soldier,—-who can
blame the Muscovites if they were discomﬁted
by such foes Z Most powerful, most picturesque
he referred the matter to the decision of Lord are the pages in which the charge of the High
Raglan. He, with his usual adroitness andi landers is described. In old times Mr. King
ﬁrmness, quickly foiled “these timid counsels,” lake would have been revered as a bard :y
as the Moniteur termed them. It was at ﬁrst the gallant men whose deeds he has chronicl .
It is impossible for us to accompany Mr.
supposed that they had proceeded from the
English; but that idea was soon found to be Kinglake much further over the ﬁeld of battle;
incorrect, and Mr. Kinglake now settles they but, ere we quit it, we feel it our duty to cor
clpuestion beyond a doubt. On the 9th, the! rect two inaccuracies of which he has been
nglish ﬁeet had arrived at the rendezvous; it guilty. The ﬁrst of these refers to the Brigade
was not till the 13th that the last French ship , of Guards. Mr. Kinglake leads one to suppose
joined. Still came diﬁculties for Lord Raglan , that the Scots Fusilier Guards, which was the
to cope with. It had been arranged that during ‘ centre regiment, hurried up without bein
the night of the 13th the French should lay: formed, disordered by a hurricane of shot, an
down a buoy op osite the centre of the ap-, thrown into confusion by some of the retreat
pointed landing-p ace, half of which was to be 1 ing Light Division, was driven back to the
allotted to each army. When daylight came,'. river and took no further part in the fray, thus
it appeared that, either through mistake or ‘ leavin a ga between the Coldstreams and
design, the buoy had been placed op osite the i Gren "era.
is is incorrect: and for saying
extreme left instead of the centre.
he conse- l so we have the authority of an oﬁcer belong
quences might have been serious with a less ‘ ing to the corps in question who was present
prudent commander. Lord Raglan said not a l on the occasion. His statement is supported
word, but quietly selected another spot for the 1 by the general opinion of the re iment heard
disembarkation of his troops.
by the writer of this article at t e time, and
Passing over the events of the next fewda s, also by Russell’s ‘ Letters from the Crimea,’ by
which, however, have been well and clearly a ‘ Letters from Head-quarters,’ and by Col. Ham
scribed by Mr. Kinglake, we come to the battle ley’s testimony. The truth is, that while the
of the Alma. This is, perhaps, the choicest morsel Scots Fusilier Guards were advancing under a
in thewhole of this interesting book. The author heavy ﬁre, some of the men of the Light Divi
has carefully studied the various accounts, sion came through their ranks, and at the same
has gathered much from oral evidence, and time a cry was raised of “Fusiliers, retire!”
moreover he accompanied Lord Raglan during referring to the 23rd or 7th Regiment. On
the whole of that bloody day. The result is an this, yielding to the weight-of the retreating
excellent and intelligible account of a general crowd, and to a misconception of the order, the
action. Throughout Mr. Kinglakc shows that, battalion—excc t the Light Company-—retired
though a civilian, he is no contem )tible strate slowly a short ( istance, when the oﬂ'icers and
gist and tactician. He occasions y makes use non-commissioned officers, facing the men about,
of other than the correct technical terms : not brought the regiment back into its place.
withstanding this slight failing, he has shown ' Charging with the rest of the Brigade, it took
himself entitled to take rank amon the best‘ the battery. There was only a temporary re
historians of warlike operations.
e are not, I treat of a very short distance, and no perma
as is often the case, blinded with smoke, daz- I nent gap was created. As to the left com
zled with ﬂashing sabres, and deafened by the . panies alone having been pushed back, the
roar of artillery in these volumes. Everything, l author is mistaken; for the third company from
though spiritedly depicted, is drawn with clear- E the right, at all events, was thrown into con
ness and precision, combined with an amount fusion by the retreating men of the Light
of accuracy seldom to be met with in a non Division.
military man. Each movement is duly ex
The other error consists in Mr. Kinglake’s
plained, its object pointed out, and its progress assertion that there was no close encounter,
followed. The manner in which one manceuvre no severe struggle on the part of the French
bore on another is also shown. We have here i at the telegraph station. This statement he
a series of brilliant panoramas, yet the skill of I, supports by many powerful arguments. It
the writer connects them so admirably that we ‘ seems to us they are disposed of b Col. Ham
that they originated.
Several of Sta-AI
naud’s chief generals presented him with a
remonstrance against landing to the north of
Sebastopol. Such a step, they pointed out,
would be extremely hazardous, while a landing
could be effected at Kaﬁ'a with scarcely any
risk. Kaﬁ'a was a long distance from Sebasto
pol, with which place the only communication
was a difficult mountain-road. The fact is, the
French generals for the most part disliked the r
expedition altogether. The Marshal was too‘
ill for discussion ; so, with unusual good sense,
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one English division-—the rest were too much

exhausted-—in pursuit, provided the French
would co-operate. St.-A.rnaud replied, that
the knapsacks having been left behind, it was

impossible that the French army could advance
further. Thus, again‘is it shown that it was
the French, and not, as was believed, the
English, who were opposed to energy and a.
daring course of action.

Miscellam'es. Collected and Edited by Earl
Stanhope. (Murray)
Irv the studio of an artist who has painted his

torical pictures or executed historical monu
ments will be found a heap of hints, sketches,
models, costumes, broken marbles, unﬁnished
canvas, maulsticks, armour, hangings, feathers,
matchlocks, halberds-all the picturesque re

fuse and materials of his trade.

In like man

nor, in the writing-desk of a man who has
written many books, there would be found a
mass of papers, more or less in the nature of
refuse,-—fmgments of correspondence, copies of
documents, ﬁrst ideas of character, remnants
of opinions, unfulﬁlled designs —all the re
jected things of a highly critical and selective
art. Such literary refuse is for the most part
sent to the chandler's shop or thrown into the
ﬁre. Yet, it may often have a certain value.
Artists’ ﬁrst suggestions have an interest for
the collector of pictures, as Messrs. Christie &
Manson ﬁnd; and the portfolio of a man of
letters, though it should contain nothing better
than rejected materials, may be a very attmo
tive book. Lord Stanhope's certainly is so.
Five letters by William Pitt, two by Edmund
Burke, and two memoranda. by. the Duke of
Wellin ton make the best parts of this collec
tion. The letters by Pitt are of no great im
portance, and were omitted by Lord Stan

ope from the Life of that statesman; they
would certainly have added to its weight and
bulk. A letter from Mr. Boyd contains an
anecdote which may be quoted :—
“Christmas was one of the most obliging men
I ever knew; and, from the position he occupied,
was constantly ex
1 to interruptions, yet I

never saw his temper the least ruffled.

One day I

found him more than usually engaged, having a

mass of accounts to prepare for one of the law
courts: still the same equanimity; and I could

not resist the opportunity of asking the old gentle
man to give me the secret. ‘\Vell, Mr. Boyd,
you shall know it. Mr. Pitt gave it to me :—Not
to lose my temper, if possible, at any time, and
NEVER during the hours of business. My labours

here [Bank of England] commence at nine, and
end at three; and, acting on the advice of the
illustrious statesman, I never lose my temper

during these hours.’ ”

The letters by Burke are of more moment

than those of Pitt, for they turn entirely on
his personal position-a question which is now
exciting some attention among students of the
The second letter, which is in the form
never feel any want of continuity. Mr. King- , ley, who, in his ‘Narrative of t e Crimean period.
lake places us, as it were, in the position of an i War,’ says, with reference to a personal visit to of a memorandum, drawn up by Burke and.
Argus surveying the ﬁeld of battle from a , that portion of the ﬁeld the day after the battle, submitted by him to Pitt, we shall ‘Quote.

original is among the Pitt MSS.
‘hen
balloon.
]“ But it was not till reaching the plain on The
Lord Stanhope showed the ori inal to Mac
The great merit of his account is that there .' which stood the unﬁnished signal-tower, already sulay
that writer returned it wi the remark,
is no clap-trap, no fatiguing loftiness of tone ; i mentioned as the contested point of the French

which Lord Stanhope thinks worthy of a
brrt every fact is expressed in simple yet 1 attack, that there appeared signs of :1 san
double repetition, that “ it is interestin and
nervous English. He becomes almost Ossianic, l guinary conﬂict. Many Russians lay dead
andthe scene appears before our mind’s eye‘ there; and they lay thicker near the signal very characteristic." We may give it un er its
as vividly as if it were an actual picture. We tower, the hillock on which it was built being legitimate title of
can easily imagine the superstitious terror of strewed with them. Three or four had been
the Russians at the apparition of the tall, bayoneted while defending the entrance; and
hearse~like plumes of the 42nd rising gradually in the space within, which was divided into
over the slope of the hill, and becoming more compartments, were three or four such groups
ghost-like from the white smoke which half slain in the defence. Another spot near con
concealed them. Rising, still rising, with their tained three or four hundred co
.” After
bare legs and quaint, semi-barbarous dress, the battle was won, Lord Raglan proposed to
moving on nearer the while through the thick St.-Arnaud to send the English cavalry and

BURKE UPON BURKE.

“Mr. Burke understands that Mr. Pitt is so
obliging as to think that his humble industry in
his thirty years’ service may without impropriety
be recommended to His Majesty's gracious consider
ation. Mr. Burke has never asked for an 'thing,
not suggested any reward. It never did
come
him. nor does it now become him, to suppose that
he has any merit to entitle him to the particular
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temptible.
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H‘e’has something secured. iné has a Wfou'nd himself under the necessity of seeking_to

favour of the Crown or of the public. He is sen
sible that he has done nothing beyond his strict

ﬁght a general battle. With this view he quitted

peerage: and all this in the prime and vigour of
his life. Mr. Burke does not conceive that what
deavours and rewards, not with the standard of ever His Majesty may be graciously pleased to
his duty, but with contemporary examples, he do for Mr. Burke in the present temper of the
would submit the followin matters to judges more public mind would be more unpopular or ill-re
impartial than he can be his own case. In the ceived in the nation than what has been done for
year 1782 Lord Rockingham was Minister. Mr. any of these gentlemen.”

the basis of his operations, up to that moment suc
cessful, adopted a new line, which, after all, he
never com iletely established, and ultimately aban
doned. T at which the Russians did well was
their dogged refusal to treat. Napoleon having

Burke’s connexions with that noble person were

ancient and real capital of the country, intended to

duty.

But if he is permitted to compare his en

of the closest kind.

About that time, or alittle

before, Mr. Burke was deeply concerned in agreat
variety of affairs, and was supposed to be of some
use, both in producing good and in averting evil.

At that period this was pretty generally acknow
ledged by all parties. Mr. Burke believes it to be
in the memory of many that a surprise was ex
pressed that a provision for him had not been
recommended by his particular friends and oldest
connexions, when so much was done by them for
absolute strangers. The fact is, that for the gene

ral accommodation in forming what was called an

Mr. Napier will, we dare say ﬁnd these

fought his battle and obtained possession of the

“comparisons” in no way odious, the self-asser record his triumph as usual in a Treaty of Peace,
tions no less modest and honourable than they by one of the articles of which he would have ob
tained a sum of money to replenish his coffers,
are terse in style, and the sarcasms as legitimate according to his usual practice; and he would
as they are unquestionably bright. The paper then have made a peaceable and triumphant retreat
is highly studied, and every word is accurately from Russia across Poland and Germany, supported
weighed. The memorandum must have been by the resources of the Russian Government as long
meant for the public, and Lord Stanhope has as his armies should have remained in the Russian
done well to print it. That it will be read in territory. in the mean time he had made no pre
two ways we can hardly doubt, but the critics parations for the Military Retreat which he would
of Burke will agree with Lord Macaulay that it have to make, if his Diplomatic efforts should fail,
which they did. “'e see that he WM distressed for
' “very characteristic."
In those Miscellanies will be found a defence want of communications even before he thought of

administration upon a broad bottom, Mr. Burke
did cheerfully postpone every pretension of his, of Sir Robert Walpole by Sir Robert Peel, and
whether grounded on connexion or service. He a series of letters from Lord Macaulay, Mr.
privately forwarded, and he publicly defended, a
Hallam, and Sir Robert Peel on the alleged
rmanent provision for Colonel Barré and Mr.
gunning. Besides Colonel Barré's cﬁice in pos sacriﬁce of human victims to Jupiter in the

session (as good as Mr. Burke’s), that gentleman
obtained a pension of 3,0001. a-year. Mr. Dun
ning obtained a peerage with the Duchy for life,
made up by a pension to 4,0001. a-year, although

retreat; his hospitals were not supplied, nor even
taken care of, and were at last carried off; and
when be commenced to make a real movement
of retreat, he was involved in difficulties without
number. The ﬁrst basis of his operations was lost;
Roman times. Of more immediate interest are the new one not established; and he was not
the Duke of Wellington's memoranda on Napo strong enough to force his way to the only one

leon. The ﬁrst of these refers to the value of which could have been practicable, and by the

Napoleon in the ﬁeld :
“It is very true that I have often said that
he was possessed of a very ample fortune. Mr.
Burke never did solicit the Pay Office. It was I considered Napoleon's presence in the field to be
offered to him. He held it in all aboutayear, equal to 40,000 men in the balance. This is a very
under two administrations. It is the only place loose way of talking; but the idea is a very differ~
he ever held. During the time he held it, amongst cut one from that of his presence at a battle being
the multiplicity of his other occupations, he em
ployed himself with pains, not easily described, to
em a new constitution for that office, and to
a Bill for that purpose through the House of Com
mons. He ﬂatters himself that, in that Bill, useful
regulations were made; and savings of some im

equal to a reinforcement of 40,000 men. I'll ex
plain my meaning. ‘l. Napoleon was a grand
hommc dc guerre, possibly the greatest that ever
appeared at the head of a French army. 2. He
was the Sovereign of the country as well as the
Military Chief of the army. That country was

use of which he might have saved his army,—by
the sacriﬁce, however, of all those corps which
were in the northern line of operations: I mean

the line from Kalouga through the southern coun
tries. But, instead of that, he was forced to take
his retreat by the line of the river Beresina, which
was exhausted, and upon which he had made no

preparations whatever.
history of that disaster.

This is in few words the
It is my opinion that the

loss of the French army would have been accele
rated, more disastrous and disgraceful, if the sea
son had been wet instead of having been frosty.
In truth, the army could not in that case have

portance with regard to public money ensued in constituted upon a military basis. All its institu
consequence of them. Mr. Burke certainly does tions were framed for the purpose of forming and moved at all in the state to which all its animals
not mean to compare his abilities with those of the maintaining its armies with a view to conquest. were reduced at that time."
two gentlemen he alludes to. It is allowed to a All the offices and rewards of the State were rc
The Whig colour of buff and blue, the red
man to s
of his industry. As for real labour served in the ﬁrst instance exclusively for the army. coats of the army, and the story of Charles the
in mind and body, he had even then,—that is, so An ofﬁcer, even a private soldier, of the army Fifth and the two clocks are among the further
long ago as 1782,—worked more in any three might look to the sovereignty of a kingdom as the
subjects illustrated in these Miscellanies.
months than they had done in their whole lives. reward for his services. It is obvious that the pre
Lord Ashburtons professional industry is put out sence of the Sovereign with an army so constituted
of the question; it was private; it had no relation must greatly excite their exertions. 3. It was quite
to the State, and that kind of toil (whatever its certain that all the resources of the French State,
value may be) rewards itself very sufficiently. civil, political, ﬁnancial, as well as military, were
The arrangement for these two gentlemen was turned towards the seat of the operations, which
made twelve years ago. During the twelve, Mr. Napoleon himself should direct. 4. Every Sove
Burke's exertions have continued—in what way, or reign in command of an army enjoys advantages
with what merit in any of the particulars, it is not against him who exercises only a delegated power,
for him to judge. It is certain that, notwithstand and who acts under orders and responsibilities.
ing his very advanced age, his industry has not But Napoleon enjoyed more advan es of this

been relaxed in any course in which such small description than any other Sovereign that ever
abilities as his could possibly employ it. During appeared. His presence, as stated by me more
that period his circumstances have not been im than once, was likely not only to give to the French
proved. Many expenses, more easily felt than army all the advantages above detailed, but to put
calculated, are necessarily attendant on such exer an end to all the jcslousies of the French Marshals
tions as his. A total neglect of a man's private and their counter~action of each other, whether
affairs is likewise the inevitable consequence of founded upon bad principles and passions, or their
occupations that engross the whole man. Mr. fair differences of opinion. The French army thus
Barré came into Parliament in 17 63, and had his had a unity of action. These four considerations
settlement in 1782. Mr. Dunning came into Par induced me to say generally that his presence ought
liament later than Mr. Burke, and had his at the to be considered as 40,000 men in the scale. But
same time with Mr. Barre. Mr. Burke came in the idea is obviously ver'yloose, as must be seen by
at the end of 1T65,—near thirty years ago. Many a moment's reﬂection. If the two armies opposed
since then have been raised to honours and emolu to each other were 40,000 men on each side, his
ments, whose labours have not been greater. Lord presence could not be equal to a reinforcement of
Auckland is another instance. His ﬁgure in Par 40,000 men on the side of the French army, nor
liament was never considerable.
It may not be even if they were 60,000 men on each side, or pos
perfectly good policy to consider no services as sibly even 80,000 men on each side. It is clear,
of any high estimation except those done in office. however, that wherever he went he carried with
Perhaps the most essential are those done in the him an obvious advantage. I don't think that I
House of Commons; and rank there (though not ought to be quoted as calling that advantage as
a thing to be exactly deﬁned) ought to stand as equal to a reinforcement of 40,000 men under all
'high as rank that is oﬁicial. It is not meant in the possible circumstances. "

The Sorceress —[La Sorciere, par J. Michelet].
(Paris, Dentu.)
SPIRITUAL and temporal powers have fixed
their canons, in Paris, against this volume, and

prohibited its circulation.

Church and State,

therefore, have proportionately gloriﬁed M.
Michelet. His counterfeit presentment of a
perfect Sorceress, and his magniﬁcent apologies
for bygone witches, have alarmed the patriar
chal and paternal tutors of the French intellect
in the nineteenth century. Bell, book and
candle-all profuse enough under the roofs
of Notre Dame and tho Tuileries-wage war
against a picturesque treatise made up of poetry,
paradox and history; and the result is, that it
will be read in spite of every effort at suppres
sion:—nor unproﬁtably either, by students of a
ripe age; for, wild, reckless and extravagant as
these pages often are, they contain much that is
valuable, and which M. Michelet gathered and
laid by during the thirty years of learned labour
bestowed by him on his greatest work, with
other materials which he has since brought into
a variety of characteristic shapes. The old elo

quence re-appears, no doubt, in the old perverted
form: there is the same unnatural, excessive,
fantastic tinge of im ' ation; the language
incessantly splinters o in epi
ms more or

less brilliant and prismatic.

. Michelet, in

The second is a criticism on the campaign in deed, wanders through his subject with an a
parent resolve to grati himself by continual y
Russia :—
" The Russians nearly lost themselves by an astonishing and not sel om offending his reader;
they were performed. Almost ever since he came ill-applied imitation of our operations which saved but he vividly illustrates the spirit of medizeval
into Parliament he has been in lucrative situations. Portugal; and they would have been lost, if Napo ccclesiasticism, tho h, while insulting the
‘He has something in present possession not con leon had not always, and particularly at that time, sarcerdotsl class, red- nded as it was from the
least to depreciate Lord Auckland's talents or ser
vices. Both are respectable. The services, how
ever, received some part of their recompense as

a
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slaughter-s of Wurtzburg and Treves, he sug
gests, whether purposely or otherwise, that no
word or name or human sentiment can, or
ought to be held sacred. Hence, an audacious
familiarity of style, contrasted at times with
an aﬂ'ectation of fastidious reverence.
M. Michelet’s ﬁrst chapter is headed “The

Death of Gods”; his seventh, “The King of the
Dead”; his ninth, “The Devil a Doctor”; his

ﬁfth, in the 2nd book, “Satan an Ecclesiastic”;
and‘ so forth. But the very title of the work
is an example of the eccentricities in which it
abounds. Sprengcr, nearly four hundred yea'rs
ago, speaking of the black heresy, attributed it to
sorceresses rather than to sorcerers. Another
authority, belonging to the generation of Louis
the Thirteenth, affirmed that, for one sorcerer,
there were ten thousand sorceresses. M. Mi

chelet plunges into this idea and lashes it into
a foam. \Vomen, he avers, are naturally sor
ceresses. They are born Fees, or fairies. Next
they develope into sibyls. Love makes magi
cians of them. Men must work, and women
must weep, is an English poetic theory. Not
so, according to M. Michelet. While men are

engaged in action, women are weaving spells,
inventing deities, communing intelligently with
ﬂowers. No matter how many male jugglers,
astrologers, prophets, necromancers and quacks
may have existed since Time began, Circe was,
is, and must be, a woman !
M. Michelet writes against the Church of‘
the Middle Ages, and as a champion of the
true sorceress, or elementary reformer of the
human intellect, who, he maintains, has been
in every sense maltreated. The clergy have
cursed, the people reviled, the children elted
her, and the poets (children also, he says have

painted her at once ugly and old.

“At the
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rative impeaches bitterly the judges, lay and upon her bare back. "Oh, ma mic!" the suf
monkish, by whom these horrors were per ferer cried, “I can bear no more. Be quick;
petrated, and the Church which sanctioned I cannot remain thus."—“You must,” replied
them, during the three centuries from 1300 to the enchantress. “Madam, you nrust be
1600 of the Christian era. That Church, he warmed ; the cake will be cooked but by your
says, engendered Despair in the world, and warmth, by your ﬂame." And whoever ate
Despair gave birth to Sorcery. Humanity, that cake was straightway “in love.” With
throughout Christendom, was lost, weary and such anecdotes M. Michelet amuses himself.
blind, and women converted the withered A similar degradation re-appears in the irre~
chips of legendry into the enchantments of ligious mysteries of the period enacted under
a new fable. It was in the thirteenth century, the title of the Black Mass. At these festivals,
M. Michelet affirms, that the popular notion called Sabbatts, birds were offered to heaven,
of the Evil One ﬁrst became deﬁnite. Before and corn to earth; and two images, representing
that epoch, the idea of an infernal compact the last dead and the last born in the district,
entered into by a human being and the owers were laid on the altar-—a woman prostrate on
of darkness had rarely ﬂoated distinct y into her face. These heathen rites naturally in
the superstitions of the times. Afterwards it ﬂamed the fury of the Church; but
Judges and Inquisitors, although so hostile, are
became, so to speak, a separate myth, and, as
illustrated here in a long, elaborate narrative, compelled to avow that they were characterized by
daring in detail and language-not so daring, a spirit of gentleness and peace. None of the three
however, as the subsequent abridgments of accompaniments, so utterly shocking, of a noble
local -cases——assumed a hideously repulsive man's fate :—no swords, no duels, no blood-stained
co our. M. Michelet, dwelling upon these tables, no gallant perﬁdy to dishouour an intimate
diabolical romances, contrasts two eras of friend.
In other respects M. Michelet’s apology for
malady-that of the leper, externally accursed,
and that of the “possessed,” whose epileptic these celebrations is more fearless than satis
. second book M. Michelet opens on a
Inrlliis
frenzies prepared for mankind a third, and facto
even worse, because more enduring, scourge.
An age of disease, bodily and mental, became new era, when Sorcerybegan to decay-—when the
an age of sorcery. The popular practice of demon, as he expresses it, was multiplied and
medicine by women was regarded by the vulgarized. “Every lunatic woman assumed
eat name-Sorceress!”—a
Church as a species of dealing in the Black to herself that
Arts; the collectors of herbs, compelled to dangerous, thong a profitable name. Men
seek for those which suited their purposes at aspired to bear it; and here was another step
strange hours of the day and night, brought in degeneracy. M. Michelet turns from them
sus icion upon themselves; their familiarity to sketch the position of a. grand lady at her
wit vegetable poisons was often in France own chateau, removed from the rivalries and
held to still further darken their characters. jealousies of the Court, which kept its peculiar
Here M. Michelet takes occasion to draw a aristocracy of sorceresses amply and strangely
contrast between the Medireval Church-and employcd:—
At her chateau, it is true, she was alone,—the
the Mediaeval Satan, and this in the chapter
only woman, or nearly so, amid a world of un
which introduces the Enemy of Mankind as a married
men.
To believe the romancers, we
doctor-a spirit of the fourteenth century,—a might fancy her taking pleasure in being sur
century afflicted with epilepsy, the plague and rounded with pretty girls. History and common
ulcers. The Sorceress, almost alone, combated sense affirm just the contrary. Eleanor is not such
these evils :
a fool as to put Rosamond in competition with
Let none conclude (proceeds M. Michelet) that herself. The queen and great ladies, licentious as

word sorceress, we conjure up the frightful
crones of Macbeth.” But all that is fallacious.
Many sorceresses have perished, simply for
being young and beautiful. “The Sibyl re
dicts destiny; the Sorceress makes it.”
his
is M. Michelet’s second pro osition. The
riest of the Church sees her, t e priestess of
ature, and trembles in presence of “the uni
versal martyr whose ashes are scattered to the I undertake to whiten, to vindicate without they were, were not the less horribly jealous,—

winds.” And thus it was that a fair-haired,

reserve, the Devil's sombre bride.

If she often

witness the one spoken of by Henry Martin, who

white-armed young girl was burnt in the year did good, she could also do a great deal of harm. gave up a girl whom her husband admired to be
1300, and that M. Michelet’s volume was pro There is no great power which is never abused. torn to pieces by soldiers. The power of a woman's
hibited in 1862. From these airy heights he And this power had three centuries during which love, we repeat, endures while she is alone.

Yet the ladies of that epoch, if particularly
descends to an historical review of modern sor to reign literally over the entr‘acte between two
cery, chieﬂy as practised, or declared to have worlds-—the ancient dying, and the new scarcely rich and beautiful, loved to encircle themselves
with little courts, and to be attended, as queens
been practised, by women. He has little as yet begun.
to do, however, with the vulgar stock-in-trade

of romantic and dramatic hags—owls, caul
drons, black cats,,pr stuﬁ‘ed ﬁsh, zodiacal belts,
peaked hats, toads and crabs; or with the
arm of charms, lamens, sigils, talismans,
spel
crystals, pentacles, magic mirrors and

geomantic ﬁgures with which Scott’s Anti
quary exasperated Mr. DousterswiveL His
sorceress, for whose sake he incurs the penal
ties of suppression, is of a nobler type, though
often, in herself, a miserable, ruined, abject

dupe.
or a thousand years she was the sole phy
sician of the people. Emperors, Kings, Popes
and very rich Barons might have doctors of
Salerno, medical Moore or Jews; but the
multitude consulted the Wise Woman, the
Good Woman, or the Beautiful Woman (Bella
Donna), as they were variously termed, and of
whom the Church consumed so many at the

stake that even the second Ferdinand, bigot
though he was, protested, lest they should
calcine all his subjects.

“And I find,” adds

M. Michelet, “in the Wurtzburg list, a sor
ceress of ﬁfteen, and at Bayonne two of
seventeen, damnably pretty.”
Beyond this
point he becomes more serious, and his nar

The catalogue of mischiefs wrought by
sorceresses in the services rendered by them,
with charms and philters, to the naughtily
disposed, is drawn up very impartially. The
daughters of Philip the Beautiful are cited as
examples; and they lead to a dis uisition on
the Griseldas of that epoch, and on lue Beard,
whom M. Michelet regards as an important
historical personage, belonging to a day when
the decision— classical in our times, M. Miche
let says-went forth that “love between mar
ried people is an impossibility.” Philters were
diﬁicult, in the case of well-guarded beauties,
to employ. Charms of all degrees of value
were more easily obtained. The paring of a
ﬁnger-nail, an eyelash, a hair, or the thread of
a garment, given into the hands of a sorceress,
might be made available. Sometimes, the
author records, lovers drank one another’s
blood, like the savages of Borneo; and the lady
who ate De Coucy’s heart “found it so good,
that she never ate any more all her life.” The
enchantment practised by one great sorceress
was remarkable in its efficacy and in its
result, as enabling her to trample upon aproud
lad . She ﬁrst made the patient submissive
to her will, undressed her, and cooked a cake

were, by trains of maidens. M. Michelet does
not appear to sustain his assertion very trium

phantly. Progressing with his subject he treats
of the sorceresses who, solicited by women in
the access of a sudden frenzy, pretended to
transform them into animals, and relates a
tradition connected with this fearful mania :—
In the mountains of Auvergne a hunter ﬁred,
one night, at a she-wolf,—failed to kill her, but shot
off her paw. She ﬂed, limping. The hunter went

to a neighbouring chateau to demand hospitality
from its proprietor. He, welcoming him, asked
whether he had enjoyed good sport. As a reply
to the question, the hunter thought of producing
from his game-bag the she-wolf‘s paw; but what
was his astonishment when, instead of a paw, he
drew forth a woman's hand, with on one ﬁnger a

ring, which the gentleman instantly recognized as
belonging to his wife. He ran to her apartment,
and found her wounded and endeavouring to hrde
her fore-arm. That arm had no hand; the missing
limb was ﬁtted to it, and exactly corresponded,
when she confessed that it was indeed she herself
who, in the form of a she-wolf, had attacked the
hunter, and ﬂed, leaving a paw on the field of
battle. The husband was cruel enough to deliver
her up to justice, and she was burnt.

In the chapter which contains this ghastly
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legend, women are described as praying to the
sorceresses for the power of thus brutalizing
themselves, and of biting the ﬂesh of children
and women. The sorceresses naturally took
advantage of this delirium, and, too often, exer
cised their inﬂuence scandalously; and M.
Michelet draws at large upon Sprenger, Whose
sources of information were no doubt copious
and original; but he was a credulous as well
as garrulous mountebank himself, who argued
that the word diabolus was derived from did,

two, and bolus, a pill, because that which it
represented was swallowed simultaneously by
body and soul. “But,” he continues, wit
the
vity of Sganarella,
to the
Greeimetymology,
diabolua “according
signiﬁes claus'us
e'rgastulo or dcﬂucns,—that is to say, falling,
because he fell from heaven.” Sprenger, M
Michelet allows, is a fool, though a hold one.
But he was a man havin authority, and, for a
merciful man, which he 0 aimed to be, exercised
it roughly enough.
One morning, three ladies of Strasburg regis
tered a complaint that, on the same day and at the
same hour, they had been assaulted with invisible
blows. How? They could only accuse a man of
ill-favoured countenance, who had bewitched them.
'Led before the Inquisitor, this man protested and
swore by all the saints that he knew nothing of
the ladies, whom he had never seen. The judge

refused to believe him.
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leine and Louise, of whom the former was con
demned to cut wood in an Italian forest for the
remainder of her days, while the latter propi
tiated justice by informing against a poor blind
girl, andconsigning her to the stake, isastill more
horrible episode in this history of satanic folly,
in league with satanic villany. “And let us
pray to God,” writes the good Father Michaelis,
who records the events, “ that all this may tend
to His glo , and that of the Church !” The evil
spirits of oudun have, somehow, obtained a
more popular and familiar reputation. Aubin’s
work, if not extensive] read, has been exten
sively illaged; and l'iguier’s is all but ex
hauste . M. Michelet,however, is in no humour
to give Grandier the rank of a martyr-not
even for the sake of trampling on the memory
of Richelieu. The life of Madeleine Bavent is
less known. Madeleine was born at Rouen, in
1607, and left an orphan in her ninth year. At
twelve she was apprenticed to a person engaged
in an plying linen vestments to ccclesiastics.
The onfessor of the establishment informed
her, with three other upils, “after enervating
them with belladonna, that he would take them
to the Sabbath, or festival of mysteries, where
they should marry the Devil Dagon. At sixteen,
Madeleine became a novice in the Convent of

St. Francis, at Louviere, founded by the widow
of a man who had been hung for swindling,

His great sympathy with

women rendered him inexorable, and indignant at and where the young girls were expected to
these denials. Already he had risen. The man walk in gardens and worship in chapels as
was about to be tortured, and would probably have so many Juvenile Eves. Under this law, Made~

confessed, as the most innocent frequently did. leine was punished for wrapping the corner
He obtained leave to speak, and said, “ I remem of an altar-cloth about her shivering shoulders.
her, in fact, that yesterday, at the hour mentioned,

All that followed tempts M. Michelet into

I beat, not baptized beings, but three cats who philosophizings, very aimless and unnecessary ;
came trying furiously to bite my legs.” The judge,
ut the fate of Madeleine was not one to render
a man of penetration, saw the whole thing at her contemporary devotees 'ealous. The needles
once: the poor man was innocent; the ladies, of of the witch-ﬁnders pierce her flesh. She was
course, were on certain days transformed ‘into
condemned to perpetual imprisonment in a dun
cats, and the Evil One amused himself with throw
ing them at the legs of Christians, to make them geon deé‘ply sunk in the earth. In her misery
she swallowed spiders and powdered glass, and
pass for sorcerers.
stabbed herself in the throat, and yet, it seemed,
Accusers and judges shared the conﬁscated could not destroy her life. And in this fearful
ro erty of the sorcerer. Hence, as M. Miche captivit , after long daily tortures under the
et as it, the clergy were considerably enriched. hands 0 the official Penitentiary, she ultimately
But, in France, from 1450 to 1550, trials of died, and M. Michelet commemorates her as a
this character were comparatively few. Isabella victim of the Church.
of Spain, however, in 1506, began to burn
The affair of l730-the great inquest which
sorcerers. Geneva, in 1515, burned 500 in involved Father Girard and La Cadiere——occu
three months. The Bishops of Bamberg and pies, perhaps, the most extraordinary, the most
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ties were such that even M. Michelet hesitates
to describe them. We will say, however, that
his hesitations begin too late, and that these
narratives flow at intervals through channels so
impure and infamous that it might be better
for society, if not for the Papal Church, were

they altogether suppressed.

M. Michelet has

no idea, and apparently no power, of reticence.
Not satisfied with bare recitals, which may be
justified as the giving of revolting evidence is
justified in courts of law, he volunteers a touch
of _colour wherever it can be made available,
and seeks to be rhetorical when he might with
inﬁnitely more grace have been silent. And
yet, after a ludicrous
sage which recalls cer
tain dis uisitions of oileau on the
nanoes
endured y maidenly martyrs and chi dren, he
checks himself, sa ing, ‘ We have not the
courage to relate w at follows." The ultimate
fate of La Cadiere was never distinctly ascer
tained. That of Father Girard was, as might
have been antici ated, even in 1731, in an
inverse ratio with is deserts.
In this work M. Michelet, while condensing
a large amount of curious historical inquiry,
expatintes wearisomely, and not at all times
inoffensively, upon those parts of his sub'ect
which he has selected for ostentatious disp y.
He was determined, at the outset, to keep in
view the connexion he fancies to have detected
between women and mystcries;and in p
'
this theory through one chapter after another he
really glosses over a wide extent of groundwhich
might have yielded proﬁtable results to his
research. When noticin the sorceresses—to
abide by his own term-w owere ambitions of
converting themselves into wild animals, he
omits all mention of the Loup-garous, or men
animated by the same frenzy, to which Cotgrave
devoted some learned space, and which Rabelais
confounded with ordina
hob»thrushes and
hobgoblins. But a good deal of interesting

matter might have been included under this
head, had not M. Michelet been exclusively intent
upon his old invariable theme, often disguised,
yet always to be identiﬁed in whatever he
writes—Priests,Women and Families. From the
revolting incidents of La Cadiere's long persecu- ‘

tion he rises into a sonorous epilogue, leading
from the audacious question: ‘ They who

seriously propose that Satan should come to
terms and make

eace — have they well

Wurtzbu

divided ﬁfteen hundred victims interesting, and yet the least attractive cha ter reﬂected 7” When . Michelet, by the way,
between t em :—
in M. Michelet’s volume. The Jesuits h , at wields this word “Satan” so robustly, he is
A sorceress (under the torture) confessed to
having taken from a cemetery the body of a child, Marseilles, a bishop named Bebzunce, a dull taking it from that pulpit which, be im lies,
recently deceased, to be used in her magical incan and credulous man. With him they stationed denounces all thoughts and things host‘ 0 to
tations. Her husband said, “ Go to the cemetery; Girard, a man neither young nor handsome,
the body is there." They went; the body was found neither elo uent nor fascinating, but an adept
undisturbed in its coffin. But the judge decided, in the emp oyment, in his confessional, of a
against the evidence of his eyes, that this was an m stic terrorism which often subdued the most
rﬁipearance, an illusion of the Devil. He preferred re uctant penitents. From Marseilles he went
e woman's confession to the fact, and she was to Toulon, and there had among his penitents
burnt.
Catherine Cadiere, daughter of a trader, seven

itself and its absolutism as Satanic :
The dead are dead. These ‘millions of victims
—A1bigenses, Vaudois, Protestants, Moors, Jews,
and American Indians, sleep in peace. The uni

versal martyr of the Middle Ages, the Sorceress,
has nothing to say. Her ashes have been scattered
to the winds.

Diana of Poitiers persecuted sorceresses. teen years old; not an elegant or lively, though, --Yet the.t_wo opposing spirits of the epoch
Catherine de’ Medici protected them. In the perhaps, a pretty girl; a saint from childhood: might be reconciled :—
early years of the seventeenth century the and be arranged that she should journey to
But do you know what separates these two
Basques overﬂowed with the strange frenzy, continue her reli 'ous exercises at Marseilles; spirits and prevents their union? It is an
and, in 1609, a tribunal was set up to repress thence, again to oulon, where Father Girard enormous reality which has been in existence ﬁve
it. When the judges arrived, many of the obtained, by degrees, a marvellous supremacy hundred years. It is the gigantic work which
people ﬂed, but the witches remained. Two over her mind, and
repared her for the the Church has cursed, the prodigious ediﬁce
informers volunteered-La Murgui, aged seven vocation of what M. It ichelet is pleased to of modern sciences and institutions, which she
teen, and Lisalda, of the same ago. La Murgui, term a sorceress. Amid the vice and villany excommunicates stone by stone, but which every
or Margarita, was employed to strip girls and of his conduct he schemed to make an exhi anathema aggrandizes and augments by a stage.
boys, and examine their bodies in search of the bition of the unhappy girl, and to convert Name one science which has not revolted. ‘ "
demoniacal mark. While she took in hand the some scrofulous traces on her hands, feet and Let us destroy, if we can, all the sciences of nature,
the Observatory, the Museum and the Jardin des
youn , the elderly were inspected byasur con; side into wounds, emblematic of the Cruci Plantes, the School of Medicine, and every modern
and t 9 test was the ﬁndin of a s t, on iody ﬁxion. These wounds he artiﬁcially revented library. Let us leave our laws, our codes; let us
or limb, into which a nee le miglili be thrust from healing; he ﬁtted on her h
an iron return to canonical right. All these novelties
without producing
in. Many a victim did crown with spikes, which sent the blood tric have been-Satan. All progress has been his
Margarita give up, b ceding from her needle, to kling down her neck and face: his persuasions crime.
death. The story of Gauﬂ'ridi, burnt at Aix in exalted her fancy,—she became his slave, his
Sorcery, then, was the relude to science.
April, 1611,and of the rival sorceresses, Made puppet, his artistic imposture; and his brutali The Sorceress heralded the rofessor :
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She has perished, and must have perished. mischief. His men crowded round the invited large than if dying under his ward, liberated
guests “ as close as they might, every one trail his prisoner in the middle of the month of
sciences she inaugurated, through the physician ing his pike, and holding the check of the some June. Hostagps were given for the price to be

How? Above all, through the progress of the very
and the naturalist for whom she laboured. The
sorceress has perished for ever, but not the Fée.
She will reappear in this form, which is immortal.

Woman, occupied of late years with the affairs of
man, has deserted her proper position,-—that of

medicining, of consolation, of the Fée who cures.
That is her real priesthood. And it belongs to her,

whatever the Church may say.

With her delicate

organs, her love of the most reﬁned detail, her
tender sense of life, she is called upon to be the
most minute conﬁdant in all the sciences of observa
tion. " " Between invalids and children there is

in his left hand, ready to push.” This was sus

paid for this li erty; but as Owny within a. few

picious; and the interest thickened when the
notorious Jesuit Archer intervened. Then a
religious controversy arose, and angry words
were exchanged, and a sudden rush was made
at Ormond as he was about to turn his horse
and ﬂy with Carew and Thomond. Ormond
was dragged to the ground, and he narrowly
escaped being murdered. He was robbed of
his hat, sword, dagger and George, carried to
Leix, and, for climax of insult, Archer was

weeks lay dead on a stricken ﬁeld, the ransom
was probably never paid. Ormond said of him,

very little difference.

Women are necessary to given to him for a bedfellow.
Carew and Thomond rode down the crowd,
amid them her sweetness and humanity, like a opposing them by mere weight of their horses;
both. She will re‘enter into the sciences, and carry

smile of nature.

The anti-natural pales, and the

day is not distant when its eclipse will be for the but the latter got two inches of steel in his
back, which kept him from further riding for a
world a new Aurora.
The peculiar force and peculiar licence of M. week. The excitement caused by this aﬂ‘air
Michelet’s style are simultaneously conspicuous was immense, and had various consequences.
beyond the usual degree in this volume, which Near Irish kinsmen of the noble prisoner
leaves a subject of great historical interest only began to lay claim to his heritage; others
partially and confusedly, although boldly and bril seem to have set 11 pretensions to marry his
liantly touched, because the author has vagaries of daughter, whose sa ety the Government was
his own, which he persists in following with no anxious to secure. Ormond himself ho d
useful result, and because he could not endure that no attempt would be made to deliver i
to leave in the records of monkish inquisitors by force, as he would “then be sure to be
and lay judges all the abominations with which, slayen”; in which case, moreover, Carew inti
in addition to their disclosures of ignorance, mated to Mountjoy that the country would be
cruelty and fanaticism, they abound. M. Mi disturbed by “the competitors of his land."
Carcw did not, like Mountjoy, suspect the
chelet, in some respects, might have taken a
lesson from that Michaelis in whom he trusts, loyalty of Ormond, who had daily to withstand
and whom he so vehemently despises. But it the assaults of a roomfull of priests turned in
was necessary, perhaps, that the work should to convert him, and to promise him aprincedom
be overdone, in order that it might enjoy the in Lcinster if he would become Pa ist, and
obtain the surrender of Leix and O’ hally to
prerogative of a prohibition.
the O'Mores and O’Connors. In the breathing
hours between these attacks, the Earl's own

that Owny was the “most malicious, arro
vile traitor of the world"; and he stoutly re
pelled the idea that he was about to give his
daughter to the son of Tyrone. O’Neill hand
somely relieved him from the imputation, in a.

gallant letter to Lady Ormond: “I hope to
get such a match for my son as shall seem to
his state convenient; and assuredly I had
rather match him with one inferior to him,
than to desire any match that might be to 111
Lord or to your Ladyship hurtful.” O‘Ne'
was a gentleman; and in this version of
Ormonds story he especial! appears so. It
is a story illustrative of
e vices and vir
tues of the Irish character; and though Mr.
Graves only gives the rather dry documents,
there is as much amusement in some of the
details as in a. sparkling romance. The only
fault is, that the drama does not end with a
marriage.
Reba di Roma. B William W. Story. 2 vols.
(Chapman & Hall.)
TILL Rome shall fall (“ and when Rome falls,

the world”) the City of the Seven Hills will be
inexhaustible as a. subject of interest. Howso
ever it be treated, we turn to it again and again,
rovided the man or woman who takes it in
and has only a moderate share of descriptive
power by which to express real sympathies and
experiences. It is true, that with Afl'ectation

holding a court of conceit in the Vatican, or at
the Sistine “Miserere,” or among the awful

Letters and Dcspatchcs relative to the Taking of cooks were allowed to bring his food to the shadows of the Coliseum, no terms of truce
the Earl of Ormonde, by O’More, an. 1600. castle-gate; “ but there Owny himself receiveth can be kept. Second-hand rapture should be
From the Irish Correspondence in the State the diet, and carrieth it up to the Earl.” It is
Pager Oliice, London. Edited b the Rev. worthy of notice, that much of the intelligence
J. raves. (Dublin, Printed at the niversity obtained by Government was got from the
Press.)
“Intelligencer” who carried Tyrone’s letters,
Chamberlain, in one of his letters, written in which he delivered to the authorities to be
February, l600,—o.twhich time O’Neill (Tyrone) read, and then demurely carried them accord
had broken what Mr. Graves calls the “inju ing to their addresses. In one of these, Tyrone
dicious truce" he had concluded with Essex,—— earnestly urged Ormond to become in re 'gion
notices the march of Tyrone into Munster to subject to the Pope and in allegiance to the
confer with Desmond, and expresses a hope King of Spain. This letter was read by Mount
that Ormond may give him a blow on his joy before it reached Ormond, whose very
return back, and teach the fox not to forsake keepers betrayed their master, Owny, by allow
his hole nor go so far from home." Chum ing the agents of the Government to see and
berlain’s hopes were not fulﬁlled.
receive messages from the prisoner. One of
The black Earl of Ormond, whose wife was these spies was an Irishwoman, who seems to
the granddaughter of the poet and soldier Earl have earned her English wages with alacrity.
of Sheffield who fell in Kett's rebellion, com
\Vhile Mountjoy was expressing his unjust
manded Elizabeth’s forces in Ireland, where mistrust of Ormond, there were some who
Mountjoy was Lord Deputy, and held in some thought he might have prevented the capture:
suspicion the ﬁdelity of Ormond. The latter his comment on which 1s, that “they who are
was at Kilkenny, with Carcw, President of so apt to lay this accident as an imputation
Munster, and Donogh O'Brien, Earl of Tho to my government, may as well tax the Mayor
mond and Prince of Limerick, when Owny of London because Dorington brake his own
M‘Rory O’Moore, rebel chieftain of Leix, in the neck from the steeple of St. Pulcher’s." Fearful
Queen’s County, proposed a. conference with of losing his prisoner, Owny took him to the
Ormond at Corrandhu, near Ballymggett; and woods of Lcix, removing him every three hours
the three eat men resolved to ride over to from one fastness to another; and Owny and
Owny the inast together.
he sat at different tables in the same room.
We had hoped that this volume might have Occasionally, he puzzled those who sought him
told us the subject that was to be conferred as to his whereabout, by causing “a trusty
upon; but here we are as much in the dark as friend of his own, of stature and resemblance
ever, gaining onl a few additional details to like to the Earl, to put on the Earl’s night
those with whic we are already familiar. gown which he was wont to wear, and directed
Carew and Thomond, in relating the incidents him in that fashion to walk by the wood-side,
of the seizure, can only say of the parley that where the Earl used to walk, whilst Owny and
it “was appointed for some good cause, best some twenty others nearest him in trut put
known to his Lordship.” Whatever the cause, the Earl on horseback and brought him to
the parties met one A ril morning of the year O'Dempsie Castle."
1600. The Earl an his companions were
The Earl, though only ﬁfty-eight, was brought
slightly armed and scantily attended. Owny near to death by this misadventure; and Owny,
came with a “back,” and was prepared for who was likely to get more by him if living at

warned off the ground on which the Apollo
stands, or which Michael Angelo’s sibyls over
look.
Second-hsnd poetry should be dis~

couraged from meditating in the Campagna,
or dreaming in the Borg ese Gardens (scene
of one of Mr. Hawthorne's most delicious

dreams).

Second-hand history would do well

to let the Caesars and the martyrs and the
Popes alone. No such cautions apply to or
touch this book of Mr. Story’s. It contains
the gatherings of an honest observer, and (as we
know, thanks to a certain marble Cleopatra) a
real artist. We do not always like his taste.
Every now and then he seems to fancy it incum
bent on him to give himself “a rousing shake,”

and to be jocose forthwith-a mistake inevit
ably acting as an extinguisher on such mirth as
the reader might have ad at his service. His

orthography, too, is oftentimes singularly in
correct for one who is so conversant with Con
tinental lands and languages. His chapter on

the “Evil Eye” and the superstitions akin to
that superstition, contains man facts and
s eculations which can be indorse b no sound
t inker or careful sifter of evidence. ut in the
above lines ourob'ections are told,e.ud they must

not be stated witliout its being added that we
have read his volumes from the ﬁrst to the last
age as eagerly as if Eustace, and Waldle, and

Lady Morgan, and Whiteside, and Andersen
and Dickens, and Funny Kemble, and Head
had not wrltten,—as if Byron, reversing the

miracle by which Niobe was “struck to stone,”
had not given the Gladiator blood, breath,
sufferings more impressive in their-speechless,

semi-savage passion, than the most stately cries
and confessions of heroic t
dy-as if the
“Tomb in St. Praxed’s" had not been built u m
poetry by a living man of coins, to show ow
strong in death could be t e strange union of
pride, greed, ostcntation, astutencss, and scho
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expecting rst-class genius, save in ﬁrst-c s as dangerous as it in simple, and as exciting as it is
capitals) are hardly to be found, as the theatres dangerous. A late Roman principma is said to
of London, Paris and St. Petersburg attest. At have been passionately fond of it, and to have lost

this moment of writing the Neapolitans are
Mr. Story, as a Romanist (not to use the word
in a theological sense), yields to no past pilgrim
or resident in enthusiasm. He owns to an
artist’s pleasure (your artist having ap arently
no nose to be afllicted) in the dirt and dilapida
tion observable on every side,— in the mixture of
matters most august and matters most ruinous

and foul. He winks with an eye of toleration at
the beggars, whose shameless laziness and pro
trusion of real and fabricated disease amount
to so repulsive a drawback, encountered as they
are at the very moments when the mind wishes

cheering and serenading Mdlle. Titiens, as
though she were their old idol, Malibran,
come back among them. Good music is
banished from the Italian opera-houses in
favour of the fashionable rubbish of the
hour. “ It tastes of game, though," said the
old woman who boiled the stake on which
the crow had been sitting (so runs a Norwe
gian proverb). It can but be the name of
opera, and some lingering superstition belong
ing to bygone days, that can reconcile the most
easily-contented amateur to the direful sounds

to gather itself into admiration and recollec

with which his ear is now assailed in the South

tion. It would grieve him to see the Pitferari
who play before the Madonna, at Christmas,
those old Sicilianiwhich Corelli knew and Han
del ilfered, in clean skins, or with robes less
patched than the boat of Theseus. He is a man
of intelligence, a man of letters to boot, yet can
acquiesce in, nay, prefer, a life to which intel
lect and literature can penetrate in only such

—expensive luxuries, did the ticket of enjoy
ment thereof only cost a penny. It is not so
with Italian acting; concerning which Mr.
Story writes with sense, appreciation and true
relis .
Christmas, with its ceremonies and festivi
ties, yields a very pleasant chapter. Mr. Story
is eloquent on the subject of “vails”—that nui
sauce which deprives hospitality of its grace
and acknowledgment of its cordiality. He
describes brightly and pictorially the visit to
the Presep'io at the church of Ara Cocli, and
the festival of the Bzfana. He is great, too, on
the subject of games—1lIm-m, Ruznla, Pallonc
(which he exalts above cricket), and has even
a nook of kindness for the lottery! Then, he
discourses on games of cards:—

parsimonious dribblets as superstition and
despotic bigotry allow, and corruption

ermits

to pass for the sake of its altry fees.

n spite

of all these defects, and o a climate, moreover,
which has difficulties and dangers for every one,
in which much bodily exercise is impossible, and
for which the resident must arm and manage
himself with a. nicety and care which would
raise cries of ironical indignation were they

found necessary in London,—“ there's no place
like Rome” for Mr. Story. \Vhat is more, he
has an artful way of pointing out many of its
wants and blemishes, as though they were so
many blessings and beauties. Nothing more
honest in the form of partisanshi has ever
come before us since Horace Walpo e’s compli
ment on Marie-Antoinette’s dancing, in his
delicious full-length portrait of the Austrian
Frepch queen.—“ They say she dances out of
time; but then it is wrong to dance in time.”
We shall offer a few disconnected cri
tical memoranda on certain of the chapters.
The Pitfcrari tune noted by Mr. Story is by
no means one of the best to be found. A
more characteristic one, of the same style, was
wandering the streets of London some months
ago. The subjects of “street music” and “the
constant habit of song” among the Italians
cannot be dismissed without a word on its
quality, which is in no respect represented
here. If Mr. Story be anything of a musician,
he must know that the few cries of London
which are left are inﬁnitely more Ausonian in
tone than ninety-nine hundredths of the sounds
now to be heard in Italian streets or Italian
churches. The pilgrim will be excruciated in
the picturesque island of San Giulio, which
adorns the lake of Orta—in a stately place of
worship on St. Michael's-day—~by sounds of a
nasal ugliness which, if passed off for music in
this country, would draw down on us forei
sarcasms. Such power of discrimination as t e
people of the South ever possessed, is no more.
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singers, a ood chorus and good music tilt can be more simple than this game, and it is just

“ In an Italian pack there are only forty cards,—
the eight, nine, and ten of the French and English
cards having no existence. The suite also have
different signs and names, and, instead of hearts,
spades, clubs, and diamonds, they are called coppe,
spade, bastoni, and denari,—all being of the same
colour, and differing entirely in form from our cards.
The coppe are cups or vases ; the spade are swords ;

enormously by it. The story runs, that, while

ing the evening at a friend's house, she lost ten
thousand lcudi at one sitting,—u n which she
staked her horses and carriage, which were at the

door waiting to take her home, and lost them also.
She then wrote a note to the prince, her husband,
saying that she had lost her carriage and bones at
Zrcchinelto, and wished others to be sent for her.
To this he answerer], that she might return on foot,

—which she was obliged to do."
An elaborate chapter is devoted to the Co
losseum (why not Coliuumi); one more charm~
ing, and something more novel, to “ Villag
ginture, Harvest and Vintage," reminding us
leasantly of the delicious country pictures in
liIrs. Fanny Kemble's ‘Year of Consolation.’
But the Campagna is handled with yet greater
felicity of touch and aﬁluence of colour:—
“ Within this magniﬁcent amphitheatre lies the
Campagna of Rome, and nothing can be more

rich and varied, with every kind of beauty-some
times, as around

Ostin, flat as an American

prairie, with miles of mum’ and reeds rustling in
the wind,

ﬁelds of exquisite feathery

waving to and fro, and forests of tall golden
trunked stone-pines poising their spreading um
brellas of rich green high in the air, and weaving
a murmurous roof against the sun; sometimes
drear, mysterious, and melancholy, as in the deso
late stretches between Civitn Vecchia and Rome,
with lonely hollows and hills without a habitation,

where sheep and oxen feed, and the wind roams
over treeless and deserted slopes, and silence makes
its home; sometimes rolling like an inland sea
whose waves have suddenly been checked and
stiffened, green with grass, golden with grain, and

gracious with myriads of wild ﬂowers, where scarlet
poppies blaze over acres and acres, and pink-frilled
daisies cover the vast meadows, and pendant vines
shroud the picturesque ruins of antique villas,
aqueducts and tombs, or droop from medizeval

towers and fortresses. Such is the as ect of the
the bastoni are veritable clubs or bludgeons; and Agro Romano, or southern portion 0 the Cam
the dcnan' are coins. The games are still more psgnn extending between Rome and Alhano. It
different from ours than the cards, and they are is picture wherever you go. The land, which is
legion in number. There are Brr'scola, Trcsctte, of deep rich learn that repays a hundred-fold the

Calabresella, lianco-Fallito. Rona e Nara, Scar-ac least toil of the farmer, does not wait for the help
cocc'ia, Scopa, Spizzz'ca, Fm'aone, Zecchinetto, Mer of man, but bursts into spontaneous vegetation
cante in Fieru,La Bazzica, [tuba-Monte, Uomo-Ncro, and everywhere laughs into ﬂowers. Here is
La Paura, and I know not how many others,— pasturage for millions of cattle, and grain ﬁelds
but they are recorded and explained in no book, for a continent, that now in wild untutored beauty
and are only to be picked up orally. Wherever you bask in the Italian sun, crying shame on their
go, on a foam-day, you will ﬁnd persons playing neglectful owners. Over these long unfenoed
cards. At the common ostcrias, before the doors slopes one may gallop on horseback for miles with
or on the soiled tables within, on the ruins of the out let or hindrance, through meadows of green
Ciesars' palaces and in the Temple of Peace, on the smoothness on ﬁre with scarlet poppies-over hills
stone tables in the rigna, on the walls along crowned with ruins that insist on being painted, so
the public roads, on the uncarved blocks of marble exquisite are they in form and colour, with their
in front of the sculptors‘ studios, in the antecham background of purple mountains-down valleys of
bers or gateways of palaces,—everywhere, cards pastoral quiet, where
t tufa caves open into
are played. Every contadino has a pack in his subterranean galleries leading beyond human ken;

pocket, with the flavour of the soil upon it.

The or one may linger in lovely secluded groves of
ilexes and pines, or track the course of swift
nothing at all. But there are some games which streams overhung by dipping willows, and swerv
are purely games of luck, and dangerous. Some ing here and there through broken arches ofantique
playing is ordinarily for very low sums, often for

of these, as Rona e Ne'ra, Banco-Fallito and 2000711’
netlo, though prohibited by the government, are
none the less favourite games in Rome, particu
larly among those who play for money. Zccchineuo

bridges smothered in green; or wander through

hedges heaped and toppling over with rich luxuriant
foliage, twined together by wild vetches, honey
suckles, morning glories, and every species of

may be played by any number of persons, after the
vine; or sit beneath the sun-looped
he very things which are beauties in the Corso following manner:—The dealer, who plays against ﬂowering
shadows of ivy-covered aqueducts, listening to the
would be abominations in Cheapside. For years the whole table, deals to each player one card. The song of hundreds of larks far up in the air, and
to come, it may be feared, every idea of popu next card is then turned up as a trump. Each gazing through the lofty arches into wondrous
lar music must be given up in Italy. It can player then makes his bet on the card dealt to him, deeps of violet-hued distances, or lazily watching
only now be a topic by the fond favour of old and places his money on it. The dealer then deals ﬂocks of white sheep as they crop the smooth slopes
tradition, even so to continue. We do not to the table the other cards in order, and any of the guarded by the faithful watch-dog. Everywhere
sympathize with the rapture still expressed by players may bet on them as they are thrown down. are deep brown banks of pozsolano earth which
certain tourists, on ﬁnding themselves in the If a card of the number of that bet on issue before a makes the strong Roman cement, and quarries of
cheap opera-houses of Italy. Surely, in exhi card corresponding to the number of the trump, the tufn. and travertine with unexplored galleries and
bitions of Art, price is not the ﬁrst considera dealer wins the stake on that card; but whenever a catacombs honeycombing for miles the whole
card corresponding to the trump issues, the player Campsgna. Dead generations lie under your feet
tion. As supply and demand stand, a. cheap wins
on every card on which he has bet. When the wherever you tread. The place is haunted by
opera is little more attainable than a cheap banker or dealer loses at once, the bank ‘fa. toppa,’ ghosts
outnumber by myriads the living, and
Oleqpatra. Good orchestras, good principal and the deal passes, but not otherwise. Nothing the air that
is ﬁlled with a tender sentiment of sadness
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which makes the beauty of the world about you yond taking their rents from their stewards’ After every experiment, the practical question
more touching.”
ands, and taking their sport over their tenants’ “Does it pay I" was put. Love of the beautiful
The above extracts have been drawn from farms. What was the ordinary condition of was never permitted to put the farmer's chief
Mr. Story’s ﬁrst volume. His second is devoted our most productive counties in those days can object, the useful, out of sight. When the Prince
to markets,—to theJew quarter, orGhetto,which be easily recalled by those who are acquainted built the new Dairy at Windsor, he wished to
was probably never before described in such de with the state of agriculture when ArthurYoung have an elegant building; but he would not
tai1,—to ﬁeld sports and races-to fountains commenced his useful career, and remember suffer such wish to interfere with practical con
and aqueducts—to births, baptisms, marriages the opposition which that reformer met with venience. After careful deliberation, he decided
and burials (the last, how ghastly !)—to summer from an aristocracy whose “fashion” it was to on the best conditions of aspect, materials,
in the city—to the good old times, including sneer at farming as work ﬁt only for the vulgar. drainage, ventilation, subsoil, remoteness from
some choice bits of dark, wicked, cruel ancient Such men need not be reminded that long after timber, and then gave general orders to the
history —to saints and su erstitions, with much, George the Third had held out the hand of builder. “ The architect,” observes Mr. Morton,
of course, concerning
donna-worship-and, fellowshi to the Duke of Bedford and Mr. “ was instructed by the Prince, that while his
lastly, to the Evil Eye. Here our author is Coke, of olkham, the obstacles to the diffusion Royal Highness wished to have an ornamental
rofuse in anecdote, accepting (as has been of agricultural knowledge were the apathy and dairy, no beauty of ornament would compensate
inted) every sort of tale and testimony with scorn of wealthy landowners towards the new for want of everyday usefulness.”
The story of Prince Albert’s management of
untipestioning eagerness and appetite. His movement. Nor will such men be slow to
boo , however, is lively, reada e, and has believe that if the Prince Consort had affected the estates which he held as owner, or tenant,
permanent value enough to entitle it to a place disdain or shown carelessness for the farmer's is in every case the story of what rapid improve
of honour in the shelf which contains every toil, it would soon again have become the mode ments can be effected in landed properties by
with fine gentlemen to spend time and energy knowledge and capital. The Osborne property,
lover of Italy’s Rome-books.
on amusements less proﬁtable than the improve for the most part a high-lying tract of land,
ment of their estates, less commendable than comprises 1,810 acres, “ of which 600 acres are
The Prince Gonsort’s Farms: an Agricultural the education of their dependents.
the ark around the house, 400 acres are
Memoir. By John Chalmers Morton. (Long
Fortunately for this country, Prince Albert, wood and, and 700 acres are arable." Since
man & Co.)
from the time when he ﬁrst made it his own, the estate came into Royal bands, such altera
OF the various features of the Prince Consort’s determined that agriculture should not be ex tions have been effected that its former owners
many-sided life, none gained him a wider popu cluded from the wide range of his sympathies. would scarcely know it. “ Fields of all shapes
larit , or wrought perceptible good to a greater Forbidden by the delicate circumstances of his and sizes, surrounded by ragged and broken
num er of his adopted fellow-countrymen, than elevated position to interfere in politics, he fences, bad roads, poor cottages and buildings,
the enlightened interest which he displayed in saw that the highest public career open to him have been replaced by trim and shapely inclo
the science and pursuits of agriculture. That he lay in the exercise of moral inﬂuence-that it sures, good cultivation, the best possible accom
was a discerning patron of painters and sculp was possible for him to be the guide and teacher modation for both inhabitants and farm-stock,
to‘rs, was known to the studios and those of the aristocracy by the example of his own and every other evidence of intelligence and
comparatively few persons who were allowed to life. In accordance with this view, he resolved libemlity in the owner, and of welfare and con
witness the immediate results of his exercise of to be in the fullest and noblest sense of the tentment amongst the labourers." The mansion
taste. That he was an appreciative student term the ﬁrst and most true gentleman of his is entirely new, having been built since 1845
by the late Mr. Thomas Cubitt from the Prince's
and enthusiastic admirer of the best authors time.
From this point of view must be regarded designs; the land has been thoroughly drained;
of ancient and modern literature, was a fact
known to a yet more limited circle. But that Prince Albert, the atron of farming. Becoming a new pier has been constructed; the beautiful
he was a farmer, delighting in the theory and a member of the mithﬁeld Club in 1840, he church of Whippingham has been completed
eminently successful in the practice of auricul forthwith turned his attention to agricultural from the designs of Prince Albert; and the
ture, was known to every breeder and plough science; and with each succeeding year be en terraces and ornamental grounds surrounding
man in the kingdom. Apart from the priceless larged the scale of his operations, so that in the ‘House’ are scarcely less the work of the new
moral effects of example-on those who were next the last year of his life, when he accepted the proprietors. Speaking of the Swiss Cottage and
to him in rank, the beneﬁcial consequences of Presidency of the Royal Agricultural Society Gardens allotted to the Royal children, Mr. Mor
his literary and artistic tastes were in a great of England, he had not merely under his ton says, “These are interesting for the proof
degree limited to those whose appointed task nominal control, but under his own personal they give of the practical good sense that has
it 15 to elevate mankind by the chisel, the pen management, many thousands of acres of land, guided the education which the Prince thought
cil or the pen; but there is scarcely a hamlet and several distinct and costly farming estab necessary for his family; for here essentially is
in the country where the poor are not in some lishments. Prince though he was, he could a school at which homely, domestic and most
way better cared for than they would have boast that he was not only one of the largest useful instruction is given and received. Every
been had Albert the Good deemed rural con farmers in the country, but that no farmer paid garden, consisting of several plots, contains
cerns too lowly for his notice. In farming, as closer attention to the details of his business. ﬂowers (roses, lilies, pinks, 820.), and, in sepa
in every other occupation which won a share He not only saw to everything himself, but rate beds, strawberries, ooseberries, currants
of his attention, he was thoroughly conscien would not rest till he had satisﬁed himself that and raspberries among ruits, and asparagus,
tious and thoroughly in earnest. He did not he did everything in the best possible way. artichokes, potatoes, turnips, cabbages of vari
take it up because it was the fashion, playing There were observers who muttered that, though ous sorts, onions, carrots, parsnips, lettuces
by ﬁts and starts the rdle of a beneﬁcent country a Prince Consort might in accordance with the and other culinary vegetables. The cultivation
s uire, and laying a dainty hand on the humour of the nineteenth century play with of all these plants has to be looked after; and
p ough-tail when his heart was at the whist agriculture and throw away money on a toy close by, in the Swiss Cottage, is a kitchen,
own
table. His function, indeed, was to ﬁx, not farm, he was bound in honour not to conduct where the vegetables which have been
follow, fashions; and as it was his high intent its affairs so that the balance-sheet stood in his by every little gardener may be washe and
to set the arrow-head of fashion on those pur favour at the year’s end. There were even cooked; where cookery of other kinds is car
suits alone which were liberal, honourable and those who suggested that the royal yeoman ried on; where, indeed, the apparatus exists
useful, he would not have expended so much and tenant-farmer was animated by love of for juvenile entertainments: given by those
time in working out problems for the ractical money not less than love of science. But the who have thus themselves carried out the
farmers of Great Britain if he had not elt that Prince kept on after his own fashion, which whole process from the planting of the seed
his exertions would result in great and endur was proudly to shun atfectation, and to or set, up to the preparation of its pro
ing 00d. The value and extent of his services labour heartily and honestly at whatever duce as food. It is extremely interesting
in t ‘a respect will be best seen by those who work he undertook. He would manage his to see—in the orderly arrangement of the
enter on t eir consideration by reﬂecting what farms thoroughly or not at all.
His aim tools, each one bearing its owner’s name—in
would have been the consequences if, instead was not to achieve popularity at agricultural the well-tilled plots——even in the arrangements
of forwarding agricultural interests, the Prince meetings by s eaking of himself as a farmer, for ractice and instruction in the kitchen, as
Consort had opposed them, or simply withheld but to teacht e noblemen who watched him we as in the admirable collections illustrative
his countenance from them. The time is not how to till the soil; above all, to teach them of various branches of natural history in the
far distant-indeed, it is fresh within the that country gentlemen ought to know how to Museum upstairs-proofs of that regard for
memories of men still at the head of public manage their estates. Every improvement in the systematic, the useful and the practical
affairs-when it was the humour of good system, mechanism, manure, was had recourse which the Prince Consort was known to pos
society to make light of the responsibilities of to as soon as it was made known, and, after sess. And still more interesting i it to learn
property, and when the duties of patrician full and fair trial, was assigned its proper that not only are the immediate ends contem
proprietors were not supposed to extend be place in the list of agricultural contrivances. plated in these things fully attained, but that
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the family bond is strengthened, here as in
humbler instances, by every homely, family
enjoyment shared in common. The Crown
Princess of Prussia still retains her little
garden, and reduce from it is sent each
summer from sborne to Berlin.”
Not less worthy of remark are the chan es
for the better wrought in Balmoral since t e
Royal Family purchased that picturesque High~
land estate, which, with its additions, com
prises u wards of 30,000 acres, bounded on
the nort by the river Dee, on the south by
the water of Muick and the Lochs Muick and

sexes may be kept apart.

As to the need per food-plants.

for this accommodation, question will be

raised by no one acquainted with the dwellings
of the rural poor, and with the immorality pre
valent amongst them, which may be distinctly
traced to deﬁciency of sleeping-rooms. The
ﬁre-proof model cottage-whirh readers may
have visited when it was exhibited b His
Royal Hi rhness near the Great Exhibition of
a living-room, scullerv and three
185l—
sleeping apartments. Better than the model
cottages of 1851, the Osborne cottages have a
kitchen in addition to the living-room and
Dhu-loch, and on the west by Lee
and thrice sleeping apartments. Varying consider
the rocky ridges stretching down to the Dee. ab in lan from the Osborne dwellings, the
era cottages have a bed-closet in addition
The same eye for beauty and skill in wedding

Several valuable tables are given

at the end of the volume,—the ﬁrst showing at one
view the geographical range of all the spades,
from which it would seem that Russia produces the
greatest number of species; the second table gives
the entire synonymy of the species, with references
to detailed descriptions by various previous writers;

the third gives a short biographical account of the
chief writers on Lepidoptera and of their works;
the work being ornamented bya good alphabetical
index. It will thus be seen that the author has
contrived to condense a large amount of matter

which a bookmaker might easily have swelled into

a goodly octavo volume-into a very small space.
\Ve, therefore, recommend the work to every one
who has a taste for Natural History, and who pur
poses making a Continental tour during the ensuing
summer, assuring them that the collecting of insect!
Art to Nature which had sprrounded Osborne to the three sleeping apartments. “ But,” the is so common abroad that they need be under no
capitalist
will
inquire,
“
do
the
occupants
of
these
with glades and terraces, brought fountains
fear of being laughed at if seen carrying a but
and ﬂower-gardens round the rock-girt castle. cottagespayrentswhichgiveafairinterestforthe terﬁy-net.
But the improver’s art was not content with money spent in building theml" To this ques
Memoir of Her Royal Highness the Prince"

tion a negative must be returned. When it is Alaandra. of Denmark, n'ith Historical Sketches
stated that theBalmoral cot tages cost about 1501. of the House of Srhlcxu‘iy IloIatrin-Nmderburg
each, landed proprietors need not be told that Olucksburg, and of lheA/Iiuncer which hare taken
the farm-labourers who occupy them cannot place between the Royal Families of England and
in rent {gay the interest of the capital sunk in Denmark; with a Glance at the History of the
ut the results of the Prince's benevo Danes. (Simpkin, Marshalhk Co.l—l3eyond calling
were wretched. The existing s stem of agri them.
culture was of an antiquated school and sadly lent plan are worth a sacriﬁce. “Mr. Chad attention to the fact, that the Princess Alexandra
Caroline Marie Charlotte Louise J ulie is a sub
ineffectual. The new lord set himself to work wick, C.B., informs us that the death-rate on the Lieutenant of the Danish army, the writer of this
a reform,—not abruptly, for fear of wounding Osborne Estate amongst the labouring classes short memoir says nothing of the lady who is soon
the feelings of his sensitive Highlanders, but is only 12 in 1,000, the rate for the whole to give law to English fashion which has not ap
gradually, cautiously, steadily; and so com kingdom bein 23 in 1,000, and that of the best peared in every newspaper of the country; but the
pgetely did he attain his end, that Dr. Andrew rural districts nown elsewhere being about 17. last two chapters on the matrimonial alliances of
obertson writes—“To describe the numerous There can be no doubt that the reduced rate at the royal houses of England and Denmark con
tain enough
Queenlightly-written
Anne, Queen Anne's
gossipPrince
aboutGeorge,
improvements effected by the liberality of his Osborne has been due to the intelligent atten James‘s
condition
the cot
Royal Highness upon the different estates, tion paid to the mummy adds
Mr. of
Chadwick,
would prove tedious by repetition. It will be ‘mthat
be sai property
,
es. if ‘It
all may
the cottage
in the United and the mournful career of George the Third's
luckless sister, Caroline Matilda, to atone for the
- suﬂicient to state, generally, that comfort
able cot es have replaced the former miser Kingdomweremaintained in the same condition conspicuous lack of information about the personal
able dwe ' s; that farm-oﬂices, according as that of Her Majesty and H.R.H. the Prince history of the Princess in whom the loyal subjects
Victoria feel so lively an interest.
to the size of the farms, have been erected; Consort, the death-rate would he reduced more of The
War-Ojice List and Directory for the Civil
that money has been advanced for the drain than one—third, or nearly one-half. It would be Department: of the British Arm y, January, 4868.
ing, trenchin and improvement of waste land; as if every third year there were a jubilee, and First Publication.
Compiled from ()ﬁicial and
that new ro
have been' 0 ened up, and old there was no sickness and no deaths.”’ Prince other Documents, under permission of the Secre
ones repaired; and that fences have been Albert was a keen-eyed farmer, careful as any tary of State for “far, by Denham Robinson, of
renewed, and upwards of 1,000 acres of unre laird in all Scotland over the outgoings and. the War Office. (Harrison.)-—l\lr. Denbam Robin
claimable land planted.”
the incomings of his farm accounts; but, look son, in the introductory pages of his \Yar-Oﬁice
If the Prince’s alterations in his farms near ing at such results as these, he was well pleased Directory, gives a series of tables illustrating the
Windsor were less striking and sudden than to invest some thousands of pounds in model "Succession of Ministers and Princilal Officers
his improvements at Balmoral and Osborne, cottages, and, instead of interest, ﬁnd his reward charged with the Administration of the Army and
they were not less important. Upon them he “ in the establishment on his estates of a of Military Affairs.” These lists are calculated to
tried in the most enlightened spirit every healthy, well-conditioned labouring p0 ula be of service to historical students who maintain
relations either with the existing War~OHice or
variety of experiment, adopting so many differ tion.” May all great proprietors take to cart no
its mnplog/és. In his preface the compiler observes,
ent methods of management, that there “can this lesson of practical benevolence from Albert “Lastly, I must observe, that the ‘\VarOﬁce
be hardly any farmer in the country to whom the Good!
List' is in no way ‘by authority.’ I have by
one or other of the many facts illustrated on
‘permission’ searched the non-conﬁdential oﬂioe
these farms is not personally and professionally
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
records for information, and I have taken the
interesting.”
A Manual of European Butterﬂies. By W. F. greatest care to make my statements reliable; but,
But however the Prince varied his plans of Kirby. (Williams 8L Norgate.)-Every child is a nevertheless, they issue on my responsibility alone,
farmin , he had only one system of treatment butterﬂy-hunter, and every student of Entomology and carry, therefore, no greater authority than that
for his bourers. Their intellectual and moral commences with butterﬂies and moths; but, from of a painstaking private individual." At the end
mere decoration. When the estates came into
his hands, they had for many years been greatly
neglected. The dwellings of the tenants, the
farm-offices and fences, had fallen into decay;
the cottages, or rather hovels, of the labourer

elevation was with him a chief object; and to
effect this he relied on considerate usage, edu
cation in juvenile or adult schools, beneﬁt
societies, re ious instruction and comfortable
dwellings
t would be difﬁcult to say on
which of these agents he placed the greatest
reliance. Wherever he had workmen, the

schoolmaster and cler
were close at
hand and vigilant in the performance of
their duties

On the delicate respect which it

our isolated position, scarcely one collector in a
hundred over thinks of looking at anything else
than a British specimen,—a plan, so far as science
is concerned, to be deplored, as but very limited
views of Nature can be obtained from examining
the species conﬁned to so small a portion of the
world. Now, however, that railroads and steam
boats have rendered Continental travel so easy
and cheap, we think that Mr. Kirby has done
good service in publishing a nice little pocket
volume containing short descriptions of all the

was his wont to show to the prejudices of his hitherto observed European species of butterﬂies.
humblest dependents, some testimony is borne In our own country we possess scarcely seventy
by Dr. Andrew Robertson. But it was on the different kinds of these beautiful insects; but there

prgent need for improving the labourer’s dwell
ing that he most emphatically and warmly
msisteld. That he was not slow, at considerable
pecuniarysacriﬁce, to illustrate his preaching

y action, is well known. The leading feature of
all the Prince's cot es for the poor is the
resence of at least t ree bedrooms, so that
urmg hours of rest parents may be se rated
from their children, and children of iﬁ'erent

are about three hundred and twenty known on the
Continent, including types of two out of the eight
European families of butterflies of which we possess
no English representative. By abhreviating the
technical terms, and by means of synoptical tables
of species at the head of each genus, the collector is
enabled easily to determine his specimens. Great
care appears also to have been taken to describe
the caterpillars of every species hitherto observed in
their preparatory states, and to indicate their pro

of the volume there is a good index to the names

mentioned in the list; and in the body of the work a
brief account is given of the professional career of
every Wnr-Olﬁoe clerk who is alive at the present
time.

The Countess Dowager. By Julia Tilt. (Booth)
—The Countess Dowager in her youth was the
heroine of one of Miss Tilt‘s former novels.

She

re-appears, grown very old and twaddling, and is
left in charge of a large party of young people

duringr the absence of their parents.

Being much

scandalized at the manner in which her grand
daughters and their friends behave, and in orderto
check the enormous amount of dancing, ﬂirting,
riding and talking nonsense, which takes place the

moment the young ladies are relieved from the
watchfulness of the maternal eye, the old lady
suggests as a pleasant and instructive pastime that
each member of the family should relate a short tale

every evening till the return of their respective
parents shall release her from her responsibility.

The result of this proposal is four or ﬁve little stories
of much the same calibre as those to be met with
in old Keepsakes or Books of Beauty. There is a
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tale of circumstantial evidence; a runaway mar higher than to amuse. ‘ Katharine Parr ’ was
riage; the adventures of a young man who was written to entertain German readers, and being
taken in and ruined by a pretended lady of rank translated into English we can see what sort of
and fortune: and these stories are discussed by 1 light dish was provided for their mental food, and
the party afterwards. In spite, however, of all the how far English history is answerable for the ﬁt
Countess Dowager's precautions, the most ineligible oi' indigestion which might possibly ensue. King
young man of all proposes to the favourite grand 1 Henry the Eighth is, of course, a hateful character,
daughter, and her pangs of remorse are bitter till it and is therefore drawn in the darkest colours to
ﬁnally turns out that the younger son has at least heighten the eﬁ'ect. Katharine, who is a Protestant,
50,000l. a year of his own: so the conclusion is , marries him from ambition, and whilst the marriage~
highly satisfactory to all parties concerned. There day is celebrated with the burning of heretics (the
is nothing very new or remarkable about the book, ‘i brightest and best wedding torches which, he tells
and no very glaring defects. It may pass muster ‘Katharine, he could think of), at the same time
as a novelette, and will do to ask for at the. Bishop Gardiner and Lady Jane Douglas, her lady
circulating libraries for want of anything better.
in waiting, determine her downfall. Amongst the
Aims and Ends .- a Novel. 3 vols.
By condemned this day is Maria Askew, who had
C. C. G. (Newby.)—‘Aims and Ends’ is the‘ made her way into the King's presence to beg
ﬁrst novel of a very young lady, young enough to mercy for the Countess of Salisbury. The characters
go into ecstasies over her heroine’s appearance, are all represented as attired in the most gorgeous
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To the cheap and useful series of “Oxford Pocket
Classics” has lately been added 111. T. Cicero dc
Scnectutc e! de Amicitia, —C-ice'ro'x Dialogues on
Old Age and on Friendship, with short English

Notes, for the [he of Schools (Parker),—a neatly
printed, carefully-edited little volume, well adapted
for school purposes.—Mr. J. S. Laurie, whose

excellent “ Graduated Series of Reading-Lesson
Books” has met with great and well—deserved
success, has undertaken to prepare another set of
works at a cheaper rate, specially adapted to the
six standards of the ‘Revised Code.’ “is have
before us the ﬁrst three of the series : the ‘ Sland
ard’ Primer; or, Easy Hornbool3~the First ‘Sland
ard' Reader; 01', Tales and Rhymes,—~and the
Second ‘Standard’ Reader; 01', Stories of Chil
drm: by J. S. Laurie (Longman). They are all
admirably adapted to answer the purpose intended,
and well got up, considering the low prices at which

dressed in an upper skirt of Brussels lace upon iarray of penny theatres: “The King stood in the they are published, though the paper is not quite
white satin, with a corsagc ﬁtting without a crease ; centre of the room, attired in his gold-embroidered so good asmight be wished.—M. L. F. de Porquet’s
over her wreath of silver, wheat with blue forget robes, and covered with precious stones, which Short and Easy Frrm'h Readings for Little Folk
me-nots. Withallthese touchin details is mingled ‘ blazed resplendent with the light from the chan (Simpkin & Co.) is a collection of short conversa
the incidental faithlessness 0

the wearer, who

delier.

Beside him was the young Queen, whose

tional sentences, with vocabularies explaining the
A few woodcuts
are inserted, which are of no
t value-A
Pocket Dictionary of the French and English Lan
yuuyes, by L. Contanseau (Longman), is an abridg
ment of the same author's ‘ Practical French and
English Dictionary,’ and contains several improve
ments upon existing pocket dictionaries.
.

having promised and vowed to love and marry a beautiful and amiable countenance was turned meaning of words and phrases.
certain Mr. Stafford, in a few weeks afterwards towards the King with a look of the deepest anxiety ;
becomes the envied bride of Lord Thurnbury, a at a short distance from the Queen still knelt the
white-faced Othello, who makes her deservedly, youthful Maria Askew, whilst in the background
miserable, and leaves an insulting codicil to his last ‘were the Bishops, through the open doors of the
will and testament by which she is to be reduced adjoining apartment a host of courtiers ; whilst on
to poverty if she ever takes a second husband. It the opposite side, through the open window, might
is a thorough young-lady novel, with boarding be seen the glowing skies; while the sound of bells
school views of life and character. It is amusing and drums, mingling with the yells of the populace
from its absurd unreality, but the authoress might and‘ the shrieks of woe and despair, resounded
find more proﬁtable aims and ends.
along the air.” It reads much like a description
Cong/em Lea. By Cyril Thornton, l\'I.A. (Saun of a country fair, with a theatre where a dreadful
ders, Otley 8t Co.)—e‘ Conyers Lea’ may be read ‘tragedy is going to be performed, and the gaping
fromthe beginning, orat the end, or in the middle, or crowd outside are hidden to walk up and be in
backwards, or even upside down, with equalinterest. ‘ time, for it is now going to begin, and the charge
It is a light gossiping book, being a collection of is only one penny. And there is entertainment
anecdotes for the most part, amusing in themselves, ‘ suited for all comers. First, the splendid scene
but strung together in a disconnected way, treating with the King and coloured ﬁre, followed shortly
on all sorts of subjects, from Portland Roads down l by a good stand-up ﬁght between Gammer Gurton
to Spurgeon, and it is called ‘Conyers Lea’—not and Hodge, her aﬁianced husband. There is also
the name of the hero, but the house where the a festival, at which brave knights and combatants
msion for writing ﬁrst seized on the author. It break lances in honour of their ladies; and Lord
a word or two about Church-rates, Tractarians, Sudley having vanquished Henry Howard, he is
and old armour. In fact, the author seems to be rewarded with a diamond pin, which, at the com
rather an authority on old armour; and not only mand of the King, is fastened upon his collar by
that, but since every story must treat more or less the Queen herself, who takes the opportunity of
on marriage, he holds that a haunted house and conveying to the victor a billet-dour. On this

8001. a year will not do.

And if a man wants to little incident hangs much of the plot of the tale.

his deceased wife's sister, why should not he
go the whole hog, do it boldly, and “ letv him marry
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Gordon's Leaves of IICIIHUF- new edit.
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Imogene, or the Flowers and Fruits of Home, or. five. 8/6 cl.
Intellectual Observer. illust. Vol. '2, Eve. 73's‘ cl. Kilt.
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K rith‘s Taming a Shrew, a Novel. 8 vols. post svu. 31/8 cl.
Labourers in the Vineyard. or. 8V0. ‘:1'6 cl.

The chief actors are named after the several histo
., rical characters who bore their parts vin the events
his grandmother like a man "i There are “ sketches ‘of the times of Henry the Eighth; and upon the
episcopal" as well as magisterial and military, and ; death of the King, Katharine is married to Thomas
amongst them the Ecclesiastical Commissioners are i Seymour. So far only can ‘Katharine Parr’ be
not forgotten—which latter seem to lead to the called an historical romance, whilst it is spiced with
mention of an uncomfortable ghost, called the noto- ‘ many such scenes as might be worked into the most
rious " Baum Rabbit,” which is popularly believed ordinary novel.
Lincoln's The Javelin of ,l’hilneas, post svo. 7/6 cl.
Mr. George Stacey Gibson has given his little London
to appear once in a century. And in the sketches
Catalogue of Periodicals, 111e,, 1863, royal 8V0. 1/ swd.
episcopal and military it turns out that the Bishop _ botanical friends a Flora of Essex (Pamplinl, in Muckcnzir's Bible Characters, new edit. l'c. Fire. .5101.
Gold Thread, 4th edit. sq. or. live. 3,13 cl. gilt.
always has the best of it in his encounters with which he has exhausted the field of small matters. Mgnlcod‘s
M rrj'ut‘s l'acha of Many Tales, new edit. fc. 810. 1! swd.

the Colonel, notwithstanding the assistance of the In stating the districts in which Essex plants
“Conyers rabbit,” whether the matter in dispute be are found, the authors who have spoken of them,

Mevrlck's Dismissal on Suspicion, a Letter, 8m. 1/ swd.
Mothers in Council. 2nd edit. or. svo. 3,6 cl.

church-rates, deceased wives’ sisters, tithes, “ Me

Oyster, The, Where, How and When to Find it. ﬁnd ed. fc. Eve. 1,1
Pattie Dumnt, u’l‘alc M1662, fc. 3w. 3.6 cl.
Pete's Taxation. its Levy and Ex nditurc, Bro. 14/01.
Pfeiﬂ'cr‘s Last Travels. trans. by )ulclren, new ed. post 8V0. 2/ bdl.
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Practical Photography on Glul and Paper, Part 1, 5th ed. 1,‘ cl.
Prince (‘onsort‘s Farms The, a Memoir by Morton, lto. 52/8 cl.

thodys,” or “ Puritan Fathers.”

‘ ‘ The Bishop,

when by himself, had a meditative style of walking;

he was nearly as tall as the Colonel, and far broader l
across the shoulders; but looked ten years younger.

Time’s hand had been laid apparently lightly upon ,

the species which somebody is likely to ﬁnd some
where, the years where those known to occur have
been found, and some matters of similar high
interest, his book is very complete. There are also
nearly three pages of additions and corrections,
which, in a littlevolume of 469 pages, is pretty well.

him.” He has a good reason, too, for all he says, and ‘The best thing in the book is a short account of
an interesting chapter is one wherein he is the spokes the life of Edward Forster, a very amiable man
man on the subject of the history and origin of the and diligent Essex botanophilist; or, perhaps, a
Church of England. On this part of his work the '. well-executed loose map of the county.
author seems much at home, and manifests marks
A dissertation on Phasphoreacmce; or, the Emis
of careful and sound training, so far as his own habit ‘sion of Light by Minerals, Plants and Animals, has
of perseverance has induced him to avail himself of ‘appeared from the pen of Dr. Phipson. (Reeve.)—
it. In fact, it seems almost a matter of regret that I “ Phosphorescence, whether manifested by the
he has not written more at length on this subject, l glow-worm, the Bologna stone, a fungus, or a falling
and spared his readers a description of a cold ‘star, is generally looked upon as an unexplained
blooded murder.
‘and mysterious production of light." Dr. Phipson's
Katharine Parr; or, the Court of Henry VIII. attempts to unveil the mystery are attended with
Translated from the German by John Ringwood lno success. Yet his account of the phosphorescence
Atkins. (Newby.)-—Historical romances can give I of living plants is interesting, as are more especially
a colouring to history sometimes, and nothing more ; his gatherings in other kingdoms of Nature. Upon
but hardly even that to a diligent student. More ‘the whole, he refers the phenomenon to either elec
over, it must be a writer of no inferior order who l trical or chemical agency, which is very like explain
so succeeds, whilst all may be content to aim no ;ing the unknown by the ignotum.

Musical Directory, 115m, l'lmo. 1|,’ swd.

v

l'rocter‘s Legends Ind
cs. 7th edit. l'c. $0.51 :11. I
l’urcell‘s Sir Aberdour, or the Sceptre, cr. svo. El 01. gilt.
ﬁmith‘s Amv Lawrence, the Froemamn‘s Daughter, roy. live. 1]
Sowcrh it dohgsor‘i'sllhitiishulvilg Flowcyrmgcuzu‘pcplth Sup. 63/
ﬁlo ' o
ueen on Io , am 0 er srscs. c. . vo. _.
.
_
‘
Thyntorgs Elementary Treatise on Land surreymgthvcllmgao
Thoughtful Hours, lllmo. 1,6 cl. _
_

Tulloch's Beginning Lila. new edit. tr. 8m. s I, cl.
4
Webb’s Naomi, or the last 1).‘ I of Jerusalem. new edit. 7/6 cl
Wilson ‘General Sir Robert‘, L fc of edited by Randolph Evo. 26/
Wise‘! New Forest. its History and écenery, new ed. l
llto. 21/‘

HORACE VERNET.

THIRTY years ago, so little did England know,
or then choose to know, about French modern
Art, that Vernet was, so far as this country is
concerned, almost the only representative name
among French painters. One cause of this might
be that the Vernets have been a distinguished
family during four generations. —The founder
of it, Antoine, belonged, we are reminded,
principallyto Avignon; the son, Joseph, became
universally known as a clever and capital marine
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painter: a man who wrought carefully, with
a certain plot
no taste for arrangement and
chiar-oscuro (as distinct from colour). Joseph
Vernet's best sea-port scenes "hold their place

on that country by furbishing up Versailles, and
collecting in that grand, overgrown, historical

published by the British Museum contains along

palace every conceivable record of its country's

inscription, which ﬁlls ten sheets, of the An

in any and every gallery." There is a humour of
Claude in them, without Claude’s magic manage

L'Isle Adam, in one of which a troop of Chasseurs
and dogs are placidly trotting up a terrace stair
case, to the last note of the latest razzio made in
Algeria,—Horace "ernet was called in. Accord

pavement slabs of the temple of Ninev, the
Assyrian Hercules. He was the god of war, and
also the traditional founder of Nineveh, as is

ingly, he painted manfully a “battle"-room at Ver

" Ninev, who laid the foundations of this cit , in
ancient days now long past." This deity had ' e

ment of air. They are pictures that wear, and
will wear: having more of Art in them (though the
Art may not be ours) ‘than many of the hasty
theatrical productions to which they were con

temporaries and models.

festivity and glory,—from the hunting-parties at nals of Sardanapalus I., recovered from the

sailles—his “Smala” picture among other African
But however willing to do the work of
an honest artist, Horace Vernet was no sycophant.
He came to a quarrel with the Citizen-King because
the patron wished to ﬁnd Louis Quatorze painted
in a heroic position at Valenciennes, which history
informs posterity Louis Quatorze did not keep.

The family, including scenes.

Horace's father, Carl, whose pictures of horses
and battle-pieces kept the Vernet name alive,

prospered according to the fashion of painters
in those days,—which was to gain comparatively
little, and at best ﬁtfully. Horace, the present
subject, born in 1789, at all events rose to no
eminence and fortune by inheritance. The bay
had to labour through a busy and wearisome
apprenticeship,—as our Stothard and Turner had
to (10,-to make drawings, we are told, for Fashion
books; to design for booksellers, in days when
designers were sparingly paid ;-—nevertlieless, at
the ripe age of twenty, he married, opened a
studio, established a manner of his own, and with
it a name and a fame.

On this rupture Vernct went to St. Pctersburg,
and there painted pictures of Polish sorrow for
that chastizer of the Poles, the late Emperor

Nicholas. His divorce from France was short. He
came from Russia to visit the East a second time,

those who painted the Past in antique nudity, or

the Present in modern garb. It may have been
for these serviceable qualities that Nspoleon the .
First (in no respects good judge of Art) patronized
and decorated Horace Vernet and made him a
Chevalier. This Horace Vernet did not forget, even

in the dark days of St. Helena; and in the year
1822, the exclusion from the Exhibition of a work
on a subject thought dangerous led to "ernet's
opening a show of his own,—a show of pictures
of other French battles, which spoke at once to
French sympathies,—having the advantage, more
over, of the ﬁgures being characterized to perfec
tion (so far as the soldier is concerned), of being
drawn with freedom as well as accuracy, and of
being fairly good in point of colour.
The result was, that no overnment could do
without Horace Vernet; an Charles the Tenth
(under whose stupid reign certain Fine Arts, never

theless, ﬂourished gorgeously in Paris) made ad

expressly stated in the inscription, in these words:
wise the name of Bar, which is used indiﬂ'erently
and interchanged with that of Ninev in the same
inscription.
Sardanapalus I. (whose name I prefer to
read as AshuraL-hbal) was a great conqueror, the
son of Kuti-Bar, whose name means “the arrows
of Bar," or rather, “the armed service of Bar."
He was therefore, doubtless, a zealous worshipper
of that deity.
Now, in the third sheet of these Annals, line 101,
there occurs a statement which appears to me to

to execute among his latest military histories lThe throw light upon the fact now announced of the
Attack of the French on Home, when held by discovery of inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser and
the Triumvirate.’ He was decorated and gloriﬁed Sardanapalus at the source of the Tigris. The
to the last, and (family bereavements apart) died following is the translation of this part of the

at a ripe old age, with honours and memories round
Horace Vernet was eminently the picturesque him. His funeral, however, by his own express
painter of contemporary French war-things and , desire, was nobly simple. A few friends attended
people-having a clear eye and a neat hand, and him to the grave: which was spared the bombast

more feeling for nature and colour than, at the
time _when he broke out, was the vogue among

The volume of cuneiform inscriptions recently

record:

“In that same year, while I was staying at

Nineveh, they brought me the news, that those
Assyrians whom Divanurish, King of Assyria, my
of those funeral orations to English ears and hearts ancestor, had located in the cities of Zilukha, had
revolted, together with Kuliah their chief, and had
so unreal and male-dramatic.
As a painter, his choice of subjects and the marched against Damdamusa, one of my royal
course of his career may more or less rule the cities, and attacked it. In the name of Ashnr,
place which Horace Vernet may hold in the eyes the Sun, and the Sky, my protecting deities, I
of our grandchildren. Meanwhile, he must be assembled my chariots and my army ; and at the
commemorated for something better than his acres source of the waters of the river Supnat, in the
of battles in the African Gallery at Versailles-— same lace with the statues which Tiglath-pileser
uti-Bar, Kings of Assyria, my ancestors,
for something besides the Italian groups which and
have gone through Europe. He painted at times had erected, there I erected a statue of myself, and
for love, as well as for patronage; and, unless I placed it by the side of theirs."
Such is the statement contained in the Annals,
memory has betrayed us, there is a portrait by
him of the Superior of “Les Freres Chrétiensn and I thought at ﬁrst that our explorers had now
(to name only one among many) which may one discovered the very sculptures which that ancient
day help to set his name in its right place-not record speaks of; so that, in fact, their discovery
as a clever man, not as a showy artist, but as a might have been predicted with some probability.
great and real French painter, belonging to the But whether or not the same sculpturesare spoken
of, at any rate the Annals record a remarkably
country of Poussin, and Claude, and Delaroche.

similar event.
ASSYRIAN HISTORY.
11, Great Stuart Street, Edinburgh, Jan. 10, 1868.

I read with great interest an account which

vances to him, commissioned him, and in 1828
appointed him to the Directorship of the French

I may add, that there are other

inscriptions in which Divanubar, the Obelisk King,
speaks of having set up sculptures or tablets at the
actual source of the Tigris, but he does not speak
lath-pileser;
of
perfect.
havingBut
seen
so
these
those
that
inscriptions
already
the coincidence
placed
show the
there
isveneratron
again
by

appeared in the Alhenlrum of December 20th
of some antiquities recently discovered near the
Academy in Rome. _
source of the Tigris. It is there said that at the
The choice proved in every respect an excellent last meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society, “Sir with which the sources of great rivers were
one. The artist had strong Southern sympathies,— H. Rawlinson communicated to the meeting the anciently regarded. And so in the present day,
apart from memories of the Caesars and the Gracchi. results of certain researches in the hill country the source of the Ganges, at Gangootri, in the
He could paint the peasant and the robber-folk of north of ancient Assyria, carried on during the Himalaya mountains, is accounted a sacred spot
Central Italy,—as his ‘Brigand's Confession’ (to present year by J. Taylor, Esq., Her Majesty's and visited by numerous pilgrims. The reason why
name only one picture),—with a touch as true as, Consul at Diarbekr, and which are to be resumed an army, or at any rate its principal chiefs, assembled
and less elaborate than, that of Léopold Robert, by that gentleman next spring. In a cave from at the sacred source of a large river before com
whose ‘ Moissonneurs' for a while gave Robert which the principal stream of the Tigris rises a mencing a campaign, would perhaps not be divrned
a stilted French reputation,—-as the man among large river, two cuneiform inscriptions were dis if the inscriptions did not expressly inform us. It
our born enemies who had best painted Roman covered and casts taken by Mr. Taylor. One of was for the purpose of dipping their weapons in
scenes and people. Then Horace Vemet, as the
host of the "ills Medici, to which French artists
resort, kept a royally artistic house there for all

these is already in London, and proves to be a

of the French Academy, has up to this time

but the only way to overcome it seems to be, to

replaced.

continue to accumulate proofs of the general cor
rectness and trustworthiness of the translations.

the sacred fountain.

This kind of baptism was m

record of Tiglath-pileser I. The other, not yet all probability thought to render them irresistible.
So the Greeks fabled that Achilles was made invul
received, is surmised to belong to Sardanapalus.”
comers,—painters, musicians, men of letters from
Now, this discovery is valuable, not only from nerable by being dipped when an infant in a sacred
all lands, such as old Rome has not enjoyed the interest attaching to sculptures preserved to stream. But to return to the passage in the
since. Mendelssohn’s letters, recording his tra us from such a remote age, but also from the testi Annals (iii. 101), the question remains, in what dis
velling ex erience, have told us how "the mony which it bears to the truth of the modern trict was the source of the Supnat? I believe the
little thin renchman, with stiff grey hair and interpretations of cuneiform writing. Your readers Supnat was an aﬁiuent of the Tigris. The Assyrian
the ribbon of the Legion of Honour," welcomed are well aware, no doubt, that although Sir H. colony spoken of lay some distance to the north_ of
with avidity everything that was really distin Rawlinson and others have laboured for many Nineveh, and near to the mountains of the Nahm,
guished,—and how the young musician had to years in the decipherment of the curious and com whose numerous and turbulent tribes were usually
play and improvise to him,—-and how the French plicated Assyrian records, usually agreeing with at war with the King of Assyria. The annals|of
man would insist on painting the young German's one another in their interpretation whenever the Tiglath-pileser give a long account of battles with
portrait,—-and how the Frenchman‘s daughter inscriptions contain a simple narrative of historical them.
And moreover, from the source of the
(Madame Delaroche, now dead) danced a Salta
facts, yet a large proportion of the learned world,in Supnat, Sardanapalus marched straight to Kma'bu,
rella, as a matter of course, at one of these bright eluding many distinguished Orientalists, still remain the city of the revolted Assyrian chief Kulrah,
and hospitable gatherings. Vernet, in his time, incredulous; some even doubting the fact whether which he took and destroyed, and slew all the
had a power and a presence in Rome, belonging to any true decipherment has yet been obtained. It is inhabitants.
his liberal geniality, which no successor, as head diﬂicult to account for this continued incredulity;
He particularly says, “not one escaped." _
After which, he gives an account of a campaign
in the mountains of the Nahiri; whence it seems
As will befall every true artist who knows his own
reasonable to infer that the city of Kinsbu, and
powers, Horace Vernet was waited for and wanted:
An opportunity of doing so appears to me to consequently the source of the Supnat, lay m
—and when Louis-Philippe came to the throne of offer itself on the present occasion, and I will pro that district. And the source of the Tigris rs also
France, and wished to leave the mark of his reign eeed to explain in what manner.
in a mountain district which once formed a part
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of the land of the Nahiri.

I therefore think it

probable that if the sources of the other great
rivers inthat country are carefully examined, other
sculptures and tablets will be found there.

H. Fox Tanner.
OUR WEEKLY GO$IP.

A1‘ a Special General Meeting of the Members
of the Royal Institution, held at the house of the
Institution, on Monday last, the Prince of \Vales
was elected an Honorary member and the "ice
Patron of the Royal Institution.
Mr. J. H. Foley, the sculptor, has been elected

a Member of the Belgian Academy of Fine Arts.
Already an economical application of Mr. Gra
ham’s ingenious process of dialysis has been dis
covered, and tried, with an interesting result, in

the utilization of brine.

In the curing of meat

there commonly remains a quantity of waste brine;
but Dr. Marcet, by dialysing this refuse liquor,
separates the salt from the juice of the meat, and
the latter remains fit for use as an article of diet.
Separated in quantities on a great scale, it might
be converted into soup for prisons and peniten
tiaries, or for half-starved cotton-spinners in Lan
cashire. From this beginning it would, perhaps,

be safe to predict that dialysis will prove as valu
able to commerce as to science.
A rumour, of which conﬁrmation is promised,
has reached us, that the skeleton of a crocodile
has been discovered in the Old Red Sandstone in
the neighbourhood of Elgin. If true, it marks
another epoch in geological science, as the fossil
remains hitherto found in that formation have
been of creatures much lower in the scale of
organization.

We have all heard of the “insigniﬁcant little
man" who was pointed out at a scientiﬁc conver
sazione as the “ greatest dipterist in Europe."
Mr. Galton,in his paper ‘On Cyclones,’ of which we
gave an abstract last week, introduces the term

“cyclonists."

Are we to have aclass of distin

guished cyclonists, who will discourse learnedly
about the weather at meetings of a Cyclonic

Society’!
The author of ‘A New Pantomime’ wishes to
make the following explanation in our columns, to
which we have no objection :—
.

_ "Temple, Jan. 21, 1863.

“ I am quite sure you will not be sorry to correct
an error into which the writer of your criticism on
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A ﬁrst attempt has just been made in Germany that the statutes in question do not preclude the
to naturnlize the Spenserian stanza. Prof. Boden
stedt has narrated the second marriage of the Czar
Ivan the Terrible in that metre; and though the
quantity of double rhymes necessary in German
poetry has a very different eﬂ'ect from the verse of
‘Childe Harold‘ or ‘The FaerieQueene,’ the success
of the experiment is perfect. \Ve regret to hear, in
the same letter which conveys us this announce
ment, that the amenities of literature are not
observed in Germany as we expect them to be in
a community so purely philosophic, and that a new

public from making and selling photographic copies
of prints from copyright engravings without the
consent of the proprietors of such rights. This
point, which is of great importance to the pub‘
lishers of prints and to photographers, will, there
fore, soon be argued before, and decided by, the

Court of Common Pleas.
The earliest instance which appears to have
occurred of any litigation arising from a claim to

copyright seems to be that which, as related‘ in
Baldenucci‘s ‘ Dell’ Arte dell‘ Intagliare in Raine,’

chapter may be added to the ‘Quarrels of Authors‘ p. 21, took place in the commencement of the six
from cultivated Munich. The ill feeling of no less
a poet than Herr Geibel towards his colleague
Prof. Bodenstedt has shown itself in ways that can
hardly be explained by any rules of open warfare,
as they are beyond all bounds of courtesy or lite
rary honour. A very painful impression has been
made on all friends of such poetic names by the
conduct of Herr Geibel in disregarding the unant
mous vote of the Chapter of the Maximilian Order,
and persuading the King of Bavaria to interpose,
as he had never done before, between the Chapter
and their nominee. Even in the old days when
poets abused each other like pickpockcts, such a
course would have been considered dishonourable,
and we trust German literature will make haste to

wipe off the stain.
A scheme is on foot to establish a new park at
the west end of Edinburgh ; liberal support is
offered, and the cost estimated at 30,0001.

‘Highlanders at Home‘ is the title of a book,

teenth century, between Albert Diirer and Marc
Antonio Raimondi. The former designed, executed
and published a series of woodcuts from the Life of
Christ. Marc Antonio, after he settled in "enice,
not only took the liberty of closely imitating upon
copper the prints from Albert Dtirer’s woodcuts,
but also the well-known monogram upon them of
that great artist; and impressions from these
spurious copies were extensively sold as his pro

ductions.

Upon this fraud coming to the know

ledge of Albert Diirer, he went to Venice and took
proceedings there against Marc Antonio; but the

only redress the former could obtain was a decree
that More Antonio should no longer upon his
works use the monogram of Albert Diirer.
By recent accounts from Tasmania, we ﬁnd that
the Government of that country have voted 3,0001.
for the purpose of investigating the mineral and
metalliferous resources of the Macquarie Harbour
country. The investigation will be entrusted to
Mr. Charles Gould, the Government geologist,
son of the eminent ornithologist. It is the uni
versal feeling in the colony that no gentleman is

published by Messrs. Dean 8:. Son, containing
drawings of those natives, by Mr. R. R. M‘lan,
and descriptions of the manners and customs they
illustrate, by Mr. J. Logan. These descriptions better qualiﬁed for this task, Mr. C. Gould having
are amusingly done, considering their purely already, by his geological explorations, rendered
local interest. Their spirit may be appreciated great service to the colony. Mr. C. Gould, we

when it is seen that a fellow is spoken of as “a may add, is convinced that the country he is about
stern Highlander" whose conduct in these days, as exploring is extremely. rich in minerals. Mr. Gould,
described, seems to be that of deserter, idler and
masterful rufﬁan, if not thief. It is too late to
represent such scamps under a sentimental light.
Rob Roys should pick oakum. As to the draw
ings, they are ﬂimsy, but good enough for the
purpose ; as reproduced, however, they are coarse.
Another peculiarity of their reproduction is print
ing in plumbago, the result of which is that all
the shortcomings of black-lead pencil drawings are
present, and you have to turn and twist the book

we observe, will be provided with a complete pho
tographic apparatus, by which means we shall be
put in possession of the physical aspects of this
interesting district of Tasmania, which is a new
country.

By a letter recently received from South Aus
tralia, we learn that Mr. George French Angas is
on the point of returning to England with his
remarkably fine and extensive collection of shells,
the result of his labours in that part of the world

about to avoid the shining surface; the drawings during the last thirteen years, and which is well
my poem ‘A New Pantomime‘ has fallen; and as are not worth so much trouble.
known in the colony as the Angas Collection.
the article is harsh enough, it is as well that it
Messrs. A. Strahan 8: Co., of London, have pub
Twelve years ago the ﬁrst emigrant ship sailed
should at least be accurate. Gretchen, the heroine lished a little 'ft-volume for this and all seasons, into Lyttelton Harbour, province of Canterbury,
of the Pantomime, is not, as your critic supposes, containing “ ordsworth‘s Poems for the Young,"
New Zealand. N ow that colony can boast of its
the ideal creation of Goethe, kidnapped by me from so entitled, being a selection from the poet’s works towns,
its electric telegraph, a railway in progress,
his drama, but is the real ﬂesh-and-blood Gretchen of such as are most suitable for juvenile readers. Of
a bishop. And yet more, it has established
whom that eminent person, in his Autobiography, course, this comprises some of the best he produced. and
a Philosophical Institute, of which, as we see, Mr.
names with those other females whom he either The selection has been made with much taste and Julius
Haast, Government Geologist of the pro
ﬂirted with, deceived or seduced in the course of judgment, excluding all those psychological studies

his youth.

vince, is president.

No one can tell which of the three he

His inaugural address is now

which are obviously such, and not a little daunting before us, and we gather from it that a good mu
means. She is the only woman who seems to have to the youthful student. These are-illustrated by
seum of native products of all kinds, endeavours
ever trul touched his heart, and it was to comme forty woodcuts from the pencils of Messrs. J. Mac
acclimatization of foreign plants, ﬁsh and ani
morate or name and memory that be selected whirter and J. Pettie, with a single charming little after
mals, and the formation ofa good library, are to hold
Margaret (Gretchen, Peggy) as the heroine of his vignette, by Mr. Millais, showing a dainty damsel the
ﬁrst place in the labour and consideration of the

‘Fsust.‘ He devotes a good deal of his reminis of seven years old, reading. The sketches by the
Institute. As they purpose to gather
cences to her ; and I would respectfully recommend ﬁrst-named artists aremostly landscapes appropriate youthful
books by an exchange of publications, we infer
your critic not again to write about Goethe until to the themes ; some are very prettily done, as
that they intend to publish their own Transactions,
he has ﬁrst read that Life, when he may, perhaps, also are a few pleasant ﬁgure-subjects by Mr. so that we may some day see the Philosophical
form a different estimate both of myself and of my Pettie, who surpasses Mr. Macwhirter in these, as Institute of Canterbury on the exchange list of
Pantomime, and correct some others of his views much as he is surpassed by him in the landscapes. the Royal Society of London. In a country where
equally erroneous with that which I have pointed
Is it unlawful to make and sell pholoymphic so much remains to be explored and so much is
out.
"E. V. KENEALY."
copies of a print from an engraved plale in which comparatively new, we may expect the formation
Messrs. Tinsley Brothers have in the press there is a subsisting copyright, the consent of the of a museum to be carried on with spirit. We
‘Abeokuta, and an Exploration of the Cameroon

proprietor of such copyright not having been ob

notice that Mr. Haast mentions the great birds of

Mountains,‘ by Capt. Richard F. Burton,—and tained for making and selling those copies’! In the Dinornis family, which are among the most
‘Wanderings in ‘Vest Africa: from Liverpool to the case of Gambart v. Hall, which is an action for interesting questions of natural history. It ap
Fernando Po,‘ by a F.R.G.S.
the alleged infringement of the laintiff's copy pears that two species new to science have recently
Among the numerous schemes for improved com rights in two engravings, ‘ The Lig t of the “'orld ’ been described. And to quote his own description,
munications in the metropolis, is one for a railway, and ‘ The Horse Fair,‘ by making and selling pho “another still larger Kiwi, rovisionally named
a by the natives,
beginning near the Shadwell Station of the Black
tographic copies of them, the verdict was for the Apiary/z maxima, and called
wall line, to pass through the Thames Tunnel to plaintiff ; leave being at the same time reserved for still exists in the western mountains of the island.
Rotherhithe. It is proposed to connect the South the defendant to raise the above question of law Living specimens of this bird, which is as large as
Thames system of railroads by this means at the for decision upon the Engraving Copyright Acts. a turkey, have not yet been procured; though,”
east end of London with those on the north: com

Mr. Coleridge, Q.C., accordingly, this term, moved adds Mr. Haast, “I observed its tracks in the

pleting the circle now formed by recently-opened for and obtained a rule m'n', upon the part of the fresh-fallen snow, and heard its call during the
defendant, to enter a nonsuit, upon the ground night.” A still larger Kiwi, Palapm-yx ingens, is
works of the same character.
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jun.—‘Note on the Spectrum of Thsllium,I by Dr.
believed from “auricular evidence ” to be in ex
istence in the great beech forests which cover for
any miles the slopes of the New Zealand Alps.
The railway above referred to,—-from Port Lyttel
ton to Christchurch,—will be carried by a tunnel
through the rocky wall of Banks‘s peninsula; and
the colonists deserve praise for undertaking it on
their own resources.
Prince Demidoﬁ', well known for his rnuniﬁcent
patronage of Art in various ways, particularly for
publishing at his own cost large illustrated works
of travel and archaeology, is now adding another to
the number. In this we have nothing of Russia or
'the adjacent territories, the scene being laid on the
shores of the Mediterranean. The title of this new
work is ‘La Toscane, Album Pittoresque et Arche
ologique’; and the ﬁrst
contains eighteen

large views of places in the island of Elba.

Palmer, of Newbury, ‘On Discoveries made on the
Site ofa Roman Villa at Well House, near Marl
\ stone, Berks.’

A8IATIC.—-Jan. l9.-—-The Right Hon. Lord
Strangford, President, in the chain-A. M. Dow

Numsxxrra-Jan. 15. —W. S. W. Vaux,

leans and Coomarasawmy Moodeliar, Esqs., were Esq., President, in the chain-Mr. Venables
elected non-resident Members.-The substance of exhibited some Roman silver coins, consisting of
a paper was given, by W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Constantius II., Julianus, "alens, and aﬁne silver
‘ On the Indian Astronomical Treatise, the Surya medallion of Gratian, with the reverse legend,
Siddhanta,' pointing out more particularly the
difference in conception between the Hindd and
Greek epicycles that are made to regulate the
motions of the planets in the two systeu1s.—Prof.

vrnrvs sxsncrrvs-Rev. Assheton Pownall cx

hibited a British gold coin, belonging to Dr. Perry,
with the legend, vocosr on‘: it was in poor pre
servation.—-Mr. Akerman exhibited a gold coin.
of Cunobeline and a sceatta-Mr. Frederick
Pearson exhibited two Chinese medals and a live
pesata piece, struck in 1809 by the Junta of Spain
at the time of the French invasion-Mr. Wilson
exhibited a collection of Chinese coins found at
Canton some years since: they consisted of the

Goldstlicker then read a paper in which he esta
blishes, by means of the actual application of certain

rules of Sanskrit Grammar, by Patanjali, in speak
ing of Katﬁyaua, that these two commentators

of Pauini were contemporaries. He had previ
It ously established the thesis that Patanjali lived m

has been some years in preparation, and is, as we
are informed, to comprise about one hundred dif
ferent subjects. The artist is André Durand,
whose pencil was employed in the former works

published by the Prince; but, judging from the
lates in this ﬁrst part, we cannot congratulate

‘m on his pictorial effects.

W. A. Miller.

The landscapes have

a hard look ; and in the views of the sea the water

about 13.0. 140-120; and he now mentioned that

Emperors Hang He, Keenluug, Keeking and Tao
the two commentators must have been long pos k Kwang.—Mr. Evans read a paper ‘ On I. Find of
terior to Pzinini.
Roman Coins at Luton, Beds, on the Estate of
J. Shaw Leigh, Esq.‘ They consisted of denarii
Socnz'rr or ANTIQUABIEs.—Jun. 15.—W. Tite, I and small brass from the time of Caracalla to that
Esq., M.P., V.P., in the chain-Mr. E. Peacock of Claudius Gothicus, and must have been depo
laid before the Society an object found in a gravel- ‘ sited in 269 or in the autumn of 268. The most
pit at Yaddlethorp, in Lincolnshire, on which he curious feature connected with the ﬁnd is the

has more the appearance of a “lozengy” wooden was desirous of ascertaining the opinion of thel
It is Society. Mr. Evans believed it to be a natural
possible, however, that the lithographer, and not formation, in which the Director concurred-Mr.
the artist, may be responsible for this disappointing B. B. Woodward exhibited, by permission of Mr.
result. In justice to the Prince we mention that, S. K. Wilson, a gold ﬁnger-ring with a piece of
as usual, he is presenting copies of the work to the ass’s hoof inside, and the ﬁgure of a bull incised ‘

absence of any coin of the usurpsr Tetricus.

principal libraries of Europe

number of species of birds obtained was sixty-six, of

ﬂoor, than of the translucent rippling brine.

We hear, from Archangel, that Capt. Krusen

Russian Government to explore the mouth of the
Yenisei, in the Polar Sea. The other ships and
crew of the expedition had returned months
,
ﬁnding the obstacles on theihway altogether insur
mountable. The Jcrinack also was stuck in the
ice, only a few miles from the mouth of the
Yenisei. Capt. Krusenstern and his crew reached
the land by leaping from one block of ice upon
another, doing battle bravely with all the horrors
of the northern regions. Arriving at the shore,
after inﬁnite toil and wearied to death, they met
with a party of Samoyedes, who at ﬁrst ﬂed, seem
ingly terror-stricken by the sight of these curious
strangers. The interpreter, however, succeeded
in making them understand the forlorn situation
of the strange visitors; now they received the ex
hausted travellers hospitably, and at last helped
them, by the loan of dogs, reindeers and horses, to
return to Archangel.
SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.
‘VIN’I‘ER EXHIBITION of SR ETCIIES and STU DIES hi‘ the
MEMBERS NOW OPEN, at their Gallery, ll, Pall Mall East,
from Nine till Dusk-Admission. One Shilling.
JOS. J. JENKINS, Secretary.

~WINTER EXHIBITION no, Pall llIulL-The TENTH AN
NUAL \\‘ INTER I-IXIIIBITIUN of CABINET PICTURES by
liv‘ln British Artists Is now OPEN daily from 9'30 ant. to I! rm.
Ad
slon, ll- Cataloguc. 64.
NOW OPEN.—THE ART EXHIBITION for the RELIEF

of the DISTRESS 1n the uoT'l‘oN llI.\"I‘ItI('TS.—-6. Suﬂ'olk
Street, Pllll Mall. Open from Ten till Founﬁihlmission, In.
F. \V. DICEY, Hon. Sec.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIIllTION.-Thc NINTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION of the I’HUTCGRAPIIIC SOCIETY of LONDON
is OPEN DAILY, from Ten till Four at the Gnllcryof the Society
of British Artists, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall East-Admission, ls.

TIIE

during two months' stay in that island.’

e total

' which seventeen appeared to be undescribed. The

general character of the Ornithology of Bourou
January, 13th Edw. III.—The Director exhibited I was essentially Moluccan ; not a sing e Celebesian
He was one of the expedition sent by the a bronze key found in the Thames.—Sir W. B. ‘ form occurred. This contrasted strongly with the

stern, of the Jermack, has returned thither in
safety, after having been given up for lost some

time.

as the seal.—-Mr. Howard exhibited a seal of
Isabel of France, attached to a deed relating to
a chantry at Coventry, and bearing date 17th

Zoommcsn-Jan. 16.-G. Bush, Esq., in the
chair.—.\1r. A. R. Wallace read a paper ‘ On the
Ornithology of Bourou, as investigated b himself

GEORGE (‘RUIKSHANK

GALLERY,

EXETER

HALL contains a Selection of over a Thousand of his PROOF
ETi‘lllNGS, SKETCIIES, kc. (embracing a Period of upwards of
Fifg. Years‘: together with TIIE WORSHIP 0F B.\C(‘VIIUS.—
Open dnilv, from Ten to Fire o'clock.—.>\drnission, Unc shilling;
from Hull-past Seven to Half-past Nine in the Evening, Sixpence.

SCIENCE
*
SOCIETIES

RoYAL.—]a.'n. l5.-—Major-Gen. Sabine, Presi
dent, in the chain-The following papers were
read :—‘ Notes of Researches on the Poly-Ammo
nias ; No. XXL, Secondary Products formed in the

Manufacture of Aniline’; by Dr. Hofmann.—-‘ On
the Form of Crystals of Peroxide of Benzoyl,’ by
Mr. W. H. Miller.—-‘On the Synthesis of Leucic
Acid,’ by Dr. Fraukland.—‘ On the Artiﬁcial For

mation of Fibrin from Albumen,‘ by Mr. A. Srnee,

Smijth exhibited, through the Director, some very Avi Fauna of the Sulu group, in which the greater
interesting Roman remains found at Theydon, iu
of the species met with were common to
Essex.—Mr. B. Boti'ield, M.P., laid before the Celebes.—Dr. Gunther exhibited a new form of
Society fragments of a British urn or urns found ' venomous serpent, discovered by Capt. R. F. Bur
on his own property at Norton.-—-M. J. Beldane ton in Western Africa, for which he proposed the
communicated a paper ‘ On Royston Court House, name of Ptrcilostolus Burtom'i, alter its discoverer.
the Palace of James I.,’ illustrated by a plan of Dr. Gilnther also read a second communication on
the Chars of Great Britain, in which he described
the building.

Bsrrrsn ABCHEOLOGICAL Assocr.\'rroz~'.-—Jan.
14.-—H. Syer Cuming, Esq., in the chair.-—T. S.
Noble, J. Milligan, jun., and A. Cope, Esqs. were
elected Associates.-Presents were received from
the Royal Society, the Canadian Institute, the Sus
sex Archazological Society, and Dr. De Berlanga, of
Malagn.—l\‘lr. Durden exhibited the handle of a'
large lloman vesselin bronze. It is ofelegant design,

a new species of this group of ﬁshes from Lough
Eek, in Ireland, and proposed to call it Sulmo

Colii.

Dr. Gllnther'likewise read a note on the

synonymy of a venomous serpent from Australia,
of the genus Diemannia.-A letter was read from

Capt. Spoke, commanding the East Afrimn Expe
dition, relating to the zoology of the country
traversed during his progress towards Lake Ny
belonging to a period not later than the ﬁrst century anza.—Dr. Sclater called the attention of the Meet‘
of the Christian era, and was exhumed at Hod Hill, in to two fruit-eating pigeons, from the Samoan
Dorset, in March, 1862. Several Roman coins were

obtained at the same time.—- Mr. C. Ainslie exhibited
a cast of the interior of a Cyphosoma Konigi, Mant,
found in making an excavation at Westminster,
which had probably been employed as an amulet
by some ancient inhabitant of Thorney Island.
This exhibition gave rise to a discussion as to the

Isfands, in the Society's Menagerie (Camophaga
mirrocera and Ptilopua fascialus), which were new
to the collection. —Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier exhibited
a singular variety of the domestic fowl, in which
the webs of the feathers were all broken up into

minute ﬁlaments.—A paper was read by Mr. J.
A. Johnson, containing descriptions of ﬁve new
occurrence of Tossil Echini in early sepulchral in- species of ﬁshes recently obtained at Madeira by
terments, a subject deserving of more particular that gentleman, amongst which was a new form of

consideration.—Mr. Ainslie also exhibited two Scopelitlue, proposed to be called Nuoscopelus Atlan
iron arrow-heads found in the Thames, one of the timu.-—Mr. B. Leadbcater exhibited specimens of
Norman era, the other of the ﬁﬁcenth century-— eggs of a s ecies of Rhea, supposed to be those of
ea, collected by Mr. Goodlake in
Dr. Kendrick exhibited electrotypes of medallion Darwin's
plaques of the sixteenth century, representing
Vulcan, the Rape of Europa, kc. Two were the
work of Bernardo Castelli, illustrative of Tasso‘s
‘ Gerusalemme.’-Mr. Baigent forwarded a small
shield found in December last at Micheldever,
Hants. It is of copper, charged with the Royal
arms of England. The red enamel is still visible,
and it had originally been gilt. It is presumed to

be of the time of Edward the First (1272-1307).
Sir H. Halford, Bart. forwarded, through the
Treasurer, some interesting letters relating to
Charles the First, detailing some particulars from
the storming of Leicester to the battle of Naseby,
and described some horse-trappings and other

articles belonging to the King, now in the posses
sion of Sir H. Halford. This communication will
be printed, together with Mr. E. Levien‘s notices
of unpublished documents relating to the Captivity
of CharlestheFirst. —The remainder of the evening
was occupied in the reading of a paper‘ by Dr.

Patagonia.

_ “A

Socrn'rr or ARTs.—-Jan-. 14.—The Hon. and
' Rev. S. Best, Member of Council, in the chair.

—The paper read was, ‘The Application of Photo
graphy to the Magic Lantern Educationally Con
sidered,’ by Mr. S. Highley.
SYROQEGYPTIAN-Jan. 155.-W. H. Black, Esq.,
in the chain-—The Rev. :J. Mills read a paper
‘On a Manuscript Copy of the Samaritan Penta
teuch,‘ which he exhibited. Mr. Mills had remained
for some months with the Samaritans at Nablus,
in 1860, and being the ﬁrst non-Samaritan ever
allowed to examine the celebrated scroll believed
by them to be written by Abishma, the great
gmndson of Aaron, gave a brief description of that
manuscript. The one he exhibited to the Meeting
was kindly lent him by Annam, the present Sama
ritan priest, and which he is now collating with the
I. Hebrew text and also with the Samaritan textss
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published in Walton's Polyglot, with the view of of the angel whose tall head overlooks them. There subject, being obtained upon enamel, the same may
its being published. It is a manuscript of the four is no attempt at imitating fire in this design, but be fused at once into a transcript perfectly inde
teenth century, transcribed from the original scroll its extraordinary force arises from the less vulgar structible in its own nature; or it may be painted

for the private use of Tabiah Ben Itschak, a priest and far more intense means of expression and design

upon, as seen here, in the manner of an ordinary

of Nablus, as stated by the scribe at the end of

in the best sense of that word. The next design enamel, and afterwards fused. We are bound to
the manuscript, and which has been ever since pre represents with much tenderness and grace of say that the silly practice of painting on photo
served in the priest’s family. Mr. Mills dwelt at character ‘The Meeting of Isaac and Rebecca‘: graphs seems in this case to be less objectionable ;
some length on the peculiar characteristics of the he takes her by both hands and salutes her with at any rate, the results are obtained in a less
Samaritan manuscripts of the Law, and the un the kiss. These are singularly original works.
offensive manner than that of the tawdry "coloured”
common accuracy with which they are copied. The Mr. G. P. Boyce is another painter of ability. His photographs. Neither are these open to the chal
diacritical signs made use of in the manuscript ‘Edge of the Desert’ (108) gives admirably the lenge in taste as those photographs on semi-trans
were described ; and having pointed out its various vastness of the place, and in colour looks like a parent glass are when they show opaque examples
divisions and discussed its documentary character, transported piece of Egypt; so also does the ‘Gibel transparently. M. Lafon de Camersac is the in
the paper concluded with an exposure of Gesenius's Mokattam, from the Rubbish Hills, Cairo‘ (120); ventor of this novelty. M. Bertsch's automatic
Essay on the Samaritan Pentateuch-the reckless it is a placid unbroken evening, just when the sun arrangement of lenses, which adapts itself to a
assertions made by that great lexicographer for the has turned below the‘edge of the Egyptian world ; ﬁxed focus, ispne of the wonders of photographic
purpose of damaging the character of this class of golden light, reﬂected from the sky, lingers softly, practice that cannot but commend itself to all who
manuscripts. Several fragments of ancient Sama not in the coarse glare so commonly represented observe it; here are some enlarged results of its
ritan manuscripts were also exhibited to the Meet in Oriental phases of like character, but solemnly working. M. Henri Corbin’s dry collodion paper,
and delicately, against minarets and low white which is of course portable, and will keep ﬁt for
mg.
cliﬁ‘s, ﬂushed with grave splendour and saddened use for six months at least, must be a real blessing
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
with purple shadows. The whole heaps, the cast to travellers, who may by its aid dispense with a
Mort. Actuaries 7.—‘ Columnnr Method oi’ Calculation of Sur
out débris of a falling metropolis, that are known great deal of baggage, that enemy to the photo
vivoruhinAnnultics,‘ Mr. Meiklo.
Entomological, 7.—Annrvcrsary.
as the Rubbish Hills, lie here in a broad shade, so grapher. Architectural students should not omit
Architects, 8.
to avail themselves of the m
iﬁcent volume of
Gcoirmphlcal, s\._‘ Route to Siam across Isthmus of complete, that their forms are absorbed and their
Krnw ' Cnpts. Fraser and Forling; ‘ Island of 'l‘susima,‘ broken surface only indicated by the devious path
photographs taken from details of the Cathedral of
Mr. (lliphnnt.
_
ways across them, that, being diﬁ'erently coloured, Amiens during the recent “restorations," and ex
nginccrs. IB.—: Railway 'i‘elcgmphs,‘ Mr._ Prcecc.
Roynhlnstrtutron. 9.— Animal Mechanics,‘ Prof. Mar
show themselves. Loneliness and ruin are empha hibiting the sculptures of that glorious gallery of
s s .
Zoological B.—‘ New Australian Mammal,‘ Mr. Krcll't.
sized by a ﬁgure hurrying along, whose bright blue Art in many instances in their state ere any other
. Society of Arts, 8.—'Electrical Communication between
robe tones all the purple, orange, vermilion and “ eti‘acing ﬁnger” than that of Time had been laid
Great Britain and America,‘ Mr. Massey.
Arnhreolozical Association, 8\. — ‘ Ancient
Literary grey charmingly.
upon them. Taken from various points of view
Frauds,‘ .\lr. )lndden- ‘Sepulchral Discoveries, Staple
offered for this occasion only by the erection of
ford Tawney Church, Essex ;_ ' Roman Remains. Coombe
Wood. Bath.‘ )lr. Syrr (fuming.
the scaffolds used during the work of restoration,
Turns goyqll :Qcademy, s.- Architecture,‘ Prof. Smirke.
Frss-Anr GOSSIP.——-Am0ng Mr. Stanﬁeld’s
oyr .
3.
these productions are unparalleled in interest. The
contributions to the forthcoming Royal Academy
Rpyn‘li Institution. a-‘ Chemical Allinity,‘ Prof. Frank
man who does not know what Gothic sculpture
l'll] .
Exhibition
will
be
a
picture
representing
the
Anti uarics, 8).
was, or one who doubts its value, will do well to
Fm.
Roy institution, s.-' Points of Contact between Science
condition of some part of the ﬂeets on the day
look at these ; they are the work of MM. Davette
and Art.‘ Cardinal “'iscman.
after Trafalgar—a subject that has been in the
SAY.
Royal Institution. 3.—-‘ Life and Death,‘ Mr. Savory.
and Romanet. Here should also be noticed the pro
mind of the artist for many years. The scene
ductions in the carbon-process by M. Robert, of
is
near
the
locality
of
the
battle,
the
weather
FINE ARTS
Sevres (Director of the Imperial Factory), where
a fresh gale, such as took effect at the time;
__,_
the same example has been reproduced with
along the distance of the picture is the low coast
ART IN BEBNERS STREET.
singular success. M. Camus‘s Egyptian views,
of Spain, a watch-tower, presumably of Cadiz,
photographs on the largest scale of temples,
AN’ Exhibition, containing a few creditable pic<
marking a point of land. Near the foreground propylene and ruined colonnades, especially one
tures and drawings, has been opened (second year)
rides a dismasted and captured Spanish war-ship,
of the Hypethral Temple at Philze, will be ap
at No. 14, Berners Street. Of these the best are
the Union-Jack hoisted above her tal‘l'rail sur
preciated; as will be M. Chernay's copies of the
as follows, mostly the works of young artists:—‘ A
mounting the flag of Spain; she has two anchors
Study’ (95), by Mr. De Morgan, a girl embroider out by the bow, and rolls heavily, seeming to drag Mexican antiquities, made in danger of his life
from Indians,—M. de Londre’s waxed paper pro
ing, is full of originality and dextrous painting; in
them, showing her decks to us loaded with wreck
ductions, remarkable for clearness as they are,—and
tone, ﬂesh-tints and surface this is valuable; the
age and lumber from aloft as she lies heeling over
last, not least interesting, the photographs on glass
shadows are rather dirty; the features, as of a
to starboard; a wave has struck her on the port
by MM. Ferrier, pere, ﬁis, et Soulier,some of whose
portrait, need reﬁnement, as their character does
bow. Between this capture and the land, so as copies of Alpine nature enchain the observer.
not necessarily imply vulgarity.—Mr. J. Campbell’s
to be handy to prevent her going ashore if the
‘Cellarman’(100) we have seen before: there is
anchors do not hold, lies an English ship of lighter
much to admire in it.—Mr. Storey’s ‘Twilight’
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
draught. In the mid-distance some other craft
_._
(86), three ladies walking in a garden, would, so
'are seen making their way towards Gibraltar.

good is its rendering of tone and feeling, be admir
able if it were better drawn and less sentimental.
-—‘ The Head of a Child’ (78), Mr. T. Morten, is
largely and solidly handled, if dirty-the result of
carelessness.—Mr. T. M. Carrick‘s ‘Rocky Sea
Shore' (72) has, like the last, much feeling for
nature, carelessly expressed; the water is well rendered.—A lady in antique costume (unnumbered),

ROYAL

Mr. E. Davis desires us_ to say that his statue
1of Wedgwood hzm not yet been inaugurated at
Stoke.

,

by Mr. V. Prinsep, though but a sketch, shows
rare artistic power that might be better employed.
M’ r. L. W. Thomas's (unnumbered) ‘ Coast Scene,‘ '
a sunlight on the sea, renders the effect charmingly,
being unusually good and bright in colour. — ,
‘ Ulleswater’ (148), MLG. Mawley, though thin and i

Co'mprised in the Photographic Society‘s Exhi
bition of this year will be found several attempts
to utilize the practice of photography to artistic
purposes, and afford a substitute for hand-skill in
the production of plates that may be used for
printing from, in place of engraving. Among these
are examples of the processes invented by M.
Lemercier in lithe-photography, whereby transcripts
are said to be obtainable direct on stone from an
ordinary negative; also others, to the same end, by
M. Poitevin. Perhaps the most remarkable of this

a little woolly in rendering of foliage, evinces taste
for colour and recognition of nature.-—-l\ir. Bridell's class of subjects are the heliographic or photogra~
‘Entrance to the "in. Mala'(l43), the rock-cleft phic etchings on steel, invented by M. Charles
showing a bar of intense blue sky, is dashingly N egre ; several specimens, not only of impressions
sketched, and effective, if not heedful.—Mr. E. J. resulting from this gentleman’s system of operation,
Poynter's ‘Egyptian Water-Carriers‘ (135), two ‘ but of the plates themselves whence such impres
half-lengths of stately women bearing jars of the sions have been taken, arc to be seen : the last re
old shape upon their heads, which heads are of , semble unusually sound and broad lithographic
the old type in form, but occidental in colour, drawings, having withal a ﬁrmer and brighter
are ﬁnely drawn, apt in expression, and indicate \ texture—especially observable in a clear rendering
artistic ability in the painten-Mr. S. Solomon . of shadows on the objects represented that cannot
rarely fails to mark his singular powers and inten but be of great value should the system be found
sity of feeling upon all we see from him: here are commercially useful. These impressions represent,
two drawings, such as ﬁfty years ago would have . for the most part, architectural details and carvings
roused the cognoscenti to admiration; they make -very good subjects for an experiment. Quite
even now old-fashioned observers feel there is some . equal in interest to these, and in their charming
thing in Art beyond their rule of criticism. The ﬁdelity placed beyond question of delightful useful
ﬁrst of these is ‘ Shadrach, Meshech and Abednego' , ness, are some extraordinary examples of success in
(129). The three stand hand-clasped and fearless, photographing upon enamel: the impression of a
shielded from the furnace-heat between the wings lportrait, of which there are many here, or other

ENGLISH

OPERA. Covent Garden. under the

management of Miss Louisa l'ync and Mr. W. Harrison Sole
Lessccs.—0n MONDAY. Janna
M. and Friday, 30th. lilalfe‘s
Grand Opera SATANELLA.— Ul-JNDAY, Nth. and THURS
DAY. 29th ‘Wallace's brillinntly- successful 0 rs. IMVE‘S
'l‘RlUllPl-l. — WEDNESDAY, 88th and SAT 'RIJAY, ﬂit,
Howard Glover's Popular Upcra, HUT llLAS.-Ever;y Evening,
the Grand, Original, Zoological, Comical Christmas antomimc
written by lLJ. Byromcntitlcd HARLE lJlN BEAUTY and

the BEAST: or, the GNOME QUEEN an the GOOD FAIRY.
The Grand Transformation Scene. MOOXBEAM and BUN
LlGllT; or, the DESCENT of MORN‘S FlRST RAY, invented
and painted by W. (.‘allcott.— NOTICE.—A Morning Performance
of the new Pantomime or
Wednesday at Two. Carriages to be
in attendance at half-past our: Kit-Children unrlcr Twelve
Years of age, admitted nt half price to the Morning Performances
to all parts of the house except Pit, price ll. 6d. Privaw Bezel,
from 10». 6:1. to 41.44.; Qrchcstm Stalls, 100.: Dmls Circles, 511.;
Upper Boxes 40 ; Amphitheatre Stalls. 3a.; Pit. 21.64.: Amphi
theatre, is. The Box‘Uﬂicc o u daily, from 10 till 5. No charge
for booking or fees to box- eepcrs.—l'loors open at Hall-pelt
Six. Overture commences at ten minutes to Seven.

Mosnn’s Porous CoNcss'r.—-When Schu
mann’s Pianoforte Quintett was ﬁrst played here,
by Mdlle. Clause, some years ago, it produced little
or no effect. In the interval, the advance of the

composer's popularity in Germany has been steady,
rapid, and (as we have said) startling Our own
impressions are, that whatever he the amount of
aspiration conceded to Schumann, in his best works,

he was deﬁcient in fancy, and audacious, not only
in taking, but also in making, those liberties, which

can but be pardoned in consideration of consum
mate genius. The immodesty of eccentricity is a
subject well worth treating. If the leading phrases
of the four movements of this Quartett be analyzed,
three (that of the slow movement reserved) will be
found heaps of notes, in themselves character-less;
not so the subjects of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
\Veber, Mendelssohn (in his best writings). That
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The announcement of ‘Athalie’ and Mozart's Concert under the direction of Thalberg, who is
second subject is intended to ﬂow; that the scherzo ‘ Requiem,’ performed yesterday week by the Sacred desirous of introducing a young Neapolitan, Ben
is built on the scale; and that the ﬁnale is based on Harmonic Society, need not be followed by a criti jamin Cesi, a performer of great talent, and the

the allcgro is meant to start vigorously; that the

an idea of incessant, animated motion,——are all so
many perceptible facts ; but not one idea referred to
seems to us to have a spark of divine ﬁre. Then, as in
the close ofthedivisions of the allcgro, as in the midst
of the movement alla marcia, interest is checked
by perverse little episodes, to our uninitiated appre
hension having no keeping or connexion with the
remainder of the movement-varying it, no doubt,
insomuch as dislocation is variety. Need we cite
how different are the introduction and employment
of Beethoven’s episodes’! Further, Schumann’s
taste in harmony is, throughout, impure—showing
a perverse leaning to the use of those extreme chords
and suspenses which are useful to give piquancy
and heighten effect, but are no more admissible
when employed as the universal medium of
carrying on a movement from point to point
than would be Cayenne pepper showered over a
bill of fare from the soup to the dessert. So that,
to sum up, our impressions stated last week have
undergone no change in consequence of Monday's
experience. -- Schubert's stringed Quintett is an
interesting, though an ill-proportioned work—-full
of charming ideas, and, in the ﬁrst two movements
especially, happy and graceful effects-ill set and
elaborately drawn out to a length, owing to which
no small amount of charm is lost.—Both Quintetts
were played with spirit-Herr Pauer being at
the pianoforte ; but M. Sainton must watch
his intonation, which once or twice of late has
' not been altogether satisfactory. The vocal per
formers were Mr. Sims Reeves, who is in excel
lent voice and spirits, and Miss Banks, who got
her usual encore in Mr. A. Sullivan‘s buoyant and
delicate Ariel song.

MUSICAL AND Dnsnxrrc Goss11>.—Besides the
mere pleasure which the music, as music, con
tinues and will continue to give'to the English
ear, there is many :1 pounds worth of instruction
to be got for the English musician out of a shilling
volume, containing Twelve of Sir Henry Bishop's

cism of works so thoroughly relished, when executed only pupil to whom Thalberg has ever given gra
by a body of artists whose rule is excellence. The tuitous lessons. To the disgrace of Naples, however,
quartett of solo singers consisted of Miss Parepa, be it said, so great a master found it difficult to

Madame Sainton-Dolby, Messrs. Montcm Smith obtain a room in a city of palaces and of magniﬁ~
cent public buildings."
and Lewis Thomas.
Mr. Henry Phillips announces a farewell con
cert.

M I BOBLLANEA

Among other candidates for public favour in
Cardinal Mrzzofanti. -— Your Correspondent
London may be mentioned M. Jullien, who an
nounces a dance-orchestra: after the fashion of “B." ()age 94) cannot have read with attention
the paragraph which he volunteers to criticize. The
that of his father.
of the Philological Society
M. Berlioz writes in favgurable terms of the report of the Meeti
music of M. Semet‘s ‘ Ondine.‘ It is only fair to
advert to this praise, after the censure registered a
week ago.
There is a talk, says the Gazette Illusicale, of
reviving Gluck‘s ‘Armide' at the Grand Opéra.
This was next to an inevitable seq uel of the success.

(ante, page 55) stated t at Mr. “'atts had laid before
the Society a paper by Mr. \Vaterton, containing
a list of eighty-four specimens of different languages
which Cardinal Mezzofanti had in a manner adopted

as a list of the languages known to him, and that
Mr. \Vatts remarked, among other things, that in

of ‘Orphée‘ and 'Alcestet' another proof of a this list “ some languages appeared to occur twice
fact which, stated in print a few years since, was under diﬂ‘ercnt names," producing two or three
ridiculed as if it had been an absurd paradox;
namely, that Gluck‘s operas have never quitted
the stage. They appear too sparingly, it is true,
for the same reason that Shaks
re's tragediesare
comparatively seldom seen. “here is the Lady
Macbeth I——where is the C'Ieopatral-where the
Lear?
Madame Schumann is said to meditate playing
in Paris,-— also Mr. Aptommas, our harpist,
during the coming season.
‘ King Enzio’ of Herr Abert, concerning which
opera we heard good report‘in Germany a few
months since, has just been given at Mannheim, it
is said, with the greatest possible success.
Signor Mario, who, truth to say, has not been
singing well, and therefore not frequently, at the
Italian Opera in Paris this winter, has, whether
wisely or unwisely, accepted an engagement at
Barcelona, whither he will proceed in February.
‘Philidor,’ a five-act drama with n prologue,
which has nothing to do with the great chess-play

instances. “ Ii.“ first attributes to Mr. \Vntts the
list which belongs to Mr. \Vnterton, and then pro

duces as an observation of his own that “ the same
languages are quoted under different names," kc.
He then complains that only three Italian dialects
are reported in the list, “ Italian (i. e., Tuscan),

Sicilian and Venetian,” overlooking " No. 49, Sar
dinian," and appearing to overlook also that in a
list of languages the introduction of dialects as on

a par with them may be and has been objected to.
“ .ltlezzofanti, I believe," he proceeds, “never
pretended to know the various dialects of China
of which the names are (very confuscdly and erro
neously) given. He had studied the Mandarin,—
that is, the Court or literary language; but when
a friend of mine, who had been conversing with him
in that dialect, broke off into Cantonese (one found
in the list), Mczzofanti said, ‘ You are not speak
ing Hwan-him (the literary tongue) ; but he was
unable to carry forward the conversation in the
Canton vernacular.’ " The name of the Mandarin
dialect, it may be remarked, is not IIwan-hwa, but

ing musician, has been produced at the Theatre
Kwan-hwa, Kwan being the native Chinese word
Glee; (Boosey & Sons) —at half the price that de la Gaité.

is charged for many a trashy ballad not worth

The new book for ‘Coal fan tutte' at the

for what the Portuguese, and English after them,

singing — for many a lame polka that is not Theatre Lyrique is based on Shakspeare‘s ‘ Love’s call Mandarin.

\Vith regard to the provincial

dialects, this is but negative evidence on anonymous

worth dancing—for many an overwrought tran
script of some opera-tune not worth transcribing.

Labour's Lost.'—By the way, last week Madame

pondered, as matter of instruction, may be
brieﬂy indicated. First, the superior quality of the
text preferred by Sir H. Bishop, and that in a day
when the Vauxhall ballad was not yet extinct. He
was at his best when setting words by Shakspeare,
Ossian, Joanna Baillie: under those circumstances
he was rarely commonplace, never vulgar. The
modest ease with which voices were treated by him
(a fair reference being paid the while to expres_
sion) may be also recommended to all young

at the two classical thcatres,—the Francois and
the Odéon : at the former by the performance
of ‘Le Misanthrope’ and ‘Le Malade Imagi
naire;’ at the latter, by ‘L‘Ecole des Maris,‘
‘ Le Malade Imaginaire,’ and a new piece, ‘ La
Fille de Moliére.’

to Dr. Russell, of Maynooth, that he “ frequently
converscd with the Cardinal in Chinese, from the
year 1837 up to the date of his death in 1849, and
that he not only spoke the Mandarin Chinese, but

“'e have the following from Naples:-—“ Mdlle.

variety spoken at Macao is, of course, the Canton
dialect. Mr. Harford, of Blaise Castle, author of

Fsure was printed by mistake for Madame Faure authority, and there is positive evidence entitled
to more attention. Don Rafael Umpieres, Procu
The edition is neatly brought out; the pages Lefebvre, in specifying the cast.
Molil-re's birthday has been duly kept in Paris rator of the llvlission at Macaw, declared, in a letter
are very little crowded.-—-That which is to be

writers.

The writer had something of his own,

but the originality was neither forced nor un
pleasing: the ear was relieved from monotony
without the teeth being set on edge. But this
volume gives also an instructive example of

Titiens has now been with us a fortnight, and

has perfectly enchanted the Neapolitans.

understood other dialects of the language.” (Dr.
Russell's ‘ Life of Mezzofanti,’ page 368.) The

On her the ‘ Life of Michael Angelo,’ is another witness
to the same effect. " He one day talked to me of
the Chinese language and its difiiculties,“ he says,

arrival there was a party prepared to oppose her;
but all feeling of hostility has been crushed by
her remarkable powers. Every one is compelled to
confess that, for years, such a voice has not been
heard in Naples. The Giormlc di Nupoli, which
is the most moderate in its praise, says, ‘Titiens,
at San Carlo, and Ristori, at the Fondo, are the

Bishop’s weakness and want of self-respect-defects
which prevented his ruling his public, instead of objects of the warmest sympathies of our public.

being, as he was, tempted or dragged into false Titiens hasnot an extraordinary volumeof voice (! l);

speaking of the Cardina , “and told me that some
time back a gentleman who had resided in China
visited him. ‘ I concluded,’ he added, ‘ that I
might address him in Chinese, and did so; but
after exchanging a few sentences with me, he
begged that we might pursue our conversation in
French. \Ve talked, however, long enough for me

paths. \Vhat can be more foolish in taste than his but she sings exquisitely, has all the graces of to discover that he spoke in the Canton dialect.‘ "
appropriation of the cheery madrigal “ Now is the elegance and of art, and, what is more, she acts
month of Maying " as the second part of his setting and sings with feeling. \Vithout denial, she is one
of “Who is Sylvia"? The old “ ballet " (we ima of the most distinguished artists of singing of the
glue it may have been danced as well as sung) day. Ristori, whose long career has secured for
loses much of its sprightly grace by the alteration of her only increasing honour, is always the Queen
the words, and by the omission of the “Fal-lal-la. ” of the Italian Dramatic Theatre,—is the heiress
burthen. The adapter here proclaimed himself, by of the talents of Marchionni and Talma.’ As yet,
the proceeding, inadequate no less than irreverent. Mdlle. Titiens has sung only in ‘ Lucrezia Borgia’;
The sins of Bishop, in this matter, had no small and it is to be regretted that the protracted en
part in strangling the growth of native opera; in gagement of Steﬂ'enone will probably deprive the
corrupting our popular knowledge of foreign music; Neapolitans of the great pleasure of hearing her in
and in bringing into discredit on the Continent his Norma. In a short time it is proposed to give the
own name, which ought to have been only honour as yet inedited opera of Donizetti, ‘ Maria Stuarda,’

(Dr. Russell's ‘ Life of Mezzofanti,’ page 2'34.)
Permit me to recommend to yourCorrespondent" B.“
to make himself acquainted, before writing further
on Mezzofanti, with Dr. Russell's Life of the Car

ably known there. It was so known, if the tale be under the Bourbons prohibited, -—Steﬂ‘enone to

recording his reminiscences of those two illustrious

dinal, and with the three papers on the same subject
read by Mr. \Vatts before the Philological Society

in 1852 and subsequent years, in which he will ﬁnd
that most of the points have been fully discussed
which he considers new.

As it appears by “ B."s

remarks that he has enjoyed the singular advan
tage of personal acquaintance with both Mezzofanti
and Rask, he would be able, no doubt, to commu
nicate some interesting information by simply

\V.
true, that when Signor Rossini came to England, take the part of Maria Stuarda, and Titiens that men.
on his being introduced to Bishop, the composer of of Elisabetta. There are rumours of intrigues to
‘ Il Barbiere ’ began at once to hum the melody of prevent the success of these two ladies in Doni
To Connxsroxnnxrs-W. P.—W.—I. P. S. B.—J. N.
the round here printed—“ When the wind blows.” zetti‘s opera. We are shortly, too, to have a J. E. J.—J. H.—reocived.
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Sumner, educates ﬁve per cent. of our young racter of his story is further conﬁrmed by the fact
that, amidst the multitude of names which are
\ deacons, the teaching is as follows:

LONDON, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1863.

given in the book of Genesis, down to the age of
Joseph, though there are numerous names com
the subjects of which the Bible treats .... ..The pounded with Elohirn, there is not a single one
Bible is God's word in the same sense as if he had compounded with Jehovah.—vii. But the impos
made use of no human agent, but had himself sibilities, which we have found existing throughout
spoken it, as we know He did the Decalogue. the whole story of the Exodus, are equally con
Modern science, with all its wonderful advances, clusive against the historical truth of the whole.
has discovered not one single inaccurate allusion —viii. \Ve must return, then, to the other supposi
to physical truth, in all the countless illustrations tion, viz. that the Elohist had some special reason
employed in the Bible .... ..The Bible cannot be for commending the Name to the regard and vene
‘less than verbally inspired. Every word, every ration of the pc0ple.—ix. The most natural reason
syllable, every letter, is just what it would be, had would be that he himself was introducing it, as a
God spoken from Heaven without any human new Name for the God of IsraeL-x. ‘Ve ﬁnd an
‘intervention. .... ..Every scientiﬁc statement is in indication of the fact that the Name did not exist
fallibly accurate, all its history and narrations of before the time of Samuel, in the circumstance that,
every kind are without any inaccuracies. The throughout the history in the book of Judges, there
words and phrases have a. grammatical and philo is no single name which can be appealed to with
logical accuracy, such as is possessed by no human confidence as compounded with Jehovah,while there
are names compounded with the Divine Name in
“The whole Bible, as a revelation, is a declaration
of the mind of God towards his creatures, on all

LITERATURE
._._..

The Pmtatc'uch and Book of Joshua Critically
Era-mined. Part II. By J. W. Colenso,
D.D., Bishop of Natal. (Longman & Co.)
FINE times for unbelievers! We mean for
those who reject altogether. Not only is the

odiu'm lheolog'icum completely used up against
heretics within the pale, so that none of it is
now available for our Voltaires and Volneys,
but its place is absolutely supplied by charity—
of a certain sort. But woe to those who discuss
without rejecting; woe to those (heretics) who
select, and say this is true and this is not; woe

to those who think that God’s word can stand
without man’s help and man’s additions; and,
above all and through all, woe to John William,
Bishop of Natal !
Justbeforc themeeting of the Convocation, the
heterodox bishop makes his second appearance.
Many a shaft has been aimed at him since he
issued his First Part; he has not lost his tern er,
and he has not modiﬁed his hrases. “ he
Bible,” he says, “is not itself ‘
’s word,’ but
assuredly ‘God’s word’ will be heard in the
Bible, by all who will humbly and devoutly
listen for it.” This sentence is the text of the
sermon, the battle-ground of the whole controversy. It matters little whether this or that
position be the object of the current attack or
defence. lvaterloo will be remembered when

Hougoumont is forgotten.

composition.”

Oxi.

Cam.

Durh.

Dubl.

Lit.

Total.

270

13

33

38

596

1851 . . 215

222

23

41

113

614

1861 . . 159

219

21

30

241

670

.Samuel we observe, in the books known by his

at was and
the value
Essayists, Reviewers,
goelensos,
other of
misdemeanants.
At a name, a gradually increasing partiality for the use
. time when the higher education is leaving the
Church, and the substitute is teaching such
doctrine as we have quoted above, energetic and
self-risking men are found who make a llant
attempt to save the body to which they elong
from the inevitable destruction which awaits
their Establishment if ever its pul its should i
' be wholly or mainly abandoned to t e liter-ates
of St. Ardan’s. By the time that most of our
clergy are sciolists who teach that it was God
himself who told Timothy to send Paul his‘~
cloak and his books in the very words He\
would have used from Heaven-—‘ every word,
every syllable, every letter”——by that time, we
, say, the dissenting minister will be the theolo
I glan to whom all persons of culture will look, 1
whether for sound teaching or reasoning oppo
sition. The parish priest will be the worshipper
of relics, and not even of true relics. Wodo

‘For ourselves, as our readers are aware,
the interest lies in the great ﬁght for the free
dom of the clergy: we mean the liberty of
discussing, out of the pulpit, the points of doubt
and difficulty which, as all know, are widely
felt among them. We look at Dr. Colenso‘s
Preface. He replies to the charge that his
objections are not new, by the simple statement
that he never said they were. He then con
siders the announcement that the doctrine of
literal inspiration is generally abandoned. On
this point he cites, from a theological journal,
“that the Scriptures cannot in any particular
he untrue”; from a recent Oxford preacher,
that “we must accept the whole of the inspired a
autographs or reject the whole, as from end to \
end unauthoritative and worthless ”: but his
most striking proof that the doctrine of literal
inspiration is now practically given up, stands
as follows.
Our readers know that the supply-of clergy
men from the Universities is steadily and con
tinuously falling 0h‘. The following is Bishop
Sumners account of the ordinations in 1841, ‘
1851 and 1861, exhibiting the University men
as compared in number with the liter-ates, as
they are called, that is, men who have not
received University education. —
1841 . . 242

the form of EL-xi. During and after the time of

Until we read this we scarcely knew how

of names compounded with Jehovah, while not
one name of this kind occurs at such an age, as is

inconsistent with the supposition that this name
may have been introduced by Samuel-xii. Hence
arises the suspicion that Samuel was the Elohist;
and the position he held, together with the circum
stances of his time, and the accounts which are
handed down as to his doings, and especially the

tradition with respect to his historical labours,
tend strongly to conﬁrm this suspici0n.-——Xiii. It is
further conﬁrmed, and, as it seems to me, con
firmed almost to a certainty, by the fact that
David, in his earlier Psalms, as Fe. li, Ps. 1x,
Ps. lxviii, made little or no use of the name Jeho
vah, while in his later Psalms he seems to have
used it more freely; and the same appears to be
true of other Psalmists of that age.—xiv. “7e con
clude, then, with some degree of conﬁdence, that
Samuel was the Elohistic writer of the Pentateuch.
—xv. Since the J ehovistic writer makes free use of
the name Jehovah, he must have written in a. later
age than the early days of David, and not earlier

not believe that time will come.
than the latter part of David’s life, when the name
Dr. Colenso is pre arin a third art, which became more common, and names began to be
is to discuss the Boo of enesis.
e present compounded with it freely-xvi. This is conﬁrmed
part contains his continued argument and ﬁnal by ﬁnding that one Jehovistic passage, N. x.35,
conclusion upon the Pentateuch and Joshua. is manifestly copied from a Psalm of David, the

Our readers begin to be familiar with the sepa name Elohim, which David used, being changed
ration of the Old Testament into two different to Jehovah.—xvii. But this later writer can hardly
records, much intermixed, which are distin

guished by the use of different names of God,
Elohim and Jehovah.

Taking the Pentateuch

have lived long after Samuel, and the time of the
introduction of the name Jehovah; since even he
does not introduce freely into the story names
compounded with J ehovnh, as a later writer would
most probably have done, though he uses freely

to be a collection of writings of a date long
after Moses, Dr. Colenso considers the prophet the Name itself.—xviii. In point of fact. we shall
Samuel as probably the Elohistic writer, taking l ﬁnd reason to believe that all those portions of the
the Jehovistic additions to be enlargements, ‘ ﬁrst four books and the book of Joshua, which are
amendments and illustrations, bya subsequent not due to the Elohists, were composed by one or

writer. The following is the author’s own sum

more writers who wrote in the Latter days of David,

and in the early part of Solomon‘s reign,-—with
mary of his rcsults:—
“ The following are the principal steps of the the exception of some interpolations, of which a
argument, as it has been developed up to this few smaller ones occur in Genesis, but larger ones

in Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Joshua.— xix.
These interpolations are all due to the same hand,
accounts in some respects contradict each other.— that of the Deuteronornist, who revised the book
_ii. One of these authors is distinguished by ab as it stood in his time, and added to it almost the
staining altogether from the use of the name Jeho whole book of Deuteronomy.—xx. The book of
vah in that book, while the other uses it freely Deuteronomy was written about the time of Josinh,
from the ﬁrst.——iii. The former writer composed and, as some suppose, by the hand of the prophet
also E.vi, as all critics admit, and as internal evi Jeremiah."
A great deal has been said about Dr. Colenso’s
dence shows; and it would seem from this chapter
I that he dcsignedly forbore the use of the name competency to grapple with the rgucstions
Jehovah, until he had announced its revelation to ,he has raised.
is Hebrew, his ari hmetic,
Moses.--iv. Either the name was actually made his
have full
been
separately
Therelogic,
has been
measure
of the impugned.
sillyllrind
known to Moses, in the way described, or else, it
point.—i. There are different authors concerned in
the composition of the book of Genesis, whose

In 1841 the number of liter-ates was one in
ﬁfteen of the whole: in 1861 it was more than
one in three. Now, though it is probably true
that the literate of 1861 is better educated in
theology than the University graduate of forty
years ago, it is equally true that the highest
education of our day makes many turn away is plain, the Elohist must have had some special of opposition which declares the assailant
from the clerical rofession who would once reason for commending it in this way to the rever to be exceedingly weak, as a. preliminary to
ence of those for whom he wrote.—v. If the name straining every nerve to throw him down.
have sought it.
e are therefore compelled to rras
ﬁrst revealed to Moses at this time, then the
take, as our standard of future clerical teaching, Jehovistic story, which puts it in the mouths of It is not to our purpose to settle whether Dr.
the doctrines laid down in those great schools persons of all classes from the days of Eve down Colenso be weak or hardy, right or wrong:
which seem destined to be the almw matrcs of wards, cannot be historically true; and this involves all this is part of a large argument, on which
the bulk of our clergy. At St. Aidan’s, Birk at once the historical truth of all the other state hundreds of pens are to be employed. But we
enhead, which already, according to Bishop ments of the Jehovist.--vi. And this unreal cha can assure our readers that he is not ocontemp
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tible antagonist. He has learning, research,
method, acuteness, and ower of presentation :
and, better than all, he
a case.
All orthodox Christians are taught to im ose

upon the Almighty the conditions under w ich
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the ordinary clerical community were vexed by
the action of their own reﬂections upon various
parts of their own professed belief, the right
reverend bench seemed to have a patent medi
cine which prevented an loss of re
. Look
in at the learning and c racter 0 those who
of te years have cried out
'nst the formulae
which were stereotyped in t e sixteenth cen
tury, it was a strange thing that no mitred
head should ever betra any sign of uneasiness.

N” 1841, FEB. 7, '63
received a pardon, and the boy was restored to
his father. Then there was Sir Richard Gra
ham, Master of the Horse to the Duke of
Buckingham, who accompanied Prince Charles

to Spain, and who fought at Edge Hill; Vis

they will acce t a revelation. Startling as this
count Preston and Baron Belt, of Cumberland,.
who nearly lost his head; and Dr. Gruham,who
may appear, t ere is hardly a published argu
rebuilt N etherby, an ancient and stately struc
ment upon the subject of Scripture which does
not contain proof of it. Let the reader to whom
ture, whereof Camden writes, "there hath been
our position is new watch what falls in his way.
marvellous huildin , as up car by ruinous
- The theologian will not bow to the assurance True it is that Dr. Co enso is only a colonial walls." The son 0 Dr. Gruliam was the ﬁrst
that the S mt of God is to watch over the word bishop; but time works wonders.
Sir James, “the second son of the fourth son
of the second son of Sir George of Esk,” as
of God: t 's kind of inspiration will not suit
his book at all; he will accept no guidance
Mr. Torrens puts it. The ﬁrst Sir James
except his own assumption of a perfection which The Info and Times of the Right Hon. Sir Graham was barely twenty-two when he inhe
James R. G. Graham, Bart, G.C.B., M.P. rited Nctherby. He was a little man; but
he imagines to reside in his own interpretation
By Torrens M‘Cullagh Torrens.
Vol. I. his wife, Indy Catherine Stewart, was above
of the words of a dead language. Now and
(Saunders, Otley & Co.)
the ordinary stature, and their eldest son,
then, by devout interjection, appears a separate
- sentence, having nothing to do with the reason Mr. M‘Cullagh Torrens's Preface tells us that all James Robert George Graham, born June 1st,
ing, which contains an acknowled ment of that the oﬁicial and conﬁdential papers of the late Sir 1792, “inherited from her the lofty and com
doctrine of idauoe which is one oft e three great James Graham are, and must remain for years, manding presence by which he was distin
points of Cdiiistianity. But never does he dare sealed documents; but private letters and per guished.”
Sir James the First, of Netherby, must have
to interweave into his fabric of orthodox argu sonal recollections have slightly aided the author
ment a practical admission of and conclusion in his task, with a manuscript diary of Mr. been a man of cheerful mind, for, says Mr.
from the very plain truth that, if there be any John Lewis Mallet, some newspaper ﬁles, and Torrens, referring to Archdeacon Paley, —“ Sir
thing at all in Christianity, the actual superin those dense volumes which preserve for pos James was full of anecdotes of the sociable
tendence of its Author is at least the second terity the dust and ashes of our House of Com divine, and loved to tell how he disenchanted
mons eloquence. The result is scarcely com Mr. Howard, when ﬁshing one day at Corby,
comer-stone of the whole.
In those who know that great doctrine which mensurate with the writer's declared aim. If, who had asked him if the quiet of the wooded
the Quakers
put intlliemselves
lace of a priesthood——
and
without have
depriving
of the power however, Mr. Torrens be content to offer it as glen through which the Eden ﬂows was not
“a tribute of respect," and as nothing more, pro itious to high philosophic thoughts, b
of being very good Christians-Dr. Colenso will it may pass satisfactorily through the hands rep ying, ‘ Nay, nay, with rod in hand I thi
inspire no fear, even if he be totally and radi of political readers who were contemporaries of nothing but the salmon.’ Another story
cally wrong. But he is right so far, that the of the Netherby Knight. We have yet to never failed in its recital to excite the merry
letter of the Bible is not what the teacher of see how Mr. Torrens deals with the one act little baronet's laughter. Some one, praising
St. Aidan’s would make it. He is not the which more than an other, or, it is not too the conjugal peace en'oyed by a gentleman in
inventor of this doctrine: he is only one of much to say, than al else combined, entailed the neighbourhood, w 0 had not had even an
those who have imported it into the clerical obloquy upon the eminent bureaucrat — for argument with his wife for more than thirty
branch of the community. It has long been such conspicuously was Sir James Graham— years, appealed to Paley whether it were not
the doctrine of the educated laity that the and which is still remembered with disgust. admirable as a domestic example. ‘ No doubt,
word of God is in the Bible, to the utter It is clear at the outset that his opinion is said the doctor, ‘it was verra praiseworthy,
rejection of the notion that every word of the partial; he avows it, indeed, as that of a faithful but it must have been verra dool.’ "
Bible has that character. We do not mean “fricnd." Only friendship, we believe, would
The earliest schoolingof James George Robert
that this doctrine has been announced in words: attribute to Sir James Graham “a great repu Graham was in a private establishment at the
but we aﬁirm that the manner in which the tation." If such as he are “great,” what becomes village of Dalston, where Lord Glamo n,
Bible has been used by the lait has been one of the men who stand in the very foremost ranks afterwards Duke of Beaufort, ﬁrst tou ed
continual ractical applicationo it. Many,even of oratory and statesmanship? Some individuals Greek and Latin as his fellow- upil. There he
of those who have not discovered that they hold are called great for having made a moderately fell into disgrace for sowing t e lady’s ﬂower
the doctrine, have been acting upon it with a competent use of ﬁrst-rate advantages, as others garden with thistles, and suffered promptly for
steady consistency which perhaps they would are styled illustrious for having been born in a the misdeed. There, too, he betrayed his
not have attained if they had better known palace, or, as Douglas Jerrold said, as dukes are characteristic fondness for dress, havin about
what they were about. Dr. Colcnso, among affable when they enter a farmhouse to avoid a him already “ something of the future ndy."
others, has brought the point to issue by forc wetting and inquire about the crops.
At Dalston, as a matter of course, he fought
Mr. M‘Cullagh Torrens’s narrative, though the village boys; and at \Vestminster he
ing the clergy to defend or to surrender. The
clergy are trying their hands at defence. The occasionally interesting, and lightened by a few fagged for Lord Charles Lennox, afterwards
members of this estimable body share with glimpses of pleasant personal reminiscence, has Duke of Richmond. Earl Russell and the pre
other collective masses the inconvenience of a too much the texture of a parliamentary abstract. sent Bishop of St. Asaph were among his
difference between corporate and individual Perhaps one of the most readable chapters is Westminster contemporaries. However, not
character. Corporately, with one voice, they the ﬁrst, wherein are celebrated the Grahams even Mr. Torrens can make much of James
maintain the whole of their subscriptions: of other days. Early in the ﬁfteenth century, George Robert Graham's youth, which, empha
individually, there is hardly a man of them who they had their home at Netherby, in the tically, was a dull one-none the more, perhaps,
has not some transparently evident dodge by Dcbateable Land, where “John with the Bright on account of the fact, admitted by himself in
which he escapes from a part of his subscrip Sword" bowed out an estate for himself, a bit of impromptu autobiography, “ I am.
tions. They know this, and they feel it. But frightening both borders with “his ﬂeet horse ashamed to say that whilst I was at Oxford,
the strife has commenced which is to restore to and sable plume.” The Grahams increased Inever, during the whole period of my resi
our religious s stem that consonance of private and multiplied, and the lands around gradually dence, heard a single sermon.”
belief and pub ic profession which is part of an fell into their possession; and their marauding
In 1812, he passed the spring and summer
honest state of things, and therefore ought to exploits—whose remembrance was, in a very in London; “was bent on being a politician,
be part of a Christian community. The boil different battle-ﬁeld, revived by Daniel O'Con and resolvedtobe aVVhig; and being proposed
ing passions of what is called religious contro nell—not unfrequently provoked the vengeance by Lord Mo eth, he was admitted a member
versy, the freezing mixtures of what ought to of the law. About the year 1552, one Jock of Brookes’s ‘lub." Towards the close of the
be called irreligious evasion and suppression, Grahme, surnamed “of the Pear Tree,” had a year he went abroad, listened to debates in the
with the good intention which may be seen in brother who lay for execution in Carlisle Castle Spanish Cortes, and was introduced to the
all but the worst specimens, and the bad logic for having participated in some recent foray. Duke of Wellington at Cadiz-('1
swhereof
which runs riot even in the best, will accele As Jock rode b Corby gate, he saw young Sa - Mr. Torrens has a simple story to tell :~-“ It
rate the day of truthful teaching.
keld, son of t e sheriff, playing outside the was Christmas time, and the dinners were
Dr. Colenso deserves thanks for having wall. “Would Master like to ride 2” he asked, served partly in English fashion. Mr. Graham
relieved his Church from a visible stigma. He and on the child consenting, lifted him to the and Mr. C. Stourton, who had more recently
has shown that a Bishop may have courage saddle-bow, and, before pursuit was possible, arrived from England, were present at one of
to agitate questions of doubt and diﬂiculty as lodged his little hostage safely beyond the them, when the renowned chief, on whom all
well as an inferior clergyman. It was a very border. How the sheriff contrived it history eyes and thoughts were ﬁxed, suddenly caused
suspicious circumstance that, while numbers of does not say, but the condemned moss-trooper much amusement and surprise by setting ﬁre
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to some brandy which he had poured over a attended after their marriage, George the
mince-pie, just as he would have done if he had Fourth asked one of those who stood near him
been at home.”
who they were, and on being told, exclaimed,
Wellington and the mince-pie suggest a pic “They are the hnndsomest couple I ever
ture. Mr. Graham now dabbled in diplomacy, clapped my eyes on."
and, being sent to Murat, concluded with the
In that time of dangerous political agitation,
great cavalry officer the preliminary armistice a Bill was introduced prohibiting any person
that separated him from Napoleon, and after from taking part in the proceedings of a town
wards gave way to a wandering ﬁt in the warm meeting who was not an inhabitant or freeman of
South:—
the place. Mr. Graham bad a good opportunity,
“Charmed by the novelty and excitement of but threw it away :
the scenes he visited, he gave himself up to the
“ He wished to know if a member who sat for
enjoyments of the hour. His taste for dress made a borough of which he was neither inhabitant nor
him dwell with curiosity and pleasure on the pic
turesque costumes around him; and, in the gaiety
of youthful companionship, he sometimes indulged
in the pardonable foppery of trying how some of

185
abused by Lord Lonsdale as “ the Radical
Baronet,” and ridiculed by Burdett as “our
phatically a dandy,”—which he certainly was,
according to Mr. Torrens.
It was in 1830 that he began, though still
somewhat faintly, to shine. His motion on

the salaries, pensions and emoluments of Privy
Councillors was partially a success. In refer
ence to it, he made use of the oft-quoted words,
—“I am not disposed to stoop to ignoble game
while ﬂights of vomcious birds of prey are
hovering in the upper regions of the air.” As

Mallet wrote in his Diary, whence Mr. Torrens

freeman would come within the mischief of the occasionally borrows a passage,—“ What with
Act? He paused to listen for the report of his his industry and talents, his ﬁne manners and
shot; but few were attending, and nobody cried person, his aristocratical bearing, and his fac
‘Hear.’ He looked to see if it had hit; but the

the Southern garbs became him. A gentleman Under-Secretaries were talking to one another on tions independence, Sir James Graham may
lately mentioned to a mutual friend that he had the Treasury Bench, and Lord Castlereagh was go a great way.”
In Lord Grcy’s Cabinet, he sat as First Lord
seen him in a Greek costume enter the opera-box occupied in smelling the hothouse ﬂower in his
of the English General at Genoa, where his hand button-hole. Mr. Graham repeated his question of the Admiralty. It was soon afterwards that
some face and ﬁgure, thus set off to singular advan in other words, but with no better eﬂ‘ect. He felt the Duke of \Vellington declared, in connexion
tage, attracted no little observation. He brought half vexed with himself at having got up, but he with the Reform Bill, that “he certainly never
home with him a curious variety of dress, chieﬂy was up and must go on; so he thought he would would enter the House of Lords from the time
of Sicilian manufacture; and his intimates used to argue the point. The case was not an imaginary the Bill assed. . . . He would not be degraded,
say when he appeared in a waistcoat of a colour one, he said, for it was his own, as he happened to even wit the House of Lords."
and pattern they had not seen before that his valet sit for a borough of which he was neither a free
When the creation of Peeroges, in order to
‘ had been to the Palermo box.’ "
man nor an inhabitant, and of which he was not carry the Reform Bill, was talked of,—
Mr. Graham, in 1817, at twenty-ﬁve years likely to become either, having no connexion with
“ Sir James was pressed to allow his name to
of age, bethought him of a seat in Parliament. the place. At this unlucky proffer of irrelevant be included. ‘ They want me to go with the rest,’
information
he
heard,
or
thought
he
heard,
some
There was no room for him in his own county,
he said 'to a friend; ‘and say that as the title of
on account of his father's Toryism. But, in thing like a suppressed laugh. He felt himself Preston was formerly in my family, I must take it
getting confused, a little at ﬁrst, and then very as that of a revived peerage. But I have no fancy
the following year, he stood for Hull, long
much so. For a few minutes he rambled on
represented by two Tories. The struggle was through commonplace and reiteration, but no for ﬁguring in the unwelcome list; and all my
ideas of political life are centred in the House of
close and keen; but “the oung Whig from

Cumberland” was declared uly elected, at an

timely cheer came to his rescue, and he sat down
without any distinct recollection of what he had

expense to the family estates of more than said or what he had intended to say. Mr. Henry
6,000l. “ He took his seat on the third Oppo Lascelles. who sat opposite, whispered to a mutual
sition bench, beside his friend Lord A. Hamil friend, ‘ \Vell, there is an end of Graham; we shall
ton. Near them sat Mr. E. Ellis, Mr. T. F. bear no more of him.’ ”
His ﬁrst session in Parliament contributed
Kennedy and Sir R. Wilson; and below them,
Sir F. Burdett, Mr. Hume and Lord Althorp.” little to the “ great reputation” which his bio
It is always interesting to mark the begin gnipher claims for him ; he had done nothing,
nin of signal parliamentary reputations. Mr. indeed, to secure his re-election at Hull.
Mr. Graham was next returned for St. Ives.
G
am's maiden speech was a failure:—
“ Mr. Graham's speech, delivered in the dialect He was petitioned against, declined to defend
and with the gesture of an exquisite, savoured too his seat, and accepted the Chiltern Hundreds,
much of anxiety for out-of-door applause, to win resolving to settle down quietly as a country
the respect of the House of Commons. Most of gentlemen and Cumberland farmer; but, in
his assertions were true, indeed, as to the excess 1824, he became “Sir James," and, surrounded
of‘ patronage and the political corruption it engen by encumbrances, actually thought of selling
dered. But his generalities were too violent and Netherby, the ancestral home of the Grahams,
too vague, and his indignation seemed too vehe
from him of the Bright Sword to him who
ment to be sincere. His apprehension that the
power of the Crown was increasing and ought to revelled so in the Archdeacon’s little joke :—
“Full of this, he went the length of inquiry as
be diminished, sounded too like a reading out of
date from the
es of Burke; and the inartistic to the openings that might be available for one
who
could bring to a London house of established
mode in which he intimated his belief that venal
motives were chieﬂy potential in keeping up super character a considerable accession of capital. The
numerary oﬂices and undeserved pensions made ﬁrm of Pole, Thornton, Downe 8: Co. desired just
his hearers store and smile, rather than listen or then to extend its resources, and to obtain the
strength of new connexions: and the matter at
reﬂect.”
ﬁrst sight wore to him an appearance highly
But he “voted up to the mark”: the out attractive. Fortunately the negotiation had not
siders “swore he would go as for as Burdett”; proceeded very far, when he was induced by a

and at Brookes's he was set down as a promising friend to whom he had conﬁded his wishes, to
consult Mr. James Evan Bailey, of Bristol. ‘ Tell
“ Some, indeed, of the more temporizing and him,’ said the wise and experienced banker, ‘to

fellow:—

timid from the ﬁrst disliked him. He was not,
they said, the style of man that was wanted; he

hold fast by Netherby, and keep clear of banking.
Nothing he can say on the subject can change my
was too saucy for his years, too conﬁdent on his opinion.’ \Vithin twelve months Messrs. Pole,
legs, and too sarcastic across the dinner-table. He Thornton, Downe & Co. failed ; and thus, narrowly

had no scruple about rallying them on their too saved from ruin, Sir James put away all further
frequent attacks of the gout on the eve of trying thoughts of commercial enter rise.”
votes in the House of Commons, and it was pro
His studies in general iterature may now
bably in pique at some caustic remark of his upon be said to have begun; and, while enumerating
the want of eﬁcient leadership, that Mr. Tierney his favourite books, Mr. Torrens speaks of
is said to have called him ‘a manly puppy.‘ "
Gibbon as “ the matchless undertaker of the
Mr. Graham was married in July, 1819, to ohsequies of Empire"! As Member for Carlisle
the youngest daughter of Col. Callander, of (where, at the election, Sir Philip Musgrave,
Craigforth,
Stirlingshire,
the the Tory candidate, was kept for an hour plying
m from many
rivals; for,bearimr
says lIi/Ir.away
Torrens,
‘Fanny, the youngest of the family, then
rei ed at Almack’s, and all the world of
fas ion was at her feet.” Moreover, “at the

ﬁrst drawing-room Mr. and Mrs. Graham

Commons.’ "

Mr. Torrens, in this volume, brings his nar
rative down to the ﬁnal retirement from oﬂice
of Lord Grey in 1834. Hitherto, assuredly,
he has not ictured in Sir James Graham many
of the attri utes which go to make up great
ness; but his Memoir, if not uninﬂuenced by
a desire to praise, is written with too much
sense and spirit to be extravagantly eulogistic;
and, when complete, it may facilitate the work
of a future historian of these times.
Married in Hasic: a. Story of Everyday Life.

By Capt. Lascelles VVraxall. 3 vols. (Skeet)
Tnoss who have any taste for the stirring
scenes, sudden surprises and extraordinary
transformations of a pantomime, will appreciate
this book, which bears the same relation to

the novel (properly so called) as the Christmas
Pantomime does to the Legitimate Drama.
‘Married in Haste’ is a quiet, unassuming
title, which in nowise prepares us for the wild
improbabilities related in the course of the
story. The hero (one Shufto Thornclifl'e), re
siding at Freiburg in the year 1848, unexpect
edly ﬁnds himself immersed in hot water, owing
to the insurrection of the German peasants of
the neighbourhood. He ﬁghts, is wounded, but
escapes to the Black Forest, crawls with diffi
culty to the door of a cottage, and there lies
at the point of death. A kind Fraulein-half
English and half Gennan—and her old house
keeper take pity on the dying nmn. Gret
chen nurses him carefully and tenderly, falls
in love with him, and the marry in haste,
only to repent at leisure.
retchen is as dull
and stupid as she is pretty and good; and as
she declines to leave her cottage in the forest,
Shafto has a great idea of leaving her there

and betaking himself to his aunt 1n London,

there to lead a. gaycr life with his former
associates. But the old aunt is beforehand
with him, and drives up to the door of the
the shuttle of a hand-loom weaver to save him “Hermitage” one ﬁne day, and disinherits
self from the mob), the Baronet occupied a Shafto on the spot. Gretchen brings out her
somewhat better, though far from brilliant, little store of gold left her by her father, and
position in the House of Commons. In 1828, the yonn couple have a reconciliation scene;
he sat for the county of Cumberland, though and the rst act ends with Gretchen, in white
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muslin and pink bows, nursing her baby, while able reading than the open dial/larder of her me.‘ " ‘ These atrocious orders were promptly
Shafto points at his easel,—the picture_ofdomes accomplice, the Russian Prince. Lady Por executed. The Prince, still gagged, was laid
tumna, another lady of fashion and a friend of ; spread-eagle-wise across the piston-rods, with his
tic happiness.
_ _
face upwards, so as to see the beam against which
But now comes the villain-such a villain! Mrs. Santonge, also gains the affection of Henry | his
brains would be dashed out.”
--—in the shape of a Russian prince, who, having Clavering, who is more or less attached to his
This
was indeed an ingenious contrivance,
cousin
Louisa
Bazaine,
and
the
two
oung
men
once seen Gretchen at the window nursing her
baby, determines, for want of somethin better and the two young women are :11 four emi and almost deserves a atent and amedal; but
to do, to seduce her! He is not particu arly in nently miserable, while Lady Portumna and the Prince was not to is yet; so no sooner had
love with her; but'he is “a man of inﬂexible Mrs. Santonge tranquilly enjoy life and the the valet left him to the tender mercy of his
own steam-engine, and carried off the two ladies
will,” and is accustomed to s are neither horn e of their respective adorers.
to hisa Turkislh
head uarters
one the
of the
Greekyacht,
isles,
At t poor Gretchen can bear the neglect than
oﬂicer in
boards
Prince‘s
time, trouble nor ex use for a ittle passing
whim of this kind; e therefore sets his valet, and coldness of her husband no longer, and sec- '
Leonardo, to work, and becomes acquainted ing an advertisement in the per of a “ gover- I releases him from his perilous condition, but
with the young artist. He ﬂatters him_ into ness wanted,"—a widow pre erred, and one or takes him prisoner for numerous political
believing he has been seized with a desire ‘to two children not objected to —she packs up her ' offences, and condemns him to the galle s._ Shafto
afterwards
workin
in a c l, andaiv-ve
n- g
sweepingsees
the him
streets
of ebasto
possess some of his pictures; he persuades him clothes and her children, and goes to the lawyer, at
to visit Rome; and, as Mrs. Thorncliﬁ'e and the Mr. Bazaine, who is the referee of the advertise
baby would be dull at home, he insinuates that ment. Here she unexpectedly meets Henry learn that he ultimately lost his cad by the
one of his carriages will be quite at the lady’s Clavering, and a stormy conversation ensues. cannon-ball of a Frenchman. The remainder
service, and he hopes Shafto’s interesting family She reproaches him with having led astray her of the story is of a more agreeable nature.
will accompany them on a little tour. On the husband, and of being himself well known as ‘ Gretchen is once more rescued by Henry Ola
road they are several times attacked by bravos, the lover of Lady Portumnn. Upon this, Miss vering and Lord Southport, who are still
and once rescued by no less a personage than Bazaine faints away, and old Bamine intimates cruising about t ether in a yacht. Shaﬂn
Garibaldi himself. The party ﬁnally reach to Henry that he had better for the present ﬁnds his wife an eiress ; for his old aunt is
Rome, where Mrs. Thorncliﬁ‘e is most com discontinue his visits to the house. Mrs. dead at last, and has left her money to
fortably established in one of the Prince’s Chavasse (as Gretchen now calls herself) obtains Gretchen. The Hermitage is rebuilt, with a
magniﬁcent palazzos,—for he happens to have the situation she desires, and goes oil‘ to Ireland billiard-room and a studio; which thoughtful
one in every town of importance on the Con with her children. Here, she arrives at an old I ness so affects Shafto, that he becomes a model
tinent.
Shafto borrows money and does castle with massive wooden gates, which are ‘ husband on the spot. Clavcring then marries
nothing; Gretchen’s character becomes com presently thrown open, and four men armed his cousin Louisa, and Mrs. Santonge oes to
promised, and the Prince and his valet with guns come out to receive her. This place America with Leonardo, who has re ized a
enjoy their game to ether,—the valet having is Portumna Castle. -Lord Portumna is as mad very handsome property, but does not care
and so ends
an eye to the lady ‘ self the moment his as Bedlam, it up ars, and she is to be governess any longer to reside in Euro
master ﬁnds some other and newer attraction. to his only dang ter. Gretchen ﬁnds, however, the author's idea of “a tale of everyday life!”
Of course, it is necessary to get rid of Shafto, “to her great gratiﬁcation,” that if she stares
who is a little in the we at this juncture, so steadily at Lord Portumna, “he quails at her A Treatise on some of the Insects injurious to
they remove to Naples.
ere, the Prince, who glance.
V
ion. By Thaddeus William Harris,
M.
A New Edition, enlarged and im
is used to this sort of thing, gives his orders to
Clavering, who has sworn to obtain for Lady
proved, with Additions from the Author’s
Leonardo accordingly
Portumna the possession of her daughter, now
Manuscripts and Original Notes. Illustrated
“ When is it to be. Excellency?" was the calm re-appears on the scene, and is persuaded to
reply of the valet. “ Let me see, this is Tuesday; believe, with Gretchen, that he would do much
by Engravings. Edited b Charles L. Flint.
suppose we say Sunday night-the better the day, better to advise “the Countess” to become re
(Boston Crosby & Niche s; London, Triib
you know-you will have all in readiness for our conciled to her husband and to live at home
ner & Go.)
departure, as we shall not remain here long after again. This he generously consents to do, and THE value of Dr. Harris's work on Economic
the melancholy loss."
Lady Portumna, who is really fond of her child, Entomology has been proved by the issue
The valet bows and leaves the room, and as nurses it through the smallpox unknown to of two previous editions; the present is
the door is closed the Prince matters in great her husband; and on his recognizing her, they greatly enlarged. The work was the only
glee-—
become devoted to each other, and extremely ‘ important entomological production which, up
“ Sunday for the Englishman; Monday for you, grateful to Clavering and to Gretchen. But to the time of its ﬁrst issue, in 1841, had
friend Leonardo.”
at this juncture the governess, who has only appeared in America. Abbott, a schoolmaster
Shafto is thrown into a dungeon full of rats just walked to the village to put a letter in in Georgia, had indeed found time to collect
and damp straw, and has for his com anion a the post, is abducted and carried on board the and observe the transformations of many spe
tailor whom he had met in Germany. he little ﬁcht of our old friend the Russian Prince; cies of insects, all of which he had drawn and
tailor is released, and promises to let Shafto’s
rs. Santonge being the only other passenger. coloured with the utmost precision and deli
friends know his whereabouts. Leonardo also The Prince is not yet on board, but is to join cacy; and his drawings having been sold in
turns up in this same prison, and materially his yacht in the Mediterranean.
England and France, were subsequently pub
assists Shafto with hisadvice. Henry Clavering,
Now comes the righteous retribution! And lished under the editorship of the late Sir J. E.
his chief friend, happening to come to Naples however commonplace and natural the other Smith, and Messrs. Leconte and Boisduval. Say,
at the right moment, rescues Mrs. Shafto Thorn incidents may have been considered, we be too, had in addition to his many short techni
cliife from the Prince-ﬁghts a duel with that lieve no one will be prepared for the punish cal memoirs, containing descriptions of hun
worthy and lames him for life, and then proceeds ment devised by Leonardo for his wicked dreds of North American insects, published in
to effect Shafto’s escape. This, with the help master the Prince. The old runaway horse— all kinds of inaccessible newspapers and perio
of some bribes, Leonardo, a ﬁle, a rope, a, boat, the hackueyed bull—the railroad accident~all dicals, issued a work luider the imposing title
and the yacht of a young Englishman 1n the the thousand and one misfortunes so common to of ‘American Entomology,’ in three volumes,
bay, is conducted successfully; and the youn
the frail lives of the modern hero of romance 8vo., on the plan of Shaw and Nodder's ‘Natu
couple are once more happily resunited an
are thrown for ever into the shade by this ralist’s Repository’ or Donovan’s ‘ English In
proceed to England, where Lord South ort no_vel and remarkable invention. No sooner sects,’ each plate containing only one or two
and Mr. Clavering introduce Shafto into igh had the Prince gained his yacht than it was ﬁgures, with a page of meagre descri tire
society, obtain him sitters of the ﬁrst rank, attacked by pirates under the command of his text. Dr. Harris, looking at the su ject
and launch him triumphantly in London as a former valet. Of course, the Prince's men from a practical point of view, devoted his
fashionable portrait-painter. But the Prince were overpowered in no time, and the pirates attention to the insects injur' us to vegetation,
has been beforehand with them. He has agents anxiously awaited the next order of their and composed a treatise, in vigiich he contrived
in every city as well as houses, and he gives his leader :—
to blend technical details and speciﬁc descrip
private orders to a lady of great beauty, wealth,
tions with accounts of the habits of the dif
“
‘Aristarchus,’
he
said,
‘I
will
not
kill
this
station, and of apparent respectability, to keep
ferent kinds of obnoxious insects, so as to
man
at
once,
for
I
owe
him
to
suffer
protracted
her eye on Shafto-to cause him to fall in love
render his work almost as interesting as Kirby
you will, therefore, fasten him securely
with her, to effect a separation between husband agony;
upon the piston-rods; then go below and take one and Spence's ‘Introduction.’ The importance
and wife, and, in short, to work their ruin as of the engineers with you. You will bank up the of the work is proved by the fact of this
speedily as she can, with convenience to herself. ﬁres to get steam up, and so soon as the pistons edition being issued in consequence of the
This part is one of the best in the book—it is begin working this noble Prince will have the life resolution of the Legislature of Massachusetts
a little more like real life, at all events, and the thoroughly squeezed out of him, and suffer the authorizing the editor “to use the lates
fascinations of Mrs. Santonge are more agree same torture to which he once on a. time exposed prcpared for the illustration of the etition
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for the Commonwealth in the publication of frequently sprout and grow when planted._ The were found alive in straw beds, in Gloucester, the
one or more editions dmigned for a wider grub is changed to a pupa within its hole in the straw having been taken from the ﬁelds the year
in the autumn, and before the spring casts its before. An opinion at that time prevailed that
circulation than that for the State could be pea
skin again, becomes a beetle, and gnaws a hole the troublesome humours with which many per
expected to have." The work is therefore through
the thin hull in order to make its escape sons were then aﬁlicted were occasioned by the

regarded as a national one, and in the into the air, which frequently does not happen bites of these ﬂies; and it is stated that the straw
present edition no pains have been spared in before the pens are planted for an early crop. After beds in Lexington, being found to be infested with
rendering it as complete as possible, all the the pea-vines have ﬂowered, and while the pods the same insects, were generally burnt. Specimens
Ieadin entomologists of the States having are young and tender and the peas within them are of the grubs having been forwarded to Dr. Harris,
assists in its production. Prof. Agassiz has just beginning to swell, the beetles gather upon he reared therefrom winged individuals of the
supervised the beautiful illustrations; Dr. them and deposit their tiny eggs singly in the genus Eurytoma, believing ‘ that the true culprits,
Leconte contributes notes on the Coleoptera; punctures or wounds which they make upon the or original cause of the disease, would prove to be
Mr. Uhler, on the Orthoptera and Hemiptera; surface of the pods. This is done mostly during some species of Cecidomyia (small midges belong
to the order Diptera), allied to, but distinct
“Dr. Morris, of Baltimore, on the Lepidoptera; the night or in cloudy weather. The grubs, as ing
Mr. E. Norton, on the Hymenoptera; and the soon as they are hatched, penetrate the pod and from the Hessian fly, and that they, while in the

Baron R. Osten Sacken, secretary of the Rus
sian Legation at Washington, on the Diptera.
The printing of the work was done at the Uni
versity Press, Cambridge, Mass, and the whole
work is one of the most commendable typogra

larva or pupa state, had been preyed upon and

bury themselves in the opposite peas, and the
holes through which they pass into the seeds are
so ﬁne as hardly to be perceived, and are soon
closed.
Sometimes every pea in a pod will be
found to contain a weevil grub; and so great has
been the injury to the crop in some parts_of the

phical productions issued in America.
country that the inhabitants have been obliged to
Unlike the work of Kirby and Spence, or give up the cultivation of this vegetable. These
‘Curtis's ‘Farm Insects,’ in which the insects
are arranged and described under the different
kinds of trees or plants subjected to their
attacks, the author has followed the sys
tematic arrangement of the different fami
lies of insects, describing each species and its
ravages as it presents itself in the order of
classiﬁcation: hence it is necessary for an
observer to know the name of the family or
genus of an insect in order to trace out its his
tory in the present work; and hence, too, where
any kind of tree or plant is infested by insects
belonging to different families, their several;
histories have to be sought in different portions
of the work. This must naturally be a serious

insects diminish the weight of the peas in which
they lodge nearly one half, and their leavings are ﬁt only for the food of swine. This occasions a ‘
great loss where
s are raised for feeding stock
or for family use, as they are in many places. ‘
Those persons who eat whole peas in the winter
after they are raised, run the risk of eating the

weevils also; but if the peas are kept till they are
a year old, the insects will entirely leave them."

For checking the ravages of this insect an
exceedingly simple plan is recommended by
Deane, but to be successful it should be univer
sally adopted. It consists simply in keeping
seed peas in tight vessels over one year before
planting them. Latreille and others recom
diﬁioulty to the persons for whose use the mend utting them, just before they are to be
work is written; which might have been ‘plant. , into hot water for a minute or two,
obviated by an appendix, in which the differ by which means the weevils will be killed and
ent kinds of trees and plants had been arranged the sprouting of the peas will be quickened
"The crow black-bird is said to devour great
systematically, with references to the pages
where the various insects which prey upon numbers of the beetles in the spring, and the Bal

each plant had been described.

destroyed by the Eurytoma.‘ "
Subsequently Dr. Harris became convinced
that the “joint worm” of the wheat ﬁelds of
Virginia is identical with his barley-straw in
sect, the former having been also ascribed by Dr.
Fetch to a species of Cecidomyia. A quantity
of the diseased wheat-straw having subsequently
been forwarded to Drs. Harris and Fitch, both
these observers obtained only specimens of
Eurytomze and a few Pteromali (minute ara
sites belonging to the same family, Chalci idea,
which are so posed to have preyed upon the
larvae of the lliirytonne), and a careful observa
tion of the grubs themselves proved them to be
Hymenopterous, and not Dipterons :
" In favour of the conclusion that the Eurytorna.
alone is the author of the mischief done to the
wheat and barley, and that it is not a parasitical
insect, we have the fact that hitherto no person has
succeeded in obtaining from the diseased wheat
straw so much as a single specimen of a Cecido
myia, while both the wheat and the barley-straw

have yielded to several observers, in repeated in
numerous specimens of the same kind of
~ stances,
Eurytoma, and nothing else, saving an extremely
small number of lesser parasites. The determina
‘ tion of this difficult and interesting question is of

much importance in a scientiﬁc and an economical

timore oriole, or hang-bird, splits open the green ‘ point of view. The great amount of property
pods for the sake of the grubs contained in the that is at stake, and the serious losses already sus
peas, thereby contributing greatly to prevent the tained by the ravages of the joint worm, render it
increase of these noxious insects. The instinct necessary to ascertain the true history of the insect
that enables this beautiful bird to detect the lurk before proceeding to take measures for the protec
ing grub, concealed, as the latter is, within the pod tion of our crops. \Vc we to consider, in destroy
and the hull of the pen is worthy our highest admi ing the Eurytoms, whether we shall kill an enemy
ration; and the goodness of providence, which has or a friend. If it be a parasite, as the almost
endowed it with this faculty, is still further shown universal opinion of entomologists would lead us
in the economy of the insects also, which, through to believe, it would be the height of fully to

There is also another objection to the work
in its greatly enlarged state. With the view
to render it as complete as possible, descrip
tions of many newly-discovered species of insects 1
have been introduced into the work which are
not materially injurious to vegetation. Of
course, every insect which does not prey upon ‘
animal matter may be said to be injurious to
vegetation; and in this point of view the author ‘ His prospective care, are not only limited in the
an editors have inserted so great a number of . season of their depredations, but are instinctively
lepidopterous insects, that the butterﬂies and taught to spare the germs of the peas, thereby
moths alone occu y more than one-third of the securing a succession of crops for our benefit and
whole work. If all the comparatively harmless that of their own progeny."
Probably the observations which will attract
species were omitted, the volume would be re
duced to one-half its present bulk, and would the greatest amount of attention amongst ento

attempt to interfere with its operations. On the
other hand, if we can show it to be a plant-eating
insect, we may use such means as are in our power
towards checking its career, not only with perfect

safety, but with eminent advantage."
The accounts given of the injury to the stems

of barley and wheat in the preceding statements
then be of a size to allow it to fall into hun mologists are those relating to the barley-straw exactly agree with the injuries committed
dreds of hands which will now be deterred by insects and joint worms, as they are completely upon these plants in England and France by
opposed to the generally-received opinions as to Chlorops jmmilionis and glabra and Oscims
its rice and size.
may of the American species of insects t e econom of the groups to whic the insects lineata (two-winged ﬂies belonging to the family
are either identical with or very closely allied to are referab e. These insects belono' to the Muscidze). None of these ﬂies have, however,

our own, many of the details of their habits given Chalcididoe, a family of vast extent, the mem been noticed in America by Dr. Harris. Yet,
in this book may be traced in our own country. bers of which are parasites upon other insects; although Dr. Harris did not observe any ob
Here, for instance, is the history of the pea but it would seem from the numerous observa noxious s ecies of Oscinis or Chlorops, Dr. Asa
tions recorded b Dr. Harris, that several species Fitch, in is ‘Re orts’ on the injurious insects
weevil, Bruclms Pisi :
cw York, published by order
“ Few persons, while indulging in the luxury of of Eurytoma in est the barley and wheat plants of the State of
early green peas, are aware how many insects they in their growing state, the stalks of many of the of the Government, has described several new
unconsciously swallow. When the pods are care plants having a number of small worms or larvae species of both these genera, without, however,
fully examined, small discoloured spots may be within them near to the second joint, and be havin been able to identify them with any
seen within them, each one corresponding to a simi coming hardened in the part attacked,from the specia disease of the barley or wheat crops.
lar spot on the opposite pea. If this spot in the interruption of the circulation of the sap. During The fact which we have repeatedly observed
pea be opened, a minute whitish grub destitute several years previous to 1830, the barley crops of the parasitism of various species of Eury
-of feet will be found therein. It is the weevil in various parts of Essex and Middlesex (New toma, induces us to believe that the American
in its larva form, which lives upon the marrow England) were more or less injured in the same Eurytomze are also arasites, although they
of the pea, and arrives at its full size by the
time that the pea becomes dry. This larva, or way, and in some places the cultivation of the have not been notice in England or France
grub, then bones a round hole from the hollow in grain was given up in cons uence thereof. as feeding upon the Chlorops and Oscinis.
We cannot conclude our notice of this work
the centre of the pea quite to the hull, but leaves These worms were transforms to small ﬂies
the latter, and generally the germ of the future about the make and size of a small black ant without alluding to the excellence of the en
gravin
and woodcuts: some of the latter,
sprout, untouched. Hence these buggy peas, as with wings :—
“ In the summer of 1831 myriads of these ﬂies especia y those of the different species of Sphin
they are called by seedsmen and gardeners, will
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gidrc, are equal to the productions of our best by the numerous illustrations with which it
xylographers.
abounds, and an excellent map of Mesopo
tamia and adjacent countries.
In the department of the arts and sciences
The Five Great Monarchies of the Ancient he seems to move most easily; in that of race
Eastern World. Collected and illustrated he is sometimes at fault, though speaking in
from ancient and modern Sources, by George a decided tone. In the province of languages
Rawlinson, M.A. Vol. I. (Murray)
he has to rely entirely on others. It is evident
Mr. Rawlinson has chosen to range over an that he is no Semitic scholar; and therefore his
extensive ﬁeld—the ﬁve great monarchies of conjectural derivations in that family of lan
the old eastern world. The theme is worthy the gauges are occasionally unfortunate. Thus, he
pen of a. great historian. It carries us back to takes the name Shinar from shcné (two), and
times covered with the hoariness of age, and ndhiir (ariver); Shenwsh, the sun, from shammcsh,
possessing many features of solemn grandeur ministrare, denoting the ministering oﬂicc of the
as well as lawless ferocity. We are transported sun,not the brilliancy of his light. Both are in
to the monuments of nations who played an im correct. His view of the Old Testament may
portant part in the world’s history, and left broad be inferred from the expressions used in page
traces of their activity, which it was reserved 182: “The Mosaical account of creation is
for antiquaries of later ages to explore. The miraculous, as a true account of creation must
present volume, containing Chaldzea, and As be.” In speaking of Assyria’s ca ital he says:
syria in part, is to be followed by two others “Jonah saw Nineveh while it sti I stood; and
descriptive of the three remaining empires. though the writer of the prophetical book may
If the treatment of the latter be equal to that not have been Jonah himself, he probably lived
of the ﬁrst, the writer will have produced his not very many years later." It is surely an
best work. The Bam ton Lectures are the established conclusion of Biblical science that
least valuable of his pu lications, because the the Book of Jonah was written much later than
author was far from beino at home in the de the times of the prophet himself. Its author
partment to which they relate. His Herodotus was neither Jonah, nor a contemporary, nor one
is a heavy and mongrel production, ill digested, who lived soon after. Centuries intervened be
and overloaded with extraneous matter. The tween the prophet and the book. Whatever view
present production shows a considerable ad of the narrative be taken, the prophetic book
vance in the author’s learning, descriptive contains sulﬁcient evidence of this, having a
power, and mastery over the materials at his peared soon after the Babylonish exile. Huzza ,
disposal. It evinces great industry, careful in Nahum ii. 7, is thought by our author to
ness, elaboration, and completeness. Mr. Raw denote a particular portion of the Assyrian
linson improves as he proceeds. It is true that territory. This is incorrect. The appellation
he will never become a philosophical historian. belongs to the Queen of the Assyrians.
He has little power of criticism, and scarcely
With regard to the early Chaldcans the
any constructive skill. He can neither analyze author has a theory that they were Humitcs,
like Niebuhr, nor describe like Grote. His not Scmites-Ethiopians, not Aramzcans. Kno
excellence consists in bringing together the bel seems to be of the same opinion. What
scattered information that exists respecting the leads Mr. Rawlinson to entertain it is the Mosaic
old monarchies of the world, and in presenting narrative in Genesis x. 8, where we read that
it with lucid compactness. That he deals very Cash begat Nimrod; to which statement he
often in minute things, and sets forth many attaches an importance which we should not,
details, is no fault of his: it arises out of his in the face of contrary evidence. The argu
theme. Yet these small details, however accu ments in favour of the Semitic character of the
rate, are liable to weary an impatient reader early Babylonians are given in 0. weak form;
and make him close the book. Fortunately, we need not repeat them in their best shape.
the light-literature public are not the class for Though the author has tried to refute them,
whom he has written. He addresses himself he has been unsuccessful. Does he suppose
to men whose taste inclines them to the solid that he can overthrow the Chaldee argument
and instructive. To such his book will be by the bare affirmation that “the Babylonian
welcome and valuable. From the nature of language of the age of Nebuchadnemar is
the subject, originality cannot be expected. found to be far nearer to Hebrew than to
Even originality of treatment can hardly be Chaldce”? The reverse is the fact. These and
looked for, unless the author had entertained a many other particulars betray small acquaint
different idea of the plan to be pursued. All ance with recent Biblical literature on the part
that he attempts is a comprehensive survey of the author, and slightly impair the value of
of the ancient monarchies, including general his book. They do not, however, outweigh its
views of their countries, climates, produc great merits, which the most captions cannot
tions, people, languages and writing, arts den . It deserves the approbation of the
and sciences, manners and customs, religion, inte ligent and learned: we hope it will not
history and chronology. Some of these things fail to receive it.
had. been examined by distinguished scholars
or searched out by travellers prior to our author.
He has had the beneﬁt of historians, anti Illusical Studies, Adorations, Cap'rices and
Critic‘Lsms—[A tracers Chants; Etudes Musi
quarian investigators, and decipherers of un
sales, Adoralions, Boutades ct Critiques, par
known characters. An illustrious brother has
Hector Berlioz]. (Paris, Lévy Freres.)
read old tongues in our day. Indeed, had
it not been for Sir Henry, Mr. Rawlinson could LIKE former volumes of the kind, this is a
not have written as he has done. His great revised collection of scattered criticisms by
obligations to that brother are gracefully and M. Berlioz, ﬁtted out, rather than recommended,
amply acknowledged. \Vith his help, and that of by a fantastic title, not easy to translate. He
Hincks, ()ppert, Layard, Loftus, Rich, Ains can hardly write anything which does not con
worth, Kcr Porter, Jones, Chesncy, Botta, Flan tain matter for thought,—as much matter for
din, Place, Boutcher, Heeren, Fergusson, the scrutiny. More than ever does the latter remark
Journals of the Royal Asiatic and Geographical apply to this miscellany, bemuse, though the
Societies, in addition to ancient sources, the author keeps his promise of being whimsical as
work has been ably drawn up; the writer exer well as adoring, such value as the collection
cising an independent judgment and slavishly possesses is critical. It is
ver than its pre
adhering to no authority. Its value is enhanced decessorsinits subjects, an more authoritative
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in their treatment. Assuming that the mind
and the knowlcd e of its writer are reﬂected in
it, the picture of 0th to be made out by those
who know his works is singular and instructive.
The range within which M. Berlioz moves is
strangely narrow. Calling himself three parts
a German, as he does here (though not many
Germans will echo the call), it is natural to his
assumed character that he should ass byevery
thing Italian with the pharisai
contempt of
one too wise and holy to occupy himself with
what is so sensual and meretricious. The few
words of favour he has to bestow are given to
the new finale of Signor Rossini’s ‘ Moise,'—to
the use of the horns in the last scene of ‘ Lucia,’
and to one or two other scattered exam les of
the kind. But it is hardly in character t at he
should know so few German masters, and judge
some of them so absurdly nsappears to be the case.
For any allusion or reference that we can here
meet, Bach need never have written. Handel
is mentioned with a mixture of bitter dislike
and cautious timidity ; principally as a man who
wrote singers‘ nonsense for the display of 'me
donne even as one M. Berlioz condescen ed to
do in is ‘Bcnvenuto Cellini’), and not as the

writer of ‘Israel,’ ‘Solomon,’ ‘Saul,’ ‘Judas,I
the ‘Dettingen Te Deum,’ ‘Acis,’ and ‘Alex
under's Feast,’—works, possibly, unknown to
our whimsical critic. Mozart is, in his eyes, an
especial sinner-almost as frivolous as Marcello
-—bccause of the ﬂourishes permitted by him in
Donna Anna's “Non mi dir.” The study of
‘Die Entfiihrung,’ again, as a shallow denun

ciation of music which the writer has taken no
pains to understand, amounts to im ertinence,
aping the profound severity of a R
amanthus.
There is not a word of Spohr, not one of Men

delssohn. The idols elect of M. Berlioz are
Beethoven and \Veber, in neither of whom is

a fault hinted to which a blank pardon is not
given therewith.

\Ve are told, as precious

facts, how Dr. Liszt played Beethoven’s c
sharp minor solo Sonata in the dark, till his

hearers were moved as though they had seen
ghosts,—(thcre is a parallel to this in M. von
Lenz’s tale of himselfand Glinka sitting on the
ground to do serf's homage to the Mirth Sym
phony,)—how, under like circumstances, they
mutely pressed the hands of another pianist,
Madame Massart. In a later age, as an ex
pression of the rapture enkind ed within him
by the monologue of Alceste, which closes the
second act of the opera, “At hearing that," says
M. Berlioz, “ the heart swells: one would fain
have something to embrace. It seems to me then
as if, were the statue of Niobc before me, I could
break it in my arms." In such confessions and
protestations some may ﬁnd more of sentimental
rhapsody than of sagacious knowledge or real
admiration. That same C sharp minor Sonata
of Beethoven~to return-has been as con
veniently overworked by French enthusiasts as
the unaccompanied trio of the Masqueraders
in ‘ Don Juan.’ In running over Beethoven’s
compositions, a line might have been found for
his Concertos—for his Pianoforte Trio in D major
-—for his exquisite Hungarian dance and chorus

in ‘King Stephen.’

In scrutinizing his Sym

phonies, somebettcr parallel might have been
found for the finale to that in A major, with
its semi-Russian theme, than the overture to
Gluck’s ‘Armide.’ M. Berlioz, however (it may
be said parenthetically), is not happy in his
parallels; as, for instance, when he calls the
prelude to Gluck’s ‘Alccste’ Handelian. Then
why, as his almost solitary objection to Beet
hoven ,ﬁx on the minuct to the “Little Symphony”
in F l which he aﬁ‘ronts as stale and old
fashioned. Does he forget its delicious Trio,
with its melody for his favourite instrument
. the horn? or is it too trivial for his taste?
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The above are minute questions and exceptions ;
but never did critic, by the high tone taken,
by the exclusiveness and severity, more deli
berately expose himself to close observation
and uncompromisin comment than our writer.
Then, as to Glue , concerning whose later
operas the knowledge of M. Berlioz is as genuine
as his enthusiasm-knowledge to which we have
frequently owned our obli tions,—these pages
give us occasion to ma e a remark which
characterizes the writer in some degree. The
numerous changes and variations in the copies
of Gluck’s operas, the disorder of his scores,
are noted duly; but such fact never seems
to have suggested itself to our author as
an argument against ﬁnality in any version
of any of these works when the are to be
given on the modern stage.
I. Berlioz
does not admit such a thing as elasticity,
—as the necessity of modiﬁcations, omissions,
compromises even. Yet his idol, Gluck, not
merely confessed this necessity, but absolutely
sanctioned it; and once, in a form which ought
to have been Wormwood to a bravura-hater like
our critic. The air closing the ﬁrst act of

‘Orpheus,’ introduced at the Grand Opera for
the display of M. Le Gros (not to hint at the
vulgar possibility of its being a piece of effect),
is not Gluck’s, but by Bertoni, the furnisher of
roulades for Guadagni, the original O'rfeo.
The air, again, of Hercules, in the third act of
‘Alceste,’ is by Gossec, not Gluck. Yet the
latter, in this as in the former case, allowed the
interpolated matter to take its place in the
scores, which were published, it may be pre
sumed, for the use of other theatres. Such
concessions as these can by no sophistry be
reconciled with the theories of unalterable
purpose, deep intellectual foresight, determina
tion to perish rather than to concede in favour
of corrupt executants, which form the watch
words of those in whose army our critic has
enlisted ;—watchwords forgotten by none more
curiously than by the soldiers themselves. M.
Berlioz is angry with a conductor who added
instrumental parts to the‘ duett between A1
mt'da. and Hidmot in ‘Armide.’ We have
heard the same executed with twenty or more
voices to each part, under the direction of
M. Berlioz!‘ It would surely be more just,
thou h not by half so imposing, were it
reco ected as well as owned that these great
masters of old could oblige, condescend, accom
modate themselves to circumstances; and that,
therefore, as an inevitable consequence, some
discretionary ower must be committed to those

who revive t eir works. But the conductor
who assumes this can hardly, as a critic, sternly
denounce it without destroying his own autho
rity in either capacity. The man who altered
the shape (thereby destroying much distinctive
character) of ‘Der Freischiitz,’ by replacing
spoken with sung dialogue,—-he who, for the
sake of effect, scored a piancforte iece, the
same composer's ‘ Invitation to Wa tz,’ never
meant to be scored,——by both proceedings lost
theri ht to be as sarcastically severe as M. Ber
lioz s ows himself in the case of every other
exercise of private judgment which does not
suit his humour of the moment.
Let us hear him, however, for a while, in his
most ironical and amusing vein, when describing
the nnpertinence of executants:—
Five years ago (he writes in 1861) there was
given at Baden a new and charming opera, com

posed expressly for the season, entitled ‘The Sylph.’
A harpist had been brought from Paris to accom
pony in the orchestra an important piece of vocal
music. This person was persuaded that an artist of

his value ought to make himself talked about in
Germany, since he condescended to come there; and
as the author of the opera would not write a solo
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for the harp which had no relation totheaction of the
drama, our friend accordingly took care of himself,
wrote clandestinely a little concerto for the harp, and
on the night of the ﬁrst performance of ‘The Sylph,’
at the moment when, after the symphony for the
orchestra, the singer was preparing to commence
her air, the performer, proﬁting by a moment of
silence, betook himself tranquilly to the execution
of his concerto, to the great astonishment of the
conductor, of all the musicians, of the singer, and of
the unlucky composer, who, perspiring with anxiety
and indi nation, thought he was dreaming a bad
dream.
was there. The composer is a philo
sopher, and the shock did not make him lose too
much of his rotrmdity; but I grew lean on his

behalf‘.
Was this a real concerto? we may ask, or one
of those immoderatc cadenzas which it was the
habit to permit, and to leave to the discretion
of players of obbl'igati instruments (to harpists
especially) as a close to the symphony to the
air of parade; examples of which by the score
will occur to every opera-goerl Lindley’s vio
loncello cadlmzas to such songs as ‘Alexis,’
‘Gentle airs,’ come into this category of im
moderate and foolish displays; but they were
not concertos. The question, though in seeming
minute, is raised as suggesting that the‘love
of the whimsical confessed by M. Berlioz (and
which makes many of his criticisms valueless
to readers who have no lossary, nor key to his
cipher) leads him not se dom into extravagance
and inaccuracy. He is diffuse in the chapter

on Baden-Baden and the liberalities of M. Bé
nazet, who gave him carte-blanche (he informs
us) some years ago annually to organize grand
concerts, and to produce what music on what
scale he pleased, by way of addin to the
attractions of that place; and he tel s how it

gave him a sort of ghastly and sardonic plea
sure to force on the notice of the respectable
fools of quality, the gamblers and the courtesans
congregated there, two of the most serious and
awful movements of his ‘Requiem.’ If this
ingenious reason he not an afterthought, intro
duced under the mistaken notion of seasoning
a dull page, it tells ill for the good taste and
self-respect of the artist. Nothing could be
less in accord with every feeling of what is
right and real than would be the proceeding
of a sculptor should he expose his ‘ Genius of
Death’ as an Old Bogie to terrify a proﬂi to
assembly of rouged and intoxicated revel ers.
It is the antique skeleton at the banquet turned
into ribald farce with a vengeance. Perhaps
the tale is but-a paragraph ;—perhaps a mere
gairagraph, too, may be another of the author's
- den stories, in which he records how he put
down with his wit a “human gosling" who in
terrupted himself the poet when he was dreaming
among the ruins of the New Castle under most
picturesque circumstances, and when writing
down (he adds) the words for that very zwltumo
which since (we may add) has been found so
very beautiful and effective in his Shakspearian
opera. To ourselves, such jokes and egotisms
as these appear dismal rather than winning,
when once the season of thoughtless and im
pertinent youth is past!
Another instance or two must needs be given
to illustrate what we mean by the insecurity
(we can ﬁnd no better word) of M. Berlioz,
which neutralizes our trust in his teachings, be
the wording thereof ever so ingenious and epi
grammatic. He adores Shakspeare as fervently
as Gluck-is fond of quoting from our poet—
and cannot, apparently, endure the idea of any
irreverent hands touching the ark of sanctity.
How contemptuously does he write of the
Italian librettist who, when arranging the text
for Bellini’s ‘Montecohi,’ left out the ﬁgures of
Mercu‘t'io and the Nurse, both, it may be sug
gested, ill ﬁtted for music! Yet those who
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hold a man to his professions will feel that
M. Berlioz has done in his own person an
offence
ater than such omission-—a sin of
commission. Whence came the comic Poet
who ﬁgures in his Shakspearian opera ‘Bcne—
dick and Beatrice,’ produced at Baden-Baden
the other da ‘l—a starved, conventional sub
stitute for )ogber'ry, if farce was wanted for
contrast. To change the theme: our author
speaks learnedly in ascribing to the in
creased size of our public rooms the destruc
tion of modern voices and the deterioration of
modern composition. Doubtless, the cause
alleged has something to do with the effect;
but what may have been partly cause of the
cause ? Some might allege the vast increase of
the orchestra by modern seekers after what is
magniﬁcent and wonderful, and who, in their
writings for the voice, have preferred to treat it,
not as a subordinate, but as an equal—-nay, as
a despot, to whom the voice must bow in
fetters. When M. Berlioz wrote so sensibly
and impressively of the vast size of modern
theatres but are they so much more vast than
formerly? —reserving his praise for the Opera
House at Berlin-we suppose the old one-and
clenching this with a fact which we have never
discovered, to wit, that the Germans sing, and
do not shout,—why could he not, in fairness,
have recalled what has been done by the Ger
man symphonists in the matter of an instru
mentation at once overpowering and distracting?
—take, as but one instance, the tenor variation
to the air in Beethoven's Choral Symphony.
Why could he not advert to the modern addi
tions made to the band l-things inevitable,
whether they denote rogress or decay, inso
much as there is no keeping artistic material
in statu quo, to please a Handel, a Gluck, a
Mozart, a Beethoven or a Berlioz. ‘Ve have
been present at operatic performances in
German towns of repute-—one was that of our
critic’s own ‘Benvenuto Cellini,’ at Weimar-—
where the wind instruments required ahnost
outnumbered the stringed ones; and thus,
seeing that, owing to want of space and want
of money, the latter could not be multiplied,
the composer's effect was lost.
We have
been present at a performance of the ‘Romeo
and Juliet’ Symphony, by M. Berlioz, at which

a squadron of thirteen harps was added to the
already lavish array of players. His cantata
from ‘The Tem eat’ is cited as an exam le, in
his treatise on nstrumentation, to whic two
pianofortes, in addition to the ordinary band,
are necessary. For that treatise, too, drum
mers are invited to study the devices of
a ‘Requiem’ written by M. Berlioz for four
orchestras, of course to be placed apart one
from the other, the four including, if we
mistake not, twelve drums !! Surely the ori
ticism on which we have been animadverting,
delivered with due severity, by one who has
propounded such astounding examples of his
own composition to be followed, reminds us of
nothing so much as of the priest preaching
against his own altar, or Charles Lamb, in the
front row of the pit, hissing the “Mr. H.”
which he had made.
It is ﬁt that discre ncies like the above
should be pointed out. I. Berlioz has naturally
a keen intelligence, and an honest love for some
music. He has read, he has thought-he com
mands a brilliant style: he has no objection to
ban and to bless, like one whose verdict is
oracular. When these qualities are combined
with prejudice and inconsistency, the com
pound becomes dangerous to the student in
proportion as the form in which it is adminis
tered wins or subdues him. Were our author
in some points less attractive, such a book as
this would have been passed over lightly.
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commit to memory.
He has divested the
in that which followed. She roamed from land romantic life of all picturesqucness, and shown
to land in male attire. Queens went
dis considerable ingenuity in being dull and unin
ise tohcgraﬁirations,
at her;whichgsshe
kin and
- uand
es teresting even when dealing with passages the
gg'ered
desgran
ised;
action and excitement connected with which
Jesuit societies were astounded at t e learning might have deﬁed stupidity of detail. As a
of the little gentleman in Spanish hat, plume, sample of Mr. Woodhead’s style and argument,
manly hose, sword and
er. It was only on we note his narrative of the death of Monal
reaching the Spanish territory in the Nether desc 1i, whom the ex-Queen murdered, for no
lands that she re-assumed the dress of her own suﬂicient reason ever yet discovered, but pro
sex, and passed over to the Church of Rome: bably for no better than having betra ed her
hristina
but this latter fact was not made public till she secrets and ridiculed her habits.
had reached a subsequent stage of her wan has just told him of her resolution, and left him
derings at Innsbruck, in 1655. At the public to his assassins. In the quotation we preserve
profession the ceremony was rendered as splen the author’s plan of brief paragraphs :-—
did as possible, and the Archduke gave in
“The unfortunate man now showed as much
honour of the neophyte a masked ball in the want of courage and manliness as he had previ
evening. “A comedy after the farce!” was the ously shown want of faith and honour.
“ He knelt down twice and began hisconfession,
comment of the convert.
Her subsequent entry into Rome was as that and as many times he rose to cry and supplicate
for
mercy.
of a conqueror. Its gorgeousness was a theme
“He had pronounced his own doom when he
for many an after-day. Festivals followed of
an extraordina
sumptuousness, and Pope thought he was sealin the death-warrant of Sen
tinelli, but the latter elt a degree of pity which he
Alexander gave er a dinner, at which a Jesuit would not have experienced from his rival. Senti
preached a sermon, and Christina was bold nclli consented to make an appeal himself to the
enough to loudly dissent from some statement Queen, but a display of pusillanimity was not the
made by the preacher. The gallantry of the way to move Christina. \Vhen she heard that

life, there was still more, and of madness too,

Memoirs of Christina, Queen of Sweden. B
Henry Woodhead. 2 vols.
(Hurst
Blackett.)

“Thrice a

t vira

” was a part of the

poetical homage ren ered by Filicaia to this
strange woman, who thought she could lay
down her crown without making entire sacriﬁce
of her sovereign rights. She was a puzzle and
perplexity to the world from her very birth, if
not earlier. The astrologers had foretold the
coming of a son ; and a girl in that year 1628,
when she was born, was not welcome to Gusta
vus Adolphus, nor
cable to the young lady
herself. The latter, owever, thanked Heaven,
subsequently, that girl as she was, she had more
of the heart and humour of the other sex about
her. At two years of age the roar of artillery
was sweet music to her; in her early childhood
she succeeded to the inheritance of her eat
father. The prosy addresses she receive on
the throne gave her more annoyance than her
sire’s death.
During her minority she was well taught,
admirably self-instructed,—a very marvel of
general erudition. When the three Oxenstiernss
and other sage and valiant stewards made
over the kingdom to her sole government in
1644, she found a dark world before her. Of
the years of minority she had pleasant memo
ries of useful labours accomplished, and only
one disagreeable reminiscence-the tremendous
whi pings she used to receive at her royal
mot er’s hands for drinking the rose-water in
which that exalted lady was wont to wash her
face.
The Treaty of Westphalia enabled her to
live for awhile in peace. She founded univer
sities, patronized scholars, rushed into extrava
gant projects, and was on such friendly terms
with Bourdclot and Pimentelli, French and
Spanish envoys, as to give some uneasiness to
her Protestant subjects. She early gave notice
of her resolution not to marry; exhibited many
eccentricities, particularly at church; and in
listening to gaillard stories, often boldly sup
plied the epithets which the more modest
narrator evinced fear of expressing. She was an
almost sleepless woman; and those about her
respected and dreaded her by turns. She was
alternately to them a Minerva and a Medusa.
She was a lukewarm Lutheran, abhorrod the
doctrine of Calvin, were no ornaments, was
above the weakness of much washing, and
seldom combed her hair above once a week.
She worked unceasingl , was so far strong of
mind that nothing cou d give her uneasiness,
and declared that she cared no more for death
than she did for sleep. After ten years of
“ kingship,” she grew weary of it, longed for
a new sensation, was horriﬁed at the sight of
a secretary coming to her on business, and
in 1654 resolved to abdicate, and enjoy life in
Italy. “I do not trouble myself,” she wrote
to Pope Clement, “ to know or care what the
world will say about it.” She would fain have

retained a little land over which she might
have preserved sovereign rights; but the
Senate objected, giving her an annuity of two
thousand rix dollars, and taking her cousin,
Charles Gustavus, for her successor. To show
her anxiety to be rid of all further incum
brance, she had the ceremony of abdication

performed at seven o'clock in the morning.
When all was done, she signed to a Swedish
nobleman to approach and take the crown from
her head; but, be showing reluctance, she dis
crowned herself, stripped off all royal ﬁnery,
made a very long speech, set off on her er
rantry the some evening, and took with her the

crown jewels!
If there was much of romance in her early

Pope led him to side with the lady. At Mass
she could not be silent, would often laugh, and
loved to make the Cardinals laugh also. In
deed, she exercised such powers of attraction
over some of these gentlemen, that they left
Rome for the sake of their re utation.
The extravagance of her life ere caused much
scandal, and Christina left Rome for France in
1656. The ladies at Fontainebleau received
her with open arms and showers of kisses.
“They take me for a man!" said she. The
French Court in time came to look upon the
bold, witty, learned, scarcely-washed, ill-dressed
woman as a half-drunken gipsy.
She went, wandered and returned, and ren
dered her second sojourn famous by ordering,
at Versailles, that murder of Monaldesehi, one
of her gentlemen, which has been so thrillingl
narrated by an eye-witness, Father Lebe.
After that mysterious deed, Louis was glad to
bid her farewell. She went once more to Rome,
—visited Sweden, was coldly received, much
annoyed, and was obliged to leave it, for the
last time, for Rome in 1662. An attempt to
return to Sweden, subsequently, was met by
such opposition that it was ﬁnally abandoned;
and after another course of vagabondizing,
Christina settled finally in the Eternal City,
the “Tenth Muse,” feted, caressed, abused,
ﬂattered, slandered and fearless. “ Everything
trembles here but myself!” said the lady.
Amid much extravagance, and many ﬂir
tatious with Cardinals, and disquisitions with
philosophers, and political negotiations, and
a vast correspondence, and dissensions with
the Pope, and assertions of sovereign right,
and squabbles of higher or less degree, the life
of Christina wore on till it came to an end in
1689. She saw the fate of the Stuart, and
foresaw that the alliance of England and Hol
land would prove injurious to France. “Mind,”
said she, “I have rophesied it!”
Such is the out ine of the life of a woman
who has had almost countless biographers,
from Archenholtz, with his ponderous but
conscientious quartos, to generalizing amph
leteers. Her story was half written w ile she
was being laid in the tomb, “in a robe of old,"
like Lesbia; and only seven years since hris
time was included in a series of Err-Sovereigns
published by Bentley. Once more her life is
attem ted, by Mr. \Voodhead, who has fur
nishe a compilation, offered nothing new,
and written his book in a succession of little
paragraphs which seem suitable for youth to

Monaldeschi would not ﬁnish his confession, and
sought thus to prolong his life, she exclaimed :
“ ‘The coward! wound him, and thus force him

to confess!’
“The precautions the wretched man had taken
to preserve his life, now served only to increase his
misery. Sentinelli tried in vain to wound him
through his shirt of mail, and at last struck him
in the face.
“ Convinced now that he could not escape death,

Monaldeschi ﬁnished his confession and resigned
himself to his fate, but a considerable time elapsed
before the soldiers could complete their bloody
task, on account of the shirt of mail.
“ There will be hardly any difference of opinion
now that this act of Christina’s, even if it be not
called a murder, was a violent and illegal execu

tion.

Some impartial writers, however, have

attempted her justification, and amongst them the
illustrious Leibnitz, who at least deserves a hear
ing, because he had paid particular attention to
the subject, as is proved by his ‘Traité sur le
Droit de Souveraineté et d‘Ambassade.‘
“Leibnitz maintained that, as the suite of a
Sovereign or his Minister were exempt from the
jurisdiction of the tribunals in countries they
visited, the suite must still be accountable to some

one for their actions, and could only be so to their
own Sovereign or Minister.
“A parallel case happened nearly about the same
time, which has hardly been considered a matter
of reproach to the perpetrator.
“ \Vhen Charles II. was in exile, and it did not

appear likely he would ever be King of England,
one of his suite, named Manning, was detected
corresponding with Thurloe, and he was shot by

order of Charles in the palace of the Duke of
Neuburg.

"Charles passed scathless from the censure
which has so deeply wounded the fame of Chris

tina, but he had an advantage not to be desired
for her.
“Charles committed so many crimes, that we

all feel it would be absurd to make a great outcry
about one."

W'e do not share in this feeling at all; but
we may add, that the difference between the
cases of Charles and Christina lay in this, that
the former claimed to be a sovereign king
who could justiﬁabl execute a notorious and
adjudged traitor; hristina was no sovereign
at all, and certainly held no prerogative to
execute a man without even cause assigned.
Her exalted position has so maintained her
before the eyes of the world, that she has been

universally accepted for a heroine; but had she
been an ordinary lady with the same tempera
ment, she would have appeared in a very dif
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ferent light. Such a one among ourselves might
be described as u. strong-minded woman, a
little excused for her eccentricities because she
gave good dinners, but a bold hussy for whom
er sister-women often blushed, and a clever
but cruel one, who loved to catch clever men at
fault, or to make her male visitors generally
look like fools,—and who, for her freethinking
ways, kept the person of the iparish, or the
parish-priest, according to the ock of which
she was so precious a lamb, in a state of con
tinual anxiety and fever. As it is, ﬂatterers call
her that “Thrice great Queen”!
RECENT "ERSE.

and scenes. Amongst the former O‘Connell is his hero or heroine, and then with a jump, which
conspicuous. Mrs. Fitz-Simon is, we believe, a leaves the most active and really interesting portion
daughter of the celebrated Irishman: her enthu of the life untouched, describe the failing powers and
siasm for his memory may therefore be taken as deathbed speeches. Those, therefore, who would
a just tribute to his domestic virtues. We cannot, know more of the author’! good men and women
however, congratulate the lady upon inheriting than the names of the parishes in which they were
any large share either of her father's humour or born, and the texts of Scripture in which they
pathos. With the exception of a colourless “ Dra found most consolation at the approach of death,
matic Sketch," the volume reads like a fragmentary will lay aside the ‘Lamps of the Church’ without
diary in verse. Here and there we meet with a enlightenment. Of Mr. Clissold’s literary style
prettiness; but Mrs. Fitz-Simon's momoranda are readers may form a just appreciation from the fol
lowing
e, in which Helen Plumptre, of whom
too hastily dashed off to interest the reader.
The Shrine of the Brave,- a Poem, in Four the biographer does not condescend to say whether
Cantos. By a Working Man. (Slough, Herbert.) she was maid or mother, spinster or wife, is brought

Essays and Poem; with a. brief A utobiographieal —The historical passage of which these lines treat
Sketch. By A. J. Leatherland. (Tweedie.)—The is the resistance of Boadicea to the Romans. It
essays in this volume are very creditable to the is to the credit of the “Working Man ” that he
writer, who describes himself as an invalid artisan. has been a student of English history; but he has
His views are practical, yet generous and high erred in attempting to convert his knowledge into
toned; his

ments, on the whole, clear and

poetry, of which he has not yet acquired even the
mechanical rudiments.

logical. We can speak with es cial praise of the
treatises res tively entitled “ syche” and “The
The Homestead.- wr'th Occasional Poems. By
Religious ‘ ement in Literature." Now and then, Cecil. (Tresidder.)—‘ The Homestead’ refers to
Mr. Leatherland shows himself too much of an a certain spot in Leinster which has the distinc
optimist; as when he observes-“A poet or a lover tion of being the author's birthplace. He treats
of poetry must, of necessity, be a man of feeling. us to occasional descriptions of this favoured
To be cruel or brutal would be contradictory to
his nature.” These dicta, we fear, admit of excep~

locality and its inhabitants; but his genius is
discursive; and politics—American and European
-—the Sepoy war, promotion by purchase, the
plans of the Jesuits, and kindred topics, occupy

tions. In another instance the advocate is too
timid for his cause. He defends our best works
of ﬁction by pleading their salutary lessons, their his space far more than does the rural theme
exhibition of manners and their rational entertain which he has nominally chosen. Cecil, moreover,
ment. But he shrinks from adding, as he might loves to expatinte upon a grievance, and complains,
do, that the essence of a ﬁne imagination is its
moral truth, and that in n. ﬁrst-rate novel we read,
under feigned incidents, the real story of human
feeling and character. It is not often, however,

that our “artisan" is thus at fault. His teachings,
though frequently anticipated, are generally sound ;
while his easy and lucid style is suited to familiarize
the ideas of more abstract thinkers. The writer's
autobiography is also worth perusal, certain
passages of it rising even to dramatic interest.
11 parting, we would advise Mr. Leather-land to
conﬁne himself to prose composition. His verse,

though ﬂuent and polished, bears the fatal impress

as follows, of England‘s indifference to her best
and bravest :
Thus Franklin, with his bravo compatriots, flies,
At Britain's call, to win her frozen prise;
And, martyr to his real and duty, dies 1
She lost another Nelson in that son,
To mourn his fate where nothing could be done !
But where she could have rcndsr'd aid, and save
Her host of heroes from the Indian grave
Of Moslcrn massacre! alas, oh Muse!
None may her llorsclluards‘ policy excuse;
Where wealth not merit, family not worth,
Its patronage has heretofore call‘d forth;
Where red'tape-rule the Empire's interest mocks
To trarnmcl Nelsons or some Havclocksi

LOVE UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

'|‘ 1'11 disclose to her father the truth, or I

e."

' Introduce me,” I said, "to your worth old sire,

The srey, lpectacled gentleman next to t e lire."
She replied with surprise, and a mixture of glee:
"That old gentleman there-is my husband!" says she.

—The liveliness of our extract will provoke a
laugh, though its carelessness and want of ﬁnish

are apparent.

We would remind Mr. Irwin that

pohsh is as necessa
to sportive composition as
to that which is serious. At present he is only
comical; with pains he may attain to humour.

upon the scene:-—“The letters of this Christian
lady, which in every page breathe an ardent piety,
have been edited by the Rev. H. ‘Vestern Plump~

tre, of Eastwood Rectory, inthe county of Notting
ham. The ﬁrst letter in the series is dated Janu
16, 1817; and the lastofthem, October 1833, exten ing. therefore, over a period of ﬁﬂce'n or sixteen
years: and with the exception of some interesting

statements contained in a brief preface, the parti
colors of her spiritual life must be gleaned from her
correspondence." What are we to think of this
letter?

Since it covers ﬁfteen or sixteen years of

events, it is doubtless a long one. But why is its
extent over so considerable a period of time thus
mentioned as a necessary consequence of its date'l '
Possibly the “Son of Aaron" intended to say that

the entire series of letters extended over ﬁfteen or
sixteen years. Similar looseness and confusion
pervade the entire volume, in which there is scarcely
a memoir which does not exhibit ignorance of the
simple rules of grammar.
Rudimentary Treatisefor Students of Agriculture.

Outline: of Modern Farming.

By Robert Scott

Burn. Vol. I.—-Sor'ls, Manurua/nd Crops. With
Illustrations. (Virtue, Brothers 8: C0.)—In his
Preface to this ﬁrst of a series of volumes, Mr.
Robert Scott Burn says, "The present volume, as
its title-page indicates, is devoted to the considera
tion of points connected with Soils, Mnnures and

Crops.

The second volume will take u those con

nected with the Breeding, Rearing an Fattening
of Cattle, Horses and Sheep; while the third
—There may be some grounds for Cecil's indigna volume will be devoted to the Management of the
tion; but the mildest critic may demand that he D ' , of Poultry, and of Pigs." This series will
should express it in tolerable
mat, and that he fo owed by a companion volume, entitled ‘His
if he cannot alarm the “Circumlocution Office" torical Outlines connected with Farming and Farm
by his eloquence, he should, at least, not amuse it ing Economy“; and the author undertakes to discuss

of mediocrity.
.
Poems, Grave and Gay. By Edward Irwin.
(Tallant 8r Co.)—The serious poems in this little
volume, though unexceptionable in feeling and
sometimes pleasing in description, call for no espe
cial remark. Mr. Irwin succeeds better in the gay by his blunders.
than in the grave. His mirth is often of the rough
and random kind, but it flows from him easily. As
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
an example both of its merits and faults, we cite
Lamp: of the Church; or, Rays of Faith, Hope
I met s. dear creature it matters not where;
And I met with a fall too, in meeting the fair;
For I fell quite in lava-but you wouldn't blame me,
ll’ this beautiful creature you only could see.
Her eyes were like-stay, they bewildered me quite:
No mortal could see them and criticize right.
I could only observe that their number was two,
And their colour-about the most mischievous blue.
"or month (my own wsteral-don’t ask me I pray
‘Twas the sweetest of months, and that ‘I all I can say:
And the envious fellow who dares to say " no,"
If he had any taste, faith, he wouldn't say so.‘
Her mouth, when she laughed, was a casket thrown wide
With pearls gleaming white from ink velvet inside;
\Vlren she sang, ‘twas a cage whl to shut were a sin,
While her tongue, like a little bird, warhlcd within.
Her hair, gathered up in a net with much care,
Peeped out from the bars of its prison up there,
Ewry wave, ev‘ry fold, seeming silly to say,—
" Don't you think it's a shame to confine me this way?"
For ' tness, her foot was like that of a lamb;
For w 'teness, her hand might have borne oil the palm;
And kind was the heart that wont beating below,
To keep itself warm in her bosom of snow.
The next time I met my dear charmer, thou ht l,
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Darryrume in 4889,- and other Poems. By Ellen themselves we must speak less favourably than of
Fitz-Simon. (Kelly, Dublin.)—-These pages are their binding. The writer's system is to state the
chieﬂy occupied with mollections of real persons name, date of birth, and leading characteristics of

in a separate work questions connected with “ Re
clamation of \Vaste Lands," the “ Utilization of

Town Sewage,” and “ Irrigation.” When Mr.
Burn has fulﬁlled the promises of his pro

mrue

and Charity, from Lires and Deaths of some eminent with the spirit and efficiency which mark t is ﬁrst
Chrirtr'am of the Nineteenth Century. By the Rev. instalment of his comprehensive scheme, he will be
Henry Clissold, M.A. (Rivingtons.)-The clergy entitled to praise as a contributor to general litera
man, or, as he designates himself in his preface,

ture, not less than as a promulgator of the know

“the Son of Aaron,” who has produced this com

ledge which is of special value to the practical
paratively innocuous, but far from instructive, collec farmer. The history of agriculture is aﬁne subject
tion of biographical sketches, expresses a hope that for a good book, which has been nibbled at by many
his volume may become so generally and penna writers, but has not hitherto been satisfactorily
nently popular as to lessen the demand in times to handled.
come for works of prose ﬁction-especially such of
Life in Nownandy: Sketches of French Fishing,
them as appear in red and yellow bindings. “ How Fanning, Cooking, Natural History and Politics,
painful,” observes Mr. Clissold, folding his hands
as he sighs sorrowfully, “ the scene when we per
ceive those countless works of ﬁction of a much
lower order which daily issue from the press, and

draum

Nature.

2 vols.

(Edinburgh, Ed

monston la Douglas.)—These are volumes curious
by reason of their tediousness. “They were written,"
we are told, “for pastime" (which is hard to believe)

in their red and yellow attire, with their frequent “in 1848, by a Highland gentleman resident in
appeals to the unhallowed
ions of a fallen Normandy," whose experience in the French
nature, threaten to displace from the library-shelf manner of cooking “mar-rots, cuttle-ﬁsh, limpets,
the books which are the sacred depositories of those
great verities of life and death, judgment and
eternity, that concern now and for ever the happi
ness and welfare of every man, woman and child!"
A somewhat extended acquaintance with the writ
ings of modern novelists encourages us to question
the soundness of Mr. Clissold‘s induction, and to
doubt whether a red and yellow exterior to a
work of imaginative literature is to be regarded
as a sign of uncleanness within. ‘Lamps of the

frogs, snails and maggots” (i), it was hoped, might
be proﬁtable to thriitless folk at home, unable to

turn the bounties of Nature to culinary account.
“ Men and their manners and customs,” it is added,

"are lightly sketched." That which the writer of
the Preface, just gleaned from, would consider as

“heavy” in not easy to imagine.

Two imaginary

Britons, Hope and Cross, and a French Marquise
who eats as heartily as one of the gormandizers in

the “ Noctps Ambrosianre," and who cooks, more
Church ‘ is rich in green and gold, which it may be over, the breakfasts and dinners to which Hope and

presumed is in Mr. Clissold‘s opinion the appro

priate livery of edifying scripture.

Cross are hidden

on the business of the

Of the memoirs book, for the most part in dreary dialogue which
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groupings bylsome kind of generalization.

fails to amuse. As for instruction, we do not be French vessels will be employed, in preference to
lieve that one single snail the more will be cooked all others, in the transportation of sugar and cotton,
in Argyllshire or in the Orkneys for all that is here of silks and wines. As the Emperor takes no step
said and done. The lithographic sketches belong backwards, he will doubtless be the ﬁrst to recog
nize the independence of the Confederacy, and reap
to a bygone day of the art.
Niccolo Marini; or, the Mystery solved: a. Tale the ﬁrst golden harvest of peace. In the mean
of Naples Life. 2 vols. (Parker, Son 6: Bourn.) time, what hinders the Government of France
—There are some districts, and among the most from buying cotton in New Orleans and sending
richly endowed by Nature, which resist the best it to HavreZ" It would at present he unreason
endeavours of the tale-teller. \Vales is waiting for able to ask from American critics generous judg
its novelist, so is the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies; ment of our national conduct towards their war
whereas in a churchyard in the Marshes, and a ring States. The time, will, however, come when,
desolated brewhouse, Mr. Dickens has found the in North and South alike, men will do justice to
materials and the framework of one of the most the motives which have hitherto caused us to place
powerful romances ever written. ‘ Niccolo Marini’ considerations of morality above those of national
is a dull, awkward story, once again setting forth aggrandizement, and still make us less anxious to
the pursuit of an English fortune by an Italian achieve what will be proﬁtable than to do what is
adventurer, who has, besides his debts, to consider right. Meanwhile the “\Vhite Republican” may
the manner of walking on slippery ground for a rest assured that we are fully aware of the sacri
Neapolitan nobleman in diﬁiculties, keeping the ﬁces we have made, and are still making, for the
while patriotic relations: in brief, who is a spy. sake of principle, and that the South is no more
False concords like these apparently turn up in able to bribe, than the North is to bully, us into
every tale of modern Italy. Is such an impression adopting a merely selﬁsh policy. He will also do
as the above one more case of prej udice-one more well to reﬂect that his countrymen would receive
illustration of the antipathies which so long kept in good part from France suggestions to which the
England from France, and France from England, reply would be a threat of war, if they were offered
asunder? Or is it an expression of a truth com by England. The Anglomania of the American
pounded of Southern organization and Southern multitudes is amongst the reasons why we say,
misgovernment? Is the world‘s old epithet “false" “ Let us keep quiet, and not irritate a susceptible
a warranted epithet or not? The tale, then, in its people with well-meant but inopportune sugges
cast of incident is not pleasant. The author's hand, tions ; let us not speak, till we can speak with good
whether as a painter of character or a reporter of effect.“

dialogue, is dull, weak and heavy.

Few ﬁgures

Klimalogmphieche l/bersicht der Erdc—[Clima

more absurd, in their want of resemblance to real tograplu'c View of Our Globe, von A. Muehry,
(Leipzig and Heidelberg ; London,
life, could be named than the German servant of M.D.].
the English hero. \Ve cannot, then, recommend Dulau 8n Co.)-The principal aim of Dr. Muehry
is
to
furnish
authentic reports on the climate
‘Niccolo Marini.’
How it was done at Stowe School. (Hamilton, of our globe and the peculiarities it presents
Adams & Co.)—The writers of these recollections of in different countries; and in the bulky volume
school-life take needless pains to assure the public before us he gives us the result of eight years’ com
that they were educated on a very bad system; pilation and study, intended both for the scientiﬁc
and the object of their volume is to overthrow an meteorologist and the practical man. A well
evil which exists only in their own imaginations. arranged book of reference on such n. topic would
Attacking the private academics, in which most be invaluable now-a~days, when communication
children of the middle ranks of English life are between most parts of the world has become both
educated, and arguing that they ought to be rapid and frequent; and great undertakings often
reformed on the rational and liberal system of fail because the effect of climate on the health of
Eton and Harrow, they attribute to them a fault enterprising Europeans has not been, or from want
from which it is well known they are quite of reliable information could not be, taken into
free, and say nothing of an evil by which they consideration. Regarded in this light, the work
are too often marked. The fault thus attri falls short of our actual requirements. In his Pre
buted is excessive severity of discipline; whereas face, the author warns us not to expect a notice
it is matter of notoriety that if the middle-class about every place; but he leads us to believe that,
private academy errs in respect of penal provi at least, all the different countries of our globe
sions, the error is that of improper leniency. In would be treated upon as fully as existing records
times past, corporal punishment may have been admit. However, in this belief we are disappointed.
far too liberally employed in public and private Several large countries are left out entirely. “’e
schools ; but there is no doubt that at the present do not ﬁnd a syllable about the whole empire of
day some of the worst defects in “educational Japan, though Europe has of late been inundated
establishments for young gentlemen of the middle with information on the subject. Nor do we
classes " are due to the absence of the Silver Lady meet with any account of the Isthmus of Panama,
of the Woods. Of the prevailing evil of the schools that highway of nations; a scanty notice about
they attack—namely, the attempt to teach young Portobello, now a deserted, unimportant place,
children too many subjects-nothing is said by the excepted. There is ample information about the
authors of this brochure, the coarse tone of which giant natural bridge which connects North and
is not its least fault.
South America in the very works our author largely
North and South. By the “White Republican " quotes for other districts. In treating of the South
of Fraser’: Magazine. (Chapman k Hall.)-The Seas, several important groups have been ignored
“ White Republican,” who here pleads the cause of for instance, Fiji, Tonga and Raratonga; and we
the South and cries aloud for European interven could go on multiplying similar shortcomings, even
tion in Transatlantic affairs, says little to which after a hasty perusal of the work. Again, the author
England can give ear just now, when so many has not availed himself of the latest sources of infor
teachers of superior qualiﬁcations are enlightening mation in dealing with the various countries he does

the public mind on American politics.

The most not omit.

noteworthy passage in the essay is that in which

We strongly recommend to his notice

the Journal of our Royal Geographical Society and

he compares the attitudes assumed by England recent works of travel. Surely more ample details
and France towards the contending parties, and could have been gleaned about our new colony of
concludes his survey by saying, " What, then, has British Columbia than are contained in Sir J.
England
by her diplomatic refusal? She
has gained an enemy, and lost an ally; while
France has gained a friend, whose trade alone,
when the blockade is raised, will be worth ten
millions a year. The Southern Government will

Richardson's account; and something more com
plete might have been drawn up about the Sand
wich Islands than is embodied in \Vilkes's ‘ Nor
rative.’ The author is altogether behind his age
in supposing that Mauna Loa, the highest active
pass tariffs more favourable to France than to any volcano of that group-indeed, of our globe-has
other country, in return for this well-meant service not had an eruption for the last sixty years. Our
of the Emperor. The great agricultural nation of illustrated newspapers show a different picture.
the new Confederacy will prove a new ~El Dorado The grouping of the different countries according
to the merchants and manufacturers of France, to their geographical position could have no object
under the reciprocal beneﬁts of Free Trade; while when no attempt is made to preface the different

An

A B C guide would have been more acceptable,
because a number of people are not so sure respect

ing the
wish to 100

phical whereabouts of the place they
for as the author may be, and will

be quite at a loss under which heading to search.
In short, whilst applauding the author‘s aim to

be useful to medical men, naval and military
officers, statesmen, commercial travellers, emigrants,
and all those who are now called upon to take the
effects of climate into consideration, we censure the
impracticable plan of the work,
t its omissions
and shortcomings, and altogether blame the careless
manner in which the printer has acquitted himself
of his task, having counted as many as three typo
graphical crrors in one line.
Of Pamphlets on slavery and other subjects we
have to record-—The Horrors of Slavery.- bcing a
Verbatim Reprint of a Narrative describing a

Residence of Seven ll'eeks on a Sugar Plantation in
Jamaica in the year 1832 (Stock),-The Proposed
Slave Empire: its Antecedents, Constitution and
Policy, by C. S. Miall (Stock),-—Confederate Notes

for English Circulation, by M. B. H., of Arkansas,
C.S.A. (Simpson),—“Shall we Recognize the Can
federate States I“ The Question considered in Three
Letters with Reference to our National Interest and
Duty, and to Slavery as illustrated in the History of

our West Indian Possession, by the Rev. E. L.
Blackman (Ipswich, Knights),-Natire Policy of
New Zealand: a Speech delivered in the House of
Representatives of New Zealand, by J. E. Fitzgerald
(Stanford),—-The Land Question, by G. R. (True
love),-—Letters from Canada, with numerous illus
trations (Algar),-—- Crime and Criminals: Is the
Gaol the only Prermlire? by A. Pulling (Stevens,
Sons 8: Hayes), —Remarl's upon Archbishops:
Whalely's Letter on Medical Trades’ Unions, by
\V. Bayes (Turner),—1lints and Suggestions for
the Formation and Management of Working Mm’s

Clubs and Imam. (Bell & ondy).—Pm-ucaz
Remarks on the Laryngeal Disease, as illustrated by
the Laryngoscope, by Dr. Sieveking (Richards),
Ezcessire Infant‘Mm-tality: How can it be Stayed!
by M. A. Baines (Churchil1),—Final Report on the

Utilization of the Metropolitan Sewage and the
Reduction of Local Taxation (Kent 8: Co.),——Obmrations on Art Proper.- its Dignity, True Principles
and Aim, by E. Bates (Leeds, Inchbold),—The
Brothers Burner; or, the Traveller and the Doctor
(Two Pictures from India), (Nichols),—and Habits .

a Lecture, by the Archbishop of Dublin (Hodges,
Smith 8t Co.)
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LORD LANSDOW NE.

Tnovcn he was not himself a poet or an his
torian, the Marquis of Lansdowne had too many

points of contact with letters to permit of his pass
ing away from our midst without some words of
record, some expressions of regret, in a literary
journal. In the best sense of the word, he was a
friend of literature and of learned men. To him
must be ascribed, in part at least, those improved
relations between men of rank and men of genius

ATHENjEUM

House, carrying us back to the times of Napoleon
and Castlereagh._ Yet the doors of Bowood and
Lansdowne House remained open to every man
who made his mark in literature until yesterday.

noblemen as Lord Lansdowne and the late Duke
of Devonshire, the patron has risen into the friend.
Lord Lansdowne gave to literature, like the grandecs

of another age, the encouragement of a great
nobleman and an active politician; while to the
man of letters he gave the companionship and
sympathy which in our days have superseded the

ing. The speaker, Sir Edward Belcher, at the
’meeting of the Society of Arts, on Wednesday, the

‘ 28th ult., said, “ If we had enough data for laying
‘down these electric cables, he saw no reason to
In the room in which Moore had sung his }incur such enormous expense by mapping the
melodies, Macaulay afterwards talked his essays, \Atlantic, and blotting our charts with soundings,
Lady Morgan told her Irish stories, and Jerrold v which were placed merely at haphazard "/ Surely,
cracked his jokes. Lord Lansdowne was no great ‘ such a charge demands the fullest investigation at

speaker, and no very bright wit; but his shrewd the hands of the Lords Commissioners of the
good sense enabled him to value at their true Admiralty; for, assuredly, if well founded, its
worth the more showy and shining qualities of his Ileast baneful result would be the consignment of

guests. It may have been after that overbearing my scheme to the category denounced by the same
table-talk, during which Mr. Carlyle is said to speaker as a “ mere speculative dream."
have caught “ﬂashes of silence,” that Lord Lans
G. F. WALLICH.

which mark the present times from all former ages. downe exclaimed, “ I wish I could be as certain
The great poet and the
t patron are social of anything as Tom Macaulay is of everything."
res as old as history; ‘outhampton, Herbert, Of late years deafness interfered with his enjoy
ontagu, Rochester, Halifax, Harley and Chester
field, being, as it were, the necessary social coun
of Sbakspeare, Jonson, Dryden, Swift
and Johnson. In our own days, thanks to such
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LFs MATINEES ROYALES.
Hampstead, Feb. 4, 1868.

WILL you spare me room for nailing a false
books and their authors engaged his interest to ‘shilling to the counter-2 Whilst the people in
the very last. A party, in which literature was Prussia are preparing to commemorate the Hun
represented, was gathered in the Wiltshire coun ldredth Anniversary of the Peace of Utrecht, the
try-house at the time of the accidental fall which conclusion of the Seven Years’ \Var—in which the
ended in his death. Some of his latest remarks English, too, under the guidance of the great
referred to the ‘Memoirs’ of a departed celebrity Chatham, bore an eventful part,—a respectable
which have just been issued to the world, and London publishing ﬁrm has thought ﬁt to put forth
have roused no small amount of “ Tory spite.”
a reprint of an often-printed gross lampoon on
The loss of such a man is a loss to literature. the hero of the said war, and even to claim a
A harvest of affection grew to the very last sort of originality for a production which, at its
ment of wit and anecdote and table-talk; but

poet's dedication and the patron’s purse. So far about the kindly old gentleman, who at eighty ﬁrst appearance nearly acentury ago, was oﬁcially
as letters are concerned, that was the charm of two, though bowed with years, and shut from denounced as a forgery, and has ever since been
Lord Lansdowne's life. The Halifaxes and Har much of the world by deafness, had the elasticity recognized as such by bibliographs, and all persons
leys, if they appreciated the toils and delighted in of spirit which belongs to men of middle age. Only of the least authority in such matters.
the society of scholars and poets, made an ostentar

a few days ago we were reminded of the love

I am alluding to a little pamphlet, in the French

tious and oppressive show of their kindness and borne to him by Henry Hallam, perpetuated in language, which has appeared recently, under the
preference. They never seemed to forget that they the name of a favourite and gifted son. A list of 1 title, ‘ Les Matinées Royales; ou, l'Art de Régner.
were great lords, and they seldom allowed their the books dedicated to him, from Moore's collected Opuscule inédit de Frédéric 11., dit le Grand, Roi
pleasant companions to forget that in comparison writings downward, would ﬁll a page of the Athe de Prusse.’ I have taken the trouble to compare this
with such mighty personages they were only popular nceum. Of living men of letters, it would not be “ authentic, never-before published text“ with one
writers and beggarly wits. No trace of such dis easy to name a single one of eminence who has of the four or ﬁve editions of the ‘Matinées’ in
tinctions ever checked the talk or weakened the not lost in him a personal friend.
the British Museum, and ﬁnd it simply a reprint
welcome at Bowood or Lansdowne House. If
—with some lines of commonplace ampliﬁcation
help was needed, it was freely given. From
added here and there, perhaps a dozen or a dozen
SIR W. B. HAMILTON.

Thomas Moore to Frances Brown, there is a history

of princely care and of unpublished generosity to
write which has, perhaps, no equal in the lives of
British Peers,—or only that of the late Duke of
Devonshire, whose bounties to the struggling and
the aged servants of literature, high and low, will
never, perhaps, be known to their full extent.

and a half lines in all-—of the Paris edition of

Observatory of Trinity College, Dublin,

An IX. (1801), which is itself a reprint, with addi

Jan. 81, 1868.

A misdescription, in the recent volume of Lee
tures delivered before the Dublin Young ,Men‘s
Christian Association, in connexion with the United
Church of England and Ireland, during the year
1862, which did not appear to me worth noticing

tions, of that of 1756.

These ‘Matinées,’ pur

porting to be lessons in the art of government,

and personal confessions, written by King Frede
rick for the instruction and beneﬁt of his young
nephew and heir-apparent, appeared ﬁrst in 1766.

The delicate bounty of the Duke to Leigh Hunt, at the time, has acquired some literary importance, On that occasion, Frederick's aide-de-camp, Col.
so recently told by Mr. Collier, recalls the scene
of Mr. Longman’s interview with Moore, when

and may perhaps occasion hereafter some confu
sion, in consequence of its having been very natu
the publisher told the astonished and grateful rally transferred to the review of that volume, in
poet that Lord Lansdowne had secretly placed the Athemeum of this day.
1,0001. in his hands to cover the liabilities in the
The Committee, or the Publishers, will (I hope)
Bermuda accounts. “Secret service” was the correct the inaccuracy, in any future edition of the
kind of service which he most loved to render: work. But, in the mean time, the copied (or ex
once the writer of these lines received from him tracted) title of a Lecture,—“ ‘ Light,’ by the
a considerable sum of money, to be used at Astronomer Royal for Ireland,"-—in your recent
his own discretion, for the beneﬁt of one who page 148, may lead many of your readers to infer

Quintus Jeilius, wrote the following letter, dated
March 4th, 1766, to the Prussian Resident at Ham
burg :—“ Le Roi m’ayant ordonné de faire insérer

dans les gazettes d‘Altona et de Hambourg l‘articlo
ci-joint contre l’infame auteur des ‘Matinées du
Roi de Prusse,’ j‘osai bien, cher ami, m'adresser
h vous dans la ferme persuasion que vous vous y

préterez volontiers et que vous contribuerez tout
pour diﬁ'amer cet exécrable écrit." And the article
in question appeared in the Hamburg Unpar

was richer in mental than in worldly gifts, that I had the honour of lately delivering, in com leiisohe Correspondent of the same month. Since
with a request, which the circumstances of the pany so eminent as is described, the beautiful then, the ‘ Matinées‘ have been often reprinted, in
case made it impossible to observe, that the person address in question; or some address on the same Paris, in London, in Boston (the appetite of the
who received the advantage of his gift should not

grosser part of mankind for scandal, true or false,
subject.

be told from whom the solace came. So it was
The Lecture was given by my old and dear being unfortunately considerable at all times), with
ever with him. Yet the personal relation of the friend, Dr. Robinson, and not by your obedient new chapters, or Mat-inécs, added; each new edi
tion, like the present, setting up some new claim
Marquis to the man of letters was that of friend servant,
_
to friend. Even while occupying Sloperton Cot
WILLLm Rowax Hunuros, LL.D., Royal to authenticity. The editor of that of An IX.,—
tage, at the gate, so to speak, of Bowood Park,

Astronomer of Ireland.

Moore had no sense of his own inequality. The
gracious courtesy of his noble host made pleasant
to all parties a relation which under any other

man might have become intolerable.

Admiring

DEE-SEA TELEGRAPH.
Kenslngton, Feb. 2, 1863.

WILL you permit me to state, in reply to the
communication of Mr. Bower \Vood which
tions of his own high worldly rank, and, with a appeared in the Athemcum. of Saturday last, that
grace which put his guest at perfect ease, met him I am neither directly nor indirectly concerned in
wit and song, and ﬁne prose and conversational
power, he dextrously hid away all formal sugges

on the common ground of intellect.

who has, at least, this excuse for wasting good

paperIand print on such an “opuscule," that he
openly avows, not horror, but admiration, for its
contents!—also professes to give “ an authentic,
never-before printed text":—“Le manuscrit," he
says, "en a été trouvé dans les papiers d‘un grand

personnage qui avoit servit en Allemagne dans un
poste éminent.

Le hasard l'a fait tomber entre

nos mains ; et apres nous étre assures qu'il n'avoit
any Deep-Sea Telegraphic route between this jamais été imprimé," &c. That was in 1801, ﬁve

From the far-off date of Lord Lansdowne‘s country and America, but ready and anxious to years before M. de Méneval could have “made
birth—so far away as 1780-he appeared to the render my plan of survey available for whatever his copy, at Sans-Souci." And so it went on.
younger men of this generation as one of another route the Government or the public pronounce to “ Lewd, idle newsmongery,” writes the venerable
age. They remember him as having been squibbed be the most feasible.
Prof. Preuss, of Berlin, the biographer of Frede
by Byron in Byron's youth. They think of him
With regard to the objections that have been rick, and the editor of his ‘ Works,’ in a notice of
as a contemporary of Sheridan and of Scott. In urged against my scheme, I have only to say that this latest London edition, inserted in the Berlin
the lives of poets which men who are now middle they shall be fully and most satisfactorily answered National Zeitung of the 15th of January, from
aged read when they were at Rugby or West when the ﬁtting time and opportunity arrives. which I have also taken the above letter of Col.
minster, he was a constant and conspicuous ﬁgure. Meanwhile, I would caution the unwary against Jeilius,-—“ Lewd, idle newsmongery went on pro<
Lansdowne House, too, from its recurrence in lending an ear to those who, in the absence of ducing new copies from old ones, printed or writ
Memoirs, has a sort of rival fame to Holland argument, resort to such assertions as the follow ten; and during the last ﬁfteen years such manu
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script ‘ Matinées‘ have been offered for sale, both
in Paris and in Berlin,”—-and in London, too, (see
Carlyle, ‘History of Friedrich,’ ﬁrst edition, I.,
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been much guessed at; never yet with complete

success.

N" 1841, Fan. 7, ’63
D'Orsan having pirated one of my lunar photo

The last guess was that of Mr. Carlyle,

ln Dr. D‘Oisau’s work no information is given
who, in his indignant chapter on the ‘ Matinées,’
203),—“ generally pretending to have been taken, hypothetically suggests that the “Prince dc Ligne as to the original source of his enlarged photo
in 1806, from the original at Sans-Souci." Herr may, perhaps, have been concerned in the affair.” graphs, either as to their dates, the locality where
Preuss goes on to say, that, when submitted to But the Prince de Ligne, “ Prince of Coxcombs " they were taken, or the instruments used in their
him, he has always rejected these “ copies, because though he he, could hardly have committed blun production ; and to the question so often put,

no such ‘original manuscript’ has ever been dis ders like the above. He would have known, too,
covered at SanaSouci or elsewhere; because no that the King, from a very early period of his reign,
person at all acquainted with the numerous peda
signed his name invariably ‘ Féderic,’ without the
gogical writings, and the patriotic testaments, 0f ﬁrst r,—never ‘Frédéric,’ as in the fourth Mutinéc.
the great King has erm' ascribed that pasquil to Nor would De Ligne have put it on quite so thick

him; ﬁnally, because of Frederick's well-known
clear and concise style, the style of great charac
ters, there is not a trace to be found in the disso

lute ‘Matinéesf”

Again the everlasting pam

phlet got into print as recently as two years ago,
when it appeared amongst the ‘Correspondence
inédite dc Buffon’; this time with very high pre

tensions indeed—-“ From an original manuscript,
said to have been given by King Frederick him
self, in 1782, to young Buffon, as a present for his
father, the great naturalist.” So ran the story;
‘the absurdity of which the vigilant Prof. Preuss
did not fail, at once, to expose. whereupon the
editor of the ‘Oorrespondnnce,’ M. Nadault de
Buﬂ'on, very handsomely wrote to the Professor,
stating “ that he had found the manuscript amongst

his family papers; that it was entirely in the hand
writing of Bufl‘ou’s secretary" (no original manu
script, then l); “ and that he would, in a new edi
tion, proffer the light Herr Preuss had thrown upon

the matter." So much for the external history of this
pamphlet down to its present re~appearance as an
“ opuscule inédit." Perfectly corresponding with
its external history is the character of its contents.
Thereneeds no minute acquaintance with Frederick's
writings, “pedagogical" or other; the knowledge
that he was a king and a gentleman, and not a
swaggering polisson, suffices to recognize the spu
riousness of this composition. It abounds in mere
blunders, too.
It lets Frederick say (second
Matinee), “ My father” (Frederick Wilhelm, the
stout orthodox Protestant!) “had an excellent
project, in which, however, he did not succeed.
He had engaged the President Loen" (a well-known
Deistical writer) “ to write for him a little treatise
on religion, with the view of bringing about a re
union of the three sects" (Catholics, Lutherans,

Calvinists) “into one." Then follows a description
of this treatise, said to have been made to order of

Frederick Wilhelm, but analyzing (as already Bar
bier, in his ‘Dictionnaire des Anonymes,‘ has

pointed out), in fact, a book in the style of‘ the
French philosoplaa, ‘ La Véritable Religion,’ pub
lished and dedicated to Frederick, b the said Do
Loen, in 1751, many years after rederick Wil
helm‘s death! In the ﬁfth Matiuéc, Frederick
is represented saying that, after he came to his
throne, all his efforts were directed towards
attracting the eyes of the world to his military

drillings and manoeuvres.

“I repeated them every

year (je les renouvellois chaque armée) till I sue

ceeded in turning the heads of all the Powers ; they
all took to the Prussian drill. My soldiers thought

themselves twice as much when they saw them
selves imitated e'verywhere. This accomplished,
I began to consider what pretensions upon several

provinces I should put forth. I ﬁxed upon Silesia ;”
the fact being that Frederick acceded to the

throne June 1740; that he resolved upon assert
ing- his claims on Silesia immediately after the
death of the Emperor, in the following October ; and

that he took the field in December of the same
year.

Not much time here for many “annual

reviews!” Then (fourth Mall-ink) the King, whom
nobody ever yet accused of intemperance at least,
is made to say to his youthful nephew, “lVhen I
dine lll public, I make a show of abstemiousness ;
when I dine in my own apartments, I have my
bed close at hand, which puts me at my ease,
however much I my drink (Je suis pres de mon lit ;

c’est ce qui me rassure sur tout ce que je bois).”
Those samples may suﬂice. One feels humiliated
to have to argue about such an article, somewhat
as if one were called upon to demonstrate to an
adult sane person that the moon was not made of
green cheese !

"When did Dr. D'Orsan take his negatives?" the
only answer is, that Mr. Bennett says that he is

authorized to state that Dr. D‘Orsan's photographs
were taken prior to February, 1858.

At the time of the ﬁrst announcement of Dr.

D’Orsan's intended work, in 1862, any gentleman
nephew in strains like these : “ Voulez-vous passer working assiduously with proper instruments,
pour un héros? Approchez hardiment du crime. and with the aid of the published accounts of
Voulez-vous passer pour un sage? L'ontrefaites the methods used by myself and others, might
vous avec art !” To judge the tree by its fruits, it have succeeded in producing photographs of the
is most probable that the real author was some Moon. But it is remarkable that Dr. D'Orsan,
unguessable obscure scribe, perhaps a writer of having, as he alleges, succeeded, prior to Feb
scandalous news-letters, such as there were in those ruary, 1858, in obtaining photographs equal to
days, and “ origina ” specimens of whose produc those he has issued, should have refrained from
tions, both in animus and matter singularly like making known his success, while notices of the

as to let the grey-haired King address his boy

the ‘Matineés,’ are to be met with in English l progress of astronomical photography in the hands
family archives. Indeed, Barbier (‘Dictionnaire i‘ of other labourers were frequently appearing. For
des Anonymes,’ s. 1'. Matinée, which the curious example, in the A thma-um, Feb. 6, 1658, an account
may consult) gives a hint, from Bachaumont, is given of my photographs having been enlarged
‘Mémoires Secrets,‘ of some such origin, which has by means of the electric lamp to six feet in dia
meter, in illustration of a lecture by Mr. Grove at
a ggeat air of probability.
ut this latest edition professes to be "after a the Royal Institution. Moreover, my photographs
copy made at Sans~Souci, in 1806, by M. de Méne have been repeatedly exhibited at public institu
val.“ A supply of such “copies " has been in the tions and at the meetings of the British Associa
market these many years. That the French visitors tion; and in the Report of the latter body for the
at Potsdam in 1806, who despoiled Fredcrick‘s year 1859, my methods of working were published
grave, and were otherwise never scrupulous in in minute detail. Since September, 1857, enlarged
their takings on such occasions, should have positive copies of my lunar and planetary photo
practised such self-denial in Frederick's cabinet graphs have been freely distributed by me among
as to take only a “copy” of a document attrac men of science in England and abroad; and in a
tive to the French mind, would itself require few instances some ﬁne negatives have been pre
some explanation.
Strange it would seem, sented to those specially interested in the subject.
too, that M. de Ménevnl should have withheld his My Observatory has always been accessible to those
important literary discovery from his friend Bar seeking admittance, and my modes of procedure
bier [see ‘ Biographie Universellc (Michaud), nou readily shown to any who cared to be instructed.
velle edition,’ 8. r. Bar-bier and Méneval]. who Indeed, I have done all that lay in my power to
was at that time busy with his ‘Dictionnaire,’ promote the study of astronomical photography,
questioning gods and men and books concerning because I have felt that it would prove of the
ourrages (mung/mes, and to whom such an addition greatest value to science.
A careful examination of Dr. D’Orsan’s two
to his article Matinéea would have been so inter
esting! But, after all, whether M. dc Méneval photographs has convinced me that they are both
did copy anything or not at Sans-Souci, would derived from one and the same negative taken b
.
make no difference as to the question of author me at Cranford (lat. N. 51° 28' 58", long.
ship. The “ proofs” that Frederick is “ réritcble 0h. 1m. 37'5 sec.) on the 22nd of February, 1858,
ment" the author, for which we are referred to the at 9h. 5m. (G.M.T.) On that night I took several
Home and Foreign Review, amounts to this : ﬁrst, photographs, of which three have been preserved.
“ The authorship has never been brought home to The ﬁrst was taken at 9h. 5m. in twenty-ﬁve
anybody, therefore it must be Frederick's; and, seconds ; the second,9h. 25m. in thirty-one seconds;
secondly, in a note to Buﬂ’on’s ‘Correspondance and the third at 9h. 50m. in forty seconds : which

inédite,’ it is stated that Frederick the Great sent particulars are recorded on the negatives them
an original manuscript of the ‘Matiuées’ as a pre selves with a diamond point. They were obtained
sent to the great naturalist. When speaking of .l by means of my reflecting equatorial of thirteen

the King of Prussia‘s express denial of the author- ; inches aperture and ten 6 et focal length. Upon
ship, the Reviewer observed, “ of course he denied reference to the ‘Nautical Almanac,‘ it will be
it ; how could he do otherwise T‘ And after that he l seen that on that day at eight hours the moon's
professes to believe that the King had sent an l motion in declination was only 13,, of a second of
“original manuscript" of a pamphlet which he had
publicly denounced as an infamous forgery, and
which could be had in the shape printed for ten sous,
as a royal present to Buffon, the great naturalist!

Failing “proofs," the Reviewer falls foul on Prof.
Preuss, a. man of unimpeachable honour and inte
grity, and on the other editors of the ‘(Euvres de
Frédéric,’ for not having included this denounced
forgery amongst theKing’s authentic works ; charg
ing them with wilful falsehood, and I don’t know

l

arc in ten minutes, at nine hours only 2,1,6 seconds
of arc, and at ten hours only 4,3,; seconds of arc in

the same interval: whence it is evident that the
motion of the moon in declination during the
taking of any one of the photographs being quite
inappreciable, the clock-movement of the telescope
could be made to compensate absolutely the appa
rent motion of the moon in the heavens.
This circumstance, combined with the stillness
of the air, enabled me to obtain on that occasion

what. And it is on such “proofs " as the above some of the finest negatives I have ever succeeded
that this last reprint calls itself boldly, on the title in producing. These negatives, with others, were
page (what none of the previous editors have bad lent to Messrs. Smith, Beck & Beck, who published
the face to venture for til/1'1‘ “ authentic copies"),
‘ Opuscule inédit dc Frédéric II.’ “ Inédit," coming
at the back of, perhaps, a dozen previous editions;
and “de Frédéric," on the above evidence!

positive copies of them in a glass stereoscopic slide

in April, 1858 ; so that Dr. D‘Orsan could without
diﬂiculty have obtained positives well adapted
for enlargement.

The photographs issued by Dr.

Tan GERMAN Tnsnsm'ron or CARLvLa‘s D‘Orsan, so far as they extend, agree exactly with
copies from my ﬁrst negative, as regards the con
‘His'ronr or Fslannlcn.’
ﬁguration of the lights and shadows of the several
craters, and the elevations and depressions of the
LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHS.
Cranford Observatory, Jan. 20, 1863.

ON my return from Italy, where I had been
travelling for about three months, I read the cor

Who the author of this pamphlet really was has respondence in your columns in reference to Dr.

lunar surface; and they are identical in respect of
the libration.

Now, although it is quite possible, as Mr. Ben
nett states, that after certain intervals the same
appearance of the lunar disc will be presented both

THE
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as to libration and lunation, yet the coincidence of out some of these coincidences, which are not to
precisely the same conditions is by no means fre- ‘ be explained away by the assumption of “ hitherto
quent ; and there is a very great improbability ‘ undiscovered ﬂaws ‘’ on the lunar surface, for in
that any two photographs taken at different times thatcase the two other negatives would likewise have
would exhibit the moon under an aspect identically recorded them. The impressions of the ﬂaws, pointed
; out by Messrs. Smith, Beck & Beck, not being
the same.
Apart from these considerations, however, the very conspicuous objects, were undiscovered by Dr.
identity of Dr. D'Orsan‘s photographs with my D'Orsan, and therefore not removed in his prints;
own can be established in the following way :—-No . but other defects, to be seen in the original nega
ne ative has yet been obtained absolutely free from tive, were too conspicuous to be overlooked: and I
de ects; and hence, if several be taken of the same will here adduce evidence to show that attempts,
object, terrestrial or celestial, under precisely the more or less successful, have been made to remove

same conditions, prints from them are always rea- ‘ their impressions in Dr. D'Orsan’s prints.
dily distinguishable by means of the defects pecu- ‘ In my original negative, taken at 9h. 5m., there

February 3, 1863.

Since handing in my communication, I have
‘
1
i received from Mr. Bennett the accompanying let
ter, which I shall feel obliged by your inserting in
your columns.
‘Vault-EN DE LA RUE.

“ 5, Bishnpsgate Street Without,
February 3, 1863.

“ In my letter which appeared in the Athcmtum.

of January 17th, I undertook, on the part of Dr.
D‘Orsan, that, at the request of any scientiﬁc gen
tlernan interested in the controversy between your
self and Dr. D‘Orsan, the exact dates at which his
lunar photographs were taken should be disclosed,
and the negatives of the photographs themselves

liar to each negative. My three negatives, taken is a group of holes situated between the craters produced, for comparison with your own. Since
on the 22nd of February, 1858, have been subjected i Apiauus and Playfair and \Verner and Purbach, that time, repeated applications have been made to
to an examination with the microscope, and certain
minute holes in the collodion ﬁlm of one of them

forming, so to speak, a constellation of holes,

have been thus identiﬁed with corresponding dark
specks in Dr. D’Orsan's prints.

negatives.
A diagram of this region of the moon is given
in the accompanying wood -engraving, which

Dr. D'Orsan for the production of the dates and

which are not to be found in the two other negatives in question, without, I regret to say, any

Messrs. Smith, Beck& Beck have already pointed

result. I am thus forced to the conclusion, that it
is not in Dr. D'Orsan’s power to produce that evi
dence which would at once overthrow the grave

charges which have been advanced against the
0

originality of his lunar observations. I feel bound,

SOUTH

by the courteous manner in which Messrs. Smith
& Beck and yourself have conducted this contro
versy, to acquaint you at once with the conclusion
at which I have arrived, as also with my dew-mi
nation, in which no alternative is left me, to dis

continue further publication of ‘ Our Satellite ’
until, by the means above stated, the doubts which

are thrown over the originality of the work are
entirely removed-Believe me to remain, yours

faithfully,

Atrium W. Bssssrr."

“ W. De La Rue, Esq."

OU'B WEEKLY GO$1P.

THE executors of the late James \Valker, Esq.
have bequeathed to the Royal Institution a marble

bust of Prof. Faraday, by Mr. Matthew Noble.

w F‘ It
NORTH

is copied from a lunar photograph 38 inches‘
in diameter: it represents as corresponding dark
impressions the holes in the negative. An exami
nation of Dr. D'Orsan’s prints will prove that in
both of them can be traced the existence of these
defects, which have, however, been more or less
completely erased. The speck on the western wall
of the crater Werner is in many prints left un
touched, which is also the case as regards the

part, the more conspicuous defects situated on a
diagonal between Werner and Playfair are care
fully corrected.

In some of Dr. D'Orsan's prints, the defects

have been corrected by stopping out the negative
with opaque colour, the effect of which was to pro
duce corresponding white spots which were then
painted over: on washing one of these, the white
spaces became apparent, as shown in the ac
speck situated just on the summit of the western companying engraving, which is copied from an
ridge of the crater Purbach; while, for the most enlargement of one of his prints.
On others

The Gazette of Friday, January 30, contained
the announcement of the appointment of a Govern
ment Commission to inquire into the present posi
tion of the Royal Academy in relation to the Fine
Arts, into the circumstances and conditions under
which it occupies a portion of the National Gslla'y,
to suggest such measures as may be required to
render it more useful in promoting Art and in
improving and developing public taste. The mem
bers of the Commission are Lords Stanhope, Har

dinge and Elcho, Sir E. Head, Messrs. Stirling,
H. D. Seymour and H. Reeve.
One of the numerous foreign m mnts who attended

the evening meetings of the Royal Society last,
May, at the close of a discussion in which Messrs.
Faraday, Tyndall, Stokes, Carpenter, Grove, Clerk,

Maxwell and others took part, warmly expressed his
admiration and astonishment at the quiet, delibe

‘

UIH

rate manner in which the discussion had been
carried on. “You are more animated on your
side of the Channel," answered a bysitter. “Ani
mated ?" rejoined the aarant: “ why, we are never
content with talking about the subject in question,
but we talk about one another, and raise qu
,

and set everything on ﬁre. I am very glad to
have seen how you carry on a debate in the Royal
Society." We are reminded of this incident by
the quarrel of Messrs. Le Verrier and Faye in
the Academy of Sciences at Paris. To say
that the debate has become vehement is to
describe it by a mild term; and, too often, the
points at issue are forgotten in a personal alterca

tion, accompanied by retorts and recriminat'ions
which have more than once brought down the
interference of the chairman with a reminder that
the “ debate could no longer be regarded as scien

tiﬁc.” M. Faye Charges )1. Le "errier with dis~
regard of the proper functions of the Observatory,
with encroachments on the province of the Bureau

des Longitudes by his measures for a general recti
NORTH

ﬁcation of the latitudes and longitude; throughout
published
France, and
the with
reportneglect
on the of
difference
duty inofnot
longitude

-

the correction has been made by erasing, more or graph has yet been published by Dr. D'Orsan:
less perfectly, the dark impressions of the defects ‘ should he venture to issue other parts of it, there
left by negatives which had not been stopped off; ‘ will be no difficulty in detecting them.
but on every print that has passed through my 1 So far as Dr. D‘Orsan has gone, Ido not hesitate
hands it was easy to detect the remains of the , to say that he has merely published unauthorized
spots, corresponding to the defects in my negative. ‘ copies of a portion of a lunar photograph taken by

Only a very small portion of my original photo ‘myself.

Wasnsx Dr: La RUE.

between Greenwich and Paris. To all this the
Director of the Observatory replies with vigour,
and, in turn, shows that the delay in the latter
particular arises from M. Faye's own faulty obser
vations. The controversy is not yet settled, for it
has enlisted partis'ans on each side. At the HIM
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ing last week, M. Delaunay, whose merits are well
known, took up the question against M. Le Verrier.
So there will be yet more replies and replications.
Meanwhile, science is scandalized by these unwor
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situated immediately under the eastern end of the l native people of the districts lying about our colo
crossing, just as you enter the choir from the nave. ‘ nies of Vancouver's Island and Victoria,——we mean
It is lined with rough plaster upon rude stonework, that one of the many "ictorias which lies near the
and, among other guesses at its origin, presumed to Columbia River,-—are likely to undergo a similar

have been a portion of the original Saxon crypt, process of extinction, and with them the fur-heal."
With reference to the utilization of towns‘ existing before the Norman minster was founded, ing animals they hunted.

thy bickerings.

sewage (a much-debated question), a suggestion and built in, as it was, with the new work. Such
has been thrown out which appears worth atten examples exist in several cathedrals. Orit may be
tion. We are told that the fertilizing salts con the secret place wherein rested the true relics of the
tained in the sewage are mixed with such an patron-saint of the structure ; otherwise, a treasure
enormous quantity of water as to be comparatively chamber to be used in time of need for conceahnent,
valueless. But it is thought that the new chemical -—which is known, says Mr. King, in the course of
process of dialysis, discovered by the Master of some ingenious remarks on the subject, to have
the Mint, might be used on a great scale for the existed here, because in the thirteenth century the
separation of the salts. The essential elements University chest was deposited “in a secret place
are there in the form of crystalloids and colloids, in the Monastery of St. Frideswide." Or it may
and it is for practical chemists to decide whether have been used for the production of certain mira~
by the application of dialysis a question of so much culous appearances, many of them attended with
curiouseil'ectsof light, which, throughout thetwelﬂh
importance can be settled.
century, are recorded to have taken place at the
Mr. Colley Grsttan, a gentleman known in the

London literary world, has been appointed Consul
at Teneriﬁ'e.
The Austrian Government are said to be in
possession of a gun-cotton secret. By experiment,

‘

By a recent mail from New Zealand, it appears
that Catalri, one of the Maori kings, has started a

newspaper, the ﬁrst number of which contains this
intimation: “ When this sheet comes to you, pay
for it, if you approve ; the price is three~pence.

. The good of the press is to carry our intentions to
the tribes of the world; because steadfastly ﬁxed
are the words of the beginning, Faith, Love, Law."

The French Government have given orders for the
construction of two very powerful astronomical tele
scopes, embracing all M. Foucault‘s improvements.
They are to be made under the supervision of the
Academy of Sciences, and will be used at Marseilles

and Montpelier when the atmosphere is extremely
shrine of the saint. To this last, the reply is, that pure.
the shrine of the saint is not at all likely to have

Accounts from Vienna speak of considerable
stood so far westward as the tower arch; that the ‘
trick of casting reﬂected light at so great a distance activity, both artistic and literary. In architecture,
as the whole length of the choir would be danger the destruction of the fortiﬁcations, and the substi
between the
they have overcome the diﬂicultics which the ous; while the low level of the chamber offers a tution of buildings for the open s
nature of the material, as at ﬁrst discovered by still stronger objection to this surmise. It is not inner town and the suburbs, have led to the dis
Schiinbein, opposed to its use in artillery practice. likely to have been a place of secret penance, inso play of much energy in competition, and seem to
The Austrians, moreover, have discovered a metal much as two recesses it contained were placed north i give hopes of something more. The restoration of
-—iron, copper, spelter and tin—which, in certain and south. The probabilities of its being a secret St. Stephen‘s, the new building for rifle practice,
the Curhaus, for which several designs have been
proportions, is tougher than any gun-metal hitherto treasure-chamber are thus enhanced.
sent in, all of them in the Renaissance style, are
devised. This, owing to the nature of the explo
Dr. John Robert Kinahan, Professor of Zoology 1‘ among the principal projects-A great deal is
sion produced by gun-cotton, is an essential require
in the Government School of Mines, and one of .: expected of a new Art journal that has just been
ment. Gun-cotton explodes all at once-not grain
the Honorary Secretaries of the Natural History organized in Vienna under the patronage of the
by grain, as gunpowder does; hence it fails to impel
Society of Dublin, died on February the 2nd, not Prince Czartoryski. Dr. Von Liitzow, of Munich,
the ball or projectile with the continuance of force
having quite attained the age of thirty-five years. ' has been entrusted with the editorship, and many
necessary to a long range.
This is the main
difficulty, as we hear, which the Austrians have He was a zealous and able naturalist, devoting his distinguished names of the Art-critics of Germany
attention specially to the recent Crustacea, and con are ranked among the contributors.
overcome. If with this they have rendered the
Prof. B. Studer, the well-known geologist of
cotton less dangerous in a high temperature, they tributed many new species to the Fauna and Flora
of Ireland. His papers published in the Trans Berne, has just published a ‘ Geschichte der
will have done good work, as a much smaller
actions
of
the
Royal
Irish
Academy
and
elsewhere
Physischen Geographic der Schweiz,‘ which will
weight of gun-cotton is required on service than
those .
he read with proﬁt by all tourists to whom
of gunpowder. The Commission sent to Vienna were numerous and important, especially
‘
On
the
Britannic
Species
of
Crangon
and
Gala
Switzerland is a country of scientiﬁc as well as
by our War Department to inquire into the facts
thea,’
‘
On
the
Causes
of
the
Present
Decay
of
the
came home, indeed, with information, but not the
; picturesque interest. Considering that in course
information that was really wanted,—dust, so runs Dublin Crab and Lobster Fisheries,’ and his ‘ Re of time a more intimate knowledge of a country,
Palae- \
view
of
the
Genera
of
Terrestrial
Isopoda.’
the rumour, having been thrown in their eyes by
of its topography, natural roducts and climatic
the Austrian authorities. So the subject has been ontologists are also indebted to him for his descrip relations, is obtained, Pro . Studer holds it a

taken up by the Gun-cotton Committee of the tions of Oldhamia, for the discovery and description
British Association, who have held one meeting, of the genus Histioderma, and of other organic
forms of the earliest date yet known, which his
and will shortly take further proceedings.
procured from the Cambrian Rocks of
labours
Mr. B. B. Woodward, the Queen’s Librarian, is Bray Head and Howth.

preparing to publish a new periodical under the

\ duty as much to our predecessors as to science, to
\ compare the present with the past, and record the
i amount and character of the progress made.
A friend at Naples sends us the followingodds and
ends of gossip 2-“ M. Dumas's proliﬁc pen is now

From the Report of the Lancsshire Independent 1 at work for the stage ; and during the current week
name of ‘ The Fine-Arts’ Quarterly Review.’ The
work is to treat of painting, sculpture and engrav College (which institution, we may say in passing, I we are to have at the Fondo a new drama, entitled
ing, of photography so far as it is employed as a appears to be highly prosperous, having a larger l ‘ Le Notte di Firenze.’ The subject is taken from
substitute for drawing and engraving, and of orna number of students on its books than ever), we i the times of Alexander Medicis; and the history of
mental and decorative art. A goodly list of con notice an attempt to improve the library, so as to its composition is one of many proofs of the rapid
tributors and referees has been received. The ﬁrst make it worthy of the denomination and of the genius of its author. On Monday, Madame Ristori
county. A quantity of books, under the name of was with him arranging the plan of the piece, and
rnumber is announced to appear in March.
the Raﬂles Memorial Library, has come into the , on the following Saturday morning it was com
The fact that at present, when almost every
branch of human inquiry has its special periodical,

there is not in the whole of Great Britain a maga
zine exclusively devoted to the science of Botany
in all its bearings, in which those who have not

the advantage of attending learned Societies are
able to exchange their opinions, has induced Mr.
Hardwicke to project ‘The Journal of Botany,

College, and a couple of active young men, Messrs. ‘ pleted.

discovered in the ﬁbre of the Hibiscus Moachcntcs, , unfortunate Queen, whose character she imagines
she can well represent. Both pieces will be per
' formed by Madame Ristori in London next June;
‘Marie-Antoinette’ for the first time, and some

British and Foreign,’ to be published monthly, an indigenous tree which grows in great quantities
rlardited by Dr. Seemann, and illustrated by Mr. throughout Pennsylvania, and is said to yield seven
tons per acre.
itch.
'
The Board appointed towatch over the interests
Mr. B. Webster has addressed a letter to the
journals, stating that the trial-scene in ‘Janet Pride ' of the aborigines in the colony of Victoria has
lately
issued a Report, in which it is stated that
was entirely written by himself and added to Mr.
Boucicault‘s drama, which terminated with a pre the remnant of this people amounts to no more
than 2,165 persons. They roam from place to
vious scene.
A new work from the pen of Roger Therry,
Esq., for many years one of the Judges of the
Supreme Court of New South Wales, is announced
for immediate publication
by 'Reminiscences
Messrs. Sampson
It is entitled
of i
Low, Son 8: Co.

Thirty Years‘ Residence in New South Wales,
81c. ; with a supplementary Chapter on Trans

M. Dumas has now on the stocks two

Joseph Thompson and William Armitage, spurred .other dramas, to be entitled respectively ‘Cleo~
on by this accession, have commenced a movement ‘ patra' and ‘ Marie-Antoinette,’ the plans of which
for a large increase of their literary treasures. We e arranged on Saturday morning with the great
should be glad to hear of their success.
actress for whom they are written. Madame Ris
A further material for paper-pulp has been tori has long had a fancy for the unhappy and

of the most striking scenes of the French Revo
l lution will be introduced. M. Alexandre Dumas
is at the same time proprietor and editor of

l a journal in Naples, called the Indipmdcnte,
. singularly anti-English in its tone, yet, it must he
place, and hang about the towns and gold-ﬁelds. confessed, industrious and courageous in exposing
Habits of intoxication are on the increase, and , the abuses of this country.--Within the last two
there seems little hope of any improvement in the or three months several evening schools have been
condition of this race. They are supplied with opened by the Municipality; and it is very encou
clothes and food’ and are grateful for them, but raging to ﬁnd that the attendance is so great that
would, probably, rather go without either than an application has been made to the Syndic for the
labour for them: some individuals, however, will establishment of other similar institutions. —About

work for a part of the year. Exertions are being ,a week since there was a public examination of
portation and the Ticket-of-Leave System.’
made to collect the weapons and utensils of the what is called the ‘ Italian Evangelical School,‘
Durin some works undertaken not long ago in Inatives, so that some authentic records of their warmly supported by English inﬂuence. Its name
Oxford athedral, a small crypt or subterranean | customs may be preserved; and a beginning has suﬂ'iciently indicates its leading feature. The
chamber was discovered, which has led to many been made with a vocabulary of their language. Bible is read and explained, and a creed insinuated,
efforts to explain its original function. This is It appears also, from recent accounts, that the ]as far as I could judge, after the most approved
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ROYAL Issrrrurrox-Fd. 2.--W. Pole, Esq.,
principles of Calvin. It may well admit of a doubt square, black, white and red, but arranged in no
pattern. onThe
which
were Tress. and V.P., in the chair.—The Earl of Clan
whether, in the present state of the Neapolitan i very
2 feetintelligible
thick, remained
onewalls,
side to
a height
william, E. \V. Cox, Esq., Sir \V. A. Fraser, Bart,

mind, it is judicious to touch on theological ques

tions, especially in such a way as simply to sub

of between 3 and 4 feet, and the stucco and

stitute one creed for another. It must be admitted, fresco-painting on the inner surface were unbroken.
however, that the answers of the pupils of the Ita It appeared to have been painted in panels, with
lian Evangelical School showed considerable mental ' a rather rude pattern.-—Mr. Halliwell presented to
development, much to the honour of the directors 5 the Association an engraving of Mother Shipton,
and the teachers. At present, there are eighty , printed in 1662. Wolsey is being shown York

pupils chosen from the humbler classes, who receive Minster from the top of a tower.

Mr. Wright

a gratuitous education in reading, writing and, made some remarks on old prophecies, which, it is

arithmetic, geography and the elements of natural known, in the middle ages were used as political
philosophy; and which, were it not for the theo
logical feature, might command the warmest appro

bation.—At length, aftcra long interval of neglect,
the Public Libraries are receiving much attention,
and deﬁciencies are being supplied. For some years

instruments.

They were numerous in the reigns

of Richard the Second, Henry the Fourth and
Henry the Eighth, and it became necessary to
enact laws against them.

That on the engraving

was of a highly popular character.—Mr. John

the Library of the National Museum has received Turner communicated an account of Sepulchral
Discoveries he had made at Stapleford Tawney
and the usual answer to the application of students Church, Essex.-Mr. Clarence Hopper read a com
was, either that the work was not there or was pro munication from Mr. Madden, of Dublin Castle,
hibited. Considerable and regular additions are on Ancient Literary Frauds and Forgeries, and
their bearing on records and events in Irish and
now being made of philological works.”
few additions, except of a theological character,

other Celtic annals.
_SOCIETY or rxmrrns n.- wxrrza COLOURS.
\\ m-rsn nxnlmrlos of sxs'rcuss and aromas b m
MEMBERS now ones. at their (num. s, Pall mu East,
tram Nine sh Dusk-Admission. One Shilling.
JOS. J. JENKINS, Secretary.
_ WINTER. EXHIBITION I20. Pall Mall. -'l'he TENTH AN
I\ UAL WINTER EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES by
living British Artists, is NOW OPEN, daily, from 9130s.!- to
5 lam-Admission, is. Catalogue, 6d.

PHOTOGRAPIIIC EX}llBITION.-The NINTH ANNUAL
EXH IBI'I‘ION of the PHOTOGKA PIIIC SOC] ET!‘ of LON DON
is OPEN DAILY, from 'l‘en till Four at the Gallery of the Society

of British Artists, Suﬂ'olk Street. Pall Mall East.-Admission,ls.
NOW ON VIEW, TWO imgortant PICTURES painted by the

late ABRAHAM SOLOMOI; also. a Choice Collection of

The frauds principally re

ferred to were those by Joannes Annius do "iterbo,
Father Higuera, Cunio Inghiarami; the metallic

Gen. C. H. Hamilton, C.B., and P. Vanderbyl, Esq.
were elected Members.
SOCIETY or AR'rs.—Jan. 2S._W. R. Grove,
Esq., Q.C., in the chair.—The paper read was,
‘ The Submarine Telegraph,’ by Mr. T. A. Masey.
Iusrrrurs or ACTUaItlEs.-—Jan. 26.—C. Jelli
coe, Esq., President, in the chair.—-Messrs. R. R.
F. Davey, F. C. Duttson, W. J. Norton, E. W.
Norfolk, J. S. Parker, G. \V. H. Secretan, A. E.
\Venham and A. R. Wormald were elected Asso
ciates of the Institute.—The President announced
the result of the Annual Examinations which took
place in December last, viz., for the Matriculation
Examination there were fourteen candidates, of
whom nine passed, in the following order of merit,
viz., C. H. Haycraft, D. H. M‘Gregor, W. E. S.
Macdonald, Edwin \Vaterhouse, Francis Addis
cott, Arthur Smither, Edwin J ustican, T. Hyde
Johnson and Robert Clarke; for the Second Year's
Examination ﬁve candidates presented themselves,
of whom two passed, viz., H. W. Manley and C.
R. Saunders-equal. For the Third Year's Exa
mination one candidate, viz., Mr. A. J. Finlaison,
came up and passed. This gentleman has received

plates mentioned by Stokeley and other authori
ties; the fabulous history of the Emperor Aurelian
by the Bishop of Guevra, ltc.
the certiﬁcate of competency.—-Mr. Hill Williams
read a paper, by Mr. J. Meikle, ‘ On the Calcula

Esrouosoorcan-Jan. 26. —Annual General tion of Survivorship Annuities by the Columnar
Meeting.—F. Smith, Esq., President, in the chair.
—An abstract of the Treasurer‘s accounts for 1862,

Method.‘

and the Annual Report of the Council, were read.
—The following gentlemen were elected Members
of the Council for the ensuing year z-Messrs. Dun

Mos.

Modern Pictures by English and French Artists. at the Gallery
ii‘fgoon. M‘Qusen t 00., i0, Fenohnrch Street, li.C.—Admission,

ning, Grut, Sir John Hearsey, M‘Lachlan, Pascoe,
W. W. Saunders, Shepherd, F. Smith, Stainton,
ART EXHIBITION for the RELIEF of the LANCASI-IIRE Stevens, Waterhouse, J. J. Weir, and Prof. West
DISTRESS, 8, Suffolk Street-Open from 10 AJI. until dusk.— wood.—Mr. F. Smith was re-elected President;
Admi-lon 1s., Catalogue. 6d.—0u and after MON DAY, February
Mr. S. Stevens, Treasurer; Messrs. Shepherd and
.9, until further notice. the Rooms will be lighted bygas aftcrdusk,
and remain open until a rm. P w mPEY
Dunning, Secretaries; and Mr. J anson, Curator.—
A. L. on r'ru’oun. in” 5°“ The President delivered an Address to the Society.
—Votes of thanks to the Officers and Members of
NOTICE-The GALLERY, It, Berncn Street. W. is NOW
OPEN dnlgy. to the Public, with a S lendid EXHIBITION of Council for their services during the past year were
PIC'I‘IIRE .the selected Works of the coding Artists of the day.
carried unanimously.
—Adrnission, One Shilling.
FR DERICK Bl'L‘KsTONEBecretary.
Feb. 2.— Ordinary Monthly Meeting.—F. Smith,
=_______————_____________ Esq, President, in the chain-The President nomi
SCIENCE
nated F. P. Pascoe, G. R. Waterhouse and F.
+
Grut, Esqs., to be the Vice-Presidents for the present
SOCIETIES.
year.—F. Moore and E. A. Smith, Esqs., were
ROYAL-Jan. 29.—Dr. W. A. Miller, Treas. elected Members.--The Secretary exhibited a box
and V.P., in the chair.—-Mr. H. J. Carter was of “manna" from Tasmania, and numerous speci
admitted into the Society. The following paper mens of an Eurymela, a hemipterous insect, which
was read :—‘ On the Absorption of Gases by Char was said to cause the manna to be formed on the
white gum trees by perforating the young branches
coal, No. 1,’ by Dr. R. A. Smith.
for the purpose of feeding on the sap.-—~Mr. Bond ex
Bnrrlsu Ancnlsonoolcxr. Assoc1.-\r1ozv.—Jon. hibited a singular instance of arrested development
28.——Nathaniel Gould, Esq., V.P., in the chair.
in the fore-wing of a specimen of Colias Hyale, and

—

MEETINGS I03 THE ENBUING WEEK.
Architects, 8.
_
Geographical. 8§.—‘Inundntions of the Mic,‘ Consul
Saunders; ‘Countrla near the Niger,‘ Dr. Bslkie;
‘ Msdnyssesr,‘ Incut. Olirer.
Horticn tural. 1.—Annirersary.
Actuaries. 4q.—-Council.
R0 ‘hlnstitution, 8.——‘ Animal Mechanics,‘ Pref. Mar

Tum
_
——

s
—

.

Syro-Enptisn. 76.-—‘ Hebrew Pace and Cubit,‘ and
‘Hebrew Christian Inscription, year 135,‘ Duke of
Rousillou.
Civil Engineers, a-—'Slee¥;l “'oods. Madras Rail -.'
ton; ‘ Drainage, Newport
‘ Dmlnnﬁ, Dundee.‘ Mr.
(Mon-l.‘
r. Williams.
Zoololricsl, 9.

—

.
-

Graphic. 8.

_

—
—

Society of Arts 8.-‘Constn1etlon of Twin Screw Steam
ships,‘ Capt. Symonds.
Mlcrosoo icnl, 8.—Anmveru.ry.
_
Society 0 Literature, 8 .-—'Mr. Mnrer‘s vl'npyri and their

_

Arggml

interpretation by I.
‘rn,

monldca,‘ Mr. ‘30L,

saIl'Assooistlon,

84.—‘ Roman \‘llla, Combo

.

Tunis. Royal Academy, 8.—' Painting,’ Prof. Ilsrt.
Royal, 8).
—
Anti caries, s5.

-—
Fm.

Ssr.

R0 a Institution. —' Chemical Aﬁnity,‘ Dr. Frankland.
As ronornloal. L-Annlrsmry.

Royal Institution, 8. — ' Artiﬁcial Illumination,‘ Dr.
I rsnklsnd.
Royal Institution. 8.—‘Llfs and Death,‘ Mr. Savory.

Pl NE

Al'l‘l

_._.

NEW scunr'runss 1s s'r. PAUL'S.

FIVE new statues in St. Paul‘s should offer us a
The Chairman announced that he had beentovisit a variety of the female of Izycmna A donis in which chance at least of congratulation on the progress
some Roman remains discovered at St. Dunstan's

the markings on one side were semi-obliterated.——

of sculpture in this country.

We ﬁnd none such

Hill, upon the making of an excavation in the Mr. Waterhouse exhibited, and read some notes on,
premises of Messrs. Ruck in Co. They consisted several species of the genus Homalota.—Mr. Ha
of a portion of Roman wall, about 3; feet thick, ward exhibited a collection of Coleoptera captured
built of various materials, principally chalk, by himself in Central Europe.—Mr. Stainton, on
Kentish rag and broken Roman tile; the bad behalf of Mr. C. Healy, exhibited some bramble

on inspection of Baron Marochetti's, or Messrs.
Theed's, M‘Dowell’s, Lough‘s or G. G. Adams's
work recently placed there. By the ﬁrst is the

India House, where, in digging up the foundations, Differences which exist amongst the Typical Races
the workmen had come upon the ﬂoor and walls of of Man,’ by Robert Dunn.
a Roman house, the ﬂoor lying at a depth of nearly
20 feet below the level of the modern street. An
Inarrrurros or CIVIL ENGINEIBS.—Fcb. 3.
outside wall ran nearly underthe edge of the present
J. Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair. —At the
street and parallel with it, and a transverse wall
Monthly Ballot the following Candidates were
ran from it at right angles in the opposite direc
elected :--Messrs. E. Filliter and A. S. Ormsby,
tion to the street; and this latter wall was traced

monplace and trivial is the motive so sought to be
expressed need not be pointed out to any one ac

Cenotaph to Lord Melbourne and his brother, the
whole design of which is a mistake, and an example
Roman build, a ﬁlling-in of this rubble; the mor leaves inside which were visible the cast'oﬂ‘ skins of of that falsity in construction which at once decides
tar, however, so good as to make an imperishable larvae of Nqiticula Aurelia, and read some notes on a thing to be bad in Art. Two angels, winged and
wall, which consisted of a doublesrched basement, the moulting of those larvae-Mr. M‘Lachlan read draped,—one with a trumpet, one with a sword,
one over the other, and then the present house. It is a paper ‘ On Anisocentropus, a new genus of exotic neither of’ which emblems has reference to the
nearly 20 feet below the level of the present street, Trichoptera, with Descriptions of ﬁve species; and deceased nobleman,—lean, or rather seem to loiter,
and about the level of the high water of the Thames. also of a new species of Dipseudopsis.‘
against the jumbo of a doorway of bronze, probably
—Mr. T.\Vright reported that he had, at the invita
supposed to lead into the tomb, but which really
tion of kit. Tite, M.P., that afternoon visited the
ETHNOLOGIOAL. —Feb. 3.—J. Crawfurd, Esq., takes one‘s ideas into the open street and the pastry
works of demolition on the site of the late East President, in the chair.-—‘On the Psychological cook's shop in a line with it behind. How com‘

as Members; Capt. J. Grantham, RE, and
to a distance of perhaps 20 feet, when it met Messrs. T. E. Dunn, J. R. Furniss, I. J. Holt
with another wall parallel with the former. The zapi'fel, S. L. Koe, A. S. Rake, L. R. Roberts,
length of the room has not been ascertained, but R. 0. White and H. \Vilson, as Associates-The

quainted with mortuary sculpture: we doubt, how
ever, if another instance of the same, so completely

false in arrangement, exists.

The composition of

the whole, tomb-door and ﬁgures, is at variance

with the architectural feeling of the cathedral
itself.

The marble is scnsuously tinted, the hair

gilded and set back meretriciously, the surface
smoothed, not ﬁnished with thoughtful and labo
rious art.

Mr. Theed‘s ‘Hallam‘ is less offensive to feel
it was evidently much greater than its breadth. paper read was, ‘ On the Woods used for Sleepers
ing and art than the above, insomuch as it is
The ﬂoor was in perfect preservation, and was on the Madras Railway,’ by Mr. B. M‘Master.
feebler. The ﬁgure stands in doctor's robes, much
formed of tessene of about a quarter of an inch
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as if the historian, that keen-witted and heedful of this render the aspect of a man who, deeply versed
man, had risen, when in dotage, from his breakfast in law, is strong and deliberate to balance in his
table to welcome some one whom he doubted that mind the far-forward effects of judgment or the
he knew. The robe is so weakly treated, that it far-backward history of justice. Accordingly, he
resembles a dressing-gown ; the action is so timid sits, his knees crossed, sustaining an open book
in pose and purpose, and the face bears such a with his hand : the light falls full upon his face, re
simper, that those traces of character and action vealing its million wrinkles, and that the eyes are
they show come most painfully to the heart of but inwardly speculative. Intro-vision is given to
the observer as marks of dotage ere its time. them with the greatest art, there is extra-vision so
The weak, “old-gentlemanly" seeming of this far only as the organs are concerned and capable:
is not that which posterity will look for we see behind them comprehensive, searching, ﬁne
in a statue of Halls-m. The theme of the last statue thought. A work singularly devoid of mere pic
needed a manly, earnest grasp of the subject, and torial graces and prettinesses, yet, with all its man
an astute decision in design, such as the man hood, intensity and depth, likely to be caviare to
possessed who should have been nobly commemo the million. This artist has almost completed the
rated. That of Turner was probably a more diﬂicult life size ﬁgure of an Egyptain Fellnh girl bearing
task to succeed in, and Mr. M‘Dowell has done corn upon her head and surrounded by pigeons,
better with it, but not done wholly well. Turner before described by us. This work will not at
is seated, dressed in a cloak, with a palette, too present be exhibited.
small for use, on one thumb; in the other hand
Lovers of Art who ﬁnd how often the system of
he has a brush, but does not hold it in the way competition mocks their sense ofjustice, will rejoice
a painter full of thought would hold the same. to know that it is likely soon to go out of use,
There is no life in his action. Half-seated, through several of our most able sculptors and
half-leaning upon a rock, one foot planted well architects having refused to enter into competitions.
in front, one knee bent, keeping the other foot One great advantage of this imposition, for such it
up and behind, the painter looks over his shoulder often is, being done away with, will be that we
with a would-be bright expression of keen delight may ﬁx the responsibility of employing mcretricions
in nature.
01‘ that rugged, half-sordid, noble or dull artists upon the blunderer to whom it is
countenance, so full of purpose and so keen in really due, and not, as now, ﬁnd the same shuﬂlcd
knowing, Mr. M‘Dowell has seen little else than from hand to hand through a committee. Respon
the common features and their bare expression; of sibility once ﬁxed, we may ﬁnd less conﬁdence
the mind's expression, that of all things needed to existing in the minds of Ministers and others who
be seen in a statue such as this, there is little in use competition to blind foregone conclusions in
deed. It is commonplace only.
behalf of favourite artists. Under such respon~

contract has been entered into, which includes the
scraping of the choirceiling and groins, adjusting
the ribs, some of which are distorted, scraping the
nave entire-ceiling, piers, trifon'um and aisles
—snd putting the whole in substantial repair. The
Chapter'House restoration has proved a heavy job,
but is now nearly done—so says the Builder. All

this is to be got over in time for the Musical
Festival next autumn, so that the visitors to the

ancient city may ﬁnd the Cathedral as good as new,
and not at all like the “ mickle grey abbaye" it
once was. Let us entreat the contractors to go
gently over the carvings ; there are soma—or were,
not many months ago-upon the capitals of the
nave arcade that really deserve a little care. Let
it not be forgotten that anything like restoration

by way of scraping may injure delicate workman
ship. Some of the mouldings about this building
cost, let us hint, more thought and labour in patient
and long-dead brains than people with scrapers in

their hands would readily believe. Let us trust that
scraping simply means washing from whitewash, and
not the use of a painful iron tool, which, if it leaves
a nice smooth surface, all of one colour and beau

tifully clean, is rather apt to take off the very
bloom of carving. \Ve are reminded by mention
of the Chapter-House at Worcester to inquire what

is going to be done with the books removed there
from to Edgar Tower, where they cannot remain?
Now the Guesten Hall is gone-or more strictly
to speak, made a desolate ruin, with one half-wall
standing-a library will be required somewhere.
A friend reminds us that \Vorcester once possemed

three great halls,—the Guesten Hall, the Deanery
Mr. Lough's ‘Sir John Lawrence,’ if it were sibility, these personages will do well to consult Hall, and that one which is still spared and

not so lengthy and ill-constructed about the neck
and shoulders, would be a more valuable work

than it is.

The artist has evidently felt the cha

racter of the man, and, while attempting to render
some of the same in the face, has been so faithful
in working the features, that, if we have not a
noble or digniﬁed idea of the statesman, we
have the interest of a portrait in his statue.
However long Sir J. Lawrence's neck might have

been,that characteristic might have been given with
something less of the tailor's blundering in ﬁtting

the gorget to the coat.

Mr. G. G. Adams, who

enjoys a monopoly of the Napiers, has really
done his best with the historian. Major-General
Sir William Napier stands on a different leg from
MajorGeneral Sir Charles Napier, the conqueror

of Scinde! They both wear cloaks, as brothers
should, which, considering St. Paul‘s is never warm
and Nature short of Mr. Adams's art, is not beyond
expectation. Before us lies a photographic por
trait of the Historian, with its great beard and
high-massed hair, the strenuous will of mouth
—the ﬁne, clear-cut and bold nose-the unﬂinch
ing, manly eye-the face, so ﬁne, so grand, so
gentlemanly despite its irritability, that it is im
possible not to lament the sculptural opportunity
wasted.

Ems-Am‘ GossrP.—The Exhibition season for
this year commences on Monday next by the open
ing of the British Institution. The private view
takes place to-day (Saturday).
The members of the Society of Painters in

artists and other experts on matters of Art, in place used as a school. Let us hope that some one
of relying on the opinions of “ patrons” and wealthy may look to the repairs of this still noble rem
“ walking gentlemen.” That educated public opin nant, lest it also go the way of halls at Wor
ion would form the best Court ofArt is undoubtedly cester. It did not seem to be very much cared
true, and an appeal to it be beyond challenge if for last March, when we saw it. Perhaps it has
public opinion were really competently educated. been pulled down already. Has no one power in
That it is not so, the many blunders we regret may these matters? The mayor, the citizens, and the
learned Societies of archaeologists and architects,
show, if they answer no better use.
local, provincial and metropolitan, have protested
The publications of the Art-Union of London against the like proceedings, and it is reported
for this year lie before us. How can the ma that the county gentry are full of regret.
nagers of this society believe they are encourag
ing Art by issuing such examples as the present l
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
Mr. Dicksee‘s ‘ Labour of Love,’ the chief attrac

tion, is not calculated to elevate people's ideas of

_._

the true function of Art. Valuable skill of the
engraver has been wasted upon a triviality of the

will take place at tlrc Queen's Concert Rooms. llanovcr Square,
kgbruury Ht_h.~_.\rt|s!s. Messrs. Reichardt, lrrichnnrnn, Rios.
\\ ebb and l'mttr: .‘ldllcs. Soldcne, Georgi, and Alice Marigold.
—Tiskcts, 15a. and 7a.,ut the Rooms.

MISS ALICE MANGULD‘N GRAND SOIRF'E MUSICAL!)

most ﬂimsy kind.

A girl runs, bearing a child

upon her shoulders; they laugh as no one out of a
bad picture or oil‘ the stage ever yet laughed.—
CONCERTS or ran Warm-There was only one
The Council of this society advertised that they novelty at Monday's Popular Canon-t claiming
would award a premium of one hundred guineas attention. Mendelssohn's Sonata in 1-: major, Op.
for a series of designs in outline illustrative of the 6, his only solo Sonah'l, has been little played, for
‘Idyils of the King.’ Accordingly, no less than reasons not hard to ﬁnd. The two ﬁrst movements
forty-three sets were sent in competition, compris are more laboured and less interesting than the
ing 540 drawings. From these, the works of Mr. music written at his better period. The theme of
Paolo Priolo were selected. \Vhat the others the alIq/rello flows pleasantly, it is true, but not
must have been it would be diﬂicult to surmise; freshly; the mimwilo, in its oddly-chosen key,
but if these were the least incompetent, their value r sharp minor, is quaint and somewhat “ bitter.”
must have been small. A certain mechanical and The ﬁnale, however, led to by the awkward nda-‘r/io
scademical facility of execution, the results of aIIa frmlam'm-au imitation of Bach’s ‘Fantasia
labour long maintained, is discernible.
This, Chromatica,’ —redeems the composition.
The
throughout, is of the mean and spiritless order, that grand and distinct vigour of its subject was never
is properly styled Academical. Real drawing, duti surpassed by Mendelssohn in any of his later works,

ful study from the life, are no more to be found than and the interest is kept up with untiring vivacity
album or portfolio containing a drawing by each are composition, expression, or even that feeling for of resource. It requires a player of no common

Water Colours have presented to Mr. Field an
individual member. The Society numbers ﬁfty
four artists, including Associates, so that this is a

purity of form which redeems so many sins in the
eyes of artists. Finicking study of drapery-elabo

nerve to deal with this ﬁnale as it demands, the

met with the success it deserves for the excellence
and variety of its contents. We hope to see the
experiment repeated.—Next Saturday the annual

would be more than ever ashamed of himself if he
could see the idea Mr. Priolo has of Vivien, than

oo-operation of Mr. John Thomas.

any similar body in London, there are many can

and Nature more than he has done, he would, if he

day evening. His secession (if so it prove) from the

ﬁgure of accompaniment for the left hand being
rate rendering of utensils, of weapons and herbage especially tormenting. In this movement, then,
—things quite beside the sculptural severity per Madame Arabella Goddard's imperturbable calm
body in certain matters wherein Mr. Field's legal taining to outlines of this class pervade the series. ness and equality of ﬁnger could not fail to ‘9611
experience has been valuable. The \Vinter Exhi Spirited grasp of subject that has gloriﬁed many
Mr. Henry Leslie's Second Choir Concert was
bition, now open, of this Society seems to have a wretched scrawl and daub, is not here. Merlin one-half devoted to Welsh Harp Music, with the
gift of splendid character. Its object is to form
an acknowledgment of the services rendered to the

The solitary

novelty in the programme was a setting of ‘ Ye
which nothing is tamer, except that he holds of Mariners of England,’ by Mr. H. Leslie.
election for members to ﬁll vacancies will take the magician himself. Let no unkind friend show
Mr. Sims Reeves, who apparently has made a
place. As this Society is sans reproche, and con these things to Mr. Tennyson. If Mr. Priolo had ﬁrm alliance with Mr. Martin's Choral Society,
tains a smaller proportion of incapable men than studied Retzsch and Overbeck less, and Flaxman sang in ‘ The Creation,’ at Exeter Hall, on Wednes¢
didates, and the result is looked for with anxiety. did not abstain al
ther, see where his work falls Sacred Harmonic Socfrty, be the temporary incon
venience and injury what they may, will have one
Mr. Holman Hunt will probably send to the short of the true character of the task in hand.
Royal Academy this year a life-size portrait, half
The “restoration" of Worcester Cathedral goes good result if it lead to the increase of the staff of
length, of Dr. Lushington. The air and character on vigorously. It is to be thorough. A fourth ﬁrst-class tenor Concert singers, consisting at the
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time present of two

ons.

Mr. Haigh, it is said,
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English Opera proﬁtable in so vast a space is not hearing it by Reichardt (the composition having

intends to devote himself to this occupation: a possible. That a school of available artists is in
process of training, every one conversant with the
state of affairs during the last quarter of a century
must be aware. First-class singers (as they were
for the Sacred Harmonic Society, next week.
The orderly music at the Crystal Palace recom< rated) could be named whose boast it was, on a

been never written down), and the accompaniment

voice of better quality hardly existing than his. “'0
may speak of his appearance in ‘Elijah,’ last night,

arranged by Herr Rust, the director of the Bach
Society at Berlin, has been given at a concert

menced on Saturday last ;—the Christmas gambols

there by Madame J achmann-Wagner, without,
however, producing any effect.
Strange news
comes from Bremen of a performance of ‘ Israel,‘
with additional accompaniments by Herr Lachner,
and an organ part by Herr Reinthaler! Is this a

ﬁrst night, to remember only “ the ballad-to leave

being over. The singers were Madame Louisa the concerted music to take care of itself, to disdain
Vinning and Mr. Miranda. The player was Herr recollection of the words or attempt at action. Those
days are past ; but we have still no company misprint! or a case of ignorance, or of presumption’!
Pollitzer.
adequate to the presentation of grand opera,-—and

and can it be possible that so clever a man as the

Pmxcsss’s.—-The new management displays without grand opera a grand theatre (for the Eng composer of ‘ Jeptha's Daughter‘ has ventured
considerable activity. Miss Amy Sedgwick has lisb) cannot be made attractive. To instance,— to do over again that which was so consummately
renewed her engagement, and the drama of ‘One it is no surprise to us to hear that ‘Love's Tri accomplished by Mendelssohnl
Good Turn Deserves Another’ has been reproduced. umph,’ though containing much of Mr. ‘Vallace’s
Mdlle. Patti's Zcrlina, in ‘Don Giovanni,’ has
liIr. Roxby sustained the character of Simon prettiest and some of his best music, has been no been such as to persuade the Parisian talkers about
Topper for the ﬁrst night or two; but, in con triumph for the treasury \Vant of self-knowledge Mozart, who are more numerous than Parisian con
sequence of the injuries he received in endeavour

is one of the most disheartening characteristics of noisseurs, to accept nearly the most lame and im

ing to save Mrs. Hunt and Miss Smith, two ladies the theatrical world ; reference to false expediency, potent cast of the immortal opera ever ventured in
of the ballet, who caught ﬁre on Friday evening, another. The English public, whether musical or a great musical capital. It would seem as if the
the 23rd ult., he was not able to resume the part

until last Monday.

dramatic, may now be trusted by any one who has

world was returning to the bad old ways and old

The pantomime continues any good thing to show; and yet everywhere the days of Catalani‘s husband, and to his opera notions

attractive, and is much indebted to the manner observer is baulked by “ the funeral baked meats "
which “ coldly furnish forth the marriage-tables,"
in which it is illustrated by Mr. Beverley.
—by recurrence to the old unmusical practices,
Sr. J.\MEs‘s.—-A new piece of some importance the old concessions to vanity or immediate gain,
was produced on Saturday, entitled ‘The Merry which have made so cruel ahavoc of Art. Till
‘Vidow.’ It has been skilfully adapted by Mr. these things are swept into the limbo of oblivion
Leicester Buckingham from a French piece by MM. by administrative discretion and knowledge, we
Dumanoir and A. Keranion, called ‘Jeanne qui shall have (in English theatrical music) to work
pleure et J eanne qui rit.’ The idea has evidently out the old arithmetical problem of the ant that

been borrowed from Madame Emile Girardin’s

A friend at Naples writes :-—“ ‘Lucia di Lam
mermoor' has been'produced at San Carlo before a
crowded house. Titiens, of course, took the part of
Lucia, and was vociferously applauded, in the sixth
scene of the second act especially. Wretchedly
supported, her genius yet triumphs over every diﬂi~
culty, and though some affect to dislike the ﬁori
tura she introduces, there were some astonishing
crept twenty steps up its sand-heap and fell back effects made by her which seemed to electrify the
nineteen: how long was it before the ant arrived audience."
at the top of the sand-heap?
Signor Luigi Romani (qum'e, the excellent libret
A sea-stained packet addressed to us and saved tist‘l) has published at Milan a history of the

‘LaJoie fait Peur’ ; only taking the converse of
the circumstances in the older work. The Merry
W'idow is a self-sacriﬁcing being who, supposing
her husband to be dead, is afmid to let the event from the wreck of the Colombo, contained journals,
be known by his blind mother, lest the shock criticisms, and books of the words of the Melbourne
should be too great for her remaining strength. Triennial Musical Festival, which was held so far
She therefore affects gaiety, goes out to parties away on the 7th of October and two after days,
and has music at home. With her is contrasted conducted by Mr. Charles E. Horsley, with a band
a mourning widow, who wins the world's good and chorus of three hundred performers, and for
opinion by a hypocritical show of grief, and who is principal singers Mesdarnes Lucy Escott and Sara
really seeking to win a second husband by the Flower, Messrs. Squires and Farquharson;—the
false show of good feeling.
She indeed almost programme of the ﬁrst day consisting of the Exhi
wins the heart of the lover of the merry widow’s bition Music and the conductor's ‘Comus.’ On the
sister; for the young man, disgusted with what he second day ‘St. Paul’ was given;—on the third,
deems the heartless behaviour of the two ladies, a Miscellaneous Concert.

seriously thinks of transferring his affections to a

of “ Ma femme et cinq poupées."

There is some idea of holding a Musical Festival

more genial quarter. The lost husband is one at Bradford this autumn.
Charles Mildmay, late a colonel in an Indian
Messrs. Rudall, Rose, Carte to Co. put forward
regiment; and, every mail, his widow reads to his their Musical Directory Reghter and Almanac for
blind mother aﬁctitious letter pretended to have 486?,—as usual, we are sorry to say, incomplete.
been sent by him. At last, however, comesa real Fancy, in the column devoted to Manchester, no
letter, stating that he has been made a general, and mention of Mr. Halle‘s Concerts in the Free Trade
is on his way home from Southampton. Mrs. Hall, which are unique, of their kind, among the
Charles Mildmay, who has suffered so long from a entertainments of England !
suppression of feeling, is now enabled to indulge
‘ Benedick and Beatrice,’ by M. Berlioz, which
freely in emotion, and exclaiming “He lives!” has undergone some modiﬁcations and additions
brings down the curtain with great applause. Miss since its production at Baden, has been “com
Herbert, it is needless to add, supports the character manded " by the Grand-Duchess of Saxe \Veimar,
with grace and feeling; and the drama, having for her birthday, in April. The music will be
been carefully Anglicized, is likely to prove attrac published shortly.-—M. Gounod's ‘ Reine de Saba ’
tive.
is apparently conquering Germany. It was pro

Theatre della Scala, from its opening in 1778, with

Salieri’s ‘ Europa riconosciuta,’ and Mortellari's
‘Troja distrutta,’ down to our degenerate days.
The death of Mrs. Hullah, after an illness of
much suffering, deprives the English musical pro
femion of avaluable member. She was one of the
ﬁrst group of pupils formed at the Royal Academy,
which did that institution a credit it has not
maintained-a pianist (as those who remember her
public appearances must recollect), trained in the

best school, and playing the best music well.
Shortly after her marriage, however, she ceased to
appear in the orchestra, and gave herself up exclu

sively to assisting her husband in his undertakings ;
for which her sound musical knowledge, her clear
intelligence, and her nnwearying energy well quali
ﬁed her. Never had artist a more devoted and
competent helpmate.
To her own family, her
loss is one not to be repaired.
Mr. Walter Lacy has been appointed Professor

of Elocution at the Royal Academy of Music.
The Concerts at the Paris Conservatoire are now
running their usual course without venturing any
novelty. M. Berlioz speaks in praise of some frag

ments of a Symphony by M. Bizet, a Laureate who
has lately returned from his course of study in
Rome.

Mr. Howard Glover seems to be ranging him
duced the other day at Darmstadt, with every self among the givers of series of concerts. A
Musrcsr. AND DRAMATIC Gossrr.—Now is appearance of success. A similar fate, it may be second entertainment, with a long list of singers, is
the time when Opera rumours begin to be heard recollected, bcfell Chélard’s ‘Macbeth’ after the announced by him for this morning.
and listened for. A gay Royal wedding and the failure of that opera in Paris.—“ Heaven knows
The following is from a Correspondent :-—“ The
public appearances of a young Court should natu what will become of German music if things con successful play of ‘Carnilla‘s Husband’ is called
rally quicken the managers of entertainments.
These gentlemen, however, in proportion as they
are secure of their audiences, are too apt tbriftily
to slacken their efforts, as the theatrical bills of

tinue in their present state!” writes a correspon original. “'here would the great situation have
dent d propos of a new opera ‘ La Réole,‘ just pro been had not a certain ‘ Gendre de Monsieur
duced to text by Madame Birch-Pfeiffer, by Herr Poirier,‘ by a certain M. Emile Augier, with a
Gustavus Schmidt, of Frankfort, who is described certain outburst in the fourth act, ‘ Et maintemnt
the Exhibition year showed. As regards the by our friend as “a weaker edition of Lortzing, va te battre, vs !' been produced some nine
Italian Opera-houses, some excuse is to be found not without a certain talent for fresh melody, ago at the Theatre Gymnnse of Paris 't-O." _
in the impoverished state of the repertory, the but without grace, delicacy of taste, or articular
A new piece, by M. Sardou, ‘ Les Disbles Nous,’

diﬂiculty of assembling a company of good singers, originality."—-The Allgemeiu lluszl'alisc

Zcitung which was on the point of being produced at the
Theatre du Vaudeville, has been prohibited.—
Voltaire’s ‘ Merope‘ has been revived at the

and the timidity of our fashionable public in mentions with praise ‘ The Foscari,’ an opera lately
accepting novelty. Such hope of enterprise as produced at Munich, by Herr Zenger, whose name
exists for persons of the “ movement" party lies is new to us. Another is that of Herr ‘Vest
in the opposition between the two houses. Mean meyer, whose ‘ Der Wald bei Hermannstadt ’ has
while, not a word has as yet been breathed regard ‘been given at Dresden-Herr Tichatschek has
ing the intentions of either Mr. Gye or Mr. Maple been celebrating his “ silver wedding " to the
son. If we mistake not, the lesseeship of the Dresden Theatre, by singing no less fatiguing a
English Opera. at Covent Garden will terminate part than that of the tenor in Spontini's ‘ Fernand
this season; and Rumour, how far correctly we Cortcz.‘
have no means of ascertaining, asserts that the lease
Sacred music seems to fare only a little better
will not be renewed by the present proprietors, in Germany. A ‘ Requiem,’ by Herr Scholz, has
who will betnke themselves to some more manage been produced at Cologne. Klopstock's ‘ Hymn
able theatre (where ?). As matters stand, to make , to Death,‘ set and sung by Gluck, transcribed from

Théat‘re Francais.

There has been a trial within the last few days,
of moment to all who wish to bear the ne
of Olmar,—no real name, but the theatrical one,
according to absurd usage, assumed by Mr. Mead,
whose behaviour, with his feet in rings, on the
roof, and his head downwards, is found alluring,

and it may be assumed proﬁtable also, at the
Alhambra. Rival Olmars, who have taken the
title, have been laid under legal prohibition not
to infringe the rights of the Original acrobat by
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assuming his assumed name.
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They may do the

ring trick if they can : but they must not do it as
Olmar, neither as acting Olmar.
A word concerning new ballets, which abroad do
not altogether die in their birth, though at home it
will be not easy to re-awaken interest in them until
a new Taglioni, a new Fanny Elssler, shall come.

IVALTON LS‘ MA BERL Y,
20, Upper (lower-street, and 27, Ivy-lane, Paterm slcr‘row.

CRAMER,

BEALE

&

\VOOD'S

MUSIC CIRCULATING LIBRARY,
BARON LIZBIG‘H NEW WORK.

For Town and Country.

Next month. in] vol. SW.

Terms: Two. Three, and Four Guineas per Annum.

The Natural Laws of Husbandry.
%; JUSTUS "ON LIEBIG. Professor of Chemistry in the
nivenity o! Munich. Edited by Dr. Blyth of Queen‘: Col
legs. Cork.

The Glasgow Theatre Royal has shared the
frequent lot of theatres, and been destroyed by ﬁre.

PBINTED FOR

_._—

‘ Théolinde,‘ by that skilled chorégraphe, Madame
Cerito‘s husband, M. St.-Léon, has prospered at
St. Petersburg.—A grand ballet, ‘La Cumtesse
d’Egmont,‘ by Signor Rota, has been successful at
Turin;——and a something made out of the tale of
‘ Robert Macaire,’ and mimed or danced at aplace
no less august than La Scala, has absolutely, we
read, been enjoyed at Milan.

NEW WORKS

CRAMER, BEALE & WOOD,
201, REGENT-STREET.

ORAMER, BEALE & WOOD under
take the PUBLICATION of COMPOSITIONS for the
NEW KIND OF ANATOMICAL PLATES.

MIBCELLANEL

Author.
January I was published. Part I.. price a». 64., of

Copyright-In the Gossip of the Athemrum,
last week, reference is made to a case of Art piracy

Illustrations of Dissections, in a. Series

recently decided at Bonn in favour of the owner
of the copyright, similar in its character to
that of Gambart 1'. Hall, now pending in our
courts. A comparison is made between our law
and that of Germany, in which it is stated as a

I_IALF-PRICE.-—All Music sent post

reason why the law of Germany is superior to

A. S.

ours, "that the deﬁnition of copyright" there is
"the right of multiplying copies by (my mac/ia
nical process"; and English law is condemned as
not being expressed in such simple terms. It so
happens that the English law uses exactly the
same terms, and it is from those very terms that

the question at issue arises,-Is a copy of an
engraving by photography a copy by “a mecha

nical process"! The photographer contends it is
not a mechanical process; he admits it to be a
copy, no doubt, but by a “chemical process," and
therefore, he says, not within the terms of the law.
A photographic copy may be within the mischief

the Act was intended to remedy, but is it within
the words used? In making these observations, I
beg to be understood as in no way expressing an
opinion in favour of the shortcomings of the law
of Art Copyright in this country.
P. Ln Nsvr: Fosrss.

The Coliseum-An Old Subscriber, in reply to
our query why the word should be “ Colosseum,"

hee at Half the Published Price.

all.
"I The Drawing! are on stonr.by .\Ir. Fonl. from Dissec
tionl. by Professor Ellis. A Part. containing 'l‘wo Plates. with
Letter-press, price R 6d, ercry alternate month.

SULLIVAN'S

‘ TEMPEST.’

Cloth, 128. 6‘

Dll. GARE-0D 0N GOIIT—.\'EW EDITION.
Published separately,
Now ready. Second Edition. much improved. small Bro. 15!. of
Dance of Nymphs nnd Reapers, Pisnoforte Duett. AL-Banquet
Dance. I‘innofnru- Folo, 2a.; ditto. lluett, l|.—H0nnur. riches.
marriage, blessing. Vocal Duett, ll. 6d.-Wherc the bee Inch,
sung by Bliss Banks. 8|. M.
Mr. Sullivan‘: ‘ Tempest ‘ Music produced the other evening It
Manchester. succeeded entirely. 'l‘ ere hare been few cases of a
more complete and legitimate success than this in our time.
l'idc Athemrum, Jun. lu, 1W.

Ind

RIIEUMATK‘ "OUT.

By A.

Ii. GARROD, “.D.

ERR. Physician to King‘: (.‘ollege. Hospital: Professor of
hlziierin Medics and Thom utrcs at King I College, London.
With Coloured and other ll ustrntions.
“ We can conﬁdently recommend it as not only highly phllo
sophical. but likewise thoroughly praeticrl."-Lanrd.

Just published. Bro. price 7|. 6d. cloth,

TEPI'I EN IIELLER.-—.\'OCTURNE

The Mystery of Money Explained

(Op. 108‘. 40.

and ILLUSTRATED by the .\l ONETARY Ill-STORY of
ENGLAND, from the Conquest to the Present Time.

-—— POLOXAISE (Op. 100. ‘I.
" Nocturne. Op. 103. and Polonaise. Op. 104. by Stephen Heller.
are the newest works by the most original pisnoforte composer of
the day, and among his happiest one‘. The Nocturne is full of
dreamy and expressive grace; the Polonaise will attract by the
strength and grandeur of the principal subject. and some passages
of climax which are truly exciting."—AUl¢nlzum. Jan. 81. I86.

1 vol. Bro. ll. 1|.

Elements of Comparative Philology.
By Dr. 11. G. LATIIAM. FJLS.
“ It is impossible for u! to give any idea of the great mass of
information which he hm broukht to ether; there is hardly a
language in the world of which n or words are not given.

Those who take an interest in the stud will ﬁnd the book to

ARTIIUR

S.

presses,’ p. 50 (edit. Naples, 1768), there is a note
which gives the reason for using the orthography

SULLIVAN-

he a repertory of most that is valusb e on the sub ect. Dr.
Lathnm hu spared no pains in producing a book Yul 0! learn
ing and crndition."-—lnndan Review.

TIIOUGIITS, 8:.
By the same Author,

No. 1. ALLEGRETTO CON GRAZIA.
No. ’. ALLEGRO GRAZIOSO.

as ﬁrst above given. Referring to the completion
of the great Amphitheatre by Titus, the note has
the following :—“Nel mezzo dell‘ Anﬁteatro si
sorgeva una grande status. rappresentante Nerone,
chiamata il Colosso di Nerone, da cui quel luogo
prese il nome di Colosseo.”

The Nature and Treatment of Gout

MONETARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

and not “ Coliseum," in our review of Mr. Story’s
work, ‘Roba di Roma,’ of last week, writes to say,

that in Vol. ii. of the ‘Lives of the Roman Em

of Original Coloured Plates. the size of life rcp‘rcsentin'g the
Dissection of the Human Body. lly (i. Y. EL lﬂ. l’roxssor
g‘! .inawmy in L'nirenlty Col ego, London, and U. H. FORD,

The ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

WAL TER

MACFARREN.—

Barcarole for Pisnoforte.

of Nov. 25, 1862, we read-“Mr. Landsborough,

HANDBOOK of the ENG LISH LAN
ouaos. rmh Edition. Small m. 7|. Bl‘.
ENGLISH GRAMMAR for SCHOOLS.
Eighteenth Thousand.
Small 8Y0. ‘I. M.

‘TIIE FAIRY BOAT,‘ 8|.

Australia-n Erpl0rers.-In the Melbourne Argus

Revised and much enlarged.

A SMALLER ENGLISH GRAMMAR. By

the explorer, has received a complete service of

Dr. LATIIAM nnd “in MABERLY.

late, suitably inscribed, and subscribed for by a

a circle of admirers, in acknowledgment of his
services to the cause of exploration. The presen

LUI

GI

ARDITI.—

colony, by vote of Parliament, a. sum of 1,000L, in

token of the public appreciation of his services.
Letters have been received from Mr. Hewitt. the

‘Now

THOU

ART

The party have arrived in

the settled districts of South Australia, and are
expected in Melbourne about the middle of De
cember. Arrangements have been made to honour
with a public funeral and a monument the remains

Erratum-Page 152, col. Lin; 40, for "A. Dunlap,"
read R. Dunlap.

ENGLAND. 68 Illustrations. 8s. 6d.
ROME. 79 Illustrations. 30. 6d.
GREECE. 74 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.
Second Edition. 50. cloth. with gilt edges,

Sonnets. By the Rev. Charles Strong,
AAL. formerly Fellow of Wadham College. Oxford.

‘O

of Victoria’s ﬁrst heroes."
To Connnsroxnssrs-J. R. A.—N. P.-G. liL-T. 0.11.
“I. Ri.
L.—H. W.-C. n4. B. B._Eiﬂeda-C. B.
—rece v .

Fcap. Bro. each 30. 6d. cloth. red edges.

Dr. Wm. Smith's Smaller Histories
for Schools.

MINE.’—

ARDITI‘S NEW SONG, ill.

and Wills are being brought down from Cooper's

Creek to Melbourne.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR for CLASSICAL
scuoons. Third Edition. Fcapsvduod.

0n the prettiest Air! in Wallace‘: Opera. ‘ The Amber Witch.’

gentlemen. The Governor occupied the chair,
and Lady Barkly was also present. His Excel
lency made the presentation in brief but appro L I N D SAY
SLOPER.-—
priate terms. Mr. M‘Kinlay, the South Australian
‘ GALOI' D11 CONCERT,’ 0.
explorer. has received from the Government of that
Performed in Public by the Composer.

leader of the party by whom the remains of Burke

Second Edition.

Fcap. live. 2‘. 6d. cloth.

‘ VALSE DE SALON,’ 4!.

tation took place in the Exhibition Building, and
was witnessed by a large assemblage of ladies and

Fifth Edi

tion. mined Ind remodelled. 1 vol. Bro. 18:. cloth.

MOON
I

OF

NIGHT.’
Small 8V0. 54.

AUGUSTUS MANN'S NEW SERENADE. 3s.
Sung by Mr. Bentley.

Instinct and Reason.

By Sir George

RAMSAY. Bart.
“ We cordially commend Sir George Ramsay's book to our
readcrs.“>b'cultish Ecckeizutiml Journal.

‘C

OLLI

NATIVI.'—

ARDITI‘S NEWEST ITALIAN SONG, 3‘.
Sung by Signor Ginglinl.

By the nuns Author.
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100. 6d.

Svo.
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. extremities of at least three human beings were I bony fragments consist of a frontal and some
lintermingled with bones of extinct animals. ' other parts of the skull, including the upper
, Generally amongst these caverns, wherever law with teeth, both of an adult and young
, human bones occurred, they were met with at

individual; also some vertebrae and other por

Tht Geological Emilmces 0 the Antiquity Qf ‘ all depths in the cave~mud and gravel, some- ; tions. All these are imbedded in a light,
Manywtlh 136mm,“ 0" T
‘e8 0f the Origin times above and sometimes below those of the porous tufl‘, resembling materials ejected in
of Species by Variation. By Sir Charles LyelL

Illustrated by \Voodcuts. (Murray)
SEVERAL years ago a geologist ventured to
hint that man was older than 6,000 years; the
hints of that daring student have become the
theory of many. Sir Charles Lyell’s volume is
an elaborate assault on the popular chronology,
bringing the matterto this issue: either the scientiﬁc or the popular chronology must be wrong.

1
‘
i
i

‘
cave-bear, elephant, rhinoceros and hyena.
In 1860, Prof_ Malaise extracted from a ‘
similar deposit ‘111 one of these caves, at the ,
depth of two feet below the crust of stalagmite, \
three fragm cuts of a. human skull and two per- l
fect lower jaws with teeth, all so associated with \
and so similar in condition to the bones of;
bears, large thick-skinned animals and rumi
nants, as to leave no doubt in his mind that ‘f

l

The difference is not that of a. few years ora few man was contemporary with those animals.
centuries, but one of thousands of years, possibly ‘

several of the latest eruptions of Denise. But
none of the bones penetrated into another part
of the same specimen, which consists of a more
compact rock, thinly laminated. Much doubt

of the genuineness of this fossil has recently
prevailed, and still more doubt respecting that
of others from the same locality. Though Prome
theus was punished for his attempt to make a
man of clay, a dealer at Le_ Puy was paid for his
_

, attempts to make 11 fossil mall, and the lugh

In 1857, a fossil human skeleton was found ‘ Price of “ humal} fossils ’: is Suspected of haYing

thousands of centuries. It is as well to begin ‘ in a cave in the Neanderthal Valley, near Diis- ‘ advanced trade, If not 56191199, at Le Puy- 511p‘
with broad results, though Sir C. Lyell is cau- : seldorf. Probably the skeleton was complete, P058, however, a single specimen to be genuine,
tions in bringing them to the front.
( but only the larger bones were preserved by the ,‘ Sue h as the one now in the Museum at Le
The question turns upon the amount of; discovering workmen. This human being was l P115’, W‘hat antiquity Should We assign to it?
evidence and the correctness of the geological ‘ of the same, or perhaps of a more recent geolo- .‘ Ge°19g1§l§ have studled the formations closely,
interpretations of it. If the evidence he scanty, gical age than those whose remains were found l and 1t 15 Inferrefi ‘film? the human _be1ng Pm
or if its interpretation be fanciful, the popular ‘ byDr.Schmerlingin thecaverns nearLiége. The Sullled '50 be fosslllled may have lived nearly
chronology may be still defended: if it be skull of this individual is remarkably ape-like, l corltemporaneously with til? mammoth and
abundant and well established, if the proofs‘ and its human comiexion was once doubted. l rhinoceros, and was 006ml with the 111st erup
be impregnable and the ordering of them unim- 1 Some experienced zoologists, however, have l tions of Le PUY volcanoes- Thus, the”. fol‘
peachable, then the world must yield assent to 1 pronounced in favour of its humanity, and one reasons which Sir C. Lyell speciﬁes, we obtain
them, however reluctant it may be to abandon ‘ has declared that the individual to whom it no greater antiquity than before. The skull is
a long-received view.
\ belonged must have been distinguished by small l of the ordinary Caucasian or European type.
All the evidence which has come to light has . cerebral development and uncommon strength l In the delta. of the Mississippi, at Natchez,
been marshalled in this volume, where the most . of corporeal frame. Some anatomists have near New Orleans, a human skeleton is said to
is made of it. It has here been commingled with I1 described it as the most brutal of all human have been found buried under four cypress
a large mass of materials possessing little direct -‘ skulls. Readers of all that is said in this volume forests. In this case, no remains of extinct
bearing upon the question at issue. The work , concerning it, and who are unfavourable to the animals were found with it; but in another
is, in truth, a large treatise on Post-Tertiary , author’s views, may be disposed to doubt its ' part of the basin of the Mississippi, a human
Geology, having the date of the advent of man } humanity, as being at least “ not proven.” On ‘ bone, associated with bones of the mastodon
in view, but often hiding it by the interposition : the other hand, “although in several respects and megalonyx, is supposed to have been
of rocks and formations and phenomena, which ‘ it is more ape-like than any human skull pre washed out of a more ancient alluvial deposit.
might have been much more brieﬂy treated. viously discovered, it is in regard to its capacity Nevertheless, Sir C. Lyell thinks “ it is allow
Man himself is sometimes buried under piles by no means contemptible.” In the diagram of ‘ able to suspend our judgment as to the high
of glaciers, erratic blocks, drifts, sands and sec this skull there is, doubtless, a nearer resem antiquity of the fossil”; and, again, “Should
tions. In fact, the volume appears to have been blance in its outline to the skull of a chim future researches conﬁrm the opinion that the
written to the subject rather than to have grown ‘ panzee than has ever before been observed in Natchez man co-existed with the mastodon, it
out of it. A great name has been employed to any supposed human cranium. The previously would not enhance the value of the geological
grace a great book, which certainly is acceptable mentioned skull, taken from the cave of Ennis evidence in favour of man’s antiquity, but
to all who study7 geology; but no geologist will by Dr. Schmerling, approaches nearly to t e merely render the delta of the Mississippi
conceive that t e evidences of the antiquity of highest or Caucasian type, and is inferred to be available as a chronometer, by which the lapse
of post-pliocene time could be measured some.»
man at present extend to 506 full pages. So of greater antiquity.
large a structure of miscellaneous and sometimes
Speculation respecting the antiquity of the what less vaguely than by any means of mea
heterogeneous materials occasionally seems to i human bones in the caverns near Liege can I. suring which has yet been discovered or ren
be defective in unity of design and in construc only proceed, ﬁrst, upon the time required to dered available in Europe.” In order to ascer
tive symmetry.
allow of many species of carnivorous and herbi tain the geological time by this chronometer,
Adverting as brieﬂy as possible to the most vorous animals, which ﬂourished in the cave we add a sentence from another page-“If I
signiﬁcant of the evidences for human anti period, becoming ﬁrst scarce and then gradually was right in calculating that the present delta
quity here collected, we observe that the occur~ extinct; and, secondly, upon the great num of the Mississi pi has required, as a minimum
rence of human bones with those of extinct ber of centuries necessary for the change of of time, more t an one hundred thousand years
animals in certain caves has been regarded as the physical geography of the Liege district for its growth, it would follow, if the claims
one of the strongest indications of man’s great from its ancient to its present conﬁguration. of the Natchez man to have co-existed with
antiquity. Formerly it was concluded that the In the end, the author observes— “Although the mastodon are admitted, that North Ame
human bones and those of the animals with we may be unable to estimate the minimum rica was peopled more than a. thousand cen
which they were intermixed, were not coeval. of time required for the changes in physical turies ago by the human race.”
If man existed on this earth in the post
It was not imagined that men and mammoths geography above alluded to, we cannot fail to
were contemporaries. Of late years, however, ,
rceive that the duration of the period must pliocene period, it is highly probable that he
convincing proofs have been obtained that re- :
ve been very protracted, and that other es would be buried by his fellow men where he
means of mammoths occur in undisturbed allu of comparative inaction may have followed, died, and therefore there would be burial
vium, so imbedded with works of human art, and separating the post-pliocene from the historical places, in conformity with the customs of rude
sometimes with human bones, as to admit of no *periods, and constituting an interval no less nations now living. One such burial-place has
been discovered near Aurignac, not far from
doubt that man and mammoths coexisted. The indeﬁnite in its duration.”
details of such evidence ﬁll several pages in the
These human relics are as rare as interesting the foot of the Pyrenees. Unfortunately, the
present volume. Several Belgian caves were in the earlier or post-pliocene period. Dr. disinterred bones were ignorantly re-interred;
carefully examined by Dr. Schmerling in 1833. Schmerling found extinct mammalia and ﬂint but not before a medical man recognized them
In one, at Engis, near Liége, he disinterred the tools in forty-two Belgian caverns, but only as having formed parts of no less than seventeen
remains of at least three human beings, and discovered human bones in three or four. skeletons of both sexes and of all ages; some
the skull of one of these was imbedded by the I Other human relics may claim a. line or two, being so young that the hardening of certain
side of a mammoth’s tooth. Another skull was " and they are “the fossil man of Denise, and bones was incomplete. The size of the adults
buried ﬁve feet deep in a conglomerate the fossil human bone of Natcher, on the Mis implied a race of small stature. Subsequent
in which the tooth of a rhinoceros, several ' sissi pi." The so-called “fossil man of Denise” researches on the spot led to the finding of a
bones of a horse and some of the reindeer com ines the remains of more than one ske great variety of bones and implements, the
occurred. In another cavern on the right leton found in a volcanic breccia near the town latter including not fewer than a hundred flint
bank of the Mouse, numerous bones of the of Le Puy-en-Velay, in Central France. The knives, projectiles, sling-stones and chips.
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Scattered through the ashes and earth were
the bones of nine species of carnivorous and
ten species of herbivorous animals. As there
was no stalagmite in the grotto, all the bones
and soil found in the inside must have been
artiﬁcially introduced. Many facts fairly sup
port the inference that this was an ancient
place of sepulture, closed at its opening so
effectively against hyenas and other carnrvora
that no marks of their teeth appear on either
human or brutal bones. Here we have a very
ancient type of the funeral rites of Indian
tribes, which latter Schiller has so faithfully
embodied :

ATHENZEUM

from the surface, and was covered with bone
earth of the same thickness. Fifteen such ﬂint
knives were found, and though these, apart from
the associated mammalia, afforded no safe cri
terion of antiquity, yet that was demonstrated
by the discovery, at the same level in the bone
earth, of the entire left hind leg of a cave‘bear,
in which every bone was in its natural place.
Here there is evidence of an entire limb having
been introduced when clothed with its ﬂesh, or

at least when the separate bones were bound
together by their natural ligaments, and in that

state buried in mud.

About the position of the above-noticed ﬂints
there can be no ground for incredulity, as it
is attested by eminent observers; while with
reference to the St.-Acheul ﬂints the same may
From what has been cited, and from more be safely said. Thus M. Gaudry states to the
that might be cited, it is clear that man was Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, in describ
contemporary in Europe with two species of ing his own remarks at St.-Ach en], “The great
elephant and two of rhinoceros; also with at point was not to leave the workmen for a single
least one species of hippopotamus, the cave instant, and to satisfy oneself by actual inspec
bear, the cave-lion and t e cave-hyena; with tion, whether the hatchets were found in. situ.
various bovine, equine and certain other ani I caused a doe excavation to be made, and
mals now extinct, and many smaller oarnivora, found nine hate ets, most distinctly in situ in
rodentia and insectivora. But it has naturally the diluvium, associated with teeth of Eqmu
been asked, if man co-existcd with the extinct fossilis, and a species of Bus, different from any
s ecies of caves, why were his remains, and now living, and similar to that of the diluvium
the works of his hands, never imbedded outside and of caverns."
the caves in ancient river gravel containing the
Much of the information accumulated respect
same fossil Fauna? The answer now is, that ing the valley of the Somme and its vicinity is
his memorials, though not his bodily remains, minute and circumstantial, and must be studied
have recently been discovered in the post in original papers, or the abstracts of them, in
pliocene alluvium containing ﬂint implements Sir C. Lyell’s book. We can only glance at
leading features and broad results, and advance
in the valley of the Somme.
Our own columns have contained so many a general statement that the evidence of man's
conrmunications and remarks upon the circum antiquity in this locality has grown more and
stance of the ﬁnding of these implements that more deﬁnite. There is, however, one defect
there can be no occasion to repeat them here. in it which cannot be overlooked, and this is
The state of public opinion about these ﬂints the absence of human bones in the alluvium.
is probably nearly this :— the majority of readers Amongst thousands of ﬂint implements and
are unwi ing to accept the fact of their human knives scattered through the alluvial mud and
workmanship, having never seen specimens gravel of the Somme, not a single human bone
of them. On the other hand, all who have seen has yet been found. This demands considera
good specimens of them, such, for instance, as tion, especially when the objection is strength
several exhibited in London, have been com ened by the like dearth of the mortal remains
polled, however reluctantly, to confess that of our species in all other parts of Europe
somethin beyond nature has shaped these where the tool-bearing drift of the post-pliocene
ﬂints, an that they hear every ap earance of period in valley deposits has been investigated.
human handiwork. Of course, geo o ists like
What can be the cause of this deﬁciency’!
our author regard this as unquestiona 1e. Cer Not the greater destructibility of human than
tainly, counterfeits may be daily made, and of other animal bones, for Cuvier pointed out
palmed off by men of to-day; but there were long ago, that men’s bones were not more de
originals, and great numbers of them. At Abbe cayed than those of horses in ancient battle
ville and at St.-Acheul, near Amiens, these ﬂint ﬁelds; and in the Liége cavern, as above men
implements have been found in such abundance tioned, human skulls, jaws, teeth and other
that probably not less than a thousand have bones were found in the same condition as those
been exhumed since 1842. They commonly of the cave-bear, tiger and mammoth. It is
occur in low beds of coarse ﬂint gravel, usually strange, therefore, that while within the last
at twelve, twenty, or twenty-ﬁve feet below the twenty-ﬁve years thousands of mammalian
surface. The legitimate conclusion deduced bones from post-Pliocene alluvium have been
from all the facts is, that the ﬂint tools and submitted to skilful osteologists, they have been
their fabricators were eoeval with the extinct unable to detect amongst these one fragment
mammalia imbedded in the same strata, of a human skeleton, or even a tooth. A really
including the mammoth and the rhinoceros.
satisfactory answer to this objection has not yet
\Vorks of art have also been discovered in come before us. What is said, amounts to this:
association with extinct mammalia, in a cavern —such absence of human bones is an emphatic
in Somersetshire, as recorded in our notes of illustration of the extreme imperfection of the
the last Meeting of the British Association at geological record. Other bones, as those of the
Cambridge. In 1858, also, the entrance of a musk buﬂ'alo, have not been detected till lately;
new and intact bone-cave was discovered at and the same theory which explains the com
Brixham, near Torquay. Numerous fossils were parative rarity of such species will, no doubt,
very carefully taken in 185.‘) from the subterra account for the still greater scarcity of human
nean ﬁssures and tunnels, and were all collected bones. Again, “ the whole assemblage of fossil
and numbered with reference to a journal kept quadrupeds at present obtained from the allu
during the progress of the work, and in which vium of Picardy is obviously a mere fraction of
the geological position of every specimen was the entire Fauna which ﬂourished contempo
recorded with scrupulous care. Although no mneously with the primitive eople by whom
human bones were obtained during these excava the ﬂint hatchets were made.” These arguments
tions, yet many ﬂint knives were found, chieﬂy can be ﬁtly used to explain the scarcity of
Here bring the last gifts-and with these
The last lament be said;
Let all that pleased, and still may please,
Be hurled with the dead.
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their rarit , but their total non-a pearance in

these loca ities.

So far for the time present;

but for the future Sir C. Lyell has this observa
tion, “that ere long, now that curiosity has
been so much excited on this subject, some

human remains will be detected in the older
alluvium of European valleys, I conﬁdently
expect."
There is a section in our own country which
contributes a particular determination of a
chronological point. While the sections near
Amiens and Abbeville only teach us that the
fabricators of the ancient tools were coeval with
extinct mammalia, recent discoveries in the
ﬂuviatile gravel of the valley of the Ouse, near
Bedford, show that all of these were post
glacial, or posterior to the grand submergence
of central England between the waters of the
great glacial seas.
Hitherto we have directed attention to the
more ancient deposits connected with the ass
tion of human antiquity, or those named the ost
Pliocene. Of less interest in point of antiquity,
though greater in number of human remains, are
the (le osits of recent periods, and with these
Sir C. yell has commenced his volume. He
has proceeded downwards; we have worked
upwards. By adopting the latter order we begin
with rernoter ages and fewer human traces;
but in these the greatest interest of the present
question is concentmted,—in these we arrive
at the remotest appearance of man.
So much has been written and said concern
ing supposed human remains and works of art
within the range of the Recent Period, that we

should only be touching u on well-known sub
jects if we were to follow irC. Lyell in his ﬁrst
three chapters, which take up these topics, and
represent results com endiously. The Danish
peat and shell menu 5, the several ages of
stone, bronze and iron, the human skulls of the
same period, and the imbedded remains of mam
malia of recent species, the Swiss lake-dwell
ings, with their stone and bronze implements,
their fossil cereal and other plants, and the
remains of wild and domesticated mammalia,
though not of extinct species,—all these are
interesting enough to those who have not read
concerning them in original books and papers,
and certainly demand a prominent place in the
volume before us. So also do other similar sub
jects, as the ancient human remains in the coral
reefs of Florida, and the buried canoes near
Glasgow.

As a collector and examiner of such evidence
Sir C. Lyell deserves commendation. He deals
fairly with the facts which he accumulates, and
does not often permit his ever-present theory to
obscure his perception of difficulties. But he
appears to be very sparing of inferences from

this theory which war against the popular belief.
He gathers facts, and leaves it to others to draw
inferences. Writing merely as a geologist he
may be allowed to be thus guarded, and may
aﬂirm that he has no concern about popular

beliefs. \Vriting for the large public, we must
look, as the public will look, his facts in the

face.
\Vhere do these facts leave the Biblical
Adam?
When we go back to the works of human art
in the Post-Pliocene period—or that of deposits
in which, the shells being recent, a portion,and
often a considerable one, of the accompanying
fossil quadrupeds belong to extinct species
we so greatly antedate the opular chronolog
as to make this Adam digculty erhaps im
possible. VVhere can we place rim? Not
within the Recent Period, for he was the
ﬁrst man; and there must have been many
in the lowest part of the bone-earth. One of human bones; but do they adequately account generations before him in the post- lioceno
the most perfect lay at a depth of thirteen feet for their entire absence? The difficulty is not epoch. Nor in the latter epoch, for that was
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vastly remote in its beginning, and an indi head of the “dumb and ﬁlthy herd ”—cer
vidual Adam placed there would be lost in the tainly not at the head of the most savage of
long vista. V\ 0 cannot bring him down later savages. On the other hand, had he been such
in this epoch, because at any later period we as he is generally conceived, we must have had,
may afterwards ﬁnd that he had predecessors. according to the above-quoted opinions, long
If we desire to ﬁx something like the proba races of superior men, instead of ﬂint-fabrica
ble advent of man upon this earth in accord tors and ﬂint-ﬁghters. Since, then, there was
ance with the Lyellian theory, we must ﬁrst no ﬁrst place for a progenitor “endowed with
ascertain the date of the mammoth. Bold as superior intellectual powers, and with inspired
the geologists are, they do not inform us upon knowledge." If all the Lyellian opinions be
this date, or even plainly conjecture it. Still, held, it is hard to see how the popular Adam
it is obviously so remote that for the reasons can be admitted at alL
alluded to, and many others, we can hardly
This difficulty would be greatly aggravated

pLacc the Biblical Adam there. A ﬁrst man if future discoveries of shaped ﬁints of admitted
who existed a hundred thousand years ago human workmanshi should be made, or of
escapes altogether from the grasp of popular other equivalent wor s of human art, in much

thoucht.
Otcher considerations connected with the earlier deposits.
Lyellian theory will still more decisively tend
to eliminate him. Presuming that he must
come in as ﬁrst of men, if at all, how could
such men as the one of the Neanderthal valley

descend from him? Adam is regarded as hav
ing been pure, noble, intelligent, and made in
the very image of God. This Neanderthal man
was brutal to such a degree that no amount of

hymical degradation would allow of his descent
rom Adam in a direct line; and even supposing
that it did, we have the skull from Engis, which
while it was probably more ancient, or at least
quite as ancient as the one from Neanderthal,
is decidedly more intellectual, and “though the
forehead is somewhat narrow, it may neverthe
less be matched by the skulls of individuals of
European race.” Both of these skulls, then, the
higher and the lower one, could hardly belong
to descendants from the same Adam, or if they
did, could hardly be so widely different when
comparatively near together in time, and quite
near together in locality.

If there were unity

of origin, there was wide diversity of character,
and yet with such wide diversity of character
there was identity of locality.
Again, Sir C. Lyell puts the case :—
“ Had the original stock of mankind been really
endowed with such superior intellectual powers,
and with inspired knowledge, and had they pos
ceased the same improveable nature as their pos
terity, the point of advancement which they would
have reached ere this would have been immeasur
ably higher. We cannot ascertain at present the
limits, whether of the beginning or the end of the

ﬁrst stone period, when men eo-existed with the
extinct mammalia, but that it was of great duration

we cannot doubt. During those ages there would
have been time for progress of which we can
scarcely form a conception, and very different would

have been the character of the works of art which
we should now be endeavouring to interpret-these
relics which we are now disinterring from the old

vel-pits of St.-Acheul or from the Liege caves.
n them, or in the upraised bed of the Mediterra

The oldest memorials of our
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Miss Goodman, whose former work, ‘The
Experiences of an English Sister of Mercy,’
contained some revelations about the intro
duction of conventual rules into Miss Sellon's
House of Mercy at Davenport, supplies in
the present work further information on the
subject of the Sisterhoods in the Church of
England, and earnestly calls the attention both

of the Government and the Clergy to this
danger.
Conventual institutions, with the one excep
tion of the household of Nicholas Fauer at
Little Giddin 1, have been unknown in the
Church of Eng and until within the last sixteen
ears; there are now no less than twenty-ﬁve
ouses of Sisters belonging to different orders
scattered about the country. The most impor
tant are those at Clewer, East Grinstead,

species as yet discovered in Great Britain are
of post-glacial date, as already noted ; they are
posterior to a deposit well known to Tertiary
geologists as the boulder-clay, which is coeval
with far-transported erratic blocks of stone. But
it is hinted that there are British deposits which
may, upon careful research, afford bones or
stone weapons of the era of the Elephas meni
dionalis; and “ if any such lie hid in those strata,
and should hereafter be revealed to us, they
would carry back the antiquity of man to a
distance of time robably more’ than twice as
great as that whicli separates our era from that
of the most ancient of the tool-bearing gravels
yet discovered in Picardy or elsewhere."
Although such almost unlimited droughts
upon antiquity as are here drawn may terrify
many readers, and make them apprehend a

—“ The number of institutions now existing,
and their rapid growth, show that the system
of religious societies bound by solemn promises,
and in some instances by vows, has become
naturalized in the English Church."
This is a subject which requires to be
brought into daylight. Miss Sellon’s in
stitution at Davenport, the most important
of these Protestant nunneries, is bound by a
rule more hard and cruel than that of the
severest order known in the Romish Church
(that of the Poor Clares), and it is under no
visitation or control. “ The friends and parents
are to‘ think of the Sister as in her grave, and

their actual geographical distributions."

occur in a book called The Little Soul;

Oxford and London.

Miss Goodman says,

it is esteemed ‘a falling away’ from the rule

should the recluse desire to see one even so
bankruptcy of certain opular beliefs; yet it near and dear to her as her mother." So writes
must be remembered t t they wear no such Miss Goodman, who has lived under the law.
startling appearance to those who have long The hardships ordained by Miss Sellon as
familiarized themselves with the immense scale rules for holy livin and dying might win the
of geological time: while they dwarf the histo< grim approval of St. Simon Stylitcs himself.
rical period, they are themselves dwarfed by Certainly nothing can equal the in enuity of
the great geological calendar. If Europe was women for tormenting each other; li e French
peopled by the human race, and by the mam acting, it is exquisite in its details. The chief
moth and other now extinct mammalia, during bitterness seems to lie in the total exemption
the concluding phase of the great lacial epoch, of the Lady Superior herself from her own
then, although we go back to undreds of rules; she lives, we are told, in ease and
thousands of years, we are still within the Post luxury, no one is allowed to approach her
uncalled, and the Sisters kneel to receive her
Tertiary era of the geological scale.
So accustomed are geologists to immense commands. Spiritual pride and love of domi
periods that Sir C. Lyell regards even his human nation are fostered to the uttermost. The vow
period as geolooically brief. “If we reﬂect on of holy obedience to the Superior, taken by
the long series of events of the post-pliocene and each Sister on her reception, is terribly abso
recent periods contemplated in this chapter, it lute, and commits the individual who takes
will be remarked that the time assigned to the it to unlimited bondage both of thought
ﬁrst appearance of man, as far as our geological and deed: the promise is “to obey the H01
inquiries have yet gone, is extremely modern Mother in all things.” Not content wit
in relation to the age of the existing Fauna and this, Miss Sellon desires to rule the very
Flora, or even to the time when most of the thoughts of her “children”; she insists upon
living species of animals and plants attained each one writing down her thoughts as they

\Ve have nothing to say in this place to the and this book is placed in her hands at ap
rudest pottery or ﬂint-tools, so irregular in form as concluding chapters of this volume, in which pointed times. “ Particular affections" are not

nean, on the south coast of Sardinia, instead of the

to cause the unpractised eye to doubt whether they

the author remarks upon the recent modiﬁca allowed, and Sisters are not permitted to show

afford unmistakeable evidence of design, we should tions of the Lamarckian theory of progressive either kindness or common humanity to each
now be ﬁnding sculptured forms, surpassing in development and transmutation. Sir C. Lyell’s other. The pitiless cruelty enforced under
beauty the masterpieces of Phidias or Praxiteles; present views on the Darwinian theory are suf penalty, if transgressed by any act of kindness,
lines of buried railways or electric telegraphs from ﬁciently known to geologists, and they have no or even of courtesy towards each other, is
which the best engineers of our day might gain immediate connexion with the main question enough to make the reader sick at heart. It
inyaluable hints; astronomical instruments and of the present book.
is a melancholy record how precious things
microscopes of more advanced construction than
may be spoilt and “purposes betrayed”; for
any known in Europe, and other indications of
every woman there has entered on that life
perfection in the Arts and Sciences, such as the Sisterhood: in the Church of England; with for the sake of devoting herself to a strict
nineteenth century has not yet witnessed."
Notices of some Charitable Sisterhoods in the course of religious duty, and to minister to
Church of Rome. By Margaret Goodman. the wants of the poorest and most destitute
So that the views generally entertained by
(Smith, Elder & Co.)
the Grecian and Roman classics of “a dumb
classes. In the beginning, this house at Daven
and ﬁlthy herd, ﬁghting for acorns,” as Horace WE wonder how many of our readers are
rt was a happy and cheerful, if self-denying,
sings respecting the ﬁrst men, ﬁtly represent aware of the existence and increasing numbers
hristian household, associated together to
the ideas entertained by certain geologists of convents and sisterhoods in the Church of carry on works of mercy and benevolence.
and ethnologists of the present day concern England,——convents which are subject to The insidious growth of conventual rule has
ing the earliest of our race. If, then, such no external supervision, and irresponsible to changed it into a cruel, hard, barren imitation
was their character, where are we to place any authority save the absolute will or whim of the worst features of Roman monasticism.
The works of practical benevolence have gra
the Biblical Adam? Certainly not at the of the Indy Superior!

THE
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dually either died out or been carried on_by relatives, left Miss Sellon's. Miss Goodman
the agency of paid labour; the Sisters becoming says
recluses, and passin their time in prayers an
“ Dr. Pusey, her confessor, wrote to urge her to
austerities for the ancied good of their own return, declaring he could no longer remain her

souls.

spiritual director if she failed to do so-a threat

At page 29 Miss Goodman makes the star
tling assertion that, with one exception, there
is no Sister at Davenport who is staying there
with the full and free consent of her arents.

which involved his refusal again to grant her abso
lution. This so weighed on her mind that eventually
she returned, but not until some time after a day ,

, which Miss Sellon had ﬁxed as the utmost limits of

The principle of conventual life invo ves, be i

her visit home.

For this act of disobedience she

was, on her return, desired to take the lowest place
it remembered, severance of ties of blood, and ‘ in the household ; forbidden to hold any intercourse i
substitutes
obedience to“ parental
holy obedience
rule. ” to Superiors for with the other novices; and during her penance,
which lasted twelve months, she passed the time

If it were only women of mature years who
undertook this life, it would be sad enough; but
they would be better able to bear up against
its crushing weight than the young and enthu
siastic, who are the most liable to be dazzled by
the prospect of “a more excellent wa ” than the
sim le path of duty into which it as pleased

G

to call them.

Some protection ought to

be exercised over them, even against their will.
In page 7 of the Preface, Miss Goodman
writes-—
“ The fact that these conventual establish
ments are closed against all unwelcome visitation,
and that any of the inmates may be secluded from
all intercourse and communication with their
family and friends at the will of the Superior, is,

works; yet it ought to be said, that Mr. Bohn
has done more than could have been ex ected.
What is now before us occupies consi erably
beyond 100 closely-printed pages, and reminds
us more of what the industrious scholars of Ger
many are in the habit of producing in this
way than of an thing of the kind yet accom
plished by Eng ' hmen.
First comes a full account of all the col
lected editions of the Plays from the folio of
1623 to Carruthers and Chambers in 1861, with
elaborate particulars of collation, Fa ination,»
&c., so that the buyer of any one 0 them can

\ each day allowed for recreation alone, and as there r be at no diﬂiculty in ascertaining whether it be
i was to be silence at all other times, she was thus. a rarity, whether it is erfect, and what price
reduced to almost perpetual silence. Added to this, 1 at any previous time as been given for it.
she was constantly pointed to as a warning.”
Regarding the engraved portrait by Martin
The result was, that she endeavoured to Droeshout which occupies the centre of the
starve herself to death, and wept incessantly. title-page of the folio of 1623, we have u piece of
It was asked her (afterwards) why she ever information touchin the artist which is worth
came back. “ What could I do?” she re lied; recording, since it s ows that he was a native
“ I must have been lost if Dr. Pusey wou d not of Brabant, who came to England as a ainter
early in the seventeenth century, and t t he
give me absolution.”
There is also an instance given of Dr. Pusey's had letters patent of denization sixteen ears
mode of teaching his penitents; where it will before he was employed upon the head 0 our
be seen that “ confession " is by no means ,

great dramatist. In these letters patent (Roll

optional with the Sisters, but enforced with as l 5 Joe. I., membr. 39) he is called pictor, and

much stern emphasis as in the Church of Rome.

‘it is the more

probable that he not only en

: graved but painted the portrait which is justly
if not a breach of the law of England, at least an The poor girl above alluded to was at last sent _‘considered
the most authentic likeness of
home to die. The mention of her patience and

alarming and dangerous innovation. ' " Since it is
possible for a young girl to be kept secretly in
strict seclusion in a convent professedly connected
with the Church of England, not only against her
own inclinations, but against the wishes of her

sufferings is very touching; her very weakness Shakspeare, because Ben Jonson bears unequi

makes one’s pity for her the stronger. For those
who desire to see how the rule of conventual life
works in a Protestant community, let the reader
parents and friends, even in despite of their efforts turn to the story of poor Sister Fridswida; part
to remove or communicate with her, this fact is of her story was given in the ‘Experiences of
one of grave importance, and demands the consi an English Sister of Mercy,’ but the history of
deratiou of the legislature.”
her death will be found here in detail.
Again she pleads
Religious orders belonged to a by-gone state
" hat the unfortunate inmates of lunatic asy of society, and have died out in the natural
lums are shielded by law from ill usage and unjus
In the world
tiﬁable restraint. Surely inmates of religious change and process of time.
houses who devote themselves to the good oilices where our lot is cast, we must live and work
of nursing and comforting the sick and aﬂlicted, or at the duties given to us by Providence, and
even if solely engaged in prayer and worship, ought not, by the exercise of “will worship and volun
not to be left entirely to the tender mercies of tery humility," “play fantastic tricks" with
high-handed and uncontrolled power exercised by the sacred relationship which it has pleased
irresponsible Superiors whose authority is abso
lute.’I

vocal testimony to the resemblance.

These, in fact, are the only lines noted by
Mr. Bohn u on our great dramatist or is works,
and it would have been going too far out of his

way to insert others; but we may just notice a
circumstance that seems to have escaped the
remark of everybody who has written on the

commendatm'y poems, viz., that Milton, in the
edition of his ‘Miscellaneous Pieces,’ in 1645,
expressly dates his verses, “What needs my
Shakespeare,” &c., 1630, which is two years
before they appeared in print. It is therefore

probable that they were not written for the
purpose of preceding the folio of 1632. Here,
too, we may ask why, if the famous common;

datory
“A mind
reﬂecti
es ast,’
werepoem
Milton's,
as many
havdlgcligendgd,
he
God to impose upon parents and children. &c.
“To do the duty that lies nearest to us,” is

Miss Goodman, be it remembered, has lived the only safe course; any other, however it did not reprint it in 16-15?

Possibly, he did

under the rule she thus deprecates, and knows may be masked by austerities and prayers, is not like to insert in the small volume two poems
what it is. Dr. Pusey is the spiritual director of only another form of self-will and self-pleasing. on the same theme; but, in that case, that he

Miss Sellon and of the Davenport Sisterhood, The Superioress of the Poor Clares, one of the should have preferred the shorter to the longer,
but he is apparently more under Miss Sellon’s Roman Catholic religious houses visited by the worse to the better, is extraordinary. Mr.
inﬂuence than any of the Sisters; indeed, the Miss Goodman, dismissed her with these words
whole of the communit seem to have been half at parting: “ You Puseyites are like children
jealous and half scan alized at the excessive playing in the market. Remember it is very
intimacy between these august personages. angerous to play at being Catholics."
With these incidental points we have nothing
It has cost enough to win religious liberty
to do; we only wish to draw attention to the of thought and worship, and it behoves Pro—
widely-increasing s read of conventual tenden testants to watch that it be not bartered back
cies 1n the Englis Church, and the grave on pretence of “spiritual direction.” Every '
abuses certain to ensue, unless some provision man and every woman must bear the burden!
be made to bring the various Sisterhoods of their individual responsibility, and may
under the same supervision as is exercised not, from weakness or idleness, surrender the
over clergymcn and their parishes. It is guidance of their own conscience to any man,
no concern of the public whether Dr. Pusey be he clerical or lay.

spends his vacations in Miss Sellon’s suite of
apartments at Davenport, nor whether those
apartments are or are not luxuriously furnished
and carefully warmed with hot-air pipes, or
that the stone stairs are covered with pieces of
ca ted woodwhenever theSu rioress ascends
or escends them, which are ta en up when she
ceases to walk upon them,——this is nothing to
the public; though, doubtless, to the tireless,
half-starved, scarcely-clad Sisters, such con

The Bibhbgrapher's Manual of English Litera

Masson, in his recent ‘ Life of Milton,’ says not
a. syllable on the question, and does not, so
far as we remember, even allude to the oem.

The modern attempt to assign it to

r. R

James, of Oxford, is even more absurd than the
attribution of it to Jasper Mayne.
Afterthe fullestandminutestdetailsrespectin
between three and four hundred im ressions o
the collected plays and poems, Mr. hn comes
to the publications of separate plays, which,

being treated in alphabetical order, are easy of
reference. He commences, of course, with ‘All’s
Well that Ends Well,’ and concludes with the
‘ Winter’s Tale.’ In this department we have
little to add beyond the notice of a mistake,
where he calls the two fuc-similes of ‘ Hamlet,’

ture, d’fC. A New Edition. By Henry G. 1603 and 1604, photographs instead of litho
Bohn. Pm VIII. (1301111.)
graphs.
m byto had
not then been
successfullyPhoto
app iedJ
the multiplication
of

Tms volume contains the most complete
record of Shakspeare’s Works, and of publica copies of rare originals; but the Duke of
tions regarding him and them, that has ever yet Devonshire took care to obtain the assistance
been made. Lowndes did much in 1833; but of the ﬁrst litho pher of the da , and we can
Mr. Bohn has done a great deal more in 1863. assert that not ing has been one since to
trast must seem “ hard to be understood." But Still, the list of editions is not perfect; and exceed the beauty and ﬁdelity of the imitations
it does concern the Protestant public whether while we make a few brief remarks upon it by Netherclift. In enumerating the libraries
Confession is imperative; as may be seen in and upon some of its deﬁciencies, we are in which exem lars of articular dramas exist,
the instance given of a poor young lady, anxious to do justice to the pains taken by Mr. Bohn has ere an there not included the
weak-minded enough, no doubt, but all the Mr. Bohn. A Correspondent has already Duke of Devonshire’s collection, in which eve
more helpless for that, who, at the wish of her pointed out the defects in the list of Russian ﬁrst edition of Shakspeare is to be foun .
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There is an important circumstance connected
with the appearance of the ‘Romeo and Juliet’
that has escaped observation, viz., that the
ublishers were in such haste to print it and
ring it out in 1597, that two separate
rinters were employed, who used two distinct
inds of type. This, too, is a peculiarity
that belongs to no other play by Shakspeare,
or by any other rival dramatist that we are
aware of.
Mr. Bohn was not acquainted with another
articular connected with ‘ The Taming of the
brew,’ which merits attention. He tells us
that the ﬁrst edition, “as now printed," is in

the folio of 1623. This, in all probability, is a
mistake ; for if any skilful person examines the
fourth edition, with the date of 1631 on the
title-page, he will see at once that the type of
the body of the play is considerably older than
that of the title-page, the fact having, perhaps,
been that it was really printed considerably
before the folio 1623; for some reason it was
withdrawn from circulation, and the printer of
‘the folio 1623 actually reprinted his text from
the fourth with certain rhythmical changes and
improvements. Thus the line which stands in
the quarto,
Trust me, I take him for the dog,

is properly altered in the folio 1623 to
Trust me, I take him for the better dog.

Again, where Hortensio says, defect-ively, in
the quarto,
I think she'll prove a soldier,

'the text is amended in the folio of 1623 to
I think she ‘1.1 soon er prove a soldier.

Other variations of a more minute kind
might be adduced to establish that the quarto,
though bearing the date of 1631, was printed
before the folio 1623. More than one quarto
copy of ‘ The Taming of the Shrew’ is without
a title-page, because it was early cancelled, and
that in the British Museum has only a frag
ment of it.
After the acknowledged plays, we have a
correct list of all those that have at any time,
.and upon any or no evidence, been imputed to
Shakspearo; and among them ‘Edward the
Third, for which we have only Capell’s word,
since no external proof is in existence. How
‘capable he was of judging critically of its
merits may be estimated by the reprint he
made from the quarto 1596, in which, as the
language of the poet (whoever he may have
been) is properly represented, the following
.lines are put into the mouth of the King :—
Fairer by far thou art than Hero was;
Besrdlcss Leander not so strong as I:
He swom an easy current to his love,
But I will through a Hellespont of blood
Arrive at Sestos, where my Hero lies.

-—-Here Capcll, not having any suspicion of
‘corruption, and apparently not understanding
the allusion, with the utmost simplicity gave
the penultimate line as it stands most absurdly
in the old co ies,—
But I will through a belly spout of blood
Arrive at Sestos, kc.

—To show the folly of some of these spurious
—ascriptions, we need onl mention that Dr.
Farmer attributed ‘The Torkshire Tragedy,’
quarto, 1608, to Shirley, who was only nine
years old when it was ﬁrst acted.

mass of other curious tracts that accompanied
it from Germany, we have never heard. They
were sold in a mass, with the ‘ Sonnets,’ for a
song.

trip, “ after a day or two, I chanced to deviate
from the leading thoroughfares and missed my
way, he would set me right in a moment. This
was rather mortifying to one who fancied him~
self well acquainted with London from frequent
visits, but he smiled when he saw I was not a
A of
Succmﬂcl
E1flrjom
lo'ration
throughto the
Amtralia,
Melbourne
the Interior
Gulf of true guide. I asked him how he acquired his

apt knowledge. ‘ ()n the second day,’ he replied,
Garpentaria. From the Journals and Letters
of \Villiam John \Vills. Edited by his
Father, William Wills. (Bentley)
THE title does not declare the principal object
of this volume, which, besides telling yet
again the story of the sad, though successful,
exploration from Melbourne to the Gulf of
Carpentaria, attempts to sketch the life and
character of Mr. Burke's associate. As the
biography of a man of whom readers can
not know too much, written by one whose
relation to the dead hero gives pathetic force
to every line of affectionate eulogy, it is a
work deserving no common mood of praise.
The lives of men are often written by their
children; it is seldom that a father appears
as the historian of a distinguished son. On
the whole, Dr. \Vills has performed his task
with judgment and good taste. Here and there
he speaks with unproﬁtable, but not unnatural,
bitterness of the persons through whose mis
conduct the explorers met their fearful end;
and in his concluding pages he displays warm,
but not unreasonable, indignation at the neglect
and petty opposition which he alternately expe

Royal Boy.

In the spring of the following year the boy
was in London, pursuing his medical studies
in an irregular manner,—picking up a lmow
ledge of anatomy in the Guy’s Museum, wit
nessing surgical operations at the theatres of

diﬂ'erent hospitals, and attending Dr. Sten
house’s practical chemistry class at Bartholo
mew's Hospital. With the summer of 1862,
however, his student-life in London ended; and
on October 1st of the same year, he and a
younger brother went on board the Janet
Mitchell, emigrant ship, off Dartmouth, and on

the ﬁrst day of the following year sighted the
Australian coast.

The young emigrants had to rough it. Their

His brothers, all younger than articles of clothing with which they had pro

-could be rendered. When it is said that a classes as he would otherwise

sold at auction for 1501.

in it.’

outward voyage they made as steerage pas
sengers, and, bent on acquiring a knowledge
of an ordinary sailor’s duties, they exerted
themselves on board as if they had been
part of the crew. The elder brother soon
mastered “the art of splicing and reeling, and
was amongst the ﬁrst to go aloft in a storm,
rienced from those who were peculiarly bound and to lend a hand in taking in topsails." On
to sympathize with the bereaved parent. Per reaching Melbourne they found, to their sur
haps it would have been better if in these pages prise, that they would have to take their
Dr. Wills had betrayed less sensitiveness and possessions ashore at their own expense. “ There
exhibited less emotion ; but in all other respects was a good deal of fuss about it,’ they wrote
the memoir is good. A better ortrait has home cheerily, “ but all to no purpose.” Having
not for many a day been painted y a biogra paid 21. for getting their luggage into Mol
pher. A few brief pages are given to the bonrne, they found all accommodation in the
childhood, school experiences and early charac town so dear, that they decided to go to the
teristics of the explorer: and then the young Immigrants‘ Home, where they, for ten nights,
Australian emigrant, daring, observant, manly, could obtain a bed for a shilling per night.
is brought upon the scene, from which time They had already declined an odor of“ lodgings
till the close of the drama the writer keeps at sixty shillings a week, to be paid in advance,
himself as far as possible in the background, and twenty-ﬁve persons sleeping in the same
and leaves his son's letters to tell the story of room." The influx of emigrants en route for
a life which many an English youth, yet un the diggings had so raised the price of all neces
born, will take for his model.
saries, that the boys determined to lose no time
Born at Tot-nee, in Devonshire, on the 5th before they looked out for employment. After
of January, 1834, Vi'illiam John Wills was the sleeping eight nights at the Government Im
eldest son of a medical ractitioner. As a migrants’ Home, the were engaged to tend
child he was intelligent, an fond of associating shee on a station it out two hundred miles
with his seniors. A thoughtful, sedate, inquir nort of Melbourne. Before starting to enter
ing urchin, he was never treated as a mere on their new duties they disposed of all their
schoolboy; but he was not the less ready to possessions, except those which might prove of
take part in athletic sports and the pursuits of immediate use. “ I sold my box of chemicals,
the playground. At eleven years of age he was after taking out what I wanted, for 4!., and the
trusted alone with a gun, and was a notably soda-water apparatus for 2'. 5.9. I also sold
good shot; and having no dog to accompany some books that we could not carry, but
t
him on his sporting excursions, he trained a nothing for them. Scientiﬁc works do not to .
favourite cat to follow him about the ﬁelds and The people who buy everything here are the
hunt the hedge-rows. “So particular," says gold-di gem, and they want story-books. A
his father, “ was he in his general domeanour person know brought out 1001. worth of more
that I designated him Gentleman John, or my serious reading, and sold the lot for 1131.” The

himself, styled him Old Jack, or Gentleman
Jack.” At the Ashburton Grammar School,
which he entered in his twelfth year, he gained
no distinction at examinations. A hard-work
The intelligence afforded by Mr. Bohn re ing, nervous boy, he was far from brilliant; and
garding the various editions of Shakspeare’s throu h the defect of a slightly-impeded utter-'
poems is as full, and nearly as accurate, as it ance, 0 failed to take so good a
sition in the

vcopy of the ‘Sonnets,’ quarto, 1609, is in the
Bentinck Library at "arel, it is only a slight
mistake, but one which makes the exemplars
a pear more numerous than they real] are:
t t at Varel, near Oldenhurgh, was ve or
six years ago brought over to this country, and

‘ when you were out, I took the map and studied
it for ’two hours, so that now I am well versed

ave attained.

In the May of 1850, he left Ashburton School,
and was apprenticed to his father, who at that

time thought of educating him for the medical

profession. A year later he came up to London
to see the Great Exhibition, and, for the first
time in his life, beheld the wonders of the
What became of the capital. “ If," says Dr. Wills, recalling this

vided themselves in England they found either
needless or useless. “Every one,” William wrote

home, “ who comes out does a very foolish thing
in bringing such a quantity of clothes that
he never wants. All you require, even in Mel
bourne, is a blue shirt, 9. pair of duck trowsers,
a straw hat or wide-awake, and what they call
a jumper here. It is a kind of outside shirt,
made of plaid, or anythin you please, reaching
just below the hi , an fastened round the
waist with a belt.
Thus equipped, the two
brothers (one ei hteen, the other ﬁfteen years
of age) entered t eir lonely but on the Edward
River, and became shepherds, earning _30l. per
annum each and rations. The station was

aa.
'.
I
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about four miles from their but; and of their
ﬂocks a lot of rams, numbering nearly four
teen hundred, was the smallest and easiest to
manage. The young ﬂock-drivers had little
society save their own; but they fared luxu
riously on Murray cod and mutton, pigeons,
ducks and cockatoos.
In the August of 1853, Dr. Wills, who had

long wished to visit Australia, surprised his
sons by dropping in upon them near Edward

River. The practice at Totnes had been sold,
and the Doctor, having left his wife and younger
children in Devonshire, had come out to push
his fortunes in colonial life. Leaving the sta
tion, the boys returned with their father to

Melbourne, whence they migrated to Ballaarat,
where the Doctor commenced practice, having
his son William’s companionship and assistance
for the next twelve months. In writing to his
mother, April 22, 1855, William said——
“ My dear Mother,—-I had the pleasure of
receiving a letter from you a fortnight since. I
was at Moors. Moors- then, as you will see by a
letter I wrote just before I came down here, in the
hope of joining a party that is spoken of as about
to explore the interior of the country, which you

appear to have such a dread of. It seems uncertain
whether they will go at all. As to what you say
about people being starved to death in the bush,
no doubt it would be rather disagreeable. But
when you talk of being killed in battle, I am almost

ashamed to read it. If every one had such ideas
we should have no one going to sea for fear of
being drowned; no travellers by railway for fear
the engine should burst; and all would live in the
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mon sense. To his mother, who had sent him
a piece of gossip that wounded his generous
nature, he wrote, “You talk about high and
low people: I presume you use the words in a
very different sense from that in which I under
stand them. I consider nothing low but igno
rance, vice, and meanness,—characteristics
generally found where the animal propensities
predominate over the higher sentiments.” The
young man who had breathed the free air of
Australia for six cars makes himself heard
rather roughly in these lines; but the general
tone of his letters to his mother is tender and
considerate, although admonitory.
On the recommendation of Mr. Ligar, thc
Surveyor-General, who had for some months
had his eye on the young assistant-surveyor,
William Wills received, in November, 1858, I
an
a pointmentThe
in change
the Magnetic
Observatory
of Mlizlbourne.
of employment
and
position was most grateful. The rude pro
vincial lad, who had come out to Australia
with steerage passengers, and on ﬁrst landing
had declared in a tone of exultation that a
settler required no other clothes but a “ blue
shirt, a pair of duck trousers, a straw hat or
wide-awake, and a jumper,” had grown weary
of bush life, and learnt to appreciate the reﬁne
ments of civilization. “I hope,” he wrote to
his father, “ I shall not have to go into the
bush again; I like Melbourne and my present
occupation so much.” The society of the city,
and intercourse with men of high culture, had
speedy and beneﬁcial inﬂuence on his intel

open air for fear of the houses falling in. I wish
you would read Combe‘s ‘ Constitution of Man.’ lectual and moral growth. Every day he lost
As regards some remarks of yours on people's something of the hardness and angularity and
religious opinions, it is a subject on which so many harshness of the young man struggling against
diﬂ‘er, that I am inclined to Pope’s conclusion, who adverse fortunes, under circumstances that
precluded him from reﬁning associations. His
sa 's—
}
For modes of faith lct graceless zealots ﬁght;
nature began to exhibit its grace as well as its
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right;
strength. Instead of being over-anxious that
and I think we cannot have a better guide to our his sisters Bessie and Hannah should learn
actions than ‘to do unto others as we would be
mathematics, and pursue knowledge that could,
done by.’ "
as the phrase goes, “be turned to account,"
The proposal for an expedition thus referred he wished them to read novels, and avail
to ended in nothing. But the young man was themselves of all opportunities for entering
not at a loss for occupation. He acted as a society. “One must, he wrote to Mrs. Wills,
doctorin the neighbourhood of Ballaarat; and, “make some little allowance for a mother's
ready to turn his hand to anything, he built partiality in your account of B. and H.;
an additional room to his father’s house. That I hope your prcj udice against novels does not
done, he became a surveyor, and by the August prevent their reading those of Thackeray
of 1856was employed by an eminent Melbourne and Dickens.” The softening, mellowing pro
surveyor, at a salary of 150l. per annum, cess went on steadily, till he became a
besides rations. A plying himself with cha man of reﬁned demeanour and subtle thought,
racteristic zeal to t e study of mathematics, as well as of energy and action. “You
he wrote home to his mother urging her to cannot fail to like him,” wrote one friend in a
have the children taught Algebra and Euclid. letter of introduction oiven to the explorer.
“ Mathematics generally, and Euclid and “He is a thorough-bred Englishman, self-rely
Algebra in particular, are the best studies ing and self-contained; a well-bred gentleman
young people can undertake, for they are the without a jot of eﬁ'eminacy. Plucky as a
only things we can depend on as true (of course mastiff, high-blooded as a racer, enterprising
I leave the Bible out of the question)?’ In the but reﬂective, cool, keen, and as composed as
same spirit, writing to his brother Charley in daring. Few men talk less; few by manners
April, 1858, he said, “Mathematics are the and conduct suggest more." And when the
foundation of all truth as regards practical news came that William John Wills was no
science in this world; they are the only things more, this same friend, addressing a crowded
that can be demonstrably proved; no one can assembly, said, “ But with all his labours, Wills

I have the felicity of seeing you. You cannot think

how disagreeable the sound of the Devonshire
drawl is to me now, and all people of the county
that I meet have it more or less. You will, no
doubt, wonder how I have become so changed, and
what has induced me to adopt social views so differ
ent from those I formerly held. The fact is, that
since I have been here, I have been thrown into

every variety of companionship, from the highest
to the lowest, from the educated gentleman and

scholar to the uncultivated hour. The ﬁrst eﬂ'ect
was, a disposition to admire the freedom and blunt
ness of the uncivilized; but more personal experi
ence showed me the dark as well as the bright side,
and brought out in their due prominence the ad
vantages of the conventioualities of good society.
\Vhile in the bush, this conviction only impressed
itself partially, but a return to town extended and
confirmed it. When we are in daily contact and
intercourse with an immense number of persons,

some of whom we like, while we dislike or feel
indifferent about many others, we ﬁnd a difﬁculty
in avoiding one man's acquaintance without oﬂ‘end
ing him, or of keeping another at a distance with
out an insult. It is not easy to treat your superiors

with respect void ofsycophancy, orto be friendly with
those you prefer, and at the same to steer clear of
undue familiarity, adapting yourself to circum
stances aud persons, and, in fact, doing always the

right thing at the proper time and in the best pos
sible manner.

I used to be rather proud of saying

that it was necessary for strangers to know me
for some time before they liked me. I am almost
ashamed now not to have had sense enough to see
that this arose from sheer awkwardness and stu
pidity on my part; from the absence ofaddress, and
a careless disregard of the rules of society, which
necessarily induce a want of selfconﬁdence, a bash
ful reserve, annoying to sensible people, and cer
taiuly not compensated for by the possession of
substantial acquirements, hidden, but not de
veloped, and unavailable when wanted. I find now
that I can get into the good graces of any one with

whom I associate better in half an hour than I
could have done in a week two years ago."
On Monday, August 20, 1860, the ﬁne-tem
pered man who thus wrote left Melbourne
with the doomed expedition. He was twenty
seven years of age ; but, though he wore a
beard and had decision stamped on his face,

it was remarked that he did not look more
than twenty. Some photographic artist-s,
present amongst the crowd who witnessed
the exodus of the explorers, wished to take
his likeness; but he put them aside, saying
with a sad smile, “ Should it ever be worth
while, my father has an excellent one which you

can copy from.” On June 27 of the following
year, the poor fellow, with unsteady hand, was
penning t ese last words of his last letter to his
athel': “You have great claims on the Com

mittee for their neglect. I leave you in sole
charge of what is coming to me. The whole of
my money I desire to leave to my sisters ; other
matters I pass over for the present. Adieu, my

dear father. Love to Tom. I think to live
about four or ﬁve days. 31y spirits are excellent.”
The Poct’s Journal. By Bayard Taylor.

(Low

& Co.)
dispute them." In the same letter he urged never disregarded the commoner duties and
the necessity of industry on the boy, who was virtues of life. Even at the breakfast-table he Wrrnour being charged with direct imitation,
then employed in a bank: “ You should re was as neat and clean as a woman. At the Mr. Bayard Taylor may be characterized as
member never to waste a minute; always be ball, of which he was as fond as a child, he was belonging to the school of Prof. Longfellow.
doing something. Try and ﬁnd out what scru ulously temperate, and in speech pure as His range of allusion is less wide than that

things you have most taste for, as they are
what you should study most; but gets general
knowledge of all the sciences,” and he adds,
“One other piece of advice I give you before
I shut up; that is, never try to show off your
knowledge, especially in scientiﬁc matters.”
All his earlier letters are marked by manly
candour and blunt honest , whilst some of
them exhibit a lofty purpose and delicate per

ception as well as earnestness and sound com

a lady.” Of the change which had come over
him, he wrote to his sisters with characteristic
simplicity and good sense, in a letter dated the
18th of April, 1860:
“ You should cultivate, as much as possible, the
acquaintance of ladies from other parts of the
country, especially of those who have travelled
much. This is the best way of rubbing oﬂ‘ pro
vincialisms, 81c. Perhaps you think you have none;
nevertheless I shall be prepared for some Whenever

of the author of ‘Hiawatha’; he has not the
command over fascinating words and delicate
turnings in versification which force sound
upon the ear, and sense, withal, into the
memory. But he has gentleness, grace and
purity, if no formidable amount of depth; a
serene and meditative spirit, a happy choice
of language, a laudable absence of afiectation
(which is much in these days), and a nice
observation of natural things and objects.
‘ The Poet's Journal’ is a collection of miscel

s
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laneous verses, bound together by a framework —a quaint picture of manners very imperfectly I once heard Jesse Kersey say, a spirit clothed with grace,‘
of domestic scenes. From time immemorial understood, — and will, by some, be found And pure, almost, as angels are, may have a homely face.
And dress lrlnay be of loss account : the Lord will look
poets have enjoyed and succeeded in the con pathetic :—
wit in:
necting or episodical portions of their works.
The soul it is that testifies of righteousness or sin.
THE QUAKBB WIDOW.
How charming are Scott‘s ‘Epistles,’ even if Thee finds me in the garden, Hannah,—-comc in! 'Tis Thee mustn't be too hard on Ruth : she's anxious I should
of thee
80,
somewhat superﬂuous; how “brisk and airy,” To wait kind
until the Friends were gone, who came to comfort And she will do her duty as a daughter should, I know.
and thus inﬂuencing (as Dryden has it), are the
me.
'Tis hard to change so late in life, but we must he resigned:
The Lord looks down contentedly upon a willing mind.
connecting story and musical lyrics of ‘The The still and quiet company a peace may give, indeed,
Princess.’ Mr. Taylor has his fancy in frame But blessed is the single heart that comes to us at need.
There is no need further to indicate the
thee down! Here is the bench when: Benjamin
work, too; and it is different from theirs, as Come, sitwould
attractive qualities and the quiet individuality
sit
shall be shown in the following picture, which, 0n First-day afternoons in spring, and watch the swallows of Mr. Bayard Taylor's poems. We think
ﬂit :
of its kind, 1s attractive :—
He loved to smell the sprouting box, and hear the pleasant they will-because we know that they should
For days before, the wild-dove oooed for rain.
The sky had been too bright, the world too fair.
We know such loveliness could not remain:
We heard its ruin by the ﬂattering air
I-‘oretold, that o'er the fields so sweetly blew,
Yet came, at night, a banshee, moaning through
The chirnncy's throat, and at the window wailed:
We heard the treetoad trill his piercing note :
The sound seemed near us, when, on farms remote,
The supper-horn the scattered workmen hailed:
Above the roof the eastward-pointing vane
Stood fixed: and still the wild-dove cooed for rain.
So, when the morning came, and found no fire
Upon her hearth, and wrapped her shivering form
In cloud, and rising winds in many a gyro
of dust foreran the footsteps of the storm,
And woods grew dark, and flows meadows chill,
And gray annihilation smote the ill,

I said to Ernest ; " ‘Twas my plan, you see:

Two days to Natugc, and the third to me."
v

G

I know not, if that day of dreary rain
Was not the happiest of the happy three.
l-‘or Nature gives, but takes away again :
Sound, odor, coior—blossom, cloud, and tree
Divide and scatter in a thousand rays
Our individual being: but, in days
Of gloom, the wandering senses crowding come
To the close circle of the heart. So we,
Cosily nestled in the library,
Enjoyed each other and the warmth of home.
Each window was a picture of the rain:
Blown by the wind, tormented, wet, and gray,
losing itself in cloud, the landscape lay;
0r wavered, blurred, behind the‘ streaming pane;
Or, with a sudden struggle, shook away
its load, and like a foundering ship arose
Distinct and dark above the driving spray,
Until a fierccr onset came, to close
The hopeless day. The roses writhcd about
‘ Their stakes, the tall labnrnums to and fro
Rocked in the gusts, the ﬂowers were beaten low,

And from his pigmy house the wrcn looked out
With dripping bill: each living creature ﬂed,
To seek somc sheltering cover for its head:
Yet colder, drearier, wilder as it blew,
We drew the closer, and the happier grow.

The transatlantic touches in the above land
sca e make it all the more welcome to us.
ere is one of the leaves from ‘The Poet's
Journal,’_ which, traced with a gentle yet ﬁrm
hand, will recommend the entire book to readers
of a certain class:
THE CHAPEL.

Like one who leaves the trampled street
For some cathedral, cool and dim,
Where he can hear in music beat
The heart of prayer, that beats for him;
And sees the common light of clay,
Through painted panes transiigured, shine,
And casts his human woes away,
In presence of the Woo Divine :
So I, from life's tormenting themes
Turn where the silent chapel lies,
Whose windows burn with vanished dreams,
Whose altar-lights are memories.
There, watched by pitying cherubim,
In sacred hush, I rest awhile
Till solemn sounds of harp and hymn
Begin to sweep the haunted aisle:
A hymn that once but breathed complaint,
And breathes but resignation now

Since God has heard the pleading saint,
And laid his hand upon my brow.
Restored and comforted, I go
To grapple with my tasks again;
Through silent worship taught to know
The blessed peace that follows pain.

Many of the

ocms making up the second

' rt of Mr. Tay or’s volume have great merit.
e following shows hardihood, its writer not

shrinking in it from certain sectarian peculi
arities and forms of expression, which during
a. long period have been made (and who shall
wonder?) the butt of thoughtless ridicule.
Besides its hardihood, there is a real under
standing of the heart and of those affections
which belong to no sect It is a curious poem,

bees
Go humming round the lilacs and through the apple-trees.
I think he loved the spring: not that he cared for ﬂowers:
most men
Think such things foolishness,—but we were first ac
qualntcd then,
One spring: the next he spoke his mind; the third I was
his wife,
And in the spring {it happened so) our children entered
life.
He was but seventy-five : I did not think to lay him yet
In Kennett graveyard, where at Monthly Meeting first we
met.
The Father's mercy shows in this: ’tis better I should be
Picked out to bear the heavy cross-alone in age-—than be.
We 've lived together fifty years: it seems but one long day,
One quiet Sabbath of the heart, till he was called away;
And as we bring from Meeting-time a sweet contentment
home
So, Hannah, I'hsve store of peace forall the days to come.
I mind (for I can tell thee now) how hard it was to know
If I had heard the spirit right, that told me I should go;
For father had a deep concern upon his mind that day,
But mother spoke for Benjamin,-—she knew what best to
say.
Then she was still: they sat awhile; at last she spoke
again,

~—ﬁnd readers.
The House by the Churchyard. By J. Sheridan
Le Farm. 3 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)
Taming a Shrew: a Novel. By Conway Keith.

3 vols. (Newby.)
MURDER, bigamy and circumstantial evidence
seem the favourite points of interest with novel
ists at present. A trial for murder is the chief
sensation scene of ‘The House by the Church

yard,’ and the feelings of the reader are more

or less skilfully harassed by the fear lest the
innocent man should be hanged in error. It
is curious that just now, when the question of
capital punishment is on its own trial, and
public feeling is setting so strongly against it,
that no protest or objection is ever made to
“the extreme penalty of the law” in novels;
it is accepted to quicken the interest, like
suicide in a tragedy. In the second novel at
the head of this article, the hero has a very
"Tho Lord incline’ thee to the right!" and "Th0" slmlt
narrow escape indeed: he is actually on his
have him, Jane ! "
My father said. I cried. Indeed, ‘twas not the least of way to the scaffold, and ﬁve minutes more
shocks,
would have seen him hanged beyond reprieve!
For Benjamin was Hicksite, and father Orthodox.
Mr. J. S. Le Fanu, when a, little boy, pro
I thought of this ten years ago, when daughter Ruth we
fesses to have seen a skull turned up acci
lost:
lIer husband's of the world, and yet I could not see her dentally in a village churchyard which bore,
crossed.
marks of fearful violence; there is an old tradi
She wears, thee knows, the gayest gowns, she hears a hire
tion connected with the story of the murdered
ling prlcst—
Ah, dcarl-i the cross was ours: hcr life's a happy one, at man buried in that grave, and this is the story
east.
which the author professes to tell as he heard
Perhaps she'll wear a plainer dress when she's as old
it from the lips of an old pensioner of the Royal
as I,Wonld then!!! vbelieve it, Hannah? once I felt temptation
nig .
My wedding-gown was sshen silk, too simple for my taste:
I wanted lace around the neck, and a ribbon at the waist.
How strange it seemed to sit with him upon the women's
side i
I did not dare to lift my eyes: I felt more fear than pride,
Till, "in the presence of the Lord," be said, and then there
came
A holy strength upon my heart, and I could say the same.
I used to blush when he came near, but then I showed no

sign;
With all the meeting looking on, I held his hand in mine.
It seemed my bashfulness was gone, now I was his for life :
Theo knows the feeling, liannah,—thec, too, hast been a
wife.
As horns we rode, I saw no fields look half so green as
ours;
The woods were coming into leaf, the meadows full of
ﬂowers;
The neighbgurs met us in the lane, and every face was
kin ,—
‘Tis strange how lively evcrythingpomes back upon my
mind.
I see, as plain as thee sits there, the wedding-dinner
spread:

At our own table we were guests, with father at the head,
And Dinah Passmore helped us both,—-'t was she stood up
with me,
And Abner Jones with BenJamin,-and now they're gone,
all three i
it is not right to wish for death; the Lord disposes best.
His Spirit comes to quiet hearts, and fits them for His
t.
And thnt‘ljic’halvcd our little ﬂock was merciful, I see:
For Benjamin has twp in heaven, and two are leftwrth me.
Euscbius never cared to farm,—-’t was not his call, in truth,
And 1 must rent the dear old place, and go to daughter
Ruth.
Theo'li say her ways are not like mine,—young people
now‘a-days
Have fallen sadly off, I think, from all the good old ways.
But Ruth is still a Friend at heart; she keeps the simple
t n
The cliceriulg,ukindly
nature we loved when she was oung;
And it was brought upon my mind, remembering er, of
late
That we on ilress and outward things perhaps lay too much
weight.

Irish Artillery, aided by the conventional
“ Diary” and “Family Letters” which always
come to the assistance of authors in such cases.
The date of the story is 1767. It begins with
a midnight funeral, a nameless coflin, a mys
terious and handsome stranger who comes to
live in the “ tiled house by the churchyard,”'—a
house bearing a fearful reputation of dark deeds
done within its walls, and haunted by sights
and sounds terrible enough to make
Thy knotted and combined locks to part,
And each particular hair to stand on end.

—-The coil-in contains the body of Lord Dunoran,
who twenty-one years before had been tried for
the murder of one of his rnbling companions,
and being found guilty, hiid poisoned himself
to avoid the penalty of the law. This coﬁin is
brought by his son to be interred, after all this
interval, in the family vault; the son has come
to take up his abode in the villa e, to elucidate
points of interest connected wit his own for
tunes and his father's history: but all is told
in a series of jerking, fra mentary hints, so
obscure that we do not feiﬁ too sure that we
have seized the facts. Zekiel Irons, the old,
saturnine, puritanical parish-clerk, a very
well-drawn character, knows all about the
story, and keeps the secret. Another stranger,

Paul Dangerﬁeld, also comes to Chapelizod,
who is well received by all the best society
of the place and neighbourhood-—a man
of fortune and of the world, agreeable, witty,
cynical, specious, with a high white forehead,
silver spectacles and gleaming grey eyes; who,
though highly respected by the world, is a most.
uncomfortable mystery to the reader: he exer
cises an occult inﬂuence on the affairs of all the
people in the book. One man, the surgeon to
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the Royal Irish Artillery, recognizes Paul Dan
gerﬁeld, dimly at ﬁrst, but afterwards with cer
tainty, as the real murderer of the man for whose
death Lord Dunoran had been condemned; he
attempts to extort money for his secret, and is
found murdered. An innocent man is arrested;
but the clerk turns informer, and all the guilty
mysteries of Paul Dangerﬁeld are at length
unravelled. By way of complicating the interest,
a digression is made into the fortunes of many
individuals ; a smtpcmi of bigamy is raised,which
is perfectly unnecessary, and excites neither
interest nor sym athy: indeed, most of the cha
racters, both ma e and female, are mere marion
nettes,'stiﬁ'and stupid. A greatdeal of irrelevant
comic business is also introduced, which is
forced and wearisome, and in extremely bad
taste. There are, however, one or two well
drawn scenes, which show that Mr. Le Fanu
has power to write simply and forcibly, and to
do somethingverymuch better than ‘The House
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Women in the Provinces-[La Fcmme: dc Pro

FRENCH BOOK 8.

vince].

(Paris, J ung-Treuttel.)—-France does not
The Religion ofFools—[La Religion. dcs Imbéciles, seem to possess any adorable Lady Tcazles waiting
par Henri Monnier]. (Paris, Hetzel.)-This is a
biting satire on the state of religion amongst the
boutiquien and the small bourgeoisie of Paris. The
way in which the Sacraments are understood by

their promotion.

them is given in the shape of dramatic conversa

rises to the top of new milk. These sketches of
‘ Les Femmes de Province ’ are dull; the fault lies

tions-caricatured, it may be, but true to life and

It would seem, at least from the

testimony of novels, that in France everybody
who is sprightly, and with talents to be agree

able, goes to Paris as naturally as the cream

the vulgarity of stupidity and selﬁshness. The either in the fact or in the author.
Brazil as it ir-[Brésil tel qu'il at, par Charles
heathenism of a Christian country is more painful

than paganism, however dark, for there is no reli Expilly]. (Paris, J ung-Treuttel.)—There is some
gion in it. W'hoever would see a picture of the good local colouring in this book; it is half story,
lower classes of the bourgeoisie in Paris may ﬁnd it half statistics, but not very amusing in either.
in this series of “ Nouvelles Scenes Populaires."
The Wild Sports of India-[Les Cllaaaca Sau
There is no disrespect offered or intended to reli vages dc I'Imlc, par Germain de Lagny]. (Paris,
gion; Monnicr only shows that vulgarity of heart Jung-TreutteLl-Flippant, and neither graphic
degrades the most sacred things, and makes them nor voracious; but they have a false air of being
in its own image. This new series of popular made romantic.
L'Espag'nc Conlemporainc, 0e: Progrés M01-min: ct
scenes is wonderful for its delineation of the class
of character represented. The same qualities would lllaléricls au Dix-muriéme Siéclc, ar Fernando
(Bruxelles et Leipzig,
acroix, Ver
hear the same features in any time or place; but Garrido.
in the present work they wear a French guise, boeckhoven et C‘°.)—The object of ‘L'Espagne
by the Churchyard.‘ The sketch of Dillon, the given with great artistic skill and spirit.
Contemporaine' is to put before readers a complete
proﬂigate surgeon of genius, is extremely clever,
Science a Philosophic. Par M. Aug. Laugel. picture of the resources, revenues, institutions and
and worth the whole batch of the dramatis (Paris, Mallet-Bachelier.)—There is both philo governmental arrangements of a country which,
persmuc.
sophy and science in this book, in the correct mean notwithstanding the part it has played in history
‘Taming a Shrew’ is not by any means a ing of both terms. The philosophy is contained in and the importance of its existing power, is, the
leasant or a probable novel. A young man, the general views of the introductory chapter; the writer maintains, as little known to most European
aughan Dacres, with a place in the Govern science, in the accounts of portions of modern readers as China or Japan. M. Garrido‘s work has
ment Oﬁice of Tapes and Taxes, worth three chemistry, optics, meteorology, kc, which ﬁll the been conscientiously performed, and the statistical

hundred a year, falls in love with a dark, ﬂash
ing, fast young lady of fashion; she declines
to marry on that income, and he is ﬁercely
indignant. The young lady engages herself to
a. man of fortune, who has a. dreadfully tyran
nical disposition, and a wonderful mesmeric
ower of bending people to his will. Vaughan
acres goes to Switzerland, where he hears of
something to his rival’s disadvantage, and comes
back to England in haste to warn Adelaide
against the marriage. The rivals meet alone
on the seashore, have a violent quarrel, come
to blows, but are interrupted by a half-mad
woman, who claims the intending bridegroom
for her own husband, and re roaches him in
the Crazy Jane style. Vaughan Dacres goes
away, and the next morning the bridegroom is
found lying in a pool of water with a bullet
through his heart; and the gun of Vaughan
Dacres is lying half hidden in the sand, recently
discharged. They are known to have been
rivals, to have met on that evening, and Ade
laide is obliged to own that Dacres had come
from Switzerland to try to stop the marriage.
Of course, evidence is strong against Dacres.
There is only the slender chance, that of ﬁnding
the mad woman; andVaughan Dacres‘s sister-—a
very well-drawn character—sets herself to try to
hunt her out, after the police have been baffled.
Adelaide, who loves Dacrcs in spite of having

refused him, is in despair; the trial roceeds,
the verdict is against the prisoner, w o is left
for execution. The best and most interesting
art of the story is the devotion of Lottie
acres to her brother, and the history of her

efforts to ﬁnd the only person who by any os
sibility could give evidence in his favour.
he
woman is found at the last moment, but dying;
she has an interval of consciousness-makes
her deposition, which is signed and witnessed,
and Lettie reaches Newgate only just in time
to stay the execution. All this ortion is well
told; but there is a great deal 0 vulgar smart
ness in the dialogues which make up the main

portion of the book. Adelaide herself is an

body of the work.

We give a word to this book information of his volume will prove of great service

as to one which will interest those who take it up,
and which might very usefully be taken up by
young readers of French.
Railways and the Credit ofFrancc—[Lea Chcmim
de Fer et le Crédit dc France, par G. Pougar
d’hieu]. (Paris, Jung-Treuttel.)—This a treatise on
the present mode of organizing railway companies
in France; pointing out the method by which the
author considers they might be more cheaply and
advantageously constructed; deprecating govern
ment interference; and proving how much more
expensive, and at the same time unsatisfactory,
government works are than those managed by
private enterprise. The author endeavours to
show what the resources of commercial credit are
in France, and the development of which they are
capable. The motto of the work tells the line of
argument. “ The United States abuse the use of

to historians and politicians.
The lVcdding Present-{Le Present dc Noces, par
M. Arthur Ponroy]. (Paris, Hetzel.)-—This story

of the ‘ Présent de Noces‘ is entirely detestable——
the worst style of the modern French novel. Under
pretext of being a. classical story about the child

hood of Homer, it gives the indecencies of scanty
drapery and poses plasliques. It is extremely
stupid, and has no interest whatever as a story
and no merit as a Work of art.

A Young (Hr/‘s First Love-—[Lc Premier Amour
d’une Jcune Fillc, par Lardin et Mie d'Aghonne].
(Paris, Hetzel.)—Some English writer cynically

declares that the ﬁrst love of a woman can
never be got at : the second and third, by dint of

research, may be found, but the ﬁrst never.

The

reason of this is, that a girl's ﬁrst love is generally
quite an ideal one,—a hero in a book, or a man
credit; we have not yet learnt the use of it.” she has never spoken to. This novel turns on this
These are words employed by M. Gautier, Under ideality. A charming young girl becomes fasci
Governor of the Bank of France. This treatise nated by an elderly man-a good and chivalrous
on Railroads in France is a closely-written and gentleman, quite interesting enough to excuse the
elaborately-argued work ; but that there are great romance with which she invests him; and he shows
differences of opinion may be gathered from the himself so much of a gentleman when he suspects
long list of journals to whose objections the author the state of the case, and works so loyally to help
replies at page 109. The work will have an in on a more suitable match for her, that the reader
terest for those whom it may concern ; but general takes him into friendship, and the real attachment
readers will ﬁnd it entirely out of their line of comes for the right persons in due time,—snd it is
reading.
all managed very gracefully; in an English novel
Lovers of the Present Day-~ [Les Amants it would be difﬁcult, but the French element ren
d‘Aujourd’hui, par Arnould Fremy]. (Paris, Het ders it natural, and Reine is charming. The
zel.)—-This novel has obtained some notoriety in admiring aﬁ'ection of her father for hcr mother,
France: it is an attempt to write a story in the and the little touches of genuine human nature
style of ‘ Manon Lescaut'; but it lacks the inde which are scattered throughout the book, make it
scribable grace which redeems that story from the very pleasant reading, and a great relief after the
disgust which the incidents are calculated to in deluge of nightmare books.
spire. There was a touch of genius in the author,
Les Dcmi-Dota, par M. Audeval. (Paris, Hetzel.)
and of reality in the sentiment of ‘ Manon Lescaut,’ ——This may be translated as Fortunes not paid
which pleaded against the objections which rose down, but in contingency. It is a sprightly and
every moment; but ‘Les Amants d'Aujourd'hui‘ rather interesting novel, combined with the won
is a story which only proves that the entire breach derful advantage of being a book that decent people
of decency and discretion is not of itself sufficient may read without having their feelings hurt.
to make a story amusing. The presiding genius of
Com'ersah'mu of Goethe with Eckmnmt—[En
the present French novels seems to be dullness. trctiens de Goethe ct d’Ecl'ea-man: I’cnséca rm‘ In
Passion, imagination, emotion, satire, insight into Lillérature, lcs Marurn ct (es Arts, traduits, pour la
human nature, have all disappeared; even the premiere fois, par J. N. Charles] (Paris, Hetzel.)
morbid anatomy of human nature, under tempts.‘ —This is a good translation of a work well known
tion of the Evil One, has given place to a deadly in England. Eckerman loved Goethe as Boswell
paralysis, an insensibility to the diﬁ‘erence of loved Johnson, and Goethe treated him with a
right and wrong. There is no sensibility left; no great deal more courtesy. There is a pleasant
healthful play of any of the moral perceptions; account of Eckerman in the Introduction.
dreariness and exhaustion prevail, with no signs of
The Tropic Land .- Scenes of Mexican Life-[La
a. future regeneration-no germ of noble or even Terre Ohaude: Scenes de Mimi's illacicaines, par
of natural sentiments. A nation with such a lite Lucien Béart]. (Paris, JungTreuttelJ-Mexico
rature of ﬁction as that of France at the present has a special interest for Frenchmen at the present

atrociously fast young woman of the worst style
and taste possible ; Vaughan Dacres, Vane
Stanhopc,and the shoal of secondary characters,
are mere composition ﬁgures; and there is not
suﬂicient strength of interest to bear the weight
of three volumes. Life is too full of serious
business to allow the ﬂirtatious of any young moment ought to pray for its speedy extinction moment, and this volume will give them some idea
woman to occupy so much attention.
of the country; but Frenchmen always pose them
and oblivion.
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tious: for, as we have said, now is the time for a

Terre Chaude' an air of false vivacity, which to an lively or for an instructive book on Mexico, telling
us how the French are thriving there.
English reader is anything but attractive.
Hymns for the Church of England. (Long-man

Is this the spot at morn where met

Of combatants s ﬂood;
The plains that were, ere sun had set,
Dcluged with human blood?
Loved island homo, whilst proud I rest
A moment, sorrow ﬂows,
Remembering that thy bravest, best,
In thousands here repose 1

;

& Co.)—-There is a certain air of self-satisfaction
in this collection calculated to remove any hesi
Earth ne'er did see heroic dash
The Mystery of Money Explaincd and Illustrated tation which the reviewer might feel in speaking
Like Wntcrloo’s wild brilliant ﬂash.
by the Monetary History of England, from the Nor of a work that is, doubtless, well intontioned.
man Conquest to the Present Time. (\Valton it First, we do not like the selection: because —So satisﬁed is the author with the last couplot,
Maberly.)-The writer of this absurd book states every sacred poem, such as that one here chosen that he repeats it, with slight modiﬁcations, ﬁve
that he has been engaged in trade and banking for Good Friday, No. 72, however praiseworthy times in the course of his poem. The specimen we
ever since the year 1801, and that for more than as a lyric, is not a hymn. There are many have given will show that he is a master of that
forty years he has been a watchful observer of the similar examples in this volume, both by their easy writing which makes very difficult reading.
events and changes which have taken place in length and quality unﬁtted for congregational pur
Life Unfolding : a. Poem for the Young. By
the ﬁnancial and political affairs of his country. poses or for private uses; unless the poem is to be Elizabeth Anne Campbell.‘ (Wertheim 8; Co.)—
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

~

Among the subjects which he discusses are Money read aloud, not sung. Secondly, we do not like tin
in the time of Abraham-How Tribute‘ was paid kerings of and tamporings with known lyrics which
in the days of King Solomon —The Popularity of have passed the ordeal and have been acce ted.
William Fitzosborn and Robin Hood-The Reform It can be only restless bad taste which could ancy
Movement and the Duke of \Vellington-The the ﬁne old Evening Hymn mended by the sub
Repeal ofthe Usury Laws-—The Irish Famine-The stitution of “All praise to thee," in the starting
Income Tax-—The Deranged State of the American line, for “ Glory to thee"; and we do not envy the

‘ Life Unfolding" traces the various developments
of Providence in sacred story, from the Patriarchs
to Christ; the characters and events under review

often enabling the writer to enforce a truth or to
offer a devout suggestion. If an excellent purpose,
earnest feeling, much good sense and a. correct
style, could pass for poetry-if it could dispense

modesty of that man or woman who conceives his with emotion, fancy and original thought,—we
Van Buren's Notion of the Supremacy of the or her pen capable of adding a new verse to “ The might speak highly of the volume before us. As
Popular ‘VilL-and Mr. Gladstonc's Newcastle spacious ﬁrmnmcnt on high." All such devices it is, we can only respect the intentions of the
Speech on the 7th of October, 1862. His Table savour of book-making; and pious book-making writer, and regret that the word “ poem," as a part
Currency in 1Sl5—-The Red-Sea Telegraph-Mr.

of Contents, indeed, ranges over all subjects, and

over nearly every period of the world's history;
but, unfortunately, itis hardly possible to open his
book without discovering that he has not yet learnt
the rudiments of the science which he undertakes
to explain and illustrate. If the reader is sulﬁ
ciently interested in this subject to get through

this brief notice, he will probably require no further
proof of this statement than the fact that the author
of ‘The Mystery of Money Explained,’ after half a
centuryrs study of the subject, sticks fast at that
pom asmorum of currency philosophers-the price
of gold in England. The fact that the value of
gold in this country is not suffered to ﬁnd its price
according to the laws of free trade, lies, he thinks,
at the root of all our monetary troubles and ﬁnan
cial disasters; and he twits Mr. Cobden and his
" friend Chevalier ” with not perceiving that gold

of her title, is a misnomer.
is pro-eminently unwelcome.
The Night Watches: and other Pocnw. By Alfred
Bacon's Guide to American Politics; or,a Com
plclc View of the Fundamental Principle: of the Ewen Fletcher. (Ward & Co.)—0ur remarks on
National and Slate Governments, wilh the respective the preceding volume apply so thoroughly to this
Powers of each. (Low 6t Co.)—Since “the object of Mr. Fletcher, that to criticize it would be to
of this book is to give a clear and brief explanation repeat them in substance. Many passages in ‘The
of the political and fundamental principles of the Night “'atches' indicate a mind cultivated and
American Government," it nfust be condemned amiable, and, except for the desire to express itself
as a failure. Its information is so superﬁcial in verse, sensible also.
British Enterprise beyond the Seas ; or, the
and incomplete, that it will not assist those who
are acquiring the ﬁrst rudiments of American Planting of Our Colonies. By J. H. Fyfe. (Nelson
politics. Its deﬁciencies are rendered the more & Sons.)—ln a style well suited to intelligent boys

conspicuous by the sterling merit of the many cheap and girls, Mr. Fyfe tells again some of the oft-told
handbooks and introductory works which have been stories of that British enterprise which has endowed
published on the same subject during the last two Englishmen with rights of citizenship in every

quarter of the globe. Mr. Fyfe’s volume comes
years.
Memoir of the late Rev. John Baird, Minister of somewhat behind time. Had itappesred afew weeks
l'ctholzn, Rorburglwhire; with an Account of his earlier, we should have spoken of it favourably inour

is made an exception to their “cardinal rule of Labour's in Reforming the Gipsy Population of that articles on the books of the “ Children’s Season.”
Amy Thornton ,- or, the Curale’s Daughter. By
Parish. By “1'. Baird, M.D. (Nisbot 8.‘. Co.)

commerce." In short, he cannot understand why the
price of gold should be ﬁxed, while corn, sugar and
cotton are left to ﬁnd their own price in the market.
The answer is, that the price of gold is ﬁxed

This brief memoir of the good minister, who died Edward Burlend. (Simpkin, l\larshall&Co.)—Amy
on November 29, 1861, after striving for more than Thornton, the curate‘s daughter, loses both father
thirty years to reclaim the Yetholm Gipsics from and mother, and after encountering much harsh
because, unlike the price of other things, it is esti va
t idleness and plant within them the seeds treatment in a workhouse, and undergoing cor ral
mated in the some substance as the gold itself. of Christian life, contains many interesting parti~ chastisement from the mistress to whom s e is
The price of gold, in fact, means how much gold of culars concerning the colony of tawny-visaged apprenticed, works on patiently and dutifully till
The story is ex
the same standard can be obtained for it ; the gold thieves who gave Sir \Valter Scott his character the advent of brighter days.
being uncoined, and the sovereigns obtained for it of Meg Merrilies, and have for many a day roused tremely dull, and several of its scenes oﬁ‘end
being coined, making no diﬂ'erence—as the coinage, and baﬁled antiquarian inquiry. The volume closes delicacy. Mr. llurlend may have sinned uncon
which is in fact only a notiﬁcation of the weight with “a list of words used by the Gipsies of Yet sciously, but not the less has he erred gravely.
Of Religious publications we have to mention—
and ﬁneness, is performed gratuitously. In short, holm, compared with Grellman's list of the Conti
a pound of gold is worth a pound of gold coin, and nental Gipsy Language, and the corresponding Half-Hours with Ihc Bible ; or, the Children's
always must be, however scarce or however plen
words in Hindostanee." Collectors of Gipsyana Scripture Story-Book .- an Epitmne of the Histories
tiful gold may become. If the author will imagine should get possession of this unpretending narrative contained in the 01d and New Trslamcnt, simpliﬁed
for the Use of Children, by the Author of ‘ Happy
the price of sugar and corn to be in like manner of a zealous clergyman’s almost fruitless labours.
estimated in sugar and corn of the same quality, he
Songs 011- Italy; and other Poems. By Caroline Sundays ’ (Ward 8. Lock),—Hymns of Love and
will find these commodities must also remain at the Giﬁ‘ard Phillipson. (Hardwicke.)—-The political Praise for the Church's Year, by the Rev. J. S. B.
same price under every variation in their scarcity songs in this volume show enthusiasm in a good Monsell (Bell 8; Daldy).—Scnnonr on the Acts of
or abundance. This appears simple enough; but cause; and there is much warm, womanly senti the Apostlcs, by the Rev. J. H. Gurney (Rivingtons),

our explainer and illustrator of the Mystery of ment in the remaining poems.
Money will, no doubt, shake his head.
Notes on Mexico in 186/ and 1862; Politically

and Socially Considered.

By Charles Lempriere.

It is with reluct

——A Treatise on the Roml'sh. Tenet of A uricular Con

ance, therefore, that we give an unfavourable fession, wherein the Mind of the Rcformed Church
opinion of the writer's powers. Her generous of England is fully shown, both in her Distinclit‘e
and kindly impulses deserve a fresher and more Teaching and Ministerial Practice, to be a! utter

powerful utterance than she affords to them. The
next to impossible to produce a book concerning best lines here might ﬁnd their ﬁtting place in the
Mexico in 1861 and 1862 which should be hard to albums of friends, with whom the personality of
read, the present state of curiosity and political the writer would lend a charm to the verse. It is
excitement considered. But Mr. Lempriere has otherwise with the public, which must be charmed
done so, and, what adds to the singularity of the by the verse before it can take interest in the

variance with this Romish Dogma, by the Rev. D.
Ace (Westerton),—-Linea Lrfl 01M; or, Some of the
Histories Loft Out in “Line upon Line" (Hatchard
6t Co.),—-Walch and Pray, by Newman Hall (Nis
bet),—Biehop_Ullathornc and The Rambler; Reply to
Criticisms conlainrd in ‘A Letter on The Rambler

feat, has done so in spite of his having really col

and Home and Foreign Review, addressed to the

(Longman 5t Co.)—lt might have been thought

writer.

lected some useful information regarding that rich
Poems of Early and Later Years. By D. M ‘Cork
but misgoverned kingdom. As regards want of indzdc. (Simpkin 6t Co.)—The strings of Mr.
arrangement, our author could not be exceeded. M ‘Corkindale’s lyre vibrate to very casual im
Details of personal adventure, told with no remark pulses. The loss of a dog, the sight of a sleeping
able spirit or intelligence,—statistical and historical infant, the perusal of a poem, the receipt of a pic
facts,—sketches of society and manners, pale and ture, are among the subjects that stimulate his
dull as compared with those of the lively Madame ever-ready muse. His strains are too quickly
Calderon de la Barca,—strictures on the Interven called forth to possess much depth or volume; and
tion question, with political papers and reports,
even where his theme is of general interest, the
foot-notes concerning natural productions and un shallowness that attends undue facility is very
natural supcrstitions, are so mixed up together, as

to make the book unreadable as a heap of cuttings
from different newspapers would be. This is vexa

Clcmy of the Diocese of Birmingham, by the Right
Rev. Bishop l'llathornc,’ by R. Simpson (Williams
& Norgate),-Thc Duty of Giving Away a Slated
Propm'tion of our Income, by W. Arthur (Nisbct),
—The Duty of Laying by for Rzligious and Chari

tablc Uses a Slalrrl Proportion of Our Income, by
R. S. Candlish (Nisbetl,—0n Doing what One does

with Ono's Might, by the Rev. J. Cumming (N isbet),
—“Bear ye One Another‘: Burdens," an Address on
Practical Sympafh y and prompt .Bcncﬁcence, by T.
perceptible. \Ve hope the following lines written Guthrie (Nisbet),—Choral Worship ; do Dcsiyn and
in the Album at Mont St.-Jean are no fair sample Scriptural Aulhority; wilh an Ezhoruzlion lo Cho
risfers to Live as they Sing, by the Rev. J. W.
of its contents:—
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Hewitt (Masters),-—Thc Interest of a Diocese in the
Restnrmion of {is Cathedral, by the Rev. J. W.
Hewitt (Parker),-—V0l. II. of The Monthly Paper
of Sunday Teaching, (MOZlBﬁr-Vol. XXIV. of
The Monthly Packet, (Mozley),—A volume of the
Magazine for the Young (Mozlqlr-Vol. ll. of
The (,‘hildrrn’s Friend lSeelcy),—Littlc People, by

the Author of ‘The Two Mottoes' (Mozley),—
Brother and Sister,- or, Margaret‘: Trial and the
Two Temptations (Mozley),-The T100 Cousins,
or, the Story of a Week, by H. S. E. (Wertheim),—

Made Clear at Lost; or, the Story of Hannah
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Reade, by H. S. E. (\Vcrtheim),——Three Years
After: a Sequel to ‘The Two Cousins,’ by H.
S. E. (Wertheim),—:md a Volume of The Sunday a small sum of money (5001.) in experimental
excavations at the same spot, under Mr. Taylor's
Magazine (\Vhitﬁcld).
superintendence. Her Majesty's Government,
however, to whom application to this effect was
Llll'l‘ OF NEW BOOKS.
Ads Fortoscue, by the Author of ‘ The Dolryrnplcs,’ :4 vols. 31/6 61. duly made, declined to admit the small sum in
Aloock‘n Genital oi’ the Tycoon, Three \ ears in Japan, 9 vols. u/
question into last year's Estimates, and the marbles
I; urs‘s vrl. Angll
new edit. fc. ﬁvo. 336 cl.
lie um ‘I week
I Guide to the Fish llurket, 16ml). 1/ cl.
might thus have been entirely lost to the nation
llcnnet (Rev. Ju. .D.l Mcmorinll of 8V0. 1,4} cl.
Ilethell's Eycbrlght, :1 Tales from Fairy Land. 2nd mm. m. as cl. had not Mr. Taylor, acting on my suggestion,
Better Times Coming, or More on Prophecy, lo. svo. 2/ cl.
Books for the Household: For Futhr-rs and Mothers, llomc and fortiﬁed by aﬁrman obtained for him by Sir
Happiness. For \Vorkm and Thinkers, For Young Men. For Henry Bulwer at Constantinople, removed the
Youn Women. For Boys nnd Girls l'octry on Home a‘nd School
Life, he Pathway of] ealth, For ‘Young Men and \\ omen, fc. slabs before the result of the application to Govern
3Y0. ench 1i cL
_
ment was known, and despatched them cid
Rooth‘s Epigrums, Ancient end Modern. (0. Bro. ll/ cl.
llmdshnw s Railway llnuuul, for IE1, l'lmo. 10/ al.
Bussorah and round the Cape of Good Hope to
Chitty'l Treatise on thv Law of Contracts, 7th ed. by Russell, 32/
England. They may be expected to arrive in the
(‘olllns's No Name, new edit. 3 vols. post 8V0. ill/ll ol.
l'onwlidution Statutes. by Big] Companies, Iss2, 11mm. 2/6 cl.
course of the spring; and in the mean time the
Destiny of the )luumn Race, 1 licrlpturul Inquiry. 2 v. 1.1.8“). 12/
Trustees of the Museum have consented to indem
Dickson's Illustration of l’mkkeepmg, 12ml). Hi6 cl.
Douglas's Progressive English Meg, 8rd Book, 181110. 1,‘ cl.
nify
Mr. Taylor for his outlay, and to defray the
l-lvsul‘s Boy's First and Progressive \ ern: Book, Pt. 1, 3rd ed. !’
Fisher's Ammbly‘s Shorter Catechism Explained, 38rd ed. 2/ cl.
cost of the transport of the slabs to England out of
Freeman's Hlnoml-‘sdml Government, Vol. l. 910. ll/ cl.
Bonn‘! English
. and the Derivation of Words, Srded. 6/6
Hoops‘! Discourses of Duily Duty end Daily Ours, ﬁnd edit. ill I.
Jcrvul’l The Ionian Islands durl
the Present (‘entury 3N cl.
Jobson‘s Austrsl'm. with Notes 0:63.‘? t. (‘u-Ion. to. lnl’ edit.
liinxlnke‘s Invasion of the Crimea o s. l k I, 2nd edit. 870. 3:] cl.
Lning‘s England's Misdon in the ﬂoat. svo. l/ swd.
llutbum‘s huliouulith-u of Europe, 2 vols. Bro. :12! cl.
Lewis's Dialogue on the llcst Form of Government, cr. Svo. 4/6 cl.
Lp'cll‘s Geological Evidences of the Anti ulty of Mull. 870. ‘.H/ cl.
h ug‘uct Storlcs for .S‘ummcr hays und “1' nlcr Nights, V. 5, ‘I! cl.

Maze of Banking, 8v". 9/6 swd.
l’urkimon‘s (lilcs‘Vilhcmc. 6th rd. by the Rev. I‘. \l'. Kuhn, 2/6
l’im's'l‘hrv Gate of the Paciﬁc. M0. 13] cl.
l’ust-Uﬂicc London Directory. small admire. 1.1,’ cl.
l‘uuk on the Longevity llFOl’illHl lo the
I, :r. Rvo. i/ll
h't. Uluve's, 3 vols. post Svo. 31/1? cl.
Scars‘s Regeneration, To. .‘ﬂvo. 3.! cl.
Senior‘s lliocmphirul h'kl-u'hrs, post 8V0. 10F; cl.
Smurfs The Now 'l‘hcolory, edit. Ivy his Wife, cr. 8V0. SIG cl.
rmith's l‘rlnclpiu Latins, H. 3. Latin Poetry. limo. 316 ol.
Hmllh‘l lJ. DJ Selections from “'innovrod Groin, lndod.
cl.
Sutton‘! Srstcmutlc Handbook of \‘olumstrk: Annlydl,
Uvo. 7
Th
‘I Thirty Years in New South “uh-‘k Victoria, 8m. 14/ c .
Wed ell's 29 Years in the W. Indicslt Ceutrnl Africa or. Bro. 10/ cl.
Weisse‘s Grammar of the German Inn
e, Ind edit. Limo. 5/ cl.
Wntrorp‘l 18 Selected Vocal Duetts, wit
nuo Aooom
iment. l/
'Wllbc orne‘s Sermon, Times of Succession Times of wind, 1!
Ycursley's Deafness Pructiaslly Illustrated. 6th edit. 8w. 6/ cl.
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said, from the foot of Mount Amnnus in northern
Taylor uncovered them at the foot of the slope, Syria; but I can ﬁnd nothing which throws a
and took paper casts of portions of the inscriptions, light on the locality where the monument was
which he forwarded to me in England. The casts found,nor do I think that thcAnnals on the Obelisk
were not sufficiently perfect to admit of the inscrip contain any allusion to the erection of this particu
tions being completely restored and deciphered, but lur tablet.
\Vith respect to the identiﬁcation of the site
still, as I found from such portions as were legible
that the monuments belonged to the most ﬂourish where these antiquities have been found, in classical
ing period of Assyrian history, the reigns of the geography, though nothing positive can be nfﬁrmed,
The
great Sardsnnpnlus and his son Shnlmnneser, and I can offer a very reasonable conjecture.
promised to be of much value in affording the name of Tuskha-if that, indeed, were the Assyrian
means of verifying the annals of those monarchs, title of the city-is not to be recognized under any
I recommended the Trustees of the British M uscum possible disguise either in ancient or modern
to secure the slabs at once, and, further, to expend authors, and it is probable therefore that the
Turkish oiﬁcisJs in search of treasure; but Mr.

designation was lost at a. very early period. At
present, the ruins are only known in the country
by the name of Kurkh, and in this title we may
trace, I think, u relic of the “ Carcathiocerta ” of
the Greeks; at any rate the notices which are

preserved of that city are suﬁiciently applicable,
for Csrcothiocerts. was on the Tigris (“ Proxima
Tigri,” Plin. lib. vi. p. 9), and it was the capital
of Snphene, which extended from the Anti-Taurus
to Musics (Strabo, lib. xi. p. 363). Moreover
the name of Carcathiocertn appears to signify “tho
city of the Carchisns,” and Kirkhu in the cuneiform
inscriptions is a. country which extends from the
frontiers of Bildn, or Armenia, on one side, to tho
Khum, or Hittites, 0n the other; or from Bali: to
the east, as for as Edeesa. to the went; so that

Kurl'h would be nearly in the centre of this long

strip of territory. The place, however, would
the ﬁxed sum whiph is yearly allotted for the seem to have remained uninhabited since the
purchase of Antiquities; so that these curious Pnrthian era, for there is no trace of the name in
tablets, set up as memorials of the foreign conquests Syriac or Armenian or Arabic authors; and so
of the Assyrian kings, will, after all, be added to much uncertainty has thus attached to the site of
Cnrcathiocerta that St. Martin and D‘Anville have
our national collection.
I have not been able to ﬁnd in the portions of the rcslwctivcly placed it at Miyaferil'in and at
inscriptions which have been sent to me any notice Diyurbckir.
of the actual erection of the memorial tablets, so
A more extensive excursion which Mr. Taylor
as to be able to identify positively the site where made in the same year (1861) led him from Dig/ar
they have been discovered; but I judge from many hcL-ir by Miyofarilrin to Arzcn; thence by Zolrc to
indications of relative geography which are given in Sort,- nlong the Ilohtan river to its junction with
the routes of the great Surrlzmapalus, that the the Tigris at Tillec, where there is also a ﬁne As
city which Mr. Taylor has found below Diynrbekir syrian ruin, frequently mentioned in the inscrip
is the Tusluha or Tuakhan of the inscriptions; and tions; from Tillce by Redhirdn (the Rhabdium of
if this be the case, one of the slabs, now on its way Procopius) to Him-Kev]; then across the Tigris
to Englnnd, will be the actual monument which and by Krfr-Joze to Mediyzit, and so on to Mardin
is described at the commencement of the second and Diyarbel-ir. This route admits of the most
column of the Annals of Snrdnnnpalus, in the copious illustration from the Assyrian inscriptions,
following passage: “I made an image of my and Mr. Taylor came upon many undoubted relics
majesty on n carved slab of stone, and I wrote on of the time of the Ninevite kings, though he found

it the glorious titles of my sovereignty and a
I had not intended to have published an account record of the warlike achievements which I had
of Mr. John Taylor's recent explorations in performed in the country of It’airi, and I et it up
Northern Mesopotamia and Kurdistan until the in the city of Tash-ha, and placed my written tab
arrival in England of all the new cuneiform lets in the citadel; and the people of Assyria who
inscriptions, which he has been the means of bring in consequence of a scarcity of food had ascended
ing to light, had enabled me to do full justice to into foreign countries, Le. the country of Rum,
the importance of his discoveries; but as a. brief I brought them back and placed them in the city
notice of one of these discoveries which I commu of Tuskha (See Brit. Mus. Series, pl. 20, lines
nicated at a. late meeting of the Royal Asiatic 5-8).
The only portion, it is true, which I have been
Society has already appeared in print, and as Mr.

no sculptures or inscriptions above ground.

His

most remarkable discovery I consider to have been
that of the ruins of Kefr-Jozc, which he describes

as an immense city at the northern foot of Mount
Masius, and the great treasure-house from which
the larger portion of the Greek and Psrthinn coins
and gems current in northern Mesopotamia. are
procured: thus leading to the conclusion that we
have at last found the site of the famous city of
Tigrnnocerta, which has so long been the despair
of modern geographers.

Fox Talbot, in his letter to the Athcnwum of the able to read from the imperfect cast of the slab of

During the last autumn, Mr. Taylor has been

Sardanapalus now in my possession, refens not to

again afoot, and has been rewarded by some
discoveries of the very highest interest.
On
leaving D-iyarbckir, he ﬁrst visited E'gil, which

24th of January, has drawn attention to the
subject by comparing a. passage in the Annals of
Snrdsnapalus with one of the actual monuments
thus found in the country, I now deem it only due
to Mr. Taylor's reputation that the nature and

Tushha, but to the expedition which is narrated in
the Annals, pl. 22. l. 86, and which was conducted
against the districts around Mount Musius, south

of the country of N'm'ri (Matiylit, where a. memo

is situated to the north, on the right bank of the
Tigris, some ten miles above the junction of the

full extent of the labours on which he has been rial tablet was set up during the expedition in eastern branch, now called the Tscbcnch, and
engaged for the last two years should be made question, being Melliycit, the modern capital of Jrbcl anciently 'the Tsupnah, or river of Sophcnc. For
Tur); but I think it probable that the N'airi a description of the place, I now quote his letter
generally known.
Mr. J. Taylor, already well known to Assyrian campaigns are recorded at the back of the slab, to me of August 6th, 1862 : “ I have no time to
and
there also at the close of the record I should give you here a. detailed account of Egil, although
scholars for his successful excavation-0f the Proto
Chaldaaan ruins, was appointed Consul at Diyar

expect to ﬁnd a notice of the erection of the monu

it deserves one.

I will only report the existence,

bekir at the close of 1860.

on an isolated rock at the western end of the old
In the following year ment.
The second slab found by Mr. Taylor, and also castle, of a cuneiform inscription and bus-relief of
he made his ﬁrst excursion to tho eastward, and
found on extensive city in ruins, on the right
bank of the Tigris, about 20 miles below Diyar

bckir.

The ruins covered a raised platform at

least six miles in circumference, and were crowned

towards the south-east corner of the inclosure by
a. lofty mound, about 180 feet high, the site of the

ancient citadel.

On the summit of this mound

had stood, until lately, two slabs imbeddcd in the
earth, and exhibiting Assyrian sculptures and

inscriptions.

These slabs had been thrown down

the slope of the mound, and one of them had been
broken, a few years back, by some ignorant

on its way to England, belongs to Shalmaneser,
the son of Sardanapnlus, whose annals are, as it is
well known, recorded on the Nimrud Obelisk and
Bulls. The portions of the inscription on this slab
which I have read contain an account of the king's
wars in Armenia, Mesopotamia and northern
Syria, and add many new names, both of kings
and countries, to those already known, besides
describing the erection of two memorial tablets
which are not otherwise recorded, one upon the
sea of N’airi (Lake WM), and the other at the
source of the river Saludm, which issues, it is

an Assyrian king. Both are unfortunately nearly
obliterated, the outline of the ﬁgure being alone
traceable, together with faint signs of the cuneiform

character.

However, there is quite enough to

prove the origin of the sculpture. The inscription
is in a sunken niche, three inches deep and six
long by four broad, and reaches up to the waist of

the ﬁgure, the upper portion of which is above
it, while the feet rest on the lower edge of
the inscribed niche, and the letters run across the
ﬁgure. The whole mountain side is burrowed with
grots, and most of them are ﬁnished with much
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greater care than is usual in these

primit-ive given greater prominence
the source of the portion of every Assyrian inscription is now per
Tslipnat than to the source of the true Tigris, and fectly intelligible. Such portions would be read and
abodes."
Now it is not easy to identify in the cuneiform to have thus caused the one to be taken for the explained and translated in the same way by
inscriptions, either the town of Egil, or the king other both by the Greeks and Arabs; for it can Assyrian scholars, whether in England, or Ireland,
who must have there sculptured a memorial tablet.
The E'gil sculpture cannot represent either of the

hardly be questioned that the remarkable descrip

or France, or Germany, and an analysis might be

tions of Strabo and Pliny, although applied to the given, both etymological and grammatical, which
Tigris, refer in reality to the cave discovered by would be entirely satisfactory to Semitic students;
face of the rock, at the sources of the Tigris, in his Mr. Taylor; and the Arab account also of the but there is also in all the Assyrian inscriptions a
seventh and ﬁfteenth years respectively; for those dark cave at Hiluras (the ’Ihhripq; of Procopius, certain proportion of archaic forms, consisting of
works were executed at the spot “ where the waters ‘De jEdiﬁc,’ iii. 3) from whence the Tigris rose words and phrases borrowed from the Turanian
issue forth " (see Layard’s ‘Assyrian Inscriptions,’ (see Yacut, in rooe) is certainly intended for the dialects of the Proto-Chaldean Empire, which set

tablets of Sbalmaneser, which he engraved on the

pl. 90, line 71, and pl. 16, line 47), and must be
sought accordingly in the hill to the south of the

little Golzha lake, near the high road conducting
from Kharpﬁt to Diyarbelcir; nor is there any
record in the Annals of Sardanapalus of a work in

same place; but the cuneiform notices of the two

at deﬁance all Semitic rules and analogies, but

localities are quite distinct, and the right or which are, nevertheless; usually read and translated
western branch of the river, which rises near the as if they presented no linguistic diﬁicult . The
Gokcha. Lake, and thence passes by Arghanch to weak point at present in Assyrian decip erment
Egil and Diyarbekir, is acknowledged in the

this neighbourhood which is at all applicable. The country to be the true Tigris.
Mr. Fox Talbot's translation of the passage from
name of Eyil, although known to the later Greeks
(compare the ‘ Ingilene ’ of Pet. Patricius, Exc. de the Annals of Sardanapalus referring to the tablets
Legat. p. 30, and perhaps the ‘Acilesene’ of Strabo at the source of the Tsupnat, although not, I think,
and Ptolemy), does not certainly date from the rigidly correct, especially in regard to the names,
Assyrian period ; and the only place mentioned in is suﬂiciently close to be adopted without cavil.
the Annals of Sardanapalus which appears to suit It has long been known to me, and I have no doubt

is the treatment of these archaisms.

They are

usually spoken of as ideographs, which, however,
is a complete misnomer, and their incongruity—- so
offensive to Semitic scholars as, in their estimation,

to discredit the whole system of interpretation-is
rarely noticed.

I would recommend translators to

confess their entire ignorance of this branch of the
subject, or to wait at any rate until the copious

that the monument in the cave of Korkhar, of bilingual and trilingual vocabularies and gram
Taebeneh river, and midway between Amida. (or which Mr. Taylor has now furnished me with a matical ‘tracts which I am now engaged in editing
Di'yarbekir), and Arkania, the modern Arghanch sketch and copy, is one of the actual tablets alluded are available for general reference, before they
(see B.M. Ser. pl. 26, l. 105, aqq.); but there is no to by Sardanapalus, and that it was executed in attempt either to read or to explain the socalled
account of a memorial tablet in that immediate the thirteenth century 3.0. The tablet contains a Assyrian ideographs.
ﬁgure of the king with his right arm extended and
I will only add, in conclusion, that a new means
vicinity.
\
Mr. Taylor's next discovery was at the village holding in his left the Kharuth or sceptre of domi of verifying our Assyrian readings is now opening
of Tsebeneh, probably the old capital of Sophene, nion, and adjoining him is an inscription to the out to us, which the most resolute disbelievers will
where he found a capacious subterranean building, following effect: “ By the Grace of Asahur, the hardly venture to gainsay. Having had occasion
the locality is Damdamusa, near the Tsupmlt or

hollowed out of the solid rock, and now used as
a church; but there were no inscriptions to attest

Sun and Either, the greatGods, my lords, I, Tiglath

to examine the many hundreds of small “contract”

Pilcser, King of Assyria, son of Asahur-rl's-elim, tablets in the British Museum for the purpose of

King of Assyria, who was son of Muwygil-Nebo, extracting their dates, and thus completing the
the age of the work.
Ascending the river to its source, Mr. Taylor King of Assyria, marching from the great sea of Eponymous Canon which I discovered last year, I
now made his crowning discovery, which I will Akhin' (or the West, Le. the Mediterranean) to the have found that a considerable number of these
communicate in his own words, copying from his sea of N'airi (Lake Van) for the third time have tablets have a memorandum in the cursive Phoeni
letter to me of October the 2nd, 1862 :—“ My tour invaded the country of N’airi." The only imperfect cian characterscratched upon their margin, intended,
has been unfortunately cut short by a severe fever,

or doubtful word in this inscription is that which

as it would seem, to assist the Nineveh Librarian

which I caught in an unhealthy cave copying two I have translated “ marching," and the genealogy, in the arrangement of the documents. These Phre
cuneiform inscriptions which I found there. They which is the same as that on the Shirgdt cylinders, nician legends are rude and in many cases nearly
are small, and one is much defaced; but the site is positively identiﬁes the king as the ﬁrst Tiglath illegible; but wherever I have been able to read
interesting, and they may prove of some geogra Pileser. The cast of the second tablet has not yet them, I have found them to give the same names
phical value. The Tigris above Diyarbckir is, as reached me, and I am unable, therefore, to say as are inscribed in the cuneiform character on the
you know, formed of two branches,—the Eyil, or whether it belongs to Tiglath-Bar, the father of body of the tablet; the much-desired test of bilingual
Gokclla Lake branch, and tho Tsebcneh Su, called Sardanapalus, or to Sardanapalus himself; but I writing being thus at length obtained. I have not
also in Keippert‘s map the Utah-Gal Su. This expect, if the inscription is at all legible, to ﬁnd yet fully worked out this new mine of information,
latter branch issues out of a cave some twelve it of the latter king; and think it probable it will but I am in hopes of being able to resolve, by means
miles north of Sid/'01‘, close to a village called furnish some further illustrations of the campaign of the Phoenician key, several doubtful points in
Korkhar. In this cave are the inscriptions. It is described in the latter part of the ﬁrst column of the phonetic reading of Assyrian proper names, and
a most curious spot, and the river issues forth

from it, after an underground course of very con
siderable length, but not quite so far as the Lake

the Annals. There should, however, according to especially to ascertain the vernacular titles of many
the passage quoted by Mr. Fox Talbot, be a third of the gods, which are usually expressed by mono
tablet at the sources of the Tmrpnat, and this, grams, or which appear under the disguise of mere

H. C. Rawnmsos.
Thospitis of the ancients. I send you herewith perhaps, will still be found in some of the dark qualiﬁcative epithets.
a copy of one of the inscriptions; the other is recesses of the cave.
Mr. Taylor also discovered a Parthian or Sassa
fnuch longer, but, unfortunately, a good deal
CABDDIAL MEZZOFANTI.
defaced: however, I send through Constantinople nian sculptured tablet at Boshat, near Hulda, in
St. Patrick's College, Msynooth, Feb. 9, 1868.
pa
casts of both, and I hope they will be accept the Silwan district, and he had positive intelligence
Trrsexperimentupon Cardinal Mezzofanti'spowers
ab e to you. On the top of the cave are the ruins of some more cuneiform inscriptions near Moosh, in Chinese conversation which Mr. Waterton, in
of an old castle, with curious tanks cut into the which he hoped to visit in the spring. It is pro illustration of the Cardinal's knowledge of Chinese
solid rock, and also a staircase cut through the bable, indeed, that what he has already found is dialects, records on the authority of the late Dr.
rock forming the roof of the cave, one end of but an earnest of future discovery, for there are at Donaldson, is probably the same (although the
which is immediately above the water, the element least twenty tablets commemorated in the inscrip accounts do not tally in all particulars) with that
having been, I suppose, drawn up for the use of tions as having been executed by the different of which Mr. Harford, of Blaise Castle, was in
the garrison by buckets and ropes."
Assyrian kings in the Kurdish mountains, and Mr. formed by the Cardinal himself, in 1846 (‘ Life of
Now, Mr. Fox Talbot is quite right in referring Taylor will hardly give over the search for them Meuofanti,’ p. 224). Indeed, Mr. Waterton's
to this spot the account which is given in the until he has thoroughly ransacked the country statement and that of your Correspondent “W.”as
Annals of Sardanapalus of a memorial tablet exe from the Persian frontier to Syria.
to Mezzofanti‘s acquaintance with other dialects of
cuted by him at the sources of the Trupnat in the

And now a few words on the general question

same locality, with similar monuments executed of cuneiform decipherment. Mr. Fox Talbot com
by his ancestors, Tiglath-Pileser and Tiglath-Bar. plains with some bitterness of the continued incre
(See RM. Ser., pl. 19, l. 101, sqq.) That the dulity of some of our best orientalists as to the
river, indeed, which issues from the Kerk-liar cave successful interpretation of the Assyrian inscrip
is the Tsupnat of the inscriptions, although mis
taken both by the Greek and Arabic geographers

Chinese besides the Whan-wha, or Mandarin, are
borne out by the unanimous testimon of all the

habr'lués of the Propaganda, so far as t e belief of
non-experts in the language can be adduced as
valid evidence.

I may add that, probably, the only address in the
true source. I believe myself, that with such men nature of a sermon in Chinese ever spoken in Europe
tions; but he does not trace that incredulity to its

for the true Tigris, there cannot be a doubt.

was delivered by Mezsofanti, on occasion of a

ﬁnal t is a mere feminine termination, as in Purat

The as Ewald, and Renal], and Cureton, the tendency
to disbelieve in our system of decipherment arises
or Euphrates, Diglat or Tigris, Aranta or Orontes, mainly from the importance and magnitude of the
Turnat or Toma, &c. The true name is Tsupna, subject; for if we are in the right track the result
exactly answering to the iwpnvﬁ of the Greeks of our researches threatens to dwarf all other
and the Tsuphanya of the Syrians; and the modern branches of Oriental inquiry, and almost to super
title which some travellers write as Scbeneh and sede the hitherto cherished study of Hebrew and
others as Dibe'neh, but which should really be Arabic and Syriac literature. Mr. Fox Talbot,

“Spiritual Retreat," to the Chinese students of
the Pro
da. Among the autographs inserted

pronounced with a dental sibilant as the initial

letter, is a near reproduction of the old designation.
The natural phenomena which existed at this spot
in the subterranean course of the river, and its
exit from a dark and gloomy cave, appear to have

in the new issue of the ‘Life’ (p. 368) is a very

pretty specimen of his Chinese writing.
Your readers may be interested by a later penta
meter which he composed impromptu, in reply to
a compliment addressed to him by a Chinese priest.
A Roman friend sent it to me soon after the pub

however, and M. Oppert are also, in some degree,
themselves responsible for the result which they lication of the ‘Life.’ Playing upon the name
deprecate, owing to their want of care in distin “ Mezzofanti," which, resolved into Chinese mono~
guishing in their translations between what is cer syllables, signiﬁes "he accomplishes in silence all
tain and what is uncertain. No doubt, a very large virtues," the visitor addressed Mezzofanti
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Hic est qul twltus vir'tutes perﬂcit omnes.

published in London, printed the ‘Matinées' in two German; a not very abundant proportion of

Mezzofanti, without a moment‘s hesitation, com

Ultramontane talent to join with that of Italian
French from my MS.
Some time in 1851, another English translation growth in striving for the honour of completing so
appeared in Hogg'a Instructor, from the Courrier grandiose a monument of ancient art as Santa
de l'Europe. In April, 1851, I wrote a letter to Maria del Fiore.
Mr. Hngg, telling him all I knew of the ‘Matinées’;
At present, of course, the authorship of the
I also freely distributed copies of the ‘Matinées,’ respective drawings is a secret, and they are known
in English and French, to several literary men.
only by the number attached to each, although
Whether the ‘Matinées' be a “false shilling" or report assigns them to such or such well-known
not; neither Carlyle, nor Pauli, whom he quotes, architect, with more or less semblance of truth.
makes out a very good case against its genuineness; The Committee entrusted with the prosecution of
and although the German translator of Carlyle's this great work has for its President the cousin of
‘History of Friedrich’ gives us some curious the king, Prince Carignano. It is to depute seven
information, still I think that a jury of literary of the ﬁrst artists of Italy to examine the claims
men (not Prussians) would have doubts in regard of the designs, and award prizes to the best three
to some of the assertions contained in his letter. designs, of 1,800, 1,500 and 1,200 frmwesctmi.
In my MS. copy, the date 1764 is given as the There will also be three smaller prizes of 300 fran
period of the composition of the ‘ Matinées’; your cesmni each, the gainers of which will also have
Correspondent mentions 1756 as the date of a their drawings returned to them, while the Com
printed copy: however, farther on, he alludes to mittee is to remain in possession of those which
1766. The letter of March 4, 1766, from Frede win the principal prizes, on the understanding,
rick’s aide-de-camp, calling the ‘Matinées' an however, that it by no means binds itself to the
exécrable écrit, by the King’s order, does not quite execution of any one of the successful designs.
satisfy me that the King did not write the ‘Mati Indeed, it is no easy matter to be dashed off at a
nées.' They were not intended for publication, heat, this putting the ﬁnishing stroke to the grand
but for the private perusal of his nephew, who suc old church, and ﬁlling up the long unsightly blank
wall which faces the baptistery, and stands side
ceeded him in 1786.
\V. B.
by side with the peerless belfry‘tower. More than
Hsmpstead, Feb. 9, 1863.
one of the great men of old, the very men who
Allow me to correct some more or less grave designed and reared the Duomo, put their hands to
misprints that occur in my letter in the Athemrum the task and left it worse than incomplete. The
of Saturday last. P. 193, col. 3, “1756 " should facade has been commenced no less than three
be 1766; “Jeilius" should be lcilius.
P. 194, times, the ﬁrst, about the year 1300, by Arnolfo,
col. 2, in the “shape" should be shops.
of which two nearly contemporary sketches still
THE GERMAN Tnnssnx'ron or CARLYLE'S exist, one in the cloisters of Santa Croce, and the
‘HisTom' or Fnnzmucn.‘
other in the chapel of the Spaniards in the cloisters
of Santa Maria Novella. This ﬁrst facade, of which
14, Henrietta Street, Feb. 11, 1S68_.
a considerable portion was completed, was taken
It is no part of our business to defend the 0pm down by Giotto when employed on the completion
ions of any of the writers in the Home and Foreign of the cathedral, as being inferior in richness of
Review,- whenever the criticisms on them are of design to the rest of the building. The second

pleted the couplet :
Ast semper loqultur :—perﬂcit ergo nlhil !

The line, I think, is worth preserving, if not for
itself, at least as an evidence of Mezzofanti‘s modest
simplicity, and of his own regretful consciousness
of what has often been imputed to him as a fault——
the little permanent account to which he had been

able to turn his wonderful faculty of languages.
C. W. RussELL.

The estimate of Mezzofanti formed by Dr. Smith,
the Bishop of Victoria, as conveyed in Mr. “'ater
ton’s letter, is in the main correct. The Cardinal was

“ not a very profound Chinese scholar.” N 0 other
evidence of this need be required thanthat which Mr.
Watertonhimself furnihes as having fallen from the
Cardinal's own lips, if he be accurately reported to

have said, "I put him (Dr. S) through all the dif
ferent dialects in turn, until I found out that he was
talking the dialect used at the sea-coast ,' and then we
were at our case at once." Now, the Bishop is a
very competent authority as regards the Mandarin,
which he speaks with considerable fluency. This,
however, is not a dialect at all, but the universal
oﬁcial language employed in every part of China,

and spoken by all the authorities. I do not under
stand what is meant by "the dialect of the sea~
coast "; there being in the district accessible to

Europeans during Mezzofanti‘s lifetime at least
three separate sea-coast dialects, so unlike one
another that the inhabitants of the Kwang, Fooken
and Kiang provinces can hold no oral converse to

gether ; and, I believe, Dr. Smith never pretended to
a knowledge of “ all the different dialects " through
which he is said to have been “ put" by the Car
dinal, but has mainly conﬁned his attention to the

.Hwan- llwa (or Kwan Hwa, if that mode of writing
pleases your Correspondent, and be thought by him
more accurately to represent-which it does notthe native sound). In the immediate scene of Dr.

sufﬁcieut importance, they will doubtless do so facade, designed by Giotto, was begun about 1332,
for themselves. Our present object is, therefore,
Smith's labours two dialects prevail, known by the merely to protest against the impertinent tone and carried up nearly to the height of the western
names of the Pun-ti and the Ha Kw: the former
is the aboriginal Cantonese, the latter is the idiom
introduced by emigrant settlers. Since our posses
sion of Hong Kong, more attention has been paid
to both by foreign missionaries. I do not think
Mezzofanti had much, if any, knowledge of either.

B.
===

circular window. It is still to be seen represented
of the letter in your last number respecting the in fresco in the first cloister of the Convent of San
‘ Matinécs Royales,’ recently published by us. The Marco, by Bernardino Toccetti. There are also
arguments of a writer pretending to give an opinion engravings of it in the works of Nelli and Del
on a. point of German history, who imagines that Migliore, and in ‘La Metropolitana Fiorentina

the Sm-en- Years' War was terminatcd by the Peace Illustrata.’ This facade also was taken down at
of Utrecht, may surely be left to answer themselves! a later date, when the classical restorers of the
It cannot be expected that any Prussian will readily

Renaissance period carried everything before them

admit the Royal authorship of the ‘Matinées,’ and opposed the ﬁnishing of Giotto‘s design. There

much less that Dr. Preuss, the editor of the ‘\Vorks
of Frederic the Great,’ printed and published at
Hanover Square, Feb. 11.
THE following may not be uninteresting to your the expense of the King of Prussia, should be un
biassed in his judgment; but that one having so
readers :‘Les Matinées du Roi do Prusse, écrites par little claim to be heard as an authority should treat
Lui-méme en 1764, copied from the original the subject of which he evidently knows so little
Manuscript found in the Library at Sans-Souci.‘ in so offensive a style, is scarcely tolerable. If we
‘This is the title of the MS. copy in my possession. could hope that a tithe of your readers would read
I will now give the history, such as I know of it. the article in the Home and Foreign Review, which
During Napoleon's war with Prussia, a French your Correspondent so entirely misrepresents, we
officer is said to have found the MS. document should have taken no notice of his attack, and
with the above title at Sans-Souci, and gave it to would only refer those who take an interest in the
Savory, Duke of Rovigo, who read it to Napoleon; subject to the article in question, out of which he
Savary keeping it with great care amongst his appears to have gathered all the facts which he
parades, omitting or misrepresenting the argu
private papers.
After Napoleon's exile to Santa Helena, Savary ments. As to Dr. Preuss's recent manifesto, which
.settled for a while at Smyrna, under the name of in several places he (probably from ignorance)
M. St.-Raymond, residing in the house of an Eng mistranslates, it was evidently written before he
lish merchant, Mr. C. W., allowing him to take a had seen either the new edition or the article in
copy of the ‘Matinées.' Mr. C. B., a relative of the Review, and therefore cannot count for much.
Mr. C. 11"., took a copy of the copy, and on his A new edition of ‘Buﬁ‘on’s Correspondence ' is
return to England, in 1818, offered the document just announced in Paris—we shall see what use
to Lord Dover, who replied that it was already the Editor has made of his correspondence with
Dr. Preuss. \Ve are, 850.
known to him.
WILLmns & Noncs'rn.
The document was offered to Baron Bulow, then
m
Prussian Ambassador in this country, who declined
purchasing it, informing Mr. C. B. that if he pub
THE DUOMO AT FLORENCE.
lished it, he would have him prosecuted!
~
Florence, Jan. 27, 1863.
In 1849, Mr. C. B. handed to me the ‘Matinées’
THE Uoncorso or competitive exhibition of designs
to read, expressing a wish that I should offer the for the new facade of the Duomo of Florence has
MS. to the Chevalier Bunsen. This I did, but been open ever since the beginning of the month.
received no answer to my letter.
It excites a strong feeling of interest among the
I now translated the ‘Matinées,’ and they ap Italians and their foreign visitors, and endless are
peared in the November number of the United the discussions to which the merits of the respective
Service Magazine for 1850. In the months of drawings give rise. The Ooncm-so is open to artists
November and December of the same year, Mr. of all nations; and of the forty-two exhibitors, one
Thomas, the proprietor of the Oourrier dc Z‘E'urope, is said to be English, one French, one Danish and
1.12s MATINEIB aoYALm.

was yet a third facade, designed by Dosio and
Buontalenti; but it can hardly be said to have
existed, for it scarcely rose above the foundations.

The difficulties which stand in the way of the
accomplishment of this great architectural work are
immense. They exist no less in the grand outlines of
the design, than in making the details harmonize
with the mixed character of the different parts of the

building as it stands. The form of facade adopted
by Arnolfo and Giotto was that of the triple-pointed
gable pyramidally arranged, called by the Italian
architects trimmpvliaIe-archiacuto. The same form
appears likewise in many of the most successful
drawings exhibited, but it has serious disadvan

tages to meet with in the internal proportions of
the church.
As all may remember who have
visited Santa Maria del Fiore, the height from the
cornice, which takes the place of a clerestory, to

the ceiling, is insigniﬁcant as compared with the
majestic stature of the great arches of the nave
below; and the proportions of the external gables
which occupy a corresponding position in the
building become necessarily dwarfed, and, as it
were, tacked-on to the lower portion of the facade.

Yet, on the other hand, inﬁnite care is required to
avoid detracting from the lithe elegance of the
Campanile close at hand, by comparison with a
too towering mass of facade, however well suited
to the cupolas above it.

These are but a very few from among the host
of conditions and obligations which the peculiar
requirements of the work impose, calling for a com

plex adaptation rather than a reproduction or crea
tion of a great architectural work. Many of the
designs exhibited have no ordinary share of merit ;
and among these the drawings numbered 14, 18,

25, 29 and 35 are perhaps the most conspicuous,

N° 1842, FEB. 14, ’63
specially as regards the lower half of the facade.
Still, not one seems as yet to be designated by the
public voice as entirely worthy of adoption, and

the opinion of not a few of those best ﬁtted to
advise on the subject speaks out in the observa
tions published in the Nazl'mze, by some gentlemen

of note in the Italian literary world, from whose
remarks I quote a

e or two which contain

a good deal that is worthy of attention. One point
to which they especially seek to direct the public
mind is the consideration of what is to be done if
the deﬁnitive result of the Committee's delibera
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of his illustrious father, will attend at some coming for 29!. 108. In the same sale were other literary
meeting of the Society to sign his name in the curiosities :—a volume of Autographs of artists,
Charter Book, and be formally admitted. \Ve authors, &.c. of the present day, 16!. l0s.,—-two
should hope that whenever the admission takes volumes of Chinese drawings, 45l.,-——Tyndale‘s
place, there will be a goodly muster of the Fellows Testament, 1550, 101. l0r.,—Bible, 1549, 111.,
Cranmer’s Bible, 15-19, 10L 15s., —Cranmer‘s
to render due honour to the occasion.
The Annual Soirée of the Photographic Society Bible, the only edition printed in the reign of
will take place on Friday evening next, February Queen Mary, who is said to have ordered the
20th, in the Gallery of the Exhibition, Suffolk destruction of it, l2l,—-the ﬁrst edition of the
“Breeches" version, 1ll.,--Clutterbuck's History
Street.
On Monday next, Mr. Cowper will bring before of Hertford, 30L 10a,-—Dugdsle’s Monasticon,
the House of Commons his scheme for constructing in parts, 16!. 10s.,-—Record of the House of
the new street in the City in connexion with the Gournay, a privately~printed volume by Mr.

tion should be, that the highest prize ought not to
be awarded, because not one of the designs is en Thames Embankment. The proposed street will run
tirely worthy of the proposed work.
from Blackfriars to the Mansion House.
In such a case they throw out the following very
The ninth part of Mr. Collier's ‘ Illustrations of
reasonable suggestions:
Early English Popular Literature‘ is a reprint of
First. That it should be at once announced that George Whetstcne‘s very rare tract, ‘ The Censure
the highest prize will not be given away, for the of a Loyall Subiect.’ The subject is the execution
reasons above mentioned.
of Babingwn, Salisbury, Tichbourne, Ballard, and
Secondly. That each of the winners of the ﬁve ten other Roman Catholic conspirators, in Lin

Daniel Gurney, l6l.,--Sacred Hymns (set to

music), 1615, 4to., Bl. 15s.,-—Gonld's Humming
Birds, in parts, 64L, —Higden's Polychronicon,‘
printed by Wynkyn de Worde, 1495, 401. 190.,
—Marlborough Gems, 2 vols., (of this book
one hundred copies only were printed for pre
sents,) I4I.,—Shakcspeare's Plays, second edi
tion, 1632, 161. 5a. 6d.,-—Surtees's History of
inferior prizes should be cmmniu-imwd to produce coln's Inn Fields, Sept. 20, 21, 1586; an event of the Durham, 4 vols., 26l.,——an early MS. of Dante’s
a new drawing of the facade of Santa Maria del highest interest in connexion with Elizabeth and Inferno, Purgatorio e Paradise, 28L,-a Collec
Fiore, modiﬁed and corrected, to be presented to Mary Queen of Scots, and not without importance tion of Accounts of the Court of Leo the Tenth,
the Committee within a year from the date of such for the readers of Bacon and Shakspeare. That con with entries of payments to Raﬂ‘aelle and others,
201. 10s., —--a MS. copy of Tasso‘s Discourse on
commission.
spiracy was the seed-plot of Essex's Rebellion and of
Thirdly. That to each of the ﬁve artists thus the Gunpowder Treason. Of course, the outlines Feminine Virtue, in the autograph of the author,
commissioned should he promised a sum of 2,500 of the transaction have been given by Stow, Cam twelve leaves (not complete), 25!. About 250
lire (1001.), to cover the necessary expenses; and den and others, who have been copied, more or less Deeds and Charters from the Surrendeu Collection
formed by Sir Edward Dering, temp. Car. I.,
that, moreover, to the one whose design shall be de faithfully, by the modems.
But George Whet
clared the best, over and above the promised sum stone's work contains many curious details not in realized prices varying from a few shillings to 201.
of money, shall be assigned a principal share in the Stow or Camden, so that this tract is absolutely each.
The Bishop of Exeter has expressed an intention
direction of the building.
necessary to a complete historian of Elizabeth's
Fourthly. The Council of Judges, at the same reign. Whetstone, a poet, a captain and a patriot, of presenting to the county of Cornwall his exten

time that the Committee 'ves commission for the was an eye-witness of the scenes which he describes; sive theological library, on condition that a suitable
new designs, shall direct whether the style to be but being called away from London on active mili building shall be provided in Truro for its reception.
adopted in the facade is to be the “ horizontal
monocuspidal” or the “ pointed tricus'pidal,’I in
order that all their eﬁ'orts may tend towards one
and the same aim.

tary service under Lord Leicester, he left his paper At a general meeting of the Amhdaaconry of
with his fellow-poet, Thomas Churchyard, who Cornwall, it was agreed to accept the offer. A site
has been selected in the town of Truro, and the
brought it out and signed the Preface.

purchase will shortly be completed. The Bishop
We have only to insert the following as we has directed that a deed of gift shall be prepared
receive
it
:
to the Committee; such as that the execution of
forthwith.
“ 7, Drayton Terrace, Feb. 8.
one of the ﬁve new designs shall necessitate no sort
“Your notice of ‘ Married in Haste,’ last week,
The Correspondence which was issued from the
Some other pieces of good counsel are also offered

of change in the organic structure of the church,
by enlargement, alteration or removal of any

concludes with the words, ‘ and so ends the Foreign Oﬂice on ‘Wednesday respecting our rclsr
author‘s idea of a tale of every-day life.’ \Vill you tions with Japan mainly consists of desputches

portion of it; that only one design, namely, that permit me to remark, that I am in no way respon
the outrages committed on British subjects.
selected for execution, shall remain in the posses sible for this unfortunate sub-title, of which I was about
In the midst of the voluminous papers on this sub
sion of the Committee; and that a. fresh Council of
unconscious till the advertisements appeared, and
Judges shall be chosen for the examination of the it was too late to object.—Yours, &c.,
new designs. Meanwhile, the new facade of Santa
“ LASCELLES Wssxnms”
Croce, commenced ﬁve years ago, is well-nigh
Among our readers there must be some who, in
ﬁnished, audit is expected that the scail'oldings their
studies at Kensington, have stopped before
which hide it will are long be removed. The struc a charming
picture called ‘ A. View of St. Paul’s.’
ture is highly praised by such as have been admit
The painter of this work was Joseph Axe Sleap,
ted to see it; and it is said that the architect, Signor
Matas, has admirably carried out his design both an artist of some power, who broke down after a
long struggle with poverty, and died just as he
in detail and general effect. This gentleman has
seemed about to emerge into notice and into com
also, I hear, completed a design for the new facade
of the Duomo of much merit, which, however, he fort. The patron who had found him out in his
obscurity died twelve months after his proléye‘,
has not seen ﬁt to exhibit at the Concorso among

ject will be found some interesting reports from the
local merchants on the state of trade and commerce

in Japan.

Though an immense increase of com

merce appears to be anticipated, many complaints
are made in the merchants’ letters relating to our
rency, credit, non-fulﬁlment of contracts, local

obstructions in respect to boats and coolies, and
interference of the Custom-house with the free
action of trade. From the returns appended to these

Reports we learn that English merchants have two
thirds of both the import and export trade of Jspan
with all foreign nations.

leaving by will to the National Gallery I. right to
The opposition of the planet Mars last autumn
make a selection from the pictures in his possession. appears to have been singularly favourable for
They selected a small Hogarth, a Berghem, and observation, a circumstance which astronomers and
this very ‘ View of St. Paul's,’ which is now in the physicists did not fail to take advantage of. Some
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.
Museum. The widow and daughter of the artist,
Mr. John Stuart Mill is about to publish a although in bad health, have starved on a little of the results were laid before the Royal Society
on Thursday last (12th inst.), in a paper by Prof.
volume on ‘ Utilitarianism.’
needlework and on the proceeds of the sale of a J. Phillips, of Oxford, and proved to be unusually
Lieut.-Col. Fisher is preparing for publication few sketches and pictures left by Mr. Sleap. An interesting. \Vith a few observations taken from
‘A Narrative of Three Years’ Residence in China attempt is being made by Mr. W. J. Thoms, of other observers, a complete series has been made out,
in 1859~l861.’-—-Col. Sir James E. Alexander an the House of Lords, Mr. Ouvry (Treasurer of and drawings have been taken of the characteristic
nounces ‘Incidents of the Maori War in New the Society of Antiquaries), Mr. Woodward (Her phenomena. The position of the planet was such
Zealand in 1860.'--Lieut.-Col. Carreys, Deputy Majesty's Librarian), Mr. John Bruce, of the that the entire circle of snow around the South
Adjutsnt-General in the Australian Colonies, has Record Ofﬁce, and a few other gentlemen, to raise Pole could be distinctly seen, and with such a well
the other drawings for the great work on hand.
Tn. T.

prepared ‘A Narrative of the War in New Zealand

in 1880-1861.’ These works will be published by
Mr. Bentley.
Messrs. Williams & Norgate have in the press
Prof. Huxley’s new work, ‘Evidence as to Man's
Place in Nature,'—-Messrs. Huxley and Hawkins's
‘ Comparative Osteology,’—Dr. Barlow's ‘ Contri
butions to the Critical Study of Dante’s Divine

a sum for their immediate wants.

Any informa

deﬁned edge as to have led to the conclusion that

tion which may be desired will be readily given by it terminates in a cliff. Owing to the sition as
Mr. Bruce.
above stated, only the glimmer of the J. orth Polar
The Anniversary Meeting of the Geological snow was perceptible ; but it is thought that
Society will be held at the Society's apartments, (perhaps from a preponderance of water in the
Somerset House, on Friday next, Fcbrusry 20, at northern hemisphere) the North Pole is eccentric to
one o'clock; and the Annual Dinner will take the South Pole. The equatorial region is occupied
place the same evening at six o'clock, at \Villis's by a broad greenish belt fringed with deep bays
Commedia,’—- and M. P. Barrere's ‘Ecrivains Rooms, King Street, St. J ames's.
and inlets, which may perhaps be water.
n one
Fnmcais.’
An autograph letter of \Villiam of \Vykcham, place it is relieved by an island, which exhibits
Sir Alexander Grant has in the press a lecture dated 1367, has just been sold at Messrs. Puttick the same ruddy colour as the hemispheres on each
on ‘ Rome, England and India.’
is Simpson's, Leicester Square. It consisted of a side of the central belt. These are the leading
At the Evening Meeting of the Royal Society on few lines, somewhat obscm'ely expressed, but appa facts of the paper, concerning which there will be
Thursday last, the Prince of Wales was unani rentl referring to the payment of the ransom of something further to be said by-and-by. The
uke of Bourbon as a bribe for his own reading was followed by a discussion which was
mously elected a Fellow of the Society. \Vc believe the
that His Royal Highness, following the example appointment to the See of Winchester. It sold rendered the more interesting by the exhibition of
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Mr. Nasmyth‘s effective drawing of MarsJrepre- a monopoly of the-publishing trade, or coming in
senting the telescopic appearance on an enlarged

contact with such great names as his father, he
distinguished himself by immense activity in and

scale. In concluding this notice we gladly remind
our readers of the beautiful engravings, which may out of his business, kept his house at the head of
be termed portraits of Mars, which were published German ﬁrms, and earned no less than seven deco
about two years since by Mr. ‘Varren De La Rue. rations. Scarcely one of the more celebrated living
An admirable medallion of Liebig has just been authors of Germany but has been in relations with
issued in Munich. The likeness is perfect. Every Gotta; and his name appears at the foot of more
detail of the face is reproduced with care and ﬁne
ness of workmanship incredible on so small a scale
and such low relief, while the general expression
is not weakened by too literal copying. English
admirers of the celebrated chemist may be glad of

title-pages than almost any publisher since the times

N° 1842, FEB. 14, '63
PHOTOGRAPIIIC EXHIBITION-The NINTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION of the I’HOTOGBAPIIIC SOCIETY of LONDON
is OPEN DA I_I.Y, from Ten till Four at the Gallery of the Society
of British Artists, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall Eut.—1\dml-ion, ll.

SCIENCE
SOOII'I'IIS.

Rona-Feb. 5.—Major-Gen. Sabine, Presi
dent, in the chair.—-The Earl of Caithness was

of Tonson and Dodsley. The history of the elder admitted into the Society.-The following paper
Cotta mi ht be entitled the Romance of Book was read :—-‘ On the Embryogcny of Comatula
selling.
y the foundation of the Allgemeivw rosacea (Link),’ by Prof. I". Thomson.
Zeitung, in 1798,—after the plan of it had been
GEOGRAPHICAL.—F¢1). 9.--Sir Roderick I. Mur
the opportunity of procuring a cheap and portable concerted ﬁve years earlier with Schillcr,—he tried

likeness; casts of the medallion are to be had for a perilous experiment, but one whose later success
rather less than three shillings each at Cotta's had the most important results. Schiller's health
was not equal to the work of a daily newspaper,
“ Litterarische Anstalt."

chison, President, in the chain-Commander W.
Arthur, R.N., Commander Charles J. Bullock,
Capt. J.Clayton, Capt. R. B. Pearce, R.N., Co]. B.

C. H. Taylor, E. Armitage, \V. Broughall, R. Cor
The Expedition of Discovery despatched by the but he edited the well-known magazine, the Harm, bet, Antoine Gabriele, W. E. Heathﬁeld, J. Mac~
for
Cotta,
and
thus
brought
the
publisher
into
Russian Government to explore the Yenesi River,
braire and W. H. Wylde, Esqrs., were elected
which falls into the Polar Sea between the 80th and friendly relations with Goethe and Herder. Nothing
90th meridian, has returned to Archangel, after an has contributed more powerfully to the reputation
unsuccessful attempt to carry out the objects of of the house of Cotta than its editions of the Ger
the Expedition. According to Capt. Krusenstern, man classics. As Murray is ever coupled with

progress was rendered impracticable by the im

—Dr. Norton Shaw read a letter from Mr. S. W.

Byron and Moxon with Tennyson, so Cotta has at Baker, dated Khartdm, Dec. 12th, 1862, stating

mense quantities of ice, which so severely nipped once the ancient connexion of the older race of
one of the ships that the crew were compelled to poets and that of the new.
The Forhalndlinger of the Videnskabs-Selskabets
abandon her. It is worthy of mention with refer
ence to the above, that the Canadian papers state at Christiania contains a curious and interesting
that an extraordinary number of Arctic birds have paper, by Prof. C. A. Holmboe, on the system of
been seen during this winter on their way to the weights used in ancient Scandinavia, and its simi
larity to, if not identity with, a system of weights
south.

The private correspondence between Goethe and used in Southern India. He shows that when the
Karl August, never published before, will soon
appear in print. The present Grand-Duke of Saxe

Fellows.—Mr. J. A. 'ﬁnno gave some information

concerning the ladies who are ascending the Nile.
that no reliable accounts had been received of
Consul Petherick‘s movements since he leﬂ the
river; and that be (Mr. Baker) intended to sail
from Khartum on the following day, Dec. 13th,
for Gondokoro, and thence onto the Lake Nyanza.
—Mr. Galton read a paper, by Dr. Baikie, ‘On the
Countries in the Neighbourhood of the Niger.’
Mr. Spottiswoode read a paper, by Lieut. Oliver,
‘On Madagascar.’

Roman pound of twelve ounces was in use over

great part of Europe, the old Scandinavian weights

GEOLOGICAL.—I"€I). 4.—Prol‘. A. C. Ramsay,

were, 1 mtirk=8 aurar, 1 eyrir=8 ertugar. In President, in the chair.—“’. Babington, Esq. and
ment and publication of this correspondence, which, this table mork is the original of the later term C. Le N eve Foster, Esq. were elected Fellows.
mare;
aurar is the plural of eyrir, and rrtugar of The following communications were read :—‘ On a
it is said, comprises about 600 letters, and will be
ertug ; in modern spelling, lire and bring. The cor Hyena-Den at \Vookey Hole, near Wells, No. 2,’
ready for print in the course of the season.

\vVeimar has entrusted Dr. "ogel with the arrange

A German friend, residing in London, writes: responding Indian table is as follows:-—1 scer=8
—“ Friends and admirers of Emanuel Geibel in pals, 1 pala=3 tola. The coincidence is remark
this country have felt grieved and surprised by the able, and not less so the fact as pointed out by
insinuations thrown out against the character of Prof. Hollnboe, that there is a perfect equality in
that poet by a Munich Correspondent. They had the weights of the two systems. For veriﬁcation
always known Geibel as a frank and honest man, of his conclusions, he gives a table of the weight
and could not unite in their minds their personal of the ounce (eyrir, pala) in different countries of
recollections of their friend with the reproaches Europe and India, which may be consulted with
laid at his door. They thought the writer might advantage by those who are interested in the ques
have been misled by town-talk, and that, with tion ; and he has endeavoured to ﬁnd traces of the
out intending to do so, be yet might have misrepre system of weights along the route taken by the
sented facts. Having written to Munich on the sub Scandinavians in their migration from the East,
j ect, the answer which they received,and which comes which remained open as a much-frequented com

by \V. B. Dawkins, Esq.—‘ On the Discovery of
Paradoxides in Britain,’ by J. W. Salter, Esq
‘On the Fossil Echinida‘. of Malta,' by Dr. T.
Wright; with ‘ Notes on the Miocene Beds of the
. Island,’ by Mr. A. L. Adams.
Soon-:rr or drrrrouxnmgélan. 29.—J.Winter
.Jones, Esq., V.P., in the chair.—J. Ross, Esq.,
exhibited a MS. on vellum, formerly the property
of Bardney Abbey. The last leaf offered to view a

curious specimen of a chirograph.—R. T. Pritchett,
Esq. exhibited some specimens of iron-work of the
sixteenth century, such as rapiers, horse-mumles, a

portion of a casket, and other objects of great
beauty and interest.—J. H. Parker, Esq. exhibited
that they were right in their suppositions. The invasion. But the result of his researches in this drawings of details of monuments of the Corona
facts, devoid of coterie feelin and personal sensi particular amounts to no more than that about tion Chair at \Vestminster, with remarks from
tiveness, are simply these :— y the death of the thirty years ago a large number of silver ingots W. Barges, Esq-Mr. Parker also laid before the
late Justinus Kerner, a place had become vacant, were dug up at Riazan, nearly in the centre of Society an account of a visit he had paid to the
for a poet, in the Maximilian Order. In the Russia, the average weight of which is very near Church of St. Mary, Guildford. -\-W. Franks,
Chapter, of which Geibel is not only a member, that of the ancient Scandinavian mb'rk. And with
Director, laid before the Society a description of
but in which he is the only representative of belles respecttothe equality of the weights, Prof. Holmboe some
frescoes recently discovered at St. Albans,
lettres, Eduard Morike, the excellent Suabian puts forward the hypothesis that the ancestors of
and which Dr. Nicolson was desirous should be
poet, and Bodenstedt were proposed in the place the Scandinavians took with them the system examined by the Society. The Director had ac
of Kerner. Geibel, upon his conscience and con already established in India, in support of which
cordingly paid a visit to the church, and ascer
viction, voted for the Suabian, the majority voted he cites a list of useful articles which bear the tained
that the principal subjects represented were
for the Munich candidate, and the King (certainly same, or nearly the same, name in the languages
the Annunciation and the Cruciﬁxion. Some of
not ‘ persuaded’ by Geibel, although, perhaps, fol of Scandinavia and of India.
these frescoes had been very beautifully executed ;
lowing Geibel‘s udgment, which may have appeared
but most of them were grievously injured by time.
from the most authentic and reliable source, shows mercial route down to the time of the great Tartar

to him more competent than that of the other
socln'rv or rsmrnns IN warns concurs?
EXHIBITION of sxn'rcnns and sronms b the
members) decided in favour of Miirike. Geibel, wmrnn
arr-menus NOW oven. at their Calls .5, Pall Mall
,
therefore, has done nothing but given an honest from Nine uh Dusk.-Admlllion. One shin ng.

and independent vote, and this by no means in a
meddling or interfering way, but in his oﬂicial
capacity and in duty bound. That he thinks
Morike (who, besides, is Bodenstedt‘s senior by

ﬁfteen years) a greater poet than Bodenstedt,
(whose talents and merits at the same time he fully
appreciates) is a matter of taste, and it would be
more than unjust to accuse him, as of a crime, of
the open avowal of his opinion. Altogether, it is

NOW ON VIEW, TWO im

JOS. J. JENKINS, Secretary.
rtontSPICTURES painted by the

late ABRaHAhl SOLOMOA : also. a Choice Collection of
Modern Pictures by English and French Artists, at the Gallery
1%! Moore, M‘Quecn a C0,, 10, Penchurch Street, E.C.—Admission.

roe.
ART EXHIBITION for the RELIEF of the LANCASIIIRE
DISTRESS, 6, Suffolk Stroet.—-Opcn from 10 A.l. until dusk.
Adnnsuon, 10.; Catalogue, M. F w DICEY

AI nfonnru’onn, i“°"' 5”"

ABCELEOLOGICAL INSTITUTB.—Feb. 6.-0ctavius
Morgan, Esq., V.P., in the chair. ——The Secretary

announced the election of thirteen new Members.
A communication by Mr. J. E. Lee, Secretary of
the Caerleon Archaeological Association, was read
relating to a cromlech called “Arthur‘s Stone," on
an elevated ridge in Gowa, a peninsula south-west
of Swansea, and, like the "Englishry” of Pem

brokeshire, chieﬂy inhabited by the descendants of
Flemish colonists. Mr. Lee suggested a comparison
between the monuments of this class and certain

NOTICE-The GALLERY, 14, Berncrs Street W. is NOW
thought that the ﬁerceness of your Correspon
daily. to the Public, with a. s lendid EXHIBITION of natural objects, of one of which a representation
dent’s attack is unjustiﬁable. Having allowed that OPEN.
PICTURESJhc selected Works of thcIcading Artists of the day.
was exhibited, called “ earth pillars," occurring in
FIIIIEDERICK BUCKSTONH, Secretary;
attack a space in your columns, you will cer —Admission, One Shilll
the valleys of the Alps and in the mountain dis
tainly not object to the present defence. It is, let
tricts of India-Mr. Tite brought under the notice
it be repeated, a mere statement of the facts as
NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT, SCIENTIFIC and ARTISTIC. of the Meeting the recent discovery of Roman
_.~‘AMUEL HIGHLEY, F.G.S. 10.5.. to. will exhibit ere
they have really occurred."
relics, consisting of a small chamber, with part of
Evenln , at Eight o'clock precisely his beautiful series of M.-\ <
NIFIE ) and ILLUMINA'I‘ED Ii’IIO'I'OGRAPIIS which were

By the sudden death of Baron Cotta, Germany

has lost her Murray.

The late head of the ﬁrm

succeeded to his father's business in 1832, in

shown with great édnt before the Society of Arts and the London
Photographic Society in January. Programmes on Application
to the Sceretory.—$eats rrescrvedl 35., 2s. and ll. (h! post two

stamps). Burlington Gallcry.19l, inwardly. w.

creased and extended it.

Without enjoying such

a tessclated ﬂoor of coarse character, which had
been brought to light in removing the foundations

of the front of the India House in Leadenhall
Street.

The vestiges lay at a depth of nearly
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twenty feet below the level of the present street,

MM. Jules Verreaux and 0. Des Murs, describing a

and are suiﬁcient to prove that extensive build

new Partridge from Daouria, closely allied to Penlix

FINE ARTS
*

cinerea, and proposed to be called P. barbata.—
as Mr. Tite pointed out in a carefully-detailed Papers were read b Dr. Baird, ‘On New Shells
plan, at no great distance from the superb mosaic collected by J. K. lord, Esq. in British North
ﬂoor discovered in 1808 opposite the eastern end of America’; and by Mr. A. Adams, ‘ On the Genera
the portico at the India House. Mr. Albert Way, and Species of Liotiinse found by him in Japan.’——
who had carefully examined these remains, stated Dr. P. L. Sclater pointed out the characters of a

ing:! existed there in Roman times, the site being,

BRITISH INSTITUTION.

No'mnvc shows how much the standard of the
British Institution has been degraded as the
number of sentimental pictures the gallery this

year contains.

This proves a low order of taste

in choosing, because men are not compelled to

that the little chamber brought to light at so great new species of Manikin, of the genus Pipra, from receive works of this mischievous class. F. Stone
a depth beneath the actual level of the busy New Granada, which he proposed to call Pipra was responsible for the introduction of much of
haunts of the present citizens was about twelve

leucorrlmc.—-A communication was read from Mr.

this sort of Art-wherein he was the antithesis of

feet square, and that part of the internal face of W. C. Hewitson, giving a list of the diurnal Lepi
the wall presents remains of colouring in fresco: doptera taken in the neighbourhood of Antana

Leslie, a painter of sentiment. The pictures worth
looking at may be noted in a few words.
Mr. J. Clark is not a brilliant painter: ever
working in a low key, he does not attract the

the mosaic, however, is of a rude character. The narivo, in Madagascar, by Mr. Caldwell; amongst
extensive structure of which it may probably have which was a very fine new insect of the genus
been a part is supposed by Mr. Tite to have stood Diadema, for which the name Dz'adcma dexithea eye by the showiness of his pictures. There
in the line of Roman way which led from the ferry was proposed.-——Mr. R. Swinhoe exhibited some are, however, qualities in their execution, and,
across the Thames towards the great road across new and remarkable species of birds obtained by above all, in his feeling for the subjects, which
Essex and to Colchester.—-The Rev. E. Trollope himself in the Island of Formosa.
are, to the expert, attractive and delightful.
communicated an account of discoveries of Saxon
The fact of a hanger placing such a picture as
Insrrrurros
or
CIVIL
Encmnsns.—Feb.
10.—
No. 140, by this artist, below the line, shows
sepulchral urns, with other ornaments and relies,
in Lincolnshire-Mr. Albert \Vay read a short J. R. M'Clean, Esq , V.P., in the chair.—-The first his ignorance of Art and want of feeling for
paper
read
was,
‘Description
of
the
Drainage
of
Nature. By the degraded position of this picture
mcount of the ancient Register of Chertsey Abbey
in the times of John de Rutherwyke, and the reigns the Borough of Dundee,’ by Mr. J. Fulton-The then, no less than the exalted places awarded to mere
second
paper
read
was
‘
A
Description
of
the
toys, we may, as by reﬂected light, discover that
of Edward the Second and Edward the Third.
o and Drainage \Vorks at Newport, Mon the hanger for this year was neither artist nor able
This curious record had been sent for examination Sewers
mouths ire,I by Mr. A. Williams.
person. Hereby we gain a glimpse into the secret
by Lord Clifford.—A ﬁne old Andrea Ferrara was
brought for examination by Mr. Pritchett. It is
SocIs'rr or Aura-Feb. 4.—E. Chadwick, Esq, which the British Institution Directors so carefully
ornamented with medallions, accompanied with the C.I3., in the chair.—Tho paper read was, ‘ On the ‘ guard. That such a secret exists is in itself a
name Sm FRANCISCUS Dnxcos, and contains Cooking Depots for the Working Classes recently wrong; with secrecy in such a case come irrespon
other devices appropriate to that great naval com established on self-supporting principles at Glasgow sibility and all its evils. Mr. Clark‘s picture is
mander. In the discussion which ensued on its and Manchester, with Suggestions for intro worthy of a place out of danger from scraping by
production, Mr. Hewitt, Mr. Bernhard Smith, and ducing them in the Metropolis,’ by Mr. A. Burrell. crinoliues, and where it can be seen. It is more
complete as a design, being of a more equal cha
other members conversant with ancient arms, ex
pressed various opinions regarding its date-Lord
PHOTOGRAPHIQ-Fcb. 3.—A nnircrsary Meeting. racter throughout than any of his former works.
Torphichen sent for examination a curious watch —The Lord Chief Baron, President, in the chair. It tells a better story than any one of those (unless
of early and curious construction found at his seat, —The following gentlemen were elected Members it be the well-known “ Sick Child") —by adopting
Calder House, North Britain. Mr. Morgan re of the new Council:—Lieut.-Col. Stuart Wortley, a key even lower than usual this seems to have
marked that the date of the object, properly to be Henry Pollock, John Cole, F. Hennal, Lord H. been brought about. The composition is full of
described as a clock-watch, is about 1650, and that Gordon Lennox, M.P. ; and Mr. Glaisher, as life and spirit. Two boys are seated on a grassy
it was constructed by Samuel Aspinwall.—Mr. C. Vice-President.-The Viscountess Hawarden, and hill-sidelooking on to the sea. One of them plaits
Villiers Bayley exhibited a bronze-headed marotte, Messrs. Silverton, Austen and \Vensel were elected a rustic garland, the other at his loudest sings some
or jester's bauble, an object of very rare occurrence, Members of the Society. ~—- Lieut. - Col. Stuart rustic ballad of the place; he has his face raised,
probably of the fourteenth century. —Mr. J. Hen \Vortley read a communication ‘ On the Taking of and, looking upwards, he carols with boyish spirit
derson exhibited a beautifully-enriched sceptre of Instantaneous Pictures on Large Plates.'—Mr. from out of a singing heart. His hands are clasped
oriental damascened work-Mr. Brett exhibited Shadbolt read a communication from Dr. Van round his knees. The theme charmingly illustrates
several Egyptian bronzes. and a beautiful collection Monckhoven ‘ On the Theory of the Photographic the motto chosen, “Auld Lang Syne,"
of gold ornaments found in Sardinia-4th. Water Processes.'-—The Society having determined to
We twa has run about the brass,
And pu't the gowans fine.
ton sent a silver-gilt ring of unusual fashion, and award prize medals for the best contributions sent
inscribed with the salutation AVE MABIA.—TI1B to the Photographic Exhibition, a report from ‘We should rejoice to see Mr. Clark aim at reﬁne
Rev. J. F. Russell exhibited a curious MS. (Jartu Messrs. Durham and Fenton, who had undertaken ment in drawing, if not at ﬁnish.
A picture with the rare quality of pathos is
lary in the French language ; Mr. W. Burgess, a sin to act as judges, was read by the Secretary, when
ignominiously hung by the side of the ﬁreplace
gular piece of painted linen, which formerly served the decisions were declared to be as follows :
as a rude substitute for arras.—-The Rev. H. Scarth l. for Portraits, Mr. Claudet; 2. for Landscapes, in the middle room, much below the line of sight,
sent a vase of medizcval green glazed pottery, and Mr. Bedford ; 3. for Instantaneous Pictures, Lieut. in the shade, and so that its colour and handling
a collection of stamped pellets of lead, bearing Col. Stuart \Vortley; 4. for Composition Pictures, are ruined by the near forelight, named Passing
legionary marks, and which are undoubtedly Roman. Mr. P. Robinson; 6. for Copies of Pictures or into the Shade, and represents two world-worn
—Mr. Albert Way, having made some satisfactory Reproductions, Mr. Thurston Thompson; 6. for women trudging at slow pace into the shadows
observations with re
to the coming Con
of best Amateur Contributions, not Instantaneous, of a wood that darken at every step: their feeble

limbs can scarcely lift the heavy oabots they wear;
their to
forms not even their clumsy garments

Archleologists at Rochester in July, the Marquis Viscountess Hawarden.—Mr. England exhibited a
Camden, K.G., said he could not leave the room simple arrangement of yellow glass for determining
without expressing his desire and willingness to its powers of resistance to daylight in operating
further the purposes of the Institute, and the in the glass-house.—The President addressed the
pleasure he had felt in consenting to take the part Meeting on the present and future prospects of the
of President upon the visit of the Society to his Society.

hide; their faces have no

hood. The subdued, diffused light of the wood
deprives their forms of marked shadows, so that

county.

both look ghostly and fading. This work is re
markable for good qualities of tone and colour.
In the last it is a little French in manner-the
work of Mr. G. W. Boughton (‘252). Mrs. Bridell‘s

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

INs'nrU'rs or Bsrrlsn Ancnrrncrs.-Feb. 9.
W. Tite, Esq., M.P., in the chain-The result of
the voluntary Architectural Examination, with the
Report of the Hon. Secretaries of the Examiners,
and of the Moderators, thereon, were read, adopted

Moll.
—
TUIJ——

and ordered to be printed.

-

LINNE.\N.—Feb. 5.—G. Bentham, Esq, Presi
dent, in the chain-R. Braithwaite, Esq. and J. B.

—

Aslatlc,3.—‘Bavtrisn I‘ali Inscription, Key to Baotrian
Notation ‘ Prof. Dowson.
Royal Academy, 8.-Sculpture.' Prof. Wcstmscott.
Horticultural, 1-Bnllot for Seeds.
Ethnol cal, B.—‘ G 'pnies.’ Mr. Cnwfurd; 'Ycnadles of
Chin cont Dlstri . Dr. Shortt.
Statlst cal. 8.—' Patent Laws ‘: ‘ Political Economy. Unl
vcrsity of Oxford,‘ Rev. J. E. '1‘. Rogers.

Gretchen (260), a girl seated with a distaﬂ‘ in her
hand, shows some recognition of character and
Civil Engineers 8.-‘ Dmlnage of Dundee,‘ and ‘ Sewerage dashing handling much in need of discipline. Dis
of Newport tbionJ.‘

-

Society of Arts a-' Means of Promoting Growth. to. of

communications were read :—‘ On the Existence of
Two Forms, and on their reciprocal Sexual Rela
tion, in several Species of Linum,’ by C. Darwin,

—

Geological, 8.-—‘ Middle and Upper Lisa, Dorset.‘ )lr.
Dny- Correlation of the Inf: or Oollte, Middle and

by Mr. Wallace in \Vaigiou, Mysol and North

Ceram, with Descriptions of New Species,’ by F.
Smith, Esq.

from showing bad drawiqﬁ, as in the picture be
fore us. The arms are ' considered, the hands

Cotton in India ' Mr. Show.

absurdly small; the ﬁgure is dislocated at the
waist.
Mr. Hayllar's Practical Joke (283) is not only

. “d. of England,‘ Mr. llolL
Turns. Royal lnltltu lon,s.—‘ ChcmloalAmnity.‘ Dr. l‘rankland.
-—
umlsmatrc, 7.
‘
Royal Academy, R.—' Painting,‘ Prof. Hart.
—
Linnean, B.—'Aculent: Hymcnggtera, East Archipelago,‘
Mr. Smith: ‘Gainer-worm I lurl'u medincnn'ch' fr.
Bastian.

—
—
—
Far.
—
--

one of the bat pictures here, but the best we
have seen from him. The subject is that hardly

credible story of Oliver the Protector having
compelled Jerry White, his foolish chaplain, to

Chemical. 8.
Royal, 8’.
Antiqunrlel, 8!.
Hort cultural, 11.-—Counell.
Horticultural, 2.—Elcctlon of Fellows.
Gcolouicsl. l.—A nnlvemry.

-—
--

Philol cal, 8.
_
_
'
R0 al mutation. s.-‘Reoent Discoveries, Jerulnlcm.

8n.

v. G. Willlnms.
Royal Institution, 8. —‘ Language.‘ Prof. Max Muller.

Zoonoorcan-Fzb. 10.—W. H. Flower, Esq.
in the chain-A communication was read from

cipline may teach the artist to draw, or refrain

Royﬂllnstitutlon, 8.—' Animal Mechanics.‘ Prof. Mar
1
.
Wm. Meteorological, 7.—Council.

Rowe, Esq. were elected Fellows-The following

Esq-A letter from Col. Yorke to Dr. Hooker,
‘0n the Spiculze contained in the \Vood of the
Walwitschia, and the Crystals pertaining to them.’
—‘ Catalogue of the Dipterous Insects collected

left to be dis

ﬁgured by uncouth head-dresses, but are seamed,
scarred and sunken almost out of shape of woman

and series.

one of his daughter's waiting-women when
he was caught making love to the daughter herself.
The parson so detected averred he was seeking the
lady's intercession with the maid; whereupon the
Protector had him married on the spot. Accepting
the story at what it may be worth, Mr. Hnyllar
'
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has managed the parson’s lean and shadowy ﬁgure, | ness," in his work. Should he hit the medium, he I rigid arts of painting and sculpture do not apply,
inasmuch as the examination is not so much upon
his confused and awkward air when the abigail is will be happy.
Valuable landscapes are scarce this year. Mr. matters of taste as on such executive and technical
presented by Oliver, and her action, exceedingly
G.
C.
Stanﬁeld
pursues
his
cold
and
photo
acquirements as can be readily made to pass under
well. The colour and aerial perspective of the
carpet on the ﬂoor, diiﬁcult as these are to render graphic rendering of Rhine towns. Mr. De Fleury‘s review. More competent men than the Examiners
satisfactorily, are worth admiring; so is the treat Pcgwcll Bay (18), if thin and tinty, looks pleasant. who initiated the practice so advocated would be
ment of the women's dresses, both broad and solid —Mr. Ansdell's Crossing the Moor (20) is precisely hard to ﬁnd. They were Messrs. A. Ashpitel,
G. G. Scott and M. D. Wyatt. The examination,
in their way. The lady looks stagey, her expression , what he has done before at least twenty times.
being incredible. We do not like ()liven-Mt.) Mr. F. Dillon's Sussex Farmyard (35) shows, on the which is open to all British subjects, consists of
G. D. Leslic‘s Lost Carkancl (‘288) lacks ratherl contrary, a great improvement upon his Egyptian the two classes before designated,—of proﬁcient,
sweetness and variety of tone than any other qua scenes, being fresh and clear, which clearness the and those who are considered worthy of “ distinc
lities to make it a charming little picture. We last needed exceedingly.—Mr. Dawson keeps his tion." No candidate who is under thirty years of
have the garden entrance to a manor-house in old dry, sandy manner; his Chqmow (47) has a great age may present himself for the higher, without
days; behind, the house itself and its trim sur-I deal of air and even colour, but little \‘ariet' of having passed through the lower grade. In no
. T. respect is the examination vird roce. it takes place
roundings. A moat, bright, slow-running and full , tone or textures.—For mere execution, Mr.
of blooming lilies, is spanned by a bridge. On, Scott's Friends from the North (55), two dried her in the last week in January, so often as there shall
this last stands a lady watching anxiously the rings, is the best thing in the Exhibition.—\Ve have be ﬁve candidates for the certiﬁcates; it shall not
efforts of a page to recover from the waters a lost . not before seen any picture by Mr. T. S. Cooper occupy more than three days in the junior, nor three
necklace.
prettily andNo
completely
great matter
told; the
for best
a picture,
point being
but , with such spirit, or even ﬁdelity and manliness of additional days in the senior class of “ distinction.”
treatment, as Catching li'ild Goats on .llod Siobml The ﬁrst day's examination is in Drawing; the
the action of the lady, whose hand ﬁngers the place ‘ (60) possesses. The beasts rush past us down the second, in Mathematics and Physics, with Pro
where the trinket has been, missing its warmth) mountain side; their hides are ﬁnely expressed, fessional Practice; the third day's, in Materials
giving hair-texture admirably. The landscape is bet and Construction, with History (of the Art) and
and weight.
Having watched the signs of the times in Art ter than usual with this artist; the high peaks above Literature. The fourth, ﬁfth and sixth days are
mntters, we believe that a new avatar of imitation tell grandly. An excellent picture.—.llorniuy on to be assigned to similar subjects in the like order,
of old styles is soon to manifest itself. There are l Uartmcl Sands (72), Mr. J. W. Oakes, gives, a little Languages being included on the fifth day. If
fashions of plagiarism in Art as in other things: at , carelessly and without much ﬁnish, with truth the fewer than six days he devoted to any examination,
one time we remember Rubens and Vandyck the reflecting surface of the wet, ﬂat shore when the the Examiners are at liberty to vary the distribu
idols of the hour; one class since then took up‘.tide has gone out. The sky is good.—~There is tion of time prescribed. The Examiners are not
W'atteau and Lsncret,-—others Bonington, Con~ motion in the sea of Mr. J. C. Dawson‘s Of Doug~ to be less than three in number, and they shall be
stable, Reynolds. The Early Italian masters had las, Isle ofMan (7R), notwithstandingits wooliness.-— elected, as well as two Moderators, by the Fellows
an appalling run made upon them, which, if ridi Winter-(106), by Mr. L. R. Mignot, isacharming pic of the Institute, at the ﬁrst general meeting in.
culous in its extreme character, had singular value ture of snow upon a heath with its bare-limbed trees, January. The Moderators always, and the Exa~
in making the glories of a marvellous school popu tracing ﬁne lines against the pale, brassy sky, and miners, as far as
ssible, shall be members of the
larly known. Now, we ex ct, the Venetian soft band of cloud, styled “ the Evening Band," profession. No ‘ aminer or Moderator shall be
masters are to be worshipped in turn. Mr. D. W. hanging behind. The warm hue of the pool that, concerned in the examination ofany candidate cun
Wynﬁeld is one of the devotees, with his Young barely frozen, reﬂects the sky, and the bluish shades nected with him by an tie of relationship, tuition
Raphael showing one of his Ii orks to the Duchcss of ,that lie upon the snow in its ridges and undula or business. After
e third examination, the
Urbino (305), a picture which would merit high ‘ tions, show how well the artist has understood his Council of the Institute shall request the Exa
praise if it were originally inspired. There are theme.
aminers to report an change desirable in the
in it good composition, character, tolerahly sound
system. The papers 0 questions and requirements
VOLUNTARY EXAMINATION 0F Al'l-(‘HITI-X'I‘R.
drawing, and even pleasant colouring; rare quali- ‘
of work shall be framed, as much as possible, with
Eon some time past the zealous among architects direct reference to Architecture. The number of
ties indeed, most appreciable at the British Insti
tution. If the Bellini, or even Carpaccio, had been have been urging upon their fellow-professionals marks to be allotted shall be 10,000, of which
unknown to Mr. \Vynﬁeld, it would have been well the advantages that might be expected from the 6,000 shall be for the class of Proﬁciency; the
for him. In painting, as in architecture, archaeo institution of a system of voluntary examination. remainder for that of Distinction. Half the sum
logyis not Art; imitation, merely for reproduction, These were obvious enough to some, while others of the number of marks for each class shall pass
is the death of Art, which lives only in indivi —probably from apathy rather than pl'ej\l1llC6— the candidate; but he shall not be held to deserve
duality. In this picture, which is hung high, some discountenanced the thing. The steady working of the acknowledgment of proﬁciency without obtain
the Government Competitive Examination scheme ing at least half the number of marks allotted to
of the accessorial ﬁgures are cleverly designed,
witness two ladies of honour who stand behind the seems, however, at last to have enabled the advo the divisions of Drawing and Design, Material!
painter: there is some grandeur of treatment in cates of the like among architects to establish and Construction respectively, in addition to at
their point so far as to get the Royal Institute of least one-fifth of the number of marks allotted to
the enthroned Duchess.

Mr. J. A. Houghton has produced one of the British Architects to appoint Examiners of all can
few humorous pictures here in Baby/‘s Toes (385), a didates who choose to present themselves, volun
knot of children left to themselves in a sunny tarily seeking an acknowledgment of proﬁciency
garden; amongst them, an inquisitive urchin has from that distinguished body, which acknuwledg'
untucked the rosy toes of a cradled infant, and ment might afterwards be enhanced in value by a
quaintly admires them. Over the cradle is a huge higher degree, so to say, being awarded to a class
umbrella, shadowing the occupant, and giving an especially styled “of distinction." To the last
opportunity, if to be found nowhere else in the honour the ascertained competency of thc ﬁrst and
subject, of dealing faithfully and lovingly with junior class would of course lead up.
colour and atmospheric truth. The artist has failed =
The appointment of Examiners was made par
in rendering these points, and produced a false and tially in compliance with a request from the
rather heedless effect. The picture is so well and Architectural Association of London, which com
solidly done otherwise that we hope better from prises about three hundred of the younger mem
the painten-Mr. J. Burr's Village Pump (389), a _ hens of the profession, after consultation with the
girl loitering at the ﬂirting-place, shows consider other architectural societies in England, and,
able improvement upon that work of his we saw indeed, after taking the sense of those who were

each of the other divisions in that class.
The sketch-form of examination-papers, sug

gested for use in the ﬁrst case, now lying before
us, seems admirably ﬁtted to its purpose, and is not
by any means too obscure or difficult. That for
the class of distinction contains tougher and more
insoluble elements. This is as it should be. The

question, " “'hat is an architect?" is likely to get a

satisfactoryanswer in the hands of men such as those
who have earnestly strivcn to have this measure of
examination wisely carried out. Purely voluntary
as submission to it is, there can be doubt that therein
consists the true value of the examination and its
honorary certiﬁcate. We wish it every success,
and append the names of those gentlemen who,
out of nineteen submitting themselves, passed
at the Royal Academy last year. It is artistic in anxious to separate the sheep from the goats, at the ﬁrst examination, held on Monday last, the
handling and colour; above all, good in the rare and quash assumptions of the name of Architect 9th inst. :—-Messrs. D. E. Gostling, Upper Gower
quality of aerial tone. If the painter succeeds in , by builders, surveyors and clerks of works, who Street; R. 0. Harris, Gloucester Place, \V.; G. T.
eliminating the Scotch fashion of heavy treatment had, by virtue of a brass plate on their front doors, Redmayne, Ducie Street, Manchester; L. W.
of the pigments, so as to get clearness as well as so digniﬁed themselves. It is hoped that in the Ridge, Ellington Street, N.; R. P. Spiers, Upper
cleanness in his work, we shall gain a sound course of a little while the public will see the Ebury Street; H. Stone, Great James Street,
artist. —In its coldness and academic success, .impolicy, danger, and even expensiveness of em
W.C.; T. H. ‘Vatson, N ottin ham Place, \V.; E.
Mr. \V. Gale's Entrance to the Holy Sepulchre‘ ploymg incompetent persons, and that ultimately, Wimbridge, Victoria Lodge, yde Park.
(429), a woman in a long blue robe standing,the value of a certiﬁcate of competency being
before the portal, offers a remarkable contrast acknowledged, all earnest students will strive to
to the last. It is more complete than any of , obtain the same. In other professions the law
Furs-Arr Gossm-The Meeting for the
the artist's works we remember, having is of _ itself demands from their practitioners submission election of new Members to the Society of Paint
crudity. Mr. Gale forgot that the secret of ﬁne‘ to some examination at the hands of a qualiﬁed ers in Water-Colours, which took place last
colour lies in intense variety in unity when he gave 1 body of men. Such is the case in the law, medi Monday, resulted in one of those rare difficulties,
us the nearly complete unity of the woman's blue i
No candidate of the twenty-seven
cine, surgery, church, army, navy and military “a tie.”
dress; surely no such large mass of one colour! engineers. Civil engineers have for some time offering themselves attained the required majority‘
could exist without break or change. “’hen this i past been under the very system of voluntary of votes. The candidates between whose claims
painter in his practice acknowledges the truth of‘ examination thus adopted from their brethren the the doubtful point arose were Messrs. E. Borne
the above precept, he does so in excess; hence the I architects. To the last, the objections that are Jnnw and E. Duncan, jun.,-—the latter a son
spotty appearance, technically known as “fruiti- ' valid against examinations in the purer and less of M ‘3. Duncan, already well known as an
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artist and a member of the Society. The disap
pointment of both candidates is, we believe, some
thing more than a temporary one, as, according to
the rules of the Association, an election can only

take place once in each year. The date for that
current has now passed. It is presumed that
the matter will stand over, unless some modiﬁ
cation be made in the custom. It appears that
during the ﬁfty~eight years’ existence of the Society
this incident has only once before occurred. There

are six vacancies to ﬁll up; it is the custom to
keep two reserved.
Mr. E. B. Stephens has received the commission

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
._._

WELSH MUSICAL FESTIVAL on the EVE of St. DAVID‘S
l)A\‘.-At St. JAMIE‘?! HALL. on SATURDAY EVENING

Robertson is, perhaps, not to be equalled. Miss
Pauncefort, as Madge Wildﬁre, was also satis
factory, and Miss Eburne looked Jeannie Deans
admirably.

February is. to commence at Eight o‘clock. GRAND CONCERT‘

of WELSH NATIONAL MELUDIES, for the benefit of Mr.
JOHN THOMAS (Pencerdd Gwulim.-\'ocnlists: Miss Edith
Wynne (Ens t‘ymru. Penrerddrsl, who will sings new Patriotic
Sons. with Choms Composed by Mr. John Thomas; Miss Las
cclies. and Mr. L. iv. Lewis Il.lcw Llwyro, Pencerddl. The Band
of Harps, includinplv Mr. J. Bnlsir (Thntterton (Harpist to the
uecnq Mr. 'I‘. ll. Wright .\lr. H. J. Trust, Mr. John Thomas,
( 'euccrdd (iwaliu) &c..and the United Choirmincluding the Ntu
dents of the Royal Academy oﬂlusiqtc. . will be on the some exten
sive scale as hitherto. Conductor, Mr. Henry Leslie-Sch Stalls,
5a.; Balcony. 34.; Area, 21. Admission, is. A phcations for
Sofa Stalls to be made to Mr. John Thomas. 100, lreat Portland
Strect.W.-Tickets to he had of Addison t Lucas 210, Regent
Street; Austin's 'l‘ickct Oﬂice, IS, Piccadilly; and of all the
principal hlusicsellers.

STR.\ND.—A new farce by Mr. Crawford Wilson
has been produced here. It is entitled ' My
Knuckleduster.’

The allusions are, of course, to

the practice of garotting, now happily on the
decline. Mr. Rogers represents a Manchester
traveller lodging at Highgate, and protecting him

self with the inventions that the timid are fain to

Bcdford at Tavistock, recently referred to in the

patronize without knowing well how to use them
properly.
Anti-garotte collars, revolvers and
knuckledusters, without skill and courage, are
mischievous only to their owners. Our hero sits

A themrum.
The ‘Winter Exhibition, French Gallery, Pall

SURssY.——It was here that Tom Dibdin’s drama down on the collar, and suffers from its sharp
from ‘The Heart of Mid-Lotbian’ was produced, points; pricks his ﬁngers with the knuckleduster;

to execute the memorial statue of the late Duke of

Mall, has received some additions of pictures.
- Amongst these, the following are best deserving
of attention: —- Ben Venus and Portion of the
Trosac/w, from. behind the Ardcheanochrochan

and that Mrs. Egerton created a sensation as d!Mtge

and is alarmed at the possible explosion of the

Wildﬁre for one hundred and seventy nights. That revolver. A previous tenant of his apartment
returning to re-engage it, is mistaken by him for

was a long run for those days,—in these the amount
is more than tripled. The superior taste with which

a burglar; and, as the former is under a similar

such subjects have been remodelled by the author
(No. 290), by Mr. Creswick, gives a pleasant of ‘The Colleen Bawn’ excites competition in impression in regard to himself, their mutual blun
ders amuse the audience. The triﬂe was received
glimpse into the deep pass of the lordly mountains‘

sides, their scanty woods and bright stream at
foot; a rustic bridge spans the last. In this work
there is better, because warmer and more varied,
colour than the painter usually attempts. It is
also less mechanical in handling of foliage than his
works frequently are-Choice Scraps (‘288), by M.
E. Frere, has all the humour and apt characteri
zation we expect from this artist; his quiet, sweet
and homely colour, and, withal, the ﬂatness of tone
which is his failing. Two boys, of the peasant
type we know so well and pleasantly, are busy

every direction. It is not, however, in the ele
gance of the dialogue, or in the neatness of the
structure, that rivalry is attempted, but in a more
mole-dramatic illustration of the general argument
by the addition of spectacular scenes and exagger

ated situations.

On Saturday Mr. Shepherd com

manded an overcrowded house by the presenta
tion of just such a drama as we have indicated.
His new version of the old story is in four acts,

and takes a wider range than most others.

with approbation.

Musrcar. AND Danna-rm Gossrr.—The late
period of its production renders it inevitable to
postpone till next week a notice of Mr. Balfe‘s
‘Armourer of Nantes,’ which new opera was
brought out at Covent Garden Theatre on Thurs
day night.
At Monday‘s Popular Concert, Schubert's Quin

It tett was repeated.

begins, indeed, with the Porteous riots, and thus

M. Halls was the pianist.
Mr. Morton ventures more than any other mortal

shows Geordie Robertson engaged in the act which
musical manager. It should make some
with a cooking-pot that has held something nice ; afterwards rendered it diﬂicult for him to do jus English
of the fraternity who profess so much and perform so
one, having possession, diligently uses a spoon, his
hungry companion awaits his turn of little promise.
—Surpassing the last in tone, and more solid in
representing texture, Mr. T. E. Duverger's Pity
the Blind (‘26) is a superior work. It is a street

tice to the lassie whom he had wronged but really
loved. The title of the piece is ‘ Eﬁe Deans; or,
the Lily of St. Leonards.‘ From its construction
it would have been almost impossible to under

stand why this unfortunate young girl was im~
scene, where an old man, with his daughter to lead prisoned in the Tolbootb, unless pro-acquainted
him, are begging. Standing a little in advance, with Sir Walter Scott‘s romance. \Ve have to
the child seems to make the appeal for both; her wait until the close of the second act before the

action, in its natural truth, is a most pathetic and
subtle point of design. Better still is the air of
‘the old man, who, with stooped shoulders and head
held aside, seems as if listening for any reply to
their prayer. The difiident, hopeful expression of
this action is very touching.
The application of intelligence and artistic skill,

especially if original without being bizarre, to the
construction and design of domestic or ecclesiasti
cal furniture is interesting to the lover of Art;
accordingly we have seen with pleasure the new
pulpit for Mr. Bodley's church, St. Mary‘s, Scar
borough, tbst has been executed by Messrs. Morris,

Marshall & Co., Red Lion Square. This is of
wood, decorated with colour and skilfully-executed
ﬁgures: eight of these, the Evangelists and Latin

mist begins to clear away, nor is it fully dispersed
until the remaining two have been nearly witnessed.

But it is evident that no attempt has been made

little, feel foolish to read in the “ Oxford " bills of

the week an announcement of the musicto Gluck's
‘Alceste.’ Beethoven's ballet-music to ‘Prome
theus'—not one of his strongest compositions
(containing, by the way, among other movements,
the melody which be employed in the last move
ment of his“ Eroica' Symphony, and again as a

theme for pianoforte variations :—and thus proving
his predilection for it) made part of the programme
of the Crystal Palace Concert on Saturdaylast. Miss
Armytage, whose name is beginning to be heard
of, was the lady singer,—and Madame Arabella
Goddard the pianist.

to place a perfect drama on the stage,—a series of
startling tableaux formed the highest aim of the
Our half-promise of speaking of Mr. Haigh's
adapters; and these are found to answer the im
mediate purpose, though scarcely a single sentence chances as an oratorio singer cannot be better re
of the dialogue is intelligibly rendered. Thus the deemed than by saying that, so far as we followed
ﬁrst act ends with the proceedings of the Porteous him in ‘Elijah’ yesterday week, the performance

rioters and the suspension of their victim in the could not be considered as conclusive. After years
Tolbootb, which is in a state of conﬁagration at

of not careful singing, with imperfect comrades,

the time of the descent of the curtain.

The and before audiences too easily contented, it is
second act opens with Ellie Deans in prison, and impossible for the most strenuous man to leap at
proceeds with the interview of Jeannie Dean) with a bound into such proﬁciency as the highest, most
Geordie Robertson near Muschat's Cairn and St. reﬁned and most poetical union of music with
Anthony's Chapel (exceedingly well painted by declamation, unaided by action, such as Oratorio
Mr. Johnson), where she is preserved from perils demands. \Ve will give Mr. Haigh a twelvemcnth
of the mole-dramatic kind by Madge \Vildﬁre. It ere a final verdict he passed, and for a good reason.

Fathers, ﬁll panels in the front; a very beautifully
designed picture of the Annunciation the situation
of the pulpit will leave visible. The choice of ends with the trial~scene, which, in its main out

He merits such forbearance.

The performance of

subject for this last is suitable for its position

line, resembles Mr. Boucicault’s, but falls short of ‘ Elijah,’ as regards chorus and orchestra, was very
The general ground of the work it in eﬂ'ect as well as in the reﬁnement of the ﬁne. The Hall was crowded. To judge from the
is a rich green tastefully diapered-a colour that general handling. As a picture, it is placed on the sight, the quality of the public and its obvious

on a pulpit.

harmonizes well with the glowing yet sober deco
rations that will surround it when placed. Another
work by the same is a superb drcssm'r, or sideboard,
for displaying plate and china, executed for Mr. C.

boards after Mr. R. S. Lauder‘s painting, the par
ticulars of which are closely copied. The third
act concludes with a “ sensation scene," in which
a cascade, with real water, rocks and chasms, set
Gurney, of Norwich. This is of polished black in Mr. Charles Brew's best style, do duty; and
‘wood. the shelves supported by rods of the same Geordie Robertson deliversJeannie from the fangs
passing up their front, the back of the same panel of Meg Murdochmn and her crew. The fourth act
led with leather stamped in diaper, gilded and lac consists of the interviews with the Duke of Argyll
quered to a tawny hue, so as by its sober splendour and the Queen, and the return of Jeannie in
to throw up admirably the lustre of silver and the time to save Eﬂie from the gallows, which, in
cool tints of china to be placed before it. The very bad taste, is exhibited on the stage. Mr.
lower or cupboard half is also of polished black Shepherd acted the Duke of Argyll; and having
wood ; the handles to the doors of burnished copper, encountered some hlsses, addressed the house in
and panels of leather, as before. In shape and terms which, we think, he will see reason to regret,
construction nothing can be simpler than these insinuating that the sibilants were sent in by a
articles.
person whom he named, and whom hypothetically he

“ Of Sculpture," writes a friend from Naples,

enjoyment, and further, from a late report of its

Benevolent Society, the Sacred Harmonic Society
must be prospering.
The Farewell Concert of Mr. H. Phillips,
which is fixed for the 25th, in addition to the

interest attaching itself to his leave-taking, will
also introduce two daughters of the redoubt
able Imam, a soprano and a conlralto, who have

studied for their profession out of England.

A

duett is greatly wanted at the time being, as we

had occasion to point out only the other day.

If

these ladies supply the want, they will at once take

an ascertained place in the profession.
It is said that Mdlle. Carlotta Patti will shortly
arrive from America-under engagement to Mr.

Gye. Her sister, we are assured by the Parisian
denounced as “a blackguard." Mr. Shepherd need Correspondent of the dlorning Pool, has tested

“ there is little to say. Angellini has on view a ﬁne not fear that his rival’s peribrmances will ever
bust of Victor Emmanuel, which he is just about interfere with his; their respective dramas on the
to take 08' to Turin; and models of a. Statue of same subject address two quite different classes of
Victory, to be erected in the Largo della "ittoria, patrons. In one or two respects the cast at this
have this week been sent in to the Munic" Jlity.“ house is good; Mr. Gourlay is the best Laird o’
Dumbiedikes, and Mr. F. Robinson as Geordie

her popularity in the most substantial manner,
by demanding and gaining ﬁre times as much
for singing in private as was given to her great
predecessors, with whom no one pretends to
compare her. It is fair, however, to recollect that

so far back as the last century La 341M110
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received a hundred guineas a night for singing two

Belgian subjects shall not have the right to claim

songs at the Pantheon in London.

in Great Britain exclusive property in a mark,
model or pattern, unless they shall have previously

She, however,

was a world's wonder; whereas the fever of ad
miration excited by Mdlle. Patti in Paris, and by

Mdlle. Titiens in Naples, can only be read as a
sign of the decay, amounting to almost entire ex
tinction, of the art of singing.
Mr. Mapleson has sent home a manifesto from
Par-ma, promising that he will presently make
promises of great performances for his coming
operaseason: but as yet specifying nothing. It

0R‘AME’II, BEALE & WOIT,
201, REGENT-STREET.

complied with the regulations, if any, which are
or may be in force for the deposit at London, by
British subjects, of marks, models or patterns

(drains).

Reciprocally, British subjects shall not .GRAMER,

have the right to claim in Belgium exclusive pro— !
perty in a mark, model or pattern, unless they
shall have previously complied with the laws and

BEALE

&

\VOOD'S

)IUSIC (‘IRCIJLATING LIBRARY,
PM Town and Country.
Terms: Two, Three, and Four Guineas per Annum.

regulations on those subjects which are or may be
ORAMER, BEALE & \VOOD under
is said that Madame Czillag will this year be one in force in Belgium.
take the PUBLICATION of COMPOSITIONS for the
of his company.
The North Allanlr'c Sea-bed.—Allow me to call Author.
W'e have since last week received another “mes

sage from the sea" touching the doings of the
Melbourne Philharmonic Society, which, under
Mr. Charles Horsley's conductorsbip, seems to be
assuming considerable interest and importance.
“\Ve shall perform,” writes our Correspondent,
“ ‘Abraharn‘ on the 2nd of December, and us is

attention to two rather serious mistakes in Dr.
\Vallich’s ‘Treatise on the North Atlantic Berl,‘ I.HALF-PRICE.—AII full-priced
which the value of the book itself and its authority ,1
sent post-free at Half the Market I’rlce.

as sent forth by the Admiralty are sure to make

pernicious. At p. 109, Dr. Wallich quotes Mrs.
Somerville, ‘Physical Geography,‘ vol. i. p. 318, ‘
as his authority for asserting that at a depth of 20

SACRED MUSIC FOR LENT.

always customary here, ‘Messiah’ on Christmas miles sea-water is compressed to ,‘uth of its surface
Eve,—a performance which will so far dil'l‘er from

bulk.

Harmon tum Music.

\Vhat Mrs. Somerville, however, says is,

RAMER 8: CO.'S PSALMS, HYMNS

home, inasmuch as the thermometer will probably that “seawater is reduced in bulk from 20 to 19
be 95° in the shade, instead of 20° below freezing

solid inches at a depth of 20 miles ;" Le. the com

point."
A glance at the Christiania Theatre reveals the
existence of a life and nationality in the drama of
the far North little adverted to in these latitudes.

pression is by “'3, not to ,1“, as Dr. Wallich says.

.
and CHANT-S, by EDWARD F. RIMBAI'LT, 0.; In
‘ cloth, 5:.

I

‘GRAMER & CO.'S SACRED AIRS,

have noticed the same mistake elsewhere made before
now. The other serious error is at pp. 98, 99,

by EDWARD F. RUIBAULT, 0.; in cloth, 5!.

where 39°.5 is given as the maximum of condensa

Danish plays by Herr Andersen (in German, tion temperature of sea-water, “after which," it is
‘ Mulatten‘ and ‘ Mehr als Perlen und Gold '), by said, “it expands to 28°.5, where it freezes"; and
Herr Gostrup, ‘ Ein nacht im Gebirge,'—Nor from this fact Dr. Wallich, with many others, infers
wegian ones, Herr Goldschmidt's ‘ Rabbi Eliezar,‘ a general mean temperature of 39°.5 for the whole l,
Herr Etlar's ‘ Im Dynekil,‘ HerrBjiirnson‘s ' Everre‘ sea at a depth of 1,200 fathoms at the Equator,
and ' Hulda,‘ are mentioned as so many indigenous and of 750 fathoms in latitude 70°. Now 39°.5 is I
works having interest and consequence.
the maximum of condensation temperature for
Our Naples Correspondent writes thus :——“ The fresh water, and that, therefore, is the mean tem
national effort for the relief of those who have perature for fresh~water lakes; but with salt water l
been victimized by the brigands has led to the the case is different, its point of greatest conden I}
project of several musical and dramatic entertain sation for temperature being very near, perhaps |
ments. The orchestra of San Carlo has led the 2715.
slightly The
below,
handiest
its freezing
reference
point,
I can
which
give is
for27°
these
or 1

Planoforte Dnettl.

‘ STABAT

MATER,

Planoforte Solos.
SACRED PIECES,

s. Comfort re. my; people.

Let the bright . crnphlm.
See the conq‘rlng hero comes.
Before Jehovah's awful throne.
Hear my prayer.

BRINLEY RICIIARDS’S CUJUS
AN IMAM, 3:.

J

RUMMEL, ‘STABAT
'

MATER,’

3!.

bonic acid gas only, and not any nitrogen gas.
1860, but never executed, will be performed."
Several numbers of Haydn’s ‘Orpheus’ (as Carbonic acid gas is heavier than our atmosphere.
many as eleven) have been sung not long since at Every one who has attended a course of chemical

Vocal Music.

SACRED MELODIES, JOHN GOSS,

lectures has seen the experiment of the pouring of
the latter (C 0,) from one beaker into another,

0!.

and the demonstration of its being received by the
as ‘O Jesu, bone Pastor,’ afavourite oﬁ‘ertory with extinguishrnent of a lighted taper. In place, then,
of inverting the bottle,-—a process requiring a trough,
baritone and bass voices.
M. Offenbach, we hear, is engaged upon a serious and the insertion of a ﬁnger in the milk,—-I would

‘SABBATII

EVENINGS, JOSEPH
6085, 10‘. dd.
J. DL'RRNER.

propose to place the bottle containing milk in a
standing position, and to displace the atmosphere

SIX SACRED SONGS (Words by the

contained in the neck of the bottle by carbonic
acid gas, and then, of course, to cork immediately ,

without moving the bottle. A common generating .
bottle, a couple of pieces of marble and some dilute Il
lished this Week, contains the following stipulations: hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, are all the appa
—-Article 16. The subjects of one of the high con ratus necessary. No valve is required to the l
tracting parties shall enjoy, in the dominions of the bottle-tube; for once that the air in the generatin
_other, the same protection as native subjects in all bottle has been displaced by the evolved carbonic
that relates to property in trade-marks, as well as acid gas, air cannot again enter as long as the pro
RICHARD EPPs.
in industrial and manufacturing patterns and cess is continued.
THE
Trade Marks, Models and Designa-The Com
mercinl Treaty with Belgium, which has been pub

21H

models of every description. The exclusive right
to make use of an industrial or manufacturing pat

Population of Algiers.—-According to the statis
tical tables of the “Bureau des Longitudes," up to

tern or model shall not, with regard to British sub
jects in Belgium, and reciprocally with regard to
Belgian subjects in Great Britain, have a duration
longer than that ﬁxed by the law of the country

the 31st of December, 1861, Algiers had a Euro I

public in the country of origin, it cannot be
made the subject of an exclusive right in the
other country. The rights of subjects of one
of the high contracting parties in the dominions

in Algiers.

Among the births were 7,072 legiti

by

8. Angels r-vrlr hrl ht; and But thou dldsl.

Cantata, which was composed for Mercadante in

pean population of 205,888 souls, which shows an
increase of 11,183 heads within the last three
years, compared with the census of 1858 of the
for native subjects. If the industrial or manu same date. In the course of the year 1861, 1,885
facturing pattern or model is open to the marriages, 8,227 births and 5,850 deaths took place

Books,

4. In native wort .
5. Holy, holy.
(I. 8, lovel peace.
7. n mur t pens.
9.
10.
11.
1!.

Responding to the call, he has arran ed for the ‘Maury's Physical Geology of the Sea,’ pp. 227,
execution of the overture to M. Meyer er's ‘ Par
228.
B. B. W.
don,’ and of a Sinfonia, by Signor Mercadante,
Bottling of Liquida-In the Athena'um of the
known as ‘II Lamento del Bsrdo.’ This piece
10th ult. is a letter by Mr. Dircks, proposing
derives interest from the fact that it has been com
posed since Mercadante became blind. M. Dumas, a novel and ingenious method for bottling milk,
requested to contribute, has consented, and a 820. I beg leave to suggest a less complicated
method for the same purpose. I would use car

MISOBLLANBA

Three

E. F. RIMBAULT, 2!. each.
No. 1. I know that my Redeemer llveth.
2. With verdure clad.

way, and invited Signor De Giosa, a successful
composer well known here, to organize a concert. facts is the edition of 1860 (apparently the 9th) of

opera, the story German, arranged by a French
dramatist, for Vienna.
M

in

by W. H. CALLCOTT, 60. each.

. TWELVE

a concert in Munich. One of these, it may be
presumed, was the melodious song ‘11 Pensier,’
better known, perhaps, in its sacred Catholic dress

Music

I

No. 1.
I.
3.
4.

Rev. Dr. Bonarl, 20. each.
This is not my place of resting.
Jesus is mine.
I lay my sins on Jesus.
There is a morning Star.

5. Oh, know ye that :‘ppy land.
6. Cling to the cruciﬁ

.

R. FAVARGER.

A

G

A

R.

2s.

H. KUCHLER.

VOICE

FROM

GALILEE,

90.611.

c. LINLI-IY.

‘SIX SACRED SONGS and HYMNS,
No. 1.
2.
3.
4.

10. each.
Holy. holy. Lord God Almi hty.
God that modest Earth an Heaven.
Star of the East.
Rock of A s.

5. When our ends are bow’d with woe.
6. Father of eternal grace.

mate, 671 recognized and 419 illegitimate born.

The proportion of deaths was 1,603 men, 881
women and 3,366 children. Compared with the
of the other are not subject to the condition that statistics of Paris, Algiers has less marriages, the

BRINLEY RICHARDS.

HERRIC K'S LITANY,

‘ SWEET

SPIRIT, COMFORT 11E ' as. 60l

Snng by Madame Dolby.

the models or patterns shall be worked there. The number of births is larger and that of deaths

present article shall not be put into operation in smaller than in the twenty arrondissements of the
either country, with regard to such models or pat capital.
terns, until the expiration of a year from the date
To Conrrnsroxnssrs-H. MW.-S. B.-F.-G.W. C.
of the signature of the present treaty.—Article 17. 0.—S.
J. M.—received.

HENRY SMART.

THE PURE

IN

HEART SHALL

near AGAIN. 80.611.
201 , Regent-street.
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Reminiscence; of Thirty Years’ Residence in
New South Wales and Vickmla; with a
Supplementary Chapter on Transpo'rwtion and
the Tich'et-of-Leave System. By R. Therry,
Esq. (Low & Co.)
A few days
0, a member of the House of
Lords inquire if it were true that Redpath
is at large in Australia with a ticket-of-leave.
Lord Granville made a little sensation by reply
ing that the re ort is true. The fact is making
a tour of all
e newspapers, and is, perhaps,
dividing public attention with Dr. Colenso and
Sir Charles Lyell. Our interest in the Aus
tralian career of notorious criminals may be

compared to that which is felt in the married
life of heroes and heroines of romance. Events
have recently increased this interest. _ Grand
jurors, chairmen of Quarter Sessions, and even
the Justices of Assize, have, for many months
past, been delivering presentments and charges
about the danger of letting ticket-of-leave men
loose on society. The Government has named
a Royal Commission on the subject, and Sir
George Grey has this very week revoked the re
mission of penal servitude in certain cases. At
such a moment, Mr. Therry’s thirty years’ remi
niscences of a convict colony are not to be de
spised; more particularly when their author is
a le to tell us that, from 1829 to 1859, he held
various public oﬂices~amongst others those
of Attorney General, Resident Judge of Port
Phillip, and Judge of the Supreme Court of
New South Wales.
Mr. Therry’s observations of our criminal
opulation began in the old times of Norfolk
Island.
Now-a-days a prisoner occasionally
prays for penal servitude in place of ordinary
imprisonment. A quarter of a century ago it
was a common sayin that transportation was
worse than death.
n these Reminiscences a
case is mentioned in which a convict actually
referred death to the punishment of Norfolk
sland.
In 1831, a des )erate bushranger,
William \Vebber, was trio and sentenced to
death in New South Wales. The day before
the one ﬁxed for his execution he sent for Mr.
Therry, who on entering the condemned cell
found the prisoner to he apparently about
twenty-ﬁve years of age and in the full vigour
of a robust manhood. This youthful convict
acknowledged that he was the perpetrator of
a burglary for which two innocent men were
then suffering, and on inquiry his statement
was veriﬁed. Under the impression that a man
who had thus rescued two fellow-creatures from
‘an undeserved punishment might be put to a
better account than that of being hanged, Mr.
Therry visited Webber again, and told him

that though he could hold out no hope of
pardon on his own authority, yet that he would
represent to the Government his meritorious
conduct in this case, and that if he would
follow up that conduct by making re aration
to society by disclosing how he had isposed
of the proceeds of the many robberies he had
committed, it was probable his life would be
spared. This suggestion was made after his
death-warrant had been read to him, and at a
time when he knew he had only a few hours to
live: nevertheless, be re lied-—“No, sir, I
thank you; but I will disc ose nothing. All I

could gain by it would be to be sent to Norfolk
Island, and I would rather be hanged than go
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in favour of the possibility of the reformation
of prisoners after a ﬁrst conviction, he has
observed that reformation rarely takes place in
instances where a criminal has been convicted
more than once. He believes that aftera second
and third conviction the prisoner becomes so
lost to a sense of shame, so inured to habits of
crime, so reckless and unmindful of the pun
ishment he has undergone, that he readily
yields to any temptation that presents itself,
and his after-life continues an uninterrupted
career of crime. The most grievous offences he
always found had been committed by oft
convicted criminals. Wilson, who murdered Dr.
Wardell, had been fourteen times convicted of
various offences in England and in the colony
before he expiated the guilt of his last offence
upon the scaffold. Kuatchbull had been con
victed over and over again. Farrell, originally
transported for life for burglary, was the ﬁrst
prisoner Mr. Therry defended as counsel in
1831. He was one of a party that bored a
subterranean assage under George Street, in
Sydney, and a stracted from a vault where the
money of the Bank of Australia was kept
5,000I. or 6,000’. in dollars and notes. He was
the ﬁrst prisoner the author afterwards tried,
when Resident J udgo of Port Phillip in 18-15,
for a burglary quite as audacious; and a few
years before leaving Sydney he saw him in the
Supreme Court-then a miserable old man
again under trial for felony.
In illustrating this incorrigible proneness to
crime which, in some convicts, bailies all at
tempts at reformation, Mr. Therry mentions
particulars about a notorious murderer whose
case attracted attention in this country
twent years ago. John Lynch was trans
porte for robbery to New South ‘Vales in
1831. Accompanying him in the same ship
was his father, also a convict under sentence of
transportation for manslaughter. In the year
1835, Mr. Therry prosecuted several persons—
servants on an estate near Berrima—charged
with the murder of a man in the same employ
ment, who had been suspected of disclosing
some of their misdeeds to the owner of the
estate. The trial lasted a whole day, and the
evidence variously affected the prisoners; but
there was one of them-John Lynch——on whom
the evidence had ﬁxed a more prominent part
in the perpetration of the deed than the others.
Towards the close of the trial a. material witness,
and one who was to have proved that Lynch
had been seen, on the day of the murder, within
a few yards of the spot on which an attempt
was made to consume the body by ﬁre, appeared
in the witness-box in such a state of intemper

Well! thoughts were in my head, and the time
was coming on ; I began to feel very disturbed, and

ance that his testimony was valueless; and to
that incident is, probably, to be attributed the
acquittal of the prisoners. As Acting Attorney
General in 1842, Mr. Therry had occasion to
put Lynch on his trial for the murder of Kerns
Landregan, of which he was convicted, and for
which he was executed. The confession of this
miscreant is almost without a parallel in the
annals of crime. He begins by describing how
he got possession of a cart by murdering the
driver and a black boy, and he then details the
murder of two other people who accompanied
him on the road, a man named Fraser and his
son. The next evening he arrived at the house
of a farmer named Mulligan. The following
passages from that part of the confession in
which he describes his treatment of the Mulli
gans we recommend to the attention of those
convict chaplains who appear to fancy that a
few pious phrases on the lips of a criminal are
satisfactory securities for a ticket-of-leave :—

there. Don‘t trouble ourself about me; leave
me to my fate.” An he was accordingly left
to his fate.
“In the evening we drank together and got
Though Mr. Therry’s experience-is strongly very sociable, but I took care not to drink much.

I walked out of the hut. It was a clear, cold,
windy night ; I looked up at the bright moon, and

I prayed to Almighty God to direct me.

I said

to myself, I am an injured man, and the Mulligans

have defrauded me of what, I perilled life and
liberty to obtain. That fellow, when I was starv
ing in the Berrima Iron Gang, has often passed

me by without so much as giving me a shilling,
when he had many pounds which were justly mine

in his hands. And now, would it not be right that
they should lose all they possess as a judgment upon
them for withholding his own from the poor pri
soner'l Heaven guide me and point out to me
what to do. Well, I went into the house again, and

we had another glass of rum round.

Now it was

a cold, windy night, so I took up the axe and said

I would go and cut a few barrow-loads of wood for
the ﬁre, if John (meaning the young man) would
wheel them in. We went out. He said that Mul
ligan was an old man, that he should have the
farm at his death. I was shocked to hear him
speak in this way, knowing how near he was to
his own departure out of this world; so I said,

‘Ah! John, you should not speak in that way;
you don't know what may be in store for yourself.’
At this time he had taken in two loads in the
burrow, and was come for the third.

I had just

ﬁnished my work, so I took the are and gave it
a backhanded swing against his skull. I threw a
quantity of boughs over the body, and went back
to the hut. " " The old woman went out looking

for her son.

She went towards the spot and began

moving the boughs which covered the body. Now

or never, thought I. I prayed to God to help me,
determined to succeed or parish in the attempt,
and kept my eye upon Mulligan, who was close

beside me. He turned his head—one blow and
down he went. I then hastened towards the old
woman: she was in the act of returning, having

found her son's body; but playing the cunning,
she said, ‘Lord! what brings the police here?
there are three of them getting over the fence.‘ I
was not to be gulled that way, so I gave her my

foot, which staggered her, and then brought her
down. None now remained but the little girl:
the poor little thing had never done me any injury,
and I was really sorry for her. I went into the
but where she remained, and I said to her, ‘ Now,
my little girl, I will do for you what I would not
for the others, for you‘re a good girl; you shall
have ten minutes to say your prayers.”

Having killed the little girl, he burned the

four bodies, and took possession of the farm,
where, he says, “ I intended to live honestly,
and do everything fair and square.” He then
engaged as a servant Kerns Landregan, the
man for whose murder he was prosecuted to
conviction by Mr. Therry. There can be little
doubt that, under the convict system now
prevailing, this canting villain would have
enjoyed a ticket-of-leavo soon after his ﬁrst
sentence, and probably contributed his share to
the garottin force of the metropolis.
On the ot er hand, these reminiscences ex
hibit cases in which tickets-of~leave have been
granted with the best results. On his visit to
Bathurst in 1830, Mr. Therry met Strange,
Wilson and Harrison, the three Cato-street
conspirators, whose capital sentence had been
commuted to transportation for life. Strange,
it appears, still survives. He was for many
years chief constable of the Bathurst district,
and was then the terror of bushrangers. His
career in the colony showed that the s aring of
his life was a well-bestowed act of c emency.
He was rewarded by the Colonial Government
for having captured several bushrangers. The
reckless disregard of danger that, in a bad
cause, made him an apt instrument for the deed
that doomed him to transportation, made him,
when engaged in a good cause, an invaluable
constable. He obtained a ticket-of-leave soon
after his arrival from Sir T. Brisbane, for captur
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for benevolent objects. At one time he took
up the cause of Temperance in such an intem
perate spirit, that he ordered a puncheon of rum
e had imported to be staved on the wharf in
Sydney, and its contents poured into the sea,
saying that he would “not be instrumental to
i the guilt of disseminating such poison through
out the colony. r7 At another time his zeal
took a religious turn, and he built in Mac
quarie Street a commodious meeting-house for
the Society of Friends.
John Hardy Vaux was an educated man and
acontributor to convict literature. His case is
a strong instance of the constant tendency to
crime that some individuals exhibit. Hchad been
transported for life. After the usual proba
tionary course, he obtained a conditional pardon,
which placed him in the position ofa free citizen
in New South ‘Wales, provided he did not
leave the colony. The violation of the condi
tion of residence subjected him to be remitted
‘ to his ﬁrst sentence—transportation for life.
He esca ed, however, from New South Wales,
industrious baker.
Hunt, the accomplice of Thurtell in that mur and, on is arrival in England, had the hardi
der of \Neare which attracted much attention hood to publish a book descriptive of his career
about forty years ago for its deliberate atrocity, in the colony, which attracted some attention
seems also to be a favourable specimen of a in London about the year 1828. Soon after
reformed character. Mr. Therry was present wards he made his way to Dublin, where he
at his trial at Hertford, in 1824, and heard was again convicted of larceny, and transported
sentence of death passed upon him. This was for seven years, under the assumed name of
commuted afterwards to transportation for life, James Stewart. On the arrival of the shi that
as the magistrates had held out a hope that if he conveyed him to New South \Vales, Mr. 'lherry
disclosed where the body of the murdered man went on board to see this then somewhat
lay, it would operate favourably for him. Sir remarkable person. His address was very cour
R. Peel, then Secretary for the Home Depart teous,and his voice was of a remarkably soft and
ment, reproved the justices for holding out this insinnatin tone. In a conversation the author
hope, but deemed it advisable that
'sterial had with rim, he expressed a deep contrition
faith should be kept inviolate, and the sentence for his past life, vowed amendment, poured
of death was accordingly commuted to trans forth his gratitude for the mercy that had been
o'rtation for life. Eight years after his trial, shown to him, expressing a hope that by his
1:. Therry again saw him at the antipodes. future conduct he might rove that it had not
He was then a trustworthy storekeeper, as been unworthily bestowed? Perhaps he meant at
signed to the service of a Government contrac the moment all that he uttered, but, so incapa
for on the Blue Mountain road. For the last ble had he become of resisting any temptation
twenty years he held the petty office of Court to crime, that within a twelvernonth after his
keeper of the Assize Court at Bathurst, and by arrival at second time as a convict, he committed
his respectful demeanour and general good con a felony, for which he was sent to work for
duct enjoyed the favourable opinion of all who two years in irons on the public roads. The
last- time the author saw him was in the dock,
came in contact with him.
The apparently very devout criminals are a ten years a o, accused of a great crime.
The few nited Irishmen left in New South
dam erous class. John Tawell’s case caused no
sma sensation in England a few years ago, Wales during Mr. Therry's oﬁicial life were
partly from its cruelty (poisoning a woman), absorbed in the steady and industrious class of
, who
and partly from the remarkable mode of its colonists. He mentions the case of D
detection. He was a returned convict, and a was fortunate enough to be transported in 1798
model specimen of prison reformation. Pre for making pikes. D— was a ﬁrst-rate black
vious to his transportation for forgery, upwards smith. About the time he became free, the
of forty years ago, his occupation in England charge for shoeing a horse was from ﬁfteen
was that of a commercial traveller. His career shillings to a pound. He was an adept in this,
in the colony exhibited a strange mixture of as in all other branches of his business, and in
shrewdness and money-making talent, combined the course of a long life of industry he acquired
with an outward show of religion. On obtain property to the estimated extent of from 20,0001.
ing partial exemption from convict disci line, to 30,000l. This was not, however, the sole
he became the principal druggist, and ha one result of manual labour. He had, at an early
of the showiest shops of that kind in Sydney. period, made some judicious purchases of land,
.After aprosperous career he sold his business which in time had greatly increased in value.
to a respectable chemist for 14,000l. This sum About two-thirds of this amount he devoted by
he judiciously invested in buildings and other will to religious and educational purposes. The
pursuits 0f proﬁt. For nearly two years Tawell remaining third he bequeathed to some rela
occupied the house opposite to Mr. Therry’s in tions whom he brought out at his own expense
Sydney. He struck the late judge as being from Ireland. Some convicts made money as
a remarkably well-conducted person. He was artistes, and others as members of the learned
a member of the Society of Friends, and he professions. Bushell~known by the sobm'quet
wore the broad-brimmed hat, a peared always of the“ Knave of Diamonds ”—was a convict of
in aneat and carefully-adjuste costume, and very varied accom plishments. H e spoke German
his whole appearance and manner impressed and French asfluently as English. Hisknowledge
one with the notion of his being a very saintly of German facilitated the commission of the
personage. He always sought the society in fraud for which he was transported. Personutinga
public of persons of reputed piety. Mr. Therry Prussian baron, well moustached and disguised
often met him in the street accompanied by _a in suitable costume, he gave an order to an
secretary or collector to a charitable institution, eminent jeweller to provide him with diamonds
whom he assisted in obtaining contributions of the value of several thousand pounds. For

ing, in a single-handed struggle, Robert Story,
the notorious bushrangcr of his time, and many
other rnarauders of less note. If it were known
that “ the Cato-street Chief” (the title by which
as chief constable he was known) was in search
of the plundercrs who then prowled along the
roads, they fled from the district, and his name
was quite a tower of strength to the peaceable
portion of the community. At present he is
the head of a patriarchal home on the banks
of the Fish River at Bathurst, surrounded by
children and grandchildren, all industrious
persons, in the enjoyment of a comfortable
competence. ‘Wilson was also for some time
an active constable under Strange. On obtain
ing the indulgence of a ticket-of-leave he
married, and became the fashionable tailor of
the district, with asignboard over his shop an
nouncing him as “Wilson, tailor, from London."
‘With Harrison, the Life Guardsman, M1’.
Therry came into frequent contact. He de
scribes him as a well-conducted man, and an
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these he managed to substitute a box of imita
tion diamonds. He escaped to the Continent,
but was subsequently taken and transported.
According to Mr. Therry, Bushcll had a voice
quite equal to Lablachc, to whom in size and
person he bore a strong resemblance. He was
the principal singer for many years at the
theatres and concerts in Sydney, where he
made a respectable connexion by marriage.
Mr. Therry’s acquaintance with another sing
in criminal was not made under such favour
ab e circumstances.
Going circuit in New
South ‘Wales was a perilous undertaking for
the Judge and the Bar some years ago. At a.
lonely spot, on his way to the Bathurst circuit,
about ten o’clock in the morning, he was hailed
by two men, partially hidden behind a tree,
their guns pointed at his head, with the cry of
“ Stop, or I ll send the contents of this through
you! ’ On nlighting from the carriage he put
his hands instinctively into his pockets, the
hope suggesting itself at the instant that by
giving his purse he might crhaps save his life.
The captain of the gang, liowever, an escaped
convict named Russell, suspecting he had put
his hands into his pocket to search there for
pistols, desired him at once to take them out,

or he would be shot on the spot.

Mr. Therry

confesses that no fugleman ever performed a
motion more quickly than he disengaged his
hands, as directed, from his pockets, which were
then riﬂed by Russell. These fellows were
afterwards apprehended for another and still
more serious robbery. They were transported
to Norfolk Island, where Russell, the captain
of the gang, became leader of the choir in the
little church on the island. His ﬁne voice, no
doubt, captivated the chaplain, and constituted
“ a case of special circumstances," and exempted
him from hard labour.
In Mr. Therry's supplenientar'y chapter, he
points out that a ticket-of-leave in England
does not correspond to a ticket-ufleave in the
penal colonies, in its safest and most useful
attribute — a police superinteudcnce. Tire
ticket-of-leave system, as it exists in England,
is little short of an irregular, irresponsible and
dangerous gaol delivery, without the sanction
of any judicial tribunal. There is no family
resemblance between the two systems, except
in name.
I
Mr. Therry suggests that the present ticket
of-leave system in England, if it be continued,
requires amendment in two points: ﬁrst, the
necessity of police supervision; and, secondly,
as essential and necessary in aid of the attain
ment of that object, the restriction of residence
of ticket-holders in certain districts, whether
town or country. Vi'ithout this restriction,
police control is impracticable. To the observ
ance of these principal points should be added
a stern and unyielding attention to the enforce
ment of the conditions, by the breach of which
the holder incurs a forfeiture of his ticket.
The interest of Mr. Therry’s book is not con
ﬁned to his reminiscences of the convict popula
tion or his remarks on the tickct-of-leave system.
His sketches of colonial society, and of the
various governors under whom he served, his
description of the Bench and Bar, and his chap
ters on Emigration and Colonial Products, are
valuable as contributions to the history of New
South Wales. He tells us what he saw him
self of the origin and consequences of the gold
discovery, from the ﬁrst moment when an
unhappy convict produced a piece of gold and
was rewarded with one hundred and ﬁfty lashes
by a sceptical magistrate, who said he must
have stolen a gold watch and melted it down,
to the case of the retired soldier who, with 1001.
the accumulation of years of frugal habits, pur
chased one hundred acres of land, and re-sold
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admitnall the shapes
has taken,
does j raised as to the truth of the narrative, he~ him
them in a few years for 120,0001. The story
of the fortunate soldier ends better than many practically make it “ free thought”; if he ‘I self entertains no doubt of the substantial cor
of its class. We are told that he has recently covertly intend that nothing shall take the rectness of what is here related.” Is the editor
visited his native parish in Ireland and contri name except that which admits one or more of I a griﬁin, “specially privile ed to take the beards
buted liberally to the building of a church and the systems and excludes the rest, his classi .of human kind in his rand and spit upon
a school-house, and that at this moment four of ﬁcation is logically incomplete and theologically them”?
\Vhen Major R Taylor, of the Bombay In
his sons are receiving the best education that useless.
money can get for them in England.
This method of using the words free thought fantry, lately assistant to our Resident in Persia,
as a synonym for what used to be called free reached Meshcd in 1857, on his way to Herat
thinking enables our author to write with ‘ to see the terms of treaty carried out respecting
A Critical History of Free Thought inireferencc learning and acuteness about all the phases of the latter State, a diminutive lad of about six
to the Christie“).
By A S. Farmr‘, unbelief, without forbidding him to introduce teen or seventeen years of age, who had been (by
I M.A. (Murray)
names which he could not have brought into a ‘ his own account) living with a band of burglars
AT last, a Bampton Lecture actually tells us professed history of inﬁdelity. He is, we are lat Meshcd, aml was then in the prison of that
when the series commenced. Not in the title entitled to suppose, a friend to free thought, ‘, city awaiting the punishment of his crime, took
page, not by furnishing a date to the extract though an enemy to particular results. He , it into his head to call himself an Englishman,
from John Bampton’s will, but casually, in a writes as follows :—
|and claim that oﬁicer’s protection. This lad
note. From 1780 until now the topics of the
“In nothing is the Divine image stamped on described himself as the son of an English
time have been discussed in the Oxford pulpit humanity, or the moral Providence of God in the ] ofﬁcer, Campbell, who was killed in the Tazeen
year by year. In our day the- subjects are world more visible, than in the circumstance, of Pass, on the retreat of our army from Kabul
changing with phantasmagoric rapidity. It which we have already had frequent proofs, that lin 1841, and stated that he had been picked
has been said that a person has but a certain thought and honest inquiry, if allowed to not freely, i u by the Afghans, being then two years old.
number of beats of his pulse to live through; without being repressed by material or political in I nfortunately for the truth of this, his ﬁrst
so that anything which quickens his circulation terference, but checked only by spiritual and moral \ statement, there was no oﬁicer of that name
shortens his life. If this be true of the con inﬂuences, gradually attain to truth, appropriating with the force at Kabul or during the retreat;
_
and, consequently, no oﬁicer of that name was
troversial existence ‘of a Church, our establish goodness and rejecting evil."
This is a protest against bringing in Dr. killed at Tazeen. Moreover, the English chil
ment may look for the rapid approach of a
millennium of quiet. There is a fever of pug Lushin n, whose proceedings, when he acts dren who were taken by the Afghans were
nacious inquiry which brings on the topics in the ourt of Arches, cannot be said to be released with the other prisoners in their hands,
in rapid haste, and allows no one to hesitate spiritual and moral inﬂuences, but rather as may be read in Lady Sale’s ‘Journal’ and
about his Bampton subject from want of material interferences, suspension from beneﬁce Lieut. Eyre's narrative.
We have reason to believe that the following
external suggestion. Our readers are aware and imposition of costs. Mr. Farrar is quite
that one person cannot give these lectures more right, part] in his own sense, and partly in is the true account of this lad’s appearance in
Vhat says the epigram i
Bombay, and of his subsequent adventures
than once. In like manner as the City alder another.
Treason does never prosper; what's the reason?
until he reached the “preparatory school” of
men are divided into those who have passed
Why, when it prospers, it's no longer treason.
the Frys, together with the account he then
the chair and those who have not, so the
W'hen “thought and honest inquiry, allowed to
ve of himself. The “Bacha” was sent to
Oxford notabilities, all at least who are con
act
freely”—-why
not
say
“
free
thought”
at
mbay from Persia by our Resident at that
spicuous as preachers, are divided into those
once
?——succeed
in
upsetting
something
and
court; but no inquiry appears to have been
who have and have not given the Bampton
providing
a
substitute,
that
substitute
becomes
made in that country or at Herat as to the
course. The consequence is, that more than one
is at any time of any year engaged in collecting the acknowledged truth, and free thought has truth of the adventurer's statement. It is pro
rejected
evil,
which
once
was
held
good.
There
materials for the one great effort which is to
bable that he did not attempt to cram Major
rove him worthy to have been placed on the are headlands which have permanently resisted Taylor with the story (p. 274) that “I and
the waves of inquiry, though at times so ﬁercely about twenty other oﬁice'rs (this wretched-look
' t.
These lectures, when directed, as now they beaten that they could hardly be seen through ing boy i) swore over the Koran that Esau Khan
almost always are, against the abuses of the the foam; and there are places in which stout should be king (of Herzit), and that we would
time, are never made of personal applica cliffs once stood, which have been undermined defend him with our lives”; for Major Taylor
tion. Mr. Farrar has not a word about the and ground to pieces by the constant friction. would soon have sifted it. This tale was left
Essayists and Reviewers-we do not remember But the rocks which are no longer rocks re for the Frys. ‘A letter, with the hero, was
that he cites any one of them,—nevertheless, at main in the maps; the doctrines which have sent to the Bombay Government, intimating
them are his lectures specially directed. He yielded to opinion are still among the subscrip that no inquiry had been made as to the
is the historian of “free thought,” by which he tions. It is this which led Tennyson to write, truth of what he stated; and the late Lord
Farrar to quote with approbation,
Elphinstone, then Governor of Bombay, sent
means “revolt of the mind against the pressure and Mr. There
lives more faith in honest doubt,
for and examined him. His Lordship put
of external authority.” The term, he says, is
Believe me, than in half the creeds.
generally used to denote three different systems Of course; and for this reason—Doubt has in many questions through the Persian inter
—Protestantism, scepticism, and Unbelief. Mr. it a portion of belief, as well as a portion of preter, and attempted to discover whether he
Farrar objects to this classiﬁcation of Protest unbelief. But a fraction of the creeds—-Tenriy could recollect a single English word. The
autism, which, he says, “ reposes implicitly on son says half, but it is not so much-is a word “foreign” was the only one, which, his
what it believes to be the divine authorit of matter of general unbelief combined with en Lordship remarked, he had, no doubt, picked
u since he came under our protection. Lord
the inspired writers of the books of oly forced subscription.
Scripture”; while the others “acknowledge no
Our readers would be interested by Mr. Elphinstone was satisﬁed from the ﬁrst that the
authority external to the mind, no communica Farrar’s book, which contains much clear and boy was not of European parentage, and did
not believe his statement. He might have
tion superiorto reason and science.” In this dated history, as well as discussion.
remained at Bombay to this time, had he not
description there surely is a fallacy. Between
been in the constant habit of causing disturb
the Protestantism of “implicit repose,” and
Lost
among
the
A
ghans;
being
the
Adventures
ance wherever he was placed. He was put at
the systems of “no communication superior
ofJohn Campbe “otherwise Feringhee Bacha) the school of a respectable man named Boswell,
to reason and science,” no middle is allowed.
amongst the lViltl Tribes of Central Asia. who had long resided at Bombay; who was
Where, then, does Mr. Farrar place those
Related by Himself to Hubert Oswald Fry. obliged to expel the “Betcha,” for drawing a
persons who, acknowledging that there is re—
With Portrait. (Smith, Elder & Co.)
dagger on him, and endeavouring to take his
velation from God in the Bible, do not believe
in the “inspiration” of the written accounts? Hziji Bzibzi, after a long absence from the earth, life. He was then placed under the super
These intermediates acknowledge communi would seem to have returned in the shape of intendence of Dr. Wilson, Presbyterian Mis
cation from a. source superior to reason, and Suyed Mustafa, otherwise Feringhee Bacha, sionary at Bombay, who made the boy over to
use their reason to ﬁnd out what it is from the otherwise “John Campbell,” who, with the aid one of his Parsee converts; and he did just
history which has been handed down.
of Mr. Fry, has dished up a pretty “pildo of what he liked, but learned nothin . He, how
The doctrine of implicit repose is now upon abominations.” Oh, ye magnates of Cornhill ever, became acquainted with arsees and
its trial. To speak of resting upon the “divine and Pall Mall, must we believe in darker others, who made him believe that he might
authority of the inspired writers,” means, if it marvels than those of the Thousand and One ﬁnd some English people fools enough to
mean anything, to rest upon some system of Nights? Have we travelled so far to eat dirt? take him as a relation, if he only got up a
Interpretation, and upon the results of that Shall our beards he laughed at? The editor of good tale, and would have all that life could
system. In this sense, Protestantism is not, ‘ Lost among the Aﬂ'ghans’ states, in a guarded desire, particularly if he seasoned it_ with a
and never was, one thing. If Mr. Farrar Introduction, that “ should any question be pretence that he was a Christian in faith. At
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an interview which Capt. Raverty, of the Khan, who commanded the Afghan troops, and
Bombay Army, had with Lord Elphinstone, represented to that Chieftain that if the child
when about to leave India. for England to pub were made over to him, he would adopt it, and
lish his works in the Afghan Ian age, the brin it up in the faith of Islam. This was
conversation turned upon “John ampbell,” acc ed to, and he was taken to Pushut (which
who had called u on that officer and asked him is the chief town of the district, and where
to take him to ngland. At this very time, numerous gold-washers are employed washing
there was a petition lying on his Lordship’s for gold in the river), where one of the Suyed’s
table from the boy himself, written in bad Per childless wives adopted him. He was sent
sian. This Capt. Raverty read and inte reted to the village school with other boys, and was
to Lord El hmstone; and on his Lor ship's taught what Afghan boys generally learn (there
remarkin
at he did not know what to do are no “military schools” (p. 7) or staff colleges
with the Troy, he suggested that, as he desired in Afghan villages, or others subject to the
to go to England, the best way for the Bombay Afghan ruler). When about ten years old,
Government to get him off its bands was to the Suyed, on one of his journeys to Kabul,
let him go; and Ca t. Raverty offered to take took him with him (not that he “wished him
char e of him on t e vo age. His Lordship to see and be seen in the capital,” as Mr. Fry
acce ed at once, and “ ohn Campbell” was states); and when passing Tazeen and other
warned accordingly. Before leaving Bombay places on the road which were the scenes of
for England, which was some weeks after the our disasters, the Suyed told him how he had
interview, Capt. Raverty made inquiry of the found him, and that the ruins he saw on the
lad as to his antecedents; but before that ol'licer roadside and at Kabul were the traces of his
he was guarded in what he said, as he, “the countrymen, the English. At Kabul, he met
Bacha,” knew of his being well acquainted with a. renegade European, in Dost Muham
with the countries beyond the Indus, as well mad’s service, who said he (“the Bacha”)
as with the Persian and Afghan languages, “ must be the son of an oﬁicer called Campbell,
and the manners and customs of Central Asia. and that he had known his father." From this
At that time, Capt. Raverty had two Afghan statement, which he also appears to have made
Molowés (learned priests) present with him at before the Governor of Bombay, he assumed the
Bombay, and they, after seeing a great deal of name of “John Campbell," after he reached
the lad for some weeks, and from his appear Bombay. “On his return to Pushut (having
ance, manner and mode of speaking Persian been thus told he was an Englishman's son),
and Afghan, or Pushto, pronounced him to be he had a eat desire, he said, to ﬁnd his rela
a Jew of the parts about Bokhzird, who are tions; an , being very restless, he decamped
remarkable for the impostures they affect; or from Pushut, and made his way up the valley
otherwise a [lift or mountebank of those parts, of the Kunir river to Cheghan-Sarde, and
who might have been aslave in the Kunir (not through Kdﬁristan to Badakhshiln. From
Kounar) Suyed’s family. He was a thin, sly thence he made his way to Herat and Meshed,
looking lad, about ﬁve feet two inches —in where, hearing of the arrival of an English
height, stooped very much, had small hands and officer at the latter place, he announced himself
feet; a peculiar mark of the Asiatic Jewish, as the son of one of those killed during the
Armenian and the Indian races, and sometimes, retreat from Kabul. His journeys occupied
but not always, of the Persian. He was no him about seven years. H This was his account
Afghan, for he bore not the most remote re to Capt. Raverty.
Arrived in En land, our hero, as we read of
semblance to that invariably ﬁne race. His
com lexion was a dirty yellowish brown colour; him in the Introduction, so guardedly worded,
and is hair was a dark reddish brown, inclined was placed with the Rev. Mr. Small, with
to purple-never seen in the European, but to whom he remained for some months; but the
be found amongst the mixed races of Badakh Frys forget to state why Mr. Small (who will
shan, Bokhara, and parts north of Hindu be able to give a clear insight into his char
Kush. He had a decided antipathy to water racter) got rid of him so suddenly. He was
and soap, and had to be compelled to clean then placed with the Frys until the India. Office
himself on the voyage. There was not the authorities could pack him off to the place
slightest trace of European blood about him. from whence he come. He made good use of
The peculiar hair was suﬂicient proof against the ten weeks, and he “endeared himself to
such an assumption.
his En lish friends by many evidences of a
Mr. Fry has been made the victim of a gratefu and aﬂ'ectionate heart," says Mrs. Fry.
very artful dodge. But we must take care
We fear these amiable people have been
that the public is not deceived like Mr. Fry. taken in with their eyes open. Their uninter
We are able to give a brief account of esting protégé has been placed in a telegraphic
what his tale was to Capt. Raverty and his office to earn his bread. Meantime, it would
Molowés; and, to that oﬂiccr‘s knowledge, the not be amiss for the respectable publishers
youth possessed no notes or memoranda of ‘Lost among the Atl'ghans’ to make some
whatever, except a statement of about two or inquiries about the man whom they have
three pages of letter paper, which the boy introduced to public notice. Capt. Raverty
wrote out, at Capt. Raverty’s request, before and many other Indian officers can supply
leaving Bombay. This account agreed in some them with information on the point.
'

few respects with that which he has, with
Mr. Fry‘s assistance, swollen into the present
volume. It was, that he was found in the
Tazeen Pass, in the arms of n. Hindustani nurse,
after the skirmish and retreat of our troops,
by some Af bans, who immediately killed the
woman, an would have killed him also, had
not the Suyed of Kunir (a small town of the
district of that name, lying in the lower or
southernmost part of the valley of the Kunir
Ka'mah, or river of Kzishkdr or Chitrzil, about
thirty miles before it falls into the river of
Kabul, twelve miles east of Jeliilzibad, and,
consequently, within seventy-ﬁve miles of

Peshawar) taken the soldier before Akbar
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Frankland, a brave officer, who suffered in the
Indian mutiny, earned the "ictoria Cross, and
is returning home on sick leave, having been
smitten by a sunstroke. This is the son of Sir
George Tremlett, who had taken that name on

his second marriage.

He is much indebted

for his life in the bush, as well as for much
kindness who
during
voyaﬂe,
to an
entire
stranger,
was the
thought
lby some
to be
his
servant. The account which this stranger gave
of himself to Frankland was, that his name was
John Everett Brandson, an uncovenanted scr
vant of the East India Company; that he was
returning to Europe with but one object,
“ to do an act of justice"; and that as he had
no friends in England, he should, upon the
completion of his business, be on his way back
to India within six months. But by the
ship’s books it appeared that there was no
such person on board as John Everett Brand
son, of the uncovenantcd civil service: he had
entered his name Robert Meynell, merchant,
of Calcutta; he never returned to India, for
he 'was murdered in a most mysterious way
within a few days of his landin in England.
And it thus happened tiat rankland was
,in the nei hbourhood o the scene of the
murder.
randson’s ﬁrst ap ointment in
England was at a lace near to estborough,
whither Franklan was bound with the object
of delivering to Mr. Treherne the sword and
other relics of a son who had bravely died in
India.
On this visit to Westborough, by
Brandson, as well as by Frankland, the chief
events of the story turn. “ If he had known
what would have been the consequences of his
visit to \Vestborough, he certainly would have
given that picturesque village the widest berth."
Now comes, as an interlude, well written
and entertaining, a descri tion of who Sir
George Tremlett was, and w 0 his fathers were
before him. He was the only son of an old
Derbyshire squire, and the pride of his parents.
But he went to London to see the coronation
of the “ﬁrst gentleman in Europe,” and, ac
cidentally, the doors of the Abbey slammed in

the face of the “ﬁrst lady.” From the time of
this visit to the metropolis, he fell into the
hands of the Jews and bad company. “So,
black Care entered the old Grange"; he went
further on his downward course, and brought
his father's grey hairs with sorrow to the grave.
The child being father to the man, he is weak
at the outset and retains that character through
out the story. The only redeeming point was
that he had married a good wife, whom he lost
after the birth of their son Stephen. Irretriev
able ruin is now staring him in the face but
for the good offices of the wife of his man of
business, Mr. Coleman. Mrs. Coleman deter

mines that he shall, at all hazard, marry Rhoda
Tremlett, the niece of a rich, urse-proud iron~
master, a friend of hers. An so he does ; but,
as she was a. minor, and a ward in Chancery,
he has to pay the penalty of spending the
greater part of his honeymoon in the King’s
Bench prison. Eventually his wife’s property
is settled on. herself and her son-a. small
annuity on Sir George, and he has to change
his name to Tremlett. Sir George becomes
thoroughly cowed, and stands in so much fear
of his wife, that he has to resort to all sorts .of
artiﬁces, both to conceal from her any secrets
which he desires to keep from her, and to per
suade her to enter into any plan upon which
he has set his heart. One instance of this is
the receipt of a strange-looking letter, written
on a sheet of common rough paper, clumsily
folded, and sealed with the im ression of a

A Tangled Skcin.
By Albany Fonblanque,
Jun. 8 vols. (Tinsley Brothers.)
THE admirers of a tale of mystery will be
entertained with ‘A Tangled Skein.’ \Vhen
classiﬁed under that head, the reader must
not look for another ‘Castle of Otranto,’ but,
rather, what may be termed a modern tale
of mystery, with detective police, tele raphic
messages and ex ress trains. Vi’itha , it is
well written, and t ore is nothing forced in the
descriptions or in the manner in which the thimble. Why this letter shoul disturb him
so much we are not told; but on receipt
incidents are related.

Our ﬁrst introduction is to Captain Stephen of it he goes to London.

At this time
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we are introduced to. Stephen's half-brother,
Frank Tremlett. He was the heir to > the
estates, whilst Stephen would inherit the
baronetcy; but, notwithstanding the difference,
the idea. of envying Frank his good fortune

never entered his half-brother's mind.

His

only thought about him whilst on his voyage
home, was an intense desire to see the one

whom he pictured as “his little brother! the
loved companion of all his expeditions— oor,
gentle, delicate little Frank.’
But “ ittle

Frank” had by this time come of age, and had
turned out a most insuﬂ'erably obnoxious prig.
He used long words, laid down the law to every
‘body', and “ taught various persons, old enough
to be his
ndmother, how ‘to suck eggs’ of
all sorts an sizes.”

Sir George went his way, and most strangely
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mirably sustained; especially where he pays a.
visit to Craigsleigh, disguised as an entomo
logist; as such makes the acquaintance of the
clergyman of the parish, is recognized by the
clerk, who is a ticketrof-leave convict, and so
obtains such extracts from the parish registers
as prove the marriage of the father and mother
of Grace Lee.
The mystery is in due time solved. It
appears that Grace Lee's mother had married
one George Howell, against the wishes of Lord
Rossthorne. He, therefore, disowned her; but
Brandson, who had long been devoted to Lord
Rossthorne and his family, was fully persuaded
of the injustice which was being done, and
determined to demand reparation for the one
who was injured. He, therefore, had secured
a meeting with Lord Rossthorne at West

His object in borough, near to the spot where he was found
going there is not at ﬁrst told. And however half-dead. A meeting was proved to have taken
met his son at Westborough.

much the reader's wonder and interest are place, and Lord Rossthorne was accused of
aroused, they are considerably increased by the the murder. This was not likely, and so it is
fact of Brandson being found half-murdered in a believed to have been committed bya tramp, in
sawpit. Breathing-time is iven in the account order that he might gain possession of a pocket
of the petty manoeuvres of ir George upon his book, containing a bundle of bank-notes, which
return home, to avoid the relation of any very he saw in Brandson's hands. Stephen Frank
full ex lanation of his adventures, and also to land for his part is impressed with an idea
dbtain is wife’s and son’s consent to a suitable that his father, Sir George Tremlett, was the
public reception of Stephen on his arrival. murderer. Else, why the mysterious visit to
Again the narrative of Brandson is resumed,and Westborough? That is accounted for by the
the way in which, before he dies, he is on the confession of Sir George :—he went to pay
point of entrusting to Frankland the name of an annuity for the support of his natural
the one who had attacked him, and the great daughter, who was supposed to be the sister of
secret of his life, so far as he could be induced Jim Riley.
to divulge it, is an extremely exciting nar
And so the tale .concludes. There are no
rative, — insomuch that the reader will be highly-wrought passages, wherein any appeal is
tempted to dip into the third volume to satisfy made to the reader’s feelin s ; but the interest
his curiosity. All that Brandson does before is so well sustained, and t e various incidents
he dies is to commit to Frankland's care cer so ingeniously and mysteriously interwoven,
tain papers, amongst them aletter, the counter that ‘ A Tangled Skein' bids fair to become a
part of the one sealed with the impression of a popular work.
thimble, such as Sir George received on the

day when he left home “on business."

He

also tells him that certain pa ers were “ hid
den behind a panelling in t e'room over the
armoury at Mangerton Chase," and that the
names of Sarah Alston and Father Eustace
are the only clue which he leaves, and Frank
land as well as the reader are left in wonder
as to where Mangert-on Chase can be. An
inquest is held, in which a London detective
police-officer takes a prominent part, and an
open verdict is returned. But Captain Frank
land must go on his way, and accordingly he
is, to his own annoyance and'his father’s great
delight, treated to a public reception on his
return home. The festoons and arches and
decorations are managed by Mrs. Coleman, her
daughters, and their friend Grace Lee; and he
receives a hearty welcome from all but “little
Frank," in whose breast the green-eyed mon

ster is evoked.

So he makes an excuse to be

absent. Speeches are made, and healths drunk,
and an address made by the Member of Parlia
ment. From the time of this visit to Tremlett
Towers, the “skein” becomes gradually dis
entangled, and the varied threads work into
one harmonious whole.
Stephen becomes
attached to Grace Lee, who proves to be the
granddaughter of Lord Rossthorne, and the very
person for whom Brandson had come from India
to do an act of justice. Through Grace Lee he
learns that the old name of Tremlett Towers

was Mangerton Chase.

He also discovers

therein an old chamber where he ﬁnds the
papers which Brandson had described to him
on his deathbed. There does not appear,
indeed, to be an suﬁicient reason why these
facts should have been unknown tohirn hitherto.

But these slight discrepancies are of less con
sequence when the interest of the tale is well
told. The part of the detective, Logger, is ad
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who held castles within their limits. Thus,
though Paris and Orleans indubitably belonged
I to the crown, the lords of Mont Clair could,
whenever they pleased, cut off all communica- .
tion between them, and the King never pro
ceeded from one to the other save when sur
rounded by a strong force.
Flanders, where peoplewore cloth, and at least
were devoted to other purposes than mutual
destruction, and where, consequently, there was
astrong middle-class element, was an oasis in the
desert, but it was a very middling oasis after
all. One of the most harrowing incidents that
took lace during the “ times” of St. Bernard
was t e horrible murder of Charles the Good
at Bruges, followed as it was by the still more
horrible execution of Provost Bertolf at Ypres.
To many readers this frightful story, which is
exceedingly well told by Mr. Morison, will be
the bonne bouche of the work.
Retirement from so turbulent a world, where
people were either killing or being killed,
would seem to demand but a small amount of
self-denial, and he who shut himself up in the
wealthy Abbey of Cluny (for instance) might
pass his time comfortably enough. But Ber
nard was not the man to court the ease and
luxuries incident to monastic life. When, at
the age of nineteen, by birth a gentleman, he
was free to choose his own occupation, he

knocked at the gates of Citeaux, near Dijon,
where the whole of St. Benedict's rule was lite
rally kept, where one meal per diem was eaten,
and that not till the monks had risen twelve
hours, sung psalms and worked in the ﬁelds,
where meat, ﬁsh and eggs were never tasted,
and milk rarely, and where the dress consisted
of the coarsest wool. The Cistercians, who
took their name from Citeaux, were scarcely
more propagandists than the Quakers. If any
one wished to join their body, they made him
wait for ﬁve days before he was taken to the

Chapter, in the presence of the assembled con
The Life and Times of St. Bemard, Abbot of
Clai'rvarm, 'A.D. 1091-1153. By James
Cotter Morison, M.A. (Chapman & Hall.)
Tnrs new life of St. Bernard is dedicated by
permission to Mr. Thomas Carlyle “with deep
reverence and gratitude,” and may be set down
as
one of
examples
of that
“hero-worshi
which
hasthebecome
rarer
of late
years. ISt.”

vent. It was at Citeaux that Bernard and
several companions, whom he had inﬂuenced
by exhortation and example, resolved to be
monks.

Citeaux is an important place in the history

of monasticism, -— inasmuch as its abbot,
Stephen Harding, an Englishman by birth, and
not only a devotee, but a man of practical
Bernard is Mr. Morison’s hero in the strict mind, conceived and executed a system of
Carlylean sense of the word, the ideal of a monk government previously unknown. The rule of
in a day when monkery was the onl form that St. Benedict, the founder‘ of coenobitic life, had
could be assumed by moral force. But though reference solely to a single religious house, and
a panegyrist to an extent that will displease did not contemplate a connexion of monasteries
many who imagine that a sort of halo belongs with each other; but Stephen Hardin united
to the head of St. Bernard's victim, Peter Abe into one whole all the houses that h
sprung '
lard, he is no blind idolater. He does not from Citeaux. A general Chapter met every
harbour the slightest wish to bring the Abbot September and lasted four days, and at this
of Clairvaux back into the world, or hold him every abbot of the order was bound to attend;
up as a model for any one to imitate. Bernard those who resided at a
t distance being
was an excellent man for his own times, and permitted to appear less frequently than the
for his own times exclusively. A Bernard now rest. Of all the monasteries of the order, the
abbot of Citeaux was head and master, but he
a-days would be an absurd nuisance.
The years of the saint‘s mortal career, extend was no irresponsible monarch. On the con
ing fromthe
1091 eater
to 1153,
a rough
e. trary, he was lmder the supervision of the
During
partbelong
of his toactive
life atﬁie
Abbots of La Ferté, Pontigny, Clairvaux and
“feudal lor ,” who (to use Mr. Morison’s ex Morimond, and if, in the event of vice or neg
pression) “enjoyed the title of King of France,” ligence, they were unable to reclaim him, they
was Louis the Sixth, commonly called the were empowered to call a Chapter and solemn
Fat. He was a very good king for his day, and ly depose him. It was his duty, at least once
an excellent friend to the Church, when the cause a year, to visit all the abbeys which were of
of the Church was identical with the cause of his ﬁliation, and each of them had a similar
civilization. The Isle of France, the Orleanois right of inspecting the houses that had sprung
and Picardy constituted the whole of his from them. That a corporate spirit was en
domains, and these had not only to be defended gendered among the Cistcrcians, was the natu
against powerful neighbours, of whom the most ral result of this organization.
Even the austerities of the Cistercians,
formidable was Henry the Sixth of England,
whose Norman possessions bounded them on severe as they were, did not satisfy Bernard,
the cast, but were always on the point of being whose asceticisrn astounded the austere. His
reduced by the squabbles of knights and barons zeal and piety were duly appreciated by Abbot
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been taken from Clairvaux, evidently little
more than a creature of Bernard, sat in the
papal chair the inﬂuence of the thundering
saint became more formidable than ever. The
' Cardinals could not bear it, and when a confession
“ Some beautiful picture of a saint is exhibited- , of faith, drawn up by the French clergy headed
and the brighter the colours the greater the holiness by Bernard, was the chief instrument employed
attributed to it; men run, eager to kiss; they are to put down Gilbert de la Porrée, they sniﬁ'ed;
invited to gi\e, and the beautiful is more admired Gallicanism in its most offensive form, ‘and
than the sacred is revered. " ‘ The church’s walls marvelled with what authority the French
are resplendent, but the poor are not there. . . . . Church dared to erect herself against the supre
The curious ﬁnd wherewith to amuse themselves- .
macy of the See of Rome. Somethin like an
the wretched lind no stay for them in their misery. ,
been,
Why, at least, do we not reverence the images of f apology was required, and when it
the saints, with which the very pavement we walk .. duly made by Bernard, the Cardinals became
on is covered? Often an angel's mouth is spit into, quiet, but they declared that the confession of
and the face of some saint trodden on by the passers the French bisho s should not be regarded as
by. . . . . But if we cannot do without the images, the creed of the hurch.
why can we not spare the brilliant colours? What
To a painter, Bernard becomes most interest
has all this to do with monks, with professors of ing. When the news of the fall of Edessa
poverty, with men of spiritual minds?”
frightens the whole \Vestern world out of its
Different readers will hold different opinions propriety, and at the assembly of Vezelai, in
with respect to the good saint’s Art-criticism on ‘the presence of King Louis the Seventh and
the subject of those grotesque ornaments that his queen, the haughty Eleanor, the second
Crusade is preached by the saint of the day,.
are so common in mediseval architecturez~
“ In the cloisters, what is the meaning of those then in the ﬁfty-sixth year of his age.

among the people, who have learnt to regard as
twenty, the chief of a new community, the mere dross all that is beautiful to the eye, soft
establishment of which had been rendered to the car, agreeable to the smell, sweet to the
_ necessary by the over-populousness of Citeaux. taste, what can monks have to do with such
“ Twelve monks and their young abbot—repre vanity ?—
seating our Lord and His apostles-were assembled
in the church. Stephen placed a cross in Bernard's
hands, who solemnly, at the head of his small band,
walked forth from Citeaux. The monks who were
to remain accompanied them to the abbey gates,
for Bernard's powerful and assimilating nature had
won all hearts, and the day of his departure was a
sad one in Citeaux. Till they reached the limit of
their own land, they walked so closely together
that it was not easy to say which were going and
which were to remain; but the gateway revealed
the emigrants. A Cistercian monk might not leave
his own grounds on any pretext without permis
sion. Bernard, cross in hand, passed over the
prescribed boundary, and his allotted troop were
severed from their late companions.
Bernard

struck away to the northward.

For a distance of

nearly ninety miles he kept this course, passing up
by the source of the Seine, by Chatillon, of school

day memories, till he arrived at La Ferté, about
equally distant between Troyes and Chaumont, in

the diocese of Langres, and situated on the river
Aube. About four miles beyond La Ferté was a
deep valley opening to the east: thick umbr-ageous
forests gave it a character of gloom and wildness;
but a gushing stream of limpid water, which ran

through it, was suﬁicient to redeem every disad
vantage. In June, A.D. 1115, Bernard took up his
abode in the valley of \Vormwood, as it was called,
and began to look for means of shelter and sus
tenance against the approaching winter. The rude
fabric which he and his monks raised with their
own bands, was long preserved by the pious vene
ration of the Cistercians. It consisted of a building
covered by a single roof, under which chapel, dor

mitory and refectory were all included.

Neither

stone nor wood hid the bare earth, which served for
floor. Windows, scarcely wider than a man's hand,
admitted a feeble light. In this room the monks
took their frugal meals of herbs and water. Imme>
diately above the refeotory was the sleeping apart
ment. It was reached by a ladder, and was, in
truth, a sort of loft. Here were the monks’ beds,
which were peculiar. They were made in the form
of boxes, or bins of wooden planks, long and wide

enough for a man to lie down in.

A small space,

hewn out with an axe, allowed room for the sleeper
to get in or out. The inside was strewn with chad‘,
or dried leaves, which, with the wood-work, seem
to have been the only covering permitted. At the

summit of the stair or ladder was the abbot’s cell.
It was of most scanty dimensions, and these were
further reduced by the loss of one corner, through
which access was gained to the apartment from
below. A framework of boards was placed over
the ﬂight of steps, in such a manner that they were
made to answer the purpose of a bed. Twp rough
hew'n logs of wood were his pillows. The roof was
low and slanting, to such a degree that it was im
possible to sit upright near the wall. It was also
the sole means of obtaining both light and air;
sometimes too easily, as, through its imperfect
joining, wind, rain, heat and cold found a ready

entrance.
vaux."

Such was the commencement of Clair

To the austerity of the Cistercians nothing
could be more opposite than the luxury of the
Cluniacs,with whom Bernard remained through
his life on terms of a somewhat grim friend
ship. As Cluny was one of the most famous
monastic institutions, he felt, as a monk, bound
to show it all honour ; but even while defend
ing the Cluniacs against his own Cistercians,
in what is called his “ Apology," he contrived
to give them a blow with the back of his hand.
Of Art, as an auxiliary to devotional feeling,
Bernard had a very mean opinion. It might,
perhaps, be usefully employed by the bishops,
who, when they could not rouse the sense of
religion in the carnal multitude by spiritual
means, might do so by ornaments appealing to

the senses; but monks who have gone out from

“ Pale and attenuated to a degree which seemed
ridiculous monsters. of that deformed beauty, that
tural, his contemporaries discovered
beautiful deformity, before the very eyes of the almost su

brethren when reading?

What are disgusting something in the mere glance of his eyes which
ﬁlled them with wonder and awe. That he was

monkeys there for, or ferocious lions, or horrible
centaurs, or spotted tigers, or ﬁghting soldiers,
or huntsmen sounding the bugle? You may see
there one head with many bodies, or one body with
numerous heads. Here is a quadruped with a ser
pent's tail ; there is a ﬁsh with a beast's head ; there
a creature, in front a horse, behind a goat; another
has horns at one end, and a horse‘s tail at the other.
In fact, such an endless variety of forms appears
everywhere, that it is more pleasant to read in the
stonework than in books, and to spend the day
in admiring these oddities than in meditating on the

law of God.

Good God! (Proh Ilco!) if we are

not ashamed of these absurdities, why do we not
grieve at the cost of them i"

As an example of the value of moral force,
when accompanied by indomitable energy, and
dextrously applied to the most assailable side
of a multitude, Mr. Morison could not have
chosen a better hero than St. Bernard. The
ﬁghting barons, who were as full of reproach as
they were void of fear,—to whom a system of
mutual extermination was a source of exquisite
enjoyment, were not at all in the condition of
those men who are reputed by the vulgar to
“fear neither God nor devil." They were
terribly frightened at both, and well was this
perceived by the Abbot of Clairvaux. By dint
of asceticism, of preaching, of writing, and, be
it added, of a reputation for miraculous power,
Bernard made himself the virtual head of
Christendom in \Vestern Europe. A simple
abbot, he could heal a schism in the Church by
compelling the deposition of Anacletus II. and
the elevation of Innocent II., whom when he
had raised he rated without scruple, and who
before he died began pretty heartily to detest
his benefactor. Not Popes, not Councils, but
. Bernard, demolished heretics, for the detection
of whom, although by no means a learned
theologian, he had the keenest scent. He was
not the man to dispute about subtilties; with
him, reasoning about articles of faith, which
ever way it tended, was intrinsically wrong,
and to be stopped without hesitation. No
inﬁrmity of body could keep him from travel
ling to the most distautpoint, when a holder of
heterodox opinions was to be brought to silence.
Down ﬁat before him tumbled the theological
' “ swell,” Peter Abelard; down fell the less
famous Gilbert de la. Porrée; till at last Rome
, itself grew uneasy at his exterminating power.
, The reprosches he addressed to Innocent II.
show that he was anything but an Ultramon
tanist ; and when Eugenius III., who had

kept alive at all appeared to them a perpetual'
, miracle; but when the light from that thin, calm

face fell upon them, when the voice flew from those
ﬁrm lips, and words of love, aspiration, and sublime
self-sacriﬁce reached their cars, they were no lon
masters of themselves or their feelings. This
occurred whenever Bernard preached to great num
bers, and the meeting at Vezelai was not an excep
tion. At the top of the bill a machine of wood had
been erected, and on this platform Bernard, attended
by the king, appears d. Raised thus high above
the crowd, he could be seen, if not heard, from all
parts of the vast concourse. He spoke; the more
sound of his voice was grateful to the loving admi
ration which surrounded him. Presently rose a
murmur from the sea of faces, which rapidly
swelled into a about of ‘crosses, crosses’; and

Bernard began to scatter broadcast among the
people, the large sheaf of them which had been
brought for that purpose. They were soon ex»

‘ haunted. He was obliged to tear up his monk‘s cowl"
to satisfy the demand. He did nothing else but
make crosses as long as he remained in the town.”
This is a sublime picture, but unhappily the
second crusade is the “ Moscow" of St. Bernard.
Never was expedition more unfortunate or more‘
fruitless than that of which Louis the Seventh
of France and Conrad the Third of Germany
were the leaders. When the crestfallen Louis,
attended by a few followers, returned home,
haying effected nothing but the destruction of’
his own army, the shout of indignation against
Bernard was universal. What business had the
saint to prophesy success and work miracles if
ruin was to be the only consequence? Acornstomed to guide, or rather to drag,public opinion,
Bernard did not heed it much when it was
turned against him. If the people imputed their
misfortune to his advice, he could easily retort
that their own sins had prevented his counsel
from leading to wholesome results. Instead of‘
losing heart, he wrote his biggest book, ‘ De
Considemtione,’ which he addressed to his dis
oiple, Pope Eugenius the Third, pointing out
the evils that were likely to result from Roman
centralization, and exposing the vices of the

Holy City with a vigour which causes Mr.
Morison to trace a somewhat fanciful resem
blance between him and Martin Luther. When
we recollect how essentially Bernard was a
monk, and how ﬁercely he attacked heretics
whose doctrines were mainly those of the Re
former of the later age, we feel that no amount

of ingenuity can make him look in the least
like a Protestant.
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To a modern reader, the most puzzling part 1 areiarrangediin simple order, with explana
in its relation to the Japanese literature, the
Envoy says :
-of St. Bernard’s history is that which relates to - tions and illustrative anecdotes additional.
“I received a large box, in which were
For some years Sir Rutherford had turned
.his miracles. They cannot be passed over,
since he partly owed to them his immense in his eyes towards Japan, whether from the no lem than sixty-seven different kinds, with a
description
of their uses, carried out with such
ﬁuence over the multitude; but, after all, how ‘I coasts of China or the Isles of Loochoo, and he
were they wrought? Mr. Morison's doubtless had pondered much over the narratives of P010, elaborate minuteness of distinctions, and total
absence of all reserve, delicacy, or reﬁnement, as
correct assertion that a belief in miracles, as Pinto and Kcempfer; but the Empire was prac to the details entered into regarding the um to
an almost necessary concomitant of ignorance tically unknown to him when he was first which each should be applied,—that I was com—
with respect to physical science, was proper to appointed Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary pelled to revise the whole carefully, before it was
the middle ages, rather evades than answers the and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of fit for publication,—and to exercise a large discre
~ uestion. But even Mr. Morison cannot take in the Tycoon. It was still to him the Utopia of tion, in the way of omission."
't e following ridiculous story, which is worthy romancing voyagers——like him who wrote that
And now for the real truth about Japanese
of being placed among the most absurd legends from the top of a single hill in N ipon could manners and customs :
be counted a hundred cities, each as big as
—of St. Patrick :—
“ I can conceive nothing more elaborate in the
“In the spring‘ of the year 1137, Bernard, Babylon, only much loftier and more po ulous. way of tattooing than the specimens supplied by
accompanied by his brother Gerard, set out for His first impressions of Japan were ta ‘en at the male population of Japan. And really to see
Italy. The devil, we are told, had a particular Nagasaki, in June weather,—-a dreary glimpse them in their habitual costume (videlicet, a girdle
objection to this journey. He foresaw and hated of Dezrina, ﬁne landscapes-partly of Norwe of the narrowest possible kind), the greater part
what was to come of it. Therefore, when Bernard gian, partly of Swiss tone, not very tropical, of the body and limbs scrolled over with bright
was passing along the Alps, the demon broke the
but beautiful nevertheless. Ashore, not even blue dragons, and lions and tigers, and ﬁgures of
wheel of the carriage in which the abbot travelled,
men and women, tattooed into their skins with the
in order to hinder him as much as possible, or China had prepared him for the Japanese most artistic and elaborate 0rnamentation—‘ scan
—even pitch him over a precipice. The saint took a ﬁgure, physiognomy or costume. The women, tily dressed, but decently painted,’-as has been
saintly and yet a fearful vengeance on his enemy. he says, utterly confounded him. “ \Ve must said of our own ancestors when Julius Czrsar first
Careless and contemptuous of the intended injury, be brought up from infancy to the manner to discovered them-it is impossible to deny that they
he ordered Satan himself to become a wheel, and be able to look upon their larve mouths full of look remarkably like a race of savages,--if not
replace the broken one. The fallen angel obeyed black teeth, and the lips thidkly daubed with savages, in their war paint. The women seem con
the words of the holy man; the carriage moved on a brick-red colour, and not turn away with a. tent with the skin that nature gave them, in all
.as before; and the worsted and rotatory ﬁend, strong feeling of repulsion." Patches and pow its varying shades of olive, and sometimes scarcely
amid scorn and laughter, carried Bernard in safety der were nothing to them. And ﬁrst impres a shade at all. I have seen many as fair as my
‘to his destination."
sions in Nagasaki, it is to be observed, are less own countrywomen, and with healthy blood man
Bernard died in 1153, at the age of sixty superﬁcial than elsewhere; a walk up the street tling in their cheeks-—that is, when fresh washed,
two, having survived nearly all his friends, disclosing to you, on each side the she s, the —and before they have painted cheeks and lips,
Malachy, bishop of Connaught, who might sitting-rooms, the entire interior of the ouses and powdered all the face and neck with rice
almost be considered the Bernard of Ireland, right through to the invariable little gardens ﬂower, until they look like painted Twelfth-night
the illustrious Sager, abbot of St. Denis, who behind. It was a holiday, and the town was Queens done in pastry and white lead. \Vhen
had governed France during the luckless alive and light with flags, fifcs, drums and gala they have renewed the black varnish to the teeth,
plucked out the last hair from their eyebrows, the
expedition of the king to Palestine, Count costumes. The palanquins and hammocks used Japanese
matrons may certainly claim unrivalled
Theobald of Chartres (nephew to Henry the instead of cabs and sedans, and the odd pos pro-eminence in artiﬁcial ugliness over all their sex.
First of England), who had been one of the tures of the natives in sitting, saluting, walking Their mouths thus disﬁgured are like open sepul
saints most powerful benefactors, and his or riding, were diverting; but business was on chres, and whether given to ‘ﬂatter with their
~disciple, Pope ugenius the Third.
hand. His troubles began; it was diflicult to tongues’ I cannot undertake in this my novitiate
Mr. Morison has collected his facts with ﬁnd convenient rooms, and impossible to fur to say, but they must have siren's tongues, or a
great care, and fashioned them into an nish them when found. However, the Envoy ﬁfty-horse power of ﬁattery—to make those red
interesting book; copious extracts from the speedily began his excursions, and enjoyed varnished lips utter anything which could compen
~sermons of Bernard giving an additional t em without alloy,—along the edge of Yeddo sate man or child for so much artiﬁcial ugliness !”
Yet the features of the women, as illustrated
insight into the character of the saint, without bay, from the suburb of Sinagawa into the
destroying the symmetry of the work. He is city,—pmt the rows of shops and bazaars, and in these volumes, are not repulsive, and are
.a clear and eloquent narrator, and though he to a garden,— through the ward-gates, by stately sometimes pretty. “The village beauty” and
is now and then tempted to imitate thestyle Yamamlls, or palaces of princes, amid a motley “the house-attendant" might be belles on an
-of Mr. Carlyle, the temptation soon leaves off, populace—all very strange to a European English village green. Then, it has been a
.and he proceeds in his own straightforward eye, particularly the disgraced officers, walk favourite saying that the Japanese are “ ignor—
‘way.
'
ing about, unrecognized, with their heads in out of alcohol," and, therefore, a nation of
abstainers. All that Sir Rutherford Alcock has
ca es of basket-work.
‘The Capital of the Tycoon: a Narrative of a
Ve may leave undisturbed, for the most part, to say is, that he saw in Japan an abundance
Three Years’ Residence in Japan. By Sir the Envoy’s narrative of his diplomatic dealings, of drunken people, and that saki is an intoxi
Rutherford Alcock, KGB. 2 vols. (Long since with them most readers who interest eating liquor. Next, as to the vexed question
man & Co.)
themselves in the subject are tolerubly familiar. of public bathing :—
“We pass along the great tocado; the people
‘THE mystery of the Japanese islands is fast The pictures of Japan as it lives and moves-as
in the streets and shops, attracted by the jingling
rolling away, and the old voyager-s bid fair it eats, drinks, dresses and sleeps—as it rides, of the iron stave-men and a line of march, squat
'to be forgotten, or be remembered only as walks, jokes, bathes and goes to the play-as it down on their heels, as is their manner, to get a
' ters of dreams. Quinsia and Kambalai buys, sells, digs, sows and reaps-are more peep into the Norimon. Men and women steaming
e already melted into poems. Marco Polo, tempting, and very capital pictures they are: in the bathing houses, raise themselves to the open
as a tmveller of the Homeric sort, may keep however, it was necessary to know something of bars of the lattice fronts to look out.”
his place; but Charlevoix is going out of date, the people from themselves, and, hence, to ac
The sketch of a lady’s bath-room, byanative
and there. is really no necessity in any future quire something of their language. Sir Ruther artist, is amusing, and reminds one of Lady
record of Japanese adventure for quoting ford found this no light task. There are two Vlr'ortley Montagu’s picture drawn at Con
'Thunberg. Mr. Oliphant brought home some languages and systems of writing in Japan-— stantinople.
bright and faithful pictures from the Empire the Chinese and another, nearly a thousand
The agricultural chapter is agreeable and
of the Tycoon; but Sir Rutherford Alcock’s years old, consisting of “ phonetic symbols,”
instructive reading, with its quaint sketches
oﬁportunities were larger, and his book is more as “ s llabary, or alphabet, of forty-seven letters, i from Japanese pencils.
Sir Rutherford Al
e‘ borate. A considerable portion of it is occu whic , with the addition of certain accents, cock describes the Japanese, those of the pro
pied with illustrations of oriental diplomacy suffices to convey all the sounds in the vinces especially, as, in the simplicity of their
and politics, in connexion es ecially with the langu
" Tho nouns have no genders, and wants, a race of Spartans, with whom ﬁsh and
West; and the envoy was the more free to they, li e Tom Hood’s deaf old woman, are “even : rice, tea and saki, a shanipooing and _a both,
expat-into upon these topics, insomnch as nearly deaf to the deﬁnite article.” A speaker has , constitute the necessities and desires of life.
the whole of his official despatches, in which he no settled way of expressing I, in describing i From their agriculture he turns to their manu
expresses himself on every topic, public and himself, but says “the person who is before factures, and indeed they are marvellous crafts
ersonal, without reserve, have been published your hand,” or “something rivate.” In his men ; but, suddenly, after talking of Arcadia,
1' the use of arliament, in a chea and acces animals he has a different cass for different‘. he roams into a gloomy mood, descants on
eible form. 8n subjects of this
aracter the classes of objects-as one for birds "‘ including ant-life and emmet-life, and a “life of respect
narrative contains only what in substance the hares and rabbits,” and others for liquids, ships, 1 able brutishness."—
_
reader might ﬁnd elsewhere; but the details pipes or brooms! Speaking of Japanese paper l "Thus live and die these thirty millions of
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human beings, from one generation to another.
Yet they do not seem to beconre more brutish,
more degraded, more immoral. What they are now,
they seem to have been, without change, centuries
ago; perhaps neither much better nor worse, than
millions in other lands claiming to be both civil
ized and Christians 1”

We have not et been introducedto the Tycoon
himself, “ the 0st High, Mighty and Glorious
Prince, His Imperial and Ro al Majesty," as

Queen Victoria‘s letter styles

im !

Sir Ruth

erford Alcock had audience of him in his

palace—a world of dignitaries in gauze and

We have not previously had a book like this ruptcies, and all sorts of abominations. What
on Japan. As a. narrative, it is excellent; and can be the use of instructing the unprofessional
as containing the results of large observation reader (and for such only is the book intended) in
and close study among a strangely-interesting the diﬂ‘erent kinds of actions at law, the effect of
people, it possesses an importance for all think the death of plaintiff or defendant, or such like
matter? Such information is perhaps no worse
ing readers. Certainly, every reader who takes than useless ; but there is much in this book which
it in hand will ﬁnd that, with the help of the is not only useless, but dangerous. Amongst the
very meritorious illustrations, he knows more, latter we must class the directions as to the making
at the conclusion, of Japan and the Japanese of wills. That any non-professional person should
than he knew before; and, perhaps, that the now be found rash enough to make his own will,
Island Empire loses nothing, when accurately is a phenomenon only to be accounted for by the
painted, in contrast with the pictures, in ver supposition that it is ordained that Chancery bar
milion and gold, which have so often been risters shall never disappear from the earth, and

silk, of black capes ﬁgured trousers, swords foisted

labelled

that the public are imbued with a self-destructive
instinct for the purpose of carrying out this ordi

embroidered matting, lacquer, gold, and a sort
of cool, airy, cheerful splendour.
LAW soorrs.
The proper reverences having been made and
Shall we Register Title! ~01’, the Objections to
an address delivered, the Most High, Mighty
and Glorious Prince said three or four words; Land and Title Registry Stated and Answered.
Sir Rutherford bowed, the Tycoon nodded, and By Tenison Edwards, Esq., Barrister-at-Law.
(Chapman & Hall.)—Shall we register title‘! The
the Envoy Extraordinary went home.—

nance.
A Practical Treatise on the Law relating {0
Mine: and Mining Companies.
By Whitton

and prostrate corpu ence-of painted screens,

" Immediately after, Oribeno-no-kami, a second

Governor of Foreign Affairs, made his appearance
with a box carried by eight men—a present from

the Tycoon, with which he was specially charged,
asa time-honoured custom. On the top was a roll
of dried ﬁsh and seaweed, tied round by a red and
white string, made of twisted paper, the only string

upon

the

market, and

‘(Japan-Y1

question is one of some importance to a large part
of the owners of land in England, and one which,
so far as we can judge at present, they are disposed
to answer in the negative. We were assured, in the
speech on the prorogation of Parliament last year,
that “ the Act for rendering more easy the transfer

Arundell, Attorney-at-Law.

(Lockwood 8; Co.)—

This little book is calculated to convey such a
general knowledge of the laws relating to mines
and miners as an intelligent man, connected with
this branch of trade, and too wise to aspire to be

his own lawyer, would wish to have.

It gives the

outline of the legal management and working of a

mine from its formation to its winding up, whether
it be a joint-stock company, or be carried on upon

the cost-book system, with the rights and privileges

of land will add to the value of real property, will of the miners, and the law as to the rating of
mines. There is also a sufficient sketch of the his
they use—supposed to be emblematic of humility, make titles more simple and secure, and will dimi tory, jurisdiction and practice of the Stannaries
and to remind the Japanese that they were ‘once nish the expense attending foreclosures and sales."
Court, with a useful appendix of simple agree
a race of poor ﬁshermen, and that by temperance But this Royal prophecy yet remains to be fulﬁlled.
and frugality they had risen to greatness, which

Since that time an oﬂice has been established, and

ments, leases, &c.

The author has executed his

only by such virtues could be preserved.’ The box certain gentlemen, learned in the law, have for work with care and ability, and has produced a
contained a series of trays, with a variety of the
most recherché confectionery, tastefully arranged in
variegated rows and ﬁgures. The two Governors
and chief interpreter, Moriyama, accepted my invi
tation to breakfast, this answering to their usual
noon meal, and seemed to enjoy some preserved
mutton and green peas, as well as the champagne ;
and did not even refuse to eat-—in courtesy to their
host, probably—some remarkably tough beef, of
Japanese growth."

The Envoy made an interesting account of
the Holy Mountain Fusiyama, and a visit to the
Spas of Atami, observing a good deal of primi
tive life by the way, and describing much
magniﬁcent scenery. Hc afterwards under

some time been seated therein, prepared to carry

out the beneﬁcial objects contemplated by the Act.
But nobody comes to register his title. That an
Act of Parliament attempting to deal with an evil
so great, and so generally felt, as the complication

of our law of real property, should thus become
a dead letter, even for a time, will surprise all

of the whole class, which is closely regulated by
sumptuary laws, as is everything else in Japan.

this kind can be expected to answer.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Notices of Rock: and Fouils in the Uniomily

that are not aware of the immense power of the llfrueum, Oxford. By John Phillips,M.A.-Good
attornies in such matters. They have, with very museums seldom have good catalogues. That which
few exceptions, used every effort to dissuade their
clients from applying for registration under the
Act. Many, no doubt, have done this honestly,
from that dilike of all change which is strong in
every class, but is especially powerful in the law.
It is, nevertheless, in our opinion, certain that a

large portion of the landowners of this country
took a journey over from Nagasaki to Yeddo might obtain most substantial advantages by
across the Island of Kiusiu, the narrative of bringing themselves within the operation of this
which is equal in interest to anything else in a statute. Few of its opposers are, indeed, hardy
book interesting throughout, and accomplished enough to deny that to persons possessed of
a romantic voyage in a junk over the Suonada large properties which they are about to sell or
lease in building lots, the effect of the Act would
or Inland Sea, as it is inaccurately termed.—
be most beneﬁcial; and that this is no small class,
"The few Europeans who had hitherto taken
the appearance of the country about London and
this inner passage had generally given very glow
other large cities sufficiently testifies. In this
ing descriptions of the surpassing beauty of the
state of things it is well that the public should be
scenery. I cannot say I felt disposed to fall into made aware of the provisions of this Act, and of
ecstasies of admiration on either occasion.”
the beneﬁts which are within their reach, but
At Simonoséki, on the shore of this sea, are which they will not attain, unless they insist upon
the head-quarters of a class usually represented registration. This is the object of the little book
in the East by dancing-girls—an organized before us, and Mr. Edwards has expended con
siderable care upon it. The objections which he
institution of Japan.—
“ Of all things strange and incongruous connected
with such a national ‘institution,'nothingcan wellbe
more extraordinary or bizarre than the galacostume

“ handy-book " on the law of mines, which will be
found sufficient for all purposes which a work of

would be thought to come first often comes last;
and we could name ﬁrst-class geological collec
tions with third-class catalogues, and some with

none at all. Not only should there be good cata
logues, but all the fossils should be labelled and
numbered,—and the numbers refer to fuller ex
planations in catalogues. Something of this kind
is in progress at the Oxford Museum. The present

publication is intended as an interim help, and
such it will certainly provp.

Let us hope that, in

the end, Professor Phillips will issue a full ex
planatory catalogue which shall prove a model for
other museums. That he can do this is quite
certain; whether he will do it remains to be ascer

tained.
Elementary Treatise on Physics, Ezpn‘imental
and Applied. By Prof. Ganot. Translated and
Edited from the Ninth Edition, with the Author's
sanction, by E. Atkinson, Ph. D. (Bailliere.)—This
treatise may be safely recommended for use to the

classes devoted to the several branches of physical
science in schools and colleges. In nearly every
section we ﬁnd the information is brought down to

answers have but little weight; indeed, it speaks the most recent periods: it is to be regretted that
much in favour of the Act that, notwithstanding it is not so in all. We do not see that anything
the number of its assailants, their cleverness, and could be more satisfactory than the chapters de
the hearty good-will with which they have made voted to the mechanical powers, to hydrodynamics,
their assaults, so little that is really objectionable and to heat. We could, however, have desired

that the sections devoted to light-especially in its
A Handy-Book of chemical relations and to electricity-should have
is elaborately painted and powdered. Rich bro the Principles of Law and Equity ; comprising the treated of the recent discoveries in those sciences
caded robes lightly swathed round the waist and Rights and Wrongs of Individuals. By a Barrister. more comprehensively. It may be that the author,

With a forest of metallic hair-pins of large dimen

sions, the hair is trained back from the face, which

has been discovered.
Every Man‘; Own Lawyer.

(Lockwood & Co.)—-The author, with professional
prudence, fully recognizes the fact that the assist
ance of a lawyer is sometimes a necessary evil.
behind in a train, gives them very much the appear Yet, as this recognition is contained in the preface,
which of course few of those who consult this book
ance of mermaids."
——The girls are sold into this degradation by will read, we consider that the tendency of the
their parents, and, after some years of it, return volume is extremely dangerous. It is, no doubt, to
be desired that all persons should have a general
to domestic life. Another very peculiar class notion of the laws under which they live; but any
is that of Daimios, or Princes, the nobility of book which endeavours to do more than to supply
Japan not being an exclusively happy race, but, such a general notion will, we believe, he found to
on the contrary, pitied for the monotony of be a snare which will entangle many of its readers
their lives by Sir Rutherford Alcock.
in lawsuits, Chancery suits, county courts, bank

secured by a girdle of many folds, forming a sort
of bag or muff in front, complete the costume.
The robe descends below the feet, and sweeping

and the translator and editor, felt it to be imprac
ticable, within the limits to which they have con
ﬁned their labours, to do more than glance at those
discoveries which are opening out some of the
widest ﬁelds upon which to exercise the powers of
the intellect ; especially those of spectral analysis,
and those which embrace the all-important study

of the csmose forces of Professor Graham.

It

- should, however, have been remembered that there
is no single work to which the student can be re
ferred for information. He must plod with much
industry through the Transactions of British and
Continental societies before he can make himself
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acquainted with the present state of our knowledge contained in this pretty gift-book are greatly supe of the Phenomena of Organic Nature.- beiny Six
on the subjects referred to. It is not unusual for rior to the ordinary run of nursery literature. The Lectures to Working Men, by Prof. Huxley (Hard
writers on science in France and in Germany to one we most like is the last, "An Episode in the wicke),—Scimce Elucidative of Scripture and Not
ignore the labours of English scientiﬁc discoverer-s. l Life of Andreas Toﬁ'el." Little readers will Antagonistic to it, by J. R. Young (Lockwood 8t
This is to be regretted; but it is still more to be approve the moral of the story, and resolve not to Co.),—0onnt Egmont as Depicted in Painting,
regretted that the editor of the present work has imitate the worldly-minded shoemaker, who threw Poetry and History, by Gallait, Goethe, and Schiller,
not relieved it from the liability to censure on these all‘ his “true love” because she remained poor, by H. Schlitze \Vilson (Smith, Elder 8t (30.),
ounds. The “getting up" of this ‘ Elementary when he suddenly became rich.
A Trip to Constantinople; the Women of Turkey ,
tise' is good; ‘the illustrative woodcuts are
Parvula, etc. By Minimus. (Triibner 6: Co.)— Harem. Bondage ,- and Min Nightingale at Seams-i
We are informed by a sub-title that ‘ Parvula' Hospital, by L. Dunne (Sheppard),—Volume II. of
excellent, alike in drawing and in execution.
Holiday House: a Book for the Young. By is a collection of little rhymes concerning little Tales and Sketches of Lancashire Life, by B. Brier
Catherine Sinclair. (Edinburgh, Wood; London, l ﬂowers, little birds, little girls, dzc. In fact, every ley (Simpkin),-A Visit to Lancashire in December
Houlston 8r Wright.)-Miss Sinclair is of opinion thing in the plan of the book is “little." The 1862, by Ellen Barlee (Seeley),—-Dnte obolmn Lan
that children are sore suﬂ‘erers from the pedantry ‘ merit, unfortunately, is no exception to the rule of castrire, F. E. G. (Bell 8: Daldy),—Part I. of Die
and stiffness of the literature provided for their diminution. Good intentions and kind feelings are tionnaire Général de la Politique, par M; Maurice
amusement and ediﬁcation. Exclaiming against always apparent; but, in seeking to adapt himself Block (Williams 8r Norgate),—-Le Colon, elm Ré
the tractates on the 'ologies which now-a-days to juvenile readers, the author becomes, not child gime: m Problémes, son Inﬂuence m Europe,
make up the chief part of achild‘s library, she like, but childish.
Louis Reybaud (Paris, Ldvy ),—Essai d’un Diction
The Crown of Success,- or, Four Heads to Fur nail-e des Homonymes Francois, par E. Zlatagorskiii
endeavours to “ paint that species of noisy, frolic
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e a heedless
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boyno
andsooner
girl, named
sHaaiirie
and Laura,
who have
been 1 on examination, proves to be best furnished. The Assumption of Surnames without Royal Licence
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after they have kept all their friends, except awful maintains. His particular deduction from it is the
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work. I said I had not : being generally cognizant the difference of size in the cerebrum of the highest

Lyell in order to impress his readers with the notion
that I had a design to promote and persist in pro
moting an error, and to mislead the public. In
the same spirit, Sir Charles Lyell represents me
to state, in regard to the Qusdrumans, that the
“cerebrum extends over more or less of the cerebel

of the matter of the volume, I had not competed
he
with
replied,
the nger
“you
applicants
ought to for
seeitit—you
at the Club.
are attacked
“Oh !“

lum." I nowhere make such a statement. The
proposition is affirmed of “ the third leading

APEORIGXN OF MAN AS Tml) By THE BRArN-_ show, or been at all concerned to show, that the
Athennsum Club, February 12, mos ‘ cerebrum in apes did not overlap the cerebellum,

Returning yesterday with a friend, Mr. Pollock, ‘ I should have been amenable to the imputation
from a Committee of the Royal Literary Fund, be which Sir Charles Lyell has sought to ﬁx upon me:
asked me if I had read Sir Charles Lyell‘s new

if I desired and was really only concerned to show
ape and in that of the smallest normal human brain,
put
the fair
this character
and impartial
beforespirit
the public
in which
will
I sought
be vindi

in it.” “How sol I have accepted its best evi- cated by the choice which I made of the ﬁgures
dances of man's antiquity.” He rejoined,—“ It is . of the chimpanzee's brain extant in 1857.
There were two: one by Vrolik and Van der
not that; it relatesto the Ape-origin question. You
are charged with continuing to cite or use erroneous , Kolk, in the Transactions of the Royal Nether
ﬁgures of the ape’s brain by foreign anatomist-s lands Institute for 1849; the other by Gratiolet,
after they themselves had admitted them to be in 1854. The latter was the smaller brain : it had
erroneous. I assure you it has left an impression, on been taken from a younger specimen of chimpan
those who don’t know you, of unfairness on your‘ zee; the length of the cerebrum, e.g., was 3 inches
part, which you ought to remove if the imputation 10.5 lines: in the brain ﬁgured by the Dutch ana
has not been fairly made." Of course I went to tomists, from a larger and older chimpanzee, the
the Club, got the volume, and found that some, length of the cerebrum was 4 inches 3 lines. I
observations of mine on the cerebral characters of i chose, therefore, the latter ﬁgure, and selected to
Man and Apes were so set forth, with remarks and contrast with it the smallest of the normal negro's
statements, as to convey, and apparently with in- , brains ﬁgured by Tiedemann in the Philosophical
tention, the impression they had made on Mr. Transactions. — ‘ On the Brain of the Negro
Pollock.
lcompared with that of the European and of the
The author refers, e. (1., to my Paper, read to the Orang-utan,’ Phil. Trans. 1836.
‘ Descriptions
British
ing
to the
Association,
disclaimer
1862,
by in
thewhich,
Dutch“ without
anatomists
alludof of
No.Hunterian
1,338 (1835).
Specimens,‘ Physiol.
.
C'altal. vol.

modiﬁcation of the mammalian cerebrum " (lriml.
Proc. p. l7)—of that which, “save in very few ex
ceﬂional cases of the smaller and inferior forms of
Quudrumunu,’I shows “ the superﬁcies folded into
more or less numerous gyri or convolutions": it is
' affirmed of the Gyrencephala generally, i. e. of
Cetacea, b‘irenia, Proboscidea, Perissodsctyla,
Artrodactyla, Camivora, as well as of Quadru
mana. Most of these Gyrencepbala, including the
Ruminauts, show the degree of “less " in the cha
; racter assigned; almost all the Qundrumana show
the degree of “ more"; and the extent of that
degree is exempliﬁed by me in the smooth brain of
the little marmoset. It must be remembered that
I was communicating a classiﬁcation zoological

paper to a Linnean society, and had the example
of Linneus to follow in the succinctness and brevity
of my characters. I assumed the requisite amount
of zootomical knowledge in my candid readers.

I did not foresee that forensic craft would be
The occasion of the reproduction of these ﬁgures brought to bear upon making out a bill of indict
i was the desire to illustrate, from sources not pre ment against me, by reckoning up reticences
on
to a special theory, my own in respect to as negutions, and mis-stating the extent and mean
‘ the value of cerebral characters in the classiﬁcation ing of the application of the characters I proposed.
of the mammalia. Save on this point-the hiatus Besides the difference of size between the highest
; between ape and man—I derived the other ﬁgures Gyrcncephale and the lowest Archencephole, them
‘ of the brains of mammalia from originals, by which was a relative character by which that difference
I had illustrated previous papers in the Philo 1 could be zoologically deﬁned; the extension, viz.,
roph'ical Transactimu. And, in regard to the illus of the cerebrum beyond the cerebellum in the
These are the facts. In 1861 I received a brain , tration of the quadrumanous character of the back human brains. No subsequent deﬁnition of the
which I expressly described as “ a partially-decom- ; ward growth of the cerebrum, I selected therefrom front boundary of the posterior lobes, applicable to
posed one of the gorilla,"—Amuzls and Magazim ‘ the ﬁgure of the smooth brain of the South Ameri ,classiﬁcatory purposes, has since been given, ex
of Nalural History, vol. vii. p. 457. It had been , can ape (Midas ruﬁmanus), as showing the cere~ cepting that which I proposed, from therelative posi
transmitted in spirits, and served only to show brum covering the cerebellum, with a ﬁssure de~ tion of the ccrebrum to the cerebellum; whereby
the general characters of the lateral ventricles: ﬁning the anterior lobe, but without any indication ‘the Archencephala are characterized, and can be
the absence, e. 9., of the prolongation, as in man, of such deﬁnition of a posterior lobe. That name ‘ intclligibly defined, as possessing “posterior cere<
of the “ anterior col-nu," beyond the “ corpus stria- , had been loosely given by myself and others to the bral lobes." But these lobes, and the supra‘csre
tum," and the extent of ~ the ventricle backwards part of the hemispheres which is co-extensive back bellar parts of the hemispheres in man and apes,
into the part called by Tiede'mann “ scrobiculus loco word with the cerebellum in most Quadrumana.
have certain cavities and structures. Tiedsmann,
cornu posterioxis.” In making this dissection, much
Our best authropotomists had confessed that whose labours had added most to our knowledge of
of the outer partially-decomposed convolutions were there was no precise boundary, but a gradual the development and comparative anatomy of the
removed, and the ﬁgure of the ventricles of the transition between the so-called middle and poste brain, had described and ﬁgured those which the
cercbrum accordingly shows a part of the care rior lobes: for the purpose, therefore, of one of the ‘ supra-cerebellar part of the brain of the Macao“;
bellum exposed.
This ﬁgure is given in the zoological characters of the archencephalous brain, nematrinus displayed (loom Oerebri Simiarum,
Alhcrurum. report of the Royal Institution Lec 5 I proposed “relative position to the cerebellum." p. 14, tab. ii, fig. 3) ; and the valuable descrip
ture, March 23, 1861. As the state of this brain . Before the audience I was addressing, and with the tions of the corresponding structure in the brains
did not permit me to determine the precise back- illustrations even of a low form of Quadrumanous of other Quadrumana by the anatnmists cited
ward extent of the cerebrum, I said nothing about brain submitted to them, I assumed that it was by Sir Charles Lyell have conﬁrmed the ex
it. My remarks were limited to the internal struc- understood that in all, save the Lemurine Quadru actitude and acumen of 'I‘iedemann‘s perception
tures, distinguished by the transverse lines in the mana, the cerebral hemispheres overlapped both 10f the relation of these structures to the more
di
ms. But I supplied the information as best the olfactory lobes and the cerebellum,-—nt least , complex infoldings and_ windings of the pos~
I might, by subjoining to the ﬁgure of m dissec to the degree shown in my ﬁgure of the small ape's ‘ teiior parts of the ventricles in them. It nits
tion ﬁgures of sections of the skulls of
e'negro brain, ﬁg. 3, p. 19. Entering, then, upon the cha- 1 Sir Charles Lyell‘s aim to decry this discovu'y
and gorilla, from which a true inference might be racters of the human brain, I state, “ Not only do of Tiedemunn's as “mere negative evidence.” It is
drawn of the extent of the cerebrum in question, the cerebral hemispheres overlap the olfactory lobes a positive demonstration, and the ﬁrst, if not the
provided allowance was made for the lateral sinuses. and cerebellum, but they extend in advance of the best, of the “scrobiculus parvus loco cornu pos
Therefore, what Sir Charles Lyell states that I “ re‘ arc and further back than the other. ”—(Proccedings teriolis” (tom. cit. p. 14). The orchencephalous
presented" on this subject is to be understood as of the Limmm Society, February 17th and April ‘ brain can accordingly be deﬁned, with accuracy
merely that which the figure of my dissection re 21st, 1857, p. 19.) In both the original Paper on and precision, as possessing the “ posterior horn of
presents. I subsequently obtained a satisfactory the Cerebral Classiﬁcation of the Mammulia and the lateral ventricle,” as contrasted with the
cast of the interior of the cranium of an adult male in my ‘Reade‘s Lecture‘ of 1859, the ﬁgures of l “scrobiculus in loco cornu posterioris.” But are
gorilla; and my description of this cast in 1862 i the larger brains were reduced, and in different . they not homologous parts? it haslbeen asked,
contains
my ﬁrst and sole statement as to the rela ' degrees I therefore republished the ﬁgures of the or rather howled. Unquestionably. Just as the
_

their defective plates, he (Prof. Owen) observes,
that in the Gorilla the cerebrum ‘extends over
the cerebellum, not beyond it';—correcting the
description of the same brain given by Prof. Owenin
186l,-—‘ in which a considerable part of the cerebellum of the gorilla is represented as unoovercd'”
This conveys the impression that, in regard to the
same brain, Irepresented it as showing one structure in 1861 and a different structure in 1862.

tive backward extent of the cerebrum and cerebel- chimpanzee and negro brains of the full size in 1861,

“foot" of man is homologous with the "lower

lum in that ape.
,- —with the same view, however, of showing the hand" of the ape. You may say, indeed, of that
My case, therefore, in this matter, as stated by ‘ degree in which that ape’s brain “ approaches in 1 “ hand," that it is “a foot modiﬁed for grasping";
Sir Charles Lyell, is not correctly stated. I do size and structure” to man. There is no other and in the same sense you may say of the human
not say that it is unfairly stated, because by “ the reference to the cerebellum, or to its proportionate foot, that it is a " hand modiﬁed for walking."
same brain," he might have meant “ brain of the i size, than the remark that, as compared with the .‘When Cuvier, in his zoological deﬁnitions of
same species," and by “ represented," merely that ‘ gorilla, the chimpanzee seems to approach nearer Bimana, atﬁrmed—“ L'homme est le seul animal
the ﬁgure in the Allienmum showed so and so. In l to man. Not one word is said about the relative vraiment bimane ct bipéde " (Régma Animal, tom. i.
reference to the ﬁgures of the chimpanzee‘s brain ‘ positions of the cerebrum and cerebellum, or the , p. 70), be offered an unscrupulous antagonist an
(Lyell, op. cit., p. 482, ﬁg. 54), referred to by degree in which the former overlaps the latter in analogous opportunity for ﬂat contradictions.
Lyell us "distorted," “shrunk” and “defective,” ‘ the ape and negro. Yet Sir Charles Lyell (p. 485) Young anutomists might have been beguiled to
it is simply one in which the cerebral hemispheres quotes this Paper in the Annals and Magazine prop up such contradictor, by publishing descrip
have glided forward and apart behind, so as to of Natural History, vol. vii., p. 456, 1861, as‘ tions and ﬁgures of the bony structure of the limbs
expose a portion of the cerebellum. No part is l having been published. His words are, “come in orangs, macacques, South American bowlers, and
wanting
any part hemisphere
in excess. The
true
dimensions
_ or shrunk,
_
of nor
eachis cerebral
are I‘l relative
out withand
a new
different
paper,”—“
extent expressly
to which to
theshow
cerebel
the other apes, demonstrating "every bone strictly
homologous"; and might ﬂatter themselves and
given, as also a good idea. of that of the cerebellum. , lum is overlapped by the-cerebrum in the two cases ' impose on some others, that they were exposing the
If, when I published this ﬁgure, I had desired to respectively." This misstatement is made by SirC. 1 ignorance and mistakes of the master, and supply
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ing him and the world with desirable information.
NcVertheless, forthe purposes of zoology, it remains
necessary to name certain modiﬁcations when found
to be ﬁxed characteme groups, as, e. 9., “ menus,"
“ pes,” “pollex,” “ hallex,” “cornu posterior,"
“scrobiculus,” “hippocampus minor," he, and to
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already exempliﬁed. Does Sir Charles Lyell really
think it believable that a communication formally

Quadrumana, the cerebrum does not overlap the ‘ Poésies Diverses') be true, is a matter of con
cerebellum.
I have already refuted that by jecture (sci doll in gestellt ).”— (Nicolai, ‘ Freizniithige
referring to the brain of the small ape ﬁgured Anmerkungen uber Zimmermann’s Fragmente,’
side by side with that of the one which I selected Berlin, 1791, i., 181.) Then, at a later period, again
on account of its large size, in the Memoir recurring to the subject, he gives what he has
'of 1857, .p. 19. Yes, says Lyell (p. 481), “ in learnt, from good authority, to have been the
that Memoir you illustrated the difference be reason of Bonneville‘s imprisonment (some swin
tween the Humsn and Simian brain by ﬁgures of dling transaction), and adds—“That there was
those of the .ilida: Miﬁmanus and one of the chim any charge against him about the ‘ Matinées' and
panzee.” But, adds my accuser (p. 485), in 1859, the ‘Poésies Diverses,’ is considered doubtful b
“ In his Reade's Lecture, delivered at the Univer some (winl son cim'gen bemezfeIt)."—-Ib., ii., 254.
sity of Cambridge, the only illustration which he I give the more important original German words
gives of an ape's brain was a reproduction of that for the especial behoof of my candid critics, Messrs.
distorted one of the Dutch anatomists already Williams 8-: Norgate, who, in a pleasant manner
cited." Now, this assertion is not merely inaccu of their own, but resting in mere general insinua
rate,—it is the opposite of truth. -\Vhoevcr will tions, accuse me of mistranslating, “ probably from
turn to page 25 of the Lecture cited, will see that ignorance," and of misrepresenting. If these eru»
the same illustrations from the ape-series of the dite and polite gentlemen will specify what passages
overlapping cerebrum are given (ﬁgure 6) to cor I mistranslated, and what “ facts ” I misrepresented,
rect the impression which a non-anatomist might I- shall, if needful, be happy to meet their charges.
derive from the ﬁgure of the larger ape's brain In the species of amenities which form the staple
(ﬁgure 7), selected, as appears, in the original of their letter, they shall have the ﬁeld all to them
Memoir published in the Linnean volume of selves. The announcement of the intended com
1857!
The refutation is, indeed, so easy and memoration of the Centenary of the Peace of
obvious, that I believe the mistake has been made Hubertsbnrg I took from Prof. Preuss‘s ‘ Notice’
accidentally, and quite unintentionally, by Lyell. in the Nationalzdtung, to which I otherwise
At most, it may indicate the animus. The subject of repeatedly referred in my former letter. That,
my ‘ Reade‘s Lecture ' being also that of my original with this ‘Notice’ before me, I inadvertently seem
‘Memoir,’ to illustrate the classiﬁcation of the to have written “ Utrecht” for “Hubertsburg,”
mammalia, and their primary distribution accord has proved such a godsend to the publishers of the
ing to cerebral characters, the same obligation ‘Opuscule Inédit’ and of the Home and Foreign
weighed with me not to understate the size which Review, that they really owe some small hecatomb
the brain reached in the ape-series; and I again to Mercury for it. But what they still owe to the
gave that ﬁgure, which, however often it may be public—and all the more after your Correspondent
stigmatized as “ defective, shrunken or distorted,” “ W. B.‘s " straightforward history of his copy of
still shows the full and true dimensions and con the ‘ Matinées '-—is, a statement of the source from
volute structure of the cerebral hemispheres ; and which they derived the exclusive knowledge of
at that period even the Dutch anatomists had not M. de Méneval‘s feat at Sans-Souci, and of the

read and fully discussed at two meetings of the

deemed it necessary to own the impeachment that successive stages by which their “ [we aulhcw

predicate of these as being peculiar to the groups
they characterize. The time may arrive when such
helps and artiﬁces of the classiﬁer will be no longer
needed; when they may give way to higher con
siderations or to still wider generalizations. But

it had not arrived when I submitted to the Linnean
Society, in 1857, my proposed improvement in the

classiﬁcation of the Mammalia.
The largest brain of a chimpanzee there ﬁgured
was the fairest and most appropriate subject of
comparison with the smallest normal human brain.

What I have read of the history of the Hot‘
tentot Venus, of the absence of some of the com
mon instincts of her sex as they are manifested
by other females of her race, impresses me with
the conviction of her idiocy. There are skulls of

both males and females of the Boschisman in this
country which afford a truer average of their cere
bral developement than is represented by the ab
normal brain selected by Lyell to compare with
the chimpanzee. But this leads to considerations

quite apart from those of the Zoological Memoir
which he criticizes. The cerebral characters of the
Archencephala, accordingto the deﬁnitions given, are
true. Sir Charles Lyell represents their promulga
tion as causing a general astonishment in the ana
tomical world. This is a ﬁgure of rhetoric, to use
the mildest term. No exception to them was taken

until the ape-origin of mankind began to be re
mooted; and the nature of this objection I have

Linnean Society (February 17 and April 2], 1857), the cerebellum was unnaturally exposed.
tique," with the original spelling unaltered, has
Mr. Pollock might well ask, “ Are not you and come into their hands.
referred, reported on, published,—I say nothing of
Tun Grams TRANSLATOR or CARLYLE'S
the author and the pains he had long bestowed on Lyell on good terms?" Of a surety, it is no
it,—could have been suffered to appear with errors friends work to so state a case as to leave the
‘Hrs'roar or Fslnnarcn.’
so gross as to astound the whole anatomical world? impression which that statement had left on the
And that too in respect to large and conspicuous mind of the Master of Exchequer; to so mingle
LITERARY LARCEN'Y.
structures ! He is deceived. All the points to facts with rhetorical comments and misstatements
Hammersmlth, Feb. 14, 1863.
which exception has been taken were fully discussed of diﬂ‘erent degree, as to build up the imputation
Sons fourorﬁve years ago I published a little book
in 1857. The “ supra~cerebellar part of the ape's without directly uttering it. Had Sir Charles been
brain," the “ scrobiculus in loco cornu posterior-is,” on his old circuit, he could not have drawn up the of travels called ‘Southern Lights and Shadows,’
were as well understood by the anatomists and bill of indictment and pleaded for a verdict more which—thanks to kindly notices in your columns
elsewhere — was tolerany successful.
The
physiologists then present as now. It was admitted subtilly. But then the accused would have had and
work, however, was sadly abused in the Australian
that, subject to the deﬁnitions I had given, the the opportunity to make at once his defence, and
colonies, and, for some reason or other which was
archencephalous characters might receive the brief an impartial judge would have summed up before never made apparent to me, gave sore offence to
and intelligible deﬁnitions which I proposed for the verdict: the poison would have been properly the Methodists of New South Wales. The volume
them. Their analogy with the Cuvier'ian deﬁnitions met by its antidote. But now this inferential has, I think, run out of print, and is probably by
and restricted terms and applications of locomotive calumny goes forth in the most popular book of this time forgotten. Nevertheless, it has strangely
characters was obvious. My arguments for the the season, and produces its blight before any
been decreed that a leader of the body who were
superior importance of cerebral over pedial struc remedy can be applied. Sir Charles has here a
most oﬁ'ended at it shall revive and perpetuate its
tures were unrefuted; if the latter supported an great advantage over me; but it is one of which no
" pages.
ordinal distinction, the fonner must support a sub kindly-disposed nature will envy him. The tree is “ obnoxious
Within the last day or two a “ second edition "
class. Of course I am aware of the inferior nature known by its fruit; and if such be the produce of the
of a book entitled ‘Australia; with Notes by the
of such considerations—0f these zoological artiﬁces fair tree of knowledge which Lyell has so skilfully
Way,’ by Frederick J. Jobson, D.D., has come
and distinctions,—0nly at present we cannot get on decked and set off to the world, it cannot be ai
under my notice. I cannot exactly tell what led
RICHARD OWEN.
without them. “‘hat I chieﬂy desiderated at that sound and wholesome one.
me to look into its pages, unless from a desire of
time was some knowledge of the gorilla’s brain:

seeing how a Methodist divine would deal with a

I had sought to exemplify it by the section of the
Lm naturism Remus.

adult cranium ﬁgured in the A thenwum for March,

Hampstesd, Feb. 17, 1863.

1861, and in an earlier part of the Zoological

subject which, under my treatment, had proved
l
‘

so unpleasant to the Wesleyan communit of Trans

A contemporary, in discussing the ‘Matinées,’ Paciﬁca. Imagine my surprise when I ound that,
Transactions; the only example that reached ms
mentions Bonneville as connected with the oriq from the opening
_ to the close of Dr. Jobson's
l
f
was in a state yielding little more than some idea ginal
publication. This, I believe, is after a state- 1 Will‘me, the leadlng Paragrapha werf' “fig? Pom
of the form and extent of the latent ventricles, and
ment or suggestion of Thiébault’s, though Thié- \ “IX southern Lilli,“ and _Shadows 5 '5 Q
the degree in which the “ scrobiculus " was deve
Nicolai, always ‘ serious charge to bring against any_author, and so
loped. I then obtained a cast of the interior of i bault does not name Bonneville.
specially serious when brought against an author
the cranium, and when, in pointing out its ch- 1 a trustworthier guide than Thiébault, incidentally ‘ who carries ‘ D.D.’ at the end of his name, that I
meters by comparison with the human brain at touches the subject twice, and puts it on its roper feel bound to support it with direct and minds
Cambridge, I did not allude to the fact that in ‘ footing. Speaking of some pamphlet, ‘ De lAmé

rique et des Américains '—another of those nume- takes-hie Widence-

I errand, therfafohm, “1 Paisllffl

Vrolik's ﬁgure of the largest specimen of a chim
13
panzec's brain then extant, the displacement of i rous pieces which were fathered open Frederick ‘ folumm, a fe‘f“ 0f the Pmaggh:5 “bra “£853;
by speculative publishers and others—he says,—l quthem Lights and )ha‘boziih mu hteavt and
the cerebral lobes exposed a part of ﬁre cerebellum, 3
“ This pamphlet, still well known in Berlin, is not L Whmh now fe'aPPea-r, ‘f'lt _ u f e s 8
a:
and that more of the cerebellum was visible than i by the King; its author is a Frenchman of the ‘ Shallowest dlsEmPe (2 dlsgllm'efl 5}) riumlmren :

would be seen if the brain were in rim naturali, as , name of Bonneville, who for unknown reasons has ‘ diameter “fat; mm the 6?“ "fluizg oamveitg
Prof. Vrolik had very recently admitted: or, as ‘ been several years a prisoner in the citadel at" reveal What 1'? “flecks?! hula): m
"5
, “l Sir Charles put: it, I described the gorilla’s brain '
Spandau. People thought that he wrote thei Now” by the Way, In 1563 ~
’
“ without alluding to the disclaimer by the Dutch
MyBook.
Df- JM'M
anatomists of their defective plates “ of the chim- ' pasquil, ‘Les Matinées du Roi de Prusse,’ and
panzee’s brain. In order that this remark should also that he purloined—but it is not known from) The evenings in Aunt-ii; The arguing: up, Sydney
whom—the ‘ Poésies Diverses’ (Poems by End are sinKMapgdlnautliul. a: mint: tags,“
produce, the effect and leave the impression; dcrick, which were stolen and surreptitiously pub-l ﬁvzhzﬂfilgm O,“31"e“:l’sgn_ brig“ 8"“, lane that you

intended, Lyell pleads to show that I was mainly
concerned in misinforming the world that, in the lished).

Whether this (of the ‘ Matinées' and thell

The stars are very white and could see to road byit.
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stars, too, were brighter and .1 3600mpany their robberies with murder to prevent
larger than our: in appear ‘ detection !
DECORATIONS FOR ST. PAUL'S.
ance, and seemed to drop like
FOR
a
long time the idea of completing the
pendent lamps of glittering
Dr. Jobson's Book.
My Book.
crystal from the deep blue
metropolitan cathedral with something like its
It (the mosquito‘; comes
The pungent bites of mus
dom-e above.—P. 150.
buzzing against your cheek quitoes, which in theevening, architect's originally intended splendour has been
All Dr. Jobson does here is to give us his new with adrowsysing-song whir, whether in public, social, or before the public. Mosaics, frescoes and other
ﬁxes
its suckers into the private life, come buzzing forms of ornamentation have been suggested, many
lamps of crystal for my old ones of silver.
ﬂesh, and bounds off with against your check with a
Dr. Jobson's Book.
My Book.
another song-a kind of car
culiar with‘, fixing their methods of applying each mooted, and something
There are more than five mcn friumphole-leaving a loodquckers in the ﬂesh, done so far as subscription from the City companies
In Sydney and its imme
diate neighbourhood there hundred public- houses in large red mark behind it, and then, after drawing their and private persons permitted. This beginning
are no less than ﬁve hundred Sydney and its immediate which is far more irritating full potion, ﬂying of! with a took the form of gilding, applied to the bonds of‘
public-houses, many of them neighbourhood, and some of 5 than a healing blister. .. flutter of triumph, leaving a
as great and garish u the them are as . . . gayand garish
_
, They have a great relish
blotch behind, which, until mouldings that traverse sections of the choir,
gin-palaces of London.
as our own street-corner gin- - being epicures in their way ripened to a yellow head, is enclose the great arches bearing up the cupola, or
P. 52.
palaces-P. 157.
-for the round, fat, mottled far more irritating than a go overhead from side to side in the nave. A new
of the hand ridgiug the healing blister... And they
As Dr. Jobson was writing three years after me, part
off-side of the palm. In have evidently a high relish life came upon the cathedral when it began to be
he, no doubt, conceived it a safe and subtle altera about two seconds one will for the round [at part of the used as a church, by holding special services in the
tion to turn the word “ less " into “more"; but sow it with bumps and blis hand,from the u'rintlnme to vast “ crossing" the dome roofs in. Subscriptions
ters from the wrist to the little the little ﬂag‘ r. if this part purchased the new organ. A ulpit has been added,
as the "ﬁve” was a misprint for three in my ﬁnger.
. . .They, too, especial be exposed from under the
book, his caution has only made the trap into iy, hate and harass the new coverlid for ﬁve minutes, it and new statues have ﬁll
some of the space
will be sown all over by them that seemed ﬁt only to hold the mighty dead of an
which he has put his foot clip it the closer. A chum-Pp. 83-4.
with
bumps
and
blisters,
not
similar maladroitness characterizes the reverend
empire. So much had been actually done, that to
to be forgotten till the next
author's picking and stealing throughout. The
night, if so soon. They, too, do more seems practicable, if not imperative:
reader will see it strikingly displayed in the next
like the boys in the streets, therefore, the authorities cast about for artists to
have wanton pleasure in vex
example, where the sentences are so unaltered in
supply designs with which a beginning of the
ing “ new chums."
themselves, and yet so changed in their sequence
scheme of decoration might be made. A broad
Pp. 15&9.
large, and seem to drop pen
dulous from the blue, like
silver lamps from a dome of
calaiic.-P. 85.

and order, that, like the boy who steals the eggs in
‘Parents and Guardians,’ Dr. Jobson evidently

suggestion, as to the general effect of the whole,

One very brief illustration more, and I have was given by Mr. Penrose, cathedral architect, or

thinks he has only to shift position to annihilate ﬁnished with Dr. Jobson :
identity.—
M11 Book.
The white earth cracks as
it passes over it, as though it
were a globe of crystal struck
by some invisible and mighty
hand. The air is hot and
murky, as the breath from
an oven; and you are trees
wither-the fruit shrivel and
drop from the vines- as
though the Last Seal were
opened, and the breath of the
Deltroyln Angel had gone
!0rth....
e dogs in the
street lie down and hide
their dry protruding tongues
Y in the dust. . . .The "South
erly Buster," as the change
is called, generally comps

early in the evening. A cloud
of dust-they call it, in
Sydney, a “brickﬂelder"thicker than any London fog,
heralds its approach, and
moves like a compact wall
across the country. In a
minute the temperature will
sink ﬁfty or sixty degrees;
and so keenly does the and
den change affect the system,
that....y0ur great-coat is
buttoned tightly around you
untilaﬁrecanbelighted. ..
The sight is grand and awful,
and hints o the Final Apo
calypse-Pp. 86-88.

My Book.
The shark gleaming, green
and still, just an arm's depth
below the surface-P. 131.

Dr. Jobson's Book.
301., Man‘)! 2.—Pleasant
e down the harbour,
n which, gleaming, still and
green, at not more than an
arm's depth from the surface,
the ravenous shark might be
seem-I’. 173.

D1‘. Jobson's Book.
There are also storms of
heated dust, which pass over
the city, and move like a
compact wall across it, dark
ening the sun, reddening the
sky, withering the trees, and
making the scorched earth
This last example raises one's gorge. I close
crack under them, as if it
were s lobe of brittle pot
my book with an attempt at a panorama of sea
tery.
ese hot dust storms scenery, and,1'n the middle of a sentence, are the
are terriﬁc in their aspect to
strangers. One would suppose words quoted in the left-hand column above. Dr.
that tho Seals of the Apoca» Jobson, after concluding his description of Sydney
lypso were being broken. . ..
with these words,—“ Only let the churches of
At these times, the thermo
meter rises to one hundredi Christ send an adequate number of missionaries to
India, China, the multitude of the isles, and to
and more, in the shade, an
all things are still and breath
the interior of Africa, and these heathen regions
less. The “bricktielders" shall assuredly be evangelized; these realms of
are usually followed, before
sin become the kingdom of our God and of His
the clay closes, with “ south
bustera," as the are named, Christ!” (p. 174)—opens the next section of his
from their coming from the book with-my ﬁsh! If a whale once appropriated
sea at the south; ‘and then
the mercury will suddenly a missionary, verily here is a missionary appro
priating a shark!
sink down forty or ﬁfty de
grees, until fires and great
In closing, let me say that my only object in
coats seem desirable. One of asking you to insert this letter is to direct other
these “ brickﬂeldeis" passed
over Sydney while we were writers on the subject to Dr. Jobson‘s book. If
there: when it seemed, as we he has taken so much from me, I have no doubt
looked from our bdcony at he has-to use an Australian phrase—“jumped
the Glebe towards the city,
other claims " for the balance of his nuggets.
as if the Last Seal were open
FRANK Fownnn.
ed, and the destroying angel
had received his commission
to o forth. . .Birds drop
d
from the trees, insects
SISTEBHOODS IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
die, dogs and cattle ut out
their tongues with burning
February 16, 1863.
dryness, and trees and Iants
Mar I, injustice to my co-religionists, ask for a
shrlvcl up like bunc es of
few
lines
in
your
journal,
to
say
that
we Catholics
scorched sticks and straws.
scarcely a blade of grass, or share to the full the disgust and horror so ably
a leaf upon a tree, is left; expressed by your reviewer in his notice of
and human beings fall down Margaret Goodman's revelations of the cruel
dead in the streets.-P. 157.

In the ﬁrst-quoted plagiarism Dr. Jobson gave
“crystal " for “silver"—in the above he supplies
“ brittle pottery ” for “ crystal." My “ dogs "
only are' aﬂiicted by the hot wind-Dr. Jobson

“ surveyor," as he is styled, after the fashion of
Wren's time, which no man, ﬁlling the post of
Wren, would desire to change.
A part of this general suggestion, which, by the
way, was exhibited at the International Exhibition
(No. 1546‘), pointed to ﬁlling with pictures the

spaces upon the ceiling of the roof, or semi-dome,
as it is styled, of the east end, or apex immediately

behind the altar. These spaces are three in number,
and their position indicates the desirableness of
having some grand subject, apt to the uses and
character of the building, as a whole, in the centre

compartment, and a subordinate subject in the
lesser divisions. The situation, which makes these
spaces visible from nearly the whole length of the
church, suggests this as the ﬁttest point for begin

ning a scheme of decoration.

If satisfactory, the

works would certainly enlist sympathy with the
plan, and bring aid towards its completion; if un
satisfactory, they would not, as on other spots they
must, break up any portion of the interior into two
parts. The Protestant origin, the uses and actual
shape of these spaces, may be said to have sug
gested the subjects for the designs. Where in a late
Medizeval or Roman Catholic structure the picture

of the Virgin would ﬁnd place, in St. Paul's might
best be that of Christ the Intercessor. So it has
been planned, and directions were given to the
artists to place in the side s
ﬁgures of Moses
and Elias. Messrs. G. F. Watts, F. Leighton, A.
Stevens and Henri de Triqueti were invited to

furnish designs in competition.

The ﬁrst<named

of these artists declined to compete, but agreed to

contribute adcsign. Mr. Stevens did not respond ;
the others compete with drawings that are now
open to inspection: a decision will shortly be made
upon their merits. It is understood that funds are
in hand suﬁicient to execute this part of the scheme.

The idea to be expressed is that grand one of the
mummeries practised by Miss Sellon. That a Saviour and Prophets uniting in the impressive
theme
of the Transﬁguration. The ﬁgures are to
portion of “ ye Lady Superior's ” plan should be
a hideous and foolish travestie of some parts of be seen at a height of eighty feet from the ground,
the constitutions of our religious orders, makes so their size admitted grandeur of treatment rarely

us perhaps feel, even more than Protestants, an attainable. The work of M. de Triqueti, who is,
anxious desire that these retreats of inhuman we believe, a young artist, fails to attain this
My “ great-coat is buttoned tightly around ” torture should be subject to some control and some grandeur of treatment. Mr. Leighton's design

blasts the beasts of the ﬁeld and the birds of the

air.

me—Dr. Jobson's “great-coat" is only thought
“desirable.” But this is accounted for, as with
me the thermometer “ sinks ﬁfty or sixty degrees,"
while with Dr. Jobson it “ sinks down” but “ forty

has, in the centre, Christ seated, with hands
inswction.
I will not lengthen my note to mention evenmne slightly advanced from his side, their palms
of the safeguards with which our religious estab brought forward as in intercession: the face is

lishments are jealously surrounded :—suﬂice it to seen in full front and raised, the eyes looking

or ﬁftyl’ My “ compact wall," “ Last Seal" and
“ Apocalypse," however, are taken bodily.

It is

scarcely worth while pointing out the ludicrous
errors which, in “ dodging " my description about,
Dr. Jobson has committed. The “ brickﬁelder”
is not the hot wind at all ; it is but another name
for the cold wind or “southerly-buster," which

follows the hot breue, and which, blowing over an
extensive sweep of sand-hills, called the Brick
ﬁelds, semicircling Sydney, carries a thick cloud

of dust (or “ brickﬁelder") across the city.

How

true is old Butler’s remark that some plagiarists

say, that, with us, so close and so careful is the
network of supervision-so simple and so available
the power of appeal, either to ecclesiastical autho
rity or to any chosen spiritual adviser, that it would
not be many days (were they indeed Catholics)
before “ye Lady Superior" would be expelled her
house, and the reverend guide of these unfortunate
young women would be suspended for the assump

upwards; the visage slightly bearded, the expres

sion intense and admirably rendered.

The artist

has given an air of extreme repose and immo
bility to his composition, ﬁt for the situation pro

posed for it: that aspect is attained by sobriet
and simplicity of the actions, general breadth

and massing of the draperies, which cover the
whole of the ﬁgures, leaving no openings for dis
tion of a special spiritual power which we do not play of the nude. The ﬁgure of Christ seems
steadfast, and without manifestation of passion in
hold as belonging to our priesthood.
A. P.
action. As an architectonic decoration, there is
great propriety in so designing the picture. Be
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Mr. Morris Moore has received from the autho
fore the feet of the Saviour, and bending down, was executed for treason against the Common
kneeling, with faces to the earth or looking up i wealth, 1651, at Bolton-le-Moors, in which town rities on Art in Rome an important testimony in
favour of his ‘Apollo and Marsyas.’ The Com
mission of the Pontiﬁcal Calcographic Department,
actions with that of the principal ﬁgure. Moses
Dr. Gray, in the Preface to his ‘Catalogue of composed of Commendatore Tommaso Minardi,
is placed in the left hand of this division: he P0stage-Stamps,‘ suggests a remedy for the ex Pietro Folo, Comm. Pietro Tenerani, Comm. Anto
kneels, looks upward and forward; his hands, pense of keeping accounts for the few letters not nio Sarti, Cavaliers Paolo Mercury (Director of
the ﬁgure showing in proﬁle, are put slightly back, prepaid which may be worthy of consideration, the Pontiﬁcal Calcographic Department), the Cav.
their palms open to his front—an absorbed action as the question is one of saving several thousand Alessandro Capalti, Nicola Consoni, and Giuseppe
that is singularly expressive. On the other side pounds. The system which he suggests has very Marcucci (acting coadjutor of the Director of the
is Elias, who, kneeling, bends his head and sinks lately been brought into use on the Continent to a Pontiﬁcal Calcographic Department), have request
his hands as in adoration.
certain extent. In France, they have very lately cd Mr. Moore to allow a drawing to be made from
Mr. \Vatts has avoided the error of depressing issued a special stamp, which is employed when local the work, with a view to its being engraved and
his central and most important ﬁgure by too great letters in the provinces are insufﬁciently, or not published on account of the Calcographic Depart
enlargement of the subordinates. He has given at all, prepaid. It is inscribed,—“ Postes-chiﬁ're ment. The Commission speaks of the picture as
quite a different motive to his design from that of taxe, 10 (or 15) centimes h. percevoir"; that is to an undoubted Raﬂ'aelle. Prof. Consoni undertakes
Mr. Leighton. I'Iis composition and the attitudes say, “to be paid on delivery." The Bavarian to superintend the drawing, assuming the entire
are full of mobility, expression and passion, suited Post-ofﬁce has a special stamp, used for a responsibility of it; and to still further insure its
to the theme. Christ soars with a song of glorify similar purpose: it is inscribed, “Bayer Post success the Commission proposes that the same
ing praise, “ as upon the breath of a psalm "; his taxe, 3 kreuzer, vorn Einpfanger zahlbar"; which Professor should make a tracing from the picture
arms, their palms uplifted, are expanded in ecstasy, may be translated, “Bavarian postage, 3 kreuzer, with his own hand. The engraving, it is further
and raised, as welcoming the light.
The face payable by the receiver." And, we are informed, said, will be executed under the care of Signor
looks straightforward and a little upwards, having there are stamps used for the purpose in other Paolo Mercuij, whose name is to appear on the
a noble spirituality upon the features.
About parts of Germany. Could not this plan be tried plate, as well as that of the actual engraver.
the feet of the ﬁgure are angels circling, some in St. Martin's-le-Grand?
Now Parliament has met, attention should be
shading their eyes from the light above. The
Last year the GOVernment sold 18,845 copies of recalled to the defects of the English Ordnance
overruling elfulgehce thus most skilfully used the Nautical Almanac, being an increase of more Maps—a subject brought forward last summer
to give a central idea and point to the companion than 2,000 over the year 1861. The number of through complaints in the newspapers, having led
is further expressed by the actions of the subordi Admiralty Charts sold in 1862 exceeded 75,000, to statements, on the one hand, from the ofﬁcials
nate ﬁgures. On the right of the picture Moses being much more than the average annual sale. of the Survey Department, and on the other, from
approaches, bending), not with the weight of the The number of Admiralty Books sold during the the mapsellers. It appears that twenty-ﬁve years
tables he hears, but efore the central light and the
same time was a good deal under the average, being have passed since any change was made in several
Godhead it symbolizes. The horns of glory his fore only 1,242. On the joint sale of charts and books of the maps, although the country has undergone
wards, are ﬁgures of worshippers in an ecstasy of the statue will be placed.

Mr. Calder Marshall

adoration, corresponding in the reticence of their i is preparing the model.

head has are made pale, and fade in the brightness

from above.

On the left is Elias, kneeling, with

the Board of Admiralty paid over to the Exchequer
4,277L in the past year.

the light full upon his face; his arms are open, as
The Registrar General and Dr. Farr have com
to embrace it with an air ecstatic and devout—an
action grandly mobile. Filling the inner and plained year after year that the vital statistics of
lower corners of the composition, connecting the the United,Kingdom are imperfect owing to the want
whole, so to say, are ﬁgures of men and women, of a registration of births and deaths in Ireland.
We are glad to see that a Bill to remedy this want
souls sleeping.
was read a second time in the House of Commons
this
week. Last year the Government measure
OUR \VEEKLY oossm
Lord Reese‘s installation as Chancellor of the had to be withdrawn because it proposed to place
Dublin University took place on Tuesday, when the registration in the hands of the police. Sir
honorary degrees were conferred, amongst others,
on Mr. Whitworth as a mechanical inventor, and
on Mr. Cooper, of Markree, as an eminent astro

nomer.

During the proceedings it was announced

that Sir James South took that opportunity of
presenting his twelve'inch achromatic object-glass,

with its appendages, to the Observatory of the
University. The installation Ode, written by Dr.
Waller, and set to music by Dr. Stewart, mentions

A quarter of a century seems

along period for the Survey Ofﬁce to sleep upon
its labours; yet what is it to that shown by the
example of a map (No. 27, Exmoor), dated the
“ 11th of October, 1809,” and “ Engraved in the
Drawing-room of the Tower by Benjamin Baker

and Assistants"? It was said that various additions
have kept the maps nearer to modern requirements

than their dates suggest.

In No. 27 nothing of

this sort has been vouchsafed ;— woe to the
pedestrian who trusts himself on Exmoor with no. ,
ide! He will need- inﬁnite patience and a
Robert Peel's present scheme gives the post of re better
'strar to the local medical ofﬁcer of the Board of tent. There are roads upon that map which have

uardians,—a decided improvement on his former no existence; there are existing roads unmarked.
plan.

On it, elsewhere, other blunders are rife. We
know a hamlet, with a Saxon name, omitted;

It appears from the Navy Estimates issued this roads made forty years since have no place; mis
week that, though there is a net decrease of more spelling of names is common. There is another fault
than a million in the whole service, there is a slight upon the same sheet even less creditable to theOfIice,
increase (from 68,0451. in 1862 to 71,9611. in 1863) in its being so worn as to be nearly illegible ; and,
in the cost of the scientiﬁc branch. This is owing contrasted with the adjoining sheet (No. 20,

some of Lord Reese‘s predecessors in the Trinity to the expense of additional surveys under the
hydrographical department. The surveys now in
College Chancellorship.
The late prevalence of delightful weather has rogress are, in England, on the East Coast, the
set thousands of persons asking, “Did you ever Bristol Channel, Portsmouth Bar and the Scilly
see such a February before?"
Perhaps Mr. Islands; in Scotland, Argyle and Inverness, the
Glaisher, who knows what the weather has been
for ﬁfty years or more, will answer the question.

many changes.

Bridgewater, same date), which seems to have

been re-cut at a less remote period, it is but a
shadow. So weak is it in “ colour" of the engrav
ing, that hills whose loftiness should be indicated

by the depth of “ colour" shrink in comparison
with mere knolls, which No. 20 shows boldly.
Foreign Stations, on the Coast of Syria, the Greek Upon the last the latitudes and longitudes are not
Hebrides, Ban-a Island, and South Uist Island; in

Such calm, sunshiny weather during the month Archipelago, the Cape Colony, Korea and Japan, marked—on No. 27 they appear.
which proverbially “ ﬁlls the ditches ” is remark-_ the China Seas, Vancouver's Island, British Colum~
able. The elder, lilac and black currant trees are bia, the Bay of Fundy, Newfoundland, the West
in some places bursting into leaf. Gnats have India Islands, the Coasts of New South Wales,
appeared in warm, sheltered lanes ; ﬂies have been Victoria, South Australia, Queensland and Tas

seen disporting in the sun ; and on the 16th a bee mania. The estimates for the Royal Observatory
was observed foraging among the yellow blossoms and for the Observatory at the Cape of Good Hope
of the fur-Le on the heights of Hind Head. The are less than they were last year.
The Archaeological Congress will be held this
students of periodical phenomena will, no doubt,
take note of these particulars. By accounts from year at Rochester, under the presidency of Mar
quis
Camden, K.G. The sections of Architecture,
Belgium, we learn that genial weather is also pre
valent there: more than ten days ago the chestnut History and Medieval Antiquities will be presided
over respectively by Professor Willis, the Very
trees were in leaf and roses in bloom.
Messrs. Adam 5: Charles Black have issued a Rev. Dean Hook, and Lord Talbot de Malahide.
‘ General Atlas of the \Vorld,’ on a scale suﬁiciently
The ﬁrst meeting of the Anthropological Society
large for the man of business, yet not too large for of London will be held on Tuesday next, the 24th
the elder classes of students. There are ﬁfty-eight of February, at 4, St. Martin‘s Place, when an
plates in all, as many as seven of these being devoted introductory address will be delivered by Dr.
to the illustration of the earth's physical aspects,— James Hunt, the president.
land d water—wind and snow—mountains and
In the notice of Prof. Phillips's communication
valleys—the seabed, and so forth. The maps are to the Royal Society on the planet Mars, occurs an
of high excellence as regards drawing and en error which alters the meaning. In line 11 from
graving, and the information given in them is the bottom, the word “ northern” should be
brought down to the latest time. A more handy “southern "; and for “North Pole,"resd “southern
atlas could scarcely be made.
snow." It was only in Mr. Nasmyth's drawing
A movement is on foot to erect a statue in that the green equatorial belt, with its island,
memory of James, seventh Earl of Derby, who appeared.

No. 5 (Hast
ings), dated 1813, has had the railways added; but
is as Worn as No. 27, and looks like a cheap litho
graph instead of a Government copper-plate en

graving.

The sheet containing Scarborough has a

railway-station (Gristhorpc) omitted.

Every one

using these maps conﬁrms all that is said of their
shortcomings.

Yet they are sold so cheap that

“the trade" cannot hope to supplant them by a
better article.
At a meeting of the Irish Archaaological and
Celtic Society on Monday last, Dr. Todd reported

that the printing of the text of the Calendar of
Ancient Irish Saints commonly called the Mar

tyrology of Donegal had been completed from the
transcript made for him from the original belongin

to the Burgundian Library, by the late Pro .
O’Cur-ry, accompanied by an English version, pre
sented to the Society by the late John O'Donovan.
It was also stated that the Council has decided to
print, as the Society's volume for 1863, the ‘ Anti

phonary bf Bangor, from a fac-simile of the original
now preserved in the Ambrosian Library at Milan.
This document is one of the most ancient surviving
monuments of Irish learning, and is known on the

Continent from having been noticed by Muratori,
who, however, fell into many errors in his descrip
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tion of it, as well as in the printing of the Irish
words and names with which it abounds. Thel
accounts for the year showed a balance in favour
of the Society of nearly 5001.
The last mail from Australia informs us that
the veteran explorer, Mr. Stuart, has arrived at
Adelaide, after having crossed the continent to
Van Diemen's Golf at a point on the coast thirty
miles east ofCape Hotham. It took him and his party i
six weeks to cut through the dense scrub which ,
stopped him in the November of last year. North
of this they came on ﬁne rivers and beautiful
country, both pastoral and agricultural, with many
auriferous indications at intervals. \Vater was.
abundant, and hot winds unknown. Mr. Stuart!
pushed across alone from Van Diemen‘s Gulf to}
the Gulf of Carpentaria; and it is stated that
hardship and anxiety have so exhausted him, that
absolute rest is essential to his restoration. By
the same mail we hear that the remains of Burke
and Wills are to be interred at Melbourne.
There appear at present in Paris no less than
576 journals and periodicals; among them, ﬁfty ‘
Moniteurs. There is a Mom'lcur do [a Coijfure,
a Moniteur de la Cordonnerie, &c. There is also
a Journal (ks Commiasaircs de Police, and a Jour
mil de [a Gendarmcrie.
Foreign journals announce the death at Lisbon,
aged seventy'ﬁve, of Carl Riinker, Director of the

Observatory and School of Navigation at Ham
burg. In early life he was in the service of the
East India Company. In 1822 be accompanied
Sir Thomas Brisbaneto New South ‘Vales, and was
appointed director of the private observatory erected
liy his patron at Paramatta. He returned to

urope in 1831.

He is chieﬂy known for his

works on navigation and the large star-catalogues
which he published. He was elected a foreign
member of the Royal Society in 1855.
Another instalment of the civilization of west
ern Europe has been adopted in Turkey, news of

which will be especially interesting to a large class
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his grave, which is sheltered by a large oak in the ‘ endell, Esq.-—‘ On the Elchies Equatorial,’ by G.
iKnott, Esq-‘Observations of Comet II., 1862,
churchyard there.
“ Pompeii," says a Neapolitan friend, “ has taken at the Observatory of J. Gurney Barclay,
awakened a greater interest than usual by a very Esq., at Leyton, Fmsex, and communicated by
important discovery recently made. The workmen him,’ by Hermann llomberg._‘ Observations and
—-‘ Places of Comet II.,
II., 1862,
1862,observed
by J. Tcbbutt,
at Armngh,’
a few days since were excavating about ten feet l Elements
beneath the soil in a little street behind the ‘ Pos
tribolo’ lately brought to light, when suddenly they ‘ by N. M'N. Edmondson.——' Results of the Meri
came on a mass of coins and jewels. Orders were i dional Observations of Small Planets, and an
given to continue the operation with the greatest Occultation of a Star by the Moon; observed at
precaution, and after two hours' work the perfect ' the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in the month
form of a. man was discovered, petriﬁed, in the ashes, I of December, 1862,’ communicated by the Astrono
stretched at full length. The ﬂesh was dried up, but mer Royal.—‘ Observations of Asia, 67, taken with
the skeleton was entire. Fearful of accident in taking the Equatorial of the Liverpool Observatory,’ by J.
up these interesting remains, Signor Fiorelli, the Hartnup, Esq.—Mr. \Varren De La Rue exhibited
director, ordered the form of this quondam citizen a photograph of the moon, taken near the dicho
of Pompeii to be taken in plaster: and the operation tomy, enlarged so as to correspond in size with the
succeeded completely, with the exception of two frag . map published by Beer and M iidler, and called the
ments of the arm and the leg, against which lapilli, l attention of the Fellows to the great progress
instead of ashes, had come in contact. The im ‘ which has been already made in Photographic
pression has been taken with remarkable precision,— Selenography.—' Remarks upon the Phenomena
the hair, the moustaches, the folds of the garment, attending the Disappearance, by Rotation, of the
and even the dress of the legs and feet, being perfect. great Solar Spot of August 4th, 1862, as recorded
It is a discovery of the greatest importance in 1 by both Heliophotography and ordinary Tele»
archaeology, and great merit is due to Signor Fio scopic Observation,’ by the Rev. F. Hewlett.
relli for his vigilance and attention. I have already
A si.\Tic.—F¢b. 16.—Lord Strsngford, President,
called your attention to the impolitic tax which has
been imposed on visitors to Pompeii, and I neturn ' in the chain-A paper was read by Prof. Dowson
to the subject. In the month of January 1,668 \ ‘On some Bactrian Pali Inscriptions.’
francs were collected, of which 1,038 francs were
SocII-ITY or Asr1ou.\air:s.-Feb. 5.-O. Mor
distributed amongst the unplug/6a. Two francs are ‘
not a heavy sum for an individual to pay, but in the gan, Esq., M.l’., \".P., in the chain-Mr. C. R.
‘
Bartrop
exhibited a sword blade dredged up from
case of families it may be an inconvenience, and I
have heard of parties paying as much as 17 or 18 the Abbey River, near (‘hertsey.—-Mr. J. Brent
francs for admission. It is not at all unlikely, there lexhibited some Roman remains found at Canter»
fore, that the imposition of such a tax will lead j bury ; comprising a glass bottle; some Samian ware,
to the restriction of the numbers of a party, and to i with names of putters ; a spiral glass rod surmounted
the deprivation on the part of some of seeing one of .‘ y the ﬁgure of a cock, similar to that laid before
the most interesting sights in this neighbourhood. i the Society by the Abbé Cochet, but not hitherto
0n the working classes it will act almost as a pro ‘, found, as Mr. Brent believed, in this country.
hibition; a circumstance greatly to be regretted in l Mr. Brent also exhibited an enamel plaque very
a country where the great effort should be to de similar in its ornamentation to those found on the
velope and raise the public mind as much as pos Lullingstone bowl exhibited some time ago by
1 Mr. lreland.—Mr. W. S. \Valford laid before the
sible."

of collectors. The Moslem have begun to use
rouge-stamps; being the last, we believe, of
‘ Society a transcript of a Roll of Arms of the thir
'uropean nations to avail themselves of these useful
SOCIETY or run'rnss In wuss COLOUR8.—WGI , teenth century, together with some remarks. It
articles. These new Turkish stamps are of four shortly
dosc.-WlNTER sxiunl'rios of sun-runes and ‘ consisted of about 180 coats, comprising the arms of
different colours; but as the Mohammedan religion aromas h the MERIBERS," their Gallery. 5 mi mu the Emperors of Germany and Constantinople, and
But. om mm Nine nu Dusk.-Ad|n|ulon, Une Shilling.
forbids the taking of portraits, or representation of
Jos. J. JENKIXS, Secretary.
of most of the kings of Christendom, of several

the human form, they bear a facsimile of the Sul
tan’s signature, instead of his effigy.

The highest peak of Monte Rosa, which has
been hitherto known by no other name than “ the

highest peak,” is, according to the Ticino Jowmal,
now named by the Federal Council of Switzerland

‘ Dufour Summit.’
On the 29th of January last, the centenary
birthday of Johann Gottfried Seume was cele
bmted in many parts of Germany, especially in
Bohemia and Saxony. If Senme was not an emi

nent poet, and may not rank with Lessing, Schiller
and Goethe, be yet occupies a distinguished place
in German literature, owing to his thorough good
raise, unﬂinching truthfulness, and can
in
gmtmg out “what was- rotten in the state of

_ enmark" : and oh, how many things were rotten
m his German fatherland!

It fairly broke the

NO‘V ON VIEW, TWO in: rtant PICTURES painted by the ‘
late A BRA If A M 501.0311). —nlso, n (‘hoics Collection of.
Modern Pictum by English and French Artists, at the lisllery ‘
1;‘! Moore, M‘Qucen a Cu., 10, Fcnohurch Street, RUE-Admission, ‘

m.
ART EXHIBITION for the RELIEF of the LANt‘A-SHIRE
DINTREHS, s, ﬂull‘olk Street-Open from 10 ‘.1. until dusk.
Admiulon, 1|. ; Catalogue, M.

F. 1..
W. cns'ru’onn,
DIPEY
s.
in“ 5°“
Ml'. EDMUND YATES‘S IXVITATIONS to E"ENING
PARTIES and the REA-SI DE w1ll be issued It the EGYP'NA N
HALL, EVERY EVENING iexocpt Saturday), at Ktsht o'clock.
Mr. HAROLD POWER will be one of the party. A Morning

Performance on Saturdn . at Three o'clock-Stalls. 30.: Area 2a.;
Gallery, II.

The Box-U '60 is open daily, from 11 till I! o‘clock.

NOVEL ENTERTA l N M ENT, SCIENTI PIC and ARTISTIC.
—SAML'EL HIGHLEY, PALS. F.C.S., ‘0., will exhibit every
Evening, at E' ht o'clock precisely his beautiful series of MAU
Nl I-‘l ED and LLU M I NATED PHUTUGRA PHS which were
shown with great d‘rlut before the Society of Arts and the London
Photographic Society in .lnnunry. Programmes on A plicatiun .
to the Secretary ‘by post two stnmplL-Hmts inane , 34., a, l
and ll. Burlington Gallery, 191, Piccadilly, W.
'

heart of the honest and true patriot, not only be
cause he was himself made a victim of the olitical

foulness of Germany (he was among the essian
troops sold to England, “to help England to lose

point mentioned by Mr. “'alford which it is of im
portance to notice. The Roll affords an early ex
ample of the double-headed eagle for Germany,

which is generally supposed to have commenced
about the end of the fourteenth century. But a
still earlier example. Mr. Walford remarked, on

the authority of Sir F. Madden, is to be found in
a MS. copy of Matthew Paris in the British Mu

seum, of about the year 1250, and supposed to have
been the author's own copy, The illuminations in
that copy of the ‘ Historia Minor’ arecurions, espe
cially in regard to heraldry and early medizeval
usages. Mr. Walford hoped that the printed copy
of it, about to be published under the sanction of
the Master of the Rolls, would be enriched with

woodcuts of these unique sketches, which are
SCIENCE
_.__
SOCIETIES.

its thirteen American provinces," as he himself

French and German dukes and counts, and about
an equal number of English coats, among which
are those of a few earls and barons. There is one

believed to be by the author himself.

Feb. 12.—The President, Earl Stanhope, in the
chair.—Mr. J. R. Wyse exhibited a Roman ﬁbula
found at Yeovil, and a nest of weights found on

ROYnL.—Feb. l2.—Major-General Sabine, Pre
says ironically), but because he lost all hope to see sident,
in the chain-H is Royal Highness the the site of the priory at YeoviL-Mr. J. Y.
his beloved country freed from foreign yoke. The Prince of Wales was elected a Fellow of the Society. Akerman and the Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck exhi»
course of his life ended peacefully on the 13th of The following papers were readz-‘On some Com bited a drawing of an urn found at Drayton.
June, 1810, after he had been tossed about on it
pounds and Derivatives of Glyoxylic Acid,’ by Dr. ——The President read the correspondence which
roughl enough. Of his writings the ‘ Spaziergang
Dehus.—‘ On the Telescopic Appearance of the ,hnd taken place between the Council of this
nach l'WkklB' is the most popular, and was for
1Society and the Admiralty since the month of
Planet Mars,’ by Prof. J. Phillips.
some generations the delight and favourite book of
March, 1862, on the subject of the tides 03‘
the young. Nor does it deserve to be forgotten
ASTRONOMICAL.—-Jan. 9.—-Dr. Lee,_ President, 'the Straits of Dover, with a view to determining
now; and, indeed, Germany in its present strug» in the chain-Major J. T. Walker, H. M. E.Crof the point at which Caesar landed on our shores. The
gles can do no better than look up to strong tun, A. J. Melhuish, and R. Monday, Esqrs, perusal of the correspondence was followed by that
minded, unyielding and unbending characters, such were elected Fellows of the Society.—‘Observa ;of the Report of the Board of Admiralty on the
as hleume was, for comfort and example.‘ A slab tions on Saturn,’ by \V. \Vray, Esq-‘On the ,Hydrographical Observations taken by them last
to his memory has been erected at the new house Observations of Saturn made at Pulkowa and ‘ autumn at the request of the Council of this So
which now stands in the place of the poor little Greenwich,‘ by the Astronomer Royal-Mr. J oyn ciety, and communicated to the President on the
hut_in which Seume was born, in a village near son communicated to the Society a series of thirty 20th of January, 1863. Vice-Admiral Smyth had
Wcwsenfels, in Saxony. The Turn- and Gesang six drawings of Mars, taken at \Vaterloo, near , favoured the Society with n. digest of the scientiﬁc
Verem at Teplitz is going to raise a monument on Liverpool.—‘ Note on U Geminorum,‘ by J. Bax I results arrived at by the Admiralty,—-results which
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entirely corroborated the examinations of the tides at right angles, and that the relations of the dimen
made by the late Captain (afterwards Admiral) sions of this cross present the proportions of the
Beechey. The accuracy of Admiral Beechey‘s ob sacred cubit of the Hebrews and of their pace,
servations the late Dr. Csrdwell, in a paper to the consisting as it did of a cubit and a half.
‘ Archzeologin Cantiana,‘ had ventured to impugn.
The steps so courteously taken by the Admiralty
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
have, however, set the questions at rest. The sup Mos. Actuaries 7.-‘Int: lution and Adjustment 0! Know

position that Czesar landed at Deal or Walmer would

—

1 nature of the methods of design he has chosen,
than freedom from restraint of the competition that
1 produced the ﬁrst set. We can hardly imagine
any such recognition has been present in the
artist's mind, because his work is not less offensive
to taste than before. The sculpturesque reserve

_of simplest form-absolute outline in its severest
, phase, such as best suits the most cunning powers

ncnl Tables,‘ Mr. \\ oolhouse.
Royal Academy, 8.—Sculptur~e,’ Prof. Westmscott.

—
Architects, 8.
appear from thenceforth to be “absolutely unten
—
Geographical, Lll.—‘Dischnrgc of Water from Interior of
able." Such, at least, was the opinion ably advo'
Greenland through 3 rings below the Ice,‘ Dr. Rink;
InindfCapt.
illrngton.
_
cated by the Astronomer Royal, whose attendance Tum. ‘ Rupert
Institution, 3.—‘Animal lllechsmcs.’ Prof. Mar
s
.
at the meeting had been specially requested, and
-—
En
inecrs,
8.—‘Americun
Tubular
Bridgcﬂ
' Mf- M0886:
who endeavoured to explain the grounds of the
‘ _ nstructiono! Dinting and Mottr'um lilndusts.‘ Mr.

\ of the art of composition-has been sacriﬁced t0
, reproduction of insigniﬁcant details, having nothing
i to do with the- motive of the subject. Misunder

l standing the nature of his task. Mr. Priolo has
i fallen into the snare of imitation, and given us light

Fmrbmrn.

fallacy into which Dr. Card well had been betrayed.
—

Mr: Airy was followed by Mr. Lewin, who brieﬂy
set forth the views he has endeavoured to estab
lish more at length in his published works. The

and shade by way of making his work interesting to
the popular eye. However trite this thing may seem,
and so be psrdonable, if his aim be low, there can

Zoological, 9.—'Ncw Musk Rut. British Columbia’; ' New
American But,’ Mr. Somcs; ‘ Rearing Salmon Artiﬁ

cially,‘ Mr. Bucklnnd.
Wrn.
—
-—

Horticultural, L-Hyscimh Show.
Society of Literature.
Society of Arts. 8.—' [cans for Promoting Supply of
Cotton,‘ Mr. Chzethanr.
—
Archmological Association Bl.—‘ Ancient Remains, I. W.‘
Rev. E. Kell; ‘Ancient h‘ielli,‘ Mr. S or Coming.
THURS-mil} Ascademy, 8.-—-‘ Painting,‘ Prof. art.

discussion will be returned to at an early period
after the Report of the Admiralty has been printed,
and placed in the hands of those most competent

—

to deal with and proﬁt by its results.

—
-—
Flu.

ROYAL Socrsrr or LITERATURE-Feb. 11.Sir H. C. Rawlinson in the chair.—The Report of
the Council was read on the Papyri from the
Museum of Mr. Mayer, at Liverpool, strongly con

SAT.

he no justification for the draughtsman's absurdity
in putting shadows where they cannot possibly
\exist, as many of these designs show. Thus he
i has violated an aesthetic law in order to make his
i work attractive ; and yet, adopting a merely
imitative system of execution, apparently “ to
save himself the trouble of thinking," has neg

ya . s.
Royal Institution,8.—‘ ChcmicnlAmnity,‘ Dr. I-‘rnnklnnd.
Anti usnu, 85.
Royu Institution, 8.—‘Ancieut Lake Ilabitntions, Swit
zerlnnd,‘ Mr. Lubbock.
Royal Institution, 3.-' Language,’ Prof. Max Muller.

lected to give that charm of imitation to his work
i which ﬁdelity alone can win. We have given
lmore space to these commonplace productions

FINE ARTS

demning the whole collection as forgeries, probably
of recent times; after which, Mr. lV. Aldis Wright
reads paper ‘ On the Codex Sinaiticus,’ in which

than their intrinsic merits deserve, because they

+

FIXE-As'l‘ G0sS1P.—The hangers at the Royal 1 represent the most mischievous and hopeless class
of Art-productions,—i.e., the pseudo-severe.

be traced its history, and showed by what means Academy this year will be Messrs. Frith (not Solo

mon Hart, as reported), C. Landseer and Abraham 1
A collection of water-colour drawings was sold
.last week by Messrs. Foster & Co. The prices
Cooper.
Baron Msrochetti's statue of the Duke of “Tel i they fetched are quoted as follows:—Mr. T. S.

M. Tischendorf had procured it. Mr. Wright
then noticed the strange assertion of Simonides
that he had written this Codex himself, and

produced the original letter addressed to the lington, to be erected at Strathﬁeldsaye, is to be Cooper, Cow and Sheep in a Meadow, 67 guineas
Guardian newspaper by a person calling himself ‘ placed upon the capital (Corinthian), of bronze, of a , (Moore), —Mr. Stanﬁeld, The Port and Fortress
Callinicus Hiero-monachus, and written ostensibly monolithic granite shaft that weighs twenty tons ‘ of St. Main, and Givet and Charlemont, 50,5 gs.
at Alexandria. Mr. \Vright showed by a com
parison between this letter and other letters of
Simonides, admitted to be genuine—and exhibited
side by side with it-that the epistle of the so-called
Callinicus Hiero-monschus was in the handwriting
of Simonides himself; and that, therefore, he must
have written this letter in England and sent it out
to some person in Alexandria, who posted it back
again to London. The inference drawn from these
facts may be supposed.

and is thirty feet high : beneath this is a square
‘ P linth of granite with moulded ornaments. This
will be nine feet six inches high, seven feet square,
‘and weighing forty-ﬁve tons. This plinth rests
‘ upon another, also of granite, twelve feet square
and six feet high. Lowest of all comes a base in
three steps of granite, thirty feet square on the
ground plan. The granite is from Messrs. Free
man's works at Penryn, and wrought by them.
Mr. Leonard \Vyon is engaged upon a medal to
be struck in commemoration of the marriage of

(White),—l\lr. W. Hunt, ‘Still Life,’ a
up of
homely ﬂowers in a blue-necked \Vedgwood jug,
a bird's nest lying near, a well-known and admi
, rable drawing, 53 gs. (Moore),—-Mr. E. Duncan,

Pozzuolo, Naples, 5S gs. (Hurdwicke),—Mr. T. S.
, Cooper, Sheep, \Vinter, 62 gs. (Colnsghi),—Mr.
, W. Hunt, A Bird’s Nest, Wild Rose and Mossy
Bank, circular (8 in. diameter), 78 gs. (Rowney),—

Mr. \V. Dufi'leld, ‘Still Life,’ wild duck, wood- '
l, pigeons, 8m. (oil), 56 gs. (Poele),-D. Cox, The

BRITISH ARCHEOLOGICAL Assoc1.\rIoN.—Feb.. the Prince of Wales and Princess of Denmark.
11.--G. Vere Irving, Esq., V.P., in the chair.—
lllessrs. J. T. Irvine and W. H. Cope were elected
.Associutes.-—The Rev. Prebendary Scnrth made a
communication relating to the discovery of some
coilins at Combe Down, Bath, with which were
also found a very large collection of Roman an
tiquities, many of which were sent to London for

‘

examination-Mr. H. Syer Cuming exhibited, on
the part of Mr. Gunston, a large collection of
Roman antiquities, obtained in recent excavations
in Southwark.-Mr. Gunston exhibited several
curious unguent pots, found during the formation
of Victoria Street, Farringdon Street, having
vnriou glazes; many pewter spoons, having dates
of the 16th and 17th centuries, and a portion of a
pocket
or solarium, of which also Lil‘.

Coming produced an excellent example.
ErnsoL0o1c.\L.-—Feb. 17.—J. Crawfurd, Esq.,

President, in the chair-The following papers
were read :--‘ On the Origin of the Gypsies,’ by the
President.—-‘ Account of the Yenadies of the

Chingleput District,’ by Dr. Shortt.
Socrnrr or Anrs.—Feb.11.-W.Hswes, Esq.,
President, in the chair.—The paper read was, ‘On
Submarine Telegraphy,’ by Mr. T. Webster.

.
‘

It will be in gold, silver and bronze.
We learn with regret that the resident artists
comprising the Liverpool Academy have deter 1
mined, for the present, to discontinue their annual
exhibition, after it has existed for forty years. This ‘
interruption may be but temporary, as was that
which occurred in 1833. Among the painters to
whom the annual prize of 501. has been awarded
are the distinguished names of Messrs. Maclise,
Herbert, Cope, Poole, Elmore, Frith, Harvey,‘
E. M. Ward, Holman Hunt, Millais, Anthony, ‘
Egg, Dyce, T. Faed and Hook. This prize has

Road Home, a well-known and singularly ﬁne
drawing, from Mr. Langton‘s collection, 78 gs.

(Colnaghi),—-Mr. F. Goodall, Scene in Brittany,
50 gs.(lsaacs),—Copley Fielding, A Scottish Lake,
mist clearing oil‘, 105 gs. (Agnew),-Mr. W.Hunt,
A Bough of May and a Hedge-sparrows Nest,
11 by 9 in., 152 gs. (V0kins),-Mr. B. Foster,
The Setting Sun, 50 gs. (ssme),-S. Front, The
Lake of Como, 116 gs. (Bridgenorth),——Mr. D.
Roberts, The Pass of Pensarosa and Porch of
a Gothic Cathedral, 63 gs. (\Vhite),-Mr. W.
Hunt, Fruit: purple grapes, pear and apple,

91 gs. (Rown9y),~—Mr. F. Taylor, The Fern Ga~
therers, 7O gs. (E. F. \Vhite),——Mr. W. Hunt,
Fruit: purple grapes and peach, mossy back

always been considered, in the artistic profession, as ‘ ground, 50 gs. (Agnew),-Mr. D. Cox, The Hay
\‘ ﬁeld, 81 gs. (E. F. ‘Vhite‘,-Mr. W. Hunt, Fruit
, worthy of the highest consideration.
Mr. Steele's statue of the Marquis of Dalhousie, Piece, 61] gs. (Gilbert),—Cnpley Fielding, The
‘
Mr.
Brodie
is
, for Calcutta, has been completed.
Approaching Storm, 150 gs. (Mereweather),-—Mr.
to execute a statue of the Prince Commit, by way B. Foster, Children gathering “'ild Roses, 200
‘ of memorial, for Perth. The price is reported as fgs. (Vokins),—J. M. w. Turner, Lochmaben
2S0l. Mr. E. Davis’s ‘Vl’cdgw ood ’ is to be inau Castle, vignette, 50 gs. (Greatorex),—Mr. C. Stan
‘ gurated at Stoke next Tuesday, 24th inst.
ﬁeld, ‘Oﬂ' the Coast, picking up a Lame Duck,’
1
M. Gerome, who since his recent marriage has oil, 74 gs. (Vokins),-Same, Pic du Midi, val
‘ been traveling in Italy, is understood to have col d’Oiseaux, and Beachy Head, from Newhaven,
1
all oil, 131 gs. (Price),—Mr. W. Hunt, Windsor
lected materials for several important pictures.
‘The Parables of Our Lord Illustrated‘ is the Castle, oil, 50 gs. (Vokins). The money received
'
title of a set of engraved drawings by Mr. P. Priolo, ‘ is reported as exceeding 4,500l.
published by Messrs. Maclure, Macdonsld 8; Mac

SYRO-EGYPTIAN.— Feb. 10.— Dr. W. Camps gregor. These are designed and executed on a
I
‘in the chair.—M. le Due de Roussillon communi better, because a more robust and complete, system
cated a memoir upon the discovery of a date of the , than was shown in the same gentleman's designs from
year 135 of Our Lord, as well as of the pace and the ‘Idylls of the King,’ recently noticed by us.
sacred cubit of the Hebrews, in the ruins of an ,‘ Many portions of the drawing, however—witness' .
ancient stronghold at Saalburg, near Homburg, ‘ \ that of the legs in the ‘ Blind Leading the Blind’ *l
where an inscription, with the letters and numerals, ‘ —nre ridiculous; but the composition of almost
c I 1 n, are met with on the bricks.
The Duke , every plate has been mastered more as a whole “
of Roussillon read'these letters and numerals as than in those we saw before: the element of
signifying Centesimo Secundo Resurrectionis(Anno ‘ ﬁnish, and what mechanical, thoughtless teachers ‘
being understood), and he supported this view of style “ﬁne-lining"—pure excuse for idleness as
the case by various facts; among others by the ‘ that is—dominate less than before. It may be that ,

fact of a Latin cross being marked out in the plan this superiority arises less from any real_ rrnprove
of the ediﬁce, composed of two avenues which cross ment in the artist, or recognition of the hmrts and A

IUSI‘C AND THE DRAMA
._..~_

WELSH MCSICA I. FESTIVAL, on the EYE of St. I').\\'I D‘S
DA\'.—GRAI\'D CONVERT of WELSH NATIOXAh l\l_I-}l_.0
01.88, at St. JANE-5'5 HALL, on SATURDAY I“ EblMl
shrun.

ﬁLat Ei ht o'clock, for the UEAI-II-‘IT of Mr. JOHN

1'
'l‘l'lUM.
h‘ \Pence

dGwnlisL-Vocalisls: MissEdith Wynnslhvs

t‘rrnru. l'cncerddcs\, who will sing a new Patriotic Sons. wrth
Chorus. composed by Mr. John Thomas; Miss Eylal, “r. Ten
nnnt, and Mr. L. “1'. Lewis ‘Llew Llw o, Pencerddu. The Bond

of Harps, includin )Ir. J. Ilslsir C nucrwn (ll:

rst to the

neon), Mr. T. H. 'right Mr. H. J. Trust, Mr. Jo
Thomas
( ‘enccrdd Gwslin), kc. and the United Choirs, lncludrulr the stu
dents ofthc Royal Arademyof Iliusic,&c..\rill hcouithc snnre exten
sire surlc rulhithcrto. Conductor, Mr. Henry Leslie-15M; Malls,
kiss Balcony, 3a.; Ami, llL; Admission, 1s_-1\ plimuons for
Sofa Stalls to be made to Mr. John Thomas, 100. irent Portland
Rtmt. W. Tickets to be had of Addison 60 Lucas, ill). “an
Street: of all the principal Musicsellers; and )Ir. Austin, 18.
Piccadilly.
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be dismissed brieﬂy ; the success is too discouraging ‘ them sedulously: though none of them are
tragedians. Miss L. Pyne was in excellent voice;
not to claim the closest examination.
To take Victor Hugo's ferocious yet remarkable . to her the part of interest, that of the heroine
tragedy of ‘ Marie Tudor’ as subject for opera Marie, beloved by Raoul (Mr. Harrison) the
The cameleon Armourc'r, is allotted. Miss Hiles had a terrible task
Austin's 'l‘lcket~0ﬂiee, Piccadilly: the Hanover smunrc Rooms; was in itself a cardinal mistake.
and all Musicsellerl‘. Family Tickets to be had 0 y at Addison character of The Queen, with all its lurid lights and ‘ in Duchess Aﬂﬂt, who here replaces Marie Tudor.
s Luons‘l, and of Mr. Austin. as. Piccadilly.
dull shades, its passion and its pettiness, is untrans For a lady so inexperienced on the stage as she is to
lateable in music. Then, the incident which gives represent the dark, ty rannical passion-wasted woman
CRYSTAL PALACE concurs-Probably for the the deadliest sting of poison to her gloomy ven who ﬂung her heart away on the wicked and false
ﬁrst time in England, a selection from Cheru geance,-—namely, the seduction of the younger ‘ Italian adventurer Fabio Fabiam' (Mr. Santley), is
bini's noble opera ‘ Medea’ was given at-not the heroine by the Court adventurer who has practised 'mpossible. According, however, to the measure of
Royal Italian Opera, not the Philharmonic Con on the credulity of the Queen,—when it is modiﬁed, her strength,-and the length of her service consi
certs,—but the Crystal Palace, this day week. The as here, to suit English requirements, into a mere dered, she expressed the situations of the drama
Overture, it is true, was known here; not so the case of temptation, renders her position with her with remarkable ease, elegance and propriety.
magniﬁcent “ Storm Symphony" to the third act. burgher lover and protector without consequence . Her countenance can speak; she sang through
The two, in the drama, are separated by a wide or probability: Mr. Bridgeman having retained ‘ out very well, with precision, with reﬁnement
s ace; when brought together, one must impair her remorse in full, while he has softened her inﬁ- ‘ and with unliring certainty. Mr. Santley was,
the effect of the other. Then, the Crystal Palace ‘ delity. The story is destroyed thereby. The long as usual, excellent and popular; but, with
band, complete as it is, and admirably conducted explanations in dialogue which lead up to the a view to popularity, he is hszardously using the
by Mr. Manna, has not force of violins sufficient to most striking and intricate situations, such as those upper notes of his voice. No strength will hold
bring out all the contrasts and combinations as of the ﬁrst and third acts, must engender heaviness, out after a time against such mistaken practice.
sembled by Cherubini in the descriptive prelude. were they treated by the most masterly hands. Mr. H. Corri and Mr. \Veiss (the former in the
Yet, heard as “ the storm " was, how grand it is l
Lastly, to lighten the oppressive gloom of so dark small character-part of a Jew) did their best. If
the only one land-storm in music which can match a tragedy, it has been thought necessary to intro Mr. Harrison will play the lover still, and will sing
with that in Beethoveu’s ‘ Pastoral Symphony.’ duce a liberal allowance of ballads; to suspend love-ballads, there is no help for honest writers
The monologue of ‘ Medea,' which followed in the a grave situation by thrusting in a band of gipsies, save to tell him that he should commit such
selection, intelligently sung,and thoroughly wrought who dance when murder is afoot ; to sanction youthful follies no more. We had hoped he was
out by Madame Rudersdorfi‘, is, again, in the opera. the monstrosity of the final cuckoo rondo of unit
passing into a wiser occupation. The orchestra
detached from the “ Storm Symphony ” by spoken ation by regulation "made and provided," after and chorus were, as usual, very good. The work
dialogue ;—for ‘Medea’ was produced at the Opera the ears have hardly been cleared of the boom of had been thoroughly studied.
Comique of Paris, in which theatre spoken dia the cannon announcing a popular riot quelled by the
logue was and is an ofﬁcinl necessity. It is the execution of a royal favourite, for whom, by one
PRINCESS'8.—An attempt was made on Monday
scene in which the sorceress meditate. the murder woman, so much sin had been dared-—by another, to place a poetic drama on the English boards; and
of her children, the one so wonderfully ﬁlled out so much agony endured.
‘ Titus Andronicus' it is to the credit of the new management that the
S'l‘. JAMES‘S HALL, THURSDAY, March 5.—-3ir. HENRY

LESLIE'S GRAND CONCERT.—Sims Reeves Arabella Goddard

Edith Wynne -Eos Cymru. Pencerddcsl, John ‘l‘homsl (Pcnccrdd
Gwallal, J. B. Chntterton {Harpist to the Queen‘, 'I‘. H. W right;
full Band of Scots l‘ulilier Guards; and splendid (.holn-Fnmfly
Tickets (to admit four, 21s.; Stalls, 6a.; Baloony.3a.; Area. 21.:
Admission 10. Tickets at Addison t Lucas's, 210, Regent Street ;

ins. much feebler ‘Medea’ by Madame Pasta‘s tragic is little more irrational as a theme for operatic attempt was honestly made, and that, to a great
acting and vocal pathos given to the lean ‘ Miseri illustration than ‘ Marie Tudor.’ The heap of extent, it was successful. The new piece, which is
pargoletti’ of Simone Meyer ;—no concert scene, in
short, if rightly set to music—nevertheless, stu
pendous as an example of overwrought expression.

horrors and complications, which it would be

in four sets, is entitled ‘ A ‘Winning Suit,’ and

superﬂuous further to disentangle for the beneﬁt written in blank verse, which sparkles with gay
of those not well rmd in French tragedy, is not fancies and witty points that communicate to the
’ Could it be played on the stage and sung as con- ‘ madelighter by the scene being transferred from the auditor
a speciﬁc pleasure apart from the interest of
ceived (which caution applies to much other vocal . Thames to the Loire-from London to Nantes.
the story. It is, fortunately, a play to be listened
music-Weber’s ‘Euryanthe' and Beethoven’s
The words, again, of ‘The Armourer of Nantes‘

‘Posthumous Mass,’ among the number)

to as well as witnessed.

The author is Mr. Lewis

this

are remarkable enough to depress the most san
dhMedeu‘ would he.the grandest classical opera guine hoper. Yet they come from the pen of the Filmore. The fable and manners of this elegant
in being. But Gluck‘s four Greek operas hare author of ‘The Puritan‘s Daughter ;' a book, it may play are undoubtedly ideal, and the structure is
been, and are, and can be played and sung as be recollected, which promised better things from simple to a fault; but the spirit of it is sogood, and
conceived— whereas Cherubini‘s exactions tore its writer. That such text could be by anyone or the beauties are so many, that just and reasonable
the original Medea. (Madame Scio) to death. anywhere accepted is almost inconceivable ;—-its criticism mustbe favourable to its claims. The cha
There can be no possible representation of the adoption by Mr. Balfe argues an indifference to racter which Miss Sedgwick has selected to embody
is that of a Princess Ora-Ha, the niece of a kingof
part.’ The strength of the scene selected, how

every consideration of art or sense which amounts

ever, was to be felt, —on comparing it with

to a cynicism not gratifying to contemplate.

the more winning, moi-e vocal Greek caniala
(somewhat too long-drawn) by Mozart-his ‘An
dromeda,‘ which Madame Rudersdorfi sang later.
The ‘Overture, Scherzo, and Finale,‘ by
Schumann (Op. 52) were played, if we recollect
rightly, many years ago, at one of the Philhar

wonder that we have no real English Opera, so few wooer, and objects to having a husband chosen
articulate English singers !—no wonder that per for her by an uncle who is disposed to be tyran~
sons of taste and intelligence prefer burlesque and nical. He is, indeed, prepared to stretch his royal
“screaming farce " to situations of passion and prerogatives to the utmost, and evidently be

Castile, who wishes to marry her to the King of

No Arragon.

moments of sentiment made ridiculous by the lan
guage in which they are conveyed.

monic Concerts. The wile is one of the clearer
Even Mr. Balfe, habitually unselect as he has
and more pleasing of its author's compositions. proved himselfin choosing his subject, has been on this
We have, as a duty of the time, so lately put occasion overborne by the dead weight imposed on
in a detailed form our deliberate opinion of him. Hisoldest and most frivolous phrases, his best

The young lady has not yet seen her

lieves in “ the right divine of kings to govern
wrong." On very slender grounds, he suspects his
niece of having a lover, and dooms her at once to

prison and to death. But her cousin Count Roderick
(Mr. H. Vezin)and the King of Arragon understand
Schumann's style and characteristics, that it used forms, his least skilful combinations, are here one another, and arrange a little plot by which the
would be needless to repeat it here. Suffice it assembled, as though he had been aware that labour Princess escapes from her dungeon disguised as a

to say, that though the peculiarities to which we and pains would be thrown away. There is motion peasant. In the third not we ﬁnd her the waiting
object are tempered in this peculiar work, they in some of his music ; but the rhythms are affected, msid at an inn, under the care of a kind hostess
are to be felt there;—and, to our thinking, are so and the tunes are far-fetched and faded. There are (Mrs. H. Marston), who values the services of B0
many sufficient reasons for not awarding to Schu many ballads ; but there is not one which will, we charming and honest a servant ; but when she ﬁnds
mann a place in the Pantheon of great German think, remain. The example of the Italian com that she indignantly resents the liberties taken by her

customers, and not only breaks the head of one of the

composers-Herr Deichmann played a concert

posers (disastrously set by Signor Rossini in the
piece by M. Vieuxtcmps. Why should he try to trial-scene of his ' Gazza. Ladra,‘ and followed by delinquents, but lets him go without paying his score,
show the world what he cannot do ?—and the Donizetti and Signor Verdi to satiety) of making she naturally becomes irate, and dismisses the poor
concert-piece is affected and tiresome, even when passion, surprise and despair speak to the most girl as above her place- In her distress, a stranger,
who represents himself to be a goldsmith, comes to
M. Vieuxtemps plays it, save for the coda, which frivolous rhythms, is here followed out to its ex
her aid, and after some pretty speeches about the

is excellent.

tremest consequences.

Crime and cheatery traf‘ﬁc specialities of his trade, which he describes to be as

Today, these excellent Concert‘givers will per in a waltz tempo; ride the scene which precedes the
form, among other interesting things, a Scherzo by murder of the Jew. Anguish and madness walk in
M. Cusins, of which we may speak; Spohr’s a Polonaise; vide the concerted piece in the second
"Power of Sound" Symphony; and Spontini's ﬁnale (which, however, considered without refer‘
overture to ‘Nourmahal':—next week, we are ence to its purpose, is one of the best numbers of
informed, Beethoven's ‘Egmout’ music, much of thescore). The best music in the opera, because
which is hardly known in England.
having the most propriety, is that of the Gipsy

old as Nineveh, and some interchange of‘ sentiment

as to the beauty of pastoral scenery, and the fight
which the aﬁections derive from their sincerity and
depth, they travel together. But they are pursued,
and the lady is in danger of being carried back to
her uncle: A way of escape presents itself, if the
damsel Wlll consent to marry the goldsmith. ThiB
ballet. Nor has Mr. Balfe ever (and this is saying
Roux. Esousn OPEILL-Another success pro much) been so disregardful of connexion, meaning she reluctantly does; but when he proposes to til-k8
her to his home instead of a. neighbouring convent,
claimed to a. crowded theatre by more encore; than and accent in the setting of his words.
can be easily counted !—-another of those events,
we are sorry to add, which hold back our hope in
national Opera, and tempt us to echo theContinental
inquiry, for ever sardonically put, “Are the Eng

shc demurs.

At length her scruples are overcome,

Yet ‘The Armourer of Nantes ’ is a great suc
cess! In one respect, the opera merited a favour

and she becomes a happy wife. Of course, the
goldsmith turns out to be the King of Arragon, and
able reception. Most of the singers did their in the end the uncle and cousin re-appear on the
utmost with the music, and showed a feeling scene, and all requisite explanations are given of

lish a musical people?” The matter is one not to for the difficulties of the story by grappling with
what had been mysterious in the progress of the
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action. Mr. Marston's presentation of Pedro, the
goldsmith and king, was digniﬁed and tender, and

his delivery of the poetical speeches was sustained
with admirable elocution. Miss Sedgwick acted
with great spirit, and in the more natural situations

of the story was especially pleasing.

The applause

ATHENEUM

Mr. Benedict's ‘Rose of Erin’ (in Germany), at
home ‘ The Lily of Killarney,’ has been pro
duced at Brunswick-Mdlle. Artot, whose suc
cess is deservedly great wherever she is heard, is
about to sing the part of Margaret at Berlin, in
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CRAMER, BEALE & WOOD,
201, REGENT-STREET.
———.

M. (‘nunod‘s ‘Faust.’ The opera is “running "

during the performance was frequent, and unanimous

for a second time in Paris.

at the descent of the curtain.

it in England is wide and increasing—accordingly

MUSIC CIRCCLA‘TING LIBRARY,
For Town and Country.
Terms: Two, Three, and Four Guineas per Annurn.

ADELPnI.—Two new pieces have been produced
here: the ﬁrst, ‘ A Grey Mare,’ by Mr. Benjamin

it is not played.
‘ Les Troyens'—the Homeric opera of M. Berlioz
—will possibly be given at the Theatre Lyrique.
The rapture excited by Mdlle. Patti's performances
increased to the last hour of her stay in Paris.

take the PUBLICATION of COMPOSITIONS for the
Author.

The Grand Opéra is about to receive several rein
forcements from the theatre across the Boule

IIALF-PRICE-All full-priced Music

Webster, jun. ; and the second, ‘ A Valentine’; in

both of which Mr. Toole is the principal attrac
tion. The ﬁrst has a French basis, and presents the
performer we have just named as a speculative
gentleman whose practice and theory are not in

exact accordance.

vard-the Opéra Comique.

The curiosity to hear

CRAMER,

&

woon's

ORAMER, BEALE & IVOOD under

M. Massé's new opera

sent post-Inc at Half the Marked Price.

He has written a book on is “just ready," as the publishers say.—‘ Stradella,’

universal peace, but himself is a most irascible
personage
When a railway is projected whose
lines will cross the grounds of his own villa, he is
most intolerant and violent. Miss Marie \Vilton,
however, as his niece, resolves to gain the heart of
the railway surveyor, notwithstanding all the
annoyances he is subject to from her infuriated
relative, and succeeds in her project.—The ‘ Valen

tine’ derives its interest from a sensitive post
master, whose feelings are excited on St. Valen

by M. von Flotow, should by this time have
appeared at the Italian Theatre.—-The evergreen
Mdlle. Déjazet (a quarter of a century ago people
were beginning to speak of her as “passed") has been
singing, acting, dressing as successfully as ever in a
new three-act piece, at her own theatre—‘ L‘Argent
et l'Amour.’—-It is said that great efforts are being
made to break the blockade, by which (as a condi
tion of her last engagement) Madagne Grisi is
excluded from singing here for some years to

tine's day by the number of love-missives that pour come.

SACRED MUSIC FOR LENT.
Harmonlum Music.

GRAMER & C().’S PSALMS, HYMNS
and CIIANTS, by EDWARD P. RIMDAUI/l‘, 0.; in
cloth,

GRAMER & CO.’S SACRED AIRS,
by EDWARD F. RIMBAULT. 0.; in cloth, is.

These, if authorized by herself, are less

through the letter-box on to his counter, and who than undigniﬁed.
A new ﬁve'act play, ‘ Francois les Bns bleus,’
suspects that one is addressed to his own Mary

Ptanoforte DuCQtI.

STABAT M ATER, in

Three

Books,

by W. H. CALLCO'I'T, 6|. each.

founded on the fate of Henrietta of England,
lation, and then is alarmed lest he should have Duchess of Orleans, has been produced at the
committed felony. His humorous distress is richly Théz'itre de l'Ambigu-Comique. The author is
TWELVE
M. Paul Meurice.
interpreted by Mr. Tools.
Anne.

BEALE

He is tempted to withdraw it from circu

MusrcAL AND Drmusrrc G0ssIP.—Yesterday
week was held one of the choral rehearsals of the
Sacred Harmonic Society.

The music practised

were three 'Motetts by Mozart—Haydn's “Insame
et vanre curze,"—Handel‘s "Sing, 0 ye heavens,"
“ As from the power,” and “Tyrants now no more
shall dread,"-—a Part-Song by Mendelssohn, and
the Prayer from ‘Masaniello. The next oratorio
is to be ‘ Israel.’
Madame Arabella Goddard was the pianist at

Mondny’s Popular Concert-Herr Molique the
principal violinist.—Mr. Howard Glover gave a
third concert on Ash Wednesday at Drury Lane
Theatre.
Mr. H. J. Lincoln is delivering his lectures on
the German Musical Composers, at the Russell
Institution, to the satisfaction of his audiences.
Miss Alice Marigold, whose grace and promise
as a pianist are well known, gave a concert on

Saturday evening.
St. David's Eve is to be kept this year in high
state by Mr. John Thomas and his band of harpers
and singers, in co-operation with Mr. Henry Leslie.

More than one friendly critic has drawn our at
tention to the fact, that the ﬁrst line of Bishop
Ken’s Evening Hymn, beginning ‘Glory to Thee,’
was originally written ‘All Praise to Thee,’ and
was subsequently altered for choral reasons. \Ve

think it would have been better, in the compiler
of a hymn-book, to let the line stand as the world
knows it.
M ISOELLANBL

No.SP NFP PF

Planoforte 8010s.

SAC RED

PIECES,

by

E. I". RIMDAUL'I‘. 2s. each.
I know that m Redeemer liveth.

With verdure c
.
Comfort ye in people.
In native wo h.
Holy. holy.
0, lovelg peace.
On mlg ty pens.
_
Angels ever hri ht; and But then drdst.
Let the brlghtilersphrm.
. See the conqu‘rlng hero comes.
IL More Jehovah's awful throne.
1i. Ilse-r my prayer.

BRINLEY RICH A RDS'S CUJUS
ANIMAM, 80.

Bottling ofLiquida-A letter from Mr.Epps,in the

Athenazum of last week, pointing out an improve

J. RUMMEL, ‘S'TABA'I‘

ment on Mr. Dircks's proposition for bottling milk,
&c., reminds me that I had intended to notice Mr.
Dircks's original communication, and point out its
want of novelty. So long back asJanuary, 1860,
I exhibited, at one of the Society of Arts meet
ings, bottles treated on this principle, sent me by
Sir James Murray, M.D., of Dublin, when I de

SACRED MELODIES, JOHN GOSS,

scribed the process adopted by that gentleman,
and applied by him to various liquids and articles
of food. It was nearly similar to, but more com
plete than that described by Mr. Epps, and much

simpler than that of Mr. Dircks. In the Society's

MATER,’

Vocal Mule.
6|.

SABBATH

EVENINGS,

JOSEPH

ooss, 100. ad.
J. DL' mm EB.

SIX SACRED SONGS (Words by the
Rev. Dr. Bonar), a. each.
No. 1. This is not my place ofrestlng.

2. Jesus is mine.

Journal of that date the description of the pro
The number of foolish concerts, without pretext cess is given thus :—“ The plan adopted consists
or motive, which have sprung up in imitation of in placing the bottles, previously to their being
these Welsh entertainments, is on the increase. ﬁlled with the liquor, in a vessel containing car
\Ve shall be next hearing of ‘ The Messiah’ accom bonic acid gas, of a depth more than suﬂicient to
panied by a band of harps.
cover the bottles. The gas, by its greater speciﬁc
Our contemporaries state that Mr. Mapleson's gravity, enters the bottles, driving out the com

a. I lay my sins on Jesus.
4. There is n mornl
stu.
5. 0h, know ye that :(ppy land.

6. Cling to the cracﬂ‘l

.

r. ransom
H
A
G
A
R.
20.
n. xvcnnnn.
treaty for the management of the Neapolitan mon air. The liquid is then poured in, and the THE VOICE
FROM GALILEE,
theatres, announced in the Alhcnceum as pending, bottles are corked while still in the gas. By this
£0.64.
has been ratiﬁed.

All does not seem to be as yet

means the liquid entering the bottles does not come

gold that glitters at Naples.

The theatres, how in contact with the common air in the bottle, as in
ever, have been placed under a superintendence the‘ ordinary mode of bottling, and the interval
much stricter than formerly, according to our Cor between the surface of the liquid in the bottle
'respondent, though many of the ineﬂicient folk and the cork is thus ﬁlled with a powerful
already in possession of engagements resist every antiseptic." Mr. Matthews, managing brewer at
measure of purge and remedy.—“ After every Messrs. Bass it Co.'s, in the Journal a few weeks
effort," writes our friend, “had been made in later, claimed precedence of Sir J. Murray, having
vain to induce the ﬁrst tenor and contralto to applied the process two years previously to the

"‘w-n'i‘i\ \

o. Linn-:1’.

SIX SACRED SONGS and HYMNS,
1|. each.
No. 1. Holy holy. Lord God Almi hty.

a. God dim madevt Earth on Heaven.
3. Star of the East.

4. Rock or A?

_

6. When our ends arsbow'd with woe.
s. Father of eternal grace.

BBINLEY RICHARDS.

give up their engagements, an order has now been above date, and with success, to the bottling of HERRICK'S LITANY, ‘ SWEET
SPIRIT, COMFORT ME ' ll. 0d.
issued that ‘ Lucrezia Borgia’ shall for the present beer. Sir James Murray, however, in a letter to
Sung by Madame Dolby.
be performed, absolutely without the tenor, Signor the Journal shortly aﬁerwards, points out that
Ml. Dolh' ‘alnilellpiths
Nd liiigtun'nislc'to
'
tt'ng bythose
Mr. Brinley
Richards,
of“licrgck's
ﬂue words
which
Armsndi, and the contralto. Even Mdlle. Sarolta, so far back as 1832 he (Sir James Murray) had
in spite of her beauty, has been condemned. The practised this plan for preserving various kinds of we recolleet."—AIMmm.
H B.\' BY SMART.
new singers will be a use
condition to the food and drinks, and also that he had, in 1855,
introduction of other operas. Signor Mirate has adopted the principle for preserving cod~liver oil, THE PURE IN HEART SHALL
been engaged, I understand, as the ﬁrst tenor, and and also for protecting the livers themselves
MEET AGAIN. 9. 8d.
will make his ﬁrst appearance in ‘Roberto il whilst under manipulation, and had patented the
‘V. VINCENT \YALLACE.
Diavolo.’”—We fancy that it may prove more invention.
P. Ln NEve Fos'rrs.
WHEN O'ER THE DISTANT
diﬂ‘icult to regenerate a theatre sunk to so low
EASTERN mus. (Hymn), a.
a point as the above indicates than sanguine per
To Consssroxnssrn-C. W.—J. G.—F.-F. G. H.
201, Regent-street.
sons conceive.
R. C.—A. W.—recelved.
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UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGB
OF HER MAJESTY.

NEW WORKS.

Now ready Thirty-second Edition, 1 vol. with the Arms beauti
fully .ugrni'eil. handsomely hound, gilt edges, 31s. 6d.

NEW LIST.

-+—

LODGE’S

HISTORY of FREDERICK the SECOND,

—0— —

EMPEROR. OF THE RODIANS.

This day, Second Edition. greatly enlarged, svo. cloth, 100. 6d.

The SLAVE

By T. L. KINGTON, M.A..
0t Balliol College, Oxford, and the Inner Temple.

‘

AND BARONETAGE
FOR 1868.

POWER: its Character,

Career, and I'mhﬂitl! Designs; being an Attempt toe lain
the Real Issues involved in the Amer-lain Contest. By . E.
IZEJIRNES, M.A., Professor of Jurisprudence in Queen's Cull.
‘ way.

2 vols. Bro. cloth, 82s.

SA TURDA I’ BE VIEW.
“ The merits of )Ir. Kington's hock are real and sterling. .

..It
tra
is a. book which shows real power, and it is power without
veg-once. He shows an understanding of the time with _whieh he
has immediately to do .. .. .. ..Ile shows a full appreciation of the
wonderful man of whom he writes without an - foolish hero
worshi , iuiy tendency to conceal or to extennate he darlicr fea
tures 0 his character."
A THKIVd'IUM.
“ Th
d h' in Mr. Kington has taken possession of in the
Breach: 533:)‘: 31.13%» fairly considered unoocupied,a.nd the work
escrves a warm welcome from the historical student. The author i
has crideutlv sought out. with the utmost diligence and industry,
eve available source of information’; and the style, though some
W113 diffuse, ls vigorous and flowing.

This day, Svo. cloth. 7s. 6d.

LETTERS by HISTORICUS on some
Questions of International Law.
with considerable Additions.

Reprinted from the Times,

This day, svo. III. cloth,

CORRECTED BY THE NOBILITY.
"This is the Tuinrr-su-oxn i-uo of the only Pee
e that in
bond ,Me corrected by the Nobility and Gentry themre yes, and
never derives its information from second-hand sources. It is
thus emphatically the hook for an authentic picture of the Aris
tocracy as existing at the very time of publication. The changes
among the higher classes have been very numerous in the past
year, and we iiiul them all duly recorded in ‘ Lodge.‘ We cannot
do less than heartily recommend the work, if indeed recom
mendation he not so riiuous with such an esuihlishcd publica
tion.“—GenUe1rum'| ngon‘we.

“ The rcadiesi, the most useful, and ancient of modern works

‘The HISTORY of FEDERAL GOVERN
MENT from the Foundation of the Achiiinn League to the
Disruption of the United States. ll ‘ EDWARD A. PREL
MAN, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

on the snhicctfvh'mrmtur,
“ The best Peerage and Ilarvnotage."—lfuuﬂ0cr.
HORST & BLACKETT, 12, Great Marlborough-strut.

"cl. I. GENERAL "[EW of l-‘EDEBALISM.—III§TORY of
the FEDERATIONS of GREECE.

ON CLERICAL SUBSCRIPTION :

(‘mini Bro.

An Inquiry into the Position of the Church and the Clergy.
In refcrence—l. To the Articles; II. To the Liturgy;
III. To the Canons and Statutes.
By the Rev. CHARLES HEBERT, hLA.
[This day.
Crown svc. cloth, 7r 8d.
" ' This Work contains a corn lete reprint of Dr. Lushiagtou‘ii
Judgment in the cases of Dr. W lliams and Mr. Wilson. delivered

Jun” *5‘ 1m‘

JOIUV B ULL.

"A very useful manual of information relative to the various

changes in our formularies of worship and belief. ....Those who
take an interest in a question which is continually increasing ni
importance, will do well toconsult Mr. Hohert‘s tam rate and
ably-written volume. it will point out the hiatuﬂciil acts which
require to be examined before the practical part of the question
can be approached.”

PEERAGE

The STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK: a.
Statistical, Genealogical, and iiietorical Account of the States
and Sovereigns of the (‘ii'ilized World in the Year mu, By
ENEIIDERICK MARTIN. Containing, among other par
cu DIS-

1. The Names, Titles and Genealogies of the Rulin
rcigus. Princes and Presidents of Euro
Asia. Africa an

riea; with important Historical an

Sorc
Ame

olitical State of the various cblilllrtnlj'eé-dwulyi

Eighth Thousand.

TH] CAMBRIDGE EDITION OF SHAKESPEARE.

THE BOOK OF PRAISE:

To he completed in Eight Volumes, price 10:. 6d. each, published
at intervals of Four Months.

From the belt English Hymn-Writers.

On March 25, um. will appear, Vol. I. of

Selected and arranged by BOUNDELL PALMER.
With Vignette by Woolner.

The WORKS of WILLIAM SHAKE
SPEARE.

lame. Eighth Thousand, handsomely printed and bound in extra
cloth, a. 811.; morocco, 71. $1.; extra, 10s. 6d.

,

Edited by “'ILLIA M GEORGE CLARK, M.A.,

University of (.‘nmhrirlge; and J0 I'N CLOVER, M.A., Libra
rian of Trinity College, Cambridge.

" Comprehendinﬁ nearly all that is of highest excellence
the
h
oi
oi‘ the
e
.hy far the ﬂuent cxistingl k of
English
was: the ym
rc unquestiouuhl the most beau

rinkrl

c.

HURST & BLACKETT’S
srasnann LIBRARY
or CHEAP EDITIONS or
POPULAR MODERN WORKS.
Sam Sliek‘s Nature and Human Sam Sliclr'l Old Judge.
Nature.
John Halifax.Gentlemsn.

Darien. By E. “'arhurton
Burke‘s Family Romance.

The Crescent and the Cross.

The Laird of hcrlaw.

Nathalie. By Miss Kavanagh.
A Woman‘: Thoughts about
Women. By the Author of»
‘John Halifax.‘
Adam Graeme.
;
Sam Sliek‘s \Vise Saws.
Cardinal Wiseman‘s l‘o s.
A Life for a Life.
1 the

The Enslishwonian in Italy.
Nothing New. By the Author
of‘John lialifax.‘
Life ofJeaiine d'Alhret.
The Valley ofs Hundred Fires.
Burke's Romance of the Forum.
Adele. By Miss Kavann h.
Studies from Life.
lfy the

Author of ‘ John Halifax.‘

Author of ‘ John Halifax.‘

Leigh Hunt's Old Court Suburb. Grandmother‘! Money.
llarpret and her Bridesmgidsh A {look about Doctors.

Fellow and Tutor of Trinity L‘olle e and Public Orator in the

FRIBHAN.

tiy

and bound and illustmted by iui. AIS, IIUL 1A.
UNT,
hiiuisr sosras, JOHN GILBERT. TEN

‘Biographical net-ii _

‘ 2. A short and accurate Account of the Constitutional Organisa
tion of the leadi
States of the World-8. Lists of Ministers.
Generals, Am
era, and other important State l-tunctionari'u.
; -—4. The Budgets of the chief Countries, with Details concerning
‘, the main Branches of income and Expenditure-6. The Strength,
Ur anieation and other Particulars of the Armies and .\ai'ics.—
6. 1‘Tables of’ l’c¥)ulation.-—7. Commercial and other Statistics

i bearing upon the

Interesting Literary Presents.
Each work complete in One Volume {rice M. ei

0

un: .

" The publications in this library have all ‘been of good quality:
many give information while they euter-tain."—Bra.mtncr.
IIURST & BLACKETT, 18, Great Murlboroush-strcet.

Nearly ready, in fcup. are. with Illustrations,

iThe GREAT STONE BOOK. By D. T.

tii'ul in the language. and in the details of edi rial labour the
most exquisite ﬁnish is manifest,“

NEW NOVELS

ANSTED, “.A. F.R.S., late Fellow of Jesus College, Cam
bridge.

GUARDIAN.

In Circulation at all the Libraries.

"There is not room for two opinions as to the value of ' The
Book of Praise)"
RECORD

Next week,

.LEAVES from our CYPRESS and our
"Throu hunt the whole volume we see little to cﬂticize and ‘
much to
mire ----- ..It is a book which ought to had a place in
every Christian library.”

A PAINTER’S CAMP IN THE
HIGHLANDS;
AND

THOUGHTS ABOUT ART.
By P. G. HAMERTON.
I vols. crown on. Ell.

A THEE/EQUAL
"The book of a man with a
rpose and with special talent, if
not
ins: as such, one to be rented carefully .... ,.For all that
Mr.
amerton says on the sub sot, every honest labourer in the
cause of Art should thank him cartily, as far as strengthening of

OAK.

_-_._

Handscmely printed. in small tto. on toned paper,

bound in extra gilt cloth. 7s. 6d.

This day, the Fourth Edition, in 3 vols.

Nearly ready,

AURORA FLOYD.

The FAIRY BOOK: Classic Fairy

By the Author of ‘ Indy Audlcy‘s Secret.’

Stories, Selected and rendered anew by the Author of ‘ John
Halifax, Gentleman.‘ This will form one of “The Golden
Treasury‘ Series. With Vignette by J. Noel Paton, and
Prontispiece.

“ We are surprised in lookin back upon it to observe in how few
sentences the character is u olded; yct how completely we can
conceive the personage sketched, so simple and straightforward.
so honest and so true. For this piece of genre pafntin , slight as

it is, we are inclined to compliment the but-horses highiygi
ms.

Nearly raidy,

LECTURES delivered in Australia.

By

J0ll.\' WOOLLEY, I).C.L., Princi
of the University of
Sydney, 1m Fellow of University Co ego, Oxford.

The Eighth Edition, in 3 rule.

LADY AUDLEY'S SECRET.
Nearly ready, in 2 vols. crown Bvo.
By the Author of ‘ Aurora Floyd.‘

SIX MONTHS intho FEDERAL STATES.

hand.”
NONCONFORMIST.
“We are not exaggerating the charm of these volumes. .. . .they
are written with inﬁnite spirit and humour, and abouuding in
those touches of minute and faithful detail which transport the
reader with the sense of reality.”

By EDWARD DICEY, Author of ‘ Memoir of Cui'oiu',‘ kc.

“ Full of rapid incidents, well put together: when We begin to
rcnd,we cannot choose but _;zn on ... . .It is a good
Hoping novel
like a good gallop, to be euyoyod rather than witi
d. --Times.

Nearly ready, in medium two. with numerous Illustrations,

The LIFE of WILLIAM BLAKE, the
ARTIST. By ALEXANDER GILCHRIST, Author of‘ The
Life of William Etty, RA.‘

V I T I1
AN ACCOUNT or a GOVERNMENT MISSION TO THE
VITIAN 0R FIJIAN GROUP or ISLANDS.

In March,
LAW ofENGLAND. By JAMES FITZJAMES STEPHEN,
M.A., of the Inner Temple, Barristcr-at-Law, Recorder of

With Map and Illustrations.

Newark-on-Trcnt.

ATHEN‘BUM
"We can warmly reoommmd this ‘Account of a Government

Nearly ready, in crown Bro.

MANUAL of POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Mission ' in our readers.”

OBSBR VKR.

llzydlrliiNRY FAWCETT, )rI.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cam
ri go.

"It contains a mass of curious information .... . .Dr. Seemimn‘s
book may he warmly commended to public perusal. it treats of a

curious People. of whom, although presenting some faint linea

In the press,

ments 0 civilization, very little is known ; while the facts, col
lected as they are from personal investigation made under circum
stances of R8001!!!‘ opportunity, are as interesting as they are in
formatory.

BEHIND the VEIL; and Other Poems.

EXA J!IKER.

In the press, 2 vols. crown svo.

“ Dr. Secmnnn‘s opinions as to the political and commercial im
portance of tho Fiyiau Islands, his account of their inhabitants
and natural peculiarities, have interest."

MACMILLAN & C0. London and Cambridge.

By J. SHERIDAN Ls Farm.

GENERAL VIEW of the CRIMINAL

By BERTHOLD SEEMANN, Ph.D. F.L.S.
8V0. cloth, 14s.

This day, in 8 role,

The HOUSE by the CHURCHYARD,
"Just as Mr. Thackerq speculates over his ' nppets,’ and so ,
‘ I think Arthur was not quite satisﬁed with hi; own apology or
himself to WarringtonJAorJdid Mr. l’endennis grieve the lean
for his mother. because he had got a white hat?‘ and so forth,
just so Mr. Le Faun half quizzes his own characters. and halfcon
veys to you, after Mr. Thackeray's fashion, that there is a point
not very far down,at which his own knowledge of them com
pletely stops, and beyond which he is as much in the dark as his
readers about their spiritual secrets?» Spectator.

THE NE ll ' SENSA TION STOR Y.
This day, in 3 vols.

By the Hon. RODEN NOEL.

DISCOURSES.

By A. J. SCOTT, Pro

A

TANGLED

SKEIN.

By Anmsr FONBLANQCE.

fessor of Logic in Owens College, Manchester.

MACMILLAN & Co. London and Cambridge.

TINSLEY Baornsss, 18, Catherine-street.
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LITERATURE
Recollections of Tartar Steppes and their Inhaln't
ants. By Mrs. Atkinson. With Illustrations.
(Murray)
EVEN after the very full and highly-coloured
works on ‘ Oriental and Western Siberia,’ and

on ‘The Upper and Lower Amoor,’ produced
by the en and illustrated by the pencil of
Thomas itlam Atkinson, there was still room
for this pleasant little volume by his wife. The
married pair made their great journey through
the Ste pes together; and if he was the better
artist, s e excelled in a more available know
ledge of the Russian idiom and race.
Besides, a woman's points of view, when visit
ing a strange land and mixing in anew society,
are different from those of a man. If she is apt
to omit a good many things which he might
consider of leading interest, she will be pretty sure to describe for us many scenes which he
in his pride would have overlooked. A man
will commonly seize on the masses, a woman‘
on the details; he will take count of the land
scape, she give her eyes to the roadside. If
it pleases him to depict the mountains and the ‘
sunsets, she will delight in collecting and pre
serving the ﬂowers. If he deals mainly with

best lights of her sex. A woman ﬁrst looks
to the useful, and, reversing the saying of
Goethe, leaves the beautiful to take care of
itself. She has a very poor opinion of abstract
truth, and she barely -ﬁnds toleration in her
heart for endeavour which brings no visible
return in either meal or malt. No woman has
ever tried her hand at speculative philosophy.
Women have no imagination, though they have
active and abundant fancies. All the larger
exertion of the race must be achieved by men.
Yet much remains for the other sex to do. The
male investigates, the female applies. To one
belongs the distant, to the other the proximate.
Man creates, and woman cooks!
This diversity of function lends a charm and
imparts a character to the observation of each.
In some departments of literary art, such as
story-telling and travel-talk, the ladies have a

place of their own, distinct from that of their

masculine rivals, and certainly not below it.
\Ve have a noble army of female tourists, each
of whom has left her mark on the country
through which she passed. Italy has won the
attention of a thousand writers; but has any
of them left us brighter pictures of her beauty
than Lady Morgan, Fanny Kemble and George
Sandi Has any pen done more than Harriet
Martincau for the Holy Land? Has any one
described the Sogné Fjeld in a style to compare
the important topim of history, ethnology and - with the Unprotected Female?
physics, she will pay attention to the domestic ' Then, again, we have to remember that in
arrangements, the customs of society, the man some countries, with very peculiar and highly
ners, and the dress. If nothing is too large for exciting domestic institutions, women are the
him, nothing, on the other side, is too small only explorers of the seraglio, the harem, the
for her. If he has more sympathy with nature, zenana: a male inquirer can learn nothing
she will probably have more sympathy with life. beyond the vaguest of travellers’ tales. His
The feminine mind has a peculiar genius for eyes may not profane the family precincts. He
that detail of observation which is the soul is an outcast from the hearth. One-half of life,
of recorded travel. Whether rolling through and that the most interesting to strangers of
Hyde Park or scampering over the Tartar another creed, is hidden away from him. Here
Step , a woman will avoid, so far as she can, the female tourist comes to our aid. Lady
the istant, the ideal and the complex; lovin Mary ‘Vortley Montagu makes us amends for
what is near, appreciating what is useful, an the silence or the blunders of a hundred writers
enjoying what is plain. Women hate non of the less privileged sex. This advantage
sense. The most practical engineer that ever of womanhood lends a charm to Madame
built a bridge or a mill, was probably 0. Pfeiﬁ'er’s volumes.
Mrs. Lucy Atkinson, in her long ramble
dreamer and a theorist when compared against
his wife. The one sex speculates, the other through the wild districts of Northern Asia,
acts. A man feels a thousand temptations to had all the privileges of her sex. She was a
wander into space; while his companion lants woman, and was therefore admitted to the inti
herself immovably at the kitchen-ﬁre.
no is macy of women everywhere, in the Russian
discursive, the‘ other adhesive. One is centri aoul and in the Tartar harem. Her husband

fugal force, the other centripetal force. A man

was an artist, an explorer, a sportsman; where

earns to establish relations between his own
eing and the universe; a woman is satisﬁed
when she has come to a cordial understandin
with her housekeeper’s book. The real am
the near have an enduring charm for her, to
which the poetic and the romantic can make
but a vague and passing pretence. Every one
has met that pair of rosy Britons who are
alweiy: studying nature on Lake Leman, or in

he moored his boat or tied up his horse, it was
to use his paint-brush or seize his gun. She
had hours, and even days, to herself in the
savage desert, which gave her plenty of time,
not only to observe, but to write. She knew
the languages of the country, for she had resided
in Russia from the days of her youth. She
had also the great advantage, for a Siberian
traveller, of having enjoyed, in St. Petersburg,
an acquaintance with the families of many of
the public men who had been exiled for politi
cal crimes against the Czar, which caused her
to be everywhere received as a friend. She
entered the houses of these exiles, and saw the
conditions under which they live. The glimpses
which she gives of these exiles will, to many
persons, make the charm of her book.

the
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y of Naples, or on the Rhine. The male

oints to the snowy Alps, to the smoke of

esuvius, to the ruined schloss among the

vineyards, as the case maybe; spouts a mouth
ful of Byron, or mumbles some ﬁlmy and
Shelley-like stuﬁ' about the spirit of the scene:
the female lifts now and then a rebuking blue
eye, smiles meekly at her slave, and falls back
again to the realities of a collar with a
The Russian question has arisen once more;
rent. That woman will take a stroll in the and men who had almost forgotten the exist
Coliseum by moonlight with a man she ence of our Literary Association of the Friends
loves; but the chances are many that her of Poland are again looking back to the poetic
attraction to the walk, and the object of ardour of Campbell and Tennyson in the cause,
her thoughts, is the living lover at her side, and are even recalling their romantic sorrows
not the melanchol arena or the storied over the Exiles of Siberia. At the very outset
arches overhead.
he would lose the ﬁnest of Mrs. Atkinson’s book, we stand in presence
sunset in the world to go in and make .tea; of the frightful realities of banishment to the

and in doing so she would be acting by the mines:

“During my short stay in Moscow, it became
‘known to the families of many exiles that I was
going to visit regions where their husbands, fathers

and brothers had spent more than twenty years of
their lives. Each member of these families had
something to communicate—a wife, who had stood
at the gate of Moscow with an infant in her arms,
to take the last look at the husband and the father
as he was driven slowly past; young children, who
were now men and women, who had been horriﬁed

with the clanking of chains when receiving the last
embrace; then there were mothers who had gazed
with agony on their sons as they passed under the
great archway, and were lost to them for ever ;
sisters who had received the last salute of those so
dear, and brothers who had met here and grasped
each other’s hands, but were destined never to
meet again : all these had some message which

they wished to be delivered."
Each family that had a son, a. father or a
brother at the mines-and these were of the
best and bravest in the land-would have had
the English travellers for their guests. They
dared not write to their beloved ones far away.
They could only send to them a message of
affection and of comfort by word of mouth, and
so each one would have had the two travellers
make of .their grief a articular case. They
loaded them with detai of distress, many of
them dramatic, and all of them melancholy to
the last degree. But who can blame them?
How the wife who had been parted from her
husband for twenty years, how the mother
who had been torn from her son, must have
envied the English lady who was going where
she would look on the well-remembered face!
“There was a melancholy interest in these
gatherings which few can appreciate; it was only
by a knowledge of the circumstances which had
sent their friends into exile, and the ditﬁculty of

making any conﬁdential communication to those
so dear to them that I could understand their

anxious desire to detain us;-nor shall I ever forget
the parting and the blessing which they bestowed
upon us.”

At length the travellers started. The ﬁrst
pause in the journey was at the Siberian Gate
of Moscow :
“The horses were soon in a gallop, dashing up
the snow and slush in showers. In some parts we

were really brought to a stand on the bare stones,
and at ﬁve o'clock the sentinel stopped us at the
gate of Moscow, an oﬂicer demanded our passports,

which were shortly returned, and the bar was
ordered to be raised. As we passed through, I
seemed to be bidding farewell to the world; I
thought of the many exiles who had crossed this
barrier; and it was a relief when we had passed
beyond the great archway. Amongst the prisoners

who are marched through this portal on their way
to Siberia, some are steeped in the deepest crimes,
others are convicted of minor offences, and hun- V

dreds have passed this spot whose only crime was
resisting the cruel treatment of their brutal
masters."
And so they rode into the clear night and
the frosty air,alouewith nature and theirCossack
guides.
“ Mouraviol'l‘ was looked upon as one of the most
determined of the conspirators of 1825. His brother

Serge was hanged.

His was a hard fate, for the

rope broke before life was extinct, and another had
to be procured; in the mean time, consciousness

returned, and he became aware of what was going
forward, when he mildly said, ‘it was very hard for
a man to have to die twice.’ The one who was

exilcd was condemned to solitude on reaching Si
beria; he was separated from his comrades, and
banished to the forests of Yakoutsk, where he spent
a wretched life; his food was of the coarsest kind.
The ground on which he had to lie was nothing
but a marsh; here he dwelt two years, having
intercourse with no one. Every comfort was denied
him, even to books and writing materials. Count
Orloﬂ‘, in one of his despatches to the officer of '

1 justice who had him in charge, and who had re
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ceived strict injunctions that a rigid supervision
should be kept over the poor- exile, demanded how

he spent his time.

His reply was rather laconic,

‘he sleeps-he walks-——he thinks.’ He was after
this never interfered with, till he joined his com
panions in exile. He is a most perfectgentleman,
but there is no doubt that he has great determina
tion of character; and I should think, to look at

him, years of exile have not changed his indomit
able spirit.”

At Jaloutroﬁ'sky, the town in which Czar
Nicholas conﬁned the chief conspirators of
1825, the year of his accession, they went to
see M. Mouravioﬁ‘, one of the exiles, and a
member of the great Russian family of that
name. At M. Mouravioﬁ's house Mrs. Atkinson
came upon one of the most common and most
melancholy incidents of the Siberian cxilc‘s
life :—
“On entering the dwelling, a gentleman in the
prime of life come forward to meet us ; he appeared
not a little surprised at seeing strangers, Jalou
troffsky being off the great post road. I inquired

for Mouravioﬁ'; he said he was the person I re
quired.

I told him I had come from Petersburg,

and gave him my maiden name; I was instantly
received with open arms ; he then hurried us
into his sitting-room, giving me scarcely time to
introduce my husband. I was divested of all my
wrappings, although we stated that our stay would
be short; he then seated me on a sofa, ran himself
to fetch pillows to prop against my back, placed a
stool for my feet; indeed, had I been an invalid,
and one of the family, I could not have been more
cared for, or the welcome more cordial.
One
of his comrades, whose family I was likewise
acquainted with, was immediately sent for, as also
the wife of one of the exiles, a peasant woman;
her husband was dead; many of these poor ‘unfor

tunates ' have married with the peasantry, or with
the daughters of the Cossacks. This woman came
with her two children ; I was the bearer of many
a message, as well as little gifts for all. There
was likewise a request for her to part with her
children, so that they-might receive proper educa

tion.

She told me she would think the matter

over; we all urged her to consent, seeing it was

for their future well-being; she left us, promising
to do her best in bringing her mind to look upon
the separation as she ought to do. I am happy to

say that I have just heard she has allowed the
children (a boy and a girl) to go to their aunt's, in
Ekaterinburg, with whom we are acquainted, and
who will receive them with great aﬁ'ection. Poor
mother! at the same time, I know the pang 9f

parting with her little treasures must have been
great; but by the parting from them she has
shown her great love."

In some respects, the exiles of Jaloutroﬁ'sky
are leniently treated; their crime being one
of very old date. According to our country
woman’s report, they “ form quite a, little
colony, dwelling in perfect harmony, the joys
and sorrows of one becoming those of the others;
indeed, they are like one family. The freedom
they enjoy is, to a certain extent, greater than
any they could have in Russia; for instance,
full liberty of s eech. They fear nothing; the

dread of exile

s no terrors for them. But

what they have not, is liberty to go where they
please ; they are restricted in distance, as also
in the use of ﬁre-arms; however, the authorities
in the town are exceedingly lenient towards

them, permitting those who are fond of the
chase to hunt wherever and whenever they

please. These gentlemen, grateful for the in

treatment, and made associates of them, inviting wallowing in dirt. Even in places where she
one or more to partake of the meals prepared for found the houses clean, theNpeo is were them
himself. At one little place where they stopped, selves unutterably ﬁlthy.
o ussian, in his
the oiﬁcer breakfasted with one of his prisoners; own country, ever washes his skin while on a
he then stepped out of the room to see that all was journey, for he requires, as he alleges, the dirt
in preparation for departure, leaving his companion
to keep him warm. This antipathy to soap
seated on a bench at a table. The exile was sitting
reﬂecting on his position, when one of the autho and water is found, however, in many places to
rities of the village entered the room, the doors of which the argument of frosty air and icy wind
which were so low, that every one had to bend the would not apply. The Andalucian, the Sici
body to be able to enter. This man came to say lian, the Levuntine, has each the same love of
that all was ready for starting. He bowed low on dirt, though he gives the contrary reason, that
perceiving a gentleman sitting, whom he concluded it helps him to bear without injury the sultry
to be the ofﬁcer. He then entered into conversation heat. It is a curious fact, that the dirtiest
which naturally turned upon the sooundrels that nations in the world are those which have been
were being conveyed into exile, and (continued this in ﬁercest conﬂict with the scrupulously clean
man, looking into his face) ‘there is no mistaking Mohammedans; the bad habit starting, perhaps,
they are villains of the blackest dye; indeed, Ishould from a religious point. \Ve know how the
not like to be left alone with any one of them,
Gothic conquerors of Seville and Granada
and, if I might presume to oﬂ‘er a little advice, it
would be to observe well their movements, as they destroyed the Moorish baths and water-ways;
might slip their chains, and not only murder you making soap suspicious and bathing penal.
and all the escort, but spread themselves over Under the rule of Mendoza, a Spaniard who
Siberia, where they would commit all kinds of appeared in the street clean was suspected of
atrocities.’ At this point of the conversation, the having a bath in his house and a recollection
bell rang tosummon them all to depart, whereupon of the crescent in his heart. To wash was to be
the exile arose, but when the visitor heard the as bad as a Moor, while to be unkempt and
clanking of the chains, the farce was complete. dirty was to be orthodox. A traveller may
Mouravioﬂ' told us, he never saw a man look so trace the inﬂuence of these ideas and events in
aghast; when he saw the object of his terror about the south of Spain at this very hour.
The
to move forward, he made a rush at the door, but, same set of ideas must have operated, more or

not having bent his head low enough, he received
such a blow that it sent him reeling back into the
room, and sprawling on the floor.”

One is sorry to learn that these poor fellows
meet with little or no pity from the inhabitants
of the towns through which they have to march.
M. Mouravioﬁ' said the people in one place
wanted to stone them, and their guards had the
utmost trouble in saving them from the mob.
In Siberia the lower classes are said to adore
the Emperor: a fact which political men ought
never to forget. It is one of the elements of
his power.
If our countrywoman’s pictures of the Rus
sion people be in the main correct, we have
very little room to congratulate the Czar on the
virtues of his adorers. High and low, with a
mere surface difference, are shown to be idle,
proﬂigate, drunken, dirty and dishonest. The
trader of Nishni Novgorod is not much supe
rior in these respects to the savage of the
Steppe. They may be said to be the same in
everything except their clothes. If ydu strip a
Russian, you find a Tartar. At the ﬁrst stage
of the journey from Moscow, the sledge drew
up for a change of horses. The ostlers of the
post were long in coming, and Mr. Atkinson
sent his Cossack to stir them up. More time
elapsed, when Mr. Atkinson went into the
house himself. Every man was lying drunk
and asleep on the ﬂoor, including his own ser
vant, who had joined the topers, and drunk
himself insensible. How are you to deal with
such fellows? They know no argument except
the knout. Hence the whip is in universal use
among the Russians; and there are whipping
houses for servants in every considerable town
of Siberia, just as there are whipping-houses for
slaves in New Orleans and the cities of Louis
iana. The peasants submit to the lash without
shame. Mrs. Atkinson never mentions any
Cassy-like protests against the rod and the
cat. On the contrary, the Muscovite seems
to expect his fate. She tells of one fellow who
went tothe guard-house for his usual drubbing,

ulgenoc given them, never fail to return the
same night.” M. Mouraviofi', from his family
connexion with powerful governors and active and being refused by the officer of the day on
generals in the service, was perhaps enabled to the ground that he had no orders to beat him,
shield from the petty malice of subordinates rayed that he might have his lashes, saying
his companions in disaster. One of the stories e had come a long way for them, and would
told by him of the long march from Moscow to be sure to be sent back should he go home
with a whole skin. In short, the genuine
Jaloutroﬂ'sky is rather droll:—
lussiun adores the Czar and expects the knout.
“ The oﬂicer in command, after they had reached
a certain distance from the capital, relaxed in his
Men and women are alike described as

less powerfully, on every frontier of Islam,
from the Vega of Grenada to the Kirghis Steppe.
It is certain that if dirt is an evidence of sound
faith, the Russians are safe. More than once
our fastidious countrywoman could not sleep
under their roofs for the stench; more than once
she had to cast away the clothing that should
have he t her warm. The people in towns were
dirtier t an those in the country places. “ \Ve
invariably found the peasants dirtier and poorer
the nearer they are to large towns." The women
she found dirt-ier than the men.
Dirt, however, is not the only kind of fanati
cism in which the Muscovite peasant rivals his

fellow-Christian in the South of Spain. ‘He is
very solicitous, in his wild fashion, for the sol
vation of souls. Here-is the story of a man who
in other circumstances might have become a
Russian Torquemada:—
“Afather and son were travelling together on
the same route we intend taking : they stopped one
night at a peasant's cottage; it was late, and the
inhabitants had retired to rest. Amongst this
class of people the top of the stove forms the sleep
ing apartment of as many of the family as can be
stowed away upon it. The travellers were admitted
to the only room the house contained ; and, having
been many hours without food, brought forth their
provisions and commenced eating their supper,
which consisted of cold meat, kc. Their supper

ended, they lay down on one of the benches to
sleep, which was not long in overtaking the weary
travellers. They had been but a short periodin
the land of dreams, when one of the men on the
stove slid gently down, and, taking in his hand a
hatchet (which every peasant carries with him in
his belt), with cautious steps approached the
sleepers, and, lifting the instrument with both

hands, brought it with such force down upon the
head of the poor father, that be literally cleft it in
two ; he then turned to the son, who was in asound
sleep, and despatched him likewise. The brutal
murderer then returned to his berth and slept ﬁll
morning, when he went and informed the nearest
authorities of the two murders he had committed.
His object was not plunder, he said, when asked

his reason for committing so horrible a deed; he
described how he was sleeping, and hearing these
two men conversing, he was induced, from what
he heard, to Watch their actions, and saw them
committing the awful sin of eating meat in Lent,
how it weighed upon his soul, how he turned away
and tried to sleep but could not, how he felt that
for the sake of Him who had died to save sinners,
he ought to prevent these men from vshining again;
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he had tried to avoid committinga crime, which he

knew it was, but a voice kept continually urging Evidence as to ZlIan’s Place in Nature. By Tho
mas Henry Huxley. (Williams & Norgate.)
him on, and saying that he was only putting an
end to sin."
THE ‘ Evidence as to Man’s Place in Nature’
'l'hieving is common among all classes, and is may be regarded as a supplement to Sir C.
consequently not so disgraceful as in civilized Lyell’s geological plea for t e great antiquity of
lands. A Russian does not even take the Greek man. Again we have before us the Engis and
recaution, of not being found out in his offence. the Neanderthal skulls, but more intclligibly
The servant robs his master, the master robs sketched and more fully described. Again we
his neighbour. Everybody cheats the Czar. have the Darwinian theory, but more positively
Mrs. Atkinson tells us how the tribute furs from espoused and more openly advocated. The pre
Siberia are delivered to the Em eror. These sent, indeed, is a small volume, and merely the
tribute furs are of the ﬁnest kin , and of very substance of various lectures; yet, small as it is,
eat value, the peasants supposing that his it treats, as its author says, of “ the question of
ajesty will receive them in person and inquire questions for mankind-the problem which
the names of his tributaries. “ These furs pass underlies all others, and is more deeply inter
through the hands of many individuals, and esting than any other-the ascertainment of
each one substitutes another of an inferior qua the place which Man occupies in nature and
lity; so that when they arrive at their destina of his relations to the universe of things.”
tion they are of a very different value to those
As Sir C. Lyell's chief object is to remove
given by these simple people, who would man remotely back in the scale of geological
scorn to present such miserable articlts to his time, so Prof. Huxley’s aim is to degrade man
Ma'esty.’
deeply in the scale of animal existence. The
ose who cheat the Emperor will not one puts him back on the huge dial of time,
hesitate to rob his eoplc. “ I was once the other uts him down in the grade of
told by a Cossack o cor,” says Mrs. Atkin Nature.
an is no longer “a creature of
son, “that their pay was inadequate to their yesterday,” in the opinion of Lyell; man is
wants,—it was really insufficient to pur no longer a distinct sub-class, in the view of
chase a uniform; ‘and yet,’ said he, ‘we are Huxley. Man probably lived a hundred thou
expected to have it always good, and, besides, sand years ago, according to Lyell; man pro
we must have a horse ; so what are we to do? bably had a hundred thousand apes for his
why, steal one.’ To my knowledge, it is not ancestors, according to Huxley. If this
alone horses, but other things likewise. At one author be right, poets must have been utterly
time we used to consider their conduct very wrong. They have sung of men as little lower
reprehensible, but after becoming acquainted than angels, while they ought to have sung of
with all their means, we were much more apes as little lower than men.
lenient in blaming them; it is the system which
Our readers know something of the much
is defective.”
disputed hippocampus minor, both from the
But the soldiers are worse than their oﬁicers. contributions of Profs. Owen and Huxley to
Mrs. Atkinson had two in her service, “both our columns, and from reports of the ani
of them thieves." There is one condition, and mated controversy about it at the late meeting
only one, under which she found them honest: of the British Association at Cambridge. At
when they had charge of the travellers and were that scientiﬁc gathering, Profs. Owen and Hux
onsible for their safety. Their integrity ley were as ﬁrst and second Wranglers; while
was then like that of José Maria, the famous the other wranglers applauded the cranial and
Alabama bandit. But while guarding their cerebral contest. Sir C. Lyell has repeated
particular charge, the Cossack gentlemen the assault upon Prof. Owen, and in this book
would steal from others whatever they could the same subject re-appears. To those whom
In their hands on. If they discovered that it personally concerns we commit it, and simply
L rs. Atkinson was carrying a present to some advert to the special topic in hand. Whereas
one, they considered that present, as belonging the wisest man of old gave this advice to the
to a third party, lawful spoil. A gun, a tub of idle—“ Go to the ant, thou sluggard," the wise
honey, a fur cloak-any article which did not men of this school give this advice to the in
actually belong to the traveller they thought quisitive-“Go to the orilla, ye students.”
they had a right to steal.
‘
“Consider her ways,” ad ed Solomon; “Con
Of course, weadmit that accusations like these sider his skull,” say the Simian physiologists.
of lying and theft and corruption are very easily How fortunate, under such circumstances, that,
made. We admit, too, that even when they as we could not all go to the gorilla, the gorilla
are unquestionably true in many particular has come to us!
.
cases, they may not be true in the main. Eng
It was a comforting opinion that we had, as
land is not a nation‘ of wife-boaters, though a men, a cerebral distinction, even though it was
good many examples of that offence may be but a minor hippocampus: but we are assured
heard in the police courts. France is not a by Prof. Huxley that “all the abundant and
country of drunkards, though a tipsy man is very trustworthy evidence which we now possess
often thrust out of the wine-she s. The Ame leads to the conviction that, so far from the
rican people are not to be fairly described as posterior lobe, the posterior cornu, and the
table-tumors, though they send us a number of hippocampus minor being structures peculiar
mediums. We must not put a part for the to and characteristic of man, as they have been
whole, unless we would fall into the blunder of over and over again asserted to be, even after
M. Ledru Rollin in his ‘Decadence de l’Angle the publication of the clearest demonstration
terre.’ \Vere we inclined to do so, we should of the reverse, it is precisely these structures
be instantly met‘ by a counter-point. A Rus which are the most marked cerebral characters
sian writer might assert that our clothing common to man with the apes. They are
colonels take (or until lately took) bribes from among the most distinctly Simian pecu
the army tailors, and thereupon declare that the liarities which the human organism exhibits.”
higher and more aristocratic grades of our army Thus, then, it appears that while Owen and
are incurably corrupt. We should only smile at Huxley differ, apes and men do not. It is an
such a statement and such an inference. \Ve unfortunate circumstance that the more we are
must allow something for custom in the. Mus developed from apes, the more we differ from
covite as in the English case.
each other. Two primordial men might be
conceived of as quarrelling about a bone, but
never as disagreeing about a brain.
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But, leaving this matter to learned ana
tomists, Prof. Huxley has now to attend to his
onward pressing foes from other quarters :
“ On all sides I shall bear the cry—‘ We are
men and women, not a mere better sort of apes, a

little longer in the legs, more compmt in the foot,
and bigger in brain than your brutal chimpanzees
and gorillas. The power of knowledge, the con
science of good and evil—the pitiful tenderness of

human affections, raise us out of all real fellowship
with the brutes, however closely they may seem
to approximate us' To this I can only reply that
the exclamation would be most just and would
have my own entire sympathy, if it were only
relevant. But it is not I who-seek to base man‘s
dignity upon his great toe, or insinuate that we are
lost if an ape has a hippocampus minor. On the
contrary, I have done my best to sweep away this

vanity.

I have endeavoured to show that no

absolute structural line of demarcation, wider than‘
that between the animals which immediately suc
ceed us in the scale, can be drawn between the
animal world and ourselves; and I may add the
expression of my belief that the attempt to draw
a psychical distinction is equally futile, and that
even the highest faculties of feeling and of intellect
begin to germinate in lower forms of life."

That this close affinity to our “ cor relations”
is not acceptable or consoling octrine to the

common people, the Professor is well aware :
“ Brought face to face with these blurred copies
of himself, the least thoughtful of men is conscious
of a certain shock, due, perhaps, not so much to
disgust at the aspect of what looks like an insulting
caricature, as to the awakening of a sudden and
profound mistrust of time-honoured theories and
strongly-rooted prejudices regarding his own posi
tion in nature, and his relations to the under-world
of life; while that which remains a dim suspicion
for the unthinking becomes a vast argument,
fraught with the deepest consequences, for all who
are acquainted with the recent progress of the
anatomical and physiological sciences.”

Most peo is as they advance in life are apt
to disown t eir poor relations; but our Pro-»
fessor takes an honest pride in parading them
all before us in his frontispiece. Certainly,
when thus brought skeleton to skeleton with
“these blurred copies of himself," man may
fairly feel a little shocked. Here is skeleton
ized Man lightly tripping forward, followed by
skeletonized Gorilla, who is heavily bending
downward; after whom come Messieurs Chim
panzee, Orang and Gibbon, all in their best
bones, and with their best legs foremost. How
man can be so gay with such a following of
grim relatives, it is hard to conceive. Yet the
whole train appear as gleesome' as_if they were
going in procession to meet the Princess on
her entrance into London, and to claim a not
very agreeable kinship with her. Certainly,
there is a difference in weight; forthe Professor
informs us that “a full-grown gorilla is pro
bably pretty nearly twice as heavy as many an
European woman”; but,
ssibly, “the pitiful
tenderness of human a actions” may have
diminished our weight, and account for the
difference between a princess and a chim
panzee. Most of us know what it is to “ pine
away” with love; and perhaps a love-struck
gorilla might pine down to the weight of a
healthy Yorkshire woman.
As to cerebral structure, “it is clear that man
differs less from the chimpanzee or the orang,
than these do even from the monkeys; and that

the difference between the brains of the chim
panzee and of man is almost insi niﬁcant, when
compared with that between t
chimpanzee
brain and that of a lemur.” As to cerebral
weight, “there is a very striking difference in
absolute mass and weight between the lowest
human brain and that of the highest u. o. It
may be doubted whether a healthy uman
adult brain ever weighed less than 31 or 32
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ounces, or that the heaviest gorilla brain
has exceeded 20 ounces.” Yet, as we read
in the next page, “ the difference in weight of
brain between the highest and the lowest men
is far
ater, both relatively and absolutely,
than t at between the lowest man and the
h' hestthe
ape”;
and differences
again, “regarded
calﬁy,
cerebral
of mansystemati
and apes
are not of more than generic value—his Family
distinction resting chieﬂy on his dentition, his
pelvis and his lower limbs. Thus, whatever i
stem of organs be studied, the comparison of
:heir modiﬁcations in the ape series leads to
one and the same. result-that the structural

differences which separate man from the gorilla
and the chimpanzee are not so great as those
which separate the gorilla from the lower apes.”
The critic who desires fairly and yet brieﬂy
to state the views of the author ﬁnds himself
occasionally baﬁled. No sooner, for instance,
has he cited the above apparently deﬁnite
conclusion, than he ﬁnds it qualiﬁed by an as

surance that the structural differences between
man and the highest apes are not small or
insigniﬁcant. “ On the contrary,” says the Pro

fessor, “let me take this opportunity of dis
tinctly asserting that they are great and signiﬁ
cant ; that every bone of a gorilla bears marks
by which it might be distinguished from the
corresponding bone of a man; and that in the
resent creation, at any rate, no intermediate
ink bridges over the gap between Home and
Troglodytes.” Now, at least, we may imagine
that we have grasped a deﬁnite diﬂ'crcnce ;

for if every bone differs, there is a general
as well as wide distinction between man and
the nearest ape. Yet the next sentence but one
is this : “Remember, if you will, that there is
no existing link between man and the gorilla;
but do not forget that there is a no less sharp
line of demarcation, a no less complete absence
of any transitional form, between the gorilla and
the orang, or the orang and the gibbon. I say,
not less sharp, though it is somewhat narrower.
The structural differences between man and the

itself hard pressed to escape from real sin and buried his dead companion under the dried
degradation, will leave the brooding over spe-4 leaves of an African forest.
culative pollution to the cynics and the ‘ right
eous overmuch,’ _who, disagreeing in everything , The History 0f the Supmmtural, in all Ages
else, unite in blind insensibility to the noble- . and Nations, and in all Churches, Christian
ness of the visible world, and inability to appre~ ' and Pagan : demonstrating a Universal Faith.
ciate the
deur of the place man occupies
By William Hewitt. :2 vols. (Longman & Co.)
therein.” fany, indeed, may ﬁnd it hard to ‘, Mr. Howitt is the
isan of partisans! Time
assent to such teaching, and can scarcely ,has brought no difﬁdence to the author of
admit with this teacher that “our reverence ‘ The History of Priestcraft.’ He turns a clear
for the nobility of manhood will not be less and vigorous style to forcible account in asser
ened by the knowledge that Man is, in sub tion and vituperation.——He is, as of old, impa
stance and in structure, one with the brutes.”
tient of every man's sincerity, save his own.
After all this, another look at the grim pro He is credulous to carelessness in the admission
cession of skeletons in the frontispiece is rather of every tale as evidence which suits the belief
discouraging. If the beholder can but conclude which has possessed him. He has no choice

that he is one “in substance and structure” among his witnesses.

For him Mrs. Crosland

with those ibbering, grovellin apes behind and Mrs. Crowe are allies just as valuable as
man, then w ere is our pride of ancestry, our Cudworth and Confucius, Mr. Home as Hero
heraldic pomp, our vaunted nobilit of descent? dotus. Marvels are welcome to him in propor
Any man can now mount armor' bearings in ! tion as they are monstrous; and they troop
the shape of the long arms of the gibbon or the I through his pages in hundreds. “The ten thou
gorilla. These are our true “kings-at-arms”;' sand haunted houses in London which the
and sculptors, painters and poets have omitted i police have strict orders not to mention” (a
the greatest of themes.
1 fact which we have heard gravely asserted in
On the presumed antiquity of man, Prof. good society), are not one too many for him.
Huxley, as at ﬁrst intimated, thinks with Sir, N0 amount of vitality in furniture is strange.
C. Lyell, as the following will show:—
The wonder rather is that there are any ﬁxed
“ The fossil remains of Man hitherto discovered and immovable things on the earth—that trees
do not seem to me to take us appreciably nearer, hold by their roots, and that church-towers do
to that lower pithecoid form, by the modiﬁcation ‘ not walk about the‘ streets to preach to the
of which he has, probably, become what he is. faithful and to rebuke the unbelieving.
And considering what is now known of the most
That we may not be thought exaggerating,
ancient Races of men; seeing that they fashioned let us take merely a few instances of occurrences
ﬂint axes and ﬂint knives, and bone skewers, of for which Mr. Howitt vouches:—
much the same pattern as those fabricated by the
lowest savages at the present day, and that we have
every reason to believe the habits and modes of
living of such people to have remained the same
from the time of the Mammoth and the tichorhine
Rhinoceros till now, I do not know that this result
is other than might be expected. Where, then,
must we look for primzeval Man? \Vas the oldest
Ilomo aapiem pliocene or miocene, or yet more
ancientl In still older strata do the fossilized bones
of an Ape more anthropoid, or a man more pithe

“ A lady of literary reputation of the Catholic
Church asserts herself to be frequently raised from
‘the ground during her prayers; and we know a

\ young Protestant lady who ceased to attend a cer
j tain church from feeling herself repeatedly lifted
i up and fearing to make a spectacle of herself."

l Our author asserts that during a certain
\ period the spirits constrained his hand to trace
‘ regular circles and geometrical ﬁgures, without
‘any volition or previous trainin on his own
coid, than
unborn
any palrcontologist?
yet known awaitTime
the researches
will show.‘
of part, and asserts that the penci-drawings of
man-like apes certainly justify our regarding some
ris daughter, Mrs. Watts, own the same dic
him as constituting a family apart from them;
though, inasmuch as he differs less from them ‘ But, in the meanwhile, if any form of the doctrine tation:——
than they do from other families of the same of progressive development is correct, we must ex ‘ “ In the Spiritual Magazine, from time to time,
order, there can be no justiﬁcation for placing tend by long epochs the most liberal estimate that are still published letters from a distinguished
has yet been made of the antiquity of Man.”
.‘gentleman of New York, in which the frequent
him in a distinct order.”
of the gentleman’s deceased wife and
It is to be hoped that the reader now clearly
Those who like serious and scientiﬁc dis ljiappearance
of Dr. Franklin to him, and other well-known
understands our Professor. There will be no cussion will be glad to read what has been friends, are unquestionably unequalled in the annals
diﬂiculty in understanding his views on natural brought together in this publication. After‘‘of the marvellous. Fac-similes of letters written
theology; for, after stating that he adopts all, assuredly, man is best characterized by by the deceased lady are given, and it is solemnly
Mr. Darwin’s hypothesis, he adds: “ But even the psychical distinctions which, in such trea stated that the witnesses have not only seen, but
leaving Mr. Darwin's views aside, the whole tises as the present, are left wholly out Of touched these spirits, and handled the clothes and
analogy of natural operations furnishes so com view or dismissed in a passing sentence. Ihair of Franklin. I have seen some of the letters
plete and crushing an argument against the Conscience, remorse, ambition, sense of respon- lthemselves, and compared them with the lady's
intervention of any but what are termed sibility, improvableness of reason, immense letters whilst in the body, and the. identity of the
secondary causes in the production of all the advances in knowledge, self-cultivation, :csthe- ‘cheil‘t’gml’hy is Perfect ' " A“ that 1188 “curred
phenomena of the universe, that in view of tical sensibilities-these and other qualities of , [he says in another page] in regard to rapping
the intimate relations between man and the the Homo sapiens, not to speak of religious sen- y and gaining intelligence by the alphabet, to the
rest of the living world, and between the forces timents, broadly and plainly distinguish man l lifting and moving of tables, chairs and other
articles of furniture, to the ﬂoating of persons, the
exerted by the latter and all other forces, from all the Simians and Troglodytes. Grant appearance of spirit hands, and even spirit forms,
I can see no excuse for doubting that all are for a moment (what is manifestly inconsistent to the ringing of bells and playing on instruments,
co-ordinated terms of Nature‘s great progression, with theprevious statement, that “the structural , and the like phenomena, have, on the whole, been
from the formless to the formed—-from the diﬂ'erences between man and the highest “Res 1 more powerfully exhibited in America than here.
inorganic to the organic-from blind force to are great and signiﬁcant "), that man is one in i We have seen tables often enough lifted by invisible.
conscious intellect and will."
substance and structure with these creatures; power from the floor; seen them give answers to
This is honest though heterodox, and candid grant even that their instincts simulate 0111‘ , questions by rising and sinking in the air; we have
though heretical. “It would be unworthy reason in some remarkable instances ; and when i seen them in the air keep time by their movemepts
cowardice,” adds the Professor, “were I to all is granted, the vast and varied differences 1 to a tune Playing on 8- lmlfo; Been them Bhde
ignore the repugnance with which the majority just intimated remain as towering distinctions. "1")“ the 5°01‘ of *‘ momqlaymg themsel‘ies down
of my readers are likely to meet the conclusions To these is added that gift of articulate speech Z‘he“. g’uchedihlmd refusing to do anything for a
to which the most careful and conscientious which, though mechanically Organized’ imparts ortmg t toget er, but thus tocreep about the ﬂoor
.

_

study I have been able to give to this matter supreme valluqto ‘him an; ‘Finch. makes man
has led me." As to those who revolt from a a communicative bem ; which rves to _ a leo

1 whenever touched. We have heard bells ring in
i the air, and seen them thus ringing move about a
1 room; seen ﬂowers broken from plants, and carried

direct Simian descent, and especially those Fur", such 3'5 Prof-_ uxley, t at Polio‘ tf)
who are orthodox, our Professor thus comes instruct, amuse and illustrate, by Whwll he 15
down upon them with the slap of a gorilla’s raised immeasurably above the cleverest ape ,
strong hand :-—“ Healthy humanity, ﬁnding that ever climbed a tree, or built a nest, or}

to different persons, without any visible hand;seen

musical instruments play correct airs apparently
of themselves, and even use up, place themselves
on a person's head, and there, just over it, but not
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touching it, play out a well~known air in ﬁne style. perfectly distinct in the character of their medium it is Mr. Home's intention himself to record them.
We have heard remarkable predictions given through ship, and in the ﬁeld of their spiritual missions. My concern only is to note his place in the history
mediums, and which have come literally to pass; Mr. Home is an exhibitor of what are called of spiritualism, as the herald of a coming restora4
heard wonderful descriptions of scenes in the in
visible world made by personsin clairvoyant trance,
which would require the highest imaginative genius
to invent or embody in words; have seen writing

physical phenomena, but which are spiritual agen~
cies acting on matter. Through him raps have been
given and communications made from deceased
friends; tables have been raised into the air, or
done by pencils laid on paper in the middle of the have moved themselves, as it were, from one place
ﬂoor, not within reach of any person present, and to another in the apartment; his hand has been
innumerable such things; but all these have been seized by spirit inﬂuence, and rapid communica
done more powerfully and perfectly, in hundreds tions written out of a surprising character to those
and thousands of cases, through a course of ﬁfteen to whom they were addressed. Spirit hands have
or sixteen years previously in America. * * In appeared, which have been seen, felt, and recog
the case of Mary Jobson, of Sunderland, published nized frequently by persons present or those of
by Dr. Reid Clanny, physician to the Duke of deceased friends; bells have been lifted up and
Sussex, the sun and moon, and other things, were rung about a room; persons in their chairs have
painted on the ceiling in colours, which her father been suddenly transported from one end of a room
whitewashed over once or twice, but they still to another; he himself has been frequently lifted
came through, and were seen by hundreds of people, up and carried, ﬂoating, as it were, through a room
several medical men amongst them, and could only near the ceiling. Numbers of such facts are re‘
be destroyed at last by destroying the plaster. corded in the British Spiritual Telegraph, and
The wonderful powers of representation and pre the Spiritual Magazine, as well as in the Com
sentation in varied forms is one of the most re hill Magazine, with the names and testimonies of
markable and best attested facts of modern spirit well-known witnesses. Such manifestations have
ualism.
Spirit-writing and spirit-drawings now been made in very many of the houses of our lead
exist in abundance. Of the former, Baron Golden ing nobility, cabinet ministers, and gentry, in the
stubbe, of Paris, possesses upwards of a thousand palaces of nearly half the principal monarchs in
specimens, and has published fac-similes of some Europe. I myself have been witness to many of
of them in his work ‘ Pneumatologie Positive.’ * * these phenomena through Mr. Home. The fact
An Italian physician assured Mr. Elihu Rich that that the English press has made a great outcry
hewas an eye-witness to the following circumstance, against the truth of these statements is no proof
which took place at a camp ﬁre, where one of the that they did not take place, but only of the
ponderous saddles used by the horsemen of the astounding ignorance of the press that all history
prairies was brought forward, and the owner of it, abounds with such facts; that in all times they
by the contact only of his ﬁngers, caused it to have been familiar phenomena, attested by the
bound like an india-rubber ball from the ground most celebrated men; and that for the last ﬁfteen
till it ﬁnally sprang to twice the height of a man. years they have been so common in America, that

This took place in the open ﬁeld, to the astonish

they have convinced 3,000,000 of people.

ment of the spectators of a saddle galloping without

America all these phenomena have displayed them
selves in far greater force than here. Mr. Home's

a horse.”
The above are surely samples suﬂ’icient to
rove that the case has not been overstated
y us in the foregoing paragraph. If any one
inquires of our author what is the rationale of
such phenomena, he appeals to the Christian
Miracles. If any one ventures to doubt the use
or signiﬁcance of leaping saddles and dancing
tables, he turns round and asks, “\Vhat is
the use of a ﬂea? ” The book is neither more
nor less than our experience of Mr. Howitt’s
strength and weakness as a literary man had
led us to expect; but it is not, therefore, the

less melancholy.
The idea appears to be, in regard to the so-

called miracles of the times present, which have
set a company of enthusiastic persons raking
among the superstitions of the past for prece
dents, that the petrifying influences of Protest
antism have made such a new manifestation

and outbreak necessary on the part of Omnipo
tence. This is, of its kind, as daring a theory
as the one in which M. Victor Hugo accounted
for the ﬁrst Napoleon's downfall. Little less
hazardous seems to us the argument of evasion

by which those holding Mr. Howitt’s super
stitions manage to get rid of any fact found
troublesome,—the power which elect mortals
possess “ to test spirits,” and to ascertain which
are angelic, which diabolical.
Such being the character we have to offer, it
is needless to go over ground so beaten, to
dwell much longer among legends which have
been worn so threadbare. Mr. Howitt adds no
novelties to the list com arable to the sea ghost
story so excellently to d in Mr. Dale Owen’s
book. Here, however, is his character of a
living Professor, whose name has been pro
nounced in many tones by orthodoxy and
heterodoxy, which will have its interest :—
" Amongst the innumerable mediums who have
arisen in America, besides those trance and lec
ture mediums already referred to, the three most
remarkable, or most familiar on this side of the

Atlantic, are Daniel Dunglas Home, Andrew Davis ‘
Jackson, and Thomas L. Harris.

All these are_

In

mission seems to have been to go forth and do the

tion of faith in the indissoluble union of the natural
and supernatural, of disembodied and embodied
spirits, which Protestantism, in what the Rev.

John Henry Newman calls its ‘dreary develop
ment,‘ has for a time destroyed. Mr. Home has
not assumed any other character than the founda
tion layer. He has not pretended to enunciation
of merely spiritual views. He has not come forth
as the prophet, but only as the seer. And his
work has not been the less important or less valu
able. Without the foundation stone, there can be
no building. Without faith, promulgation of sub

lime and spiritual truths would fall dead, upon dead
souls. They would be like the rays of the sun not
falling on the solid and respondent earth, but on
the barren vacuity. In vain would Jacuh’s ladder
have invited the angels, who issue from temporal
bodies to climb it to heaven, had not its foot

been set upon the earth.

Men sunk in their spiri

tual condition to the earth, must have manifesta
tions of the earth ﬁrst to awake them. For this

reason the much~despised and ridiculed physical
manifestations have come ﬁrst, as the only ones
adapted to the degraded physical status of men,

many of them at the same time imagining them
selves peculiarly enlightened and reﬁned. It was
truly said by Abraham to Dives that it was useless
sending him to his brothers, because they, doubtless,
were in a condition in which one rising from the
dead would have been to them no fitting or effec
tive message. A wooden chair dancing, or amone table lilting itself up before their sordid eyes, wo d
have spoken much more intelligible things. The
oﬂice of Mr. Home has been the ﬁrst great and
necessary office of awakenment ; as the watchman
crying the approaching hour of the morning of
recornpleted man, he has done much, and there
remains much yet to do. But perhaps nothing
connected with Mr. Home has given more pro
found evideuce of the truth and tendencies of the
consoling and divine effects of spiritualism, than

preliminary work of restoring faith by the perform
ance of these outward marvels. Till that founda
tion was laid there could be no faith in higher and
more physical efforts. He was the herald of more the circumstances attending the decease of his
interior truths. By a remarkable dispensation, most interesting wife. Mrs. Home, who was a
like the apostles of old, he was taken from the class Russian lady of high family, died at the age of
which had no power in itself, that all the power only twenty-two. From the moment that it was
might be seen to come from on high. He was, announced to her that her complaint, consumption,
though of old and aristocratic descent, from the was past cure, she exhibited no alarm or regret at
Homes of Scotland, a poor Scotch adopted boy in the prospect of death. She had learned, by con
America. \Vhilst quite a child, the spiritual viction of the truth of the views of her husband,
power manifested itself in him to his own terror that death was only apparent. She had long been in
and annoyance. Raps came around him on the daily communication with'_the spirits of her de
table or desk where he sat, on the chairs, or walls friends; and the life about to open before her was
' of the room. The furniture moved about and was certain, and beautiful beyond conception. More
attracted towards him. His aunt, with whom he over, the Greek Church, in which she had been
lived, in consternation at the phenomena, and educated, has always recognized the Saviour less
deeming him possessed, sent for three clergyman as the Cruciﬁed than as the Arisen, the triumphant
to exorcise the spirit; but as they could not do it, over suffering and death; and her faith and feeling
she threw his Sunday suit and linen in a bundle were in glad accordance with it. The Bishop of
out of the chamber window, and pushed him out Périgueux, in France, near which place she died,
of doors. Thus was Daniel Dunglas Home, at the and who administered to her the last sacrament,
age, I believe, of eighteen, or thereabout, thrust a remarked that ‘though he had been present at
homeless youth into a world without friends. But many a death-bed for heaven, he had never seen
the power that was upon him raised him friends, one equal to hers.’ Can the end of any genuine

and sent him forth to be the planter of Spiritualism Christian spiritualist be otherwise?”
all over Europe. By circumstances that no man
There is a Court Journal tone in the two pas
could have devised, he became the guest of the sages which we have italicised. The complacent
Emperor of the French, of the King of Holland, of

the Czar of Russia, and of many lesser princes.

allusion to “ our leading nobility, cabinet
ministers and

gentry,” — to

“ testimonies,

The narrative of these events is to be found in
numerous articles in newspapers, and in the thanks, and ap robation" won by Mr: Home's
Spiritual Journals of America, France, and Eng exhibition of t e spirits to foreign kings and
land. Mr. Home returned from this unpreme queens,-—will strike oddly on the ears of some
ditated missionary tour amongst principalities and who hear it. It has reminded us of the testi
powers, endowed with competence, and loaded with monial put in by the lady‘s-maid who had been
testimonies of the thanks and amirobalion of em treated by her mistress to see what Mrs. Thrale
perors, kings, and queens. At the Tuileries on one justly called “ Hannah More’s foolish play,” the
occasion, when the Emperor, Empress, a distin tragedy of ‘Percy.’ “Why, Betty,” said her
guished lady, and himself only were sitting at a mistress when the abigail came home at night,
table, a hand appeared, took up a pen and wrote, “ you have been crying !"—“ Well, racism, and
in a strong and Well-known character, the word if I did, a great many ladies of quahty cned
NAPOLEON. The hand was then successively pre
sented to the several personages of the party to too."
Let us not be misunderstood as making light
kiss. It is not my business here to detail the long
and well-substantiated series of the supernatural of a grave subject; for what can be graver, as
circumstances attending Mr. Home's career. They a matter for meditation, than the sanity or
would form a volume of themselves, and I hear that insanity of faith 7 Whether espoused or domed,
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the opinions of the hour on so serious a ques
tion are well worth pondering. But disservice
is done alike to friends and enemies by such a
do of unblushing and presumptuous con
moo as fills Mr. Howitt’s book.
The Gate of the Paciﬁc.
Commander Bed
ford Pim, RN. (Reeve C0.)
IF we had to justify our recent intrusion into
China and Japun, after the door of those coun
tries has repeatedly been slammed in our faces
and the national porters received strict orders
to forbid us calling again, we should simply,
falling back upon first principles, plead our
national rights as citizens of the world. We
should have to explain that, looking as we do
upon the whole of mankind as one great com
munit into whose keeping it has pleased
Provi ence to place the earth and the fullness
thereof, we have a right as members of that
community to share in all the and things
our planet brings forth. \Ve should ave to add,
thatasall the products are distributed in amanner
which renders it impossible for one nation to
derive full advantage of this state of things
without an active and unrestricted intercourse
with the rest, the refusal of China, Japan or any
other country to admit foreigners to a friendly
and commercial intercourse is an act of injus

tice not to be home without an indignant pro
test. Our Chinese and Japanese friends, under
the tuition of Europeans, are just now familiar
izing themselves with these principles, and they
will be all the better when they have mastered
them. There is, however, another nation, not
in the East, but in the West, who will have to go
through a somewhat similar course of instruc
tion before being brought to see the folly of ro
claiming such principles as those involve in
the “ Monroe doctrine.” The doctrine is familiar
to every one who has come in contact with
Americans: in fact, it is one of the topics with
which “strangers” are invariably bored—-the
infatuation that the whole of the New \Vorld
from Point Barrow to Cape Horn belongs to the
Americans, that the Stars and Stripes will one
day ﬂoat over the entire length and breadth of
that continent, and that no European power
has any right or business either to form settle
monts or interfere in the affairs of all the
countries which the genius of Columbus dis
covered for us. The colonies which Euro
pean nations possess on American soil are
spoken of as already annexed, and the various
independent governments of Brazil and the
Spanish Republics are openly regarded as so

many American stewardships, to be done away
with when no longer required. The different
administrations in the United States, what
ever party they belong to, have without excep
tion upheld these pretensions, and every effort
made by our own country to counteract them
has hitherto been attended with little success.
The forbearance exercised by our ministers has
been interpreted as weakness by the Americans,
who, presuming upon it, have, step by step,
driven us from a most important position on the
Isthmus of Central America. In a weak. moment
we gave up the protectorate of the Mosquito
Indians, who had been our allies ever since the
discovery of the New \Vorld-proved staunch
friends when Lord Nelson made his successful
inroad into Spanish territory, and had been con
verted to theProtestant faith by our missionaries.
Meanwhile, the Americans did everything in
their power to possess themselves of the terri
tory from which, for the sake of peace, we had
consented to withdraw; and they did not fail to
secure from the Republic of New Granada the
exclusive right of transit across the Isthmus of
Panama. The Congress of the United States
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was made fully alive to the importance of having The present Emperor of the French, when a
prisoner at Ham, also devoted a great deal of‘
the ﬁrst tropical railway- and one of the few, thought to Central American transits; and. after
we may add, that returns twenty per cent. to his escape to London, he was prompted to read;
the shareholders; and we can well understand a paper on the subject, at a meeting of the Insti
the alacrity with which the undertaking was tute of Civil Engineers, and also to publish a
sanctioned and supported, when we ﬁnd in the pamphlet which is just now assuming more than
able report which the Committee on Naval ordinary importance, when taken in connexion
Affairs presented the following theses demon with the French invasion of Mexico, the alleged
intri es of the French Consuls for the severance
strated :—
“ Great Britain is principally indebted to her of Texas from the Confederate States, and the
an iron road across the narrow neck of land,

Emperor's letter to General Forey, where he
talks of “restoring to the Latin race all its»
small degree to her position. She not only has the strength and presttgc on the other side of the

skill in commerce and manufactures for her com
mercial asoendency, but she is also indebted in no

Atlantic, and establishing a friendly influence
in the centre of America”—in fact, where he‘
boldly deﬁes the Monroe doctrine :—
“ There exists in the New \Vorld [he says] a
Equawr and the West Indies. "' " The construction
of the proposed railroad across the Isthmus will state as admirably situated as Constantinople, and
not only do away with this advantage over us now we must say, up to the present time, as uselessly
possessed by European commerce and navigation, occupied; we allude to the state of Nicaraguo. AS
ports of the Continent of Europe as her neighbours,
but she is 1,500 miles, or two weeks, nearer than we
are to all the other parts of the world, except the At
lantic ports of the American Continent north of the

but will turn the tide in our favour. " " This rail
road will throw into our warehouses and shipping
the entire commerce of the Pacific Ocean. ' " The
Committee have deemed it proper to provide that
a large majority of the stock of the railroad shall
be held by, and place the future management of the
undertaking in the hands of, our own citizens.”

If the Panama railroad were a general high
way of nations, all would be well. But that
such is not the case might have been suspected
from the motives which prompted its con
struction. The Americans regard it as their
mono oly, charge an exorbitautly high tariff,
and think nothing of keeping European pas
sengers who may have come by the Royal West
India Mail a couple of weeks at Panama. What
is still more important, official despatches can
not be sent safely across in case of misunder
standing arising between the English and Ame
rican Governments. During the late Trent affair,
our Colonial Secretary was compelled to hold
them back for the space of six weeks, because

Constantinople is the centre of the ancient world, so
is the town of Leon, or rather Massaya, the centre of.
the new. . . . . Like Constantinople, Massaya is situ
ated between two extensive natural harbours, caper

ble of giving shelter to the largest fleets, safe from
attack. The state of Nicaragua can become, better
than Constantinople, the necessary route for the great.
commerce of the world; for it is for the United

States the shortest road to China and the End;
Indies, and for England and the rest of Europe to

New Holland, Polynesia, and the whole of the
western coast of America. The state of Nicaragua

is then destined to attain to an extraordinary degree
of prosperity and grandeur; for that which renders
its political position more advantageous than that
of Constantinople is, that the great maritime
powers of Europe would witness with pleasure, and

not with jealousy, its attainment of a station no less
favourable to its individual interests than to the
commerce of the world. France, England, Holland,
Russia, and the United States, have a great com»
mercial interest in the establishment of a oommm.
nication between the two oceans ; but England has,
more than the other powers a political interest in.

it was deemed unsafe to trust them to such the execution of this project. England will see with.
a channel as that afforded by the Panama
transit. Now, what Capt. Pim proposes is to
make us altogether independent of tho Ame
ricans, by constructing a general highway of
nations across the Mosquito territo and the
Republic of Nicaragua. Both these states are
willing to make liberal grants of land to any
company who will engage in the undertaking.
The railroad would start from Gorgon Bay, a
ﬁne and well-protected sheet of water discovered
by Capt. Pim, situated on the Atlantic, and it
would terminate at Realejo. on the Paciﬁc Ocean,
the whole distance being 225 miles, about equal
to that between London and Darlington. There
seems to be no high mountains or any other
natural obstacles ; labour is obtainable on or near
the spot; and, so far as our present information
goes, we see no reason why the line should not
be worked with proﬁt. Capt. Pim proposes that
after the railroad has been completed as far as
San Miguelito, on the shores of Lake Nicaragua,
it should at once he made available for traffic;
steamers plying on the lake, and there being
already a good carriage-road over the few miles
of land intervening between the western shores
of the lake and San Juan del Sur. Independent
of all political consideration, the scheme merits
attention from promising to shorten, by many
days, the distance between England and British
Columbia, Japan, China, Polynesia, New Zea
land and Eastern Australia. Ca t. Pim has
weighed the different transit sc emes that,
since the time of Columbus and Cortes, have
been before the world, and discusses, at some
length, the merits of the Tehuantepec, Hon
duras, Chiriqui, San Miguel and Atrato pro
jects, but shows that none of them hold out
fairer hopes of success than that of Nicaragua.

pleasure Central America become a ﬂourishing and
powerful state, which will establish a balance of

power by creating in Spanish America a new centre
of active enterprise, powerful enough to give rise
to a great feeling of nationality, and to prevent, by

backing Mexico, any further encroachment from
the north. England will witness with satisfaction
the opening of a route which will enable her to
communicate more speedily with Oregon, China,
and her
ions in New Holland. She will ﬁnd,
in a word, that the advancement of Central Ame
rica will renovate the declining commerce of
Jamuica and the other English islands in the An

tilles, the progressive decay of which will be thereby
stopped. It is a happy coincidence that the political
and commercial prosperity of the state of Nicaragua
is closely connected with the policy of that nation
which has the greatest preponderance on the sea.”

A real gate of the Paciﬁc, open to all nations,
may speedily be made. The importance of the
Australasian Colonies is now so great, that a.

monthly mail to them, and despatched over the
longest route, is altogether an anachronism,

which New Zealsnd and New South ‘Vales by
their proposed subsidies of 100,0001. per annum,
hope to remove. If no weekly mail can as yet
be established, there should at all events he a
semi-monthly one, and, if possible, by way of
Central America. It would be the surest way
of knitting our colonies to us and retaining their

commerce.
The author was for some time senior naval
oﬁicer of the Central American station, and
availed himself of the opportunity to explore
the country about which he now writes. The
cha tors which more especially relate to these
exp omtions, being written in the lively strain
of a sailor, will be read with interest by those
who care little about the political and com
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repeated intercourse with the King of Mosquito,
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of a lover; 'but she has a. dash of ﬁerce, enlists for a soldier, and never lets his wife
persistent resentment in her character that know what has become of him. Years pass by,
and paid a visit to his Majestys residence, a —eﬁ’ectually redeems her from perfection. ‘The and the triumph of Mrs. Gaskell’s art is shown
large American lumber-house most tastefully mother is_an excellent and skilfully-drawn cha in her power to bring over the sympathy of the
built in the villa style, where he found a good meter-‘a respectable, sensible,religious woman, reader to Philip. Charley goes away and makes
collection of books by some of our best authors. whose one inconsistent not had been the choice a ﬁne marriage; he has risen to be an oﬁicer,
The Captain was also introduced to the mother of her husband; but she behaves so wisely and and become so prosperous that the reader cares
and the two sisters of the king :—
well, that it would have been a pity to deprive no more for him. Philip saves his life; but he
“I found the qucen-dowager, a singularly ﬁrm her of such an opportunity to exercise her vir meets with no success himself; he is in a terriﬁc
and ‘upright old lady, much taller than the gene tues. Sylvia's cousin, Philip, is desperately in explosion, and scarred, maimed, and disﬁgured
rality of her countrywomen. She was very plainly love with her, against all his sense of prudence; so as not to be recognized. He is sent to
and neatly dressed, as also her daughters, who for he is as wise and excellent and disagreeable England and discharged. His deep, passionate
closely resembled their mother. They have not a young man as can well be imagined. There love for his wife remains all unchanged; but he
received any education beyond that obtainable in
Mosquito, but nevertheless seemed to exercise is no fault to be found with him, except that dares not return to her-—the memory of her curse
Sylvia hates him, and the lies heavy on him. The reader ‘not only for
considerable inﬂuence over their kingly relative; he is detestable.
‘indeed, it appeared to me that, although by no reader sym'pathizes with her heartily; and yet gives him, but the intenscst sympath is roused
‘means houris, their position was far superior to he never does anything but good, nor says any for him. We will not spoil the reade s interest,
that of their sisterhood in Turkey. The dresses of thing but what is unexceptionable. He loves by narrating the end of the story; it is ve
' the princesses were not remarkable either for e1e< Sylvia with a remorseless pertinacity which ﬁnely worked up, and is as true as it is powerf
gance or pattern; the puckers or gathers were few affects the reader with a positive dread, it is so When once the reader has got over the ‘pro
and far between; indeed, the ladies appeared certain to tire down all opposition and wear vincial dialect and the peculiar orthography,
—straight up and down, like ‘a yard of pump-water.’ out obstacles: of course he suffers a great deal, there will be nothing more to ﬁnd fault with.
.I-thought-of the full skirting of our ladies at home, and the reader feels a malignant pleasure in
and-could not resist speaking, through the medium
every rebuff he receives. He is a man who can A Point of Honour. By the Author of ‘The
of his Majesty as interpreter, of the utility and
talk of the respect due to'the law to the poor
Morals of May Fair,’ &c. 2 vols. (Hurst
elegance of a certain article of dress much in
& Blackett.)
request in my own country. The youngest prin people who are driven wild by seeing the press
ng carry oﬂ' their relatives as they touch the IT is some relief to meet with a novel which
case, however, with charming nat'veté, remarked
and. In one of the returning Whalers which contains no very startling incidents, no im
‘that one garment was quite enough in their coun
try, and that the addition of another would be a the pressgang boards, a young man distin possible and intricate plot, and only a very
burden grievous to be borne. I eagerly rejoined guishes himself by his resistance, and gets “mild mystery.”
We believe it will be a
-‘that she could not have the least idea of the light nearly killed; in fact, there are several lives recommendation to many readers, if we men
birddcage ain‘ness of the garment in question, if she lost in the affray. This young man is the type tion with respect to this work that nobody even
looked upon it as a burden. Aﬁer a little more of a, ﬁne, high-spirited sailor: Sylvia exalts attempts to poison anybody else; that all the
conversation on this interesting topic, upon which him into a here; he tells tales of adventure
I became quite conﬁdential, we adjourned to the which would have won Desdemona herself. gentlemen are contented to be “the husband of
king’s residence, where a plentiful dinner was He falls in love with S lvia; and though the one wife” at a time; and that the ladies, though
subject to little disappointments in their
served quite in the E lish style-plates, knives,
mother favours Philip an does not like Charley, matrimonial speculations, conduct themselves
forks, &c., all of Englis make.”
‘The Gate of the Paciﬁc’ will be read for circumstances are, however, propitious,—the very much as ladies in real life do under
gives his consent, and the two plight similar circumstances. They fret a good deal
the important political and commercial ques father
tions it raises, and even those who widely differ their troth; but they have to part immedi quietly in their own rooms, and they fall in
from the author in the opinions advanced will ately, for he has to join his ship, a Whaler: love with somebody else when a proper time
he is the best harpooner in all the service. has elapsed. They ﬁnd their relations slightly
peruse it with beneﬁt.
On his road he is seized by a pressgang tedious during the interval; but they do not
in the sight of Phili , to whom he gives run away and lose themselves, or commit
NEW NOVELS.
a message for Sylvia.
hilip never delivers it; suicide, or go on the stage, or do anything out
Sylvia’s Lovers. By Mrs. Gaskell. 3 vols. lets her believe him dead; sees her breaking rageous and offensive to feminine dignity; and
(Smith, Elder & Go.)
her heart, and only thinks of the steadily therefore we repeat that ‘ A Point of Honour’
"THE story of ‘ Sylvia’s Lovers’ is laid in humble irlcreasing chances for himself to win her. Mrs. will be found refreshing after many of the
‘life, and is narrated chieﬂy in the broad verna Gaskell tries very hard to furnish him with books that have been lately published.
It
cular'Yorkshire dialect, which, although it gives redeeming traits of character, and to make is not a dull book, for the writing is clever
‘the local colour, is a drawback to the comfort of excuses, and to get up the reader’s pity for and pleasant, and the plot is sufliciently inter
‘the reader, and fatiguing to the eye. But for true him, but quite in vain. Poor old Daniel, the esting to attract the attention of the reader;
artistic workmanship we think ‘Sylvia’s Lovers’ father, gets mixed up in a riot and a rescue but it is a melancholy book upon the whole,
superior to any of Mrs. Gaskell’s former works. from a pressgang, in which a house is broken and impresses us with an idea that the story
‘The scene of the story is laid at a ﬁshing-town into and destroyed. For this he is committed is a true one, and that Jane Grand was a real
on the Yorkshire coast, called here Monkhaven ; to York Castle, and takes his trial, is condemned woman, who once lived and suffered, and who
thc'time, the close of the last century, when to be hanged, and the law takes its course. recovered her spirits sufficiently to relate her
'the‘war with France was rife, and pressgangs This art is told vaguely and feebly. Mrs. troubles, simply and naturally, just as they
were in all their cruel authority. Monkhaven Gaske 1 does not let her sympathies go with the really occurred. The opening sketch will suf
‘was the seat of the Greenland whaling-trade; poor old man, and she shrinks from this part ﬁciently reveal the style in which the whole
"and the best scene in the book is the descrip of her narrative; it is hastily huddled over. book is written :—
tion of the return of a whaling-vessel, the After this terrible catastrophe, Sylvia and her
“ She was a woman of nearly thirty when I ﬁrst
ﬁrst of the season, waiting to get over the mother are left helpless and alone, with no saw her; a woman spiritless and worn beyond her
bar, all the inhabitants assembled in breathless one to assist them or protect them but Philip, years; with sorrowful brown eyes, deep sunken;
excitement to hear news of sons, brothers, hus who has certainly been a good friend in a complexion white with the very whiteness of
bands and lovers who had sailed on the their trouble. Sylvia marries him for the sake death itself ; and hair already luslreless and thin,
voyage. Just as she clears the bar and gets of a home for her mother. The real genius of although of that blend auburn colour which, in
most women, survives unchanged when all other
in, the pressgang is u on her, seizing half the story now begins. Nothing can be more charms of youth are faded or dead. Yes, this
a-dozen of the crew, and carrying them ed‘ to true and delicatel indicated than the cold, dis was Jane Grand, as I ﬁrst saw her, dressed in
‘the rendezvous, without allowing them a. word appointed marrie life of Philip. The treachery deepest black, and walking wearily along the weary
'Wlth their halffrantic relations waiting and he has practised begins for the first time to village street of Chesterfield St. Mary. But when
watching for them. It is a highly-wrought weigh heavily upon him: his punishment lies in Gifford Mohun ﬁrst saw her, she was in the pride
scene, and yet there is not a trace of strain his sin; even the reader feels sorry for him. and freshness of her youth; a soft-faced girl of
mg for effect or of exaggeration; it is true Of course, Charley Kinian comes home, and twenty, standing beneath the shades of broad
pathos, and relies only on the aim is truth of Sylvia learns the truth. There is a very strong leaved forest trees, and with the glow of a June
the reality. Sylvia, the heroine, is t e daughter scene, excellently done: the fierce, unforgiving sunset lighting up her lips and eyes and hair
_
of a retired whalin —sailor, who has become a side of Sylvia’s character comes out towards with radiant gold."
Gifford Mohun is a young squire of some
farmer, but who still loves whaling and smug her husband. She has by this time a child:
gling far better than ploughing or seeing this, and her sense of honour, enable her to importance in his own immediate circle; and.
after sheep and cattle. Old Daniel Robson is refuse to leave him; but he cannot stand her Jane Grand is a young lady who is not in the
society, and who lives with a very com
a capital portrait: Sylvia is as charmin and wild, contemptuous, indignant misery,—-he county
monplace old lady,-—half governess, half com
pretty a damsel as ever tormented the cart leaves home, and in a ﬁt of reckless despair
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anion,—close to Mr. Mohun’s park-gates.
giﬁ'ord cannot come out of his own grounds
without seeing Jane; and he cannot walk in
his own woods without catching a glimpse of
her graceful ﬁgure, passing in and out‘ beneath
the shadow of his trees: and, having very
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poses once more and is accepted; and though
they must be far advanced in years by this time,
the Folletts are su posed to be a very happy
cou le, and end by having two handsome sons;
whie poor Gifford is very much henpecked,
and ﬁnds his home so uncomfortable that he
little else to do, the young man makes the spends most of his evenings at the vicarage,
most of his opportunities, and falls in love with which evinces a very raiseworthy forbearance
Miss Grand as fast as he can. Jane, nothin
on the part of Jane s husband.
loath, reciproeates his affection accordingly, an
an engagement ensues, much to the scandal of
the neighbourhood; for Jane is not visited, and The Life of General Sir Howard Douglas, Bart,
G.C.B., from his Notes, Conversalimu and
her marriage with the young squire is reckoned
an insult to every individual in Chesterfield, . Correspondence. By S. W. Fullom. (Murray)
and an outrage to society generally. Though WITH one exception, all the conditions neces
Jane is an orphan, she has been kept in strange sary for the production of a good biography
ignorance as to her birth and arentage, and were at hand to the writer of this volume.
questions Miss Lynch rather cosely on the The subject was good, the written materials
subject. Miss Lynch, in distress and con were abundant, and the family and personal
fusion, consults Mr. Follett, the excellent associates of the hero were communicative and
clergyman, and the object of her humble ad trustful. Unfortunately the competent historian
miration. Mr. Follett is an elderly widower, was absent. Readers have, therefore, to regret
and is much admired by all the unmarried that so good and memorable a man as Sir
ladies of his parish, especially Miss Lynch. Howard Douglas, instead of bein handed
He has always made a great pet of little down to posterity by an intelligent biographer,
Jane Grand; and he takes an interest in her is transmitted to oblivion by a writer whose
affairs, but sends her up to town alone to ungrammatical style is as obscure as it is
her solicitor, knowing she will hear no good turgid, and who, whenever there exists a
report of her father, and dreadin to wit reason for statin a fact in six plain words,
ness her surprise and grief when s e learns takes perverse de ight in covering it from sight
that he was a swindler and a convict. This with a hundred cumbrous ones.
journey to town and Jane's horror at the re
Born at Gosport, January 23, 1776, Sir
velations of Mr. Clithero are the grand events Howard Douglas, whose honourable and useful
of the book, and are remarkably well described. life terminated on November 9, 1861, was the
Knowing that Giﬂ'ord Mohun is sensitive on third and youngest son of the naval officer
the score of family connexions, Jane at once whose services in American waters were re
resolves to free him from his engagement; and warded with a baronetcy in 1777, and who,
though he makes a feeble attempt at remon whilst acting as Captain of the Fleet to Sir
strance, Mr. Mohun is easily persuaded that George Rodney in 1782, originated at the
it is his bounden duty to give up Jane, and he moment of action that manoeuvre of breaking
shuts up his‘ house and is absent for about ten the line which enabled the English Admiral to
years, while Jane gives herself up to a state of overcome the French ﬂeet under Dc Grasse.
morbid misery. Everything is hateful to her, Howard was still in his third year when he
and she declines to see anybody but the lost his mother, and was placed, during his
Vicar, who forces his way in to her com father’s absence at sea, under the care of his
any, and, in hopes of rousing her from her Aunt Helena, wife of Mr. James Baillie, of
ethargy, relates to her the history of his Olive Bank, near Musselburgh. Combining
own experiences, his love for his ﬁrst wife, gentle temper with lively humour, Mrs. Baillie
his short bit of happiness in married life, his was very popular in that “ auld warld”
wife’s early death, and his disap ointment in Scotch society, of which in after years lValter
ﬁnding that she had never loved) him all the Scott used to seek traditions from her gossip
time, and had only married him under the loving lips. Scotch in tone and tastes, as
belief that a former lover was dead. All this well as blood, this lady betrayed her nation
is very prettily told, and Jane takes an interest ality in nothing more strongly than in her
in the story, though not much in the Vicar. dialect. Entering a eonfectioner’s shop in
The Vicar, however, suffers the penalty of London with a party of children, she asked
falling in love with Jane, and tells her so the man behind the counter if he could
several times without the slightest effect. Miss supply her young friends with some sweet
Lynch dies; Gifford Mohun returns to Ches meats. “ Oh, ay, a’ get sweeties for the bairns,"
terﬁeld, and treats Jane as an old friend, and was the reply: to which Mrs. Baillie, with an
s ends most of his time in her cottage; and the air of slightly-offended dignity, rejoined, "I
asked for sweetmeats; I did not say sweeties
icar retires in deep dudgeon.
Why Jane does not lose her character for the bairns."—“Ay, but ye said have said
through the constant visits of her two lovers it,” retorted the confectioner, who, though be
does not transpire; but it seems she is by this detected a countrywoman from his own land
time so elderly, and so faded, and so forlorn on the far side of the Tweed, little imagined
looking, that she has established a right to flirt that he was addressing the lineal representative
as much as she pleases without attracting any pf the {Regent Morton and the Lady of Loch
ill-natured remarks ; and the squire sits with her even.
morning, noon and night, sometimes sober and
Dying suddenly in 1789, just after he had
sometimes drunk, but generally very irritable, been appointed to the command-in-chief on a
and selﬁsh, and disagreeable.
foreign station, Admiral Sir Charles Douglas
When Mohun goes away for a time, Mr. left his young family in the hands of guardians.
Follett takes his place, and sighs in vain, for The two eldest boys entered the navy; but
the love that is being wasted on the ungrateful Howard‘, notwithstanding his strong desire to
Mohun. In time a blooming and vulgar young follow his father’s profession, was destined for
lady appears on the scene, and Gifford Mohun the army by guardians who, Mr. Fullom
is caught in a trap, and made to propose and says, “applied to have him nominated for
marry her before he knows where he is; and admission into the Royal Academy at Wool
then at last Jane’s eyes are opened, and she wich without deeming it necessa to consult
suddenly discovers she is very fond of the himself.” Quitting Musselhurgh, t e lad made
Vicar, and he, seizing a fortimate moment, pro the voyage to London in a Scotch smack, and
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reachai Woolwich in time to be plucked at the
preliminary examination. At a second attempt
e was more successful; and, before the close
of 1790, he took his place amongst the cadets,
soon after the discipline of the college had.

been improved by enactments which forbade
students to “go out after tattoo, either over
the wall or any other way,” and enjoined
them not to “ break open the desks or drawers
of the inspectors, professors and masters, or
even to attempt to take anything out of them
under the name of smouch'ing."

Leaving the Academy in 1795, Howard
Douglas received his ﬁrst commission in the
Royal Artillery, and before many weeks had
passed was sent to Tynemouth Castle, to com
mand the artillery of the northern district.
Two sergeants, four corporals and thirty gun
ners at Tynemouth; a non-commissioned officer
and three gunners at Sunderland; the same
number of men at Hartlepool ; and a small body
of invalid artillery at Berwick, formed the
entire strength of his command on his ﬁrst
arrival in Northumbria. But the young lieu
tenant worked hard, and as he could not get
more “regulars,” he put Tynemouth in a ood
posture of defence by means of volunteers, w om
e instructed in artillery practice. His leisure
he occupied in yachting, and in shooting the rats
which infested his barrack~room. In the North,
however, his stay was of no long duration; for,
early in August, 1795, he was ordered to join
the Phillis transport at Gravesend, and take
charge of a detachment of troops that were
going out to Quebec. He was only nineteen
years of age; but when he went on board the

transport, he found himself in command of six
suhaltern ofﬁcers.
The voyage was one of disaster so terrible,
that it deserves to be recorded in books that
describe the perils of the deep; and one of the
chief faults of the present work is the omission
of a letter, preserved amongst the Douglas
papers, in which young Howard Douglas
described to his friend Capt. Frazer the inci
dents of the passage. Marred as the story is
by Mr. Fullom's efforts at ﬁne writing, it
is a narrative which neither landsman nor
sailor can peruse without deep emotion. After
nine weeks of trouble on stormy sees, the Phillis
sighted the island of St. Peter's, about forty
leagues to the east of the southern entrance of
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, when a tem 1;
occurred which tore the ship’s boats from t eir

lashings, and threw them upon the deck,
where they were with difficulty secured. The
next day the gale subsided: but with the
comin of night, it rose once more with in
creased violence. Drifting towards a rock
bound coast, the vessel struck again and again.
The crew were scarcely more obedient 'than
the passengers; and when the captain gave
orders to his men to lower a boat, only the two
mates and the carpenter answered to the com

mand. Lieutenant Douglas and two of his
comrades, Lieutenants Caddy and Forbes,
sprang forward to aid the three sailors, when
the united efforts of the six men just managed
to get the boat over the side. But the attempt
was vain. For a minute it seemed that the
boat would stave the ship, and the three lieu
tenants lea ed into her in the hope that they
might keep er off. But before they reached the
boat, she was half full of water; and they were
obliged to spring back, in doing which Lieu
tenant Douglas missed his footing and fell into
the sea. Fortunately, Lieutenant Forbes seized
him by the collar and pulled him on deck. But
alreadythe Philliswas sinking, and every person

on board expected instant death.

For another

uarter of an hour the ship drifted onwards, and
[ t en settled on the slope of a bank, which kept
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her deck above water, and rendered it possible
that she might hold together till daylight. “ We
stood,” wrote Lieutenant Douglas, “during the
remainder of that long, long night, wet

through with the continual dashing of the
breakers, eagerly wishing for day.” But
day took away their last hope, showing
them that the space between the wreck and

the shore was studded with rocks, through
which high waves were surging. At this
crisis Lieut. Barclay essayed to swim to the
shore, but he was caught bya rushing surf and
was seen no more. Soon afterwards, another of
Lieut. Douglas’s brother-otiicers, Lieut. Barnes,
was swept away by a mighty sea. “Another

wave broke over the deck and tore Mrs. D‘ Ell
monville from the arms of her husband, sweep
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drifted ashore from the wreck, and the sailors,
seizing u on them, had made a bivouac of their
own on t e beach. As night again approached,
a few of the soldiers were leaving the military
party with the intention of joinin the sailors,
when young Douglas called them ack. “ No
more of your orders,” answered their ringleader
deﬁantly ; “ we are all equal now.” In a trice the
boy-Lieutenant ﬂew at the man’s throat with a
knife, exclaiming, “We are equals in misfortune,
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with a noble feeling of respect for his valour, raised
a monument to his memory.‘ Sir Howard Douglas
has left a note disproving this statement.

The

monument was not erected by Soult, but by the
Marquis de Romans, who returned to Corunna at
the head of a Spanish army on its evacuation by
the French, when they advanced into Portugal.
The gallant Spaniard saw the unmarked grave,

and placed over it a memorial of tim , painted
to imitate stone, and representing the broken shaft

of a column, rising from a pediment, with trophies
formed of real guns and shells. He repaired to
your privations ; but you shall discharge your the spot in state on the completion of the struc~
duty, and we will be obeyed. You are under ture, attended by his staff, the civil authorities of
my command, and I shall act as if we were in the town, and the garrison, while the whole popu
the ﬁeld. Obey my orders, or, by Heaven, I'll lation lined the way, and the solemnity was
kill you on the spot!” Quelled by this ﬁrm heightened by the mournful strains of bands of
ness, the man submitted, and his companions in music. The Marquis uncovered the monument
in presence of this assembly, and wrote on it the

and your oﬁicers are willing to bear equally all

ing her overboard in the same way; and a mutiny followed his example.
soldier's wife was seen holding her two children
above the wave till they sunk to ether. Sea
upon sea struck the ship, an
successive
breaches carried off half-a-dozen others, Lieut.
Barclay's servant following his master, and
bearing with him one of the boys who had
followed Lieut. Douglas aloft ”:—
“The women lost their hold of the ropes and

How long the following inscription in black chalk, with his own
party remained in their desolate position on hand :—
the island, inhabiting a but which they con
A la gloria del Excellentlssimo Senor
Don J nan Moore,
structed, Mr. Fullom does not say; but the

last words of a melo-dramatic chapter, entitled
‘Cast Away,’ concludes with the advent of a
rescuing vessel after “ a feeling of despair had

General en gefe del Exercitos Brltnnnicos,

Y a la de sus vsllentes soldados
in FA

in Agradecirla.

Battaglia do vina: Jsnuario 16 do 1800.
seized on every breast, as days and nights suc Spain has been reprosched with ingrstitude to
ceeded each other and brought no prospect of England, but gratitude never looked nobler than

were washed overboard, with one exception: nor relief."
did the strongest men expect to see morning. Four
This ship conveyed the Lieutenant and his
of the crew determined to seek refuge below, and men to Great Jervis, from which settlement
contrived to descend the main hatchway, where they were taken up in the April of the follow
they obtained a light, and broke into the store~

in this incident.

room.

in Spain a. second time. He was to carry out the
work by ﬁtting the compartments with slabs of
marble, which were to bear a Latin inscription

Here they found a cask of rum, and their

draughts were deep and long, till they became mad
drunk; and the gale brought up their shouts of
laughter, mingled with curses and snatches of song.
It was like the revelry of demons, exulting in the

darkness and tempest, and heightening their hor
rors. But these orgies hushed as the night advanced;
nothing was heard but the raging of the storm, and
the hatchway gave out the silence of death. The

drunkards had sunk into sleep, and two of them
never awoke.

The weather moderated towards

morning, and it became possible to move about
the deck, which suggested immediate action; and
Lieutenant Douglas proposed the construction of
a raft capable of bearing two or three men, who
might aid the rescue of the rest. His counsel was
adopted, and two of the crew succeeded in landing.

ing year by a Newfoundland schooner. On
reaching Halifax, Lieutenant Douglas and Lieu
tenant Forbes were led to Prince Edward, who
at that time commanded the forces in Nova
Scotia. Having heard their strange story of
adventure, the Prince invited them to dine
with him in the evening at the lodge; and, as
they had no better costume at hand, the two
friends appeared at the Royal dinner-table .
dressed like common sailors, in clean check
shirts.
In 1799, Howard Douglas returned to Great
Britain, married Miss Anne Dundas, an Edin
burgh lady, and obtained his company in the
5th battalion. In 1804, he retired from the'

Artillery with the rank of Major in the line,

But they wandered off inland, without carrying and accepted the post of Superintendent of
out their orders, and regardless of shouts from the Senior Department in the Royal Military
the wreck and the Captain’s signals, which they College at High Wycombe. Speaking of his
showed no intention of obeying. Their desertion hero’s services in that academy, Mr. Fullom
caused the more dismay, as the wreck was found to observes, “Rugby has canonized Dr. Arnold,
be sinking, and the chance of escape lessened with who cast the slough from the teacher’s oﬂice,
every moment. Not a heart but throbbed while and raised it to a ministry. Major Douglas
the carpenter prepared another raft; no one ven
achieved the same result on a rougher ﬁeld,
tured to speak; and the ear thrilled with the ring
of the hammers and clatter of s
. Then came cultivating the minds of grown men who were

A description of the memorial

was forwarded to the Prince Regent by Major

General Sir Robert ‘Valker, and Colonel Douglas
was ordered by the Minister for \Var to convert it

into a permanent structure, on his being employed

furnished by Dr. Parr. But the proposed change
of inscription struck him as injudicious, and he
suggested that nothing could equal what had been
written on the monument by Romans, and urged
that it should be retained. Government adopted
his counsel, and he had the satisfaction of com
pleting the work, thus paying the last duty to his

commander.”
Having succeeded to his father's title and

estate, Sir Howard Douglas took part as Assist
ant-Quartermaster General in the Walcheren
expedition, and on his return to England
“gave testimony to the authorities in favour
of Lord Chatharn, ascribiug the detention at
\Valcheren to the imperfect co-operation of
the naval force, though he expressed doubt
whether any combination of the two com
manders would have achieved the design on
Antwerp.” In the summer of 1811 he was

“appointed to reside in the province of Gallicia,

for the purpose of communicating with the
commanders of the Spanish armies in that
and the adjoining provinces of Spain, and of
versed
in
the
uses
of
the
world
and
the
camp."
the splash of the launch; it ﬂoated and lived ; and
distributing such arms and stores as may be
Such
is
Mr.
Fullom’s
style
of
eulogy
when
he
the second mate, carpenter, and two seamen pushed
for the shore. There they established a bridge to extols a soldier whom the great Duke described sent from this country”; and he remained in
the wreck by making fast a hawser from the bow in these words, ‘Douglas is a d—d clever Spain till Wellington was on the point of
raising the siege of Burgos. It is matter of
sprit, and all on board were brought safe to land.” fellow.’ "
notoriety that Sir Howard Douglas disa proved
Some bales of cloth having by good luck
On the death of General Jamy, in the Decem
been washed ashore, each of the party had a ber of 1806, Howard Douglas was made Com of Wellington‘s o erations against t at for
wrapper when he lay down on the snow-covered mandant of the Senior College, with therank of tress; and Mr. Fu lom informs the world that
ground. Huddling together, the exhausted Lieutenant-Colonel. In the autumn of 1808, when the British Commander was at length
survivors of the wreck fell asleep, and were on having been appointed Assistant Quarter compelled to retreat, after ﬁve assaults, several
the point of being killed by frost, when cries of Master-General to the ill-starred expedition sallies and thirty-three days of investment, he
anguish, breaking from the only woman who under Sir John Moore, he reached the Penin exclaimed, “Douglas was right; he was the
had outlived the trials of the two preceding sula in time to meet the retreating army at only man who told me the truth.”
In the account of Sir Howard's Gallician
nights, awakened her companions. On the fol Benevente. In the chapter which touches on
lowing day, those of Lieut. Douglas's miserable the battle and retreat of Corunna, an error labours, we have some glimpses of camp-life in
party who were able to stir set forth and which appears in Sir William Napier’s noble Spain. Of the atrocious barbarities practised
alike by French and Spanish soldiers, stories
marched towards the interior of the island in history of the Peninsular War is corrected :
are told, of which the following may be taken
search of a human settlement. “ In solemn
"Colonel Douglas was in another part of the as an example :
silence,” wrote Lieut. Douglas, “ we continued
“ The guerilla successes exasperated the French,
the day's journey over almost inaccessible moun ﬁeld at the moment that Sir John Moore thus fell,
til-ins and throughalmost impenetrable woods till shattered by a cannon-ball; and his duties pre who resorted to the severest reprisals, and the
about two o'clock, when we took up our quarters vented him joining the little train which carried peasants returned from their forays to ﬁnd their
body to the ramparts, though he saw it home homes devastated and their wives and daughters
for the ni ht in a wood on the side of a hill.” the
away as the dirge narrates. A later incident of dishonoured and sometimes butchered. These
Later in t 0 day, symptoms of mutiny amongst his life connects him with the story, and forms its atrocities were so common that they are mentioned
his men were added to the troubles of the sequel, now related for the ﬁrst time. After as things of course by the guerilla chiefs in their
young commander. Some casks of wine, to recording the hero's death, Napier says, ‘the guns despatches to Sir Howard. But he relates one

gether with a supply of pork and cheeses, had

of the enemy paid him funeral honours, and Soult,

enormity that drove them to madness, and excites
9
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TM
Siplmnodentalium ritreum, a new gasteropodous
mollusc, illustrated in three quarto plates ; a
tised, not as a stepping-stone to a knowledge of remarkable paper on ‘ Comets,’ by Mohn; and a
Nature, but as a separate and distinct affair. It carefully-edited transcript of the Charlemagne
is purely mechanical. The eye and hand are Saga, by Unger,-—a poem which owed its origin in
at work, but the mind gains nothing, or next to the ﬁrst place to the French Troubadours, having
nothing. Useful in its place, as the means of been probably composed in the ﬁrst half of the
producing mere copies or memoranda of pictures, thirteenth century, but somewhat altered at the
copying in general, unless with a constant view to close of that century. Manuscripts exist of both
the better perception of Nature and reproduction these versions, which have been carefully collated,
of her effects, is but time and toil thrown away. and a comparion made with a Danish version,

a shudder even at this distance of time. The manufacture, ondowing its author with no know
French desired to occupy a monastery commanding ledge of beauty, truth, or dignity. It is prac

a strong pass, but admission was denied by the
monks, who made a stout resistance.

They were

overcome, and the French punished their temerity
by roasting several of them, and putting the rest
to the sword.

A party of the French afterwards

fell into the hands of the guerillns, who obtained
possessioll of an immense oven constructed for the
use of a regiment, and baked them alive. Such
are the horrors of invasion!"

Retaining his post of Commandant of the Anybody may learn to draw, says the author, which last was subsequently translated into Ice
Senior College at High W combo, Sir Howard although some have drawing as a gift, so to say, landic; and it is this translation of a translation
received, in 1813, the ad itional appointment
of Inspector General of Education; and on the
ﬁnal overthrow of Napoleon the First, he was
made a Com anion of the Bath and Knight of

the Spanish rder of Charles the Third.
For the next few ears he pursued his pro
fessional studies wit increased zeal, publishing
in 1819 his ‘ Treatise on Naval Gunnery’ and
‘ Essay on Fortiﬁcation.’ In 1624, having
gained the rank of Major-General, he was
appointed Lieutenant-Governor of New Bruns
wick, and Major-General in command of the

than which gift nothing is more mischievous in that has been hitherto known as the Saga of Charle
Art, unless duly subordinated to use and service magne.
in better comprehending Nature. Pattern and
The Proceedings of the Academy for 1858, and
mechanical drawing, and the like, are for the most three following years, are also before us, and con
part distinct from those forms of the attainment tain a great number of interesting papers on
desirable for men, women and children. “He general literature and science, both physical and
who has learned to draw from Nature will be a mathematical. Amongst these we may especially
butter pattern or mechanical draughtsman than mention several papers by Holmboe, in most of
those who have spent all their time in studying which the Northern antiquities of different kinds
those departments exclusively."
are compared with those of the East; a remarkable
This last piece of experience is a thing beyond all memoir, by Gas ari, on ‘ The Apostles' Creed‘ in
challenge in practice; it is imparted to us by every the early Churc 1, having for its text the article of
great artist, from Leonardo to yet living men; it St. Ambrose, published by Cardinal Mai, “ Beati
indicates the system of teaching not only advocated, Ambrosii Episcopi Mediolanensis explanatio Sym

troops in that rovince, and the forces in Nova but actually carried out in all the continental boli ad initiandos."
Scotia, Cape reton, Prince Edward Island,
Newfoundland and Bermuda. Differences with
Government about the timber-duties, led to
his resignation of the governorship in 1831 ;
and no new employment was found for him
till 1835, when he was made Lord High Com
missioner of the Ionian Islands, which office he
held till the March of 1841. On his return to
England, Sir Howard was sent to Parliament
by the Conservativejelectors of Liverpool, and
remained a Member of the House of Commons
till 1847, when he retired from political life, in
the seventy-second year of his age. Towards the
close of his career the veteran was seduced into
a controversy on the merits of armour-ships,
against which he used his voice and en with
characteristic decision and ability, alt ough he
allowed that England had no choice but to follow
the example of France in building iron-cased
vessels. We learn that the General's last days were
disturbed by the bitterness of this discussion.
“ Sir Howard’s stand against the iron clamour,”
says Mr. Fullom, “exposed him to the taunts
of Mr. Scott Russell and other theorists, and
drew down upon him an anonymous letter,
warning him to ‘ take care what he was about.’ ”
To the last, however, the veteran remained con
ﬁdent that experience would justi fy the position
he had taken. Twenty-four hours before his
death he remarked, “All that I have said about
armour-ships will prove correct. How little
do they lmow of the undeveloped power of

schools of Art. In matters relating to music or
other arts than the formative ones, all men how
to the opinions of those who have distinguished
themselves in their practice; yet in this country,
practical artists and critics have for years denounced
the wretchedly mechanical system followed not

Numerous papers by Dr.
Sara appear in each of these volumes, illustrating

the various tribes of marine invertebrated animals
of Norway, such as the Mollusca, Crustacea (with
many new species and genera described), Holo
thuriae, Pennatnlzo, Polynoc, and a number of
new species of C(elenterata. The volume for 1861

alone at young ladies’ and boys’ schools, but in contains a revision of the Crustaceans of the tribe
those supported by the Government for instructing

Cladocera, with descriptions of many new genera

the people in this very art of drawing,——and all and species, by G. 0. Sara; papers on the Cran
without effect.
Their intelligence not aroused, gonidm and Sabellze, by Dr. Sara ; also the curious
and all independent thought sleeping, as if thought
were no part of their business, the unhappy students
of the Government schools go on year by year
adding copy to copy in a way which is enough
to make men despair of anything to come out
of such a system of drudgery. Under quite
another system than theirs the value of drawing
is precisely in proportion to that of the intelli
gence it evokes and delights. “The practice of
drawing is the very thing to open the eyes and
quicken the sense of pcrception,—to enable the
student to search out the beauties before him,
seeing in what they consist. It can lay a founda

tion on which to build a vast superstructure of
delight.

The eye that has once drawn a graceful

memoir, by Holmboe, ‘On the Comparative System

of \Veights in Scandinavia and India,’ of which
we gave an account in a recent number. These
volumes also contain numerous mathematical,

chemical and geological, as well as archaeological
and ethnological, memoirs, and testify to a great
amount of scientiﬁc activity which has, we fear,
been too much overlooked in our own country.
Orersv'gt-[Reriaian oflhe Northern Echinodenmr],
with 16 plates; and Bcal‘rirrlsc-[Descrfplion of
Lophogaxlcr Iypicns, a remarkable form» amongst the

Cricrtacra'], with three plates ; both by Dr. Michael
Sars, Professor in the University of Christiania.—
It will be sufficient for us to introduce these two
excellent memoirs to the notice of our zoologists.
In the former work the author has given a grace
ful description, with excellent ﬁgures (accompanied
by anatomical details), of 79 species of Northern

line will discover graceful lines everywhere
around. He that has occupied himself with
the shapes of objects will ﬁnd endless delight
in comparing and combining them. He that has Echinoderms, being nearly 20 more than had been
drawn a leaf or a bird’s nest will think of such catalogued as Scandinavian by Duben; and in the
things as he never could have thought of them latter memoir is described a very remarkable new
before. He that has tried to lay a tint like nature's
will never open his eyes but he will see something
to admire and to enjoy, though he cannot do it,_the
more, perhaps, because he cannot do it.” All this

Crustacean, allied to the Omssum shrimps, but
having each of the branchize ormed of a great num
ber of branchcs,—a structure hitherto found only

in Sergestes and Aristeus, both belonging to a
cannot be learnt without drawing; a reﬁned mind different tribe of decapod Crustaceans. The author
has also been fortunate enough to observe the ear
The Value and Influence of Art as a Branch of be far behind in all the power which drawing can liest stage of his new animal.
General Education. Lectures delivered at Ox render. Without drawing, a man, so far as he can
Synopsis of the Vegetable Products of Norway,
ford by W. Collingwood. (Kent & Co.)
enjoy must enjoy alone, without delighting others; by Dr. F. C. Schlibeler, translated by the Rev.
Mr. Collingwood, who is a member of the Society words are but mockeries of the delight beautiful M. R. Barnard, B.A.—This excellently-compiled,
of Painters in Water Colours, delivered a series of forms and colours give; memory soon fades, leav and as excellently-printed, little treatise was pro
lectures at Oxford on the above subject. Of this ing of nature’s glory only regret: if the art he duced at the request of the Central Committee
two discourses are before us. Notwithstanding a never practised after attainment, still the faculty appointed for the arrangement of the Norwegian
sad disregard of Lindlsy Murray and his succes of perception and its due enjoyment remain always. contributions to the International Exhibition of
1862. ‘It has been printed at the expense of the
sors, they show earnestness and appreciation of
the importance of popularizing the study of Art.
Norwegian Government, and is intended to serve

artillery!”

or poetic feeling may see and enjoy much, but still

The author would have drawing, or, as he calls it,

NORWEGIAN BOOKS.

as a guide to the vegetable products of Norway

WE have received the publications issued by the there exhibited. Considering that the greatest
soundly when founded upon drawing), to hold a Royal Northern Academy of Christiania, which length of the country from Cape Lindesnaes in
place 1n general education, attracting and em celebrated its ﬁrst jubilee of fifty years on the the south to the North Cape is not less than 900
the study of Art (which last is indeed only based

bracing in its pursuit young and old, rich and poor,

learned and unlearned, gifted and ungifted alike.
He would refer this branch of education entirely
to Nature herself for objects, and vigorously dis
claims all hope of beneﬁt for any one from merely

2nd of September, 1861. This event was made
the cause of great rejoicing, accompanied by

the issuing of a well-executed medal, the ob
verse of which bears the representation of a lion
lapping water from a vessel held by a seated
He would have youth, with the inscription, “ Ex haustu olympico

miles, it will be easily conceived that there will be

much difference in the vegetable products of its
different parts, whilst the
t variation in the
elevation of the different parts will also induce
corresponding modiﬁcations in their distribution.

copying the works of other men.
drawing to be much more than a pretty accom
plishment. The result of reducing it to such is,

perhaps one of the most remarkable is the exceed

to produce a pretty and showy effect, a toy-like also printed, including one by Dr. Michael Sars, on

ingly rapid growth of vegetables in certain parts.
Thus, from observations made at Alten Copper

valentior." A concert was performed on the occa
sion, of which the words, handsomely printed, are
he rightly says, merely to enable the practitioner also before us. Several scientiﬁc treatises were

In an excellent introduction of a few pages the
author has noticed most of these facts, of which
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Works, W. Finmarken (lat. 69° 57' 30"), it has’ Daldy.)—-This is a charming edition of old Roger (\Vilson.)-The object of this rambling book is to
been ascertained that barley will grow ‘2% inches Ascham, a man of much good sense, and a little unfold a scheme for what the writer calls a consti
and peas 3 inches in the twenty-four hours for not very bad nonsense. The text is carefully re tution of " natural society," in which private
several consecutive days. “ Whether it is the heat vised by comparison of editions, and a large mass property, interest and rent, which he holds to be
mg or the actinic rays of the sun that here play of valuable notes of reference is added. Few the chief sources of our social troubles, shall no
the principal part, or whether it is both of these books are of more avail in the history of English longer exist. There are to be industrial workers
combined, or whether it is due to other still un classical education; and the notes to this edition and managers, a common council of managers
known solar inﬂuences, must be left for future must make it indispensable.
choosing the justices; a national assembly, and
investigation to ascertain.” The vegetable products
The New Theology. By John Smart. Edited a reigning queen and king with ahouse of coun
themselves are classed into —1. Fruit trees and by his Wife. (Glasgow, Bryce.)-—Mr. Smart is cillors; while the members of his commonwealth
shrubs ; 2. Forest and ornamental trees and shrubs ; no more; but the work cannot be said to have been are to live together in what he calls “a community
3. Cereals; and 4. Other plants cultivated for edited by his widow, for it was in progress during town," with a centre for the married members, a
economic purposes. Under each of these heads his life, under the care of his wife. The biography, right wing for the daughters and a left wing for
the different trees or plants are described, so far as and the theological lectures which follow, have an the sons; the workshops being “within an easy
their economic properties are concerned, in an interest to surviving friends. The sentiments and distance for communication.” Clothing, food and
alphabetical series. An excellent map showing feelings are pious, with a decided dash of liberalism, other necessaries are to be “plenty as blackberries";
the limits of the most important vegetable pro which indicates an author who would ﬁght, upon and in answer to “ the specious and plausible
ducts is also given in illustration of their distribu some points, by the side of the Essayists, the objection,“ that poor folks, suddenly plunged into
Bishop, 62c. For example, he thinks the value of prosperity of this sort, might indulge to excess,
tion.
Genesis not at all impaired by the supposition that the author remarks —— “ Starved beings, when
Moses,
observing the cruel usage of their wives introduced to plenty will for a short time go deep
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
practised by Egyptians and Jews, “ in a highly with the necessaries’; but they become ﬁlled and
Lord Robert de Clifford: where was he Buried? tigurative style, fashioned Eve out of Adam's satisﬁed in body and blood, and then they become
By C. Nicholson. (Whittaker 8r. Co.)—Robert de rib, to teach woman submission and man tender quite respectable at meals." Nevertheless, he thinks,
Clifford was one of the warriors who went to Ban ness." Thus we see in how many quarters the as Nature herself gives an intimation of when
nockburn with King Edward, and did not come spirit of resistance to old interpretations is spring a man has had enough, the waiters in his commu
back. A grassy knoll near the ﬁeld is the tradi ing u . The authorities forget that in dealing nity house,-—or, as he, more elegantly, expresses it,
tionary burial‘place of this, the ﬁrst Lord Warden with t e heretic the are dealing with the represen “ those who present supplies,"-—might by the very
of the Marches, and other brave but luckless tative of a class.
hey may put down Williams, manner of their service hint at moderation. “If
fellows. The Rev. James Simpson ﬁnding the or Colenso, or Jowett, if they can; but new officers you go into an eating-house of any considerable
t‘igure of a naked sword on a ﬂag in Shap Abbey, will arise out of the ranks. They must have re town," he observes, “you may have a small plate
estmoreland, ﬁrst says that such an emblem course to argument: if that will do it, it is done; of meat, or one larger if only asked for as ‘a plate’;
signiﬁed a soldier who had fallen in battle—which if not, there is no other way.
and if you add ‘a. large plate’ of meat you will
it does not,—-and then adds that here most likely
Contribution towards a. History of EIedro-Metal have three sizes to choose from: and surely this
Robert was buried, as had he been buried elsewhere lurgy, establishing the Origin of the Art. By Henry might be without envy or quarrel." The worst
we should have heard of it! \Vell, we know that Dircks. (Spon.)—-The less we say about this work fault of our author is his affectation, which gives to
tradition buries him where he fell, and no legend the better. The history of electro-metallurgy has his style a curious resemblance to that of the cour

even hints at his interment in Shop Abbey.

Mr.

been written-the claims of Jacobi, Spencer and tier in Hamlet. He quotes extensively from other

Nicholson would be glad enough to get a West
moreland hero back into his county; but he leaves
him as we do, with tradition and ﬁve centuries
over his grave on the banks of the Bannock. The
controversy is here published in a pamphlet; and
there is a curt, snappish tone about the disputants,
such-as distinguishes adverse parties in Notes and
Queries when they are quarrelling over a mare's
nest. \Vherever the ﬁrst Lord Warden of the
Marches may be sleeping, he was the father of a

Jordan have been long since settled. Since, in authors, generally introducing them with such
May, 1839, the Alhcnceum published the earliest remarks as “Now we may hear Thomas Carlyle in
announcement of Jncobi’s ‘ Galvanic Engraving in regard to the external"; “Allow the gifted Shelley

Relief,’ upon which followed the statements of to say a word here"; “ We shall give audience to
Spencer and Jordan that they had independently another George Combo"; “ Hear Hugh Miller on
made the discovery of the electro-chemical deposi
tion of copper, twenty-four years have passed away.

labour in present society" ; or, “\Ve will introduce

Twenty years since the rival claims were discussed
with a very unfortunate amount of personality, but
eventually the question was settled. Why Mr.
very lively race. Mr. Nicholson thinks the grave Dircks should again open the discussion without
in Shop Abbey may be that of his son Roger
having a single new fact to contribute, we cannot
“Julian’s adorable Lothario.” He should have tell. It is with deep regret that we ﬁnd old pre
explained this epithet. Roger, who once made a judices appearing in every page of his book.
pursuivant eat the wax off a writ served on him,
A Handbook of Volumetrical Analytic. By
was the famous lover of a famous mistress, "Gillian Robert H. Scott, M.A. (Longman &. Co.)—The
of the bower": she was too humble for him to design of this small volume is to supply the che
marry, but, for her sake, he would not
any mical student with the means of determining any
other woman. The mishap at Bannockburn was one constituent of a chemical compound by the
fairly avenged at Flodden Field, when the four methods of volumetrical analysis. This method is
teenth Baron-that Henry who from seven years now rapidly su planting that of ordinary weight

no doubt, an amiable gentleman, who wishes well
to mankind; and as there is no danger of his scheme

old to thirty-two was brought up (out of fear of analysis, and

r. Scott's volume will be found a

the Yorkists) as a “ shepherd-boy,” which must useful companion to all who are engaged in labora
have been a diﬂlcult matter towards the end of the tory work. The metrical system of weghts and
time—led a body of men there with ability. Like measures has been adopted throughout the work,
other shepherds, Henry, unlearned in all besides, —a system which is gradually gainin ground
became skilled in astronomy, especially in his after amongst the chemists of this country.
e work
life. His son Henry, subsequent to his ﬁrst illus treats of analyses under the three heads of satura
tration of baronial tastes, when he was a drunken tion, oxidation and reduction, and precipitation.
debauchee, and a plunderer of churches, was created It contains also an introductory description of the
Earl of Cumberland, and took to living like a man

apparatus required.

Shelley in prose on the subject in hand."

He is,

being put in execution, we may regard his book as
one which may provoke some merriment, and which
can do no harm.
Compendium of Halhcnuzlical Geography. By
A. H. Dick, M.A.
(Longman c Co.) -— Mr.
Laurie, who writes the preface, informs us that
this work is founded upon llrettner's ‘ Mathemzn

tische Geographie,'——a simple translation having
been judged inexpedient by reason of certain
omissions. The work, as now presented, is valu
able: it is mathematical, but not ovcrmuch. The
subject is one the points of which are usually
scattered through books of astronomy and general

geography"
A Short Traclate on the Longevily ascribed to the
Patriarchal in the Book of Genesis, and its Relation

to the Hebrew Chronology; the Flood, the Exodus
of the Israelites, the Site of Eden, d-c. (be. From
the Danish of the late Professor Rash, with his Ma.
mucripl Corrections, and large Additions from his

Autograph, now for the ﬁrst time printed.

(Trlib

The work is also illustrated nor 8; Cod-W's transcribe this long title, because

who cared to be well with his neighbours. In the with woodcuts of apparatus, and will be found a it gives the bulk of what we need to say. \Ve
person of this last Henry's grandson the title valuable addition to the books written for the use must add, that this translation, made in 1830, is
expired; but the last holder of it was father of that of advanced students in chemical analysis. There now brought forward by the spirit of inquiry
renowned “Anne Clifford, Dorset, Pembroke and

Montgomery," through whose daughter the barony
subsequently fell to Tufton, Earl of Thanet, in
1691. At his death the title fell into abeyance,
till documents were found which proved the right

is also a chapter on the method of testing the
presence of cane-sugar, fruit-sugar and glucose
insolutions by the aid of polarized light. This
method, first introduced by M. Biot, has been

created by the Essayists and Bishop Colenso.

Rask's theory is the very probable one, that the
year of the historian is less than twelve months;
and the references made by ancient writers to

recently considerably improved, and we know of Egyptian years of six, four, three, two, and even
no better account of this simple and beautiful pro one month, are brought forward and discussed.
by a lady ; and Sophia, Baroness de Clifford, is at cess of testing the qualities of sugar than that here
A neat and portable edition of The Acharnimm
this moment the representative of that soldier of given by Mr. Scott.
of Aristophanes, with short English Notes, for the
ﬁve hundred years ago, who, according to well-sus
Ilymnologia Christiana ; or, Paalma and Hymns use of Schools (Parker), prepared by Dr. Dawson
of the Southwells to the dignity, which is now held

tained tradition, lies buried at Bannockburn,—but

selected and arranged in the Order of the Ohrim'an

who, according to the Rev. James Simpson, must Seasons. By Benjamin Hall Kennedy, D.D.
be interred in Shop Abbey, because there is no (Longman & Co.)-—A copious and well-executed
record of the fact—and if he had been buried in any collection of hymns. Mr. Kennedy is, perhaps,
other locality, local history would be sure to have too critical in his Preface; but over-care is the
registered it.
The Scholemaster.

By Roger Ascham.

Edited,

with Notes, by J. E. B. Mayor, M.A.

(Bell e

\V. Turner, has taken its place among the Oxford

Pocket Classics.

The notes abound in useful infor

mation, apt renderings of difficult passages, and
appropriate illustrations, with references to autho

rities of recognized value-Messrs. Chambers have

natural consequence of time and zeal spent in commenced a Narrative Serien of Standard Reading
Books, specially adapted to the Raqm'mnenu of the
accumulation.
The Social Science of the Constitution of Society. Revised Code of the Privy Council Obmmillee of
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Education.

The ﬁrst three books have appeared:

Infant School Primer ,- Book 1., adapted to Stan
clard 1.; and Book 11., adapted to Standard II.
They appear to be the work of a practised teacher,
who is fully alive to all the diﬂiculties and wants

of the youngest learners.

The books are carefully

ATHENJEUM

Lyon's
,venlng Sacriﬁce,“ Thoughts on Scrirture, cv. Eve. 8/ cl.
L tlon‘s Novels Lib. Ed: ‘ Lucretia, Vol. '1.‘ c. Eve. 5/ cl.
arryat‘n The Poacher new edit. fc. 8m. 1! swd.
Mi drcd’s Last Night, or the Franklyn! limo. 4/8 el.
Molesworth's Pocket Book for ('ivil & hlochanlcnl Engineers, 4/6
biundy‘s H.143. Hannibal at Palermo and Nllﬁlﬂ, 1850-61, ll/el.
h’cwbcrry's (Meanings from Ornamental Art of verv Style, (to. 80/

l’nrkhurst'i Questions on Howell‘! Clllld‘l Hist. of Ilome, Ionic. l/
Pilgrimage over the Prairies | volaegont Bvo. Il/ cl.

Plato's Apology of Socrates. hon-s.

and have the advantage of being available for
whatever mode of teaching to read may be pre

Post Oilice London Ruburban Directory. 2nd edit. royal live. 90/ cl.
Punch, Ike-issue. Vol. 25.4w. 6/ bds. \cl for 1M3, (to. [0/6 0L 'lt.
Railway Library, ‘ The Youn curate.‘ now edit. fc. Bvu. 9/
s.
Robertson's Miulonto‘llanis Islands in l808 ed. Prnur.fc.8vo.ﬂ/
Scott's Waverley Noveln.V. lli, ' Peverll of the hook,‘ is. live. l/ mini.
Select Librury of Fiction, ‘Lever‘l Tom Burke of Ours.‘ n. ed. 2 v. 4/
Shakespeare, edited by Carruthcru t W. Chambers, \i'ol.
" cl.
Smith's Advertise: ilow? When? Where? post live. 1] MI.
Stier‘s Words of the Angels, cheap edit. fc. Hvo. 1'6 cl. limp.

Another great excellence is the frequent

repetition in varied form of what has been pre
viously done.

The reading lessons are not only

admirable as exercises, but easy of comprehension,
and very amusing. Besides furnishing excellent
practice in reading and spelling, the books supply

. by smith, 4 ed. lrhw. ixcl.

Stories for in Little Cousin. ltlmo. 216 cl.
Thornbu ‘s rue or Steel, 1! vols. poet Bvo. 311s cl.
Timbl‘o 'l‘ ing! to be remembered in Daily Life, fc. svo. 318 el.
\Vhnlley's Journals nnd Correspondence ed. by \Vickham, i v. 30/

I‘. Bagged hid in r‘ 2. new edit. or. Bvo. so cl.
as much assistance as is required in writing and whim
Wllbe oroe‘s Agathoe, and or or Sunday Stories. 24th edit. :10 cl.
arithmetic.—There is nothing remarkable in A
Simultaneous Method of Teaching to Read, adapted

before man, i. ‘:0, 24, as."
“ninth: Iceond. man is created before the birds and bealto,

uh '- cmmlmlohhl iii-wry of England, Vol. 2, m. 18/cL

grnduaterhto suit the growing ability of the reader,

ferred.
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(ih " In the ﬁrst tcolmos'onyl. the bird: and hearts are created

“'oolle '1 Lecture: delivered in Australia. or. Svo. Bill cl.
\Vyvl I Love and hlnmmon, and other Poems, limo. 6/ ol.

is this hit ltahment Historically I‘ruel In il. 7 and 19 there
is a bare record of what God did create and out of what He do]!
form the creature! that He created; but as regards the order of
creating them. it ll Bp. Colenlo and not Almighty God that has
thought roper to instruct Mankind.
The
eho further writes,
In) " In t e llrst leosmogonyhall fowl: that ﬂy are made out
of the waters, i. 20." -

" in the second, the fowl: of the air are made out of the
ground, ll. ill.“
in it consistent with Historic Truth to say, that we M in i. 90
“that all the/owls the; ﬂy are made out of, the waters!" It would
be more just to say, are made. that is, are created by the waters, if
we did not read, vcrle Bl. that " God. (not the mien.) created or
made every winged lurch" it does not say, out of what, and there
fore we may conclude that the statement ll. 19 is quite correct,
“ And out
the around the Lord Hod ormla! every/old u/llrc air."
Let the ills lop reflect, that if the lie rew words translated i. 20,
lll’lllﬂ forth abundantly, i. ll, cnutal, and ii. “Jar-med, all mean
one sud the some thing, namely, Create, they would in the Origi

ml be one and the same word; and this the Bishop knows that
thﬁarc not.
2 Bishop further writes,
Gct’iivﬂ‘zgu the ﬁrst (oolmogonyl. man in created in the image of

l.
" in the mend man is made out of the dust ofthc ground, and

in Primary Schools, by G. White (Houlston tr
Wright), which is simply an explanation and re
commendation oi' the plan of teaching children to
read in large numbers, at the same time, instead

of separately, one after the other. Such a wholesale
method may beexpcditious and easy for the teacher,
but can hardly be eii'ectual in securing indivi
dual accuracy in the scholars.

\Vhether or no,

many of the directions here given are worth little
to either teacher or scholar, consisting chieﬂy of
remarks too obvious to need mention, or too inde

merely animated with the breath of life; and it is onl after
his eatiu the forbidden fruit that the Lord God said,
hold,
me gap or become as one of us, to know good and evil, ll. 7,

[an vm'rislruim'n]
To the Member: of the Analo-Biblr'ml Ill-dilute.
Dun Blwrnm Mnnlrrls —Allow me on the present occasion
to direct your attention to the i’entateuch. as "gay-"do the chn
of Bishop Colenso against its want of Historic
Ill. and of to
not being the production ofa S‘ is Author. May the giver of
every lszod vcuchsafe to each of us in blessing.
B .
lenlo in the Preface to the 2nd Part of his work can,
“lhops Ulatlhave utlhemainpm'ntlollheammacnhn'thinlbe
prarpofany one no Mer clerk or lama-an, tlumqh “acquainted

with Hebrew or

ernuru, i/onlyhe will'mvc the medial attention

lmlrm» jll‘rjﬂ'fhtﬂ, to the consider-alum of the point! a! u'uue.‘
After such a statement, our attention is naturally diverted from

the Various :nvumeutl connected with these-‘subjects. and directed

ﬁnite to be of any practical use.—Modern Geo
graphy: Descriptire, Political, and Physical, by
\V. J. Unwin, M.A. (Longman), is as dry and hard
at geography as such books can well be made, and
inferior, on the whole, to several existing manuals ;
though we must say we like the way in which the

rivers are arranged, according to the slopes of the
land through which they ﬂow. It is right also to
observe, that at present we have only the ﬁrst part,
on Descriptive Geography, to assist us in forming
a judgment.—A New System for the Deck-mien
of German Nouns, by P. A. S. Junod (Nutt),
divides German nouns according to their gender,
which the author thinks a simpler and easier,

tothe particular one: selected by the Bishop. as, ill his opinion,
lufﬁclem to prove his assertions.
‘7e are greatly indebted to the Bishop for having thus restricted
the limit- of our inquiry, and still more. by his having boldl so
set forth in his Preface a single subject. the hi osm'c Record 0 the
Deluge. nl nulilcient not only to prove the want of Historic Truth
in the l’entatcucb, but also to authorize him to urge his lily
Brethren to require Parliament to chanac the Ecclesiastical Laws
of the Country z-lo regard his Ecclesiastical Equals as Indi
vidual! them
whoseinca
minds
imprl:i’ii‘ atedentz-and
with prejudice,
to
render
bioare
of '0
correct
to treatushis

though less philosophical, classiﬁcation. -— The

poor brethren oft e Clergy who accept he Record of the Deluge,
ulmoot, as persons " removed out o] the coupon-$0] raqui'rl'rm honest
men." No multi licatlon of the number of t 0 Records that he
considers fiivorab e to his views will mist the Bishop, since the
arguments which destroy the force of the one he has produced are
unll ap liable to every other.
f t c
isbo ‘I rucribed canon of inquiry be followed,
nilrnel , that o gi ng'to the record of the Doing: "mat/u!
otters! (rm/rec from pmiuli'ea," I. who am but a hum lo layman,
cannot perceive that that Record supports his views.
The Satirist may indeed avail himself of our limited knowledge
of the Deluge to paint with much effect the natural dlﬂloull. cl

Method of French Methods, or Practical Grammar

attendant on such an event ;—the harmony with which the veno
mom, and the wild, and the tonic mature! mixed together, shut

of the French Lanyuage, with a Vocabulary,

up in a dark bole. without air with bare attendance. and stole
food. Or should be please to draw a more
his picture, he

by C. Badois, B.A. (Nutt), is not so much a may apportion toenc ascleanlylm hablta on ruin the Zoolo'
‘cal gardens, and describe their time as passed In a blissful
grammar or method as a combination of both, nmce. But after all such exhibitions, when the sur-cr has
containing vocabularies, grammatical materials, vanished, the linglc question remains unanswered. Are such
statements just?_ (jun the s'u nzrrulrlural be wel bed in Human
and conversational writing exercises. —We need balances! Carl Finite mun so or disregard the ws of Nature,

only transcribe the titles of the following :
French Em‘cire Copy-Book, No. I., Accidencc for
Beginners,- No. II., Syntax for Advanced Pupils,
with the Essentials of French Grammar ,- French

Verbs Copy-Book,- and Latin Verbs Copy-Book, by
L. Nottelle,B.A. and A. Albitbs, LLB. (Simpkin);

——also The Improved Copy-Book, containing complete
Sets of Text and Small —Hand Copy Lines, by
gztrick Johnson, Royal Academical Institution,
lfast.
LIST OF NE‘V BOOKS.
Addison‘s Humorous Essays, selected from ‘Spectator: 18mm 1/ cl.
Aikln‘s Waiting fuy lllc Verdict, cl‘. Bro. 10/6 cl.
Albert Edward. Prince of Wales Early Years ofJndedcr. Bvo. ll/B

All the m: Round, conducted 5 Dickens, Vol. 8, my. m. we cl.
Blckersteth ll'l. _nnrl FA, Mcmori s of. new edit. or. 8vo. am 01.
Bohn's Clan. l.lh.: ' Demosthenes‘ Orations, by Kennedy,‘ 5/ cl.
Brook's \\ orkln and Waiting, new edit. or. Bro. ll/ cl.
Burn’l YennBoo of Agricultural Facts for 1w}, fc. Eve. 4/ cl.
Chnmbers's Lib. for Young: ‘The Little hluleum Koe rs,‘ l/cl.
Children of Long Ago, illnst. to ‘u! lﬂmo. plain, 2/6; 00 ourcd, 8/8
Coleridge's IS. T.| Poems, new
t. ed. by D. Coleridge, to. are. 6/
Cooﬁr's W 'andottc, new edit. fc. Svo. l/ swd.
C00 and rlstrnm’s Pmctice of Court of Probate. 4th ed. Svo. ll/
L‘ouch‘s History of Fishes of British Islands. Vol. 2 my. live. 17/
Cox's Tales from Greek Mythologiaeand edit. lllmo. 316 cl.
Daniel's Love's but Labour not
t, fc. Bvo. 7/6 cl.
De Liefdc‘li Postman‘: Bag, now edit. 16ml}. s/c cl. gt.
Dc uinccy's Works, Vol. l4 Autobl
pblcal Sketchel,cr. Burl/8
Dire ‘a Contribution to History of lcctrrrhietallurgy, lsmo. 4/
Disraeli's Curiosities of Literaturc,ncw edit. Vol. 2, post Bro. 8.16
Duncan’! Cottage Fireside, or Parish schoolmaster, 8th ed. 2/ cl.

u to receive, “ That Noah was so arm-nut 0 God as to preach a
coming ‘load and prepare an ark " lﬁcel at. iii. 90), and then
justly case it, as onl _n proof of Prejudice and I
mm to

teach, " TM! the/ml

"ll 0 the

um b1-

u up, and

the We ojheoucn
-"-—t at the modelof prelerving life
and the Geological effects of the anembl
s of such males 0
water. were not effected by, or attended w th results proper to.
Natural operations. Thus milking True ll’udmn to consist in
proclaiming to the Supernatural sea, " Thu/a1‘ shalt thou. go but
no or r."

men of that age a Divine Cn-alnr, and to those of our own age Hie
came Revelation, unless in such visitation the Natural Lawl had
been shown to have been disturbed 7
Had on Natural Results from the Deluge or any other occur

rence rem nod to Man, where is his proof that there is a God T~
or admitting the existence of a God. that liehu ever condesoenrlcd
to make any Revelation to Man? What is to make our Blessed
Lord's claim to teach more authoritative than Bilbo Colenso‘s or

ﬁlth gloorooi, if liis possession of theSupei-natural
lm

taken from

Bishop Uolenso is well entitled to our thanks for stating his
0 inion, that the proof that the Pcntltcuch was uotthe work of a
S nglc Author is p aced beyond the
ibilit of contradiction, by

the Record of two events contained n it Tha of the Creation, and
That of the Flood.

Int us examine each seporateh‘.

He contends that in the Records of (‘rent on in he first and In
the second Cbn tors of Genesis there are statements that are in

once saturated with hwuture, to have passed ink) such a state“ to

hm cdule's Oﬂioes from the Service Book! ofthe ill-mm Cl'llll'tlihﬂ/

'' require the whole face 0! the ground to be moutmed"!
The Bishop further writes.

Lloyd on General Theory of Proportion in Architectural Desigmol

man . and threatened with I curse ll’ he breaks it ; then the beasts
and the birds are made. and the man lives nnmcl to them: and
lastly, after all this, the woman is made. out of one of his ribs,
but merely as n helpmnte for the man, ll. 7 8.15, H."

“'hlltll "mm-o.- mu. 1- it Historically True to ‘an, That
Man and Woman were crealcd together. memlntr. at the same
exact time. because in i. 27 (although nothing ll laid in relation
to actual time) we read, "80 God created Man in his own image,
inllrei'
o/Uodcrealcdhshim;malcnnd female crenledhe
them I "
to the time when either of them were created, it in
13:. Coleulo that alone informs us. Neither have we other autho
rl y than his martian, that they were “created also. an r‘: en'
dgnlly 6m lied, in the lame kind 0 way.- "—or for stating in rela
tion to w mt he terms the scoon record " That the beasts and
birds were created between the Man and the Woman.“ All that
we read therein is. That the beam Bdwere formed lwllenloever they
were crentedlcut of the ground; but u to the time when they

were created it is lip. Colenso that aim informs us. The
remainder of the Bishop l remarks here it is unneccnarytonotlce,
as he alone, I conceive, can now discover any statclneu in which
either record contradicts the other.
The Bishop‘: second argument to prove that the I'entateucll has
not proceeded from the pen of one and the same Author in derived
from what he contends are contradictory records of circumstance.
connected with the Deluxe.
Thus in Gen. vi. 19, 90 we read

'_' or as living thing of Ill iielh. two of every sort shalt thou
male and female. 0! I
after their kind. and of cattle after
their kind, of every creeping thing of the earth after his kind, two
of everrzsort ll‘lllll come unto thee, to keep (them) alive."
But
Gen. vii. 9, 3, we rend,
I‘Uf ever clean beast thou shalt take to thee by um, the

male and b 5 female. and of beasts that arc‘not clean by two, the
male and his female; of [owls also of the air by rem. the male
and the female to kee seed alive upon the face of all the earth.‘
Writers on lir'lloric Truth cannot be too exact in puotlngﬂlioly
Seri ture. In the present case. the rcxard of the taliu
the
Ant orizcd Version ipointcd out above by llmckels l marking
the absence of the word or Word! no written in the llivine ori
inal, Bp. Colenso ignores and by so doing discards the sensor-bat

1 Revealed for one that he sets forth in ‘its place. The Divine

female to keep leed alwe u
earth,- "'and hence it is per~
mitted to on to conjecture, t at, possibly, Five of them were to be
oﬂ'cred in sacriﬁce, or otherwise made useful by their death.

whether such a space of time was sufficient for the earth ‘ though

J amen I The Companies‘ Act, for 18b2, with an introduction. to" 6/

he is laced by hl'mnl/in the tundra Gilli-led with h Iolemu com

Elects which'his own experience has taught him must rclnlt from
his own existing causes.

Llll wlutc‘s Guide to Crlcketers. Winter Edition for 1863 118 swd.

(illes‘s Meteorological and Stat stlccl Gui e. Sud edit. Evo. 7/ cl.
Goslett‘s Sermon on the Death of the Rev. E. G. Kell ', Bvo. llswd.
Grlﬂin‘s Collcglaus: or the Colleen Bawn. new edit. 0. ave. l/ swd.
llodder'l Memories of h'ew Zechmd Life, ‘2nd ed. cr. 8m. 31d bds.
Hood‘! Poems of Wit and Humour, 12th edit. in. 8vo. 5/ cl.
llopklnson‘l The Steam-Eu _‘ue. Use of the Indicator. 4th ed. 1216
l l ombcck's Dictionary, Eng ish and Danish, 8 vols. “mo. 12/ hf. —bd.
Horse-Room . its History, with Anecdotes live. 12,1 hf.-bd.
llowilt's His cry of the Supernatural in all'Ages, 2 vols. 18/ cl.
llunt‘s Shimmering and Stuttering, their Treatment, 5th edit. 216

“ in the second. the beasts and birds are created between the man
and the woman. First the man is msde,of the dust of the ground:

command Gen. vi. )9 is as follows, “ To brma Two of every sort to
keep alive," that is, that were not to be litlul; whereas in Gen.
Th. 3 the command is to brin of each kind Seven, it does my. to
keep alive,- for what purpose
Coleuoo alone informs us, an the

llillic‘s {Epistles-of Paul to the Thessalonians Eve. 9,’ cl.

Fownes‘s Manual of Elementary U emistg', llth edit. is. live. 11,16

lrvtlh‘ul path; ﬁrst (cormogony), mm is made the lord of the whole
, . .

“In the second, be is merely placed in the ‘garden of Eden to
dress it and to keep it, ii. 8, ill.‘
The Rilhop will pardon my observing, That the wor merely,
ls lupplled y himself, it il not in the Sacred Text; a ,Tbat
Adam s bcl
placed in the garden of Eden to drus and keep it,
does not prec udo his enjoyment of God‘! blessing, " Tobe rwi't/ul,
and multiply.- and replenish the earth, and subdue it: u
to have
dominion over the
n! the no, and over the {out o/ the air, and
over every living ing that mouth on the earlln" and so does not
prove that either one of the Records contndictc the other.
The Bishop further writes,
(VI-l " In the int (cosmoganvl, man and woman are created
together, as the closing and completing work of the whole Creation,
—created also, as is evidently im lied. in the some kind of “law
be the complement of one one her; and, thus created,thcy are
blessed together. i. as."

The fact of the Deluge, produced by Supmratural means, and
attended Wlil'l Supernatural mo]
in in perfect accordance and
consistency with Per/act Ream,- eprlve it, and Divine Revels
tion, of the Supernatural element, and Perfect Reason requires
Man to deprive himself of Deity and Life, nnd everything save the

Journal of the British Archwologllcal Association, Vol. 18, 31/6 cl.
h'ennnrd‘s Essays and Reviews, t cir Origin, History, Ac. 6/ cl.
h lngston‘l Tnleli for all Ages, limo. 3/ cl. gt.
Langua e of Flowers, with lllustmtive Poetry 18th edit. 18mo. 7/
Life in
9 South from the Commencement of the War, 2 vols. 21/

First Lessons in the History of England. 16th edit. 18ml). l/ swd.

as

lad the design of the Almighty alone been the destruction of bring into 1 c Ark, to kec (them) alive with thee; they shall be
the whole human race. save the selected few, He might have
eifected it by many for less cumbersome means than the Delu
:
~lu b pestilence, by famine, or by ills simple decree this it
shoul be '0. But would such visitation! have pointed out to the

direct contml ction to each other. Respecting these he thus
writes, P31: 171. " The following are the most noticeable points of
diﬂerence etween the two cosmogonles."
ill "in the an the earth cine
from the waters, and is,
therefore, saturate with moisture, l. 9 and 10."
" In the second the whole face of the ground requires to be
moistened, ll. 0."
If Bishop Colcuso will refer to the language of the Original
Record, he will observe, that the Article is omitted before the
enumeration of the days of creation: it is not, Thaﬂrll d4_w—7‘he
seemid day, it's; but-A one dau_-A second \lmd) daFA third (one)
day, 1fC-| till it arrives at The earth and leventh days, before each
of which day! the Arhgle il rci‘ixed ; thnl niiyht man know. had
not Modern Scholars dilcor ed the estimate 0 the Article, that it
is from The Sixth Day that our present computation of time oom
meuoed; and that previous thereto, each day of Creation. although
in itself limited in extent oiitlme to that of our present day. Jet
might and in all Probability was. separated the one from the
other b million! 0 years; yea, b numbers beyond the complete
compre ension of the human min . Does Bishop Colenlo question

Duncan's Tales of Scottish l'ensantn', new edit. rcy. lllmo- !/8 cl.

To satisfy the demands of Historic Truth, lei it be noted, that
nothing is Itated above in what Bishop Coloulo terms the second
record of Man's creation. that has any relation to the image that
Man
sed . and consequently, the declaration in the ﬁrst
rec-o
of what that image was, ll not in the second either aﬂlrmed
or refukd' co
uenlly. neither of the records contradicts the
other in relation t crew.
The Bishop further writes,

Divine Text only ad s, that t

' were to be “the ‘male and Use

wherein therefore the Two in the one case are in the smallest
degree a contradiction, or even on obscuration of the command in
the other to bring Seven. seeing that a separate and jointly con
sistent Reason may be imagined for each command, 1 must leave
to the Bishop on a future occasion to explain.
We have now examined the foundation of the Bllhop's palace,
let him who thinks it safe to do so. proceed to inspect its other
rtlons. No argument constructed on the single use of Word: or
braces, in the present uncertain state of the Authenticity of
porll'mu of the Sacred Text, can. with yust reason. )irovc'itl want
of Historic Truth,- and therefore all the Bishop‘s c jeotlons cou
nccted therewith we leave unnoticed. The Bishop‘! vlewl respect
ialgirded
the use
ofno
thelmall
ilppollntions
Elohim
and
doubtlm
him
amusement;
but
as Jehovah
by Exod.have
vl. awe
know:
that Moses had knowledge of both of these A ppgllations: to

him therefore, under the Divine guidance, l.u_

the_Author o the

Pants-tench is more Reasovuible. than to attribute its authorship
to Two or Three Imaginary persons.
_
hi ' brethren, let ‘us pause in numbering the g'rainl of mud on
{on or shore. Verlly "we strain at Goals and noatlow Camels.“
Yho sees the Bar that gathers each pozsln word? who discernl
the Eye tlultsees each present thought?
"ho comprehends the
Knovvle e that masters each form 0 iangu 1:? Who penetrates
the Hi
that treasures up each Act,aud
ord, and Thought;
and Who then is there, that hos not been, yea, that does not now

this very minute, and every minute. Maud! see. Supernatural
o ration, in other words, A Miracle! A hilrricle as much beyond
tli: grasp of Reasons; all the wonders of Creation. A miracle
performed not ones As in the passage ofthe Red Son The Exodus

of the children of lrracl The Delusmor the Lyn-cation, but one

run ATHENAEUM

N° 1844, FEB. 28, '63
sing
rformeo each minute, not of our lives alone, but of the
lives 0 all that were, that are, that shall be,

My Brother ﬁrst of all make plain to Human. Reason this
Miracle, and then will you have no diﬂiculty In proving, Th“ the
Wonder! 01' Creation. and the glories of Revolution are only
Ancient Legends, or Natural Operations recorded in l‘lgumgl"
remain, dear Brother blembeﬁheﬁeﬁg‘ply 1gp“ ETTER‘
l7, l‘enchurch Street, ‘13rd February, 1863.

BISHOP COLENSO AND HIS CRITKS.
28, Sussex Place, Kensington, Feb. 24, 1868.

THE inclosed extracts were intended to have
been read by a friend at the recent meeting of the
Gospel-Propagation Society. As no opportunity
occurred for this, I beg to request the insertion of

them in the Athemeum. \Vhen so much has been
said on the other side, it seems to be only fair and
right that English readers should now have an op
portunity of knowing what is said about my book

by real scholars, well qualiﬁed to pass ajudgment in
these matters. Dr. Hupfeld, it may be as well to
mention, was selected to ﬁll the chair left vacant

by the death of Gesenius.

The peculiar circum

stances of the case will, I trust, serve as an apology
to yourself and to your readers for my departing
from the usual course in requesting the publication
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sally-acknowledged results is, in my opinion, the loco cornu posterioris.’ But are they not homo
distinction between proved or provable facts, which logous parts? it has been asked, or rather howled.”
are capable of demonstration or a probability next Prof. Owen's antagonists have never put the ques
to certainty, and such as are not, and cannot be tion upon this issue; indeed, it is diﬂicult to see
from their nature, lying beyond our horizon, and how there could be any question at all upon such
on which to amass conjectures and pronounce a a self-evident matter. They have, however, said
judgment would be to no purpose ; and the second, thatl the1 posteriol‘dhobrpolintglhe fape‘s brain is rela
developed
corzispoiildl'gg
tive 1mm
a ways,
an a hornu thlin rsillsuentl
a l
r
to be fully aware of the bearings of each proof and
(i. e. how far it proves), and be careful in the use
'of arguments. In one word, it proceeds from a segment of the human lateral ventricle. They
stricter and severer critical method than it has have taught and proved, by measurement and
hitherto been [has hitherto been applied]. From the photographic process, that what Gratiolet, “ the
all this you may infer how much I am agreeing highest authority in cerebral anatomy of our age,"
with your method, and how welcome such a book has said of the convolution it contains applies
was to me, although the results, for the most part, equally to the containing cornu : “ Il est plus
are not new to my researches, and in some points evident encore dans les singes que dans l’homme."
even left behind my observations, but, no doubt, —(Mémoire, p. 16.)
3. Finally, Prof. Owen says (p. 263, col. 1,
ﬁnding their complement in the Second Part. Not
the particulars-the method is the point which I Athenw'um, Feb. 21), "What I have read of the
shall dwell upon in my Preface, and show the way history of the Hottentot Venus, of the absence of

to be pursued, compared with what is done hitherto. some of the common instincts of her sex as they
. . . . So go on undauntedly, and may God are manifested by other females of her race,
impresses me with the conviction of her idiocy.”
prosper your efforts!
D. HERMAN Hurrsnn."
\Ve have an authentic and thoroughly reliable
Prof. Ewald to Bishop Colenso.
history of this person from the pen of the great

of these extracts from letters addressed to myself.
J. W. NATAL.

“ Gottingen, Feb. 15, 1863.

Cuvier; it will enable your readers, even though
they may not be Commissioners in Lunacy, to
elsewhere in the body of it, I ﬁnd very excellent form a fair judgment of her mental constitution.
Dr. Kalisch to Bishop Colenso.
truths spoken out by you beautifully and power This history is to be found in ‘Mémoires du Mu
“ Doc. 20, 1802
séum,’ tom. iii., 1817, p. 263, 264:—“Ses mouve
"Dr. Kalisch may be allowed to assure the fully; and I gladly here repeat how sincerely I mens avaient quelque chose de brusque et de
Right Rev. the Bishop of Natal that he most cor rejoice at your freedom and courage in Christian capricieux qui rappelait ceux du singe. Elle avait
matters, and how ﬁrmly I am convinced that you for
“ I thank you for the Second Part of your work.

.

.

.

In the Preface of this Second Part, and

dially appreciates his critical labours, that he is
aware of their paramount importance, and that he
conﬁdently expects from them the most essential

this very reason will hold so much the more ﬁrmly
the essential and eternal substance of Christianity.
advantage for the interests both of historical The conﬂict which you have thus called forth in
research and of religious truth. If Dr. Kalisch was England is at this day no longer to be avoided;
more cautious in his ‘Commentary on Exodus,‘ and, under the power and wonder~working might of
which was published ﬁrst, he has proved, by his the Spirit of Christ, it may be carried through to
exposition of Genesis, that continued study has the attainment of a grand new triumph of Chris
led him to much more decided results ; and he is tianity, such as all the best men long for. In this
determined conscientiously to pursue the same respect you may be ever sure of my deepest sym
. I need hardly say how very eager
path in the subsequent volumes of his work. But pathy.
he will ever gratefully acknowledge how much I am for the continuation of your work; and I
the Bishop’s lucid and fearless criticism contri beg you, for love and friendship's sake, to send it
butes to open the public mind for an intelligent to me in the same way as soon as it appears.”
and unbiassed investigation of the Scriptures.”

surtout une maniere de faire saillir ses lhvres tout
h-fait pareille 2:. ce que nous avons observe dans

l‘orang-outang.

Son caractcre était gai, sa me

moire bonne, et elle reconnaissait apres plusieurs

semaines une perscnne qu'elle n'avait vue qu’une
fois. Elle parlait tolérablement la hollandais
qu‘elle avait appris au Cap, savait aussi un peu
d’anglais, et commencait a dire quelques mots de
franqais. Elle dansait in. la manihre de son pays,
et jouait avec assez d’oreille de ce petit instrument
qu'on appelle guimbarde. Les colliers, les cein
tures de verroteries, et autres atours sauvages, lni
plaisaient beaucoup; mais ce qui ﬂattait son gout

plus que tout le reste, c'était l’eau-de~vie.

On

peut meme attribuer sa mort is un excés de boisson
Dr. Kaliach to Bishop Colenso.
APE-ORIGIN OF MAN.
auquel elle se livra pendant sa derniere maladie.
“ Dec. 27, 1362.
Oxford, Feb. 24, 1808.
* " Au printemps de 1815, nysnt été conduits au
“I have no objection to any use which your
Tunas are three important statements in Prof. Jardin du Roi, elle eut la complaisance de se
Lordship may deem proper to make of my words Owen's letter published in your Journal of last dépouiller et de se laisser peindre d'apres le nu."
alluded to in your kind letter of yesterday, since Saturday, to which I should be glad to be allowed
Gratiolet, of whose merits Sir Charles Lyell has
they are the expression of my sincere conviction,
which I shall in future take every opportunity to
uphold and to conﬁrm. The manner in which your

to reply in your columns.

spoken in the high terms above quoted, says,

1. I ﬁnd Tiedemann’s phrase “Scrobiculus when referring to this woman (at page 65 of his
in loco cornu posterioris" quoted four times, and

‘ Mémoire’), " Cette femme, disons-le tout d‘abord,

Lordship has opposed some of the views defended the word “scrobiculus" by itself twice, in Prof. n'était point idiote;” and (at page 67), “ Loin d’étrc
by me in my ‘Commentary on Exodus,’ so far Owen's letter. The history of the employment of idiote, elle n‘était point imbecile."
from causing me any feeling of disappointment, this phraseology by the Heidelberg Professor is as
I have dealt with these three questions as if they
serves me, on the contaary, as a most cheering follows :—Writing in 1821, he employed the entire all three alike were questions of authority and not
proof that the earnest search after truth is rapidly phrase, once, at page 14 of his ‘Icones Cercbri of facts. Certainly, the argument from authority,
taking deeper root and taking wider ground. . . . Simiarum,’ to denote in a Macaque monkey what coupled with that from literary history, is suﬂicient
In the mean time, accept my cordial wishes for your We call the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle to cast the gravest doubts upon Prof. Owen’s inter
triumph in the struggle which you have so nobly in man. But, writing in 1825-1826 of precisely pretation of the history of the Hottentot Venus,
undertaken.

and hope!

May you be armed with strength

the same structure in the brain of an orang-utan,

May the new year witness the victory Tiedemann makes use of no diminutive term what

of truth and manly sincerity !

M. Kauscn.”

Prof. Hupfeld, of Hallo, to Bishop Colenso.
" Dec. 25, 1862.

“ I am quite agreeing with the views and prin
ciples of the proceeding in your book (Part I.),

which I at once appreciated in reading it, as they
are now explained in your letter.
But I
am far from thinking it appropriate only to the
English mind: the same method would be to the
purpose also in Germany, and it is hitherto too

much neglected by our critics.

ever.

He says of the lateral ventricles, “ The

great lateral ventricles consisted of three horns, an
anterior, a middle or descending, and a posterior
horn." To this very account of his dissection of
an orang‘s brain, as contained in the ‘ Zeitschrift
ﬁir Physiologie,’ Bd. ii. Heft i., which bears his
name, I ﬁnd Tiedemann referring, ten years later,

upon his ascription of certain views to his opponents
as speciﬁed above, and, thirdly, upon his argument

based on 'l‘iedemann's nomenclature.
There are many other statements in Prof. Owen's
letter to which exception might well be taken ; but
as most of these will be found to have been answered
by anticipation in Prof. Huxley‘s ‘ History of the
Controversy respecting the Cerebral Structure of
Man and the Apes,’ contained in his recently-pub
lished work, which, like Sir Charles Lyell’s, will no

at page 518 of the English Philosophical Tram
actions for 1836. Both these papers, therefore, doubt shortly be in the hands of every oneinterested

should be equally familiar to the anatomist; but in such subjects, I forbear to occupy more of your

I am not at all in neither can I ﬁnd anything corresponding either valuable space.

satisﬁed with the common method and manner
of our criticism, and the present state of it, well
established as it seems to be, and highly esteemed
by foreigners.
It suffers greatly from the con

in sound or signiﬁcation to the “scrobiculus" of

Gsonon Romssros, M.D., F.R.S., Honorary

the ‘ Icones.’ Practical anatomists will under

Fellow of Pembroke College, Oxford.

tempt and neglect of form and strict scientiﬁc
method, which is the common fault of my country

the fact that he did alter it destroys the argument

men, and peculiarly so of our works belonging to
the (so-called) ‘higher criticism.’ This is commonly
so exercised as if it was nothing more than con
‘Bcturing and ﬁlling up voids of every kind with

ypotheses, to which everybody feels himself en
titled.

.

.

.

The ﬁrst condition of a decided

advancement in this department and of univer

stand how Tiedemann came to alter his nomencla
ture; and the general public will understand that STATICAL LIEASURE OF TERRESTI'EIAL GRAVITY.
which Prof. Owen’s reiteration of a word employed
once, to be discarded for ever, may have suggested
to some of your readers.
2. Prof. Owen says (page 262, column 3, Athe
nwum, Feb. 21), “The archencephalous brain can
accordingly be deﬁned with accuracy and precision,
as possessing ‘the posterior horn of the lateral
ventricle,I as contrasted with the ‘scrobiculus in

United College, St. Andrews, Feb. 18, 1863.

I observe in the Comptts Rendlu of the French
Academy for the 9th instant, and also in Moigno’s
Cosmos, an account of an ingenious suggestion of
M. Bahinet for the measurement of gravity (sta
tically) by the application of torsion to a weight
with a biﬁlar suspension. I think it right to call
attention to the circumstance that Mr. John Allan
Broun proposed a nearly similar arrangement for
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i,

of so erudite a gentleman as Mr. Alfred \V. Ben the facts, and I proceed to the second statement
made by your German Correspondent.
nett, my recalcitrant publisher.
“ In the Chapter,“ he says, “ of which Geibel is
With many apologies for trespassing upon your
suggestion, and, I believe, also to its practical trial. valuable space, I remain with much consideration, not only a member, but in which he is the only
representative of belles-Mira, Eduard Morilre, the
A. LE Vusuruu D‘Onsas.
The suggestion was made in a communication to yours obediently,
excellent Suabiun poet, and Bodenstedt were pro
the Royal Society of Edinburgh on the 4th of
posed in the place of Kiirner." This sentence is
February, 1861, and a suﬁcient account of it is
entirely incorrect. The real facts of the case are
HEBR GEIBEL.
embodied in the Proceedings of that body. The
these, as they were told me b the head of the
Munich, Feb. 19, 188:3.
arrangement is substantially the same as that pro
YOUR German friend accuses me of having, Chapter, and conﬁrmed by oﬂicial' documents. The
posed by M. Babinet; only the French philosopher
varies the suspended weight until the sameangular unintentionally, misrepresented facts, of having Chapter meets every year in November to elect
Geibel was absent, and was not
deviation is produced by a given force of torsion, been misled by town-talk, and having paid too new members.
whilst Mr. Broun measures the angle of torsion much attention to coterie feeling and personal sen expected back till December. It therefore devolved
by a mirror and scale. Mr. Broun, I know, had sitiveness. It would be easy for me to retort the on Liebig to propose new members, and Baden
the apparatus made (I believe by Mr. Adie, of ﬁrst and third charges, but I believe it is better stedt‘s name was put up with the concurrence of
London, in 1861). I cannot be certain whether to refute all three. To this I feel myself pledged, the rest. J uat before the day appointed for the
and I sign my name at the foot of this letter to election Geibel returned, expressed great dissatis
he has applied it to use in India.
vouch for the care with which I have examined faction at any name being put up without .him,
Jsass D. Founus.
the evidence, and for the accuracy of all my state and announced his intention of voting against
ments. When I say that I have received every Bodenstodt. At the same time he proposed Halm,
DR. D'OBSAN AND
WARREN DE LA RUE.
fact at first hand, have read the letters in which the Austrian poet, whom the rest of the Chapter
February 20, 1868.
Hn'uss'ro, for various important reasons, I have ‘ Herr Geibel attempted to excuse his conduct to accepted. Geibel wished only one name to be
forborne to notice the numerous min-statements his colleague, have spoken with the friend who taken; but the other members of the Chapter
published in recent numbers of your periodical acted as mediator between them, have obtained an resolved on taking two, partly because two vacan
relative to the photographs which illustrate my ‘ account of the proceedings of the Chapter from cies had occurred that year, partly because they
folio work entitled ‘Our Satellite.‘ I now give official sources, and seen the “ vote“ recorded by were unanimous in favour of Bodenstedt. The
to those mils-statements my most unqualiﬁed and ‘, Herr Geibel, I think I shall hardly be taxed with election therefore resulted in favour of Halm and
emphatic contradiction; and I am prepared to having thrown out insinuntions which were not Bodenstedt. There was no proposal of Morike,
adduce unquestionable proof of the complete ori warranted, or having employed ﬁerceness which no vote given for or against him. And thus, in
stead of the majority having voted for Bodenstedt,
ginality of my negatives, and to submit them to was not justifiable.
The point in question is not whether Geibel con and Geibel having voted for Morike, the whole
the severest scrutiny.
siders
Morike
a
greater
poet
than
Bodenstcdt.
or
Chapter, except Geibel, voted for Bodenstedt, and
I have been accused of copying from certain
photographs issued by Mr. Warren De La Rue. whether Miirike is fifteen years older than Boden Geibel voted against him.
So much for your Correspondents statement of
As this gentleman has thought ﬁt to publish an stedt. It is simply this: Did Geibel do nothing
thethe
election.
King, his
When
inaccuracy
he comes
is even
to themore
part decided.
unwarrantable attack upon my scientiﬁc and per but give an honest and independent vote, and this to
sonal character, I shall act in the matter as advised by no means in a meddling or interfering way, but
by competent legal authority. Prior to the publi . 1n his official capacity and duty bound—as your The King, he says, was not persuaded by Geibel,
cation of the ﬁrst of the twelve Parts into which ‘ German friend asserts; or did he, as I asserted, but he probably followed Geihel‘s judgment, which
my work is to be divided, I arranged with my show his ill feeling in ways that can hardly be may have appeared to him more competent than
publisher (who had, of course, seen my negatives explained by any rules of open warfare, as they that of the other members; and Geibel did nothing
before he undertook so extensive and important a are beyond all bounds of courtesy or literary but give an honest and independent vote, in .no
book) that the dates of the photographs accom honour? I do not for a moment deny that Herr meddling or interfering way, but in his official
f this were so, how
panying the general remarks which formed the Geibel had a full right to his opinion, and a full capacity and duty bound.
text of Part I. (the only one yet published) should right to express it. I accuse him of having availed did the King hear of the difference of opinion?
be given in the text of Part 11., where they are himself of his position, as sole representative of In ordinary cases, the results of the Chapter's deli
intended to be described in detail; and a slip to belles-leans in the Chapter, and of his influence beration are communicated to him, the debates are
this effect was actually inserted by Mr. Alfred \V. with the King, to gratify a. personal spite, and I not reported, nor is any division list made public.
Bennett in the specimen number. \Ve agreed take his own words as well as the facts of the case But it is open to any member who differs from the
'upon this because the same date would otherwise to bear out my accusation.
rest to give what is called a “separat votum,"
have appeared upon several of the impressions, in
The full particulars must needs be known before that is, to express his dissent in writing in the form
consequence of these impressions being taken from judgment can be passed, and unfortunately the of a protest. Your German friend should have
sections of one of the original negatives.
version given by your German friend is incorrect explained, that in using the word “vote ” to
Before and while being published my negatives from one end to the other. He promises “ a mere describe Geibel's action, he used the word 'mits
were most minutely scrutinized by some of the . statement of the facts asthey have really occurred," German sense, not in its English sense. In Eng
greatest living astronomers, and I can adduce their and a statement drawn from “ the most authentic land the word "vote" is generally used to imply a
the same purpose two years ago. Mr. Broun's
absence on his astronomical duties in India makes
it desirable that I should state his claim to the

high authority in conﬁrmation of my statement and reliable source."

How far both his statement silent vote; but in Germany-—I refer to the Con

that the stage of illumination given by me is not and his informant are worthy of the names he
identical with that published by Mr. Warren De gives them shall presently be shown. I can say,
La Rue in any case. “Applying almost exactly without exaggeration, that only one of his asser
to the same stage of illumination, and I think that, tions is accurate, and this one has no bearing on
upon the whole, yours is the better,” nrethe words the point at issue. He begins by misunderstand
of one illustrious meant. I am charged with copy ing or misrepresenting the nature of the Maximi
ing from Mr. Warren De La Rue. Now, the lian Order. It is not necessary that a vacancy
impressions from my negatives are pronounced by should occur before each fresh appointment, or
vthe above and other unim
ble authorities in that one poet should succeed to another, as in the
astronomical science to be not only different from, French Academy. The Maximilian Order was
but absolutely better and clearer than, those taken originally founded by the King to make the dis
by lldr. Warren De La Rue from his negatives. tinguished men whom he called to Munich haf
How, then, is it possible that my impressions, fdhig, so that they might not be reproached with
taken from negatives asserted by Mr. De Ira Rue having been summoned to the neighbourhood of
to have been taken from positiva taken off his the King without being able to appear at his Court.
original negatives, could be other than and different The full complement of members should be a bun
from Mr. De La Ru'e’s own impressions taken from dred, but there are at present scarcely seventy,
his own original negatives by Smith, Beck 8:. Beck? and till the list is ﬁlled up there is no need to wait
Had our negatives been compared, as was pro for vacancies. Every year nominations are made
posed by me long ago, the fallacy of the issue without vacancies; last year there were two up
raised about certain imaginary spots would have pointments without any vacancy, and in some
been at once exploded, and much ingenuity in years there have been as many as six appointed.
assertion and implication expended to better pur Thus your German friend's statement about the
pose.
vacancy for a poet falls to the ground. I am not
The dates at which my various negatives were disposed to lay much'stress on this mistake, except
taken have for many years been given to my scien so far as it shows the nature of his information.
tiﬁc friends as each has been procured. I have If I was desirous of arguing the case on its merits
even given them to strangers who have applied in I could easily show that an order conveying cer
—a. proper and geutlemanly manner: to this many tain privileges‘in Munich, and designed especially
will testify. I shall publish these dates in their for residents in Munich, would more ﬁtly be be
proper places in the textof my work 'for the beneﬁt stowed on one of the poets summoned by the King,
of the public, but do not choose to be bullied into than on one with whom the King has not the
satisfying the mere curiosity of any one, not even , slightest connexion. But I am dealing only with

versations-Lexikon, as the universal authority on
such matters-the word comm, originally the same
as Stimmr, or voice, has come to mean the expression
of opinion on any subject, whether verbally or by
means of the press. If an eminent jurist writes a
pamphlet on any legal question, he is said to have
delivered his rotmn on the subject. It is this that
Herr Geibel has done. I have seen and read the

return which he sent to the King; it occupies a
side
of foolscap,
andinduced
states with
fullness
the reasons
which
him exceeding
to oppose vBoden
stedt‘s election.

“While doing full justice to

Bodenstedt’s talents as interpreter between differ
ent nations,” such is the sense of the votum, "and
especially as translator of Shakspeare's " Sonnets,’
the writer is nevertheless bound to protest against
the Maximilian Order being given to Bodenstedt
as port (sic) before it has been given to such men as

Miirike in Stuttgart and Paul Heyse in Munich."
Will any one say that this is the same as a vote?
\Vould it be said that a. Member of Parliament
did nothing more than vote against the Ministry
if he delivered such speech against it! Or,'t0
take a case exactly parallel with this, if the Lord

Chancellor entered such a protest as'this in the
books of the House of Lords upon any legal sub

ject, would it be said that he had merely recorded
his vote? Certainly it would not, for the essence
of voting consists in each single vote being of equal
force with every other one, whether the voter be
at the top of the scale or the bottom. It. comes,

then, to this, that Geibel protested against the
election of Bodenstedt, and that being the repre
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The last instances of this practice are not of a very authorized to a limited extent for ecclesiastiml and

had more weight with the King than the votes of
all the others.
That it is the ﬁrst time such a protest has been
linden—the ﬁrst time that the King has departed

remote date. From 1783 to 1830, when the late educational purposes.
Prince of Wales (George the Fourth) was in pos- ‘
Under these Acts, the Council sanctioned sales
session of the Duchy, the ﬁnes taken upon the and enfranchisements of portions of the Duchy pos
renewal of leases amounted to about 370,0001.; ‘ sessions, which have realized in the whole a sum of
from the choice made by the Chapter, shows the and from 1830 to 1837, when \Villiam the Fourth about 300,0001., of which upwards of 40,0001. has
practice of the other members, as well as the was in possession of the Duchy, these ﬁnes arisen from sales made to railway and other public
amount of Geibel's inﬂuence with the King. But amounted to 171.3431. These amounts passed to companies, including 28,0001. for the lord's inter
the production of Geibel’s protest—or vote, as the privy purse of the Duke of Cornwall, or of the est in copyhold property within the Manor of Kerr
your German friend would have it—proves the Sovereign, and tended materially to diminish the nington sold to the London and South-western and
‘ the Charing Cross Railway Companies.
exceeding unfairness of bringing in Morike's name. income derivable from the property.
Other
Your German friend gives a colour to the election
Soon after Her Majesty's accession, a Royal, enfranchisements of copyhold property, effected by
asif it had been a. question between Morike and Commission was issued to inquire into the manage- ' the copyholders themselves, have produced 26,0381.,
Bodsnstedt, as if Morike and Bodenstedt were ment of the Duchy. It was then clearly shown l in addition to the 28,0001., making a total of
rivals, or as if the Chapter had voted for Boden that, under the old system, valuable customs had I 54,0381. within this manor alone.
stedt from local partiality.
He would have us been abandoned, courts had been lost, fees and I
The most important sale which the Council have
look on Herr Geibel as superior to petty considera heriots had not been duly received, boundaries' sanctioned is that of the Berkhampstead Estate,
tiong and actuated only by a desire for recognition had become matters of doubt, and many adverse ‘ the sole possession of the Duchy in the county of'
of the most decided merit. But when we remem~ claims had been permitted to grow unchecked.
l Hertford. The possession of this estate was of great
At that time the ministerial oﬂiccrs of the . importance to the family of Earl Brownlow, as
her that Morike was never once proposed in the
Chapter, and that his appointment was entirely Duchy, with the exception of the Lord \Varden, connected with their estate at Ashridge, which it
owing to Geibel's subsequent suggestion of him in derived a considerable portion of their emoluments adjoins, so much so as to induce them to pay for its»
the protest which went to the King, we are entitled from fees ; and it appeared that the annual rental acquisition 144,540!., a sum exceeding what was
to demand that the name be omitted from the of the estates was only 6,2111, with a prospective considered to be the value of the estate to an ordi>
argument. That the difference of age had nothing increase of 6,0121. secured by leases which had nary purchaser. Under these circumstances, the
to do with the question is showrr by Geibel having been then granted, making the prospective annual Council considered it advisable, in 1861, to sanc»
mentioned Heyse as well; and if Morike is ﬁfteen rental 122241.; which with the system of ﬁnes tion the alienation of the property, reserving, how
years older, Heyse is ten years younger than would give a gross annual income of about 40,0001. ever, to the Duchy the advowsons of the two
It was, however, found that the expenditure from churches of St. Mary and St. Peter, which were
Bodenstedt.
But the real point to be considered is not the 1823 to 1829 averaged 10,2651. a year, and for the attached to this estate, and also the site, containing
step that Geibel took, or the arguments by which next six years 14,8841, being for the former period . about 13 acres, of the ancient castle of Berkhamp
the latter
30 per
more
cent.
thanon35thepergross
cent;
income,
and this
and was
for ' stead, which is now in ruins. The purchase-money
it my be made to seem reasonable, but the motives about
1 has since been re-invested in the purchase of estates
by which it was suggested. If it were true that
Geibel appreciated the writings of Bodenstedt—as exclusive of the fees (amounting to nearly 10,0001.) in the counties of Somerset, \Vilts, Dorset and
your German friend asserts—excuses might pos received by the ofﬁcers of the establishment. Hav Cornwall, which in each case adjoin the property
sibly be found for his protest. But his entire ing satisﬁed themselves that such a system of of the Duchy, and aﬂ'ord an improved revenue.
' orancc of Bodenstedt‘s works is fatal to his management was not adapted for maintaining an
Another sale of importance was effected in the
smcerity. He has said to hundreds of people that efﬁcient control over the receipts and expenditure, year 1857, being of a moiety of an extensive com
he has never read Bodenstedh—that Bodenstedt is or for promoting the general improvement of the mon belonging to the Manor of Treverbyn, in
not a poet; I do not take this from town-talk,—I estates, the Commissioners recommended certain Cornwall, the other moiety being held by the repre
have it from people to whom he has said it. If the alterations in the appointment and functions of sentatives of the late Mr. Trevanion. The diﬂiculty
most authentic and reliable source from which your the clilcers of the Duchy: the nomination of local of dealing with the property, owing to the divided.
Correspondent has drawn his information had been agents, who would permanently reside upon and tenure, was so great that the proprietors of the
one of the members of the Chapter, he would have superintend the management of the property, and other moiety offered either to sell their own or to
known that every one of them expressed astonish would collect the revenues arising within their purchase the Duchy share in order to get rid of
ment at Geibel‘s ignorance of Bodenstedt's works. respective districts; the discontinuance of grants the objectionable tenure; and under the circum
If it had been any one of the members of the for lives, or otherwise than for terms of years cer stances it was thought advisable to accept the latter
literary society to which Geibel belongs, he would tain ; the granting of leases for terms certain upon offer, and the sale was effected for the sum of
have known that every member of the society pro the surrender of existing grants for lives, with an 18,0001.
All the other sales which have been made were
tested to Geibel against his injustice to Boden adequate allowance for the value of the existing
stedt‘s writings, and against the baseness of his interests; the abandonment of the previous prac of outlying and detached portions of the Duchy
conduct. Let your Correspondent write again to tice of taking ﬁnes upon the granting of lenses, property which were inconveniently situated for
Munich, and ask his authentic and reliable source except to a very limited extent; and the imme management.
A few purchases have also been made from time
if Geibel has not expressed his intention of read diate abolition of all fees and perquisites received
to time, chieﬂy of lands intermixed with the Duchy
ing Bodenstedt’s works, and has not said as he by oﬂicers of the Duchy.
The duty of carrying these recommendations into estates. The general result of the new system is
went on reading that his admiration for Boden
stedt increases every day. Let him ask if Geibel effect devolved upon the Prince of “'ales's Council, very satisfactory. In the year ending at Michael
has not acknowledged to other! that he was so who, with the aid 'and assistance of the Commis mas, 1838, being the ﬁrst account for an entire
much provoked at the Chapter having proposed sioners of Woods, ’administered the affairs of the year after the Queen's accession, the gross revenue
Bodenstedt in his absence that he was determined Duchy. The latejPrince Consort presided over the of the Duchy of Cornwall was 24,8851., no part of
he should not receive the order. It is scarcely Council, and for twenty years they continued to which arose from ﬁnes on renewals, which had then
necessary to argue the question when we have enjoy the advantage of his superintendence of the been abolished. The expenditure during this period
avowst such as these; and with Herr Geibel's own varied business which came before them. In a was for the expenses of management 11,1111.,
acknowledgment that he is ignorant of Boden recent report to the Queen, the Council record their and for other outgoings 2,2381, making together
stsdt‘s works, with his avowal that he opposed sense of the loss which they sustained by his death. 13,3491, leaving a clear revenue of 11,5361.
The revenue has since steadily increased, al
himself to Bodenstcdt‘s election from personal feel To his clear judgment and quick perception of
ings, with the “ vote “ in which he brought all his what was right, his singular discretion, his remark though (except in the case of leases of house pro
inﬂuence to bear on the King, I need hardly ask able aptitude for the conduct of affairs, they never perty within the Manor of Kennington) the income
what will be the general verdict on the uprightness looked in vain for guidance and advice on any formerly derived from ﬁnes on renewals on lease
occasion of difﬁculty. The soundness of his opinions has been entirely abandoned. The gross revenue
of his conduct.
Enwxsn Winnasroncs.
in all their deliberations was rendered more apparent for the year ending on the 31st December, 1861',
by the toleration with which he was ready to defer was 60,7351.; the expenditure during this period’
THE DUCI-IY OF (DRNWALL.
to those of others. He never lost sight of the im being for the expense of management, 6.865!.,
818081337, when Edward the Third presented provement of the condition of the tenant and the and for other outgoings 7,2541, making together
his son with the Duchy of Cornwall, very few labourer, whilst anxiously seeking to restore the 14,1191., leaving a clear revenue of 46,6161.
heirs apparent, it may be fairly afﬁrmed, took pos property of the Duchy to a state of prosperity;
session of the Cornish estates with less arrears and and to him, the Council assert, is mainly due the
OUR WEEKLY m.
incumbrances than the present Prince of Wales. fact that the Prince of Wales now enters into
Mr. Carlyle has completed the fourth, and half
Three years after the death of the ﬁrst Duke of the possession of an estate greatly increased in
Cornwall (Edward the Black Prince), the annual value, and free from nearly all the disputes with of the ﬁfth and concluding volume of the ‘ History
of Frederick the Great.‘ Ho dwells with less anipli
mccme of the Duchy was said to be 2,5001. In neighbouring proprietors which at one time pre
tude upon the latter part of his hero's career than
the reign of Henry the Eighth it-was calculated voile
In addition to the original powers of the Council, he did upon its commencement.
to be worth about 10,0001. a year; but, mainly
The Life of Blake, the visionary painter, left
owing to the ecclesiastical reforms, it fell to 4,5001. the Legislature authorized, from time to time. the
in the time of Elizabeth. With the prosperity of alienation of lands forming part of the possessions nearly complete by the late Mr. A. Gilchrist,
the country the value of the Duchy manors of of the Duchy, and the investment of the money and carried on by his widow, will soon be pub—
course increased ; but a system of anticipating the arising therefrom in the purchase of other lands, to lished. The industry of the editor and his assist—
income by selling grants and levying ﬁnes inter be annexed to the Duchy, in the same manner as ants has discovered a great deal of matter not

fered with the natural growth of the rent-roll. the original possessions.

Ihce grants were also before known relating to the extraordinary man in
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large swampy tracts in the states, at present lying
waste, which with one sowing will become valu
thought and execution Blake evinced. His singu able plnntations of paper-making material. A
larly characteristic diary and many letters will be variety of the plant—1libiacus tiliaceus-is used
included in the book; also a complete catalogue of by the natives of Tahiti in the manufacture of a ‘
ﬁne kind of matting, ﬁshing-nets, cordage and
his pictures, drawings and engravings.
I
Mr. Richard \Villiams, of \Velshpool, has trans thread.
lated Bacon‘s ‘Essays’ into \Velsh. This is the
The other day we stated that M. Dumas had
ﬁrst time, we believe, that these ‘ Essays‘ (or per
written a tragedy, in ﬁve acts, in ﬁve days for
haps any other of Lord Bacon's writings) have Madame Ristori, and was engaged in writing two ‘
appeared in the idiom of the Principality; and we other tragedies for the distinguished artist, to‘‘
are glad to see them make a ﬁrst appearance in a be brought out in England. The arrangements1‘
form so handy and in a style so able. Mr. Williams are, however, now broken. M. Dumas’ pen is}
is an earnest student of the works with which he suspended, and the Cleopatra and the Maria I
deals ; and he has preﬁxed to his translation a Antonietta are to slumber in his brain. The Pro
short memoir of the philosopher, in which, we need logue and the plan of the latter had been com‘ ,
scarcely add, he adopts that noble theory of Bacon's pleted and read to Madame Ristori, who expressed .
life which was the creed of Raleigh, Herbert, Jonson her satisfaction with them; but some serious diﬁ‘er- ‘
and Falkland, and which has become once more ences have arisen between the author and the‘
the conviction of living men.
actress, and hence the interruption. It appears l
A translation of M. Pietrowski's ‘Escape from that the ‘Notte di Firenze,’ the production of ‘
Siberia,‘ written by himself, is about to appear, ﬁve days, was brought out at the Fondo, in Naples,
under the express sanction of the author, from on the 13th inst. without the intervention of ‘
Madame Ristori, though written at her request; 4
the press of Messrs. Routledge k. 00.
Although it may seem a little like counting our and notwithstanding the success which attended;
chickens before they are hatched, let us enter an its performance, the ‘ Administration‘ of the com- '
early protest against the new Thames “lay being pany has shown no eagerness to bring it out a
cumbrously called Thames Embankment Street, second time.
The members of the Chemical Society, adjourned
as is threatened; still less, Metropolitan-Board-of I
Works Thoroughfare, or Thwaites's Road. Let us I from their own quarters to the meeting room of
1
the
Royal Society on Thursday (19th inst), to hear
hope the authorities will be less exuberant than
‘ Mr. Crookcs's paper on 'I'hallium ; a paper which,
usual, and refrain from giving us another Victoria lat
the
close, was pronounced by the leading che
or Albert Road, unless accompanied by vigorous
suppression of all “ Victoria" or “Albert Roads" mists present to be one of the most important
which parochialism has as yet inﬂicted upon us. I contributions to chemical science that has of late
There are fourteen Victoria Roads already in Lon- ' appeared. Since his discovery of the metal,
don, besides twenty docks, terraces, squares, rows l Mr. Crookes has been engaged in further rc
and what not. One is bewildered by the number of searches and experiments into its properties, and
railway stations, bridges, barracks, kc. at home, 1 the sources from which it is derived. In the latter
and colonies abroad, that ﬂaunt this name. \Ve ‘ quest he applied to manufacturers of oil of vitriol
have at present three, if not four, colonies called for specimens of the pyrites burnt by them in the
Victoria; about half-a-dozen metropolitan cities; process, and of the deposit left in their leaden
to say nothing of bishoprics, and patents for every ' chambers; and we are glad to record the fact that
conceivable article, mostly sharns, that can be the muchxlesired specimens were sent to him from
patented, under that designation. The Prince Con nearly thirty manufactories. He tested also the
sort‘s name is already connected with nearly forty various minerals collected in the International Ex‘
Metropolitan localities. Thames \Vay or Thames hibition, to verify his former opinion that “thallium

about one million, there is an increase-as in the
Navy Estimates —in the surveying and topographi
cal departments. This year the House of bommons
will be asked to vote 67,0001. towards the Military
Surveys of the United Kingdom, being 10,000l.
more than the vote of last year. In addition to
this, about 8,0001. will be required for engraving
some of the results of the Geological Survey, and
publishing the maps prepared in the department.
A portion of this sum will be covered by the sale
of maps, the proceeds of which for the year ended
30th September, 1862, amounting to 5,1851. 8:. 811.,
was paid over to the Exchequer as an extra
receipt. The value of the maps supplied to public
departments for the s'ame period is estimated at
2,0241. 14s. 7d. We should like to see a more
detailed account of the expenses and receipts of
this publishing department of the Army. As a
general rule, private enterprise in such matters is

Bank is the proper English name for the street.
is a very widely distributed element," and found
The opening of the New Charing Cross Railway ample conﬁrmation. Thallium exists not only in
Station will bring an enormous accumulation of , iron pyrites, but also in native sulphur, zinc, cad
traffic to that end of the Strand: a large portion of ' mium, bismuth, mercury and antimony ores, as

ing the summits of the bearing cylinders. Merely

question. A considerable number of illustrations
accompany the work, showing the several styles of

this must come from the west and north-west, the

well as in their manufactured products.

As yet

cheaper and more satisfactory to the public than
Government work.

The ‘ Homerton College Atlas,’ edited by W. J.
Unwin, and published by Messrs. Longman &. Co.,

represents the world under its three aspects, hydro
graphical, physical and political, in a series of
twentyseven maps. Three of these maps are de
voted to the world in hemispheres, three to Europe,

eight to the Br-itr'sh Islands, three to Asia, three to
Africa, six to America and one to Palestine. It
contains no separate map of France, Italy, or any
country not already mentioned: its space being
wholly devoted to the three grand divisions. The
maps are pretty well drawn and printed, and as an

elementary school-book the ‘ Ilorncrton College
Atlasihas considerable merit.
The works at Clifton for the adaptation of the
chains of Hungcrford Suspension Bridge to crossing
the Avon have been commenced. The old foot
way which once hung from them has been removed,
and they are being unlinked, the traﬁic being car
ried on by the temporary wooden path that occu
pies the line of the intended permanent balcony
by the side of the now rapidly advancing railway
bridge. In speaking of the last-named work a
few weeks since, we lamented that a legitimately
decorative appearance had not been obtained by
the expansion into capitals of the granite blocks form
ornamental castings of iron, by way of masks for
the rectangular junctions of the roadway and
cylinders, are to be used. This is a singular
instance of neglect to use constructional ornament,
and the introduction of a sham in its place. What

ordinary access being by way of the Haymar Mr. Crookes has failed to detect the “law " of the
ket or by Waterloo Place. Both of these roads distribution of this remarkable element; but he dignity the bridge will have will arise from its
are objectionable, as having steep gradients and has ascertained that it is conﬁned to no particular structural ﬁtness to function, of course including
country, though by no means uniformly distributed its material bulk and height. What beauty it
Owing will have will come from its structural latticeiwork
along two sides of a square. For a long time past to the delicacy of the test employed-the spectro enriching its appearance by variety of lines when
the formation of a new street, by widening Hem scope—thallium can be detected if present in the seen in proportion; and last, not least, the break
ming‘s Row and extending it into Leicester Square, proportion only of l in 100,000. In his statement ing of its stark sides by the balconies or footways
has been talked of. This would afford a shorter of the physical characteristics of thallium, Mr. on each face.
Pending the completion of the great Mont Cenis
ante and gentler incline. Now is the time to Crookes shows that it has a distinct colour of its
own-has no perceptible taste when bright, but is Tunnel, which will not be ﬁnished in less than seven
it.
years, a plan has been laid before the Italian
We have only to give the following as we pungent and biting after long exposure to the air
that it is the softest of known metals, and marks Government for constructing a railway over the
receive it :—
paper as easily as lead, with a streak which changes mountain. It is proposed to lay the rails on the
“ 10, King William Street, Feb. 24, 1363.
“The letter of Lascelles \Vraxall in your from blue to yellow-can be compressed in a mould present carriage-road, using in some places, how
journal of the 14th inst. escaped my notice until or die, and formed into wire by pressure-that it ever, the old road, which is less steep, but which
too late for a reply in the ensuing number. I beg volatilizes easily, and is a pretty good conductor of was abandoned on account of its exposure to ava
to state that the sub-title of ‘Married in Haste‘ heat and electricity-—that it is stronglydiamagnetic, lanches. These can be guarded against by eﬁicient
was supplied by the author with the ﬁrst volume and readily alloys with other metals. These are roofs, and the gradients could be overcome without
in June 1860; and his forgetfulness of this fact is but a few of the principal facts brought out any diﬂiculty by powerful engines. Indeed, the
one of the consequences of the long delay which during the reading of the paper, which elicited success of the railway over the Alleghanies demon
being at right angles to the lines of the Strand

and Piccadilly, so that the traffic must proceed in mineral veins from the same locality.

approval, as much for the variety and ingenuity of
took place in the completion of the novel.
the egzperiments by which they had been demon
THE Ponmsnrn."
A company has been formed in the State of strat , as for the clearness with which they were
New Jersey to promote the cultivation of the described. The paper is to be regarded as an in
Hibiscus Moscheutos-the swamp hibiscus, a plant stalment of a subject which has yet to be worked
of the mallow species, which grows wild in great out by laborious research.

It cannot be in better

strates the practicability of the undertaking. The
English company who have projected this work
are willing to lay down an experimental railway at
their own expense.
A new scientiﬁc periodical has appeared in Paris,
which is to give a weekly summary of scientiﬁc

abundance in New Jersey and the adjoining States. hands than those of Mr. Crookes ; and considering facts from all parts of the world, a report of the
The plant is a perennial, sending up ﬁbrous stalks the attempts that have been made on the other side meetings of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and
year after year, in greater number after the ﬁrst of the Channel to deprive him of the merit of his articles on special subjects.
It is entitled La
cutting. The quantity of ﬁbre obtained from an discovery, we notice with pleasure that a sum from Mondes, and resembles in its general plan the
acre of hibiscus is three tons and a half, valued by the Government grant administered by the Royal
the paper-makers of America at 100 dollars the ton; Society has been allotted to him in aid of the fur
and it is described as suitable for ropes, for various ther work which he hopes to accomplish.
textile fabrics as well as paper. The company are
The Army Estimates were issued on Thursday in
sanguine in their expectations, because there are last week. Though they show a net decrease of

weekly Cosmos, well known to scientiﬁc students,
whose late editor, the Abbe Moiguo, appears to
have transferred his name and services to the new
journal.

Some time ago, the little church of Sta. Maria,

THE
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at Rome, situated near the Forum of Trajan, was
pulled down, because it obstructed the street. \Vhile
digging for the foundation of a house to be built
there, two antique fragments of architecture have
been found ;—the one a beautifully-worked piece
of cornice, and the other a more than life'sized
torso of a barbarian, which in its style reminds
one of the statues on the Triumphal Arch
of Constantine. This discovery seems to con
fir-m an assertion, frequently made by modern

topographers, viz., that the triumphal arch
erected to Trajan on his Forum must have been
situated between the Forum and the Basilica
Ulpia. A passage in the Memoirs of Flaminius
Vscca gives strength to this assertion: “ I
remember," says this sculptor, “ that one has dis
covered near the Spolia Christi (which was the

name at its time of the Church Sta. Maria)
remnants of a triumphal arch and several his

torical fragments of sculpture, which have been
deposited at Prosper Boecapadulle, the Maestro

di Strade.

Among them was a. Trajan on horse

back, crossing a river; also the statues of pri
soners, very like those on the Arch of Constan
tine.” Most of the sculptures, at least the best,
which we now see on the Arch of Constantine,

ATHENAEUM

BRITISH INSTITUTION Pall hIalL-The GALLERY for
the EXHIBITION and SALE of the WORKS of BRITISH
ARTIS'I S, in OPEL DAILY, from Ten till I"i\'c.—.-\dmisulon,l|_;
Cataloguc,6d.
GEORGE NICOL, Sec.

_WI.\"I‘ER_ EXHIBITION 120. Pall Mall. Jl'ho TENTH AN
hUAL WINTER EXHIBITION of CABINET PICTURES by

country at the close of the period of the monarchy.

living British Artists, is NOW OPEN, daily, from 9110s.!- to
a min-Admission, 1r. Catalogue. 0d.

NU)IIS.\I.\TIC.—F€b. 19.—W. S. W. Vaux, Esq.,
President, in the chain-G. Eades and C. H.

npslév'agilllllgl'lélpgsfor tthe RuEélllEFtﬁl the LANCASHIRE

Wyntham, Esqs. were elected members of the
Society-Mr. J. S. Virtue exhibited a specimen

J , (i, u 0
(re ,11:
wi Goal’
‘
.au. untildusk.—Admlsslori.

'
1:.

.—O pm Mm 10

r. w. 111 ‘BY,
A. ll. CHET“ ODE, }Hon. Secs.

of a dollar-note current among the Federals, being
a legal tender for all debts, public and private,

except duties on imports and interest on the public
WILL SHORTLY CI.OSE.—Thc CRUCII"IXl0.\'.—This

debt, and is receivable in payment of all loans

Tod Painting by
C. SELOUS, Esq., NOW ON "II-1W at
curs.‘ .1. s IL Jennings‘! Gallery, a2, Chcapside.-Tcn till Five.
—A dun-Ion. 6d.

'‘ made to the United States.

The Celebrated Picture of ' The RAILWAY STATION,‘ b
W.
FRITH, Es. . R..\.,will be 0! VIEW to the Public at th':
Flh E-AVBT GALL RY,“ linyrn arket, on the 9th ofiinrch, from
Ten to hve. Three doors above the Ilaymarket Theatre-Adm!»
siomll. A Dcocrr trve Pam hlet of the above Picture, by Tom 'I‘ny
lol', Lsq. M..\.. . unboun . is. bound. may be had at the Gallery.

back and front is beautifully executed.—Mr. Geo.
! Virtue exhibited a Hungarian dollar and a Sar
dinian note for a pound, the latter having the
signatures of Mazzini, Giglioli, and Gallenza. —
‘ Mr. George Virtue also exhibited two silver

NOVEL ENTERTAIN MENT§CIENTIFIC and ARTISTIC.
—SAM LEL IIIGIILEY, PALS. F.C.S., $0., will exhibit every
Ilvenin , at Light o'clock precisely, his beautiful series 0' MAG
hlFIL { and LLUMIXA'I‘EI) PHOTOGRAPHS which were
shown with great érlut before the Society of Arts and the London
Photographic Society in January. Programmes on A plioation
to the Secretary v y
st two “limpet-Seats ‘reserved’. 2a., 5a.,
and ll. Burlington nllery, 191, Piccadilly. W

were taken from the Arch of Trajan.

The engraving on the

1Japanese coins-Mr. Venables exhibited some
small brass Roman coins of Constantine, Gra
1 tion, 810., found at Wookey Hole, Somersetshire.-: Mr. Gordon exhibited an impression of a sceatta.
‘—Mr. Madden read a paper, communicated by
A. \V. Franks, Esq., ‘On some Tokens of the

Seventeenth Century presented to the British Mu
seum by C. Roach Smith, Esq.‘— Mr. Madden

SCIENCE
_..__

read a paper, communicated by A. W. Franks, Esq.,
‘On a Silver Coin of Antedricus, found in a barrow

SOCIETIES.

“ In a short time," writes a friend from Naples,
"it is probable excavations will be recommenced
in Herculaneum, where, as you are aware, the
most precious works of Art were discovered. An

301
paper illustrative of some later Egyptian inscrip‘
tions, referring to the mythology and history of the

RorAL.—Fcb. 19.—Dr. \V. A. Miller, Treasurer

in Somersetshire with a few Roman coins.’

and V.P., in the chain-The Archbishop of York
and the Right Hon. E. P. Bouverie were elected

STATISTICAL-Feb. 17.—W. Ncwmsrch, Esq.

application has been made by the Directory to the Fellows of the Society.-—The following paper was
Government for the purchase of a large piece of read: ‘ On Thallium,‘ by W. Crookes.
ground under which lies buried the Forum. Such
a project existed under the Bourbons, but for
GEOGRAPBICAL.——Ftb. 23.—-Sir Roderick I.

in the chair.—\V. F. Fergusson, \V. H. Ransford
and R. Williamson, Esqs, were elected Fellows.

various reasons was never carried out.

ZOOLOGICAL.-—F€b. 2~l.— E. W. H. Holdsworth,
Esq. in the chair.—A communication was read
from Mr. R. F. Tomes, describing a new species of

To Victor

Emmanuel remains the honour of bringing to light
what has been too long hidden. At Pompeii the
excavations are carried on with great spirit; and
as they are now being made on what is called a
rich spot, we may hope for some interesting

‘ ﬁnds.’

Murchison, President, in the chair.—Major F. J.
Rickard, A. Anderson, J. P. Brown, A. B. Cator,
J. L. Ellerton, R. Gillies, R. Hamilton, L. Hol
land, J. H. Kerr, R.N., J. E. M‘Connell, F. Pear
son, J. Ritchie, G. M. Robinson, \V. A. Boss,
H. D. Skrine and J. Thomson, Esqs, were elected

The Rev. J. E. T. Rogers read a paper ‘On the
Rationale and ‘Vorking of the Patent Laws.’

hat of the American family Phyllostomatidaa, for
which he proposed the new generic and speciﬁc

names Lonchorhina aurita.-Mr. Frank Buckland
But why is that odious tax of two francs Fellows.—‘Rupert Land: the Colony and its gave some account of the progress of his experi

a head for visitors persisted in?
Limits,’ by Capt. M. H. Synge.—‘ On the Dis
The 21st of March, 1863, is the centenary ofJean charge of “later from the Interior of Greenland,
Paul Richter‘s birth, and his son~in-law, Dr. Ernest through Springs underneath the Ice,‘ by Dr. H.

Forster, takes advantage of the expected jubilee to Rink.
issue three volumes of letters, miscellanies, annota
GEOLOGICAL.-—-Fcb. 18.—Prof. A. C. Ramsay,
tions, &c. from the manuscript remains in his
ssion. The ﬁrst volume, already published, President, in the chain-J. R. Capron, Esq., J.
contains letters to three of Jean Paul's friends;

the second volume is to show the poet in his rela

Haast, M.D., Hood Hood, Esq, J. Randall, Esq.
and S. Wright, Esq. were elected Fellows.—The

tions to the other sex; and the third, to introduce following communication was read :—‘On the
us into the author's study, and give us extracts Middle and Upper Lias of the Dorsetshire Coast,
from his note-books. The most interesting letters by E. C. H. Day, Esq.
Feb. 20.—Annual General Meetiny.-Prof. A. C.
in the ﬁrst volume are addressed to Emanuel
Osmond, a Jow, living in Bayreuth, to whom Ramsay, President, in the chair.—The Secretary

ments in hatching and rearing salmon and trout

by artiﬁcial means in the tanks in the Society’s
Gardens and elsewhere, and made some remarks
on monstrosities observed in the embryo ﬁshes-—
Mr. A. Newton exhibited and pointed out the
characters of a new bird from Madagascar belong
ing to the family Certhiidze, for which he proposed
the name Hypherpcr corallirostri:.—Dr. P. L.
Sclater exhibited a skin of the pheasant named

Diardigallus pnelatua by Bonaparte, which had
been transmitted to him by Sir R. Schombnrgk
from Siam.—-Dr. J. E. Gray exhibited a specimen
of a sin

lar variety of the domestic fowl, in which

the h
and foot somewhat resembled those of a
Jean Paul was sincerely attached, and in whom read the Reports of the Council, of the Museum parrot-A letter was read from Miss M. E. Smee,
and
Library
Committee,
and
of
the
Auditors.
containing
remarks on the artiﬁcial formation of
some have discovered a family likeness, or a like
ness of race,
Emanuel
was both
to corporally
Lessing’s and
Nathan
spiritually
the allied The ﬁnancial position and the increase in the the tubes of the larvae of Phryganese-Mr. Bartlett
numbers of the Society were stated to be highly exhibited a. living hornbill from the Society's
to Jean Paul :—corporally, inasmuch as he provided
him, during his residence in Thuringia, with beer
from Bayreuth, which seems to have been a neces

sity of the poet's existence, and afterwards took
money matters and business matters oﬂ' his shoul
ders ;—spiritually, as he taught him the sacredness

satisfactory.

The

Reports were adopted, and

ordered to be printed. — The

nounced the award of the Wollaston Gold Medal
to Prof. Gustav Bischof, of Bonn, and of the
balance of the \Vollaston Donation Fund to Prof.
Ferdinand Senft, of Eisenach.-The President

of all pra er-taught him that allmen have the same afterwards read his Anniversary Address.—-The
heart an

the same God, and that before the Eternal

Menagerie, stated to be from Madagascar.

President an
INSTITUTION or Crvlr. Exorsssns-hb. 24.
J. Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair.

‘American Timber Bridges,‘ by Mr. J. R. Mosse.
—‘ On the Reconstruction of the Dinting and the
Mottram Viaducts,’ by Mr. W. Fairbairn.

ballot for the Council and Officers was taken, and

ROYAL Iss'rrruiuos.—Jan.
Sir H. Holland
Spirit our little diﬁ'erences are only points of re the following were elected for the ensuing year :— Bart., V.P., in the chair.—‘ On Radiation through
“The noble soul," says Emanuel, in‘ President, Prof. A. C. Ramsay; Vice-Presidents, the Earth's Atmosphere,’ by Prof. J. Tyndall.
one of his letters, “rises above religious ceremonies Sir P. De M. G. Egerton, Bart., M.P., Sir C. Lyell,
semblance.

as well as over civil, and mounts to the pure, free

heaven." Jean Paul, in return, gives details of his
works, and invites sympathy; says he almost died
with ecstasyin creating the best parts of ‘ Hesperus,‘
and asks not for his friend's judgment on ‘ Titan,’
but for his feeling, as that alone can appreciate the
soul in a work of Art. Some of his opinions are
characteristic. He says the greatest enjoyment is

Godwin-Austen and LI Hornet; Secretaries, W. J.
Hamilton and W. W. Smyth; Foreign Secretary,
H. Falconer, M.D. ; Treasurer, J. Prestwich ;

Council,J. J. Bigsb ,M.D., G.Busk, R. Chambers, and Improving the Quality of Cotton in India,‘ by

Sir P. De M. G. Eygerton, Bart, M.P., J. Evans,

Mr. A. N. Shaw.

Rev. R. Everest, H. Falconer, M.D., R. A. C.
Godwin-Austen, \V. J. Hamilton, L. Homer, Prof.
T. H. Huxle , Sir C. Lyell, R. Mallet, E. Meryon,
a quiet command of oneself, and ex ects the M.D., J. C. oore, Prof. J. Morris, R. W. Mylne,
greatest effects from the action of pub 'c life on J. Prestwich, Prof. A. C. Ramsay, W. W. Smyth,

man : “ to make a man good, he needs a life-long A. Tylor, Rev. T. Wiltshire and S. P. \Voodward.
education-that is a sure."
SocIs'rr or Asrmusnrss-Jab. 19.—0. Mor
SOCIETY 01-‘ PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.—W1'II
shortly rL~srt.-“'INTER EXHIBITION of SKETCIIES and
STUDIES h the MEMBERS, at their Gallery, 5 Pall Mall

East. Open from Nine till Dusk-Admission Ono Shilling.

Jos. J. Jenkins, Secretary.

Socmrr or Aura-Feb. 18.-—-J. B. Smith,
Esq, M.P., in the chsir.—The paper read was,
‘On the Best Means for Promoting the Growth

Iusrrrurs or Acroxnrss-Feb. 23.-C. Jel

licoe, Esq., President, in the chair.-—Col. J. T.
Smith and W. P. Clirehugh, Esq. were elected
Fellows; and Messrs. J. Curror and W. White
were elected Associates. Mr. W. S. B. Woolhouse

read the ﬁrst part of a paper ‘On Interpolation
and the Adjustment of Numerical Tables.’

ﬁn, Esq., V.P., in the chair.—J. Y. Akerman,
q. exhibited an impression of a brass seal.

MEETINGS FOR THI BNSUING WEEK.

J. M. Nichols, Esq. exhibited some quaintly-carved
b

ﬁgures, which were stated by the Chairman to be
Japauese buttons-S. Birch, Esq. communicated in

1.
_.Ill; . Asiatic
Royal Institution, 1.4mm: Monthly Meeting.
Entomological, 7.
Royal Audemy, B.—‘ Sculpture,’ Prof. Wutmmt.

THE
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V managers have not yet awarded
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higher in[

Eth
ll.—‘Bﬁl‘ljiiiimal
'
d Slrnll'
M n,'M I’rof.
. BealBelar
.
39mm) logiml,
Institution,
Highs-gins.‘

MUSIC AND ‘PHI DRAMA
neers, !.~_' Perennial and Flood Waters of Upper
ames ‘ Mr. (.‘luttsrbuck.
Photogmphic, B.—‘ Electric Theory of Photography,‘ Mr.
Johnslone.
Geological, B.-'Pcrlnian Rocks ofh'J-I. Bohemia,’ Sir)‘. I.
Murchison: ‘ Correlation of Inferior Oollts, in Middle
and s‘. of England,‘ Mr: Holl.

Society oIArts. s.—‘ Sewing Machine ' Mr. Alexandra
. Royal Academy. 8.—' Painting,‘ Prof. Hurt.
_
Linnsan. 8.—‘Aculeotc Hymenoptera. E. Archipelsto.
Mr. Smith; ‘Two new Conifers, Rock Mountains,‘
Mr. Murray, ' Pnrnsitlsm of Mistletoe,‘
Harley.

chlkmmnl', B.— Amimilation of Nitrogen. by Plants,‘ Mr
"(75.

Royal, Bl
Anti' usriel, Bl.
Roya Institution, :§.-' ChemicslAﬂlnlly,‘ Dr. Frankland.
Archmological Institute, &

l'hllolo cal. S.‘
ltiiyal nstltntlon, 8.—‘Rscsnt Spectrum Discoveries.‘
r. Miller.
Royal Institution, 3.—‘ language,’

1. Max Muller.

value than 301.
‘
The Eagle (lectern) executed by Mr. Bryer, of
Shirley, Southampton, that was shown at the
International Exhibition, has been placed in Sahs- 1
bury Cathedral. Mr. G. G. Scott has designed a ‘
base for the some.

CERTS. ST. JAhLl-IS'S HALL, on MUXDAY E\'Ei\lSG NEXT,
March 1' when he will sing. Recit. and Air, “ Deeper and Deeper
Still,“ " ‘\l'aft her, Angels. ‘ and twqso
by Moliqua l‘ianofom,
Madame Arabella Goddard. Violin. lv Salmon. Violoncello,
Signor l’lsttl.—ﬂofa h‘tslls, 5a.; Balcony, 31.; Admission, ls.
Tickets at Chappcll a Cofs, 50, New Bond Street.

Mr. Hogarth has published the ﬁrst part of j

IMMENSE A’l'TRACT[0N.-HEXRY LESLlI-J‘S GRAND

._.._

MR. SIMS REEVEK at the MONDAY POPULAR CON

CONCERT, at ST. JAME-‘i'ﬂ HALL on THURS
a series of photographs from Turner's ‘ Liber EVENING
mv snx'r, March a. - sum Reeves, Arabella Goddard,
Studiorum‘; being copies taken, at about half Edith Wynne, John Thomas, J. Balsir Chntterton T. H.
wrmm.
A
imam splendid Chain-Full Band of the .
the size of the originals, from the engravings, Fu ier Guards. Selection from “ l-lolyrood " and Welsh National
Melodies. ﬁlms Reeves will sing Brinlev Richard-‘s new l‘atrlctio
Bong, " God Bless the Prince of Wales," and Kenn‘ Leslie‘!
' National
of Defence ‘accompanied by the Choir, Harpist!

—not, as in those published by Messrs. Cundall
& C05, recently noticed by us, from the drawings

mode by Turner's own hands.

and the run

The present series

llltary mil-small... Family runs to admit.

four, 211.; Balcony. 334.; Area. 20.: Admission, 1a.; to be had at
Addison's, 210, Regent Street: Hanover Square Rooms; Austin's.
n1. l’iccwdllLv; and all liusicsellsrs'. Family Tickets to be lmdonly
ut Addison's, and Austin's. 28. Piccadilly.

has been photographed, by Mr. C. C. Bcrtolacci, ‘
with
copies such
have indifferent
the appearance
results,
of those
that coarse
most designs
of _the ,

FINE ARTS
deft draft-amen execute, with red-hot pokers, upon

.._._

Coscsnrs or run WEEK-The principal items

Fmn-An'r G0ssrP.—M:-. Story, the American smoothed boards. Really, we did not recognize our in Saturday's Concert at the Crystal Palace were
sculptor, whose ‘Cleopatra ‘ and ‘ Libyan Sibyl' old delight, ‘ Solway Moss,’ in the scathed knots of speciﬁed a week ago. The Scherzo by Mr. Cusins.
attracted so much admiration at the International brown and white here to be seen. ‘ Peat Bog '— I
Exhibition, his just completed a clay model of a a real wonder—isequally unfortunate in rendering. '
statue of ‘Saul,’ hereafter to be erected in bronze, ‘Worst of all is ‘ Inverary Castle and Town,'—that ‘
splendid picture of the bleak town, the weltering
we believe.
clouds, and sea, that the north wind, “ shrill, chill,"
Mr. E. M. Ward will probably send to the blows over so shrewdly. This is made a veritable
Royal Academy two pictm-es: one having for “poker-picture” by Mr. Bertolacci. One of the;
subject the Toilet of Charlotte Corday before her drawings, really ‘Kirkstall,’ is misnamed ‘Crypt‘
execution. She is shown seated, contemplating the of Canterbury Cathedral’; a blunder not very ‘
portrait painted of her by M. Huer: behind stands gratifying to the Chapter of the Archiepiscopal See, '
the gaolor, who cuts off her hair. The other picture aseeing
cattle-lair,
that they
as ishave
the not
caseyet
in made
‘ Kirkstall.’
their crypt
Acceptinto ‘

represents the Foundlings ’ visit toHogarth’s Studio.
The children are looking at the portrait of their
benefactor, Captain Comm, now in the Hospital,
which the painter is presumed to have recently
completed. Hogarth, his Wife, and the Captain are
introduced watching the effect upon the little ones,
who crowd round with various expressions of
interest in the work.
The Commission for erecting the Burke and

Wills Memorial at Melbourne has been given to
Mr. Summers, who competed with a design repre
senting Burke “erect and slightly in advance of
his companion, upon whose arm his right hand
rests. Wills is seated, pencil and note-book in
hand, his head slightly elevated, and listening with
a. bright and intelligent countenance for some

observation that is about to fall from the lips of his
leader."

The work is to be in bronze.

The Taylor Prizes and Scholarship, under the
management of the Dublin Society, have been
instituted for the encoin'agement of' the Fine Arts
in Ireland. The trustees offer the follom'ng prizes
for the current year, open for competition by
Art-Students “of either sex," of Irish birth, or
attending a School of Art in Ireland :—1. The
scholarship of ME. for the best picture in oil, ﬁgures

surface equal to 41 inches by 48 inches.

The his

be framed.

The Scholarship may be held, if

deemed ﬁt, and progress shown by the winner,
for two or three years. The prizes may be in
creased or lowered in amount, or withheld, if the
judgossce ﬁt. The judges are to be appointed,

one each, by the Dublin Society, the Hibernian
Society, and the Governors and Guardians of the
Irish National Gallery. No teacher of Art is
eligible as a judge. No one can compete who has
been a. student more than ten years. Each work
must be accompanied bya written description of

the subject; and statement of the name, age and
birthplace of the artist, his places of study, also a.
certiﬁcate of his having studied for two years at

least in some recognized School of Art.

The pic

tures, if the artists wish, may be sold in the Exhi
bltion to be held of the same in Dublin, at the
.Dublin Society’s House, November 23rd, 1863.
They must be sent to that place before two o’clock
on Saturday, November 14th next. The endow

ment has been in operation three years, but the

principal subject, both in grouping of notes, in
movement and in key, should so closely recall
the ‘Midsummer Night‘s Dream’ overture. Mr.
Cusins need not be afraid of his own fancies, for

they are delicate, and never vulgar. He produces
too little, we suspect. Practice in writing cannot
create startling genius, but that it developes
individuality may be proved from history. Only
a very few of the very strongest musicians have

at the oubet of their career had a style of their
‘ own.
I
It was a bold stroke in the managers of the
Momlay Popular Concert: to venture on Best
hoven‘s noble, poetical, yet irregular Pianoforte
Duett with violoucello, the second one of Op. 102
(in D). In few other hands than those of M. Halls
‘ and Signor Piatti would such a feat have been
prudent: because, in the last movement, fugato,
tions connected with it, is to be restored under the after the enormous manual difﬁculties have been
care of Mr. W. Smith, of London.
1 conquered, an amount ofshrewd and yet liberal per
The Moniteur says that some interesting dis-‘ ception is required for the disentanglement of the
coveries have been made in the ruins of Babylon licentious intricacies of the composition, and by such
during the works now being carried on under the partial discntanglsmcnt in some degree to conceal
direction of the French Consul at Bagdad. Four ‘ them. In like manner, persons whom the gods have
colossal has-reliefs have been discovered in the Blrs made not poetical will do well to keep their hands
Nimnid : these bear allegorical ﬁgures, the usual off a large portion of Chopin's music! But Beet
cuneiform inscriptions, and are perfect in condition. hoven was never more brilliantly bold than in the
Smaller works exhibiting domestic and battle lcading phrase of the Alley/m. The subsequent
sce'ncs have also been found. The whole are on‘ Adagio pairs of!’ in point of sublime expression,

their way to Paris.
1 with that of the Trio in D major: both new ap
Messrs. Morris, Marshall 8: Co. have prepared a proached, in depth, daring, and withal beauty, by'

impatient rose/‘to “ While each strained ball ofsight

torical picture must contain at least three ﬁgures
to a scale not less than 3 feet.” Pictures need not

which belongs to Queen Mal),- it is a pity that its

ing some of these examples as mere memorsnda of
the mea.
t kind, they are almost worth having.
The photograph from Count D‘Orsay’s sketch of
Turner himself, caricature as it is, is the most
valuable thing in this‘ present issue. There was
nothing to spoil in that.
many
The architectural
parish church
points
of Kenilworth,
of interest and
which
associahas

series. of wall-tiles, made after the pleasant old
Flemish fashion, but in no sense merely in imitation.
These represent the Months, by emblematic pictures
of agricultural labours proper to each: thus, October
to a. scale of 3 feet, of the subject ‘ Revenge and is a female shaking down acorns to feed hogs,-a
Pity,’ illustrating the text in Collins’s ‘Ode to the well-considered study of colour and spirited desi .
Passions,’ beginning “ But with a frown Revenge mainly
The panels
of white
thus ﬁlled
and blue;
are setthein effect
a diaper
being
ground,
very
seemed bursting from his head." This is rather a
grand subject for the tyros. 2. For the bestlandscape
in oil,_thc prize of 201. “ The size of the cloth in

is neatly made, and has the true elﬁn character

any former or later musical creator. They may be;
i paralleled (limits of scale allowed for) with Handel's
‘ Darkness ’ chorus, with the ‘ Cruciﬁxus ’ of the 1!
minor Mass of Sebastian Bach. What acontrast t0

the sleepy and symmetrical Ncmetto ofSpohr, which
‘ was then performed, for the second time this sea

son! There was also repeated a song by Mr. Benn
dict, “ 0, do not scorn my love,”—which is one of

agreeable. We commend the total absence of that
mechanical perfectness which mars the artistic
merit of much modern decorative design for do
mestic use. Our ill-taught or untaught workmen
have of late mounted into the seats due to artists,

his best songs, having a melody as characterislic
and wild as "I’m alone,” in his ‘Lily of Killarnsy.‘

It would not be gracious to be severely critical

{ on the farewell concert of one during so longr a»
carrying with them the limitary notions of mecha period so great a public favourite as Mr. Henry
nics, which demand perfect workmanship, and Phillips. The singing of his daughters in a Nob
forgetting that thoughtful, beauty-loving and ‘ tun-no, by Signor Campana, led us to hope that ther
variety-seeking design is the end of Art. It is no ‘ duett which we speciﬁed not long since as among
paradox to say, that the more perfect the workman- , other things wanted hascome in these young ladies;
ship, when that overcomes the art, the less valu- ' who, for the present, may be described as prspos~~
able is the manufactured product. A man soon sensing. Miss Florence Phillips, the soln‘mw, is»
tires of a mechanically-printed wallpaper; but in moreover, a pianist of considerable ability, as her
the unmcchanical beauty of these tiles he will ﬁnd accompaniment showed. Among other artists who
the delight of seeing where another’s free thought ,‘ contributed to this concert, was a young pianist,
and skill have gone before.
‘ Mdlle. Mariot do Beauvoisie, who was not afraid
M. Leys has completed the picture in oil which. ; to venture in M. Thalberg‘s ‘Mose’ fantasia, (how
precedes the execution in fresco of the great work ‘ old this sounds already!) and got through her difﬁ
representing ‘The Joyous Entry’ of Charles the cult task croditably.
Fifth into Antwerp. The Emperor was at the time
of this event about ﬁfteen years of age, and he swore
DRURY LANE-A large audience assembled on
to maintain the libertiesof the city, from which be Monday to see the new spectacular drama by Mr.
derived the title of Marquis. This is a work of Edmund Falconer. It is named, after the ballad,
great vigour, and contains alarge number of figures. ‘ Bonnie Dundee,’ and the three acts of which it is
It forms the ﬁrst of a series intended 'to decorate composed are intended to illustrate the J scobite plot
the Hotel do Ville, Antwerp, commissioned by the in whichJohn Graham of Claverhcuse was engaged,
civic authorities.
and the Massacre of Glencoe, which the author
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has seen ﬁt to associate with the former subject,
though separated by the distance of several years in
history. Perhaps he considers the latter event the
natural sequel of the former. At any rate, he is

careful to inform the audience that he is no friend
to the Dutchman, and shows a decided leaning to
the cause of James. Nevertheless, it is evident

that it was not for the sake of the subject, but the
title only, that the former was selected; in order

that he might unite to it “the Gathering of the
Clans," which furnishes a
‘ﬁcent scene for
the close of the second act. As a vehicle for oppor
tunities of this sort the piece is to be regarded ;—

THE

ATHENZEUM

\V. Telbin and his son, and represents a set snow
soene by moonlight. Here we ﬁnd Alaster M‘Donald
and his wife, who have to defend themselves on a
narrow pass against Glenlyon's soldiers, but they
are delivered by the timely arrival of the Camerons
of Lochiel. Other fugitives are now seen climbing
the rocky stair, and a superb tableau is obtained.
Some defects in the groupings excited remark in
the pit, and the curtain ﬁnally descended accord
ingly to a mixed demonstration. The dramatic
portion, unfortunately, gives little scope for acting
to the principal performers; but the accessories
are so abundant and beautiful, that the piece, not

303
Ambassador at Darmstadt, who writes under the
pseudonyms of M. Jesper, has been played there. ‘

The title of it is ‘ The Miller of Marlinac.’
M. von Flotow‘s sickly ‘ Stradella‘ has been at
last produced at the Italian Opera of Paris, the
Gazette Musicale assures the world, with the utmost
success. The singers were Mdlle. Battu, M. Nau
din, Signori Zacchini and Delle Sedie,—no v
strong cast; and the music, which (for France) is

the property of the proprietors of the Gazette
Musicale, is the weakest of the weak-M. Cal
zado has quitted the management of the Italian
Opera.
His successor is not yet named.—The

and in this respect, unlike ‘The Peep 0’ Day,’ it withstanding its obvious shortcomings, will very Observer of Sunday last stated that the treaty
between Mr. Mapleson and the “ powers that be,”
has been constructed with no other view. The possibly prove attractive.
story, therefore, is quite subordinate to the scenic
situations, and, as may be imagined, is not very
interesting. The opening, however, promised well;

as to the occupation of the Neapolitan theatres,
though pending, is not yet deﬁnitively concluded,

LIUBICAL as!) DRAMATIC Gossir. — “What as had been announced.

and the ﬁrst act awakened some sympathy for the music are we to have for the wedding?“ is the
fate of the hero, who is throughout it exposed to
considerable peril, from which we are glad when
he is delivered. The author calls it “ an episode
in Dundee‘s journey from Edinburgh to Locha

her.”

‘ Les Bavardes,’ a two-act Operetta, with music
question now in every one's mouth. Will there be by M. Offenbach, has just been successfully pro
a new Bridal Anthem for St. George's Chapel? duced at Les Bouﬂ‘es-Parisiens in Paris, with
Some years ago the English Hymn for the Prince Madame Ugalde as the hero.

of \Vales, to Haydn‘s ‘God preserve the Emperor,’
The frequenters of the Conservatoire Concerts at
The scene presents a roadside pass and was published in Mr. Hullah’s Part Music. That Paris, which are now running their course, have

the cottage of Alec. Campbell in Perthshire. In
this character Mr. J. Graham had an oppor
tunity of manifesting his Highland blood, and his

ﬁdelity to the Campbells. This man and his wife
Janet (Mrs. Edmund Falconer) are sorely tempted
by a party of Covenanters to assist in waylaying

Dundee as a man of Belial whom it is lawful to
slay in any manner; but to the preachings of the

fanatic zealots they oppose the moral convictions
of their own hearts, and the debate thus main
tained gives time for consideration. Helen Lochiel
(Mrs. D. P. Bowers) is a refugee with this worthy
couple, having left her father to avoid a hateful
marriage, and has also to be defended from the
suspicions of the Covenanters. Ultimately, how
ever, they conﬁde in her too much, and leave their
powder‘bags in her custody while they go out in

search of a place of ambush.

Soon after, Dundee

ap
, and is warned by Helen of his danger.
Escape at last becomes impossible, when Helen
.recollects the powder-bags, and, bringing a lighted
brand, threatens to cause an explosion unless

may possibly come into church and chapel use-on been astounded by the directors having had the
the occasion. As secular demonstrations, some are hardihood to adventure such a novelty as a chorus
already before us:—A simple.Welsh carol, ‘God of nymphs from the ‘Psyche’ of M. Ambroise
bless the Prince of Wales,‘ composed by Mr. Thomas, a. comic opera produced not many years
Brinley Richards (Cocks it Co.), to words by Mr. ago. The chorus pleased so much that it was
G. Linley, for the singing of which our contem found good to repeat it at a second concert.
poraries have stated that Mr. Sims Reeves has Strange to say, the Society (which has been of late
been presented with 100l. by the publishers (a the most conservative of conservatives) has not
somewhat costly precedent). There is also a gay perished of its temerity.
Alexandra Polka, by Carl Faust (same publishers),
The newest “sensation " made in the Parisian
one of the many tributes to come. \Ve hear of a theatres has been the production, at the Odéon, of
Wedding Cantata, in preparation by Mr. Macfar ‘ Macbeth,‘ translated by M. Jules Lacroix. The
ren,—of an Air and Chorus by Miss Gabriel.— hero is played by M. Taillade,—the Lady by
There are, of course, to be festivities at the Madame Karoly. The appearance of a young
Crystal Palace, and among the musical ones a com actor, M. Courdier, as Banquo, in the banquet scene,
position by the excellent conductor, Mr. Manna, is universally dwelt on as something more than
and a. grand Procession March, by Mr. Arthur ordinarily fearful, even for France, where they
Sullivan, which, we venture to assert, will prove “order these things" better than in England-Our
not unworthy of the occasion, the place, or the Naples Comspondent tells us Madame Risto'ri is
composer. There is to be, also, a torch procession. electrifying Neapolitan audiences in her version of
The Musical Society of London held its trial of , the same tragedy.
new orchestral compositions on Wednesday last.
By way of keeping alive in the public mind

their owners yield to her entreaties. There is good The list contained Symphonies by Messrs. E. Perry attention to a matter which neither
melo-dramatic situation in all this, and the scenery,
painted by Mr. T. Grieve, was admirably set. In
the second act, there is but little writing. Clover
Jtousc is well received by the Highlanders, and
Helen again appears, having wandered beyond the
borders of Argyleshire, and is about to be made

nor

and Silas,-——Overtures by Herren Schliisser, Schroder playgoers should lose sight of, it may be announced

and Oberthiir,—and aViolin Concerto by Mr. E.\V. that only a few days since, after the imprisonment
Thomas.—-At the next concert, we understand
that Schumann's music to ‘ Manfred’ will be pro

duced.

and suspense of many months, has Mdlle. Emma
Livry, whose injuries by ﬁre are not forgotten

Be it good, be it bad, we are grateful for was permitted to leave her bed. These terribld
‘and frequent disasters claim a notice which they

an opportunity of coming to some acquaintance

with it.
have not yet received.
Attention having already been called to the
The Teatro Aliberto at Rome, lately rebuilt
rains), who has followed her, incurs suspicion as a
spy, and is brought into personal collision with cheap re-issues of Bishop's Glees, in course of pub‘ by Prince Torlonia, was, on the last day of the
.M‘Ian, when the witch-wife Elspat (Miss Hudson) licatiou by Messrs. Boosey 8: Sons, and Novello, Carnival, destroyed by ﬁre.
The following is from a Correspondent :-“As
interferes, and informs the latter that Alaster is there is no need minutely to'return to the subject
really the son of his long-lost brother, but adopted when noticing the neat and legible edition by the there has been talk in your columns about the
from motives of policy by the Campbells. These latter house,—-beyond saying that with all the original idea of ‘The Merry Widow,’ and reference
feuds among the leaders of the clans give a rough faults which they include, both of omission and com made to Madame de Girardin‘s admirable ‘ La Joie
notion of the manners of the times, and are rather mission, the body of music made up by them will fait Peur,’-a writer having perhaps fewer readers
skilfully thrown into the picture. The last scene of outlast any subsequent contribution to our stage. than the Italian priest had hearers whom he
the act, we have said, presents the gathering of the Bishop's convivial glees, again, though not exempt addressed as ‘Pochissimi Signori,’ may be allowed
clans. The scene is painted "by Mr. T. Grieve, and from a broad dash of vulgarity here and there, to raise his voice and say, that a tale entitled
exhibits the heath and sin-rounding hills, with the have a manly frankness in them not too frequently ‘Kate's December,’ published in 1850 in ‘The
ascent of the mists after sunrise. National games attained in these days, when modern German in Lady’s Companion,’ is nearer to the new play
of various sorts are then gone through, until ﬂuence has done its part in changing, we may say than Madame de Girardin's story turned back
wards
There was the blind mother, and the
at length the pibrochs sound. These announce spoiling, the character of national melody.
A Correspondent from Prussia announces that daughter who hid the bad news, and went to balls,
the approach of the clans, which, in their appro
priate costumes, descend the heights, and “swell Mdllc. Lucca, whose favour at Berlin is great, has in order to spare suspense to her family. The
1the Grand Gathering of the Gael at Lochaber." been engaged by Mr. G-ye for the coming season. hero of my tale, though, was a brother, not a bus
"Hers Dundee addresses the picturesque multitude, Unless the lady has re-made herself since Sep band. I may add, that the tale would never have
and the royal standard is unfurled. ltlr. Haigh, tember last, when her singing in M. Meyerbeer‘s been written, had not such an instance of real
too, in the character of Allan, sings a ballad, ‘Camp de Silésie’ was mentioned in the Athe heroism occurred within the circle of my own
friendships.
All the persons, however, were
with the Highland chorus, “Up wi’ the bonnets mrmn, we cannot think‘this awise engagement.
Mt. Dickens, whose readings for charity in Paris , already gone, or far away in 1850, whom allusions
0’ Bonnie Dundee,” and the curtain descends upon
have
excited
the
greatest
possible
enthusiasm
there,
then, or disclosures now, could annoy, had their
a feudal demonstration;—equal clamour taking
PAUL BELL.”
place both before and behind the footlights, for is going to resume these entertainments, which may names been told.
be
called
monodrames,
at
the
Hanover
Square
the audience was excited to as much applause as
the supernumcraries on the stage itself, who Rooms, in March and April.
MISGBLLANEA
Herr Brambaoh, a new German composer, is
.amounted to several hundreds. Three years are
Slaterhoods
in
the Church of England.—As you
named
in
the
Allgemeinc
Muaikalische
Zeitung
as
supposed to elapse; and Alaster and Helen, now
married, are resident in Glencoe. Glenlyon (Mr. having produced a ﬁrst Symphony at Bonn, with have admitted the letter of a Roma-n Catholic
Correspondent on the subject of Miss Goodman's
H. Sinclair) has received his orders for the mas great success.—-The same journal reviews at some
book, you will not refuse the opportunity of saying
sacre, but desires to save the faithful couple and length a new Pianoforte Concerto, by Herr
a word to one of your‘roaders who belongs to the
‘their child. Helen takes her measures well, and Rcinecke, which appears to be an important work,
English Church. First, as to the facts. The prin
secures the presence of her husband at the Glen of though the themes cited are not of the freshest. cipal Sisterhoods in the Church of England are
Weeping. This scene is deliciously painted. by Mr.‘ —A new opera, by M. is Comte de Reiset, French
captive, when Alaater M ‘Donald (Mr. Henry Lo
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not, as your reviewer has been led to sup pm,
Eleventh Edition (corrected to December,
“irresponsible to any authority, save the absolute
1862),
will or whim of the Lady Superior." The Devon
port House may be so; the house at Clewer (to
Dates and Facts relating to the History of Man
take the ﬁrst name on your reviewer's list) cer
kind from the most authentic and recent records,
tainly is not. If Miss Sellon departs from the
especially interesting to the Historian, Members of
general practice, she only uses, or abuses, that CRAMER,
BEALE
& WOOD’S the Lear'ncd Professions, Literary Institutes, Mer
liberty which the non-paternal character of our
chants and General Readers.
MUSIC CIRCULATING LIBRARY.
For Town and Country.
institutions in Church and State permits.
In
Terms: Two, Three, and Four Guineas per Annum.
France they regulate houses of all sorts, the worst
Lakly published. in One handsome Library Volume, price 18:. cl.
as well as the best: we leave both alone, and
RAMER, BEALE & \VOOD under
must be content with certain extravagances as
take the PUBLICATION of COMPOSITIONS for the
the result of our freedom. I have reason, how Author.
ever, to believe that Miss Scllon stands alone

CRAMER, BEALE & WOOD,
201, REGENT-STREET.

A DICTIONARY OF
DATES.

both in the severity and in the “irresponsibility” LIALF-PRICE.—AII full-priced Music
of her system.—Secondly, as to principles. Your
reviewer intimates that religious houses are all
very well for “ Catholics," but not for us. If this
were so, all good persons, women especially, who
feel themselves called upon to live out of the world,

sent post~lree at Half the Marked Price.

Com rchendlng Remarkable Occurrences. Anclent and Modern,
the ‘oundatiun, Laws and Governmental’ (Jountrlcr their Pro
[ress in Civilisation, Indust , Literature, Arts and Science-their
Achievements in Arms-an their Civil, Military, and Religious
Institutions, and particularly of

SACRED MUSIC FOR LENT.

and to spend their time in ministering to the sick

Harmonlnm Music.

and poor and ignorant, would seek the opportunity
in the Church of Home. In short, it would be a

ORAMER & CO.'S PSALMS, IIYMNS

confession that the Church of England is incapable
of some of the principal oflices for which a Chris
tian society exists. Hoc Ithacus 'rclit; such an
admission would give Rome as forcible an argu

ment as she could wish to urge. There are many
of your readers, I think, who would deny her
exclusive claim to the patronage of pious and
charitable works not less strenuously than

and CHANT-‘3, by EDWARD F. RIMBAUL’I‘, 40.; In
cloth, 5:.

by EDWARD F. RIMBAULT, 0.; In cloth, 5|.
PIlI-IOIOI‘CG Duttti

From Nous Allll Qulmss, Saturday, January 10, I863.
" He must be a most exacting critic who, with respect
to a book like this now before us, containing as it does
some thousands of names and dates, and professing to
furnish lnformntlon upon all questions which can arise‘

STABAT MATER, in Three Books,
by W. H. CALLCO'I’I‘, 60. each.

Planoforte 8010s.

TWELVE

in Chinese, I cannot help thinking that the second

SA CRED

touchlng the clvll, polltical, military’ or religious history,
the laws, government, arts and sciences ol' the world gene

PIECES,

rally-but of the llrltish Empire more particularly-should
expect that it would
Spring, like Mlnervn from the head of Jove,
All perfect and complete.
But every reader of the ‘ Dictionary of Dafes' has a right

E. F. RIIIBAUL'I‘. In. each.
No. I.
2.
3.
4.
ll.
6.
7.
8.
P
10.
I].
LI.

hand story communicated to you by Mr. Edmund
Waterton is a pure myth, for the following rea
sons :—1. It seems highly improbable that Car

dinal Mezzofanti would “ put" the Bishop of
Victoria "through all the dialects," in order to
discover what dialect the Bishop was speaking.
As there are some tens, if not scores, of dialects in
Chinese, it assumes an incredible power in the
Cardinal; and it would be like talking to a stranger
in every possible dialect, to ﬁnd out in what
particular dialect he was addressing you.
It
argues ignorance, and not knowledge, and is
simply absurd-2. Assuming the Cardinal to have
meant the Canton dialect, or the Hak-ki dialect,
when he spoke of the “dialect of the sea

I know that my Redeemer llvcth.
With vcrdure clad.
Comfort ye my people.
In native worth.
lloly, holy.
1'), lovely peace.
0n mig ty pens.
Angels ever hri ht; and But thou dldst.
Let the bright
raphim.
See the eonqn'rlng hero comes.
Before Jehovah's awful throne.
Ilcar my prayer.

to expect that, us the patronage of the public calls for

BRINLEY RICIIARDS’S CUJUS
ANIMAII. 3‘.

J RUMMEL, ‘STABAT MATER,’
'

80.

Vocal Music.

SABBATH

JOSEPH

6085, I01. 64.

No. I.
2.
8.
4.
5.
6.

This is not my place of resting.
Jesus is mine.
I lay my sins on Jesus.
There is a moml
h‘tnr.
Oh, lrnow ys thnt_ nppy land.
Cling to tho Cruonied.

A COMPLETE RE-ISSUE OF

THE WORKS of THOMAS HOOD,
COMIC and SERIOUS, in PROSE and "ERSE.
Edited, with Notes, by HIS SON.
Containing all the Writings of the Author of ‘ The S0 of the

R. FAVABGER.
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GALILEE,

we have the FiZ-kie'n dialect about FI‘Z-cheIZ-fﬂ;
further north, the Ningpo dialect with its varie
ties; and in Shanghai and its neighbourhood a
different dialect is in use. All these might be

A sscosn ssiuss of HOOD’S

G. LINLEY.

3. Star of the East.
4. Rock of A as.
6. Father of eternal grace.

htcr from Year to Year.

Illustrated by

humourous “'0 outs. Svo. 100. M. cloth.

The rms'r ssiiiss of noon's
HOOD’S POEMSIH'Fifteenth Edition.
woodcuts.

Bvo. 10|. 6d. cloth.

BRI NLEY RICHARDS.

HERRICK’S LITANY, ‘SWEET

Fcap. Svo. 7|. cloth.

SPIRIT, COMFORT ME ' 94. 6d.
Sung by Madame Dolhy.
" Miss Dolhv was encored in a setting, by Mr. Brinley Richards,
of Horrick‘s ‘LitanieJ-thc best music tothosc fine words which

we recollcct."-Alhenlrum.

noon's Perils of WIT and
noon's WHIMSV' and onnmss,
HUMOUR.

Twelfth Edition.

Fcup. Eve. 5:. cloth.

II EN RY SMART.

THE PURE

IN

HEART SHALL

MEET AGAIN. 2s. 64.

in PROSE and "ERSE.

with 8’; Original Designs.
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Edition. Fcsp. 8V0. 5a. cloth.

MEMORIALS ofH'I‘HOMAS noon.

W. VINCENT WALLACE.

King's College, London, Feb. 18, 1863.

WHEN

O'ER

THE

DISTANT

EASTERN HILLS, (Hymn), a’.
To Connnsroxnms-E. T.—J. B.—B. C. J.-—A. L.

W. N.—T. N.-W. S. (Yesl-J. S.—reoeived.

OWN; or. La

OWN: or. Laughter from Your toYcur. Illustrated by 350

5. When our suds arebow‘d with woe.

designated "dialects of the sea-coast"; but they
are widely different in words and structure, and
it is hardly supposable that Cardinal Mezzofanti
could speak them all.
J.urss Sunxsas.

Also may be had.
'

in ﬁve or six dialects to my knowledge, and I SIX SACRED SONGS and HYMNS,
1|. each.
believe it could not change to H in any dialect.
No.‘ I. Holy, holy, Lord God Almi hty.
11100., for “language,-—dialect,” might be written
2. God that madest Earth nnvflieaven.

and the neighbourhood. The Tia-chin and the
Amoy dialects prevail a little further north. Then

at cm

In Seven Volumes, small svo. price ll. 2:. cloth.

Qtﬂd.

vince, and the .Hlikvlcd, are spoken in Hong Kong

Shirt‘ (‘ Hood's Own,‘ First and Second Series excepted)
be dlwoverod by the most careful research and inquiry.

20.

H. KUCHLER.

adequately represents the Chinese word for “Man
darin dialect," is in error. The K in Kwan appears

chwa, as a German would pronounce this syllable.

Just published, illustrated with a Portrait of the Port and
Humonrlst. Photographed by J. it C. Watkins, from the Orlginab
Painting by Lewis,

Rev. Dr. Bonn), 2|. each.

Correspondent “13.,” who denies that Kwan-h'wa THE

The Pauli, or “native dialect” of Canton pro

that, with two or three triﬂing exceptions, those omissions

J. DL'RRNER.

SIX SACRED SONGS (Words by the

expedition to Loochoo in H.M.S. Reynard, in
1851, his Lordship employed a Chinese interpreter,
who spoke Latin, to communicate with the Loo
chooan authorities in the Kwan-hwa. (Mandarin
lan age)-—the French of the far East.——3. The
B' op of Victoria did not visit Rome on his way
to his diocese after consecration, as he sailed from
England by way of the Cape of Good Hope. Your

EVENINGS,

new editions, such new editions should be not only pro
feuedly but really enlarged and Improved. This right on
the part of the public has, us are bound to say, been fully
recognlzed and acted upon by Mr. Vincent. Having noted
on the ﬂy~leaf of our own copy of the nlnth edltlon articles
which we had sought for in vain, but whlch we considered
ought to have been included in a ‘Dictionary of Dates,‘
we have used those articles as tests of Mr Vincent's im
provements and enlargements, had we are bound to say
are supplied in this new and greatly improved edition.
Not only is the Dictionary itself enlarged, but. which is
equally important and valuable, the Index is much more
full; and we think Mr. Vincent has in the eleventh edillon
gone far to realize the object he has proposed to himself‘
namcly, to ‘ make his book not a more ‘Dictionary of
Dates,‘ but n ‘ Dated Encyclopmdin ‘—n digested summary
of the Emory of the World, brought down to the very eve
of its publication.’ "
London: EDWARD MOXON & CO. H, Dove-street, W.

JOHN GOSS,
coast,” I am perfectly certain that the Bishop of SACRED MELODIES,
BI.

Victoria did not speak either of these when he
arrived in Hong Kong in 1850; for I was then
employed by him to speak the Canton dialect on
occasions when he would undoubtedly have spoken
it himself, had he been able to do so. And Bishop
Smith did not then speak Mandarin to any extent,
though this dialect was his chief study; for, on his
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ever direction I looked over this vast and richly

precedence-perhaps, it is su ested, to see
whether he would be receive with military
honours. He was so received, and Kin Fer
dinand’s generals were insolent accordingly.
showed that armed men were in collision on the A vehement discussion ensued in the Admiral‘s
slopes of the hills.”
cabin, and it was suggested that Palermo should
We have now a glimpse of Garibaldi as he petition the Crown for aredress ofgrievances :
campaigned, and it is picturesque:
“ To this General Garibaldi, in a vehement and
“ Garibaldi was standing in the middle of a large loud tone of voice, replied, ‘ No! ’ Then, drawing
cultivated plain, the smoke of ruins and devasta~
tion presented itself to my view, whilst the constant
report of musketry and the distant sound of cannon

LITERATURE

EMS. Hannibal at Palermo and Naples,
during the Italian Revolution, 1859-1861.
With Notices of Garibaldi, Francis II. and
Victor Emanuel. By Rear-Admiral Sir
Rodney Mundy, KGB. (Murray)
In February, 1859, Admiral Mundy was nomi
nated second in command of the Mediterranean
Fleet, and hoisted his ﬂag on board the Han
nibal at Portsmouth. In May he sailed, and
early in June was at Valetta. Thither came,
like a burst of thunder, news of a great battle
in Italy, of the French Emperor and Italian
Kin triumphing in the streets of Milan, and
of aribaldi hovering and ﬁghting around
Como. Solferino had been fought, however,
and the Im erial war was over before the
Admiral, wit six line-of-battle shi s, began
his cruise——preceded by a visit to l£gypt—in
the Sicilian waters. The transactions which
ensued are partly described in a retrospective
narrative, and partly in a journal largely made
up of such trivialities as might be pleasant
table-talk enough, but scarcely deserve the
solemnity bestowed upon them. The Admiral
is a pompous writer, and betrays an amusing
amount of egotism, recording his own sayings
and doings with magniﬁcent complacency, and
criticizing, from a lofty point of view, the
various personages, more or less of European
fame, whom he encountered. At that time, the
Neapolitan Government would not allow more
than four foreign ships of war to remain at

anchor simultaneously in any port of the king
dom of the Two Sicilies, and there were now
ei ht in want of a shelter, which, after the
A miral, “in full uniform,” hud diplomatized
a little, were admitted into the haven of Syra
cuse, to ﬁll their casks at the Fountain of
Arethusn, where Nelson watered the ﬂeet that

gained the Battle of the Nile.
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At Syracuse,

the presence of the squadron so excited the
butchers that they held a meeting, and forth
with raised the price of meat, which excited
the inhabitants in their turn, and led to much
austere negotiation. The next anchorage was
at Catania, where similar difficulties arose, to
be similarly smoothed away, where the eople
“testiﬁed their satisfaction at seein a ritish
Admiral amongst them by respectful y moving
their hats,” and where, in the state cabin of
the Hannibal, the Catanian gentry preferred
Allsop’s bitter ale to claret or champagne.
Next, ten days were passed in the Gulf of
Spezzia, where great fortiﬁcations are in pro
ess, which the Admiral minutely describes.
pezzia, no doubt, is the naval hope of Italy
—a splendid harbour, with the prospect of
being gi antioally strong as a military position.

enclosure, amidst a group of ﬁfteen or twenty fol
lowers, who were clothed in grey trousers and red
ﬂannel shirts, the Chief being himself in a similar

past; besides, there is no longer any municipality.
costume.- His principal companions at the moment La municipalité c'eat mm’! I am the municipality!
were his eldest son, Menotti, a stout and tall youth I refuse my assent. Pass on to the sixth and last
of nineteen, with his arm in a sling from a recent proposition.’ "
severe wound; Col. Carini, a Sicilian; Cols. Tun‘,
A very choice and memorable bit of history
Talecki and Tukuri, Hungarians; and the priest that! Preparations were then made forarenewal
Panteleo, who, cross in hand, had fought bravely of hostilities, but the eacemakers again pre—
at Oalataﬁmi. The soldiers around were more vailed. Admiral Mun y, at this juncture, per
boys, of ﬁfteen to eighteen years of age, who seemed
to look with‘ delight at the English uniforms. sonally inspected the city:
“ A whole district near the Royal Palace, about
Garibaldi, having invited the oﬂieers to be seated,
and to partake of some strawberries fresh from the a thousand yards in length by a hundred yards in
bed, alluded to the beautiful effect produced by the
royal salutes from all the ships of war in honour
of Her Majesty's birthday two days ago, and which
he had witnessed from the heights of the Piano
dei Greci. He spoke of his affection and res
for the English people as a nation, and of his hope
that before long he should make the acquaintance

of the English Admiral.

He then moved to his

tent, which was composed of a worn-out, old
blanket, supported on pikes, before which a child,
under the name of a sentry, was pacing to keep
off the crowd.”

There they thronged u on the mountain,
these “cheap defences” of iberty, armed with
old that muskets, spears, scythes-—very formid
able weapons-and rusty cutlasses, with hun
dreds of Tricolors ﬂying above them, and
inﬁnite discord in the shape of trumpets and
drums. Not many hours had elapsed before
these wild regiments were driving the military
out of the town, forts and ships opening ﬁre,
and bells bursting into peals all at once. The
scene is described by Admiral Mundy as awful,
some of the Bourbon broadsides being given
with the heaviest ordnance of English manufac
ture; and it is clear from this narrative that the

British inﬂuence, represented by the squadron
in the roads, was exerted with the strictest
impartiality solely to prevent bloodshed. One
of his oﬂicers who penetrated the city, even
while the ﬁring went on, sketched an account
of what he saw, and it was enough to put the
principle of “non-intervention” to shame. Cer
tainly it was humiliating to the royal troops
of Naples that, with their ﬂeet, fortress and
army, they were conquered by the insurgent
Sicilians :
“ I was much surprised at the ineﬁeiency of the

barricades. Not one that I saw yesterday and
the day before ought to have stopped any deter
mined body of troops for a moment. In some
places the pavement was not even torn up, but only
It was di/Iay, 1860, before the real Sicilian furniture from the houses piled across the streets.
cruise began, and with this the diarycommences. In others, especially opposite the Royal Mint,
Palermo was then in a state of siege, deserted omnibuses, carriages, and logs of wood, consti

by the upper classes, without an inhabitant or
avehicle to be seen in the streets-only guards,
patrols and camps; twenty-ﬁve thousand men
y in a mass, and a little cloud of skirmishers,
coming down from the mountains, scattered
them. The ﬁrst the Admiral saw of the patriots
was when three of them-advanced sentinels
—stopped his carriage on the high-road, but,
upon is name being mentioned, allowed him
to pass, whereupon he calls them “ ruﬁians.”—
“ On the outskirts of the city I gained admission
into a mansion once occupied by the Moorish

overnom of Sicily, from the lofty turrets of which
witnessed the burning of several of the country
palaces of the nobility who were supposed by the

soldiery to be hostile to the Royal cause. In which

himself up, he added, ‘ The time for humble peti
tions, either to the King or to any other person, is

width, was a crushed mass of ruins, still smoulder

ing in its ashes.

Families had been burnt alive

within the buildings, and the atrocities committed
by some miscreants of the Royal troops in their
retreat from the convents of the Benedictines and
Annunziata were frightful. In the Toledo, and

other streets adjoining, convents, churches, and
palaces of the nobility had been demolished by the

falling shells, eleven hundred of which were thrown
from the citadel, and two hundred from the ships
of war, before I arrested the ﬁre.”

There was no more ﬁghting at Palermo. The
city was, at the eleventh hour, evacuated, and
15,000 troops marched away from a “ rabble":
“ It was one of the most humiliating spectacles
that could have been witnessed, and I turned from
it with dis st. At the entrance of the Toledo,
the son of aribaldi, mounted on a black charger,
with a dozen red-shirted youths near him, took up
a position in front of the principal barricade. This
advanced post was supposed to be the guard of
the main defence of the city from the seaward ; but
doubtless the Dictator placed his firstborn in that
marked locality, in order that the vanquished hosts
of disciplined men might deﬁle before him, and
their degradation if possible be made more appa<
rent.”

Such touches of colour are useful in history,
and the Admiral supplies a ood many of them.
Garibaldi again visited the ag-ship:—~
“ He was now dressed in his own costume, the
red shirt, with the ﬂowing coloured silk handker
chief loosely hanging down his back, grey trousers,

large curved sabre with steel scabbard, and the
Tyrolese hat and black plumes. This dress was
certainly more becoming to his ﬁgure than the
closely-ﬁtting coat and stiff collar of the Sardinia-n

general oﬂ'lcer.

His narrow waist and broad hips,

allowing him to wear the lower garment without
braces, gave an elasticity to his movements, and,
doubtless, he felt more at home in his every-day

apparel than when hampered with the accoutre
ments of pipe-clay and etiquette."
Returning his visit, Admiral Mundy found
him magniﬁcently installed in the Kin s
palace-a change from the “ worn-out o d
lanket, supported on pikes,” which was his
tuted the only defence. These did not form any tent in the ﬁeld. Afterwards the Dictator
protection from riﬂe bullets, and as the soldiers
ﬁred at random in hopes of hitting people passing, wrote to his new friend a ﬂorid epistle of
the pnssagetoand fro was by no means agreeable." thanks from Palermo-Sicily-all Italy; and
the reply he received sets forth amusingly the
It is obvious that the Nea litans talked contrast between North and South in the
of mediation and listened to ectures on hu matter of official letter-writing.
manity while they were preparing reinforce
From Palermo, the Hannibal proceeded to
ments to resume the horrible bombardment.
I “ Whilst at exercise aloft in the evening, shift
But even these, owerful though they were, Naples.—
failed to inspire t e defenders of the Bourbon ing top-sail yards, I observed a very portly gentle
cause with courage or resolve, and the Admiral man, with a flowing red beard, in a very smart
is justified in the contempt he expresses for looking boat, pulling round and round the ship, and
them all, or nearly all,—soldiers, sailors and at three different times he made an effort to mount
statesmen. Garibaldi was now, even in re list the accommodation-ladder, and gain the quarter
mouths, His Excellency; and when he visited deck. The effort was each time unsuccessful. The
the ﬂag-ship, the Neapolitan oﬂicers gave him topping up and unrigging the heavy spar directly
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over his head seemingly caused so much alarm that ‘Tasted }. morsel of food nor took a drop of water to and his nephew Lionel much estranged, without
his courage failed, and a coil of rope from the top drink, but sat like a statue of marble, with both any known cause. Lionel's character is very
falling straight across the gangway, at last made ,hands resting on the hilt of his sword, patiently ﬁne: a youth handsome, brave and chivalrous,
him give up the attempt in despair. On inquiry, I lav/siting the termination of a ceremony which with a keen sense of honour-frank and open
ascertained that my intended visitor was His . must under such rigorous discipline have been in us the day-—to know him was to love him;
Royal Highness the Prince of Syracuse, uncle of , no slight degree irksome."
and his uncle’s ap rent dislike and distrust of
the King.”
Parts of the Admiml’s volume are tedious; him is inexplicab e. Lady Verner, with her
The next glance at Neapolitan regality is less I but the narrative contains a good many inter daughter Decima and her ward, Lucy Tempest,
absurd :—
esting reminiscences and sketches, gives a fair lives at Denham Court,—her second son, Janus
“In a quarter of an hour the King entered, ‘idea of the Garibaldian war in Sicily and Verner-never called anything but “Jan "—
surrounded by his ministers. His Majesty was Naples, and abounds in welcome gossip about
having joined Dr. West, the village medico, as
dressed in a close-ﬁtting military coat, with a single
assistant; his character is painted with much
large star, of great brilliancy, on his left breast. He ' the great-hearted Dictator himself.
cleverness. Though wanting in the personal
seemed to be a well-knit, rather tall young man, ,
charms of his brother and sister, his straight
with dark hair, very closely cut, and a bronze olive
complexion. The expression of his countenance Venwr’s Pride. By Mrs. Henry Wood. 3 vols. forward, honest simplicity makes him a.
(Bradbury 8r. Evans.)
favourite with all except is mother, whose
Was that of distrust and despoudency, and his
manner extremely formal and ceremonious. He ‘Verner‘s Pride’ takes its name from a house weak mind can never forgive his want of
left the ﬁle of ministers, who were dazzling in a‘ built by Mr. Verner, on discovering that he had refinement and disregard of all the bien
blaze of stars, crosses, and orders, marshalled in suddenly become rich from mines lately found on se’ances of society. Lady Verncr at last re
line at the door, and advanced by himself to our his estate. His eldest son dies in India, leaving nounces the hope of ever modelling him into
party, which had been formed in a semicircle in the ‘ three children, of whom the oldest is a boy at a Lord Chesterﬁeld or a Sir Charles Gran
centre of the vast apartment."
l Eton, named Lionel ; and the old man decides, dison, her model of what a gentleman should
‘When the landing of Garibaldi at Mclito is before dying, to leave his much-cherished house be. We next are introduced to Dr. West's
announced, Admiral Mundy writes, “ If the —his “Pow-his home on which he has family. Sybilla “'est’s ruling passions _are
royal troops are staunch, he must be annihilated lavished so much money and pains, and of which vanity and ambition, and, though she likes
in a week.” In a week, the Bourbons were » he is proud even to folly, to the younger of his Fred Massingbird, she thinks it worldly
trembling. Salerno fell -— King Ferdinand ' two sons, Stephen, rather than to his unknown wise to kec the heir of Verner‘s Pride her
prepared to shut himself up in a fortress, and grandson. But he selves his conscience for this slave as wel. At this time news comes of
Garibaldi entered Naplcs. There is an animated ‘ act of injustice by layiu strict injunctions John Massingbird having been killed on his
picture of his triumph drawn, which we pass, 1 that at Stepheu’s death t 0 property should way down from the diggings, and Frederick de
to note a ludicrous little incident connected revert to Lionel. Thus “Vcrner’s Pride” be terlnincs to lose no time in going out to Aus
with a visit to Garibaldi. He was lying on a comes Stephcn‘s—many think, unjustly, and tralia to claim possession of the various nuggets
bed, in uniform, but in slippers, when Admiral none more so than Lady Verner, the widow of of which John had written home such glowing
Mundy arrived.
the older son, who, on returning from India accounts. He determines not to leave Sybille.
"The Dictator remarked that it would not be with her second son and daughter, feels that to his rival, so proposes that she should marry
becoming in him to receive the Admiral without
a deep wrong has been done to her children, him. Dr. West gives his consent so gladly; to
his boots, so he commenced pulling them on, and
and is consequently disappointed and amazed. this marriage, that Sybille feels disturbed; ut,
had just succeeded in dragging the first over his
foot when I entered the room. \Ve were both Stephen at once acknowledges Lionel as his on his whispering a few mysterious words in
much amused at this little disorder of dress, but heir, “always provided you merit it," he would her ear, she colours violently and assents;
and now they marry and start on their voyage,
immediately holding out his hand he said, ‘ I am say to him in private; and so the boy is uni
indeed glad to see you. I told you, Admiral, when versally regarded on the estate as the future leaving Lionel, sore in heart and disappointed,
we parted at Palermo that we should meet again master, and after school and college takes up for he has loved this girl with all the intensity
at Naples.’ There were no chairs in the room, so his permanent residence there. Stephen now of his strong and tender nature, and has nothing
we sat down upon the bed."
takes the not unusual step of marrying; and new to uphold him but the pride which belongs
Among the thousand who landed at Mor his choice is ﬁxed on a widow lady, named to all Vorners, and he bravely buries this sorrow
sals was a child, not thirteen years of age, who, Massingbird, with two nearly rown-up sons, in the depths of his heart, so that no outward
hese are de eye could detect the ﬁre that is consuming his
when a medal was fastened to his breast by the named John and Frederick.
Duchess of Verdurn, could boast that he had scribed ss ordinary young men, very tall (like heart’s core. Mr. Verner now falls ill, and,
passed unscathed through the ﬁghts of Mar Lionel), and Frederick distinguished by a most before dying, tells his executor that he has left
disﬁguring black mark on his cheek the size of all his property to Fred Massingbird, and in
sala, Calatnﬁmi, Palermo and Mclazzo.
Admiral Mundy odds to the many portraits a pigeon’s egg. A beautiful maid of Mrs. Ver reversion to Lionel, hinting darkly that Lionel
which have been drawn of Garibaldi, his own n'er‘s, named Rachel Frost, is found drowned had forfeited it. After much persuasion, he
one night in the Willow Pond, between the adds a codicil revoking the will, and making
impression :—
“He stands about ﬁve feet seven inches in house and the village. Very little light can be Lionel the heir to all his wealth, and giving
height, and is well and strongly made. Broad discovered as to the author of this foul crime. him various directions about the estate: this
shoulders, an expansive chest, a short and thick A boy, called Dan Duﬁ', heard in passing codicil is carefully locked up in the desk
neck, and a small waist, with well-formed hands through the wood some cries, and saw a tall kept in the sick man's room, in the presence
and feet, are the features in his person which are man pass up the lane which led to the house of Lionel, the doctor and the lawyer. When
striking to the observer. The brow is lofty; the ;at Verner’s Pride, and nowhere else. The the time comes to open the will after the
eyes are small and deeply set, and of a greyish
. tint; the hair, once a bright auburn, is now of a medical evidence at the inquest proves a cause funeral, the codicil is nowhere to be found,
redder tint, and perfectly straight; the beard and for Rachel wishing to hide her shame, per and, after many fruitless searches, Lionel leaves
moustache of the same colour, with streaks of haps by suicide ; but the cries that were heard the home he has so long looked on as his own,
grey. The whole expression of his countenance is :make it evident that she had been got rid of and takes up his abode at Denham Court with
one of great benevolence and intelligence, without ‘by violent means, probably by some one to his mother. Mrs. Wood is not much of a
the least approach to ﬁerceness; yet there is not whom her presence would prove hereafter a lawyer, and the reader who knows anything
wanting a look of profound astuteness, which would ‘reproach. The “tall man” seen by the boy about wills and property can only smile at
bespeak a more subtle temperament than that in the lane pointed a ﬁnger of suspicion at one her very romantic machinery. His future life
which he is generally believed to possess. There ‘ of the three youn men resident at Verner’s blighted-his prospects, his love, all gone,——
is at the same time a simplicity, and even a tender Pride; but it can he ﬁxed on no one in par the strength and sweetness of Lionel’s cha
ness, in his manner and address which is most cap . ticular; they all strenuously deny it, and are racter now shine forth.
Is Lucy Tempest
tivating; whilst his general bearing and attitude
insensible to his charms? She is a girl
are marked with dignity and composure. N o per~ ‘ eager to discover the perpetrator. A former
son of moderate observation could be engaged, ‘ rejected lover of Rachel's, called Luke Ray, whose inﬂuence sanctifies every home; pure,
even in a short conversation, with this remarkable the son of the bailiff, is the only known simple and natural, single-minded and true in
man, without being struck with the clear, silvery admirer she had; but he had left for London all she says or does; of rare beauty, and so
tone of his voice, and with the originality of his some days before the murder, preparatory to unselﬁsh that all who read the story of her
style.”
emigrating to Australia with John Massing struggles must feel the better for her bright
He describes, moreover, King Victor Em bird, who was to follow him in a few days. At example. Lionel turns to her in his misery,
manuel at the Opera and at home,-—especially 1the inquest, Robin Frost, Rachel's brother, and ﬁnds so much syrn nthy that to her alone he
ours out all his woes. ucy would not have been
registers a dark vow to leave no stone un
at dinner. Thus:
“During the whole of the dinner, which occu i turned by night or day till he shall have found liumun had she not become deeply attached to
pied more than an hour, the King did not even the murderer, and revcugcd his sister's blood. him. It is but one short step from comforter
remove the napkin from his plate. He neither} Two years elapse, and we ﬁnd Stephen Veruer to lover ; but few could sink their own future
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and wreck their hep iness in complete for
getfulness of self as s e does. Lionel begins
to feel how necessary this fair young creature
is to him; and, on more than one occasion,
bet-rays his feelings to her, and leads her to
hope that she may one day ﬁll Sybilla’s place.
Death now becomes busy with the owners
of Verner's Pride: Fred Massingbird dies
of fever three weeks after landing in Aus
tralia, and Mrs. Verner falls a victim to

apoplexy; so Lionel returns to his old inherit
ance, to the great joy of every one. He has not
been in possession many months, when a car
riage draws up one night, containing no less a
personage than Mrs. Frederick Massingbird,
and “ a lovely vision glided in, clothed in deep
mourning, with a shower of golden curls shad
ing her damask cheek.” Lionel’s heart, we
are informed, “leaped as if it would burst its
bounds”; and well it might, for she arrives

fancying Mrs. Verner still alive, and intending
to live with her. The knowledge of her death
makes no difference to her, and she persists in

asking Lionel to give her a home.

She will

not see the impropriety of it. She declines
going1 to her father’s house; and her beauty
and er helplessness and her misery completely
disarm him. What follows may be guessed.
Sybilla is enchanting as ever, and Lionel,
in an unguarded moment, swears to love
and protect her, and make her his wife. This
we cannot but think weak and unnaturaL
We can forgive Lionel for having had his
head turned once by so pretty a‘face, but
having seen somewhat of her true nature,
and having since had a vision of such true
womanhood as Lucy Tempest, we can feel
little pity on his thrusting his head again into
such a noose. And now a storm bursts. Lady
Verner's and Dccirna’s misery and disapproval,
his own consciousness about Lucy, and the
extravagance and heartlessness of his new wife
would have tried the patience of a saint, but
not of Lionel Verner, whose forbearance is most
exemplary, and we trust will teach a lesson to
many a sorely-tried husband who may read
this book.

We think ‘Verner’s Pride’ may be popular: it
has many merits, and some faults. It is too long
and detailed; and too many vicissitudes occur
to the actors in the story, even for this world
of change and chance. But the tone and prin
ciple are good, and the writing and dialogues
easy and unaffected, though some few ex res
sions will rather offend the car of fasti ious
readers. Many of the situations are dramatic;
and we may congratulate Mrs. Wood on the

ﬁrct that her fourth novel has not fallen off
from the promise of ‘East Lynne.’
A Diahrg'ue on the Best Form. of Government.
By Sir G. G. Lewis. (Parker, Son & Bourn.)
MONARCHY, aristocracy, democracy, never end
senseless squabble. Make an acrostic from this
sentence, and see what you get. Sir G. Lewis
would pronounce it a legitimate practical con
clusion: but not in so uncivil a way. He is
the fourth interlocutor-loqui mm laboral—and
is as polite as Scaavola in the ‘De Oratore.’ His
friends Monarchicus, Aristocraticus and Demo
cratious, keep ur‘lph the ball; and Crito, their
host, sums up.
ey, the wrangling three, are
earnest characters, but quiet; and the arguments
put into their mouths are intended to represent
those which have real force, and which are
only bad so far as those on the other side are

better.
It would be to little purpose to describe what
three sensible persons say about the three great
forms of government. The whole readsvery plea
santly in the hands of Sir G. Lewis, but would
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be dull in any form of description. There is no
attempt at drama : the characters are fac-srmrles
of each other with different opinions. There 1s
but one point on which our readers will expect
information. ‘What does the democrat sayto
the present state of the American republic?
He attributes it to the mixture of federal and
state elements. All the success has been owing
to democracy; the ﬁnal failure has been owing
to federalism. The monarchist of course holds
the very reverse.
The summing up, which is the author's own
share of the discussion, contains opinions to
which a vast number of thinkers will consent.
It is impossible to establish any best form of
government applicable to all communities.
(100d principles must be applied in different
ways to different materials. The monarchist
may rely on experience, and on the frequent

and never gets as far as surveying or naviga

canal which is to cut America into two islands: ‘

time presented to a living by the Bishop of

tion.

Journals and Con-e:
dence of Thomas Sedgo
wick Whalley,
.D., of Mendt'p Lodge,
Somerset. Edited, with a Memoir and Illus
trative Notes, by the Rev. Hill Wickham,
M.A. 2 vols. (Bentley)
AT the close of the last and at the commence
ment of the present century, Bath was inhabited
by families whose members gave a character to
and exercised at great inﬂuence over the locality.
They were all, in their various ways, remark
able. They were saints or sinners, dancers,
gamblers, play-goers, rhymers, hard drinkers, or
models of propriety; ill-featured or distinguished
for personal beauty. There was no middle
station in this society. You were Somebody or
failure of democracy; the aristocrat may vaunt Nobody; and it was not allowed to you to be
the theory of governing by an intelligent and Anybody you pleased. To one of the two
virtuous minority; the democrat may assume divisions you perforce belonged.
The Whalleys were emphatically of the
fraternity, liberty and equality, and all their
conse uences. But all three are to remember Somebody family. They came in with the Con
that t eir problem is not to establish this or queror, of course,—their great ancestor carryin
that, but to change this info that,——a. matter his standard at Hastings; and, later, a Genera
which involves the consideration of all the land a Judge of that name called cousins with
Oliver Cromwell. The family of Whalley in
habits and associations which actually exist.
For ourselves, we do not believe that any the time of the hero of these volumes were
theory of government will explain the British remarkable for their personal beauty, accom
constitution, or any other. We not only believe, plishments and virtues, in honour of which
with Sir G. Lewis, that the good or evil of a ithere is perhaps more incense thrown about
change depends on the habits of the people, but than the occasion warrants; although Hannah
we believe that the very overnment they live More said, in reference to one of the brothers,
under depends more on t eir own habits than that she had known many persons who appeared
on any forms: we except only the case in which to live ma/r Heaven, but only Mr. Richard
Whalley who seemed to live in Heaven.
a foreign force is the arm of power.
Our disposition, each one for himself, to mind
Thomas Whalley, having been trained to
his own business, except at intervals of relaxa
erform the duties of a profession whose office
tion, when every one governs the world, assi s it is to teach the way to that Heaven wherein
the future of Poland, and decides on the s ip Richard metaphorically dwelt,—he was in due
our power of grasping the meaning of liberty, Ely.
It was a rectory — Hagworthingham,
is being something different from the right to Lincolnshire,—and the Bishop stipulated that
down the
wrong
side:
ouraregreat
dislike,
tocc rpnending
holes
before
they
made:
our the newly-made Rector should never reside in it,
as the Lincolnshire fens would kill any gentle
power of making things do, in that most man but a native!
To hear was to obey; and the reverend gen
eflicacious of all ways, somehow or other:-—
are these things the causes or the consequences tleman retained the rectory and its emoluments
of our systemi If causes, how do we know that for half a century, without performing an
they would not have enabled us to convert a \hour’s duty in it. The duty was done by a
ﬁerce despotism into the wonder of the world, ‘curate. If he was a native, he held on for
without any formal cheeks? If consequences, awhile; if not, the fens killed him, and the
how is it that no attempt at imitation of our Rector had to send another man to the front,
institutions has had any effect in producing the i to meet and be subdued by the enemy whom
like i If partly one and partly the other, which ‘ the Bishop would not allow him to encounter
may be reasonably surmised, who shall explain himself. Mr. Wickham does not properly
fulﬁl his mission as editor by omitting to inform
to us the action and reaction of the process?
The great glory of the British constitution, . us who this exemplary bishop was. “’e will
as it now stands, is that it is a republic to every Isupply the omission by naming this careful
one who chooses that it shall be so. If any ' keeper, not of the sheep, but of the shepherds.
person willlet the monarchy and the aristocracy " It was Edmund Keene, who had formerly occu
alone, they will let him alone. The tax pied and enjoyed the see of Chester. He was
gatherer will call: but that, we
ess, may la. man who had the talent of “securing the
ha pen in a democratic republic.
he Queen : back stairs.” He took a living of 7001. a year
will occasionally send greeting, to desire our , from Sir Robert Walpole as the fee for many
republican’s attendance, under penalty, &c., to I ing one of that statesman‘s natural daughters;
give evidence in the complaint of, &c.: but !but after he was inducted, Mr. Keene would
this also is an incident of democrac . How do ihave nothing to do with the lady! To such
the writers on principles explain al this! Was old-world people and prelates does this book
there ever, in this world, any system except introduce us.
The Lincolnshire rector married a fortune,
our own, which kept every one, to the extent
which ours does, out of the way of feeling the and set up a rather s lendid home in the Cres
power of others? In the old United States, itis cent, at Bath; travel ed large] , wrote an exe~
notorious that the “ will of the people "—i. e. crable tragedy, penned Della vruscan poetry;
the neighbourhood——could not be resisted: in and a macaroni in his younger days, ctfeminate
England any one who chooses may, without and affected in his manners, ripened into a.
fear of any other person exceptas an individual hearty, hospitable old English gentleman; his
restrained by law, snap his ﬁngers at all around house being open to ahost of friends generally,
him. All our writers on government pass and to Mrs. Siddons in particular.
From the papers of such a man therewal
these things over, whether they desire to main
tain or to vary. Their system is all Euclid, sure to be gathered a harvest rich in illustrations
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of a past social life. Nevertheless, the volumes and the added crying sin of esteeming me.
carry with them one capital fault. There is too only Mrs. Cornwallis but my lord has a great dis
much of them. The “ twaddle” is superabun like to female friendships, and deems them romantic,
dant. Had Mr. Wickham fully comprehended and, where there is the least inequality of station,
the duties of an editor, he would have rejected highly improper. Always inspecting her letters,
correspondence between Clarissa and myself
all superﬂuous matter, and would thereby have regular
was precluded, and sometimes years have passed
produced one interesting and amusing volume, away without my either seeing or hearing from her.”
instead of two, the light and leasant materials
Miss Seward speaks of Clarissa’s desertion by
of which are encumbered by eavy and intoler
able nonsense akin to the registering of fools a lover, but not with strict correctness :
“I solemnly assure you not one of her many
and chronicling of small beer.
Among the romances of social history_illus sighs arises from disappointed love. The man who
deserted her on the eve of her purposed nuptials,
trated in these volumes, there is none, perhaps, never had her affections. Unexceptiomble in his
of more interest than that of Elizabeth Com person, and of
t wealth, his addresses were
wallis, daughter of James Bishop of Lichﬁeld, approved by her parents, when, a few years ago,
and subsequently Earl Cornwallis. The mother they were ﬁrst pressed upon her acceptance. No
of this hapless lady was the daughter of Gal prior attachment existing in her bosom, by the
fridus Mann, the brother of Walpole's friend, wretchedness of her domestic life, its utter and
Sir Horace Mann. In a letter from Miss Seward severe slavery respecting all her friendships, she
to Dr. Whalley, in 1803, we have this notice was induced to a reluctant acquiescence. She then,
of her “ Clarissa," as Miss Seward called her as she has since experienced, found it impossible to
school her heart into love for that young mnn—
young friend :—
“You have seen, you have conversed with my and, as I am informed from others, some libertine
indulgences on his part reaching her car, she clung
Clarissa, the by me much-beloved, the angelic, the
to them as a refuge, and pleaded them as a reason
persecuted. The instant I heard she was at Bath, for
retracting her consent. He went abroad for
I fervently wished that chance might throw you
some time, but on his return ‘re-pro
d himself.
together; assured, as I felt, that the attraction of
kindred minds would operate between you. It She was then in a terrible state 0 health. His
is necessa

to account whyv I never mentioned to

you that
had been honoured by the fervent
attachment of a young creature so highly amiable,
interesting, and accomplished, and whose mind was

May the Almighty comfort

and support her and you!

There are scattered details of the virulent
persecution this beautiful and accomplished
irl suffered at home. The fathei’s heart seems,
owever, to have warmed a little towards her,
as friends praised her beauty, her talents or
her tem r. She died, unmarried, in 1813, on
which t e livel ' old Piozzi says, “ Elizabeth
Cornwallis is end, the papers tell me, and
greatly shocked was I at hearing the news. It
was put in so oddly, too, my curiosity is raised
almost as much as m concern. What did she
die of7” After whic the old lady descants on
mutton-broth and turnips.
The Cornwallises were not exemplary pre
lates. He of the elder branch, who after hold
ing Lichﬁeld, succeeded Secker in Canterbury,
scandalized all good folk, from Queen Charlotte
to Lady Huntingdon, by the “ drums" which his
wife held at Lambeth Palace on Sundays. His
kinsman James, noticed above, was remarkable
for lookin after his own interests. With the
death of larissa’s brother, the last Earl, in
1852, the title became extinct, and her story is
one of a family that has died out.
The many portraits of contemporaries are
.
smartly
touched off. Mrs. Piozzi is the reverse
constancy of heart was pleaded against the youthful
inﬁdelity of his senses ; and the
'onate concern of lovely. Hannah More is pleasing; Johnson
he showed for her illness and danger, watching l is truthful, but not attractive. Here is a little
almost constantly by her couch, made that impres I sketch of Miss Seward’s father:
sion on her gratitude to which her heart was ' “ Her father was a minor canon of Lichﬁeld

so endowed and so noble: why, through the seven impregnable—her dearest brother and friend for Cathedral, and Mrs. Delany mentions having met
years which have ela
since ﬁrst I knew the par
ever lost-the victim of parental opposition to his ‘ him at Ragley, the seat of Lord Hartford, and calls
tial fervour of her attachment, I have reserved it
the un
ken and secret treasure of my soul.
Before we ever met, I heard that the bishop's only
daughter was a girl of pleasing and engaging

n.’ Horace Walpole has
worthy and unexceptionable choice; her situation [ him a ‘learned cle
at home more and more distressing, as time rolled E an amusing anecdote of the value he put upon his
on, and as ripened womanhood and blameless con i metrical compositions. He was travelling-tutor to
duct increased her right to the unrestrained power ' Lord Charles Fitzroy, who was taken dangerously
manners; that her mother, whose violent temper of choosing her own female friends; yet that right Eill at Genoa. Through the remedies applied by
and despicable avarice were talked of everywhere,
withheld with even augmented rigour! Thus she E the physician, the crisis appeared to have passed;
hated and tormented her; that she had had a
was again induced to try if a great and important and Mr. Seward went to his room, and began a
youthful and fond friendship for her beautiful
change of situation might not lessen her miseries, [complimentary ode to the Esculapius; but before
neighbour, Miss Turton, since Mrs. Plummer;
though her heart told her it could give her nothing i it was ﬁnished, a relapse took place, and the patient
that this attachment was prohibited at Harlow resembling
happiness; besides, her spirits, weak died. The tutor, however, was so well pleased with
Place as a crime and dis
6, and the lovely
ened by disease, seemed to lose the power of con the commencement of his poem that he ﬁnished it,
young friends were forcibly kept asunder."
tending with her destiny. Settlements were drawn, despite the failure in the moral of the tale."

Miss Seward thus narrates her ﬁrst interview equipages bespoke, and blended armorials engraven
Mrs. Siddons’s letters form a feature in these
with Clarissa :—
on them and on the plate. She continued extremely volumes. They are interesting, as they mingle
“ On the 22nd of July, in the year ‘96, while I
was packing up my clothes to go to Buxton the
next day, my maid came to tell me that the bishop
and Miss Clarissa were below stairs, waiting to see
me. It was a. few minutes ere I could go down to
them. They were in the large dining-room. On
opening the door, I saw the bishop in earnest con
versation with the person who has the care of his
affairs in this town, and Miss Clarissa, then only

seventeen years of age, standing before my picture,
with her hands folded, and in her whole light form
an air of tender enthusiasm, and interesting grace.

She turned towards me on my entrance, with such
a look of beaming and endearing kindness-but I
know that when you spoke of me with regard you

saw the fellow to it.

ill, with occasional ﬁts of delirium. In those situa
tions, her appointed husband often watched alone
by her couch. After having done so one day of
recurring delirium, the next morning he told my
lord that he had discovered it was not for his hap
piness to be united to Miss Clarissa; and every
thing was entirely and for ever broken off, to the
sincere satisfaction of the fair deserted, since the
nearer she had approached the immediable mar
riage bourn, the more strongly she felt the appre

hended guilt of plighting at the altar those vows
of love which her virgin heart refused to sanction,
and whose power to fulﬁl appeared to her more
than doubtful; therefore was she contented rather

to bear the ills she had, than to fly to others of

something of the freedom of thought and ex
pression of an older time, with the more reﬁned
manner which succeeded. Here is a sample of
a lady's letter to a gentleman in 1786 :—
“All is well over, my dear Mr. Whalley.

born the 26th of December; so you see I take the
earliest opportunity of relieving the anxiety, which

I know you and my dear Mrs. \Vhalley will feel
till you hear of me. My sweet boy is so like a
person of the Royal Family, that I am rather
afraid he'll bring me to disgrace; my sister jokingly
tells him she's sure ‘ my lady, his mother, has
played false with the Prince,’ and I must own he's
more like him than anybody else. I will just hint
to you that my father was at one time very like
the King, which a little saves my credit. I rejoice
that you are well, and have such pleasant society,

After civilities had passed

a new complexion, tinged with self-reproach: a

between the bishop and myself, he resumed his
earnest conversation with his agent, and left his

misery yet a stranger to the purest and sincerest
heart that ever beat in the human bosom. She

charming daughter at liberty to tell me, that my
writings had inspired her with the warmest predi

suspects that, in her wanderings of reason, she
but I wish to God you would return!
disclosed her deep-felt reluctance to those impend

lection in favour of their author; that it was the

first wish of her heart to become my friend, and
through life that I should consider her as such.

I

have another son, healthy and lovely as an angel,

I have no
news for you, except that the Prince is going to
ing nuptials, and hence her secret heart acquits the devote himself entirely to a Mrs. Fitzherbert, and
deserter of any crime towards her."
the whole world is in an uproar about it.

I know

Dr. Whalley’s own picture of the lady is thus very little of her history, more than that it is
agreed on all hands that she isa very ambitious and
her manners instantly changed from ‘the warmth drawn, in 1804:
“ Our enchanting friend's letter would have clever woman, and that ‘all good seeming by her
of conﬁdence and friendship to a reserved polite
made, as we found on weighing it, my former revolt will be thought put on for villany,’ for she
ness ; and I perfectly understood the reason."
‘frank ’ over-weight, therefore I shall enclose it in was thought an example of propriety. I hear, too,
The meetings of the two friends were few another free cover, with my epitaphs ; it will irra that the Duchess of Devonshire is to take her by
vand far between; but at one of them, says diate their gloom. I have taken leave, though not the hand, and to give her the ﬁrst dinner when the
Miss Seward,—
(I trust in God!) a last leave, of one of the most preliminaries are settled; for it seems everything
“ I then learnt from dear Clarissa the long and charming, noble-minded, and interesting women goes on with the utmost formality; provision made
severe maternal tyranny which had blighted all the that ever existed. Our hearts, through her, will for children, and so on. Some people rejoice and
joys of her youth; every wish studiously thwarted ; be linked together with new strength and ardour. some mourn at this event.. I have not heard what

On the bishop turning his attention towards us,

hourly insulted for those talents, those sentiments,
and those pursuits which form all the superiority

What a fate is hers ! To be treated with indiffer his mother says to it. The Royal Family have been
ence where she should be cherished as the life-blood nearly all ill, but are now recovering, and they
and glory of her character; her charities, her dis that warms the heart ; and with obloquy an'd
aciously intend to command me to play in ‘ The
interestedness, her contempt for the pageantries of harshness by a mother, who, if she had any proper
8y to Keep Him,’ the ﬁrst night I perform.
society, her love of books and literary retirement, feeling or principle, ought to doat on and be proud Theyare gracious to me beyond measure on all
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occasions, and take all opportunities to show the midst of the high civilization of modern Europe, ‘during which he
courageously tlzgbours of
world that they are so. How good and considerate robbery and murder should have been reduced the association without sharing in their profits.
is this: they know what a sanction their counte to an organized system, and that a secret He generally belonged to a Camorrista who en
nance is, and they are amiable beyond description. societ should have exercised a power in the trusted to him all his affairs, and gave him, for
Since my conﬁnement, I have received the kindest
occasionally, a few grains. To the picciotto
Two icilies which deﬁed all the ingenuity of charity,
were assigned the enterprises the most dangerous
messages from them ; they made me of consequence
the Government to detect or its power to sup and fatiguing, and he was always preferred for
enough to desire I won’t think of playing till I feel
press. Yet such has been the case. Every one deeds of blood. " ‘ ‘Vhsn an assassination was
quite strong, and a thousand more kind things.”
intimately acquainted with the affairs of Naples
There was not a more astute woman living knew it, and no one dared to opp ose it. One of ordered, all the picciotti offered to commit it; and
than Sarah, and well did she know how to flat its mildest phases is exhibited in the following when completed, all assumed the responsibility of
and endeavoured to be arrested instead of the
ter her patrons, from Kin George down to words: “The forei er, or even the Italian, who it
guilty one. In order not to create jealousy, it was
Dr. Whalley. Altogether, er letters do not until lately lande in Naples, was often sur determined by drawing lots who should have the
tend to raise the old estimation of her character, prised, on putting his foot on shore, at seeing a honour of committing a crime, and who should
but then she often writes verbosely about mere robust-looking man approach the sailor and expiate it. The picciotto, favoured by fortune,
nothings, which were im ortant in her sight as secretly receive from him one or two grains. gained sometimes ten years, sometimes twenty

having reference to Dr. halley, who, though If the traveller cared to ask who was this col
he stands in the foreground, is not the most lector, better dressed than the rest of the crowd,
im rtant personage in this work. When Mrs. generally covered with rings and jewelry, who
Si dons had something to say, she said it well presented himself like a master, and without a
enough. Witness the account of her ﬁrst ap word divided the price of the passage with the
rance in Ireland, in 1783:—
poor sailor,—he was answered, it is the Cnmor
"\Ve arrived in Dublin the 16th of June, half
twelvs at night. There is not a tavern or a rista. The foreigner, oh arriving at his hotel,
ouse of any kind in this capital city of a rising preceded by a facchirw with his baggage, ordi
kingdom, as they call themselves, that will take a narily discovered a second collector equally
woman in; and do you know I was obliged, after mysterious and taciturn, who received a few
being shut up in the Custom-house officer's room, grains from the facchino. If there were two
to have the things examined, which room was more facchini, each deposited a copper in the hand
like a dungeon than anything else,——after staying of the imperious unknown. And if the foreign
here above an hour and a half, I tell you I was er, after observing this second contribution,
obliged, sick and weary as I was, to wander about persisted in asking who the collector was, he

years in irons ; but he became a Carnorrista.”
The prisons were, and, we may add, still
are, the principal centres of the Camorra; and
here, intermingled with religion in its grosscst
and most superstitious forms, were often per
petrated the most ferocious acts. Take one
as a specimen, which was related by the
man himself. It happened one day that a
Calabrian priest, having been imprisoned
for some
affair of till’llantry,
on
his entering
risenwas
by approached
a Camor

the morning, raining, too, as if heaven and earth
were coming together.
A pretty beginning!

The traveller leaves his hotel and enters a

not be so ﬁerce if I had arms about me.”—

thought I; but these people are a thousand years carriage. No sooner has he mounted, than a
behind us in every respect. At length Mr. Brere third individual starts up before the driver, who
ton, whose father had provided a bed for him on with deference puts a grain in his hand. Is
his arrival, ventured to say he would insist on this man too a Camorrista'l asks the traveller,
having a bed for us at the house where he was to more and more surprised at ever ﬁnding at
sleep. Well, we got to this place, and the lady of his heels individuals who do nothing for him,
the house vouchsafed, aﬂer many times telling us and receive a portion of whatever he ays. And
that she never took in ladies, to say we should the driver answers sadly: it is the amorrista.
deep there that night. I never was so wearied And if the stranger is not one of the tra
and so disgusted in my life. The city of Dublin is vellers who believe that they know Naples
a sink of ﬁlthiness; the ncisome smells, and the after having seen the Museum, Vesuvius and
multitudes of shocking and most miserable objects,
Pompeii; if, taking note of men, he endeavours
made me resolve never to stir out but to my busi
ness. I like not the people either; they are all to study them in their daily life, at every step in
ostentation and insincerity, and in their ideas of the poor quarters of the city, at the railway
finery very like the French, but not so cleanly; stations, at the gates, in the markets and in the
and they not only speak but think coarsely. This taverns, he will meet the implacable bravo, who,
is in conﬁdence; therefore, your ﬁngers on your with a ferocious eye and uplifted head, and wear
lips, I pray. They are tenacious of their country ing wide trousers, mixes in all the affairs and
to a degree of folly that is very laughable, and pleasures of the poor, especially their vicious
would call me the blackest of in
tea were they pleasures and equivocal transactions.
The
to know my sentiments of them. I have got a writer then proceeds to examine what the
thousand pounds among them this summer. I Camorra is, and what is its organization, and
always acknowledge myself obliged to them, but I incidentally shows how much the evil was
cannot love them. I know but one among them promoted by a bad and negligent Govern
that can in any degree atone for the barber-ism of
the rest, who thinks there are other means of ex ment. The infant beggar unprovided with
pressing esteem besides forcing people to eat and instruction became the little vagabond, the
to drink, the doing which to a most offensive thief on a small scale, and some fair day
awoke in prison. If a coward, he was thrown
degree they call Irish hospitality.”
Although we have spoken of‘ these volumes aside; if courageous, he aspired to and ob
as being too bulky, the reader will part with tained the honour of being associated with the
them in good humour, for they contribute much Camorra. Before attaining, however, to the
that is valuable to the neral history,—social, height of his ambition, he had to undergo many
dramatic, political, an religious,—of the last trials and pass through several gradations. The
quarter of the past, and the ﬁrst quarter of the Camorra was, therefore, respected and venerated
in times when the right of the strongest only
present century.
was admitted :—

“ There is no diﬂiculty,” replied his companion,
touched in his honour, and immediatel he
went to the next room, where he aske his
superior for two knives. It is necessary to say
that in all prisons the society had a deposit
of arms, so well concealed that the gaolers and.

rista. The priest coud not give a grain
towards the oil for the lamp of the Madonna
because he had no money. The Camon'ista
then became irritated, and raised his stick.
the streets on foot (for the coaches and chairs had was answered in the same words: it is the ‘“ Ah! " exclaimed the priest, who was a Cala
all gone off the stands) till almost two o'clock in Camorrista.”
brian, and therefore courageous, “you would

“To become pfcciotto di sgarro, the noviciate

La Oamorra: Not'irie Slon'che. Raccolte e
Documentate er cura di Marco Monnier.
(Florence, Bar era.)
Tun Camorra of Naples which, like cancer in
the human frame, has for years been preying
on the social body of the country, and so ping
in secret its vital energies, has since the
vo
lution been disclosed to the world in all its
loathsomeness, and never since the Middle
Ages has the existence of so terrible an associa

tion been brought to light. It is diﬁicult to
imagine that in the nineteenth century, in the

superiors never discovered it. This deposit
was called the pianfa, and was alwa s under
the custody and the command of t e chief.

The members applied to him for knives when
they had need of them, never carrying them in
prison, for fear of being visited and de rived
of them. The Camorrista then return with
two knives exactly alike; offered one to the
priest, and placed himself in an attitude of
defence. We have said that the priest was a
Calabrian, and, therefore he was the more
dextrous, and killed his versary Then only

was he surprised by fear, because he felt him
self doubly threatened, by the rigour of justice

and the vengeance of the sect, and believed
himself to be under a double sentence of death.
To his great wonder, however, he escaped both
dangers. Not only did the secret power mystify
the matter, perha s not to compromise itself
but the priest on lying down found in his bed
a quantity of money; it was his ortion of the
baratfolo, which had been distri uted to him
as a new brother. From that day he received
it weekly during the term of his punishment!
On the entrance of Garibaldi into Naples this
man was liberated, and, having been intro
duced to some English gentlemen as a liberal
priest, told the anecdote.

Such facts were of daily and hourly occur
rence only a year since, and though an energetic
Government has done much to destroy the evil,

must give proof of devotion and courage; he must it still exists, and must exist until Southern
show that he can keep a secret and does not fear Italy is regenerated, and law is executed and
the knife. " ' He offered himself to execute a justice believed in. Persons in our own country
sanguinary decree of the society, either to cut the who are unacquainted with the real difficulties
face or, if necessary, to kill a man. \Vhen he was which beset the honest reformer at every step,
not ordered either to assassinate or gash the face, are too apt to pratc about the state ofthe prisons,
the candidate underwent the trial of the tirata,
which consisted in drawing the knife against a and complain of the little which has been done.
picciotlo already received and drawn by lot. ' " Let them read the interesting book of Marco
On the ﬁrst blood spilt, the combatants embraced Monnier. VictorEmanuelhasundertaken awork
one another. and the candidate was received as a which the Bourbons never dared, and, perhaps,
novice. " ' The picciotto underwent a novitiate of never cared to undertake. An immoral govern
two, three, and sometimes six and eight years, ment often employed the Camorra, but under
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‘the new rv'gime no quarter has been given to it,
and efforts have been made to extirpate a sect
which has spread its ramiﬁcations throughout
the whole of Southern Italy, and which ren
ders impossible all social progress. The book
describes the internal organization of Camorra
-—the Camorra in the prison—Homicidal Ca
morra——the Camorra in the Piam—0rigin of
Camorra-Social and political causes of Camorra
-—its repression. Signor Marco Monnier is the
author of ‘ L’Italie, est-elle la Torre des Morts l’
and of ‘ Notizie Storiche Documentate sul Bri
gantaggio
which are full
nelleof Provincie
interest and
Napolitane,‘—works
which have gained

for the writer a considerable reputation.

‘

‘

‘
1

ATHENABUM

was reserved for Mr. Ricardo, carrying out the
hints of some previous writers, to show the
fallacy of this view. In the Ricardian theory,
rent is simply a sign of the scarcity of the best
land, compared with the wants of the po ula
tion. If the best land were inﬁnitely abun ant,
rent would not exist. In this case, according
to the doctrine of Adam Smith, nature must
be regarded as having ceased to labour for
man, and the world as impoverished. The
Ricardian doctrine, on the contrary, would
regard such a case as highly desirable, and as
causing no diminution in the services of nature,
but only as destroying the landlord’s rent, or
share in the produce. Hence Mr. Ricardo
describes the interest of the landlord as opposed
to the interest of the consumer; by which he
meant that it is beneficial to the landlord that
good land should be scarce and rents high;,‘
while it is equally desirable for the consumer
that the very contrary should be the case.
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cheaper, the only practical question for the con
sumer,—a fact which would seem to show that
the benefits really arising from the progress of
agricultural science have fallen entirely to the

share of the landlords. These misconceptions
of thc Ricardian doctrine have been so often.
answered by previous writers that it is dis-1
heartening to ﬁnd them stamped with an

authority so hi h as that of the author of the
‘History of the nductive Sciences.’
The Constitutimml History of England since the
Accession of George the Third, 1760-1860.
By Thomas Erskine May, C.B. Vol. II.

(Longman & Co.)

Mr. May's History commences at the accession
Six Leclm‘es on Political Ecmwmy, delivered at
of George the Third: not because that eriod
Cambridge in Michaelmas Term, 1861. By 1
presents any natural boundary in our (gonsti
W. Whewell, D.D. (Cambridge, Printed at
tutional History, but because that is the time
the University Press.)
’,
at which Mr. Hallam’s History terminates. The
INVITED, as Dr. Whewell states, “by one of
The objection to this statement, which Dr. ' present work is not, in form at least, a. con
the wisest and best fathers who ever lived,” to Whewell adopts from Prof. Jones, is simply,‘j tinuation of Hallam’s ‘Constitutional History.’
deliver a short course of lectures on Political that rents may increase “ by the improvement ‘ The arrangement is different; for Mr. May,
Economy to the Prince of Wales, the Master of methods of culture, and that the increase of' instead of giving a strictly chronological his
of Trinity publishes the results with an acknow produce and of rents in England has arisen‘ tory, or dividing his narrative according to
ledgment—we trust something more than a from such improvement much more than from .the reigns in which the events occurred,
courtly compliment-of the intelligence arrdj the extension of culture to worse soils.” Hence ‘ takes up the subject of each institution
punctuality of his royal pupil. Dr. Whewell Dr. Whewell asserts that the interest of the‘ separately, and pursues every inquiry through
disclaims all originality in their composition landlord is not opposed to that of the consumers the entire century. Considering the large and
beyond that of selecting the best passages of ' of produce. Mr. Ricardo, however, never sup complex nature of the subject treated, we
writers of acknowledged authority, and weigh posed that a rise of rents might not, for a period think that this arrangement is the most con
ing them against one another. The execution more or less considerable, be more than coun venient that could be adopted. It certainly
of this plan, however, is somewhat meagre, and terbalanced by improvements in agriculture. conduces to the clearncss of the work, and, by
the Lectures cannot be regarded as giving even ‘ He merely contended for the truth, that rent riveting the mind on one branch of the inquieay
a. satisfactory outline of the principles of the‘ is not in itself a desirable thing from the con- ‘ at one time, until the subject is exhaust ,.
science. Dr. Whewell quotes from Adam Smith sumer’s point of view, because whatever may enables the reader to follow the historian with
the celebrated distinction between water which be the progress of agriculture it indicates that greater ease, and to retain a. more vivid reedhas value in use and none in exchange, and the best land is insuﬁicient for the production l lection of the narrative. This arrangement
the diamond, which has “ scarce any value in of the food required to support the population. would, in some cases, render the work less easy
use,” without any warning of the important The doctrine of Ricardo is not that the neces of consultation as a. book of reference; but any
error which it is now acknowledged to contain; . sity for the cultivation of inferior lands, or, what diﬁiculty on this point is obviated by a full
and, in quoting again from Smith the well is the same thing, for a further application of and carefully-prepared index to each volume,
known distinction between a mere desire and capital to the same lands with a diminished in addition to copious tables of the contents.
The ﬁrst volume comprised the history of the
an “effectual demand,” omits to direct the‘ return, is the sole cause, but only that it is the
student’s attention to Mr. Mill’s exposition of 1 immediate cause of rent. Mr. Ricardo’s words prerogatives, inﬂuence, and revenues of the
the equation of demand and supply, by which (‘ On the Principles of Political Economy,’ 2nd 1 Crown ; and of the constitution, powers, func
the obscurity in which this portion of the edition, p. 517) are “ Both the improvement in ‘ tions and political relations of the two Houses
fundamental principles of Political Economy‘ agriculture and the superior fertility will give ‘ of Parliament. The second volume gives th;
had hitherto been involved was, for the ﬁrst to the land a capability of bearing, at some history of Party—of the press and liberty 0
time, cleared away.
future period, a higher rent, because with the opinion—0f liberty of the subject—of the
As in his introduction to the “ Remains" of same price of food there will be a great addi , Church and religious liberty—of local govern
the late Prof. Jones, reviewed in the Athena-um tional quantity; but till the increase of opula- ‘ ment—and of Ireland and the British depen
some years ago, Dr. Whewell again combats‘ tion in the same proportion the additional dencies.
‘
the doctrine of rent as developed by Mr. quantity of food would not be required, and
It is not necessary here to insist upon the
Ricardo, and adopted by most economists of :therefore rents would be lowered and not‘ extent or importance of the changes which
eminence since his time. This, indeed, forms ‘ raised.”
have been wrought, in almost every one of the
the rincipal feature in the Lectures. Previously
From this and many other assages in Mr. . institutions which are comprised in this work,
icardo, economical writers had generally. Ricardo’s work it is evident t at he was well . during the last century. We have, even in our
to
concurred in regarding the land as possessed of aware that, although rents may temporarily fall own day, seen many of those peaceful revolu
some attributes for creating wealth peculiar‘ in consequence of an increase in the gross pro tions which appear to be peculiar to the Engto itself. The French writers of the school of duce caused by improvements in agriculture, lish constitution, and which have ﬁlled the
Quesney treated it as the source of all wealth, 5 that increase may afterwards he shared both by -minds of the few remaining politicians of the
regarding every other labour save agricultural landlords and consumers; nor does Mr. Stuart Eldon school with so much horror. \Ve have
as unproductive. Traces of this notion may Mill, the most eminent of the disciples of \ seen the country ruined by a Reform Bill, the
be found in Adam Smith’s observation, that no Ricardo, overlook the important influences of = Parliament unchristianized by the admission of
equal quantity of labour employed in manu agricultural improvements in retarding the ‘ the Jcws, and the whole character of the lower
factures can ever be so remunerative as that operation of the economical law of rent.
classes destroyed by spreading among them
which is employed in agriculture, because the
How far the large increase in the gross pro that education and intelligence which were
latter industry pays not only the farmer’s 1 duce from our agricultural industry is due to intended by Heaven for the upper classes only.
labour with a return for his capital, but also a improved methods, and how far to costly sacri- 4 Strange to say, these terrible forebodings have
surplus in the shape of rent-which he also ﬁces of capital, in the fruits of which landlords not been realized. The House of Commons,
describes as representing “ the work of nature, ‘. cannot be expected to share, Dr. Whewell does though somewhat more independent than of
which remains after deducting or compensating not attempt to conjecture; nor, indeed, does = old, still respects the authority of its Speaker,
everything which can be regarded as the work he, in comparing the advantages of their posi- \ and has laboured in its vocation in a manner
of man.” On this view, rent was a positive tion with that of other classes, even distinguish which has transformed that which was once
blessing to the human race; and it might rea- ‘ between these two causes of increase, apparently characterized as “ the pleasantest club in Lon
sonably be inferred that it could not be too thinking it suﬁicient for the consolation of con don” into a scene of activity brrt ill adapted
high for the general welfare. In fact, the higher sumers that their proportion of the gross pro for any but earnest men, of good constitutions
it was the greater was the measure of that gra duce is greater than it was. But while the and active habits. The Jews have not yet
tuitous service of nature which theorists of this increase of rents is certain, it will hardly be purchased the majority of the seats in the
school regarded with so much satisfaction. It contended that agricultural produce is any British House of Commons; while the spread
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of education and intelligence amongst the
working classes has produced a novelty in our
history. We have seen a time of almost un
examplcd distress, affecting principally the
most thickly-populated districts, passing over
without riot, without clamour, without that
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abandons, and to leave to others a task which his

own party allegiance forbids him to attempt."

The author’s remarks upon the effect of age

upon arty opinions have much truth in them,
thong we certainly know some sturdy old
Radicals who, we believe, would belong to that
increase of crime which, on former occasions party though they lived to the age of Methu
of the like nature, has aggravated the distress selah
“ A moral cause has further favoured the interest
of the people.
Mr. Erskine May is a man of liberal prin of the Conservatives. Conservatism is the normal
ciples, and is impressed with the conviction state of most minds after ﬁfty years of age.-—result
that the development of opular liberties ing not so much from experience and philosophy,
as from the natural temperament of age. The
during the century which ‘ History em results of a life have then been attained. The rich
braces, has been safe and beneﬁcial. He and prosperous man thinks it a very good world
tells us in his preface that, had be viewed that we live in, and fears lest any change should
this development with distrust and despon spoil it. The man who has struggled on with less
dency, this book would not have been written. success, begins to weary of further efforts. Having

It could not indeed have been written with

done his best to very little purpose, he calmly leaves

the force and freshness with which it now
comes to us, except by one who fully up roved
of the main course of the events which e nar
rated. But, while Mr. May does not affect to
conceal the liberality of his views, yet is he
upon the whole a singularly fair historian. He
is fair in his statement of facts, and in relating
the
ments on one side and the other
by which measures have been supported or
opposed. He invariably avoids entering the
field of party politics; and where a question is

the world to take care of itself. And to men of
this conserve-ﬁve age belongs the great bulk of the

.still unsettled-as that of Church-rates—-he

confines himself so scrupulously to the func
tions of the historian, that his own opinion as
to the best solution of the difiiculty does not
appear.
The present volume is no less interesting
than the ﬁrst. The history of arties is traced
with a copioueuess of knowle ge and a clear
ness of statement, which, notwithstanding that
the subject has been much canvassed of late

years, will be admitted by all candid students
of our history to supply much that was before
wanting in our information, and to deﬁne much
that was before indistinct. In his view of the
importance of party, Mr. May does not differ
from those who have so often discussed it.
He regards it as an agency inseparable from
Parliamentary Government, exercising for good
or for evil the greatest inﬂuence upon the poli
tical destinies of the country. Indeed, by
allowing it a separate place in this History
he
izes it as a part of the constitution.
With reference to the conduct of Sir Robert
Peel when, in 1829, he passed the Bill for the
relief of the Catholics, and when, in 1846, he
abandoned the policy of protection, Mr. May
has the following remarks, which illustmte his
views of the duty of a leader to his party :—

property of the country."

I

-

Having traced political1vparties through their
various phases until, as
r. May truly states,
their differences are rather in their sympathies
and wishes than in their policy or professions,
the one party being desirous of leading public
opinion in the course of liberty and progress,
the other unwillingly following this opinion

history of Parties, because we think that a
better idea of the author’s style and mode of
thought may be lllllfﬂl'ted. by so doing, than b
passm shortly a
discursively (as we nee
rnust o if at all) over the whole range of sub
jects comprised in this volume. The chapters
which follow are, however, not a whit less in
teresting than that upon Parties; indeed to
very many the History of the Church of Eng
land will be the most attractive in the volume,
embracing as it does a most important art
of the history of the National Church. ft is
written with great ability, and, strange as it

may appear where religion is the subject, with
no spite to any party. The year 1760 found
the clergy in a cozy slumber; they were rude]
awakened by the activity of Wesley, Whiteﬁel ,
and their followers, but it was some forty or
ﬁfty years before they were thoroughly awa
kened to a sense of their responsibilities. In
the mean time the population had increased to
an extent which deﬁed, and still deﬁes, the joint
energies of the Church and of dissenters. The
last forty or ﬁfty years have been years of
honest activity. Our legislature has done
much by encouragement of church-building,
enforcing residence of clergy, and the commu
tation of tithes. But the principal hope for

with an occasional sigh for the “ good old the future is to be

thered from the increased

times,” the author sums up and balances the activity and zeal o the clergy, who, notwith
beneﬁts and disadvantages of Party in this standing that their usefulness has been occa
manner:—
sionally marred by suspicions engendered by
"In the history of parties, there is much to the I(l2xtragladganches and eccentricities of some
deplore and condemn; but more to approve and of t eir
y, ave worked to ood urpose
to commend. ‘Ve observe the evil passions of our in the mighty work which is befoge thehi.
nature aroused,—‘ envy, hatred, malice, and all
In the History of the Church of Scotland
uncharitableness.’ We see the foremost of our
will be found a very careful account of the pro
fellow-countrymen contending with ‘the bitterness
of foreign enemies,—reviling each other with cruel longed struggle which terminated in the seces
words,—misjudging the conduct of eminent states sion of the Free Church.
In a short concluding chapter, Mr. Erskine
men, and pursuing them with vindictive animosity.
We see the whole nation stirred with sentiments May takes a rapid view of the progress of
of anger and hostility. We ﬁnd factions violence general legislation during the past century,
overcoming patriotism; and ambition and self-in~ and of the social condition of the people, in
terest prevailing overthe highest obligations to the which survey he perceives but one object which
state. We reﬂect that party rule excludes one half is not of an agreeable character, namely, “ the
of our statesmen from the service of their country,
formidable an continuous increase of expendi
and condemns them,—however wise and capable,—
ture.”
to comparative obscurity and neglect. We grieve
This History is, in our opinion, worthy
that the ﬁrst minds of every age should have been
occupied in collision and angry conﬂict, instead of of a place beside the great work of Hallam.
labouring together for the common weal. But, on We recognize in it the some careful and con
the other side, we ﬁnd that government without scientious industry which characterizes the

party is absolutism,—that rulers, without opposi

elder historian, and almost the same judicial

tion, may be despots.
We acknowledge, with fairness; while in the matter of style the
gratitude, that we owe to party must of our rights superiority is, perhaps, with -Mr. May.

and liberties.

We recognise in the ﬁerce conten

tions of our ancestors, theconﬂict of great principles,
and the final triumph of freedom. We glory in the
A lVeIcome: Original Contributions in Poetry
“ Men of all parties, whether approving or con eloquence and noble sentiments which the rivalry
and Prose. (FaithfulL)
demning the measures of 1829 and 1846, agreed of contending statesmen has inspired. Vi'e admire
that Sir Robert Peel's conduct could not be justi the courage with which power has been resisted; Nuptiol Ode. By W. E. Aytoun. (Blackwood
ﬁed upon any of the conventional principles of and the manly resolution and persistence by which
& Sons.)
arty ethics. The relations between a leader and popular rights have been established. We observe As loud a note of preparation has sounded
' followers are those of mutual conﬁdence. His that, while the undue influence of the crown has through this land, to greet our latest Danish
talents give them union and force: their numbers been restrained, democracy has been also held in
invest him with political power. They tender, and check. We exult in the ﬁnal success of men who Conquest, as ever roused the people to make

we admire the ready when the war-ships of the Norsemen
were hovering round our coasts, and the Norse
powers were surging in, wave after wave, from

he accepts the trust, because he shares and repre

have suffered in a good cause.

sents their sentiments.
Viewing aﬂ'airs from
higher ground, he may persuade them to modify
or renounce their opinions, in the interests of the
State: but, without their concurrence, he has no

generous friendships, ﬁdelity, and self-sacrifice,—
akin to loyalty and patriotism.—which the honour
able sentiments of party have called forth. We
perceive that an opposition may often serve the
country far better than a. ministry ; and that where
its principles are right, they will prevail. By argu

right to use for one purpose, that power which
they have entrusted to him for another. He has
received a limited authority, which he may not
exceed without further instructions. If, contrary
to the judgment of his party, he believes the public
welfare to demand an entire change of policy, it is
not for him to carry it out. He cannot, indeed, be
called upon to conceal or disavow his own opinions ;

but he is no longer entitled to lead the forces
entrusted to his command,—still less to seek the
aid of the enemy. Elected chief of a free republic,
' —not its dictator,——it becomes his duty, honour
ably and in good faith, to retire from his position,

with as little injnryas may be to the cause he

ment and discussion truth is discovered, public
opinion is expressed, and a free people are trained
to self-government. we feel that party is essential
to representative institutions.
Every interest.
principle, opinion, theory and sentiment, ﬁnd
expression. The majority governs; but the mino
rity is never without sympathy, representation
and hope. Such being the two opposite aspects of
party, who can doubt that good predominates over
evil? Who can fail to recognize in party the very

life-blood of freedom?"
We have dwelt at some length upon this

sea, to seek an entrance at our water-

tea.

Amidst all the sound of hammers, an the
thunder of cannon, the clangour of a thousand
steeples, in full jubilant cry, and the welcoming
cheer of all London,—we have the Minstrels
making their music in a softer voice, but all
alive and merry.
“"ithout being in full force, our singers muster
n goodly show, and sing their stmins and wear
their bridal favours becomingly. We find little
in these three hundred
s of “Welcome”
that can be called powerful, or much to the
purpose; but there is some tender thought;
some true and deep feeling; frequently a melo
dious expression that matches the theme.

a’
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Mr. Edwin Arnold drops the ﬁrst ﬂower in enough if bound down to dance in fetters.
Mrs. S. C. Hall will raise a smile with her
the princely path :
Mr. A. Trollope
Princess! week is one voice in the throng and clamour of glimpse of Irish character.
voices
1s entertaining and attractive, as usual, in
Poor one ﬂo'werin the rain of the roses that shower thy
his sketch of Miss Ophelia Gledd, an Ame
footsteps,
Faint one prayer in the anthem of litanlea uttered to bless rican lady, and his speculation as to whe
thee;
ther she will be received in London as a
Yet to thy young fair face we make this manifold wing,
lady. Possibly he may show us in some
0n thy path to the altar we lay this many-learn! b
,
Blossom of humble ho , of timorous labours the token-—
future pages. .Ir. Maurice prints some words
Unto the God of the all?!‘ we lift our blessing together,
We-of the men whose fathers encountered thy famers which have been spoken to his classes of
workers and learners. M. Louis Blanc gives
with battle,
We-of the women whose mothers turned pain at the us a pleasant gossip on Gibbon and Hume in
galleys of Denmark,
_
Frederica
Heralds of happiness now-sea-birds that bring from the Paris, written in excellent English.
Norland
Rowan tells a Norse legcnda tale, and the
Unto our Prince his Bride-to England omens of gladneas.
manner and matter are wort listening to.
Mr. Dobell’s poem on maidenhood, called Amongst the pieces that do not properly belong
“Love,” addressed to a little girl, is full of to the “ Welcome " is a. tender and touching
stray beauties, lurking sprites of fancy, and little poem called ‘ The Children’s Heaven,’ by
sweet subtleties. For example :
Mr. MacDonald. Also we ﬁnd the following
Ah, dear and fair,
brief lloping ballad, by Prof. Kingsley, enti
Lo the dazzling east, and lo,
tled ‘ The Knight’s Leap,’ a legend of Altcnahr.
Some one tall against the sky
Coming, coming, like a god,
In the rising morn!
And when the lengthening days whose light we never saw
Have melted his sweet awe,
And thy fond fear is like a little hare,
Large-eyed and passionately’ afraid,
That peepeth from the covert of her rest
Into the narrow gladc
Between two woods, and doth a moment dare
The sunshine, and leap back; yet forth will fare
Again, and each time ventures further from the nest,
Till, having past the midst ere she be ‘were,
Bold with fear to be so much contest
She flees across the sun into the other shade;
Flees as thou didst so coyly draw
Near him and nearer, and art trembling there
Midway twixt giving all and nought,
In a moment, at a thought,
Baahful to panic hidest on his breast.

" So the foemen have fired the gate, men of mine ;
And the water is spent and gone‘!
Then bring me a cup of the red Ahr-wine—
I never shall drin but this one.
" And reach me my harness, and saddle my horse,
And lead him me round to the door:
He must take such a leap to-night perforce
As horse never took before.
“ I have fought my light, I have lived my life,
I have drank my share of wine;
From Trier to (Join there was never a knight
Led a merrier life than mine.
"I have lived by the saddle for years two score;
And if I must die on tree
Why the old saddle-tree, which has borne me of yore,
Is the properest timber for me.
“ So now to show bishop, and burgher, and priest,
How the Altenahr hawk can die:
If they smoke the old falcon out of his nest,
He must take to his wings and fly."
He harnessed himself by the clear moonshine,
And he mounted his horse at the door;
And be drained such a cup of the rod Ahr-wlne
As man never drained before.
He spurred the old horse, and he held him tight,
And he leapt him out over the wall;
Out over the cliff’, out into the night,
Three hundred feet of fall.
They found him next morning below in the glen,
with never a bone in him wh0lo—
A mass or a pre or now, good gentlemen,
For such a ho d rider's soul.

As usual, Mr. Dobell hides a great deal of
his poetry so cunningly that only a. few will
ﬁnd it. He lets the grass grow too lush and
tell about the jewelly dewdrops. A rough
seeking hand will often dash aside the grass
impatiently, and in doing so destroy the little
tremulous em.
To our t ' king, the lady contributors bring
the choicest gifts, and oifer the best poetry.
This is appropriate for a book thus printed and
published. Miss Rossetti and Miss Isa Craig
again head the sisterhood, which here numbers
The “Welcome” is admirably printed, sump
more than nine. We give preference to Miss
Craig's poem, not because it is the more beau tuously apparelled, and deserves another wel
tiful of the two, but because it is briefer and come in its turn-\Ve note that the Publishing
Oﬂice of Miss Faithfull is now in Princes Street,
more to the point.
Hanover Square-a sign, we trust, that the
In all green places where ye blow,
Tenderest thoughts of God that grow,
VVomen-Printers are ﬂourishing bravely.
Violets! March violets!
,
Mr. Aytoun, in one pithy verse, has charac
Hidden hearts that lying low,
'
terized the other three hundred and ninety-nine
sweeten all about you so,
Violetal March violets l
lines of his Ode,—
The love of youth is in your breath,
Love of youth more strong than death,
Violets! March violets!
Gathered in the greening giade,
And on lips of promise laid,
Violets i March violetsl
Other sweetness too ye take,
Often kept for saddest sake
Kcpt for soft'ning old regrets:
To hearts throbbing ye are prest,
Ye are laid on hearts at rest,
Violets ! March violets!
To the bride her foot who sets
0n England with the violets,
Violets l March violets i
For her youth and for her love—
All her royalties above :
A wrsnconn with the violets.
Wnnconrnl and as, year by car,
We hail thy time of coming ere,
To England, with the violets ;
May they bring thee no regrets
Save for joy the heart forgets
In a deeper, tenderer bliss :
Waken no regret but this,
Violets! March violets!

says, “ have been abl described by Turton,
Gray, Forbes and Han ey, Jeﬂ'reys and others,
as a Fauna per se; and great attention has been

lavished on details of form and colour, of local
habitatiomand of parts of the anatomy. French
conchologists, commencing at the opening of
the present century with the terse and hilo
sophic Dreparnaud and terminating wit the
accomplished Moquin-Tandon, have done even
more for the natural history of our mollusks,
while treating of them as members of the Fauna
of France, than has been done b British
authors." This, by the way, is ha y fair to
Mr. Jeﬂ'reys. “ But neither the concho 0 ' ts of
France or of Britain have worked out t c dis
tribution of the European genera and species,
and the resulting phenomena, in other parts
of the world. It is on this
und that I ven
ture to add another to the already numerous
manuals on the subject. . . . The genera of our
own latitude are in this work collated with the
similar or representative genera of other lati
tudes." On this comparison, there is no man
living so competent to judge as the author; but
his investigations have led him toconclusions to

which we are not repared to assent.

“The

views,” he proccecfd, “which I had instinc
tively formed on the origin of species, have
gathered strength from the present study.
Reasoning from the facts before me, apart from
any considerations of geology, if such a mode
of reasoning in the present state of science
' may be allowed to have any weight, the con

A sorry tribute though the will be good.

There is no pleasure in poetic pains like these !
The writer cannot write poetry. He lacks the
natural touch of its quickening spirit ; the pos
session of its genuine ﬁre. Here is no stirring
life; no lofty music; no airy elegance; no dainty
grace. Instead, we ﬁnd a treatment unspeak
ably commonplace.

clusions at which I have ventured to arrive do
not accord with the theories of Edward Forbes,
or of Darwin, but seem to point to another
solution." What that solution is, and the man
ner in which the theory is supported, appears
to require a few remarks.
After much consideration and deep research,
the acute but cautious mind of Edward Forbes
could come to no other conclusion on the sub
ject of the distribution of the Mollusca, and in

particular those inhabiting the land and fresh~
water, than that they, with other animals as
well as plants now indigenous to Great Britain,
were either transmitted thither on ﬂoating
masses of ice, or more generally by emigration,
before this country was separated from the
now opposite shores of the Continent. Into the
reasoning upon which this opinion was founded
it is not necessary here to enter; but it was

held as correlative with his conviction that “ all
the individuals of a species have descended
from a. single pro enitor or pair.” As a neces
sary corollary to t is proposition, he states that
“ species of opposite hemispheres, placed under
similar conditions, are representative, and not

identical.” With this doctrine Mr. Reeve is
at issue. “ The distribution of species over the
globe,” he says, “ as far as I am able to gather
from the land and freshwater mollusks, ap ears
to require that we should take for grant the
doctrine of a plurality of progenitors for each
species." . . . “ The doctrine of more than one
point of origin for a species, considered with
reference to the typical character and distribu
tion of land and freshwater mollusks, rests
mainly on the following propositions:— ‘ 1.
Land species with greater facilities for migra

The Land and Freshwater Mollusks indigenous
to or naturalized in the British Isles. By
Lovell Reeve. (Reeve)
IN our notice of the ﬁrst volume of Mr. Jef
freys’s work on ‘British Conchology,’ which
volume embraces only the land and freshwater
forms, we thought it necessary to let the author
speak for himself as to his reasons for producing tion than freshwater species are less widely and
a new work on a subject already so extensively evenly diffused. 2. Land and freshwater spe
illustrated. We have now before us another cies of opposite hemispheres are not always

A large portion of the book has but little to book from one of our accomplished mala
do with the main subject. There is a compen
satron, however, in this. The work is less
monotonous. It gains in general interest by
what it loses as a special tribute, and is enriched

which he has considered it necessary to increase
the list already so ample :—“ The land and
freshwater mollusks of the British Isles,” he

representative, but

sometimes

identical.

3.

cologists, which although, unlike the former, it

The range of land and freshwater species over
purports to be complete in itself, is confined to areas (zoological provinces) indicated by uni
the same zoological limits as the volume just formity of ty , is not arrested by the interven
alluded to; and we must, in this case also ob

by writers who might not have been ready tain from the author’s own pen the grounds on

tion of sea,”

It does not appear to us that these proposi
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tions are at all borne out by Mr. Reeve’s own in its habits, is the elegant succinea. We could losaur has the largest mouthful he may succeed in
facts. He takes it for granted that “it will be multiply similar instances to any extent. We devouring his would-be devourer, who, however,
readily conceded that land species have greater will only further notice the name of apple has so huge a tail, that, according to the drawing,
facilities of locomotion than freshwater species, snail, as applied to Helix
atia. Now it is it can never be disposed of inside the megalosaur.
particularly species inhabiting stagnant ponds generally allowed that t 6 name is derived Unluckily for this picture, the iguanodon was a
The fossils are excellently shown, and,
and ditches ;” and he contrasts the small num from not“, operculum, and not from pomum, vegetarian.
being all copies, are correct enough. The matter,
ber of identical species of helix inhabiting the an ap 1e; and certainly the shell bears no as already hinted, will hardly bear criticism. In
continental Caucasian provinces and this coun specie. resemblance to that fruit. This species, some things the compiler ought to have done
try, with the much larger proportion of “ the the well-known Continental edible snail, is better : for instance, he should not have contented
sluggish, mud-dwelling I/ymmeacea of the ponds recorded by Pliny (quoting Varro) as some himself with quoting from Burat on the production
and ditches of the province,” which are found times so large as to contain “octoginta quad of coals. Writing in 1863, he states our own annual
also in these islands. Now, on Edward Forbes's rantes,” meaning, of course, the small copper production of coals to be 65,000,000 tons,‘ whereas
theory nothing would be more easy than the coin of that name. Pennant, mistaking the well-known statistics show it to be 83,635,214 tons.
distribution of the freshwater mollusks from quadrans here for the measure of about half-a In similar matters the book is behind its date, though
lace to place, even to considerable distances, pint, says that these snail-shells would hold its general design and appearance are commendable.
Matters ofToday-[Lea Chou: du Temps Préscnt,
tia seems
y means of aquatic birds, which, either by their “twenty quarts”! The Helix
par Edouard Texier]. (Paris, Jung-Treuttel.)—
periodical migration or by mere change of place fated to be the subject of ludicrous mistakes.
series of feuillelom upon social matters, written
in ordinary distribution, would convey, at
All these are, however, comparatively trivial A
with an affectation of ease and wit. The pictures of
tached to their legs or their bodies, the gluti matters, and do not militate against the true social life are cynical in their composed recognition
nous masses of ova which are invariably depo value and merit of the work. The illustrations of demoralization, which Englishmen would be slow
sited by these animals. All this might have generally exhibit the highest excellence of to put into words, much less into print. It is an
taken place to any imaginable extent before wood engraving as applied to natural history. insult to a whole nation to accuse the married
the severance of these islands from the Conti The delineations of the shells by the well women of the land of taking lovers for the sake of
nent; and it appears to us that the converse of known pencil of Mr. Sowerby are, as might be obtaining lace, jewelry and Cachemire shawls,
Mr. Reeve’s proposition, rather than the pro expected, generally excellent; but we would when beyond the means of their husbands; but
position itself, is proved by the facts which he more particularly refer to the drawings of the this is broadly asserted of all the women, who are
adduces in its support.
anima s by Mr. O. Jewett as, without excep said todrese beyond their husbands’ social position
The second proposition, that “ Land and tion, surpassingly life-like and beautiful. The or their husbands‘ means: and the husbands are
freshwater species of opposite hemispheres are little limaces, &'c., are actually gliding over the represented as entirely blind to the fact, and
unconscious of anything their wives may wear,
not always representative, but sometimes iden leaves, and the ﬁgure of the common garden whether it be silk or sackcloth. For the rest, the
tical,” is attempted to be supported principally snail, Helix asperaa, at page 54, is absolutely observations on social philosophy are not very
by the existence of a. few of our British species perfect in the attitude of the animal and the profound; nor is the mirror that is held to nature
in North America. But after acknowledging texture of the skin, and in the markings, we very bright: the book partakes of the general
that the reater number of these have been may almost say the colouring, and the texture spirit of dullness which broods over French litera
“conveye thither accidentally in casks and of the shelL
ture of the present day.
The peculiarity, however, in which this pub
Acts and Gates of Garin dc Loherain—[Garin
other packages,” the author is obliged to limit
the species on which he bases his proposition lication differs, and differs favourably, from all dc Lolaerain: Chamo'n dc Gcste, compose'c au
to four, one of which, Pisidium obtusale, as others, is the information it contains on the 12"“ Slide, par Jean de Flagy. Mis en N ouveau
observed in America, is considered by a com geographical distribution, in other parts of the Langage, par A. P. Paris]. (Paris, Jung-Trent
etent naturalist in that country as distinct world, of the species indigenous to this coun tel.)-This work is a translation of an old romance
in the English species. And what are the try, and the relation which this distribution or history. It throws curious light upon the
of France at the period; the incidental
other three? .Palmlina oivipara, Helix pul bears to climate, soil and other local circum history
pictures of manners, customs and costume are like
chella and Zua lubrica, species of such easy stances. No one could have performed this the
illuminations of an old missal put into action.
and probable transmission as not to afford any art of the author‘s task so well as himself. The “new language" is pleasant and appro.
weighty support to Mr. Reeve’s pro osition,
is investigations in this respect are well priate, and less heavy, if less vigorously true, than
even supposing them to be identical) in the known, and they have enabled him to render the original diction. M. Paris gives the modern
two localities, which may well admit of doubt. the present work an authorityas regards this garb with a pleasant quaintness that will con
Mr. Reeve’s third proposition does not particular department of his subject. This tent general readers, and black-letter scholars may
appear to us to rest upon any more conclusive alone, independent of its general value and go to the original. The story is the history of
the old feudal war between Lorraine and Bor
data than the others; but we do not care interest, would fully justify its publication.
deaux-the great vassals of the north of France
to enter into a discussion of it, as we wish to
against the great vassals of the south, begun in
make a few observations upon the general cha
rnsncn BOOKS. I"
the time of Charles Martel, and continued for
racter of the work, as a manual or monograph.
The World before the Flood—[La Terra avant le several generations. The chief actors are Hervis
The author of the ‘Conchologia Icouica’ could Dél'uge, par Louis Figuier]. (Paris, Hachette 8t of Lorraine, Duke of Metz, and Hardré of Bor
not fail to produce a work which would be Co.)—A handsome and well-illustrated volume on deaux, Count of Arfois. The King himself inclines
useful and accurate. It is true that we feel geology, having no pretensions to scientiﬁc value, to both sides, according to the feeling or inﬂuence
a little annoyed at some of the English speciﬁc and, in fact, a mere arrangement of common mate of the moment. Of course, there are women on
names, which are invariably mere naked trans rial in a. pleasing form, and professedly for the the scene. Blancheﬂeur, the queen, wife of King
lations, and not always accurate ones, of the instruction of young persons. With this object in Pepin, is a leading character; and Helius, the
Latin speciﬁc name. This often involves a view, the volume is descriptive and picturesque, and daughter of the Duke Hardré of Bordeaux, is her
change from that which has been universally is issued as the ﬁrst of a series which is to form a enemy. There is a scene in King Pepin's palace
considered as speciﬁcally indicative; for, as Tableau de la Nature. The compiler aims to show which gives a vivid notion of the stormy quarrels
the author ‘has scrupulously gone back to the how important an educational instrument geology which arose at a moment’s notice, and which the
speciﬁc name originally given, even before any might become, and that, while in one great Euro Royal presence could not avert. Two messengers
true principles 0 arrangement and nomencla pean country it is forbidden for public instruction from the opposing barons come to beg assistance
as anti-religious, it is in truth comﬁrmatory of from the King: the Queen lmtes one, and the fair
ture were ﬁxed u on, the English name fol religious ideas and of revelation. The most ultra. Helios hates the other. The Queen abuses her
lows the change.
his sometimes involves an montane bishop could hardly ﬁnd anything in this enemy's protégé in terms as energetic as if she
absurdity. Thus, Vertigo antioertigo, originally volume to justify its insertion in the ‘Index Expur were a born ﬁshwife. The whole book would be
Pupa antivertigo, is called the unreversed vertigo, gatorius,’ unless it be the limitation of the Noachian wearisome to read through, with its interminable
whereas seven species out of nine are what deluge, and its denomination as Asiatic, instead combats, sieges and changes of fortune, which lead
Mr. Reeve calls unreversed. Again, Clausilia. of universal. A geologist might smile at some of to no result; but, as a lively picture of the times
peroersa, formerly Helix perverse, is termed the full-sized plates as a. little too imaginative. when the state of war was the normal condition of
reversed clausilia, whereas every known species There is one, for example, of the Liassic period, in society, it is both curious and interesting. It was _
of clausilia is sinistral, or, in common language, which an ichthyosaur and a plesiosaur are rather a state of social development in which the weak
reversed. Then we have such unmeaning absurdly represented as opening their mouths went to the wall, and only a few of the strongest

names as “like Bilhynia," “ discovered Helios,"
and a thousand others equally inappropriate.
The common succinea was considered by Lin
naeus as a helix, and named by him, from its
livineg in muddy places, Helix pulris; this is
call by our author ﬁlthy succinea; whilst its
congener, neither more elegant nor more reﬁned

most ominously at one another, withouta chance of survived.
The Pirate of St. Laurent-[Le Pirate dc Sainl~
success on the part of the small-headed pleeiosaur.
Laurent, par H. Emile Chevalier]. (Paris, Jung
Another plate shows an iguanodon and a megalo
saurus in full feed upon each other, orjust beginning Treuttel.)-——For English readers who have read
dinner under diﬂiculties and during ﬁerce dental Cooper, Marryat, Mayne Reid, and others who
utions. A certain impartiality, indeed, does have dealt with pirates, sailors and wild adventures
pervade the picture, nothing in it indicating which by sea and land, this Pirate will be dull indeed.
animal will have done dinner ﬁrst. As the mega It is garnished here and there with English words,
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as we garnish our language with French ones; best thing in the world to be unselﬁsh-that the
and, judging by analogy, the eﬁ’ect in both must men who would do good must look for no earthly
reward; but that in the very doing of the good
be respectively dull.
there is a higher enjoyment and a nobler satisfac
tion than wealth or honour can bring them. If
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
we had to design a coat of arms for those men, it
The Ionian Islands during the present Century. should be-stars argmt in a ﬁeld azure, the crest
By Captain \Vhyte Jervis, M.P. (Chapman 8: a cross, the motto ‘ Go thou and do likewise.'”
HalLl-Thoso who wish to survey the history of Surely Mr. Tillotson must wish to raise a laugh at
the Ionian Islands during the past seventy years the expense of the Brunels and Dr. Marshall Hall
through the glasses of a politician who is strongly when he speaks of them as conspicuous for Chris
opposed to the contemplated cession of the Septin tian forgetfulness of self. Though Henry Cort’!
sular State to Greece, cannot do better than read great services failed to meet with due compensa
this concise and spirited sketch, which sets forth, tion in this world, we certainly never yet regarded
attractively rather than dispassionafely, the events him as a labourer working for a heavenly reward.
which led to the establishment of the British Pro Moreover, what does Mr. Tillotson mean by plac
tectorate, and the political action of the statesmen ing Sir Isambard Brunel amongst the untitled of
who have successively ﬁlled the post of Lord High the earth ?
Commissioner. Drawing attention to the value of
Lawrence Struilby; or, Observation: and Eque
our connexion with the Islands, Captain \Vhyte n'enm during Twenty-ﬁre Years of Bush Life
Jervis says, “ It was their proximity to the Morea in Australia. Edited by the Rev. John Graham
and Albania, and consequently the manner in (Longman tr Co.)—Lawrence Struilhy's adven
which they might be made use of against the tures might give a few useful hints to a writer
security and tranquillity of Turkey, that had induced attempting to describe Australian life without the
Russia, in 1800, to secede to their being subject guidance of personal experience of an emigrant‘s
to the Porte. It was the advantage they gave a trials; but while they present no useful informa
belligerent power against Austria, Italy or Turkey, tion to those who are about to quit England for
that had induced Napoleon to occupy them in 1798, the Colonies, the mode in which they are set forth
and get them ceded to him by the Treaty of Tilsit will fail to rouse the interest of the general reader.
in 1807. It was the advantage which Napoleon That the memoirs are authentic and truthful, we
had derived from their occupation which necessi do not question; but these qualities are not suﬂi
tated their capture by the British forces. In 1815 cient to secure public favour for a work which
Austria objected to their being given to an Italian aims only at describing the commonplace.
sovereign, as it would give him a command of both
Byepnths of Biography. By C. L. Brightwell.
sides of the entrances to the Adriatic. To Russia (Nelson 81 Sons.)—The biographer of Mrs. Opie has
or Austria it would have been the key for aggres here gathered from various sources an entertaining
sive Operations against Turkey. To create a per collection of anecdotes about certain men and
fectly independent State of them was impossible, women who, though they were at one time cele
as they would have been utterly unable to main
brities on the lips of all men, and still remain the
tain it. England alone could occupy such a post familiar c
ions of students, may be fairly
without being led into quarrels arising from neigh said to have disappeared from the grand high
bouring territorial disputes or religious hatred, and roads of fame, and to have found refuge in the
to England it was conﬁded by the unanimous voice quiet by-paths of personal history. Miss Bright
of the Allied Powers." Speaking of the proposed well's ﬁrst chapter tells of Godefroi Mind, the cat
cession of the Islands to Greece, the author main painter, whom Madame Lebrun christened “Le
tains that to carry it out would be to take “ the first Raphael des chats," and who never completely
step in annihilating Turkish rule," and asks, “ Has recovered from the shock of anguish which he
the time come for Turkey to cease being one of experienced, in the year 1809, at the massacre of
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tically, “The charcoal kills us; but n‘z'mportq
our years are few in number, but full of glory.“

Here, too, is a capital anecdote of Etienne Fal
conet, the sculptor : “ Falconet had so exalted an
idea of the resources of his art, that he was accus
tomed to say it was capable, under all circum
stances, of effecting as much, in the way of illusion,
as painting. ‘ That being the case,’ said his friend
and fellow-Academician, Dupont the painter, ‘ have
the goodness to produce me a moonlight with your

chisel.’ " Not less delightful is the story of Marcel,
Louis the Fourteenth‘s dancing-master, who, after

having in vain attempted to make Malesherbes as
graceful as he was good, said, in a voice of earnest
entreaty, “ Permit me, M. de Malesherbes, to im

plore a favour of you. It is, that you never will
inform an one that I was your dancing-master.’
Marcel's ear for his reputation reminds us of
a distinguished lady~professor of the art of dune

ing, whom we once heard cxclaim with regard
to sneminent living statesman, “That man was
one of my pupils, and he was the awkwardest

pupil I ever had.

Oh, he is so awkward, I should

not like it to be generally known that years since

I tried to make him walk across a room like a
gentleman.”
The Painter of Athena: a Tragedy, in Five
Actl. By Andrew Macnair. (Glasgow, Richard
son.)——We should like to know how much of this
tragedy has been written by its alleged author.
The hero of the story is Pnrrhasius, the Athenian

painter. Some of our readers may recollect a
poem, written many years since—we believe by
Mr. N. P. Willis—in which a slave is racked, by
order of the same Parrhasius, that he may trend‘!
the precise expression of agony to his canvas. This

poem Mr. Macnair has thought ﬁt to incorporate
with his tragedy; and he has done so without a
word of comment or acknowledgment. The tragedy
is worthless, if we except the passages appropriated;
and it will be well for Mr. Macnair if the imposi

tion which he has attempted can be forgotten as
easily as the work in which it occurs.

London Lyrics. By Frederick Locker. (Picker
ing.)—-Mr. Locker now and then writes earnestly
and aﬁ'ectingly ; but we are often at a loss toknow
whether his pathos is serious, or whether he is
laughing at us in his sleeve. He is fond of surround

the kingdoms of this world? Is the Greece of eight hundred cats by the authorities of Berne. ing an idea, in itself poeh'cal, with all the pronic
1862 so improved on that of 1858, that we can This stern measure was occasioned by an epidemic accidents of daily life. Brick and mortar have
now trust to her charge a people we could not
then? Was the Crimean war a blunder? and
were the tens of thousands who perished in it
uselessly slaughtered?" At the same time, the
writer acknowledgm that as he is in ignorance of

the particular circumstances which induced the

which raged amongst the cats of the locality, and
rendered them dangerous pets. Bears, scarcely
less than cats, were dear to the affections of Code‘
froi Mind, under whose portrait a pleasant paro
dist Wrote
Li

te feles, unique lugete,

M nus est vobis amicus. ‘
Cabinet to make their proposal, he is not qualiﬁed
‘to criticize its policy from every point of view. Next follows a memoir of Jean Petitot, the
Adverting to the extraction of the modern Ionisns, painter in enamel, who, after enjoying the friend
Captain Whyte Jervis observes, “ As to the Ionian ship of Sir Theodore Mayerne, and the patronage
Islands, for hundreds of years they have had no of Charles the First of England and Louis the
connexion with Greece.
The Volterras and Fourteenth of France, died at Vevey, in his eighty
Solomos of Zanto ; the Lovsrdos, Metaxas, Ti ﬁfth year. Of llrlichael Schuppach, the Physician
baldos and Voccas of Cephalonia; the Zambelli of the Mountain, an excellent story is told, illus
and Valaoriti of Santa Maura ; the Bulgari, Dan trative of the power of imagination as a remedial
dolos, 8w. of Corfu, were all of Italian origin. agent. A wealthy and hypochondriacal farmer,
But, like the Anglo-Irish, who became more Irish who believed himself to he possessed by seven
than the natives, these Ionian Italians are loudest devils, applied to the Swiss doctor to rout the demo—
in calling out fora union with acountry with which niac occupants of his distressed mind. “Friend,”
their forefathers had nothing in common." We said Schuppach gravely, “ you believe there are
refrain from discussing the political questions raised but seven devils in you ; in reality there are eight,

by Captain \Vhyte Jervis, but do not hesitate to and the eighth is the captain of the band.‘I To
recommend his sketch as entertaining and service
able. He writes with the warmth of a
isan,
but he also displays the knowledge of a student
accustomed to consider public affairs.

expel the eight unclean spirits the physician had
recourse to an electrical apparatus, with which con
trivance the farmer was of course utterly ignorant.
For eight successive days the patient visited the
Our Untitled Nobilily. By John Tillotson. \Vith doctor and underwent an electrical shock. At each
Illustrations by Charles Green. (Hogg & Sons.)
of the ﬁrst seven shocks the operator said, “ There
_ Under the above ill-chosen title Mr. Tillotson, goes one of your devils." On the eighth day
‘in a series of brief and badly-written memoirs, Schuppach said, “Now, we must relieve you of
endeavours to rouse in the minds of children an the chief of the evil spirits-it'll be a tough job !"
interest for the labours and achievements of As these words were uttered, a violent shock sent
William Smith the geologist, Thomas Waghorn, the patient fairly to the floor. “ And now," cried
Robert Rsikes, David Nasmith, Captain Coram, the benevolent impostor, “you are free of your
Henry Martyn. \Villiam Scoreshy, the two Bru devils,—tllat limt stroke was a settler !" The cure
nels, Marshall Hall, Thomas Dick, Henry Cort, was complete. More than one good story does Miss
and George \Vilson. “The lessons of these men's Brightwell tell of Prince Talleyrand's cook, Marie
lives,” Mr. Tillotson observes, “are plain and prac Antoine Careme, who, contrasting the good and
tical. They teach us that it is the bravest and evil features of his vocation, exclaimed enthusias

more charms for him than the solitudes of nature;
and however mournful be his theme, he delights to
ponder it, not in groves or by streams, but on the

shady side of Piccadilly or in the parlour of a
tavern. In the latter scene he recalls a lost illu
sion, as follows:-—
0 rsnrons nuns-run!
Yes, here, once more, a traveller,
I ﬁnd the Angel lnn,
Where landlord, maids, and serving-men
Receive me with a grin:
They surely can't remember me,
My hair is grey and scantcr;
I'm changed, so changed since 1 was here
“ 0 tempera mutsntur !"
The Angel's not much slter’d since
That sunny month of June,

Which brought me here with Pamela
To spend our honeymoon !
I recollect it down to e‘en
The shape of this decanter,
—W'e‘vs since been both much put about
“ 0 tempera mutantur !”
Ay, there's the clock, and looking-glass
Reﬂecting me again;
She vow'd her luvs was very fair
I see I'm very plain.
And there's that dsnb of Prince Lehoo:
’Twas Psmela‘s fond banter
To fancy it resembled me—
"0 tempera mutsntur 5“
The curtains have been dyed; but there,
Unbroken, is the same,
The very same crack’d pane of glass
On which I scratch'd her name.
Yes, there's her tiny ﬂourish still,
It used to so enchant her
To link two happy names in one
“ O tempera mutantur I"
*-

‘I

<1-

.

1

What brought this wanderer here, and why
“'as l‘nmcla away?
It might be she had found her grave,
or he had found her gay.
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The fairest fade : the best of men
May meet with a supplanter ;-—
I wish the times would change their cry
01 " tempera mutantur."
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learners are increasing as rapidly: but we are not

Blanch‘: "olunieer'l Book of Fact, 8m. 3/ end.
Bolmubroke —llrnry St. John "ilcount ,liy Mncknighi. Fro. ls/t‘l

sure.

Browning's (E. B.) Greek Christian Poets a Bug. Poets, fc. svo. ll

Passion & 'l‘umptailon of Our Lord, Lent Lectures, two. 3/
The new translations on our table include The Carter's
l hcn'ille‘s Fin-t ﬁtep to French. now edit. lame. '1/6 cl.
Chnpe‘a Psalter. Noted und Puinied,ci'. Svo. ii, cl.
We do not deny that poetic feeling may sometimes History of Girolamo Savmrwrola and his Timca, Dale's {\nnnls of (‘upueshalLotherwisc b‘unncdun, port 8Y0. 7/6 cl.
IJ‘Aubumé‘s Hist. oi’ Reformation in Europe, V. l 8 9, Eva. 28/‘ UL]
co-exist with a picture as literal and uninviting as by Pasquale Villari, translated from the Italian by i‘b‘lﬂne
‘s spellrulthgklncnlriiuni n‘fw edit. lsmujl. cl.
this. No quality is less fastidious than real imagi Leonard Horner (Longman), a work of high repute, .1 c‘s nnagenreu o More . inc u in Forrring. lardcningglc. 1]
Ellis's
Madauascar,
itsfc.Social
is Love.
7th edit.
Bro. 51and
cl. lieli 8ions l‘ro greal ' c I. an. 3 I6
tion. It can tolerate even long Waistcoats, powdered with which our readers are familiar in the original, (End
hair and patches, because they recall beings who —The Sharper Dctcctcd and Exposed, by Robert Grocott'l Index to Familiar Quotations {0. Eve. 5,’ hl-bd.
Hilary 5. Hanna, or the Nearest Duty f‘inrt, fc. svo. 4/ cl.
have shared our nature and ﬁgured in life's brief Houdin (Chapman 8; Hall), a work which we have Historic Character of the l’entnteuch vindicated Bro. 6/ cl.
already reviewed in the French edition,— Stories ll utten Ulrich vunl, Poet and Orutor, mine]. by i'oung, or. are. 4/
scene as we do now. Details, otherwise mean,
Joyce's
andbook of School Management. is. Eve. I.‘ cl.
may be allowable when they bring home to us some for Young Children, by Henriette Leidesdorf, Kane's Love's Labour not Lost, a new Tcmperulice Talc, fc. Bvo. 1]
Laurie‘: sixth " Standard“ Reader, fc. Evo. 1 6 rl.
trait of character or manners; but we have no translated from the German by Madame de Gha )laodull‘s The Thoughts of God and the “'nl'dn of Jrsus, lomo. 2/6
hewland's l’ostlls, $hort Sermons on the i’nrshlcs, 2nd edit. 3/ cl.
t respect for the cleverness which employs telain (Myers & Co), The Handbook of Family Order
of i‘oniirnratron, illuminated by Staueshy. sq. Cli'mo. 511:1. gt.
them for their own sake and makes some pathetic Devotion, translated from the German of Heinrich Our New Life in Christ ed. by a Parish l'ncst, ls'mo. Lu cL
Zschokke
(Simpkin),——and
A
Literal
Translation
Parker's ilhev. Joseph .) Sermons. er. Bvo. ll,’ cl.
incident the mere excuse for a grotesque illustration.
I’nrlour l.ih.: ' Hinchbridgs Haunted,‘ to. 8m. 2,‘ bdl.
Mr. Locker is evidently a disciple of the real of the Latin Ted and an English Translation of Reid's The Blood nfJL-aus. new rd. lBmo. l/ cl.
Domesday Book in relation to the Counly of Sumy Ronse‘s Christian Holiness and its ( one uence, fc. Bro. !/ ol.
school; one verse from an elegy will show where (Vacherlev
Russell's
to Bishop of Oxford on " irony» and Reviews,“ 5/
Sons).-—Under the head of New Editions Scott and Letter
James on l'lroio~7.inco|'(mphy. new edit. ‘its. 12/ cl.
such “ realism" would lead us:-—
Sketches about Ships and Sailors, cr. Bro. 1 and.
we have The Israel of the Alps: a History of the Sea
Sstun's Decrees in Equity. 3rd edit. b Harrison & Leach, \v'ol. 8,16]
0 cough! 0 cruel cough! 0 gasping breath !
Wuldenaes from their Origin to the Present Time Sleigh‘! History of Leek in Staﬂ'ords ire. P.“ 0. Eli cl.
These arms were round my darling at the latest:
Many Thonuhia of hlnny Minds, 4th ed. 12/6 cl. gt.
(Grifﬁn, Bohn 8: Co.),--and Messrs. Bell & Daldy ﬁoulhgnte's
All scenes of death are woe—but painful death
Specimens of Early Wood l'lnl'll‘ltl'lllg, ito. ll,’ hf. bd.
In those we dearly love is surely greatest!
have added to their “ Pocket Volumes" li'ashiny Spens's \W. (,‘J Dreams and Realities, Poems {0. Evo. 5/ cl.
Stone's Practice 0! Petty Seas-ions, 7th ed. by lh'll l Cave, 12m‘). 1N
The "cruel cough" is just one of those touches of lon- Irn'ng's Sl‘ctchBook-The following reprints Summers‘! Handbook of the Chinese Language, Parts 1 it 2, 28/
'l'yndnll‘s “eat no u Mode of Motion, post Bro. lR/B cl,
reality which taste instinctively condemns. In may be enumerated :—lllisccllaneous Essays, ("r-1'r "ors‘a
Loving t‘ounseln, and Series, or. live. 3.6 cl.

the sphere of imagination bodily pain is inadmis

tical and Thcoloyical, by the Rev. ‘V. Kirkus

sible, save as a means to exhibit the mind. No (Longman),-—Le(lcrs by Hisloricusmn some Ques
such end is served here; the fact obtruded is one tions of International Law (Macmillan & Co.),—
Poems from the Dawn of British Literature in the
for the physician-not for the poet.
llllwtralions of thc Beauties of Tropical Scenery, Year 1699 (Edinburgh, Maclaren), — Historical
Sketch
of Popular Literature and its Inﬂuence onv
and Skelchca of Object: of Inlcrcst ; 'wilh Notes,
Historical and Explanatory. By the Author of Society, by W. Chambers, — Dr. Dobell On the

‘The Nuptials of Barcelona.’

(Hardwicke.)-The Prevention of Disease and the Diminution of its

principal poems of this collection are in Spenserian
measure, and the author giving his reasons for
employing that verse says, l‘I chose the former, as
being the easier; for, as the greatest master of the
art of this century has remarked, ‘ In the Spenserian
stanza the last line must always be good, but in
blank verse every line.’ I presume not to have
achieved, in every instance, what is thus pro
nounced indispensable in a good Spenserian stanza;

but I have at all events incurred less risk of failure
than if I had attempted blank verse, which im
ses such inﬁnitely more arduous conditions.”

Since he adopts this critical view of the stanza, it
must be allowed that the author of ‘ The Nuptials
of Barcelona’ displays modesty and discretion in

his choice. He may also be credited with possess
ing some facility in arranging words harmoniously;
but though he has a certain mechanical command
over the metre, he has none whatever over the

thoughts which it would appropriately clothe.
Three pages of simple honest prose would describe
the beauties of tropical scenery more effectively
than all his verses. Amongst the minor pieces is
one entitled ‘ The Sugar Cane,’ in which the poet
apostrophizing the “ melliﬂuous reed” sings of

sugar-bags, toil‘ey and elecampane in the following
sweet strain :—
Beloved of Nature! when the infant's lip
Lisps in first accents the maternal name,
Its soft petition is of thee to sip,
Thou canlt alone its cherub praises claim.
Though Manhood with convivial rapture glows,
As the red lite-stream of the grape he drains,
Primeval Innocence no banquet knows
Like that which mellows in thy saffron veins.
And often, when some King state-mm alloys
V'ith costly goblet-s, quaﬂ'd in ievered haste,
He sighs in secret for those srtless days,
When thy pure offerings soothed his simple taste.

Wagner's [the late Rev. G.) Lectures for Lent. cr. 870. 6/ cl.

THE BRAIN IN MAN AND IN THE APE.
58, Harley Street, Feb. 26, 1863.?

I have read Prof. Owen's letter, inserted in your
last number (Athcn. February 21, 1863, p. ‘262),
with every desire to retract any exaggerated state
ment which I may have made.

I find one mistake only, which Prof. Owen him
Fatality by Periodical Examination (\Vertheimer
& Co.),—-Parts I. and II. of The Life and Dcath of self says “is so obvious that he believes it to have
the Irish Parliament, a Lecture, by the Right Hon. been made unintentionally." I said that in his
J. Whiteside (Hodges, Smith is Co.),— College ‘ Reade's Lecture ’ the only illustration given of the
Essays, dclircred in Trinity Colleyc, Cambridge, by ape‘s brain was a reproduction of Vrolik's defective
W. Everett (Bell 8; Daldy),~and Rome, England, ﬁgure. This error does not affect the general faith
and India .- a Lccturc, by Sir A. Grant (Parker).— fulness of my account of the controversy; but I
Our Second Editions include The Slave Power: its regret that it should have occurred, and shall take
C'haractcr, Career and Probable Designs, by J. E. care to remove it should a new edition of my work
Cairnes (Macmillan &.Co.),— The Post Ojh'ce London be called for.
At the same time, I may remark, that the figures
Suburban Directory (Kelly 6: Co.),—Thc Foggy
Night at Oﬂ'ord: a Christmas Gift for the Lanca of the marmoset's brain given in two of Prof.
lhire Fund, by Mrs. Henry Wood (Nisbet),—.\'ice Owen’s papers and omitted in the third, or that in
et son Cllmal, par Edwin Lee (Baillihre),—Memoirs the Annals of Natural History, in 1861, could not
of Joshua ll’atson, edited by the Archdeacon of serve as a corrective of the erroneous impression
Cleveland (J. H. &. J. Parker),—lmlia: a Lecture, which Vrolik's ﬁgure was calculated to make ;
because in describing the brain of the marmoset
by P. B. Smollett (Glasgow, Hedderwick t: Son),
Pocma, by T. W’. James (J ewell),~——and Mr. Tor (Midas ruﬁmanus) Prof. Owen said, both in 1837
bron's Treatise on the Culture of the Pine-Apple (Phil. Trans. p. 93) and in 1857 (Linn. Soc. Pm
(Allen). — Third editions: The Pressing Ncccs ccedinys, p. 18, note), that the cerebral hemispherﬂ»
city for increased Docks and Basin; at Port: “ extend, as in most of the Quadrumana, over the
mouth ,- wilh some Observations on Mr. Cobrlcn‘s greater part (not the whole) of the cerebellum."
In the Alhemrum (February 2], 1863, p. 262,
“Three Ponies,” a Letter to Lord Palmerston,
by Rear-Admiral the Hon. J. Denman (Ridgway), col. 2), Prof. Owen aﬁrms that "in his paper pub
—Guide to the Church Sm‘ices in London and its lished in the Annals and Magazine of Natural
Suburbs (J. H. 8: J. Parkcr),—The Civil War and History, Vol. VII., p. 456, June, 1861, not one
word is said about the relative positions of the
Slavery in the United States: 0. Lecture (Bennett),
and The Maintenance of the Aged and Ncccerz'tous cerebrum and cerebellum, or the degree in which
Poor a National Tax, and not a Local Poor-Rate, the former overlaps the latter in the ape and negro.”
ge, he must surely have
a. Subject for the Comidcration of all Ratepayers, When he wrote this
by H. Pownall (Shaw).—Fourth editions: The forgotten his own words in the memoir alluded to,
Poetical Worlz of Thomas Aird (Blackwood & which are as follows:-—" Figures 1 and 2, plate
Sons),—and The Spirit of the World, and the xix., show the brains of the negro and the chim
Spirit which is of God, a Sermon by the Lord panzee of the natural size, and the relative size of
Bishop of Lincoln (Skeﬂington), — and we have the cerebrnm to the cerebellum as observed by
ﬁfth editions of A dm'ce to a Wife on the Management Schroeder van der Kolk and Vrolik in the chim
of her own Health, by P. H. Chavasse (Churchill panzee (Troglodwytcs m'gcr). Fi res 1 and 2,in
8c Sons),—and Stammcriny and Stuttering, their plate xx., show the ment to 'whic L ﬂue cerebellum is‘

— A note to these lines quotes Dr. Rush as Nature and Treatment, by Dr. Hunt (Longman), ovcrla
authority for the statement that children like sweet -—-and an eighth edition of Soirées Dansanlca, Ell.
meats. “ Nature,” says Dr. Rush, "seems to have qucttc of the Ball-Room, by Mrs. Nicholas Hen
implanted a love of this aliment in all children.” demon (Blake). We may conclude with the second
Nothing more droll than this is to be found in Dr. annual publication of Thom's British Directory and
Grainger’s poem on the same subject, which on a Oﬁcial Handbook for 1863 (Simpkin),—A Song of
memorable occasion caused merrirnent to a party Joy in Anticipation of the Marriage of Albert Ed
of Sir J oshua‘s friends.
ward, Princc of Wales, with the Princess A lezandra
The Books of David Lindsay and Son. By N. of Denmark, by F. Piercy (Weymouth, Sherren),
Dickson. (Longman 8L Co.)—A system of book —and A Marriage Ode, written on. the Occasion of
keeping by single entry, short and intelligible. the Marriage of the Prince of Wales wilh the Prin
For ourselves, we do not believe in single entry, cm Alexandra of Denmark, by J. L. Moore
except in cases to be selected, and in modes to be (Hamilton).

arranged, by each one for himself, upon a sound
knowledge of double entry to begin with.
Land-Surveying and Levelling. By R. Thornton.
gman 8n Co.)—A neat book, of commendable

brevity.

Small elementary treatises are springing

up in numbers, which, we hope, indicate that the

usr or an BOOKS.
Alllm‘n NobLv Falls, 2 vols.
t live. 91 0|.
Andrews ‘Right Rev. L., I). .|. Life &
orh oﬂhy Russell. 12/ 01.
Atkinson's Recollections of Tartar Steppes. he. poet 8m. 1!; cl.
Aytoun's Ode on the Marriage of Prince of Wales. Bro. l/ swd.

Ba lee'h (‘hrilt an Earth, or. two. 8/6 c].
lew‘s Shuktxpcnte'l Home at New Place,Btrntford post 820. 12,’
Birk‘s The Ex

us of Israel, its Diilieultlu Examine , are. ., cl.

by the cercbrum by means of a vertical

section of the brain of the negro, and by a like sec
tion of the brain of the chimpanzee.“
If the reader will refer to this passage in the

Annals and to the whole of the brief memoir of
which it forms a part, he will see how unfounded
is the charge of misrepresenhtion preferred against

me by Prof. Om.

CHARLES LYELL.
M 8, I”.

Since writing to you on the 26th of last month,
I have received a letter from Mr. Flower, Conser
vator of the Museum of the College of Surgeons,
well known as the author of several valuable
Pepsi's. printed in the Transactions of the Royal
and other Societies, on the structure of the brain of
the Quadrumana. As he treats anatomically of
i We received Sir Charles Lyell's letter of February 26 at
six o'clock in the afternoon of that day, at the moment of
going to press, just too late for our imprusdon of last week.

THE
a uestion alluded to by Prof. Owen in his letter
of February 21st, which was not noticed by Dr.
Rolleston in his excellent observations which ap~
penred in your last number, I have obtained his
leave to send to you, for publication, the subjoined

extract.

Cnsaass LrsLL.
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cies, viz., that the “foot " by which we stand and
walk erect, the “hand” which, so liberated, can
apply its matchless structure to do the biddings of
a high intelligence, and the organ itself of that

against him, and that until he chooses to state
publicly the dates of his lunar photographs, the
locality where they were obtained, and the instru
ments used in their production, he will have done

intelligence, are severally structures peculiar to nothing towards clearing himself from the imputa
and characteristic of the human kind. Among the tion under which he at present rests. As regards his

parts which give its peculiarity to the brain, is the assertion that a slip was inserted in Part I. of his
much convoluted mass, rising high above and work notifying that the dates of the photographs
“ March 2, 1868.
stretching beyond the cerebellum, with its con accompanying that number would be given in
“The principal complaint advanced by Prof. tained structures, which under their peculiar forms, Part II., a simple inspection of the slip in ques
Owen against what seems to me the extremely fair proportions and directions, suggested the resem tion (a copy of which I inclose) will show that
and temperate summary of this controversy given blances expressed by the quaint terms of the old this is not the fact. I may add, on the authority
in your work, appears to be your statement that he anatomists
of Mr. Bennett, that a gentleman of high scientiﬁc
has on several occasions put before the public an
On the assumption that such propositions imply attainments, who has applied more than once for
inaccurate representation of the brain of a chim a negation of the existence of homologous parts or these dates, for purposes quite unconnected with
panzee. He now admits that in this brain ‘ the indications of parts in a few of the highest mem the genuineness of the work, has not been favoured
cerebral hemispheres have glided forward and bers of the Gyrencephala, is based the contradictory with a reply.
Wannsn DI La Ros.
apart behind so as to expose a portion of the cere statements.
RICHARD Owns.
bellum,’ although the same ﬁgure had previously
SHAKESPEARE AND THE ' YORKSHIRE TRAGEDY.’
been referred to by him, ‘for the true proportion
Maidenhead, March 6, 1868.
SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
in which the oerebrum covers the cerebellum in
A discovery I have recently made regarding
GARDENS.
the highest apes‘ (Aiken. March 30, 1861). To say
Shakespeare and his Works, though not important,
THE late Prince Consort suggested throwing is interesting. It relates to the ‘Yorkshire Tra
that it is not ‘distorted,’ 82c. and that ‘the true
dimensions of each cerebral hemisphere are given,’ open the Garden at South Kensington for the re gedy,’ usually included in the list of spurious plays,
Mr. Flower to Sir C. [41:11.

is perfectly irreconcileable to the fact that one of ception and exhibition of Works of Sculpture, in or plays falsely imputed to him; but which I, with
the hemispheres is actually a quarter of an inch the belief that while these works would contribute many others, feel convinced was, in the main,
longer than the other, whereas we know that in to the decoration of the garden, the exhibition written by his pen. It was founded, as is well
their natural state their length was precisely the would give an impetus to this branch of Art.

The known, upon a domestic event which had attracted
a great deal of popular attention, and which hap
pened on the 23rd of April, 1605—not 1604, as the
date is given in Stow's ‘ Chronicle‘: the publica

The only reason then for the selection of Prince’s idea has been taken up.
The Council have made arrangements for holding
the ﬁgure given by Schroeder van der Kolk and
Vrolik in preference to the more accurate one an Exhibition of British and Foreign works of
given by Gratiolet, with which Prof. Owen implies Sculpture in the Garden, during the months of
that he was acquainted in 1857, is the one now for May, June and July in the present year; inviting
the ﬁrst time advanced, viz., that the brain ﬁgured the Sculptors‘ Institute to take charge of the Ex
by the Dutch anatomists, was ‘from a larger and hibition, with full power to decide upon the re
older chimpanzee.‘ But after a careful examina ception or rejection of the works which may be
tion and measurement of the two ﬁgures, I do not offered, the placing of accepted works, and all other
see the grounds on which this assumption rests. details. The Institute have accepted this duty, and
The triﬂing and very uneven expansion seen in the appointed the following sculptors a committee for
upper surface is owing evidently to the ﬂattening the purpose, viz.—H. Calder Marshall, R.A., H.
out of the brain when soft; for, on comparing the Weekes, R.A., T. H. Foley, R.A., W. F. Wood

same.

side views, Vrolik’s brain appears not only no ington, and Edward B. Stephens.
The Horticultural Society have devoted a sum
longer than Gratiolet's, but wants fully half an
inch in height; and nothing is said in Gratiolet's of 5001. for the purchase of one or more approved
work, of the age of the specimen from which his works of High Art, which may be shown at the
proposed Exhibition; but the Council will not feel
ﬁgure is taken."
bound to expend that sum if no work or works of
March 3, 1868.
Tm: close correspondence between the described sufficient merit be sent in. A like sum is intended
mental constitution of the Hottentot Venus with to be devoted by the Society for the same purpose
that manifested by the microcephalous children in each of the two following years.
The Institute of Sculptors have framed the
exhibited as “ Aztecs," led me, in observing the

latter, to infer, and still strongly impresses me with following rules:
1. All works intended for exhibition must be
the relation of such mental constitution with the
sent to the Gardens from the 13th to the 18th of
arrested development of the brain in both cases.
In reference to the statement quoted by Dr. April, and be accompanied with a letter, addressed
Rolleston, as to the convolution, of which it is to the Council of the Sculptors’ Institute, describ
alﬁrmed: “Il est plus evident encore dans les ing them-but without advertisement, unnecessary
sin
que dans l‘homme,” I think the adverse quotation, or narrative.
2. All works must be sent to and removed from
evidence of the Dutch anatomists worthy also of
consideration. V. der Kolk and Vrolik, in their the Royal Horticultural Gardens at the cost of the

tion of the ‘ Yorkshire Tragedy’ did not take

place until 1608, and copies with two different
title-pages are in existence.

As it has, I think,

never been quoted with the correct imprint, I
subjoin it :—

“ A Yorkshire Tragedy. Not so New as Lament~
able and true. Acted by his Majesties Players at
the Globe.
Written by \V. Shakspeare. -—.-'lt

London Printed by R. B. for Thomas Pavier, and
are to bee sold at his shop on Cornhill, neere the
Exchange. 1608." 4to.
It was one out of four short dramas performed
on the same night at the same theatre, and the
title, of one copy at least, so expresses it,—viz.:
“ All's One, or one of the foure plaies in one, called
a Yorkshire Tragedy, as it was plaied by the
King's Majesties Plaiers. 1608.“
4to.—What
were the other three ieces we have no informa
tion, the ‘ Yorkshire 'Fragedy’ being the only one
that has come down to us.

There is no doubt that it was composed on the
spur of the moment, while the shocking cata

strophe was fresh in people's minds; and the cir
cumstance that no names are assigned to any of
the principal characters may have been owing
either to unwillingness to cause additional pain, or
to the interference of the Master of the Revels,

who forbade that further publicity should thus be
given to a family calamity.

More than one dra

‘Note on the Orang’s Brain,’ of 1861, aﬂirrn of Exhibitors.
matist was certainly engaged in the instant pre
3. Attached to each work must be the name of paration of the piece; and while I feel sure that
that convolution, that it is an “ éminence que nous
the
Sculptor,
and
the
number
(if
there
be
more
croyons avoir le droit do nommer indice do pes
Shakespeare was chieﬂy concerned with the tragic
than one), to which it refers in his letter.
portion, the introductory comic scene was, I think,
hippocampi minor” (p. 7).
4. All works sent to the Royal Horticultural from another band. This will in part account for the
Now, the affirmation that the part so called, by
reason of the resemblance it suggested in its fully Gardens for exhibition are submitted to the appro incongruity of the dialogue between Oliver, Ralph
developed state in man, is peculiar to and charac
teristic of the human brain, is not affected by the
existence in the ape's brain of that which leads the
observer of it to “believe himself entitled to call
it ‘an indication‘ of such structure.” As to the

val of the Council of the Sculptors’ Institute, whose
decision is ﬁnal.
5. Works not selected must be removed prior to
the opening of the Exhibition, of which the sculptor
will be duly informed by letter.

and Sam in several places ; and I am satisﬁed also
that this particular scene has been rendered more
obscure by abbreviations of it, found necessary
when the comic and tragic portions were put toge
ther for rehearsal. That rehearsal must have been

6. Suitable stands will be provided by the almost instantaneous, because, although the printed
size of the parts, in the brains compared, human Society. Every possible care will be taken of the copy did not come out until 1608 (owing to the
and simial, are needed for an unbiassed apprecia~ works sent for exhibition; but the Royal Horticul usual diﬂiculty with publishers to obtain theatrical
tion of the differences in question, In regard to tural Society, and the Sculptors’ Institute, will not

cavity containing that structure, ﬁgures of the full

MSS.), we need not hesitate in believing that the
the “posterior horn," I have done this in the hold themselves accountable in any case of injury or ‘ Yorkshire Tragedy‘ was represented on the stage
negro‘s brain (Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist. s. 3, loss, nor can they undertake to pay the carriage of
vol. 7, pl. 21), and in the chimpanzee's brain (ibid. any package which may be presented by carriers.
7. The price of works to be disposed of may be
pl. 20, fig. 3), taking the latter from V. der Kolk
and Vrolik's drawing of 1849, respecting which communicated to Mr. A. Murray, the Assistant
these estimable anatomists in their later “ Note " Secretary, and will be inserted in a book for refer

state :—“ Nous avons revu nos dessins et nos pré

a very few days after it had been acted in reality
near Wakeﬁeld: hence, in a
t de
the in

complete and " rough-hewn" onn which the short
drama bears.
It is not my intention here to enter into the

ence at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens. question of the authenticity of the piece as a pro

duction by Shakespeare : various opinions have been
expressed by various critics more or less competent.
I only ask that it should be read with due allowance
A comparison of those ﬁgures may justify my
IN reference to Dr. D'Orsan's letter inserted in for the circumstances under which it must have
doubt whether a term expressive of the demon
strated difference will be “discarded for ever” your impression of last week, it is hardly neces been written and printed; and then I think that
from a precise com arative anatomy. And I re sary to say that the general statements it embodies the only conclusion we can arrive at is, that our
state the facts whic oppose some present tenden are no answer to the charge which has been brought great dramatist "had a main ﬁnger in it." If the

parations de l‘année 1849.

Nous reconnaissons,

avec M. Owen, que les dessins sont exacts "’ (p. 6).

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MOON.
110, Bunhlll ROW, March 4, 1363.
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introductory scene by his fellow-dramatist had to “scourging a top,’ as in the play, comes to his feel surprise.
be abridged in order that the representation might
be brought within the proper limits, it is not un
likely that some portion, even of the tragic scenes
by Shakespeare, was unavoidably omitted. I have
always felt so strongly on the question of the
authenticity of the ‘Yorkshire Tragedy’ as a work
of Shakespeare that I reluctantly left it out in
the three or four editions I have superintended;
and were I again called upon to go through the
same undertaking, under my strong convictions
I should not consider it complete if I did not
include it, as at least entitled to rank with ‘ Pericles‘
and ‘The Two Noble Kinsmen.’
I therefore look upon myself as fortunate in
having very lately discovered a copy of the original
pamphlet on which, it may be asserted, the ‘ York
shire Tragedy’ was founded. It has been long
known that such a tract was registered at Sta
tioners' Hall very soon after the sad events had
occurred, but it has never till now turned up, and
I have it before me under the following title :

“Two most unuaturall and hloodie Murthers:
the one by Maister Caverley, a Yorkshire Gentle
man, practised upon his wife, and committed uppon
his two Children, the three and twentie of Aprill

1605.—The other by Mistris Browne and her ser
vant Peter, upon her Husband, who were executed
in Lent last past at Bury in Suﬂ'olke. 1605.—
Printed at London by V. S. for Nathaniel Butter,

dwelling in Paules churchyard neare Saint Austens
gate. 1605." 4to.
The true name of the perpetrator of the ﬁrst
of these murders appears to have been Calverley,
and not Caverley or Coverly, as it has been some

times spelt; but, as I have stated, no name is
given in the drama, the hero being called “ Hus
band,” the heroine (as far as she is to be so deemed)
“ \Vife," and the Magistrate “ A Knight”: in the
narrative they are respectively called Master
Caverley, Mrs. Caverley, and Sir John Saville,
which connects the well-known Yorkshire family
with the transaction: the “Master of the College"
is so spoken of and to in both; and, as in the
drama, he interposes on behalf of Calverley's

younger brother, then at the University, who had
been imprisoned on a bond into which he had
entered on behalf of the reckless and extravagant
hero. The ﬁrst point that strikes us is the solu

tion of the difficulty respecting a wife Calverley
had taken before he was married to the heroine,
and which is mentioned by the servant Sam to his

fellows, Oliver and Ralph—“ Why he is married to
another long ago." The fact appears to be, that

In the several colonies of Australia,
distracted and maddened father, who strikes the as in other parts of the world (as often as I could
child with his dagger, and wounds him mortally. do so), I availed myself of the judgment of intelli
\Vith the bleeding body in his arms, he rushes to gent friends, who had the advantage of longer
his wife’s room, wounds her to death, inﬂicts residence, with a view to secure accuracy in the
several gashes on his second son, ("the third,” in statement of facts, 8.10. In this instance, there are
the words of the pamphlet, is “ at nurse abroad,") peculiar circumstances which, for explanation and
and flings the maid-servant headlong down stairs. proof, rest upon minute examination, not only of
All the particulars, many of them not adapted to : my own manuscript notes, but also of the written
the stage, are entered into with great minuteness ; suggestions of others. And had the complainant
and after a brief and distracted interview with communicated with me, through my publisher, or
the Master of the College, Calverley mounts a otherwise, there would have been supplied‘ to him
gelding, which he found ready saddled, and evidence fully to account for the apparent resem
gallops oﬁ' to destroy his third child, which was |hlances in subjects and terms to which he has
at a considerable distance. We are informed referred. He has not done so; and as I do not
in the tract that “his hart had made sharp the choose to leave the case, as it really is, to depend
knife that was to cut his infant's own throte ;" upon my own single assertion, I have submitted it,
but his horse falling just before he reached the v with all the papers in question, to gentlemen whose
place, he was captured by the Master of the Col i public character and intellectual competency are
lege, and some others who had closely followed above suspicion. They all have authorized the
him. He was carried before Sir John Saville, and, appending of their names to the following decla
“like a strumpet made impudent by her continu ration by themselves; but as it is not necessary
ance in sinus," avowed and boasted of what he to give all their signatures, I content myself
had done, only regretting that one of his offspring with two: the one by a gentleman of Cornwall,
remained alive to inherit nothing but the beggary well known by his numerous writings; and the
of its father. He was by Sir John Saville com other by a minister of high standing in the metro
Fnsnssick J. Jonsos.
mitted “to one Maister Key's house, a Gaile but , polis.
lately built in Wakeﬁeld."
“At Dr. Jobson's request, we have examined
The narrative proceeds no farther, because, like 1 the manuscripts and proofs, to which reference is
the drama, it was written on the spur of the ' made above; and are fully satisﬁed of the correct
moment, before Calverley had been brought to ness of his statement; and that there is no just
trial.
We know that he then refused to plead, cause, literary or otherwise, for the unfavourable
and was therefore, as the law stood at the time, l reﬂections which have been cast upon him.
pressed to death. This cruel suffering he endured ‘
“Gronos Surrn, LL.D., F.S.A.
in his repentance, and in order to save the wreck
“ WILLIAM W. STAMP."
of his property for his surviving infant.
There are various new points in the narrative
MADAME CINTI-DAMOREAU.
before me; but I content myself with the merest ‘
Madame Cinti-Damoreau is dead; aged, say the
sketch of it, because I am about to reproduce it i1
for the beneﬁt and information of the ﬁfty mem journals, sixty-three. Her maiden name was Laura
bers of my new Reprinting Club. It is a curious ‘ Cinthie Montalant. From 1808 to 1814 she was
illustration of our early popular literature, and of a pupil in the Conservatoire at Paris; ﬁrst as a
additional value in consequence of its relation to a student for the piano, later as a singer,—a voice
drama to which good judges have been of opinion having, even then, revealed itself in her of rare and
Shakespeare (whose name stands at full length upon delicate beauty. In 1819, she was selected as one
the title-page) very importantly contributed. -I | of the “four or ﬁve dolls” whom M. Valebregue
rely, of course, more upon internal than upon en aged to fill up the operas which his imperial
wi e, Madame Catalani, was virtually to be. In
external evidence.
J. PAYNE Conmss.
1821, she ventured on the stage as “ ﬁrst woman ",
but the French public had been used to a trumpet
THE CASE OF LITERARY LARCENY.
in the Italian prima donna, and the exquisite
47, City Road, March 3, 1863.
IN justice alike to me and to the public who promise of one who had a gentler voice, and
have purchased, within fourteen months, nearly who, besides, was born and trained at home,
three editions of my volume on ‘Australia, with passed disregarded. In 1825, when the Grand
Notes by the Way,’ I am sure you will give me Opera fell into the hands of Signor Rossini, he
space to reply to a communication which appeared had intelligence enough to discern the fasci
in your columns of February 21, but which I did nating qualiti and accomplishments of the young
Frenchwoman, and to attach her to his com
not see until nearly the end of last week.
As to any quarrel which your Correspondent has pany as a singer immeasurably superior to all who

Calverley deserted the wife he had married in York
shire for one whom he married in London, so that
he was guilty of bigamy as well as of murder.
His first wife, and the consumption into which she
had fallen in consequence of cruelty and desertion,
are very interestingly described in the tract, and had with my friends on the other side of the globe,

had gone before her. But though fair to see,
I know nothing at all. Up to the time when his Mdlle. Cinti was no actress. - The tale, however,
ginally written:-—“This gentlewoman, Maister letter was given in the Athznwum, I had not heard of her excellence is told in the fact that she was
'Caverley‘s wife, took with an inward consideration of his ‘Southern Lights and Shadows’; and as he . the heroine in his ‘Moise,’ in his ‘Siege de Co
perhaps were touched upon in the drama as origi

so to heart this unjust wrong, that exercising her
howres onely in continual sorrow, she brought her
self to a consumption"; and it is to be presumed
that she had died before Calverley committed the
murder upon his second wife and two of the
'children that he had by her.

After thus dismissing the ﬁrst wife, the daughter
of a country gentleman, we are told of Calverley‘s
brutal treatment of his second wife, of his bound

less extravagance, of his gaming, and of all his
other vices. He sends her to London to her
guardians, in order that she may raise money by
selling her dower; and she returns, not with

money, but exactly as in the drama, with the pro
mise of a good plabe for her husband at Court.
He rejects it indignantly, strikes her, and ﬁghts
with and is overcome and wounded bya gentle
man who takes the wife's part.
This adds to
Calverley's exasperation, and his fury is at the

highest, when the Master of his brother's College
arrives, and enforces the young man's misery and
disgrace in prison on account of the bond.

Cal

verley promises to give the Master the money,
although he knows that he has not a farthing; and
while the Master is walking in the grounds wait
ing for payment, Calverley’s eldest boy, who is

states that the book is out of print, I cannot hope rinthe,’ in his ‘Count Ory,’ in his ‘Guillaume
to examine it, else I should be curious to learn Tell/—in M. Auber’s ‘ La Muette ’ and ‘ Le Ser~
how his “ little book" on New South ‘Vales only, ment,’ and was the Princess in M. Meyerbeer's
could supply the “leading paragraphs” “ from the ‘ Robert,’ which she introduced to England. Those
opening to the close" of my pcst-octavo volume of , were the golden days of the Grand Opéra. During
nearly three hundred pages, and which treats, not I this brilliant period Mdlle. Cinti made an unhappy
only of all the Australasian Colonies, but also of } marriage with M. Damoreau,—“ fell out " with the
all the principal countries in the way to them. I managers of her old theatre (perhaps being found
might also try to ascertain whether he has broken diﬂicult to provide for there, owing to the absence
up his own paragraphs, after the fashion of his of dramatic force), and passed to the Opéra Comique.
dealing with mine. Every one knows how easy it There, she was even more popular than she had
is, by such a process, to make things look alike, been in her former grander sphere. M. Auber
which are in their own setting andprigiual con wrote for her his ‘Actéon,’ his ‘Ambassadrice‘
nexion, sufficiently different. Not that I am about (in which Scribe turned Sontag‘s stately marriage
to charge this writer with intentional misrepre to stage account), his ‘Domino N oir' (that imperish~
sentation: an attempt at brevity may be a great able genteel comedy in music), his ‘ Zanetta '; and
frequenters of the Salle Favart cannot forget an
part of the explanation.
The fact is, that in my travels I did as everybody Operetta, ‘Le Mauvais Gdil,‘ by Mdlle. Liiisa Puget,
in
which Madame Cinti-Damoreau’s singing was a
else does: that is, I read whatever came in my
way bearing on the countries through which I was marvel of bright and elegant execution. After
passing; but I took care to note down my own ‘Zanetta’ (not one of M. Auber‘s successes) had
observations and impressions; and if, in doing failed to please, the prima donna ceased to agree
so, some terms, perfectly true to my own views, with the Opéra Comique. Her voice had already
though, possibly, they had been employed by others, begun to wane and to become weaker. She left
adhered to my memory, and found their way into her theatre, and entered on that migratory career
my manuscript, no reader of books of trayel could which is habitual to declining singers; came to
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London and went to America, under circumstances ‘
of mistake and mischance. For many years before 3
her death she had become unable to appear in‘
public,
we
fear,and
not has
rich.diedShe
after
wasmuch
buriedsuffering,
with musical.
and,
honours.
l
Of all the brilliant singers who have been heard \
during the last thirty years, Madame Cinti-Damo
roan was the best: being without a fault. Her‘
voice, though smell, was deliciously sweet, yet not
luscious; easily, and yet not frivolously, delivered.
Her facility was without limits, so was her perfect 1
measurement of time, and her expression, if not 1

invention, of grace.

There was not the slightest

ap
nce of eﬂ‘ort and preparation in anything
she did; yet her ornaments were models, and her
feeling for sentiment, if not for emotion, was true
and most attractive. In her own style and in her
own world we remember her as ﬁrst of the list, in
which artists no less excellent than Sontag, Bosio,
Madame Persiani, and Madame Dorus-Gras ﬁgure.
Two of these (it is true) had qualities in addition

l
l
|
l
,
1
i

would not utter himself to any but a minister who
being sent for He did acknowledge himself y° per
son y‘ cut off ye head of King Charles for which he
had £100 and with much seeming penitence and
receiving mu'ch comfort as ye Divine one parson
Lashley an eminent man here could afford him he
dyed in a quarter of an hour afterwards. This you
may report for reall truth although you should not
have it from any other hand.‘ He had £100 for
ye doing of itt. There is one Wm. Hewel con
demned for the same I think now in Newgate. 'He
will be glad you acquaint him of this if he know it
not already.”

expected to see. We had a little palaver and ex
change of compliments, after which I presented
him with the presents I brought. He seemed much
pleased with the coat of mail, and said it showed

to vote 3,0001. for the publication of documents
connected with the history of England, 5501. for
editing documents from the archives of Simancas,
and 4001. for editing documents from the archives
of Venice. This will be exclusive of the usual
1,500l. devoted to the abstracts of State Papers.
The total charge of the consolidated department
of the Record Office for the year 1863-64 will be

who had been murdered there, and that he had re
covered the papers ; the King had given him horses
and men, but did not seem pleased at his going.
‘ The camp here is on a very large scale, and I have
‘ been informed he has upwards of 5,000 horsemen.

OUR WEEKLY GOSH’.

General Sabine, President of the Royal Society,
has issued cards for Evening Receptions, on Satur
day, March 28 and May 2.
.
Mr. Weekes, sculptor, and Mr. Boxall, portrait
ainter, have been elected Royal Acsdemicians.
he honours of the Associateship have been given
to Mr. Le Jeune.
In answer to our question: “ What music are we

to have for the wedding?" we have the following

He then

requested me to go and see his sons, whom I found
in great numbers with the second King, ready to
receive me. Some of them were remarkably fine
men. I was then presented with some cola-nuts, in
accordance with the custom of the country, which
broke up the palaver, and I returned to King
Massaba, with whom I had a long palsver about

Dr. Bsikie. He informed me that he had gone to
The House of Commons will be asked this year Kano after the papers and effects of a Dr. Vogel,

to those of her peculiar sisterhood: Sontag greater 1 20,2341.
classical skill and variety, Madame Persiani more
intense vocal expression; but, considered merely
as a brilliant singer, Madame Cinti- Damoresu
was (we repeat) the most faultless and fascinating
of all.

him he was not forgotten in England.

One of the parliamentary papers issued this week
possesses some interest for the historians of the
Indian Mutiny. It is a return of the regiments
in the Native Bengal Army, both Regular and
Irregular, that remained faithful to the Gcvernment during the late mutiny, and that retained
their arms during the whole time, and were actively
employed in the suppression of the mutiny : distin
guishing their respective services; together with a
statement of the thanks or rewards that have been
given to the oﬁicers and men.
The total cost this year of the manufacture of
postage labels and envelopes for the Post-office
will be nearly 30,000l.
Of this sum, 19,000l.
will be expended on the paper for labels, and the
printing, gumming and folding.
About 5,0001.

His reason for being encamped is on account of
an order from the Sultan of Socatoo to open the
road between Bids and Socatoo, as the messengers
were frequently robbed and murdered passing be
tween those plsces; so that Massaba has taken

. the whole country, dethroning the Kings and plac
ing guards of his own men in their towns.

The

\ I King spoke a good deal about Dr. Baikie, and again
‘ expressed his dissatisfaction at his going away, and
l not returning in time for the ship, as he had pro
l mised. Called on the King in the afternoon, and
lhe told me he felt sure I would neither hear nor
l see Dr. Baikie this year, but promised to send his
letters to Lagos whenever he received an answer.”
Mr. Lefroy returned by the road he had come.
When he had proceeded some way a messenger
from King Massaba arrived, informing him that
the King had heard from Dr. Baikie, and that he
was on his way back to the camp, and requested
Mr. Lefroy to wait a few days longer; but Mr.
Lefroy resolved not to wait, and dropped down the

reply, as regards one of the most attractive places
in London-the Temple Church:—

will be appropriated to the salaries of the various river: leaving us still in doubt as to Dr. Baikie's
officials, including the supervisor (500l.) and the safety.
" Goldsmith Building, Temple, March 3, 18%.
superintendent of the perforating department
The Alpine Club now takes rank among the
“ There will be a new ‘ Bridal Anthem,’ for the (100l.). The poundage to distributors is estimated publishing
Societies of London. The ﬁrst number

Temple Church, to be used at Morning Service, on , at 4,6001.
of a quarterly journal was issued on the 1st of this
Sunday the 15th inst. Besides the opening Semi
Lieut. Lefroy, commanding her Majesty's ship month to the members. It contains interesting
quartett, and the concluding Chorus, it will com Investigator, in his ascent of the River Niger, an
papers on Mountain Ascents, and a department for
prise a. Solo, Recitative and Air, for Mr. Thomas, enterprise undertaken with a view to communicate
Notes and Queries relating to Mountaineering,
the bass, and a Solo for Mr. \Vilbye Cooper, the with Dr. Baikie, has succeeded in reaching a higher
Guides, and the various incidents of Alpine travel.
tenor.
The com
is Mr. E. J. Hopkins, point of that river than had hitherto been attained
As a medium of communication between Alpine
Organist and Master of the Choristers for the by a ship of war. On the 2nd of September he
Temple Church. I have seen part of the score, commenced the ascent. The current was strong; explorers in various parts of the world, this journal,
if eﬁciently conducted, will be of use.
and heard one of the solos, and there is no reason and some of the inhabitants of the banks were
Mr. Bnrford’s Panorama of Rome was exhibited
to doubt that the composition will be worthy of unfriendly, but the progress made was considerable,
the high character of Mr. Hopkins’s other works, '' bein g about ﬁfty miles a day. On the seventh day on Saturday. It is the intention of the proprietors
especially his ﬁve Services in A and in s. The the expedition passed the large town of Iddah, to produce in succession all the panoramas of the
words are a selection from the 21st Psalm, where supposed to contain upwards of 10,000 inhabitants, late Mr. Burford, who for seventy years annually
the use of the future tense meets the present situated on a pretty hill 127 feet in height. There exhibited pictorial representations of remarkable
places in Europe, Asia and America. The pre
occasion with felicitous propriety. Such a pro
a large plain on the south side. The houses are . sent season is the last of this exhibition, and the
ceeding as this is peculiarly appropriate to the is
round, and the natives dressed in the blue cloth of public will do well to take advantage of the oppor
Templars, considering the relation of the Prince to the country. This place, in the opinion of Mr. ‘
us as a Master of the Bench of one of the Societies. Lefroy, might be made the key of the Niger, as ‘‘ tunity.
It is a satisfaction to myself to have suggested this the deep-water channel is very narrow, so that the
The time when St. Thomas's Hospital is going
three months ago, and that my suggestion was
town entirely commands it. Igsra is the name of to more wholesome quarters than its own stilling
immediately welcomed and adopted.
the country, and the King of Iddah’s territory nook, is also to be marked by the removal of
“ Dsvrn MscLAonLAN."
reaches as far as the confluence. The scenery its ancient brother in Paris, the Hotel Dieu, to a
The British Museum will be closed this day and about Shooter’s Sound is of a ﬁne picturesque a less unhealthy site. N 0 such intense conservatism
on Tuesday, the 10th instant,—the reception day ' description; hills, thickly-wooded valleys, and exists,_or has ever existed in the French capital as
and the marriage day of the Princess Alexandra.
mountains steep and rocky. “ The country," says in our own, hence the Hotel Dieu has been once
\Vho cut off the head of Charles the First ?—like Mr. Lefroy, “ might be turned to good account, before removed. Its new site is not yet fully
the contemporary questions, Who wrote the Icon and from what I have heard the natives would decided upon.
Basilike? and \Vhere was Cromwell buried ‘l-hss be glad to work the ground, only they are
The Senate of Glasgow University have con
puzzled writers and partisans for two hundred prevented by fear of King Massaba, who sends ferred the degree of Doctor of Laws on John
years. Mr. Robert Reece, while reading in the down his horsemen in the dry season and takes Westland Marston, author of ‘The Patrician’s
Colonial Papers at the Record Oﬁce, has fallen them for slaves.
The land opposite Beauford Daughter.’
upon a document which some persons will think Sound grows Guinea corn, and the island itself
Mr. Nightingale's small cabinet of medals has
sets the matter at rest. It is a letter dated St. has several farms on it." On the eleventh day just been disposed of by Messrs. Sctheby 8t ‘Vil
Michael’s Town, in Barbados, September 30, they came to the last of Lieut. Glover’s charts kinson, the diﬂ'erent specimens, which were gene
written by Jo. Neuingtnn, and addressed to Mr. that are printed; but still pushed forward. rally speaking very ﬁne, producing high prices.
James Drswater, Merchant, at Mr. Jo. Lindupp‘s Fourteen days later, Mr. Leﬁ-oy arrived at the The following may be cited:—-The celebrated
at the Bunch of Grapes, in Ship’s Yard, by Temple camp called Eddo, where he was to see the King medallion of Henry the Eighth, as Supreme Head
Bar. The important paragraph stands thus:
, Massaba. There, “Mr. Southwick and myself, of the Church, 6l.-—Coronation medal of Edward
“ All the matters I can write from hence is of one accompanied by a guard of ﬁve krocmen,
the Sixth, 5l.—Pope Julius the Third, rev. An
Hugh Pezuchell who hath been in this Island almost ther with the head chief and others the King had glia Resnrges, 6l.—chased medal of Mary the
twenty years and lived with many
us of good sent to escort me to his presence, proceeded to the First, 3L 10a.—Medal of Elizabeth, 3l. 10s.—Lord
Esteem and now last with Coll. Barwick. It was i King’s house, where we found him sitting on a Chancellor Bacon, 5l. 5s.—~Charles the First on
observed that he gained much money, yet none mat, and another spread with cushions for Mr. the dispute with the Dutch as to the right of the
thrived less than bee and falling sick about 3 weeks ' Southwick and myself. He is a ﬁne-looking man, Fisheries, 3l.—-Lord Kimbolton, 4l.--Common
past was much troubled in his conscience but,l and, from the great name he bears, just the man I _ wealth Honorary Medal, rev. Naval Engagement
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between Blake and Van Tromp, in gold, by Simon, l

28L 15s.—the same struck in silver, 6!. 5s.—Js.rnes,
Duke of York, rev. Battle with De Ruyter, 5!.
Gold medal of CharlestheSecond, by Rawlins, 25l.—

James, Duke of Monmouth, 4L—Archbishop San
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BRITISH INSTITUTION Pall MalL-Ths GALLERY for

;Lucanus Carbonarius and L. Hmm'tlanus.

the EXHIBITION and SAEE of the WORKS of BRITISH
ARTISTS. is OPEN DAILY, from Ten till i-‘ive.—Admissicn, 10.;

Catalogue“.

The

, President read a paper, entitled ‘Descriptions of

GEORGE NICOL' Sec.

Brazilian Honey Bees, belonging to the genera

HENRI DRA¥TON.—POLYGRAPI>IIC HALL iKingWilliam , Meiipona and Trigona, —which were exhibited,
Strect,Strandi.-iicnﬁ Drnywn has the honour to announce his \ together with samples of their Honey and Wax, in
Pictorial and Musical Entertainment. entitled ‘ FEDERALS and

croft, rev. Seven Bishops, 21. 16s.—\Villiam the , (‘UNI‘EDERA’I'ESH‘ at the above Hall, cnmmsncipr on WEI) ‘I the Brazilian Court of the International Exhibition
EVENI.\G NEXT at Ei3ht.—'l‘ickcts may be had at ‘ of 1862,‘ in which eleven new species of Trigona
Third, 5L-another, with ﬂowing hair, 3L —William , NESDAY
Messrs. ('l'nmer Beale A Wood's, Regent Strcctuit Messrs. Char
and two of Melipona were characterized.
and Mary, 31. 1a.—Duke of Marlborough and, poll's. New Bond Street; and at the Hall.
Prince Eugene, 41. l5a.—-Mary Magdalen, wife of ===
INSTITUTION or CIVIL Enormous-March 3.
Cosmo de’ Medici, 31. 1a.—Eckhel, the N umisma
SCIENCE
C. H. Gregory, Esq, V.P., in the chain-The paper
__.__
tist, 2i. ISL-Van Loon, 2!. 2a. This small collec
read was ‘ On the Perennial and Flood Waters of
tion produced 625l. 4s. 6d.
SOCIETIES.
the Upper Thames,‘ by the Rev. J. C. Clutterbuck.
In a previous sale by the same auctioneers, there ; ROYAL-Feb. 26.—-General Sabine, President, \ —At the Monthly Ballot the following candidates
occurred some remarkable coins of Amphipolis, ‘ in the chain-The following papers were read: were balloted for and duly elected:-Messrs. A.
which brought 53L, 411., 271. 108., and 24L respec ‘The Eﬂ'ect of Temperature on the Secretion of Bryce, I. Fraser, E. Harris, F. C. Miers, G.
Urea,’ by Dr. E. Becher.-—‘On Clinant Geometry,’ Paddison, and G. K. Radford, as Members; Col.
tively.
Prussian Government engineers have been en by A. J. Ellis, Esq.—‘ Note on the Lines in the G. C. Collyer, R.M.E., and Messrs. G. O. Budd,
gaged in making surveys with a view towards Spectra of some of the Fixed Stars,’ by W. Huggins, J. M. Farfan, I. B. Fell, W. Parsey, H. Prince,
S. Rendel, M.A., D. S. Sutherland and W. M.
forming a canal to unite the Rhine, Weser and ' Esq. and Dr. W. A. Miller.
Warden, as Associates.
Elbe rivers; it is understood that the needful works |
AsI.\rIc.—March
2.—The
Right
Hon.
Lord
do not present any very formidable engineering
ROYAL Issr1rur1os.—March 2.--W. Pole, Esq.,
Strangford, President, in the chair.-—-The Rev.
obstacles.
Dr. E. Spooner was elected a Resident, and Lieut. Trees. and V.P., in the chair.—-Messrs. E. Atkin
The Russian Government has purchased, for the S. B. Miles and \V. Dickson,
Non-Resident son, The Rev. H. Blunt, Col. C. H. Dickens,
sum of 100,000 silver roubles, the celebrated collec Members.--A paper was read, ‘ On the Botany and ,F. W. Gingell1 E. Hart, W. Hartree, J. Hogg,
tion of Caraitic manuscripts of the learned collec- - Geology of the Country between Tamatave and W. W. Humphry, W. E. Kilburn, H. Lainson,
tor, Abraham Firkowii’ch. After the collection Antananarivo, in Madagascar,’ by C. Meller, Esq. . T. Leckie, J. Lees, W. M‘Keand, A. Pope, J.

had been duly examined by diﬁ'erent mounts, and

Rivington, J. R. Russell, J. B. Smith, M.P. and

pronounced to be highly important for the criticism
Socnzrr or As'rrquxnrss. —Feb. 26.—The
of the text of the Holy Scriptures, for palzeography President, Earl Stanhope, in the chair. —The chair
and chronology in general, and for the history of man put to the vote the proposal of the Council to
Southern Russia in particular, it was delivered as grant the sum of 150i. towards completing the‘
property to the public Imperial Library. The collection of County Histories in the Society's
Caraitic scholar, Abraham Firkowitch, has devoted, library, which was carried unanimously-J. Y.
We hear, thirty years of his life to the acquisition Akermsn, Esq communicated a drawing of a
of these rare manuscripts. As early as 1830, spearhead found at Drayton, Oxon, together with l
during his stay in Constantinople, he succeeded in , some remarks from Mr. Clutterbuck, on excavations
ﬁnding some valuable Hebrew codices. This going on at that place.—The Rev. W. Blackmore ‘
seems to have given him the impulse for his un exhibited an impression of the seal of the King of

G. S. Trower, were elected Members.

tiring exertions in this ﬁeld. He sacriﬁced his Georgia.—The Rev. G. H. Dashwood exhibited‘
fortune in the search for rare and old manuscripts ; ‘ two deeds: one relating to military stores in the
bore without murmuring long separations from
his family; subjected himself to all sorts of priva
tions, and often endangered his life. Mr. Firko
witch has travelled through, and explored, the
Crimea and the Caucasus in all directions; he has
lived for months in churchyards and burial-places
to study and copy old inscriptions; he has pene

trated into synagogues and other likely places,
where the Jews used to hide books on sudden
attacks or invasions from the enemy; he never
wearied of the struggle with fanaticism and bar

barity.

Thus he succeeded in collecting 124 He

time of Edward the Third, the other to a marriage
between the Bardolph and Essex families during
the same reign.—-A. ‘V. Franks, E sq., Director, ;
exhibited a watch in the shape of the fritillary
linen-W. M. Wylie, Esq. communicated some
remarks on the discovery of a copper image of
Buddha, at a place called Sultangouge.-—W. H.
Hart, Esq. communicated remarks ‘On Cour

plaints against the Saltpetre Men in the Execution
of their Ofﬁce, temp. Car. I.‘

with silver eyes, and another example from the

of the middle ages-Mr. H. Durden exhibited a

Kell communicated the particulars of a discovery

of an Urn and two Skeletons on Bembridge j
Downs, Isle of Wight.—Mr. Syer Cuming read a. ‘
paper ‘On Ancient Nielli,’ tracing its history, and
exhibiting specimens belonging to different periods.

INSTITUTE or Bm'rlsn AncnIrrcrs.--Feb. 23..
SOCIETY or rsmrrns 1.x ws'run cotouns._wm
thong (‘ML-“'INTER i-zxiusrnox of SKETCIIES und —A. Ashpite], Esq., V.P., in the chain-A paper ;
s'ru IES by’uthe nsnnnss, n their Gallery, a mu mu
East. Open mNinctillDusk.—AdmisIion.0ns Shilling.
was read ‘ On Artiﬁcial Stone,’ by R. Kerr, Esq.
Jos. J. JENKINS, Secretary.
‘THE RAILWAY STATION.’—This Celebrated Picture, by
Mr. FRITH. El . ILL, will be ON VIEW to the Public on
MONDAY. Marc 9, It the PINE-ART GALLERY, 11. Hay
mnrheL-Adminion. In. Open from Ten to Five. A Descriptive
Pamphlet. by Mr. Tom Tnylor, ALA" price 6d.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENBUING WEEK.
Royal Academy, 8.—‘ Sculpture.‘ Prof. “'cstmmott.
Architects, s.
_
Geogra hicai, sl.—‘ Recent Explorations. Australia.‘
R0 :lu nstitution, :L-‘Animai Mechanics,’ Prof. Mar

s
—
—
Wm.

.

Actuaries, dL-(‘ounciL
ByroJ-l yptinn, 7,».—‘E;r_\'ptlnn ()b sets, Mussum,Alnwick,'
Mr.
uoml; ‘Watershed o! N a.‘ Mr. Ainlwmh.
Zoologjical. 9.
Grsp c, 8.
Society of Arts s.-' International Transit Bouts through

Nicaragua.‘ Commander Pim.
Microscopical. 8.
Societ of Litcrnturc. 8§.-'Ann:\ls oi’ Esnrhsddon,‘ Mr.

gin! Pulhlot; ' Campaign of 'I'huthmas III. in Palestine,‘
l'.

00 e.

Archaeological Association, 8i. -— ' Brnctcak Coins,‘ Mr.
Uulning.
'I‘uuns. Royal Asddem , _' Painting.‘ Prof. Hart

Royal Illltitu on. a-' Chemical Aﬂnlty,‘ or. I‘rankland.
m.Y a] v 8 ~
Fm.
—

Antiqunrin-s, Sl.
Astronomical. 8.
Royal Institution, 8.—‘Pogs and For Signals.’ Dr. Glad

8".

Royal Institution, 3.—‘ Language.‘ Prof. Max M tiller.

-—~—

on leather and parchment; 77 codices of the Holy bronze Handle, of ﬁne execution, belonging to the ‘
Scriptures; 33 translations in different languages; ﬁrst century of the Christian era.—The Rev. E.
‘272 works of Caraitic authors; 523 works of
Rabbinist authors; 250 miscellaneous letters and
articles; 722 inscriptions; 300 documents regard
ing the history of the Cara‘im in Western Russia,
and 300 old plans of diﬂ'erent Russian towns.

Mos
—
—
Tun.

PINE ARTS

maintained to be the oldest of all documents on . same collection. Notices were read of this pecu
the Scriptures hitherto discovered. The whole liar work, ateemed as the parent of the Damaakeen l
collection consists of 47 rolls of the Pentateuch,

Supply of Cotton,’ by Mr. J. Cheetham.

Bm'risn ARCHEOLOGICAL Assocmrrom-Fab.

scripts in Mr. Firkcwitch's collection were written Mr. Coming laid before the Association a pre
before the ninth, and twenty before the tenth cen sumed bronze Head of Bacchus, from Cumse, also ‘
Five of the manuscripts on leather are

the Present Position and Future Prospects of the

stone.

brew original copies of the Old Testament, which 25.—-J. Lee, LL.D., President, in the chair.—
are older than all other Hebrew codices in any of Mr. W. H. Forman exhibited a beautiful bronze
the libraries of Europe. Twenty-ﬁve of the manu- . mask of a Satyr, with eyes and teeth of silver.—
tury.

SocIE'rr or ARTEi.-—Fcb. 25.-T. Baziey, Esq.,
V.P., in the chair.—The paper read was ‘On

am. nscmss’s ‘ nna'rn or masses.’
THE painter of ‘ Wellington and Blucher's Inter
view after \Vaterloo’ has now so for advanced in
executing the oil version of its companion picture
of ‘The Death of Nelson,’ destined to occupy the
wall-division opposed to it in the Royal Gallery of
the Houses of Parliament, that we may describe
the newer and equally important work as readily
as would be possible from the ﬁnished painting in
water-glass or stercochrome. Mr. Macliso is so
thoroughly satisﬁed with the success of his large
experiment in that method of production, to make
which he sacriﬁced much primarily executed work
in fresco, as to proceed with this second great task

on the same system. Our readers will remember
the artist spent nearly two years upon a cartoon

for the ﬁrst picture; this was exhibited, and,
at the time, noticed in the Athemrum. The
water-glass painting which superseded the fresco
, we examined sixteen months ago (Allwn. No.
, 1775). We have no cartoon now, but an oil pic
‘ ture. “'ater-glass, requiring no cartoon, delivers
the artist from much labour. This, with other
inestimable facilities, constitute some of the advan
tages attending that process. Equal permanency
being predicated for stereochromic work, no
wonder it is preferred to fresco, especially as after
‘each day's task is done all retouching is, in the
last, unsafe and fallacious, as well as surrendering
characteristic advantages that are hardly enough
obtained. \Vork in stereochrome may be retouched

EN’rouotoowsri-March 2.-F. Smith, Esq.,

President, in the chair.—E. Parﬁtt, Esq. was elected.
Mr. \Vaterhouse exhibited various Coleoptera of the
genera Mycetoporus and Homalota, and read some
Mr. EDMUND YATES‘?! INVITATIONS to EVEYINQ notes thereupon.—Mr. Bond exhibited a specimen
PARTIES and the SEASIDE will be issued at the EGYPTIAL
of Lycoma Dorylas, which had been sent to him as
HALL, EVERY EVENING WXMD', Saturday), at Eight o'clock.
Mr. HAROLD POWER will be one of the
rtp'. A Morning
Performance on Saturday. at Three o‘clock it is u exoeptcdi.— a variety of L. Adam's, together with other insects
Stalls, In: Area, 2a.; Gallery, is. The Box-Oiﬁosls open daily,
taken in the West of England in 1862 ; the species
hum 11 till 5 o'clock.
was formerly considered as an inhabitant of this
NOVEL ENTBBTAIN M ENT.SCI ENTII-‘IC and ARTISTIC. country, and is ﬁgured by Lewin, but no authentic
—SASIUEL HIGHLEY, l-‘.(‘-.H. F.C.s‘.. the. will exhibit ever
record exists of its capture in England, and it has
Evenin , at E
t o‘clncl: precisely, his beautiful series of MA LII'IE ) and LLUMINATED PHOTOGRAPHS which were
for many years been excluded from the lists of
shown with great érlut her-ms the Society of Arts and the London
_
Photographic Society in January. Programmes on application indigenous Lepidoptera-Prof. \Vcstwood read a , as often as desired.
The work to be examined is technically styled
to the Secretary by
at two stamps .~—Heats ircsorv ', 30., 2a..
paper containing descriptions of two new Austra
and 1|. Burlington allery, 1m, Piccadilly. W.
in asketch”; but being nine feet long and three
lian Lucanidze, to which he gave the names of
i
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below, spread his handkerchief over the orders on
his coat, hiding them so far as possible to conceal
the fact. Availing himself of this slow spread of
news, the artist has shown us, in the double-ranked
men forming a gun's crew in the background, one

feet high, containing all the ﬁgures and details of
the future picture, and minutely executed, it is an
important production rather than a mere memo
randum of colour and composition; from it the
great painting will be enlarged by “ squaring."
Mr. Maclise does not contemplate any note
worthy alterations in carrying out the same;

who has seen the event heedfully speaking behind
his hand to his next comrade, and telling the

more especially as he has received the highest secret the oﬂicers strove to hide: the next, or
expressions of satisfaction in the present state of
his labour from the Fine Art Commissioners.
These gentlemen may well be satisﬁed, for, ex
cepting the artist's ﬁrst work in the same locality,
no national commission approaches it in epic
quality or art value. Mr. Maclise has cast himself

as wholly and heartily into his naval task as he
did into that with a military theme. The scale of
both, life-size, on a space forty-ﬁve feet long by
twelve feet high, is the same; they form the largest
single portions of the wall-pictures to be produced
by him in the Royal Gallery-a hall set apart for
his hands alone to decorate. Anxious as before to

third, of this rank, a stolid fellow, has seen nothing,
and thinks of nothing, but waits, with folded
arms, for the word of command to haul the cannon

inboard, after its discharge.

covered in some half-forgotten corner of the dock
‘ yard, furbished up, re-ﬁtted with its proper breach
\ ing or rope tackle, its appropriate ﬂint-lock and
carriage; this Mr. Maclise has
most heed
1 fully, and the thing is a record for all time of sin
' gular interest. Many things have become quite
‘ obsolete since the great Admiral’s day; before the
use of percussion caps ﬂint-locks for cannon van
ished, with them the horn of priming-powder the
captain of each gun wore, slung by a belt across

The captain of the

_ piece sights along its tube, taking aim, and, with
stooping back, notes his mark in the near side
of the Redoutable, the Victory‘s antagonist.
Nelson fell on that spot of the Victory's deck
which is now marked with a brass plate. Mr.
Maclise proved that, by an odd coincidence, his
ﬁnished pictures and the actual deck so marked
are identical in size.
Thus, six feet from the
marked spot is the ship's companion-way or ladder
leading below: such will be the distance in the pic

produce a permanent and eminently characteristic
record of the scenes, the painter has not only ture from the same opening, down which two sailors,

availed himself of existing portraits of men engaged asked to the waist, and full of earnest care for a
in the battles, but studied and portrayed every younger wounded comrade, are carrying him. The
detail of manners, costume and arms of the period elder man's face, showing him old enough to be
in question. So happily has he done this, and so father to the poor fellow, is a perfect study of
vigorous are the pictures, that their subjects and expression, very moving to the spectator in its

motives impress the spectator before he learns that honest sorrow that does not weep.
such and such were the buttons, plumes and head
dresses of the one, or the guns, rigging, pigtails
and cutlasses of the other. An artist recognizes in
both that admirable generalization which is con
sistent with the utmost elaboration of detail ; and
while it renders the number on a soldier's button,
gives the texture, lustre and minutest character
of the thing, even to those on its stamped orna
mentation, yet does not make the same distinct
in the picture. To deal with the masses of blue

supplied by the sailors‘ dresses in the new subject
has been a difficulty far beyond that of the red

coats in the former one.

Mr. Maclise has hardly

been recognized as a colourist; indeed, excepting
some phases in the ‘ Hamlet,‘ he has seldom aimed
at that quality. In lThe Death of Nelson,’ the
very difficulty referred to has stimulated him to
an unwonted success; and, considering the whole
nature of the task, no one will deny its value

therein.
Mindful of the architectonic character of his
task, the artist has placed his principal incident in

This incident

occurs a little to the spectator‘s left, and, conse
quently, nearer the bow of the ship than the place
of Nelson's fall. Immediately behind it stand the
crew of a gun at their quarters, three on each side,
its captain on the left: thus near, these men have
seen the Admiral wounded; but, true in discipline,
they keep their posts, with diverse expressions of
emotion. Nothing can exceed the variety in this
quality the picture shows. The artist is a master
of expression, and so felicitous in dealing with
it that nowhere do we get the slightest stain
of melo-drama or attitudinizing, although the
circumstances might well lead ordinary designers
into those follies. It is impossible to look at the
crews of the above-mentioned guns, still loss at
that which appears still further on our right, and
fail to admire the power shown in rendering many
personalities and varieties of human expressions
among individuals of one common class engaged
in a common oHice.

Between the two guns spoken of is seen a naked
negro pointing out to a marine the man of the

the centre of his picture, and ably led the eye to Redoutable who shot the Admiral; the soldier
that point by its colour, giving a strong note of takes aim with his musket at him.
Next to
white in the lower part of Nelson's dress, in con these, going forwards, come two marine officers
trast with his deep blue coat. Not less guiding looking through telescopes for signals from some
the eye to the same point is the concentration of the other ship of the English ﬂeet. Returning aft now,
action of the principal group upon the wounded we come upon the stepsthat lead tothe poop, ascend
hero, who, half-raised from the deck, and supported ing and descending which are marines and soldiers,
in the lap and arms of Capt. Hardy, lies back, with some bearing wounded men. Upon the poop-deck
an expression of subdued suffering; while the itself is, with others, the young midshipman who
surgeon, Dr. Beattie, heedfully raises the right arm shot the Admiral‘s slayer; the last being a mizen
of his patient, for it was on that side he was top man of the Redoutable.
It is related that
wounded, and, with his own disengaged hand, the English sharpshooters during the rest of the
approaches the hole the ball has made in the ﬁght kept their'eyes so effectually upon this part
upper part of the coatrbreast. The lower limbs of of the enemy's rigging that none came down alive,
Nelson are drawn up on the deck, his empty coat and of those that did not attempt to descend the
sleeve buttoned up in the usual way. Between whole were slain ; some of their bodies hung, arms
the surgeon's and Nelson's faces appears the hand and head downwards, over the sides of their little
some countenance of a Lieutenant of marines, stronghold.
The midshipman with eager face
named Ram, who was present on the occasion, and watches among the knot of French sailors for his

seems here full of anxious grief.

man.

Nelson, just before dying, asked “How many
ﬂags have we taken, Hardy?” Mr. Maclise has

Seen under this poop as a gallery is the covered
part of the quarter-deck, and just beneath the

followed the suggestion thus given, and placed a last-named group is a third gun and its crew,
sailor in the fore part of this group, supposed to the captain of which pulls the lanyard or string
have come towards the Admiral at the moment of its flint'lock, with the true professional up
before he fell, bearing the ensign of a captured
ship. This man kneels, his glorious charge forgotten
inviewof the strickencommander‘s danger ; hisface,
no less than those before mentioned, is admirably
wrought. Around the group thusdescribed,a hostof
minor incidents appear. The hustle and uproar of a
battle, at sea, even more than on land, cause some
occurrences within arm's reach to be beyond notice,
while others, more distant, to which attention is
driven, are potent to interest. News at such a time

his body.

Flint-locks were very fallible, and in the

hurry of action not easily got to rights; on such
failures, a common fuse was employed, for safety in
using which each gun was furnished with a bucket,

full of water, and ﬁtted with a perforated cover,
into which the burning end of the fuse could be
placed after use in discharging the piece. With
powder and cartridges about, and magazines open,
such precautions were essential. Such a bucket stands
here at the breech of this gun. Round about
are many old-fashioned weapons, chain-shot, shot
neatly bound up with rope to form the fearful
grape, ramrods, sponges, screws, handspikes, kc.
Facing us, and as if drawn inboard from the port
side of the ship, on which we stand, is a gun being
sponged out by its crew; the captain, a weather
beaten fellow, strong and rough as a north-caster,
stands with his thumb on the vent; a rosy, but
powder-smirched boy, all heedless of death, runs
along with a cartridge for this piece in his arms.
Proceeding now to the other end of the picture,
passing the wounded Nelson and his friends, we
come upon various excellently portrayed groups.
A man, shot in the chest, is tended by comrades;

one staunches the blood,—another, an old negro
with a red handkerchief round his head, brings
brandy in a glass. More to the right of these (for
ward), are three sailors mightily pulling on the
main-topsail halyard, with the purpose of clearing
the rigging of fallen spars or ropes. Across the deck
and on the bulwarks are the hammock-nettings,
forming a sort of fortress of ropes and iron stan
chions lined with the men’s bedding, within which
much of the work of a ship in action, and all the
scene before us, take place. Here are more men,
living, wounded, and dead. Thus far we have
described the human element of this noble picture.

Alongside of Nelson's ship are visible the three
masts of the Redoutable. Showing beyond the
rigging of both ships. entangled with, and borne
aloft by that of the Victory, is an upper yard, with
its sail attached, of her antagonist. Shot away,
and thundering down upon her deck, is one of the
Frenchman's masts, its head and top.

FINE-ART Gossm-Mr. Gibson is reported to be
engaged upon a statue of Hebe. Mr. Munro has
executed a statue of a Naiad, larger than life ; this
is to be cast in bronze, and added to the Ingram
Monument at Boston: also a Nymph with a vase,
for a drinking fountain, commissioned by the late
Lord Lansdowne; also amarble ﬁgure of Dante, for

Lord Ashhurton.

Mr. Thorneycroft is working on

a statue of the Prince Consort to be erected at ‘Vol

verhampton.

Mr. Durham will execute the Me

morial to the late Bishop of Madras.
The dinner in aid of the Artists' General Bone
voleut Fund will take place this year, the forty
eighth, on the 28th inst., at the Freemasons‘
Tavern : Lord Carnarvon in the chair.
The design by M. de Triqueti, representing
the Transﬁguration, for decorating the apes of
St. Paul's, has been selected for execution. As we
understand the matter, it is not decided whether
this work shall be in fresco, mosaic or the water
glass process. Unless M. de Triqueti has unusual
skill in fresco-painting we should advise against
that system.
Considering the almost universal
failure of the same in this country although
attempted by many hands, some of which have
had success elsewhere, we believe the public voice
will go with us in this point. Mosaic is e\ en less,
if at all, a tried method with us; it offers the
potent objection of being singularly unsuitable to
the style of Wren‘s ediﬁce. Admirably ﬁtted to
fill large surfaces in Byzantine or Romanesque
architecture, as in St. Vitals, Ravenna, or Sta. M.

ward jerk of his ﬁst. An incident so apparently
barren of interest as this of a gun‘s discharge, has
been rendered peculiarly effective by the genius,
skill and care of the artist. The men keep their
ranks, some quite at home and indifferent, some
interested but steady; one, a stalwart fair-faced
youth in his ﬁrst battle, leans a l'ttle forward to
watch through the port-hole the effect of the shot.
Mindful of what we said respecting the artist's
heedful study of costume, let us here exemplify its
does not always travel swiftly; at Trafalgar it was working. It was thought that the carronades of
not until the end of the action that Nelson's fall was Nelson's time had long ago been melted into new
known through the ship; he himself, when carried fashions, but after much search one was dis Maggiore, Rome, the hardness and inﬂexibility of
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its decorative character unﬁt it for the ornate and of Beethoven's most glorious works, belonging to patheties such as Dr. Dilworth or the author of
rather heavy grandeur of our own Cathedral. It the very best period of his genius, should be as ‘ Proverbial Philosophy ' might have serenely signed.
is not desirable to resort to the manner of the

good as unknown in London.

A Contemporary

Are they a translation of the text arranged for a

later schools of Art in mosaic, exempliﬁed by the reminds us that it was some years ago performed similar purpose by Grillpaner'l The work was
“ Navicella" in the vestibule of St. Peter's, Rome, by Mr. Wilson, with Mr. Willy's concert-band, at most warmly received. The rest of the concert
after Giotto, for the reason given. Nor should we be the music-hall in Store Street: but the perfum may be brieﬂy dismissed. Mr. G. Perren sang
inclined to reproduce that fashion of more recent ance did not excite any attention. And yet we a ballad by Kiicken very well,—-also one of his
date seen in mosaics at St. Mark's, Venice, and were “ﬁrst in the field," beyond the pale of Ger own composition. The Concert closed with the
elsewhere, which, however admirable in its results,

many, in paying allegiance to the master. In their

‘ Corsaire ’ overture of M. Berlioz, the most deli

would be equally out of keeping with the style of takings and leavings, the English are assuredly rious production, by its strange writer, that we know
St. Paul's. Mosaic departs from its appropriate a peculiar people. Though, of course, inciden~ up to the time present. The daring is equal to the
feeling in rivalling the character of fresco, and has tal music written for a play should be performed delirium, but (to play on words over a serious
no advantages over the same. Waterglass, being
freer in working, and consequently in style,

with the lay, if it is to produce its full effect.
Beethoven s decorations to Goethe's tragedy, prin

piece of business) there is no piracy in it ;-—though
it contains an enormous amount of original noise,

than mosaic, is suited to the building proposed cipally in the forms of symphonic “arguments " or there are no themes, and the heaps of notes which
for decoration; it is proved practicable by the programmes, are so largely developed, so wonderful stand for such would be claimed by no right
experience of German artists, and, in this country, in their intrinsic beauty and variety, apart from minded musical parent-The next Concert, on the
by Mr. Maclise, and has facilities in execution that their scenic pertinence-that, considered as a set 14th, it was said, will be largely (as is graceful at
will render it far preferable to fresco; it is moreover of pieces merely, they outvie the most elaborate the time) devoted to Danish music.
much less costly and tedious in production.
The Hawick Archaeological Society's Museum

presents a feature which might be well imitated by
similar associations. This is a series of oil-paintings
and water-colour drawings, by a Hawick artist, of

local noteworthy personages.

Many such collec

tions would be invaluable at some future date,
and interesting now. Portraits of the mere
churchwardens and local authorities, unless other
wise remarkable, might have but tempora
importance, yet these would be better than
none. The old soldier that is known to all the
town, the man who won the Victoria Cross, the
valiant doctor, parson and priest, who watched
out fever or cholera, the sanitary reformer, the
earnest teacher, the charity founder,—in fact, the
Horatius, Lartius and Herminius of each genera
tion, these are the men forcomrnemoration; allthose
to whom the little town owes gratitude, being
precisely the men who are least likely to erect
monuments to themselves. A curious example of the working of the copy
right law relating to sculptures occurred at Liver
pool recently. Mr. Smith, sculptor, of Liverpool,
stated in the police court of that town that he had
last year executed a bust of Mr. Tom Sayers, regis

and formal work produced by any other instrumen
tal composer. He was, with some few happy ex
ceptions, liable to be ill at ease and antagonistic
when writing for the voice.
‘Fidelio' is not
without reproach in this respect; hence in classifying
his music for the stage, we should rate these set
tings to ‘Egmont‘as higher in their beauty and their
completeness than his one opera. ‘Egmont‘ pre
ceded ‘ Fidelio ’ by a brief space of time. The over
ture (the noblest orchestral piece extant in the
sombre key of F minor), all know by heart. In Cléi'r
chen's ﬁrst song, the rhythm, as a vocal rhythm, is
not one of those we like the best. A moment's
thought, however, establishes its propriety, when
the "quick step" of the words is adverted to.
Then comes the First mtr’acte-an andant: of the
ﬁnest expression, followed by a brave and stirring
allegro, wrought up with the uttermost brilliancy,
and its close suspended by one of those happy
strokes of entire freedom consistent with perfect
form, of which Beethoven alone had the secret.
The Second mtr'ade, a larghetto in E ﬂat, for rich
beauty of thought and sound, and a certain majes
tic sweetness of expression, may pair off with the
slow movement to the Symphony in B flat. Then
comes C'ldrchen's gayer song, the theme of which is

CoNcEnTs.-—Press of matter makes it more

than usually necessary to be brief regarding all
the concerts, save one, which have been given
since we wrote last.
‘ Israel’ was given, as announced, by the Sacred
IIarmom'c Society yesterday week. The tenor was

Mr. Montem Smith: in his own walk and work a
conscientious and thorough musician, of far greater
value than many more showy and protesting men,

-—but in ‘Israel’ called on to beara burthen above
his strength-Mr. John Thomas held his Welsh
Concert, as announced, on St. David's Eve; a

faery part~song by himself was among the music
performed, which is pleasing, though hardly in the
real Welsh style.—Miss Edith Wynne was fore
most among his singers.
At Monday's Popular Concert the greatest
novelty was Weber‘s Pianoforte Sonnla in F. minor,
which we only recollect having heard once in
public, many years ago. Though, perhaps, the
least interesting of the four (that in A ﬂat being
the most so), it is still welcome, and picturesque
in no common degree : the four, collectively, show
ing the composer in his best light as a constructor.
Madame Arabella Goddard was the pianist. The

wrought up with such incomparable grace and fancy, singers were Madame Corbari and Mr. Wilbye
tered his copyright in the same and sold many in the ullegretto which opens the Third entr'acle . Cooper, who sang for Mr. Sims Reeves, and who
costs. One of these casts was obtained by a person it leads into Beethoven's happiest march-not ex gave no less arduous a scene than “Deeper and

named Reynolds, a proprietor of wax~works, who
appears to have moulded it and sold casts out of the
mould, to the plaintiff's injury. The Act provides
that any person infringing the copyright of another
shall be liable to a penalty of not less than 51., and

cluding from the competition the choral march in
his ‘ Ruins of Athens.’ No more warlike tune, not
forgetting Handel's march at the
er of
Jericho, in ‘Joshua,’ exists. The brevity of the
two-bar phrases with which it opens, aids the
not more than 301., the penalty to go as damages to effect; and how admirably are these combined and
the plaintiff. A penalty of 201. was inﬂicted.
varied in the minor episode! The Fourth mtr‘actc,
The Water-Colour Society's Winter Exhibition with its andante agitate, is perhaps the loveliest
of Studies and Sketches will close on Saturday, number in the work. Yearning and anxious tender

the 2lst inst.—The Winter Exhibition at the
French Gallery will close on Saturday, the 14th
inst., to make way for the French Exhibition, as
that of the Watercolour Society will give place
to its ordinary annual display.

The Emperor of the French has directed that
portraits of the three painters of the Vernet family

shall be deposited at Versailles.
A sale of pictures which took place in Paris
last week showed, by the prices obtained, that the
usual high rates for ﬁrst-class works still rule. It
must be remembered that of the following items

many of their painters are dead.

deeper still" with very great success. There is to
be a Beethoven Night on Monday next.

Mr. Ramford's Beneﬁt Concert on Tuesday fur
nished a most liberal entertainment for all his

friends,—among other artists Madame Sainton
Dolby and Miss Parepa, who sang, with extraordi
eﬁ'ect, a brilliant concert arena, composed by

Mr. Benedict, with a view of showing her ver
satility of style. Her execution can now be hardly

ness cannot be more fully expressed. The movement exceeded by any soprano who is singing at the
is surcharged with beauty; yet it is no more sickly
than one of Shakspeare’s love soliloquies. What
a lesson for those of a younger generation, who
seem unable to conceive emotion in Art as disso

time resent. There was a new wedding glee by
Mr. inley,—not to speak of a version of ‘God
save the Queen,’ with two new verses added, to
'suit the joyous time, by Mr. Edwin Rausford. The
ciated from what is uncouth and hideous! This concert, of its miscellaneous kind, was, we repeat,
instrumental andante moves the soul to its depths liberal and lively.
as potently as the vocal lament “In sweetest
Our English concert-goers, however, must not
harmony," in Handel's ‘ Saul,‘ although in neither waste their speciality without being warned. We
is there an ugly chord, and though both are spoke the other day, in whimsical suggestion, of
written in the major key, which painters of ‘The Messiah’ being given with a band of harps !

“the anguish of the present " avoid as though Really, possible fulﬁlment of such a thing does not
The Monkey it must needs be frivolous, and not capable of seem far oﬂ‘. We cannot but ask so sound a musician

Cooking, by Decamps, 26,000 francs. ,——the Orange
Seller, same, 12,000f.,—a Landscape, same, 5,000f.,

the deepest melancholy. What is richer than a and so real an artist as Mr. Henry Leslie whether it
sunset on the Southern seal but the glory inten was discreet, in his “ national and patriotic concert"

We must not loiter over the of \Vednesday last, to add the band of the Scots

—a Festival, by M. Leys, 13,700f.,-—its com

siﬁes the sadness.

ppnion, same, 19,000f.,—The Duke of Alba
olland, by M. Gallait, 15,500f.,—The Fall
the Leaves, same, l6,050f.,—-a Bashi Bazouk,
H. Vernet, l2,400f.,—Deer in the Underwood,

music to Cldrchm's death, nor to that of Egmont's Fusilier Guards to the choir of harpists joined to
last scene, which again rises to a point where his chorus of singers’! The last, we had imagined,
praise can hardly follow it without seeming bom was assembled with the view of executing un

in
of
by
by

bast. This music should be heard again and again accompanied choral music of the highest class, to
Mdlle. R. Bonheur, 7,720f.,-Léonora, by Ary and again; —it will no more grow old in the compete with such a body as the Dam Chef
Scheﬁ'er, 5,500f.,—Martha and Margaret, same, hearing than the C minor Symphony, nor be heard of Berlin. It was not called on to do service at

4,000f.,-—The Old Goatherd and his Son, by Leo
pold Robert, 2,450f.
MTJIIO AN-D THE DRAMAA
.__._.

Cnrs'rar. PALACE CONCEnTs.—BeelImren's ‘Eg
mont' Mimic-It would be hard to exaggerate
the amount of pleasure given to all true musicians,
.this day week, at the Crystal Palace Concert. It
is hard to understand how, since 1884 at least, one

without some new point of beauty developing itself
on each repetition. The orchestral part was capi
tally given Miss Arrnytage sang the songs: she
is clever, but will do well to beware of recklessness,
as a different thing from earnest, real enthusiasm.
Mr. Arthur Matthison read the connecting text
very well; a little more practice and polish alone
being wanting to him;-and the English verses, by
Mr. Bartholomew, are not easy to read, containing
as they do too many “ wise saws" and commonplace

variance with such pretensions when assisting in

a national harpers' concert-such as one of the
\Velsh meetings of Mr. John Thomas,—-because
these have a genuine and original character: the
ﬁrst, the best-we will add, the only good ones
of their kind. But we should be sorry to see such
change of purpose becoming the rule, not the
exception.
Are we to be handed over to all
and sundry melodies—“ black, white, and grey’
— accompanied anyhow?
The minstrelsy —
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not of the Scottish Border, but of Christy's — prompted the lady‘s crimes ; and the guilty woman, to be than they have hitherto enjoyed. There is
is as artistic as the mixture of a military with a wild shriek, falls-not lifeless, but deprived some idea of substituting the ballet of ' Masaniello'
band and harps however adroitly handled, to ac of reason for ever. The last situation was power for what are here called the “detestable” balletss
company so excellent and delicate a choir, in fully interpreted by Miss Herbert, whose perform of ‘ I Bianchi e Neri’ and ‘ Isola degli Amori.‘
modern part-songs. Let all who make such con ance of the part altogether was of such merit that
, urscnnusna
cessions-be the argument what it will-recollect her reputation will be much increased by her for
The Hall of Rufus.—For many years past, after.
that “ the fashion of the time passeth away "—but tunate assumption of the character.
levees or drawing-rooms have been held, the pub
also, that
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossrn-Ws under lication in the newspapers of bitter complaints of
All the King's horses and all the King's men
cannot restore a choice reputation to that which stand that, among other Weddira Music, we may the way in which they are managed has become a
look for a Serenata from Mr.
. C. Cusins, to thing of custom. The crowded condition of the
has once been made common.
words by Mr. Oxenford, and that this will probably rooms, and the limited facilities for ingress and
Sn‘. J Assess-Miss Braddon’s success as a novel be performed, on the opening night of the season, egress lead necessarily to scenes which ought not
ist has gained for her works an introduction to the at Her Majesty's Theatre.—We may here state, to occur at the gallery-door of a theatre, much
ions on foot for less in the palace of a Sovereign. Making all
. On Saturday, a drama, by Mr. George in reference to the loyal pre
Roberts, entitled ‘ Lady Audley’s Secret,’ was with Tuesday, that the Carol by Mr. Brinley Richards, allowance for what might possibly be done by im
the authoress's consent performed at this theatre. mentioned last week, will be sung on the Prince's proved regulations, it cannot, I presume, be dis
The audience was numerous as well as fashionable, Wedding-day by six thousand children at Swansea. puted that for the requirements of the present
Every good musician present at the trial-party age the state apartments at St. James’s are really
and the piece was enthusiastically received. The
story is well calculated for dramatic purposes, and held by the Musical Society, announced last week, insuﬁicient in sin for the reception of more than
is
unanimous in speaking highly of the Sym half the number of those who expect, and are ex
the heroine brings out the qualities of Miss Herbert
as an actress with more force than any other part phony by M. Silas, brought to hearing there. Thus pected, to attend. It is probable, therefore, that
in which she has appeared. It is not necessary to its performance, as sequel to a success so highly ere long the reiteration of grumbling will induce
enter into the full details of the story. A bold, commended may be fairly urged on the Societyas a a cry from those who go to Court in favour of an
fascinating woman, with a fatal secret forming a pleasant duty for them—even by those who do not enlargement of the buildi , and a countercry
motive strong enough for the commission of mur conceive that experiments are matters for report, or from many, if not all, who on’! go, against such
der, and pursuing her purposes as long as reason that any competitor should be discouraged by the a measure. It is also most probable that “the
remained to her to direct her proceedings, is a preference of one name. M. Silas has not till now ayes will have it," and that a sum of money rang
character full of opportunity for a competent enjoyed all the chances which his real and solid ing from 50,0001. to half a million will be handed
actress. The playwright has managed to compress merits deserve : and a good new Symphony, of any over to the architects and builders for the purpose
this argument into two acts without impairing school, or from any man, is, indeed, a desideratum. referred to. This is not, in my opinion, " a con
its effect. The groundwork of the plot is well It is indispensable for any composer, who aspires summation dsvoutly to be wished“; inasmuch as
enough explained in the ﬁrst scene, in a conversa really to compose, to test himself, not by his the nation possesses already at Westminster, in
tion between Robert Audley and George Talboys, dreams, not by his science-(least of all by his ﬂat its unmatched and unmatchable Hall, the means
the latter of whom relates the circumstances of his terersl-hut by the public. We hope to hear this of eclipsing every Court in Europe in the impres
marriage, and how, having been driven by his Symphony by M. Silas-thus mlly tested-having sive grandeur which Royal pageants ought to
father's austerity to the Australian gold-ﬁelds, he small doubt of the result, because we know his exhibit, and which could there be displayed in a
had never since heard of his wife. In the obituary great worth as a musician.
manner worthy of this country, and of the Sove~
On \Vednesday last Miss Parepa appeared as reign who presides over it.
of a morning paperhereadsthe announcement of her
Westminster Hall
death at Vemtnor, and is overwhelmed with grief, Amino, in ‘ La Sonnambula,‘ at the Royal English could, for a triﬂe compared with what would be
to the surprise and consternation of his friend. Opera.
the cost of remodelling St. James's, be rendered
The Philharmonic Concerts commence on Mon available for purposes of State, even without inter
The story is then further developed in a conversa
day.
The programme of the ﬁrst contains an fering with its ordinary use as the central cham
tion between Phmbc and Duke Marks at Audie
Court, and the discovery of Lady Audley's reticuga Overture by Herr Gade-a timely selection on the ber of communication with the Courts of Law and
with the baby‘s sock and a tress of hair serve well wedding~eve—but no other novelty. The Concerto the Houses of Parliament, which have the com
to identify the wife of Sir Michael Audley with is to be Beethoven’s in 1: flat, played by Mr. John mand of exits and entrances quite distinct from.
Helen Tulboys. And now the visit of Talboys Francis Barnett.
and independent of it.
H. L.
Herr Sigismund Blumner announces three
and Robert Audley to Audley Court takes place,
New Baromctrical Obaerz'atiom.--We read the
where, in the library, an unveiled portrait dis Pianoforte Soiréa, the ﬁrst of which will be held following passage in the Comcrcv'o de Lima of
closes to the former that his wife had contracted on the 21st of this month.—Herr Pauer's His January 8, I863 :—-“ Lately a large barometer has
on the 20th of April.
a second marriage.
An interview, of course, torical Concerts will
been erected in the National Astronomical Obser
An important musical sale, both of publications vatory of Santiago do Chile. By this instrument
succeeds, and the murder is_at once projected
and carried out. Lady Audley persuades George and of instruments, took place at the rooms of has been observed a singular phenomenon new to
to accompany her to the Lime Tree Walk, and Messrs. Puttick & Simpson on Wednesday and science. \Ve know, particularly through the obser
causes him to dro into a well. The assassination Thursday.
vations of Humboldt, that the barometer rises and
The late novelties at the Opéra Comique of Paris falls during the day in a peculiar manner, being
is witnessed by
uke Marks, who has secreted
himself under a tree by the window. The part of seem to be only so many mild failures. The latest at its maximum height at 10 Arm. and at 10 P.n.,
George Talboys was acted by Mr. Gaston Murray, has been ‘ La Déesse at is Bergsr,' by M. Duprato. whilst the lowest readings are between 4 RM. and
with a power and discrimination which occasioned —-‘ Le Cald’ of M.Ambroise Thomas has been sung 4 A.M. The regularity of this periodical move
his recall before the curtain.
Twelve months in Italian at Milan with great success.—M. von ment within the tropics is such during the year,
elapse between the acts. Robert Audley, stirred Flotow's ‘Martha’ seems to have possessed itself that Humboldt could tell the time within fifteen
to action by the mysterious disappearance of his of Italy-Herr Wsgner‘s ‘Lohengrin’ has been minutes. This movement has been observed with
friend, has begun to suspect Lady Audley of the given at Rotterdam.—lt is said that the Italian much regularity in Santiago de Chile during the
murder, and in an interview with her becomes Opera in St. Petersburg will be renounced by the winter and summer months ; but in the month of
more convinced, by her conduct, of the fact. He is, Government; from which it would seem as if the February the movement entirely ceases, showing
however, compelled by the baronet to retire from dearth of singers and composers was beginning to then only the ordinary maximum and minimum
the ﬁeld, and takes refuge in the village inn, now kept tell its tale in Russia, as elsewhere-“Tell me heights in the twenty-four hours. Seﬂor Moesta
by Luke Marks, who has married Phuabe. Lady with whom thou goest," &c., is a proverb which has tried to explain this occurrence, and has demon
Audley sets ﬁre to the inn, with the purpose of applies to the subjects chosen by composers for strated mathematically that the oscillatory move
destroying Robert while sleeping there; but the music, and their results. On the authority of ment of the barometer is produced by the sun's
youth escapes and confronts the guilty lady. The foreign journals, Signor Verdi is said to intend power, analogous to that of gravitation, and that
last scene, painted by Mr. William Beverley, musically to illustrate M. Flaubert’s hideous novel the said movement ought to disappear in the month
represents the Lime Tree Walk and ancient well of ‘ Salammbo,’ (which, by the way, has furnished of February in consequence of the
t variation
of Audlsy Court by moonlight, and was received more than one lady with her costume at the late of temperature during the course of the day.
Court-balls in Paris).
As ﬁt for music is ‘The Thus the interesting result has been arrived at,
with immense applause. Here the heroine momen
tarily triumph, while her cheeks glow with the Veiled Prophet ‘—ﬁtter far ‘ Frankenstein.’—What that by virtue of the sun's power a movement is
ruddy reﬂexion of the distant ﬁre. Moreover, the is to become of the catastrophe?—The Allgemeine manifested in the atmosphere analogous to the
turret-bell tolls for the death of the baronet, and Musikalisclw Zeilung announces, among new Ger action of the tides ; and it is this that causes the rise
all seems favourable for her interests. But Luke man operas, ‘ Der Fiirst von Hildburghausen,’ by and fall of the barometrical column in Santiago,
Marks, having become intoxicated, was unable to Herr Dom, ‘Die Brant von Messina,’ by Herr about ‘ 1‘3 of a millimetre.’ This force exercised
escape the ﬁre; and, being new brought in on a Bonewitz, and ‘Feramorz,’ by Herr Rubinstein, by the sun cannot be what is generally known
litter, testifies to Lady Audley's guilt. For further which last is to come to a hearing at Dresden as that of attraction; but it is the same electric
corroboration, George Talboys himself is produced. forthwith.
force which causes the diurnal variations of the
Of course, he was rescued by Marks from the well,
We have the following from Naples :—Signor magnetic compass, and the same that produces
and went abroad. But he has now returned, with Tiberini has been engaged at the San Carlo such visible changes in the forms of comets when
the intention of relieving the conscience of his Theatre, and ‘Il Ballo in Maschera' and ‘ Roberto ever they approach the vicinity of the sun."
wife from the guilt that she had intended. His il Diavolo' are in course of active preparation.
presence at such a crisis at once developes the Mesdames Titiens and Staffs-none will thus stand
To Conauroxhssrs-i", B.-T. P.-J. W.--N. M.
hereditary insanity which is supposed to have a fairer chance of being appreciated as they deserve Mahlstick-E. S.—recelvsd.
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Incidents in my Life. By D. D. Home. (Long
man 8.: Co.)

THIS impudent and foolish book criticizes itself
An introduction, professing to be “written by
a friend,” presents Mr. Home as “delicate
in health, extremely sensitive in spirit, coming
forward with his narration for no conceivable
end but to propagate a knowledge of what he
regards as important truths; . . . . a man of a
reli ious turn of mind, pure-hearted and un
wor dly”—in fact, as a person who is no ﬁt
object for the jests of railing Rabshakehsl
Mr. Home throughout his book indorses
this sweet and saintly character of himself and
of his proceedings very much aﬁer the fashion
ofWandering Willie in Scott's ‘Redgauntlet,’
who modestly capped the panegyrics of the
notorious little knave Benjie by adding, “All
is true that the little boy says”! But we do
not know the name of the mystic‘s “little

boy.” He is only Mr. Home's friend.

Mr.

Home answers for him, and he answers for
Mr. Home: that is all we learn.
Then comes the table-turner’s own part of the
tale. His mother, he tells us, wasa seer of Scot
tish extraction, and gifted with secondsight.
He began to prove himself' her worthy son so
early as the age of thirteen, the gift
come
upon him after ‘hearing the well-known' story of
the Beresford Ghost with the black ribbon
round her wrist-‘(so admirably used by Crabbe
in his ‘ Indy Barbara’). The boyhcomrade who
read it to him- died; and, Mr. Home assures us,
appeared to him as the two had previously agreed
on. This settled the profession of the youth ; and
conﬁrmation of the same was administered by.
his mother, who prophesied her own decease
and all its circumstances, some of which, we
are assured, were very remarkable. A few
months after she died, Mr. Home “heard three
loud blows on ‘the head of his bed, as if struck
by a hammer." He was much surprised, not
knowing precisely what to make of them, till
an impression came on him “that they were

something not of earth.” He had heard are
this- of ‘ the Rocheter knockings,” but had
paid little attention to them-puny sounds as

compared with those of his spirit hammer. His
aunt disapproved of the noise, and being a
staunch Wesleyan convertite (Mr. Home him
self having joined the Congregationalists) rated
him for bringing the Devil into her house;
threw a chair at him ;—an idle token of dis
approval, as it proved,—since, shortl after‘
wards, the chairs in her gifted nephe s room
began to amble about of their own accord and
accost him civilly, thus setting a seal on his
mission as Medium. When, by way of ﬁnal ex
orcism, the aunt placed the family Bible on the
table and sate upon it, the table, “as if leased
to hear such a burden,” the Bible and t e aunt
a-top were lifted from the ﬂoor! The woman
could not hear such insubordination in her
furniture, however holy the pretext, and signi
ﬁed to Mr. Home that he had better leave her
house. Sweet are the uses of persecution.
Lord Byron was “cmdled into poetry” by the
wrong of a review; Mr. Home was strengthened
in the line he declares himself to have been
inspired to take by this misunderstanding ; and,
from that moment, shot a-head of all predecessors
and competitors. Friendswere raised upfor him.

Articles in the papers narrated how, when he
was aged eighteen, “ the medium turned over
a. table into our (the writer's) lap.” ' The Ame
rican editor-‘s lap must have been a large
one, or the table must have been the smallest

table of a “hen and chickens" brood. This
table in a. journalist’s lap brought Mr. Home
forward at once; and his life, from that time
to the time present, has been one of stu
pendous wonders; of attentions paid to him
with unquestioning subscription by all who
met him prepared to believe; favours from
great personages, only too thankful to have
their wearily splendid lives entertained by a.
new sensation which was very awful and a little
irreligious; miracles and communications with
the other world. That Mr. Home could not
prevent all or any part of this excitement he
assures us on his honour. Of course not. Then,
he tells us that his power has left him at one
or two critical junctures of his life. He does
not pretend to account for his superiority to
common mortals, neither to apologize for it;
he does not offer one solitary proofv of its
reality which would stand examination. The
presence of an element of scepticism has
always a cramping effect on his manifesta
tions; sometimes they will not appear. When
the medium is about to ﬂy or to float to
the ceiling inaidarkened room (the “dear
spirits” will not permit such blessed marvels
to be distinctl seen) he is not to be talked to
or touched.
evils, too, mingle in the dance.
Further, there are impostors abroad, false
mediums, who, we believe, have exhibited Mr.
Home’s phenomena~ What matter? The world
is enjoined to take everything that he pleases
to tell without a grain of salt. There is a
good deal of mystery—not explained—about
some parts of hiscareer. Hislife in Florence,
for example, is very brieﬂy dismissed.
Three points may be stated- as necessary
to be taken in conjunction, even by those dis
posed to admit the existence of a class of

to their names are few. A great person has’
testified to his marvellous power and unim-'
peachahle integrity; a sovereign has been as
‘much impressed for his soul’s good as the
Emperor of Russia was by William Allen the‘
. Quaker, but we do not learn who the great
person and the sovereign were. The godfather-s
‘ and godmothers who appear in these pages to
accredit his proceedings are Mr. Wilkinson (a
, spiritualist before he saw Mr. Home), Mr. J. G.
Crawford, “a gentleman who had for ears re
sisted all belief in such phenomena,” 1'. T. A.
‘ Trollope, Mr. James Wason, solicitor, Dr. Gully

of ‘ Malvern, Mr. John Jones of Basinghall
Street, Mr. James Hutchinson‘ of the Stock

Exchange, Mr; Cox of the hotel in Jermyn
Street, Mr. Coleman of Bayswater,‘ Mr. and Mrs.
Hewitt and Mrs. S. C. Hall—wlrich last witness
deposes to having received the
csent of a
lace cap from the dcceased'Mrs. ome, laid by
so ernatural hands on her'knee!
e above considerations having-been pur-'~
ely grouped
togetherbook
not to
interrupt
the‘
iigsrrative,
Mr. Home’s
shall,
from this
point, speak for itself.
The American contributions tov this work are,‘
as Mr. Howitt had prepared us to e
, more
highly spiced with what is terrible an revolting‘
than those from this side of the Atlantic.
When the following dip into Pandemonium‘
was made by the oracle, he could'not have been‘
eighteen:—
“ Last winter while spending a few days at the
house of Mr. Rufus Elmer, Springﬁeld, I became

acquainted with Mr. Home.

One evening, Mr.

Home, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer; and I were engaged
in general conversation, when‘ suddenly,- and most;
unexpectedly to us all, Mr. Home was deeply en'
tranced. A momentary silence ensued, when the

supernatural mediators, anrlwho may wish. to medium said ‘ Hannah Britten is here i’ I was
judge how for Mr. Home is a-sincere and surprised at the announcement, for I had not even
thought of the person indicated for many ‘days, or
self-deluded member of such priesthood, how perhaps months, and we parted for all time when I
far the reverse. First, it has been again and was but a, little child. I remained silent, but mew
again urged that persons who traﬂicked in
awful mysteries like these,-being..commissioued
from on high,.werea.t once vulgarized, deterio
rated, handed over to the counsels of evil
spirits, if they. spoke with the dead, or made
the dead speak, or called them or any part of
them into visible presence for lucre. When. one
wretched charlatan after another has been un
masked, the pure have stood sorrowfully aloof,
and repudiated all fellowship with one who

tally inquired how I might be assured of her actual

presence Immediately Mr. Home began toexhibit
signs of the deepest anguish. Rising from his seat
he walked to and fro in the apartment, wringing

his hands, and exhibiting a wild and frantic manner
and expression. He groaned'in spirit, and audibly,
and often smote his forehead and uttered incoherent
words of prayer; He addressed me in terms of
tenderness, and sighed and uttered bitter lamenta

tions. Ever and anon, he gave utterance to

res-v

hat
tampered with his birthright for amass oi-T'pot» sions like the following:—‘ Oh, how dark!
tage. “Medium” afteri“ medium,” ‘detected in dismal clouds I What a frightful chasm l Deep
down-far down!

imposture, has been anathematized'or‘cxcused
as having handed himself over-to the devil by
the base act of sale and barter of his gift. Now
Mr. Home, as Mr. Howitt, indeed, has already
told us, has gained acompetence by his ghastly
shows. Rings, purses (not empty), other presents
more solid than praise have been showered on
him as thickly as the slippers with which de

vout ladies lorify their dear favourite clergy
man. Second y, the Romish Church has always
held ractices such as those by which Mr. Home
has t riven to be sinful, heretical, and tending
to damnation. Those who remember this canon
are invited to consider how Mr. Home, after
being converted from Congregationalism to
Roman Catholicism, quarredled with the sincere
and stern Pére Ravignan, who insisted on his
desisting from such unauthorized practices ; also
how he gave up his next confessor, who, it was
hoped, might be more lenient to one who was
driving so riskand proﬁtable a trade, and amus
ing so many
at people and crowned heads.
So’ that Mr. ome ﬂoats strangely, not in the
air alone, but between the two stools of autho
rity and private judgment. Thirdly, the wit
nesses brought by him into the box who answer

I see the ﬁery ﬂoodl

Hold!

Stay !—Save them from the pit 3 I'm in a terrible
labyrinth ! I see no way out! There’s no light!
How wild l-gloomy ! The clouds roll in upo nine!
The darkness deepens! My head is whirling!

Where am I?—-’

During this exciting scene,

which lasted perhaps half an hour, I remained a
silent spectator, the medium was unconscious, and

the whole was inexplicable to Mr. and- Mrs: Elmer.
The circumstances occurred some twelve years
before the birth of Mr. Home.

No pemonin all

that region knew aught of the history of Hannah
Brittan, or that such a person ever existed. But
to me the scene was one of peculiar and painful
signiﬁcance. She was highly gifted by nature,

and endowed with the tenderest sensibilities. She
became insane from believing in the doctrine of

endless punishment, and when I last saw her, the
terrible reality, so graphically depicted in the scene
I have attempted to describe, was present, in all
its mournful details, before me l"

There was some thought, Mr. Home tells us,
of his studying medicine as a profession, but the
“dear spirits” would not allow it. These S lrlts
became very imperious and sprightly.
ey
dragged his bed up and down the room; even
when Mr. F. C. Andrae was in itas well ashim
self; and they, could only by the most urgent
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entreaty be prevailed on to sto . In America,
however, there were many “ me 'ums"; whereas
Europe wanted a missionary. Accordin ly
in 1855, Mr. Home came over the sea.
m
mediately on his arrival in London, he found
himself in a con enial circle. Mr. Cox, of the
hotel in Jermyn treet,(who, by the way, amon
other curious sights for which he was indebte
to Mr. Home, testifies to having seen two de
canters for one,) “ welcomed him like a father.”
He went thence to Ealing, and there called up for
the gratiﬁcation of a distinguished novelist “ the
s irit who had inﬂuenced him to write ‘Zanoui.’"
ther sittin at Ealing, where matters went on
less smooth y, are unreported. Why should a
chronicler, who is all for truth and transparency,
evade an account of his failures? Mr. Wile
kinson is prolix in his details of what assed
on these occasions. The “ spirit ban 5," of
which so much has been said, greeted Mr.
Wilkinson, very heartily, in the dusk-slapped
his knee “aﬁirmntively,” whenever he made a
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with what been at Homes, during their brief
according to our style, at seven in the evening, and
as the snow was fast falling, our little boy was born
at the town house, situate on the Gagarines Quay,
in St. Petersburg, where we were still staying.
A few hours after his birth, his mother, the nurse
and I heard for several hours the warbling of a bird
as if singing over him. Also that night, and for

Houses became deeply interested in what he wit
nessed. The manifestations while I was at Florence
were very strong. I remember on one occasion
while the Countess 0-— was seated at one of

Erard‘s grand action pianos, it rose and balanced
itself in the air during the whole time she was
playing."

Did Countess O— rise to the occasion?
and balance herself in the air as well as the
“Patent Grand"? Our seer and his friends

lay great stress on the musical feats of the
spirits, without apparently knowing much of
t e art, its terms, or its celebrities. Mrs.
Hewitt, for instance, speaks of “M. Magnus
the celebrated composer at Paris,” as bein a
witness of some wonderful performances.
e
are indiﬁ'erently well acquainted with the Pari

sian musical world, but do not know the great
man appealed to. The accordion, in the hands
of Mr. Holne’s familiars, does odd things; some
times ﬁllin the room “with avolume of sounds
like a pea ing organ, and still no false note,”
sometimes indulging in a fantasia descri tive
of this world and the next; after the fas ion,
so far as we can make out, of Mr. German
Reed's composer in his clever entertainment.

not for the untruths of earth.’

Both my wife and

myself were by this time so impressed by such

my mediumship, but rather through that of the from where the bed stood. ‘Good night, dear ones,
and God bless you,’ was then audibly spoken, and
simultaneously with the sound came three waft-s of
perfume, so delicious that we both exclaimed, ‘ How

truly wonderful!’

Her headache was perfectly

cured, and although our nerves had been greatly
agitated, we slept soundly. The following day,

and indeed for several days afterwards, my wife had
occasional proofs of the presence of this spirit, and

he remained with her up to the time of her passing

movement of the child was distinctly felt, perfectly from earth, and during the last months of our stay
in unison with the sounds. When there were three
sounds, three movements were felt, and so on, and
when ﬁve sounds were heard, which is generally
the call for the alphabet, she felt the ﬁve internal
movements, and she would frequently, when we
were mistaken in the letter, correct us from what
the child indicated.”

We have not noted the last passage with
out hesitation:
ut it is due to the author
that the reader should have a clear oppor
tunity of judging him in all the fullness of
his delicacy. Mrs. Home and the rapping
unborn baby are both dead. While alive they
must have enjoyed a busy life, nocturnal as
well as diurnal. The following, which fell out
after a lecture, at St. John’s Wood, by M.
Louis Blanc, ‘On the Mysterious Persons and
Agencies in France towards the End of the
Eighteenth Century,’ is a sample of similar

experiences.

in England she frequently saw him."

By shuddering when coming in contact with a
ct of porter at Messrs. Barclay & Perkins's, Mr.
ome was acquainted with the decease of his

Russian mother-in-law;—long ere the tidings
could have arrived in an orderly way.
How Mr. Home ﬂoated about in the man
sion of a person of distinction, in Hyde
Park Terrace, London, and elsewhere, is
attested by several persons: for the most
part anonymous. This marvel however, al
most as common, Mr. Howitt assures us, “as
the flying of a bird,” is considerately with
held by “ the dear spirits” from the light of
common day,»and one testiﬁer confesses to
having been so bewildered by what took place
in these darkened rooms, as not at last to know
whether that which he touched was natural or

supernatural. But we must leave in all their
twilight these exercises of “ levitation,” as less

“ On returning home, I found that my wife had momentous and surprisin than the exhibitions
retired earlier than usual in consequence of a severe
of Leotard, Olmar, and errecke, who are not
headache. In the course of conversation together,
light.—Also, we must
she having asked how I had liked the lecture, I afraid of the ﬂare of
said, ‘I have been haunted all the evening by
Cagliostro,' on which she exclaimed, ‘Pray do not
use that word haunted, it sounds so weird-like,

and quite frightens me.’ I had by this time extin
guished the light, and was now in bed, when to my

amazement the room become as light as if the sun
had for an instant shone fully in at the window.

Thinking that this effect might have been only on
my spiritual perception, I said, ‘Sacha, did you
see anything? I—Her reply was, ‘N0, nor could I,

This world is expressed by the musical spirits
for my face was quite buried in my pillow, the pain

in discords crude enough to set the teeth on in my head is so intense.‘ I asked her to observe,
and I then mentally asked that if the light had
times (and this shows how the spirits can be been external, it might be reproduced. Almost
débonnaire and appropriate on occasions) the simultaneously with the thought, came the light
accordion concert concludes with the perform again, so distinct, and with such brilliancy, that
no noon-day was ever brighter. My wife asked if
ance of “ Home, sweet Home !”
In the course of his foreign wanderings, this was the spirit of Cagliostro, and the aﬂ'irmative
Mr. Home fell in with the sister of Count reply was instantly given by three flashes of light,
Gregoire Koucheleff Besborodko. The lady so vivid as almost to be blinding and painful to the
was an ardent spiritualist and medium, like sight. Answers were given to various questions in
himself. They were married,—the author of the same wonderful manner, and then in answer to
a question asked, came a musical tinkle, as if a
‘ Monte Christo' being “best man” on the occa silver
bell had been touched directly over our heads.
sion, and undertaking a journey to do honour In this way our farther answers were now given,
to the young couple, which journey also could and we then heard a footstep on the ﬂoor, falling
be wrought up in a book. Never was marriage so gently as if it feared to disturb us by its approach.
more complete. Shakspeare’s Beatrice remem My wife asked that it should come nearer, and it
bered to have heard that “a star danced when approached us till we felt a form leaning over the
she was born,” but this wasa triﬂe as compared bed. In doing this it pressed upon the bed-clothes

edge; the next‘ in celestial melodies. Often

but all misunderstood by those about me ; my bio

graphers have even done me injustice; but I care

startling and almost terribly real evidence of the
presence of one who was in no way related to us,
that for a few moments all power of utterance
two or three nights afterwards, a bright star-like seemed to have left us. We were, however, soon
light, which was clearly visible from the partial recalled to ourselves by a hand being placed on our
darknessof the room, in which there was only a night heads, and she, seizing my hands in hers, held them
lamp burning, appeared several times directly over up, saying, ‘Dear spirit, will you be one of my
its head, where it remained for some moments, and guardian angels-watch over me with my father,
then slowly moved in the direction of the door, teach me what you would have me do, and make
where it disappeared. This was also seen by each me thankful to God for all his mercies?‘ Our
of us at the same time. The light was more con hands were clasped by a hand, and her left hand
densed than those which have been so often seen was gently separated from mine, and a ring, which
in my presence upon previous and subsequent was the signct-ring of my father-in-law, was placed
occasions. It was brighter and more distinctly on her third ﬁnger. This ring was previously in
globular. I do not believe that it came through the room, but at a distance of at least twelve feet

child, who has manifested on several occasions the
presence of the gift. I do not like to allude to such
the pleasure of chatting with, and “danced a matter, but as there are more strange things in
down his leg with the liveliest affirming ﬁnger Heaven and earth than are dreamt of, even in my
tips.” One hand belonged to an arm in a philosophy, I do not feel myself at liberty to omit
“ cambric sleeve, which showed like biscuit por stating, that during the latter
of my wife's
celain in the moonlight, and terminated ap - pregnancy, we thought it better that she should not
rently in a graceful cascade of drapery.”
e join in séances, because it was found that whenever
are comforted, elsewhere,bylearnin that Super the rappings occurred in the room, a simultaneous

“ I met there (says he) many distinguished men
and women, and a Prince of one of the Royal

just as an actual material presence would have done.

\Ve asked him if he had been a medium when on
wedded life.
earth, and a distinct voice, audible to both of us,
“ On the 26th April, old style,‘ or 8th May, said in answer, ‘My power was that of a mesmerist,

lucky guess as to which deceased friend he had

stition has a black, withered hand, by way of
emblem.
When the Ealing harvest was fairly thered
in, Mr. Home went abroad, ﬁrst to lorence
with a friend.—
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leave untold a tale 0 a monstrous branch of
a poplar-tree, which would have killed Mr.
Home by falling on him, when he was visit
ing at a country-house in France, had not the
“dear spirits” interposed. By way of authen
tication, a section from this malevolent stick
was exhibited to the elect afterwards, in Lon
don: when bits of its bark behaved curiously.
Mr. and Mrs. Home resided for some time
with Mrs. F. C. P., of Cornwall Terrace, in
the Regent’s Park, who kept a note of what
happened. The “dear spirits” seem in Mrs. P.’s
house to have been as spiteful in regard “to
the gentlemen of the press” as though they had
been so many French censors :
" December 24th. The accordion played in Mr.

Home's hand, then ﬁve raps asked for the alphabet,
and ' Christmas Hymn‘ was spelled out; again ﬁve
raps, and ‘less earthly light‘; we lowered the flame
of the four gas jets that were burning over the
table; and ‘The Manger, the Life, and the passing
away,’ was spelled out. The accordion played a

sweet air appropriate to childhood.

‘The Life‘

was represented by the most harmonious strains
intermingled with discords at times, as if it were
thorny and painful, and the passing away died on

the air with exquisite tenderness-January 29th.
A séance of eight persons. We had amused our
selves during the time with the article, ‘Spirit
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rapping made easy,‘ in the magazine Once a Week, idol Malladeo, and put it on the table. It is the
which we left on the chiifonier. I saw something large brass idol overshadowed by the expanded
pass from the side of the room with great velocity, hood of the cobra a'i capella. Then they rapped
which vanished under the table. A curious noise ‘ be brought.’ They took the idol off the table, and
was heard like the crumpling of paper, a spirit hand
arose, appeared, and placed in the medium's hand

pitched it down violently with a clang and noise,
then rapped ‘down low before him.’ In this

a sheet of Once a, Week, crumpled up and torn. manner they elucidated the words they rapped out,
The spirits were at work destroying the maga ‘Faith in God and the change of world will be
zine-they rubbed it strongly over Mr. Home's

shoe, and then placed his foot upon it.

most glorious; all other Gods must be brought

The spirits down low before Him.’ ' " June 22nd. En séance

gave each person a bit of the mangled magazine,
and the remainder was raised up by a large spirit
hand, and placed on a vacant chair, which by

invisible power had a short time before been moved
from a distance to the table. The table was vio
lently moved up to the centre window, before
which stood a piece of the hough of the northern
plar which had been sent from the Chateau de
E0——, and which was a part of that, from the fall
of which Mr. Home so miraculously escaped. The
height of the bough was three feet eight inches,
and the circumference three feet. Luminous hands
were now and then visible, the table rose gently,
and tipped many times against the bough; the
spirits threw bits of the torn magazine about it,
and placed one piece under it. I asked in Hin
dostanee, ‘ Are you making Mr. Novra do pooja to
the branch’! ’ To which they loudly rapped ‘ Yes.’
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Harry St. John was the very reverse of heroic.
Though his qualities were showy and his
fortunes romantic, he was a man essentially
commonplace and imitative. For a time his
excesses were ascribed to a sort of genius
run mad; but even his licentiousness had
been the work of a sinner more original than
himself. Had his uncle Rochester never lived,
it is probable that St. John would never
have souxglht renown in the taverns and the
stews.
ilmot's notoriety as a wit and proﬂi
gate inﬂamed his mind; and he lon ed to hear
it said that he was the wildest fe ow in the
town. But he imitated everybody whom he

seven persons. A spirit hand arose and came to
Mrs. Home; it moved about; she was anxious to
touch it ; a long ﬁnger pointed to and motioned her
to be quiet. A hand and arm were distinctly seen,
and a spirit hand closed the shutters. Flowers
were given to some, and were placed on the heads admired, or whom he thought the world
of other persons. My head was twice touched, and admired. In his poetry he co ied Dryden, in
twice an arm waved over the table; three times an his earl politics he followed
arlborough, in
open hand was strongly pressed on my forehead.

A spring-bell from the shutters, used as an alarum, his gal antry he rivalled Rochester, in his
was rung above our heads, and we saw the hand ambition he emulated Harle , in his perﬁdies
which held it. Mr. Home went into the trance, he had the example of Sunder and. As Charles
and said, ‘Where the eye ought to be are placed the Second had made love to an oran e-girl,
two crosses; the Christian faith will put the eye so he made love to an orange-girl: his C am, if
out. I do not understand what they mean, the we may believe his oetical rhspsodies, bein
spirit is doing it! Hark! hark! don't write.’ I scarcely so respects. le a woman as Nel
ceased writing; we listened, and heard a noise like Gwynne. A man so weak in character, however
scratching on the shrine. Mr. Home woke from splendid his talent and various his fortunes, is
The gas-lights from the streets were streaming in, the trance, and the séance ended. On going to after all but a third-rate subject for literary
the spirits closed the shutters, and we heard a the shrine, we saw on the forehead of the great art; andMr. Mackni ht will, perhaps, feel that
curious tearing noise, a spirit hand came across my white marble image of Ganesh two crosses made in
we pay him a comp iment in dealing with the
hands, and placed upon them a bit of the bark torn pencil by the spirits, just over the centre triple eye
from the poplar, the noise recommenced, and to of the idol, which denotes its having all-seeing writer rather than with the hero of the tale.
The style of Mr. Mucknight may be described
every one of the circle a bit was given. Invisible power. This was the noise alluded to by Mr.
as voluminous and correct, but at the same
power opened the shutters, the trunk of the tree Home in the trance."
rocked and waved backwards and forwards, and
Here is enough, and more than enough, some time as wanting in spirit, gaiety and power. It
aﬁer n time it was lifted up by invisible wer and readers will say, of Mr. Home’s revelations, and has no sweet surprises. In the seven hundred
laid upon the table. At this time, ‘ ft in the
pages no ha py marriage of words delights the
stilly night’ was played by the accordion which of the testimonies of his disciples. From ﬁrst ear, no ﬂas of imagery direct from nature
to
last
there
is
not
a
statement
in
the
book
so
lay on the floor, untouched by mortal hands. Mr.
lights up the sense. The language, if it has
Home's arms were raised, and he walked to the presented as to warrant a sensible man in pay
few grammatical defects, has no depths, no
end of the room, where he was lifted off the ground, ing attention to it. To exhibit such a volume
and raised until his feet were on a level with the is to expose it; and we shall only repeat our mysteries, no beauties. In the main it is of
top of the chiﬁ'onier, between four and ﬁve feet ﬁrst remark-the book contains its own cri prose most prosy; and where it ventures on
poetical forms and secondary meanings, through
from the ground."
ticism.
impersonation, it is modestly content with
The Spirits were no loss violent against the
trying such experiments as long usage has
gods of the Hindu mythology :—
The
Life
of
Henry
St.
John,
Viscount
Bolt'ng
shown to be safe. Thus, if a thing is going to
“June 2nd. A séance of ﬁve persons.
As
broke, Sec'remry of State in the Reign of Queen happen in Mr. Macknight's story, we are sure
twilight came on, a pleasant dimness fell over
Anne. By Thomas Macknight. (Chapman to hear that “ the storm is coming,” that “the
the room, and a lady said, ‘Is the light the
& Hall.)
spirits love, like the odylici' to which raps an
mine is laid,” that “ the match is lighted,”
swered, ‘More reﬁned.‘ The spirits moved the A reader, who is also a judge of literary art, that “ the explosion may be expected any
table with violence up to the window, near the will have no trouble in assigning to Mr. Mac moment.” If a man has been doing or sa 'ng
Hindoo shrine, and the accordion (no human hand knight’s Life of Lord Bolingbroke its proper anythin —say he otiating a treaty or ma ing
touching it) played in the most charming manner, rank. He will ﬁnd that it is not a good book, a speec in the case of Commons—we are
exquisitely and with great power. There was much and that it is not a very bad one. To praise
retty sure to be told that he has home “the
noise at the Hindoo shrine, the image of Vishnu
urden and heat of the day." Surely that
and the Holy Bull were brought and put on the it highly would be a cruel pleasantry; to con
top of the table, then a large hand, which ap demn it harshly would be a cruel in'ustice. mine has been laid before, and that match has
peared dark, being between us and the light, It has the safe merit of mediocrity. T e lan been lighted at a previous ﬁre. A man of
put up the accordion entirely above the top of guage in which it is written is not bright, and letters would blush to crib jokes from Joe
the table, a second hand on the other side took the materials of which it is composed are not Miller: why should he not equally refrain from
it down again, another band took a bell of!’ the new. The old facts are stated in it once again; using these shreds and patches of oetical
table and rang it. Mr. Home was raised from and we grieve to see many of the old ﬁctions jargon? Very little imagery of this miliar
his chair erect into the air, and descended on a reproduced, without a sign being given that kind is enough; and Mr. Mackni ht gives us
foot-stool. Then he was drawn to the other end the author is aware how far these ﬁctions have a good deal of it. Sometimes is poetical
of the room, and raised in the air until his hand been challen ed and exposed. On the whole, touches are so badly borrowed and so stran ely
was on the top of the door; thence he ﬂoated hori in spite of aﬁarge pretension in the preface, it introduced as to become positively comic, like
:ontally forward, and descended. I saw a bright can hardly be called a better book than Mr.
the shreds of ﬁnery worn by a Choctaw or
star constantly ﬂashing forth, the raps (lied away
Wingrove Cooke’s ‘Life of Bolingbroke.’ Of a Zulu-Kaﬁir. For example, when Robert
in the distance, and the séance ended-June 8rd.
A séance of nine persons. I placed alarge bouquet course, it contains the usual outlines of general Harley was made a peer, the fact is stated in
of natural flowers on the shoulder of the great history, some parts of which are pretty well this wise :—“ And so, just as the early summer

marble idol Ganesh. The accordion in Mr. Home’s done; and it may, therefore, gain an audience
right band playing most beautifully, harmonized from the class which has no knowledge what
the circle, and the spirit hands touched almost every ever. Such persons are not critical as to details.
one present. " " June 11th. Ensécmce seven persons. The commonplace reader loves a commonplace
The spirits played beautiful music, and brought to book. To the man who has already some
us sprigs which they tore off a sweetscented ver~ acquaintance with the age of Bolingbroke, and
bena which was in the room. They brought the who desires to place his knowledge on a sound
Deir, a brass idol holding a mirror, from the shrine, basis, it will prove unsatisfactory; conve ing to
and put it under the table. Mr. Home saw a him no distinct image of the shallow, sp endid,
s irit at the shrine; then they rapped, ‘Faith in
0d, and the change of world will be most lorious, proﬂigate friend of Swift and Pope, and lacking
all other——-' (the idols which they h
placed precision of style and authority of dates even
under the table were rattled violently) ‘ Gods’ were 1n the statement of mere outward and visible

began, while the fl‘BShdTlOWll hay was plea

santly fragrant in the ﬁelds about Chelsea, the
boats swam gaily on the river, and the nightin
les at Vauxhall were ceasing to sin , Robert

arley was made Earl of Oxford, Ear of Mor

timer, and Baron Harley of Wigmore Castle.
A few days afterwards he was presented by
the Queen with the white wand as Lord
Treasurer; and it was whispered through the
City that he would shortly have the Garter."
In the name of good sense, to which even
literary artists have to bend sometimes, what
had the fresh-mown buy, the boats on the river,
rapped out; again they rapped the idols violently, facts in the hero’s life.
We use the word “hero" in the storyteller’s and the nightin ales at Vauxhall to do with
and beat them against one another with great noise
and force, and spelled ‘ must‘; they raised the great sense; for in the high meaning of the term the intrigues o Abigail Masham and the
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success of Harley? This is the misery which way of Sir Thomas Hanmer’s house in Suffolk! act.” Elsewhere he reads, “Be others at home
comes of indiscreet appropriation. The garment
which adorned the white man does not suit
the savage; the imagery which brightened verse
becomes ludicrous when used at secondhand;
in prose. The association of times and seasons ‘
with outward facts is sometimes close enough
to warrant a poet in suggesting a sympathy
'between them: as, for instance, between May
day and marriage-bells,—between summer-tide
and coming of age,—between fogs and suicide,
——-betwecn singing nightingales and whispering
lovers; and those who originally link such
natural with human facts do so from a spiritual
feeling of the large affinities which connect man
and nature. With them the image rises by the
side of a genuine fact, and sheds a light upon it.
But with the prose writers who, like Mr. Mac
knight, prey on the poets, these links between
man and nature are not original fancies, but
acquired properties, of which they have not
learnt the use. The African king put the
colander on his head, supposing it to be a
helmet or a crown.
respect ittoisMr.
useSo,of again,
criticalwith
language:v
all Macknight’s
second-hand
~or tenth-hand, and has the unﬁttingness of
literary and other old clothes. Thus, to take
only one example out of hundreds, if he has
occasion to speak of Dryden’s Ode on St.
Cocilia’s Day, it is introduced to the reader's
notice-interesting strangerl-as “ the most
sublime production of the kind in the language.”

Surely ‘ St. Oecilia’s Day’ needs no certiﬁcate
from Mr. Macknight, who would probably
think it right to present Shnkspeare to his
readeras “The Swan of Avon ” or “The Immor
tal Bard.” If it were necessary to characterize
’Dryden's Ode, surely it was possible to describe
it interms more appropriate than those of the bit
of borrowed cant, which has no more meaning
than any other adjective in a lady’s scale, from
“magniﬁcent” to “sweetly pretty."
When we pass from Mr. Macknight’s style
to his text, the ﬁrst thing, perhaps, to strike a
critical reader will be the number of his errors
m to facts of all kinds, minor and major, from
the mis-spelling of names—Ooningham for Gun
ningham, Barebones for Barbones; and from
mistranslations of French, such as rendering
Je suis moi-—I am glad-—into “ St. John was
quite ravished,”—-up to mistakes about persons
and places, and confusions of printed matter
of no consequence with manuscripts of great
authority and‘rarity.
One of the most amusing, perhaps, is the
mistake of one county for another, as lying on
the road from London into France. “While
the ships were approaching the river St. Law
rence,” says Mr. Macknight, “and Prior was
ﬁuietly going down to the house of Sir Thomas
anmer, to cross over unobserved from the

Sussex‘coast, to confer with Torcy about the‘
conditions of peace, it may be desirable to look
a little more closely into the official and private

life of the ambitious Secretary.’
A reader will ask, what can this mean? Sir
Thomas Hanmer lived in Suffolk, as we suppose
Mr. Macknight is aware. How, then, could
Prior pass over unobserved from Sussex into
France if he went down to Hanrner’s house in
Suffolk l The reader knows, indeed, that'Prior
did nothing of the sort, for the facts of this
journey became of the utmost consequence to
the poet, and to greater men than the poet;
and a careful record of them is preserved in
the Journals of Parliament. Prior never went
down into Suffolk at this time. He went from
'London direct tlrrough Kent, and sailed from
Dover in the usual way.

official history.

All this is matter of

Why then, the reader asks,

does Mr. Macknight send him into France by

Is it an invention, like so many other ﬁctions as they will, they cannot be as generous as you,”
of biographers I That is not likely. Mr. where Pope really wrote, “ Be others as honest
Macknight is not poetical enough for much as they will,” &c. One obvious error in the
invention. We think the confusion in which printed text, “Erinna” for “Ennius," Mr. Maw
he has got involved may be explained on very knight has avoided; but what are we to say to
rational and simple grounds.
his reading of the line
Aweful as Phila'u grave or Nnma's grotJ
In one of the multitudinous pamphlets of
the hour, called ‘A New Journey to Paris,’ we The writer adds in a note: “This interesting
read that “Prior, having received his instruc I letter I have given exactly as it remains in'the
tions from the English court, under pretence of , manuscript copy”: words which the reader'will
taking a short journey of pleasure, and visiting ‘ now take with a very large grain of salt.
As an example of Mr. Macknight’s ignorance
the Chevalier de H[nnmer] in the province of
Suffolk, left his house on Sunday night, the ;of what recent investigation has either over
11th of July, N.S., taking none of his servants gturned or put in doubt, what he says of the
with him. Monsieur M—-e [Arthur Moorej, j Duchess of Marlborough and Pope may be
who had already prepared a bark, with a l ‘ quotedz- “ The old Dowager Duchess of
necessaries, in the road of Dover, took Mon Marlborough had of late years been on very
sieur P. disguised in his chariot. They lay on friendly terms with Pope, and had given
Monday night, the 12th of July, at the Count him a thousand pounds to destroy the cha
de J —y’s [Lord Jersey] house in Kent, racter of Atossa, which had been handed
arrived in good time the next day at Dover, about, and which she well knew was intended
drove directly to the shore, made the sign by for herself. Thou h to the last high-spirited
waving their hats, which was answered by the and brave, she real y dreaded Pope’s satire, and
vessel, and the boat was immediately sent to had done everything to make him her friend.”
take him in, which he entered wrapt in his The writer does not seem to be aware that this
question of—Wh0 was Atossa7-—has recently
cloak, and soon got aboard.”
Of this pretence of going down to Sir undergone a good deal of exposition. That
Thomas Hanmer’s, a mere blind on the poet’s the poet never meant this hateful character to
part to cover his real journey, Mr. Macknight stand for Sarah Duchess of Marlborough has,
has somewhere read, very carelessly of course, we think, been proved. Those who are uncon
even to the extent of mistaking the pretence vinced, if there be anylsuch, will allow that a
for the fact. But how he could have overlooked strong case has been established in favour of
the parliamentary record is curious, and how he another original. The friends of Duchess Sarah
could have dreamt that a house in Suffolk lay can at least say that the charge against her is
in the way of a journey to Paris passes under “ not proven.” Yet, here comes a gentleman
standing. We must leave this part of the with a Life of Bolingbroke, in which all the
text as we ﬁnd it.
old scandals are raked up afresh and given
Let us next take an instance of mistaking to the world as honest truths, though the have
printed matter of no particular value for manu been refuted and set aside in the minds 0 every
script notes of the greatest interest. At 643, competent judge.
in the midst of achapter on Bolingbroke s rela
We may also refer to an instance of the ease
tions to Pope, we read: “A genuine letter from with which Mr. Macknight takes things for
Pope to Bolingbroke is itself a curiosity, for it is granted which admit of proﬁtable inquiry and
strange how few of such compositions we pos debate. It is the hostile criticism which he
sess. This letter,a manuscript copy of which I bestows-mot once, but many times-on a book
have found in the library of the BritishMuseum, called a ‘ History of the Four Last Years of the
is one of the most characteristic of Pope’s Queen’—that is, of Queen Anne; and presumed
epistles. It exhibits plainly the relation in to have been written by Dean Swift. Mr. Mac
which Pope and Bolingbroke stood towards each knight is very ﬁerce with the Dean for having
other.” And then follows a letter, with the date written this book. One example of his fury
of September 3, 1740. Now this very letter was will suﬂice: “Nothing disgusts a discriminating
found about forty years ago, and was printed student of those times more than the aspersions
in 1825, in the supplementary volume of Pope’s which Swift, the greatest literary advocate of
Works. The chief “curiosity” about the thing this Ministry, constantly casts upon Somers and
is that a man who has the courage to write a the \Vhigs for their tolerant principles. ‘It
Life of Lord Bolingbroke should be unaware of was the practice,’ wrote the Doctor, ‘ of those
such a fact. Nor is this ignorance of Mr. Mac politicians to introduce such men as were per
knight all. The old copy and the new are both fectly indif’ferentto any or no religion, and who
taken from the MS. in the British Museum, were not likely to inherit much loyalty from
and yet they differ in no less than twenty places. those to whom they owed their birth: as if
Mr. Macknight’s text is, indeed, socorrupt as to Harley’s ancestors had been remarkable for
imply something worse than mere carelessness. their loyalty, and as if the author of The Tale
Pope wrote to Lord Bolingbroke: “There is of a Tub, and his friend St. John, were most
so true‘a fund of all virtues, public and social, earnest,vpions and exemplary members of the
within you,”——and Mr. Macknight changes Church of England. All this was miserable
the word fund to “friend,” making nonsense cant ; the men who used it knew it to be miser
of the passage. Where Po e wrote “ must” able cant; and they expected that their readers
Mr. Macknight reads “ mig rt” ; where Pope would be as insincere and shameless as them
wrote “ moral” Mr. Macknight reads “ manly." selves.” Now this is very strong language, and a
The new version gives “digniﬁed” instead of man who uses it should be certain that he is
“distinguished,” “urged” instead of “tried,” not attacking one man for the sins of another.
“ these" for “those,” “monk and ascetic” for What proof has Mr. Macknight that Swift wrote
“ monks and ascetics," “ may” for “must,” this ‘ History of the Four Last Years’ ‘1 He may
“ different” for “deferred,” “take those” for answer that he ﬁnds it reproduced in the col
“wake others,” and “ the sunny part of ” for lected editions of Swift’s works by Hawkesworth
“under my house.” He inserts some words and Scott, and quoted in many common and
and, omits others which are found in the printed uncritical works as an authority for a part of
work. In a few instances, he perverts the sense ; the reign of Queen Anne. The fact is so, but
as where he reads, “ Lord Chester-ﬁeld des irs it counts for very little ; and we are not avmre
as much as ourselves to act," in place of “ 0rd of there being any roof whatever that the
Chesterfield despair-s as much, but resolves to work was written by wift.
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What is known with certainty about this diocese of St. Olave’s, and lady president of
curious work may be told in a few words. It the ‘ Position Committee.’”
No one could
was not published by Swift. It was not ub be received in the society of the Close fami
lished during his life. It was not foun at lies unless they had ﬁrst received the sanc
his death among his pa ers. It was not pub tion of Mrs. Scrymgeour; and the story opens
lished by a known an responsible friend of with a long consultation as to whether it is
the Dean. It contains much that the Dean advisable to leave cards on Miss Bruce, the
must have known to be false. No judge of sister of the new- organist at the cathedral.
style has ever pretended that it was in his
David Bruce doesnotpossessmany of thequali
manner or worthy of his pen. All this evi ﬁcations usually considered necessary for the
dence goes to negative the right of any man, character of a hero of romance. We are told
until further proof be adduced, to ascribe the that “ there was neither style nor fashion about
book, abusively, to Swift.
him; nothing but grave, quiet dignity and a
But how, it may befairly asked, were the certain resolution which could both dare and
two editors of Swift already named persuaded do great things if need be." His dress is worn
to include this doubtful pamphlet in the col and shabby; his hearing awkward and ungainly,
lected works? We think that Huwkesworth and, like the famous M. Paul Emanuel in Miss
was careless, and that Scott was hasty. Swift, Bronte's ‘ Vilctte,’ David Bruce has nothing in
itwas known, had composed a paper on the his outward appearance likely to prove attrac
last four years of Queen Anne ; a very stinging tive to the young ladies of St. Olave’s. But
uinade, which was shown to a few persons, when engaged at his work, whether he happens
at never published and not preserved. That to be composing, or playing on his organ,
this paper was destroyed, thereis no room for “David’s whole aspect changes. In his urusic
doubt. Our own belief is that it was burnt world he becomes a prince. The wrinkles
by Harley, with Swift’s consent; but the fact smooth out from his forehead, his eyes grow
that it was destroyed is clear. Well, many full of love and tenderness, his face becomes, as
yglrlrs after the Dean’s- death, Miller, the pub it were, the face of an angel.” Janet Bruce, his
' er, produced a work which he called a sister, a neat, methodical old maid, devotes
‘ History of‘ the Four Last Years of the Queen,’ herself to her brother’s service, and owns “a.
under the name of Swift. The story told by quiet face,.out of which all that the world calls
Millar, or by Millar's literary hack, of how joy has long ago been quenched, and upon
the manuscri t came into his possession was which there rests the benediction that comes
to the last egree suspicious. It was pre when joy has gone—even peace.”
tended that a gentleman in Ireland, name not
The half-page dedicated to Janet’s character
given, but described as of great probity and is worth reading. In a few lines we have the
worth, had been entrusted by Swift with a copy history of a lifetime :
of the piece for his opinion; that this person
“ Miss Bruce was matter of fact- intensely
of great probity and. worth, being aware that matter of‘ fact,—that was the very expression to
Swift would not publish it, resolved to secrete designate her outer life in all its phases and mani
and retain the copy ; and, ﬁnally, that on ﬁnd festations. Of the inner one no sign was ever given.
ing either the Dean or his literary executors The springiness and romance of life suddenly
had destroyed the original, the honest and wrenched away from her-—she buried their memory
worthy Irish gentleman parted with his copy once and for ever in a grave that no resurrection
to some one, who is not named, so that at last could open. Instead of weeping over the past,

it fell into Millar’s hands for publication. The

as most do, she turned resolutely away from it;
gathered up-the countless little cares and duties still

book came out, and this is all the evidence on remaining, and out of these wove the rest of her

which it has been ascribed to Swift.

life, making it, if not beautiful, at least useful and
serviceable. Putting away, as something no longer

needed, all hope and longing, she did the best she
St. Ola/rat's.

3 vols.

(Hurst dz Blackett.)

Tnonen we do not learn from the title-page
the name of the author of this charming novel,
it is the work of one who possesses a great
talent for writing, as well as some experience
and knowledge of the world. ‘St. Olave’s’
can scarcely be the ﬁrst effort of' a young per
son: the discrimination of character, the depth
of thought and felicity of expression forbid any
such conjecture. ‘St. Olave’s’ is the work of
an artist. The story does not aspire to be
a “sensation novel,” but it deserves a higher
place in the ranks of literature than many
works of far greater retension. The scene is
laid in an ancient cat edral city, “a city that
had been the cradle and the destiny of kings.
And always as you trod the narrow winding
little streets, or tracked your path by crumbling
gate and ruined postern, you had but to look
up and there was the grand, grey, massive old
cathedral keeping watch and ward over you.

Like the thought of God in the heart of man,
facing all his narrow crooked aims and pur
poses, his crumbling vows and broken resolu
tions with its front of calm, eternal majesty."
The inhabitants of St. Olave’s were all rigidly
selected, aristocratic, and exclusive, and one
of the best characters in the book is a certain

could to walk worthily in the track placed before
her, which was that of a quiet maiden lady."

In contrast with this grave—under less
skilful management we might almost have
said uninteresting-—couple, we have an ex
citable, haughty lady, full of vehemence and
ﬁre, who is ap arently on the verge of madness.
Mrs. Edenha comes, through the medium of
an advertisement, to lodge with the Bruces,
who ﬁnd‘ it requisite thus to eke out their
scanty income; and though an advantage in a
pecuniary point of view, Mrs. Edenhall proves
no great acquisition to their family circle.
The heroine of the book is a. bright, sun
shiny little creature, full of youth and hope,
with “a ﬁtful maiden~like freedom in her ways
and an unschooled gracefulncss in her simple
speech." Living with a very old and inﬁrm
aunt in the Close, Alice Grey amuses herself
in the best way she can, and her favourite pas
time, after the Bruces come to St. Olsve’s, is
to hear David playing long overtures and sym
phonies of his own composin . Janet likes to
watch the gay little ﬁgure 'tting about the
quiet, old house; and David is pleased to keep
Alice enraptured at his side, “looking up at
him, with her
face child”
full of reverence
wonder.”
Hie young
lets “the
come and and
sit

Mrs. Scrymgeour, the widow of 0. late arch
deacon.

with him in the orgarrloft during service time,
She is described as “a tall, severe, and takes her into the dark and dangerous

digniﬁed-looking woman, bristling all over galleries high up almost in the roof of the
with ecclesiastical propriety, besides which cathedral, to which he alone has access. Janet
Mrs..Scrymgecu.r was censor general of the is full of praise and admiration for their little
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friend. David says nothing, but the thought
of Alice is never absent from his mind; and
from henceforth the quiet, grey 0rganist has
but one aim in life-to distinguish himself, to
make money, to become worthy of Alice Grey,.
to be able to meet her on terms of equality.

Little Alice, however, knows nothing of all
this. She admires David as the most wonderful
man she ever saw, and she likes to be with
him, and she considers it an honour to be
allowed to kneel beside him and help him to
copy out the MS. music for his grand oratorio.
She looks forward with impatience to the time
when ‘ Jael’ shall be ﬁnished, and when it will

be performed at the festival at St. Ol'ave’s;
but while David is long laid
with a fever,
Alice “comes out" in the St. lave’s world-—
is admired and happy, and soon engages herself
to be married to Mrs. Scrymgeour’s nephew,
a rich and fascinating young cle man; and a
very proper marriage it is rec oned in the
Close, giving satisfaction even to Mrs. Scrym
geour herself, who has every reason to believe
that Mrs. Amiel Grey will settle the whole of
her roperty upon her niece. Alice thinks
Cuth ert “very nice and kind,” and believes she
shall like to be married and live at Grassthorpe
Rectory; but the poor Bruces meanwhile are
nearly forgotten, and David goes to London
to arrange matters about his oratorio, without
having heard anything about the Rev. Cuth
bert Scrymgeour, and without having told Alice
the real and and aim of all his ambitious

views.
It would be a pity to unfold the rest of the

story, for the whole book is worth reading,
and the ﬁnale is brought about in a happy‘
and unexpected manner.
Supplmnenmn/ Des atclws, Cowespondmce, and
rlIemm-anda of kid-Marshal Arthur Dula:
of Wellington. Edited by his Son, the Duke
of “'cllington, K.G. Vol. X. (Murray)
Onfcu't la gucrreen we d’avoir lapcu'z is rarely
so true as Gnotius intended it to be, but was
never more true than in 1815. Peace was then,
if it ever is, the daughter of war, and the Duke
of Wellington campaigned as if with the express
purpose of shelving himself for life. Few men,
of course, came out of the field so luckil .
There is little further promotion in this wor d
fora Duke, Field-Marshal, Knight of the Garter
and conqueror of Napoleon to strive after.
With most others, Waterloo was the drop-scene
of an unripe career; with the Duke it was the
grand gold and purple gloriﬁcation which gave
him ﬁnally to fame, or, as Charles Abbott,
Speaker, expressed it, “left the nations of the
world no longer in doubt to what name they
must thenceforward ascribe the pro-eminence
for military genius and nnconquerable valour."
But there can be no doubt that, irrespective of
every personal consideration, he then made war
for the simple sake of peace, or that his policy,
representing the views of the British Cabinet,
was in exact accord with that of Europe gene
rally, Bonaparte not excepted, as some persist
in believing. They were all weary of ﬁghting,
and the Kings and Emperors especially detested
a war with a Revolution at the head of it.
What might not the Czar fear, from the effect
of example, when an artillerysubaltern sat on the
throne of France I And yet these monarchs and
commanders who exchanged so many and such
fervid congratulations after the mighty triumph
of Waterloo either mistook the nature of their
own work or made an imbecile use of it. Forty
years of war procured barely forty years of
peace, and how, if the profit and loss were
balanced, would the general account _ stand’!
Dyuastically and politically spanking,‘ Waterloo
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military than ever; Austria cannot afford to which you think our language and conduct ought
dis use with a single sentinel or casematc; to be guided in regard to it. I entertain no doubt
an Prussia is little better than crowned pipe that the Due d'orléanl is thought of. I heard of
clay. So that, from this point of view, war is a such a notion when I was at Paris; and you will
observe that the calling the Due d‘Orléans to the
mistake-no matter what may be written by throne is the only acceptable middle term between
jurists about natural rights and the common Buonaparte, the army, and the Jacobins, on the
sense of mankind. But, as a French writer one hand, and the King and violent émig-rés on
once observed, granted that Waterloo was a the other.”
failure, what would England or Europe have
This is interestin . Not less so the followin :
been without it? That is the question. Doubt
“ The Emperor of uuia detects, and is decided y
less a hundred others, equally pertinent, might against the Bourbons. If Buonaparte lhould be
be suggested. Suppose France could only be assassinated or killed in battle, or in any other
legally governed by queens l The answer comes manner put out of the way, he will in my opinion
easily: Fiance would have broken the law and adopt any third person instead of the King; and I
'
been ruled by a man. France only obeys the know he has gone so far as to think of m
laws of Nature because she cannot help doing the Prince Royal of Wurtemberg to his sister, ans
so; and even in this respect she protests, if she of making him King of France."
In those days the Duke thought very ill of
does not revolutionize.
France, setting an example to England, has the Czar, and said of Cathcart, " the worst of
of late been divertin itself with original ac him is that he is disposed to pay great defer
Charlemagne.
Perhaps, however, Waterloo accomplished counts of Waterloo. The Duke of Wellington, ence to the Emperor of Russia’s opinion”; but
much in disgusting Euro
with war. The in these newly-published papers, speaks of him then he was for cutting all discussions short in
sense of relief experienced t roughout the civil self as the only competent authority upon that view of a sharp campaign, and in the same
ized world after that day of blood ﬁnds utter topic. Napoleon, unhappily for his own repu letter wrote, “ I don‘t want adiplomatist.” Be
ance through a thousand channels, and must tation, proved himself incapable of candour; fore the month of April closed he reported from
have been in itself indescribable. On all sides and Blucher's account was necessaril partial. Brussels—
“ I confe- that every day's experience convinces
it was repeated, that such a war had been closed But Na leon, it may be admitted, took a wider
as should not again be commenced without survey t an the Duke of the consequences likely me that there is but little chance of restoring the
poor
King. Clancarty's last private letter to you
causes the most mighty and solemn. Nor have to follow such a battle and such a downfall of
speaks volumes upon this subject. In fact, the
the armed powers forgotten their experience of the French military power. The discussion, matter ma be stated as arranged.
Moutron
the past century. It has been found impossible, however, whether as to the policy or as to the brought to alleyrand intelligence of what we know
since that 18th of June, to provoke a general incidents of the campaign, has lately been so to be the wishes and intentions of the Jacobins
contest. The dynasties have sanctioned revolu warm and so minute that it would be fatiguing and the army ; and Talleyrand sent him back with
tions rather than go back to the principles of to go over the ground again, even with the a declaration of the intentions of the Allies upon
the Coblentz coalition. But, on the other hand, , guidance of Wellington; but this tenth volume the same point. 1 consider the point, therefore, as
though usurpations have not, on an extended ‘, of fragments contains, nevertheless, much docu settled with respect to the King; and it remains
scale, been permitted, each nation has been at menta evidence which is interesting and valu to be seen who will be taken instead of him. You
t opens with a despatch from the Duke see, however, the degree of indifference of the
war diplomatically, ever since Waterloo, with I able.
all the others. Russia, Austria, Prussia, France of York to Wellington, signifying his ap int Emperor of Russia, or rather prejudice, against
and Great Britain have had their incessant cor ment as Commander of the British orces the legitimate Bourbons."
respondencchcorrespondence between govern serving on the Continent of Euro e. Several of —-“ Our object," he added, “ should be, if pos
ments being nothing less than abloodless mode the subsequent letters exchange between the sible, to restore the King, as the measure most
of making war; the minor states have had their Field-Marshal and Ministers at home illustrate likely to insure the tranquillity of Europe for a
grievances, appeals, protectorates and mutila a very jealous and quarrelsome state of things short time "—a very hollow basis for a battle of
tions; and France, notwithstanding the defeat among the Allied Powers—particularly as re Waterloo! Russia was just then petitioning
of 1815, has played the most winning game of garded the rival pretensions of Austria and England for money, and, as the Duke writes,
any,——England excepted; because, in spite of Prussia. Among these, Lord Liverpool’s eigh pressing “the King of France in a very urgent
the Sepoy Mutiny, the Indian realm of England teen questions are very im rtant, as hearing on manner to take a popular and even Jacobinical
is larger and richer, and her colonial empire the history of the politica mind of England at line on his arrival in France, to call a National
more splendidly developed. France in Afri
that period. So are the Duke’s notes on the Assembly; and," Wellington remarks, “it is
Russia in Asia, Austria on the Danube, an
conduct of Metternich and the Austrian Cabinet, useless to reason upon these schemes, which
Prussia in the North have pursued persistently which gained so largely by the victory and did are as inconsistent with the wishes of our
their separate objects, but all have shrunk from so little to hel it. “ Metternich has, as usual, Government as they are with the wishes and
a general war. The German Confederacy quailed left us in the urch,” was a brass that did not interests of the Kin .”
On the Battle of aterloo there are, in this
before a threat of it in 1849. The same menace apply only to the day on w ich it was written
volume, some remarkable additional commen
was effectual in the Crimea. It was supreme in —A ril 9th, 1815.
front of the Qundrilateral. Twice it has privi
“ wish to God you had a better army!” taries by the Duke himself. Of these, one is
leged the Greeks to take their own inde wrote General Torrens, on the same day, from lengthy; but others present the same points
pendent part. It sacriﬁced Cracow and conse Ghent to Brussels; but the Duke was then within a narrower compass. The ﬁrst is dated
crated Belgium. The ﬁrst Waterloo did not acting scarcely so much in a military as in a from Cambrai, A ril 10th, 1816 :—
" The Duke of
ellington presents his compli
accomplish all this. It was the fear of a second, political capacity. On the 11th of April he
ments to Sir John Sinclair, and is much obliged to
since a great part of what has been done deﬁes wrote to Lord Castlereagh :—
him for the account of the defence of Hougoumont.
the shattered settlements of 1815, prospers in
“ I have since seen Monsieur, who had sent that The battle of Waterloo is undoubtedly one of the
spite of them, repudiates their authority, and person to me, having previously informed me that most interesting events of modern times, but the
exults in a sentiment similar to that of the he wished to speak to me; and he told me that Duke entertains no hopes of ever seeing an account
great Ca tain,who asked what a treaty was ? and the truth was that the Jacobin party in France, of all its details which shall be true. The detail
answere himself, “A penful of ink."
and a great proportion of the army, looked to place even of the defence of Hougoumont is not exactly
These last commentaries of the Duke of VVel the Due d'Orléans on the throne. Monsieur pro true; and the Duke begs leave to suggest to Sir
lington upon the war which ended in 1815 tested repeatedly that be entertained no suspicions John Sinclair that the publication of details of this
‘suggest a miscellany of reﬂections upon the of the Due d‘Orléans, but that he was certain the kind which are not exact cannot be attended with
event at Waterloo and the results which flowed subject had been more than once mentioned to the any utility."
The second is also from Cambiai, and ad
from it. There are so many mutual felicitations ; Duo, and that he could not help thinking that his
there is such thanksgiving and expectancy; all conduct in absenting himself from the King at the dressed to Sir John Sinclair. It is not a very
the armies stand at ease; international love is present moment was very extraordinary. I told pleasing letter :—
"I have received your letter of the 20th. The
made the subject of a hundred diplomatic essays; him that I thought he ought to attribute his con
to two motives: ﬁrst, his desire to see his people of England may be entitled to a detailed
and, as we have noted, there has since been no duct
family; and, secondly, his feeling that he was un and accurate account of the battle of \Vaterloo,
eneral war. Well and good. But has there justly suspected by the persons about the King, and and I have no objection to their having it; but
een a general peace? By no means. We have his desire to keep out of the way on that account. I do object to their being misinformed and misled

was a failure. It failed for France, for Russia,
for Austria, for Spain, for the Netherlands, for
Belgium, for Greece, for Turkey, for the Old
‘Vorld and the New. It failed in reviving the
Bourbons and in stifling the Bonapartes. It
secured liberty nowhere, and brought England
very doubtful allies. But does it follow that
mankind have not beneﬁted by \Vaterloo’l
Events are not the less great because followed
by other consequences than those which were
prophesied in the market-place. The Crimean
cam '
did not liberate Poland, but it
chec ed Russia; Solferino, while it disap
inted Rome, emancipated Lombardy; and
aterloo put down the suicide of France—the
restless, feveredfmeddling energy of a nation
whose history, reduced, if we may so speak, to
an average, gives it scarcely ten years of peace
to fifty years of war since the coronation of

had our slaughter by instalments. India, China,

I think it proper to mention this circumstance

by those novels called ‘ Relations,‘ ‘ Impartial Ac~

Canada, the Crimea, the Baltic, Silistria and immediately to you, in order that you may be counts,’ &c. &c., of that transaction, containing
Navarino, speak for England; the Czar has not prepared with a decision, or that at all events you the stories which curious travellers have picked up
put down a soldier; France is more naval and may make me acquainted with the principles on from peasants, private soldiers, individual oﬁicerl,
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&c. &c., and have published to the world as the see how we are reduced. Some of the bat
truth. Hougoumont was no more fortiﬁed than talions have not a hundred men."
La Haye Sainte ; and the latter was not lost for
The military interest of the Duke's career
want of fortiﬁcations, but by one of those accidents almost ceases with this volume. There remain,
from which human affairs are never entirely exempt. we believe, considerable masses of memoranda.
I am really disgusted with and ashamed of all and correspondence bearing on the political
that I have seen of the battle of Waterloo. The
annals of Europe from 1815 down to the latest
number of writings upon it would lead the world
to suppose that the British army had never fought years of Wellington’s life—a very gallant, faith
a battle before; and there is not one which con ful, soldierly life, but one which neither twenty
tains a true representation, or even an idea, of the years of war nor forty years of statesmanship
transaction; and this is because the writers have ripened into the life of a politician.
referred as above quoted instead of to the oﬂicial
sources and reports. It is not true that the British
army was unprepared. The story of the Greek is

equally unfounded as that of Vandamme having
46,000 men, upon which last point I refer you to

cannot help thinking that he looked askance at
Distinguo, and said to himself, I distrust that
fellow. Dr. Stanley distinguishes. He lectures
to the University upon the “ sundry times and

divers manners" in which God has spoken, and
The Bible: ‘its Form and ‘its Substance. By abandons the orthodox theory of uniform verbal
Arthur P. Stanley, D.D.
her.)

Marshal Ney's mp0“, “11° "P"n that P°mt must Sermons

(J. H. & J. Par

inspiration. He speaks most lainly in his
preface. The doctrine of equa and uniform

cached before the University/of Oxford: inspiration is called by him “the Helvetic

be the best authority."

Serieafrom 1847 to 1862. By Samuel,
Lord Bishop of Oxford. (J. H. & J. Parker.)
“Upon my return here on the 29th April I WE have here two 010
menwho well illustrate
received your letter of the 13th April, and the ﬁrst a. distinction which we ave several times had to

Mr. W. Mudford fared little better :

part of the work which you propose to dedicate to
me, and I beg leave to make you my best acknow
ledgments for this intention. I have long, how
ever, felt myself under the necessity of declining
to give my consent that any work should be dedi
cated to me, with the contents of which I am not
previously acquainted ; and you will readily believe

We are compelled to say that one of those
paltry prosecutions should be aimed at Dr.
tanley. His very method marks him out for
suspicion. In the old schools of divinity, when
the orthodox doctor sat as moderator of the
disputes, we can easily imagine that he thought
Ncgo and Concerto were either as orthodox as
himself, or in the way to become so. But we

theory,” as having been ﬁrst systematized in the

Formula. Hclvetica in 1675. After adverting

to the fact that the word “inspiration” is never
used in the Book of Common Prayer in other
redict as on its way. First, the Bishop who than a general sense, and making large quo
has announced that he would begin his contro tations from his contem oraries, he aﬂirms
versy with heretical cler men by punishing that “The treatment of t e Bible, aceordin
them, after which he won d proceed to give an to a theory of literal inspiration, which woul
authoritative announcement of the doctrine of make every theology impossible [so for he
his church. Secondly, the Regius Professor, is quoting Dollinger] can henceforth be no

that I feel this necessity in a stronger degree in who pronounces the Greek Church to be “ the more imposed on the English Church.” He
then aﬁirms that the Helvetic theory was
not held by Jerome, by Chrysostom, by
Erasmus, Luther or Calvin, by the most emi
nent biblical critics in Germany, France, or
England. This is very plain speaking. We
doctrine,
if
their
extra-cathedral
writings
are
to
have thought they possessed all the necessary
have nothing to do with these conclusions, so
information for the purpose when they have be subjected to a restrictive and castigative
conversed with a. peasant of the country, or with censure, the whole body will at once lose their far as we are journalists: what we have to do
an oﬁcer or soldier engaged in the battle. Such authority with the reasoning laity. Nobody with is the free right to discuss such matters,
accounts cannot be true; and I advert to them will believe in their apparent uniformity of doc the grave necessity for the discussion, and the
only to warn you against considering them as any trine; nobody will respect conclusions which folly of those who think that they ought to
‘do to the work which you are about to publish. he will know the propounder was not free to destroy, or that they can impede, the progress
' You now desire that I should point out to you reject. We see, as plainly as any one can do, of such discussion.
where you could receive information on this event, the greatness of the evil which arises from
on the truth of which you could rely. In answer clergyman advocating doctrines which are, in Illustrated Natural
By the Rev. J.
to this desire, I can refer you only to my own appearance at least,—and very likely in reality—
C. Wood. Vol. 111., comprising the
tiles,
despatches published in the London Gazette.
Fishes and Invertcbrate Animals. ( ut
opposed to the plain meaning of their sub
General Alava's report is the nearest to the truth
ledge, Warne & Routledge.)
of the other oﬁicial reports published, but even scriptions. But we also see the reater harm
that report contains some statements not exactly which will arise from a genera conviction THE author of this work has long devoted him
correct. The others that I have seen cannot be that a clergyman is a doctrine automaton, self to the production of a class of books for
relied upon. To some of these may be attributed whose tunes are set on a. barrel, of which he is which there is, happily, in the present day, a
the source of the falsehoods since circulated through only to turn the handle. Opinion will keep large and increasing demand. The people,
the medium of the unoﬂicial publications with liberty within limits: but opinion will never whether moderately or more highly educated,
which the press has abounded. Of these a remark make slavery respectable.
are awakening to a sense of all that is beautiful
able instance is to be found in the report of a
Dr. Pusey, the head of the declining Neo and interesting in nature. They are becoming
meeting between Marshal Blucher and me at La Laudian school, who, as our columns have aware that a walk in the country affords some
Belle Alliance; and some have gone so far as to recently shown, still does business as the spiri thing more than mere bodily exercise, and that
have seen the chair on which I sat down in that tual director of Protestant nunneries, has, in every step may bring them in contact with
farmhouse. It happens that the meeting took place
after ten at night, at the village of Genappc; and concert with some—for him—very strange asso some object of interest, some striking example
anybody who attempts to describe with truth the ciates, attempted to prosecute Prof. Jowett for of “ the wisdom of God in creation," upon
operations of the different armies will see that it heresy in the small-debt Court at Oxford. The which the mind dwells with the cheerful con
could not be otherwise. The other part is not so Court has refused to act, and is threatened with sciousness that the object of its contem lation
Mr.
ood’s
material; but, in truth, I was not of!‘ my horse an a peal to make it act. In the newspapers, is as pure as it is absorbing.
till I returned to Waterloo between eleven and the (SliGf promoter has declared that he never revious smaller ublications are well calcu
twelve at night.”
held the famous “non-natural" doctrine. Jack ated to excite, an , as far as they go, to satisfy
Among his earliest reports from the ﬁeld was Wilkes used in his later days to say, “ I never the growing desire for this branch of know
one, now for the ﬁrst time printed, to Lady was a. Wilkite” : we suppose we shall have Dr. ledge. In this object we consider that he has
Frances Webster, dated Brussels, June 19th, Pusey declaring that he never was a Puseyite. been engaged in a task peculiarly consistent
Such a little parody on greater things as this with his sacred calling, and that on opening to
1815, half- t eight in the morning :——
“ Lord ountnorris may remain in Bruxelles in small-debt movement is just what was wanted the public mind the material volume of God's
perfect security. I yesterday, after a most severe to foreshadow the results of the repressive system, works, he has been cultivating one phase, and
and bloody contest, gained a complete victory, and if it were to become general. At the outset, not an unimportant one, of the religion which
pursued the French till after dark. They are in the attempts of Convocation or of the Bishop it is his appointed oﬂice to teach.
complete confusion; and I have, I believe, 150 of Salisbury have a certain grandeur, or at least
His more extensive and elaborate work, the
pieces of cannon ; and Blucher, who continued the a certain size. Let them be fully successful, concluding portion of which is now before us,
pursuit all night, my soldiers being tired to death, and the small-debt proceedings will come on by has a. wider and more ambitious aim; for the
sent me word this morning that he had got 60
more. My loss is immense. Lord Uxbridge, Lord the score. The day is past in which a few ‘ Illustrated Natural History’ includes the
nization. It is
FitzRoy Somerset, General Cooke, General Barnes, punishments can keep down thought. The spirit whole range of animal 0
t does not profess
and Colonel Berkeley are wounded : Colonel De of inquiry is burning throughout the clerical essentially a popular work.
Lancey, Canning, Gordon, General Picton killed. bod ; and the wind which might blow out the to assume the character of a complete scientiﬁc
ﬂame will only fan the large one. Let résumé of the animal kingdom; but it does pro
The ﬁnger of Providence was upon me, and I sm
the thing go on,and all the minor courts in the fess to supply the public at large with general
escaped unhurt.“
He was not yet sure that all was over, for on country will be at work chopping theology, information on all the different classes of ani
that day he urged Lord Bathurst to send him amidst the grins of the merry and the regrets mals, and with detailed histories of the most
interesting and important species.
“good British infantry," for, he said, “you’ll _ of the wise.
regard to a history of the battle of Waterloo than I most orthodox of European Churches,” that is
should do upon any other subject. More accounts —-more orthodox than his own.
have been published of that transaction than of
We have several times said that if the clergy
anuy other that for many years has attracted the are to be restrained from open discussion of
p lic attention ; and those who have written them
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The only work in this country with which it instances which are mentioned. Even the common
can be compared is the large folio of two snake of England can exercise a similar power. I
volumes, ublished many years since by Mr. have seen one of these snakes in chase of a frog,
Charlesv night. The letter-press of that work and the intended victim, although a large and
is undoubtedly accurate, and, on the whole, powerful specimen of its race, fully able to escape
by a succession of leaps such as it would employ if
satisfactorily written, and most of the illustra chased by a human being, was only crawling slowly
tions are very beautiful and instructive; but as and painfully like a toad, its actions reminding one
the work was “got up ” for the purpose of util of those horrid visions of the night when the
izin I still further the numerous wood ongravmgs dreamer ﬁnds himself running or ﬁghting for his
whiiih had already been employed in other pub life, and cannot move faster than a walk or strike
lications, the text had, in some degree, to be a blow that would break a cobweb. " ’ One of
written to the ﬁgures, instead of the ﬁgures my friends when in Canada saw a little bird lying
being executed-to illustrate the text: and the on the ground, ﬂuttering about as if dusting itself,
general design is, consequently, not so entire as but in a rather strange manner; and on his nearer
it should be. In the present case there was no approach, a snake glided from the spot, and the
such difficulty. The subjects for illustration bird gathered its wings together, and flew away."
We have said that there are few indications
are of'the author's own choice, and the spirited
ublisher has furnished them with unstinted of haste. There are, however, some which we
'berulity,both as regards number and execution. doubt not will strike the author on a re-exami
No one, therefore, but the author himself is nation of the work preparatory to any future
amenable for the manner in which the work is edition. As an example, we would mention
executed, either as regards the general arrange that, at page 29, the dorsal shield of the croco
ment1 or the selection of examples in each group. dile is erroneously said to be composed of horny
Upon the whole, hehauwell fulﬁlled his ostensible l plates, whereas just before they had been cor
object, and there are fewer marks of haste than rectly termed bony. The family of the so-called
might have been reasonably expected consider soft turtles is termed “ Trionycidze.” Now
ing the rapidity and the great. regularity with every one knows that in grammar derivatives
which the successive numbers have appeared; are always taken from the genitive case of the
The 'stylois free and. familiar, as it ought to be primitive, and as the genitive of 6110K is éwvxog,
in a popular work, and the information is cor ' the family name should be Tn'onydridw.
One of the principal deﬁciencies in this work
rect and varied; and this is particularly the
case in‘what may be specially termed the history is the meagreness, in many instances, of statis
of the animals, their mode of life, their instincts tical and economical information. In one
and habits. The following account of the power number, for example, at ages 304, 316 and
of fascination commonly attributed to the rat 319, the statistics of three 0 our most important
tleslake may be quoted as a fair example of the ‘a species of ﬁsh, in a commercial point of view,
manner in which a somewhat ambiguous subject are very imperfectly treated of. The New
foundland cod-ﬁshery, although constituting
is treated-:—
1 one of the most important ﬁsheries in the world,
“The food of the rattlesnake consists of rats, - and having, during the long war, furnished the
mice, reptiles and small birds, the latter of which . most extensive and effective contingent to the
creatures it is said to obtain by the exercise of a
mysterious power termed fascination, the victim manning of our Navy, is not even alluded to.
being held, as it were, by the gaze of its destroyer, The details of the herring ﬁshery are very in
and compelled to remain in the same spot until the adequate, and the pilchard is dismissed in. half
serpent can approach suﬂiciently near to seize it. a-dozen lines.
It ieeven said that the rattlesnake can ooil itself I The illustrations are, ahnost without excep
at the foot of a tree, and by the more power of its tion, excellent. There is a bold but natural
gaze force a squirrel or bird to descend and ﬂing‘ character about them which is very striking,
itself. into the open mouth waiting to receive it. and the wood-cutting is worthy of the
These phenomena have been strongly asserted by ‘ Brothers Dalziel, by whom all the ﬁgures are
persons who say that they have seen them, and are I executed. What, for instance, can be more
violently denied by other persons who have never ‘ brilliant and effective than the ﬁre-ﬁsh, at
witnessed the process, and therefore believe that’ page 249, or the harp-shell, at page 337? The
the circumstances could not- have happened. For ‘
value, too, of that portion of the work which is
my own part, I certainly incline to the theory of»

Swedish. Bishop, ‘The Children of the Lord's.
Supper,’ in the genial version of Longfellowz.

But the poem itself has been hitherto a sealed
book, except for the few students of Swedish
among us. Versions of ‘ The Frithiof Saga,’ to‘
the number of two or three, do indeed already
exist in English; but their merits have not
been suﬂicient to make the poem in anywise
popular, which a reall good version would, we
imagine, he calculate to do, since the relation
of English to Swedish is so intimate, that it.

would be possible to preserve in translation
much more exactly the spirit of the original
than that process ordinarily admits of. En'
attendant, Mr. Muckleston’s is a free and, for.
the most part, a vigorous rendering; although
there are many points against which we shall"
be constrained to enter a protest.

‘The Frithiof Sage’ deserves its reputation.
as, perhaps, the most perfect poem on a large
scale which has been based on Scandinavian
legend, and the life and manners of the
Northern Vikingr before the introduction of’
Christianity.
Ewald, indeed, the Danish oet, has. left. a.
very ﬁne poem on the death of
lder. Oehlen~
schl'ziger has splendidly dramatized many
heroic and tragic incidents from Noise histery,-.
and has, besides, written ‘ Helge,’—a ﬁne poem‘
of an epioal character, which Te er-has not
disdained to declare was, if not t e model, at."
least the moving cause of ‘ The FrithiofSaga.-"‘
But Ewald’s oem, although full of the author's
usual ﬁre an energy, is not so true as Tegner’s
to antiquarian research; and Oehlcnschliiger’s
production is, among the mass of his composi4
tions, by no means so carefully elaborated or 50

successful in its form as its Swedish successon.
‘ The Frithiof Saga.’ is worked up out ofrtllm.
incidents of the original old Saga of that‘
name, as it comes down to us, in the same way
as Tennyson’s ‘Idylls of the King’ are built

u n the old Welsh legends of King Arthur.
Til: events of the Saga are supposed to have‘
veritably happened about the beginning of the»;
eighth century of the Christian era; and, as in

the case of the ‘ Saga of Burnt Njal,’ translated.
by Dr. Dasent, there are localities still bearing

the same names as those mentioned in the
legend, or connected in designation witlrthe
names of its personages. The main story
of the poem is vs brief.—-Ingeborg was the
daughter of King
le, who had likewise two»

sons,—the dark and evil-hearted Helge and the'~

Frithiof was the son of T‘
fascination, thinking that the power exists and is‘v devoted to the Mollusca is greatly enhanced by thoughtless Halfdan.
Thorstein,
a
Bonde,
yeoman,
or rather free landL
excellent
ﬁgures
of
the
animal
inhabitants
of
occasionally employed, but under peculiar condiq.

owner, just below a Jar], the true friend'and‘
tionss That any creature may be suddenly para- ‘, the various shells.
This publication undoubtedly supplies a brother-in-arms of Belle, his king, whose king
lyzed by fear at the sight of a deadly foe is too ‘
It dom he helped to rule in peace and defend in.
well known to require argument; and it is there- ‘ want in our Natural History literature.
fore highly probable that a bird or a squirrel, which ‘ is comprehensive, generally correct, popular war. The mothers of Ingeborg and Frithiof.
could easily escape from the serpent's jaws by its both in its style and in the selection of its being dead, they were brought up together in~
superior agility, might be so struck with sudden subjects, and on the whole is admirably suited the house of Hilding, their foster-father, and
dread on seeing its worst enemy, that it would be ‘ for the object at which it aims,_that of furnish consequently became attached to eachother.
unable to move until the reptile had seized it. ' “ ‘ ing the masses with a safe, intelligible and well The old King Bella and his friend Thorstein
Thus far there is no difficulty in accepting the written history of animals; whilst its cheapness died, recommending their sons, with their last
theory of fascination ; but the idea of a moral com
renders it accessible to thousands who could breath, to remain united in friendship. Soon
pulsion on the part of the snake, and a. perforced \
obedience on the part of its victim, is so strange not afford expensive works in detached depart after, Frithiof, in full Thing, or assembly,.demands the hand of Ingeborg in marriage of her’
that it has met with very great incredulity. Still, ments of the subject.
brothers, the sons of Bole, but is rejected
although strange, it is not quite incredible. \Ve
with insult, and Ingeborg is placed under theX
all know how the immediate presence of danger
causes a reckless desire to see and do the Worst, The Frilhicf Saga: a. Poem. Translated from protection of Balder’s temple, to secure her"
the Norwegian, by the Rev. B. Muckleston, from the visits of Frithiof, who, nevertheless,
andheediug only the overpowering impulse that.
seemlrto move the body without the volition of the
M.A. (Bell & Daldy.)
violates the sanctity of the sacred'precincts by
mind. ‘ * Some persons acknowledge the fact THE present translation is calculated to satisfy, forcing his way into them, and betrot-hing Inge
that. the bird approaches the snake, and is then‘ at all events temporarily, a veritable want on borg by means of a golden arm-rip curiously
snapped up, but explain it in a different manner. the part of the English reader. Few are there, carved, one of the heirlooms of is family,
They say that the bird is engaged in mobbing or
which plays a great part in the narrative.
threatening the snake, just as it might follow and we presume, of those who take any kind of
buffet a hawk, an owl or a raven, and in its eager interest in their Scandinavian kindred, who Ring, a. neighbouring and aged warrior, now
nese' approaches so closely that the snake is able are not acquainted by name at least, with ‘The
to seon/roit-by shudder; dart. " ' But the many Frithiof Saga,’ and all readers of English
descriptions of the fminating process are too pre indeecbhave long made acquaintance with one
cise to allow of socks supposition in the particular. of the most esteemed productions of the

makes war on the two brothers, and demandsv
the hand of Ingeborg.

Helge and Halfdan

upon this demand the service of Frithiof, who.

is brooding, like aNorthern Achilles, over his»
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>wron'gs, but on their summons comes once of conception of character, and no tragic or
vmore to the Thing, and offers his assistance in dramatic situations, with the exception of the
"return for Ingeborg’s hand; but Helge again one parting scene between Frithiof and Inge
refuses him, not only because he is the son of berg, which, though cold, is very different in
a Bonde, but because he is hateful to the both feeling and execution from all the rest of
ode as the desecrater of Balder’s temple. the poem. Nevertheless, the poem has great
, moreover, banishes him for ever from the merits from the clearness and freshness with
land, until he has crossed the sea and brought which every thought and conception are em
back the tribute due from Argantyr, Jarl of bodied and portrayed, the true poetry and
“the Orkney Islands. Frithiof, on the advice naturalness of its imagery, and the sound and
10f Ingeborg, departs on his mission, and brings healthy feeling which predominates throughout
'baek 'the tribute, but returns only to .ﬁnd the whole, and presides over the inevitable
‘his lands laid waste and his house burnt to combination of some modern sentiments into
ashes at the ‘commands‘of Helge. The bro the feelings and actions of former times, how
there have married Ingeborg to King Ring. ever truly rendered. Some of the most success
'Frithiof, full of rage, enters the temple of ful portions of ‘The Frithiof Saga’ are the
Balder, where the dark Helge and the thought embodiment of precepts into lines which read
less Halfdan are sacriﬁcing. Frithiof strode with all the terseness and strength of old pro
.up and stood before Helge, and hurled the urse verbs: the advice given by the dying King
full of tribute-money into his face, and lai him Belt and by Thorstein to their sons 18 one
senseless (the old Saga says he knocked out two sample; another is the “Vikingabulk,” or the
rfront teeth). He then spied the bracelet he had rules of the Viking code, which is rendered as
deft with Ingeborg on the arm of the i
of well by Mr. Muckleston as any portion of the

‘the god Bolder: in his rage be rushed to seize poem.
“it, overthrew the statue upon the ﬁre of the
altar; ‘and in the confusion which ensued, not
only the image of Bal‘der, but the whole temple
wasconsumed to ashes. Frithiof has now the
‘ban of exile upon him, and takes to the life of
a Viking for some years; at the end of which

(time he visits the court of King Ring and
Ingeborg in disguise. R' , who knows all
the story of the loves of Inge rg and Frithiof,
recognizes the terrible Viking in the disguise
‘of a herdsm-an, yet, nevertheless, entertains
‘him hospitably, and puts his life in his wer.
Finding the good faith and honour of giilihiof
proof against all temptation, and his own decay
ing strength now unequal to the task of govern
ment in those wild times, he leaves his wife,
child and kingdom to Frithiof, and rips himself
.11 with a sword, after the manner of the old
. orsemen. On his death, Frithiof is elected
Y '
in his ‘room; he makes atonement to
Bel
by the- erection of a new and splendid
"temple. One of the brothers,-Helge, the dark
'and evil-cooled, came to a bad end in warring
inst the Finns; but with the other, Halfdan,
w 0 was only thou htless, Frithiof was'recon

ciled, and hero and eroine were united by his
~hand.
Such is the story, in which Tegner in a few
oints only has de arted from the original.

t may be doubt

whether, interesting as

the romance doubtlessis in itself, and sulﬁ
tciont .for the purposes of the minor epic,

it has real purport and sufficient depth

Then a daring sea-rover be swept o'er the main,
Like a falcon that hunts on the wave:
But stern was the rule he ordain'd for his men;
Wilt thou list to the law that he gave ‘l
Foes abide in each house, rest thou rather on board;
Unsheltcr’d on deck shalt thou lie;
On his shield sleeps the Viking, his hand on his sword,
And his tent is the starry blue sky.
In length but an ell is the sharp sword of Prey,
Short the banner of conquering Thor;
Is thy falehion too shorti-go thine enemy nlghl
Thou ‘it complain of its shortness no more.
In tempests hoist high on the topmast thy sail,
Hoist it higher the wilder they sweep:
But to strike it disdain in the stormiest gale;
Ere thou strike meet thy grave in the deep.
Seek thy maiden on shore; woo her not on the wave;
were she Freya herself, yet beware !
For the dimple that lurks in her check is a grave,
And her tresses a glittering snare.
Wine '5 the drink of the gods, and a revel is good,
Yct be sure that thy wits thou retain ;

if thou stagger when here, and art lost in the flood,
Thou’lt awake in the chambers of Ron.
Protect thou the merchant that crosses the main,
But his ransom must fairly be mid;
Thou art king of the seas, he 's the vessel of gain,
And thy steel is as good as his gold.
When the battle is o'er, and thou rest from thy toil,
Cast the dice, and the booty divide‘.
But the sea-king himself costs no lot for the spoil,
He '5 content ‘with the glory sud pride.
Does aViking approach? Lo! the charge and the light,
And warm is the work under shield;
Wouhlst thou still bide with us? let thy courage burn
bright,
'We reject thee one step if thou yield.
Art thou victor? be mild! be for mercy that prays
Bears no sword, is no longer thy foe;
Prayer is Valhslla's child; list the word that he says~
He 's a crsven that snswu's him “ No."

about it ‘to make it uitabie for an epic of
As an illustration of Tegner’s ﬁner poetical
‘the larger order. But, waiving this'point, the diction, the following passage may be cited,
‘greatest mistake which Tegner'mcde, in our the imagery of which, if it has not been adopted
opinion, is in the adoption of the ‘fashion of by Tennyson, is quite Tennysou1an:——
“writing it in a series of ballads of different
Ohl what is woman if she rivcs asunder

snetres. He has undoubtedl shown rcat skill
in choosing the measures of is balla , so that
they shall be characteristic of the portion of
the story under treatment; but the general
sweep, current and continuity of the tale is
_-destroyed by this continual break of gauge.
The mind in reading a poem gets into an
habitual swing adapted to the metre in which
it is written, and which seems to belong to it;

The link with which Alifathei’s will hath bound
Her helpless being, to the strong nne's arm?
Ber emblem is the pallid water-lily
Upon the lake, which rooketh to and fro
As the waves urge her; whilst hcr tender held
Bears the rude shock of each unlieeding keel.
If she maintains her station, with her root
Pastrgroundcd in the sandy depths below,
She keeps her worth; and from the stars above
Borrow: her delicate charms; herself a star
In the deep ﬂrmamcnt of waters blue.
But if she once break loose, she drives at random,
A wither‘d lea! upon the billows wild.

but every change of rhythm brings with it
new associations, and dispels the charm of
We would, however, by no means mislead
continuous illusion.
Besides
v".l‘egnerwants
sublimity,
partlythis,
fromthe
his poem
balladof our readers to think that there is the slightest
similarity of thought or sentiment between
way of treating his subject, and partly by the Tegner and Tennyson. Tegner is rather a sort
limitations of his creative faculties: he never, of compound betwe'en Longfellow and Sir
as is the case with all great epic poets, ﬁllsa Walter Scott,—~uniting the clear and limpid
large canvas; he has no descriptions of majestic expression and welldefined thought of the one
assemblages, magniﬁcent armies and multitu with the deeper love of antiquit and sustained
dinous conflicts-no exalting portraiture of power of romance of the 0 er. Tegner’s
any kind, little depth of feeling, small power favourite authors were, indeed, Ariosto and Sir
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\Valter Scott, whom Byron has ﬁnely called
the Ariosto of the North. The passion of
romance seized Tegner when quite a childzlhe
knew at the earliest
e passages of Ossisn by
heart, and used to sta k about declaiming the

speeches of Oscar and Morven, wielding ‘and
tossing a mock spear and wearing a mock
helmet. He had a horror of all German mys

ticism and obscurity, declaring that dark at
pressions came from dark conceptions :—
Det dunkelt sagds, a: dot dunkelt tlinkta.

He said the proper image of the Northam
Swedish nature was a cold, clear, but fresh
winter day, which steels and braces all the
cue
of man to contend against an unwilling
soil. ‘Axel’ is perhaps, after all, the most per
fect though not the most ambitions of maple
ductions. It is a romance of the Walter Scott
order, applied to incidents and charactersef-ﬁie
time of Charles the Twelfth.
"Mr. Muckleston's translation mey'be gone
rally characterized as meritorious, although he
has permitted himself to-step beyond the limits
of authority conceded to a translator by endea
vouring to improve upon his author and malt
ting and abbreviating scenes. He has, for in
stance, omitted the Skating scene,which Tegner

purposely put in, in order to fill up his delinea
tion of Northern life. Mr. Muckleston thinks
a hero on skates cannot support the dignity of
an epic, although he gives us the hero and his
'friend at chess. It is a misfortune that he'has
chosen to translate from the Danish version of
Foss and Monsen, and not from Tegner-‘s own
Swedish. Moreover, we are surprised, 'con
sidering that the general execution of the trans
lation is good, that a lover of Northern-song
should make use of such a number of obsolete
pseudo-poetic words, of Latin origin or use,
such as “beauteous,” “ beneﬁcent,” &c.,--Lto
ﬁnd our extinct friend Sol “ beaming” =over
wastes of Norland snow, and “ angelic" minis

ters in attendance on the heroes of Valhalla.
Nevertheless, but for these mishaps, Mr.

Muckleston’s translation may be read with
pleasure.
Wilhelmina. Schriidw-Dwﬁmt: a Contribution
to the Hiswry of lifusical Drama—[ "'t'lhd
mine SchriidewDmeknt: ein. Beitrag zur Ge
schichte des musikalisolwn Drama, von Alfred

Baron von Wolzogen]. (Leipzig, Brookhaus.)
MUSICAL biography here receives an interesting
addition in a book carefully made, by an accom

plished writer, who has the fullest sympathy
with his subject,——the artistic life of Madame
Schroeder-Devrient. With much inhercharaeter
to fascinate and engage, a sort of wild, enthusi
astic earnestness, which she brought with her
from the stage into society, there was, unbappily
in her private history as much to regret; and
this, though impossible to be concealed, it
was necessary and graceful for her hi
or
to touch on lightly. She sacriﬁced her
pi
ness, her career, her life, to the ceaseless in ul
gence of passion (if it deserve the name). The
few friends who were not alienated from her
till the last, had to go through a perpetual
penance of forgetting and forgiving. Possibly,
as a child she had been ill trained; it has been

often said so; it is more certain that shewvas
singularly hard to train, that she had no exalted
standards of virtue before her, and was thrown
by her birth into the cauldron of feverundexcite
ment which seethes in every theatre. Her
artistic education was somewhat peculiar, and
exercised an influence on her whole after
carecr. The ﬂexible beauty of her person- and
the vivacity of her temperament prompted her
mother to make of her a mime and dancer, in

which characters she ﬁrst appeared on .the
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tage. Inter came signs of a voice, an inherit
In tracing a career leading through so many
ance from her father, who was a redoubtable whirlpools, and over so many sunken rocks,
singer (the best Don Juan, it has been said, that the Baron Alfred von VVolzo en is to be praised
ever appeared in Germany); and she was then for a union of sincerity wit delicacy too rare
subjected to vocal tuition. But either she was a among bioglraphers. Genially, wholly, German
rebellious scholar, or her teaching was not com as he is, is appreciation of musical art, as
plete, or the dramatic inﬂuence of her mother displayed on the stage, is singularly clear of
(the Siddons of Germany) predominated. It narrowness. He shows what we are bound to
is certain, at least, that though her voice was a think a sound judgment, seeing that his opinions
real powerful soprano, suﬂicient in compass and are mostly coincident with those advocated in
in quality, it can never have been thoroughly this journal. Great pains have been taken by him
subJugat/ed and smoothed, so as to bring it to a to collect and arrange all the facts of Madame
level with those of the Italian opera queens. Schroeder-Devrient’sprofessional career. Lastly,
She was always at the antipodes to Mara, who, the style, in which the story of her stage tri
on being remonstrated with as lifeless in one umphs, the intimations of her private history,
of her parts, replied “Would you have me sing and the criticisms on her art, is conveyed,
with my arms and legs? What I cannot do though national, and insomuch relishing, is sin
with my voice I will not do at all.” Then, in gularly clear of those over-strained fantasies and
Germany, even so early as when Wilhelmina elicacies, which impair English pleasure in too
Schroeder began her career, times had changed many German biographies of men and-more

N° 1846, MAR. 14, ’63
81. Co.)--This old Minervarpress title heads a novel
that is entirely unintelligible. It is made up of
dark hints-scraps of conversation—charncters in
troduced with the profusion of supernumeruries in
a pantomime, who come and go in perplexing in
consequence. They have all done something they
should not do-men and women alike; but what
it is the reader is never told. The heroine, who
opens the story, is living with a ruﬂian-like man,

whom she calls her father, at a sea-side village in
Wales.

She goes through danger and fatigue in

one night enough to have served for the hero of one
of Mr. G. P. R. J ames’s novels ; being ﬁrst wrecked
in a violent storm, through which she swims to
wards shore, where she is rescued by a handsome
coastguard's-man, her father taking no heed of
her whatever; she afterwards walks a distance
of two miles in the same storm, and narrowl

escapes being dashed down a precipice ; aﬁerwhich
she is married to her preserver : and then the novel
goes off to other people, and nothing but hints are
ever heard of her again. She, indeed, ap

since the days when Graun devised the bravura emphatically still-women of genius.

once or twice, but nothing intelligible is to d of

in ‘Agrippina' (since so wonderfully revived by
Madame iardot), to display the “nest of night
ingales,” as Goethe phrased it, in Mara’s throat.
The antagonism of the instrumental and vocal
schools had set in; and with it the onesided
rejudice that one branch of the art must needs
e neglected for the sake of another. Hence
the incompleteness of Wilhelmina Schroederwhich was to be felt whenever she attempted
Italian opera-—did not render her less accept
able to her countrymen, who had already
begun to pit what they call Nature against
the refinements of singing. Compared with
some of her predecessors and contempo
raries, such as the Milder Hauptmann, who
would never sin Italian music-because she
could not,—W'i elmina Schroeder was vol
uble. All these reasons explain why, on this
side of the Channel and in Paris, it was as
A atlw. in ‘Der Freischiitz,’—as Leonora in

her, except that she and her husband live un

happily.

NEW NOVELS.

Allusion is made to some dreadful mur

True as Sled. By Walter Thornbury. 3 vols.
(Hurst & Blackett.)-—‘ True as Steel,’ was the
motto of the Free Suabian Knight, the Bitter

der, and she turns pale; and she has an odious maid
who domineers over her, taken at her father's re

Hand.

same accidental manner.

quest. The novel then rambles into a labyrinth
Goetz von Berlichingen, the Knight of the Iron of other things and people, all narrated in the
He had his own peculiar notions of right

and wrong.

This maid is recognized

Some of his enemies called him a as the servant of the house where the murder had

robber, because he enforced his own rights of been committed; in a rage at something she over
taking toll of merchants and travellers who had to hears, this woman denounces her mistress as a
gas through his domains or over his ford of the depraved woman, and also as the person who
eckar, below his castle, in return for which he had been suspected of having had a hand in the
gave them protection and safe conduct ; but he was murder; whereupon the husband falls down and
in other things the soul of honour. He was a brave breaks a blood-vessel. “’hat the murder was, or
champion for freedom during the progress of the who the wife really is, the reader is not told. The
Reformation in Germany ; he headed the Suabian author calmly promises to wind up the story in
peasants in their war ; but he was the tool of crafty anotbr novel, to be hereafter written. There is a
men; for he was single-hearted and straightfor Lord George Annesley, who has worked much woe
ward, and had none of the serpent‘s wisdom. His to the female members of this rambling story.
estates were all conﬁscated, and he himself thrown One of them, Constance by name, seems to have
into prison, where he died. Goethe has made him sustained worse than a broken heart, and there are
familiar to all readers, and the good Knight wrote
allusions to antecedent portions of her
‘ idelio,’—as The Lady in ‘Macbeth’ (Ché his own autobiography, and now, in these latterdays, mysterious
brief history which are never told. A man appears,
lard’s),— as Eur'yanthe, she pleased ;—-—as Donna Mr. Thornbury has taken what he found most cha~ threatens her vaguely with his vengeance, and de
Anna more moderately,~—as Norma and Amino. racteristic in both, and, gathering up all he could clares he will reveal some terrible secret about
very little. At home, she was during many learn from tradition of the times of Charles the her; but he dies, poisoned by etrychnine, given
ears triumphant in German, French and Fifth, Luther and Erasmus, or that has been apparently by the gentle Constance herself; but
talian opera. As time went on her want illustrated in contemporary 'pictures by Holbein who or what the man is, the reader is left in igno
of pure vocal skill, and her habit of intensify and Albert Durer, has made out of these mate rance of. Under these circumstances we close the

ing expression to the last point, and “after
the last” (as Mala/mam hath it), so as to meet
the requirements of national taste, so far im
paired her voice as to throw it off the balance
which singer and actor should always preserve
in musical drama. Her singing did not cease to
be strenuous, but her action became too much
so. Her style, in brief, was made coarse. She
would be seen ﬁrst and foremost, whether fairly
or unfairly. She had recourse to the false effect
of speaking certain words of her part written
to bedsung, by way of giving a semblance of
immeshowed
iate reality
its most i ant passages.
She
herselftoincreasinglygriiindful
of the
splendour of her fair, profuse hair,—increasingly
willing to display her person, after it had be
come matronly. These-—so many signs of an
unsettled brain, an aching heart, a burning
exacting desire —-— may have preﬁgured the

rials an historical novel of a rather old school of last volume.
literary art.

It is no slight praise to say that

Ada Poi-rescue: a Novel.

3 vols.

(Newby.)——

if ‘True as Steel‘ were given to a boy, it would ‘AdaFortascue' is a wonderfully silly novel: remark
take hold of his affections; thanks to the cha able only for the entire want of any sense of deli
rscter of the hero, and the loving admiration cacy in the author. The heroine is a very young
with which Mr. Thornbury has treated him. lady, who, being left by her parents at home for
Mr. Thornbury has skill in writing pictures; a few days, makes a clandestine marriage with a
there is scarcely a page in which some stirring young man who had been their guest-—lives with
scene is not thrown into a clear, well-deﬁned him in their house until their return-keeps the
shape, brieﬂy set forth in well-chosen words. The marriage secret—-has a clandestine baby, and not
story is interesting, and, although it is histo until her husband, proposing to commit suicide,
rical and carefully got up in its details, it is neither sends the child, then four years old, to its mother,
tedious nor theat ‘cal.
does she inform her
nts what she has done;
A Daughter of us : a Novel. By Hain Friswell. and because her father is extremely indignant at
2 vols. (Bentley.)--This ‘ Daughter of Eve’ in a his daughter's folly and treachery there are no
Surrey romantic drama. It would cut up into bounds to the hard words the author bestows
“ lengths," and could be put upon the stage much as on him. The remainder of the story is too foolish
it stands. The dialogue is of the most conventional to specify.
‘
A Prodigal Son. By Dutton Cook. 3 vols.
type; the characters are all dressed for their parts,
and the incidents are exactly such as happen on (Hurst dz Blackett.)-—This ‘ Prodigal Son’ begins
the stage in romantic drama, and nowhere else. well.
The death-bed of the bitter, imperious

changes in her melancholy private life; each of There is a certain fascinating and highly reprehen

father-the interview between him and his lon -

which marked a descent down that ladder of
false steps, which very few women can re-ascend.
Her affectionate heart, her quick fancy, her
keen appreciation of beauty in art and nobility
in character,— recious ingredients for the best
happiness whic mortals can enjoy,—-in her case
contributed only so many materials to a mourn
ful wreck. She was-t0 sum up—a great,
perhaps the greatest, modern German 0 eratic
sin er,—Sonta
not counting as suc , nor
M lle. Jenny ind,—a remarkable, if not an
unimpewchable actress (her Leonora being her
best character),—a gifted woman, but as un

estranged son—the ﬁnal quarrel and the irreparab a

happy as richly gifted.

sible Count de La Biche, who seems to have passed

his life in going through mock marriages with separation, are all well and powerfully managed;
beautiful young ladies, and leaving them to their but this good beginning is soon overclouded,
fate, which produces complications.

He meddles

and the story goes off into nonsense and futil
The prodigal son marries a charming girl,
and is a happy model husband, with an inti
mate friend very much inclined to fall in love with
his wife; but that is only a testimony to her
charms, for he knows it would be of no useto
speak, so he holds his tongue. All is as pleasant
as possible, when one morning a dreadful French
woman calls in the husband's absence, and tells
Violet that she is his ﬁrst and lawful wife, and shows
letters which seem conﬁrmation strong. Violet
believes her, and, after fainting away, snatches up

in politics and conspiracies also, and is mixed up ity.
with Orsini, whom, however, he betrays. The end
of all is a duel on very French principles, with
an eye apparently to certain distinguished tra
gedians. The stage directionsareelaborate. There
is cleverness in the book, but it is so utterly facti
tious and unreal, so entirely a story of the foot
lights, that it is impossible to read it with any
pleasure.

Such Things Are. By the Author of ‘ Recom
mended to Mercy.’ _ 3 vols.
(Saunders, Otley
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her child and rushes away back to her home.
Then the story stands still, to give an elaborate
account of a pantomime plot and scenery, in which
the wicked wife has to enact a good angel, but

meets with an accident which nearly kills her.
The prodigal son (who deserves his name) really
had married her, in a ﬁt of enthusiasm, when he
was a boy, but he had believed her to be dead.

It turns out that she had a husband at the time.
Finally, all is made right ; but the reader has lost
all interest or belief in the story, which has quite
fallen to pieces, and has no more cohesion than
the plot of a pantomime; it is altogether inferior
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Mr. Suﬂield simpliﬁes 29, 799, kc. After writing ezrhilrih'ng the most Impommt Discom-ie: and Im
the above it struck' us that there must be some prorcments of the Past Year in Mechanics and the
corresponding mode of dividing by 11; and we Useful Arts, Natural Philosophy, Eledricily, Che
soon hit on the following, as very likely others miatry, Zoology and Botany, Geology and Minera
have done before us. Write down the ﬁrst ﬁgure logy, Meteorology and Astronomy. By John Timbs.
second, then subtract it from the one above (or (Lockwood 8r Co.)—A portrait and memoir of Sir
from ten more, if needful), and write down the Charles Lyell and a glimpse of the Metropolitan
result in the next place. Go on in this way, with Underground Railway are the embellishments and
the following changes-1. when going to write light literature with which Mr. John Timbs lures
down a ﬁgure, if the ﬁgure above it be less, write readers to a perusal of his ‘ Year'Book of Facts’
down one less 2. when 0 would be written down, for 1862. The author's plan is to collect from news

and the lower ﬁgure is one which has been reduced papers or oﬂicial reports those accounts of impor
by the last rule, write down 9 instead of 0.
follows :—

As

tant discoveries, inventions and improvements,

which appear to be adapted for purposes of popular
instruction, and to publish them as “ extracts"
l1)2138496573296461
ou ht to write.
he Mistakes of a Life : a Novel. By Mrs. J.
194408779390587—rem.4. from the journals and publications in which they
Hubback. 3 vols. (Newby.)—‘ The Mistakes of a We leave the reader to detect for himself a certain ﬁrst appeared. Thus the ‘ Year-Book’ is a com

to what the author of ‘Paul Foster’s Daughter‘

nothing,—coupled with foolish restrictions and in

(Bell 6: Daldy.)—The author has developed, with

pilation in which the compiler, as far as possible,
abstains from speaking on his own personal autho
rity.
Of the facts so treated it is noteworthy
what a large proportion of them refer to novel

junctions, which have the effect of making the
fortune a misfortune to her. Mrs. Hubback does

ingenuity and labour, a method depending on the
reduction of any number to the form

ment of “ the noble art of murdering.”

Life’ is very dreary reading. A wilful young woman variation in one case of the remainder, and wish
is made an heiress by an injudicious relative, who him all success.
leaves her everything, and the rest of the family
Dual Arithmetic: a New Art. By Oliver Byrne.

applications of iron, and schemes for the advance
About

a (1'1)mx(1'01)n><(l'001)l’, 8:0.
ﬁres Mr. Timbs takes from the Annual Return of
nothing for the heroine, who impruden'tly marries This is all we can say. Our mathematical readers the London Fire Brigade some statistics in which
an Italian, is tyrannized over by his family, and can now judge whether they will investigate the London residents will necessarily take interest.
ﬁnally thrown off by her husband, and left stranded matter. The foundations of the system are not “ The total number of calls during the year 1861
and miserable, her hopes thwarted and her mis very clearly explained; and the author promises was 1,409; of these 89 were false alarms, 137
takes irretrievable.
The style is not pleasant, some further explanations in works to come. \Ve proved to be only chimney alarms, and 1,183 were
not make the story interesting.

The reader cares

and the book is not an agreeable one. Mrs. Hub
back has done better things, and will, we hope, do
so again.
Christmas at the Cross Keys. By Kenner Deane.

have no hope of any general use of this system;
but all such attempts are suggestive, and there
may be classes of questions which this reduction
may suit.

ﬁres, of which 53 resulted in the total destruction
of buildings, &c., 332 in considerable damage, and

798 in slight damage. The ﬁres of 1861, compared
with those of 1860, show an increase of 127, and

Tables of Compound Interest and A nnuitics. By compared with an average of the 28 years during
(Nswby.)—This ‘Christmas at the Cross Keys’
is a clap-tra story-a distant imitation of the A. H. Turnbull. (Edinburgh, Black.)-This is a which the establishment has been in existence, the
style of Mr. ickens and Mr. Wilkie Collins. The
sentiments are grotesquely exaggerated; the story
itself is in strong black and white, with no inter
mediate shades, and is, on the whole, as foolish a
tale as could well be written. The proud family

good set of tables—yearly, as far as 80 years; number is 391. This list does not include triﬂing
half-yearly, as far as 40 years; quarterly, as far as damages by ﬁres not suﬁiciently important to
20 years. The rates are 3, 3h, 4, 4i, 5, 6 per cent. require the attendance of ﬁremen ; of these no
yearly; by quarters, from 3 to 5, with 55, half record is anywhere kept, but they may be estimated
yearly; by halves, from 3 to 5‘, quarterly. The in round numbers at 4,000. Neither does it include

of the Clydes of Clyde Chase has fallen into a answers are given in decimals to seven places, and the ordinary calls for chimneys on ﬁre, which may
confusion of debt and mortgage; the only son is in currency to pence and hundredths. There are be roughly estimated at 3,000. The “ totally de
in love with the pretty daughter of the landlady

of the Cross Keys, and instead of marrying her,
as the hero of a Christmas Pantomime ought to
do, he makes love to an ugly heiress, who will not
have him. A man disguised in a red wig (who is
a returned digger) comes and forecloses the mort
gage on the Chase, consoles Rose for her faithless
Harlequin, reveals himself, by taking off his wig, as
a long~lost brother, who is come back from over
sea, worth three hundred thousand pounds. Of
course, he embraces his brother, gives him back
the family estate, buys another for himself, marries

Rose, and the story ends in all happiness and pure
love. The style is detestable, as all imitations
are and must be.
SCIENTIFIC BOOKS.

Syntheti Division in Arithmetic. By G. Suﬂield,
M.A.
(Macmillan 8t Co.)—Mr. Suﬁield is the
Examiner whom our :readers may remember to
have got into disgrace at Cambridge for plucking
incompetency and admitting fractions with con

crete terms.

The University has mended on both

points; and Mr- Suﬂield's radicalism has done
good. This tract on arithmetic is an ingenious
and independent speculation, akin to what has

been known as “synthetic division," and leading
to great simpliﬁcation of certain cases of division.
We shall set our readers dividing by 9, in a new
fashion, as follows: Mr. Suﬁeld simpliﬁes every
division in which the divisor ends with nine, or

subsidiary tables for conversion of stock.
A Systematic Handbook of Volumetric Ana
lysis; or, the Quantitative Estimation of Chemical

stroyed " list, 53, is 25 in excess of the same list for
1861, and 13 in excess of the average proportion
for 28 past years. Of the premises burnt, 20 were
Substances by Measure.
By Francis Sutton. from 2 to 7 miles distant from the nearest station;
(Churchill 2c Sons.)--The commercial value of the 25 were used for the carrying on of hazardous
alkalies, of manganese, of chloride of lime, of trades, such as cabinet-makers, carpenters, hay and
indigo, and many other substances, can only be straw salesmen, steam saw'mills, kc." From the
determined by chemical analyses. Practical che foregoing summary an estimate may be made of
mistry has indeed become a thing of general need the exceptional damage caused by the great Tooley
in technol
To meet the demands made upon Street ﬁre, which occurred in 1861. Mr. Timbs
the science, it has become necessary to devise new says nothing about ﬁres caused by crinoline. He
and rapid means of analysis. Under this pressure would do well to gather “ facts" on this subject for
chemists have developed the volumetric system, his next volume.
“ by which a large amount of time, labour, and
therefore cost, has been saved, as compared with
OUB LIBRARY TABLE.
the older methods of research." It is truly stated
by the author of this work, that to make a really
The Insert-Hunter’s Companion. B the Rev.
reliable use of the volumetric system, “the operator Joseph Greene, M.A.
(Van ‘looming-‘Vs had
must possess agood knowledge of the laws of che~ occasion lately to recommend the use of the
mical combination and decomposition, so as to know butterﬂy-net to intending continental tourists, but
where he may apply any of the processes with the writer of this little volume teaches a much
security." Standard solutions have to be prepared better plan for obtaining ﬁne specimens of butter
with great accuracy; vessels must be made which ﬂies and moths (or rather moths alone) by search
will deliver, without error, measured portions of ing for the chrysalids at the roots of trees, and
their contents; and the eye must be practised to then rearing the perfect insects from them. This
determine the moment when precipitation ceases, ‘ Essay on Pupa-digging' is followed by ‘ Instruc
or when any other deﬁnite result is obtained in the tions for collecting and preserving Butterﬂies and
substance under examination. In the hands of Moths,’ and may be cited as a useful manual to
careful and painstaking men, this method of ex those commencing the study, although it is need
amination is of great value, and may be with con lessly diﬁ'use: thus, for instance, not fewer than
ﬁdence relied on as a guide; but, as Mr. Sutton nine pages are devoted to the discussion of the
says, “volumetric analysis has had an abundant important question, whether the fumes of chloro
crop of weeds and rubbish," owing to its having form, ammonia, or bruised laurel-leaves are the
been practised by men who have never learnt the most eﬁicacious means of killing specimens for
value of minute attention to results. ‘ The Hand preservation. The following passage on the pre

1mm.
9)4032866791028
448096310114—rem.2.
Write the ﬁrst ﬁgure (4) in the second place; add book of Volumetric Analysis’ is the result of ference of many of these insects for a northern

it to the one above, and write the sum, or the unit considerable ex rience; it is written with evident aspect is curious, as indicating a surprising amount
of the sum, in the next place. But whenever the care, and may e conﬁdently received as a guide of instinct in caterpillars: “The vast majority of
ﬁgure about to be written down will, with the by all who are called on to practise this branch of pupae will be found on that side of the trunk (of
one under which it is to be written, make up 9 chemistry
Its attentive study will do much to the tree) which faces the north.
This circum
or more, write down one more. Thus the pro give a higher value to the use of standard solutions stance I attribute to the fact that in this situation
cesses are 4; 4+0=4; 4+3=7, but 7+2=9, than they have hitherto obtained, since nearly they are less exposed to sun and rain. ‘Ve all
write down 8; 8+2=10, yvrite down the 0; 0+8 every source of error is clearly described, and pro
know that exposure to the sun is fatal to pups,
=8, and 8 + 6 is more than 9, write down 8 + 1, or cesses leading to doubtful results are distinctly and therefore an infallible instinct lends the larva
9; 9+ 6:15, write down not 5, but 6; and so on. marked as uncertain, and requiring yet closer to select the shadiest side. I believe that rain or
The processes for 9, 99, (be. are, we believe, those examination.
damp is equally injurious to them, and that there
of what is already known as synthetic division:
The Year-Book of Facts in Science and Art; fore they choose the northern side as the driest. I
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am well aware that some will differ from this
opinion; but however doubtful the cause, the
effect is certain; and so satisﬁed cm I on this
hsad,'that I go ﬁrst to the northern side, and if it
present an unfavourable appearance, I, as a rule,
leave the tree. As having some bearing on this
point, 1 may mention that the insects themselves,
when at rest on the trunks of trees, are almost
always found on the northern side. In the former
part of this paper, when speaking of (lichen and
palpino, I mentioned, as the most likely places
‘for ﬁnding the pupa, poplars and willows border
ing upon streams, and especially the dry sods
formed on the sides facing the stream.
It is,
however, wholly useless to examine trees in this
situation when the roots and trunks are liable to
be submerged by the overflowing of the stream.
In such cases there is usually a water-mark, below
which a pupa never will be found. An unerring
instinct seems to pervade the larva of its probable
fate should it venture below this water-mark.”
Non-entomological readers will smile at the state
.ment, that sugar or treacle mixed with a little
run or sniseed, and plastered upon the trunks of
‘trees, form one of the most attractive baits for
nightdlying moths, which must, however, be sought
for after dusk with the aid of s bull's‘eye lantern.
Some persons may possibly also think that the rum
and sugar might be better employed !

Lectures on Horus and Stubfas.

Libcr Cantu/'rim'mnia. Part II. By R. Potts,
is the only ‘moral suasion’ a dorky is oepable of
(Parker, Son 6: Bourn.)—- An account
understanding." Surely the time has gone by for IL/LA.
k of recent legislation, and many other things, with
English readers to relish humour of this kind.
Ancient Loam; or, Translation and Para-i examination papers, to. \Ve thought to have
phrases from Poets of Greece and Rome.
By ended here, when our eye was caught by two
The first is a question in a college
D'Arcy W. Thompson. (Edmonston 8t Douglas.) curiosities.
—These translations and parsphrases from classic examination-paper, about the credit due to “the
literature are far superior to the ordinary exercises , Prince of I and Saukolinsin" when they ugreein
of the same kind, on which most students of Greek , their testimony. These gentlemen~if that name
and Latin poets expend not unproﬁtable labour. 1 can be given to persons of whom the first speaks
Mr. Thompson has clearly read his authors with truth only once in ﬁve times, and the second only
care and discernment, and a musical ear enables twice in seven times-—are Chinese, and are known
him to reproduce their thoughts with no more than to many readers of Chinese news. The second
unavoidable loss of melody. The paraphrase of the instance is, we think, the more curiously worded.
‘ Funus Passeris’ of Catullus may be objected to on It is from the statutes of Downing Cnllegepthe
the score of too great freedom; but it is prettily college of'our own day, and runs thus: “ If u Fellow
managed :—
- secede from the Church of England, or be con
Wee blt blrdie’l dead and guns,
victed of any crime by a Court of competent juris
The pet o‘ my sin dearic 0,
diction, or be guilty of disgraceful conduct render

By Lieut.~C0l.

Fitzwygrsm, 15th (The King’s) Hussars.
First
and Second Series. (Smith, Elder 5L Co.)-Thesc
Lectures on the management of horses suffer
from the want of a preface, stating the cir
cumstances under which they were delivered.
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If,

as we infer was the case, they-were originally read
to the men of Col. Fitzwygram's regiment, we
strongly commend the tone and clearness which
render them peculiarly adapted to such auditors.
Each of the two series now published, consists
of four lectures, the subjects of which eight
addresses are “ Ventilation and Drainage of
Stables,” “Watering and Feeding of Horses,"
“Principles of Grooming," “ shoeing of Horses,"
“ Exercise," “ Stable hianagement," “The Action
and Uses of Medicine,“ and “ Infection and Con

And now is journeyin‘ all alone
The road so dark and dreary 0;
The road that msun be trod by all
0‘ mortal men and birdies 0.
Sweet birdie kcnn‘d his mistress wool,
Her face fra ilka lther 0,
As wee] as c‘er my lasslc kcnn'd
The face 0' her sln mlther 0;
And nestled in her breast, he'd pipe
And cheep the hour thegitlier 0.
Ah birdie, what for was thy life,
Thy pulr bit life sas ﬂeetln' O;
Tls a’ for thee my dearic's een
Are red and sair wi‘ greetin' 0;
Tis a‘ for thee thae bonny een
Arc red and lair wi‘ greeting O.

ing him unﬁt to be a member of the college, he
may be deprived of his fellowship, or be subjected
to such other punishment as the visitor, in his dis

cretion, shall see fit." Putting these two things to
gether, we smiled once more at the dot reniam corals
rcmt cr'nru'ru columbischnracter of‘ tests Ifthe Prince
of I and Srtnkulinsin were to be elected Fellows of
Downing, there they might stay, these rascals bf
one truth in ﬁve statements and two in sevu.
But the man of honesty must turn out, unlessnlre

"discretion" of the visitor should prefer to punish
him otherwise. It is a remarkable thing, how
ever, thst though secession is classed with legal

Scholars will ﬁnd pleasures in Mr. Thompson‘s crime and disgraceful conduct, the visitor has a
versions of ‘ Ancient Leaves.’
1 power of remission.
Imagine; or, the Flowers and Fruits of Rome.

a Metn'cal Tale.

Letter: on llte Philosophy of the Human Mind.

By M. H. (Wsrtheim 5'. Co.)— By Samuel Bailey.

To “the younger portion of the community,
says the Preface, who in general prefer the
imaginative to the didactic,” M. H. (probably a
lady) offers ﬂowers which are very ﬁsded, and
fruits reminding us of those excruciating red
cheeked stone pippins which garnish old-fashioned
chimney pieces, In order that the aforesaid
“younger portion" may smell and taste how
wicked is Papistry, and how abominable in its

‘
i
"

workings. It need hardly be told that the
tagion.” Horse-keepers would do well to place in Athemrum is not among the adherents of the
the hands of their grooms the concise and intelligent Scarlet Lady; but a weak book like this will not

instructions of the cavalry oﬂicer who, in his pro make her robe a single shade less red in the eyes
1uised continuation, will, we trust, remove the one of those who are disposed to be attracted by the

defect of this ﬁrst instalment of‘ his collected gsudy colour thereof.

How strange is it that

religious controversy and attack, of all subjects
d'mcourses.
Life in Dixie‘: Land ,- or, So nth in Secession Time. perhaps the most diﬁicult, is the one which
By Edmund :Kirke. (Wards; Lock.)—The editor seems dearest to the family of the shallows

of this volume takes bootless pains to impress on
the reader that it “describes actual scenes and

events."

\Vhatevcr Mr. Edmund Kirke may be,

whether (as the book represents) a Yankee who
travelled southwards just before .the outbreak of
the American war, or merely a‘ writer who assumes
that character for literary purposes, ‘Life in Dixie‘s
Land’ is, for all critical purposes, “anig
novel.”

Regarded as such, it falls short of the highly
seasoned literature which Mrs. Stowe and her
imitators have for some time past thrown upon the
market. It comprises nearly all the properties and

“ effects” that we have a right to look for in a book
of the {kind ; a proper number of slaves are whipped,
or shot down, or .killed by cruel taskmasters; a
brutal slave-driver, and a. hot~tempered proprietor.
who has a highly-educated, lady-like, and almost
white-female slave for his mistress and for mother
-of his manumitted children, are brought out in
strong contrast with the intelligent and heavenly

=minded “der-kiss," who are waiting their opportu
nity toexcite and lead a. servile rebellion, and a.

balance is struck betwecnthe characteristics of the
‘slaves and “ the white trash," greatly to the disad
wantsge of the latter; but the general manipulation

Third Series.

(Lnngmnn&

CoJ-ln this series the author discusses in suc
ceosion Ccmto‘s notion of psychology, identity,
causation, evidence, laws of nature, language and
moral sentiments. The contents are of a varied
character, and cannot be systematically reviewed ;
but the writer is one who ought to be read. With
some difference of opinion, we recommend the let
ters on language to attentive consideration. When
this collection, now in its third Part, shall come to
an end, it will be for Mr. Bailey to give a good
summary of results and arguments.

Tevenly-nine Yours in the West Indies and Gan- '
tral Africa.- a Relic-w of Mr'sn'murry Work “d
By the Rev. Hope
Adventure, Meg-r855;
Mastsrton \Vsddell.
(Nelson is Sons.) -- The

author, bclmging to the United l’resbyterim

Church, laboured as missionary, ﬁrst in domain,
and afterwards in Old Cslabar, on the \Vest Coat
when they take pen in hand! The little tales of of Africa, and now publishes, in a bulky volume of
M. 11., showing how wicked Jesuits do what they 681 closely-printed pages, the narrative of his
please'with persons whose opinions do not please efforts to christisnize the negro race. Reduced to
them,——of priests who are unchaste,--of beautiful about two-thirds of its present-size, and freed from
girls who are kidnapped and shut up in convents,— pointless dialogues in negro slang, sectarian squab
all the old threadbare stories, in short,-are told in blings, tedious details about new converts, and
lengths of something-imagined to be blank verse, the phraseology peculiar to missionary writings, the
which would be droll were it not drpary; and suthor‘s‘msterisls might harve been shaped into
these tales are interspersed (possibly, in a fond a book highly acceptable to the general reader,
emulation of ‘The Princess ') with lyrics of corre instead of‘ one suited only to that narrower circle to
sponding quality.
whom what we regard as defects appear so many
Running the Blockade. By Liout. Warneford, merits. The rising of the slaves in Jamaica/ﬁe
RN. (Ward 8!. Lock.)—A collection of tales and gloomy state of that island ‘previous to emancip
adventures and hnir~breadth ‘scope! of different tion, the suspicion with which all missiomtrils,
‘vessels which have run the blockade during the especially those of the dimenting bodies, were
present American war. Many of them are spun looked upon by the colonists, and the possession
out with the land adventures of the several heroes which they suffered, might have ‘been worked up
of the tales, and are interspersed here and there into very interesting chapters by an expert hand.
with a. full allowance of strong language, which is Ags-imwhat a capital peg for a good story Poppel,
supposed to be nautical. The author is sware'thnt King of 'Bonnyywould have made,—that noble
he is at a disadvantage; for as he is shut out from savage who keeps an English PoetrLuurcote'to
the exhaustless ﬁeld of ﬁction, he is conﬁned to sing his praises I
one topic, and the stories must necessarily resem
The Castle-Maiden ,- and other stories. By Mrs.
ble each other. But he is glad to believe that the R. J. Greene. (Binns l: Gondwin.)--VVere it‘not
incidents which make up the stories save them for their exceeding mournfulness of tone, Iwe

is so clumsy that the .result is n. failure. In a from the almost inevitable sameness which he should'warmly commend these fanciful and‘we'll
wohaptsr entitled ‘ Plantation Discipline,’ Mr. Kirke, speaks of. In the course of the different adven written stories. The intercourse of little Elsie,f-the
‘describing :the interior of a whipping-house, says, tures there occur the names of many American CostlelMsiden, with herﬂowers, is told with pathos
"This was the whipping~rack, and hanging to it vessels which have become familiar to us through and considerable power of imagination; but her
were'several stout whips‘with short hickory handles

~andlong triple lashes.

the newspapers, and they serve to make acceptable

career is so sad, that ‘no ordinary child will like‘to

I took one down for closer the talm in which they bear conspicuous parts. , re-peruse its history. .‘ The Jswelled Bridge’ and

inspection, and found burned into the wood, in The names of the Trent, the Alabama, the Royal ' ‘ The Oyster Realm1 are less depressing tales.
letters, the words ‘ Moral Suosion.’ I ques
Charter, the-Sumter, and the N oshville, are pressed
Mr. Hardwicke has commenced the issue of a.
-tioned thefppropriatencss of the label, but the into the service; whilst Charleston harbour is in ‘new edition of the celebrated English Botany,
Colonel wanted, with great gravity, that the whip , certain cases the scene of operations.
of Sowerby, to appear‘in monthly numbers. Mr.
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Syme, than whom no one is better acquainted with

our wild plants, is charged with the science of the
work,—Mrs. Lankeeter with what are called on the
title-page “ popular des4':i'iptious,"-——Drv Lankester
with uses and medical pr0perties,—and the three
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This we can very well '

BOOKS PUBLISHED BY THE GOVERNMENT.

A public servant, whose opinion will have weight

‘no.

The price put;

upon the Calendar-emf State Papers looks as if it
was intended pur
y to prevent their sale. The

with many persons, appears anxious to make the high utility, and indeed necessity, of these works
public pay dearer than at

at for some of to the historical student has been generally ad

The specimen the publications issued by the Government. Mr. mitted ; but who is to go to the expense of 15s. a
number before us is well executed, and, containing, J. R. M‘Culloch holds the position of Controller of volume for a series of which it is difﬁcult to calcu»
as it does, twenty-four coloured engravings on Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. It is his duty late the extent? 'Ilhe series of Chronicles is a triﬂe
Sowerbys with the illustrations.

copper, is one of the cheapest natural-history pro to prevent all needless extravagance in the paper,
ductions we are acquainted. with. Hereafter we pens, and ink supplied to public departments,
to note the cost of Blue Books, Army Lists,
may report more fully.

Of publications on' the Penteteuch and Bishop
Cclenao, we have to» announce ‘The Paitatoudt

cheaper: 10s. is the sum nowcharged for a volume-—
perhaps not very extravagant if it be a book of 700)
or 800 pages; but an average volume contains only
Nautical Almanacs, and whatever else is printed 400, and some are soldat this price which have little
by the Government, to indicate how far they more than 200 pages. And when a comparison is

.Blbk Impimtion; What It pay their expenses, and to suggest the means made between Government and the publishingv

omhBishop Cokmo.‘

Is, and What It In Not: Dn Colenu‘s Dljﬂiculties

for making them as remunerative as may be.

trade, it must be remembered that publishers

Considered and Our Lord’: Testiimmy Enforced, by Accordingly, for some years past, along with the make their proﬁts by issuing dear editions ﬁrst,.
the Rev. C. Bullock (\Vertheim),—-Colazso‘c Objec

Annual Estimate for the Civil Service, there has and cheaper. afterwards.

How is any Governmentv

tions to the Veract'ty of the Pmtateuch Examined and appeared a letter from Mr. M‘Culloch containing publication to pay its way at the price Messrs“
Armand, by the Rev. B. W. Savile (Freeman), various suggestions for economy and retrenchment, Lougman put upon an entertaining book, new
—Some of Bishop C'olcmo'a Objections to the Pen many of which are doubtless valuable, and it from the press, heralded by constant advertise-e
tateuch and Book of Joshua Rmlm'ned, by the Rev. appears that some have been tried, and found to ments for months beforehand, and a large part of
W. Houghton (Mutant-Christ or Colcnso? 01',
a Full Reply to the Objections of the Right Rf'l'. J.
W. Colemo to the Pentateuch, by M. Hill (Hamil
ton),—Bishop (Jo/moo Honestly Answered: Two
Sermons, by the Rev. J. Christien (Stock‘,—D'r.

Oolauo’s Ob'ecb'mu to the Hislorlbal Truth of the
Pcllatcuch Reviewed and Answered, by a Clergy
mm of the Church of England. (Parker),-Consi

(lactic/m on. the Pmtateuch, by Isaac Taylor
(Jaekson, Walford 8t H0dder),—blo0¢a Right and

C’olcmo Wrong; being Popular Lectures on th:

work well. Among them, however, occasionally the impression taken by Mudie with an allowance
appear remarks, of which, although they profess of 20 per cent. discount’! It is quite out of the.
to aim at economy, it is more than doubtful whe qumtion. The books lie for years unsold, until
tlier they have such a tendency in practioe. To they are at last reduced in price, with injustice to
the following, in particular, we desire to direct former purchasers. Thus it has been with the.
‘ Monumenta Historica Britannica,’ originally pub
attention :
' “ I may mention,” says Mr. M‘Culloch, "that lished at five guineas, now at two; several folio
not satisﬁed with having publications sold at or volumes of the old ‘ Record Commission’ are now’
about the cost of their production, we are frequently selling at 108. 6d. or 15:. each; and the thick
pressed by the arties interested to sell them at still quarto volumes of State Papers also sell each at
lower rates.
t this, I cannot but think, should half-a-guinea, being exactly the quarter of their‘
very rarely be agreed to. The sale of a work for original price. If these prices are not too low
less than it cost deceives the Government, and is the new Record publications are too high.
unjust to the publishing trade. The price of all,
The best proof that they are not too low is,
or nearly all, publications that issue from the dif tbat there are cheaper publications still, issued by
ferent public departments includes nothing for the Government, which, according to Mr. M‘L'ub
authorship or editing, but merely amounts to the loch,v yield a proﬁt. The Government publications
cost of paper, printing, and binding, and. not do, as a whole, far more than pay their expenses ;

Pbttateucb, by the Rev. J. Cumming (Shaw),—
The Bible in the Worhhop: a Befutatlon of Bishop
Cohmo's Critical Ecaminatioa of the Pc'ntateuch
and Book of Joshua, by Two Working Men, a
Jew'and a Gentile (Kent 6t Co.),.—A Few Remark:
omume of the More Prominent Errors contained
in Be'ohqa Colemo's Book on the Pentaleunh, by the
Rev‘. “7. G. Ccokesleyt Upham 8t Bset‘),—Solutlm always even to that. Hence the chmpness is,
of Bishop Colemo'a Blue- Problems, in the Form of in most cases, quite factitious ; but such as it is,.it
ies from entering into what
amAddr-m to the Protestant Church, byan Un prevents private
known Pen (Jarrold 8t Sons),—Biahop Uolenso and might otherwise be an advantageous competition
the Pentateuch ; or, The Bible in the Gospels: a with ofﬁcial publications. A spurious cheapness ofv
Vindication of Me Historical Character of the Old this sort is not to be encouraged ; and I endeavour,

and among them no inccnsideruble portion isthet
great'array of Blue Books which sell at a halfpenny'
a sheet. If in them, however, Mr. M‘Culloch.
were to reckon “payments to authors," which, in.
such a. case, would be expenses of Parliamentary
witnesses summoned. from great distances, we sus
pect there would be found to be a very serious lou

Takment. by Alpha (Wertheim),—-Biahop Oolemo'u in as far as practicable, to get such a price charged
Follaclbc [0f Part: I. St 1.1.], by Dr. T. de Meschfm upon our books as will, at all. events, cover our upon such publications. The ‘ Nautical Almanac,’
(Hnttonl,—Biehop Golenlo and the Pcntatcuda
(PaztxL), Biabop Coleen and the Descent of Jacob
into- Egypt: on Analysis, by W. J. Spry (Web
theim),—The Siege of Rome and ‘Bishop Colemo'
Slain with a Sting and a ﬂame.- a Complete Refu
tation of his “ Infamous" Work on the Pmtateuch,
by Figures and Facts, with Proofs alone from the
Bible, by a Laucaehire Lad (Simpkin),-—Is the Pen
tateuch Historically Trust A Hand-book to the
Second Part of Dr. Oolemo's Work on the Penm
teiwh and other Books of the Old Testament, by
J. B. Man-ah (Simpkin),—The Family of Judah,

being- a Thorough Eauma'nahbn into and Re
futatio'n of Bishop C'olmo‘s First Objection to
the Peatateuch, by a Layman (Freeman),—Thc

Increase of the [mu/ital in Egypt sham to be pro

outlay upon them."
Thus the case is stated in general terms; and,
assuming Mr. M‘Culloch's premises, we should
think no one would defend the sale of Government
publications at a price that will not pay for paper,
print, and binding. But Mr. M‘Culloch seems to
reckon under the head “cost of production” the
price paid for authorship or editing, and thinks
it unjust to the publishing trade to issue works
at a‘ lower price than would pay this charge

also.

a thick octavo of more than 600 pages, is sold for
halfm-crown. . Mr. M‘Cullouh surely will not tell.
us that all the complicated calculations and minutevv
revision necessary to the production of this work,
in which the inaccuracy of a single ﬁgure might"
cause shipwrecks at sea, are remunerated by the
proceeds of. the sale. It is plain, therefore, he
judges the prcductiveneem of the Record publications and other Government works by totally
different standards, and in the interest of literature

Here we think he reasons on a totally it ismost dmireble that the prices of the former

erroneous basis. For, in the ﬁrst place, there is,
or ought to be, no question of competition. ‘Vhat
private enterprise can do as well, Government
ought not to do at all; but Government does
very properly undertake various publications which,
require the sanction of its authority to given them
value, or which could not possibly be remunerative
if left to private enterprise. But in such cases it
must be considered that the editor. or author is paid

bablc from the Statistics of lllodern Populations,
with an Elaminatimz of Bishop Colenso‘s Calcula
tions‘ on the Subject. by the Rev. E. Ashpitel
(Purker),—and A Plain Reply to Bishop Colemo;
rcspectﬁdlu addrcued to the Lag/men of England, by by the public from the coffers of the State ; and it
is not right that the purchaser, who has already
“’altcr Chamberlain, M.A. (\Vertheim.)
contributed his quota through the tax-gathers!- to
the fund out of which such expenses are paid,
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
should be called upon to pay it again in the price

be reduced. “'0 are informed that an offer was~
lately made to - the Government to take the whole
im
sion of one of the recent Calendars oil" their;
hands if they would ccnsenttu sell it at ten shillings
instead of ﬁfteen, but it was not accepted. Yet.
even ten ' '
would have been a high price for
it if it had been any other Government publication

but a Calendar.
So far, than, from agreeing with Mr. M‘Cullochn
that the prices of the Record publications should

be enhanced, we consider that they are already
too dear, and greatly exceed those of all other
books published by the Government. This- is
espeoially to be regretted in the case of the Calen~

dare, as it has the eﬁeot» practically, of placing.
them entirely beyond the reach of the literary

Beccher's Lite Thoughts. new cdl . IBmo. l/ cl.
Benlsoh‘c lDrJ Bishop Colenso'l Objections Examined, 8V0. 5/ cl.

of the book.
It would seem that the publications Mn: M‘Uul

Boston's The Crookdu the lat. new edit. lama. ll cl.

loch had chiefly in view in these remarks are those student for whoee

Bnxtcr‘l Call to the Unoonverte

now edit. LBInO- 1/ cl.

Brown's Memories of Prat, and Thoughts on Present Age. GI cl.

which proceed from the Public Record OBoe. In
Cssscllb Popular Xmtuml istory V. 4. Re tiles. Fishes, to" 8’6
Clement's am. some“. of the ltovnl ﬂea n. Academy, m. 1/ his Report of last year he makes the following
Bully-ill Grace Abo

new edit. lsmo. 1] cl.

I

Dea‘c The l’rovorbsofﬂolomma-Poetlcal ()ommenhryﬁi'o. Hi cl.
ofa Hunter from the Punjab to Kara Korum,post 8V0. 10,1!
Dyers The Famous Titles of Christ. new edit. “mo 1/ cl.
Eveine, by the Autborof ' Forest Kgz,‘ 3 vols. poet Bra. 3113 cl.
Graham t Ir James R. (U, Life and mes of by Torrens,
2, 16/

Halli-Dublin? of the new.“ Soul, newedit. mm. 11 eL
Home's 1D. D.-

ncidents in my Life cr. Bvo. 7/6 cl. _

Klepert mad Grit! Hand-Ath- der'brdo and dc: Himmell, 84/
LeavQh-cm our L

role and on: Oak, lmtm‘zll cl.

M‘Cllntock‘s Clin cal Mrrnoirs on Diseases of

omen, Bro. Hi cl.

Medltadouson Our Lord's Pn-lon from the Armenian, 321110. 210

m '- Htablc Secret, or-Pllll'y value)? is. Scymxl so. 216 el
P‘h lltps‘n ﬂcrmona on Old Testament minute 'l‘exis. Hvo. 5/ cl.
St. Innuendo’ Hand: Book on Plum! “"1 Tﬂlvd- I- 810- 15/601
’l‘cmple Bar, "01 7, Bro. 5;’0 cl.

Thimm’s ‘The Prince! Alexandra, a Genoelowy. to. Eve. I/ swd:
Weloemo, A, Uri ml ()ontributlonrin Poetry G Prone. low-cl. gt.
Wectrop': Sixty . tudles for the Violin. no. N swd

Wlrl'olllstory ohn: Klan oﬂludehend hnel. ii.,-m1”!

remarks :
“ The sum charged in the Estimate of 19,6201.
for Stationery ()fhce publications is nominal only.
It is the sum we expend on the production of the
Gazettes, the Army Lists, and the military books
for the War Office, the ‘Nautical Almanac’ and

use they. have been 0cm~

p.194
ENGLISH AND FRENCH: [Null-NATIONAL
COPYRIGHT 1N PHO‘TCURAPBB.

FEW persons are “we, that although an original

photograph be ﬁrst published in the United Kingdom, the copyright in such photograph may now be
secured in France, and rice rand. As photography
other Admiralty books and papers, the Record has grown into a.branch of industry, and photo05cc publications, &c. But the sale of these pub graphic copyrights are of considerable value, if»
lications, taken as a whole, a good dealtmure than may be useful to call attention to the existing
balances the outlay upon them; and but. for the state of the laws of England and of France aﬂ‘echng
I
Record ptbltcatiom, the proﬁt would be verylarge such copyrights.
Formerly, when any. work of literature or of'the.
indeed."
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ﬁne arts was first published abroad the copyright subjects the privilege of copyright, and the execu
LITERARY HONESTY.
in it became public property in England. The tors, &c. of such authors, dzc. shall, as respects works
87, Tavistock Place, March 7, 1368.
author was unable to obtain any protection there ﬁrst published within the dominions of France
PERMIT me, in the name of literary honesty, to
in respect of such copyright. This manifest injustice after the 17th January, 1852, have the privilege enter a protest against two practices, occasionally,
has been remedied by certain Acts passed in the of copyright therein for a period equal to the term but seldom, resorted to in book manufacture, of
reign of her present Majesty, “ to amend the law of copyright which authors, kc. of the like works which a recent German publication furnishes a
relating to international copyright ” These sta respectively ﬁrst published in the United Kingdom ﬂagrant specimen, viz., taking the subjects of
tutes enable the Crown by Order in Council as are by law entitled to; provided such books, dra illustration from other works, possibly without due
respects works of literature, music and art (to be matic pieces, musical compositions, prints, articles sanction, and certainly without due acknowledg
deﬁned in such order), and which shall be ﬁrst of sculpture, or other works of art have been regis ment; and using the same woodblock several times
published in any foreign country named in that tered, and copies thereof have been delivered over in the same book, so as to apparentl increase
order, to direct that the authors of such works, according to the requirements of the International the amount of illustration to the casual o erver.
The title-page of this work bears such well-known
and their assigns, shall have the privilege of copy Copyright Act (7 Vict. c. 12. s. 6.) within three

right therein to the same extent as allowed by law months after the ﬁrst publication thereof in any
'in respect of any such works ﬁrst published in the part of the French dominions.”
Soon after entering into the above convention
United Kingdom. But no such order is to have
any effect unless it states that due protection has the French law was placed upon what seems to us,
been secured by the foreign power named in the having regard to the existing state of the law of

names that it makes the offence all the more repre
hensible —- it is simply ‘ Vorschule der Konst
geschichte, von Dr. Ernst Forster, mit 269 Holz
schnitten. Leipzig, T. O. Weigel, 1862.’ Unfor
tunately the work contains but few original illus

nations, to be the only just, and, consequently, trstions. Cicognara, Gally Knight, and Cresy‘s
ﬁrst published in the British dominions similar to tenable ground respecting international copyright. Index to Hope, are standard books of reference I
‘those comprised in such order. Besides this, as a ‘ Irrespective of any reciprocity a decree was made at once perceive to have been laid under contribu
condition precedent to the acquisition of any copy upon the 28th March, 1852, prohibiting within the tion; and if any useful end could be gained by it,
order for the beneﬁt of parties interested in works

right in a work so ﬁrst published abroad, the sta
tutes render it imperative that the work shall be

dominions of France the piracy of works published a little trouble would, I think, speedily produce the
in any foreign State ; and also the importation or prototypes from other well-known publications of,

registered at Stationers’ Hall, together with the exgrtation of any pirated copies of such works.
I dare say, half the whole series.
0w with respect to copyright in photographs,
Many of the most important illustrations are
The time within which such registration must be no such copyright existed according to the law of used twice over in the course of the volume—thus
made after that ﬁrst publication is to be ﬁxed by England prior to the 29th July, 1862, when “The Nos. 188 and 242 are identical ; as (amongst many
date and place of ﬁrst publication thereof abroad.

the Order in Council.

Copyright (Works of Art) Act” came into opera

In 1852 an International Copyright Treaty was tion. Since that date the authors of original
entered into between England and France, whereby photographs, or the employers of such authors, are
it was agreed that “ the authors of works of litera entitled to copyright therein for the author's life
ture or of art, to which the laws of either of the and seven years aﬁcr his death; but to acquire the

others which have, no doubt, esca
my observa
tion in turning over the pages) are Nos. 105 and

250,-109 and 263,-39 and l9l,—l96 and 228,—
203 and 266,—125 and 229,——85 and 225,—-214
and 236,—198 and 235,—202 and 2'26,—215 and

beneﬁts of that statute the work must be registered
at Stationers’ Hall.

260,-129 and 194, he. The most ﬂagrant case is
that of a large woodcut of the well-known antique

exercise that right in the territories of the other of

So likewise, according to the decisions of the
French Courts, ’no copyright in photograph; has
until recently been held to exist in France. Ac
if ﬁrst published in such other country, would cording to the Code Napoleon, “l'auteur d‘un
therein be entitled to exercise such right." But ouvrage de littérature ou de gravure, ou dc touts
the treaty expressly stipulates that such interna autrc production de l'erprit ou de gt’m'e qui appar

group of the Three Graces, which is‘ made to do

such countries for the same term, and to the same
extent, as the author of works of the same nature,

duty no less than three times, appearing in the list

two countries do now, or may hereafter, give the
right of property, or copyright, shall be entitled to

of illustrations given at the commencement of the
volume: ﬁrstly, as 106, “Symmetrische Gruppe";
secondly, as 201, "Die Grazien, antike Gruppe";

and, thirdly, as 231, “ Die Grazien.”
tional copyright shall not be claimable in either tienncnt aux bcaux-arls, en aura la propriété
This list of illustrations in no case betrays the
country, “unless the work shall have been reyis exclusive,”-—or copyright, during the life of such repetition of the use of the same block ; thus Sanso
tered," viz. :—“ 1st. ‘If the work be one that has author, also of his widow, and for thirty years vino‘s library at Venice is refer-red to, under differ
ﬁrst appeared in France, it must be registered at after the death of the survivor of them in favour ent numbers, as “ Italienische Renaissance" and
the Hall of the Company of Stationers in London; of their children.
“ Lebendige Baukunst"; thus Orcagna’s Christ
2nd. If the work be one that has ﬁrst appeared in
Does a photograph come within the above deﬁni from the Pisan Last Judgment appears, ﬁrstly, as
the dominions of her Britannic Majesty, it must tion of the French law relating to works of ﬁne one of a series of “Gewand Formen’ ;and, secondly,
be registered at the Bureau de la Librairie of the art? Some of the most eminent French artists as “ Christos"; thus one of the well-known Hercu
Minister of the Interior at Paris." At the time of have protested against the art of photography lanean dancing nymphs comes out, ﬁrstly, as
such registration “one copy of the best edition, or being deemed a ﬁne art ; and until within the last “ Gestalt im Gleichgewicht"; and, secondly, as one
in the best state," must also be deposited ;——and few months it seems that the French Courts were of a series of “ Motivierte Bewegungen“; thus, a
“ in every case the formality of deposit and regis of the same opinion.
But the decisions upon nasty little Faun, from an old bronze, whose pre
tration must be fulﬁlled within three months after the point have recently been overruled by the sence may be more regretted than his absence would
the ﬁrstpublicatimt of the work in the other country.“ supreme court of appeal in France, the Court of have been missed, ﬁgures, ﬁrstly, as a “ Trunkener
The treaty likewise provides that "a certiﬁed copy Cassation, in a case which arose out of the piracy Silen"; and, secondly, as a “ Humoristische Dar
of the entry in the Register-book of the Company of of a photographic portrait of the late Count stellung,"—and so on.
Stationers in London shall confer within the Bri Cavour. It was held, that although a mere servile
According to a prospectus preﬁxed to this book,
tish dominions the exclusive right of republication copy of any subject made by means of photography it is designed to form the ﬁrst of a series of hand
until a better right shall have been established by is not absolutely a work of art within the meaning books intended ultimately to make up “ eins
any other party before a court of justice." And of the Code, yet that a photograph does become a kunstwissenschaftliche Encyclopedia"; it becomes
that “the certiﬁcate given under the laws of France work of art, and is the subject of copyright, when urgent, therefore, to denounce in limine the system
proving the registration of any work in that coun its execution includes artistic wnception upon the of deception which cheats the buyer, and discredits
try shall be valid for the same purpose throughout part of the author.
the author and publisher. Of the two latter I need
the territories of France." The charge for regis
Practically, therefore, British photographic art scarcely say I know nothing, excepting that hitherto
tration of a single work “shall not exceed one ists will now be enabled to obtain the beneﬁts of both have, to the best of my belief, been respected
shilling in England, nor one franc twenty-ﬁve cen copyright in France for most of their original in the republic of letters. I write simply as an
times in France; and the further charge for a works. If claimed under the Copyright Conven artist, to warn other artists who may, like me, be
certiﬁcate of such registration shall not exceed tion with France, to which we have alluded, it seduced by the promise of a good book illustrated
the sum of ﬁve shillings in England, and six francs will, however, be subject to the performance of by “ 269 Holzschnitten" for a rather low price.
and twenty-ﬁve centimes in France." The ten these conditions :—lst. The work must have been
M. DIGBY WYATT.
years term for which this treaty was entered into ﬁrst published in the United Kingdom; 2nd. It
has expired, but it provides that it shall continue must have been registered, and a copy deposited in
ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
in force “ from year to year until the expiration of Paris, within three months after such ﬁrst publica~
MAN-ll 9, 1363.
WHILE the antiquity of man on the globe and
a year's notice from either party for its termina tion.
the
Biblical
chronology
are
exciting
much atten
tion": an event which in the praent advanced
Upon the other hand, it ~seems, French photo
state of public opinion respecting international graphic artists may now secure a British Intel-n1» tion, it may be interesting to many of your readers
rights generally, and copyright particularly, appears tional Copyright in all their original photographs to see the opinion of the late Dr. Prichard, whose
to be most improbable.
upon these conditions :—lst. The work must have scientiﬁc researches, especially in ethnology, raised
In pursuance of this treaty, and of the powers been ﬁrst published in France,- 2nd. It must have him to the highest eminence in that department.
vested in the Crown for that purpose, Her Majesty been registered, and a copy deposited in London, All his investigations tended to one conclusion,
afterwards made an Order in Council, whereby it within three months aﬂaer such ﬁrst publication.
viz. , the derivation of mankind from one primitive
was ordered, “that from and after the 17th day of
Considering the beauty of, and the immense stock. Whatever could illustrate that opinion and
January, 1852, the authors, inventors, designers, demand for many photographic works produced make it probable, was collected and placed in a
engravers, and makers of any of the following both in France and England, the existing state of striking light. But a great difficulty connected

works (that is to say): books, prints, articles of those international relations to which we have with it arose from chronology. How could the
called attention seems calculated largely to en development of those physical varieties which dis

sculpture, dramatic works, musical compositions,
and any other works of literature and the ﬁne arts,

in which the laws of Great Britain give to British

hance the value of original productions of that tinguish the different races of men take place in
description by French and British artists.
the brief period allowed by the received chr0
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nologyi This is the subject of a note on Biblical
chronology at the end of the ﬁfth volume of his
‘ Researches into the Physical History of Man
kind,’--a work now out of print and scarce.
Dr. Prichard was not given to speculation on
theological subjects. He was conservative in his
religious creed. He fully admitted the divine
authority and inspiration of the Old Testament.
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ashes, and hot water had been rained upon them a short distance one from the other, as if in the
from the ﬁery mountain, causing their death, and
insuring their preservation for nearly 2,000 years.
On removing the debris, which consisted of the

act of running.

What could have induced them

to remain so long it is only permitted to imagine.
They were three women who, terror-struck, had

roof and the ashes which had fallen into the inte been unable, perhaps, to act until aided and urged
rior of the house, something like a human form forward by the man. It may be that with that
was discovered, though nothing but ﬁne powder attachment which binds us all so closely to our

was visible. It occurred to Cav. Fiorelli that this native place and our hearth, they still clung to
How, then, does he meet the difficulty just stated? might be a kind of sarcophagus created by Vesu their homes with the hope that the storm would
He begins with examining the later period of Scrip vine, and that within were the remains of one of soon pass away. I witnessed some instances

ture chronology, viz., that from the building to the the victims of that terrible eruption.

But how to

of infatuation last year at Torre del Greco,

destruction of the Temple; thence he ascends to remove or preserve them? A happy idea struck where the poorer inhabitants remained in the
the chronology between the ages of Solomon and him. Plaster of Paris was poured into an aper lower rooms of their houses, the upper parts of
Moses, and between Moses and Abraham. In ture,—the interior having been discovered to be which had fallen or were falling in, when the
computing the time prior to the call of Abraham, hollow, in consequence of the destruction of the ground was heaving, and the crash of buildings
the great longevity of the patriarchs comes in his ﬁesh,-—and mixing with and uniting with the

was heard from time to time; but Vesuvius sent

way, which he disposes of after a fashion of his bones, restored to the world a Roman lady of forth its clouds of ashes without intermission until
own. The conclusion at which he arrives is, that
there exists no chronology, properly so termed, of
the earliest ages, and that no means are to be found
for ascertaining the real age of the world or of

man's abode upon it.

the sun was darkened, and the only safety was in

ﬂight.

Haste-haste !-—ﬂy—hy the Stabian Gate,
of a young girl; but that which ﬁrst awakened towards the Salerno road! But it was too late ;

the interest of the excavators was the ﬁnding of the weakness of woman, or the strength of local

“The Hebrew chronology," ninety-one pieces of silver money, four earrings, attachment, had been too strong, and down they

he says, “ may be computed with accuracy to the
era of the building of the Temple, or, at least, to
that of the division of the tribes. In the interval
between that date and the arrival of Abraham in
Palestine, it cannot be ascertained with exactness,
but may be com uted with a near approximation
to truth. Beyonzfthat event we can never know how
many centuries, nor even how ‘many shiliads of years,
may have elapsed since the ﬁrst man of clay received
the image of God and the breath of life." These
words al'ford scope enough for the very long period
during which the late researches of geologists go

to prove that man has existed on the earth.

Dr.

Prichard, with all his orthodox opinions about the

Bible, could see and admit that religion has nothing
to do with man's antiquity on the globe; and that
the Bible itself allows full latitude to the investiga
tions of science. The way in which he tries to

reduce the preternatural length of antediluvian
life within bounds compatible with the present con
stitution of nature is curious ; but we need not refute
it at present. It may just bementioned in con
clusion, that he believed the abode of the Israelites

in Egypt to have been 430 years, as the Hebrew
text asserts. This number appears to me to he
undoubtedly correct.
S. DAVIDSON.
DISCOVERIFB AT POMPEII.
Pompeii, Feb. 27, 1363.

Esoarmo from the blind and the lame, and the
cracked guitar, and the wretched songsterwho pester
our steps to the very gates of Pompeii, we enter a
‘road, newly arranged and planted with the glowing

mesambrianthemum.

the ﬁrst century. Further researches led to the
discovery of a male body, another woman, and that

a ﬁnger-ring, all of gold, together with two iron
keys, and evident remains of a linen bag. These
interesting relics have been new successfully re
moved, and are lying in a house not far distant.

fell, these poor victims, on the very site from which

they have now been disinterred, after an undis

turbed repose of nearly 2,000 years. The first was
the mother and the head of the household, for by
They are to be preserved in Pompeii, and four her side was the bag of money, the keys, and two
bronze tables, of an antique fashion, are being pre silver vases, and a silver hand-mirror, which was
pared for their reception. 1 will describe the dry found only last Friday. She was of gentle birth
details of their appearance. The ﬁrst body, so to too ; the delicacy of her arms and legs indicates
speak, is that of a woman, who lies on her right it: and coiﬁ‘ure too. The hands are closed as if the
side, and from the twisted position of her body very nails must have entered into the flesh, and the
had been much convulsed. Ber left hand and arm body is swollen, as are those of the othem, as if water
are raised and contorted, and the knuckles are had aided the cruel death. The child-perhaps
bent in tightly; the right arm is broken, and at her child-—does not appear to have suffered so much,
each end of the fragments one sees the cellular but, child-like, it had thrown itself on the ground,
character of the bones. The form of the head-dress and wrapped its dress about its head, thinking
and the hair are distinctly visible. 0n the bone of thereby to exclude all danger. I judge so from the
the little ﬁnger of the left hand are two silver marks of the folds of the linen round the arms and
rings, one of which is a guard. The sandals on the upper part of the body, and from the parti
remain, or the soles at least, and iron or nails are ally open hand as if it had grasped something.
unmistakeably to be seen. Though the body is Poor child! it was not so tenacious of life as the
much bent, the legs are extended as if under the mother, and soon went to sleep. There is the ﬁgure
of another woman, of a lower class, a servant per
inﬂuence of extreme pain.
By the side of this ﬁgure lay the bags of which haps, and I thought so from the large projecting
I have already spoken, with the money, the keys, ear, and the ring on the ﬁnger, which was of iron.
and the rings, and the cast of it, with all that She had suffered much evidently, as the right leg
remains intermingled with or impressed on the is twisted back and uplifted. She lies on her side,
plaster is preserved in the same room. Passing and the left hand, which is closed, rests on the
on to an inner chamber we found the ﬁgure of the ground; but her suﬁ‘erings were less than those of
young girl lying on its face, resting on its clasped her mistress, as her sensibility was perhaps less
hands and arms; the legs are drawn up, the left acute. The man, man-like, had struggled longer
lying over the right,-—the body is thinly covered with the storm which raged around him, for he fell
over in some parts by the scoriw or the plaster, on his back, and fell dead. His limbs are stretched
whilst the skull is visible, highly polished. One out at their full length, and give no sign of suﬂ'er

At the end of it is the hand is partially closed, as if it had grasped some

ing.

A more touching story than that which

ticket-oﬁice where we buy our permit, price two
francs, and passing through an iron turnstile,
which records the number of visitors, we are in

thing, probably her dress, with which it had covered is told by these silent ﬁgures I have never read,
the head. The ﬁnger-bones protrude through the and if a second Bulwer could describe the last
incrusted ashes, and on the surface of the body days of Pompeii, nothing more suggestive could

the streets of the old city.

in various parts is distinctly visible the web of the be found as a nucleus for his romance than the
linen with which it had been covered. There was family group just brought to light. It was with

The order which pre

vails here is a new feature in this country, and
reminds one much of England ; of more importance
is‘it to observe that it indicates the action of a new
spirit. In every direction there are signs of work;
instead of a few lazy and extortionate custodes,
and a man or two busy about nothing, there are
200 men, women and girls occupied in the interest
ing labour of excavating, so that if the same
success continues to be displayed, the whole of
Pompeii, it is calculated, will be brought to light

in twenty years. “'hat secrets will be revealed!
‘Vhat treasures of Art will be given to the world
in that time! Along the high mound which now
surrounds Pompeii, a tramroad has been laid down,
and trains are continually running with the debris,
which is carried 06‘ in the direction of the Amphi

theatre.

From this mound the visitor looks down

on the unburied portion of the city, and forms a
good idea of the interior of the houses, which
are, of course, rooﬂess. The excavations are being
carried on in two spots—-near the Temple of Isis,
and near the house called that of Abbondanza, but
we are more immediately concerned with the for
mer site. Here in a house, in a small street just
opened, were found the bodies or skeletons which

are now attracting crowds.

Falling in a mass of

pumice-stone, these unfortunate persons had not
become attached to the soil, and it was easy to cut
away the ground beneath them; but above, ﬁre,

lying by the side of the child a full-grown woman, comparatively little interest that I closed this day
the left leg slightly elevated, whilst the right arm by visiting the sites where the labourers are actu
is broken; but the left, which is bent, is perfect, ally at work. They are cutting out streets beneath
and the hand is closed. The little ﬁnger has an the roots of large trees, and carting off the soil to
iron ring ; the left ear, which is uppermost, is very many feet above them. \Valls are coming out to
conspicuous and stands off from the head. The view every moment, and the large red inscriptions
folds of the drapery, the very web remain, and a and the popular jokes of Pompeiani. Many houses
nice observer might detect the quality of the dress. have been completely uncovered, with the eXcep~
The last ﬁgure I have to describe is that of a man, tion of two or three feet of sand, which are left
a splendid subject, lying on its back, with the legs on the ground-ﬂoor, and cover up the antiquarian
stretched out to their full length. There is an iron wealth whichis reserved for the eyes of distinguished
ring on the little ﬁnger of the left hand, which, visitors. One house I remarked particularly, as
together with the arm, are supported by the elbow. it is the largest in Pompeii. There are two large
The folds of the dress on the arm and over the gardens in the interior of the building, and marble
whole of the upper part of the body are visible; fountains, around which were found the ﬁgures of
the sandals are there, and the bones of one foot a wild boar being pulled down by dogs, and a
protrude through what might have been a broken serpent and other animals, all of bronze. On the
sandal. The hair of tbehead and beard, —by which walls are elegant fresco paintings, and in one
I mean, of course, the traces of them,--are there; small room, a sleeping chamber, is a mosaic ﬂoor,

and the breath of life has only to be inspired into this a portion of which was repaired, and that right
and the other three ﬁgures to restore to the world
of the 19th century the Romans of the let century.
I gazed again and again on these lifeless forms with
an interest which I cannot well describe. They
might have fallen but yesterday, for were there not
still remaining their sandals, their dress, the very
tracer-y of their hair? They were trying to escape
from destruction, for the bodies were found at

artistically too, by some old Roman mosaicist.
This room is not far from the Temple of Isis,

should visitors care to see it; and it will wcll repay
the trouble. Amongst the many changes and im
provements which my friend Cav. Fiorelli has
introduced, I must not fail to notice the establish
ment of a museum, in which many objects of great

interest are deposited, all discovered in Pompeii.
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There are the skeletons of two dogs; and sixty
loaves which were baking when Vesuvius burst
forth, and which were “drawn’7 only the other

day.

There are the

t iron doors for the mouth

of the oven. There are tallies, too, and hammers,
and bill-hooks, and colours, should the artist need

them, and medicines for the sick, and pulse for the
hungry. Vases and patema of plain and coloured
glass, light and elegant in form, are there, and
candelabra, so graceful that one longs to grasp
them. There, too, are brasiers more ornamented
and more useful and elegant than any that modern
Italians have made.
H. W.
OUR WEEKLY GOSH’.

Nssnsv all the poets, and some who are not
oets, have been singing welcomes to the young

ady who is now Princess of Wales.

The offer

ings are of various merit ;' but no one amongst
them has sufficient beauty, emphasis and music to
become at once the sole expression of a
ple's
joy. The true welcome of the Princess Alexandra
was the inexpressible loyalty and gladness of the
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the sculptors have done more justice to the delicate Fund was said to amount to 23,6391. 1|. 1011., pro
beauty of her face. The bust, by M. Felix Miller, ducing 709]. 3r. 4d. per annum in interest. The
hasa good deal of natural grace; and there must Permanent Fund was last year increased by a
be many to whom such a work will be an legacy of 1,139l. 1a. 10cl., bequeathed to the
Society by Mr. Patrick Kernan. Earl Stanhope
acquisition.
'
On Tuesday, by order of the Lord Chamberlain, was elected President of the Society.
the theatres were thrown open gratuitously to the
The ﬁrst Education debate of the session
ublic in honour of the Prince of \Vales’s marriage. will probably come off on the 20th instant,
in addition to the usual performances, at many of when Mr. Walter will move the following resolu
the theatres lyrical effusions appropriate to the tions :—1. That it is the opinion of this House,
occasion were delivered.
A loyal stanza, written that the sums annually voted by Parliament for
by Mr. George Linley and composed by Mr. educational purposes ought to be made applicable
Brinley Richards, was sung between the acts of to all the poorer schools throughout the country
‘ Bonnie Dundee,’ at Drury Lane. Miss Avonia
Jones, at the Adelphi, delivered a long Epithala
mium, composed by the Author of ‘ \Vhitefrisrs,‘
which was aided by the classical costume in which
the fair speaker was attired ; and Miss M. Oliver, at

(not being private schools, or carried on for proﬁt) ,.

in which the attendance and examination of His.
children exhibit the results required, under the

Revised Code, by Her Majesty’s Inspectors of
Schools.

effusion. TheLyceum madea demonstration. After managers, as an indispensable condition of their
‘ The Duke’s Motto,’ an Ode was delivered by Miss participation in the Capitation Grant, is inexpe
Elsworthy, who appeared as Britannia; views of dient, and unjust to the managers of such schools.
Windsor Castle and St. George's Chapel succeeded ;
Since our last we have received the following:-

while behind the scenes the Chorale composed by
public streets; and the great poetic facts of her Prince Albert was sung by a full choir. Then
reception-day made all attempts at utterance pale
and weak. Mr. Tennyson's ‘W'elcome' is the
best:
Ses-kings' daughter from over the sea,
Alexandra!
Saxon and Norman and Dane are we,
But all of us Danes in our Welcome of thee,
Alexandra l
Welcome her, thundersof fort and of ﬂeet !
Welcome her, thundering cheer of the street!
Welcome her, all things youthful and sweet,
Scatter the blossom under her feet !
Back, happy land, into earlier flowers Y
e music, 0 bird, in the new-budded bowors!
Welcome her, welcome her, all that is ours!
Warhle, O bugle, and trumpet, blare !
Flags, ﬂutter out upon turrets and towers!
Flames, on the windy headland ﬂare!
Utter your jubilee, steeple and spire!
Clash, ye bells, in the merry March air!
Flash, ye cities, in rivers of fire!
Welcome her, welcome the land's desire,
Alexandra!
Sea-kings‘ daughter as happy as fair,
Blissful bride of a bliss! heir,
Bride of the heir of the kings of the sea,
0 joy to the people and joy to the throne,
Come to us, love us and make us your own:.
For Saxon or Dane or Norman we,
Tcuton or Celt‘, or whatever we be,
We are such all Dane in our welcome of thee,
Alexandra.‘

2. That to require the employment of

the Princess’s, delivered with much grace as similar certiﬁcated teachers, or of pupil-teachers, by school

" Maidenhead, March 9, 1869.

“A learned local friend correctly informs me
followed a kind of transformation scene, designed that I have been anticipated
' g the tract
for an allegorical tableau, and exhibiting portraits illustrative of the ‘Yorkshire ragedy,’ by Dr.
of the Prince and Princess of Wales. Mr. James \Vhitaker's account of Leeds and its vicinity, pubAnderson, at the City of London, delivered an lished under the title of ‘Loidis and Elmeha.’
Ode, written by Mr. Nelson Lee, junior.
The Being confined almost to my room by inﬂamed
theatres were all well attended; and, owing to the eyes, I could not at the time consult any works
good arrangements made beforehand, there was no not on my own shelves, and therefore ought not
confusion either in gaining admission or during to have spoken so positively on the subject. As,
the performance. The lyrical demonstrations to however, Dr. \Vhitaker has omitted a full third of
which we have alluded were in all places enthusias the tract in question, and does not follow the form,
tically received.
orthography, or even the words, of the original, I
The list of candidates for election into the Royal intend to reproduce the whole of the rarity, exactly
Society for the present session is closed. The as it stands, for the satisfaction of the members of
number of names "up” is forty-ﬁve.
my Reprinting Club.
“J. Puss Cousins.”
The Prince Consort memorial statue for Cam
Mr. Boucicault has secured the site for his pro
bridge has been, notwithstanding an eamest speech
New Metropolitan Theatre. It is in the!
in favour of bronze by the Master of Trinity,
aymarket, on the ground occupied by the~ A'n
decided to be executed'in marble.
The rejection of the Regent Circus Railway glesey Tavern, with the stables and livery-yard?

Bill, on its second reading, by the House of Com
mons, will serve as a warning in future to the
subscribers for schemes calculated to chop the
metropolis into little pieces. Two months ago we
called attention to the manner in which the Borough

attached.

The building will be immediately oomb

menced.

This gentleman will now have an oppor-

tunity of practically illustrating those theah'ioal‘
reforms which he has projected, and in which the
public seem disposed in assist.

The Polytechnic Institution has become a
has been crossed near the foot of London Bridge.
-—In these laureate lines, the thought is not very One of the best openings in the City has been place of “sensations. '" entertainment. To his
happy nor the diction very choice. That theory of ruined, and St. Saviour's Church buried, not spectre-drama Mr. Pepper has now added another
the young lady being a. Dane, and a daughter of through any necessity, but by indifference to

“ strange lecture" not less startling.

It concerns

the Sea-Kings, on' which the compliment of the public interest on the part of railway authorities. Crinoline, and the dangers to which its wearers
piece is made to turn, is not even historically true; Further westward, on this same railway, even are exposed by ﬁre. H‘is object is to show that
the Prince of Wales, as a descendant of Anne of worse examples may be noticed. Waterloo Road, the remedies usually proposed are ineffective.
Denmark, being more a‘ Dane than his royal

wide and airy, if not handsome, as it was,

Stone ﬁbre of asbestos and tungstate of soda avail‘.

bride.
and affording a welcome vista, has been out mid little. A lay-figure is attired with an extensive
On Tuesday night the BritisliMnseum presented way, not by one only, but by two of the ugliest crinoline, protected by these supposed preven
a novel lesson in the art of illumination to those structures it is possible to make out of iron and tives, and the dress is speedily ignited, leaving
whose visits to it‘ in that behalf have been chieﬂy brick: a pair of monstrous iron boxes, more like nothing but the charred and ghastly body of the
fol-‘the purpose of studying the illuminated manu coﬂins than any other things, have been placed on victim. A living person is then introduced, to
"
The four pedestals along the line of the brick piers of commonplace form. Such is the demonstrate the value of an invention recom
front‘ railing in Great Russell Street, which have
been waiting so long for their intended statues,
were surmounted by Prince of Wales‘s Feathers
in gas, not terminating in quills, but rising from
magniﬁcent cushions of the same material, and
a series of wreaths enveloping two A's interlaced
ﬁlled up the intervals between.
The eﬁhct
was not only splendid, but‘ most tasteful and

classical.

work throughout this line.—The rejection of the mended by Mr. Pepper, namely, an incombustible
plan for taking the new street from Thames Way starch. The lady is fashionably dressed, with a;
into St. Paul's Churchyard, whereby a noble view preposterous appendage that sweeps over the
of the Cathedral would have been gained, deprives ﬂames in various directions with perfect impunity.
us of the consolation hoped for, when we learned The lecturer claims the result as a triumphant

how the London, Chatham and Dover Railway is proof of the value of the preventive recommended’.
intended to cross Ludgate Hill, and shut up the
Under the shed, at the British Museum, which
existing but insufficient prospect.

This company

contains the lions of Chaeronea, Cnidus and En,

It has been laid down as a canon of has got its Bill, but is it even now too late to make du’lm, is a meteorite that fell at Cambourne, Vic
some improvement in the plan proposed’! Some toria (Australia) : to this, with unexpected humour,
concession to public opinion will be wise. An the Jurors of Class I. at the International Exhibi
Edile to save us from engineers may be—if the tion, awarded “ Honourable Mention "—the cardv
Commons’ Committee does its duty upon each signifying which hangs still, so to say, round the
Bill—rendered needless by the appointment, an neck of the thing. It is not much of a meteorite
nounced by Mr. Milner Gibson, of an officer of the to look at, but glows anew under its honours“
Board of Trade, to “investigate and report upon Was it not worth a medal ? or is that distinction

criticism, that the best method of illuminating
a building in every case is simply to run the
architectural lines into lines of light; and the
example of the Floral Hall at Covent' Garden
> Theatre on Tuesday was a brilliant illustration of
the effect of the arrangement; but the example of
the Museum showed that an‘ effect still better is
sometimes to be obtained. We have heard that

the general character of metropolitan railways.” reserved for such stones as fell at Egon Potamos.

for the design of' this display the enlightened We trust this oﬂicer will not conﬁne himself to the year Socrates was born, got “ honourable men
pplblic are intebted to Mr. Sydney Smirke and
. \Vihter Jones.

engineering, but, if not an architect himself, be
aided by one in dealing with our engineers.
The Directors of the Crystal Palace Art-Union
The Royal Literary Fund held its annual meeting
have included, in the series of works offered to the on Wednesday, the Bishop of Oxford in the chair.
Subscribers, a very pretty copy, in Ceramic ware, The Report of the General Committee stated that
of a bust of the Princess of Wales. The Princess during the past year 1,5001. had been granted in

has been much ill~used by the photographers;, but the relief of ﬁfty-four applicants.

tion” in the Chronicle of the Parian Marbles as.
being a full Waggon-load, and of which Humboldt,
despite a lapse of nearly twenty-four centurim, did
not abandon hope of our finding? May not that.
which barred the river Name in the tenth century,
and is not yet found, some day come in for a medal ?'

ThePermanent These might have a chance, together with that.
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vof the Proceedings of the First Session of King

monstrous Siberian mass which Pallas investigated ' of "Denkwiirdigkeiten aus dem Leben von Jean
so earnestly, or the Monte Videan thunderbolt Paul F. Richter.’ The ﬁrst part, which has already
that perplexed the nations. \Vhnt would the appeared, shows the poet as friend, by his corre
Jurors of Class I. say to the Palladium itself, if s'pondonce with Emanuel Osmund, Friedrich von
that turned up, and was found to be meteoric iron, own and Paul Emil Thieriot; the second part
as many believe?
“Honourable Mention” for will treat on the poet's relation with women; and
ae'rolites that fall, as Schribers estimated, at the the third will lead us into his study and make
rate of seven hundred in each year, seems a little communications from his books of memoranda.

absurd, but still the thing in question is note

The whole will be a welcome gift to the friends

worthy.
Whether the air-giants kneaded the
Cambourne quoit, and cast it candent from their
hands; whether it be an asteroid, whose race is
done, shot out of a lunar volcano, of solar origin,
as Diogenes Laertius surmised, native terrestrial
iron raised by a hurricane, as Aristotle wildly
ed about that of rEgos I’otamos ; or,>strangest

and admirers of the poet.

of all, proof of the theory of Diogenes of Apol
lonia, and one of “the stars that are invisible,
and, consequently, have no name,” no man has yet

aﬁirmed
Mnwarren De La Rue has exhibited an enlarged
photograph of a portion of the moon's surface, with
a view to promote that branch of lunar observation
included under the term Selenography. The pho
tograph in question, which is, we believe, thirty~six

times larger than the original negative, represents
one of the rugged ridges of our satellite with
admirable deﬁnition, and with lights and shades,
prominences and hollows, remarkably distinct.

Hence arises the utilitarian suggestion, that if the
whole of the visible lunar surface were similarly
depicted, the photographs might be preserved for
the use of coming generations, as with such accu
rate tests at hand the astronomers of 1963 would
be able to compare the aspect of their moon with

that of the moon of 1863.
A French naturalist has calculated that the

Will do“ on m am._socisrr or PAINTERS is warns
corouns._wmrsa sxmsrnos of SKETCHES and .
s'rumss b the manners,“ their Gallery, is rm mu
East. Open or Nine u'n Dusk-Admission One Shilling.
Jos. J. Jenkins, Secretary.
BRITISH INSTITUTION Pall MslL-The GALLERY for
the EXHIBITION and SAliE of the \VORKS of BRITISH
ARTISTS, is OPEN DAILY, from Ten till Five-Admission. 11.:
Catalogue, 6d.
GEORGE NICOL, Soc.

Charles the First's Third Parliament, from which
‘ the Director read some
relating to charges
against the Rev. Richard Burgess. The exhibition
was accompanied by a letter from J. Bruce, Esq.,

calling attention to the interest of this portion of
the manuscript.
Socrs'rY or As'rs.—lllarch 4.—P. Graham,
Esq., Member of the CouncilI in the chain-The
paper read was ‘On the Inﬂuence of Certain
Social Institutions on the Progress of the Fine
Arts,’ by Mr. G. R. Burnell.

Mon.
Tess.

‘THE RAILWAY STATION.'—Thls Celebrated Picture. by
W. FRI'I‘H,
. R.A.. NOW ON VIEW to the Public, at the
FINE-ART GA
from Ten to Five.
LLIL. price 6d.

I

.
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THE ROYAL FAMILIES of ENGLAND and DENMARK.
—I'ortrnits of Her Maiesty, their Royal l-Ilghnessss the Prince
and Princess of Wales, and the other Members oi’ the Royal
Families of England and Denmark, omnprlshzi more thm Forty

Pictures, many of them life-sire, nil execut

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WHK.
Asiatic. 8.
'
Royal Academy, 8.—' Sculpture,‘ Prof. Wcstrnacott.
Et nological, 8.—‘ Notes on Formosa.’ Mr. Swinhoc;
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Royalu Institution, 8,-‘Animnl Mechanics.’ Prof. Blar
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lﬁlhir. Ghémnr,
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Mr. HAROLD POWER. will be one of the party.
Morning

genus holiuJmf Dalila-gal; ‘ﬂpsclssofl'nsidseinhsbit
Sons
,‘ r. . dams.

R311. 89.0 “m

Performance on Qatar-i313.“ Three o'olook.——8tnlls. 80-: Am 9.;
Gallery, is.

The Box-

as is open daily, from ll till 5 o'clock.

Antlqnnries, 8i.

r-Z.

Ligililllttllltuiﬂli 11.—-Counoii. L-Elestlon of Fellows.
0
cs ,
Rgzl n. 'tntion,'8.-‘1h5nctic Forces,‘ Mr. Balfour
mi

Sn.

Bo ululnstitnthm,:s.—'&:incs Mil-Incas,‘ Prof. In:

SCIENCE
_._.

er.

SOOIE'I'IES.

Ronni-March 5.—General Sabine, President,
number of birds‘ eggs and young birds destroyed
in the chain-The following papers were read: ‘On
in France every year by predatory urchins and
adults amounts to twenty millions; on which cal Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls,’ by A. Cayley,
'on
culation the editor of Lee Mondca reads a homily Esq.—‘ Researches on the Refraction, Dis
which is not without its application in this country. and Sensitiveness of Liquids,’ by Dr. Gladstone
We notice the question in the hope that as the and the Rev. T. Dale.-——‘ On the Change of Form
pairing season has commenced, all persons who assumed by Wrought Iron and other Metals when
can exercise influence will do so on behalf of Heated and then Cooled by Partial Immersion in
the tenants of our woods, copses and hedgerows. \Vater,’ by Lieut.-Col. H. Clerk.

PINE AI’!
——o—

FixsAn'r GossIr.—Ths Society of Female

Artists’ Exhibition will open in the middle of
! April-later this year than usual-at the new
. gallery of the Society, No. 48, Pall Mall. Pic
tures must be sent in on the 7th and 8th of
that month, between 10 .\.n. and 6 PAL, whether
the works of members or of contributors. The
Agricnlturists especially should bestir themselves
y a small fee for hanging pictures,
GEOGRAPHIOAL.—-Md7‘6h 9.—Sir Roderick I. latter
to prevent the wanton destruction of nests and
Murchison, Prmident, in the chain-D. J. Ken and 5!. per cent. on sales effected. This Society
broods which takes place every spring, considering
has
opened
a ladies’ school ‘for study of the cos
nelly, A. H. Barford, H. Bayley, J. Burns,
‘their liability to loss ‘by attacks of insects. It is J. D. Campbell, R. R. Carew, S. Chapman, F. P. tumed model and from the antique.
impossible to calculate the number of grubs, of
The Society of Sculptors has determined to
vembryos scarcely visible without a microscope, or Dalgety, J. V. F. Foster, F. Gsscoigne, E. W.
Jeii'reys, Brigadier-Gen. J. R. A. St. George, C.B.,
insect-devourers generally, which the birds would Col. C. Sawyer, G. Scovell, R. B. Sheridan, M.P., open its First Annual Exhibition on the 26th
destroy if let alone. It is true that agriculture G. Stanton, and R. Swinhoe, Esqs., were'elscted instant, in conjunction with the Architectural
Exhibition, at S, Conduit Street, Regent Street.
owes much to art; but it must not on that account
Fellows.—The Praident informed the meeting that
The Society of Wood-Carvers, composed mostly
reject the aid of nature. If small crops are to he had received a communication, which ve some
of skilled artisans, such as was the Gothic artists,

thrive, small birds must be encouraged. Our foreign hopes that Mr. and Mrs. Pether-ick might still be
alive.—The papers readwere, ‘ Recent Explorations
of Cardinal Donnet, who on all ﬁtting occasions in Australia’: 1, by Mr. M‘Douall Stuart; 2, by
ekerts his eloquence in favour of the birds of the
Mr. Landsborough ; and 3, by Mr. M‘Kinlay.
zur.
’GEOLOGIOALr-Manh 4.-—Leonard Horner, Esq"
Another centenary birthday will be celebrated
contemporary cites as praiseworthy the example

this month, that of Jean Paul Friederich Richter,
born on the 21st of March, 1763. The name of
Richter, the fanciful, humoristical, sentimental
author of ‘Hesperus,’ ‘Titan,’ Cnmpaner-Thal,’
‘Levana,’ ‘Siebenkas,’ &c.,—-the idolized poet,
the favourite of the women of his time,-—hns far

Vice President, in the chain-F. Drake, Esq.,
Il Comrnendatore Devincenzi, Cav. O. Pernzzi,,

O. C. Marsh, Esq. and J. Watson, Esq. were.

who have left us such noble works, has voted the
sum of 151., to be awarded to three of the most
meritorious works by its members that may be
shown at the forthcoming Sculpture Exhibition.
The designs for the Prince (.‘onsort‘s Memorial
having been submitted to the Queen, at Windsor,
are to be immediately exhibited to the public
in the Houses of Parliament, probably in the
Royal Gallery, which Mr. Maclise is decorating

elected Fellows.-——The following communication
was'read, ‘ On the Permian Rocks of North~Eastern with water-glass pictures.

Bohemia,‘ by Sir Roderick I. Murchison.

It does not seem to
be generally known that this artist’s most im

more penetrated beyond the frontiers of Germany

portant picture, ‘The Interview between Wel

than that of stem, simple-hearted Seume.
It
is now half a century since Jean Paul's writ

Socnrrr or ANTIQUARIES.—MGW1L 5.—The‘‘lington and Blucher alter “’aterloo,’ may be
Marquis of Bristol, V.P., in the chair.—A, Vi’. seen on Saturday afternoons, by gratuitous

ings created an enthusiasm in Germany hardl

Franks, Director, exhibited a bronze knife found tickets obtainable, for immediate use, on appli

equalled, certainly not surpassed, by that whic

in the Thames, and photographs of the Mortuary cation, at the Lord Chamberlain's Olﬁcc in the

‘Die Sieden des jungen \Verther’ and Schiller’s
‘ Rhuber’ raised in the hearts of old and young.
These times are over. The cool and severe criti
cism of men like Gervinus and Hillebrsnd-the
utter condemnation of the poet by'modern writers

Urns found at Stade on the Elbe, and now in the Houses of Parliament. The picture referred to
Museum at Hanover, on which Mr. Kemble com is not alone estimable in the highest degree for
municsted a paper in the 36th volume of the its artistic qualities, but as a successful applia
‘ Archmologia. The Director called attention to tion of the water-glass process. Exterior-1y placed
the great interest of vthese urns, of which more blinds now so reduce the coloured light posing
than
exactthose
representations
which are found
were now
in Mr.
before
Kemble‘s
the paper. , through the windows of the hall, that this picture
-msy be seen as well as can-be hoped for while the
—J. Williams, Esq. exhibited, by permission of 1 stained-glass remains in its present position.
Commander Edge, RN., some antiquities of a
Mr. Weekes is preparing a statue of Hunter, for
Danish type from the Berra Islands in'the He the Hunterian Museum, College of Surgeons,
It is seated, larger than life. ‘Mr.
brides.—The Director called attention to similar London.
_
relics which had been
found in the Orkney Islands ‘ Steele's statue of the Marquis of Dalhousie, for
in the spring of l8-i9.—'E. Waterton, Esq. exhi Calcutta, has been recently finished. It is marble,
bited a very ﬁne specimen of an ass’s hoof-ring.— ! above life-size, in ordinary costume, with a cloak
E. Peacock, Esq. exhibited a Manuscript Report , over the shoulders; the right hand pointing across

of literary history, as Julian Schmidt—seem to
take a sort of revenge on the idol of his time and
of the women in particular. However, literary
justice will be done by and by, and the scales‘
resume a fair balance, after too much fame and

too much blame have been thrown in on either,
side.

This centenary birthday, no doubt, will be

celebrated warmly ; a literary gift for the day has
already appeared
The son-in-law of the poet, ‘
Herr Ernest Forster, has begun to publish a series ,
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the body to a map held in the left.

The same for his design, from which the cathedral will be The instrumentation is ingenious and well cal

sculptor is engaged on a statue of the late Mr.
Wilson, also for Calcutta.

built. The second prize, 50L, has been awarded culated for the limited and somewhat
uliar
to Mr. T. N. Deane, of Dublin. The award to Mr. means at its writer's disposal. The close included
The now ﬁnished exterior of the Guards’ Barracks Burges has been challenged, on account of the ‘ God save the Queen,‘ with a couple of new verses,
at Chelsea cannot be said to be beautiful. A front assumption that its execution will exceed the limit given out by a choir of children, and chorused
age of about 1,250 feet oii'ers either a great oppor of cost.
by the 35,000 joyous holiday people (we are
tunity or a great snare for the architect who has
The blonde states that French and Russian informed that that number were present), with
to use it. Mr. G. Morgan, probably inﬂuenced by architects sent to report on the condition of the "heart and voice,” if ever such things spoke
the very extent of ground at command, has trusted Holy Sepulchre declare that all the woodwork is out in company.
The com
r was enthusi
for most of his ei'l'ect upon the eye to the facade's so worm-eaten, that the top of the cupola is in a astically cheered; and the allegro, with its choral
vast length, and not, as he might wisely have done, dangerous state, and might fall in: they suggest hymn, must needs be repeated. Though out
to grandly massing its forms. Broken by sectional to have constructed a temporary roof under which of this special record, the open, hearty, orderly
groupings as the frontage and roof-line are, they the services might go on. It is further suggested enjoyment of the vast crowd, and the brightness of
are not enough to give emphasis to any one fea that the cupola, long known to be in a precarious the framework in point of decoration, are things
ture. Indeed, the parts are symmetrically arranged state, should be replaced by one of bronze.
not to be forgotten by any who were present.
VMUBIC AND THVB DRAMA
without gaining dignity or looking so large as they
Mr. A. Sullivan's March is very good; and,
really are. No section is inelegant; some parts are
what is more, new. He has had to compete with
._._
really pleasing, as the central portal and its towers,
such composers of festive Marches as Mendelssohn,
SACRED
HARMONIO
SOCIETY,
Enter
Hsll.-—Condu¢_1tpr,
the main loftier wings, and, above all, the detached Mr. COSTA-FRIDAY NEXT, March so Mcndelllohns 51‘. M. Meycrbeer, M. Gounod in ‘ La Reine de Saba,‘
structures at each end; yet the straightness of the PAUL.’ Princi l Vocalintsz~hiadsme liudersdorii‘, Madame Mr. Benedict in ‘ Undine,‘ each differing from each,
Salmon-Dolby, ﬁr. George Perren, and Mr. Weiss. The Band
general plan is such that the building lacks breadth and
Chorus, on the most extensive seals available in Enter and all casting their work in the modern mould,
llu1l,will consist of lincludinlr 16 double bosses! nearly 700 per
of form as well as of light and shade.
which, if less grandiose, is somewhat less formal
formers —‘l‘iokcls, 30.. 5a., and Stalls 10s. 04. each; at the So
than the one so superbly ﬁlled by Handel. The
The Church of Ross, well-known as containing cisty’s Oﬂice, No. 6, in Easter Hall.

the grave of John Kyrle, the " Man of Ross," has

BEETHOVEN ROOMSJG, Harley Strait-Mdlle. BONDY‘S

been restored and enlarged under the charge of
Mr. Buckler, of Oxford. Open seats have been sub
stituted for pews, the floor lowered,-—an improve

FIRST CONCERT of CHAMBER MUSIC will take place on
March 17, at Ei ht o'clock. instrumentalists: Mdlle. Bondy.
M. Sainton, M.
ue. Vocalist, Miss Banks. Conductor. Herr
William Gann— icketl for the series, ()ns Guinea; Family
Tickets, to admit Three Two Guineas; Single Tickets, Half-a
glizinsaeach. To be had of Mdlle. Bondy, ll, Duke Street, Portland

originally beautiful line; its recent odd shape was
given under the care of John Kyrle himself, whose

pants the hurt.” Spohr: 80 runs Solo. M’ils Annie Cox; hiotett
or double Choir, ' l wrest c and my " Bach; Trio, "_'l‘i prom"
wynl; The 81rd
Curschman
(MissPsalm
Fisher,
forMiss
an Eiggitepart
Ju is EltonChoir,
and Mr.
“Judge
“alter
me, O

e e for beauty must have been a peculiar one.

Lord." Mendelssohn - Pianoiorte

theme is large and brilliant, relieved by a short and

a longer trio, both of great sweetness, without lan
guor; the ﬁrst trio happily repeated, with all the
force of the orchestra, as a coda (published, among
The Prince of Wales‘: Wedding-Music, by ltlvssrs.
ment needful to show the character of this note
cc.
Cramer & Co.). This March deserves to survive
worthy ediﬁce, —the organ removed from the tower
MR.
HENRY
LESLll-I‘ﬂ
CHOIR
HANOVER
SQUARE
to a gallery proper to itself,— two uglygalleries taken 1{UUMS.—Un WEDNESDAY EVEllING, March l8.-Pro the occasion for which it was thrown off; and, we
away, and the space under the tower, where the rnmme: Motett, " Exnliabo Te,” Palestrina; Chorale, " Sleepers’, think, will do so.
_ wake " Mendelssohn; Anthem, "Almlght and merciful God,
organ stood, ﬁtted with seats. We do not learn John (loss; Anthem for Advent, " Blow yo 1 s Trumpet " Henry
The production of the week most important
Leslie; Anthem, " Lord. for thy tender mercy‘s slke," li'arrant; in scale was the Allcgorical Masque, produced at
that thespire, the peculiarincurving outline of which Duett
i'or Pianoforte and Clarionet, Weber (Mr. J. G. Calleott
has puzzled many a tourist, has been restored to its and Mr. Lazarus : Motett, "Ave verum " Mozart; llotett "Al Covent Garden, on Tuesday, ‘Freya's Gift,’ the

lo "The Harmonious Black

smith," Handel lulu Marian will-lo; ral-tam, “The deep
S ight as is the cavity, its effect, not only upon the repose
of night. ’ Mendelssohn: Solo, for Clnrionct, Mosart 1M r.
ediﬁce but the whole character of the landscape, of Lazarus); C orus, “ Hallelujah,“ Mandel. Conductor Mr. Henry
Leslie.— smug. 58.; Area, 24. or; Admission, 1|. Tickets on»
which this spire forms so conspicuous a portion, is had
of Addison t Lucas, 210, Regent Street; Austin's Ticket
extraordinary. Nothing could better afﬁrm the Uihce, Rt. Jsmcs'l liall, Piccadilly; Keith, Prowss h (30., 6B,
Cheapsidc; and at the lianover Square Rooms.
original architect's skill than the result produced
8. BLUMNER begs to announce that he will
re THREE
by meddling with his work; every one sees there
SOIREES at the HANOVI'. t SQt ARE
is something wrong,—the artist ﬁnds it to be the SUBSCRIPTION
ROOMS on the 11st of March, 8th of Apr'lLund 1st of Mn_y.—
Tickets for the Three One Guinea; Reserved Seats. Sinsle Soiree.
twenty feet added to the spire without keeping to 10s.
M: U ore-served ﬁests, 100.84. for the three; Single Soiree. 5|.
its old outline.
To be had of Herr Blumner,5, l’elham Crescent. rompton; at
the Room! ; and st Messrs. b‘chott‘s, 169, Regent Street.
On the subject of mosaic decorations in St.
Paul's Cathedral 5 Correspondent writes as under:
Tun ROYAL WEnb1NTr-Mosio.—Nothing was
—“ In the paragraph of last week, wherein refer
ence is made to the project of decorating St. Paul’s ever seen more curiously recalling the stage of a
great
theatre, when a new grand drama is in pre
Cathedral with mosaics, the ornate and rather
heavy grandeur of the architecture is urged as ill paration, than the highway of London,
Ih'om low St. James's up to high St. Paul's,

suited to that style of embellishment; while the last week. The rehearsals (so to say) of scenery,
‘ later school of mosaic Art,’ as exempliﬁed by the
machinery, property, costumes, were attended by
‘ Navicella ’ of Giotto in the vestibule of St. Peter's a more dense crowd than on any former occasion,
at Rome, is protested against as a bad precedent. —this in part owing to the increased facility of
Surely St. Peter‘s at Rome is of the same ornate
access to the metropolis,—in part to England’s
and heavily-grand st 1c of architecture as St.
increased prosperity,—in part to the splendour of
Paul's at London.
f mosaic beﬁts that cathe the
March weather,—in largest part to the grace
dral, wherefore not this one also’! And surely St.
and promise of the ceremonial itself.
That

Peter’s at Rome contains later mosaics than the

‘Navicella’ after Giotto. The Four Evangelists,
beneath Michael Angelo’s cupola,—the ﬁrst dis

tinct pictured ﬁgures which strike the pilgrim's eye
who ﬁrst paces the nave towards the baldwcchino,
—pictures which, when approached near, seem
merely so many collections of coarse bits of co
loured tile: these offer a fairer precedent, I can

not but think, besides being a more modern example,
than the ‘ Navicella' of the vestibule; and could
not, it may be added, have been executed other

wise than in mosaic.
Y. L. Y."
The Scottish Academicians have for a long time
past kept for themselves the privileges of examining

words by Mr. Oxenford, the music by Mr. G. A.
Macfarren: arranged from the score by E. F. Rim
bault. (Lambourn, Cock 6:. Co.) The Cantata con
tains ﬁve numbers, three of which are choral.

Taken forwhat it professes to be, the Masque is hap
pily devised, and contains some of Mr. Oxenford's
most musicallythought words. Mr. Macfarren.
shows himself in his usual guise, as the possessor
of much facility, and sometimes instinct for grace
and grandeur, as in the Chorus No. 1, but incom
lete in his feeling for vocal elegan ce, as in the Sob
£10. 1, calculated to exhibit Miss L. Pyne's bril
liancy, but which is harassed and uncouth, and is
followed by a recitative in which the pen, not the
fancy, has rambled-a couple of pages which,-—

were it not for the pernicious humour of pub
lishing works as yet untried,—are well worth the

trouble of cancelling if ‘ Freya's Gift’ he meant to
last. Then comes the inevitable su
ballad
about “ an English home" (not a bad balladl, fol
lowed by the most developed portion of the Cantata,
a. chorus “Arouse thee, merrio England,” in “ the
Robin Hood " humour, with more stir than real
merriment, the latter being impeded by some gra

tuitously crude modulations. Mr. Macfarren-like
other modems-forgetting such examples as Han
del’s “ Laughing Chorus" and “ Happy we," from

Music has been “ up and doing" to take its due ‘Acis,'—-is nothing when he is not modulating
part, may have been gathered from the scattered
notices which have been already presented. To
speak of the performances as they have passed
and gone (the best to be repeated) is not, for the
moment, possible, save in a fragmentary fashion.
The Windsor music, in St. George's Chapel, for
the august ceremonial was as follows:—‘ Triumphal
March,’ Beethoven; March from ‘Athalie,’ Men
delssohn; March from ‘Joseph,l Handel; ‘Chorale,’
by H.R.H. the late Prince Consort; ‘Grand
Chaunt,’ Psalm 67, “ Hallelujah," Beethoven. The
music to be conducted by Dr. Elvey. The selection
was a singular one, including, as it does, three

and visiting their pictures before the exhibition German Marches (of these, one a War-march),
containing them is open to the public. By way of the other from ‘Joseph,’ best known as a Funeral
conciliating the most impatient, or perhaps most
March, it having been thus used in ‘Samson,‘—
inﬂuential, of “outsiders,” the privilege has this and
leaving England with only two notes to repre
K‘iar been conceded to a select number of the latter.
sent it—th0se of the ‘ Grand Chaunt.’
is seems to have neither rhyme nor reason in it.

in some out-of-the-way fashion.

Lastly comes a

choral hymn-once more ingeniously embedding in
a movement (common tempo) the Danish and the
English national airs. The uses to which our
own noble tune has been put-from an organ
fantasia b Hesse, and subtle Quartett varia
tions by
nslow, to every conceivable choral
setting and treatment “happy and glorious"—
pure, puerile, pedantic, or pompous-offer matter
for a curious monograph. The Cantata proves less
effective in performance than we had expected
from perusal.
'

Among provincial demonstrations must be men
tioned a Serenade, written by Mr. J. A. Langi'ord,
and composed by Mr. A. J. Sutton, consisting of
solos, duett, and choruses, which was performed at
Aston Park, Birmingham, on Tuesday last. One

quatrain will suﬂice as a specimen of the words :—

At the Crystal Palace the music consisted of a
With hurrah: the air we rend,
person, for some mi ht justify the old state of the repetition of the pieces executed at Windsor, and
Al the Bridegroom, nobly proud,
amiscellaneous act, including two new composi
On his bride doth gladly tend,
matter; but to modi y the rule as now seems a con
tions written for the occasion, and both of import~
Loved and honoured by the crowd.
cession to fear rather than justice.
ance. The ﬁrst was a festival Overture by Mr.
The long-delayed decision of the award in com Manns, in which there are many points to the credit Of the music we may speak another day, since it
petition for the design of St. Fin Barr‘s Cathedral, of that excellent conductor; if there be also some will be published ere long.
As close to this desultorytalk concerning aweek
Cork, has been made. Mr. W. Borges, the suc inexperience in laying out the composition. The
of remarkable excitement, one or two published
There might be reasons shown for excluding every

cessful competitor, receives the ﬁrst prize of 100l

alleg'ro contains a happy and bold phrase of melody. utterances may be noticed.

The Album, by
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Messrs. Cramer k. (30., the musical portion of certs proves that he is also an excellent ensemble
which has been amply announced, cannot here
be further criticized. The form of publication, how
ever, as magniﬁcent and tasteful in no ordinary

player. Another of these Concerts made us ac
quainted with Herr Lund, of Stockholm, an
oboist of the ﬁrst rank. The good opinion he
then inspired was conﬁrmed by a second hearing
in the Euterpe, where he performed a Concerto by

degree, is not to be passed over without admiration.
The offering of an English lady-A leza'ndra
National Song (Lonsdale), the words by J. J . Lous Stein.

fact remarkable, considering how melancholy the
past winter in the town has been. His programmes
of the ﬁve past years are humiliating to Londoners

In tone, execution and purity of taste, he in their affluence and variety.
We have been told that Mr. Santley, who has

leaves nothing to be desired.
In the Euler-p0, music of the newest school con
(to quote from an old Danish legend) which our tinues to receive a prominent place. Rubinstein‘s

dale, the music by Virginia Gabriel —is among
the myriad things of “favour and of prettiness '
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MUSICAL sun Dnasmnc GOSSIP. —Mr. C.
Halle's Concert-season at Manchester has come
to a close; and successfully, we are informed,—-a

entered into a re-engagement with Mr. Mapleson,

intends henceforth to devote himself exclusively to
English women have so gracefully lavished in the Symphony, No. 3, has been given for the ﬁrst Italian opera,—which (if Mr. Mapleson's plans he
time
in
Leipzig.
With
not
a
few
points
of
interest,
carried out) means his singing alternately in London
path of her whom so many hearts have gone forth
and waited to greet. The words by Mr. Lonsdale it is, as a whole, the least strikin of all the com and Naples. In the present condition of the English
(who writes with great ease and fancy for music,

poser‘s larger orchestral works.

with some propensity to overcrowd his fancies
which will cure itself), have feeling, poetry, and
nationality. Miss Gabriel has setthem well, and more
nervously than has been till now her habit. The
choral burthen is stout and bold; and the closing
phrase of it (a point at which many a strong man
has felt his strength dwindle) is happy, large, and
in the true English style.

represented by his ‘ Benvenuto Cellini‘ Overture,

MUSIC IN GERMANY.
Leipzig.

WITH the new year our musical life begins to

ﬂow again, after the brief suspension during the
Christmas holidays.
The Gewandhaus New Year's Concert, of which
the ﬁrst part is always sacred music, opened with
a selection from a Mass in A flat by Schubert,
hitherto unknown here. The Kyrie is beautiful,

both in the melodiousness of its themes and in the
way they are treated. The other movements gra
dually decline in interest, and become much too
light—I might almost say frivolous-—for service
music. The Credo, which, I am told, is the best
movement, was not performed. In the same
concert, an orchestral composition by Bach, the

“ Trumpet" Suite in D, was performed. The Guild
of Trumpeters, for whose especial gloriﬁcation it
was written, must have been ﬁrst-rate performers:
for our orchestra, the trumpet parts had to be
modiﬁed; one movement, “ air" for solo violin,

was played incomparably by Herr Concertmeister
David. Herr Kapellmeister Reinecke also con
tributed, as a New Year's gift, his setting of Herr
Ernst's poem, ‘ Ave Maria,’ for chorus and orches
tra; it is a graceful and pleasing composition. In
another concert, ‘Miriam‘s Song,’ by the same
composer, for soprano solo, with orchestra, was

performed for the ﬁrst time. The text is Freili
grath's translation of Moore's well-known song.

rlioz has been

musical theatre, such preference on the part of a
singer so valuable as Mr. Santley can excite no

and by the second and third movements of his
‘ Harold ’ Symphony. That these works are won~

surprise ; but if the tale be true, we lose (for a
time at least) not merely the best opera-baritone,
ders of orchestration, and that they greatly excite but the best oratorio and classical concert singer,

the interest of the heater, there can be no ques' possessing his peculiar voice, who has been heard
tion; but whether they satisfy it is another matter. in this country.—lve hear that Mr. Mapleson in
A "Vereinslied " for “Manner-shot," by Liszt, is tends bringing out M. Gounod’s ‘ Faust,’ with Miss
an excellent composition, uniting both earnestness Kellogg, Signor Giuglini, and (we hope) Mr. Sant
and jovial humour. Herr Blassmann, the Kapell ley in the part of Va1entin,—‘La Forza del Ded
meister of the Society, has played Schumann's tino,I and ‘Fidelio,’ among other operas ;—and
Pianoforte Concerto. In this, as in a Conccrio of that Mdlle. Piccolomini is to return for two nights,
Handel's, in a former concert, he proved himself a —also, that Signor Belletti is engaged by him.
pianist of a very high class: his tone and execu
The Gazette Musicale announces that Mr. Gye
tion are both good; the only drawback is a certain intends to revive ‘ L‘Etoile du Nord’ this year,
want of clearness and decision in phrasing: this and to give ‘Stradella,’-—with which view M.
latter defect is also perceptible in his directing. Naudin has been engaged. “'e are informed,
In a Chamber-Music Concert of the Euterpe, thirdly, that he will produce an Italian version of
the Herren Sielmann, Ackermann, Meinett and Nicolai‘s cheery ‘ Merry \Vives of Windsor.’
Schlick, the Dresden “ Court " quartett, presented
Mr. Pittman commenced a series of four Lec
themselves; they are careful ensemble players, but
neither in spirit nor in style did they give entire tures on Comic Opera at the London Institution
on Monday evening last.
satisfaction.
Mr. Howard Glover gives another aimless mon
The Concert of the Pauliner Gesanyvcrein, the
Students‘ Choral Society, always excites interest. ster concert to day, the programme of which will
Schumann‘s setting of Uhland’s Ballad “ Das include, among other matters, a Cantata, written
Gliick von Edenhall" was new to me ; this is one on the occasion of the Princess Alexandra's de
of the composer's posthumous works which it parture, by Herr Salomon, the Danish Court
would have been better not to have published. composer. The “ run “_ of miscellaneous enter
Two works by Schubert were also new : ‘ Wider tainments since the year came in, however pro~
spriich‘--a chorus for male voices with a piano ﬁtable, has not indicated any progress in Art.
forte accompaniment, and a double chorus of We are not so far in advance of our old London
Knights and Moors from the MS. Opera ‘ Fierra Lent concerts, when ' Nid Noddin' shouldered ‘ The
bras.’ The latter makes the most pretence, and Horse and his Rider,’ as we ought to have been.
has some vigour and life, but the former is the
It is understood that this year's Lower Rhenish
more pleasing. A “ parting chorus" from Grétry's \Vhitsuntide Musical Festival will be held at
opera, ‘ The Two Misers,‘ was delicious.
Dusseldorf, and will, probably, be conducted by
The second of Herr von Biilow’s Pianoforte Herr Otto Goldschmidt. Among the works named
Concerts commenced with a new “Suite" in D for performance are ‘ Elijah' and Handefs ‘Ode
minor, in four movements-Fantasia and Fugue, for St. Cecilia’s Day.‘
Gigue with variations, Cavatina, March, by Herr
The Viennese Society, that opened not long ago

In works of this heroic class Herr Rcinecke is not Joachim Raff. There are some clever oints in its
a competition to symphonists, has awarded one of its
so much at home as in others of a more tender construction, but, as a whole, to empiby a useful two prizes to Herr Joachim Raff, who has long
character. Although the song has some good German idiom, it is “ unbeautiful," and its interest been known as a meritorious practitioner in the
points, it nowhere rises to that grandeur which is by no means in proportion to its great length
should mark the triumphant Israelitish maiden. and pretension.
A new Concerlante, for six violins, re-introduced
The ﬁrst volume of a new musical periodical,
the veteran composer and violinist, Herr Louis Musakalische Jahrbilcher, has been issued by

Maurer, of St Petersburg, who himself took part
in the performance. It would have been a greater
kindness had the directors not allowed Herr
Maurer, who in his day has done good service, to
bring his latest work before the public. Herr
von Tarzycky, a young Polish pianist, made his
ﬁrst appearance in Leipzig in Henselt's Piano

Messrs. Breitkopf is Bartel, and is edited by
Dr. Chrysander.

This ﬁrst volume is devoted to

theoretical and historical disquisitions.

Two arti

cles, on ‘Tone’ and on ‘Temperament,’ by Dr.
Hauptmann, unite the profundity and humour of

that admirable theorist.

The other articles are

by the Editor ; one is devoted to the life and works
He has immense strength of of our own Carey, and to the origin of ‘ God save
ﬁnger and brilliant execution; but his playing the King.’ This has much interesting matter in
fails in that clearness without which brilliance has it, but, like all the works of its writer, is marked
but little value. The choice of his Concerto was by such a contemptuous disdain of those from
unfortunate; it is too uninteresting and frag whom he differs, that even when he is right the
mentary. In some small pieces by Chopin, Herr impression made upon the reader is very disagree
Tarzycky's rendering of his music was c
ing. able. The future volumes, which will appear
The competition for Herr Davidoﬁ‘ s place has in yearly, will contain papers on modern composi
troduced more violoncellists than we usually hear in tions. Especial attention is also promised to the
one season. Herr Krumbholz, a member of the comparative study and analysis of national songs.
orchestra, and who has ﬁlled up the vacancy during
For my last paragraph, I have just received a
the interim, played a Concerto by Goltermann, pleasant piece of news. A second volume of
and proved himself an excellent artist in style, Mendelssohn's Letters is in active preparation.
tone and execution._ A more brilliant performer Mendelssohn's eldest son is associated with Herr
is Herr Louis Lubeck, from the Hague. In the Paul Mendelssohn in the supervision of the new
ﬁrst movement of Molique's Concerto, and in a volume. which will bring down the letters to the
Eecitative and Adagio by his father, his playing, time of the writer's death, and will contain a
at once musical and spirited, won deserved ap greater proportion of especial musical interest.
A.
plause. Herr Lubeck is certainly the best of the
forte Concerto.

candidates who have hitherto been heard. His
performance in one of the Chamber-Music Con

transcendental school of writing.

His prize Sym

phony, ‘ Germany,'isdescribed as follows :—A llcgro,
“Picture of the German Character: Vaulting
Ambition and Deep Reﬂection, Mildness and Bold
ness," with like contrasts.

Allegro M0110 Vivace,

“In the Open Air, a German Wood : with Horn
Music, and National Songs on the Plain." Laryhdto,
“The Muses and Love at the Hearth."

Allegro

Drammatica, "Disa pointed Struggles for Ger
man Unity." Larg dto and Allegro Trimlfale,
"Mourning, New Exaltation.” What next? Co
logne Cathedral has been set as a Symphony,

also the French Revolution.

Let us recommend

“the British Constitution” to any native composer
inclined to walk in the clear and natural path of

Herr Rad‘.
M. Victor Massé's new two-act opera, ‘La Mule

de Pédro,‘ was the other evening produced at the
Grand Opéra of Paris with some success. The
principal singers were Madame Gueymard, MM.
Warot and Fame-The Gazette Musicale publishes,
on a correspondents authority, a glowing account of
M. Rubinstsin's ‘Feramorz,’ just produced at Dres
dcn; with Madame Jauner Krall as Tullp-Clledt,
and Herr Schnorr von Carolsfeld as the disguised
Prince, whose tale~telling propensities did so

affront Fadladeen.
In our last week's notice of Mr. Henry Leslie's
concert, “concert-goers" was printed in place of
concertgivers.
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Pape rs from. Simancaz.—Dr. Bergenroth’s inter
esting calendar of the documents relating to
English history which are preserved at Simancas
has attracted the attention of historical students to
everything that comes from those Archives; and
now another contribution serves only to whet our
curiosity still more. A volume of papers relating

to the reigns of Charles the Fifth and Philip the
Second has just been published in Rstisbon, under
the superintendence of Dr. Dollinger, the eminent
Catholic historian, and with the support of the
King of Bavaria. These documents are of a more
general nature than the collection of Dr. Bergen
roth; but these are as interesting to the students
of German history as those to the students of
English history. They deal chieﬂy with religious
questions,—-with the conclave by which Pius the
Fourth was elected, with the Council of Trent,
and with the Spanish Inquisition. Still there is
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Philip the Second begin with his excommunica
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issued by the King to prevent the entrance of the
Bull into his dominions. How well this order was
obeyed we may see in the next page, where the
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the Council kept clear of all meddling with the

Emperor and the Duke of Bavaria demand the
communion in both kinds and the marriage of the
clergy; the Emperor threatening that if the latter
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greater severity than the Roman Index.
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in the bitterest terms to the hostility of the Ger
mans. The documents relating to the reign of

Spanish Inqu'mition. He demands warrants from
Rome to authorize the Inquisition to act with

woon's
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Eighth, describes his ﬂight from Innsbruck to

sions demanded by the German Princes. Reports
from the ministers in Rome during the progress of
the Council of Trent are followed by fresh instruc
tions from Philip; more than thirty documents
announce the publication of the Council and the

&

For Town and Country.

the Fifth gives accounts of his meeting the Princes
of the Empire in Augsburg, states his intentions
with regard to the proposed divorce of Henry the

releasing all his subjects from their obedience and
all his allies from their promises. A short time
elapses, and we ﬁnd Pius the Fourth requesting
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escape from Maurice of Saxony, and proposes Philip
the Second to be elected Emperor in his room.
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The present collection was

made at Simancas by Dr. Heine, but the publica
tion of it was prevented by his death in 1848.
How great the light the papers shed on the history

of the time, how many new readings they suggest,
and how many secret motives they detect, have
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acquired on entering upon public life. He went
through a prolonged course of study in England,
in France and in Switzerland, and on returning
home he was attached to the Ministry of the In
terior as Director of Agriculture and Commerce.
lrVhen the revolution of 1830 broke out, he
became for a short time the Minister of the
department, being then thirty years old, but
was soon afterwards sent on a diplomatic mis
sion to Vienna. At the same time the Marquis
\Vielopolski went to London on a similar errand,
each of the young negotiators being instructed
to attempt to gain a recognition of Poland as
an independent countryfrom the Court to which
he was accredited.
Zamoyski had to overcome not a few diffi
culties before he could arrive at his destina
tion. The cholera was raging at that time, and
he had to make his way through the two or
three sanitary cordons which guarded Austria
as well from revolution as from disease. He
had to ford the Vistula at night, holding his
despatches above his head to secure them from
the water, which came up to his neck. Then
followed the diﬁiculty of avoiding the police,
who were on the alert in Galicia and Hungary;
but eventually he made his way into Vienna
without being discovered, and contrived to

must often have thrown a gloom over his pro
spects, yet he never swerved from the line he
had laid down for himself, but with steady
courage went on towards the end he had in
view. At length came the eventful spring of
1861. Men’s minds grew excited, and a num
ber of projects were started, many of which
were useless, or worse. Among others, it was
proposed that the Agricultural Society should
petition the Emperor for a constitution. Count
nmoyski would not listen to this suggestion,
and his po ularity was shaken for awhile,
though it fu y recovered its strength after the
massacre of the people by the Russian troo s,
on which occasion the Count acted with a be d
ness and a resolution which proved that his
moderation had nothing in common with
timidity. Finally, in August, 1862, the Grand
Duke Constantine having invited the leading
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The Polish Ca tim't : an Account of the Present
Position of
P0 in theKingdom of Poland,
and intluPolish Prmﬁmcs ofAustria, Prussia
a/ndRuss'ia. By Sutherland Edwards. 2 vols.
(Allen & Co.)
The Insurrection of Poland. By the Count de
Montalembert. (Bentley)
SOME years ago, Count Andrew Zamoyski pre
sented the Church of the Holy Cross at Warsaw
with a piece of sculpture, which is now placed
at the entrance to the crypt. It represents

Christ bending under the weight of the Cross,
but still looking towards heaven; and beneath
are written the words “Sursum Cor.” \Vhen
the whole Polish nation was recently plunged
into mourning this statue seemed to all who
saw it to represent the attitude of the country,
borne down to the ground by the heavy yoke
of oppression, but “lifting u its heart” unto
heaven, and, though tempted, to despair, still

placing its trust in God. At the commence
ment of that period of trial the opposition to
Russian tyranny was chieﬂy of a religious cha
racter. The voice of the people expressed itself
in hymns and litanies, and the feelings to which
Sigismund Krasinski, “ the anonymous poet of
Poland," had long been giving utterance in
verse, appeared to animate all hearts. In one
of his “ Psalms” he asks God to grant, not the
death of enemies, nor successes of arms, nor
material force, but purity of heart, and heroic
patience, and sacriﬁce of self, and brotherly
ove. A similar sentiment prevails in the ad
dress issued in March, 1861, to the workpeople
of Warsaw by the Central Committee. “In

all parts of ancient Poland,” ran the notiﬁca
tion, “mourning will be put on and worn for an
indeﬁnite time. . . . For nearly a century our
' emblem has been the Crown of Thorns ! That
coronal adorned the coﬁins of our brethren,'and
you have all understood its meaning. It signi
ﬁes patience under suffering, self-sacriﬁce, r
donand deliverance.” WhenPrince Gortcha oﬂ'
endeavoured to drive Count Andrew Zamoyski
into open resistance, he could not succeed.
The Poles were ready to die, but at that time
they refused to ﬁght. Now all is changed.
The tactics of the revolutionist leaders are

altered. Zamoyski and Wielopolski have given
place to Langiewicz. The ﬁery cross has been
sent throughout the country, and, tired of pas
sive resistance, the long-oppressed but still
unconquered soldier-nation has risen in arms
against its foe.
In the lives of these three men lies, as it
were, a key to some understanding of the
Polish question. Let us glance at them in the
order of time.
For many years the hopes of the constitu
tional party in Poland centred in Count Andrew
Zarnoyski. Sprung from one of the noblest of
the Polish families, he exercised all the influ
ence which an historic name and powerful con
nexions could add to weight of character,
joined with force of intellect and strength of
will. One of his ancestors was the Grand
COnstabIe John Zamoyski, who in the sixteenth

century endeavoured to constitute a body of
inferior nobles in order to counterbalance the
sway of the ruling oligarchy. His grandfather
was Chancellor in 1772, but resigned his otﬁce
rather than aﬁix his seal to the ﬁrst partition.
The traditions of his family strengthened in
him the bias towards constitutional govern
ment, which was favoured by his own turn of

thought, and it was steadily developed by the ‘
education he received and the experience he

'obtain access to Prince Metternich.

The old

diplomatist received the young envoy kindly,
though in secret, admitting him to his house
frequently, but generally after dusk, and appear
ing to take a pleasure in his frank, straight
forward method of negotiation. Eventually he
arranged a meeting between Count Zamoyski
and the Russian ambassador at Vienna, and
offered his services to the national government
of Poland as a mediator, while he persuaded
the Russian minister to direct Prince Paskievitch
to suspend hostilities for a time. The necessary
despatches were sent, and Zamoyski attended
the secretary of le tion who conveyed them.
But unfortunately t ey arrived too late. Before
they reached the Russian camp \Varsaw had
fallen, and Count Zamoyski found himself
treated as a prisoner by Marshal Paskievitch,
who threatened to shoot him. “ You have no
right to do so,” was the characteristic reply of
the Count,—~a man who throughout all his life
has given his whole heart to ﬁnding out what
is right, and doing it. Paskievitch soon allowed
him to return home, and there he lived in com
parative seclusion for some time, devoting him
self to the task of developing the resources of
his country, raising the standard of education
amon the people, and preparing them by
peace ul means for the changes which he foresaw
time would bring. He turned his attention to
husbandry and commerce, establishing breeding
stables, giving prizes for agricultural improve
ments, starting a number of commercial enter
rises, and above all founding the Agricultural
ociety, which afterwards played so importanta
part in the opposition to the Russian govern
ment. Years passed away, but he quietly went

on labouring, working with no selﬁsh motive,
but identifying himself with his country, its
fortunes, its interests, and its every-day life.
And so at last he became the centre and bond
of every effort, the living conscience of the
nation, the person whom every one in Poland
spoke of with loving familiarity as Master
Andrew.
But Count Zamoyski’s was no easy position.
He lived under a despotic government, which
watched him with jealous eyes. He stood
at the head of a
t popular movement,
and was often charged with coldness and over
moderation by many of its promoters. He
was conscious of the diﬂiculties which beset
his path, and a natural sadness of character

Poles to give their advice as to the course he
should adopt, a meeting took place under the
presidency of Count Zamoyski, at which certain
constitutional sentiments were expressed. It
afforded an excuse for banishing the Count, and
accordingly
he was sent
St. Pctersbu
to
give
an explanation
of histoconduct
to therglm
peror. An interview took place, at the close
of which he was ordered to travel abroad. He
came to London, and his exile a parently left
the ground clear for his rival Wiel‘opolski
The theory generally adopted by the Poles
with regard to the Marquis VVielopolski is a
very simple one. He has sold himself to Russia,
they say, body and soul, and, looking upon
him as a mere renegade, they consider that
any means of getting rid of him are allowable.
He has been shot at and stabbed. Several
attempts have been made to poison him, and
his whole family agpears to be doomed by the
secret tribunals.
ut we are as little inclined
to accept the popular explanation of his conduct,
as to excuse the murderous attacks to which
he has been subjected. One of the proudest
men who ever lived, he is not likely to have

stooped to acce t a. bribe. But self-sufficient and
opiniative to a igh degree, he is more dangerous
to his country in his integrity, than a score of
timid and vacillating traitors could be, though
they were steeped in the foulest political mire.
Soon after the Revolution of 1830 broke out,
and about the time when Zamoyski left \Varsaw
for Vienna, Wielopolski started for London.
Here he struggled bravely, but in vain, to ob
tain from the English Government the recog
nition of an independent Poland. Two other
envoys from that country were then among us
—Count Walcwski and the old atriot Niem

cewicz. It is interesting to watc the fortunes
of the three men, re resentatives of three very
different classes of oles. Niemcewicz died, a
poor and forgotten emigrant, after many years of
exile. Wielopolski returned home to take an
active part in the Polish revolutionary proceed
ings, and afterwards to submit to the autho
ritics he had tried to overthrow; now he is the
chief Minister of the Grand-Duke Constantine
at Warsaw. Walewski, after a short visit to
his country, returned to England and France,
and has become a Minister of State at Paris.
What other changes fortune may have in store
for the Marquis Wielopolski it is diﬂicult to
foresee. It has been rumoured that he is dead,
but he has been so often ineffectually stabbed
and poisoned, that we shall not believe in his
death until there is perfect proof of it.
There is something very striking in the cha
racter of a man who, alone, deﬁes the world, and
relying on his own simple opinion runs counter
to the feeling of a whole nation which he desires
to serve. He is the very type of resistance
all his life he has been ﬁghting with somebody,
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endurance of fatigue as for military talent or theories, and declare that they are ﬁghting
p)ersonal courage. He is a native of the Grand only for the independence of the nation. An
uchy of Posen, the son of a physician who i attempt was made by Mieroslawski to identify
educated him for his own rofession. His bro their cause with that of the revolutionary party
ther has for some time een practising as a in other countries, but he was met by ﬁrm and
medical man at Breslau, but since the insurrec- , steady opposition, and was soon obliged to
a title which he inherits from a maternal tion broke out he has left home, and is now, " retire from the ﬁeld.
Mieroslaweki is an able general, but he
ancestor named Myszkowski, on whom it was we believe, in London on the business of his,
bestowed by Pope Clement the Eighth His I country. At an earlya Maryan Langiewicz re- i is entirely destitute of many of the qualities
appearance is strongly indicative of his cha solved to devote himse f to the service of Poland, requisite to constitute a statesman. His whole
racter. His eye is bold and commanding, and after a course of study at the Universities of life has been spent in ﬁghting, and unfortu
his head massive, and his features well deﬁned Breslau and Prague, where he acquired a complete nately he quarrels with his friends as readily
and ﬁrm. As soon as he came of age hev he
maste
over
the various
Sclavonic of
languages,
ap lTied
himself
to the acquisition
military as with his enemies. His father served
under Davoust in the army of the Grand
plunged into a number of lawsuits, carrying
them on with untiring vigour, pleading many know edge. It is said that he passed some time Duchy of Warsaw, and afterwards held a com
of them himself with eloquence, learning and in the Russian army, learning how to ﬁght his mission in the national army re-organized by
energy, and acquiring such a habit of litigation most powerful enemies; but we cannot ﬁnd ‘ Alexander the First. The young Mieroslawski
that eventually he quarrelled with every one, any good authority for such a fact. In the became an ensign in a regiment of Russian
he met. After the failure of the revolution of Prussian army he really served for a consid infantry in 1830, and took an active art in the
1830 he retired into private life, and gave him erable period, and distinguished himself as a, \Varsaw insurrection of the 29th of ovember
self up again to the enjoyment of the lawsuits, good artillery ofﬁcer. He was very popular ‘ of the same year. On the sup ression of the
which his diplomatic employments had inter- in his regiment, his industry and ability gaining rebellion he retired to Paris, an there devoted
rupted for a time. At length the year 1846 for him the favour of his superiors, while the himself for many years to literature and science.
brought with it the terrible masacres in Galicia, charm of his personal character won the hearts ‘ In 1844 he became a member of the Central
distasteful
his comrades.
to him. But
No the
trueservice
Pole can
was ever
always
be ; Committee of the Polish Democratic Society,
when the Austrians incited the peasants to of
and he was chosen as one of the popular leaders
attack the noblm, setting a price on the
heads of proprietors, and “ suspending the attached to the conquerors of his country, who when the insurrection of 1846 broke out. But
Commandments of God for a fortnight.” Then ther they be of German or of Russian race, and on his way to head-quarters he was arrested in
with an outburst of rage \Vielopolski wrote his Langiewicz availed himself of an early oppor the Duchy of Posen, and after a trial at Berlin
famous ‘Letter to Prince Metternich from a tunity of retiring from an army with which he which lasted for eighteen months, he was con
Polish Noble,’ and out of hatred to the Ger could have no sympathies. And accordingly, demned to imprisonment for life. Very soon
mans ﬂung himself into the arms of Russia. at the time of the campaign in Lombardy, he ‘ afterwards occurred the events of 1848, and the
Ever since that time he has tried with all his obtained his discharge from the Prussian service, ' successes gained by the insurgents threw open
might to bring over Poland to his views, and and transferred his sword to the Italian ranks. the doors of his prison. Having been placed
to induce his countrymen to give up their ex Unable to join in the war which was termin at the head of the army raised in the Duchy of
istence as a separate people, and merge it in a ated by the treaty of Villafranca, he attached , Posen, he for some time made head against the
great Sclavonic nationality of which Russia is to himself to the staff of Garibaldi, and served’ Prussians, but was at last taken prisoner by
be the head. Finding arguments and entrcaties with him during a considerable part of 1 General Colornb. Again he was set at liberty
useless, he has ﬁnally had recourse to coercion, his campaign in Southern Italy. Garibaldi i and allowed to return to Paris. On the out
and being appointed the civil governor of the fully recognized his singular capacity for mili break of the Sicilian revolt he was invited to
kingdom under the Grand-Duke Constantine, tary tactics, and induced him, after his refusal take the command of the insurgents, and was
he has become the man whom the Poles hold of a commission in the Royal army, to become severely wounded at the storming of Catania
in the utmost detestation, while the Russians one of the professors in the Military School by the Nenpolitans in A ril, 1849. Again im
look on him with mixed feelings of envy and at Cuneo. After its suppression he returned prisoned and again set at iberty, he re-ap cared
to Poland, and took an active share in the after a few months as the connnander-in- ief of
distrust.
Few men have become famous more rapidly proceedings of the secret societies. There i the army raised by the provisional governmuit
than Maryan Langiewicz. Less than three months ‘ his administrative talents found ample scope of Baden, and gained a series of extraordin
ago he was in Londorna youngman of lowstature, for employment; and, whether on the spot or successes during the struggle which ensued with
ofbrightface, of tried expcrience,but of unknown at a distance, be rendered great assistance in , the Prussians. But apparently doomed never
fame; now he is the recognized Dictator of re maintaining the organization which enabled~ to secure the continuance of victory, he was
volted Poland, and his movements are watched the conspirators to defy the Russian police and eventually forced to betake himself to ﬂight,
by the anxious eyes of all Europe. An able ad mi gradually to mature their plans. It became and to return to his literary and scholastic pur
nistrator, a daring general, a cautious and prudent understood among the counsellors of the people ‘ suits at Paris. There he published a journal
statesman, he unites in himselfevery quali ﬁeation that, in case of an appeal to arms, Langiewicz called the Biuznosl, in which he has violently
which a leader should possess. At ﬁrst sight his would take the lead, and, accordingly, as soon attacked the more moderate revolutionist party,
appearance is, perhaps, not striking, and his ﬁgure as the insurrection broke out, he stepped at. and recommended a general massacre of all
might seem insigniﬁcant to a careless spectator. once into the foremost place. And his successes Russians, whether friends or foes, as the only
He is very short, considerably below the middle have more than realized the hopes to which he i means of restoring liberty to Poland. The pro
had given rise. The wonderful inﬂuence which i
height, and at present he limps alittle in his
gress of so dangerous a leader cannot be viewed
gait. His head is well formed, and his features he exercises over his troops has enabled him without great misgiving, and all who really have
animated. His eyes are rather small, full of to enforce the strictest discipline. Their entire the cause of Poland at heart will be glad to see
ﬁre when he is roused, but at other times conﬁdence in him gives him the power of' his inﬂuence superseded by that of Langiewicz
resembling Garibaldi's in their mild and kindly restraining their dangerous ardour and saving
Such are the men whose names are most
expression. He has brown hair, and wears an them from useless sacriﬁces. He refuses toj identiﬁed with the question of what Mr.
exceedingly long moustache, but no heard or accept the services of any but valuable Edwards calls the “ Polish Captivity,” and
whiskers. He is sparing of his words, some recruits, and will have nothing to do with M. de Montalembert “the Insurrection of
times employing only a gesture in giving a the inexperienced volunteers who flock to his 1 Poland.”
command; but when
eech is necessary he standard. He has even had the ﬁrmness to
Mr. Sutherland Edwards visited Poland in
knows how to use it we , possessing to a great waive the offer of Garibaldi’s sword, replying the interval between the Warsaw massacres
degree the gift of eloquence which can melt to the letter of his former chief with affectionate and the breakin out of the insurrection. What
the hearts of its hearers and sweep away all gratitude, but not encouraging him to join the he saw he has escribed simply, but forcibly.
lizpgosition before it. The sweetness of his voice Polish army. The authenticity of the letter Few English writers are so likely as he to form
s an additional charm to the inﬂuence of his published as Garibaldi’s in the newspapers a correct judgment on any matter connected
words, and he is said to exert that strange power appears to be doubtful. Some such greeting with Russia or Poland. His
uaintance with
over all with whom he is brought into contact the hero of Marsala sent to his old comrade— each of these countries, its peo e, its language,
with which so many men who were born to one of The Thousand,—but not, we think, the and its literature, gives him a vantages which
rule over nations have been endowed. His rodomontade printed as his text. Langiewicz few other travellers possess. In wanderinv with
manners are easy and graceful, and he is as suc and the other members of the Provisional him aboutcthe streets of Warsaw, we feel that
cessful in gaining the affections of his troops as Government are anxious to avoid all measures we are in the bands of atrustworthy guide, one
in maintaining their discipline. He is now in that may offend the Austrians or alarm the who can tell us what the people are chattering
the very prime of life, being about ﬁve-and party of order throughout Europe; and there about, and who can explain the written mys
thirty years old, and he is as remarkable for fore they disclaim all socmlist and communistic teries which, under the veil of an unknown
or struggling against something. He has al
ways preferred to disagree with other men,
and the idea of yielding to the opinion of the
majority has never entered his mind. His
very title is characteristic of his nature,
he being the only marquis in Poland. It is
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His ﬁrst expe

riences of Polish manners and customs were
not very agreeable. Of the country inns he
gives a very unfavourable account, and the
picture he draws of the agricultural labourer
1s far from ﬂattering. Speak‘
of the country
between Erosion and Warsaw, 0 says
“ I am not going to generalize on the subject of
agriculture in Poland from what I saw of it during
a day's railway travelling through the country,

but I aﬁirm that from half-past six in the morning
to five in the afternoon all the labourers I passed
were ragged and dirty; that at least four-ﬁfths of
them were lying down on the ground; that not
one in ten was doing any work; and that the few

who seemed to be seriously occupied were employed
on the railway. The contrast between the appear
ance of the Prussian and that of the Polish peasant

is most striking.

Gradually, as you proceed east
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it in places where it might be thou ht that
none but the Poles themselves and the eavenly
Protector they addressed would hear it,—in
the silence of night, before a lonely convent,
in a dreary by-street of Cracow, or amid the

huts of a distant village, in little remote
churches, or among the solitudes of the Carpa
thian Mountains. When he was in Warsaw,
the hymn was sung every Sunday and fete-day
in all the churches. The Government used to
remonstrate with the Archbishop, but his reply
was that he had nothing to do in the matter,
and that if the people were wrong the police
should interfere. And so the performance went
on. No sooner had the priest left the altar

after mass than the congregation began their
part of the service. An amateur
organ accompaniment, and the v

sun in unison by all present. Sometimes the
le ing sin ers were crossed on the back with

most pitiable condition.”
He was assured, however, that the men
whose appearance on the ground had struck
him as expressing the last degree of wretched
ness and laziness, were abstaining from labour on
high political grounds, and had the bestof reasons
for doing nothing. In the towns he was better
pleased with the appearance of the inhabitants,
and he says that whatever exaggerations have
been uttered in connexion with Polish affairs,
no one has ever exaggerated the grace and
beauty of the Polish women. The influence
they exercise over their countrymen would be
wonderful, were it not accounted for by their
remarkable beauty, added to the noble qualities
they ossess
“b any of the Polish women are very like our

a piece of c alk by a. spy, and arrested on leav
ing the church. As to the hymn itself, it con
sists of “old and new words to a tune which
was ﬁrst sung in 1815, on the ocursion of
Alexander the First’s entry into Warsaw."
Here is the literal translation which Mr.
Edwards gives of it :—

and changeable; but they have been constant
enough to Poland, and dull persons will always

mistake animation, quickness of perception, and a
light manner of treating light subjects, for frivolity.
In every civilized country, women give the tone to
society, and this is particularly the case in Poland,
where social gatherings are far more frequent than
with us, and where there are no entertainments,
no pleasure-parties of any kind, at which women
are not present. If, however, the Polish ladies

cared only for pleasure, instead of placing patriot
ism above all other considerations; if the balls and -‘
bribes oﬂ’ered to them and to their husbands, could

make them forget their suffering country; then the
Russians would certainly by this time have made

A year and a half ago the women of Poland
made a tacit
ent not to dance, and they
have kept their word, ainful as the trial
must have been: for the Poles are essentially
a dancing people; and it was only because a
great calamity had befallen them that they gave
up their amusements and surrendered them
selves to mourning. Not that they supposed
that giving up dancing would “lead to any
thing.” The testimonies of sorrow on the part
of the inhabitants of all Poland roceeded from
enmtion, not from calculation. llihe blow which
had been struck at \Varsaw called forth a
ntaneous expression of grief and pain
t roughout the length and breadth of the land.

The Russians certainly have not made them
selves popular in \Varsaw, and their position
must be as disagreeable as that of the Austrians
at Venice.
Mr. Edwards has taken great pains to ascer
tain the extent of the massacres of the 8th of
April, 1861. As usual, there is great difficulty
in reconciling the various statements. But—
“ If the Russians did not commit a massacre, at

least the Poles suffered martyrdom.

That is to

say, the Poles died to attest their devotion to a

their despotic habits, they knew no other mode
of dispersing a crowd. I fully believe, from the
account given to me by a person who was close
to Prince Gortchakoﬁ' when he ordered the troops
to act and for some time previously, and from
another who saw him frequently afterwards and
during his last illness, that he would most thank
fully have escaped the bloody work in which he
found himself engaged, and which he did not know
how to avoid."

“ 1. O Lord, who, for so many centuries, didst
The number of the killed seems to have
surround Poland with the magniﬁcence of power amounted to about forty. It is strange that
and glory; who didst cover her with the shield more did not fall, for few attempted to escape :—
of Thy protection when our armies overcame the
“ Many went down on their knees, but not to
enemy; at Thy altar raise we our prayer : deign to their enemies. In some
of the crowd the
restore us, 0 Lord, our free country!
more timid were entreated in the name of their
2. O Lord, who best been touched by the woes country to remain ﬁrm, and these appeals were
of our injured land, and hast guided the martyrs not without effect. Afterwards, when numbers
of our sacred cause; who hast granted to us, among had been shot down and brute force was beginning
many other nations, the standard of courage, of to triumph, the most determined and desperate
unblemished honour; at Thy altar we raise our among the crowd still cried out that there must be
prayer: deign to restore us, 0 Lord, our free no retreating, and some were seen to join hands so
country!
as to p'revent those before them from falling back.
3. Thou whose eternally-just hand crushes the The preconcerted plan for capturing the bodies
empty pride of the powerful of the earth; in spite shows plainly that the Russian commanders anti
of the enemy vilely murdering and oppressing, cipated a resort to arms; but that Prince Gort
breathe hope into every Polish breast! At Thy chakoff courted the opportunity and deliberately
altar we raise our prayer: deign to restore us, 0 allowed the crowd to assemble, that he might
.Lord, our free country!
(according to an expression attributed to one of
4. May the Cross which has been insulted in the his officers) ‘quell the Polish fever by drawing a
hands of Thy ministers give us constant strength
int of Polish blood,‘ I see no ground for believing.
under our sufferings! May it inspire us in the day
be reason assigned for the Russians having taken
of battle with faith that above us soars the spirit up the bodies at all is, that they feared they would
of the Redeemer! At Thy altar we raise our be carried about the cityto inﬂame the population,
prayer: deign to restore us, 0 Lord, our free and that they would be photographed and the pho
country!
tographs circulated throughout Poland, as doubt~
5. In the name of His Commandments, we all less would have been the case had it been possible.
unite as brothers. Hasten, O Lord, the moment of It may appear strange that people should be
resurrection! Bless with liberty those who now more affected by the counterfeit presentment of a
mourn in slavery! At Thy altar we raise our mangled corpse than by the simple statement in
prayer: deign to restore us, 0 Lord, our free writing that such a one has been murdered; but
country!
the Russians certainly dreaded the effect of the
6. Give back to our Poland her ancient splcn bodies of their victims being brought before the
dour! Look upon our ﬁelds soaked with blood! eyes of their indignant countrymen in all parts

some progress in the way of gaining adherents
When shall peace and happiness blossom among us?
among the Polish families of the Kingdom, whereas,
God of wrath, cease to punish us! At Thy altar
as it is, they have not advanced a step. The
we raise our prayer: deign to restore us, 0 Lord,
Polish mothers bring up the young Poles as
patriots, and the Polish wives exclude from society our free country 1"
all whose patriotism is even doubtful."

‘street, and, perhaps, the Lieutenant-Governor's
escort of Circassians whipping their way along the
great thoroughfare which leads to the castle, and
the Lieutenant-Governor himself forcing little
schoolboys to salute him, under pain of being
arrested and imprisoned.”

layed the cause, while the Russians ﬁred upon them not
part was because they desired their death, but because, with

ward, the labourer seems to sink lower and lower,
and in Poland Proper he appears, indeed, in a

liah women of the slender, delicate type, but
wi
paler complexions, and brighter, and gene
rally darker, eyes. I thought it was impossible to
see ﬁner and more varied expression than their
faces exhibited; for I saw them at a time when
their enthusiasm, their indignation, their sorrow,
and all. their religious feeling were awakened. I
had read, in some book, that they were frivolous
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Nothing can be more improbable than the
union of Russians and Poles which the Marquis
Wielopolski wishes to bring about. Until a very
recent period even the democratic party of one
country ke t jealously aloof from that of the
other, and olish exiles in Siberia would object
to associate with their Russian companions in
misery The Warsaw booksellers, Mr. Edwards
informs us, refuse to keep Russian books, which
can be procured from the grocers only :—
“ Russian books. pictures, and music, might be
advertised in the Polish newspapers as ‘sold in
\Varsaw by all respectable tea-dealers.’ In the

of the dismembered kingdom.

Besides, what an

answer the photographs of the forty dead men or
more, with their wounds upon them, would have
been to the lying report published in the oﬁicial
journal!”

Ml‘. Edwards’s book will be read with deep

interest.

It is very well written, and the

narratives are well constructed. Count do
Montalembert’s pamphlet is a ﬁery protest in
behalf of the Catholic Poles against the Greek

Russians: a protest which is written for an
other meridian than that of London. Here it
is likely to do more harm to the Poles than
good.

Glimpses into Petland. By the Rev. J. G.

Wood, M.A. (Bell & Daldy.)
interior of one of these literary grocers’ you may Mr. Whittington and his cat are never likely
fancy yourself in Russia; but there are not more
than three or four of them in all \Vursaw, and as to be rivalled in popularity by Mr. Wood and
soon as you have left the shop you might, for any his cat,—and yet it is not possible to read this
And the singing of the National Prayer, Mr. signs of Russian civilization that meet your eye, be book without astonishment. During a perusal
Edwards thinks, was not intended, in the ﬁrst, two thousand miles from Moscow. \Vorse than that, of it the feeling most frequently uppermost in
Instance, as a demonstration. He often heard you see the Russian soldiers at the corner of every , the mind of the reader is an emotion of osm
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nishment that a practised compiler like Mr.
J. G. Wood could have written down so many
trivialities and published so much inconsequent
reasoning; for Mr. J. G. \Vood has written
many works on natural history. His style, if
incorrect and negligent, is plain and ﬂowing,
and, like many other writers of the day, he
knows how to invest his truisms and plati
tudes with an air of authority.
“ This little book," he says in his Preface, is
not a mere collection of anecdotes, but is written
with a “motive, and conveys a moral”; and
when he leaves generalities, and “ condescends
upon particulars ”—an excellent kind of con
descension-—he says, “it is written to bring
the true character of the eat more prominently
before the public.” Cats are misunderstood.
Cats, he says boldly, are more affectionate
than dogs; they display, he says, a loving fore
thought, of which few animals would be deemed
capable, only they are sensitive, nervous, elec
trical creatures, whose ﬁner chords must not be
jarred. If mishaps and misadventures occur
in the relations of cats and men, it is not feline
but human nature which is -in fault; for sym
athy can unite men and boasts. All animals
ove in common food and play; and by feeding
them and by playing with them wonders can
be done in taming the most unlikely animals;
and if mishaps occur, they arise from mistakes
in applying these great powers-mistakes com
mitted by the persons who try to wield them.
A perusal of the two hundred and twenty
one pages of this book does not supply the
inquirer with a single particle of evidence in
support of these eulogies on the cat. Mr.
Wood built a brick house in his garden for his
pet-making the mason and his neighbours
doubtful of his sanity. The cat he called Pret,
and the brick house Pret Villa. He says to
look after this funny animal is almost one per
son’s business. The cat was so stupid that he
was always getting into places from which he
could not get out again; and when Mr.
Wood, as his cat’s attendant, got him out of
his scrapes, and supplied him with meat and
milk, the cat testiﬁed his pleasure by leaving
the milk to rub his attendant’s knees—an ex
pression of gratitude which brought the mois
ture into the eyes of the reverend gentleman,
and made him piously wish that all mankind
would take an example by the cat, and be
equally grateful to Heaven! Cats, Mr. Wood
maintains, are not treacherous. When they
scratch a caressing hand, for example, they
only mean play. It is in the nature of the
cat to put its claws into anything which is
drawn hastily away. A lady whose hand is

caught by the claws of her pet cat, and held
too tightly, ought not to withdraw her hand,
but to throw the cat upon its back, when it
will withdraw the claws instantaneous] to
regain the use of its feet. Mr. Woo re
ports conversations with his cat. He even
makes his cat talk English. An illiterate per
son visiting France for the ﬁist time said it
was very clever of the children to talk French
so well, but it was a. comfort to hear the babies
cry in good hearty English; and the English
of Mr. Wood’s et cat was like the Eng
lish of the French) babies. Anybody, he says,
may easily learn the cat’s language by taking
an interest in “ the graceful and loving crea
tures.” Mr. Wood, however, narrates facts
respecting his pet which jar sadly with his
euloglies. After covering himself with mud in
a ﬁg t with a strange cat, Pret cleaned himself
by rubbing off the mud between the sheets of
his master's or keeper’s bed. When he caught
a mouse, the graceful and loving creature would
carry it up by the tail to the top of the stairs
several times, and let it drop from the top to
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the bottom. Pret used to rob the larder, get in these ‘Glimpses into Petland’ is an account
ting into it by concealing himself under the of the taming of two butterﬂies. This story is

servant's dress.

He stole a plaice, the cook’s given in the words of the lad who tamed these

dinner, not to eat it, but to hide it among the
coals. He was so jealous of the baby that he
would not deign to look at the infant if any
one was observing him. But the grand feat of
the pet cat was the murder of the pet chame
leon. He had been left alone in the room with
the chameleon day after day, and even when
it crawled close to him, he would only stretch
out his neck, prick his ears forward, and sniﬂ'
contemptuously, and then sink back into
repose. But one morning the chameleon was
found with its tail and fore legs torn off and its
ribs and skull utterly crushed; while on the
chair sat Pret, the author of the deed, “feel
ing," says Mr. Wood, giving the reins to his
imagination, “as a culprit ought to feel." The

murder was not committed from hunger, but

lepidopterous insects. Mr. ood vouches for
the truth of it, and makes himself responsible
for publishing it ;—
"Among the many pets that I have loved and
lost,_few have endeared themselves more to me

than my butterﬂies, two of which I once kept for
the space of a year and a half.

They came to me

in their chrysalis state, and I not knowing anything
of entomology, shut them up for safety in a cabinet

having glass doors. The cabinet stood near a small
window in my bedroom. I was very unwell that
winter, and therefore a ﬁre was kept up in my

room night and day. The room was therefore
very warm, and I suppose the little butterﬂies
were deceived thereby, and thought or dreamed
that summer smiled upon the earth; for a few
days after Christmas, to my astonishment and
delight, a little yellow butterﬂy was seen ﬂuttering
freely within the cabinet. My attention was ﬁrst

from jealousy.
So much for the evidence in favour of the directed to the cabinet by the playful gambols of
cat. Buﬂ'on said the cat was an enemy which a pet pussy, who had mounted on a chair, and

we took into our houses to drive away another
and a more inconvenient enemy. The pet
chameleon was a more interesting animal than
this pet cat.
Mr. Wood having bought a
chameleon, fastened the end of a branch with
several forked twigs into a piece of deal board,
and ﬁxed it on the wall, so that the branch
projected forwards. This branch the chameleon
traversed from end to end with movements
almost absurdly deliberate. It never lifted one
foot unless the other three feet and the tail
were ﬁrmly fixed, and sometimes it would stand
for hours with one foot raised in the air like a
pointer when he comes to the scent of game.
Disturbed, it would gather its body together,
make its ribs swell, and roll its body into a
tight spiral. Sometimes, but rarely, it would
allow its tail to fall by the side of the branch,
and then curl it up like the spring of a watch
or the proboscis of a butterﬂy. On seeing its
prey it crawls towards it rather quickly, and
when the insect is within range, gapes its mouth,
pushes out its cylindrical tongue, which is
about the size of an ordinary black-lead pencil,
seems to take aim, and with a sudden dab seizes
the insect and draws it into the mouth. “The
whole action has a wonderful resemblance to
the movement of a billiard one as the player
strikes the ball.” Like the arboreal serpents,

stood upon its hind legs, pawing at the little crea~
ture through the glass. I soon sent pussy away,
opened the cabinet, and tried to induce the butter

ﬂy to alight upon my hand.

But it was either

dazzled and bewildered at ﬁnding itself in its new
and extended sphere of existence, or had already
learned the fear of man, for, at the approach of
my hand, it ﬂew wildly about, and ﬁnally settled
down, as if exhausted. I now became most anx

ious to feed the little thing; but how this was to
be achieved I had not the slightest idea, nor could

any one in the house advise or help me in this im
portant matter. Moreover, I was loudly ridiculed
for the bare idea of trying to tame and feed butter
ﬂies. However, I remembered that the poets all
agreed in saying that butterﬂies sipped nectar *

from the opening Bowers, and therefore turned my
attention to mahufacture a substitute for nectar.
Obtaining some honey, which I diluted with rose
water, I put one drop into the centre of the open
blossoms of a fairy-rose, and placed the little plant

in the cabinet. I soon had the joy of seeing the
little thing ﬂutter around the rose, and ﬁnally settle
upon it. Whether it really drank or not I cannot
say. I thought that it must have done so, as it
appeared to grow stronger and more lively every

day.

I fed it in this manner every day for a fort

night; and by the end of that time it became so
tame that it would step off the ﬂowers, or anything
else on which it might be standing, and appear
quite happy and at rest upon my hand. It also
to understand that I wished it to come
the chameleon has large eyes. One use of the appeared
to me when I called it by the name of ‘Psyche,’
projecting eyes of the chameleon probably, we that being the name which I had given to the
submit, is to enable the animal to direct simul insect. About three weeks after the advent of
taneously its tongue and its tail,—one telescopic Psyche, we were gladdened by the addition of
eye securing its safety, whilst the other is another butterﬂy to our establishment-a.
ock.
watching its prey. A Dr. Weissenborn seri He was strong and vigorous from the ﬁrst, and
ously affirms that the chameleon sleeps with ﬂitted swiftly about like a gleam of prismatic light.

one eye open,—comparin it to two animals
glued together, one of whic issometimes asleep
whilst the other is awake. When asleep the
chameleon becomes green.
Respecting the changing colours of the
chemo eon, Mr. Wood says, “ Why one men
tal emotion should straightway cover the cha
meleon's cheeks and sides with yellow streaks
like those of the zebra, or another emotion
cause its body to he suddenly spotted with
black upon a green ground, is a question that
will not be rightly answered until we have
vastly extended the ﬁeld of philosophical in
quiry.” He criticizes severely the experiments
of the French Academicians upon the subject,
accusing them of overlooking “what any one in
the least practically acquainted with zoology
must know.” Yet it may be remarked, that for
physiologists who are abreast of the present
state of science there is nothing mysterious or
inexplicableinthe changes of the colours of the
chameleon.

But the most marvellous and novel narrative

I used to fancy that they talked to each other, as
he at once fell into the ways and habits of the
other; and when I called Psyche he too would
come.

I gave him another name, but he never

seemed to understand that it belonged to him.
They lived in this way until the earth had
donned her glowing summer robe of lilies and
roses, when I was told that their life~power
could only extend over a month or two, and
that it was cruel to keep them, even as happy
prisoners. I was, therefore, induced to give them

their liberty.

The cabinet was placed with open

doors before the window.

It was many days

before the butterﬂies ventured to leave the window
sill, and this much to my joy, for I thought it
might be affection for me that held them back.
However, one day, with many bitter tears, I saw

them depart, and join some wild companions; but at
night we found them again inthe cabinet. On the
following morning they left us, and came not back
until the cold and stormy September weather set

in.

Yet, when in the garden, they would come if

I called them, and rest for a short time on my
hair or hands. At length, on a cold windy day in
September, we saw them on the window-sill, and
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on our opening the window, they came in and

elapsed, and in 1807 the Duke of Richmond,
resumed possession of their old quarters, and abode who was then acting as Lord Lieutenant of
there for the winter. It is true they were but Ireland, received a communication from one of
poorrlooking objects to what they were when they those same Ratisbon Benedictines, who chanced
went forth. The world seemed to have used them to be at that time in Dublin. The Benedictine
somewhat roughly, for the sheen had gone from was Mr. Robertson, and his application to the
the rich wings of the peacock butterﬂy and the
soft yellow bloom from Psyche's plumage. Never Viceroy was for “employment in any public
theless, they were welcome guests; and though service, consistent with his profession, that
ragged and wayworn, were not the less loved. might conduce to the general good." The peti
We observed that during this winter they slept tion received a courteous reply, and after a brief
more than they did formerly. They also man.i— interval the priest was admitted to an interview
fested pleasure when sung or talked to, and were with the Lord Lieutenant‘s Chief Secretary,
very fond of being waved about, and danced up Sir Arthur \Vellesley, who soon afterwards re
and down in the air, while they would sit upon turned to London. In the May of the following
the hand quite calmly. I think that the move year, just as Mr. Robertson had taken service
ment must have reminded them of the nodding in the family of a Catholic peer, he received
ﬂowers and fresh breezes of their summer life. through the Irish oﬂice a request that he would
The sun and earth ran their appointed course until
they brought us another bright June, and again call at Sir Arthur Vi’ellesley's house in Harley
I bestowed the boon of freedom on our fairy pets, Street. The interview in Harley Street was
who went forth gaily ; but, alas ! never to return. followed by another at the Foreign Office, when
One day, after a heavy thunderstorm, we found the priest was introduced by Sir Arthur to

the inanimate form of a yellow butterfly upon the Canning. “Being little accustomed,” says the
window-sill. I took it up lovingly, and did my narrator, “to diplomatic or courtly forms, I no
best to revive it, for I believed it to be the material doubt made an uncouth appearance when
form of my own beautiful Psyche who had sought ushered into the presence of the minister. Sir
refuge from the storm, but had found the window Arthur could not refrain from smiling at my
closed. Of this I cannot be sure. " " I have visible embarrassment, and Mr. Canning by
since tried to tame other butterﬂies, but never his manner, seemed to think me ill ﬁtted for
again was so successful, although I have taught
thuree or four to know me, and to come at my such a mission.” He was, however, entrusted
with the mission, and on the King’s birthday
on .”
Without the slightest intention to question (June 4) he left London on his perilous expedi
the veracity of the writer of this extraordinary tion to inform Romana that if he wished to
statement, we submit that it ought to be escape, “ British transports would convey him
authenticated by the names and addresses of to any country he might name.” Going on
the witnesses who have put it forth. Anony board at Harwich, the secret envoy in forty-eight
mous testimony is not proof enough of the hours made the passage to Heligoland, whence
marvellous. Mr. J. G. Wood, however, we ought he was conveyed up the Weser by a contraband
to add, corroborates the statement of the nar vessel, and landed immediately under a strong
rator, and says this is not a solitary instance fort garrisoned by French soldiers, who fortu
of the taming of lepidopterous insects. The nately had a private understanding with the
swift and wary humming-bird moth, although smugglers. A friendly merchant conveyed him
it usually darts away like lightning, has, he de to Bremen, from which city the adventurer has
clares, been tamed enough to bear to be touched. tened to Hamburg, protected by a false pass
port, which had been made out for one “ Adam
Rorauer." Before he could obtain the passport,
Na/n'ative of a Mission to the Danish Islands however, he had to sign his assumed name, in
in 1809. By the Rev. James Robertson. doing which he almost betrayed himself. “ Such
Edited from the Author's MS. by his Nephew, is the force of habit that I be n with the
Alexander Clinton Fraser. (Longman & Co.) initial letter of my real name, ., which the
Dmcmnmo the means by which a British town-clerk observing, suddenly called out to
squadron rescued the Spanish forces under me,——‘How, sir! did you not tell ine your
Romano, whom Napoleon had literally im name was Adam?’ It was really an unpar
prisoned in the Danish Islands, under form donable blunder, and might have proved
of military service, Sir William Napier says, fatal but for one of the luckiest thoughts that
“The Spaniards were in Holstein, Sleswig, ever occurred to me in a moment of difficulty.
Jutland, and the islands of Fiinen, Zealand ‘ Sir,’ I replied (and certainly, with some
and Langeland. Mackenzie, through the me embarrassment), ‘in the palatinate of Bavaria,
dium of one Robertson, a Catholic priest, where I was born, we are in the habit of aﬂixing
opened a communication with Romans, and Johann (John) to every man's baptismal name,
neither the general nor soldiers hesitated. . . . . as we do Mary to every woman's, so that we do
This enterprise was ably conducted, and the not say George, Peter, Adam, &c., but Hans
readiness of the Spanish soldiery was very George, Hans Peter, or Hans Adam.’ This is
honourable, yet the danger was slight to all really the case. The explanation had the air
save Mr. Robertson.” The narrative, which is of truth, and saved me for this time.” Having
now for the ﬁrst time published, sets forth the eluded the vigilance of the French douaniers
dangers and diﬂiculties successfully encountered and spies, and learnt that Romans was at
by “one Robertson, a Catholic priest,” on his Nyborg, in the island of Fiinen, and. not at
way from England to Nyborg, and also on Gliickstadt, as the English ministry had sup
his homeward Journey. The story is told with posed, the agent started from Hamburg fur
great simplicity and graphic force by the emis nished with samples of Havannah ci ars and
sary himself, and it is at the same time a valu chocolate, and professing to be a truve ler for a

able addition to authentic secret history, and mercantile house. Cautious and admit, well dis
a tale of adventure which possesses some of
the most stirring qualities of romantic ﬁction.
From beginning to end the disclosures are so
interesting and important that a brief summary
of them will determine readers to peruse them
with attention. In his travels through Ger
many at the close of the last century the Duke
of Richmond formed a close acquaintance with
the Scotch Benedictines of Ratisbon, of which

guised, and familiar with the dialects of every
district throu h which he had to pass, he pro
ceeded from amburg to Liibeck, and thence to
Fiinen. Here and there he was assisted by sym
pathisers with the British policy, who sus ected
his object; but during his entire journey e im
parted his secret to no more than three persons.
Every step he took was surrounded with peril.
At every ost-house a French s y was on the
fraternity Mr. Robertson was a member. Years I look-out for political agents om England.
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Several attempts had previously been made b
the London ministry to communicate with7
Romans, and in each case the messenger had

been apprehended and shot.

At length Fiinen

was reached, and Romans was personally
addressed by the commercial traveller, who,
while he solicited the general to buy his cigars,
made known to him the wishes of England.
“My message,” he said to the Marquis, for
whom he had no written credentials, “is merely
verbal; be your answer the same. All that I
can offer in the way of credentials is the know
ledge I have of certain particulars of your
personal intercourse with Mr. Frerc, whom you
will remember as our ambassador in Spain. He
desires me to remind your Excellency that the
ﬁrst time he had the pleasure of dining with
you was at Toledo. After dinner you withdrew
together into a cabinet containing books. In
this cabinet there was one picture. That picture
was by Mengs, and represented St. Peter and
St. John at the gate of the Temple." Satisﬁed
with this proof of the priest’s integrity, Romana
received his message, gave him two more inter
views, and ﬁnally accepted the offer of England.
The consequences of this decision are affairs of
history. Mr. Robertson having contrived to
inform his employers of the success of his mis
sion, the English squadron under Sir Richard
Keats in due course appeared off Nyborg, and
removed Romans, together with the ten thou
sand soldiers whom the Marquis with admirable
caution had managed to concentrate on the
island of Fiinen, with such secrecy that until
his defection was an accom lished fact Berna
dotte did not even suspect t e plot. The most
exciting art of Mr. Robertson's narrative is
that whic relates his adventurous retreat from

Fiinen, and his safe return to his native country.
Incensed at Romana's escape, which they knew
could not have been accomplished unless an
English emissary had outwitted them, the
French police were bent on apprehending the

perpetrator of so much misc ief. But their
efforts were in vain. After many months of
concealment and cautious action the clever
fellow, whose brief story contains materials for
half-a-dozen novels, ve his pursuers the slip,
and returned to Eng ndin the spring of 1809;
having well earned the liberal remuneration
which the Government had promised him in
case his mission should prove successful.
Horse-Racing: its History, and Early Records
of the Principal and other Race-llfcctings.
With Anecdotes, (ﬁe. (Saunders, Otley 8!. Co.)
Ir would seem that in some things it were well
if authors did not begin at the be inning. Here,
for instance, is an historian of t e horse, who
unnecessaril remarks that “ the sacred volume
informs us t at in the creation of the world the
horse claims a prior existence to man”: so does
the ﬂea, and every other animal. It would have
been a more interesting scrap of information if
he had recorded that, amid all the handicrafts
named in the same volume, that of tailor is not
once mentioned; and it would have been as
much to the point, seeing that without that
handicraftsman the jockey could not well mount,
except he rode in bud‘, like Lady Godiva.
It will satisfy our views to know when horse
racing was ﬁrst known in this country; and the
author “wishes to indicate” that our sires can ht
the passion from the Romans, but confesses t at
he is unable to establish the fact. Considering
what the British force of charioteers was, their
dexterity, the s eed of the horses, and the
importance attac ed to this body, there can be
little doubt that trials of skill were known
here long before the Standard-bearer of the
10th Legion helped Caesar to get a footing on
the shore.
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Of the early history of the animal and the
s rt, the author trots over the old course.
lltnry the Eighth, it is to be observed, made
the stealing of horses and mares capital; but

the lawyer stepped in to help the thief, who, if
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perhaps fortunate that the Prince did not bet, or
at least bark his horse, as Escape lost the race.
This race was for sixty guineas, Ditch In, and for
which four started; the betting was 2 to 1 against
Escape, 4 to 1 against Coriander, and 5 to 1
against Skylark, and they came in thus :—Mr.
Dawson’s Coriander, l,—Lord Grosvenor's Sky
lark, 2,-Lord Clement's Pipator, 3,—H.R.H. the

he only stole a. meme or a mare, was told that
he was not liable to the un lessant penalty:
the error was amended by E ward the Sixth. Prince of \Vales‘s Escape, 4.

With kings, it will, perhaps, be found that this
writer is less perfectly at home than with horses.
Treating of both in the Stuart period, he shows
that racing did not prosper under Charles and
the Commonwealth, for curious reasons. Charles
and the Puritans were at feud, but “he was a
' good man and an eminently pious Christian ; and
something similar was the rule and character

of CromwelL But Charles the Second was the
exact reverse of either": which seems to us
more cunning than instructive, and not exactly

logical. However, we have this ex lained, per
haps, in the notice that Charles t e Second's
“ reign .was one scene of ro'gstermwnas.”
Let us come,however, at once to another royal
prince, not uudistinguished for his “myster
ousness," and who has left to his successor n
title and a warning~——the Prince of \Vnles, son

of George the Third:—
“The Prince ﬁrst became an owner of race-horses

in 1734, and entering with ardour into turf pur<

Previous to starting

for this race, the Prince told Uhifney to make

strong running with

Chifney thought

doing so would be imprudent, but was unable to
acquaint the Prince with his ideas, as the latter

left him immediately after giving his orders ; but
directly after he conveys the orders he had received,

and his own ideas respecting them, to Mr. Lake—
a gentleman who had the management of the
Prince's stud, and whose orders, in running, &c..
I the Prince had told Chifney, when he engaged him
as jockey, he was to obey-and this gentleman,
acquiescing in Chifney‘s opinionI reversed the
Prince’s orders, and told him not to make play, and,
l in doing so, also told Chifney that he (Mr. Lake)
would hold him harmless with the Prince in dis
obeying his ﬁrst instructions. Although Escape
lost the race on the ‘20th, the Prince informed
‘ Chifney he should run him for the race on the 21st,
and the latter advised the Prince to back him, as
the race Escape had just run would greatly
improve him, and the horse would run both longer
and faster. It does not appear that the Prince

suits, soon had a nmgniﬁccnt racing establishment, was angered at Uhifney disobeying the order: he
and subsequently bred some ﬁrst-rate horses. In had given him; and again, on the ‘list, he told
turf matters the Prince was considered to possess Chifney to make play with Escape, but, in this
good judgment, and yet, despite this-considering instance, not to do so if strong running was made
also that in the possession of a. good racing stud he by any of the rest of the ﬁeld. For this race—
had the essential material for success; and notwith second year of a subscription of ﬁve guineas each,
standing the advantages which it is not unreason Beacon course, twelve subscribers and six starters
ably supposed would to a certain extent result to a —the betting was 4 and 5 to 1 against Escape,
person in his high position, the ‘First Gentleman 7 to 4 against Chanticleer, 11 to 5 against Skylark,
of Europe ‘—as his admirers and ﬂatterers were and 6 to 1 against Grey Diomed. In the running.
pleased to designate him-seems to have been par~ iSkylai-k made play, and Chifney, waiting with
ticularly unfortunate in his Turf transactions. Two Escape, won the race. They came in as follows :
years after our royal sportsman began his turf H.R.H. the Prince of \Vales‘s Escape, 1,—Lord
career, viz., in 1786, he was compelled, on account Barrymore‘s Chanticleer, 2,—Lord Grosvenor‘s
of embarrassed circumstances, to dispose of his! Skylark, 3,—Duke of Bedford's Grey Diomed, 4,
stud of rnccrs; but another like lapse of time, and ——Lord Clermont‘s Harpator, 5,—Mr. Barton's
we ﬁnd his debts paid, his income generously Alderman, 6. Here was a direct reversal of the
increased by Parliament, and the Prince once more former day's running; one which the members of
the turf could not understand, and which, on the
upon the turf. "

We catch this glimpse of him in good com

pany :—

_
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heat between \Varter and Pepper Pot, Stamford
being third; the third heat was won by Pepper

Pot; the fourth by Warter; and, astonishing to
relate, the ﬁfth was a dead heat again between

Wnrter and Pepper Pot! These two horses started
again, for the sixth time or heat, when Warter was
the victor. Such an evenly balanced and exciting,
struggle must have been well worth witnessing;
and undoubtedly the animals must have possessed
great stamina and gameness.”

But others run as uncertainly, or the jockeys.
shift their humours, as may be seen by this
illustration :—
“ In the year 1835, a race was run at Goodwood,
in which there was something remarkable in the
proceedings and result of it. The race we allude

to was for the King’s Guineas, for which two only
started, viz., Lucifer and Rockingham, the latter
horse having won, almost in a center, the Cup on
the previous day. Three other horses were also
weighed for, and although none of them actually
started, this circumstance, as also the uncertainty
that existed whether Buckingham would start or

not, even almost up to the last moment, caused
considerable ﬂuctuation in the betting-the odds at
one moment being laid against ﬁve animals, and

then shifting and only quoted against two. Rock
ingham and Lucifer, however, were the only two
competitors, and when they started the betting
was 5 to 1 on the ﬁrst, and 3 and 4 to 1 against
the second. In the race, Rockingham led at a
moderate pace, but at the distance-post had com

pletcly defeated Lucifer, who was ten or a dozen
lengths behind him; seeing this, and hearing Forth
call out to the boy who rode Lucifer—Twitchett-—

to pull up, Robinson began to case his horse, under
an impression, which was shared in general-by
those looking on, that he had only to center up to
the post. The rider of Lucifer, however, instead
of pulling up as ordered, kept his horse going, so‘

that when Buckingham reached the stand, there
was not half the distance between the two that
there was at the distance-post; and Twitchett at

this moment making a. desperate rush, completely
took Robinson by surprise within a. few yards of
tho winning-post, and. before the latter could get
his horse into action, had won the race by two
lengths, to the utter astonishment of every person

on the course! To show how forlorn the chances»
face of it, looked suspicious, and rendered many of Lucifer’s winning appeared at the distance-post,

of them-the losers in particular we presume—

“In the year 1790, a prmt was published by indignant. The Jockey Club took the matter up ;
J. Dodger, of No. 53, Holborn, being a. picturesque and, ﬁnally, its members-one of which was Sir
view of Newmarket, showing the trains of running Charles Bunbury, who, it is said, was the chief
horses belonging to different uoblemen, $20., taking and severest of the Prince’s aocusers—must have
their exercise. The print contained upwards of decided upon a verdict of guilty, as Sir Charles
200 ﬁgures, and the view was takenfrom the King’s Bunbury informed the Prince that if he suffered
Chair, on Warren Hill. The price of the print Chifnsy to ride his horses for the future, no gen
was, coloured one guinea, plain 10s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. tleman would start against him. This resolve was
This print, says Druid, was the popular one of the simply an acquittal of the Prince upon conditions:
period: ‘ the Warren Hill is the scene of the after the sacriﬁce of his jockey ; but, to the honour of
noon's revel. Quiet little Newmarket just peeps the Prince be it said, he was too generous to accept
forth in the hollow, in the centre of that restless such terms at the sole expense of poor Chifney,
panorama, and in the far distance the Ely Minster but preferred again retiring from the turf in 1792."
There are some ugly points, not requiring to
turrets cut the cloudless sky, and struggle manfully
for pre-eminence with Ilighﬂyer Hall. In the be indicated in the above account, and others
fore-ground is the Prince,‘ 810., ‘ standing up in his that are explicable. With regard to variations
Bhncton, and booking a bet with the shrivclled in the running of the same horse :—
uke of Orleans, on horseback at his side. His
“ ‘ I believe,’ says Mr. R. Tuttersall in his Evi
brother, “ York," has nlighted, and is gaily point dence as given before a Committee of the House
ing out to “a lady "—as the key observes-a lon g of Commons on Gaming in 1844, ‘ that horses are
nheeted string, which are, West Australian fashion, ﬁt to run today and not to-morrow, just as a man
cutting down the Warren Hill like a sithe, in the is often ﬁt to do any particular exertion to-day and
direction of King Chnrles’s cupola chair,’ 81c."
not the next. I think many horses have lost their
Five years subsequently the Prince of Wales character merely from being ill; take your own
ﬁgured in an affair, in which the jury of the horses or hunters, they are not always ﬁt for any
whole public have never been able to agree on great exertion ; no man can go through violent
exertion with a head-ache.’ ”
a verdict :—
“It appears that in the October Meeting at
Some horses run closely enough on the same
Newmarket, 1791, Escape was entered, and ran day. For instance :—
for a race both on the 20th and 21st. In explana
“ A very severe race was run over the Doncaster
tion, and exculpation of himself and the Prince of course, September 28, 1797. The race was for
this, at the time, notorious affair, the jockey, old 10(;l_, in two-mile beats, for which seven horses
Sum. Chifney, wrote and published his ‘ Genius started, viz., Warter, Pepper Pot, Stamford, Car
Genuine,' a pamphlet of about 40 pages, price 51. ! dinal, Trumpator, Hipswell, and Commodore. The
from which it appears, that in the race of the 20th ﬁrst heat was strongly contested between Stamford,
the Prince had no bets upon the result, and it was Cardinal, and Pepper Pot ; the second was a. dead

we may state that n. bet'of 1001. to half-arcrown

was actually laid on Buckingham at the stand.
An exactly similar case, as regards result, occurred
between S. Rogers and Fordham, the former on
Wild Rose, and the latter on Amy, at the Newmarket ﬁrst October meeting of the past your,

when ‘the latter was so distressed at his unexpected
and unaccountable defeat, that it was some days

before all the soothings of his friends could make
‘George ' himself again.

And at Doncastcr for

the great St. Leger of 1822, a race, quite unex
pectcd as to result occurred when Mr. Petre's
Theodore took it into his head to run quite con

trury to the opinions of owner, trainer, jockey, and
every body else who entertained an opinion upon

the matter.

This horse, it appears, had run very

well as a two-year old, but his performances just
previous to the great race had been so wretched,
that Jackson, his jockey, was wandering about the
course, it is said, almost heartbroken at his miner
able chance for the race because Mr. Petre had"

claimed his right to his services as his ﬁrst master.
Mr. I’etre himself, it was also stated, had been
fortunate enough to get rid of his betting-book,

wi'lli a, bonus, by handing it over to another gentle
man whom he had induced to takeit with its risks ;.
and thejockey's spirits were not enlivened by hearing

odds of ‘ a hundred guineas to one ' offered and laid
against Theodore; nor did it in any way increase
his faith in hopes of success, when he found that a
bet of a. hundred guineas to a walkingstick, of the

value of one shilling, had actually been laid against
the horse he was to ride. In the race itself, how
ever, Thoodore completely upset all previous calcu
lations, for Jackson, managing to get off well at

the start, kept his horse going, and ﬁnally, amidst
a scene of great excitement and astonishment,
landed his horse ﬁrst past the winningpost. Theso
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three cases may be taken as remarkable instances
of the uncertainty attending horse-racing.”

In his later years the Prince occasionally
m a horse, and they who remember the B0

roughbridge barriers of some thirty years ago,
may recollect the huntsman on one of George

.the Fonrth’s best racers-Chester Billy. In
the sport he took some interest to the last; we
may say, to the very last, if Nimrod’s account
be true, that when the Ascot meeting was being
held in 1830,—~he had attended that of 1829,
'“ he was on the bed of death, and so strong
was the ruling passion in this awful h0ur,—and
'His Majesty was well aware his hour was

»come,——that an express was sent to him after
every race," but this may have been an oﬁi
cious, and not a royally-commanded, act.
There are amusing details in this volume,
but there are man shortcomings. The his
tory of the great St.
er is singularly meagre,
and will not satisfy orkshiremen. There is

too much made of others. One would think
by this writer’s account of the Derby,—for
which the Legislature makes holiday in obedi
ence to the unwritten law of Parliament,~—that
it was a solemn, religious, national assembly;

whereas it has become, of late years, a reproach
and opprobrium on the nationa character. The
sport is as good, no doubt, as it has ever been ;
but a most unpleasant change has come en
tirely over the class of visitors one would most
prefer to see on‘ the Downs.
.History of Federal Government from the Foun
dation of the Achaian League to the Disrup
tion of the United States. By Edward A.
Freeman, M.A.

Vol. I.

General Introduc

ATHENJEUM

Cavour and “the Tyrant of Paris,” Mr. Free
man says, “ The deliverer of the Peloponnésos,
the founder of the Achainn League, was also
the man who surrendered a great Achaian city
into the hands of the greatest enemy of inde
pendent Greece. So we have seen a statesman
as subtle and as full of resources as Aratos
himself, the deliverer of Italy, the founder of
the Italian kingdom, surrender two provinces
of his native land into the grasp of the common
enemy of Italy and mankind!"
Notwithstanding the b0 ish folly of these
and many similar passages, Ir. Freeman takes
no narrow view of his subject, and we would
commend his sketch of the Amphiktyonic
Council and the Achaian League to the atten
tive study of the popular essayist on Federal
Principles, Mr. Spence, whose “utter lack of
historical knowledge” the author mentions with
deserved severity, where he says, “ Mr. Spence,
too, is without Hamilton’s excuse; if he could
not read Polybios, he might at least have
read Thirlwall." His deﬁnition of Federalism
philosophically comprises “ every union of
component members, where the degree of union
between the members surpasses that of mere
alliance, however intimate, and where the
degree of independence possessed by each
member surpasses anything which can fairly
come under the head of merely municipal free
dom.” Thus at the outset he avoids the error
of many writers,who, with remarkable confusion
of ideas, have argued as if federal principles
were applicable to none but republican institu
tions, and have even gone the length of using
the words Federal and Republican as though
they were in some degree synonymous. So
also is he anxious to impress on readers that
he has nothing in common-with the superﬁcial
observers who see in the American rupture a
proof that re ublican institutions have failed,
and that Fe eralism is too weak a tie to bear
the strain which must necessarily be put upon
it in the practical working of independent com
monwealths. While he maintains that repub
lican institutions afford the best chance of
prosperity to small states, he cautiously observes
that “the experiment of governing a large
counti as a single republic has been so seldom
tried t it
t we
are hardly in
a.
ition
to decide
whether
is necessarily
a failiimre
or not.”
And

t12m—~Hiswry of the Greek Federations. (Mac
millan & Co.)
"THE maxim “qui s’excuse s’accuse” will occur
to readers of the preface, in which Mr. Freeman
depremtcs the suspicion that his work is due
‘to the excitement of the American war, though
he admits that the conﬂict of North and South
has caused him “to write at once what other
wise might have been postponed for some
time longer.” But no fair critic will read the
author’s volume and condemn him as a hasty
book-maker. Though it is devoid of original
'or independent research, it displays enough
information and reading to insure for its writer on the fallacious reasoning that Federalism is
the respect of students. Still it is a faulty to be condemned as an idle experiment, because
work, erring in such a manner that it will fail the American States have found it expedient
to secure the cordial approval of either of the to dissolve partnership, he reminds his readers
two eat sections of the educated ublic, to that monarcliical federations have come to a
whic it is especially addressed.
hile ordi like end,—that in different ages of Euro
nary politicians will deem it nothing more than history, Sicily has seceded from Naples, or
a tedious treatise on the re ublics of ancient tugal from Spain, Greece from Turkey, and
Greece, scholars will be oﬂ'en ed by its repeated Belgium from Holland, and that Hungary bids
references to the party warfare of modern fair ere long to secede from Austria. Indeed,
Europe, and the indiscreet violence with which for from using its weakness as an argument
the author’s olitical animosities are brought against the federal tie, he regards it as a

into the heel

of historical inquiry.

For in
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Greece with the large states of modern Europe
are those in which he most signally displays
his weakness. 'Their faults may be divided
into those of which the author is guilty through
taking a too romantic view of classic life, and
those which may be set down to careless obser
vation of modern society. A habit of mind
not uncommon with energetic men, who live
much in the study and too little in the world
of action, leads him to magnify the good of a
distant epoch, while it induces him to be dis
trustful of the present. He is too sensible a
man not to admit that there is “ a great, indeed
an overwhelming balance of gain on the side
of the large state”; but the admission is
reluctantly made, and in his survey of the
city-commonwealths of Greece he insists on the
superiority of the average educated Athenian
to the average Englishman of the nineteenth
century by arguments which, when they are
compared with his remarks on the disad
vantages of small states, lay him open to a

charge of inconsistency.

“In a word, it can

hardly be doubted,” he says, “that the sys
tem of small commonwealths raises the indi
vidual citizen to a pitch utterly unknown
elsewhere.” This superiority is believed by
Mr. Freeman to have consisted in the complete
knowledge of public affairs, integrity and for
vent patriotism which characterized the average
citizen of a state in the Achaian League. Not
one word, however, does the eulogist- expend
on the consideration that political science is a
far higher and more diﬂioult science in great
than in small states. Surely it is easier to
be a good Chairman of Quarter Sessions
than a good Lord Chancellor. A man may
be a very efficient vestryman who would make
an insivniﬁcant Prime Minister. In the same
way, there are two aspects to that moral

ity with which the Athenian is credited.
Ur. Freeman allows that Athens was rife with
a kind of bribery unknown amongst ourselves;
that her generals and demagogucs were bribed
to follow this or that line of policy; that any
citizen known to be above corruption was
deemed a miracle of virtue, and found his re
ward in the influence his reputation brought
him. “But,” he says, “ of bribery in the po u
lar courts of justice we hear very little, an of
bribery in the Assembly itself we absolutely
hear nothing.” Even when we have allowed
the author's inference that the bribery did not
exist because we do not hear of it, we are not

in a position to accept the conclusion which
follows on the inference,—namely, that the
sterling intcority of the Athenian was supe
rior to that of the average English voter. One

important fact altogether escapes the writer’s
observation. In the city-commonwealth public
affairs were not only corn aratively few and
simple, but every voter he an interest, and a
manifest interest, in each of them; and the

reason why the bond should be employed knowledge of this personal interest would

stance, Mr. Freeman is constantly girding and by independent Statm, and why in prac
barking at the Emperor of the French, in note tice,—for instance, as in the United States,
or text, by covert insinuation or noisy invec —it has been found by no means wanting
tive. In one assage he‘ﬂics away from the in durability. People who laugh at the Ameri
seditious of “ orkyra” to the civil conﬂicts of can Union as the bubble of a day, would do
France and England, with no apparent object well to reﬂect that it has been contemporary
except that he may ﬁnd occasion for saying with “a constitutional king of the French, a
that “ Strafi'ord and Cromwell alike, one might convention, a directory, a consulate for a term,
rather say any Englishman of any sort since a consulate for life, an emperor of a republic,
the days of Ste hen, would have shrunk from an emperor of an empire, a constitutional king
the crimes of uise, or Robespierre, or Louis of France, an emperor again, a constitutional
Napoleon Bonaparte." In the same spirit, king of France again, a king of the French, a
our faithful ally is alluded to as “a perﬁ provisional government, a dictator, a president
dious magistrate who has military force at his for four years, a despotic president for ten
command,” and “a born conspirator"; whilst years, an emperor for what period no one can
his crown is sneered at as “pseudo-Imperial." foretell.”
And elsewhere, in a fanciful but ingenious
The assages in which Mr. Freeman com
comparison of “Aratos" and “Antigonos” with pares the small commonwealths of ancient

have protected him from voting against it had
an agent of corruption proposed to bu him.

In the great representative commonwea ths of
modern Europe the ordinary voter is not thus
retained on the side of honesty by selﬁh
considerations. In England, for instance, the
corrupt voter is in nine cases out of ten 8 man
who either has no personal interest to be
advanced by the policy of either of the can
didates who solicit his vote, or is a man who
does not see that he has such interest. That
such ignorance should be by no means uncom
mon is a subject for re t rather than wonder.
In a great state, public nestions are so vast
and complicated that t e uneducated are
powerless to see how they aﬂ'ect each member

of the community. To stem the tide of p011
tical corruption Mr. Freeman would like to
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have voters protected by the ballot and better Corsairs under \Vard- the burning of Legate—
the divorce of Lord Essex—the contests of
educated.
Bacon and Coke-the marriage of Arabella
Stewart-the murder of Overbury-all these
Hishmy of England, tea, from the Accession of romantic affairs occurred at home and in con
James the First to the Disgrace of Chief-Jus nexion with the Court Abroad, yet close]
lice Coke, 1603-1616. By Samuel Rawson entwined with English affairs, were the Dutc
Gardiner. 2 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)
war—the interdict on Venice-—the assassina
Mr. S. R. Gardiner, who offers these volumes tion of Henri Quatre-the marriage of Princess
as a contribution towards a ‘ History of Eng Elizabeth-and the foundation of the Protes
land from the Accession of James the First to tant League. It was the period of great men,
the Fall of Chief-Justice Coke,’—is a pupil of of cat movements, and of great books. Bacon
the dry old school of historical writing, in an Raleigh, Cecil and Coke, Shakspeare and
which facts stood for ideas and dates for pic Jonson, Gilbert and Torporley, Smith and
tures; and in that useful rather than orna Somers, Napier and Allen, were all alive. It
mental academy he may occupy one of the was the period in which the Bible was trans
vacant chairs. We do not every day meet lated, in which Ulster was reclaimed, in which
an author with whom we could so easily agree, logarithms were discovered, in which the
if, in reading him, we could only kee awake. Institutes were lanned, in which Virginia was
Mr. Gardiner’s ulse is slow, and is para settled, in which electricity became a science,
graphs long. If e has much to say, he takes in which the Instauratio Magna took shape.
an age of time in saying it, never sparing his Nor was it less brilliant in the region of pure
for within
dates
appeared
reader a single argument, or even a single word. literature:
Raleigh’s History
vof thethese
World,
Shakspeare's
He forgets the French epigram which hints
that the way to tire an auditor is to tell him Lear and Othello, Jonson’s Volpone and Al
all you know: but then, an epigram is, perhaps, chemist, Drayton’s Polyolbion, and hosts of
the very last form in which a member of the plays and poems which will never die. ‘Vant
dry old school would be likely to seek a rule of rng in dramatic interest! \Vhy, the very names
art. A suggestion in a folio might have met of men are full of drama.
We have hinted above that the dry old school
with more success.
A reader blessed with a good share of of historical writers are content to give facts
patience, and who comes to his study free from for ideas and dates for pictures. Mr. Gardiner
those prejudices which are likely to s ring from is not strong in his facts, but it is only in his
previous knowledge, would not ﬁn much to speculations that he becomes amusingly weak.
object against in this History, unless, indeed,his His theories of the English constitution would
drowsiness should take the form of objecting to have made Hallam stare. These theories come
the book altogether. Such facts of the eriod, out in the very title and conception of his book ;
1603-16, as Mr. Gardiner could learn e has for with him the period between the accession
duly set forth; such beings as he conceives to of James, in 1603, and the fall of Coke, in 1616,
have then lived in England, he has painted; is one of so much importance in our constitu
such unpublished matters as a rapid raid tional history as to require a separate and en
through the British Museum yielded to his larged exposition :—
search, he has printed at length. The sequence
“ Up to the summer of 1616, it was a question
of events is fairly laid down in his pages, and what constitutional powers the Crown would be
that in a sedate and sober spirit, far removed able to assert. At the end of the year the question
from the extremes of enthusiasm and vitupera was, what use would be made by it of the powers
tion which some recent writers on this particu of which it had obtained possession. Nor is the
lar period have not been ashamed to exhibit. date of Coke's deprivation less distinctly marked

We do not say that his facts are true, his cha

in other respects as the commencement of the period
of the full-blown Stuart royalty. At home, the
monopolies, which had hitherto been kept under
some kind of restraint, were about to burst forth
with the help of the favouritism of Buckingham
and the Protectionist theories of Bacon. On the
Continent, the French alliance had just been
renounced, and James was nibbling at the bait of
a Spanish marriage for his son. In Scotland, the
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controversy, closed no old discussion. It did not
even end his contests with Bacon.

After a

brief retirement, he returned to the Privy
Council the same man he had been before. Nor
did the event coincide with other events of
magnitude. There was no dissolution of
Parliament, no change of ministers, no new
treaty of alliance, no great movement in the
Church. Scotland was unusually quiet, and
Ireland perfectly at rest. The temporary dis
grace of Coke was so litt-1e of a turnin —point

in any public nﬁ‘airthat Hallam notes it rieﬂy,
not at the close of a book, or of a chapter, or
even of a period : he records it in the middle
of a sentence. Such was the transaction which
Mr. Gardiner has made the great crisis in our
constitutional life, and to the illustration of
which he has devoted a bulky book.
The same want of grasp and largeness which
has led him into this error at the outset of his
task has attended him through it. The men
are only half seen, the ideas only half felt.
There is a light on their faces which he cannot
see, a s irit in their words which he cannot
hear. ’lPo him Cecil and James, and Raleigh

and Bacon, are pretty much alike. Nobody is
very good and nobody very bad. There is a
“ yet" for the worst and a “ but ” for the best.
Mr. Gardiner can neither praise nor blame with
heartiness. He thinks that James was rather
a sober fellow than otherwise, and that his
moral character stands pretty high. He is
inclined, with some doubts however, to believe
that Cecil was a highly res ctable man; and
is very much pained on hearing that this highly
respectable man took pensions and bribes from
France and Spain.
Indeed, the fundamental vim of this book
—as a mere book, apart from the wrong
ideas on which it is based,—-is the false
light in which Cecil is placed. Cecil was
the ﬁrst politician of the time-—the man who
ruled the King, the Court and country from
the day of the King's accession until 1612.
It is nearly the whole period covered by this
narrative. Yet so far from having formed to
himself any clear conceptions of this central
ﬁgure, Mr. Gardiner maunders from ﬁrst to
last that he cannot make him out, uttering
weak regrets that the Simancas papers have
not yet been deciphered, and that the private
library at Hatﬁeld House has not been open to
him. In all our reading we do not recollect
a case in which an author has so meekly con
fessed his inability to grapple with a character
which he, nevertheless, undertakes to endow
with life and motion as in this of Cecil:
“The labours which he underwent were enor
mous. As Secretary, he had to conduct the whole

racters human, or his materials fresh. The
facts of the case are often very much at fault,
and the actors on the scene are depicted in a
small, weak way, with the grand outlines and
the colour of nature all left out. There is a
big book, containing a good many arguments
and expositions, com osed in a moderate tone,
and written in passab e English; but the result
of this respectable labour is a dry disquisition,
not a picture of living men,—a work as hard
to read as the London Catalogue, a Calendar of

the arrival of St. John, as the new Deputy, had
convinced the Catholics that all hope of an amelio of the civil administration of the kingdom, to keep

State Papers, or a Dictionary of Dates.

ration of their position must be abandoned for the

future Five Articles of Perth had been recently
sent down in a letter from London ; and in Ireland

Mr. Gardiner opens his undertaking with a present."
complaint that his theme is wanting in the
All this is idle dream. The whole of this
dramatic interest which may be found else period, however much it may attract a reader
where. This is unfortunate, and, we think, it on other grounds, has so very slight an interest
is also wrong. If it had been true, the writer for the constitutional writer that Hallam has
should have concealed the fact with the utmost dismissed the whole of it in part of one short
art. A reader warned at the outset that the chapter. The great constitutional writer scarcely
oet himself has found his legend poor, is not notices Coke’s disgrace at all; and then in a
'kely to pursue the story with ardent zest. few cold and contemptuous words, to which he
We do not ﬁnd'the reign of James the First adds in a note: “he was too much affected by
particularly wanting in dramatic interest; in his dismissal from oﬁice.” And Hallam was
eed, whether we look at home or abroad, and undoubtedly right in his estimate of Coke’s
without touching events which are not obviously fall: — a purely local and personal fact, of
the property of an English historian,wc should no importance whatever in -a political sense,
oint to those very years which Mr. Gardiner and only interesting from the comedy which it
ound so barren and left so dull, as pre-emi caused to be played between himself and Lady
nently abounding in epic and tragic episodes. Hatton. No principle of law or practice was at
The ﬁrst great plague-the fall of Raleigh
stake in it, for Coke confessed that he was in
the capture of Ostcnd—the death of Mountjoy the wrong, and was willing to give up the point
——the Gunpowder Plot~the insurrection of the at issue between himself and James. His tem
Levellers—thc sack of Derry-—the rise of the porary exclusion from oilice opened no new

his eye upon the plots and conspiracies which were
bursting out in every direction, to correspond with

the Irish Government and to control its policy, and
to carry on through the various ambassadors com
plicated negotiations with every state of importance
in Europe. Besides all this, when Parliament was
sitting, it was on him that the duty chieﬂy devolved
of making the policy of the Government palatable

to the House of Commons, of replying to all objec
tions, and of obtaining the King's consent to the

necessary alterations. As if all this were not
enough, during the last few years of his life he
undertook the oﬁce of Treasurer in addition to

that of Secretary.

Upon him fell all the burden of

the attempt which he made to restore to a sound
condition the disordered ﬁnances, and of mastering
the numerous details from which alone he could
obtain the knowledge necessary in order to remedy
the evil. " " Although there are circumstances in

his life which tell against him, it is diﬂicult to read
the whole of the letters and documents which have
come down to us from his pen, without becoming

gradually convinced of his thorough honesty of
intention. It cannot be denied that he was satisﬁed
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with the ordinary morality of his time, and that he himself.
no more thought it shame to keep a state secret, or

to discover a plot by means of a falsehood, than a
naval oﬁicer in our own day would think his
character for truthfulness impaired because he had

been known in time of war to have deceived the
enemy by hoisting false signals. On one memorable
occasion, indeed, he allowed himself to be carried

With respect to the money which he de
mended, he may have thought that far more credit
was likely to be given him if he pretended toserve
the Spaniards from purely mercenary motive, than
if he presented himself in the guise of a disinter
ested friend of Spain. Nor is it unlikely that he
would feel a kind of pleasure in pocketing the
gold of which he had thus tricked the enemy of
England .”

beyond the bounds even of the conventional
morality of the time. But in his ordinary conduct, It would be idle to add one word to such a.

so far as we can perceive, he seems to have been commentary.
actuated by patriotic motives. He certainly grasped
Mr. Gardiner is no less puzzled with the story
at power as one who took pleasure in the exercise
of Raleigh’s plot. Indeed, his want of any
of it; but he appears, in the main, to have used it

for what he regarded as the true interests of his true insight into Cccil’s character causes him
to ﬂounder helplessly in the dark through all
the public transactions of the reign. In the
It is scarcely necessary to point out the desire to show Cecil honest and amiable, all
omissions in this picture; for, indeed, it is a the facts of history have been explained cross
work with all the Cecil lights and shades left wise. Hence Raleigh appears as something
out. Mr. Gardiner omits to say that, besides very like a fool and a knave, though Mr. Gar
his many other duties—which he also turned diner is good enough to pat him on the back,
to proﬁt-Cecil was at this time Master of the to call him, nevertheless, a very ﬁne fellow,
Wards, one of the most lucrative oﬂices in the and to express a regret that he could not see
kingdom; and that the holding of this office what was best for himself. “ If Raleigh,” we
in conjunction with the Secretaryshi , was one read, “could have seen it in its true light,
of the complaints in the celebrated Petition of those who had cut him off from a courtier’s
Grievances presented to the King on his acces life had in reality rendered him the highest
sion, of which famous document we do not see service which lay in their power. .
. . If Eng
that Mr. Gardiner has ever heard, although it land was not large enough for his genius, his
was the parent of a long line of similar papers. own Virginia would welcome her founder to
Of Cecil’s scandalous private life, of his sump be the captain, the legislator, and almost the
tuous lodgings, of his secret orgies, of his monarch of a new world.” Fancy being a
intrigues with Lady Suffolk and other frail King of Virginia in 1603, when there was, in
women, the writer has no conception. But the fact, no Virginia, the only spot of ground on
Calendars of State Papers having showed him, which a few. stru ling colonists were dying
on the authority of Digby, our Ambassador in being the lonely is et of Roanoke !
Spain, that Cecil had a regular pension and
This looseness of expression runs throu h
occasional bribes of high amount from Philip
the whole narrative. The very ﬁrst line of t e
- and the fact being incom atible with his idea book—“ On the night of the 23rd of March,
of a respectable person- r. Gardiner has to 1603, Elizabeth, as all England knew, was
reconcile his theory with the ugly truth, which lying on her dcathbed,”—contains three mis
he does in this odd fashion :—
takes. The year was 1602, as the time was
“In order to explain such facts as these, only then kept. She was not lyin on her bed, nor
two suppositions are possible. Cecil may, no doubt, did she die on her bed. All ngland did not
possessing as he did a considerable fortune, have know it; indeed, the secret was so well kept
sold to Spain fora few thousand pounds the secrets that London did not know it.
which were quite as much his own as his Sove
reign's. There is nothing physically impossible in
the theory; but, in addition to the difficulties which Shalccsperc’s Home at New Place, Stratford
have been already noticed, there is one which is
upon-Avon. Being a Hislm'y of the “Great
almost insuperable. Is it ssible that a man who
House” built in the Reign ofKing Henry VII.
had sold himself to betray his master's conﬁdence
by Sir Hugh Clopton, Knight, and subse
in this barefaced manner should never once have
qumtly
the Pr arty
of William
Gent, whereinofe
lived
and died. Shakes
By .ere,
C.
King and country."

materials which might fairly be collected for
reference by an earnest man who intended to
compile a life of the poet,—hardly those which
should ﬁll a volume which, according to the
title-page, is a History of New Place. In
making this observation, we repeat that we do
not pass a judgment on the value of the mate
rials themselves. The elaborate pedigrees of
the Cloptons and others must have cost Mr.
Bellew much labour, and they exhibit a patience
in research highly creditable to him, an ear
nestness in a dreary occupation we should
hardly have anticipated from a writer whose
attention has heretofore been devoted to a
widely different branch of literature. \Ve
leave it to others who are inclined to repeat
the same arduous task to test their accumcy.
But with due submission, and with no desire
to throw cold water on a maiden attempt in
Shakspearian biography-—belicving that it is a
ﬁeld of research into which no man of talent
can enter without being a labourer of some
use—we would ask, where is it all to end if we
are to have, in a. work on Shakspeare’s House,

the history of a family from the time of Henry
the Second to the close of the last century,
merely because some of its members he pened
at one time to own the poet's estate?
e now
refer to the C10 tons; but there is one person,
who possessed New Place for a few years only,
via, from 1563 to 1567, respecting whom
Mr. Bellew runs absolutely wild. The name
of this unfortunate individual is William
Bott.
It is one doubtless heard for the
ﬁrst time by our readers, and they will hardly
care to hear it again. \Ve call him unfor
tunate, for Mr. Bellew, on the strength of
an adverse aﬂidavit-a poor ground on which
to take away a man's posthumous reputation
sets him down as one of the bi est ro es in
Stratford, and as getting hold of ew P see by
a. bit of chicanery. For the latter opinion there
is literally no ground whatever. It is a gratui
tous conjecture, and we hardly wanted to know
of the squabbles between Bott'and Harper, or
to be favoured with the copy of a long inden
turc between Clopton and Bott, whereby the
latter became possessed, not of New Place, but
of lands at Hampton, Old Stratford and Shot
tcry. Such matters are, no doubt, useful and
interesting to the local antiquary, but they have
no relation to the history of Shakspeare, his
family or estates. William Bott purchased

attempted to obtain money by inﬂuencing his
master’s actions? Would he not have dropped, at
M. Bellew. (Virtue, Brothers.)
New Place from Clopton in 1563, and he sold
least, some word which shewed that he had been
won over to the interests of Spain 1 And yet not THERE is some useful and curious matter in it to Underhill four years afterwards. This is

only is nothing of the kind on record, but he was this book, but it can hardly be called a History
universally recognised as the minister who, cau of New Place. It is rather a collection of
tiously indeed, and in no very digniﬁed manner, discursive observations on various facts and
but yet steadily and successfully, drew England traditions respecting Shakspeare, and on fami
out of the entanglements of a Spanish alliance. lies residing within, or in the neighbourhood
There is one other explanation, which would seem of, the poet's native town. As to Shakspeare
incredible to those who do not know the shifts to himself, no new facts are elicited, nor do we
which diplomacy had recourse in those times, but
which is perhaps the most probable explanation see that Mr. Bellew avoids the tendency he
of the diﬁculty. May not Cecil have seen in the ascribes to his predecessors, to "fringe an inch
offers of the Spanish Government an opportunity of fact with acres of conjecture." With respect
of inﬂuencing their counsels’! There were many to his collections on the families of Clopton,
things which he could tell them that really hap Underhill, Combe and others, there is much
pened which it was important for him that they that is new and curious. The question is, are
should know from an authority upon which they they merely valuable in an antiquarian and
could depend. If, for instance, and this is a case topographical point of view, or do they really
which really occurred, James had made up his tend to illustrate the biography of the poet?
mind to resist Spanish pretensions in any quarter, If the ﬁrst, they are not to be despised; if
Cecil would wish to give the earliest information the latter, they should be doubly and trebly
to that Government, in order that they might not welcome to those who are anxiously listening
attempt to oppose him ,under the supposition that
to every whisper in the breeze that may tell of
no real action was intended on the part of England.
There may have been, and there probably were, something new respecting the earthly career
other cases in which he wished to deceive them by of “the greatest of England’s authors-—the
’ false information, and he may have thought that greatest of all authors.”
\Ve are far from saying that the results of
he could do this better by his own mouth than in
any other way: he may have hoped in his turn, in this kind of discursive research may not turn
the course of their familiar intercourse, to worm out in one way or other to be useful to a future

all that need be said of the subject so far as a
History of New Place is concerned; and we
really cannot sympathize with Mr. Bellew in
designating his discovery, at p. 77, of a rela
tionship having existed between the Botts and
Cloptons as “most important.” It may be so
to local pedigree hunters and small antiquaries;
but in reference to Shakspearian biography it
is of no importance at all.
We turn with pleasure from the notice of
these excrescences to the curious and ori
ginal part of the work,—n dissertation on the
disputed autogra h of Shnkspeare on the ﬂy
leaf of Florida ‘ ontaignc,’ now in the British
Museum. Mr. Bellew, noticing the name of
a former ossessor of this volume to be one
A. Halealias attempted to connect him with
the celebrated John Hales, whose well-known
advocacy of Shakspeare forms one of the most
curious episodes in the history of opinion on
the writings of the poet during the seventeenth
century. The suggestion is new, and it may
turn out to be true. Mr. Bellew has shown a
good deal of ingenuity in tracing the story of
this volume. It is a curious subject, worthy of
further investigation. We do not understand
some information out of the Spanish Ambassador biographer, but they appear to us to be chieﬂy how the fact of John Hales leaving all his Eng
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lish books to Mrs; Dickenisoni, of Eton, proves “
that the Florio came after the testator’s death
to his younger brother Anthony; but if it can
be shown that the A. Hales who owned the
book belonged to a Warwickshire family, we

think that it would be a more important
evidence in favour of the authenticity of the
volume as a relic of Shakspeare’s library than
the circumstance of its ownership by the “ever

msmcrable John.”
NEW NOVELS.
Richard Langdon; or, Forcshadowed: a Novel.

(Hurst 8L Blackett.)——The chief merit of ‘ Richard
Langdon' consists in its ﬁlling one volume instead
of three. Startling incidents succeed each other
with electric rapidity. ‘Ve have a ball, several
proposals, a race-course, a murder, an attempted
murder, a suicide and two weddings. Surely such

from ‘ The Polite Letter-\Vriter ’ or some such
source. She requires aweek to consider her decision,
and, perfectly unmoved, the pair of lovers continue
their walk. She loses her footing in gathering
a ﬂower at the edge of a precipice, and clutching a
rose-bush which conveniently grows hard by, bung
for some seconds before her enamoured swain could
make up his mind whether to save her, or let her
fall over, which would cut the Gordian knot of
all his difficulties. \Ve are glad to any his better
nature prevailed, and he pulled her up and laid
her fainting on the grass. Yet she has the heart to
refuse him. There is a vast deal of love and crime
in the book; the story is clumsily and badly put
together, and we ﬁnd it great want of freshness in
the descriptions. We recommend the writer to
take more pains in future with the composition and
development of his plot, and to content himself
with one-half the incidents.

Countess Kale.

all this was applicable to the heroine of this tale.

And Miss Compton adds: "Sham and pretence
are the order of the day: every one is striving to
be uppermost. But however natural the desire to

rise may be, it has oﬁien led to the swallowing the
gilded hook, whose iron has entered the very soul."
This was all good advice in its way; but it would
have interfered with the tale if it had been of any
use, for Carmen had already conceived an affection
for one Harold, a Dane, who turns out to be a
count, and she eventually marries him. But it

was “a great mistake"; and within a very short
time the count commits suicide, and Carmen dies.
There is but very little plot in the story, and
that little is of an inferior stamp. The charac
ters seem to be, for the most part, taken from a
second-rate German watering-place; they are but
poorly delineated. and proportionately uninterest

ing. And upon the whole the tale is very properly
By the Author of ‘The Heir of entitled ‘ A Great Mistake.’

Family Troubles.- a Stmy. By Charlotte Hard
matter might have furnished food for a whole cir Redclyﬁ‘e.’ (Mozley.)—Countess Kate is a. little
culating-library; and, as a necessary consequence girl who at the opening of the story springs to the castle. 2 vols. (Newby.)-—‘ Family Troubles,‘
when the incidents are so superabundant, the style and dignity of Countess of Caergwent, from true to its title, commences with a. description ofa
writing is weak and inferior. The minute descrip the humble position of plain Kate Umfraville, an wedding, with an unwilling bridegroom and an
tions of the toilettes to be found in these pages— orphan dependent for protection and education on ill-advised bride; and a year is hardly passed when
the detail and affection with which the distinctions her charitable uncle, Mr. “'ardour, who is the welcome Death comes to bring her the “total
between “tulle " and “ tar-latan,” “ double skirts " clergyman of St. J ames's, Oldburgh. On her ele forgetfulness and unbroken sleep" which she hopes
and “ ﬂounces " are dwelt on-make our thoughts vation to the peerage, Kate is taken from the to attain for herself and her infant. The prospect,
involuntarily turn to a milliner as its possible country parsonage, and brought to London, where however, brightens within little more than two
author. The writer's ideas of life are probably she is placed under the charge of two excessively years, when Arnold Wilton stands before the altar
based on the society to be met with in a second decorous old-maid aunts, Ladies Barbara and Jane for the second time, and is united in marriage
rate country-town, which can boast of possessing a Umfraville, who live in Bruton Street, and by the to Alice Fielding. Her character is very justly
barrack and a garrison. Nothing can be worse aid of carriage, horses, butler, and lady's-maid, drawn as a woman of good sense, warm feelings,
than the ton de garnison that distinguishes most of protect their delicate constitutions and patricisn quick perceptions, and the utmost delicacy and
the young ladies, who all revere the cavalry and tastes from close intercourse with the vulgar. The purity of mind. Hers, although by no means
despise the infantry-call the men by their sur principal fun of the tale turns on the excruciating remarkable, is a quiet and well-sustained character
names, and describe them as “good fellows” or torture which these fastidious gentlewomL-n expe throughout the story. This is especially shown in
“elegant young men." The scene opens with a rience in witnessing and vainly endeavouring to her conscientious care and attachment to Wilton's
ball at the house of Mr. Vandeleur, and the villain correct the hoydenish manners and rustic style of child by his ﬁrst wife, no less than to her own son.
of the book appears on the stage in the person of the niece who, in a scarcely intelligible manner, has In fact, upon the whole, matters seem to go so
Mr. Langdon-a clever, rich Sybarite of forty, become the possessor of the family honours. Goadsd smoothly that the tale hardly can be called a rela—
who has lived much abroad, and who is less triﬂing into fury by Aunt Barbara’s incessant reproofs and tion of “ family troubles " so much as of the verm
and more gentleman-like in feeling than any other lectures, Countess Kate seizesan opportunity for es tions and annoyances of certain individuals.
character in the book. The heroine, Camilla caping from the genteel captivity of Bruton Street,
Beatrice Sforza; or, the Proyrm: of Truth. By
Beaumont, is an heiress, living with a widowed slips on bonnet and cloak, runs to the nearest cab, William Brewer, M.D. 3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)
mother at Castle Beaumont and is related to Mr. drives to a railway station, and makes good speed to —-—It is, perhaps, rather a recommendation in
Langdon, who is the next heir of her property in the her old friends at Oldburgh, where she is received what may be classed under the head of historical
event of her dying unmarried; she is, of course, with as much surprise as kindness. What more is novels, if they are so written that they cannot, by
lovely, tall, “purely pale," with large eyes, masses told of little Kate's adventures we need not indicate. any chance, mislead even a’ desultory reader of
‘of hair, and hands so small that it only required The story will amuse children; and here and there history; and this is more especially desirable when
gloves of No. 6 to encase them (a moral impos it contains a scrap of good writing and pleasant the events are recorded, for the most part, in an
sibility, let it be known). Our heroine is, further, reading, but upon the whole it deserves more cen entertaining style. ‘Beatrice Sfor'La' is successful
dreamy, unconventional, lady-like, and much im sure than praise.
Readers will complain with in these particulars; for it abounds with a multi
bued with German poetry, and all the wild, weird, reason, who buy ‘Countess Kate,’ trusting that it tude of great historical names, which can only be
unpractical ideas that accompany that train of has some of the good qualities which won deserved grouped together in deﬁance of impossibilities and
reading. She has a dream, in which sundry vague popularity for ‘The Heir of Redclyffe.’
nnachronisms. The tale opens with an entertain
prescntiments of coming evil at last take a tangible
A Great Mialake. By the Author of ‘ Palgrave ment given by Lord Oxford in celebration of the
shape in the form of Richard Langdon. Hatred of Sycamore.‘ (Saunders, Otley 8: Co.) —--The birthday of the sister of King Henry the Eighth.
and revenge are depicted on his countenance. She scene opens at a German town, where Mr. Myers Amongst the company, as the reporter would say,
sees him wandering round ome invalid‘s room, is arranging the purchase of a house and property, we observed the Duke of Suffolk, Lord Berners,
with a bottle in his hand labelled POISON, out of and preparing manifestly to make a great mistake; Louis d‘Orleans, the Seigneur de Bayard, the
which he pours some drops into her cooling drought. for, as his companions said of him, “these foreign Imperial Prince of the House of Hapsburg, Regi
At this point Camilla nwakes, trembling; and this are come to places of this sort to sow a plentiful mild de Comines, King Henry the Eighth, Thomas
dream casts a. spell over the future life of our crop of fallacious hopes, and reap a plentiful Wolsey and Katharine of Arragon. These chm
, morbidly sensitive heroine that gives the title to the harvest of disappointment.” Mr. Myers was a racters taken severally are very fairly drawn,
book. It need scarcely be told that Mr. Langdon planter, and his wife and daughter Carmen were making allowance for whatever bias the author
(already much straitened in his finances from his natives of Cuba. They soon found the German may have with regard to any of them. Amongst
.lavish expenditure) indulged the long'cherished town unbearably dull, so a sort of companion or the ladies are the sister of King Henry and her
hope of marrying Camilla for the sake of her governess, Mdlle. Delphine de Lorist, was engaged attendant, Lady Kate Piercy: the former being
money; and though she had long leant on him as for Carmen.
She is a shrewd, questionable betrothed to the King of France, and shortly after
her nearest male relative, and looked up to him person, and is described as being possessed of our introduction to her she starts on her journey,
for the superiority of his mind and his apparent " bold black eyes, 110: relroussé, coral lips, and off accompanied by a gorgeous cavalcade, which was
worth of character, yet since this strange haunting hand manner, with which she quite dazzled and to conduct her to the English coast on her way to
dream she has felt a repugnance to his society and fascinated her new associates."
But it being Abbeville. But there being “many a slip 'twixt
a fear of him. which induced him to withdraw for quickly discovered that she was an impostor, cup and lip," her journey was, at the outset, pre
a. time, hoping that absence may effect a change in Mademoiselle is dismissed, and Carmen is sent to vented by an untoward accident; and this is the
her feelings ‘Ve then see him in his own home, learn manners under the tutelage of Miss Compton. occasion for introducing others of the principal
Eaglesdenn, which possesses everything that a This lady gives her good and sensible advice at personag in the tale. Amongst them was Henry
luxurious, self-indulgent and accomplished man times. But the only object in life set before her Herbert, who rescued Lady Kate Piercy when
can devise, through the mixture of “ Turkish by her parents was to get married; and as her falling from her horse in the procession. 'Unwit
divans, Eolian harps, crystal fountains pouring father says, “ when Carmen marries, she marries a. tingly, he was in a. great measure the cause of the
‘perfumes, alabaster lamps, marble statues, river coronet." On this subject Miss Compton speaks disturbance as well; for he had been the author of
nymphs, with goblets, ﬂowers, and cigars.” After with more sense than would be looked for in the some rhymes, which were being sung amongst the
much preparation, a. proposal is made by Richard pages of ‘A Great Mistake.’ She says: “Never waiting crowd, and were considered dangerous by
Langdon to Camille, in “trisyllabic adjectives," commit the, great mistake of marrying purely from the authorities. Notwithstanding his rescue of the
during a walk on a cliff, which is received with the ambitious motives. Those only can endure the lady, and her speedy revival under the care of Dr.
utmost composure byher, and replied to in suitable trials of such a bondage who do not mind a rebuﬂ‘ Butts, who was “learned and simplc-minded,.an
language ; and from the length and unexpressiveness now and then, but battle on boldly and manfully, honest adviser, and yet a Court physician," he

of the words employed, it might have been copied constantly struggling for their rights.”

No doubt was committed to prison for his disloyal rhymes.
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Eventually, he became an equcrry to the Princess. cards- for the performance in several of the Dublin, , ensues. At this crisis, Lucille herself repairs in
But in prison he met with Master Ritznow (one Edinburgh, America, Peninsular, Oriental and Aus disguise to the sick woman's house, and nurses her
of the best-drawn characters in the book), who, on tralian boats; and every Friday and Saturday. during her malady. Touched by the devotion of
his ﬁrst entrance, improves the occasion with several 51,500 hand-bills folded in various papers that her unknown attendant, the haughty Lady "al
becomes deeply attached to her, and, on the
were sent labels,
all overmany
the country.
Of the
reminiscences in history, both sacred and profane, vadhesive
were fixed
by10,000,000 mont
practical ‘ discovery of Lucille's true position, is prepared to
arising out of the question whether Jerome of
Prague was a heretic or not.

Shortly we are jokers on the clothes of uususpicious friends, who i welcome her as a daughter.

There is a vein of

thrown into a goodly company of such notable‘ were thus made to walk about London, doing duty romance in this little tale that interests the reader‘
men as Erasmus, Gustavus Vase, Luther, Ignatius l as placard-bearers. " My husband," wrote one in spite of a diﬁusc style. But as no attempt has
Loyola, with a multitude of great persouages, both i
English and French. As the tale proceeds there ‘
is less need of the use of a multitude of grand his
torical characters, whilst those who remain pass ‘

through adventures, some startling and some com~
monplacc.

Amongst the latter, where personal

suffering has to be endured, there is always a phy-

indignant wife to Mr. Smith, “ went out last evening to a public dinner, and when he returned home
at twenty minutes to two, perfectly sober, I found
on his best dress-coat a piece of paper pasted on
, with the words ‘The Dead Heart,’ and three in
the inside of his hat. I am surprised at your
isanctioniug
such proceedings." Amongst other
I
, instances of theatrical advertising the author citcs
‘the case of Mr. Falconer, who in London alonc

sician or a skilled leech ready at hand to render
the desired assistance. On one occasion, the heroine
needs the skill of an aurist, and the remedies sup distributed 3,000,000 of his ‘Peep 0' Day ’ cards
plied prove perfectly eﬂicacious. But this is i in the course of twelve months. In 1862, Thomas

- been made to invest the subject with the charm of

fancy it would surely have been better to treat of it.
in prose. The author writes at an unneces
‘ disadvantag e who imposes upon himself the shackles
of verse without relieving them by the graces of

imagination. So level and unadorned is the present
narrative that no extract from it will account for
the
pleasant impression which it leaves as a whole.
.
This effect is in a great measure due to the fresh '
and generous feeling which the writer everywhere
displays. The following apostrophe to Woman

not the only good fortune which bcfell Beatrice Holloway, the medicine-seller, spent 40,000l. in will exemplify both his sound moral tone and his
Sforza, for she proves to be the daughter of a‘ advertisements. And yet the system has not
prince, having been stolen or mislaid in her in reached its limit! Some trades, it is maintained,

fancy.

She is rescued from heresy by the means ‘ are remarkable for neglecting to pull‘, and amongst

1 them, in Mr. Smith's opinion, are cabinet-makers,
'pictureframe makers, coffee-shops, chinarshops,
, ﬂoor~cloth manufacturers, bed and mattress were
,' houses and harness and saddle makers. \Vith good
judgment, Mr. Smith observes that costermongers
of great pcrsonages are only introduced for they suffer from their unobtrusive temper. “ In summer
especially they should let their address be known
sake of their names.
to the buyers of flowers and plants. Many a shil
ling is lost from the fact that ‘the lady of the
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
Advertise. 110w? When! Where? By William house ' or the ‘misais,’ has been looking all the
‘
morning
for her ﬂower-man, and he has not been
Smith. (lioutledge, \Vnrne &. Routledge.l-The,
7
gaudy scarlet and yellow exterior of Mr. Smith’s round when she wants a fuchsia or rose-plant to
manual on the art of advertising is less to be com fill out her stand." Amongst his many specimens
mended than its amusing pages, which contain ‘ of eccentric advertisements Mr. Smith gives none
many good hints for the guidance of advertising more laughable than the epitaph in a north-country
tradesmen, and many curious facts for collectors,' churchyard which runs, “Sacred to the memory of
of stories illustrating London life at the present ‘John Roberts, stonemason and tombcutter, who
day. Printed puffs were common in Charles the ldied on Saturday, October the 8th, 1800. N.B.
l the business carried on by the widow, at No. 1,
Second‘s London,-—much more so, indeed, than
Mr. Smith seems to be aware of, since he mentions Freshiicld Place." The most important of the
Jonathan Holder, the advertising haberdasher, ' reforms which Mr. Smith would like to introduce
but does not remark on the hand-bills which the \ in trade-advertising is one that especially concerns
quack doctors and dealers in nostrums (who were , trade-canls. In his opinion every tradesmen ought
Holder's contem
ries) used to distribute amongst ‘ to have “ a card " cut in the shape of his “ special
the public. In 1679 Jonathan Holder‘s “Great , article of sale." Thus a poulterer, famous for
Novelty ” was the neatly printed list of trade arti turkeys, ought to have a card cut in the shape
of Ritznnw, refuses the hand of Lorenzo de' Medici,
and eventually becomes the wife of Sir Henry
Herbert. The various incidents which occur before
arriving at the desired end are recounted in a
startling and attractive manner, whilst a number

prolixity of manner:—-

,

0 sex of which it is the Britou's boast
That, in his land, thy noblest image dwells,
Believing with a fervent faith that there
Woman is dearest, purest, iulrest found
Domestic idol of each lordly home
And lowly cot—whate‘er thy station be
Above it, c'er remember is thyself!
The “ wheel of fortune neither lovs nor be ,"
And thou, dear lady, who art laced above
The wants that how thy bomb or sister down,
And tastest joys which she may never know,
Make not the barrier wider than it is
'Twixt her and thee, by apathy or scorn;
Let not the icy breath of Custom chill
Thy womnn‘s heart, nor its imperious tone
Silence the voice of thy dlvincr mind :
Spite of the bonds in whldr it strives to hold thee,
And of the worship which the world demands
From all for this its idol; no more respect
Do thou, than may become a gentle heart
And honest mind, accord it; its ﬁt due
Rlghtly discerning, ply; nay, e'sn allow
Occasional cxncticns-for to yield,
In naught that injures truth or modesty,
Rather than, by resistance, harsh remark
0r misconstruction risk, were wisdom‘s part.
But never let its menace scare thy soul
From oh’ its pedestal, nor there to swerve
Beyond its balance; despot though it be
Oi power almost omnl tent, should it dare
Wrong to thyself or ot ers counsel, defy it,
And He, who is Omnlpotence entire,
Shall come beside thee with a viewlcss strength,
And steady thee with his Almighty arm,

Till thou shalt stand more ﬁrmly ﬁxed than ever
Against the aim of every hostile shaft

That would detach thee from thy chosen height.
cles, with prices annexed, which he used to give to of a turkey ; the Vintner's card ought to resemble a. —Some
of the remaining poems show traces of they
every customer who laid out one guinea athis shop. bottle; a tailor should put his address on a curd
The paper, from which Mr. Smith obtained his [ board paletot or pair of trowsers; a ﬁshinonger fancy in which ‘The Earl's Choice’ is deﬁcient.
knowledge of Holder's enterprising conduct remarks i might have his card cut so as to represent a lobster. But the chief merit of the volume is its liberal and
I Of course there is little originality in a proposal , unconventional spirit. \Vithout adopting all Sir
that "it would be the utter destruction of trade
if tradesmen lavished so much of their capital in which aims at nothing more thanarevival of “sign William is Beckett's conclusions, we invariably

printing useless bills." But hand-bills of ruder advertising"; but the suggestion is good as a
manufacture were well known in London before 2 reminder, and might be turned to proﬁt. In some
that date. When Dr. Thomas Saffold ended his passages of his treatise the writer's enthusiasm
long career of not disinterested benevolence in 1 691, clearly carries him away, and leads him to over
a satirical broadsheet alluding to his puff-bills estimate the power of puﬂ'cry. Thus he concludes
an account of a long walk through London, in
called on the world to mourn for the loss of one
which he accepted from bill-distributors 250 bills,
So skilled in drugs and verse, 'twss hard to show it,

respect the feelings that prompt them.
Pom. By Frederick G. Tuckermau. (Smith,
Elder &. Co.)—This volume is rich in the materials
of poetry, though they are by no means turned to

the best account.

In his longer poems, Mr.

Tuckerman loves to brood over the mysteries of

human life and to trace its developments through
Whether was best, the doctor or the poet.
with saying, “ The average number of pedestrians the agency of suﬂ‘ering. But the conditions under '
With the greater diffusion of education amongst that would pass the bill-deliverers in the route which he expects us to feel and perceive are so
the people, and steadily increasing facilities for ad given, from 10 mil. to 7 17.31. would amount to imperfectly made out, that we guess at his meaning
vertising, the fashion of seeking customers by means 40,000 (that is certainly under the mark). If only rather than apprehend it. His style, moreover, is
of printed statements has grown more and more one-half of the passers-by took half the bills given ' diffuse as well as vague, and, although kindling at
general.

Mr. Smith maintains that the extreme away, the number distributed would amount, in the -j times into force and even brilliancy of expression,

limit of the systom has by no means been reached nine hours, to 2,300,000." A minute‘s reﬂection ‘ the ﬁre smoulders long before it bursts into ﬂame.
at present, and urges the public to have more con must satisfy the author that the auumed proportion A few of the poems, founded on anecdote or legend,
ﬁdence in it than ever. “A man," he says, “is of receivers to rejectors, on which this calculation 3
'
culpable, insane and wilfully blind to his own is based, is far too high.
The Earl) Choice,- and Other Poems.‘ By Sir
interest, if, from a penurious or nervous feeling,
he neglects to take advantage of the means which William h Beckett, late Chief Justice of "ictoria.
udvertis'mg offers him of increasing his connexions. (Smith, Elder 8L Co.)—No story can be simpler
’ ' No trade or calling at the present time can than that of ‘ The Earl's Choice.’ Lord Valmont, f
afford not to advertise." And few men can speak a nobleman of reﬁned tastes but aristocratic pre with
ter authority on the subject than Mr. judices, falls in love with Lucille Grantley, the,
Smith, who, while ‘ The Dead Heart’ was running sister of an artist and the daughter of atrades'man.
at the Adelphi Theatre, sent out in London and The Earl’s pride of birth proving weaker than his
the country 10,000,000 adhesive labels, 30,000 passion, he offers his hand to the lady, who, as it
small cuts of the Guillotine scene, 5,000 reams happens, has a pride of her own, and objects to
of note-paper, 110,000 business envelopes, 60,000 enter into a family which might despise her origin.
pence envelopes, 2,000 six-sheet cuts of Bastile Eventually, however, she yields to the ardour of
Scene, 5,000,000 hand-bills, 1,000 six-sheet posters, her suitor; but a new dilﬁculty has to be encoun&
500 slips, 1,000,000 cards, the shape of a heart, tered in the stern resistance of Lady Valmont, the
100 twenty-eight sheet posters, 20,000 folio cards Flirl‘s mother. So intense is the dowagcr‘s morti
forshop-windows, exclusive of newspaper wrappers, ﬁcation at her son's choice that a dangerous illness

are free from the prevailing ambiguity; but,_ un
fortunately, when Mr. Tuckerman writes plainly,
he ceases to be imaginative, and when he attains
to imagination he becomes obscure. The sonnet
which we are about to quote combines clearness of

idea with poetic imagery to a greater extent than.
usual :—
As when, down some broad River dropping, we,
Day after day, behold the assuming shores
Sink and grow dim, as the great Water-course
Pushes his hanks apart and seeks the sea;
Benches of pines, high shell and balcony,
To flats of willow and low sycsmores
Subsiding, till, where‘er the wave we see,
Himself 10 his horizon utterly:
So fades t he portion of our early world.
Still on the ambit hangs the purple sir;
Yet, while we lean to read the secret there,
The stream that by green shore-sides splashed and purlcd
Expands; the mountains melt to vapors rare,
And life uloucdxcles out list and bare.
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——A painstaking reader may discover in the book ions, it might prove of greater service than a more
many other proofs of fancy and descriptive power; complete and expensive manual. From the merits
but he will rarely ﬁnd them connected with that not less than the demerits of Mr. Strauss's hints for
vigorous outline of a whole which gives unity and spending “Eight Days in Paris," we infer that he
is a comparatively inexperienced traveller, who
signiﬁcance to details.
Poems. By Thomas Wilson. (Glasgow, Murray having won new knowledge in a brief ﬁrst trip to
l; Son.)—The chief poem in this collection is a the city on the Seine, wishes to use it for the instruc
dramatic one, in which murders are planned on the tion of others. Anyhow, he opens with a good
smallest temptations, and frustrated by the sheer } piece of advice-“Arrival in Paris-Before leaving
folly of the would-be perpetrators. The reader ‘ the train be careful not to forget anything in it;
may here learn, if he choose, how Sir Ralph Mere look after your luggage." In the same spirit the
dith becomes largely indebted to an insidious guide at the close of his eighth day says, "Take
lawyer; how that crafty knave, at length, throws care of your tickets, and good bye.“
off the mask, and, as the price of his forbearance, l
Of miscellaneous publications we have to record
claims the hand of Sir Ralph's daughter; how Sir Greece .- hcr Past Condition under King Olho, her
Ralph, resenting this demand of his creditor, em Present Requirements and Tendcncirs and Future
plays a convenient outlaw to murder him. When Prospects: with a. few Words about the Movement in
this knowledge has been acquired, the student may farour of Prince Alfred's Election as King of Greece,
gain some insight into the means by which guilty by A. J. Koulouriotes (Harrison),—Greece: its
schemes are usually bullied or detected. He will Condition, Prospects, and Resources, by E. Strick
ﬁnd that the rogue who plans a murder generally land (Ridgway).—Scizure by the Japanese of Mr.
sends written directions to the rogue who is to Moss, and his Treatment by the (,‘onsulGcneral
execute it; that it is the habit of the latter to carry (Ridgway),-Armour-Clad Ships at Shocburynus;
them on his person; that the proposed victim, also, a New Principle of Construction, by J. Jecks
shrewdly aware of his danger, commonly provides (Stanford),—Guidc to the Recovery of Scotch Debts,
himself with a pistol to meet contingencies, and in and Popular Exposition of the Law of Insol rency and
the issue not only slays his aggressor, but extorts Bankruptcy in Scotland, by J. Murdoch (Black
from him the document which convicts his accom
wood),—A Few More Words about Gold, by E. H.
plice. This dramatic poem abounds in other details Browne (Groombridge),—Banking in Turkey, by
no less true to the probabilities of human motive J. Farley (Wilson),—-Remarl's on Mr. G. Pcabody's
and conduct. Mr. Wilson can write descriptive Letter to the Fire Trustees of his Muniﬁccnt Gift of
es worthy of a less absurd plot; but, as a 150,000l. for the Use of the Poor of London, by
dramatist, he has the very rudiments of his art to Congress (Tresidder),—-The Consumplire Poor of
acquire. His men and women are not, as they South London, by Dr. Ladd (Pigott),—Earlswood
should be, characters unfolding themselves in and its Inmates, a Lecture, by the Rev. E. Sidney
action, but mere puppets for the production of (Gray 8; Warrenl,—A Voyage Round the World,
events.
under the Facilities aforded for Trarel in the Pre
Ethnology and Phrcnology as an A id to the His sent Day.- 0. Lecture, by A. Gibson (Brechin, Burns),
torian. By T. \V. Jackson. (Triibner &, Co.)—The ——Bioyraphy; its Lessons, and thcAdrantayes of its
author is no such phrenologist as those who profess Systematic Study, an Essay, by “ Clement"(Houlston
to determine individual character from the minutest &. Wright),—-Four Centuries of Modern Europe, by
preponderances of one part of the brain over an T. B. Bishop (Freeman),—lnauyural Address de
other. “Ethnologists," he says, “are beginning to lirered to the Associated Societies of the University
confess, that as the osteology of the foot determines of Edinburgh, by their President J. Moncreiﬁ'
the walk, so that of the cranium indicates the (Edmonston 6t Douglas) ,- The Devon County School.
thought. This is all we ask. The principle is its Objects, Cost, and Studies-Letters by Earl For
granted, and the details, to the minutest shade lescue, Prebcndary Brenton, and the Head-Master
which the phrenologist could desire, will follow (Ridgway),-The Social and Political Bearings of
in due course." Though somewhat discursive, we the American Disruption, by A. J. B. Beresford
have found this book to abound in striking aspects Hope (Ridgway),—Social ll'aste and Waste Lands,
of thought and points of remark: with some pro Flax v. Slave-Grown Cotton, by Ajax (Simpkin),—

phecy of a dangerously bold character, its predic
tions are ingeniously supported. To the large
number who have no notion of the extent of the
“ proper study of mankind,” this volume would be
an easy and pleasant preliminary to more systematic
studies.
The Six Standards of Arithmetic. Standard II.
By W. M‘Leod. (Long-man & Co.)—This second

part oes as far as subtraction.
“

says and Reviews," Their Origin, Hiswry,

General Character and Signiﬁcance, Persecution,
Prosecution, the Judgment of the Arches Court,—
Review of Judgment. By the Rev. R. B. Kennard.
(Hardwicke.)—The Essays and Reviews here ﬁnd
an historian, who goes all lengths in his approbation

Indian Cotton Supply, the only Eﬂ'ectual and Per
mcmcnt Measure for Relief to Lancashirc, by A. C.
Brice (Smith, Elder 8L Co.),—-Indiu, China, Eng

land's Mission to the East, by S. Laing (Saunders,
Otley & Co.),—Our Military Administration, Past
and Present, considcrcd in a Letter to the Premier,
by W. O. (Stanford),—Thc Sugar Duties Discussed,
by Henry Nelson (Smith, Elder ht Co.),—Nata.l: a.
Practical Guide to that British Dependency in. South
Eastern Africa, by John Robinson (G. Street),—
English Convicts Before and A ftcr their Discharge,
by W. Bayne Ranken (Longmnnl,—How to Curve
and How to Serve a Dinner (Blake), and Medical
Psychology, by R. Dunn (Churchill).

of them.

He even stands by their theory of sub

scription.

We are not inclined to place conﬁdence Allisou‘n C'hlld‘s French I-‘rleud. 12th ed. 181110. 2/ cl.

in so thoroughgoing a partisan. The equivocations
—for they are nothing better-on the meaning of

the subscription are the disgrace of a book which
is, we believe, destined to be remembered ashaving
done much good.
An Attempt to Assign the Square Roots of Nega
tire Powers. By F. H. Laing. (Virtue, Brothers.)
—Mr. Laing seems to know nothing of the present
state of this question, at least he makes no refer

ence to it. His own theory is a wild one: the two
factors which compose —a2 are not equal, as he
admits.
The Englishman's Illustraled Pocket Guide to
Paris and its Neighbourhood. By Fernand Strauss,
ILA. (Ward 8; Lock.)—Mr. Fernand Strauss de
serves a faint word of qualiﬁed recommendation.
To those who “know Paris" his hand-book will
appear a sorry piece of workmanship; but to tour

ists of the humbler classes, visiting the French
capital for the ﬁrst time without letters of intro

duction, and without initiated travelling compan

Anderson (John), Life of edit. by 'l‘wslvstrees cr. Bro. 9/8 cl.
Barrera, Les Eorivnlus I-‘rnucuis, leur Vic et leurs (Euvres, 6;‘8 cl.
Bible In the Workshop, Pt. 2, by Two Working him, or. 8vo. U8
Blossoms in the Shade, same. no cl.
Blunt 1! Colncidcuces of Old and New Testament, 8th ed. Bro. 6/
Byron's Poetical Works, illustrated new edit. Irma. 8/6 cl. gt.
(‘.ampin'l Engineer‘: Pocket Rcmembrancer, cr. Bro. 5/6 cl.
Chronlcs Monssterll S. AlbnnLcdit. by Riley, Vol. 1, 1m’ hf. bd.
Colher's Little Crowns, and How to Win them, 16mc. 2/6 cl.
Cotton, and the Want of it, l6mo. l,-' swd.
(‘rosthwalte‘s Historical Pas
es in the Book of Daulel.12mo.7/6
Curtis's Chronol
cal Tables, llustrativc of English History, 2/
Dnlgleisb‘s Emilia Com sitiou in Prose and "arse, lame. :‘ljﬂ cl.
Dana's Seaman's Manna . by Brown 9th edit. er. Bro. 5/ cl.
Davidson's Introduction to the Old Testament "ol. 3, Five. 14/ cl.
Dc Montalembert's The Insurrection of l’olan . two. 1m swd.
Eckley’s Li ht on Dark Days, or Meditations for Lent, lsmo. 1/‘6
Fnwcett‘s b anual of Political Economy, er. Bvo. l2,’ cl.
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MARRIAGE ODES.
March 17, 1863.

AMONG the love~songs and marriage-odes to
which the late happy event has given rise, I have
been surprised at seeing no allusion to Scott's

exquisite song, ‘ A Danish Maid for Me.’ For
the beneﬁt of those readers of the Athenceum who
are not familiar with ‘ Harold the Dan ntless, ' the song
may, perhaps with advantage be copied here.

It

will be remarked that the speaker is a Dane; and
that the ﬁrst four lines refer to an English girl, one
of the persons of the drama. The description of
the Danish maid may be applied without change

to the Princess of Wales.

A. B. G.

“She may be fair," he sang, " but yet
For lalrer have I seen
Then she, for all her locks of jet,
And e ‘es so dark and sheen.
Were I s anish knight in arms,
As one da I may be ,
My heart shou d own no foreign charms,
A Danish maid for me.
“ I love my father's northern land,
Where the dark pine-trees grow,
And the bold Baltic's echoing strand
Looks o'er each grassy on.
I love to mark the lingering sun
From Denmark loth to go,
And leaving on the billows bright,
To cheer the shortrllved summer night,
A path of ruddy glow.
" But most the northern maid Ilove,
With breast like Denmark's now,
And form as fair as Denmark's pine,
Who loves with purple heath to twine
Her locks of sunny glow;
And sweetly blends that shade of gold
With the cheek's rosy hue;
And Faith might for her mirror hold
That eye of matchless blue.
“ 'Tis hers, the manly sports to love
That Southern maidens fear;
To bend the how by stream und grove,
And lift the hunter's spear.
She can her chosen clmmpion's ﬁght
With eye unduzled see,
Clasp him victorious from the strife
Or on his wrpse yield up her life,
A Danish maid for me."

THE CHARACTER 0F MRS. SIDDONS.
14, Bachenhelmer Aulage, Frankturt-am-Main,
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March 15, 1863.
DURING a sojourn of some three years on the
Continent your journal has been the one most con

stantly attainable by me, and its advertisements of
course very interesting-that of Dr. Whalley’s
‘ Memoirs’ not least so.

Some weeks 0 (on what occasion I forget) the
epithet “astute' —applied to my mother, Sarah
Siddons, in that journal was irresistibly ludicrous
from its grotesque misapplication to a woman

known by her friends and intimates as the direct
reverse-as one of the simplest, the highest-minded
—and the least able to encounter or combat the
crooked ways of the world.
The same epithet introduced into the critique of
Dr. ‘Vhalley’s ‘Memoirs‘ in the Athemzum of the

7th of March, may reasonably be attributed to the
same hand, the word being an unusual one.
However that may be, I prefer appealing to you
to reconsider the epithet, and to inform yourself

what ground there may be so to designate a cha~
racter which, thirty years ago, would have found as
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many defenders as assaulters, although I may now a question how for such an undertaking is likely the value, of the whole collection. The correspon
appear its single champion! I prefer this to hold to succeed. For some time past the historians of 1 dence of the Wittelsbach Princes from 1550 to
ing any communication with the compiler of those Germany have altogether ceased to attempt general 1650 is divided into three parts, under the care
Memoirs, who has published the pr'irate letter of

a lady, writing to an intimate friend, and dis
tinctly saying, “This is in conﬁdence; therefore,
your ﬁnger on your lips, I pray"; and who deli
berately puts forth the crude prejudices of a
stranger in Ireland as the opinions of one well
able to judge of national character.
I could myself have once furnished letters prov
ing that my mother, on subsequent visits to Ireland,
appreciated the friendship and hospitality of some
of its ﬁrst and ﬁnest children.
“"th regard to my mother‘s general character,

its virtues and defects still live in the memory and
on the pages of many an esteemed authority; but
seldom has been classed among them the “astute

ness" of' a worldly mind.

histories, and the custom of treating separate periods
has become almost universal. Ranke’s ‘History
of France’ begins late and ends early; and all his
title-pages bear the words “ chieﬂy of the sixteenth
and seventeeth centuries." In the list of historical
works on Germany given by the chief German
book of reference, ‘The Conversations-Lexikon,‘
I ﬁnd only four general histories amidst a mass of
writings on detached periods, and all the names of
eminence are among the detached periods. Even
the Germans must recognize the necessity of ori
ginal research being conﬁned within certain bounds,
and cannot expect any one man to master the

whole ﬁeld of science.

It is thus generally ac

cepted that many men shall work up the materials,
But this
is not the object proposed by the Historical Com
mission; or if a compilation is proposed, it is one
of so learned a nature that it needs more study than
twenty original histories. “ The general course of
German history is to be specially observed; but at
the same time the territorial development in each
epoch must he considered. In the work, as a
whole as well as in its separate points, the present

So entirely was the and one make a compilation from them.

contrary the fact, that some of her descendants
might now have been in different positions had
she been even ordinarily alert as to her own inter
cats; and as to the ﬂattery of patrons, she was far
oftener guilty of risking the loss of patrons, by a
sincerity which might have been called unnecessary.
Vi’as the woman of whom IMrs. Jameson truly
wrote that "she was credulous-simple to an extra
ordinary degree”—and “heaven is not further

of Professors Cornelius, Loher and Von Sybel.
Prof. Von Sybcl undertook the correspondence of
the Electors Palatine; and the discoveries made by
Sybel’s deputy comprised a mass of letters between
the Electors Palatine and the other Protestant
Princes. These letters were found in the Archives
of Munich and Cassel, and pointed toe-defensive alli
ance formed by the Protestant Princes of Europe
at the suggestion of Frederick the Second. Of
this alliance Heidelberg was the centre point, as
Munich was the centre of the league formed in
opposition by the Catholic Princes. Prof. Loher,

whose journey to Brussels and the Hague has
already . been mentioned in the Athenreum, dis
covered a great deal of the correspondence of the
Catholic Princes in those archives. The letters

that passed between the \Vittelsbach Princes and
Philip the Second, from the time of his accession,
are said to be especially notable; and a rich corre
spondence exists with Alva, during his government
of the Netherlands. But there is scarcely an im

portant European personage who is not represented
in this mass of material, the publication of which

cannot fail to add much to our knowledge of so in
state and the results of scientiﬁc research must be teresting a time. Prof. Cornelius lighted on a series
Decisive references of papers of the League in the Archives of Wurz
are to be given. The work need make no pre burg, and at Bernburg an extensive and well
tensions to artistic presentation; but it must be connected correspondence of Duke Christian of

from earth than she was from falsehood "—and clearly and decidedly shown.
“in some things Mrs. Siddons was like a child"

was she likely to be distinguished as an “ astute”
intelligible and instructive, without losing itself in
character?
Passing over many other indications of question minuteness of details. The abundant and dif
able taste as well as authority in this article, I beg ﬁcult materials that exist may perhaps be com
respectfully to recommend to the readers of the pressed into six volumes. It is evident that
Athenceum to seek for a juster understanding of the several years must be given to the execution
character of Sarah Siddons in Mrs. Jameson's of this task,- and during those years a learned
broch urc than is to be found in the letters addressed man in every way competent would have to
to Dr. Whalley, if they are all selected with the devote the full force of his energies to it." I
like judgment which prompted the insertion of transcribe the conditions with wonder. It would
those in the above-named paper; and as a refutation hardly be too much to employ the ﬁrst historian on
(signed “A. P.") of some slanders of the Roman such a task; and if it were executed so that the
Catholics lately found place in the A thenwum, I rely

public were willing to give the prize, 10,000l. would

Anhalt. Of the year-books or annals of German
history, three volumes have been published,—Prof.
Diimmler's ‘ History of the East Frankish Empire,’
vols. l and 2, and the ﬁrst volume of the ‘Annals
of the German Empire under Henry the Second,’
by the late Prof. Hirsch, of Berlin. Prof. Diimm
ler's two volumes contain the fifty years’ reign of
Louis the German. The second volume of ‘ Re
searches into German History,‘ under the direction
of Prof. \Vaitz, of Gottingen, is
completed, and
contains minor historical works, such as a history
of the League ‘of the Swabian towns from 1376 to
1389, the League of the Saxon towns between the

on the same justice being allowed there to the be nearer the mark than 10,000 ﬂorins.
The present achievements of the Historical Com Elbe and the Weser to the end of the middle ages,
present statement.
CECILIA COXBE.
mission aﬁ'ord some guarantee that such a work will contributions to the history of German coins
be executed if it is possible. The number of books and money, and similar dissertations, ending with
HISTORICAL STUDY IN GERMANY.
1
March, 1863.

already published or approaching completion, the

an Essay, by Prof. Waitz, on the Principes in

light they shed upon points that were dark and Tacitus's ‘ Germania.‘
A report of the proceedings of the Historical baﬂling, the subjects that are being wrought by so
Such is the work proceeding in Munich under
Commission of the Munich Academy of Sciences many members, the archives that have been searched the auspices of King Maximilian. German diligence
lies before me, and I think it will be interesting to
the readers of the Athemeum to have a short account
of them. The Historical Commission is one of the
many undertakings patronized by King Marc, and

its labours are important to the historian and
the student of history. Dealing chieﬂy with the
materials for future historical works,—ransacking
archives, collecting letters and documents,—the

and the papers that have been discovered, are the
most satisfactory indications of resolution and com
pleteness. In the last sitting of the Commission,
which was presided over by Ranke and attended
by all the members except Von Sybel, reports were
made of the collections of municipal and commu

and painstaking are well and widely known, and
we may expect the best results from them when

aided by liberal patronage and guided by the ﬁrst
authorities.
E. W.
OUR WEEKLY GOSH’.

nal charters, proceedings of the Imperial Diet,
Dean Trench has done himself honour by his
chronicles of German towns, popular songs ar consent to receive into the hol ground of VVest~
members who composed the Commission could ranged historically, correspondence of Wittelsbach minster Abbey, the remains of ‘ir James Outram.
hardly expect suﬂicient support from the public, Princes, year-books of German history, researches This noble soldier was the true Sydney of our
and but for the King's liberality they would have into German history, records of sciences in Germany.
and like, his type in the Elizabethan age, has
to employ their time in other pursuits than this Twenty-two men of scientiﬁc eminence are at work time,
gone to his grave a simple knight. The decision of
of historical science. Juvenal's cynical remarks on the last division; the eminent jurist Dr. Bluntschli the
Dean and Chapter to allow of a public funeral
on the historians of his time are still applicable has undertaken the history of Political Science, and
to every one who attempts to be the Columbus M. Dollinger the introduction to the history of in the Abbey will give universal satisfaction, both
in England and in India; though he was only I
of history rather than the Americo Vespucci, Catholic Theology. Jacob Grimm made a report
Company oﬁicer, and the honour of lying in the
—to draw his own materials from the fountain-head on the publication of the Weivlhiimer-the old col
great Abbey has not hitherto, we think, been
instead of making use of the discoveries of others.
But the King of Bavaria devotes a considerable
sum to forward the investigations of the Historical

lections of municipal laws, which are valued as

accorded to any man holding that position. In
the glorious dust beneath that pavement, there is
serving as they do the traditions and usages of the none more typical of heroism and sacriﬁce than
Commission; the ﬁrst historians of Germany are remotest antiquity. For the collection of the pro that of James Outram.
members of it, and rising talent is employed in ceedings of the Imperial Diet the archives oftwenty
The Annual General Meeting of the Palaeonto
those researches which established fame has not nine towns were ransacked, and that of Strasbourg
the time to undertake; funds are provided to defray aﬁ'orded a considerable booty. The time from 1395 graphical Society will be held at the apartments of

the spring of all German national privileges, pre

the cost of valuable publications, and prizes are to 1411 is tolerably complete; the papers of those the Geological Society, Somerset House, on Wed
years will ﬁll a volume and throw much light on nesday, the 25th of March, at three o’clock in the
the doings in the Empire during that period. afternoon. The volume to be issued for 1860 is said
The records of the Hanseatic League are far to be nearly completed_.—a fact which may perhaps

offered for the best work produced on speciﬁed sub
jects. For instance, aprize of 2,000 ﬂorins is offered
for a Handbook of German Antiquities; prizes
amounting to 4,000 ﬂorins for various lives of dis

advanced, under the superintendence of Dr. Lap

be noticed by those who are in need of their books

tinguished Germans and distinguished or deserving penberg. The ﬁrst volume of the ‘Chronicles and do not like to be three years in arrear.
The Annual General Meeting of the Royal Irish
Bavarians; 3,000 ﬂorins for a Critical History of German Towns‘ has been published by Prof.
of Bavaria down to the Accession of the House Hegel, and contains Nuremberg Chronicles; the Academy was held on the 16th of March, at the
of Wittelsbach; and 10,000 ﬂorins for a learned second volume is nearly ready, and is said to Academy's House, Dawson Street, Dublin. The
nings
Handbook
of historical
of German
knowledge
History from
down
thetoﬁrst
the nine be still more important, as showing clearly the chair was occupied by the President of tho Aca
relations in which the Emperors stood to the Im demy. The Report of the Council mentions that
teenth ‘century. The last-mentioned prize is by far perial towns. Four volumes in all will take the the Academy's collection of antiquities and M88.
the highest, as the subject proposed is the most Nuremberg Chronicles down to the end of the has been considerably increased during the past
important and the most diflicult. It may well be ﬁfteenth century, and very great stress is laid on year. Among the ten members of the Academy
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deceased since the last Annual Meeting were Prof. of grass. 7 Most people can remember Hoxton as while to remedy, merely lest they should be here
Eugene O’Curry, the eminent Gaelic scholar, and having that scurfy rurality about it which marks after quoted with the errors. The ﬁrst occurs on
the Rev. Charles \V. \Vall, Vice-Provost of Trinity the process of absorption. Kentish Town is in page 9, where Sir Francis Beaumont, the Judge,
College, Dublin, author of various works on Hebrew
and Snnscrit literature. The following were elected

Honorary Members of the Academy :—In the
department of Science—Bsron Giovanni Plana,
Christopher Hansteen, F. G. W. Struve, Louis

Agassiz, H. W. Dove ; in the department of
Polite Literature, Prof. Max Miiller, George Grote,
Herman Ebel, A. De Lamartine; in the depart
ment of Antiquities-Dr. Ferdinand Keller, Zurich,
L'Abbé Cochet, Rouen. After the election of the
Council for the ensuing year, the following Mem
_ bers of Council were elected as officers of the Aca
demy:—1'reasurcr, Rev. J. Carson, D.D.; Secretary
to' the Academy, Rev. "V. Reeves, D.D.; Secretary
to the Coum'il, J. K. Ingram, LL.D.; Secretary of
Foreign Correspondence, Rev. S. Butcher, D.D. ;

Librarian, J. T. Gilbert, Esq.
Mr. N ewmarch has resigned his function as
Honorary Secretary of the Statistical Society, and
editor of the Society's Journal. Mr. F. Purdy has
been elected to succeed him in both those ofﬁces.

this state now; while Hampstead, whereabout and father to the dramatist, is represented as the
Keats used to roam, is coming unpleasantly author of the poem of ‘Bosworth Field,‘ and Foss‘s
near to town.
Fetid Bermondsey and much1 ‘J udges,‘ v. 456, cited as the authority. I have not
be-docked Rotherhithe have an aspect quite other Mr. Foss's volumes; but I do not think he is likely to
than that which met the eyes of Defoe's sea have stated that Sir Francis Beaumont, one of the
captains. Newington Butts was once quite a Justices of the Common Pleas, was the author of
smokeless spot; now \Valworth has shut it in, and ‘Bosworth Field,’ because it is known to have been
been itself massed with Camberwell, as Denmark written by the Judge's second son, John, who died
Hill and Peckham press upon the last; and New 1 in 1628, and whose poems were published in the
Cross, Sydenham, N orwood, Dulwich and Streat next year. Another mistake is of a similar kind,
ham come after in the heap. Within the last where the wit, Sir John Davis, who was Attorney
ﬁfteen years more ground has been covered on General for Ireland, is deprived of one of his best
every other side of London than the western. Yet pieces, which is attributed to a very dull writer,
in this section there are (to say nothing of Ken distinguished as John Davies of Hereford. The
sington and Buckingham Gardens) no less than latter was incapable of producing the contest
ﬁve parks (Regent's, Hyde, Green, St. James's, for superiority between a maid, a widow and a
Battcrsea), all paid for and maintained at public wife; and it is inserted with the name at length
expense. Eastward lies solitary Victoria Park. in a collection, alluded to by Chamberlain, called
From Lincoln's Inn Fields, which is as nearly as ‘Davison’s Poetical Rhapsody,‘ 1602, 1611, kc.
possible the actual centre of the metropolis, it is \Ve have no right to complain that Miss “'illisms
three crow‘s miles to the nearest corner of Victoria has omitted a few notes, when she has inserted so

Park; from the same point to that of St. James’s ,
and to such good purpose; but there is one
The death of Thomas M‘Nicoll, at the early age is but half that distance, and to Regent's Park ‘ many
point of extreme interest which seems to have
of forty-one, cuts off in his prime a man who pos
sessed true power as a critic and a writer, and who,
with longer life, might have done things in litera
ture worthy of lasting fame. He was for several
years the editor of the London Quarterly Review,—
the \Vesleyan organ in general literature.

Very good photographic portraits of Mr. Car
lyle and Mr. Tennyson have been produced by
Mr. Jeffrey, an operator already favourably known
by his reproductions of sculpture. Photographic
portraits mostly fail from want of tact or taste in
their producers. Men sit stiﬂly, or are thought

lessly posed with regard to the light,—misfortunes
the too faithful camera scorns to remedy. Mr.
Jeffrey has thoroughly understood what he had to
do, and so skilfully posed his sitters, with real feel
ing for the character of each, that his works, both
as portraits and photographs, are worthy of the
originals. We can say no more.
At the sale of a portion of the library of the
late Mr. William Bird, of Liverpool, by Messrs.
Sotheby 8: Wilkinson, the following lots may

‘only a mile and a quarter. These facts make it
desirable to keep an eye on all possibilities of open
ing spaces in and near the City, eastwards, and to
guard whatever rights of breathing fresh air may
be left to us. ‘W: are sorry that the Crown has
parted with its ancient rights over 2,500 acres of
Epping Forest——one of the best recreation grounds
of east London. Other large tracts have been squatted
on. The forest land is in all aboutl 0,000 acres. The
House of Commons has passed, by a large majority,
aresolution praying that Her Majesty will directthat
no sales to facilitate inclosures be made of Crown
lands, or forestal rights, within ﬁfteen miles of the
metropolis. This is in plain English an order to
stop such proceedings for the future; doubtless it
will receive attention after the lesson administered
in the Thames \Vay stoppage affair. Something
lies nearer home than Epping Forest, and requires
to be done before we inclose it with iron rails.
This is a park for Bermondsey and south-east

required an illustration which it has not received.

I allude to Chamberlain‘s account of the perform
ance of Ben Jonson's ‘Every Man in his Humour,’
which the old news-letter writer mentions as ‘a
new play of humour,’ under date of the 11th of
June, 1597. It had, in fact, been ﬁrst brought out

‘ on the 11th of May preceding, as is established
by Henslowc‘s ‘ Diary.’ The ‘ "erses by Lord
Essex when he was in disgrace’ are extant, though

Miss Williams does not allude to them.

‘ Dr.

Muifett's Silkworm,’ of which she could ﬁnd no
‘ trace in the British Museum, is a tract called
‘Silkewormes and their Flies,‘ printed in 1599, and

hitherto only known as the work of T. M., though
conjectured to be by Moﬂ'att.”
“'e read in a letter written three weeks ago on

the other side of the Atlantic :—“New York is

i very gay this season, socially, and trade is very
brisk. Among others, the pianoforte-makers are
London: which might be made in the still open l fairly run down with work. One of them, a cus»
tomer of ours, whose shops are 7 stories high and
space between the Old Kent Road and Grand 350 feet long, turns out ﬁve pianos a day, and sells
be quoted, with the prices at which they were Surrey Canal. Soon it may be too late; wretched them as fast as they are made. He thinks nothing
sold : — Bewick's History of British Birds, ﬁrst houses already spread along the roads traversing of buying 50,000 feet of rosewood at a purchase.”
edition, on large paper, 5!. 12.9., — Bunyan's this undrained fever-bed. A park there would be Is it not on record that Paris was very gay, and
Pilgrim's Progress, eighth edition, 41. 18s , — nearer, by London Bridge, the proposed Tower trade lively, at one time during the Revolution,
Dibdin's Decameron, in boards, 8i. l5s.,—Biog1-a Bridge, or the Tunnel, to Finsbury and the stiﬁcd
—when ussiymds were plentiful?
phical and Picturesque Tour, 9!. 12s 6d,-Hor2e, heart of the City, than "ictoria Park is to St.
Those who crossed the Simplon last summer
printed at Seville, by Cronberger, 1537, SZ.,-—— Paul's.
will probably remember brigades of workmen,
Home, Paris, Tory de Bourges, 1527, 28L,—Book
The Family Bible, as is well known, has long
of Thel and Visuns of the Daughters of Albun, been used as a family register of marriages, births under the command of engineers, clustered in
with singular designs by Blake, 12L 10s., — a and deaths, especially in the United States, where various places, many of which appeared ahnost in
curious Collection of Autograph Letters of Cele the practice of introducinga number of ruled leaves, accessible, while others were waving ﬂags or shout~
brated Bibliomaniacs, 7l. 15s.,—-Les Songes Dro~ headed "Family Record," between the Old and ing to those above or below them. The result of
latiques de Pantsgniel, containinga singular series New Testament, much prevails. To this an enter ' their labours has been submitted to the Emperor
of grotesque ﬁgures, 6L 6s.,—-Ottley's History of prising publisher of Philadelphia has now added , of the French, at the Tuilerics, in the form of a
Engraving, 5l.,—Palgrave's Rise and Fall of the leaves of cardboard, arranged as in a photographic x plan for a railway, which is proposed to be can'ied
, across this celebrated Pass. It is estimated to be
English Commonwealth, 4L 2s.,-—Shaw's Decora
album, to contain likenesses, so that the Family 80 kilometres long, 44 of which will be covered
tions of the Middle Ages, 10L 10s.,—Wood's Bible will now become the family portrait-book.
| over, 23 carried through tunnels, and 21 in go]
Athena? Oxonienses, by Bliss, 7l.,—0rmerod's His
More and more attention is being paid to leries. The execution of the railway, according to
tory of Cheshire. super extra, 38l.,—Ottley's Ita
lian School of Design, 51. 12s. 6d.,—(lollection of meteorology in relation to navigation and geogra the projectors, who belong to the “ Italian line,”
the ‘Vorks of George Cruikshank, Bl. 88.,—H0l'£ phical science. The Meteorological Department would occupy about ﬁve years, and the cost, includ
Divze Virginia, Kerver, 1504, 8i. 15s., —— Lagnist, of our own Board of Trade is doing good work in ing the ﬁxed and rolling material, is put down at.
this particular ; the Observatory at Paris co-oper- , 72,000,000 francs.
Recueil des plus Illustrss Proverbes, 21L 10s.,
ates; the Netherlands Meteorological Institute, at l
M. de Rochas, who has been long engaged in
Turner's England and \Vales, in numbers, 27L,
Utrecht, publishes reports and charts every year, ‘; investigating the formation of coralline reefs and
W'hitaker‘s Richmondshire, 171. 150.
and
distributes
them
freely;
and
now
we
have
islands,
has made a report upon them to the French
London spreads in all directions with tolerable
impartiality. It is not only towards the west printed at Rome, the Bulletino Nasu'coc Geograﬁco. Academy of Sciences. In this he states that while
that houses have enormously increased; places, a This work is published under the direction of agreeing with the generally-received opinion that
few years since suburban villages, are now in soli Signor E. Fabri-Scarpellini : twelve numbers of the i corals cease to build at the level left dry at low
darity with the cities. The slimy Isle of Dogs ﬁrst volume have appeared, ﬁlled with discussions, , water, he disputes that which attributes their
contains a new London over the Border ; Stepney notes and statements of all kinds bearing on the > subsequent formation and elevation to the mechani
has small pretension to rurality ; Hackney, with subjects included under the title of the work. cal power of the waves, which break and cast up
its old mansions, once citizens‘ parsdises, and ﬁne Apart from its usefulness, we welcome this period the masses of coral, but rather attributes their’
trees, is absorbed, and will soon touch upon the ical as further evidence of intellectual life in‘, elevation to volcanic agency.
Lea; meanwhile, with Old Ford, it almost incloses Italy.
Certain French geologists are trying to account
Victoria Parkin as rigid an embrace as do the man
A Correspondent writes to us as followsz-“I for the arrangement of geological strata by refer
sions and gardens round Itcgont’s Park. Fcelers do not like to point out small blemishes in a work ring it either to the earth's annual revolution or
along the roads are grasping at Clapton, Stoke New generally so well edited as Miss \Villiams's ‘Letters daily rotation. In one orthe other of these movements
ington, Highbury; while Islington, erst famous for of John Chamberlain,’ not long since printed by they ﬁnd an explanation of certain phenomena of
cows and psstures—see Hogarth‘s prints—must the Camden Society. There are, however, two , stratiﬁcation which are not easy to explain on any

keep the former in cellars, and has forgotten the colour triﬂingdefects in the notes, which it may be worth other known theory, among which are the appear
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ances of stratification observable in embankments

when out through a few years after their forma
tion.

Ranks, a German physiologist, has published,
among the results of his investigations into the

phenomena of electric currents in the living muscle,
the fact that dead muscle is a much better con
ductor of electricity than living muscle, because of
the presence of certain products of decomposition
which do not appear till after death. He con
cludes, further, that the conducting power of living
muscle is three million times weaker than that of
memory, and one hundred and ﬁfteen million times

below that of copper.
An autograph letter of the Emperor of Austria
conveys the announcement of a Museum for Art
and Industry to be founded in Vienna, and to con
tain objects from the Imperial Palaces, the Arsenal,
the University and other public collections. The

Belvedere Picture Gallery, the Cabinet of Antiqui
ties, the Ambras collection, the Treasury, 8:0. are
to lend different articles to this Museum, and

exchange them from time to time; and the Emperor
' hopes that the rich inhabitants of Vienna will also
make their collections available in the same
manner. As the Museum is to be erected for the
purpose of study and improvement, it is to be

placed under the care of proper authorities, such
as the Professor of the History of Art in the Uni

versity, the Keeper of the Treasury Cabinet and
the Cabinet of Antiques, 8:0. A photographic
institution and a collection of plaster casts are to
be connected with the Museum, which is to be
placed temporarily in the Palace till a suitable

building can be erected.

As the design of this

Museum is one of the ﬁrst fruits of the Interna

tional Exhibition, where Austria was so well repre
sented, we are justified in hoping that the industry
of Vienna may proﬁt by the stimulus, and that the
example of Austria may bear fruit for the rest of
Germany.
Franz Dingelstedt, who occupies at Weimar the

same post of Theater-Intendant that Goethe ﬁlled,
writes to the Allycmeine Zm'tung that Schiller's
house has at last become the property of the State,
and has been allotted by the Grand-Duke to the
Schiller-aliﬂung. He announces also that M. Ber

lioz's opera, ‘ Romeo and J uliet,~ is to be given at
Weimar inApril, and as this is the ﬁrst performance
the opera has had in Germany, the composer him

self will direct it. Herr Dingelstcdt has adapted the
historical
the whole
ning with
taking is

plays of Shakspmre to the stage; and
series is to be given in \Veimar, begin
‘ Richard the Second.’ This last under
appropriately chosen to celebrate the

Jubilee of Shakspeare next year, the three hun
dredth anniversary of his birth.
‘THE RAILWAY RT.-\'l‘ION.‘-'|‘hin Celebrated Picture, by
W. FBI'I‘H. EH . [LAW NOW ON VIEW to the Public. at the
FINE-ART GALLERL 11. HnymarkcL-Admission. 1|. 0 en
from Ten to I-‘ive. A Descriptive Pamphlet. by Mr. Tom Tuy or,
M.A.. price 611.

ATHENJEU‘M

ofAuditdrs showed the state of the receipts to be
1,069l. 180. 8d.; and the expenditure, 8291. 10s.;
leaving a balance at the bankers‘ of 2401. 8r. 8d.
——The Society has to regret the loss by death of
Prof. Barlow, Dr. Fisher, T. Gibbes, Esq., Capt.
Jacob, J. Riddle, Esq., Sir J. C. Ross, J. “’alton,
Esq, Fellows of the Society; and also of M. Car
lini, Prof. O. M. Mitchell, QM. C. Riimker, Asso
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pressed. “' have no instance of the Hebrew
aamcch being transcribed by the Egyptian on, but
conversely its Egyptian correspondents are used
for the Hebrew shin. Supposing that the names

Jacob and Joseph are preserved in Jacob-e1 and

Joseph-e1, such forms may be cited as Nathan,
Nathanael, Nethaniah, J ehonathan, Giphthah,
Jiphthah-el. Mr. Poole was disposed to recognize
ciates.——-The Report reviewed the Proceedings at other tribe'namea in RABANA, Reuben, suuuxa,
various Observatories, including the Royal Observa possibly Simeon, asnosnxnm, probably Issachar
tories at Greenwich, Edinburgh, and Cape of Good (Hebrew Isxaskar), KAU’I'A, perhaps Gad. It is to
Hope; also the Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford, the be remarked that the confederacies of the Judge
Cambridge Observatory, Liverpool Observatory, period are, when of Canaanites, of cities, when of
Glasgow Observatory, Mr. De La Rue's Observa Abrahamites, of tribes. Thus a confederacy of
tory, Hartwell Observatory and the Hopewell Ob Canaanites and Hebrews would have been of cities
scrvatory, Haddenham.—Address delivered by the and tribes. ‘\Ve have no record of any such con
President, Dr. Lee, on presenting the Gold Medal federacy in the Bible; but the tribe-names may
of the Society to M. Argelander.—The following merely indicate mercenaries, as the number of mem
Fellows were electedz-PreaideM, G. B. Airy, bers is too numerous for individual contingents to
Esq, Astronomer Royal; Vice-Presidents, A. Cay have been large. The names Jacob and Joseph
ley, ‘V. De La Rue, J. Lee, LL.D. and C. B. are sometimes put for the twelve tribes in the
"ignoles; Treasurer, S. C. W'hitbread; Secretaries, Bible: as Joseph is for Ephraim and llrlanasseh,
R. Hodgson and the Rev. C. Pritcbard; Foreign Jacob may, in the List of Thothmes, more specially
Secrztaril, Admiral R. H. Manners; Council, Prof. indicate Judah. The majority of the identiﬁcations
J. C. Adams, R. C. Carrington, R. Farley, Rev. which Mr. Poole proposed might be doubtful ; but
G. Fisher, C. Frodsham, J. Glaisher, J. R. Hind, this ofJacob and Joseph, whether as tribe-names or
Rev. R. Main. Rev. Prof. Selwyn , E. J. Stone, not, could, he thought, scarcely be controverted.
If acce ted, it would necessitate the adoption of
Lieut.-Col. A. Strange and C. V. Walker.
the earliest date of the Exodus, 3.0. cir. 1650. The
time would about correspond to the oppression of
Strangford, President, in the chain-Capt. W. M. the Israelites by Jabin, King of Canaan. As the
Carr was elected a non-resident Member.—-A paper confederacy defeated by Thothmes was apparently
by Dr. Kern, ‘On Fragments of Aryabhatta, headed by the Prince of Kr'l‘esH, it seems pos
the celebrated Hindii Mathematician,’ was read. sible that the King of Canaan mentioned in the
These Fragments prove conclusively that the spher Bible, whose title never occurs at any other period,
icity and diurnal rotation of the earth had been was set up by the conqueror, and the Canaanites
correctly apprehended by that early Indian writer, of the north of Palestine assigned to him-Mr.
who ﬂourished at an epoch variously estimated by Birch and Sir C. Nicholson expressed themselves
different investigators, but which must have been as favouring the late date of the Exodus in the
prior to .\.D. 600, and him been placed as far back reign of Men-ptah, 13.0. eir. I300; but they did
as no. 100.
not consider the question as settled.—Mr. Poole
communicated a paper, by Prof. Tagore, ‘ On the
Ethnolngical Value of the Institutes of Mann.’
ROYAL Soorr'rr or L1Tsn.\runr:.—March 1].
Dr. Guest, in the chain-J. Caudwell, Esq, The writer traced in the names of the military
H. Sleath, Esq-, and the Rev. Mr. Hitchins class certain original nations: the Chinas he held
were elected Members-“Mr. R. S. Poole read a to be the Chinese; the Pehlevis, the Persians; the
paper ‘On the List of the Confederacy defeated by Cambojas, a people on the north-east frontiers
Thothmes III. before Megiddo.’ This document of Persia; the J avanas, the Ionians; the Deradas,
had been already commented upon by M. de Rougé, the Druids; the Chasas, the Cushites; the Critas,
and Mr. Poole accepted and extended his results. the Cretans, &c. In the statement of Herodotus
The battle to which the List refers is shown by the that Media was colonized by the Arii or Aryans,
Annals of Thothmes III. to have been fought in he found a trace of the direction of the Aryan
his 23rd year, according to the common opinion, migration; and in the list of Median tribes given
B.C. ch‘. 1450. The Annals give the line of march, by Herodotus, the originals of tribes mentioned
which proves the city to be the Biblical Megiddo. in the Institutes. So also in the Shah-Niimeh of
The List is shown by its title to be an enumeration Firdﬁsi, the names of the castes preserve traces of
of the tribes or cities of the confederacy, of which the nomenclature of those of India in the Insti
the. territories are stated to have extended from tutes. Prof. Tagore was disposed to think that
Megiddo to Neharena, probably Mesopotamia, cer some of the names furnished him by Mr. Poole
tainly a country east or north-east of Palestine. from the List of Thothmes were traceable in those

> Asl.-\'rIc.—Ma_rch 16.—The Right Hon. Lord

The list is not in geographical order. M. de Rougé of the military tribes in the Institutes.

In any

had identiﬁed the following names of cities :
case, he saw in the ethnic character of the tribe
MR. GBEMAR’S EXHIBITION of the ROYAL FAMILIES 1. “Trans, the great Hittite city on' the Orontes. names of the Institutes the formation of castes in
2. Manama, Megiddo.
6. 'l‘eBzKHU, Tibhath in their elemental state-Mr. Vaux read a paper, by
of ENGLAND and DEN.\IARK.—I'ortraits of The Queen, the
Prince and Princess of Wales, life-rile, oomprisink I-‘ifti'~one Pho
11. IARAIA, Merom.
12. 'reursiru, Mr. Fox Talbot, containing a translation made by
torn-phic Pictures and Drawings. executed hv )I r. Ghérnaf. Zobah.
from actual sittings. are NOW ON VIEW at the FRENCH GA 1.
Damascus. 14, 97. Anni-ism, Two cities Abel. him of the Annals of Esarhaddon, preserved on a
LERY 120, Pall Mall lFirst I-‘loorl —Admisxion is. N Ii.—
as'rma'm, Ashteroth. 30. clay cylinder in the British Museum. In these
Each visitor will be presented with a Portrait of the Princess of 15. mm, Hamath.
Wales, carte de vuitc size.
nawssss, Laish. 31. HETABA (mamas), Hazor. Annals the Assyrian King describes his conquests
33. KEN-NABATU, Cinnereth.
37. sacrum, of Sidon, the overthrow of Hazael; the conquest of
Mr. EDMUND \' \TES'S INVITATIONS to EVENING
PARTIES and the.
'IIIE will he issued at the EGYPTIAN Shunem. 39. AKSEP, Achsaph. 52, 53. AI’RA, the Marsh Country of Lower Chaldzea; a war with
HALL, EVERY E‘
N“ (except Saturday, at Eight o'clock.
Two
cities
0
hrah.
54.
KHASHBU,
Heshbonﬂ).
Elamites, or people of Susiana; a war with
3h". HAROLD POWER will In: one of the pnriy. A Morning
56. NEKBU, Niisgeb, the south of Palestine. 61. the
Performance on ﬁuturdav. at Three n‘clock-Stalls. 3.1.; Area 14.;
Media; with a notice of the civil administration of
Gallery, II. The llox-uilice is open daily, from ll till 5 o‘cloclr.
YEI‘I‘, Joppa. 79. KERARA, Gerar. For the re his empire; and an account of the magniﬁcent
maining names M. de Rougé offers several probable palaces which he built.
SCIENCE
Hebrew etymologies. No. 100. YAKBA-ARA, which
BRI‘HBKARCHBOLOGICALASSOCI.\TION.—MIZ1'CIL
he reads J.\.\K.\V-ARA, he transcribes into the
SOCIETIES.
Bevan-‘Verdi. 12.-Dr. \V. A. Miller, Trees. Hebrew 'm'zpr, “ nom au sujet duquel il serait 11.--Dr. J. Lee, President, in the chain-E. S.
and V.P., in the chain-—The following papers facile de se livrer a des conjectures séduisantes ; il Chandos Pole. Esq. was elected an Associate.were read, ‘On the Inﬂuence of Temperature on est exactement composé comme Israel ..... ..Est-il Mr. H. Syer Coming read a paper on some Brac
the Electric Conducting Power of Thallium and permis de supposer que ce nom de localité conserve teate Coins that had been presented to Mr. Petti
Iron,’ by Dr. Matthiessen and Dr. "ugh-‘On the un souvenir d‘un des établissements de Jacob en grew by Mrs. Kerr.
Amyloid Substance of the Liver and its Ultimate
Destination in the Animal Economy,’ by Dr.- R.
M‘Donnell.

Palestine?” Mr. Poole held that the name as
here transcribed would most probably read “ God
Anon-common. Iss'rtru'rs. -— March 6. —
will supplant,’I consisting of the future form Jacob, Octavius Morgan, Esq, M.P., V.P., in the chair.

ASTRONOII'ICAL.—FCb.I3.—-A1lﬂulllG0ﬂ8l'alMPtt
ing.-—Dr. Lee, President, in the chair.—Rev. S. F.
Cresswell, Major M. F. ‘Ward, J. L. Shuter, and

with the addition of the name of God, which, in —After the announcement of new Members elected
A during the previous month, a communication was
rfectly analogous, YESREP-ARA, occurs in the read from R. \V. Grey, Esq., inviting attention to
r. Poole would read it 'JN'FI‘DI', “ God will the great archaeological interest of the explorations
add,” the name Joseph with the nominative ex of the Basilica of St. Clement, at Rome, during the

‘W. Esson, Esq. were elected Fellows.—The Report

such forms, is almost always the nominative.
name
List.
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and the abstract of receipts and payments. VThe
Pontiﬁcate of Pio Nono. For more than a thou
sand years all traces of this structure, mentioned
by St. Jerome, Zosimus and Gregory the Great,

Report stated that the number of Fellows now on
the List is 365, against 374 last year. Of these

had been lost.

(‘17 are Life-Members.

In 1857 it was rescued from obli

During the twelve months

"Gallery, so that the audience might pass at once
from the lecture to the illustration, and there test
or acquire knowledge.

The \Vinter Exhibition closes to-day (Saturday).

vion; and the excavations that were prosecuted the new elections had been 26 ; the losses by death, Mr. Wallis, the promoter, states, that, in con
under the direction of the Archazological Commis resignation and default, 35. The income of thel sequence of the success which has attended it, he
sion resulted in the exhumation of three strata year (omitting the balance of 2261. from 1861) had ‘ intends to offer two prizes in the next Exhibition,
of constructions, belonging respectively to three been 7701., against 7341. in the previous year; and I one, of 100l., for the best ﬁgure picture, and a
periods in the history of Pagan Rome-the Impe the expenditure had been 763l., against 7441. in l second of 50!., for the best landscape.
rial, the Republican and that of the Kings. A 1861. The balance brought forward to 1863 was
Mr. Gibson is modelling a ‘Dancing Girl,’ said
large outlay has been made upon the works; but 233l. The surplus of assets in favour of the Society
to reproduce several studies from Cerito, made
much remains to be explored, if funds were supplied was 1,720L, after providing for all liabilities. The
during her visits to Rome. Report speaks highly
for an undertaking which may claim the aid of Council regretted the death of the Marquis of‘
of the spirit of this design. \Ve should, however,
archaeologists throughout Christendom.—Mr. J. J. Lansdowne, one of the Founders of the Society have thought a professional dancer, even Cerito,
Rogers, M.P., read a memoir describing certain and its ﬁrst President.-—-A Medallion of H.R.H. ; the worst possible model for a sculptor's design
vestiges on the coasts of West Cornwall which the Prince Consort, the late Patron of the Society, i
or form.
appear to indicate occupation by the Romans. On had been placed in the Library-A Ballot having
The Society of Arts has appointed a Committee
a former occasion Mr. Rogers had brought before been taken for the President, Council and Oﬁicers
the Institute the discoveries he had made on the for the ensuing twelve months, the following was , to consider and report what prizes it should offer
manor of Carminow, on the shores of Mount’s Bay; declared to be the List-the names in italics bein - for the encouragement of Art-workmanship appli
pottery and relics of Roman character were there those of the new Members :—Prm'dmt, Col.
.y cable to manufactures. The Committee desire to
disinterred. The present discovery, which is a H. Sykes, M.P.; Council, C. Babbage, J. Bird, keep in view the special object of improving work
kind of furnace that appears to have been domed M.D., Sir J. Boileau, Bart, S. Boult, S. Brown, manship per se, that is, execution as distinct from
over, is near the site of Mr. Rogers's previous \V. Camps, M.D., ‘V. Farr, M.D., Right Hon.‘ design, in the strictest sense. For this end, it
explorations, but there was no evidence to show Earl For-tame, H. \V. Freeland, M P., Sir F. H. recommends that prizes shall be offered for the best
that it is Roman.—Mr. \V. W. E. Wynne, M.P., Goldsmid, Bart, W. A. Guy, J. T. Hammick, works in the following classes. The Society will
gave a notice of several valuable Welsh M83. in F. Hendriks, J. Heywood, Sir R. Hill, W. B. furnish competitors, at a triﬂing price, with photo
the Hengwrt collection, bequeathed to him by the Hodge, C. Jellicoe, L. Levi, ‘V. G. Lumley, Right graphs, from excellent works of Art, to be repro
late Sir Robert Vaughan. Of these he brought Hon. H. Mackenzie, M. H. Marsh, Right llon. duced by the several processes, otherwise casts
some for the inspection of the Meeting; one, Lord Monteagle, WV. Newmarch, Right Hon. Sir when indispensablez-l. Modelling, in terra-cotta,
namely, of the Taliessin Poems, in the handwriting J. S. Pakington, Bart, F. Purdy, Right Hon. plaster or wax, the human ﬁgure and ornament;
of the 14th century, and supposed to be the earliest Lord Stanley, M.P., Col. ‘V. H. Sykes, M.P., —2. Repoussé work, in any metal, the same ;—
existing transcript ; another was a history of Scot Maj'm-Gencral Sir A. M. Tulloch, R. Vnlpy, 3. Repoussé, or hammered work, as distinct from
tish Kings; and a third an ancient ceremonial or C. Wulford, Rev. W. Whewell. Treasurer, W. Farr, ‘ the ordinary repoussé in iron, brass, or copper, the
Service Book ofthe Use of Sarum.'—A short account M.D.; Honorary Secretaries, W. A. Guy, W. G. \ same ;—4. Carving in ivory, the ﬁgure ;—5. Chasing
in metal, the same ;—6. Enamel-painting, on metal,
was read of two sculptured Roman altars and other Lumley and F. Purdy.
copper or gold, the ﬁgure and ornament;— 7.
remains of the same period found at Bisley, in
SOCIETY or An’rs.—Marrh 11.—Sir Thomas; Painting on porcelain, the same ;—8. Inlaying in
Gloucestershire, by the Rev. H. Lowder. The
chairman expressed a hope that these altars, which Phillips, Chairman of Council, in the chair.—The ; wood, marquetry or buhl, with ivory or metal ;—
aper read was ‘On an International Transit l 9. Engraving on glass, the ﬁgure and ornament ;—
had been used in early medizeval times, as building
10. Embroidery, ornament. We hope to furnish
materials in the construction of Bisley church Route through Nicaragua,’ by Commander Pim.
further details soon; but may add, the Committee
tower, might be deposited in the British Museum,
Srso-Ecrrrmx-March 9.-—W. H. Black in suggest that the Society‘s medal, in addition to
where so limited a collection of such relics found in
our own country is to be seen.—Mr. Hewitt gave the chair.-—Mr. Bonomi exhibited drawings and the prizes, should be awarded for peculiarlyexcellent
impressions
from some objects in the Egyptian works. The models have been carefully selected
anotice of a good example of the two-hand sword
of the 16th century, from the Royal Artillery Museum of His Grace the Duke of Northumber to furnish saleable reproductions after the compe
Museum at Woolwich. The blade of the weapon, land, in Alnwick Castle, among which were some tition ; a most important point for consideration,
which was exhibited by permission of Col. Lefroy, funereal tablets of great interest and antiquity, in seeing that even unrewarded works may be so
is curiously engraved with ﬁgures of St. George which was distinctly set forth a kind of ancestral excellent as to remunerate their producers by a
and St. Barbara, accompanied by an heraldic hear worship like that practised in China at the present ready sale. The results will be exhibited lo the
public. Every manufacturer must feel more the
ing, and is fashioned precisely like that of certain time.
want of skilled artisans than ingenious artists as a
swords represented in the ‘ Triumph of the Empe
MEETINGS FOR THE ENBUING WEEK.
serious obstacle to advance in the practice of Art.
ror Maximilian,’ engraved by Hans Burghmaier.
Architects. B.—' Artiﬁcial Stone.‘ Prof. Kerr.

—The attention of the Society was called by the
Rev. H. M. Scarth, Prebendary of Wells,-to curious
discoveries lately made in barrows on a tract of wild
common between Snaps and Aldborough, in Suffolk.
Amongst the objects brought for exhibition were

part of a Roman mirror found in Essex, by Mr.
Ashurst Majendie ; a ﬁne terra-cotta tragic mask,
from Torre del Greco, from Mr. Fortnum’s collec

tion; a Sassanian signet and an Etruscan gold

.

Geographical. B5.—' March from Knrrachee to Gwsdur,
1861-62, Mzdor Goldsmid ; ‘ Harbour of Sedashagnr.‘ Dr.
Macpherson.
Emrineers, s.-'L dgnfe Railway Tunnel,‘ Mr. Fraser;

‘ Public Works, ernnmbuco,‘ Mr. l’enlston.
Roﬁnhlnstitutien. 3.—‘Anlrnal Mechanics.’ Prof. Mar
I a .
Zool
“Lil-‘New Musk Rat, British Columhis,‘Mr.
Lor ; ‘ Anntomy of Hen-Otter and Humming-bird.‘ Dr.
Crisp ; ‘ New Species of Birds from China,’ Mr. Swinhoe.
Society of Literature, 4,‘.
'
Society of Arts, 8.~'l’rcscnt Sources of Qulnins. with
Reference to India,‘ “r. Markham.
Archaeological Association 8_~.—' 'l‘hurihles,‘ )ir. Petti
grew - ' Ancient Snuifrrs. Mr. Cuming.

The obituary of last week states the death of
Mr. John Tibbets W'illmore, Associate-Engraver
of the Royal Academy, and most honourably
known by the excellence of his works. Mr. ‘Vill
more was born about 1800, at Erdington, in Staf

fordshire; he was a pupil of the late W. Radcliffe,
of Birmingham, with whom he served seven years.
About 1822 he came to London, and commenced
his professional career in the studio of the late
Mr. Charles Heath, whence many excellent en
gravers have issued. Mr. \Villmore was elected

ring, brought by Mr. R. H. Smith; a collection of
'l‘ucss. ﬁe)‘: fnstitution,8.—' ChemicalAihnlty,‘ Dr. Frlnkland.
enamelled Chinese vases of various styles of decora
0! . 8s.
—
Anti uaries,8l.
,
an Associate-Engraver of the Royal Academy in
tion, together with a rare vase of tortoiseshell Fm.
Roya Institution, B.—-' Thallium ‘ llr. Crookes.
inlaid with gold, contributed by Mr. H. G. Bohn; Sn. Roﬁi‘l‘lnlnltitution, 8.—' Science of Language,‘ Prof. Max 1842, in the place vacated by the death of W.
er.
Bromley: he was a very constant contributor to
three small cups of gold of early Delhi work,
the Academy Exhibition, especially of late years.
covered with small rubies, sent by Mr. W. Stuart;
FINE ARTS
His health had been for some time past exceedingly
a large bronze vase with singular ornamentation,
precarious.
brought by Mr. R. Phillips: it was obtained from
the Japanese collection in the International Exhi
Frxs-An'r GOBSIP.—Tl1e Professor of Sculpture
With regard to the proposed decorations for
bition.—-The Rev. J. Beck, M.A., contributed a in the Royal Academy, R. Westmacott, R.A., St. Paul‘s, a Correspondent replies to “ Y. L.Y.":——
beautiful collection of gold rings, chieﬂy rings of delivered a lecture, on Tuesday, at Cambridge, on “ Mosaic is objectionable whenever the decoration
betrothal or nuptial tokens; also a series of pen Sculpture, the Vice-Chancellor in the chair. It proposed does not consist of arabesques, diapers, or
annular African rings similar to the torque rings was not a technical or historical lecture, but on the ﬁgures of a simply architectonic or decorative
alleged to be frequently found in Ireland. He character of the employment of sculpture in modern character-ﬁgures in which the general aspect of
brought besides several Battersea enamels, with times, the influences to which its origin and fonner form and colour is the important point, especially
subjects printed in black from engravings of rural power might be traced, and to those which have when such decorations arenot considerably removed
fashionablelife in the style of Hogarth-A valuable affected its subsequent condition,—on Pagan and from the eye-and this because in every other case
archxeological map of Belgium, lately issued at Christian Art,—and on the present state of sculp fresco, or water-glass, would achieve more. Fur
Brussels, was sent by_ Messrs. Letts.—Mr. Blaauw ture in Italy, Germany, France and England. This ther, that in the former cases mosaic may be ﬁtted
placed on the table, by permission of the Sussex is doing good service. What is wanting is an by any intelligent hand to any style of architecture,
Archaeological Society, a ﬁne collection of bronze educated public. There can be no high Art until and that in the latter it is suitable to none. The
weapons from their museum at Lewes Castle.
there is a public capable of appreciating it, —no high subject offered to the artists competing for the
or ennobling motive in the artist unless he is sure St. Paul's decorations,» ‘ The Transﬁguration,’ falls
ST.\TISTiCAL.—-March 14.—A nnircrsary Meeting. of a ﬁt audience. \Ve said years since that the distinctly under the second head: it cannot be
--The Right Hon. Sir J. S. Pakington, Bart, M.P., Royal Academy could do no better service than by considered as simply decorative ; subtle and
President, in the chair.—The Honorary Secretaries giving public lectures on Art, with especial refer pathetic expression is peremptorily called for in
read the Report of the Council and of the Auditors, ence to the more celebrated works in our National the countenances, a quality which, it is needless
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to say, mosaic cannot attain. This, then, is the
dilemma: if mosaic is insisted on as called for
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let lodgings), and by counts of the Holy Roman

pendsntives of t. Peter's is an unfair one, insomuch

Beatrice, &C.—[Béalrice at Bénédid, 11's.]. For Empire (some of whom have been known to adver
Pianoforte and Voice. The Words and Music by tize for rich English wives). Why have made a hand
Hector Berlioz.
(Paris, Brandus & Dufour.)— some and interesting volume of music ridiculous!
Clearly is to be seen in this published music the Why have put affection into trappings no more sub<
want which debaxs M. Berlioz from the recognition lime than the Rouge and Azur of Gog and Magog?
due to agreat composer: not of ideas, but the power The Alhericeum has long known Mr. Pearsall, of
of arranging them ;——not of originality, but taste. Willsbridge, as an amateur who carried skill in
This opera of ‘Beatrice and Benedict‘ contains, as the diﬂicult art of part-writing to a very fair point
has been said in this journal, one real gem-but of excellence. Sometimes his ingenuity was mis

as the last are far larger and removed to a much

applied, as when he set ‘ Sir Patrick Spens,’ that

by the darkness and gloom of the spaces to be
ﬁlled (a valid argument enough), then a subject
should be chosen within the reach of the material ;
if, on the other hand, the subject is paramount,
then a material is required capable of carrying it
out. The parallel proposed by ‘Y. L. Y.‘ between
the works sug ested and the ‘Evangelists ‘in the

much besides that may be likened to stones of
greater distance from the eye than those for valuable quality, clouded, specked, and ﬂawed;
St. Paul‘s would be. Mosaic will hardly avoid most bizarre too in their setting. Some account
being far more costly than painting; moreover, we of the work was given last year, when it was pro
have not the skilled workmen the ancient artists duced at Baden-Baden. Now, therefore, a few
employed upon St. Peter's."
general remarks may be offered. The ﬁxed idea
M. Gallait is working on two pictures, of a of M. Berlioz to disappoint expectation, from

grand old ballad, in ten real parts.

He was crot

chetty, too, when he devoted his talent to setting
verses of his own, lamenting (as Miss Catherine

Fanshawe did, in her bright poem) the extinction

of the Minuet. But our pleasant recollections of
his real talent ought not to have been depreciated
somewhat smaller size, but continuing the histori which confusion must result, is oddly evident by the pedigree ﬁnery of one “n6: " his daughter.
Thalberg‘a Art of Singing applied to the Piano
cal series of which the ‘Brussels Archers at the throughout the opera. If his theme begin natu~
Bier of Counts Egmont and Horn,’ and ‘ The Last rally in either a square or a triple tempo, he forte. (Boosey dz Sous.)-This,which forms No. l.
of
‘The Amateur's Library,’ is a continuation of
Hours of Egmont,‘ that were so much admired at rarely permits half-adozen bars to go forward
the International Exhibition, formed parts. The without mystifying the measure by some far M. Thalberg's ingenious former work, regarding
new works represent-1. The Oath of ‘largas to fetched division of the notes, by some disturb which our opinions were fully expressed on its
Alba, that he would destroy all heretics, even if once in the accompaniment, which, however inge publication. \Ve cannot but in some measure
amongst them he found his own mother. 2. Read nious it be, is at variance with ease and probability. consider the central principle a curious mistake.
ing the Sentence to Egmont. The ﬁgures are cut This peculiarity is turned to good account in the The “art of pianoforte-playing applied to sing
off beyond the canvas, just below the knees.
fantastic and piquant little allegrello, beﬁttingly ing" would not, we apprehend, yield any satis
factory results. \Ve have never become wholly
Among the many creditable additions to Lon opening the prelude to a tale in which two capri reconciled to ‘ Rodc’s Air’ or the ‘Carnaval,I in
don architecture are the Schools and Baptistery of cious lovers ﬁgure. But in its allcgro the phrase which instrumental variations have been allotted
S. Francis of Assisi, N otting Vale; built, from the is twisted, turned, hunted into a maze which we to the voice ; and however ingeniously the favour
designs of Mr. Bentley, of Southampton Street, defy the most practical ear to unthread at ﬁrst ite opera adagio or barcarollc of the hour may be
Covent Garden, of yellow and black bricks, the hearing. N0w it is fatal to an overture that it decorated with rich accompaniments, the labour of
last set in horizontal bands, effectively yet not should require to be heard thrice before it is com the decorator and of the player had been better
pretentiously relieving the surfaces, and carved prehended, seeing that a second hearing of that bestowed on some composition more exclusively
stone in the bell-gable, $corbels and mullions. which has failed in its effect the first time may within their own conditions. It is the fashion to
Broadly speaking, the buildings form three sides of never come to pass. The happy medium has been consider the pompous and intellectual music of such
an open court; its fourth is divided from the road hit, in the charming ‘ Duo Nocturne’ (No. 8); but special writers as Hummel and Prof. Moscheles
by a screen wall and portal with four openings then the words demand a certain whispering vague gone by. For us they are not one-half as much
formed by piers that carry a beam of brick hori ness in the accompaniment, and the vocal phrases exhausted as the “ transcript" style carried out in
zontally across them.
One-third of this court are more distinctly shaped and persistently fol such perfect richness by M. Thalberg, with so
being built over, gives a covered playground; above lowed out than is usual with M. Berlioz. Nothing much picturesque audacity by Dr. Liszt.
The
are apartments. The school forms one side of the more dreary can be devised than the spasmodic wonderful two hands of the former player, the
court, the priest's house and kitchen another; at interruptions of rhythm in the opening chorus. splendour of his tone, and the faultless composure
right angles on the other is the church, opening The ‘ Nuptial March ' (No. 13) is not allowed to
of his mechanism, are such as to reconcile us to
from the court. Much effect is given by boldly go the simple, honest way of such Marches as
that which, rendered less perfectly, is perceived to
massing these elements, and richness is gained, at Gliick, Mozart, Weber, Beethoven, and Mendels
be so much ingenious mediocrity.
An instance
little cost, by their varied surfaces. The bell-gable sohn condescended to write. The periods may be
presents itself in the last example here oﬁ'ered to us
rises at the angle formed by the schools with the complete, but the ear does not ﬁnd out the fact
—“ The Willow Song," from ‘ Otello.’ The orna
covered playground; another angle is chamfered easily. Uncouthness of modulation can hardly be ments here contrived for that deliciously mournful
off by the residence, the windows of which look pushed further than in the drinking chorus, No. 9, melody (already ornamented in a delicate fashion
diagonally across the court; above these runs a low where the trick of versification,
by its composer) are so elaborate, that to maintain
Agesllas!
turret, still further enriching the whole and break
Hélas ! kc.
the pathetic simplicity of the song is next to impos
ing its plain forms. The church interior, although is employed, it may be presumed with festive sible, we dare assert, to any amateur, so needles
a little archaic in aspect, is skilfully composed, and intentions. But such quips and quiddities as our and so disturbing is the amount of diﬁiculty.
is decorated in water-glass by Mr. Westlake.
author delights in, when writing words, have
A decision with regard to the competition for a nothing to do with music. M. Berlioz is not happy
DRURY LANE-—A change of performance took
new facade to the Duomo at Florence has been in his operatic sarcasms.
His “grotesque Epi~ place on Monday, and Mr. Falconer's energetic
made; the Committee decline to award the ﬁrst thalamium” is, musically, a dull attempt at the comedy of ‘Extremes’ was reproduced. Mr. Loraine
three premiums, and have given the three minor madrigal style. Two numbers, if we mistake not, taking the character of Hawthorn. The play was
ones to designs 1, No. 42, by Signor C. del Conte have been added to the score since the opera was well received, and goes as smartly asevcr. Dun'ng
L. Cappi, of Turin; 2, No. 25, b Signor M. Falcini, produced: No. 11, an important trio for female the last week, a reaction has manifested itself in
of Florence; 3, No. 38, by I. W. Petersen, of voices; and the subsequent chorus behind the theatrical affairs, and, with an exception or two,
Denmark. Nos. 28, 29, 34; 22, 31, 37, have ob scenes. The opening and close of the ﬁrst are in the houses have been thinly attended.
tained honourable mention. When the designers of our author's simplest and best manner : so is the
these last have consented, their names will be made second. Why should he make himself disagreeable
Pnrscsss's.-Miss Braddon's novel of ‘Aurora
public.
The udges consider the competitive on system, when he can prove himself the possessor Floyd’ has been dramatized by Mr. Cheltnam
designs to be failures; but propose a future com‘ of powers to please equal to those of any other for this theatre. Miss Amy Sedgwick was the
petition in the hope of a worthier result.
man’.1 This is one of the most perverse riddles heroine, and acted the character of Aurora.
Floyd with determination and judgment.
In
In our recent article upon Mr. Maclise's picture that the voluminous annals of music contain.
Twenty-four Choral Songs, composed by the late many respects, also, she was ﬁtted for the
of ‘ The Death of Nelson,’ by a slip of the pen, we
said, the Admiral's death-wound is represented Robert Lucas dc Pearsull, Esq., of Willrbridge part, which requires strength of impulse and deci
in his right shoulder; for “right" read left.— House, County of Gloucester. and of the Castle of sion of outline. But there is an essential weak
The picture is 12 feet long. We may add, that Warlemee, St. Ga”, Switzerland, with an ad lib. ness in the character itself, as a dramatic re
the midshipman who shot the Admiral‘s slayer, Accompaniment for the Pianoforte added, by presentation. Aurora is neither thoroughly good,
shown as watching for his man, is now Lieutenant John Hullah. (Novello 81'. Co )-—Have we here nor thoroughly bad; but faulty from want of pur
Pollard. such promotion having fallen to his lot a satire on pedigree and dedication’! It is next to pose: and, having suffered from one impclitic mar
since 1805! He resides at Greenwich, and gave impossible to treat this book seriously. Every one riage, is only too anxious to encounter similar perils
of these two dozen choral songs is headed in the again. Believing her ﬁrst husband to be dead, she
the artist many particulars of the battle.
following style: “Dedicated to Owen Davies, Esq, is willing to accept a second in a man who ulti
of the House of Gwysanney, by Mrs. John (some mately rejects her, and then‘transfers herself to a
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
times Philippa Swinnerton) Hughes—née de Pear third candidate for her hand with a readiness that
sall."
Weremember no collection ofgood music made is not a little surprising. Though wanting in
EWER. & C0. beg to announce, that they will give TWO
so absurd by perpetual reference to the Heralds‘ depth, her love for lilr. rllcllish (Mr. H. Vezin)
MORNING CONCERTS at the Hanover Square Rooms. on
To ssnxvs. May 5 and June 2. in order to introduce a» the Sub College as this. The editress of the writings of is fervent, and she is really solicitous for his hap
scribers of their Musical Lihmry the latest and moltimportant
Compositions of Chamber Music. Subscribers will receive invi
her father, a more than ordinarily skilled amateur, piness, as she contemplates the probable necessity
t'ltlonn-J'iukﬂs to Non-Subscribers Hnlf-a-Gulnea each. Pro
surely can intend them to be sung by folk no less for their separation. Much credit is due to Mr.
mmrnes will be shortly published.—l'lwel’ & Co.'s Musical Library.
87, Regent Street, London.
aristocratic than "Fitscs," and “O‘e,“ and "Macs," Veziu for the warm-hearted manner in which he
and " V0ns"—by Italian princes (some of whom supported an unthankful part. Nor were the ma
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terials of the story so thoroughly adapted to stage of Italian Opera is showy.
exigencies as they might have been ; and the ﬁrst
two acts were comparatively inefficient, if not
tedious. The second act had introduced Step/ten
Haryrearea, alias “Softy,” the stable-help, in
company with James Conyera. Both characters
fell into hands capable of doing them justice. Mr.
Roxby, as Conyers, was ﬁnely discriminating and

The new operas which
he intends to give have been advertised: these

being Signor Verdi's last, the production of which
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IllOIl-LANIA
*

Economical Statistics of France-One of the
Signor Verdi is personally to superintend,——M.
Gounod‘: ‘ Faust,’ under the same conditions,— most interesting results of the new Commercial
M. von Flotow’s ‘Stradella,’ ditto,—and Signor Treaty with France has been the publication by
Schira's ‘ N iccolb de Lapi.'—In addition to Mr. the French Government of various statistical re
Mapleson‘s known company, the name of Mdlle. turns, under the heads of Population, Production,
suggestive, and awakened the dullest to the per Artot makes a hopeful ﬁgure; Sig-nor Delle Sedie Commerce, Navigation, Mines, kc. These returns
ception of the lady‘s danger from a man of so returns to it; and several gentlemen less known to are drawn up on the same plan as returns of
much resolution and fearlessness. Mr. Belmore, as fame are to be tried from Italy. Madame Alboni a similar nature compiled by our Board of Trade,
“Softy," soon evinced that he meant something, is the only Italian lady left. “The chorus," we and are thus additionally interesting, as we are
and scene by scene grew into importance, until, in are told, “has been selected with great care and ' enabled to institute a comparison between the two
the last two acts, he thoroughly fascinated the discrimination from the Italian Operas of Paris, countries. We proceed to give afew of the leading
audience into attention, and ﬁnally achieved a Barcelona, Turin and Naples." \Ve had fondly and most interesting features. The population of
success which left no doubt that, in its low come conceived that there were choristers enough, and France in 1861 was 37,382,000 persons, which,
dian, the theatre possessed an actor capable of to spare, in London. Signor Arditi is to conduct. according to the present area of that country,
great efforts. Another part, too, though but a The three principal dancing ladies are to be M dllc-s. including Savoy and Nice, making a total of
sketch, was hit off with singular felicity,—that of Fermi-is, Beretta and Pocchini; and Signor Rota j' ‘209.420 Square miles, gives a mean population of
Matthew Harrison, the dog-fancier, which was is to come to superintend the production of his 179 persons to the square mile. The population
returns show a decennial increase of only 2‘23 per
capitally well played by Mr. Charles Seyton. The ballet, ‘ I Bianchi e Neri.’
curtain fell to a great demonstration. The houses
Mr. Gye, we are told in the Guzt'ttt' Musicale, cent., while the increase in England and Wales
have since been well attended, and there is reason has engaged that excellent and intelligent French between 1851 and 1861 was 12 per cent., the
to believe that Mr. Belmore will henceforth occupy baaao PTOfO‘ItdO and actor, M. Obin, for his season. density of population being 344 persons to the
square mile. Under the head of Agriculture we
an elevated position as a skilful delineator of what His programme is to be issued next week.
are called charactenparts. His make-up for the
At Monday's Popular Concert, Mr. Halle played ﬁnd (excluding, however, Nice and Savoy) that
occasion was decidedly effective; but the ﬁnal im
Beethoven's brilliant Walstein Sonata, to replace the following is the per-centage distribution of
pression which he produced was due to the exceed~ Madame Arabella Goddard, who had been an the soil throughout France :—grain crops, 28'30;
ingly natural tones in which he gave utterance to nounced to play Hummel's rich and brilliant sola other miscellaneous cereals, 5'00; artiﬁcial mea
the despair and supplications of the half-witted Sonata in D ma'or-a composition capitally adapted dows, 5‘00; fallow, 10'80; natural ﬁelds, 9'50;
murderer, who thought by a ready confession to to powers which are brilliant rather than expressive. vineyards, 4'10; orchards, chestnut forests, olive
conciliate justice in his favour. \Ve have rarely —Mdllc. Bondy has commenced a series of chamber 1 and mulberry groves, &c., 0'20 ; pasture and waste
seen a powerful situation more powerfully realized. concerts.—A new Cantata, ‘ Harvest Home,’ by ; lands, 13'50 ; forests, rivers and lakes,
Mr. Allen, was performed at a concert of the houses, and uncultivated, 2360. Under the head
MosrcAL AND Dmnii'rrc GossIP.—We were Vocal Association on Tuesday.—A very excellent of wheat, we ﬁnd that the total quantity raised
much pleased with the new Royal Wedding concert, of the right kind, was given by Mr. Henry in 1861 (still excluding Nice and Savoy) was 25?
Anthem by Mr. Hopkins, which was duly and Leslie's Choir, on Wednesday. \Ve can speak in million quarters. This quantity is far below the
well performed at the Temple Church on Sunday terms of commendation of a new Advent Anthem, average produce, the quantity of wheat produced
Indeed,
morning last—the only sacred music that we have by himself; the execution of two Collect anthems in 1857 being 37} million quarters.
heard of as written expressly for the occasion. The by Format and Mr. Goss; of a double Motett by during a period of ﬁfteen years the highest yield
Anthem could not well be sounder as music; yet Bach ; ofa Psalm by Spohr, “As pants the hart " was in 1857, and the lowest in 1861. The total
it is sound without being dry. The choruses are (new to us and a pleasing specimen of his manner); number of live stock in 1861 was as follows:
good specimens of that legitimate school of eccle and of Mozart's lovely ‘Ave Verum,‘ which was —horses, 3,000,000; donkeys, 400.000,- mules,
siastical writing, which is untainted by the fop moored and left little todesire. A concert like this 330,000 ; horned cattle, 10,094,000 ; calves,
peries of simulated antiquarianism. There is good is among the best things which London has to 4,104,000; sheep and lambs, 35,000,000; goats
melody in both of the songs—one for a tenor, offer in music.-Among yesterday’s events were a and kids, 1,400,000; swine, including sucking
the other for a bass voice. There is a certain performance by the Glee and Madrigal Union, the pigs and wild boars, 5,400,000. Few factsin these
English humour in the cast of the composition which dinner of the Royal Society of .llusia'am, and the returns are more striking than those exhibiting,
makes it welcome. Mr. Hopkins, like Mr. Goss, Sacred Harmonic Society's rendering of ‘ St. Paul.’ on the one hand, the vast extent of uncultivated
whose Wedding Anthem has been in request
The Symphonies at the next concert of the country in France, and on the other, the great
everywhere, is one of those valuable members of Philharmonic Society are to be Haydn‘s in E flat, number of cattle imported for food. During the
our musical profession the form of whose lives and No. 10, and Beethoven's in c minor. Mr. Blagrove years from 1856 to 1860 thus averaged in France
services may be said to keep them in a retirement is to play Spohr's Concerto in G minor; \Veber's 528,200, while during the same period in England
behind their deserts. His handling of the organ, as ‘ Preciosa’ Overture and Mendelssohn's ‘ \Vedding they only averaged 303,500. Under the head of
we were reminded on Sunday last, is, in every March’ are to be given, and Miss L. Pyne is to wine, the mean annual production, taking the
sense of the word, superior.
sing. —\Ve are sorry that the Musical Society will average of ﬁfteen years, is 1,089,000,000 gallons;
Prof. Edward Taylor, known some thirty years disappoint the curiosity of many by bringing for of which 67 per cent. is consumed in the country,
ago as an oratorio and concert singer,--as a trans ward only the Overture to Schumann's ‘ Manfred,‘ and 33 per cent. exported. The production of Bill:
lator who wrought in busy and admiring co-opc and not the entire music, as was to be hoped.
has greatly diminished. The average production
ration with Spohr,—as a critic in the Spectator,
The Operetta, ‘ Blonds or Brunette,’ by M. from 1846 to 1852 was 53 million 1b., while from
and who for many years past has lived exclusively Meyer Lutz, is to be performed to-day at the 1858 to 1861 it was only 26,’; million lb. The
within the circle of his duties as Gresham Lecturer, Crystal Palace.
quantity of coal raised in 1861 was about eight
—died a few days since in his seventy-ninth year.
The Royal English Opera season will close to million tons, and the average price 103. 1d. perton.
Belonging to a family of remarkable intellectual night, with a performance of M. Auber‘s ‘Black Coal has risen in price in France 31 per cent. since
distinction, he had originally devoted himself to Domino,’ for Miss Louisa Pyne‘s beneﬁt.
1847. The total quantity of iron and steel pro
other pursuits than that of music. His education
M. Thalberg announce six Matinéu as among duced was 1,595,000 tons. The increasein steam
as an artist had thus been irregular and incom the attractions of the season.——Mr. Halle will power is very remarkable. In 1847 this was repre
plete; and when, in middle life, he entered the repeat his Beethoven performances, and this year, sented by a total horse-power of 145,807, while in
profession as a bass singer, he brought with him we believe, diversify them by selecting from that 1859 it was 613,092. The tonnage of steam-vessels
those decided preferences and antipathies which treasury of beautiful things which is made up by has increased in the same period from 21,134 tons
so frequently characterize the amateur. He sang the composer's minor pieces-his rontlos, airs with in 1847 to33,690 tonsin 1859; but the latter ﬁgures
correctly, but without charm. His criticisms were variations, bagatelles, and the like. There is hardly contrasted with our steam-ship returns dwindle to
well penned, but were not liberal enough to last. one of these where the faéry foot hath not been.
absolute insigniﬁcance, and thus present another
To instance-binding himself up as he did, heart
It gives us pleasure to learn that the new ora remarkable proof of the undeveloped resources of
and soul, in the career of Spohr, his indiﬂ'erence torio selected for this year‘s Norwich Festival is France. The railways at the latter end of 1861
to and his disparagement of Mendelssohn were one by M. E. Silas, whose hearing-time seems to extended to 6,269 miles, and the number of letters
as eager and as angry as if Germany had not been have at last come.
conveyed by the Post Oﬁice has more than
wide enough for both composers. In brief, he was
A new tenor, M. Villaret, is about to be tried at doubled between 1847 and 1861. There is a great
a man possessing more than average intelligence the Grand Opera of Paris.
increase in the uantity of tobacco manufactured
and general culture ; but as a musician, and teacher
Mdlle. Anna Mulique, to whose intelligence and by the French liovernment, amounting, as com
through the press or by word of mouth, of no great execution as a pianist we have more than once pared with 1847, to no less than 22 million lb.
value.
testified, is playing at concerts in South Germany, Other articles of home consumption, such as sugar,
Many candidates for the succession to Prof. with success.
salt, &c., also exhibit a large increase; but the
Taylor are in the ﬁeld :—Dr. ‘Vylde, Messrs. Hop
Mr. Benedict's ‘ Rose of Erin’ is making a pro result of all the returns is, that while the resources
kins, Lincoln, and Salaman, Prof. Hullah, and the ﬁtable tour of the German opera-houses.
of F rance are almost inexhaustible, they remain
Rev. Mr. Cox. The appointment, as it has long
It is said that the opera ‘ Piccarda Donati,‘ by most imperfectly developed.
stood, has been one of formal duty and private Signor Moscuzza, has been intensely successful at
emolument, rather than of any living importance.
the Pergola Theatre, Florence. The principal parts
To Conansroxnsnra-G. F. T.—Musicul-E. I.

Mr. Mapleson’s programme for the coming season were taken by Madame and Signor Tiberini.

E. G. R-W. IL-R. IL-W. W.-—T.—Lynx-receivcd.
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diﬂ'erentiation.” Under the latter term the fera. The efforts of the mineralogist towards
author deﬁnes this substance as being “com
posed of an albuminoid base, with oil particles
in a state of very ﬁne division diﬂ'used through
it; it is tenacious, extensible and contractile;
it is diaphanous, reﬂecting light more than
water, but less than oil; and it is dissolved by
alkalies, rendered trans arent by acetic acid,
and dyed brown by io ine. In the midst of
this substance are usually to be seen vacuoles,
or cavities containing a thinner ﬂuid, which is
often coloured; these are extremely variable,
both in number and size, and their deﬁciency
in any deﬁnite limiting walls is rendered

Introduction to the Study of the Foraminifem.
By William B. Carpenter, M.D.; assisted by
\Villiam K. Parker, Esq. and T. Rupert
Jones, Esq. (Hardwicke.)
WATER, containing earth in solution or sus en
sion, gives to the atoms of such earth a ree
dom of moving according to the impulse of the
pervading polaric forces. These may be affected
by the reaction of the earthy atoms themselves
as aggregation proceeds; and both the course
of motion and the resultant form of the crystal pbviogrs by their not unfrequent coalescence”
or other aggregate may be modiﬁed according p. 13 .
Under what modiﬁcation or combination of
to the nature of the ﬂuid ﬁeld of such aggrega
tion. This fact has been lucidly demonstrated the general polarizing force, the slime of mud
by Rainey’s beautiful experiments on the arti or ooze is ﬁrst condensed into a protoplasmic
ﬁcial production of organic conditions of aggre centre of such low vital force is still unde
gation of carbonate of lime, inducing the same termined; but, once begun, and growing as
eparture from crystalline shape as when the such, it successively puts forth other portions
atoms aggregate in the vital production of shell or centres; and the “Foraminifera afford one
of the best examples which the animal king
and coral.
When the ﬂuid is pure water the atoms of dom can present of that ‘vegetative’ or ‘irre
the earth are ag gated, under polaric guid lative’ repetition which is an essential feature
ance, into crysta line forms, distinct for each , of all low grades of organization.” The primi
chemical kind of earth, and aﬂ‘ording, by the tive protoplasmic centre of a potential forami
angles and other pro erties of the crystal, charac nifcr, however, contains lime~water in much
ters of the “species’ of the mineralogist. When greater proportion than either of the‘ substances
the ﬂuid is slimy, the operation of the polar defined by the author as composing it; it com
izing force is modiﬁed, and apparently, though bines the calcium of such water with carbonic
not really, impeded, and the character of a acid, and precipitates it on its exterioras a thin
crystal is proportionally lost: the modiﬁcation porous crust. The sarcode or protoplasmic
of, and departure from, angular or crystalline matter can extend itself, like threads, from the
forms being greater as the slime is thicker; and pores of the crust or shell, and hence the name‘
especially when the atoms of such are in the “foraminifer." It is an “organism” without
condition, through condensation, to act and re organs; and manifests life at its lowest grade.
act upon the surrounding slime-suspending Budding out a second protoplasmic centre, this
ﬂuid, so as to attract or draw in outside atoms forms a second calcareous porous case, which may
of slime, and to be attracted by or drawn out or may not be detached from the ﬁrst; most
commonly it is not, and the manifold variety of
to such particles of assimilable slime.
The exuviations, ejections, and decay of the Foraminifera depends upon the direction of
organisms of all kinds and grades now supply the budding-forth, and the shape of the buds
to seas, lakes, rivers and other aggregates of or “sarcode” centres; whilst their beauty is
water, the raw material for the re-commence mainly due to the repetition of the same struc
ment of those modes of action of the all~pervad ture on a regular plan. Some have a rectilinear,
more have a curvilinear axis of rowth; and
ingrforce which are termed “vital.”
his raw material abounds in, and indeed the latter, being spiral, may be eit er ﬂat, like
partly gives its character to, the kind of bed of the shell of the nautilus, or may coil round a
sea or lake which is called ooze or “mud,” the lengthened axis, like that of a whelk. But
nature and varieties of which are manifold. At between the rectilinear and curvilinear forms
whatever depth of the ocean such “mud~bed" there is a complete gradation.
has been reached, the contained slime has been
When the varying conditions of the ocean
observed, when duly scrutinized, to be mani beds, which are the seat of the foraminiferous
festing the vital form of force, and modifying mode of resumption of vital force, are con
the shapes in which the atoms of earth,—ﬂinty sidered,-—either in regard to distance from the
or limy,—may be aggregated within the vitally surface, decreasing from depths exceeding two
acting slime.
miles, as reached by the soundings of the
The bulk of the present folio of 319 pages is Atlantic Telegraph Company, and of 1,600
devoted to the description, and its 22 plates fathoms as plumbed by \Vallich between Cape
and 47 woodcuts to the delineation, of the ,Farewell and the Island of Rockall, to the
various leading forms in which the particles of shallows of tidal shores,—or in respect of the
carbonate of lime are aggregated and arranged constituents of the sands and muds in which the
within the portions of slimy matter, called, slime-elements become aggregated into proto
according to the revalent character of their plasmic centres,—corresponding modiﬁcations
lime-aggregates, “ ‘oraminiferar” The organic of the forms of deposit of carbonate of lime in
basis or ﬁeld of those aggregates has not been and upon such centres might be expected,—are,
distinguished from that in which particles of indeed, inevitable under such low conditions of
silex ma be precipitated, either in the form of a centre of vital power, with corresponding
ﬁne nee les, as in sponges, or of delicate cases, weakness of resistance of surrounding inﬂu
as in Polycystina; nor from that substance in ences. Accordingly, a result of the summary
which, probably from the want of the raw mate of the observed forms of foraminiferous shells
rial in the ﬂuid ﬁeld of its existence, neither in Dr. Carpenter’s “Introduction” is, that a
ﬂint nor chalk is deposited, as e. g. in Actin deﬁnition of a species is impossible, in the
ophrys and Amoeba; and such common organic terms at least to which organisms with deﬁnite
basis has received the name of “sarcode” or organs lend themselves; and that thedike
rudimentary ﬂesh, and of “ protoplasm" as “ordinary method of deﬁnition” of the genus
being that “in which every form of animal" is “impracticable.” Upwards of twenty pages
(and plant 7) “structure has its origin, and from are, nevertheless, devoted to the attempt to
which it is evolved by a process of gradual , classify the zoologically unclassiﬁable Foramini

alike systematic end are painful enough, and
meet with as inadequate a reward; but the
conditions of the aggregation of mineral atoms,
under the guidance of polar force, in the purer
fresh waters, are more deﬁnite and less varied
than those in the complex solution which forms
the ocean.
We have supplemented the author's deﬁ
nition of the protoplasmic base or seat of the
chalk- recipitate by the quantity of “lime
water ’ which ﬁlls out the delicate, ﬁlmy, albu
lninous lime- Our meaning is this: every river
pours a solution of lime into the sea; but pure
water only evaporates from its surface. All
sea-water, therefore, holds (with many other
salts) a proportion of lime in solution; and if
this caustic earth were not disposed of, the
effect of evaporation would, in time, unﬁt the
sea for the purposes or as a medium of life.
Amongst the instruments by which the soluble
caustic lime is precipitated in the condition of
a mild, insoluble carbonate of lime, the Fora
minifera are the most active and the most
widely diffused. In the deep-sea soundings to
which reference has been made “the surface
layer of the ooze was formed of living shells;
whilst its principal mass consisted of the exuviae
of preceding generations.”

To Ehrenberg we are indebted for the capital
discovery of the large proportion in which the
shells of Foraminifera enter, either entire or
comminuted, into the formation of chalk
(‘ Ueber die Bildung der Kreidefelsen und der
Kreidemergel durch unsichtbare Organismen,‘
in the Transactions of the Royal Academy or
Berlin for i838; and ‘ Ueber noch jetzt zalreich
lebende Thierarten der Kreidelbildung und den
Organismen der Polythalamien,’ 11nd. 1830).
When this constitution of the downs and more
notable cliffs of Albion is duly examined, it is
found to bear a close resemblance to that of
the mud which has been dredged up'from a
great tract of the bed of the Atlantic, and
which was composed of little else than the cal
careous shells of Globigerinm and other forami
niferous forms, with the silicious shields of the
allied Polycystineae.
If the ﬁner part of a portion of chalk be
washed away, the remaining sediment consists
almost entirely of foraminiferous shells. They
have also been found in similarly upheaved
beds of older oceans, down to the Lower Silu
rian, in the instances of calcareous rocks of a
consistency to be washed; and even in hard
limestones and marbles fomminiferous shells
can be detected, by the microscope, in polished
sections and in thin slices laid upon glass.
Another kind of evidence of the share taken
by the polythalamous Foraminifera in the for

mation of the earth's crust has been made
known to us also by the original and per
severing labours of the great micrographcr of
Berlin, in his discovery that their shells occa
sionally become inﬁltrated by a solution of
silicate of iron, which ﬁlls by precipitation not
only the chambers, but the pores and co-ex
tended canals, even to their minutest ramiﬁca
tions; so that when a shell thus inﬁltrated
undergoes decomposition, a perfect internal
cast of the original protoplasm and its root-like
extensions remains :—
“Of such casts it has been shown by Prof.
Ehrenberg that the green-sands which present
themselves in various geological formations, from
the Silurian system upwards, are in great part
composed ; and his discovery has a two-fold value,
as, on the one hand, it places before us far more
exact representations of the conﬁguration of the

animal body, and of the connexions of its different
parts, than we could obtain even from living spe
cimens by dissolving away their shells with acid
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If Aggregates of slime, snot, or “ protoplasm,"TForaminifcra, and those in which MriDarwin

selves together in a mass when they lose the sup however, occur, which, putting forth their} expresses his conclusions in regard to the origin
port of the calcareous skeleton), whilst it also pseudopodial extensions at one point onl of ‘ of all the living beings of this planet, that we
enables us to identify with great certainty the types the surface, cover the rest with a case w ich are led to question whether a like inﬂuence

of Foraminifera by which these casts were origi
nally formed, notwithstanding the entire destruc
tion of the shells.”
The meaning which the author attaches to
the term “type" may be illustrated by his
characters of the family of Lagenidis. The
shell “substance” is hyaline or vitreous, and
very hard, perforated by tubes of extreme ﬁne
ness. The “ septal” aperture is small, circular
and central, more or less prominent, sometimes
produced into a siphon-like tube.
The generic name Lagena is retained for the

is imperforate.

In the Miliolida, which are may not have affected Dr. Carpenter’s conclu

and were marine, the shell is of porcellanous sions and expressions as to the nature of the
texture. In the Lituolida, some kinds of which species and genera of antecedent investigators
live in shallow seas or brackish water, the shell‘ and classifycrs of the Foraminifem.
is “nrenaceous,” or composed of foreign par-‘
\Vith regard to the highly interestin and
ticles cemented to other u on the outside of instructive facts, of the identity of some ( hren
the protoplasm.
n the romida, of which’ berg determined it in ten) of the so re rded

many inhabit fresh water, the shell is mem species of fossil Foraminifem of the cha
branous or “ chitinoid.”

The freshwater Ammbidzc resemble the proto- '

with

still existing species, and of the identity of more
of the Foraminiferous Nodosarize of the Triassic,
Permian and Carboniferous strata, with existing
forms, Dr. Carpenter explains it, agreeably with
the Darwinian hypothesis, as a case “of the
genetic continuity between the Foraminifera of
successive geological periods; graduating back
ward to the period when they began to descend
from a. common original," or, to use the Master's
words, “from some one primordial form, into
which life was ﬁrst breathed.” (Darwin, p. 484.)
According to this hypothesis we are compelled
to conceive, or try to conceive, a period in our
planet's history in which the conditions of life,
or the circumstances tending to change the

plasma! basis of the “ erforate" Foraminifera;
Foraminifera which form a single-chambered but the conditions forobtaining the lime are poor 1
shell, globose, with a prolonged neck and ter or absent in the sphere of their existence. The
minal aperture. But from such “typical” truly vital essential part of all these minute
use the deviations are numerous-e. g., into and beautiful organisms is alike. Since the
an ovate form, pointed at the hinder end, or great step which Dujardin (‘Observations sur
so narrowed as to become “fusiform,” &c., or les Rhizopodes at has Infusoires,’ Com m Raw
with introversion of the ﬂask-shaped neck, dus do Z’Acad. des Sciences, 1835) ma e in the
which then 'ves occasion for another generic right appreciation of their nature, observers
have progressively concurred in interpreting.
name—e. g., ntosalenia, 8w.
If the protoplasm, operating under the con the results of their scrutiny more or ess in
ditions which lead it to precipitate its chalk in accordance with the following expressions of our
the texture and form of Lagena, be so favour author :—
“The physiologist has here a case in which those modes of operation of all-pervading force in the
ably placed in regard to the acquisition and
assimilation of fresh slime as to bud out suc vital operations which he is accustomed to see , vital direction, were uniform, or at least that
cessive portions thereof, an elongated vitreous carried on by an elaborate apparatus are performed the uniformity which led to the impossibility of
without any special instruments whatever,—~a little the existence of more than one “original form "
shell is formed of a series of segments joined particle
of apparently homogeneous jelly changing
end to end in a straight line, sometimes with itself into a greater variety of forms than the fabled had only been broken so far as to allow of the
progressive increase, giving the entire shell a Proteus; laying hold of its food without members, . variation of such form into those of a few pro
genitors of succeeding classes of beings; thegrade
conical form.-—
_
swallowing it without a mouth, appropriating its
, of differentiation of such progenitors from the
“From the rectilineal Nodosaria, through the nutritious material without absorbent vessels or a
gently-curved Dentalina and the more strongly circulating system, moving from place to place ‘ primordial one being such as might be mani
curvcd Marginula, we are led, in a series so perfectly without muscles, feeling (if it has any power to l fasted by an Amoeba or whatever Dr. Carpenter
tional as to forbid lines of demarcation from do so) without nerves, propagating itself without : may conceive to have been the original “father
being anywhere drawn across it to the spiral Cristal genital apparatus; and not only this, but in many i of all Foraminifera.”
laria, which may be regarded as the highest mani
festation of the lagenoid type. From this central
stem we find a set of offsets more or less divergent,
presenting modiﬁcations of the typical characters

The inevitable corollary of the Darwinian
instances forming shelly coverings of a symmetry i
and complexity not surpassed by those of any testa ' hypothesis seems to us to demonstrate its weak
ceous animals." (p. vii.)
‘ ness; and to show by contrast the superiority

The large experience of the Foraminifera of the Lamarckian principle of the heterogenous
on which generic distinctions have been founded, which Dr. Ca nter has accumulated from his production of the primitive types of organisms.
but which we cannot recognize as of higher than own studies, erivative and direct, and froml zégl'eeﬁbly with this prlllclpleiwe concfélvejhali

varietal importance."

Nevertheless-and, indeed, of necessity in
respect to ﬁnite capacities of comprehending
the manifold results of the conditions of creative
force-the author proceeds warnings about a
"‘ type form” a second group of genera, forming

those of his coadjutors in the present work,

lm'tlclea of apparently homogeneous Jelly are

Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones,has led him
to the conclusion {hat—
3
“ the ordinary notion of species as assemblages ‘
of individuals marked out from each other by
deﬁnite characters that have been genetically.

the family Globigerinida; and a third group transmitted from original prototypes similarly dis- I
around another “ type," forming the family
Nummulinida.
This latter includes the largest and most
highly-developed kinds of Foraminifera, the

existing members of which are almost exclu
sively conﬁned to tropical or sub-tro ical
regions. Under analogous inﬂuences must ave
been produced those giants among Foraminifera
which multiplied during that early tertiary

tinguished is quite inapplicable to this group. " * ,
The only natural classiﬁcation of the vast aggregate

of diversiﬁed forms which this group contains, will
be one which ranges them according to their direc
tion and degree of divergence from a small number .i
of principal family-types. “ ’ The subordinate1
groupings of genera and species which may be
adopted for the convenience of description and
nomenclature, must be regarded merely as assern- ,
blages of forms characterized by the nature and

period which has been called, after them, degree of the modiﬁcations of the original type, aI
“nummulitic." Their shells form, literally,
mountain masses, once in the depths of ocean,
now upmised to the surface. The “nummu
litic” lunestones are mere aggregates of such
organic products, the interspaces of the entire
shells being occupied by smaller specimens of
the same kinds or by fragments of the larger
ones. These rocks occur in Southern Europe,
Northern Africa, India, Jamaica. The “Great
Pyramid” of Egypt is built of the stone formed
of the kind of Foraminifer called Nummul'ites
nummular‘ia, from its resemblance to a coin.

which they may have respectively acquired in the
course of genetic descent from a common ancestry.
' " Even in regard to these family types, it may
fairly be questioned whether analogical evidence
does not rather favour the idea of their derivation
from a common original than that of their primi

tive distinctness." (p. xi.)
We here discern the inﬂuence of Mr. Dar
win’s volume, ‘On the Origin of Species,’ on the
mind of the writer, the essentially distinctive
character of which work is the attribution of
all animal species, as descendants “from at
The above-recited three “types ” or “fami most only four or ﬁve progenitors, and plants
lies” ofForaminifera are grouped together under from an equal or lesser number,”-—the author
the “sub-order” Perforata, the shell having adding——“Analogy would lead me one step
the tubular apertures for the exit of the ﬁla further, namely, to the belief that all animals
ments of protoplasm called “pseudopodia.” and plants have descended from some one pro<
They may be regarded as the “typical” Fora totype.” The resemblance is so close between
minifera. All the kinds have calcareous shells, the terms in which Dr. Carpenter repeats his’

and are marine.

‘

now» a? "f 01d" bqing aggregated thmllgh the
operation of existing interchangeable modes of
force,
under special conditions, capable of cans
.
ing, for example, the special characters of the
Foraminifera.
The difference of atomic condition between
a speck of jelly exercising the attraction of
cohesion and one supplementing such attraction
by the force of more intimate atomic union, call
it incorporation or assimilation, may not be
greater than the difference of atomic condition
in a non-magnetic and a magnetic piece of iron:
it is certainly very analogous to it. The latter
draws to itself contiguous pieces of iron, which
stick to the hard surface and cannot get in; the
looser suspended atoms of the jelly-speck, under
the assimilative or organic state of force, allow

the attracted particles to permeate the mass,
there to adhere atomically to their like, in short

to be assimilated; the unassimilatable particles
‘ give way and are pushed out.

Every observer of the movements of such a
sarcodal aggregate as Arnrcba, or Actinophrys,

may reco nize enough of the above-indicated
correspon ence with magnetic attraction and

repulsion to place afresh before his judgment, for

unbiassed consideration, the question whether
such properties of the jelly-mass compel the in
vocation of a miraculous “ inbreathing of life" for
their initiation, and of generation exclusively
for their continued display. Analogy of the
phenomena of convertible modes of operation of
polaric force leads us to conclude that the differ
ence between snot and sarcode, between passive
and active states of mucus, is due to a conver
main conclusion as to the origin of the acrite } sion of attractive or other mode of polar force

I¢°1848,hdsn.28,$3
into the mode called “assimilative,” “organic,"
or “vital.” We believe, to use Darwin’s
common expression, that such conversion
occurs under the conditions favouring it;
that such conditions exist now as of old, and
that they have operated in the production of
Foraminifera in the ooze or mud of sea-beds
from the Silurian period, or the remotest one
for the possibility of such conditions of vivify
inn‘ jelly-specks, to the present day.

Dr. Carpenter’s studies of the porous chalk-de
posits in and on these jelly-specks appear, how
ever, to have induced him to adopt a different
conclusion; to assign the beginning of such
organism to an occult cause, to an operation of !
force or to a concurrence of forces which have
now no place in Nature,—a creative force in
fact, which Darwin could only express in Pen
Lsteuchal terms as the primordial form “into

which life was ﬁrst breathed "1 Such primordial
form of Foraminifera, once created, with its
power of growing by assimilative atomic attrac
tion and of propagating by pushing out and
detaching particles of its substance, increased
and multiplied. The forarniniferous oﬂ'spring
in time spread into positions and fell under
conditions which, by reaction on the primor
dial organic properties, modiﬁed diversely the
resultant conditions of the foraminiferous body
and shell. The “Foraminifera of successive
geological periods" have all descended from,
the ﬁrst-created little particle of homogeneous
jelly, having the properties above quoted from
p. vii; they are related thereto by genetic con
tinuity; in the author’s words and type, they
are “the direct lineal descendants of the Forami
nifera of very ancient geological periods.” The
evidence of this astounding assumption he
regards to be “as complete as the nature of the
case admits,” that is to say, as it possibly can
be, or, in fewer words, to be demonstrated!
Accordingly, we ﬁnd writers who accept the
dictum, and in cerba magistwl use the language
of the Darwinian hypothesis, remarking, “ not
without astonishment, that scarcely any of the
species of Foraminifera met with in the second
ary strata have become extinct.” “ Nodosarize
of the trias have transmitted descendants
without loss of any of their essentially speciﬁc
features to the present day.’ (Phil. Trans,

1860,p.582J
Observation has, however, some value, though
it may, or rather must, in natural objects,
fall short of the extent and perfection of its
subject. For example, the earliest or oldest
strata with evidence of life present such evi
dence under a rather considerable variety of
grades and conditions, agreeing, however, in a
general way with the variety of states arising
from different chemical constitutions of sedi
mentary rocks, from different depths in the sea,
and other conditions likely to inﬂuence the
state and form of the co-existing organisms of
the period. The uniform condition of the sur
face of the earth at the period when the organic
form of force was ﬁrst capable of energizing
upon such surface, which uniformity must be
assumed at the period when the Darwinian
primordial form of all organisms, and the Car
penterian primordial form of all Foraminifem
existed in solitary state, is a condition of the
earth’s surface of which no geological observa
tions whatever afford the slightest foundation
or reason for assuming.
As, according to John Mill, the aim of the
physical philosopher is to determine “ what are
the fewest and simplest assumptions, which
being granted, the whole existing order of
nature would result” (‘ Logic,’ 3rd edit, vol. i.,
p. 327); so we hold, that the aim of the philo
sophic naturalist is to determine what are the
assumptions having the best ground of accept<
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ability from observation and-analogy, on which. Darwin. It is expressly admitted by his dis
organic forms and conditions, through known ciple, the author of the work under notice, that
natural powers, might arise, propagating modi “there is no indication of any tendency to
ﬁable offspring concurrently with the continued elevation towards a higher type” in the fora
operation of heterogenous productive force, miniferous Fauna of any period ; but the signiﬁ
which would people the globe, in the long cans-y of this fact seems to be lost on Dr.
course of its life-periods, with the various grades Carpenter in reference to the most important, .
and forms constituting its present Fauna and indeed supreme, deduction from the numerous
Flora. \Ve hold it to be contrary to the spirit particulars which he has ably and instructively
of Mill, and of every searcher after truth, to set forth in his ‘Introduction to the Study of
prepose to the mind any quality of “number the Foraminifera.’
of primitive types,’~ whether small or large, as
In regard to the history of these most inter
a guiding idea in this high aim.
esting and beautiful, though for the most part
Reverting, then, to the question of the minute, forms of Protozoa, the salient features
origin, or coming into existence, of a “particle which, in zoology, will be remembered grate
of seemingly homogeneous jelly,” with the fully and with admiration of the originality,
powers above cited from p. vii. of the work acuteness and perseverance of the observers,
under review: the assumption of an occult, are-the determination of the true nature of the
miraculous, creative cause operating once for Forarninifera and their kinship to Amoeba and
all, with the inevitable corollary of uniformity other freshwater rhizopods by Dujardin,—and
of vital conditions of existence during the hypo the discovery of their antiquity and important
thetical, uniform, primitive and primordial share in forming the earth’s crust by Ehrenberg.
To the general reader there is no work on
state of the earth’s inhabitants, appears to us
to be a less “simple assumption ’ than the the Foraminifera which will prove more instruc
following, viz, that at the period when life tive and satisfactory than the richly-illustrated
became possible on the earth's surface the con volume which Dr. Carpenter has brought out,
ditions were sufficiently varied to permit the with the aid of Messrs. Parker and Rupert
conversion of the general polaric into a special Jones, under the auspices of the Ray Society.
organic mode of force to operate under circum To the scientiﬁc reader, especially looking to
stances resulting in a variety of the simplest the bearing of the recorded facts and observa
forms of life, such as “monad," “mucor,” tions on the gcnemlimtions of highest interest
“amoeba,” “lichen-spore," &c., and that such at the present phase of his science, the result,
conditions have continued to operate in the we regret to state, is such as the author him
heterogenous production of “organisms with self seems to recognize when, with becoming
modesty, he confesses that “ he cannot venture
out organs” to the present day.
The atoms, attractin and attracted, causing to anticipate that his work will prove altogether
the pushing out and rawing in of the “sar satisfactory.”
code,” intus-suscepted at any part of the surface
and assimilated, augment the mass, which buds
out; in some the bud falls ch, in others it Live It Down: a. Story ofthe Light Lands. By
J. C. Jeaﬂ'reson. 3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)
coheres, and may form a polythalamous or
dendritic whole. So in the crystalline salt, THE title of this work is in itself a novel, and
the atoms, attracted to the surface, cohere suggests half-a-dozen stories at once. The story
according to the law of its crystallization and that Mr. Jeaﬂieson has selected will, however,
form, sometimes as beautiful dendritic wholes, satisfy most renders; it is full, well considered,
as in Infusoria, zoophytes and plants. In all and well worked out. The interest is solid,
these cases the single cell and the primitive and depends more on the delineation of inner
crystal continue to be independently and life and character than on the accidents of a
critical moment. The plot is broad, and the
“ heterogenously” brought into being.
‘When observation shows that a particular interest goes on increasing to the last age.
form of Foraminifer occurs in fossiliferous rocks The story is extremely well constructef; it
of all ascertained geological eriods, we deduce is by far the best work of ﬁction Mr. Jeaﬂ're
from the fact that the con itions of the hete son has yet written, and in great measure
rogenous creation of such form have been the realizes the promise of excellence given in his
same. Instead of concluding that the particular former novels.
form or kind of Nodosaria of to-day is the great
The story turns on the traditional “skeleton”
great-&c.-grandchild of the Nodosaria of the said to haunt everybody's closet, and Mr.
carboniferous period, itself the lineal offspring Jeaffreson gives his notion as to the best way
of the occultly-created primordial Foraminifer, of dealing with it. Eve body has some secret
we deem it the “simpler" assumption, that the that he would not willing y impart to the world;
conditions of the “ooze” which led tothe “fusi and an authentic history of somebody else’s
line" form‘ Nodosaria coming into being when “ skeleton” has an attraction for every reader.
Mr. Jeaffreson’s maxim for all secret sorrows
coal-plants ﬂourished, operate in like manner
in producing that particular form of shell is—“ to live them down.” There are different
making jelly at the present day. In like fashions of living things down: to keep any
manner we regard the valuable labours of action or event absolutely secret is a wild hope
Messrs. Parker and Rupert Jones ‘On the —“tﬁt on (av-d (out sc sait,” wrote Madame
Nomenclature of the Foraminifer-a’ as a su - de Maintenon. Blucbeard's key was but the
gestive body of proof of the degree in Willi type of human experience. Scour out an event
uniform conditions of the development of Fora so that you destroy all traces of it in one place,
minifera, characterized and named “speciﬁ and it breaks out visibly in another. All the
cally," have operated during long geological characters in Mr. Jcaffreson’s story have their
own Secret, and they act and react on each
periods on this planet.
Agreeably with this “heterogenous" h o other partly in blindness and partly from design.
thesis is the great and signiﬁcant fact of t ere An old family, in a county town in “the light
having been “no advance in the foraminiferous lands of Suffolk,” hold themselves in retirement
type from the Palzeozoic period to the present and digniﬁed seclusion-their neighbours set
time.” Most adverse is this fact to the hypo it down to pride: alas! they have a wretched
uirc and the
thesis that one primordial form was ﬁrst, and secret to live down. The old
once for all, created, with a power of producing gentle, almost perfect woman, is daughter
progeny susceptible of variation and improve Adelaide, live together in the old manor-house,
ment to the illimitable degree postulated by_ with the youth who is said to be the son of
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a deceased brother.

is the hero of the story-—a ﬁne, high-spirited
youth, addicted overmuch to ﬁeld sports and
steeple—chases, but withal a thorough gentle
man in all his works and we s. There is a
certain Miss Carry Broomhea , whose father,
being a Dissenter and rich tradesmen, causes
a two-fold obstacle to her taking rank amongst
the aristocracy of Merton Piggott. The shades
of society, as society existed in county towns
in the early part of this century and the close
of the last, are well touched in, and are
admirable as a picture of a time now almost
passed away from living memory. The
“assemblies” were, of course, the great dis
play of beauty, fashion and exclusiveness in
the world of Merton Piggott ; to a place there
Caroline Broomhead could not by right aspire,
but she is let into the paradise by grace and
favour. She captivates Edgar Turrett, and, after
a slight show of 0 position, the consent of their
parents is obtaine ,and everything lookspromis
ing for their happiness. But there is the terrible
Secret connected with the family of the Turretts
of Castle Hollow——the Secret which the old
man and his dau hter have doomed themselves
to hide. It is iscovered in a very artfully
contrived, but perfectly artistic and legitimate
manner. A lady, the niece of a provincial
manager and strolling player, meets with an
accident; all the ladies in the town are kind

to her, but she, too, has her Secret; she is
married, though none knows of it; Alec Bar
ber, her husband, being a blackleg, rufﬁan and
betting-man on the turf. This brings him in
contact with Edgar, for whom he rides a
steeple~chase. Alec Barber discovers the secret,
and this secures his hold on Edgar. A re
spectable man a pears on the scene as a book
seller; Aunt A elaide Turrett gives him all
her savings to set him up in his shop, and there
isamysterious connexion between them of which
Alec Barber discovers the key; also he ﬁnds
out that John Braddock is a returned convict,
not guilty however, having been convicted
on circumstantial evidence. He plots to get
Ed ar still more into his power, brings him into
di culties, and considers that he has found a
mine of wealth. The youngman,when told of the
Secret concerning himself, buys thesilenee of the
wretch for the sake of preserving the few years
that remain to his grandfather and aunt from
annoyance. This is made to bear a most ques
tionable aspect to the world; the contrast
between what the reader knows and what the
world thinks, is good. Carry,’ who has become
impressed with religious sentiment, breaks off
her engagement with Edgar from an impt.L

rious sense of duty. All t 's is told in a very
unhackneyed and effective manner. There is a

silent contest
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Edgar Turrett, the boy, of the Past, and not to tryitoctrneeial it, neither 4

oing on betwixt all the cha

racters which t e reader ﬁnds exciting. At
last, Alec Barber is found murdered, and cir
cumstantial evidence points to Edgar. This
part of the story is managed by a. man who

news how to do it. Edgar is acquitted; but
though set at liberty, he is not restored to the

ood opinion of the world. He determines to
‘live down” suspicion, which he does nobly
and naturally; he goes out as a physician

and missionary to the people of the wild
marsh districts of his own county; he
lives amongst them and bears his sorrows
bravely, until at last the real murderer con
fesses. \Ve cannot s>oil the reader’s inter
est by revealing the ‘ecret: indeed, telling it
would give no indication of the excitement of
the gradual development and the inﬂuence
of every character on the plot of the story,
which is managed with great ability. Edgar
and his wife (for of course he marries Carry)
agree to take up the burden and shame

gardens of the Himalayas,—a change which
fearing nor defying disclosure, but taking the
romises to do for the cool provinces of Upper
Past as a lot appointed to them, resolved to India what tobacco has done for "irginia and
“live down " what is in it of disgrace.
cotton for Louisiana. To the exertions which
The moral worked out from the story is, he has made in behalf of our home gardens and
that men may not refuse any burden which is landscapes there are in this country thousands
sent to them in God’s providence, whether it be of witnesses, and we need not dwell upon
disgrace from the conduct of relations, or the them. It is not stran e to hear that this use
consequences of some long-past sin of their ful servant of science as met from our public
own ; that an humble trust in God is better than oﬁicers abroad with every attention and every
any scheming to escape or to hide the conse sympathy, and most of all, from those gentle
quences of a wrong action. Such is the theme men who stand highest in the service and in
of this story; but the great charm lies in the the public regard But there has been one
working out of phases of inner life and cha ridiculous and mortifying exception, to which,
racter. This work contains knowledge which in the cause of science, we are bound to draw
can only be learnt by having lived and suf attention.
fered, and no one can read it without feeling
Mr. Fortune made his ﬁrst visit to Yeddo in
helped and strengthened as by the words of company with Sir Rutherford Alcock, whose
a riend.
The scenes are too much inter admirable book on the ‘ Capital of the T coon’
woven with cnch other to bear detaching, but we recently reviewed.- In the Ministe s com
there are several highly dramatic situations. pany all went well: Mr. Fortune made his
The interview between Alec Barber and John ittle social sketches; poked about in the
rdens; saw the tubs of Salamanders
Braddock, the returned convict, when the tiny
former goes to threaten him in order to forsae; examined the Japanese principle of
extort money, is like seeing a fencing-match dwarﬁng plants; expressed an o iuion on the
between two skilful swordsmen; the episode com arative moralities of a Ye do bath and
of “ Little Fan,” the physician’s daughter, may an nglish ball-room; and made a collection
take its place beside little Dombey for its of such novelties as could be found in that
pathos. The story is interesting throughout; climate in the wintry months. Mr. Fortune
the characters stand well on their feet, and are then left Yeddo for a while, to explore some
real human beings marked with individual other parts of the coast; but when the spring
character; and we recommend our readers to came round he was anxious to return and com
make acquaintance with them for themselves. plete his collections. By an article of the treaty
Mr. Jeati'reson has it in him to do still better no foreigner was allowed to proceed to Yeddo
things than his present work, and we hope he except on the invitation of his Minister at the
Court of the Tycoon; and Sir Rutherford Al
will live up to his capabilities.
cock had gone to Europe. What was to be

done 7 Mr. Fortune did not like to ask a permit
Yedo and Peking: a Narrative of a Journey to
the Capitals of Japan and China. With
Notices of the Natural Productions, Agricul
ture, Horticulture, and Trade of those Oouw
tnles, and other Things met with by the Way.

By Robert Fortune.

from the personleft in charge, because he thought
that
rson would be unable to comply and
unwil ing to refuse. So, to save inconvenience

and delay, he accepted an hospitable invitation
from Mr. Harris, the American Minister at

Map and Illustrations. Yeddo.

Mr. Harris was perfectly well aware

(Murray) 7
of the im rtance of Mr. Fortune’s labours, not
Mr. Robert Fortune’s travels in the ﬂowery only to ngland but to the whole civilized

land of the far East are known wherever tea

world, and he was proud to give our country

is relished and gardens are cultivated. On man help. We venture to thank the American
for havino'
actednoin higher
this matter
these wanderings he has written more than one aMinister
gentleman;
we l‘know
praise,like
or

popular and pleasant book. Unlike the common
tourist, Mr. Fortune has a speciality of object we would give it.
We undertake to say that our readers will
and of knowledge. He goes to China, to
Japan, to India, in search of plants and be as much surprised as Mr. Harris was, when
ﬂowers; he takes along with him a perfect one da , as they sat at dinner, his guest
knowledge of what has been done already in receive the following note from the person
the line of his inquiries; and he has for pur whom Sir Rutherford had unhappily left in
pose, not only to report on what he may ﬁnd, charge of our affairs at Yeddo:
“ As no British subject can visit Yedo without
ut to bring it away with him in evidence.
Thus, his labours have a practical, as well as a an invitation from,‘ or the sanction of, Her Britan
scientiﬁc end. They are undertaken in the nic Majesty's Minister, or, in his absence, the
cause of commerce and of domestiq use. When olﬁcer in charge of Her Majesty's Legation, from
he succeeds in his search, science is enriched, neither of whom you have received such invitation
or sanction, I have to request you will take your
and our landscapes are beautiﬁed. To give departure from Yedo without dela '.—I have, &c.,
only one example out of hundreds—should you
“ F.
Mrenxon.”
hear of a new oak tree (Quercus Sinerwis) being
To this formal request for his instant depar
found on the slopes of the mountain range ture, Mr. Fortune replied—
beyond Pekin, a valuable tree, of which the
"I had the honour to receive your letter of
acorns yield a dye, you hear at the same time yesterday‘s date, upon which I beg to make the
that many acorns from this oak have been following observations. I returned to Japan a
brou ht home, and are now gnawing very well short time ago for the purpose of examining the
in r. Standish’s nursery-ground at Bagshot.
natural productions of the country during the
Mr. Fortune is, perhaps, the best-known spring months, hoping to make some discoveries
Englishman in the Eastern world. For ei hteen which might prove useful at home. For this pur
years he has lived in China, India and span ; pose it was of great importance that I should be

speaking the languages of the people, visiting

able to visit the gardens about Yedo.

Unfor

t em in their homes, and entering into their tunately on my arrival at Kanagawa I found Her
Majesty's Minister absent from Yedo, and I was
peculiarities of character. More, erhaps, than given
to understand that I could not obtain per

an other, he has helped to make the name

mission from the oﬁicer in charge of the Legation

of nglishman respected in those regions. Nor to visit the city. His Excellency Mr. Alcock has
is this the only service he has done. To him, always shown every disposition to forward my
almost exclusively, belongs the credit of suc views, and had he been here I have no doubt he
cessfully introducing the tea-plant into the would willingly have granted the permission I
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under the treatment Ihave described ; and-asltligy

required. Under the circumstances I wrote to his houses for the use of themselves and their fami
Excellency the American Minister, and asked him lies; the poorer classes, for a very small sum, can
to grant me that permission which I am sure I enjoy themselves at the public baths. After com~
would have received from Her Majesty’s represen

ing in from a. long journey, or when tired with the

expand their energies in this way, they have little

inclination to make vigorous growth."

The book is full of gossip about trees, plants

labours of the day, the Japanese consider a bath and ﬂowers, and which gossip is interspersed, as
to be particularly refreshing and enjoyable; and it we have seen, with remarks on the social and
guest, in order to enable me to accomplish the is probably on this account, as well as for cleanli moral condition of those who cultivate them.
objects I had in view. With this explanation I ness, that it is so universally employed. The stern
It is a thoroughly useful and pleasant volume.
trust you will not insist on my leaving Yedo for moralist of Western countries will no doubt con
a few days, asit might be a matter of public regret demn the system of promiscuous bathing, as it is
should I be prevented from adding to our home contrary to all his ideas of decency; on the other
collection some new trees or other plants of much hand, there are those who tell us that-the custom The Story of Queen Isabel, and other Verses.
By M. S. (Bell 8.: Daldy.)
only shows simplicity and innocence such as that
interest.”
tative had he been in Yedo. Mr. Harris, in the
kindest manner, invited me to his house as his

But the party in oﬂice, neither calmed by
the moderate tone of Mr. Fortune's note, nor
warned by any nimble sense of the ludicrous
ness of his position, insisted on his immediate
departure. If Mr. Punch, were quizzing some
irate ofﬁcial in the East, no doubt the master

which existed in the Garden of Eden before the IN ‘The Story of Queen Isabel’ we have one
more reﬂection of the Laureate's inﬂuence. It
is impossible to read this tale of the young
bride whom John of England stole from her
betrothed without recalling the sentiment that

fall of man. All I can say is, that it is the custom
of the country to bathe in this way; and that, if
appealed to on the subject, the Japanese would
probably tell us that many of the customs amongst
ourselves-such, for example, as our mode of dress
ing and dancing-—are much more likely to lead to
of polite mocking would be able to dramatically immorality than bathing, and are not so useful nor
"‘ write him down an ass." But could the pro so healthy; at any rate, the practice cannot be
found satirist conjure up a more grotesque attributed to habits of primitive innocence in this
picture of a Jack-in-oﬂice than that suggested case, as no people in the world are more licentious
by the following words, actually written by the in their behaviour than the Japanese."

man whose signature they bear?—
“ I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
of today, and regret that you have placed me
under the necessity of again writing to you. I care not
to be informed now for what object you have come
to Japan, or that Her Majesty's Minister would
have granted you permission to visit Yedo had
he been here-—I only know that you are a private
individual in a private capacity in this country,

and that you have not asked for nor received the
requisite sanction from the British authority here
to come up to Yedo. It is of no consequence to
me now what you were given to understand at
'Kanagawa; but you must have been well aware
that the American Minister has not the power to
grant you, or any other British subject, permission
to visit Yedo. It was your duty to have com
municated with me on the subject, but this you
had not the common courtesy to do; and you actu

ally came up to Yedo without even my know
ledge. I think I have said enough to show you
that you have acted in a very improper manner.
Whether it would be a matter of public regret or
not your being unable to accomplish your private
ends, is not a question for me to consider. I am
only performing my public duty when I call upon

you a second time to quit Yedo at once.

To

‘allow you to remain would be to establish a dan
gerous precedent.—I have, &c.,

“ F. G. Mi'nuncn.“
For an instant this elite and sensible person
was the wielder of or Majesty’s authority at
Yeddo; and the man of science, for not having
kissed the said person's shoe, was compelled to
quit the scene of his honourable and useful
toil, his task but half accomplished! It is
not for us to apply the only comment proper
to such an not.
We have referred to Mr. Fortune's studies
at Yeddo, both social and botanical. Every

reader of Sir Rutherford Alcock's book will
remember the illustrations of the Japanese
bath, and the opinion of our Minister on the
indecency of that institution. Mr. Fortune
takes a rather more favourable view of it,
though he is not blind to its licentious side :—
“ In one of the villages through which we
passed we observed what appeared to be a family
bathing-room. The baths at the time were full

of persons of both sexes, old and young, appar
ently of three or four generations, and all were
perfectly naked. This was a curious exhibition
to a foreigner, but the reader must remember we
are now in Japan. Bathing-houses or rooms, both

public and private, are found in all parts of the
Japanese Empire—in the midst of crowded cities,

pervades the ‘ Morte d‘Arthur’ and the ‘Idylls
- of the King.’

This being said, we may add that M. S. is

among the best of Mr. Tennyson’s followers.
The resemblance which we here detect springs
from no servile imitation. It is a response—
On the art of dwarfing plants-an art which not an echo; it reveals itself in spirit still
is beginning to ﬁnd much favour in our own more than in manner, and by analogy rather
greenhouses-he is a more conﬁdent and com than by reproduction. The writer's imagination
petent authority. Many readers will like to has been moulded, but not enslaved, by a higher
learn the lesson from the original sourcc—the one. His 'pages often show real insight into
more so as they can do so in a passage variously feeling and character, and a power to express
both by touches as subtle as they are true. He
suggestive :—
“ The art of dwarﬁng trees, as commonly prac has qualities, in short, which admiration may
tised both in China and Japan, is in reality very ' colour and bias, but which it cannot bestow.
At the opening of the story Isabel, the future
simple and easily understood. It is based upon
ueen, is aﬁianced to Hugh de Lusignan.
one of the commonest principles of vegetable phy
siology. Anything which has a tendency to check . he is so mere a girl that love is still
or retard the flow of the sap in trees, also prevents, dormant in her heart, which makes no reply
to a certain extent, the formation of wood and to the devotion of Lusignan. Vain of her
leaves. This may be done by grafting, by conﬁn beauty, dazzled by the state of a royal suitor,
ing the roots in a small space, by withholding, and beguiled by his ﬂatteries, she breaks her
water, by bending the branches, and in a hundred troth to Lusignan and marries Prince John.
other ways, which all proceed upon the same prin
This event is quickly followed by the death of
ciple. This principle is perfectly understood by
the Japanese, and they take advantage of it to Coeur-de-Lion and John's accession to the
make nature subservient to this particular whim throne. The base nature of her husband is
of theirs. They are said to select the smallest soon apparent, and Isabel learns in time to
seeds from the smallest plants, which I think is a preciate by contrast the noble heart which
not at all unlikely. I have frequently seen Chinese sii’c has forsaken. In the war with France,
gardeners selecting suckers for this purpose from Lusignan is taken on tive, but Isabel effects
the plants of their gardens. Stunted varieties were his release. At lengt , after a series of perse
generally chosen, particularly if they had the side cutions and indignities from her jealous hus
branches opposite or regular, for much depends band, she is released from him by his death.
upon this : a one-sided dwarf-tree is of no value in She then seeks out Lusignan, to whom her
the eyes of the Chinese or Japanese. The main daughter has been conﬁded, confesses her error,
stem was then, in most cases, twisted in a zigzag
and obtains his forgiveness. All this is told,
form, which process checked the flow of the sap,
and at the same time encouraged the production in the main, with clearness and effect. We
of side-branches at those parts of the stem where must except, however, to the mode in which
\Varders are
they were most desired. The pots in which they Lusignan regains his liberty.
were planted were narrow and shallow, so that bribed and prison-doors thrown open with an
they held but a small quantity of soil compared case that taxes the credulity of the reader.
with the wants of the plants, and no more water Again, Lusignan has obtained the custody of
was given than was actually necessary to keep Isabel’s daughter under a promise of marrying
them alive. \Vhen new branches were in the act her; but we are left in doubtas to whether
of formation they were tied down and twisted in this promise was serious or a mere desire to
various ways ; the points of the leaders and strong win back the mother.
growing ones were generally nipped out, and every
It is in the nice perception of motive and in
means were taken to discourage the production of the unfolding of character that our new poet
young shoots possessing any degree of vigour.
is at his best. Lusignan, gay, stately and re
Nature generally struggles against this treatment
for a while, until her powers seem to be in a great served,—Isabel, with her nature shallow at
measure exhausted, when she quietly yields to the ﬁrst, but gradually deepening into moral up‘
power of Art. The artist, however, must be ever prehension,—John, veiling his cowardice with
on the watch; for should the roots of his plants lcvity, and his cruelty with sinister courtesy
get‘ through the pots into the ground, or happen stand before us in life-like distinctness. Few
to receive a liberal supply of moisture, or should

the young shoots be allowed to-grow in their natu
ral position for a time, the vigour of the plant,
which has so long been lost, will be restored, and
the fairest specimens of Orientaldwarﬁng destroyed.
It is a curious fact that when plants, from any
cause, become stunted or unhealthy, they almost
invariably produce ﬂowers and fruit, and thus

or, as we here see, in country villages. The bath
is one of the institutions of the country; it is as
indispensable to a Japanese as tea is to a China endeavour to propagate and perpetuate their kind.
man. In the afternoon, in the evening, and up to This principle is of great value in dwarﬁng trees.
a late hour at night, the bath is in full operation. Flowering trees—such, for example, as peaches
Those who can afford it have baths in their own and plums—produce their blossoms most profusely

glimpses into the untried and trusting heart of
girlhood can be truer than those which we are
about to instance. Isabel and John are in full
ﬂight from Lusignan, and already the evil bias
of the Prince betrays itself :—
A day and night
They rode together, each swift hour more rich
In tender thought and wonder than the last;
,
Her dreams had all been vague; and now she dream d
This b ht reality should teach her all.
_
For she new nothing-judged not-but received. "
He smiled, and “ So," she thought, “ a hero smiles.
He spoke, she llsten'd grecdily, to larn
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The way in which a model knight made'love;
He swore a little when his courser tnpp d,
And “This,'' she thought, " is done by angry kings,
I must not heed it." $0 she qnestinn'd not,
Mils'd not, expected not, but still received ;
Till once his bold eyes burn'd upon her face
_
So ﬁercely, that she shrank and drnpp‘d her veil,
And trembled inwardly a little while,
Then to herself said, chiding, “This is love.
I have been told I am too young for love;

When I am older, I shall bear it better.‘

Our next extract winds up a tragic episodc.
It refers to a certain knight whom Isubels
beauty and suffering have inspired with loyal
devotion. The heart of the desolate lady turns
for support to this one friend, and the Klngs
suspicions are aroused :-—
One summer's day she rode to join the King
At his new palace, where he summon’d her;
And, waarily dismonnting, to resume
The chains a little while laid by, she read
Such truth and pity in those loyal eyes,
That her stray hand fell lightly on his brow.
Bent to her stirrup, and she spake and sigh d,

“ Friend, pray for me, I need it!" Allin tears
Tie turn'd away; and she, with tears, went in ;
“'atch'd from awindow by her lord, who show 1!
The gesture to his train, and bade them mark;
Then greet”! Im' so (wily, that she knew
He luui some bitfcr purpose in. his soul.
Beside her at the banquet, still he show’d
Unwontcd homage, but her shuddering looks
Could nowhere find a substance for their fear;
(She noted not the absence of her knight.)_

She waited till the long carouse was done,
Then, at his signal, rose. " Your checks are pale,
My queen," he said, “ sleep must their springtide prove,
To make them bloom anew. Give me your hand,
I ’11 see you to your chamber." So they went
Together, with a train to marshal] them.
The chamber was a blaze of’ light; the King
Stood still a moment by the curtain'd couch,
Holding her hand, and looking in her face,
As a wolf eyes the fawn before he springs,
Then dropp'd her hand, and drew the curtain back,
And hiss'd into her ear, “ Your rest be soft!"

—This is no bod ; it is an open tomb.
Upon the pillow lies the dumb despair
01 a familiar face without a soul,
A loyal breast, uncover‘d and trnnsﬁx'd,
And under the close dagger-hilt a stain
Slow spreading while they gazed.

This relation, so full of graphic details that

appeal to the eye no less than to the mind, de
serves high raise. We are made to feel, with
the Queen, t e ill omen of her husband‘s mirth;
we tremble at the pomp which precedes her to
her chamber, and shrink at the door from the

mocking blaze.

Not less owerfully drawn is

the feline malignity of Jo n, as he toys with
the victim he is about to crush. The point of
tragic terror is here reached — and without
straining.
The foregoing exam les show a. dramatic
faculty rather than a re ective one. At times,
however, both are combined, and we meet with
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The queen stood still
Like one who hath been struck, who knows not yet
lVhere is the blow, or what the pain, but feels
A certain cbillncss in the heart and brain,
As if life paused a little while and doubted
Whether it should resume its course. But then,
As a branch stoops with over-weight of snow,

Iain down its burden, and starts back again
Noiseleslly and unwoundcd to its place,
She dropp'd the cold oppression from her heart,
And rose, and seem‘d unscathed.

W's have quoted enough to show that, if the
work before us be that of a young man, there

is much to be hoped from him. He has already
the power to feel and observe on his own
account, though within limits determined by

another’s inﬂuence. He must now learn to
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wounded. A portion of the King’s coat, drawn
from the wound, and presented to Coningsby
as a remembrance, was enshrined by him in a
locket. The relic probably still exists; at all
events, at fashionable parties in the last century,
Mrs. Walsingham used to exhibit it to all her
pnrticular friends.
Coningsby was at Aghrim as well as at the
Boyne, and was so useful in executing the
Treaty of Limerick, that for this and other
services \Villiam created him Lord Coningsby
of Clunbrassil. Mr. Townsend is mistaken in
thinking Lord Conin sby “retired from all
public duties" during the reign of Queen Anne;
e was in office throughout nearly the whole of

regard man and nature from his own stand
point, and in obedience to his own impulses. it. If Mr. Townsend would wish to see the
And there is one more counsel that we would quality of my lord illustrated by his drawing
offer to him. Some of the minor poems in this up of a state-paper, we recommend to him a.
volume are not less healthy than sweet; but in perusal of his lordship’s account of parties in
others we ﬁnd a sentimentalism that cannot be the reign of the Queen, which he drew up for
too early resisted. To indulge in vain laments the enlightenment of George the First. It is
may be a luxury for the young, whose very among the Lansdowne NISS, but it is also

glow of life seeks to tem r itself withaﬁctitious printed in the last volume of the ‘Archae
gloom. But the habit is as enervatlng us it is
seductive. Faith and courage are vital elements
of poetic genius; and, although in life’s che
quered scene, grief and doubt must at times
intrude, he alone is worth hearing who can
make the lessons of grief an antidote for doubt.
Town and Borough of Lwm'insfer; with Illus
t'ratimw of its Ancient and Modern History.
By the Rev. G. F. Townsend, M.A.; and a
Chapter on the Parish Church and Priory, by
E. A. Freeman. (Leominster, Partridge;
London, Hall 86 Co.)
Or the above pleasant Hertfordshire town-its
old-world traditions, its historical legends, its
church history, its political troubles, its pro ess
in the manufacture of gloves and hats, an the
preparation of leatber,—-of these and many other
subjects relative to them, Mr. Townsend dis
courses unpretendingly, agreeably, and proﬁt
ably. Over such a. stage many agroup of great
personalges pass and repass; but there is one
especia y who attracts our attention, for his
name is familiar to us all, and his history known
to few-that name is Coningsby.-—
The House impeach him, Ccningsby haranguel,
The Court forsake him, and Sir Balaam bangs.

ologia.’ If George the First was enlightened by
it, he must have been a. clever fellow, for the
paper is the ﬁnest heap of confusion, of con
clusions having nothing to do with premises,
all in the circumbendibus style, wending away
from all meaning, that can be imagined. How
ever, George the First, in gratitude perhaps for
having survived the perusal, made the Irish
Baron an English Earl, 21 title which, at C0
niugsby’s articular desire, was limited not to
his then 0 'ldren, but to the eldest of any he
might have by a. future marriage. Of this
strange limitation Mr. Townsend does not seem
to be aware.
Coningsby hated his powerful neighbour and
triumphant rival, Hurley, and Harley despised
Coningsby. When Walpole impeached Boling~
broke, Coningsby angrily exclaimed, “The
worthy member has impeached the hand, but
I impeach the head; he has impeached the’
clerk, but I the Justice; he has impeached the
scholar, but I the master" ;—and Robert Harley,
Earl of Oxford and Mortimer, was designed to
come to grief, from which both he and Boling
broke escaped. Our readers already know

Oxford‘s killing retort when he was told

Coningsby was determined to have his head
This Pope’s Couingsby is the man who is con “ I wouldn‘t have his at a gift!”
spicuous in this account of Leominster,of which
He “got it” as severely from Atterbury, in
he was one of the representatives in Parliament. a debate on what Mr. Townsend calls “ a certain
Mr. Townsend publishes some few details of bill”; it was the most important Conformity
Coningsby not hitherto known; but he might Bill. The author mars the story, too. Coningsby
passages remarkable alike for their general have gone much further, had he only been rebuked Atterbury for playin the prophet, and
truth, for the light shed upon characters, and aware in what direction the materials lay.
compared him to Balaam, w o drove so furi
for happiness of expression. Here is an in
Conin sby was of a good house. Leicester ously that the ass 0 ened his mouth to reprove
stance :
knighte his great-grandfather at the siege of him. Atterbury, emure and calm, acce ted
There is a day in Spring
Rouen in 1591, forvaliant carriage there. His the application of the prophet Balsam to im-4
When under all the earth the secret germ:
Begin to stir and glow before they bud;
family hold land in Ireland, but Coningsby him self, as he was a priest; and as Lord Coningsby
The wcalth and fcstal pomps of Midsummer
self was born in England, where his early life was the only one who had rebuked him, he
Lie in the heart of that Inglorious day,
Which no man names with blessing, though its work
was a wild one, without culture or control, and supposed his Lordship was the ass! Coningsby
Is blest by all the world. Such days there are
marred by a forced marriage with the daughter was ever afterwards known as “Atterbury’s
In the slow story of the growth of souls,
of his guardian, Barbam Gorges. Young Co
ad.” In the onl complete edition of Samuel
And such a day was this for Isabel.
This portrait of Lusignan, too, has real indi ningsby was member for Leominster during Vesley’s poems, t t by the late Jumes Nichols,
fourteen parliaments, previous to his being there is a smart little poem on this incident.
viduality :—
raised to the Peerage; and was always elected Samuel, the orthodox brother of heterodox
Under the curve
Of the dark portal, on his steed, Sir Hugh
free of expense, by a town which was so full John, loved Attcrbury; and his verses, rattling
Sate like a picture, half his (aim face light,
of dissenters, that he used to call it “Little at the greater ass of the two—not the one
Half shadow, framed in azure sheens of steel,
Amsterdam.”
“that was smote before speech made," but the
And crown'd with plumes that scarcely moved, he sate
80 still; but in his eyes the shadow ﬂx'd,
He became a landed proprietor thereabout; second, “ just after what was mid”-—thus con
And leem'd the symbol of an inward gloom;
and in the last years of Charles the Second was clude :—
For he had pour‘d his heart in one farewell,
0 Conlngsby, learn wisdom hence,
Going to war, and on its flood 11 frost
a ﬁne gentleman, keeping a jester, one Thomas
And give the prophets no offence,
Had fallan—l know not how—a look, a tone,
Williams, who was called “the pleasant fool of
For Levi's tribes best know the art
A touch, a silence-life is full of such,
How to make Issachars to smart.
Hampton Court,” but whose true designation,
Full till it overﬂows, and drops itself
At last into the tranquil depths of death.
The limitation noticed above in Conin by’s
we think, was “of Hampton Wafer.” With his
You would have wonder‘d at his face, it seem‘d
f his
colleague, Mr. Colt, he was a bitter adversary peerage had a. romantic foundation.
Too grand to be so troubled; but a rock,
Scorning the strokes of ocean, will grow dark
of James, both as Duke of York and as King, ﬁrst, and to him distasteful, marriage, there
Under the passage of an April clourl.
and was a Revolutionist before the Revolution. was issue. By his second and dearly-loved wife,
Isabel in her early wifehood meets with a Mr. Townsend notices his presence by the side daughter of the Earl of Rauelagh, he had one
proof of John’s cowardice :— —
of \Villiam at the Boyne, when the latter was little son, whose early death, through swallow
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ing a cherry, tore the father's very heart
strings. Both mother and son were dead when
vConingsby was made an English peer, from
succession to which he barred his son by his
ﬁrst wife, and formally allowed it to sons
never likely to be born; and, failing them, the
patent, to gratify him, awarded inheritance of
'the title to his daughter, Margaret, by his
7second wife. The Irish title passed to the heir
by the ﬁrst marriage; but that has been long
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be less opportunity of cultivating those graces,
and fewer admirers to be ensnared. But lay
ing aside those lofty aims, nothing can be more
praiseworthy than the desire to attain toa suit
able independence. “What destitute but in
dustrious woman would not be glad to earn for
herself a snug little cottage, to which she may
resort in her old age, from the cares and con
diets of life; to QHJOY the independence of a
competency, earned by remunerative and well

extinct; and the daughter of Coningsby, who applied labour?"

accomplished in the present volume. In ‘ The
This may be done without Book of Days’ there is, besides judicious selec

bore the title of Countess from 1729 to 1761, resorting to any unusual occupation.
To those who are seeking “ occupations
‘with her. The story connected with this peer which pertain to civilized life" this ‘Cyclo
is illustrative of the character of the man. pmdia of Vl'oman‘s Work’ may possibly be of
Mi. Townsend defends him, while he shows some use; whilst at the same time it contains
that Coningsby, as a Whig, was an insulting little more information than would ordinarily
and vulgar tyrant over his neighbours who occur during the search. It gives advice as to
.had Jacobite tendencies; and, as a lord of the the kind of employment which certain women
‘manor, was a ridiculous and pompous personage, should seek, recommends them to inquire
claiming the exercise of almost regal rights, and whether the demand is steady and healthy;
wasting his revenue in attempts to win the law and especially warns them to be sure of their
to support him. Mr. Townsend is altogether ability to purchase the necessary implements.
'wrong in supposing him to be (in 1683) the last
Under the head of Professions open to
nobleman who kept a house-fool. Shadwell, in women, is that of “lawyer.” And here, no
his ‘Woman Captain,’ does indeed say (temp. doubt, there occurred to the writer's thoughts
1680), “ It is out of fashion now for great men a bright luminary of the law like to the “Sally
‘to keep fools”; but Jeffrey had one with him Brass" of the old country. For she thinks
at Taunton, where he rewarded his mimicry by that “the noisy scenes now witnessed in a
tossing to him the pardon of a convicted pri court-room are scarcely compatible with the
soner; Swift joked with Lord Suﬁ'olk’s fool, reserve, quietude and gentleness that charac
Dicky Pearce; Hilton Castle, Durham, had its terize a woman of reﬁnement.” Musicians are
oﬁicial bufi'oon as late as 1746; Jack Hafod classed with artists, and we ﬁnd recorded the
was the waged fun-maker at Squire Bartlett‘s, encouraging exam le of “a lady drummer who
'Castlemorton, Worcestershire, still later; and has received a dip oma for her skill.”
in the ﬁrst quarter of the present century there
There is one remarkable occupation which
were persons living who remembered Robin seems by her account to have been followed
Rush, the licensed fool of Lord Bussy Manse]. in Paris, but has not as yet come into vogue
across the Atlantic, and that is “horse-far
The Emplm/ments of Women : a Oyclopadr'a of riery”! In the medical profession but one
Woman’s Work. ByVirginiaPenny. (Boston, “dentist” is mentioned, and she practised for
U.S., Walker, Wise & Co.)
a short time only. Miss Penny thinks it ver
h is a vast relief to women, from the laundress desirable that females should be employe ,
upwards, to talk it over. The topic is of slight because ladies “would not feel the same hesi
importance; but there should in mercy be a tancy in going alone at any time to a dentist
topic. One woman’s work is to talk over the of their own sex.”
employments of other women, and it appears
Reasons are given why women should prac
that in America there is a great deal to talk tise as surgeons, whilst the diﬁiculties are not
about in that respect; for by reason of the concealed. One very laudable object is, that
war many thousands of men have been drawn from the study of medicine “she can promote
away to the battle-ﬁeld, and the women the well-being and preserve the health of her
are driven to their own exertions for sup self and children.” The knowledge of mid
port.
This fact leads our author to con wifery and the treatment of female complaints
Jecture some amount of consolation in the is, no doubt, most desirable, and is cultivated
future position which women are destined to considerably in Philadelphia, whilst there are
ﬁll: although she says that “no mathema some engaged in practice in New York and
tical nicety can be brought to bear on the sub some in Boston. But it appears that it fs
ject, for it is one not capable of data." At the almost impossible for a lady to get a good
same time, she cannot conceal the satisfaction medical education without going to Europe,
-of which she is conscious in the high posi whilst Philadelphia or Boston will give the
tion which women have always held in the legal right to practise medicine.
social scale. A great advance is foretold for
Under the head of “preachers” there is
them, which is good news for “those who earn the bright exam le given us of Ann Lee, the
a mere pittance, scarce enough to keep body founder of the bakers; and Mrs. Jenkins,
and soul together,” or to destitute single women who was remarkable for her “mild, ladylike
and widows. Not that these would be precisely and amiable deportment, which made her
the kind of persons who would care to reverse, quite beloved.” It must have been very
or correct, the state of things which, as the charming to sit under such a preacher!
author says, have existed since the creation
It cannot be denied, indeed, that we have
of the world. Nevertheless, she prophesies here many curious statistics. The greater
that the change is to be brought about by the number of them give information about the
superior mechanical skill of the United States. occupations that are usually followed by women
This certainly is no compliment to her coun only, or about those in which they render a
trymen, yet it implies, to say the least of it, becoming assistance to men.
a contented mind at the thoughts of the men
destroying one another's lives like the Kil The Book of Days: a llIiscelIany of Popular
kenny cats, and leaving the women to conduct
Antiquities 'in connection with the Calendar;
a Republic of their own. It is some consola
including Anecdotes, Biography and History,
tion, too, that woman will not necessarily lose
Curiosities of Literature, and Oddities of
“ that softness and gentleness that render her so
Human Life and Charmer. Edited by R.
lovely.” Our charming author seems to forget
Chambers. Vol. I. (Charrrbt-rs.)
that in her ideal state of society there would THE gentleman who declared that he wouldv

died childless, and all the English honours died
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rather write ballads than make laws, thought
he was giving a preference to the easier if not
the more digniﬁed task. Ballad-making, how
ever, is no easy matter, though it is more so
than book-making; but when all is done, per
haps the most difficult task of the whole is the
selection of what is most likely to amuse, and
the most ﬁtted to instruct.
This bu, nevertheless, been successfully

tion, able condensation and original articles
of great ability. The mythic individual who
is described as dangerous to meet, and who is
known as the “man of one book,” would prove

but a poor antagonist to him who, in digesting
and growing strong on this volume of da s,
might be really characterized as the man 0 a
thousand books. The essence of probably more
than a thousand has gone to the building up
of this record.
It was the opinion of Voltaire that by reading
books like the present men learned to converse
well. Madame de Nanteuil thought itmattered
little what people read, so long as they abstained
from medical and devotional works, which
she considered equally dangerous. Sir Robert
\Valpole loved history, because, as it was not
true, it amused him in his hours of relaxation;
and the Abbe Gaume has boldly laid down the
maxim, that for interest, instruction, enlighten
ment and amusing variety, a man need go no
further than read over and over again the pas
torals of Popes, Cardinals and Bishops!
But there is a natural thirst for something
more attractive; and it is pleasant to remember
how the gravest Fathers of the Church were
addicted to the study of gay pagan authors, as a
relief from severer pursuits ; just as the Scottish
minister
in one
of Galt’s
wont
to I
read Scott’s
romances
in anovels
coverwas
which
gave
to the book in hand the appearance of a volume
of sermons! The rent feature of a work like

‘ The Book of Days is its inﬁnite variety and
its particular purpose. The latter, as in the
case of Hone’s ‘Every Day Book,’ is to give

under each day some information particularly
pertaining to that especial period. Thus,
if we take St. Valentine’s Day, the 14th
of February, we shall ﬁnd how that day is illus
trated, and in what way “Chambers” differs

from “Hone.” The latter gives us the names
of the saints who share the day with St. Valen
tine, and who, we may add, have quite as much
claim on the regard of lovers as the "ulentine
who was martyred at Rome six hundred years
ago. The pictorial illustration is cleverly satiri
cal,—Cupid, as a postboy, dashing through a
village on an ass; Love carried away by rampant
Stupidity! A rather long-winded history of
Valentines, with sam les for the curious, fol—
lows. Then, as Blue stone died on the 14th
of February, there ensues as long disquisitions

on matters of law as there had before been on
matters of love, terminating with the rattling
trio between the lawyers and Giovanni “in
London,” to the old tune of “ Soldier gave me

one pound, soldier gave me two!”
In “ Chambers" there is a difference, with
improvement. There is not only a list of saints
who are honoured on that day in various parts of
the world, but of kin

and dames, and heroes

greater than kings, an of sages and benefactors
of their kind who are greater than heroes, who
ﬁrst saw light or drew their last breath on that

da(y)f
. biographies of individuals thus connected
with the day, we have one of Capt. Cook, who
was born in 1729, and whose neat and loqua
cious little widow many now living remember
to have seen little nrore than a quarter _of a
century ago. Cook was killed on Valentme's
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Day, on which anniversary was born the heroine
of the biographical article which follows that on
the great navigator, the last surviving of whose
ships, by the way, reduced to a ﬂoating police
court,——was only withdrawn the other day
from its station between Waterloo Bridge and
Blackfriars.
The biography of Lady Sarah Lennox is ex
tremely appropriate; for young Prince George,
afterwards third king of that name, had her, if
not for his Valentine, for a May morning love,
as he saw her, on trotting by from Kew to
London, making hay in the meadows which
no longer exist at Kensington. The story of

the love~passages in the life of this young
cou leis better told here than we have found
it e where; the whole of the facts being skil
fully brought together.
The illustrations to the life of St. Valentine
himself consist of a well-designed initial letter
which is being appropriately decorated by a
couple of Cupids, and of a ﬁgure of Love in a
shower of valentines, against which he spreads
in vain an ordinary umbrella.
The above descri tion of one day, as illus
trated in “Hone” an in “Chambers,” will afford
a good idea of the merits and method of each,
and in what way the one differs from the other.
In “ Chambers" there is more matter, and much
of it newer; but see how matter accumulates!
Since this volume was published, it has been
retty well ascertained that our word “valentine,”
'ke many another erotic importation, comes to
us from the Normans, with whom valantin
and galanti'n implied an admirer. The like
may be said of other articles; and the “ Sup
lementary Chapter on the History of Court
ools,” might be followed up by another quite
as long, and without exhausting that motley
subject.
This volume, however, seems to be as perfect

as zeal and abilit could make it.

In between

eight and nine undred pages there are at
least ten times that number of facts; which
circumstance alone will show something of the
sec e, and something too of the value, of the
boo . There is abundance of anecdote, bio
graphy and chronolo ; disquisitions, essays
and facetize ; geograpfy, history and illustra
tions ; jurisprudence; knowledge for all classes,
and love-tales for some ; musical matters,
“notions,” opera-reminiscences, poetry, quota
tions, romance, statistics, treatises; variety yet
uniformity; wit, excellence of selection and
treatment; yarns of ancient and modern times,
and a zest of novelty in everything narrated.
To such a collection might very appropriately

have been aﬂixed the motto—
Huc undique Gaza
Congeritur.

Hisfm're de la Réformahbn en Europe au
Temps de Calvin. Par J. H. Merle D‘Au
bigné. Tomes I. et II. (Paris, Levy;

London, Dulau & Co.)
History of the Reformation in Europe in the
Time of Calvin. By J. H. Merle D’Aubi né,
D.D. Vols. I. and II. (Longman & C05
Calvin: sa Vie, son (Euvre, et ses Ecrits. Par
Felix Bungener. (Paris, Cherbuliez; Lon
don, Dulau & Co.)
Calvin: his Life, his Labours, and his Writ
ings. Translated from the French of Felix
Bungener. - (Edinburgh, Clark.)
GENEVA is not one of those places which are
happy in having no history. Like the Con
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country. The people of that country have
been as sleeping lions, whom it was not wise
to awake, and absolute folly to provoke.
They acknowledged a dependence on the
old Germanic Empire, but when Albert of
Austria would have made them slaves rather
than dependents, the three revolted cantons
taught him a severe lesson; and the ﬁrst suc
cessful battle gained on the side of liberty, in
Schweitz, gave to the whole land an honoured

name.
In ﬁfty battles for liberty, that name ao
uired increase of glory, but Geneva had no
s are therein. Martyred between its prince
bishops and its earls, or counts, it had to
achieve its own freedom. Weary of priest
kings, it turned to its counts, and, fearful of
another absolutism, looked back at its epi
scopal lords. The Pope pressed them hard on
one side, the House of Savoy on the other.
The Republic was founded in 1512. The Pope
deprived the Genevans of the right of electing
their bishop, and Savoy took possession of the
territory long coveted by its dukes. From
the yoke of Savoy it freed itself in 1526, but it
was not till towards the close of the same cen
tury that it became united to the Swiss
cantons, with which it has since remained,
periods of revolution excepted.
M. Merle D'Aubigné’s volumes are portions
of a work to be hereafter completed. The two
volumes now before us includes, period extend
ing from 1512 to 1528. The introductory por
tion is written with unwonted spirit and pic
turesque power. In every chapter there is a
drama, a discussion and a tableau; and when we
arrive at one close of a series of struggles in
1526,—when we ﬁnd Geneva in alliance with
Switzerland, the bishop ﬂeeing in one direction
and the ducal party and the canons in all, while
the jubilant people are in the front in a con
dition of ecstacy,—the curtain descends amid
the booming of cannon and the fanfare of
clarions ; and so closes a prologue which occu
pies, but does not encumber, three~fourths of
these volumes.
With the enjoyment of liberty came the con
viction that it should be a religious as well as
a political liberty. France was troubled by its
Reformers, who found protection and support
in Marguerite, sister of Francis the First, and
subsequently to this eriod wife of the Kin of
Navarre. Who won d be the successful e

former of France? and would the Reformation
cross the Rhine? These were important ques
tions in those important times—unsettled times
for Geneva, as for all places where revolution
has just been triumphantly established.
The man suited for Geneva and its difficulties
does not appear till towards the ﬁnal chapters
of these introductory volumes; but we feel at
once that he is, if not the dens ea: machind, at
least the man best suited for the times, and
the task they enjoin on the missionaries of a
reformed religion. It is Calvin. We have but
a few glimpses of him, but enough to show that,
as Francis the First is turning from toleration
to that indiscriminate persecution which makes

heroes and martyrs, Calvin will choose that
course which must gain for him the rank of
hero, and may win for him the crown of mar
tyrdom.
These two volumes, brilliant in style as they
are calm in argument, bold in assertion as they
are courteous in meeting the assertions of
adversaries, form in fact the roundwork on

which the great statue of Ca vin is to rest.
federated Cantons of which it, at last, became They are complete in themselves, as all such

a part, it is as one of those calm, heroic-looking
men who have lived through the most stirring
of lives. Geneva has given name to a church,
just as one canton has given name to the whole
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pages be read and considered. The reading
will be found pleasant and the digestion easy,
for the work is popularly written; it abounds
in happy, serious thoughts, and is alive with
incidents.
"
Awaiting the continuation of the work and
the raising of the ﬁgure of Calvin on the pedes
tal now ﬁxed, let us contemplate the sketch of

the ﬁgure of the great reformer as drawn by
M. Bungener.
A study of the life and character of Calvin
by the author of the ‘ History of the Council of
Trent,’ and of various romances which serve
to illustrate the eventful story of the Church
of the Reformation abroad, is rather like the
pleading of young Bellario, who has something
dearer than a friend for a client. M. Bungener
is aware that his task is delicate, but he has
succeeded in effecting it with a just impartiality.
Calvin is a hero, prophet, priest, teacher,
spiritual sovereign; but also a part of erring
humanity, and therefore fallible,—-—at least in
small matters.
One charm of this book lies in its clearness
and brevity. The Berlin Doctor Henry wrote
a life of the Reformer who planted his standard
in Switzerland, and who made its folds extend
to England and Scotland. That biography was
on an exceedingly large and heavy scale; in
bulk it surpassed Dr. Tomlinson’s Refutation
of Calvinism, and was almost as ponderous and
learned. In fewer words, Bungener tells us
more than Henry told; and though he is as
zealous an advocate of the Reformer of whom
Picardy is not so proud as she might be, the
Swiss writer displays more of the foibles or
eculiarities of Calvin than the Berliner, with
is serried ranks of words and wondrous bri
gndes of chapters.
He who would understand Calvin must place
himself in Calvin's time, and be conversant with
the modes of thinking which then prevailed.
When this is understood, his persecutors will
cease to appear as monsters; and he who de
manded liberty for himself and denied it to
others will no longer seem to be inconsistent.
The pagan villager who was ﬁrst told that the
much-trusted goddess of his sparkling fountain
was a delusion in which he must never
in
have faith, probably cudgelled his teacher. he
one could not surrender the belief in a beautiful
idea; the other derided such belief, denounced
the priest and emperor who sanctioned it, and,
refusing to ﬂing a pinch of incense on the
ﬂaming altar before the imperial eﬂigy, heard
himself condemned to be ﬂung to the lions, with
a “Laus Deo!"
‘
The walls of the new church were strength
sued by the blood of such martyrs; but the time
came when men began to doubt the traditions
that were told over the very shrine of truth, and
the hearers were as much startled at the new re
velation as the paganvillagerwhen asked tocurse
the nymph from whose fountain he had daily
drawn a gift of water. \Vhen Calvin sought to
perfect the task begun by the earlier Reformers,
we can easily imagine ho\v,in those days, some
to whom he addressed himself, men and women
full of tender human sympathies, looked upon
him, through their orthodoxy, as a destroyer of
the old true and the ancient beautiful. He,
however, established what he felt to be the only
truth and the one and indescribable beauty,
from which time he conscientiously had no
touch of mercy for him who would go beyond
or fall short of the Reformer's task. The pile
at which Servetus was slowly burnt is proof
demonstrative of this. To this fact Calvin’s ene
mies in the Church of Rome have pointed with
exultation, branding him as a sanguinary per~

groundwork should be; and Calvin, with his
idea, not of Calvinism but of one universal
church accordin to his own idea, will not be secutor. They quite forget that if the officials
understood fu y unless these preparatory of the Church of Rome had not burnt that
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half-mad but earnest Spaniard, it was only be discerning the value ofthe Calvinis'tic doctrine
cause he contrived to escape from between the of grace.
executioner’s ﬁngers. Unluckily for him, he
dropped thence into the hands of the Swiss
MEDICAL BOOK S.
Church Councils, and these, Calvin aiding in
A Treatise on the Continued Ferers of Great Bri
his earnestness too, condemned Servetus to tain. By Charles Murchison, M.D. (Parker, Son
death.
6: Bourn.)-—Of all diseases that affect humanity,
The manner of his death has raised Servetus there are none of deeper interest than those which
to a level with heroes and with truer martyrs go by the name of Fever. The diseases which are
than he was. Nature was shaken in this man known by this name in Great Britain carry off from
as the face of death drew closer to him, but he 40 to 50,000 of the population annually, and are
soared above such inﬁrmity. He shook oﬁ‘ his almost exclusively conﬁned to those who are of
fears, expressed his own conviction that in the adult age. Their greatest ravages are amongst the
main he was right; and as the smoke swept to fathers and mothers of families, and they conse
quently produce more wretchcdness and pauper-ism
wards and the ﬂames gradually crept about him, than
any other form of disease. There is also this
and the brimstone shook down from the wreath feature amongst them, that they are all more or
about his brow, to aid in suﬂ'ocating him, he less preventible. At one time these diseases were
calmly looked upwards and exclaimed, “Jesus, grouped under the name of continued fever, and
thou son of the eternal God, have mercy upon many old practitioners cannot now see their way
me!” Had he only said “eternal Son of the clearly to the distinctions which those who have
eternal God,” he might have been saved from deeply studied them have recently made, and of
that death of agony on the hill of Champel. which this work by Dr. Murchison is a most mas
But what could save a man who had called terly exposition. The French physicians were the
the Athanasian Creed “ the Sathanasian ﬁrst to indicate a difference between what they
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particular account of the diseases which aﬂected our
troops at Tien-Tsin during the time he was there,
and comes to the conclusion that, though the mor
tality was high, that is, ten per cent. per annum,
this mortality is not so high as in many other

stations in which our troops are placed.

On his

return from China he visited Nagasaki, of which
he gives a very favourable account as a station for
convalescents.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
The Greek Chriolian Poets, and the English Pools.
By Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
(Chapman &:
Hall.)—It may he recalled that in this journal
attention was ﬁrst drawn to the remarkable ori
ginalityof Mrs. Browning's geuius—which, appear
ing as it did a quarter of a century ago, like other
utterances in advance of its time, bewildered more

persons than it hewitched.

The public had been

somewhat enervated by,the easier pleasures which

other muses had afforded. The flowing and pathe
tic sweetness (consistent with a certain high-hearted

enthusiasm) of Mrs. Humans was then in all the

fullness of a charm which, though diminished in
its force, has not yet died out. Miss Landon, too,
called gastric fever and the typhus fever so preva who had been thrust into a fame beyond her deserts
Creed”?
by self-interested friends, had her votaries-a race
Thegreat interest ofM. Bungener’s book cumr! lent in England. Dr. Jenner was one of the first well nigh extinct. Therefore, a music so fearless,
English
physicians
who
maintained
and
pointed
out
latcs round Calvin and Servetus, and he treats
the difference between these two diseases. Dr. so new, and so deep, as that of the minstrel of
the subject very fully, impartially,-—justifying Stewart was one of the earliest to draw attention ‘ The Romaunt of Margret ’ had to “ hide its time."
Calvin’s share in the matter, but passing from to the difference between famine fever, or relapsing It is a pleasure to recollect that from the ﬁrst sound
phase to phase of the gloomy details with a tone fever, and the other two. There is also a slight of it the Atlwnwum was convinced that such time
of sorrow in which we heartily sympathize.
form of fever not conﬁned to adults, which is easily was sure to come for such music ere long. For
In other respects, there is something lacking. rcco nized and known by the name of "Febricula." this journal, moreover, the contents of the volume
Is Collier’s assertion true, that Calvin approved Dr. urchison has studied these diseases not only before us were written in the year 1842. It was
the “ absolution " of the English Church, and at the bedside, butin the writings of those who have their author’s purpose, Mr. Browning thinks, to
revise and amplify them. As they stand, they are
would have introduced it at Geneva but for preceded him, and fully conﬁrms the views of those only too rich in allusion, deﬁnition and epithet.
fear of his opponents there? It is certain that, who believe that under the name of fever we have With their writer, where her view was the cleanest,
despite his affection towards the young King in the British Islands four forms of disease-.— image suggested image, distinction distinction,
Edward and his regard for Cranmer, he was 1. Simple fever; 2. Typhus fever; 3. Gastric fever; even within the compass of a sentence. This was
no great admirer of the English Reformation, and 4. Relapsing fever. Into the history, symp singularly evidenced in her literary correspondence
toms, causes, and treatment of these fevers,
in which he said, we “ had done like a woman he has entered in this volume with great care —a large and varied one-which it may be hoped

who cleans her house, but sweeps the ﬁlth into
a. heap at her threshold.” Perhaps this was
said after Cranmer, who “ knew his man ”
according to Heylin, declined the offer of Calvin
to promote the work in England, and heeded
not his expressed willingness to have Bishops
in the superintendence of the Church in Geneva.
It was at a subsequent period that Calvin pro
posed to Parker 9. general assembly of Protes
tant divines, a proposal which came to nothing
through Calvin's death.
It was Garasse who summarily described
the Genevese Reformer as having merely

hatched the eggs which Rabelais had laid.

In

a certain sense, this is perhaps true; but Calvin
was destined for other work than that, and yet

he was not always certain of his convictions,
for he once acknowledged that in his view of
Predestination there was something “horrible.”
It is a singular fact, that he found an admirer,
or a gram admirer, in Bolingbroke, whom a
dignitary of the Church of England once came
upon, so Madan tells the tale, reading the
famous “Institutes.” Bolingbroke passed the
volume to him, and asked what he thought of
work and author7——“ We do not think upon
such topics,” said the Rev. Poco Curante; “ we
teach the lain doctrines of virtue and morality,
and have ong laid aside those abstruse points
about grace.”—“Look you, Doctor," said Bolin broke; “you know I don’t believe the Bible
to be a divine revelation, but they who do can
never defend it on any principle but the doc

trine of grace. To say truth, I have at times
been almost persuaded to believe it upon this
view of things; and there is one argument
which has gone very far,with me, which is, that
the belief of it now exists upon earth, when it
is committed to the care of such as you, who
pretend to believe it, and yet deny the only
principle on which it is defensible.” There is
something curious in this aspect of Bolingbroke

and research.

Nor is Dr. Murchison's volume to will be arranged for publication, if not published,

be regarded as a compilation. He has studied
these diseases, suffered from them, and contributed
many original observations, especially with regard
to their origin. He has pointed out especially
the different circumstances under which gastric and
typhus fevers originate. He has shown that whilst
gastric fever arises from neglected drains, gullies
and cesspools, typhus is especially a disease of
contagion. That whilst the one singles out indi

while those are alive and in vigour who have the
right, the sympathy, and the taste to examine, to
select, and to sanction with a view of publication.

Only a part of Mrs. Browning's life was expressed
in her poetry Into that, as time passed on, there
entered something of mannerism, something of
experiment betokening a consciousness born of
strong will, attended by great and deserved success.
She indulged herself in licences which involved

vidual victims amongst the rich and the poor, the the confusion of the styles of prose and verse. Her
other dwells amongst the overcrowded population prose, on the other hand, was from ﬁrst to last
always the richer for her poetry. There are many
of our cities and towns. A knowledge of the
causes of these fevers is not only important to the passages in these essays which could be set to
medical man but to all those who would improve music, so loftily lyrical are they; a few are flawed
the condition of our working classes. It is only by conceits referable to the seclusion in which, it
when the whole community is alive to the causes is no treason to say, many of their writer's years
, and to the recondite and peculiar
of these diseases that they will cease to ravage our were
population and spread desolation throughout the nature of her studies. This volume, however, is
land. This work of Dr. Murchison will form a one of remarkable and abiding interest: whether
new era in our knowledge of fevers, and will largely it he accepted as illustrating a personality of
contribute to that spread of deﬁnite information genius, rare in one of her sex—not over-common
by the aid of which we may one day hope to see in the history of Poetry,—or whether it be con
sidered with regard, solely, to its instructions and
even these plagues stayed amongst us.
suggestions,—so many quaintly-set precious stones,
China. from a Medical Point of View. By Charles
in a strong and lasting casket.
Alexander Gordon, M.D. (Churchill.)—This work
An Essay on Greek Federal Coinagc. By the
consists of notes, observations, and the results of
reading by a medical officer attached to the expe Hon. J. Leicester Warren, M.A. (Macmillan &

dition to China in 1860.

Dr. Gordon is a well

Co.) —Although its chief object is to illustrate the

informed, intelligent medical man, and has not at ﬁrst volume of Mr. Freeman’s ‘ History of Federal
all in this work conﬁned himself to medical points. Government,’ this brief sketch of Greek Federal
In fact he has been wrongly advised in attaching Coinage may be commended to the notice of numis
his purely medical observations to a work which matic students, who do not intend to read “the

could not have failed to have been of interest to the history." At the close of his essay the writer
general reader, but who may be deterred from con acknowledges his obligations to C01. Leake's
sulting his volume from fear of purely professional
subjects. The great bulk of the work is devoted

‘ N umismata

Hellenica,’ to Mr. Waddington‘s

aper in the ‘ Revue Numismatique,’ and to Mr.

to observations made on the social habits of the Poole’s article on ‘ Numismatics ’ in the Encyclo
people, the topography, climatology and medical pa'dia Britannica. Mr. Leicester “'arren is so in
history of Tien-tsin. A more abominable city, we
should think, it never fell to the lot of a traveller
to dwell in or to write about. It is nevertheless of
considerable interest to the English as the locality
to which their troops were so long conﬁned during
the last expedition to China. Dr. Gordon gives a

telligent a student that we regret he has not
produced an independent work, instead of modestly
acting the part of torch-bearer to another writer.
Stable Secrets; or, Puﬂ'y Daddies, his Sag/ing:
and sympathies. By John Mills. (‘Ward 8; Lock.)
—The sayings of Puﬁ'y Doddles are not worthy of
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repetition; but as his sympathies, stable-boy and
jockey though he is, are in favour of honest men
and actions, he is a character to be admired and

imitated.

A simple, truthful lad, bent on doing

his duty thoroughly, and burning to distinguish
himself on the turf, Puffy Doddles wins the good—

will of readers. The story contains other skilfully
slretched characters. Mr. James Sloper, the wily
proprietor of the Great Stable of the North, is a
portrait of unusual artistic merit. George Spindles,
the “ head lad" of the Great Stable of the North, is
less distinct; but the few touches with which he is
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became Maj or Yelverton‘s mistress on honourable, or
his wife on dishonourable terms. An Anglolndian
editor some years since created wide sensation and
universal applause by wishing all evil to the Gor
ham Controversy in a brief, emphatic article, con
taining but four words, the first of which was a
monosyllable that is never uttered in the drawing
rooms of ladies. The public would fain dismiss
the Yelverton case in the same summary fashion.
It is now felt by those who, on the occasion of the
Irish trial, were her warmest friends, that enough
attention has been paid to her questionable gricvance, and that even if she were to establish her
legal
wouldright
stilltobe
callnoMajor
ﬁt object
Yelverton
for public
her husband
sympathy.
she
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Maid-servants might perhaps ﬁnd amusement inits
pages; but they would derive more harm than

from descriptions, the moral inﬂuence of which is
not likely to prove as healthy as the author's intern

tion is amiable.
The White House at SL-Réul; aSloryfur School
boya. From the French of Madame E. I): Pr
.

Authorized Translation.

(Sceley, Jackson & Hal

liday.)—-The milduess and insipidity which ordi
nurily pervade the moral tales of French writers

are the leading characteristics of ‘The \Vhite House

\ at St-Réal.’ In its original form it may be recom
, mended as it etc ry for children who are learning
put on the canvas are so suggestive, that we regret
French; but little can be said on behalf of the
more care was not expended on the details of his
English version, except that it has been carefully
character. ‘ Stable Secrets ‘ is a slight tale, but it
The
lady's
present
publication
is
free
from
the
executed.
will give satisfaction to Mr. Mills's sport-loving
gravest
faults
of
the
novelette
in
which
she
recently
Our list of Reprints includes, Mr. Anthony
admirers. For ourselves, we should have been
better pleased with the conclusion of the story, if laid bare the secrets of her pure and guileless Trollope's Tale: of all Countries (Chapman &
it had left “ Puffy Doddles " in the exercise of his breast; but it will fail to achieve its object of, Hall), —- Cardinal \Viseman‘s Lecture, Point; of
profession. “The desire of his heart was gratiﬁed,” awakening general interest. The ‘ Correspon- ( Contact between Science and Art (Hurst 8L Blackett),
says the last page, “and in'an arbour, with scarlet dence’ consists of the letters, already made public ‘ —Mr. Woolley's Lectures (lelirered in Australia.
beans growing and climbing luxuriantly over it, he by the Irish and Scotch suits, and in her Introduc- 1 (Macmillan lc Co.),—Vols. XXIV. and XXV. of
tion thewere
victim
written
of misplaced
in blissful
affection
ignorance
says, “ of
These
law the Reprint of Punch (Bradbury 8s Evans),-—Prof.
may yet be seen, the freeholder of a. cottage, adja letters
( Owen's Inaugural Address at the Leeds Philoso
cent to a plantation, sitting of a summer’s night,
smoking his pipe, and riding the Leger o‘er and o‘er' proceedings, and without any conception on my' phical Hall (Longmanl.—.\lr. Lever‘s Tom Burke
again.” Such inglorious indolence ought not to part of the possibility of a marriage being otherl of “ Ours," has been added to Messrs. Chapman 8:
than a marriage. I had learnt in my Catechism} Hall's “ Select Librnry,"—~ll'hal is Sabbath break
satisl' such a hero as Robert Top‘s “ best lad."
urers’ Cottages in the Agricultural Districts 1 that marriage is a sacrament,-—nothing else. The y ‘, ing? a Discussion occasioned by the Proposal to
-of England; or, the Crowded and Defective Con were conceived in that earnest truthfulness which ‘ open the Edinburgh Bolanical Gardens on Sunday
dition of the Dwellings of the Poor: showing the sheds the brightest halo round the dawn of life? . Afternoom,-I)r. Ballard Onlhe Convuln're Disease:
Evil-its Causes-the Remedy. Being the Essay in the guileless unconsciousness of the very evils ‘ of Infants (Churchilll,—The Imayinatioms Lecture
to which was awarded the Prize of Fifty Guineas, which they have been distorted to suggest. ‘ " by the Rev. E. \‘Vhstely (Hodges, Smith 8; Co.),—
offered by H. Tucker, Esq. (Jarrold & Sons.l— Hence amidst a hornet‘s nest of commentators, The Character of Ilumlel, a Lecture by the Rev. E.
When will simple people, who are more benevolent , friendly bunglers, crotchcty and one-idea‘d inter W. Whately (\Vertheim),-The American Church
than wise, discontinue the foolish custom of offering preters, and foul insinuators, and hoary-headed in the Disruption (Mozleyl,— Waste, a Lecture by
rewards for essays on questions of social science malignants—desecration and stupidity have done , Dr. Symonds (Bell k. Daldyl,—Life and Death of
and humanitarian enterprise ? In the spring of last their utmost. ‘ ' I stand alone with the wild, the Irish Parlianwnt, being the substance of two
year, a certain Mr. Tucker oﬁ'eredaprize of ﬁfty gui pitiless waves of all that is evil dashing around me, Lectures, by the Right Hon. J. \Vhiteside, reviewed.
mass for the best essay on the dwellings of Farm while only a single plank divides me from the‘ and corrected by the Rev. S. Malone (Dublin,
Labourers: the consequences of which well~rneant bottomless gulf of utter desolation and shame; Fowler),-——and from Messrs. Moxon, a. New Edi
offer have been much bootless labour, much cruel but the one slender plank is truth, and my help is ‘ tion of The Poems of Samuel Taylor L-‘olcn'dge.
Mr. Bohn has added to his “ Classical Library " The
disappointment, and this wretched little pamphlet, ‘ conscious rectitude."
by which no human creature will be made better
The Prairie Tmreller: a Hand-Book for O1?!‘ ()rations of Demosthenes, translated by C. R. Ken
land
Eapedlilimrsﬂm'th
Illuslrnlions
and
Itineraries
or happier. Mr. \Valter, M.P., was appointed to
nedy (Bohn). Amongother translations, we have
examine the manuscripts of the competitors, and of the Principal Routes lwIu-een the Misnisxippi Martial Fragments of Tynan-s, translated into
By Randolph B. English Verse, wilha Martial Elegy 0n- lhc Demise
decide which of them ought to bear away the and the Pacific; and a Map.
Edited, with Notes, by Richard F. of11‘.R.H. Prince Albert, by J. W. Bailey (Harri
mone . How many papers were sent in for the Marcy.
judge s perusal we are not informed ; but experience Burton. (Trlibner 8L Co.')—This is a new edition son),—Thc Holy Bible, conlaining the Old and
in the evil effects of the “prize system " warrants of a book, published many years ago, from which New Testaments, literally and illiumatlcally
us in saying that they were numerous. Inspired by Mr. Francis Galton derived much of the infor translated out of the Oriylnal Languages, by R.
thehope of snatching ﬁfty guineas, hundreds of poor mation which ﬁgured in his ‘ Notes on Travel,’
Young (Fullartorﬂ. We have before us second
people are induced by every such offer to expend snd of which, we may add, a new edition is be-' editions of Mr. Weisse‘s Grammar of the German
on the production of unreadable themes time and fore us, from the press of Messrs. Low & Co. Language (Williams 6:. N orgate),—and The Duty
energy which might be employed in other ways Here, the American author borrows, in turn, from of the Church of Enyland to her own Children in
with a certainty of achieving good results. Nori the English one, though far more sparingly; and , Foreign Parts, a Sermon by the Rev. A. J. D.
are the wasted powers of inferior amateur writers Capt. Burton sets both to rights by notes, some of ‘ D‘Orsey (Bell 6: Daldy); a third edition of The
the sole grounds of objection to a system which, which are not so much additions to, as correc Two Bdbylonﬂ; or, the Papal Worship proved to M
while it invites incapable scribblers, repels intelli tions of, the text. The book is a useful one, and the Worship ofNimrod and his Wife, by the Rev.
gent persons from competition. No writer, able to as readable as useful, both in the original form, as A. Hislop (Hnulston 8.’. Wright); and a sixth edi—
Iuse a pen with proﬁt, over thinks of entering the it came from Mr. Marcy's pen, and in Capt. Bur tion of Deafness Pmclically Illush‘alcd, by Dr.
lists. He would as soon purchase a ticket in a ton's reproduction of it; especially at this time of Yeanley (Churchillrl: Sons).
lottery, containing hundreds of blanks and but one the year, when spring‘s approach stirs up the mor
prize-—the value of the said solitary prize being less tal corruption of restlessness in us, and makes us
LIB!‘ OF NEW BOOKS.
than the price of a ticket. How bad the unsuc think wistfully of foreign travel, whether the same Anderson’l Lgrht in Darkness, 3rd edit. fe. Bro. 2J6 cl.
Armor
'I can; Commander, now edit. to. Bro. 2." bdl.
cessful articles may be, it is needless to inquire; be rough or smooth.
Bnyues‘s nntcrbu
Hymnal. Mum. 1, cl.

but of the actual worthlessness of the prize essays
A Handy Book of the New Law of Joint-Stock
that are from time to time sent forth with a spurious Companies, 25 it 26 Vict c. 59; with Directions for .

Book of I‘nrourlte wriss, lllust. new cd. imp. 16ml). 4/6 cl. gt.
llnry's l’hilosoph of Necessity. llird edit. Bro. 9/ cl.
(‘hampm-y‘l Pat ofa sunbeam. fc. Bro. ll cl_.
(‘hurlesworth‘s Book for the Cottage, now edit. lSmo, 1/6 cl.
l‘noper's Eve Eﬁnghum. new edit. fc. evo. 1r swd.
In: Quince ‘l Works. Vol. 15, Slmlrspcure, Pope a others, cr. 810.06
IllCkBllI'! vrut Expectations, new edit. or. five. 7m cl.
‘
Dismcli‘s Curiosities of Literature, Vol. 3, new edit. or. Bvo. $8 01.
llrury‘s Dee Waters. l Novel, 1! vols. post Svo. 31/15 cl.
l'ldwurds's he Polish Captivity, 2 \‘uls. era. 28,’ cl.
l‘llimlwlh‘s >Uhnrlottcl Judah’! Lion, now edit. fc. Svo. 51‘ el.
English (‘amlocuc of Books for 1861. royal Bvs. 3'6 swd.
Fmrlax‘s The Elopement. s Tale of the Confederateycr. Svo. 2/6 cl.
First Tum nation, tmnsl. by Mrs. Wilde, 3 vols. post Bro. 31/5 cl.
FitzRoy‘s 1l'elrthcr Boolr, Ind edit. 8w. 16/01.
Fortune's Yedo nnd l’eklns. 8V0. 1610'.
Garden Manual 7th odlt. fc. Bro. I/ﬂ cl.

trade-mark of merit upon them, the public cannot forming a Company.
By James Walter Smith,
‘be too frequently reminded. The present treatise Esq., LL D., Barrister-at-Law, (Wilsnn.)'—The
forms no exception to what may be regarded present time will be remembered as the age of
as a rule. At the present date, when proprietors companies-they are born-they marry, or are
are improving the dwellings of the poor in every nmalgamated,—ancl alas ! they die and are wound '
part of the country, Mr. Tucker's prize essayist up. Should the present state of things continue
should have set forth, with critical comments, what we shall have lists of births, marriages and deaths
has been done, and what is being done for the of companies in our daily papers; for it will be
reform he has at heart. By such a survey of past impossible to chronicle these events in any less
The run by of the swims, er. an. 1/ m1.
labours and present operations he might have formal and concise manner. A handy book on Uillillnn‘s
Glimpse of the World. y Author of ' Amy llerbsrt.'fc. Bvo. 7,-‘6cl.
aided a good cause,—which cannotust now be pro this subject was therefore wanted ; and the present Greene's Manuel Mstsrnoros 8 his Fellow Prisoners. er. 8V0- cL
Hall-Hours with our Sacred Poets, cd. by Gn'urt. er. 8V0. 3/6 c .
moted by quotations from Goldsmith and Crabbe, will afford some assistance towards acquiring a Handbook
0!‘ Biography, ed. by Rich new edit. or. Bvo. 1016 hf. bd
Hesrt Service. or the Organist I Children, lBmo. llﬂ cl.
Sydney Smith and the Earl of Shaftesbury.
knowledge of the provisions of the late Act.
Hlrginlon‘s Spirit of the Bible, 2nd edit. 2 vols. 0st live. 15/ cl.
The Yelverlon Correspondence. With an [nlro
Mary M'Nelll; or, The Word Remnnbered: a Historical Record ofthe Marriages! HRH. thelhlnuesfWdO. ll
All in the Wrong, new edit. {0. Bro. 9/ Ida.
duction and Connecting Narrative. By the Hon. S/ory of Human Life. By J. W. C. (Jobnstone, Hook's
Hum and the Bound, by lrnrod 3rd edit. or. Bro. 5/ cl.

Theresa Yelverton. With Portraits Lithographcd

lusoldsby Legends, or )lir h and Marvel new cd. or. Eve. 7’! cl.
Hunter & Co.)—Mary M‘Neill, a Highland lassie, Jeaﬂ're-mn‘s
Live it Down, a Story of the Light hands. a roll- M

from Drawings by Major and Mrs. Yelverton.
(Laurie.)-—The world has for many a month been
heartily weary of Miss Theresa Longworth, alias
the Honourable Mrs. Yelverton, and of the noise

which she will continue to make till the highest tri

quits her father's cottage, and enters domestic Jnhns'n Ductor in El ins. 12m. 26 cl.
Handbook of hnuopzrn h -, fc. Bvq. m sl.
service in London, where vanitvand evil companions Joncs‘s
Konne‘n Indoor Gsrdcnins. 2n el it. to. Bro. llﬂ cl.
bring her to trouble, from which she is extricated Lcusk‘s Willy Heath and the Home Rent. or. 8V0. l/ﬁ cl.
Muse's Lectures on Theology. Science and Revelation, cr- aver/B
(j ustas shei about to throw herself into theThames) Leil'child 'John, D.D.l, llis f’ublic “inistry. &u.,by Lerfehlld, 16,5
by remembering a text of Scripture. The story is Lover's l'nrr'nport Dunn, new edit. ‘1 vols. er. Bra. 4/ hds.

bunal of the country shall have decided whether she

weak in conception, and ridiculousin its details.

Lloyd's'l'he Flower of Christian L'lrivulry.cr. Bro. 848 1:1.
M‘L‘nul's Britunno-Romsn Inscriptions, with Critical Notes, 15/
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)I‘Pulloch‘s
Taxation
andveracity
the Funding
3rd edit.
14/
M‘Neill‘s The
Historical
of theSystem.
entuteuch,
Svo.svo.
I,‘v swd.
Mnrnhsll‘s Lessons of Love, or. Bro. ‘(l/(i cl.
_
Marshall‘! Review and Ex sum of Bishop Colenso s Errors, 11s
linrtln‘s Extra Work of n ondon Pastor, cr. tlvo. s16 cl.
Mildrington the Barrister, u Romance, 2 vols. post Evo. 21/ cl.
Mill‘! utilitarianism. 8V0. 5v cl.
_
Murray's Ship-building in Iron and Woodj. Steam Ships, 2 ed. 14]
Nicnlson‘s Kilwnddie, nnd other Poems. fc._ live. *2,‘ cl.
v
Plttison's Antiquity of Man an Examination of Lycll‘s \\ ork, 1/
Railway Library. ‘ .‘n lcr‘s lt'illium the ('onqueror. new ed.‘ 9/‘
Beddin 's Memoirs of emnrknble Miners, ! vols post Evo. 21/ cl.
Scott's loser! and the l’cntatcuch, it Reply to Bishop Colsnso, 8,6
Bhelford's Law of Joint-Stock Companies, l‘lmo. 16/ cl.
Simmons‘s Constitution and Practice of Courtsdlsrtialdth ed. H.’
Smith‘! Homilies and l‘ornruunion Discourses. fc. 8V0. B/Yl cl.
Btsels‘s Hymns. Psalms and Poems. Memoir by Sheppard. 5,’ cl.
Stories from the Li’ps of the Teacher retold by a Disciple, in. Bro. 2/

'l‘llt‘s Hundbook o Uterine Thorn

uticllv post Evo. 6/ cl.

'l‘rsoe's Handbook of Mechanics‘ nstitutrons, 2nd edit. Svo. 2/ cl.
Tracts (or the Thoughtfulhsvo. 4 '5 bds.
'l‘rait‘s Litcrury Chnmctenstlcs of the Bible, or. Bvo. 5/ cl.

Vlkntlnc's Cottage: Readings, lsmo. 1, cl.
Vindication of Bis o
Wilkins‘s ‘Manual of

_

Folenso, by Author of ‘Eclipsc‘of Faith,‘ l/
tin Prose Composition, 4th edit. or. Bvo. b/
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to mention the Russian mosaicists, there exists in
Venice an establishment employing nearly 400
persons, under the management of Chevalier
Salviati, where the most perfect mosaics are being
continually produced, and to the care of the distin
guished proprietor has recently been entrusted by
Mr. Gilbert Scott, R.A., with the sanction of Her
Majesty, the carrying out in mosaic of an entire
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practically to check, the diversion of ecclesiastical
funds, belonging to singing Canons, to other than
the musical services of the Church.
3. He was the ﬁrst in this country to organize
choral societies, with purely popular elements, on a
large and an eﬁicient scale.

4. He was the ﬁrst to revive a taste for the old
madrigals of the time of Elizabeth, and to recover

ceiling for Cardinal Wulsey‘s Chapel at Windsor from the past many treasures
which but for his exertions (not
his friend Mr. Oliphant) would
lost, and which have since
in England ; and I further believe that Dr. thousands.
Salviati's productions are in most of their qualities
5. He was the first to render
Castle. I will venture to say, that the execution
of this work will remove all doubt of the eminent
manner in which mosaics are adapted for decoration

of vocal harmony,

forgetting those of
have been wholly
given delight to

attractive, as well
equal, and in many superior, to the productions of as instructive, a course of lectures at Gresham
the rnediseval mosaicists.
College,—an institution which I remember in my

I regret that Dr. Salviati is at this time absent boyhood as one of the sinecure foundations of the
from England ; but I am in possession of the works goddess Dullness, for sleepy essayist-s.
exhibited by him at Kensington, together with
The beneﬁts resulting from these labours we owe
In your notice last week of my book on ‘Shake examples of his mosaics in all stages of their manu perhaps, in part, to the very fact mentioned in your
spere‘s Home‘ you were ood enough to allude to facture, and it would afford me much pleasure to notice, that Mr. Edward Taylor did not enter the
the discovery I believed had made regarding the show these either to yourself or to any of your ‘ profession till middle life ; for he brought with him
copy of Florio’s ‘Montaigne’ (in the British correspondents who may feel an interest in the popular sympathies, and an enthusiasm for his art,
Museum), which contains the autograph of Shake matter.
As'rr-rcn B. Tnourson.
which, in the trained musician, we see too oﬂen
spere. I am glad to inform you that, through the
dcadened by awearying daily round of monotonous
courtesy of the authorities at Eton College, I have
duties. This circumstance, however, (as in the
THE PALIMPSBST OF URANIUS.
been enabled to inspect the Eton Register, and also
case of Sir John Hawkins, the historian,) exposed
West
Derby.
the Bursar‘s Accounts during the time that the
SEVERAL of my friends have written to me,’ Mr. Edward Taylor to more than his fair share of
“ ever—memorable John Hales” was connected with
professional opposition. It led to rival criticisms,
Eton, i.e., 1613 to 1656. In these volumes I have inquiring whether I could clear up the question the merits of which we will not discuss by his
found a number of his autographs, and taken trac of the alleged removal of the modern Greek phrase grave.
ings of them. Having also taken tracings of the :car' i‘urjv r'dénv from the MS. of Uranius, and the
One has gone from us, known to me, not as a
Marginal Notes, &'.c., in the Museum copy of Florio, substitution of the phrase d1; {poi dos-r7. I shall ' solf~seekcr, but as an honest worker for public
I have thus been enabled to compare the two hand be glad if you can spare space for a few words on objects. A man of rare qualiﬁcations for the chair
writings, and am glad to report that the result has the subject in your next number.
The uncial writing is in many places so faint he ﬁlled, and of great private worth.
fulﬁlled my anxious hopes. I think I may afﬁrm
W. E. H rcxsox.
with the greatest conﬁdence that the marginal notes that it will not appear when the developing solu
tion
is
applied;
and
this
is
the
case
in
the
line
in Florio‘s ‘ Montaigne ’ are in the handwriting of
EMANUEL GEIBEL.
where the doubtful phrase is supposed to occur.
John Hales, of Eton.
March 24, 1863.
To every Shakespcrian scholar this discovery will The MS. is at present in my hands; and I have
THE
charge
of inaccuracy brought by Mr.
made
this
morning
a
careful
drawing
of
the
line,
prove interesting. because it strengthens the credit
\Vilberforce against my statements with regard
given to the authenticity of the Poet's autograph ; enlarged to about three-and-a-half times its real to that storm in a glass of water, the Geibel
size,
so
as
to
render
the
letters
more
distinct.
inasmuch as it may now be assumed, that, after
I shall be glad if you will allow any gentlemen Bodenstcdt controversy, has induced me to make
Shakespere's death, John Hales sought and gained
fresh inquiries into the subject, the result of
ession to
of him
the volume
on accounthisof autograph.
its having who are interested in the matter to examine it at which is a letter addressed to me by Geibel himself.
gglagnged
and containing
your Ofﬁce. It will be seen that the modern Greek
The following is a faithful (although nccidmrtally
Hence Hulcs’s own marginal notes and classical reading has arisen from an ignorant or careless somewhat delayed) translation of this letter :—
quotations, in a volume which, for Shakespere’s ﬁlling up of the spaces left blank by the fading of
" Munich, March 6, 1868.
the uncial character. There is no foundation what
sake, he prized.
“ Dear Friend,'—Your letter and the accompany
I propose shortly to publish fac-similes of the ever for the statement that an emsure has been made ing numbers of the Atkenazum inform me that my
handwritings in the Eton Registers and Florio's and other letters substituted,- on the contrary, care name is, at this moment: subjected in the London
‘ Montaigne,’ for the satisfaction of those who are ful microscopical investigation shows that this part press to various violent imputations. If these at
of the text is in the same state as the rest. For
interested in this subject.
J. M. BELLEW.
the sake of your numerous readers, who will not tacks were directed against my literary character,
I should certainly allow them to pass without
be able to examine the drawing, I subjoiu an
MOSAIC DECORATION OF ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. approximation to the arrangement of the letters; taking any notice; as they are, however, aimed at
SHAKBPEARE'S AUTOGRAPH.
March 25, 1863.

4, Clover-ton Street, Plmlioo.

I can scarcely believe that your Correspondent

imperfect, of course, from the impossibility of repre
senting uncial writing with ordinary type. The

my personal character, I am forced to justify myself,
even at the risk of again opening wounds which I
I authorize you, there
fore, to make every use of the following lines which
you may think proper.

can be aware of the revival of the Mosaic Art by small letters' stand for those which are partially would rather see healed.
Chevalier Antonio Snlviati, of Venice, whose
remarkable productions were exhibited in the

Italian Court of the International Exhibition last

illegible in the original.—
Rsadingn/Lycurmu.

“ The many accusations and statements made

AAAONKATEMHNIAEA N EIIOY
year. Your Correspondent says, that “ Mosaics are
against me by the Munich Correspondent of the
Taxi.
Athenwum render it necessary for me to go some
objectionable whenever the decoration proposed
Al
\(oN
a:
2
EM
0
IA
KEIZIIOT
does not consist of arabesques, diapers, or ﬁgures
what far back, and to give, before all things, a full
of a simply architectonic or decorative character."
and
clear account of the institution and the rules
Reading 0/ Simonl'del.
I will not do your Correspondent the injustice to
of
the Maximilian Order.
AAAQNQE EM 0 IAOKEIZHOY
suppose that he is ignorant of the mosaic pictures
“This order was founded by our King, about
I regret that Sir F. Madden declined the
in the Cathedral of Monreale, where the most
ten years ago, with the view to confer a special
responsibility of the custody and examination
gorgeous effects of colour are produced without
distinction on prominent productions in the differ
of the MS" which might have thrown fresh light
either diapers or arabesques, and where every great on the subject.
ent provinces of Science and Art. It consists of
event recorded in Old Testament history is por
two sections, the one for Science and the other
J01m Emo'r Honours.
traycd in mosaics. I must differ from your Corre
for Art, both of them enjoying equal rights. The
spondent in his statement that subtle and pathetic
order, to be sure, entitles its members to appear at
THE LATE GRI'FHAM PROFBBOR.
expression cannot be attained by mosaic decoration.
certain solemnities of the Court; but this circum
This may be the case in a small building, but where
stance has been so little foremost in the original
Fslrscat, Wrotham, March 24, 1803.
PERMIT me to supply an omission in your last idea of the foundation, that we do not even ﬁnd it
the area is so vast as is afforded by the metropolitan
Cathedral, no system of decoration can be suggested number, as a small tribute of respect for the dead. mentioned in its statutes.
which would be so perfectly adapted to its require The late Prof. Taylor, whom we have just lost, in
“ The number of the members is not to exceed a
his 79th year, has these claims to honourable hundred. At present it amounts to about seventy.
ments as mosaics.
Mosaic decoration is permanent .- what system mention and public gratitude :—
However, from the very beginning the usage has
of painting can be pointed out which possesses this
1. He was the ﬁrst advocate (ands very efficient been established that places in the order are, unless
desideratuml Again, the combination of small one) within the present century of music as a branch in quite exceptional cases, only given away when a
pieces, of which a mosaic picture is composed, pro of popular education. Early efforts of mine in the seat has become vacant by death. The nomination
duces an effect of scintillation which would be of same direction, I trace to an impulse derived from of new members takes place by royal decree,
the greatest advantage in a building like St. Paul's, his lectures. Mainzcr, Hullah, Curwen, Martin, mostly according to the proposals of the Chapter,
from the play of light which would be caused.
and others who have laboured in the same field, sometimes without them.
“ The Chapter meets every year, late in autumn,
As to there not being mosaicists in these days found a way cleared for them in which Mr. Edward
for the purpose of submitting to the King its opin
capable of carrying out the artist‘s ideas, I think Taylor had been the chief pioneer.
your Correspondent must have spoken hastily. N ot
2. He was the ﬁrst public man to denounce, and ion on the ﬁlling up of vacancies which have arisen,
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hers. It consists of from seven to nine members, ' rature, he were proposed for the scientiﬁc class of
Tns National Portrait Gallery, 29, Great
who represent the different branches of Science and the order,—just as Baron Schack, known by his George Street, Westminster, will be open to the
‘ History of the Spanish Drama,I and his excellent

Art. At this moment, natural philosophy, political

economy, jurisprudence, architecture, painting,
music, and belles lath-es are represented in it: the
seats for history and philology are vacant. It is
the natural consequence of such a constitution of
the Chapter that proposals for the succession to
vacant seats should emanate from those members
to whose scientiﬁc and artistic province the de
ceased member belonged, and that the votes of
these members at the election should have more
weight than those of others who are generally less

public on Easter Monday, Tuesday and \Vednec
translations of Spanish and Oriental poetry, had 1 day, from Ten to Five o'clock.
been received a few years ago in the same section.
Messrs. Hunt 8: Roskell have published a ﬁne
This, however, did not suit my colleagues, who, as
the place of a poet was to be ﬁlled up, desired that bronze medal in commemoration of the marriage
place, and no other, for Bodenstedt. I therefore of the Prince of Wales and the Princess Alexandra
had no choice left but also to insist upon my of Denmark. The die is by Mr. L. C. \‘Vyon, to

opinion, viz., that to a poet's place Morike was
more entitled than the chairman's candidate, how
ever much the latter, because living at Munich,
was the better known of the two to most of the
competent judges of the peculiar claims and merits members.
"At the voting, a positive majority for Boden
of candidates in a province not their own. This
regulation, which throws the responsibility almost ' stedt was the result. Those members who had been
always on the shoulders of a single person, may not undecided till then, joined the majority, one of
be desirable, but is at any rate the existing mode them with the remark, ‘ I am glad, however, that
Morike's name has been mentioned once more on
of proceeding.
“ In the course of last year, the places of the two this occasion.’ Nothing remained to me under these
poets Zedlitz and Kerner had become vacant. As circumstances than to repeat the conviction I had
I was not present at Munich in the beginning of pronounced and defended in the Chapter, in ashort
November, the head of the Chapter wrote to me, declaration, which was added as a sepamt votum
shortly before the usual time of the Chapter meet to the minutes of the meeting.
“The result, namely, that the King decided in
ings, that he expected my proposals; at the same
time mentioning Morike as having been already favour of Morike, is known.
“These are the facts of the case. Acting as I
notiﬁed by me, and suggesting Bodenstcdt. This
letter, however, came much later into my hands, as did, I have nowhere transgressed the boundaries of
my
authority. I have taken no illegal step to win
I had then already started for Munich.
“ On my arrival, I felt uncertain whether I had, the King over to my opinion; on the contrary, I
this time, one or two proposals to make: for this have fulﬁlled a duty, and, indeed, a very unplea
reason, that at the last election there had been, sant one, in openly expressing and maintaining my
exceptionally and from particular reasons, two conviction.
“But if my mot-[res are suspected, as if I had
new members, Hebbel and Freytag, named in the
department of poetry, although only one vacancy not acted after a conscientious examination of the
had occurred. Yet I was prepared for both cases, case, but from spite or personal ill-feeling, I cer
and had determined, after ripe deliberation, to pro tainly cannot produce mathematical proof of the
pose the Austrian Halm in the place of the Austrian purity of my intentions, but I can refer such critics
Zedlitz, and the Suabian Morike in the place of to my whole life, which, at least in Germany, is
the Suabian Kerner. I may mention here that pretty well known, as well as to an unblemished
Morike, among the living lyrical poets of Germany, literary career of more than twenty years, during
occupies in my judgment one of the ﬁrst places, if which, with all the interest in my power, I have
not the very ﬁrst. (See Vischer's excellent article smoothed the path of a considerable number of
able men, and have never stood in the way of
on Morike, in the ‘ Kritische Gauge’)
“I then went to the head of the Chapter, to merit in others.
have a preliminary conversation with him on the
“ The assertion that I had not read a syllable of
subject. Having communicated to him my pro Bodenstedt’s works bears so evidently the stamp of
posals, I learned from him that, owing to my ab words escaped in a momentary excitement that a
sence, a proposal in favour of Bodenstedt had been refutation seems hardly necessary. That I know
made to him from another quarter.~ With this pro Bodenstedt‘s works of travel only partly I have
posal I could not agree, as it appeared to me that mentioned above. But I am very familiar with
others had better founded claims on the order. I his translations of Russian and English poetry ; and
(leclar'ed this openly; but, desirous of avoiding per as to his original poetical productions, I know his
sonal conﬂicts, easily to be foreseen, and perceiving ‘Lieder des Mina-Schafl'y,’ and his poems ‘Aus
that there could be but little doubt of Halm‘s der Heimat und Fremde,’ fully as well as most of
election, I proposed, in consideration of the double his tales in verse. His dramas, ‘ Demetrius ’ and
nomination of last year, to restrict the election this ‘ Authari’s Brautfahrt,’ I have not only read, but
time to one poet only. The head of the Chapter, seen represented on the Munich stage. I was like
however, declared himself bound by a promise to wise present at the representation of his ‘ Festspiel,‘
submit the proposal in favour of Bodenstedt to the written for the Schiller Festival. This, I should
Chapter. Thus I had to leave the matter for dis think, is suﬂicient to form a fair judgment of the
cussion in the Chapter.
general character of the poet, as well as of the
“ I should hesitate to speak of the meeting of extent of his talents.
the Chapter, if the indiscrction of others had not
“As to the words which the Correspondent
spoken of it before. It took place on the following mentions as having been spoken by me, I must
day. After my recommendation of Halm had met partly deny having used them altogether, partly
with general approval, the head of the Chapter must say that they are incorrect, disﬁgured, and

proposed Bodenstedt.

He was warmly supported torn from the context.

by one of the members, while I opposed in favour

of Miirike.

They are full of gross

whom the Prince gave several sittings.

The por

trait of the Princess is from a photograph taken in
Denmark. As a work of Art, the medal has many

merits, including the capital necessity of likeness.
\Vhen seen in proﬁle and repose, the two faces
have an extraordinary resemblance to each other.

The Duke of Sutherland, who has spent a con
siderable part of the winter in Southern Italy, has

purchased a beautiful production of Signor Gen
naro Cali's chisel, called by him ‘Hecate.' The
history of the design-itself a poem—is poet
ical. The artist, who was spending his summer
in Torre dell‘ Annunziata some years since, was
struck one night with the beauty of the crescent
moon, and imagined the goddess sleeping within
it. In 1855, the Count of Aquila, the uncle of
the ex-King Francesco, visited London, and on
his return went to the artist's studio. Struck by

the composition of this Diana, His Royal High
ness immediately ordered it to be executed in
marble, agreeing to pay for it 3,000 ducats;
and so pleased was he with the novelty and
the grace of the design, that he announced his
intention of presenting it to Her Majesty Queen
Victoria.
Political embarrassments, however,
arising between England and Naples, and the
relations between the two Courts being interrupted,

the Count broke off his bargain with the sculptor.
The Duke of Sutherland, who visited his studio
a few days since, was so struck with the poetry

and the beauty of the work, that he immediately
purchased it, and it is now en route to England.
The goddess reposes in deep sleep in the crescent
moon, with her right arm and head reposing on
one of the horns, whilst the left arm in a state

of abandonment represents Night marking the
hours. The artist has well preserved the cha
racter of the chaste Diana. Signor Cali, it will notbe
forgotten, is the artist who sent to the Exhibition
last year a group in marble representing Pieth,
which belongs to the city of Naples.
The Ordnance Department has recently published,

under the direction of Sir Henry James, two thin
catalogues, which by their cheapness and contents
will be valuable to all who ever have occasion to
consult maps. The one comprises a list of the

Maps, Plans and other Publications of the Ord
nance Survey of England and ‘Vales, the other a

similar list of the Survey of Scotland. Both are
brought down to the end of the year 1862.
Mr. Le Neve Foster, the Secretary of the Society
of Arts, has been appointed a Corresponding

Member of the Société d'Encouragement pour
l'lndustrie Nationals, an honour only conferred
under special circumstances.
A meeting of the committee appointed last year
to consider the best means of restoring the Chapter
House, \Vestminster, was called for yesterday
Friday-at the Jerusalem Chamber. The public

contradictions, and contain truth and falsehood,

Bodenstedt's literary labours embrace exaggerations and misunderstandings, just as it will will be glad to ﬁnd that this good work has not

three distinct ﬁelds.

He is the author of com

happen but too often, at a time and in circles where been dropped.

prehensive works of travel, the translator of partyfeeling runs high, in telling and re-telling
English and Sclavish poetry, and the writer

of original poetical works, lyrical, epic and dra
matic. As to the ﬁrst ﬁeld, I do not allow myself
a judgment, being but imperfectly acquainted with
this class of his works, not belonging to my special
province; in the second, I have always highly
esteemed him; but in the third, which principally
came into consideration here, he appears to me
decidedly inferior to more than one contemporary
poet. And this was the reason which made me
oppose him on an occasion when it was important Q
to point out the most worthy among all the Ger ‘
man poets of the present time who did not yet
belong to the order. Not to be unjust, however, I

declared that I should willingly assent if, in con
sideration of his ethnographic works, and his unde

A commission has been appointed by the Com~
mittce of Privy Council, to inquire and report upon

words and events.

“May these lines settle ﬁnally this most dis
agreeable aﬂ'air! Being an enemy of everything
like scandal, I have purposely tried to make them
as mild and as free from any bitterness as possible,
utterly disdaining the use of arms which have been

the best method of arresting decay in furniture, and
the policy of inclosing furniture in glass cases. The
members are the Master of the Mint, Messrs.

Crace, Graham, Henry Rogers, J. C. Robinson
and Wallis, the last being Secretary. N o doubt,

At all events, this is this subject is well worth consideration. Want
of ventilation is injurious to wood-work ; the
roof of Lower Tooting Church, having been inge
“ EMANUEL Grim-1L."

freely employed against me.

my ﬁrst and my last word in the matter.

I have nothing to add to the above, except join niously and hermetically sealed so as to retain the
ing in the poet's wish that a quarrel which must hot air of the stoves and that breathed by the com
have been distasteful to all parties concerned may gregation, has undergone an extraordinarily rapid
end here. Let me hope, besides, that it may not decay; worms having attacked the beams so as to
render the whole structure dangerous. One of the
entirely estrange two highly estimable men.
A GERMAN Fsrnsn, ssslnmc IN queen-posts was completely eaten up at the foot.

LONDON.

A very creditable facade to a pile of warehouses
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has been erected in Bow Churchyard, for Messrs.
Copestake, Moore & Crampton, from designs by
Messrs. "lies 8: Chamberlain. These consist of
three floors under a high roof with dormer windows
in it. The characteristic of the designs is theexceed
ingly large space given to the windows, consequently

the intcrior's lightness.

The ground tier of win

dows has round-arched heads ; they are divided by
slender columns, with carved caps, resting on pedes
tals, between which are open-worked iron screens
before the windows, lighting the basement; this
part of the design is very poor. The second tier
has ﬂat-headed windows, their angles only being
rounded off, with a moulding at the top and sides ;
the lights are divided here by wall spaces, broad
enough to give the look of strength. The same

form of head is found in the third as in the second
tier; little columns here rest upon a stringcourse,
and are emphasized by the recessing of the win
dows: anot inelegant cornice rises above this to

break the facade. The angle of thebuilding is formed
by a pilaster, whose capital is part of the cornice.
The dormers are four in number, with iron orna
ments. Ridge ornaments of iron surmount the roof.
The windows are symmetrical throughout; the

door is elsewhere.
The Benchers of the Inner Temple are about

to restore the conical roof to the “round " or
more ancient portion of the Temple Church.

The late Mr. Samuel Beltz’s library, which has
been disposed of by Messrs. Sotheby 6c Wilkinson,
contained some books from the Garrick Collection,
and some privately-printed works worthy of note.

Addison’s Remarks on Several Parts of Italy, being
a present from the author to Dr. Sacheverell, and

from the library of David Garrick, 4L 4s.,—Cata~
logue of the Hoare Library at Stourhead, privately
printed, 61. 5s.,—Catalogue of Garrick's Library,
on large paper, 1!. 9s.,-—Hoare's Pedigrees and
Memoirs of the Families of Hore, privately printed,
8l.,-—Moore's Fables for the Female Sex, from
David Garrick‘s library, 2l.,-The Scrope and Gros
venor Roll, l4L,—Palgrave‘s Rise and Progress of
the English Commonwealth, 41. 8a.,—Roll of Arms
of the Sovereign and Peers who sat in Parliament
5 Feb., 6 Henry VIII., 31. 15s. Among the
books in general literature were the following:—
Lord Bacon's \Vorks, by Basil Montagu, H. 125. 6d.,

—Bayle, Dictionnaire Historique, 51. ‘2a. 611.,
Works of Bewick, 5vols., Newcastle, 1 804-24, 8110s.,
—-Aldine Edition of the British Poets, 43 vols.,
61. l0s.,—Hallarn's Works, 10 vols., 5l.,—Hoare's

Hungerfordiana, 2I.,——-Ben Jonson’s ‘Works, by
Gifford, 9 vols., 5l. 5s.,—Publications of the Camden
Society, 82 vols., 81. 15s. ,—Leland’s Itinerary and
Collectanea, by Hearne, 51. 8s.,—-Walton and Cot
ton's Angler, by Nicolas, Bl. lls.,—Wilson and
Buonaparte‘s American Ornithology, 4!. 14s.,—
Hoare’s Monastic Remains, 31. 35.
Mr. Samuel Bache, Unitarian Minister of Bir
mingham, assures us that the "Amicable Corre

spondence relative to some Popular Tenets," is a
genuine correspondence-not merely a dramatic

form of polemical composition.
It is gravely proposed, in interested quarters, to

increase the penis of church bells in London.

Let

us protest that in old days, when things went on
slowly, silently and smoothly, when the streets of
a city such as London were not ﬁlled with the

terrible roar that now rises from daily traﬁic and
labour, the noise of a peal of bells may have been
not unwelcome as giving some sort of jubilant
climax to the day‘s sounds. Very few knew much
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“Campanologian youths.” No greater nuisance branch of science, which would otherwise be lost
is known to victims than that in question, and it to the general stock of useful knowledge, he made
would have been long ago stopped but for the known to the public of other lands through the
limited number of churches where peals exist, or, medium of a volume of Transactions, which it is
it may be, parochial authorities allow their abuse. proposed to publish at the close of each year. The
Any man who goes along the Strand when the Institute does not intend to conﬁne its operations
bells of St. Clement's, which still ring oranges and within the limits of its own particular rovince,
laments, are in full action may believe what an but, under a sense of the importance of t 0 object
intolerable aﬁliction such a noise would be if ex it desires to promote, will extend its observations
tended to other localities.

In every part of Lon

to those portions of British North America which,

don there are hundreds of workers, either labouring
or at rest, to whom such silence as London has is
an incstilnablo treasure. In the country, nothing
is sweeter than the rise and cadency, the sound

in the north, include Prince Edward Island, N ew
foundland, and the adjacent continent of Labrador;
while to the southward, the Bermudas, which,
from the singularity of their formation and their

swayiug or the merriment of church-bells,—in
town, nothing jars the ear more cruelly. On this
matter we cannot give a warning too soon, lest
folks ﬁnd "peais of eight three-and-twenty-hun

isolated character, present many features worthy of
investigation. Ichthyology will naturally form an
important branch of study ; for from the vast extent
of the ﬁsheries in that quarter, which. commencing
in Hudson's Straits, include the Gulf of St. Law
rence and the
test ﬁshing-ground in the world,
the banks of Newfoundland, a ﬁeld of vast extent
is presented for the labours of the ichthyologist,
who, by judiciously combining scientiﬁc with prac
tical knowledge, might be the means of collecting

dredweight-tenors " thundering and clashing where
and when they least expect them. Let Campano
logian youths go out of town; there are many
churches in the Essex marshes where they might
not he unwelcome; and probably, if put to the
vote, not a few London parishes would gladly pre
sent the uproarious peals now in use, together with a store of information which would be of the utmost
a proper quantity of beer, to get rid of them.
value not only to science, but to the governments
“'ith the embankment that is to support our which have control over those ﬁsheries ; for by
new Thames \Vay in actual progress, we may ask, extending the knowledge of the habits of ﬁsh, a
what is to become of a beautiful architectural relic better judgment may be formed regarding the
of the Stuart period that still exists? Few men damage sustained at present from the various
who know anything about old London, and very modes of “ catching"rcsorted to by the crews of
few who pass up and down the river, are ign0~ vessels frequenting the localities in question. The
rant of the existence of the “'ater-Gate, origin Institute commenced its ﬁrst session with the pre
ally built for the famous York House of George sent year under the patronage of the Lieutenant
Villiers, Duke of Buckin ham, that still stands at Governor, the Earl of Mulgrave.
the foot of Buckingham ‘trect. Is this structure
A private letter from Hamburg mentions that
to be inclosed in the higher level of the embank an Aquarium is in progress of construction in the
ment and have a little pond of its own, or puddle, Zoological Gardens of that city, which will be at
as we might rather say? Is it to be buried in or least three times as large as any new in existence,
pulled down for old materials? \Vould it not be and its eﬂ‘iciency for scientiﬁc observation will be,
better to remove and re~erect it in some locality it is believed, in the same proportion. It has been
where its original use as a water-gate may be ful erected under the superintendence of our enthu
ﬁlled again? \Vhy not set it up again at Hampton siastic countryman, Mr. Lloyd, who is to be curator.
Court? it would be in tolerable keeping with the In answer to the question of a countryman as to
buildings there if so placed. This gate has been how he liked Hamburg, and his employment
commonly attributed to Inigo Jones, but it appears, there, “Why, sir,” he replied, “I think sometimes
from a book in the Soane Library, that Nicholas of the pleasant prospect of old London on a sum
Stone designed it, built it, and himself carved the mer evening from Waterloo Bridge, and should
right hand lion (west) on its front, while “ Mr. like occasionally to hear the mid-day roar of the
Kearne, a Jarman, his brother by marrying his Strand; but as for the employment, if I were a man
sister, did ye Shee Lion."
of independent property, I should just followas an
Animal and vegetable acclimatization seems to amusement what I now pursue for a living.”
be highly successful at Melbourne, Victoria (Aus
Two years ago, the only surviving daughter of
tralia). In the Botanical Garden, Acanlhus mollz'a, Schiller, at the request of many friends, began the

a delicately coloured Grecian shrub, and Gloriosa publication of a selection from the letters of her
planlii, thrive in the open air. Under glass, Pas mother. Prof. Urlichs, of \Viinburg, had been
mlﬂora odorala, or scented passion-ﬂower, is in full intrusted by her with the arrangement and editing

growth. English birds, turned loose in the aviary, of the undertaking, and it was everywhere warmly
are rapidly increasing in number: among them are received. The second volume of this collection has
linnets, canaries, and ﬁnches. In the bushes so appeared, containing letters from Schiller's mother
inclosed the nests of these birds are to be seen. invlaw, his sister-in-law (Caroline von \Volzogen), of
Little canaries, with woolly-looking feathers, are her husband (\Vilhelm von ‘Volzogenl, from the
perched all about; some of the old hens having Princess of ‘Veimar, General von Wolzogen, and
reared two or three lots; little linnets are also to be \Vilhelm von Humboldt. The second part is ﬁlled

observed. ' The numerous Rockhampton ﬁnches by letters from the Erfurt and Weimar friends,—from
have paired off, and some beautiful white doves Captain Henry Heron, Karolina von Dncheroden
been reared. The landrails are breeding; so have (afterwards wife to Wilhelm von Humboldt), Frau
deer and white swans, the ﬁrst batched in the von Kalb, Goethe, and Fran von Stein.

Then

colony. \Vild ducks increase. Of ﬁsh, gold-ﬁsh, follows the Danish circle, with letters from Count
bream, tench and perch breed rapidly.
and Countess Schimmelmann, Baggesen's wife and
A Society has been formed at Halifax, Nova Ida Brem. Altogether, the contents of this volume
Scotia, under the title of the Nova Scotian Insti

tute of Natural Science.

may be called highly interesting and important

It commences under for the knowledge and better appreciation of the

of music, so even the loud clash of metal upon favourable auspices, at a time when the public Weimar circle,and in particular for that of thenoble
mind is attracted to the great mineral wealth of character of Schiller's gifted wife. But the greatest
that colony, which appears until lately to have interest is concentrated in the letters from Frau von
the so<called art of bell‘ringing is best honoured existed unknown even to the inhabitants of the Stein, in which this rare woman, who more than
now-a-days by neglect. The deafening uproar that country itself. \Vithin the last year or two the any other inﬂuenced the great poet's life, pours out
afflicts the students of the Royal Academy when colonists have exerted themselves in a laudable her bitter grief and mortiﬁcation at the separation
the bells of St. Martin's are rung for the leg of endeavour to develope the resources which nature from Goethe, of which she herself was yet mostly
mutton said to have been bequeathed by Nell appears to have lavishly afforded them; and in to blame. She once writes, “ Goethe's farewell had
Gwynne does not lead them to bless her memory. the general desire towards advancement, a few made her ﬁre-proof against all sorrows the world
We are putting down organ-grinding, and why not gentlemen, possessed of some scientiﬁc knowledge, might have in store for her; she could suffer any
the noise of steeples'l Any working man, literary have organized the society in question, under a thing now, and forgive anything." It took more
or other, living within the din of bells, ought not firm belief that in the meeting together for the than ten years to quiet her deep displeasure with
to suffer by them: how much less the sick? \Ve reading of papers and discussing matters pertain Goethe; she never got quite over it, and expresses
cannot afford to have our evening rest to over ing to the natural history of the province, much herself still in 1799 as one mortally wounded.
wrought minds broken by the performance of good may arise, and many facts relating to that Another, a third volume, which will contain letters
metal, out of time and tune as bell-ringing too
often is, was not a nuisance. Ill or well performed,
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at]; Adlerskron, FischeniclrGlass, Knebel, Kor<
ner, Niethammer, Paulus, Heinrich and Ernestine
Vosy, and many others, is announced, and will be
expected with impatience.
The excavations at Pompeii, conducted by the

was elected a. Memben-Mr. Evans read a com
munication from G. Sim, Esq., ‘On a Find of
Coins in the Town of Ayr.'—Mr. Evans read a
communication from M. F. Calnri Cesis, of Modena,
written in Latin, and describing a rare coin of

three days since, near the Ports. Oriente was found
an object perfectly unique, and which has no paral
lel in any museum in Europe. Itis a large lucerna
of gold, with two lights, and must, as Fiorelli thinks,
have formed a part of the treasures of some temple.
The gold is of the ﬁnest quality, and as the lucerna
weighs upwards of 3 1b., its value exceeds 10,000
lire. This wonderful object has been deposited in
the museum, and may be seen in the “Raccolta

about it, stating that the only English numismatic wrought out, the constructive reality does not
work at Modena was the Numismatic Chronicle. agree with this decorative idea. Thus Sir Walter
—Mr. Evans read a paper ‘ On a Full-faced Brass Scott, speaking of the tracery of Meh'ose, says :—
Thou wouldst have thought some fniry's hand
Coin of Constantius the First.’ The full-faced
'Twixt poplars straight the osier wand
coins are of rare occurrence, and are usually of
In many a freakish knot had twined;
gold, there being only one of Maxentius in silver,
Then framed a spell when the work was done,

able growth, and be most luxuriant at the highest.
points.

In Classic Art, statuary as a crowning

feature seems appropriate; but if applied, as in
Milan Cathedral, to Gothic pinnacles without
niches, it is objectionable. But though in each
enlightened and energetic director Cav. Fiorelli, Offa, with the legend or“ sex MEREOR and successive style this general idea of construction is
are daily bringing forth fresh marvels. Two or s. PE'I‘RVS. M. Cesis wished to know something conceived, then imitated in masonry, and so

land one of Carausius in third brass.

M. Cohen

quotes a similar coin from the Musée Tiepolo.
Mr. Evans discovered this rare coin in the collec
tion of coins belonging to the Bodleian Library.
degli Oggetti preziosi.”
Mr. Madden read a paper, communicated by E. J.
‘THE RAILWAY STATION.'*‘I‘his Celebrated Picture, by ‘1 Powell, Esq., ‘On Marking, not Milling.’

W. Fltl'l‘ll, ER . R.A., NOW ON VIEW to the Public. at the
[NI-PART‘ GA LERY,11, IInJmarkct.-_Admilsion. U. 0 en
om Ten to Five. A Descriptive Pamphlet, by Mr. Tom Toy or,
M.A., price 6d.
'

Seats, 34.; a few Fauteuils. 7|. ml], may be secured at Mr.
Mitchell's Royal Library, 83, Old Bond Street. W.

‘ selves in a directly con

—-————__

ing lines of this ideal construction. So the idea,
not the reality, of constructive art governs the
forms of architecture; the work being “ represen
tative imitation," from the ground to the utmost
l pinnacle. As the constructive framework is thus
l represented in cut masonry, the Art itself may be
1 called imitative. It cannot be considered a fault
|that the small shafts at King‘s College Chapel,
I
.Cambridge, are too slender to carry the burden
‘
, which would fall upon them if they were not actually
‘
\ a proportion of the masonry of the wall, any more

-—0—

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL.—1lIarch 1 9.—General Sabine, President,
in the chair.—The following papers were read:
‘On Peculiar Appearances Exhibited by Blood
Corpuscles under the Inﬂuence of Solutions of
IMagenta and Tannin,‘ by Dr. \V. Roberts.-—‘On
Quinidine and some Double Tartrates of the Or-

direction to the lead

ganic Bases,’ by Dr. Stenhouse.

; than it is a fault that the marble legs of a statue,

GEOGR.\PHICAL.—Ma1’6h 23.-—-Sir Roderick I.
Murchison, K.C.B., President, in the chain-—
Messrs. P. Anstruther, C. N. Bagot, G. C. Bro
drick, Capt. H. T. Burgoyne, the Hon. J. Car
negie, J. H. Challis, Rev. R. Greaves, E. H.
Leveaux, R. J. More, Lieut. C. J. F. Smith, Rev.
H. F. Tozer, and T. Turner were elected Fellows.

', duly proportioned to the ﬁgure, would alone be too

--‘ Exploration from Kurracheo to Gwaddr, alon g
the Mekram Coast,’ by Major F. Goldsinid.—‘ On
the Harbour of Sedashagur,’ by Dr. D. Macpherson.

this example of decorative ideal construction,

which differs of course from the actual constructive
masonry, and may be called the magic of Art.
March 16.—Special General Mutiny-W. Tite,

M.P., President, in the chain-The Royal Gold
Iss'rrru'rs or Bsirrsn Ancnirsc'rs.—.llarch 9.

—W. Tite, M.P., President, in the chain-The
MR. (lI'IEMAR'S’EXHIBITIOX of the ROYAL F.»\.\IILIES
Rev. Dr. Whewell read a paper, ‘ On some Analo
of ENGLAND and I)ENMARK.-l"ortmits of The Queen, the l
Prince and Princeu of Wales, life-size. comprising Fifty-one l’ho- ‘ gies between Architecture and the other Fine
tographlc Pictures and Drawings‘ executed br Mr. (lhémar. ' Arts.’
Having noticed Sculpture, Painting and
from actual sittings are NOW Uh \' IEW at the FRENCH GAL
Music, the three imitative arts, he went on to con
LERY, 120, Pall Mall (First flout-Admission 1|. X11.
I'lach visitor will he presented with a Portrait of the Princess of sider whether Architecture could be called also an
Wales, carte do visit: size.
imitative art; and showed how that even in matters
Mr. EDMUND YATES'S INVITATIONS to EVEXIXG
of construction, after the ﬁrst idea of arrangement
PARTIES and the SEASIDE will be issued at the EGYPTIAN
HALL EVERY EVENING lcxcept Saturday), at El ht o'clock.
of parts had been conceived, the actual carrying
Mr. HAROLD POWER will he one of the party.
Morning
out of these arrangements was more or less imita
Performance on Suturda . at Three c‘clock-Stalls. 8a: Area 21.;
Gallery, 1|. The Box-0 us is open daily, from 11 till 6 o'clock.
,‘ tive. Thus a set of shafts around a central one in
MRS. FANNY KEMBLll-Ilcadimzs of Rho
.—Dndley the pier of a Gothic building, carrying up the eye
Gallery. Egyptian Hall, I’iccarlill n-Mr. MITC lI-ILL respect
to some other series of lines, either more shafts to
fhlly announces that Mrs. FANN! KBMBLE. after an absence
carry the vaulting, or the vaulting ribs themselves,
from London of six vsars, will RESUME her READINGS of
SHAKHPEARE on EASTER MONDAY. A rilﬂ at the above \ and these again sub-divided into a variety of’
Rooms, commencing at Eight o‘clock prcclsel’y. The Series will
be commenced in the following order:—-Monday Evening, April 6.
branches, are constructive in idea, but really no
‘As You Like It‘; Wednesday, April 5, ‘ Merry Wives of Wind- ‘
lor'; Fridaggdpril l0 ‘ Hamlet‘; Honda . April 13, ‘Merchant ; thing more than decorativez-for each shaft or rib
of Venice‘; Wednesday; April 15, ‘Two fth Night‘; I-‘ridav. - is composed of stones, small or large, with their
April 17, Othello.‘ .ucceedlng Arrangements will be dulv
announced-Stalls, numbered and reserved 50.; Unreserved ‘ jointing lines entirely concealed or showing them

SCIENCE

And changed the willow wreaths to stone.

Here is described the idea of the mind on seeing

Medal for the year 1862 was awarded to Mr. A.
Salvin,—t0 Mr. T. Hardy, for his essay ‘On the

Application of Coloured Bricks and Terra-cotta
to Modern Architecture,’ the Institute Medal,——to
Mr. T. Morris, for his essay ‘On the Application

of Timber-work in England, Constructively and
Artistically, from the Year 1400 to the Present
Time,’ the Medal of Merit,—to Mr. G. T. Mocacey,
for a set of thirteen drawings and description of

St. Mary's Church, Maxey, Northamptonshire,
the Silver Medal of the Institute with ﬁve guineas,
—to Mr. G. A. Scappa, for a set of six drawings
and description of a design for a church to contain
1,500 persons, without any detached columns or

piers, the Soane Medallion. The suooessﬁil com
petitor, if he go abroad within three years aﬁier
receiving the ‘Medallion, will be entitled to the
sum of 501. at the end of one year's absence, on
sending satisfactory evidence of his pro
and

studies.

The competition for the Scene Medallion

is open to all members of the profession under the
age of thirty yenrs,—to Mr. R. P. Spiem, for a
set of three drawings of a design for a sculpture
gallery, the President Mr. Tite's prize of ten
guineas; to this the Institute has added a Medal
of Merit-to Mr. T. H. Watson, for a set of three

drawings of a design for an isacoustic music-hall
to hold 3,000 persons, the Institute has awarded
a Medal of Merit; to this the President, Mr. 'I‘ite,
has added the sum of ﬁve guineas,—-to Mr. R. H.
Carpenter, for a set of six drawings of a design for

a railway-station, F. E. Scott's prize of ten guineas.

Sr.\TIs'rIoAL.-—.-l{m-ch 17.4. Heywood, Esq.
- slender to bear the weight of the marble body. In in the chain-J. Lambert,
. was elected a
‘i this latter case the diﬁiculty of construction is sur
: mounted by adding a stump ofa tree or of drapery:
l in the former the masonry contradicts the actual
!, work of ideal construction. And these remarks
, hold good in all states, for all good architecture is
i organic, so that from one stone (the base of a pier)
i a pile of architecture can he often put together, in
Ithe some way as an animal form may be with
|certaint built up from a single bone-—The
I learned octor then traced the analogy of Architec
ture with Music, and compared the intervals of a
colonnade or arcade to the bars of music; and

GE0LocIcAL.—Ma1-ch 18.-—J. C. Moore, Esq.
in the chair.—Messrs. S. Baines, H. Bauerman,
R. Mushett and F. M‘Clean, were elected Fellows.
—The following communications were read :—‘ On showed further that not only rhythm, but also
the Correlation of the several Subdivisions of the something analogous to melody and harmony was
Inferior Oolite of the Middle and South of Eng ‘to be found in all good works of architecture.
land,’ by H. B. Holl, M.D.,-—‘ On the Occurrence lIn two fronts of a building seen together, and
of Large Quantities of Drifted Wood in the Oxford {in perspective, the increasing and decreasing
Clay, near Peterborough,’ by H. Porter, M.D.,— forms as the lines advanced or receded from
‘On a New Macrurous Crustacean from the Line the eye had a relation like harmony, and pro
\duce a. good effect, one much more pleasing at
of Lyme Reg-is,‘ by H. Woodward, Esq.
;any rate than any mere elevation could be. It
SOCIETY or As'r1ou.\nIEs.—Mm-ch 19.—W. 1might not be too fanciful to compare the inte
'Itite, Esq. M.P., V.P., in the chain-Notice was l rior of a Gothic cathedral, with its two rows of
given of a motion to he laid before the Society on columns, and the outer walls forming the aisles, to
the Anniversary meeting on April 23rd, to the ‘ a psalm-tune to which treble, tenor, alto and bass
following effect, viz.—that the ordinary meetings ‘ were harmoniously joined. Architecture, therefore,
be held at 8 PM. instead of 8'30 P..\I. as at present, I is an art distinct in itself, and not a mere frame
and that the ballot be closed at 9'30 P. M. instead work for sculpture or painting; and its works are
of 10 P.M.—The following were elected: MessrsW'. even most pure when these are absent. Yet,
Munk,
B. Ferrey,
A. Dalr
, M. H. Bl Oxam , though no carving may be necessary to the
G. \Vorms,
Dr. F. Bock
andu'l‘lll laLewin.
complete idea. of a column, a capital for instance,
\
iyet it cannot be said to be an impure addition,
NUM'ISMATIC.—dlarch 19.—W. S. W. Vaux, ‘ ut it should be introduced in the right place. If

Esq., President, in the chair.—C. Golding, Esq. l foliage is used, it should follow the rule of veget

Fellow-M r. Walford read a paper ‘On the Recent
Financial and Taxation Statistics of the United
States.’ After alluding to the wonderful progress
of the United States during the eighty years of its
existence, Mr. Walford proceeded to an examina
tion of some of the statistical proofs of that remark

able development of material greatness.

In 1790,

the population of the United States consisted of
3,929,827 persons; in 1860, they contained apopu
lation of‘ 31,429,891. This was an increase of about
28,000,000, or more than double that of Great
Britain in the some period of time. The increase in

the population of the United States is not so much
the result of immigration as is generally believed.
During the last forty years the total migration to
the States was 4,908,321 ; the increasein the popu
lation, in the same period, was 21,000,000. The
annual value of the manufactures in 1790 was
1,120,000l. ; in 1860, their value had increased to

400,000,0001.

Eighty years ago, the tonnage of

the United States was under 200,000 tons; in
1860, it was upwards of 5,000,000 tons. The
annual value of the imports into the United States
increased from 4,600,000l. in 1790 to 72,432,000l.
in 1860; the exports, from 4,000,0001. in the

former year to 80,000,000l. in the latter. The
thrce great staples of the United States export
trade are bread-stuffs, cotton and tobacco. Of
these the ﬁrst increased in value from 2,468,000l.

in 1821 to 9,000,000l. in. 1360, and to 18,970,0001.
in 1861; cotton, from 4,000,000l. in I821 to
38,361,000l. in 1860, with a decline to 6,800,0001.
in 1861; and tobacco, from 1,000,000l. in 1821

to 3,000,000l. in 1860, with a fall to 2,750,0001.
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in 1861. Eighty years ago, the banking capital from China,’ being chiefly Eastern representatives
was less than 600,000l. In 1860, there were 1,601 of various genera of Insessores belonging to the
‘banks in the United States, with an aggregate Fauna of Europe-A paper was read by Mr. G.
paid-up capital of 203,172,000l. The note circu Kroft, ‘On a New Snake of the genus Hoplocepha
lation of the United States banks in 1861 was lus, from the neighbourhood of Sydney, Australia,’
40,401,000l. ; that of the United Kingdom in the for which he proposed the name Hoploccphallw
same year was 38,861,000l. The total amount of carinatus, from its having keeled scales. the precious metals coined at the United States Mr. F. Buckland made a further Report on the
Mintinseventy-nineyears was-gold, 133,730,0001. ; progress of the development of the ﬁshes batched
silver, 25,627,000L; total, 159,358,0001. sterling. in the tanks at the Society’s Gardens.—
Mr. \Valford also detailed the remarkable progress Dr. P. L. Sclater pointed out the characters of
of the United States in real and personal property, the different known species of the American Spine
in agriculture, in railway and postal communica~ tailed Swifts of the genus Chsetura, and exhibited
tion, and in the development of the electric tele on behalf of Mr. B. Leadbeater the Head of a
graph. This concluded the ﬁrst section of Mr. Musk-ox, Ovibos moachatua-Dr. J. E. Gray gave
\Valford‘s paper. The second section was devoted a notice of a new species of Chameleon from Char
to the ﬁnancial history of the United States, and toum, discovered by Mr. J. Petherick, for which
the third to a critical examination of its present he proposed the name Chamazlco lm-igatus, and of
ﬁnancial legislation and policy. The total income the so-called Chauco or Golden Wolf of Chinese
of the United States in 1792 was 1,748,000L, Tartary, which be considered as probably unde
of which 733,000l. was revenue, the rest being scribed.—Col. P. Stewart made some remarks on a
raised by loans. In 1860, the total income was species of Goat and Sheep met with by him during
15,368,000L, of which upwards of 11,000,000l. his travels through Persia.-Mr. A. R. \Vallaee
was revenue. The sources of revenue are oiﬁcially made some observations on a Hombill living in
classed as follows: 1, Customs; 2, Sales of Public the Society's Gardens, which he believed to be
Lands; 3, Miscellaneous. The ﬁrst Customs tariff a species of (Bucerosl Ilydrocissa pica, artiﬁcially
came into operation on the 4th of July, 1789, since coloured.
which date it has constantly varied. The revenue
Issrrrorron or Civil. EsoIsEsRs.-Feb. l7.-—
from Customs has advanced from 688,000l. in
1792t0upwards of 10,000,000l. in 1860. The prin J. Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chain-—The
cipal articles upon which duties are levied are wool discussion upon the two papers, ‘ On the Drainage
len, cotton and hempen goods, iron and iron manu of Dundee,' by Mr. J. Fulton, and ‘ On the Sewer
factures, sugar, hemp, salt and coals. In 1785 the age of Newport, Monmoutbsbire,‘ by Mr. A. ‘Vil
price of the public lands was fixed at a dollar an liams, occupied the whole of the evening.
March 24.—J. Hawkshaw, Esq, President, in
acre; but this price was increased to two dollars
in 1796, in which year the revenue from land sales the chair.——‘ Description of the Lydgate and of the
was only 967i. In the year 1840 the receipts from Buckhorn \Veston Railway Tunnels,‘ by Mr. J. G.
this source were 65S,000l., in 1861 they were Fraser.—‘ Public \Vorks in Pernambuco, in the
174,000l. In a period of sixty-six years the total Empire of Brazil,’ by Mr. W. M. Peniston.
receipts from land sales were 35,000,0001. The
Socrz'n or Aural-March 18.-T. Hankey,
number of acres sold down to the end of 1860 was
153,928,547. The land remaining unsold at that Esq., in the chain-—The paper read was ‘0n the
time comprised upwards of 1,000,000,000 of acres, Suppression and Extinction of Fires,’ by Mr.
or eleven times the area of Great Britain. The C. B. King.
miscellaneous revenue of which no details are given
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
varied from 45,000l. in 1792 to 219,700]. in 1860. Mos. Actuaries, 7. -' Carlille, Government.
rtrar-(knersl‘r

The public expenditure of the United States is
classiﬁed under the heads of Civil List, Department

of the Interior, ‘War Department, Navy Department
and the Public Debt.

The total expenditure in

1792 was 3755801., in 1861 it was 12,071,0001.
The Civil List expenditure was 1,298, 0001. in 1841,
in 1860 it was 6,385,000l., in 1861, 4,637,000l.

and other Tables of Mortality,‘ Mr. Jar ‘as Henry.
Chcmlcal. d—Annin-rsa .
llorticultuml, l2.—l“lora Committee.
Engineers, s.-‘ Structures on the Sea, &c.,' Mr. Miller.
in. Geological, s.-‘ ltcoent Changes in Delta of Ganges,’ Mr.
l‘cnrusson.
'l‘ucns. Linncnn. 8.—‘ Phvsiology of ﬂpiders,’ Mr. Blacks-all; ' Ni
Teas.
w—

gullitilidm‘.‘ Mr. Murray; ‘ llonstrosity in Passiﬂom.‘ Dr.
I {l

-

diture does not appear to have been oilicially pub
lished until 1841. In that year the sum of

zoomswxcluthh 24.-w. H. Flower, Esq,
racter of a new Musk Hat, and of a new species of
Lagomys from British Columbia. For these ani
mals he proposed the names Fiber osojoomisis
and Lagomys minimus.-A communication was

read from Mr. R. Swinhoe, ‘On some New Birds

Gothic character, the best, and on the whole one

of the best Italian works we have seen of modern
production, is that for the great Langham Hotel, by
Mr. J. Giles (34); a very grand and nobly massed
composition of two piles of building, parallelngrams
in plan, standing at right angles to each other, and
so that the interval between them in plan is ﬁlled
by a minor square mass, carried loftier than their
roofs, and emphasized so as to become a tower of
great size and dignity. The surface of this design
which is to be carried out, is well broken yet not
at all frittered away by useless ornamentation or
costly sculpture. As a work of Art, this is as far
superior to the Grosvenor Hotel as that is to

Buckingham Palace.

Its light and shade disposi

tions are admirable. The Restoration of Breamore
House (16), by Mr. A. Smith, an Elizabethan
structure, or it may be Jacobian of the best time,
has been very happy. This shows, however, how
rigidly the beauty and dignity of these great

country-houses depend and depended upon their
whole structure being organic, so to say, the masses
forming on the preconceived functions of the ediﬁce,
and not, as in modern imitations, being disposed

for insigniﬁcant effect only.

Effect should come,

and not be made.
We ﬁnd here a good many examples of the in

dustry of our travelled students and architects, in.
collections of careful sketches and studies. Very
noteworthy are those by Mr. F. T. Rogers (124),
made in Normandy and elsewhere,-~see those
particular] from SL-Etie'nne, at Cam, and at
Li'sieux. {Tote also those made on the spot at
home by Mr. W. Paris, from St. Mary Orerie,
(St. Saviour’s) Southwark. Of original designs for
minor matters, especially those domestic, let us
commend the many examples sent by 1th". E. B.
Lamb (160, km), for cottages, stables, houses, kc.
These are exceedingly good in their way,—a very
valuable way: the stables, in N o. 160, with their

broad-caved roof and louvres above the centre of
its pyramid, is capital ; the massing of the cottages,
in the same frame, is commendable. Best of these
is the Rectory House, which has simple yet varied
surfaces and breadth of treatment not often given.
The series of photographs (160), from Mr. G. G.
Scott's details for Kelhum Hall, show ornament

judiciously applied.' The recessed and shafted
characteristic of the architect's style. The caps on
the polished marble shafts of the ﬁrst, which are

PIIB ARTS
+
ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

GOTHIC works predominate in this year‘s collec
2,740,000l. was allotted to the War Department,
in 1860, 3,281,000L, and in 1861, 4,596,000]. A tion. There is the massive and economical Gothic in
summary of the War Department expenditure by brick, with sparingly employed stone dressings and
Presidential periods gave some instructive results. sparse carvings, that eschews lofty steeples and ﬂying
In the period 1841-4 under President Harrison, buttresses, that delights in round-headed windows,
the actual ex enditure of the ‘Var Department splayed openin'gs, semi-circular apses and plate
was 7,056,000 .; in 1845-8, under Polk, it was tracery. The most able producer of examples of
18,442,000l ; in 1849-52, under Taylor, it fell to this character is Mr. G. E. Street, whom we may
11,000,000l.; in 1858-6, under Pierce, it rose to congratulate upon having set something like a
13,908,000L; in 1857-60, under Buchanan, to fashion. Many reproduce the elementary thoughts
20,112,000L; and in the two years 1801-3, under of the architect named, but others are evidently
Lincoln, to 228,345,0001. sterling. The records of free and powerful in the same path of Art. A
the Navy, which also appear to commence in 1841, good deal of the character referred to as marking
show an expenditure of 1,200,000l. in, that year, this collection is derived from the presence of
with a gradual increase to 2,485,7001. in the year several designs submitted for the Cathedral of St.
1861. Some of the details of the Navy expendi Finn Bar, Cork, in competition, and for which the
ture for this latter year are very curious. Amongst sum of 15,000]. was expected to produce afull- blown
them are the following items :—“ For six steam cathedral, with chapter-house, towers and all appur
frigates 38,5581. (or 6,4261. each), for ﬁve sloops tenanc to match, being rather less than a fourth
of war 25,649l. (or 5,120]. each), for seven steam of the cost of the lantern (octagon) of Ely in 1342.
screw sloops and one side-wheel steamer, 12,6021. Under these circumstances, no wonder the compe
(or 1,575l. each), and for seven steam sloops of titors took that style which promised to give most
war, second class, 5,1161. (or 7301. each !)."
for their money. Nevertheless, the successful
in the chair.—Mr. J. K. Lord pointed out the cha

because neglected for the work of Mr. Burges.
Among the few designs here that have nota

windows and arcaded courtyard are excellent, and

er.

Chemical, 8.
Philological, 8.

Passing over the expenditure of the interior, which
amounted to 752,000l. in the year 1860-61, Mr.
“'alford stated that the \Var Department expen
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indeed admirable, and need not shame their authors

coupled, do not seem in a good style; the string
course, richly carved, which accompanies these, is
beautiful, although a minor feature. Mr. Lamb's

study from the beautiful Porch of West Hartle
pool Church (174) shows a most admirable work

neglected, but worthy of deep consideration in its
simple, solid, grave richness. Its separated thin
lines of mouldings, splendidly wrought, carried to
the ground are perfectly placed. This example
reminds the student in many points of that very
valuable branch of Gothic Art which prevailed in

Scotland at the end of the fourteenth century.

A

Bull-mom, by the same, for Knole House, Kent
(1751, with an open timber roof, very ﬂat, is note
worthy for successful treatment in Jacobian manner,
or like it. The wall decorations do not please us ;

as somewhat out,of keeping.
In frame 226 is a series of works by Mr. G.
Trueﬁtt, comprising shops, schools, temporary
lecture-halls of great size, churches, obelisks, lamp
posts, tombs, coffers, and what not, constructed in
various parts of England. Nearly all of these are

commendable, more so than a badly - executed
drawing would suggest. Near it is Mr. T. E.
Knight's very creditable West Ham- Schools (304),

—slso (277) sixteen studies of Medizeval architec
ture in Italy and Sicily, by Mr. M. D. “'yatt,
design by Mr. Barges, which is a remarkably noble ' excellently drawn and chosen. Mr. G. Jones's
and valuable work, does not so strictly comply with Garden Front of No. 8, Kenn'ngton Palace Garuens
the conditions of the style in question. It must (333) very narrowly misses, owing to extra ﬂatness,
be highly gratifying to lovers of Art to see so many being an exceedingly ﬁne work by its quiet elegance
ﬁne designs as are here shown for works of this and grace of proportion.
d and grave clia- I
class, i. 2. large churches of
FIxs‘AR'r Gossm-Mr. Foley's model for the
racter suited for modern uses. Of about a dozen
not one but has more or less excellence; some are statue to the late Sir C. Barry is completed, and
.
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represents him holding, with the left hand, a draw swaying motion, that seems like ﬂoating in air.
ing-board nearly upright upon his knee, the right Behind, a dark female musician clashes the time
hand has a pencil loosely grasped, and hangs down upon cymbals-4. A Samian Girl, bearing upon
her head a basket, of Ionian shape, ﬁlled with fruit;
easily.
_
Mr. Woolner has been commissioned to execute the effect is broad, soft sunlight casting delicate
a colossal statue in bronze of the late \V. Godley, shadows upon her face and form : a study of facial
founder of the Canterbury Settlement, New Zea beauty, colour and light.—5. A very large picture,
land; to be erected in the centre of the Cathedral representing Ahab and Jezebel meeting Elijah at
the door of N aboth's vineyard ; the prophet stands
Square, Christchurch, New Zen-land.
At the French Gallery, Pall Mall, will be found in the doorway, the King and Queen recoil before
a collection of photographic portraits and other him.
The Sessional Papers of the Institute of British
subjects, which from their great size, in the former
class that of life and in some cases larger, are of Architects, now before us, contain some valuable
contributions
to our architectural library, the most
extraordinary interest. The producer and exhibitor
of these is M. Ghémar, photographic artist to remarkable being Mr. Street's account of the sin
the King of the Belgians. They represent an gular Church of St. Michael, Penkevel, Cornwall.
application of photography whereby examples have Also a paper by Mr. M. \Valcott on the Conventual
been enlarged from caries dc z'isite, 810., with perfect Arrangements of Canterbury; this is a very inter
success and remarkably good effect. One of King esting contribution, containing many curious illus
Leopold, life-size and to the knees, is really trations of manners, and an acutely studied dis
astonishing in reproduction of character and quisition on the cathedral and monastic buildings.
expression. Others represent Queen Victoria, the Mr. \Valcott has engraved the plan, or bird's-eye
Princess of ‘Vales, a charming portrait, the same view, of the buildings made by Eadwyn the Monk
and the Prince of Wales in different poses, the before the ﬁre in 1174-11 curious treasure. Mr.
Princes and Princesses of the English, Danish, Parker's paper ‘On the Abbey Churches at Caen ’
and Belgian Royal Families. Also, a few studies has claims to interest. \Ve should suggest to
of domestic character, agricultural and architectural Messrs. Parker and “'alcott some of our minor
views. Of the last, the Cathedral of Tour-nay is cathedrals as excellent subjects; for instance, by
given on paper or canvas, about the size of a kit and by, when Worcester Cathedral has been pulled
cat, without the slightest deviation in perspective, down or “ scraped ” away, the Dean and Chapter
the vertical lines of the towers being perfectly true, will be grateful to them for relating when the
which has, we believe, never before been done on a Deanery Hall went, how the Guesten Hall was
large scale in photography. M. Ghérnar produces fought for in vain, where stood the School Hall or
faint impressions, of any size, of such examples as Refectory, where were \‘Vulstan's crypt, the choir.
the above upon paper, canvas, or other substance, the tombs, the tower.—We are glad to see these
suitable for painting by hand, either in oil or water, excellent papers published in a suitable manner, so
so that a portrait of unquestionable accuracy is that they are made generally accessible.
obtained. , Several specimens of this class, ﬁnished
A statue to the memory of King “'illiam the
by hand in chalk, are equal to the ﬁnest drawings Fourth of Prussia is to be placed on the bridge
we have seen.
over the Rhine at Cologne. It is to be of bronze,
At No. 68, Newman Street, Oxford Street, will equestrian, of extraordinary size, from the designs
be found an exhibition of small models in coloured of Prof. B'aser, of Berlin, and to form a pendent
clay, illustrating life and costumes in Mexico. to that of the present King of Prussia, now pre
Many years ago, such draped statuettes as these paring by Prof. Drake.
were rife, but we do not remember to have seen
The pictures of the Belgian School, which so
such of late. As representations of national pecu nobly sustained the historical glory of Flanders in
liarities, these things are not without interest.
Art, at the International Exhibition, have been
The Exhibition of the Institute of Painters in re-exhibited as a whole, at Brussels.
‘Vater Colours, —such being the title by which the »__—e—__——-_—
late New Society of Painters in \Vater Colours is
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
to be known in future,—will open on Monday, the
_._.
20th of April. The private view will be on the
SAFR ED IlARliOh'iC SOCIETY Enter IhlL-Conductor
18th. Pictures are to be sent in on Tuesday, the Mr. cos'rxhmz wsoxssmr ivnxr, April I, the usual
\\ eek
ri'ormauce of llandel‘s ‘ M ESls'lAli. Principal
7th of that month, such being the works of Mem I'nssion
"ocnlists: -— M as human Pyne Madame Salmon-Dolby. Mr.
Henry "nigh, nnd_.\lr. Weiss. The Band and Chorus. on the most
bers and Associates only.
extensive scale availnhlcin Excier IinlLwill consist of {including
Mr. Hook will probably contribute to the Royal 16 double bassem nearly 700 performers-Tickets, 80.. 5a.. and
100. 64. each. The Oﬂices of the Society are at No. 6, Excter
Academy some pictures, the subjects of which
a .
have been studied amongst the Scilly Islanders.
One is styled ‘ Low Tide,’ representing sailors
mending their nets and their boat, that lies upon
the beach. A woman, the wife of one of the men,
approaches, bearing a basket of provisions—knits
as she walks, but has left off doing so to attend to
a child who has fallen beside her. Another work
is styled ‘The Sailor‘s \Vedding ’; the scene is the
sea-shore; a steep bank rises up therefrom; the
bride and bridegroom are walking together; an
old man is creeping up the bank; about, are seen
preparations for a holiday. A boy slinging stones
is another subject.

ST. JAMES‘B HALh-Mr. WILBYE COOPER‘S GRAND
(‘OhCER'L WEDNESDAY EVENING, April 8. — "ocalists:
Mdlle. Pnrcpa. Madame Weiss. Miss Marian Moss. Miss Clnri
Fraser. Miss Messcnt, Mdlle. Ixlllcl!\,. Miss Eleonora Wilkinson,

Miss Poole, Mrs. liocksLMadamc Baxter. Miss Palmer, Madame

b'owman, standing with his hands upon the arc

and the airs 'Jerusalem' and ‘Be thou faithful
unto death’--we too rarely escape from the im
pression of scientiﬁc solicitude, showing that the
writer had not altogether thrown off the trammels
of scholarship. Till this can be done, there will
be always too much chance of elaboration super
seding idea. ‘St. Paul’ is eminently a transition
work. This opinion is distasteful, we are aware,
to Mendelssohn's congregation, who had become
ﬁckle and disposed to worship at new shrines
before he died, and who, therefore, defend their
inconstancy by maintaining, that the early works
of a man whose genius ripened hour by hour were

the best.

We repeat this conviction and its illus'

trations for more than one purpose. The duty,
however, which is most pressing is to represent

to the Sacred Harmonic Society that in thus going
the round of a few composers, it is not merely
discouraging anything like new attempts among
artists, not merely encouraging bigotry to go
hand-in-hand with taste among its audiences, but

sowing within its own borders the seeds of decay.
Is there no example to be learnt from the proceed‘
ings of the once-famed Philharmonic Society, and
the manner in which it has slidden out of European
consideration?

The truth cannot be disguised,

that the difﬁculties in ﬁnding great solo singers
become greater and greater- the more need is
there, then, for trying by the administering of fresh
interest to turn the attention of the public into
unfamiliar channels. Mr. G. Perren, who is at
last getting his chance (and not before it has been
deserved, as every one acquainted with his singing
in Roman Catholic choirs must attest‘, was the
tenor;the schism betwixt the Society and Mr. Sims
Reeves being obviously for the hour complete.
Mr. \Veiss was the basso: the soprano was Madame

Rudersdorli', the contrallo Madame Sainton-Dolhy.
The charm of Mozart's name ﬁlled St. James's
Hall at Monday's Popular Concert. The pieces
selected were the Clarionet Quintett in A major,

—What might be fancifully called the trumpet solo
Sonata. in D major,—a Pianoforte and Violin Duett
in A major,—and the Clarionet, Viola and Piano- '
forte Trio in E major. The principal performers
were MM. Hallo, Sainton, Piatti, and Mr. Lamrus.
Surely on works so lovely and well~known, played
by artists so notoriously excellent, no criticism is
needed, save from those whose oﬁice it is to write
primers for the rising generation. Miss Robertine
Henderson gave a song by Schubert extremely

ﬁrmly and well : her phrasing is better than that of
the generality of ladies so comparatively inexpe
rienced. M r. Wilbye Cooper sang a mountain
song by lil. Meyerbper, with clarionet obbligato,
showing his good qualities of grace and ingenuity
in combination, and his less good quality of harassed
modulations~and later (with an encore) an elegant
ballad "The Shades of Evening close around," by
our young amateur composer Mr. F. Clay. Nothing

better of its kind has been given out during the past

Siunton-Dolb ' : Mr. Nam: Reeves, Mr. \Vilh ‘e Cooper, Mr. George
Darren, Mr. ohn Morgan, llIr. Santle .
r. Winn, Mr. “'ciss,
Mr. Lewis Thomas. The ‘Vent London glee
d Mndri al Society

twelve months.

and the Q

Italian style on Tuesday evening.

heul Glee Union. Solo Instrumen lists: I . Sninton,

Signor Nappi gave a benefit concert in the

Signor Gm io Rcgondi, Signor Prue, Mr. Lazarus, The Brothers

Booth. ‘Mr. A tommss. B!
serratolrc dc

amp.

or Andreoli Mdlle. Michelin ICon

Con actors: Mr. Benedict

(inns, )l_r. .1. 1.. Hutton, m. Ha

llerr Wilhelm

o, Mr. Frank Mori. Mr. o. s.

Allen.—>talls,l0a. (id. and 51.:
may 3a.; Arca,ls.; Admission,
1|.~'l‘iclrets at Addison k Lucss‘l, 210 l'legent Street ‘ Lonsdnle‘s,

New ADELPHI. — A second version of Miss
Braddon’s ‘Aurora Floyd‘ has been produced here.

es, on Bond sum; Austin's, as, Piccadilly; and all Music
sellers.
MR. BEACON begs to announce that he will give THREE

SEANCES of CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTAL MUﬂlC, nt 16,

Mr. Leighton will probably contribute to the
Royal Academy the following pictures:--1. A
Lady, upon a garden terrace, feeding peacocks,
two of which, white and green, stand, gloriously
feathered, by her side and at her feet.—2. A Cross
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The compilation and arrangement of the materials
have been accomplished by Mr. Benjamin Web
ster, jun., who has bestowed on his task an extra

Gmvcnorﬁtrcct ‘by the kind permission of Messrs. Collard\, on
MON in“ S, Aprl sﬂh, May 11th, and June 8th, to commence at
Three oclock. I-‘ull particulars will be duly announced-7‘),
\Vclbcck Street, Cavendish Square.

ordinary amount of thought and skill. According

EWER R CO._ heir to announce that they will
vs TWO
MORNINQ COACER'I‘S at the lilanover Square
ooms. on
TU'ESD.“ S, May 5 and June 2, in order to introduce to the Sub
scnbcrs o_f their Musical Library the latest and most important
Compositiops of Chamber Music. Subscribers will receive invi

His p
e was to construct out of the novel one
of those colossal dramas known as Adelphi pieces,
with the striking effects to which Adelphi audiences
have been long accustomed. The result is a power
ful drama covering an indeﬁnite extent of time,
and occupying nearly four hours in the perform

of his weapon; his costume is that of Italy in the tationa-Jl‘ickets to Non-Subscribe llnlf-n‘Guinca each. l’ro
fourteenth century; he may be imagined one of grammes vnll be shortly puhlished.— wer a Co.'s Musical Library,
the defenders of the city who has the death of one 8.’, Regent Street, London.
he loved to revenge: this is suggested by a perished
human hand nailed to the wall behind him,
Coscssrs or run Wssx.—‘ St. Paul,‘ given yes
and his stern countenance-3. Herod's Daughter, terday week, as announced, was the ‘four hundred
dancing, a young girl performing one of those and thirty-ninth sign of prosperity shown by the
Oriental dances, the slow motions and voluptuous Sacred Harmonic Society, now, in the essentials
grace of which are and have been so powerful to of execution, confessedly the leading body of its
fascinate; she has raised herself upon her feet, and, kind in Europe. The Oratorio itself stands less
with arms elegantly waved above her sideway high in our favour than most other of Mcndelssohn's
lolling head, bends her lithe form with a slowly sacred works. In spite of the celestial burial chorus,

to stage-exigency, he has both followed and altere
the story, and modified or combined the characters.

ance.

It is divided into four parts,—that is, a

prologue and three acts.

What most strikes us in

the prologue is, that we have the dog-fancier iden
tiﬁed with the stable-help, and the simple idea of
the latter, as a man with a soft brain and limited
experience, associated with a natural cunning,
converted into a complex characterization, which
includes the notion of a returned convict entering
into a compact with the jockey, James Conyers, to
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i
take advantage of the peculiar situation of Aurora
Floyd. Of this mere arbitrary stage-combination,
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Miss Hughes, as the husband and’aunt, performed ’ tenor; the former being, of necessity, delicate,
their parts with peculiar brilliancy and vivacity, affected, and deﬁcient in power; whereas the latter,

ltlr. \Vebster constructs an elaborate part, full of and thus won the approbation of the audience to on the contrary, is nothing if not robust. Each of
minute details, illustrative of the class of life to the new drama.
the two styles of music thus expresses a nationality
which Sleeve Hargreaves, according to this modiﬁed
view, is supposed to. belong. It is a piece of cha
racter—unlike, high above anything in the novel,
—and wholly a creation of Mr. Webster's brain.
There are few things on the stage to compare
with this strange creation.
In the remaining
three acts, the character that becomes prominent
is that of John Mellish, which is realized by Mr.
Billington in a style so effective that this eccentric

of its own, and with it a physical inequality in the
HAYMARKET.—MI'. Sothern has appeared in a distribution of executive powers which can only be
new charactcr,—that of Captain Walter Mag/dew evaded, at best concealed-by those not possessing
blush in ‘The Little Treasure,' which has been I'them never heartily and thoroughly overcome.
selected for the debut of Miss Ellen Terry in the 'Wishing well to every enterprise honourably under
but intelligent and pretty, wassuccessful; and Mr.
Sothem threw so much eccentric humour into his
delineation of the modest Captain, that the house

sures, we submit the above remarks as so many
counsels and cautions, not discouragements.

—for the part is, by the actor, and in the intention
of the adapter, individualized in the strictest sense
of the term; and the uxorious Yorkshire squire,
not only fond, but proud of being hen-peeked by
a wife who possesses the business habits in which
he is deficient, is drawn with a ﬁdelity to nature
that does credit to the author and the actor. Aurora
Floyd herself is rather boisterously represented by
Miss Avonia Jones; but she is distinctly and dra
matically delineated. The secret that preys upon
her acts as an irritant, and displays itself in vio
lent moods and occasional ill temper, indicative of

Sothern's engagement will terminate next \Vcdnes
day, when his beneﬁt is announced to take place.

ltliss L. Pyne and Mr. Harrison's lesseeship of
Covent Garden Theatre.
Miss Augusta Thomson, who has been for some
time missing, having disappeared from London at
the moment when she was beginning to be of value
and to excite interest, has "turned up,” we per
ceive, at the Bouﬁis Parisicmus in Paris;-—hy which
it would seem as if she intends to work out her

character of Gertrude.

The lady, who is young, taken, with the view of widening our musical plea

In the address circulated at the close of the
individual becomes the legitimate hero of ‘the was provoked into more than ordinary merriment English Opera season this day week, it was an
drama. ‘We use the word “individual” purposely : by his peculiar manner of acting the part. Mr. nounced that the next will be the last season of

a disturbed mental state. She is made to horse
whip Steeve on the stage, and to rate Mrs. Powell
(a character well conceived and executed by Mrs.
Billington) with a characteristic disregard of pru
dence. To her, also, the adapter has appropriated
the ﬁnal tableau; for it is she who struggles with
the murderer, and, at the peril of her life, regains
the notes that prove the villain's guilt. We have
now, we think, given the reader a notion of the
outline of the piece. In the ﬁlling-up there are
faults. The dialogue is too abundant; but the
piece has also the merit of presenting to the eye
some details which are better seen than heard of,
and which are too frequently, in modern drama,
kept in the background. The scenic illustrations,
too, are many, and very complete; and of the gene
ral excellence of the acting there can be no doubt.

OLrnrIc.—‘Taming the Truant‘ is the title of
a new drama produced here,

by Mr. Horace

‘\Vigan, who refers us to the ‘ Papillon ’ of
Victorian Sardon as the original, which he has thus
adapted to the English stage. The incidents are
little in accordance with our manners, and the
‘success of the piece is in a great measure due to
the actors, who take great pains in the perform
ance. The “ Truant " is a husband whose rakish
disposition is “tamed” by the operation of cold and
hunger, and who is taught, by the want of a din
nor, the advantage of being faithful to his marital
obligations. M-r. Flutter (Mr. H. Neville) has
suffered his wife (Miss Latimer) to reside in a cot
tags ornée at Great Marlow, without having once

visited the place; meanwhile amusing himself with
looking from the window of his Club at the fair
women in the streets. One of these attracts him,
and he follows her in a cab to the railway, and

enters the carriage with her, believing her to be an
Italian Countess. Here he makes the acquaintance
of her supposed lady’s maid, but who is really his
wife's aunt, and who pretends to make an assigna
tion for her mistress with him in an avenue of pop
lars where he is to await her arrival. The avenue
is, in fact, the approach to his wife's villa, and

here the supposed Countess‘s attendant meets him,
but insists on his being blindfolded before she will

conduct him to her mistress. By leading him from
room to room several times, she causes him to

believe that he has traversed a considerable dis
‘tance; but at length he grasps the hand of a lady,
who is his wife, but whom he supposes to be the

Countess.

An appeal is then made to his con

science, by the suggestion that his own wife may
be granting a similar interview to a stranger; and
he is further troubled by the arrival of the Italian

lady’s supposed Corsican husband.

He is glad to

take refuge again in the avenue ; and, as the season
is winter, he suffers unpleasantly from the severity
of the weather, as well as of hunger. In due time,

he is readmitted, and the whole affair explained
to him, when he acknowledges the justness of his

correction and promises reform.

Mr. Neville and

LIUSICAL AND DRAMATIC GossIr.—Mr. Gye‘s
programme is not one to be brieﬂy dismissed,
as being voluminous; and if somewhat strange,
as times go, possibly as satisfactory as could be
expected. The principal operas undertaken for are

Signor Verdi's ' La Forza del Destino’ (in which
there may be matter of dispute with his rival),
—‘Fra Diavolo,’ for Signor Mario and Mdlle.
Patti, whose recent Continental triumphs are an
nounced in too ﬂorid a fashion for good taste,
also, for her, ‘ La Figlia,‘ and ‘ La Gazza Ladra,’
—-‘L"Elisir,'—‘ Roberto,’ to introduce M. Ohio
as Bertram,—‘Don Pasquale,’ with Signor Ron
coni,—‘Stradella,‘ in which, as has been men
tioned, M. Naudin will appear,—‘ Guillaume Tell ‘
(with Signor Caﬁieri, a new tenor, as Arnaldo),
—‘Lucia’ (with Signor Ferinesi, another new
tenor),—‘Otello’ (with Signora Elvira Demi) —
the last-named three announcements equivalent
to trial of three strangers aspiring to ﬁrst class
honours,--‘Orfeo,’ with Madame Didiée,— ‘Les

Huguenots,’ with Mdlle.

Pauline

career in foreign opera.
The Gazelle Musicale states that M.Villaret, the
new tenor mentioned last week, was entirely suc
cessful on his ﬁrst appearance at the Grand Opéra,
as Arnold in ‘ Guillaume Tell.'—M. Léon Duprez
is forthwith to appear at the Theatre Lyrique, in
the French arrangement of Mozart's ‘ Cosl.’

It is understood that Herr Joachim has aban
doned his known intention of resigning his Concert
Msstership at Hanover, which he will retain, with
liberal permission to traveL-That excellent musi
cian and meritorious singer, M. Jules Stockhausen,
has been appointed Director of the Philharmonic
Concerts of Hamburg.

The one positive satisfactory piece of operatic
news which arrives from Germany is the effect

produced at Carlsruhe by Herr Ahert‘s ‘ King
Lucca as Enzio,‘ a work we hope to meet abroad, if not at

home.—Herr \Vagner is going, we read, to St.
Petersburg; so that his ‘ Tristan und Ysolde'
would seem to have met the same fate at Vienna
as elsewhere-that of having a run of some months,
déb'ut in ‘I Puritani.’ Madame Penco does not as the ‘Prova d‘un Opera Seria'—of rehearsals
return, at which we are not afflicted; neither, we behind the curtain-—not to be followed by any
are happy to say, Madame Csillag. Mdlle. Fricci performance.
does; and will adventure herself in the arduous
‘Beatrice di Portogallo,' a new opera by M.
part of Norma. lildlle. Battu returns, and ll'ladame Novaynko, has been given at Oporto, with immense
Rudersdor'ff, whose available value is considerable. success.
Another new lady or two are announced. ‘Ve have
A new comic Operetta, ‘The Sergeant of Ouis
named three new principal tenors who will appear, treham,’ with music by M. Caron, has been pro
besides the known favourites, Signori Mario and duced at Rouen.
Tamberlik. Signori Ronconi and Graziani return,
The world makes progress in delicacy. One
that excellent artist, M. Faure; and in addition Signor Dasti has been giving a comedy at Turin
to M. Obin, Herr Formes(!), Signor Tagliaﬁco, M. with the title ‘Rossini a Napoli.' Are we next
Zelger and Signor Ciampi. The above list is liberal to have ‘ Mdlle. Lind in America,. or ‘ Liszt (with
enough as to quantity, it will be owned; though his sword by his side) in Hungary’?
“ In the A llgemez'nc Jlusikalische Zeitung,” writes
not rich in the contrallo department. Let us hope
that some of the new comers will strengthen a our Leipzig Correspondent, “is a communication
company, already including so many excellent by Herr Jahn, in which he alludes to the tale,
brought forward in connexion with the ‘ Requiem '
artists, by giving us a new tragic lady.
The prospectus of a new vocal society has been (since the ﬁrst history of its mysterious origin had
laid before us. It is to consist exclusively of male somewhat fallen into discredit), of a certain gen
singers, and to be conducted by Herr Meyer Liitz. tleman having attempted to murder his wife, and
The number intended to be gathered is fourscore. afterwards having committed suicide in a ﬁt of
There are to be constant rehearsals, and three public furious jealousy, caused by a supposed intimacy
concerts late in the season, with objects which the between his wife and Mozart. A document has
promoters themselves shall state:—“Among the been found in the Registry of the Landcsgerirht at
musical societies of London, there is at present no Vienna, from which it appears that Herr Franz
one that devotes undivided attention to music for Hofdemel, the gentleman in question, Kanzcllilt
male voices alone. There are many very beautiful in the Imperial Supreme Justizslelle, destroyed
compositions of this description, both native and himself in his dwelling on the 10th of December,
foreign, yet the masterpieces of the English glee 1791. There is also the nurse's receipt for 120
writers, it is believed, have never before been ﬂorins, for attendance upon Frau ‘Hofdemelin';
interpreted by so large a body of trained voices as and, further, a petition from the widow for com
is here proposed, neither have the part-songs of pensation from her husband's heirs on account of
Germany ever been similarly presented to a London the permanent injury and disﬁgurement she had
audience, except by the Cologne Choir; and from suffered. She claimed 1,000 ﬂorins, but received
the scope thus to be afforded excellent results are 550. She went to Briiuu, and on the 10th of May
anticipated." In the above there appears some want was delivered of a son. \Vhethcr there were any
of precision in view and in statement. vThe analogy grounds for Hofdemel's suspicions it is now impos-'
between the male English glee and the German sible to decide, but the fact that the attempted murder
partsong is not close. The first was rarely intended and the suicide did not occur till five days after
to be sung by numbers, the latter always so. The Mozart‘s death is not in their favour. It is remark
English counter-tenor voice, of late years largely able that Beethoven, as (Zcerny related to John,
replaced by the female control/o, is not wholly had refused to play before Frau Hofdemel on
equal to the duties demanded of a German ﬁrst account of her alleged ‘sﬂ‘air‘ with Mozart.- That
Valentine, — and a revival of ‘L’Etoile’ (the
run of which was interrupted by the burning of
the old theatre), with Madame Miolan-Carvalho
as the heroine. Mdlle. Fioretti is to make her
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there was an acquaintance between Mozart and
Hofdemel is proved by a promissory note for 100
ﬂorins, dated the 2nd of April, 1789, drawn by

the former in favour of the latter.—Though I have
more to detail ere I wind up my reports of our
Leipzig musical doings for the season, I will not
wait to tell that the last Gewandhaus Concert was
very interesting. All French music-Catel, Lully,
Rode, Rameau, Boieldieu, Méhul, Grétry, Berlioz,
Lesueur, were represented; and, besides, there
were two most charming popular songs of the
seventeenth century A.”—Here, again, is matter
for regret; since, we fear, there is small present

hope of its being considered ‘as matter of
imitation. The Allgcmm'ne Musikalische Zeituny
conﬁrms the testimony of our Correspondent as to

the great interest of this French Orchestral Con
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&
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for, and prepared, say, by such a capital conductor
as Herr Manns, who has an orchestra ready to
hand? Would they stay away or cry “Pnhawl"

and ask for ‘ Don Juan,’ and the ‘Jupiter Sym
pbon ,’ and Mendelssohn‘s Concerto in G minor,
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-—.-\ superior OO'I'I‘AGE PIANOI‘ORTE. in solid Maho
uny. with metallic bracingmand all other a plluuces nccemn

Io ruin the cﬂ’cct of extreme climates.

N h

has been is

Possibly

solely in the KIIIEIDR. The mechanism of the I
ment as well
as the (‘use has been secured throu boot by screws. Unusual skill
and attention have been bestow
upon the manufacture. and

not. The hint is, at all events, worth throwing out.

they have obtained the highest commendation- for their excellent

and Beethoven's ‘Moonlight Sonata’?

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'EIJ NEW WORK.
Price 0|. Bvo. cloth. with 35 Woodcut Illustrations,

PIANOFORTE GALLERY, I07 and 20s, Regent-street.

TAGE.—Crnmer A'. ('o. manufacture n (‘ottzure I'innofnrte of
cert; and this journal testified to the delicate
medium size. and of the verv best description. The tone is
and rare pleasure which English ears have found the
full. urn, and vocal. The touch in uarceuble rapid. and elective.
in the pianoforte pieces of Rameau, Couperin, This miutlful instrument has been produced with an elegance of
design, quality of wood, and ucnerul substnntiullly which have
Mondonville, when the same are artistically handled gained for it universal up rohation. No better I’lunoforio of this
can possibly be mu 1'.
in lion-wood, 3s liuincus', Walnut,
by Horton Halle and Pauer,-in Lulli's sublime class
cu Guineas.
M and ma, Regent-street.
Medusa song, and the old-world “ Brunettes" given
with such power, elegance and archness by Madame GRA MER’s FULL-SIZ ED COTTAGE.
Viardot. \Vhy should little Leipzig do more than
—Thusc who prefer an Instrument of la er appearance than
Drawing-room ‘ottuucwill find thins most esinnhlc l'lnnofurie.
large London? What would our audiences make the
The tour in very full nudyiowcrful, beingquitc cqunl_to that of the

of a suite of French concerts, properly provided
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DR. DAVIDSON ON THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Now complain, in I roll. Bro. with Index, price Two Guineas,

N INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTA
A
MEN‘I‘ Critical, Historical, and Theological; containing a
Dis-cuuhm of the most important Questions belonging to the
scvornl Books.
Iiy SAMUEL DAVIDSON, DI). LL.D.
“The conclusions at which he has arrived are the matured
judgments ol'n vigorous, well-stored and unbiased mind. anxious
only to ascertain and declurr lhc iruth.“~Alhnun4m.

“Tl
t bl
k blhl
ct "’pcarrdi “ E ‘“’land °“
thesulscTtodfl’libligil-riiicifmfluy
Bishop Culmuo on the PM.

'1'“ BIBLIOAL IVIDENCZS 0!‘ THE ANTIQU‘I'I'Y OF
hiANfNﬁT AGAINST LYELL.
Second Edition, crown svc. cloth, price 8|.

HE GENESIS of the EARTH and of MAN;
or. the History of Creation and the Antiquity and Races of

Mankind considered on Illhlicnl and other Grounds. Fditcd by
ll. S'l‘l
POOLE. M.R.§.L., 30., of the British Museum.
Srcond Edition. revised and enlarged.
" A work which deserves the attentive conlddcration of Blbliml
|tudentc."-Quartorly Review.
" It has been ably a
ed in a recent work. ‘ The Genesis of the
Earth and of Man ‘ t at the existence ofn preAdnmite race of
human beings is not inconsistent with the mood unnativc of the
birth of Adam and the hlsto of his descendants.‘

Kmo'r (‘yr

in. 8rd sdiL, Ari. ‘ Creation.‘

quality of (one as well as their durability.
_
(.‘rumer & (‘-|. deliver these Instruments f.o.b.. packed in cases
lined with line. at any home port for 50 Guineas. ﬂizczlheight,

IIIICBLLANBA

s on in inches; width, 4 on a inches; depth. a rm u lIlCll.

Now ready, Third Edition, 3 vols. Svo. cloth, price 49!.

I’innoforte Gallery, 207 and I10, Regent-street. London.

OPP'S COMPARATIVE G RA M MAR of the

Cathedral at Sydney. —A Correspondent at

Sydney informs us that St. Andrew's Cathe

CRAMER'S PIANO MECANIQUE,

dral in that place-—-the ﬁrst to be founded of
English Colonial cathedrals, we believe—is not
so far from completion as has been reported in
this country. It is true, he says, that it was com
menced twenty-five years ago; but that the walls

manufactured by the inventor. M. Dcbsin, of Paris, is an
Instrument entitled to rank foremost among the triumphs
achieved in the mechanical arts.
Any one can play upon it.
Price 55 Guineas. If with a Keyboard, enabling it to be used by
n pianist like an ordinary piunoforte, 90 Guineas. The Instrument
is vs
strongly made. and warranted to stand any change of
clima .
WI and 509, [talent-street.

and roof, excepting those of the tower, are GItAliiER'S HARMONIUMS, as manu
not completed, is untrue. The interior ﬁttings
factured by the inventor of the instrument, .‘I. Dcbuin, of
and the windows are not yet, however, wholly
decided on; so the structure cannot have been

brought into use, although a quarter of a century
has elapsed since it was begun. Twenty-one years
seem to have passed before the roof was put on.
This long delay is averred not to have arisen

Paris, received the Prize Medal and the very bishent commcndu»
tion. Their superiority has been lucontssta ly maintained.
i. A. d.
No. l. Polished ouk case. one stop, four octaves
a :
Ditto
Ditto
ﬂve octaves
..
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through any supineness on the part of members of
the Church of England in the colony, “but from
the nature of the work itself requiring for those

engaged upon the designs, and in the execution of
them, careful study and ample time." This deli
beration, although excessive, may be commended
to subscribers for the “ restorations" carried on at
home. Here energetic architects and contractors
undertake to scrape a whole cathedral inside and
out, to rebuild, to pull down, to tear up and take
away, to re~cut the carvings, re-glaze the windows,
and add no end of gliding, brass-work and tiles,
in one, or at most two years. At home, the sub
scriber soon gets his money's worth of this sort
of work, and may soon walk into the old building
made so smart that he hardly knows it again, and

cannot ﬁnd the seat where his own mother prayed.
Such is British energy, that we have got a score of

cathedrals "as good as new," while these benighted
Antipodeans of ours deliberate about putting their
roof on. More than 3,000l. have been provided
for windows to St. Andrew's; these are to be
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RIGHTS ARABIC GRAMMAR, founded

on the German Work of CASPARI, and Edited. with
numerous Additions and (‘.OI'NCUOIII, by WILLIAM WRIGHT,
MSS. Department, British Museum.
‘'01. ll..containl
the SYNTAX,nnd Introduction to Prolody.
may be had separate y, bound in cloth, price 7|. dd.

Second Edition, svc. cloth, price One Guinea.

IILLER (MAX).—ANCI ENT SANSCRIT
LITERATURE and (he Primitive Religion ofthe llrshmins.

A History of Ancient Nunscrit Literature as fans it illustrates the

___

Fellow of All Souls‘ College, Oxford.

.
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13.
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thirteen ,,
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seventeen stops and knee ncticn
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(.‘IIAAIER, BIJALE & wool).

O R A MER'S CHURCH" HARMO
NIUMS. with two rows of keys, as manufactured by II.
IlebninJhe inventor of the iiarmonium. Nothing can surpass
these delightful instruments, either as rcirurds solidity of work

nmnship or extreme beauty of tone.

INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION.
Price a. post Bvo. Second Edition,

ACNAGHTEN’S PRINCI PLEN of HINDU
D/
and MOFIABISIA DAN LAW.
Republished from the
Princi Ice and precedents of the some, by the late Sir WILLIAM
.‘IACA AGIITEN. Edited. with an Introduction, by Dr. H. II.
WILSON, Boden Professor of Sanskrit, Oxford.
This work Is required as a Text'book for the IudinnClvil Service
Examinations.

\Vhen united to the new

Pcdalicr few organs of any ordinary lure produce finer eﬂ'ccts.
Prices in Oak or Rosewood Cases, with knee action, 17 stops, as
guiness‘, ill stops. 8‘ minus: so rtopmdpercussion action, llo
guineul.
‘Jill, Regent-street. Lon on.

Price 151'. royal svo. cloth.

ORLEY'S

LAW

of

INDIA-The

CRAMER'S HARMONIUM‘PEDAI;

ADMINISTRATION of JUSTICE in BRITISH INDIA:
its Past Hints) and Present State com rising an Account of the

IER ﬁtted for any instrument.—M. DEBAIN. the inventor
of the “ammonium, has recentl constructed sect of Pedals, pro
ducing n quality of tone similar 0 the I‘edul Pipes of u lnrgc 0 . n.
It is ndlnirnblv udupted for the practice of Fugues, as wel as
moral Organ Music of n high class. The compass is M octaves (t‘
Hi; there are three sets of vibrators and two stops-"in, Base.
8 feet C, and Centre-bane, l6 and 82 feet 0; price 37 ruinous.

Lows peculiar

India. By wn'inu

u. uonnsv. Esq"

Barristcr-ut-Lcw.

Price 10|.6d. svo. cloth,

OLEBROOKE‘S

ESSAYS.“"ES§AYS on

the RELIGION and PHILOSOPHY of the INDUS. B!

GRAMER’S

CH EA PEST

II ARMO

the late H. 'i‘. COLEBBOOK , Esq.

Bvo. cloth, 100. 6d.

NIUSI is DEBAIN‘S beautiful Small Instrument in a
Polished Ouk (hue. Prlrc Six Guiuens. Admirnblc tone, combined
with the very best workmanship-$1, Regent-street, London.

Passion, from the Last Supper to the Entombrnent,
of Christ; the next window, the Apostles and their
fellow-labourers: in the north choir-aisle, subjects
from the birth and infancy of Our Lord; in the
south choir-aisle, from the Ministry and after his
Resurrection: in the nave, the Parables on one
side, the Miracles on the other; in the north
transept, the life of St. Andrew. The clerestory

ORAMER'S ANTIPHONEL, or Sub

To Connnsrosnnnrsj-M. M.—M. B.—C. M-J. R.
F. W. (IX-received.

Complete. 2 vols. bound in 1. Five. cloth, price I51.

‘,

Primitive Religion of the Brnhvnins. By mix M L‘LLER, 1A.

mostly of the Memorial class. The east window, a
memorial Ito Bishop Broughton, will contain the

windows are left to be hereafter ﬁlled by indi
viduals.

sq.

1‘

casein. .

y-

..

Nanscrit, Zcnd. Greek. Latin. lilthuaniamﬂothic. German,
iénll Sclnvonic Languages. Translated by I]. ll EASTWICK.

Price 73. 6d. Bro. (published at 11s.),

sti'tute for an orsunislt or harrnonium player (invented by
M. Dehmn. of Paris), by which any omncven without n knowleriiu
of music. can play hymn tunes, psalms and chants. it is also
adopted for the performance of overtures. qundrllles. wnltzes. kc.
It am easily be ﬁtted to almost nnycxisting organ or hnrrnonium.
and is not linhle to derangement. Price Twelve Guineas.
917 und ‘:03, Regent-street, London.

ARDY'S EASTERN MONACHISM: an
.
Account of the Origin. Laws, Discipline, Sacred Writings,
52c. of the Ordcrof Mendicnntn, founded by flbtnrna Budhn. wuh
references throughout to the kindred Usage.- and Institutions of
thc Western Fraternities and other Asoctios. By the Rev. 1?»
SI’ENCE HARDY.
Also, by the same Author,

MANUAL of BUDHISM in its MODERN

RA MER’S CONCERTINAS.—Pmzn
MEDAL.

Prices-2. S, 4. 5. 6, 8, I0, 19. 16 and I8 g'uineas.
Ml, Regent-street.

DEVELOPMENT.

Translated from Singalese M58. (Pub

12:.) Eva. cloth. reduced to ‘in. 6d.

GRAMER’S CORNETS. manufactured
by F. BESSON, the receiver of tvrcut “three medals. (Jramer
in (70. are now the sole Agents in London or the sale of F. Benson's
well-known Brass Instruments. Estimates for Honda furnished.
201. Recent-street.

WILLIAMS 8: NORGATE, 14, Henrietta-street,
Covent-garden, London;
80, South Frederick-street. Edinburgh. ,
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Tropical Fibres: their Production and Eco
nomic Extraction. By E. G. Squier, formerly

'

Minister of the United States in Central
America, &c.

(Madden)

Mr. Squier’s book on ‘Tropical Fibres’ has
an interest for every one who desires to hel

in feeding the population of Lancashire, and
who has no objection to make a fortune by the
process.
The traveller in the Tropics, who has come from
northern latitudes, is not merely delighted with
the light and feathery grace which agives, ine
apples, plantains and palms impart to the and
scape, but he is astonished by their manifold
applications to the supply of human wants.
Food, oil and drink are not only furnished by
them, but they supply ﬁbres, equally remarkable
for strength and delicacy, and adapted for
making various kinds of articles-ropes and
per, cloth and bags, tents and hand
erchiefs. The wild pine-apple, which he sees
everywhere forming hedges and inclosures,
furnished the material, almost as soft and
ﬁne as silk, for the netting of the ham
mock in which he reclines. By the side of
almost every but he observes a small patch of
agaves, and learns that the ﬁbres of their green
and ﬂeshy leaves are manufactured into a supe
rior kind of cordage and rigging for the native
boats. The traveller in Mexico derives from
one and the same plant liquor which is drunk
instead of our beer, cider and whisky, and the
surpassingly tough and durable paperof his pass
port. In the East Indies, the leaves of the ine
I apple which he eats at dessert supply the bres
Jfor handkerchiefs rivalling the gossamer web.
The traveller ﬁnds almost every path and byroad
in Manilla overshadowed by plantain forests,
and he is informed that their leaves supply the
ships of all nations with cargoes of ﬁbres which
he mistakes for hemp and ﬂax. In a word, he
sees ﬁbres everywhere rotting in tropical coun
tries which, if prepared, and sent to Europe,
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tunes may be made; and, undoubtedly, this
class of men need greatly the information which
he submits to them.
When resident in Tropical America. the mind
of Mr. Squier was much impressed with the
question why the ﬁbres were not turned to
account. There is no necessity for adding, that
the present condition of the cotton-spinners of
France, England and Scotland gives this query
a peculiar and impressive interest. But the
question did not recur after he came to learn
the rude, imperfect and laborious processes by
which the relatively small quantity of ﬁbres
produced for local use and export is extracted:
“ I saw (he says) the native labourers at their

that were left have ﬂourished ever since. Dr.
Perrine, however, had not laboured in vain, for
his experiment established the fact that nearly
all, if not all, of the ﬁbrous plants of Central
America ﬂourish freely in the peninsula of Flo
rida. \Ve commend this fact to the practical
consideration of British colonists established in
corresponding latitudes.
A notion of the importance of tropical ﬁbres
to British industry may be gathered from the
fact that the estimated real value of those
‘ imported in 1855 was 4,730,875 dollars. Yet
considerable as this importation is, it is nothing
compared with what it might be if machinery
could be found to separate the ﬁbres cheaply
work slowly removing the pulpy and vascular por I from the salts and gums. At present, only six
tions of the
ves or hennequins with a triangular pounds of sesil hemp are obtained per day by
scraper or a blunted knife, leaf by leaf, and ascer a man scraping and rubbing by hand; and
tained that a few pounds of ﬁbres, imperfectly
cleaned, formed the total reward of a long day's toil.
I turned away from the patient Indian labourer,
with a smile, half of pity, half of contempt, and
a~ked my friend, the American merchant and planter,
who had lived for many years in the country,
‘ “'hy don't you import proper machinery for doing
this simple work, and thus make a fortune out of
tropical ﬁbres'!’—‘ Because,’ was his answer, ‘ there

is no such machinery to be had.

I long ago sent

to the United States, to England and France, and

even to the Philippine Islands, where ten millions
of dollars worth of plantain ﬁbres are extracted
annually, and found that no machinery suited to
the purpose has been yet invented. Everywhere,
as far as I can learn, throughout Tropical America,
and the East Indies as well, the process of extract
ing these kinds of ﬁbres is substantially that which
you see practised by yonder Indian.‘ ”

On his return to the United States Mr.
Squier found that the assertion of his friend
was in accordance with the fact. A machine has,
however, been recently invented for the extrac
tion of ﬁbres which costs only one hundred
dollars, and by combining crushing, scraping,
hackling and washing in one operation enables
an expert hand to extract more ﬁbre and better
ﬁbre from henniquin (Agave sisilana) than a
hundred men can extract with blunted knives.
It is applicable as well to the ﬁbres of the
exogenous as to the ﬁbres of endogenous plants.
would supply raw materials for the manufac But whatever may be the merits or the deme
turing industry of millions of people, and pro rits of the machine in question, the facts which
duce innumerable useful and comfortable fabrics Mr. Squier collected during ten years’ residence
for many nations. There are, then, raw mate in the Tropics merit attention during the pre
rials lying waste in hot latitudes, whilst here sent dearth of cotton.
there are hundreds of thousands of hands idle
Thirty years ago Dr. Henry Perrine, United
for the want of them; and the nobly borne States Consul at Yucatan, became deeply
distress in the cotton districts of Great Britain, impressed with the value of the ﬁbrous plants
with the inscrutable prospects of the future in of the Tropics. Becoming, during a long resi
the Southern States of North America, invest dence at Campeachy, acquainted with the
the subject of Tropical Fibres with incalculable nature of these plants, their manner of growth,
interest and importance. Of course, it is well the modes of cultivating them, and the means
to stimulate the cultivation of cotton in every of extracting their ﬁbres, he made strenuous
suitable climate, and to emancipate European efforts to introduce them into the Southern
industry for ever from slavery to the sources States of North America. In 1837 he petitioned
of supply which have dried up so disastrously; Congress for aid in carrying out his scheme
but for this end there is something more to be upon a grand scale, and Congress, in compliance
done than growing cotton. It is desirable to with his wishes, passed a bill giving the Tro
explore the immense riches of the vegetable pical Fibre Company the pre-emption right to
world for raw materials which may be advan thirty-six sections of land situated in East
tageously used instead of cotton, and to replace Florida, below the parallel of 26° north
or to supplant the capsular hairs of the Gos latitude. Small plantations were immediately
sipium group by the airs or ﬁbres of plants commenced at Cape Florida. The plants cul
belonging to other botanical families.
tivated were the maguey or pulque agave, the
Mr. Squier does not write for botanists, and, cochineal cactus, the paper mulberry, the date
indeed, has little or nothing to tell them. The palm, and three or four species of agaves, includ
students of tropical vegetation, while they will ing the kind which produces the sesil hemp.
ingly allow their minds to be absorbed by the And the enterprise was successful, until the
wonders of plant life, know well that there are Seminole war broke out, and the hostilities of
mines of neglected wealth in the ﬁbres of the the Indians forced the planters to abandon the
tropical plants. They know, when pursuing plantations. Dr. Perrine, eager to resume his
fame, where other men, if they choose, may ﬁnd undertaking, returned too soon, and was killed
fortune. But Mr. Squier writes for men of by the savages. Many of the plants were then
enterprising industry; he tells them how for destroyed, and all of them neglected; but those

similar quantities of Manilla hemp are obtained
by pounding and hackling, and of New Zealand

hemp by heating with mallets and then mace
mting, drying and hackling. Dr. G. T. Schznffer
has remarked that, to obtain soft and delicate
ﬁbres, it is necessa to gather the leaves before
the plants attain t eir full maturity. Nearly
all the ﬁbres of the vegetable world are white.
It is the gum in the ﬁbres which, when dried
in them, makes them harsh and brittle. The
fault of the paper made from Manilla hemp is
this roughness, a fault which ought to be easily
remedied. The buﬁ', brown or green colours
left in certain ﬁbres have been ﬁxed in them
by remature dying.
extile fabrics are either foliaceous, cortical,
or capsular. The inside-growing (endogenous
or monocotyledonous) plants yield the folia
ceous ﬁbres. Represented in tem erate climates
by herbs such as the grasses, t e ii] and the
cat-briar, in the Tropics they form t e forests
of yuccas, agaves, plantains and palms. Sesil
hemp and Mauilla hemp are formed of the
ﬁbres of the green leaves of inside-growing
plants.
Cortical ﬁbres are obtained from the bark or
hast of outside-growing (exogenous or dicotyle
donous) plants. The linden (bastwood), the
nettle, the ﬂax, and the bean which sup lies the
Sun or Bengal hemp, are examples of t is class
of plants. The object in preparing these ﬁbres
is to remove the woody core from its ﬁbrous
sheath by dissolving the peculiar gum which
unites them.
Capsular ﬁbres are really not ﬁbres, but hairs
obtained from the pods or capsules of the plants,
the function of the hairs being to shelter and
protect and regulate the temperature of the
seeds.
The ﬁbres extracted from the agaves are often

confounded with those extracted from the
bromelias. Clavigero, in his History of Mexico,
describes the uses of the various kinds of

agavesz
“ Some species furnish protecting inclosures,
and afford impassable hedges to other objects of
cultivation. From the juice of others are extracted
honey, sugar, vinegar, pulque and ardent spirits.
From the trunk and the thickest parts of the leaves,
roasted in the earth, an agreeable food is obtained.
The ﬂowing stalks serve as beams, and the leaves as
roofs for houses. The thorns answer for lances, awls,
needles, arrow-heads, and other cutting and pene
trating instruments. But the ﬁbrous substance of

the leaves is the most important gift of the agavee
to Mexico. According to the species the ﬁbre
varies in quality from the coarsest hemp to the
ﬁnest ﬂax, and may be employed as a superior
substitute for both. From it the ancient Mexicans
fabricated their thread and cordage, mats and bag
ging, shoes and clothing, and webs equivalent to
cambric and canvas ; the hammocks in which they
are born, repose and die; the paper on which they
painted their histories, and with which they adored
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and adorned their gods. The value
the agaves I dents connected therewith in very loose and
is enhanced by their indifference to soil, climate 1 slovcnly Latin.
and season, by the simplicity of their cultivation,
Fifteen years later, this Diary had become so
and by the facility of extracting and preparing rare that it was only known in a few public libra
It
is
not,
therefore,
surprising
r
Ties,
“rarity ow
their products.
'
.
1
(
111g to the displeasure it excited
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on the 31st. The honest Polish “ toll-keeper"
suspected the high and mighty personages of
being smugglers as well as official individuals,
so enormous was their baggage, and he would

have put them to their oaths, but the “per
that ‘he “ment Meme“! “led some put 0' pre‘ ‘ in the breast of Peter himself, especially on sona
es” laughed at the knsvc, and passed

paration of these plants in their civil, military and

account of the circumstantial information about hang tily on. They passed through the ancient
the tragic execution of the Strclitzes. The kingdom with the conviction that it was a den

religious ceremonies, at marriages and deaths, nor
that they perpetuated an allusion to their proper
ties in the name of their capita .“

Dr. Perrine states ‘that the ﬁbres of the
Yashqui henniquin, strong, light and durable,
extracted from the fresh leaves by simple scraping, are immediately converted into cheap cloth
for bagging without spinning, twisting, or any
intermediate preparation or fabrication what
ever. They are used instead of hair for sieves,
instead of withes for baskets, instead of leather
and wood for valises and trunks; and even as

curious substitutes for glass and clay
shape of bottles, bowls, cu s and saucers.
he believed that, if introc uced into the
States, the ﬁbres of the henniquin

in the
Hence
United
would

Austrian Court, to whom indignant representa of thieves, against whose devices they kept
tions were made, caused the unsold copies to watch and ward; and they thanked their stars
be destroyed.
and all protecting wers when they found
‘

A stray copy, picked up in an Italian village, themselves in corn ortable quarters at the
has been brought to light by Count Mac Dorr Green Meadow, in Dantzic.
nell, who has also found that there is another
The then frontier-fortress of Russia, Smo
copy in the public library of Wolfenbiittel, so
highly prized that it is shown under a glass
case. A third is in the Imperial Library in
Vienna; a fourth in the British Museum. This
copy, formerly belonging to George the Third,
we have examined. It is a large quarto, pro
fusely illustrated. The cop ' which the Count
met with belonged to the tum-t Library, its

speedily be converted into a thousand forms of ‘ last possessor of that family being Cardinal
ornament and utility, all combining cheapness,
strength, lightness and durability.
The plants of the pine-apple family (Bromelia)
alone, in the three British colonies of Jamaica,
Honduras and Guiana, have been said to be
capable of producing ﬁbres of the annual value
of nrore than half a million sterling. Humboldt
estimates the produce of a single acre of the
lants of the banana family, which are grown
or food, to be equal to the produce of forty
four acres of potatoes.
After the fruit is
thered the plant is cut down, and thus for
Tittle or no cost the ﬁbres of millions of plants
might be obtained, to be converted into cordage,
cloth or paper. It is from Musa tactilis, a
variety of banana, that Manilla hemp is ex
tracted, which fetches a higher price than the
ﬁnest Russian hemp. Of the “abaca” of the
Philippines, a very peculiar banana, a French
botanist says in a recent work, that the coarse
ﬁbres make ropes of great tenacity, and the ﬁner
ﬁbres muslins of great beauty. He had a number
of shirts made from this muslin which lasted
him a very long time, and were cool and agree
able in the use. In France, tissues of this
material are made of the greatest beauty.

They receive all colours with equal perfection.
The abaca ﬁbres are wrought into shirts, vests
and pantaloons for men; whilst for the fair
sex they are made into very beautiful, very
costly and wonderfully durable veils, crapes,
neckerchiefs and hats.

No one can read this very interesting
volume without being impressed with a deeper
sense than he had before of the importance of
tropical ﬁbres to the industry and commerce
of the whole world; and to the class it ad
dresses, men of business on the outlook for
new and proﬁtable ﬁelds of enterprise, we deem
it our duty to recommend it.
=1===

Diary of an Austrian Secretary of Legatr'on at
the Court of Czar Peter the Great. Trans
lated from the Original Latin, and Edited by

the Count Mac Donnell. 2 vols. (Bradbury

lensko, was not reached till the 9th of April,

after travel, compared with which a journey
in the footsteps of M. Huc, from China to

Thibet, would seem a luxury. They struggled
on under a world of difficulties happily and gra
phically told,—sometimes encountering comic
incidents, at others horrors indescribable,—and
ﬁnally reaching Moscow and obtaining an audi
ence of the Czar, all ferocious touching the
Strelitz rebellion, on the 13th of September;
nearly nine months after they ﬁrst set out from
the Austrian capital.
He was a weary man with long travel, and
an angry man at this moment,— between
this rebellion of his Strelitzes, his hatred of
his wife, and his detestation of beards and
beardwearers. No man dared enter the Czar's
presence with a board on his chin. However
solemn the moment or august the occasion,
when such a one entered the barbaric presence,
he was immediately seized by Pcter’s own
shaver, who lathered the offender, took him by
the nose, and forthwith swept his chin clean of

York, at whose old house, in his old bishopric
of Frascati, the Count ﬁrst saw it “a few sum
mers ago."
Such is the tale of the book. This is the
-history of the mission. The Czar Peter had
proposed to the Kaiser Leopold a league against
the Turks. Leopold, having “ especial care of
the advantage of Christendom," readily acceded,
and held communication thereupon with “ the
most renowned King of Poland." The latter
potentate, the well-known and not very Chris
tian-like Kin , Frederick Augustus, readily
enrolled himse f a member of the league; and
the most serene republic of Venice, being then
in high wrath “against the foes of the Cross," all incumbrance. No such man was spared
eagerly joined hands with the other confede save the Grand Archimandrite (out of re.
t
rates.
to that person and old priestly fashion), an an
These, each and severally, were bound to war aged noble or two, whose prejudices in this
against and exterminate Turk and Tartar; and matter Peter himself refrained from violating.
none could make peace with the inﬁdel, without
The audience which the Envo had of the
sanction of the rest of the allied brotherhood. Czar passed off without any exhi ition on the
Whoever smote the Paynims was to receive part of Peter of his peculiarly unpleasant cha
aid from his allies, on oﬂ'euce being given racteristics. He was so mild in speech and
or not; and the
cement was to stand good decent in behaviour that the account of the
for three years.
opold not only ratiﬁed all interview has no salient points of interest in it.
the articles of the treaty, but despstched an But as there was :1 Philip drunk and Philip
envoy, Von Guarient, to the Court of Moscow, sober, so was there a Peter sane and a. Peter
in order to be safely and speedily informed, by mad. Here is the august King entertaining
careful and exact reports, of whatever schemes the Lord Envoy and other foreign ministers,
might be on foot there.
with nobles of his own court, at dinner :—
So much for the mission. The missionary or
"His Majesty, during dinner, addressing the
envoy was qualiﬁed for his task by experience company, was painting the wretchedness of Poland
in business, courage in carrying it out, know in terms like the follnwing:—‘At Vienna I was
ledge gained in foreign travel, perils incurred, getting fat with good cheer, but hungry Poland
and services “with exceeding pains and ﬁdelity made me quite slender again.’ The Polish minister
rendered to the commonweal of Christendom said that he was surprised that should have hap
during the siege of Vienna, when, amidst the pened to His Majesty the Czar; that for his own
Mohammedan camp, he craftily detected, day part he had been brought up there, and had come
by day, every design of the Moslems, and at hither through that country, and yet had managed
the hourly peril of his life revealed them in a to get fat; and fat he was. The Czar answered,
regular written correspondence with the Impe ‘It was not there, but here in Momw that you
crammed yourself ;‘—alluding to the free mail
rial capital.” In plain words, Von Guarient tenance at the Czar's cost upon which he wu
had been a first-rate spy in the enemy's quar supported. Dinner was not yet over, when His
ters; and as envoys are but spies of a better Majesty left the room in a rage with his general
condition and a more decent name, Leopold in-chief, Schahin, with whom he had been warmly
despatched him to St. Petersburg, thence to disputing; and nobody knew what he was going
inform his sovereign “ of whatever schemes to do. It was known later that he had gone to
might be on foot there." It was true and good question the soldiers, tolearn from them how many

& Evans.)
In the year 1698, the Emperor of Germany,
Leopold, sent the most noble Ignatius Christo work for such an accomplished Austrian official colonels and other regimental officers that general
in-chief had made without reference to merit,
'
her,Lord ofGuarientand Rail, on a mission to the as Von Guarient.
art of Peter the Great at Moscow. At that
Thus far, we have the matter clearly before merely for money. In a short time, when he came
period Peter had been for nine years sole Czar us, and what follows is not less intelligible. In back, his wrath had grown to such a pitch that he
(he had previous] reigned seven years with his January, 1699, the Ambassador departed from drew his sword, and facing the general~in-chief,
horriﬁed the guests with this threat: ‘ By striking
brother Ivan), an it was ten years more before Vienna with a princely retinue.
thus, I will mar thy moi-government.’ Boiling
be exchanged the barbaric title of Czar for the
Issuing from the gates of Vienna on the 11th over with well-grounded anger, he appealed to
more civilized one of Emperor. Von Guarient of January, my “Lord Envoy,” before whom Prince Romadonowski, and to Dumnoi Mikitim
carried with him a secretary of legation named all difliculties were smoothed, and who enjoyed Mosciwicz; but ﬁnding them excuse the general
Korb, and this Korb, about the year 1700, a little sacred music and occasionally attended in-chief, he grew so hot that he startled all the
published a Diary of the mission and the inci mass on the way, reached the frontier of Poland guests by striking right and left, he knew not
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ready to lend money at interest, he replied, with privileges and great immunities that had been con
out hesitating, that except his wife he had no other ferred upon them, which were nearly as great as
slight wound on the head. Mikitim Mosciwicz pledge to offer; but if the Prince was resolved to those of the old Roman soldier. Their annual pay
was hurt in the hand as the sword was returning lend money, that he was ready either to pawn or was seven roubles and shekels and twelve measures
from a stroke. A blow far more deadly was aiming sell her. In other respects his Majesty all through, of cats; but by the commerce which they were
at the general-in-chief, who beyond a doubt would with a perfectly open countenance, gave evidence allowed to exercise they often attained great and
have been stretched in his gore by the Czar‘s right of his internal gaiety.”
envied riches. In Moscow their houses occupied a
hand, had not General Lefort (who was almost the
But we ﬁnd it impossible to avoid this vast space in the Czar's own capital ; but after the
only one that might have ventured it), catching Strelitz aﬂ‘uir altogether, so illustrative is it of late rebellion had led to the condemnation of many
the Czar in his arms, drawn back his hand from
thousands of Strelitz to death, even these houses,
the times, the people, and their master. In lest
the stroke. But the Czar, taking it ill that any
they should remain a memorial of this impious
reading
the
next
extract,
it
is
only
necessary
person should dare to hinder him from sating his
faction, were, by the Czar's commands, uprooted
to
remember
that
the
Alexasca
there
men
most just wrath, wheeled round upon the spot,
from the foun-lations and broken to pieces. \Vhen
and struck his unwelcome impeder a hard blow tioned is the pastrycook’s boy whom Peter all the Strelitz had been put to death or exiled, be
on the back. He is the only one that knew what converted into Prince Menschikoﬁ', and that substituted in their stead four regiments, after the
remedy to apply; none of the Muscovites is more Peter’s strong-minded sister Sophia was shut system of the German armies, as regards officers
beloved by the Czar than he. They say he has up in a nunnery under suspicion of having and their rank. It is forbidden to call them
been raised up from the lowest condition to this aimed at placing herself on Peter’s vacant Strelitz, as if, by inheriting the name, they might
envied pinnacle of authority. This man so miti throne, had the revolt been successful:——
become also the heirs of the crimes that were per
gated his ire, that threatening only, he abstained
“All the Boyars and Mega ates that were present petrated by those who bore it."
from murder. Merriment followed this dire tem at the Council by which the fate of the rebel Stre
Barbarous as the Russians appear by the
pest : the Czar, with a face full of smiles, was pre litz was decreed, this day were summoned to a. new testimony of this book, unwittingly given,
sent at the dancing; and, to show his mirth, com tribunal. A criminal was set before each, and each
manded the musicians to play the tunes to which had to carry out with the axe the sentence which there was some scintillation of good common
(so he said) he had danced at his most beloved had passed. Prince Romadonowski, who was chief sense in the old stock, and of the old days
when Gospel reading was preferred to Gospel
where, with his drawnsword. Knes Romadonowski
had to complain of a cut ﬁnger, and another of a

lord and brother’s, when that most august host . of four regiments of Strelitz before their revolt,
was entertaining exalted guests. Two young ladies ' laid four Strelitz low with the same weapon—His
departing by stealth were, at an order of the Czar, Majesty urging him to it. The more cruel
brought back by soldiers."
Alexasca
went
twenty
headsat that
he
i had
chopped
oﬂ‘.boasting
Galizinofwas
unhappy
having
The rebellion of the Strelitzes, which had

well‘nigh cost Peter his throne, if not his life,
turns up constantly in this narrative-a recur
ring horror amid noisy gaiety. The details of
the penalty
id by men and women con
nected with t is attempt at revolution, caused
by the long absence of Peter from his capital,
and his unworthy favouritism, are simply sick
ening. Over and over again we meet with
these criminals under the knout; then in the

Russia generally.

ext to Histories of the

Inquisition and Books of Martyrs, this part
of Korb’s Diary stands supreme for narratives
of horrors and atrocities. \Ve ﬁnd better
amusement in attending the Czar to supper:—
“The banquet was remarkable for the sumptu
ous cookery and the costly and precious wines
which the well-stored cellar brought forth: for
there was Tokay, red Buda, dry Spanish, Rhenish,

red French, another as well as that they call Mus
catcl, a'great variety of hydromel, and beer of

various descriptions, and that complement which
is not the least prized by the Muscovites—brandy
( Vinum ad'ustum
Boyar Golowin has, from his
cradle, a natural horror of salad and vinegar: so

the Czar directing Colonel Chambers to hold him
tight, forced salad and vinegar into his mouth and
nostrils, until the blood ﬂowing from his nose suc

ceeded his violent coughing. Shortly after, a kind
of cold derangement of the stomach seized the
Czar, and a sudden spasm running through his
limbs, struck him with great terror that something
was wrong. General Lefort, anxious, like every
body else, for the Sovereign’s health, directed

“The Russians, up to the present, have always

condemned the function of preachers, saying that
professed preachers aﬁect rather a useless elegance
of language than earnestness in proclaiming the

greatly increased the criminal's sufferings by strik
ing ill. Three hundred and thirty that were all

word of God.

led out together to the axes fatal stroke impurpled
the plain far and wide with civil-‘tie true-but
impious blood. General Lefort and Baron de
Blumberg were invited also to this hangman's oﬂice,

of expounding the Gospel has met with the
approval of the Russians. For there are even some
to be found among them who, conﬁdent of their
own learning, are not content with merely reading
the Gospel or holy Scripture aloud in the church
(which was the old fashion), but prefer a polished

but were excused on alleging that it was foreign
from the manners of the countries they came from.
. The Czar himself, sitting in his saddle, looked on
with dry eyes at the whole tragedy-—at this fright
ﬂames half-burnt; then under the knout ful butchery of such a multitude of men-being
again; and, ﬁnally, on the wheel to be broken, only irate that several of the Boyars had performed
or into the ﬁre, where they were consumed. this unaccustomed function with trembling hands
Poor women disap ear-they are buried alive. —for that no falter victim. could be immoluted to
To some, whom eter tortures by his own God than a wicked man. To-day took place the
hands, he can be merciful; that is, he cuts off execution of the popes-that is to say, of such of
their ears and noses and sends them thus them as carrying images of the Blessed Virgin and
Saint Nicholas to draw the common people to the

“ stigmatized” into Siberia. The Lord Envoy
from Austria rather admires the wholesome
severity of such discipline, which, of course, is
for the good and uiet of the holy land of

expounding :—

side of the mutineers, had, with the customary
prayers at the altar, invoked the help of God for
the happy success of the impious plot. One was

h ung on a gibbet in front of the church of the

Yet in the present age the practice

and rhetorically laboured discourse of their own
composition."

.

'

Korb allows that the whole race were slaves.
A man dared not sign his own name to a peti
tion to the Czar. He was compelled to use a
diminutive, and if he were James he became

as a petitioner “little James.” That so rude
and ill-educated a people made a. nation of liars,
seems a logical consequence to the dinrist.
And yet, in one sense, they were a clean
people, that is, fond of the bath; but it was
after a fashion compared with which that of
the modern Japanese is modest and innocent.
Count Mac Donnell has discreetly refrained
from translating this portion of the Latin
Diary. Such enduring fellows-acquired most
submissive wives, under these preparatory cir

Most Sacred Trinity; another beheaded, and set
upon the wheel to remain a lasting spectacle. Two
brothers, guilty of the treason, after having their
extremities broken by the hangman, were tied alive
upon the wheel, and enviously beheld a third cumstances :—
“ When the promise of marriage has been given,
brother of theirs, among twenty others who had
suffered by the axe and were smeared with their the father summons his daughter, who comes
gore, complaining with indignant murmurings that covered with a linen veil into his presence; and
he should be removed from them by a swiﬁer asking her whether she be still minded to marry,
death, whom Nature in the ﬁrst place, and Crime he takes up a new rod, which has been kept ready
in the second, had joined in love. Not far from for the purpose, and strikes his daughter lightly
the Monastery of the Nuns there were raised thirty once or twice, saying, ‘ L0! my darling daughter,
gibbets in the shape of a square, where the halter this is the last that shall admonish thee of thy
received 230 head of Strelitz who were deserving father’s authority, beneath whose rule thou hast
of a more cruel fate. But three ringleaders of lived until now. Now thou art free from me.
this perilous mutiny, who had presented a petition Remember that thou best not so much escaped
inviting Sophia to take the helm of the State, were from sway. as rather passed beneath that of
hanged over against the walls of the said monas another. Shouldst thou behave not as thou ou ht
tcry, close to the window of Sophia’s room, and he est towards thy husband, he in my stead s 11
that hangs in the middle holds a. paper, folded like admonish thee with this rod.‘ With this the father,
a petition, tied in his dead hands; perhaps in order concluding his speech, stretches at the same time
that remorse for the past may gnaw Sophia with the whip to the bridegroom. who, excusing himself
brieﬂy, according to custom, says that he ‘ believes
perpetual grief.”

In giving an account of the organization of he shall have no need of this whip;' but he is
bound to accept it, and put it up under his belt,
the Russian army, the Secretary of Logntion, like a valuable present."
sa ' g that this faint chill would speedily pass, in a few words, describes the exact status of
Of after-ceremonies, which are many, we will
as ed for the most generous Tokay wine that was that renowned portion of the infantry called
only say with modest Korb himself, that to
to be had. Most pleasing to the Czar was this the Strclitz:—
allude to them “ non patitur temporis nostri
quick-witted remedy, nor did he long delay to take
" The Strelitz were all musqueteers, under the
such wholesome physio. He inquired of the doctor name of javelin-men, and were the same to the castitss.”
The two volumes will be read with avidity,
why he meant to sell his wife: and the physician, Muscovites as the Janissaries are to the Turks.
with a quiet laugh, answered boldly, ‘ Because you The number of them in pay varied from 12,000 to and we may add that those persons who have
delay paying my yearly salary.’ It happens that 20,000. They were the most dexterous of the perused with horror the accounts of the atro
Cnrbonari had some days before, after explaining Muscovites, and for that reason the Czar‘s body cities committed by the Russians in Poland,
his wants to Prince Romadouowski, solicited his guard ; and the guards of his capital were chosen particularly that of “trampling” and then
salary; and the Prince answering that he was from them. They prided themselves on the signal murdering the wounded foc,——will be ready to
Doctor Carbonari de Bisenegg to ﬁnd a vein, who,
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account for it after closing this Diary, which [ ment. Under these circumstances, Helen Pat; and its successon the first night of presentation
describes manners and customs influencing the ' tens ceases to love and begins to despise him. l when the author acts the part of the principal
national character even in these later days.
As he cannot forthwith achieve fame and win ‘, character, is complete. Sitting in a private box,
wealth, in accordance with promises made in arrayed in satin, and glittering with diamonds,
Wiltshire, it is clear to her that she has been ‘Helen Pattens sees her discarded lover’s tri
lVaiting for the Verdict: an Autobiogra 71y. mistaken in him. Moreover, the Clarksons are um h. The play over, Ernest, without laying
Edited by B. Aikin. (Saunders, Otley 8: 0.) in such a pitiful condition, she thinks it would lasidh his actor's dress, hastens to the door of
Is it murder to steal by night into the house of be best for her to break off her connexion with i the theatre, and arrives there in time to see the
a personal enemy, creep to his private room, them. So the young lady coolly tells her lover ,hated Charles Forester put Helen in her car
and stab him to the heart as he lies asleep? that she has had enough of his society, and has riage, and seat himself by her side. “ I rushed
Such is the nest-ion which Mr. Aikin confesses resolved not to marry him. A ﬁnal rupture to the spot like the maniac that I was; she
himself unab e to answer, and to which he be gs takes place just as Ernest gets employment in lsaw me, she stretched out her arms to me. I
his readers to reply Yea or Nay. Until their a lawyer’s office. Helen quits the family party, swear she did; but Forester called to the
decision has been given, the author, like his and in the character of a wife minus the mar coachman, and the horses um! like the wind.
book, is “waiting for the verdict." The tale riage ceremony accepts the protection of Charles ‘Found! found and lost." I roared, like a
which sets forth this doubtful and very nice Forester, who, by some mysterious process, has wild beast." Having roared out these words,
case of law and morals is told by its hero, become an accomplished libertine and the pos after the fashion usual with wild beasts when
Ernest Clarkson, a hideously ugly genius, “a sessor of immense wealth. On the day of her they s eak the English language, he springs
man in stature, in face a Caliban,” who at the ﬂight Ernest is “rocked to and fro, as in a upon t e carriage, and, clin ing to the back of
outset of his story creates a sensation by observ storm-beaten shi ,” and, with a proper percep it, also “goes like the wind’ through the streets
London
the Iilerteepurmnour
of the great
mansion
ing, “Man that readest this brief chronicle, tion of what is ac to such a sensation, gets -of
where
Helento and
dwell.
The
have patience with thy fellmu-worm ! . . . . thou very drunk on bad gin. “ That day,” he makes
rnayst yet be as I am, a mur——. Great God, confession, “ I had a little money in my pocket, guilty lovers enter the house. At a later hour
Icanuotwrite theword —I cannot write it- each money that my master had advanced to me. of the same night, the pumuer also crosses
letter would stalk forth from the paper, like an Did I take it home to buy bread for the rest? ' the threshold. “ A scoﬂing servant,” says the
accusing ghost, to confront me.” Having thus No. I rushed into a 'u-palace, all glitter of teller of the story, “who took me, perhaps, in
startled his fellow-worm, Mr. Ernest Clarkson marble and gilding. Fswallowed glass after my tawdry robes, for a mountebank or an
proceeds to unfold how it was that he became glass of liquid ﬁre; for hours I was a crowned escaped lunatic, told me that his master and
a sharer of “ Cain's c——." The son of a poor ing, then woke, wallowing in my vice and mistress had retired. I knew the power of
Wiltshire curate, his bo hood was spent in misery." As soon as he has recovered from the gold; I pushed some into his hand and pene
poverty and mental trouble. His pious father debauch, he sets to work hard and sharp at trated to their private rooms, thirsting like a
could neither educate nor feed him liberally; writing poetry, and speedily becomes famous. panther for blood. . . . . I came upon the man
his Calvinistic mother, not without reason, He yearns for distinction, in order that Helen sleeping, fresh from the wine-cup, sleeping in
regarded him as destined for pcrdition, and Pattens may repent her folly in casting him a royal-looking couch, with all the wondrous
persevered in telling him so. In order that he off ; and animated by this noble ambition he at beauty ofhis youth still glowing in his face. . . . .
might add to the wretched pittance ﬂung to length does justice to his mighty powers. His' The silver lamp shone down upon him with a
him by an evan elical rector who wore rich poems make him talked about ; his ﬁrst novel subdued light; I lifted the playhouse dagger
raiment and fare sumptuously on three thou makes him a “ star," a “ lion”; and as such he that I still clutched and sent his soul to hell.
sand a year, the curate advertised in the .Ti/rnes enters fashionable societ , which he ﬁnds Ha! ha! I did it well! Was it murder? . . . .
for “ a very limited number of young gentlemen crowded with “ tailors’ b ocks perfectly well I had slain a man. Was ‘it murder? I am
to educate with his own sons," in consequence dressed, and effigies of women that have walked waiting for your verdict!” The story, how
of which advertisement a mysterious gentleman straight out of the Paris fashions.” For the ever, has not yet come to an end. In the
named Pattens a eared at the pastor’s cottage, literary ladies, to whom he is introduced, he summer of 1864, the hero lays Helen Pattens
ve. “ Lady Helen lies in her velvet
and left as a pupil’his only child, Helen Pattens, expresses supreme contempt, but makes an in her
aged ten years. True, Helen was not a young exception in favour of “Anna Maria Hall, at covere coﬂin, adorned with shining coronets.”
ntleman, but as Mr. Pattens promised to pay whose feet any man might learn lessons of The exaltation of Helen Pattens into Lady
orty pounds er annum for her board and wisdom and virtue." Of the men whom he Helen is thus accounted for. Shortly before
education the ev. Ernest Clarkson made no encountered in the year 1859, the only person her death she discovered the mystery of her
objection to her sex. The bar ain struck, Mr. fortunate enough to please him is Mr. George birth, succeeded to great estates, became a eeress
our of
Pattens took his dc arture, an never troubled Francis Train, who is said to have “ Hy erion in her own right, and dying in the
himself to make t e stipulated ayments or curls,” almost “ the front of Jove himsel ," and sanctity be ueuthed all her wealth to Ernest;
even inquire about his little girl, w o from that “a face of wonderful beauty." “ Such," ob —who, in t e summer of 1865, makes the joy
time till she became a woman was brought up serves Mr. Aikin, “ was George Francis Train ful discovery that after all he neither murdered
in the poor pastor’s famil . After an interval in 1859; an altered and a sadder being is nor attem ted to murder his enemy. Brain
another pupil was adde to the family circle, George Francis Train, the wild political agitator fever, whic has helped novelists into and out
in the person of Charles Forester, the villain of of 1862 2 Yet he is still a study for poet, sculp of more difficulties than either the “mad bull”
the drama. Years passed on. Charley Fores tor or painter.” Leaving the year 1859 to take or “runaway horse" of ﬁctitious literature, is
ter never went home for holidays. Helen care of itself, Mr. Ernest Clarkson continues to represented as having somehow or other made
Pattens grew to be a charming girl; and Ernest write books. “I went on writing books, and him the victim of a delusion. Such is the sen
Clarkson, three years her senior, fell in love writin them with a certain energy which sup sation novel about which Mr. Aikin is waiting
with her. She vowed to be true; Ernest vowed plied t e place of enthusiasm.” As the reader for the world’s verdict.
never to be false. He undertook to earn money is for a few important chapters expected to
by his
etic enius ; Helen Pattens en
ed measure time by the events narrated, he may
to spen it for im. Aﬂ‘airs had reached t is fairly assign two years to this literary manufac Dante’a Dir'ina Cmnmedz'a. 'h-anslated into
crisis when death came upon the scene, killed ture 'and the incidents concurrent therewith.
English, in the Metre and Triple Rhyme
ﬁve little Clarksons by typhus fever, and re At the close of the time so allotted, Ernest
of the Original, with Notes, by Mrs. Ram
moved the curate bya malady which the author loses his mother ; and somewhere about the same
say-Inferno and Purgato'no.
(Tinsley
does not describe or christen.
time, 'i. e. the autumn of 1861, he “fails as an
Brothers.)
The scene new changes to London, and events author," the public having grown weary of his
crowd quickly upon each other; but notwith poems and novels, because he will not conde Dante's Div'ina Connncdia.—Thc Inferno. Trans
lated by \V. RWilkie, Advocate. (Edinburgh,
standing the rapidity of their succession the scend to imitate “sensation” writers. At this
Edmonston & Douglas.)
end of the tale uts the reader much nearer loss of popularity he is_ deeply chagrined. It
1870 than the a itrary regulations of calendars makes him fear that after all he will not be able A translation of the ‘Divine Commedia,’ for
permit. Ernest, aged twenty, brother Jack, to bring repentance to the faithless Helen the ﬁrst time from the pen of a lady, may be
sister Charlotte, Helen Pattens, the curate’s Pattens, and wringher bosom ! In the spring regarded as an event in the history of Italian
miserable widow, and a humble friend of the of 1862 he turns player, and, notwithstandin
literature worthy of admiration. Vl'e therefore
family, named Gemmel Pummel, are spending his hideous face, becomes the most admire welcomethesemodestand unpretendingvolumes
their last coins in wretched lodgings. Ernest actor of the town. Under these circumstances with satisfaction, and at the same time fee] a
and Jack cannot get work. They have been he determines to write plays, and expends an becoming pride when we reﬂect on the fact that
educated to no calling ; and the wolf of starva entire year in carrying out his resolve. In the it is an Englishwoman who has done this thing,
tion is heard near their garret-door. Neither September of 1863 the drama is put upon the and boldly and bravely entered her name in a
as clerk nor shopman can Ernest ﬁnd employ stage. ‘Jealousy’ is the name of the play; most diﬂicult enterprise, where complete success
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can scarcely be hoped for, and where failure is

" This man hath mortal life;
And I am of that region of the dead
\Vhere she, who was on earth thy loving wife,
Still loves thee in the land of shadowy woe :
For her sake, then, befriend us in our strife.
Let us throughout thy sevenfold kingdom 30;
To her I will take back a good report,
If thou wouldst be reinember'd there below."

worse than defeat.
The author, however, happily possessed
those acquirements and advantages which more

especially ﬁtted her for this undertaking. The
Italian language had for years been as familiar
to her as her own ; she had long lived in Italy,
and had received much advice and encourage
ment from some of the most distinguished

Italian students of the poet.

Her translation

was made, as she tells us in her short and inter
esting preface, “during a long residence in the
land of Dante, in the very scenes where he lived
and wrote, beneath the shadow of the Tuscan
hills, on the shores of the Bay of Naples, among

the ruins of Old Rome.” Pleasant reminiscences
indeed are these, and it is well to lay up in
early life a store of such, that we may have the
advantage ever after of drawing upon them
when we need, to balance, by contmst and
the force of the imagination, the impressions
préiduced by our softer and greener country

si e.
The translation shows how thoroughly the
author has imbibed the spirit and harmony
of the original. There are many passages that
might be quoted as the most successful and
agreeable of all the attempts in triple rhyme
version that we have read. Take, for instance,

the opening te'rzt'ne of the third canto, the
Descent to Hell:
Throngh me ye pass the mournful city's door;
Through me ye go to never-ending woe;
Through me are with the lost for cvermore:
By justice moved, my Maker willed it so,
When I was form'd by the Snprcniest Mind,
From whom all love, and power, and wisdom ﬂow.
Before me, no crested thing ye find,
If not eternal; ever I endure:
0 ye who enter here leave hope behind.

Where Dante describes the souls of the
wicked as they come before Minos to be
jud ed, and then are tumbled down to hell,
to t e place prepared for them, the poet suits
the measure and sound of his words to the
solemnity of the occasion; when their doom is
ﬁxed, a few monosyllables express the cata

strophe. The version of Mrs. Ramsay well
bears out the same adaptation :
Alwsy before him stands a mournful row:
Slowly in turn they come unto their fate:

They speak, and hear, and sink unto their woe.

It is true the words of Dante in the last verse,
Dlcono, ed odono, e poi son gin volte,

" Marcia to me such ghulness did impart

On earth," he said, “that, \vhatsoe‘er she would,
I did; so dear was she unto my heart.
Now that she dwells beyond the evil ﬂood,
She cannot move me more; by that decree
Made when my soul forth issued with my blood."
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them are “ the journeyings” of Henry Martyn,
and his “perils in the wilderness.” Having
with much labour translated the Gospels into
Persian, he found to his great disappointment
that it was too full of Arabian idioms to be
of general use. For that reason he determined
himself to journey into Persia, to gather the
opinions of learned natives, and, if need be, to
begin a new translation. Amongst the narra
tives there are notices of six missions to New
Zealand, and of these one relates the “ persecu
tions” which were endured by native Christians.
In another, wherein the “ perils in the sea" are
told of, we are forcibly reminded of the ship
wrecked on the coast of Melita. In both cases,
after reat hardships, and with exhortations
from t e messenger of God to take courage, it
came to pass that they all got safe to land. The
vessel was called the Southern Cross ; and in
it were embarked the Rev. B. J. Ashwell, with
the Rev. J. C. Paterson, Mr. Dudley, and thirty
seven boys belonging to various Melanesian
islands. They transacted the business of the
voyage, and the vessel returned with only the
crew, Mr. Ashwell, Mr. Kerr, and two natives.

It will be seen by this how completely the
author has made the subject her own. In
the last verse we have a new reading of the
text, possibly a. suggestion from some Italian
friend. It expresses one of the hysiological
dicta received and held by Dante( urg., V. 75).
At the end of each volume are some ﬁfty pages
of well-selected notes in reference to those
subjects, persons and places mentioned by the
poet, about which the English reader may be
supposed to require some information. Mrs.
Ramsay, in keeping to the received text,
has produced a readable book; her style is
free, ﬂowing, elegant and chaste; no debate
able questions have been allowed to encumber
But the voyage was not accomplished before
her pages with irrelevant lore: so that we have they encountered a gale and a shipwreck, from
here an English Dante, such as the most which a deliverance was given to them beyond
fastidious may take up with pleasure, and we
any human anticipation. On the afternoon of
think her volumes will become deservedly one Sunday the wind increased to a gale, with
popular.
very thick weather and rain.And now a few words touching the second
"At ten at night they were startled to ﬁnd land
work we are called upon to notice-Mr. on the lee bow, and only by press of sail contrived
Wilkie’s ‘Inferno.’ The author, in a Preface to escape foundering on an islet called the East
of three and a half lines, says, “I have occa Chicken. In about half an hour they again saw
sionally taken a view of Dante's meaning for land on the lee bow, being the Southern head of
which none of his editors are responsible.” Ugunguru Bay. Standing on, the vessel made the
He might have added~nor even Dante him islet at the north head of that buy, but the wea
self. We suspect that the manner of the ther was thick, and the hills not visible. Think
translation is as original as the matter of it. ing they had accomplished their purpose, the ship's
head was put to the North, and she soon took the
See the opening of the third canto—
ground on a spot somewhat sheltered from the full
Through me unto the land of woe.
Through me unto eternal pain.
Through me unto the souls accurst.
By justice was my Maker moved.
By power divine my fabric rose,
by wisdom high and primal love.
All who before me were create
immortals were; and I eternal am.
Abandon hope who enters here.

If this be not original, we know not what is.
The author is not ignorant of Italian; but it
was needless to let the world know that he
had no real feeling for Dante. In so irregular
a version as this of the ‘Divina Commedia,’
there was no excuse for not being more literal,
and keeping close to the text throughout.

intimate rather rough usage in the souls being
precipitated sans japan. below, while the above
version of the passage is a more lady-like way
of getting rid of them; but the verbal cadences,
thus to speak, are as well adapted to the occa
sion. So, also, in the bufem infernale,—that Perils among the Hwthen ,' or, Incidents of
terrible wind which hurls and dashes together
llﬁssionary Lt'j'e. With a Preface. By the
those wretched souls who have been lost
Rev. Joseph Ridgway, M.A. (Seeley & Co.)
through love, and is characteristic of unbridled
passion,—here, again, her perfect mastery of the IT is almost a truism to say that one great
work of the Church is to ropagate far and
subject is obvious—
wide the knowledge of the gospel; and more
And then I knew that to this torment dire
Those guilty ones were brought by carnal lin ;
over, it cannot be said that this age has failed
In life their reason bowed before desire.
in its duty in that respect, whilst the number
And, as the starlings, borne upon the wing,
less volumes of reports and statements of
Fly in large ﬂocks in the cold winter air,
Thus did the blast those wretched spirits ﬂing
missionaries bear witness to the fact. Indeed,
Through all that dreary clime, now here, now there;
it would seem as if the very fact of reports
And never may they hope for happier day
0! rest, or even a lesser pain to bear.
bein so full and numerous rather encouraged
As cranes that fly, and, singing still their lay,
peop e in abstaining from their perusal. For
Stretch out their lengthen‘d line against the sky,
that reason, such a work as the present is
Thus did I see this shadowy array,
Borne onward ever with a mournful cry.
welcome. It embraces the touching incidents
Occasionally we think a verse here and‘ and fragmentary notices of the experiences of
there mi ht be improved, and in some few many who counted not their lives dear that
places a c oser rendering given, though not in they might testify the Gospel. So far it may
uicken the interest in their work, and induce
more poetical language. In all passages of
tenderness and kindly feelin Mrs. Ramsay’s t ose who read it to pursue their studies
translation is unequalled. Take that exquisite further.
The division of the subject is under the heads
scene between Virgil and the virtuous Cato, in
the ﬁrst canto of the ‘Purgatory,’ where, as a of the varied perils which St. Paul underwent;
ﬁnal ar unent to move the old man's favour, and it is difficult to say which will most arouse
the sympathy of the reader. Not least of
Virgil ﬁludes to his beloved Marcia,—

violence of the sea.

the breakers.

Nothing could be seen beyond

When she struck the sailors ex

claimed, ‘ We are lost ; good bye, sir I’ In a.
quarter of an hour the cuddy was ﬁlled, and the
missionaries were up to their waists in water. The
main cabin was soon ﬁlled also, the lights extin
guished, and the missionaries were driven on deck,
over which the sea was sweeping every moment.

They took refuge for a while under the ice of the
anchor, but were soon obliged to climb into the
rigging. In less than half an hour the surf com
pletely ﬁlled the vessel, and the boats were swept
away, so that no way of getting ashore remained.

From two o'clock in the morning until daylight
all remained clinging to the masts and rigging.

Mr. Ashwell and Mr. Kerr both spoke to the
sailors, repeating hymns to them, though it was
with diﬁculty that they retained their hold of the

rigging.

How welcome was the morning light!

They then found that they were in a bay, and had
been driven nearly up to high-mark of its sandy

beach.

There were also houses within sight.

By

nin'e o'clock the tide had so far fallen that one of
the sailors and one of the natives succeeded in
swimming ashore with a line, and thus, through
the mercy of God, all, after seven hours of cling
ing to the rigging, were drawn through the surf
safely to land."

This is one of the many incidents in the
perils of missionary labour.

Calendar of Slate Papers. Colonial Series. East
India, China and Japan, 1518-1616. Edited
by N. Noel Sainsbury, Esq. (Longman 8: Co.)
FEW are aware that Arctic discovery has ever
been connected with the formation of the East
India Company ; yet such is a fact. The great
commerce of the Portuguese in the eastern
seas excited the envy and stimulated the enter
prise of the English; while at the same time
the difficulties and length of a voyage round
the Cape of Good Hope damped their ardour.
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the iAsc-ension hadiriveid oﬂTE'dwardes also gives'irs aniinstancemof the

The only chance of successful rivalry seemed
then to lie in the discovery of a north-west or Plymouth, whet-eat they were so delighted Em eror’s vanity. He had brought him a rich
which so pleased Jchangire that he
north-east passage, by which means easy access that they gave the bearer 51., a large sum in cloa
would be opened to the rich empire of Cataya, those days. The voyage had been successful. hurried off to show it to Nourmahal. Of all

as China was then called.

After many un

Not only had Lancaster-soon after knighted the

he received, the Emperor seems to

availing attempts by Gilbert, Frobisher and for his exploit—brought back a rich cargo of have been most delighted with an English
others, it appears to have been admitted that pe per, cloves, cinnamon and gum lacquer, as mastiﬂ'. This gallant animal successively fought
the idea was almost impracticable. These we as some prize-mono , but he had also with and killed a leopard and a bear, which
failures were, however, indirectly productive obtained privileges of tra e from the Kings of some dogs sent by the Shah of Persia would
of advantage. Men’s minds had been so con Acheen and Sumatra. From the former he not face. The Great Mogul was an ardent
stantly and ea erly directed to the object of likewise brought a letter, a ring, and two suits sportsman, and cross-bows are suggested to the
an eastern tm e that, foiled in one quarter, of gold embroidery for Queen Elizabeth. Trade Directors as acceptable resents. Regarding
his administration, Sir homas Roe did not
they turned resolutely to another. In 1579, now begin in earnest.
At the beginning of 1613 Paul Canningc, entertain a very exalted opinion: “religions
while endeavours were still being made to
reach India by the north-east or north-west, one of the Company’s factors, was despatched inﬁnite; laws none; in this confusion what can
a voyage was accomplished to the southward to Agra with a letter and present from James, be expectedl” We have been shown how
b being
Thomas
who claims
the ofhonour
ofv
the Stevens,
ﬁrst English
navigator
east with orders to oﬂiciate as Resident at the slightiu 'ly the Emperor treated Canninge,
Court of Jehangire. On his arrival he had an whom e looked on as a mere merchant.
ern waters. The following year Francis interview with the Em eror, but met with no Proﬁting by experience, Edwardes assumed
Drake arrived at Deptford. He had made the very satisfactory reception. Neither the present the position of messenger from the King
complete circuit of the globe, and amongst of which he was the bearer, nor the virginals of England, and was consequently better re
other places visited several islands in the Indian given by Lawes, attached to the mission, ceived. Sir Thomas Roe arriving as regularly
pleased Jehangire’s fancy. The Jesuits, who appointed “Lord Ambassador,” and being a
Archipelago.
Elimbeth was a great su porter of cute rise. had great inﬂuence at court, took advantage man of rank in his own country, was still more
On one occasion she subscri ed 5001. towar s the of this circumstance to injure the English successful. Indeed, under the circumstances,
expenses of an Arctic voyage. She now went in his estimation. They told him that it was the object of the embassy may be considered
on board Drake’s ship, and on his own quarter not the King of England who sent him to have been attained as completely as could
deck knighted the successful explorer. In anything, but only some merchants anxious have been expected.
There is a curious passage in the Court
1582 certain speculators, amongst them Lords for trade. Trully, who played before the
Leicester and Burleigh, Sir Christo her Hutton Emperor on the comet, was more fortunate. Minutes of the Company respecting a proposi
and Sir Francis Drake, despatche Capt. Fen Jehangire was delighted, and said to one of: tion to send some of “ our people" over and by
ton in command of two ships, with orders to his chief musicians,to whom Trull gave lessons, way of Aden or Camboya, and thence by the
endeavour to reach India by a southern course. “If thou canst learn this I wil make thee a Caspian Sea to England. We wonder if Lieut.
The expedition failed, but it was evident that great man." The real object of Cnnninge's Waghorn ever saw this?
A good deal of valuable historical informa
with better arrangements the event might have visit altogether fell to the ground. Jehangire
been different. The following 'ear Ralph Fitch, asked him “nothing but idle, trivial uestions, tion about Japan, Siam, Java, and other
and in 1586 Cavendish met wit greater success, not touching on business at all.” In (hlay Can‘ countries is to be met with in this book.
During the present search for cotton to
the latter proceedin by the Straits of Magellan. ninge died of dysentery.
“'a read in the letters of Sir Thomas Roe supply the gap caused by the American war,
In 1591 a body of nglish merchants sent out
a ﬂeet of ﬁve ships, under Capt. George Ray about the far-famed Nourmahal. With true Bri it is interesting to know that at the begin
mond. -The vessels were scattered by a storm, tish disregard of orthography, he calls her Nor ning of the seventeenth century Japan pro
he himself was never heard of again, and only mull. Nourmahal, which being interpreted is duced that commodity in abundance. The
Capt. Lancaster reached India. Five years the Light of the Harem, how much romance is name of William Addames occurs very fre
later Capt. Wood, with three ships, chieﬂy fitted attached to her name! Beautiful, clever, brave, quently in Mr. Sainsbury's book. This man
out by Dudley, sailed, bearing a letter from she was the favourite wife of Jehangire, who is the hero of a romance more strange and
Queen Elizabeth to the —Emperor of China. was accustomed to spend in her society every exciting than any sensation novel. Employed
Of those who went on this voyage not one moment he could spare from public affairs. On by the Dutch, in 1598, as pilot-major, the ship
returned. Whatever the object of these expe her relations he hea ed places of trust, and she he was in arrived, after much suﬂ'ering, at
ditions, the result had been merely an increase herself was consulted)on every important matter. Ja n. Addames was at ﬁrst put in prison,
to geographical knowledge. Yet those who As an imperishable monument of her charms an the Jesnits and Portuguese did their best
came back brought accounts of a vast store and his love, he at her request and during her to have him put to death. Their eﬂ'orts were
house of wealth, with doors standing open to lifetime, erected the world-famed tomb, known fruitless. Addames was freed from prison, and
receive any one bold and skilful enough to as the Taj. She well deserved this affection, granted an allowance of two pounds of rice 8
reach the threshold. No wonder if the mer for when he was taken prisoner by the rebel day and twelve ducats a year. Being employed
chants of London were dazzled by the prize, forces, commanded by his son Prince Kharrum, to build a ship of eighty tons for the Emperor,
and thou ht more of a few partial successes afterwards the Emperor Shah Jehan, she and to teach him mathematics, he grew into
than of t e numerous absolute failures. On raised an army and contrived to procure her such favour that he received “a living like
the 22nd of September, 1599, Sir Stephen Soame, husband's escape. It is sad to read that this unto a lordship in England, with eighty or
the then Lord Mayor of London, with 108 heroine was not insensible to bribes. Sir ninety husbandmen that be as his slaves or
others, chieﬂy aldermen, merchants and trades Thomas Roe informs us that great presents servants.” Hearing that English traders had
men, formed themselves into an association for were expected by both Nourmahal and her arrived in Indian waters, Addarnes wrote a
trading to the East Indies. The sums subscribed father. We ﬁnd that Prince Kharrum—he is letter on chance, addressed to “ My unknown
varied from 2001. to 1,000l., the total amount called here Coronas-was at ﬁrst op sed to friends and countrymen.” In it he gives an
ing to 30,133/. 6s. 8d. The members resolved the English interests. Subsequently e suc account of his adventures and of Japan, con
to petition the Queen for “her royal assent,” ceeded in winning him over, and speaks highly cluding with a request that any into whose
certain privileges, and freedom of Custom for of his courtesy. At that time be combined hands this letter- might fall would do their best
six voyages. Fifteen persons were appointed with Nourmahal and her father, Asaph Khan, to let his wife and children hear of him.
to manage affairs, with the titles of Committees to maintain an overpowering inﬂuence at court.
This communication was the cause of trade
01‘ Directors. The adventurers, having deter In later years, he took up arms against both being opened with Japan, Addames himself
mined on the undertaking, proceeded to carry his father and Nourmahal. Jehan 're, rich being shortly after taken into the Company's
and powerful as he was, yet showe certain service.
it out with the utmost energy.
The ﬁrst ﬂeet sailed from Gravesend at the symptoms of that half-civilized childishness
A curious incident occurred at a meet
end of February, 1601, under the command of so often met with in Oriental des
. Sir ing of the Directors in 1614. The King of
Capt. James Lancaster. He took with him Thomas Roe relates how delighte he was Sumatra had expressed a desire to have an
several letters from Queen Elizabeth to the with the coach, scarf and sword he presented Englishwoman for a wife. “A gentleman of
Kings of Sumatra and other countries, and a him with. He lost no time in causing him honourable parentage proposes his daughter,"
cargo consisting of iron, tin, lead, broadcloth, self to be drawn about in the coach, and setting forth her charms with the minutencss
Devonshire kersies, Norwich stuﬂ's, and nume as to the sword and scarf, havin sent for a of an auctioneer. He describes her as “ of most
. rous articles for presents, the whole being valued servant to tie them on in the Eng ish fashion, excellent parts for music, her needle and good
at the small sum of 5451.
he was so proud of his weapon “ that he marched discourse, as also very beautiful and person

In June, 1603, the joyful news was brought up and down drawing and ﬂourishing it, able.” On this a debate took place as to
by Mr. Middleton to the Directors that Capt. and since hath never been seen without it." whether it would’ be productive of advantage
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to the Company that she should go, but not

hireling to the master.

Advancing into the

a word was uttered of any higher grounds. tions, 0. g. the Sclavonic. The Sclaves have
Ultimately the matter was referred for con done little hitherto in history; therefore, they
sideration. When the clergy came to hear of the have a great partto play in the future. What if
,proposition they at once objected. The Directors a thousand years ago they had done much?
-met them on their own grounds, proving, to \Vhat if half Germany be Sclavonic 1” Having
their own satisfaction at least, that it was not started with these suggestions, Dr. Lathe-m
forbidden by Scripture. A further objection proceeds to write down, though evasively, the
was urged, that the Ki
of Sumatra’s other national sentiments and movements which,
wives might poison his nglish bride if she ever since he compiled his book, have so deeply
became a favourite. This the ambitious and agitated Europe, and then inaugurates the
unnatural father answered himself. It does treatise with a review of the remoter Polish
not appear that, after all, the lady was ever annals, pausing now and then to correct -a
popular error. Russia is regarded as a great
sent.
In concluding our notice of this valuable representative power, Greek‘ in religion, Sola
addition to the materials for writing a history vonic in ethnology, with forty millions of pure
of the East India. Company, we cannot but and proper Russians and heterogeneous ele
express our regret that this body should have ments, ﬁrst and foremost among which come the
displayed at an early period of its existence so kingdom of Poland and the Grand-Duchy of
much carelessness respecting its records. From Lithuania. What formidable discussions are
this cause, many important documents have involved may be imagined from such passages
been lost. Mr. Sainsbury has done his best to as that which chokes the original fountains of
ﬁll up the gap thus created, and deserves the the Yatshving history,—setting forth how the
thanks of the literary world for the able manner Yatshvino's have been variously styled Jacuitze,
in which he has discovered, arranged and calen Jatuitze, Gzecwesii, Terra Gzecwesia, Gzetwint
dared all available papers bearing on a very zitae, Getwinziti, Getwezitsz, Jetwesen, Jazu
ingi, Jasuingi, Jacuingir, Jaczwingi, Jacwingl,
interesting subject.
Yatwyagi, Yatwyazhi,
twyagove, Getae, and
====
Jazyges. Lovers of plain reading must expect
The Nationalities of Europe. By R. G. Lutham, an immense accumu ation of what was once
M.A. MD. 2 vols. (Allen 8; Co.)
called dictionary grit in these erudite chapters.
In these substantial volumes, in which con But in the account of Lithuanian Poetry and
siderable masses of hard reading are relieved Fairy Mythology, Dr. Latham has a softer sub
by light epitomes of romances, poems and ject to handle. This Lithuanian literature is
legends, Dr. Latham endeavours to establish no peculiarly agan. It celebrates not the Virgin,
set or symmetrical theory. His work is inves the Miracfbs, or the Saints. Neither does it
tigatory, critical, illustrative. It is offered, as sing of heroes, warriors or marauders; of kings,
the writer avows, as a contribution, partly to captains, or dauntlcss borderers; of Achilles or
biological science, and artly to practical poli of Robin Hood, of Hercules or the Black Knight
tics,—on the whole, to olitical Ethnology. An of the Forest. It is pastoral, sentimental, and
En lishman, or perhaps a Russian, he thinks, picturesque. Yet the Lithuanians, in their
is t 6 only person who could treat the questions early wars, were always a brave, and often a.
here discussed in a spirit of philosophical impar victorious people. From them, Dr. Lathnin
tiality; though why the Russian is thus brought turns to the chronicles of Poland as an elective
into a rallcl with the Englishman is not ex monarchy, to the Partitions, dating from the
plain
and, possibly, could not be explained annexation of Courland, to Polish history as
to the satisfaction of many among those who hearing on that of the Turks, to Courland and
represent in Europe what are called the Natio Livonia generally, ahd to the Esthonians, the
nalities. This word “nationality,” alternately so third of the Baltic or German provinces of
popular and so proscribed, is taken by Dr. La Russia. Esthoniais “the Land of the Rahwas,”
tham, at the opening of his voluminous argument, and “ some of the purest blood in Europe must
to mean anything exceptional tothepredominat be to be found amongst the southern, the
ing feeling and constituent elements in certain eastern, and the central Rahwas”; who are a
political aggregates,—a deﬁnition not a little nation of harp-players, but their ancient class
indeﬁnite. While workino out his inquiry upon of ininstrels has faded out, the last having died
Europe as a basis, he fo ows, from the Euro in the year 1813, and with him, in great part,
pean empires, lines extending far into other the wizard yct graceful sort of poetry he was
continents,—from Russia through Siberia, and accustomed to chnunt in villages and at home
from Constantinople, through Syria, into Asia, stead doors, of which several curious specimens
Africa and America. At the same time, English are translated by Dr. Lathnm. Even these
>men, ‘Velshmen, Irishmen, Scotchmcn, Manx poems, however, are scarcely so simple as those
men andChannc-l Islanders are excluded from the of the Vod. They sing, concerning a bad
survey, on the questionable round that they are wife,—
I had a wife without a head :
supposed to know as muc concerning them
She throw away my shoes,
selves as any student can tell them. The Jews,
She buried the linen in the snow,
She set the bath-room in a blaze,
also, are left out of sight, the author not having
She burnt half the linen-—
examined sufficiently the details of their dis
Two pairs of stockings :
rsion and diffusion. Hence, the empires,
More's the pity !
ingdoms, and commonwealths treated of are Poetry was never more primitive, and yet the
Russia, which occupies a massive volume,— bath-room, the linen and the stockings betoken
Turkey, Italy, France, Spain, Germany, the a certain degree of civilization. Dr. Latham
Low Countries, the Northern States and has
also anFrom
interesting
cha lLapland
ter on theheworth
of
Finland.
Russian
brings
Austria.
'
Dr. Latham's method of dissertation may be many characteristic sketches,—among others
illustrated by a phrase or two from his Preface: from the Murmans, a mixed race of ﬁshers, who
“Able—very ab e-men,” he observes, “have possess an indigenous code of laws. In the
written about the antagonism of the Asiatic and ﬁrst place, their Lycurgus has ordained that
‘European families of mankind. Butwhat if the “ he who brings no wood to the ﬁre shall sit
Turks have always been in Europe? \Vhat if away from the ﬁre ” ; then, that he who makes
countries so far west as Lower Austria and bread-soup shall give way to him who makes
Bavaria were once to a great extent Turk 1” ﬁsh-soup; that the woman shall give way to
.Again, “Able men, too, have written on what the man, the child to the woman, and the

wildernesses, Dr. Latham has a picture, along
and beyond the Uni ridge, of the Voguls and
Ostiaks, the Samoyeds, the Yeniseians and
Yukahiri, with other barbarian tribes. His
next chapters are on the Turks and Tartars, of
whom he remarks that all Tartars are Turks,
and all Kahnuks Mongols, it being a common
misnomer to speak of a Tartar as a Mongol,
and of a Turk as a Kalmuk. Allied with them
are the Tungus, among whom prevails the
happy idea that any man possessing twelve
dogs is rich and worshipful in the land. The
Russian volume, as it may be termed, deals also
with Russian America, with its singular tribes,
—among others the Konnegi, whose maidens
are compelled, when approaching maturity, to
occupy or six months a cabin in which the
can neither stand nor lie, but must crouch wit
bent back andknees drawn up. After this proba
tion, the walls are heightened and the floors
lengthened, and the lonely virgin endures
another half year of bodily discipline. The
Caucasus and Transcaucasia, including the very
remarkable Iron population, a sect who pray to
God, St. Gre oi'y, Michael, Gabriel, the Bussab
seli and the eorgian Churches, are ethnologi
cally described, and with particular minuteness.
The true Russians come almost last in the cate
gory, lending to the Kosaks, and to a eneral
survey of Little, ‘Vhite, Black, Red an Great
Russia, and All the Russias as they figure on
the surface of the globe.
In his second volume, Dr. Latham has more
variety. It begins with the Ottoman Empire,
second in rank in the number and complexity
of its elements to Russia, “in many respects the
parallel, in many the contrast, to the empire of

the Czar.” Dismissing Albania. as a special
topic in a few pages, the author asks “ How far
are the modern the descendants of the ancient
Greeks?” Constantine Porphyrogcncta avers
that all Greece was Sclavonized, and became

Barbarian.

Fnllermayer urges that the Greeks

of our days are onlv Russians, Servinns, or Bul
garians, who speak Greek. Against this doctrine
the Greeks themselves naturally, though not on
that account logically, protest; but, as Dr. Latham
says, “That the modern Greeks are inclined to
make capital of the ancient ones no one who
knows their aspirations will deny.” He then
roceeds to denominate the mixed elements
t clavonic, Valachian, Norman, Frank, Italian,
Spanish, Catalan, Albanian and Island, and,
without exactly answering the inquiry with
which he started, goes on to the Greek Revo

lution.

Following these speculations and

abridgments are others on Bulgnria,—the
Turks in Europe and Asia Minor,—thc Drnzes
Ismaeliyeh and \Vahabis,-Servia, Valachia,
Moldavia and Montenegro; whence the patient
reader will pass, with satisfaction, into Italy,
which is sprinkled with alien populations.
There are French in the Val d’Aosta, Germans

in the Tyrol, probably Sclavoniuns in the Val
de Rescia, Albanians in Calabriu and Sicily,
Greeks in Calabria, and Catalonians in Sar
dinia. France, Dr. Latham proceeds to show,
contains elements other than French-—in the

north of French Flanders, the southern part of
Brittany, in the east of Lorraine and north of
Alsace, in Savoy, Nice, Monaco, and in the

Basques; while, beyond France, the French
language is only po ular in Belgium and the
Channel Islands.
'hen Germany falls under
review, Dr. Latham separates from it, ethno
logically, the Baltic provinces, which are Rus
sian,—Holland, with its se nrate nationality
and independent history,—t e Flemish part of
Belgium, and Lorraine and Alsatia. “ The
great divisions within the empire itself, so far
as they are not simply territorial and dynastic,
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are those of religion and language. The south
is Catholic and High German, the north, Low
German and Protestant. The literary language
is High German. The blood varies with the
district. In Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, the Sauer
land, on the Lower Rhine, and in \Vestphalia,
it is com aratively ure. Elsewhere, if we
suppose t t the
rman conquests were
attended with any intermixture or fusion at
all, it is largely Sclavonic.”
U on Switzerland Dr. Latham remarks,—
“W t Switzerland more especially exhibits
is the extent to which, under certain favourable
circumstances, a mere political bond can stand
in the place of a natural one. No two Cantons
are exactly alike. Many of them are inordi
nately unlike. Yet lan uages as different as
the German and the rench, and creeds as
different as Calvinism and Roman Catholicism,
exist side by side.” But he makes no attempt
—and it might not be a very difficult attempt
—to explain what superﬁcially seems a paradox.
Geo phy, perhaps, more than ethnology,
wou d determine the question. Dr. Latham's
urpose, however, may be best illustrated by
his preliminary notice of Austria :—
“ As a power, the position of Austria is peculiar.
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Sinope and the cups and vases and urns of the sole survivor of a dozen brothers, had some
pleasant difficulty afterwards in ﬁnding his
early carvers :—
own tent. To great men great weaknesses:
\Vhat leaf-fringed legends haunt about their shapes
0! deities or mortals, or of both,
the younger Dionysius drank himself blind;
In Tempe or the dnlos of Arcady.
Macedonian Philip tippled himself into fevers
The horn would seem to have been the original and ill temper; and his greater son, Alexander,
drinking-cup of the hunting races; an enemy’s going beyond his sire in all extravagances, had
skull that of the more savage and ﬁercer drink ﬁts of drunkenness of such great length that he
ing tribes. Samian earthenware and beechwood required a sleep of forty-eight hours uninter
supplied the earlier Romans. Later, a wonder ruptedly before young Ammon was able to
ful artist invented the on made from the elder address himself to his cups again. For such
tree, which had this wor of magic in it, that abusers of great powers and great gifts must
it
allowed1i only
the pure
to
s the have been especially designed such drinkirlrg
quaffer’s
s, retaining
in wine
the woocimasll
cups as those found at Herculaneum, wh‘
water that ad been mixed with it! The olden take the form of a pig‘s, a ram's or a boar’s
crystal cups were wonders, too, at least of head. It was only through the enchantment
workmanship, and a slave could clean them with fellows
of the on
that Circe
could turn the thirsty
ofIlllysses
into swine.
out the fear of being cowhided, for no fall could
break them. The inventor, however, was as
On the other hand, physicians recommended,
ill rewarded as any inventor of modern times, philosophers raised, and poets extolled, wine,
and that, too, by that Tiberius who, from being and instigat
to the drinking of it liberally.
so often in his cups, was named Biberius. Generally speaking, the Greeks who cumulated
When he saw that the crystal cup could not this three—piled commendation were but sorry
be broken even by dashing it on a marble fellows in their liquor. They lost their tempers,
floor, and that any bruise it might sustain could ﬂung the contents of the dishes at each other,
be hammered straight again, he ordered the and ended by maudlin. Your Greek heroes
artist to be put to death, lest by the practice at the end of a feast are almost invariably
Austria is in nowise a representative power in the of his art he should render the Imperial col represented as being “crying drunk.” The
way of creed. Turkey is not only Mahometan, lection of drinking-vases of a very depreciated Romans, on the contrary, were strong-headed.
but it is a Mahometan power. (i) It gives a value. After all, the cups of brittle crystal did The man who could carry a large amount of
sort of Kalifat. Russia is not only a Greek Church become more costly than those of the precious wine discreetly was a man to be respected and
power, but the Greek Church power. It is (mate metals; but still more costly were those fragile was worthy of preferment. Such an one Tiberius
rially, at lea-st,) a patriarchate. Austria is simply murrhine vases of mother-of-pearl or trans
made Quzcstor, solely for his might in drinking.
one Catholic power out of several, and by no parent agateﬁmt seen in the triumph of Pompey In later times, as Pfarrius tells us, the Rhein
means the representative one. German Catho on his return from Asia. These were said to graf gave the village of Huﬁiesheim to Boos
licism, however, she does represent. Austria is in have been worth, or rather to have been sold von Waldeck, for doing what none other of his
nowise a representative power in the way of race. for, prices varying from six to twenty thousand
knights could do—drinking at a draught an
Austria is neither German as Russia is Sclavonic,
pounds; but if this be true, they must have old jack-boot full of wine. To be sure it was
German as Turkey is Turk, nor German as French
is (after a manner) Latin.. It is scarcely a repre been different from the murrhine cups noticed Rhcnish! “'hat was that to the seven “bottles
sentative in the way of political ideas. It is Con by Propertius-the “Murrheaque in Parthis of red," the last quaii'ed at a breath, by which
servative, no doubt; but it is Conservative in asso- I pocula cocta focis.” The workmanship lavished Craigdarroch won the renowned “Whistle,”
ciation with Russia and Prussia. It is anti-revo on some of these productions rendered their whereon “uprose our bard like a prophet in
lntionary, but other states are this. Is it German? value incalculable. “ Materiaa non cedit opus," drink,” and foretold‘ the future glories of the
It is and it is not. It is German so far as it is the . as Martial informs us.
victor racel
Empire, and so far as the Empire is German; but
It is difficult to say who were and who were
The motto on the renowned old Trivulli cup
it is not German in respect to the purely Austrian not the great drinkers of former days. The
elements of its prerogative. In diplomacy, it is Scythians are ordinarily. looked upon as having is “man, vrvas murxrrs assis!" The best we
can remember is the one on the cup presented
an essentially representative power ; indeed, in
been inordinate topens, but Herodotus expressly to the German professor by his countrymen
diplomacy, it represents many things at once. It
represents Germany as the representative of the asserts that they refused to worship the joyous after his release from tyrannical oppression.
Empire. It represents anything that is anti-French . divinity who caused his followers to become The tale is told at length in Russell’s ‘Tour.’
intoxicated. On the other hand, individuals The motto was “Wermuth war dir geboten;
as opposed to anything that is French."
have been pitied for sufferings when they, per trinke VVein!”— Wormwood was proﬂ'crcd to
The reader has in this passage a fair example, hnps, might have been envied for enjoyments.
in all respects, of Dr. Latham’s style as exhi We condole with Ariadne, abandoned by the you; now drink Wine!
But leaving our own small reminiscences,
bited in this new, laborious, and somewhat faithless Theseus; but when we hear that the
desultory work-of his wordiness, dogmatism, lady found companionship and solace with and examining the volume before us, we
and aptitude for high-sounding phrases. At Bacchus, we very well know what that means. soon discover that this subject of “cups”
the same time, it must not be inferred that On the other hand, there was Cranaus, king is one too heavy for the anonymous writer
the book is neither valuable nor interestin . of Athens, who ﬁrst quaﬂ'ed cup in which he of this book to handle. There is an affected
On the contrary, it has been constructed wit had mixed water with his wine; and see what jollity in him which reminds us of a me
great care, if rather discursively, from mate came of that moderating of enjoyment-—the lancholy actor trying to extract joviality
out of the part of a ti sy gentleman. He
rials found in volumes which, to most ersons
gods inundated Greece and washed him off his alludes to health being best derived from “a
in En land, are of diﬁicult access. Dr.
tham
throne! The lesson has not been lost upon ﬁrm adhesion to the pigskin and a rattling
is col er as a politician than as an ethnologist; mankind.
.
galopade to the music of the twanging born,
but he gives weight to the expressed wishes of
Greece itself is said to have owed “rosy
the nationalities he has analyzed; and though wine" to an importation from Egypt; but —a cockney’s idea of hunting, in which any
so elaborate a disquisition does not recommend there was certainly a time when E pt knew thing more lugubrious than the sound of the
itself to other than readers of a phlegmatic of nothing stronger than beer, whic beverage horn, never used but as a short, sharp signal
s irit, and is far from solving the many pro Xenophon, on his famous Retreat, found an to the hounds, cannot well be conceived.
In folk-lore he is equally enlightened, and he
b ems it suggests, it does considerable honour
Eastern tribe of mountaineers drinking through
to the writer's learning, patience and sagacity. straws, as was lately done in this Western takes the hanging out of a broom to imply
the same as the hanging out of a briar——
Europe with sherry cobbler. Psammetichus namely, that good wine was sold under it.
taught the
tians better things, and had a He is enthusiastic on Burns’s sentimental song,
Cups and their Customs. (Van Voorst.)
nation’s gratitu e for his pains.
‘ Auld Lang Syne,’ as the holy spring of modern
FROM the hollow of the hand to the bowl of
Nestor, it will be remembered, was famous good fellowship in cups !-——quite forgetting that
Diogenes was a ﬁrst step in Art; yet the philo for his wisdom, and it is upon record that his it contains the most abominable idea of fellow
sopher went back to ﬁrst principles when he own private cup, out of which he daily drank, ship that man ever conceived; for of the two
saw the thirsty man stoop to the stream and was of such weight and capacity that a strong worthies there meeting, one does not order in
slake his thirst even as the birds. But there young man could hardly lift it; whereas the the liquor to hallow the moment, but he frankly
are more artiﬁcial beverages which cannot be venerable sage could not only raise it to his
cries to the other,—
seemly quaﬁ'ed in this wise; and then what a lips with ease, but could empty it with enjoy
An’ surely 014'" be your pint stoup,
step was made by Art between the Cynic of ment, though that ﬁne old son of Neleus, and
An’ surely l'll be mine,
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the shabby fellow not having the spirit to pay with thanksgiving remember the soul of the
the score. Steele and Goldsmith our author donor. So, to the Abbey of Ramsay, the Lady
then reckons among the “ men of far-seein and Ethclgiva left two silver cups for the refectory
prudent philosophy”; and being as was on table, and expressed a wish that the good
to ography as on other sciences, he places the monks would think of her when the cups were
Honest
eaven” tavern in Fleet Street, instead of served brimming round to them.
opposite Westminster Hall, where it stood in King! Excellent Lady! bright, practical samples
opposition with the less dainty drinking-rooms of the “ good old times.”

at the “Hell.”
A sprig of her-age is recommended by this Thematic and Chronological Catalogue of Mozart‘:
Works — [Chronologiach - thematischc Verzeichniu
writer as a good ﬁavourer of “ cup,” but he does
sdmmtlichcr Ton Werke, W. A. Mozart's, von
not say which of the three varieties is the
Dr. Ludwig Ritter von Kochel]. (Leipzig, Breit
essential one to be chosen; and, indeed, his
kopf 8'. Co. ; London- Ewer ls Co.)
account is altogether so confused that it is
diﬂicult to learn from him whether horage has THE musician of any age or country, be his object
a peculiar ﬂavour or not, or whether a slip of what it will, may well regard this thick volume
cucumber does not afford a better. For instance : with admiration and reverence, as one of the
holy books of his art. Five hundred and more
"This Borage is a plant having a small blue

pages are devoted to the titles ofthe creations of one

ﬂower, and growing luxuriantly in most gardens; who did not attain middle age, and whose life was
by placing a sprig or two of it in any cool drink, largely devoted to active exhibition; among which
it communicates a peculiar refreshing ﬂavour which works are a ‘Don' Juan,’ a ‘Figaro,’ a Jupiter
cannot be imitated by any other means. \Vben, Symphony! We are not of the company of the
however, Borage cannot be procured, a thin slice of idolaters, who can see no fault, no inequality,
cucumber-peel forms a very good substitute; but

who will admit no mannerism in the works of
We hold, with a judgment stated a few
years ago in print, that he produced nothing which
has not been of its class exceeded by some other
master of music : an assertion which, however
startling it seems, can be sustained by fact. Taking,
however, Mozart's works as a whole, the union of
form and beauty, of skill, of spontaneous geniality
presented in them, has never been exceeded, if
ever approached. Their evenness of quality is won
derful. There is probably no one musician who
has given such vast and lasting delight ; and this,
not to the learned and reﬁned only, but to the
enormous public, that cares merely for passing
sensations of pleasure. Then, we are somehow
never tired of hearing about theman. Book comes
after book, life after life,—each more tedious than
the last (Dr. Jahn‘s being, let us hope, ﬁnal in
point of heaviness),—yet they are not to be parted
with when once taken in hand. In brief, he pos

care must be taken to use but one slice, or the cup Mozart.
will be too much impregnated with the flavour to
be palatable. A small piece from the outer rind
of the stalk is considered by some to contain
superior excellence. We have made many experi
ments to extract this peculiar ﬂavour-ing from
Borage, in all of which we have been totally unsuc
cessful; nor do we imagine it possible to separate it

from the plant, in order to gain these peculiar
properties."

Occasionally this author’s candour may be
commended, for he cites “ the illustrious Billy
Dawson (though we have not the least idea
who he was) whose illustricity (sic) consisted
in his being the only man who could brew
punch.” Poor Dawson, such is fame! His idea
touching punch, however, is worth quoting :—~
“ The man who sees, does, or thinks of anything
while he is making Punch, may as well look for
the North-west Passage on Mutton Hill. A man
can never make good Punch unless he is satisﬁed,
nay positive, that no man breathing can make
better. I can and do make good Punch, because
I do nothing else; and this is my way of doing it.
I retire to a solitary corner, with my ingredients
ready sorted; they are as follows; and I mix them

in the order they are here written.

Sugar, twelve

sessed genius in all the fullness of most exquisite
charm, and was even more loveable than highly
gifted ; as we remember anew while lingering over
this list of treasures, just as if a large portion of it
was not known to us by heart! Is it complete,
even now, splendid as it is in its length? We
fancy not; and that some of the slighter pieces,
which were ﬂung oil‘ by him to please his Viennese
comrades, or to make the starched men of science
at Leipzig stare, are not here included. On the
other hand, it is possible that pieces have crept in
which are not from his pen—doubts having been

or if so—for here is a Mass No. 7 in the same key,
and in the same rhythm-with different phrases by
way of opening. The organ music, though written

for Germany, is apparently slighter than Handel's,
which was written for England in days when the
German pedals were next to unknown, without the
occasional pompous grandeur of phrase so distinc

tive of Handel.
An unusuallylar e portion ofthe six hundred and
twenty-six works here indexed are in autograph
manuscript. For one who notoriously took life so
lightly, and wrou ht so hastily, Mozart's manu
script is not bad; ear, comparatively, if compared
with Beethoven's. A well-known varied Andante
in G major, for four hands, is before us, from which
that fresh and genial composition has been played.
It tells, as does Madame Viardot's famous posses

sion-the manuscript of ‘ Don Juan '— that hasty
as he was, and careless, Mozart was not too hasty
and careless to reconsider himself ;—whether he was
pouring out such a burning utterance of passion as

“ Or sai che l' onore," or merely throwing off a
triﬂe for the amateurs and the shops. To-day, we
have lived to see, as role, the temerity of publish

ing new works on the largest scale simultaneously
with their performanee,—works, it may be added,

not by Mozarts, nor yet, even, by Mendelssohns.
This manuscript tells its tale of the “midnight oil,"
or else of the midnight punch, which Mozart's
Starm'l used to brew for him, when he was busy,

in the drops which spot the time-discoloured paper.
It is here and there smeared, too, as if the diligent
author who left his works behind him in Some
body's Luggage had been over the page, to correct

it.~But enough of these notes on a Catalogue,
wanting which no musician's library of reference
can be henceforth rated as complete. We should
add, in conclusion, that Dr. Von Kiichel's notes
and annotations are sensible, to the purpose, and
not over-prolix.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Lem-cs from our Cypress and our Oak. (Macmil
Ian & Co.)—These poems have been written as a tri~
bute to the virtues of the late Prince Consort, and as
atoken of sympathy with an august mourner. The

admiration and the sorrow here recorded have been
felt by the nation as by one man. In the general
expression of these sentiments all readers would
concur, but the particular direction here given to
them will ﬁnd little approval. We cannot encou~
rage an attempt to raise the veil from a living grief,

—to picture it surrounded by memories of an irre
vocable past and to furnish it by proxy with ges
ture and articulation. Such an attempt, however
brandy, one gill; porter or stout, half a gill;
lenientl viewed, must be pronounced a mistake
arrack, a slight dash. I allow myself ﬁve minutes thrown on the authenticity of many of the remains a mists- e which the best intentions can scarcely
to make a bowl on the foregoing proportions, care sold by his widow after his decease. Complete excuse. Of the intentions themselves we have no
fully stirring the mixture as I furnish the ingre or incomplete, however, the collection is unique as doubt. The writer's sincerity is obvious, and it is
diente until it actually foams ; and then, Kangaroos ! an example of fecundity, of beauty, of variety. fair to grant that his error has been conﬁned to his
how beautiful it is! l "
Admirable, too, is the absence of an arrogant and design, the intrusiveness of which is not heightened
tolerable lumps ; hot water, one pint; lemons, two,
the juice and peel; old Jamaica rum, two gills;

The author subsequently notices the old
compound of roasted apples, ale and sugar,
which our ancestors knew as “Lamb’s Wool,"
“which derived its name,” he sa s, “from the
let of November.” The words
Mas Ubal,

pedantic spirit; and the willingness to be helpful,

by coarseness of treatment.

Regarded as poems,

Mozart would these ‘ Leaves ‘ have the merit of earnest feeling,
e of
throw off. occasional songs for other men's o eras, and their happier passages show some
and additional accompaniments to other men s ora manner. But there is no depth of thought; the
without thought of self-assertion.

He scored such music of Bach as hit his style lacks vigour and precision, the simplest mean
He played with the ﬂute or the born, ing being often conveyed in strained and inconsis
when some merry and good-for-little boon com tent metaphors. The confused images of “ star "
panion wanted a concerto. He wrote dances (there and “ sun"in the following extract make a case in
are many Waltzes, by the way, passing under his point. Otherwise, the lines are both a just tribute
name that are not here). In brief, like all men of to the memory of Albert the Good and a favourable
real genius, he was abundant, gracious and ver specimen of the volume :—
. THE SILENT GOOD.
satile: and thus to be ranged with the Michael
Who moves our grief must ﬁrst our love have won:
Angelos, the Cellinis, the Shakspeares of Art, who
He oped our hearts, yet with no master key,
know themselves to be too great, and feel them
His modest youth the “ Open sesame";
selves to be too generous, to be pinched by any
His after charm, the How his good was done;
For, like astar that hides beyond the sun,
narrow fears of compromising themselves, let them
Behind his deed of radiance mute he lay,
condescend as they please.
And but in colours spake, like purplinz day
Probably, in all this wonderful accumulation of
In deeds alone I Applause he seemed to shun,
music, its least precious portion consists of the
And rather chose our thanks to win than wear
torios.

not “ La. Mas-ubal," are good Irish, signifying fancy.
the Feast, or day, of the Apple, and, pronounced
Lamasool, soon passed into Lamb'slVool. The
mixture was drunk on the evening of the above

day, which was supposed to be presided over
by the guardian angel of fruits and seeds.
Vile cannot part with this subject without
noticing that in England here the “ dear and
precious drinking-cup ” was more frequently an
eirloom than a possession which the owner
selﬁshly carried
with him
ballad-king
of Thule,
whentohethe
couglii1ve.
quail‘The
no

more, foolishly ﬂung his golden beaker into the
sea, and dead pagan chiefs bore theirs in their orchestral masses and the organ pieces. The former
fall short in the devotional spirit, which breathes
unconscious hands ready to drink again at the with such a mighty and earnest pathos in his

ﬁrst awaking in the halls of Odin. There were,

‘Confutatis,‘ from the Requiem-—in his ‘Ave

Their rightful meed-to his love-labours due-—
A silent good, he met us here and there,
And light and beauty ‘mongst the peoples threw!
Oh, for his loss that plucks our hopcsso here,
How meet the l‘latlon‘s grief-yea, her despair!

however, better examples than these. VVittaf, Verum.’ His English worshippers will learn with In the concluding poems sorrow yields to bright
the merrily-named king of Mercia, be ueathed surprise, that the service so hackneyed in this anticipationm-the auspicious event which Eng
the horn of his table to the monks of royland country, and known as his Twelfth Mass-—in Ger land has just witnessed having special commemora

that they might drink from it on festivals, and

many as No. 7 —does not ﬁgure in this Catalogue ;

tion.

The book is elegantly got up.

It is almost
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quence is, that a good, cheap and popular intro the lead duller and heavier. It is curious to watch
been used for an inscription which, as a whole, is duction to the study of British birds is still a the process. Attached to the ballads are prose

a pity, indeed, that so fair a tablet should have

demand which has not been supplied. Extracts
Christianity and its Evidences. By John Mac from Gould, Yarrell, Macgillivray and others ; poeti
nanght, M.A. (Longman ls Co.)—Mr. Macnaught cal quotations from Bishop Mant‘s ‘ British Months‘;
retired in 1861 from his heneﬁce, St. Chrysostom's, well-known poems, such as Delta's ‘Lines on a
Liverpool, giving some special reasons, but leaving \Vounded Ptarmigan,’ Bryant's ‘ Stanzas to a Water
other points vague.
He now informs his late fowl,’ and Gerald Griffeu's ‘Address to a Sea
vcongregation, ﬁrst, that “ the Incarnation, the Gull,I and declamations in verse and prose by the
Atonement, the Resurrection, and all the miracles bookmaker himself, form the bulk of these three
had become matters of scepticism, if not of positive volumes on "our feathered families."
unbelief"; secondly, that further thought has re
Indeprndcucy: a Deduction from the Laws of
stored belief and destroyed scepticism, and left the Universe. By Evan Lewis, ILA. (Stock.)—
him able to resume clerical duties. To this is This is an argument in favour of “indepen
added the book itself, a little treatise on the Evi' dency and religious frpedom": but by inde
dances. As the work of a person who returns in pendency special reference seems intended to the
honest conviction after having sacriﬁced income system of the Dissenters called "Independents."
and position to conscientious doubt, the book will “7e shall not enter into the argument, nor attempt
have interest; but we really cannot ﬁnd any pecu to show how physical and mathematical facts
liarity about it, in argument or production of fact. such as the structure of nerves and the algebraical
faint and infelicitous.

It is a little Paley: and the big Paley itself
would have been all the more remarkable if its
author had passed through a renunciation of income .
arising out of doubt acting upon conscience. At '
this some will smile ; because, so little was Paley

himself likely to have acted as Mr. Macnaught
has done, that rumour ﬁxes on him the remark
that he “could not aﬁ'ord to keep a conscience."
In all probability, he said no such thing : but the
rumour shows that he was generally considered as
likely to have wide practical notions on the sub .

ject; and his chapter on subscription shows that
he had no narrow theoretical ones.

It is said that

‘ such works as Paley's ‘ Evidences‘ never made a
‘convert: if so, it is remarkable that Mr. Mac
naught, whose return is no doubt as honest as his
departure, should present as his process of mind a
system so like that of the old evidence books in
its general character. It may be, that the very
arguments which were suspicious when they
tended incomewards-if we may invent such a
word-gained force when there was nothing to
suggest fear of bias.
Our Feathered Fmnilies: Game and Water Birds,
.MW an Anecdotical and Descriptive Account of the
Feathered Game and Wild Fowl, with their Allicd
Species, found in Great Britain: to which is oddrd,
a PracI-ical Ohapkr on Dares and Pigeons. By H.
G. Adams. (Hogg & Sons.)-Mr. H. G. Adams
has completed his three volumes on the feathered
families of the British Islands. The ﬁrst volume

was on the ‘Birds of Song,’ the second on the

On Orinoco‘s or La Plato's banks,—
3 Of Neptune's realm those tributaries vast,
Both onward rolling their gigantic ﬂoods,
In whirling eddies, with the ocean's waves
Confused till in commingled grandeur lost
Snapped by the fury of tempestuous squalls,
From Andes’ summit hurled, or cloud-veiled peak
0f (,‘himboraao ; fast with icy honds
Enchsined, the torrid zone's liquesesnt heat

alter the seaswallows. According to Macgillivray,

“'hose strength defies‘, the vertical sun's rays

as Mr. H. G. Adams reminds us, there are 143
species of residents, 44 specia of summer, with

Whose robe of snow resists,—-the sport of winds
Amongst the sedge it lies; so-lf with such
Display of natural laws comparison
Be not irreverent, a presumptuous thought;
Before the breath of God's displeasure fell
Devoted Jericho, with ruin dire
Dejected headlong: not in fragments torn,
.
But prostrate lsy ber walls, one huge, flat mass,
A straight path spread for Israel’: rsnsomed feet.

‘making in all 320 species of British birds. And
the number has somewhat increased since Macgil
livray rendered his great services to ornithological
science. Now, if Mr. H. G. Adams had but
described 107 species in each of his volumes he
would have made a better division of the bird

world than he has done in the present work. Stu
dents desirous of obtaining certiﬁcates from the

‘Science and Art Department of the Committee

but little to do with the book.

‘ The Franklyns ’

is its right name. Chief amongst these is the
Rev. Charles Franklyn, rather a stern, thin'naturcd

clerical specimen of a well-known type that was

once noble but has been worn until the features are
somewhat eﬁ'aced, like those on a much~used coin.
There is ﬁrmness in every line of his character,
from the top of his head, where the phrenologists
say it lies, to the heel which rings on the pavement
for all to hear. This ﬁrmness is brought to bear
very unyieldingly on his children and pupils, taking
the spring out of more than one life. He is more
than once engaged in a struggle to overcome
view of the p
e of an ellipse into a parabola
help to prove the point. The truth is, that we are Nature, and once, at least, we rejoice to say, is com
not very clear how it is made out. Setting this pletely beaten. Yet Mr. Franklyn is not a more
aside, we have a short attack on the Church of despot; his character softens and sweetcns in suffer
Rome, a ﬁerce, detailed, and effective attack on ing. The fault of the story is that it goes over too
the Subscriptions in the Church of England, and much ground—too large a canvas is spread. The
a gentle and friendly reproof of the “system of author would do better by limiting the space to
hierarchical despotism" of the “'esleyans. The pre-Raphaelite proportions and ﬁlling it all in with
play would have been more effective if the part of affectionate ﬁdelity. Else it is quietly written,
Hamlet had been omitted ; for really the physics with a glance of genuine insight, and a touch of
and mathematics do not tell upon the conclusions real tenderness.
given more than upon any others.
llellas: Her Monuments and Scenery.
By
The Battle ll'on: an Epic Poem. By s. Carthu Thomas Chase, M.A. (Siever 6: Francis.)—Mr.
sian. (Saunders, Otley & Co.)—The design of this Chase informs his readers that be commenced the
poem embraces the chief events of Scripture story present volume in the “hollow calm of the last
from the Patriarchs to Christ. \Vith such a plan, Presidency, but that when the Federation of which
unity of narrative is of course impossible. An he was a citizen was rudely broken asunder, he
ideal unity is therefore sought in the development threw down his pen, for he had no heart to dwell
of one Providential Aim through the entire series on other themes" than his country‘s sorrow. But,
of results. So much toil and patience have evi after a lapse of twelve months, reﬂecting that it
dently been bestowed upon this work, that we was “the part even of patriotism for those who
sincerely regret their misapplication. The author’s are devoted to letters and arts to pursue their call
verse, though laboured, is correct, and his com ing with no less vigour than before, he resumed his
mand of sonorous and involved periods at times task.” The work thus laid aside and completed at
suggests to us the style of Milton. But his poem the prompting of patriotic emotion, is a brief and
is deﬁcient in imagination. It has something, so loosely-written journal of a trip to Greece, made in
to speak, of the royal trappings of epic song; nothing the May of 1853. One of the author's travelling
of its inner life. The following lines, describing companions was Prof. Blackie, of Edinburgh, whose
the Fall of J cricho, will show the obscurity into pen enriched Mr. Chase's note-book with thirteen
which the writer plunges when imitating his great stanzas, descriptive of the ascent of Parnassus. It
model :—
does not appear whether the poem was intended
Down as the withered bulrush prostrate falls
for general criticism ; but its quality is such that if

‘ Birds of Prey,’ and the present volume is on the
‘ Game and Water Birds.’ He says he found a
dimculty in classifying the Birds into three distinct
ups, which the plan of publication required.
he difficulty might surely have been got over
better than by an arrangement which brings the
doves and pigeons in at the end of this volume

36 of winter visitors, and 97 species of stragglers,

descriptions of the events to be sung. These are
often brief, simple and suﬁicing. Then to see them
“ sorted," as the Scotch say, into lines of eight and
six syllables! It is a sorry spectacle.
Mildred‘: Last Night,- or, The Franklyn. (Bell
Sr Daldy.)—The ﬁrst part of this story's title has

we had not before us the memory of some metrical
eccentricities, with which Mr. Blackie amused his
enemies in time past, we should not hesitate to
declare its publication a breach of conﬁdence. The
‘ Songof Parnassus‘ represents thelearned Professor
as seated on a mule; and each of the thirteen
stanzas concludes with
Parnnssol

Ho! Ho! Ho!
H0! H0! H0!

The lofty Parnasso!

This chorus is scarcely in keeping with the verses,

which are neither comical nor diabolical.
Organization, Composition, and Strength of the
Army of Great Britain.
Compiled by Capt.
—It is fair to add, that the book is more readable Martin Petrie. (Parker, Son I: Bourn.)—ln a
in its less ambitious passages. These are at times preface to this synopsis of the Army of Great
Britain, Col. Henry James says, “ \Ve are now
ﬂuent and pictorial.
Ballads from Scottish History. By Norvsl printing returns of the entire equipment of the
Clyne. (Edmonston & Douglas.)—lt is really sad British Army, with the weight, cost, and place of
to think how many good men have turned into bad storage of each article, the forms of demand for
poets. Here is one, estimable for aught we know, in them, kc. The series will consist of seven parts,
all the relationships of life, and yet he cannot resist viz. :—l. Cavalry; 2. Artillery; 3. Engineers; 4.
the common failing. He makes the mistake, very Military Train; 5. Infantry; 6. Commissariat;
common with the Scottish people, of confounding 7. Hospital &rvice. Each part will be accom
patriotic with poetic feeling. Patriotism is an ele panied by drawings; the illustrations will thus
ment of poetry, but a feeling for patriotic suljects comprise the articles issued from every branch of

of Council on Education are requested to study
birds under the types-Falco, Corvus, Columba,
Picus, Phasianus, Ardea, Struthio and Anser; or
as Hawks, Crows, Doves, Wood-peckers, Pheasants,
Herons, Ostriches and Ducks ; and if prior to un
dertaking to write three volumes on birds Mr. H.
G. Adams had studied them suﬂiciently to pass
an examination for an elementary certificate of will not, of necessity, produce poetry. A great
his knowledge of them he would have been able deal of their admiration for the verse of Walter
to conquer the diﬁculty of grouping them into Scott springs from patriotic rather than from poetic
three volumes. But he appears to have had no feeling. So is it with the present author. Each
such preparation for his task. He seems to have of the subjects chosen by him for a bsllad'theme
been acquainted with the most popular poems in undoubtedly contains the germ of a poem, but in
the English language on birds, and desirous of his hands it is killed in the ﬁrst four lines. Instead
writing imitations of them: and he apparently of the alchemy which brightens all its touches and
saw in his enterprise an opportunity for indulging transmutes the leaden facts of history with fire
z. propensity for tawdry declamations. The conse from heaven into the gold of poetry, he only makes

the military service."
Rtco'rds of 1862. By Edward West. (West)
-The author's method of perpetuating past events
is to state them, like so many texts, in prose head
ings, and to append to them a few verses by way
of homily. The texts have doubtless an interest

of their own, but it is sadly impaired by the dull
ness of the sermons.
Four concluding volumes of Mr. J.

Laurie's

"Standard Series of Elementary Reading Books"
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(Longman) have made their appearance : —The
Third “ Standard” Reader, or Stories of Animals,
——Thc Fourth “Standard" Reader, 01' Fables and
Parables, —- The Fifth “Standard” Reader, or

Poetry and Arl1'enlure,—and The Sixth “.S'lundard"
Reader, or Dcscriplirc Sketches. The contents are
agreeably varied, and explanations are given of
difficult \vords. — Messrs. Chambers have issued
Book 111., adapted to Standard III. of their Nur
ratire Series of Standard Reading Books, which we
have previously described as especially deserving
of a favourable reception-M. De Porquet‘s Fables
Parlanlea, o'r Speaking Fables in French (Simpkin)
is a collection of short fables in French, with ques
tions and answers in the some language upon the
subject matter of each fable, and vocabularies ex<
laining the meanings of the words-M. C. Riihle
as collected a. number of French Examinallbn
Papers (D. Nutt) from those set at the Military

colleges, the Oxford and Cambridge Local Exami
nations, the University of London Examinations,
and those for the Civil Service in lndia..—Queslio1zs

for Examinalion on Min Seu‘ell's Child's History of
Rome, arranged by Fanny Parkhurst (Longman),
is a smaller publication requiring no further de
scription. —An Index to Familiar Quotations,
selected principally from British Authors, with
Parallel Passages from various ll’riters, Ancient
and Modern, by J. C. Grocott (E. Howell, Liver
pool), also speaks for itself. We may, however,
observe, that the quotations being arranged under
headings of single words occurring in them, which
have rarely anything to do with the main thought
expressed, are not easily available for reference,
nor are they, as a general rule, well chosen.
Anothcr work of doubtful value is A Hand Book
of School Managemcnt and llIClIlOdS of Teaching,
by I’. “1'. Joyce, A.B., M.R.I.A. (Simpkin).—
A Practical Greek Accidence, with Progressive Exer
clues, by C. Matheson, M.A. (Long-man), is an
attempt —to reduce the various inﬂections under
general principles. The exercises would have been
better if they had consisted of complete sentences

instead of isolated phrases.

On the whole, we

doubt whether the book will be found to work so
well I! on ordinary grammar and delectus.
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PBIMEVAL MAR-‘VHAT LED TO THE QUESTION?
Athenmum Club, March 21, 1863.

THE whole question of the Antiquity of the
human race in Europe hinges upon the exact
determination of the geological age of the cave
deposits, ossiferous brecciu, and quaternary alluvin,
in which, alone, human relics have, hitherto, been
met with. The difference of pre-glacial and post
glacial, in these cases, involves a difference of a

vast lapse of time.

ATHENZEUM

importance to know how, and by whom, the age of
the boundary lines, and the proof of the other facts,
have been established. Two eminent English geolo
gists, Mr. Godwin-Austen and Mr. Prestwich, have
devoted themselves, with great success, to the study
ofthe superﬁcial quaternary orpost-pliocenedeposits,
the former in the south of England, the latter in
the valley of the Thames and other river valleys
of the some geological age in the south-east of
England, generally. The following remarks refer
especially to the researches of Mr. Prestwich. The
geological age of the quaternary gruvels and
brick-earths of the valley of the Thames, whether
pic-glacial or poslglaciul, has for thirty years been
the subject of great difference of opinion among
geologists, from the circumstance that nowhere
could a. section be found, showing them in
contact, or in order of superposition with the
“ boulder clay." The palaeontological evidence
was regarded as indicating the former age, while
the “ general physical phenomena. " led Prestwich,
Morris and Joshua Trimmer to consider them
as being nc'wcr than the “boulder clay." This
opinion was expressed by Mr. Prestwich, in the
Quarterly Journal of the GeologicalSociety, for 1855,
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guarded to express the fact, that the post-glacial
age of the beds in question, or their relations to
the “boulder clay " which involve the rest, were
points not determined by Sir Charles Lyell. To
arrive at the final results occupied Mr. Prestwich
several years: the joint trip was despatched in a
day.

Again, in the remarks on the chronology of the
fluviatile deposits of the valley of the Thames,
‘Antiquity of Man,’ p. 160, the following passage
occursz-“Although no fragments washed out of
these older and upland drifts (glacial) have been

found in the gravel of the Thames containing
elephants’ bones, it is fair to presume that the
glacial formation is the older of the two, for
reasons given before at p. 130, and that it ori in
atéd, as we shall see in a. future chapter, w en
the greater part of England was submerged
beneath the sea. In short, we must suppose that.
the basin of the Thames and its ﬂuviatile deposits

are post-glacial, in the modiﬁed sense of that term,
i. e. that they were subsequent to the marine drift of
the central and northern counties, and to the period

of its emergence above the level of the sea.” For
ought that is said here, the reader might suppose

p. 110; in that for 1856, p. 133; in his ‘Clapbam that these were original inferences of the author.
Lectures,’ 1857, p. 30; and in 1861 he proved it

Mr. Prcstwich dissents from the above statement,

strstigraphically by the “ Kelsey Section " (Quar and claims to have brought forward these opinions
lerly Journal, p. 44 6), where beds containing
Cyrenajluminalis are in direct superposition to the
“ boulder clay.” In 1854, be had satisﬁed himself,
from the “special physical phenomena," that the

valley of the Ouse, near Redford, was ﬂanked
by, and excavated in the boulder clay, and that
the “valley gravel," with mammalian remains,
there contained débris of the “ boulder clay,”
proving it to be newer than the latter. In
1858, he heard of the discovery of numerous
mammalian remains in the railway cutting at
Bedford, and went there with his friend, Mr.
Evans, and identiﬁed bones of elephant, rhino
ceros, hippopotamus, bos, equus and cervus, in a.
collection made by Mr. Reade, from the railway

cuttings. On Mr. Prestwich's return from his
ﬁrst visit to Abbeville and Amiens, in company
with Mr. Evans, in 1859, they ﬁxed on Bedford as
a. place likely to yield ﬂint-implements similar to

those of the valley of the Somme.

Mr. Prestwich

was unable to go, but Mr. Evans went, and found,
for the ﬁrst time, land and freshwater shells in the
Biddenham pit. He directed Mr. \Vyutt‘s atten
tion to these Bedford gruvels as likely to yield
flint-implements. These circumstances, combined
with the experience acquired by a visit to Amiens,
in 1860, induced Mr. Wyatt to turn his particular
attention to the Biddenham pit, where he was at
last rewarded by the discovery of two well~formed
ﬂint-implements (Prestwich, Quarterly Journal of
the Geological Society, vol. xvii. 1861, p. 366).
Hearing of this, Mr. Prestwich and Mr. Evans
arranged to pay an immediate visit to Bedford,
accompanied by Sir Charles Lyell, “ to whom Mr.
Prestwich pointed out on the spot the relation
which the fossiliferous gravels bore to the ‘ boulder
clay,’ and their post-glacial origin, which be after

in his published papers, at a. time when Sir Charles
Lyell still contended for the pre-glsclul character
of these deposits. There are other cases to which
Mr. Prestwich makes similar objection, and which
he will discuss elsewhere.
Next, as regards the ossiferous caves, in some

of which human relics of remote antiquity occur.
The question of the precise geological age of their
mammalian fossil contents, whether pro-glacial or

post-glacial, was in the same unsettled state as
that of the “drilt-gravels,” just discussed. Prof.
J. Phillips in his ‘Manual' of 1855, distinctly
refers to the pre~glacinl era. “the greater number
of ossiferous caves and ﬁssures containing elephant,
hippopotamus, hymns, $10. (op. cit. p. 411). The
late Joshua. Trimmer, an observer of weight in all
that concerns our quaternary deposits, also referred
to the pre-glaciul period "the mammalian crug,
and the remains of the bone-caverns in general”
(Quarterly Journal of the Geological Sucidy, 1850,
vol. vii. p. 25). Sir Charles Lyell, intheﬁfth edition of
his ‘Manual,’ takes a. similar view, and classes them
among the “ Newer Pliocene Formations” below
the boulder clay; while in the Supplement to that
fifth edition, published in 1859, he states that they
may be of any age, from the “Norwich crag ’

(pliocene) to the post-glacial era, embracing an
enormous lapse of time (op. cit. p. 8). In May,
1860, after several years‘ study of the question, in
all the cave districts of England, and in numerous
caves abroad, I communicated to the Geological.
Society a Memoir on the “ Gower Caves,” in which,

after balancing the different classes of evidence,
and instituting a comparison between the \Velsh
caves and those of the other cave-districts in Eng

land in particular, and of Europe in general, the
following conclusions were arrived at-:—“ 1. That

wards illustrated by a section of the valley of the the Gower Caves have probably been ﬁlled up with
Ouse, in the paper just referred to."
In the ‘Antiquity of Man,‘ p. 164, Sir Charles
Lyell gives an account of the visit, leading off
thus: " I examined these ” (Biddenbam) “ pits, in
1861, in company with Messrs. Prestwich, Evans
and Wyatt, and we collected ten species of shells,”
8:0. He then describes the valley of the Ouse,
from a section, cut 23, which is copied from Mr.
Prestwich, but inadvertently unacknowledged,—
and concludes with the following paragraph:
“One step at least we gain by the Bedford sec
tions, which those of Amiens and Abbeville had
not enabled us to make. They teach us that the
fabricators of the antique tools and the extinct
animals coeval with them were all post-glacial, or,
in other words, posterior to the grand submergence
of central England beneath the waters of the
glacial sea." (p. 166.)
The general reader might be led to believe, as I

their mammalian remains since the deposition of

the boulder clay.—2. That there are no mammalian
remains found elsewhere in the ossiferous caves in

England and Wales referable to a Fauna. of a. more
ancient geological date.—3. That Elqlhas ( Lorodon )
mcridionalis and Rhinoceros Etruscus, which occur
in, and are characteristic of, the "sub-marine
forest bed” that immediately underlies the boulder

clay on the Norfolk coast, have nowhere been met
within the British caverns-4. That Elcphas anti
quus with Rhinoceros hcmitzschus, and E. [n'imr'geniut

with Rh. tichorhin-us, though respectively chame
terizing the earlier and later portions of one period,
were probably contemporary animals; and that
they certainly were companions of the cave-bears,
cave-lions, cuve-hyoenss, &c., and of some at least

of the existing mammalia.”—- Quarterly Journal of
the Geological Society, 1860, 18th June.
These inferences were at least deﬁnite, in making

ﬁnd many have, that the important conclusions the ossiferous caves of England and Wales to be
here stated were original results arrived at by the
author; but Mr. Prestwich objects that the lan

It is therefore of essential guage of the whole account is not suﬂiciently

“post-glacial ": they met with lively opposltlon in
discussion, when communicated, but they have not
since been impugned; and they have now been.

THE
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accepted by Sir Charles Lyell, as being in harmon y original documents, or those from whom they are to be found. I exclude from the cartel the
with the extinct Fauna of the valley of the Ouse, emanated. He abstained from applying to me on parallel roads of Glenroy, Greenland icebergs,
the subject, and he does not indicate the sources
whence his information was derived. Mr. Prest
Prestwich’s researches. I may add, that Elepha-r wich declines the position assigned to him by Sir
antiquity, Falc., and Rhinoceros hemitwchua, Falc., Charles Lyell on the occasion. Now, as the re-agi
which are now employed as criteria to test the tation of the question of the antiquity of primeval
antiquity of man in Europe, were ﬁrst shown by man, and the establishment of the proof, from the
me to belong to the cave Fauna, and to occur cave evidence by myself, and from the stratigra
together in the valley deposits of Clacton and phical evidence by Mr. Prestwich, arose immedi
ately out of the Brixham cave exploration, it is but
Northampton.
The “ Gower Caves "have yielded human bones, right that the facts of the case should be accurately
—“ Paviland " to Dr. Buckland; “ Spritsail Tor ” known. From the Brixham cave I proceeded to
and the “Mewslade" ﬁssure to my friend Col. Sicily, to explore the caves there, after visiting my
Wood, besides abundance of ﬂint-knives and bone friend M. Boucher de Perthes, at Abbcville, by
weapons. Early in my cave investigation, I became previous arrangement ; and near Carini I discovered
familiar with them all. In the spring of 1858, I the “ Grotto. di Maccagnone," in which fresh proofs
made an excursion to the cave districts of the ,of the great antiquity of primeval man turned up
Mendips, Devon, and South ‘Vales. At Torquay, under very remarkable conditions (Quarterly Jour
when examining “ Kent's Hole," Mr. Everest and nal of the Geological Society, 1859, vol. xvi. p. 101).
myself heard of the discovery of a new cave at Here, again, Sir Charles Lyell opens his account
Brixham. We proceeded thither on the 17th of of it with an untenable remark:—“ Geologists
April. The cave was then intact: we examined it, have been long aware," &c. (op. cit. p. 174). I
and made overtures to the owner about an arrange invite him to show in what geological works the
ment to explore it. On the 12th of May, 1858, I familiar knowledge which be there asserts is to be
and with the post-glacial age of the latter, which I
have shown above was, solely, established by Mr.

New Zealand earthquakes, Archleopteryx, Him

layan Mud, and other outlying topics which he
has employed, with such consummate skill, to
throw light on the question.
I need hardly add, that I have been authorized
by my friend, Mr. Prestwich, to make those state

ments contained in the above remarks which have
reference to him.

H. FALCONER, M.D.
March 24.

PS. I observe that at pp. 216-217 Sir Charles
Lyell gives a list of the fossil mammalis of the
pro-glacial “ Forest and Lignite Beds " of the Nor
folk coast between Cromer and Happisburgh, where
he couples my name with the identiﬁcations:
“ Named by Dr. Falconer and other geologists."
That list was never submitted to me: it has
been published without my authority or cogni
zance; and, as a whole, it is either so erroneous or
imperfect that I object to my name being connected

with it.

H. F.
MR. TBOLLOPE'S TETIMONY.
Florence, March 21, 1868.

read to the Council of the Geological Society a found before the statement of the fact by me.

I have not seen Mr. Home's book entitled ‘ In
cidents in my Life,‘ but having read, in the Athe
mrunz for March 14, that I am named as one of
“the godfathers who appear in these pages to
accredit his proceedings," and considering that
this leaves me and the readers of the Allumwum in
uncertainty as to what the facts are to which I am
called to bear evidence, I think it well to state,
with the utmost possible brevity, what I can
testify, and the limits to which I wish to conﬁne
science are veriﬁed. The area of the ﬁeld of my testimony.
observation has, also, been largely extended, but
I have been present at very many “ sittings " of
nothing has been brought out to invalidate the Mr. Home in England, many in my own house in
original conclusions.
Florence. some in the house of a friend in Flo~
The above is the case which I have to put for‘ rence. I should have been present at other sit
ward. The two fundamental points were, to ﬁx the tings in the house of that friend had it not been
precise geological ages of the quaternary deposits, that I was requested by Mr. Home to withdraw
and of the ossiferous caves in which human relics are and absent myself for the future, in consequence of
found. They were both involved in great obscurity. having expressed doubt and incredulity respecting
Mr. Prestwich was mainly instrumental in set a certain “ manifestation." the details of which are
tling the ﬁrst: the second was determined by curious, and would be worth giving were it not
me. In the events which led to the re-ngitation that they would occupy too much space to be per
and proof of the question of primeval man, I missible in this letter.
brought to light the cave evidence; he followed
I divide, for brevity sake, all the phenomena
it up by the investigation of the deposits containing into physical and metaphysical,-—a division which,
ﬂint-implements in the valley of the Somme. The if not strictly philosophical, will be sufficiently
reader of the ‘Antiquity of Man’ would have understood by those who have been present at any
difficulty in arriving at a just idea of these facts of these or similar sittings.
from a perusal of that work. Some of the errors
My testimony then is this. I have seen and felt
and omissions which its author has committed may physical facts wholly and utterly inexplicable, as
be attributed to the circumstance that he had not I believe, by any known and generally received
acquired that intimate knowledge of the history of physical laws. I unhesitatingly reject the theory
the subject which was requisite to qualify him for which considers such facts to be produced by
narrating what others had done. But it is much to means familiar to the best professors of legal’
be regretted that Sir Charles Lyell should not have demain. I have witnessed also many very am‘
been sufficiently careful to avoid using language prising and extraordinary metaphysical manifestar
liable to the misconstruction that he was mistaking tions. But I cannot say that any of those have
the observations and generalizations of other geo been such as wholly to exclude the possibility of
logists for his own. There should never be the their being deceptive,—and indeed, to use the
slightest ambiguity of expression in such cases. honest word required by the circumstances, frau
The world at large is under obligation to those dulent.
philosophers who, like Sir Charles Lyell, communi
This is my testimony reduced to its briefest pos
cate the new results of science to the educated sible expression.
public, but they are expected to give an impartial
If it be asked what impression, on the whole,

After the communication of the “ Maccagnone "
communication, describing the cave, the promise
which it held out of important results, and the memoir on the 4th of May and 22nd of June,
cave-discoveries which I had already made. I 1859, and of Mr. Prestwich‘s celebrated “ Somme
urged the necessity of a “ combined effort among Valley " memoir, in the Philosophical Tmnsaclions
geologists to organize operations for having it on the 26th of May, the case of primeval man was
satisfactorily explored, before mischief is done by established by two distinct lines of evidence.
untutored zeal and desultory work.” The Geolo \Vhat has been done since has been merely that
gical Society warmly espoused my recommendation, conﬁrmation of the facts by other observers which
and forwarded it to the Royal Society, which, on constitutes the touchstone by which the truths of

the 13th of May, gave a grant of 1001. for the
object. So hearty was the co-operatioh of men of
science on this occasion, that within little more
than twenty-four hours after the case was brought
forward, the means were provided to meet it. Miss
Burdett Coutts, with characteristic muniﬁcence,
contributed a large donation. A committee was
appointed to co-operate with me in London,
Sir Charles Lyell being a member; I had the
sole charge of laying down the plan, and giving

the instructions upon which the exploration was
to be conducted by Mr. Pengelly, of whom I am
bound to say, that never, I believe, was an inquiry
of the kind carried out with greater care, zeal and
ability than by him. Mr Prestwich took charge
of the ﬁnancial and business details, and the inves

tigation of some of the physical phenomena. W'ben
suﬂicient progress had been made, Prof. Ramsay
and myself proceeded to Torquay, early in Sep
tember, to examine the evidence. Mr. Pengelly
produced excellent and trustworthy data. I iden
tiﬁed the fossil bones, determined the ﬂint-imple
ments, and drew up the preliminary Report, in which

it was announced that human industrial remains
occurred in the Brixham cave, indiscriminately mixed
with bones of rhinoceros, hyaena, and other extinct
forms, in the undisturbed ochreous cave-earth, and
that we had failed to discover that they had been

introduced by different agencies or at different
times. That Report, dated the 9th of September,
1858, was adopted by the Geological Society, and
passed on to the Royal Society, which, on the
strength of the results arrived at, gave another

grant of 100l. to prosecute the researches.

The

facts became generally known to the Fellows of narrative; and it cannot be permitted that the
the Royal and Geological Societies during the broad line of demarcation which separates their
month of October, 1858, and excited lively interest; peculiar labours from the researches of original
and from that period dates the wane of scepticism observers should ever be confounded. Sir Charles
among scientiﬁc men in England respecting the Lyell struck in with the set of the current, to take
geological evidence of the antiquity of man as the up the question when it was launched as a proved
ootemporary of extinct animals. The documents case in 1859, and while Mr. Prestwich and myself
are ﬁled in the Geological Society which prove were still occupied in following up our inquiries.
that, from ﬁrst to last, I was the prime mover This alone should have made him scrupulously
in everything connected with the exploration of careful in his statements. He has written a
the Brixham cave, except the superintendence of work of 500 pages on the “antiquity of man." I
the excavations. The exploration was taken up have shown in what manner he has dealt in it
solely at my suggestion in connexion with my with the labours of those who were concerned most
cave researches, and for a speciﬁc object, of which in starting the question- I now invite Sir Charles

has been left on my mind by all that I have wit
nessed in this matter, I answer’ one of perplexed
doubt, shaping itself into only one conviction that
deserves the name of an opinion, namely, that
quite sufficient cause has been shown to demand
further patient and careful inquiry from those who
have the opportunity and the qualiﬁcations needed
for prosecuting it; that the facts alleged and the
number and character of the persons testifying to
them are such that real seekers for truth cannot
satisfy themselves by merely pooh-poohing them.

T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
P.S. I may add, to prevent erroneous infer

the settlement of the question of the age of the Lyell, or any one else on his behalf. to point out ences, that I never saw anything of what, for
human relics found in the “ Gower Caves " formed a single new fact, or one solitary special observa brevity, may be termed professedly supernatural
a part. The account given in the ‘Antiquity of tion, which he has contributed bearing on the (so to speak) substances, such as “hands,” or the
Man’ is such a grave misstatement of the case immediate subject of the proofs of the " antiquity like, but only professedly supernatural movements
that the only excuse for it is that Sir Charles Lyell of man.” There may be many such: I am of natural substances.

may never have taken the pains to consult the curious to know what they are, and where they
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THE PALIMPSET OF URANIUS.
55, Upper Berkeley Street, March 31, 1863.

I do not think that Mr. Eliot Hodgkin's letter,
in your last paper, throws any light upon the
dispute about the present or former passage in
the so-called Palimpsest of Uranius. On the con
trary, it only makes the statements of M. Simoni
dos and his friends more unintelligible, if possible,
than they were before. For what are the various
readings which we now have on authority! They
are the following'.—
1. Lycurgus‘s reading (whence I do not know)—
AAAONKATEMHNIAEANE llOY.
2. The text, according to Mr. Hodgkin
A \ \wNwE EhlolA-KEIEHOY.
3. The same text as read by Simonides (on
Mr. Hodgkiu‘s authority)
AAAQNQEEMOIAOKEIZUOY.
4. The text as road by Simonides in the Mcmnon,
"an antiquarian journal of which Simonides is
editor, published at Munich, in Greek and Ger
man"-—
'

E[N]TP[I]2[I] 2YN[E[‘PA]\Y[A] BIBAO[I]2
KAI [a]: E.\l[0]l A[()K]E[l]

THE
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cites me as representing the identity in the forms
of certain fossil and existing Foraminifem, “ agree
ably with the Darwinian hypothesis, as a case ‘ of

the genetic continuity between the Foraminifera
of successive geological periods, graduating back
wards to the period when they began to descend
from a common original.‘ " I should be glad to be
informed of the page of my book from which this
professed citation is taken; I am unable to iden
tify it with anything I have written. That I do
regard the repetition of identical forms through a
succession of geological epochs as indicative of
continuous genetic descent is most true; and I
have always understood this, so far from being
“an astounding hypothesis," to be the doctrine
current among our most esteemed palzrontologists.
Surely the derivation of a certain number of the
Mollusks at present inhabiting the Mediterranean,
by direct continuity of descent from the identical
types whose shells are entombed in the Tertiary
formations of its shores, is a fact as well estab
lished as the derivation of the existing races of
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Mr. Frith (having been relieved from Mr. Gam
bart's three great pictures of London Life) is now
free to proceed at once with Her Majesty‘s com
mission. The price to be paid by the Queen for this
marriage picture is 3,0006. Mr. Flatou, proprietor
of ‘The Railway Station,‘ by the same artist, has
purchased the right to engrave the wedding pic
ture for the large sum of 5,0001. Such prices are

quite sensathmaL-are certainly without example
in the artistic world.
Messrs. Marion 8: Co., of Soho @uare, have
published a whole-length photographic portrait of
the Queen, in state robes of black moire-antique,
and diademed. This study was taken shortly before
Her Majesty's bereavement by the late Mr. Clifford,
of Madrid, photographer to the Queen of Spain—
who specially sent him to execute it. The likeness
is highly characteristic, and the pose of the ﬁgure
digniﬁed. This photograph has been reproduced
by Messrs. Cundall & Co. as a visiting-card
portrait.

Mr. Mitchell, of Bond Street, has produced two
Men from those which peopled the globe during timely
engravings of the Prince and Princess of
the pro-historic period. And I am at a loss to see

what other evidence of genetic connexion Palaeon
tology can ever supply, than that afforded by con
nearly obliterated by age that only a few of the tinuity, either of identical forms, or of forms
undergoing a modiﬁcation so gradational as to
letters (in that passage) are clearly legible."
5. The text as it appears in Dindorf's (sup exclude the idea of new speciﬁc creations. If
your
reviewer prefers to suppose that new types of
pressed) edition, which Simonides asserts to have
been an intentional mis-reading on the part of the Foraminifera originate from time to time out of the
German scholar, but which we know was edited “ ooze,” under the inﬂuence of “ polar forces," he
“The words in the original are, it is stated, so

‘Vales. The work is by Mr. \Villiam Holl, after
photographs by Mr. M ayall. Produced in a hurry
to catch the market,—the plates bear the date of
Osborne, March 14, l863,—they are bold, bright,
and effective in a high degree. Mr. Mitchell, we
may add, has been appointed Bookseller and Pub
lisher to the Prince and Princess of ‘Vales.

by Dindorf from a copy supplied to him by Simo

Mr. Bennett's design for the Casket in which
has, of course, a right to his opinion; though by the Freedom of the City is to be presented to the

author of that article has fallen.—

justiﬁes the anti-Darwinian inference, that how

most naturalists such "spontaneous generation" Prince of Wales, and for which 250i. has been voted
nides himself—
by the Corporation, is in the cinque-cento style, to
Tdg Ev ni'n/ Baoihiwv dvaypaodg rig rpei'; of rotalines and nummulites will be regarded as a be executed in gold of various tints and enamel of
ova/a’: ma [.iiBhovc, rd; d5 rim dpxirpa'wv xnl far more “astounding hypothesis" than the one for the proper colours. The front is divided into three
rd roi'lrwv mipqm rig ril/re, rd; 6% r4311 Az'yi'i which it is offered as a substitute. But I hold panels, on the centre of which, on a ground of royal
1r-ruuv oin'jo'ug‘, rd; ml pzihhov n31! dhkwv tar,’ that mine is the more scientific, as being con blue enamel, are shields bearing the arms of the
formable to the fact that Foraminifera do pro
lpﬂv idiav orroudaiag, rig,‘ H.
pagate their kind with more or less of modiﬁca Prince and Princess of “Tales; above this appears
I leave scholars to judge whether the above tion; whilst his is not supported by any evidence the Prince’s Crown of State in gold enamel and
passage could have been edited from any such that rotalines or nummulites ever originate spon jewels. The right-hand panel contains the arms
fragments as Simonides now describes; and ordi‘ taneously, either in “ ooze " or anywhere else.
of the City of London, that on the left the arms
nary readers to draw the natural inference from
3. Under the inﬂuence of his foregone conclu of Rose, Lord Mayor. The casket is supported by
the various modiﬁcations of the text above stated.
sion that I have accepted Mr. Darwin as my four sea-horses, above which appear masks of Nep
I will only add, that it does not appear when “the master and his hypothesis as my guide, your tune. The whole is surmounted by a ﬁgure of
Memno'n version" wasﬁrst made public.
reviewer represents me as blind to the signiﬁcance Britannia with her trident, guarded by the lion and
W. S. W. Vsox.
of the general fact stated by me, that “ there has unicorn. The back will also be divided into three
been no advance in the foraminiferous type from panels, the centre to contain an appropriate inscrip
the palzeozoic period to the present time " But tion,and those on each side the monogram (A.E.A.)
DR. CARPENTER AND HIS REVIEWER.
for such a foregone conclusion, he would have of the Prince and Princess of Wales. The work,
.
University of London, March 80, 1868.
WmLs'r thanking you for the honour conferred recognized in this statement the expression of my we believe, cannot be executed for the sum named;
upon my ‘ Introduction to the Study of the Fora conviction that the present state of scientiﬁc but Mr. Bennett is willing to forego proﬁt for the
minifera’ by the elaborate review of it contained evidence, instead of sanctioning the idea that the sake of producing a creditable work of Art.
in your last number, I must beg to be allowed to descendants of the primitive type or types of
Mr Winwood Reade has arrived in London from
correct some misapprehensions into which the Foraminifern. can ever rise to any higher grade, the Gaboon. The traveller has brought back a

large collection of notes and experiences, which he

ever widely they diverge from each other and from is preparing for the press.
the probable derivation of all the divergent forms their originals, they still remain Foraminifera.
That a man of letters should succeed to the
I cannot but regret that in his anxiety to warn vacant chair of the Museum Trust will appear to
of Foraminifera from a few family types, and the
possible derivation even of these from a common your readers against the heterodox tendencies of all men of letters right and ﬁtting; no one, there
original, your reviewer remarks: “ \Ve here dis my treatise, your reviewer should have passed by fore, will be surprised to hear that Mr. Disraeli
cern the inﬂuence of Mr. Darwin‘s volume on the the question whether the classiﬁcation proposed by has been elected in the place of Lord Lansdowne.
mind of the writer”; and he is further “led to my coadjutors and myself as a substitute for the It is more important, perhaps, to notice the charity
question whether a like inﬂuence may not have artiﬁcial system of M. D'Orbiguy, previously in which in this case has induced politicians to forget
affected Dr. C.‘s conclusions and expressions as to vogue, is really founded on natural principles. that Mr. Disraeli is a Tory, and that Lord Lans
1. After quoting my general conclusions as to

the nature of the species and genera of ante

The fact that the Royal Society has honoured downe was a \Vhig.

cedent investigators and classiﬁers of Forami my individual labours in this ﬁeld by the award of
nifera.” So far is this from being the fact, that one of the royal medals in 1861, might have been

these conclusions had been arrived at by my expected to secure for them a trial before any
coadjutors and myself before the publication of scientiﬁc tribunal upon some fairer issue than their
Mr. Darwin's ‘Origin of Species,’ and in utter supposed tendency to Darwinism.
WILLIAM B. Csnrnsrss.
ignorance of his views; and any one who may
take trouble to refer to my Address as President of

Mr. Beresford Hope, President of the Architec
tural Museum, inaugurated the new session of that

body, on Tuesday week, by an address in which he
reviewed the “Condition and Prospects of Archi
tectural Art." The address was extremely interest

ing, especially to admirers of Gothic work, which
the audience at South Kensington unquestionably

the Microscopical Society in 1855, and to the ﬁrst

of my memoirs on this group in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1856, will see that even at that

OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

THE Trustees of the National Gallery have re

were. Mr Hope announced that no prizes would
be given this summer; the comparisons of the
International Exhibition having shown the serious

period I was far on the road to them. The ques cently come into possession of Mr. Lewis's be
tion of the variability of species is one to which quest of 10,000l. The will was a little singular.

deﬁciencies of our students in some branches of

Mr. Lewis left a portrait of his father, “ Gentle
man Lewis," the well-known comedian, a crony of
George the Fourth, to the nation, and on condition
of its acceptance by the Trustees, he bequeathed
the 10,0001. in money, to be applied in the ﬁrst
ﬁnding in the group of Foraminifera an entirely instance in taking due care of the picture, and
new and valuable body of material for the prosecu afterwards as the authorities shall agree. The
tion of this inquiry, was one of my chief reasons money, we understand, has been funded, and the
proceeds of it, about 3001. a year, will be applied
for applying myself to the systematic study of it.

crease, and a higher range of prizes will be given
next year for superior work. The reasons adduced
made this step appear a wise one. Next Tuesday
evening, Mr. G. J. Wigley, a gentleman who is
considered an authority on everything relating to
architecture in Jerusalem, will lecture ‘ On Medi
reval Studies in Palestine.‘
From Mr. Hyde Clarke, of whom our readers last

my attention was very early directed by Dr.
Pritchard; during more than a quarter of a cen
tury I have taken every opportunity of gaining
information in regard to it from zoologists, botan
ists and palzeontologists; and the expectation of

2. In the succeeding paragraph your reviewer generally for the good of the collection.

culture; but the prize funds will be allowed to in

heard as opening a railway to Ephesus, we have
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THE

news of the discovery, at Samos, of the foundations
of the famous Temple of Juno. Excavations have

ATH ENJEUM
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were furnished with objects of science and art. 1 prize of 101. for the best, and a second prize of 51.
Mr. Buckland and Capt. Coles, perhaps, found, for the next best, work executed after Raphael's

been conducted on the spot by Prof. Strack, for the largest number of spectators; the ﬁrst by his , ‘ Boy bearing Doves,’ in the cartoon of ‘,The Beau
the Berlin Museum. Nothing of value turned up tanks for the artiﬁcial breeding of salmon and, tiful Gate.’—12. Ornament, in the same, one
for the Prussian collection, but the diggings laid
bare a great number of columns of the Heraaum,
renowned in ancient time as one of the Seven
\Vonders, so as to develope to a large extent the
form, size and character of the temple. The bases

trout, the second by his model of the fEIDOUSi prize of 51. for the best, and a second prize of 31.
cupola ship, Among minor attractions were Prof. ‘I for the next best, work executed after arabeaquea
Maxwell's apparatus for viewing the mixed colours , by Lucas van Leyden, 1528, and coloured accord

of the columns are found about twelve feet below

number of relics and memorials of Linnaeus, includ metal, one prize of 51. for the best, and a second
prize of 31. for the next best, work executed after a
ing some autographs, busts and medals.
Monsieur Nadault de Buffon, the grand-nephew majolica plate in the South Kensington Museum,
of the great naturalist, whose name he has assumed , 1490. -— l4. Ornament, engraving on glass, one
and whose correspondence be edited, is about to prize of 51. for the best, andasecond prize of 31. for
bring out a second edition of the latter publication, the next best, work executed after arabesqua by
and is anxious to make, through these pages, a. Lucas van Le den, 1528, engraved the height of
‘last appeal to the collectors of autograp11 letters, the photograph; and if round a glass or goblet,
for copies or information. Bulfon passed several repeated so as to be not less than 9 inches long
years of his youth in England, and preserved when stretched out.—15. Ornament in embroi
during his life most of the friends of his youth dery, one prize of 51. for the best, and a second
and corresponded diligently with most of them. i prize of 31. for the next best, work executed after
Is it possible that so much can have been entirely , a German example in the Green Vaults at Dres
lost, and that the only letters of Buﬁ'on known‘ den. The works will be the property of the pro
in England are those to the Abbé Leblanc now in . ducers, but will be retained for exhibition, in Lon
the British Museum? M. Nadault de Buffon is, don and elsewhere, for such length of time as the

the surface; they are numerous and of gigantic size.

For the present, we hear that these interesting
works are stopped, awaiting instructions and funds

from Prof. Strack.
Mr. Glaisher has commenced the balloon ascents
for which a sum of money was appropriated last

year by the British Association.
The collection of the National Portrait Gallery

--which is to be thrown open to the public on
Monday next-continues to increase notwithstand

ing the difficulties that seem to beset it. Since the
period of our last record the Trustees have pur
chased several authentic portraits of distinguished
men ; but only two or three of the number deserve

notice as works of Art.

A clever miniature of

of the spectrum; Mr. Crooke’s specimens of metal , ing to the taste of the pu‘nter.—13. Ornament,
thallium ; Mr. Olley's chrome-photographs; and a inlays in wood (marquetry, or buhl), ivory or

Council may think desirable. The exhibitors are
Dr. Wolcott, more generally known as Peter Pindar, also anxious to ascertain if it be possible to ﬁnd in , required to state in each case the price at which
by Lethbridge, is a truthful but very favourable England any trace of the family of a Mr. Hinck- 1 their works may be sold, or if sold previous to
transcript of that selﬁsh man and unsparing writer. man, tutor to the Duke of Kingston, as it was Mr. exhibition, at what price they would be willing to
As a piece of rich and honest painting, it is deserv Hinckman who induced Buﬂ‘on to become a natu- , produce a copy.
ing of high praise. Bishop Horsley, the opponent ralist. Any information will be thankfully received
of Priestley, also by Lethbridge, the miniature by M. Nadault do Buﬁ‘on, directed either to him- ‘ MR. GIIEMAR‘S EXHIBITION of the ROYAL FAMILIES
ENGLAND and DENMARK.—|’OrtrniM of The Queen, the
Kinter, has likewise found a place in the Gallery. self at Chalon-sur-Saone, or to the care of Messrs. of
Prince and Princess of Wales, lilo-sins, comprising Flﬁfr‘ll]! Pho
1 tographic Pictures and Drawings, executed h Mr; Ghémar,
ing Henry the Eighth, a small square picture on Williams &. N orgate, London.
from actual sittings, are NOW U.\ V IEW at the REhCll GAL
copper, is from the Lee Priory Collection, and
\Vs hear that Mr. C. W. Heckethorn, a Swiss, LERY. 12'', Pall Mall lFirst Floors-Admission II. NB.
welcome as one of a class of portraits in which the gentleman residing in London, who some years‘ I'Inch visitor will be presented with a Portrait of the Prince-of
\\ also. cuts dc vilitc sire.
Gallery has hitherto been somewhat deﬁcient. ago published by subscription a metrical version of ,
The swarthy countenance of King Charles the Tegner's ‘ Frithiof Saga,‘ is preparing a new and 1 Mr. EDMUND YATES'S INVITATIONS to Et'ENING
l’A R'l'IEb and the SEAFIDR-A Sl’lRlT-RAPPINO SEA NCE.
Second, in large black wig, with steel cuirsss and improved edition of his work for the press. \Ve An
entirely New Part entitled ‘Twenty Minutes with a Medium,‘
hurls-cu on EAMTl'IlI M0)‘ I)A\',und every Evenins. Medium,
buff sleeves, is shown to considerable advantage in may fairly expect to see a great increase of interest will
Mr. \‘atcs; "isitor. .\lr. Power. There will also be seven] newv
a cleva' bust-portrait by Mrs. Beale, whose imita in all kinds of Scandinavian literature during the arrivals at the Seaside. To commence at s; Saturdays at 3.
Mulls, 34.; Area, 20.; Balcony, lo.
Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.
tions of Lely frequently pass for the work of her next twenty years.
master himself. General Monk, poor as a picture,
A MORNIXG in MEXICO-—Ml liﬁccnt and exquirilc EX
Mr. A. J. Syrnington, author of ‘Pen and Pen HIIHTIUN
of (‘ERARHC STAT E’I‘TES, illnstrattnl Lift.
but valuable as a piece of accurate portraiture, cil Sketches of Faroe and Iceland.‘ has been elected , Manners. Customs
and Costumes in Mexico. ()pnn duly,fro_m
resembles in many respects a well-known miniature a Founder-Member of the Royal Society of 1 Ten to Six. Gallery, 61%. Newman-street, Uxford-strect-Adnus
Saturdays,
Descriptive Catalogue. In. 64.:
‘
sion.is.
of him by Cooper. Lord Chesterfield, taken at acom Northern Antiquities of Copenhagen, of which the \‘isitors under l-‘iﬂccn. including
ll.
paratively early period of life, and probably before

present King of Denmark is President.
SCIENCE
The Council of the Society of Arts have agreed
to offer ﬁfteen prizes for the following subjects:—
SOCIETIES.
ROYAL-March 26.—General Sabine, President,
traits by Hoare, of Bath, by whom this also was 1. The Human Figure in has-relief, in modelling
in
terra-cotta,
plaster,
or
wax,
one
prize
of
101.
for
were read:
painted. The round, placid countenance of Richard
.in the chain-The following pa
son, the author of‘ Clarissa Harlowe,‘ with a pimple the best, and a. second prize of 51. for the next ‘On a Simple Formula and Practical Rule for
on his cheek, just sufficient to mark identity, best, work executed after Raphael’s design of the calculating Heights Baromstrically without Lo
without producing a disagreeable effect, is highly ‘Three Graces.’—2. Ornament in has-relief, in garithms,‘ and, ‘ Bessol‘s Hypsometric Tables, as
the commencement ofhis celebrated Letters, is a clear
and well-painted picture, superior both in colour and
in drawing to the other more generally known por

favourable as a specimen of Highmore’s powers; the same, one prize of 51. for the best, and a second corrected by Plantamour, reduced to English Mea
whilst another portrait, exhibiting the ﬁery eye prize of 31. for the next best, work executed after sures, and recalculated,’ by A. J. Ellis.—‘Re'
and ﬂexible mouth of Dick Steele, with a sudden arabesques by Lucas van Leyden.—3. The Human searches in the Chemical Constitution of Narcotine,
movement of the head, affords a striking con Figure as a has-relief, in repoussé work in any. and of its Products of Decomposition,’ Part 1., by
trast both in character and treatment to the former metal, a prize of 101. for the best, and a secondl A. Matthiessen and G. C. Foster.—‘ Postscript to
picture. Richardson, the painter, is certainly not prize of 51. for the next best, work executed after ‘ a Paper on the Formation of Fibrin from Albu
seen to advantage in this picture, for the conception Raphael's ‘Three Gmces.’—4. Ornament, in the \ men,’ by A. H. Smee, jun.——‘On Diffusion of
and execution are by no means fairly balanced. same, one prize of 51. for the best, and a second Vapours : a Means of distinguishing between Ap
Bishop Burnet puts in an appearance through a prize of 31. for the next best, work executed after i:parent and Real Vapo ur Densities of Chemical
heavilyshadowed picture, by Riley.
He has a a Flemish salver in the South Kensington Museum, ‘ Compounds,‘ by J. A. \Vanklyn and J. Robinson.
sullen and obstinate look; neither the eyes nor date about 1670.—5. Ornament, in hammered
BunionAacnnonocicxnAssocI.\'r1o$.-—March
form of the lips would prepossess any one very work, in iron, brass, or copper, one prize of 51. for
strongly in his favour. He wears the blue mantle the best, and a second prize of 31. for the next best, 25.-—T. J. Pettigrcw, V.P., in the chair.—J. H.
and insignia of the Chancellor of the Order of the work executed after an iron German arabesque, Challis and the Chairman (for the time beingl of‘
Garter. Many of the pictures in the Gallery are about 1520, in the South Kensington Museum. 1 the Library Committee of the Corporation of Lon
now hung of necessity in the darkest places —-6. The Human Figure in has-relief, in carving ' don were elected Associates.—'1'he Chairman exhi
between the windows, and several of the smaller in ivory, one prize of 101. for the best, and a second ‘ bited a Charter, 15 Edw. III., giving to the Prior
terra-cotta
of 51. for
ascribed
the next
to best,
Luca work
della executed
Robbin, about
after and Convent De Bello ‘Loco (Newstead) the manor
and very interesting portraits are put out of sight aprize
of North Muskham, Notts.—Mr. Wentworth ex
round the corner of a projecting wall, where few
persons would think of looking for them. The 1420.—7. The Human Figure in metal chasing, hibited a Placita in an action at Nisi Price, 31
term-outta bust of Oliver Cromwell has been one prize of 101. for the best, and a second prize of Edw. 111., Joan Voy, of Pontefract, versus Sir
A150
carefully cleaned, and is worthy of being seen in a 51. for the next best, work executed aftera reduced i Peter De Maulay, of Doncaster, Knt.
better light. The pictures and busts now amount copy of Gibson's ‘ Psyche.’—8. Ornament, in the ‘ an Inquisitio post Mortem, with regard to the
same, one prizeof 51. for the best, and a second prize estate of the same Joan "0y, dated 43 Edw. III.
to 159 in number.
31. for the next best, work executed after a —Mr. Gunston exhibited two Bone Tubes, app?
The Royal Botanic Society of London com of
rently the handles of large implements, found in
menced their Spring Exhibitions for 1863 on bronze plaque in the South Kensiugton Museum. Egypt; one was carved with rings and a band of
—9. The Human Figure in enamel painting on
Saturday last. The weather was ﬁne, and the
show attractive. The second and third exhibitions metal, copper, or gold, one prize of 101. for the eyelet-holes, the other with triangles and cross
best and a. second prize of 51. for the next best, lines. Mr. Gunston also exhibited a small Bone
will take place on April 11 and 25.
work executed after Raphael's design of the ‘Three . Haft, of early date, incised on each side with two
The ﬁrst Evening Reception at the Royal Graces,’ executed in grisailIa-IO. Ornament in ,lines of chevrons, found in Clerkenwell, and a
Society was held by General Sabine, President, on grisaille, one prize of 51. for the best, and a second triangular blade of bone, probably a spatula, found
Saturday last, at Burlington House. A goodly prize of 31. for the next best, work executed after with Roman antiquities in Southwark.-—Mr.Cla
company of literary and scientiﬁc celebrities a German arabesque, 16th century. -——11. The ‘ rence Hopper forwarded a notice ﬁxing the date
honoured the General‘s invitation, and the rooms Human Figure, in painting on porcelain, one of the decease of Bogo De Clare, 23 Edw. L, a
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man of large property, whose daily expenditure ness and purity.—Mr. E. J. Cobbett's The Pro-' Boddington school, so called.
This picture is
had been laid before the Association as illustrative poaul(38) is imperfect: the head being too large, assimilated to such works in subject, but is far
of the domestic manners of that reign, by the the ﬁgure dumpy, and the textures, with all their ‘ more careful in execution; in fact, its feeling is
Rev. Mr. Hartshorne. He possessed the fruits of dash, heavy; yet the character is good-a girl more honest. —The Lodge, Kippington Park, Seren
Thatcham and Chieveley, Berks, which upon his meditating over a written offer of marriage.—1n oaks (44), by Mr. W. S. Rose,—a true park en
decease passed to Nicholas, Bishop of Sarum.—Dr. Mr. J. Finnie's Gossips (59) are two north-country trance with its pretty lodge,—is a little painty in
Lee exhibited a Chinese Teapot, representing vari people; a man, seated on a wall, and a market ‘execution, yet has such a brightness, clesrness
ous fruits, seeds, &c., peculiar to the reign of woman, having a chat; both of them ill-favoured, ‘ and dainty touch that it ought not to be overlooked
Kang-Hi (1661-1723). They are beautifully mo but showing expression.—Mr. J. S. Cavell‘s The when we are seeking for creditable and pleasant
delled.—Mr. Coming exhibited a Chinese model, Wooclhome (67), a little girl busy in chopping wood pictures.—Mr. J. F. Hnrdy’s Chqnlow Castle, with.
in porcelain, of the Capsule of the Hibiscus, most from a small forest stored up, is cleverly painted; ‘ (he li'ymlcIiZHSQ) gives a fine idea of that noble
naturally modelled-Mr. Baskcomb exhibited a rendering interior eﬂ'ect felicitously, although rather site; is a little dry and thin in colour and ban
German Tobacco-pipe, of the close of the reign of ﬂatly. The girl is capitally studied-see the tone 1 dling; its look of air and that somewhat rare quality
the
Leo old 1., which, from the armorial bearings, of (poipur on ﬁler p‘i,nafore.—-Like Messrs. Cobbett ‘ of the painter's which enables him to
innie
rv . Bromley takes small heed of whole of a scene or subject are so well marked
woud appear to have belonged to him.—-Miss an
Westmacott exhibited a pair of Snufi'ers of the beauty; acbordingly, his Village School (69) has that we gladly call attention to it.—Mr. V. Cole's
Elizabethan period.—Mr. Gunston produced a pair all the variety of action seen in merry children, Road over the Heath (95) will hardly satisfy his
executed from the same mould, having a head of but not one pretty creature on the canvas.— admirers or soothe their fears that his undeniable
Mercury, with a medallion proﬁle above, guilloche Decidedly the best ﬁgure picture here is by Mr. skill and love of nature may degenerate into man
border, foliage,-—and Mr. Vere Irving exhibited a Hayllar, “Sugar? " (163),—a lady with tea-equipage i nerism. The scene is a sunny, sandy, far-spanning
pair of a later period, found in Lanarkshire,~—and before her, leaning back in her seat to consult' heath, from whose heights we look over distant
Mr. Cuming read a paper ‘ On the "arious Kinds of some visitor’s taste. This is painted with dash, counties; to the left is the ever-recurring group of
Ancient Snuﬁ'ers.’—Mr. T. Wright read a paper, :piarit, and the consent of action and accessories pines against the sky. Brilliant as this picture is,

written by the Chairman, ‘On Thuribles,’ giving

eve-28331121 ‘313531511810 did‘ fiini‘drwlilé r l‘ﬁiiiilibiily i‘; ii'ihﬁf; °.i?..“2;':::“:::,";:.:€

their history, and an account of the most remark
able specimens in gold, silver, copper, bronze and

artist may suffer through that very quality.

terra-cotta.—Several examples were produced by
Mr. Pettigrew, Mr. Forman, Mr. Fitch and others.
INSTITUTE or BuITxsn Ancnnecrs-March
23.—W. Tite, M.P., President, in the chain-A

paper was read by the Rev. J. L. Petit, M.A., ‘ On
rthe Abbeys of Ireland,’ illustrated by original
sketches.

The

show the mechanism of mere execution to be over

face is rathertooportrait-like tobeexcellent,but its » coming his love of truth and nature.—Mr. Holli
expression is crisp and fresh. The wall declarations
and tea-service are singularly well done. Notice
the fawn-brown of the gown, and its harmonies
throughout the picture. Other pictures by this
artist, as Nos. 48 and 294, are discreditable to his
ability in their excessive ﬂimsiness.—Contrast the

‘ day's Foss Novyn on the Conway (107) shows that
deep track of the’immemorial stream that has been
eaten through rocks and amongst boulders mossed
I and streamer-hung, lichen-stained, and, shaded
from the sun by trees of brilliant green. It is
rare indeed to ﬁnd a landscape so good as this,

style of the last picture wigh that of Mr. Hurl- ‘ so solidly and vigorously painted, with such a line

INSTITUTION or Crvn. Excmnns.—March 31.
—J. Fowler, Esq., V.P., in the chair-—The paper
read was ‘ On Structures in the Sea, without Col'fer

stone's Al Seville (207), a . panish woman with appreciation for nature, such care in rendering
the inevitable fun. Get to a little distance and that appreciation, and such power to do it justice.
see what Mr. Hurlstone means by all those smears , Notice the clear shadows on the walls of rock, the

Dams; with a Description of the Works of the

and patches of colour; this done, the whole work ‘ rich, deep colouring of the mosses and lichens on
falls into a keeping that entitles the artist to be the boulders, the pure, swift stream's effect upon its

xﬁylvl Albert Harbours at Greenook,’ by Mr. D.
1 er.

ROYAL IusTiTvTToN.-Jan. 30.—Sir H. Hol

styled, as he has been, a Birmingham Velasquez.
E1‘ or a strong contrast, go a little further ‘on, _to
. r._ P. R. Morrlss Butterfly Days (214), with its
timid execution, real feeling for childish beauty
and sentiment, free from sentimentality. Here
is a child, hat m hand, chasing a butterﬂy under

‘ bed, and the sheeny swirl where it passes the rocks,
; the blue sky-reflections on the surface. So far as
‘ literal translatiori goes, this picture, completely
different as it 18, is equal to that by Mr. Apthony.
It has the pathos that comes out of ﬁdelity, but
‘ not the pathos of human thought added to that:

land, Bart, V.P., in the chair.—‘ On the Points
of Contact between Science and Art,’ by Cardinal
\Visemsn.
Feb. 20.—-H. B. Jones, M.D., Honorary Secre summer trees and sky. This work is exceedingly
tary, in the chair.—‘ On recent Discoveries at pretty and bright; the ﬂesh, in‘the shaded ‘side of ;
Jerusalem.’—"l‘he Temple Area and the Fortress 1 3h? face especially, rather thin in handlmg—a(
Antonia,I by the Rev. G. Williams.
e 8112;} the yopnbg arltisthinay‘ overclppllle. 1.Amgther 1
March 6.—Sir H. Holland Bart., V.P., in the eirtjp en}: yzor
y rt; Oﬂ'IS we at‘ fpsceo ere,
chair.—‘ On the Photographic Transparency of a oug 1 18 a coas scene-—bngh 0
1e mm \
Bodies, and on the Photographic Spectra of the (672); a large, brilliant moon is about to pass ‘
Elementary Bodies,’ by W. A. Miller, M.D.
behind a climbing bank of clouds; her light makes
March 13._The Rev. J. Barlow, V.P., in the a long wake towards us.
i
chair.—‘ On Fogs and Fog Signals, by J. H. Glad
Mr. F. G. Price's Tuning-up (614), an old i
stone, Ph.D.
amateur tuning his violin, showing to us the cun- i
ning eye and the wise and sidelong ear as he tests
INsTrTcTs or AcTnsmns.—Ma1-ch 30.—C. Jel

hence its inferiority in conception and per
formance.

_

‘

Mr. T. Colliers On the Ll1'H'll?/,.N. Wales (‘148),
a black cloud overI? supny scene, is thinly painted
to egpess , 1it isbt terte (‘are _a hgtle wteak angle ova;

ng m co our, u 1 s eehng or us ure is you
challenge. The eﬂ‘ect is excellent.-—Mr. H. Moore
sometimes paints with careless pretension that is
pitiable; his Ripefor the Sickle (109), the edge of a
cornﬁeld, with the corn wind-tossed and tawny in
the sun, is exceedingly beautiful and true. The
vista 'of a path and removed trees is worthy of

licoe, Esq., President, in the chair.—‘ 0n the Rela

“'2- st'iig" l’ i mpitilkix‘mlffihexpmiii“ 3 3°“??? it“??? a’???hfﬁilli'li. "1H“1' “if”

tion of the Carlisle Table to the Government,
the
'strar General's and other Tables of Mor

lean‘and thoughtful features, the set mouth, as very ‘ the boughs of which are seen the sunny coi'nﬁelds

tality,’ by Mr. Jardinc Henry.

noice

esy,rywrmesan

eeyes,

egy

r..an,u

uyoa

characteristic. There is bright and pleasant colour ' and distant purple-grayish hills.

w

uner

One laments the

in this picture.—Mr. R. ’l‘ucker’s Preparing the 1 artist has not handled it with greater purity of
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mos.
Trrs.
‘Win.
-—
_

Fm.

-

Entomol
cal, 7.
Royal Ins itution. m-General Monthly Meeting.
Photographic, 8.
Gruphic, 8.
Society of Arts. 8.—‘Sswing Machine; its History and
Progr
’ Mr. Alexander.
Microscop cal, 8.
Archwologicsl Association 8).?‘ Discovery at Priory of
St. John the Baptist, Holywcll, Shorsditch.‘ Mr. Long;
‘Queen Eleonora (.‘ross at Nor'thnm ton,‘ Rev. C. l .
Hnrtshorne: ‘A Holy Ecpulchrc, (l
onbury Abbey,‘
M r. Syer Cunning.
Astronomical] s.

Archmologicul Institute, 4.
FINE

ART.

SOCIETY OF BRITISH .mTIs'rs.

Nd: (701) is a scene in a ﬁsherman‘s house. The colour; yet the work is strong, bright and sugges
subject, a Devonshire lass and her lover, having a i tive. If its style had been weaker, we should
quiet ﬂirtation, while she mends her father's nets, 1 have hoped better from the artist in future.
is excellently painted. Outside the doorway we SIm'ng-time (341), by Mr. G. H. Boughton, is by

catch a glimpse of the Devon coast, the sea, and i an artist whose little picture attracted attention at
its cliﬂ‘s in sunlight. There is a pleasant homeliness ', the British Institution—-(l Passing into the Shade‘).
about the girl’s face which is pleasant-Mr. J. T. This is wrought in the same almost French manner.
Lucas has another Fisherman‘: Daughter (282), i A girl is sowing seed in a newly-ploughed ﬁeld.
showing some beauty, study of nature and hril- The feeling for tone, the sober, rich expressive

liancy.
Foremost among the landscapes as a work of
art is Mr. Anthony's Langham Castle, Carnwrthenshirc (400), a coast-castle, which rears its tail
grey tlowers, round ffgmse su?:1:(itsbthehrich,hdark

nee-s, and softness of execution which mark this
1 little picture are pleasant to an artist‘s eye.—
1 A few other estimable pictures may he added to
‘ the above, A Farm. Yard (111), by Mr. A. Cor
bIou:;lJ,.has(.s{7u)|1ebwel1l\-IpainRtedPlLorses,_k—_A Doullitful

m a s r
eac, wence‘ cc to» I , y
r. .
ysic Jun. sows
THIS Exhibition is above the average The ivy cmgs,rlsmg
works of many young men appear on the walls, the tide has retired, leaving a ragged, stony ‘ spirit in treating canine character,—; kitte’n's visit
and give them a brighter character than we have wilderness; behind the fortress is a great swirl of to a kennel.-—-Mrs. Anderson's Still Life (245), dead
before noticed. Of ﬁgure pictures there are not raincloud, such as Mr. Anthony can paint per- game, peacock and fruit, has a commendalle
many which can pretend to take high rank; fectly, and glimpses of deep, pure blue sky with colour and rendering of texture.—Thc Woumlinl
The absolute truth Kile (367), by hir. J. C. Belly-such a ‘bird: with
amongst them observe Mr. J. Noble's Incident snowy masses heaped upon
from Pepys‘: Diary (N0. 26), showing the worthy and effective poetry of this work are proofs of ‘ an “'lJllI'Qd wing, screaming as he ﬂies,—1s gpintpg.
Vsingnlar
powers
possessed
by
the artist, and tri- —The Grand Canal, Venice (392), by
r.
.
diarist leading the Duchess of York, “fat Anne
Hyde,” to the door of Lcly‘s house, to whom she umphantly assert that Art can be poetic in ﬁde- ‘ Henry, renders very solidly and powerfully tha:
was to sit for a portrait. With an obsequious lity.—Mr. B. \V. Leader's Fine Morning in the ‘ often-painted soene.—Mr. T. F. \Vainewright‘s x
swing Pepys has taken the lady's hand, looking Llﬂl‘l‘ 'allcy (42) is an excellent work, removed, Summer Noon (694) is warm, truthful and bright
into her face with an expression that is a capital by the painter's love of nature, from the mecha- 1 in treatment.
m
nical treatment which has ruined the popular I’
rendering of character. The execution lacks bright
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Mademoiselle DOTTINI,

Finn-Am‘ Gossrr. —The French Exhibition ‘ garlands and religious emblems in coloured enamel
7 on a blue ground. The altar is known to be the
E work of L. del Tasso. “is cannot agree with Mr.
‘ Robinson that it was intended to be part of the
entire composition of the tribune; at any rate, if
twenty statuettes of animals, in bronze and plaster, so, it was not well designed. The tabernacolo,
by M. Hiihnel, of Dresden. Amongst these are also acquired, is probably by D. da Settignano.
hippopotami, lions roaring, sleeping, walking, and The area of the building is about 18 feet square,
lions of the Cape, and lionesses, girali‘es, camels, the height 37 feet to the summit of the cupola which
ostriches, cocks, eagles, stags and leopards.
‘ covers it; the marble high altar, standing detached
At Messrs. H. Graves's Rooms, in Pall Mall, within, is about 19 feet high, by 10 feet wide. “'8
may be seen a picture of the view from Richmond regret to see so large a space as this appropriated
Hill, by Mr. Cropsey.
Remembering who has in the museum to a confessedly second-rate work,
painted that scene, it is rather too much to be told not characteristic of a noble period, and deriving
representations
that this work isof“ the
far subject."
beyond allTurner,
former pictorial
for one, I its artvvalue from sculptures that might have been
placed singly with other details comprising the
did it indiiferently well. Judging this production . national collection. Surely a photograph or draw
by its own standard as a popular picture intended ‘ ing would suffice to show what the building was.
for engraving (by Mr. H. \Vallis) it has consider \Vould not casts of the best works of the true
able merit.
If, like most American landscape Renaissance, so often glorious, be more valuable
painters, the artist fails to render the pure brilli- i than such as the above and the clumsy Canton'a,
ancy, which is the most beautiful characteristic of also imported '1
colour, and so errs almost to paintiness, he has
"An old Reader,” referring to the Alhcnzrum'a
grasped the subject as a whole powerfully, and, with review of Mr. Benrose's ‘ Manual of Wood Carving'
the reservation stated, with some ﬁdelity. Ex- . (No. 1810), requests us to point out examples,
ceeding in solidity, this picture is yet various and accessible to the London wood-carver, which illus
rich, and ought to engrave well because it is in trate the period and style advocated by us. These
good tone. The shortcoming observable in this were the Early. and true, Renaissance, and best
work would, no doubt, have been avoided if the periods of Gothic carving, as being preferable to
painter, instead of executing it “ entirely from the commonly-styled Renaissance, the Rococo,
sketches made on the spot," had done the work Goutier, and merely imitative fashions of Gibbons
itself on the spot.
and the later Dutch school. It is not diﬁicult to
The awards of medals and honourable mentions satisfy our Correspondent. Most English cathe
to students of the Female School of Art at South i drals contain inimitable Gothic examples: at Wells
Kensington, have reached this year the fullest nuui- . a nearly perfect set of Mirerere seats exists, which
ber allowed by the Art Department, i. e. thirty. l may be taken as models; these have been photo
The recipients are named as under1-Medals, and graphed by Messrs. Cundall dt Downes. In West_
to compete for national medallions, Mrs. KempI minster Abbey (Henry the Seventh's Chapel) and
(2 medals); Misses E. Bradley, R. M. David, C. 2 St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, are many like and excel
Davis, C. Edwards, E. Fisher, H. Gransniore, :, lent works. In the South Kensington Museum is
S. Hull (2 medals), M. A. Holt, J. K. Humphreys \ a splendid collection of casts from wood and stone
(2 medals), E. Martin, M. Mason, C. Tripé and carvings (that are equally useful) of Gothic charac
H. \Vilkie-Medals only, Misses A. M. Abbot, ' ter, of all periods, from archaic, consummated or
A. E. Black, A. Challicc, K. Grose, C. Hull, F. over-ﬂorid character. We do not say, copy these;
Hall, J. Hodges, E. Harker, J. Laing, F. Red but study their spirit, and. informed thereby, go to
grave, E. Royal, E. A. Schutze and \V. A. \Valker Nature in answer to modern requirements. In the
('2 medals).——ilonourable mention, Mrs. Charles, same place are many Jacobian works that should
Misses A. Bradley, J. Hunter, J. Hands, A. Lush not be overlooked. Superb specimens of pure
ington, E. Miles, M. A. Philips, J. Snell, M. E. Renaissance are in another part of this Museum,
Slack, J. Warry and E. S. \Vestbrook.
in castings from Gliiberti’s Florentine doors,
The sale of Mr. Beckinghaiu's pictures, at Messrs. which the student may proﬁtably compare with
Christie dt Manson's, on Saturday last, produced the casts from real fruit and foliage exhibited by ‘
the following prices for noteworthy examples :— Mr. Brucciani, and the thin, hard. liney, but
Mr. T. Creswick, Haddon, The Old Bowling Green exquisitely ﬁnished works of M. de Triquetti, from
at Haddon, and A Pic-nic Party at Roslyn, 110 the “Madeleine Frieze," Paris,—all in the same
guineas (M‘Cracken),—Mr. P. F. Poole, Moun place. Not far from these are exquisite specimens,
tain Spring, 145 guineas,—Mr. R. Ansdell, Going in terracotta, &c., by Della Robbia, wood carvings
to the Lodge, 270 guinezw,-Mr. W. P. Frith, in quattro and cinquc-ccnto styles, cassmii. chests,
Measuring Heights, from lThe Vicar of \Vakc panels, &c. In the Crystal Palace are innumer
field,’ 800 guineas (Mr. Ellis),-Mr. T. S. Cooper, able casts of the most various and valuable cha
Summer, and companion, 325i. 10.9. (Sharpe),
racter. Let such as these be studied after heedful
Mr. T. Faed, Rest, I051. (Haigh).
observation of the works of Gibbons, of which
Workmen are now erecting in the North Court the churchwardens' pews in Allhallows Barking
at the South Kensington Museum the Tribune. or Church, Tower Street, are most elaborate; in St.
Cappclla M aggiore of the conventualchurch of Santa Paul‘s, his own, or made under his superintend
Chiara, Florence, which was originally erected in ence, is an enormous quantity; the old pulpit is
1493. As a complete specimen of a style which by Mowatt. At Hampton Court there is no end
is by no means desirable for imitation, this isa of such work. Of larger and exterior work much
valuable acquisition. It may serveas a warning remains in the City Halls, in Aldersgate Street,
only in its general character, although many of its Prince‘s Square, Finsbury (griiiins); at the Sir
details have extraordinary beauty. Mr. Robinson's Paul Pindar's Head, Bishopsgatc Street (a ceiling);
account of the edifice we condense thus. The con on the hammer-beams of Westminster Hall roof,
vent stood in the Via Santa Maria B.—Santo Spirito in Great Ormond Street and Queen Square, West
was suppressed early in this century; the portion minster (doorways). In Gothic diapers, Westmin
now imported was used until 1842, then formally ster Abbey is inexhaustible.
desecrated and converted intoa studio. The owner
began to sell portions of it, and a public appeal for
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
its preservation as a whole meeting with no response
—o—
in Florence, the complete structure was acquired
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA, COVENT GARDEN.
for South Kensington. All the ashlar stone facings
SEASON 1883.
of the interior, with the marble high altar, are now
Mr. GYE has the honour to announce to the h'obilit . Gent ,
and the Public, that the Open. Season 0 1863 w 1
being re-erected. It is supposed to have been built Subscribers,
“mmme °“
'rnnsosr nnx'r, April an,
by It Crrmaca, a follower of Brunellesco, and “ is
on which occasion will be performed Auber's celebrated Opera,
so entirely coincident in every line, form and
MASANIELLO.
detail with the corresponding parts of Brunellesco’s
churches S. Spirito and S. Lorenzo as to be a per The following is a List of the Engagements already entered into :
fect typical representation of his style." There
Mademoisclle ADELINA PATTI,
Miidrme nrmﬁn.
is a frieze of glazed terra-cotta, probably by Della

Madame RU DE RSDOR PP,
Mademoiselle .\ N ESE,
Madame TAULlAI-‘IUU,

will open to the public on the 13th of April; the
private view will be on the 11th, next Saturday.
We understand that it will contain a large collection of French and Belgian pictures; also about

Robbia, round the interior, comprising cherubim,

Mademoiselle ANTONIET'I‘A FRICCI.
Mademoiselle MARIE BATTU,

Madame MIOIlAli-(EARVALRO.
Mademoiselle I-‘IORETTI.
(Her Pint Appearance in England.)
Mademoiselle MA U RENSI,
lller ll‘irrt Appcnriuice in England.)
Mademoiselle E LVI RA DEM I,
(Her First Appearance in England.)

Madame DE MAFPEI.
(Ilcr FinLAppearsnoe in England.)
A ND

Mademoiselle PA l' 1.] NE I.U(‘f‘r\
illcr First Appearance in England.)
Signor 'I‘A .‘illERLIK,
Signor NERl-IIARALDI,
l-i nor LUi‘l‘llI-JSI,
lgnor Russ],
AND

Signor MARIO.

Signor N A U DIN.
(Bil Pint Appearance at the Royal Italian Opera.)
_§lgnor FIIRHNESI,
lll'fil Fir-rt Appearance in England.)

no
_Signor CAI-‘FIERI,
(Ills First Appearance in England.)

8

or RONCONI

(His First Appearance
two years, ‘face his severe illnm)
Monsieur i-‘AURB,
A Kl)

Signor GRAZIANI.
Herr FOR MES,
Signor TAGLIAFICO,
Signor FELL-Hi.
Signor PATKIUSSI.
Monsieur Z 1': l. G E R.
Signor CA I’I’UN l,
Signor CIA MP1,

Ann
Monsieur OBIN
(His First Appearance in England.)
Director of the hiurhi, Composer, and Conductor.
Mr. COSTA.
Principal Dmueusu.
Mademoiselle SAINIUNI,

Mademoiselle ZISA RICHARD,
Mademoiselle MUNFERD.
(Her First Appearance in England.)
Mademoiselle DU'RIE'L
(Her first Appearance in England)
A h'll

Mademoiselle DULIILA'I‘IIE.
(Her First Appearance in England.)

)Iustro al Piano

..
V ..
.. Signor Ll CALsr.
Leader of the Military Band (t‘olditrenm) Mr. Gournrv.
Chorus Master
Mr. Sun-uses.
l‘oct
..
. Signor 11 A0610!!
I’rornpter
Signor Mon'rniusl.
- Mons. Nrruicu.
Maitre d: Ballet
..
Mons. Durucm.
Machinist
Mr. Suirux.

Leader of mixing: "

THE UNRIVALLID ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS OF THE
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.
Stage Managcr~llin A. HARRIS.

The Scenery by Mr. WILLIAM BEVERLEY,
Mr. GRIEVE, and Mr. TBLBIX.
A rlillcs Coatumiarr.
Madame VALLIE‘I', Monsieur Hnnura, Mn. JAKLS.
and Mr. Cooxnui.

THE SUBSCRIPTION WILITCONBIST 0F FOR'I‘Y
NIGHTS.
But as there will {after the ﬁrst week) he regularly Four Nights in
each Week, viz. Monday, Tuesday. Thursday. an Saturday, Snb~
scribers will, by making known their wishes at the commence
ment of the Season. have the choice of selscti
either two of the
Four Nights. Subscribers of last Reason are a
respectfully re
quested. if they wish to retain their Boxes or Stalls, to notify the

same at once to Mr. Psnsos's, at the Box Oiiioc.
TEN!!!

Boxls on the Second Tier.. . . . ifor Four Persons) 100 Guineas.
Ditto
First Tier...
. . . . ..
Ditto
Ditto at the side..
Ditto
Grand Tier . . . . . . . . ..
Ditto
Pit Tier..
..
OruhectraBtalls
..
Amphitheatre Stalls, First Do ..
Ditto
Second Row

rditto)
lditto)
(ditto)
lditw)
(Each)
(ditto)
iditto)

.
.
.
.
.
.

.. 9110
15o
‘:40
220
35
18
l2

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
.,
.,

SUBSCRIPTION! TO BE PAID I! ADVAXFL

A

licatlon for Boxes and Stalls to be made to Mr. PAMOSS, a‘

the
1 Office. under the Portico of the Theatre.
Also of Mr. hirronsu. Messrs. Lscos a (ILLIER, Mr. Hoonus,
Messrs. UIIAPI'IELL, )Ir. ‘Bra
Messrs. (lock it l‘lf‘ﬂ‘ﬂlh'iil. Bond
ntrect; Mr. SANS. St. James sstrcet; Messrs. Cmnu:
Bum: k
Vapor), Rcgcntstneet; and of Messrs. Kiri-m, Pnuwsr: it ‘a. Chcnp

! 0.
ST. JAMES‘S HALL-Mr. WILBYE COOI’IIR'S GRAND
CONCERT. WEDNESDAY EVEXING, Ayllril 8. To commence
at Half-past Seven o'clockﬁvocalistr: Md le. Par-cps. llladamc
Weiss. Miss Clnri Fraser. Miss licsseni. Mdlle. lrancia. Mill
Eleonora Wilkinson, Miss Poole, Mrs. Lockuy, hisdanic Baxtnr.
Miss Palmer. Madame Quinton-Dolby; Mr. Sims Bayes, Mr.
Wilbyc (.‘oogfr, Mr. John Morgan, Mr. Snntley. Mnlwmn, _h[r.
Wain, Mr. cwis Thomas. The West London lindri al Society
lcondncted by Mr. Joseph Iiemingl. and the Orpheus G es Union.
Solo instrumentalists: M. Sainton. Signor Pena, .\[r. Lani-us,

The Brothers Booth, Mr. A tommus, Sifnor Audrwli

Mdlle.

Michelin \(‘onservntoirs do aris). Con uctnrs: Mr. lienedrﬂ
lierr Wilhelm Gan: )Ir. J. I). Elation. Mr. liurgitt. Mr. Frank

Mari. Mr. G. B. Allen.—Stalls. 10s. 6d. and 5a.~ Balcony. 81.;
Area, 20.: Admission, 1I.—'l‘1ckcts nt Addison h Lucas s, 210.
Regent Street- Imnsdnle‘u, 26, Old Bond Street; Austin's, B.
Piccadilly ; and all Mnsicaellcrs‘.
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MR. BEACON begs to announce that he will give’THREll
SEANCES of CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, at 16,

Pianoforte, Op.

Grosvcnor Street by the kind permission of Messrs. Collard‘, on
MONDAYS Apri 27th Hay 11th, and June 8th, to commence at
'l'hrcc o'clock. Particulars will be duly announced-7!, \Velbock
Street, Cavendish Square, W.

s‘—.*-__— —a.

ATHENAE UM

Morning and Evening: Two Notturnos for the
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6,-Tugend und Liederschaft,

The elegantly imagined songs of Miss Gabriel
have made her name familiar to the public. Yester

Characterische .Duetten, fi'ir Pianofortc und Vio

day week she tried a more ambitious ﬂight in a

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

cantata, ‘ Dream-land,’ containing several numbers,
setting a good idea by Mr. Arthur Matthison—
the thoughts and powers of one who could write namely, that of the inﬂuences, remembrances and
something better than these musical scraps, of hopes of a man's life, dreamed by a pilgrim during
which every real lover of music bids fair to become his night-halt in a journey over the desert. We have
heartily tired, so remorselessly is the shortest string characterized this work advisedly; and seeing that
of fancy and acquircment played on at the time Mr. Matthison dreams good ideas-is obviously
the possessor of fresh fancies, lending themselves
present.
Grand Fantasia for the Flute, with an Accom to musical effects-it is worth while to warn him

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

paniment for the Pianofm‘tc on Snfg'ecls from ‘Le against his careless and inaccurate manner of

EWER & C0. beg to announce, that they will Rive TWO
MORNING CONCERT?! at the Hanover Square Rooms on
TUESDAYS. May 5 and June '2, In order to introduce to the hub
lcribers of their Musical Library the latest and most important

Compositions of Chamber Music. Subscribers will receive invi
tations.~'l‘ickctl to Non~Sulucrlbers Half-a-Guinca each. Pro
grammes will be shortly published-limit E Co.‘! Musical Library,
8 , Regent Street, London.

line, von Leon Kerbusch, Op. 7, N o. 1 (Augeuer
&. Co.), are both above the mark, as betokening

'I‘nsss appear to us some signs of awakening Domino Nair,’ by R. Sidney Pratten (published
among our publishers. The number of good re by the Author), was written with reference to the
prints and re-issues increases; the heap of triﬂes “ Prize Medal Perfected Flute" of last year's Exhi
and transcripts is smaller than we have known it bition—a brilliant Concert~piece, which will find
in former years, and the scale and pretension of few ﬂute-players so able to render its brilliancies
some of the new music would 'seem to imply that as their author.
all parties are disposed to venture out a little more
Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of The Musical Antiquarian
than formerly.
Magazine, edited by Mr. Pittman (Lonsdale), add
Here, to begin, is a Grand Prelude and Fugue for to our knowledge of Ricciotti's music by three more
the organ, by G. Gretton (Op. 28). (Cramer 5: Co.) specimens. All are worthy of disinterrnent. All
Both prelude and fugue are aimed at players in the have style-a mixture of freedom and sweetness,
highest state of development: for the former, the without frivolity, that is very agreeable-and are
phrase announced at the opening shows fancy; and virtually more modern (as we have said of other
more, it is_ one capable of being turned and twined good ancient music) than the larger portion of to
and wrought out, as the style demands. The second day's bubbles.
subject, however, announced at bar 4, p. 4, is pue
We must deal brieﬂy with the pianoforte works
rilo and common. Mr. Gretton is little more still waiting notice, some of which have been men
happy in the subject of his Fugue. Within such tioned incidentally on the occasion of their per
narrow limits as those in question, the repetition formance; as, for instance, the ‘ Queen Mab,‘ the
of the same bar should be eschewcd. Then, he scherzo by Mr. Cusins, here arranged for four
has broken away too far from the sage old rule hands (Lambourn, Cock 8L Co.),—the single pieces
of constancy to a given number of parts. There from Mr. A. Sullivan's ‘ Tempest ' (Cramer & Co.),

is too large a variety, without any corresponding
effect; the great object to be desired in this form
of writing being by persistence, skilfully exhibited,
to work up a climax out of clear and well-selected
materials. Mr. Gretton's fugue, however, is brought
to its close with a considerable amount of point
and animation.
Three Andante: for the Organ, intended as Intro
ductory or Middle Voluntaries, by Henry Smart,
(Ashdown &, Puryh-are more complete for what

they profess to be than the organ-music just left.
IMr. H. Smart is more experienced than Mr.

Gretton. His ideas are generally graceful (especially
that of Andante No. 2). He is grave even when
brilliant, as a. writer for the organ should be, but
he is rarely dull.
Mr. J. Lodge Ellerton’s Trio in D major, No. 2,
for Piano, Violin and Violoncello (Op. 112), (Schott,
Mayence)—is another result of that fertile and
sincere industry which we had lately occasion to
characterize. The opening allcyro has, as is pro

mised, a good share of brio.

The theme of the

andante is sickly and affected; the echerzo is too

(as usual graced bya fanciful title) is the least signiﬁ
cant. —The second, an Allegro Eneryico in A minor,

guage anything but simple and euphonious, and
in rhymes which are no rhymes. It is really,
after all, a craft, not an instinct, to write verse
for music; and it is unfair to blame composers and

singers for not bringing out clearly that which is
ill expressed and ungraciously arranged.

The lady who has set this well-fancied, but un
equally expressed, cantata has “ done her spiriting
gently," and moreover wisely-that is, with self
knowledge. Though there be colour in the brief
connecting links of chorus, the attraction of the
work does not lie in its elaboration, but in its
songs and duett, all of which are becoming to the
voice, and please by their reﬁnement, if by no
startling originality.
They were sung by Miss
Parepa and Mr. \Vilbye Cooper, well aided by
Mr. “’inn. Three numbers-a mother's song,

a war song and a love scene-were encored, and

the composer herself was greeted most cordially at
the close of the performance. We were reminded
of
the activity of our lady amateurs by the book
—— the superb Marc/re ct C'ortége from M.
Gouuod's ‘Reine de Saba,’ arranged as a piano of the words, containing, as it did, on one of its
forte solo and duett (same publishers).—-We have ﬂy‘leaves, a page of songs ascribed to “ Dolores,"
now two new works from that fertile writer, Mr. half a page to HClsu'ibel." Further, while thinking
Brinley Richards, Ariel, Caprice (I la Valse; An‘ over Cantatas written by ladies (not forgetting Mrs.
Mounsey Bartholomew's stern and serious, yet
danle con Moto (Williams), two of his best works.
Mr. M‘Lellan’s name is new to us. His “Adieu, perhaps not more essentially solid, ‘ Nativity '), it
Fairy Fountain," and La Belle Amazons (Ashdown was impossible to forget a setting in this form of
6r Parry) show a feeling for colour and character Collins's ‘ Passions’ by Mrs. Tom Taylor, written
which, if their writer be yo'ung, and self-mistrustful some years ago for the Blind Asylum at York,
withal, may come to good. — La Sylphide, by which has vigour and merit enough to entitle it to
Alford Jaell (Ewer dz Co.), is his hundred and six be heard in some society where the Salique law
teenth work.-—“'Tis Lovely Summer Day" and does not prevail.
The grace and peculiarity of the concert in ques
“ Toujours le méme" (Lea) arc transcripts of bal
lads by Mr. Lea, made by M. Arnold Hennen, of tion, then, were due to the interest of this new
music,
and the courtesies (not strained ones) natu
Aix<la-Chapelle.—“Remembrance“: Romance, by
Alfred Baylis (Addison & Lucas), may be described ally attaching themselves to its production. But
as the attempt of one having more grace than there is no counting on a repetition of such chances
experience-We have a heap of dance-music, and sensations.
signed Joseph Kremer (Paris, Brandus & Co.), the
worth of which is small,—The Ettie Valscs, by
MUSICAL sun DRAMATIC Goss1r.-—That which
Mr. C. Rennie Powell (Olliver),—snd (best of the
dance-music before us) The Stump Galop—a very may be called fresh Handelian ground is about to

Blight; the ﬁnale Siciliana is gay, with more of the good galop-by Mr. Arthur O'Leary (Ewer 8t Co.).
Sallarella. than of the Siciliana in its humour.
There is nothing in this Trio to alarm players of
moderate powers; indeed, like other amateur com
VOCAL Assoc1.\'rIoN.-—Our concert societies
posers who may naturally refer to their own exe move with an irrational unsteadiness. Instead of
cutive accomplishments, the pianist‘s left hand is each maintaining somespecial object of its own, each
appealed to somewhat sparingly, which gives a
general effect of feebleness to the composition.
Dream Picturea—[Traumbilder]. Sis: Pieces for
the Pianoforte. By Stephen Heller (Op. 79). (Ash
down is Parry.)—M. Heller never speaks, unless he
has something to say. The ﬁrst of these short pieces

working, which sometimes results in no'mean

ing and confusion of imagery, sometimes in lan

appears eager to interfere with its neighbour. The
society under notice, directed as it is by a competent
musical composer, and doing a showy amount of
business, is not satisfactory. That itschorul singing,
to cultivate which it was gathered, makes no pro
grass was to be heard in the only great choral
piece of the evening, Mendelssohn's organ anthem,
“Hear my prayer," the execution of which was

be broken by Herr Otto and Madame Goldschmidt,
who are to present 'L'Allegro’ and ‘Il Pensieroso,‘
in aid of a charity at the St. Jarnes's Hall on the
1st of May.

The Passion-VVeek performances of ‘The Mes
siah,’ directed by Sig-nor Costa and Mr. Martin,

have duly taken place at Exeter Hall.

What has

become (for the thirtieth time of asking) of the
Bach Society'l The “ Passions-Musik," which has
been studied and performed by it in former years,
mately
belongs than
to the
a work
past penitential
which dealsweek
with far
themore
Nativity
as well as the Ascension.

The choral rehearsal of the Sacred Harmonic
The ﬁrst act of the concert Society, yesterday week, was devoted to Handel‘s
contained a pretty ‘ May Song,’ by Mr. “'allace, ‘Belshazzar.’

is as ﬁne a movement of its kind as was ever coarse and inferior.
written, requiring a player, however, of extraordi

nary force of wrist and extension of ﬁnger in the sung by Miss De Courcy, and moored-‘The Lady

A monster concert, the ﬁrst of a series which

left-hand.-No. 3 is light and coquettish.-No. 4, of the Lea,‘ one of Mr. H. Smart‘s most graceful and
an Allegro Agitato, pleases us less, because less pleasant melodies, excellently said by Miss Palmer,
deﬁnite in style.—No. 5 may be called a little —a ballad from ‘ Freya‘s Gift,' by Miss Saunders,
study of dotted notes used with reference to a par -—a Serenade by Mr. Allen, allotted to Mr. \V.
ticulsr rhythm.—No. 6 is one for the simultaneous Cooper, and encored. After these came “ Ah,
action of both hands, with episodes. Simple though mon ﬁls," from ‘Le Prophbte,’ which was given
it looks, this will be found anything but easy— in the most robust and exaggerated German
music to tax the ﬁngers of well-exercised players. style, with tremblings and pauses, by Madame
Song of the BIaclmnith—[Chanson du Chau Theresa Ellinger, from "ienna. These vocal pieces,
dronm'cr, Marceau Caractu-istique, par Jules with Bishop's l‘O, by rivers," taken too slow,
Egghard], Op. 124 (Ewer & Co.),-by its title, and Mr. Benedict's pretty student's song, " Blast
disadvantageously recalls a certain ‘Harmonious be the home," began the concert. Of the com
Blacksmith‘ by Handel. How vigorous was his position which closed the ﬁrst act we have now
auvil-beaﬂ-how feeble is this one!
to speak separately.

Mr. H. Russell has undertaken, was given at the
Agricultural Hall, Islington, in the course of the

last ten days, to the satisfaction of an enormous
audience.
The students of the Royal Academy gave a con
cert of sacred music the other day, at which an

Anthem by Dr. Steggall was performed.
Mrs. Fanny Kemble is again, we are glad to
see, about to read Shukspeare in London,—com
mencing with ‘As You Like It’ on Monday next,
and continuing the entertainment on alternate
nights.

We are reminded by more than one friend and
contemporary that Schumann's Overture to ‘ Man

THE
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fred ‘ is not, as the programme of the Musical

Society may have led the public to expect, new to

NEW

CRAMER, BEALE & WOOD,
201, REGENT-STREET.

WORKS.

England, having been performed more than once

at the Crystal Palace Concerts. To the overture
we may refer on some future occasion ; not under
taking in the mean time to assert that we may not

+

_o———

sion :—one peculiarity of this strange music being,
that on our memory it leaves little or no trace,

beyond a general impression of strain from dull
sounds and vague phrases enlivened by discards.
The only other novelty at this concert was a vio~
loncello Concerto, composed by Si or Piatti, and

-

Published this day,

have heard and spoken of it on some former occa

COTTON, AND THE WANT OF IT.

RAMER, BEALE 8r XVOOD'S MUSIC
clncc ammo annular m- Town and Country.
Terms-Two, Three, and Four Guineas per Annum.

I Coloured Plates, 1|.

BENTII A M’ S

BRITISH

FLORA.

RAMER. BEALE &. WOOD undertake the
PUBLICATION of conrosirloss m the Author.

Illustrated Edition. Part A, 24. 6d.

RICE. — All full-priced Music sent
pla-yedf (it is superﬂuous to say cow played) by CURTIS‘S BRITISH COLEOPTERA . HALF-P post
free at Half the Marked Price.
' sel .

Part 4, a. 6d.

Among the ﬁrst musical arrivals from the Conti
nent is that of Mr. Dannreuther, the young pianist

whose name has been already mentioned by those
conversant with Leipzig as a pianist of more than
ordinary promise. He will play, we are informed,

this day week at the Crystal Palace.

There, by

the way, it need surprise no one, should they ﬁnd

established a comic opera some day, the work by

HE PRINCE OF WALES‘S \VEDDING

CU RTIS's BRITISH LEPIDOPTERA.
CURTIS's BRITISH HYMENOPTERA.
Part 4, II. M.

CURTIS'S BRITISH DIPTERA. Part 4,
Each with 5 Coloured Copper-Pinks.

ARTHUR a‘. SULLIVAN. a. Play

by the Guards‘Bon

on the day of the Procession.

Music by J. L. lIA’l'l‘Oh'.

CURTIS'S BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY.
Complete in 5 vols, classiﬁed arrangement. 770 Coloured
Copper-plates, price 161. 16s.

II

a.

Sung by Mr. Henry

.

THE “'ElmlNﬂ; Denm-lptlvs I'sntasinfor the Pinnotorte.
J. I'RIIPHASI. 4|.

By

'I‘IIE ORANGE-BLOSSOMS VAL‘SE. By LOUIS JU LLIEN. 4|.

The FLORAL MAGAZINE.

Part 86,

4 Coloured Plates and a Companion, containing Original Arti

pearances of the Marchese Gaetani (formerly Mdlle.
Piccolomini) at Her Majesty's Theatre will be

Arranged for the I'isncforu. 6|. Performed at the Crystal
Palace l» - the full Orchestra; also nightly at the Royal Covent
Garden )pcrs House.
THE PRINCE<H OF WALES‘S MATH/‘1:400 Danish Airs). B5

TIIE BRIDE PRU)! THE NORTH. Song. Poet by HENRY
l". CIIUBLEY; Music by ARTHUR . BULL VAN. 31.
TIIE SNOW-WHITE I’LL'ME. Son‘. Poetry by W. II. BEL

ll. lid.

May-day, meanwhile,

will as usual be marked with its grand concert
there; on which occasion the choral force of the
ﬁfteen hundred voices, kept together by the Sacred
Harmonic Society, will, we presume, be called out.
It is stated in the Morning Post that the ap

special millW to Bil B om

TI-IE PRIK‘EsSluN “.UH‘H. By ARTHUR. R. SULLIVAN.

M. Meyer Liitz having given so much pleasure

as to call for its repetition.

hill-ill‘.
Dsdigums:
ted h
Highness
the Prince

Parts, 81.“.

The Titles have been hrllllsntlylllnstruted by the best Litho
phic Artists. The eomplctl set may he had in an elegant Port

olio, price llalf-s-Guinea, not.

ales and Useful .lnlormtion relating to l‘lunculture. 2s. 8d.

DREAM of ST. JEROME.

merely at three performances for the beneﬁt of Mr.
Lumley, which are to be given there during the

CURTIS'S BOTANICAL MAGAZINE.

surpassed expectation, and almost any success of

rlno of Geology, Palaeontology and Mineralogy. Part M. 1;. 6d.

Fi

clDQc’i

fN

dR

Plantahy-Sir

“-‘.‘“J'T"11"3oxrs."‘iZ.‘ii‘.' ‘boil’ "Fm ‘3. mm as...
month of May.
6 Coloured Plates. 9:. 6d.
Letters from Barcelona describe the success of
Signor Mario at the Italian Opera there to have The GEOLOGIST: an Illustrated Maga

Price 2:. 6d.

“ Miss Charlotte presentl came down from the old folks and
went to the piano, and p yed us Beethoven's ' Dream of St.
Jerome,‘ whic Always soothes me and charms me so that I lancy
it is a poem of Tennyson in music.”
‘Adventures 0/ Philip.’ by W. 1!. Thackeray.

HE DANISH NATIONAL AIR. Arranged
m the l’ianofortc hy BRINLEY RICHARDS. u. 6d.

his former campaigns.
\Ve omitted, last week, to notice the decease of
that useful and intelligent, if not very interesting

actor, Mr. Charles Selby.

The

STEREOSCOPIC

MAG AZINE. BRINLEY RICHARDS’ BISHOP'S MELO

Part 58. 3 Stcroographs. with Descriptive Articles, u. Id.

mss. Nos. 1., II. and Ill. nowreudy.

In character-parts of a BRITISH LAND and FRESHIVATER

certain severe and sour humour his place will not
be easily ﬁlled. Besides being a valuable actor, he

MOLLUSKB. By LOVE-LL BEEVE. FJs-S.
Engraving. 10s.“.

Fine Wood

was a neat and industrious playwright and adapter,
FIELD BOTANIST'S COMPA
many of whose pieces keep the stage; and, as an The
NION: a Familiar Account, in the Four Seasons, of the
efficient and active member of the Dramatic
Flowerin Plants most common to the British Isles. By
THOMAS MOORE. F.L.S. IF.R.H.S. Coloured Plates, 13s.
Authors‘ Society, his loss will be felt by that body.
PHOSPHORESCENCE; or, the Emis
IIIGBLLANBA

sion 0.’ Li ht b

The C'upola of St. Peter's at Rome. — Car
dinal Wiseman, in his lecture ‘On Points of Con
tact between Science and Art,’ illustrated his
argument by a striking example of the most salu
tary, because uncontrolled intervention, of science
in a matter relating to architecture which occurred

No. I.
' )iynheer ran Dunck '
No. II. ' L'hough and Crow‘
No. III. ‘ Tell me, my heart‘

Minerals, Plants and Animals. By Dr. 'I‘. L.

RINLEY

8s.
3s.
5:.

.

RICHARDS’

LOVE‘S

RE

QUEST. Arrangement for Plunoforu of A. Reiohardt‘s
Popular Song. 8|.

“7 ILHELM KUHE'S Arrangement of A.
Reichs-rdt's Popular Song, ‘ Love's Request.‘

a. 6d.

STEPHEN HELLER’S LATEST WORKS.

I’HII’SOS, rinses. humorous Illustrations. 5|.
Douu- Vnlses, Op. 97. complete. 7|. 6d. : in Three
Books,esoh ..
..
..
..
..
Deuxieme Csnsonetts, 0 . 100
.
.

HANDBOOK of the BRITISH FLORA.

Révsrlcs du l’romsneur

By G. BENTHAM, EBB. Pres. L.S. Ill.

litaire, 0p.101

hocturno, Up. 108
..
..
..
Polonaise, Op. 104 ..
..
..
..
Dsux Romances suns Paroles, Op. 105. In Two

The TOURIST'S FLORA. ByJ.\Voons.

Numbers,cach

..

..

..

F5"? 51
F
F3???

..

188

in the history of St. Peter’s at Rome. “ Although,"
RENE FAVARGER‘S ORFANELLA. 3s.
said the Cardinal, “the architect, Michael Angelo, On the FLORA of AUSTRALIA. By
Dr.
HOOKER,
F.R.S.
101.
“A good I s‘do’ p nmulgdltilnrdﬂvﬂeklm
a 11
‘edMills).
a."7, was.
had taken the greatest precaution for the security
of the dome, yet in 1681 numerous cracks appeared On the FLORA of NEW ZEALAND.
OLYDORE DE vos’ scnwiimscnas
in various directions through the cupola. Marble
By Dr. HOOKER. P.R.S. ll.
VOLKSLIED
II)
II .80.
bun lnngsn T uI.
piece for
the drawing-rosin.

dovetails placed across the crack broke with alarm

ing rapidity, and it was feared that in a few years BRITISH
the whole dome might fall in.

Various remedies

FERNS.

HOOKER, K11. D.C.L. Coloured Plates. 4h.

PLAYED BY MISS GODDARD.

were suggested by architects; but the Pope Bene
dict the Fourteenth wisely observed that this was
not the business of art, but that of science. A
commission of three eminent mathematicians (Bos
covich, Le Sueur and Jacquier) was appointed to
examine the case. In 1742 they issued their report,
showing by their calculations, that the weight of the
entire dome with its lantern came to 55,248 tons,
and that there was a balance of 1,674 tons on the
side of pressure against support; concluding with
the remark, ‘ that irreparable ruin must be appre

GARDEN FERNS.
HOOKER, KJI. D.C.L.

By Sir W. J.

Coloured Plates.

the huge periphery of 420 feet. No time was lost.
In 1743 two girders were braced round the drum,
and in 1744 three more were added.

We have

here a notable instance of Science coming to the
rescue of Art in one of its most painful crises. The
proposed cure fully answered ; and now, after
120 years, no sign has been given of subsequent
damage.“
To Consnsrormssra-J. R.—A S bscribe —C. W. H.

——R. L-E F.—E. S.—S. lEL-F. G. SP-receiv‘ed.

ASCHER’S FANTASIA on LURLINE.
o

Le Chantdcl Naladcs. 5|.

dls.

‘)V GANZ'S NEW PIANOFORTE PIECES.
FERNY

COMBES.

A Ramble after

Farms in the Glenn and "alloys of Devonshire.

By C.

CHAN’I‘ER. Coloured Plates and Map. Second Edition. 5|.

SYNOPSIS of BRITISH SEAWEEDS.

Grands Vnlse brillnnte

.

3s.
8:.

SOLOS.

boat Barcnrole

Lilian, 'alse {lemme

. 8:.

..

Dreamland. lloreeau dc Salon

M. J. BERKELEY, ILA. 1".L.S.

NUEVA QUINOLOGIA of PAVON.
‘With Observations onthe Barks,desvribed byJ. E. HOWARD,
F.I..S. Imperial folio. B0 Coloured Plates in Ten Parts,
bl. 50.; or in 1 vol. hall’ morocco, gilt edges, 82. lo.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, Qualitative
By Dr. HENRY M. NOAI), F.R.S., St.
[Part I. Qualitative, in April.

BRITISH MOSSES.
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LITERATURE
The Works of Thomas Hood, Comic and Scrrbus,
in Prose and Verse. Edited, with Notes, by
his Son. (Moxon 8.: Co.)
A new generation of readers has arisen to wel
come the collected works of Thomas Hood.

Some of us remember the pleasant hum and
low of expectancy with which we waited

‘for the advent of one of his books. Far off
its coming shone in the faces of young and
old. Its presence was greeted with eyes that ‘
danced, and lungs that crowed, and sides that
shook. Its merry memory was a joy for ever.
And there are the same human hearts to be set
beating; the same eager faces of youth to be
set dimpling ; the same wrinkles on the face of
age to be turned into ripples of laughter now
as of old.
There is no fear that these works will ever fail
of their old effect. Thomas Hood's poems and
pun-pictures, whims and oddities, have taken
their place in our affections. They now ask a
little more room on our shelves, and that we
can promise for them.
Their author has established his right, as a
favourite of the English heart, to have all his
writings carefully gathered and garnered up.
We like to know all we can of him, and have
all that we can of his. Whilst an author is
living we only ask for his best-the nuggets of
his gold. But when he is dead and gone, we
are glad to get the “washings," and like to see
careful hands seeking diligently for the golden 1
grains. \Ve judge the writer by his “lumps,” but
do not despise the gold-dust. Thousands of
faces will bend and brighten over these pages

for more years than we can count, merry eyes
will twinkle with the light from these books so
funnily reﬂected, young faces will grow glo
rious, and young voices uproarious. A Will-o'
the-‘Visp light will flit about the family circle.
There will be sly ticklings at the very‘ heart-roots
by_a tricksy s irit, and these will out suddenly
m rnextinguis able mirth.

There will be lean- ‘

ing heads of lovers that bend together with one
heart over the book, and two hands clasped
beneath the table; quiet chuckles of old hearts,
that laugh helplessly within. There will be still
higher reward for the writer. The world will
pay for its smiles in gold, but keep its pearls of
heart for those that make it weep. This success
is Hood’s, and in shy ways and shady places a
tear will be the still more eloquent witness of
his moving power—the noblest payment for the
pleasure.
\Ve find the wit untarnished by time; the
fun has lost none of its freshness. Enjoyable as

ever are the old perfectest of puns, whether in
picture or verse. Hood’s puns ﬂash every time
they go oﬁ',—being for all, not one, time. As,
for example,——
His death, which happened in his birth,
At forty-odd befell ;
They went and told the sexton,
And the sexton tolled the bell.

Or, speaking of Orient nations,

and how doth the little busy bee improve each
shinin second on the bald, shining head’! This
he
s an “Unfortunate Bee-ing.”— Or the
“ Spoilt Child,” wherein the servant is sitting with i
the infant under her care, she quietly readin her
paper and comfortably killing the child? hen
there is that unforgetable “last in bed to put
out the li ht,” wherein the worthy couple, in all
haste, das at the bedclothes, making ends meet
and heads clash at the same moment-—and it’s"
nota laughing matter; but who ’s to put out the
light? We might refer to an inﬁnite variety
of merry thou hts that will hear an endless
ut in going over, or even men
picking out.
tioning, the works of Hood we are, as Leigh
Hunt has said of wit and humour, under a
St. Anthony’s temptation reversed-a laughable
instead of a frightful one. For “thousands of .
merry devils pour in on all sides,—doubles of ‘
similes, buﬂ'ooneries of burlesques, stings in the ,
tails of epigrams, glances of innuendoes, dry looks
of ironies, corpu ences of exaggerations, tick
lings of mad fancies, claps on the hack of horse
plays, complacencies of unawarcnesses, ﬂounder
ings of absurdities, irresistibilities of iterations,
signiﬁcancies of jargons, wailings of pretended
woes, roarings of laughters, and hubbubs of
animal spirits.” The wit is showered down
with all the opulence of a. rain-cloud shedding its
brightest, most bountiful drops. This not only
represents his works, but his way of working.
No sooner does a witty thought enter his hea ,
but his mind is all mirrors, with a hundred
reﬂections, forthwith. It is like that scene,
mentioned by Sydney Smith, at the French
Embassy, where he mistook the reﬂections of
himself in the looking-glasses for a meeting of
the clergy. And, not only does his mind reﬂect
in this numerous way, but it also refracts in a
myriad forms that range from Lilliput to Brob
dingnag, and in every tint that can be conceived
on any colourable pretext. It is the moment of
transformation in a mental pantomime. Hey,
presto ! and they are all at it-change on change,
and jest on jest come tripping on, and tripping
up, and tripping over one another in as bri ht
and bustling a bit of business as ever inclu ed
the sparkle of harlequin, the trick of clown,
the wise wag of pantaloon’s beard, and the
beauty of columhine. Every drop of ink from
his pen, every line from his pencil swarms into
life with the most fantastic shapes ever assumed
by the merriest imps of mirth and mischief that
play bo-peep with face and mask. His puns are
often unanswerably absurd or unutterably wise.
They are the sort to suit Charles Lamb, who,
next to a good pun, loved a good bad one.
They either shut you up, or you must laugh.
There is nothing else for it. If you are wise,
you will laugh! They are also the sort to
obviate what Charles Lamb thought would be
the greatest inconvenience of being in utter
darkness, viz., if you made a pun you would
have to feel all over your friend's face before
you knew whether he was enjoying it. In
fact, it would have to be a broad grin for
you to perceive it. With Hood’s, the laugh
would be too ready and ringing. He makes

instant appeal to another kind of feeling. He
Where woman goes to mart the same as mangoes.
Or let us look at what we call his pun-pictures looked upon a pun, he says, as a horse-with
of the ‘ Whims and Oddities.’ It rs noticeable him it was Pegasus-having a pillion for an
that the wit kept some of his best wine “in extra sense to ride behind. It is warranted to
the wood,” and dealt it out fresh “ on draught." 1 carry either single or double. And so per

we are caught and tickled by a few of his
answers to correspondents in the London Ma
gazine, marking his early punning propensity.

He kept the sign of the “ Lion's Head” in those
days. People only saw the head, but there
was also the most appro riate wag to the tail.
One writer is informed t at his “ Night” is too
long, for the moon rises twice in it. \Ve do
not know whether the author retorted that it
must have been at least luminous. The “ Essay
on Agricultural Distress would only increase
it.” The “Tears of Sensibility had better be
dropped.”
“B is surely humming.” The
“Echo will not answer.” \Vhilst it is suggested
the “ Sonnet to the Rising Sun must have been
written for a Lark.n
Hood's higher humour is also alone and un
paragoned; there is nothing like it; nothing
we can-place near it to say what it is like,
amongst those that have gone before.

It is

“ Hood's own.” It never tastes bitter in the
mouth after the enjoyment. It is not cynical,
or destructive, or gross. He never laughs with
Rabelais in his easy chair to roll down into the
mud. To us the brightest gems of his humour
seem trembling into tears. Surely they are
tears set glittering in the sunshine. There is
nothing hard and dry and merely shiny. The
lustre is moist like that of the buttercup.
Above all, there is the clearness of a good
conscience, the pureness of a high heart, the
aroma of a most sweet nature. The cause of
an indescribable quality of Hood’s wit is, that
this is only his other way of crying. The smile
is that of a sad heart’s sunshine. The look is
incﬂ‘ably pathetic, as that of some dear ailing
child who laughs up in the mothcr’s face to
hide its suffering, and ease her heart a little.
The jewels we spoke of are indeed tears, live
from the heart. They have not been polished
for future use, like Sheridan's, and set to most
advantage, “ each other’s beams to share.” In
the midst of the merr'iest mood the quick ear
detects a strange arresting tone, in the voice,
like that note of the nightingale’s which pierces
through all her ecstasy, and brings the dew into
our eyes. You look round; the smile is still

on the face, but you know well enough that he,
has just dropped a tear within. It’s all very
funny, of course, but he is only making months

at his own troubles, and light of his own heavy
cares. He was compelled, as he said, to make
broad grins under narrow circumstances, and
be a lively-Hood for a livelihood. So he laughed
for his living because puns sold better than
poetry. The public were too much delighted
with Mr. Merryman on the stage to care for
sadder shows behind. Only those to whose
eyes had been added the “ precious seeing" of
sym thy, and who listened, with the heart
at t e ear, could tell what a world of sorrow

there was in the voice.
Thomas Hood made many attempts to con

vince the world that there lay something in
his nature deeper than the wit that sparkled
on the surface; that there was the true Hip
pocrene under all this eﬂ'ervescence and dance
of frolic fun—the body of the wine, so to
speak, as well as this light spirit or soul of
whim, that bubbled up and headed the sur
face. This was only a kind of laughing- as
which would escape ﬁrst, and the world inha ed
it so readily and liked it so lightheadedly,

fectly does it carry that many a grave reader that it would not wait for or believe in the
will enjoy the single sober sense, and never real wine. Hood himself pleaded his cause so
see the second rider that sits grinning behind. humorously in his Prefaces, who could believe
Or, to change the illustration, much of his wit that he was sadly, seriously in earnest? \Vhy,
call an we fat, or state of suspended anima was the mere ﬂashes struck out by the hoofs of the very seriousness was only all the more
provocative of laughter: a more cunnino way
tion? This he entitles a “coolness between the winged horse of the Muses.
Friends.”—0r the view of a particularly bald
Amongst the fresh features that peep out of making urcrriment. It was like fiston
old gentleman who has just upset a beehive, from betwixt the old faces in these new volumes, insisting on playing tragedy, and tickling all

Who ever tires of that scene where the heads‘
of two Quakers are visible just above the ice'
on a bitter winter’s day, and there they
hang surveying each other in what he would ;
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I have brought no roses, sweetest,
I could find no ﬂowers, dear ;
It was when all sweets were over
Thou u'ert born to bless the year.

fore one comic conclusions into irresistible
laug ter. So the world would not have

Hood‘s best wine.
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It would not let him dive

down into the tragic gloom of his nature for
the most precious jewels that lurked there.
It would not hear him in his earnest mood.

And compensation enough, say we, for this was
the woman who made sunshine in the shady
places all through the saddest arts of the year
It insisted, like Elizabeth with her portrait, of Hood's life. A rettior ancy was never
on having his presentment without shadow. exquisitely wrought t n the ‘Plea of the Mid
He must continue to case his heartache by summer Fairies,’ in which the mighty magician
laughing, or by making others laugh. He Shakspeare rescues the small people of elﬁn
refers to this, humorously of course, in his world from Old Time and mortal doom to
Introduction to ‘ Tylney Hall,’ wherein two ~of confer on them immortality. The whole poem
his proof-readers turn tormentors and insist has the freshness and fragrance and rathe bloom
on it that he was laughing when he thought of fancy. Take, for illustration, this picture of
he had been crying :—
a weeping child :—
“The Momus began; and, I confess, to my
astonishment, his main objection to my novel
insinuated a dearth of the pathetic. ‘Not,’ he
said, ‘but there is abundance of bloodshed and
shedding of tears ; if I recollect rightly, the second
volume alone contains a divorce, arson, burglary
and suicide. But what of that? Excuse me, sir,
for saying so, but we know your tricks. \Ve are
not such fools as to snivel when all the while you
are grinning at us in your sleeve.’ ‘Well, you
amaze me, sir,’ said I, involuntarily lifting up my

His pretty, pouting mouth, witlcss of speech,
Lay half-way open, like a rosc-lipped shell;
And his young check was softer than a peach,
\Vhereon his tearsfor roundnus could not dwell,
But quickly rolled themselves to pearls, and fell
Home on the grass, and some luminst his hand,
0r hapl ' wandered to the dimpled well
\Vhich
ve beside his mouth had sweetly planned,
Yet not for tours but mirth and smilings bland.

‘The Two Swans,’ another fairy-tale and
worthy companion, is full of a delicate loveliness,
the most evanescent graces being caught and
hands; ‘it was my own impression that, on the reﬂected in its crystal clearness. It is a wave
whole, my novel was too sombre.'—‘ Excuse me,‘ of the true wand that calls up this lustrous
answered the Droll, ‘you were never more mis white vision—
taken.

There are things that might be pathetic

from other pens, but we know you of old.

Even

your horrors don't take us in. Show us a clot of
coagulated blood, and we tip one another the
wink, and say, “currant jelly.” For instance,
there is the murder of Belmour; Higgs tittered
all the time he was setting it up; and for my own
part, when the proof came before me at dinner

time, I confess I fairly choked in my pint of
stout.’—-‘ And I wish you had!‘ I exclaimed
testily, nettled beyond patience at such a recep

tion of my pet catastrophe."
So he breathed his comic vein, and let the
most of his life out in that way. Hood was
within himself the one great antithesis out of
which spraplg the antithetic character of his
writings.
ith the roots of his life deeply
grasping grave realities, he was hidden to bear
only ﬂowers and fruit of merry fancy. This
antithesis—the contact and explosion of two
opposites—will be found one of the chief
means on which he relics for obtaining his
ends—or, rather, it was so natural as to act
unconsciously-both in his puns and his pathos.
In his witty rhymes his mind is continually
catching the light at the oddest possible angle.
And this angle, so to speak, is a corner round
which the two meeting extremes rush into each

other’s arms in a collision which shocks them
with surprise and the lockers-on with laughter.
In the serious oetry the ﬁnest effect is often
antithetical.
n the ‘Song of the Shirt’ he

tells us, the singer sat
Sewing at once with a double thread
A shroud as well as a shirt.

And she exclaime
Oh, God, that hrcad should be so dear,
And ﬂesh and blood so cheap.

In the ‘Dream of Eugene Aram’ he makes
the murderer say of himself, and his victim—
A dozen times I groaned; the dead
Had never grosned but twice.

This tendency to antithesis, we sa , was the
natural outcome and expression of 's life and
literary conditions. It is only work of Fancy

A solitary swan her breast of snow
launches against the wave that seems to freon
Into a chaste reﬂection, still below
Twin shadow of herself wherever she may go.
And forth she paddles in the very noon
()f solemn midnight, like an eliln thing
Charmed into being by the urgent moon

\\'hosc silver light for love of her fair wing
Goes with her in the shade, still worshipping
Her dainty plumage ;—all around her grew
A radiant circlst, like a fairy ring;
And all behind a tiny little clue
Oi light, to guide her back across the waters blue.

This swan is, of course,a princess in disguise
to do some mighty work of love, and thus the
chill white vision is made warm with a beating

human heart.
We are inclined to prize these, and other
poems of pure fancy, all the more because of
the circumstances under which they were

written.

Their author had to do figuratively

what the shipwrecked Camoens did literally,
that is, bring his poetry on shore in his teeth,
having to strike out for his life with hands and
feet. It is a pity that he could not have been
writing immortal poetry often when he had
to make the accustomed yrotechnic display
of puns,—a it-y that he ad to grind down
so much of is mental seed-corn into daily
bread. Speaking of the poor poet whose am
brosia may be sure, but whose bread is very
uncertain, he says, “Pure fame is a glorious
draught enough, and the striving for it a noble
ambition ; but, alas! few can afford to drink it
neat. Across the loftiest visions of the poet
earthly faces will ﬂit ; and even while he is
gazing on Castaly little familiar voices will
murmur in his ear inquiring if there are no
ﬁshes that can be eaten to be caught in its
waters." And, there being no ﬁsh in Castaly,
he had to angle in other streams; and so he
laughed and coughed, laughed and spit blood,
laughed and made the public laugh, as we say,
till the tears ran down its face at last; for it
learned at length that this was “ a fellow who
could play the fool” to a higher purpose than
it had thought.

rather than of Imagination ; comparison rather
He will touch the heart yet, as well as tickle
than creation. But then this was a fellow of the car. There ’s a herb to his arrow, and, when
“excellent fancy” as well as “inﬁnite jest.” he has driven it well home, you will scarcely
We are sometimes apt to forget how rare was
the fancy of this Poet; how genuine was the
feeling. The world is still beguiled by the
dazzling brilliance of the Punster. Could a
more graceful fancy have been embodied in an
apology to one whose birthday was in Novem

ber than we ﬁnd in these lines 7

fool inclined to play with the feather at the
other end, which winged it to the heart. You
invited him to a banquet of mirth, and it went
on merrily, as though the feast would never
end. You asked for a jester to jingle the

bells on Folly’s cap, and he did your bidding
bonnily. But he will also show you that
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Puck or Clown or Jester.

He is no longer

You look up and

see a quiet man in black, with a face gradu
ally whitening and waning in the death-shadow.
There is a set sternness about his mouth, a.
grim earnestness lights up the e e. He has
another story to tell now; anot er song to
sing. He has risen to his highest stature
—lengthening in death-and in his grandest
character, to plead the cause of the poor. No
longer the funny favourite of the drawing-room,

he is out in the street singing a song that will
thrill through the heart of England. There is
something singularly touching in the sound,

as of a voice almost choked with tears.

There

is something doggedly stern in the march of the
measure, as though it must be uttered thus to
get it out at all. He sings the ‘ Song of the
Shirt,‘ and you must listen. Ladies who
move so high above the world of the poor, and
sit in their beauty like pictures of life in the
boudoir’s frame of gold, or lie down to sleep in
a fairy land of rest, will be compelled to come
out on the balcony to hear more of the song,
and see more of the sights the poet has to show
them. Kind-hearted old gentlemen will lay
down their paper with a “ Bless me!” and begin
fumbling in their breeches-pocket.
Many young men got a new glim e of life
and its duties from the moment t at Hood
unveiled his two acts of one great tragedy of
Poverty, and showed the grim facts naked in
their sternness as shroudless corpses. It is
now twenty years since Hood sang, with aheart
aching for humanity, his famous ‘Son of the
Shirt’ and ‘ The Bridge of Sighs,’ but t ey leﬁ
echoes in the heart of his country which can
never die. The rich and poor have in many
ways, and through many doors, looked more
closely into the face of each other than they
had ever done before. And not only did those
songs set many to work in all worthy ways;
inspiring many schemes for the alleviation of
suffering, and for the beneﬁt of the toiling poor;
they likewise left a subtler sense, a readier ear,
a quicker sympathy on the part of the rich, so
that when the cry of want and distress runs
like the ﬁery cross through the land there is an
instantaneous response, as in the case of our
present great national calamity.
Ireland in. 1862.

Translated from the French

of the Rev. Father Adolphe Perraud. (Dub
lin, Duify.)
WE need not be told that in every party there
is a sprinkling of bigots. There was an Irish
prelate once, who, by pronouncing Proteslants
to be “vermin,” exposed them to the sudden
death which is the lot of vermin everywhere.
Only the other day, the Prussian minister,
Count Bismark, sighed for the destruction
of all great cities, they being the hotheds of
democracy, and the meeting-places of those
thinking men who are abominable in the eyes
of such personages as Count Bismark.
Father Perraud belongs to the faction of
bigotry, and has written a melancholy book to
excite the Irish peasants to follow the example
of the Poles. The only excuse for the author
which we can conceive is that this “ Priest of
the Oratory of the Immaculate Conception” has
written the volume to order—superior ecclesi~
astical order ;—-and having nothing to say for
his client, he follows the old rule and abuses
England.
It is curious to observe how books of this
description defeat themselves. Martin Ha
verty’s Celtic history of Ireland only served
to show that all the old Celtic heroes and
patriots were unscrupulous knavcs, regardless
of truth and honour, and that where three
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Irishmen met each was afraid of treachery in clusion that, after all, the sole thing to be King’s doings at Brighton in November, when
the other two. Father Perraud as unwittingly deplored is that the Roman Catholic Church
condemns the character of the Celtic and con is not dominant. At all events, it may speak
s iring element. He leads to the conviction out when it is so minded. Ah! if such might but
that if a single Irish Catholic is on a jury, he be the case in Christian and Catholic France!
will violate his oath to serve Irish Catholic Hear him :——~
ends. He calls the trial of the knaves who
“ England and Ireland are under the same insti
attempted a sun inary rebellion, and whose tutions, the same customs, and the same adminis
journals advoca
carrying oﬁ‘ ladies of rank, trative machinery, judicial and ﬁnancial. What
and ﬂinging vitriol into the faces of those who is more, there is not a single one of all the civil
were not with the rebels, a “cruel tragedy.” and political liberties, coveted to-day by many

See what became of these conspirators.

The

great continental nations, of which Ireland is not

overnment gave life to the men who would in full possession: trial by jury, for instance; the
independence of judges; the responsibility of all

ave spread massacre and devastation over
Ireland, exiling them; the governmentI gave functionaries before judicial authority; the right of
association and meeting; individual liberty ; liberty
of the press; liberty of education. These are cer
word of honour the greater part of them broke. tainly precious guarantees, and all the more valuable
It is ditiicult to so much for these friends of inasmuch as they render possible the reform of
Father Perraud. TVhere are those patriots every abuse and the accomplishment of every

them a certaih liberty under parole, and that

now? Some of them are upholding slavery as
a desirable institution in America; others are
ﬁghting to prevent a repeal of union which, as
a principle, they had been ready to further and
ﬁght for elsewhere.
It is the maxim of Father Perraud that Eng
land is an enormous criminal, and that she is
guilty of every calamity, woe,—of eve thing, in
act, that can give umbrage to a single rishman.

But the wild spirit of abuse leads him into
comical and in fact troublesome dilemmas.
This guilt of England he describes as being
the inevitable consequence of the act of King
Henry in buying the fee-simple of Ireland from
the Pope. So then, it is the villany of the
Pope, who sold what he had no ri ht to dispose
of, which is the source of all Iris calamities !
Surely Father Perraud says more than he in
tended to say.
This leads us to another consideration. Father
Perraud has seen in the land so marvellously
ill administered by a government whose rights
are 'ven them by a legislature wherein Roman
Cat olics have voices and use them loudly,—
the Father has seen lately a true sample of how
liberty can be enjoyed by the ultras of his

favourite party

Certain students of the new

improvement. ' " Thus the

t association for

the Repeal of the Union; the meetings held in
1859 and 1860 in favour of the Sovereign Pnntiﬁ' ;
the independence with which the daily press follows
up and scourges the abuses of authority, criticizes
the acts of government, hands over to the severity
of public opinion the
test names in the United

Kingdom; the liberty enjoyed by the bishops in
treating all questions, whether spiritual or temporal,
without having to fear prosecution or the rigours
of a superannuated legislation; all these are so
many unequivocal signs of the existence of an
undoubted political liberty, and of one which, not
withstanding solemn promises, has not yet come
to crown the ediﬁce of our own newly-granted
institutions in France.”

Having thus asserted that Ireland is far in
advance of France in the enjoyment of civil
and religious liberty and equality, the Father
has the assurance to exclaim,—“Oh, Ireland
and Poland! noble sisters who have suffered,
and still suffer, so much for our holy faith,
grasp tightly in your hands, crimsoned with
your blood, the standards of St. Patrick and
St. Casimir !" The blessing of God is promised
to those who persevere. Ireland is urged not
to be happy so long as a. Protestant Viceroy
is at the Castle, every liberty and pros erity
to the contrary notwithstanding. All t is is
to avail her nothing so long as she sees Mor
decai, the Jew, sitting at the king’s gate.

Roman Catholic University, rcoardless of the
disgrace they brought 'on the frish character,
insulted the young Princess of ‘Vales by
destroying the preparations made to do her
honour on the occasion of her marriage. All
that follows such a disgraceful act is an assur The Life and Times of the Right Hon. Sir
James R. G. Graham, Bart, 0.0.3., M.P.
ance from the head of the college to the public,
By Torrens M‘Cullagh Torrens, late M.P.
that it is the principle and the practice of
Vol. II. (Saunders, Otley & Co.)
Roman Catholics to show respect to the sove
reign family under which they live. Having THE Memoir is resumed in this volume at the
explained which, the students who have illus retirement of Sir James Graham from the
trated the principle by their practice, go quietly Cabinet in May, 1834. It cannot be said to
to their classes unpunished. Again, very become more vivacious, anecdotical, or gra hie
recently, one of the bi ots who mar the peace as it proceeds; but the parliamentary an: ysis
and prosperity of kingdoms, protested ainst is carefully followed out, and the apology, or
the idea that there was liberty for Cat olics panegyric, is ingeniously sustained. It is a
in Ireland; he abused the government, declared characteristic of the biography that so much
that his party would not be satisﬁed as long of apology should mingle with the narrative.
as government permitted Trinity College, The resignation of 1834, to begin with, ne
Dublin, to exist; and forthwith went home cessitates a good deal of it. We believe that,
instead of-had he been in Paris, to La Force several times during his career, Sir James
—had he been in Rome, to Sent’ Angelo.
Graham, whether under a sense of failure, or
If not in these particular samples, yet in disgust with politics, or the yearnin s of a
similar exempliﬁcations 0f the libert which born country entleman, meditated t rowing
Ireland enjoys, and the impunity wit which up, once for al, the responsibilities of public
some men abuse it, Father Perraud sees a ﬁne life. We ﬁnd him, in the autumn of 1834,
opportunity to write what be otherwise would lying “on the purple heather,” muttering
scarcely dare even to think under the govern again, “What shadows we are, and what sha
ment of the Eldest Son of the Church and the dows we pursue!"—owning that he had seen
protector of the Holy See. The ins irer of the more than enough of red tape, and asking him
volume is Monseigneur Dupanloup, t at famous self why he, who could be a sportsman, should
Bishop of Orleans, who holds Louis Napoleon be a statesmanl There was no “greatness” in
to be no better than Pilate, but who dares not all this, whatever Cincinnatus may have to say
say so directly. Father Permud says that, and about it. Still, he had ears for the rumours of
much more, in this book, indirectly. lVhile London, and especially of the West End “ that
contemplating Ireland, he is forced to the con governed England,” and a keen scent for the

it was declared that Lord Brou ham could no
longer hold the Great Seal,
at the \Vhig
Ministry was at an end when Peel was named
Premier and the Duke of Wellington became
temporarily, not only First Lord of the Tree
sury, but Secretary of State in all the Depart
ments, with Lord Lyndhurst simultaneously
Lord Chancellor and Chief Baron.
The
Netherby knight disapproved of the whole
proceeding, although it was intimated to him
that the new Minister might desire to know,
upon his return from Rome, where he could be
found. As it happened, when the Kings mes
senger did arrive, he found him about to dine
at the rectory at Arthuret, and with certain
politicians of a strong blue tint. One of these,
bursting with importance and impatience, sud
denly asked him, “Well, Sir James, what are
you thinking of doiug?”~—“ The only thing I
am thinking of doing just now,” he answered,
“ is of eating a good dinner.” That evening he
received the offer of a seat in the Cabinet; but

both he and Lord Stanley had previously set
tled their resolve to refuse. They voted, how
ever, with Government in the election of a.
Speaker, and on the second day, when an amend
ment was proposed to the address. It was
during the latter debate that O’Connell quoted
the lines of Canning as descriptive of Sir James
Graham and those who, with him, were then
led by Lord Stanley,—neither a party nor a
faction. What is it, he asked, that—
Down thy hill. romantic Ashburne, glides!
—The Derby Dilly carrying six insides.

“ No political sob'n'quet," remarks Mr. M‘Cul
lagh Torrens, “ever stuck more closely, and few
ever more effectually served their purpose." With
reference to his one important speech of that
session, Mr. M‘Cullagh Torrens points to the
defects of Sir James Graham's oratory, in an
analysis worth noting :—
"Besides references to Acts of Parliament and
to former debates, we ﬁnd in the course of a two

hours‘ speech citations of all sorts of testimony,—
wary words from Hallam, and loose exaggerations
from Hume;—earnest and devout commentaries
from Hooker on the subjective worth of popular
belief, and external evidences from Paley of truth
as established by Act of Parliament ;—long quota

tions from Lord Minto's speech on the union with
Ireland, for which nobody who listened cared a
jot; and still longer quotations from the evidence

of the Catholic leaders given before the Committee
of 1825, as to what the effect of emancipation
would be had it been given then, but which it was

worse than useless to quote, considering how timely
concession had been refused ;——opinions of Dr.

Doyle and of Dr. McHa-le;—statisticul passages
from the report of the Irish Ecclesiastical Commis
sion, and epistolary threatenings of agitation to
come, indited from Derrynane."

Sir James was often dull in Parliament, but
rarely dull upon the hustings. There, he was
generally very popular, and always intensely
local.

Sir James Graham did not return to office
with the W'higs, but sat below the gangway,
still an insider of the Derby Drag; but when.
the House divided on the Municipal Corpora
tion Reform Bill, his temperament as a public
man was vividly illustrated :—
“ When the numbers were announced on the
second division, Sir James and his friends were
about to cross the House to their usual seats when
a cry of ‘Stay! stay!’ arose from one or two
voices on the ministerial side, which drew forth a
loud and protracted cheer. Lord Stanley, having
been teller, resumed his accustomed seat below the
gangway; but Sir James, stung by the insulting
tone of the discourteous and disorderly ebullition of
feeling, with a deﬁant and disdainful look, remained
on the Opposition side.”

He had voted with the Opposition, and the
Liberals told him to stay where he had voted.

484
This might have been on their part’ unwise,
but on his it was unworthy.
It was in the following year that Lord
Lyndhurst, 'the Duke’s favourite Lord Chan
cellor, made his desperate assertion that three
fourths of the Irish people were aliens in
blood, language and religion. “ Never before,”
says Mr. Torrens, “was so much mischief
wrought by one brief phrase.” The ground
taken, after this event, by Sir James Graham
- was, that while the door to compromise seemed
closed he would make no concessions! In
this year, too, he seceded from Brookes’s, as he
afterwards withdrew from the Carlton, though
Pitt, at the head of Toryism, remained a
member of Brookes’s, as did Sir James Scarlett
and Lord Rosalyn, though in oﬁice under the
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biscuit; for spare diet, in the Home Secretary’s
opinion,
“ ‘ was essential to the preservation of his capacity
for labour, such as that which he had to undergo.

“ Never was a country cursed with a worse, a
more reckless, or a, more dangerous Government.
The noble Lord, the Secretary for Ireland, talks of
‘lubricity’ ; but, thank God, we have at last pinned
you to something out of which you cannot wriggle."

For any one who was subject to gout, and who
could not ﬁnd time for out-of-door exercise, there
was nothing for it but to live low, if he would

His biographer does not justify this lan—
guage, neit er did he himself upon reﬂection.
His next seat was for Dorchester, and his
place in the Cabinet at the Home Otlice,—a
troublesome office in days of discontent and

retain his capacity for mental work.‘
he generally took at eight o'cloc .”

“There was hardly a day," he said

Now, this opinion is repudiated by many

in the House, “ that I did not ﬁnd it necessary
to have personal communication with the
Horse Guards, as well as with the heads of the
police in the metropolis and in the manufac

public men, whose exertions are enormous, and
whose dinners correspond. “Eat much and
drink little” is the creed of one whose oﬂicial
toils have been beyond any comparison with
those of Sir James Graham.
In 1847, he refused the Governor-Generalship
of India, as he had refused it more than once
before, but this time because “he could not
bring himself to take it from Lord John.” He
clung to the House of Commons, after the
Free-Trade Debates, and during one of time
great economical discussions that succeeded, et
fall a few words which Mr. Torrens thinks con
stitute a “ retort,” and, therefore, are imperish
able as an anecdote :—
“When addressing the House one evening, on

agitation.

turing districts.” But he added to the diiﬁ
culties- of his own position.

Here is his

Duke of Wellington. But, with the Knight of biographer's confession :—
“ There was in him, it must be owned, sometimes
Netherby, passion overcame twenty-four years
of pleasant memories :—“ His heart was full of too much of a haughty and imperious mood, which

bitterness on account of the manner in which
he had been treated by the organs and agents
of the party.”—Lord Brougham, Sir Francis

Burdett, and Lord Stanley withdrew from
Brookes’s Club in the same year.
In June, 1837, the King died, and Mr.
M‘Cullagh Torrens recounts an amusing inci
dent of parliamentary life:

especially betrayed itself in his demeanour as a
Minister. He seemed as though he were haunted by
a morbid fear of appearing (as he phrased it) ‘ to be ,
hustled into doing anything by the mere pressure
from without,’ so long as he believed that pressure
could be resis
."

Personally, he was then, in 1844, perhaps
the most unpopular statesman of the day:
the oft-debated subject of the connexion between

“‘ How do you account for it,‘ said a mutual
“ On the following day Lord J. Russell appeared friend standing one day ‘below the bar to a noble
at the bar of the Commons, charged with a message lord whom Sir James had lately complimented
from the Queen.
A cry immediately arose of highly in debate, and towards whom he had cer
‘ Hats off,’ and the Speaker, forgetful for the tainly never shown anything like disrespect.—
moment of the precise usage prescribed on such ‘How’! \Vhyjust look at him, as he sits there,
occasions, announced from the chair that ‘Mem with his head thrown back, and his eyes ﬁxed on
here must be uncovered.’ Every one present forth the windows over the gallery, as if there was
with complied, with the exception of Sir J. Graham, nothing going on in the House worth his listening
who excited some observation by continuing to wear to.’ Another distinguished supporter, when asked
his hat until the ﬁrst words of the message were why so many people hated him, replied, ‘ He has
pronounced. As nothing at the time escaped the cocked his hat on the wrong side of his head ; and
vigilance of party criticism, a paragraph appeared depend upon it, that's a mistake not easily got
the same evening in the TrucSun, reﬂecting on the over."'
supposed indecorum. At the meeting of the House
Moreover, “ you could not go into the Carlton
next day, the right hon. baronet called attention

‘ the rate of wages and the price of food, Sir James
, reiterated his declaration that experience had con
vinced him that the former had a constant tendency
to rise in proportion as the latter fell. Lord George,
who was sitting on the front Opposition bench
below him, threw back his head, and, looking
round at him, exclaimed, ‘ Ah! yes, but you know
you said the other thing before.‘ A shout of
' laughter, in which Sir James joined, was followed
by cheers and counter-cheers; and curiosity was

on tip-toe for the retort.

good humour enough for public life. When he
re-entered Parliament as Member for Pem

and who shall tell of how many hours of unsus
pected suffering it was the cause? \Vith all his
broke, he began by taunting Mr. Hume as one pluck and pride, he was femininely susceptible to
who might be useful if “he would be content opinion. He was too great an actor not to be able
to skim along the mud of ofiicial proceedings"; to laugh aloud, while he writhed with inward pain.
but he winced when Sheil ironically spoke of Much of what was said against him never reached
him as “the member for East Cumberland,” and his ears. ‘But he was fully sensible of the growing 1
added “I beg pardon, the member for Pem symptoms of party estrangement. He probably
in some respects, its immediate
broke." In fact, Sir James Graham was in no misapprehended,
cause, and morbidly attributed them to the universal
way a relenting assailant, and employed ﬁereer tendency of the world to desert those who are out
epithets than he cared to tolerate when applied of popular favour. He repeatedly gave expression
to himself.
to his conviction that he had been made a scape
In 1841, he hoisted the Conservative flag goat; and that while others who had not laboured
with due ceremony, and joined the Carlton harder or more efficiently in the framing and carry
Club. Conservatism, Mr. Torrens observes, ing of useful measures would obtain their meed of

fame, he should be remembered only in connexion
with this miserable affair of the Post Office.”
That he was a laborious minister may more

readily be allowed. Sir Robert Peel's testimony
on this point is conclusive—“ What I do in the
way of work is nothing to what Graham does.”

And he breakfasted on a cup of tea and a

From his perch, as he

used to call it, the ex-minister looked down at his
noble antagonist, and said in a tone of ineﬁ‘able
humour,—‘ The noble Lord's taunts fall harmless
, upon me; I'm not in office now.’"

without ﬁnding some self- important country
to the fact, for the purpose of explaining that he
had only complied with the older, and as he thought gentleman half-iuartieulatc with rage at the a
better, custom of waiting until the initiatory word way in which he had been treated by that in
‘ Regina ’ or ‘ Rex ’ was uttered, before uncovering, tolerable coxcomb whom Peel had been fool
—a mode of testifying respect for the Crown which enough to put at the Home Office, and to whom
was more emphatic, and which had, he thought, a he was resolved never, so long as he lived, to
better effect. " ' " The Speaker said that the hon. speak again.” But he seemed intent u on
member for East Cumberland was strictly correct manufacturing unpopularity for himself.
e
in his observance of the practice of the House; Post-Office Inquiry heaped it in abundance
and be accounted for his own apparent deviation upon his head. Wrongly or rightly? Mr.
therefrom by his desire to preserve order and to M‘Cullagh Torrens takes his part roundly, and
save time.”
endeavours to paint a sentimental portrait of
The ensuing general election tried him still the political hero, assailed by a thousand
more sorely. He lost his seat for Cumber slanders, which rankled in his heart, while he
land, and lost his temper too, suffering himself scorned to manifest, by any outward expression,
to declaim, at the Bush dinner, that he had the pain he endured. We must say that the
“ not expected to be hunted almost like a mad picture fails to win our sympathy. It is, at the
dog through the streets of Carlisle.” At that best, repulsive, and not at all pathetic:—
time, apparently, he had scarcely nerve or
“ In a certain sense, the wound was incurable;

was becoming irresistible, though he suggests
no connexion between that fact and the new
accession to the Carlton phalanx. Sir James
now fairly tamed round upon the Whigs, in
a speech which proved how far he was the
sensitive debater who had a right to cry for
quarter:—

He never

ate luncheon, and his only meal Wu dinner, which

Again was he offered a peerage, but once
more adhered to the House of Commons, now
intent on Committeeroom work:—
“ He would listen, with mingled amazement and
amusement, to some marvellous romance of pseudo
science from the lips of a chemist or an engineer ;
put a quiet question or two, without dropping a

hint of the impression it had made on his mind,
just to ﬁx the empiric irretrievably with his preten

tious imposture; and then spend half the evening
reading up, to be ready to cross-examine him the
next day, which he did with a. tone and air of calm
superiority and scrupulous politeness, that often

excited the envy and admiration of the less ﬁnished
practitioners who sat on the other side of the table."
It was in 1852 that he again stood for Car
lisle, abolishing all necessity for apologies and
explanations by the simple words, “ Well, gen
tlemen, the wanderer has returned.” He was
elected, and returned thanks. “ Somebody had
said that if he were returned Carlisle would be
called a refuge for the destitute. Well, that
was a better name for it to bear than an hos
pital for the incurable.”
~
In his sixty-third year be h
to feel him
self an old man. He cherished the habits of
parliament, but shunned the thought of oflice.
Yet on the hustings he was vigorous as ever,
and in 1859, when a squib was published,
styling him a weathercock, retorted, “Well,
I think it very likely that on the day of elec
tion I shall show which way the wind blows.”
This was exactly in his own style, suited to,
and sufficient for,a popular occasion. His end,
however, was near, and two years later he
rested in the old church of Arthuret.
With the materials at hand, Mr. M‘Cullagh
Torrens has, no doubt, done his best, except
that he strains his sympathy with Sir James
Graham's character so far as to somewhat invi
diously admire him. It is not a very ﬂuttering
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thing, after all, to say 'of a public man that he
could be amiable in private. Public men have
no right to keep all their graciousness at home;
at all events, if they do, the world, which sees
them only in public, is not bound to reﬂect that

was such nobility in her carriage, such elevation in
All I have announced will take place her fervour, and such a lofty expression of faith and

losophy.
when reason is the sole ruler, and has its temples.’
be one of the priests of that temple.'—‘ Not I, M.
de Chamfort, but you assuredly will, for you deserve

places with a razor, and will not die till some
months after that desperate operation. As for you,
M. Vicq d‘Azyr, it is true that the gout will pre
vent you opening your veins, but you will have

Politically, though

he boasted at Carlisle in 1859, referring to a
contest of three-and-thirty years ago, “I then
fought under the Blue Flag, and I ﬁght under
the Blue Flag still,” he wrote his own epitaph
when he said “In a party sense, it must be
ozvned that mine has been a‘devious mreer."

right moment : as regards cures, he only witnessed
those of toothache, cholic and rheumatism. Ma

dame de la. Croix described with peculiar simplicity
and grace, as well as with the most pict

ue

them opened by another person six times in the expressions, the visits which the evil spirit paid her
same day, and die during the following night. when she was alone. Her hearers fancied they
You, M. de Nicolai, will die on the scaffold ; and could see what she was describing, for there were

so will you, M. de Malesherbes !’—‘Thank heaven !' such naturalness and vivacity in her statements.
Richer exclaimed, ‘ M. Cazotte only owes a grudge Every time that Gleichen paid her a visit she had
tothe Academic.’ ButCazotte quicklycontinued :—
‘You, too, M. Richer, will die on the scaffold;

something new to tell him about the demoniac

al cross-questioned the prophet of evil in a mocking

sons ridiculously or improperly attired, came at
night to walk upon her bed, the Capuchins sending
her kisses, and the penitents plucking her blankets.
At times, they gave her the amusement of a ball,
in which she perceived the strangest costumes and
most discordant fashions of every age. Another
time she was shown a magnificent display of fire
works, pyramids of diamonds, dazzling illumina

Remarkable Adventurers and Unre'vealul Mysten'es. ByLascelles Wraxall. 2vols. (Bentley.)
Paolo the pages of odd volumes from the
libraries of many countries, Mr. L'tscelles
Wraxall has drawn a series of sketches, anec-l

Mr. Bentley

a miracle. Baron von Gleichen, though he fre
quently called on her in the hope of ‘seeing the

to be chosen before all for such functions. For all ﬁend quit the body of a possessed person in his
that, you will open your veins in two-aud-twenty presence, was never so fortnnateas to arrive at the

to all-may be compensated for-to a few-by
gentle manners ina drawing-room. Personally,
not much interest attaches to the life or charac

dotes and characters, which

conﬁdence in her whole person, that she might be

—‘ In any case,’ Chamfort retorted, ‘ you will not readily taken for a saint in the act of performing

superciliousness at the Home Office—an affront

ter of Sir James Graham.
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happen’ in the name or'rea5n',’h;hmay and phi

company. At one moment he heard of amusing
and those who are preparing such a destiny for tricks which had been played her: at another, she
YOUNG" and the rest of the company here Pfeﬂent had been suffering from the most fearful persecu
are all philosophers like you.’—‘And when will tions. At times, entire processions of penitents,
all these ﬁne things happen?’ some one asked. dressed from head to foot in pink, or else Capu
—‘\Vithin six years from to-day.‘ Laharpe also chins, as ugly as they were offensive, or other per
voice :—‘And pray what will happen to me’! M.

‘has now given to the world under the l Cazotte.'—‘ A
at miracle, sir; you will be con
title of ‘Remarkable Adventurers and Un-: verted, and become a good Christian.’ This put
revealed Mysteries.’ The adventurers com rise , an end to the feeling of awe that had begun to
such persons as the False Dauphin, Car inal creep over the company; and the Duchesse de
Alberoni, Baron de Ripperda, the Pretended Grammont, reassured by the general laughter,
Anne of Cleves, the Count St.-Germain, the asked in her turn :—‘ The fate of us poor women, I
Man in the Iron Mask, Count Ruggiero, Ana assume, will not be so bad, for in revolutionary
charsis Cloots, Baron de Kalb, Axel Fersen, times we are neglected.’—‘Ladies,' Cazotte an
Theodore King of Corsica, Gonzaga Deutz, swered, ‘ this time your sex will not protect you ;
Henry Reuss, Joseph Siiss Op enheimer, Prince and though you may carefully refrain from inter
you will not fail to be treated exactly like
Kaunitz, Count de Bonneva, Jacob Cazotte, ference,
the men. You, too, Madame la Duchesse, and
Cagliostro, Hugo Schlechtweg, Charles Hesse, many other great ladies, will have to mount the
John Michael von Kleement, the Countess von scaffold, and be taken to it in a cart, with your
Rochlitz, Struenzee and Konigsmarck, Kaspar hands tied behind your back !' The duchess, who
Hauser, the Chevalier D‘Eon, William \Valker, regarded this as a jest, added :-—‘ I trust, at any
Jose
Frohn, and a few others. The members rate, that I shall have a mourning coach.'—-' No,
of
t 15notseries
haveofnoillustrating
connexionany
with
each -Iv no
; a common cart will be your last carriage.
other,
even that
common
Besides,
greater ladies than y°u will be dragged ‘0

tions, or enchanted palaces.

And she described

all this with so much taste, and such vivacity and

facility of language, that her stories appeared far
more interesting than the majority of those told in
society about
d fétes or brilliant assemblies.
One day she repeated a theological discussion

which she had held with one of her most familiar
spirits, travestied as a doctor of the Sorbonne, who
treated her as a heretic, and began defending the

doctrines of the Church of Rome in the most ortho
dox manner. ‘ But,’ she added, ‘ as he at length
mingled blasphemy with his arguments, I closed
his mouth with a padlock, which he will wear to

thought; but they have the interest attaching punishment in the same wsy.’—‘I hope you do the day of the last judgment.’—‘ But,’ Gleichen

to what is strange, dashing, and mysterious, in i not “nude to the
a very high degree.
As some of the chapters have already ap
peared in periodicals, we refrain from any lar e
amount of quotation, lest the reader shou d
ﬁnd himself treated to an old story recently
re-told. A couple of paragraphs must sufiice—
one from the chapter on Cazotte's famous
prophecy, the second from that on the Convul
sionists.
_
Mr. Wraxall, after some examination of the
evidence, is of opinion that Cazotte did actually
pronounce the famous prophecy, though he is
also of opinion that Laharpe, “ like a true

Frenchman,” added a good deal to Cazotte's
words by way of dramatic ornament. Use has
been made of the scene by M. Louis Blanc and
M. Alexandre Dumas :——
“ In the year 1788, Cazotte supped with a dis
tinguished party of guests at the house of the
Duchesse de Grammont. He sat silent at one end

of the table, staring at his half-empty glass, and
col musing from his reverie when the victory of
p ' osophy over ‘ religious superstition’ was too
jactantly announced. Suddenly he sprang up, lesnt
over the table, and said in a hollow voice, and with
pallid cheeks :-—‘ You have reason to congratulate

yourselves, vgentlemen, for you will all be witness
of the great and sublime revolution which you so

princesses of the bloodl'—-‘To

asked, ‘where did you get this padlock from?'—

even greater than they.’-‘ But we shall not be ‘ Ah, my dear baron,’ Madame de la Croix replied,
refused the comfort of a confessor, to exhort us in ‘ how little do you know of the difference existing
our dying moments7'—‘ Such a favour will only be between spiritual and material reality? It was a
granted to the most illustrious of all the victims.’— real padlock which I placed on him : ours are only
‘But pray, what will happen to yourself, M. Ca the appearances of padlocks! ' Many persons,
zotte ?’ some of his audience asked, beginning to suﬂiciently malicious to amuse themselves at her
feel rather uneasy.-—‘ The same thing will happen expense, invited her to their houses, under the

to me,’ he replied, ‘as happened to the man who, pretence that they saw ghosts. The jest was often
during the last siege of Jerusalem, pronounced a carried so far that Madame de la Croix ended by
ﬁnal imprecstion on that city, then on himself‘, and seeing that she was being played with. But she
was straightway killed by a stone.’ After saying laid these humiliations at the foot of the Cross, and
, this, Cazotte bowed to the company, and left the on this point said to Gleichen, with as much good
sense as frankness: ‘ You who have known me so
' room."
of my reputation and so riority, who are
Of course, the prophecy,—if it were pro jealous
aware that I deprive myself of t e smallest supe phecy,—came true. The difficulty of believing ﬂuities in order to give to the poor; who see that
any part of this strange narrative arises from the profession I carry on only produces me shame
the fact that the scene was never mentioned and contempt in a country where, through my
until all the events had come to pass and all position in society and my family relations, I might
the actors, with the sole exception of Laharpe, play a very different part; do you not understand
that the task I am fulﬁlling is imposed on me by a
were dead.
To the believers in table-rapping and sofa superior powerl Tell me frankly if you think that
my
mind has broken down, and that I have lost
ﬂoating as a. new spiritual revelation, such
good old stories as that of Madame de La Croix, my reason ? ’ It was the more difficult to categori
the exerciser of evil spirits, may be recom cally answer these questions so bluntly asked,
mended as showing that credulity and fanati because the baron was forced to confess to himself
that he had never known the lady’s mind more
cism are not things of our time only :-—
lucid. He withdrew from the embarrassment by
“Madame de la Croix had been in her youth the the help of conventional compliments, while think
most perfect model of Roman beauty. Full of ing that a ﬁxed idea can easily coexist with an
grace and expression, with piercing eyes, an aqui intellect in other respects sound, and that in the best
line nose, a head well set u n ﬁne shoulders, and
ized human brain there is always a little nook

eagerly desire. As you are aware that I understand
something about prophesying, be good enough to
baton to me. You, M. Condorcet, will give up the a magniﬁcently developed bgsom, she would pass reserved for madness. However, he declares that
ghost, lying on the floor of a subterranean dungeon; for the beau-ideal of a beautiful empress. Of all Madame de la Croix (whom he saw for the last

you, M. N-——-, will die of poison; and you, M. these charms there only remained to her in the sere time in 1791, at Pierry in Champagne, the estate
N—_, by the executioner's hand.‘ On hearing a. clever and lively face, a noble presence, pretty
this strange outbreak, all began protesting that feet, a grand air, and great facility of elocution.
prisons, poison and executioner had nothing in These imposing remains, which in reality are far
common with philosophy and the sovereignty of rarer than are supposed, were admirably adapted
reason, on whose speedy approach the soothsayer to the part which she played when she set about
had just congratulated them; but Cazotte coldly exercising the demon: her menacing gestures and
continued :—‘ It is as I tell you, and all this will the sound of her voice caused a tremor; and there

of Cazotte, who, after having been a Martinist,
had become one of her most fervent partisans) was
animated by such an active love for humanity, such
edifying piety, so touching a goodness of heart,
and such mature sense and nobility of character,
that it was im
‘his not to love and esteem her.
She regarded the revolution as a work of the
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cary’s shop at Naples, approved as “really
appropriate" by another comfortable female
tourist of the race. As for the aphorisms
the celebrated High Rabbi Falck-Scheck. She and allusions penned by travellers, serious and
declared that ‘this talisman, which was destined saucy, not in travellers’ books alone, but with
to raise the prince to the throne, had been broken a publisher's “imlm'nwlur ” for the use of Mudie,
on the bosom of Philippe Egnlité, by the mere who shall show forth the wonders of their splen
power of her prayer, at the moment when he fell
senseless in the midst of the National Assembly.’ dour and variety? Miss Impulsia, the heroine
Baron von Gleichen concludes his anecdotes about of Lord Dufferin's romance, though “a being
this singular woman with the description of a. scene ‘ of the mind,” is tame and sensible compared with
which he said he could never forget, and which he certain of the sisterhood in ﬂesh and blood
always found it impossible to explain. A possessed ‘ who could be named, alive, travelling, and,
man whom a neighbour of his, a miller, had com what is more, publishing. Her face in the ﬁrst
pelled unconsciously to form a compact with the ‘ “ cut," as she sits reading ‘Eothen’ in Brook
Fiend, came every now and then to Madame de la ‘ Street, tells us, b its sentimentality, that, like
Croix. Hence the possessed man was still curable. ‘ Alciphron the Eypicurean, a voice within her
Every time that he came to see her he fell on his warns her to seek the Nile; also, by its vacant
knees, and recounted to her, with sobs, the horrible . stare, that she is marked out for vicissitudes on
sufferings to which he was constantly a prey.
her travels. She exports a lady’s‘maid; and
Madame de la. Croix made him lie down on a sofa,
undressed him, and
ed over his body relics ; Abigail on the Mediterranean becomes well nigh
dipped in holy water. Then, horrible rumblings as portentous a sea sufferer as the one immor
were heard inside him and the sufferer uttered . talized by Hood, who, in like circumstances,
fearful yells; but the devil held firm, and the hopes ‘ “found, after Christianity, only one comfort,
of dislodging him were constantly disappointed. which was, in giving her mistress warning.”
One day this man became furious, leapt off the We were sure that at Alexandria Mrs. Minikin
sofa, and seemed ready to attack the s
ators. . would “strike,” leaving her lady lonely amon
Madame de la Croix then placed herse between‘ her boxes and the donkey-boys,—and woul

demon, and boasted, as a peculiar trait of bravery,
of having destroyed a lapis-lazuli talisman, which
the Due d'Orléans had received in England from

him and her company, and forced him back to his
place with an imperious and menacing gesture.

chilled our interest. Spohr's ‘Jessonda' is spoilt
by the excess of lachrymose music it contains;

and What bore is so wearisome as the funny
man who never ceases cracking jokes and
launching provocative riddles? But the fault
of Miss Gushington’s dilemmas, as above spe

ciﬁed and illustrated, can have only a partial
effect on the acceptance of a book which is full
of genuine and permissible whimsies.
The Second IVar of Ind

Translated by the Author from the Second
lcvised and Enlarged German Edition.

\Vith an Introduction by Bolling A. Pope.
(Longman & Co.)
TEE contents of Mr. E. M. Hudson’s volume
may be divided into what is said too late, and
what had better not have been said at all. Its
exposition of the United States Constitution,
and arguments in support of the right of seces
sion have more than once been placed before
English readers, and have .long since been

accepted by those who take part with the South.
The portion of the book which had better
not have been written is that which relates

insist on being sent home. This she did. Plate to compulsory labour.

the sixth shows us the s lendid descendant of
Upon this, the possessed man began gnashing
his j iEneas, whom Miss Gushington, fancying her
could have
teeth with such force that
sers-by
Dido, preferred to all the more homely
heard him in the street, and vomited such horrible ‘, self
‘I Dmgoman”
proposed to her. That Dmitri
imprecations that his hearers felt their hair stand ,
on end ; after which he broke into violent invectives proved lazy, dirty, a liar and a thief, was not
upon Madame de la Croix hrrself, and terminated to be read in his looks, nor in the “sit” of
But our pilgrim,
like a true
the scene by an enumeration of the most abomina- , his fustanellas.
_
.
ble sins which the lady had committed, and enter . Impulsm, was sure to fall into bad hands.
ing into details suﬂicientto make her die of shame. Those who next ﬂeeced her were a family of
She listened to all this with her eyes calmly raised ‘ four M‘Fishys; and how the mother was tipsy,
to heaven, her hands crossed on her chest, and and the father was sharp as a needle, and the
sheddin bitter tears. Had she been younger she
ragmatic cub of a son was ill mannered and
might ave passed for a pi-nitent Magdalene. uupudent, may be here clearly seen as well as
\Vhen the sufferer had ended, she knelt down, and
mournfully read. But the best pictures in the
said to the company: ‘Gentlemen, you have just
been witnesses of the just punishment of my sins book are those displaying Impulsia's wonderful
which God has granted to my repentance. I and lonely adventures on camel-back in the
deserve the humiliation which I have endured in Desert and their sequel, after parting with the
your presence, and would willingly submit to it in M‘Fish s. Her mad Mazeppa ride (Plate xiv.)
the presence of all Paris, if that would procure the is won rously funny, and will make many an
Im ulsia to come rate “the Ship of the Desert”
pardon of all my sins.’ ”
Some paragraphs which we recently quoted as eartily as did Miss Martineau, who fairl
from Mr. Home's ‘ Incidents in my Life’ read ‘ lost her temper, and swore, it may be reco wondrously like a variation of Baron Gleichen’s lected, when she spoke of the comforts of that
narrative of what he saw, or though he saw,! conveyance. Nor has anything much more
at Madame de La Croix’s house. We have seen comical (even in the incomparable ‘Book of
more amusing and clever tricks done on the Nonsense’) been seen than Miss Gushiugton’s
subsequent apparitions, after having been plun
stage by Messrs. Hondin and Bosco.
dered of all her wardrobe by the wild Arabs,
—ﬁrst, present'
herself in her cage before
‘1195 from LowLatitudes ,' or, Edractsfmn the astonished S eikh—next, bestriding her
Journal of the Hon. Impulsia Gmking donkey in a disconsolnte epicene attire, as her
ton. (Murray)
solitary chance of gettin back to Luxor and the
Tms charming production, originally planned decorum of petticoats!
e need go little further
by Lord Dui'l'crin as a Christmas fun-book, in specifying how the ill-starred gentlewoman
is well enough timed as an Easter folly. stumbled from this Scylla into a Chorybdis,
It is even pleasanter to look at the thrilling made up of the courtesies of two jocund Irish
adventures of the Pilgrim of the Desert, as sharpers; and when clear of this third whirl
here pictured, than to read the passages of the pool,—-—how, after having ﬂu
into it one
journal illustrated by them-and for asimple undred pounds, she ﬂounder-e into a deeper
reason. The troubles which overtake fools from Slough o Despond by meeting a. cousin of
St. Mary Axe, or fools from May Fair, on their hers as stupid as Lord Dundreary, who was
travels, have been told somewhat threadbare bringing home with him from India a lady
since the days of ‘ Hum hrcy Clinker.’ Hook, more passionate than honest. Miss Gushington
Hood Moore, Miss Valdie, Mrs. Tr0llopc,l was only drn ed to term ﬁrma. by a French
Mr. liever, Mr. Thackeray, recur to us as Chevalier of ndustry, in whose hands she is
leadingr the van of merry folks who have left when the curtain drops. Poor lady! She
delighted to narrate the absurdities of John ought to have been allowed some glimpses of
Bull and his spouse as exhibited in foreign ' sunshine had she been twice as gushing as'
parts. True, there is no caricaturing the reality ‘ she was. If there be a. fault in this merry
——no exhausting its varieties. Our own cars Easter offering, it is the want of relief. “ Sham
have heard the Venus at Florence described as I upon sham,” said the Doctor in Miss Edge
“the last effort of Hadrian's chisel" by one of worth’s ‘ Manoeuvn'ng,’ “is too much for any
the Gushington family, and the Pompeiztn man !” The disasters showered upon Madame
motto “Salve,” on the doorway of an apothc- , D’Arblay's “ L. S.” in her ‘Wanderer’ utterly

in America.

ByE M. Hudson, Juris Utriusque Doctor

Slavery, according to

Mr. Hudson, is so beneﬁcent a system that the
highest interests of negro and lanter alike
demand its maintenance and devc opment. It
brings the African savage in contact with
the inﬂuences of Christianity, and raises the
proprietor of black men to the highest grade

of civilized humanity.

“ Slavery in America,”

observes the author, “ may be considered from
two oints of view: on the one hand, asasoc'ia
on t 0 other, as a polilioal relation. Regard
from the ﬁrst int of view, slavery is decidedly

patriarchal.

head of the family is the slave

owner or master, while the slaves are incor

porated into the family. The wife and children
excepted, the slaves claim the chief care and
attention of the head of the family. Interest
and feeling unite to induce the master to be
stow the greatest kindness and protection
upon his dependents, and in this way a more
intimate bond of affection is created than is
possible between master and hireling in any
country. The master is, at the same time, the
protector, conﬁdant, and friend of his slaves,
and must afford them clothing, support, medi
cal attention and religious instruction. The

children of the slave-proprietor grow up with
those of the slaves, so that from the earliest
youth there exists a mutual affection between

the future masters and their slaves.”

In like

fashion is the character of the Southern planter
put upon the canvas. “The relation of the
slaveholder,” says Mr.- Hudson, “guarantees
him a purely independent posit-ion, allows him
leisure for ‘devoting his time to literature,
science and politics, aﬁ'ords opportunity for the
improvement of his tastes, enables him to rm
the beneﬁts of elevated social intercourse, an

dcvelopes in him a more pure appreciation of
what is noble, while producing a superior degree

of refinement.”

No unprcjudiced reader will

refrain from laughing at this ﬂattering picture
of life in Dixie’s Land, where there is actually
no literature whatever superior to ro-slavery
journalism, no science higher than t at “social
what Mr. which
science”
Russellleft
found
theit,New
no politics
Orleans rt
from a ﬁercedetermination to keep black ser 5 in
firm bondagc,—-whcre reﬁned taste expresses
itself in deep drinking, “elevated social inter
course” is tempered by duelling, and apprc.L
ciation of what is noble manifests itself in
incessant calumny of England and the English.
When the Southerners were being injured by

the misrepresentations and ﬁctions of abolition
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enthusiasts, we did our best to expose the false before us, has the sustained merit of its prede
hood of statements which were misleading our cessors. The pieces show less variety of sub
men; and now that pro-slavery cant is ject, and so me of them are less carefully ﬁnished
co
making itself heard with corresponding in and spring from slighter occasions. But in the
ﬁnance, and aims at depreciatin the labours faintest of these sketches we are sure to meet
of the philanthropists whom larkson and some redeeming touches of truth and individu
Wilberforce led on to victory, we are e ually ality, ond the best of them are e ual to any
prompt in giving it its right name.
e can that have come from the same and. _ Mr.
assure Southern writers that the tone which Barnes has still the sportive humour evinced
has of late become prevalent amongst them in ‘A Bit of Sly Coorten’; the simple and
will fail to achieve its object, as far as English suggestive pa thos shown in ‘ Even‘en, an’
0 inion is concerned. It is true that just now Maidens out at Door’; and that faithful detail
ere is a fashion in England with careless and which, in such bucolics as ‘Evenon Twilight’
frivolous people to profess admiration for “the and ‘ Evenen in the Village,’ presents a distinct
patriarchal‘ character " of American slavery, but landscape, enlivened by distinct ﬁgures. Here,
it is the folly of “a. season." It will soon die too, is an interior, in which words show, vividly
out, and in the mean time it will not touch as could the pencil, the glow on the hearth,
the strong hatred of “ the peculiar institution” the genial faces around it, and the white world
beyond the window :—
which lives in the heart of our race.

Vor a playmate a’ mine we: at hwome,
An’ would my till another week's end.
At the dear pworched door, could I dare,
To zee Mellry amino-ied away !
On the ﬂovmot, now all n-trod

Stwony

, the green grass war u-ﬁpnld,

An‘ the long-slighted Woodbine did nod
Vrom the wall, wi‘ a loosehnngen head.
An‘ the martin's clay nest war arhung
Up below the brown oven, in the dry,
An‘ the rocks had a-rock'd broods 0' young,
On the elems below the Ma? sky;
But the bud on the bed, ooulllen bide,
“'1' young Mciry a-murrled away.
There the copse‘wood, a'grown to a height,
\Ver n-vell'd, an‘ the primrwose in blootb,
Among chips on the ground wturn‘d white,
Wer n-qu‘rv'rén, all beiire 0’ their lcwth.
The green moss wcr u-sprend on the thatch,
That I left yollow reed, an‘ more
The small green, there did swing a new hatdl,
Vor to let me walk in to the door.
Oh ! the rock did still rock o'er the rick,
But wi’ Meitry a-mnrrled away.

The reader will remark in the above how

touchingly the lapse of years is indicated b
Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect. By
William Barnes. Third Collection. (J. R.

Smith.)

‘

‘Tum distinct collections of these rural poems
have now appeared, and the ﬁrst of the series
has been twice re-demanded. This popularity
has been gained in spite of a dialect which
must, to some extent, startle and perplex the
general reader. Such a result, for reasons
which we are about to state, speaks well for
the ublic discrimination.
e are by no means desirous that the ex
ample of Mr. Barnes should be widely followed.
Works written in a dialect must, of necessity,
be deviations from the national standard of
language. It will be an ill day for our litera
ture when each shire shall set up a laureate,
whose verse must be elsewhere obscure; when
Cumberland, for instance, shall produce poems
that will need the help of a. translator to be
understood in Cheshire. Still it is undeniable

that the experiment of Mr. Barnes has its
peculiar advantages, and, viewed as an excep
tion, we can give it not only toleration, but

0.
It must be remembered, in the ﬁrst place,
that in these rural poems life is regarded, for
the most part, from the side of the yeoman and
the peasant. Mr. Barnes has the great merit
of letting his rustics speak for themselves;
from their own lips we learn how events affect
them, how the inﬂuences of nature cheer or
soften them. They are no idealized shepherds
and. shepherdesses with crooks, ribbons, and
clocked stockings, but the plain dwellers be
neath thatched roofs who wear smocks and
limeys. In thus exhibiting them, Mr. Barnes,
though nominally a lyric poet, becomes vir
tun
a dramatic one. The characters into
whic he throws himself express their own
individuality in thought, feelin and language,

as they would in a play. It is t is fact, indeed,
that best justifies the adoption of a dialect.
The writer himself shows the limits of such
a medium when he occasionally forsakes his
humble favourites for persons of higher posi
tion. The phraseology, for example, which so
well suits the rustic lover of “ Meiiry” in ‘\Voone
smile mwore,’ strikes us as being entirely out
of place in the “ Pillar’d Geiite,” where the
object of affection is a lady by birth, and her
suitor one who has risen in life and “lightened
up his mind with lore.” Instances of the latter

kind, however, occur but rarely.
The ﬁrst collection of these poems has been
some time before the public, and its pictures
of external nature under many aspects-its
pastoral scenes of common village life, now and
then quickened by the excitement of a fair,
a feast or a wooing, are familiar to many. We
can hardly say that the Third Collection, now

NOT GOO HWOME 'I‘O NIGHT.
No, no, why you've noo wife at hwome
Abiden up till you do come,
Zoo leiive your but upon the pin, _
Vor I'm your waiter, here's your inn,
Wi' chair to rest, an’ bed to roost;
You have but. little work to do
This vrosty time at hwome in mill,
Your frozen wheel's a-stannen still,
The sleepen ice woont grind vor you.
No, no, you woont goo hwome to night,
Good Robin White, 0' Qlnglln mill.
As lcome by, to day, when: stood
\N’i’ neiiked new, the purple wood,
The scarlet hunter's ho'sea veet
Tore up the sbeiikcn ground, wind—ﬂeet,
Wi' reacben heads, on’ pnnken hides ;
The while the ilatwing'd rocks in vlock,

Did zwim a-shecnen at their height ;
But your good river, since last night,
Wer all a-vroze so still's a rock.
No, no, you woont goo hwomc to night,
Good Robin White, 0' Cruglin mill.
Zee how the huﬂlen wln' do blow,
A‘whirlén down the giddy snow:
Zee how the sky's a-weitren dim,
Behind the clem's neii/ked lim'
That there do le'iin above the leiine ;
Zoo teiike your plclice bezide the dogs,
An‘ sip a drop 0’ hwonie-brew'd eiile,
An‘ ling your long or tell your teltle,
While 1 do bait the vire wi' logs.
No, no, you woont goo liwome to night,
Good Robin White, 0’ Craglin mill.
Your meiire‘s in stelcthle wi' her hooks
In straw above her vetterlocks,
A-remchen up her meany neck,
An’ pollen down good has’ vrom reek,
A-mciiken slight o' snow on‘ sleet;
She don't want you upon her back,
To vall upon the slipp‘ry stwones
0n Holly hill, on‘ break your bwones,

the features of the scene. The apple branc
droops lower, the ﬂower-not is troddc-n “ stwony
hard,” the thatch that was “ yollow reed ” is
covered with moss. The ﬂight of time is
marked, as it were, by shadows on the dial of
nature. Through the whole poem there is a
pensive harmony between the feelings of the
bereaved lover and the surrounding landscape,
while the sad sweet burden of the verse oom
pletes the charm.
\Ve could cite other examples not inferior.
The book, as we have hinted, exhibits the faults
of too rapid production; but, on the whole, it
is an addition to our poetical wealth. The
“realism” of style, which is the ﬁrst feature
that strikes us, is the least of its merits, and,
indeed, in another class of poetic composition
might be no merit whatever. Beneath the
surface of local peculiarities Mr. Barnes shows
that true imagination which makes appearances
representative-—indexes to the inner life of
nature or symbols of the heart and the mind.
His sympathies are warm and healthy; his obser
vation is accurate and deep, and his verse happily
modulated to the sentiment which it expresses.
Above all, he is original. At times, indeed, he
reminds us of Burns; but the resemblance is

free from imitation, and may fairly be traced to
the common qualities of kindred minds when
their themes are similar.

Or miss, in snow, her hidden track.

No, no, you woont goo hwome to night,
Good Robin White, 0' Craglin mill.
Here, Jenny, wine pull out your key
An‘ hansell wi' zome tidy tea
The zilver pot that we do owe
To your prize butter at the show,
An’ put some bread upon the bwoard.
Ah ! he do smile ; now that ‘ill do,
He'll stat‘. Here, Polly, bring a light,
We'll have a happy hour to night,
I'm thankful we be in the low.
No, no, he woont goo hwome to night,
Not Robin White 0' Craglin mill.

An Introduction to the Old Testament, Critical,
Historical and Theological, containing a D118
cussion of the most Important Questions
belonging to the several Books. By Samuel
Davidson, D.D. Vol. III. (Williams & Nor

gale)
In the same fearless and unfettered spirit as he

began, Dr. Davidson here concludes his Intro
duction to the Old Testament,——a work which,
with other recent publications, betokens an
Such are the heartinees and brightness of activity of inquiry in relation to the highest
this extract that we could almost wish to be matters at the present period. Notwithstandin
snowed up, like Robin White, in a Dorset farm all opposition, modern criticism pushes forwa
house. In our next quotation, Mr. Barnes its researches, even into regions which have
appeals to deeper sympathies, and shows a been hitherto considered as belonging to the
pathos as direct as his humour, and as forcibly province of faith, and consequently entitled to
conveyed through visible objects :
exemption from the intrusiv! gaze of reason.
EARLY PLAYM HATE.
A'tcr many long years had u-run,
The while I wer n-gone worn the pleiice,
I come back to the v'ields, where the zun
0v her childhood did show me her feiice.
There her father, years \\'older, did stoop,
An‘ her brother, wer now n-grown staid,
An’ the apple tree lower did droop
Out in orcha'd where we had a-play‘d.
There wer zome things arseemén the setime,
But Meliry's a-married away.
There wer two little childern l-zent,
Wi' a massage to me, oh! so [air
As the mother that they did mo ment,
When in childhood she plny'd wi‘ me there.
Z00 they twold me that if I would come
Down to Coomb, 1 should zce n wold friend,

Nor will the enlightened lover of truth regret
this, knowing that, whatever tempera disturb
ance it may occasion, the ultimate resu t mustbe
the dispersion of much mischievous error, and
the establishment of clear and correct views
upon a ﬁrm foundation.

Dr. Davidson’s concluding volume is devoted
to the prophetical and apocryphal books: the
contents and authorit of which are discussed

with the aid of all the ight that can be thrown
upon the subject by the researches of German
and English writers of every school. Whatever
may be Dr. Davidson's predilections, he has
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certainly not conﬁned his attention to any par
ticular class of works, but shows an acquaint
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and in reviewing the bold ente rises which
they accom lished, we ought not or a. moment
ance with all of importance. Whether his to ose 'g t of the fact that the whole was
conclusions be erroneous or not, they are the a private undertaking likely to collapse by a
results of no one-sided discussion, the arguments sin le false movement. Of the three, Mr.
for and against being stated with suﬁicient Ric ard Spruce, the botanist, has performed
fullness to enable the reader to form his own perha s the boldest feat by slowly workin his
judgment. With many of the most eminent way rom the Lower Amazons to its head
German Hebraists, and for reasons here ably waters, on the eastern slopes of the Peruvian
set forth he attributes the latter portion of the Andes, everywhere collecting s ecimens of the
book of lsaiah, from the commencement of the vegetation, and giving us grap ic descriptions
fortieth chapter to the end, to a different author of the Flora. Every one is aware that this
from that of the preceding thirty-nine chapters. route had been repeatedly traversed by the
At the same time, he protests against being early Spanish and Portuguese travellers; that
supposed to charge this more recent writer, or the French have sent there In. Condamine,
whoever incorporated his discourses with those and the Germans Po pig; but few persons
of Isaiah, with any attempt to impose upon the seem to know that
r. Spruce is the only
reader. On the contrary, he considers him to scientiﬁc Englishman of note who has per
have been “a true prophet, inspired by God in formed the journey. Mr. Spruce ought to
a remarkable degree.” He dis utes the authen follow up his valuable contribution to the
ticity of the book of Daniel, t ough he admits Journal of Botany by publications more acces
it to be partly historical As to its reception into sible to the general public. Mr. Wallace, the
second of the bold explorers we have named,
the canon, he says—
“It is a modern view to suppose the Jews in set out in 1847; and after examining the Lower
possession of a ﬁxed collection of canonical writings Amazons and Rio Negro, returned home richly
—sacred in its limits-at the time this book laden with treasures, some of the most valuable
appeared, and yet inserting the supposititious pro of which were lost in the wreck of the vessel
hecy. The canon, properly speaking, was never he had embarked in. However, sufficient had
ooked upon as closed. No precise barrier of already reached England to establish his repu
inspiration belonged to it in the eyes of the Jews tation as a zealous collector and a. thoughtful
before Christ’s advent. Their ideas of books that
observer of natural-history objects: which was
' should or should not be put with the old writings,
were vague and ﬂoating. Language and time conﬁrmed by the publication of his ‘ Travels,’
were their guides, and not imperious ones. The and ‘Palm Trees of the Amazons.’ Lately
prevailing spirit of the people determined the returned from the exploration of one of the least
point. National taste, tone, and religious percep known countries on the face of the earth, New
tion had some effect. Deﬁnite canons of ecclesias Guinea, all lovers of Natural Historynre eagerly
tica-l criticism were not the criteria employed. Till waiting for a volume on that region. Last,
the time of Christ, or at least till the time when though not least, we turn to Mr. Bates, who
Judes was conquered by the Romans, the question has just presented us with the interesting work
remained in a somewhat loose state. And when at the head of this notice, embracing an account
the collection was ﬁnally settled, the result was of eleven years of travel on the Lower Amazons,
brought about gradually-—unconsciously for the
and containing amass of observation and infor
most part to those concerned. It was not a marked
thing. Nor did the time partake of ‘the nature of mation seldom met with in books of travel.
The author started, in 1847, in company with
an era.”
Mr. Wallace, both bent upon “solving the
With regard to the apocryphal books, Dr. problem
of the origin of species." His com
Davidson denies that they are so inferior to
returned at the end of fouryears. Mr.
those of the canon as many think, who hold the ganion
ates remainedseven yearslonger, and as thetwo
one class to be human and the other divine.
took different routes after the ﬁrst two years,
Like Dr. Stanley, he maintains that the writers
the reader need not fear ﬁnding the present
of the canonical books were not all inspired in
publication a mere paraphrase of Mr. Wallace’s
an equal degree. He considers that in one or
work. The author conﬁned himself chieﬂy to
two instances the authors of apocr'yphal writings
the collection of zoological ob'ects, and amongst
give evidence of a higher inspiration than scrip~
them the insects seem to ave engaged his
tural writers, and that their works may be read
chief attention. The best roof of his zeal
with more proﬁt.
this direction is furnished y a statement of
The volume closes with a useful Index to the in
the number of species composing his collection.
whole work.
During the eleven years he was in South
America, he gathered no less than 14,712
The Naturalist on the River Amazons: a species, 8,000 of which were entirely new to
Record of Adventures, Habits of Animals, science, and of nearly all of which numerous
Sketches of Brazilian and Indian Life, and specimens were sent home. In the list from
Aspect of Nature under the Equator, during which we have quoted we ﬁnd 14,000 species
Eleven Years of Travel. By Henry \Valter of insects, 360 of birds, 140 of reptiles, 120 of
Bates. 2 vols. (Murray)
ﬁshes, 52 of mammals, 35 of mollusks, and 5 of
THE great artery of South America, the river zoophytes, a great part of which are in the
Amazons, has of late years been explored by hands of Messrs. Gray, Sclater, Bowerbank and
three naturalists, of whom this country may Giinther for the purpose of description. These
well be proud, and whom science justly places ﬁgures must not be regarded as representing,
in the foremost rank of those who have ex even approximately, the sum total of the n n
tended her boundaries and enriched her with ber of species found on the Lower Ama us,
new and reliable observations: we mean but some of them do so relatively. Of the
Messrs. Spruce, Wallace and Bates. All vast preponderance of insects there can be
three, dispensing with the pittance ﬂung to no doubt. \Vhen at Para, Mr. Bates writes:
explorers by Government, relied upon their “It will convey some idea of the diversity of
own resources, and paid their way by sending butterﬂies when I mention that about 700
home collections for sale to their agents in species of that tribe are found within an hour’s
London. The fact that such an arrangement walk of the town; whilst the total number
was successful speaks well for the industry of found in the British Islands does not exceed
the travellers and the growing taste for the 66, and the whole of Europe supports only
fruits of such labours at home. In tracking their 390.’
steps over the immense territories explored,
Mr. Bates’s travels extend a little beyond
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Ega,—a town of which Poppig has given us a
description as it was in l832,—and he every
where met from the Portuguese descendants
and the Indians with kindness and hes itality.

Of the free negroes he speaks well an

ho e~

“most
fully, some
esteemed
of whom
friends,
he numbered
men of amongst
temperate,
quiet habits, desirous of mental and moral
improvement, observant of the minor cour
tesies of life, and quite as trustworthy as the
whites and half-castes of the province ’ :—
“The easy, loun ing life of the people amused
us very much. I s r-wards had lenty of time to
become used to tropical village

'fe.

There isa

free, familiar, pro lmno publico style of living in
these small places, which requires some time for a
European to fall into. No sooner were we estab
lished in our rooms, than a number of lazy young
fellows came to look on and make remarks, and we

had to answer all sorts of questions.

The houses

have their doors and windows open to the street,
and people walk in and out as they please; there
is always, however, a more secluded a
ment,
where the female members of the families reside.

In their familiarity there is nothing intentionally
oﬂ'ensive, and it is practised simply in the desire to
be civil and sociable. A young Mameluco, named
Scares, an Escrivso, or public clerk, took me into

his house to show me his library.

I was rather

surprised to see a number of well-thumbed Latin
classics, Virgil, Terence, Cicero's Epistles, and
Livy. I was not familiar enough, at this early

period of my residence in the country, with P0:
tuguese to converse freely with Senhor Scares, or
ascertain what use he made of these books; it was
an unexpected sight, as classical library in a mud‘
plastered and palm-thatched but on the banks of

the Tocantins."
Like the Persians and other eastern nations
they “ go out of town ” during the heat of the
summer:—
“ \Ve found here several families encamped in
a delightful spot. The shore sloped gradually
down to the water, and was shaded by a few wide
spreading trees.
There was no underwood. A
great number of hammocks were seen slung between
the tree-trunks, and the litter of anumerons house
hold lay scattered about. \Vomen, old and young,

some of the latter very good-looking, and a large
number of children, besides pet animals, enlivened
the encampment. They were all half —breeds,
simple, well-disposed people, and explained to us
that they were inhabitants of Cameta, who had
come thus far, eighty miles, to spend the summer
months. The only motive they could give for
coming was, that ‘it was so hot in the town in

the verse (summer), and they were all so fond of
fresh ﬁsh.’ Thus these simple folks think nothing
of leaving home and business to come on a three
months’ pic-nic. It is the annual custom of this
class of people throughout the province to spend a
few months of the ﬁne season in the wilder parts of

the country. They carry with them all the farinhn
they can scrape together, this being the only
article of food necessary to provide. The men hunt
and ﬁsh for the day's wants, and sometimes collect
a little India-rubber, sarsaparilla, or copaiba oil, to
sell to traders on their return; the women assistin
paddling the canoes, do the cooking, and some

times ﬁsh with rod and line.

The weather is

enjoyable the whole time, and so days and weeks

pass happily away.”
Those who are fond of reading about natural

history will ﬁnd in these volumes :1 rich mine
of information. \Ve have capital sketches and
anecdotes of bird-killing spiders, vampire bats
attacking men asleep, and moths so exactly
like humming-binls in appearance that at ﬁrst

sight you can scarcely tell whether you- have
an insect or a bird before you, and almost
justifying the belief of the natives that the
two were the same species. Brazil, too, has
its Darwinists. “Look at their feathers,” they
said; “their eyes are the same, and so are

their tails.” “This resemblance,” continues
the author, “has attracted the notice of the
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natives, all of whom, even educated whites, took a young palm leaf, plaited it, and formed it mon to all.

The author gets over difficulties by

ﬁrmly believe that one is transmutable into into a ring, which he hung to a branch on our removing from the scene any that are in her way:
a husband dies on the eve of giving a Christmas
the other. The have observed the metamor track.”
phosis of caterpi are into butterﬂies, and think

Mr. Bates gives a very interesting account

ball, and his wife follows him to the land of spirits

in a highly romantic but very unusual manner,
after a widowhood that only lasts four hours. The
change into a humming-bird. The resemblance which every traveller in tropical America will whole
winds up in the orthodox fashion of a five
between this hawk-moth and a humming-bird remember as making regular roads, often many act comedy, by everybody marrying each other;
I
is certainly very curious, and strikes one even miles in length :—
no less than three couples going through the cere
“Besides injuring and destroying young trees mony in one morning at the parish church. This
when both are examined in the hand. Holding
by
despoiling
them
of
their
foliage,
the
Saiiba
out
them sideways, the shape of the head and posi
tale, we imagine the ﬁrst attempt of the author,

1t not at all more wonderful thata moth should of the Saiiba, one of the leaf-carrying ants,

tion of the eyes in-the moth are seen to be nearly is troublesome to the inhabitants from its habit of
the same as in the bird, the extended proboscis plundering the stores of provisions in houses at
representing the long beak. At the tip of the night, for it is even more active by night than in
moth’s body there is a brush of long hair-scales the day-time. At first I was inclined to discredit
resembling feathers, which, being expanded,

looks very much like a bird’s tail.”

betrays many faults that time and care may correct.

The principles are high-toned and excellent. The
writing is weak, and the interest not suﬁiciently
sustained; and the work itself does not deserve
the stories of their entering habitations and carry strong praise or censure, for it seldom soars beyond
ing oﬂ‘ grain by grain the farinha. or mandioca the safe sphere of mediocrity.
meal, the bread of the poorer classes of Brazil. At
Nobly False: a Nm'el. By James M‘Grigor
length, whilst residing at an Indian village on the Allan. 2 vols. (Newby.)—‘Nobly False’ is as
Tapajos, I had ample proof of the fact. One night nonsensical in its story as it is in its claptrap title.
my servant woke me three or four hours before The author avows in his preface that the story has
sunrise by calling out that the rats were robbing been written with a view to future adaptation to

Probably, in no part of the world is the
vegetation more luxuriant than in the valley
of the Amazons, and men like Buckle have
assigned it as the reason why civilization could
not gain a ﬁrm footing in a region where so the farinha baskets. The article at that time was
much of labour and ener
is expended in scarce and dear. I got up, listened, and found the
noise was very unlike that made by rats. So I
keeping down the thousan and thousands of took
the light and went into the store-room, which
germs of vegetable life ever ready to dispute was close to my sleeping-place. I there found a

the stage, and that the life of Shelley is the quarry

from which his plot has been hewn. He disavows
all intention of identifying his characters with real
personages, but he has evidently had them in his
They are not particularly like human beings,
with man the ossession of the soil. There is broad column of Saiiba ants, consisting of thousands mind.
but resemble a stiff school-boy transcription. Gerald
much in Mr.
tes’s book to conﬁrm the cor of individuals, as busy as possible, passing to and Lindor, who is intended for Shelley, is remarkable
rectness of this deduction. Everywhere the fro between the door and my precious baskets.”
for the perverseness with which he takes up every
towns and villages are surrounded by regular
We have already stated that one of the thing at the wrong end. Lady Lindor, his mother,
“walls” of impenetrable forests; and land principal objects of Mr. Bates’s explorations educates him on the model of Emile, and he be

neglected fora few years is s eedily re~occupied
by trees and shrubs, dense y entangled with
creeping and winding plants. Fancy such a
mass of vegetable giants silently but steadily
encroaching, and you have the key to much
that appears singular in the character and
mode of thought of the inhabitants :

was to gather facts “ towards solving the
problem of the origin of species.” He thinks
he has found such a solution in adopting Mr.
Darwin’s theory and making many of his facts
bend to it.

“We often read, in books of travels, of the silence
and gloom of the Brazilian forests. They are
realities, and the impression deepens on a longer

The Rival Races,- or, the Sons of Joel: a Legen examination," must have been awfully tiresome, at
dary Romance. By Eugene Sue. 3vols. (Triibner the tender age of his early teens~and when quite
82 Co.)—Nineteen volumes of this amazing produc a boy, the author says with pride, that “ with the
tion, left incomplete by its author, are here con burning love of truth characterizing a great mind,
densed into three. This translation can hardly he spurned at the boundaries attempted to be placed
have been a labour of love; and the reason of at‘ to his mental and moral faculties by any sect," and

acquaintance. The few sounds of birds are of that
pensive or mysterious character which intensiﬁes
the feeling of solitude rather than imparts a sense
of life and cheerfulness. Sometimes, in the midst
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comes the most self~suﬂicient, impracticable young
prig that home education could produce. His
father, Sir Thomas, has a dislike to his son, in which

the reader will sympathize.

“Gerald's precocious

tendencies to pry into the mysteries of metaphysical
subjects, and his enthusiasm for abstract truth
which led him to question generally-received

opinions, and to bring them to the test of critical

tempting it is difficult to fathom, unless the object that he read the French philosophers and German
of the stillness, a sudden yell or scream will startle was to present the English reader with a ﬁction metaphisicians, and indeed all the theological

one; this comes from some defenceless fruit-eating
animal, which is pounced upon by a tiger-cat or
stealthy boa-constrictor. Morning and evening
the howling monkeys make a most fearful and bar
rowing noise, under which it is diﬂicult to keep up
one’s buoyancy of spirit. The feeling of inhopita

ble wildness which the forest is calculated to inspire
is increased tenfold under this fearful uproar.
Often, even in the still hours of mid-day, a sudden
crash will be heard resounding afar through the
wilderness, as some great bough or entire tree falls
to the ground. There are, besides, many sounds

which it is impossible to account for. I found the
natives generally as much at a loss in this respect
as myself. Sometimes a sound is heard like the
clang of an iron bar against a hard, hollow tree, or
a piercing cry rends the air,- these are not repeated,
and the succeeding silence tends to heighten the

unpleasant impression which they make on the
mind. With the natives it is always the Curuplra,
the wild man or spirit of the forest, which produces

all noises they are unable to explain.

Myths are

the rude theories which mankind, in the infancy of

knowledge, invent to explain natural phenomena.
The Curuplra is a mysterious being, whose attri
butes are uncertain, for they vary according to
locality. Sometimes he is described as a kind of
orang-atang, being covered with long, shaggy hair,
and living in trees. At others, he is said to have

cloven feet and a bright red face.

He has a wife

and children, and sometimes comes down to the
rocas to steal the mandioca. At one time I had

a Mameluco youth in my service, whose head was
full of the legends and superstitions of the country.
He always went with me into the forest; in fact,
I could not get him to go alone, and whenever we
heard any of the strange noises mentioned above,
he used to tremble with fear. He would crouch
down behind me, and beg of me to turn back. He

became easy only after he had made a charm to
protect us from the Curuplra.

For this purpose he

outdoing the horrors and monstrosities of ‘Les
Miserables.’ If so, the feat is accomplished.
There are hardly three consecutive pages in these
three closely printed volumes, without some abomi

works

e could lay his hands on.

An immense

conceit of himself, and headstrong obstinacy

without a particle of common sense, is the copy
from the life which the author produces. Nothing
nation tainting them-some trace of lust, torture, can be more stupid and wearisome; he refuses to
murder, physical agony. But thus it must be ﬁsh, hunt or shoot, because he decides that it is
with writers of M. Sue's intolerable school. Rely wrong to destroy life; and the author’s idea of a
ing on what-is poisonous, horrible and repulsive hunt is, a fox so tame that it refuses to run, and
for effect, and seeing that the natural combina which has to be beaten to make it show sport.
tions of such monstrosities are soon exhausted, Gerald falls in love with the keeper‘s daughter,
they have to goad themselves forward in the Miriam Groves, whom the author in his preface
path of distemperature and frenzy. Happily such announces as his ideal of womanly love and dis
a course can have only one issue. ‘Les Mys interestedness, and whilst running over the names
teres de Paris’ was poorer and more ephemeral as of those Queens of Hearts, Undine, Haidee, Paul's
a work of art than ‘ Mathilde.’ ‘ Le Juif Errant,’ Virginia, and Faust's Marguerite, the author de
which excited some attention in its time, was clares that there is still another height, or depth,
swept out of notice by the ‘ Monte Christo' of M. of love and devotedness, and this he ﬁnds in-—the
Dumas. ‘Martin’ and ‘Les Sept Péchés Capi Traviata/ Gerald Lindor goes to college, whence
taux ' were failures. For his last effort, here para he is expelled for his atheistical pamphlet, details
phrased, the jaded and misanthropic Sybarite (such copied from the Memoirs of Shelley,—his father
was M. Sue during the closing years of his life) disowns him, and he consoles himself with Miriam,
appears to have coiled up and clotted together to whom he means honourable marriage, but his
every perverse and morbid fancy conceivable. The mother on her deathbed exacted a promise that

frantic effort defeats itself. This legend of a Breton he would not marry until he is ﬁve-and-twenty.
family, before the days of Christ, and during the Miriam, though the mirror of virtue and the soul
ﬁrst eight centuries, showing how destiny called of purity, consents to live with him as his mistress,
on them to endure the most fearful sufferings for and he, sooner than break his promise, allows
the preservation of the old traditions of their her to do so, promising marriage however when
nationality, is unreadably tedious. Even disgust the time comes. Such a wrongheaded young man
ceases to stir as we turn over its pages. We close as he is made by the author could not fail to
the book, saying, “ Can vice in ﬁction do no more get into political mischief: he gets mixed up in
than this 'l" and turn with a keen appetite to the seditious meetings, makes foolish speeches, and is
dryisst piece of matter-of-fact reading that presents entirely without insight to discern the false from
the true. There is a clerical villain, who is black
itse f.
Losing and Winning. By Elizabeth Harcourt and shining without a single redeeming quality,
Mitchell. 2 vols. (Saunders, Otley & Co.)-This who makes mischief and works woe to an extent
story does not reveal to us scenes of gambling and that would be quite inconceivable, except that the
their attendant train of evils, as its name might other people are idiots. He discovers the connexion
lead us to suppose; but is a sober, commonplace between Miriam and Gerald, and he ﬁrst induces
and closely-written tale of everyday life, in which Gerald’s father to confine him as a lunatic, and
the actors go through the various vicissitudes com then he works on Miriam to set her lover free, that
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pletely an educated man of narrow views may be

Miriam deliberately withdraws from the home Maximilian and the fatherland; his coronation at found lagging in the rear whilst he believes himself
where Gerald had placed her, makes him believe
from her conduct that she is an abandoned woman,
and writes to tell him that she has deceived him

Augsburg, as Imperial poet and orator, by the
Emperor's own hand; his brilliant services at the

in the vanguard of intellect.

Vl'ishing to pay due

respect to the grey hairs of one who is himself
head of that noble army of scholars, the friends singularly deficient in reverence for the learning

and never loved him: this she does that he may not and followers of Reuchlin, who emancipated the and virtues of those from whom he differs in opinion,
regret her, and then she swallows poison. Having human mind from the bondage of the old scholastic we will say no more of a book to which praise may
done 'everything in her power to make Gerald teaching; his terrible assaults on the vice: and not be awarded.
The Home of the Forest of Lebanon; or, the
miserable for life, she sends for him, tells him corruptions of Rome; his heroic self-abnegation in
what she has done and expires in his arms!

This

giving up his patrimony to his family, lest they

Prorerbs of Solomon.

A Poetical Commentary;
By William Day.
(Hobart Town, \Valch & Sons; London, Simpkin,
Marshall lr Co.)-—“ A taste for building rhymes,"

is being “nobly false,”—and it is the author’s should suffer by his prescription; his friendship with Notes and Dissertations.
ideal of womanly grace and goodness. Gerald's
conduct is worthy of her ; he marries the beautiful

Lady Augusta, in order that Miriam may not have
wasted her sacriﬁce, and then upon his wedding‘

night he shoots himself before the full-length
portrait of Miriam in the presence of his bride,
with words of execration on his lips; and Lady
Augusta puts on perpetual mourning and then
goes mad.

A Pilgrimage our the Prairies. By the Author
of ‘The Fortunes ofa Colonist.’ 2 vols. (Newby.)
—‘A Pilgrimage over the Prairies’ is a'sequel
to ‘The Fortunes of a Colonist,‘ and the reader
who turns over its pages is resumed to be

familiar with the former story.
0 one, therefore,
should take up the present volumes who has not
gone through a special course of preparatory read

ing.

\Vhether those who begin with ‘The For

with Sickingen, and their evenings in the strong
castle of Ebernberg,
in reading the writings
of Luther, till the strong hand of the Bayard of says Mr. Day, “cultivated in youth, and indulged
Germany grasped his war-sword, and be ex in latter years as an agreeable employment of time
claimed, ‘It is the cause of God and of Truth’; last that might otherwise have run to waste, is princi
scene of all, the defeat and death of Sickingen, pally answerable for the appearance of this volume."
the prescription of Hutten, his ﬂight to Basie, Mul If the labour of writing ‘ The House of the Forest
hausen and Zurich, and his early death on the of Lebanon’ has kept Mr. Day out of mischief, his
little island of Uﬂ‘nau,—where is the romance that sorry attempts to improve upon Solomon have done
possesses stronger or more varied elements of dra more good before publication than they will ever
matic interest than this true story of one of the again effect. One of the teacher's most familiar
countless champions and mart
of freedom?" maxims is thus rendered by the rhymester:-—
Far from being a suﬂicient history of the hero,
“ No; 'tls not barbarous to apply,
In tender years of infancy,
Mons. Chauﬂ‘our-Kestner's essay, is little more
Correction to your darling boy;
than a sketch of the literary side of Hutten’s
To spare the rod were cruelty;
career, illustrated by lengthy extracts from those
Love doth the discipline employ ;—
Be not the' loved one‘s enemy."
of his writings which made the deepest impressions
on his contemporaries. Of the personal life of the Mr. Day has no more sense of the grandeur of

Bible language than he has of the feebleness of his
own.
Labourers in the Vineyard: Diaramic Scene: in
no one who commences with the journey over “the its present form; for the sketch is good so far as
Prairies ” will care to prolong his intercourse with it goes, and the translator‘s work has been well the Lives of Eminent Christians. By M. H., with
a
Recommendatory
Preface, by the Rev. A. K. H.
done. We‘trust it may inspire Mr. Young, or
the author.
Sap/um; or, Cloudy Skies: a. Story. By Michael some other writer, to put Frederick Strauss‘s Life Boyd,B.A. (Edinburgh,Johnstone&Co.; London,
Ford. (Saunders, Otley & Co.)—The writing of this of Hutten into an English dress. It is worthy of Hamilton is Col-To the young people who are

tunes ' will feel inclined to enter on ‘The Pilgrimage’ Reformer it gives nothing more than occasional
we cannot say; but we can state ‘conﬁdently that glimpses. The memoir, however, is acceptable in

tale is of unequal merit; and, in fact, it almost remark that

Dr. Strauss and

M. Chauffeur

especially addressed in these brief sketches, the

gives the impression of the book being the work Kestner differ as to the date of Hutten’s death. author says, “I purpose in these Dioramas (the
of more than one author. The story is not worth The essayist makes him die at Uﬁ'nau, August 29, pictures of which are painted with words) to bring
the trouble of telling, even in outline. Nothing 1524, at the age of thirty~six; whilst Dr. Strauss before you events in the lives of some good and
can be said in its favour, except, perhaps, that here puts his death at the end of August or beginning great men and women ; to show you, that in every
and there may be found a passage which seems to of September, 1523, when his age was thirtyfive profession God can be gloriﬁed, and that in all
give promise of ability to write something more years and four months.
places and circumstances the faithful servant will
satisfactory in the future.
The National Almanac and Annual Record for ﬁnd work to do in his Master's vineyar ." The
the Year 15‘68. (Philadelphia, Childe; London, writer's views on questions pertaining to religion'
Triibner 5t Co.)-—‘The National Almanac and An are far from broad; but her temper is gentle, even
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
nual Record for the Year 1863‘ is a statistical sur as her earnestness seems to be unaffected. Her
Ulrich von Hutten, Imperial Poet and Orator, vey of the social, commercial and political career of tales are told with a simplicity which will not fail
the Great Knightly Rqformcr of the Sixteenth. Cen the American States throughout 1862, and though to please those for whom they are written.
Danes, Saxons and Normans; 01', Stories of Our
tury. Translated from Chauﬁ‘ourKestner's ‘Etudes it falls short of perfect completeness and accuracy,
sur les Réformateurs du 1(1‘me Siécle.’ By Archi it is far superior to all works of the same class Ancestors. By J. G. Edgar. (Beeton.)—-Some
bald Young, Esq. , Advocate. (Edinburgh, Clark; which have hitherto been reduced byTransatlaritic praise is due to the pen which has written, and
London, Hamilton, Adams & Co.) —Though writers. Coming from a orthern source, it is ani the pencils which have embellished with more than.
France has produced several,‘ and Germany has mated by Northern spirit, but is not upon the whole a. hundred and ﬁfty pictures, this child’s book
“I have endeavoured," says Mr.
'ven the world many biographies of Ulrich von wanting in fairness to the South, although it calls of history.
utten, it is remarkable that no Englishman has the attitude of the Slave States “ rebellion,” and Edgar, “ to tell in a popular way the story of the
written the life of the man who was a noble type mentions Jeﬂ‘erson Davis and his subordinates as Norman Conquest, and to give an idea of the prin
and epitome of the age, of which the scholarship “TheSo-called ConfederateGovernment." Eighteen cipal personages who ﬁgured in England at the
was represented by Reuchliu and Erasmus, the closely-printed pages set forth the unwise restric period when that memorable event took place;
religious reformation by Luther and Melancthon, tions of “The New Tariff.” Mr. Holley's article and I have endeavoured, I hope not without some
and the knighthood by Franz von Sickingen. It ‘ On Iron-clad War-Vessels’ is far too brief; but degree of success, to treat the subject in a popular
is diﬂicult to account for this deﬁciency in our the author is preparing a. volume for the press, in and picturesque st 1e, without any sacriﬁce of his‘
have continued my narrative
literature, when it is remembered that Hutten not which he engages to give the latest results of ex toric truth. . . .
merely played a conspicuous part on the side of perience with regard to armour-ships. From the for many years after the fall of Harold and the
1the great religious conﬂict which commands our ‘ List of Books published in the United States dur building of Battle Abbey, and have traced the Con
strongest national sympathies, but that this life of ing the Year 1862,‘ it appears that war has not queror's career from the coast of Sussex to the
effort, adventure, and vicissitude was one pecu greatly lessened the activity of the Northern book banks of the Humber and the borders of the
liarly adapted for biographic treatment. “I have," trade. Indeed, the New York pirates of English Tweed." Possessing more of the merits and fewer
observes Mr. Young in his Preface, “said that novels seem to be doing even brisket business than of the faults of his former books, Mr. Edgar’s
scarcely any life of the sixteenth century presents the piano-manufacturers, the ﬂourishing state of ‘Danes, Saxons and Normans’ will be read in
stronger elements of dramatic interest than that of whose affairs we recently remarked upon. In the school-room,
Dudley's excellent
nursery
engravings
and play-room;
will secure
whilst
for 11; a
Hutten. His early ﬂight from the Abbey of Fulda; course of 1862 the North published thirty’nine
his travels, as a. poor scholar and student, through works of prose ﬁction from the pens of English place on many a drawing-room table.
_
‘out Germany and the neighbouring countries, now writers, of which publications a portion were re Taylor.
Californian
With Life
engravings.
Illustrated.
— ‘Californian
By
Life
the guest of a
nt or burgher, now of a power prints of old standard novels, and twentysix were
ful noble or wealthy bishop, whose hospitality he new editions of “ season ” tales, that are still hav Illustrated’ has fewer merits than the author's
repaid by his verses and the charms of his conver ing their run in the London circulating libraries. previous work, ‘Seven Years’ Preaching in San
sation; his perils from shipwreck and robbers; his Thus English novelists supplied America with one Francisco ;‘ but it is an entertaining picture of a
ﬁrst journey'into Italy, during which he was be new novel a fortnight throughout the entire twelve \Vesleyan Missionary's life in the American gold

sieged in his lodgings at Pavia by French soldiers,

months.

and reduced to such straits that he gave himself
up for lost, and, like a true poet, composed his own
epitaph; his escape and subsequent enlistmentin the
army of Maximilian; his return to Germany, and
ublicution of those eloquent philippics against Duke
lrich of \Vurtemburg, whereby be elevated his
private wrongs, in the assassination of his cousin,
into an affair of national importance; his second

often, in the same time, American publishers made
remittances of money to authors in this country.
Mcnwriea of the Past, and Thoughts of the Present

who under ordinary circumstances do not care to
peruse the literature of religious sects. Brother

Age. By Joseph Brown, M.D. (Longman 8r. Co.)

leyan Missionaries in Oregon and California, rt
appears, makes the circuit of his congregation!
equipped in a fashion that well becomes a ministu‘
of a church militant. “ On this visit to California,"

It would be interesting to know how country, which should be glanced at by readers

—The writer of this pugnacious essay on things in
general opens his first chapter with an announce
mwt that his sojourn on this earth cannot be long,
as he is approaching his eightieth year, and then

visit to Italy, and his combat, single-handed, proceeds to show with pathetic force ho .v com

William Roberts, the Superintendent of the ‘VI:

observes Mr. Taylor, “Brother Roberts brought
with him his blankets, sleeping and travelling gear,
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and on his arrival bought and rigged up a mule, in these
which come from the pen of M. de
and thus travelled ‘ on the foal of an ass’ in primi Cherville, who, though he has never before published
tive independent style, carrying a Bible in one under his own name, has long been an esteemed
hand and a good Colt’: revolver in the other." The “ oollaborateur ” of Alexandre Dumas. In a pre
sermons of this sound preacher abound in denun fatory letter, here published, the great novelist
ciations of gambling, which is the almost universal encourages his modest fellow-workman to prepare
vice of Californian settlers. The Rev. Mr. Damon, himself for immediate popularity. If M. de (‘herville
a Wesleyan minister of the mealy-mouthed sort, looks for brilliant success he will be disappointed,
was disposed to make terms with the professional but the merit of his two stories secures them from
gamesters, but Brother Roberts boldly declared ,\ absolute failure. The ‘Adventures of a Sporting
cards and dice to be inventions of Satan, and de I Dog‘contains less force but more sprightliness and
nounced those who handled them for gain. That piquancy than are found in English stories of the
the preacher’s courage was rewarded, the reader ‘ same kind, A translation of ‘ Les Aventures d'un
learns from a story which beautifully illustrates Chien de Chasse' would possibly ﬁnd acceptance
one side of the “ voluntary system" as it works in amongst sportsmen on this side the Channel. The
a new country. “A friend who heard him preach second story, ‘ Histoire de Coco,’ is not so good.
at Coloma, says that the Rev. Mr. Damon, from the
Among Sermons and other Miscellanies, which
Sandwich Islands, preached that day in the same , may be at once handed over to their several
house, and a hat~collection of 130 dollars was readers, we ﬁnd on the table :—Sermxms preached
raised, to be divided equally between the two ‘before His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
preachers to defray their travelling expenses. In during the Tour in the East, by the Rev. Dr. A. P.
the ‘hat ' was found a twenty and a ten dollar piece, Stanley lMumy),—-Fcllmcahip in Joy and Sorrow:
carefully folded in paper, on which was written ‘ I fa, Sermon, by Samuel, Lord Bishop of Oxford
design the twenty dollars for Mr. Roberts, because (Parker),—-The Abiding Presence of the Spirit in
he fearlessly dealt out the truth against the gam
the Church : the Fulﬁlment of Christ's Promise, by
blers. The ten dollars are for Mr. Damon.’ Signed the Archbishop of York (Parker),—-Rcrue Conti
by the leading gambler of the town."
nentale, sous la direction de 111. N. Bafjin (Willis
My Summer Holiday: being a Tourist's Jottings ' 8: Sotheran),-—The Colonial Oﬂicc List for 4863
about Tcnhy. (Freeman.)—This book has, evi (Stanford),-—-Vol. III. of F’lt7l,—-Ml'. Jones's Second
dently, had for its writer a good~natured person, Series of Lectures on the Ancient and Modern Dra
who takes with him to hi holiday that holiday matic Pods (Allen 8: C0.),—Part I. A Dictionary
spirit, which does not disdain small pleasures of Chemistry, by H. Watts (Longman),—Psrt I.
because great ones are not accessible, and who can First Outlines of a Dictionary of the Solubilities of
make a place like Tenby, with its rocks and sands, Chemical Substances, by F. H. Storer (Triibner),—
and coves and ruins, suilice-even though in the Orioso: a Play, by Anon.,—Vol. II. of Transac
next house to him may be living some tourist bent‘ 1 tions of the Hisloric Society of .Lancashire and
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AUGUSTUS LEOPOLD EGG, R.A.

BY the death of Augustus Egg, at Algiers, the
Royal Academy loses an eﬂicient member. So

eiﬁcient was he that, with the exception of Mr.
Ward, we believe, no other member of that body
—not a portrait-painter-has exhibited so con
stantly or so regularly as the deceased. From 1838,

when his name ﬁrst up

in the Catalogue,

until 1860, when health failed, be contributed each
year, excepting only in 1852, 1853 and 1856.
Sometimes he sent three works, most oﬂon two.

A. L. Egg was born in Piccadilly, where his
father-had been settled for some years, on May the
2nd, 1816. He went to school at Bexley, Kent;
and, although possessing and evincing considerable

ability in painting and drawing, did not originally
intend to practise Art as a profession. In 1834,
however, he entered the Art‘school of Mr. Sass, in
Bloomsbury, and in the following year, at the same
time with Mr. \V. P. Frith, became a student of
the Royal Academy. Two years afterwards be
exhibited his ﬁrst picture in the Society of British

Artists' Gallery, in Suffolk Street: this work was
purchased by the Prince Consort.

In 1838 Mr. Egg sent to the Royal Academy I
picture representing a Spanish Girl, which was very
favourably received, and sold to the ArtU nion of
London. In 1841 appeared ‘ Romeo and Juliet‘;

in 1842, ‘ Cromwell discovering his Chaplain, Jere
miah White, making Love to his Daughter Frances’;
in 1843 ‘The Introduction of Sir Piers Shaﬁon to

Halbert Glendinuing,’ from Scott's ‘Monastery.’
From the appearance of this picture we date a great

improvement in the artist's style and sentiment; in

it the ﬁrst seemed to be strengthened, and the last
to become more manly. Next came ‘Scene from
nological and Genealogical Tabla illustrative of The Devil on Two Sticks.’ The advance was still
English History (Simpkin),—~Thc Princess Ales: more marked in the picture of 1845, ‘Scene from
and'ra and the Royal House of Denmark .- a Genea “ A Winter's Tale"—Aut0lycus singing “ Come
logy, by Franz Thimm ('I'himm),-Epithalamion; buy of me, come buy, come buy.” ’ ‘ Buckingham
or, the Royal Nuptials: a Poem, by W. T. Mat-son rebuffed,’ the work shown in 1846, seems fresh in
(Faithfulll,-A Lay of the Minster, by the Rev. our memories (it was re-exhibi'ted at Manchester,
‘V. B. Philpot (Virtue),-Tom Burton,- or, the 185 7), and was one of the most remarkable pictures
Better Way (Partridge), — Wordmvorlh‘s Excur of the year; lacking none of the qualities which
sion: Book 1., The Wanderer, with Notes by the succeeding years of practice gave to his pictures,
Rev. H. G. Robinson (Hamilton),—Part I. of except a certain solidity of painting, which Mr.
Tammas Bodkin; or, the Humour; of a Scottish Egg, with others his contemporaries, adopted about
Tailor (Menzies),—Napoléon III. et ses Complicen, twelve years since, to the great improvement of their
dédié d Garibaldi (Wilks),-—-Manlie l'tlal'r, ou le systems of execution, and in accordance with the
Langagc dcs Oiseauar, Poems dc Philosophie Reli general feeling that facility of sketching was unsound
y'l'cuae, Tradm't du Pman dc Farid l'ddin Altar, in theory, and but a poor kind of Art in itself. N0
par M. Garcin de Tansy (Paris, Imprimerie Impe man acknowledged the importance of this change
riale),—Calalog der Kunstsammlung (la Frciha'rn more frequently and freely than did Mr. Egg him
Carl Rolas du Roaey (\Villiams is N orgate),—To a self: to it he owed the holder and more solid practice
which distinguishes his later from his earlier works.
BridcgroontEIect: a Poem, by C. D. (Booth),
‘The Wooing of Katherine’ (‘Taming of the
The Rocks of the Wnlrin, and what is written upon
them, by a Lady (Houlston 8: Wright), —The Shrew‘), painted 1846, enhanced the artist's reputa
Active Lisle of Play Oﬂicers, Captains, and Com tion, and is one of the best humorous Shakspearian
manders of the Royal Nary, with Particulars ezrhi- ' Pictures of the English school. This, with ‘ Lu
biting the Progma, &-c. of Ojlicers, from their Entry oentio and Bianca,’ from the same play, appeared
into the Service to December, 1869, by Rev. W. in 1847. The next year brought out ‘Queen Elia,
Harvey (Stanford),—-and A Voiccfrom the Mother beth discovers she is no longer young,'and marked
land, answcﬁng Mrs. H. Beecher Slmrc’s Appeal, the artist’s possession of that somewhat exaggerated
tragic force, the culminating expression of which
by Civis Anglicus (Triibner 8; Co.).

on the Alpine peak which no foot has yet scaled, or ‘ Cheshire (Liverpool, Holden),—Mr. Curtis’s Chro
the pass, to cross which is imminently dangerous
nine days out of ten. But good-nature, however
contagious, cannot make the most lenient of
critics wholly blind nor entirely dumb.
Our
Tenby chronicler is too simple after the fashion of '
Mr. Richard Swiveller,-—too largely addicted to
those sentimentalities which, whether they be
Della-Cruscan, or \Vordsworthian, or Moore-ieh,
or after the fashion of Tennyson, are so enervating
that admiration is tempted to go to sleep, and
patience to close the book, and considerate kind
ncss to ask, “ Why give sarcasm a pretext by the

employment of a style with which we are used to
associate the idea of folly and false enthusiasm?"
Breton Legends, &c.-[Lég¢na'es li'rétonnes: Sou

venirs du Morbihan, par Ce D'A.]. (Paris, Jung
Treuttel).—There is a fashion in scenery as well as
in hair-dressing. In the days of Anne Radcliffe,
England looked to the Pyrenees for such pictu
resque beauty as France was held to possess,--or
if not, to Dauphiné. The strange, picturesque

desert beyond Bordeaux, with its grand sea-lake
in the pine forest of Arcachon, the volcanoes of
Auvergne, the towns which inclose such riches
of antique art as Noyon, Troyes, Laon, Rheims,
Chartres, Perigueux, Poitiers, and ﬁfty besides,—

had no virtual existence for those bent on the
grand tour, who slowly ground their way along
the high roads of France, too impatient for the

was the triptych seen at the International Exhi

Alps or Italy to condescend to a halt, let the, 4
(B
temptation be ever so peculiar and unhackneyed. Blomﬁeld
Carter's l’unc
Towards the beginning of this century, the sphere
of their sympathy was enlarged, by admitting within its round ‘ La Vendée ' as a romantic labyrinth
within which a strange resistance had been kept

u
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bition. Herein are to be found the antithetical
points in the artist‘s mind to that humour and
gaiety which were expressed by subjects from Le

Sage and the like writers. Soon after the exhibi
tion of these pictures Mr. Egg was elected an Asso‘
ciate of the Royal Academy (1849). ‘Henrietta
Maria in Distress relieved by Cardinal De Betz'
followed his elevation, together with ‘ Launce'l sub
stitute for Proteus‘s Dog.’ That one of his works
which is received as the best appeared in 1850
‘Peter the GreatseesCatherine, his future Empress,

for the ﬁrst time.’ Herein the solid manner and
increased care of execution to which foregone prac
tice had led up, pronounced themselves effectively
in sound drawing, thoughtful modelling, and head

ful study of nature. For these advantages the warm
colouring which erst characterised the painter’a
style was temporarily sacriﬁced, not to be reco
vered, in harmony at least, until the last picture
that was to come before the world by his hands
appeared. ‘Pepys's Introduction to Noll Gwynne’
was a transitional picture, begun, we believe,
before the ‘Peter the Great,’ although that pro
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ceded it at the Royal Academy. In 1852 and 1853
Mr. Egg‘s health, neverstrong,\vasseriously affected.

In 1854 was shown ‘ Dame Ursula and Margaret '
and ‘A Study.’ In 1855 three pictures, ‘Through
the green Shade wandering,‘ ‘ Come unto this
Bosom, my own stricken Deer,’ and the double
picture ‘ The Life and Death of Buckingham,‘ were

exhibited. In 1857 the ﬁrst ‘Scene from “Es
mond."’ In this year Mr. Egg arranged the modern
pictures in the Art-Treasures Exhibition, Manch
ter, in doing which he had the good fortune to
please almost every one. The selection of examples
proved his tact and taste, and was singularly cha
racteristic and satisfactory. In 1858 came ‘The

Knighting of Esmond' and the triptych before
alluded to, representing the breaking up of a home
and its consequences.
‘The Night before Naseby ’ and a Sketch were
exhibited by Mr. Egg in 1859. In 1860 his subject

ATHENjEUM

spectrum; I opened the slit, and saw a faint tinge

N° 1850, APR. 11, '63
its garden, and other lands, the latter now separated

of colour only.

from them, were originally part of the manor of the
Bearing in mind that the time available for this Duke of Northumberland. Upon the occasion of
class of observations in the balloon is inadequate his attainder, in the ﬁrst of Queen Mary, the estate
to take correct drawings, I only attended, with as was forfeited, and it continued to belong to the
much care as the shortness of the time admitted, Crown until the time of James the First, when it
to the general appearance, the limiting lines of was granted by letters patent to William \Yhitmore
visibility at both ends of the spectrum, and very and John Randoll. These persons sold it in 1610
little to the thickness, or numberI or deﬁnition of to Bartholomew Hathaway, in whose family it
the lines themselves. The general result is, that continued until the present century.
From the description in the deed of conveyance
no lines were lost from the spectrum, excepting
those by the shortening of the spectrum itself; but of 1610, here printed, it might at ﬁrst sight be
it must be borne in mind, that although it was very thought that the tenement was divided into two
light with us, yet the sun was low, and the short holdings, and that Bartholomew Hathaway hadat
ening of the spectrum itself may be attributable to some time previously occupied only one portion of
the want of light. For this class of experiments, the present building. The latter inference will, I
it will be necessary to have a balloon ascent starting believe, he found on examination to be erroneous,
either in the morning or about noon, to compare and I am inclined to think that the Hathaway!

with the preceding observations, and to determine occupied the whole at the time of Anne's birth and
was from his favourite theme ‘ The Taming of the whether the spectrum does really shorten with ele- . during her life. The allusion in the deed to a por
Shrew ‘—the Dinner scene. This was one of the vation, as well as to determine whether any lines tion of the estate having been previously occupied
best of his works in colouring and spirit; in it are lost by passing into a less dense atmosphere.
by Thomas Perkins refers to a remote period, for

were combined some of the qualities of both
One of the principal subjects of research in the
his styles.
In the next year Mr. Egg's name balloon experiments of last year was the determi
appeared as Royal Academician. Weak health, nation of the law of decrease of temperature with
against which he had struggled for several : increase of elevation. The results from my ascents
years, compelled the painter to try the climate of 1 last season were, that when the sky was clear, a
Algeria. So much beneﬁt did he get from this, decline of 1 degree took place within 100 feet of
that he had recently been enabled to carry on some , the earth, whilst at the height of 30,000 feet a space
long-delayed work, and hopes were entertained of of fully 1,000 feet had to be passed for a change

his ﬁnal recovery.

the same description occurs in a survey of the pro
perty made in the year 1543, at which time John

Hathaway held the tenement and land then described
as having been previouslyin the tenure of Perkins.
In old deeds, the descriptions of parcels were often
copied from more ancient instruments, without a
strict regard to existing facts.

That the two tenements mentioned in the follow
He spoke cheerfully on the of 1 degree of temperature, and that between these ing conveyance formed together the old building

subject, and seemed to feel much better; indeed,
he may have felt over-conﬁdent in this improve
ment, for it appears that he incautiously exposed
himself, while riding, to a cold wind: hence an
attack of asthma rapidly prostrated the recently
gained strength he had, and he died at midnight
on the 25th ult. His long-seated disease of the
lungs seems to have been in abeyance at the time.
He was buried on the top of a high hill near the
city of Algiers, that spot seeming to the friends
about him preferable to the crowded cemetery.
Every intimate friend he had hears testimony to
the manliness and goodness of his heart; all are

grieved at his early loss.
SCIENTIFIC BALDOON ASCENT-THE LINFS IN
THE SPECTRUM.
Blackheath, April 6, 1863.

limits a
ually increasing space was required
for a change of temperature to the same amount,

plainly indicating that the old theory of a decline of
temperature of 1 degree for every 300 feet mustbe

abandoned.

now preserved at Shottery, can be satisfactorily

proved by the various title-deeds and settlements
respecting the estate, copies of which, in an unin
terrupted series from 1610 to the present time, are
in my
ion. The identiﬁcation of the pieces
of land attached to the tenements is a matter of
greater diﬂiculty, but names of ﬁelds continue

,
The previous ascents were made in the months of
, July, August and September. It became of the
‘ highest importance to have similar experiments in generally unaltered; and perhaps some one in the

the other months of the year, and the British neighbourhood will come forward to tell us where
1 Association, at its meeting in Cambridge, voted
2001. for experiments to be begun in the spring,
and some of which, if possible, during the pre
valence of east winds.
The balloon left the earth, on March 31, from
the Crystal Palace, at 4h. 16m. I'.I., the tem
perature of the air being 50 degrees; at 4h. 25m.

Hewlands, Hewlyns, and the various closes here
named, are situate.
J. O. HALLIWELL.
This Indenture, made the ﬁrst daie of Aprill, in

the yeeres of the raigne of our sovereigne Lord
James, by the Grace of God of England, Scotland,
Fraunce and Ireland, king, defendour of the faith,

we were one mile high, with a temperature of 33k &.c., that is to saie, of England, Fraunce and
degrees; the second mile was reached at 4h. 35m., Ireland the Eight, vand of Scotland the three and
with a temperature of 26 degrees ; the third mile at fortieth, Betweene William “'hitmore, of London,

Fon the purpose of observing the black lines in 4h. 44m., when the temperature was 14 degrees;
the sky spectrum at different altitudes, and the sun at 3} miles high the temperature was 8 degrees.
spectrum if possible, an apparatus was employed A warm current of airwas met with, and it rose to
consisting of a prism, a ﬁne adjustable slit half an 12 degrees at 4h. 58m.; at 5h. 2m. we passed out
inch in length, placed in the focus of an object of the current, and when 4i miles high the tem
glass, and a telescope directed to the prism, lent perature was just zero of Fahrenheit’s scale.
for the purpose by the Astronomer Royal, and is
In descending, the temperature increased to 11
the same apparatus as that used by Prof. Smyth degrees at about three miles high, at 5h. 38m. ; then
on the Peak of Teneriffe. No angular measure a cold current was met with, and it decreased to
was prepared for or contemplated ; only eye obser 7 degrees. We soon passed through it, and the tem

esqnier, and John Randell, of Preston Bagott, _m
the countie of Warwicke, gent., on the one partie,
and Bartholomew Hathaway, of Shottery, in the
Countie of Warwicke, husbandman, on thother
partie, ‘Vitnesseth that the said William Whitmore
and John Randell, for and in consideracion of the

somme of two hundred poundes of good and lawfull
Englishe money unto them well and trulie before
thensealing and delivery of theis presentes m hand
paied by the said Bartholomew Hathaway, whereof
vations and comparison of differences between the perature increased to 182; degrees at two miles high, and wherewith they the saide William Whitmore
spectrum as seen on the ground and at different a to 25L degrees at one mile, and to 42 degrees on the and John Randell doe acknowledge themselves to
heights during the journey. A careful examination ground, which was reached at 6h. 30m.
be fullie satisﬁed and paied, and thereof and ‘of
of the spectrum between the hours of 3 and 4 PAL,
When one mile high the deep roar of London every parte and parcell thereof doe clearlie acquite
before starting, showed B as the boundary at the was heard distinctly, and its munnuring noise and dischardge the saide Bartholomew Hathaway,
red end, and a little beyond 0 at the violet end reached us at a greater elevation. At heights of his executours and administratours, and every of
when looking at the sky; and when looking at the ‘ three and four miles high the view was indeed won them for ever, by theis presentes, Have graunted,
sun, I could not see quite to H. The lines 0, D derful—the plan-like appearance of London and its aliened, bargained, solde, and infeoﬂ‘ed, and by
double, E, b, and F were very plainly shown, with suburbs; the map-like appearance of the country theis presentes doe fullie, freelie, and absolutelre
many lines between them. At 4h. 20m, at the round; then running the eye down the winding graunt, alien,
ine, sell, infeoﬁ‘e and conﬁrm

height of about half a mile, a cursory examination . Thames, to the white cliffs at Margate, and on to unto the said Bartholomew Hathaway, All that
of the spectrum showed a close correspondence Dover, Brighton was seen, and the sea beyond,
with that on the earth, showing lines D to G, but and all the coast line was clear
to Yarmouth.
the extreme lines with, I thought, less distinctness. The north was obscured by clouds. Looking under
At 4h. 30m. at the height of about one mile, the us, and to the south, there were many detached
spectrum was bright, but less in length, both at cumuli clouds, resting apparently on the earth, like
the violet and red ends. The line G was quite the patches of shining wool, and in some places a soli
limit, and I could not see B, and C was doubtful. tary cloud thus apparently resting on the earth
At 4h. 35m., at the height of about 2 miles, G was surrounded by a clear space for many miles.
lost entirely, and the violet was dull; I could see F
JAMES GLAISHER.
and D, but not beyond. At 4h. 42m., at 3 miles
high, I lost violet entirely, and could not see F. At ANNE HATIIAWAY‘S OUITAGE IN THE YEAR 1610.
4h. 46m., between 3 and 4 miles high, the spectrum
6, St. Mary's Place, April 7, 1863.
was very short. I could see from a little beyond
I have the pleasure of sending, for ﬁrst publica
D to E, I think b, but not F. At 5h. 10m. at 4 tion in the Athenwum, a copy of the most interesting
miles high, I could not see any spectrum, excepting document respecting this cottage which has pre‘

a little yellow tinge.

At 5h. 30m. at 4.5 miles high, sented itself to my notice in the course of long-con

I saw no spectrum and no colour. At 5h. 43m, at tinued researches for materials for a history of the
the height of 3 miles, on descending, there was no Hathaway family. The tenement in question, with

theire messuage and tenemente and one yarde land,
with thappurtenaunces, scituate and bein ' ll]

Shottery aforesaid, in the said countie of _\ ar
wicke, sometyme in the tenure or occupacion_ of
Thomas Perkins, and now or late in the possession
or occupacion of the said Bartholomew Hathaway,
or of his assignee or assignes; and all that therre
mesuage and tenemente, and one other yarde land,
with theirs appurtenaunces, called or knowne by
the name of Hewlands, scituate and being in
Shotterie aforesaid, in the said countie of \Varwrck,
now or late in the tenure or possession of the said
Bartholomew Hathaway, or of his assignee ; And

also all that their tofte and half yarde land, with
thappurtenaunces, called or knowne by the name of
Hewlyns, scituate, lyeing and being in Shotterle
aforesaide, in the said countie of Warwicke, now

or late in the possession or occupacion of the sarde

N° 1850, APR. 1],’63
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Bartholomew Hathaway, or of his assignee or naunte and graunt to and with the said Bartholo~ species, to malformation as a consequence of arrest
mew Hathaway, his heires and assignes, and to of development; and this is especially the case with

assignes; and also all those theire three closes with
thciro and every of‘ theire appurtenaunces, whereof
one is called or knowne by the name of Hewland
Close, one other called or knowne by the name of
Hewlyns Close, and thother called or knowne by
the name of Palmers Closq which said three closes
are scituate, lying and being in Shottery aforesaide,
in the said countie of \Varwicke, and now are or
late were in the possession or occupacion of the

and with every of them by theis presentes, that all
and every the premisses with theire appurtenaunces
before mencioned and intended to be bargained
and sould, are and bee, and at all times from hence
fourth shall and may continue, remayne and bee
to the said Bartholomewe Hathaway, his heires
and assignes discharged, or upon request to be

the organ thegreat relative size and complexity

of which form the chief characteristic of the
human organization, viz., the brain.
Instances of this arrest of development are known
in different varieties of the human kind, e. y. in the
Negro one, as exempliﬁed by the female called by
her showman the “ Hottentot Venus”; and by the

made unto the said \Villiam \Vhitmore or his hybrid Spanish and Indian children from San Sal
said Bartholomew Hathaway, or of his assignee or heires saved harmeles of and from all and all man vador, called by their showman "Aztecs." But the
assignees; And also common of pasture goeing ner of titles, troubles, charges and incumbraunces

best recorded cases of such cerebral arrests are

and pasturing of and for such and see manie horses, whatsoever had, made, suﬂ'red, done or occasioned those of Europeans, as exempliﬁed by the idiot
beastes and cattells in the comon ﬁeldes waste by him, the said William Whitmore, his heires or whose brain is preserved in St. Bartholomew's
grounde places cornmonable in Shottery aforesaide, assignes; And also, that hee the saide \Villiam Whit Hospital ; by that whose brain, weighing 1 lb.
in such manneras other the tenauntes and occupiers
of the premisses, or anie part thereof, have used to
have for and in respect of the premisses; and also
all and singuler howses, barnes, stables, orchardes,
gardens, landes, tenementes, meadowes, pastures,
feedinges, commons, common of pastures, waies,
wastes, waters and watercourses, wooddes, under
woodes, hedgerowes and trees, and the grounds
and soyle of the same, and all other easementes,
commodities and hereditamentes whatsoever, with
theirs and every of theire rightes, members and
appurtenaunces unto the said two ruesuages and
tenementes one tofte and two yardes lande and an
half, three closes, or unto anie of them belonging,
or in anie wise appertayning. or reputed, knowne,
used or taken as parte, parcell or member of them,
or anie of them; all which saide premisses now are

more, his heires and assignes, shall and will, from
time to time, and at all times hereafter, during the
space of six yeares next ensuing the date hereof,
upon the reasonable request, costes and chardges

smaller and more remarkable instance of the idiot
with the brain weighing only 10 oz. 5 grains, avoird.,‘

of the said Bartholomew Hathaway, his heires or described this evening by Mr. Gore.
assignes, doe and suffer and cause to he done all
No physiological phenomena are of greater in
and every such further lawfull act and notes,
thing and thinges, whatsoever for the further and
better assurance and conveyaunce and sure make
ing and conveying of all and singuler the said pre
misses with the appurtenaunces and of every part
and paroell thereof to be conveyed and assured
unto the said Bartholomew Hathaway, his heires
and assignes for ever, according to the true intent
and meaning of theis presentes, with warranty

terest and importance than those which tend to
directly elucidate the relations of the cerebral organ

to the mental phenomena in mankind.

Such elu

cidation is given by these cases of variety, in which
the brain and cranium fail to be developed to their
normal proportional size: and the one which Mr.

Gore has communicated to us is, so far as my
research has extended, the smallest instance of a
brain, otherwise of sound structure, with which

onely against the said \Villiam Whitmore, his the individual has lived in health beyond matu
heires and assignes, according as by the learned

or late were parcell of the mannour of Old Strat councell of the said Bartholomew Hathaway, his
ford, in the said countie of Vl’arwicke; Except,
and out of theis presentes reserved unto the said
“'illiam \Vhitmore and John Randell, and theire
heires and assignes for ever, all free warrantes,
court leetes, and viewe of franck pledge, and all

“02., is described by Dr. Todd (Cg/cl. ofAnaL,

vol. iii, Art. ‘ Nervous Centres’) ; and by the still

heires and assignes, shalbe reasonably advised;
And the said John Randell doth for himself, his
heires, executours, administratours and assignes,

covenaunte and graunt to and with the said Bar
tholomew Hathaway, his heires and assignes, by

rity to middle age.

I would ﬁrst remark that

the brain so arrested in development does not offer
a close resemblance to, or correspondence with,
that of the Chimpanzee, Orang, or lower forms.
It is, at best, only a general resemblance ; such,
e.g., as may be due to the arrest of the backward
growth of the cerebral hemispheres, falling short

that to Court Leete and view of franck pledge theis presentes, That all and every the premisses of, or not extending beyond, the cerebellum, with
with the appurtenaunces before mencioned and the concomitant low development of the included
intended to bee hereby bargained and sould are structures indicated in Dr. Todd’s description, in
and bee, and at all tymes from hencefourth shall which he remarks, “there could scarcely be said
and may contynue, romaine and be to the said to be any trace of the hippocampus minor.” (Cycl.
Bartholomew Hathaway, his heires and assignes, of AmL, vol. iii. p. 719.) Sometimes, as in this
discharged, or upon request to bee made to the case, the fuatal condition of non-convolution of the
said John Randell or his heires saved harmles of surface of the hemispheres persists; more commonly
one tofte, two yardes lande and ahalf, three closes, and from all and all manner of titles, troubles and there are convolutions corresponding in size and
and all and singuler other the premisses, with theire incumbraunces whatsoever had, made, suﬂ‘ered, depth with the normal human ones, but fewer in
and every of their-e appurtenaunces before by theis done or occasioned by him the said John Randell, number, as in the "St. Bartholomew‘s" brain, and
presentes bargained or sold, and every part and his heires or assignes; And also that he the said in that described by Mr. Gore. But all these cases
parcell thereof (except before excepted), unto the John Randoll, his heires and assignes, shall from exemplify the principle that the speciﬁc character
said Bartholomew Hathaway, his heires and as tyme to tyme, during the space of six yeeres next marks the embryo as essentially as the adult, that
signes, To the onely and proper use and behoof ensuing upon the reasonable request, costes and the embryo does not pass through lower forms of
of the said Bartholomew Hathaway, his heires and chardges of the said Bartholomew Hathaway make, animals. Just as the toes, as soon as they appear
assigns-s, for ever, in as large, ample and beneﬁciall doe or suffer to be done, anie further act or thing in the human embryo characterize the foot, whilst
manner and forme, to all intentes, construccions for the better and more perfect assurance of they bud forth, in the ape, in the direction to form
and purposes as the some were given and graunted the premisses, and of every part thereof, with the lower hand. We know that the individual
by our said Sovereigne Lord the Kinges Majestic their appurtenaunces, to the said Bartholomew idiots supplying the examples described by Dr.
unto them the said \Villiam \Vhitmore, John Ran Hathaway, his heires and assignes, with war Todd, Mr. Gore and myself(in the St. Bartholomew's
doll, and theire heires, by his highnes lettres ranty onely against the said John Randell, his case) were the abnormal oﬂ'spring of parents with
patentes, bearing date at \Vestminster the two heires and assignes, according as by the the proper human brain, of the average weight.
and twentith daio of Mar'ch last past, yeilding and learned councell of the said Bartholomew Hatha Had any of these perished in a cavern at times
paying therefore yearlie for ever unto the said way, his heires and assignes, shall be reasonably when idiots were less cared forthan at present, the
"William Whitmore and John Randell, theire heires advised. And it is agreed betweene the said parties skull, falling into the hands of the Transmutation
and assignes, the yearely rent of thirtie-three shil to theis presentes that for the doeing of anie such ist, might have been described, and exhibited at
linges fowerpence of lawfull Englishe money at act or thing for the better assuring of the premisses the Royal Institution, as that of the “missing link";
the feastes of St. Michaell thArchangell and the the said William Whitmore nor his heires shall the idiot “Aztec " children were two of a family of
Annunciacion of St. Mary the Virgin, by even not be inforced to travell from or out of that citty six, with normal brains, and the parents exhibited
porcions; And if it shall happen the said yearely or county where he or they at the tyme of such no departure from the ordinary size of cranium and
rent of thirtie-three shillinges forverpence, or sale request shalbe respectivelie abiding. In Witnes capacity of mind. In the absence of special infor

belongeth, waifes, straies, goodes and chattells of
fellons and fugitives, fellons of themselves and of
persons outlawed and putt in exigent, and all
(leodandes, and alsoe free liberties of hunting,
hawkeing and fowling, and other jurisdiccions,
franchises, and liberties whatsoever, To Have and
to hould the said two meshages and tenementes,

part or parcell thereof, to be behind and unpaied whereof, the parties aforesaid to theis presents mation, and the presence of skulls of Boschesmen,
after anie of the said feastes in which the same indentures interchaungeably have sett their handes Hottentots and Negroes, corroborating Tiede
ought to be paied, being lawfullie asked or de and seales the daie and years ﬁrst above written, mann’s and Peacock's evidence of the normal size
and weight of the brain in those families of the
maunded, That then, and at all tymes then aﬁer, it 1610.
W. Wnrrnonn.
JOHN RANDOLL.
human race, it is to be inferred, or held to be more
shall and may be lawfull to and for the said Wil
probable,
that the Hottentot Venus was a case of
(L. s.)
(L. s.)
liam Whitmore and John Randell, theire heires
Sealed
and
delivered
in
the
presence
of
“ arrest of development,"rather than as manifesting
and assignes, into the premisses herein before men
cioned to enter arid distrayne, and the distresse
- and distresses then and there so found to leads,
drive, carry away, and ympound, and in the same
impounde to retcine and keeps untill the said yeerly

Rrcnsan Cocxs, FHA. COLLYNS, PETER
Rownnn, Jcan ROSWELL.
PROF. OWEN ON THE HUMAN BRAIN.

the normal character of a lowerracelinking on the

Ape to Man.

It is instructive to notice the close

analogy of the psychical phenomena in these cases
of arrest of development.

The “Aztecs” showed lively but abrupt move
rent of thirty-three shillinges fower pence, with
A1‘ a meeting of the Anthropological Society,
the arrerages thereof, if anie sbal bee, has or held on Tuesday last, after a paper had been read ments, without obvious aim; the features showed
by Mr. Gore, ‘ On the Smallest Human Brain on movements devoid of intelligible expression, but
Record,’ Prof. Owen made some observations which with the general actions indicative of internal
thereof by the rentes and services therefore due our readers will be glad to see reported. The Pro pleasure or gaiety. \Vhen I visited the children
in their bed, early in the morning, a week after my
and of right accustomed; And the said William fessor said :—
Whitmore, for himself, his heires, executours and
The normal 0
' tion of the human species ﬁrst inspection of them, they
'
1118;
administratours, and every of them, doth cove is liable, and perhaps more so than that of lower had examined their teeth in the ﬁrst instance, and

they shalbe fullie satisﬁed and paied; To be
holden of the cheif lord or lordes of the fee or fees
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the boy pulled down his lip to show them to me, Sailor's Wedding ‘ ; ‘ The Prawners,’— Mr. Leighton, of Imogen,"— belonging to a voice without paragon
‘A Greek Girl with Fruit’; ‘An Arquebussier’; among voices in its varieties of delivery,—the

on the second visit. I do not feel justified, how
ever, from this evidence of their recalling an indi
vidual to mind, in ascribing to them a good memory.
They were fond of beating a little drum andjing
ling a tambourine. They spoke a few.words of
English and more of Spanish, but seemed incapable
of framing a deﬁnite proposition ; they were pleased
with, and attracted by, any bright object or toy.
They had no sense or instinct of shame. The size
of the cranium in the female indicated a brain

‘ Lady and Peacocks’; ‘Ahab and Jezebel meet

known deep, exquisite, poetical intelligence,—and

ing Elijah at the Door of Naboth's Vineyard,’—— if here and there something of the old mannerism
Mr. Calderon, ‘Scene in the English Ambus
sador’s House in Paris during the Massacre of St.
Bartholomew,’-Mr. H. S. Marks, ‘ How Shak
speare studied’; ‘A Missal-Painter and his Critics,’
—-Sir E. Landseer, ‘A Picture of Besrs.’-—The
hangers are Messrs. Frith, C. Landseer and A.
Cooper.

in rendering and delivery, a ripened and reﬁned
expression of the poet’s imaginings, words and

characters which could_ by no magic of voice or
feature or manner be expressed, were not the

matter at the heart of the interpreter.
On Easter Monday, besides Mrs. Kemble’s read
ings from Shakspeare, the public had a new enter

arrested at the stage of that of the Hottentot
The Italian Sculpture Court at South Kensington tainment by Mr. and Mrs. German Reed, assisted
Venus, ﬁgured by M. Gratiolet. The Aztecs were has been prepared for the exhibition of the Wed by Mr. Parry, in Regent Street-and a variety
stupidly docile; doing what they were hidden, but ding Presents of the Prince and Princess of Wales. introduced into an old favourite by Mr. Edmund
not in an intelligent way. Mr. Gore states, in
reference to the woman with the still smaller brain,
“ Her manners were exactly those of a very young
child. She could say a few words, and was cbedi'
cut and affectionate to those about her." If one
were to affirm of such a condition of mind that “it
was not idiotcy, not even imbecility,” such a state
ment would not justify the selection of any of those
arrests of cerebral development as the ﬁgure by
which the true relations of the highest form of
brute brain and the lowest normal form of human
brain would be illustrated: because, such statemart does not truly illustrate the functional powers
of the brain stopped short in its development; it
merely enables the reader to form a fair judgment

These treasures will be seen to great advantage.
The room will be opened for the private view on
Wednesday evening, next week, and for admission
of the public on Thursday, the 16th of April; the
Free and Students’ days being kept as usual.

Dr. Carpenter, in the note which we printed
i last week, challenges his reviewer to give chapter
and verse for the passage—“0f the genetic con
tinuity between the Foraminifera of successive
geological periods, graduating backwards to the
i period when they began to descend from a common
1 original." This brief summary of Dr. Carpenter's
1 view is not perhaps to be found in the book in this
precise order of words. The condensation is the
of the mental constitution of the propounder and , reviewer’s. The ideas are Dr. Carpenter's; nay, the
adopter of such statement.
\ very words are his; and all that the reviewer has
The late Dr. Todd has recorded the chief cha- l done is to bringthem together, and express the mean
ractsrs of an adult idiot’s brain, which he examined ‘ ing in a single phrase. A reviewer has to think of
in 1844, and which be regarded “as an example space and time. Would the reader have been better
of the class of changes which take place in the l pleased-or science better served—by our quotation
brains of most idiots.”-—-(Art. ‘Nervous System,’ 1 of the following passagesl—“ Even with regard to
Abnormal Anatomy, Cyclopedia of Anatomy and | these family-types, it may fairly be questioned
Physiology, vol. iii. p. 719.) The weight of the 1- whether analogical evidence does not rather favour
brain was 1 lb. 4.5 oz. avcirdupois “after having , the idea of their derivation from a common original
lain. in spirits for some days. The upper surface 1 than that of their primitive distinctness." (p. iv.)-_
of both hemispheres ‘ was perfectly smooth‘; the \, “ The evidence in regard to the genetic continuily be
convolutions were not (there) developed. The tween the Forum in ifcra ofsuccessive gcol ogicalperiods,
Sylvian ﬁssure was well marked": at its posterior and between those of the later of these periods and
extremity there was a slight puckering, indicating the existing inhabitants of our seas, is as complete
a feeble development of the “insula of Roll.” A as the nature of the case admits.” (p. v.)—-“ Hence
few ﬁssures and imperfectly developed convoluticns I cannot but believe that any systematic arrange
were found upon the inferior surface of the middle ment of Foraminifera will be of real value only in
lobe, and upon the lateral and inferior surfaces of the ‘ so far as its basis is laid in a thorough knowledge
rmterior lobe. The corpora mamillaria appeared to be of the nature and extent of those variations which
fused together. “The corpus striatum was exceed- ; every chief modiﬁcation of this type shows itself
ingly small."—-“ The hippocampus major was very ' so peculiarly disposed to exhibit, and as, in build
small ”,' and there could scarcely be said to be any ing it up, the idea of natural aﬁnily is accepted
trace of the hippocampus minor. “The lateral as expressing, not only degree of mutual confor
ventricles were large and rather dilated. The l‘mity, but actual rclatiorwhip arising from com
fornix was well developed, as was also the corpus ‘> munity of descent, more or less remote. For the
7
uallosum.”-—“ The cerebellum was well developed." occurrence of endless gradational departures from
any types which we may assume as ﬁxed, and of
The pineal gland was large.
links of connexion between such as present the
best-marked differentiations, seems to me to point
unmistakeably to this as the only means of escape
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.
Anosc the pictures likely to be seen at the Royal \ from that difficulty of indefinite multiplication

Yates and Mr. Harold Power, who brought out a
new scene at the Egyptian Hall, entitled ‘Twenty
Minutes with the Spirits,‘ being a sly rap at those
table-rappers who were, a little while ago, a real
social nuisance. The room in Regent Street was
crowded to excess, to hear a pleasant triﬂe from

Mr. Andrew Hnlliday’s pen, called ‘A Charming
Cottage.’ The little piece, thanks to Mrs. German
Reed, was thoroughly successful. In his ‘Twenty
Minutes with the Spirits,’ Mr. Yates dresses for one
of the American charlatans who lately levied black

mail upon all ranks of our society, Mr. Power for
one of his victims. The humour of the thing is
somewhat coarse, like the originals who have to

be portrayed; yet the two clever satirists make
a good deal of fun out of very slight materials,
and the spectators enjoy it heartily. In the other
parts of Mr. Yates's entertainment there are some
agreeable changes, especially in a couple of anec

dotes supplied by Mr. Charles Dickens.

One of

these is an extremely droll account of a public

meeting, with passage of arms between the chair
man and a popular orator.
On Tuesday Mr. David Fisher. comedian, late
of the Adelphi Theatre, appeared, for the ﬁrst time,
at the Hanover Square Rooms, in a musical enter
tainment, entitled ‘ Facts and Fancies,‘ assisted by
Miss Kate Mellor and Miss Sarah L. Kilpack.
Mr. Fisher gave a burlesque imitation of an author
with a sensation drama in search of a manager and
a market; also a ‘True History of the Two Gentle
men of Verona,’ with musical and vocal accom
paniments. Several other lively and amusing triﬂes
concluded the entertainment, and the applause of

a very good audience left the actor no room to
suppose that the approbation was a “ fancy," not a
“ fact.”

Mr. Burford provided excellent stuff for the
Easter holiday makers, in bringing out for view his
splendid panoramas of the three great cities, which
past history and present events have made so in
teresting-Athens, Mexico and Rome. Athens is

the head-quarters of a singular and successful revo
lution ; Rome is expecting its true owners to take
possession; and Mexico is waiting ﬁtfully for the
advancing French. Apart, therefore, from their
magical beauty, the three panoramas comprise a

Academy in May, we can now name the following: which attends the doctrine of distinct speciﬁc cres
—Mr. J. Phillip sends a ‘Scene at a Church- , tions when applied to a group in which scarcely cycle of historical suggestions; and we know of few
Door,’-—- Mr. Holman Hunt, a portrait of Dr. any twoindividuals are alike." (p.viii.)—“ This view places in which an intelligent youth, who has not
Lushington,—-Mr. G. F. Watts, a life-size picture of the case derives great force from the fact, which yet seen the world, could spend a day more proﬁt
of ‘Ariadne seated on the Sea~shore ’ and a ‘Cupid constitutes the special feature of interest which this ably, or in which the veteran tourist who has been
mischievous,’——Mr. Stanﬁeld, ﬁve sea-pieces—‘ The group has for the geologist, that there is strong everywhere and seen everything could so pleasantly
Morning after Trafalgar’; ‘ The Coast of Calabria’; reason to regard a large proportion of the existing renew the memories of his younger days.
‘Mouth of the Texel-Tide out’; ‘The \Vorm’sl Foramimfc'ra as thedirect lincaldesccndantsofthose
“"e are sorry to find that the arrangements about
Head Cape on the South Wales Coast,'—‘ The of very ancient geological periods." (p. ix.)—“Any Her Majesty‘s commission for the Wedding Picture
subordinate
groupings
of
genera
and
species
which
Pilot-House, Doverg-Mr. F. Goodall, ‘ The Oﬁ'er- \
have not been so simple and pleasant as they might
ing of the Palm’; ‘The Opium Bazaar, Cairo’; i may be adopted for the convenience of description have been. Mr. Gambart, we are told, has relieved
and
nomenclature,
must
be
regarded
merely
as
‘A Nubian Coifee-Bearer,’—Mr. T. Faed, ‘The
Mr. Frith from his engagement to paint the three
Young Housewife’; ‘The Silken Gown’; ‘Anr assemblages of forms characterized by the nature large pictures of London Life only so far as the
Irish Oran Girl,'—Mr. Armitsge, ‘The Inter-l and degree of the modiﬁcations of the original Queen‘s commission is concerned,—not ﬁnally, or
ment of a 'hristian Martyr in the Roman Cata- , type, which they may have respectively acquired even remotely, yielding any part of his right. The
combs,’—Mr. E. M.Ward, ‘ The Foundlings’ Visit in the course of genetic descent from a common an question is in dispute between artist and pro
to Hogarth’s Study to see the Portrait of Capt. cestry.” (p.xi.)—Our brief passage of four lines con prietor. Mr. Frith, we are informed, holds a
Comm,’ and ‘The Last Toilette of Charlotte tained the whole sense of the above. We are sure
written licencefrom Mr. Gambart to paint Her .
Cordsy,'—Mr. Elmore, ‘Lucrezia Borgia and a that every candid reader, even Dr. Carpenter him Majesty’s picture before commencing the illustra
Bravo,’ and ‘A N un,’—-Mr. R. Redgrave, ‘Sun self, will allow that, while condensing his language, tions of London Life; but Mr. Gambn-rt alleges
shine-—a Surrey Landscape, looking over \Vooton l we had carefully preserved his meaning.

Wood,’ and ‘strayed Lambs-Children asleep, l
after Pla ,’—Mr. E. \V. Cooke, ‘Catalan Bay,
Gibraltar ; ‘Dutch Trawler at Anchor at Schevehug’; ‘Salute at Sunset, Venice ‘—Mr. Millais,
‘T e First Sermon’; ‘The Lion's Den—Children
at Play’; ‘The Eve of St. Agnes,'—Mr. Hook,

‘Low Tide—a Little Harbour in Scilly’;

that this limited release was given by him on the

Mrs. Fanny Kemble's resumed readings from

} Shakspeare must take a new, as well as a known
,1 English place in the regard of every person who
l loves that which is best when produced in illustra
tion of the best things of Art. Her reading of ‘As
‘ You Like It,’ on Monday last, at the Egyptian
‘The, Hall, brought us back the old char1n,--“tho tune

verbal assurance, many times repeated by Mr.
Frith, that he, Mr. Gambart, and he only, could

and should have the right to engrave this pre—
viously-executed work.

Into the circumstances

which led to the transfer of this right to Mr.
Flatow, the proprietor of ‘ The Railway Station,’

we need not now enter; enough to say, that such a
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transfer was never contemplated by Mr. Gambart
when he signed the licence, and is now the subject
of his protests and counter-claims. The case may
possibly go to arbitration.
For an infringement of copyright in the engrav

ing of ‘The Light of the World,’ Mr. Gambart
recovered, on the 2nd inst., 100l. damages from

Mr. Sclater, a picture-frame maker of Canterbury.
It appeared that a serious falling off occurred in
the sale of the engraving in question; and, after

much inquiry, Mr. Gambart learned that the defen
dant, as he himself boasted, had sold photographic
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agreed to allow the use of the Society’s rooms for the l
purpose of holding an Exhibition of \Vood Carving, i
both modern and ancient, in the month of June, ‘
1863.
The Council oﬂ'er the Society‘s Silver 1
Medal and grant 301., the Society of Wood
Carvers giving 15L, as a fund for prizes to be‘
awarded to exhibitors on that occasion. These
prizes will be awarded thus:—Human Figure, in
alto or has relief-1st prize, SI. and the Society's
Silver Medal; 2nd prize, 41.; 3rd prize, 3L Ani
mal or Still Life-1st prize, 81.; 2nd prize, 41. ;
3rd prize, 31. Natural foliage, fruit, or ﬂowers, or
conventional ornament in which grotesque ﬁgures
or animals may form accessories-1st prize, 81.;
2nd prize, 4i. ; 3rd prize, 31. Employers or private
owners may be exhibitors, but bond ﬁde workmen
only can receive prizes. The prizes are open to all
Art workmen in Great Britain, whether belonging

copies of the work to a considerable number. Mr.
Gambart stated that he had given Mr. Holman
Hunt 200 guineas for the copyright, 300 guineas
to the engraver, and 130i. to the owner of the
icture for allowing the engraving to be made.
This is, of course, a process occupying considerable
time; besides which, much more time was required to the Society of \Vood Carvers or not.

for the exhibition of the work throughout the
country to Mr. Gambart’s beneﬁt. He had ex
pended 2,000l. in bringing out the print; and,
he stated in court, realized, in the ﬁrst year, about

10,000l.

The following needs no introduction :—
“ Society of Arts, April 7, 1863.

“ In your notice last week of the prizes offered
by the Society of Arts for Art workmanship in
various departments, sufﬁcient prominence seems
scarcely given to the important principle that these
prizes are offered to the workman and not the
employer. May I ask the favour of your stating
this point.
I am, &c.,

The portrait of Mr. Lewis, referred to in our
last as bequeathed to the National Gallery in con
nexion with the interest of 10,000l., is by Sir
M. A. Shoe, and represents William Thomas
Lewis, father of the testator, Thomas Denison
“P. Ls Nsvs Fos'rsn, Secretary."
Lewis, in the character of the Marquis in ‘The
The task of preparing the gold casket, to be pre
Midnight Hour.’ The actor died in 1811, aged sented by the City of London to the Prince of
about sixty years. His portrait was exhibited at ‘Vales, is conﬁded to Mr. Benson, not Bennett, as
the Royal Academy in 1792.
stated by a slip of the pen.
Mr. J. E. Hodgkin has written a long letter in
The insurrection in Poland has brought to our
answer to Mr. Vaux's note on the Palimpsest of table nearly as much jubilant verse as the marriage
Uranius. Of this answer we can only give the of the Prince and Princess of \Vales. If Poland
few explanatory words:—“ Mr. Vaux has been led could be helped by song, she would soon be free.
into a very natural error, by copying a passage, at We have scarcely any other choice than to set it all
second-hand, from an article in the Literary aside as useless for the end in view, though occa
Churchman, of March 2, 1863, in which the word sionally, as in the following extract from some
' ml, which only serves to connect two Passages, lines by the author of the ‘Story of Queen Isabel,I
separated by some three lines of text, and which the poetic merits plead for insertion :—
should have been rendered ‘and,’ has been inad
Corns Day of Truth, let Europe read her crime
vertently printed in capital letters, as if it were a
In her last vaunt, slow fruit of Toil and Time,

part of the text, and as if the two passages were in
immediate connexion."--Mr.Hodgkin is of opinion

that a full account of the ﬁve readings quoted
by Mr. Vaux would explain some of that gentle
‘man's diﬂicnlties and remove some of his scepti

cism.

To see a Murder wrought before her eyes,
And suﬂer it, because so strong and wise!
Selﬁsh our Freedom seems and smooth our Art
Givc back the rough young World which had a heart!
\Vhich were its life as lightly as its glove,
And dared to ﬁght for Truth or die for Level

That full account-we submit-would be

best given in a private communication. Results —Unhappily, if Poland is to be aided now, it must
only are for the public car. At present we see no be by others than her purely literary friends.
Since the paragraph appeared concerning the
reason for reopening the general discussion as to
Catalogues published bythe Ordnance Survey Office,
‘the authenticity of the MS. of Uranius.
A new theatre is about to be erected in Holborn, subsequent editions of the same useful works have
on an eligible site nearly opposite Chancery Lane. been issued, which include the survey of Ireland,
A clearance is already commenced for the intended and are brought down to the 1st of March of the
building, which is designed to include a refresh present year.
ment-room on a very extensive and complete scale.

Both it and the theatre will be constructed of iron.
The directors promiseaseries of “dramatic perform
ances consonant with the elevation and reﬁnement
of British taste.” They also propose a number of
improvements in the system of lighting, ventilating
and warming the interior, and the adoption of the
most recent continental inventions in regard to the
arrangements on the stage. In a word, they un
del-take to “provide in the most liberal manner for
the comfort and entertainment of all who may

frequent the New Metropolitan Theatre.“
Mr. Boucicault‘s plans for a new theatre also

The Annual Dinner of the Members of the Insti
tution of Civil Engineers, which was ﬁxed for
Wednesday, the 22nd inst., has been postponed,

Theatre Company," which includes the \Vestmin

facing the Houses of Parliament, the value of

“which will be enhanced by the New Southern
Embankment. \Ve hope the competition thus
indicated will lead to our having new theatres
which (in Mr. Boucicault’s words) may “embrace

SCIENCE
+

BOGIII'I'IIS.

ASTRONOM‘IOAL-March 13.-G. B. Ai , Esq.,
Astronomer Royal, in the chair.—‘ On the ringes
of Light observed by M. Poulain at Goree during

the Total Eclipse, 31st December, 1861,‘ by M.
Hermann Goldschmidt.—‘ On the Determination
of the Longitude of Valencia, in Ireland, by Gal
vanic Signals, in the Summer of 1862,’ by the
Astronomer Royal.—‘ On the Movement of the
Solar System in Space deduced from the Proper

Motions of 1,167 Stars,‘ by E. Dunkin, Esq.
‘On the Rating of Chronometers,‘ by J. Hartnup,
Esq.—‘ On the Parallax of certain Stars,‘ by M.

Auwers.—-‘ Results of the Meridional Observations
of Small Planets; Occultation of a Star by the

Moon; and Phenomena of Jupiter's Satellites;
observed at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, in
the month of January, 1863,’ by the Astronomer

Royal.—-‘ Occultations observed at Highbury,‘ by
T. W. Burr, Esq.--‘ On the Visibility of Stars in
the Pleiades to the unarmed Eye,’ by the Astro~

nomer Royal.-~‘ Observations of Mars,’ by W.
Lassell, Esq.—‘ Proceedings of the Madras Obser

vatory,’ by Norman Pogson, Esq.—‘ Companions
of Sirius.‘
ENTOMOLOGICAL.—April 6.—F. Smith, Esq.,
President, in the chair.—Prof. Lacordaire, Dr.

Leconte, and Dr. Hagen, were elected Honorary
Members.—Sir J. Hearsey exhibited a collection
of Indian Lepidoptera.-Mr. Waterhouse exhibited
a British specimen of a small Coleopterous insect,
which he thought would probably prove to be

Aleorharu inconqaicua of Aubé.—The President
exhibited specimens of Clam'ger teatacem, which

he had hoped to have shown alive, as they had
readily sucked sugar and water supplied to them
on blotting paper; they had, however, all died
before the meeting was held ; they were found in

the nests of Formica ﬂaaa, near Croydon.--Mr.
Lowne exhibited species of Australian ants, and
made some observations on their habits and eco
nomy; several of the species were believed to be
new and undescribed.—-The Socre
read a letter
received from Mr. C. A. Wilson, of Adelaide, :1
Corresponding Member of the Society, giving a
brief account of the successful attempt of the South
Australian exploring party under Stuart to cross
to the north-west coast of the continent.
The
Secretary also read a paper, communicated by Mr.

Hewitson, containing descriptions of two new
Diurnal Lepidoptera; and a paper, communicated

by Mr. R. Trimen, containing Descriptions of four
new species of Rhopalocera from Tropical South

Western Africa.

President.
ROYAL Ixsrmmom-Jab. 13.--W. R. Grove,
On the 15th of March, Dr. Luther discovered V.P., in the chair.—‘ on Artiﬁcial Illumination,’
the twelfth planet, at the Bilk Observatory. The by E. Frankland.
April 6.—The Rev. J. Barlow, V.P., in the
discovery was conﬁrmed by the Observatory of
Bonn on the 23rd of March. The new planet, chair.—Messrs. L. F. V. Harcourt, W. Harvey,
which is the seventy-eighth of the small planets J. N. Lockyer, P. J. Router, 0. Sturges, F. Thomp
between Mars and Jupiter, has been named Diana. son, and R. Wigram, were elected Members.
MR. GHERIAR‘S EXHIBITION of the ROYAL FAMILIES
Prince and Princess of Wales, life-sine, comprising Fifty-one Pho
tographic Pictures and Drawings, executed by lil r. Ghl-mar,
from actual sittings, are NOW 0.\ \ IEW at the FRENCH GAL
LERY. 1211, Pall Mall ll-‘irst Floor).—.l\dmission II. N Il.—

ster Theatre, as well as the proposed structure in
visltor will be presented with a Portrait of the Princess of
the Haymarket.
The company announce that Each
Wales, arts de visits use.
they have acquired nearly an acre of land on the

corner of Westminster Bridge, with a frontage

THE FRENCH GALLERY, no Pall MalL- The TENTH
ANh'UAL EXHIBITION of I’IC’l'lIli-ES. the contributions of
Artists of the French and Flemish SchooL-Admlssion, la; Cats

lﬂl'lllkﬂd.

owing to a domestic calamity in the family of the

of ENGLAND and lIENM.\RK.—Portraits of The Queen, the

progress, and have taken the shape of a “New

4'95
Will open on Monday ﬂed, llu 13th incl.

MRS. FANNY KE.\IBLE.—Ilsndinlrs of Shnkspeare.-Emtlnn
llnll, Piccadilly (Dudley Gallery). -— Mr. M l’l‘l‘lll-ILL has the
pleasure to announce that Mrs. FANNY KENBLE will continue
her READINGS of SIIAKSPEARE‘S PLAY-"i every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. commcncingot Eight o'clock, Monday,
April 13. the I‘lo of‘ 'l‘ e “crchant of Venice‘: Wednesday-15, the
Corned ' of‘ Two fth Niuht " I-‘riday,l7, the 'l'mcdy of ' Uthsllo.'—
Seats! 'nrcscrvrdnnm; Stalls, 5s. A few Fnutenlls, Taeach, maybe
obtained at Mr. Mitchell's Royal Library, 38, Old Bond Street, W.

Nos.
Tm

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Geographical, u~._' Frobilher Straits proved to be :\ Bay.‘
Capt. Hall; ‘Visit to llcd River,‘ lIr. Roe.
Royall lnnitutiun, 3.--'Aninul Mechanics,‘ Prof. Mar

s a .
Actuailées,él_.—courkcil.
SEytliinolog
- ‘ y cal,
an,8.-—‘Antiqulty
l‘.—- nuive c
:

Man,‘ llr. (‘rnwfunL

Htatistioal, a

_

I

Engineers 8. — ' Structures in the Sea,‘ Mr. Mills: ;
‘ Scinde Railway,‘ Ir. Bruton.
Wm. Horticultural I.——AI|len.and Bass Show.
Meteorological, 7.—Councll.
Society of Arts, 8,-‘Aute
phy ‘ Mr. Wallis.
_ _
Society of Literature, 85.—
cient Ilulns, Musolonghr,
Mr. Colnaghl.
Tnclu. Royal Institution, a-' Relations of Geology with Allied
Sciences.’ Prof. Anstcd.
Numismatic, 7.
:
Linnesn 8.

all the advantages and improvements to which the

111'. EDMUND YA'I'EB'S INVITATIONS to EVENING

—

Chemical, R.-‘ Derivatives of Naphthyluminc,‘ Melts.

people of London are entitled, including wide en
trances, roomy seats, unobstructed passages, and
good ventilation."
The Council of the Society of Arts, acting on a

PARTIES and the SRAh‘IllI-l-A SPIRIT-RA PPING FRANCE.
An entirely New Port, entitled ‘Twenty Minutes with n_.\_ledium,‘
will be given ever ' Evening. Medium, )Ir. Yzrtss; Visitor. )lr.
l‘ower. 'l'herc wil also be several new arrivals at the Seaside.
To commence at 8; Saturdays at 3.—Stnlll, 3a.; Area. 2a.; Bal
con)’, u.
Egyptian llall, Piccadilly.

rid.

Perkin and Church.
R0 1, 85.
An I nm-les, Bl.
I'hilo ‘yield, 8.
Royal Institution, 8.—' Culture of Fish,‘ Mr. Bushland.
Royal Instltuticn,l.-—'Beimoe of 1m, Proﬂllﬂlll.

suggestion from the Society of Wood Carvers, have

SA'r.
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A lithograph of the size for the work

ART.
may be obtained by written application to the Hon.
See, J. Clarke, Esq., 13, Stratford Place, ‘V. Casts
from one or both the successful works will be taken

FINE-ART GOSSIP. —Several additions to the pic

ture galleries at South Kensington deserve special as subjects for the colour prize, under-mentioned.
comment. Amongst these is the water-colour draw The Committee of the Ecclesiological Society oii'er,
ing by the late Mr. Sleap, referred to by us a few 3 through the authorities of the Architectural Mu

weeks since; it represents St. Paul's, as seen from off , seum, a prize of 5!. 5:. for coloured decoration, to
a neighbouring dock in the river below: a singularly
felicitous drawing, giving the scene with brilliancy
and completeness: quite another thing from the
ordinary compositions in almost mono-chromatic
fashion called after London sites ; the artist
has not been afraid to give force of colour,

‘ which Mr. Beresford Hope will add 31. 3|. for one
or more extra prizes. Instead of an ancient subject,
. as before, the above indicated wood-carving prize
, will, as soon as adjudicated, be employed. Casts
of this will be ready within a reasonable period

after the decision is made; the coloured specimens
while he has been ashamed to “ prettify" his ‘ must be ready by March the 1st next. Candidates
subject with tinsel.’ The nation will certainly may adopt what medium for application of the

not regret the purchase, for 1,500L, of Ward's , colour they please. Casts will be obtainable, for
magniﬁcent ‘ Bull, Cow and Calf,’ lately placed 1 50. each, at the Museum, or 2:. for packing and case,
here after being varnished ; familiar as we are with ‘ from the Hon. Sec. of the Architectural Museum.
this picture, its masterly and grand treatment, its , Duplicates allowed. The Ecclesiological Society's
many qualities of colour, character, tone and draw- 1 Council adjudicate. Certiﬁcates of merit and a
ing, come with new force upon us on seeing it ' minor prize of ll. 1:. will be given for ﬁt examples.
again in the place it now occupies; a good distant 1
With the following note on the question of
view,
its value.
whichisobtainable,
N earto this are or
two
a near
portraits,
one, equally
respectively
show ‘
Mosaic Decorations for St. Paul‘s we must drop
by Reynoldsaud Gainsborough, which, ifnotthe best 1 the subject :
“ April (I, 1563.
works ofeither, serve beyond anycxamples known to 1
“ Mr. A. E. Thompson could not have selected
us, to characterize and contrast their proper styles; an apter illustration of the justice of my opinion

these are hung pendant, for this purpose it would respecting the use of mosaics than that which is
seem. The ﬁrst represents an oﬁicer, Capt. Orme, afforded by the Cathedral of Monreale. If he will
in a red coat with green and white facings, standing l give unbiassed attention to the passage in my letter
by his horse; such personiﬁcation, such solidity of \ of the 21st ult, of which he quotes the half only,
handling, vigour and grasp of every quality in his l this will become clear to him. As to the power of
art, was scarcely ever better shown than here by 3 mosaic to render subtle and pathetic expression, that
Reynolds. The coat is a wonderful study of rich, i is best decided by artists ; the authority of several
sober, soft, and textural colour, quite another of the most eminent now living supports my con
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AP'l‘OMMAS‘S SEVENTH HARP RECl'l‘AL, April 21, at 15,
Grosrenor strut (by kind
mission of )lessnr. Collard]. The
Programmes will consist of belcctionl made by the Audience from
sin mlttcd "Dem" of popular Compositions (by twenty Com
polars), including the National Melodies.

Asmnpuiﬁxng's spr‘pﬁssb atplllpnorer ' uare Room-J on
D
. 1! .an 5, Pelhnm
uuel. (‘rcacenlr
u
n’
“"1”
announced-Addie“,
iiisiniizm.

My

MR. BEACON begs to announce that he will give THREE

SGAXCES of CLASHICAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, nt 16,
Grosvcuor Street (by the kind
rmiasion of Messrs. Collard‘, on
THURSDAYS April 30 and 3 ny 2i, and “UNDAY June 8. to
commence at 'l‘hree o'clock-Violin, M. ﬁainlon and llcrr l’ol
litael'; "lull, llr. ll. Webb and Mr. Clemenii; Violoncello, Signor
l'enc; (‘ontnrBassm Mr. L‘. Severn; l'iunoforte, Mr. l)eacun.
Tickets for the Serial, One Guinea; to admit three in a sin In
ill-mice. Una Guinea; single Ticket. llrdf-rr-Guincn: to be ha of
Mr. ll. W. Uilivier, is, Old Bond Street; or of Mr. Deacon. T2.
\t'elbeck b'lreet, Cavendish square.
MADAME LlND-GOLDSCHMlDT, Ft. James's llnll. l’icm
dilly. FRIDAY EVENIAG, Ala)‘ l.-—3lr. and Madame Gold
achmidt havin kind
promised their scﬂlncs in All) of the
RUYA I: llUvi l'l‘AL or IACURABLES at l‘utuey, the Directors
have the honour to announce that a Grand Performance of
Handel's Cantata, L’ALLEURO and IL l’ENﬁH-IRUSU lthe
Poetry by Milton‘, will take lace at the st. Jsmes‘s Hall l'icca
dill)‘. on FRIDAY EVEN NU. May 1, commencing oi Eixht
o'clock. The $010 Parts by the following eminent Artist-—sz—
Madame Lind-(loldschnridI, Madame Lcmrneuselihcn'in
n, Miss
Lascellcs, )lr. )lontem Smith, and Mr. W. ll. “'ciss.
‘he liruid
and t'horul will be complete. courpri dug upward! of 200 rformerl.
The Cantata will be prcccded by Handel's Urchcst
Concerto.
No. 1'.’ dimnd). Conductor, Mr. Utro Uoldschmidt. Prices of
Admin-ion, 7|., 10‘. GL, and One Guinea.
DEE'I'HOVEN ROOMS, 76, HARLEY §TREET.—MDLLE.
BOXDY
to announce thnt her THIRD CONCERT will take
place on SA CRIlAY MORNING, May int 'l‘hrcc o'clock. l'ull
particulars will be duly announced-"rickets, llulf-a~6ulnea each.
Address, 11, Duke Street. Portland Place.

ROYAL ITALIAN Orssx, Covssr GABDEN.—
Mr. Gye's season began on Tuesday evening with
a performance of ‘ Masaniello,’ which was all but
very brilliant,—the exception being made by tho
Elvira of Mdlle. Battu, which is not up to the
Covent Garden mark. Happily, however, the part
is not important, the musical strength of the opera
lying on the tenor and baritone. These were MM.
Naudin and Faure;—the former new to this theatre,
though not to London. Since, however, M. Naudin
sang for Mr. E. T. Smith, he has ripened and polished
his style. His voice, though not of the ﬁrst class,
is suiiicient for the stage, and fairly under his com
mand. His expression is good, and M. Auber's
music gains, it need not be told, by being sung
with the true French accent. He was well received,

thing from the brick-encased military men that viction that it is much inferior, in that respect, to
glare on the Academy walls every year. Not only ; painting. The practice of the greatest artists in
does he stand on his feet, which these do not ‘ their best works will suﬂice to those who value
always, but he looks a man and a. gentleman,—-no > authority; common sense might satisfy all on the
padded doll. The price of this work was 2101. point. Mosaic is not so much objected to by me
Gainsborough's is also a full-length life size, an old as its employment to represent the ‘ Transﬁgura
gentleman, Dr. Ralph Schomberg, with one of his tion.‘ Inﬂexible as mosaic is, no doubt something
genial, gentlemanly faces, and that air of ease in Art
might be got out of it; but shall we not pay too
which hardly less distinguishes the painter than it
high a price for its durability by sacriﬁcing the sub
did his rival. He wears a darkish, peach-blossomed ‘
ject for the material? Let it not be forgotten that and, on the whole, may be rated as an acquisition
or crimson coat, and is seen strolling through one ;
the pictures would be within, not without, St.
of Gainsborough‘s exquisitely keyed and coloured‘ Paul's, and that whatever expressiveness may be to the company greater in value than most recent
landscape backgrounds. Price, 1,000l. Both these \ got in mosaic could be far surpassed in painting. ones. M. Faure's Pietro is the best we have seen
works seem in perfect condition, and are examples 1 I am ignorant that Mr. G. G. Scott has consented —as a piece of acting, rude, ﬁery, sinister,- as a.
of the best time of each painter. A second Gains- ' to place a mosaic representing any such subject as piece of singing, polished, powerful; the music
borough, Mrs. Siddons-painted l784—is one of ‘ the Transﬁguration upon the ceiling of \Volsey‘s handled by a real artist. He, too, was cordially
his most perfect works-cost 1,000L-and Ho_ Chapel at Windsor; indeed, I am informed that greeted, and the duett betwixt him and the ﬁsher
garth's portrait of Mary Hogarth may be added the mosaic works now in progress are strictly patriot (pity that it should be cut!) was moored.
So also was the overture,—and no wonder. It
to this list of recent acquisitions. Also, for 1,420L, '
decorative, heraldic insignia, 6.20., while fresco is to ﬂashes (no other word will describe it) under the
Crornc's inimitable landscape, ‘ Mousehold Heath,~ {
be employed upon the walls for pictorial subjects. hands of Signor Costa ;——the prodigious spirit and
which, with good reason, delighted everybody at‘
the International Exhibition, and taught gallery It may be safely asserted, that the cost of mosaic brilliancy of whose orchestra is heard to its utmost
loungers that there had existed a perfect landscape- l over fresco is as four to one.
advantage in a prelude so full of vivacity. Mr. C.
“ Youn Conm-zsroxnnsr."
Lucas, who retires from the desk of principal
painter who was out of their ken. The state of \
“ Amongst other commissions given by the Duke violoncello, is replaced by Mr. G. Collins. The
popular ignorance about Crome was made plain by
the fact, that until May last scarcely any one had i of Sutherland," writes our Correspondent from chorus was as usual,—-now the first stage chorus in
heard of him. Up to this time there have beenl Naples, “was one to a young Venetian sculptor, Europe. Never was the opera. more magniﬁcently
o purchases of English pictures since the acquisi Asteo Fausto. On visiting his studio, his Grace put on the stage, nor ever were the groupings,
tion of the Hogarths and \Vilkie, bought with the , was struck by the beautiful modelling of a work dances and mimic displays demanded by this grand
Angerstein pictures, in 1824. A large portion ‘ which this sculptor is executing for Victor Em musical ballet (for ' Masaniello ’ is more of a ballet
of the national collection of water-colour drawings , manuel. It is a dolphin, on which is seated a than an opera) arranged and carried out with
has been hung in the beautifully-decorated galleries Cupid, with the arms uplifted, and holding reins, greater propriety and spirit than by Mr. Harris.
opened a short time since. A considerable number , made of ﬂowers, in his hands. The extreme grace of So that, on the whole, the season has commenced
of sculptures, some of them recent acquisitions, . the Cupid, the beauty of the features, and the ease auspiciously.— ‘ I Puritani ‘ is to be given this
have been arranged very tastily in the galleries of the position so pleased his Grace that he has evening for the ﬁrst appearance of Madame Fioretti.
that surround and traverse the new South Courts of i ordered it to be executed as a separate ﬁgure with —Mdlle. Carlotta Patti will sing in a concert on
the Museum; among them are several portraits a. shell, the ear of Venus, in one hand, serving as Thursday, and Mdlle. Fricci attempt the perilous
of living and recently-deceased persons, artists, ‘ a vase for ﬂowers. The artist was an exile from venture of appearing as Norma.
literati, &c., and many modern statues. \Ve need i Venice; he joined Garibaldi in Sicily; fought for
not commend to lovers of Art and beauty the Loan the liberties of his country there and under the
DRUM‘ LANE. »— On Monday, instead of an
Collection, which still ﬂourishes, not in such a ,\ walls of Capua, on which occasion he was made Easter piece, Mr. Falconer contented himself with
wonderful multitude of items as erst, but with ‘ an oﬂicer on the ﬁeld.
reproducing his drama, so successful at the Lyceum,
an otherwise unparalleled interest in this country. . ~
The Council of the Architectural Museum offers ,
to artist-workmen prizes of the following descrip
tions: -— For Wood-carving, two prizes, of 201.

and 51., as ﬁrst and second premiums to competitors ‘
who shall most successfully execute a Miserere seat
such as is found in the stalls of Cathedrals : the 1

subject to be a profession, trade or occupation, ‘
treated in modern costume; the composition to _‘
consist
and oneofanimal;
not more
to be
than
completed
two ﬁgures,
by November
or one ﬁgure
the A

of ‘Peep 0' Day.’ The stage of the National
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
_4.___

MUSICAL UNION. — NINETEENTH SEASON. -— FIRST
)lA’l‘lNFIE, TUESDAY April“ at Half-past 'Thrce.-— unrtett
E ﬂat Mar-art: Grrurd liluett in ll, Piano and Violonoel 0 him
delssohn: Double Qusrtett. E minor, Spohr; Solos on the ‘l’mno
forte. Artistes: Ssmton, l‘intti Rios nnd “'cbb. l'ullitssr, Payne,
Watson, kc. Pianist. Hulk-Members who have not received
their Tickets to leave their names and addresses at St. Jnnres‘rr
Hall. Visitors'adrniasions, Half-a-Guinea each, to be had of
(‘rumor
Cm; Chnp
ll s 00.;atOlliviers;
Ashdown
& Parry, 1s,
HanoveritSquare‘,
andeAustln,
at. J ames‘s
Hall.

Director. J. ELLA.

Theatre presents superior opportunities of display;
and of these the manager has availed himself to
the utmost. The scenery, by Messrs. Grieve and
Telbin, is excellent, and the cast has been in many

respects improved.

Miss Cleveland, as Kathleen

Karanagh, supported the character throughout in
the spirit of a true artist; and Harry himself was

eﬂiciently acted by Mr. Loraine.

Mr. Graham,

too, as Black Mullins, and Mr. Charles Verner,
as Barney 0'1‘001:, deserve commendation. The
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rformance
concluded
theThompson.
farce of ‘Magic
Teoysf
supported
by Misswith
Lydia
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Messrs. Telbin and Grieve, and is in all respects

most satisfactory.
Quasar-Here Mr. Byron has another bur
Hummus-Miss Louisa Angel made her lesque,
entitled ‘Ali Baba; or, the Thirty-nine
debut on Monday, as Beatrice, in ‘ Much Ado about
in accordance with the Author's well
Nothing.’ The audience was impressed by her Thieves,
known habit of “ taking one off," ' which sparkles
acting, which, though wanting in weight for so
with puns, and commanded the suii'rages of the
important a part, displayed intelligence throughout,
audience.
and she supported the earlier scenes with spirit.
The play was followed by an interlude entitled
‘ Mr. Buckstone at Home,’ by Mr. Stirling Coyne;
designed as an Introduction to a Panorama illustra

many-Germany the immaculate—Germany which
will go into spasms against the French desecration
of Mozart—the ‘ Tempest‘ music of Herr Taubert,
arranged to a certain play by one Shakspeare of
the old country, and the play arranged in a pecu
liarly German fashion for the German stage by
Herr Dingelstedt. That Schiller mended ‘ Mac
beth’ we know; but Schiller was a noble, real,

mighty genius, and as such had more right to

vindicate his fancies. Here we have a minnow
dulges his humorous vein by an Easter Extrava setting a triton to rights. Herr Taubert‘s music
ganza, entitled ‘The Great Sensation Trial; or, to the ‘Tempest’ proves on perusal (not stage
tive of the recent tour in the East of the Prince Circumstantial Eﬂie Deans.’ The purport of the hearing) only to be described by the epithet of
of \Vales. This introduction was of a more ela piece is obvious from its title, and, assisted by the paltry. One pleasant concerted piece, the set
borate construction than might have been expected. talents of Mr. James Rogers and Miss Mary Wil ting of "Come unto these yellow sands,“ has
It exhibited the manager in a state of perplexity ton, was eminently successful. It is decidedly been equalled, if not exceeded, as a piece of
common prettiness in every French opera com
in regard to a mythological piece which he has well mounted.
bination for years and years past, and can only
accepted ; when a familiar friend, in the person of ‘
Swmrn‘s Warns. — Mr. Herman Vezin and be accepted as lovely in a land where pretty
Mr. Falren, enters by the trap, and at once attracts '
Mrs. Charles Young appeared here on Monday in commonplace is to hold its ground by way of
whatever he wants to his hand, so that at his wish
Shakspeare‘s comedy of ‘ As You Like It.‘ The marvellous protest against ugliness, despair and
decanters, glasses and cigars move towards him,
engagement of these artists will probably improve decay! Herr Taubert's work, as also Herr Dingel
while he delivers his opinions. Letters also are
the business of the house, which has lately suffered stedt‘s arrangement of the play, is hopelessly weak,
received by the manager, increasing his diﬂiculties.
from the absence of the legitimate drama to which the music in no respect to be measured against
Other spiritual manifestations occur. One Hamlet
the audience under previous managements had Mr. Sullivan's.
in a black wig enters spouting like Charles Kean,
been accustomed.
Some of the leading features of the Diisseldorf
and another Hamlet in a flaxen wig deports himself
Whitsuntide Musical Festival have been already
like Fecbter. Then Sir Peter Teazle appears with
Music/n. .mn DRAMATIC Gossrr. — Among mentioned. To those noted in the Atheneum, may
\Vidow Green; followed by impersonations of 3
Italian Opera, and Miss Fanny Wright as Peres other candidates for the Gresham Professorship be added a Psalm of Marcello‘s, scored by Lind
Nena.
Mazeppa comes next, with Harlequin, of Music, not hitherto named by us, the Morning paintner, an Overture by Herr Fsusch, who, con
lamenting over the change that has taken place at Post announces Dr. Dearle, Mr. Clare, Mr. Ben jointly with Herr Goldschmidt, will conduct the
Astley‘s; and then enter the Colleen Bawn, the son, Mr. Martin, Mr. J. Goddard, Mr. Weber, performances, some scenes from Scbumann’s ‘ Faust'
music, and some from Herr Hiller's oratorio, ‘ The
Peep 0' Day, Jeannie Deans, and Miss Louise Mr. G. F. Flowers, and Mr. \V. M. Cazalet.
At the Crystal Palace Concert on Saturday the Destruction of Jerusalem.’
Keeley as Burlesque, with other similar characters
Symphony
was
Schumann's
in
13
major,
and
the
On Good Friday, Haydn's ‘Seven Words’ was
too numerous to mention. Atlast Britannia rises, =
and recommends the Panorama, which succeeds, pianoforte Concerto, Beethoven's in C minor, played performed in the Church of Saint-Roch, Paris. On
accompanied with music selected from David, Ros by M. Halls. The singers were the strenuous Easter Sunday Cherubini‘s Coronation Mass.
‘ La Bataille de l'Amour' is the title of M. Vau
sini, and Beethoven. Cairo and the Grand Mosque Mdlle. Ellinger and Miss Julia Elton. To-day
lead off the solemn procession, followed by the Chopin’s expressive and dreamy Concerto in F minor, corbeil's new comic opera. A concert was to be
Temple of Isis at Philaa, Jerusalem with the Mosque which we remember to have heard only once given given at the Opéra Comique of Paris, on Wednesday
of Omar, Mount'Zion, the Golden Gate, and the by Madame Dulcken many years ago, will be taken last, in aid of the living descendants of Rameau,
whose fortunes are very low.
Mount of Olives; the Ford of the Jordan, the in hand by Mr. Dannreuther.
M. Vieuxtemps will play at next Mfonday‘s
M. Bagier is to manage the Italian Opera of
Dead Sea ; Nazareth, with the Latin Convent;
Paris, in the stead of M. Calzado.
the Sea. of Galilee, Mount Hermon, Damascus, 1 Popular Concert.
Mdlle. Titiens, Madame Lemmens-Sherrington,
A real sensation was excited the other evening
with a party of Mohammedans listening to an 1
Arabian improrisalore, in the court-yard of a Miss Palmer, Messrs. Sims Reeves, Montem Smith at a concert of the Conservatoire, by the delicious
mansion; the Ruins of the Temples of the Sun and Santley, are already engaged, we perceive, for nolturno from the ‘ Beatrice et Bénédict’ of M.
and Jupiter at Baalbec; Beyrout, Lebanon, Cou the Norwich Musical Festival. The new oratorio Berlioz, sung by Mesdames Vandenheuvel, Duprez
stantinople. These pictures have been painted, at by M. Silas is entitled ‘Jcash,’ the new cantata by and Viardot. It was received with a rapture such
as rarely awaits modern compositions in that most
Mr Buckstone’s suggestion, by the Messrs. Telbin Mr. Benedict ‘Richard Cmur de Lion.’
The success of the harp as an instrument has conservative of conservative places-not more, let
and Mr. T. Grieve, and are admirably executed.
decided Mr. Aptommas, one of its leading profes us add, than its merits deserve.
Signor Verdi is going to write an opera on the
Pmscsss‘s.—A new farce was produced on sors in this country, to give a new series of harp
hideous subject of ‘ Salammbo,’ for the Grand Opéra
Monday, by Mr. M. Morton, called ‘ Killing Time.' recitals this year.
So far as English eyes can see from a distance, of Paris, to be completed two years hence.
Lady Milicent Mag/duke (Miss Amy Sedgwick),

Sr. J.\m:s's.-—Here Mr. William Brough in

aﬁiicted with ennui on account of six weeks‘ rainy the attempt to make a French marriage between

During the past week a concert was to be given

Shakspeare‘s ‘ Love's Labour's Lost ' and Mozart's
half-Italian, half-German ‘Cosl fan tutte,’ so long
announced at the Thé‘dtre Lj/riquc, may fail to
answer the expectations of those who projected it.
That we are not pedantically set against modiﬁca
tion, reconsideration, re-arrangement even, in the
case of certain works, there is no need to repeat.
M. Carvalho's version of Mozart's unattainable
opera, ‘ Il Seraglio,‘ was, in every point of
view, commendable; because, while a dull story
was made less dull, there was no violence in its
treatment done to musical sentiment or meanin .
‘Lurline’; and being beautifully illustrated with The original group of characters remained unaltered ;
scenery by Mr. F. Lloyds, was perfectly successful. and if the place of some of the musical pieces was
It was well acted by Miss Murray, Miss Hudspeth, changed, such change could be defended on the
Miss M. Oliver. Miss Helen Howard, Mr. C. Sey . highest precedents. Now it happens, that ‘Cosl
ton and Mr. G. Belmore.—It should be added, that fan tutte ' contains one of Mozart's best pieces of
Mr. George Vining has been admitted by Mr. semi-comic dramatic expression in the quintett

at Vienna for the renovation of Beethoven's monu
ment. Among other items in the programme

weather at Tunbridge \Vells, is glad to give shelter
to a wet stranger (Mr. George Vining), for the
sake of having somebody to talk to. That purpose
served, she is anxious for his departure; but he
sees the matter in a different light, and frightens
her by his eccentric conduct. An explanation
ensues, and he turns out to be the gentleman in
tended by her family for her husband. The farce
was followed by a burlesque, written by Mr. Byron,
and entitled ‘ Beautiful Haidee! or, the Sea Nymph
and the sallee Rovers.’ It is a mélange composed
with reference to ‘ Don Juan,’ ‘Lord Baternan’ and

ﬁgured the ‘SinfoniaEroica,’ illustrated by tableaux
viranls.
The Italian Opera season, in New York, ac

cording to American papers, has set in as spiritedly
as if there were no such abominations in the dis
united States as Confederate doings. Madame

Medori is the prime donna.—-Madame Charton
Demeur is on her way home to the Old World.

‘ Don Juan de Marana,’ by M. A. Dumas, has
been revived at the Theatre de la Porto St.-Martin.
“By royal decree,” writes our Naples Correspon
dent, “the Teatro del Fondo has been granted to

Signor Maieroni for three years beginning from the
ﬁrst day of Lent 1864.

He is making great eﬂ‘orts

to merit the conﬁdence reposed in him. As writers,
he has engaged Dall' Ongaro, Giotti, Revere, Sabat

Giacometti, Indelli, Arabia, Castelvecchio,
Lindus as his partner in the management of this ‘ Deh scrivermi,’ — that admirable dialogue of tini,
false against real emoticn~with the ironical aside Pouchani, Cuciuiello, Colucci, Riccio, Avitabile,
theatre.
comment of the old cynic, Don Alfonso.

Not

Brescia, Gualtieri, Sommaz, who are amongst the

OLYMPIC. -—Another burlesque was produced at .merely is the scene here displaced in musical best dramatic writers of Italy. He has announced
this house on Monday. The subject is ‘Acis and sequence; but also, the humour of the words his intention also of opening a gratuitous dramatic
Galatea,‘ by Mr. F. C. Burnand, who has closely and the dramalis persona are totally altered (we school for both sexes. Amongst the performers
copied Gay’s serenata ; and the new drama, in re read) in the new librctto,—and hence the modi engaged are Fanny Sadowski, Isolina Pianureti,
gard to its getting-up, imitates as far as possible ﬁcation of the entire work cannot fail to fall dead. Grajiosa Majeroni and other ladies, as also Achille
the style in which Mr. Macready placed the original
work on Drury Lane stage. The performance,

which abounds with more fun than might have
been expected from the theme, was greatly in
debted to the excellent acting of Miss Hughes.
Miss Annie Kemp, an American debutante, and

Miss J. Taylor. The scenery has been painted by

The opera could not have been otherwise than
conscientiously executed and muniﬁceritly pro
duced under the auspices of M. Carvalho; but we
fancy that the line may here have been crossed,
separating that which is expedient and defensible
from what is empirical.
Sincewritingtheabove,wehavereceivedfromGer-

Maieroni, Luigi Taddei, Alberto Vernier and many
other names. Mdlle. Titiens has now concluded
her engagement with the Impresario of San Carlo,
and by far the most ﬁnished artiste we have had
for many years will leave us this week. Thwarted
by many obstacles, by a wretched company, by a
number of Neapolitan Fmlladems, and by that
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Southern vanity which appropriates to itself the

monopoly of all musical taste and talent, she
has triumphed over all these diiﬁculties, and leaves
Naples with a greater name even than when she
entered it."
MIBCBLLANBA

Zoological Gardens-A Zoological Garden has
been established at Moscow. The new under
taking has been favoured by the present‘ of an
aviary, at the value of about 6,000 roubles, from

a lady.

CRAMER, BEALE & WOOD’S
PIANOFORTE GALLERY,

PHONOGRAPHY,

207 and 209, REGENT-STREET,
(run muons-r IN EUROPE.)

OR

Every Instrument may be relied on no at least equal to the de
scription given oi’ it. Inferior instruments are carefully excluded
from the stock.
Pinnofortes by all thzeminsnt English. Continental. and Ame

PHONETIC
SHORTHAND.

ricznn Manufacturers. for Sale or Hire.

Another present, by the Imperial Society

of Acclimatization at Paris, consists of two zebous
from the Soudan, and some sheep of the Mauchamp
race. The menagerie of the Museum of Natural

History at Paris has received in its turn an Auer
ox from the Cologne Gardens. This stranger makes
a great sensation in Paris, according to the Moni

teur, being the ﬁrst on French ground since Caesar‘s
time. Zoological Gardens become more and more
the fashion on the Continent. Towns of moderate
size can boast new of handsome collections of
animals, while only a short time ago these were
the prerogatives of large capitals, like London,
Paris and Amsterdam. We gather a few interest
ing statistics on the rise and origin of these insti
tutions. We read of zoological gardens in China
as far back as 2,000 years ago ; but they consisted

chieﬂy of collections of some favourite animals,

GRAMER’S ENGLISH PIANETTE,
22 Guinens.—-('mmcr in Co. manufacture this capital smull
Instrument.
It has all the requisites of the but_l'lunoforte~
check action, solid touch, agreeable tone. The L‘usc l» of polished
Ash or Fine.
in pructisin on this l’innofortc the ﬁmzers of the
player Will he strengthen: much more mpldly than on on old
instrument. loose in the key, and worn in the hammer. In Rosc
wood. 25 Guineas; in Walnut. as Guineas.
Purchasers arc uriicularly requested to observe that this In
strument has not he common or single notion. but the double or
check action: and that Crnrner a C0. are the only manufacturers
of it in England.

and the ﬁrst giraffe in Rome, under Caesar, was as
great an event in the history of zoological gardens
at its time as the arrival, in 1849, of the Hippo

potamus was in London.

The zoological gardens

of former times served their masters occasionally
as hunting grounds. This was constantly the case
in Persia; and in Germany, so late as 1576, the
Emperor Maximilian the Second kept such a park
for different animals near his castle, Neugebiiu,
in which he frequently chased. The ﬁrst zoological
garden of which we have any detailed account is
that in the reign of the Chinese emperor, \Ven
Wang, founded by him about 1150 ,\.n., and named
by him “The Park of Intelligence." It contained
mammalia, birds, ﬁsh and amphibia. Alexander
the Great possessed his zoological gardens. \Ve
ﬁnd in Pliny that Alexander had given orders to
the keepers to send all therare and curious animals
which died in the gardens to Aristotle. Splendid
must have been the zoological gardens which the
Spaniards found connected with the Palace of

Montezuma. The letters of Ferdinand Cortez and
other writings of the time, as Well as more recently
‘ The History of the Indians,’ byAntonio Herrera,

give most interesting and detailed accounts of the
menagerie in Montezuma’s park. The buildings
belonging to these gardens were all gorgeous, as
became the grandeur of the Indian prince; they
were supported by pillars, each of which was
hewn out of a single piece of some precious stone.
Cool, arched‘ galleries led into the diﬂ'erent

parts of the garden~to the marine and fresh
water basins, containing innumerable water-fowl,
——to the birds of prey, falcons and eagles, which
latter especially were represented in the greatest
variety,—to the crocodiles, alligators and serpents,
some of them belonging to the most venomous
species. The halls of a large square building con
tained the dens of the lions, tigers, leopards, bears,

wolves and other wild animals. Three hundred
slaves were employed in the gardens tending the
animals, upon which great care was bestowed, and
scrupulous attention paid to their cleanliness. To
this South American zoological garden of the six

teenth century no other of its time could be com
pared. The majority of the zoological gardens now
in existence have been founded in this century, with
the exception of the Jardin des Plantes, which,
although founded in 1626, received its ﬁrst living

animals in the year 1793-94. Hitherto. it had
been a garden of plants exclusively. The ﬁrst
zoological garden in Germany in this century is
that of Berlin, which was founded ﬁfteen years

ago.
_*
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such as stage, ﬁsh and tortoises. The Greeks under

Pericles introduced peacocks in large quantities
from India. The Romans had their elephants;
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justiﬁed by the evidence of his father’s letters
in saying that his sire probably preferred the
clerical profession “rather as affording means
and leisure for literary pursuits, than as offering
in its own eculiar duties that wide ﬁeld of
usefulness w ich, ere long, opened upon him.”
He was at that time, too, of so nervous a tem
perament that, on sudden alarms, he could not
stand without clinging to a tree or railing until
the nervous tremor had passed off. Toa scholar,

‘In writing to a friend on the choice of a sub
Ject, he says: “I was thinking of discussing
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A Memoir of Charles Jams Blomﬁeld, D.D., ,
Bishop of London, with Selections from his.‘

Correspmtdence. Edited by his Son, Alfred
Blomﬁeld, M.A. 2 vols. (Murray)
11‘ is the saying of Erasmus, that “Bishops
have forgotten that in their title is the signiﬁ
cation, literally,—labour, pains, application.”

Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,

the utility of learning to the clerical profession,
but the mention of this might give offence to
my worthy brethren in the Archdeaconry of
Bucks; as it would be unpolite to hold forth

in praise of a fair complexion to a party of
negresses.” This sort of smartness, combined
with peremptory manners in transacting paro

chial business, gained for him a mixed reputa
tion.

He was quite as much feared as admired

Whether this could be said of tho threescore the prospect of a quiet country living with by the country»folk, one of whom remarked,
and ten prelates by whom the London diocese abundance of leisure for literary pursuits, must “ I call him Mr. Snaptrace.”
had been administered from the Year 1051 to have been a look forward in the direction of an
And to these country-folk the Greek scholar
that of 1828, we will not inquire, at we may earthly paradise. But, that attained, labour
safely assert that it is in nowise applicable to , and not leisure was his portion.
Bishop Blomﬁeld, who presided over the see of 1 Meanwhile, Blomﬁeld began life by editing
London from the latter date until his resigna- ; Greek plays and contending ﬁercely with his
tion of the see in 1855.
critics, one of whom, George Barges, is still
Bishop Lowth was in the last year but one alive, in extreme old age, and is not quite so
of his occupation of the metropolitan see when much “forgotten” as Mr. Alfred Blomﬁeld takes
Charles James Blomﬁeld was born, in 1786, the most of his father’s adversaries to be. As a
son of a schoolmaster at‘ Bury St. Edmunds. critic in Greek literature, Blomﬁeld ﬁrst ap
Suffolk, so renowned for its milk, its maids and peared in the Edinburgh Review, for at that
its stiles, that all three make part of ancient period he was a Whig, acce ted Jeﬁ'rey’s fee,
county proverbs, is hardly less famous for the took the arm of Sydney imith, advocated
relates which it has given to the Church, both Catholic Emancipation, and was, altogether,
efore and since the Reformation ;—complacent as different a man in the beginning and the
Losin , scholarly An erville, aristocratic Pas end of his career as his Christian namesake,
chaJ, ycliﬂ'e-hatin ‘udbury, courtly Edward Charles James Fox himself.
ston, well-descende Peverel, humbly-born ‘Vol
Thoroughly honest, though sometimes incon
sey and ﬁerce Stephen Gardiner are Suffolk sistent, he appears to have been from ﬁrst to
prelates of the earlier period. \Vcntworth's con last. After his ordination he preferred being
vert, Bale, experienced May, that “ discreet curate of Chesterford and taking pupils, to being
professor of conformity,” Overall, Maw, who the tutor to the sons of Bisho Pretyman,
accompanied Prince Charles to Spain, as “ with the salary of 4001. a year an the promise
Edwardston did Lionel, Duke of Clarence, to of a living.” But he did not decline, on his
Italy, Brownrigg, born, like \Volse , in the ﬁrst marriage, in 1810, to hold the rectory of
count town of Ipswich, and Char es James Quarrington with the curacy‘ of Chesterford
Blomgeld are of the second epoch. Of this (residing at the latter place), although it made
goodl list, three were born in Bury, — him a pluralist and a mon-resident incum
name1y, Angerville, or Richard de Bury, as‘ bent, “a class which, in later life,” after he
Dr.
olden, of Durham, calls him, Gardiner became a bishop, “he was bent on exter
and Blomﬁeld. The last possessed all the minating.”
restless activity of Angerville, with more than
In 1811, Lord Spencer added to his other
his scholarship, and all the administrative heneﬁces the Buckinghamshire rectory of Dun
ower, with the tenacious memory, of Gardiner. ton, where Blomﬁeld resided till 1817, working
e may add, that, in another res ect, Blomﬁeld . well as arector, and ﬁercely as a critic of Greek
closely resembled Brownrigg, w 10 was a born scholars with adverse views to his own, of one
wit and hunrourist, and of whom it was prettily of whom, Barker, who had a hand in Valpy’s
and creditably said that his wit was “Page, and ‘ Stephens‘s Greek Thesaurus,’ Mr. Alfred
not Privy Councillor, to his judgment.” It may Blomﬁeld makes this extraordinary statement:
be that many of these names and the fortunes “This gentleman practised the art of writing
of those who bore them were not unknown to criticisms upon himself, in periodicals, disguised
the Bury schoolmaster’s little and delicate son, under the initials of other scholars, in order
when, on being asked as to his views of a pro to have the satisfaction of answering them in
fession, replied, “I mean to bea bishop !”—and his own name. This, at least,” adds Mr. A.
he t his word.
Blomﬁeld, after the above positive statement,
ixtcen or eighteen hours a day at his books, “Ehusley thought he did.” We suspect that
a couple devoted to rowing or walking, and‘ those Greek controversies “ bothered " the Uni
three or four to sleep, helped him to gain great versity old stagers, for we ﬁnd Blomﬁeld longing
honours at college and to injure his health, for for the time “ when a man may mention a
his hours of relaxation bore no comparison with ‘ Greek or Latin author to a company of Cam
the extent of time he devoted to labour. Yet, bridge seniors without exciting a general thrill
even when thus toiling for distinction, few per- 5 of horror and surprise.” Awaiting that good
sons were equal to him for the point and liveli- , time, the non-resident incumbent of Quar
ness of his talk; and his contemporary and rington became a Buckinghamshire magistrate,
friend, Chief Baron Pollock, adds the crowning ridinc' to Sessions in yellow overalls! Rector
testimony: “I never heard him originate or and Justice of the Peace! but “in later years,
repeat an expression which, as a bishop, he as a bishop,” says his son, “he disap rovcd of
could wish unsaid.” This could not be said of such unions." \Ve may add that, if is Lord
another prelate whom Suffolk furnished to ship had heard ofa curate in his diocese riding
episcopacy-Losing, notorious for his greed, through the mud in yellow overalls, the young
the vices of his youth, the wisdom of his later man would have certainly come to grief.
years, and for his droll, self-complacent maxim, & The great scholar took the measure of the
—“When young, go astray; when old, mend Buckinghamshire clergy, and treated them
your way ! ”
i with as much scorn as he had lavished on
It was not, however, the very highest motive George Burgcs and the other critics who
which inﬂuenced Blomﬁeld in selecting the had been severe upon him as an editor of
Church for a profession, and the throne of a Greek plays. In 1816, he had to preach the

bishop for his ultimate seat there.

was not always the most eﬁicient preacher.
When the livings of Great and Little Chester
ford, and of Tuddenham, in his native county,_
had been ﬂung into his lap, he reached at
Chesterford, on the text, “The fool th said in
his heart, There is no God.” He preached ea;
tempera, for the ﬁrst and only time in his life,
having forgotten his written sermon. Anxious
to know how he had succeeded, he asked one
of his congregation, on his wa home, how he
liked the discourse:—“VVell, Ir. Blomﬁeld,”
replied the man, “I liked the sermon well
enough; but I can’t say I agree with you; I
think there be a God!”
In later life, his 5 eeches in the House of
Lords were remarkab e for what this discourse
wanted—clearness; but in that assembly, the
Bishop never spoke without great previous
preparation, his MS. notes for his harang'ues
being made with the utmost care. At the for
mer period, however, con egations were not
critical, and people genera 1y, between squires
and supreme pastors, were very much in the
case of the poor, as reported by the poet :—
" God cannot love" (says Blunt with tcarless eyes‘,
" The wretcb he starves,"—und pious] denies ;
But the good Bishop, with a meeker a r,
Admits and leaves them, Providence‘: care.

Patrons then gave livings to useful young
fellows who could help them in agricultural
matters, and though a new race of bishops
was rising, there was the old leaven in some
of those who were left. There was Bishop
North, whose chaplain and son-in-law “exa
mined two candidates for orders in a tent on
a cricket-ﬁeld, he himself being engaged as one

of the players.” Another candidate, calling on
Bishop Pelham, received word, through the
butler, to go and write an essay. Bishop
Bathurst was known as the “ lax bisho ,” even

among lax bishops; but he was hard y more
careless than the chaplain of Bishop Douglas,
who examined candidates, as Garrick did young
actors, while shaving, but, unlike the great
player, “stopped the examination when the
candidate had construed a couple of words!”
Under pastors like these a. whole eneration
had grown up; and when Blomﬁe d was at.
Chesterford, thc jollicst day in the year was
Easter Sunday, not because of the festival,
but because of the nobility and gentry post
ing down to the Newmarket Sprin Meet
ing, which commenced on Easter Ionday.
There were crowds and a fair in front of
the inn, which adjoined the church, and while
the rector was administering the sacrament, the
aristocratic sportsmen would drive up to the
inn, in open carriages,“p ying at whist, and,
throwing out their ca s, would call to the
waiter for fresh packs. The rector and his
diocesan, Howley, endeavoured to remove this
scandal, but it was not till long after that the
opening day of the Spring Meeting was changed
to Easter Tuesday. The strongest resistance
to a change in the day came from the Duke of
York, who said that “though it was true, he
travelled to the races on Sunday, he always

His son is Visitation Sermon to the clergy at Aylesbury. had a Bible and Prayer-Book in the carriage !”
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were liars; and I can assure you that the in
At the time when a prince made such a you by the hand as Bishop of Chester. Don't be cians
habitants of —— are liars too.’ Intoxication was
remark to a prelate, it was the custom to con so indiscreet as to refuse it because it is a sadly the most frequent charge against the ole . One

sider the lower orders of rural people as hope

poor one-—remember it is the step which you must
tread on to a richer one. All the old twaddles have

was so drunk while waiting for a fune

that he

lessly ignorant and besotted; but we ﬁnd dropped-young ones don't depart so readily; and fell into the grave; another was conveyed away
instances of their acuteness and right way of I am myself so old, that I am impatient to see you from n visitation dinner in a helpless state by the
thinking combined with a simplicity savouring seated on that bench, where you will be so admi Bishop's own servants. A third, when rebuked for

of wisdom, and this even in the young. Take,

rably placed and so usefully disposed of.

If the

drunkenness, replied, ‘But, my Lord, I never was

for instance, the re ly of the little rustic lad, Metropolitan is translated, which his looks portend, drunk on duty.'—" On duty!’ exclaimed the Bishop;
who bein asked w at was meant by the words the Bishop of London replaces him; and who so ‘ when is n clergyman not on duty '? '—‘ True,’ said
in the atechism, “ succour my father and likely as yourself, with all your London knowledge the other, ‘ I never thought of that.’ "

mother,” answered, “Why, giving on ’em
milk! ”
In 1819, Lord Bristol called the attention of
his brother-in-law, Lord Liverpool, to Mr.
Blomﬁeld, the son of Lord Bristol’s old friend,
and accordingly he became rector of St. Botolph‘s,
Bisho sgate, the gross value of which was
2,000 . a year. The rector, now a DD, had to
do with a new race of people; city knights,
like Sir \V. Rawlins, who said, at a public
dinner, that he hoped to see the day prophesied
of, “when every man should do right in his
own eyes”; others like the obstinate Quaker
who would remain covered at a vestry meeting
in the church, but who was overcome by the
resolution proposed by the rector and adopted
by the meeting, “that the beadle be directed
to take off Mr.
’s hat,” which was accord
ingly done, and the Nonconformist having
saved his conscience, submitted. Then there
were men, and women too, of another quality,
people of the lowest order and highest smart
ness, people on whom Dr. Blomﬁeld and other
gentlemen constantly called in the terrible
winter of 1822-3. The people were relieved

rtly according to their families. Dr. Biom
eld thought be detected the some children in
different rooms, and at last discovered that, as
he went up and down stairs, the people let
down childrenby the window, from one story
to another. He was just the sort of man to

encounter such persons ; and knights, Non
conformists, rough-and-readys, undoubtedly,
respected him. Even the Jews of Houndsditch

sent their children to his parochial school;
and one clergyman, at least, paid him the com
pliment of stealing his sermon, in which he

stoutly denied that the fall of the Brunswick
Theatre was a divine judgment on the particu
lar sufferers, and applied it to the visitation of
the cholera.
His own compliments to the clergy were not
many. He confessed that he had never heard
but one good preacher, and that was Rowland
Hill. Dr. Maltby accompanied Dr. Blomﬁeld,
and
eatly admired the discourse; but when
Mr. ill ﬁoundered in attempting two pieces
of Greek criticism, the two future bisho sat
and winked at each other. \Ve may ad , that
when they became bishops, they prett strongly
protested against all such visits, w ether to
fashionable, semi-schismatical, or sensational
preachers generally. Hill, at all events, in no
one point resembled Andrewes, of St. James’s,
Piccadilly, who “had the merit of reaching
not his own sermons; he used topreac Paley";
and when asked to ublish his sermons, “de
clined, saying be con d not publish his manner

with them.”
When Dr. Blomﬁeld became Archdeacon of
Colchester, he certainly made the clergy of the
archdeaconry feel that there was a man among
them of the new stamp, who understood his
business, did it himself, and compelled others
to perform their own. Suddenly, m 1824, Law

passed from Chester to Bath and Wells, and
then the ladies seem to have resolved that
Blomﬁeld should go to Chester. Lady Spencer
was “all on tiptoe” for it, and exhorted him
accordingly :—
" ‘ My dear Doctor,‘ she writes, ‘ I hope I need
not tell you that I trust I shall soon have to shake

and experience, to be the Bishop of this diocese, if
you are on the bench-but then you must be, or
my plan can't take place. Seriously, Lord Spencer
and I are all on tiptoe to hear of your acceptance;
for, though it may be present ruin, yet it will be
soon future aﬂluence. And why should you not
keep your St. Botolphl Indeed, pray, pray give
me a line, and pray think, reﬂect and ponder with
all your powers, before you refuse; for, indeed, I
do think it a very diﬁ'erent thing to refuse now than
it would have been to have refused some time ago.
I am so hurried and so bothered with all sorts of
perplexities, that I am sure I must have written
nonsense, and I cannot now read it over to be sure
I have done so. Excuse me, my excellent friend,
and take the intention of this note in good part,
although it may be so inadequately expressed.

‘ Ever affectionately yours, L.\v. Srsscsu.‘ "
This rattling Countess was Lavinia Bingham,
daughter of the ﬁrst Earl of Lucan; and Dr.
Blomﬁeld, under such inspiration, accepted
Chester, retained St. Botolph’s, and was not
yet of opinion that pluralities and non-resident

There can be no doubt that Bishop Blomﬁeld
was by nature a less stern man than he seemed.
To him the tenets of Calvinism were repulsive;
and the damnatory clauses of the Athanasian
Creed he declared to be no part of Christian
doctrine, but simply the individual opinions of
those who had compiled the articles of that
doctrine previously recited in the Creed. This
common-sense view of the case we owe to his‘
natural kindliuess of feeling. After his sick
visitations, the ‘visited used to say of him, that
he was “the most forgiving man" they had
ever met with. He certainly was not too ex

acting with regard to his clergy at this time,
for he expressed an opinion that two full ser
vices on a Sunday were all that was needl'ul,
and that Wednesday evening lectures and
similar services were not required.

In the House of Lords he at once took a
distinguished lace, for “his speeches were
those of one w 0 had something to say, not of

one who had to so something.” He had strong
incumbents were stumbling-blocks in the opponents, but t ey were chivalrous adver
Church.

The new bishop s eedily appeared saries. In his ﬁrst speech, in 1825, he tho
illotson was the roughly defeated an assault of Lord Holland,
ﬁrst prelate, we believe, who preached without with great honour to the vanquisher. Upon
a wig, but that old-fashioned episcopal appen which Lord Holland himself generously crossed
dage had never been, as yet, entirely laid aside. the House. shook him warmly by the hand, and
Blomﬁeld asked, Carr of Chichester to unite predicted his future success as a debater. ‘Ve
with him in asking the sanction of George the only wonder that a man of the Bishop’s per
Fourth for a dispensation from wearing wigs, ceptions could ever have fancied that the cause
at all. Nothing came- of it; but when \Villiam of the Church-might suﬁ‘erif the new pleasure
the Fourth was told that the Bishop of London, grounds in St. James’s Park were not closed
in obeying his commands to dine with the King, against the public on Sunday mornings.
would be glad to come without his wig, the
The Bishop, promoted to London in 1828,
monarch replied, “ I dislike wigs as much as voted against Catholic Emancipation. He had
he does, and shall be glad to see the whole previously listened to a ﬁve-hours’ speech, in
Bench wear their own hair." And the prelatic private, from Geor e the Fourth against the
wigwent out of curl for ever!
same measure, and e had afterwards to meet
isho Blomﬁeld’s life-long characteristic the Duke of Clarence, who did not hold the
was a esire to set things in order, and now same opinions as his brother:
he indulged it to the utter-most. He put
“Bishop Blomﬁeld's acquaintance with the Sove

in the light of a reformer.

unwelcome stumbling-blocks in the way of can

reign who now succeeded to the throne had a

didates for ordination, announced that he would singular commencement. He addressed a. letter to
ordain no person who had been in the army, the Countess of Dysart, at Ham House, requesting
navy, have
or trade
(the tent-makin
St.would
Paul permission to see that ancient mansion. The
would
disqualiﬁed
the apostize);ofand
Countess, hospitable as she generally was, at ﬁrst

no more admit an Irish ordained clergyman declined, saying, ‘ I never saw any Bishop here in

into the diocese of Chester than Illinois would

my brother's time.’

Afterwards, however, she

a negro into its administration. The old inti relented, and, as the most agreeable arrangement
mation, “ N0 Irish need apply,” was practically to all parties, desired Sir George Sinclair, who had
married her granddaughter, to ﬁx a day for the
sustained by him to the end of his days.
to dine there, adding that he might invite
Mr. A. Blomﬁeld thus describes his father Bishop
William the Fourth, then Duke of Clarence, and
in his Chester period :—
“ In B
l g or writing on the subject of clo a large party to meet him. Sir George was not
aware that the Duke had taken great offence at the

rical duties, the Bishop would sometimes convey Bishop for his recent speech and vote on Catholic
his admonitions with a certain sharpness of man
ner, which concealed the real kindness of his heart ;
nor was he careful to make that difference which
the Cheshire clergy expected in his treatment of
the mere curate, of narrow means and no position,

emancipation. Observing that they took no notice
of each other, he presented the Bishop to the Duke,
who immediately addressed him in a voice loud

enough to be heard by all the company, ‘I had
lately the pleasure of seeing the Bishop of
along with me in the lobby of the House of Lords,

and of the independent squire-person of good
family. When some one remarked that his portrait,
painted soon after he became a Bishop, represented
him with a decided frown, ‘ Yes,’ he replied, ‘that
portrait ought to have been dedicated, without per
mission, to the non-resident clergy of the diocese of
Chester.‘ He used to tell a story of one clergyman,
whom he had reproved for certain irregularities of
conduct which had been brought to his notice by
his parishioners, and who had replied, ‘ "our Lord
ship, as a classical scholar, knows that lying goes

science told me that I was in the right.’ The Duke
was about to continue, when dinner was fortu

by districts; the Crete-us were liars, the Cappado

nately announced. At table, the Bishop drew him

but I had not the pleasure of seeing the Bishop of
Loudon.'—~'l‘he Bishop courteously replied, ‘It is
with regret that I ever vote on: diﬂ'erent side from
your Royal Highness/—The Duke resumed, ‘I

was the more surprised, and I consider you the
more in the wrong, because I thought I had reason
to expect the reverse. ‘—‘Vl’hether I was actually in

the wrong or not,’ replied the Bishop, ‘my con
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into conversation, and so completely conciliated his Dissenters,—wondering that the people in such
opinion that some days afterwards he said to

districts were not all Dissenters. Not less did

515
‘ What is an A.rchdeacon?’--‘An Archdeacon?’
replied the Bishop in his quick way, ‘an Arch

it George Sinclair, ‘I like the Bishop far better he oﬁ'cnd another extreme party when be ex deacon is an ecclesiastical officer, who performs
than I expected, and I do not care how soon you pressed his opinion that the writer of Tract 90 archidiacornal functions'; and with this reply Lord
invite him to meet me again.’ He felt that he had
could hardly be a member of the Reformed Althoip and the House were perfectly satisﬁed."
gone too far, and asked, ‘How did the Bishop look
With a neat application of a text he could
Church.
There certainly was no sham in him.
when I told him my mind ?’—‘I did not see,‘ replied
illustrate a Christian opinion :—
Sir George, ‘ for my eyes were ﬁxed upon the He was the ﬁrst to denounce Mr. Oakley’s
“ When a friend of the Bishop‘s was once inter
und.’ -— ‘ Did any one else observe how he theory, that a Church of England minister ceding with himon behalf of a clergyman who was
lookedV-‘No; I believe their eyes were turned might lawfully believe Romish doctrine, if he constantly in debt, and had more than once been
in the same direction.‘ This anecdote is given on did not teach it!
insolvent, but who was a man of talents and

Little inconsistencies are hardly worth notic

the authority of Sir George Sinclair."

The Bishop was as much opposed to the eman ing. He who had played at picquet in his early
cipation of l
incumbents of his own Church church days would not tolerate cards in his later,
as he was to t e political freedom of another. and he who now supported the daily service
He insisted on incumbents residing on their‘.system had once been satisﬁed with Sunday
livinos, even if these were in the worst part of services only. His dislike for churches exclu
the Essex marshes. If a curate could live sively for the poor was, perha s, founded on his
there, a rector might. “Besides,” as he said, experience of the jobbery w ich would creep
“there are two well-known preservatives against ‘into such projects, the subscriptions for such
ague. The one is a good deal of care and a alleged churches being sometimes converted
little
rt-wine; the other a little care and a into funds for churches with highly-rented ews
ood eal of portrwine.” He preferred the and fashionably-dressed congregations, fe low
ship with whom was not to be thought of by
ormer; but, he added, “ if any of the 010
prefer the latter, it is at all events a remc y miserable sinners in fustian. Setting aside,
which incumbents can afford better than : however, all smaller matters, Bishop Blomﬁeld
curates.” Then, he was seldom oﬂ‘ his guard, will be honourably remembered for three things
even when anotherwss decryingpluralities. Lord —having introduced order and becomingness
Tavistock was once doing this in the House, ‘ into the service of the Church, promoted church
but the Bishop silenced him by the remark, building, and set going the colonial church
“I say that it is impossible to do away with system. In all this, individuals may have suf
pluralities without doing away with improprzo fered wrong, but the community proﬁted; and
t1'ons,”—on which Lord Tavistock’s family had the Bishop had to work under many disad
vantages :—
waxed from maceration to fatness.
"As an instance of the interruptions to which
With a high hand did he subsequently rule

or try to rule; but with all his seemin pride
there was abounding love, and peop e who
disliked, learned to regard him like the roughs
of Bcthnal Green, who began by sending a mad
bull into the company who were laying the ﬁrst
stone ofthe ﬁrst of the ﬁftynew churches proposed
by the Bishop to be built in the metropolis,

and who ended by uncovering as the recession
assed, precedin them, when the c urch was
nished. Still, Ilia ungovernable passion for

business which led him to be the ﬁrst where an
attack was to be made, exposed him to satirical
remark :—
“The Bishop had been bitten by a dog in the
calf of the leg, and, fearing possible hydrophobia
in consequence, he went, with characteristic prompt

itude, to have the injured piece of flesh out out by
a surgeon before he returned home. Two or three
on whom he called were not at home; but, at last,
the operation was effected by the eminent surgeon,

Mr. Keate.

The same evening the Bishop was to

have dined with a party where Sydney was a guest.

Just before dinner, a. note arrived, saying that he
was unable to keep his engagement, a dog having
rushed out from the crowd and bitten him in the

leg. When this note was read aloud to the com
pany, Sydney Smith‘s comment was, ‘ I should like
to hear the dog‘s account of the story.’

\Vhen this

accident occurred to him, Bishop Blomﬁeld hap
pened to be walking with Dr. D'Oyly, the Rector
of Lambeth. A lady of strong Protestant principles, mistaking Dr. D’Oyly for Dr. Doyle, said
that she considered it was a judgment upon the
Bishop for keeping such company. ’

But the bite of the dog was as nothing com
pared with what he had to bear from recalcitrant
c1
. Young curates of that section in the
Church which professed unaffected veneration
for bishops, when the latter are not opposed to
them, would snub him for holding o mions

quite contrary to St. Basil! It would be ifﬁcult
to say whether his pity for these was not greater

than his contem t for another class of young
curates, who make such a business of sucking
oranges and taking voice- lozenges in the
vest-ries, as if their two or three hours’ work in
the day were a labour to consume them. He
offended such men as these, who would have

refused, in country districts, all allotments to

eloquence, he concluded his eulogium by saying,
‘ In fact, my lord, he is quite a St. Paul.’—‘ Yes,’
replied the Bishop drily, ‘ In prisons oft.’ And
when, at the consecration of a church, where the
choral parts of the service had been a failure, the

incumbent had asked him what he had thought
of the music, he replied, ‘Well, at least, it was

according to Scriptural precedent: The ringers
went More, the mimtrclsfollmced after.’ "
And here is a happy saying to an unsuccess
ful grumblerz
“ A clergyman, who had sought preferment in
many quarters and had failed, once said to him,
‘I never got anything I asked for.’—‘And I,’

replied the Bishop, with characteristic quickness,
‘never asked for anything I go .’ "

A little “poke ” at one of his oldest friends
was an enjoyment to him ;—
“ On a former occasion, when Bishop Maltby,
had objected to receive the diminished income
which the arrangements of the ecclesiastical com
mission had ﬁxed for the see of Durham on the
death of Bishop Van Mildert, Bishop Blomﬁeld, in
allusion to Dr. Maltby’s former classical labours,
had remarked that, probably, he did not wish for

he was obliged to submit from persons who brought an abridgmcnt of his Thesaurus."
their real or imaginary grievances before him, the
To the last, this turn for humour was the
. following anecdote may be related. A deputation,
: headed by a colonel in the army, waited upon him Bishop’s characteristic, of which we could add
at London House, to represent to him the condition many illustrations not contained in this book.
of the inmates of lunatic asylums, and to request That last came in 1857, two years after
him to make provision for their being regularly inﬁrmity had caused him to resign his office.

visited by the parochial cl

. The Bishop replied He was permitted to reside in the old palace
at Fulham, the moat around which is as old as
the time of the Danes, and where he had found
relaxation in music and gardening. His great—
est-opponents in the day of battle will be ready
to ac nowledge his merits, his services, and his
good qualities generally, and to admit that he
that there is not a single member of this deputation was no unworthy successor in a line of metro-.
‘ who has not himself, at some time or other, been an politan bishops, some of whom bear the bright
inmate of a lunatic asylumL’ It may be imagined est names in our ecclesiastical history.
:that, alter this confession, the Bishop was not a
little relieved when the deputation withdrew, and Love and Mammon; and other Poems. By
its members were seen quietly making their way
Fanny Susan WyvilL (Bell 8:. Daldy.)
I past Norfolk House into Pall Mall."
Tun promise which we found in ‘Pansies’ is
Mr. A. Blomﬁeld states that his father gave
still in the bud, and has not yet ﬂowered into
I away a third of his. income in charitable pur full performance. But this second book is as
oses;
a
little
more
stress
is
laid
on
his
muni
,
rich, we think, in a still higher promise. Many
cent almsgiving than is, perhaps, desirable.
glimpses here reveal the true poet’s eye; many
We ‘prefer looking at the good man on his
lines have the real poet’s touch. It would be
humorous side, of which there are many new
easy to ﬁnd passages of rose done into verse
instances given in these volumes, where some
with a commonplace 100 and sound; but he
of the capital stories aﬂoat might well have would be very shortsighted who could see
been preserved. However, here are samples nothing further. The author has laid herself
,
his humour :—
open to this charge chieﬂy on account of her
‘ of “Lord
Althorp, when Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, having to propose to the House of having treated modern life in familiar phrase.
Commons, a vote of 4001. a year for the salary of We, for our part, are clad to overlook such
the Archdeacon of Bengal, was puzzled by a ﬂaws or blemishes in anydionest attempt to com
question from Mr. Hume, ‘What are the duties pete with the novelists, and thus give to poetry
of an Archdeacon?‘ So he sent one of the sub that narrative and dramatic interest which, in
ordinate occupants of the Treasury Bench to the our time, it so much lacks. The tide has turned
other house, to obtain an answer to the question in this direction. Mrs. Browning's ‘Aurora
i from one of the Bishops. The messenger ﬁrst met Leigh’ fervidly set a great example; and Mr.
with Archbishop Vernon Harcourt, who described Tennyson‘s ‘Idylls of the King showed him
an Archdeacon as ‘aide-de-mmp to the Bishop‘; working his way with rare success towards that
and then with Bishop Copleston, of Llandaff, who objectivity which enriches poetry with more
said, ‘the Archdeacon is oculus Episcopi.‘ Lord incident and action, giving, as it were, the
Althorp, however, declared that neither of these
spirit of poetry a more commonly human em
explanations would satisfy the House. ‘ Go,’ said
bodiment. The younger followers must look
he, ‘and ask the Bishop of London; he is a
straight-forward man, and will give you a plain closely at the work of this great master to see
answer.’ To the Bishop of London accordingly how far the poet can com etc with the novelist
the messenger went, and repeated the question, in detail, and how much e can afford to leave
that he did not know whether the clergy would be
prepared to undertake this additional burden; and
that, even if they were, he did not think that the
security thus afforded for the proper treatment of
lunatics would be avery great one. ‘ But,’ rejoined
the colonel, ‘ we would hail with satisfaction any
additional security; for I can assure your Lordship
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of social condition; and there is unspeakable
Till, life being all one sunn holiday,
on the lower ground because of his own higher
It faded back into the ange s’ land;
sadness in the reﬂection, that when greed
leaving
behind
a
little
daisled
grave,
range.
of gain has once taken hold of a human
And, bending o'er that grave, a memory,
Miss Wyvill has in ‘ Love and Mammon’
Faithful as sorrow-—deepcr far than death.
being it is ineradicable, and steadily grows in
endeavoured to set before us the old, old story
Many readers will make a music of their strength in proportion as hopes are extin
of marriage for money. The character of Flame,
guished, perceptions deadencd and faculties
with her siren beauty soft eye, with “ a fairy own for this sensible lyric :—
narrowed by increasing years.
Frequently,
mrru: nar‘s Lesson-nook.
laughing in it,”—her “ hair like golden water,”
ignoble thirst for gold is united with vicious
She sits as steadfast o'er her task.
—and loose, light heart, in which the names
As Mother o'er a sleeping child:
tendencies that are extremely injurious to
of her lovers are written as in water,—-1s deli
A foolish word I paused to ask:
society; but in a. large proportion of cases the
She answered me, but never smiled.
cately drawn. Here is a good bit of external
From lip, nor brow, nor studious eye,
miser is no oue's enemy but his own. \Vhilst
painting :—
Could I now win one passing look,
his wretched condition acts as a warning rather
Flavia that day was in her lightest mood;
That aught of treason should imply,
And when, with evening, Philip Wynwode came,
To yonder old brown spelling-book.
than as an encouragement to those who secretly
She brightened to the zenith of her grace:
nurse in their breasts the seeds of avarice, he
Just once from earth to heaven wide,
And, gliding in and out amongst the guests,
As tho‘ she sought some unborn hour,
is not seldom found the jealous guardian of
With softness, archness, waywardness for each,
The bonnie bud looked up and sighed,
Skilfully toned to chime with their ideal
principles of action which are beneficial and
Grave with the promise of the flower.
White-robed, with glittering leaves of sparry green
Perhaps she saw bright shadows thrown
honourable. Honesty is a frequent characteris
Carelessly thrown upon her skirts and hair;
That hair like golden water, half let loose
Over the lustrous whiteness of her neck
She seemed the Spirit of some distant star,
who, at quick fancy's bidding, had forsaken
Her realm of beauty.

Here again is a description which skilfully
sets a stern, rejected lover, who has come for
a last word, amid all the tender luxury and
touching grace of the beloved’s boudoirz
A dainty roomlet, prankt in delicate green ;
That high sea-tint, badge of the golden-haired.
‘I‘hro' the Venetian blinds, hot sunshine streamed
Full on a ﬂowering rose-plant till it shone
A glowing citadel of crimson light.
Vases of choicest ﬂowers ﬂlled the air
With sighs of too oppressive sweetness : Art
And Nature smiled harmonious; here a rose,
And there a statuette with snowy limbs;
Small pictures, each a treasure in itself,
And crystal chalicos overtopped with ﬂowers.
Twin shelves of darkest oak, grotesquely carved,
Displayed, within, such gay and goodly store
Of glittering baubles-—china, ﬁligree,
Enamel, gold-freckcd lapis-lazuli
‘That none could choose but think on certain stones,
‘Whose rugged round, cleft thro‘ and halved, reveals
A heart of sparkling secrets.
Not for him
\Vho sternly waited there, to sink in ease
Mid soft, luxurious cushions; not for him,
To bask in sunny fragrance of delight ;
Or touch the ribbon of you light guitar,
Because it once had swept her milk~white arm.
0n him the appeal of luxury was lost—
He stood uncompromising and unmoved
When Flavia entered, beautiful beyond
The beauty of our common work-day earth.
A cloud of silvery grey, black knots, and jet,
Mourned gracefully the memory of him
Whose timely death had so enriched her life;
And harmonized
withwater.
that unrivalled hair,
vThat
hair like golden

From motions of the angel crowds ;
Or baby faces like her own,
Smiling amid the still white clouds.
And as I watch the earnest grace
0! little, tender, dark-eyed May,
Whose foot is foremost in the race,
Whose laugh rings merriest at play;
I pray that she may read aright,
A deeper lesson yet in store:
A lesson learned by heaven's light,
or not at all for evermore.
I pray that fast in her may stand
Such purity of heart and lip,
As honours every woman's hand
That meets its clasp of fellowship:
Such purity as shed abroad
0n lowered heads shall close the past,
And clear their eyesight for the road
'l‘hat reaches home and rest at last.
I pray, when Love shall lead her out
into the solemn deeps of life,
That trust may never yield to doubt,
Nor steadfast force to worldly strife.
Rather, tho’ all be wrecked and lost,
May she have strength to rise and say,
“ I bless this love, were life its cost;
It gives more than it takes away."
I pray that she may never scorn
Triﬂes that are life's daily food;
Respect towards the humbl born ;
The gift of self for others good;
The kindly look, the gentle tone;
The insight that liivincs a grief;
The silent sympathy alone,
Where silence best may speak relief.
Thus, standing upright to the mark
Which measures highest womanhood,
In nothing stooping, where ‘tis dark,
And height may scarce be understood,
Perchance her lesson may be learned
Be well that dying ones may say,
Their love, their hope, their faith was earned
From little, tender, dnrk>eyed May.

'This, of course, is only the outside of poetry’s
Altogether, ‘ Love and Mammon’ is a book
inner world; but, then, youth stands on the of promise, which will ﬁnd its admirers.
Outside, and its eye is ﬁrst caught by the ﬂeet
ing glow and the vanishing grace. Our author's
look, however, rests too much on externals. Memoirs of Remarkable Miser-s. ‘By Cyrus
Bedding. 2 vols. (Skeet)
For example :-—
Lo!
Tun title of these volumes has a ring of pre
That queenly figure, bending all its pride
cious metal which will be music to the ears of
Beneath the load of unrequited love,
Till woman's weakness yields; and down she sinks
those who love money, and it gives romise
At her bedside, a soft, white muslin 710111.
of entertainment to idle readers who de ight in
New, this is in a description of a. character personal gossip; but the work "itself is not
very different from Flavia's, or we might have satisfactory. It is lifeless, ill-arranged, ill
admired the cunning of that last appeal. It is written, and unworthy of its for from lofty
a true woman who thus sinks, with bowed subject. Misers are a class of moral imbeciles,
head, and heart breaking under the weight of who claim pity rather than scorn, charitable
its secret love. Muslin may do much in its forbearance rather than disdainful an er; and
tender sanctity and cloud-like veil of human the writer who draws attention to t eir un
heaven, but it fails to give the right thrill on lovely inﬁrmity should exhibit somethin of
this occasion. It is out of place; the author that reverential tenderness which protects rom
overrates its charms.
ridicule those who grope their wa. through
This glimpse of a happy home, into which a life without the light of reason.
ociety has
child-angel’s face just peeped, with its blessing little need, and therefore little right, to exclaim
on the human love, and passed, goes deeper:— against a. frailty which is its own condemnation
And when red ﬂrelight warmed the winter night,
And dancing shadows were their company,
0ft at his feet she sat with upward gaze,
Read
his ﬂe —eyed serenity,
And he ding, with his hand, the inward key
To every thought that stirred within his soul.
Yet lacked they not that hallowed nameless bond,
Known but to them whose lips have met in grief.
For three short years of fnll-orbed happiness
An angel dwelt with them in human form,
With deep blue eyes and locks of dusk gold;
Lisping the sweet words, “Mother," “ ather," dear;
And smiling blessings on them as they watched,

Heart linked in heart, above its dimpled sleep:

tic of the miser. Whilst he defrauds himself
of the happiness to which he has a legal right,
he is often punctiliously scrupulous in his
dealings with the world. Though he grudges
the farthings which he spends on a repulsive
meal, he would starve rather than steal the
paring of an apple. In many cases sentiments
more generous than strict pecuniary robity,

sentiments akin to benevolence and c 'valric
honour, exist beneath the rags and grime that

bring u on him the jeers and hootin

of the

street.
nson, the notorious miser of glieshire,
denied himself dignity and comfort through
long years of voluntary misery in order that he

might purge his honour of the blot ﬁxed upon
it by an enemy who claimed his hereditary
estate. In the will by which the miser left the

claimant means wherewith to test the sound
ness of his pretensions by legal investigation,
he said “ If I had gone to law and suffered the
lawyers to fatten upon the property, it would
have been all eaten up. There are funds now
provided to determine the case, and keep the
estate intact for its rightful owner. I believe
it to be my own, but the idea that it may not be

so has annoyed me. The individual to whom I
fancy it belongs, if it does not belong to myself,
will not venture into court for his right. Yet
he has cha red my relatives with keeping him
out of it.
et him try the question when I

am

one, with the money I leave behind me

for t e purpose. Thus he cannot say I have
not left the means to others to do it for him.
If he will not, let him retract his slanders
against the dead and against myself, when
lands and chattels can never more give me care
for my family’s honour or my own." Such was
the aim of a life, the wretchedness and apparent
meanness of which rendered a gentleman of
ancient lineage and estate a byword and re
proach throughout the counties in which his
property was situated. Mention could be made
of many other cases where the sordid rags and
tatters of miserly habit have concealed from
view human nature’s fairest and most precious
qualities, even as the pomp and glitter of osten
tatious wealth have been known to blind obser
vant eyes to the deformities of fortune’s favour
ites. Of virtues so concealed family affection
is, doubtless, the most common. The cases are
numerous where men of narrow views have
striven with all their little strength to acquire
money, not for the sake of the money itself,
but out of desire to place their offs ring beyond
the reach of penury; and from suc cases man

and punishment, cutting its victims off from could be selected where death, having struc '
human sympathy and separating them from
every fountain of joy. But regarded from a
right oint of view, the miser is an instructive
thong sad spectacle; and the lessons taught
by his sin and suffering are often pathetic and
always proﬁtable. There is wholesome warning
in the universality of a passion which is found
to taint men of every degree of mental capacit ,
every variety of natural disposition, every gra e

down the objects of affectionate care, has left the
labourers in a cheerless old age, with no pastime
but niggardly thrift, no amusement but the
unsatisfying game of acquisition. To such
unhappy men surely commiseration is due
rather than disdain. Christian charity can
even say something in behalf of a class of misers
on whom it is customary to deal out unmea
sured opprobrium- the very successful hoardem
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who, in doting old age, delight to add pence the same person side by side with moral quali
to the millions which they have raised by per ties which are most opposed to it, as in the case
severing labour from small beginnings. Not of “Vathek” Beckford's father, who could heard
long since, a rnillionnaire died at a point of a king on his throne and yet shiver with fear
extreme senility, about whom rumour told at the apprehension of poverty, could spend a
strange and revolting stories. Doubtless most fortune on rebuilding his palace and yet grudge
of these stories were gross exaggerations of himself a glass of madeira in his last illness.
the truth; possibly many of them were alto In like manner no attempt is made to illustrate
gether false. It may, however, be assumed the most noteworthy effects of miserly habits on
that‘ one of the anecdotes was, at least, based the intellect. Not a word is said of the ten
on fact. In early life the old man had been a dency of misers to estimate wealth by its power
petty dealer, increasing his worldly substance to aid accumulation rather than by its power
by earning or saving pence; in the best years to purchase luxury. “ Look," said a money
of his prosperous career he was a great capitalist loving celebrity, when he saw a brother magis
and negotiator, winning thousands by a stroke trate put his name down for 101. on a charitable
of his pen; in his old age, with enfeebled subscription, “ that man has given away 10s.
powers and darkened mind, he amused himself a year from himself and his heirs for ever.”
with a daily routine of the petty transactions Even when the materials are ready at his hand
by which he had ﬁrst raised himself from indi for a striking piece of character painting, Mr.
gence. Living in a palace, which was only one Cyrus Redding fails to make proper use of them.
of his seats, the childish old man used to be The story of Elwcs the patrician miser, with its
wheeled out on the terraces of his pleasure strange contradictions, has been told so often
grounds, in order that he might encounter a and so well that it might have been deemed
pretended higgler, placed in his way by his impossible for a practised writer to give a feeble
considerate children. The man who acted the sketch of the man who refused a peerage and
part of dealer regularly, morning after morning, dressed himself in cast-oﬁ' wearing apparel, who
offered for sale the articles which the capitalist wrung pence from his servants and lent thou
uired for his dinner, and the millionnaire in sands to his friends, and who used to leave the
due form haggled and chaffered with him for whist-tables of St. James’s Street to baggie for
the fowls and fruit thus offered for sale; and shillings with cattle-dealers and butchers in
when he had bought at a rate far below market Smithﬁeld Market; but Mr. Bedding has con
price the produce of his own farm-yard and trived to give confusion and weakness to his
gardens, he was wheeled back to his library, portrait of the worthy whose career is familiar
and laced in his arm-chair, happy in the to all collectors of anecdotes. On other points,
belie that he had “driven a hard bargain." where a student of English literature has less
Such was the scene which was day by day excuse for stumbling, Mr. Bedding has laid
enacted under the shadow of the rich man’s himself open to adverse criticism. In one page
dwelling; and when itvwas reported to the he speaks of the Tories of Queen Anne's time,
world, there was loud derision for the Croesus as obeying their “apostolic champion, the noto
who was deluded into thinking he had out rious Sachrerille,” and in the next page, where he
witted a tradesmen, but no tenderness for the speaks of the Duchess of Marlborough, he says,
broken man whose life at its close thus reverted “ Pope satirized her in Atossa.”
to the usages of humble, but laudable, industry
which, nearly seventy years before, had made
him a man of mark in his obscure class. Count Studies in Roman Law, with Comparative View
of the Laws of France, England and Scolland.
less stories of the same kind could be told of
By Lord Mackenzie, one of the Judges of the
misers. Every one remembers the great lawyer
Court of Session in Scotland. (Bla-ckwood
who, after winning wealth and eminence in his
& Sons.)
profession, had the nursery of his second child
hood furnished with a table piled high with THE study of the Roman Law has never been
briefs, about which he was daily consulted by popular in England. The ancient jealousy
ﬁctitious clients, who went through the form which produced the wrathful declaration of the
of paying him a fee at each consultation. The Barons at the Parliament of Merton has existed
octogenarian did not yearn for heavy fees, but with little diminution amongst us, if not to the
resent day at least to a. recent time. The Civil
was best leased with the small sums, which
‘had given im delight when he ﬁrst commenced liiw is a foreigner, and the natural Englishman
the struggle of life in Temple chambers. Nor dislikes a foreigner. He is moreover a forei er
is the story less affectin of the aged miser who once tried to oust that common law w ich
who, on his death-bed, t inking of his early we were all taught to consider as the perfection
st
les, which he still believed to be affairs of reason; and this has rendered our dislike
of t e present, and wastin love on his only still more intense. Moreover, the Civil law was
child-a daughter, who had been in the grave the pet of the clergy, and was of course pro
well-nigh ﬁfty years~said, in pitiful accents, portionnlly disliked by the laity; so that while
to the octogenarian wife who stood beside him, the former duly obeyed orders in avoiding all
“We must be careful, dear- or our Lotty won't knowledge of the municipal law of England,
be a lady." His dead child's name was Charlotte. the latter prided themselves on their entire
But Mr. Redding has no tenderness for the ignorance of the Roman law. The consequence
class whom he portrays. Indeed, his remark has been that to the present time England has
able misers are, with but few exceptions, remark by no means kept pace with the principal
ably repulsive misers; and he delights in giving nations of the Continent in the study.
he
prominence to their most hideous features. For list of names which we could oppose to those
the most part, they are sordid, rag-wearing, of the great civil lawyers of France and Ger
oﬁ'al-eating misers; and in his delineations of many would be so inconsiderable that we de
them the author's nearest approach to artistic cline entering upon the comparison altogether.
treatment is a coarse method of contrasting gold
Yet no person acquainted with the study of
with tatters, and accumulations in the three the science of the lawwill deny that a know
per cents with piles of old clothes. His “cases” ledge of the Roman law is essential to the cha
are gathered from newspapers and chap-books, racter of an English lawyer in the higher sig
and he has been at no pains to point the par niﬁcation of that term. Without a knowledge
ticular moral of each memoir, or to classify his of the Roman law (or of any other law except
anecdotes. He omits well<known stories which our own) a man of retentive memory and natu
show how inordinate love of money may exist in ral quickness may ﬁll his mind with those sta
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tutory provisions and legal decisions which, in
nine cases out of ten, govern the common cases
which arise in the every-day practice of a law
yer; but the tenth case will call for the exercise
of higher power than the accurate recollection

of what the legislature has enacted or what'
Lord Eldon has decided. Happily, there still
arise some cases to be decided on principle,
which call forth the powers of the real lawyer.
The study of the Roman law is as necessary
to the lawyer who aspires to be something more
than a mere depository of dicta and enactments,
as the study of the nude ﬁgure is to the perfec
tion of the sculptor, for it would be as easy for
the one to trace in the beﬁounced outline of a
lady of the present day the anatomy of the
human form, as for the other to discover in the
mass of statutes which are, session by session,
made, tinkered, consolidated, revoked and re
enactcd, the principles of the law.
The study of the Roman law being then ne—
cessary, yet being unpopular and notoriously
neglected, it is no slight gain to have a readable
book upon this subject. This Lord Mackenzie
has undoubtedly supplied in the presentvolume ;
and the work is interesting, not from the intro
duction'of digression or of anecdote, but simply
from the fact that the author has a large and
clear view of his subject, and is master of a
simple and easy style of writing, which enables
him to impart his knowledge in such a manner
that it may be received without labour or
embarrassment by the reader of ordinary intel
ligence and attention. Lord Mackenzie com
mences his work with an historical sketch of the
sources of the Roman law and the political
changes in the govemment, from the foundation
of the city to the accession of Justinian. He
narrates the stepsbywhich the “ many thousands
of volumes which no fortune could purchase and
no capacity could digest,” were consolidated
under that Emperor,—the fate of Justinian’s
legislation in the East and West,—-and the re
vival of the study of the Roman law in Europe,
with its progress to the present time.
In a chapter preliminary to the exposition
of the Roman law, (which is the chief object
of the work,) the author then takes a cursory
glance at jurisprudence as a science, and makes
some general observations on the principal divi
sions of law which form the subject of a course
of legal education. In that part of this cha ter
which treats of the public law of nations t ere
is perhaps the clearest statement of the facts

and of the law of the late affair of the Trent
that we have met with.

The exposition of the Roman law, which is
the author's main object, is set forth in six
parts, treating respectively of the law of per
sons, the law relating to real rights, the law of
obligations-of succession, of action and pro
cedure, and of criminal law and procedure.
These parts are divided into numerous chapters,
each treating of the law upon a particular
status or thing, as Citizens and foreigners,
Slavery, Marriage, Legacies, 8:0. ; and_ at
the end of each chapter, when the subject
admits it, a short statement of the law
which prevails in France, England and Scot
land is added ; rather intended, we appre
hend, to interest the student by suggesting the
more obvious comparisons which arise between
the provisions of the several laws, than pretend
ing to be a. formal statement even of their prin
cipal provisions. The author freely admits the
imperfection of this part of his work, arising
principally from the narrow limit within whrc
he has thought proper to compress it. In his
preface, Lor Mackenzie acknowledges the great
assistance he has found in this part of the work
from the excellent ‘ Compendium of English
and Scottish Law,’ by Mr. Putteson. On the
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law of marriage, and on several other subjects, and any one who has read‘ Bcttine’s letters in
these comparisons of the Roman, French, Eng the original will be ready to agree with the
lish and Scottish laws are very interesting, and translator that his (or her) task has been one
of “great difficulty.” There is one thin that
executed with great ability.
It would not be difficult to point out some Bettine hates more than Phili'swre'i, an that
minor faults in this work. Occasionally astate is the employment of any stop that exceeds the
ment is misplaced, as that of the law which value of a comma. Hence sentences run into
renders the Gretna Green marriage, after the each other in a fashion which causes inﬁnite
manner of our forefathers, invalid in England, difficulty to the reader, while it indicates the
which should be stated under the English, not most perfect ease on the part of the writer,
the Scottish, law of marriage. Again, we occa whose style seems to be modelled on that of
sionally meet with phrases which none but the famous, though anonymous, English his
t discomﬁture of
Scottish lawyers are bound to understand, as torian, who stated, to the
that a Scottish promise of marriage may 1n children, that “King Charles walked and talked,
certain cases be “resiled.” Where the general half-an-hour after his head was cut off.”
In an article from ‘The Dial,’ which stands
execution of the work demands so much praise
as in the present case, we are ashamed to dwell as a Preface to the translation, an ingenious
upon such defects, which are not only small, but theory is propounded. At the end of one of the
are of rare occurrence. The book contains a early letters, Caroline says: “Wenn du Muse
view of the Roman law which is at once clear ﬁndest so schreib bald wieder,” and, on the as
and comprehensive, and it will be invaluable sumption that “Muse” is written for “Musse"
to the student as the ‘ Blackstone’ of the Roman (leisure), the words, “ If thou ﬁndest time write
soon again,” appear in the text. In the Pre
law.
face, however, the belief is affirmed, that
Correspmulence of Friiulei'n Gander-ode and Bet “Muse” ought not to be spelt “Musse,” and
tina ronAr'nim. (Boston,Burnham; London, that the sentencemeansthat the ladieswaited for
the inspiration of the Muse before they began
Triibner & Co.)
WE are ‘afraid -the world has grown too to write. This inte rotation is so very pretty,
old for the proper enjoyment of a. collection that although we s ould prefer “die Muse,”
of rhapsodical letters, which were published, we would gladly accept it, did we not ﬁnd Giin
in German, some twenty years ago, under derode saying a few pages further: “Es ist keine
the title, ‘Die Giinderode,v and which now re
heitre Zeit in mir, viel Muse, und keine Begeis
appear in an English translation, with a far terung fiir sie.” As we fear we cannot agree to
more appropriate title, since the precocious the fact that Giinderode has “much Muse," and
“ child" Bettine wrote a much larger proportion no inspiration for her, we must needs double
of the letters than her spiritual adviser, the the “s,” and if we do it in this case, we are
seraphic Canoness. The period in which they sorely tempted to do it in the other.
are composed extends from the year 1804 to
1806, and consequently represents a state of
the Teutonic mind in which the rollicking The Missionary Life and Labour: of Francis
Xavier, taken from his own Corrcspondeiwe:
sentimentality of the romantic school had suc
with :1 Sketch of the General Results of Roman
ceeded the prosaic “enlightenment’7 of a pre
Catholic Missions among the Heathen. By
vious generation. The creed that prevailed
Henry Venn, B.D. (Longmau & Co.)
was the emancipation of the artist from all
conventional obligations, and the rulingr passion IT was smrcely to be expected, perhaps, that
was hatred of “ Philisterei," viz.,that regard for the Honors Secretary of the Church Mission
decency and order, by which civilized society ary Societ s ould ﬁtly write the life of Francis
hat famous father of missions was
is held together. Choice spirits who abhorred Xavier.
the old-fashioned Dcism of Berlin, indulged in a Roman Catholic and a Jesuit, and seventy
a fantastic paganism, and found that they were years after his death the ﬁfteenth Gregory
the salt of the earth recklessly scattered on made him a saint Mr. Venn has compiled an
an ungenial soil. In such an age, of which interesting volume, but it is one rather of
Novalis is the purest, and the ‘Lucinde’ of controversy and criticism than of biography.
Frederick Schlegel the coarsest representative, Few biographels, in fact, set out with the hope
excitable young ladies would naturally rush into of makin so little of their hero. Of course,
letter-writing, and mutuallybespattereach other the Catho ic records of Xavier are extravagant
with admiration, like Bettine and Caroline Giin and often imaginary; yet, for the most part,
derode. \Vhen the-fair enthusiasts have been they were hardly worth refuting, while, as for
brought up in a highly-cultivated and intellec the miracles, it is almost amusing to encounter,
tual society, it is likewise natural that their let in a bran-new book, a grave denial that Xavier
ters should be sometimes amusing, and that here raised the dead, mined ashes on the city of
and there a vein of shrewdness should appear Tolo, was lifted a cubit from the ground when
amid a solid mass of nonsense. Bettine, who he celebrated mass, or had his cruciﬁx brought
is a degree younger in these letters than when back to him from the depths of the ocean by a.
she corresponded with Goethe, is no bad spe supernatural crab. Yet Mr. Venn, it appears,
cimen of a thoughtless devil-lnay-carc sort of still stands in awe of these is ends. His whole
girl, who has a ready talent for observation and design, indeed, is evidently t at of destroying
humorous description, and a more artiﬁcial ten whatever authority may still attach to the name,
dency to indulge in the sentimentalities and not of Xavier alone, but of all his successors in
fantasies of her time. Whether the reader the same faith, working in the same ﬁeld. The
will be ready to accept Fraiilein Giinderode concluding chapter is, indeed, a direct, whole
as the pure, digniﬁed, gentle being who was sale, and, we think, unfair attack upon Roman
exactly qualiﬁed to guide the little madcap, Catholic missions, which, if they did not per
may be doubted, although such is evidently the manently multiply converts to the extent that
belief of the American translator of the letters. their promoters alleged, at least prepared the
Indeed, when we bear in mind that poor Giin soil and laid a wide basis for those who followed
derode killed herself at the early age of twenty them. Few who have familiarized themselves
six, because (they say) Professor Creuzer, the with the articular class of publications referred
mythologist, refused to worship her among his to will
mit that the “records of Protestant
many deities, her qualiﬁcations as a pilot on Evangelical Missions” are almost invariably,
the sea of life become extremely questionable. as Mr. Venn suggests, “ cautious and candid,"
The translation is very creditably executed, however “ multitudinous" they may be. Exag

geration has been the rule on both sides, and
this memorial of Francis Xavier is one illus
tration of it.
The “ Saint” was born in A ril, 1506, at the

Castle of Xavier, in the King cm of Navarre,
at the foot of the Pyrenees. On his mother’s
side he claimed community of blood with the
Kings of Navarre and the Bourbons. The ﬁrst
we hear of him is twenty-seven years later at
the University of Paris, whence he writes to
an elder brother in Spain, vindicating from
certain charges himself and his friend, Ignatius
Loyola. Loyola, he acknowledges, had saved
him from debt and the Protestant heresy. With
other associates, these two trusty Catholics
began early their proselytizing wanderings, and
Xavier was appointed to labour in India,
“India” then including East Africa, Arabia,
Persia, Hindostan, China and the Indian Archi
pelago. To that region, as “ Papal Nuncio
to the New World,” with letters of recommen
dation to kings, princes and governors, he
journeyed, dining on board ship with John of
Portugal's Viceroy; nor did he ever return.
Three years were passed in Southern India,
two among the Chinese Islands, four in manag
ing the Indian missions and apostolizing in
Japan, and one on the coast of China, where he
died, in December, 1552. On the voyage, visit
ing Socotra, he saw a woman walking with two

little children: seizing the children, he forthwith
baptized them—an act of zeal which might have
been attended with troublesome consequences.
But at Goa his prospects seemed splendid.
There was a cathedral, with a resident bishop,
a chapter of muons, a Franciscan convent, and
many religious houses. However, the people,
European and native, were proportionately
godless. And here began his difficulties. For
example, the Viceroy was a luxurious man,
who
“took advantage of Xavier's inﬂuence with Igna
tius to supplicate from the Pope avariety of super
stitious favours, such as privileged altars, and
Indulgences for the Viceroy himself and his wife,
together with some favours of a. more practical
kind, which none but Popes could grant, namely,

that the season of Lent should be transferred from
its present position in the Calendar, which was in
convenient for that climate, to the months of June

or July, and that the Bishop of Goa should be
spared the trouble of taking long voyages to admi
nister conﬁrmation, by enabling him to confer the
beneﬁts of that rite at distant settlements through

the imposition of the hands of his vicars."
Glancing around, he might well have recoiled
from the responsibility of the work he had
undertaken. \Vestward, he saw Africa, with
Ethiopia, where Prester John—or Precious
John, as some of the Jesuit Fathers called
him—was still supposed to reign; northward,
Arabia and Persia; southward, a. world of
continents and islands; eastward, Hindostan;
close to him, sordid factories and dissolute gar

risons.

So he began humbly with the pearl

divers east of Comorin, amid whom he wrote
his famous account of missionary triumphs.

He travelled through the villages ringing abell,
preachin , praying, baptizing, unti the very
labour 0 baptiz'mg wearied his hands, and his
voice failed him through much repetition of the
Creed. He adds:——
“ Conceive, therefore, what kind of life I live in
this place, what kind of sermons I am able to
address to the assemblies, when they who should

repeat my address to the people do not understand
me, not I them. I ought to be an adept in dumb
show. Yet I am not without work, for I want no
interpreter to baptize infants just born, or those
which their parents bring; nor to relieve the

famished and the naked who come in my way. So
I devote myself to these two kinds of good works,
and do not regard my time as lost."
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“ The caste'ofl ﬁshermen on that coast retainv

He confesses to having baptized on that coast,
within a year, a thousand infants “who had
died before they could commit sin, and who
'therefore had gone up to heaven intercessors
on his behalf.” Afterwards, it appears that
girls and boys are sinless up to the age of four
teen, which is a sweeping assertion to make in
India. Alluding to the practice as persisted
‘in to the present day, Mr. Venn cites a curious

{
, their nominal Christianity to the present day. But

Moreover,—
“Xavier reports that there was an almost uni

they seem never to have spread, or to have exer
cised any inﬂuence upon the surrounding hea
then."

versal belief in the immortality of the soul; and
that the learned amongst them indulged in deep
speculations upon such questions as these :
' ‘When death has silenced the voice of the body,
k They have not repudiated, at all events, the . has the soul, at the moment of its departure, the
‘, Christianity they embraced three centuries ago power of utterance ?’—‘ If a departed soul were to
; at the persuasion of Francis Xavier and his pre return to the world, what would be his chief address

decessor. This surely is a result, though of no
to the living ‘l' "
report from Dr. Perochean,Vicar-Apostolic of very considerable magnitude. Historically, it
Two years dispelled at least the most ambi
is
far
from
uninteresting.
Su-Tchuen, in China :—
At this point Mr. Venn diverges into vthe tions of his expectations, and the Mission, aﬁer

“ we pay some Christians, men and women,
who are acquainted with the complaints of infants, legendary history of Xavier, analyzing some of
to go seek out and baptize those whom they shall the reputed miracles, ten in number, which led
Confessedly, however,
ﬁnd to be in danger. It is easy for them to.meet to his canonization.
the word
them, particularly in the towns and large villages, the missionary himself employe
where, on fair-days, there is to be seen a crowd of miracles loosely and enthusiastically, without
poor people reduced to the greatest poverty, who really claiming to have been a. worker of
come to ask for aims. It is in winter especially “ miracles.” Gregory the Fifteenth declared, of
that the number is highest, because want is more course, that Xavier had raised the dead, turned
pinching at that time. You see then on the roads, salt water into sweet, and restored the blind to
at the gates of the towns and villages, or crowded
sight; and Mr. Venn thinks it worth while to
together in the streets, poor people without number,
with hardly any clothing, having neither ﬁre nor argue upon the testimony adduced. “Let us
lodging, sleeping in the open air, and so attenu bring these reputed miracles," he says, “ to the
ated by the protracted torture of hunger, that criteria of Paley, and their authenticity
they are nothing but skin and bone. The women, vanishes." Paley’s help is surely not wanted.
The next expedition of Xavier was to the
who are, in this case, the most to be pitied, carry
‘on their back children reduced to the same extre Spice Islands. At Macassar, in Celebes, there
mity as themselves. Our baptiziug men and bap were several Christian villages already :
tizing women accost them in the gentle accents of
compassion, offer them, gratis, pills for these little
expiring creatures, give often to the parents a few
farthings, always with great kindness of manner,
and an expression of the liveliest interest in their
situation. For these poor creatures it is a sight
of transport almost unheard of. They willingly
allow our people to examine into the state of the
child, and spill on its forehead some drops of water,
which they declare to be good for it, while, at the
same time, they pronounce the sacramental words.
Our Christian baptizers are divided into two classes.

“A priest who had ministered to them had lately
died. Xavier, therefore, immediately visited these
Christians, and describes, with great satisfaction,
his baptizing children and infants, many of whom
died immediately afterwards, from which he inferred
that they had been kept alive by a divine interpo
sition until the entrance to eternal life had been
thus opened to them."

ninety years’ existence, was ultimately extin
guished. But Xavier himself writes, contem

plating a visit to China-

'

“ I shall succeed in opening it for others, for I
can do nothing myself."

The Japanese regarding the Chinese with
veneration, Xavier imagined that, by inﬂu
encing the latter nation he should also be
influencing the former. But his new enterprise
was one of enormous peril.—
“ He learnt upon his arrival at Sancian that any
attempt of the Chinese to smuggle an European
into the country would be visited with the death
of themselves and of their families. Nevertheless,
he tried to bribe the Chinese to run the risk.
Numbers refused. He found, at length, a mer

chant whose junk only contained his own family
and servants, who was willing to run this risk of
life. The desperate nature of the risk is evident

from the greatness of the bribe, Xavier calls it
‘enormous.’

It was to consist of twenty ‘pics’ of

pepper, valued at 200 moidores, which, Xavier
adds, would be to the Chinese merchant worth 350.

In English money this would have amounted to
nearly 30W. even at that day, a sum representing
many times the amount at the present time. Such
was the liberality of James Pereira, that Xavier
was able to offer this sum. The courage, how
ever, of Xavier's interpreter failed him, and he
deserted. A lay brother whom Xavier was to take

Thence to the Moluccas, where he baptized
a queen; to certain islands inhabited by
poisoners, not now recognizable by this de
Some are travellers, and go to a great distance to . scription ; and back to India, where he stayed with him proved, he says, false, and was expelled
ﬁfteen months, organizing the Jesuit missions.
look for dying children."
by Xavier from the fraternity.”
Yet Xavier refused to baptize a Brahminwho Mr. Venn now says of him——
On that coast he died, without a companion
“Upon reviewing Xavier‘s character it will
was willing to become a Christian if the fact
appear that he possessed in a very high degree to cheer him: no priest conducted his funeral,
could be concealed. Mr. Venn sneers at the some
of the essential qualities of the leader of a or laid him in his grave; he died in a shed
ardent joy, or “ seraphic feeling," expressed in great enterprise. He was of a generous, noble, and constructed of branches, amid a mob of traders,
Xavier’s exhortations to Christians at home, . loving disposition, calculated to gather followers, and was hurriedly buried in the sand. In a
that they should come forth and aid his Indian and to attach them ﬁrmly to his leadership."
summary of Xavier’s character, Mr. Venn is
labours; but there is no reason to doubt his
Nevertheless, he was, Mr. Venn believes, generous in his attempt to be impartial, and
sincerity, or that he did actually work for the unﬁtted for the command of a great mission. renders high praise to the missionary’s intel
spiritual and physical welfare of his great ﬂock. In 1548 and 15-19, his confessions of failure lect, energy, goodness of heart, courage, sym
The Christians of Cape Comorin in the summer begin; and they are interesting. To a mis pathy with all other missionaries, and love of
of 1544 were attacked by an unconverted
sionary at Travancore he writes :-—~
peace. But-,

tribe :—

“ Some were killed, a large proportion taken
away as captives, and the rest driven into caverns
0f the rocks overhanging the sea, where they were

“ If you will, in imagination, search through
India, you will ﬁnd that few will reach heaven,

“ reduce his history to its true dimensions, and
Protestant Missions have no reason to shun acom
parison.
His pretensions fall short of those of

either of whites or blacks, except those who depart
this life under fourteen years of age, with their Samuel Marsden and his two European Catechists
Instantly Xavier baptismal innocence still upon them. "
in New Zealand, spending their ﬁrst Sunday
freighted twenty of the country boats, called dho~
amidst a crowd of warlike cannibals, upon a coast
And next, to Ignatius Loyola:——
nies, with provisions, and started with them himself
which had been shunned for many previous years
perishing by hunger and thirst.

to succour the distressed Christians; but adverse
winds baffled all his attempts to reach the promon

“ The Portuguese in this country only rule the
sea and the coast. They have no footing in the

by every merchant ship; or of Henry Martyn, the
solitary witness for the word of Christ in Shiraz,
disputing with the most learned Mahometans in
sea, using every effort, but in vain, ‘and was at last lished themselves. The natives, on account of their own tongue, and winning their admiration
obliged to return to Manapur, to which place many , the enormity of their wickedness, are as little as for his person, notwithstanding their bitter enmity
0f the wretched fugitives found their way. Xavier possible ﬁtted to embrace the Christian religion. to his religion ; or of \Villiams, in his visits to the
having waited in vain for a change of wind, went They so abhor it, that they have no patience to islands of the Paciﬁc, where no European before
on foot to Cape Comorin, a distance of fifty miles, listen to us if we introduce the subject. To ask himself had landed, and persevering in his efforts
and thus describes the scene:—‘N ever did I witness them to become Christians is like asking them to to impart to them the Gospel of Christ, till his life
a more wretched spectacle : attenuated coun submit to death. Hence all our labour is at pre was sacriﬁced at their hands ; or of Judson in the

tory of Cape Comorin.

He remained eight days at interior, except in the cities where they have estab

tenances, ghastly with famine; the foul carnage sent to guard those who are now Christians."
throughout the country-—here unburied corpses,
The proposal to which he afterwards humbled
there the sick and wounded at the last gasp; decre himself was, that India should be converted,
pit old men fainting through age and want; women not by missionaries, but by the civil power.
giving birth to children on the public roads, their The viceroys and magistrates of Portugal were
husbands with them, but unable to procure help;
to proselytize, and if they neglected this, were
all in the extremity of one common destitution.’ ”
to be imprisoned for years and deprived of all
His efforts at this period were worthy of all their possessions. Thus fora time disheartened,
imaginable praise, and it was not his fault that he visited Japan, whereof he observes——
his admirers made miracles out of them. No
“The Japanese excel all other nations yet dis
doubt, he took at ﬁrst a sanguine view of his covered in honesty; so that I believe no uncivilized
own success ; but, at a later epoch, after nation can be compared with them in natural good
'ears of trial, he acknowledged where the ness of disposition. They are ingcnious,'yet not in

‘.[ission had failed :

the least given to fraud."

prisons of Burma .”

The passage was unnecessary, is invidious,
and serves no purpose whatever, except that of
suggesting that some missionaries are jealous
of the fame which belongs to Xavier. Vi’hat

evcr dangers the good Jesuit encountered, he
was ready to face them, no matter how formid
able. It is to be regretted that a volume
otherwise very welcome should. have been dis
ﬁgured by Mr. Venn’s incessant consciousness
that he is writing of a pilgrim from the gates
of Rome.
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Chemistry. By William Thomas Brande, D_.C.L.
and Alfred Swaine Taylor, MD. (Davies)
CHEMISTRY is a progressive science, and “ a
student of chemistry must be prepared for a
new crop of systematic names, and a new clas
siﬁcation of elements and compounds, every
ten years.” If this ceased to be the case, rt is
clear we must have rung out all the changes on
the sixty-six known elements, and have deter
mined every possible state of intercombinatron.
The philosophy, too, of an advancing science
must be constantly subject to modiﬁcations.
As on methods of analysis are rendered
' more elicate, and our applications of physics,
to determine the nature of bodies, become more
reﬁned, important changes must arise out of
our reasonings by the light of our improved
knowledge.
The hypotheses which aid us to-day may fail us
to-morrow in explaining some newly-discovered
phenomena. The accepted theory of the che
mists of the popular school of this year, may,
probably will, fade away in the next, before some
more enlarged deduction; as completely as did
the phlogistic doctrine of Stahl before the
positive philosophy which distinguished the
disciples of Lavoisier.
Lavoisier was the ﬁrst to systematize chemis
try. Before his time there were numerous
discoveries, proving the complex characters of
matter, and pointing to the laws by which its
constitution was regulated. Scheele, in 1780,
brought the great powers of his philosophic
mind to bear on an examination of “air and
ﬁre,” and he clearly saw the true causes in
operation to produce combustion. About the
same time, Dr. Priestley made the discovery of
oxygen, and laid the foundation of pneumatic
chemistry. But the blinding inﬂuence of that
philosophy which taught that “ phlogiston, the
simple inﬂammable principle," was ever pre
sent, retarded the progress of the science.
A careful study of the history of chemistry

at this period will show how powerfully the
language, in which truths were ex ressed, acted
to obscure the truth itself. “A emonstration
that heat or warmth is composed of phlogiston
and empyreal air,” while it expresses facts
with which we are now familiar in the che
mistry of combustion, conveyed no idea. to
the mind of the real nature of the phenomena
under consideration. \Vhen Lavoisier, how
ever,

gave the

world the advantages of a

systematic nomenclature-when empyreal air
received the name of oxygen gas, and its com
binations with metals were termed oxides,—a
wonderful stride was made. Relieved from the
pressure of a false idea, truths burst, like the
buds of spring under the inﬂuence of light, into
leaf. Davy discovered potassium, sodium, and
the other metallic bases of the alkalies and
earths. He improved the chemical philosophy,
and introduced yet more distinctness into the
Lavoisierian nomenclature. Upon this followed
the atomic theory of John Dalton, which
completely explained the laws regulating every
kin of chemical combination. Clear as this
theory appears to us, we ﬁnd Davy calling it
an “ingenious supposition," and Dr. Thomson
writing of it as a “ curious theory.” Wollaston
and Proust failed for some time to penetrate
the atomic mystery, and the great Berzelius
only received it after long years of earnest
study.
.
With each of the steps to which we have
referred, there arose “a new crop of systematic
names, and a new classiﬁcation of elements and
compounds.” With the knowledge of this fact,
and with the consciousness that in such a science

indulged in such language as we find in their
Preface’! Can Drs. Brande and Taylor really
intend to convey to the young student of che
mistry, as the impression on their minds, the
advantages of idleness, the importance of stand
ing still? They say, “ It is not necessary to the
progress of this science that its language should
change with the opinions of every new theorist.
The numerical value of atoms and volumes is
not of so much importance to a student, as a
correct description of the properties and uses
of the substances which they represent. On this
part of the subject much labour appears to us
to have been wasted by certain writers. They
have apparently been engaged in working out
an idea, and seeking for some Utopian standard
of psrfection.”
ith the theory of types, and the discovery
of homologous series before them,—with, as
we must suppose, a knowledge of the successful
application of hypothesis to the discovery of
anhydrous acids—of the modes of artiﬁcially
constructing many organic acids and other
complex natural bodies,——even to the promise
of producing in the laboratory most of the
substances discovered in the animal economy,
—we cannot account for the strange paragraph
which we have quoted. The authors are true
disciples of the school of inductive philosophy,
and are content with “ﬁtting hypotheses to
facts,”—-forgetting when they say, speaking of
modern chemists, that “they have introduced
a. deductive system, by which facts are made
to bend to hypotheses," that they are express
ing their own prejudices rather than the logical
truth. Modern chemistry is precisely in the
sition which is described by Sir John
erschel :—“ The inductive and deductive
methods of inquiry may be said to go hand in
hand, the one verifying the conclusions deduced
By the other; and the combination of expe
riment and theory which may be brought to
bear in such cases forms an engine of discovery
inﬁnitely more powerful than either taken
separately. This state of any department of
science is, perhaps, of all others the most
interesting, and that which promises the most
to research.” To the combined influences of
inductive inquiry and deductive philosophy
we owe the discovery of those artiﬁcially
formed essences of fruits and flowers which
are now of great commercial importance. The
whole series of compounds which we gather
from what was formerly the refuse of the gas
works result also from them.
We should
never have obtained the mauve, magenta, and
other beautiful dyes derived from aniline, if
deduction had not aided induction. \Ve are
quite ready to admit that the student who now
commences his acquaintance with chemistry
must, if he desires to master the science, bring
all the powers of his mind in full activity to
bear upon it. \Vith the rapid discovery of new
compounds, the construction of new names has,
naturally and properly, kept pace. But these
names are founded on facts previously deter
mined, and they convey to the mind the true
constitution of the substance to which the
compound term is applied. The principle, the
hypothesis, by which this system of nomen
clature is regulated, being once understood, all
becomes easy.
With these remarks we advance to the more
satisfactory task of recommending this volume
to all who require the most recent information
on chemical science. The newest discoveries
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dered evident; and it is explained to the reader
how he may infer the physical condition of the
sun’s surface from an examination of the sun's
rays. The new metals discovered by this mode
of analysis-emsium, rubidium and thalium—
are fully described. So delicate and reﬁned
is this mode of search, that rubidium existed
in the Durckheim water, in which it was
ﬁrst discovered by Bunsen, in the rope:
tion of l—2,()00,000th part of the weight of
the water. Fur-ther, by the same process of
inquiry, this apparently rare metal has been
found to exist in beetroot; and “it has also
been found in the ashes of tobacco, tea, coffee,

and in the crude tartar derived from the

pe.”

Surely these are evidences of the ‘75:8 of
deductive science! A series of useful tables

and a. copious index add to the value ‘of the
volume.

Frimdless and Helpless. By Ellen Bar-lee.
(FaithfulL)
‘Friendless and Helpless’ is a record of
operations in relief of one of the most dis
tressed classes in London—the needlewomen
and the liberal sup rt which has been accorded

in furtherance of tli: object, and it is the pro
duce of “a daily glcaning of experience in the
ﬁeld of misfortune.” This experience has su gested remedial measures which havebeen partFy
put in practice. Wisely, there has been no at
tempt at supplying the part of the one whose
duty it is to care for the spiritual necessities
of the distressed: but rather, the plan has
been, ﬁrstto raise the temporal prospects of the
cor and necessitous, and so to prepare the soil
or the divine seed to take root and expand.
Such a system must have been welcome to the
clergy, whose ofﬁce should be not so imme
diately concerned with the relief of temporal
wants; and at the same time it took away the
excuse for that religious cant and hypocrisy

which is often resorted to in order to elicit
charity.
Amongst others with whom our author
had to deal, and concerning whom she gives
her experience, are those-who are called edu
cated women,—women who have been taught
to read and write, but whose faculties never
received any speciﬁc culture. These persons are

principally the children of small tradespeo le,
and have been kept at home in indolent in ul
gence, struggling after false gentility,— dress
and appearance their chief aim, whilst a little
desultory assistance in housework and ill-remu
nerated crochet and embroidery form their prin
cipal occupations. Their parents die, and they
are reduced to absolute want, all the harder to
endure from their not having acquired the
habits of those who are inured to hardship.
One remed suggested for this evil was the
opening of oﬂi'ces in London and other large
towns, where the employer on the one hand,
and the searcher for employment on the other,
could register their various needs and capa
bilities. Some success attended the effort, but
the experiment principally served as a test of
the women's insufficiency. There was found
amongst them most frequently a want of appli

cation and steady plodding perseverance: in
some instances enough of spasmodic energy to
conquer the ﬁrst diﬁiculties, and no more.

This little work indeed is full of valuable

information with regard to the relief of distress.
Amongst other things, the author condemns
the habit of “impulsive street donations,” as
have been studied with care and described in well as the careless distribution of coal, bread,
clear language. For example, the delicate pro and other provision tickets by district visitors.
cesses of spectral analysis are given with great There is a. chapter concerning the Government
conciseness and correctness. We are told of Depot in Pimlico for the employment of 1,000
as chemistry is, this must continue to be the the methods by which the beautiful coloured unmarried women.

case, why have the authors of this volume bands produced by burning metals are ren

Upon the whole, it may be said that, in a

"I
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small compass, this work contains much that is plexion " and “ carroty hair." Such was the pass
which a Federal oﬂicer (and gentleman?) had the
of interest.
brutality to impose on the lady, who shows no ordi
nary moral courage in publishing it.
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Forest. Mr. Slade Butler relates some rather
commonplace ghost stories, and then asks trium
phantly, “ Who shall say that this varied tradition
of sane intercourse between the spirit world and

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Ideal View of the Primitive World, ‘in its Geo our present existence is altogether a ﬁction ?” One
Life in the South: from the Commencement of the logical and Paleontological Phases. By Dr. F. of the most interesting of the papers is that upon
War. By a Blockaded British Subject. Being a. Unger. Edited by Samuel Highley. Illustrated ‘ Old Sussex Harvest Customs, and Peculiarities of
Social History of those who took Part in the Battles,
from a Personal Acquaintanoe with them in their
own Homes. From the Spring of 1860 to August
186?. 2 vols. (Chapman 8: Hall.)—“ The Block

by Photographs.
(Taylor 8t Francis.) —- Dr.
Unger's original work has been popular in Ger
many, chieﬁy, perhaps, on account of the excel
lence of its illustrations, in which the author‘s

Speech at Hastings,‘ by Mr. James Rock.

Few

things are more curious than the similarity which
exists between the customs of different and remote
parts of the country as they appear in songs and

aded British Subject " of the above title appears in thorough botanical knowledge has enabled him to observances at harvest festivities, showing as it
the body of the work under her proper name and impart accuracy to pictorial representations. It does the amount of communication which must
title, as Miss Sarah Jones; and speaking of the would be well if those who shall in future make have existed when personal locomotion would
“ professional engagement which ﬁrst tempted her copies of these designs for popular writers would appear to have been next to an impossibility. The
to visit Virginia," she says, “In order to gratify not attempt to improve upon them, as what may harvest song here set out, in which the singer
a somewhat too expensive taste, and at the same seem a striking improvement may turn out a asserts that he has been to Plymouth and he has
time preserve my independence, I had resolved to striking inaccuracy. For instance, in his illustra been to Dover, is still sung annually in the remotest
take up my abode in a Southern family, and give tion of the Wealden Period the designer introduces parts of Norfolk, though the labourer there, if we
lessons in the ‘ ornamental branches,’ as all accom two iguanodons looking thunder and lightning at remember rightly, makes the holder assertion that
plishments are called." In other words, Miss each other, which may be truthful enough; but he has been to Paris as well as to Dover. The
Jones is an English lady who, whilst she resided to improve upon this by making each attempt to tune, too, as here given, is suliiciently like that to
as a governess in various families of the Slave smother the other (as has been done elsewhere), which the East-Anglian sings the words, to prove
States, had opportunities of studying the domestic would be untruthful as well as ludicrous. The that it is (with some rustic and traditional varia
side of Southern life, and now places before the photographic reductions from the original illustra tions) the same. The existence of French words
public the results of her observations. On the tions, which appear in this English edition, are in in the language of the Sussex ﬁshermen, ascribed
whole her testimony is favourable to the Confede a high degree commendable. The “warmth of tone to their dealings with French smugglers, is also
rates; and if her volumes had appeared two years and general softness" which are claimed for them curious. These peculiarities of manners and of
since, before English people had arrived at a just in the Preface may be freely conceded. So suc language are fast dying out, and one of the most
appreciation of the good as well as evil features of cessful an attempt should encourage the editor to interesting functions of these Societies is to preserve
those whom Northern partisans have systematically reproduce in like manner other superior and expen a record of them. One growl before we end. “'0
misrepresented, we should have warmly recom sive palzeontogmphical works published on the cannot see the utilit of transcribing the inscrip
mended them to the notice of our readers. At the Continent. Several might be instanced; and we tions in Icklesham c urch and churchyard. The
present date they can do but little more than hope the acceptance of the present publication pious doggrels are of the common form, and we
corroborate the accounts of previous writers. will warrant the issue of others of a like nature.
Those, however, to whom appetite is still left for
Dreams and Realities, by Walter Cook Spens
books on America, will ﬁnd amusement in the (Edmonston & Douglas), has found publishers, and
pages of this Englishwoman, whose pictures of that is the only noticeable fact about them. We
society bear to Mr. Russell’s ‘Diary’ the same need only give one specimen. A piece headed ‘ To
relation that Mrs. Atkinson's ‘Recollections of my \Vife,‘ commencing with

Tartar Steppes' maintain to her husband‘s graver
and more important works. Just as the Corre
spondent tells much which would never fall within

I knew that she was delicate,

contains this choice stanza
I woke from a dream of the tomb,
O God of Heaven! to see
The blood of my cherished darling
- Welling over her and me,
A spasm writhing her pallld face
With quivering agony.

the range of a woman‘s experience, the governess
photographs much which a man would either not
observe or would erroneously pass overas unworthy

of narration. The intercourse between Southern
ladies and their house-slaves is capitally described.
The reader sees the white teeth of the indolent,

are not aware of any interest that attaches to per

sons in whose honour they were engraved. It is
to be regretted that this paper was not omitted, in
favour of one of those said to be reserved, through
superabundance of matter, for the next volume.
Burton Abbots: a Woman’; Story, in Four Books.

3 vols. (Newby.)—‘Burton Abbots' is aninteresting
story, despite its len

h and its rambling construc

tion. The original 0 aracters are lost sight of, and
the story becomes a minute detail of young ladies’
ﬂirtatious, out of all proportion in their length to
the rest of the story; indeed, the last volume is
dragged out beyond allpatience. The ﬁrst volume

Mauritius; or, the Isle of France, being an is very well told, the story of the poor ﬁrst wife is
Account of the Island, its History, Geography, extremely well managed-the episode of the second

garrulous, impudent “darkies," as they assemble Products, and Inhabitants. By the Rev. Francis wife, and the history of the household, are also very
P. Flemyng, M.A. (Society for Promoting interesting, but the author’s strength seems sud
proved watch the proceedings of their superiorsy Christian Knowledge.)—‘ Mauritius; or, the Isle denly to fail; and at the moment when the black
and by the guidance of womanly discernment he is of France ' is an honest little book, and, in a small mystery of Mr. Claridge ought to have been clearly
made to understand the difficulties which surround compass, gives much information about the natural defined, the author becomes afraid of dealing with
at the outside of drawing-room windows, and unre

those owners who endeavour to control theirnegroes characteristics, political history, and present social a. villain, and the conclusion is lame and impotent,
wisely as well as ﬁrmly. The genuine F.F.V.s condition of the island, where in the days of the
the secret which his associate holds over him is
seem to have impressed Miss Jones less favour~
weak, and has to be eked out, subsequently, by the
— atrocious, pernicious
Scoundrel that emptied the til] at Mauritius,
ably than the gentle Virginian families of a slightly
suspicion of a murder which he did not commit
lower grade. The former she found not free from , claret cost 1011. a bottle, and pine-apples a. penny aud Mr. Clarid e is removed from the story a
uch more might have been made
a sort of arrogance, to which in this country a by each, whilst a pound of butter was worth 100., a raving maniac.
no means complimentary epithet would be applied ; I pair of gloves 15s., and an evening dress-coat 30L of the tale than is made of it. The superstition of
whilst from the latter she invariably experienced of English money. In the year 1854, Mr. Flem the curse supposed to brood over the family on.
delicate consideration and kindness. \Vith regard yng was stationed there as military chaplain, and account of the estate having once been church pro
to the “ peculiar institution," her testimony is he availed himself of his position to study the perty is very feebly indicated. The story is ill con
simply a repetition of what unprejudiced observers . dependency with minute attention. \Vhere he has structcd, but like an old house, which has been built
have said again and again. She went South a, not relied on his own personal observation, the at various times, it is homely and comfortable, and it
believer in the ﬁctions of ‘Uncle Tom‘s Cabin,’ and author has had recourse to the works of Baron has an interest in deﬁance of criticism. There are

has returned from it bearing witness that planters Grant, Montgomery Martin, and other writers. too many short threads which break off and are not
woven into the story; the unrequited attachment

are not such fools as to treat their black servants g' The illustrations, selected from a portfolio of the
with needless severity. “ Much as I had hesitated ‘ author‘s sketches, have considerable merit.
Sussex Archteologicul Collections, relating to the
in goin to the South, through a dread of witnessing
the su erings of the slaves, not once had I seen Ilistory and Antiquities of the County. (Sussex
serious reason for pitying them. I had known Archaeological Society.)—\Ve have to congratulate
them in houses and in ﬁelds, domestic servants and . this Society upon its prosperity as shown by the

of the heroine is too long drawn out, and the
narrator of the story, Miss \Vhite, the governess,
becomes in the end foolish and tiresome; she is also
needlessly ugly. The interest of the story lies in

the excellent spirit in which it is written, and the
The number of members is maintained, healthy religious element which pervades it. There
the ﬁnancial affairs of the Society are in a more is no lot, and there are so many persons brought
satisfactory state, and the Society has been enabled into t e narrative, that it is impossible to 've any
to obtain a lease of Lewes Priory grounds, in addi outline of the story. Readers who begin _ e work
tion to those of the Castle, which they had pre will continue to the end with a mild interest of their
viously acquired. Moreover, the Annual Meeting own ; but the author would do well to study

‘plantation hands,‘ had come upon them unexpect- . Report.
edly and suddenly in the midst of their labour; and j

in the two years and a half between six of the
Slave States, exclusive of Maryland, I had never
seen or heard of corporeal punishment, excepting

such as has been mentioned in these pages." Still,
though she maintains that plantation discipline is I at Hastings appears to have been a great success, compression in her next book. She should also
for the most part lenient, she allows that the the weather being favourable to the development keép to one main branch of her subject, without
negroes are kept by their owners in a condition‘ of that pic-nic element which now enters so largely endeavouring to weld half u-dozen episodes into
which is but little superior to that of brutes. ; into archzeological pursuits. The contents of the one.
In her second volume Miss Jones prints the oﬂicial ‘ volume before us are fully up to the average of
Of Religious Publications we have to record :—
“ pass” which enabled her to journey on her home- I such publications. There is the fruit of much The Gospel in Madagascar: a Brief Account of the
ward way from the headquarters of the army of l careful research in Dr. Turner's history of Pet English Mission in that Island, b the'Author of
the Potomac to Baltimore, and in which she is_ worth, and in the Rev. Edward Turner's attempt ‘ The Life of the Rev. W. B. Jo noon’ (Seeley),

described as having a “ robust build," “ﬂorid com- I to trace the boundaries and history of Asdown —Prayers, Tats and Ilymns for those in Service
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(Faithfull),-On Unity of System (Newman),—‘
The Prayer that teaches to Pray, by the Rev. M. l

Dods (Hamilton),—-Timu of Succession Times of‘
Reviral, by the Lord Bishop of Oxford (Parker), ‘
—Better Times Coming ; or, More on Prophecy

(Tresidder),—Vol. II. of The Christian Advocate
mid Review (Wertheim),-The Religion of School

Life, Addresses to School Boys, by D. Cornish
(Frseman),—-The Bible Examined by Modern
Science and Reason, by a New Yorker (Tousey),— .

A Plain Help to Public Worship, by the Rev. I".
Exton (Mozley),——Human Cmtptimr, by the Rev. ,
Dr. Stanley (Parker),—A Letter to the Lord Bishop
of London in favour of Liturgical Reiision, by the

Rev. S. Minton (Longman),-—The Gospel Narra
tive Vindicated; or, the Roman Census, Luke ii.
155, explained, and with Reference to the Birthday
of Our Lord, for the First Time established on‘

Independent Historical Grounds, by Johannes von
Gumpsch (Bagster),-—Notcs upon the Ezridcnee'
taken before the Committee on the Ecclesiastical ,
Commission, by Ecclesiasticus (Ridgway),-—A Few (
Word: on the Subject of Religion, by an Outsider
(How),—-Sermon Reading and Memoriter Delivery,

by A. M. Bell (Hamilton),-C'ottage Readings, by
Mrs. R. Valentine (Mozley),—-A Sketch of the Life
ofJohn Lee: a True Story for Farm Lads (Mozley),
—Lucy Strutt; or, SelfC'onﬁdence Humbled (Moa

ley),-The First Grace (Mozley)v—1?utler‘s Argu
ment on Miracles Explained and Defended; with
Observations on Hume, Baden Powell and J. S.

Mill: to which is added a Critiatl Dissertation by
the Rev. 11. L. Mamet, by the Right Hon. J.
Napier (Hodges, Smith & C0.),—-'1'he Unpreachecl
Gospel: on Embedded Truth, by the Author of
‘ The Study of the Bible ' (Simpkin),—-Lcctures on

ATHENEUM

Neencs of Clerical Life, and Silas hlarner new edit. or. Bro. 6/ cl.
Standard Novel l.ib.: Armstrong‘s The Madam. n. ed.‘ fu. Rm. 2/
Ntludard Novel Lib; ‘ Muberley's The Love Match,‘ new edit. ,1
'l'uulphmus's (Bunmessl At Odds, a Novel 2 vols. post svo. 2], cl.
Trununctlons of the Obstetrical Society of London "0]. 4, Bvo. 15/
Two Months in Confederate States, by an lhiglllh Merchant, 8'6
l‘rlln and Key's Transfer of Land and Title Acts. 1954, l'zmo. 10.’
Van Uoltenee's Commentary on St. Luke, tnmsl. by Taylor, 9,’ cl.
Vine)": (Meanings among the Shaves. 18:110. 1] 0L
\l'uy the Lord hath led Elle. cr. 8w. til cl.
_
“'hltesidc's Llfe and Death of the lush Parliament, or. an. l el.

The Spirit Interceding, by the Rev. J. R. \Vood
ford (Parker),—Life Thoughts, by the Rev. W.
Morley Punsbon (\VesleyL-The Sin against the
Holy Ghost, by the Rev. T. T. Carter (Parker),

An Reposition of the Epistle to the Romans on
the Principles of Scripture Parallelism, by J. W.

Hinton (Houlston 8t \Vright),—The Spirit convinc
ingof Sin, by the Lord Bishop of London (Parker),
The Inquiry of a Retired Citizen into the Roman
Catholic Religion, edited by the Rev. T. Formby
(Longman),-The Spirit Comforting, by the Rev.
E. B. Pusey (Parker),—English Orthodoay, as it

Is and as it Might Be, by the Rev. G. V. Smith
(Longman),—llea_tlets from Woods and Glen; (Ha
milton),--Daniel‘s Vision of the Four Beasts, illus

trated with Six Engravings (Tresidder),—aud
Vol. V. of The Works of John Howe (Religious
Tract Society).
_
LIST 0'‘ SEW BOOKS.
Almanl‘s Frcebooters. illustrated, fc. Evo. 8,"?! cl. gt.
Anmard’l Pearl of the Andes. illustrated, fu. avo. W6 cl. gt.
Applcby‘s Illustrated Handbook of Muchlncry, &c., are. 26 01.
Boetou a Dictionary ofArts and Science, Vol. 2. Bro. 6/ cl.
Boufey's Pnictlcul Grammar of the Sanskrit Inn um. 8V0. 7/6 ol.
Bonur .1 God 5 Way of Peace, new edit. 18ml). 1X6 0 .

Boy'g Huudy Boo of Sports. Pastimes. Games, kc" lama. 5/01. gt.
British beetles, with Descriptions b ' Jonson, lto. 181 cl.
Bllehsel s (Rev. Dr.) Myulhulsteria Ex )erlcnces, cr. svo. 3*6 cl.

(.‘leplumo‘l Rough and
00th. u Tale 0 our Uwn Times. 12/ cl.
Clone I Footsteps of Error, tmced throu h as Years, are ill cl.
Oobbett'n Advice to Yo
Men, new c It. fc. Bro. w cl.
cl'lll'l Handbook to the odern Provencal Language. :16 c1.
Dull Incense, a Course of Fnmil Pro 1", or. am. it’ cL

Do dpn’s The Pcatatcush "iudwnt . or. svo. 8's cl.
De Tclssier's (G. F.) Vi
c Sermons. er. 8W. 9/ cl.
Disraeli, the Author On

dn

I RlseandPro

and Statesman, b John llllll. T/G el.

,Abridaedsclmt onfromJml-l’rol s

Domer‘s octrlne of the ersou of Christ, Division 2, \‘ol. 8 1M
mlkhwomm's Domestic Magazine, new series, Vol. 8, 5/
mug:- Analecta Gram. M mom, lﬂmo. 316 cl.

Gall s lute
Gibson‘- is c an

concordance of the New Testament-.870. 7,9601.
Convicts 9 vols. post em. -.'1/ el

Gdtllths lRQV. W.)
emoir of, by Rev. W. Williams, 181110. 16 0L
Bnmllton‘l Mann‘ of Olives and Lake of Galilee, lﬂmo. 1J6 cl.
Hap- aud Mishap! of the b‘impletou Family Abroad, Mme. cl.
Heart and (from.
Bvo. 10's cl.
ﬂlntml‘l Erposlt on of the Epistle to the Romans, Bvu. 6/8 cl.
Jcrruld I Up and Down in the World, 8 vols. post svo. 3H6 cl.

Llru ofhllsalnnarlcs. (lmnlandJilms E eds. and others. lemo. I.’
IMIIG'QOH‘I Practuml Advloeto Amateur i'hototmlphers. cr.8vo. H
Moore s Poetical “orka, illust. to. 8m. Hi6 cl. gt.
National Magazine. Vol. 13, my. Bvo. 7/6 cl. gt.
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are to be of red granite, polished, and with highly

The Gothic Cross remained.

This form had angle that enriches the general outline.

Over the

been proved capable of much excellent effect, and gable-pinnacles ﬁnials are to be placed, also gilt.
more has been hoped from it. Englishmen like a In the tympan, or pannelled face of each gable,
thing that has been tried and not failed, and the forming a very characteristic feature of the whole
Martyrs’ Memorial, Oxford, and the Scott Monu design, is to be a mosaic, with gold ground, we
ment, at Edinburgh, were deservedly admired, and believe; certainly representing incidents in the life
are really great successes, such as could not be of the Prince which may be taken to characterize
predicated of a Greek or Roman Mausoleum. his career. If we look at any one of these gables,
Above all, the exquisite Eleanor Crosses at ‘Val of course the roof of two others is presented to us;
tbam, Northampton, and Geddington commend this is to be covered with metal in the form of
themselves to us, not alone as perfect works scales, richly embossed. At the intersection of each
of English Art-the Building Accounts showing roof is the square die that rises above their ridges,
‘ only one foreign carver to have been engaged on its four faces decorated with elaborate diapers.
, them,—but as peculiarly suited by old associations Above this rise, in three stages, open canopies
1 to the purpose of commemorating a good prince. supported on shaftings, pinnacled, trefoiled on the
(Indeed, it has always been understood that if face of the tympan, inclosing statues of the Chris
,this form of memorial were not adopted for the tian Virtues, of the Arts of Peace, and other suit
‘ National Monument, Her Majesty would herself able representations. The whole is surmounted b
‘ erect such a cross; so that Victoria of England an open cross of metal, gilt and enamnlled. Sue
3 would repeat for Albert of Saxony what Edward l is the design, broadly described and subject to
minor modiﬁcations, to execute which it is proposed
l of England did for Eleanor of ('nstile.
1
By some such process of elimination, the work to employ the 70,000l., with accumulated interest,
; of Mr. Scott has been brought forward, and, in that has been subscribed. The estimated cost is
‘ effect, adopted. It combines the advantages of 1013,0001. The House of Commons is to be asked
a memorial of noble size, with ample opportu to grant a sum sufficient to make up the deﬁciency;
nities for display of statues, colour, and decorative but we think, now that a decision has been arrival
carving, and is, moreover, one ediﬁce.
The at with regard to the character of the monument
general material proposed by Mr. G. G. Scott, itself, that subscribers will, without difficulty, be
the architect, for this structure is Sicilian marble; found for the remainder of the amount required.
its total height about 150 feet, and the extreme Unavoidnbly, but most unfortunately, the lack of
width of its base about 70 feet, that is the space of understanding by the public of what the thing they
ground on which it stands, measured from side to were invited to subscribe for was likely to be, has
side; in general plan it is four-square, a matter checked many a contribution.
which must be home in mind throughout our
description. ‘ Generally, it is a'lofty cross, canopy
THE ROYAL MARRIAGE PICTURE.

ing a statue, raised upon a pedestal.
ma‘: lad-‘7211321! o! libéiigzmarka, and Poems, to. Bro. Hill
Ruff‘! iiuldirio the Turfgprlng
lsvilffc.
211iBritain.
cl.
0
an edit.
‘ 0am
‘ of Bro.
Great
2I 6

the quarters of the globe. In the same manner the
second grade of similar steps, rising above this, has

ornamental capitals ; they are carried up above the
caps in the form of pinnacles, one over each, each
consisting of four shaftlets, so to speak, inclosing
minor statues, gabled, with high-pointed roofs and
in modern costume, and so utterly at variance bold ﬁnials of metal.
Each face of the monument has a gable, of high
with the style of the inclosing ediﬁce. M ureover,
modern imitations of antique architecture had not, pitch, cusped into a trefoil on its inner edge, so as
on the whole, been so satisfactory as to encourage to break the outline of the space canopied, crucketéd
further attempts, although the (Jarian Mausoleum on the upper sides with crockets of beaten metal,
itself had been recently dug up as if d. propos to the gilt; the same being very bold and effective in cha
racter, and breaking into a bold gargoyle at each
occasion.

At the base

Pa mm s The Angel in tbs House, new edit. 1 vol; to. live. lI/ol.

Paul I Rose Garden. 2nd edit. cr. 8m. (its cl.

carrying outwards the level of the platform and
sustaining colossal groups of statues, representing

a pedestal at each angle bearing statues, in this case
emblemstical of the Arts of Peace; of course, on a
somewhat smaller scale than those lower down.
Upon the upper platform thus obtained stands the
cross itself, four-square, with advanced blocks at
THE ALBERT MEMORIAL CROSS.
the angles, from which rise the groups of shafts
THE only forms of monument to Albert the Good that sustain the superstmcture and iuclose the
that ever had a chance of success were, A Group statue of the Prince. The base on which these
of statues, a Gothic memorial cross, a Grecian shafts rest my be about 8 feet high, enriched with
temple with a statue within, and a monolithic cornice and base mouldings, running wholly round
obelisk on an enormous scale. The obelisk was dis it, and having on its four faces and those of the
posed of when it was found impossible to procure blocks suggestive groups of ﬁgures, sculptured in
a single block of ﬁne granite ﬁt for the purpose. very high relief, and about life-size, representing
Two millions was the sum talked of to procure an in, let us say, somewhat the same manna- as
English or a Scottish needle, and the sum sub appears in Delarocbe‘s famous Hemicyole, the Arts,
scribed was about 70,000l. There was little hope —Architecture, Painting, and Sculpture, and, on
of any such difference as exists between these the fourth side, Science.
In the centre of the third platform, canopied by
amounts being made up either by further sub
scriptions or by Parliamentary grant. A built-up the roof of the cross, is a seated statue of the Prince,
obelisk was out of the question, although one might dressed in the robes of the Garter, about ten
have been had at a comparatively small cost, and feet in height, and of marble. On the four faces
everybody felt that to remove the great needle of the pedestal are to be armorial bearings of
from the banks of the Nile and set it up in Hyde the Prince and his connexions, executed in
Park would be a mistake. The idea of a group mosaic. It will be seen that that material appears
of statues soon absorbed itself in the alternative several times in the design, and, so employed, no
schemes of a temple or a cross, with either of which better material is known. The shaftings, at the
such a work would nemasarily combine, if it did not angles, have this peculiarity: they am four in each
form the leading feature. Between the temple and group, set angle-wise in plan to that of the struc
the cross there was small doubt that for s monu ture; they are bonded midway of their height, and
ment to an English Prince of Gothic descent, to be have, set somewhat in advance on their exterior
commemorated by Englishmen and to Englishmen, faces, 1'. e. over the diagonal of the base, a decom
there was a want of keeping in the idea of a classic tive statue, each rising almost to the band. They

Theoloyy, Science and Revelation, by the late Rev. temple on the banks of the Serpentine. People
G. Legge ; with a Memoir by J. Legge, edited by said nobody would go into the temple except to
James Lcgge and John Legge (Jackson, Wslford get out of the rain; that them would be a want of
k. Halliday),—Ez-angelical Ethics; or, the Place keeping also in the statue itself, which must either
assigned to Works in the Gospel (Economy, by the be in classic costume, a. thing not to be borne, or
Rev. J. C. M‘Csuslund (Hodges, Smith 8t Co.),— ‘
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is to be a ﬂight ofsteps, divided into two grades by
In platform or landing, in which the upper rests
‘_ upon the lower, as on a new base. At the angles
of the lower grade of, we believe, ten steps, are to
(be placed advanced pedestals, set angle-wise,

l0, Pembridge "illas, April 13, 1863.

A statement which appeared in last Saturday’s
Athemrum relating to a. difference between me and
Mr. Gnmbart requires some explanation, and I
believe I am the proper person to give it. As a

return for the “written licence” which, as you

N° 1851, APR. 18, '63
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truly say, Mr. Gambart gave me with regard to

not seen in those taken from any other part of the sentation of the circumstances on which they

the \Vedding Picture, I offered him the refusal of same pit, or from any other gravel-pit yet opened
the copyright, and he declined to take it. I then in the neighbourhood of Abbeville. Of the ana
sold it to Mr. Flatou. This is a very simple matter, tomical characters of this jaw, I should not wish
and as far as I am concerned “pleasant” enough. to give a decided opinion without a more careful
Mr. Gambart says that I gave him many verbal examination than I had the opportunity of making;
assurances that the copyright should be his. I did but my impression is that they differ very decidedly
so. I quite intended it to be his,—but at a price from those of the same bone in any race at present

appeared to them to have acted unfairly I would
do everything I could to rectify errors or omimions,
but both declined by letter so nearly in the same

that I thought it worth, leaving him free to refuse inhabiting Western Europe.

words as to leave me in no doubt that they were

fancied themselves aggrieved. As I had always
been on most friendly terms with both of these
gentlemen, I at once offered to each, separately,
that if they could explain to me in what manner I

to pay the price if he thought it too much. He did
This morning M. Boucher de Perthes has been acting in concert; and that they were so was soon
refuse; and, very kindly, in a letter written on the kind enough to accompany me to the gravel‘pit of afterwards conﬁrmed by a declaration to that effect
day of his refusal, offered to do his best to ﬁnd me Moulin-Quignon, and to show me, as nearly as he in a note addressed to me by Dr. Falconer.
a purchaser, recommending to me an eminent Pall could, the situation in which this most interesting
On referring again to the various and frequent
Mall ﬁrm in that capacity. How far this is recon specimen was found. Unfortunately there had occasions in which I had cited both these authors
cileable with his declaration (I quote your own taken place, a few days previously, a slip of the in my ﬁrst edition, I could find no reason to alter
overlying strata, by the debris of which the exact or extend any one of the notices which I had made
words), “that such a transfer was never contem
plated by him,” I do not understand. I have spot was covered; but a part of the same deposit of their labours. I have therefore reproduced the
assured Mr. Gambart that as soon as the picture was visible at a horizontal distance of a yard or work as it was, and the public must decide whether
of the Marriage of the Prince of Wales, the copy,
sketches, &.c., are ﬁnished I will carry out my
engagement with him with respect to ‘ The Streets
of London’; or, if he prefer it, I will return him

two, so that I could indubitably verify its general

I have shown any disposition to underrate their

character and position.

That the vertical section merits. \Vhen I ﬁrst speak of Mr. Prestwich
of this pit, which is about 15 feet deep, presents a (p. 98), I say that "there was no one in England
condition remarkably free from signs of disturb

whose authority deserved more weight in over

the money he has paid maven account of them, with ance, is a fact which has been verified by numerous coming incredulity in regard to the antiquity of
interest, and release him from his engagement to experienced geologists, whose testimony upon such the implements in question. Since, besides having
me. What can I do more? As to arbitration, a point is of far more value than mine. The stra published a series of important memoirs on the
tum in which was found the bone in question, and tertiary formations of Europe, he had devoted many
what is there to arbitrate about?
W. P. Faun.
which lies at the very bottom of the pit, imme years specially to the study of the drift and its
diately upon the cubjacmt chalk, is distinguished 0
ie remains.
His report therefore to the
from the whole overlying mass by the extreme Royal Society, accompanied by a photograph show
DISCOVERY AT ABBEVILLE.
depth of its ferruginous (1) colour, pervading all the ing the position of a ﬂint tool in situ before it was
Abbsville, April 14, 1868.
THE readers of the Athemzum. will, I think, be ﬂints contained in it, of which I have brought

removed from its matrix,” kc.

I alluded to his

glad of early information respecting the remarkable away specimens taken out by myself. \Ve have, visit to Amiens, and quoted his notices and papers
discovery just made by M. Boucher de Perthes therefore, not merely the personal testimony of M. in the Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal
of a human jawbone, rmbedded in what may be

Boucher de Perthes and others who were present

Society before mentioning my own visit to Abbe

considered the very oklesl portion of the gravel at the disinterment, but the evidence of the piece
beds which yield the ﬂint'implements with the dc circomtance itself (which by some will be re
osseous remains of the mammoth, tichorine rhino garded as yet more satisfactory), that this bone
could not have come from any less depth in the
oeros, &c.

ville and Amiens, which followed in the same year,
and the results of whichlcommunicated to the Brit

The history of his discovery, as recorded in the
local journal, L'Abbevilloia, for April 9, is as fol
lows :——Towards the end of last month, a workman
in the gravel-pit of Moulin~Quignon (on the out
skirts of Abbeville) brought to M. Boucher de

gravel-bed than that in which it is stated to have
been found ; and I cannot myself conceive that any
one who carefully examines the undisturbed condi

ish Association at Aberdeen in 1859.

If my obser

vations corroborated those of Mr. Prestwich as to
the co-existence of man with the extinct mammalia,

it must not be forgotten that his also were in like
manner simply conﬁrmatory of results which his

tion of that bed can entertain a doubt that the French predecessors had arrived at, and which had
bone in question is a true foan'l, dating back to been most fully and clearly stated only four years
Perthes, along with a worked ﬂint, a small frag the time of its original deposition.
before by Dr. Rigollot, aided by an excellent
ment of bone, which he had found close by it.
I may add that the gravel-bed of Moulin-Quig geologist, M. Buteux. They again were only
divested this bone of the sand with which non is about 100 feet above the present level of the adducing additional evidence in support of con

it was covered, M. Boucher de Perthes found im river, and therefore corresponds in position with
planted in it a tooth, which, although very imperfect the upper gravels of St.-Acheul, not with the lower
(the crown having been almost entirely destroyed, gravels of Menchecourt; so that if we accept the
apparently by caries), was distinctly recognizable conclusions of Mr. Prestwich as to the relative ages
as a human molar. He immediately repaired to of these gravels, this human jaw was buried in the
the gravel-pit, examined the place in which the deepest (and therefore the oldest) portion of the
worked ﬂint and the tooth were said to have been earliest of these ﬂuviatile deposits.
found, and satisﬁed himself that there could not
W. B. Cxnrrxrsn.
have been any accidental or secondary mode of
introduction of the tooth, but that it must have
THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

been imbedded (if the workman's account was to
be trusted) in the original deposit. Naturally
expecting that, where one fragment had turned

up, others might not be far off, M. Boucher de
Perthes urged the workmen to proceed very care
fully with their excavations; and directed them, if
they should come upon anything like a bone, at
once to inform him, without removing it from its
place. On the 28th of March, another workman

clusions. previously announced in 1847 by M.
Boucher de Perthes, in his ‘Antiquités Celtiques.’

In my address to the Geological Section of the
British Association, I insisted strongly on the proof
of the vast antiquity of the implements in the
valley of the Somme, as deducible from the joint

testimony of the repeated denudation which the
valley had undergone during and after the period
of the imbedding of the ﬂint tools, as well as the
time required for the extinction of so many mam
malia. Mr. Prestwich in his earlier memoirs
Margate, April 15, 1863.
MY absence from town for Easter has prevented seemed to me unwilling to attribute such high
me from replying sooner to a letter which appeared antiquity to the implement-bearing beds, leaning
in your columns of April 4th, p. 459, signed H. to the opinion that the evidence tended rather to
Falconer, in which a formal complaint is made of bring the mammoth and its contemporary Fauna

my having failed, in my recently published volume
on ‘The Antiquity of Man,’ to do justice to the
part which hevand Mr. Prestwich have played in

nearer to our times, than to ca

back Man to an

era exceedingly remote. On this and other points,
such, for example, as the relative antiquity of the
determining the true age of the cavern and ancient upper and lower level gravels of the Somme, I had
came to inform him that what appeared to be a river-gravel deposits containing the remains of frequent discussions when exploring the neighbour
bone had just shown itself in the gravel; and on extinct mammalia and of man and his works, and hood of Amiens in company with Mr. Prestwicb
going to the spot, M. Boucher de Perthes found of my having in some cases appropriated to myself
that it was really so, the projection of the bone the merit of discoveries and conclusions which
from the face of the excavation being about S-lOths belongs to them.
of an inch. He carefully removed the sand from
Shortly after the appearance of my book, I
letter from Dr. Falconer,
around it, and himself extracted it from its matrix; received a complirnen
the bone proved to be the lateral half of a lower in which he spoke of such parts as he had then
jaw, unquestionably human. From the immediate read in terms of high satisfaction, saying that he
neighbourhood of this jaw, a companion of M. had only perused carefully a part of the volume,
Boucher de Perthes (M. Oswald Dimpre, well and that in a more cursory reading of other chap
known in Abbeville asan archaeologist and draughts ters he had detected several mistakes. I called at
man) disinterred a flint hatchet.
his house some weeks later to tell him that I was
M. Boucher de Perthes had yesterday the kind preparing a second edition, and should be glad if he
ness to place in my hands this precious fragment, would point out to me any passages which might
and I was immediately struck with its almost black require correction. To my surprise, I found his
colour, its solidity and its weight; all these pecu tone towards me and my book quite altered, and he
liarities (which are in marked contrast to the gave me to understand that he preferred coming
characters of the bones ordinarily found in these out in print with his objections to certain of my
gravel-pits) being obviously due to one and the statements, and must therefore decline to assist me
same cause, viz., metallic (ferruginous ?) inﬁltra in minor points in the improvement of my new
tion. The worked Hints and the ordinary ﬂints edition. I learned soon afterwards that he was
obtained from the same deposit are all of them to be associated in this proceeding with Mr. Prest

characterized by a like depth of colour, whids is wich, and that they were preparing a joint repre

during one of three visits which I paid to that

district. I will not pretend to say that my argu
ments had any inﬂuence in inclining him to adopt
what ap r to me to be the more enlarged views
which are set forth in his later papers; but I cannot

help reminding Dr. Falconer that as improvements
in theory are usually the result of a free exchange
of ideas, the advantage of such C0~0P€hlhl0ﬂ is most

commonly mutual, even when the relative quali
ﬁcations of the two debaters are as unequal as be
(Dr. Falconer) would in this case pronounce them
to be; for the writer of the letter to which I am
now replying observes, “that some men are occu

pied in communicating the new results of science
to the educated public, but it cannot be permitted
that the broad line of demarcation which
tes
their peculiar labours from the researches of original
observers should ever be confounded,” (p. 460). He
afterwards adds, after enumerating his own claims
to rank, not as a mere expositor of what others
have done, but as one of the original obsm'vm's,
“I now invite Sir Charles Lyell, or any one else on
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his behalf, to point out a single new fact or one under very remarkable conditions. (Quart. Jmmt. and Dr. l"alconer,—namely, unequivoml evidence
solitary special observation which he has con of the (7:01. Soc. 1859, vol. xvi. p. lOl.) Here, of the posteriority in date of driﬂ containing both
ﬂint tools to
tributed bearing on the immediate subject of again, Sir Charles Lyell opens his account of it extinct rnammalia and contempo
the antiquity of man."

with an untenable remark: ‘Geologists have been
long aware,’ &c. (op. cit. p. 174). I invite him to
show in what geological works the familiar know
ledge which be there asserts is to be found before
the statement of the fact by me."-Alhenrrum,
p. 460, col. '3.
Every reader of the letter who happens not to

Before accepting this

invitation, I will turn to those portions of Dr. Fal
coner’s letter in which be dwells particularly on the
want of appreciation of his own services to science
in a ﬁeld which he has of late years cultivated

with much assiduity.

“In the events, he says,

which led to the ire-agitation of the question of
primeval man, I brought to light the cave evidence;

he (Mr. Prestwich) followed it up by the investi
tion of the deposits containing ﬂint‘implements
in the valley of the Somme." He informs us how, in
the spring of 1858, heheard ofthediscoveryofa new

cave at Brixham, and dwells on the leading part
which he took in obtaining a grant from the Royal

Society of 1001. to explore that cave.

“ I had the

sole charge," he says, of laying down the plan, and
giving the instructions upon which the exploration
was to be conducted by Mr. Pengelly. ' ' ' I
identiﬁed the fossil bones, determined the ﬂint
' implements, and drew up the preliminary report
for the Geological and Royal Societies, on the

tion was not copied exactly, either from those pub
lished by M r. l'restwich or that given by the Editor
of
butthe
abridged
Urologist
from
to illustrate
both, and hIr.
was such
Wyatt's
a one as I
could have made suﬂiciently well to answer my

have had my book at hand, or who never sees this
reply, will unavoidably infer from the above pas

purpose, had I not enjoyed the beneﬁt of Mr.

sages, which I have given in full, that l have
ascribed to some earlier gouloglsts the merit of
discovering facts in the Sicilian caves bearing on
the antiquity of man which were first worked out
by Dr. Falconer; whereas in the very page's re
ferred to (‘ Antiquity of Man,’ pp. lit-6i, 1 dis
tinctly state that the earlier geologist! had only

I was not called upon, in the brief space whichl
was able to allot to this question in my book,to

found, at San Ciro and elsewhere, bones of the
hippopotamus, &.c., (and those I had mentioned in
the ‘ Principles of Geology‘ more than thirty years
before,) but that Dr. Falconer ﬁrst found, in the

Prestwich‘s cooperation in surveying the ground

make a digression on the previous state and pro

grass of opinion as to the age of river-gravel: and
cavedeposits in general relatively to the boulu'n'
clay. Dr. Falconer has suggested that I had not
acquired " that intimate knowledge of the history
of the subject which was requisite to qualify are
to narrate what others had done." This maybe

quite true, for I never aspired to write for the
Geology of the last eighteen years what D'Arclria:
Grotta di Maccagnone, not only the remains of has done so well for the ten years which preceded,
hyienas, but also associated ﬂint-knives, charcoal.
and other objects indicating human intervention.
My introductory sentence, of which, by an unfor
tuuate accident, Dr. Falconer‘ has given only one
line, runs thus—“ Geologists have long been fami
liar with the fact that on the northern coast of
Sicily, between Termini on the east and Trapani
on the west, there are many caves containing the
bones of (.rtim't animals."
That Dr. Falconer has, in this instance, uninten»
tionally, and by a strange oversight. entirely mis
representcd me I am fully convinced : but if so. I
am at least entitled to give him back the adn'ce
which he has proffered to me, namely, " to avoid.
in future, using language so liable to misconstrue
tion.”
I now come to another claim. made in behalf of
.\Ir. Prestwich and himself, that they were the
ﬁrst to settle the true chronological relations of the
glacial period and certain ﬂuviatile drifts and cave

strength of which another grant of 1001. was made.
From ﬁrst to last, I was the prime mover in every
thing connected with the exploration of the
Brixham cave, except the superintendence of the

excavations."
Now, if the reader will refer to my account
(p. 98) of the examination ofthis intact bone cave at

Brixharu, he will see that I assign the work done
to the joint labours of Mr. Prestwich, Dr.
Falconer, and Mr. Pengelly. Of .\Ir. Prestwich
it is said by Dr. Falconer, “ he took charge of the
ﬁnancial and business details, and the investigation

of some of the physical phenomena."

the glacial formation fully developed in the same
place. The diagram section which I gave in illustra

I allude. to

Dr. Falconer as having shown me at Torquay
numerous fossils taken from the cave, and I thought
I might leave it to be inferred that the species of
mammalia mentioned by me were determined bv
him. If I had spoken more at length and more
unreservedly of what I learned at Torquay of
the cave excavations, I should have said that

named ‘ L‘Histoire des Progres,‘ &c. There is
a ﬁtting time and
for such mmpositions:
but to adjust the claims which the late Mr. Trimmer
or those which Prof. Morris, or Mr. Prestwich or
Dr. Falconer, and perhaps several other Britidi
and foreign observers may have to priority on this
important theoretical question, in such a manner
as to satisfy all, would be no my task, and I well
knew that not one in a hundred of my readel'l
cared for the information if I had
it
They wanted to learn from me, in as few word"!
possible, what my own conclusions were aha’
reading what others had written. and after enm
ining myself the clearest sections I could 3?‘
access to.

They were aware that my ‘Principles of Geo
logy‘ had been widely circulated before the wettest
ful careers of .\Ir. Prestwich and Dr. Falcontraé
scientiﬁc writers had
. Some were aware,
also, that so long ago as the year 1535. in a paper
011 Sweden, I had tnated in rhv I'M-WW1
Tramadioru. not only of the boohia' formation,
but of pint-glacial, elevated. marine mu contain

the brunt of the work, with the exception of deposits in which the bones of extinct quad‘
the naming the fossil mammalia, was done by
Mr. Pengelly, who had under him Mr. Keeping. a

rupeds, and in some of them also human remains,

occur.

skilled and scientiﬁc workman. Mr. Pengelly was
I have given, at p. 16‘. “r. Prestwich's section ing works of art,-a paper which the Royal Sociﬂ)‘
well known as one who had acquired much expe of Horne. referringto his papcriu the Philoropliiml had complimented by selecting it as the Bahm'ln
rience in the examination of cavm during nearly Transactions, to show the jmrm'oriry in date of Lecture ofthat year. From that
totllepré
twenty previous years, having explored Kent's

beds containing ﬂint tools like those of Amiens to

sent 1 had devoted much time h the iavmipilon

Hole, among others. He was also highly quali the boulder clay. But I remarked that having seen
ﬂed as a geologist to observe accurately and to the section in company with Messrs. Gunn and

in Europe and North Ami-a of the glaciahlnd

logical and Archaeological Societiea on the ma ofl

drifts
my addm
ofthe a
valley
Am
ofthein
S“
be

post-glacial formations. I had thrice mill-‘Bi
reason philosophically on what he saw. After King, we could obtain no proof of the bones of the Norfolk cliﬁ‘s, and had shun in 3 paper pub
examining the cave myself, and conversing with extinct animals having been found in the same lished on them in 1510 how like wu'c the fﬂﬁil
_Dr. Falconer at Torquay, I derived most of mv stratum with any one of the tools. Dr. Falconer. remains of preg'lacial and pm-giadal depzaiii
information given in ‘The Antiquitv of Man‘ from ' in 1")", announwd to the Geol-gical Society that I'm whichhascamedmeeversimetebtm'.‘
a lecture on the Brixham are which I heard Mr. l he and Col. “'ood had found in the osseous breccia cautious in deciding wheeber any give drif- or
Pengelly deliver at the Royal Institution in Lon- I of certain raves in the Gower Peninsula, in “'alek cave-breccia is or is not pass-glad in caves It“
don in 1859. I had also the advantage of referring the bones of the elephant. kc . and some contem the boulder clay does not happen to be a:
Ii
to a speech on the same subject addressed by the
_ relics of man. He aLMJ declared his opinion at Biddenham iuthe walley- ofrhe 02m hlyi-lli
visit
to
the
Norfolk
diﬁ
"as
ah
I
‘Selim-l
same geologist to a joint meeting of the Ethno- l that they were all post-glacial: but as the boulder
clay was not
t in or nar the same mves,
the evidence did not convince me, who had not
But my account would have beenI been on the ground; and other geoligists.
nt
more complete had it not been for Dr. Palm's I

I him-<2‘

February, 1861, and reported in the Geologist (vol. '

w. p. 153).

died at Natchez, on the
wb: was
at the di=cussion in Loni-n. who were in like supposed to be the olden goat-gin‘. piste. :ithé
i manner well acquainted with \vﬂlc-S and its drift, meousremainsofman: an.‘ _ ' '2 ESE-Iva:
l rue not satisﬁed with the roofs. The year after, to Puy-en-Velay to make a; my was as ‘.0 is!
paper by Mr. Pengelly, which has been for some ! April. 1561, I received a letter from Mr. James true datt of the “fmxq'l In: if 131k.’ Ihbi
time ready, would then have appared. The mm. ' Wyatt, 0f Bedf-n'd. informing me that he had found thrice explored the “Set oé't‘aeianznnr. 3.1-’: ‘are-‘
most com- I tigated the site of Pniithahay‘s fuss: rank-lei:
nery organized with so much care for enlightening
procrastination, for he might have tol-l us more
than we now know about the fomil remains. and a

two ﬂint implements of the two _
the world on the contents of the Brixham cave. on most at Amiens. in the gravel of the valley of the: theloex. near Mam-kinhiuyiruiiuSa-t:
public
which the
money,
Royal
andSociety
on which
have aspent
liberal
2001.
donation!
of
Owe, at Bid‘
mt Bedfovd. He invited I derthal cave and the cavern as: beg-.11‘?

metov'nittbe

whichldidincompanyi described of old by IN: \imrerirng'zn risk‘

from Miss Coutts has also been expended. is now I with Mr. Prentwidr and )Ir. J. Evans, before the ; qualify myself forum ‘ms-It

and has been for nearly four vears 8t a stanrbtﬂl, l aid Ofthe same month andwithinafortnightofi
waiting till the “prime movei," as he stvlee him- I
dimmer-y of the vii-s. My two companions
self, n ready to lead as with his Report. ‘If I hm I the
had fﬁviomiy
the muse ground, and hadl
not assigned to every one his due share of credit ' UM
)Ir. Wym M an ancient gravel of the!
in the working out of the Brixham are results, I '
OueraembMsb-azinwhich ﬂinttoola had been
believe that Dr. Falconer is not the one who has met "3th in France. 11;, after qualifying himself,
reason to complain.
foftbeleardlilygworilitltnxhmiqmhldl
‘ In his letter now under consideration be oars,

' From the Brixham cave I proceeded to Sic-‘LIV, M
explore the caves there, after visiting my friend
M. lioucher de Perthes, at Abbeville. bv preYi-‘na
arrangement; and near Carini I ‘lion's-e181 ‘ht

phenomena and written.
seats; in IS
antiquity ofman aai three-maﬁa.‘ s I!
Palm-ner has very
m; 3:. of ti): {3*
tion whether man was new; "it aims m:
malia :—a qDvSi-(Q .Scviioé ‘n in! W I‘!

competent obserwermsinummli fagnah'mng'l
they pnpanndeti than‘: ruins u n mien-‘1:;

'Mthedlgglzm {or months, untiLatlllKi generation. ‘Thesauri 326m nsiz'm; in: Sari-m
obvaiaai mewi-urlmaladel to. I have, Hgmpiﬁlh‘lg.tlk$nﬂil‘ll§ :Qrimihrbi'l
~ be
live. I brief man: ,1 what I saw myself. point’ . comermmdaac; glv-aixzryarlnesimu fr 2g»
was if :1:
ing out aha we oerivt from this nation infoﬂll‘ mner's "iews & r; in! p.‘

wash-‘cs r M was». for'rnniaatAmienslhd

(lrotta di Maccagnone, in which ("1h per/1b of
abrasive, and, I

in" added, in ever; are

imalnllnl'ﬂoft'rr; 6.11812“ mam-“1w.
human die. I calm-1r say run m" It? PI

the great antiquity of primeval man W up... “I “In [xev'wniy‘émfwi by Mr. Prut'id'l lva-n'gnwas no: Emmy mimiF‘I-IE_TI~?¢*
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arguments, nor by those of Mr. Prestwich, though
I in the Loan Collection, against which they are
OUB WEEKLY GOSSIP.
I by no means wish to disparage or deny the effec
Sir George Cornwall Lewis, whose sudden death, necessarily judged. The most beautiful of all the
tive part they have played in bringing about a
at the age of ﬁfty-seven, has taken the world of jewels is the parure of opals designed by the Prince
reform in our theoretical opinions in regard to the
Consort, executed by Messrs. Garrard, and pre
politics and society by surprise, was something
relative date of man and the most intense period more than a statesman among scholars and a sented by the Queen. Of its kind, this work of
jeweller's art is perfect. The bracelet given by the
of glaciation in \Vestern Europe.
.
scholar among statesmen. As author, editor,
Dr. Falconer concludes with a postscript respect Privy Councillor, and Cabinet Minister, he was ladies of Manchester comes next in beauty, though
ing the erroneousness of my list of the fossil mam alike noticeable. He was not, indeed, a ﬁrstclass not in commercial value. Feminine visitors speak
rnalia of thapre-glacial “ forest and lignite" beds of
writer, for he lacked, in a remarkable degree, the in the highest terms of King Leopold‘s presents of
lace; and of the Irish lace, in terms only less than
the Norwich cliffs. The entire want of fairness of

delightful humour, the brightness and ﬂow of fancy,
spirit which has dictated his comments on this the originality, speciality and sympathy, which the highest. The most showy article is, perhaps,
the gold dressing-service; and the most sentimen
head may be judged of when the reader has perused
invest the few high priests of literature with power

My dear Sir Charles,—I have just read Dr.

tal, the bracelet of the bridesmaids.
to charm. But he was an able man, of very large
The show of roses and azaleas at the Horticul
attainments, logical, sound, sedate, uncompromis
ing, capable of doing good service to truth, and tural Gardens drew a goodly company on ‘Wed
also capable of waiting for the literary rewards nesday morning. The ﬂowers were extremely ﬁne,
which, in cases like his, are slow to come. There and, the weather being magniﬁcent, the grass dry,
would be no use in saying that the late Editor and the music good, the gathering was a great

Falconer's letter in the Athenazum. of April 4th, to
which you refer as stating, in a postscript, that the
list of fossil mammalia from the Norfolk “ Forest
Bed " as given by you—‘ Antiquity of Man,’ '

and authors; but they were, at best, too dry the Opera during the period of his connexion with

the annexed letter from the Rev. S. \V. King,

which he has kindly permitted me to print.
Ciunmzs LYELL.
Saxlingham Rectory, April 11, 1863.

of the Edinburgh Review was a popular author. success.
The late Director of Her Majesty's Theatre is
His writings won the respect, even where
they failed to conquer the conviction, of scholars said to be preparing for publication a History of

pp. 2l6—2l7,’—-“ is either so erroneous or imperfect and abstruse, too solid and consecutive, to that theatre, including much personal anecdotic
that he objects to his name being connected with please the subscribers of a library, and the matter and details of varied character.
The price of Crome‘s landscape, ‘ Mousehold
it." Turning to your pages, I ﬁnd that my im reading public, who heard him spoken of as
pression was correct, that you had not professed to one of the literary men of the Cabinet, knew Heath,‘ lately purchased for the National Gallery,
give a. complete catalogue of the fossil mammals him chiefly by name. Mr. Mudie was not trou was 4201.
Fifty years ago, three benevolent gentlemen met
of the Norfolk pre-glacial “ Forest Bed," but only bled by many demands for ‘ The Astronomy of the
“ a list of some of the species, of which the remains Ancients’ or the ‘ Enquiry into the Credibility of in John Street, Minories, animated by a desire to
Early Roman History.’ Yet, on the other hand, help the orphan and the widow in their sore dis
have been collected by Messrs. Gunn and King.”
With regard, then, to the identiﬁcations thereof it may be safely foretold that these two books will tress and temptation. These three gentlemen,
attributed to Dr. Falconer, I need only refer to be consulted by men of learning and ability when Dr. Andrew Reed, Mr. A. Burt, and Mr. J. Lynes,
the trumpery of the day, which jostled them into resolved to begin their good work by paying down
corners out of sight, will be utterly unknown. All each his own subscription, and by inviting the
the works of their author had the dry quality co-operation of other earnest men. One of the ﬁrst
which is invaluable in wine, but intolerable in to give them help was the late Duke of Kent, the
books. That on ‘The Origin of the Romance father of our Queen. A small house was taken as
Languages
' might have been made as interesting a ﬁrst “ Home,” and in it were placed three neces
to the deposition of the ‘Boulder Clay.'......But
I have lately seen abundant proof of indisputable and as ﬂimsy as a romance ; but Sir George chose sitous girls. In this humble way was founded the
authenticity in the collections of the Rev. John to make it as uninviting and as durable as a dic London Orphan Asylum, an institution which has
Gunn, of Irstead, and the Rev. S. W. King, of tionary. Even in his political works, those on rendered extraordinary services to the cause of
Saxlingham, both in Norfolk, besides other cases, ‘Local Disturbances and the Irish Church Ques charity for many years ; since its foundation, nearly
that E. primigeniua of the characteristic type tion,‘ ‘ On the Use and Abuse of Political Terms,’ 3,000 fatherless children having received food, shel
existed in England before the deposition of the ‘On the Inﬂuence of Authority in Matters of ter, clothing and education within its walls. These
Boulder Clay. Perfect molars, presenting every Opinion,’ ‘On the Government of Dependencies,‘ poor orphans have been admitted from nearly every
element for rigorous identiﬁcation, have been found and ‘On Methods of Observation and Reasoning county in England, and they represent almost
in the ‘ Forest Bed’ at the bottom of the section, in Politics,’ there is the same solidity, not to say every class of the people, from professional families
between Cromer and Happisburgh, on a horizon heaviness, of treatment. The very titles of his down to those of the artisan. This being thq year
of ﬂuviatile or lacustrine strata, which have yielded volumes show how close an attention he had given of jubilee, it has been now resolved to celebrate
remains of E. meridionalis, E. an-tiquus, Rhino to politics as a science. Sir George had the genius the foundation of this noble charity by adding,
ccroa Etruscan, and Hippopotamus major, 81c.” which succeeds in public oﬂice better than in Albe within twelve months, accommodation for one
Therefore, as far as the ﬁrst ﬁve, and perhaps marle Street or Paternoster Row. He could do hundred orphan children, ﬁfty of whom shall be
any amount of work, sit up any number of hours, elected in J une of this present year, and ﬁfty in
most important, mammals of your list are con
cerned, Dr. Falconer can hardly complain that the write any quantity of despatches. Everything January of the next year. The public conﬁdence
his recent and most valuable memoir ‘On the
Living and Extinct ‘Species of Elephants’ (Nat.
Hist. Rev., Jan., 1863, p. 68), where he says,—
"For a long time I was led to question the occur
rence of the true mammoth in England-anterior

identiﬁcations are erroneous, or object to his name

that industry could accomplish he achieved: fame and the Divine blessing which have strengthened

' as a scholar, reputation as an administrator, stand the hands of its promoters thus far, will, doubtless,
With respect to the remainder of the list, I am . ing as a statesman. These were victories to win, attend them in their new experiment. It is a
not aware of any well-founded exceptions, hitherto and they were all honestly won by the untiring charming incident in the subscription list now
published, to the identiﬁcation by Prof. Owen of exercise of faculties common to us all. In that opened with this object, that a sum of 5001. has
being connected with them.

Equusfossilis, ‘British Fossil Mammalia,’ pp. 384-8; fact lies the lesson of an honourable and successful been contributed by old scholars of the foundation.
In a sort of postscript to his interesting commu
nication from Abbeville, printed elsewhere, Dr.

Sue (scrofa), p. 429; Cert-us Capreolus, p. 488; life.
The daily journals announce the deceasc, at the
Arricola amphibia, p. 205; Trogontherium Ou'vieri,
pp. 185-7; Castor Europzeua, p. 191; of each of advanced age of ninety-eight, of Dr. Fowler, of
which, excepting the first, I have authentic speci~ Salisbury, a veteran well known in scientiﬁc circles.
mens, from the Forest Bed, kindly identiﬁed for He was proud of his longevity, as many will
me by Prof. Owen. At the date of publication of remark who met him within recent years at meet
his work (1846), Prof. Owen, probably, had not ‘ ings of the British Association. \Ve well remember
satisfactory evidence of the occurrence of Bovidre the enthusiasm with which, on his return through
in that formation; but I have recently had unmis London, he talked of having accomplished the long
takeable horn-cores placed in my hands of a large l journey from Salisbury to Glasgow to attend the

bovine animal from Cromer.

I"
‘y
,I‘h
\i,
g"
u‘
\j‘
.

.\Ha'\\\\.
.'-_

As to the “other meeting in 1856.

. . . . whose too concise summary of my opinions
altogether fails to convey the distinction which I

One essential of long life, he have myself most czcplicilly drawn (Preface, p. xi.)

species of Cervus," I have numerous remains of then said, was to “lie abed in the morning till you between the conclusion which I hold to be not
several Cervidm awaiting determination (including, are done enough "; and he mentioned that having merelyjustiﬁed, but required by the evidence at
probably, Megaceros, as I wrote to you). From the felt cold in the course of the day, he had “ eaten present in our possession as to the derivation of the
‘pro-glacial Estuarian beds, narwhal and walrus an ice at Gunter's, which warmed him thoroughly." vast aggregate of diversiﬁed forms contained in
were fully recognized from my specimens by Prof. Dr. Fowler was elected a Fellow of the Royal this group, by genetic descent from a small number
Owen; and Cetaceau remains, though necessarily Society in April, 1802. His decease leaves to Lord of principal family-types; and the question which
very doubtful as regards speciﬁc determination, Brougham, who has been a Fellow a little over I suggest, whether analogical evidence does not
are of frequent occurrence. The British Museum sixty years, the venerable position of “ father " of rather favour the idea of the derivation of those
the Society.
possesses the unique jaw of Palwoapalax magnus
family-types from a common original, than that of
the Norwich Museum, Talpa vulgar-:19, Ursa: (sp. i),
As offerings of loyalty and affection, theWedding their primitive distinctncss. As this last is a

' &c.,—and your list might, of course, have been
enlarged had you gone beyond reference to my

friend Mr. Gunn's collection and my own.
Believe me, ever truly yours,

S. \V. KING.

Presents now on view at the South Kensington point on which I have by no means made up my
Museum have an interest for the royal recipients, own mind, I am anxious not to be represented as
, for the gratiﬁed donors, and for the general public.
These gifts are many and costly; but their merits
as works of Art are not very striking, and, in this
respect, the works in gold and precious stones suf

l fer by comparison with the treasures around them

'
\“

Carpenter says, in reference to the subject of a

quotation from his work on the ‘ Foraminifera ’:—
“I did not so much object to the representation
given of my opinions as to the presentation of those
opinions in what professed to be a quotation from my
pages, but was really the language of the reviewer,

having answered it in the affirmative."
In the course of a few weeks the National Gal
lery will contain someimportant additional pictures,
recent acquisitions. The most interesting of these
are as follows:—-l. The famous portrait, from the
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a
notBellini
care toor a Titian—he
muchiagainstiitj
is not even
Theiartist
a Chalonis not ,
meet that of “ utmost Axume,” Gondar, Sennaar,

Grimani Collection, of a tailor cutting out cloth, by

Mokha, and the lands under the very Equator
Moroni. He is represented standing before a table
with the shears in his hand. This work is a com still he has probably done the best he could with a itself.
panion to the equally well known ‘ Jesuit,’ called subject that might make any painter happy.
‘Titian's schoolmaster,’ in the Duke of Suther
A sale of the Library of the Princess Elizabeth,
land’s Collection. 2. A portrait of Andrea del Landgravine of Hesse-Hornburg, a daughter of ‘
Sarto, by himself, in admirable condition. 3. The George the Third, took place at the rooms of
Manfrini Bellini, ‘ St. Jerome reading in his Study.’ Messrs. Sotheby 8c \Vilkinson, in the course of y‘
4. An altar-piece, by Crivelli, from Matelica. last week. Most of the books contained the

5. ‘ The Death of Procris,’ by Pier di Cosimb, the signature of the Princess, and many of her MS.
master of A. del Sarto. 6. An altar-piece, ‘ Virgin, notes, chieﬂy showing her piety and strong feelings
Child and Saints,' by Lanini. 7. Two portraits, of friendship towards the donors. The Princess
by Lorenzo Lotto ; died, old, 1560.

'I‘IIE FRI-INF" GALLERY, 1% Pull MalL-Thc TENTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION of PICTIIRES. the contributions 01''
Artists of the French and Flemish Schools, is NOW OPEN.
Admuafou, 10.; Catalogue, 6d.
'

MR. GIIEMAR‘S EXHIBITION of the ROYAL FAMILIES
“ENGLAND and DENMARIL-Portruits of he Queen, the
Prince and Princess of ‘Voices, lifc'sizc, Fifty-o e Photographic
Pictures and Drawings by Mr. Ghémnr, from actual sitti
ON
VIEW at 120. I’ull Mnlil irst Pinon-Admission, 1|. KB.
ch

Pater presented with a Portrait of the Princess of Wales. out:

was herself artistic, and was well known to the

1035, FANNY KEMBLE‘S READINGS of HHAKSPEARE.

The Ordnance Survey of England and W'ales public by her etchings, representing ‘The Power

—Eryptian llull. Piccadilly llludleﬁﬁalle L-Mr. MITCHELL
begs to announce that Mrs. I-‘AN Y KE BLE will continue
her READINGS of NIIAKSPEARE every Monday. Wednesday
and Pndny Evenings. commencin st Eight o‘cloclr. Monday,
April so, the Play of ‘Henry the ourth, I’art L‘: Wednesday,
April ‘:2, the Plnv o! ' Henry the Fifth’; and on Fridn ', April 54,

will be completed at the end of this month, and and Progress of Genius,’ and by her designs to
the map on the one-inch scale soon published as a ‘ Cupid turned Volunteer," ‘Birth and Triumph of
whole.
This work was begun in 1784, and of Love,’ &c. Amongst the more interesting articles the Trazedy‘cf ‘hlncbcthifﬁenu 'Unrcserved‘, 34n- S lls.5|.; a
course needs a complete revision. Before this is were: Beauties of England and ‘Vales, ‘25 \'ols., few Fau'eurls _7a. each. Mr. Mitchell‘! Royal Library, in, Old
undertaken a decision must be come to upon the 22L 10a.—Bible of 1632, in old embroidery, Bond street. \i.
A “ORNING in )IEXlC0.—Magulﬂccnt and ex uisite EXHL
advisability of continuing the use of the larger 101. 15s.-—Bible of 1796, with MS. note respecting BI'I'IUN
oICERAM IL.‘ ISTA'I‘UETTES illustrating ife, Manners,
scales-—the one-inch, employed for certain parts of John XIV., read by her “ the moment after I had (‘.ustoms and Costume: In Mexico. Open daily from 10 till 8.
as. Newman Street Oxford Street, \V.—Admlsuion. 18.;
the,work—to the whole. This has been recom paid my last visit to my Angel Husband in his ‘ Gallery.
Catalogucs,3d. each; by Boo'lr-l’ost. M.
mended by the Parliamentary Committee on the coﬂin, &,c.,” ll. 9s.—Book of Common Prayer, by \
Mr. EDMUND YATES'S INVITATIONS t0 EVENING
subject, and, by the experience of the Irish Survey, Sturt, 31. 16a.—Book of Common Prayer, with a ' PARTII-IS
and the SEASIDI-L-A SPIRIT-BA PPING SEANCE.
would probably be highly remunerative, and by Miniature of her father, George III., apparently An entirely New I‘urt, entitled ‘Twenty Minutes with a Medium,‘
will
be given evcrv Evening. Medium, )Ir. Yates; Visitor, Mr.
Banks,
herself,
containing
ll. 12a-Private
his Voyage
Journal
round
of the
Sir Joseph
\Vorld; Power.
that evidence useful. Whatever the scale be, it by
There will also be several new arrivals at the Seaside.

must be distinctly understood that nearly three
generations must not elapse again before we get
a decent map of the country. If it were practi

with Capt. Cook, transcribed entirely in the auto
graph of the Princess, 71. 15s.-Queen Elizabeth's

cable for the leading map-sellers to correct the ex Prayer-Book, the edition of 1590, 41. 8s.-—Carter’s
isting map and publish photographic versions of Memoirs, illustrated with portraits, 151. 10s.—
the same, so improved, the public would be thankful
and the government healthily stimulated by a little
competition.
-

Correspondence of Margaret Countess of Cum

To commence at B; Haturdays at B.--Stall.l, 81.; Area, in; Bul
cony, 1|.~E|(yptiau llall, Piccadilly.

SCIENCE
_._
BOOIITIES.

berland, transcript in the autograph of the Prin
GsocnArn1c.\L.—-April 13.—Sir Roderick I.
cess, llL-Horze B. Maria: Virginia, Germanice, Murchison, President, in the chair.—~Col. the Hon.
manuscript
on
vellum,
with
illuminations
by
St. George Foley, C.B., G. Elder, J. Fisher, J. H.
That commercial enterprise has at length taken
the direction of theatrical investment is a circum Nicholas Glockenton. 23l.—-Harding‘s Account of Gladstone, C. M ouhot and T. Ogilvy, Esqs., were
the
Dukes
of
Gloucester,
manuscript,
illustrated
elected Fellows.—‘ Frobisher Striat proved to be
stance that might be expected to excite appre
hension among theatrical managers; but that with drawings and engravings, 201. —Holbein’sl a Bay, and on the Fate of Five Men of the Arctic
Drawings
for
the
Armour
used
at
the
Tournament
‘Ex
pedition in the Reign of Elizabeth,‘ by Mr.
astute men of the world should resort to clan
destine means of opposition, could scarcely have of Henry VIII., 30l.—Marlborough Gems, with C. F. Hall.—‘ A Visit to Red River and the Sac‘
been anticipated. The police reports, however, bear descriptions, 2 vols. 36l.-—Sumner on St. John, katchewan,’ by Dr. John Rae, M.D.
Asrnorxonlc.\n.;Arm-il 10.—The Astronomer
evidence to the fact. On Friday week, Mr. Bouci with autograph note stating it to be “the most
cault was at the Lambeth Police Court, appealing perfect and consoling I ever met with," ll. 58.
\
Royal,
President, in the chair.—Among the com
to the Hon. G. C. Norton, in respect to a placard, The entire sale produced 915l. 12s. 6d.
The Palace of Industry in Paris is now open for munications made at this meeting, there were two
without a printer's name, which had been exhibited
in front of the Westminster Theatre, the oﬂices of the reception of works intended for the Artistic or three of more than usual interest. The ﬁrst
.was from Mr. Stone, principal assistant at the
the Building Company, and the bankers of the Exhibition, which will be open to the public on i
same, with the purpose of injuring the theatrical the 1st of May next. It is intended to award 21 Royal Observatory, Greenwich. Mr. Stone had
projects in which Mr. Boucicault had taken the medals for general works of Art, 12 for sculpture, , completed the calculations of the mean horizontal
lead. The bill in question is as much wanting in 7 for engravings, 6 for architecture, and 1 large parallax of the sun, as deduced from observations
grammar, as it is in a printer's name. We are medal, of the value of 4,000 francs, as an Imperial l made at Greenwich on the planet Mars at his recent
‘opposition, compared with other similar observa'
told, for instance, that "the shares in the Covent prize for the best subject in any class.
tions made in Australia. The result is that the
Garden Theatre are void through being burnt
M. Poey, of the Observatory at Havana, has heretofore received mean distance of the earth
down.” The gist of the composition is, of course, forwarded a Report to the Academy of Sciences at
to show that theatrical property is liable to depre Paris of 214,417 hourly meteorological observations, l from the sun must be diminished by about three
ciation in value. Drury Lane shares, once worth made by him and his assistants during the past ‘ millions of miles I The necessity of this reduction
500l. each, now sell at 401. The rent of the theatre year. The Report also embraces various interesting of distance had been previously suspected by M.
was once 11,000L; it is now 5,0001. The St. observations on magnetism, earthquakes, hurri Leverrier indirectly from certain planetary disturb
James’s once let for 4,500l.; it now lets for 1,0001. canes, and spots on the sun. The latter possess ances, which appeared to require an increase of the
earth's mass compared with that of the sun. The
But the placard forgets to state that the Princess's
great value at present, considered in connexion Greenwich observations give 8"‘97 for the sun's
with the same class of observations made in Europe ‘ mean horizontal parallax. Dr. “’innecke, from
during the past year.
,‘ observations on Mars made in Germany com
to the manner in which they are managed. Mr.
A company is being formed in Italy for the with others made at the Cape of Good Hope,
Greenwood's management of Sadler‘s \Vells led to

Theatre, once let for 1,200l. a year, now fetches
4,000l. Theatres fall or rise in value according

purpose of constructing scientiﬁc instruments of obtains 8""96 for this element. M. Leverrier, from
great accuracy. They will be made by skilled planetary disturbances, suspected 8"‘95! The close
workmen, and every instrument will be veriﬁed coincidence of these results, thus independently
before leaving the establishment, which will be at obtained, is not only remarkable as indicating
Turin. Among the promoters of this scheme are ‘ extreme accuracy of obervation, but as an addi
the names of Amici, Bechi, Bellandi, Donati and ‘ tional conﬁrmation of the ﬁrmness of grasp with
Exeter Hall, but of aneighbouring theatre. Mean Lambruschini.
l which gravitation binds together the planetary
while the public has answered the fallacious objec‘
The
Pasha
of
Egypt
is
said
to
contemplate
the
Cosmos.—Another interesting communication was
tions raised in its usual practical manner. The
l
share lists of the New Theatre Company were establishment of a line of steamers suited for Nile made by M. O. Struve, the Astronomer at Pulkowa.
closed on Tuesday last, in spite of the issuing of navigation, and, in winter, “ﬁtted up with every From certain careful comparisons of the latitudes
These of many places in the neighbourhood of Moscop;
the placard. We recommend to managers a more convenience for European travellers."
wr
manly course of warfare. If they can prove to the vessels may start from Cairo, go up the river on a , obtained by astronomical processes, com
public that new theatres are not wanted, they will voyage of which Siout is but in the middle: they those obtained by geodetic triangulation, it became
will
go
past
Girgeh,
past
Thebes,
Karnac,
Luxor,
.
manifest
that
Moscow
stands
near
to
the
edge
of
be listened to; if they cannot, their case is not to
be mended by the exhibition of anonymous placards. Erment, Medineh Abou, Esneh, Edfou, to Assouan, a-huge elliptical bowl consisting of materials lighter
and there, almost under the tropic, land their ‘than those of the average density of the earth’s
Critical eyes seldom care to scrutinize portraits cargoes and passengers. A railway from this = crust. This bowl or trough is about 28 miles wide
of members of the Courts of Europe which are point to Berber, as proposed, will out-do, in from north to south, and exceeds 40 miles in an
painted “ by command” of sovereigns. Critics strangeness, the "line" from Smyrna to Ephe easterly direction. The interest of the observation ’
have long ago given up the hope of ﬁnding much sus, opened last year, and offer return~tickets does not terminate with the particular case of Mos
value 1n works the standard of which is habitually to above the Fifth Cataract, where the Nile , cow, but seems to indicate that henceforth in all
low. Judging, therefore, the lithographic portrait must be fairly cold with mountain water, where‘ instrumental determinations depending on the level
of the Princess of Wales which Messrs. Colnaghi, it becomes Nile by the union of the Takatz | or the plumb line, attention must be given to thelitho
Scott 5; Co. publish, afterapicture by M. Lauchert, with the Bahr el Abiad, where the trade of Bir-i logical character for the place of observation.
Court-Painter at Berlin, by this standard, we do ,mingham, Manchester, London and Paris mayl‘ Here, again, is a point of contact between the two
an increase of rent, and Astley‘s, now that it is in
Mr. Boucicault's hands, is of more value than it
was in those of its former proprietor. We regret
to add, that the distribution of the obnoxious and
foolish placard had been traced to the door, not of
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antithetical sciences of astronomy and geology.-—

Lastly, the Astronomer Royal communicated cer
tain results obtained from observations of star

Cw
L0 q

body was, no doubt, that of Isabella, daughter of
Earl Pembroke and wife of Richard, Earl of Corn
wall—better known as King of the Romans, and

FINE ARTS
__._.
THE FRENCH GALLERY.

spectra, recently made at Greenwich. It appeared brother of King Henry the Third. She was buried
that the sodium line, D, is by no means universally
present in these spectra, but that the iron line,
Frauenhofer's F, is very prevalent.
Gsor.oo1c.\r..-—April 1.-—Prof. A. C. Ramsay,
President, in the chair.—Messrs. S. N. Carvalho
and W. E. Wood were elected Fellows-The Rev.
Dr. 0. Heer, Signor P. Savi, Signor G. Ponzi,
Dr. J. Leidy, H. Marchese Pareto and Prof. A.
Daubrée, were elected Foreign Correspondents.
The following communication was read:—‘On
recent Changes in the Delta of the Ganges,‘ by J.

Fergussou,

at Beaulieu, with great pomp, in 1239; and an

THE Tenth Exhibition of French and Flemish

incised stone, with the eﬂigy of a female much

Pictures, at the French Gallery, has one of its
customary claims upon our interest, as comprising
specimens of many artists‘ methods of treatment

defaced, has lately been discovered, hearing this
inscription: .mcnrzrsxssrrx :rnrnn : v . . . z the
the last word is, doubtless, vxon, there being space
for those letters before the dots. On the other side
of the stone, which is much worn, may be faintly
traced mcxnnr : ROMANURVM. Adjoining the tomb
stone of Isabella is another incised slab, upwards of
ten feet in length, and which once bore a ﬁgure under
a. canopy, and over the top of the canopy a royal
crown. This stone, till lately, was supposed to have
covered the remains ofIsabella ; but the inscription on
the ﬁrst-mentioned stone shows this to be incorrect.
—Mr. \V. Molyneux furnished a detailed account of
recent excavations made by him at Beau Desert,
in Staffordshire, the seat of the Marquis of Angle

and courses of thought.

This year the materials

for contrast are strong, and it is difl‘icult to avoid
the pungency of the antitheses presented by the

works of MM. Gérome, Leys, Décamps, Frere
and 'I‘royon. These are the leaders upon the walls

in Pall Mall this year. On the whole, the propor
tion of ﬁgure pictures unusually exceeds that of
landscapes; in some respects this is decidedly
advantageous.

To the artistic eye the most important and

attractive picture here is a darkly luminous piece
of canvas by Décamps, exhibiting one of his
dashes of ﬁerce humour and sardonic jests at
classes
of men. This artist was often delighted to
sea. Mr. Molyueux succeeded in laying open, in
satirize
his fellows; he presents them as monkeys
—-Mr. Fornian exhibited a bronze of Greek work one of the series of hills in Canuock Chase, the
manship; also a leaden seal, supposed to be that of remains of a. curious building, of two rooms, the in human attire. The picture is an early one.
exterior walls of which were more than ﬁve feet The title is Valuers and Appraisers (No. 16); the
a magician of the ﬁfteenth or sixteenth century
Mr. Vere Irving produced photographs of frag thick. Plans of the building and of the entrench subject the appraisement of a large, darkly-toned
ments of stone conjectured to have belonged to ment wherein it was found were exhibited, and the landscape-a G. Poussin, it may be—that stands
an ancient priory, at Lesmahago, Lauarkshire.— whole of the objects exhumed were laid before the upon an easel. Before this sits a wealthy valuer,
Mr. Cwsar Long,r made a communication relating to Meeting-The Duke of Buccleuch exhibited a pursy, self-satisﬁed and important, scrutinizing it
Bnmsn Ancmnoworcxr. Assocmrrom-April
8.—T. J. Pettigrew, V.P., in the chair.—The
following Associates were elected :—Sir H. Halford,
Bart, J. Farrar, M.P., and the Rev. Dr. T. Barclay.

the discovery of two leaden cofﬁns on the site of
the Priory of St. John the Baptist, at Holywell,
Shoreditch.—Mr. Syer Coming read a paper, ‘On
a Fragment of an Eastern Sepulchre in the Yeovil
Museum.'—-The Rev. Mr. Hartshorne‘s revised
paper, ‘ 0n Queen Eleanor-‘s Cross at Northampton,‘
was read.
A RCH/EOLOGICAL Issrrrors.--April 10.—-Canon
Rock, D.D., in the chair.—Dr. H. Johnson com
municated a few notes on the recent progress of
the investigations at Wroxeter. During the latter
t of the past year the old diggings have not
11 touched, but have been kept open, and are
visited by numerous persons. In October the

ground where the old North gate is alleged to have
stood was opened for the purpose of ascertaining
whether any remains could be found. The foun
dations of atown wall were traced running towards
Norton, but nothing like a gateway was found.
A few days were also spent in excavating in the
Cemetery, when suﬂicient evidence was afforded

that the ancient burial- ground had extended along
thus far from the gate. The diggings were under
taken at the suggestion of Mr. Wright, and amongst
the discoveries made were—]. A kind of square
building under ground, and similar to what was

found in the other part of the Cemetery: there
was no ﬂoor, nor any remains of a body. 2. About
a dozen entire sepulchral urns of various forms and

sizes, containing burnt bones, generally human.

stone vessel found a few years ago on the through a glass.

3. Some of the urns contained lachrymatories, in
Socmrr or AVnrs.;AV1irZlk5.:-P. Graham, Esq.,
one of which Dr. Johnson detected traces of oil.
4. A beautiful clear glass urn about eight inches Member of the Council, in the chair.—-The paper
high. 5. One entire speculum, and another in read was ‘On the Sewing Machine: its History
ﬁ'agments; they are of copper, with a large mix and Progress,’ by Mr. E. P. Alexander.
ture of tin, so as to seem white; are brittle, and of
a brilliant surface. 6. Several nearly perfect lamps,

14.—-Dr. W. Camps in
which Dr. Johnson supposes to be made of foreign theSYRO-EGYPTIAN.—April
chnir.—‘ On the “Tater-shed of the Nile and the
clay: one of them has the head of Hercules. 7. A Indian Ocean,’ by Mr. Ainsworth.
nondescript article in bronze, much resembling a
lancet. Dr. Johnson stated that additions are
being constantly added to the Museum of Anti

quities.—The Rev. F. W. Baker, M.A., gave an
interesting account of excavations and raztorations

which have been going on for several years past at
Beaulieu Abbey, under the direction of the Duke
of Buccleuch. All the foundations of the Abbey
Church, upwards of 330 feet in length, have been
now clearly traced; the position of every buttress

MEETINGS FOR THE INSUXNG WEEK.
Mos.
—
Tons.

Asiatic. 3.
Architects, 8.
Statistical Society, 8.-' Direct Imperial Expenditure,
Colomcs.‘ Mr. Purdiy.

—

Engineers, 8.—‘Scin e Rhilwu‘ﬁ,‘ Mr. Brunton; ‘Ste-(kr

—-

mnm‘s Sluice of the Mid or Level Drainage.‘ Mr.
Hnwkshuu'.
_
Royal] Institution, iL-‘Arumal Mechanics.‘ Mr. Mar

1: u .
Wrn.

and pillar discovered.

The whole site, which had

formerly been covered by cow-sheds, and work
shops and saw-pits, has been carefully turfed and

inclosed by an iron railing, to prevent further
desecration. Many lead coﬁins have, at different

—

—

the choir, the remains of a female wrapt in lead

were discovered in front of the High Altar. The

Zoological, 9.—' Pheasants,‘ Dr. Sclatzr; ‘Birds, East
Africa.’ Dr. flrlutlzruh.
(leolmriml, R. -"Gnelss and other Aroic Rocks. Bavaria
and Bohemia,‘ Sir I. Murchison; ‘ section at Mocktree,
near Lulllow, Mr. Lightlmdy.
Society of Art8€8.—-‘ Construction of Twin Screw Steam
rhipu,‘ L‘upt. Rwanda.

Arch-‘rolbpricnl .

ocintion, 8l._—‘ ‘Roman Villa, Berks ‘

Dr. Palmer; ‘ Roman Antiquities Uorinlum,‘ Prof.
Buckmnn; ' Penked Huts.‘ Mr. Cunning.
Turns. Antll unries. 2.—Aunlvcrsury.
—
lloya , 8}.
Royal Institution, .'L—‘Gcoloiry.‘ Prof. Anstcd.

times, been found on the site of the Abbey Church;
and, during excavations made for the purpose of PIT.

ascertaining whether there had been a crypt under

Behind and by the side of this

site of Beaulieu Abbey, but which is clearly of monkey well-to-do are miserable, sneaking and
late Flemish manufacture-The Count Stuart obsequious monkeys, some seedily dressed, some
d'Albanie brought for the inspection of the Insti hat in hand. Their countenances embody the
tute a plombus or glandus, found in the scoria of a artist's richest feeling for humour, and are supremely
large and ancient lead-mine in the kingdom of expressive. The student will look upon this work
Granada, wrought by the Romans, and believed with interest, inspired by its marvellous execution.
to have been worked by the Celtiberians.—Mr. The glow of Rembrandtish light that exists in
J. Yates made some interesting remarks on the gloomy clearness, almost as intense as in enamel,
glandus, which was very similar to those that and yet ten times soﬁer and more jewel-like than
have been found on the plain of Marathon and in the effect of enamel at its best, marks this work
other parts of Greece.—Mr. A. Way exhibited a for delighted study. Every portion seems ﬂooded
Spoon of pewter or some white metal, supposed to with light, soberly rich and gloomily grand. The
have been found in the Thames, near London. On picture has the deep lucidity of oil and the bril
the handle is the head of Queen Anne and the liancy of a gem. Notice the accessories introduced
initials A. R. On the reverse are imitative Hall behind the easel, the exquisite tones in the dresses,
marks, but not conformable to those of any year in the keeping of the background. For execution
the reign of Queen Anne. The metal resembles alone, this is one of the most perfect works by the
that of which vast numbers of objects found of late master-one, too, which it is unusually interesting
years near the Thames are formed.—-Mr. H. to see here, after the unﬁnished ‘ Truflle Hunter '
Farrer, jun., the Rev. Lambert Larking, M.A., of last year, which illustrated the process of work
Mr. Joseph Bond and Mr. \V. Burges also exhi ing that led to such results as now before us.
It would be a service to Art to place these pictures
bited objects of archaeological interest.
side by side.
From the Rembraudtish intensity of this to the
ErnxoLocIc.\L.—Ap1-il l~l.-—‘ On the Antiquity
cold, delicate, clearness of M. \Villems's picture,
of Man,’ by Mr. J. Crawfurd, President.
The Introduction (135), it is worth while to turn.
ROYAL Issrrrcrrosz-Jlarvh 20.-——Major-Gen. M. Willems, several of whose paintings at the
E. Sabine, V.P., in the chair.——‘ On the Forces International Exhibition made him popularly
concerned in producing Magnetic Disturbances,‘ known in this country, although he had before exhi
bited here, has not studied Jan Steen and Terberg
by B. Stewart, Esq.

—
5n.

llorticultuml. 2.—Election of Fellows.
Royal Institution, 8.—-‘ Luminous Meteors ‘ Mr. Herschel.
Royal lustitutiou,ﬂ.-'Lnnsuaxc,‘ Prof. llfnx Muller.

without proﬁt, yet with less than might have been
expected from masters so capable of instructing
their followers in the art of ﬁlling, no less than in
the necessity of ﬁlling, the vacant spaces that are
the Saharas of interior painting, and too often the
desolations of so-called “conversation-pieces," such
as that before us. Here a young cavalier is intro
ducing himself to two ladies: hat in hand, he bows;
one lady rises to receive her visitor, a servant
places a chair. The actions are homely, natural
and characteristic, the faces pleasant, and the most

is made of the subject that can be made. A.
thorough knowledge of his models would have
taught M. Willems how to ﬁll up the dreadful
blanks of the ﬂoor that recede into the picture,
board after board, smoothed, lined and veined, but
not wholly genuine in ﬁnish; in other parts also

are

t spaces " to let," as by the side of the fire

place. The Proposal (136), by this artist,-—a youth
energetically declaring himself to a young lady,
derives from Terberg less happily than the last. In
both there is much solid and valuable painting.
The work which will most attract popular atten
tion, and it may be discussion, is M. Leys's

Entrance of the Arch-duke Charles into Antwerp,
1514 (76). Love of mere character almost always
masters this painter; yet, so felicitous is he in
r
sonation, that we cannot wonder at his devotion,
although paid by a needless sacriﬁce. The work:

THE
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before us must be studied in relation to its nature,
—as an oil version of one of a series commissioned
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hours. In the background two pupils amuse them- ', to be placed in the choir of Lincoln Cathedral.

selves by ﬁghting.
1‘ It is in early fourteenth-century style, and contains,
most remarkable landscape here is by set upon a diaper ground, six panels, each bearing
by the City of Antwerp to illustrate its history. M.The
Troyon, Z'nloading Boats at Low- Water (123),— i representations of incidents in the Passion and
As a mural painting we must consider it, and so
feel the less regret at the introduction of two up a sandy shore, stretching miles off into the picture; ‘ Resurrection of Christ; bands of angels are also
right and not elegant pillars, that cut the c0mposi~ over it lie heaped, sleepy-looking summer-clouds, introduced, which give an excellent effect to the
tion into three portions, and painfully break its lines. with one blue gap in the mass of grey, which closes well-composed whole-We were misled by erro’
in the
front
horizon
is a smack
softly,
aground.
and without
The effect
an edge.
of truth,
In . neous information in attributing to this ﬁrm the
Half the canvas is occupied by a ﬂight of steps, at the
perpetration of such a blunder as the reproduction
the foot of which are seated two heralds. At the
top stands Charles the Fifth, then a youth, with and the broad, masterly treatment of this picture, of Overbeck‘s picture—‘ Christ healing the Sick "
his characteristically lean face and limbs, taking are noble; of its school it is one of the best works , for a window in Bath Abbey. The design they
the oath (to preserve the city's privileges), which we have seen. The sea, with the sober shimmer . produced is an original one, very well suited to
landscapes,
it, is although
a triumph
ever
ofofstudy.—M.
the same theme,
Lambinet's
never architectonic purposes. The same firm are exe
is administered by a richly-robed ecclesiastic, one of upon
outing, in marble, a life-size ﬁgure of Christ on the
those “ Moyen-age“ looking priests whom M. Leys
delights to paint. Behind, are the famous Arch lack interest, so charmingly does he render them, Cross, which is to surmount the reredos behind
duchesses who accompanied Charles; on a step with brilliant and pure colouring and natural truth. ‘ the high altar of Hamburg Cathedral.
lower stands an attendant priest, bearing his chief‘s A River Scene (66), a bright river running through ;
Mr. M. Noble is to execute a colossal eques»
mitre upon a cushion. Evidences of haste in this marshy grounds, is admirable in its water and] trian statue of the late Lord Eglinton, to be set up
work,—see the heralds' faces and the modelling of clouds. See also The Duck-Pond (65), by the at Ayr.
.
their arms,—-are to be regretted from a painter same-M. Bentabole's Coast Scene (3), chalk cliﬁ‘s, ‘
Portraits
of
the
Princess
of ‘Vales abound just
whose ability to execute is unchallengeable, but and downs above them in bright sunlight, is al
whose peculiar style will not admit anything like pleasant and faithful study.—Among other land now. “'e have one upon our table published by
slighting.
scapes here, see M. A. Bonheur's Meadow Scene , Messrs. M‘Lean, of the Haymarket, lithographed
Although The Procession in Paris during the in Aurcrgnc (6),—M. T. Frere's Oriental scenes by M. Desmaisons, after a photograph by M.
League (93), by M. Robert Fleury, is not one of (38, 39, 4(I),—M. Noel‘s Fe'camps (84) and Dou Hansen, of Copenhagen, which is, notwithstanding
hardness, the most creditable to the artist of
the most eﬂ‘ectivc works here, nor one of his best, rarncy (85), &c., as possessing more or less of i its
any we have seen.
it will serve to illustrate some of the powers of an interest.
German religious art has sustained a severe
able painter; to this end it will reward study.
shock by the death of Heinrich von Hess, on the
Neither is M. Gérorne‘s Camels at the Fountain
FLvsAn-r
GossIr.--The
private
views
of
the
29th of March, at the age ofsixty-ﬁve; and Munich
(42) by any means one of his most important
works; nevertheless, it will be well to look at the Institute of Water-Colour Painters’ Exhibition and has lost in him the painter with whom its artistic
that
of
the
Female
Artists‘
Society
occur
this
day
fame is almost inseparably connected. Next to
ﬁrm and deliberate drawing shown in the stringy
limbs of the animals, no less than in their faces. (Saturday); the public openings of both will be on 1 the architectural attractions of the town, which
Monday
next.
That
of
the
last
is
held
at
the
new
‘
are only the ﬁrst as they are the ﬁrst seen, the
There is much good execution in this picture ; its
admirable point is in the eager rush of the beasts Gallery of the Society, 4!], Pall Mall. By way of churches built by King Ludwig arouse the tra
explanation
of
the
change
of
title
by
the
ﬁrst-named
that drink from the fountain, their wide strides
veller‘s interest; and to Heinrich von Hess the
and outstretched necks; one behind thrusts him 1 body from that of the New Society of Painters in decoration of these churches is chiefly due. The
i \Vatercolours, which it has borne for nearly thirty frescoes in the Basilica of St. Boniface, and the
self forward with ﬁnely expressed passion-The
Danish Girl going to Church (53), by Madame years, we learn that its constituents felt that the 1. Court Chapel, as well as the painted windows of
Jerichau, is one of the best and most agreeable of old designation was always liable to misconception; ) the church in the Au, are mostly from his hand;
her pictures.—Village Politicians (61), by M. some persons thought the association a thing of yes- ~‘ and in naming these the most characteristic, as the
L. Knaus, has the artist's abundant humour: some . terday. others that it was a sort of stepping-stone to most valuable, of their kind have been recorded.
neighbours have come to visit a woman cook at the elder Society of \Vater-Colour Painters in which Probably no Englishman has visited Munich with
home: she expresses her views with decision and men underwent a probationary training; this was out carrying away a grateful recollection of that,
has them received with attention. Probably this not so much to be wondered at when it was found fresco in the Boniface church, in which the depar
is not a recent work, being more solid in handling that several members of the Institute left it for ture of the saint from Netley Abbey is presented ;
and less bright than we have seen from M. Knaus the Society. The recent purchase of the premises and this picture, as well as others of the series,
of late.-—One of the best humorous pictures in the i in which the Exhibition is held, formerly held on
has been dil'l'used over all England by means of
gallery is by a pupil of M. Leys, M. V. Lagye, A lease and of late by yearly tenancy, determined the engravings. Hess was born in Dusseldorf, in
Institute
to
rebuild
them
and
assume
a
new
name
Toy shop in Antwerp in the Fifteenth Century (64).
1798, and came of an artistic family. His father
An ancient street, a booth therein, with its great in its new quarters. This rebuilding is also an was an engraver; his elder brother, still living in
enlargement,
by
taking
in
a
house
that
stood
at
,
Munich, a battle painter of eminence; while other
ﬂap-shutters raised, the stock of toys set out upon
the board, and a lady, in all the quaintness of the back of the former gallery, and otherwise an of his relations have also distinguished themselves
costume and character of the time, has brought a . improvement by.raising the floor so as to avoid the in Art. Heinrich passed some time in Rome,
child to buy for itself. Some parts of the execution shadow from the adjoining and loftier gallery of being assisted by King Ludwig, then Crown Prince
of this work, as the textures of dresses, &c., are the British Institution. Two full members have of Bavaria, on whose accession to the throne, how
exquisitely done. Lon r practice will probably been elected this year, Messrs. W. L. Leitch and ever, he was recalled to Munich as Professor in
J. S. Front, from the order of Associates. The the Academy and Director of the Painted Glass
make the artist a colounst.
M. Tissot‘s Death Dance (119), a subject in Institute is to be identiﬁed as much as possible. i Man u factory. In the latter capacity, he made
which the old German masters took grim delight, with the New Society.
designs for the windows of the Cathedral at Rotis
has a good deal of spirit;—his Faust and Mar
Mr. Dante Rossetti has just completed a life’size 1 bon, and, later, for the windows of the church in
guerite in the Garden (117) makes both parties a picture, comprising the head and shoulders of Joan the Au. The new Munich glass has been the
little too old ;—-his Young Luther at Church (118) of Arc kissing the sword found in the church at . subject of much controversy, aiming as it does at
has qualities of solidity and feeling that are com Fierbois, where in a vision she had been directed to I presenting pictures on glass instead of painted
mendable: the Reformer looking at some girls seek it. She holds the weapon in both hands, press windows; but whatever may be the verdict of the

placing votive candles-M. Ruipcrez is a pupil of ing her lips against the blade above the hilt. The ‘ best authorities as to the truth and correctness of
head is bare; its hair heaped in a bold mass from off these works, the pictures as designed by Hess must

M. Meissonnier, and does his master credit in repre
senting character, although he imitates the worst

the face. The expression is given with remarkable

receive their due share of praise.

The frescoes in.

faults of that master in clayey colourin and hard force and spirit, embodying the intensity and l the Court Chapel were the next works undertaken
ness of execution. Musicians and So dicrs in a enthusiasm of the heroine in every line and hue. by Hess and his scholars, and after these the series
Hostelry (95) is the best of his four works, showing One arm is visible, covered with plate-armour. Over of pictures detailing the life and works of St.
troopers listening to a harpist and violin-player.
M. Meissonnier’s Etcller (79), such an artist at work
in the shaded light of a window, is characteristic
ally red in colour, but less opaque and elaborate
than usual; in many parts the treatment of tone and
chiar-oscuro is beautiful. This work is, as almost
always with the artist, remarkable for characteristic
expression,—see the attitude of the ﬁgure and the

her shoulders is a mantle, damasked with gold,
through which the arm appears. This is executed

Boniface, the Apostle of the Germans.

These

frescoes are by far the most important of his pro

for Mr. J. A. Rose.—A companion to this will be , ductions, and are in many ways worthy of being
a head of Helen, with the goblet she dedicated to ,considered unique in the history of modern Art
Venus; for the same gentleman. This artist has ‘ They are distinguished from the generality of Ger
also in hand a half-ﬁgure of Fortune, represented man religious works by having one most important
quality—that of sympathy with the subject repre
as a female figure shuﬁling a pack of cards.

Hess seems to have been fully in his
The new shilling Catalogue of the National‘ sented.
arrangement of its accessories-M. E. Frere is in
element in portraying the deeds of St. Boniface
force here with four pictures, every one of them Gallery, Foreign Schools, contains the noteworthy not to have been moved by the abstract ﬁneness
deserving consideration. There is exquisite pathos addition of fac-similes of the signatures of artists
in the face of the Widowed Mother (35). Breakfast upon pictures in the Collection, mostly of the
tzme at the Farm (34) shows farm-children and original size. This is a very useful addition, and
others gathered round a table. The Arrival at supplies what is often wanted, so far as its scope
permits, the means of inquiring into the genuineSchool (36) has much humour in it. A new boy, in
an enormous pair of breeches, has brought out his ness of works of Art.
Messrs. Clayton 8: Bell are executing, as a
presents before an elder comrade, who looks very

eagerly into the basket.

It is between school memorial of the late Lord Yarborough, a window

‘ of the subject or by recollections of similar frescoes
‘executed by the great masters. He leaves un
ﬁnished a picture of ‘The Last Supper,’ in which
i the Apostles receive the Sacrament kneeling; this
has not yet been shown, except to visitors at his
l
studio.
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greater stress on the reﬁnements of the fascinating 1 crowd into the space, and more than he could
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

art as settled by the canons of the great school, render intelligible. The heroine goes through a
than they now do in Germany and Italy, it will succession of dangers contrived for her by her
not surprise us if her pleasin natural gifts and lover's brother, from which she is continually

._._

ERNST PAUER. begs to announce SIX HISTQRICAL PER
FORMANCES of PIANOPOBTE MUSIC. in strictly Chronolo
cal order, with an entirely new
mrne, at \\ Him I ltoonis,
{ling Street, St. Jsines‘s. 0n MON Ah’, A ril eﬂ-The henna
School. April QT-Itallan Coin
rs: the Be ooi of Ciementi and
his Pupils. May 4 — Bach, is Sons. Friedemann, Emanuel,
Johann, and Pupils. May 11 —French Com
rsand the Romantic
School. May 1B—Engiish Composers, an Selection of new Eng
lish, French, and German Pianoforte Music. J unc I-The most
Inﬂuential and Celebrated Composers. At Three o'clock each day.
—.Subs-:rlptl0n Tickets, one Guinea; Single Tickets, 50. eae .
May be had on application to E. Pauer,8, ninlev Place. Onslow
$4 unre, S.\V.- the principal Musicsellers'; and of Mr. Robert W.
0 vier, 19, Old Bond Street, W.

APRILQ.—hir. HENRY LESLIES‘SCIIOIR, Hanover

usre

Rooms. The Programme will include Wesie ‘s motett—‘ In xitu
Israel,‘ Mendelssohn‘s Psalm. " Why rage creel the heathen,"
Pianist, Charles IIalle.-—Tickets. 5L, la. 6d., an is. _ Addison s,

good vocslism raise her to a gtVOiII‘ she has not delivered by her lover himself, and when she
enjoyed at home. Her success on Saturday was thinks, “poor easy soul," she is about to be
complete, and being thoroughly merited is not . married, ﬁnds, on the authority of her persecutor,

likely to be transicnt,—though, probably, it must be ' that she has been “ changed at nurse,” and is the
maintained in comic, not serious, opera; her powers sister of her betrothed. But this is not enough;
as an actress being limited. As regards her play she must also be charged with murder, escape
mates, the cost can hardly be called satisfactory; ‘ from prison, and undergo a struggle for life with
Signor Neri-Baraldi, clever as he is, cannot be
accepted as an Arturo, save provisionally, and the
days of Signor Ronconi’s glory as a sentimental

singer are over. M. Faure completed the quartett.

210 Regent Street; Hanover Sqiiare Rooms ; Austin's Ticket
Oﬂioe, 28. Piccadilly; and all Musiesellers.
MR. BEACON begs to announce that he will give THREE

SEANCES of CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, at 16,
Grosvenor Street (by the kind ,permission of Messrs. Collard‘, on
THURSDAYS April inland
a 91, and MONDAY dunes. to
commence at Three o'clock-Yin in, RI. Sainton and Hen Pol
litzer; Viola, Mr. H. Webb and Mr. (.lemcnti; Violoncello, Signor
Peuc; Contra-Homo Mr. C. Severn; Piniioforte, Mr. Deacon.
Tickets for the Series One Guinea; to admit three to one
Seance. One Guinea; single Ticket lislf-s-Guinea; to be had of

in. a. w. cam", 19, 01s Bond sum; or of Mr. Deacon, r2, .
Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square, W.

MADAME LIND-GOLDSCIIMIDT, St. James‘s Hall. Picca
dilly. FRIDAY EVENING. his I.—Mr. and Madame Gold- ‘
schmidt having g'snerouslyﬁ'iven t eir services. a Grand Perform

ance of Handel‘s Cantata, 'ALLEGRO and [IA PENSIEROSO,
will take lace in AID of the FUNDﬁof the ROYAL HOSPITAL
for INC RABLES at Putney. _ The Solo Parts by the following
eminent Artistes :—Mndamo Iiind-Goldschmidt, Madame Lem
mens-Shcrrington, Miss Lascclles, Mr. Montem Smith, and Mr.

W. H. Weiss. Conductor Mr. Otto Guldsehmidt. The Cantata
will be preceded h Handel's Grand Orchestral Concerto, No. 12.
‘Ticke
7!. 10s. 6i,l.l1d One Guinea each, may be obtained at Mr.
Miiche
l's ltoyalntLibrarym.
Bond
Street'vhlunicsellers‘
Messrs. Addison
I!
l-ucss‘s,
Stree ; at Old
all the
principal
and
Libraries; an

at the (mice of the Hospital, 10, Poultry.

ROYAL SOCIETY of MUSlCIANS.—Patroness Her Maiesiy

the Queen.—'i‘he ANN UAli PERFORMANCE of the MESS A
will take lace at 5'1‘. JANE-S's IIALL, on WEDNESDAY,
May 6, at Tight o'clock in aid of the Funds of the Charity.
Conductor, Prof. W. A. ilennctt.

Mdlle. Titiens, Mdlle. Pare a,

Miss Elisa Hu hes Miss Lasoelles: hir. Sims Reeves,

r.

\Yhiiﬁn, Mr. Lew s Thomas, and Mr. ‘Venn-Tickets. 10a. 6d.,6s.,
31., at Addison it Lucas‘, 210, Regent Street: Austin's Ticket
Oﬂiee, s9, Piccadilly; and at the principm Music Warehouses.

HER Mussrr’s THE.\TBE.—II1 some respects
Mr. Mapleson has improved on his arrangements
of last season, though “ more remains to do.” His
chorus, which a quarter of a century ago would
have been thought suﬁicient-—nay, amazing—can

now pass only as mediocre. The same may be said
of his orchestra, which, however, seems better

under Signor Arditi’s control than it was in 1862.
The voices of his principal singers in ‘11 Tro
vatore,‘ with which the theatre opened this day
week, could hardly, we apprehend, be matched

This scene is

superbly set, and reconciled the audience to every
inconsistency.

In what we have stated, we have

only indicated one of the three plots which are
involved in the very complex story of the drama.

Cars-mi. PAL.\CECONCERTS.—.M1‘.Dannrcuther. I In a second plot, another heroine, more fortunate,
but not so innocent, poisons one of her admirers at
—Unless we are mistaken, Saturday last showed a
a Casino after having cut out her sister's tongue,

remarkable ﬁrst appearance in a world where ﬁrst

and ultimately falls by the dumb girl's hand. We
appearances become, year by year, more and more
may be excused from inserting any more of these
diﬂicult, —the world ofpianoforte players. Mr. Dann
I atrocities; and the reader will, we guess, be con
reuther is a player requiring small consideration
tent with what we have given, as suﬁicient indices
on the score of youth; less allowance for inevitable of what he may expect to see, should he be an
inexperience; least of all, no silly sympathy such
: intending visitor to this theatre.
as those melancholy creatures called prodigiss
easily manage to cnga e, to the destruction of
MUSICAL AND Dasim'ric GOSSIP. — Musical
their future progress.
e is simply an artist who
enters his profession with an armament of means, Paris is about to sustain a serious loss in the depar
powers, and intellectual endowments, regarding ‘ ture of Madame Viardot, we perceive, who will
the future issue of which there can be no doubt, shortly leave the capital as a. resident, carrying with
life and health permitting. His success, from ﬁrst ' her the most cordial good wishes of all who take
to last, was remarkable, we repeat. Chopin's ﬁrst interest in what is generous, real and deep in Art.
Concerto, the one in F minor, is no piece of plensantry, Apart from her successes as a. creative artist, the
but a diﬂicult, dreamy, elaborate composition, in inﬂuence of so consummate an intelligence, musi
places weak-the beauty of which (and the beauty cally and intellectually exercised, as hers has been,
is great) can only be developed by one who com though not paraded in public, can hardly be over
mands rare powers of ékecution and an innate estimated or over-regretted in private. It may be
delicacy of sentiment not to be assumed nor coun said, without exaggerated praise, that there has
terfeited-the true musician's sentiment. This . not been one real musician of any value or sig
diﬂicult Concerto was delivered with so much niﬁcance for the last ﬁfteen years, in the Frencg
command of the instrument, so much energy (when metropolis, who has not in some form passe
energy was wanted) and poetical grace, as not through her hands, and been enriched or reﬁned,
That her own
merely to hold fast a large and miscellaneous ‘ or encouraged by so passing.
audience, to whom it was strange, but to assert, to public appearances on the stage and in the concert
all those who have ears to hear, the arrival ‘room, remarkable as these have been (last and
of 8- great new player. A feat much more dif most remarkable as the interpreter of Gluck’s
ﬁcult has not often been accomplished.
After sublime music), in no respect represent the artistic

this, Mr. Dannreuther played Prof. Moscheles' value of this
graceful Serenade, (Op. 103), a charming, real and

sound single movement, and then Dr. Liszt's
brilliant transcript of M. Gounod's brilliant and
natural Faust \Valtz.

The themes seize the ear,

as a quartett in Europe; the artists being and the treatment of them is most effective for
Mdlle. Titiens, Madame Alboni, Signor Giuglini,

a villain on \Vestminstcr Bridge.

every purpose of display.

Better played the piece .

lady's life is known to hundreds

besides ourselves. Her withdrawal is not, however,
to be considered as one of those acts of formal fare
well snd ﬁnal retirement in which many of her
contemporaries and predecessors have delighted
to indulge, for the sake of re-considering them.
Slackened intercourse with active life need not
mean utter cessation of it, and every one has good

and Mr. Ssntley. The voice of the prima donna could hardly have been, save, perhaps, by Dr. . cause to hope will not-in this case.
was, during a great part of the evening, at Liszt himself.
Mr. Halle was the pianist at Monday's Popular
its best,—and it will, and must, and should, com
mand an audience to a certain degree in ‘propor
tion as, for sake of splendid tone, they can dispense

ADELPHL-A new farce has been produced here,
entitled, ‘ The Trial of Tompkins.’ It is an adapto

Concert, at which M. Vieuxtemps rec-appeared.

The programmes of the ﬁrst concert of the New

with delicacy of ﬁnish and sacred ﬁre. Thus Mdlle. tion of ‘ Le Meilleur des Peres,‘ by MM. Adrien Philharmonic Society held on Wednesday, and of
Titiens was weakest where she should have been Decourelle and Jules Adonis, which has been con the Philharmonic Concert to be held on Monday
strongest-in Signor Verdi’s best scene, the air tributed to the English boards by Mr. T. J. “'il- , next, might expressly have been devised to give
‘ D'amor sull‘ all’ rose,‘ and the following ‘ Mise liams. The success of the piece depends on the rest to the ears of weary critics-The only items
rere.’

It would be a pity should it prove that one

so gloriously endowed with the ninety-nine requi
sites has already reached the meridian of her talent ;
but at present it would seem as if her Neapolitan
campaign had brought with it no progress. Madame
Alboni and Signor Giuglini exerted themselves to
their utmost. Mr. Santley is now, beyond contest,

humour of Mr. J. L. Toole, as Timotheue Tompkins, in either having the most remote approach to
who, as suitor for the hand of Bella Slmrpshins, is ' novelty, are \Veber's Concerto in C major, chosen

subjected to certain trials by her father as the con

by Dr. Wylde for Madame Arabella Goddard, and

ditions of acceptance. His courage is tested, and, the some composer's Concerto in 1-: major, which
by the force of brag, he at ﬁrst succeeds, but his Mr. Cusins is to play on Monday-In truth, the
inherent cowardice is soon proved. His rival, Concertos of Beethoven and Mendelssohn must be
Henry Mowbray (Mr. Sefton), introducing real laid aside for the present,—they have been played

the best (Jontc di' Luna. on the stage ;--he acts and
presents himself with greater power and ease than

pistols, with powder and ball, instead of those to sstiety.—Herr Pauer's Matinécs will commence

formerly All four singers were most warmly
applau ed.
Between the acts of the opera, a

he had had furtive access, Tompkins at once sur
It would seem, if Austrian journals are to be
renders his claim to the lady. There is not much i trusted, that Mdlle. Adelina Patti has been, during

mentioned in the manuscript programme, to which

on Monday next.

new Serenata was performed in honour of the late in such incidents as these; but the actors laboured her stay in Vienna, as much assailed (the word is
not too strong) with honours, cataracts of gold, and
royal marriage; the words by Mr. Oxenford, the to make them effective.
inroads of popular curiosity and rupture, as was

music by Mr. Cusins (Lambourn, Cock 81. Co.).

SURREY.—Th6 notion of asensstiompiece by the Mdlle. Jenny Lind in Americs,—-a fact tobe left with
Roux. ITALIAN 0rEaA.-Mr. Gye‘s second managers of this house is a cumulative one.

Not
content with working up to a particular situation,
they prefer a series of startling effects, any one of
which would suffice for an ordinary drama. Every
scene is a sensational scene, the last, if possible,
the most so. Mr. Sawyer, a. Brighton author, has
is a. genuine soprano; her execution is ﬁnished with determined to indulge the Surrey audience "to
an honesty rare in these slovculy days. She is, in the top of their bent," and in a drama entitled
brief, a singer, as the word used to be understood; ‘Jessie Ashton; or, London by Day and Night,’

opera was ‘I Puritani,’ given this day week for
the introduction of Signora Fioretti. The readers
of our foreign correspondence may recollect that
favourable mention of this lady, while she was
singing in Naples, has appeared there. Her voice

L out comparison or comment, save in such a practical
question as this,-—“Why do not more young ladies

follow Mdlle. Patti's example, and learn to sing
properly?" The world is only too willing to go
out and greet them, if the pretext be only tolerable.
The following is from Naples. "On Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday evenings, the ‘Miserere' of
Signor Mercarlante was executed by the pupils
of the Music School, in the church of San Pietro

and seeing that in Paris and London we lay has linked together as many horrors as he could a Maiella with success.

On Thursday and Friday
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ICRAMER, BEALE & WOOD,

evenings the ‘ Miserere ' of Maestro Pistilla was ' Fagotto,’—and to Les Bouﬁ‘es-Parisiens in Paris,
executed in the church of San Francesco di Paolo, a comic opera, ‘The Georgians,’ to inaugurate
by a
nd orchestra and the ~ﬁnest artistes in the new theatre, which will open on the ﬁrst of
Naples. The effect of the music produced by cho October.
201, REGENT-STREET.
ruses of men, women and boys was, of its kind,
Signor Vincenzo Sarti, a new tenor singer, is
._..._
grand-We English have, however, been especially said to have made a real sensation at Palermo.
interested with a musical performance which took
The history of theatrical creations
a GRAMER, BEALE 8c WOOD‘S MUSIC
place in the theatre of the \Vinter Garden on new anecdote or two from the remembrances of
CLRCU LATINO LIBRARY for Town and Country.
Tuesday last. Our countryman, Mr. George M. Halévy, by his friend and contemporary,
MFT‘O, 'I'hm, and Four Guinsss per Annum.
Douglas, Chancellor of our Consulate, had under M. Edouard Monnais, now being ublished in the
CRAMER,
BEA LE & WOOD undertake the
taken the bold task, after Pergolesi and Rossini, Gazette Musicale of Paris.——‘ La uive,’ the opera
PUBLICATION of COMPOSITIONS for the Author.
of setting to music the ‘ Stabat.’ It was received which made Halévy's fame-his best serious opera,
with great favour. In the interval between the on a book which it has been said Signor Rossini
ALF-PRICE. — All full-priced Music sent
postl'm at Half the Marked Prlce.
ﬁrst and second parts, a Sinfonia by Achille Gardi, refused—did not come to light without many diﬁi
a young Neapolitan artiste of evident talent, was culties to be removed. The scene was originally
performed, the instrumentation of which was laid in Goa, and not in Constance. At ﬁrst, on the
NEW PIANOFORTE DUE'TTS.
masterly.”
question being broached to him, Nourrit, of whom
German papers announce the discovery at the ﬁckle Parisians were already beginning to FAVARGER, RENE. — CH(EUR DANSE
(Robert 1: Diablsl, u.
Vienna, of an unknown Oratorio, by Schubert, on complain, as past his prime, refused to personate
the subject of Lazarus. This is described by some Eleazar, the father, preferring Leopold, the lover. GOUNOD, CH.—MARCH CORTEGE (Reine
do Subs), 4|.
writers as a composition of high interest and It would be to own that he was growing old, he
originality. Such, however, is the present state said. How his re-considemtion has enriched the N ICOLAI, OTTO-OVERTURE, Merry Wives
ofwlndoor, u.
of German musical partisanship in praise and the tenor-singer's repertory with a character in its
reverse, and so increasingly resolute seems the dramatic force and interest pairing off with Otello, S U L L I V A N, A. S.-—BANQUET DANCE
\Tcmpcstl, 34.
humour of the people to take to themselves an all Europe knows; but Europe did not know till
exaggerated credit for certain national possessions, now, we apprehend, that Nourrit suggested the
DANCE of NYMPHS and REAPERS
lTemvIt-l. a.
and to treat those of other countries with unexam addition of the fine song, ‘ Rachel,’ to the close of
pled indifference and contempt,—that only limited the fourth act-nay, even sketched the words,—as
NEW PIANOFORTE SOLOS.
credit can be placed in any printed reoommenda~ he also prompted Scribe and M. Meyerbeer, in ‘Les
tion which arrives from that country. “We are Huguenots,’ to produce the magniﬁcent duett in ASEnHER, J.—CHANT des NAIADES (Lur
living now in Germany," writes one com tent the fourth act, following ‘The Benediction of the
2!. a.
to speak (and who, like Handel, Bach,
aydn, Daggers,‘ which was originally set down for its BERGER, FRANCESCO-LA BONNE
Mozart, Beethoven, Spohr and Mendelssohn, can ﬁnale. Though both additions served the dramatic
BOUCHILJI.
perceive that Art is of no country, “in an atmo singer's turn by affording room for individual dis DE NOS, POLYDORE-SCHWABISCHES
s here as bad and unwholesome for music and art play; both, also, indicate an acute and poetical
YOLKSLIED. so.
a together as is conceivable. The more one can dramatic intelligence, with which tenors for the FAVABGER, RENE-BERCEUSE, 2|. 6d. rail against other countries, the more one will be most part have not proved themselves too richly
MARCHE BOSNIAQUE, 3:. 6d.
praised at home, by those who make fair and foul provided.
-—-—~ ORFANELLA, Marceau de Salon, 30.
weather here." Fortunately, the English at least,
do not return injustice for injustice, and thus feel
YVONNE, Polka Mazurka, 3s.
MIIOBLLANBA
.an interest to test for themselves the value of
KA‘NIA, E.—POLISH NATIONAL HYMN,
The French Post-Oﬁcc.—'i'he following facts,
music by a poet, however incomplete, so rich in
fancy, so real in vocation, as Francis Schubert.—-— which regard the workings of the French post,
KUHE, W.—LOVE‘S REQUEST, Melodie do
Among the service - music of the Holy Week at are communicated by a German newspaper, and
Rcichurdt, 8:. 64.

Vienna, a “Stabat," by the same composer, was
performed in the church of Alt-Lerchenfeld.
Prof. Bischoﬁ', of Cologne, has been arranging
a new text to Beethoven's hastily-written Cantata

may be taken as supplement to the statement
about the German posts which we published
last December. The doings of the French post
afford a fresh proof of the success of every attempt

RI C H A R D S, BRINLEY.—CHOUGH and
CROW, 8|.

DANISH NATIONAL AIR, 2:. 6d.
at lowering the rates of carriage and facilitating -»-— LOVE’S REQUEST, 3a.
communication, for in the ﬁrst year that the weight —--— MYNHEER VAN DUNCK, 30.
of letters was raised from 75 to 10 grammes, the
TELL ME, MY HEART, 3a.
Siege of Saragossa,’ by Herr Liihrs, and a comic postage-stamps sold amounted to 2‘ millions of SL‘OPER, LIN DSAY.—GALOP de CONCERT,
francs more than in the preceding year. Registered

‘ Der glorreichs Augenblick.‘
Among new com ositions named in the Allys
mcinc Musikaliscke eitu-ng are an overture to ‘The

opera, ‘The Abbot of St. Gall,’ by Herr Herther,
produced at Leipzig on Easter Eve. Herr Tausch
(not Fauach, as was'erroneously printed last week)

has been adding to the library of Shakspeare music
by decking ‘Twelfth Night.’

letters were formerly charged a double rate, but as
soon as this was reduced to an invariable charge
of 20 centimes, the number of them more than
doubled. \\’hen the postage from Paris to Lon
don amounted to 2 francs a letter, a basket was

Writers of history, from week to week, have to
tell that the revival of M. Gounod's ‘Faust’ at the
Thétitre Lyrique, has proved so successful, that the

and every decently-dressed man might drop his

manager has been compelled to break French en

letters in there, and have them conveyed by the

kept at the porter's lodge of the British Embassy,

NE W ENGLISH SONGS.
BRIGHT BE
SMART, 21.04.

HER

DREAMS,

FAIRER THAN THE

HENRY

MORNING,

CH.

GOUNOILELM.

FORGET

HIM!

AH!

THE

THOUGHT

WERE VAIN. CH. GOUNOD, 116d.

courier who went twice a week. The want of I COME FROM THE BEAUTIFUL RHINE,
eﬂicient arrangement is generally the cause of
FRANK MORI, s4.
postal obstruction, and, till lately, the treaties LADYE MABEL, VIRGINIA GABRIEL, 3s,
between France and other nations were in great
PURE IN HEART SHALL MEET AGAIN,
need of reform. At present, the only state which
HENRY SMART, 2|. 6d.
'
maintains the old ineffectual scheme is, as might
SPINNING-WHEEL, HENRY SMART, 2s. 6d.
be
expected,
the
Papal
Government:
a
letter
from
of May. The opera, we read in Lombard journals,
THINKING OF THEE, H. SMART, 2s. 6d.
is the only work which has pleased at La Sea-la, Paris to Rome costs a franc, while one from Paris
to Naples costs only 40 centimes, and to China 80 WAITING FOR THE SPRING, HENRY
Milan, during the past season.
susn'ltusd.
centimes, making China nearer to civilization by
It may be recollected that Marschner undertook 20 ccntimes than Rome. The regulations of the YOUNG EMMELI NE (Priez pour Elle),
a copyright trial, in regard to what he considered book-post are, however, still faulty: a kilogramme
HENRY SMART, ‘ll. 64.
a piratical infringement of his rights, by a French of books costs 2 francs 40 centimes to Bavaria,
published translation of his ‘Vampire.‘ The Impe Saxony, Prussia and Hanover; 4 francs 65 cen
NEW ITALIAN SONGS.
rial Court has at last decided the question. The times to Baden and Wurtemberg; and 6 francs 60
AH!
NELLE
NO'I'I‘I LIMPIDE, F. LA
plaintiff is "cast," and condemned to pay the costs: centimes to Austria. Thus, if a book is sent from
BLACHE.§|.6d.
the plaintiﬂ‘ has been quiet in his grave for these Paris to Baden, a journey of twelve hours, it costs
COLLI NATIVI, L. ARDITI, 3:.
two years past!
double the freight to Munich, a journey of twenty
Mdlle. de Pommeraye that was-signers. Pome four. And a reform is Wanted in the matter of IL RE DEI GONDOLIERI, VIRGINIA
GABRIEL, 83.
rani that is-has appeared at the Italian Opera in proofsheets, which are not allowed to go under a
Paris as Desdemona, and is said, by the Gazette cross-band for fear people should write correspon LA COSTANZA, G. P. GOLDBERG, 2s. 6d.
Musicale, to have succeeded.
dence on the margin. A German author, residing LA FARFALLE'I'I‘A (Mazurka), L. ARDITI,
:u
The same journal undertakes that M. Offenbach in Paris, had a book of 100 sheets printed at home,
shall, before the close of this year of grace, deliver and found correcting the proofs too great a luxury,
to the Grand Opera at Vienna a four-act work, as the postage of each sheet amounted to 3 francs.
‘ The Rhine Fairies,’—to the Victoria Theatre at
Berlin, a three-act work, ‘The Fair Aurora,'—for
To Connasros';ns'rs.-1\L D.—E H.—G. V. S.-—-W.
Cnsnns, Baas & Woon, 201, Regent-street.
the bath-season at Ems, an Operetta, ‘Il Signor An Old Subscriber-J. M. J.—W. II.-J. C. P.-reoeived.

gagements entered into by Madame Miolan-Car
valho (the original, and, it may be said, the incom
parable Marguerite), ﬁnding it more discreet to
make heavy sacriﬁces and important concessions,
than to attempt the run of the opera. The artist
will not arrive in London before the middle or end

ROS-INA (Mazurka), CIRO PINSUTI, 3s.
SENZA COMPLIMENTI, L. BADIA, 2». 6d.
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Der chemische Process der Emc'ihmng der Vege
tabilien. Von Justus von Liebig. (Bruns
wick, Vieweg & Son.)
The Natural Laws of Husbandry. By Justus
von Liebig. Edited by John Blyth, M.D.

(Walton & Maberly.)
Tue seventh German edition of Prof. von
Liebig's ‘Applied Chemistry’ opens with an
Intro uction, which has been omitted in Mr.

Blyth’s English translation. We will not say
unaccountably omitted, since a plausible reason
for the omission will resent itself to the mind
of every reader. If orace shuddered a little
when his friend Asinius Pollio ﬁ ratively
walked upon ashes, beneath which a. stout ﬁre
was still glimmering, a ublisher may be ex
cused if he does not wi lingly put his hand
into a ﬁre.
Prof. von Liebig’s Introduction owes its
existence to the treatment which his ‘mineral
manures have received at the hands of the
British agriculturists. Prof. Liebig is queru
lous, personal, and condemnatory. He has
taken John Bull by the horns, and the tuzzle
will afford sport for the scientiﬁc Philistines.
The German is on dangerous ground; but even
more irritating than the Professor himself is
acertain English physician (name unknown)
whose remarks form the most highly-seasoned
part of the Introduction.
Prof. von Liebig, it seems, highly disgusted
with the experiments of Mr. Lmwes, so far as
they were considered proofs of the inefﬁcicnc
of his manures, and still more disgusted witr

the importance attached to them by Mr. Philip
Pusey, President of the Royal
icultural
Society, was anxious to know what it all meant.
Mr. Lawes, according to Mr. Pusey, had given
a death-blow to the so-called mineral theory of
Prof. von Liebig. Be this as it may, Mr. Lawes
has certainly not given the death-blow to the
Professor himself, who rises, with renewed
vitality, in wrathful defence of his oﬂ‘spring 7
so wantonly, as he thinks, set down in the
scientiﬁc obituary.

‘opposed to an antagonist strong in numbers,
whom he himself has instructed in all the arts
of war,——observe this soldier, his bravery and
his devotion to his cause; in the battle itself
how he bends to no danger, and how his
stren th increases with every obstacle! Never
did the history of the world record more heroic
deeds; and most elevatin is the spectacle at
home, when, on the arriva of an Indian post,
the whole country is transformed, as it were,
into an arena, round which is seated the people,
with greedy eyes and outstretched heads, fol
lowing the motions and the deeds of every
single soldier as of the entire army, each spec

tator having his own especial favourite, to
whom he shouts, ‘Courage, brave heart! we
see all that you are doing for your country,

for us! ’ ”
So much, and a little more, for the gratiﬁca
tion of national pride; but who does not feel
that a “ but ” is coming, nay, is the very apex

to which all this eulogy is tending? These
noble Britons who are packed on the seats of
a vast Colosseum, in the midst of which the
Indian peninsula is so conveniently placed for
inspection, thou h thirty millions in num
ber, have not t irty among them all who
know either what science is or what is its
object. Do not let Prof. Liebig, in the spirit
of German cosmopolitanism, quote the names
of Newton, and Adam Smith, and Davy, and
Stuart Mill, to show his too sympathetic cor
res ondent that he is going a. little too far.
“ 0," says the English physician, “the re
searches of these men have struck no root into
the people itself; they only serve palpahly to
show how rare among us is the inspiration for
science, and how brilliant and rich it is when
manifested in an individual, since in him are
reﬂected those great capabilities which are

proper to the nation.”

English science, our Doctor thinks, is only
dilettantism. Brown and Owen, and Lyell
and Phillips, are certainly great men, and we
talk about them with becoming reverence, but
we take great care never to read their books.
The man of science, therefore, when he is ’cute
as well as scientiﬁc, will contrive every now
and then to please the dilcttanti. Thus, Prof.
The condemnation of the mineral theory, and Tyndall, whose really profound investigations in
the manure, which is its practical result, could electricity and magnetism were little noticed,
only originate from a defect somewhere. The made a tolerable sensation ‘with his work on
defect might be in the manure itself, or it might the Glaciers, the scientiﬁc substance of which
be in the British mind. Convinced that it was mi ht, with a slight compressing power, be
not in the former, Prof. Liebig might, by a refuced to a brace of propositions. “Listen
mere logical process, have arrived at the con (says the Doctor, in pursuance of this argu
clusion that it was certainly in the latter; ment) to our ingenious friend, the Duke of
but preferring direct information to the in Argyll, when he delivers his inaugural dis
direct form of reasoning, he applies to a scien course to the Edinburgh Royal Society. \Vith
tiﬁc Englishman, by profession a physician, to what dialectical dexterity and eloquence does
report as to the general condition of natural he refute Darwin’s arguments on the origin of
science in this country.
species! One would think he was making
The physician is delighted with the job. Na gilded balls dance and glimmer in the sunlight,
tional pride as a British subject, and veneration on purpose to bid them vanish in his sleeve
for science, as represented by Prof. Liebig, are with the dexterity of a Bosco. Scientiﬁc ques
both alive within him; but the pleasantly tions that can be decided by the Duke of
harmonize with each other. Thus, e begins:— Argyll, who can only take them up as a plea
“We are an eminently practical people, en sant pastime for a leisure hour, must neces
dowed with an amount of active force, energy, sarily be set down as mere dilcttantism.”
boldness and perseverance in undertaking and
But if we are wretched smatterers in all the
carrying out great enterprises, that falls to the other physical sciences, we outdarken ourselves
lot of no other nation. This appears not only in the particular science of chemistry. Let
in industrial and commercial undertakin , or Shadwell be su posed not a poet, but an ordi
in the exploits of our travellers, but in al pos nary English c emist, and these lines from
sible directions. Observe the soldier in our Dryden’s ‘ Mac Flecknoc ’ will hit him off to a
little army during the Indian campaign, sur nicety:—

rounded by a population which, naturall trea
cherous and cruel, only waits for his do eat to

tear him in ieces. Threatened in his camp by
a frightful distemper; weakened by the most
wearrsome marches, under a tropical sun, and

The rest to some faint meaning make pretence,
But Shadwell never deviates into sense.
Some beams of wit on other souls may fall,
Strike through, and make a lucid interval;
But Sharlwell‘s genuine night admits no ray,
His rising fogs prevail upon the day.
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Nay, even if we ﬁnd a good chemist, we

should be puzzled to talk about him, for we
have not a word in our lan age—so says the
Doctor—to denote what a german would call

a “Chemiker.”

In our ignorance, we fancied

that even this formidable word might be trans
lated “Chemist” without violent inaccuracy.
But, no doubt, the Doctor saw “Druggist” at
the tail of the English equivalent, well knowing
that there are heathens who if told that Raphael
was a painter would infer that, if he had properly
learnt his business, he must have been a glazier
also. It is consoling to hear that the Journal
of the Chemical Society is at any rate tryin its
best; the Journal seems as if it would 'ke
(scheint zuwollen)to becomea chemical journal,
if it could : we will give it credit for its good
intentions.
Prof. Liebig is, moreover, requested by his
English annotator to reﬂect that our teachers
of chemistry do not derive from their chairs
suﬂicient income to keep them from starving,
and are therefore obliged to enter into the
service of ignorant manufacturers, and to devote
the time they might otherwise employ in
scientiﬁc investigation to some more proﬁtable
pursuit. Want may sha en wit, but it does
not advance chemistry.
t it be borne in
mind, too, that the ve name of a theorist is
hateful to Britons, and t at the scientiﬁc attain
ments of one of our most eminent surgeons
make him profoundly unhappy, so much does
he fear lesthis character as a practical man
should be compromised.
All this duly considered, Prof. Liebig is
warned by his adviser not to he es cially
wrathful with poor Messrs. Lawes and rlbert,
for though “the many experiments of Lawes
and Gilbert on the fatting of swine, oxen
and sheep can only awaken compassion in the
minds of those who know anything of physio
logical processes,” it is to be remembered they
are only Englishmen. Mr. Lawes is rather
better than the rest of his countrymen, for
he did make experiments of some sort or other
on the manures; whereas, of the 4,600 mem
bers of the Royal Agricultural Society, not a
single man did anything of the kind, though
the Doctor kindly thinks it probable that they
all read Liebig’s book.

In the “ Introduction,” the English Doctor’s
letter is preceded by a minute examination, on
the part of Prof. Liebig himself, of Mr. Lawes’s
experiments and the results deduced from them.
Weighing his own wrongs and the information
he has received, the Professor arrives at the
conclusion that, as far'as scientiﬁc agriculture
is concerned, the landholders of Great Britain
are in a very bad way. Yet, when we look
about us, it is diﬂicult to see any serious

grounds for being discouraged.
When Mr. Gluisher got u nearly ﬁve miles
high above the smoke of
ndon he could
see robably the whole area of the “ farm”
whic supplies the metropolis with food,—all
Essex, Kent, Herts, Middlesex and Surre , most
of Sussex, much of Hampshire, Berks, ucks,
Oxfordshire, Cambridgeshu'e and Suffolk. Of
course, as everybody knows, the food supply of
London also comes from more distant counties

and from far oil‘ countries. The cattle-trains
which every week unload at Paddington and
King's Cross come from west and east and north
as far as railroads reach, and the grain which is
daily transferred to our warehouses comes lite
rally from the ends of the earth. The counties
named do, nevertheless, feed a population equal
to that of London, most of whom reside in the
metropolis. It is the material of their soil and
of the air which ﬂoats above it, out of which the
annual food of all that multitude is built; and
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every year for centuries the grain and meat
thus grown have been sold off from it, never to
return. The soluble parts of both air and soil
. on which plants feed have thus been annually
exported from this district; and, to aggravate
the loss, as one would think, every year the
soil has been washed by ﬁve times its bulk of
that powerful solvent, rain-water, which carries
all it can to sea. ‘Vhat process can be imagined
more perfectly adapted to the rapid deteriora
tion of the land and the reduction of its fertility?
But what is the actual fact? What would Mr.
Glaisher have seen from a similar elevation a few
centuries ago? The landscape may have been as
een, but itwas for the most part waste andwild.
recs and gorse and scrub covered the greater
portion of it—perennial plants, often taking
years to gather up the power to yield an occa
sional autumnal produce. And the soil itself,‘
where it was inclosed, was most of it every year
in bare fallow, or only naturally clothed; thus
taking years to yield an occasional and scanty
crop of grain. There is not a plant the farmer
rows which does not give a threefold produce,
our or ﬁve times as often, from tenfold the
acreage within this district, now, as compared
with then,—-not an animal he feeds that does
not now in tenfold numbers roduce double
the amount of ﬂesh in one-thir the time that
it did ﬁve centuries ago. And it is, of course,

from an increased fertility of the soil that this
immense increase of production is originally
derived.

This wonderful agricultural 'progress and
success has, indeed, been equally witnessed in

all parts of the island, and 10ml examples might
be named which would even more strikingly
illustrate it. On the Prince Consort's Flemish
Farm of stiﬁ' clay soil, now drained, steam-culti
vated, equipped with farm buildings, and pro
ducing heavy crops of wheat, oats, beans, &c.,
a few deer used to ﬁnd a scanty livin amidst
gorse and rushy grass and woodlan glades.
Tiptree Farm was Tiptree Heath not ﬁfty years
a 0. We take the general aspect of Mr.
Gdaisher’s landscape, however, in preference to
any particular locality within it, because it is
the feeding-ground of wasteful London. Its
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has tried his theories and assertions, some of‘
them have been ultimately received. He is here 1 The Strange Adventures of Captain Dangerous;
who was a Soldier, a Sailor, a Merchant, a
again as arrogant as ever,—warning us of our i
Spy, a Slave among the Moors, a Bashaw in
coming ruin, foreshadowed as it is by the clover ‘
the Service of the Grand Turk, and dicdat last
sickness and turnip failures, which indicate the i
exhaustion of our subsoils,-—laughing our scien- I
in his own House in Hanover Square: a Nar
rative in Oldfashioned English. Attempted
tiﬁc
unfair
men
towards
to scorn,
Messrs.
and Lawes
especially
and sarcastic
Gilbert, who
and i
by George Augustus Sala. 3 vols. (Tinsley
Brothers.)
have supplanted him as authorities on the che- l'
mistry of agriculture in this country.
Ix the last and most humorous sentence of a
We now grow more bread and meat than ; characteristic Preface Mr. Sala calls this story
ever we have done before ; and, what is a still ; of Captain Dangerous‘s strange adventures “ an
greater proof of national prosperity, even so, I experiment,”and admits that it has been severely
we do not keep pace with the increasing num handled by critics on its way into the world
'ne.
bers and demands of our population. We through the pages of a monthly in
supply all countries with our improved breeds What the critics have said or left unsaid we do
of cattle and sheep. Ayrshire, Durham, Here not care to ask. Mr. Sela must settle accounts
ford and Devon, but a few square miles apiece, with them; and that he is able to arrange
supply the agriculturists of all nations with. matters with his adversaries so that a balance
breeds which are unequalled anywhere. We of honest and pungent satire is left standing in
have taught our neighbours the fertilizing in his favour no one familiar with his writings
ﬂuence of immenselyaﬁiene
land-drain e, b ted
which
we have will question. Perhaps no work of ﬁction
ourselves
; — we
was ever less adapted for serial publication
supplied them with all the machinery of the than this remarkable and entertaining auto
farm ;——we have at length shown them how to biography. Fortunately, we have not to judge
ap ly steam-power in the cultivation of the it in parts, but to speak of it as a whole;
soi , as it has been already successfully applied and after many pleasant hours spent over its
in most other agricultural processes. Our pages we are in a position to recommend it from
Example Farms, the work of private enterprise, more than one point of view to readers of widely
headed by those of the late Prince Consort, different tastes. Unqucstionably it is “an
furnish now the rule of ordinary practice in experiment," in these days when plot and cha
every county; our farmers produce more food , racter are the two principal ingredients in every
per acre than those of any other country. And popular novel, and when the writer of prose
ction is usually required to delineate the
although, according to all the rules of German
philosophy, we ought to be lan ishing and life of the present day, or times bordering on
moribund, certainly we have not earnt as yet ‘ the present. Of plot ‘ The Strange Adventures
“how not to do it.” Leaving the work of‘» of Captain Dangerous’ has none whatever.
abstract reasoning to others, true to the in Readers who begin at the last chapter of the
stincts of our race, we succeed in the accom third volume and work backwards, will slide
plishment of our work. We do not, indeed, into the story just as smoothly as those who in
accept the Chinese as our exemplars; but,r orthodox fashion begin at the beginning. From
preferring cleanliness and health, we have thus ﬁrst to last it has neither mystery nor puzzle of
saved en
and life more than sufficient to any kind. Neither is it a novel of character;
replace, by labour in other ﬁelds, whatever for apart from Captain Dangerous, the bluﬂ',
our cleanliness may in the mean time have cost manly narrator of his own vicissitudes, there
us. And our German censors may rest assured } is not a personage in the book on whom the
that,the
as purpose
soon as the
proﬁtableness
of inertia’
any process
for
shall
be proved, m's
will i1 author has in any degree exercised that faculty

for the creation of character which he dis
produce traverses ﬁrst the streets and then the no more hinder us than abstract reasoning played in ‘The Seven Sons of Mammon.’
sewers of the metropolis; and the enormous hitherto has urged us; but the work of saving Neither can it be described as a novel of inci
drain is enough to impoverish a province. That
the province is, notwithstanding, being rapidly
enriched is to some extent, no doubt, owing to
the guano, nitre, bones, oilcake, grain and all
kinds of food annually imported by the river
which carries the elements of all these things
to waste. Even more, ‘it is owing to those agri
cultural improvements which put the natural
resources of our growing crops in soil and air
to their fullest use. And it is further due to
improvements in the plants and animals them
selves by which these resources are so economi
cally utilimd. But the fact remains, however
it may be explained, that improvement, not
impoverishment, is visible in all directions; and
the circumstances, therefore, certainly are not

favourable to the reception of the warning voice
which, in the volume before us, Baron Liebig
utters in the ears of British agriculturists.
British agriculturists, let us say at once,
owe much to Prof. von Liebig. It is to
the faith which he inspired in the chemist ry
of vegetable and animal growth that we owe
the rapid rise of the manufacture of artiﬁcial
manures among us as well as the safety and
extension of so-called “artiﬁcial” feeding in the
meat-manufacture, and both of these events are of
ﬁrst-class agricultural importance. His conﬁdent
argument, bristling with apposite illustrations,

has often aroused both thought and effort, the
good effects of which remain, notwithstanding

the diminished conﬁdence with which, as time

London sewage, and so of inaugurating the dent; for though each chapter abounds with
“only safe system” of agriculture, will very , adventures, the interest of the tale does not
soon be done.
~
‘ depend upon them,—indeed, is scarcely height
It is in some such mood as may be thus encd by them. Even the most sympathetic
expressed, that most readers will rise from a listener to stories of peril and disaster is spared
perusal of Baron Liebig’s work. The proofs the liveliest kind of pity and the most agonizing
which they everywhere perceive of our agri- ,‘excitement of anxious fear when the hero of
cultural progress and success cannot fail to} each position is his own historian, and in the
clash grotesquely with his redictions of our ‘opening of his narrative says that he has not
failure and exhaustion; an , moreover, it is} only triumphed over his enemies and conquered
not without a mixed feeling of indignation and i evil fortune, but is at the advanced age of sixty
amusement that they will ﬁnd our scientiﬁc eight rich, hearty and respectable.
leaders, whose good services have been long
Now that the reader knows what this story
and gratefully acknowledged, treated by him i is not, it is time to tell him what it is. When
with insolence.
i he ﬁrst sits down to write his autobiography,
Let us not, however, following the example Captain John Dangerous is the occupant of his
of his strong personal prejudice and bias, refuse own house in Hanover Square, and the father
to admit the useful light which he has once of a certain blue-eyed Lilias who has recently
more thrown on the phenomena of vegetation become the wife of Edward Marriner. Happy
and of cultivation. While his arrovant self in witnessing the happiness of his child, enJoy
conﬁdence repels us, let it not hinder us as ing good health and spirits, but burdened with
agriculturists or persons interested in agricul overmuch leisure, Captain Dangerous seeks
ture, from examination of his arguments and amusement in committing to paper the principal
assertion. Meanwhile, it is gratifying to ﬁnd, I facts of his personal history. The year in which he
of so energetic and powerful a teacher, that thus turns author is 1780, and his reminiscences
these pages betray no signs whatever of that begin with recollections of a childhood sixty
age which he confesses in such characteristic years distant, which was spent under the care
terms, “ when the elements of the mortal body of his grandmother, in the same house which he
betray a certain tendency to commence a new occn ice in his old age. .All the early part of
the rst volume is excellent. The portrait of
circle of action.”
the grandmother, a lady of highest quality,
living in dignity and mysterious splendour, and
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visited by the Jacobite aristocracy of “the which the writer calls “ an experiment,” and tentive to the matronly counsel as a dutiful
town," is followed by a sketch of the aged lady’s for which he anticipates the criticism that it is son might have been : “ Give shechaxr unto him
irlhood, when she was Arabella Greenville. ‘ improbable any one person should have passed who is ready to perish ! ” The point of which
he ease and strength with which the girl is through all the adventures and vicissitudes is not unlike that in one of the many epigram
put upon the canvas, surrounded by the his-. allotted to his hero. That such a reﬂection on matic songs of Dibdin:—
Says Father, when last I from Guinea
toric characters of the Commonwealth and the book would be misplaced, it is almost need
Returned with abundance of wealth,
Restoration, show that Mr. Sala could succeed less to observe. The career of Captain Dan
“Now, Jack, pray don't be such a ninny
As to drink l"-Said I, “ Father, your health!"
in the highest ﬁeld of the novelist’s art. The ; gerous was, of course, no ordinary career; but
Protector’s state progress to the City and his it would not be difficult to match it in the
The old Greek epigram was, as the name
interview with Arabella, after she has attempted actual lives of adventurers who ﬁgured in the implies, simply an inscription or a superscrip
his life in the hope of avenging the murder of ‘days of our great-grandfathers. But the ques tion, monumental or otherwise. Pun, point and
her lover, are admirably managed. So good, tion of probability is out of place; the inquiry quibble were the additions of later times. The
indeed, is the entire sketch of Captain Dan for the critic being whether the narrative, as a nearest approach to point is in that on Sappho:
gerous’s ancestress that we think Mr. Sala whole, resembles the stories with which the
Some reckon Muses nine! Ah, careless men,
The Lesbic Slppho makes the number, ten !
would have done well had he given us an literary offspring of Defoe stocked the book
historical romance, based on the story of which .stalls of the eighteenth century. When it is The epigrams of other Greek writers are
he here gives only glimpses, and had left the 'compared with the works of which it is an moral maxims or instructive similes; and,
adventures of the lady’s grandson for another imitation, Mr. Sala’s “experiment” must be perhaps, the most beautiful of allis the epigram
allowed to be a
at success. As a life-like by Simmias, which is not less beautiful or
work.
Having said just enough about his grand reproduction of an obsolete form of literature, touching in the English form in which it has
mother to make readers wish that he had said setting forth, with much vigour and freshness been given to us, in the tuneful lines beginning
much more, Captain Dangerous recalls how she of humour, a living writer’s ideal of the views with—
Wind, gentle evergreen, to form a shade
was interred with suitable pomp, and then pro and ways of life taken by an adventurous rover
Around the tomb where Sophocles is laid.
ceeds to tell how it fared with him after the .some generations since, the book will delight
Scarcely less perfect is the so-called epi m,
lthose
who
are
familiar
with
the
sources
from
death of his venerable protwtress, when he was
we might say epitaph, on Euripides, whic has
barely ten years of age. Acting under inﬂu which its stores of information have been been so well imitated by Jonson in his lines
ences, about the exact nature of which the drawn. It will also be read with interest by on Drayton's tomb in Westminster Abbey. In
reader is left in doubt, malignant guardians, those persons who wish to know what an deed, with respect to epitaphs especially, and,
bent on dishonouring the well-descended child, eighteenth-century novel, based on the adven in many instances, epigrams also, rare Ben is
send him to a wretched school, where he is tures of one leading character, was like, and equal to any Greek of them all, in excess of
starved and ﬂogged with a brutality which yet would be restrained by considerations of praise as well as excess of wit; not excepting,
~lliliasétiﬁes sus icion that Gnawbit, the pedagogue, delicacy from perusin the works of which as an illustration of the former, the lines on
receiv
instructions to make away with ‘Moll Flanders’ may
regarded as a type. Aristophanes wherein the Graces are described
his pupil. Escapin from the clutches of the Whether, as far as the writer’s reputation is‘
as looking for a shrine, and ﬁnding it at last in
t nt, little John angerous joins a gang of concerned, the game is worth the candle,
the dauxﬁ of the satirist of Cydathene.
eer-stealers in Charlwood Chase, and works whether he has not expended labour and much
Concentrated satire was that which the R0
with them till the strong hand of law lays its reading on a task which will, at best, only pro
mans added to the elegant terseness of the
'p on him and his companions, and he is cure him praise for ingenuity, when he might
Greek, thereby producing the modern epigram.
shipped to “ the Plantations," doomed to endure have used them on work of a higher order,—and
The Caesars, in such examples as are given by
erpetual slavery. Returning from the West whether, new that his mimetic feat has been
Suetonius, were rather ambitious than success
dies to Europe, he takes service as a gentle accomplished, he will ﬁnd very many readers
ful epigrammatists. No doubt, the guests in
man’s servant, and travels about the Continent who can fully appreciate the merits of his
whose presence the wit was uttered laughed
in attendance on a master whose feebleness, performance, are open questions. Looking hysterically: who would not laugh at the good
and meanness, and absurdities are delineated merely at the work before us, we do not
things of a potentate who was occasionally in
in a fashion which reminds the reader of Smol hesitate to commend it as a book which will the habit of cutting off heads which would not
lett's method of portraying the ludicrous. After misc its author’s reputation amongst men of
wag in approbation? Martial, of course, stands
changes of fortune, some of which are minutely letters.
at the head of all Latin writers of e igrams,
set forth, though most of them are only hinted
and how strange is the mixture E-F' thy and
at, the adventurer ﬁgures as the servant of his Epigmms, Ancient and Modern: Humorous,
reﬁned, crawling and rampant-the rankest
country instead of a private master. As a
Witty, Satirical, Moral, Panegyrical, llIonu abuse and the most exquisite ﬂattery—heavy
Tower warder he sees the executions of Kilmar
mental». Edited, with an Introductory Pre as a sledge-hammer, and light, and bright, and
face, by the Rev. J. Booth, B.A. (Long'man piercing, and curative though painful, as the
nook and Lovat. Throwing up his appoint
ment, however, he soon tries his fortune in the
& Go.)
ﬁnest gold probe in one of Anol's surgical
more digniﬁed character of a military lounger THE Epigram is of very respectable antiquity; cases. He licks the feet of the Caesars, and tells
in the western quarters of the town. Then he yet the men of olddid not, indeed, to their them hard truths as though he were Court
turns sailor again; and ultimately, after count very great credit, show a malicious precocious jester instead of Court poet. He ours into
less mutations of fortune,——amongst which ness in saying sharp things. The ancient epi woman's ear phrases that might revo t the very
love, marria e, slavery and mili
service
m had more polish than point. The maker
lowest of them who infested the Suburra, and
bear part,——— c returns to London a wealthy wished to be brilliant, and not brutal or censor
anon he murmurs musical words that might
widower, bent on spending a calm and philo ious. Probably, there is no older claimant to
win the purest heart to love. Perhaps he is at
sophic old age. Of the means by which he be the inventor of epigrams than the “ lady’s
his very best when writing epigrams brimming
acquired his riches the Ca tain speaks vaguely, maid” of the Eleusinian Queen Metanira, the
with affection to his wife,
but, from what he lets f , it seems clear that sprightly Iambe. When Ceres, with weeping
Tu dcsiderium dominae mihi mitius urbis
he was not inexpert in the noble art of plun eyes and bleeding heart, was in search of that
Fsse jubes, Romain tn mihi sola facis.
dering.
naughty daughter of hers, the wilful Proser —Such lines are far more enjoyable than those
This outline of a chequered and scarcely pine, Iambe was sent with her to lighten the in which he abuses his parents for allowing
reputable career Mr. Sala has ﬁlled up with . way by her smart sayings. The maid allowed him to learn to read. For the latter lines he has
graphic sketches of such men and things as a no opportunity to slip, and the Goddess of himself been plentifully abused; but they are
aptain Dangerous of the last century might Com, wiping away her tears, shook like full evidently written in jest, and Martial is no
be presumed to deem most worthy of remark. ears of wheat in a pleasant harvest-wind at the more to be held in dishonour for them than his
Fielding’s London is put before the reader from ‘sparkling little sayings of the tight-girdled character is to be settled by what is unclean in
his epigrams. The abounding beautiful is to be
the point of view which a jolly, rollickin Bohe handmaid of Metanira.
mian of the period would be most lii ely to l Among graver people of old the epigram did weighed against the abounding base; and his
select as a ground for observation. In short, not ﬂourish. Toplady, however, in one of his own assertion, epigrammatically put, must be
‘The Adventures of Captain Dangerous’ does numerous writings, is disposed to look upon allowed some weight,—
Lasciva est nobis plgins; vita probe est.
for the London of a hundred years since lyElijahfs address to the riests of Baal, of which
what ‘Twice Round the Clock’ has done for he gives his own trans ation, as e igramniatic. ~Southerne might have said the same at the
London of the present day. In the same way, , But an anonymous author, in the ruth-secker, end of the dullest and dirtiest of his comedies.
Mr. Sale, in language suitable to the character found something more sarcastic still in the Congreve, on the other hand, abounds in dirty
of his hero, paints the characteristic features remark of Lemuel’s mother to her royal son, epigrammatic wit, the uncleanness of which,
of distant cities at the time when Captain whom she had been urging against the perils he maintains in his Prefaces, onl exists in the
Dangerous visited them. Such is the narrative ‘of the bowl, and who was, probably, not so at base application made of the wit y his readers.
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The great merit of Jonson's Epigrams, in
_cluding therein his monumental inscriptions,
is their originality in union with their unparal
leled beauty and eloquent terseness. In all our
satirical writers the epigram abounds. Young’s
Satires may be cut up into epigrams, and they
would form a handsome volume. In less degree
may this be done with Pope. Yet where it can
be effected, the success is, perhaps, even more
complete, Pope being less verbose than the
divine. Epigrams have been said to v be in
tended, as the lancet,—used pointedly for the
beneﬁt of the sufferer and the instruction of the
locker-on. But they are too often like a splinter,
which irritates and does not heal a wound. A
true epigram should have many graces about its
point, ﬁne as those fair an els who, legends say,
could dance together by t ousands on the thin
end of a needle. All depends on the spirit in
which they are written. The philosophers who
uttered epigrams on their deathbeds, even he
who said that life was an epigram and death
the point to it, may be undoubtedly set down
as having had fear and vanity for their inspiring
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tribes‘; faults is the want of notes exactly work to’ an impossible source. He si

the
where they are wanted. Thus we have, without followin , not with the name of the author, but
any reference to the cause of quarrel between that of t e man satirined:—
On "the Tu]! Hunter."
Dean and Duke, the following :
The Duke and the Dean.
James Bridges and the Dean had long been friends;
James is be-duked, and so their friendship ends ;
And sure the Dean deserves a sharp rebuke,
From knowing James, to boast he knows the Duke.
Swirl‘.

He ives, too, repeated funny illustrations of
“ A flesh is rass,” which is miserable fun on
so serious a su ject. This is a sample of—

This change of hero into author cannot come

The want of a note is still more felt in the of respect to the peerage, as the next sample
following case :
will certify:—
On Lord Cudogan.
By fear unmoved, by shame nnaweil,
Oﬂspring of hangman and of bawd;
Ungrateful to the ungrateful men he grew by,

A bold, bad, boist‘rous, hlust‘ring, bloody booby.

To Lady Mount E—-, on the Dealh ofa. favourite Pig.
0 dry that tear in round and big,
Nor waste in sighs your precious wind ;
Death only takes a single pig
Your lord and son are still behind.

ATTEBBURY.

How are young readers to understand the
above? Does Mr. Booth know that the Cado
of the above e )igram was the wretched fe ow
who, when Bis op Atterbury was sent prisoner
to the Tower, cried, “ Fling him to the lions "l
Atterbury went too far in the above, for it was
Cadogan’s grandfather, Sir Hardress Waller,
who was one of the judges of Charles the First,
‘and Cadogan's mother, Bridget \Valler, was
muses.
But it is time that we should turn to Mr. certainly not open to the episcopal abuse.
But ignorance is better than indecency; and
Booth, who has compiled a very imperfect and
unsatisfactory volume on this subject. One of if some cpigrams are unintelligible to general
his objects seems to be to ridicule the “cloth,” readers, others are too well annotated. That
the most severe epigrams beinrr those levelled on the bodies of Dr. Sacheverell and Sally
at cle
men. If these were all ancient, there Salisbury ought never to have been admitted.
The crushing epigram which Burns made
would e less objection to be made; but when
he reprints from Punch all those with which against Andrew Homer is here given to the
Bishop Villiers and “ Cheese,” as Mr. Booth disadvantage of one Turner; and no allusion
calls him, were pelted, we think he shows want is made to the quarrel out of which it arose,
of judgment, which includes a lack of charity. and without mention of which the piece sounds
The following are Mr. Booth's illustrations of‘ like wanton brutality. The epigrams con
nected with English history, whether social or
life among his brethren :—
political, are rendered worse than useless; they
The Traveller and clergyman.
are misleading, for want of an explanatory
0. I've lost my portmanteau.
note. \Ve cite one example out of many :—
T. I ity your grief.
O.
my sermons are in it.
T. I pity the thief.

A Duke once declared-and most solemnly too-—
That whatever he liked with his own he would do ;
But the son of a duke hu farther gone,
He will do what he likes with what isn‘t his own.
1mm W. Lnsnox.

On the late Duchess of St. Alban's.
The line of Vere, so long renown'd in arms,
Concludes with lustre in St. Alban's charms;
Her conqu'rlng eyes have made their race complete;
They rose in valour, and in beauty set.

Mr. Booth does not see what a wretched
imitation this is of Sir C. Hanbury Williams‘s

epigram on the ﬁrst Duke of Dorset and
his son :—
Foil and Sense, in Dorset's race,
A iernptely do run,
As Carey one day told his Grace,
Praising his eldest son.
But Carey must allow for once
Exception to the rule —
For Mlddlesex is but a dunes,
Though DO'roet be a fool.

Mr. Booth knows nothing of this epigram.
He does not even know who wrote the lines
beginning
I know the thing that's most uncommon.

Every boy recognizes them as Pope's, against
whom the reverend compiler seems to have a

grudge, for he ascribes to Dryden the following
misquoted lines on
Nobility of Blood.
Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow,
The rest is all but leather and prunelln.
What can ennoble fools, or knaves, or cowards!
Nothing; not all the blood of [all] the Howards.
Daron‘.

—If he had subscribed “ Lord W. Lennox" to
the above, Mr. Booth would not have done
Pope greater wrong. But what may we not
expect from a collector of epigrams who cannot
even guess at the authorship of the lines com
mencing with——
Who can believe with common sense
That bacon fried gives God offence?

The “late Duchess of St. Albans" was the
A late Bishop's Charge to his Clergy podizcd.
Iiunt not, fish not, sheet not,
Dance not, ﬁddle not ﬂute not ;
Be sure you have nothing to do with the Whigs;
' But stay at home, and feed your pigs;
And, above all, I make it my special desire,
That, at least, once a week you dine with the Squire.

widow Coutts, the err-actress Mellon; but the —They are Swift’s. We are thankful the com
Duchess of the e igram was the sole daughter giler did not give them to Ravenscroﬁ. or Sir
and heiress of t e twentieth Earl of Oxford.
amuel Tuke.
-

She is among the Hampton Court beauties, and

this daughter of Aubrey do Vere married the
The above, against a wide-awake bishop, is ﬁrst Duke of St. Albans, the son of Charles the
Second and Neil Gwynne. It was the great
perhaps condoned by another :—
andson of this duke and duchess who married
On a Parson who fell asleep at a. Party.
Still let him sleep, still let us talk, my friends,
iss Moses, the damsel who was refused by
When next he preaches we'll have full amends.
Lord Peterborough because her fortune did not
Mr. Booth ﬁnds most delight in “ banging come within 15,000l. of what he considered
the bishops” :—
might qualify her to become his wife. The
()n B-— Bishop of'Durham and Burlington the
tale, told by Lord Auckland, is worth all the
,
Piclywckel.
,
epigrams in this ill-arranged volume.
Two names of late, in a different way,
With spirit and zeal did bestir ‘em,
The one was transported to Botany Bay,
The other translated to Durham.

But it is not of ill'arran ement or careless

Sometimes Mr. Booth splits a poem in two,
and

esses rightly at the authors ip of one of

the gggments. At pa e 52 he gives the two
verses on the statue of ash between the busts
of Pope and Newton, but he names no author.
The author of the last of the two verses was

Chesterfield; the ﬁrst is aninterpolation. Then,
at page 258, he gives three verses which, in the
original form, precede those at page 52, and,
omitting the two famous epi mmatic verses
with which the poem opens, su scribes the name

of Chesterﬁeld to the bit Mr. Booth has chipped

ness only that the reveren collector is guilty. out of him. Then, Pope’s ﬁne epigram compli
Numerous are the gross errors made in naming mentary to my Lord is thus ticketed:
Anon, the satire includes congregation as well the authorship of many of these epigrams.
Writ‘ten on Glass, by a Gentleman who borrowed the
as clerics :—
Earl of Chuleajield's diamond pencil.
Thus, we find—
"Attend your Church," the parson cries;
To Church each fair one goes;
The old go there to close their eyes,
The young to eye their clothes.

But the compiler soon “harks back” to the
trail of the persons :—
Timc Enough.
A clerical pr-lg, who one morn joined the chase,
For which he had always an itching.
Was thrown from his horse, and fell ﬂat on his face,
A dangerous, dirty, deep ditch in.
Each Nimrod that pass‘d him for help loud did cry,
But onward all eagerly panted:
The whippenin lustlly roars, " Let him lie!
Till Sunday he will not he wanted."

\Vith the exception of the lines on Seeker, and
one or two others, the clergy and Church are
ratherpilloried than exalted, or even fairly repre
sented, in this collection, wherein the faults are ‘

innumerable.

One of the most unpardonable
v

The Book-Worms.
Through and through the inspired leaves,
Ye maggots, make your windings:
But, oh! respect his lordship's taste,
And spare his golden bindings.
Brass.

Accept a miracle, instead of wit,
See two dull lines by Stanhope‘s pencil writ.

Some epigrams Mr. Booth mars cruelly or
absurdly. Thus, he gives the well-known epi

gram on Wolsey :—

Born of a butcher, by a bishop bred,
—If this is to be found in any genuine edition
How high his highness holds his haughty head!
of Burns, it is at best an imitation of Guichard's
as-—
epigram :
Begot by lmlchers, but by bishops bred!
Je te tiens, souris témérairc,
When he comes to the monumental epigrams
Un trébuchet me fall; raison;
_
par excellence, Mr. Booth misses a ﬁne opportu
Tu me rongenis, coqulne, un tome do Voltaire,
Tandis que j‘ava-ia n les oeuvres de Pradon.
nity. The subject was chosen, recently, whereon
Mr. Booth’s ignorance of the authorship of to lecture, by the Rev. Dr. ‘V. A. Newman,
some of the commonest epigrams in our lan late Dean of Ca 0 Town, and the lecturer
guage is more pardonable when he refrains from wisely and skilfu ly contrasted the hopeless
nannn any writer, as in the case of “ Tender ness of a future in the heathen inscriptions, with
hande touch a nettle," which is universally the holy and beautiful assurances of it on the
known to be Hill's, than when he ascribes the resting-places of the early Christians. hir.
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Booth follows another method. He has no of special pleading which is unbecoming the
idea of drawint7 a moral from the treatment of philosopher.
the subject. I10 has given a few of the best
The mountain, upon whose “ heaven-kissing”
ancient inscriptions, but the best among the summit is seated the Angel of Truth, is not to
modern he omits altogether.
be assailed in the spirit which has given so
This corpse
much celebrity to our author amidst the snow
Is Tommy Thorpe‘s

is not edifying; nor is there proﬁtable instruc

tion in such as the following :—
On a Clergymmt named Clwsl.
Here lies at rest, I do protest,
One Chest within another;
The chest of wood was very good
Who says so of the other?

clad mountains of Switzerland.

The im

etuous zeal by which the summit of Mont
lane was achieved will not avail in climbing
into the higher-the sublimer regions of Truth.

The conclusions to which the “new philo
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reﬂects upon the subject can fail to see and

appreciate the extent to which the civilization
and commerce of England have been indebted
to, and are now largely dependent on, the
productions of literature, music and the ﬁne
arts.
How slowly the nation has appreciated the
justice and the policy of protectinr authors
from invasion of that property to w ich they
are entitled in the co ying or reproduction of
their works is extraordinary. Unless an author
has the exclusive right of making and sellin

soph ” leads the student may be given in Prof.
copies of his work, that is, of preventing a]
Tyn all’s own words :
“Every mechanical action on the earth's sur persons without his permission from exercising
All this is in execrable taste, and Mr. Booth
even goes out of his way to indulge in it. For face, every manifeetation of power, organic or in such right, of course his property in the repro
instance, he gives the subjoined as the epitaph organic, vital and physical, is produced by the sun. duction is rendered cocr‘ililparatively valueless.
His warmth keeps the sea liquid and the atmo Thence the necessity of
ingin the aid of the
0n Quin, the Actor, in the Abbey Church at Bath.
sphere a gas, and all the storms which agitate both legislature to secure to authors the exclusive
The scene is changed-I am no more ;
are blown by the mechanical force of the sun. He reproduction of their works which in England
Death '1 the last act-now all is o'er.
—-If Mr. Booth had only inquired of a friend at lifts the rivers and the glaciers up the mountains, is called copyright. Our legislation upon this
Bath as to the truth of this, or looked into a and thus the cataract and the avalanche shoot with subject has always been based upon the justice
an energy derived immediately from him. Thunder
Bath Guide, he would not thus have offended. and lightning are also his transmuted strength. of protecting authors from an infringement of
The epitaph on Quin is by his great rival Every ﬁre that burns and every ﬂame that glows their operty in there reduction of their works.
Garrick, the actor, who snatched from him the dispenses light and heat which originally belonged This eing so, it wonl seem but just that the
succession to the inheritance of Betterton and to the sun. In these days, unhappily, the news of true principle upon which to legislate would
Booth, and it rings in this wise :—
battle is familiar to us, but every shock and every have been to limit an author’s enjoyment of his
charge is an application, or mis-application, of the copyright only so far as might be considered
That tongue which set the table in a roar,
And charmed the public ear, is heard no more;
mechanical force of the sun. He blows the trum essential for the public interests. Unfortunately,
Clos'd are those eyes, the hnrbingers 0i wit,
pet, he urges the projectile, he bursts the bomb. the legislature ap ears invariably to have acted
W'hich :pake before the tongue what Shakspearo writ.
Gold is at hand which, living, was stretched forth
‘At iriendship‘s call to suecour modest worth.
Here lies James Quin; deign, reader, to be taught,
Whate’er thy strength of body, force of thought,
In nature‘! happiest mould however cast,
To this complexion thou must come at last!

From the above instances, we think it
will be seen that the Rev. Mr. Booth has en
tirely mistaken his vocation,—at all events,
as a collector of epigrams: and, as the ex-King
Stanislaus once epigrammatically remarked,
“ Notre chancelier vous dira le reste! ”

And, remember, this is not poetry, but rigid
mechanical truth. He rears, as I have said, the

upon the notion t at protecting an author from

thousand hills. He forms the muscle, he urges the

it is that bit by bit protection has been 'reluc

being lundered of the fruits of his talent
whole vegetable world, and through it the animal;
the lilies of the ﬁeld are his workmanship, the and in ustry was creating a “ monopoly,” thus
verdure of the meadows, and the cattle upon a trenching upon the rights of the public. Thence
blood, he builds the brain. - His ﬂeetness is in the tantly and gradually wrung from parliament in
lion‘s foot; he springs in the panther, he soars in favour of these works which are now the sub
the eagle, he slides in the snake. He builds the ject of copyright in England, and in every case
forest and hews it down,——the
war which raised the author’s term of copyright seems to have
the tree and which wields the axe being one and been unnecessarily curtailed.
the same. The clover sprouts and blossoms, and
It is instructive to compare our system of
the scythe of the mower swings by the operation legislation upon copyright with that of France.
of the same force.

The sun digs the ore from our

Prior to the great revolution in that country

Heat considered as a Mode of Motion: being a mines, he rolls the iron, he rivets the plates, he at the close of the last century, authors had no
Course of Twelve Lectures delivered at the boils the water, he draws the train. He not only protection for their productions, excepting only
Royal Institution of Great Britain in the grows the cotton, but he spins the ﬁbre and weav
the web. There is not a hammer raised, a wheel such as the Crown might choose to confer as

season of 1862. By John Tyndall. (Long

man & Co.)
Prof. Tyndall says in his Preface, “I have
endeavoured to bring the rudiments of a new
philosophy within the reach of a erson of
ordinary rntelli nce and culture.”
t will 'be
admitted b al who read these Lectures that
the author as succeeded.
.Our old philosophers regarded heat as a sub
stantive entity: a subtile something diffused
through all matter, and regulating its hysical
state. The conditions of a solid, a, ﬂui , and a
gaseous body they supposed- to be determined
y the quantity of heat contained in it. The
“new philosophy” sets aside the labours of

deeplyearnest minds for long years: it refuses
to: regard heat as an “imponderable element,”
but insists on its being only “a mode of
motion.” “Heat," says our modern philo
sopher, “can produce mechanical force, and
mechanical force can produce heat; some com
mon quality must therefore unite this agent
and the ordinary forms of mechanical power.”
Nothing can be more certain than this: but
there _are many gifted minds still clinging to
the view that heat is a diffusive power, and
they would explain the production of heat by
mechanical force, and the well-known effect of

heat, in establishing and continuin mechanical
power by another and an equally ogical mode
of reasoning from that so zealously adopted by

Prof. Tyndall.
_ The discussion will be a long, earnest and
interesting one, and truth will be advanced by
the conflict of minds. There is in many por
trons of these Lectures too much of the spirit
of an advocate, and sometimes there is evidence

turned, or a shuttle thrown, that is not raised, and

turned and thrown by the sun.

His energy is

poured forth into space, but our world is a halting
place where his energy is conditioned. Here the

Proteus works his spells.”
Readers of this book will not expect to ﬁnd
the calmness of Herschel or Faraday; for Prof.
dall has his own individualities as a writer
and thinker, which lend to his work their cha
meter and charm.

a privilege by special grant. One of the ﬁrst
uses the French made of their liberty was to
institute an in uiry upon the subject of copy
right: our legis ation was cited as based upon
the true principle of that property which every

author of right has in the reproduction of his
works; such property was stated to be “ of the
most sacred descri tion," inasmuch as it was

the production of the human mind. This great
rinciple being established, it was carried out
E le islation, alike simple, comprehensive and
ii e115. It justly placed authors of literary and

The Law of Copyright. The Engraving, Sculp
ture and Desigm Acts, the Intemational Copy
right Act, and the Art Copyright Act, 4869.
With an Introduction and Notes. By E.
M. Underdown, Esq. (Crockford)
THIS is a useful and opportune ‘book. It is
adapted not only for artists, but likewise for
purchasers of works of Art. It contains a mass
of information well arranged and indexed, all
which is of the utmost importance to persons
interested in the reduction, sale, or purchase
of such works, inc uding photographs.
In the history of British law there is, rhaps,
no branch of legislation more remarks le than
that which relates tocopyright. When a nation
emerges from barbarism, and its po ulation
increases in density and wealth year y year,
it becomes of deeper importance to furnish pro
ﬁtable employment to the masses. The man
who has power to conceive and realize a new
work, whether of Literature, Music, or of Art,
then becomes a public benefactor in his genera
tion in proportion to the usefulness of his pro
duction in advancing knowledge and creating
proﬁtable employment for others. No one who I

musical productions, as well :& authors of works
of ﬁne art, in all res ects upon a erfect footin
of equality, giving t em the exc usive right f

reproduction of their works for their lives, and
also for a subsequent period in favour of their

families, which has since been considerably
increased. The invasion of that property ren
ders the oﬁ'ender criminally liable, as well
as civilly responsible for any damage sustained
by the proprietor.
This not and beneﬁcent law of Copyright in
France as been in o oration since 1793, and

there can be little

oubt that it has largely

tended to foster new and admirable pro uc
tions in literature, music and the ﬁne arts.
Above all, it has created that honourable tone
of feeling existing amongst French artists which,
in the higher branches of Art, has es(pecially
given them such great superiority, an whic
eﬂ'ectually precludes professional malpractices
and charlatanism.
Attention is called to these facts on account

of the bearing they have upon our own neglected
and defective legislation as to artistic copyriglllt.
Some of the lamentable results to which it
s
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given rise are disclosed in the Appendix to
Mr. Underdown’s book.
Just seventy years after the artists of France
were invested with an exclusive copyright in
their works, a similar act of justice was last
year accorded in favour of British artists. Prior
to that time, no copyright in a picture or draw
ing could be acquired in England. This dis
creditable fact is recorded in the statute of
last session, to which we have referred, and
which was obtained through the inﬂuence and
at the sole expense of the Society of Arts. The
evidence which induced the Council of the
Society to obtain the Act is judiciously given by
Mr. Under-down, because it does justice to the
wisdom and usefulness of the Council in carry
ing so important a measure of reform; while,

at the same time, a careful perusal of that
evidence must satisfy every reasonable author
and purchaser of modern pictures and drawings
that it is not only of importance to his own
protection, but also to that of the profession
and the public to secure the copyright in
such works. For example, Mr. Poole, RA., at
p. 175, says, “ I know cases of spurious copies by
the dozens, or scores. They are the exact size
of the original picture, the object being to
deceive. Pictures have been sent to me and
brought from the country, Oxford and Cheltcn
ham, Bristol, &c., and in all cases copies; the
parties who brought them to me bought them as
originals, and lost large sums by the transaction.
The vendors, I believe, were quite aware they
were spurious copies; and I also believe that
art/tats were employed by these peromra to make the
Mr. Frith, RA, at p. 176, says, “Spurious
copies are very common. A copy of one of my
own pictures was sold as an original at Christie’s.
No doubt the seller was aware of the forgery.
The instances of similar frauds are numberless.”
Mr. J. B. Pyne, p. 179, says, amongst other
things, “ I was once waited on by a low dealer,
who wished to persuade me of the authenticity
of a spurious work, and who afterwards offered
to bring me ﬁve pictures a week, to sign, and
consequently acknowledge for mine. He pro

posed to weekly hand me over 10L, 21. per
picture.” As to spurious copies of his works,
9 says, “the most ﬂagrant instance occurred

drawings prior to 1862; and, secondly, to a
neglect of duty on the part of the Royal Acw
demicians. For nearly a century the Sovereigns
of this country have entrusted these gentlemen
with certain peculiar and very questionable
privileges, in consideration of the gratuitous
instruction in fine art given at the schools
of the Royal Academy. Considering that the
training of youth was committed to their charge,
it became an additional duty upon the part of
the Royal Aardemicians towards the Sovereign
and the public, by every means in their power,
to put down the extensive system of deception
and fraud, which, it now seems, has been long
known to exist, as to the manufacture and sale
of spurious copies of pictures. Can any one
doubt the truth of the opinion expressed by
Mr. Poole, R.A., that artists were em loyed to
make these copies? What have t 0 Royal
Academicians ever done to repress such mal
ractices? Why did they leave it to the
ociety of Arts, by their inﬂuence, and at their
sole expense, to obtain the Act of last session?
If certain members of the Royal Academy have
habitually made, and been “ asst'stal” in making
and selling copies of their pictures under the
name of “ repetitions," or “ artists’ copies,"
with and without the sanction of the owners
of the original pictures, then the whole state
of things becomes explained and is readily
understood; otherwise, it is unaccountable.
These observations are intended in no un
kindly spirit to the Academy, which, at the
present time, happily numbers amongst its
members some aw honourable and earnest men
as are to be found in any other profession.
Their efforts in the cause of reform at the
Academy will have the support of public
opinion. For good and evil, the inﬂuence of
the Academy upon British art and artists has
been and is very great. If its members, as a
body, are desirous of putting down the per
nicious and fraudulent system prevalent in
England as to works of fine art, they will do
so most effectually by not allowin any picture
to be included in the Royal Acodem' Exhibi
tion the co yri ht whereof has not con pro
tected as the opyright Works of Art Act,
1862, directs; and as to which Mr. Under
down’s book gives all the very simple but

thus. I handed over to a icture-liner a work needful forms and instructions.
to be mounted or lined. 11 less than a fort
@
night, a clergyman forwarded to me a very
badly executed copy of the picture, saying he Essays, Critical, Biographical, and M118001
laneoua. By S. F. Williams. (Freeman)
could buy it for a very small price, having found
it in the hands of a dealer. This dealer knew IN this book we are shown what manner of
my works as well as I did. The picture was in penalty is to be paid for living in an age of
every respect as to measurement, signature, &c. prose- ets and semi-German humorists. The
an imitation of my own. It was also lined, to secon —hand Johnsonians were an oppressive
race as writers, even when they were such
bar a stricter comparison with the original.”
Mr. Charles Branwhitc, member of the old women of wit and poetry as Fanny Burney and
Water-Colour Society, p. 181, says,——“ The sale Anna Seward; yet we would rather keep com
of spurious pictures is a very common practice. pany with them than with those who try at the
I have known a person sell as many as seventeen styles of Macaulay, or of Mr. Carlyle, or of the
copies from one picture; and, in other cases, Author of ‘The Stones of Venice.’ To-day’s
kee ing a person constantly employed in doing ﬁne writing, however, will always be found
not 'ng but make copies for sale.”
staler and more surfeiting than the effector
Mr. George Lance, p. 190, says-‘SI know tions of a bygone time. ‘vs shrink from it
of roses where copies of my works must have with something akin to personal shame,——as
been made during the time of their exhibition, we do from a national folly or injustice. Mr.
either before or after the hours of admitting Williams, however, we apprehend, will take
the public. I have also heard of a dealer offer little heed of any criticism,—so complacent is,
ingan actual commission for several pictures apparently, the humour in which his lucubra
of fruit, on condition that my name might be tions have been written. Of the, ﬁfteen essays,
introduced in some way as the designer and we have only read those on Thackeray, Long
painter of them.” Much more of the evidence fellow, Gerald Massey, Abraham Cowley,
is of equal interest.
Alexander Murray, George Crabbe, and
If it be asked how such a lamentable state Cavour. Perhaps the reason for such absti
of things as some portions of this Appendix nence will be best explained by a specimen of
disclose could have arisen, the answer appears the style which has proved so satiating. Mr.
to be-—_ﬁmt, from the non-existence of any law Williams is writing of Murray :—
for the protection of copyright in pictures and
“Young Alexander-‘s lineage was one of his
o

diadems.

Though in the veins of his ancestor;

and his own no ‘ noble blood ' ﬂowed, still his wnl

as noble and royal as kings’. Others of his kind
in literature were poor-—well-nigh poverty-stricken
men.

William Postellus was a domestic; Sebak

tian Castalio was alabourer ; Anthony Purver was
a shoemaker; Robert Hill was a tailor; Wolfgang
Musculus was ﬁrst a ballad-singer, a weaver, and
then a sort of bricklayer; Thomas Pendrell ‘ stuck
to the last’; Henry Wild used the ‘goose ‘ and the
‘sleeveboard,’ and made ‘continuations.‘ And what
was Magliabecchi'! ' ' Everything in which he
delighted clung to him. He was not leather and
gutta percha. “ " ‘A.s,' says he, ‘I read constantly
and remembered well, I soon astonished all our
honest neighbours with the large passages ofScripture

I recited before them. My fame for reading and
memory was loud, and several said that I was a
"living miracle.‘I I puzzled the honest elders of
the Church with recitals of Scriptrue and discourses
about Jerusalem.’ We can just fancy these old
gents, grey in custom as in years. " ' Doggedly
maintaining that all the virtue of these ‘new~
fangled dodge’ consists in their similarity to.
‘what used to be’; domesticated like cats; living
from day to week, from week to month, from

monthto year in the A B C of thin

; terriﬁed

when some sly urchin popped into their dwellings,

and turned these letters into syllables, and the syl
lables into words, and, with admirable sang-frond,
cried ‘ bosh ! ’ upon all their traditional nonserla.

' " He was not the led to believe that life is a
playground-a vast parlour or drawing-room, ﬁlled
with sofas and easy chairs. Such things were to
him, when com
with mental exercise and
culture, ponderous coﬂins, wherein people tombed
themselves alive. Life was to him, what it is to
every great soul, a battle. He was the Scotch
Peripatetic. His father put him to mind sheep.

Why, all ye gods, is it that fathers act so silly
sometimes l Lads are thrust into circumstances
and
dragged
whatwith
is the
a cartmpe-mdversc
consequence? Why,
to their
either bulli
ness is neglected-these stones and bricks and dirt:
are left down below-and the eagle soars on ever

upward and upward, with its eye upon the sun
the spirit ﬁndsits home and its kindred and its joy;

or the lads are crippled for life, maimed and blind
folded, or, what perhaps is worse, tortured out of

existence.
to him.

A shepherd's wand was a dull thing
Give him books, and wand and hill and

sheep were entirely forgotten.

‘ I was sedentary,’

says he~‘given to books, and writing on
with coals.’ Here was the true man, with an eye.»
to the future, with budding hopes and eager desires,
shoving aside the circumstances in which he had
been placed, and hewing, as out of a rock, a path
way for his giant self. Bravo Al ! "

If the above be new and true, give us what

is old and false. Mr. \Villiams is tormented
by the vain desire to be dee , brilliant and
comprehensive. Often, when e is talking of
one thing, he is thinking of another: as, for‘
instance, when the writer of ‘ Vanity Fair"
is the theme, he seems unable to settle Mr.
Thackeray’s place, or appraise his merits, or‘
admire his style, without a running criticism
on Mr. Dickens.
John Leifch'ild, D.D. : his .P'ubl-ic Ministry,
Private Usefulness, and Personal Character
tat-ice. Founded upon an Autobrbgra h . B.
J. R. Leifchild, AM. (Jackson, “falihrd
Hodder.)
IN general, religious biographies are so trimmed-v

with a view to the deceased’s reputation and’
the presumed usefulness of the work, that the
human element is nearly eliminated; facts are‘
either suppressed or told in vague allusions,
and the author contrives to take up as much

space as his subject. In the present work, the
memoir of Dr. Leifchild by his son, there is an ,

attempt at human portraiture,—-the reader can
form to himself a notion of the man. It is a.
very interesting and readable book.
Dr. Leifchild was the son of a cooper, living
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at Barnet, in Hertfordshire: the mother was
a degree higher than her husband in social
‘position; she was the daughter of Bockman,
‘the artist, some of whose pictures are to be
.seen at Hampton Court. She had been too well
brought up to be altogether a suitable helpmate
for one in her husband’s station of life ; but that
circumstance may, in some degree, account for
‘the natural reﬁnement and good manners of
—her eldest son. She and her husband do not
seem to have been very happy; their disposi
‘tions were 0 posits —the husband being a
—comfortable
esleyan Methodist, whilst the
‘wife was a decided Calvinist and a bearer of
Mr. Romaine, whose works are still religious
classics.
John Leifchild was from his childhood the
subject of religious impressions, and always
under the inﬂuence of religious restraint; his
life was singularly free from any worldly
:admixture of scenes and impressions. He
records in his Autobiography—-“ My fondness
for reading and musing, and my acquired skill
in playing upon some instruments of music (the
ﬂute and the bass-viol) preserved me from many
deteriorating inﬂuences. The result was, that
I never, so far as I now recollect, swore a pro
fane oath, never played a game of cards, and
continued to the last ignorant of cards and all
games, except those of the most innocent kind
appertaining to childhood and youth. I can
.not help thinking that by this happy ignorance
I was kept from scenes of dissipation and places
»of hazardous excitement.” At this period,
however, he speaks of himselfas working at his
“father’s trade, but with little steadfastness and
proficiency. How could I, when I stole away
as often as I could with a book in my pocket in
—order to peruse its contents? My imagination
was heated with the works of Richardson and
other novelists, while my judgment was un
formed.” He also mentions .his own early
bias towards Calvinism. When he was not
more than thirteen, he usedto go to the village
‘of Whetstone, to attend a Calvinistic chapel,
‘where Mr. Mathews, a bookseller in the Strand,
London, and father of the celebrated comedian,
was the usual preacher, “ and a very sensible
and impressive one I thought him to be,

although he was not impassioned.” Added,
however, to the doctrinal attractions, there was
another, “a young female, to whom, although
.so young, I was secretly attached, also at
- tended at this chapel with her friends.” The
:sequel of this romance is curious. She was
afterwards married to a fashionable trades
man in London, who eventually became unfor
tunate; and in after-life, when Dr. Leifchild

had become a popular preacher, she solicited
7relief from him. She was one of his congre
ﬁction, and never dreamed that, as a boy, he
ad worshipped her and “feared to address

her”! It was Dr. Leifchild’s custom to record
all the noticeable deliverances from danger he
met with durin his life. One of these is
uaintly told.
no evening, returning across
inchley Common from London to Barnet,
with his father, in their own vehicle, his
father, to raise their courage, said, “Child,
let us sing Ottford” (a favourite hymn tune).
Before the ﬁrst strain could be raised, a. high
wayman called out, “Stop!” and, presenting a
pistol, desired the father tobe quick with his
money. At that moment, another pair of
wheels was heard close behind, and the high
wa an rode off. “There, child,” said his
fist er, “God has ap cared for us; now let us
sing Ottford”; and ttford was sung till they
reached Barnet.
Dr. Leifchild, at sixteen, was apprenticed to
a coo or at St. Albans, though he says of him
self t t “he hadaconsciousness of being born
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to something better than the drudgery of
trade.” He had a natural genius for preaching,
and about this time he attended the sermons
of the Rev. Samuel Nicholson, at the Abbey
Church, repeating his sermons in private, and
endeavouring “ to imitate his almost matchless
elocution.”
The ﬁrst attempt he made at speaking in
ublic was at a Wesleyan class-meeting, where
e was asked to lead; and, though with some
trepidation, he complied, with great liberty to
himself and acceptance from those who heard
him. lVhen little more than a boy, he married
his ﬁrst wife, who was not long spared to him.
When about nineteen he removed to London,
both for the sake of getting work and for the
opportunity of attending different places of
worship. His talent for preaching even then
was developing itself, and he was often asked
to take the place of some of the “local
preachers” of the Wesleyan persuasion, some
times delivcring as many as four addresses on
a Sabbath afternoon; by this means he obtained
fluency and boldness. All this time he was
almost entirely uneducated. He split away
from Methodism on the point of “effectual
calling"; \Vesleyan views were not sufficiently
Calvinistic; and he joined the Independents,
with which body he remained united to the
day of his death. He found friends who placed
him in the Hoxton Academy, instituted to
train young men for the Independent ministry.
Although the course of study was not very
severe or profound, it still was training, and
Dr. Leifchild made the best of it. His singular
talents for preaching, for riveting the attention
of large congregations, were recognized by all
the directors and teachers. Rowland Hill wished
to induce the young student to become his
assistant; but young Leifchild was not drawn
towards him. When twenty-eight years of
age (and a widower) “he accepted a cordial
invitation from the Christian community wor
shipping at Hornton Street Chapel, Kensing
ton,’ —~where he soon became very po ular
amongst his own people, and obtains the
respect of those not within the pale. There
was a great prejudice in Kensington against
Dissenters, but the vicar was on friendly
terms with him. One of the features in this
work is the complacency with which Mr.
Leifchild dwells on the attention and
social recognition his father received from
persons superior to himself in social position.
It seems as though the religious excel
lence of his father received additional
value from being indorsed by ﬁne people. This
casts an incidental light upon the effect of
religious disabilities. In those da 5 the Test
and Corporation Acts were in ful force, and
Dissenters were not the owerful body they
are now; they felt themse ves socially inferior
to the members of the Established Church.
Dr. Leifchild’s preaching certainly raised the
character and standing of Dissenters in Ken
sington; but there is a complacent dwelling
upon the names of persons of rank and position
who attended his ministry or showed him atten
tion, as if
Asnlntin crepe were twiceasalnt in lawn.
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speaks as if he and his hearers stood visibly on this
‘ end and shoal of time,‘ with the glories of heaven
above him, and the eternal abyss beneath, and on
the reception of his living words the doom of all
who heard them were at the moment to be fixed
for ever. He makes audible to the heart the silent
ﬂight of time, so that the wings of the hours seem
to rustle as they pass by with fearful sound. ' ‘
In the description of dying scenes, Mr. Leif
child is too frequently tempted to dwell on circum
stances which border on the physically shocking.
When he abstains from this, he is absolutely fear

ful.

We remember once hearing him, at the close

of a striking description of the alarm felt by a

sinner at the approach of death, exclaim in a. wild
tone, ‘His friends rush to him—he is gone!’ then
with a. solemn impressiveness add, ‘ He is dead! ’
and, at last, in a voice that came on the car like

low thunder pronounce, ‘11a is damned!’

The

effect was petril'ying and withering. It seemed as
though he had actually witnessed while he spoke
the passage of a soul into eternity, and the sealing

of its irrevocable doom."
This is not the style of preaching to convince

the understanding; there is in human nature
a certain nobleness of sentiment which resents
alike promises and threats. The fear of death
is not at all a high motive of action to set
before men, and we can imagine many men re
fusing to accept any form of doctrine, however
sound, that was enforced by denunciations of
consequences which had no connexion with
grounds of belief.
Mr. Leifchild tells, with garrulous compla
cency, how, in the course of his father’s
labours on behalf of the Bible Societ , “he
became acquainted with and persona ly no
ticed by the Dukes of Kent and Sussex." The
Duke of Sussex asked him where he preached,
and the biographer remarks: “ The compara
tively obscure dissenting minister might ex
cusably feel a little ﬂattered by this royal
attention and interest.” Here, however, is an
amusing account of a deputation to George the
Fourth; it is graphic, and shows a reverence
for royalty as expressed in those days :—
“Not only had my father the honour of con

versing with a royal duke, but while at Kensington
he was introduced to royalty itself. He must be
allowed to narrate the event in his own words :‘ I was one of the ministers of the three denomi
nations, Presbyterian, Baptist, and Independent,

who proceeded to Carlton Palace, Pall Mall, with
an Address of Congratulation to the Prince Regent
upon his accession to the throne as George the
Fourth. We were a motley group, of various
dimensions, dresses, and appearance. We advanced

in a somewhat confused manner through a long
room, with noblemen_ in waiting on each side, like
statues, to the king, who was seated on a low
throne at the further end. He was lusty, pappy,
and pale, in a. kind of uniform, and with a cocked

hat, which on our approach he took of with
inimitable grscefulness. Dr. Rees, our senior, a
Presbyterian, and a ﬁne-looking man, read the

address.

The king’s air of supineness had given

way to a mirthful smile, as he saw the satisfaction
on our countenances when we were admitted to

the royal presence. At the close of the address he
read a brief reply, and then unexpectedly addressed

us impromptu in these words:—“The manner in
which you have spoken of my late revered father
must touch every heart, and none more than my

own (laying his hand upon his breast).

You may

assure yourselves, gentlemen, of a continuance,‘

Serjeant, then Mr. Talfourd, in an article,
entitled ‘Pulpit Oratory,’ in the London
Magazine, for March 1821, gives the following
description of his preaching :—
"Mr. Leifchild is one of those who feel ‘the

lege of all kissing hands on account of the fatigue

future in the instant.’ He has almost as intense a
consciousness of the world to come as he has of the
visible objects around him. He speaks not only as
believing, but as seeing that which is invisible.
The torments of the hell which he discloses are as
palpable to his mind as the sufferings of a convict
stretched on a rock by a human torturer. He

it would occasion him,‘ and that as twelve only of
the clergy had been permitted to do so, six only
of our number would be selected for the honour,
he sinilingly observed, "0 you may allkiss hands."
Upon this we all fell in a most humiliating posture
on our knees to kiss his extended hand. Some of
those who were large and aged men, especially

while I sway the sceptre, of all the privileges you
enjoyed under his auspicious reign." To this we
had almost audibly said, “ hear, hear." When the
king was informed that we waived the usual privi
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Doctors Rees and Waugh, had great difficulty in
rising, and retired backwards in some confusion, not
being accustomed to such a movement. As we
retired, the king said to us, “ You may stay in the

adjoining room till I return." While waiting there,
we saw a small deputation of Quakers advancing
with an address, which one of their number held
before him in a frame. One of the pages coming
towards them to take off their hats, Dr. Waugh,
who loved a joke, said to the foremost Quaker
in an audible whisper, ‘Persecution, brother’; to

which the brother signiﬁcantly replied, while point
ing upwards, ‘ Not so bad to take off the hat as the

head.’ We saw the king again as he returned in
procession, and we departed well pleased. I believe
we were all remarkably loyal in our prayers the
next Sunday.”

In 1811 Dr. Leifchild married a second time;
it was a happy marriage, and it exercised a

singular] beneﬁcial inﬂuence over his life and
rom Kensington, Dr. Leifchild was .
career.
invited to Bristol to take the pastorate of
Bridge Street Chapel, with a unanimity and
earnestness which certainly must have been
both touching and ﬂattering. He accepted it
after some consideration. His fame as a preacher
widely increased; he was nowrecognized asone of
the leading dissenting ministers. At Bristol he
had a charming old-fashioned house, a quaint
garden; and he was as happily and pleasantly
situated as a man could be 1]] this world. Bris
tol at that time was the residence of two other
remarkable preachers,—whose name and fame
have spread beyond the bounds of their sect,
—Robert Hall and Mr. Jay. There are some

interesting sketches of another distinguished
Nonconformist, John Foster, the author of the
‘ Essays.’
After a residence of six years at Bristol, Dr.
Leifchild received a call to become the minister
of Craven Chapel in London. This, after much
deliberation, he decided to accept, although
against the opinion of his friends and in spite
of the wild entreaties of his Bristol congrega
tion that he would not abandon them. The
event proved that he had judged wisely, for
his sphere of usefulness became very widely
extended and the inﬂuence of his ministry was
incalculable. He ve himself to his work with
a zeal and devote ness which carried all before
him like a strong tide; he was possessed with
the tremendous responsibility of his mission,
and he addressed himself to every detail of
ministerial labour with unﬂaglging ardour and
ener . His converts may e numbered by
the t ousand. A popular minister is emphati
cally “set in slippery places,” but Dr. Leif
child’s life bore the scrutany of both friends and
_ foes; his personal inﬂuence continued to the
last hour of his life, and no discrepancy ever
appeared between the eloquent preacher and
the excellent man. He was childlike and guile
less, and he was too much impressed by the
importance of his message to be at all self
conscious or to have a thought of himself—this
is very great and very rare praise to have
deserved. Having left few written records of
himself, the inﬂuence of his eloquence has al
read become a tradition, but the inﬂuence of
his ife and conversation still endures; the
. inﬂuence of his example was deeper than the
effect of his preaching, although that was a
power very great to have been exercised by
one man.
In 1854 Dr. Leifchild felt that age had begun
to tell upon him; he could no lon er bear the
whole burden of services of the c apel; and
although the congregation would thankfully
have given him an assistant, difficulties arose,
and the Doctor made up his mind to retire.
He chose Brighton as his residence, but he did
not subside into peaceful idleness; he took
_ charge of a chapel just erected in Brighton, and
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although his labours were lighter, they were not
less energetic than they had been in London.
In 1856 he lost his wife, to whom he was ten
derl attached, and after this he retired from
pub ic life. He returned to London, where he
continued to reside near Primrose Hill until his
death in May, 1862, full of years and honour.
Reforms in Russia ; with a. Glance at the States
General of Russia. in the Sixteenth and Seven
teenth Cmturies- [Des Refonm en Russia, &c.,
par Prince Pierre Dolgoroukow]. (Triibner
8: Co.)
THE world heard of this protest before it
assumed a distinct shape and gave the lie to
everything pretending to be at once Imperial
and Liberal in Russia. Nor was the protest
needless. The contemporary annals of the
Czardom were being written, almost univer
sally, to amuse the public opinion of Europe,
and of England especially, by Muscovite or
Gennan agents, all interested in applauding the
recent policy of the Emperor. We have scarcely
had, for years past, an uncoloured sketch from
Muscovy. But the Prince Do] roroukow is not
himself an impartial witness.
e is too essen
tially, exclusively and arrogantly a Noble, the
partisan of an order, the re resentative of an
exasperated class; and be p ainly speaks of the
other orders as dependent, not on themselves,
but on the great aristocracy whose privileges are
threatened. It is feudality against autocracy.
Still, Prince Dolgoroukow is a politician, well
informed, hi h-minded, and thoroughly distinct
from those ew pedlars who regularly pack, for
the English and Belgian markets, false intelli
gence row the North. His work has roused
many passions in Russia, notwithstanding the
strength of her literary frontier and the vigilance
of her intellectual coast-guard; it is a topic in
German , and it appears, oddly enough, to be
favourc by two opposite varieties of political
thinkers in France. Eloqucnt and lucid, ﬁrm
if not entirely calm, vigorous, warm and direct,
it will certainly be read by no Russian without
proﬁt, and by none of any other nationality,
who ever reads seriously at all, without interest.
The Russian Empire is assing through an
important crisis; not in Poland only, but in
its other provinces also. Its thousand years
of history approach a new and, in one sense, a
deﬁnite epoch; and the condition in which it
exists is one not merely of peril, but of decay,
demoralization, exhausted vital force. Such is

Prince Dolgoroukow’s view.
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adulterated justice. The easantry, while
ti
ﬁed by the abolition o serfdom, dr
the
tyranny of oﬂicials, and believe that they can
only have changed masters:-—a Noble's view of
the matter, it must not be forgotten. As for the
army, it aspires to better treatment aad better
y, and, above all, to the repudiation of the
irch-rod as a means of disciplining warriors.
Finally, vast religious sects are praying for

religious liberty.

Here we have, in miniatures

roughly reduced, Prince Dol oroukow’s “in

ternal aspects of Russia."

xternal to her

frontiers, she employs, at a gigantic cost, an
ineﬁicient and uninﬂuential di lomacy. Russia,
the more timid dealers in bughears will rejoice
to learn, could not now maintain for twelve
months, beyond her own borders, an army of
150,000 men; her other battalions march in a
mirage before the eyes of the world; they are

unpaid and penniless phantoms. The Prince
is certainly not to be accused of a bias in favour

of his own Emperor. Upon the text thus set
forth, he elaborates an argument not more
gloomy than might have been anticipated.
NEW NOVELS.

The Story of Elizabeth. With Two Illustrations.

(Smith, Elder & Co.)—‘The Story of Elizabeth’
turns upon a subject which is, or ought to be, quite

inadmissible for a novel: the antagonism of a
mother and daughter, both rivals for the love of

the same man, who has done enough to make each
hope that he loves her. The mother, proud,
jealous, imperious, acts treacherously towards her
daughter-—sacriﬁces her happiness—blots out all
the natural gladneas of her youth-until she nearly
drives her to desperation. No doubt, amid the many
sorrowful and sinful tragedies enacted in the world,

this terrible domestic duel has had its place, but
it is unﬁt to be turned into story; it trenches'on
the sin of incest, and no mode of treatment can

take away the taint.

In an old Greek tragedy,

this perversion of the most sacred human relation

ship would have been recognized in all its terrible
proportions; but ‘The Story of Elizabeth‘ is told
in a mocking, sarcastic spirit, which is very unplea
sant, and which degrades all the characters alike.

Sir John Dampier, the man who causes all the dire
misery and mischief that goes on, is a shallow,
selﬁsh, idle man, entangled with three women,
to one of whom he is aﬂianced; to none of whom

is he in earnest; and the story of his levity and
reckless pursuit of his own amusement is told with
an unconscious indifference that is startling. There
is an absence of all genuine pity or sympathy in
the book; indeed, we cannot call to mind a work

that seemed to come so little out of the author's
own heart. It is written in a hard, arid spirit, that

He aﬂirms that acts upon the feelings of the reader like an un

there is no justice in the Empire; that its
tribunals are nests of venality whenever they
are not registers of Imperial caprice; that
there is no security for ersonal freedom,
groperty or honour; that t e administrative
epartments constitute a regular mart for cor
rupt patronage; that ﬁnance has sunk to its
dregs; that money has totally vanished; that
no conﬁdence survives; that credit is at an

seasonable frost. Elizabeth is sneeringly compas
sionated for being a fool; and even when she has
been reduced to the point of death and is recover
ing, the ﬁrst feeling that is recognized, by the only
good female character in the book, Jean Dampier,
who has nursed her, is, the inconvenience that her
recovery may entail. The absence of all earnest
ness in the tone in which the story is narrated
is incongruous and unpleasant. The character of
Anthony Tourncur is well drawn; and poor Eliza

end, industry crushed, commerce shackled. beth herself excites more pity in the reader than
The clergy have been trampled upon by the
bureaucrats; the nobles are slaves, and the
people victims. This is the appeal of the
Prince Peter Dolgoroukow from the Czar Alex
ander the Second. It is on the part of the
nobility, however, that he most bitterly and
gersistently complains. Their privileges are
ctitious; as, for example, that which exempts
them from corporal unishment, it being noto
rious that, from the owest to the highest, they
may-—women no less than men-—bc secretly
ﬂogged at an ofiice of the Imperial Chancery.
Proceeding with his indictment, he cites the
mercantile and trading classes as discontented
on account of the inequalities which deprave
the law, and the impossibility of obtaining un

she does in the author, and one would have wished

that her happiness at the last had been less of a
mere accident-an accident which only more fully
illustrates the worthlessnesa of the man she has
loved so well. ‘ The Story of Elizabeth ‘ is unde
niably clever; but it is the cleverness caught by
living in a society where smart, compendious,
trenchant judgments are summarily passed on men

and things, with scant charity and small discrimi
nation. The work does not indicate a rich or
fertile nature. Had it been less clever and more

genial, there would have been the germ of greater
promise; as it is, it remains to be seen whether the
cleverness and facility of style will mature into a
deeper and gentler habit of thought and expression.

We heartily hope that it will; for there is talent
enough in the author to make us wish to see it
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come to perfection; and the author may take our son, against her will, to save her mother from dis
word for it that nothing hinders so much good as grace. Marina comes on the wedding-day and
the practice ofsupercilious, harsh judgment, whether makes mischief, and nearly commits murder and
expressed towards the creatures of his brain or suicide, but just misses doing either; and then the
towards those in real life who shrink from the old house is burnt down, Just after it has been
repaired and beautiﬁed and they are all gone to
touch of bitter words.
Deep Waters: a Novel. By Anna H. Drury. live in it, and Mrs. Gordon dies of her injuries,

her undertaking, and believe her capable of achiev
ing a durable and genuine success which will need

3 vols.

neither the smiles nor succour of benevolent

(Chapman 8: Hall.)—This story begins and Christine's husband falls in love over again

which have hitherto been the principal productions
of her presses, but she ought not to rely on such
good feeling as a permanent means of support.

The lady may, together with this word of counsel,
accept our assurance that we wish good fortune to‘

welL

The ﬁrst volume is interesting, and the with Marina, but gets tired of her, and they patronage.
The Physical Geology and Geography of Great
quarrel whilst standing on the brink of a preci
“waters " grow too “ deep” for pleasant wading pice, and Marina pushes him over, and then goes Britain: a Course of Six Lectures delivered to
—for anything, indeed, but drowning. There mad and walks about till she dies of hunger and Working Men in the Museum of Practical Gwlogy,
never were such sorrows heaped upon the head of exhaustion; and then somebody tells Christine all Jermyn Street. By Prof. A. C. Ramsay. (Stan
one poor heroine since the days that heroines were about it, and she is not sorry to be a widow, ford.)—This is a simple and easily understood little
heroines or novels were novels! The heavens * but she refuses to have any of his f0rtune,--so, book, in which a master of his science explains the
become one confused mass of black, murky clouds, as she is quite poor and her old lover is the rector elements of it in a manner which must have been
his to his workmen auditors. To such persons
pouring down hail and rain; and the are too thick of the parish, there is no further scruple on either
and too dark for the reader to be a le to see his side, and they marry at last and seem as if they it must have been no slight privilege to listen to a
way through the mazes of the story. He is left were going to be very happy. The novel is not thoroughly informed lecturer while condescending
to stumble in a painfully perplexed manner, and a good one: there is no repose nor probability to become a popular teacher, and these pages
complication exciting; but as it proceeds, the

the diﬂ'erent

parts do

not hang demonstrate that portions of geological science can

even at the end there is not a gleam of sunlight.
The weather clears up, but it is dark and cold.

in it, and

that of dying at the end of a few months.

The

characters of the story are nicely drawn.

The

manner. There is no valid reason why similar
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
New Theorems, Tables and Diagram, for the lectures should not be delivered in several parts of
Computation of Earthwork. By John Warner, London, and in all our large towns. “ Experience
A.M. (Philadelphia, Lippincott 8; Co. ; London, tells me,” says Prof. Ramsay, “ that at these
Low 8: Co.).—In reviewing this book we are courses of lectures a number of my old friends come
noticing a new system, and one which deserves to see me again and again, and that also there are
the serious attention of those who wish for greater many new faces present.” Elsewhere, also, like
accuracy, as well as of those who would like to do experience would doubtless follow, and it is nothing
as well as at present upon easier terms. Mr. short of inexcusable apathy or neglect that the
‘Varner presented his plans to the Society of Engi palaeontological treasures of our ﬁne museums
neers at Glasgow, to which he read a paper on the should be left useless in their cabinets, and totally
subject; and in the minutes (since published) of unavailable for popular information. There is no
the meeting we ﬁnd that Dr. Macquorn-Rankine thing new to geologists in this volume, but it is not
expressed a strong opinion of the advantage of Mr. intended for them. Some, however, may not be
\Varner’s methods, of which we had previously acquainted with this Professor’s glacial-lake theory,
formed a very favourable opinion. The method and they will ﬁnd it here simply expounded-to
consists, as usual, in the use of tables; but there the effect that while all other supposable agents
is also an ingenious instrument, by which con fail to account for the origin of the rock-basins
siderable accuracy may be obtained with very little in which the greatest proportion of lakes lie, and
trouble. The tables are, of course, only represen while they cannot be attributed, in most cases, to
tations of formula; but the formulas contain an the wearing of the sea or the disturbance of the
accurate treatment of cases more diﬂicult than those rocks, they may be principally assigned to the slow
of preceding tables. Up to the present time the and long-continued scooping power of great glaciers
tables are adapted to the simpler cases; and the in their passage over the localities now occupied by
complications are managed—we suppose-—by that lakes like those of Geneva, Thun, Lucerne, and
sort of skill in making inferior tools do higher Constance. Although this theory has been much
work which practice teaches to those who are ﬁt opposed, the Professor has something very plausible
to learn. But such a state of things ought only to say for it in these pages, and something more

together,—it might have been written by different be made plain and palatable to ordinarily intelli
The excellent and much-suffering heroine is left in hands and afterwards imperfectly reduced to some gent men. So far this little volume is a model for
other lecturers, and every geologist would desire
a deep decline, making a voya e to Australia for sort of unity.
his science to be extensively popularized in like
change of air, but with no ot er prospect than
two chief female characters are excellent and

charming women, both attached to the same man,
who has proved faithless to one of them and mar
ried the other under stress of paternal compulsion, >

which again has been put on under stress of vil
lanous tyranny, trading on a guilty secret. This
situation is complicated by a fraudulent bank
defalcation, after the precedent of Sir John Deane
Paul; and the wife, who is also an heiress, sacri
ﬁces her fortune for the creditors, and is reduced
to the misery and adversity with which it is so
pleasant to see good men and women struggling.
If once taken up, the book will be read through;

but the story is so full of suffering and unhap
piness, without any mitigating circumstances, that
no reader will be likely to take the story up twice.
. Some of the scenes are very forcible, and each

character is nicely discriminated. Miss Drury has
certainly talent to write a novel both pleasant and
proﬁtable, and we entreat her to make her next
story less like a November day.
The Deserted Home of Hawkrworth. 3 vols.
(Hurst & Blackett.)—‘ The Deserted House of
, Hawksworth ’ is a sensation novel manquée,-—it is
a confused jumble of all the incidents that have

been effective in recent stories. The book opens
with the visit of a man to a house shut up ever since
his wedding morning, twenty years before, when
his bride had eloped to marry, whereupon the
deserted bridegroom had boarded up the windows,
locked the doors, leaving the wedding feast upon
the tables, built a high wall all round the grounds
with spikes on the top, and lived the rest of his
, days within sight of the chimneys, until the moment
the story begins, when he is on the point of entering
it, and the ghostly ruin and decay are described just
as it is written in the story of ‘Great Expectations,’
Mr. Elford being the counterpart of the unfortu
natelady there described. Mr. Elforddiesof hisemo
tions on revisiting this spot, as he is on the point
of revealing a secret. Concealed in a certain
escritoire, this secret, of course, the executors and
those most interested cannot ﬁnd, or the story must

to be provisional: we are very sure that better strictly scientiﬁc in another publication. His brief
methods are wanted. Now, Mr. Warner is a notice of physical geology in our own country, and
mathematician of considerable power, as appears its relation to agriculture, population, and arts and
not only from the theoretical appendix to this trades, must have been very acceptable to his
work, but also from another work which he calls a original auditors, and might be much more largely
treatise on morphology, that is, on curves. He is expanded. We shall be glad to see many such
not only a professor of an
ented methods, but he volumes, with, however, a little more care in cor

comes forward with tables constructed with much recting the press.
The Law of Joint-Stock Companies, containing
labour, and with examples the working of which
shows that the use of the tables is easy enough. the Companies Act, 1862, and the Acts Incorporated
The instrument by which he professes to give therewith. With copious Notes of Cases, the Rules
additional help is also very well worth attention. and Forms of the Court of Chancery and Forms of
On these things put together we feel justiﬁed in Articles of Association, by Leonard Shelford, Fsq.,
recommending all those whom it concerns to Barrister-at—Law. (Butterworths.) —' The Joint
examine for themselves, and to bring Mr. \Varner Stock Companies Act of the last session, not only
and his system to the test of actual trial. We consolidates and amends the previous enactments

have been much struck with the thoroughly prac
have been “untimely nipped.” Then follows scenes tical way in which he has commenced his proceed
in Cornwall after the manner of the story of ‘ The ings, as well in the structure of the book itself as
Dead Secret,’ and then come complications and in the efforts which he is making to procure a hear

upon this subject, but also establishes a new class
of companies to be called “companies united by
guarantee.” The Act consists of no less than two

mysteries, such as have been read in novels too ing in this country.
numerous to mention. Mrs. Gordon, the Faithless
Tales from the German. Translated by E. K. E.
bride of Mr. Elford, ﬁlls the scene along with her (Faithfull.)-The two tales which compose this
dau hter Christine, who is all that her mother volume have no quality good enough or dis
oug tto have been. Well! she is not allowed to tinctive enough to justify their publication in
marry the man she wished to marry and who wishes an English dress. Combining the vocation of
to marry her, because his mother discovers who she publisher with that of printer, Miss Faithfull
is ; and then there is a wonderful Italian girl named should exercise care in the selection of her
Marina, and her lover, who plays her false, and who manuscripts, and should not employ her efficient
turns out to be old Mr. Elford’s son, who had been staff of women printers on “copy” whr'ch a ru
married though nobody knew of it. This was the dent publisher would return to its authors.
er
secret he had locked up in his bureau and was character as director of a printing-house is estab
going to tell when he died, and it is discovered of lished ; but her position as a publisher of entertain
course in a secret drawer; and then Christine, who ing or useful books has still to be made. Generous
has been adopted along with her mother, by an
mpathy with her labours will, for a time, procure
unexpected uncle, is made to marry Mr. Elford's a sale for the collections of verses and novelettes

and it has been followed by seventy-seven Orders

hundred and twelve sections, with sundry schedules,
of the Court of Chance , with schedules also. The
Act in many cases
opts nearly rerbata'm the

language of former statutes, so that a great number
of the decisions which have been pronounced on
the construction of former statutes will be autho
rities for the interpretation of the new Act. This
state of things obviously affords a favourable oppor
tunity to the author for the exercise of that industry

and skill which have already produced many of the
most useful books to be foundin the lawyer‘s library.

Mr. Shelford has bestowed great care and labour
upon this work. It contains, we conceive, all the
law upon this important subject, and the matter is
well arranged and well indexed.
The Legal Exemption of the Clergy from Turnpike
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Tolls.
By the Rev. J. S. Sidobotham, M.A. by the Authorities of Montevideo (O'Byrne),—-The
(Oxford, Shrimpton; London, Whittaker 8s Co.)— American War Crusade; or, Plain Facts for
‘This is a short pamphlet by a cle
who Earnest Men, by J. R. Balms (Hamilton),
objects to pay tolls, partly from the natural dislike Honesty is the Best Policy, on Apophthegm submitted
which we all entertain to that process, but chieﬂy, (without permission ) for the Consideration of the
we think, because Nonconformist ministers do not Right Hon. Sir Charles Wood, by a Late Com
pay and “the ideathattolemtedpersons are intended pany’s Olﬁcsr (Wilson),—Nolu on the Rate of
by law to have a privilege from which kgally Mortality in Manchester, by Dr. Whitehead
t upon some of the Colonial
authorised persons are the only class excluded, is (1reland),—A
really too preposterous to be for an instant enter Medici/mil Contribution-91o the International Exhibi
tained on consideration by any person of ordinary tion, by C. Hunter (Churchill),—Thz Plain English
intellect." The exemption of a clc
an on his of American Affairs, by J. \Vordcn (Bennett), —A
parochial duty, whether the gate be within or with Reply to the Address of the Right 1101i. the Earl of
-out his parish, is plain enough. Whether a cler Shaftcabury and other: to the R-iyht. Hon. Sir C.
gyman on temporary duty is exempt, and whether Wood on the Proposed Law of Contract for India,
he may claim exemption when other persons are by W. F. Fergusson (Ridgwayl, and The System of
with him, are questions which have been often dis bonded Credit; or, La Banque dc Crédit Foncier,
cussed, but never, we think, expressly decided. In the ll’orking of that Institution in Europe, the
the early part of the short pamphlet the author Introduction of the System inlo Lower Canada
seems to assert that the case of Temple 1:. Dickin brieﬂy considered, by G. H. Macaulay (Quebec,
son decides both these questions in favour of the Desbarats 8:. Derbishire).

place for obscurity of ideas. But let us ‘face ‘th
problem boldly. He who believes that organic
beings have been produced during each geologiml
period from dead matter must believe that the ﬁrst
being thus arose. There must have lnf‘h a time

clergy, but before the end he admits that it does
not, for the sufficient reason that the questions did
not arise; but then the author is satisﬁed that if
Lord Campbell were alive and the questions came
before him he would decide them in favour of the ‘
clergy,—sn argument that somewhat reminds one
of the old song of Guy Faux. The questions are

of some interest.
Indian Year-Book for 1861. A Review of Social,
Intellectual and Religious Progress in India and
—Ceylon. Compiled by John Murdoch. (Nisbet ls

Co.)—-Apologiziug for the delay which has occurred
in the publication of this summary of events which ‘

occurred so far back as 1861, Mr. Murdoch says,
"some explanation is due for the late appearance

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
Falconer. lsmo. 1/6 cl.
‘:4 Pearl of the Andes (0. live. '." bds.
Anderson's Guide to the Highlands of Scotland, 4th edit. 10.-'8 cl.
Balfour's Floni of Edinburgh, fc. 8m. 3,1; cl.
Bslfour‘s )lotlier‘s Lessons onthe Lord's Prayer. new edit. 1:8 bds.
llessy‘s Money, b the Author of ‘Mary l’uwsll.‘ ray. lsn-m. 1,,‘ cl.
Bibliothcca (‘ a-lomcd. by Inna‘ V0 1, by Confusion, Vol. ICU.’
Black's Guide to London and l
Eur runs. 2nd edit. to. 8Y0. I16 cl.
Boucherelt's Hints on Self Help fc. Bro. l/ cl.
Brook's Gertrude Winn. or Our hutlon's l‘urse, fc. 810. UK swd.
Buckmastcr‘s Elements of Chemistry, and edit 181110. 8/ cl.
Butler's Atlas of Modern l'irogruphy new edit. Bro. 1o 6 M. ‘ILL
Ulnar Commsutaril. with Explanatory Notes by Anthon. 436 cl.

when inorganic elements alone existed on our

planet: let any assumptions be made, such as that
the reeking atmosphere was charged with carbonic
acid, nitrogenized compounds, phosphorus, dzc.
Now is there a fact, or a shadow of a fact, support

ing the belief that these elements, without the pre
sence of any organic compounds, and acted on only
by known forces, could produce a living creature?

At present it is to us a result absolutely incon
ceivable. Your reviewer sneers with justice at my
use of the “ Pentateuchal terms," “of one primordial
form into which life was ﬁrst breathed": in a
purely scientiﬁc work I ought perhaps not to have

used such terms; but they well serve to confess
that our ignorance is as profound on the origin of
life as on the origin of force or matter. Your
reviewer thinks that the weakness of my theory is
demonstrated because existing Foramiuifera are
identical with those which lived at a very remote

attempt."

Amongst the imperfections of the pre

sent volume is the absence of a good general Index.
The Diary of a Hunter from the Punjab to the
Kamkoram Mountains. (Longman is Co.l—-Iu

the year preceding his death, at Meeau Meer,
where he fell in the August of 1861 whilst bravely
ministering to his sick soldiers of the 51st King's

Own Light Infantry, Lieut.~Col. Henry Augustus
Irby made a hunting excursion from the Punjab
‘to the Karakorum Mountains.

The journal kept

by the Colonel during this six months‘ trip is now
oﬂ'ered to the public by his brother. Indian sports
men will turn over its pages with pleasure, and the
writer’s personal associates will accept it as an
agreeable memorial of an officer whose manly and

‘devout nature won the affections of all who knew
him.
The Trial of the Constitution. By Sidney George
Fisher. (Low & Co.)——-“ The ﬂight of events,"
observes Mr. Fisher, “is now so rapid that he who

wishes to inﬂuence opinion must speak quickly, and
mnnot therefore bestow much time on careful and
artistic execution.” The writer of these words does
not now need to be informed that his volume
appears too late to be of any service to the North.
Indeed, are he took pen in hand the time had
passed when his views might have produced a
transient effect.

, Of Miscellaneous publications we have to
mention :—A Comparison between Iron-Clad Ships

with Broadside Ports, and Ships with Revolving
Shields, by Capt. Coles (Stanford),—Our New Mode
of Cupola. Ship-H.118. lhiteryrrise, by Rear
Admiral Halsted (Nichols),—Military Despotism ;
or, the Inm'skilling Dragoon, a. Tale of Indian Life;
To Me Members of the Home of Comm/ms (Chapman
it Halll,-—Garrolting; or, is the Ticket-of-Leaz'e

System a Failure? by One who Watches (Hotten),

Most naturalists look at this fact as the

simple result of descent by ordinary reproduction;
in no way different, as Dr. Carpenter remarks,
except in the line of descent being longer, from

that of the many shells common to the middle

Tertiary and existing periods.
The view given by me on the origin or derivation
(‘nlcndnr or so.“ WE;- llom. Sen, 1661-1006, edit. by own 15/
of species, whatever its weaknemes may be, con
(‘.hnmbcrs‘s Reading
its, Book 4, ltmo. 1/4 01., Book 5. l 6 c .
Chopc‘s llunnonlss to the Gregorian Tones, Noted and Potnkd. ll
(‘.hope‘s "rrsicles, (‘anticlrs, and Lltauy Noted and Poland, 1/ cl.
Corkrau’s Bertha‘! Re cntnnee, post Bro. 9/ cl.
L‘upplss's The Green I and new ed, 10. Eve. 1, lord.
Dsurnas's Horses of the Hnhnm. kn, tmns. by Hutton, 10/6 01.
De Bunxh'n Messianic Prophecies of Isaiah, mo. 6;‘ ol.

De l‘on not‘! First French lioadlug Rook, new ad. limo. 2/6 01.
'of a Year-Book for 1861. The primary object of ’ liicey‘s . ix Months in the Federal Suites ! vols. or. use. 12/ cl.
Uslaniities and Quamls of Authors, ucwed. post svoJ/ﬂ
the work is to give facts about Missions. The Dinncli's
lllxou‘s Digest oft‘nnes Connected with Lswof the Farm,9 ed. 21’
Home Reports are not printed till about July, and Fairy Beulah! Author of ' John Hallfuﬂentlsmun.‘
Bro. 4/“
Fisher‘! Pomona] Narrative of Three Years‘ Service in L‘ iina, 16/ cl.
another month elapses before they reach India. Pro
his‘: Pictures of German Life. 9 series. tmusl. 2 v. post 8“). Bl/
It is hoped, however,that the next issue will appear Gas ll‘a A Dark Night's Work, post Bro. 10s r1.
Gumpuch on Historical Antiquity of People of E ‘M. Bro. 3,“ cl.
rather earlier, as well as be free from some of the .l llall s Treatise on Differential and Integral (‘ulc us, post 8w. 8K6

imperfections which must be found in a ﬁrst

epoch.

nects (as has been candidly admitted by some of its
opponents, such as Pictet, Bronn, 1&0.) by an intel
ligible thread of reasoning a multitude of facts:
such as the formation of domestic races by man's
selection, —the classiﬁcation and afﬁ nities ofall orga
nic beings, —theinnumerable'gmdations in structure

and instincts,——the similarity of pattern in the

hand, wing or puddle of animals of the same great
class,—the existence of organs become rudimentary
by disuse,——the similarity of an embryonic rep
Happy Family and Ten other Tales, lllmo. 1; swd.
tile, bird and mammal, with the retention of traces
Harley's Jauudlce, its Pathology and Treatment 8Y0. T/ﬁ cl.
Hnrrlsv-Iohn'. Story of Cam Brsa, Essays 8; Poems, 1*.’rno. 4," cl. gilt. of an appamtus ﬁtted for aquatic respiration; the
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Klna'slcr's \\ afar-Babies, n Fairy Tale, pott no. 710 cl.
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having preceded and generated armndilloes in South
M’Dowsll’s Exercises on Euclid and in Modern Geometry. 86 cl.
lulu-en's The l’hnn of Troy Ill-scribed. "To. 718 cl.
America, —-and many other phenomena, such as the
Norton‘s Pentateuch and its Relations to Jew and f‘hriltllmi ¢l~
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better
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Wonders of the World in Earth. Sen and Sky, by Uncle John, 3/6

new conditions in the struggle for life.

“Then the

advocate of Heterogeny can thus connect large
classes of facts, and not until then, he will have
respectful and patient listeners.
Dr. Carpenter seems to think that the fact of
Foraminifera not having advanced in organization
from an extremely remote epoch to the present day
is a strong objection to the views maintained by

me.

But this objection is grounded on the belief

—the prevalence of which seems due to the well
known doctrine of Lamarck-that there is some
necessary law of advancement, against which view
[AnvsnrrsxuunrJ-Rsady this day, a new Glftbook of I have often protested. Animals may even become

Games, price ﬁrs-The BOY‘S HANDY BOOK of GAMES,
Sports, Pastimes and Amusements: being a complete
Encyclopedia of Boyish Rccreatlve Pursuits of every
description, and forming a Guide to the Employment of
every Leisure Hour. 384 pages, post Bvo. Numerous
l-lngravings. Extra cloth, full gilt side, back and edges»
Loudou: WARD a Loon, 158, Fleet-street.

degraded, if their simpliﬁed structure remains well

ﬁtted for their habits of life, as we see in certain
parasitic crustaceans. I have attempted to show
(‘Origin,' 3rd edit. p. 135) that lowly-or
animals are best ﬁtted for humble places in the
economy of nature; that an infusorinl animalcule
or an intestinal worm, for instance, would not be
THE DOCTRINE OF H'L'I‘KROGENY AND MODI
beneﬁted by acquiring a highly complex structure.
FICATION OF SPECHE.
Therefore, it does not seem to me an objection of
Down, Bromley, Kent, April 18.
I hope that you will permit me to add a few any force that certain groups of animals, such as
remarks on Heterogeny, as the old doctrine of spon the Foraminifers, havenot ad vanced in organization.
taneous generation is now called, to those given by Why certain whole classes, or certain numbers of a
Dr. Carpenter, who, however, is probably better class, have advanced and others have not, we cannot

—Mr. Symons On the Distribution of Rain over
the British Isles (Stanfordl,—-The Maze of Banking, ﬁtted to discuss the question than any other man even conjecture. But as we do not know under
by a Depnsitor (Simpkin),—The Colony of Rupert's in England. Your reviewer believes that certain what forms or how life originated in this world,
Land: Where is It, and by what Title held! by louly organized animals have been generated spon it would be rash to assert that even such lowly
Capt. Synge (Stanford), -1relan d’: Right and Need , taneously-thatis, without pro-existing parents— endowed animals as. the Foraminifem, with their
Self-Garcrnment, a Letter to the Earl of Carlisle, by during each geological period in slimy ooze. A beautiful shells as figured by Dr. Carpenter, have
W. Smith (KellYly-A n Hr/m-urc of the Extra mass of mud with matter decaying and under not in
degree advanced in organization. So
ord'inary Persecution of Dr. Domingo Gounouilhon, going complex chemical changes is a ﬁne hiding little do we know of the conditions of life all around
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us, that we cannot say why one native weed or engaged in the study of the quaternary deposits,
insect swarms in numbers, and another closely , and who know how diﬂicult it is to obtain deﬁnite
allied weed or insect is rare. Is it then possible ‘ facts, and how many days and years may be spent
that we should understand why one group of beings in examining ground which affords only negative
has risen in the scale oflife during the long lapse of ‘ evidence, can understand the importance of a good
time, and another group has remained stationary? , positive case like that of Bedford. I quite agree
Sir C. Lyell, who has given so excellent a discus- ‘ with Sir Charles Lyell in his observations about
sion on species in his great work on the ‘Antiquity too frequent references to original authorities in a
of Man,‘ has advanced a somewhat analogousl popular work : it may even be a question whether
objection, namely, that the mammals, such as seals the general reader may not consider such refer
or bats, which alone have been enabled to reach ences to authorities and to companionship already
oceanic islands, have not been developed into too frequent in ‘The Antiquity of Man.’ No
various terrestrial forms, ﬁtted to ﬁll the unoc doubt, as Sir Charles observes, the public gene
cupied places in their new island-homes; but Sir mlly are satisﬁed to learn from him his own con
Charles has partly answered his own objection. clusions in as few words as possible; but he must
Certainly I never anticipated that I should have remember that he is also addressing a large scien
had to encounter objections on the score that tiﬁc public, and that it is nota question of frequent
organic beings have not undergone a. greater but of accurate reference that is contended for. I
amount of change than that stamped in plain am satisﬁed that whatever may have been the in
letters on almost every line of their structure. I tention of Sir Charles, his readers must form a very
cannot here resist expressing my satisfaction that inaccurate idea of the important part taken for

Sir Charles Lyell, to whom I have for so many many years past by Dr. Falconer in researches
years looked up as my master in geology, has connected with the antiquity of man, inthe investi
said (2nd edit. p. 469):——“ Yet we ought by no
means to undervalue the importance of the step
which will have been made, should it hereafter
become the generally received opinion of men of
science (as I fully ex
t it will) that the past
changes of the organic world have been brought
about by the subordinate agency of such causes
as Variation and Natural Selection." The whole
subject of the gradual modiﬁcation of species is
only now opening out. There surely is a grand
future for Natural History. Even the vital force
may hereafter come within the grasp of modern
science, its correlations with other forces have al
ready been ably indicated by Dr. Carpenter in the

gation of bone caves in general, and of the Brixham
cave in particular, as well as of the relative part
taken by the various geologists named by Sir
Charles, and by Sir Charles himself, in other parts
of the investigation. I have been greatly interested
in the progress of the Brixham cave exploration,
and can fully corroborate Dr. Falconer's account
of it; and this misapprehension is another reason
which makes me regret the delay in the publication
of the ﬁnal results.
Sir Charles Lyell is perfectly correct in saying
that I have modiﬁed my views since the publica
tion of my ﬁrst memoir (not memoirs) on this
subject. But I would remark that that paper
was read before the Royal Society in the month
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most gigantic of birds, a Non or Dinornis, and
believed to be extinct, had been seen alive in New
Zealand, and that an enterprising colonist had
offered a reward of 5001. for its capture, dead or

alive.

The public seem to be divided respecting

the amount of credence to be attached to the story;
but the fact that a gentleman residing on the spot
thought it worth while to offer a handsome reward
would seem to show that there was, in his judg‘
ment, some probability on the very face of it
That some of the smaller species of Dinornis may
still be alive is an opinion which even Prof. Owen,
if I understood him rightly, entertains. If extinct,
the Moas have become so probably in quite recent
times—-that is to say, since the occupation of New

Zealand by the Maoris.

This opinion, I think,

may be supported by philological arguments, brieﬂy

stated in my Oﬂicial Reports on the Fiji Islands,
presented to Parliament, May, 1862, and also in
my ‘Viti,’ p. 383, where I said :—“ ‘Tea’ is the
Fijian form of the word ‘ Mon,’ applied throughout
Polynesia to domestic fowls, and by the Maoris to
the most gigantic extinct birds (Dinomia, sp. plur.)
disentombed in New Zealand. The Polynesian
term for birds that ﬂy about freely in the airis
Mann or Manumanu; and the fact that the New
Zealanders did not choose one of these, but the
one implying domesticity and want of free locomo
tion in the air, would seem a proof that the New
Zealand Moas were actually seen alive by the
Maoris about their premises, as stated in their
traditions, and have only become extinct in
comparatively recent times.”
Bsrvrnonn Snmxx.
SCIENTIFIC BALIDON ASCENT.
Blnckheath, April 21.

IN the Athcnceum of the 11th inst. are detailed
Philosophical Transactions; but the nature of life
will not be seized on by assuming that Foraminifera following my ﬁrst visit to the Somme Valley and the observations I made on the sky spectra in
to Home, and that in it I contented myself with
a description of the ground and with the deter
mination of the geological age of the deposits
—points which remain unimpugned-and stated
that I reserved my views on the theoretical ques
tions for further inquiry and research. After an
interval of three years, I brought these forward
in a memoir, read before the Royal Society
in March, 1862; and although my views had, I
admit, been modiﬁed and matured, the main ques

the Balloon Ascent on March 31. They were so
different from what I expected that I could not

of the inquiry; but there are portions of Sir Charles tion of the post-glacial age of the beds was con
Lyoll’s letter to the Athcnmun, of the 18th inst., ﬁrmed by various new sections; whilst, although

with black cloth to prevent any stray light falling
on the prism, and whilst observing my head was
also covered with black cloth. Between the hours
of 11 A.M. and noon, I examined the solar and sky
spectra with care. The sky was generally covered
with cumuli, and there was a
t mist. The
solar spectrum extended from B to H nearly; and
the sky spectrum from B to G, but these were
quite its limiting lines.
\Ve left the earth on April 18 at 1h. 17m. PAL;
within two minutes afterwards we were 3,000 feet,
and at lh. 23m. we were one mile high. The second
mile was
at 1h. 29m.; the third at 1h. 3Tm.;

are periodically generated from slime or ooze.

CHARLES Dxnwm.
THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
10, Kent Terrace, April 20, 1863.

IT is with regret that I find myself at issue with
the Author of ‘The Antiquity of Man.’ I could
have wished to have avoided any controversy on
the subject, as I hope at some future period to
have a ﬁtting time and occasion for my own account

in reply to Dr. Falconer's letter in the number of
the 4th inst, which call for some brief notice on
my part. I would most willingly have commented
on the proofs of Sir Charles Lyell’s important work

had they been submitted to me before the public
ation of the ﬁrst edition: not having had that
Opportunity, I found myself obliged to report to
Sir Charles, when he wrote to ask me for a list
of errata and corrections for the second edition,
that “I raised objection to the tone and cast of
some chapters, and that the corrections I might

feeling that the period concerned is one of very

remote antiquity, I still adhere to the opinion I
had before expressed, that the evidence does not
carry man back in past times more than it brings
forward the great extinct mammalia towards recent
times.

One of the great charms of scientiﬁc inquiry lies

avoid coming to the conclusion, that they were of
little value in consequence of the ascent having
been made so late in the day. I therefore resolved
that the next ascent should be made when the sun
was near the meridian, and that the spectrum
examination should be a primary subject of inves
tigation. The apparatus was the same as that

used on the previous experiments. It was covered

in the free and intimate intercourse and interchange
of ideas amongst men engaged in the same branches
of research. In such intercourse, where each
observer contributes his facts or his opinions, the
think necessary would involve more alteration than starting-point of some of these must often be lost the fourth at 2h. ; and the highest point was
was practicable or than could originate with me.” to view, and all men of science must, at times, reached at 2h. 30m.—at the height of four and a
I referred as an example to the Bedford case, “ on have felt and experienced that, in the lapse of halfmiles nearly. At 2h. 36m. we
below
Which so many important geological questions time, an unconscious process of greater or lesser four miles; the next mile downwards was passed
hinge.” Sir Charles in his reply informed me that, mental assimilation unavoidably takes place. It at 2b. 40111.; and at 2h. 46m. we were two miles
Killer referring to the published accounts of it, he is, therefore, only when certain limits are passed, from the earth, which we reached at 2h. 50m. At
Clld not see what he had to alter. It is possible albeit inadvertently, that any one would care or 1h. 20m. looking close to the sun, the line G was
that I may not have been suﬁiciently explicit. I think ﬁt to object.
very clear, as well as the two nebulous lines H,
should regret if it were so.
Every geologist must feel indebted to Sir Charles and the spectrum extended somewhat further;
many
lines were seen. At 1h. 21m. at the red.
with regard to that particular case, I can only Lyell for the philosophical spirit he has brought to
“Peat the statement that I made to my friend, bear in geological inquiry, and all must admire the end of the sky spectrum near the sun, the line B
Dr. Falconer, that the Bedfordsection was made out untiring energy with which he has for years past was very clear, and many lines between B and F
by me long before the period of Sir Charles's visit investigated the phenomena he describes. Having were visible. At 1h. 28m. the sky spectrum under
there ; that the main features were pointed out by studied with him in the ﬁeld many of the compli and close to the sun extended from A at the red.
me to him on that occasion; and that I further cated henomena of the post-Pliocene deposits, end to beyond H, the lines were beautifully defined,
bf'oﬂght a short notice of Mr. Wyatt’s interesting while lPclaim as my share of the work the detec' and I thought somewhat more numerous than as
‘lmcwery together with the first geological descrip tion and the interpretation of certain physical viewed from the earth. At 1h. 28lm. the sky‘
tion of the section before the Geological Society, in phenomena, I am free to acknowledge the pleasure spectrum at some little distance from the sun did
{"‘Oh, 1S61,—sornewhat prematurely, possibly, for and advantage I have received from the discussion not reach to G, and scarcely to B; but there were
1118 Part of a gvneml inquiry, in which, as Sir of the various questions arising therefrom with a many lines between these extremes. At 1h. 33m.
Charla! knew, I had been e
for some years, geologist so experienced and philosophical as Sir on directing the slit to the sky far from the sun,
should have waited until I could have brought Charles Lyell.
the ﬁeld of view was dark. At 1h. 37111. as the
Jossrr-r Pussrwrcn.
forward the whole subject (long unavoidably delayed
balloon was revolving I had a beam of light from
by_tho limited measure of time I can take from
the sun, whilst looking at the red end, and all lines ~
THE NEW ZEALAND MOAS.
Mt“? business avocations), but for its special
were clear up to A. At 1h. 39m. the slit was
_
April 22, 1863.
on the question of the Antiquity of Man,
4' paragraph is now going round the papers directed to a po int in the sky as near the zenith
and um Publicity given to this case. Only those ‘stating that, just before the mail left, one of the as the balloon permitted, and the spectrum was
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very short, and no lines were visible; turning the
telescope round so as to sweep the sky, from a
high point to a low.one, I lost the spectrum

might have been expected. Most of theinstruments

were broken, owing to their delicate construction,
and my attention being drawn from them, yet,

entirely; there was no light at all.

I could not strange to say, the glass vessels of air collected
turn the telescope round suﬂiciently to direct the at the highest point for Prof. Tyndall remained
slit tothe clouds beneath. From 1h. 47m. to 1h. 49111. uninjured, as did some bottles of lemonade which
I could not get the slit directed to the sun, but
the sky was blue and bright, and I kept my eye at
the telescope and looked intently, but there was

Mr. Coxwell had placedin the car.
We descended the last two miles in four minutes,

sideration, and of the value attached to the fact
that by means of our regular reporting stations
and the Coast Guard, aided by the organization

effected locally, in some districts, all the coasts of
Great Britain and Ireland to which the telegraph
extends (including the Isles of Man, Jersey and
Heligolsnd), can now be warned of coming dangers

in less than one hour.
More than this, however, has already been
and the descent was within half-a-mile of the
effected, and more is in prospect. From France
J.mss Gmrssrn.
no light. I became anxious and uneasy, lest from station at Newhaven.
we receive telegrams twice a day:—in the early
my conﬁned and constrained position, I was not
morning from Rochefort, L'Orient and Brest, which
looking fairly through the telescope, or the slit
BOOK - MAKING.
had become out of order, or something had be

Munich, April 12, 1863.

come deranged, as shortly before the apparatus
An article which appeared in the A themrum of the
had swung round with a lurch of the balloon. 7th March, signed "M. Digby \Vyatt, " hasjust been
At 1h. 53m. I examined the eye-piece, and cleaned sent me. The article in question is directed against
it, for fear in my anxiety I had breathed upon it; my book ‘ Vorschnle der Kunstgeschichte,‘ and
I also examined the slit, and every part of the warns every one against a deceptive system of
a paratus I could: all seemed to be right. At book-making, inasmuch as the illustrations of the
1h. 56111. the ﬁeld of view was quite dark, the book are, for the most part, taken from other works,

slit being directed to the sky far from the sun. and many of them two or three times repeated. It
At 2h. 9m. and at 2h. 14m. the ﬁeld of seems that Mr. \Vyatt has done nothing more than
view was quite dark, when the slit was directed look at the illustrations of my book, and taken no
to the sky, the sun being nearly opposite.

At notice of the text; his notion, too, of the end and
aim of the book is altogether an erroneous one.

2h. 15m. I succeeded in getting a good ad
justment upon the sun; and from this time till
2h. 31m. I devoted myself almost entirely to
the examination of the spectrum ; during this time
we were from 4 miles to 4.} miles high. The

telegrams reach London as soon as our own from
Ireland or Scotland; and in the afternoon, through
Paris, from Lisbon, Bayonne, Brest, Holder and

Copenhagen. In exchange for which reports we
send daily reports to Paris Observatory from seven
places; and to Calais-for the French coast spe
cially-at eleven, besides such occasional warnings
as may be useful to the French north-west coasts,
including our Channel Islands.
During 1862, many foreigners examined the
arrangements at the oﬁice in London, and four of

those gentlemen (who were accredited to high posi
tions at the Exhibition) expressed intentions of

The ‘ Vorschule der Kunstgeschichte,’ as the very establishing similar arrangements (on a smaller
title implies, is intended merely to be preparatory

scale) in their respective countries, namely, France,

to the study of the history of Art. It is to be Italy, Hanover and Russia.
In the last autumn France commenced arrange
classed therefore with the aesthetical handbooks.

balloon revolved once round in about ﬁve minutes; But how, for example, would it be possible to
and I kept my eye at the telescope during the ﬁrst reproach the author of a work intended to pave
revolution, and nearly so with the others. When the way to the study of literature, with having

the light came from the sun I conﬁned myself at borrowed from others, when he merely quoted
ﬁrst to the violet end, which extended a good way

ages from different authors, Shakspeare,
iiltcn, Pope, Byron, in order to prove his asser
of many ﬁne lines. On paming from the sun, the tions, and to explain more clearly what he had
spectrum shortened, and G was the limit; this was said? The same passage, too, might be repeated;
soon lost, and the spectrum shortened very rapidly, now for some peculiarity of construction, now on
and there was none when looking opposite to the account of the force of expression; or, again, for
sun ; on approaching the sun again, the spectrum the opposite of this, or because of a particular
again appeared. I directed my attention this time grammatical form ;, referring thus to one and the
to the red end: B was visible on approaching the same passage, instead of interrupting the reader by

beyond H, both of which were clear and made up

ments for a system of coast telegraphy for ordinary
weather as well as for storms, and within the last
few weeks Admiral FitzRoy has heard from the
oﬁicer at Paris, appointed to conduct this service,

that he has organized eighteen stations on the
French coasts.
Admiral FitzRoy classiﬁes the critics who have
questioned the policy of his signals thus: “Many

may ask—‘ Is this system of westher-telegraphy
sound and advantageous ?—If so, why is it op
posed?‘ There are no less than four distinct classes
of interested opponents, and they should be known.
First. Certain persons who were opposed to the

sun, and A became visible when 'a beam of light obliging him to turn to a former page. This is system theoretically at its origin, and having
entered from the sun itself, and many lines were
what I have done. I show my reader how works openly expressed, if not published, their objections,
visible between A and a, and a and B; on passing of Art originated and were developed, and point are naturally reluctant to adopt other ideas until
from the sun the same phenomena were repeated out the different relative relations to be considered converted. Secondly. A numerous body who can
as before; and when the sun
'n came round, I when viewing them, as well as the qualities which not have had time and opportunity to look fully
carefully examined the whole a
rum from A to a are most prominent. That I do not travel to into the rationale, but do not realize any want of
good way beyond H, sweeping the telescope up and Rome in order, with a few lines taken from ‘The special information, undervalue the subject, assert
down two or three times, and every line was visible School of Athens,’ to obtain a pattern of a “ free it to be a ‘burlesque,’ and misquote really great
that I had seen when looking at the sun from the systematic arrangement," but rather take them authorities. Thirdly. A small but active party
earth before starting, and a great many more. The from a well-known engraving, is an act that can

number of lines visible seemed to be innumerable. hardly require an apology.

which failed in establishing a daily weather news

And if I, in one paper indirectly opposed to the Board of Trade
Reports, and have since endeavoured, by conversa
tion, by letters, and by elaborate criticisms in

This experiment appears to be conclusive, and instance, give The Graces as a model for the beauty
shows that sky spectra, viewed from above the of the lines, I surely may place the same group
clouds, are conﬁned to the immediate vicinity of
again before the reader when giving him a speci
the sun itself, and indicates that the amount of
men of matchless symmetry.
light from the sky is very small indeed. The
But why pursue the matter further? I am
number of lines in the solar spectrum appear to be certain that had Mr. Wyatt done me the honour
increased when viewed from a position above the
to read my book, instead of merely looking at it,
clouds, and therefore none of the lines as viewed he would not have shown so much irritation, which

however beneﬁcial their intended objects.

from the earth would seem to be atmospheric.

heedlessly-without regard to risk-——lest occasion

Taking together the whole of the sky spectra,

would be perfectly justiﬁable if the ‘Vorschule’

were meant to be a mere picture-book or a collec

they agree with those of the preceding ascent, and tion of woodcuts. These, however, are only the
conﬁrm their accuracy.
explanations of what I recommend as preparatory
After reaching the height of four miles, and we
to the study of the history of Art. And in this
had determined we were moving directly towards part of the work, which after all is the most
the coast, Mr. Coxwell continually applied to me important one, no one will be able to accuse me of
for the readings of the barometer, and directed our plagiarism, unless indeed I have copied from myself,
companion, Mr. I-——-, to keep a sharp look-out

for the sea. Immediately after we attained an
elevation of four and a half miles Mr. Coxwell let
off some gas, and said he felt assured there was
not a moment to be lost in getting within view

which occasionally is unavoidable.

Ds. ERNST Foasrss.
THE “'EATHER.

newspapers or periodicals, to exaggerate deﬁcien
cies, while ignoring merit in the works of this office,

And

fourthly, those pecuniarily interested individuals
or bodies, who would leave the Coasters and the
ﬁshermen to pursue their precarious occupation
ally a day’s demurrage should be caused unneces
sarily, or a catch of ﬁsh missed for the London
market.

“ Especially referring now to persons who would
have the warning signals, but not the ‘forecasts’
(results of considerations on which the signals

depend), may I quote from my ‘Weather Book’
the following wordsl—-‘Frequently, remarks in
favour of the cautionary signals, but in deprecia
tion of the forecasts, have been made. Their
author now begs to say that it is only by closely
forecasting the coming weather, and by keeping

of the earth. He again let off gas rather freely,
Admiral FitzRoy has made his annual Report atmospheric condition continuously present to mind,
so that we descended a mile in four minutes. At to Mr. Milner Gibson, President of the Board of that judicious storm warnings can be given. Fore
2h. 46m. we were two miles from the earth, Trade, in which he gives the general summary of casts grow out of statical facts, and signals are
the barometer reading 21'20 inches, when Mr. results obtained from the practical application their fruit.’
Coxwell, catching sight of Beachy Head, exclaimed of meteorology to every-day use. The results of
“What's that?" and on seeing the coast through a such utilization of facts are shown by two papers
break in the clouds, he again exclaimed, “There appended to this Report, which give statements of
is not a moment to spare-we must descend rapidly, wind and weather following every instance of mak

“ To show some of the concordant opinions of
such forecasts entertained in France and Scotland,
in Ireland and England, I might quote numerous

printed or written p
es. In this Report, how
and save the land at all risks." It was a bold ing our cautionary signals. These results are cer ever, I will only observe that the views and expres
decision, but we were in a critical position, and tainly remarkable; indicating a vast amount of sions of seafaring men, of the maritime population
in general, of the Coast Guard, and of Her
_ I do not see what else could have been done.
saving through the warnings sent from London.
\Vhen orders were given to put out sand we did
Applications have been made for the cautionary Majesty's officers in command, are remarkably
so simultaneously, which gave a favourable check; signals from no less than ﬁfty-four of the places on favourable.
and as the lower part of the balloon itself assumed
a parachute form, the shock was not so bad as

our coasts, and as some of these have been preferred

but recently, they are evidences of deliberate con

“ Perhaps it may be asked, ‘ On what meteoro

logic conditions or changes are the forecasts based 2‘
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They depend (may be brieﬂy replied) on considering missroners of the International Exhibition of 1862
the atmosphere as a lighter ocean, having currents, present this urn to Alfred Tennyson in grateful
elastic expansibility, equilibrium, momentum or remembrance for his gift of prose and noble song,
inertia, chemical alterations, and extreme sensi 1st of May, 1862."
bility to heat or cold, its chief motors; and on

General Sabine‘s second Cancer-mac will be
knowing the statical conditions of air in this held next Saturday, May 2, at Burlington House.
oceanic envelope at many places simultaneously,
A life of M. "ictor Hugo, understood to be from
likewise again similarly after certain intervals of
the pen of Madame Hugo, will be shortly pub
time, by which means intercomparisons are made,
showing the relative conditions and causations lished in London and Brussels. The work, it is
whence dynamic effects originate. These dynamic said, will contain a drama and many other unpub
motions are proportional to disturbances of level, like lished works of the poet.

Death has removed two noticeable performers
those caused by a head of water, to inequalities of
temperature and consequent chemical changes, with from the scene. Miss Kate Saxon died on Monday
more or less electric action. They are our winds, week, at the age of thirty-six. This lady, who won
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valiant Union doctor who fought against typhus,
some earnest parson or priest, some unsentimental
prison-visitor. Above all, let the committee recol

, lect that fidelity of resemblance is the main thing
‘ in such a scheme, and get good pictures if they can,
! but always good portraits.
'
The recent discovery of eleven pounds weight of
ancient gold ornaments in the neighbourhood of
, Hastings, and their almost total destruction, ren

l ders it highly desirable that the law of treasure
trove should be made clear to popular comprehen
sion,—that if it is not just, as seems to be the
l common impression, it should be amended, and the

practice of the Crown, in exercising its conven
l"
tional rights, deﬁned. Two years ago, steps were
and may be softly gentle,—or as heavily boisterous a reputation as the “clever little girl” in Mr. ‘ taken in this direction; but a general belief exists
as in a tempest, of which differences, through all Falconer's comedy of ‘Extremes,' was originally
degrees, instrumental means and telegraphy now

give available information. To utilize their indica
tions adequately, a central oﬁce should know the

natural and general atmospheric movements, with
their disturbing causes, even as a pilot knows the
varieties of streams and eddies in a wide estuary.

that after some vacillation they were retraced. At
any rate, so long as ﬁnders do not know that they
will receive full value for discoveries, and have not
conﬁdence in their appraisement, it is silly to
ultimately proceeded as an actress to America, expect country folk will yield treasure-trove to an
having previously appeared as Helen, in ‘The authority they contemn. In some parts a belief is
a Quskeress, and early acquired a reputation as a
lecturer at the Whittington Club, on the Bloomer
Costume. She married Mr. T. C. Forster, and for
some time visited the provinces as a lecturer, but

“ The whole map of a region (say the British Hunchback,’ at Drury Lane.
Islands) should be outlined in the mind, as the

estuary with its shoals is mentally visible to the
pilot. The normal tendency of the whole atmo
sphere (in our latitudes) to more eastward while

She returned to held that such discoveries entail condign punish

England in 1858, and gave some entertainment in ment upon the ﬁnders. Stupid as this may be, it
Lancashire and Yorkshire, in association with the exists and ought to be corrected. How great is the
late Mr. Malone Raymond; afterwards, she was loss we learn from the fact that before a Commission
engaged both at Covent Garden and the Lyceum. of Inquirya Dublin goldsmith averred that, through
his hands alone, not less than 10,000l. worth of mere
metal had passed into the melting-pot. How much
greater was its value in Art! Let us add the
sort. His last performance was that of the carica ﬁnder‘s account of his discovery of the eleven

crossed or variously interfered with by polar or ,—On Wednesday week died also M r. James Rogers,
tropical currents, that in course of seasons cause a comedian who has recently risen to some cele
every variety of wind and weather, should be brity, and possessed a fund of humour of a peculiar
always considered, and then, with due allowances
made for gradual advances from westward, for

effects of land and differences of temperature-good
forecasts may be generally drawn.

ture, Eﬁe Deans, at the St. James‘s Theatre, in
which part he actually appeared the evening pre
vious to his death. But the effort had exhausted
his energies, and he was unable to take off his
clothes. Next evening, saying to his wife, “The
little raﬂde is over,” he smilingly expired. He was

pounds of gold :—-“I ploughed up a long piece of
metal; it was in a hole a little deeper than a foot;

it was about a yard long, with two ‘trumpets’ at
each end (? one at each end), twisted in three

“ The daily forecasts so extensively, yet without
grooves."—This was no doubt a torque, or twisted
public cost, sent everywhere by the newspapers
belt of gold for the waist or chest.—~“ We also
(whether the full tables are published by them or
found a great number of rings, some of which were
not), to ether with the regular tabulation of facts forty-two years of age, and had long suffered from larger than the others (probably carcanets and
ill health; yet he was always ready with his jest,

observe in numerous and widel separated places,
afford general information now 'ghly appreciated
by a very large and increasing majority, although
they are at present only tentative, and liable to
errors of judgment, in drawing conclusions, how

ever reliable the facts.”

OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

Sons doubts have arisen as to the genuineness

and as an actor was one of the most genial “funny mamillary ﬁbula). The larger rings were round,
men " on the boards, especially as a burlesque but did not shut to.” The smaller rings may have
been specimens of the so-called ring-money, really
performer.
studs, or articles having a similar office. Probably
Dr. Richard Fowler, whose death at ninety-eight the ﬁnd was some N orthrnan’s share of plunder
we mentioned last week, is one of the few men derived from Ireland, the natives of which were
who take the threescore years and ten, not only riddled by that people as through a sieve,
from natural, but from literary birth. Seventy buried on landing for at Sussex foray, and never

years ago, in 1793, he published at Edinburgh a recovered.
three-and-sixpenny octavo volume, entitled ‘ Expe‘

A curious statistical return of deaths by ﬁre is

of the alleged discovery of a human bone in the riments and Observations relative to the Inﬂuence contained in the last Report of the Registrar
drift. Messrs. Prestwich, Evans and Taylor have lately discovered by M. Galvani, and commonly General. By this it appears that in the fourteen
paid a visit to M. Boucher de Perthes, for the called Grand Animal Electricity.’ A chain of years, 1848~6l, 39,927 persons were burnt alive
purpose of comparing the new facts with previous sequences he lived to see!
Mr. Cropsey, the American painter, is about to
discoveries. Mr. Evans is said to have been struck
with the suspicious appearance of one of the ﬂint leave London for New York, for a period more or
heaps. The axes appeared to have been artiﬁcially less considerable. The pictures and sketches re
stained ; and, on being placed in water, they looked maining in his studio, including the large picture

or scalded to death. Of these, which constitute an
average of eight a day, 1,344 were infants under

one year of age; 4,500 were children of one and
under two years; and 9,777 were between two and
four years of age.

Between the ages of ﬁve and

as if all the colour would brush away. The general of ‘ Richmond Hill,’ are to be sold by auction next fifteen, 6,255 girls and 3,750 boys were burnt to
circumstances are said to have impressed the

English eologists with a strong feeling of uncer
tainty.

0 one, of course, can suppose that any

week.

death.

Above the age of ﬁfteen years, men, who

A communication on the electric conductibility are far more exposed to danger from ﬁre than
of thallium has been made to the French Academy women, die from this cause in greater numbers

part of the mystiﬁcation-if there should be mys of Sciences, by M. Lucien de La Rive. The result than the latter; but after the age of ﬁfty years,
tiﬁcation in the matter-lies at the door of M. of his experiments is, that while the conductibility women again turn the scale, their combustible
Boucher de Perthes; it is, however, feared that

of silver is 100, that of thallium is 8'64.

This dresses and the prevailing fashion of amplitude

the rewards proposed by that gentleman for the places it between lead and tin, the relative conduc
discovery of human bones may have tempted the tibilities of these metals being 7'77 and 11'45.
qnarrymen into a discreditable trick. Atallevents,
Messrs. Bacon 8; Co. have sent us a copy of Col
this new fact in the great controversy as to the ton‘s new Map of the Southern States, which they
Antiquity of Man requires to be set free from a have just received from New York. It is a new
very reasonable doubt.
edition of a popular and excellent work, corrected
The Prince of Wales hasbeen pleased to appoint
Wednesday, June 10, for uncovering the Memorial

exposing them to greater risks than men.
The Commissioners appointed to inquire into
the working of the Scientiﬁc Institutions in Dublin
in receipt of parliamentary grants, have recom
mended that the Museum of Irish Industry should

be abolished.

An exception is made in favour of

up to the present time, so as to show the position the Professors of Geology and Botany, who are
of the invading and defending armies, the new recommended to be transferred to the staff of the
fortiﬁcations, and many other things of interest. It Royal Dublin Society. The Report of the Com

of the Great Exhibition of 1851. The ceremony
iréaiihe Horticultural Gardens will be on a splendid also marks the canals cut by the Federals and the missioners further recommends that the collections
s e.
country which they have inundated in their attempts of the Industrial Museum should be distributed
The Exhibition of Sculpture in the Horticultural to approach Vicksburg and reduce the shores of between the Royal Dublin Society, the three
Queen's Colleges, and Marsh’s Library in Dublin.
Gardens will be opened to the public on the 5th the Mississippi.
of May. Works are pouring in daily-—artists who
In the archives belonging to the Princes of the
We are glad to learn that it is the intention of
have been long condemned to the dark vaults of the authorities of Manchester to form a portrait Ernestine line of Saxony, which are kept at Wei
the Royal Academy seeming to appreciate the gallery of local worthies, and a museum, to be mar, an interesting discovery has been made: it
open galleries and light avenues of the Conserva situated in the Queen’s Park. Such a scheme as consists of a number of an
ph letters by
tory in these Gardens.

Her Majesty's Commissioners of the Inter
national Exhibition of 1862 have testified their
appreciation of Mr. Tennyson's Ode on the Opening

of the Exhibition, by presenting him with a very
handsome silver urn and salver.

The urn bears

the following inscription: “Her Majesty's Com

this may be made or marred exactly as the trivial
idols of the day are caught up or neglected. For
royal or noble personages there is sure to be plenty
of applause and abundant memorials, deserved or
undeserved. Therefore, let us pray this plan may

Luther and to Luther, unknown till now. Herr
Burckhardt, Keeper of the Records, has been
entrusted with the publication of these letters,
which treat principally on clerical matters. They
will appear in print very shortly.

begin with the portrait of some one who is not

Not only at Ttibingen a monument to the
memory of the late poet Uhland will be erected,

a tawdry hero, but a Manchester worthy, some
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several other towns of Germany claim the same
honour. Especially near Frankfort, at Oberursel,
a committee has been formed, which intends to

ATHENJEUM

BRITISH INSTITUTION, Pall )InlL-The GALLERY for
the EXHIBITION and SALE of the “’ORKS of BRITISH
ARTISTS is OPEN DAILY from Ten till Five, and will CLOSE
on SATURDAY, May 9.—Admlssion, ll‘. Catalogue, 6d.
GEORGE Nicol‘, Secretary.

raise a monument to Uhland on the Altkonig; the

house which stands now on this lovely hill of the
Will open on the 270! (ml.
2400131‘? 0!‘ PAINTERS IN WATER C0L0URS.-—'i'he
Taunus is to be called, henceforth, "Uhland's
FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL_EXIIIBITI1)N,M their Gallery,6|
Ruhe." The poet, it seems, in his old and younger Pall
Mall East (Close to the,Na_tionml Guile ).—Ad|uittance, 1a.:
6d.
JOSEPH J. Jill KINS, Secretary.
days, had loved the spot, with its beautiful woods, Catalogue,
INSTITUTE OF’ FPAINTERS IN’ WATER COLOURS
proud castles, venerable towns, sweet valleys and
charming vistas, near and far, and had often I (founded 1831 as the New Socistyof Painters in Water Colourd

climbed the Feldberg and the Altkonig.

IS NOW 0PEN.—Gs.llery, 53, Pall Mall.
JAMES PARRY, Secretary.

Only the

small sum of from three to four thousand ﬂorins is
wanted to carry out the ideas of the committee;
and this sum, it is expected, will be easily raised

THE FRENCH GALLERY 120 Fall )InlL-The TENTII
ANNUAL EXHIBITION of ISIC'I‘IJRES. the contributions of
Artists of the French and Flemish Schools, is NOW OPEN.
Admisaion, in; Catalogue, 8d.

by a lottery or bazaar, for which all the fair dames
who ever delighted in Uhland's songs are busy
now. Also at New York a committee has been
fanned, which receives subscriptions from the
Germans residing there, to erect a monument ,to
the beloved poet, without whose sweet melodies
perhaps no German would ever feel at home

MRS. FANNY KEMBLE.—READINGS of SIIAKSPEARE.
—l'_)udlogI Gallery, Piccadilly, every Monday. Wednesday and
Fndng
voumgp at Eight punotually.~0n Monday. April 27,
Mrs. (ramble will read (‘he Tempest‘; Wcdnesda , A ril 89.
‘Much :Ado About Nothing‘: Fnday, May 1, ‘KI
car.'-—
Seats (Lnroacrvod', 3a.; Stalls, 61.; a few ll‘autoulll. 7|. uch.
Mitchell's Royal Library, as, Old Bond Street.
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Ptolemy, &c., with three rude Maps of the Fif

teenth century.’
NUMIsMATIO.—Ap'rill6.—W. S. W. Vaux, Esq.,
President, in the chair.-—Rev. A. Pownall exhi
bited one Gold Coin of Valentiuian I., and two of
Valens, found in Leicestershire.—Mr. Madden.
read a letter from Capt. Turton relative to a ﬁnd
of Roman coins, including several Carausius‘, at

Upsall, Thirsk.-The Rev. Churchill Babington
read a paper ‘ On Two Unpublished Coins of a
City unknown to Numismatic Geography, which

appears to be Berbis of Pannonia.’-——Mr. Evans
read
‘On a paper
Gold Coin
communicated
of Francisbyand
W. Mary,’
Webster,which,
after a close

examination, he condemned as a

forgery-Mr. Evans read a

per, communicated

by the Rev. A. Pownall, ‘

n the Short Cross

Peunies, bearing the Initial Cross of the Legend
on the reverse pommée or botonée.’

A proposal has been made

Mr. EDMUND YATES‘S INVITATIONS to EVENING

Issrrrurs or Bsrrrsn Ancurrsns.—April 20.

to place Uhlaud's bust in the new Central Park,
which already contains Schiller’s bust. We are
glad to hear that this idea has been accepted by

PARTIES and the SEARIDE-A SPIRI'PRAPPING HIIAXCE.
An entirely New Part entitled ‘Twenty )Iinutu with a Medium,‘
will be given every I-Ivcning. Medium. Mr. Yates; Visitor. “r.
Power. There wil also be several new arrival: at the Seaside.
To commence at 8; Saturdays at 3.-Stalls, 3|.; Area, 10.; Bal

—Owen Jones, V.P., in the chair.—-A letter was

among the Yankees.

the committee, and that the necessary funds are

‘ oony, u.—Kmtian Hall, Piccadilly.

fast gathering.

A MORNING in M‘EXICQ-M
iﬂcent and ex uisite EXHI
‘ BITION ofGERAMiC-BTA'I‘UET
S,illnstmtlux‘l4 lfc.Msuners,
Customs and Costumes in Mexico. Open dail from 10 till dusk.
Gallery. 68. Newman Street. Oxford Street, V.—Admislion, l|.;
Catalogues, Id. each ; by Book-Post. 4d.

Among the generation of German poets who, ‘
some thirty years ago, ﬁrst appeared before the
public, and since then have made themselves a
name and a position in the literature of their
country, Julius Mosen occupies one of the ﬁrst

places.

His talent, which is one of great versa

IAEVASSOR EN VISITE. -— SCFNES ET CHAN-“OX9
C0llQUES.—Tous les Mardis, Jeudis et Bun-lentils pendant is
mois dc llvluiA comrueuoant MARDI SUIR le 5 Mai. l B heum,
DUDLEY G LLERY. I‘iccadilly.—l. be ldnri on Bill. Levnlsor.
. —s. Estes Tout? Mdllo. Teisseire.-3. l’arodle des Dauses de
l Salon, lievassor.—4. Le Monde tel qu‘il est! Lcvassor.—6. Com
ment on méne son Mari Mdlle. Tcisselrc.—6. In More Michel

read from General Knollys, announcing that the
Prince of Wales had consented to become Patron
of the Institute.—Mr. T. S. Pope, jun. was elected
a Fellow.
___‘
STA'l‘lSTICAL.—Apﬂ'lIé—l.—C0l.
Sykes, M.P., in
the chair.—‘ On the Direct Imperial Expenditure~
for the Colonies,‘by Mr. F. Purdy.
Insrn‘nrros or CIvIL Enomnsna-April 14.
—J. R. M‘Clean, Esq., V.P., in the chair.———At

. the monthly ballot the following candidates
tility (he has written lyrics, philosophical epics,
dramas and novels), rests upon a deep and fervent ;‘ nu Théatreyltslieu. Pamdle Bouﬂ'e, Lemon-7. Le Mal dc Mn. were elected :—Messrs. W. D. Dent, M.A., J.
Hccnc Comiquc Nouvclle. Levassor. M. Rooecnlmm tieudra ls ‘ Fogerty, J. Lewis, G. W. Rendel and T. C.
patriotism, which, uttering itself in beautiful and Pianm- Places BI-scrrlosJm: Non-reserve“. 3a.; Quelqucs Fau
Townsend, as Members; Messrs. H.W. F. Bolckow,
stirring strains at a time of the most gloomy poli tcuils, 10a. 64.; Mitchell’: Royal Library, 38, Old Bond Street.
H. Bolden, 0. Bowen, C. W. R. Chapman, J.
tical reaction in Germany (even before the French
Davis, C. Gott, C. T. Hal-grave, C. Lowinger,
Revolution of 1830 had cleared the air a little),
BGIHIIOB
R. C. Rapier and A. Rumball, as Associates.—
soon made the young poet a favourite of the
._.__.
‘Thepaper read was ‘Description of the Line and
nation, which looked forward with joyous expecta
BOUIE'I'IES.
Works of the Scinde Railway,’ by Mr. John
tion to his poetical future. Some of his songs
Koran-April 16.—Dr. W. A. Miller, Trea Brunton.
written at that time (we name only,—‘ Die letzten
surer and V.P., in the chair.—The Right Hon.
April 2l.—-‘Account of the Coﬂ'erdam, the
Zehn vom vierten Regiment,‘ ‘Andreas Hofer,’
Sir Edmund Walker Head, Bart, was elected a Syphons and other works, constructed in conse
‘Der Trompeter an der Katzbach,‘ ‘Die volker
Fellow.—The following papers were read :—‘ On quence of the failure of the St. Germain's Sluice
schlacht bei Leipzig ') have become popular in the ‘
; Ozone,’ by E. J. Lowe, Esq.—‘ On the Equations of of the Middle Level Drainage,’ by Mr. Hawkshaw.
best sense of the word, and are up to this day sung
Rotation of a Solid Body about a ﬁxed Point,’ by
by fresh young voices (students‘ or turners’, as the
W. Spottiswoode, Esq.-—‘ On the Fossil Human
ROYAL Ixsrrrurron.--Feb. 2min; Rem-I.
case may be) all over the country. A few of his Jawbone
recently discovered in the Gravel near Barlow, V.P., in the chair-.4. Lubbock, ‘ On the
charming minor poems (‘The Statue over the
Abbeville,‘ by Dr. W. B. Carpenter.
Ancient Lake-Habitations of Switzerland.’
Cathedral Door,’ and ‘The Legend of the Cross
Socmrr or AVRTsLl-d
15.—R.. Westmacott,
bill ') are well known, too, in this country, having
AsIATIc.—-April 20.—The Right Hon. Holt
found a translator in Longfellow. Alas, that
Esq., R.A., in the chair.—The paper read was,
so promising and earnest a beginning should Mackenzie in the chain-A paper ‘On the Extent,
have been cut short by a cruel fate! Mosen, in Construction and Cost of Railways in India,’ by ‘The New Art of Auto-Typography,’ by Mr.
Wallis.
the fullness of his strength and in the midst of his J. C. Marshman, Esq., was read.
labours and plans, was seized with an incurable
MEE'I'INGS FOR THE ENBUING WEEK
ROYAL SOCIETY or Lrrrnsrusn-April 14.—
disease. For the last ﬁfteen years, not able to
Max. Actuarics. 7.1; Calculation of Liabilities of Insurance
(lcooultiilillchsl,
0
‘ ' 8~.—‘
r. Se'islt
rogue.
to Ode. Ijebu Country, Western
move, and hardly able to speak, he has been con J. Hogg, Esq., in the chain-The Rev. C. Babing
A '0...’ Capt. scammed ; - larval-immense Elephant
ﬁned, like Heine before him, to his sick room,— ton read a paper, in which he gave an account of
Mountains. to" Weston: Africa,‘ Capt. Burton, ' Travels
always following, with heart and soul, the political a Collection of Greek Inscriptions recently procured
in Equatorial Africa iGaboon, Cori
as). Mr. W.
't'l"? "“im‘im‘i'lsl’f-l"
‘all?’
and literary development of Germany, but for by Capt. Spratt, R.N., during a survey of part of T‘. RRmdI;
'l
-—‘oun‘
0.
Lu Eiilianselislitg-"lllliaddtlizLcﬁ-l
lh'ainngefnlir.
Hnwkshsw',
hidden any more to partake in it. Among the the coast of the Island of Crete. A few of them
‘,‘harloxflltr't:
Css8.—‘Vxu-ictiss
ri e‘ r. ofa- inorals
r.
used Economi
last wishes of the noble sufferer, that of seeing his have been already noticed by Pashley, in his travels Wan. Society
call ,' I’I‘OLA‘DIM.
poetical works (which are dispersed in a great in that island, or by Boeckh, in his ‘ Corpus Inscrip
, 55:
number of volumes, long ago out of print) in tionum Grtecarum,’ but the majority are as yet Tunas. Roy:
Anti uancs. 8.
Royn
lip-‘Geology; Prof. Ansted.
a collected form before him, and thus to leave unpublished.—Mr. Vaux read a paper by D. E. Fm. Philol Institution
‘cal. L-‘The Iicttcr . Mr. Wcymouth.
them, as it were, as his last legacy to the nation, Colnaghi, H.M. Consul, Bastia, ‘ On some Ancient
Archmo oglcul Institute. 4.—‘ The 01st and Chapter-house
Plait‘ \y'oroslter,‘ Prof. Wlllln.
stands foremost, and, thanks to the energetic sym Ruins near Missolonghi,’ which was a continuation
—
| o o
, B.
_
pathy of the youth of his country, he will, ere of a former paper by him, ‘ On the Remains of Old

—

long, see it realized. The German “ Turnerschaft,” and New Pleuron in Acarnania.’ In the present
at the instigation of the Oldenburg “ Turnverein " paper, Mr. Colnaghi gave an account of the Ruins
(lklosen lives at Oldenburg, whither he was called, of Calydon and Chalcis.—Mr.Vaux communicated
in 1943, as “Dramaturg” of the Grand-Ducal some interesting letters from Mr. G. L. Taylor, the
Theatre), has taken the matter in hand, and wellknown wr of the ‘Antiquities of Rome,’with
brought it to a happy issue. The subscription, in respect to his ' overy, Jone 3, 1818, of the famous
which the Germans in England also have largely Lion of Chaeronea, which was erected in commemo
participated, has had such a splendid result, that ration of the Thebans who fell in the battle, at that
it is almot equal to a national demonstration, place, B.C. 338, with Philip of Macedon. This
and the complete edition of Mosen’s works, con lion (a cast of which has been lately sent to the
sisting of eight compact volumes, will be in the British Museum) is fully described by Pausanias;
hands of the subscribers before the end of the year. but, strangely enough, has been so covered with
We hear that, in comparatively calm moments, detritus washed down from the adjacent moun
he jestingly compares himself to old blind Ziska, tains, that Dodwell, Gell and Leake sought for it

Sn.

Royal nstitution, l.—‘ Japanese Art,‘ Mr. Leighton-—
Annual Meeting at 2 o'clock.
,
Royal institution. 3.—‘Iianguage,' Prof. Max Muller.

:ﬁ
FINE ARTS
_.___.
INSTITUTE OI‘ PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS.

THE late New Society of Painters in “later
Colours is now to be known under the above title;

the Association has enlarged its space and obtained

a better light for the gallery by carrying it into
the “ﬁrst ﬂoor” of the old premises, and taking in
a house at the back. The improvement is con
siderable, and the appearance of the gallery quite
other than it was.
As usual, the number of
whose horse led the Hussites to battle and victory, ‘ in vain. The greater part of this lion is still pre ﬁgure-pictures here is small, and their merit by no
and who, dying, called out, in the arms of his l served in situ.—Mr.Vaux also communicateda paper means great.
followers: " Diese Victoria danke ich euch ! ”
There is most of good Art-quality, among the
by J. Yates, Esq. , ‘ On a. Volume recently acquired
by the British Museum, and containing a Treatise ﬁgure-subjects, in Mr. H. \Varren‘s little picture of
on Geography, compiled from Strabo, Arrian, a girl at a cottage-door (182); she is supposed to
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be hidden adorn herself while her lover, one )with other themes. No. 11, Among the-Bracken, course of modiﬁcation and improvement. Although
Lubin, is “ away": she will probably not obey has red, fading fern in the foreground, beautifully i still over-hot in colouring, for no climate can render
the injunction. Here is unusually solid painting, handled. From a high headland we look over half stone devoid of greyness, and no sunlight can make
a rare quality in water-colour Exhibitions, in the a county belted with trees; those in the mid-dis the shadows as well as the lights of a picture glow
dress of this girl ; her face has expression, not quite tance are very cleverly handled; the sky, bright \ ing and hot, these works of his’are less faulty than
successful, but creditable; while the ﬂesh, if not masses of cumuli on blue green, is a. little dirty in I of yore. Bethany (25) isan example of how a clever
pure in colour, is bright. The climbing and other colour. N o. 40 has a similar subject, showing a , man may, by working on a limited system, depart
plants about the door are extremely well and truly view from a headland, clothed with ripe corn, over I‘ from nature and pictorial beauty at the same time.
painted; in more execution the most successful the elm tops to the far weald; on the proper right, ,' No one can deny its artistic execution, but it is
parts of this picture.—-Mr. Tidey’s Temptation of a heathy hill-side; to the left, a tree-clothed knoll; ‘ obviously impossible that any effect of light can so
Christ by the Pharisees (245), commissioned, says a pale blue rim of rising hills on the horizon. The cut up a. landscape. The Wailing Place of the Jews,
the Catalogue, by the Bible Illustration Society, wheat in front may be a little too positive in colour; Jerusalem (88), is painted with great dexterity, but
does not seem to us of a kind of Art desirable for but the perspective, so to say, of its waving surface, shows that erriug hotness of colour we challenge;
presentation to the People. With many ﬁgures and as the sheeny grain glitters with grey reﬂections ‘ such excess of red, glowing reﬂexions in the she
a grand theme this painter has not taken Nature from the sky, is excellent. Where the Deer frequent dows no one has seen out of Mr. Warner's pictures.
suﬁ-lciently into his conﬁdence to enable him to (186) is much like what we have often seen before The result ofthis error is that the stones seem transpa
render so many forms and such a subject. A from this painter, as above noted. No. 139, Fold rent in their shaded sides, and, from the lighted sides
holder treatment would have been more valuable ing Tim, is a charming picture of a sandy road lacking grey, they are like cork in texture. This
for a work intended to be popular. His Study over a common, covered with heather, rich in the characteristic corkiness is strongly marked in the
(154), a woman in an Arab or Turkish head-dress, colour of the sky and tones of the landscape.-— , otherwise beautiful drawing of The Entrance to
has a large manner of drawing we should like to Mount Hermon, Syria (20), Mr. W. Telbin, is the Church of {he Holy Sepulchre (269), a noble
see in the more important production.—Mr. L. broad, and powerful in rendering of the purple specimen of Crusaders’ Gothic architecture. The
Haghe's large picture, The Dogs Andrea Dandolo glow of Oriental hills at evening.—Mr. C. Vscher's ‘ ancient portals and the window arcades of this
leaving St. Mark‘s after taking the Cross (62), gives Arab Tombs, Algiers (35), two white ediﬁces, ‘ building are worthy of careful study: nothing can
‘the high interiors of the domes and the walls of the standing in the glare of the sun, by a scanty be more picturesque, simple, or complete in design.
church, covered with gold-grounded mosaics and grove of palms, and amongst a wilderness of 1 —Several of Mr. Chase's studies of English Gothic
architectonic ﬁgures, with an effective force that aloes, renders sunlight well, though not so clearly buildings, notwithstanding their lack of colour, are
only lacks clearness of colouring to be brilliant, as might be desired.—Mr. J. Philp’s "When rum ' creditable. Among the best are Doorway, Castle
and is, nevertheless, satisfactory. The ﬁgures, mer's sun went down " (37) is rather poetical in , Campbell (135),—an old recessed porch, green with
which are numerous, are less so. By the same is suggestion than absolutely faithful in reproduction ‘ damp; Entrance to Garden, Roslyn Chapel (266),——a
Cellini and Francis the First at Fontaa'nebleau (273), of nature; taking it as it is, there is much to like very solidly done drawing of sunlight coming
the sculptor presenting the model of a group to in the broken sea~coast, the near parts softened through a doorway, a red curtain
'
on the
the king. The interior is effectively painted, but, with sea mists of an autumn evening-those re wall.--Mrs. W. Oliver‘s Trahbach, from the Moselle
unfortunately, the text describes Francis speaking moved half lost in light ; the clear, bright sea itself (79) shows capitally the extremely quaint houses
to Cellini, while the picture shows him addressing ‘ is cleverly treated in motion. Exploring the Coast of that ancient town, their fronts half covered with
his attendants.
(83) shows how this kind of suggestive art may green-grey slates, their oddest windows and doors
In execution no less than in conception of the I betmy itself by becoming almost exclusively com and wild roofs.—Mr. E. Hayes‘s sea-piece is the
urposes of Art, Mr. T. Sutcliﬁ'e is the exhibitor position, sacriﬁcing literal ﬁdelity to nature.
best here: Stormy Wcather—Dulch Boat running
here who aims highest and succeeds best; his works Mr. W. L. Leitch’s Canal Scene, Berks (53), a up Channel (76), an excellent exposition of motion
are landscapes, excepting the beautiful drawing mill on a bank, at evening,—a broad veil of grey in sea, and its ashy-green colour.
Magpie and Jewels (309), which, for translation of cloud, with pale, gilt lines upon its folds, seeming
SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.
nature and subtlety of colouring, is in itself a with
to descend
boats, slowly
in front,—-is
over the
worthy
scene,—a
of admiration
smooth rather
canal, ,
jewel. The marble whiteness on the bird’s wing,
THE Society of Female Artists has entered a
the green-black glossiness of his tail and body for its feeling for general truth than solidity of new and improved phase of existence this year; it
plumage are exquisite. Oak-Wee and Stream (258), detail.-—-Bardcn Tower and River ll’harfe, York, appears, for the ﬁrst time, as an independent body,
a very simple theme admirably treated, shows a
Mr. W. Bennett (57), is much larger and having a gallery for exhibition of pictures, and also,
few bushes beneath an oak; amongst their roots broader in style than we have seen from the we are glad to learn, for the holding of a drawing
goes a bright rivulet. In handling and tone this painter. We have the rich valley, with its river, school, in the very convenient locality of Pall Mall,
work is beyond challenge. Mr. Sutcliffe habi the massed trees and white castle walls seen N o. 48. \Ve may consider the body as adolescent,
tually produces a certain sootiness in the colour of amongst them. Other pictures by Mr. Bennett if not adult, and congratulate the ladies interested
his pictures that should be overcome. In the last, show him to aim rather at quantity than quality upon the success of their efforts so far. It is satis
and in Tree in Ilarewood Park (96), a beautifully of
notion-an error obviously fatal to his‘ factory that they are gradually leaving the slavish
drawn bole and branches,—-A Cornﬁeld (64),—and powem-Calm 01f Southcnd (60), by Mr. T. Robins, practice, upon which we have ere now commented,
Stream at llampalhzcaite (3), a little river coursing Thames straw-barges lying off the shore, is exeel- 1 of copying the systems, subjects and very manners
under a slight screen of foliage,-—this is apparent. lent in
of their respective husbands, brothers, fathers, or
colour, and very cleverly drawn.
In other respects nothing in their way can be Mr. J. C. Reed's The Rocks of M‘Gillicuddy, Kil masters. Not rich in pictures of high pretension,
more excellent than .his works-Notwithstanding larney (116), a bright meadow lying amongst this gallery is better worth a visit than if it were
its thinness of treatment, one of the most beautiful mountains, has some brilliancy of treatment and so, and shows in most of its contributors‘ works
translations of nature here is Mr. G. Shalders's signs of extreme facility which captivate the eye 1 their praiseworthy diligence in acquiring the mecha
Near Leather-head (281), a team waiting at a cross at ﬁrst to disappoint it on closer examination-a , nical powers of Art.
road in evening twilight; a barn behind a hedge, style of execution strongly marked in the graceful , Miss A. Burgess, as before, holds a high position
its grey thatch telling beautifully with the pale but unsolidly-painted group of beechem that stands ‘ with her charming water-colour drawing, A Dutch
glow of the sky, is most felicitonsly treated: admire on the banks of the little river. His Steeple Rock, ; .11aid (No. 3), a servant with a basket, in which there
the general tone of this work.—Mr. Hine contri
'ynance Core (131), shows his powers to better is judicious arrangement of colour, seen in the greys
hutes some ﬁne studies of nature that have a advantage—a bold and effective drawing of that of her indigo dress, the background, and in the
broader claim upon our interest than is due to strange fragment, the bright green sea and sands , face, which last is capitally rendered as well as full
ordinary transcripts; amongst the best of these is about it.
of character. This is a genuine interior. The
Winchelseafrom the Rye Road (82), The Land Gate,
Amongst the most satisfactory, because best Emln'oidress (74) is worth looking at.
Winchelrea (98) and Rye, from the lllarshes (240), executed, classes of drawings here are those of ;
Somewhat too low in key for English taste,
which last is a perfect example of broad and deli architectural subjects, old houses, streets, churches ‘but by far the most artistic work here, is Miss
cate treatment.—-Mr. Whymper's The Passagefrom and castles. Mr. Deane has treated some of the A. Lindegren’s Grundmamma’s Pet (165), an
the Sea, Clorelly (4) and Clorclly Pier (23) are old ‘streets in French provincial towns with extra old woman regarding with intense satisfaction
clearly-executed portraits of certain localities, taken ordin
spirit and real Art. His Rue P0terie— the efforts of a loutish boy to thread a needle,
m a characteristically-thin manner. The ﬁrst Vitré, Brittany (‘274), showing the great high He is much too big to be put upon a table,
shows the cliff-path that winds from the beach, shouldered houses and their roofs of inﬁnite but there he is, sitting upon his own_ heels;
overlooking the house-tops; the second the high forms, all delightfully quaint, is one of the best his expression is capitally rendered, as is that
headland beyond the village, its deep valleys, the of his productions in colour, solid rendering and of the woman, whose eyes glance above her spec
sweeping shadows over them, and the freshening picturesque quality. Hardly inferior is Old Houses ‘ tacles with perfect rendering of humour. In its
tide that comes into the harbour, all painted, with in the Corn Market, Vitré (172), by the same, own key the colour of this work is excellent, as are
unusual breadth and brightness. Like these, his shop-fronts, with their high-lifted hoods, like the tone and handling of textures throughout.
:Bodiham Castle (48) is weak in local colour, where the booths of old London, and tall houses above . See also 161, Girl tending Cattle, by the same.—
1t might have been strong to great advantage.
them, whose eaves are of astonishing depth, is noble Miss Kate Swift's The Butterﬂy and the Bee (169),
_Mr. E. G. Warren is probably the most brilliant in Art-treatment; a splendid drawing, large in two girls, one diligently making nets, the other
Inter of landscapes in water-colour; he devotes style and bold, yet singularly free from mere dash. idly dressing her hair, is treated with great skill,
mself somewhat too frequently to beechen shades —The Old Hotel de Ville, S6. Omar (10), Mr. T. S. the ﬁgures well drawn and composed : see the atti
and distant views from under them. He has, how ' Boys, is excellently done, the beautiful old porch tude of the last named, and the thorough consent
ever produced several drawings—one, a moonlight, and noble house behind it that were destroyed in in all her limbs; some of the colour in this work
two or three years ago, we especially remember, 1831.—Mr. Carl Werner has produced many sub is a little heavy and dirty—else there
little to

that showed him competent to do equally well jects from Jerusalem which show his style to be in challenge in it.—Miss C. E. Babb's etching, styled

THE
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UNION-TUESDAY, Half-past Three, A r11 1;,
seen a picture by Mr. J. Sant, having for subject I ST.MUSICAL
JAMES'S HALL.— uartstt, ho. 5. Eliot 10 .MI, endell

Victory (226), the inhabitants of a town gathered
on its ramparts, and witnessing a battle, in which

their side wins, with cries and all signs of joy, is
worthy of high praise for the variety and spirit of
its actions.-The Misses Taylor's Original Sketches
(234)are good, full of spirit and grace, lacking only
delicacy of execution. These humble, domestic
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ATHENZEUM

Christ meeting the Apostles on the way to Emmaus, .
after the Cruciﬁxion. The two disciples have been ‘
communing and reasoningH on the events and\
\

teachings of the life of their Master; they are now ‘

nohn'. Grand Sonata in% (O . s31, Beethoven: uartett, B ﬂat,
No. 78, Ha dn ; Phnoforte So os, Lubeck. Artistes: Vleuxtcmps,
Riel Web and Piatti. Planllt Ernst Lubook, from
— Visitors‘ admissions. llalI-a-(lulnea each, to be had of
Cramer k 00.: Chap ll 5 00.; Olllvicrs; Ashdown I Parry, 1!.
Hanover Square; an Austin, at St. James's Hall.
Director, J. ELLA.

walking and thinking, the one icking his way.
with his staff. They wear dark ro es; beside them
HERB ERNST PAUER‘S SECOND PERFORMANCE of
I‘IANOFOIIQTE MUSIC. in strictl{Chronol calm-der will take
themes are far superior to the pretentious series of has come the white-robed ﬁgure of the Saviour; he place n wlllll'l Room, on noun/w N r April n-rhe
tallan
Composers; the School of (.‘lementl and his Pupils. To
like productions from the ‘ Idylla of the King‘ (125). has just accosted them with something like thei‘ commence
at Three o'clock precisely —Tickets for the Series, One
Singlc'l‘lcketmbqmaybe lid of Mr. E. Paner,3 Cranky
——Miss Durant sets up the boldest pretensions of rebuke, “ O fools, and slow of heart to believe all . Guinea;
ppm’: ({vnslow Square, sw; and of n. w. Ollivier, 19, old Bond
that
the
prophets
have
spoken.”
The
ﬁgures
are
‘
any exhibitor here, on the strength of three marble -v
RC ,
.
has-reliefs of the life of Achilles,—sculptures not ‘ nearly life size, and there is much about the method i APRILSlL-MLBENRY LESLIES‘SCHOIR Hanover. um
of
their
presentation
which
is
striking
and
original.
.
Rooma-Thc Proprmmme wlll lncludeWesley's hiotett, ‘ In xitu
without conventional correctness, and even some “
)lendellsohn‘s Psalm “ Why rage ﬁercely the heathen."
grace of composition. This lady affects classic If it were not that this originality is not of the lsmcl‘;
Mr. Charles llnlls will play hecthoven's l'utoral Sonata, and a
highest
mental
quality,
the
picture
would
be
a
noble
‘
brilliant Valle Cu rice by Schubert.—’l‘ickets, 5|. ll. 64., and IL;
sculpture, but, in aiming at the Phidian manner,
at Addison's, 210, l qrsnt Street - Hanover Square Rooms; Austin‘s,
has even neglected to mark the distinctions of one. The face of Christ and his action are too 28, Piccadilly; and all Mulicsellcrl.
fabrics in her draperies: see those of Thctis and much of the earth, common and earthy, to suit and I
MR. ‘DEACON‘S FIRST of THREE SEANCES of CLASSI
Vulcan in “receiving the arms " (2), where the suggest the theme. One cannot rest satisﬁed with , CAL
INSTRUMENTAL MUBIC will take lace on THUR$~
April 30, at 16, Gi'osvenor Street (a permission of
smith-god's robe and that of the sea-goddess are his ordinary and somewhat trite action as expres~ DAY,
Meson.
(.olhmi» commencln at Three o‘cloc —l’rogramme:
sive
of
those
proper
to
the
Redeemer
just
risen
from
Quartett in E Minor. Spohr;
nataln C, l'ianoforte. Beethoven;
much alike.
Sonata in B Flat, Violin and Piuuoforte, llourt- Lieder ohns
Of the landscapes, Mrs. F. Ouvry‘s Thames at the tomb. The ﬁgures of the Apostles are more , Worte,
Mendelssohn, l'innofom - Sestctt in E l‘lnt Bertini.
Maidenhead (24) is rather over-dashing, but good successful, because less subtle and noble in their Violin, M. Sainton and Herr Pollitser: Viola, Mr. lI. Webb;
Signor Per-so; Contra-Basso, Mr. C. Severn; Piano
in execution.—The architectural paintings, by demands on the painter, still they are not quite Violoncello.
fortc, Mr. Deaeom-Tlckets for the Serles, One Guinea; to admit
to a single Stance, One Guinea; Single Tickets. Half-a
Miss L. Rayner, are results of some years’ assi free from the painting-room's taint. It is really three
Gulnca' to be had of Mr. It. W. Ollirler, 19, Old Bond Street; or
duous practice: they have a corresponding value. painful to see how the artist, with considerable of Mr. Deacon, 7'1, Wclbeck Street, Cavendish Square, W.
The North Entrance to the Cathedral of Roam (8), pictorial ability, has contented himself with a low 1
EWEB & C0. beg to announce that their FIRST CONCERT
a little hot and too transparent in its shadows, is idea of the face of his chief ﬁgure: a higher one for the INTRODUCTION-oi NEW MUSIC will take place, at
Hanover Square Rooms, on TUESDAY Ma 5, at Three
excellent. The House of Knox, Edinburgh (17), may be out of his reach, but to attempt something the
o‘clock.—vocnllstsz Mdlle. Florence Lancia and Ma ame O‘Lenry

with its old grey stones and ragged front in sun

beyond the mere ﬂeshy and studio typical head‘

Vinnlu . instrumentalists: Messrs. Pauer, Salnton, Ries,\\'ebh,

\ cuxlem
und \Vohlers. Invitations will be sent to the
\ Witt
light, is rich in variety of colour, the perfection of would have been noble even in failure.
London Subscri ers of Ewer t Co.‘s Libmrgb Tickets to Sun
this branch of Art, and very solid in execution.
Messrs. Day & Son publish, probably for enthu Subscribers, Halts-Guinea each-Ewcr & ., Her Majesty‘:
There are several other drawings by this artist worthy siastic amateurs, two sets of landscapes, litho Musicscllen, 87, Regent Street, London.
ROYAL SOCIETY of MUSICIANS-‘ST. JAHES‘S HALL,
of admiration. —There is good colour in Mrs. Keat graphed, from those renowned localities the Ionian , gggyl
6.—Handel's MESSIAH. Full Orchestra and Chorus.—
ing's For Breakfast (l75),-—bold and vigorous colour 1 Islands and the Province of Auckland, New Zea- ‘
1. Titiens iher onl appearance this season out of Her .tla
Theatre‘, Mdlle. are , Miss Eliza Iiu hesJiiss Lascelles,
and admirable modelling in Miss F. Peel's Gem of land. The ﬁrst of these is by Capt. H. J. Wilkin 1 jcsty‘s
Mr. ﬁlms Reeves, Mr. Wh in, Mr. Wallwort , Mr. Szmtlcy (by
the Ocean: Study of Mackerel, Red Mullet and Smelt ‘ son, and is the ﬁrst part of a series styled ‘ The I the kind permission of Mr. Mspleson), Mr. Lewis Thomas. and
Mr. Weiss. Conductor, Prof. Bennett.—Tickeu, 104.6d., 53., and
(196), wherein she has done something like justice Seven Islands ;' not very valuable as works of Art, 1 3a. ; at Austin's, 28, Piccadilly; and all hlullcrellers.
to the beauty of her subjects. Mrs. T. J. Thomp these drawings may present pleasant memoranda
son's three pictures, From St. Boniface Terrace, to men who know the places represented. The
Ventnor (259), Under the Rocks of Villa. del ‘ Village of Benizze, Corfu,’ is a lovely and famous ary persons who manage the Crystal Palace Con
Franchi, Gulf of Genoa (260), and Study in Bor scene that would have borne honester treatment‘ certs have made another step in introducing the
rodak, Cumberland (261), are, one and all, admir and less rose-water-like style of drawing than has .music of one who is rated as a great composer
able proofs of possession of real and earnest been here adopted for it. These drawings are very [ everywhere, except in England, --by perform
diligence and knowledge of nature which, main well in their way, but lack the unchallengeable! ing, on Saturday last, the Entr'acle and Bac
tained in exercise, will enable the artist to get rid ﬁdelity, of a sort, of photographs, and have few of 1 chanal Dance from M. Gounod’s ‘Philemon ct
of a certain blackness and apparent coldness in the merits of pictures. The letter-press descriptions ‘ Baucis.’ \Vhat is worse, the audience was demo
colouring, from which her works at present suﬁ'er.
of the localities which are attached to the drawings ralized enough to enjoy it, as something sui
smell strongly of the Gazetteer, as seems to us, but generis ;-—quaint in form, rich in colour, and true
FINE-ART GOSSIP.—Tl]e private view of the then it must not be forgotten that the writer has 1. in character. This Entr‘acte is one among half
spared us spasmodic poetry. The series from | a-dozen thoroughly peculiar movements of the
Exhibition of the Society of Painters in Water '
Auckland has a similar text attached. It is by kind by M. Gounod (among which are the Shep
Colours takes place to-day (Saturday), opening at
Major F. R. Stack. There is such a strong family herd‘s Song in ‘Sapho,’ the triple chorus in
eleven o‘clock. Two hours before that time
likeness in both sets that we must conclude the ‘Ulysse,’ the Bohemian Dance in ‘ La Nonne
representatives of the Press will be admitted, as of
can claim but a small share of the works as Sanglante ’), showing with what art and variety he
late. The public opening will be on Monday next. artists
published. Either they could not draw them in a can sport on a. ground bass, and how he can turn
A remonstrance should bemade against exhibiting manner to be presentable, and so the lithographer monotony to account in the production of effects.
the designs for the Albert Memorial in the Royal has done what there is in the landscapes beyond
Mendelssohn’s Pagan Chorus in ‘ St. Paul,’ Beet~
Gallery of the Houses of Parliament. Entering this the local and prominent features, or, what is much hoven’s Dervish whirl in ‘ The Ruins of Athens,’
hall, on one side ofwhich Mr. Maclisehas painted the more likely and a real offence, the lithographic are not more wildly and attractively illicit than
‘ Interview between Wellington and Blucher alter draughtsman has not condescended to reproduce
this excellent curtain tune, dance and chorus 2 even
Waterloo,’ while on the other he is now engaged the individuality of each artist.
when it is played without stage eﬁ'ects and group
with ‘ The Death of Nelson,’ we found it blockaded
‘Notes on the Thirty-seventh Exhibition of the ings, and without the force given to the ﬁnal
by screens intended to hold the designs in question
climax by the voices, the impression made by it
during their public exhibition. Behind these rises Royal Scottish Academy ‘ is the title of a pamphlet is new and seizing. The treatment of the orches
the ﬁrst-named picture, one of the very few wholly signed by one Justus Clemens. So far as we are tra is admirable, clear, effective and original.
satisfactory works resulting from the inﬁnite able to judge of the works criticized, now forming Greater strength in the stringed instruments
labours of the Royal Commission of Fine Arts. that exhibition, the opinions of the author are

It will scarcely be believed that this noble painting, neither just nor clement.

There is a want of was wanting at the Crystal Palace; but this

upon which the artist has expended several of the balance in the judgments expressed, and, above all,
best years of his life, has actually been covered up much lack of recognition of the aims of artists.
with cloths, in order that its colouring may not Notwithstanding this, there is a good deal of dis
mar the effect of the architectural designs! Thus crimination, and, so far as the writer’s experience
it has been for some weeks, and thus it is seems to allow him, much candour. “ What com
proposed to be for some weeks to come. On pelling motive induces Scotch artists to emigrate
Saturdays the public is admitted to see the [migratel] in such numbers, it is really not easy
paintings in the Houses, while now the most im to make out"—-is deliciously simple!

portant of them is covered up.

Good taste and

organic weakness allowed for, the music had
full justice. The concert closed with M. Gade's

‘Hamlet’ Overture,—which was not judiciously
placed, as winding up a programme of light and
brilliant music. It is grave, sad and vapor-ous;

built on those minor themes which are thrown off
by the th0usand—0ne curiously like the other;
none of them vulgar. Only such a mighty genius as
Beethoven was able to show in his ‘ Egmont‘ and
‘Coriolan’ Overtures, and his Ninth Symphony,

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
respect for the artist should have prevented this
that there may be subjects in this mode, as charac
__._
thing. Independent of the slight thus offered to
MADAME
LIND-GOLDSCHMIDT, St. James‘! Hall, Picca teristic and diversiﬁed as any major themes extant.
him, a serious annoyance must be inﬂicted upon dilly.—l\lr. and
Madame Goldschmldt hnvi
generousl<8ivon That Herr Gade never fails to draw a delicious
Mr. Maclise, if the designs are exhibited as their services in AID of the ROYAL HOSP AL for 1.‘ UR sound out of his orchestra (something, we have
at I’utncy, a Grand Performance of Handel's Cantata
arranged, by bringing crowds of persons, and their ABLES
L’ALLEGRO and IL PENS] EROSU lthe Poetry b ' Milton),will always fancied, distinctively Northern), we were
place at the above Hall, on FRIDAY E‘: E ING. May 1,
accompaniments of dust and noise, for weeks take
commencing at Eight o'clock. The Solo Parts by the following anew reminded by the close of this Danish prelude.

together into an apartment which is actually his
studio, where he is working for the nation daily
and all day long. The authorities ought to remove
the designs into Westminster Hall or Burlington
House.

At Mr. Cox's Gallery, 57, Pall Mall, is to be

eminent Artistes :—Madnme Lind-Goldschmidt, Madame Lern
mens-Shsrrlngton, Miss Lascelles, Mr. Montem Smith, audMr.
W. H. Weiss. The Band and Chorus will be complete, comprising
n words of £30 Performers. Conductor, Mr. Otto Goldschmldt.
ckets 78., 100. 6d. . and One Guinea each, may be ohtalnednt Mr_
Mitchell's Royal Library, 38. Old Bond Street : at Messrs. Addison
t Lncns's, R ent Street; at the prlncl al Libraries and Music
sellers‘; and a the Oﬂice of the Hospita , l0, Poultry.

His music may never take a deep root in England,
since we care more for distinct forms and colours
than for the lights and shades of Clondland, but it

cannot be heard without interest by those having
open minds and sympathies. lVLVieuxtcmps played

THE. ATHENiEUM
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two violin solos, in a at is more mannered than
ever; and the glory of 's tone is on the wane.
He was, however, warmly applauded,—and so, too,
were the vocal violences of Mdlle. Ellinger, which,

it appears, pass with many persons for grand and
classical singing. The real sensation produced by
Mr. Dannreuther‘s playing has led to his second

engagement at Sydenham to-day.
Beethoven's G major Concerto.

He will play
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The concert which followed it was given to
Monday Mr. Creswick reappeared on these boards,
troduce Mdlle. Carlotta Patti, a lady who, because as Claude Melnotte in ‘The Lady of Lyons,’ and
of a slight lameness, can present herself only in con on Tuesday in ‘Virginius. He was welcomed by
certs. Herappearance (Mdlle. LaVnlliere was lame) the audience with all that heartiness which might
is engaging. Nature made her very pretty. Art, have been expected from his long connexion with
the other evening, had dressed her consummately the house; and, after the extrav agant mole-dramatic
well (as fashions go). Her voice is a soprano exhibitions which have been indulged in while he
sfogato,—one of the many voices which of its kind has been acting elsewhere, his presence here in the

in these days spring up as if to confound those who legitimate drama must have been felt as a whole
have so troubled the world on the diapason question some relief.

Hans Pauss‘s HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES.-— —a voice reaching to (not singing on) F in all, --and
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossm-We are now
one which is less worn in tone than her sister's.
called an Illustrated History of the Pianoforte; Meanwhile, it is clear that the new lady is no informed that M. Gouuod’s ‘ Faust ' will positively

This series of chamber-concerts might justly be

with such care, research and width of knowledge

pretender.

Her songs were the polacca. from

be represented during this season at the Royal

have its programmes been drawn out-—while the ‘Linda,’ ‘Gli angui d’inferno’ from the ‘Flauto Italian Opera, with Madame Miolan-Carvalho as
introductory remarks (which, when completed,
will amount to a small volume) are full of well

Magico,’ and a Swiss echo song by Herr Eckert.

ﬁrst Matinee was devoted to twelve artits, grouped

education in a land where there is no real school

Margaret.

Some of her cadcnzas (like those of her sister) are
An excellent and interestipg concert was given
selected facts and sincere criticisms. Herr Pauer’s wild, queer and out of style,-telling, it may be, of by the Musical Society on
ednesday last. To
the new Symphony by M. Silas we shall return

by him as the Vienna school, — Frohberger, of tradition, of power, ofcomparison,—ofthat steady, shortly; being only, for the hour, able to announce
Wagenseil, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Hnmmel, life-giving inﬂuence derived from authority which
Ries, Czerny, Schubert, Moscheles, Liszt and made the artists of old. Among the vocal concert
Thalberg. Of course, there is no space disposable artists of modern time, however, Mdlle Carlotta
in this column for a criticism, point by point, of a Patti deserves a high place, because she is obvi
history. Hence, having expressed high estimation ously able to execute, without stint orfaltering, all
of the artistic feeling and indefatigable zeal with her conceptions, in respect to music of enormous
which the work has been prepared, we must further technical difﬁculty.
Of the new tenor, Signor Callieri, who appeared
be content to touch, as they pass, on a few speci
mens of the authors so ingeniously arranged and in ‘ Guillaume Tell‘ the day before yesterday, we
‘Rigoletto’ is
grouped. \Ve were mostinterested by Haydn’s varia must speak on Saturday next.
tions on a theme in F minor; somewhat gentle, it announced for this evening, with Mdlle. Fioretti
is true, but ingenious and with true Haydn touches as Gilda.
of modulation and suspense in the coda ,--by an
Hrs MAJss'rr’s THEATRE. v—Mdlle. Titiens
andante and allegro from a Sonata, (Op. 48), by has been singing in ‘ I Puritani,‘ an opera for which
Ferdinand Ries, a writer who, as Herr Pauer
she is in no respect ﬁtted, in ‘Lucia’—for which
observes (what we have observed a score of times)
she is as much unﬁtted—being a far too robust and
has been unjustly neglected because of his over
musical Bride of Lammermoor,—and in
facility and unselectness, but whose best works inelegant
‘Lucrezia Borgia.’-—How long will it be ere the
are marked, characteristic and well written for his

its real and extraordinary success.

Signor Giorza, Madame Ferraris shows that time
which the author’s imperial and yet eccentric pre has as yet made no inroad on her archness, grace
dominance over all other pianists is most clearly
and execution. The scenery is pretty and the
disccrnible,—a work far preferable to his formless,
are fresh. The transfer of a portion of the
ambitious, yet, nevertheless, grand Concertos. As a dresses
proscenium to the orchestra is an improvement in
“transcriber” (it is well said by Herr Pauer) this Her Majesty's Theatre. In all modern conjunc
man of genius is without a rival. The other tions of principal artists with chorus (especially
pieces in the programme were more familiar to us,
when the latter have to act), the form of the stage
or else less interesting than the above. All were as it so long stood, offered serious diﬁiculties, unfelt,
rendered by the player in his best manner.
of course, in operas of the older, slighter, less

day week in \Vestminster Abbey, with a choir of
two hundred voices, conducted by Mr. Hullah.
The evergreen M. Levassor is about once again
to bring his comic scenes and songs to London,
and, in company with Mdlle. Teisseire, to sing at the

Meanwhile, let

us record that Mendelssohn’s ‘ Melusine ’ Overture
went better than we have ever heard that most
delicate and spiritual of modern overtures go ; and
that Mr. Carrodus made a favourable impression

in a Violin Concerto by Herr Molique.

He still,

however, wants the crispness of execution and (in

its last movement) the humour of its composer, his
master.
MM. Halls and Vieuxtemps were again the

principal players at Monday's Pqmlar Concert.
Among musicians new to England who have
arrived for the season are the brothers Lamoury
(violinists) and Mdlle. de Ruda, who have appeared
at a concert given by the Liverpool Philharmonic

Society.—M. Wieniawski is, we perceive, on his
way hither.
Mrs. Merest was to commence her series of

Concerts yesterday evening.
public is weary of these operas? Their continued Chamber
instrument ;—by an andante from Czerny’s third existence
One or two late musical performances have been
on the stage, when, as now, they are
Sana/a (Op. 57), which, though hardly in the
overlooked in the hurry of the time,—among c0n<
supported by singers who in no respect equal the
true Sonata style, has great elegance. Czerny,
certs, the liberal entertainment given by our other
glorious artists for whom they were written and by
best tenor, Mr. Wilbye Cooper, at which, together
like Ries, hurt his reputation by his manufacturing
whom they were introduced, tells a tale of the
rapidity. Lastly, we must mention Dr. Liszt’s decay of modern composition not to be mistaken. with much other music, Miss Gabriel’s ‘ Dream
twelfth Rkaplodie Hongrm'sc ; one of these strange,
Land‘ was repeated.—A special musical service in
—In ‘ La Farfaletta,’ ashort ballet, with music by aid
of the National Society was given on Thurs
interesting, characteristic national fantaaias, in

ROYAL ITALIAN OPEBA.—-‘Norma,' as ﬁrst re

quisite, demands a tragic prima donna.

London

has not forgotten its great Norma, who, having

in this character partially robed herself in Madame
Pasta‘s mantle, — herself rarely endowed with
beauty and power,—so kept her ground that even

dramatic school.

Dudley Gallery during the month of May.
The programme of the National Choral Society
for the remnant of the present season and for the
comingone, 1 863-4, is noticeable; showing, as it does,
that the institution in question depends not so much

on its choral and orchestral merits, or on any extra

HAYMARKE'L-On Monday, Mr. and Mrs. ordinaryresearch in themusic aboutto be performed,
Alfred Wigan commenced an engagement for a as on its solo singers, or rather on one solo singer,
limited period with Mr. Tom Taylor's effective Mr. Sims Reeves, who is announced as its principal
comedy of ‘Still Waters Run Deep.’ As John feature, to sing at all the performances of both

Mildmay, Mr. Wigan was as discriminative and as seasons. This-no disrespect to our incomparable
Mdlle. Lind in the plenitude of her reputation powerful in the various scenes of this culminating tenor-seems to us inverting the natural proceed
could not trespass on it for an hour; still less could drama as in the olden time, when he swayed the ings of a choral society intended steadily to pro

Mdlle. Cruvelli, sustained as that disappointing

sceptre of the Olympic.

His peculiar style, so

mote the interests of Art. That singularly composed

lady was by a chorus of exaggerated praise. The minute in its developments, and so complete in its society, the Vocal Association, ﬂies at every game;
one artist who divided honours with Madame Grisi ultimate impression, must prove a pleasing change and, on Tuesday last, gave a new Operetta, ‘ The
was Miss Kemble. Why should Mr. Gye compel us to an audience to whom the same bill of fare Rosiere of Salency,’ by Mr. Masters (we presume
inevitably to recollect those golden and silver days
by such aleaden presentment of the part as that made
the other evening by Mdlle. Fricci?_ She has copied
Madame Grisi’s dress,—she attempts a forcible
attitude or two after Madame Grisi's fashion

(these not good as models), — and she tries for
Madame Grisi‘s great burst, ‘No, non tremar,’
therein putting forward all her power; but her
voice is unequal, tremulous and out of tune,
her execution is inadequate to the requirements
of the music (as was sadly shown in ‘Casta diva‘),
and we have not yet discerned in her the existence

of any real fervour for the stage or new true con
ception of its duties. The Adalgiaa, Mdlle. Dottini,
is lifeless and weak. Furthermore, to close the

chapter of objections, the offspring of .Vm'ma are
not so well tutored as they should be. On Thurs
day week their behaviour, more artless and natural
than suits stage art and nature, was amusingly dis
tracting in the scenes which open the second act.
In brief, the ‘performance was an inferior one.

has been so long presented; and he was greeted,
as might have been expected, with unanimous

without dresses or scenery). What was said some
weeks ago of the inevitable consequence of attempts

applause.

like these to attract a public by devices at variance

The part of Mrs. Slcrnhold was sup

ported by Mrs. Wigan with her usual determina
tion and tact. The Oriental panorama, which we
have already described, succeeded t
play, and is
evidently appreciated by the publi . It is calcu
lated to attract for a prolonged period. The per

with the professions, which, by their fulﬁlment,

should characterize any societies intended to last,
up lies here also.

1. Vaucorbeil‘s comic opera, ‘ Bataille d’Amour,‘
appears not to have succeeded at the Opéra
Comique
of Paris. The music is described as being
formances concluded with the farce of ‘ Borrowing
a Husband,’ in which Miss M. Harris performed dull and tormented-M. Berlioz's ‘Beatrice et
Bénédict ’ has met with a cordial reception at
the part of Pamela with her usual vivacity.

Weimar.
SURBEY.—A new piece was produced on Satur
M. Borchardt, a bass singer at the Grand Opéra
day, entitled ‘The Devil on Town,’ for the purpose of Paris, best to be remembered, perhaps, as 1101'
of introducing Miss Rebecca Isaacs, with some cules in Gluck's ‘Alceste,’ was struck with apoplexy
beautiful songs, in the part of Fanny Honwlovc, on the stage there one night last week, and died in
which prospered so well with the audience, that the course of the evening.

Miss Isaacs was frequently encmd. The piece, in
A new Symphony, by Mynheer "erhulst (an
its conception, resembles ‘The Devil on Two orchestral movement by whom was some years ago
Sticks’; and the infernal agency implied is sup brought forward by Mr. Hullah), was the other day
ported with much cleverness by Mr. Shepherd. On produced at Amsterdam.
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Another version of M. Paul Féval's drama, now
being performed at the Lyceum, under the title of

‘The Duke's Motto,’ has been produced at the Pavi
lion, Whitechapel, where it is called ‘ The Duke’s

It is efficiently acted, and

has met with great success.
At the Britannia Theatre, Hoxton, Prof. Pepper's
invention of the Spectral Illusion has been adopted
as a s

expedient.

A piece has been written

RUSSIA IN THE TIME OF
PETER THE GREAT.

GRAMER, BEALE & WOOD’S
PIANOFORTE GALLERY,

This day is published, in 2 vols. post Evo. 21;.

Bequest-I am Here.’ Mr. J. "ollaire is the
adapter, and he has been well seconded by the
management, who have bestowed upon it some
ﬁnely-painted scenery.
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207 and 209, REGENT-STREET,
(rm: mncss'r IN EUROPE.)

from the stock.

Pianofortes by all the eminent English. Continental, and Amo
rican Manufacturers. for Sale or Hire.

’ At the COURT of MOSCOW in the REIGN
,
of CZAR PETER THE GREAT.

by Mr. Hazlewood for the urpose of its introduc
tion.

It is called ‘ Faith,

THE DIARY OF AN
' AUSTRIAN SECRETARY OF
‘
LEGATION

Every Instrument may be relied on as at least equal to the de
scription given of it. Inferior Instruments are carefully excluded

ope and Charity,’ and

TOGETHER WITH A NARRATIVE OF THE DANGEROUS
REBELLION OF THE FIB-BLITZ, ETC.

the ghost is a clergyman’s widow who has been
murdered by a baronet, and accordingly haunts
him at midnight. The baronet, to the great sur

prise of the audience, thrusts his sword through
the apparition. The effect was to entrance them
as if spell-bound, and the majority were evidently
unable to explain the cause of so extraordinary an

appearance.
—_._———_-_-—

GRAMER’S ENGLISH PIANETTE,

Translated by COUNT MACDONNEL.

.29 Guineas.—0rnmsr a C0. manufacture this capihrl small
Instrument. It has all the requisites of the boot Pianci'orto
chock action, solid touch, agreeable tone. The Case is of polished ,
Ash or Pine. In practising on this Piunoforte the fingers of the ‘
player will be strengthened much more rapidly than on an old ‘
instrument, loose in the key, and worn in the hammer. In Rose
I,
wood, I! Guineas; in Walnut, M Guineas.
Purchasers are particularly requested to observe that this In

“ This is the translation of a work of extreme rarity, and
of high historical vslus."-—Timr:.
" The two volumes will be read with avidity, and we may
add that those persons who have perused with horror the
accounts of the atrocities committed by the Russians in
Poland-particularly that of ‘ trampling ' and then murder
ing the wounded foo,—wlll be ready to account for it after
clcslng this Diary, which describes manners and customs
inﬂuencing the national character even in these later days."
Alhenrzum.
"This translation has certainly placed before us one of
the most curious books which has of late issued from the
press, especially the Diary, which records the author's own

strument has not the common or single action, but the double or
check action; and that Crarner a Co. are the only manuhotnrerl

I! ISCSI-LANu

_._.
Cardinal .llczzoﬁmfi.—Your readers may remem
ber the anecdote of Cardinal Mezzofanti which I

of it in England.

communicated to you in January, I beg to for

written to me for my private use, but I have now

TAGE.—Crnmer & Co. manufacture a Cottage Pianoforte of ‘; experiences, and furnishes original anecdotes, not to be
cot remarkable man of his age."
the medium size, and of the very but description. The tons is found elsewhere, of the
Morning Post.
full, pure. and vocal. The touch is agreeable, rapid, and effective.
This beautiful Instrument has been produced with an elegance of
design, quality of wood, and general subotnntiallty which have
gained for it universal approbation. No better Plsncforto of this
class can possibly be made. In Rosewood, 38 Guineas; Walnut, 1
4! Guineas.
I07 and I», BqenHtrsot.

obtained permission to publish it, on condition of
suppressing the names:——“ As my friend Dr.

'

ward you some extracts from a letter I have
received from a. gentleman whose acquaintance I

had the pleasure of making on the occasion of a
former visit to Hardwicke House, in 1850. It was

Donaldson had the anecdote from me, you may
possibly like to have it exactly given. The slight

variation in your version is immaterial. In the
winter of 1841-42 I called on the Cardinal at
Rome. On the day following that interview I
dined with Mr. —, of —, near —. Mezzofanti’s
name being introduced, —- (my host's son)
said, ‘I saw Mr. Smith yesterday, who has just
come from China, and says that he has had a con

versation with the Cardinal. but does not think
he knows a great deal about Chinese.’ I there
upon observed, ‘ Well, that is rather curious, for I
happened to be calling on Mezzofanti yesterday,

GRAMER'S DRAWING-ROOM COT

In 3 vols. pcst Bvo. price ll. 11:. 6d.

SECOND-HAND PIANOFORTES.—
A great number of Instruments by Broads-cod, Collard and .

VERNER’S PRIDE.

En-rd, nearly equal to new, at 351., 381., 40!. and 451.

By Mrs. HENRY WOOD,
Aulhorels of ' East Lynne,‘ ‘The Channings,’ 61c. Arc.

ORAMER’S PIANO MECANIQUE,
manufactured by the inventor, M. Dobaln, of Paris, is an
Instrument entitled to rank foremost among the triumphs
achieved in the mechanical nrts.
Any one can play upon it.
Price 66 Guineas. If with a Keyboard, enabling it to be used by
a pianist like an ordinary pisnoforto. 90 Guineas. 'l'hs Instrument
is very strongly made, and warranted to stand any change of
climate.
907 and I09, Regent-street.

" ‘ Verner's Pride‘ is a ﬂrst~rute novel."-$zm.
" ‘ "emer‘s Pride’ is in our opinion the best novel which

, Mrs. Wood has produced since she rose into sudden cele
brity on the publication of ‘ m Lynne.’ "--Tima.

when he said, ‘ a countryman of yours, Mr. Smith,
did me the favour of coming to see me the other

day.

MR. RUSSELL’S AMERICAN
DIARY.

He has been about nine years in China, but ORAMER’S HARMONIUMS, as manu

has unfortunately studied only the Canton dialect,
which is the worst of the thirteen spoken there.’

My impression at the time was that Mr. Smith
was not a clergyman, but a consul or merchant, but
I may have been wrong....I am pretty certain

that ‘thirteen’ was the number of Chinese dialects
which the Cardinal named, and between which it

may be presumed that he Was able to distinguish.
‘Nine’ was also the number of years to the best

of my recollection.

In ordinary discourse it is

easy to ﬁnd one's memory at fault; but most per
sons would remember accurately words they heard
fall from a celebrated man, whom they could but
rarely see." It is very satisfactory to receive this,
the correct version of the anecdote, from the gentle

man who had it from the Cardinal himself. In my
former letter to you I only professed to give it as I
heard it. I have carefully taxed my memory, and

I believe that I gave it as it was told to me, except
that I may have used the expression “put him
through the different dialects,” instead of “ trying
him through," 8L0.

I presume Dr. Donaldson

must have believed that Mr. Smith and the Bishop
of Victoria were one and the same, for he spoke of
the gentleman who had theinterview as a “bishop,"
and I remember it the more distinctly, because he

was rather facetious in his comments thereon. I
regret that the Bishop of Victoria should have been
mistaken for the other Mr. Smith, but that is not
my fault. And I also regret to find that, quite un
intentionally on my part, I should have given his

NEW WORK by the AUTHOR of
‘EAST LYNNE,’ 8&0.

featured by the inventor of the instrument, M. Dobain. of
Paris, received the Prize Medal and the very highut commenda
tion. Their superiority has been incontestsbly maintained.

£. a. d.
No. 1. Polished Oak Case, one stop, four octaves
Ditto
one stop, ﬁve octaves

.

6 6 0
9 9 0

2.

Ditto

three stops

.. 12 1a 0

3.
4.
5.
8.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

ﬁve stops
seven steps
nine stop!
eleven stops

l4
.. 19
22
.. 28

7.
5.
9.

Ditto
Ditto
Ditto

thirteen stops and knee action 38 16- o
ﬁfteen stops and knee action .. 43 0 0
nineteen stops and knee action 59 0 0

10.

Ditto

WITH PERCUSSION.
nine stops
..

11.

Ditto

thirteen stops

12.
l3.

Ditto
Ditto

soventoenslopssndkneesotion so 0 0
twenty-one stops
,,
57 o 0

..

..

..

..

l4
19
15
15

0
0
0
0

2D 10

0

.. as 0 o

CRAMEB, BEALE t WOOD.

CRAMER’S

CHEAPEST

H ARMO

NIUM is DEBAIN‘S beautiful Small Instrument in s

In 2 vols. post 3Y0. price 21:.

.

MY DIARY NORTH AND
SOUTH;
0R, PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF THE CIVIL ‘VAR
IN AMERICA.

By w. H. RUSSELL, Esq. LL.D.
“ Distinct as to materials, and in many places diﬁ‘erent as
to tone from his Letters, Mr. Russell's ‘ Diary’ is the best

of the many sketches of American society published since
the rupture of the Unicn."-—Athemzuwl.
" An sxceedingl readable book, and perhaps not less
amusing because 0 the spice of egolism which appears in
many of its pages. The author had unusual opportunities,
and few could have used them to more advantage."
Morning Port.
“We cannot part from Mr. Russell without a cordial
recommendation of his ‘ Diary,’ to which as areadable book
our review of necessity does injustice. The two volumes
are perfect mines of anecdote, all characteristic, all excel
lently told, and all pervaded by a spirit of tolerance and
simplicity, which is of itself suﬂicient guarantee for their
truth !"—Sp¢ctalor.

Polished ()sk Case. Price Six Guineas. admirable tone, combined
with the very best workmanship.
Bl, Rogentstreet.

NEW STORY by the AUTHOR of
‘AURORA FLOYD,’
GRAMER’S CONCERTIN A S.—Pmzn ‘LADY AUDLEY’S SECRET,’ 8&0.
MEDAL.

Prime-2. 3, 4, l5, 6, s. 10, ‘l2, l6 and 1B guineos.
201, negentsstrcct.

Lordship a wrong title in my former communication,

ELEANOR’S VICTORY,
Is now in course of publication in

but I am very ignorant of all matters connected

with the Church of England, and I had not a

GRAMER'S CORNETS. manufactured

Clergy List at hand.

by F. BESSON, the receiver of twenty-three medals. Cmmer
& Co. are now the solo Agents in London forthc sale of I‘. Bcsson‘s

EDMUND WATER-TON.

To Coaansrosnmra-J.
D. M.—W. K.—J. V.—T. A. N.—rcclived.

J. W.—L.— well-known Brall Instruments. Estimates for Band: furnished.
s01. Regent-street.

‘ONCE A WEEK.’
.__—_

Bssnsuar A; Evans, 11 , Bouverie-street, EC.
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street roughly paved, or, worse off, in deep
ruts; and every description of impediment lay
in the way, over which the riders were
tumbled rather than conveyed. It was Taylor’s
opinion that the devil invented coaches and
brought in tobacco; but whether the foul ﬁend
brought the latter in a coach, or the coach in a
cloud of tobacco smoke, he could not well .
determine.
Of course, the fashion did not die out
because of the opposition. On the contrary,
if in the middle of the sixteenth century
coaches were but seldom to be seen in any part
of England, at the close of that period and the
beginning of the next pride was so far increased, '
according to Fynes Morrison, that there were
few gentlemen of any account,—by which deﬁni
tion the writer especially meant “elder bro
thers"—who had not their coaches, and that
in such number that the narrow streets of
London were much impeded by them. Other
classes, too, began to find the convenience of
such vehicles, at least to those who rode therein.
“ Yea," says Fynes,“ they who only respect come
liness and proﬁt, and are thought free from
ride, yet have coaches, because they ﬁnd the
eeping thereof more cominodious and proﬁt
able than of horses, since two or three coach
horses will draw four or ﬁve persons, besides
the commodity of carrying many necessaries in
a coach."
The hired horse was still, however, a prized
means of locomotion; but he was only for
your “gentleman.” He afforded too costly a
ride for the commonalty. In James the First’s
reign, as Aolionby tells us when speaking of
the volatile
rl of Cumberland, the master of
a hack-horse cared not how lean he was, “so
that he be able to carry him home two shillings
at night.” That was the price of hire for the
day; and compared with the present value of
money, the price was rather exorbitant for a
lean horse.
The sedan-chair, all unpopular as it was

lumbering by, conveying its lordly owner and
his family through the ruts of the London
highways. This, too, was succeeded by car
riages of another and comparatively lighter
class, but still for individuals, and not for
the public generally. When the ﬁrst hackney
coac —stand delighted the eyes of Londoners,
is a question not at all easy to determine. Mr.
Hcmming says it was in 1634, and that Capt.
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LITERATURE

The Cab Trade of London: ‘its History, Profits,

and Prawn. By W. T. Hemming. (Free
man.)

THE London cab-driver is of noble and ancient
. descent. \Vhen Caesar came into our well
opled island, which, he says, was full of
ouses built after the manner of the Gauls
(“hominum est inﬁnita multitude, creberri
maque zediﬁcia fere Gallicis consimilia”), few
things seemed to have more excited his admi
ration than the thousands of chariots, with their
skilful drivers who showed such knowledge of
their vocation under the orders of Cassivelaunus.
We still number our chariots and charioteem
by thousands; but they no longer carry terror
by the “strepitus rotarum” over well-stricken

ﬁelds in war.

The only point of similitude

between the ancient and modern “ auriga” lies
in this,—that as the priest used to have his
eye on the former, so the policeman is concerned

in watching the ways of the latter.

In either

case there seems to have been a determination
to keep Essedarius and Cabby well up to the
collar.
Between the periods of those two indivi
duals, the world has ocmsionally been sorely
troubled as to how it could keep moving; and
the cab question is one which turns up once,
at least, in the season. The London world
has always had the river. The liquid high

way was a great and cheap thoroughfare, and
people went on 'oyous missions, matters of
sorrow, affairs of usiness-to church, to law,
to gaol, and to the gallows-by water, and pas
sen ers rallied each otheras they passed. How,
in ter times, they went to the play by boat,
and how many hundred watermen lived by the
stage and the river, is pretty well known to us
all. Besides the river, we have now the rail;
and a very noisome and re ulsive mode of con
veyance it is. We do not t ink the open street
is going to be left a desert just yet; nor the
Hansom cab laid up in the British Museum,
like an ancient canoe or a Druidical chariot.
Queen Elizabeth’s Dutch coachman driving
Her Majesty in a caroche, was so singular a
spectacle, that beholders knew not what to
make of it. Opinions were divided as to whe
ther the machine were a monster, or a huge
crab-shell from celestial Kathay. The fashion,
however, was taken up at ﬁrst by ladies of
great households, who emulated the Queen;
and though there were not yet public stands in
the streets, coaches were soon to be had on
hire. Taylor the \Vater-poet tells of half-a
dozen oyster-wives hiring a carriage to carry
them, on the Thursday in Whitsun week, to
Stratford-le-Bow, where Green Bower Fair was
held. On their way, between Aldgate and
Mile End, they were so be-madamed and mis
tressed by the mendicants, that, in return for
the satirical homage, they spent all they had in
largesses, and were fain to pawn their gowns
an smocks the next day to buy oysters; as
else “their pride had made them cry, for want
of what to cry withal.”
The original riders in the new-fan led
caroches paid toll for their ride, in t eir
humiliation at the hands of tliose sad scape
graces, the London apprentices, who, when too
elate on festive occasions, were occasionally so
bold as to make a rush at a “ hell-cart,” as they
called the chariot of vanity,.and capsire it

to demonstrate their aversion to all things
and persons aristocratic. There was no great
luxury, however, in this sort of progression
in those days. The passage was uneasy, the]

when introduced b Buckingham, who brought
the fashion from pain, whither the chair had
gone from the French town of Sedan, speedily
became a favourite hired conveyance. Buck
ingham went better horsed and better coached
than any noble of James’s days, though some
essayed to rival him. Few found fault with
him; but when he introduced the sedan,
humane people cried Shame upon him! Why
should he degrade Englishmen into beasts of
burden? Such was the cry, with the query;
but as Englishmen cared to be carried, and
others saw there would be proﬁt in the carryin
of them, the sedan became an institution, and
fops and ﬁne ladies who could not keep their
own chairmen were glad to hire them. One
Sir Samuel Duncomhe, as we learn from Gar
rard, in Strafi'ord's Letters, obtained royal sanc
tion in 1634, to build forty or ﬁfty “covered
chairs" for the carrying of people up and
down. The project gave the town something
to talk about besides politics, and the old
gensioner Duncombe proﬁted by his patent.
ccasionally, even now, an old-fashioned sedan
may be seen swinging to Court on great draw
ing-room days. The'majority have perished,
but the beauty of some has caused them to be

Baily was the projector; but in this statement
he only repeats a common error. Baily only
introduced lower fares than before. The old
sailor built four coaches, set the drivers in
liveries, stationed them at the Ma ole in the
Strnnd,-—that is, at thefootof Drury ne,—and
gave a list of fares for which they might be
hired to various parts of the town throughout
the day. “Other hackney-men seeing this,”
says Garrard, “they ﬂock to the same place
and perform their journeys at the same rate..
So that sometimes there is twenty of them.
together, which disperse up and down, that
they and others are to be had everywhere, as
watermen are to be had by the water-side.
Everybody is much pleased with it. For
whereas bqforc coaches could not be had but
at great rates, now a man may have one much
cheaper."
This settles the question. We know that in
1613, London hackney-coaches used to go down
to ply at “ Stirbitch Fair,” in Cambridgeshire.
But it was undoubtedly in Charles the First’s
reign that ﬁrst appeared in the strcetsa convey
ance for the people. In 1635, there were about
a score of them—no more! and yet people of
“ quality” com lained of the obstruction caused‘
by these usefu but humble carriages, and an
ordinance for their disap arance was issued.
That is, they were forbi den to stand in the
streets. Persons requiring them were hidden
to seek for them at the proprietor’s residence.
There were other regulations, as we learn from
Laud's ‘ History of the Troubles ’:—“ The King's
Majesty took into consideration the restraint of
the multitude and promiscuous use of coaches
about London and Westminster. The great
a number of hackney-coaches were grown of late
a great disturbance to the king, queen and no
bi ity, through the streets of the said cities, so
as the common passage thereby was hindered
. and made dangerous, and the rates and_ I prices
i of hay and provender, and other Pl'OVlSlODS of
the stable, thereby made exceeding dear. There
fore no hackney or hired coach was to be used
or suffered in London, Westminster, or the
- suburbs or liberties thereof, except the same be

to travel at the least three miles out of town.
And no person shall go in a coach in the streets
of London and \Vestminstcr, except the owner
of the said coach shall and do constantly keep
within the said cities and suburbs thereof four

sufficient able horses or gcldings ﬁt for His
Majesty’s service, whenever His Majesty's occa
sions shall require them, upon great penalties
, contained in the said proclamation.”
There were diﬁiculties set in the way of loco
1 motion. There are also difficulties in the way of
him who would describe its history truthfully.
lVhen the above regulation was enforced, Gar

rard says, “ 1,900 was the number of hackney
coaches of London, [with] base, lean jades, un

preserved. One of the most striking ornaments i worthy to be seen in so brave a city, or to stand
in the great saloon at Ashridge Park is a about :1 Kings Court." There must assuredly be
sedan-chair which once used to carry a cardi some mistake in the numerals, which disagree
nal, but which is now expanded into a magniﬁ so widely with other statistical returns. In
cent screen.
1637, the Master of the Horse, great sire of the
VVith all these means and appliances, how Hackney-coach Commissioners, was authorized
ever, there was little facility afforded to the to grant licences for ﬁfty hackney-coaches in
middle classes. The hackney-coach, precursor London and \Vestminster, and as many more as
of the cabriolet, did not yet exist. The pon might be required for other parts of England,
derous state and family coach was to be seen no coachman being allowed to keep more than
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a dozen horses. In 1652, there were two hun
dred coaches, and an additional hundred two
years later, when the licensed horses to draw
them numbered six hundred. The hackney
coaches reached the golden number of 1,000 in
1771.
In this last century, the institution considered
itself threatened in a curious way, not by people
who rode in other coaches, but by pedestrians
who discovered means to do without them. The
bearing of the umbrella question as affecting the
coach interest has not been fully considered;
and where it has been considered at all, the
errors in the account are numerous.
Paris preceded us in the introduction of
hired carriages, as it also did in this fashion of
umbrellas for the protection of those wayfarers
who went a-foot. This fashion was marked
and approved just one hundred and ten years
ago by Lieut.-Col., afterwards General, Wolfe.
“The people here,” he says, writing from the
French capital, “use umbrellas in hot weather
‘to defend them from the sun, and something of
the same kind to secure them from snow and
rain. I wonder,” adds the young soldier, “ that
a practice so useful is not introduced in En land (where there are such frequent showers ,
.and especially in the country, where they can
be expanded without any inconvenrency.”
Our gallant soldier was not aware that the
umbrella question had been discussed a century
and a half earlier by Fynes Morrison, who ﬁrst
saw the article itself in Italy, where he also
heard of its use to pedestrians and others in
regions still more remote. His description, as
may be supposed, is sufficiently quaint. “In
hot regions,” he tells us, “ to avoid the beams
of the sun, in some places, as in Italy, they
carry umbrels, or things like a little canopy,
over their heads; but a. learned physician told
me that the use of them was dangerous, because
they gather the heat into a pyramidal point,
and thence cast it down perpendicularly upon
the head, except they know how to carry them
for avoiding that danger.”
In 1752, Wolfe was suggesting the introduc
tion of the umbrella into England; and book
after-book, detailing the social historyof London,
tells us that Jonas Hanway was the ﬁrst man

who carried an umbrella, and that the year of
the innovation must have been before 1786,
when he died. But we meet with the article
above three-quarters of a century earlier—
namely, in 1710, in the October of which year
Swift wrote his ‘City Shower.’ In that pic
turesque poem, we see that—
The tuck’d-np sempstms walks with hasty strides,
\Vhlle streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.

It is remarkable, however, that in this descrip
tive poem the sempstress, of all the persons
exposed to the shower, is the only one who
carries an umbrella. Dulman lags in the coffee
house, the Beau sits boxed in his chair,
While spouts run cluttering o'er the roof, by ﬁts;

the spruce Templar stands up under a gate,
where he
Stays till ‘tis fair, yct seems to call a coach.’

As for the overtaken ladies
To shops in crowds the draggled females ﬂy,
Pretend to cheapen goods, and nothing buy.

The “oiled umbrella” distinguishes the sem
stress alone, and we believe that, after :1],
Jonas Hanway was the ﬁrst man who sum
moned courage to carry an umbrella about
with him. The hackney-coachmen and the
sedan-chairmen cried out against the innova
tion as trenching on their privileges and threat
emng them with ruin. They had nothing to
say against the one great hall umbrella kept in
aristocratic houses, and only used to cover a
lady on her passage through the rain between

her carriage and the door of the mansion.
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They grumbled mildly when the
t coffee
houses established an umbrella, which was lent
to, and even returned by, well-known customers
on shower-y days. But when men began to
carry them in all weathers as a precautionary
measure against any, then the whole tribe of
chair and coach men cried “ Haro !” on the effe
minate offenders. Men even when accompanied
by females under the “ rtable pent-house” were
booted, more especia 1y by the hackneymen;
while a gentleman alone, bearing his umbrella
aloft, was saluted with yells and hisses, and
cries of “Frenchman! Frenchman! why don’t
you calla coachi"—the term used indicating
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bevies of children to pantomimes. In no other

civilized countryis such ahorrible state of things
; p emitted by the Government; and the disease
and death thereby engendered make the modern
, cab as dreadful a machine to ourselves as ever
; the old British chariots of Cassivelaunus were
to the invaders.
Considering what the cab has fallen to, with
its driver, we rejoice to hear that we are to have

new and elegant vehicles, ﬁne horses, courteous

drivers and low fares. All this is, at least, pro
1m‘ (1 in the prospectus of a new Company;
‘an we hail the halcyon days which are said
to be approac ' , when we may enter a hand
that the fashion came from that Paris where some carriage wit complacency.
Wolfe had ﬁrst seen it.
As a matter of course, these questions
adjusted themselves. A little more than a Personal Narrative of Three Years’ Service in
China. By Lieut.-COL Fisher, C.B., Royal
quarter of a century ago, the‘old “Jarvey"
Engineers. (Bentley)
began to die out. If the cart was gloriﬁed
because the old Merovingian kin had nothing Ir may be humiliating to confess, but it is,
bettcrto move about in,so has the ackney-coach ; nevertheless, apparent from all the documents
had its glories and its day. In itself, it was a now in our possession, that the real power and
melancholy and fallen greatness. The vehicle resources 0 England were entirely unknown
full of cits had once been the carriage of a peer, . even to the most intelligent of the Chinese
but had come to grief. It sometimes came to a until we had entered the capital of their
worse than that, and in Charles the Second's empire, made the head of the state a fugitive
time it was found convenient for the commis ‘ in his own dominions, and dictated such terms
sion of murder. Then a dead duellist was as we thought conducive to a lasting peace.
occasionally cast into one, and sent home to The so-called opium war did not give the
his family. In William the Third’s reign, the ‘ Celestials a fair notion of our greatness. Our
hackney took to disreputable ways of another power was, in fact, never put forth. The states
sort, and lost for ever the privilege of driving * man’s hands were bound, the soldier’s sword
in the Park, because crowds of painted hussies was held in, by men of honest intuitions and.
therein used to hoot the ladies who drove by ‘ mistaken zeaL The religious press and the
in their own carriages. \Vho forgets the story pulpits of the sectarians held the delusive
that the struggle was carried on
how Harlequin Rich leaped out of one into a gopinion
I
coffee-room and back again after the driverhad i for the immoral purpose of forcing upon the
looked for him in vain‘? and how Jehu ulti Chinese as pernicious drug. Had we known
mately refused his fare, shrewdly suspecting .as much of the Flowery Land as we do
that the gentleman was the devil? In the old at present, objections like these could have
prize-money days, it was the favourite joke of been easily met. The imported forms but an
half-a-dozen sailors to ride in a dozen and 3.‘, insigniﬁcant portion of the opium annually
half of hackney-coaches. They were almost as consumed in China; the chief supply being
capacious as a man-of-war; and Fountayne entirely of home growth, and having been so
Wilson, M.P. for Yorkshire, using one as a from time immemoriaL But so profound was
dressing-room, on going from the House to our ignorance at that time of these facts in
dinner, broke down 0 posite the Horse Guards, Chinese social econom ,that no answer could
when the hilarious mo ,on rushing to his rescue, be given which woul satisfy the class op
found that eccentric and rarely-washed gentle posed to the prosecution of the war on moral
man with two pairs of tight pantaloons and grounds. Nor was this ignorance our only
neither of them on! But the glory of the old source of trouble. Just when we were about
hackney-coach consisted in the fact that for‘ to reap the beneﬁt of our exertions and Can
many years the regalia of England, crown, ton was about to open its gates, Lord Gough
sceptre, and other ﬁnery, thrust into blue bags, unfortunately accepted a heavy ransom and a
were brought from the Tower to the Parlia ‘promise to open the city to an unrestricted
ment House in a hackney-coach, whenever the foreign intercourse. Europeans long resident
monarch required their aid in helping him to in China saw in this arrangement a suicidal
show a kingly face in presence of the Legisla act and the erm of new troubles. There was no
ture. The glory culminated when the Princess doubt that anton must surrender to our forces,
Charlotte ran away in one, from Warwick and Lord Gough ought to have insisted upon
House, to her mother, in Connaught Place. the immediate opening of the city, and have
When the number of that happy carriage was marched his troops through it to show that we
ined an undeniable victory. The news
known, all the foolish part of London wanted had
to ride in it. It is a sad thing to add, that the wonl have been carried all over the empire,
glories of the conveyance did not honestly ‘,and the prestige of our arms would have been
influence the character of the drivers. These permanently established. As the case stood,
were so notoriously brigands of a peculiarv even the bulk of the Cantonese never knew
class, that when, in 1826, a Jehu of this tribe that any ransom had been paid; they were
deposited at the Hackney-coach Oﬁice in Essex ‘ told that the barbarians, intimidated by the
Street a bundle of bank-notes which had been heroic attitude of the favoured race, had deemed
left in his conveyance, his name, address and ‘ a safe retreat the better part of valour, and had
number were published abroad, as making in gone away to Hongkong~a poor rock in the
the aggregate something marvellous and waste of sea-which had been thrown to them
as a kind of sop, and would be taken back
worthy of remembrance.
The French cabriolet, which had just pre from them at the ﬁrst favourable opportunity.
viously been introduced-—a covered gig with After the British troops had left, the bearing of
the driver sitting at your side,-—was an odious . the Cantonese became worse than before, their
invention; but it was the forerunner of that cab I insolence increasing when they found that our
which we now possess, and which conveys blush Government made the additional mistake of
ing brides to church, fovered babies to the
ve, ‘ not insisting upon that portion of the treaty
smitten paupers t0 the small-pox hospita , and ,‘ in which the opening of the city had been

_—_—_—
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stipulated. The foreign merchants were obliged
to reside on the river, where they had, at con
siderable outlay, managed to extend the banks
so as to form a narrow strip of garden, not
more than a couple of acres in extent This
conﬁned lace was all they had for outdoor
exercise. t was not deemed safe to enter any
except a few of the narrow and crowded
streets of the suburbs, where the principal
Chinese merchants resided. The city itself,
surrounded by hi h walls and closed by strong

gates, was carefu y guarded by Tartar soldiers
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the sea-coast in its vicinity, as he may deem most dured by De Norman, Bowlby, and others-all
suitable, in order to provide defence so secure, and this was brought to him by the sick and wounded
a barrier so effectual, that the barbarian vessels who came to the hospital ships. By his unlucky
will never again be able to enter the inner waters.
This is a measure of the utmost importance. As sickness, Col. Fisher missed the very best part
to the province of Kwang-tung, which has hitherto of his story; and he wisely refrains from giving
been famed for its loyalty and patriotism, and on us second-hand information, after having de
a former occasion received from his late Majesty scribed as an eyewitness the earlier part of the
the monumental inscription, ‘A sovereign’s reward cam aign.
e have been much gratiﬁed in reading this
fora people’s devotion,’ and a special edict express
ing his marked approval of their conduct, and the volume. A pleasant vein of humour runs and
gratiﬁcation it afforded him, we look to those high sparkles through the work. Some of it is

against “foreign devils,”—the choice terms,
translated for our beneﬁt into English, by
which the mob used to designate us. To ven ministers, Lo Tung-yeu and others (Le. the Fayuen
ture beyond the suburbs into the country was Commissioners), to give eﬂ‘ect to our wishes. On
an act of daring, in more than one instance them the duty rests of making in secret all the
attended with fatal consequences. During a necessary arrangements, of marshalling the rural
population without attracting observation, and of
short stay at Canton we attempted it once, but everywhere establishing train-bands, and by secur
on our return home had to submit to indignities ing among them combinations, as well as by rous
from the hands and mouths of the
pulace, ing them to exertion and keeping their communi
that would have made even Job’s b ood boil cations everywhere complete, they may present to
with rage. This state of affairs continued till the outer barbarians such a display of the power
the out e on the Arrow brought matters to a of China as shall cause them to retire from the
e right to enter Canton, nominally position they have assum "
ceded to us b the last treaty, was now insisted
None of these bold measures caused the bar
upon; and eh, the Chinese governor, ﬁnding barians “ to retire from the position they had
that subterfuges were no longer useful, ﬂatly assumed.” In June, 1859, the allied plenipo
refused to acknowledge the right. The oc tentiaries proceeded up the Pei-ho, en route for
cupation of the foreign factories in 1856 by Pekin, to ratify the treaty of Tien-tsin. On
an insuﬁicient force, the only one then at our arriving at the Ta-koo forts, they found that
disposal, enabled the Chinese to gain a tem the river had been made impassable, and the
Eorary victory over us, and celebrate their attempt to remove the obstructions and force
'ttle success by a triumphal arch. But the end a pass e resulted in what is known as the
was coming for these absurdities. The diversion Pei-ho isaster, but what may well he desig
of Gen. Ashburnham’s force to India, delayed, nated bya more appropriate name. Had the
until the end of 1857, the chnstisement of which Chinese at this period yielded to our demands,
the pig-tailed heroes stood so much in need. and received our plenipotentiary in a becoming
The ca ture of Canton was admirably managed, manner, our forces would not have entere
Decem er 29, lB57,—-at least so we think. The their capital, and we should not have been able
Chinese believe we took an unfair advantage to show them our relative positions. The inso
of them, by not following the example of Lord lent terms in which the Great Council of State
Gough; for we were mean enough to attack the replied to our ultimatum left us no choice but
city where the walls were least strongly defend to press on to Pekin, and bring about a com
ed, and to send men over them like robbers plete revolution in their opinion and treatment
instead of forcin our way through the gates, of us. This policy of victory was something
the approaches 0 which were guarded by guns. they could appreciate and could not resist.
On the 1st of January, 1858, Lord E ' , When their sacred city was in our power, their
Baron Gros, Gen. Straubenzee and the
ied Emperors fugitive, and their lives at our mercy,
admirals entered the city in state, salutes being they very quickly understood us and them
ﬁred from all the ships, from the top of the selves. Your Chinese are great at facts: they
ramp, and from another point of the walls. This never quarrel with fate; but immediately re
time we had learnt to treat the Orientals after concile themselves to evils which they cannot
their own fashion. Nothing was n lected that avoid. Instead of looking down upon us “foreign
could give éclat to the occupation,an the Treaty devils,” they now look up to us; instead of
of Tien-tsin was the natural consequence. By annoying, they try to please us. They even go
that treaty, the Imperial Government of China so far as to ask us to ﬁght their battles, devour
acceded to all our demands; the most essential their rebels, and restore peace to their country.
of which was a free and unrestricted intercourse Whatever may be the dan er we incur in
with the interior by means of its great rivers. allowing our officers to he p the Imperial
But it soon became evident that, in the eyes of Government in crushing the rebellion, we
one of the high contracting parties, this treaty cannot blind ourselves to the fact, that the
was more waste
per. A secret edict was Chinese mind is now thoroughly convinced of
despatched from ekin, Nov. 7, 1858, about our ﬁghting ualities. It will not be denied
ﬁve months after the signing of the treaty, that the disp y of our forces in the Chinese
to neutralize as much as possible all the bene war has at last so far removed prejudices as
ﬁts we expected to reap from our diplo
to give us a chance of exhibiting the higher
and our arms. This document fell into our qualities of our race, and using them for the
hands ; and a greater piece of bad faith, com advancement of a people who seemed to have
bmed with an utter want of appreciation of the sunk into hopeless stagnation.
greatness of the nations the Chinese endeavoured
Lieut.-Col. Fisher was one of the gallant
tobaﬁie, has seldom been penned. The Emperor officers who contributed to bring about these
thinks that the origin of his troubles must, be results, and who, in the volume before us, gives
sought in his having surrounded himself by us glimpses of the scenes that during his three
men utterly unﬁt to guide or control the years’ services in China passed before him. As
actions of foreignersv Of course, new men had an engineer he had many bold and arduous
to be put in their places. But what steps must duties to perform. He was present at the
be adopted to keep the barbarians out, when a capture of Canton, the ﬁrst attack on the
solemn treaty gave them the right to enter the Pei-ho forts, and the taking of Chusan; but,
country? The Emperor tells the Fayuen Com just when the expedition was ready to start for
mlssioners, to whom the edict is addrexed :—
Pekin, he was taken ill, and, much to his mor
“We have already ordered Leang Tungsin to
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proceed with despatch to Tang-chow, and to pur Tung-chow, the capture of Parker and his com
chase a large supply of stakes, which he is to lay panions, the looting of the Summer Palace, the
down securely in such positions at Tien-tsiu, or on surrender of Pekin, the inhuman tortures en

undoubtedly of an ephemeral character, and
for that reason is published about a couple of ears too late. Yet there are many facts in the
0k which will be useful to the future historian
of one of the most remarkable campaigns in
which the British arms have been engaged.
Disraeli, the Author, 0111101’, and Statesman.
By John Mill. (Darton & Hodge.)
THE career of a politician in the middle term
of life, and fully occupied with public affairs, is
especially ill suited for biographic treatment;
and the many sketches of Mr. Disraeli which
during the last twenty years have proceeded
from writers of different shades of opinion and
degrees of ower, serve only to strengthen the
rule, that t e lives of remarkable men should
not be written until death has put the world in
a position to form a just and dispassionate esti
mate of all their merits and achievements. The
biography of a man who is still acting out his
own history is necessarily incom lete, and from
‘ manifest causes is almost invariably inaccurate;
but the memoir to which we now draw atten
tion has other failings besides those imperfec
tions which characterize nearly all works of its
class. A few words will be enough to display
the object and spirit of a book which is a piece
of laughable impertinence to the man whom it
professes to honour, and to the public whom it
undertakes to instruct. It is doubtless within
the memory of many readers that some years
since Mr. Thomas Macknight published a ‘ Lite
rary and Political Biography,’ setting forth in
a far from friendly manner the principal facts
of Mr. Disraeli’s public career. The volume
was by no means faultless. One of its most

important statements has rccentl been proved
to be untrue, and many of its ju gments at the
time of its publication were seen to be ex
tremely unjust; but as a piquant collection of
ugly stories relating to a person of mark, it
obtained a short-lived notoriety, which was
heightened by the violence and indiscretion of
the politicians to whom it gave most pain. The
sensation was, however, the affair of a season;
and before three additional sessions of Parlia
ment had witnessed the perfection of Mr. Dis
raeli’s success as the leader of a great party,
the book had met that s eedy death which is
the unavoidable fate of al such works. It had
become out of date, and to general readers was
as useless as an old Post-Office Directory or an

anti nated list of fashions. Such was the career
of a iogmphy which Mr. Mill once again drags
into the light of day, and hopes to crush with
a reply which he is simple enough to think will

be “read by the thousands of earnest and gifted
young men who may be found in every part of
England, who only need hope, and a clear,
noble and deﬁnite purpose, to make them great
men.” What cheering assurance is there in
these words for every patriotic Englishman!
What may we not look for from a country in
any part of which may be found “thousands
of earnest and gifted young men,” who can be

tiﬁcation, the news of the engagement before changed from “ possible” into actual heroes by
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reading an ill-written eulogy of the honourable
Member for Buckinghamshire'f Never had
nation juster grounds for exultation than the
land whose sons, according to our author’s
showing, are ready “to release humanity from
the fetters of ignorance and vice-twin-brothers
of perdition,—whose dominion is more to be
dreaded than the bonds of death."

The portrait which is to exercise so beneﬁcial
an influence on thousands of earnest and gifted
young men cannot be recommended as an

agreeable picture. It would be unfair to the
earnest and gifted young men not to tell them
that its artistic merits are below the sign-board
standard of excellence. Mr. Mill’s knowledge
of Mr. Disraeli’s history has been altogether
gained from Mr. Macknight's volume and from
magazine articles. He speaks much, indeed,
of his patient study of the voluminous Hansard,
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which characterizes the performances of Mr.
Gladstone and Mr. Spurgeon, but his speeches
are perfectly free from the cant and verbosity
which characterize the utterances of those gen
tlemen." Of a dead writer and of a lady who is
still alive it is said, “An old bachelor and an old

i

have done more than any two other people that
we know of to excite this spirit of antagonism
to the poor." The advocates of the ballot, who
besides forming a strong party in the House of
Commons number in their ranks some of the
most profound scholars and thinkers of our
time, are described as “a few political fana
tics." But Mr. Mill reserves his hottest wrath
for those who have at any time written against
his idol. Mr. Macknight is said to be servant
of “the Father of Lies"; and another writer,
from whom Mr. Mill has largely borrowed, is
stigmatized as “ dull," “acrid,” and “ scur
rilous.” A line penned against Mr. Disraeli‘s
conduct is regarded as a proof that its writer is
“ a wolf howling at the moon." And in another
sentence, where, with amusing self-conﬁdence,
he ranks himself amongst recognized literary
men, Mr. Mill observes, “There has been, and
we speak it to the disgrace of our order, more
evil speaking against Mr. Disraeli than against
any other eminent man with whose history we
are acquainted.”
Nor are the insults of the book confined to
Mr. Disraeli’s antagonists. Jews and Gentiles,
Whigs and Tories, all come in for sneer or
gibe. The country gentlemen of the House of
Commons are derided for “looking doltish and
out of place.” The Scotch will not thank the au
thor who says that England has “incorporated"
their country; and the Irish will not deem
themselves ﬂattered by the page which allows
them to be just a few degrees superior to the
Jews, but proclaims them to be vastly inferior
to the great Anglo-Saxon family. Of Jews
Mr. Mill expresses his low esteem in several
pages of elaborate depreciation, which is brought
to a climax in the assertion, that Mr. Disraeli’s
intellect is of itself presumptive evidence that
he is not of pure Israelitish extraction. “As
a fittin conclusion to this matter, we are bound
to add,’ says the author, “ that we do not be
lieve that Mr. Disraeli himself is of pure Jewish
blood. That he has Jewish blood in his veins
we are ready to admit, but his face and intel
lect betray an admixture of foreign blood ; and
there are circumstances in the history of his
family which point in the same direction.” This
reasoning will assuredly be the reverse of pleas
ing to Mr. Disraeli, in whom generous pride of
race is a leading characteristic. Nor will he
be more gratiﬁed by the extravagant ﬂattery
awarded to his literary achievements. Of the
‘Voyage of Captain Popanilla,’ Mr. Mill says,
“ The whole work is admirably conceived and
well carried out, and, except in the inimitable
satire of Swift, has no rival that we are aware
of in the English language.” ‘ The \Vondrous
Tale of Alroy’ places Mr. Disraeli in the highest
rank of imaginative writers, by the side of
Dante and Milton. “It is,” observes the eulo
gist, “one of the conceptions of genius in the

maid—Parson Malthus and Miss Martineau—

but his acquaintance with the parliamentary
chronicler is slight and superﬁcia . His autho
rities are previous writers, whom on all matters
of fact he follows with blind trustfulness, and
whom he repays for their instruction with
unmannerly abuse. Sometimes he misses the
[meaning of his authorities when they happen
to be in the right, but their errors he invariably
reproduces. For instance, in his opening pages
Mr. Mill reiterates the old ﬁction about Mr.

Disraeli and the Representative newspaper.
“When ﬁrst out of his teens,” observes the

historian, with characteristic felicity of expres
sion, “he undertook what every young man
that can, and many who cannot, write, believes
himself to be highly qualiﬁed to perform-—the
editorship of a daily newspaper. ‘We have‘
looked into this paper, the Representative, and

ﬁnd little or nothing in it prophetic of the
coming man.” It is true that in a subsequent
page Mr. Mill recalls this assertion, and in a
note acknowledges that he has been enlightened
on the point by the Athenmum; but his readers
and critics will not be of opinion that this is
a satisfactory mode of correcting a blunder.

Surely the enthusiastic defender of Mr. Dis
raeli’s reputation might have taken the trouble
to cancel the erroneous passage, since its re
moval from his text might have been effected
at the cost of very little trouble and expense.
Let us hope that none of “the earnest and
gifted young men,” whose future greatness de
pends upon Mr. Mill’s guidance, will take the
poison of the lare type, and fail to discover its
antidote in the 0 scure note. On other matters
the author avoids error by silence. Thus, when
he alludes to the rupture between his hero and
Sir Robert Peel, hc cautiously observes, “ It is
useless to inquire too minutely into the causes
"of this estrangement. Such antipathies fre

quently occur.” Of Mr. Disraeli’s memorable
speech on the Duke’ of Wellington the bio
grapher says nothing whatever. But if he is
cautious 011 certain questions affecting the
object of his hero-worship, he breaks away
from all restraints of prudence and decency
when he criticizes the conduct of other public
persons. His vocabulary contains an abusive
expression for every one who has at any time
opposed the Author of ‘ Coningsby.’ Sir Robert
Peel is called “ a. thing of shreds and patches,”
and is accused of “peculation,” “tergiver
sation,” “petty larceny,” and “political in
famy.” Earl Russell, who is represented as
still sitting in the House of Commons and
writhing under Mr. Disraeli's sarcasms, the
author compares to “a frog under a fungus.”
Mr. Gladstone is called “ the Mr. Pecksniff of

the House of Commons,” and “a ranter who
has had a ‘ call,’ ”—the merits of his eloquence
being disposed of in the sentence which says,

“He (Mr. Disraeli) is a good orator; he is
Wanting in that command over the passions
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Disraeli a poet? We answer, yes; and almost
regret that he did not stick to literature, and
cultivate the favour of the ‘ sacred nine,’ with
the same assiduity that he has wooed ‘the free
and independent’ electors of Buckinghamshire
and the ‘country interest’ in the House of
Commons." This sublime regret introduces the
reader to the ‘Revolutionary Epic,’ of which
the critic observes, “There is enough ﬁre in
this to assure us that his lips have been touched

by a live coal from the holy altar." How does
a man feel with a live coal at his lips? Else

where faint hopes are given that the author of
the epic may one day present the world with
a complete poem. “ If Milton,” says Mr. Mill,
“had not been driven from office, blind and in
disgrace, should we have ever had ‘Paradise
Lost’? and would the enemies of the Puritans
have ever allowed that they produced a great
poet? From present appearances we can hardly
hope that the bencﬁcent powers will ever expel
Mr. Disraeli from the House of Commons; but
if they should do so, then erhaps we shall
have a poem more worthy 0 his enius than

that portion of his epic which he

as already

given us.”
Such is the incense which this devotee burns
before his idol; and with such words of servile

adulation does he kiss the shoes of the states
man “whose inﬂuence,” he affirms, “is more
widespread and secure than it has been at any
former period of his life.” That Mr. Mill is
sincere in this last expression of opinion, we
can believe. Whether he would, in sporting
phraseology, have staked so heavily on the
honourable Member for Buckinghamshire if he
did not believe him to be “the winning horse,”
is a question we will not attempt to answer;
but it is an inquiry which Mr. Disraeli will,
perhaps, put to himself.

Irish Convict Refom. By an Irish Prison
Chaplain, in the Convict Service. (M‘Glashan
& Gill, Dublin.)
Life among Convicts. By the Rev. C. B. Gib
son. 2 vols. (Hurst & Blackett)
Mr. Gibson—who is the original Irish Prison

Chaplain—published his pamphlet on ‘Irish
Convict Reform ’ in January, and his book,
with the more catching title, ‘ Life among

Convicts,’ in April. The pamphlet is a ﬂippant
attack on Sir W. Crofton and the Irish convict
system; the book is a reprint, almost word for
word, of the pamphlet, swollen by newspaper
cuttings, old stories, lengthy quotations from
recent works on convict discipline, and reveren
tial extracts from Sir J. Jebb’s Reports, into two
meagre volumes. The amphlet was very dear
at a shilling: the rea er my guess what the
book is at a guinea.
This speedy and unnecessary development

of the pamphlet into two volumes is rather odd.
The book is dedicated to Sir Joshua Jebb,
“ founder of the English and Irish convict sys
tem.” Mr. Gibson styles him “the ablest and
wisest rison administrator in Europe." As to

Sir Jos ua’s Reports Mr. Gibson frankly con
fesses that “he knows of nothing in the shape of

highest hour of its inspiration, when the rapt public reports superior to those valuable state
muse pours forth its thrilling effusion, as the documents, which form a new and interestir?
lark warblcs his song to the rising sun. It is department in English literature.” It is an 01 ,
not only the best of all Mr. Disraeli‘s romances, and a true saying, that many a. prisoner on his
it has scarcely a rival in the English language." trial has no notion what a good fellow he is, and
\Vhen Mr. Mill is at a loss for a climax he always how highly he is esteemed by the judicious world,

says, “it has no rival in the English language.” till he hears the glowing panegyrics of the wit
' The expression is not more common-place than nesses to character called, as a last resource, by
most of Mr. Mill’s remarks. For instance, he his counsel. Sir J. Jebb is undoubtedly on his
assures us that Mr. Disraeli’s other works are trial now, and his friends would appear to have
"romantic enough, and we meet in them ﬂashes called Mr. Gibson as a witness to character.
of poetry breaking out like beams of sunshine At least, some such hypothesis is needed to
through ﬂeecy clouds”; and he adds, “ Is Mr. account for the remarkable transformation of
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the Chaplain‘s obscure pamphlet into two circu
lating-library volumes. Pamphlets are never
read, but the po ularity of ‘Female Life in
Prison’ has recent y shown how warm an inter
est the public may be taught to feel in the
inner life of our convict establishments. Mr.
Gibson aspires to the“Prison Matron's" success,
—but probably he will aspire in vain. The
Matron earned her popularity fairly. She gave
us, it is true, some superfluous second-hand
statistics; but the greater part of her book was
the simple yet graphic description of her per
sonal experience and observation; she told her
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ened principles, based upon the great laws and
motives that regulate and influence our nature,
have been laid down, and most successfully
carried out, by the present Board of Irish
Prison Directors,” &c. The chief distinctive
features in the Irish Convict System are the
Intermediate Prisons and the police super
vision over ticket-of-leave men.

On

these,

therefore, especially the former, Mr. Gibson is
very severe. The Intermediate Prison, it will
be recollected, serves a double purpose—byi
placing the convict in a state of quasi-liberty,
where he is almost free from physical, but sub

story with good sense and manifest truthfulness; ject to strong moral, restraints; his self-control
she did not mar her pages with jibes and flat
tery, for she had no grudge to gratify, no
favour to seek ; and above all she was not cursed
with the desire to be thought facetious. But
the Chaplain, after his seven years’ service, has
little of his own to tell us,—no notable traits
of prison character, no garnered record of his
own “Life among Convicts.” Almost all his
stories and incidents have been in print before,
-—he abounds in misrepresentations, inaccura
cies and blunders,—his constant sneer-s at Sir
W. Crofton and compliments to Sir J. Jebb are
offensive, and his jokes, always poor and com
monly stale, are wearisome. Book-making of
this kind never achieves popularity. We are

sorry this work is such trash: for the Irish

is cultivated, and his ﬁtness for full liberty at
the same time tested. The convicts on the
prison farm at Lusk are almost as free as ordi
nary laBourers; the inmates of the prison fac
tory at Smithﬁeld are often sent, with money
in their hands, on errands into the streets of
Dublin. Without undergoing some such ordeal
as these prisons furnish, says Sir W. Crofton,
we have no right to turn a convict loose with a
ticket~of~leave, nor can we expect society to
give him a chance. Mr. Gibson tries to prove
that the ordeal at Lusk-he studiously avoids
Smithﬁeld—is all a sham :—

wisest prison-reformer in Europe.”
The testimonial of a convict Chaplain, who
has seen seven years’ service, ought, of course,

forgery, picking pockets, or even sheep-stealing;
for every man of the forty or ﬁfty prisoners at
work on that flat space of
and is under the
eyes of warders throughout the day, and securely
locked up at night. There are no canteens, ale

to have some weight; and, accordingly, Mr. houses or whisky shops, dancing saloons or cigar
Gibson speaks with the voice of authority. But divans, at Lusk. ' ' No maternal hen ever guarded
his claims to authority dwindle on examination.
As Presbyterian Chaplain at Spike Island, he
has only thirty or forty convicts under his
charge, and his duties among them are limited

to t ree ministrations a week.

Of the other

convict prisons in Ireland, he has only been a

a brood of ducklings with greater care from a. mill
stream than Sir Walter Crofton guarded his inter
mediate prisoners from temptations of every kind.
We commend him for this; but to call the discipline
temptation, after the removal of the temptation,
was very wrong. To parade, under such circum

casual visitor; while all his knowledge of the stances, before the world the prisoner's power of
English prisons is apparently derived from a resisting was more than absurd. It was a sham.
devout perusal of Sir Joshua Jebb's Reports. The temptations to which mankind are subject, as
The value of his testimonial is further weak classiﬁed in Scripture, come under the three heads
ened by the awkward fact that he has given

cent. of all classes of convicts (4,600 in number)
liberated from the government prisons have
returned to them.” In England, where it is
part of the system to know as little as possible
of discharged convicts, such a statement would
be of little moment; for the other 90 per cent.
might, for anything the directors knew to the
contrary, be living in the full pursuit of felony.
But in Ireland, where every diligence is shown
to search out and re-consign to government
prisons, even on slight offences, all relapsed
convicts, whether ticket-of-leave men or ex
pirees, this morsel of statistics is very valuable.
A writer in the last number of the Edinburgh
Review states, with incautious exaggeration, as
though on Sir W. Crofton’s authority, that “ 80
er cent. of the Irish liberators are known to
e doing welL” Mr. Gibson, carefully avoid
ing the accurate oﬁicial fact, seizes on the
reviewer's slip as a good chance for airing his

‘ wit and his statistics :

“ I can aver that 28 per cent. of the prisoners
in Spike Island are doing well as re-convicted con
victs, who are generally well-behaved prisoners;

and that 50 or 60 per cent. of those prisoners who
have had ‘the advantage of the Intermediate
Prison ’ have emigrated to America or the Colonies,
or have gone to England. I hope the latter are
doing well; but‘how this can be ‘known ‘ I cannot

“ We are informed that the common of Lusk
was chosen as an intermediate prison on account imagine. ‘ " " Different people attach different
of the facilities it presents for tempting the pri meanings to the same word. An Irish sailor
soners. This may all be true, though I did not allowed the captain's copper kettle to slip from his

system has now so many partisans that we
a rath or fairy ring there. I am not well read
should like to have seen an honest and vigorous see
up in the history of ‘ demonology and witchcraft,’
defence of the English system,—which we can but I believe the devil and his emissaries choose
hardly think is so bad as it is now made, by wild and barren heaths for their most fearful
comparison, to seem. Mr. Gibson’s pamphlet temptations.”
will not serve it much. Sir J. Jebb is a good
‘ Macbeth,’ ‘ The Witch of Fife’ and ‘Tam
engineer, an authority on prison construction o’ Shanter’ are quoted to prove this point, and
and ventilation, an industrious public servant Mr. Gibson then proceeds :—
and an amiable philanthropist; but the strong
“ “'e have visited the prison on Lusk Common,
suspicions of the ublic that he is incompetent but have not been able to discover facilities for
to grapple with t e peculiar difficulties of the temptation of a worldly or a ﬂeshly kind. There
Convict question will not be dissipated by Mr. is no scope for burglary, highway robbery, rape,

Gibson‘s testimonial that “he is the ablest and
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of ‘the World, the Flesh and the Devil.’ \Ve
have the world in towns and villages, from which

hand into the sea; but being a witty fellow, and
knowing the captain
said, addressing him,
was lost, sir, if you
course not,‘ was the

to be a good-humoured man,
‘Would you say that a thing
knew where it wss'!’—-‘Of
captain’s reply.——‘\vell, sir,

your copper kettle is at the bottom of the say.‘
We know that more than 50 per cent. of Irish
intermediate convicts are at the other side of the
Atlantic and St. George's Channel, and we also
know that some 28 or 30 per cent. of them are
safely re-lodged in prison, and may, therefore, say,

in Sir Walter Croﬁon’s words, that they are ‘satis
factor-ily accounted for‘; as satisfactorilyas the Irish
sailor accounted for the captain's copper kettle.”

New this is a notable passage. For the
assertion that 50 or 60 per cent. of the inter
mediate convicts have emigrated, Mr. Gibson
does not and cannot produce a shadow of
authority. Were it true, to have induced half
his felons to transport themselves at their own
expense would indeed be a feather in Sir
Walter’s cap. But let this pass, for his other
fact is still more astoundin . I’Vhen Mr. Gib
son, in one sentence, says t at “ 28 per cent.
of the prisoners in Spike Island are doing
well as 're-com-r'cted convicts,” and in another
sentence declares “that 28 or 30 per cent. of
them (i. e. ‘intermediate convicts accordin
to the grammar, but plainly ‘convicts of a

other testimonials quite incompatible with this.

the Intermediates are carefully removed, with one classes’ according to the context) are safely

In his official Reports, to which we naturally

or two exceptions; the ﬂesh in the shape of women, re-lodged in prison," it is evident, in spite of
who are debarred, by a director's order, from enter his inaccuracy, that he refers to the same
ing a convict prison or a prison-boat, although fact. Now the “convicts of all classes” dis

turned on reading his abuse of the system

which he serves, we ﬁnd him speaking in a
very different tone. In January, 1857, he
declares, after twelve months’ experience, that

he “ would ﬁnd it diﬁicult to conceive how the
general government of the prison could be
rm roved.” In January, 1859, “ he has reason
to now that the Intermediate Prisons of Car
lisle and Camden are working well under the
skilful management of the principal warders,
and the wise and efficient superintendence of
the Local Inspector.” In January, 1860, he
reiterates his approval; and in January, 1862,
he reports “that nothin can be better than
the general discipline of t e prison." Nor can
Mr. Gibson shelter himself under the plea that
in oﬂicial documents he must write to suit his
superiors; for in a ‘ History of the County and
City of Cork,’ published in 1861, we ﬁnd two
pages of laudation on the Irish System, begin
mug in this fashion,—“ Enlarged and enlight

the boatmen are exemplary characters. It would charged during the time in question amounted
appear, therefore, as if the intermediate temptations, to 3,505, and of these 2,039 were “ inter
over which Sir Walter Crofton especially presided, mediates.” ‘Vhether, then, we judge Mr.

were of a. purely Satanic character.

He took the Gibson by his grammar or his context, the
The total
of the devil.’ How pious people can say the number of convicts in all the convict prisons is
Lord's Prayer, and then say ‘ Amen ’ to Sir Walter barely 1,000; yet Mr. Gibson avers that they,'
Crofton’s theory of temptation, 0: wish him success
contain either 612 relapsed “intermediates,
in the application of it, we cannot imagine. Grant
Intermediates ‘into the wilderness to be tempted result is, in either case, marvellous.

ing that temptations are necessary for poor mortals,
on what authority does the chairman of a convict
prison assume the high ofﬁce of that august per
sonage who is supposed to preside over this depart
ment of morals? Where are his marks and signs

or else 1,051 relapsed “convicts of all classes.”

Whichever is the fact, the Irish Convict System
ought not long to survive such a revelation.
But the truth is, the Chaplain has puzzled him
self with his ﬁgures. He evidently supposes the
fact (if it is a fact) that 30 per cent. of the pri
of oiﬁce-the hoofs and hornsi"
So much for Mr. Gibson’s wit; but we must soners in Spike Island are relapsed convicts,
give a specimen of his statistics also. In his proves that 30 per cent. of the discharged
report for 1861 Sir W. Crofton states that convicts have relapsed. Can Mr. Gibson tell
“ since the establishment of Intermediate Pri the difference between six dozen dozen and half
sons, upwards of six years since, only 10 per a-dozen dozen’!
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We may examine one other morsel of Mr.
Gibson’s statistics. He is anxious to demon
strate that the Intermediate Prison is a worth
less excrescence on the Irish System. If
he can show that the per-centage of relapses
among the “intermediates” equals the per
centage among the “ non-intermediates,” he has
lainly proved his point. To this task, then,
lie addresses himself :—
“We learn from the ‘Report for 1861,‘ p. 63,
that 1,476 of the 4,600 discharged convicts were
intermediate prisoners. More than half-—but we
shall say the half- of these went abroad. The 738
that remained at home gave 95 relapses into crime,
which amounts to 13 per cent. If a mixed number

of 4,600 yields 10 per cent., and 1,476 of this
mixed number be deducted, yielding 13 per cent.,
what will be the per-centage on the balance?
10 per cent. on 4,600 is 460
13 per cent. on 1,476 is 192

3,124 268
Here we discover that the non-intermediates give
8'58, or a fraction over 8Q per cent. As 85 is to
13, so is the advantage in favour of the non'inter

mediates, or of those who have not got the new
Croftonian training.”
The cool audacity of this calculation has
evoked an official refutation from Sir W. Crof
ton’s successor, Ca t. W’hitty. 'In the 3,124
non-intermediates,
r. Gibson includes 1,095
female convicts, who, as they have their own
“ refuges ” in lieu of intermediate prisons, are
out of the question; and he also includes 563
male convicts discharged from the intermediate
prisons in Cork Harbour, who should have been
placed on the other side of the account. This
is rather sharp practice. With the necessary
corrections we get 2,039 “ intermediates ”
inst 1,466 “non-intermediates”—a change
1ivﬁich materially affects Mr. Gibson’s per-cen
tages. But instead of his cooked statistics,
Capt. Whitty gives us the facts :—“ From 1856
to 1861 inclusive, only 3'72 per cent. of those
discharged from the Intermediate Prisons were
re-convicted to the Convict Prisons; whereas
14'5 per cent. of those discharged from the
Non-intermediate Prisons were so re-oonvicted.”
But enough of this worthless book; we do
not care to criticize it further. It is daily
becoming more apparent that transportation
can never be renewed on any large scale. We
must deal with our criminals at home; and,
therefore, we must face and solve the question
of convict discipline. However, till the Convict
Commissioners have published their Report,
which is now almost due, we are content to

leave the controversy between the English and
Irish Systems in abeyance.
=2

Biographies of Celebrated Canadians and Pe'r
sons connected with Canada, from the Earliest
History of the Province down to the Present
Time. By Henry J. Morgan. (Quebec,
Hunter & Co. ; London, Triibner & Co.)
THIS is an encyclopredia of the names most
nearly associated in the history of Canada.
from the ﬁrst discovery to the present day.

Naturally, the biogra hies of the men now
alive or recently dea are slight. Some of
the notices of the earlier governors and ex
plorers of Canada are ve interesting, having
the perennial fervour whic belongs to stories
of brave and daring adventure. The records
of these worthies are, of necessity, brief; but
they will repay erusal. The two Cabots,
John and Sebastian, had discovered New
foundland and the mouth of the St. Lawrence,

the French had established a cod-ﬁshery on
the banks of Newfoundland as early as 1524.
John Veranzza, a Florentine in the service of
France, journeyed along the coast from Florida

to Newfoundland ; but on a second expedition
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he was lost—supposed to be killed’ and de-{ weht on
a homeward-bound vessel his
voured by the savages, and for some years no chief aim seems to have been not to see what
one had the courage to follow in his track and was going on around him. He did not com
explore the New World. In 1534, Francis the descend to enter the chief public building!
First sent out Jacques Cartier, a master mariner of the American cities, because sight-seeing
of St. Malo: he sailed up the great river bored him. He made no attempt to witness the
St. Lawrence, and was the ﬁrst who saw Canada; operations of the contending armies, because
he was the founder and discoverer of the he thought it most probable they would not let
country.‘ Of course, other men were appointed , him; and he admits that he was very parti
to govern the new settlement; but, inacknow- ‘ cular not to make in uiries about the con
ledgmcnt of his rare merits, Jacques Cartier dition of the slaves in t e Southern States. A.
and his descendants were ennobled. The Sieur droller special correspondent than Mr. Edward
de Roberval was the ﬁrst governor. He was Dicey surely never existed. The frankness with
fascinated with its beauty, and made an ex which he confesses how and why he did not
ploring expedition up the country. He sent perform his duties to the employers who sent
ome to France for reinforcements; but the: him out must be shown, in his own words.
king, Francis the First, desired Cartier to‘ “There is," he observes in a passage where he
bring him back home, as his servims were sneers contemptuously at American cities in
needed for the war in Picardy. After the‘; general, and New York in particular, “a picture
King: death (1547), Roberval went back to gallery; there are afew public huildin , which
his
loved Canada, accompanied by a great‘ are supposed to possess architectur merits;
number of emigrants, who never reached their and there is the Croton Aqueduct, interestin to
promised lsnd—they all erished, and the‘ engineers. Still, with all deference to my ew
whole ﬂeet of vessels foun cred, none of the. York friends, I hardly think that a European.
crews or the passengers escaping.
‘ traveller need go far out of his way to visit any
Samuel de Champlain was the next who in of these curiosities. I plead guilty to not hcw—
herited a thirst for Canadian adventure and ing seen them, and have as little intention of
exploration. About ﬁfty years after Rober describing them—probably less—than I had of
is
val, he went out, determined to prosecute visiting them." The English of this
Cartier‘s discoveries. He was the founder of on a level with the logic. How could he have
the city of Quebec, and his exploits among, described, if he had not seen, them? Why
the Indians and in exploring the wilderness[ should he tell the reader that he had as little
are fascinatin . He tried to convert the In intention of describing than of visiting them?
dians, saying 5111b “ Kings ought not to extend , And if he means neither to see nor describe
their authority over idolatrous nations, except i why pass judgment on them? On the military
to subject them to Jesus Christ.” This Chris operations of the contending armies the special
tian sentiment did not, however, prevent him correspondent speaks with greater prudence,
from inciting the Indian tribes to war amongst , although he made no attempt to witness than ;
themselves. He took part with the Hurons‘ but he avows with the candour of a young lady
the consideration which decided him not to
against their enemies, the Iroquois.
Admiral Sir David Kertk, a French refugee accompany the army of the Potomac. “ It was,”
in the service of Charles the First, attempted to he says, “little use seeking to obtain permis
make a foray on Canada for the honour of= sion to visit the peninsula, and I had received
England, and actually obtained possession of' such uniform courtesyfrom all American oflicials
Quebec and captured Cape Breton. Of course, that I had hitherto come across, that I did not.
the ﬁrst treaty of peace between France and like to disturb the pleasant tenour of my recol
England insisted on the restitution of Canada. lections by exposing myself to the probability
It was not for long years afterwards that Eng of discourteous refusal from Mr. Stanton.”
land became the possessor of Canada. The More amusing is Mr. Dicey’s excuse for not
history of the early French governors and the inquiring into the condition of the slaves.
early French missionaries is by far the most “The sight of misery,” says the traveller, apolo
interesting portion of Mr. Morgan’s work; and gizing for his remissness, “ one cannot in an .
readers who wish to see a compendious account way relieve is a painful one; and personally
of the rogress of this great colony, from the time have such a hatred of slavery that, while in the
when Jacques Cartier sailed up the St. Law Slave States, I always preferred to give myself
rence, with the wild romantic dangers and the beneﬁt of the doubt, and try to fancy, as
adventures of the ﬁrst explorers, to the account long as it was possible for me to do so, thatv
of the distinguished journalists and novelists the ne roes I came across were free negroes,not
and litté'rateurs of the present day, may ﬁnd slaves.’ It does not seem to have struck Mr.
this wide track of time and change spanned Dicey that he is bearing testimony to the
over in the present volume of ‘Sketches of general contentment of the negroes when he
Celebrated Canadians and Persons connected says he was able to travel throu h the South
ern States and persuade himself t at the slaves‘
with Canada.’
he encountered were happy freemen. The sight
Six Months in the Federal States. By Edward of suffering on the part of the bondmen and
Dicey. 2 vols. (Macmillan & Co.)
of cruelty on the
of their owners would
A poorer book than ‘ Six Months in the Federal have destroyed the pleasant delusion. But if
States‘ the present season has not hitherto seen. Mr. Dicey publishes little that is likely to
The feminine arrogance of its tone is even more interest the public, he puts into his book
remarkable than the feebleness of its style; and much that is of high importance to himself.
and it abounds in Exhibitions of childlike vanity. He tells how he was received with marked
It is doubtful whether Lord Fanny could have respect wherever he went, how he convened
written a book with more sweet platitudes and intimately with diplomatists, how he imparted
pretty affectations. With the exception of a few his views on public affairs to
ve and venera
paragraphs of impertinent gossip about New ble statesmen,how he had the st introductions
York and Boston authors, the book contains to the best society, and how the fame of his
neither a line of original intelligence, nor a greatness surrounded him in every hotel and
page which might not have been written six railway-car that he entered. He would ﬁain
months ago in a London arm-chair. What have passed on his way without the he
object Mr. Dicey had in view when he crossed of admiring multitudes, but ‘the friend of
the Atlantic we are unable to say, for from Cavour’ was not permitted to travel unob
the time when he entered New York till he served, like an ordinary Englishman. “It is‘
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useless trying to conceal anything in America,” are written without the proofs being revised.
says the distinguished author. “Before I had Constantly one stumbles on sentences which
been a couple of weeks in the country my name, do not construe; while clerical errors are allowed
antecedents and history, and a good deal of per to pass, for not correcting which the reader of
sonalintelligence that was perfectly novelto my any respectable English newspa er would be
dismissed on the spot.” We shou d be sorry to_
self, was published in the American papers.”
Mr. Dicey, however, gives the reader some press this doctrine against the unlucky printer
thing besides these personal particulars. Five of Mr. Dicey’s book.
and-twenty of his pages are devoted to a
report of one of Mr. Wendell Phillips’s anti
NEW NOVILS.
-slavery orations, and his volumes are liberall
Entonglermls. By the Author of ‘Mr. Arle,‘
added with extracts from articles whic &c. 2 vols. (Smith, Elder k Co.)-A high-ﬂown,
ve appeared in the abolition journals and sentimental book, not ill written, and containing
ines of the North. An entire chapter more matter than many novels, but foolish and
is assigned to the case of Mr. Russell and ‘ unlike anything in real life. The heroine is mad,
Mr. Stanton, wherein Mr. Dicey shows to to begin with; living in an old hall, with her step
his own satisfaction that the individual father, whom she snubs most unjustly at every
minister, and not the government, should turn, for no particular reason, except that she
“had a. secret belief that he had at some time

be condemned for the indignity offered to

done her mother

the S cial Correspondent. “ In Justice,” says
Mr. ieey, in his feminine English, “to the
government it should be understood that
~the act was Mr. Stanton’s individual one, and

not the collective one of the Cabinet." More
~over, our author on rare occasions deigns to be
playful. Thus he speaks of “the quaint Yankee
river steamboats, which look as though, in an
excess of sea-sickness, they had thrown their
cabins inside out, and turned their engines
upside down.” Again, in a vein of not less
.snbtle humour, he alludes to the cause of
abolition as “the question of the eternal
.n'
r.” And on other phenomena of American
~civ' ization he speaks with a freedom which
sets the rules of English syntax at deﬁance.
Having described the execution of Gordon, the
slavetrader, he says,“ Horribleas the man's crime
was, it is impossible to feel pity for him”; from
which remarkable words it would appear that
:atrocious crime usually recommends the crimi
nal to Mr. Dicey’s sympathies. Adverting to
slavery, he observes, “If the n 0 was as much

below the white man in into ectual develop
ment as he is above the Australian savage, this
is absolutely no reason why he should be bought
and sold like a chattel." On the same subject he
remarks in another chapter, “ I do not consider
it necessary to prove to my readers that slavery
is a bad thing. If their knowledge of the world
and their experience of their own hearts does not
teach them what tyrants we should all be if we
hold irresponsible power over our fellow-crea
tures, let them,” 820. Of the Washington hotels
'we are informed, “ Even according to the
American standard, there is not a decent hotel
in the whole place. Willard’s and the National

t wrong,”——which belief

seems to be unfounded. The said mother had died
melancholy mad, and a former wife of this unfor

tunate entleman had drowned herself and her
two chi dren in a pond; and her priest (for she
was a Roman Catholic) had jumped off a tower:
so Bramblebridge Hall is a grewsome place to live
in. Esterel, the heroine, wanders about all night,
and has odd fancies, and is totally unmanageable,

l and Mr. Downside indulges her in every whim
she takes up. Esterel seldom speaks to her step
father, or to anybody else but the gamekeeper's
daughter, for whom she has felt a violent passion,
and who is seldom allowed to leave her ﬂighty and
unreasonable mistress. In hopes of rousing Esterel,
Mr. Downside invites a former governess, who has
made a great marriage, to come and stay at the
Hall. Lady Winstay is the most natural (we might
almost add the only natural) character in the book.
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lently, leaving no trace of her hiding-place, that
she may thus secure this highly-favoured swnin.
To preserve her dear mistress from madness or
suicide, Marion consents, and really does the thing
handsomely. For months no one, not even her
parents, can find out anything about her, and Her

bert the inconstant once more turns his attention
to the heiress. They arrange everything most _
satisfactorily, and go to town for the trouueau;
but, in the shape of a “ milliner’s young woman,"
who should turn up again but the troublesome

Marion!

Esterel then gives Herbert his choice of

returning to Marion or marrying her. Knowing
ber tendency to insanity, Marion declares she no
longer loves Hillhouse, who swears for his part
that he now loves Esterel the better of the two, and

will marry her or nobody.

At this juncture what

can poor Esterel do but go mod on the spot, get
Marion to nurse her, and implore Herbert to console
her humble companion after her death? Aﬂaer
making a great merit of his remaining single for
two more years, the author eventually marries off
her couple, the old gamekeeper comforting his
daughter with the reﬂection that, “ if Herbert can
only love her now with half a heart, it may be that
this half she gains now is less unworthy of her than
the whole she lost before."
The Brigantine: a Story of the Sea. By James
Psscoe. 2 vols. (Bentley.)—The title of this
book suggested pleasant thoughts of Capt. Mar
ryatt’s sea tales and of the inimitable ‘Tom Crin
gle’s Log.’ Our anticipations have been cruelly
disappointed. The plot is meagre and badly worked
up, while the style is often obscure and ungram~
motion]. The scene is alternately laid in the
Indian Ocean and on the coast of Ireland. The
story turns upon the adventures of a brave but
unprincipled money-loving pirate, a Burmese Chris
tian Missionary, and a pair of Burmese lovers,

"She is a managing woman, and then there is a pupils of the latter. The pirate pursues, almost
throughout the book, a career of rapine and vio—

‘ keen pleasure in being despotic at the Hall, where
she has lived in the humble capacity of governess
and companion.” Lady Winstay, nevertheless,
considers it “ a sacriﬁce of some magnitude to
leave a gayand brilliant circle of gentlemen to whom
she—very pretty some said, very silly some said,

while others called her clever and witty-had been
the centre of attraction." Lady Winstay, however,
leaves her husband to entertain her guests at home,
but she brings in her train a cousin and former

admirer, Mr. Hillhouse. Lady \Vinstay is still very
much in love with Herbert Hillhouse, and Herbert
is sometimes devoted to her and sometimes sneers

at her.

He cannot marry her now, and the lady

considers it will be doing a generous action to the

lence, occasionally redeemed by a good deal of
bull-dog courage, and one or two acts of kindness.

When within a few pages of the end, his ship is
lost in a typhoon, and he himself thrown on a bar
barons coast in an utterly destitute condition. We
are told that he then becomes a good Christian and
most estimable man-his virtues resembling, we
imagine, very much those of a tiger who has lost
his claws and teeth. The missionary gives utter
once to some startling moral and religious precepts,
and bores us unceasingly with commonplace re
marks. The Burmese lovers, after a few adventures
and perils, are, of course, married at last. The
above are the principal characters of this book;

cousin she has thrown over for Lord Winstay, if and it speaks badly for the skill of the author that

she puts him in the way of marrying her former not one of them is able to engross our sympathies.
Herbert does his duty by Even in the midst of the greatest dangers, our
making up to the heiress, and Esterelbeeomes sen interest remains dormant. In fact, there is no
sible of his merits, which, however, are not very hero in the book; no one with whom a reader islble
apparent to the mere readers of the story. Herbert even for a moment to identify himself. Our inter
are two huge rambling barracks, where some ﬂirts morning, noon and night with the fascinating est is frittered away among half-a-dozen people,
incredible number of beds could be run up; and dreamy Miss Downside, and then fancies he scarcely one of whom possesses that individuality
but it is hard to say which is the shabbiest and prefers the pretty little gamekeeper’s daughter to her, which we expect in the leading characters of a
dirtiest internally; and, externally, neither of after all. Marion, having been Esterel’s daily com novel. Moreover, the work is full of improba
them have any pretensions to architectural . panion, is lady-like and well educated, and dread bilities and inconsistencies, while the pantomime
grandeur.” We are quoting from the “friend fully spoiled and affected, and lives in a rapture of | like changing of scene is wearisome. Devoid of
of Cavour,” not from the text of Bill Sykes. Mr. devotion to her “ dear lady," and in humble adrni- } continuity, it is but a collection of episodes, so
Dicey adds: “Of the lot, Willard’s is the best, ration of Mr. Hillhouse. She wastes most of her badly worked up that the danger does not alarm
‘on the principle that if you areto eat your peek time in wandering about in the woods, picking us, the strife does not excite us, and the virtues do
of dirt, you may as well eat it in as picturesque up primrose-buds and lovers-under the trees; and not call forth our admiration.

\ pupil, the mad heiress.

because Marion Fay is admired both by a
a form as possible. The aspect of this hotel partly
clown and by an artist, Herbert determines to

At Odds: a Novel. By the Baroness Tautphmus.

2 vols. (Bentley.)-The first novel of this My,
marry her. He is himself of low extraction, and with its excellent and faithful pictures of German
by his own account has been a great scamp. He life, gave us reason naturally to expect much from
“is by this time not so young as he has been,” and the Baroness Tautphueus; but she seems to be one
" authors (there are such
is by profession an author, but he lives habitually of those “single. with Lady Winstay, who is very jealous, but very novelists as well as orators) who give out their
—or typographical errors; but, in truth, there is ‘' considerate, and who spends her time in inventing whole store of experience, fancy, eloquence, with
scarcely a page of original writing in the two i m
for Bramblebridge Hall. Esterel, of one effort, and thenceforth have little or nothing left
volumes which does not stand in need of merci course, fancies Herbert comes very often on her for the proﬁt and pleasure of themselves or their
Pful revision. These defects of style are the more account, and walks about the garden in white neighbours. Yet the scene and the time of this
noteworthy as Mr. Dicey is pleased to act the embroidered gowns, with scarlet and gold shawls, her latest tale—Bavaria and the Tyrol during the
censor on what he terms “the free and unsub and bouquets of exotics in her hand, and Herbert period of the French inroad under Napoleon-are
help admiring her, though he likes still rich and new as regards material; especially when
rmtrbmd press” of America. “There is," ob— , cannot
better the gamekeeper's daughter, with her lilac this is handled by a novelist who, German by alli
serves the fastidious critic of the ‘unsubven cotton frock and her bunches of primroses. Even ance, and as such admitted to every family secret
tioned ’ press, “ a carelessness about the Writing | tually he proposes to marry Marion; and Esterel and local tradition of the district and the crisis, can
which to me is indefensible Apparently, leaders ‘ persuades Marion to abscond suddenly and si still look on these things from the English point of

during the time that the army was encamped
—‘before Manassas was indeed a wonderful one.”
"We should not notice such sentences if they were
‘exceptional or their errors could by any charity
beregarded as slips of the pen, results of haste,
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view, and thus bring them home to our hearts and as the common Brazilian lantern~ﬁy.
hearths as no national German romancer could
hope to do. The battle of Hohenlindsn,—the
siege of Ulm,—the adventures and the triumphs
of Hofer among those noblest of Continental pea
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In page 226 whether Homer was or was not a lubber.

the family of the white ants is introduced amongst

These
recollections have ﬁlled him with a certain bitter
ness against priestly education; and the general
system pursued in the Tyrol, of which he gives

the Hymenopterous insects, and in page 243 two
different British species of humming-bird hawk
moths are given under the same speciﬁc name. In copious ‘instances, only strengthens him in his
omsm.
santry, the Tyrolese,—are so many ingredients for page 249 gall-ﬂies of oak-apples are described
Histoire de Nice et des Alpes Marilimes. By J.
ﬁction precious to one circumstanced as Madame -among Dipterous insects; whilst the excuse in
Tautphoeus has been, and who, with intimate page 344 for the introduction of a ﬁgure of the Napoleon Fervel. (Paris, Jung-Tneuttel.)—ln this
knowledge of foreign parts, writes for an English lappet-moth on a leaf, inscribed “ Gall on a leaf,” slight sketch of the history of Nice, M. Napoléon
public. She has, however, made little of them, only renders the error more absurd. The classiﬁ Fervel cautiously justiﬁes the policy of annexation
merely using them as the framework for story of cation given in the text is full of confusion, which which has created for the French Emperor more
love affairs “at odds”; and the story becomes is attempted to be cleared up by a systematic Index odium than éclal. On this point M. Fervel's reason
tiraome, because its writer fails to present to us at the end of the volume, which is scarcely more ing will not make many converts.
As a means of preparing for the next Oxford
any of the personages whose caprice or perversity, correct. Thus, it is evident that there is abundant
or renunciation of antipathies, or growing tender room for a good Zoological work, in which the Local Examination, Mr. M‘Leod has issued—at
ness, are the main theme of her novel. Nothing classiﬁcation shall be clearly illustrated and a due rather a late period for the purpose-Thomson's
is too minute for the hand of a real artist. Miss proportion maintained in the space to be devoted Spring : wilh a Life of the Poet, Notes Crilical,
Austen spoke of her “ bit of ivory" when referring to the different classes. Such works as I’atterson‘s Explanatory and Grammatical, and Remarks on
to her own inimitable novels of every-day life; but ‘ Zoology for Schools,’ Burmester’s ‘ Zoological the Analysis of Sentences (Longman).—-The Exam
on no larger a bit of ivory Oliver, Petitot, Isabey, Hand-Atlas,’ or Prof. Greene’s Series of Manuals iners complain, in their Report of the last Examin
ation, that the candidates betrayed great ignorance of
painted miniatures which will endure for all time, would form excellent bases for such a work.
as portraits, of those whom the world will not
Rinaldo : a Dramatic Poem, in Thru Ads. By the poem selected for their study. If they have occa
sion to make the same complaint this year, it will not
willingly let die; and thus it was with Miss Austen. Chandos Hoskyns Abrahall. (Hodson & Son.)
The Baroness Tautphoaus does her best to make us We need not read far to ﬁnd that the author of be for want of a suitable text-book. \Vhoever is well
interested in the fortunes of two pairs of lovers, one this poem has no dramatic faculty whatever. But up in the contents of Mr. M‘Leod‘s manual cannot
of which gets married by mistake or misunder we have read the book through, and have not dis fail to satisfy the Examiners in this subject.—\Ve
standing; but we cannot care for either Hilda or covered a single line of poetry. Nothing is drawn attach no special value to Mr. J. Lowres’s Grammar
Doris, nor for Frank and Emmeran, because we from Nature, not even the blood which is spilled of English Grammars (Longman), which is an
have not the remotest idea what either the ladies so profusely. The type of the hero may be found indifferent compilation of commonplace materials.
or the gentlemen were like;—and because, from the in that style of Art wherein T. P. Cooke ﬁgures, —Nor do we think more highly of How to Train
ﬁrst, we were sure that the last page of the romance all in his spangled glory, as the Knight of the Young Eyes and Ears, being a Manual of Object~
must put an end to unintelligible diﬁculties, and Bloody Shoestring, with a dagger in one hand and Lessons for Parent: and Teachers. By Mary Anne
Ross. (Hamilton, Adams 8: Co.)-—A teacher who
perplexities leading to nothing. Nothing can be a drawn sword in the other.
Happiness and Life. Poems. By Thomas Alex requires such teaching as is here given must be a
much more tiresome or less mysterious than a
masked hall, where the people are vapid and the ander. (Griﬁin &. Co.)—Another of those many rare specimen.—Engllsh Composition in Prose and
dresses are faded, and the visors worn so thinly sad cases for which the advice of friends, &c. seems Verse, based on Grammatical Syntlwsis. By “7. S.
that, long before supper-time (the time of un to be responsible. How much these friends have Dalgleish, M.A. (Edinburgh, Gordon)—is a more
masking) a bystander, having a willing mind and to answer for! Why will they insist that the coy useful publication, full of clear explanation, well
a keen eye, could name the wearer of every mask. authors of helplessly commonplace verse_s should chosen examples, and serviceable hints and direc
tions-Book IV. adapted to Standard IV. Cham
This is an insipid novel, to make the best of it, importune the public 'l
Tales and Sketches of Lancashire Life. By Ben lm-s's Narrative Series of Standard Reading-Books
and we are disappointed accordingly.
jamin Brierley. Parts 11., III. and IV. (Mau specially adapted to the Requirements of the
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
chester, Heywood; London, Simpkin, Marshall 8: Revised Code, like its predecessors, is everything
Casscll’s Popular Natural Histm'y: ‘70]. III. Co.) —\Ve are glad to see that Mr. Benjamin that could be desired for the special purpose in
Birds; Vol. IV. Fishes, Reptiles, Insects, Wornu, Brierley has brought to an end his series of pro view, and may be used with great advantage as a
Molluscs, dx‘. (Cassell 8t Co.)-This work is now vincial tales, which may at some distant date be means of education in general-A similar remark
completed, and we can repeat our opinion of its highly esteemed by antiquaries as truthful and is applicable to Duclor in Urum Puerorum Elana:
merits given in former notices. The work will carefully-executed illustrations of the Lancashire Limen insislcntt'um. Edidit C. A. Johns, A15.
mainly be prized for its engravings, many of which Dialect of the nineteenth century, though they (Longman), which is a good Iatin verse-hook for
in the parts before us are excellent; but the ﬁgures may not be commended by the contemporary critic beginnera-We close our list with An Improvcd
as well as text hear such strong marks of book either
Principle of Single Entry Book-Keeping, by a
nation.as pictures of real life or as works of
making and careless editorship that we can but
Proof or Trial Balance. By D. Sheriﬁ'. (Longman),
regret that such an excellent opportunity for the
Studies by a Tyrolese-[Sludicn zines Tirolers, and A Handbook of Phonoyraphy. By E. J. Jones.
ublication of a ﬁrst-class work on Natural History von J. Streiter]. (Leipzig.)—In these days of (Partridge).
has been lost. In the Bird Volume, for instance, mountaineering a book with the above title would
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
no uniformity in the ﬁgures exists; on one page a naturally be taken as a contribution to the litera
bird will be ﬁgured of life-size, and on the next ture of the Alpine Club. Probably the Gross Ahn‘l Method of Learning French, 3rd Course, fc. Bvo. l/O 0L
Allen's Young Mechuuic‘s Instructor. svc. 2,6 swd. _
another bird of much larger size will appear in a Glockner and the Orteler are the heights which Archer‘r \Yayfe Summers. Story of Inner and Outer Life,’ vols. 11!
Discovery and Adventure, lc. s‘vo. 316d.
small cut, forming apparently part of a series from have been studied; or if anything scientiﬁc is ex Arctic
Barker on Mularluund .‘liasnmlu, Eve. 8.‘ cl.

some other work.

In the Fourth Volume we must pected from the title, it is a disquisition on the

object to the plates in pages 20 and 21, illustrating glaciers of the Tyml.

But a member of the A. C.

the crocodile; in the former the upper jaw of the who should take up Herr Streiter's volume with
creature is represented as having a large mass of such ideas would be as much disappointed as the
matter attached to it, half the size of the head,
whilst on the opposite page the old fable of the
Trochilus picking the teeth of the crocodile is repre
sented as though it were matter of fact. The plate
of the winged dragon, occupying nearly the whole

country gentleman who made a strange perversion

of Foxe‘s ‘Book of Martyrs’ into Martyr's Book
of Foxes. Herr Streiter is the leader of the liberal
party in Tyrol, and his studies are purely political.
They will not surprise any who have followed the

of page 32, is a failure-—the limbs being far course of Tyrolese action; but to those who have
too coarse, whilst the great peculiarity of the preserved the old tradition of patriotism and gene
animal, namely, the ribs extending through the rosity, as displayed against the French in 1809, a
dilated wing-like membrane, is entirely misrepre woeful disenchantment is in store. It was not
sented. The insect portion, also, is full of mistakes, against French invasion that the Tyrolese took up
some of the most ludicrous of which are corrected arms, Herr Streiter tells us, but against the annex
in the errata; but others are unnoticed,-—as, in ation of Tyrol to Bavaria; nor was this on loyal
page 188, the wonderful Hypocephalus beetle is grounds towards Austria, but on account of the
called a Scarabseus. In page 192, Blaps morlisuga liberal reforms that had been effected by the Bava
is called a Tenebrio, adding to the strange confusion rian Ministers. Herr Streiter is sore on the subject
made by ﬁguring an Acaridan as the beetle of the of education, and he has good reason to_be. He
meal-worm (Tenebn'o molitor
In page 196 an tells us that the priests have, or had till lately,
exotic species is given as an illustration of the the sole power of teaching the young Tyrolese
account of our common musk-beetle. In page idea how to shoot, and that, in consequence, the
199, “The ear-wig and her young" is the title Tyrolese are not as eminent marksmen intellectually
of a drawing representing a male earwig and a as they are with the riﬂe. His copies of all the
number of specimens of the small earwig (Forf. best German authors-—Goethe, Schiller and Les

minor).

In pages 207 and 208 our common great sing—were conﬁscated; his teacher seized him by

green grasshopper is given twice over as an illus the hair apd ﬂung him down on the ﬂoor because
tration of two different families, whilst in page 212 he W88 going to see a tragedy of Alﬁeri's; and he

another kind of grasshopper from Bogota is given had a serious discussion with another teacher as to

llsrlee‘s Helen Lindsay. or the Tnnl of Faith, Ind edit. (a. 810. 3/6
Bowmnn’s Our "illu e Uirls, lurno. 1] cl.
Braddon's Lmiy And ey‘u Secret, 9th edit. post Bro. 6,1 cl.
Burton's Anatomy of Alelauchol , new edit. ave. 8/6 cl.
(‘uscll’s illustrated Family llib e my. 4:». 81/0 cl. gt.
Cobbe‘r Essays on the Pursuits of women, [volt Bro. 6/ cl.
Cooper's Mile! “’allinsfurd, or Aﬂoat and Ashore, new ed. H Rd.
Cur in ‘a Wondrous Tale of Zudnnk Beg, post Uvo. 5/ cl.
Ilonnl son's Eventful Life of a Soldier, new edit. 1c. 8W- 4/ 01- It
EB‘ uiros‘r The Dutch at Home, 2nd edit. pest Bro. 9/01.
Gu run, a Story of the North Sea, from the German, cr. 870. BI 11.
Henry‘! Joseph Ansley, or the Patron and the Protege, er. Bro. T-B
Hooper‘! Recollsctlonr of Mrs. Anderson's School, Ind edit. 8/6 cl.
Hope‘. The Home of Scindea, post Eve. 6/ cl.
Lane's Arabic-En llsh Lexicon, Book 1, PL 1, my. Ato. II 01.
Laukrster'l llall- iours with the Microscope, new edit. it. BWJIG
Little Sea Bird, l8mo. 1/8 cl.
Macros‘! Geo e HarriugtonJBmo. 1/ lwd
'
Mackay's The “M en School and its Antecedents. post 8H). 10.6
Maolsar's Christian lilsions during the Middle Ages. cr. Ovo. 10ft!
Morgan (Ladyl. Memoirs of, 2nd edit. 2 vols. Bro. 28;’ cL
Nuttall‘s Standard Pronouncing English Dictionary, post 810. 718

l‘ntnrnre‘s The Victories of Love, fa 8w. U6 cl.
Pick‘s New Method of Studying Foreign Languages, limo. 8!‘ cl.
Playtime with the Poets, sq. lame. 5/ cl.
,
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Stewart's l omc for a Week, fa. livo. W6 cl. t.
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Tales from the German, tmnslated
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Cownty of Warr: deceased, taken as they were

HEAT AS A MODE OF MOTION.

Royal Institution, April 27, 1863.

I trust you will permit me to make a few remarks
in connexion with the brief review of my Lectures
on Heat which appeared in your last number. It is
quite possible that my mode of treating the subject
may be open to even graver criticism than that which

ANNE HATHAWAY'S COTTAGE IN THE YEAR 1624. .

raysed by Steven Burman, “"illiam Richardsons,
6, St. Mary’s Place, April 27, 1863.

illustrative of its history,—an inventory of the
your reviewer has bestowed upon it; but I should furniture of the cottage, or rather of the then farm
be extremely sorry if an alleged personal defect on
my part should stand between the readers of the
Athemeum and a generalization which they ought
to be among the earliest to understand and appre
ciate. The dynamical theory of heat, forming as
it does the most important part of the theory of
the interaction of natural forces, is deemed by the
most competent authorities of this age ﬁt to stand,

house, as it existed in the year 1624: a list in the
main, no doubt, of the same articles which were in

the house in the latter days of Shakespeare. There
are few existing documents more illustrative of the
domestic economy of our ancestors than ancient
inventories, and the present one tells us more of

the social position of the Hathaways than any yet

published. A little chapter might be written upon
in point of importance, beside the Newtonian theory it, and with its assistance in the hands of a descrip
of gravitation. It is held, without misgiving, by tive writer the chambers traversed by Anne Hath
the leading natural philosophers of all the countries away made to reassume their ancient character.
of Europe. Had the theory still to be discussed, Perhaps even more than one article herein men
I should never have presumed to bring it before tioned has been preserved up to the present day.

the public as I have done. But proofs of it of the The important “joined bedstead," valued, with its
most varied and conclusive character have been
accumulating for the last twenty years. until they
have at last disarmed all opposition. This theory

and John Edwardes the xxvij.th day of October,

THE curious deed respecting Anne Hathaway‘s
1624.
Cottage, printed in the Athcnwum of the 11th inst.,
Impriml's in Chamber where he lay.
had hardly been published before I had the pleasure His wearelng apparell and mony . lij. Ii. 0
of discovering a still more interesting document Item, one ioyned bedsteed, one tether

accessories, at no less than three pounds,--a large
sum for such an article in those days-we may
believe, without a great exercise of faith, to be the

bed, one bolster, one pillow, one
coverllt, one pere blanketes, two
pere shectes
..
..
.
iii. ii. 0
Item, four pairs sheetes, ij. napkins
j. harden bordcloth ..
..
..
i. ii. iljj.a.
Item, three bordclothes & vi. napkins 0
x. I.
Onechest
..
..
..
..
0
ij.|.
In {In Broode Soller or Chamber.
One half had-bedstead, j. bed bolster
illow, one pere sheetes, blanketes
' coverlit
..
-.
..
..
1. ii.
0
Item, in cheese, aples. tow, yarns A:
oatmeale, a old hordes A! botles, 6t
buter lard and talloe
..
..
1]‘. H. x. I.
In the Bum/e.
Two barelles & one powtherin tuhh
0
x. s.
In the Lille Chamber.
A bedsteed 6: press
0
v. I.
In the Hall.
One table, ij. cheires, two formes,
lj. stooles, ij. cushions . .
..
0
x1.
viii. peeces pewter, j. brass candle
stick, j. chafing dish ..
..
0
x. a.

must not only be the future guide of the practical carved Elizabethan bedstead now shown at the j. pere links, j. pere helloes " ..
..
engineer in his applications of heat as a motive cottage, and the authenticity of which, as a ij. brass potes, ij. ketles

0

0

0
0'
0
vj.d.

0
0
0
0

0
-0

ij. 5.

0

. . j. h’. vi. 0. viij.d.
In the l'ildlin.
power, but in its more purely intellectual bearings
loomes, ij. kives, payles, tubes l:
the theory must profoundly aﬂ'ect the whole course Hathaways, seems to be indisputable. The ij. other
implementes
..
..
0
xii. s.
of philosophic thought and inquiry. It, moreover, chest, and possibly one of the forms, are still j. spit cobenl a dripan & a pealo . . 0
iii. 4. iii]. d.
opens up views of vital phenomena, and of the or in existence, but the former is not now at the
In the Chamber over the kilchin.
cottage.
Bartholomew
Hathaway
appears
to
have
ganization of the material universe, which cannot
one heirs clothe, one wheele, j. stryke,
ij. sivcs,
stryke malt and hurdcs
be regarded with indifference by any thinking man ; owned no plate, conteuting himself with eight
and other ode trumpory. .
..
1'. h. I. J.
0
and it is for these reasons that I have endeavoured, pieces of pewter, then afavouritc and valued article
In the Barnes and baddwwacs.
as far as in me lay, to divest the subject, without of table furniture; nor is there a mention of the
bay 6: more of hurll vallued at
injuring it, of technical difficulties, and thus to stately “cupboard." The inventory exhibits him, one
xx. uarter
..
..
..
..xvj.li.
0
0
render it accessible to the intellectual public of indeed, in the light we might have anticipated, of x. ltry e wheate ..
..
..
ijv Ii.
0
0
a substantial well-to-do farmer of the period, occu powlse and hey
..
..
..viij.li.
0
0
England.
The passage which your reviewer has done me pying his own land, of a plain English yeoman of A maltniill, cheesc-prcsse, with hemp
and flax ..
..
..
..
0
211.8.
0
the honour to quote is the most highly coloured in the olden time, one not affected to luxury, new
In the stable.
the book. It reads, indeed, more like romance fashions or display.
..
..
.. viii. Ii.
0
0
The present inventory was exhibited in the Pecu llj. horssea
than science; and nothing is more natural than
In (he Backside.
that it should stagger those who have not closely liar of Stratford-on-Avon, on December the 6th, six kyne and other bease . .
viij.
ll.
followed the developments of modern physics. It 1624, by John Hathaway, the testator’s son and xxxvlj. sheepe
..
. . viii. Ii.
..
..
lj. li.
may be, and probably is, open to the charge of executor. Dr. John Hall, the poet's son-in-law, vi. plges or swyne ..
and
Stephen
Burman
were
the
overseers
of
Bar
cartes,
plowes,
harrowes,
harnes
4:
unnecessary iteration, but certainly no coolness or
gelrcs, shippachs and' other imple
calmness on my part could add to the substantial tholomew’s will, to each of whom he bequeaths the
mentca ..
..
..
..
.. li].li. via. viild.
truth of the statements therein contained. When, sum of 2s. 6d.
woods, lumber and trash. .
..
j. it‘. x. s.
0
\Vhile on the subject of the Hathaways, it may
snmme ls lxxlilj. ls‘. illj.s. ij. d.
for example, I say that “ every ﬁre that burns and
Praysers,—cignum
Srzvnx
(13.)
Buaxxs.
every lamp that glows dispenses light and heat be well to refer to a paragraph lately inserted in
JOHN Enwxnnm.
which originally belonged to the sun," I mean to the Warwickshire papers respecting a portrait sup
slgnum Wrnuxu (0.) Rxcnxnsos's.

piece of furniture originally belonging to the

express a fact, and not a ﬁgure of speech. The
heat of every ﬁre in London is as much a part of
the sun's heat as if every glowing coal had been

taken by a tongs from the body of the sun and
put into our grates; and the sun’s heat has been

diminished by the exact quantity emitted by our
ﬁres. This seems very wonderful, but it is only
a small part of the wonders which the dynamical

theory of heat lays open to our view. The lifting

posed by some to be a likeness of Anne Shakespeare.
This portrait belongs to a person of the name of
Bryan, who lives in a small cottage at Alveston,
and whose wife is a descendant from some branch
of the Hathaway family. I had the curiosity a few
days ago to inspect this supposed Shakspearian
relic, but it is certainly a painting belonging to a
much more recent period. It is right to add, that
there was not the slightet attempt on the part of
Mrs. Bryan to exaggerate the importance of the

THE SPECI‘RE DRAMA.
Blackheath, April 27, 1863.

ALLOW me to state, with reference to the ghost
scene now performing at the Britannia Theatre,
that it is my invention which is there used, as
adapted by Prof. Pepper for stage effect. My
invention of an arrangement for producing certain

optical illusions is calculated to supersede the
relic, the history of which was simply that it had magic lantern and all phantasmagorial and other
belonged to her grandmother, who always spoke of apparatus hitherto employed; for whereas they
from the carbon of carbonic acid gas, and permits it as a portrait of one of the Hathaway family, only produce a motionless visionary ﬁgure, I asso

of a weight from the earth is a commonplace act;
but it is an act of the same mechanical quality as
that performed by the sun when he liﬁs the oxygen

without, however, being aware of the name of the ciate on the same stage a phantom with a living
actor, both different in costume, 81c, and both
acting in concert. Thus the scene may show them
as sitting at the same table, on the same couch,
opening the same cabinet, handling the same docu
ment, and, what is more, so seated in the same
The present document is only one of many of chair as to appear but one ﬁgure, yet seen one to
tittle to the motion of the ship. He directs, but
arise out of the other, to go through different per
cannot create. Equally ineﬁ'ectual is human voli more or less importance in regard to the personal
formances. The phantom character of one of such
tion, or the organic processes of the animal body, history of Shakespeare, his family or connexions, actors
is shown by impregnability, passing through
to generate one unit of mechanical force. All such which are just now almost weekly occurring
force is primarily derived from the sun. These are through new sources of information which have walls or furniture, or slow or quick dissolution.
the latest verities of science, and, read in their recently been opened. That we shall ever recover But effectually to fulﬁl these conditions would
light, the passage quoted by your reviewer will not any documents to reveal any, much less the deeper, require a small building purposely designed for
appear extravagant. I may add, that these con mysteries of the mind of the author of ‘ Lear ' and such performances, and therefore much credit is
siderations are conﬁned to the twelfth lecture of ‘ Hamlet ’ is indeed unlikely; but I believe it will due to Prof. Pepper in having overcome the many
the course, and that the work embraces the rela eventually be in my power to throw so much new obstacles presented by an ordinary stage.
These optical illusions are of a character calcu
tionship of the dynamical theory to all the pheno light on the outlines of the poet's material life,
mena of heat. It is, moreover, so written that that those who come after me may, from my dry lated to disabuse the public mind in regard to the
vulgar errors respecting apparitions, a belief in
the reader who wishes it may also make himself accumulation of materials, compose a biographical
acquainted with the old theory. Indeed, the old account of Shakspeare more satisfactory than any which has deprived many of reason; but which, as _
in this instance, may be realized by art, and, when
J. O. HsLuwaLL.
theory comes out with greater vividness by its which has yet appeared.
occurring naturally, are mostly traceable to gene
the latter to store itself in the holes, branches and

leaves of our trees. It is the solar force thus in lady represented. The picture is of interest to a
vested in the vegetable, that afterwards becomes Warwickshire collector; but unless it could be
the source of all animal power. Muscular force is shown to be a portrait of one of the descendants of
simply the sun's force transmuted. The helmsman Anne‘s father, it can hardly be thought to be of
stands at the wheel, but he cannot add one jot or any Shakspearian value.

contrast with the new one.

Jonu Truman.

»An Inventory of the goodes chatelles and cre rally-known physical causes.
dites of Bartholmew Hathway of Shotery in the
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consequence has, probably, been the production of entertaining the belief as probable, that the Colosse
chclya A tIa: may have lived down to an early epoch
Sir Charles Lyell's work itself.
Sir Charles complains that “ by an unfortunate of the human period, and become extinct since :—

I do not see that Sir Charles Lyell, in his reply accident,” I had only given one line of his intro
to my statement in your issue of the 4th inst., has , ductory sentence respecting the Sicilian caves, and

rebutted any of the main points there urged. He
appeals to the public, and announces that he has
reproduced his work as it was. Good. I abide by
my statement, Sir Charla by his. The case, which
touches the ethics of scientiﬁc literature, will now

N° 1853, Mar 2, '63

ﬁrst, from the fact that other Chelonian species
and crocodiles, contemporaries of the Coloasochelys

that by this "strange oversight” I had, although in the Sewalik Fauna havesurvived ; 2nd, from the
unintentionally, misrepresented him.

The abridg

indications of mythology in regard to a gigantic

' ment was done purposely, for brevity: I shall now species of tortoise in India.“ (Proceedings of the
‘ give the details, and the reader will judge to what Zoological Soa'dy, London, 1844, Part xii. p. 85.)
effect.

Marine deposits, with shells, occur on the

The germ of the same idea, however trivial, is

rest with the men of science who are conversant . floors of certain of the Gower caves. My range of contained in a ‘Memoir on Fossil Quadrumana,’
with the merits of the question. In their hands ‘ reading indicated no corresponding case within the datcd Nov. 24, 1836 (Geological Transactions,
I leave it ; but there are points in Sir Charles‘s letter

European area, except the celebrated Cave of San

Second Series, vol. v. p. 503.) In 1855, I was at

Ciro, close to Palermo. I determined to examine work on the “Jurnna fossils," expressing the
which call for explanation.
The complimentary letter and concert are easily it, before communicating my paper on the Gower opinion that “I considered them to be the most
disposed of. The former was the usual note of , caves. I was disappointed; the cave deposits of promising of results bearing on the human period.”
acknowledgment of a presentation copy with which
I was honoured, written within a few hours of the
receipt of the work. The opinion expressed on
the perusal of one of the last chapters, did not
necessarily involve, by synecdoche, the same opin

San Ciro were so disturbed that the evidence of
the marine layer had disappeared, the pholad
borings alone remaining. I had to search elsewhere
along the coast, and discovered the “Grotto di
M
one,” till then unknown, even to instructed

(‘Descript. Catal. of Fossil Remains,’ Museum
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1859,

p. 7.) In 1856 I was discussing the subject with

M. Boucher de Perthes; and since then 1 have been
more or less continually engaged upon it in con
ion on the twenty-three other chapters which I Sicilians, and which has yielded such important nexion with the cave evidence. Throughout, the
had not read. On the 9th of March I wrote to \ information respecting the antiquity of man. The little 1 may have done has been in the aﬁrmativc
Sir Charles that his account of what had been done . only ossiferous caves, on the north coast of Sicily aspect; on the other hand, I may remind Sir
in re-agitating the question and conducting it to at that time mentioned in geological works, were Charles Lyell, that until after June, 1859, when
proof, was so different from the view I took, that those of San Ciro, Belliemi and Ben Fratelli, all the subject was launched as a proved case, he had
it would be necessary for me to say something in a ‘ within the immediate environs of Palermo, and constantly maintained the negative view,—-in the
separate form. He promptly replied that if I would described by the Abbate Scinh and others thirty ‘ Principles,‘ in his ‘Second Visit to the United
point out where he should mention me, and what years ago. By personal observation and research, States,’ on the Natchez case (vol. ii. p. 196), and
papers, he would do his best. It was not, however, a I traced the evidence of numerous other ossiferous in his Anniv
Address to the Geological
case of notice of papers or citations. Citations were caves along the north coast of Sicily; and, in my Society, 1851, p. lxxii. “L’Homme fossils de
already profuse to triviality; the world was even “ Maccagnone” paper, I ﬁxed on two points as Denise ” was brought forward by Aymsrd in 1844.
gravely informed (p. 179) who told Sir Charles the ‘ conveniently indicating the boundaries. The pub (Bullet. Geol. Soc. de France, 2me Série, tom. ii.
well-known English scientiﬁc work in which he would ' lished Abstract opens thus: “Dr. Falconer ﬁrst p. 107.) Rigollot’s account of the “Instruments
ﬁnd an account of the habits of the living African described the physical geography of that portion en Silcx trouvés h St.-Acheul," was discussed by
hippopotamus, while weightier matters were for of the north coast of Sicily in which the ossif'erous the Geological Society of France, in January,
gotten. It was the cast of the subject as set forth in caves abound, namely, between Termini on the 1855, and discredited. (Op. cit. tom.
p. 112.)
entire sections of some of the early chapters; the ' east, and Trapani on the west. The geological It was only after June, 1859. that Sir Charles
exceptionable account given in some cases of the structure of the tract had been ably investigated Lyell's conversion was declared. Mr. Prestwich’s
labours of others ; and the want of precise deﬁnition ‘ and mapped by Hoffmann" (Quarterly Journal researches and my own may have had little effect
between his own observations and generalizations of the Geological Society, 1859, p. 99). On turning in bringing about the change, but they certainly
and those of his contemporaries that I objected to. I to the ‘Antiquity of Man,’ I found the
e immediately preceded it.
therefore declined the offer, and informed Sir Charles ‘
oduced thus: “Geologistshavelo'ngbecn amiliar
My cartel was specially conﬁned to the “ imme
that Mr. Prestwich had availed himself, in rt, of with the fact that, on the northern coast of Sicil , diate subject of the proofs of the antiquityofman.”
my intended communication to set himse right between Termini on the east, and Trapani on the Sir Charles Lyell has met it with a salvo of con
at the same time. The concert was avowed, being i west, there are many caves containing the bones of centric ﬁre from every battery he could command:
that of two inquirers who had long been engaged extinct animals." (Op. cit. p. 174.) I commented but not one of them bearing on the object. On
in pursuing a common object, which was more in ‘ on it in the terms cited by Sir Charles Lyell (Athen one point I cannot allow myself to be put in
discredit when they took it up than it is now.
wum, p. 460). He has managed by his mode of the wrong or misunderstood-namely, my full
When you quote words in inverted commas, you > stating the case to put me in the wrong with your appreciation of the long-continued and important
profess to do it exactly. A slight liberty may alter readers for a brief
; they can now judge who services which Sir Charles Lyell has rendered to
the complexion of a
e. One of my sentences is open to the rebuke administered by him to me, geology. They have graved his name indelibly
ran thus : “ The world at large is under obligation bearingin mind that the known occurrence of three on the science. The consciousness of this well
to those philosophers who, like Sir Charles Lyell, r ossiferous caves at one point, Palermo, is something assured and universally-recognized position might
communicate the new results of science to the different from their abundance in the long stretch have warranted him in dealing ungrudgingly, and
educated public, but they are expected to give an of coast between Termini and Trapani, being the even generously, by the labours of his contempo
impartial narrative; and it cannot,” &.c. In Sir fact brought forward by me.
raries; and men of science might have been spared
Charles Lyell’s letter I am cited, in inverted
Sir Charles Lyell charges me with “ want of the pain of the present controversy. The public,
commas, as putting it thus: “That some men are fairness of spirit,” for objecting in my postscript general and scientiﬁc, are indifferent to personal
occupied in communicating the new results of (Athcncenm, p. 460) to my name being coupled discussions, unless they involve a principle. hly
science to the educated public, but it cannot." &c. 1 with the list of fossil mammalia given at pp. 216 previous letter (Aiken. No. 1849, p. 459) sufficiently
The alteration has doubtless been made inadver 17 of his work. I maintain my objection, and indicates what principle I came forward to main
tently in the heat of the moment; but it commu do not leave it to the Rev. S. W. King or to Sir tain. The day has gone by, when scientiﬁc works
nicates an asperity to the passage for which I am Charles Lyell to decide for me what percentage could be written in the style of Louis Qustorze:
not responsible. As regards my remarks on Sir of accuracy and what of imperfect or uncertain La. Geologic; c‘est moi/——l’AnciennetJ d‘Hmmrw;
Charles Lyell’s account of the Brixham Cave in- 3 determination I should assent to my name being c‘est moi a'ussi/
H. Fstconns, M.D.
vestigation, I have nothing to alter. He was a appended to.
member of the Committee, and all the documents
My connexion with the subject is of an older
were open to him. Prof. John Phillips, then Pre- ‘ date than Sir Charles Lyell appears to be aware
ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
sident of the Geological Society, and of the Com of, judging from his remarks (Athena'um, p. 524,
Mr. Darwiu’s notes on the modiﬁcation of
mittee, can, with the other members, say how far col. 3). In 1831, I communicated a paperto the species, given in our impression of last week, call
Sir Charles's account fairly gives the facts of the ‘ Asiatic Society of Bengal on Mammalian Fossil for a few observations. We differ from such a
case. There certainly has been some delay in the ' Bones from Ava (‘Gleauings in Science,’ vol. iii. naturalist as Mr. Darwin with respect; but the
publication of the ﬁnal results of the investigation; p. 167, 20th April, 1831). In 1833, supposed science which he cultivates is only in its infancy;
Ibut Sir Charles has been incautious of statement human bones, from the “ancient alluvium” of the and from the conflict of opinion we shall con
in his attempt to cumulate the onus of it on me. A ‘ valley of the J umna, were ﬁgured and imperfectly ﬁdently expect the truth to appear.
rational report, on a subject of the kind, is not a . described in India. They were of vast antiquity, and
The “ similarity of pattern in the construction of
thing of discordant atoms,—of shreds and patches ‘ occurred low in the section, mingled with fossil the limbs of the great class of Vertebrate," with the
pinned together. His brusque remarks will doubt~ remains which I afterwards determined to be of like evidences of unity of plan in the organisation
less awaken the Committee,—himself among the extinct species. The subject excited lively interest of the Articulate; the resemblance of the different
number. That the expenditure has already been in India, and Mr. James Prinsep (erroneously, I vertebrate claseestoeach other in their embryo state,
not altogether unproﬁtably repaid by the results, ‘ believe, on the evidence) pronounced in favour of and of all classes in their ovum state-and most of
is sufficiently proved by the fact that the present ‘ man, as a fossil animal. In 1844, Sir Proby (then the other generalizations cited by Mr. Darwin, have
advanced state of the subject is in no inconsiderable . Capt.) Cautley and myself communicated to the been established by careful and suﬁicient induction,
degree owing to the impulse given to the investi Zoological Society a memoir on the “Gigantic Fossil and are the well-earned fruits of such labour.
gation by the preliminary report before alluded Tortoise" of India, in which, after discussing the They may seem to be explained or to be " connected
‘to (Alla-n. No. 1849, p. 460, col. 1), and by the : question from various aspects, the following con by an intelligible thread of reasoning " on the
letter, dated November 1, 1858, which drew Mr. clusion is announced: “The result at which we supposition that one species engenders another, or
Prestwich to Abbeville. Another not very remote L have arrived is, that there are fair grounds for on the hypothesis of the genetic relationship of all
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species with a common ancestor. Lamarck ad rejects (p. 503) and Mr. Darwin adopts—each inde
duced the facts of the change of size and shape of pendently of the other.
parts by exercise and by disuse to explain the
passage of species to species, viewing them as
transitory conditions of life; but, according to
observation, the Lamarckian conditions of change
are too limited to originate a species. Mr. Darwin
assigns the tendency to variation in individuals as
suﬁicing in time, and with concurrent external
conditions, to bring about all the various forms and
grades of vegetable and animal life; but observa

the Garden. In the event of rain, the line of pro
cession will keep under the cover of the arcades.
A ﬁnite intelligence cannot ascend to the ﬁrst The Exhibition Building will be thrown open to
beginning of organic matter, or of the living being, the visitors to the Garden.
or of the elements which compose a complex
\Ve must correct a slip of the pen last week.
crystal. The prevalent belief rests on the accept The inscription on the urn presented to the Poet»
ance of the revelation of the creative acts; and
these the Pentateuch teaches are of two kinds
“ the waters brought forth abundantly the moving

Laureate by Her Majesty’s Commissioners should
have read:—“ Her Majesty's Commissioners of the
creature that hath life,”—‘l the earth brought International Exhibition of 1862 present this urn
to Alfred Tennyson in grateful remembrance for
forth
” &c. ; but of man it is written, He his gift of pure and noble song, 1st of May, 1862."
tion teaches the limits to which variation extends “ breathed into his nostrils the breath of life.”
Mr. C. Dickens will preside at the annive
in regard to the genetic powers and characters of
We deem the recent evidence adduced by Pou
festival in aid of the funds of the Royal Free
a species. Neither this, nor any better attempt to chet, Joly, Musset, Schauﬁ‘hausen, Mantegazza of
explain the transmutation of species, would entitle Pavia, Wyman (of Boston, U.S.), suﬁicient to show Hospital, to be held at the Freemasons’ Tavern,
the guesser to appropriate to himself the applica that, in reference to the origin of the lowest forms of on Wednesday next, the 6th inst.
The Annual Dinner of the Institution of Civil
tion of the genetic relationship of species to a life, the ﬁrst expression best accords with the little

better comprehension of the cause of unity of plan, which it has been given to us to know on this Engineers has been ﬁxed for Wednesday, June 10,
at the Freemasons’ Tavern.
and of other established truths in biological sci subject.
ence. The conformity of type in recent and ex
A General Meeting of the Camden Society will
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.
tinct animals of circumscribed localities would be
be held this day (Saturday), at four o'clock in the
THE spuriousness of the pretended discovery of afternoon precisely. The Marquess of Bristol,
equally intelligible on the assumption of species
being the offspring of s ies, whether under a human bone in the drift, to which we last week V.P.S.A. will be proposed for President, supported
Lamarck's, or Geoffroy t.-Hilaire’s, or ‘ Ves drew attention, has since been conﬁrmed by Dr. by an effective committee.
tiges‘,’ or Darwin's views of the way in which such Falconer. M. Boucher de Perthes allowed Dr.
genetic relation was brought about. Observation Falconer to bring away the molar found with the
has only, however, made us acquainted with the jaw-bone; and when suspicion was aroused as to
power of the individual to engender others of its the genuineness of the “ﬁnd,” the English phy
own kind. But to arrogate for a hypothesis of sician had this molar sawn across, when it turned
the modus operandi of “transmutation " all the out to be a modern tooth.
consequences and applications of the old and often
In the discussion which followed the reading of
mooted notion of the engenderiug of species in the his paper last week at the Royal Society, the
abstract, is a large assumption, and lets a new light Astronomer Royal mentioned that the remarkable
into the character of the mind that indulges in it. change which had taken place in the phenomena of
The different generalizations cited by Mr. Darwin terrestrial magnetism as observed at Greenwich
as being “ connected by an intelligible thread of since 1845, was such as might be expected to take
reasoning" exclusively through his attempt to ex place were the climate of the northern hemisphere
' speciﬁc transmutations, are, in fact, related to to become more wintry in its character, while that
it in this wise: that they have prepared the minds of the southern hemisphere remained unaltered. It
of naturalists for a better reception of such attempts is already on record that Sir John Herschel consi
to explain the way of the origin of species from ders the climate of the earth to be undergoing a
species.
.
change due to some cosmical cause. Is there any
Our application of Heterogeny to the production connexion between his conclusions and those of the
of Foraminifera pre-snppossd, as in Prof. Pouchet’s Astronomer Royal? To those who take interest in
exposition of the theory in the production of infu the progress of terrestrial magnetism as a science,
soria, the presence of binaryand ternary compounds, it
ex will be
himself
gratifying
decidedly
to know
in favour
thatofMr.
long-con
which are due as a rule, to living acts; but the
results of organic chemistry show that life is not, tinned simultaneous observations in various parts
or may not be, essential to the production of orga of the globe. \Vith series of observations extending
nic compounds. Howsoever produced, or originally over many years it becomes possible to institute

created, the organic matter is widely diffused over comparisons, to note ﬂuctuations and disturbances,
earth and sea, and the conditions of its assumption

and to discover something of their laws; while

Her Majesty has signiﬁed her approval of the
design recently described by us for the Albert
Memorial Cross, by Mr. G. G. Scott, and Parlisr
ment has voted 50,000l. towards its completion'
The Lords’ Committee on the proposed Albert

Bridge across the Thames, has expressed itself un
willing to sanction, without a stronger case than
was shown in that instance, the erection of a new

proprietary bridge, with tolls in perpetuity; it was
of opinion that it was of urgent importance that

the whole question of bridge accommodation should
be considered with the special object of abolishing
all tolls. The Putney and Fulham New Bridge
Bill has been thrown out in favour of Fulham
Bridge, to be on the western side of the existing
structure.

We can have no objection to allow the following
note of courtesy to appear in our columns. Our
reviewer was well aware of the subscri tion to

which Mr. Foster invites attention; but

e great

fact remains, that the Royal Academy left its own

peculiar work undone for years until the Societ
of Arts took it up, and when it
n to act at all
consented to occupy a second place. \Vould the

Royal Society have acted thus in regard to any of
the great interests of science 2
" 30th April, 1863.

“In the review of Mr. Underdown’s book on

of the sarcodal or monadic forms and acts of life short and broken series baﬁle investigation, and

Art Copyright in your last number, your reviewer

are a legitimate subject of inquiry, in no degree

is pleased to compliment the Society of Arts on

harass the inquirer to no useful purpose.

exploded by the inadequacy of such conditions to

Mr. Layard has received intelligence that Messrs. its labours in obtaining the Copyright Act of last
session, though somewhat too exclusively. The
Society cannot in justice to others pass over this
of exclusion,—by his most ingenious contrivances Upper Egypt. The news comes by telegram from without notice. Your reviewer could not be aware,
and is provokingly brief. We know,
and combinations to prevent ortest the presence of Alexandria,
that these enterprising travellers started indeed I do not know that it has ever been pub
the hypothetical atmospheric spores and gems to however,
lished, that the Royal Academy contributed 401.
which Mr. Darwin with other homogenists would from Zanzibar on an exploring expedition; their and the Society of Painters in \Vatcr Colours 20L
course has consequently been through eastern and
ascribe the appearance ofliving monads in infusions
central Africa to Khartoum : and it is highly pro towards the expenses incurred in connexion with
orsediments of organic substances. Mr. Darwin con
bable that they will be able to tell us, when they the obtaining that Act. The Society’s Committee
demns the observer and expounder of the hetero
the production of a shell-ﬁsh or insect. Prof. Pou
chet has prosecuted the research chieﬂy by the way

Speke and Grant have arrived at Khartoum, in

come home, the mystery of the Nile.
By the last mail from Africa we learn that
ﬁtting hiding-place for the obscurity of his ideas; but
the unprejudiced student of Prof. Pouchet's ‘ Hété Messrs. Chapman and Baines have effected their
across from Walwich Bay to the Zznnbesi.
rogénie’ will acquit him of being open to that sneer.
This work, of 672 pages, was published in the Orders, it states, have been received in Africa for
same year (1859) as Mr. Darwin’s ‘ On the Origin the recall and breaking up of the Livingstone
of Species’: to which it offers a striking contrast in Expedition.
genous operations in such ooze as ﬁnding therein a

the absence of mere speculative views and of ex

The ceremonial of uncovering the Memorial

pressions of feelings of belief and conviction, devoid of the Exhibition of 1851, on the 10th of June,
of the grounds or proofs of such convictions. A 1863, has been prepared. The guests will assemble

received much valuable personal aid from the Pre
sident of the Royal Academy, who acted as chair
man, as well as from several other distinguished
members of that body.
“ P. Ls Nsvs Fosrsn, Secretary.”

A portion of the grant of 20,000l., voted by
Parliament for the erection of a wing to the
Record Office, will be devoted to the building of a

new reading and writing-room for the use of those
consulting the records.

The Corrie Library has been sold by auction at
conscientious history and close analysis of the at the West Dome of the International Building.
course of human thought on Hétérogénie are pre~ The Royal party will arrive at four o'clock, and the rooms of Messrs. Sotheby dc Wilkinson. The
mised; the rest of the work isamodel of calm, will be conducted to a platform under the Western collection was remarkable as containing most of
clear and close philosophical experimental research Dome, whence they will proceed down the nave the County histories. The books were generally
and exposition. The ‘ Hétérogénie‘ resembles to a balcony over the southern entrance of the in ﬁne condition and realized very high prices.
the ‘ Origin of Species’ in this respect, that it Royal Horticultural Gardens, where the Council Amongst the lots were : Addison‘s \Vorks, 4 vols“
aims, in the chapter devoted to the variability of the Society and the Executive Committee of the Baskerville Edition, in red morocco, by De
the Memorial Committee will present addresses. Rome, 17l.—Cook's Voyages, 9 vols., and folio
The Prince of Wales will order the uncovering of Atlas, 19!. lOL-Coryat’s Crudities hastily gobbled
the Memorial, which will be announced by a flow up, 9L 5s.-Ashmole's Berkshire, 24L-Atkyns‘a
rish of trumpets and a salute of artillery, after Gloucestershire, ﬁrst edition, of which _ many
which military music will be performed and the copies were destroyed at a ﬁre at the pnnter‘s,
fountains will play. The Royal party, headed by 15L lO.|.-—Byble printed by \Vhitchurch m lo“,
and cut in several places into.
the procession, will walk round the Gardens, stop wanting titlecreated species. This last hypothesis Prof. Pouchet ping at various points to see the Memorial and the text, 25L 10|.-—Blomeﬁeld‘s Norfolk, 5 vols.,

and temporary nature of species, to refute the argu
ments of Cuvier, De Blainville, Dumeril, and Lyell
(p. 510), for the ﬁxity of species. Prof. Pouchet
discusses the three predicaments; viz., the origin
of each species by creation as such,—their succes
sive appearance through secondary laws,—-their
derivation from one unique, primitive, and only
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LEVASSOR EN "ISITE. - SCENES ET CHANSONS
wanting some plates, 161. 10a.—Dibdin’s Deca several layers of subsequent imposition. The most

meron, 3 vols., large paper, 3Tl.—Dryden's Works,
18 vols., large paper, 15L-Dibdin’s Bibliotheca
Spenceriana, 7 vols., large paper, 35L—Clutter
buck’s Hertfordshire, 3 vols., illustrated with nu
merous drawings and engravings, 6'20l.—Dibdin’s

Typographical Antiquities of Great Britain, 4 vols.,
large paper, 40l.—Dugdale’s Antiquities of War

COlIlQUES.-Evsry Tuesday, Thursds ', and Saturds

during

curious result of this discovery is that the paper of the month of MAY, commencing on T ESDAY NEX , May 5,
Half-past Eight o'clock.—-l'rogramme: 1. Lo Marl au Hal, )1.
1754 bears the old colours of the German Empire, at
Levssson-J. Estes Tout‘! )ldlle. Telsscire.—i!. Les Cocaneriec do
yellow and black: an additional testimony to the is IlansmPsrodie des Domes de Salon). M.Lernssor.—4. Lellondo
tel qu‘il est. M. Lerussor.—5. Comment on méne son Mini Mdlle.
formal and deliberate character of that geradliniger Teluell‘tL-ﬁ.
1.. mm Michel au 11mm ltalieml’srodie house.
I.e\'assor.—7. Le ltlsl de Mcr Scene Cornique Nouvelle), M.
Frank/‘drier Reichsbﬁrger who was the father of M.
Levnssor. l’lnnoforte, M. Roosen
m.~ﬂeats Unmerved, 30.;
Goethe, and of whom Mr. Lewes gives us so pecu Stalls. 704s few Fauteuill, 100.6(1. each ; Mitchell's Royal Library,
33. Old Bond s‘trcetJlr’.
liar a picture.

wickshire enlarged, by Thomas, 2 vols., 42l.—

An important contribution to W'allenstein
Enderbie's Cambria Triumphans, 12l. 5s.—-Greg literature has just been published in "ienna,—
son's Portfolio of Lancashire Fragments, 7L 15s.— an account of the last four years of Wallenstein's
Hasted’s Kent, 4 vols., 16L 10s.—Horsley‘s Bri life, by Friedrich von Hurter, the historian of

tannia Romans, large paper, a work of great rarity,
in one volume, folio, 40L l0s.—-Lysons’s Environs
of London and Middlesex Parishes, 5 vols. in 12,
illustrated with numerous engravings and drawings,
500l.—Nichols’s Bibliotheca Topographica, l2 vols. ,
751. l2s.—Ottley on Engraving, 2 vols., large paper,
16L 5s.—-Hutchins's Dorsetshire, 4 vols., large

paper, perhaps the rarest of the County histories,
85l.—Manning and Bray’s Surrey, 3 vols., large
aper, 23L 2s.—Morant’s Essex, 2 vols., large paper,
31l.—Mor-land’s Account of the Vaudois, 12L 12s.
—Nichols's Leicestershire, 8 vols., large paper, one
volume on small, 182l.—Ormerod's Cheshire, 3
vols., large paper, 57Z.—Pennant's London, illus
trated with drawings and engravings, 6 vols.,
336l.—New Testament, translated by the English
College at Rheirns, the ﬁrst edition, which con
tains many notes which were subsequently sup
pressed as heretical and dangerous, 13l.-—Testa
ment, by Tindale, 1536, imperfect, 1ll.—Warner's
Hampshire, 6 vols. in 3, 9l. 5a.—-Sandys's Travels,
on large paper, having been the dedication copy
to Charles the First when Prince of ‘Vales, 24l.—

Shaw's Stafi'ordshire, 2 vols., large paper, 421.
Smith's Virginia, and Travels, 26!.—Stow's Lon
don, 2 vols., 8l.—Thoroton’s Nottinghamshire,

wanting the slip of arms, l9l.—Whitaker's Rich
mondshire, 2 vols., large paper, 36Z.—A volume
of Injunctions, Canons and Articles, l5l.—A Col
lection of Foreign Portraits, 5l0L-A Collection
of old Drawings, 1101. The rest of the books sold
in the same ratio, the entire collection of 1,033
lots producing 4,4091. 6:. The sale of engraved
British portraits followed. The following were

among the more important :—Queen Elizabeth
between the Pillars, 5Z.—Princesse Mary, Queen
of Scotland, by Elstracke, 6l. 10s.—-James the
First, Enthroned, by Pass, 61. 6s.—James the First,

Seated, by the same, 4L l5s.—-Prince Rupert, by
Blooteling, 4!. 148. —George Villiers, Duke of
Buckingham, by S. Pass, 4L 10s.—George Shel
don, Bishop of London, by Loggan, 3l. lls.—Sir
Philip Sidney, by Elstracke, 4L 10a.—Sir Thomas
Chaloner, by Hollar, 1 ll. l1s.—The Second Charles,
Heire of the Royal Martyr, by Faithorne, 18L 5;.
—Queen Catherine, by the same, 12l.-Countess
of Castlemaine, by the same, 361.

Ferdinand the Second and biographer of Pope

descendants were so fully persuaded of the latter
by a work written in his defence, that they
petitioned the Emperor of Austria for 'a restoration
of his estates, as having been unjustly conﬁscated.
The Emperor did not, however, see the question
in the same light, and the general impression has
rather been on the side of the Emperor. This
present work is written without any bias for or
against ; is based entirely on researches made in
archives, and contains scartply a line that has
been printed before. The author goes into the
fullest detail, describes the transactions of every
single day—not only what \Vallenstein did, but
also what he left undone-and a comparison of
the high-sounding words with the smallness of the
deeds conﬁrms the unfavourable view of Wallen

been commenced. The object of the Goethe Stift is to
render the house what it was in 174 9, when the poet

ROYAL-April 23.—Gen. Sabine, President, in

Ventricular Portion of the Vertebrate Heart, with
Physiological Remarks,’ by Mr. J. Pettigrew.—

‘ On the Diurnal Inequalities of Terrestrial Mag
netism, as deduced from Observations made at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, from 1841 M1857,‘
by Mr. G. B. Airy.—‘ On the direct Transforma
tion of Iodide 0f Allyle into Iodide of Propyle,'

by Mr. M. Simpson.-—‘ On the Distillation of
Mixtures: a Contribution to the Theory of Frac
tional Distillation,’ by Mr. J. A. \Vanklyn.
Gsocs.irsrcAL.——Ap1-il 27.—Sir R. I. Murchi
son, President, in the chair.—\V. Hatﬁeld, Esq.,
H. P. Le Mesurier, Esq., G. Loch, Esq., Lieut.
Col. J. C. D. Morrison, H. Salt, Esq. and C. F.

"arley, Esq., were elected Fellows.—The Presi
stein‘s character. It is curious to observe that the dent read a letter from Mr. Tinné, communicating

popular idea of Wallenstein, as a secluded, taciturn,
brooding spirit, living in the stars and conferring
little with the outward world, is proved to be
thoroughly incorrect. True, he was fond of the
extraordinary, but this was only to excite wonder

later intelligence of the Dutch ladies who are
carrying out an expedition up the \Vhite Nile.-—

practical life, especially in money matters; so far
from ﬁtting out an army at his own expense, he
took care to recover every farthing of his expenses;
and in managing his estates he showed the most
careful thrift, going through household accounts
while conducting extensive political correspon
dence, and keeping a reckoning even of his fowls
and geese. Perhaps Mr. Herman Merivale's new
theory about ‘Vallenstein, that he was a great
impostor, a humbug of enormous pretensions,
whose whole demeanour savours of that intimate
combination of enthusiasm with jugglery which
imposes most successfully on mankind, startling
and bold as it may seem, is not without conﬁr
mation from this volume. It cannot but strike
readers of Schiller‘s History with surprise that
nothing is done by the Imperial army so long as
the ﬁrst captain of the age is at its head, but that
as soon as \Vallenstein is murdered and a noted
bungler succeeds him, the Austrians begin to win
a series of victories.

ton.—‘ Travels in Equatorial Africa, Gaboon,
Coriso, &.c.,' by W. “’inwood Reade, Esq.

The papers read were: ‘ Visit to Ode, the capital
of the ljebu Country, \Vestern Africa,’ by Capt.

Bedingﬁeld.—‘ Exploration of the Elephant Moun
in others. He descended to the smallest details of tsin, &c., ‘Western Africa,’ by Capt. R. F. Bur

INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WATER. COLOURS
3,350,000 square miles, and cost us for manage
(founded in 1831 M the New Society’ of Painters in Water Colours).
ment 3,350,000L, being at the rate of ll. per square —The
AhNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW UPENrGallery. 53,
mile. Theyhave an aggregate revenue of 11,000,000l., Pall Mall, opposite Marlborough House.
JAMES FAHEY, Secretary.
and a debt of 27,000,000l., orjust two years and a
half’s income. They import goods to the amount of
FRENCH G\LLERY. 120, Poll )IdlL-The TENTH AN
NUAL EXHIBITION of PICTURES. the contributions of
60,000,000l. nearly, and their exports amount to irtistsfg1
tne;lém:€:p'dedli'lemi|h Schools. is NOW OPEN.—
50,000,000L, of which three-ﬁfths come to this
kingdom. The population of these colonies is
THE LAST SUPPER. bv Leonardo da VincL-The RESTOR
under10,000,000, of which only one half are whites. ATION of this the ﬁnest Picture ever conceived or plumes, ON

for the restoration in the most comprehensive
manner of the Cathedral Church of St.-Denis,
near Paris.
Therestoration of Goethe’shouse in Frankfort has

.._._

SOCIETIES.

Innocent the Third. The question of Wallenstein’s the chair.—The following papers were read : ' On
guilt or innocence has long been debated; and his the Arrangement of the Muscular Fibres of the

A Parliamentary Return of great interest has
been recently made of our colonial possessions. It
BRITISH INSTITUTION, Pull n.11._'rh= GALLERY m
EXHIBITION and SALE of the worms of nnrrlsn
ossesses also the great merit of being authentic. the
ARTISTS. in open DAILY from Ten nu Five,and will cLosn
e gather from this Return that our colonies on SATURDAY, May 9,-Admissiou, m Cutal 0, 6d.
GEORGE Nlgs‘lr, Secretary.
—excluding, of course, India-comprise altogether

Orders have been given by the French Emperor

SCIENCE

VIEW It the GERMAN GALLERY 168. New Bond Street.
Admission, One Shilling. A Sketch of the Life of Da Vinci and

C‘tilAlsi'uiinopui
f'ThltS
ivrlarfgixpeiiny.
windmill?".‘by i and “8" fshed
Mr. EDMUND YATEs‘g‘INVITATIONS to EVENING
PARTIES and the SEASIDI-L-A SPIRIT-RAPPING SEANCE.
An entirely New Part entitled ‘Twenty Minuteswith a Medium,‘
will be given every Evening. Medium, Mr. Yates: Visitor, Mr.
Power. There wil also be several new arrivals at the Seaside.
'l‘o commence at 8; Saturdays at 3.-Stalls, 30.; Area, '25.; Bal
cony, la-Egyptmn Hall, Piccadilly.

was born in it, and what it remained during the
years which he passed in it asachild. The small room
at the top of the house, which was the boy’s study,

MRS. FANNY KEMBLE'S READING-‘l of SHAKSPEARE.
—Dudley Grille , ljccadrllgz-Mrs. FANNY KEMlil-E will con
tinue her REA )llWib of -' IAKNPEAIU'} every Monday, Wed

and which has for some time been shown to visitors
in Frankfort, is being stripped of the papering that
dates from the year 1836 (as is proved by a series
of newspapers of thatyear being pasted at the back),
and the old papering has been discovered under

repeated iby desirer the Pic of‘ llenry the Fifth‘: Wednesday,
Lin; 6 (also by desire‘, the ‘omedv of ‘ As You Like It .: and on
I'ridllyf May 8, the Tmgedy of‘ Richard the Third.‘—In compli
nnce W th numerous requests the Rondln will, in future. com

needs)‘ MRI Friday EVﬂlillglL-Oﬂ Monday next, hlnv 4 will be

menee at Hnlf-mt-Emhto‘clock.~.<eats 1 nregervednﬂs. ; Stalls.
g61:13 gasp-“while, Tr. each-Mitchell's Royal Library, 33, Old

Socmrr or Ars'l‘lmmnras-Annirermn; Meet
ing.-April 23.-—-Earl Stanhope, President, in the

chair.—\V. Smith, Esq. and J. ‘V. King, Esq.
were nominated scrutators of the balloting list.—

The President delivered his annual Address.—The
usual obituary notices of Fellows deceased during
the year ending April 5 were read.—Lord Stan
hope announced that the Prince of Wales had been
placed with his consent on the Society’s list in the

room of the Prince Consort.—The ballot was taken
in succession on the two proposals for altering the
statutes in respect of the hour of meeting and of
the hour of closing the ballot, as laid before the

ordinary meeting of the 19th of March. Both these
proposals were carried in the aﬂirmative, so that
the Society will now meet at eight r. M. on Thurs
day evening, and the ballot will close at 9'30
instead of 10 P.M., as heretofore.—The following

gentlemen were elected to ﬁll the oﬁices for the
ensuing year-:—Eleven Members from the Old
Council: Earl Stanhope, Prcs'idmt ; ‘V. Tite,
Esq., M.P., Vice President; 0. Morgan, Esq.,
M.P., Vice President and Auditor; J. W. Jones,
Esq., Vice President and Auditor; F. Ouvry, Esq.,
Treasurer; A. \V. Franks, Esq., Director; J. Bruce
Esq., W. D. Cooper, Esq., A. J. B. B. Hope,
Esq., F. M. Nichols, Esq., M.A., and W.J.Thoms,

Esq. Ten Members of the New Council: Sir J.
P. Boileau, Bart, Auditor; Dr. W. Smith, Audi
tor,- Lord Aveland, W. H. Black, Esq., R- R.
Holmes, Esq., Lieut.-Col. J. F. Lennard, R- H
Major, Esq., C. S. Percival, Esq., H. Reeve, Esq-,

Prof. A. P. Stanley; C. K. Wilson, Esq., Secre
lary.

ZooLoo1c.u..-—April 21.—E. W. H. Holds
worth, Esq., in the chair. —Letters were read from
Dr. G. Bennett and Mr. F. Williams relating to

the probability of obtaining living examples of
Didunculus atrigirostril. Mr. Williams stated that
he had a living specimen of this bird in his posses

sion, which he was intending to convey to Sydney
by the next opportunity.—A letter was read from
R. Gunn, Esq.,of Launceston, Tasmania, announc

ing the shipment of a living female Thylacine,with
four young ones, for the Society’s menagerie.—
Mr. F. Buckland made some observations ‘ On the
Variations of the Growth of Salmon,’ and exhi

bited specimens illustrative of his remarks.-—Dr.
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Giiuther called the attention of the Meeting to
some living Tree Frogs from Queensland, Aus

The exceptions are Mr. Mulready, who is still crowned shield in the centre.

tralia, brought home by Mr. E. Daniel, which

year in an unﬁnished state, and upon minor but half cleared away during the night; a wave

appeared to be of the following species : Pclodryas
ca'rulms, .Uyla Ewingii, ll. citropus and H. V reauxii.—The Secretary announced the arrival in
the Society's Gardens of a ﬁne collection of Galli
naceous Birds from India, partly presented to the
Society by the Bnboo Rajendra Mullick, and
partly deposited by J. J. Stone,
and the Rev.

matters; Mr. Maclise, whose year has been
occupied by the oil picture for the great stereo
chrome subject, ‘The Death of Nelson,’ in the
Parliament House; and Sir E. Landseer.
To sum up the gathering by naming the works
of its best men, regardless of schools, opinions or
conventional standing, we may say that Mr. Stan
ﬁeld sends ﬁve pictures, all coast scenes, the results
of long-made memoranda: these have their subjects
from the countries wherein he has most frequently
found materials,—England, Spain, Holland and
Italy. Mr. Millais is in force with three paint
ings, two of which are of humorous character and
more solidly executed than has been his recent
wont. Mr. Elmore has two pictures, small; Mr.
Hook three, coast subjects from the Scilly Islands;
Mr. Phillip two: one commissioned by the Speaker,
comprising portraits of the political leaders of the

J. Smyth. Amongst them were three pairs of the
Teagopau (Unit/mic sa/yra), the ﬁrst examples
of this splendid bird received alive in this country.
—Dr. Sclater read a paper on the known species
of the family Phasianidze and their geographical
distribution. The list given enumerated ﬁfty~six

Heeling to star

engaged upon the large painting exhibited last board, she shows her decks loaded with wreck,
has struck her on the port-bow, entering upon her
deck; the force of the blow is ﬁnely expressed in
her action, so to say. Somewhat removed from this
is a ship still burning in the daylight, and other ships

making their best way to the Rock.

On the Coast

of Calabria (94) has a similar, but more stormy,
effect to the above; a gum-do. costa, with her

rigging stowed low on deck, the great yards going

fore and aft, so as to be a less conspicuous object
to the smugglers she lies in wait for, is moored
with a length of cable out, and rises easily on the
seas. In the mid-distance is a felucca furling her
tail sails in haste, probably having at the moment
seen the craft lying in wait. Above, and as it
species of these birds, twenty-six of which had
were right out of deep water, rises a lofty and
been already, at different times, exhibited in the
rocky coast; cliﬁ‘s, in a nook of which, high up, is
Society’s Gardens.-Mr. Blyth gave a notice of
placed an ancient watch-tower ; behind, and higher
a new species of stag from Siam, which be pro
still, are mountainous and snow-capped hills. As
posed to call Cerrus SchomburgkiL-liir. A. Newton
day; also a Spanish subject. Mr. Leighton has an effective contrast to this, take next, Oucle Schsld
exhibited a remarkable exsmpliﬁcation of the man
ner in which seeds might be occasionally conveyed four: one very large, a Scripture theme; a second, —Tml Island (177), a low shore, half mud, half
sand, a river at low tide stealing to the sea ; a warm
to a distance by birds, in the shape of the foot of above the average size-—a lady feeding peacocks

a red partridge which had a large mass of clay,

remarkable for its exquisite colouring and delicacy glow as of Dutch sunlight, with which the artist has

weighing more than six ounces, attached to it.
A communication was read from Dr. G. Hartlaub,
containing a list of birds collected by Capt. J. E.
Spoke at Kazeh, in Eastern Africa, among which
were several species new to science.—A paper was
read by Dr. W. Baird, entitled ‘ Description of New

of painting; a third, one of those lovely heads
which he so frequently has produced. Mr. Poole
sends a small work. Mr. Faed has three pictures:
an orange girl; a subject from an old ballad; and
a domestic scene, of humorous character. Mr.

Species of ‘Vorms.’—Dr. Gray pointed out the

inclination to return to his early and better style, a subject that looks unfamiliar from the chosen
—both from themes such as he has often treated; point of view, but is perfectly faithful: this is the
and remarkable for the novelty of their deﬁned least interesting of Mr. Stanﬁeld’s works this year.
incidents. Mr. F. Goodall has four works: studies The largest of all he sends in The Worm's Head,
of Oriental character and a view in Cairo. Mr. Bristol Channel (371), a headland, the strange ap
Armitage’s single picture is a pathetic represen pearance of which may have won it a title, long
tation of an incident in early Christian history. ago derived from the old Northern word wurm,
Mr. Frith has a small picture; Mr. Holman Hunt “ a worm or dragon," and appearingin other head
a portrait, and a small fancy subject: one remark lands not far removed, as in the Great and Little
able for character and strength of painting, the Orme’s Heads. A towering block of white stone,
other for brilliancy and spirit. Mr. Creswick that forms the crest of a sickle- or coil-shaped pro
sends four landscapes, of unusual interest. Mr. montory, stands almost alone in the sea; the last
E. ‘V. Cooke has three, the chief a very remark runs fresh and restless at its feet, yeasty, and, by
able study of a sand-drift at the east of Gibraltar. plunging, full of air that makes its blue brightness
Mr. Cope sends two pictures; Mr. Redgrave three; grey. The sky is marked with white spaces of pale
Mr. Lee ﬁve. Mr. Marks will advance his repu sunlight, across which scowls a mass of rain-cloud.
tation with a picture of the Shakspearian time,
Mr. Millais's moonlight interior will attract
showing the dramatist studying human character attention. Madeline Disrobing(287), from Keats's
in the streets of Elizabethan London. Mr. Calde ‘ Eve of St. Agnes,’ does not present that demoiselle
ron’s production, showing the interior of the Eug of the fourteenth century who, before the gorgeously
lish Ambassador’! house in Paris during the hued window, “ unclasped her warmed jewels one
Massacre of St. Bartholomew, August 24, 1572, by one," and dared not look behind. Not a four
gives him a claim to the title of an excellent artist. teenth-century lady in afourteeuth-century chamber
Mr. Gale sends a work painted in Jerusalem,—the unrobing herself to try St. Agnes’ charm, not even
\Vailing Place of the Jews at the wall of Solo a beautiful damsel retiring to rest in a chamber of
mon’s Temple. Mr. Watts has a poetically sug her own age, say the sixteenth century, but rather
gestive subject and a portrait. Messrs. J. P. a commonplace girl of our own day loosening her

characters of a new Lemur from Fernando Po,
proposed to be called Galago pallida, and of two

new genera of Lizards: l. Holaspis, a form allied
to Placosoma of Fitzinger, of which the type was
proposed to be named llolaspia Guentheri; and 2.
.Po'rio dactylus, allied to Xanthuria of Prof. Baird.

The specimens on which these genera were based
had been purchased in Paris and presented to the
British Museum, with the MS. names attached by
Sir Andrew Smith.

Ins‘rrrurros or Crvrr. Eso1sEsRs.—Apn'l 28.
—John Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair.

-—The paper read was ‘The Charing Cross Bridge,’
by Mr. H. Hayter.
Socrn'rr or Anrs.—April 22.——Rear-Admiral
the Hon. J. Denrnan in the chair.—The paper
read was ‘On the Construction of Twin Screw
Steam-ships,’ by Commander T. E. Symonds.
MEETINGS FOB TH] INSUING WEEK.
Mon.
——
Tras.

—

Asiatic. 8.
Entomological, 7.
Architects, sL-Annual General.
Royal Institution, s.—(‘-enernl Monthly Meeting.
Horticultural, L-Exhibition of Sculpture.

Ethnologicnl.
8.—' Natives Vancouver's Island.‘ Dr. King
anld
llggkrz“ “ lid ’llribes, Interior of Malay Penin
su a,‘

-—
—
—
Wm.

re

so often delighted us, is spread over all; deep grey

and dun-coloured clouds lie behind a ﬁat point of
land, whereon are a signal-station and an old mill.
Right in the front is a ship that, half a wreck, has
been beached there; her broken masts lie in the

E. M. \Vard gives us two pictures, and shows an sand. Shakspcare’s Cliﬁ', Dover, 4849 (272) presents

u en.

Engineers. 8.—‘Amsrionn Iron_Bri

es ‘ Mr. Colbnrn.

{)lgyal lnsgitutaion, 3.-' Sound, Pro . ’l'yndalL
o
Geoliig‘clal.
8.c, .

Knight and ‘Wells send valuable portraits.
Let us give Mr. Stanﬁeld the place of honour.

bodice after a ball in an old room of Jacobian
date.

There is a charm of execution about this

The general character of his works is heightened picture which carries thought away from its
—

Society of Arts, 8._‘ Bread-making and Condition of those
Employed.‘ Dr. “’ynter.
Society of Literature, 85.

'l‘uuna LipnﬁwgJ Two Aquatic Species of Hymsnoptern,’ Hr.
n
.

FljElIll
."I

(‘hernlml 8.—‘ Constitution of Salts,’ Dr. Piayniir.
Antiquarles, 8.
Roya , 85.
Royal institution, 8.—‘ Geology,‘ Prof. Anstcd.
Astronomical, 8.
Royal Institution, 8.—‘ Soils of England.‘ Prof. Voeﬁker.
Royal institution,s.-‘Lnnguagc,‘ Prof. Mu Mull .

above that of old, in added warmth of colour and

absurdity. The anachronism is so thorough, being
less rigid handling. How great is this improve in the very features of the girl herself, that one
ment we need hardly say. His most important soon gets rid of it to see how intense was the feel
picture represents the position of the English and ing that gave her such an expression of hesitating
captured Spanish ships off Cadiz on the Day after fear and eager amorous expectation of the charm's
Trafalgar (No. 123). Along line of the Andalusian result. Before the tall curtains of the ancient
coast stretches across the background, low, irregular, couch, pillars of drapery that, beyond our sight,
and generally white in colour. When the morning reach the roof, stands this woman, her hairloooened,

FINE ARTS

broke after that memorable day, it was with windy her face ﬂushed warm with occidental glow, her
and troubled weather, perilous to the maimed nervous ﬁngers lingering at her waist-knots, a robe

+

victors and vanquished; some of the last, that of blue and silver fallen about her feet, her ﬁgure

ROYAL ACADEMY.

barely escaped the ﬁght, are believed to have been bathed in pale light and stained with spaces of
lost ere they could obtain a friendly shelter; even gules, azure and amethyst. The jewelled casket

Fnzsnsssn, it may be, with the impetus got at
the International Exhibition, or proﬁting by the
completion of works that should have gone to

the Royal Academy last year, the authors of the
present collection in Trafalgar Square have made

it considerably above the average.

It is so, not

the English ships had been compelled to run for on the table at the window glitters in all its
Gibraltar, in hourly fear of the enemy’s lee-shore. mouldings and inlays, and that high window marks
The leading point of interest in the work before its shape and dimmed blazonries upon the ﬂoor.
us is a dismasted Spanish ship of the line,_that, Unable to get a fourteenth-century room with every
with anchors out from her how, rides heavily and accessory in situ, Mr. Millais has taken an old room

through the presence of any commanding picture,

rolls deeply in the turbulent sea; it was not a and given us the sentiment of the subject as it might
such as sometimes characterizes an Exhibition in storm, but a sharp, hard gale; there was danger to be while the charm had the force of faith. He has
our memories by its title, but in the healthier, such a craft in that place, lest she should sink or done this so well that all questioning is beside
because more uniform, value and interest of many
very excellent works.
The Exhibition gains
much from the presence of nearly every leading
painter in England. Some are adequately repre
sented, others not so; but, with three exceptions

among men of the ﬁrst rank, there will be found
something of more or less importance from all.

should break from the holding-ground and go the matter, and we must take it or leave it. We
ashore, a prize lost to the English. To render aid cannot fail to see that the idea is as much the artist's
in the former contingency and diminish risk of own as that of Keats-his best apology for adopt
the second, an English frigate anchored inshore ing any ideas but such as are wholly his, and for
of her; so she is seen. Above the prize’s taifrail borrowing even a text with which to illustrate his
is the Union Jack placed superior to her own power. Mr. Millais goes to Knowle House and
ensign, the red and golden bars of Spain, the paints an ancient bed-room as he saw it, gaining
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thereby something Keats himself had not when humour might have painted, at the sign of the as ever in colour, tends with unusual healthiness
he wrote the
e describing the window, Golden Head, the house now the north wing of
which for gorgeous verbiage has hardly an equal the Sabloniere Hotel, Leicester Square. A bright
in the language. The excess of local colouring throng of little ones has been brought there from
therein found, showing the poet studied his subject the Foundling Hospital to see the portrait of Capt.
under an effect of sunlight and fancied it was Coram, which Hogarth painted for that institution.
similar in that of the moon, does not exist in the The portrait upon an easel. They are gathered about
icture. In her light, the “splendid dyes" sink it ; one, a chubby, English-looking girl, smart in her
white pinner, cap and ribbons, is in the centre of
m “warm gules” to sombre purple-grey; “rose
bloom" is dee
crimson, and "amethyst" must the composition; she peers forward, holding her
Petticoats with childlike but needless caution, so
come from pink of the palest hue.
Mr. Millais's smaller picture, Thel/ions’ Den (498) that they may not touch the canvas. This is a
shows some children playing at wild beasts. Three pretty ﬁgure, and one of the best Mr. Ward has
boys have eﬁiciently wrapped themselves in skin painted. In various attitudes, expressive of diverse
mats: the eldest, with vigorous conception of his characters, stand the rest of the children, some
part, scowls prettily and makes claws of his little shy, some bewildered, some lost in admiration,
fingers; the younger is contented-with a. roar; others remarking upon the likeness of the well
a third crawls on his knees and hands, yowling known and genial face. One or two, boys, are
as a bear. Self-centered almost to selﬁshness, a slyly watching the progress of Mrs. Hogarth in
little girl, fair-featured, but with vanity of those cutting up cakes. Behind the portrait-an ample
features Written in every line,—a beautiful study screen-stand the painter and the sitter, covertly
of such a child,——lies upon her back, headless of listening to the critics. Other suggestive inci
the boys and all about her, playing with a ﬂower dents are given in this excellent and manly pic
bell. A solemn grand piano keeps them in; its ture, that will be popular, and is one which, being
legs are the sides of the lions' den-The First solidly painted and free from all sensational quali
Smno'n (7) we have already described: a red ties, would not only make a good engraving, but be,

cloaked damsel has been taken to church for the in its healthiness, ﬁt for engraving.

a landscape or an idyll in colour; perhaps a psalm,
if you will, or can, read it; certainly no senti
mental thing. Your sentimentalist does not produce
such things, but, wearing his heart upon his sleeve,
would shudder to paint that loutish sailor bride
groom with the awkward hands, or the girl-bride,

portraits of the political leaders of the day, The
House of Commons, 1560 (67),—a rich and bold

work. Undoubtedly the public would welcome a
little variety in theme and style from this painter.
Mr. F. Goodall continues to proﬁt by his brief
residence in the East. His picture of The Palm,
Qﬁ'ering (515) represents an Arab widow, who has
come, with some branches of palm in her hand,
across the Desert to the grave where her husband

lies; she hears upon her shoulder their naked little
son, a boy of about three years; he is seated partly
upon the shoulder, partly upon the palm of her
upraiscd hand, a common method of carrying male
children from place to place. Her dress is blue
black, embroidered; her black veil is thrown back
behind the head-dress; her face is therefore bare;

upon it it is impossible not to read the artist's
power of rendering expression.

None of his pre

vious works gave promise of such success in pathe
tic painting as the half set~in-sorrow, half-subdued
features of the woman, which give us the picture's
motive admirably. It is customary in the East

La. Toilette for widows to come on the Friday after the fune

ﬁrst time, and, bent with all her sex’s will upon der Mm‘ts (1'24) is not equal to the last in solidity, but
decorum, sits prettily prim and charming in stead is even more effective. Charlotte Corday, Marat's
fastness, yet hardly able to check her eyes from destroyer, perhaps with too ﬁne a face for that
strange woman—David's medal having been pro
wandering.
Mr. Hook will delight everybody with three bably taken for the literal likeness it is not likely
pictures, superior to those of last year, which we to have been-sits in the attiring-chamber of the
believe not equal to former productions. The most dead; a German portrait~painter, who occupied
brilliant is (335), Leaving at Low-water, a deep, har her last hours with a sitting, has placed his com
bour-inlet of the Scilly Islands; the tide has run a pleted work before her ; behind stands the gaoler,
good way off the beach and lies in the sunlight a vast whose office was to cut off her hair. Half turned
enamelled space, marked with emerald-green and round in her chair, one hand clasped over the back
blue pure as the sky it reﬂects; grows grey where of the other, interlacing its ﬁngers, and both fast
a ripple takes it, ﬂashes with cmts of snow that to her knee, she looks earnestly at the picture,
rise, and, as the wind shakes them, fringe of the with an expression well conceived and very pathe
In breadth of treatment and massing of
sea as they are, lazily fall, drag and vanish upon tic.
the shingle. In all this luxury of sunlight there colour this work should win high praise: see the
goes across the picture a rude stone pier, many-hued black robe upon the floor, the red cloak and white
with lichens and sea-stains. Just off the beach lies dress, how well and vigorously they are treated.
a smack that will go away when the tide makes; Mr. Ward will do well to correct the drawing of
towards her wades a sailor with a boy pick-a-back ; Charlotte Corday's face; it is unsatisfactory, in
about to wade also, a young woman takes ol'f her deed mars the expression.
Mr. Elmore’s Lucretia Borgia (130) shows that
shoes and stockings ; two urchins have brought a
basket of provisions. The Sailor’: Wedding Party woman according to the popular ideas, with gor
(219) shows a pic-nic by the sea-shore. The bridal geously-ornamented dress, bold, sensuous and
party have come by water is a retired place; they sensual features, exuberant form, her expression
land ; one old salt, with a favour in his hat, hands marked with passion, the eyes dark-rin ed, mouth
out provisions ; another spreads the cloth ; a woman strongand coarse. Sheisstanding beforet eentrance
lights a ﬁre; while the pair for whom all these of a chamber, draws back the hanging that hid the
preparations are made sit sunned in the light of door, and seems watching some event within, or
each other‘s eyes, making believe to talk: their is about to peep through the opening. In her left
expressions of happiness are so whole, so intense hand she grasps a little vial. Behind her stands
in the mystery of feeling, that even in the picture a bravo, a good presentation of his class, dagger
the world centres itself round them. Sunny sea in hand. There is strong perception of character
side hills, bare of trees and beaten with many a in this work,—see the resolved looks that in them‘
storm, but almost solemn now in their richness selves betray an irritable character at fret within,
and unity of colour; the ﬁckle, wind-shaken sea, the expression of a snake; the eyes have a cruel
moving, but ever one, and the rugged road that and heavy look, yet are bold and hard. Many of

leads from where they sit to the hill-top that the
sun is last to be seen from when the day is done,
all tend as to one centre-the human looks. This is

to grey, the management of which was the secret
of the power of Mr. Phillip's great master, Velas
quez. Mr. Phillips also sends a picture containing

rals of their husbands to their graves and there
deposit branches of palm, green and fresh,—a

custom similar to that which obtains in other parts
of the world, with regard to the decoration of

graves with ﬂowers.

In the East, the Arab lies

anywhere, where he may happen to fall it may be;
so the painter has shown us the rough sand-heaps
of the Desert round about this woman, which is
intended to be that part near Cairo. In praising

the pathetic expression of this work, we may con
gratulate the artist upon almost getting rid of
a certain varnishy and over~smooth look of sur

face to which his style tended; its dryer and
more solid system of production points towards
the right direction. An equality of surface is

always to be regretted in Art; it deprives painting
per u of one of its greatest technical charms, and
makes a work look too much like a mere picture.
The Opium Bazaar, Cairo (166), gives a street
view of picturesque elements, treated in a low key
of solidity in handling and colour. Now, it seems
to us that these qualities of execution are most

needed to deal with such subjects as an Oriental
street furnishes, because variety of surface (which is
only to be got by solid treatment), of tone and of
colour are the most striking characteristics of such
localities, those in pursuit of which the artist goes
when he takes them in hand. We cannot, there
fore, but regret that Mr. Goodall, with consider
able power of execution, has dealt rather weakly

with a capital subject. A Nubian Coffee Bearer
in a Cairo coffee-shop (419) is a small picture,
showing a negro, dressed in all the tawdry ﬁnery
his race delights in, hastening to a customer who
demands coffee. There is a good deal of action

in this ﬁgure, but its surface is objectionable on
account of over-sweetness and unity of character.

the textures here, as the velvet robe, are strikingly A fourth picture, entitled An Egyptian Tambourine
painted. A Nun (324) is the antithetical subject of Girl (268), completes the list of Mr. F. Goodall's
the companion picture this painter has contributed, contributions.
W'idely removed from similarity in subject, there
such a woman with a book; not a satisfactory work

is some neighbourhood in the style of painting
from him.
Mr. Phillip sends Agua Bendita, Scene at a followed by Messrs. Goodall and T. Faed. The
Church Porch (23), a study of Spanish character. last is more solid in his manner; using, it may be,
Before the holy water stoup aﬂ'ixed at the gate of more pigment, his surface is inﬁnitely richer; he
some ancient church two parties of contrasted sta is a better colourist, but does not affect to draw

with her bright English face burnt in the sun. tions in life have met: a young lady brings her
Prawn Uatchera(l76) is the title of a picture showing infant, her husband stands behind, looking on; while
two boys ﬁshing in a salt pool of the sea-shore; a from the child's ﬁngers a kneeling gipsy woman takes
bare-legged girl comes down the rocks to join them, the water, and of course with it the expectation

so carefully. Of all technical powers, drawing is
prized most highly by painters, and should never

net on shoulder; all about are rocks, tide-bare
and woody; beyond, a delicious sea, making long,
shallow waves, as with the force of some far-off

of a blessing. Mr. Phillip's power of dealing with
Spanish character and his treatment of the same
are too well known for us to need to say that this
picture presents all those qualities for which his
works are remarkable. In sentiment, free from
sentimentality, it expresses all there is to tell in the
subject : the mother is proud, with gentle Spanish
pride; the child infantine in glee, although, it may
be, a little too intelligent for its age and size. In

and sins against the richness of nature, the second
of these artists goes to the other extreme. We do
not say he exceeds nature in the depth and inten
sity of his ﬂesh-colouring, but that he localizes his

execution the work is broader than usual with the
Ward’s system of painting and rule of feeling. artist, free from the blankness of barely-ﬁlled spaces
The scene is a large room where the master of that sometimes mars his work, and while powerful

and juicy application of the pi ents, which
Wilkie brought home from Spain.
Mr. Faed's
hands this method has almost approached a style;

storm, covered with broken reﬁexions of hills in
the distance.
We congratulate Mr. Ward upon having quitted

the heavier method of painting adopted in his
Royal Commissions; he returns, fortunately, to his
gayer manner in the picture Hogarth‘: Studio, 1739
(199), which has a subject admirably suited to Mr.

be contemned while we hope to found or continue
a school. As the ﬁrst adopts a low key for flesh,

high points or tints too much, and sometimes
goes very near fruitiness in its hues. The artists
of Edinburgh, where Mr. T. Faed studied, have

never recovered from the importation of that
luscious over-sweetness of surface, that too rich
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with his weaker contemporaries and countrymen noble race in its square ﬁrm lines, full chin, broad _ Mr. J. J. J enkins's After Vespers, Brittany
it is a mere manner. Harvey was the most jaw and forward brow. The ﬂesh-painting of this (‘131), a young Breton countrywoman going home
happy in dealing with it, for he occasionally got ,work is one of the most complete triumphs of at twilight and coaxing her child to “ come along"
solidity, depth and surface with colour; but it executive art we know: the roundness, brilliancy the road, has a great deal of prettiness and is
often led him astray. Its origin appears to be an and delicacy of the work are beyond praise. solid in painting, but is similar in subject to
attempt to follow a noble ideal and combine the Mr. Burton has at once put water-colour paint former works of the artist. The Munnuring
luminousness of manner,-of which the picture by ing of the ﬁgure on a new footing, and higher Brook (264), a lady of the French regime wear
Decamps, now in the French Gallery, styled than it ever stood before. German Lilacs (‘234), ing a sac, her hair turned back, seated by
Valuers and Appraisers, is amongst the ﬁnest by the same, also rejoices in brilliant colour and a rivulet and meditating over a “book of old
modern examples,—with the more solid texture tone. A German ﬂower-girl kneels in a market romance,” is pleasantly painted in the artist's solid
and lighter tone of Velasquez and other Spanish place, with a basket of lilacs before her. The effect manner; the ﬂesh is a little too purple: being cooler,
masters. As yet the effort has succeeded only in is sunlight, admirably rendered; see the texture of it would go better than it now does with her
marking the pictures of Scottish artists with a her dress, the beautiful harmonies of its green crimson robe. Mr. Jenkins‘ successful appearance
manner which is often the reverse of sound, learned aprom &c., and treatment of the basket‘s shadow this year as a landscape-painter shows that he has
and delicate in execution. Mr. T. Fund is a on the last. The ﬂesh a little lacks solidity, but is until now neglected a valuable gift. His Clear
humoristic painter; like most successful ones, he otherwise beautiful no less in painting than in ing up (157), after a storm over a ﬂat country,
is often fortunate in tragic presentations, witness expression and form.
a river smooth and bright running through the
Mr. A. D. Fripp shows himself as heedful of picture, is, although a little paint in parts, as
his ‘From Dawn to Sunset,’ here in 1861.
Improving in artistic power, he has quitte'l the colour and tone as he has ever been. His Boy with the stacked corn on the bank 0 the stream,
sentimental subjects which made his works popu Game (254), a lad marching over a moorland with capitally done; the sheeny water in its many
lar, and dealt with humour or with sorrow; this game on his shoulder and in a bag, is not alone a phases of reﬁexion is as true as it is beautiful.
year he deals with both. Train up a Child, eke. delightful study in Art, but in its truth to nature The slaty clouds are ﬁne in mass and treat
(213) shows one of those cot
interiors we recalls one of her most exquisite phases. Glowing ‘ ment.
A little lucidity and transparency of
know so well. Before the window sits a working and misty sunlight, often as it has been painted, painting will improve this artist's style immensely.
man with his little one perched on his knee, and has never been more admirably done than here. —Several of Mr. Oakley’s sketches of character
busily sewing on a button to the wrist of her All things about the ﬁgure seem absorbed, not lost, ‘deserve examination for their feeling of latent
father’s shirt; with heedfully compressed mouth in the delicate veil that harmonizes every hue and lhumour, occasional pathos and good expression.
she goes to work, while the not less heedful and renders tender every texture. Watching the P01‘ See his Oipsy at a Spring (102). His CaltaJe at
tender man holds his wrist still, and looks on with poises (125) shows a trio of gleeful youngsters Old l/l'indeor (89), although having one of the
pleasure. Another child squats on the floor where clambering about sea-side rocks, under a similar ‘most commonplace of themes—a cottagegate,
the work-box is placed and tumbles overits contents. effect of sunlight as in the last, but brighter and l gable and chimney-stack, &c.-—is a bright and
The young mother stands by the ﬁreplace, in the therefore warmer. They look out to sea at the 1 pleasant drawing of natural effect of sunlight.-—
centreof the picture.and sees the experiment proceed gambols of the black fellows. Their expressions l Mr. F. Tayler sends Hawking (140), a gathering of
I sportsmen and villagers about a fallen heron, a
well. Allabout are the ﬁlthypicturesqueness and the are capitally rendered and full of bold humour-.
rich disorder of a Scotch cottage. The Silk-m Gown Mr. G. A. Fripp is a master of landscape-painting large drawing, treated in a manner most unsatis
(377) has for subject the ancient story of sacriﬁcing under a somewhat limited system of practice. Like factory to the student who dislikes mere sketching.
a girl to an old but wealthy suitor. She is seated in his brother, he is, or has been of late, a. little too l His Woodland Scene, with Dogs and Game (78)
a. chair, at a table ; beside her stands the mother, restricted in choice of themes. None could wish 1 more honourably represents him: its canine charac
urging her daughter’s acceptance of the suitor, and \Velsh mountain scenery by the- one, or misty sun , ter is undeniably good, so far as it goes. ()a the
enforcing the case by the sight of a showy silk dress. light by the other, to be more exquisitely painted, whole, these works are ﬁtter for a young lady's
Inan inner room the girl‘s father and admirer, the nevertheless we believe that to run upon one effect \, scrap-book than to cover the walls of an important
last a high-collared old fellow of ridiculous appear and one set of themes is a mistake. By the last The 1 exhibition of pictures; pictures they are not, lack
ance, are seen in deep conversation. The girl‘s Town of Lian Ogwcn, on the Road from Bangor to 1 ing colour, thought, hcedful drawing, and all the
face is expressive in its pathos and its evident Capel C1Irig(‘24) is an admirable picture of a lovely \ qualities of painting per se. Like the works of
resolve to have nothing to do with the old man, scene: hills shut in the town upon a little plain, Messrs. J. D. Harding and Branwhite, these
his collars or his dresses. A wheel for spinning is across which a swift river has cut a trench; the lserve to show what was the ordinary level of
beside her; with mechanical action she has drawn houses huddle towards the water. Hills are not water-colour art twenty years ago: they are ﬁnger
an unbroken thread from it.-—-A third picture by often so successfully painted as here; notice the posts now almost left out of sight on the road of
hIr. Faed is An Irish Orange-Girl (273),—a strap exquisite pearly greyness that lies upon their colour, study. They serve to show how really able men, if
ping wench, with a basket of fruit on her head, a ﬁnely-rendered phase of nature, and sound in ‘ not content to refresh their minds from Nature,
standing at the corner of a street. This picture's Art, as it does not mix with, but overlays their but persisting in drawing upon the stores of their
style is less obnoxious to the charge of over-sweet colour. The distant hill-tops are not less beautiful 1 own memories, ﬁnd those stores ﬁnite.
Mr. F. Smallﬁeld will recover his position, some
ness than either of the foregoing; it is solid, and in treatment than are the houses; the rushing
has much excellent colour throughout, as well as river deserves ample study. Old ll'r'ndmill, East what imperilled of late, with the capital ﬂesh
bournc (110), is a perfect jewel of composition in ' painting of No. 210, Shilly-Shally,—a young bather
character and national beauty in the face.
forms, and, if we may so say, in colour. A boarded, who has gone so far towards his bath as to undress
SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IX “'ATER COLOURS.
weather-beaten mill stands upon a little knollf and sit on the stream‘s bank. His nervous expres
nothing
can be more subtle than the gradation and sion, the puckered, doubting brow, the hands
Tnls Exhibition is the most charming and bril
liant that we have seen in the gallery. Compared tenderness of tint in this work, nor anything more clasped in fond imagination of a swim, the in-turned
with the works of twenty, or even ten, years ago, faithful or simple. By this painter are several knees that seem to shudder, are well studied; the
the improvement in technical results is extraordi other drawings, executed in the same spirit and drawing is excellent. More brilliant than this is
Farfallina (255), the charming picture of a girl
nary. Unable to attain the lucid jewel-like depth with like success.
Mr. J. Gilbert’s contributions do not this year triﬂing with a pair of splendid chrome-coloured
of oil, the water-colour painters seem determined
to reach the tender inner light and pearly greyness so much exceed in bravura as usual. His Don butterﬂies, which, in solemn procession, their
which are the peculiar charms of fresco painting. Quiroie's curious Discourse upon Arms and Lditers ‘ glorious vans hoisted and trembling as they go,
Their art is fresco in another form and on another (18) shows the hero seated at the table delivering l pass under the narrow gateway her parted ﬁngers
ground. Mr. F. Burton and the Messrs. Fripp that noble lecture. The people are ranged before make upon the top of a low gardemwall. The
show ability to deal with fresco in the wonderful him; some of the faces have that fclicitousness in , serious fancy of the girl’s face, her dainty air and
luminousness, and, above all, in the delicacy of rendering character which often distinguishes the : graceful attitude are fantastically beautiful. The
their perception of grey, the universal harmonizer. painter. The Don himself is excellent. Malvolz'o ‘ﬂesh is good; the Indian feather-robe she wears,
The Town of Lla/n ()ywen (No. 24), by Mr. G. A. washes of Gross Acquaintance (‘29) is a much less in itself a little outrée, is brilliantly painted, but
Fripp,—the Boy with Game (254), by Mr. A. I). fortunate presentation of Shakspearean humour hardly solid enough to be agreeable or at ﬁrst sight
Flipp,—snd, most of all, Mr. F. W. Burton's than the last is of Cervantesian. Malvolio is understood. The artist's Study of C'olchicu-m, (be.
gloriously painted head of a Greek woman, Iosle coarse and commonplace, not whimsically stately, (302) is delicately coloured.
Among the landscapes here a world of beauty
phone (273),—show how nearly the extremes of as he should be; Maria is not the gay chatterer}
Art may meet.
she was. Mr. Gilbert has forgotten that Mal 1 is to be found, and examples of many methods of
The last~named drawing, which is the most volio had been in oﬂice many years, was a sort producing it. On every side are proofs of the
attractive item in the Exhibition. represents the of a gentleman, had been trusted with all his: growth of the practice of studying from Nature,
head of a very beautiful woman, with pale chestnut master's fortune, and lost himself through airy l direct and wholly, and, of the non-success, those
hair, wavy, gold in the lights, and green in the vanity.—Mr. W. Goodall’s Le Relr'quain (148), an drawings which are obviously not so derived, suffer
reﬂexions, as such hair is; she is crowned with a old mendicant showing a decorated begging-box, to the eye. Even the power and skill of Mr. Carl
garland of violets; a white robe covers her neck as usual, fitted with ﬁgures of the Virgin, $10., is Haag cannot persuade us that his panoramic view
and shoulders. The title, no less than the woman’s . somewhat sentimental in the expression of the of Palmyra (186) is wholly, or even mainly, true.
face, suggests the theme. The face turns to ' suitor, where there was an opening for humour in i There is a want of keepi
in the substancesof
wards us over the shoulder; the eyes are downcast, l the personation, and a. little petty in the too pretty i parts,—the desert, the ruins and the sky,—whiah
their lids ﬂushed as with excess; the lips are full faces of the (lamsels who look at the box; it is, ‘ is unsatisfactory; the second seems least solid of
and
'on-stained with purple hue; the nose is of nevertheless, more solidly painted than before, jthe three; the third heaviest; while the first is
the purest Greek form. The drawing of the whole brighter, and shows improved perception of colour; . certainly too much divested of colour to be natu
l! ral: desert herbage, near a river such as here, is
countenance indicates the noblest structure of that lthe tones lack depth and clearness.
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less like stucco in colour than Mr. Haag paints it. I as ‘Barnard Castle.‘—-Mr. A. P. Newton has chosen Smile, and The Frown, 1,600 (Flatow),-Sir E.
Excusing this work from the claims of nature for , moonlight for a theme this year, his Madonna della Landseer, Two Dogs, 2,300, — The Highland
1 Salute, Venice-Moonlight (98) is a highly success Shepherd, '2,‘230,—Sir C. Eastlake, A Contadina
portraiture-what else can make it valuable?
Mr. S. P. Jackson is one of the most literal of , ful and an almost audacious attempt at natural Family returning from a Fests; Prisoners with
painters; his pictures are portraits strongly and l tone in rendering a gondola in solid black at the Banditti, 590,-Callcott, An English Landscape,
vigorously taken. Those Yorkshire coast-scenes , foreground. It is a beautifully graded picture.— 2,950,——Leslie, The Heiress, 1,200 (Wallis).
present the places with admirable ﬁdelity, which, if \ Mr. S. Road's Cathedral of Toledo (33), a splendid Sculpture : Mr. Baily, busts of Shakspeare, Locke,
a little monotonous in eﬁ‘ect, is prized at a higher interior, effective in airy treatment of loftiness and Milton and Newton, 106 (Agnew and Graves),
rate than questionable “effects,” and desert com , space, lacks greyness to neutralize the glow of light Mr. Gibson, Head of a Nymph, and Bust of
positions that smell so strongly of the lamp. ‘ through windows of stained glass, and so offers to Young Augustus, 245. The 145 lots realized
Mr. Jackson‘e File]; Brigg (54) is photographic the indiscreet enthusiasts who ﬁll our cathedral 58,600L, an amount enormously in advance of their
in its truth of forms, and a capital study of atmo windows with highly-coloured glass a hint of what original cost. The Turners, which brought such
spheric character. Dutch Fishing-Boats on Filey they will obtain by persisting to neglect the use of magniﬁcent prices, were got from the artist direct
Beach (104) is equally good, and, as the effect grisaille, which alone produces grey light, and was at prices varying from 250 to 350 guinea-9 each. Mr.
requires, brighter. Filey Bay and Flamborough so wisely employed by Gothic architects of old.
Webster's Smile and Frown cost but 120i. each.

Head (163),—ﬁve miles of sunny sand, with the
mighty chalk cliffs of Speeton at the end, is the

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

FINE AM‘ Gossrr.-The exhibition of modern
best of this painter’s contributions, because it is
quite as solidly painted as truthful, and a little less pictures at the British Institution, Pall Mall, closes
hard in handling, having, withal, more colour on Saturday next, the 9th inst.
than the others. The last quality is lacked by Mr.
The sale of Mr. Bicknell's pictures by Messrs.
Jackson to make his portraits of localities ad Christie 5r Manson on Saturday last had hardly
mirable pictures. Staiths, Yorkshire (172). has ﬁne, a parallel in such matters, either in the impor
clear water painting; Whitby (201), a craft going tance and Art-value of the items or the mag
into the harbour at high Water, is rather like por niﬁcent prices they fetched. Such a number of
Turner’s best works has never been brought to
celain in handling.
Mr. C. Davidson has many charming drawings: the hammer at once. The most remarkable lots
among the best is From the Church Fields, Reigate and the prices they obtained are as under. It is
(111), at spring time, a full stream running and understood that the sale was quite unreserved.
rippling in a breeze at the foot of a bright Messrs. Agnew, of Manchester and London, bought
meadow and under-just-leaﬁng trees. Sunlight on 30,000l. worth of pictures ; to avoid repetitionof their
the Sea (25), a cliff study, the sea glittering under name we give it but once,—each lot to which no
sunlight through tender mist; a beautiful eﬂ'ect purchaser's name is attached was knocked down to
given with feeling, but hardly enough of the them. All prices guineas. — Clint, Coast Scene,
uliar opalescent colour that gives the charm to 130 (Rippe),—Chambers, Sheerness, 110 (Agnew,)
it. Near Nutﬁcld (60), early spring; a sunny and ——Lawrence, Mrs. Siddons, 140 (Lord Hertford),
brilliant study, broad and delicate in treatment, is —Nasmyth, View near Edinburgh. 165 (Gambart),
Mr. Davidson's best work here.—Many of Mr. —Callcott, Rochester Bridge and Castle, 490,—
Dodgson‘s best studies of summer among foliage Mr. Webster, The-Disputed Title, 270,——Charnbers,

are very beautiful.

Best among them is Knowle Boats and Shipping, 195,—Mr. A. Johnston, Sun

Park (267), glades of glorious beeches. His Whitby

Abbey (246) is beautiful. His Haunted House (262)
effective; but inferior to the tree studies, whose
wealth of foliage is so magniﬁcent.-Mr. B. Foster

works on a large and unusual scale. The Ferry
(l~l5)reminds us of former works, and a favourite
eﬁ‘ect, sunset; in the centre of the picture a water
course forming avista, and foliage on either side.

A beautiful work under its limited condition.—Mr.
A. Glennie‘s Campagna scenesv are effective and
suggestive. See his Torre di Quinta, Via Flaminia
(240), the scorched waste, grey, dun hills and
lonely tower.-Mr. Naftcl keeps to his ancient
love of Guernsey scenery; of his works, No. 13,
St. Peter’s-in-the-Wood, is one of the best studies.
The Ancient City of Pontoni (39), view from under

a Pergola on a cliﬁ‘ edge, is bright as ever, and
rather broader in effect of colour than Low Water,
Roque dc Guet, Guernsey (34), by the same.—Mr. S.
Palmer’s poetical sunsets and Turnerian composi

tions have their old charm, there are many here.
—It would be diﬁicult to narrate the beauty of

Mr. B. Willis’s Sussex meadow and cattle pictures.
A Ploughing Scene (19) has the perfection of truth in
it: it is broad and soft, strong as an enamel, and
minute in study (something beyond mere ﬁnish) as

day Morning in Scotland, 135 (Martineau),—Mr.
D. Roberts, The Ravine, Petra, 280 (Lloyd),
Mr. F. R. Lee, Scene on the Borders of Dartmoor,
165 (Holmes),—Mr. D. Roberts, Interior of the
Church of St. Miguel, 570, Tyre, 350, and Sidon,
360 (Rought),—A Street in Cairo, 505,-Chapel
of Ferdinand and Isabella, 260 (Wells),—Melrose
Abbey, 260 (Vokins),-Karnac, 320 (Gambart),—
Interior of St. Gomar, 1,370 (Wells),-Ruins of
Baalbec, 750 (Vokins),—-Vandyke, The Duchess
de Grey, 51 (!),—Miiller, Scene in Devonshire,
300,-Mr. Frost, Musidora, 105,—The Syrens,
294, (Leggatt), — Euphrosyne, 780, — Stothard,
illustrations to Boccaccio, lots 21 to 28, respectively
31, 32, ‘20, 26, 20, (Mackay),—$7, 36,(Colnaghi),—
and 33 (the same_),—Mr. T. S. Cooper, An Interior,
Cow and Sheep, 250 (Eaton),-—Mr. T. Webster,
The Impenitent, 350 (Leggatt),—Gainsborough,
A Landscape, with Sheep, 3S0 (Wallis),-—Nasmyth,
Land Scene near Epping, 295 (Moore lrM‘Queen),
—Mr. Stanﬁeld, Shipping, French Coast, near St.
Malo, 1,230 (Vokins),—Mr. L. Haghe, Choir of
the Church of Santa Maria Novella, Florence, 290,
—Collins, Early Morning on the Sussex Coast, 960,
Mr. T. Creswick, The Stepping Stones, 250 (Jewell),
—Hilton, Triumph of Amphitrite, 270 (Rought),—

_._

VIEUXTEMPSand ALFRED JAELL are ENGAGED, Mny12,
at the MUSICAL UNION.
J. ELLA, Director.
IIERR ERNST PA UER'B TIIIRI) PERFORMANCE o!
PIAN UFOBTE )1 USlC. in strict] Chronologlml order, will take
lane at \l'illis'l Roornl. on MO.’DAY NEXT, May a- The

haul of Bach. and his Son! Friedemann Emanuel. Johann and
his Pupils. To commence at Three o‘clock prscisely.—'l‘iclrets for
the Series, One Guinea; Single Tickets, 5a.; rnn ' be had of Mr. E.
Pauer. 3, Crnnley Place. Onslovr Square, SW4 and of B. ‘V.

Olllvrer, 19, Old Bond Street, W.
EWER & ('0.
to announce, that their FIRST CONCERT
for the INTRUDU "HON of NEW MUSIC will take place, at
the Hanover Square Rooms. on TUESDAY Ma 5, at Three
o‘cloclr.—vocalists: Mdlle. Florence Lands and M ame O‘Leary
Vlnning. instrumentalists: Messrs. l’uuer, Sainton, Riel Webb,
\VltHHvuxtemps and Wohlers. Conductors: Mr. Frank Mon
and signer Alberto Rnudhrgcr. Invitations will he sent to the
London Subscriber's of Ever A: Co.‘s Llh
'. Tickets to Nun
Buhaorihers, Half-n-Gulnea each-Ever & 0., Her Majesty's
Musicsellcrs, 87, Rqent Street, London.

MRS. MEREST‘S date Maria. 8. Ilawesl SECOND SOIREE
will takelplsce on FRIDAY NEXT, May at 7, ADELPHI
TERRAC , under Royal and Distinguished l tro
c.—'l‘iclretl
and Programmes to be had or Mrs. Memt, 7, Adelplu' crrsce.

The ROYAL SOCIETY of MUSICIANS, instituted in 1736 for
the Maintenance of Aged and Indl opt Musician their Widows
and Or hana-Pstroneu, Her 5 sJest

Till-l

UEEN.—Thc

ANNIE L PERFORMANCE of Ilande ‘s MESS All will take
p‘lace at 5'1‘. JAMES‘S HALL, on WEDNESDAY EVENING.
a 6, at Eight o‘clock. Mdlle. Titlenl 1the only occasion on
wh eh she can
ihl sln out of Her Majesty's Theatre) and
Mdlle. l’arcpa. ill E in
ughes and hills Lnsceller Mr. Sims

Reeves, m. whims, an. '1'.

.Wallworth, Mr. Snntiey (by the

kind
rmlssron of Mr. J. H. Ms lenonl. Mr. Lewis Thomas, and
Mr. Y. II. Weiss. Principal Vio in, Mr. J. T. Wil ; Trumpet
Obhlrgnlo, Mr. T. Harper; 0
nist, Mr. E. J. Han ins. Con
ductor, I'rof. W. 8. Bennett,
nan-Numbered Stalls in Bel
oony, or-Unnurnhercd Stalls in Area. 104. 64. each; Balcony, u;
Area or Gnllcg, 3a.; at the
ucipsl lueicsellen'; and at Aus~
tln'l Ticket 0 ee, 28, Plcca
.

HERR ADOLPII SCHLOESSER‘S CONCERT will take
glue on THURSDAY EVENING, May 14, at, the HANCW ER.
UARE ROOMS. Vocalists: Madame Alhonr and Herr Reich
! t. Instrumcntsllsts: Mr. Bl
ve Signor Plattl, Signor
Giulio Regondi, M. Ascher and I err Adolph Schloenser. Uon
dncwrs: losers. Frank )lorl and Benedict-Tickets. Half-a
Guinea each. to be had at the principal llusinsellen'; at the
Hanover Square Rooms: and of lien" A. Schlousar, I, Upper
George Street, Brysuston Square, W.

Mr. HENRY LESLIE‘S CHOIR, THURSDAY. May 21.
BT. JAMEs'S HALL. Eight o‘cloclr.—Slm| Reeves, Arabella
Goddard, Pnrepa.—htalls,6e.; Family Tickets to admit FourJla:
Balcony. 80.; Area. 8s.—Admlssion 1a.; at Addison's. 210. R
t
Street; Austin's, as, Piccadilly; Iisnover Square Rooms; an all
Muslcsellers.

ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.—T0 succeed as a new
Arnaldo, in ‘ Guillaume Tell,’after M. Duprez and

Signor Tamberlik have stamped that diﬁcult tenor
part deep in public favour and recollection, is no
easy feat ;—and thus we differ from those who dis

card Signor Caﬂieri ﬁnally, owing to the inequalities
of his performance on Thursday evening. How
far he was wise, or the reverse, to dare the adven
ture is another matter; but having, probably, been

the work of a Dutch master. Early Morning (156),

Gainsborough, Repose, the artist's wedding por

cattle on a water-meadow, is a splendid study of

tion to his daughter, 780 (VVoods),—Collins, Selling successful before easy publics in smaller theatres,
Fish, 1,170,--Mr. F. Goodall, Raising the May and being, obviously, neither ripe nor experienced,
pole, 600,-Mr. Dyce, Joash shooting the Arrow it would be unfair to reckon with him too severely
of Deliverance, 220 (Herbert), — J. M. W. for a want of self~knowledge ; seeing that he must
Turner, Antwerp, Van Goyen looking for a Sub have been engaged, which means encouraged, to st
ject, 2,510,—Helvoetsluys, The “ City of Utrecht,” tack the diﬁicult character, by those who should have
64-gunshipgoingtoSea,1,600,—Ivy Bridge,Devon, known better.—He has a high tenor voice, suﬁicient
880 (Martineau),-—\Vreckers, Coast of N orthum for the execution of the music without trick or the
berland, 1,890,—Calder Bridge, Cumberland, 500 eking out of one register by another. The quality
(H. Bicknell),—Venice, the Campo Santo, a most is not disagreeable, so far as can be judged of an
glorious picture, 2,000,—Venice, The Giudecca, organ often out of tune, partly owing to imperfect
&c., 1,650, equally good, but hardly so lovely,— study, partly owing to the inﬂuences of fear.—It is
Ehrenbreitstein, 1,SO0,—Port Ruysdael, probably one thing to he shouted for at N ovara or Udine,
the culmination of the painter’s natural style, after bawling out one of Signor Verdi’s Carolina
1,900,-—Palestrina, 1,900 (H. Bicknell),—Miiller, it is another to be able to make a stand in the
The Village of Gillingham, 390 (Leggatt),-Mr. most stately and liberal opera-house now existing,
L. Haghe, An Artist in his Studio, 175 (Vokins), in Signor Rossini’s ﬁnest opera.——l‘leverthelessI
——Mr. Linnell, Christ and the Disciples at Em passages in the duett and the largo in the great
maus, 2S5,—-Mr. C. Stanﬁeld, Lago di Garda, terzett were not ill sung by him and we are disposed
820 (Vokins),—-Heilstein on the Moselle, 1,500 to think that with close study, modesty and patience
(We1ls),—-Pic du Midi d'Ossau, 2,550 (Vokins),—— that might be obtained from Signor Caﬁieri, which,
Mr. T. Webster, “Good Night,” 1,150,—-The at present, is not there. He has much, if 1104*:

nature just when the new day begins.--How beau
tiful and perfect are Mr. Hunt’s Fruit and other
pictures we need not say: this year they are charm

mg as ever, and as numerous.
The landscape painter who establishes himself
by this Exhibition is Mr. A. \V. Hunt: some of his
works are miraculous in truth, brilliancy and
colour. St. Gotharal-Two Bridge: (32), one being
an iris. The vividness of the iris, the rush of the
green-white water and the sunned walls of purple

rock, are triumphant in ainting. Barnard Castle
(70), the old tower on ofty Tee’s-side.

A vista

of the brimming river, closed with foliage till
the land rises into open, and then half a county
of ﬁelds and trees, above all the most brilliant
summer sky, are lovely components of a mas
terly and vivid picture. Roleeby (192), a moor

land stream rushing amongst rocks of sandstone,
purple-hued and angular, closed in by trees in

summer pride and ﬂocked with sunlight and shade,
is very large in style, broader, but hardly so exquisite
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everything, to learn in regard to the stage.-The satiety, that in 0 major has been the least ex nesday one of Dr. Wylde's NewPh ilharmonicCmwerta
William Tell of M. Fame is ﬁner than ever; in hausted;—having been only successfully given in was held, for which Herr A. J aell was announced
every sense of the word, a noble and complete per our recollection by Mendelssohn (with his never in Chopin’s Concerto in 1: minor, and Mdlle.
soniﬁcation,—without doubt the best on the stage. to-be-forgotten improvised cadenzas), and since Carlotta Patti as principal singer-There was a
The Matilda of Mdlle. Battu is, by many degrees, his time by MM. Halls and Pauer. It requires meeting, too, of Mr. Henry Leslie's Choir; at
the best of her performances in England; her no common union of daintiness, solidity and ex which among other music calculated to display its
Romance, in the second act, was sung with true pression—a performer so thoroughly commanding proﬁciency in the best form, a psalm by Mendels~
artistic ﬁnish. Mdlle. Dottini, too, was far better himself and his keyboard as to play freely with sohn was repeated, and \Vesley’s superb Molett,
as Jammy than as Adalgisa, though not replacing the lovely and gracious thoughts lavished every ‘ In Exitu Israel.‘—On Thursday Mr. Deacon com
Madame Rudersdorﬁ' in a part which demands a where. He must have poetry of style, as well as menced his series of Chamber Concerts.
biting voice. But the performance of the second an exact ﬁnger and a rich tone. This day week it
Nsw Annnrnn-At this house the elaborate
act (as music without fault or ﬂaw) is well worth was excellently given, with a ripeness, composure
“ the walk of a winter's night,” as the Scotch song and delicacy remarkable in one so young as Mr. dramatic version of ‘Aurora Floyd’ has surren
says, to any one capable of appreciating perfect Dannreuther ;—the success established that of its dered the stage to the more familiar story and
musical execution. It is unique and unpsragoned; performer’s former appearance-The English sing older favourite ‘ Janet Pride.’ Among the reasons
this year, we almost fancy, sweeter, more certain, ing of Miss Edith \Vynne is, in intention, as good for reviving this drama was probably a wish to
more imposing than ever.
as her Welsh singing. Her voice is sweet, and give an opportunity to Miss Avonia Jones of
“ Satisfactory ” is the epithet which belongs by touching in no common degree. She speaks, too, appearing in the double character of mother and
universal verdict to Madame Fioretti, whose second with clearness and reﬁnement. Her executive daughter, both named the same, and each the
appearance, as Gilda in ‘ Rigoletto,’ was more power (as shown in Linley’s “ 0, bid your faithful heroine of the prologue and of the drama. As the
successful than her former one had been. Though Ariel fly”) is as yet limited. She may extend it former, Miss Jones succeeded better than the latter.
not in the least a tragic actress, she is admirable . if it so please her; and supposing this done, she Her force sustained the burthen of the tragic cha~
and complete as a vocalist; and by her voice and would be one of the most real and fascinating racter, though this would have been all the better
method has already won every one’s good words. singers of classical music whom this country has for more variety in the tone of the grief, but was
Her real occupation, however, we suspect, will ever possessed-to range (can we say more?) with misapplied in the part of Janet Pride the daugh
prove to be in comic opera.
Madame Stockhausen, whose lovely voice, pure‘ ter, in which more suavity of style is required.
The delineation of domestic character in its various
That splendid rarity, Tuesday’s state visit of method and perfect ﬁnish are not yet forgotten.
the Prince and Princess of Wales to the Royal
Herr Pauer‘a Second Historical Concert was phases asks for a corresponding manner in every
Italian Opera, falls rather within the province of devoted to Scarlatti, Porpora, Martini, Paradisi, change of fortune, and calls on the actress to adapt
the Court Journal than of the Athenzrum-Jt is a Clementi (ﬁve memorable Italians: the last, the herself to the exigencies of successive and greatly
happy innovation (for allwho have ears that reject most inﬂuential as regards modern composition for different situations. Peculiar and speciﬁc colouring
broken English) to give the National Hymn, as it the pianoforte), Crarner, Klengel, Field ; Kalkbren and an ever-varying modiﬁcation of light and
was on Thursday given, with full chorus-and not ner, Mayer, Herz, Kullak,‘Willmers ; theseﬁve being shade are continually put into requisition ; but these
by frightened and uneasy foreigners, with imper. fancifully, rather than justiﬁably, credited with hav conditions ﬁnd no response in the style of Miss
ing written underthe Clementi inﬂuence. The Sonata Jones. For the part of the drunken hero Mr.
ﬁectly-rehenrsed loyalty.
Mdlle. Patti is expected almost immediately. by Martini, howsoever learned, proved to be dry ;— \Vebster is peculiarly ﬁtted. The two periods of
the fellow's ignoble career are distinctly marked,
It is said that preparations for the mounting of the one by Paradisi was agreeable, winning an
‘Faust,’ on the most sumptuous Covent Garden effective; that by Clementi, one of the ﬁfty admi and we have a perfectly human representation of
scale, have been commanded by the management. rable specimens left by him, though not among an individual life in its good and evil, the latter,
his adventurous works, still a model Sonata,-—and ' however, preponderating, for it is not man in his
CONcERTs.—The concert music of the sevendays, played with perfect ﬁnish and style by Herr Pauer, strength but in his weakness that is exampled.
to be comprised in the present notice, having been —was one of the two most interesting pieces in the Mr. \Vebster acted with singular vigour and ani
of unusual value and variety, is not to be dismissed . programme. The other, a Fugue on Mozart’s ‘ La mation, and brought out every feature of the por
brieﬂy.
.
ci darem,’ was, however, even more so, because ' trait most distinctly and effectively. The audience
Musical Society.—M. Silas's First Symphony. of the unmerited obscurity into which its author appreciated the skill displayed, but was far from
—Tbis Symphony is a serious work, of too great has fallen,—Clementi's pupil, Klengel. This real i numerous.
merit not to be set aside (as was said last week) man of genius held for years the post of organist
WESTMINSTER. -- On Monday, the ‘ Colleen
ﬁar express commendation-Two movements, we to the Catholic Church at Dresden, unable to‘ Bawn ‘ was revived with partly a new and effective
are apprised, were written some years ago; these ﬁnd an issue or a hearing for his compositions‘ cast, and commanded a crowded house. The
have been revised, and two others added-It is no (as we heard him remark with a sad patience), 1 changes made in the representation mainly consist
light matter in these days to be able to ﬁll so wide though the existence of the same was well known I of Mr. Ryder in Danny Mann, Mr. F. Robinson
a canvas with thoughts, elegant without languor, to all the best of his contemporaries. Yet his in Hardresa Oregon, Mr. Henry Vandenhoﬁ‘ in
vigorous without crudity, wrought out with a con canons and fugues are unique in the library of‘ Kyrlc Daly, Mr. Leeson in Father Tom, Miss
structive ease and solidity belonging to the best modern music for the union of science and beauty ‘ Atkinson in Mrs. Oregon, and Miss Rose Leclercq
school of orchestral writing. It has been observed which they display. Since Klengel’s death they . in Ann Chute. Mr. and Mrs. Boucicault, of course,
by some that M. Silas must have listened to have been published by the enterprising and reserved to themselves, as usual, the parts of Myles
Beethoven. If there be traces of any of that liberal house of Breitkopf 8t Hartel at Leipzig, and Na Coppalern and Eily O'Connor. The scenery
mighty man's works, however, they are of his we shall be surprised if the admiration excited by presents little that is novel, but is beautifully
three best Symphonies (those in B flat, 0 minor, the specimen introduced by Herr Pauer does not , painted throughout. and the costumes are pleasing
and A major), but these reminiscences are so lead to further research into a treasury so rich.
as well as appropriate. It was curious to watch the
ﬁne, we confess, as to have escaped us ;—save
Nothing pleasanter is to be noted in the history effect of the various turns in the dialogue upon
possibly in the Trio to the Scherzo, where of Music, as illustrating the humanities which, the audience, who appeared to be as susceptible to
the horns are used, as Beethoven used them, according to fable, the art was sent on earth to their inﬂuence as on the ﬁrst night of the perform

felicitonsly. If the largeness of style recalls a promote, than the willing cordiality of the violin
prototype, so much the greater credit to M. Silas. ists all Europe over to produce the quartett of the
We ﬁnd no servile imitation. The absence of greatest of modern players, Herr Ernst. It has
vulgarity or pettiness is no less praiseworthy.—-The been given in Paris; the other day at Vienna,
movements are these: an Allegro, somewhat in the
pastoral style, in
.\ major, particularly happy in
its second subject,—a marked and quaint Andante,

ance. We were struck with the remarkably slow

development of the action, and yet the security
with which the details were produced. There is no
doubt the success of the piece is greatly owing to
under the auspices of Herr Hellmesberger; and the singular art with which it is constructed.

it was on Monday evening repeated at the Popular
Concert, with M. Vleuxtemps for leader.

He has

.MUSIC.\L AND Dnxnxrrc Gossm-Mr. Maple

to which the same praise may be continued;—an never been heard to play with more, if so much, son seems for the time being given up to the repe
ingenious and elvish Scherzo, with the melodious heart and expression. There was, in his per tition of familiar operas for Mdlle. Titiens, and to
Trio aforesaid ;—lastly, a Rondo, on a spirited formance something apart from the music, and the debuts of secondary characters. Mdlle. Teresa
subject, relieved by the happy Cantilena. which beyond the performers usual habits and sympa Ellinger has appeared as Orsim' in ‘ Lucrezia,‘ and
succeeds it: the orchestration throughout being thies, well seconded by his comrades. Of the tonight Mdlle. Yradier is to appear as The Page
clear and rich, without heaviness. In short, this is Quartett itself we spoke when it was introduced in ‘ Un Ballo in Maschera.’—Mdlle. Trebelli is
a real and thoroughly good Symphony, which can
be heard again and again with something like a
certainty of discovering well-fancied and cleverly
wrought details, as well as those large outlines and
that general ordinance of a composition which on
a ﬁrst hearing decide its merit.

a year ago.—The pianist was Madame Arabella

Goddard, who played Hummel’s grand Sonata in D

announced for Tuesday next.

At the Philharmonic Concert of Monday next

major with her usual skill and certainty ;— the Beethoven's ‘ Egmont ‘ music is to be performed;
principal singer was Mr. Sims Reeves, who, among Mr. A. Mstthison will read the connecting text.

other things, gave a new song by Mr. A. Sullivan. Madame A. Goddard is to play Prof. Bennett's
On Monday evening, too, a concert took place Concertoin F minor; Miss Banks and Signor Della
Crystal Palace Concerts-Mr. Dannreuther has for the beneﬁt of Mr. John Watson, who has been Sedie are the singers bespoken.

already proved himself so genuine an artist that
his treatment of the great repertory of pianoforte
music will be watched with no common interest.
Of Beethoven's three great Concertos (those in

stricken with blindness, while pursuing his profes

sion, that of photography.
The above are not all the concerts of interest
which have to be re rted on or enumerated.
0 major and B flat hardly meriting the name), Yesterday week, Herr Sigismund Blumner com
though all have been played, as we have said, to menced his series of Chamber Concerts.—0n Wed

Herr Lubeck, whose talent as a pianist we have

discussed in former years, is in London again.—
Miss Madeline Schiller, mentioned with no common
favour by Leipzig Correspondents (another pianist
from the Conservatory there), is engaged to play
at the last Concert of the Musical Society.

THE

s94
—Herr Ernst has passed through London to Mal
vern-unhappily, still a suffering invalid. We are
told, however, that he has all but completed one
or two stringed Quartetts, in addition to that pro
duced in 1862, and which was repeated at the
Popular Concerts on Monday last.

HANDBOOKS FOR THE OPERA-HOUSE.

Second Edition. price In.

OOSEY’S

DAIRY MANAGEMENT

CHEAP

VOCAL

OPERAS,

complete for Voice and Piauofurts, all with E

lish Words.

and the original Italian or German. In cloth vo umcs. The
\.\'n

FEEDING

OF

Cheapest Edition published in any Country.

MILCH'.

COWS:

'rnovsronn........ uodnFIDELlO

ERNANI
slum rnr nrmnnsn unzmsm or
Mrs. AGNES SCOTT, Winkston, Pecbles.

The Report for Germany (printed by Govern
ment at Berlin) on the musical instruments of last
year's Exhibition is one of the most valuable and
interesting musical pamphlets lately given to the
press; and, taken oonjoinﬁlly with the papers on the

subject by Mr. Pole and
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W. Blcckwood a Sons, Edinburgh and London.

LATEST EXCLUSIVE PARIBIAN FASHIONS.

THE

This day is published, Vol. III.,_price 6|.
1863 of real and permanent interest. The Report
is not signed with the name of its author, Herr SCENES of CLERICAL LIFE—Contsining
Pauer.
THE BAD FORTUNES OI? AMOS BARTON.

PARIS

LADIES’

(Price One ShillingJ
Fashions:
inciudiup
a superb
made
express] for theworn
Princess
Clothilde
a
most s can
andRobe
o
ly dea'lgnndydress,
by the
Elam-e5:
Eugenie at the last
risraoes; n magniﬁcent Court Train con~
sidered a rue and ﬂue specimen oi’ lscc of modern manufacture,
valued at One Thousand Guineas; and s most graceful sud newly
designed Marni
Robe and Mantle, Ac. kc. - with French Corm
spondeucc and
the Fashionable Notices of the Month.

B. Blake, 421, Strand. “'11.

NEW NOVELS BY 'MRSTGASKELL.
I.

Third Edition-New ready. 3 Toll. post Bvo.

W. Blnckwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

SYLVIA'S LOVERS.

By Mrs. GASKELL,

Author of ‘A our n rm Work.‘ ‘Mary 13311011,‘ ‘mm: and
South,‘ ' Life or Charla a 3mm.- are.

This day is published, price 20.

INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK

Now

A

another addition in a setting of ‘ Othello ’ by Herr

DARK

polt Bvo.

NIGHT'S

WORK.

By Mrs.

OF

GASKELL. Author of ‘Sylvia’: Loren.‘ M. Reprinted from
All the Year Round.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

Smith, Elder a C0. mcommu.

Ambros.

The name of Herr Brahms is just now a good

and

MAGAZINE for MAY,

Gluck‘s ‘Orphée,‘ with Madame Viardot as the hero
And
of the opera, and her late appearance at the Popu SILAS MARN ER : the Weaver of Raveloe.
lar Concerts, so ably conducted by M. Pasdeloup.
Vols. I. and 11., price 60. each, contain
There is no present chance of such a consummate
artist being replaced ;—and this seems to have been ADAM BEDE.
acknowledged with a warmth strange to the ﬁckle
The MILL on the FLOSS.
French capital.
‘The Catacombs ‘—Prof. Hiller's new opera-—

LONDON

contains Blx Plates oi’ the latest and moot exclusive Pnlsisn

MR. GILI‘IL‘S LOVE-STORY.
JANET‘S RIPENTANCE.

has been “commanded” for the King’s birthday
at Hanover.
The library of Shakspeare music has received

5H“

Boosey b Sons. Belles-street.

view of the state of manufacture of instruments in

Private letters from Paris tell of the remarkable
sensation excited by the last performances of

Baud. ZAUBEBFWTE

rnsmnrnnn .... .. mod. FIGAHO .......... .. 9|.0d.

CHEAP EDITION.
In Three Volumes, sold sepsnmly, price 6:. each.

. Fétis, oﬂ'ers a complete

“g3. SHANE,“ ______ H “M
.. s‘.
.
MM‘. norms
.... ..
Mod.
not,‘ r-umsr
61.011.

nucnnzu.....

WORKS 0F GEORGE ELIOT.

no.1.

n-ed- non JUAN ........ .. sun.

SONNAMBLULA.
rnsrscn'rz
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deal heard of in Germany, as belonging to one of
By DAVID PAGE, F.R.S.E. RG3.
the leading composers there; and on the recom
With Illustrations and Gloscsrinl Index.
mendation of correspondents who have speciﬁed
W. B’isckwcod 5 Soul, Edinburgh and London ;
certain unaccompanied “ Marienlieder- " (Songs of
0i whom may be had, by the mmc Author,
the Virgin Mary), written for four voices, as calcu
lated by their purity and simplicity to satisfy those INTRODUCTORY TEXT-BOOK of GEO
LOGY. With Illustrations and Glccmrial Index. m
whom the abstruse and rhapsodical combinations
Edition, price ll. M.
of much modern German music are calculated to
repel :—we have examined them ;—but we cannot ADVANCED TEXT-BOOK of GEOLOGY,
Descriptive and Industrial. With numerous Illustrations
indorse the recommendation. They seem to us
and Glossary of Terms. Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged,
price 8|.
uerile and dull, timidly if not incorrectly written
or the voices-—iu no respect comparable to hundreds HANDBOOK of GEOLOGICAL TERMS and
of English compositions which could be named;
GEOLOGY. In crown 810. price Ia.

NEW NOVEL.
Now ready, with Two Illustrations, post 8m.

THE STORY of ELIZABETH.
from the Cor-Mill 1!

Reprinted

‘u.

Snlith, El "5 Co. as, Coruhill.
NEW NOVEL.
Now ready, post an.

KIRMISHING.

By the Author of ‘Who

Bmks-Psys,‘ ‘
sin Stella,‘ to.
Smith, lder s Co. 65,
NEW NOVEL.
Now ready, post 8“).

SIMPLE WOMAN.

By the Author of

‘ Nut-Brown Maids ‘ to.
Smith, Elder A Co. 85, CornhilL
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Second Edition, icup. he. 54.
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GLOBE: being :1 Sketch in Outline of the _World‘s Lifc
System. With Illustrlticnl. In crown ﬂvc. price do.

A signiﬁcant debate the other day took place in
the Italian Parliament at Turin. The subject was,

This day is published, price HcIi-u-Crow'n,

"Whether, in the interests of Italian taxpayers,
ONDON

and

its

GAS

ECTURES on the BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER, delivered in the Parish Church of St. Ann,
Dublin. By HERCULES H. DICKINSON, M.A.,Vicar, Exam
inlng Chap sin to the Archbishop of Dublin.
London: Parker, Son a Bcurn, West Strand.

COMPANIES—

and in the general interest of Italian ﬁnance, the
Government ought henceforth to withhold the sub
sidies which the dethroned princes were in the habit
of according to the great national opera-houses, to

PLYING GAS to the METROPOLIS. Being a Letter to the
S's-"rotary o! Stsic on the First Accounts deposited by the Com
punles, in accordance with the Metropolis Gas Act, 1800.

the San Carlo of Naples, the Seals- of Milan, the
Ducal Theatre at Par-ma, &c. ; whether the singing

Civil Engineer.
London: Waterlow k Sons, 49. Parliament-street, Westminster,
and 06, London-wall, EC.

STATE and CONDITION of the COMPANIES SUI’

Complete in 4 vols. 8V0. 81.

THE SPANISH CON QUEST in AMERICA,
and its RELATION to the HISTORY oi SLAVERY and.
to the GOVERNMENT oi’ COLONIEH.
B ARTHUR HELPS.

By SAMUEL HUGHES, F.G.S.,

Vols. I. and I . 1231. Vols. Ill. and IV. 164. each.
London: Parker, Son d Bouru. Welt Strand.

BY the AUTHOR of ‘The HEIR of
REDCLYl-‘FE.’
Tao YOUNG STEPMOTHER. Post SW.
‘KETCH of TABLES for the ANALYTIC 10:.
K
UNIVERSAL TELEGRAI’HY; Composed on the Sup si~
HOPES and FEARS. Second Edition. 6:.
whether the summary withdrawal of the pecuniary tion of Morse‘! Elements and Signals being Used. By CO NT
The HEIR of REDCLYFFE. Thirteenth
DE LAUTL'RE. KAILJI.
grants would be attended with danger to the peace D‘ESCAYRAC
Morse‘; tel
ph is possessed of two elementary signals: those
(is.
68
and order of the community at large; whether, and two elemcnll ingjoined together in :i|ﬁ'erunt_ways—two, three, Edition.
HEARTSEASE. Seventh Edition.
or four of them a u time-niIunl different signals for all the
if at all how soon, this burden might be transferred a]
hsbetionl letters.
The DAISY CHAIN. Sixth, Edition. 63.
he succmsive transmission of all the letters of in word is long.
to the separate municipalities; and ﬁnally, whether
DYNEVOR TERRACE. Third Edition. 63.
Signals for the words themsclvcs could be done: the only diﬂi
the splendour and renown of San Carlo and of the culty
consisted in the immense number of signals required to
The LANCES of LYN WOOD. Second Edi
{ill the words, and all the vsnous forms which more
Scala are not entitled, and ought not to be still represent
tion. an.
the verbs can assume.
1
upheld in part by Government subsidies as hereto especial
These
'culties are r'cmovcd by the unnlyiic universal method,
The LI'I'I‘LE DUKE. Fourth Edition. 10. 6d.
which tenses, moods be. are rendered by peculiar short signals,
Loudon:_P§irlrer. Son l Baum, West Strand.
fore, on the ground that Italian music forms no ainvery
small number of such signals giving In algebraical grum
men, and sin ' 8 women, and ballet-dancers on

these establis ments possessed and could make
good special vested rights against the State;

Now ready, with the Tables, price be. post free,

unimportant element of the national glory and
greatness!” No immediate settlement of the mo
mentous question was arrived at; but concurrent

mar of all 1
es.
In the up rhn 01' a table of less than s squirm foot all the
most ucefu words are to be found arranged according to their
monniniz and thence in the same order in whatever language may

be the tables,

testimony proves that the subsidies (which have
been enormous) have been much misapplied, that
the abolition of Opera in Italy as an object of pro
tection would be a measure accompanied by great
unpopularity, if not positive danger (especially
among a people like that of Naples); yet that the

chances of making it depend and thrive by muni
cipal taxation are, to say the least of it, pro
blematical. Whatever be the decision come to,
considering the present condition of European
politics, creative art, and social intercourse, we
fancy that the institution, which was so long the
delight of “the idler in Italy,” is doomed, beyond
the hope of its revival in our time.

I

The lower part of the same bible is ﬁlled by one out of various
vocabularies, military, commercial, to" according to the nature
of the memsgc to be sent.
_

AND

SMOOTH:

A'l‘nle cf OurOwn'l‘ime.
By Lieutenant-Colonel CLEPIIANE,
Lute 79th Highlanders.
London: Hamilton. Adams 5r Co.
Edinburgh: William
Elg'lndson.
.

Thus, with one table of less than a square font a tclcmm is
composed three times shortcr in elementary signals than by the
al habetical system.
be same will immediately be understood by any man provided
with similar tables in his own inngunge A message sent from
Na ice by an Italian will be read in German in Vienna, in French
in Paris, in English in London. The same can be written as well
a? skent by telegraph ; absolute secrecy being obtained by a change
0 They
e .analytic universal method ives moreover the means oi’
com
ng message unliuble not on
su
sion.

sppsrstus and signals of any kind ; no alterations of instruments,
no additional wires, he. being required.
_
'13:: system being of the utmost simplicity requires nearly no

tin

n5.

_

Ii‘ it was
in connexion with an automatic machine all pos
sibility of mistakes would be removed, and from nine to twelve
for the transmission of one telegram.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ‘ RECBEATIONB OF A COUNTRY
PAR-SON.’

Second Edition, post Bvo. 9|.

EISURE HOURS in TOWN.

A Selection

from the Contributions of A. K. H. B. to Mr‘: lllodlllﬂt
Landcnr Pnrkcr, Son & Bourn, West grand.

1‘ SRAEL IN EGYPT": aPoEil. By Enwm

to dcciphormsnt but also to

The analytic universal method can be used in connexion with

telegrams could be sent with one wire in the time actually required
To Connmrormsm.-W. L.-A. W. B.-R. M. C.
C. G. K-J. T. G.—'l‘. S.—R. M. B.—G. G.—recsived.
R. H. T. P. —Order through a foreign bookseller.

Just published, price 15s. cloth extra.
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,

A Nautical Code oi’ Signals, composed nccordinﬁ‘to the sums
;neéhodmnd truly lnternntionaLccvcrs, too, less t an a square
00
London: John Camden Hutton. Piccadilly; and all Booksellers.

ATHI-JRSTONE. Longman. lﬂa.—" The poem contain-5
plumes that would do honour to our noblest writers."-Bell'l
umwcr. “ As decisively characterised by n tone of sincere
piety as it is remarkable for the great facility and unconstrained
powercgézgination and expression which have carried the author
with u
as spirit through his long and vigorous eplc."—-Pou.

FRENCH CONDENSED.—Slxth Edition, 50. 6d.

OW

TO

SPEAK

FRENCH ;

or French and France: Facts, Rules. Practice.

By

A. ALBITES, 1.1.. 13.. 1mm Edgbcston Proprietary semi
“A true ysmP-Ddills. " ncompcnbly superior."—.ilhaulllk
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I/ij'e of the Rev. James Robertson, D.D., Pro

fessor of Divinity and Ecclesiastical History

cian, and what he was at the beginning of his
career he did not swerve from at the end of it.
Dr. Chalmers, who moved about in the thickest
of the ﬁght, said, after the most celebrated
ap earance of these combatants, that it was
“ t e greatest display of intellectual gladiator
ship he had ever seen.” To do Mr. Charteris
justice, after he has soundly rated the majority,
or Free Church party, he drops a sympathetic
tear over the funeml mounds of both, which is
meant to be appropriate, if a little too senti
mental to be beautiful. Here it is:—

in the University of Edinburgh. By the
Rev. A. H. Charteris, M.A. (Blackwood &
Sons.)
Tun story of the youthful struggles of James )
Robertson from a very humble position to one
of the foremost places in the Church of his
country, has an abiding interest; while his post
“The best and greatest men whom the contro
as leader of the Moderate minority in the Ten vemy set in opposition are not now numbered
Years’ Conﬂict of the Church of Scotland has with the members of any visible church; but it is
little or no interest for anybody but a Scotch our privilege, as Christians, to believe that they

man. Who now cares to know, except he be
an ecclesiastic of very decided Presbyterian
sympathies, of the Veto Act of 1834, of
Dr. Cook’s motion of 1833, of Lord Aber
deen's Bill, of the Auchterarder case, and
of the Marnoch case, and of the Borthwick
case, and of the hundred-aud-one convolutions
and involutions and revolutions of argument
and o inion sufficient to puzzle the head of
anybo y but a stickler for reﬁned reasoning

are joined in the general assembly and church of
the ﬁrst born. Chalmers, and Cook, and Gordon,
and Mearns, and Welsh, and Lee, and many more,
are, we rejoice to think, united in that church with
out spot or blemish, where King and Priest are
one. And, although I anticipate it deepens our

solemnity to remember that, when a year had shed
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every little fellow in his native arish of Pit
sligo. Schoolfellows, big and litt e, all gave it
up to “ wee Robertson.” Havin at once taken
the top of his class, he kept it.
is most distin
guishing faculty, both now and ten years hence,
when he was a student of Prof. Cruikshank’s,
in Aberdeen, was his unﬂagging memory, which
could grasp up a page of Horace, or the
longest involved surd roots with a facility
that astonished his instructors. There is one
pretty little brotherly story of his school
days which must not be passed over. He was
nine years of age when this little adventure
occurred, and being the eldest of the family his
mauliness was early put to the proof. Two little
sisters and himself were overtaken one evening
by a snow-storm, when, after much consulta
tion by these young heads, it was agreed that
the youngest sister should remain in a cottage
adjoining the school, while the elder and
stronger ones should ﬁght their way home.
The two little bundles of clothes began slowly
to roll their way through the drift, when the
sister who had been left behind began to cry.
James suddenly turned, nothing daunted, got
her on his back, and the three little bodies, now
rolled into two, staggered away homeward
through the snow. Though the road was long

its showers and snows on the grave of James
Robertson, bleak December, which had carried
him away, bore from his brethren William Cun
ningham. They were set face to face in many a
and nice theological criticism? “An impartial ﬁght, and now they rest together. They cherished
history of the Non-Intrusion controversy has mutual respect throughout the hard encounters, and
yet to be written,” says Mr. Charteris, with ere their labours on earth were closed, when one and his burden nearly as big as himself, he
serene forgetfulness of the ponderous and had retired from public life to study the theology nevertheless accomplished his object manfully.
“highly-impartial” labours of his reverend of past ages, and the other had sacriﬁced learned Handling the ﬂail and the rea ing-hook alter
fathers and brethren, Doctors Buchanan, Bryce leisure to the great cause of the evangelization of

and Turner. Nor are the attempts of the
censor improvements on the accounts which
he censures, except in the one important
respect of brevity and terseness. It is im
possible for a man with the very best intentions
to pursue his opponents with the mild ran
cour of Christian controversialism throu h half
a volume, as a learned doctor of the hurch
would throu h many entire volumes. The
quantity of t eological ﬁre and smoke, and
particularly of smoke, that rose up to heaven
all over the Scottish parishes, from “Maiden
Kirk to John 0’ Groats’,” for ten whole years

previous to the birth of the Free Church in
1843, was something which the country had
not witnessed since John Knox laid down his
load in the High Street of Edinburgh. And if
this was so in every nook and corner of lay
Scotland, what was it in the clcrgymen’s resi
dences? The quantity of thunder, if not of
l' htnino, that was manufactured in the manse
0 Dr. Ttobertson and in that of Dr. Cun
ningham is something appalling to contem
plate, even over twenty oblivious years. No
doubt among all the combatants these were
the Hector and the Achilles,—each curiously
boasting to himself or his friends that he had
slaincarcase
his redoubtable
his
in triumphopponent,
round theand
wallsdragged
of I:his
own private Zion.

o

Quod genus hoc pugnre, qua victor victus uterque.

Peace to their manes. They are now both
beyond censure or applause, and they were
men who had more than one noble point in
common. They were simple as children both,
earnest as Michael himself, both generous as

day, and both believed in the omnipotence of
logic as a man only can who sees and knows
prlp‘perly nothing else. VVh-at was the world
in e for, if not for controversy! If there is
such a thing as a genius for controversy,
it ap ears to us that Dr. Cunningham pos
sesse it in very large measure. Mr. Char
teris is wrong in claiming for his hero, “ the
whole texture of whose reasoning is co
metrical,” the blue ribbon of the arena, Just

because the nine tenths of human reasoning
neither is nor ought to be geometrical at all.
Dr. Robertson was always a good mathemati- ]

Scotland, they spoke of each other as was to be
expected of true men drinking at a purer source
than the muddy waters of controversy. But now,
when they see eye to eye, and dwell in the light of
God's eternal love, how unworthy must seem to
those saints every feeling that erewhile marred the
fullness of their Christian brotherhood! Would
that we who mourn them could anticipate that
union which is the Christian's creed, and, overlook‘
ing all our difficulties, unite, as brethren ought, in
a strong and constitutional, and thus really ‘ free,’
Church of Scotland."

This book if too largely taken up with mere
local controversy, has a dash of sterling human
ity in the earlier portions of it. Perhaps there
are few countries in the world where there is
a greater number of strong, uncouth sons of the
moorland sent forth to ﬁght their way to the
highest places in the Church and to respected
positions in the Universities than the one to
which Prof. Robertson belonged. He was by
birth one of those rugged, awkward, devout
sort of youths which a country so poor and
setting so high a value on religious education
as Scotland, is sure always to produce in
abundance. His father, William Robertson,,
farmed some ﬁfty acres of moorish land at
Ardlaw, in the parish of Pitsligo, where he was
born on the 2nd of January, 1803. His mother’s
name was Barbara Anderson, and, though she
had never been at school, she could read her
Bible thoroughly, and she and the wife of the
ploughman contrived very early to enable her
ﬁrst-born son to do so likewise. It is astonish
ing what humble, devout heroism was in this man
and his wife,enablingthem as soon as James was
of years to send him to the University, and from
that to fame. Talk not to Scottish people of '
patrons orprotégés ; even thevery peasantry, who
are as independent as kings, despise such aids,
and wish to be left alone to God and good
fortune. Such was James Robertson’s early
fate, such was his environment. His mother
and the ploughman’s wife were his sole instruc
tors until he was six years of age, when he could
stammer through the Proverbs of Solomon and
Scot’s ‘ Beauties of Eminent \Vriters ’ ! Before

nated with Eschylus and the alculus as soon
as he could well lift those instruments of labour.
As he dusted the grain out from the sheaf on
the barn ﬂoor, the come leaped into as many m,
ys and zs, which, by the energies of his brain, he
was evolving from some ponderous algebraical
equation. During an entire season he thrashed
his body into trim for study, and robbed sleep
of its dues to devote time to his high mathe
matical problems. The consequence was, that
Prof. Hamilton said that, save one, he was the

best student of mathematics he had ever had in

Aberdeen during a period of forty years, and
the Professor of Philosophy surpassed Hamilton,
if possible, in his praises of the ingenuity of
Robertson. Soon after going to college, he had

the good fortune to succeed in obtaining a

bursary, or scholarship, which kept him easily
during the rest of his eight years at the Um
versity. This was procured for him solely by
his own merits. Before he got it, his style
of living and expenditure was something re
markable. From 6!. to Bl. in the six months
was all the money he spent, either on himself
or on his class-fees. And this included 1s. 6d.
a week, which he and a brother student ex
pended each on a
rret room, a bed, a table
and two chairs! Of course, all his food and his
clothing came from home; but even with this
additional consideration, the penury in which
he must have worked was harassing. Robertson
preached his ﬁrst discourse in Pitsligo Church,
1n 1825; and after being successively school
master in his native parish, tutor and librarian
in the family of the Duke of Gordon, and head~
master of Robert Gordon‘s Hospital, he was
appointed by his former patron, the Duke, to
the parish of Ellon, with a living of 2501.
a year. Earnest, vigorous, active-minded, he set
about his work in a way that proved him to be
quite alive to the importance of his oﬁice. No
doubt he was often too ingenious in his dis
ntative theories even for the hard heads of
is Ellon audience. He ﬁoundered a good deal
in what was to the greater number of them
more metaphysical bathos. He was often in
clined to roll his people into heaven or hell on
he had been three years at school, he could con the smooth wheels of a Q. E. 1).; but with all
strue Cornelius No as, and grind out the gram these shortcomings the whole district felt the
matical forms of Iair’s ‘Introduction,’ with power of the man aﬁ‘the wholesome inﬂuence
1
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redoubtablei Mr. Robertson, (If E1101], the second
of his character. There was a small plot of land
attached to his residence which he farmed with name and ﬁrst man of his party."
an enlightenment and a vigour that provoked
After making all allowance for party bias,
the whole county into rivalry. He was the this will be recognized by every good judge to
first in Great Britain to take practical hold of be a very tolerable picture of a remarkable
Liebig’s suggestion of dissolving bones in sul man. The great disputant ultimately subsided
huric acid as a capital manure for turnips. into a quiet Professor of Church History in
hen be disciplined—--“ heckled,” as the word Edinburgh, from the seclusion of which he was
is in Scotland-every member of his parish on occasionally aroused by the urgent solicitations
the Bible and Shorter Catechism, at least once of the, Church. Otherwise, his life from 1843
a year. One old woman, more independent or to its close, in 1860, was almost wholly without
less devout than her neighbours, asserted that I one notable event. He continued to read heavy
she “wadna gong to be heckled (in the burn), soporiﬁc lectures, and the more animated of his
and hue her tees druppin all‘ wi’ the could.” students continued to read Tennyson or Mau
Thus he lived andworked-—busy, eager, devoted rice, on the back benches, to the end of his
to his parish and his Maker.
career. Altogether, this work of Mr. Chnrteris,
On the breaking out of the Non-Intrusion though crude and youthful, gives promise for
controversy, his strong logic, his power of the future. But he must be more careful; he
grasping up a question, and of enforcing it by has given us a single line of errata :-—he might
a strange eloquence of voice and manner, at ' have added a. score.
once placed him in the ranks of the Modemte
minority, and ultimately gained him a DD.
and a Professorship. Hugh Miller, the cele New Views on Baldness,- being a. Treatise on
the Hair and Skin. By H. P. Trueﬁtt.
bmted journalist of the Free Church party,
(\Vebster.)
gives a highly-graphic description of Robertson
in the General Assembly of his Church; and WHEN we remember the injunction in Leviti
we have two sentences devoted to a. description cus, namely, that honour shall be rendered to
of Hugh in a letter of Robertson’s to his wife. the face of the aged, and that in presence of
“By-the-by, the editor of the Witness was this ‘ the bald other men shall respectfully stand, we
day examined before our Commission. He is a I are amazed at Mr. Trueﬁtt's audacity; who
strange-looking, red-haired iiian, by no means poohepoohs Mr. Erasmus Wilson, and thinks
particularly ready in his answers "! The two; that baldness is not a condition to be vene
men loved each other aﬁ'ectionately! Here is the , rated. He is the Dr. Colenso of “ practical tri
portrait of Robertson, which “hath no touch of l cliologists,” as, in his desire to be simple, he
malice in’t,” though Mr. Charteris thinks, in‘ calls hair-dressers; and if there be Episkopoi in
his learned way, that it is mixed up with the his vocation he will certainly be requested to
“hallucinations of phrenology.” The reader ‘ retire from his seat of vantage near Burlington
c.
must judge of this for himself :—
Having “ made ourselves exceptionally fami
“ Now mark beside the doctor (Cook) a man of ‘ liar with abnormalities of the scalp and hair,
a very diﬂ'erent appearance—in stature not exceed we derived from the treatment of these peculiar
ing the middle size, but otherwise of such large
views of our own,” says Mr. Trueﬁtt—which
six
proportions
feet. Wethat
readthey
of ships
might
ofserve
the line
a robust
out down
man to
of
he undertakes to explain in the simplest words,
ﬁ'igntes, and of frigates cut down to gunboats; so that his wisdom may be understood by all
here is a. very large man out down to the middle who brush and shave and comb. As we look
size, and, as if still further to exaggerate the ﬁgure, for these peculiar views in turning over the
there is a considerable tendency to obesity besides. author’s pages, we ﬁnd some of them startling
Hence a very marked uncouthness of outline, with enough. For instance, we ﬁnd that there is
which the gestures correspond, but it is an un a. certain similarity between Epsom salts and
couthness in which there is nothing ludicrous; it fat, the former being “a compound formed by
is an uncouthness associated evidently with power, the union of sulphuric acid and magnesia,”
as in the case of Churchill and Gibbon, or in the while “fat is, in like manner, the resulting
still better known case of Dr. Johnson. Mark the product of the union of an organic acid with
head. It is of large capacity—one of the largest in
the Assembly, perhaps, and of formidable develop glycerine." Glycerine therefore is not a con
ment. The region of propensity is so ample that it stituent of son , though fat contains it in large
gives to the back part of the head a semi-spherical quantities. \i e hardly see how this applies;
form. The forehead is broad and perpendicular, but then we have the disadvantage of not shar
but low, and partially hidden by a profusion of ing Mr. Trucﬁtt’s “ lucidity.” He may be right.
ltrong, black hair, largely tinged with grey. The We should not like to set our poor opinion
development of the coronal region is well‘nigh against that of a professor who declares thut—
concealed from the some cause; but judging from "it is only the most reprehensible ignorance
the general ﬂatness, it is inferior to that of either that could attempt to remedy the affections and
the posterior or anterior portions of the head. The deﬁciencies-so frequent in the scalp, when unmind
features are not handsome; but in their rudely ful of the complicated organization, the compound
bloeked massiveness there are evident indications properties, and the subtle chemical constitution
of coarse vigour. He speaks, and the voice seems even of these subsidiary structures.”
as uncommon as the appearance of the man. There
There is, it seems, a. reprehensible ignorance
is a. mixture of very deep and very shrill tones, and
the effect is heightened still further by a strong abroad which still more surprises Mr. True
northern accent. But it rings powerfully on the ﬁtt. He is astounded that the public “should
ear, and in even the reroute galleries not a single not only never concern themselves about
tone is lost. That men might address in the open the skin, but should rarely ascribe any in
air some eight or ten thousand persons; he is the disposition to a failure in its functions.” In
very beau-ideal of a vigorous democrat, a popular this opinion we would nicekly suggest that the
leader, born for atime of tumults and commotions. professor is in error. He he arrived at this
"’ " That uncouth, powerful'looking man, so ﬁtted conclusion from patients troubled with the
apparently for leading the masses broken loose, is pediculus restimenti, among whom it is not
the great friend and conﬁdant, and so far, at least,
cheerful to ﬁnd any part of his practice existing.
as argument and statement are concerned, the
But, perhaps our practical trichologist does
grand caterer-flapper, as Gulliver would, perhaps,

“the tear springs unbiddm to the eye at the
call of pity, sympathy, or regret,” which of
all the ca rices of tears is the funniest we have
yet hear of. Nevertheless, as Mr. Trueﬁtt
ﬁnely remarks, “ Most of us have bad a blister
on the chest,” which, as a new view of baldness,
is more curious still.
Indeed, this last maxim, or whatever the
trichologist may call it, seems to his own think
ing to take him a little out of the record; and
accordingly, we ﬁnd him plunging anew into
his subject, with the question, “ What is a bald
woman to the most enthusiastic Lovelace!”
To which we reply, not bein Lovelace, that
we do not know; we can on y assert for our
own parts that
Around the dear ruin each wish of our heart
would entwine itaell vordantly still.

Then again, the novel view which our author
next takes with respect to baldness is, that
“Authentic records, according to Sir G. Come
wall Lewis, do not extend so far back as

the time of our ﬁrst parents.” We fancy there
is an authentic record which does extend exactly
to that very time, and that in denying it, and.

dragging in Sir George for an authority,
the trichologist beats Dr. Colenso and the

Zulu hollow!

Of course Mr. Trueﬁtt sup

plies the deﬁciency of authentic record by

intimating that when Eve “aﬁ'ected ivy-leaves”
for a head-dress, “ this must have been when
she was desirous of assuming the ap rance of
an injured, yet digniﬁed woman.” Perhaps it
must: Mr. Trueﬁtt ought to know; for he tells
us secrets about fair womankind in genenal
which induce us to consider him as a universal’
Iachimo, who has been irreverently looking
into the mysteries of a whole race of also ing
Imogene, and who unscrupulously tells
he
saw to a. world which ought to blush as it hears.
in Turnin
man, It r., however,
Trueﬁtt playfully
to new views
calls shaving
on
the
heard a “barbarous caprice," but lest you should
think him addicted to lightness when treating
a serious subject, he immediately deﬁnes shav
ing more magniloquently as “ a vain attempt
on the part of man to prevent the growth of
eight feet of hair from the chin during twenty
ﬁve years of his life.” That man carries on
this vain attempt exactly a quarter of a century
is a. new idea, which we acce t with gratitude,
and so receiving it acknowle e “the common
physiological tenet,” upheld by the author,

“that modern science has added to the stock of
previous knowledge.” Yes, even lunatic-s may
have learnt something in asylums where they
must have been admirably kept,_ with gmtes
barred to ﬁt their heads, and fires blazing for
the use of their scalps!—
“ Lunatics have been known to put their heads
between the bars into a blazing ﬁre, and there

remain until the whole scalp was charred to a
cinder, and yet so 'free from pain were the unfor
tunate creatures, that they have been dragged
away while fast asleep, and, when waking, have
been altogether unconscious of injury. Yet rrr
these lunatics circulation and growth were ade

quately carried on.”
Equally mad, but more injured, are the
“ several ladies under our care at this moment
who acknowledge that they would consume
more than a couple of hours every day m
‘cleaning the head.’ ” This the author deems
foolish enough; but contemplating men and
things generally as a philosopher, he declarﬁ
that “of all the inscrutable follies with which
the present age is chargeable, surely none can
surpass that which centres in the so-called elec

tric brushes.” No doubt! but as the 'folly cen

tred there is inscrutable, we will not venture to
say-t0 the Tory Earls of Dalhousie, Haddington not mean to say exactly what he seems to say,
and Aberdeen. If nature intended him for a popu for his exceedingly lucid style is apt to. get a. look for it.
It is a maxim of Mr. Trueﬁtt’s that “there
lar leader, never surely was there an individual little “dark with excess of ii ht," as when
more sadly misplaced. We have before us the he remarks, with much poetica licence, thatl may be a little diﬂiculty now-a-days in telling
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a gentleman by his dress.” You guess what
follows—“ the cut of his hair stamps him un
mistakeably.” Mr. Truefitt knows a nobleman,
“ whom we have attended for many years,”
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and this amiable aristocrat insists that he can
tell at a lance Poole’s cut in cloth and True
ﬁtt’s in air! Observe the inference to be

drawn from “insists.” The modest Trueﬁtt‘
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which identity of theme enforces; and, con
sidering the fullness with which the Latin poet
has worked out the same design, we may con
gratulate Mr. Worsley upon the distinctness
and independence of his work.
At the opening of the poem, the restless
ambition of Youth, in the son of Clymene, is
ﬁnely contrasted with the pensive calm of

has dissented, or feigned dissent; but our‘ Wisdom as personiﬁed in Apollo——the Wisdom
nobleman “insists,” and my Lord is an autho-' of Experience, which, if it has learnt the
rit not to be gainsaid.
secret of its power, has learnt also the limits
llh'ichology, as we have intimated, leads its’ of Fate to which even the highest power is
professor into little contradictions. “ The heads subject.—
,
of most people in London,” he says sternly, \,
Noble in presence. though a cloud of grief
Hung
shadowy-dark
upon his brows; all else
“are never cleaned.” We doubt the fact, but
Redundant with warm youth; his radiant locks
would rather not enter upon controversy. If ’
Fair as a girl's, when stealing shades embrown
there were not much in this book to prove the The wavy yellow, and the fine glint of gold,
Like ﬁre-dust, sparkles in her sunlit hair;
contrary, Mr. Truefitt hardly improves the con-?
The while, from underneath his brooding brows,
dition of the London head by recommending!
Flushed eager expectation, mixed with pain
And wonder and delight-s surging sea,
that “washing should, let it notwithstanding be
Phacthon by the Sun's great portals stood.
remembered, not be resorted to more frequently \
than once a week.” Then he thinks it is ‘ How different the portrait of the son from
nonsense for people to indulge “in parcxysms; that of the divine father, who sat
In night-imaginations, clothed with calm
of hygienic virtue ”
inst leaden cisterns when
Unutterable, through all his ample heart
they expose their sea ps to the action of leaden
Sated with oilice and the fiery cures
'
That haunted his day-labour! For, indeed,
combs.
l
Cour-lied
in
those
large
and
melancholy
eyes,
Leaden combs will certainly not produce l
Brooded an awful emphasis of rest,
(l
lden hair," of which our professor speaks 1
That tranquil selfperfedion, without pain,
Which, in their far-off musings, mortal men,
miringlyz‘
Though eloquently nurtured, ﬂnd no name

“The fashion of sprinkling the hair with gold‘
Wherewith to name, not even in sacred verse.
leaf has of late years been revived by the Empress ‘
We pass over the earlier details of the well
Eugenie, the material used for the purpose receiv known legend. Phaethon, deaf to the prayers

ing the elegant appellation of poudrc d‘or. It will of Apollo, is about to proceed on his perilous
be a hint worth remembering for such as covet‘
fair hair, and have scarcely enough of the precious journey. The glorious team is led forth, and
metal to emulate the Emperor and the Empress, l the adventurer catches the ﬁrst glimpse of the
that
apparent
the Germans
satisfaction
achieved
to themselves,
the desiredbyresult,
the use
with
of dazzling path. For awhile, his rash spirit is
overawed. He takes heed to Apollo’s warnings
a kind of soap, made of goat’s tallow and ashes of 1 touching the guidance of the steeds, and suffers
beech-wood. This soap, which was called Hessian . himself to be anointed with a chrism potent to
Soap from being manufactured in the county of l repel the ﬁery atmosphere. Then comes the
Hesse, was much used, if we may credit Martial, ‘ journey, with its varied incidents and terrible
to stain the German wigs, in order to give them a catastrophe.—
‘ flame-colour.‘ "
Then soherly and well did Phsethon
l
Hoard up and use that warning of the god,
Although the trichological reading seems to
" Bind: not the rain, nor from tense watch decline
be very extensive, Mr. Trueﬁtt scorns technical ‘
Thine eyelids "-so he watching slacked not rein,
But, from the godlike increase given to him,
words; his delight is to be simple and intelli-‘
Maintained an equal nerve, though sore afraid;
'ble. If he uses the recondite word “diseases,”
Nor even thus with all his power had curbed
That chivalry divine, but that the god
e obligingly adds “ or cachexies,” to enable
infused
a soul more governshly mild
you to understand it. Baldness is described}
For that one voyage, making their defect
as Alopecia; and he states, with a scholarly‘
Somewhat incline, for easier vassalagc,
To his son's lifted virtue. So he passed
condescension which country entlcmen should
Safe on his course, and all the heaven drank light,
a preciate, that “the etymo ogy of the word‘
And, touched with splendour, wine-dark ocean smiled,
pithelium is in itself explanatory.”
Hcnving with ships, black hull and snow-white sail;
And
each land went to its accustomed work,
Altogether, we should say that the subject
0f peace where peace, and war where there was war,
here treated is a little too much for the author, ‘
Nor omen of disaster rose at all,

and is to him what Hans Streningen’s long
}heard was to that Burgomaster who, “ one day,
avin forgotten to tuck it up, trod upon it,‘
ind tlfereby falling down, incontinently killed
imse .”

Poems and Tramlations. B Philip Stanhope
Worsley. (Blackwood & ‘ons.)
THE original poems in this volume differ widely .
from each other in point of merit. ‘Phaethon',’ :
the ﬁrst of the series, is a. noble achievement,
and far superior to all that follow. It more
than fulﬁls the hopes formed of the writer from ‘
his translation of the Odyssey, and proves
beyond question that we have a new poet in
our midst.

It is no detraction from Mr. Worsley’s merit
to say that his ‘Phaethon’ at once recalls to
us the second book of the ‘Metamorphoses.’
Mythological fable may be regarded as the:
common property of poets, in which the outline
is already determined, and no originality pos
sible but that of treatment. It is not to be
denied that the present poem is, in some of
its details, similar to that of Ovid. The resem- .

blance, however, is scarcely more than that

Till, as he neared the blazing cope of noon,
Where the steeds flagged a little, as is their wont,
For steeper seems a hill just ere the bend
Even at the point where Nature seems to pause
And listen while the sultry hour goes by—
Flat weariness ached through him, and he thought
How boonless were the been if this were all;
Nor did he cease repeating to himself,
“ How worthless is the boon if this be all i
Broad is the way; the steeds are tame enough."
Till, hungered with hot zeal, he seized the thong;
Then whirled it, curling it beneath the flank
Of the two vanwurd; thence with sharp recoil
Crossing the arched necks of the hindmost two.
And lo ! the sudden insult dug like steel
Into the one heart of the fiery four.
They in a moment knew the vulgar hands
That held them, and their lordly eyes wept fire
For anger at the ungenerous pilotage;
And each dilated nostril panted ilre,
And the sides, heaving through their sleek expanse,
Starcd with a noble horror, foaming ﬁre ;
While, raving up the causeway, hoof and wheel,
With screams and anvil-thunder, a deafening din,
Rained earthwnrd and to heaven a storm of fire.
90 to the summit, from whose brows the team,
Thrice-maddening, prone sdown the diamond are
Swept, and a triple whirlwind of white fire,
Blownfkywnrd, sipped upon the charioteer.
Then Gauges and a troop of Eastern streams
Fled backward, each one to his cradle cave;
Then the tall glaciers of the Polar Zone
Flushed crimson to the roots of their cold realm ;
For all the ﬂr-crowned Mndiuavian hills
Night-shrouded half the months, tier over tier,
Biased in the gloomy North, like beacon-hells
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Lit for world-wasting Furies who hear down
In convoy, with wild omens of the end.
And all the peopled plains sent up a smoke
Of harvests reaped by fire, and ﬂaming towns
Till the hot clamour of those muterless wheels
Rang deadlier, mingled with the loud-voiced curse
Of men by my'riads overcome with hell.
And a long cry came to the can of Zeus,
Where in full conclave of the gods he sat ;
And, while be doubted, a great rainy heat
Fell slant and sudden on the Olympian walls,
And all the ceiling glared like molten gold,
And the rich cloistcrs like a forest glowed
Of resinous pines, with every trunk ablaze.

The beauty of this example in its early pas
sages, and its grand intensity as it proceeds,
have hardly been surpassed, we think, by any
living writer. The gentle instinct of the steeds
till unworthy chastisement rouses them to al
most human indignation-the suddenness with
which they break away from the “ ungenerous
}pilotage”—the swelling tumult of sound and
i the ﬁres that at once spread and mingle, while
the team sweeps
Thricemsddening, prone adown the diamond arc

1, form a picture admirable alike for the interest
‘ of its particulars and the splendour of its
‘ general effect.
N0 word, perhaps, is more loosely employed
than the word “imagination.” If any reader
would learn its meaning from an instance, we
refer him to our extract. He may be surprised
to ﬁnd how devoid it is of set metaphor or
illustrative comparison. These ornaments, how
‘ ever attractive, belong to a lower grade of
poetry. The imaginative writer does not illus
trate his theme-he identiﬁes himself with it.
Brilliant as Mr.Worsley’s description is, it has
little that can be strictly called fancy; far less
does it betray that gorgeous indistinctness by
which straining weakness often substitutes
truth. Every circumstance is clearly and simply
told; and, were the incidents ossible in them
selves, we might suppose t rat they would
happen as here represented. If it be asked,
i then, wherein an imaginative narrative differs
[from one of literal reality, we answer, in the

5 addition, in the former case, of the nature that
1 perceives to the objects that are perceived.
Imagination does not alter reality, although it
'gldriﬁes it. Under its dominion the actual is
still the actual, but plus the net. He selects,
-indeed,and thus discards all t t_is unessential
or incongruous; but the keeping thus gained
; is but the harmony of his own mind reﬂected
upon events which, could they occur at all,
would occur as he relates them. To this discri
minating power we may add the still higher

1 function by which he imputes to material ob
jects those emotions in himself of which such
objects are typical. The faculty first named—
that of selection—is admirably shown in the
opening lines of our quotation. The treatment
is large, as beﬁts the vastness of the scene and
the importance of the action. The general fea
tures of dawn and advancin day are distinctly
conveyed, but nowhere with that minutcness
of detail which, however excellent in a subject
of narrower interest, would be unsuited to the
magnitude of the present. Nor is Mr. Worsley
less happy in cvincing that noblest quality b
which the poet informs outward things wit
' human signiﬁcance. -The tall glaciers that “ﬂush
crimson to the roots of their cold realm,”—thc
ﬁr-crowned hills that blaze, tier over tier, like
' the beacons of furies,—nnd the fiery reﬂection
from earth that sfartles the conclave of gods;
are not mere pictures of material coniiugration:
they are quick with the imputed life of human
agony and terror.
To ‘ Phaethon’ succeeds ‘ Narcissus,’ the
subject of which affords less scope for variety
of incident and brilliancy of painting. Yet the
latter poem has a charm of its own. In perusing
it after ‘Phaethon,’ we seem to exchange the
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the students of “literary biography may ‘be
pleased at the sight of the young poet leavlng;
the army, the picture that we have of Kleist at
this time is not prepossessing. From his letters,
as well as from his biographer's acknowledg
And the suns travelled till there came a day,
\Vhen, heated from the chase and tired with toil,
ment, we see that he was in a fair way to
Whether of chance, or by some envious Fate
‘
He constituted himself pro
Misguided, he bore on with ﬂagging steps
5 become a pedant.
l'nto a pure cold fount, where never bird
fessor in his home, erected a. desk, and delivered
Nor mountain-goat frequented, clothed around
lectures to his family. It was then considered
With fresh green turf, and secret from the sun.
patriotic for every provincial town to preserve
Thither no devious track of mortal feet
led through the shady labyrinth of wood;
I its native dialect unimpaired, and as good Prus
No sound of shepherds, calling from the bowers
sians Kleist’s sisters spoke a most execrable
\Vith melody of ﬂute or vocal play,
Made welcome for the weary ﬂocks at noon;
German. The young professor _attacked this
Only the lmmemorial silences
custom with vigour, and, in spite of the league
Kept- haunt for ever on those ﬂowery ﬂoors,
into which many of the young ladies of Frank
Where the sweet summers ever came and went,
And went and came, and even from the bees
} fort had entered to defend their Palm's, he came
Year after year their customary spoil
I
victorious out of the combat. About this time,
Concealed, as in a. secret treasure-house.
In the ieces that follow we ﬁnd none quite however, he showed signs of that absence of
worthy 0 the writer until we come to ‘Erinnys.’ . mind to which he afterwards fell so much a
Here Mr. Worsley is once more on classic prey: one morning he came home to change
ground, and his power returns. From his re his coat, and undressed himself completely in
maining poems we could often cite thoughtful ‘ stead ; and he would frequently break off in the
and vigorous passages, but the strength is more middle of a sentence and remain silent without
ﬁtful, the glow ‘paler, the music fainter. After i being aware of the presence of others. But his
the original poems derived from classic subjects, intercourse with young ladies, though in the
the most interesting contents of the book are i character of a professor, bro ht the natural
the translations from Greek and Latin oets ‘ consequences-he fell in love. he young lady
his heart seems scarcely to
and the versions of Latin Hymns-the atter to whom he pled
being chieﬂy taken from the com ilation made have possessed t e ﬁrmness and skill which
some years since by the Dean of estminster. I all English girls seem to inherit, and by
which they guide the most intricate courtship
to a satisfactory close. She allowed Kleist to
Heinrich von Kleist. Von Dr. AdolfWilbrandt. ! domineer over her; she kept their engagement
(Nordlinged)
secret from her parents because he declared

ardour of summer noon for the pensive beaut
of summer twilight. How delicious is the fa lowing picture of a woodland glen, with its soft
chequered light and mysterious hush !—
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to steer, and I feel as if my end was
ap roaching.”
e started for Paris with his sister Ulrike,
to whom many of the letters in this volume are
addressed, and who exercised more than once
a decided influence upon him. He pictures
Dresden in a few vivid phrases,—the town like
a scenic pageant in the midst of an amphi
theatre, the country round like a landscape
spread out on a carpet, with the circle of bills
as an ambesque border. But a long journey
through Germany in 1801 gave rise to other
than pleasant pictures. The post-carriages were
mere waggons, without either cushions or side
doors, and the roads generally impassable.
Kleist and his sister bought a carriage in Dres
den nnd travelled with their own horses.
Before they came to Frankfort an accident
nearly terminated their journey, and gave
Kleist an opportunity to indulge in the saddest
reﬂections. The bray of a donkey frightened
the horses while they were feeding; they dashed
off, and overturned the carri e in which the
travellers were sitting. “An thus the lives
of two human beings hung on the bray of an
ass! If my life had ended at this moment, had
I lived for that? For that? Was that, and no
more than that, the purpose which heaven had
in view for this gloomy, enigmatic, mortal life '2”
With these qucstionings running in his brain,
the poet was quite unﬁtted for such a town as

Paris. His description of the cit , which seems

like a vision of the Arabian ights to those
who see it after London, is almost identical
“Mighty poets in their misery dead” is the that when once they knew of it all the charm with that of Alﬁeri. It was here that Kleist
thought that haunted Wordsworth through one had vanished in his eyes; and she remained formed a resolution to renounce the society of
of the most sustained of his works, and to none _' constant for nearly two years in spite of the man, and retire to some quiet s ot in Switzer
in the whole confraternity of poets are the words ; stnrngeness of his conduct. From the very land where he might pass an idyl ic life with his
more applicable than to Heinrich von Klu'st.‘ beginning he insisted on absolute submission, family alone. But his betrothed was not equal
There have been many lives of suffering, years I would not consent that his betrothed should to the self-denial, and after a silence of ﬁve
of struggle and disappointment, but on none do \ rejoice at anything which did not refer to him, months Kleist wrote her a farewell letter,
the clouds seem to have rested so heavily, with- I complained every day of some want of love, which put an end to their engagement.
After a short enjoyment of the idyllic life
out a gleam of sunlight. Dr. Wilbrandt has and‘ wrote her a. long letter every day in the
he had chosen, on an island in the Aar, where
told the story of Klcist’s unhappy fate with , few moments that he was absent from her.
great clearness, impartial sympathy, that sits
Kleist's en
ement had, however, one prac it ﬂows out of the lake of Thun, during which
well on a bio rapher, and considerable literary tical effect- e applied for employment. He he devoted himself to poetry and a Swiss
power. In all these points he seems to have took up his quarters in Berlin, and devoted maiden, Kleist gave up his dream of solitude
more affinity with En lish biographers than himself to the commencement of an oﬁicial and went to Weimar. He was well received by
with any German mo el, and he sketches career, though he owned that he was not suited the great literary triumvirate, though he had
the place of Kleist's early residence, compiles for ofiicial life. In the middle of this a frenzy only one interview with Schiller and Goethe;
verbal notices which have dropped from the seized him, and he started off on a mysterious but Wieland gave him a. home under his roof,
mouths of Kleist’s contemporaries, and gives journey to Wurzburg, apparently without an and entered warmly into all his projects.
us a living picture of Kleist himself.
object, and without letting his betrothed into Goethe’s judgment of Kleist was influenced by
Heinrich von Kleist, the
test and most the secret. His biographer conjectures that he the distaste he felt for everything that recalled
unfortunate of the German romantic school, went in order to escape from philosophy, and his early malady,—the same feeling that led him
was born in 1776 in Frankfortron-the-Oder. that he felt the germs of poetry within him. to avoid a sudden intimacy with Schiller, that
His parents died while he was still young, and The description of Wurzburg that Kleist gives made him shrink from the hypochondria dis
seem to have left no impression on his mind. in his letters would certainly confirm the second played in Byron. He saw the ghost of \Verther
We are told that his youth was cheerful, that half of this conjecture ; we ﬁnd there the pro in Kleist, and that ghost he had long attempted
he displayed an intense activity in learning, a fusion of similes, the abundance of pathetic to lay. Kleist, on the other hand, entertained
ﬁery spirit that could not be quenched, though fallacies, the strained ecstncy of vision that so ideas about himself and Goethe that were
the circumstances of his position as well as the often usher in oetry. But the unaccountable scarcely likely to conciliste the older poet. He
surrounding objects were by no means inspirit way in which leist started on this journey, desired nothing less—Dr. Wilbrandt has learnt
ing. Dr.Wilbrandt gives us a picture of Frank and on another journey to Dresden and Paris it from a friend of Kleist’s-than absolute
fortron-the-Oder as it was in the last cen the next year, would almost justify a comparison dominion in German poetry; said openly that
tury; instead of open squares, promenades and of him to the Lord Bateman of the ballad, as he had only one object in view, to be the great
alleys, gloomy gates, thick walls and moats sur illustrated by George Cruikshank. It is impos est poet of his nation, and in that purpose not
rounded the town, which was then considered sible to discover why he ﬂung up his occupation even Goethe should hinder him, and boasted
impregnable; and where now a cheerful park is in Berlin, and started suddenly for Paris. We in his excited moods that he would pluck the
planted with lime-trees was the old pestiferous can only ascribe it to the waywardncss of his wreath from Goethe’s forehead. Wieland,wh0
graveyard. In his eleventh year, Kleist was sent character, to the unaccountable strangeness took him into his house and treated him like
to Berlin, and some years after entered the that guided him, or rather led him astray, a son, could not fail to observe his strangeness of
Prussian army. In this service he wasted, as through the whole course of his life. “Nothing demeanour, his absence of mind, and his confused
he subsequently complained, seven costly years ; is regular with me but irregularity," he says in mutterings; and _Kleist confessed that he was
he felt himself unﬁt for the army, looked on one of his letters; and on the eve of starting for writing a tragedy, which he only desired to com
the military discipline _with contempt, con this journey he gives vent to the most gloomy plete before his death, but the ideal that ﬂoated
sidered the officers as drill-sergeants, the soldiers prognostications. “Everything is dark in my before him was so lofty that he had destroyed
as slaves, and a manoeuvring regiment a mere future; I know not what to wish or what to every scene as soon as it was written. Some of
monument of tyranny. In spite of the opposi hope ;” “I seem like a child that has ventured these scenes hel'ecited to Wieland from memory,
tion of all his relatives, he left the army, and out into the middle of the sea: the wind rises ; and Wieland was so struck by them that he
betook himself tothc serious study of philosophy, the boat dashes wildly about in the waves, the declared them worthy of the combined genius
at the age of twenty-three. How much soever thunder stuns every sense: I know not where of zEsclrylus, Sophocles, and Shakspeare. He
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exhorted Kleist to work at the tragedy and
complete it as best he could; but the erratic
youth, though for a time he followed the advice
and showed the warmest gratitude to \Vieland,
was not to be rescued from his fate. He stole
secretly out of Wieland’s house, found his way
to Paris, where he destroyed all that he had
written, and then, wishing only for death,
started on foot for Boulogne to join the expedi
tion preparing for the invasion of England.
Fortunately, it may seem, though it is doubtful
ifsuch an end would not have saved him the
subsequent misery of his life, Kleist was rescued
by an acquaintance he met on the road from
the fate that would, in all robability, have
seized him at Boulogne, for h e was travelling
without a passport, and a Prussian nobleman
in similar circumstances had just been shot as

as y.
he shook seems to have sohered Kleist for

a time, and a ray of hope dawned ‘upon him.
He returned to Berlin and with "rent difficult
obtained an oﬁicial pbst after being severel?
ieprﬂggrnilead by Ithe;l king’sf adjlutant for the life
e
a sister,
ette
”Kl'.t
relates
in e.
a letter to his
“ tulirnnddlmy
biilclr
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system was so shattered that madness seemed
imminent; he said that a friend must either
give him up his wife or die by his hand, and
meeting the friend shortly after on the bridge,
attempted to throw him into the river.
Dr. “’ilbrandt devotes a long chapter to the
story of Kleist’s suicide. It was in November,
1811, that he went with a friend’s wife, whose
state of mind greatly resembled his own, to a

lake on the high road from Potsdam to Berlin,
a place where he had once discussed the ques
tion of suicide with his friends. The spot is
lonely and melancholy, sandy banks surround
ing the desolate lake over whose waters the
willows hang, and above scattered birches with
a dark background of ﬁr and pine. In the
distance rises a church-spire, and nearer still
the inn in which the two passed the night
writing their last farewell to their friends. In
the morning they walked from the inn to the
lake,—a shot, and then another, were heard;
and their bodies were found close together,
where Kleist had shot his companion through
the heart before blowing out his brains.

Histo'ry of the Scottish Regiments in the British
on the civil service, wandered through foreign
Amy. By Arch. K. Murray. (\Vard & Lock.)
countries, tried to settle in Switzerland, made
averse-s, (think of that being made a re roach to Common, according to the maxim of Bona
me, and in such words!) and so on.” glowever, parte, is a quality born with a man, but which
the king was. not inexorable, and Kleist settled cannot be acquired. So said the soldier. On
the other hand, some philosophers have described
e. v1s easy 0 see ow on bravery as being the mere impatience of danger;
others have declared that men constitutionally
such a promise would be kept; but no soonerwag
it broken than the poet again resigned his em timid may and do possess themselves of courage
ployment, and the battle of Jena coming shortly by an effort of mind. Perhaps the truly brave
man is he who, fully conscious of the mortal
after deprived him of all support from the state,
as well as making his literary proﬁts precarious. peril he is commanded to face, goes forward to
The hand of France was heavy upon him from meet it, calmly if he will, enthusiastically if he
this moment. _Venturrng to Berlin while it was may, and accomplishes his duty, fearless of all
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1n_the possession of the French he was taken
(pgrésopterhamtl: conﬁned in the~ castleﬁhof Jﬁrrx,
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which Toussaint Louverture ied. When set
free again, and allowed to return to Germany,
Kleist found his country so situated that there
was little respect of a favourable end to his
stru le._ he booksellerscould not pay their
as
prices for manuscripts while war was
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istic of his style, his philoso by, his logic, and
above all of his knowledge 0 history generally,
and of military history in particular. The italics
are 0urs:—
"Armies have a very ancient history. Their
origin might be traced to the very gates of Para
dise. When the unbridled lust and wrathful pan
sions of man were let loose like Furies, to wander
forth upon the earth, 'then it was that lawless
adventurers, gathering themselves together into
armed bands for hostile purposes, to live and prey
upon their weaker brethren, constituted them
selves armies. Passing down the stream of time,
through the Feudal Age, we ﬁnd one among the
many greater, mightier, wealthier—a giant tower
ing above his fellows-exercised lordship, levied
tribute, military and civil, over others as over

slaves. These were the days of chivalry,—-the
Crusades,—-when cavalry constituted the grand
strength of an army. Here we might begin the
history of cavalry as an important constituent in
armies, were such our purpose. The comparative
poverty of our ancient Scottish nobility prevented
them contributing largely to the chivalry of the

age.

Almost the sole representative we have of

our Scottish Cavalry, is the Second Regiment of
Royal North British Dragoons, or Scots Greys-a

most worthy representative. The wars of the Inter
regnum in Scotland—the times of Wallace and
Bruce-when the feudal lords had nearly all either
deserted or betrayed her, introduce us to a new
force, more suited to the independent character
and patriotism of the Scottish people—the forma
tion of corps of infantry or armed bands of free
burghers. These were the fruit, to a large extent,

of the Magna Charts in England, and of the

struggle for liberty in Scotland. Hence the wars
of Edward the Black Prince with France, distin
guished by the victories of Poiticrs, Agincourt, and
Crcsay, may be viewed not merely as the epitome
of the triumphs of England over France, but more
especially as illustrating the success of this new
force-—represented in the English yeomen,burghers,
consequences.
In achievements of this quality, the Scottish citizens, and freemen-over the old force, sus
tained
in the chivalry, the cavalry of France. The
regiments do not excel other regiments in the
result of these successive defeats, we ﬁnd, was most
service; but the 97th Lanarkshire Volunteer disastrous to France."

Guards appear to entertain a different opinion,
and they accordingly requested their Major to
chronicle the deeds of daring or endurance of
the Greys, the Coldstreams and the Scots Fusi
liers, the Royal Scots and North British, the
Kings Own Borderers, the Cameronians and the
Light D oons, the Scots Brigade, or the old
_
_ on no pay oseo 94th, the erthshire, the Stirlingshire and the
native poets; while Kleist’s eccentricities
Argyleshire, the 70th, the 90th and the Lanark
shire, the Old Highland, the Black Watch, the
ers. newspaper
e rre Glasgow and the Duke of Albany's, the 74th,
tragedy and comedy, storliliiso and
articles, but nothing succeeded with him. One the Ross-shire Buffs, and the Cameron, the Gor
of his pieces was tried in Weimar, and Goethe, don and the Sutherland Highlanders. This is
who wrote hun an excellent letter about it, a. goodly roll of the brave whose deeds are
now recorded by the Major of the Lanarkshire
Volunteers at the request of his brother officers.
e an or.
e It was an evil hour when the request was made,
piece failed, and Kleist rgvenged himself in
a worse when the Major undertook the office.
ungenerous epigrams on Goethe. He wrote a
Major Murray sets out by a remark not at
tragedy on Penthesilea, in which the death of
all to the purpose and in no respect true. It
the heroine affected him so deepl that he was
could have been as well said at the end or mid
found bathed in tears, and coul only answer dle of the book as at the beginninﬂ, or inserted
to his friend's inquiry, “She is dead!” But in any other work the author might write. It
the publisher who bought the tragedy was so
is to this effect: “ Nature has been aptly
dtlisatisrzlflicdl with it tlhathhe Ivziould not advertise
represented as a ﬁckle goddess, scattering her
ror
eo :vlsntililwafto
‘kf'tKl't
tarted aees
period’ica
giiilte all Elise bounties here and there with a. partial hand."
fall'entzslff Gerrlrlzitrlrytz clog succeed where Schil We know no one who has so represented her.
e s
oren’
ai e ; but it achieved no On the contrary, we know how she has been
goipsthan its dpratotype. Betglwfien the battles otherwise and more truly represented by the
pem
an followed
agrarn ’tlil: ﬁrslmgli'gat
'
th:hcfdk— greatest of our didactic poets,—the one who
ultation
which
grandly said
All Nature's difference keeps all Nature's peace,
received by Napoleon in Germany, Kleist
endeavoured to found a political paper in and who allowed so little of ﬁckleness or par
Prague with the assistance of some of the tiality to this “goddess,” as to lead him to
leading statesmen of Austria. But Napoleon’s exclaim,
Know, Nature's children shall divide her care,
second passage of the Danube scattered these
The fur that warms a monarch warrn'd a bear.
projects, and a newspaper that Kleist started
Leaving the Major to settle this matter with
1n Berhn only hastened his ruin. His nervous Nature, we quote a passage at once character
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\Ve have been accustomed of late to very
remarkable disturbances in the atmosphere of
history. We have been told that Richard the

Third did not kill his nephews, and that Henry
the Eighth was rather a tender husband ; but we
were not repared for Major Murray’s discovery
that the Black Prince, and not Henr the Fifth,
won the great day at Agincourt. urely this
transfer of glory from Lancaster to Plantagenet
is a little unjust to the former! Would it be
fair if we were to maintain that Sir Cloudesley
Shovel gained the Battle of Trafalgar or that
Marlborough won the victory of 1815 at Water
loo? If this be the method by which the Major
registers the glories of the Scottish re ' ents,
we may well be doubtful of the few 0 does
chronicle amid the masses of ﬁne writing, droll
logic, and of his oracular remarks, which remind
us of the words of the poet,
To observations which ourselves we make,
We grow more partial for th' observer’: sake.

Again, as if to render undoubted the _right
of the Black Prince to the glory of being the
victor at Agincourt, the Major calls Poitiers,
Agincourt and Cressy successive defeats. If you
allow that young Edward a't ﬁfteen or sixteen
ined the last of these ﬁelds in 1346, the
ajor supposes, it would seem, that he,
incontestably, carried off the glory of Agincourt
some years previously—Agincourt having been
fought in 1415! and that the young hero com
menced his career of invincibility at Poitiers,
which we used to think was fought ten years
after Crcssy—namely, in 1356.
If we come down to a later period, we do not
ﬁnd the Major's chronology in a more healthy
condition. He states that the Coldstreams
were raised by General Monk about the year
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tain that "the beauty " is Mrs. Edwin James
herself, and that the beauty’s second husband
is the late Member for Marylebone, they must
bear the consequences of their own malevolence,
in 1795, whence the Scots Greys shortly thereafter and more generous critics must hold the lady
returned to England.”
guiltless of the bad taste imputed to her by
Of anecdote or incident, the examples are such uucharitable constructions. Half-a-dozen
very few; but here is a bit of individuality in sentences will suffice to show how few are the
the person of Mrs. Davies, who followed the points of similarity between the author and
army, in a male dress, or, as the Major puts the heroine of the ‘ Wanderings,’ between the
it, “donning the llabiliments of man” !—
Queen's Counsel and the villain of the tale.
"At the battle of Ramiliea, after much hard
Mrs. Edwin James does not tell the story of
ﬁghting, the regiment succeeded in penetrating
into the village of Autreglize, inﬂicting a dreadful her own life, but merely narrates the adventures
carnage, and were honoured in receiving the our‘ of her intimate friend, Evelyn Travers. When
render of the French ' Regiment du Roi,’ with she is still a simple, guiltless child, not seven
arms and colours. Amid the trophies of the day, teen years of age, Evelyn becomes a “victim of
the Greys are said to have taken no fewer than circumstances,’ and is induced by a worldly
seventeen standards. At the close of the battle a mother and a heartless stepfather to marry
very curious circumstance was brought to light, her ﬁrst cousin, Capt. Edward Travers, who, on
affording an illustrious example of woman's love, making her acquaintance, is “dressed in the
ﬁdelity, endurance and heroism. Amongst the height of fashion, which in England means a
wounded of the Scots Greys, a female (Mrs. Davies) well-cut coat, white waistcoat, nn irreproachable
was discovered, who, donning the habiliments of
neck-tie, and well-ﬁtting polished boots.” The
man, had enlisted in the regiment, braved the
perils of Schellenberg and Blenheim, that in this captain's chief points are, a ﬁne set of teeth, “a
disguise she might follow her husband, who was a most becoming moustache,” and a hand that
soldier in the First (Royal Scots) Foot, then with trembles ominously at the breakfast-table. At
the army. Her case at once excited the interest her wedding “the bride, who was in high
and sympathy of the whole army; and awakening beauty, wore over a Petticoat of white glacé silka
the Guards, who gladly “welcomed a respite the generosity of the of'licers, especially of the of
richly-embroidered
her husband, whorobe
hadofbrought
India muslin,
it fromthe
In '
from such irksome duties and the inﬂuences of colonel of her regiment, she was restored to her
such evil ammplc on theﬁcld of battle!" This true position as a woman, lived to be of consider Her wreath and bouquet were of 'real oran
is very satisfactory; and we may add, for the able service as envoy to the army, and at her flowers, and a veil of the most delicate lace
satisfaction of those to whom the modesty of death in 1789 was buried with military honours in enveloped her youthful form as in a cloud.”
'
The wedding takes place in May; in the
the army is dear, the Major’s agreeable remark, Chelsea Hospital."
Such are samples of this new historical work. following Jul ,Evelyn writes to her intimate
that “the Grenadiers and Coldstreams were
We
will
on]
add,
for
the
sake
of
peace
among
unwilling witnesses to the prqﬂigacy and lei/rd
friend from her husband's ancestral seat in
mss of the Court.” In this last case the ilalics military an literary controversialists, that at Derbyshire, “ Do you remember, Mary, how
Vt’aterloo
the
“watchword"
of
the
French
Gamdc
are the Major's, whose anxiety to support cha
you used to tease me and tell me I wasnot
racter is so great that he even asserts that the was, “The Guard dies, but never surrenders.” going to marryia man ‘but a pair of moustaches’?
The
Major
adds,
“we
feel
honoured
as,
regard
Peace of Ryswick was weary of the War. This
Well, I confess, they may have had a triﬂe to
remarkably pretty ﬁgure of speech is thus ing their grave on the plains of Waterloo, we do with it. But only just imagine my horror;
shed
a
tear
for
the
worthy
representative
of
the
illustrated :—“ In 1697, weary of a war which
Edward appeared yesterday morning at break
had been fraught with no decided success on Guard !" The Mejor’s tears have blinded him fast shorn of his honours, and on my exclama
either side, the Peace of Ryswiok put- an end, a little, perhaps, as to- facts.
tion of natural disgust, he informed me that
for the present, to afurther waste of blood and
his name having appeared in the Gazette as
Wanderings
of
a
Beauty;
or,
The
Real
and
The
treasure.”
having sold out of the army, he was no longer
Ideal. By Mrs. Edwin James. (Routlcdge entitled as a civilian to wear moustaches. I
It is due, however, to the Major to say that
& Co.)
in terseuess of expression and power of con
never thought my husband clever; I knew he
densation, he rivals Tacitus. We quote the THE title and the author’s name will secure a did not care for music, nor understand poetry,
whole of his account of the battle of Blenheim, public for this novelette ; but beyond its title and but I did fancy him good-looking; and now,
at page 58 ;
author's name, its dedication to Sir Edward Bul Mary, the worst is come-—I actually think him
“ In the action which followed, the Guards had wer Lytton and its cover embellishedwith a like
ugly; his long upper lip, robbed of its greatmt
six ofﬁoers killed and wounded.”
ness of thewanderiugbeauty, who is represented ornament, has such a sullen, almost sulky
The following is more diffuse, like Livy, but in the act of making eyes at all creation, the expression, when he is serious or asleep, that
brochure. has few of the qualities that under I actually shudder when I look at him.” After
not quite so clear :—
“In 1793 the restless and aggressive spirit favourable circumstances contribute to literary ten years of wretchedness, Evelyn is liberated
which sorely troubled France, developed in the success. It lacks sprightliness and piquancy, from bondage to the husband whose long u or
e
Revolution, once more plunged that nation into and its redundancy of French words will not lip has thus lost its greatest ornament.
war with Britain; nay, not only so, but sending atone for its dullness in the opinion of idlers drinks till his hand shakes worse than ever,—
forth her revolutionary incendiaries charged with who 0 en its pages under the inﬂuence of that he drinks himself todeuth. "Let us,” says Mrs.
the subversion of all constitutional government, morbid curiosity which induced the New York Edwin James, “drop a veil over the closing
and seeking to poison the minds of almost every rowdy to buy Young’s ‘ Night Thoughts.’ For scenes of the life of one whose deathbedwas
people, her ruthless and frantic demagogues vir
the next week or two, however, it will create invaded by the baleful spect-res of delirium tw
tually declared war against the whole monarchies
mens.” A lovely widow, with one child, a little
of Christendom.
Accordingly, a British force, tattle and laughter in clubs and at dinner
'rl who is even lovelier than her mother,
including a portion of the Greys, was sent to the tables. It will be hastily conned and as hastily
velyn Travers is introduced at the Court of
Netherlands under the Duke of York. These thrown aside by those who can ﬁnd music in
were chieﬂy employed in the eieges of Valen the cries of drowning men, and enjoy the dis St. James’s, and, leaving England, spends the
ciennes, Dunkirk, Lundrecies, &c., which preceded tant haying of the pack in which an old friend, next few years of her life in continental capitals.
the double battle of Tournrvy, fought on the 10th who has gone to the dogs, is known to be “’hereverr she appears lovers fall down and won
and 22nd of May, 1794. The Greys and the other giving tongue. Possibly a few collectors of ship her. The number of her adorers is legion.
British cavalry easily rented the newly'raised scandalous memoirs will think the‘VVanden‘ Princes, dukes and patrician soldiers surround
horsemen of the Revolution, which were sadly ings of a. Beauty’ worthy of preservation, and her in ball-rooms and wait for her in streets.
degenerated from the splendidly-equipped cavalry will place it on shelves where ‘The New But such success is not achieved without rous
of the old monarchy-—long the terror of Europe,
Atalantis’ and ‘The Adventures of Rivella’ ing the envy of malignant observers. Whispers
and most worthy foes. The utter bankruptcy of
the French nation prevented them from equipping would not be sought in vain. But it may be and vile rumours are circulated about the simple,
or maintaining a powerful cavalry, and, in conse safely predicted that the general demand for sinless widow. It is even stated that she is
uence, we ﬁnd the armies of the Revolution at the book will not be great when three months “ a cast-off mistress of the Count of Syracuse,"
t t time very deﬁcient in this branch of the have seen it smiling on passengers from its niche who paid her many flattering attentions during
her stay in Florence. She becomes the mark of
service. Notwithstanding the excellence of his in the Railway Library.
Of course, the author is not to be held “ calumny-—that pale daughter of envy, engen
troops, the Duke of York found his position
untenable, with such a handful, against the over accountable for “ what people will say.” If un dered by cowardice, and nurtured by hatred
whelming hosts of France, which were being daily kind critics and scandal-loving readers main
and deceit.” In short, the lady’s reputation is
1630, “and took their name from their having
proceeded from Coldstream on their famous
march to restore the ‘ Merry Monarch’ ;” adding,
“they formed part of the army of General
Monk, which, in name (sic) of Oliver Cromwell,
subdued and occupied Scotland.” If the Cold
streams set out in 1650, three years before
Cromwell was Lord Protector, to restore the
“Merry Monarch,” they took about nine years
to accomplish their task; but Major Murray
satisfactorily accounts for it in his loosely
written paragraph by showing that the same
Coldstreams were engaged in subduing Scotland
“in name of Oliver Cromwell." The fact is,
that the Coldstreams were not raised till nearly
ten years after the date “ about” given by Major
Murray.
When they did get the “Merry Monarch,”
they, “whilst fulﬁlling their duty, must often
times have been forced to witness the dark
intrigues of a licentious court.” We doubt,
however, if the intriguers took a regiment of
Guards into their conﬁdence. The Major knows
best; and adds, that “ their duty, too, required
they should guard not merely the sovereign
of a great nation, but his ssraglio!” Fancy the
Misses and Myladies all locked up in one
house! The guarding of such hussies shocked

augmented by a
crowd which the Revolu
tion had ruined, and so forced into the army as
the only refuge in those unhappy times. The
British, retreating into Germany, reached Bremen
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an object f0!‘ jeﬂbs 841d Wicked insinuations. Di Balznno, our heroine opened her heart in pity
Imving Italy and her Italian lovers, the lady for the bnronet's misfortunes; had not she, too,
moves to Paris, where she gathers round her suffered from envious tongues? had not theslander
a distinguished society of spirit-rappers, and been to her as ‘the worm which never dieth’i

6:15
1 his luggage to be h-ansported and'his bed made in
a room at the most distant end of the corridor,

, thus making himself and his wife of a month the

\ laughing-stock of the hotel. \Ve do not pretend the
man was altogether devoid of good impulses; but
the evil of his nature was strong—the good feeble.
He was ungrateful, heartless, unprincipled. Evelyn
had before known only the reverse of the picture;
she had been adored, petted, spoiled. How could
she conceive so exceptional a character as that of
man, and invited him oftener, and sympathized Sir Percy? How bear with him’! Dear friends, she
with his griefs, and was in every way kind to him. did bear with him, and she was not wretched, for
she now knew that all trials are the just retribu
Thus did circumstances favour his suit."
_

Cruel, cruel world! thou art indeed a hard
master-offend against thy laws-break thy one
mery, who becomes her second husband. Of commandment, ‘Thou shalt not be found out,’
course there are no grounds for fixing the expe and thou art utterly without pity, even to the
riences of this pure, stainless, but ill-reputed exclusion of all repentance ;-—cruel, cruel world!
Evelyn Travers on the lady who, when she And so Evelyn took compassion on the injured

makes the acquaintance of Sir Percy Montgo

gave her hand to Mr. Edwin James, was men
tioned in fashionable journals as “a lady well
known in continental circles." If people will be
What is there in this passage to justify a
so foolish as to insist on the identity of the two
characters, theirs will be the folly and theirs suspicion that Mrs. Edwin James is holding
her late husband up to scorn in a work of
must be the shame.
There is even less reason for ﬁxing the cha ﬁction?
The marriage between Sir Percy and Evelyn
racter of Sir Percy Montgomery, Bart. on the
Eu lish barrister whose disinterested devotion results in misery—thc scene of their wretched
to t e cause of political liberty induced him to ness being laid in New York. Sir Percy is
defend Dr. Bernard and seek the friendship of course, brutal, crafty. He is bent on getting his
Cavour. Let the reader see how the baronet is wife's fortune into his hands, and when she
persists in keeping the strings of her own purse,
introduced in the ‘ Wanderings ’:—
“ Among the crowd of English sojourning in his fury bursts beyond the bounds of caution.
Paris’ this winter, there was an old acquaintance of Of course, such a ruﬂian cannot be intended for
ours-a certain Sir Percy Montgomery, Bart, late Mr. Jamaal-—
M.P. for -—shire. Some six months ago, when
“Our heroine had been wedded about three
in London, Sir Percy had visited Evelyn, and we
had dined occasionally at his house in Grosvenor
Street. Indeed, the baronet had been at that
time a warm though unsuccessful admirer of our
heroine. Sir Percy was, in appearance, a perfect
‘ John Bull’; that is to say, he possemed a coun
tenance rubicund and somewhat flat, with no very
marked features ; ﬁgure stout, burly, broad
shnuldercd, thick-set, you perceived at a. glance
that the animal nature preponderated in the man ;
nevertheless, the square and rather massive fore
hmd displayed intellect, and the ﬁne teeth, seen to
advantage in a pleasant jovial smile, of not unfre
quent occurrence, rendered the personal appear
ance of our friend, if somewhat coarse, not

altogether unpleasing. Let not my readers, how
ever, imagine that the ‘John Bull’ type is the true
type of our countrymen. They will, on referring to

ad'm'mer chapter of this work, ﬁnd the portrait of
an. accomplished English gentleman, in our deline
ah'on of the young and aristocratic Melville. \Ve
have there depicted elegance, manliness, and
chivalry, in combination with the splendid physical
development, only to be seen in perfection in the
Anglo-Saxon race. But to return. Sir Percy was
by no means wanting in brains. He had made
some sensation in Parliament; and, having had the
tact to speak on the popular side of each question,
his ﬂuency was greatly appreciated, and he had
thus abquired a higher reputation than his (not
ﬁrst-rate) talents perhaps merited. So the Times
wondered when he resigned his seat; and the
Herald and other Tory papers were open in their
rather uncharitable surmises as to the motives for
a) sudden and untimely a retreat in the late M.P.
Sir Percy having discovered our address at Gali
g'nani's, lost no time in payinghis respects to Evelyn,
and continued his visits from time to time. Evelyn
soon named him my ndorer, and said it would not
be such a bad match; the baronet was of a good
ﬁanily and reputed rich, though, as some asserted, '
rich in debts alone. He had, at least, talent, and
if I did not object to his lack of personal beauty,
and his ﬁfty years, she added, I might do worse
than become Lady Montgomery. Ever occupied
with receiving and replying to D‘Arcy's frequent
letters, or in reading, talking, and practising with
Ella, my friend paid but slight attention to a
former admirer-—for whom she had never felt even
n, pn'smng gleam _of sympathy—until one day she
rwmyed from him a. rather melancholv letter:
making her in some sort a conﬁdant, the writer
threw out dark hints of debts and difficulties which
1nd exiled him from his native land, and adverte'l
mysteriously to envious political rivals, who were
endeavouring to work his ruin, and who had, alas!

mcceeded in putting a present stop to a career
which would have otherwise shortly ended in the
Cabinet. Much changed for the better, since her
Ucqmintance with Philip d’Arcy, and somewhat

hurtand humiliated by the unexpected marriage of

tion for past sins committed, past duties unper
formed."
Eventually, Evelyn is liberated from her
tyrant, not by a judicial decision, but by the
discovery that, at'the time of his marriage with
her, at Paris, he had a Wife shut up in a lunatic
asylum.
THE AMERICAS QU EBTXON.

The American Question, and How to Settle it.
(Low 81. Co.)—The American war has produced
much wild talk and ﬁighty literature, but of all the
mad books to which it has given birth this is the
most laughable. The writer is on the Northern
months. \Vas she blessed in her second union more side, and would fnin bring the quarrel to an end
than in her first marriage? My kind and gentle by “an armistice, as proposed in the French
readers, she was not happy, yet she was content. despatch, to be followed up by the mediation of
But had she ever before indulged in any illusions England and France," which friendly interference
as regards Sir Percy, they must have quickly faded. is to result in the severance of Canada from Great
Even on returning from the church, his bride at Britain, and its establishment as an independent
his side, not one word of affection did the newly nation, in friendly intercourse with the new Con.
made husband utter; of himself alone he spoke— federates, who, like herself are to adopt the princi
his position, his future; but then, to be sure, he ples of free trade. The chief beneﬁts of suchm
was turned of ﬁfty, and, as Byron observes, rather arrangement would be shared between Canada, the
mother country, and the North. Great Britain
than one husband at that mature age,—
"1‘ were better to have two, at ﬁve-nnd-twenty.
would be the gainer by ﬁnding in Canada a “nbtw
This was the beginning of sorrows. Immediately ral ally”; whilst Canada would be able to prom!
after the breakfast, the impatient bridegroom, the Northern States from the grasping policy of
anxious, doubtless, to embrace the fair lady be the South. “The gain of independence to Canada,"
dared now call his own, knocked at the door of her says the writer, “ would be no loss to Great Bri
chamber, where, divested of her bridal costume, tain, but, on the contrary, a great gain in every
she was arraying herself in it becoming travelling way as a secured open market, and a self-supporting
toilette. When admitted, the grateful lover begged Sovereign State. On the part of Canada, all the
—now guess, dear ladies, I pray, what—why, for tendencies towards the mother country would be
the loan of a. few hundred francs to pay his bill at not only preserved, but most materially strength
the hotel. Rather early, methinks, to usurp marital ened,—inasmuch as such a concession would remove
rights over his wife‘s purse. Poor Evelyn’s next fit all jealousies and otbr drawbacks to this natural
of disgust was on the morrow of her bridal, when, alliance. Canada will look to Great Britain as a
in an elegant morning robe of the freshest muslin, natural ally, and each will look to the other as her
her hair braided under the prettiest of caps, she best customer. Strengthened in position, Canada
with horror beheld Sir Percy enter the room will be the best protector of the North against any
unwashed, uncombed, unbraced, and perfectly in future encroachments of the South, and, in the
nocent of a clean shirt. Seating himself at the course of time, all antagonism between North and
breakfast-table, be commenced feeding, utterly un South may be merged in mutual interest.” A
conscious of having committed an unpardonnhle delightful humour pervades this proposal that
crime against good manners. Unfortunate Evelyn! Canada should be declared an independent Sovereign
so reﬁned, so fastidious, so exquisitely neat and State, so that she may be in a position to protect
clean in her personal habits, to be brought to this. the States who but the other day were threatening
‘Oh! what a falling off was there!’ Sir Percy to annex her, as soon as they had crushed the
united in his own person those opposite defects rebellion. “ If it be mid,n observes the author in
which in others are usually compensated by corre the last lines of this chapter, entitled “ How to
sponding virtues. He was at the same time a Settle it,’ “that these terms will never be accepted,
spendthrift, and the meanest of men. Hasty and the only answer to be given is-Try.” Without
imprudent, yet sly and cunning, with an appear doubt, there are many Northern politician! who
ance of frankness, be‘ combined an utter disregard would like to try such a settlement. Whether
of truth. He seemed to lie for the pleasure of lying. Great Britain might like such an arrangement, and
His temper was alike quick, vindictive and revenge whether Canada might like to (T3; it, are in the
ful, and his character comprised the opposite quali writer's estimation questions of trivial importance
ties of weakness and ohstinacy. A general lover of compared with the consideration of what would be
the female sex, hewas utterly incapable ofindividual most “1)l6llatl1tt" to the States. Englishmen would
attachment. It was clear that the bsronet had gladly see the abolition of Northem protective
married for money, but ﬁnding that his wife con ‘ tariﬁ‘s, but they are not likely at any time to forget
tented herself simply with paying their mutual the proverb which teaches that a good whistle
expenses, and refused to place her fortune in his ‘ may be bought at too high a. price.
Two Months in the Cunfedrrute S'ales. Including
power, he actually began to dislike her, and made no
secret of the feeling. One illustration I will give, a Visit to New Orleans under the Dmm'muion of
and this is but a solitary instance of the extra General Butler. By an English Merchant. (Bent
ordinary line of conduct pursued by Sir Percy ley.)—The “ English Merchant " writes under the
towards her he had so recently sworn to love, influence of warm sympathy for the Confederates,
protect, and cherish, during the term of their but he gives his testimony frankly in favour of the
natural life. Ange-red one night because Evelyn North whenever justice impels him to do so. The
had left him a small portion of his own travelling best part of his book is that which relates to New
expenses to pay, he rang up the servants of the Orleans under General Butler-‘s government. “ I
hotel at midnight, and though we were to start on must add," says the tourist, “that the inexprca
the following morning at break of day, he ordered I sible disgust with which the two Butlers were
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regarded did not extend to any other Federal gladly welcome the volume as an important con
tribution to the subject of which it treats. It is
scholarly, clear, and apparently conclusive. The
author has availed himself of the researches of

officers, or only to very few of them. Brigadier
General Shipley, the Military Governor of Louis
iana, and Major Strong were especially spoken of
as gentlemen who were fulﬁlling diﬂicult duties in
a gentlemanly manner; and I must confess that the

same tribute seemed justly due to all the Federal
oﬂicers with whom I came in contact. The soldiers
also were certainly very well behaved, and free
from disorder. I never saw a case of drunkenness
or bullying among them while in the city, though
all the bar-rooms were open, and the pleasures of \
the city were accessible to a .”
The South as It 1;; or, Twenty-one Years’ Empe

rie'nce in the Southern State: of America.

By the

mamma, at the close of the volume, return from
the South of Europe, where they have been staying

for the sake of Mr. Prescot‘s health. The children

are hearty, natural children, and the story, which
all preceding geographers who have written on abounds with incidents and is pervaded by a healthy
the subject; and has himself visited the spots. tone, will be popular with those for whom it is
He believes that the site of the Homeric Ilium is especially written. As a gift-book for little girls,
the hill called Hissarlik, three miles and a half ‘ Lessons of Love ' may be cordially recommended.
A Story of Carn Brea, Essays and Poems. By
from the shore; that the ancient city and acropolis
covered the area of half a mile; and that the John Harris, Cornish Miner. (Hamilton, Adams
marsh of Erichthonius was known to Homer, and is & Co.)—-In many parts of ‘ A Story of Carn Brea’
identical with the ground between the Menderé the reader encounters the same simplicityof thought
and the Kirke Jos, the existing marshes indicating and gracefulness of expression which made us call
the position which the ancient occupied. The whole attention to the earlier publications of the Cornish
is illustrated by maps, sketches, and woodcuts. miner. As a writer of verse, John Harris has earned
The treatise .is, like a German monograph, exhaus a place by the side of Robert Bloomﬁeld. Of the
prose essays published in this volume, we cannot
tive of the subject. None other can be com
with it in excellence, minuteness of detail, or general speak favourably.
An Interpreting Concordance of the New Testa
accuracy. It deserves to rank as the classical work
on the Troad. Whether the writer‘s views of the ment, showing the Greek Original of every Word ,
Trojan war being a real event, of the unity of the with a Glossary explaining all the Greek Word: of
Iliad, the historical character of all that the poem the New Testament, and giving their Varied Render

Rev. T. D. Ozanne, M.A. (Saunders, Otley 6; Co.)
—Mr. Ozanne is one of those sanctimonicus and
mealy-mouthed apologists for slavery who have,
been called into existence by the extravagances ‘
of Abolition enthusiasts. “The slave," lisps this
reverend champion of man's right to treat his
brother-man like a beast, “ has a life-interest
in his master’s estate, and therefore knows that, contains. and of Homer‘s personal acquaintance
when he becomes either aged or inﬁrm, ample with the localities, betrue, is a question fairly open
provision is made for his subsistence: in fact, he to debate, and likely to remain unsettled for ever.
feels himself to be no insigniﬁcant or useless mem Mr. Maclaren agrees with Thirlwall and More in
ber of a large family; his interests are bound up thinking that Homer’s poems were committed to
with those of his owner, the prosperity of the one - writing by the bard himself. But the opinion of
securing the comfortable support of the other. Grote is much more probable, viz., that they were
Though a bondrnan, he does not feel like a slave.” handed down by tradition till about 650 13.0. Sin
Mr. Ozanne does not trouble himself to set forth cerely grateful to the author for his valuable mono
in exact terms the difference between the feelings graph, we conclude with the following extract,
inspired by enthusiasm for a theme which has been
of a bondman and those of a slave.
The Elopemc'nt: a Tale of the Confederate States the cherished object of his meditations on the past.
of America. By L. Fairfax. (Freeman.)——The —“Hissarlik, if proved to be the true site of
villains of this historic novelette are Yankees; the Homer’s Ilium, becomes consecrated ground, and
good people are Southerners. The heroine, Amanda, will be approached with reverential feelings by the
is a lovely little girl, who is induced to By from educated men of the present, and of all future
Georgia to New York in order that she may escape generations. It is indissolubly associated with
from a wicked uncle (a Yankee overseer) who the earliest portion of the literary treasures be
threatens to sell her as a slave. From New York, queathed to us by the ancient world. The poet’s
Amanda returns to the South, and comes to New rock of Ilium will always be peopled with heroic
Orleans whilst it is occupied by the Federal forces memories, as in times past it has been the birthplace
under the command of General Felun (or Butler), of noble thoughts, which have inﬂuenced the for
whose principal subordinate otlicer is the "forger tunes of mankind. Who can doubt that the lessons
Jed,” who has conceived an odious passion for the of patriotism and heroism taught by Homer, con
helpless maiden. In the last chapter of the story, , tributed to nerve the arms of the men who stemmed

Amanda is thrown into the New Orleans gaol,
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the tide of eastern barbarism at Plataaa and Mara

where Jed enters her dungeon and attempts to . thou? It is not alone the immortal ‘ Lays’ of the
achieve his atrocious purpose. “ ‘ It's of no use, Iliad and Odyssey that shed a glory over the now
girl,’ he said, with a leer of satisfaction, ‘my ‘ desolate hill. The ﬁle of Tragic writers, from
triumph’s come now. Scream to the winds if you rEschylus to Seneca, imbibed the principles of their
will, but ﬁrst——.’ Amanda, alive to her danger, art from Homer, and borrowed his characters of
sprang to the unlocked door. Disconcerted for a gods and heroes, while the painters and sculptors
moment by the unexpected action, as she sought embodied these in the noblest forms of humanity.
to fly he seized her dress. The light fabric gave Ilium was for a considerable period to the Heathen
way; and, losing his equilibrium, he fell backwards. world, what Jerusalem is now to the Christian, a
‘Vile coward!’ she cried, ‘ I am not conquered ‘ sacred’ city which attracted pilgrims by the fame
yet! You may inﬂict tyranny on the women of the of its wars and its ‘woes, and by the shadow of
South, but the men of my country will speedily ancient sanctity reposing upon it. Without abusing
avenge the outrage,’ and opening the door as he the language of ﬁgure, we may say, that a voice
rose again she bounded out into the night, Jed ‘ speaking from this bill three thousand years ago,
following close upon her. On, on they went, the sent its utterances over the whole ancient world,
girl and her pursuer. The shaded moon refused to ‘ as its echoes still reverberate over the modern.”
The Flower-0f Cllﬁstiun Chivalry. By Mrs. W. R.
light her way; still on in darkness she ran, up a
paved hillock. On, on came Jed, his heavy foot Lloyd. With Illustrations by J. D. Watson. (Hogg
steps nearer and nearer. \Vith courage augmenting & Sons.)-—The book to which Mrs. Lloyd has given
with the prospect of escape, forward she rushed, this fanciful title contains meagre sketches of Ber
not knowing whither, and falling over the steep nard of Menthon, St. Bernard of Clairvaux, Savo
embankment disappeared in the swift waters of the narola, Philippe Pinel, the Abbé de I’Epée and the
Mississippi. Her wild shriek made Jed pause on Abbé Sicard, Patrick Hamilton, Andrew Melville,
the Levee; and then, as if to show him the dark- ‘ Bishop Bedell, Granville Sharpe, Henry Martyn
ness of his deed, the clouds lifted, and a girlish, and Henry Kirke \Vhite. The memoirs display
moon-silvered form drifted from his view.” The neither originality nor vigour of thought; but their
story closes with a wail over poor Amanda’s un author hopes they may be found useful as “ a
remedy for a prevailing evil of the day.” As the
timely death.
lady does not expressly name the evil which is thus
. alluded to, we infer from the deep and even oppres
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
sive tranquillity of her pages that she is bent on
The Plain of Troy Described: and the Identity raising a counter-inﬂuence to “sensation " litera
of the Ilium of Homer with the Zi’ew Ilium of Strabo ture. Mr. Watson's illustrations are good enough
Proved, by comparing the Poet's Narrative with the for a volume which is certainly not above the
Present Topography. By Charles Maclaren. (Edin . average standard of works for children.
burgh, Black.)—The ﬁrst edition of this work was I Lessons of Love; or, Aunt Bertha‘; Visit to The
published in 1822; but the present is so altered T Elms: a Storyfor Children. By Emma Marshall.
that it may be called a new book. The author is an { (Seeley & Co.)-—During the absence of Mr. and
enthusiast on the subject, and has devoted years of ‘ Mrs. Prescot, Aunt Bertha takes up her residence
patient research to its elucidation. The classical at “ The Elms,“ and holds the Prescot children in
scholar will heartily thank him for his labours, and I gentle, womanly guardianship until papa and

ing: in the Authorized Version. By the Rev. Jas.
Gall. (Edinburgh, Gall tr Inglis.)—~Here another
Concordance is added to the list of -those already
existing. Ingenuity and pious zeal have found
helps for the English reader of the New Testament
of which former generations little dreamed. The
plan of the present work comes nearest that of ‘ The
Englishman's Greek Concordance,‘—a book that
has helped many students to a pretty good know
ledge of the Christian records. It consists of two
parts, a concordance and glossary. By means of

the former the student ﬁnds the original Greek of
the English words; by the latter he ascertains its
meaning, and gets a key to the passage in which it
occurs. An example will best show the use and

application of the work:—" Abase, tapeinoo, blah
thew xxiii. 12, exalt himself shall be a-ed ; Luke
xiv. 11, and xviii. 14, shall be a-ed; Philipp. iv.
12, know both how to be a-ed; 2 Cor. xi. 7, in
a—ing myself that ye." In the glossary is next
found “Tapeinoo [tapeinos], to bring low, humble,
abase.” From this example the reader will see that

the book is intended solely for those who are un
acquainted with the Greek original, whom it puts
as near as possible in the poeitionsof scholars fami
liar with the latter. The execution is good. No

pains seem to have been spared. The work is full
and accurate, embracing everything that comes
within the purpose of the compiler. But it is merely
for the received text. The texts of Griesbach,

Lachmann and Tischendorf are ignored. And we
suspect that, like ‘The Englishman's Greek Con
cordance,’ the book before us has grown out of the

belief that the ipsissima rerba. of the New Testa
ment are truly and infallibly inspired. However

this be, the Concordance is likely to be useful to a
very large class of Scripture readers, who, though
ignorant of Greek, are desirous to ﬁnd out the true
import of the words in the Authorized Version,

when the English language did not enable the
translators sufficiently to deﬁne or express it.

Hence it will promote the intelligent study of the
New Testament to a certain extent—little indeed
in the eyes of the scholar: but it was not made for
such.
_
Clippings from lllanuscript; Prose and Verse.
By J. H. Powell. (Pitman.)—lnstead of clipping

his manuscripts, and putting selected scraps before
the public, Mr. Powell should have thrown them
on the ﬁre, and turned away from their ashes with
a brave resolve to get the better of his vain ambi

tion to ﬁgure as an author. His verse is better
than his prose, but the best of it is not worthy of in
sertion in the “Poet‘s Corner " of a provincial paper.

In his essay on ‘ Dancing’ the author observes,
“ Ladies, more delicately constituted than gentle
men, render themselves predisposed to unhealthy
inﬂuences. They very often dance till the dawn
of morn, and then, in a state of extreme perspira
tion, take cold, which not unfrequently brings on a
fatal climax.” Such being Mr. Powell's view of

the perils of dancing, well may he exclaim, “Away
forever with the midnight public places known as
ball-rooms, where all that is decent is made to blush,
and virtue expires, as the taper, consumed to the
wick, waning by degrees in the silent, solemn

night." It appears that Mr. Powell has read
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papers, made up of such trashas the above extracts,

Noud‘s Chemlml Analysis, Pt. 1, Qualitative, cr. avo. 6/ ch
Owcn‘s Snowed up, 3 vols. post Bro. 31/6 cl.

tion of these museums of land-animal remains.

to “ the members of literary societies."
Our Reprints include a new edition of Lady

Purkcs's Ballads and bonus, l2mo. H/ cl.

For‘ instance, we are gravely assured in a re

Morgan’s Memoirs (Allen), entitled the second,

I’nnciples of b‘hnritable Work, post Eve. 4/ cl.
Poe's l octical Works ed. by Hannny, new ed. to. Bro. 8/6 cl. gt.
Richardson's Rural l'lnndbooks, ‘Cn'svrlck‘s Weather Guldc,'l/ swd.
h'aundcrs's Manual of Musketry Instruction. 11. ed. cr. Bro. 8/ cl.

though it is in strict fact, we understand, the third.

Penfold's Union Assessment Committee Act, with Notes, limo. 2/

Pilgrim Lays Becond Series, SSmo. l/B cl.

A note explains that the volumes have been revised, Scrl turc Rcadiu Lessons for Children. by a Lady, 2nd ser. 2/ cl.
and many small clerical errors, especially in the quo Shil ng-l'olumc ‘lib: ‘Collins’! Matilda t e Dane,‘ {c.Bvo. llswtl.
Sleveki ‘s (Amelia \V.) Life, edit. by Wiukworth, post Eve. 1!/ cl.
tations, corrected. We have also on our table Mr. Smith's
rectum on the l’eutatcuch, fc. Bvo. 4/6 cl.
William Lougman‘s Fourth and Fifth Lectures on ﬁptnccr's l-‘lrst Pnnclplcs, Bud thousand, are. 16/ cl.
8 we's Agnes of Sorrcnto. new edit. to. Eve. to bds.
the History of England (Longman),—Vols.XXVI. Stuart's Outlines of Mental and Moral Science, 2nd ed. IBmo. 3/6

and XXVII. of the Reprint of Punch (Bradbury it
,Evans),-Mr. Lever-‘s Darcnport Dunn and The
Fortunes of Glencore have been added to Messrs.

Chapman & Hall's ‘Select Library,’—The Young
Doctor, by the Author of‘ Sir Arthur Bouverie,‘&c.
(Clarke),—The Transportation of Criminals.- being
a Report of the Discussion at the Special Meeting of
the NatimtalAssociatl'on for the Promotion of Social

Science, Edited by J. R. Fowler and W’. \Vare, jun.
(Faithfull),—Scepticism, by the Rev. \V. C. Magee
(Hodges, Smith & Co.),-A Century of Experiments
on Secondary Panishments, by the Hon. 0. B. Ad
derley (Parker, Son & Bourn),—Special Hospitals,
by Dr. Martin (Richards),—-Retur'n of the Principal
Operations on the Eye performed in the Calcutta
Eye Inﬁrmary, by Dr. Martin (Richards),—lllus
trations of the Use of the thshthalmoscope, by Dr.
Martin (Churchill),-—Fourteen Months in American
Bastiles (Mackiutosh),—Stories from the Lips of the
Teacher, Retold by a Disciple (¥Vhitﬁeld),-—Indian
Annexation: British Treatment of Native Princes
(Triibner 5: Go. ),—On the Danger of Hasty Generali
zation in Geology, by A. Bryson (Neill & Co.),-—
An Introductory Chapter to the History of Scotland
during the First Sixty Years of the Seventeenth
Century, by J. Moncrieﬂ‘ (Hamilton'),—and Mr.
Beresford Hope’s Lecture on the Social Inﬂuence of

the Prayer-Book (Ridgway).

In Second Editions

Taken plpcn Trust, 3 vols. post Bvo. 31/6 cl.
Tnte‘s odern Cnmblst. 19th edit. Bro. 1!/ cl.
Thompson's Practical Lithotomy and Llthotritv, Bvo. 0/ cl.
Trap to Catch a Sunbeam, cheap edition, In packets of 11!, 1/6
Trench‘s 3 Sermons, Bubjeotiou of the Creature to Vanity, Hvov 3/
“"estrop's 26 Sacred Songs with Symphonies for Pianoforte l/ nwd.
Wilmshurst‘s Bible Exercises, be. for Schools & Families. Jthed. U6
Wilson's \Th., D.l)., Ld. 13]). of liodor a Man‘ Li!e,by Kcblc,! v. ll/
Wings and Stln , a Tulc for the Young, by A. 1A- 0. E. to. Eve. 8/
Winslow's The im of God, or S lritua Religion Ex lained,2/0cl.
Withsnng's British Plants by aogillivnu'. 11th ed t. 10/6 cl.
“'orth hcr Weight in Gold, or. live. 2‘6 cl. Kt.
Wyatt's Psalms and Hymns for Pub ic Worship, 2nd ed. 1B1no. 1/
Young's History of Ins and, limo. 8/ cl.

view of Lyell’s ‘ Antiquity of Man,’ that, because
at the mouth of the Somme a freshwater deposit
exists thirty feet below the level of the sea, the

land must have been thirty feet higher than it
is now when this deposit was formed. The simple
fact is, that the river, which ﬁrst formed the estuary,
has since ﬁlled it up with the débris brought to it
by the wash of rain in lengthening and breadthening
the valley of the Somme,—no change of level of the
sea or land has happened. In many places along

our south coast estuaries are choked up by travel
ling beaches. The fresh water soaks out through
the beach. But the tide cannot soak in through.
the beach quickly enough to rise in the old estuary
to near its height. Peat and marsh land rapidly
accumulate: and then ﬁrm ground by the overﬂow
of the ﬂooded streams. So that trees grow far

below high-water level.
ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
Down, Bromlcy, Kent, May 5.

I hope that you will grant me space to own that
your Reviewer is quite correct when he states that
any theory of descent will connect, “ by an intelli~
gible thread of reasoning,” the several generaliza

The erosion of the shore

by the sea goes on. The shingle-bank is driven
back inland, and overwhelms the trees. The

shingle is again driven inland, and the roots of the
trees and the peat are by degrees found out at
sea below high-water mark. Then comes a geo

logist who points to the so-mlled subterranean or
tions before speciﬁed. I ought to have made this submarine forest, as a proof that the land is sink

ing, when, perhaps, neighbouring raised beaches
show that it is rising. Such a submarine forest
may be seen near Pevensey. Another close to
St. Leonards. Another near Torquay, and a dozen
more on our south coast. Again, to form a drift
bed or to move a boulder or erratic block the late
geologist must have a “cataclysm," as he calls a
likes to call it, of Natural Selection. Nor has any ﬂood, or “a wave of translation,” or “a great ad
other satisfactory explanation been ever oﬂ'ered of vancing wave from the north,” or icebergs. True
the almost perfect adaptation of all organic beings that nous avons change‘ tout cela, and the present
to each other, and to their physical conditions of geologist substitutes for these that most monstrous
admission expressly; with the reservation, how
ever, that, as far as I can judge, no theory so well
explains or connects these several generalizations
(more especially the formation of domestic races in
comparison with natural species, the principles of
classiﬁcation, embryonic resemblance, &c.) as the
theory, or hypothesis, or guess, if the Reviewer so

assumption a “glacial epoch." Now the great
majority of drift‘beds are simply old sea‘shores or

we have to announce The Types of Genesis Brieﬂy life. \Vhether the naturalist believes in the views
Considered as Revealing the Development of Human given by Lamarck, by Geoffrey St.-Hilaire, by the
Nature, by Andrew Jukes (Longman),—-Observa author of the ‘ vestiges,’ by Mr. Wallace and my
tions on the Treatment of Convicts in Ireland, with self, or in any other such view, signiﬁes extremely
some Remarks on the same in England, by Four little in comparison with the admission that species
Visiting Justices of the \Vest Riding Prison at have descended from other species and have not
Wakeﬁeld (Simpkin),—Date Obolum Lmwastrios, been created immutable; for he who admits this as
b F. E. G. (Bell &. Daldy),—The Spirit of the a great truth has a wide ﬁeld opened to him for
ible; or, the Nature and Value of the Jewish and further inquiry. I believe, however, from what I
Christian Scriptures Discriminated, by E. Higgin see of the progress of opinion on the Continent, and
son (Whitﬁeld),—Thc Mystery of Money Explained in this country, that the theory of Natural Selec
(Walton 8c Maberly), — Helen Lindsay; or, the tion will ultimately be adopted, with, no doubt,
Trial of Faith, by Ellen Barlee (Faithfull),—and many subordinate modiﬁcations and improvements.

lake-shores, and erratic blocks and boulders are the
result of the travelling of beaches, which has been
totally overlooked and ignored.
If the reader will examine our south coast he
will ﬁnd that the chalk ﬂint-s of Dover travel
to the Land's End, and that boulders of the
igneous rocks of. Cornwall travel to Dover. And
this same mixture may be seen in the ancient
raised beaches. As the wind blows the wave goes,
and as the wave goes the beach goes. Boulders
might travel thousands of miles in the same

Sacred Minstrelsy, by the Rev. M. Margoliouth
(Wertheim). We have a Third Edition of oracles

thousands of miles, and they never cease to

from British Poets, by James Smith (Virtue 6: Co.),
—and a Twelfth Edition of Mr. Justin Brenan’s

Composition and Punctuation (Virtue 8: Co.).
Able to Save, b

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
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Livingstone, now edit. 6/
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Crumnus DARWIN.
THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Brookwood Park, Alresford, April 27, 1883.

direction; they do travel backwards and forwards
travel till they are ground to sand. This is
the origin not only of our drift-beds, but of the

vast regions of sand, sandstone and conglomerate
Surross Columbus to assure. us'that no man, formations. Place pounded sugar and small lumps
beast or bird existed on the continent of America. on the top of the sugar-basin and shake it. The
“How do you know 2" say we. “ Have you been all ﬁne sugar sinks between the large lumps, which
overthe continent?"—“No, I never even landed."-—— rise to the surface. So, on the beach, the large
“ Then how do you know l"—“ I dredged the sea, boulders being uppermost are ﬁrst struck by the
and, though I found lots of sea shells, I found no wave, and they travel most rapidly. This may be
remains of man, or beast, or bird. So, of course, observed between two “grains,” which are most
none of these can exist on the continent.” On philosophical contrivances to arrest the travelling
receiving such an answer, we should, I conceive, of beach. The ﬁner the drift the further it goes
treat Columbus as a fool or amadman. And if so, how out on the shun. But nothing goes out to sea, except
ought we to treat those who, using theusame argu mud, that is, except what water can hold in sus
ment, tell us that as no remains of land animals are pension. This cannot sink till it reaches deep,
found in marine strata, no land animals existed on still water, below the movement of the waves.
the land from the denudation of which these marine But the mouth of every river and of every valley
strata were formed '! \Vhich is most probable, that is an outlet for mud as well as for water. In the

the continents were inhabited during the deposit form of muddy water the old Continent takes pas
of the Silurian beds, or that Asaphus Tyrannus
tyrannized for countless ages alone over this mag
niﬁcent terraqueous globe? Drop ﬁfty thousand
dead bodies into the sea at Brighton, not one of
them would go out to sea. Their bones would be

ground on the shore. So that, as I asserted in
‘Rain and Rivers’ years ago, man, land animals

sage to the sea, hereafter, like Aladdin‘s lamp, to
be changed for a new one, by the hoisting of sub
terranean heat. It is only fire which keeps our
heads above water. The terraces of Glen Roy are
ancient lake-shores. The Spean, in cutting its
course between Ben Nevis and the opposite ridge,
lowered the barrier of the lakes, drained them, and
they successively stood at the different levels
indicated by the terraces. Lyell recognizes this
principle of aqueous erosion as a universal princi
le. He can see it at work throughout the Old
Qh’orld and the New World, in the ancient lakes of
Auvergne in France, in the valley of the Dranse
in Switzerland, in the valley of the Anio in Italy,
and in the lakes of America. Why, then, can he

and birds might have existed for ages before the
ﬁrst marine strata were formed, without our ﬁnding
Jones‘! Christianity and d‘ommon sense, live. 6/ cl.
a vestige of them in these marine strata.
Kenuod ‘sFirIt Grade Freehand Dmwl -Book,squurcl6mo.l/6cl.
Kenn
, or the Rear-Guard of the Gran Anny 4th edit. to. 81's. 5/
The most ancient museums in which the remains
Lsnox-Conynqham's l-Iilsr kjlclvig, a Danish LC cud, Bvo. 9/6 cl.
of man, land animals and birds can be stored, are
Lu
and Christian Wainwright. so, fc. Bvo. 9/6 cl.
.Lu n‘s Chemical Tabla. Part 1. royal Gvo. 8/6 ul.
laud formations, such as drift, alluviuxn, ﬁlled-up
Lu full-lb‘! Autoblogrnphy, edit. by Eastwick, 11. ed. to. svov s/d
I‘Donald's hatural Phenomena, t 0 Genetic Record, to. svo. c/cl. lakes and caverns. But these and their contents
Mil-ll‘: Politics of Christianity, 8m. 3/6 cl.
must be modern, since they vanish by denudation
man's History of the Jews, 3rd edit. 3 vols. Svo. 86/01.
Icon’! Defence of the Queen's English, 8vo. 1/ swd.
par-i passu with the surface of the land. Inﬁnitely not see it in Glen Roy?
James’! “anderlpas of a Beauty, 70. svo. 1,-' swd.

Jeufhclon’s Live _1t Down 3rd edit. revised. :Ivols. post 8vo. 81/6 sl.

llwﬁ Visit to Russia in the Autumn of 1868. post 8V0. 7/6 cl.

Muir's 0:15am Sanskrit rm- on People of lndia,Pt.4. BvoJﬁ/cl. ridiculmls are the ideas of geohgists ml the forma

Drift is also formed by land ﬂoods.

But the
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gravel in the bed of the valley of the Somme and adaptations is not stated on the face of the pro
of other chalk valleys, though it may be called
drift, has in reality never been driven. The two

chalk sides of the valley were once joined, and were

scarcely requires to be told that an oflicer of the

spectus ; butI may presume that all Mr. Boucicault‘s royal household can do no more good by regulating
American pieces will be played out before the the supply of theatres and looking over plays, than
houses fall back upon the usual translations from by regulating the sup ly of pastry-cooks and look
ing over tarts and c eesecakes. If one or more
the French.
The prospect of having a new and really com capitalists think proper to risk their money in
fortable theatre at the west end of London is so building a place for the performance of stage-plays
cheering that I would not wilingly say one word in a particular locality, there is no more reason why

sunnounted with tertiary strata. The erosion of
rain has cut the valley through these strata, and in
doing so has dropped the ﬂints contained in them
to the bed of the valley. This gravel may be called
the residuum of denudation. Such valleys should against the enterprise. ‘Vhen Mr. Boucioault was they should ask a Lord Chamberlain‘s permission
be depicted by- ﬁve symmetrical stripes. Two out at the Adelphi he did all he could to spoil the to do so than if they were going to invest the]
side stripes of clay ; two inside stripes of chalk, and noble balcony of that theatre, by squeezing in an capital in a steamboat. They know they can
a central stripe of gravel and alluvium. If this extra row of seats, which Mr. \Vebster would do build a music-hall, a gallery for “entertainments,"
isnot the true history of the formation of such chalk well to remove; but he has atoned, in some or a circus for ground and loRy tumbling, without
valleys, if they are igneous cracks, how got the measure, for this offence, by his reconstruction of such a courtly sanction, and they cannot understand
angular gravel in their beds? The power of denu Astley’s Theatre. Though I am not disposed to why it is required for a common playhouse.
dation is by no means appreciated. All geologists regard Mr. Boucicault as the
st dramatist of
The British drama is now quite old enough. to
follow the illustrious Lyell in his dictum, that denu the age, or the only possible model manager, I do without courtly leading-strings, and the licensing
dation and deposit areequal, and are the measure can see that his energy and revolutionary ideas of plays with the licensing of theatres ought to be
one of the other. So they would be if deposits were may make him very useful as a theatrical reformer. swept away together. The literature of the stage is
never denuded. But denudation is almost always Already the prospect of enlightened competition is generally a quarter of a century behind its age in
employed on deposits, and past denudation exceeds having its effect on certain metropolitan lessees, quality, but its purity is always up to the moral
existent deposits byan inﬁnite multiple. Every and Mr. Buckstone has, at last, announced his in level of the hour. No censor of plays ever yet made
thing at the surface of the earth which is not living tention of remodelling the l-laymarket Theatre. audiences more decent, or added a grace to dra
is decaying. Every ﬂint is inclosed in a surface of The dress-circle of that historical house has long matic productions beyond the reach of art. The
decay. The whole earth is inclosed in a surface been worse than the stocks. Many a time I have plays that are not in harmony with the feeling of
of decay; for soil is decayed subsoil, and on this crouched between its crowded seats, and, looking the time are never produced, although they can
decay all organic life, vegetable and animal, de down into its snug pit, have mentally exclaimed— be performed without any consultation with
pends. Soil is perpetually forming and perpetually
the Lord Chamberlain and his servants. The
l have been there, and still would go:
'Tis quite a little Heaven below !
washing by rain down the hill-sides, along the
dramas frequently adapted farm the French are
valleys to the sea. No one could look at the so
The announcement of this new Joint-Stock open to serious objections ; but here the dramatic
called alluvial gold in the International Exhibition Theatre Company can hardly fail to alarm the critics of the press are always in advance of the
without seeing that it had once been the so-ealled upholders of the present theatrical monopoly. The Court censor. While he licenses mechanically
matrix gold. Now what released the gold from calmness with which the promoters of the company afraid, no doubt, of making his oﬂice unpopular
its quartz matrix, from its almost adamantine discuss the details of their enterprise, unfold its they analyze and condemn, and do more to improve
prison? Simply the decay of the quartz by the plan, and calculate its future proﬁts, without a single public taste than a hundred Lord Chamberlain.
atmosphere. And what carried the gold into the reference to the all-powerful and fastidious Lord Instigated by Court feeling, or probably by diplo
alluviurns? The wash of rain. Now these allu Chamberlain, must seem almost impious to those matic instructions, the Court censor may some
viums extend for hundreds_of miles and are hun
who believe in the wisdom of a theatrical censorship. times strike out an unpalatable political allun'on,
dreds of feet in depth, and all the earth contained The cause of this irreverent boldness can only be " but the moment he has done so he must feel the
may be worth washing for gold. The collections explained by one of two suppositions. One suppo feebleness of his influence. His power only ex
of china clay (which is from the felspar of decayed sition is that the directors of the company, with tends to London, and not even there isit mpected.
granite) also show the effect of small constant their ten or eleven titled patrons, have a thorough The words that he has striven to smother will stare
causes multiplied by time.
contempt for the Lord Cbamberlain’s authority in him in the face from a thousand newspapers and.
In the lower Denmark peat the Scotch ﬁr is dramatic matters; and the other supposition is, prints, howl into his ear in a hundred platfonn
found; above this the oak; while the present that they have considerable backstair inﬂuence with speeches and music-hall songs, and even be intro
growth is beech. This change of growth is attri the guardian angel of the drama.
duced on the stage bya bold, irresponsible, gag
buted to a change of climate, but it only requires
The censorship of plays is a
The new theatre, which will doubtless soon be ging comedian.
a change of soil. N ow, soils are always chang built and licensed, in a market already crowded hollow mockery, that is neither useful nor orna
ing, owingr to the denudation of the whole surface with places of amusement, will show the folly of mental; and I can hardly wonder that high
of the earth by rain. Bagshot Heath is now a entrusting the supply of playhouses to a court minded people, when they hold the oﬁice, are the
sand and Scotch ﬁr country. \Vhen the Bagshot servant. Every argument that could be brought ﬁrst to turn against it.
J. H.
sand has vanished it will be a clay and oak country. forward by ol'licial timid dabblers in free-trade who
When the London clay and plastic clay have van think the line of freedom ought not to be drawn at
ished it will be a chalk and beech country. But no theatres-and secret sympathisers with everything
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
change of climate is required. Plants come and that looks like an imitation of French social govern
ONE of the grievance to which the Royal
go according to soils, not according to Forbes's ment-—might be used to stop the opening of this Academicians have hitherto clung has, to some
glacial epoch. Heath grows on the Bagshot sand theatre. Allusion might be made to Mr. Buck extent, been removed. Candidates for admission
to the north of the chalk Hog’s-back, and on the stone's theatre, to the great Opera House, with its as Associates have always been compelled to
green sand to the south of the chalk Hog‘s-back, Bijou Theatre which is so seldom let, to the St. attend at the Academy in the month of May, and.
but no heath grows on the intermediate chalk James’s Theatre, which is so slowly earning a cha inscribe their names in a book kept there. Many
Hog’s-back. Is this owing to the glacial epoch, ac racter as a successful playhouse, and to the number a highsspirited artist has been kept out of the
cording to Forbes, or is it simply that heath will of music-halls and acrobatic arenas in the neigh Society by this regulation, because he considered it
w on sand and will not grow on chalk?
bourhood. ‘Vithout even touching upon the Strand such an indignity that he never would submit to
A ﬂooded stream, conﬁned by the sidm of a with its three Playhouses, or mentioning Drury it; or else he ultimately became disgusted with,
gullet, drives rocks before it. At its mouth the Lane and Coveut Garden, it might easily be and avoided the annual humiliation imposed upon
waters spread and drop their load of rocks. The shown that the supply of West-end theatres is him of thus soliciting to be permitted to co
wiseacre geologist dubs the heap of rocks
fully equal to the demand, and the Lord Cham for the honour of being elected an Associate of the
moraine of an ancient glacier!
'
berlain might give the same refusal of a. licence to Royal Academy. What valid reasoniis it possible
Gnomes Gsnnxwoon, CoLousL.
the New Theatre Company which he has so often to assign for thus practically compelling an artist,
given to projectors of new playhouses in the same either annually, or even once, to solicit the con‘
FREE TRADE IN THEATERS.
district, and seem to be consulting the public good sideration of his professional claims by the Royal
IF I am to believe a number of advertisements in so doing. By turning his back, however, upon Academieians ? Surely the fact of a man sending‘
which have been inserted in the daily newspapers these plausible obstructive arguments, and pro his works for exhibition at the Academy might and
for the last few weeks, London will soon be in mising his support to an enterprise which is ought to be deemed suﬂicient evidence of his desire
possession of a new and improved theatre. This ushered into the world under the imposing to be elected an Associate. Can it be doubted
model house is to be erected in or near the Hay patronage of two dukes, two marquises, ﬁve that the honour would be enhancedto the recipient
market, and isto be part of a scheme which includes earls, one baronet and an honourable colonel, from the fact of its having been conferred without
the buying of the Westminster-Lamheth Theatre, he will most assuredly lay himself open to the any solicitation upon his part’! It may be wall‘to
formerly known as Astley’s, and the erection of a charge of favouritism. It will be seen that no such remind the Royal Academicians that the existence
manufactory for scenery and stage-machinery on “patrons " are wanted for a theatre until it is in of their most questionable monopoly of the
the banks of the river, immediately opposite the full working order, and then only to take stalls siunal honours and powers they enjoy depends exclu
Houses of Parliament. The capital of the com and boxes, like common people with plenty of sively on thewill and pleasure of the Crown. Also,
pany which proposestodoall this is to be125,000l., money. The fact that they sit in state over this that, in fact, they are but trustees, appointed for
m ﬁve thousand shares of 251. each, and the unborn playhouse, will be held to mean something promoting BritisbArt. They well know how galling
manager is to be Mr. Dion Boucicault, who is to more than a mere attraction for shareholders.
the regulation has always been considered, andihow
receive one-third of the net proﬁts of the under
I have every reason to believe that Lord keenly sensitive most artists are. Consequently we
taking as payment for his services. Whether the Sydney, the present Lord Chamberlain, is a. submit that in deference to>tbe feelings of the non
two theatres are to be supplied with any other very sensible nobleman, alive to the injustice members of the Academy the whole of the regula

dramas than the manager’s popular and: unpopular and absurdity of his theatrical censorship.

He tion in question ought to be entirely abolished.
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But it seems the Royal Academicians have not been
able to screw up their courage suﬂiciently to adopt
such a. radial reform as that. They have con
tented themselves with a partial abatement of the
nuisance. Accordingly, in the usual notice at the
commencement of the Exhibition Catalogue for
this year we ﬁnd it announced that exhibitors of
this or last year “may become candidates by
inscribing their names, or communicating by letter
to the Secretary, during the month of May." The
italics denote the alteration.
Surely greater
prominence ought to have been given to what
every artist must consider so important a con
cession to the non-members of the Academy.
Such as it is, however, we hail this reform as one

of the ﬁrst fruits of Lord Elcho's Commission to
ascertain whether any, and if so, what, changes it

might be desirable to make in the‘ present position
of the Royal Academy, to render it more useful in
promoting Art and developing public taste. The
artistic profession and the public look to the re
sults which it is hoped will arise from the labours
of Her Majesty’s Commissioners. It is high time
that the traditional ideas of that little clique who

practically carry on the government of the Royal
Academy, and hold the profession at their mercy,
should be expanded. The existing extent of that
profession, and the rapidly-increasing interest of
the public in works of fine art, alike necessitate
such reforms in the constitution and management
of the Society and its Exhibition as will afford
conﬁdence and satisfaction not only to the great
body of British artists, who are non-members of
the Academy, but likewise to those who take an

interest in the progress of the ﬁne arts.
COPYRIGHT IN I-HWGRAVINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS.

Mr. Gambart's industry and perseverance in

defending his copyright property have been
crowned with remarkable success. Our readers
will remember that, some few months since, an

action was tried before Mr. Justice Willes, which
had been brought by Mr. Gambart for piracy of
his two copyright engravings, ‘The Light'of the
World,’ and ‘The Horse

air,’ by making and

selling small pkotogmpkic copies made from prints
taken from these engravings. Mr. Gambart ob
tained the verdict, with ten pounds damages; but,
upon a question of law being raised, whether copy
ing the prints in question by means of photo a
phy and selling such copies, is prohibited wit ‘m

the meaning of the Engraving Acts, the learned
Judge reserved leave to the defendant to take the
opinion of the Court of Common Pleas upon that
int. On Saturday last, the question was argued
eforc the Lord Chief Justice Erie, and three

other of the Judges, who were unanimously of
opinion that Mr. Gambsrt was entitled to retain

the verdict he had obtained.
This decision is of unusual interest and importance
to a considerable number of persons. It remedies

the mischief of which the print-publishers have so
long and bitterly complained,—inasmuch as it
clearly establishes that making, selling, or publish
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be effectually protected in every case where such‘
work was not sold or disposed of before the 29th
of July, 1862. If a work has been executed upon
commission, then the copyright belongs to the
employer, and not to the artist. If, on the other
hand, it was not executed upon commission, then
the copyright is the property of the artist; but
such copyright will become public property, unless
at or beforev the time when such artist ﬁrst sells or
disposes of his work he agrees, in writing, with
the purchaser thereof, as to the sale or reservation
of the copyright. If the artist reserves it, the
agreement must be signed by the purchaser; and
if the latter is to have the copyright, then the
agreement must be signed by the artist or by his

q ualiﬁcations of the new Member are of a high

order. In theAbhand/ungen of the Berlin Academy
of Sciences and in Poggendorﬂ"s Annalen have
appeared his numerous papers on mineral, organic
and animal chemistry, on capillary attraction, on
the properties of gases and vapours, on hydraulics,
heat, magnetism and voltaic electricity: a wide
range, truly.—Jacob Steiner was to have been

elected also on the same evening, but the aged
mathematician died before the day arrived.

His

last hours were cheered by the news imparted to
him by his friends that the Council of the Royal
Society had nominated him for election.

Mr. Sorby’s paper-read last week, at the Royal

Society-is one of those which mark a new step in
scientiﬁc progress. Those few among geologists who
But in no case can any legal proceedings for the regard the dynamics of their science have been able
infringement of such copyright be maintained , for some years past to appreciate Mr. Sorby‘s
against a pirate unless that copyright has been } methods of research and his carefully~drawn con
regislered at Stationers’ Hall before the act of clusions. There is merit in showing the structural
piracy complained of has been committed. Hencei origin of rocks as well as in searching for fossils.
the necessity of registering every original painting, The title of the paper in question, ‘On the direct
agent.

drawing, and photograph as soon as possible

It Correlation of Mechanical and Chemical Forces,’
is a pregnant indication of the theory therein deve

only remains to add, upon this part of the subject,
that by the agreement above mentioned an artist
may effectually reserve his copyright for all pur
poses of engraving, where the bargain is that the
purchaser shall have the copyright, by stipulating
in the agreement that the purchaser shall grant the
artist or his nominee an exclusive licence to engrave
the work in question.
To acquire copyright under the Engraving Acts,
an engraving or lithograph in which such right is
claimed must have been actually made in some
part of the United Kingdom; and the name of the
proprietor of the copyright and date of ﬁrst publi
cation of the print must be truly stated upon the
plate. or block, &c., and printed on every print taken
from such plate, 51c.
All engravings and lithographs not executed
within the United Kingdom, are unprotected by
the Engraving Acts. The only exception to this
rule exists in favour of works of that description
under our International Copyright Acts, where
such works have been ﬁrst published in any foreign
State with which Her Majesty has entered into a
copyright convention. Thus, engravings and litho~
graphs ﬁrst published in France, Prussia, and
several other States, may be protected here as to
the copyright in them ; but to acquire that protec
tion, unfortunately. as the law now exists, a double
set of conditions must he performed : first, the name
of the proprietor, and date of ﬁrst publication in the
foreign State, must be engraved and printed exactly
the same as if the print were ﬁrst published in the
United Kingdom; and secondly, the print must be
registered and a copy deposited at Stationers‘ Hall,
London, {within three months after the ﬁrst publica
tion of such print abroad. Unless all these condi
tions are performed, the copyright is utterly lost in
the British dominions. We call attention to these
facts, as they are of much consequence to the pro
prietors of foreign copyright engravings, whose
property therein may with impunity be injured by
the photographic or any other process of copying,

loped. It clears away diiﬁculties, and throws light

on phenomena hitherto inexplicable; those, for
instance, in which mechanics and chemistry appear

to have an equal share. It has long been known
that pressure has an important elfect on the solu
bility of salts. Mr. Surby, by ﬁlling the tubes with
which he experiments at a very low temperature,
and placing them afterwards in proper situations,
is enabled to keep the solutions which they contain,
under a pressure of from 2,000 to 3,000 pounds to
the square inch, for weeks or months continuously,

and to watch the results. The

ore is measured

and indicated by a capillary tube inclosed within
the principal one. The researches of Mr. Hopkins
and Prof. W. Thomson have made us acquainted
with the effects of pressure on fusion and freezing,
and there appears to be an intimate connexion

between them and the experiments here under
notice. Mr. Sorby has proved that if a salt contmd

in dissolving it is more soluble under pressure, and
that if it expand it is less soluble. The law, as

might be anticipated, varies with the nature of the
salt. For common salt it may be stated thus : the
extra quantity dissolved varies directly and simply
as the pressure. On comparing sulphate of copper
with ferridcyanide of potassium under the some
pressure, it is found that one quantity dissolved of
the former is ten times that of the latter; and there

is a still greater variation of the mechanical equiva
lents. Reasoning upon the interesting facts brought
out by this investigation, Mr. Sorby concludes that
the experiments “ indiwte that in some cases

pressure causes a slower and in others a quicker
chemical action. And I think it probable,” he
continues, “ that further research will show that

pressure weakens or strengthens chemical aﬂ‘inity
according as it acts in opposition to or in favour of
the change in volume, as though chemical action

were directly convertible into mechanical force, or
mechanical force into chemical action, in deﬁnite
equivalents, according to well-deﬁned general laws,

ing any photographic copy of a copyright engrav unless the formalities we have pointed out are without its being necessary that they should be
ing or lithograph of any description, if done accurately performed.
connected by means of heat or electricity.’~ Apply
without the consent of the proprietor of such copy
these principles, and it seems easy to explain pecu
right, renders the offender liable to the pains and
penalties deﬁned by the Engraving Acts. The

OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

decision thus directly aﬁ'ects the interests of every

THE following are the names of the ﬁfteen selected
out of the whole number of forty-ﬁve candidates

painter, engraver, photographer, print and photo

h seller throughout the United Kingdom. whom the Council of the Royal Society recommend
en in conjunction with the Act of last session, to the Fellows for election. Mathematicians and
which, it should be remembered, for the ﬁrst time chemists appear to be in favour this year, and no
created a copyright in pictures and drawings, the one will complain that the list is overdone with
decision gives a security to the proprietors of copy M.D.s. Three of the names we observe represent
rights in British engravings which they have never painting, architecture and literature. The day
hitherto enjoyed. The increased value of pictures ﬁxed for the election is Thursday, June 4 :——E.
and engravings, resulting from that security W. Cooke, Esq, W. Crookes, Esq., J. Fergusson,
against the piracy of artistic property will, we Esq., F. Field, Esq., Rev. B. Harley, J. R.
trust, be productive of the most beneﬁcial results Hind, Esq., C. \V. Merriﬁeld, Esq., Prof. D.
Oliver, F. W. Pavey, M.D., \V. Pingelly, Esq.,
in the arts of designing and engraving.
It may be useful, at this time especially, to H. E. Roscoe, Esq., Rev. G. Salmon, D.D., S. J.
remind artists and the purchasers of their works A. Salter, Esq“ Rev. A. P. Stanley’, D.D. and
of the protection the law now enables them to Col. F. M. Eardley Wilmott, R.A.
acquire for their copyright property. Under the
At their meeting, on the 30th ult. the Royal
Act of last session, the exclusive copyright in any Society elected Prof. Heinrich Gustav Msgnus,
Original painting, drawing, and photograph may ,of Berlin, one of their ﬁfty foreign members. The

liarities in the structure of metamorphic rocks-t0
account for slaty cleavage-for some of the pheno
mena of crystallization, that is, the direction in
which the crystals are formed, and for the impru
sions made by one limestone-pebble in another, as

seen in the " Nagelﬂue ”—-the latter a much-debated
question amongst the geologists of Switzerland,
Germany and France. In due time we shall have
to record a further development of the theory, of
which, as Mr. Sorby remarks, his present paper is
to be regarded as a preliminary notice only.

A special Exhibition of Sculptures in Ivory will
be open to Members of the Archaeological Institute,

at the apartments of the Institute, from Monday,
June 1, to Saturday, June 13, inclusive.

A good deal of private comedy-—as well as some
personal vexation-has come of the doings of the
Royal Academy Council and Hanging Committee
this year. When 1,500 pictures crowd m for. places

it is impossible for the most genial and considerate
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of councils to hang them all; but we have rarel
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brought before him, she would have praised him

The very deathbed of the nation's friend has not
The Queen is shown all over the
country in photography, pathetically posed, with a
widow’s cap, and a prayer-book or the Prince's
literary works. \Ve cannot hope that a man who
can do such things will listen to a word of protest;
but let the buyer of his productions think how
he would feel on being asked to peep through a
keyhole at any such scenes as these invented photo

heard so many complaints of rejection, especially in for reticence.—“Allow me," says Mr. Wickham, been respected.
landscape works. It is no secret that among the
rejected pictures are two ﬁne landscapes by Mr.
John Brett, a View at Florence and a Scene
at Dorking, or that many persons of the ﬁnest
knowledge and taste have been crowding all this
week to the artist’s studio in the Temple to see
these works, and to ask the "reason why.” Lord
Overstone, one of the Trustees of the National
Gallery, has bought the Florence which the Aca
demy thought unworthy of its walls.
Geologists who are familiar with the idea of
geological phenomena worked out through periods
of inconceivable duration will, perhaps, be able to
appreciate Mr. E. B. Hunt‘s argument on the growth
and chronologyof the great Florida reef. After stat
ing the dimensions of the reef, Mr. Hunt proceeds:
“ Taking the rate at twenty-four years to the foot,
we shall have for the total time 24 x 250 X 900, on
the data as stated; or. we ﬁnd the total period of

in conclusion, “to offer to the lady through your
journal, on her application to Mr. Bentley, my
publisher, some letters of her own to Dr. \Vhalley,

written in the heyday of youth, which I think she
had better possess."
Acting upon the suggestion contained in the
Athemrum of the 11th ult., Messrs. Routledge have
made arrangements with the French publisher
for an English edition of ‘Les Aventures d’un
Chien de Chasse.’ The book will be translated by
Mr. Edmund Routledge.
The Anniversary Meeting of the Camden Society
was held on Saturday May 2, the Marquess of
Bristol in the chair. The Annual Report refers to
the Society’s efforts for opening the Register of
\Vills in Doctors’ Commons for the use of literary
inquirers, which has been conceded by Sir Cresswell
Cresswell in respect to all wills of a date anterior
to the year 1700. A volume of Wills of Members

graphs are supposed to represent.
Many people hear of distances in thousands of
yards—a usual measure of artillery distances—
and have very little power of reducing them at
once to miles. Now, four miles are ten yards for
each mile above 7,000 yards, whence the following
rule: the number of thousands multiplied by 4
and divided by 7 give miles and sevenths for quo
. tient and remainder, with only at the rate of ten

5,400,000 years as that required for the growth
of the entire coral limestone formation of Florida." of the Royal Family; Eminent Prclates and
\Vhile awaiting the next mail from Egypt, it
may interest geographers to consider the strong
probability of important aid having been rendered
to Speke‘s expedition by the adventurous traveller
Mr. Baker. It will be recollected that the motive

with which Mr. Petherick was sent by the Royal
Geographical Society to Gondakoro, was to remove
the risk of Speke’s emerging at that desolate spot
from the unexplored regions of the interior, without
means of subsistence or transport, and therefore

wholly unable to reach Khartﬁm. Petherick’s expe

Noblemen; persons who played important parts
during the great Civil War; well-known Poets,
Painters and Musicians; Divines and Philosophers;
and, lastly, of some distinguished ladies, has been
issued. The following works have been added to
the list of suggested publications:—‘"indication
of the Government of Queen Elizabeth in the
matter of the Execution of Mary Queen of Scots,'
from a MS. in the possession of Sir Thomas \Vin
nington, Bart, M.P.,-—-‘ Letters of Charles II.,
from the Originals in the possession of the Marquess
of Bristol. The Report of the Auditors showed a

dition failed, but Mr. Baker, who is exploring on considerable balance in hand; and the places of the
his own account, left Khartﬁm on December the retiring Members of Council were ﬁlled by the
1st, 1862, with boats for Gondakoro. He calculated names of Lord Farnham, Sir Frederic Madden and
on reaching that place by January the 20th, or in \Villiam Salt, Esq.
ﬁfty days. The monsoon changes from the north
Messrs. Longman 8; Co. have issued No. 3 of
to a quarter favourable for the descent of the
their ‘ ‘Vail-Maps of England and Wales,’ edited
White Nile early in February. If, therefore,
Baker found Spoke encamped at Gondakoro and by Walter M‘Leod, and drawn and engraved by
lent him his boats, Speke would be able to start E. Weller. This map exhibits the geology of Eng
land and ‘Vales. It is handsomely printed and
for Khartﬁm within a fortnight or three weeks of
plainly coloured : a very good school map.
Baker's arrival. This interval, added to the ﬁfty
Mr. David Nssmith has published, for the use
days more or less required for the return voyage,
and to the forty days occupied by the post from of schools, a ‘Chart of the History of England,’
Khartl’im to Alexandria, would exactly reach to the exhibiting the principal events, civil, military,
date of the telegram. The advantages of a meeting religious, intellectual and social, from 55 8.0. to
between Spoke and Baker would be mutual; the 1860. This chart appears in two forms: as a
latter would obtain important information from the volume, and as a map. The plan is very ingenious,
former, and would doubtless be able to engage some but a little intricate, we should think, for boys.
valuable accessions to his party from among Speke's The history is divided into square spaces, like a
game, for the centuries and years. If anybody could
attendants.
On Thursday next, May 14, Mr. Charles Good remember the facts stated in these spaces he would
win will read a paper at the Society of Antiquaries, have at command a good deal of popular informa
‘ On some Papyri and Samaritan Manuscripts tion. There is, of course, a ‘Table of the Contem
brought over from Egypt by Mr. Stuart Glennie.‘ porary Sovereigns of Europe, from William the
On Tuesday, that delicate artist, M. Levassor, Conqueror to Queen Victoria.’

appeared at the Dudley Gallery in his favourite
characters, and received a hearty welcome from his
English admirers. Our old friends, “ Le Mari an
Bal" and “ La Mere Michel au Thééttre Italien,”
were as fresh and piquant as when we saw them

‘for the ﬁrst time in Paris, half a generation ago. A
new scene was announced—“ Le Mal de Mer,”—

but that also proved to be an old favourite of the
French stage; and, however perfect as a work of

yards to a mile in excess.

Thus 12,000 yards is

48 7ths of a mile, or 6 miles and 6 7ths ofa mile:
not 70 yards too great. Again, people measure
speed by miles per hour, the mile and the hour
being too long for the judgment of distance and
time. Take half as much again as the number of
miles per hour, and you have the number of feet
per second, too great by one in 80. Thus 16 miles
an hour is 16 + S, or 24 feet per second, too much
by 24 30ths of a foot.
Our readers will remember that in the account
of the voyage of the Austrian frigate Nova-m
round the earth, it was mentioned that, by special
agreement with the Colonial Government of New
Zealand, one of the members of the scientiﬁc corps
accompanying the expedition, Dr. von Hochstetter,
remained in that colony. He resided there for nine
months, engaged in researches into the geology,
geography and natural history of that Great
Britain of the South, and he now announces from
Vienna, to which city he has returned, the publica
tion of the results of his sojourn, which will neces
sarily be of much greater interest to us here and to
our colonists in New Zealand than to the general
public on the Continent. The purely scientiﬁc por
tion of his labours is to be embodied in the ‘Scien
tiﬁc Results of the Novara Expedition,’ now pub
lishing by the Austrian Government, and will form
a distinct monograph on New Zealand; but he
has in the press also a volume on New Zealand,
giving an account of his stay in, and his journeys
through the colony, so much of the results of his

scientiﬁc labours as are interesting to the general
educated public, together with the history of the
islands and the colony, a collection of the legends,
proverbs and poetry, and an account of the myth
ology of the Maoris, the history of the recent
Maori-King movements, and much statistical infor

mation. Baron Cotter had shortly before his death
made all the preparations for bringing out this
work in a style worthy rather of the enthusiasm

Mr. Collier has completed the twelfth part, and with which Dr. von Hochstetter regards every
ﬁrst volume, of his ‘ Illustrations of Early English
Popular Literature,’ by the reprint of a copy of
verses on the Massacre of Protestants in France.
Mr. Collier thinks his original is unique: at all
events, that it is unknown to collectors and biblio

thing relating to New Zealand, than the inter
est which ' the subjects can possibly create in
Germany, and it is to be hoped an English pub
lisher will make an arrangement to give us a
translation. The volume is to be illustrated by
graphers. It is a poor production in itself; yet a above one hundred wood engravings and several
certain interest lies in its doleful and exaggerated maps, which have been constructed by Petermann
wailings. It was certainly worth ink and paper, from the author’s materials.
and a corner in this unpretending volume.
Mr. Freeman has published a couple of ‘ Chrono
ROYAL ACADEMY cl’ ARTS.—’l\re EXHIBITION of the
ACADEMY is NOW OPEN.-—Admitt-nnoc (from Eight
logical Charts of European History,’ drawn out by ROYAL
till Scvenl, 1s - Catnlo us, 1;.
Mr. Bishop. One represents the dynasties and
Jorifx' PRE UUTT KNIGHT, Esq., ILA" Secretary.
events of the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries, the
socrn'rr or rnnvrsss IN warns COLOUR8.—_Tho
other those of the seventeenth and eighteenth FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION a now urns, at

Art, is better adapted for a Parisian than a London
audience. Englishmen know the Channel : the
idea of making the steamer French, the sufferer
English, is too violent an outrage on probability,
even for farce.
Messrs. Hurst & Blackett announce the following
their Gallery 5, Pall Mall East (close to the National Gallery),
new works for publication during the present centuries.
from Nine mi Dusk-Admittance 1|.- Catalogue ed.
Jessi-n .‘r. Jnsnrrls, Secretary.
month :—‘Lost and Saved,’ by the Hon. Mrs.
“ It would be a kind of sacrilege to draw aside
Norton, —— “Travels on Horseback in Mantchu the veil by which the depth and intensity of those
INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN W'ATER COLOURS
Tartary ; being a Summer's Ride beyond the Great feelings were shrouded from the public gaze,” said (founded in It!!! as the New Society of Painters in Water (.‘olounl.
ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW UPEN.—Gallsry. 58,
Wall of China,’ by George Fleming, with illustra Lord Palmerston, in reference to the grief Her —The
Pall Mall, opposite Marlborough House.
JAMES FAHEY, Secretary.
tions,—‘Adventures and Researches among the Majesty suﬂ'ers under, when proposing the vote of
Andamans,’ by Dr. Mouat, with illustrations,— 50,0001. towards the expense of the Albert
FRENCH GALLERY, 120 Pall MnlL—'1'hc TENTH AN
and ‘ Respectable Sinners,’ by Mrs. Brotherton.
EXHIBITION of FICTURES. the contributions of
Memorial. Every man of feeling has owned this NUAL
Artists of the French and Flemish Schools, is NOW OPEN.
The Rev. Hill ‘Vickham, editor of Dr. W'halley’s long ago, and felt indignant at the producers of Admission 1s; Catalogue, 6d.
Memoirs, wishes to inform Mrs. Siddons’s daughter, certain photographic compositions representing the
LEVASSOR EN VISI'I‘E. —— SCPNES E'l‘ CHANSONS
our Correspondent, that if she had read the work home sorrows of the Royal Family, indecent intru COMIQU
l'lS.—Tuesday, Thursday and Saturd
Evsni$pv at
1m0~
instead of the critique, her anger would, in his sions on its sacred griefs. We have compositions Hnlf~past Eight, assisted by MdIle'I‘eissL-ire and h . Rey.
forte, M. Roosenboom, Dudley Gallery. Piomdill .-scats, Unre
opinion, have been modiﬁed; and that if she had showing Her Majesty and Family grouped round a . served, 3a.; Stalls, numbered, 7a.; a few Fautcu' s, 100. 6d. each;

perused all the correspondence which the Memoir-s bustof the Prince Consort, in a sentimental tableau.‘

Mitchell's Royal Library, 33. Old Bond StreetJV.
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LACK
sauxswrcxnnf
' tombs»;
svsnnr'rB
A.R.A.,
is NOW ON \ilniiiv
at Moore. M‘Quren

hl'llrllFABlS

Co's., 10, F'cnchurch Street, FLO-Admission by private Address
Card.
"_
MRS. FANNY KEMBLE'S READINGS of SHA'KSPEARE.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAYIEVEN l NGS. at Half
past El ht. DUDLEY GALLERY, Piccadilly-Hyundai)‘. May 11,
King ohn '; Wednesday 13th ‘vllidsummcr bright! Dream ;
Friday. 15th. ‘ Romeo and J'uhcLZ-Seats ‘I nreserved‘, 13s.;
Stalls (Numbered, 5a.; a few Fuutcurls, 7'. each. which may be
obtained at Mitchell's Royal Library, as, Old Bond Street, W.

MR. HENRY NICROLLS‘S RECITALS of the RECENT
POI-1T5 and IIUMORISTS, ut the Hanover S “are Rooms, o_n
MONDA" EVENING, May I5 at Eight, inclu inn; ltlucaula "s
‘ Horatius'; Tennyson‘: ‘Irocksl'e ' Hall’: Poe‘s ‘ Bells‘; 111
9
‘Miss Kilmnnse g‘ and ‘ Desert horn‘ ; ‘ Ingoldsby‘s ‘Rupert the
Fearless.’ nnd ‘ ford ot Thoulonse.‘ kQ-Admlssion. 3;. Is. and
1|.—‘H|unlct.' at the Pavilion. Brighton, THIS MO‘ltNlhG,
May 9, at Three.—Communlcatlons, 16, Howard Street, Strand.
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earthen pottery, imperfectly kiln-baked, nnda stud

—The paper read was ‘On American Iron Bridges,‘
or button of cannel coal.—Mr. Syer Cumiug read by Mr. Zcrah Colburn.
‘ Some Notes in relation to the Costume of a Figure
of Mother Shipton,‘ lately exhibited to the Asso

ROYAL Iysrrru’rrora-April 24.—The Duke of

ciation.——Prof. Buckman exhibited various antiqui Northumberland, President, in the chain-Mr.
ties lately found in Gloucestershire at Corinium.— Herschel delivered a discourse ‘ On Luminous
Mr. T. W'right exhibited a Roman padlock or spring ' Meteors.’ The term includes ﬁreballs, shooting~
bolt, and a Spanish lock of about 200 years since, stars and aerolites. Lightning in the lower air pre
showing the mode of its opcration.-Three large sents no analogy to the phenomena of ﬁreballs.
iron lances or spears were exhibited from a board Were the occurrence of globe lightning suﬂiciently
of upwards of 120, found in a ﬁeld at Bourton-on proved and its origin explained, it would be con
the Water, one of which measured no less than trary to analogy to infer 0, similar origin for meteors.
34 inches in length.——A ﬂint celt or axe-blade was The height of ﬁreballs has been known since the

exhibited by Mr. White.
)Ir. EDMUND YATES‘S INVITATIONS, at the EGYPTI_AN
HALL-Tho Evenins Pnrty.—'l‘he Spirit-Rnppers-The Seaside.
—Mr. HAROLD POWER will be of the Party-{very Evening
at Eight, excQ-Et Saturdays, then at Three.—r5talls, 3a.; Area, in;
Balcony, 11.4 gyptian llnll, Piccadilly.

621

Ancrnnomorcxn Irvsrrrurs- May 1.-—Lord

Lyttelton, in the chair.-—Prof. \Villis gave a lec

ture on the Cathedral of \Vorcester, supplementary
to that delivered by him at the last meeting of the
Institute in that city.—Mr. \V. \V. E. Wynne
SCIENCE
_._
exhibited the famous “ Llyfr du,” or Black Book
of Caermarthen, formerly preserved in the Abbey
SOCIETIES.
ROYAL.—~Ap'ril 30.——Gen. Sabine, President, in at that town, but now forming part of the well
the cha.ir.—Profv Heinrich Gustav Magnus, of known Hengwrt collection, the property of Mr.
Berlin, was elected a Foreign Member.—’l‘ho fol Wynne. Mr. Duﬁ'us Hardy and Sir Frederic
lowing papers were read : ‘On Spectrum Analysis, Madden had pronounced the MS. to be in the
their
with a Description of a large Spectroscope, having handwriting of the twelfth century,
internaland
evidence.
nine Prisms, and Achromatic Telescopes of Two opinion has been conﬁrmed by

time of Montanari in Italy, and Wallis in England,
in 1676,’and was calculated by Halley in 1714 and
1719, and again by Pringle in 1758. The calculation
of eleven large ﬁreballs most recently reported to
the British Association, as passing over England
during the years 1861-63, shows their ﬁrst appear
ance to be at heights from 30 to 196 miles above
the earth, and their points of disappearance from
15 to 65 miles above the earth. Their velocities

are from 23 to 60 miles per second. In illuminat
ing power they resembled globes of inﬂamed coal
gas, from 14 to 50 feet in diameter. In many ﬁre
balls a ball of bluish light alone is seen, and this
I has been explained by Mr. Brayley and Dr.
Haidinger to be air heated by compression, as in

Feet Focal Power,’ by Mr. J' . P. Gassiot.—‘0n the —Mr. 0. Morgan exhibited, and gave some a ﬁre-syringe, before a parcel of solid matter en
Direct Correlation of Mechanical and Chemical

Forces,’ by Mr. H. C. Sorby.
GsoLooIc.\L.—Ap1-1'l 22.-Sir P. De M. G.
Egerton, Bart., V.P., in the chain-N. Kendall,

Esq., Major F. J. Rickard, and C. E. Spooner,
Esq., were elected Fellows-M . A. Favre, F. Bitter
von Bauer, M. Hébert, E. Beyrich, and Dr. F.
Sandberger, were elected Foreign Correspondents.
—The following communications were read : ‘On
the Gneiss and other Azoic Rocks, and on the
superjacent Palaeozoic Formations of Bavaria and
Bohemia,’ by Sir R. I. Murchison.—‘ Notice of a

account of, three remarkably ﬁne steel locks of tering the air- with immense velocity from planetary
Nuremberg work, of the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth‘ space. The heat of the ﬂame, as in the oxy-hydrogen
centuries. They are enriched with patterns of lime-light, produces intense light by volatilizing the
elegant design, formed by etching and engraving on solid materials of_ the aiérolite. Mr. Herschel sug
the metal. The largest lock, which is of the best gested that the same heat might dissociate the
tempered steel, consists of no less than 159 pieces. oxides of the meteoric surface, and by lining the
He brought also a “ scratch-back,” of the last cen track with mixed blast and fuel of aspontaneously
tury, and a curious steel for striking a light with inﬂammable nature, cause the sparks and tufts of
ﬂint, of the sixteenth century-Mr. Lewis L. ruddy light and the phosphorescent streaks which
Dillwyn exhibited an oval medallion in bronze-gilt occasionally endure for many minutes or even for

of Oliver Cromwell, the execution of which is very an hour after the

ﬁne.—Mr. Bernhard Smith brought an Asiatic
sabre with European mountin 35' the blade of I
Section at Mocktree,’ by R. Lightbody, Esq., com which is covered with ﬁgures chased out of the
solid steel: the sword was taken in its present con
municated by J. W. Salter, Esq.
dition from the body of a slain Aﬁ'ghsn chief. He
ASIATIO.—May 4.—Sir H. C. Rawlinson, Direc exhibited also an early Asiatic pistol, with match
tor, in the chair.--H. P. Le Mesurier, Esq., was lock, rudely ornamented with brass bosses and
elected a. Non-Resident Member.—Two papers by ﬂoriated studs from the collection of the late
the Rev. Jules Ferrette‘ were read by that gentle Gen. Codrington; and two kuttars or daggers with
man: one ‘On some Syriacspeaking Villages still ﬁgures chased out of the solid, and having their
found to exist in Anti-Lebanon,‘ and the other guards diapered with silver.—Mr. T. Selby Egan
‘On a New and Cheap System of Printing the exhibited a diptych and a cruciﬁx, both containing
Vowels and Diacritical Signs in Arabic,’ using but relics.—ltIr. F. Netherclift exhibited a “Magna
a single row of types for each line of print, and Char-ta de Forestis,” 9 Hen. III., with well-pre
conforming to the established rules of caligraphy. served seal attached-The Very Rev. Canon
Rock placed on the table a curious bronze orna
Socnzrr or ANTIQU.\RIEs.—r1[a_1/ 7.—F. Ouvry, ment, recently found in North Wales-Mr. E.
Esq., Treasurer, in the chair.—-—A notice was read Waterton brought a cruciﬁx obtained in Aix-la
from the President, authorizing Sir J. Boilesu, Chapelle; it is in wood, of the sixteenth century,
Bart., to act as his deputy, orVice-President, in the and of ﬁne German workmanship. He also exhi
room of the Marquess of Bristol.—S. Palmer, bited four remarkable rings that have been recently
Esq. M.D., exhibited three caskets, an oak cabi added to the Water-ton collection; three curious‘
net, and a. padlock, with remarks.—The Secretary seals; and two silver ring ﬁbulze, both nielloed.—
read a series of letters of Sir Thomas Wotton, Two pistols, from the Museum of the Royal Mili

of a meteor. In illustration
of this phenomenon, the phosphorescence of sulphur~

ous acid was exhibited, when aluminous current of
electricity through the gas was suddenly stopped.
The storm of stars occasionally seen in
t msg
niﬁcence on the mornings of the 13th of ovember
was ﬁrst shown to be periodic by Prof. Denison
Olmsted in America in 1836; but the more constant
shower in the evenings of August the 10th was
pointed out in England by Mr. T. M. Forster
in 1827 by the publication of a MS. calendar
of the last century, preserved at Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge, where that day and the 18th
of August are called by the writer (probably a
monk) “stellibund " and “meteorode.” M.Quetelet,
at Brussels, in 1836, and Prof. Herrick, at New
haven (U.S.), aware of the unconcealed periodicity
of the November shower, pointed independently to
the second week of August as an epoch of annual
return; and the diligent researches of Prof. Herrick

proved the 10th to have been uniformly remark

able for shooting-stars during a long course of years
in the last century and this. Four observations
from two different stations determine the path of a
and also a letter from Henry the Eighth to Mr. tary Repository at Woolwich, were exhibited by single shooting-star, and their heights and velocities
were so determined by Brandes and Benzenberg, at
Secretary Knight, dated 1527.
Mr. J. Hewitt, one of them being of the end of the Giittingen, in 1798. Such observations were origi
sixteenth
century,
and
the
other
of
the
beginning
nally proposed to the Royal Society of England by
Barrrsn ARCHA-IOLOGICAL Assocrxrrom-Apdl
of the seventeenth. Both are highly enriched
J. Lynn, Esq., in 1727, and have been repeated,
22.—T. J. Pettigrsw, V.P., in the chain-—J'.
with
chasing
and
inlaying
with
silver,
and
the
since the time of Benzenberg, by Quetelet, at Brus
W. Walton, Esq. was elected an Associate-—
ironwork
of
one
is
damascened
in
silver
and
gold
:
Dr. Pslmer announced the discovery of a Roman both have wheel-locks. The decorations on the sels, in 1824, and later, by Prof. Heis, at Aix-la
Chapelle, Bessel, Feldt, Erman, Schmidt, Secchi,
villa of some extent at Ealing Farm, about a mile
and a-half from Well House, Berks.—Dr. Palmer stock are chieﬂy hunting and hawking subjects.— and other continental astronomers. The heights
Mr. Hewitt believed the arms to have been made and velocities of shooting-stars are quite similar to
also announced the discovery of a camp hitherto
unrecorded on the Hampshire chain of hills, whence not for war but for the chase; and as a curious those of ﬁreballs, and, like those, descending
various coins of Probus, Licinius and Carausius illustration of the employment of such pistols in downwards towards the earth. Like shadows from
lel streams of
‘had been discovered.—Mr. Vere Irving, Vice-Pre the chase, he produced a detached wheel-lock, with ‘ a straight candle-shade, the
sident, exhibited, on the part of Mr. Greenshields, an engraving of a mounted hunter, accompanied meteor showers appear to radiate from a ﬁxed
an interesting group of Antiquities discovered in by his bounds and his foot servitor, about to dis
point among the stars. In November the radiant
the parish of Lesmshago, in Lsnarkshire, consisting charge just such a pistol as one of those exhibited point rises at midnight, but in August it belongs to
of a Celtic coin of silver, which may be compared at a stag and bind which he had overtaken.— the circumpolar heavens. Like ﬁreballs, shooting
with the Channel Island type, and belongs to those Messrs. Dulau &. Co. laid on the table a copy of stars are therefore, probably, asteroids or minute
originally struck in Armorica. A few years since Libri's ‘Monuments Inédits' just published by‘ morsels revolving in zones about the sun. The
most remarkable meteors are aérolites and soro
alarge number were found in Jersey, and have them.
siderites, stones and iron masses precipitated from
been ﬁgured in Donop‘s account of that hoard.
INSTITUTION or Crvn. Esonvnsss-May 5.
the air. A ﬁreball always precedes these occur
A bronze ﬁgure of a horse and a small bronze bell J. Hawkshaw, Esq, President, in the chair.
were also exhibited } the former of Etruscan cha At the monthly ballot the following candidates . rences, and a report or detonation, some minutes
racter, and the latter four-sided, with a loop by were elected :—Mr. J. Blount and Capt. V. dc before the stones precipitate themselves with thun
which it could be attached to the neck of a sheep. Medeiros, as Members; and Messrs. E. Appleton, dering noise upon the earth. Specimens from 111
——-There were also exhibited portions of light red R. T. Mallet, and Capt. F. J. Bolton, as Associates. such catastrophes are exhibited at the British Mu

62 ‘7.u
seuni, and 79 specimens of iron masses of similar
origin. The stones are small, clay-like or tufface
ous blocks, of one to a hundred pounds or more in
weight, inclosing grains and crystals of volcanic
minerals, and particles of metallic and pyritic iron
alloyed with nickel, and glazed with a thin enamel
].ike crust of the molten substance, proving their
momentary exposure to ﬂame of very intense heat
since the fragments were broken from their native

rocks and hurled against the earth. They are
picked up too hot to be handled. They have an
exceedingly uniform speciﬁc gravity, and agree
in the presence of iron, nickel, and phosphorus in
their composition. Von Schreibers, at the fall of
Staunern ascribed to the stones :1 four-sided or
three-sided pyramidal ﬁgure, but this has not been
substantiated by more recent falls. Widmanstiitten
perceived upon the polished surfaces of the irons,
etched with acid, the crystalline ﬁgures which hear
his name, and most recently the structure of the

stones has been examined by microscopic sections
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Geological Position and Relative Value for certain . bearing the cognizance, a heart gules, upon it. The
' landscape background of this, a trim garden, with
Purposes,’ by Prof. D. T. Ansted.
great tree-holes at intervals, is extremely brilliant
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
and solid; the grass a capital study of nature.
Nos. Geographical, S\.—'Arrival of Expedition at Khartﬁm.
Despite its brilliancy and solidity, this picture
from Zanzibar‘; ' lrandbomugh's Traverse of Australia‘;
' Madagascar,‘ Lieut. Oliver.
looks, and is, over-laboured. This shows itself in
Ton.

Actuaries, 7.
Byro-Eﬂyptian,
7L.-_‘Coﬂin-Lid of Men-ka-l'a. Myceriuus some blackness of the shadows.
of the Greeks.‘ Mr. lilarsdeu.
Royal Institution, 3.—‘ Round,‘ Prof’. Tyndall.
I
incurs. 8.—‘Amerlcl.n iron Bridges.‘ Mr. (,olburn;
‘ ‘ommunicntlon between London and Dublin. Mr.
“'ntlon.
_ ‘
Zoological. 9. —— ' Dcrhyan Bland Wutcrn Africa and
‘ Equatorial Elephant and Gorilla ‘ Mr. Reade; ‘Mam
rnn's and Birds. ladammr,‘ Dr. Quilter.
Archaeological Association, t-Annunl General.

Graphic, B.

_

Mr. Cope has sent two pleasant pictures of chil
‘ dren, as usual; the best is N 0. 46, A Music Lcuon,
' a boy at a piano heedfully touching its keys under
the guidance of an elder sister; his face, with its
earnestness of expression and pleasant English cha
: racter, is capitally rendered ; without peculiarity, it

.

Society of Arts, B.—' Excrementitlous Matter Dr. Thu
dlchum: ‘ System of Earth Sewage,‘ Rev. B. hloule.
Microscopical, 8.

jhas the interest of a portrait. The whole of this

iin“ l eitual

‘improved if a little less uniform in textures; the

o 1

‘Prof A as

o
nu
ton,s.—‘ eooy,
. ns 7.
Philological, 8.—Annive
.~‘ Umbrian \l: ords,‘ Prof.

Newman.

‘

_

Royal lnstitution,8.—‘ Molecule of Water, Dr. Odhng.
Horticultural, L-Promcnade.
Royal Institution. S.—'Language,' Prof. Max Muller.

{work is solidly and honestly painted; would be
lwooliness, less than hitherto, however, with the
artist, is a defect. The shortcoming is more
,‘ marked in No. 221, Morning Les-30m, which shows
great improvement in colour on the part of the
‘painter; some phases of that quality are really
‘excellent, the solidity of the handling helps this
7 out. A lady with a boy on her knee, guiding his

FINE ARTS
of their substance as well as by chemical and
w"
crystallographical descriptions of the parts. In l
norm. ACADEMY.
illustration of the history of these stones, Prof.
‘
Mr. Leighton contributes four pictures. The ‘
Tyndall exhibited upon the white screen numerous
thin sections of their substance, prepared by Prof. largest represents the Meeting of Elijah with Ahab
Mnskelyne, at the British Museum, for the micro and Jezebel (No. 382) at the door of Naboth‘s
scope. A lunar-volcanic, or “lunar-ballistic,” I vineyard. As the text seems to suggest, the prophet
theory has been proposed for their origin from their ‘ is shown meeting the king and queen at the door
common speciﬁc gravity most nearly equal to that of the vineyard. Face to face with them in the
of the moon, and from the scarcity of free oxygen ill-got place stands the threatener of judgment,
which their composition betrays. But their high the irate prophet in his angriest mood. They recoil
velocity renders a planetary, asteroidal motion before him, the woman drawing up proudly with a
round the sun more probably the native path in menacing look, and gathering her robe about her;
which they are intercepted by the earth. To illus ‘. the conscience-stricken king bending his head and
trate the phenomena of the aurora, brilliant-coloured ' saluting the man of God. The ﬁgure of Elijah is
discharges of electricity were passed through ex ' grandly severe in manner, but lacks the dignity
hausted glass tubes and cells, when the transport- ‘ that is beyond and above mere severity. The de
power of the magnet upon these currents was , sign, drawing and manner of this picture are large
shown by their curvature and rotation about the ,l and painter-like. An Italian Cross-bow Man (528)
magnetic poles. Observers were requested to com l is the title of a half-length life~size ﬁgure of a sol
municate their observations of ﬁreballs freely to the ‘ dier, with a cross bow upon which his hands mat;
British Association, in the hope of deciding before he wears a black dress and cap of the some;
long the laws of their return.
i behind him hangs upon the wall a perished hand
May 1.-—Annm1lMceting.—-The Duke of North of some destroyed enemy or some dead friend
umberland, President, in the chain-The Annual he has sworn to avenge. The face is stern, and
Report of the Committee of Visitors for the year 1862 may be read either way. The whole of this work
was read and ad0pted.-Theamouut ofcontributions is remarkable for solid painting. A Girl with a
from members and subscribers in 1862 amounted , Baskd of Fruit (406) is fair as the old Greek blood
to 3,079l. 13s. ; the receipts for subscriptions to 1 could make her through generations of reﬁne
lectures were 560i. 148.; the total income for the , ment and vigour. In brilliant sunlight she passes
year amounted to 4,630l. 8s. lrL-On December 31, ‘i along by some palace wall; such a one of purest
1862, the funded property was 29,3411. 2:. 2d.; ‘alabaster, with ground of dead gold or mosaic,
and the balance at the bankers, 8041. 38. 4d., with ‘ being behind her; over it is the splendour of Ionian
six Exchequer Bills of 1001. each-The following daylight sky, deep pure blue. The exquisitely
gentlemen were elected as officers for the ensuing 1 beautiful ﬂesh-painting this picture shows should
yin; :—Prcaident, the Duke of N orthumberland ; win applause from artists and lovers of nature;
aurer, \Villiam Pole, Esq.; Secretary, Henry it is admirable. All about the fair girl seems
Bence Jones, M.D. ; Managers, Sir ‘V. G. Arm- \ to be a world of sunniness and sensuous delight:
strong, the Rev. J. Barlow, Sir J. P. Boileau, the sun, her face, her delicate robe, the splendid
Bart, G. Busk,Esq., G. Dodd,Esq., Sir G. fruit, the white and gilded wall, the very wasp
Everest, J. P. Gassiot, Esq., Sir H. Holland, Bart, that hums about the basket, tell of warm summer.
Sir R. I. Murchison, J. Nnsmyth, Esq, W. F. A Girl Feeding Peacocks (429), by the same, is a
Pollock, Esq., R. P. Roupell, Esq, Lord W'cnsley large picture, exquisite in its treatment of colour,
dale, C. Wheatstone, Esq, Col. P. J. Yorke; its delicate forms, the brillinncy of daylight, the
Visitors, Hon. and Rev. S. Best, G. J. Bosauquet, beauty of the lady herself in the dawn of woman
Esq, A. Boyd, Fsq., J.W. Brett, Esq., B. E. hood, and the regal magniﬁcence of the birds, whose
Brodhurst, Esq., J. C. Burgoyne, Esq, Montagu plumage is seen in full radiance about her. The
Chambers, Esq., G. F. Chambers, Esq., C. D. ‘ damsel's head has a chaste, clear air; her slender
Griﬂitb, Esq., M.P., Capt. F. Gaussen, K. Macau ﬁgure is delicately drawn; one of her arms, raised
lay, Esq., E. Packs, Esq., Earl of Rosse, Earl 1 on high, scatters grain to the birds taken from a
Stanhope, G. Tomline, Esq.
basket held in the other. The simple graciousness
May 4.—\V. Pole, Esq., Trans. and V.P., in the of her pose is delightful.
chair.—The Secretary announced that the Presi~
Mr. Holman Hunt’s portrait of The Right Him.
dent had nominated the following Vice-Presidents 1 Staph-en Lushington(6l3) will please few who look for
for the ensuing year :—Sir W. G. Armstrong, more attractiveness and facile tricks of execution in
'W. Pole, Esq., Treasurer, The Rev. J. Barlow, ‘, a portrait. It is, nevertheless, a solid, noble, subtle
Bh- H. Holland, Bart, Sir R. I. Murchison, and and faithful study of character, such as a portrait
Lord \Vensleydale.-J. Graham, M.D. and C. should be ; a masterpiece of manly execution, which,
Howard, Esq. were elected Members. ——The follow , although it may have stiffened, so to say, in the very
ing Professors were re-elected :—W. T. Brande, , strenuousness of the painter‘s grasp, and lack air in
Esq., Professor of Chemistry, J. Tyndall, Esq, Pro its gradations of parts of the ﬁgure, has rendered the
fessor of Natural Philosophy, and E. Franklnnd, spirit ofthe man with extraordinary felicity, show
E5q,, Professor of Chemistry.
ing the artist’s intense study of character. In the

I background are some ﬁne phases of colour. The
Socrsrr or Anrs.—-April 29.—Sir T. Phillips, ‘King of Hearts (146) is a little boy in a was
Chairman of Council, in the chain-The paper

querade costume, standing on a lawn with a ball,

read W88 ‘The Varieties of Combustible Minerals , such as is used for garden bowls, in his hand; he
used Economically, considered in reference to their ‘ hind him is pitcheda mimic lance, with a shield or,

hand to form letters on a slate; both ﬁgures fruh
and fair; the musical pupil of the former work sit
here again, with knitted brow and clenched ﬁngers,
conning a terrible “sum.”—“’e gladly interrupt
our progress with subject-pictures to call attention
to an admirable portrait, by Mr. Sandys, of MN.
Susanna Rose (53), hung near Mr. Cope’s ‘ Music
Lesson,’ the painter-like and brilliant qualities of
which are highly to be appreciated. A lady in a
cap with blue ribbons, the ﬂesh, the genial charac
ter, brightness, and sound, not at all hard, ﬁnish
of this work are remarkable.

We cannot praise the soundness and solidity of
Mr. Frith's Juliet (100). This work, if not painted
under pressure, may mark the effect of strain upon
a style never very robust, which is happy only in
bright and clear treatment, and redeems its want

of painter-like love of tone, of colour, and variety
of surface by the dexterity of the workman's han
dling. The shadows of the ﬂesh are dirty; the
effect of light upon the face, that of a young
woman looking at a moonlit landscape from a ter
race
or open
window,
produces
no such
colour isoninexplicable:
ﬂesh, still lessmoonlight
can day-v
light cause those cold black shadows we see ; while
lamp-light is put out of the question by the colour
of the lights. If this be Shakspeare‘s Juliet, as
the Catalogue says, the artist has more completely
failed in rendering her character than in executing
a not uncommon theme. Surely Juliet was not this
ringletted girl, fresh froma boarding-school, clad in
white satin, and posed at a window. Mr. Frith, no
doubt, meant to style his picture ‘ Study after the
Opera.’
Mr. Elmore's picture, Luaraiu. Borgia (130),
gains in strength and vigour each time we look upon

it. It is worthily, for those qualities, in the place of
honour this year.—Mr. A. H. Burr, if vigour of
painting, great powers of dealing with pathos and
with humour, can attract attention, should win a.

name this year.

His Scene from ‘Dora’ (250),

where Dora and Mary “peeped and saw the boy
set up betwixt his grandsire’s knees"; although
a little thin in parts, shows so
an advance
upon the pictures the artist sent here last

year, that we hope the best from him.

He is

happy in avoiding the over-sweet, almost treacly,
method of painting that former works promised,
and which so much lowers the artistic value of

l Scotch painters’ works in general.

The pathos of

‘ this work is beyond question. At a table sits the
old man, with the child standing between his knees.
His lined and wrinkled face, that had kept it:
hardness for so long, his habitually hard eyes,
set mouth, set still in its old lines, but quivering,
‘ ; his eyes, that disdain to weep, but are suffused and

_red, while memory of the boy's father and the
sunny days of old comes back in his mind, are
l subtle readings of expression and the heart;
l not less ﬁne is the old man‘s attitude, bent
l forward in the chair, his face upon his hand.
The ﬁgures of the two women are good, but
unequal in merit; that of Mary, the withered,
anxious mother, with the lank and falling hair,
remnant of her old beauty as it is, streaming in
loose ringlets from under her battered hat, her
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poor, pinched face, her lean and hungry look, has The skin-clad herdsman leans rather awkwardly
a pathos far beyond most pictures. The effect of , upon a bank of earth, and appeals to the damsel of
ﬁre-light is truer than it looks, but not quite true. 1 his choice, who has quitted the stone but of her
_-—Mr. J. Burr sends a picture, strangely like the ancestors, which has so small a door that she must
last, of a capital subject, treated with valuable kneel to pass in. As usual, the subject is expressed
power of rendering humour. This is A Travelling less by the ﬁgures than by the landscape, a richly
Tinker (425). Such an one has come to a cottage hued land of rugged hills, many-folded, treeless,
door, and seated himself to inspect the condition stark.
of a small copper-kettle that is submitted to him ! Mr. Marks's humorous contribution, 110w Shak
by the young and buxom housewife, whose heir i spears Studied (261), has a great deal of character.
loom it may be; his expression of doubt, almost The execution of this work we look upon as indi
amounting to conviction, that the utensil will not be , eating a transition in the painter'a system. It is a
Worth mending, to be seen in the peering eyes, one , little thin and ﬂat in the ﬁgures, and lacks bright
half closed, and the mouth a-skew, is capital. Hardly ‘ ness of colouring. It is, nevertheless, ﬁner in sur
inferior is that of the wife, who leans forward to face, less hard and merely quaint than we have had
hear the verdict. She holds by the hand her from him ere now. It will not attract so much
second little son, an inquisitive youth, who has attention as did ‘ The Franciscan Sculptor and
come forward holding to his mouth a wooden 'his Model.’ Shakspeare, rather a coarse presen
spoon, his birth-gift no doubt, and stares with all , tation, is seated in the porch of an Elizabethan
the force of a pair of grey eyes. A nurse-girl and inn, watching the “ humours " of a knot of folks
‘standing in the street before him. An old city
other children are also admirable for character.
The Morniny of St. Valentine (157). by Mr. 1 legal authority, probably the original of Dog
J. C. Horsley, a young girl looking at herself in a berry before he had his “losses," is enlightening
toilette-glass, while a letter is brought to her, is , an audience consisting of a vapouring knight and
prettier than usual with the painter, and the face a swash-buckler or‘ of fellow. By Shakspeare's
not merely pretty. Quite as frivolous and common 1' feet is a dog, an ill-drawn animal, but an apt com
place as usual, however, is the same gentleman's panion to him, not, we believe, previously suggested
picture, Attack and Defence (306), some pages, in 1 by any authority.
“ olden" costumes, storming the window of a 3
Mr. J. Clnrk’s painting, After Work (122), will
boudoir, which young ladies defend. There is no i recall to many, if they can see it at all in its igno
real “ go " in this pretty thing.
, minious position near the floor, his admirable ‘ Sick

Mr. G. Jones is nowhere this year. We cannot, l Child.’ To our minds it is by no means equal to
of course, take into account a single Scripture i that work, nor to more recent productions of the
subject, that one from the First Book of Kings, ‘ painter. Rather clearer in painting, and evidently
embodying a strong Wind, an earthquake, “and, aiming at colour, this present example is inferior
after the earthquake, a ﬁre" (805) ; and two small to its predecessors, inasmuch as it is less solid, less
landscapes, named Andernach (179) and Dieppc , happy in relief and less thoughtful in the rendering
(309).—Mr. Frost has many pictures, but they, of many textures. Painted in a thinner manner,
differ so little from former works, that we need ; it looks smoother and more ﬁnished than others
only state the fact.—Mr. A. Cooper is not less , were, but is not really so, because it is ﬂatter than
proliﬁc; six examples come from him, among them ‘ they were. We regret to see signs of a less sound
various horses, Circassian women, and the artist's ‘ handling throughout this work than we hoped to
idea. of how Cromwell looked at Houston MoorI ﬁnd. The design itself is good, and, although there
(307), a very strange conception of the matter.-— \ is sameness in the characters, hence a family like
Mr. G. Patten has only one work, a portrait (‘293). ness to well-known productions of hit‘. Clark's, the
—Mr. Witherington has four pictures, which do expressions are as happy as ever. A workman is
not distinguish themselves from his ordinary pro reading from an illustrated journal for the edition
ducti0ns.—Mr. Dobson contributes three works. tion of his little son, who sits upon his knee. The
Of these the best is At the Well (308), -a very grandmother, with a half-deaf air, listens from her
good but rather uninteresting study. More im seat next the ﬁre. The curly-headed children Mr.
portant, but even less effective in its appeal to Clark has made us so familiar with are here again,
human feelings, is the picture of The Holy Family pleasantly enough. Mr. Crowe has taught us to
returned from Egg/pt (340), a Germanish com look every year for something from him illus
position, which shows, by contrast with the trating Johnson and his friends. Last year’s ‘ De
painter’s homely German themes, how much he Foe in the Pillory ’ (an excellent picture) was, there
misuses his powers in painting such as this last. fore, rather a disappointment. The artist has found
There are in it the well-known figures-the in a subject in Goldsmith, Brick Court, rlliddle Temple,
eﬂ'ably innocent but weakly-formed children; their 1774, (359 ), a. work which shows great improvement
ﬁxed eyes, that seem to look so much, and, being upon its predecessors in painting and in drawing.
easy to do, mean so little. There is in it also that
Mr. Watts‘s Ariadne (523) has intense pathos in
peculiar conventional skin-tint one expects from it. The lover of Theseus, lorn of him, has come to
Mr. Dobson when he paints Scripture.
sit upon the sea-shore to watch the watery path he
Mr. J. F. Lewis's single picture, No. 158, is a took and scan the horizon, in vain hope of his sail
reproduction of the famous water-colour drawing, arising there again. By her face we should read
The Frank Encampment in the Desert, in oil, of a I that she has just left a night’s revel with the
smaller size, and gaining in some respects by its Wine-god. Her looks are sad and worn ; her head
translation into the new material. It is fuller languidly bent. In her hand she holds the clue, its
in colouring, free from chalkiness, and there long end trails upon the ground; prone upon its
fore less scattered and glittering in effect. At back lies a young panther, playing with the cord;
the same time, it is less purely bright, less otherwise she is alone. The silver- grey of earliest
jewel-like. Every one knows that the subject morning has ﬁlled the valleys among the hills of
represents Lord Castlereagh with his Arab and‘, the Greek land behind her; it falls clear and chill
other attendants cncamped near Mount Sinai. The 1 upon the sea that dashcs impatiently in the front.
whole composition is a little stifl'ly posed, the ‘This is one of the best of Mr. \Vatts’s pictures.
ﬁgures somewhat self-conscious in air.—Mr. P. F. Its delicate yet solid tones, strength and expressive
Poole paints for colour, for rich efliects and surface ; poetry are welcome to all lovers of Art. In paint
he does not often imitate the qualities of detail, but ing the little girl's head styled Virginia (270) the
contents himself by giving the pictorial suggestions i same artist has evidently aimed at unusual solidity
of their nature and character, with a felicity and 1 and force, —an attempt, it may be, not carried far
dash peculiarly his own. He generally moves us i enough, for he has not been quite successful.
at once by the mystery and gorgeousness of his Beautiful in execution and colour as the work is,
Works, and their subdued splendour. Many times it lacks completeness and grace of handling.
—as in the ‘Lost Scene of Lear,’ at this Exhibition
\Ve cannot c_ongratulate Mr. M. Stone upon an
a few years since (1858),—he has done so by the ; improvement in execution or feeling for the higher
impressive pathos of his designs. A commonplace i qualities of Art. His On the Road from. lValcrloo
design Mr. Poole oftenredeems by colour; he never, l to Paris (345) has a really ﬁne subject, marred by
however, succeeded less in doing so than in the in reminiscence of Delaroche’s Portrait of Napo
work before us, No. 191, a Greek lover, owner of ‘ icon at Fontainebleau-that well-known and effec
Hooks and herds innumerable, wooing his mistress. tive picture which, through its aﬂbcted ﬁxture of

623
the eyes, is only just on the honest side of clap-trap
and sentimentality. Napoleon, with a proﬁle of the
portrait in question, not well drawn, and therefore
losing all the real nobleness of the original, is seated
here in a poor cottage, ﬁxedly staring at the ﬁre.
One faithful amongst the many faithless has drawn
before him a loose grey coat, but not disturbed the
reverie of his master. This ﬁgure is capitally put

in, and tells its tale. Behind comes a buxom young
mother, babe in arms, as if she would offer it to the

Emperor's aid: a cleverly-introduced, showy, and
popular ﬁgure. The sentiment of the same is, how
ever, stagey and commonplace. To the woman‘s
apron comes the perennial boy, hiding his face
—while an equally trite youngster, of mughu'
nature, struts, drum in hand, ready for another

Waterloo. Independent of the sentimentality of all
this, there is in the execution of the picture even
less completeness and care than we have before
remarked in this artist's works. In both res
this picture is inferior to Mr. Stone's ‘ The Sword

of the Lord and of Gideon,’ here a year or two
ago, and a picture of great promise.

One of the interesting pictures is Mr. Yeames’s
Meeting in‘ Sir Thomas More with his Daughter after
his Sentence to Death (522). The scene is in a court
yard after Sir Thomas had left the place of trial
for that of his brief imprisonment. Margaret Roper
broke through the guards and is seen struggling with
two of them; her arms are spread out wide towards
her father, who has turned round for a last embrace
of one he loved so well. Her action, without vio
lence, is full of passion, her expression most pathetic;
that of her father, quieter and graver, is sad,
loving and noble. His face is pale, worn with age
and study, yet most with recent anxiety and the
impress of fate ; saddened but not subdued, and full
of tenderness. Excellently supporting the emotions
of these two is the designing of the subordinate
figures; the children )‘largaret has left stand be
hind, a girl kneeling, a boy eagerly bending forward
as to follow. The various and admirably deﬁned
actions and expressions of the soldiers, their oﬂioer,

and the few persons gathered about the spot are
high testimonies tothe painter’s keen perception of
his subject. A little dry in execution, and some~
what ﬂat, this work is solidly painted, well drawn,
and treated with careful heed of truth in costume.
—Mr. Calderon has gained solidity of painting in
his Scene in the English Ambassador's Home in
Paris, on the Day of the Massacre of St. Bartholo
mcw (378). Those who had taken refuge there are
gathered, some, men, about the window, and are
looking into the street below. The women, two or
three, are in attitudes of distress near the front of
the picture; between the two groups the ambassa
dor, Walsingham, is pacing to and fro, with head
bent down in thought. We feel that this work, not

withstanding its great technical merit, lacks passion
and action. \Valsingham was not the man to pace
uselessly about a room in suchan emergency. The
men, among whom, by the way, was Raleigh

(whom we should have hoped to

ize in the

picture), seem rather spectators of a street-row than
of so horrible a business as the Bartholomew.

True to Death, is the title of a very cleverly
designed little picture (565), by Mr. C. Goldie. It
represents the death of Sir C. Lucas, who, with
Sir G. Lisle, “gallant officers both," had sur
rendered at the taking of Colchester, August 28,
1648, and were selected for death as traitor!
to the Commonwealth. The story is, that Lucas
opened his coat to receive the bullets of the

ﬁring-party, and fell instantly at the disc
whereupon Lisle rushed forward, kissed his com

rsde’s body and braved his own death. “is last
is seen kneeling over the slain man in a passion of
grief. Behind-this is the most excellent portion of
the picture-is the rank of Parliamentary soldiers,

admirably designed in various attitudes, some r0
loading their pieces. others at ease. It is a very
diﬁicult thing to design well so many figures in one
line, as here seen. The heads of the two lloyalists
are too large; their attitudes are well considered
and expressive. Other more distant pen-one are not
so well conceived; the landscape is trivial and the
walls of the city, with the gate, shown in the picture
are poor to the last degree. Another work by this
artist, Joan of Arc (182), will reward examination.
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WaﬂCherry, 50 (Vokins),—Mr. C. Stanﬁeld, Hon

Mr. R. B. Martineau’s The Last Chapter (568),
a lady kneeling before the ﬁre on an autumn even
ing eager by its red light to ﬁnish the last pages
of an enthralling novel, lacks beauty of feature to
make the event interesting to us, but its solid, faith
ful and powerful execution mark the artist's ability.
It is not often we get ﬁrelight so skilfully rendered
as Mr. Martineau has it here. to an effect that is

large and broad, which in ordinary hands becomes
spotty and heavy.—-Mr. R. S. Stanhope's picture,
Juliet and the Nurse (624), deserves a much better

place than it has. Notwithstanding slight evidences
of inexperience in painting, and something of the

like in composition, this work tells its tale with
great spirit and success. It is carefully studied,
without the ordinary stiffness of labour, and pro
mises highly of the artist’s future. Mr. Stanhope
has an excellent perception of colour and a love of
rich tone; the last would express itself better in his
work than it does if he adopted a more solid man
ner than he now follows.—-Mr. J. B. Burgess's
humorous scene at A Spanish Post Oﬁicc (351) has
points of spirit and lively character, which Mr. Phil
lip himself does not attempt, and is therefore not to

be blamed for not exhibiting. This picture repre
sents the delivery of letters to a crowd of Spanish
folks who manifest emotions the Spaniard of Art
seldom gives way to. The Spaniard of pictures

is really a rather dreary individual, the men much
engaged in strutting about, the women sirnpering
or sillily ﬂirting, and altogether such as critics have
long suspected to be solemn shams, quite other
than the ﬂesh and blood countrymen of Don Quix
ote. For the pleasant glimpse into their real life

given by this picture we are grateful to Mr.
Bur ess. A capital group occupies the front: an
old fellow, seated, reads a letter; he chuckles over

its news, scraping his chin with one hand and
gleefully thrusting his tongue sideways between his

lips. Over his shoulder leans his wife; she points
to the passages that strike her fancy. A demon
strative woman, with a letter from her husband
clasped to her breast, rejoices; a boy begs of her
joy. Behind, a cure reads a letter to one of his
parishioners; there are other incidents expressed.
This work lacks the brilliancy of Mr. Phillip‘s
style; it is les exuberant in form, colour and the
physique of the personages represented. Full of
expression, it lacks beauty; yet is solidly enough

painted to show that the liveliness of the artist's
perception of character might easily extend itself
to his manner of working, and afford us a pleasant,
because humorous and unsentimental, addition to

the painters of Spanish character. It is not less
true now than when Dr. Johnson said it, that

“ there is a good deal of Spain that has not been
perambulated.“ The Doctor’s advice to Boswell,
“ I would have you go thither,” might be offered
to painters of our own day.
scULr'rUnss AT THE HOETICULTURAL GARDEN.
ON Tuesday last the Royal Horticultural So

ciety‘s Garden was opened, with the addition of
a considerable number of sculptures, mostly the
work of English artists. The row of statues
placed upon the upper terrace was not uniform
in the high quality and merit of some of its
items. \Vith Mr. E. Davis's Wedgewuod (No. 114)

every one feels satisﬁed.—Mr. Weekes’s Marquis
of Wcllealey (116) is a curiously old-fashioned
statue, weak and trite; no representation of that

able and energetic man.

\Ve say this subject

to correction, if the oﬁice of sculpture is not to
represent the person commemorated by its works,

ﬁrst, by characteristic portraiture, given with

shoulders, and ldoks too small; on; body is so ill:
balanced, that its centre is removed from the centre ﬂeur, Mouth of the Seine, 104 (Herbert), —Copley

of gravity, and consequently the ﬁgure would fall Fielding, Bridlington Harbour, with Shipping,
if left alone, or, in life, the man be painfully
constrained to maintain his attitude-The most
prominent work on the terrace is Mr. Durham‘s
colossal statue, in bronze, of The Queen, with the
Attributes of Peace (126), the original crowning
statue for the Memorial of the Great Exhibition,
1851.—Mr. Foley's Mannocljrc Nu Scrwanjer Petit
(119), for Bombay, is a beautiful statue of a Parsee
gentleman, as simple and graceful as is conceivable,
lifelike without emotion, and sound in design. Fur
ther on is Goldmulth (121), for Dublin, an excellent
work. In the conservatory, and worthily in the
place of honour, is the same artist‘s Youth at a
Stream (23), one of the most beautiful of modern
sculptures. Elsewhere is an unsatisfactory statue by

530 (Wells), —the same, Rivaulx Abbey, 460
(Vokins),—Ds VVint, A River Scene, Canterbury

Meadows, 2T0 (Herbert),-Copley Fielding, Bow
hill Downs, near Chichester, 392 (Wallis), Mr.
J. D. Harding, Bemcastle, on the Moselle, 280
(Wells),—J. M. \V. Turner, Himalaya Mountains,
and the companion drawing, both engraved, 330

(Vokins),—The Lighthouse at Havre, moonlight,

105 (Moorc),'—Tbe Lake of Geneva, from the
Jura, Mont Blanc in the distance, 141 (Grindlay),
—Lighthouss of the Heve, mouth of the Seine,
103 (Colnaghi),—Mr. D. Roberts, Hotel de Ville,
Louvain; Baalbec, Temple of the Sun; and a
Street in Cairo, 277 (\Vells),-—Mr. \‘V. Hunt,
Peasant Girl seated in a Chair, 101 (Agnew),
Mr. Thrupp, A Boy making a Flute (7), which does Copley Fielding, Rivaulx Abbey, evening. 630
not possess those qualities sculpture demands even (Vokins),—S. Prout, Basic, 70 (Agnewl,—J. M.\V.
from the least ambitions of its professors,—execu Turner, The Righi, 296 (Agnew),-Copley Field
tion, surface and ﬁnish. Mr. T. Earle‘s Hyacin ing, Traeth Mawr, North Wales, 4'20 (‘Vells),——
thus (10) is a graceful and spirited statue. Mr. Mr. W. Hunt, Greengages and Hips, 60 (Vokins),
C. Marshall’s Young Briton (29) substitutes stage —Copley Fielding, Loch Katrine, 260 (\Vells),—
action for passion, and gives butnn unsculpturesque S. Front, A Street Scene in Padua, 60 (Grundy),
idea of the subject,—a British mother inciting her —Mr. D. Roberts, The Great Square at Tetuan,
son to war by relating his father‘s deeds, or her own from the Jew's town, during the celebration of the
wrongs. The boy’s ﬁgure is fairly executed, but his marriage ceremonies of the son of the Governor, of
expression is melo-dramatic ; the woman's face fails Ash-Ash, 1833, 410 (“'ells).-This was the ﬁrst
to impress one with sympathy or respect,—it lacks day's sale of water-colour drawings, and realized
beauty as much as dignity. Mr. Lawlor's Titania 7,465l.--Second day’s sale, Mr. C. Stanﬁeld, Sun
(53l, notwithstanding its incompleteness, is spirited derland, said to have been executed in two hours,
and pretty. Mr. Farrell’s Nymph and Cupid (62) 135 (Colnaghi),—-H. Bone, An Enamel, after
is a roughly-wrought but dashing group, probably Reynolds, The Infant Academy, 75 (Agnew),-—
intended for garden decoration. It is not judicious Mr.W. Hunt, The Tambourine Girl, 190 (Holmes),
on the part of Mr. C. G. Adams to exhibit here his —S. Front, Verona, 60 (G. Smith),—De Wint,
colossal busts of Wellington and Chm-Ira Napier Corn Harvest, 250 (Graves),-H. Bone, Lady
(84 and 90); close to the eye their rude execution, Cockburn and her Sons, after Reynolds, enamel,
lack of spirit, expression, and even of likeness, are 105 (Wells),—S. Prout, Interior of a Cathedral,
106 (Agnew),—'l'he same, Old Buildings and a
painfully manifest.
Bridge over a River, 71 (Agnew),—-Mr. J. F.
Lewis, The Mantilla, 56 (Vokins),—~S. Prout, La
Fuss-Aer Goss1r.-In the corridors of the Place de la Pucelle, Rouen, 140 (\Vells),-—De
Parliament House, where Messrs. \Vard and Cope Wint, Gleaners disturbed, Scene in a Cornﬁeld,
have painted, the architect, never favourable to 365 (Graves),—S. Front, Porch of Chartres Cathe
pictorial art being employed on the walls of dral, 1‘20 (Agnew),-Mr. W. Hunt, A Peasant
his building, and, indeed, avowedly averse to wall Girl, seated, with a Basket, 183 (Agnew),—
pictures of any kind being placed there, had S. Front, Old Houses at Amiens, the Cathedral
ﬁlled the windows with heraldic glass, through in the distance, 76 (Crofts),-C. Fielding, Shak
which the sunlight falling, played strange pranks speare's Cliﬂ', 69 (Agnew),—-S. Prout, Ulm, 121
with the pictures, and manifestly injured their (Agnew),—C. Fielding, Langdale Pikes, \Vestlnor
effect. The artists have remonstrated against the land, 350 (Wells),—Mr. J. Nash, The Cartoon
injustice of allowing these heraldic productions Gallery, Knowle, and Interior of Chastleton, Oxon,
to remain, and enforced their case by recalling the , 70 (Grundy),—-l. M. W. Turner, Castle of Elz, on
practice of ancient architects, who did not scatter the Moselle; Rouen, and Chateau Gaillnrd, 160,
brighthued glass indiscriminately over a huge 200, and 170 (Agnew),—Mr. D. Roberts, The
building, as has been done at \Vestminster. The Seminario and Cathedral of St. Iago, from the Psseo
case of Mr. Maclisc was the most grievous, for his de Sta. Susanna, 250 (\Vells),--J. M. W. Turner,
‘Interview of Wellington and Blucher,’ in the Lake of Lncerne, 180 (Colnaghi),-C. Fielding,
Royal Gallery, was, at times, nothing but a ﬁeld Crowborough Hill, Sussex, 760 (\Vells),-—Mr. W.
for the gambols of red lions, dragons and what Hunt, A Bunch of Grapes, Peaches and Rose Slips,
not. At last something has been done, and the 112 (Agnew).—The Pilkington Collection of Draw
interesting monsters which erst ﬂourished in the ings, by Turner, was sold to Mr. Wells at the
v‘following prices for each item:—Scarborough
corridors have been replaced by glass of grisaille
character. Let us hope Mr. Maclise may receive Castle, Boys Crab-ﬁshing, 250,—Mowbray Lodge,
like attention from the authorities as has been Ripon, Yorkshire, Earl Ripon's Seat, 5l0,—
vouchsafed to Messrs. \Vard and Cope.
Grouse Shooting, the Moor, with portrait of the
The sale, by Messrs. Christie 8c Manson, of the artist, the dogs painted by Stubbs, 430,-—-Wood
collection of works of Art made by the late Mr. cock Shooting, Scene on the Chiver, 510. The
Bicknell, one portion of which was reported in our third day's sale brought 8,3151. 10:.
last, has been completed. The most noteworthy
lots and the prices obtained for them were as under:
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
_._
all water-colour drawings, and all prices guineas.

—Copley Fielding, A Lake Scene, with Figures

MUSICAL UNION.—TUESDAY, Ma 12, Half-past Three.
’l‘rio, C .‘IlIlOl‘, 05:. fl. Violin, "lola and

'ioloucello, Beethoven;

T. Steele, Esq. (118), colossal, by missing the honest
truth of modern costume, and endeavouring to
make anatomy where there should be nothing but

and Cattle, Sunset, 45 (Agnew),—J. M. W. Tur- , guimctt, 1'} list, l’ianoforte, he, on. u; Schumann, Quinta-(t.
, 11st, 0 ._S7, Mendelssohn. Solos, Pianofortc: ExrcnlantsJ'leux
ner, four early works, 1. \Vinchester Cross; 2. ‘temps. les, \Vcbb, lluun, and l’intti, Pianist. JaclL-Visltors‘
Halts-Guinea each, to be had of Cnuncr & (‘0.1
Ruins in Italy; 3. Bay of Naples; 4. Lake of ‘Admissions.
Chsgpell & 00.; Ullivicr it: Lo; Austin. at St. James‘s Hall; and
J. ELLA, Director.
Nemi, 95 (various),—Count d‘Orsay, Portrait of Ash own & Parry. l8, Hanover Square.
Turner, sketched at an evening party, pen and ink,
IIERR ADOLPH SCIILOESSER‘H CONCERT will take
one of the most fortunate likenesses, though cari glam on THURSDAY EVENING, May 14, at tho HANG‘ ER
Q ARE ROOMS. Vocalists: Madame Alboni and Herr Reich
catured, 5O (Agnew),-Mr. H. Gastineau, St. iardt,
lnstrumentalists: Mr. Bl
rc Signor l'isttl. Signor
Michael's Mount, Cornwall, 62 (Jones),—De ‘Giulio l ondi, M. Aschcr. and err Adolph Schlocsser. (‘on
.ductors: lessrs. Frank llori and Benediot.—'l‘ickcts. Half-s
\Vint, "iew near a Stackyard, 45 (Ray),—the Guinen each. to be had at the principal Musicsellcm'; st thc
Hanover Square Rooms: and of Herr A. Schlocsser. it Um!"
same, Corn Harvest, 104 (Sir J‘. Hippesley),— -, George
Street, Bryanston Square. W.
R. Dadd, Miniature Oval, Group of Turks, 35 '
Mr. HENRY LESLIE? CHOIR, Tll URSITAY. Ma‘! 21.—
(Agnew),-Prout, 1. Amiens; 2. Porch of a , S'l‘.
JAMES‘S Ill‘. Ll..__.\'ims Reeves, Arabella Goddard. lurem.
Cathedral, 212 (Vokins),—De Wint, Small Land —Stalls, 6|. ; Family Tickets, to admit Four, 21s. 1 Balcony, 31.;

drapery, has a pair of legs of regretable character.
Apart from this, the head is badly placed on the

scape with Cattle, 32 (Ray),—Mr. ‘V. Hunt's
Black and White Grapes, a Basket, a Plum and

strength; secondly, by character, vigour, and
beauty of line, and expressively learned execution.
—Mr. E. B. Stephens’s Sir T. D Acland (117) an
swers to most of the requirements we suggest as
proper to the art. It is an excellent portrait,
spirited, free, composed so as to show well in many

views, and deals very successfully with modern
costume, simply by treating it honestly and with

out anatomical display-Mr. ‘V. F. “'oodington’s

Area, ﬂlfAdlnllﬂlﬂn, 1|.; at Addison's. 210, Reﬂent Street: Ans
tin‘s. 28. Piccadilly; llsnovcr Square Rooms; and all Mnsicsclllrs‘.
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necessary, to which the most penetrating single 1 sation in Germany), Hiller (whose nocturne, ‘ Zur

MENTAL MUSIC will take place on THURSDAY, May 21. at

l8,(irusvcnor Square by‘ permission of Messrs. Collard». commenc
ing at Three o'clock-Family Tickets, to admit Three One
Guinea; Single Tickets, Halts-Guinea; to be had of Mr.
\\.
Olllvier 19. Old Bond Street; or of Mr. Deacon, 77, Welbeok
Street, ii‘uvendlsn Square, W.

MR. WALTER MACPARREN'S MORNING CONCERT 0!‘
PIANOFORTE MUSIC. Hanover Squm Rooms, June 6.
Reserved Seats, 100. 6d.—l, Osnahurgh Street, KW.

voice or the clearest conceivable declaimer could Guitarre,’ is charming and characteristic), Schul
not do justice in the Sydenham space. After I hoﬁ' and Pauer. On these it is impossible to dwell,

‘Athalie ’ was ended the success of the unaccom- I because we have to speak of the most important
panied part-song by Mendelssohn was such as to j and best novelty of the morning, the Sextet! by
suggest to the managers of these grand entertain- \ Herr Brahms. This places the talent of the com
ments how to avoid a difﬁculty in making up their poser in a more favourable point of view than it
programmes. Surely mixed choral and orchestral , has hitherto seemed to us to occupy; because in

ROYAL ITALIAN Orsnm-The arrivals of Signor concerts could be composed of such variety as to 1 all its four movements-an allegro, an andante, a
Tamberlik, who appeared on Saturday in ‘Guil
laume Tell,’ and of Signor Mario, who is to appear
in ‘II Barbiere ’ this evening, bring the Italian
Opera two long steps nearer to completeness than
it has till now stood. The reign of neither tenor
can be much further prolonged; but as yet no
successor presents himself. Meanwhile, the ﬁrst
named gentleman adds another to the list of those

who, like Rubini, have

only become highly

ﬁnished artists after their voices have passed the
meridian line. A certain fever of style and irregu
larity of phrasing brought hither and long retained
b Signor Tamberlik have entirely disappeared.
his day week, in spite of recent fatigue and indis

position, his delivery of the ardous partof Arnaldo
in ‘ Guillaume Tell ’ was more reﬁned and complete
than we have heard it, only separated by a short

interval from that of M. Duprez.—Mdlle. Fioretti

compensate for the absence of music ﬁner in detail scherzo and a rondo—the ideas are unborrowed,
if not smaller in scale,—of single songs, in short. . distinct and beautiful, and the treatment is inge
The two Exhibition March-overtures were per- I nious. The work, it is true, as a whole, wants con
formed. M.Auber’s was even more heartily relished
than it was in 1862. The quiet attention of the vast
audience throughout was a thing as singular to
witness as it is pleasant to commemorate.
Madame Lind-Goldschmidt sang very ﬁnely in

trust. The ﬁrst and last movements are too closely
alike in character; the elegance of the finals (and
I it is very elegant) cloys. Then, Herr Brahms is
‘ monotonous, after the fashion of the school in
‘which he has graduated. Its members do not,
Hsndel’s ‘ L’ Allegro’ yesterday week, taking, I apparently, recognize effect unaccompanied by
among her other duties, the Nightingale Song strain. Their organ (to use a technical phase) must
(one of Handel's best bird‘songs), and the exquisite always have all its stops drawn. They cannot for a

“Hide me from day's garish eye,”—one of the single note dispense with a full chord ; and the whole
many examples (the song, “ O Lord, whose mercies . thereby produced becomes heavy from the excess
number-less,” from ‘ Saul,’ is another) proving that ! of richness. We may return to this matter, having
Handel was as complete a. master of the couplet ; now good reason to look for the future composi
style as the most popular ballad-monger of to-day. tions of Herr Brahms; meanwhile, suﬁce it to
Madame Goldschmidt also sang " 0ft on a plot of state that this Sestett is the most reasonable and
rising ground,” which has been usually allotted to ,individual work from young Germany which we

made a third advance in public favour on Tuesday

a tenor; and Mr. Montem Smith the Laughing have as yet heard.

evening. in that repulsive and weak opera, ‘ LaTravi

Song, which used to be one of M r. Phillips‘s baritone l
In addition to the concerts reviewed, may be
show~pieces. Madame Lemmens-Sherrington was ,mentioned as having lately taken place those by
the other soprano, Miss Lascelles was the contralto, } Madame Angelo, Mdllc. Bondy and Mrs. Stewart
and Mr. Weiss the bass.
(Howard. The last lady appears as a singer of
Herr Pauer's Historical Concerts.-—Though the Scotch songs-The pressure of the time, too,
specimens by Kuhnau (a ﬁne ancient composer, to "obliges us to be content with merely announcing
whom due justice has never been done), Mattheson ‘the beneﬁt-concert of that zealous and well-expe
and Krebs, produced at the third of these valuable rienced artist, Mr. C. Salomon.
and interesting concerts, were all worth hearing:
The Royal Socicty of Musicians gave its annual
as so many novelties,—the predominant interest ‘performance of ‘The Messiah‘ on Wednesday
of the morning centred itself in the music of the ‘evening, conducted by Dr. Bennett. The singers
Bach family, the members of which have never, I were Mdlles. Titiens, Parepa and Lascelles ; Messrs.
it may be averred, been met as a group in England ‘ Sims Reeves, Santley, Thomas and Wallworth.
till now. Father Sebastian’s Partita in B ﬂat,
though not unknown, has been little played. A (
Pmscsss’s.—'l‘his theatre has now passed into
lovelier suite of pieces does not exist,—the Cou the sole management of Mr. George Vining; and,
rante and Sarabande being the most beautiful move ion Monday, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kean com
ments ; a wonderful life, too, is given to the Gigue ' menced an engagement of eleven nights, prior to
by the hand-crossing ﬁgure, intended for an instru ‘i their intended departure forAustralia. The tragedy
ment with two “decks" of keys, and thereby made of ‘Hamlet’ was selected for the occasion, and
diﬁcult to the pianist of to-day. To such perfection was, as usual, well acted. Mr. Kean, as the
did the patriarch bring his style, that all other [princely Dane, hit off the salient points in the
music in its form comes off as second-best. How ‘style which distinguishes his performance of the
his sons, William, Friedemann and Emmanuel, ‘character, and was applauded by a crowded
broke away from it, the one as widely differing house. Mrs. Kean's impersonation of the guilty
from the other as though they had not been ‘Queen was grand and impressive. Mr. Henry
brothers, was shown by two charming specimens: jMarston, as the Ghost, most solemnly and mea
the ﬁrst, a Polouoise, by Friedemann, as fresh as if suredly intoned the ﬁne poetical speeches of which
it had been written yesterday, has almost as much the part is composed. On Tuesday the tragedy
sentiment as if it had been signed by Chopin or ‘of ‘Othello' was revived; and on Wednesday

ata '; which drama nevertheless, with all its sins and
sobs, still holds “ the town,”—to judge from the

effect produced.

Violetta’s music could not be

better sung than by its new representative, who is
an honest, competent and ﬁnished artist. She
showed a ﬁne intelligence in the third act, by sing

ing it with an enfeeblod and faltering timbre of
voice, thus giving a reality tothe scene, by musical
artiﬁces, far more effective than any trick of cough

or morbid symptom, such as the ﬁrst Violelta, in
England, employed so prodigally. The personal
elegance of Madame Bosio has not been granted by
nature to Mdlle. Fioretti ; but her dcmeanour and
acting showed throughout a thorough understanding

of what was to be presented,—and in the last
act, more. The long death-scene was pathetically
rendered, without grimace or exaggeration, and
told on its audience as well as it has yet told. We
had not credited the lady with so much feeling.
She has now, however, her public with her, as
Tuesday's warm and sincere applause must have
proved to her, and will probably sing. and possibly
act, with more ease and animation in every new

part which she undertakes. It is a pleasure to
meet a. real artist, after having encountered so
many pretenders-Signor Naudin, as Alfredo, was
too ﬁerce and boisterous; there was something too
much of brigand fury in his scenes of passion.
Giorgio, the father, was enacted by Signor
Colonnese; his ﬁrst appearance here. He is young,
we apprehend ; he is very tall, he has a. potent bass
and baritone voice, which, we fancy, may need train
ing, after all allowance has been made for the
nervousness of one accustomed to easy success at
home, when confronted with this London audience
of ours. As a whole, the scenic, orchestral and
choral execution of this opera could not be sur
passed. Every good point in Signor Verdi's music
was wrought out with a ripeness, spirit and force,
that almost clad music essentially feeble and

sketchy with ﬁrm character and glowing colour.
CoxcEn'rs.—Ver-y ﬁne was the May-day perform
ance of Mcndelssohn's ‘Athalie ' music at the Crys
tal Palace, by a force of 2,500 singers and players.
The chorus was unimpeachable both as to tone and
tune; the orchestra was select and strong, giving
greater pomp and mastery to the ‘\Var March’
than we imagine it has ever been before invested

Moniusko. Nor does the Sonata by Emmanuel1 ‘Louis the Eleventh.’ These are farewell per
Bach bear much more trace of age. Compared with I formances, and have attached to them a peculiar
the more mechanical productions of later lesson interest for the audience of a theatre with which
makers, such as Alberti, Nicolai, and even Ignace the name of Kean was so long identiﬁed.
Pleyel (whose reputation died of his over-prettiness),
Cr'rv or Losnora-Mr. Falconer's drama of
this capital work becomes doubly precious; prov

ing what has been said, but has been till now too ‘ Peep 0’ Day’ has' been transferred to this theatre,
much a saying lostin empty air, that there is hardly
a form wrought out by the Haydns, Mozarts and
Beethovens which is not indicated in these charming
and individual works. The music by Christian (the
fourth) Bach is weaker than that of his father and
brothers, but still has a humour of its own. More

where it has been reproduced with new scenery in
a very complete manner. Mr. Oscar Byrne has

been engaged for the ballet arrangements; and
the characters are, for the most part, well sup
ported. Mr. J. F. Young is eﬂicient as Harry
Kaz'anagh, Mr. Charles Verner as Barney O'Toole,
Mr. George Weston as Capt. Howard, and Miss

impracticable things have succeeded than a series Augusta Clifton as Kathleen.
of Bach recitals, devoted to a family so rich in
power and variety.

SUBREY.—The tragedy of ‘Hamlet’ was per

At his fourth concert Herr Pauer will deal with formed on Monday at this house, the meditative
French music, and, among other pieces, introduce hero being supported by Mr. Creswick, who is here
a Duett for two pianofortes, in which he will be fulﬁlling a starring engagement. On the 23rd, the
theatre will re-opcn under the management of Mr.
joined by Mr. Dannreuther.
with. The addition of the organ at the close'pro
Messrs. Ewer d‘ 00. gave on Tuesday last the . Henry Loraine.
duced an effect of almost overwhelming power. The ﬁrst of two concerts, for the express purpose of
Mvsrcar. AND DRAMATIC G0ssIP.—We read of
soli parts were taken by Miss Parepa, Miss Martin introducing foreign music new to the English
' and Madame Sainton-Dolby. In short, the per public. The programme comprised, among other, still another li’ational Association for the Encou
formance was possibly as good as could have been things, a Pianoforte Trio by Herr Bargiel-not ragement of Music starting under good auspices;
obtained. But the music, besides being heard at an worth much, though built on distinct themes; the ﬁrst step of which is to invite a competition of
inevitable disadvantage when it is disconnected from songs by Franz, Schumann, Viotta (the last a choirs, to be held at the Crystal Palace on the 4th
the stage, is orchestrally too delicate and intricate for quaint, sacred air we should like to hear again), of July, announcing a list of prizes as fullowsz-e
so vast a locality. Again, the necessities of the stage ) Mariani ; and part-songs by Bohr, Radecke and For choirs above 100 actual members, 2001., 761.,
and the number of words laid out by the poet have Marchetti;—small pianoforte triﬂes by Herren 251.; for choirs below 100 actual members, 1001.,
made an animated and syllabical form of setting Kiel (whose ‘Requiem’ has excited a certain sen 50L, 301., 201. Every competing choir must num
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her at least forty members; and, it is added, that

PROPBSBOR

“ unless at least eight large choirs and twenty small
choirs are entered, there will be no competition for
the respective classes of prize.”
Madame Trebelli Bettini appeared at Her Ma
juty's Theatre on Tuesday last, in ‘ I1 Barbiero.’

lii. Un sons FOSSIL REMAINS of MAN.
By THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY, F.R.S.
WILLIAMS &: Nososrs, London and Edinburgh.

The ﬁrst of eight Matinécs, which M. Hallo will

Palace to-day.
MI. Benedict, for his coming concert, to be held
on June the 1st, advertises three unpublished com
positions by Weber.
\
Signor Gardoni is coming to London this year,

W‘OBK.

ESSAYS on
II. The RELATIONS of MAN to the LO\YER ANIMALS.
I. The NATURAL HISTORY of the MAN-“hi; APE.

we shall speak in detail next week.

the pianist.—M. Jaell will play at the Crystal

NEW

EVIDENCE as to MAN’S PLACE in NATURE; or,

—Oi' Signor Schira‘s new opera, ‘ Niccolo da Lapi,’
give-devoted, we fancy, to miscellaneous piano
forte musio—will take place on Friday next.
The New Philharmonic Society, apparently deter
mined to rest its claims to favour on its singers,
announces Mdlle. Fiorstti and Signor Tamberlik
for its next concert. Mr. I. F. Barnett is to be

HUXLEY'S

Price Rs. ﬂvo. cloth, with 35 Wooden! Illustrations,

DR. DAVIDSON ON THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Now complete, in 3 vols. Bvo. with Index, price ‘bro Guineas,

AN INTRODUCTION t0 the OLD TESTAMENT, Critical,
Historical, and Theological; containing aDiscussion oi the most important Questions belonging to the “1311.!
Bookl.

By SAMUEL DAVIDSON, D.D. LL.D.

_

“ The conclusions at which he has arrived nrc the matured judgments of a vigorous, well-stored and unbiased mind, anxious only
to ascertain and declare the truth."—.-Ilhnuvmn.
"There is no other work as yet in the English language at all spproadilng it invalus for the useoi the bond Me thoologimi
student in the departmmt which it oovsrs."— Westminster Review.

WILLIAMS s NOBGA'I‘E, London and Edinburgh.

only to sing in concerts.
The reports and advertising columns of the

This day is published, 8V0. cloth, price 10:. 6d.

MR. LANE'S ARABIC-ENGLISH LEXICON.

journals make it evident that music is breaking THE TI'IBINGEN scuooi. and its ANTE
through the Chinese wall at last in this country,
though somewhat capriciously, as must be always
‘the case where “ private judgment," andnot autho
rity as by Act of Parliament established, decides
on the plan of o
tions. The other night, we
perceive, the “Society for the Encouragement of
the Fine Arts” gave point and spirit to its Con

CEDENT‘:
Ravi
I By
theR.H‘l‘Vto ll ACKAY.
and Present
Condition
of MODERN
THIIULOFI‘IYO
M.A..
Author 1

rermzimic by a reading of a translation of ‘Anti

and pleasure —the schoolboy will ﬂnd acoeptab e; and it will be a.
boon to the English reader. presenting to him in the most
out
form the peculiarities of Homer‘: ldiomf-hnm'ah .Iou
.
" A ver close and enemlly accurate version. “'0 have oom
psred it cgsssly and orlliienlly with the Greek in many places, and
we can therefore commend it for its ﬁdelity alwell asIor its genial
dlctiuu."-Hovms and Mum Review.

gone,’ with a performance of Mendelssohn’s music.

Madame Vera-Lorini, pleasantly remembered
here as Mdlle. Sophie Vera, and who has been

of ‘The Progress oi‘ the Intellect,‘ ‘A Sketch of the History of
Christianity,’ to.
Price m. Svo. sloth,

OMER'S ODYSSEY, translated into Eng
lllh Dramatic Blank Verse.

This day is published, in royal -ito. cloth, price 25‘.

N ARABIGENGLISH LEXICON, derived
.n
from the but nnd most copious Eastern Sources; com rising
a rer lame Collect-ion of Words and Signiﬂcaticns omitt In the
RA 003 with ample Grammatical and Critical Common
and

Examples in PM and Verse. By snwsnn WILLIAM
Part I.

2:.

To consist ol'Elght Parts and I. Supplement.

By the Rev. '1‘. B. NOBGA’I'E.
Complete, 9 vols. bound in l, ave. cloth, price 15;

" ‘
h
rlts vi
fuithﬁilnmfLsgoctmr.
"XaliidlniIh'tlIen
whililll rand
the In snerul
olor will
compare wit interest

‘

RIGHT'S ARABIC GRAMMAR, founded
on the German Work of CABPARI and Edited. with

numerous Additions and Corrections, by WILLIAM “'RIGHT,
M86. —Dspsrtmsnt, British Museum.
Vol. II. cont-Jul
the SYNTAX. and Introduction to Prusody.
may be had separate . bound in cloth, price 70. 64.

lately singing with great success at Barcelona, is
now in London.
A sale of stringed instruments of more than

LES ECRIVAINS FRANQAIS, leur Vie et

POLYGLO'I'I‘ JONAH.—The Book of Jonah,

leurs (Bums ; ou. IIistoirc de lo Littérnturc Francoise. Par

ordinary importance will be held by Messrs. Put
tiok & Simpson, on Thursday next.

P. BARR-EBB, Mcmbrc dc I’Univcrsité defiance, Anoieu Pro

in Four REMI‘I‘IC VERSIONS. Yin, Chaldes, Syriac Elthiqﬂn,
and Arabic. With comlpondin‘ Glossaries by \i: . WEIGHT

Herr Franz Lachner was commissioned to write
the music for the inauguration of the Schiller status
at Munich, which was ﬁxed to take place tc-day.

DANISH and NORWEGIAN :

By the mm Author, price 7|. 64. Eva. cloth.

Just published, Bvo. cloth. s‘. 64.

fmur Lie Francois a I‘Académio Royals )lilituirs dc \i oolw1uh.

Also, by the some, in the press 0 vol. ﬁve),

The Allgenwiiw Mm-ikaliadle Zeitung mentions
that a new opera, ‘Anna von Bretagne,’ has been

produced at Gotha.—Hs-udel's ‘ Judas ‘ will be
performed during Jone at a musical festival in

In limo. cloth bonds, price 0.

ANCIENT

n. c. ALEXANDER rsion. im.».

DANISH

BA LLADS.

Trans

luted from the ﬂri inals with News and Introduction by

to be transferred to private hands gains ground.
--The Fenice Theatre at Venice is to be shut

I’FIILOLOGICAI. ESSAYS of the late Rev. RICHARD
GARNI'ITT. Edited, with a Memoir, by his Son. 870. cloth
boards, 100. 6d.

PHILOLOGICAL,

GRAPHICAL, and other ESSAYS.

E'I‘IINO

By R. (l. LA'I‘IIAM,

Teatro San Carlo at Naples is not to be entrusted
ELI). F.R.ii.,bo Bvo. cloth, 10s. 6d.
to our Mr. Mapleson, but to a M. Vonwiller.
KENNEDY (JAMES). — ETHNOLOGICAL
M. Benazet appears determined to make Baden
and LINGUIB’I‘IC ESSAYS. Edited, with Preface, $41., by
his Son. 8V0. cloth, 7|. 61L

mises, ﬁrst, two months of French comic opera;

after this some representations of Gluck’s ‘ Orphée,’

Romance Languages .

with Madame Viardot; later, Italian opera, with
Madame Charton-Demeur and Mdlle. Battu as

IEZ’S ROMANCE DICTIONARY. —An
E'I‘YMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of the ROMANCE

his prime dome and Signor Naudin as his tenor.

LANGUAGES. Translated from the German Work of FR.
DIEZ, with Additions, by 'l', C. DON KIN. 1 vol. live.

[In the press.
The clever working German company from Carls
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17w History of the Jews, from the Earliest Period
down to Modern. Times. By Henry Hart
Mihnan, D.D., Dean of St. Paul's. 3 vols.

Third edition, thoroughly revised and. ex
tended. (Murray)
Axo'rnna book on Jewish history, and that
too from the pen of a Dean. The records of the
Old Testament, as far as they supply memorials
of the Jews, must be treated reverently or
irreverently, critically or otherwise, by the
student of the Bible. English scholars have
begun to look attentively into the old Hebrew
books, and to state their views of them. This
is an omen for good, since the Bible, sacred as
it is, addresses itself to rational men, and sup
poses an inner harmony between itself and
their deepest nature. It is especially encou
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acute and sagacious, but lacks a good know
ledge of Hebrew, and is therefore wrong in
many of his judgments. Nor is he aware of the
literature of his subject on every occasion.
With Graetz's ‘ Geschichte der Juden,’ of which
ﬁve volumes have appeared, he seems unno
quainted. Yet it is the latest and the best—
superior to Jost’s, which has been of so much
service to the English scholar. The name of
Rapoport he only knows so far as to mis-spell.
Even Buxtorf's name shares the same fate. So,
too, Archbishop Laurence is always metamor
phosed into Lawrence; Ghillany into Guillan ;
and Avenzace, or Ibn-Bag’a, into Aben Pace. n
many respects his judgment is biassed or appa
rently prejudiced, so that he does not characterize
writers and their books very justly. The par
tiality of friendship has blinded his mind in
more instances than one. He has no proper
estimate of the peculiar excellencies that belong
to critics, or has paid so little attention to their

and wisest men whom it has been his biasing to
know with greater or less intimacy, have felt relief

raging to see dignitaries of the Church express works as to know almost nothing of their merits.
ing their sentiments about the fortunes of the Thus Zunz is “ the indefatigable,” “ the indus
chosen people of God, as they are related in trious,” while Munk is credited with “ profound

holy books, in the s irit of sagacious inqui Hebrew learning, wide range of philosophical
rers, not of dogmatists ready to denounce
honest thinkers who may arrive at conclusions
different from their own. The leaders in theo
logical learning should be the persons who ﬁll
the highest offices in the Church,—-men of

intellectual as well as practical ability. At a
time when a thorou h knowled e of the lan
guage in which the ebrew Bib e was written
is rare in England, it is pleasant to welcome
the works of those who write with no polemic
purpose, but as sincere lovers of truth. To this
class, Dean Milman belongs. He is a Christian
scholar, of wide and generous sympathies,
sagacious, shrewd, far-seeing, tolerant, who has
won for himself a great and deserved reputa
tion by his History of Latin Christianity, a
work of which England has reason to be proud.
The volumes before us are the new edition
of a book published u wards of thirty years
ago, not a new work.
e regret this, because
we are conﬁdent that the author could now
have produced a better, had he not been re
editing the three volumes originally published
in Murray's Family Library. The ﬁrst volume,
containing the ancient portion of the Jewish his
tory drawn from the Biblical records, is nearly the
same as before; the second and third volumes,
bringing down the history, through the Middle
Ages, to recent times, are considerably length
ened. Even here, however, the Dean is too

sketchy and brief. A little German lengthiness
would have been of great bencﬁt—moro of the
internal history of Judaism than the external—
more about the principal writers and teachers
than mere historical events. Thus, R. Saadiah is
dismissed in two or three sentences; and Moses
Maimun himself is inadequately treated. The
aim of the author is to produce a clear, con
cise and readable history, more po ular than
profound, unencumbered with deta' s and dis
cussions irrelevant to essential matters. But
the History is professedly based on critical
results; so that it exhibits nothin contrary
to the best scholarship, in the nut or's judg
ment.

Dean Milman is an historian of a high order.
Where the materials are less ancient, less frag
mentary than the Biblical, not Oriental or He
braic, he writes with the pen of a master. Hence
the third volume is the best; the second next to

it in merit. Here we peruse his pages with plea
sure, ﬁnding few things to uestion and much
to approve. In the ﬁrst vo ume he does not
appear to the same advantage, especiall in the
notes now appended for the ﬁrst time, ec'ause

inquiry, and perspiouous language.” Had these
judgments on the two Hebrew scholars been
reversed, they would have been near the truth.
Of Ewald he speaks in terms occasionally
severe, and in more instances than one pro
nounces a theory of his wild or arbitrary
which is unquestionably right. He also refers
to a “masterly article on Job, by the Rev. J.
Cook” (F. C. Cook), in the ‘Dictionary of the
Bible,’ and asserts that neither he nor any other
writer had dwelt suﬁiciently on the most re
markable characteristic of that poem, though
Mr. Froude and Dr. Davidson, not to speak of
Hirzcl and others, have brought out that very
characteristic to full view. Movers’s work on
the Phoenicians “contains everythingwhich true
German industry and comprehensiveness can
accumulate,” &c. The “industry” of Zunz and
Movers, along with the “mastcrly’I article of
Mr. Cook, is suﬁiciently absurd, because it so
happens that the latter is seriously defective
and erroneous. In short, with general modesty
of tone, the worthy Dean sometimes expresses
himself dogmatically enough. He has ositive
ness as well as diﬂidence of manner. Ve hold
his conclusions on critical points to be of no
value where they differ from results which the
higher criticism has already attained, and
regret that some of the notes should have been
written. What is correct in them has been
better said before; what is new, or contrary to
the safe results of the higher criticism, had been
better omitted; for the author has sometimes
undertaken to overthrow in a note what has
been built up with irresistible argument. He is
not the man, however, to turn back the tide of
criticism on the books of the Pentateuch, or to
unsettle various things which he tries to disturb.
We have little doubt that readers will be
anxious to see Dean Milman’s opinions on the
points now so warmly agitated in the theolo
gical world; and, therefore, we shall give such
extracts as may fairly put them in possession
of his stand-point, as the Germans would say.
On the truth or error of his views, it is not our
province to pronounce a judgment. One thing
is evident, that many of them have not been
taken up lightly or adhered to unthinkingly :
“The views adopted by the author in early
days he still conscientiously maintains. These
views, more free, it was then thought, and bolder
than common, he dares to say not irreverent, have

been his safeguard during a long and not unreﬂec
tive life against the diﬂiculties arising out of the

from pressing doubts, and found that
which
is attainable only through perfect freedom of mind.
Others may have the happiness (8- happiness be
envies not) to close their eyes against, to evade, or
to elude these difficulties. Such is not the temper
of his mind. \Vith these views, he has been able
to follow out all the marvellous discoveries of
science, and all those hardly less marvellous, if less
certain, conclusions of historical, ethnological, lin
guistic criticism, in the serene conﬁdence that they

are utterly irrelevant to the truth of Christianity,
to the truth of the Old Testament, as far as its

distinct and perpetual authority and its indubit
able meaning.”
After quoting from Paley’s ‘ Evidences’ what
he terms his “wise observations” on the rela
tion of the New Testament to the Old, and
the nature of the sanction given by Christ and
his Apostles to the latter, he says:—
“ Those who are not perfectly satisﬁed with what
seem to mé the wise observations of Paley, may
perhaps, on calm consideration, acquiesce in a
theory of this kind, atheory (not a new one) which,
while it preserves the full authority of the sacred
records in all whichis of real importancetoreligion

and leaves undisturbed the devotional reading
of the Scripture, relieves it from all the perplsxitiee‘
which distract the inquiring mind. (Such devo

tional reading I should be the last willingly to
repress, and devotion will intuitively choose and
dwell exclusively on the religious parts of the
sacred writings.) The revelation of moral and’

religious truth is doubtless the ultimate, I should
say the sole, end of the Bible; nor is it diﬂieult, .
according to ordinary common sense and to the
moral instinct or judgment vouchsafed to man, to
separate and set apart moral and religious truth
from all other human knowledge. For the com
munication of such truth, lawgivers, prophets,

apostles, were gifted. This was their special miss
sion and duty. This, as far as His character of Tnacnsn, was that of the Saviour himself. Law
givers, prophets, apostles, were in all other respects
men of like passions (take the word in its vulgar
sense) with their fellow-men; they were men of
their age and country, who, as they spoke the
language, so they thought the thoughts of their
nation and their time, clothed those thoughts in
the imagery, and illustrated them from the circum

stances of their daily life. They had no special
knowledge on any subject but moral and religious
truth to distinguish them from other men; wereal
fallible as others on all questions of science, and
even of history, extraneous to their religious teach-

ing. If this had not been the case, how utterly
unintelligible would their addresses have been to
their fellow-men! Conceive a prophet, or psalmist,
or apostle, endowed with premature knowledge and
talking of the earth and the planetary system
according to the Newtonian laws; not ‘ of the sun
going forth as a bridegroom to run his course.’

Conceive St. Stephen or St. Paul stopping in the
midst of one of his impassioned harangues,
setting right the popular notion about the Delivery

of the Law, or the time of the sojourn of the land
ites in Egypt. They spoke what was the common
belief of the time according to the common notions

of things and the prevalent and current views of
the world around them, just as they spoke the
Aramaic dialect; it was part of the language: had

they spoken otherwise, it would have been like
addressing their hearers in Sanscrit or English.
This view has been sometimes expressed by the un

popular word accommodation-a bad word, as it
appears to imply art or design, while it was merely
the natural, it should seem inevitable, course of
things. Their one paramount object being instruc

tion and enlightenment in religion, they left their
hearers uninstructed and unenlightened as before,
in other things; they did not even disturb their
prejudices and superstitions where it was not
absolutely necessary. Their religious language, to
workwith unimpeded persuasivcnws, adapted ihwlfko

philosophical and historical researches of our times; the common and dominant knowledge and opinion.

they show t t he is not a good critic. He is and from such views many, very many, of the best

of the time. This seems throughout to have been
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diﬂiculties, contradictions, improbabilities, impos
prophets, apostles, were advanced in religious sibilities. Reduce them, and all becomes credible,
knowledge alone. In all other respects society, consistent and harmonious. By the natural multi
civilization, developed itself according to its usual plication of the family, or even tribe of Jaccb,
laws. The Hebrew in the wilderness, excepting as during their longer or shorter sojourn in Egypt
far as the Law modiﬁed his manners and habits, (without good Bishop Patrick’s des rate sugges
was an Arab of the Desert. Abraham, excepting tion, that the Hebrew mothers were leased with six
in his worship and intercourse with the One True children at a birth), the nation of Jacob's descen
God, was a nomad Sheik. The simple and natural dants at the Exodus becomes numerous enough to
tenor of these lives is one of the most impressive be formidable to their masters; but not such a vast
guarantees of the truth of the record. Endowed, horde as to be unmanageable in its movements
indeed, with premature knowledge on other sub and marches, too vast to form one camp, to be
jects, they would have been in a perpetual anta grouped together at the foot of Sinai, to pass
gonism and controversy, not merely with the moral forty ears, with only occasional miraculous sup
and religious blindness, with the passions and plies all of which we hear in the record), to be at

idolatrous propensities of the people, but with their ﬁrst repelled from the Holy Land, to appear after
ordinary modes of thought and opinion and feeling. wards as the conquerors, but not unresisted con
And as the teachers were men of their age in all querors.”
but religious advancement, so their books were the
In harmony with these observations he
books of their age. If these were the oracles of frequently questions numbers in the Hebrew
God in their profound religious meaning, the lan text, as the 500,000 men which Jeroboam lost
guage in which they were delivered was human as
in battle with Abijah, p. 337.
spoken by human voices and addressed to human
Here is a note respecting inspiration :—
ears. The moral and religious truth, and this alone,
“ There is a dilﬁculty as to the theory of the strict
I apprehend, is the ‘\Vord of God ‘ contained in
the Sacred Writings. I know no passage in which verbal inspiration of the Old Testament, out of which
I see not how a Christian is to ﬁnd his way. Is it the
Hebrew or the Greek LXX., of which every sen
tcnce, phrase, word, syllable, is thus inspired?
Every one knows, or ought to know, how much
With respect to the chronology and numbers they differ, not only in the sense, but in omissions
of the Bible, he asserts
and additional passages, found in one, not in the
“ I confess my conclusion is, that there is neither other. It will be said, of course the Hebrew. But
present ground nor future hope for any precise the writers of the New Testament, when their
or trustworthy chronology; and I am content to citations are verbally accurate, usually quote the
acquiesce in ignorance, where knowledge seems LXX. For three or four centuries till the time of
unattainable. The only result which I am dis Jerome, the LXX. was the Old Testament of the
posed to venture on historic grounds (the geological Church. Till Jerome, no one of the Christian
question I leave to the geologists, who, as far as Fathers, except perhaps Origen, knew Hebrew.
I am concerned, have full scope for their calcula All this time then the Christian world was without
tions) is, that the Law and polity of Moses are of the true, genuine, only inspired Scripture. For
much later date in the history of mankind than is above ten centuries more the Church was dependent
commonly thought. This in itself can raise no reli on the ﬁdelity and Hebrew knowledge of Jerome,
gious obiection, which will not apply, and much more
for the inspired Word of God. Luther must have
strongly, to the time of the coming of Christ. With been, in this view, a greater benefactor to man
the chronology is closely connected the question of
kind, than his fondest admirers suppose, by his
the numbers in the Hebrew Scriptures, to which
appeal to the Hebrew original : and was Luther an
I cannot but think that more than due weight has
infallible authority for every word and syllablel—
been lately assigned. I will observe that, if accuracy
1863.”
in numbers is to determine the historical credibility
On the documents in the Pentateuch, we
and value of ancient writers, there must be a vast

this emphatic term is applied to any sentence or
saying which does not convey or enforce such
truth."

holocaust offered on the stern altar of historic truth.
Josephus must ﬁrst be thrown upon the hecatomb,
without hope of redemption. Bishop Thirlwall and

Mr. Grote must lead up, with averted eyes, the
ﬁrstborn of Grecian History. The ﬁve million and
a quarter in the army of Xerxes, must destroy
all faith in the whole account of the Persian inva‘
sion by our venerable Herodotus. Diodorus, with
all that we know of Ctesias and that class, must
follow. Niebuhr and Sir George Lewis, if they
.agree in nothing else, must agree in the sacriﬁce

of Livy. I must confess that I have some fear
about Caesar himself. At all events, there must

be one wide sweep of, I think, the whole of Ori
ental history. Beyond all people, indeed, the Jews

seem to have had almost a passion for large num
bers. Compare Chronicles with Kings: the later
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the course of Providential government: Lawgivers,

und gelehrten Verfolger der hypothese von Elohist
und Jehovist, Vorelohist und der gleichen, seinen
Nachfolgern geniigt.’

Bibelwerk, ix., p. 294.”

Notwithstanding this quotation from Bunsen,
who separates the Elohistic and Jehovistic
portions in Genesis, Dean Milman does not
scruple to s eak of Exodus xxiv. 10, 11, as
Elohistic, an of xxxiii. 20, as Jehovistic, appa
rently to account for their contradiction.
With respect to the Pentateuch, he aﬂirms:
“ I can have no doubt that the statute-book of
Moses, with all his particular enactments, still
exists, and that it recites them in the same order,
if it may be called order, in which they were pro
mulgated."

The long note appended to this passage can
not be extracted here ; but it is meant to give
the learned writer‘s own sentiments. It lacks,
however, his usual clearness, and leaves us in
doubt as to what is the law of Moses, or, at least,
what he means by it.
Of Jacob’s mysterious wrestling, he says :—
“Awful respect for the divine nature—mam~
tained, as above observed, throughout the Biblical
history of Abraham, induces us to adopt, with
some learned writers, the notion, that this contest

took place in a dream, as Josephus says, with a
phantasm."

Dean Milman is a ﬁrm believer in miracles,
as will be seen from his remarks in the Preface
—remarks characterized by sound sense and

moderation. Hence on the passage of the Red
Sea, he states :—
“ Wherever the passage was effected, the Mosaic
account cannot, by any fair interpretation, be
made consistent with the exclusion of preter

natural agency. Not to urge the literal meaning of
the waters being a wall on the right hand and on
the left, as if they had stood up sheer and abrupt,

and then fallen back again,-—the Isrselihas passed
through the sea, with deep water on both sides;

and any ford between two bodies of water must
have been passable only for a few people at one

precise point of time. All comparisons, therefore,
to marches like that of Alexander, cited by J ose~
phus idly, and in his worst spirit of compromise,
are entirely inapplicable."
have the following brief and unsatisfactory
As to the Book of Deuteronomy, he asserts
deliverance :
“ N0 one in the least versed in the later criticism that the alterations and modiﬁcations of the
of the Hebrew records can be ignorant how closely law
connected is the use of the various appellations of ——“if they do not clearly point to, at least are in
the Godhead with the questions of the age and no way inconsistent with the old theory-that it
authorship of those records. In some
ages the was composed towards the close of the wanderings,
name E1, or Elohim, in others Jehovah, is exclu before the entrance into the Holy Land."
sively or almost exclusively used. Hence different
The following account of Ezra and subsequent
writers have been inferred, Elohistic, as they are men, relative to the books of the Old Testament,
called, or Jehovistic; and this, as in many of those
is apocryphal to a large extent, and incorrect:
passages subtle criticism pretends also to have
“In the mean time Ezra, who had been super
discovered other diversities of style, thought, and
language, is deemed to indicate a diﬂ'erent age. seded in the civil administration by Nehemiah, had
But on the other hand the anomalies are great, and applied himself to his more momentous task—the
seemingly irreconcileable. The name Elohim is compilation of the Sacred Books of the Jews.
found in Jehovistic passages, Jehovah has forced Much of the Hebrew literature was lost at the

its way into Elohistic. Sometimes, though rarely, time of the Captivity ; the ancient Book of J asher,
But what is the names intermingle, and may seem to contest that of the Wars of the Lord, the writings of Gad
Josephus to the Rabbins? Only turn from the for superiority.
I trust it is no presumptuous and Iddo the Prophet, and those of Solomon on
cularly the Law,
siege and capture of Jerusalem by Titus to that modesty if I assert that I am satisﬁed with no Natural History. The rest,
compiler almost invariably rises above the older.

Josephus soars high above both.

of which, after the discovery of the original by
Hilkiah, many copies were taken; the historical

not merely to the legitimate boast of the wonders

theory which I have yet encountered. Without
questioning some of the more manifest, and it
seems to me undeniable discrepancies or antago
nisms of these and other appellations of the God
head (as, for instance, in the two parallel accounts
of the creation), still, from Astruc, who ﬁrst
observed the singular fact (Astruc was a physician
of French descent about the year 1753) to Block,
the latest of the more profound German scholars,

of their Exodus, but to magnify their importance
from a distinguished tribe to a powerful nation.
The habit of swelling their numbers would grow

perhaps the theologian, more than the historian. I him. At a later period, probably in the time of

of Bither under Hadrian! There were, indeed,
peculiar reasons why the Jews should be tempted

to magnify their numbers, especially at the time
of the Exodus. The current argument against
them, at Alexandria and elsewhere, seems to have
been that they were a miserable and insigniﬁcant
horde of lepers, cast out of Egypt in scorn and
contempt. Their national pride would be tempted,

and become inveterate. Above thirty years ago,
I expressed my opinion that the numbers as they
appear in our present sacred books were untenable;
all further inquiry has conﬁrmed me in this view.

Maintain the numbers as they stand, I see no way,
without one vast continuous miracle, out of the

books, the poetry, including all the prophetic
writings, except those of Malachi, were collected,
revised, and either at that time, or subsequently,
arranged in three great divisions: the Law, con
taining the ﬁve Books of Moses; the Prophets,

the historical and prophetical books; the Hagio

grapha, called also the Psalms, containing Psalms,
I have read nothing approaching to certitude. This Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Solomon.
whole question, however, concerns the critic, Job, Daniel too, are now found among these Ketu

was unwilling, nevertheless, to pass it over alto
gether without notice, or to dismiss it summarily
with the contemptucusness of ignorance. Bunsen,
I may add, than whom no one was more competent
to review the whole controversy, writes thus:

Simon the Just, the books of Malachi, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and Esther were added, and what is

called the Canon of Jewish Scripture ﬁnally
closed.”

Without pointing out many inaccuracies
‘Auch hat bisher noch keiner der scharfsinnigen which it is not diﬂicult to meet with, we quote
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the following passage as a fair s cimen of the I ManyofDean Milmnn’s opinionswill astonish
author’s style and manner. It re tea to Frank, glood critical scholars, such as those on Proverbs,
an adventurer, who organized a sect about the
cclesiastes, and, above all, Deuteronomy. He
middle of the last century :—
aﬂ‘irms truly that his Preface may not please the
extreme of either party; neither will his book,
“ Frank and his followers, 9. very few years later,
assumed the name of Zoharites. The founder‘ for he is both conservative and liberal in his
astonished the whole of Germany, by living in a i views~astrange compound,—sometimes having
style of Oriental magniﬁcence, encircled by a reti- i the appearance,at least, of being afraid to sayout
nue of obeequious adherents. No one knew, or all he thinks, sometimes decided in the main
knows to this day, the source of the enormous| tenance of the old, sometimes plainly asserting
wealth with which the state of the man was main- " that the old cannot stand. Hence the reader is
tained during his life, and his sumptuous funeral
conducted after his death. The early life of Jacob

Frank did not forebode this splendour. He was.
born in Poland; in his youth he had been a dis
tiller of brandy, and wandered into the Crimea,
thence into Turkey, where he acquired great
fame as a Cabalist. He returned to Podolia in his I

thirty-eighth year, and gathered together the

disappointed and pleased by turns. A want of
clearness has occasionally struck us; and has
tiness in writing may be plainly seen. We
strongly sus ect that the learned author has
not spent so cient time over his book, but that
he has decided grave questions in an off-hand
style,—
uestions requiring
much
linguis
tic
knovi'lledgeand
critical skill
thanmore
hepossesses.

wrecks of the followers of Sabbathai Sevi. He was
persecuted by the Talmudists, revenged himself by

But we almost forget that the book is not one
throwing himself under the protection of the Bishop ‘ for scholars. Why then does the author intro
of Kaminiek, publicly burned the Talmud, an duce critical questions and discuss them in his
nounced himself a believer in the Zohar, and wa ‘i We appreciate his descriptive power very
promulgated a new creed. Yet for a time he hi ly. His reading is extensive; he thinks
attempted to maintain his lofty intermediate cclec‘ in ependently, and has a large amount of shrewd
ticism. But those were not the days, nor was sense. But his critical judgments must be read
Poland the country, in which men could safely with caution. We distrust their correctness,
halt between two opinions. The Bishop, his pro and often differ from them widely. Indeed,
tector, died. The Rabbins, his deadly enemies,
denounced him at Warsaw to the Government and many of his views are already antiquated among
to the Papal Nuncio, as an apostate Jew and a the masters of Biblical criticism. Thirty years
heretic Christian. His creed was certainly neither ago they might have passed current; but pro
ess has been made since then. The Dean
pure Judaism nor orthodox Christianity. The
imself has gone forward; thou h ecclesiastical
Zoharites began to see the ﬁres of persecution
already prepared for them, and themselves at'the dignitaries are wont to move s owly, lest they
stake. They set forth for Turkey. As the ﬁrst should not move safely.
pilgrims entered Moldavia, the stern Kadi was as
intolerant of men neither Jews, nor Christians,
nor Mussulmen, as the Christians. They were left
to be plundered by the populace. Those who re
mained behind openly embraced the Catholic faith,
yet retained their secret Judaism. Many were
detected, and sent forth, with their beards half
shaved, to the scorn and insult of the people. Some
were condemned to hard labour. Yet many suc
ceeded in concealing their doubtful opinions, inter
married, founded families, and attained rank and
honour in Warsaw. Frank himself was imprisoned
in the fortress of Czentschow. When this fortress

was taken by the Russians he was set free. He
travelled as ostensibly a Catholic Christian, but
levying vast sums of money from his countrymen
through Poland, Bohemia, Moravia. The new
creed leant towards Christianity rather than Islam

ism. It rejected the Talmud, but insisted on a
hidden sense in the Scriptures.

It admitted the

Trinity and the Incarnation of the Deity, but pre
served an artful ambiguity as to the person in

whom the Deity was incarnate, whether Jesus
Christ or Sabbathai Sevi. As, however, the great

head of this sect, Jacob Frank, afterwards openly
embraced Christianity, and attended mass, he
scarcely belongs to Jewish History. Suffice it to
say that this adventurer lived in Vienna, in Brunn,
and in Oﬂ‘enbach, with a retinue of several hundred

beautiful Jewish youth of both sexes; carts con
taining treasure were reported to be perpetually

brought in to him, chieﬂy from Poland-—he went
out daily in great state to perform his devotions in
the open ﬁeld—he rode in a chariot drawn by noble
horses; ten or twelve Hulans in red and green

uniform, glittering with gold, rode by his side,
with pikes in their hands, and crests on their cape,
eagles, or stage, or the sun and moon. Water was
always carefully poured over the place where he had

paid his devotions. He proceeded in the same
mpto church, Whole his behaviour was peculiar,
ut grave and solemn. His followers believed him
immortal, but in 1791 he died; his burial was as

splendid as his mode of living-800 persons fol
lowed him to the grave. But with his body the
secret of his wealth was interred; his family sank
into a state of want, and almost beggary. In vain
they appealed to the credulity, to the charity of

A Defence of the Queen’s English. By G. Wash
ington Moon. (Hatchard & Co.)
IN a recent number of Good Words the Dean
of Canterbury, Dr. Alford, wrote an article
exposing many cases of solecism, slip-slop, and
alfectation, under the title, ‘A Plea for the
Queen's English.’ It was a lively, well-written
essay, and perfectly intelligible. Mr. Moon
has appointed himself curios euatodis, and pro
fesses to ﬁnd that the Dean himself indulges
in faults as bad as those which he writes to
correct. \Ve do not agree with Mr. Moon:
we ﬁnd the Dean as correct as his censor, while
he is far more intelligible. Many of the cri
ticisms refer to the placing of words; to the

order in which the phrases occur. We all know
that our modern languages, when they have
undergone loss of inﬂexions to the extent which
is seen in English, are dependent for clearness
upon the arrangement of the words. Very fre
quently the misplacement of aphrase will make
a serious ambiguity; in man cases the sense
obtrudes itself upon the min in such manner
that the misplacement is not observed until
a critic points it out. When the words are
placed later than precision requires, little mis
chief is done: the worst writers of English
are those who raise an ambiguity which can
only be laid by what follows. Mr. Moon

really puzzles us in this way; which the Dean
never does. \Ve shall quote one example. There
are two distinct uses of “as,” followed by a
disjunction. If we say “As men are good or
had,” we cannot tell the meaning of the ﬁrst
word until we see what is to come. It may be

“ As [seeing that} men are good or bad, people
should be oarefu with whom they associate”;
or it may be “[According] as men are good or

bad, they are worthy of reward or of punish
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have said “according as.” The proof of the
pudding is in the eating: this one lapse ve
us more trouble than we found in the who 6 of
the Dean’s article.
Mr. Moon has no objection to the Dean’s
criticisms: he thinks them good, but conve ed
in inaccurate English. But he does not te us
this without an inaccuracy of his own. He says,
“ I do not ﬁnd fault with the critical remarks
of your essay.” He should have said “in your
essay”; the critical remarks were those of the
Dean. Such solecism is not very uncommon,
perhaps: but Mr. Moon should have placed
himself above such a slip before he set himself
the task of teaching Dr. Alford his mother
tongue.
Some of Mr. Moon’s corrections amount to
nothing. The Dean says, “ A man does not lose
his mother now in the papers, but has a be
reavement.” The objection to this phrase is that
“ now” should have come after “not.” Mr.
Moon puts “now” in a worse place than the
Dean, for he makes the correction thus-—“ Ac
cording to the papers now a man does not lose
his mother.” His objection is to a man losing

his mother in the papers; he is afraid of the
idea being suggested that a mother, if a small
one, might have fallen into the Times, and
been lost among the advertisements. The
Dean’s error is slight, Mr. Moon's is consider
able. One oﬂ'ends against the logic of form, the

other offends against the logic of ideas.
Again, the Dean says, “What a history, it
has been well said, is this earth's atmosphere,
seeing that all words spoken from Adam’s ﬁrst
till now are still vibrating on its sensitive and
unresting medium.” N0 one will say that this
is good English, but no one can deny that it
is intelligible. Mr. Moon ﬁrst asks whe
ther the vibrating medium is Adam’s first?
There is no ambiguity here: English would
not, by any forcing, bear Mr. Moon’s construc
tion. He goes on thus—“ And then ﬁrst what?
First child, or ﬁrst word? Of course the latter;
still, what nonsense; from a word till a time!
From Adam’s ﬁrst till now.” Now though a
monthly nurse can never hear of a woman’s
“ﬁrst” without thinking of her eldest child,
Mr. Moon, in spite of his name, has no more
right to bring in a child than a residence,
seeing that no child has been mentioned. Why
did he not ask whether Paradise was meant?
As to the objection about passing from a
word to a time, there is little in it. Our very
best writers use such forms as “ from the Revo
lution till now,”——-“ from the Creation till now."
“ The time of” is understood. Is all elision to
be rejected?
With regard to the order of words, it is not
grammar, but the state of association, which
requires one arrangement or another. We have
heard of “ Wanted a young man to take care
of a horse of the Methodist persuasion.” This,
no doubt, is wrong: it should be “Wanted a
young man of the Methodist persuasion to
take care of a horse." But why is one form.
wrong, the other right? It is not a question of
grammar. Each is grammatically correct. It is
a question of sense. The gentleman who says
he wishes to engage a young man to take charge
of a horse of the Methodist persuasion talks
nonsense, uses words out of their accepted
meanings. A horse cannot be of the Methodist
persuasion. After all, the best order of words
is that which leaves the least ambiguity,
though a sentence in which the meaning
has to be inferred from comparison of ideas
may still be supremely beautiful. Take; the

ment.” Mr. Moon has the following sentence:
“ . . . As example is for good or for evil, so will
a language." gain
strength
. . . or willthis
become
weak...
vWeinbegan
to construe
sen~ lines :—

their brethren; they fell into insigniﬁcance, and
were obliged to submit to the ordinary labours of tence with as in the sense of “seeing that,” and
mortal life.”
were obliged to go back: Mr. Moon ought to

Oh i it came o'er my soul like the sweet south
That breathes upon a bank of violets,
Stealing and giving odour.
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The meaning of the third line becomes clear
by inference; the “sweet south” settles it.
We are greatly in need of a grammar which
shall distinguish between what is formal and
what is real. Every attempt to treat English
construction as guided by rules of pure form
produces absurdities. The battle of the Norman
and Saxon tongues, still undecided, would alone
render an orthodox system unattainable.

Lost and

By the Hon. Mrs. Norton.

3 vols. (Hurst & Blackett.)
Mrs. Norton has been neither a hasty nor a
proliﬁc writer. She has given the world much
from the rden of her mind; but her offerings
have all een from the best at her disposal.
It has been her wont to place before readers
her choicest ﬂowers and rarest fruit; but she
has never laid herself open to a charge of util
izing every sprig and blossom of her fancy,
after the fashion of those industrious book
makers who seek material for their art in every
dinner or drive they take, and never enter a
ball-room without keeping their publisher’s
requirements steadily in view. Several years
have
ed away since the appearance of
‘Stuart of Dnnleath,’ and now its author gives
us another work of prose ﬁction which, begun
in days of gladness and continued under the
shadow of death, has been slowly perfected with
the patient labour that is the artist’s best com
forter in periods of sorrow. “ In the old happy
days,” observes Mrs. Norton in her dedicatory
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Tenby, where Beatrice Brooke, the heroine of
‘Lost and Saved,’ in all the freshness and
beauty and purity of girlhood, is found by her
betrayer, Montagu Treherne. Offering a need
less a plogy for lingering about the sandy
beds 0 Capt. Brooke’s garden, the storyteller

says:—
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forth in the title. Duped by a sham marriage,
the girl does not discover the true nature of her
osition until she is about to become a mother.
l‘he scenes are admirably managed in which
her shame is detected by her family, and the
immediate consequences of the revelation are set
forth; but most readers will experience a shock

“I cannot bear to hurry past even the few of disapprobntion at the course pursued by the
girl when she is aware of her degradation.
to mar their pleasures. Shut in the pleasant prison Terriﬁed, broken in spirit, and believing her
of the enchanting little ‘ Home ’—'or in the well self cast off by her family, she consents to live
furnished library-room at Lewellyn Lodge; or with Montagu, as his mistress, until he shall
goingout perhaps in a gleam of storm-sunlight to see be able to make her his wife without a serious
the great fresh waves dash upon the shore, and the loss of worldly position. Of course, love for her
ships bend and dip their sails like sea‘birds‘ wings child is a chief motive to this surrender of
in the tyrannous blast ; and then run up the well womanly dignity and honour; but the con
known rocky stair from the sands beneath, with sideration is insufficient to justify the sacriﬁce,

stormy and wet days that came rather to vary than

the rain dripping from the light waterproof cloaks
and round hats of the girls, and the fresh cool
bloom of colour deepening in their cheeks. Days
when poor Beatrice thought that since the demi
gods of heathendom there surely never had been
anything like Montagu seen upon earth ; and Mon
tagu, on his part, considered, that whether in her

simple riding-habit. on her cream-coloured Hano
verian pcny,~—or in her little ﬁshing-boots and
short linsey-woolsey petticoat,-—or in ﬂoating white
muslin dress and simply braided hair, or plain

straw-hat, under the drooping shadow of whose

and we hold that the novelist has made a
mistake in letting her heroine sink so
low before saving her. In due course the
“arrangement” of the lovers meets an ap
propriate end. Carried away by dissipation
and hardened by systematic self-indulgence,
Montagu grows weary of his toy, and frankly
tells her so. She is an old glove; and throw
ing her aside with a shameless brutality, which
we should deem unusual even amongst seducers,
he leaves England to court the smiles of a
married woman, and soothes his conscience for
his conduct to Beatrice by asking a. friend to
send her back to Tenby, and by oﬁ'erin to

brim her lovely eyes shone like sunlight from under
a forest bough—he had never seen so enchanting
a creature! And most people would have been of
Treherne’s opinion. Beatrice was not only beautiful
on
—not only had that nameless grace which goes by make her a liberal allowance of money.
the name of ‘charm '—not only was she playful the girl awakens to a full sense of her degrada
and coaxing (poor English synonymes for the tion, and resolves to sink no lower. Outcast
letter to the Earl of Essex, “when your girl French terms carcasantc and foldlre), but quick, though she is, she will not throw away the last
and my boy rode laughing races through the ardent and sensitive; capable of all sacriﬁce for tatters of self-respect with which she strives to

woods of Wiesbaden, and you and I took more
cheerful walks than I can ever take again;
when your beautiful and pleasant sisters were
‘new friends,’ and we all hoped to make but
one family, I jested with you as to your notions
of charm and perfection in woman, and told
you I would some day create a heroine on that
model, and bring her to grief in a novel. The
real gricfs and heavy anxieties of life have
overshadowed both our homes since those days,
and both those young voices are silent for ever,
whose music we thought would linger with us,
till we ourselves were insensible to earthly
sounds. From this cause, and many other dis
turbing causes, the work begun so long ago has
onllyblately been brought to a conclusion.’
e story thus pathetically introduced bears
a strong family likeness to ‘Stuart of Dun
leath,’ in the revailing sadness of its tone, and
in the means y which the reader's commisem
tion is'roused for the wrongs and sorrows of
the heroine; but ‘Lost and Saved’ surpasses
the earlier story in strength, delicacy, and that
quality which is technically termed “ﬁnish.”
Moreover, the gloom of the tale is relieved by
a light, airy, racy humour, the want of which
is the chief defect of ‘ Stuart of Dunleath.’ The
artistic grace and ease of the opening pages
may be studied with proﬁt by the most prac
tised novelists. The way in which the author
enters upon her task is the way of a beautiful
and clever woman who, entering a room with
the purpose of winning a stranger to her cause,
commences the interview with quiet smile, and
playful speech and wayward mirth, and does
not allow her object to appear until she has
her bearer well in hand, when in a trice he is
surprised into adopting her views, and discovers
that all her preliminary idleness and by-play
were regulated by design. Novelists, before
now, have loungcd, and lolled, and sauntered
into their stories; but we know of no imagina
tire writer who has gossipped his way into his
subject with such ex uisite tact as Mrs. Nor
ton displays in her ight, sunny, picturesque
Ieminiscences of the neighbourhood about

those she loved; capable of all energy for that cover her disgrace. The cries of her baby boy
which she desired to attain; full of eagerness; full save her from the sin of self-murder ; for him
of enthusiasm; pitiful and tender. Something of a she must live and work. Then comes the fear
rarer earnestness was in her than in others, and ful task of self-recovery; and the courage and
warmed you while she spoke, like a ﬂame. It is in calmness with which the delicate girl, gently
vain to argue the matter: there is as much differ
ence of sensation in different persons as there is nurtured and ill prepared to hold her own in
difference in their physical strength or intellectual the battle of life, goes forth to win the means
capacities. One can’t dram-another can't sing,— of existence for her child, restore her to that
and a third can‘tfzel. There are apathetic creatures place in the reader‘s sympathies which she
to whom passionate love, wild grief, aching com forfeited by consentin to live with a man
passion, are mysteries as great as magic. Disturbed ; whom she knew to be or betrayer. But her
embarrassed; incredulous; with a strong repug
nance to what they call ‘a sccne,'——they shrink

like sesanemones, and draw in the cold flabby
feelers of their minds at any evidence of emotion
in others. Beatrice was the reverse of all this. She

salvation is not altogether effected by her own
exertions. Friends, the good an els of the
story, come to her aid; and, at the c ose, she not
only enjoys the world's regard, but is happily
married.

enjoyed more, she suffered more, she felt more,
Beatrice’s career forms only the centre of the
than a great proportion of her fellow-creatures. Life
thrilled through her, as you may see it thrill, in the story, which has an abundance of plot, counter
delight ofsunshine,throughabutterﬂy’s closed wings. plot, and episode, and even a superabundance
And to such as she, in whom the visible world and of character. In her delineations of female
the life of sensation predominate, the temptations character, Mrs. Norton has displayed her
of this world are the most powerful. Her heart greatest strength. Her men are shadowy
ached, the tears rushed into her eyes, at some and unreal; but the women are remarkable,
touching picture or some mournful song. The in some instances remarkably unpleasant,
breath of a. warm spring day, the scent of ﬂowers, specimens of their kind. The Marchroness of
the purple of the distant bills, the freshness of the Updown is a striking piece of testimony, borne
waves dashing in upon the shore, ﬁlled her with
vague yearning. With her gentle sister and loving

by one well ﬁtted to give evidence on such a
subject, that a woman may not only be a lady

father nothing of all this had been controlled ; nor,

of rank, but also a distinguished leader of
with her joyous kindly pliant temper, did it seem
to them that anything required controlling. They fashion, and yet be a very low sort of
delighted iu‘her,-—as she in them. She was the pet creature. “Curious, now, ain’t it, Brown,"
of the ‘Home.’ She had lived a shadowless life. observes Mrs. Norton’s police-serjeant, “how
Not even an illness had ever come to bring languor
to that eager brow, or weakness to that alert and

like females are one to t’otherl This one's a

real marchioness, with a real sort of mar uis,
aceful form. Who can wonder with all this that dining with the Queen and all that; and ere
ea’trice was merry? Merry she was, and witty she ’s been a-behaving for all the world like
too.
Betsy Blane, the ﬁshwoman as I had in the
Such is the Tenby life of the victim and her lock-up last ni ht. She ’s as like her,—as like
seducer,——of Beatrice Brooke, the daughter of as one oyster-shell is to another." It is ssiblc
a retired army captain, and Montagu Treherne, that the most powerfully-drawn fem e cha
heir to an earldom and a distinguished orna racters of ‘Lost and Saved’ will offend many
ment of an exclusive “set” in London’s world readers, but no competent judge will question
of fashion. \Ve will not diminish the reader’s the unpleasant truthfulness of their portraiture.
interest by minutely repeating each step of the No one but a woman could have created the
complicated drama, but will conﬁne our remarks ladies of the Treherne family; and not oneman
to that part of Beatrice’s story which is shadowed in twenty will fully appreciate the art which has
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put that
up of well-contrasted women on
canvas. ‘ st and Saved’ is a work of such
rare excellence, that it would create a stir
amongst novel-readers even if it had not Mrs.
Norton’s name on the title-page.
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of the sights of Florence noted by Dr. ‘Vords

worth :
“ Sunday, June 1.—-“'ent to the English church,

Via Maglio, at eleven AJI. and half-past three PM.
The city was illuminated to-day, being the ‘ Festa

dello Statute.’ The Piazza dell‘ Indipendenza was
the centre of the gaiety. There was little creative
Journal of a Tour in Italy, with Reﬂections on
the Present Condition and Prospectsof Religion
in that Country. By Chr. \Vordsworth, DD.
2 vols. (Rivingtons)
THREE months of observation of Church matters
in Italy are here narrated at some length, by
.one who speaks with authority. Dr. Words
worth states that “ he was disposed to believe,
before he set out from England, that the present
juncture of Italian affairs may perhaps prove
more important to the Church in Italy than any
crisis in her history since the days of the Coun
oil of Trent in the sixteenth century,"—the
.above confession making it clear that he went
forth with a strong predisposition in his
mind to receive impressions of a particular
.stamp and colour. Like other travellers thus
armed, he seems to have found those inter
locutors who supplied such answers to his
questions as precisely suited them. The record,
however, does not thereby gain in interest
and authority, but the reverse. Dr. Words
worth, again, has a habit of illustrating his
subject by conjecture and inquiry, which, how
ever favourite as the resource of certain tourists,
is neither conclusive nor agreeable. Let us give

invention in the arrangement of the lamps; no
devices; not even any mot-toes; not much enthu
siasm or joy in the look of the people; indeed, this

is a time of aniriety and suspense. Tuscany has lost
its ancient nationality; and the kingdom of Italy

is not yet constituted. It has no capital. It is a
body without a head. In this state of uncertainty,
commerce and trade suﬁ‘er. No one can tell what
will come next. I went to the Duomo; only a
small congregation there, even at ten in the mom

ing. The people are much vexed and annoyed,
because the Archbishop, acting under orders from
Rome (of May 18, 186l),vn'll not allow the national
Anniversary to be celebrated or in any way recog
nized in the Cathedral. I was therefore surprised
to see in the evening that the exterior of the
cupola of the Cathedral was illuminated. On in
quiring of one of the Canons of the Cathedral the

June 1st, the festival of the King and the Nation,
the interior of this noble Cathedral shows no sign
of joy and thaukfulness; it is possessed, as it were,

with a deaf and dumb spirit; its Archbishop and
"\Ve are told (he says) by the Osrerratorc clergy will listen to no entreaties, and refuse to

Might not their value have been better spent, and
in a. manner more pleasing to the souls of the Mar
‘tyrs, in dispelling the darkness of heathenism, and
diffusing the light of the Gospell Surely the light
which blazed there on Whitsunday had little

resemblance to that which came down from Heaven
on the Day of Pentecost.”

poles. \Ve shall not find “merrie England” in
verse any more than in the prose of present
life. Our poets do not come to us by any
chance with the mirthful twinkle in the eye and
the lurking laughter playing round the corners
of the mouth; spring never dances in their
blood, and there would seem to be no more
“cakes and ale.” The strings of their lyre are
too damp and lax with tears for it to ring out
very cheerily; while the sound of weeping runs
through all their music. Our singers are rather
like those clocks that cannot strike unless they
carry heavy weights. They indulge rather too
much in the luxury of grief and wear too often

the livery of woe! What light they do receive
from above appears to come to them in the old

reason of this discrepancy, I was informed by him limited Rembrandtish way, chieﬂy serving to
that the external decorations and the material re show the surrounding glooms of life. They sing
pairs of the Cathedral are under the management
of a separate corporation, distinct from that which in a voice that is lugubrious and depressing.
has the control of the ritual of that church. Here Their imitators follow suit, and lift up the eyes
is a striking specimen of the conﬂict which is now and turn down the corners of the mouth in a
tending this country in pieces. On this Sunday, most melancholy fashion. We believe it to be

an instance :—

Romano that 37,000 pounds of was: were used on
the occasion, to illuminate St. Peter's at mid-day!
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English poetry. The high spirits and bmthomr'e
of the Elizabethan men reign and rule no more.
The cloudiness of our climate has surely culmi
nated in our poetry, or else the nervous system
of our poets has worked and fretted its way too
near the surface, and requires covering in with
an ampler, ruddier physique. Mirth and jollity
have gone the way of May-dances and May

utter a single syllable of supplication for the
monarch and the people. But the exterior of the
Cathedral is one blaze of light, and exults in an
ecstasy of joy. The greatest church of Tuscany is
a house divided against itself-a melancholy spe
cimen and epitome of the state of Italy at this
crisis; and an omen, it is to be feared, of coming
sorrows. " " Friday, June 6.—-Grand mass today
at S. Croce in honour of Cavour, it being the ﬁrst
anniversary of his death. There were banners
fringed with crape hung out of the windows in the
streets. On the eve, at the Ville do Paris, the men
(no women) were engaged in making wreaths and
garlands of ﬂowers, lilies, carnations, blue lark
spurs and green leaves, to decorate his cenotaph.

a positive fact that most of our Magazines in
the course of a year or two become perfect
mausoleums of dead babies. Loss is every
thing, and the gains go for nothing. They have
not the thankful heart and cheerful courage of
that Yankee editor, who could sit rocking the
cradle and sing “ Betsy’s got another baby."
We wish they had a little more of the merry
heart that “goes all the day," and that their
success did not lie so much in ﬁnding out a few
tender laces and continually touching these.
We wish they would lubricate the drynesses of
life with a little humour instead of so many
tears, and give us something more of the blithe
spirit that comes of the best health and noblest
natural conditions. Jean Paul tells us that the
tear of sympathy for sorrow is holy and beauti
ful; but the tear of joy is still more precious
and a diamond of the ﬁrst water.
\Vhat we like most in the Ballads of Miss
Parkes is the chirpin cheeriness of soul that
will see the “silver lining” to a dark cloud,
and make the most of the common wayside

No doubt it would; but a political system
is not to be judged from each of its details,
taken apart from the rest. We English spend a
good deal of money in' powder for our royal
salutes. Would it be worth while for Cardinal
Antonelli to sneer at the noise and stench of
our ports of entry, and to suggest the policy Over the door of the church was the following
inscription :—
of our spending the money on missionaries?
A CAltﬂLLO m Csvoun,
The reader experienced in clerical travels
Monte d‘ Italia,
Che oggl in l' auno lo pianse
no more needs to be told what manner of in
Rlnnovando per voto pubbllco
formation he will ﬁnd in this book, than
pleasures and chance felicities of life. There is
B ODOTBDZC.
Gluriamo a vDio in questo Santunrio
he would in a tour among the English Pro
a sunshine in her song that will break throu h
Di avlta saplensa e gloria perenne
testant churches by Cardinal Wiseman. Dr.
the dullest atmosphere— strike the mourn ul
Compiere con fede, senno, amore,
W'ordsw0rth——to his credit be it said, neither
mist into jewelry drops, and have done with
0nd’ ebbe comincinmento
L‘ Unith dell: Patria.
bigoted nor bitter in his zeal-—is thoroughly
it! Her poetry goes to no great depth, but we
intent on the downfall of the Romish Church, The scene in the church after the mass was too are thankful for the absence of whining and
dramatic
and
artiﬁcial
for
our
taste.
The
glare
and
.and appears to conceive that so goodly a de
whimpering. Here is a very good sample of the
liverance of the minds of men from the tram smell of the countless candles, the gaudy style of cheery heart that leaps lightly into song:
ornament
of
the
high
catafalque,
raised
in
the
mels of superstition may not be very far on‘.
UP THE RIVER.
centre of the church ; and, above all, the gloriﬁca
Yet some of his facts are not easy to reconcile tion of the human instrument in the temple of God, 'Tis April! ‘tis n Holyday! and they shut close yester-even
with this comfortable anticipation. Aware as were all repugnant to the feelings, in different
The golden gates of Sydenharn with the clang of iron
bars;
our clergyman is of the attention which the ways. All that was here displayed began and ended
The terraces lie shndowless beneath the smile of Heaven,
numerous schisms in the Church of England in man.”
And troddeu but by chasing clouds and the silent feet of
are exciting among Roman Catholics, he points
stars.
We fancy that the above remarks and ex
out with triumph that St. Peter's viceroy does
’Tis April ! ‘Us a Holyday ! and the Halls of the Museum
amples
will
suflice
to
give
an
idea
of
the
nature
Have nothing noisier than the ghosts of Pharaohs on
not rule over an united kingdom, and appeals
their ﬂoors;
to the ‘thousands of priestly signatures which of this book. Its recommendations are special, The mastodons
and elephants feel very dull to sec'em,
and
do
not
entitle
it,
in
our
judgment,
to
take
emphasized Father Passaglia’s protest against
And stare with idle eyeballs at the unresponsive doom.
the Pope retaining temporal power. Yet this an important place in the library of Italian But the River still is open, and its gentle tide comes
very Passagha was one of the most active travel.
ﬂowing

gphoIder-s of the doctrine of the Immaculate
nceptron, only the other day added to the in Ballads and Songs. By Bessie Rayner Parkes.
fallible articles of faith, to the amazement and
(Bell 8:. Daldy.)
concern of Protestant Euro !
We are afraid that in after-times the poetry of
We could pursue this inc of remark and our age will be thought very sombre, and our
criticism further, were this the time and place oets a lot of “ sad fellows.” The Homeric
for pronouncing on phenomena so contradictory aughter, deep-chested, with all the heart in it,
as the epoch presents. Instead of so doing, never rin s now-a-days. The simple, perfect
however, we will merely call attention to two ‘morning ealth of Chaucer no longer vitalizes

With a thousand tender whispers of the everlasting son;
And I know that in the woodlands all the early ﬂowers are
blowing,

And breathing their sweet messages to Laurence and
tome.
The sun is mounting towards the noon, and up above the
towers
0f the Abbey and the Parliament the sky ‘s without a
ﬂaw.
A most disloyal thing it were to disobey the ﬂowers,
So, Laurence, get your Sunday-hat, and clear your brains
of law.
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I dearly love this London, this royal northern London,
And am up in all its history to Brutus and to Lud;
But I wish that certain Puritan simplicities were undone,
That the houses had more gable-ends, and the river less
of mud.
Yet the River still is beautiful, rejoicing in the quaintest
Old corners for a painter v'till the new quays are begun).
See there the line of distant hills, and where the blue is
faintest,
How the brown sails of the barges lie slanting in the sun.
Here's a steamer-—now we're in it—one is passing every
minute:
There ‘s the palace of St. Stephen, which they call a
“dream in stone";
But I think, beyond all question, it was in an indigestion
That the architect devised those scrolls whose language is
unknown.
Now we pass the Lcllards' Tower as we glide upon our
hndutlliiiiliybf Wiclilfe's ashes scattered wide across the
Pass tlzhite of ancient Ranclngh, which (ville Fanny
kringsilllilgyizhe tales we read at school to Laurence and

At last we get to I’utney, and we rush across the river,
The gentle rural river, ﬂowing softly thro‘ the grass;
And we walk more fast than ever, for our nerves are in a
quiver,
Till we mount the hill of Wimbledon, and see the
shadows pass
Athwalrt the budding chestnuts, and clear brown waters
Ymg,

Filled with the click of insects, among the yellowing
gorse;
Here there is no human creature, and the only living
feature
0! all this glorious common is that idle old white horse.
And he is very happy, cropping herbage fresh and sappy,
Stretching out his tired legs thro‘ all the lonely day,
And the lark is upon high, singing madly in the sky,
AndMLaurencc, look in yonder hedge— is it-“ is-white
ay!
Oh! I see the fields of Warwick, and the tower of old
St. Mary's
The grand grey tower which Wren designed~and the
common melts away;
I am on the lilied Avon, and among the Stratford fairies,
I am on my own dear Avon, a happy child at play ;—
I remember-this in Middlesex _ sweet vision, wilt not
stay?

Dear Lam-ence, jump acme: the stream, and bring that
branch of May.
It is, indeed, a day of do a, the sunlight grows more mellow,
As the sunbgoes soft y sloping down towards the woods
of Com ,
The skynls blue, the hills are blue, the budding gorse is
ye ow,
And all the air is happy with a mixture of perfume.
Ob, Inugence! when a judge, and wise in all the learned
u go
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given a hint to t e printers with re

London papers to make us curious to com

pare the undercurrents of English life with
those of other countries, but it would be

thought by most of us that steady, hard:
working, idyllic Germany could scarcely fur

“ setting.” We wish they would remember that
where not
has alternate rhymes, the lines
should
“mdented” alternately. This gives
a. clue to the eye which is quite necessary. It is

familiar with the police system of Germany
must be still more surprised to ﬁnd roguery
ﬂourishing in the midst of passports, certiﬁcates

like marking the “time " of music with its in

sions to depart. Dr. Lallemant's volumes are a.

dicative ﬁgures. Yet man writers and printers
ay no attention to this, but huddle all on one
evol; or, if an exception be made, it is often
with the wrong rhymes.
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ contains
another pleasant illustration of Miss Parkes’s
open-air fancy and lively manner. Oberon, or
any other lover, we suppose, loquitu'r.—

sufﬁcient answer to all such thoughts. The labo

Alas ! they have stolen my Fairy Princess,
And where they have hidden her I cannot guess.
I 've asked of her Father, I ’ve asked of her Mother,
But they cannot tell, or they will not discover.
And Men, when I question them, laugh me to scorn,
And no one has seen her since yuterday morn l
I went to the wood, and I asked of the Leaves;
But they have a whispering way that deccives;
And the Oak and the Elm, when they will, can cntwinc
The thickest of screens with the Ivy and Vine.
I went to the Wind, who replied with a scoff,
He had met her, ’twes true; but a longish way oﬂ.
And then the wild fellow swept over the hill,
And all in the wake of his bluster was still.
I went to the Water, who promised a vision,
Then suddenly rippled in hunt: of derision;
And asked if thought he was likely to know
Who had looked in his mirror an hour ago i
(But, oh! if one moment she smiled in my eyes,
Within me for ever the memory lies !)
I went to the Flowers; but the secrets she knows
Are tightly curled up in the heart of the Rose;
And nothing that lovers can swear or forget
Is ever betrayed by the dear Mignonettc.
The pale Water-lily lion open and bare,
So openly calm that no story is there;
Not one of the Flowers, nlasl will confess
Whatever the know of my Fairy Princess.
0 wonderful aturcl I know you have hidden
This delicate darling away from my sight;
I dread that you will not restore her unbidden
By spells which my tongue cannot conjure arlghtl
Ah! moved by my pleading, the merciful Mother
Has spared me the longing that fear-fully kills;
And shown me in dreaming my love, and no other,
When she lies fast asleep~in the heart of the hills.

'

Does not the writer’s ear tell her that
“ mother” does not rhyme with “ discover”?
and that there is one syllable over measure in
the last line? This last is a common error with
many writers, but none the less annoying to
the musical sense. There is deeper thought in
a poem called ‘TheVVorld of Art,’ which shows
a reverent appreciation of the artist's work—a
clear insight into the truest means for attaining
the noblest ends. It also reveals a strong and
earnest desire to be enrolled in the glorious
company of singers. And although the mere
lust of fame is of little worth, yet, as Sir
Thomas More says, they never really love who
have not truly longed. So we seldom attain to
that for which we have not yearned. Let Miss
Parkes work on, longing as much as she likes,
and we can promise that she will win a lace yet
at the feet of those into whose faces she looks up
with such admiration and awe. Her gift of song
There, now we're on the terrace; Bee, this "8111 “181118! is is genuine, if not great; and reputations have
winding
been made amongst women with far less poetic

faculty and sincerity of nature. We hope and
expect to ﬁnd her higher up the hill when we
meet her next.

Golden is the landscape, and the river and the people,
The cedar stems are molten now the sun is going down,_

Let's keep the vision as it is. The clock in yonder steeple
Remtinds us it is getting late, and we're miles away from
own.
I just see the towers of London-—the far, faint towers of
London :
We'll jump into the second class, hide that satin gown.
See! we irun beside the river, on its breast the last rays
on vcr:
Oh! what an April holyday.’ and all for hula-crown!

of lateiini if];

to their nish so large a contribution. Those who are

Of that;] book I shut this morning, and on your way to
no es
When, in ample wig and sleeve, your ineas you receive,
They'll not be half so golden as 9 primrose in these
ditches!
See, they drop about the ground, and sing without a sound,
Thick clusters of anemones, and primrose-roofs by
dozens;
Saucy blooms without a measure blow in wantonness of
pleasure,
And nobody to know it but two wandering London
cousins.
The gracious, golden prlmroses ! the starry white anemones !
Fill up the basket right and left, we're beggars for the
hoard,
Let's sing a refrain in this wood, “May Ruskin rule his
enemies ! "
(I think that we are trespassing-but never mind the
board!)
The sun is sinking in the west, we'll leave the wood
behind us,
AcroPss tllhe road and up the steps, see here is Richmond
ar ;
Let's lphliinge amid the ferny glades, where only deer could
n us
It wants an hour to sunset, and two before it ‘a dark!

Among its poplared islands with a slow majestic pace;
We should see the towers of Windsor if the sun were not
so blinding.
It casts a glow on all the trees, and a glory on your face.
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‘ outi Enough has been’

of fresh air, glimpse of blue sky and wild
ﬂowers~the sunny warmth of spring and the
dim coolness of wood and water, which may be
had so near to the great city, have here found
a most sprightly setting. We have taken the
liberty of leavin out some lines; also, we have

The Rogues of Germany-[Dos Deutsche Gau

nerthum, von Avé-Lallemant]. 4 vols. (Leip

zig.)
FOUR portly volumes by an eminent police
authority, give us the ways and means of all
those dangerous classes that are brieﬂy compre
hended under the name of Rogues, although
The Cockney’s “outing” for the day never their tricks are scarcely more various than the
had a more musical accompaniment. The breath subdivisions into which they may be parcelled

of every kind, permissions to reside and permis
rious diligence he displays in iling up fact upon
fact, the minute details to w ich he descends,
the knowledge of slang and thieves’ cant ele
vated to a positive science, are worthy of praise
though we rather miss the direct and practi
results which we should expect from an English
writer. A little too much generalization mars
the telling picture of the German roguery of
the present.
Dr. Lallemant's ﬁrst volume is devoted to an
historical sketch, tracing the origin and pm
of roguery as it hung on the skirts of all the

great wars of the past, from the Thirty Years’
‘Var to the wars of the Revolution. Luthei’s
‘Book of Vagrants,‘ of which an English trans
lation was recently published, affords much
matter for this account, as the vocabulary
given in Luthel’s Appendix serves for a com
parison with the two volumes which Dr. Lalle

mant devotes to the philology of his subject.
The third and fourth volumes are entirely taken.
up with the linguistic aspects of roguery, and.
in these a most important contribution is made
to the science of language. Dr. Lallemant traces
—the G'aune'r~ ache, the thieves’ cant of Ger
many, to the ew-German, that stran e dialect,
the study of which led the young oethe to
the study of Hebrew. Jew-Gennan, mixed up
with other popular dialects, and modiﬁed by
use e or by more skilful disguise, is at the base
of t e rogues’ jargon, and accordingly, Dr. Lal
lemant gives a comparative dictionary and
grammar of both Jew-German and the gunner
s ache. From a philological point of view his.
ﬂooveries will doubtless seem curious. It may
be a question how far the genesis of the rogues’
language and the modiﬁcations introduced may
serve as a commentary on the various theories
of the origin and growth of human language»

which have lately been propounded. If this be
too ambitious a ﬂight, at least the comparison
of German argot with our own, or with that
belonging to the French capital, as it was shown
in so many dialogues of Victor Hugo’s great
romance, will be a matter of interest to les
distinguished inquirers than Prof. Max Muller.
It IS, however, on Dr. Lallemant’s second

volume that we propose to linger,—on the pic
ture of the present of German roguery. If there
is little that is absolutely new in this picture,
it gives us at all events a number of quaint
varieties, and makes the habits of the 1es of
one nation a. comment on those of another.
The ps chology of a. rogue is ably sketched; his
cowar ice, his gross superstition, displayed in
the most brutal and cynical ways, his vanity
and arrogance, which often leads him to commit
himself, the contempt with which he looks down
from his own superior wisdom on the stupid.
public, his wanton dissipation and proﬁigacy.
The predominance of such failings neutralizes
the skill and energy that the rogues display;
skill and energy worthy of a better cause, but
unable to strive against so depraved a nature.
A rogue who should make use of half the ability
with which he labours to cheat his fellow
to be of service to them might rise to post;
of opulence and distinction; and the study
required to master the preliminaries of a rogues
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education would ﬁt him for almost any profes
sion. But that entire want of balance, that dis
taste for anything regular and conﬁned to the
dull round of orthodox respectability, which
makes a certain low class of literary talent Bohe
mian, can be traced in the habits which turn
a man into a rogue; and the revolt against the
plodding mechanical life of Germany is even
more certain than in England.
Perhaps in translating the word gauner by

'“ rogue " we are too much narrowing the sense of
'the original. Swindler, card-sharper, vagrant,
-&c., are all included in the meaning, and many
half-respectable classes whom it would be defa
mation to call rogues, belong to the gunners.
‘Waiters and chambermaids at hotels are often
'in league with the tribe, or belong to it; thou
:sands of members are in the garb of workmen
or domestic servants, while some even dress up
as professors or artists. The women make them
.selves up as governesses, com anions, widows
»of oﬂicers or public employés. hey make great
‘use of railways and passports, getting on and
-off at small stations, but avoiding the terminus,
and falsifying passports systematically, so as
.sometimes to deceive the initiated. A story is
told of a German who stole a packet labelled
money from the trunk of a. Dutch prebendary,
and found a collection of picklocks instead.
‘This may perhaps recall to some readers that
story of the two Bohemians who met in Italy,
and on the examination of whose effects at the
Custom House the gentleman’s trunk was found
full of paving-stones and the lady’s full of

oranges.
Simulated diseases are the chief weapons of
the German rogue, and he can trade on any
‘class of inﬁrmities, from epilepsy downwards.
Especially in puzzling passport oflicials or
escaping warrants are these disguises effectual.
One woman had six warrants out against her,
and in each her signaloment was differently
given. Another, while in prison, counter
eited a shoulder out of joint for seventeen
months, so that when once she escaped she
‘was never again to be identiﬁed. Others sham
pregnancy, and have to be removed to the hos
pital; others borrow children and cannot nurse
them, which is highly perplexing to the autho
rities, and may lead to a dismissal of the case;
others are deaf and dumb when under exami
nation. The secret understandings they have
with each other are as skilfull contrived as
the diseases. “ One rogue,” says r. Lallemant,
“understands in another rogue every motion
-of the, eye or mouth, every shifting of one foot
or movement of a ﬁnger, every touch of neck,
mouth or hair, every- hem, or cough, or sneeze,
however naturally and without intention every
such thing is done.” He tells of a ﬁnger alpha

bet that is used by the sham deaf and dumb,
especially in cheating at cards, of keeping one
eye shut and squinting with the other over the
nose, of carrying the stick under one arm, or
even stuck through the handles of a bag. More
over, ﬁgures or signs in writing are used, and
.are made with pencil, or chalk, or charcoal, on
the walls of inns, churches, or railway-stations,
on mile-stones, or in the cells of prisons. The
superstitious peasant, seeing such marks on his

road, passes by on the other side, and thus the
communications of the rogues are left undis
turbed. In this way rendezvous is given, or a
successful theft is told. In prison, too, the line
of defence is prepared, the friends of the pri
soner watch for favourable opportunities, and
appear when he is brought up to swear a false
41 ib'i. False oaths, says Dr. Lallemant, are con

stantly taken by the Christians of the tribe,
but scarcely ever by the Jews. He gives a
complete account of prison communications;

whistling, singing, coughing, or praying under
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the window,——apparently on the plan adopted by
the minstrel Blondel when in search of Coeur
de~Lion; a string swung from one window to
another is the best means of conveying balls of
paper; small pieces of paper sent in dishes or
clothes; all of which tricks culminate in the
system of knocking, by which an electric tele
graph is worked as perfect as any of the means
of conveying speedy news between the nations
of Europe.
We have next an account of the methods
adopted by the German thieves, both in their
actual vocation and in the circumstances to
which it often leads. The man who is to com
mit a robbery has almost invariably an accom
plice at hand-to make a disturbance if any
diversion is necessary; to break a window by
accident, or to seize hold of the intended vic
tim and embrace him warmly, claiming him as
an old friend, while the thief operates on his
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Elements of Comparative Philology. By R. G.
Iatham, M.A. M.D. (Walton & Maberly.)
Tunas are certain prominent points of informa
tion with regard to languages which ought to
form part of the stock of knowledge of every
educated man. As it would be rare to ﬁnd in
society a person who imagined that Switzerland
was a land of dykes or Holland a land of moun
tains, so it ought to be equally rare to hear that
Norwe 'an and Danish are different languages,
or that an rian is one of the Sclavonic family.
To know t e height of a mountain or the
course of a river is not more interesting than
to know that Syrians and Egyptians and Alge
rines and Arabians all speak Arabic, or that
the language of the Tartars who conquered
Russia —-and whose humbled descendants now
go to mosque at Kazan to pray for the Tsar
is nearly identical with the language of the
pockets. Stealing from a shop, the accomplice Turks who conquered, and in our day still hold,
acts as customer, covering his ally’s proceed Constantinople.
Conrad Gesner, who took so high arank both
ings, and diverting the attention of the police
if they are called in, as well as of the shopman. in the bibliography and natural history of the
A dextrous spiriting away of the booty also sixteenth century, was apparently the ﬁrst to
belongs to the accomplice; and it happens systematize the scattered information on the
sometimes that a man who is robbed of his languages of the world. His ‘ Mithridates,’ a
watch in the theatre never misses it till it small duodecimo of the date of 1555, contains
is out in the street. Dr. Lallemant gives us an alphabetical enumeration of the diﬁ‘erent
a strange idea of the knowledge and patient nations known in that age, with an indication
study of the German thieves. There is no better of the languages they spoke, and some account
topogmpher or statistician, he says, than your of the languages themselves, including occa
rogue. The rogue knows every country, every sional specimens of the Lord's Prayer, 810.
place where he has stopped, every nook and The name of Mithridates was again used at
corner; all the legal forms adopted in each the beginning of this century for the title of the
country, the magistrates and their underlings, great work of Adelung, the most elaborate and
the prisons and the police. He goes about and complete that has yet appeared on the subject
makes investigations in the garb of a pedlar, of languages; but which, strange to say, though
or beggar, or cripple, or blind man—even as it is regarded as an indispensable work of re
commissioner or policeman; takes impressions ference by all who know it, has never yet been
of locks and keys, prepares oisoned pellets to translated into French or English. It is in the
throw to watch-dogs. He as secret hiding pages of Adelung and his continuator, Vater,
places everywhere—not a wall or ﬂoor but has that the researches of modern philologists were
some hollow place where things can be depo ﬁrst brought together, compared and analyzed;
sited; and small things, such as ﬁles or saws, and thus a vantage-ground was won for the
are hidden on his body, in the beard and hair. still more extensive researches of the last half
The success that formerly attended burglary, century.
The new work of Dr. Iatham aspires to in
and the feeble resistance opposed by locks until
Chubb came to the rescue, are detailed by Dr. corporate into a s stem the vast accumulations
Lallemant. He sketches with the same fullness of knowledge on t e subject which have accrued
an inﬁnite variety of criminals : the rogue who since the time of Adelung. Two works have
takes up his quarters for the night at an inn, preceded it in English which partly cover the
lets in his associates when everybody has re same ground; but in each the linguistic element
tired, and, after they have made a clearance, is mixed up with other matter. These are Dr.
returns quietly to bed and walks off in the Prichard’s ‘Researches on the Physical History
morning,—the rogue who'sneaks into the house of Mankind’ and the anon mous ‘Bible in
in the early mornin and takes clothes and Many Lands,‘ an account of t e translations of
boots to clean,—the ountesses who turn over the Bible into all the languages into which it
jewelry and slip it up their sleeves under the has been rendered, accompanied with a spe
very eye of the unsuspicious shopman,—the cimen and an account of each language. ‘The
drunken peasant who goes into a money Bible in Many Lands,’ being illustrated with
changer’s for some other coinage, and gets con several linguistic maps, is a most useful volume
fused in his reckoning,—the wretched exile, for philological study, though not always so
who has only one treasure left in the world, full or accurate as might be wished ; and
and must part with that for bread,—the sham the ‘Researches’ has long taken rank as one
porters, who get on carriages or into goods of the most valuable productions of recent
wagvons on the railway, and ﬂing out boxes English scholarship: but as neither of these
to their accomplices,—the receivers of stolen works furnished information on many of the
goods, with their large and ﬂourishing sho s, points touched on by Adelung, there was still
in which the show of articles honestly come by ample room for a third work on the subject,
conceals those dishonest-1y got, and in which for the production of which Dr. Latharn is
the master shows everything of the kind to the well known to combine a variety of qualiﬁca
police except the one thing they are in search tions. His works on the English language have
run through numerous editions; and the records
of. “ So many worlds, so much to do.”
Dr. Lallemant discovers a close connexion of the Philological Society and the British
between the rogues he has thus described and Association contain ample proofs that he has
the establishments at which Mr. Henley so followed with an attention very rare in England
delicately hinted in the debate on taxing clubs. the progress of discovery with regard to the
We cannot venture to follow him into the de African and American languages.
Had Dr. Latham ado ted the plan of Ade
tails he gives, but we would recommend them to
the attention of the Society for the Protection lung, and given us an nglish ‘Mithridates,’
he would, we think, have produced a more valu
of Women.
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able work than his ‘ Elements of Comparative
Philolo .’ In almost every respect in which his
p
digrs from that of Adelung, the advantage
is with the German. In the ﬁrst place, Dr. La
tham’s scale is too contracted. A single volume

does not afford sufficient space for an adequate
description of the languages of the world. The
‘ Mithridates’ occupies four octavos, usually
bound in ﬁve; and we have no doubt that
the ‘Elements’ would have been a much
better work in ﬁve volumes than in one. But,
being thus restricted as to space, Dr. Latham
might have advantageously restricted himself to
the more prominent and interesting parts of his
subject, on all of which the ublic stands much
in need of being enlightene Unluckily, there
are some excellent zoologists who, in a general
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matters, which we fail to ﬁnd elsewhere’!

To this

I answer, that such may be or may not be the case.
Let it be proven, and it is an important fact in the
history of mankind."
3
There is much to question in the philosophy
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Notes, and a Dictionary, by Rev. P. Fmst, M.A.
(Bell 6; Daldy), which is a great improvement in
several respects upon previous editions of Dalzel’s

work.

To supersede the use of a Delectns, Mr.

Frost has preﬁxed about twenty pages of short
of this passage: in which Dr. Latham seems to sentences; but we think they are hardly suﬁicient
assume that a certain difference is observable in quantity to qualify a boy of average ability for
in every language within the space of two reading the extracts from Greek authors which
centuries, and another within the space of form the body of the work. Other improvements
upon Dalzel are, the curtailment of the prose
twenty, while, on the contrary, it is generally extracts
from zEsop, the omission of the anecdote
admitted that no rule whatever can be laid of Scholasticus, the re-arrangement of those from
down with safety on the subject. The Greek Palaephatus and Plutarch, the diminution of those
language changed less in the two thousand from Lucian, and the insertion of some easy ones

years preceding King Otho than the Latin in from Xenophon‘s Anabasis, with some portions of
the two hundred years precedin Cicero; and the Fables of Babrius, from Sir Cornewall Lewis’s
ﬁve hundred years before King tho the Latin edition. The notes are numerous and very much
of Cicero had changed into the Italian of to the purpose, containing exactly the kind of
that is wanted, in the right quantit ,
view of zoology, would be tempted to give as Petrarch. The Modern Greek of our contem information
and expressed with unmistakeable distinctness. lf
much spaceand attach as much importancetothe poraries is, moreover, much closer to the Greek Mr. Frost will only double the quantity of intro
Ornitlwrh ynchus parmioacm or a Brazilian beetle of Solon’s time than was the language of a ductory matter in a future edition, he will leave
as to the horse or the elephant. Dr. Latham’s century ago. A page of the Pandora, the nothing more to be desired in his work as a ﬁrst
researches have led him so much towards the leading magazine of the real modern Athens, Greek reading-book.
study of vocabularies of the “languages of the hardly differs in its vocabulary from a pa e of
Dr. Pick, whose lectures on Memory have excited
Gaboon,” of “Bonny and its dialects,” of “the Plato. To revert, however, to the case in and some attention, has published a practical applica
Begharmi,” &c., that he appears to overlook that —Chinese. Where does Dr. Latham ﬁnd that tion of his principles, in A New Method of Studying
the unwritten dialects of negroes are not quite the difference between the modern idiom of Foreign Languages (Triibner), which, tho ugh marked
so im ortant in a general point of view as Greek Pekin and the language of the ancient Chinese by some good features, can hardly be considered
and
tin or Sanscrit and Chinese. Again, classics is so slight as he assumes’! Abel Remu very new. It proceeds upon the sound but familiar
while Adelung occupies himself very consider sat divides his grammar of Chinese into two principle of aiding the memory by turning to ac
count the laws which regulate the association of
ablyin explaining the structure of the different parts, one of the old language and the other of ideas. The pupil is called upon to connect French
languages he treats of, Dr. Latham hardly gives the new. Bazin, the eminent lecturer on Chinese words with cognate English or Latin ones, and’
any attention to this branch of the science, the at Paris, professed to lecture on the modern when there is no natural connexion between words,
most interesting portion of hilology, in most language only, as distin ished from the old. to conﬁne his attention to only two at a time. Dr.
cases, both to philologists t emselves and to In China itself the wor s of Confucius have Pick’s method of beginning translation without
the world in general. A terse and lucid account been accompanied for centuries by commen grammatical knowledge we cannot think good; nor
of the grammatical structure of such marvel taries to explain the obscure assages and the are we quite satisﬁed that his mode of teaching the
lously contrasted languages as Chinese and obsolete terms. In short, Dr. atham will ﬁnd genders of French nouns is the best. His explana
Sanscrit could hardly fail to arrest the attention himself at issue on the facts of the case with tions of the etymology of words are useful, butv
only just what every good teacher would give.—.4
and improve the mind of any one not absolutely every Chinese scholar.
With these drawbacks, the ‘Elements of New Practical and Easy Method of Lraruingthe
destitute of intelligent curiosity or common
French Language, by F. Ahn, PhD. : Third
colnli‘prehension. Dr. Latham almost invariably Comparative Philology’ is still a valuable Course, Author's Edition, containing a French
co use his attention to the vocabulary of a work. Scores of vocabularies which have been Reader, with Nola and Vocabulary, by H. W.
language, passing over its grammar, and often given to'the world in‘ foreign and provincial Ehrlich (Triibner), is a useful collection of French
presents us with a list of words without any journals, in Transactions of learned Societies, extracts, with notes and a vocabulary of the words;
indication as to their peculiarities, their affin in isolated narratives of travellers, &c., are for but what Dr. Ahn has done towards its composi
the ﬁrst time brought together in this volume. tion does not appear.—M. Massé, the professor of
ities or their origin.
Gram-V
Too often, also, he seems to imagine that the The book contains so large an amount of in French in Dulwich College, has pre
most interesting point in regard to a language formation which is not to be met with in com matulogie Franyaise; a. Series of ﬁfty Introductory
is a knowledge of the names by which it is bination elsewhere, and the want which it aims Examination Papers (D. Nutt), which maybe
called. In many portions, indeed, the volume at supplying is so urgently felt, that it must used with advantage by those who are reparmg
ammr
is so abundant 1n ethnological rather than take its lace on the shelves of every well for any of the Military or Civil Service
at which a knowledge of French is requued.
philological information, that the title of “ Ele furnished ibrary, to awaitanew edition, in which tions
——M. A. Havet’s Grammar of French Grammars,
ments of Ethnology” might be suggested as the author may, we hope, have more s ace and on an Entirely New Plan, the Complete French
take
more
time
to
do
justice
to
himse
and
to
more appropriate than that which it bears.
Class-book (Simpkin & (10.), is far too complete to
Even where Dr. Latham enters at more length the subject. May we suggest to him that in be useful, as will be evident when we inform the
that
new
edition
he
should
et
rid
of
a
few
of
into some branches of his all-embracing theme,
reader that it contains “a French reader, with
we fail to ﬁnd that he has made himself master his favourite phrases whic are perpetually questions and notes, lists of words and phrases in’
recurring,
such
as
“so
nomine,"
“
there
or
there
daily use, a grammar exhibiting a comparison
of points in which he speaks with a tone of
conﬁdent scepticism. The following are some abouts,” &c., and that he should pay more between the two languages, French lessons on all‘
attention to the correction of the press? In the idioms and peculiarities, progressive exercises
of his observations on Chinese:
“Those who believe in the great age of the a volume comprising such an immense number upon all the rules and remarks, selections from
earliest Chinese literature-e. 5]., those who not of foreign words, correctness of printing is espe— English authors to be translated into French, and
only believe that the works of Confucius (for in cially important; and it can only be attained, a dictionary of 10,000 words and numerous
stance) have come down to us, but that Confucius under such circumstances, by care on the idioma.”—There are several improvements in An
lived somewhere between the times of Archilochus part of the author. The volume is beautifully Atlas of Modern Geography, by S. Butler, DD.
and )Eschylus, reasonably expect that, as the printed, and, so far as the English goes, with edited by the Author’s Son (Longman). New maps
Greek of the days of Solon differs from the Greek great correctness.
of the reign of King Otho, the Chinese shall do the

have been added, the old ones corrected according
to the present state of geographical knowledge,

same, not perhaps to the same extent, but still to

and, last not least, the price of the whole has been’
reduced. The execution of the maps does Mr

SCHOOL BOOK 8.

some extent—-to an extent suﬂicient to enable us

to talk about the stages of the language, and to
compare the old Chinese with the middle, and the
middle with the modern. Something, too, they
may reasonably expect illustrative of the history
and development of the language; although, from
the fact of the present Chinese being in an early
stage of development, not very much. Little, how
ever, of all this will they actually ﬁnd. The differ

Theocritus,

recensuit et

Brevi

Annotations

Weller great honour; he has combined distinctneﬂ

instruxit F. A. Paley, M.A. (Bell a Dndy), is the with fullness most successfully: the mountains and‘
title of an excellent edition of Theocritus, with

rivers
value are
u remarkably
11 Geography
clean-“$620
Claui
: not
a get
'yvmlkf
a
1*

brief Latin notes, adapted for young students, but
not unsuitable for advanced scholars, being
critical as well as exegetical. Theocritus, as being
one of the most difﬁcult of the Greek poets, needs

Manual 8;} Mathematical, Physical and Poldwﬂl
Geography, by E. Adams, F.R.G.S. (Chapman k
graphy
Hall). are
Thegenerally,
author says,
it is “Schoolbooks
too well known,
on either

explanation, and Mr. Paley, though anxious for
ence between the Mandarin of to-day and the oldest brevity, has not knowingly passed over any passage too bulky, costly and abstruse to be put into the
classical Chinese is (roughly speaking) the difference likely to give trouble. His present work, like all hands of those for whose use they, as school ms

of two centuries rather than two millenniums
his editions of the classics, bears the stamp of able nuals, are more particularly designed; or, are too
assuming, of course, anything like an ordinary rate editorship and practical utility strongly impressed crowded with dry details to interest, and, conse
of change. But is there not in China an amount upon it.—The same is true of Analecla. G-rwco. quently, to make a. favourable impression on the
of unchanging immobility in language as in other Minora, with Introductory Sentences, English memory of the learner.” We do not know a geo
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phy more deserving of such a description than
. Adams’s work, which is too crowded with

tables of names, ﬁgures and details to serve any
other pu so than a book of occasional reference.
A large proportion of the information it contains
is more curious than useful, and the tabular ar
rangement is by no means attractive.
The Standard Arithmetic. Part I. By E. L.
Jones. (Manchester, Heywood.)—A collection of
questions, price one penny. Those who have it

would gladly pay twopence more for a Key, which
no doubt they are to get.

The First Book of Practical Examples in Arith
metic. By A. Seaton. (Virtue Brothers.)—Many
examples, with a. Key.
The Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of
Mathematics. No. V. Vol. II. (Macmillan &. Co.)
—Very good, but not very elementary. The title
says it is “supported by junior students of mathe
matics.” If this mean that it is bought by junior
students, we are happy to hear that the juniors
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Life in Nature.

649

By James Hinton.

(Smith, to seek their subjects in ancient mythology, and
thus mechanically to reproduce what they called,
lative turn of mind; and for those who take an and what is now absurdly called, classical sculpture.
interest in the higher questions which recent dis The touching religious compositions that were
coveries in the natural sciences lead to will be indebted for what they had ofbeauty and effectiveness
found an amusing and instructive guide.
The to the true sentiment that called them forth,
great question of all questions-what is life ?—is albeit the Art in them was imperfect,—were now
‘here attacked, and answered with a vigour and superseded by the efforts of the artists to provide
completeness which, if they do not obtain assent, these pseudo-classical designs, and, instead of
at least command admiration. Mr. Hinton is fully Christian religious representation, the heathen
alive to the great inquiries started by Edwards, Pantheon, with Mercury, Bacchus, Apollo and
and successfully followed up by Matteucci, Grove, other obsolete personages, afforded the subjects in
Tyndall, Carpenter and others, by which it has which all interest was centred.” It is worthy of
been shown that the forces active in the animal note that a Professor of Sculpture to the Royal

Elder 8r Co.)—Mr. Hinton is essentially of a specu

body are correlative with the physical forces of the Academy should utter at a. seat of classical study
material world. But whilst recognizing the great sentiments such as these. Less than twenty years
fact, that human life is dependent on physical ago he would have been stoned for putting them
forces, Mr. Hinton sees lying behind all a spiritual in this open form undisguised by platitudes and‘
substratum, in which he discerns a higher life for apologies such as would have betrayed their truth,
man, and endeavours to show that all material and

their earnestness and force.

A Glimpse of the World. By the Author of
physical force are dependent upon this spiritual
are ﬁt for such reading. But if it mean that the existence. Whilst it would be impossible to say ‘ Amy Herbert.’ (Longrnan k Co.)—The world of
which a glimpse is given in this commendable tale
for girls is the world of domestic cares, trials and
earnestly recommend his book to thoughtful affections. The interest of the narrative depends
name. Only a small number of the contributions students. His writings are eminently suggestive; less upon plot and incident than on delineation of
are fit for junior students.
and nothing perhaps is a better corrective of the character. Myra and Rosamond are excellent t
Exercises in Euclid and in Modern Geometry. self-sufficiency engendered by limited views of of two widely different sorts of girlhood. Dr.
By J. M‘Dowell. (Bell dz Daldy.)—This is a good natural facts than works like the present, which Kingsbury’s goodness fails to produce a due effect‘
collection of examples of the modern methods, give a glimpse of vast ﬁelds of untrodden truth for on the reader because it is burdened with physical
which are coming very much into fashion. Legendre future observation.
inﬁrmity and mental decay; but Mrs. Patty is‘
faultless. ‘A Glimpse of the \Vorld' is a good book
said of the theory of numbers that it becomes an
for the play-room, butit is far too long.
exclusive pursuit and a passion with those who
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
take to it from predilection. The same may be said
A Yachting Cruise in the Baltic. By S. R.
contributors are junior students, we demur. The
papers are not at all the work of juniors, and Mr.
Cayley and Mr. Blissard, 510., have outgrown the

that Mr. Hinton has made out his case, or that we
agree with him in his conclusion, we do most

of poles and polars, anharmonics, involutions,

A Lecture on Sculpture, delivered in the Town Graves, Commodore of the Royal Mersey Yacht

radical arcs, 810. Young students will do well to
remember that there are other parts of mathe

Hall, Cambridge, before the Cambridge School of Club. (Longmank Co.)—This record of a ten weeks’

Art. By R. Westmacott, R.A. (Cambridge, Deigh cruisc, made during the summer of 1862, would
matics. But we recommend Mr. M‘Dowoll‘s book ton & Co. ; London, Bell 8t Daldy.)—\Ve do not have been a better book had editorial revision cut
in its place and for its subject.
remember to have met with a more succinct and out certain digrcssions and condensed the entire
Arithmetical Examples for Military and Civil
Service Students: being a complete Treatise of
Arithmetic. By W. A. Browne, LL.D. (Mair.)—
A large book of arithmetic, with examples taken
out of examination-papers.

MEDICAL 130038.

sensible sketch of the history of sculpture or a narrative; but the volume, though it is far from

clearer deﬁnition of the real nature and purposes faultless, will be perused with pleasure by the bro
of that art than these by Prof. Wcstmacott. It is
noteworthy that the authorkeeps in view throughout
his task the main point, so vital to any intellectual
or man-worthy pursuit, that above all things the
art is, and always was, valueless unless it had a

ther ymchtsmen to whom it is dedicated. Some of

the engravings with which it is embellished have
considerable merit.

Yorkshire Tales and Legends. By “Heather Bell.”

(Hall St Co.)—“Heather Bell”isa buoyant, cheery
motive such as would enlist the earnest feelings fellow, whose benevolent heart and weak head
and full mental powers of one pursuing it. After have produced a volume of spasmodic sentimen
explaining what is the true character of the ordinary tality for which ridicule may be tempered with
modern sculpture, giving it, to our minds, too high kindly feeling. “Oh, what a pleasant life a bird
merit of “ a great amount of executive power,” he must leadl" he says. “Yet after all it is no use
justly, but with hardly earnest enough condemna a human spirit wishing itself a bird; only keep

A Treatise on the Physiological Anatomy of the
Lungs. ByJames NewtonHeale,M.D. (Churchill.)
—The author of this work has peculiar views of
the functions of the blood and lungs. He says,
“Vitality is a galvanic force existing exactly
during the time and just so long and in pro
portion as the animal breathes, and not one tion, pronounces against unintelligent tricks of within the limits inﬁnite wisdom has marked out
instant longer. Its eﬂicacy depends upon an un carvers who have captured popular and ignorant for it, then whatever scenes it may have to pass
interrupted circuit being established through the fancies by their imitations of trivial facts,—things through, earth is full of beauty, life is full of blessing,
whole of the living blood; and this is the true unworthy of Art. Prime amongst these, and its and its birthright is more valuable than the whole
import of the mechanical circulation of the blood; publication a circumstanpe calling for an expression material universe.” The birthright thus mentioned
the meaning of the words ‘living blood’ is comprised of the deepest regret, as sanctioned by a body pro is not life's birthright, as a reader strictly ob
in this fact." This work is, however, devoted to fessing to have at heart the interest of Art, is a servant of grammatical rules might infer, but the
an examination of the structure of the lungs, which certain example, poor in itself, but more objection birthright of the "human spirit" that has relin
are the organs of breathing, and consequently the able as executed in direct contempt of the laws of quished its foolish-ambition to become a bird. On
most important in the production of the galvanisrn sculpture which are based on commonsense. This the virtues and powers of hope, “ Heather Bell" in
by which we live. It is much more pleasant to is the so-called ‘Veiled Vestal,’ reproduced in a later chapter, once again displays a yearning to
follow Dr. Heale in his attempts to unravel the Parian or some such cheap material, by the Crystal quit dull earth. “Visited by hope,” he assures
wonderful structure of the lungs than in his angry Palace Art-Union. Nothing can defeat the hopes his readers, "the prisoner snaps his gyves and
ravings about galvanism as the source of life. The or lead to more was% of the efforts of all Art springs from his dungeon into the fresh, free air
work is illustrated with good woodcuts, and is teachers than the popularizing of this meretri of heaven,—the down-trodden patriot draws his
cious and unworthy gewgaw. That Mr. Westma ﬂashing claymore with the arm of a giant, and
worth the attention of the anatomist.
Familiar Letters on the Diseases of Children. cott has given thorough attention to his subject, leaps from crsg to crag in the mountain fast
By James Brown Harrison, M.D. (Churchill.)
and made himself competent as a teacher by nesses of his dear native land with the deter
When a man has been in practice a good many other claims than those of technical and practical mined mien of a conqueror, and crushes the tyrant
years, he feels that he can rely on his experience, knowledge of his art, may be learnt from the invader under his iron heel,—-the down-borne in

and is anxious to communicate the results to others. following passage, which conveys information that life's mighty conﬂict rises and scales the lofticst
Yet, strange as it may appear, such experience
has, in nine cases out of ten, no value. The fact
is, unless medical experience is thrown into a scien
tiﬁc form it is of no value. Unless you can count
cases and symptoms and treatment, and compare
one set of cases with another, the experience is

deserves to be spread on his authority :-—“ It is a hill of difficulties, making the mountain echo with

fact worth remarking, how rapidly the character his inspiring cry ‘excelsior,’ and the afflicted
of religious art, and especially sculpture, deterio

either springs back to life from the very verge of

rat-ed after the revival of classical literature in the the tomb or boldly confronts death, and following
sixteenth century, in those countries where, up to the beckoning form of hope rushes through its
this time, it had been making such satisfactory gloom and emerges into the serene light, and among
nothing more than an opinion,—it may be a sound progress. It might reasonably be supposed that, the glowing scenes of another and better life." After
one,—but in the way in which medicalmen get their having so much that was sound and valuable in calm reﬂection does “Heather Bell” mean all this ?
experience, it is generally unsound. Louis, the great sentiment, it only required an acquaintance with Can he mention a single prisoner who was enabled
French physician, said that nearly every opinion he
formed of results without counting was opposed to
the real facts, which came out by the latter process.
Hence the valuelessness of books like this by Dr.
Harrison. It is interesting as recording the expe
rience of an old practitioner, but no contribution

to scientiﬁc medicine at all.

the examples of the best ancient sculpture to enable to “snap his gyves and spring from his dungeon
the artists to reach the highest material and tech like a bird into the fresh, free air of heaven” by the
nical perfection. Unfortunately, it was not so. action of hope within his breast‘l Does hope furnish
Instead of using the ﬁne monuments of antiquity down-trodden patriots with iron heels for the espe
of humiliating tyrant invaders? Has
as guides to elevate the ty
of form and style of cial pu
treatment, the culptors ell into the fashion of " Heather Bell" ever seen an enthusiastic champion
the age, and began to imitate or adopt Greek ideas, of national liberty “leaping from crag to crag in
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the mountain fastnesses of his dear native land”'l relations of one portion of the subject to another
How does a distinguished representative of the

are so satisfactorily shown, and, above all, the bear

qualities which made Tell a hero and Blondin a ings of the allied sciences to physical geography are
rope-dancer proceed when he performs such brought out with so much precision, that every
astounding feats of agility’! Does he use leaping reader will feel that diﬂ‘iculties have been removed
bar or alpen-stockl Are his shoes spikedl Does and the path of study smoothed before him. With
he wear spangles on his jacket? Lastly, does he,

those opinions, it is our pleasant duty to recommend

in simple, sober truth, retain “ the determined this ‘ Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geogra
mien of a conqueror " when he is in the very act of phy’ to all who are in any way interested in the
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Lamb's It Isn't Right or Prank Johnson's Bacon, cr. 81o. ll. :1.
Llewcllyn‘s lArthurv ‘llhe Real and Ideal, Poems, med. Evo. 5,’ cl.
Longmnn‘s Lectures on the History of England, VoL l, Bro. 151:1.

London Scenes and London I'eople post em. mu.
Mncleod‘s The Old Lieutenant and his Son, chenp edit. or. Bro. 8/6
Massey's History-of England during the R '
of (beam Ill. w
Mnurlce's The C rms o the Bible and oft-3c ence, or. live. ('6 cl.
Mogrldae‘s Domestic Addresses and 8cm of Experience, cr. 8vo.1j6
hloreton'n Life and Work in Surround nd, cr. svo. 5H5 cl.
Moulc‘s llcpe tutnlnst Ho .(‘nse of the Convict Preedymns‘voJ/d
{\jyew Testament and the 'cuhtruch, h a layman. limo. 1s oL
l\_rveu‘| Thoughts on the Kin dom of lod, 3rd edit. to. svo. incl.
horton‘l Lost and Saved, ll vo a. post Bra. 8118 cl.
Puget‘! Teacher‘: Crown. and Minor Cadencsqcr. Bvo. 8J6 cl.
l’epys's \\ rutinu through the “'eary Dny, 2nd edit. lsmo. ll Iwd.
l’rencher's l’ortthlio. :50 Outlines of Sermons. 8rd edit. to. m 8H
l'onton‘s )lnwrial Universe. its vastness and Durahillty,¢r.8m8l
Robertson 1R". James D.l).', Life of, by Chsrtcrls, Eve. 1016 cl.
Robinson‘! New Family Herbal. 18ml). 2/8 01.
Royal Blue Book Fashionable Directory, April 183, roy. 18am. 5,’
Shakespeare (ﬁchooll, by Bowdler or. Bvo. 6/6 cl.

springingoveraprecipice'l If “Heather Bell" should external conditions of the globe which we inhabit.
again take pen in hand, he would do well studiously
Our list of Translations includes The Horses of
to avoid ﬁne writing. Let him bear in mind his the Sahara and the Manners of the Desert, by E.
own words, “it is no use a human spirit wishing Daumas, translated from the French by James
Stuart's The Three )1
s new edit. or. am. 6: cl.
itself a bird.”
Hutton (Allen dz Co.),—Pr'ct-urea of German Life Thnckerny‘n lrish Hketc —llook. an edit. or. am. 5" In;
The Metric System of Weights and Measures. By in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, by Herr Thompson's Christian Theism, new edit. 8'0. 10/6 cl.
Thornton‘s Lite of Moses, a Course of Lectures, fc. Bvo. 3ft c1.
Leone Levi, Esq. Reprinted from The Exchange. Freytag, Translated by Mrs. Malcolm (Chapman & Tytlcr's
l'u rn for Thoughtful Girls. 4th edit. cr. Bro. 6/ cl.
—A tract in advocacy of the Report of the Com Hall),-Gudrun: a Story ofthe North Sea, from the \\_nlforrl'l Mrillrng Baronctaac for 1883, strno. 1] cl.
\\ alford‘s Shilling [louse of Commons for ress, llimo. ll CL
mittee. As soon as the Parliamentary leaders Medizeval German (Edmonstcn ht Douglas)——Thc “’altord's Shilling Knish
for I563, 32mm 1! cl.
Shilling Peerage or 1153. limo. 1/ cl.
attempt to persuade the House to act upon the Odes and Carmen Secular-e of Horace, translated \l'ultord‘s
“'esthnll's Modern Method of Training, lllmo. 1.1 cl.
\Yhsrwn‘s
b'olulionl
of
every
Class
of Lnmples in Als'ebrmﬂﬂcl.
Report, we shall take up the subject.
into English verse by John Conington (Bell & What is Fulth't Regly to Dr. Ilnvlcr"!
l'hullenae to Dr. COltM,6/'
The London Union-city Calendar, 1863. (Taylor Daldy),-My Escape from, Siberia, by Ruﬁn Pio White's
History of cluster and ltutluud, ‘.‘nd edit. Five. 21 bd.
“ ickes‘l Moss or the Zulu? Reply to Itp_ (Jolenso‘s Work 810.5/
& Francis.)—This explains itself.
trowski, translated by E. S. (Routledge),—and “'inscom‘u l Belles-nor A tles'l'n'cll Explained to Children, L-‘6
The Lalo Professorship; and the Claims of the Commentary on the Merchant of Venice, by Francois Wright's Seven Kings of ome, an! edit. to. 8V0. 8! (1L
School of Law and Modern- History. A Letter to Victor Hugo, translated by E. L. Samuel (Chap
vthe Rev. the Vice Chancellor. By J. P. Tweed, man 8!. Hall).—Among the miscellaneous works on
THE STATE PAPERS.
M.A. (J. H. 6:. J. Parker.)-The writer of this our table, we have Vol. XV. of D: Quinccy's Works
THE Twenty-Fourth Annual Report of Mr.
letter is a member of the Convocation, to whose (Black),-The Shilling Guide to the London Chari

charge Dr. Viner entrusted the management of ties, by Herbert Fry (Hardwicke),-A Handbook Hardy, the Deputy-Keeper of the Public Records,
the Professorship founded by him, and is troubled in to the Modern Provencal Language spoken in the has been presented by Her Majesty to both Houses
his conscience at the state of inefiiciency to which,

as he alleges, the Vinerian foundation has fallen.
The Vinerian Statutes underwent alterations (or
mutilations, according to Mr Tweed) in the years
1809 and 1853 ; and it is alleged that, as they now
stand, they are not carried out, in spirit at least,
by the present Professor. By way of remedy, the
writer suggests in the ﬁrst place, a declarator
statute, which shall secure that the lectures, which
are required to be in “ full term." shall be delivered

when the University is really full, instead of part
being delivered after Commemoration. In the next

South of France, Piedmont, dc, by J. Duncan
Craig (J. R. Smith),-Bibliograﬁa dei Lavori pub
blicati in Gcrmania sulla Storia d ’ Italia, di
Alfredo Reumnnt (Williams to Norgatc),——On the
Historical Antiquity of the People of Egypt, their
Vulgar Kalendar and Epoch of its Introduction,
by Johannes von Gumpach (Dulau &. Co.),—HaIf
Hours with our Sacred Poets, edited, with Biogra
phical Sketches, by A. H. Grant (Iiogg 8:, Sons),—

of Parliament. This Report is unusually long, able
and important, especially on the points which con
cern literature and men of letters. \Ve shall give,
in a condensed form, the material facts.
During the year 1862, the literary inquirers who

availed themselves of the privilege of using the
Records without payment of fees attended 2,448

times, and consulted 11,037 documents, exclusive
of Calendars, Indexes, 810. The total number of
Hints on the Formation of Local Museuma, dc, by inquirers in the years 1852 to 1862 has been 1,234,
the Treasurer of the Wimbledon Museum Commit who attended 15,571 times, and consulted 115,783
tee (Hardwicke),-Sands‘r Com mcrtial and General documents, exclusive of Calendars and Indexes.
Sydney Directory-Sands and M‘Dougall’s Mel From a list of the subjects for which the Records
bournc Directory-—The Case of the Crown In Re have been used in literary inquiries during the‘
the Wigtown Martyrs proved to be Myths versus year 1862, the following details may be taken, as
Woodrow and Lord Macaulay,-—Patriclr the Pedlar exhibiting the wide range of our research :—Life
and Principal Tulloch, by Mark Napier (Hamil of Sir Philip Sidnsy,-—History of the Perrott
ton),—Dm'onia's Epithalamium; or, the Marriage Family,—Tracings of Ancient Maps of Ireland,—

place, he would amalgamate the two professorships
of Common and Civil Law. The subject is one of
much importance to legal education, and demands
the careful consideration of Convocation. This
letter involves charges against the present Profes
sor, as to the spirit in which he has undertaken
the performance of the duties of his oﬂice, and it of the Prince of Wales (Freeman).-Everybody's

is not proper to enter upon the further considera

History of Hampton Family,-To inspect Corre
New Guide to the Isle of Man, by \V. F. Peacock spondence between England and the Low Coun

tion of this subject on a mere at parts statement.
Introductory Text-Book of Physical Geography.

(Simpkin),-—Orvina: a Tragedy, in Three Acts
(Auckland, Chapman),—Anglicania ; or, EngIu/nd's
By David Page. (Blackwood 8t Sons.)—The success Mission to the Celt, by J. Birmingham (Richardson),

tries during the Sixteenth Century,—To collect

Materials illustrative of the Memoirs of Jane
Dormer, Duchess of Feria, wife of the Spanish

which has attended the Text-Books of Geology —Philo‘Socrates, Part VI., by \V. Ellis (Smith, Ambassador in London, Henry the Eighth to
has, without doubt, induced Mr. Page to publish Elder 8r. Co.),—-‘The Antiquity of i’llcm,~ an Exami Elizabeth, and to take Impressions of Seals,—His~
the present volume. This text-book is intended to nation of Sir Charla Lyell‘s Recent Work, by S. R. tory of Anglesey and Beaumaris,-To inspect the
convey in a simple
leading fzwts of the
Physical Geography
importance, of almost

but systematic manner the
science to which it relates.
is a science of the highest
unlimited range, and embrac

Pattison (Reeve 82 Co.), — Mayer's Australian
Builder's Price Book (Melbourne, Sands 8t M‘Dou
gall),—No. I. of Narrative of the Christian Church
at Home and Abroad (Strahan dz Co.l,—No. I. of
ing, as the means for the interpretation of the varied Old Pricc’a Rcmains, by J. Price (Virtue & Co.),—
phenomena which it contemplates, nearly every Cragrtonc Cottage; or, Life in the Country, (Seeley),
other science. Physical geography can scarcely be —The Two Jama‘a (Phipps),—0eorg¢ Harrington,

Minutes of Council and Assembly, and the Laws
of New York,—History of Willesden,—-To inspect
Papers of Commissioners for Building Churchu,
Anne,—l'listory of Families connected with Sunex,
—History of Gunpowder and Artillery, -—To search

said to take the position of an independent science by David Macrae (Houlston & Wright),-Bcsry's
in any of our schools. All that relates to the ﬁgure, Money: a Tale, by the Author of ‘Mary Powell‘
size and motion of the earth is taught by astronomy. (Hall & Co.),—and Vol. I. of Hedda'wick's Miscel
Geology lends its aid in teaching the structure and lany.

Archbishop Ussher and Bishop Bedell,—Researchu

order observed in the rocky surface of our globe.

Meteorology deals with all the phenomena asso
ciated with the conditions of climate. Physics
generally instructs us on the influences of the
forces, heat, electricity, &c., in producing the great
phenomena of nature; while chemistry and physio
ogy lend important aid in dealing with the nature,
growth and dispersion of plants and animals.
Though drawing in this manner from other sciences,
it by no means follows that the student of physical

geography should be deeply read in astronomy,
geology or meteorology. It is, however, important
that he should be acquainted with the connexion
and interbearings of these sciences, and be capable
of appreciating the importance of their deductions
so far as they relate to his own immediate study.

LIST 0]‘ NEW BOOK!
Almnder'l Incidsnts of the Maori War, in 1960 ~61. post are. 10/0
Andersen's The Improv'lmtorc. or Life in Italy, to. Bro. 2/ bds.
Ansted's Great Stone-Book of Nature, to. live. 5,’ cl.
Barnes‘s Poems of Rural Life, Dorset Dialect, and Coll. 2nd ed. Bl
Bell's lllst. of Fcudallsrn, llrit. h Conrinentul,n.cd. by EdmondsJS/ti
Blble,'l‘hc l-loly,'l‘rnus. outofOri nnl ban laemby R. YouugJl/
Book of Common Prayer in the nler in w ich itis Used, 321m). 1/
Boyle's Inspiration 0 the Book of Drmlel. Bro. H/ cl.
Brnce‘s Dmth on the Pale Horse. 7nd edit. to. Bvo. 3/6 01.
Br'ydic‘s (Mn Tableau from Geolo , Sketches and other Poems, 5,’
Clarke's Charlie Thornhill, orthc once of the Family, svols. 31/6
Cox's The Institutions of the Bullish Government, No.24] cl.
Dove on the Cross, new edit. to. 8m. 2m cl.
Dumas‘ Paris Life at Twenty. to. 8'0. 9! Ms.
Edln burgh Uulversit Calendar for the Years ‘ABE-64. 12rno. 2;‘ “1..
English‘: Mun Consl cred in respect of Freedom, llcpendrncmkc. ‘.2,’

for the Decrees and Orders of Speaker Lenthall,—
History of the Manners of the Welsh-Lives of
respecting the Act of Uniformity, 1662,—History

of the Town and Priory of Royston,—History of
the Milbourn Family,—To transcribe Papers r9
lating to Hungary,-History ol' Nugent Family,
—To see the Grant of an Almshouse at Layer
Marney, Essex, to William Tipper and Robert
Dawe, by Letters Patent, 34 Elizabeth,-History
of the Parish of Fincham, Norfolk,-—lnquiries

respecting the Legal History of England,—Livﬂ
of the Lord Mayors,—Life of the Bishop of Exeter,

—History of the Navy,—-History of the Parish
of Stow-on-the-Wold, Glouceetershiru.-——History of
Lincolnshire Families,-—lllustration of the History

of English Cathedrals,-Researches relating to the
Rectory of Birmingham and its Vicinity-Early

Evans's (lots Ray. J. Hnrrinaton) Sermons, edit. by his Widow, 5/

History of Barbados,—Researches relating tothe

Farm Homcstcsds of England. Part 1 imp. 4m. 5, swd.

Flight of the Earls of Tyrone and Tirconnell; and

Feed or ~Lambs, new edit lﬁmo. as cl.
Pg

1‘ dis, The, a Poem in Three Cantos, fc. Bvo. 2/6 cl.

Frsc cl s The‘Engllsh Constitution, Trnnsv by Shoe, svo. 14(01
Funeml Services on the Death of Rev. W. Frock. cr. Hvo. ﬂ/ﬁ

to the Roman Catholic Bishops of Ireland. Elisa
beth and James the First,—To take a Pencil Sketch

The author of this ‘ Introductory Text-Book ’ has Fuller on Diseases of the Heart and Great \'essels.BVO. 7 6 ol.
of the Seal attached to the Surrender of Coggeshall
Gmvcs'sﬂtudlss in Physiology and Medicinal-d. hiSto cs 14‘ cl.
produced a work which cannot fail to be useful to Gmy
s bow and Complete Set of Postnge-Htsrnp A] um Titles. 1m Abbey,—History of the City and County of Cork,
Greenwood‘! Curiosities of Savage Life, are, 7/6 o1.
all who are entering on the study of physical geo Grosart's
—Literary Purposes connected with the Purishm
Small Sins, 2nd edit. my. 'lﬁmo. 1'“ cl.
Eaphy.

We believe, indeed, that many will be

duced to enter on this study from a perusal of this
little work. The divisions of the object are so
clearly deﬁned, the explanations are so lucid, the

Hamilton's A Morning beside the Lake of Galilee, new edit. 1,-‘6 cl.
lluughton's Outlines of a New Theory of Muscular Action, 1J6 cl.
Hearth and Home, to. svo. 1K6 cl.
Household Nam
lo. Bvo. l/ bds.

Household Prov

of Manchester and Prestwich,-—-Particulars re
lating to the River Humber and Places on its
Banks,—History of Sidney Young‘s Family,——~

for Women, to. Bro. 1/ hds.

hochler‘s Dictionary of the German and English Lsnguages,9/ cL

Parochial Histories of Wilts,—To collect Materials
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for a History of the Baronage,—-History of the
Militia,-—Hist0ry of Commerce and Navigation
at Bordeaux,-—Researches relating to Shakspeare,
and other Historical Purposes-New Edition of

White's Natural History of Selbourne,-—History of
the Channel Islands and Dependencies,—History
of Crediton and Portion of Devonshire,—History

of Northumberland,-—History of the Parish of
Ash, Kent; and other Historical Purposes,-Life
of Sir James Graham,—Rescarches into Military
History,—History of the Baptists,—To examine

Letters of Bishop Hall, —History of Birmingham,
—History of the Oﬂice of Lord Great Chamber
lain,--History of the Long Family,—~History of
the Family of Amhurst,-History of Lace,—His
tory of lllonmouthshire,—1nternal Defence and
the Volunteer Force.
On the subject of the Calendars now in progress
of publication, the Report speaks at great length:
“ As many of the documents in the custody of
the Master of the Rolls relate to personal rights
and private property, it is most important, for the
due administration of justice, that these Records
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have restricted himself to so speciﬁc a purpose, the
question will still arise, what principle of selection
ought to be pursued‘? Any plan would have been
subject to the greatest perplexity. All classes of
students, even those for whom the selection was
made, would naturally conclude that something
had been excluded which it would be most impor
tant for them to know, and this would have created
great public dissatisfaction; not without reason;
for documents considered worthless by one set of
inquirers are often of the utmost importance to
others. Great questions of history and law turn
upon points which an inexperienced inquirer, or
one not interested in the subject, would condemn
as worthless. No individual, no committee of his
torians, can determine beforehand what ought to

cost to the collector throw light upon the present
p0 sition of painters as compared with that erst
held by them. The selection of these examples
was as perfect in judgment as the result was wise
and fortunate; people must not rush into picture

buying in expectation of like results, unless they
can bring like qualities to bear upon the task.
Some of the prices were exceptional; but those of
the Turners, for example, illustrate the pro
of public opinion on noble works of Art. The

purchasers‘ names of each item we have before
stated; the original price given by Mr. Bicknell
appears below in parenthesis, followed by the price

which they brought in the sale. No picture, and
scarcely even a drawing, in the whole collection of

nearly 500 works, but obtained a higher price than
be rejected and what retained. The same document it cost.

which a student at one time considers trivial, at
another stage of his inquiry becomes important.
The safest, and indeed the only satisfactory, plan is
that adopted by direction of the Master of the Rolls,
viz., to calendar every document, in proportion to its

Mr. E. M. Ward, The Dead Ass, 1834,
(cost 51. 17s. 6d.), 331. 14s.—Mr. J. Stark, Eton

Meadows(l01.), 271. 6a.—The eight Stothards, Illus
trations to Boccaccio (1001.), 2971. 5s.—Mr. S. B.
Jackson, Seashore, with Boats and Figures (501.),

importance. Mere formal documents, such as letters 731. 10s. — C. Fielding, Dunstaﬂ‘nage Castle

should be made available to all who desire to con of pardon, commissions of the peace, 1.20., can be (151. 15s.), 1071. 2a. — Sir T. Lawrence, Mrs.
sult them. It is not less important for the eluci dismissed in a few words, while a document of not Siddons (591. 17s.), l-l71.——Netscher, Portrait of
dation of history in all its branches; and this can one-tenth the extent of uch formal proceedings Defoe (51.), 271. 6s.-—Clint, A Coast Scene (401.),
only be done by means of full and complete Calen will often require a more lengthened description. 1361. 10a.—P. Nasmyth, View near Edinburgh
dars. Mere indications or hints as to the nature of To those who desire to search the documents for (491. 7a.), 1731. 5s.-Landscape Scene near Epping
a document, concealed under a vague and general special purposes, whether historians or not, the (731. 10s.), 2041. l5.s.—Mr. D. Roberts, Interior
description, are not sufficient; an analysis of its Indexes subjoined to the Calendars effect the same of the Church of St. Miguel, Xeres de Frenters,
contents, in as condensed a form as possible, is purpose as a classed-Calendar, and are more useful. Spain, 1841, (1051.), 5981. 10s. —-Tyre (1501.),
required, if the reader is not to be misled. By An index can be made more comprehensive, as it
means of such Calendars a reader is made aware admits of many heads of division and subdivision,
of the existence and nature of the information which if attempted to be carried out in a classed
which bears upon the subject of his inquiry. He catalogue, would produce confusion. At the same
sees at a glance the contents of the original docu time, it answers all the purposes of selection, by
ments necessary for him to consult. If they con pointing out to the inquirer the documents relating
tain nothing to his purpose, he is assured at once to the particular subject on which he is engaged.
of the fact, and is saved the necessity of inspecting It must also be remembered, that for one historical
the originals. This is an important consideration ; student, there are a hundred others utterly indif
for there can be no doubt that a correct and suﬂi ferent to such inquiries. In fact, from the diversity
ciant Calendar, by superseding the necessity of of men's pursuits, it would be as impossible as it
perpetual reference to the original documents, is a would be inadvisable to construct Calendars and to
great saving of time to the reader and a security select documents for any special set of inquirers.
to the documents themselves. The more detailed If the wants of the general historian only were

3671. 10s.—Sidon (1561.), 3781.-——Street in Cairo
(501.), 5301. 5s.—Chapel of Ferdinand and Isabella,

Grenada, a gift, 2731. — Melrose Abbey, 1845,
(401.), 2731.—Interior of St.-Gornar, Lierre, 1850,

(3001.), 1,4881. 10s. —- Ruins of Baalbec, 1840,
(2501.), 7871. 10:.
Two capital Vandykes, portraits of the Marquis
D’Ayiona and the Duchess de Croy, about 47 by
40 inches respectively, both purchased in Spain by
Mr. Sothern, fetched but 191. 19a. and 531. 11:.
In the Louvre (No. 146) is a splendid equestrian
portrait of the Marquis, who was Generalissimo of

the Spanish Forces in the Netherlands, in full
armour. That these prices were even less than

the information given, the less the necessity of regarded, the legal antiquary, the topogrspher, the Vandyke got for the pictures one may guess from a
curious document in the State Paper Oﬂice, quoted
by Mr. Carpenter, styled ‘ Mémoire pour Sn,
Magm le Roy’ (Charles the First), giving the
prices the painter put upon his court portraits and
Four volumes of Calendars have been published those at which the King valued them. From this

consulting the original. This fact is also of import genealogist, and the economist would each, with
ance. It shows that a good Calendar affords the equal justice, demand that his wants should also be
best means for preserving the public muniments. considered, and Calendars constructed for his pur
On the other hand, a brief and insuﬂ'icient descrip Mm."

tion of the documents is less useful for the purpose
of the inquirer, entails upon him the necessity of
repeated reference to the originals, occupies more
of the time of the oﬂicers of the establishment, and
exposes the documents themselves to frequent
and needless handling. By a good Calendar the
labour of the inquirer in turning over every bundle
of papers, however narrow and trivial the object of
his research, is restrained within limited bounds,
and the chance of injury to the papers greatly
diminished. It cannot be too frequently insisted

during the year, and have been noticed in these
pages.
The under-mentioned volumes are in the press,
or in preparation for printing:—a second volume
of Mr. Brewer’s ‘ Calendar of Letters and Papers,

it is evident that the royal patron of Art restrained
his patronage on the wrong side of liberality. For

the splendid portraits still in the Royal Collection
of ‘Le Prince Carlee aver-q 1e ducq dc Jarc’ and the
Princesses, poor Vandyke had one-half the price he
Foreign and Domestic, of the Reign of Henry set on, it, 2001., knocked oil‘. It is true Charles

the Eighth,‘- a second volume of Mr. Lemon's was about that time closely looked after by the
‘ Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, of the Parliament and on the high-road to “ martyrdom,”

Reign of Elizabeth,’— a sixth of Mr. Bruce’s but that will not excuse his casting up the sum
‘ Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, of the total of the schedule with an error of 751. in his
on that needless reference to papers of such ines Reign of Charles the First,'—a fourth of Mrs. own favour, disallowing interest on arrears of the
timable value (many of which are in a frail and Green’s ‘Calendar of State Papers, Domestic painter’s pension, which pension was no favour be
perishing condition) ought, by all means, to be Series, of the Reign of Charles the Second,’--a it remembered, and ignoring altogether one of the
pictures Vandyke left to his appraisement.

avoided, or they will totally disappear in a few second of Mr. Hamilton’s ‘ Calendar of State
years. " * It must also be borne in mind that Papers relating to Ireland, ’-—a ‘ Calendar of State
of Elizabeth,’
Calendars are the most adequate means of preserv Papers, Foreign Series, of the
ing valuable papers from being purloined. Had edited by the Rev. Joseph Stevenson,—a third
Calendars existed, and been accessible to the public volume of Mr. Sainsbury’s ‘ Calendar of State
from early times, probably no omissions or defects Papers, Colonial Series,'-—a second of Mr. Bergen
would be found in the national muniments, which
we have now so much reason to deplore.
“It will not, perhaps, be deemed irrelevant
to add a few words upon Calendars generally,
as some misapprehension seems to exist that

those which are now in progress are compiled and
published for the beneﬁt of a very limited class
of students; I mean for the historian only. It
is admitted that the documents which are in the
course of being calendared are of the highest his.
torical interest and national importance. They
relate to the religious, legal, and political history
of Great Britain; but they do not relate to these
subjects only. If so, it would have been fair to
presume that, instead of Calendars to the public

To return to our English school :—Mr.\V. E. Frost‘,
The Evening Star (151. 151.), 771. Lia-The Naiad

(261.58.), 1161. 1ls.—Musidora (261. 5a.), 1101. 5s.-—

The Sirens (541.), 2941.—Euphrosyne (4 201.), 8191.—
Callcott, Rochester Bridge and Castle (2621. 19s.),
roth’s ‘ Calendar of Letters, Despatches, and State 5111. 10I.—View near Southampton (471. 5a.),
Papers, relating to the Negotiations between Eng 1051.—English Landscape, with Cattle, ﬁnished by
land and Spain, ’——-and a ‘ Calendar of State Papers Sir E. Landseer, 1842, (6001.), 3,0971. 103. In June,
relating to England, preserved in the Archives of 1842, G. Knott, Esq. paid the artist for this picture
4851. 15s. — G. Chambers, Boats and Shipping
Venice, &c.,’ edited by Mr. Rawdon Brown.
Four volumes of the Chronicles and Memorials (731. 10s.), 2041. 158., much cracked-Miss Mutrie,
of Great Britain and Ireland during the Middle Flowers and Fruit on a Table (471. 5a.), 731. 10s.—
Ages have also been published during the year. A Mr. F. R. Lee, Scenery on the Borders of Dart

dozen volumes are in the press, and will shortly moor (Art-Union prize for 601., cost Mr. Bicknell
301. in addition), 1731. 5s.—-C. R. Leslie, The Min

appear.

strel (651.), 601. 18s., cracked a good deaL-The
Heiress (3001.), 1,2601.—R. Wilson, Tomb of the
HERE follows a contribution to the history of Horatii and Curiatii, atAlbano (1201. 15s.), 1111. 63.,
the Art of these days, and in some d
to that the worse for cleaning.—W. Muller, Scene in
of the days themselves, which should be welcome Devonshire (1201. 15s.), 3l51.—-The Village of
muniments, it might have been better to make a to painters, critics and lovers of Art, by way of Gillingham (631.), 4091.10s.—Mr. T. S. Cooper,
selection with a view to the wishes and wants of list of the original cost of the late Mr. Bicknell‘s An Interior, with Cows and Sheep (1261.), 2621. 10:.
the historian. Admitting that the Master of the pictures and their recent prices. The magniﬁcent —Mr. T. Webster, The Impenitent (painted for
Rolls in the formation of the Calendars ought to sums obtained for these as compared with their G. Knott, Esq., who, in 1842, paid 631., 1001.),
PRICE OF PICTURE.
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3671. 1011-“ Good Night!” 1845, (2621. 10s.), the term of their prescribed duties has arrived. The not only of Florentines but of “strangers and
1,2071. 10s.—-The Smile, and the Frown, (the pair whole scheme for the decoration of the Parliament foreigners,” though the ceremony took place at the
cost Mr. Bicknell, at Mr. Knott's sale, 2401.), 1,6801. House has been considered and decided; and, early hour of 8 ads. The windows and balconies
—T. Gainsborough, Landscape with Sheep (2501.), trusting that the series of works now in progress of the historical Piazza before the church were
3991.—-Repose, given by the artist as a wedding can be carried on to its completion, the Commission gay with damask hangings and ﬁlled with specta
portion to his daughter (8001.), 8191.—Mr. C. Stan sees no need for its continued superintendence. The tors; tall national banners ﬂuttered gaily in the
ﬁeld, Shipping, French Coast near St. Male, 1838, Twelfth Report of the Commission having described morning breeze; Prince Carignano and his brilliant

(1571.101), 1,2911.10s.-—L3g0 di Gil-r115, 1888,
(1571. 10s.), 86l1.—Beilstein, on the Moselle, 1837,

the work of the body, it is needful now only to
specify the pictures and sculptures that have been

suite occupied the royal palco erected in front of
the church ste ps. A solemn Te Deum was sung

(2621. 10.1.), 1,5751.—Pic (1U. Midi D‘Ossan (7351.),

completed since its issue, and to submit the Com

within the church, and the band of the National

2,6771. l0s.—W. Collins, Early Morning on the missioners’ view of the extent to which other Guard gave the signal in the Piazza, by bursting
Sussex Coast (3361.), 1,0081.—Selling Fish (4201.), works, now begun, should be continued. With into the notes of the Royal March, for the huge
1,2281. 10s.-Mr. T. Creswick, The Stepping Stones regard to Mr. Maclise’s labours in the Royal Gal canvas covering, which had hung before the facade
(731. 10s.), 2621. l0s.—Sir E. Landseer, The Prize lery, it is considered that although so vast a scheme
Calf, 1859, (4201.), 1,8901.—-Two Dogs, “Looking as is embraced by the entire decoration of that

ever since the scaffolding had been removed, to
drop down and show the new marble structure

.for the crumbs that fall from the great man‘s table," apartment could not be completed in the lifetime sharply deﬁned against the pure sunny sky.
No small degree of excellence, it may well be
1859, (3001.), 2,415L-The Highland Shepherd, of one artist, yet, anticipating the same energy as
1850, (3501.), 2,3411. l0.r.—-W. Hilton, Triumph he has hitherto displayed to be continued, and believed, would have suﬂiced to satisfy public
ofAmphitrite (3151.), 2831. 10a.—Mr. F. Goodall, assuming his willingness to undertake them, it is de expectation in the ﬁt clothing with marble of the
Raising the Maypole, sketch for the picture in the sirable that further portions than the large compart hitherto barn-like brick front of such a building as
Vernon Gallery (2951.), 6301.—Sir C. Eastlnke, ment to contain the Death of Nelson, now in progress, Santa CroceI which has been aptly called “the
Contadiua Family returning from a Fests (3001.), should be entrusted to Mr. Maclise. With regard Florentine Westminster Abbey," though I heard a
B191. 10s.—-J. M. W.Turner, Antwerp, Van Goyen to Mr. Dyce’s operations in the Queen's Robing somewhat positzlf and unenthusiastic compatriot
looking for a Subject, 1833, (3151.), 2,6351. 10:. Room, it is stated that he has been, since the last
—Helvoetsluys, “The City of Utrecht," 64, going Report, occasionally employed upon the largest of
to Sea, 1882, (2831. 10s.), 1,6801.—Ivy Bridge, the frescoes representing the Life of King Arthur.
Devon, (2831. 10s.), 9241.-Wreckers, Coast of The stipulated remuneration for the entire series
Northumberland, 1834, (2881. 15s.), 1,9841.10s. having been long since received by the artist, the
—Calder Bridge, Cumberland (2881. 15s.), 5251.— Commissioners exprem their earnest hope that he
Venice, The Campo Santo, 1842, (2621. 10s.), will see the importance of prosecuting the work
2,0001.—Venice, the Giudecca, Sta. Maria della with greater assiduity. As to Mr. Herbert's task

indignantly exclaim on the morning of the cere
mony, that, for the life of him, he “could see no
resemblance whatever between the two churches!"
The success, therefore, which has been achieved
and the almost universal praise so largely bestowed
on the completed work reﬂect the greatest honour
on its designer and architect, Signor N 100016
Mata-s, who has carried it out with such admirable

Salute, 110., 1841, (2621.), 1,7321. 10|.—Ehren in the Peers‘ Robing-room, it is re ported that he skill in the short space of six years, and at the
breitstein (4011.), 1,8901.-Port Ruysdael (1827), has prepared sketches for several of the subjects, almost incredibly small cost of less than 12,0001. !
(3151.), 1,9951.—-Palestrina, 1830, (1,0501), 1,9951. intended generally to express the idea of “Justice It would be diﬂicult to persuade any English
on Earth, and its development in Law and J udg architect of the possibility of constructing such a
—The pictures sold for 56,4941. ls.
Among the Drawings the following were the ment,” and nearly completed a large picture repre work for such a sum, nor would it have been at all
most remarkable for quality and realized value:— senting ‘Moses bringing down the Tables of the feasible even here, but for the most skilful adapta
Mr. \V. Hunt, Black and White Grapes, 81c. Law.’ The delay in Mr. Herbert's progress is to tion of means to ends, and the most scrupulous
(101. 100.), 521. 10s.—Peasant Girl in a Chair be attributed to his frequent experiments in the 1n tegrity and well-managed economy on the part of
(261. 5a.), 1061. 1s.-Greengages and Hips (151. stereochrome process of painting, now concluded. the architect. To such an extent was this carried
15s.), 631.—The Tambourine Girl (361. 15s.), 1991.
10s.—Bunch of Grapes, two Peaches and Rose

Hips (261. 15s.), 7981.—R. Dadd, Turks (81. 80.),
361. 15s.—-S. Prout, Amiens (81. 8a.), 1151. 10s.

Mr. Cope progresses in the Peers’ Corridor; he is by Signor Matas that, with a view to save unneces
reported to have completed ﬁve out of the eight sary expense of transport, all the marble required
paintings required, “with equal ability and in was cut to the exact form and dimensions required
dustry”: the designs of the remaining three have at the quarry itself, and arrived at Florence ready

Basle (61. 68.), 731. l0s.—Interior of a Cathedral been a proved of by the Commissioners. Four of to be put at once into its destined place in the fabric.
.(61. 6a.), 1111. 68.—Old Buildings and Bridge the eig t pictures commissioned for the Commons' It would require the practical knowledge of one
61. 6s.), 741. Ila-Porch of Chartres Cathedral
61. 6a.), 1281.—Old Houses at Amiens (81. 81.).
791. 16a-Nesﬁeld, Kilchurn Castle (131.), 631.—
Mr. Stanﬁeld, Honﬂeur (161. 16s.), 1031. 19s.-—C.
Fielding, Bridlington Harbour (371. 16s.), 5561. 10s.
—Rivaulx Abbey (521. 10s.), 4831. —- Bowhill
Downs (371. 16s.), 4111. 12a.—-Rivaulx Abbey,
evening (441. 2a.), 6301- Traeth Mawr, North
Wales (261. 5a.), 4411.—Loch Katrine (131. 13s.),

2731.—Shakspeare’s Cliﬁ‘ (81. 8a.), 721v 9a.-—Lang
dale Pikes (271. 6a.), 3671. 10s.--Crowborough
Hill (261. 15s.), 798l.-De Wint, River Scene,

Canterbury Meadows (601.), 2831. 10:.--Mr. J. D.
Harding, Berucastle (1051.), 2941.—J. M. W. Tur
ner, Himalaya Mountains, two (361.), 3461. 10a.-—

Lighthouse at Havre, moonlight, The Lake of
Geneva, from the Jura, and Lighthouse of the
Heve, Mouth of the Seine (1311. 51.), brought

respectively, 1101. 58., 1481. 1a., and 1081. 3s.—
The Righi (841.), 3101.16s.—-The Castle of Elz,
Rouen, and Chﬁtean Gaillard (cost 1311. 5a.),
brought respectively 1681., 2101., and 1781. 10s.

The Lake of Lucerne (841.), 7141.—The Pilkington
Drawings, by Turner, of Yorkshire Scenes, Scar

borough Castle, Mowbray Lodge, Grouse Shooting,
and Woodcock Shooting (cost 6001.), brought
respectively, 5461., 5351. 10s., 4511. 10s., and
.5351. 103.; total, 2,0681. 10.9.—Mr. D. Roberts,
Hotel de Ville, Louvain, Baalbec, Street in Cairo,

Corridor from Mr. E. M. Ward have been com

conversant with such works to estimate the amount

pleted, and a sketch for a ﬁfth npproved.—In of labour and skill in calculation needed to produce
sculpture, the works now in progress consist of this result.
statues of British sovereigns in chronological
For the genius which has conceived the design
order. Twelve of these statues, to be executed of the facade-—for the spotless, and, one must
in white marble, from James the First to Wil needs say, rare integrity, with which it has been
liam the Fourth, are proposed to be placed in carried out,'—and for the severe and assiduous
the Royal Gallery; commissions have been given labour of superintending its execution,-—Signor
for six of them; the completion of the series is Mates was rewarded with the magniﬁcent stipend
regarded as indispensable. Should the series be of two thousand six hundred and odd Tuscan lire
continued beyond the Royal Gallery, it is recom (equal to something less than ninety pounds ster
mended that the ﬁve statues intended for the ling) per annum during the execution of the work!
Queen's Robing-room should be undertaken next. On the completion of the facade, however, the
The remaining statues in the Vestibule and Lower King has been pleased to mark his satisfaction
Landing-place, to be in metal, will be less costly. with the work, and his admiration of the rare self~
Among future proceedings may possibly be included denial and devotion with which it has been exe
the re-pninting of some of the earlier experimental cuted, by conferring on Signor Mata-s the much
frescoes in the Upper Waiting Hall. The Com coveted Cross of the Order of Savoy, which carries
mittee appointed to inquire into the causes of the with it a pension of four hundred crowns.
deterioration of these frescoes has examined the
It has been aﬂirmed and contradicted, and re
various artists, 81c, but up to this time has not been aﬂirmed, that the ﬁrst idea of the facade as it now
able to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion. It is stands was taken by Signor Matas from an ancient
not presumed that so much as the annual sum of pen-nnd-ink design discovered in the archives of
4,0001. required from Parliament until now for the the Convent of Santa Croce, in the year 1844,
objects of the Commission will be in future needed: when the inundation of the Arno had necessitated

3,7001. is asked this year.
SANTA CROCE.
Florence, May 5, 1863.

their removal to another building. The drawing
was supposed to he by Simone del Pollaiuolo,
from the fact of its measuremts coinciding with
those of the basement story commenced by him,

the three a present, brought 991. 15s., 1101. 5a.,

THE new Facade of the Church of Santa Croce and which had remained untouched from his time

801. 17s.—The Great Square at Tetuau (211.),
4301. 10s.—~The Seminaries and Cathedral, St.

was uncovered last Sunday, the 3rd of May, with to our own. Be this story of the origin of the
all the digniﬁed ceremonial beﬁtting the comple design a fact, or only, as some say, “a pious
tion of a great national work. The day chosen for fraud," put forward to give greater authority to

Iago (211.), 2621. 10s.

it was the ﬁve hundred and seventieth anniversary
REPORT OFTPIE COMMISQIONERS ON THE
FINE ARTS.

the modern architect‘s idea, it is certain that the

of the laying of the foundation-stone of the grand facade is in excellent keeping with the interior of

Report of the Commissioners on the Fine Arts,
which closes the labours of that body. Feeling it

old church, when on as fair a May morning the the ancient ediﬁce, and is stately, severe, and yet
consecration ceremony took place. “ Many bishops rich in its pure marble raiment, which yet needs
and prelatcs," as "illani relates, “and priests and stains and shadowings of time to mellow the
monks, being present, besides the Podesta and the polished whiteness of its huge panellings into her

would be diﬂicult, nay, impossible, to supply the
place of the late Prince Consort as their chair
man, the Commissioners are relieved from the
necessity of the attempt, since, in their opinion,

all the good citizens of Florence, both men and
women, with great rejoicing nnd solemnity." On
this occasion, too, there was a great gathering,

Tm: following is an abstract of the Thirteenth

Captain” (of the people), “and the Priori, and mony, and so to do away with the cavilling of a
few grumblers, who raise the pnrlous objection
that it ought not to have been fronted with marble

at all. The great white panels are separated by

N° 1855, MAY 16, ’63
hands of dark green Prato serpentine, from the
estates of Cav. Guglielmo de’ Pazzi, and chocolate
red marble, from those of the Count della Gherar
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and London members. Perhaps it is not too late to
reconsider this
int. We should think the policy
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ﬁrst convictions have been strengthened by a fur
ther examination both of the jawbone and the
ﬂint hatchet found near it. He quotes the opinions

for a town like ewcastle would be to catch men
desca, both gentlemen having placed their quarries on their way to Scotland, in the early days of of MM. Delesse, Desnoyers, Gandry, de Vibraye
gratuitously at the disposition of the building-com August, so as to give them time to ﬁnish their and Lyman, who all concur in considering the
mittee. The three doorways are exceedingly rich labours and get up into the moors for the grouse. jawbone perfectly authentic. M. Pictet, after ex
in sculptural adornment, to which all the principal This date would also catch the men who are going amining it with care, had declared that he had
sculptors of Florence—Dupré Cambi, Salvini, 810. abroad. A large sum of money has been raised ;— not expected it to offer such conclusive evi
it would certainly be sad if there should be only a dence. As to Dr. Falconer‘s assertion that the
—have contributed their quota. The doors them
tooth which had been found, besides being very
selves are to be a present, and a royal one, from small company to entertain.
the King. They are to be cast in bronze by Signor
The result of the concert given by Madame white, still contained a large proportion ofgelatine,
M.
Quatrefages contended that the existence of
Papi, from designs by Prof. Santarelli. The three Lind-Goldschmidt at St. James's Hall last week,
marble has-reliefs over the three doors are yet for the beneﬁt of the Royal Hospital for Incurables gelatine had occurred ere this in fossil teeth of
wanting, but their places are temporarily ﬁlled by at Putney, is a contribution of 526l. to the funds much greater antiquity than any which could be
paintings in Chiaroscuro of the intended subjects.

of that charity.

found in drift. Messrs. Prestwich, Falconer, Burk

The form of the new facade is tricuspidal, with

The Pugin Memorial Committee having raised and Carpenter are in Paris, strong in their convic
lateral pinnacles, similar to that of several of the a fund of 1,000L, have resolved to place it at the tions, and we hear that many French inquirers
designs ultimately rejected by the Committee for disposal of the Institute of British Architects, in are already of their opinion as to the spuriousness
the projected facade of the Duomo. The trieuspidal

of this extraordinary discovery in the drift.
trust, for the establishment of a Student’s Travel

form assuredly gives a degree of svelte proportion ling Fund, under certain conditions.
to the outline which it were hard to ﬁnd in a front
Lord Stanhope presided at a dinner of the
of that monocuspidal form, which the Committee
has laid down as a sine qud mm in designs for the Literary Fund Society on Wednesday evening, at
next Concorso. Signor Matas himself, however, which we had rather less than usual about
some time back produced a very generally admired genius and learning in distress. Indeed, the
design for the facade of the Duomo, which is proceedings of the day showed two remark’
monocuspidal; and public opinion here, as expressed able innovations. Lord Stanhope omitted all re
.in the Florence papers, is setting strongly in favour ference to the case of Chateaubriand. Worse
of his being entrusted with this second great work still, he actually proposed for the consideration of
without delay, instead of waiting for a second
Government Concorso, with all its attendant ex
penses and consequent jealousies, to end in probable
disappointment. All the papers are full of minutely

detailed extracts from the accounts of the Santa
Croce building-committee, which, at the conclu
sion of its labours, has most generously offered to
present the Comune of Florence with the whole of
the immense and complicated scaffolding just taken
down, amounting in value to above 20,000 Tuscan
lire (between 4,0001. and 5,000l.), to be used for
the new facade of the Duomo.
The funds for the facade of Santa Croce have
been almost entirely raised by private donations.
By far the most munificent contributor to the work,
as well as one of the most intelligent and eﬂicient
members of the building-committee, is Mr. Sloane,
an English gentleman of large property long resident

men of letters and science, the policy of uniting in
one great Institute, on the model of the French

We bear with regret that some serious modiﬁca
tions in Mr. G. G. Scott's design for the Albert

Memorial are proposed.

Professional etiquette is

generally powerful enough to restrain architects
from the course indicated ; non-professional inter
ference is always to be deprecated and rarely to be

allowed, so long as the designer keeps within his
estimate. It may be safely said that lay meddling
has injured, if not ruined, most of our architectural

eﬂ‘orts. _ Not an architect, nor a sculptor, both of
whom may be supposed to understand their own

Academy. We are afraid Lord Stanhope, new business best, but complains that he has been
President of the Fund, as well as chairman of the wronged in this manner. “is know what Michael
Angelo suffered from this cause, and how he overset

day, will be considered by some of the staider
and older Members of the Council as a very daring
revolutionist. For our own part, we are thankful
for one year‘s silence as to M. de Chateaubriand,
and we very warmly indorse the recommendation of
an Institute,— the idea of which is very good, if
not very new.
The Rev. William Cureton, D.D., Canon of
Westminster and Rector of St. Margaret's, has just
been named one of the Corresponding Members for
the section of Oriental Languages of the Imperial

The question of crinoline, as regards mere beauty
of dress, may, says a friend of ours, most aptly be
presented to ladies and their advisers at a time of
the year when the fashions are about to change—
when cloth and satin are about to give way to mus
lin. It may be considered apart from the opinions

Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg.
Admiral FitzRoy has been elected a Correspond

of men. Crinoline or no crinoline is simply a ques
tion whether ladies dress for the sake of the beauty

its action. Let us hope that Mr. Scott may be
allowed to carry out his own design in his own way,

so that he alone may be responsible for its failure
or honoured for its success.

of drapery or to displny the ornamentation that
may be borne upon the fabric employed, its pattern,
have reached the splendid sum of 260,000 Tuscan
that is to say. The idea of mere clothes, 1'. e. need
of Lord Burghley—never to go to law unless sure ful coverings used for warmth, is quite beside the
lire, that is, nearly 9,000l. English. Nay, this most
of your cause-and have dropped their menaced
point; indeed, its relative importance to that of
generous patron of the noble work just ﬁnished
persecution of Prof. Jowett. They have probably dress is about the same as exists between the
empowered the building-committee to draw on him,
chosen the safer part. Having taken counsel's
bulk of a lady‘s dress-trunks and her mere clothes
at any time, for any amount required, rather than
opinion as to the course they had proposed to
boxes, or herself crinolined and uncrinolined. If
that the progress of it should be hindered for a
single day. It is rumoured that Mr. Sloane has follow, and ﬁnding that opinion the reverse of san the sculpturesque forms of drapery, having that
guine as to their success, they show, for once, a
charming ﬂow of line which hides while it indi
offered a still more generous donation to the facade
little serviceable discretion. But even after this cates the human shape within, be sought, then
of the Duomo, on the very reasonable condition

in Tuscany. Mr. Sloaue’s donations to the work

ing Member of the French Institute.
Dr. Pusey and his friends have taken the advice

that Signor Matas shall design it and be entrusted signal discomﬁture, we can scarcely hope that
Prof. Jowett will be left in peace.
Mr. Beresford Hope has offered a prize of 25L
is worth repeating. The King, during his late stay for the best design in ceramic work for decorating

with its execution. An anecdote is in circulation
here connected with the just-completed work which

in Florence, paid a long visit to the new facade,
examined it in detail with great interest, and, in a
subsequent conversation with Signor Mates, after
expressing his admiration at the grand effect of
the whole fabric and the excellent and solid work

manship of all its parts, especially remarked on the
extraordinary economy which had regulated the
expenses, and asked the architect by what means
he had been able to compass such results. “By
doing all that I possibly could myself, Sire, and
keeping clear of hungry hangers-on ” (mangia

pani), was the signiﬁcant answer, which might
well convey its “ word in season ” even to the
frank and true-hearted ruler who heard it.
Tn. T.
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

Ex'rENsIvs preparations are being made at New
castle for the next meeting of the British Associa
tion. The date proposed is August ‘26 ; an incon
venient time, we should think, for all the London

and University members. It is too early or too late:
being just in the middle of the long vacation, when
men of science, whether of the Universities or the

Inns of Court, are wisely climbing alpine peaks or
summering in the Mediterranean. The best meet
ings of the Association have been those which were
held at times most convenient for the University

drapery without crinoline must be voted for.

It

is noteworthy that some patterns, of the most
beautiful forms, are best adapted for display in
drapery: these are stripes, placed vertically, espe~
the front of the Wedgwood Memorial Institute at cially if of varying widths; out of their extreme
Burslem. Urged by this example, Mr. J. E. Heath monotony and simplicity these patterns get, when
cote, Mr. J. Edge and the Rev. Dr. Armstrong following the lines of the form and indicating the
have offered sums of 15L, 101. and 5l. as addi movements of the wearer, the most intense variety
tional prizes for the same purpose. This competi of curve and flow, and make drapery, per se, ever
tion has been resolved upon, not only with the beautiful. Horizontal stripes, from their forming
view of enhancing the beauty of the structure itself, to the eye irregular and broken lines as they follow
but also with the object of creating a systematic the ﬂutings and folds of the robe, are objectionable,
interest in ceramic architecture in its artistic and if worn without crinoline, but less so if by it they
its practical aspects, by directing the attention both are expanded into rings; vertical lines suffer on
of artists and manufacturers to the subject. Messrs. crinoline, inasmuch as their ﬂow and involute
Beresford Hope, M. Digby ‘Vyatt and J. C. Robin variety of curve are destroyed by expansion.
son have been appointed judges of the designs obliquely-placed bands share the qualities of hori
sent in. This is a very interesting experiment in zontal or vertical stripes as they approach one or
street decoration, and we shall be glad to ﬁnd it the other in degree of inclination. Of course, in the
successful.
severest view of the question, self~coloured, or
A smart shower somewhat spoiled the ﬂower patternless, dresses make the best drapery and
show at the Botanic Gardens in Regent‘s Park on suffer least on crinoline. Dresses ornamented with
Wednesday ; nevertheless, a goodly company assem ﬂowers lose some of their qualities when they
bled in the grounds, and the display of flowers was are left unexpanded. So far as ornamentation
satisfactory.
goes, ﬂowers and like forms, whether treated con
M. de Quatrefages, who seems to regard all ventionally or in commonplace imitation of real
scientiﬁc doubt as to the fossil jawbone found at objects, are wasted on drapery ;—of course, their
Moulin-Quignon, near Abbeville, as so much de breaking up by the folding of the material often
preciation of the glory of France, continues to produces an agreeable and rich variety, which, if
ﬁght for the authenticity. It is another Crecy, meaningless, excites the eye to follow pleasantly
another Agincourt, and the battle seems likely to the broken forms, but, so placed, they are only
have a similar result. M. Quatrefages says his broken forms, and might have been disposed any
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how for all that is attained by their symmetrical,

adventures. The author of ‘The School for Scandal ‘ that there was a very ﬁne country in the neigh

or pattern-like, arrangement. As a rule, colour is
better displayed by drapery than in expanded
dresses. If, then, the wearer's object is to show

begins life as a jockey, wins a diamond pin as the
prize, holds a pipe in his mouth, like Aunt Sally, to
be shot at, thereby proving his steadiness of nerve.
Need we go on’! The trash, trashy as it is, how
ever, satisﬁes the French. “ Really,” says M. Jules
Janin, in his fcuilleton, " the drama is amusing,
full of grace and interest.”
M. Léon de \Vailly, a modest and conscientious
man of letters of the second class, died a few days
ago, in Paris. As a novelist, he showed a hankering
after English subjects; his principal tales being

the pattern of her dress. ‘by all means let her spread
it upon crinoline; rich embroideries have mostly
been so worn, and led to or followed its introduc
tion. If, however, she desire beauty of form in
drapery, without which no drapery exists, crinoline

will effectually balk her.

Pure drapery, let it be

carefully noted, as such, can only be expected from
a Greek, Roman or other system of attire, in
volving few garments; it does not exist in the ‘ Angelica Kauffmann ’ and ‘ Stella and Vanessa,’
costume worn now-a-days by women of northern some years ago translated into English by Lady
climates. Their numerous garments, placed one Duff Gordon. He rendered many of our best books
above another, mar the beautiful ﬂow of free line, into French gracefully, and, on the whole, correctly;
but do not so utterly destroy it as crinoline does. among others, ‘Tom Jones,’ ‘Tristram Shandy,’
Whether all these garments are really needful to ‘ Evelina,‘ Lingard's ‘ History of England,‘ the
women, and do not ridiculously load their haunches poems of Burns, and Mr. Thackeray’s ‘ Esmond.’
and impede their movements, can be answered
negatively at once. It is only since Tudor times
ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS-The EXHIBITION of the
began that puffed hips and multitudinous ﬂutings ROYAL ACADEMY ll NOW OPEN.—Admitta.ncc (from Eight

have been in use.

Long before that time, and

when the English climate must have been colder
than it is now, women wore no such heaps of
clothes-—destructive of drapery and, as doctors say,

till Seven». 1a.; Catalogue. ll.

JUIIN PRESCOTT KNIGHT, Esq., R.A., Secretary.
SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN \VATER COIl()URS.—Tl\c
FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION‘ Is NOW OPEN, at
their Gallery 5. Pull MnllI-Zsst RCIOBB to the National Gallery),
from Nine ti friend-Admittance Is. - Catal
0. 6d.

JOSEI‘II .I. JEN INB,Secretury.

injurious to health, by overheating and loading the
loins. As to the comparative beauty of the ancient
and modern styles of dress, that may be decided
by looking at the statues in any cathedral; the
clumsiness of the female ﬁgures erected after the
date indicated and the ineffable grace which at

tends the Edwardian eﬁigies, decide the point. The
female ﬁgure is eternally beautiful in itself; and
the true object of dress as a social art is to hint

this beauty to an observer’s mind, through the deli
cate means by which it is apparently executed.

The President and Council of the Pharmaceutical
Society have issued cards for a Conversation Party,
on Tuesday evening next, in Bloomsbury Square.

A very ﬁne portrait of the painter of ‘Hogarth’s
Studio,’ the ‘South Sea Bubble,’ and ‘The Last
Sleep of Argyle,’ drawn by Mr. Richmond, and
engraved by Mr. Holl, is now before us. The pose
is characteristic of the man, the likeness is true and
yet poetical, the expression admirable. “’e do not
see that Mr. Ward's friends could have a more
erfect sollvenir,—unless, indeed, they should be
rocky enough to possess one of his works: in which

case they would probably like to have the portrait
also.

INSTITUTE

OF

PAINTERS

IN WATER COLOURS

lfounded in IP81 as the New Society of Painters In Water Colours).
——The ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW UPEN.—Gallary. b8,
Pall Mall. opposite Marlborough House.

JAMES FAHEY. Secretary.
FRENCH GALLERY, I20 Pull MalL-The TENTH AN
NUAL EXHIBITION of PICTURES. the contributions of
Artists of the French and Flemish Schools, Is NOW OPEN.—
Admission 1|.; Uatnloguqcd.

bourhood of the Gulf of Carpentaria, and, from his
experience of sheep-rearing, Queensland was emi
nently adapted for the growth of wool. He also

thought the climate suitable for European consti
tutions, for he had heard no complaint of unhealthi
ness on the part of the people whom he met there.
He found the “ Plains of Promise," near the head
of the Gulf, quite equal to the description given of

them by Capt. Stokes, when he discovered that
region; they formed as ﬁne a pastoral country as
he had ever seem-Mr. Middleton, the second in
command in the M‘Kinlay Expedition, described

the perils which this party of explorers encountered
on the occasion of a sudden flood, and gave a
variety of interesting details respecting the journey.

He stated that the thermometer sometimes stood
at 166° in the sun, and he spoke in the highest
terms of the ability, judgment and energy of Mr‘.

M‘Kinlay, the leader of the Expedition.
GEOLOGICAL-May 6.—L. Horner, Esq., ".P,

in the chair.—W. \V. Collins, C. C. Blake, and
J. Martin, Esqs. were elected Fellows.—M. F.-J.
Pictst, Signor Q. Sella, Herr Credner, Dr. J. J.

Kaup, Signor G. Meneghini, Signor B. Gastaldi,
and M. A. Morlot were elected Foreign Corre
spondents.--The following communications were
read: ‘On the Brick-pit at Lexden, near Colches
ter,’ by the Rev. Osmond Fisher, M.A.; witha
Note on the Coleoptera, by T. V. Wollaston,
.
—‘On the Original Nature and Subsequent Alteh
ation of Mica-schist,’ by H. C. Sorby, Esq.——‘ On

the Fossil Corals of the ‘Vest Indies, Part I,’ by
P. Martin Duncan, M..B. Lond.

EXHIBITION for the RELIEF of the SICK and WOUNDED
POLErL-Tbe onl exiltin and hiilwrlcnll known PICTURE oi’
the MARIA IIUI EGED IA and theIN ANT JESUS. painted
by St. Luke the Evangelist. never before uxhlblwd. and now
bmlnrht before the public by the owner solely In aid of the Polish
Relief Fund. to which a] proceeds of the Exhibition will be
handed. To be seen every successive weekday for the following
fortnight. at the IntcrnationaLl-‘ine-Art and Photographic Gal
lerlec, 930, Regent Street. W. On View from 10 run. to 7 pm.
Entrance. One Shilling.

MR. HENRY NICIIOLLS'S RECI'I'ALS of the RECENT
POE'I‘S and IIUMORIS'I‘S. at the Hanover Square Rooms on
MONDAY EVENING. May 85, st Eight. Including Macaul'a ’l
‘ Ilomtius’; 'l‘snnyscn‘s ‘ Locksle Hull“ I'oe‘l ' Bells‘; ll
‘s
‘ Mlss Kilmlln
s and ' Desert
rn‘; 'lnsoldsby'l ‘Rupert the
Fearless.‘ and '
rd of Thoulouse‘ ko.—A mission, 31.. ll. and
II.—' Macbeth‘ at the Pavilion l‘frlghton, THIS MORNING,
May 16, at Three-communications. 16. Howard b'treet. Strand.

LEVASSOR EN VISITE. — SCENES

ET

CHANSONS

COIIIQUEPL~Dudle Gallery. Piccadill .—0n Tucsds
Thurs
dnIy nnd Saturday
reninzn, during t e month of
n .~M.

r. t'llsson will repeat his highly Incas-ful ENTER AIN
MENT, with chnnlre of Proizmmmqnnlswd by Mdllc._'I‘eisseIre
and M. Rey. I’ianoforte. III. Rcosenboom.—To commence on each
Evening at Half-past EiglrL-—Seats lUmfVBdl, 8a.-_ Stalls
lnumhcredl. 7n; n few Fauteulls, 10s. 64. each; Mr. lfltchsll'l
Royal Library. 88. Old Bond Street. W.

We hear from Penzance of the death, on the 8th,
of Richard Quiller Couch. He was the son of
Mr. Jonathan Couch, of Polperro, the ichthyologist
MRFI. PANNY KEMBLE‘S READINGS of SIIAKSPEARE.
—Iludley Gallery. Egyptian Hall. Piccadilly-Go Monday Even
and naturalist, who is now publishing ‘ A History in
next MM 18. commencing at Half-past Elpht, o'clock. Mrs.
of the Fishes of the British Isles.’ R. Q. Couch was P NNY KEMBLE will read the Play of‘Jul n1 Cursor’; Wed
nesdu Erenlnyr, May 10. the T
ad of ' Hamlet‘; and on Satur
born in March, 1817, educated at Plymouth, and dJl
ornlnlr May 23 at Three o‘: co ‘I. the Play of The Merchant
'enioe.’—. cats lUnreeervcdl. 8a.; Stalls (Numberedl. 5a.: s few
subsequently articled to his father. His researches of
I‘nutcuils. 7:. each. which may be obtained at Mr. Mitchell's
into the metamorphoses of the Cr'ustacea were ap Royal Library. 83, Old Bond Street. W.
preciated by all naturalists, most of all by Mr. Bell,
POLYTECIINIQ~Great additions to and new or rlments in
who quoted him for many facts then new to science. Professor Popper's LEI‘TURE on OPTICAL ILLUS 0N3. Pm
fessor Pep r will <by the kind permission of Mr. Charles Dickens)
Twenty years ago he wrote the third part of ‘ The read and i lustrnte a portion of the Tale of ‘ The Haunted )Inn.’
the “ Ghost " still walks on the new platform arranged in the
Cornish Fauna,’ published by the Royal Institution and
large Theatre. NJLM’I'he Ghost Illusion was invented by II.
of Cornwall, his father writing the ﬁrst and second Ilircks. Esq. C.B., and has since been Improved and patented by
Messrs. Dlrcks and Pepper; and in order to prevent disappoint
parts. After passing through Guy's, and gaining in ment
it will be shown every morning and evening at Half-past
1837 the medal for the prize essay for Ophthalmic One and Eight o‘olock.
Surgery, to which branch of his profession he con
tinued particularly attached, he settled at Pen
SCIENCE
zance, where he became one of the secretaries and
curators of the Natural History and Antiquarian
SOCIETIES.
Society, for which he wrote a variety of papers on
ROYAL.—May 7.—General Sabine, President,
British ﬁshes, Crustacea. and kindred subjects. He
the chain-The names of the ﬁfteen selected
became a Member of the Royal Geological Society in
candidates and the following papers were read:
of Cornwall, then curator and subsequently secre
‘Notes principally on Thermo-Electr'ic Currents

Socrlrrr or As'rrcussrns. —May

7.—Earl

Stanhope, President, in the chair.—Notice was
given that on the following Thursday the vote of
the meeting would be taken on a proposal made
by the Council to alter the hour of meeting on
ballot nights from eight to half-past eight P.l\f.—
The Prior of San Clemente (the Rev. J. Mullooley)
presented two photographs of frescoes recently
discovered in the under-basilica of San Clemente.

—Beriah Botﬁeld, Esq. exhibited and presented
to the Society an extremely fine Saxon cruciform
ﬁbula, two other ﬁbulaa, a spindlewhorl and two
iron keys, found in Watling Street, where it
passes through Norton-C. Warne, Esq. exhi

bited a stone hammer (the only one he had ever
found in a Dorsetshire tumulus), and a ball of

ﬂint, used for fashioning implements. ——L. L.
Dillwyn, Esq. exhibited, through Mr. Morgan,
a beautiful medallion of Oliver Cromwell.—Count
d'Albanie exhibited a glans, or sling bullet. found

in Grenada, and bearing on one side a thunderbolt
and on the other some letters, which appeared to be
scrrr. written backwards, i. e., accipe, "take that.”

Inscriptions of the same meaning,—a word and
a blow-are not unfrequently found on Greek

bullets.—Octavius Morgan, Esq. exhibited two
very beautiful steel locks of Nuremberg work.
They appeared to be what is technically known as
“ masterpieces.” The exhibition was accompanied

by some remarks, which, coming as they did from
Mr. Morgan, could not but be highly valuable,
especially as pointing out the germs of watch

making in the art of the locksmith.—K. Mackenzie,
Esq. laid before the Society an elaborate account
of the Hornbook, illustrated by numerous speci

mens from his own collection, and by woodcuts and
photographs of specimens from other collections.
INSTITUTE or Blurrsn Aacnrrscrs-May 4.

tary and curator, contributing to its Transactions of the Ritterian Species,I by Mr. C. K. Akin.— Annual General Meeting-‘V. Tite, M.P., Presi
many papers, and annually writing a Report of the
‘ On the Physiological Properties of N itro'benzole
progress made in examining the geology of Corn
and Aniline,’ by Dr. Letheby.—‘ On a question of
yvall. The loss of such a man to a provincial town
Compound Arrangement, and on a Theorem
is very great.
relating to Polar Umbrze,’ by Prof. J. J. Sylvester.
French playwrights are a droll race when they
deal with English history and manners. London’s
Gsoorurnrcsn-May ll.—Sir R. I. Murchi
Lord Mayor, according to them, can transport a son, President, in the chair.—Rear-Admiral H. T.
rebellious and disorderly man of genius to America! Austin, C.B., A. Baring, J. N. Dick, \V.J. Fsrrer,
Llmeluce carouses with his friends “the bucks" P. D. Hndow, J. H. Mackenzie, W‘. Simpson, J.A.
over a Britannia-metal teapot. But the transport Wright, and Lieut. 1. Sale, were elected Fellows.—
ation and the teapot are outdone in M. Langlé‘s Dr. Shaw read despatches from Governors Sir H.
play ‘ Un Homme de Rien,’ founded on the name Barkly and Sir G. Bowen, ‘ On Landsborough‘s
of Sheridan, and not the real story of his life and Traverse of Austtalia.’-Mr. Landsborough stated

dent, in the chain-The following were elected

ofiice-bearers for the ensuing year: President, '1‘. L.
Donaldson; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. A. Ashpitel,
0. Jones, and Ewan Christian; Honorary Sﬂ‘ﬂld‘l'y
for Foreign Correspondence, Mr. C. 0. Nelson;
Ordinary Members of Council, Messrs. ‘V. Borges,
G. Scmers Clarke, B. Ferrey, I. H. Hakewill,
O. Hanan-d, H. Jones, G. J. J . Mair, \Vyatt
Papworth, and J. L. Pearson; Treasurer, Sir

W. R. Farquhar, Bart; Honorary Solicitor, Mr.
F. Ouvry; Auditors, Mr. C. Fowler, jun., and Mr.

R. N. Sham-Mr. J. P. Seddon and Mr. C. R
Hayward were re-elected Honorary Secretaries.
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The ReportiAandiBalancke-sheet were read and
—
-

adopted.
ENTOMOLOGICAL-Mag 4.-F. Smith, Esq.,
President, in the chair.—-Mr. S. Stevens exhibited
a number of insects from South Africa, collected

by Mr. Trimen; a collection from Madagascar,
sent home by Mr. Plant, containing a few Coleo
from the Feejee Islands, principally of Coleoptera,

guishablu from the British Sinodendron cylindricum.
—Mr. M‘Lachlan exhibited the case of a oaddis
worm (Limnephilus) which was entirely composed

of small shells (of a Planorbis) from 250 to 300 in

gentleman; they are not only his best pictures,
but probably not to be surpassed in their way.
For more valuable in Art is a. picture entitled ‘ La

Belle Dame sans Merci,’ by Mr. A. Hughes, which

'l‘nuns. Numismatic. 7.
—

has obtained the highest praise from artists, but no
place at the Academy. Mr. Holiday, a painter of
Antir unries, 8.-Election of Fellows.
R0
Institution, s.—‘Geology,‘ Prof. Ansted.
‘ singular promise, whose pictures have been on the
Ro al, 85,-‘Sun‘s Magnetic Action on the Earth,’ Dr.
line ere now, rs equally unfortunate with Mr. J.
C amber‘; ‘ Numeric Elements of Indian Meteorology,‘
llr. Hermann de Schlagrntweit; ‘ Structure oi’ the so
Brett. Of Mr. Stirling’s pictures the larger and
culled apolar, unipolar, and bipolar Nerve-Cells of the
better one was rejected by the Council. Mr.
Frog,‘ Dr. Beale.
may‘: Institution, 8.—‘ Sun's Chemical Action,‘ Prof.
Mason, a landscape artist, for whose works we
coe.
Horticultural-B, Election of Fellows.—4, Promenade.
have had occasion to express high admiration, has
Royal lnstitution,B.—'Lsngungc,‘ Prof. Max Muller.
had the best two of three pictures rejected, while
the third is hung where crinolines scrape it and
Clgmical, B.—‘Eil'cct oi Intense Heat on Fluid,‘ Mr.

rove.

—
—
—

ptera and some ﬁne Lepidoptera, conspicuous
amongst which was a new Diadema; a collection
and comprising many new species; some spiders
from Bogoth, of enormous size; and a specimen
from Australia, which was apparently nndistin

Society of Aria, 8.—' Destructive Distillation,‘ Dr. Paul.
Geological. 8._—‘Devcnin.n Plants of Maine. Gas 6, tc.‘—
‘New tippers: of’Dendrerpcton to,‘ Dr.
uwscn:
' Upper ld Red Sandstone Rocks,‘ Mr. Salter; ‘ Rela
tions of Sandstone of Cromart with Beptilian Foot
prints,‘ Dr. Gordon and Rev. J. cam.

l‘ar.
SAT.
—

FINE

ARTS

—o—

hide it.
One of the most pathetic pictures in the Exhi

ROYAL ACADEMY.
bition is by Mr. F. \Valker, widely known as a
“They do these things better in France” has designer. This represents a woman hearing her
child through a snow-storm, and is named The

number, arranged with the utmost regularity, so not had an apter illustration than is afforded by a
as to resemble a piece of mosaic.-—Mr. Edwin notice in the Moniteur of a few days since, which
Shepherd exhibited specimens of Bislon betulan'uc, states “that the numerous complaints ('réclam
which had been reared from eggs sent to him from tions) which have reached the Emperor upon the
Lancashire. Mr. Edelsten had last year found a subject of the refusal of works of Art by the jury
pair of this species in copuld, one being the normal of the Exposition have led him to decide that the
cm of the insect, and the other the black variety public shall have an opportunity of determining
sometimes found in the north of England; the the justice of those complaints by seeing the re
eggs sent to Mr. Shepherd were the fruit of that jected Works in the same building (Palais de l’ln
union, and from them twelve specimens of the dustrie) in which those accepted are hung. The

Lost Path (No. 712). Here is a work affecting,
admirably wrought, and by no unknown man, yet
it hangs where none can see its value-Near it is

a highly-poetical head of Vivian (707), by Mr. F.
Sandys, put so that its irrepressible brilliancy alone
can be seem-Why should an artist like Mr. An
thony be found by his work above the line at all,

much more so placed in the limbo of the North
Room, and where the sun shines upon his picture
perfect moth had emerged, of which ei ht were of Director-General of the Imperial Musées has, a masterful landscape, “A Relic of the Old Feudal

the ordinary colour, whilst four were 0 the negro
variety; of the twelve, ten were females, and of
the two males, one was a negro; the whole of the
larvae had been fed on the same food, principally
on lime-leaves. It was remarkable that the black

therefore, the honour to inform MM. the artists Time” (645)? Such rich execution and orig'nal
whose works have not been accepted, that an exhi feeling as this work has may not suit the palates
bition of such as are not withdrawn before the 7th of the bangers, but its Art-value is beyond denial,

instant will open in the Palais, le 45 Mai pro and it is most unfairly displayed.
As no principle can guide decisions so diverse,
chain ”-—i. e., yesterday (Friday). The history of
variety had never been captured in the South, and this to our insular notions amazing aﬂ'air is, that so no result but mortiﬁcation to all concerned can

that no intermediate forms had ever been bred, to the Emperor, —moved by the indignation of many
connect and link together the light-grey type and luckless artists whose works had been treated
the sooty~black variety-Mr. Waterhouse exhibited somewhat like those our Royal Academy Council
Oxypoda lcntula and O. miacella, both hitherto unre has rejected,—went to the Palais, and, to the dis
corded as British species; also a British specimen gust of the oﬂicials, demanded a sight of the vic
of Trechus, which he considered to be identical timized pictures. Produced, they turned out to
with the insect sent to him by Dr. Schaum as comprise works by men to whom medals, honour
T. obtusus; and specimens of Philochthus Manner able mentions, and other public distinctions had

lreimii taken at Durenth Wood-Mr. Waring ex
hibited some dead pupre of drones which he had
found near the entrance of one of his bee-hives;
they were not quite fully matured, and it would
seem that the bees must have cut off the caps of
the cells, and cast out the dead pupae ; but he was
unable to throw any light upon the cause of their

death.—Mr. T. W. \Vood made some remarks on
the colouration and mimicry of nature visible on the
under-side of the wings of Anthockarir C'ardaminea
when at rest, and on the utility of this colouring in
the preservation of the insect. The butterﬂy might,
during the present month, he found towards even
ing or in cloudy weather at rest in very exposed

arise from the injustice stated. Messrs. Armitage,

Leighton, Anthony, Brett, Stirling, Hughes and

Sandys are not tyros; Messrs. Holiday and Mason
have shown themselves worthy ; the ability of
Mr. F. \Valker is beyond question. The Academy,
professedly a school of Art as it is, should not
disregard the works of young men; yet among the
excellent pictures by such that have been incon
been awarded. In justice to all concerned, the siderately treated are Mr. W. Ridley’s Two Strings
above Ukase appeared in the Moniteur. Deep is 10 the Bow (282), hung in a place ﬁtter for many
the wrath of the jury, great the glee of the re of the rudely executed and dull portraits that ﬁll
prieved painters, and expansive the delight of the the ranks upon and above the line; also Mr. E.
freedom-loving citizens of Paris. To ﬁt this last Edwards's Lymnoulh Harbour (644).—How an able
with an expression, out comes a little vaudeville foreigner has been received, let the elevated posi
at the Variétés, styled ‘ Le Club des Refuses,’ which tions of M.Mignot’s two beautiful landscapes-—anti

hits the ﬂying humour with an extra sting to the thetical in theme as they are, and so proving that
chopfallen jury of the Exposition.
Conceive the looks of the Royal Academy Coun

the mannerism of men whose works ﬁll the line

year by year is not in them,—attest. These are the

cil and hangers-—whose doings have raised the Lagoon of Guayaquil (595), a superbly painted
present storm among the painters-if some incar
nate Public Opinion walked into the national pre

misesiu Trafalgar Square, questioned the autho

situations, on the tops of grasses and ﬂowers, and rities’ decisions in this effectual manner, and set
more particularly on those of Anlhrr'acus sylresbria: up face to face with the accepted the rejected

and original sunset; and a charming snow-piece,
A Winter Morning (677). That every one of these
pictures is faulty is no more than can be said of
every picture on the line, but none of them is
devoid of high merit, which is more than can be

the chequered white and green of the wings ex works. Conceive the Adelphi crammed to see the averred of all the “ line. “
actly resembled the small white ﬂowers of the translated vaudeville, and we have the situation!
Examples such as these might be neallcssly
Anthriscus, as seen against the green background
of the hedge-row behind, and thus preserved the
insect from observation; it was to be remarked,
too, that, except as a secure resting-place, the

It is not improbable that the rejected English
works may be shown by way of public appeal on

the proper motion of the victims whose reputations
and very livelihoods are threatened; for, as was

butterﬂy did not appear to be partial to the stated in our last week’s Gossip, the discontent
Anthriscus, but preferred to hover over and suck that usually follows the opening of the Academy
the juices of the wild geranium and other plants. has this year risen higher than ever, and the artists
—-A letter was read from Dr. Hagen, of Konigs seem determined to have it clearly understood
berg, the author of the recently-published ‘Biblio

whether the jury and hangers have or not dealt

theca Entomologica,’ requesting British entomo fairly with them. The luckless painters and their
logists to communicate to this Society any errors friends are naturally indignant that works, the
or Omissions which might be found in that work, merits of which are unchallengeable, and by men
and of additions to be made thereto, in order that whom the public has recognized as able, have not
by such assistance and co-operation the work received the attention to which they are entitled.

might hereafter be made perfect and maintained Undeniably, very many of these are among the
rejected, or so hung that their pred icament is even

complete.

Socnzrv or Aura-—May 6.—J. Dillon, Esq.,

worse than if they were so.

Mr. J. Brett's case is

V.P., in the chain-The paper read was, ‘Natal not a solitary one, in which the authorities have
and South-East Africa,‘ by Mr. Robinson.
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mon.
—

Asiatic, a--Annivcrsary.
Architects, 8.

'l‘t'ss.
-_

Ethnologiml, 4.—Annlvcrs:r
Royal institution, 8.—‘ Piouri'd‘ ‘ Prof. Tyndall.

—

Stntishcnl. s.-‘ Par of the Soldier compared with Wages
of the Labourer,‘ lsjor-(‘vencral ’l‘ullock.
Engineers. 8.— ‘Communication between London and

-—
.
-—

forgotten that they are not in office merely to choose
works which fall in with their own ideas of Art,
but rather that they may select such as represent
all that is valuable and interesting. We do not
estimate the labours of Mr. J. Brett as having a

it would be for the Royal Academy to ignore etch
ing altogether. “ They do these things better in
France,” as was said above; what constitutes Art
is better understood there than in Trafalgar Square;

high artistic importance, but believe them rather so we ﬁnd, without surprise, that these very etch
ings the R. A.’s have so contumeliously treated have

exquisitely mechanical in execution than possessed
Dublin,‘ Mr. Watson ; ‘ Manufacture of Duplicate of intellectual interest. They have, nevertheless,
Machines.‘ Mr. Fernic.
great value, and ought not to have been denied
Horticultural, 4.-Promenade.

Society of Literature, of.

multiplied by a longer examination than we have
given to the circumstances. We have to point out
but one more, and that a crowning absurdity. The
high artistic importance of etchings, direct from the
painter’s hand as they come, has been overlooked
by the hangers of this season, in order to accommo
date the comparatively mechanical works of the
engraver. Thus, in the dismal Octagon Room are
placed some of the exquisite dry-point produc
tions of Mr. Whistler, whose fame the Royal Aca
demy ignores by placing the marvellous plates that
measure ﬁve inches by eight or so, at the top of the
room, one (941) where the sun comes to ruin its
delicacy, even if it could be seen at all,—another
(1003) is in the shade, equally high,-a third (990),
broad as a Rembrandt, is down on the ﬂoor. Like
the last are placed Mr. H. Dean's dry-points, which
are only inferior to Mr. Whistler's works. Ii~ any
thing can match the injustice and absurdity of this

places awarded to earlier productions of the same

in the Exposition noble places on the line above
the appui or velvet elbow-rest that enables men to
study ﬁne works at ease.
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before her, is a study in thisglgbdfdifStevens,

Such heart-burnings as now prevail will be felt

as the statue (402), supports the theme by its rather stony treatment; renders contrasted day and lamp very artistically painted, with good colour and
lights well; is solid, but over-smooth. The face is feeling for expression. The .Bclrolhal of Isaac and
tooNihe evish
frosty has
to beimproved
beautiful.more of late Rebecca (567), by the same, the point of salutation,
youngand
painter
has much tenderness of action in the ﬁgures, real
than Mr. V. Prinsep in every quality of execu expression in their faces, but seems, here at least,
tion and art. Would that he would unite his a little weak in painting. The colouring is gravely
feeling for colour, his power of solid handling and harmonious. It will be well to contrast the gravity,
dramatic conception, in the treatment of phy strength and simplicity of the last work by this
sicsl beauty. His Il Barbagiamii (391), a girl young painter, with the aﬁ‘ectation, studied un
caressing an owl, has hardlyasuperior in the rooms naturalness and falsity of execution no less than of
in the qualities we have named. Rareas these are, feeling to be seenin Mr. R. J. Herbert‘sJuclith (509).
what a pity it is to ﬁnd them employed upon an Is this putty-coloured woman, with the absurd
ill-featured model! The same artist‘s “ Whispering pendent end to her nose, the widow of Bethulia
Tongues can poison Truth” (423) shows the same with the “ goodly countenance and very beautiful
faculties in a higher degree. A queen of the to behold”! Are those narrow, peevish eyes the eyes
ancient time has heard evil things of her chosen of the deliverer of Israel who went forth in the
knight. Meeting him on the palace-stairs, she darkness? Is that pinched nostril, rising ridiculously

until the Academy has imported into its Council
and Hanging Committee some representative of
the “ outsiders,” whose works form so large a por
tion of the Exhibition in Trafalgar Square. The
members of the Academy have, year by year, failed
to ﬁll the space reserved for them upon its walls.
Of the 1,205 works of Art now exhibited only 139

are by R.A.s, Associates and Engravers, who are
63 in number,—or a fraction over two works per
man,-—including the most trivial sketches, with
miniatures, architectural drawings, portraits, kc.
Of the 139, only ﬁve are sculptures, produced by the
united energies of two R.A.s and an Associate.

Spaces upon the line that Turner, Etty and Leslie (
used to ﬁll, are yielded, perforce, to outsiders; yet
while such is the case, the selecting body remains
of the same unmixed character, and does not seem,
to judge by recent events, likely to refresh itself
with the best new blood that might be had. Of the

,
r

passes the astonished man without regard. Behind, as it does without lifting the lip, expressive of her

on the landing above, are courtiers whispering and
63 members eleven do not exhibit this year. Of laughing. The lady‘s action as she swerves to the
the 38 R.A.s, in whose hands power resides, from side of the stair, her nervous hand upon the rail,
among whom the selecters come, only four, Messrs. her set, regretful, angry face, are admirable in
Stanﬁeld, Hook, Ward and Elmore, fairly ﬁll their design. The knight’s action, although apt, is rather
places, and that with only eight noteworthy pic awkwardly expressed ; his ﬁgure does not compose
tures! Upon these eight pictures the Royal Aca well, and he might have been handsomer than he
demy bases itself! Nor is the academical part of is, without being less manly.—Mr. H. O‘Neil never
this body's duties in a more ﬂourishing condition ; succeeded so well with expression as, and never
its Professorships of Anatomy and Painting are painted better than, in The Power of Music (398),
vacant; its teacher of Perspective, contrary to the —Stradella and his wife escaping assassination
fundamental law, is an “ outsider," and it has been through the sweetness of his singing. Mr. O'Neil
obliged to resort to the desperate expedient of has wisely thought out the effect of candle-light

resolutionl Do those ﬂaccid, girlish cheeks, that

feeble chin, suggest the face of one who dared such
a deedl Beyond all, is this minikin mouth, that
could not open, and is curled like that of a bad

actress, —the mouth that cried “ I pray thee, I pray
thee, O God of my father, and God of the inheritance

of Israel, smite by the deceit of my lips the servant
with the prince; ' " break down their statelineas
by the hand of a woman"? Judith‘s “countenance
was altered," but not in this way, when they won
dered at her beauty; she had not such a lean,
petty body when the men of the city looked after
her “ until she was gone down ‘the mountain, and
till she had passed the valley, and could see her
no more." Frivolous mockery of Art as this thing

electing its teacher of Painting as Associate, in upon ﬂesh, but‘ not been able to render it without
order that the oﬂice may seem yet in its own hands much crudity of colour.
An admirable design is that of Mr. J . Pettie‘s is inkexecution, its conception is yet more wilfully
and supplied by its own body.
Mr. G. H. Boughton’s two pictures mark, by rather thinly painted and sparkling picture, The wea .
their softness and breadth of tone and colour, a Trio (452). Three rnedizeval musicians are seen
Mr. J. E. Hodgson‘s First Sight of the Armada
French system of working that is estimable in performing in an ancient street; one, a lutist, has (569), notwithstanding the quaintness and want of
its completeness. These are No. 48, Through the employed his interval in obsequiously saluting, manly drawing in the ﬁgures, is a very vigorous
Fields, children walking, and Hop-pickers Return hat in hand, some girls seated at a window; and effective picture, that tells its tale with power.
ing-Twilight (506), such a party trudging home his swaggering, begging air is most expressive. We are placed upon a high headland of the South
wards at evening: the father and mother go wearily Right in front, the second, a hautboy-player, ern coast, and look over the sea that seems to
along, a boy bears a big umbrella; the natives with a capitally-rendered face of absorption, creep, in its million waves, far below our feet: it
of the district stare at them.

continues his performance, and strides with widely

In the last are

is purple, silver-hued, with a dash of light here

much character and ﬁne execution.—Mr. Erwood parted feet. The third, a lean fellow with a viol, and there, and grey, with reﬂection of the east
improves in colouring. His well-painted interior,
containing a servant‘girl having her fortune told
by a gipsy, in whose basket lies a silver ladle, jus
tiﬁes its title, Minding the House (55), by the silly

goes on with his chant and ﬁngers, looking to an
upper window all the while. Eyes hardened by

behind us.

Low down in the west the sun's

ﬁery haze of setting ﬁlls the distance, his light

conventionality must get over the ultra-quaintness burning upon the waiting clouds above almost
and staring, sketchy look of this picture ere they

to the zenith, and all along the sea-line below.

look of the girl and the knavish one of the woman. can appreciate its true spirit.—An Old English
Every one who admires Mr. E. Nicol’s powers of Song (185), a girl gaily singing at a harpsichord,
humour, must be glad to see that he has avoided by Mr. W. E. Orchardson, is happy in its pleasant,
the too painful themes in which he used to show lively face, its cleverly-painted dress of brocade,

slowly coming towards the land over the path the
sun has gilded with blood-red coloured gold. The

them. Still illustrating Irish character, he is happy
in Insolvent (66), a stalwart fellow who, going into
a. dram-shop, takes a noggin of whiskey and then
examines his pockets with an irresistibly comic air
of impudent deprecation at ﬁnding them empty.
Not less capital is the shopwoman's hard~hearted
look of dismay at being “ done," her upthrust lips
and clenched ﬁngers. Waiting an Answer (101),
a peasant going with a letter to his landlord, a
stumpy, scrubby-headed individual who reads it by

natural action and brightness. This charming pic
ture is inconsiderately hung on the lowest, or
“crinoline line,” and will be probably scraped to
the canvas. The same artist’s remarkable group of

poetical expressiveness of this landscape is such
that the ﬁgures shown lighting a beacon ought
to have been wholly omitted, or well enough
done to honour the thought. —Mr. M. J. Lawless's
picture, A Sick Call (589), has intense pathos of

Portraits (65 2), despite some stiffness of composition, expression, and is an example of surprising im
is beautifully painted-solid, bright, natural and provement in painting. Mr. Lawless has almost
broad. With such qualities, and being life-size, we entirely got rid of his ivory-like and rigid manner
look for much from the painter.

that was repulsive to artists. A little dry and not

It would be diﬂicult to conceive styles more full of colour, his manner is solid and painter-like.
opposed than that of Mr. Pettie’s picture and the This picture represents the priest of some Swiss

the window. The Hope of the Family (242), an bedimmed, heavy, but powerful and solid manner
Irish cottier regarding his ill-looking cub of a son
with satisfaction; and Renewal of the Lease Refused
(397), are all amusing studies of character.
Alone (165), by Mr. T. Webster, is a dismal

Right upon this sea-line are hundreds of tall ships

village going with the Host to a dying person. He
is seated, with the staff beside him, in the stern of
a boat, with his acolytes and a weeping relative

is wife; it has feeling and character.—Mr. H.
Le Jeune’s work, The Thorn (269), shows in a
weakly pretty manner a girl extracting a thorn

of Mr. R. Lehmann‘s Roman Beggars (454), who
compose themselves so artistically at a church
porch, and show their eyes and their rags with art
as artiﬁcial as the manner of the painter. A studio
style this is, and, with all its technical merits, really
marvellous to those who look for nature in Art.
—Mr. Rankley never painted so good a picture as
A Sower went forth to sow (504) is,—a missionary

from the foot of a younger sisten-Mr. A. John

lady seated at the door of an Indian’s tent, and

Mr. Armitage has deservedly such a name that

ston's Land 0’ the Lcal (277), an aged Scottish reading the Bible to the family gathered, in various
couple consoling each other with the Bible, is attitudes, about her. The lady’s face is weak in
too sentimental to be earnest, and but showily character, but withal pure and good in expression;
painted-Mr. W. H. Fisk's Robcspicrre receives that it is weak is rather the picture’s default than
Letters from Friends of his Victims, threatening him an error in rendering character by Mr. Rankley.
with Assassination (353) is grim and absurd. If A little painty and spotty in treatment, there is
Mr. Fisk will paint the Incorruptible, let him ﬁrst yet much solidity and faithful painting here. The
take a peep at a genuine likeness. There is a very ndians’ faces are capitally given.--Mr. J. Dearle's
good one in the great Gallery of Versailles-Mrs. The Bird Minder (507), a boy seated on a style, is
H. Ward‘s Mary Queen of Scots intrusting her Son very spiritedly and cleverly painted: the landscape
to the Earl of Mar (386), marks a great improve portion bright and clear, though rather thin. Some
ment in the artist’s execution, which is solid and docks in front are very good.
careful, and his power of composition. The baby,
Mr. S. Solomon sends two pictures, both excel

his work, even if large, would claim a good place

picture, representing an old labourer mourning for

1

of the sick. The design, from the ﬁgure of the
rower, who works with a steady pull, to that of the
priest himself, is excellent; the execution‘s dry
ness gives to the work something of the look of an
illumination, but we must not, on that account,
reject the pathos and spirit of the whole.

by right. Why then do we ﬁnd his excellent picture,
moderate in size, put on the third row above the

line in the North Room‘? The Hanging Committee
will not venture to say that, whether they like its

style or not, this is not a good picture. Nothing
but unpardonable prejudice or inexcusable careless
ness can have placed it where it is, on a line with

the equally wronged landscape by Mr. Anthony
(645), Mr. Mignot's two landscapes (595, 677), and
the head of

Virien, by Mr. F. Sandys (T07).

Nothing can be more opposed than are the styles
of these brilliant works to that of Mr. Anni
’s

the cradle and its coverings are capitally painted; lent, but not equal in aim to those we have before Burial of a Christian Martyr in the Time of Am
the Queen's figure is good,—the Earl’s ﬁgure is had from him. His Juliette (508), a young lady, (622), which is dry, severe, fresco-like, low-toned
weak-Mr. W. M. Egley’s Shakspeare’s Hmmiom, in mourning, seated at a table with a bouquet in colour and classical in composition. The body is
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lowered with ropes into a cats-comb, and there
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this removed part of the world from that of the

received by friends who have made preparation for its English lake.
washin g and interment in the shelflike grave hewn in
the stone of the pit. The deceased‘s father receives
the corpse; his mother holds the head; his weeping
sister kneels; his mistress, with a vase of ointment
and a wreath of bay, waits on the bath of the dead
that an old servant prepares on the rocky ﬂoor.

Mr. Redgrave has gone upon an entirely different

system from that Mr. Lee adopts. His Sunshine
(311), a view over Wootton \Voods, near Dorking,
is softly bright with day, and while, it may be,

a little too grey in colour, has been heedfully
studied from nature.

The scene—a high, rich

Behind, the sculptors have wrought out the tomb meadow, looking over downs in whose hollows
and placed the Christian emblems we now ﬁnd in deep-planted woods gather,—-shows, beyond them,
such places above its entrance. The severity of bright lands to the horizon. The shadows of the
manner in which all this is treated makes it gravely ﬂesh in the same artist's ﬁgures in strayed Lambs
impressive without morbidity, sober without (220) err in purple colour; the features are rather
prosing, and thereby shows the artist’s art.
portrait-like. The landscape, a bank of high ferns,
If with Mr. Hayller’s Life or Death. (628), that backed by multitudinous lir-stems and their plumy
is on the line,
Armitage’s picture could change heads, is very beautifuL-Mr. H. L. Roberta's
laces it would be well for both of them. Mr. The Word of God, a Parable, Luke viii. 15 (244
ayller would gain by the removal of his merely 247), an allegory in four lancet-shaped bits of
dashing execution, commonplace subordinate ﬁgures landscape-—a ploughed ﬁeld with rocks, the stony
and over-tinted colour to a distance from the eye, furrows, the wheat smothered with tares, and the

while the dramatic qualities of his design would
then come out with force. The subject is a lottery
of death, drawn bya child, to one of three captured
Royalist oﬂicers,—the well-known story of Col.
Poyer‘s death. The child who delivers the fatal lot is
admirably designed, pathetic in his
, and, so
far as we know, quite original. Does the Hanging
Committee believe the public cannot understand

the Art-value of such a picture as Mr. Armitage‘s
compared with the puny sentimentality of Mr. T.
Brooks’s badl —painted deathbed clap-trap, styled
Resignation 660), which is on the line ?—Our
progress brings us now toMr. F. Sandys‘s splendid
head, life-size, of Vi'lr‘ien (707), the alluring witcher

of Merlin, entrancing in haughty beauty and
crowned with gold-lighted hair; behind her a
screen of eyes from a peacock’s tail, her apt cogni

sauce.
Mr. J. W. Oalres's River in Flood (5), a moor
land stream, peat-stained and foaming, coming
down a rapid, has great spirit in treatment. The
glimpse over, or rather along, the levels of the
land, above the stream's high banks, is excellently
given. The sky, rainy and bright, with blue
spaces, is remarkable for aerial truth and variety
of tone-Mr. T. Creswick deals with themes
contrasted with those that please Mr. Oakes, but
he is not less faithful to one style. His works
have gained a little of colour this year, though
still grievously lacking more, and are perhaps
somewhat more solid than of yore. Crossing the
Stream (86) is a woodland ford, with bright, still
water, rocks, grey as usual, and trees, treated in
the pleasant but very mechanical manner of the
artist. The effect is bright, but sunless, because it
looks so cold. The Old Ferry-Boot (107) is warmer
in colour than the last, has much the same manner,
but somewhat richer treatment, due rather to the
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the dorsal and lumbar regions, slightly raising his
spine into an arch, are accompanied in sympathetic
action by those that wave the tailin a slow curling
movement. No. 139, A Girnﬂ'e, has the lean
elegance of the beast rendered with subtlety and
exquisite ﬁnish. No. 140 is a Lion Prom-ling, a
superb animal, that moves shouldering along ; his
heavy feet slowly pad, so to say, the ﬂoor; his head
is down; its jaws, half apart, seem to emit a hoarse
undertnned growl. In 141, A Lion, Sleeping, rests
his huge head upon his paws; his mane is in tangled,
rich masses. In 142, A Lion, Roaring, lifts his
mouth, and querulously seems to signal a com

panion. This is a very remarkable work; see the
treatment of the face, with its pendulous lips of
the upper jaw, ﬁerce fretfulness of the eyes, grand
and characteristic mane. M. Haehnel‘s closeness of
study may be discerned on comparing the manner

in which he has rendered the textures of the hides
of these creatures : where the skin lies over bone it
is ﬁrmly marked and shown pressed outwards, it

pure wheat-—is well and boldly painted, but no
picture.—Mr. T. S. Cooper’s Cooling the Hoof (255), binds the muscles and hangs slack when the action
cows in the water, has the usual qualities of his does not call forth the powers of the limbs inclosed.
works. In an attempt to introduce ﬁnish the artist In exquisite rendering of the free plumage, or close
has made the execution rather hard.—An Autumnal ﬁttin feathers, of the Ostrich, the seemingly hard
Evening, North Wales (278), by Mr. R. Harwood, and s eeny surface of the feathers in the Cook and
is very feelingly painted, and, without pretension, Hen, or panoply of the Eagles, the tough bronze has
effective. A calm lake seen to go among the invo yielded to the artist's skill, as it has in the bulky
lutions of the mountains; water and land treated crine of the lions‘ manes, their rigid hair of the
with skilL-One of the most brilliant and success body, the pachydermatous shields of the Elephants,
ful little pictures in the Exhibition is the landscape or Hippopotami, the softer skins of the Giraﬁ‘es,
styled Ambleteuse (373), by Mr. C. J. Lewis,—a or the bunchy, stiﬂ‘ wool of the Camel. The Stag
study of the bay with its sands bare, lying bright
under a sunny day. The sky gives a charm to
this picture by its urely white ﬂocculi of clouds,
broken here and t era to show the brilliant blue
of the ﬁrmament. In the foreground is a grave
yard, with decorated crosses: therein stands a nun
robed in black,—very cleverly introduced to give
a subject and a powerful contrast in the picture.
On the French Coast (120), by Mr. H. W. B.
Davis, is, compared with the last, prosaic. The
artist has so often attempted the theme of bright,
misty, summer sunlight, just before autumn, upon
the coast, with sheep in a rough pasture, that we
are glad to see a rainbow for a change. This example
is better painted than its predecessors, but tends to
paintiness. It is just to say that no theme can be
more difficult than this one, and that few men could
succeed in it so well as Mr. Davis. His success is

is magniﬁcent.

Mr. Cope has just completed the ﬁfth of his
series of pictures in the Peers‘ Corridor, Houses

of Parliament.

The whole is intended to illustrate

the history of the Civil War, thus 2-1. Charles

the First erecting the Standard at Nottingham;
2. Basing House defended by the Cavaliers against
the Commonwealth Troops; 3. Expulsion of the

Fellows of a College at Oxford for refusing to
sign the Covenant ; 4. Burial of Charles the First;

5. The Speaker Lenthall asserting the privileges
of the Commons against Charles‘s attempt to seize

the Five Members; 6. The setting out of the Lon
don Train Bands to raise the Si
7. Embarkation of a Puritan

e of Gloucester;
amily for New

England; 8. Parting of Lord and Lady Russell.
Of these Nos. 1, 4, 7 and 8 have been for some
time completed. No. 2 is that just ﬁnished. By far

much greater in Ambleleuse Bay (279), a road with the best work of those yet produced is the seventh
cows going home at early evening: a work exceed in our list,—the least satisfactory is the ﬁrst ; the
ingly ﬁne in tone and colour,-—-see the treatment of last, now in question, comes between the two ex
the shadow in the hollow to the proper left, and tremes. It has more spirit of design than No. 1,
those in the road near the front-Mr. M. W. withal better drawing, but in colour and aiirial
Ridley’s Two String: to the Bow (282), a coast pic tone it is a long way behind No. 7. We
ture, ﬁnely, but rather ﬂatly treated, shows two have a side ﬂight of steps leading up to the
little girls flirting with a young sailor-boy. The entrance-terrace before the gates of the lordly house

effect chosen than to the execution, it appears to us. breadth, ﬁdelity, and spirit of this work claim for it of Basing. At the foot of the steps a struggle
Could not this artist vary these somewhat too a better place than it has on high. Next the ﬂoor has ended in the overthrow of a Royalist chief, the
familiar themes, the smooth mirror of the water,

is an extremely effective little picture, by the same,
The Old Pond (289),-—a large, green-mantled pool,
and cold, bright sky? Many of his works we know studded with clumps of alder-s — black, and a
of old to be charming; but, surely, an artist can mirror, when the mantle is off-more beautiful
not be too various in his themes. These seem than an emerald when covered with weed. A
mechanically pitched upon. There is smooth charmingly true painting, stereoscopic in effect, so
water and pale trees again in The Tees, at ll'ycliﬁ'c strong is it.—Mr. \V. Davis's Spring (283) is an
(205). Pleasant Paths (647), by the same, is other of the unfortunates that deserves a good place,
warmer, and, therefore, plessantcr, but has the if happy dexterity, without ﬂimsiness, ﬁdelity and

the grey boulders, the pale, thinly-painted trees,

Marquis of Winchester probably, by a stalwart
Puritan champion in :- buﬁ’ coat, who may be
Lieutenant-General Oliver Cromwell; for it was

that. English Poliorcelea who took the place.

A

young man, a standard-bearer, is also cast down,
struggling to retain his charge from the hands of

the victor. The old noble is raised from the stones
by a priest ; others of the household are preparing
to shoot the assailant. In the background skir

same manner as before.
knowledge of nature are qualities of good Art in mishing goes on. If this work cannot be consi
Mr. F. R. Lee sends us no such works as the landscape.
'
dered wholly satisfactory or worthy of its place, it
well-esteemed pictures of Gibraltar. He has gone
is clear and bright in effect of light. There is a
to the Devonshire streams for his Where the Trout
good deal of energy, not, however, of the best sort
I/ic (195). This landscape has not only more colour
Frss-Anr GOSSIll-Since the opening of the in Art, in the main groups. The drawing shows
in it, but, probably, in consequence, is less merely French Exhibition, in Pall Mall, a considerable
painty than works we have had of late from the number of bronze statues of animals has been
artist. A stream is shown, shaded by huge trees, one added to it. These are by M. Haehnel, of Dres
of which, an oak, is painted with great force, bulki den, and display surpassing ability and delicacy
ness of look, and power of dealing with masses of in execution, as well as knowledge of the forms,
foliage. In all respects this picture is better than habits and characters of the creatures. Alone,
Across the Ferry and over the Meadows (15), which they would form an exhibition every artist and
exempliﬁes Mr. Lee's worst method of painting, lover of Art ought to see. We shall best com
cold, opaque, and ﬂat. Thelake-island, with ruins, mend them by describing a few. No.1“, A Lion,
styled A Deserted Island (298), is remarkable for the massing of whose mane is admirable ; he raises
its want of colour, and enough to make one think himself to the utmost on his fore feet, looking out
the artist cannot see that quality in nature. The and snuﬁing, with an eager, inquisitive air, at some
Aqueduct at Nismes (3'22) serves also to conﬁrm near danger, an action ﬁnely expressed by his wide
such a presumption; there is really no diﬁ‘erence nostrils, slightly parted jaws, and open eyes. Every
in the colouring of rocks, vegetation and sky in muscle is full of life; as he draws breath those of

some commendable care, and the expressions are

only occasionally tainted with theatrical feeling.
As representing an ordinary attack and defeat
there is little to challenge in this picture. What we
miss, indeed, is distinct personiﬁcation in the chief
ﬁgure; we cannot say at once that it represents
the Protector himself. Mr. Cope has used the
stereochrome process of painting for this work, and
intends to do so with those that remain to be done.
Mr. E. M. \Vnrd will very shortly commence another
subject, the Landing of Charles the Second at

Dover, in the corresponding series allotted to him
in the Commons‘ Corridor ; also in water-glass.
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nisn woman belonging to the opposite side, also in
love with Lamberto, and on that piss behaving
MUSICAL UNION-—EX'I‘RA MAT[NEE.—TUE§DAY, Mpg most iucomprehensibly (Mdlle. Titicns); Truilo, a
l9, Half-post Three.- uiutett in A. Clarinet. do. Mom
traitor (Signor Gsssier); Fanfulla, an old warrior
Lazarus, (‘urrodus. Web , kc: Trio Conocrbmto in ‘I, Up. 83,
Hnmrncl, Miss Madeline Schiller \d- butnutc‘. Rios and P_iutti.— (Signor Bsttini). There are duetts-of love, duetts
MUSIC

AND

THE
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Mario retains his popularity; for that in no small

DRAMA

._..__

Solo \‘iolonccllo. l'iutti ‘ﬁrst time‘; Solo Pinnoforte. (.‘ha in. M.
John hefort Willsl
DEWWII'IPOIKltlOIl8-—AO(§0I_IIpttny'llt. ‘.ngeL
Visitorsure udmitte on par ment of Five Billlllll
npd )lcmbcn
Halts-Crown ouch, st the sLL-Tickcts, Five S \llm ‘ each. to
be had at the usual places.
J. ELLA, ircctor.

night ‘Marths’ is announced, for the debut of
of hate, duetts of forgiveness,—a siege tallied of,— Mdlle. Dcmi and the re-sppesrmce of Signor
the Juds-s of the tale murdered and thrown into a Graziani.
convenient well, in s drawing-room, concealed by

drapery !—and, lastly, the veteran Nicolo is ex
Mr. HENRY LESLIE‘S CHOIR, THURSDAY. May 21.
S'I‘. JAMES'S HALL.~Mr. Sims Rceves, Mdlle. l’
, nnd
Madame Arabella (ioddunLiThc l’ro rdmmc will inclm c Mon
delssohn‘s ‘Ave Maris.‘ the solo by
r. Sims Reeves: Mendels
sohn‘s ‘ Hear my l'ruyer,‘ the solo by Mdlle. Purepn Mndnme
Arubclls Goddard will play l’rclude nnd l-‘uguc by lluch. llnndcl's
‘Harmonious Blacksmith,‘ suite dc picces, and will uocornpuny
Mr. Sims Reeves in Beethoven's ‘Adclnidu.’ The choir will sing
the celebrated Mndriguls ‘Sweet Honey-Sucking llecs,‘ and ' Fire,
ﬁnk-Stalls, 6c. : Family Tickets, to admit Four, 2111.; Bulco ,
31.: Area. 20. —Admission, 10.; at all Musicscllcrs‘. I-‘nmi
Tickets to he had only at Addison's, 210, Regent btrcct, on
Austin's, ‘I8, Piccadilly.

measure depends on graces over which Time has
only a partial inﬂuence. The ﬁrst performance of
‘Don Giovanni’ was given on Thursday-To

ecuted. This is all that can be easily made out con
cerning the story, save that its epoch is A.D. 1530.

Signor Rossini himself, magical in disguising in

Goscsnrs or run WEEK.—-Thc Crystal Palace
gave the ﬁrst of what may be called its eight “ Star

Concerts," this day week. Mdlle. Carlotta Patti
was the curiosity of the morning. She does not

gain on acquaintance: a. certain incompleteness of
execution, which it was only considerate at the out
‘ Not even his exquisite music could save ‘ Zelmira,’ set to ascribe to nervousness, being, apparently, a
though, in point of writing, that opera pairs off part of her usual style. This is inadmissible in such
with ‘ Semiramide.’ What chance then, was there music as she is addicted to. Herr Jsell played
rm. nsscos's sscosnsﬁix‘cs $6.8m.“ ms'rnu- \ for Signor Schirs. to write in comfort, and under Mcndelssohn’s ﬁrst Concerto, not well. He has a,
MENTAL MUSIC will take plucc on 'l‘llURSDALMuv 21.nt I
16, (irosvenor Street by permission of Messrs. _CclL-u'd-. comrncnm inspiration,—with no characters to paint worth light and ﬂuent ﬁnger; but either he could not enter
ing nt Three o'clock. Programme: Qulntctt in B lint; Unslow's
painting, with no scenes to follow worth following? into the spirit of the composition (which contains
Sonata in (‘ minor, Piunoforte, Mozart; \‘sriutions in I), Violon
oello nnd l'iunoforte. Mendelssohn; Sonata in A minor, 0%. 5!, ‘ None. Accordingly, his work is not so much like no unfathomable depths), or did not care to take
\v'iolin nnd l’iuuofom, Beethm'en; Piunofortc Solos. 8. lie lcr; an opera, as a series of musical pieces tacked pains with it, playing without signiﬁcance or clear
Piunuforte Qusrtett, m B minor. Mendelssohn. Ext-cutouts:
MM. Sainton. l'ollitmr, Webb, Peue, Severn and Deng)“ _ together with aview to the exhibition of the singers, uess. The introductory slow movement of a new
Family Tickets, to udmit Three, Ouc Guinea; Single Tickets
HAlf-s-Guincn; to he hnd of Mr. R. W. Olllvier, 1!), Old Bond single and concerted. No one part of it seems to Fantasia and Rondo by M. Vieuxtemps, which he
Street; or of Mr. Desoon,T2,Wclbock Street, Csvsndish SqnnrcJV.
belong to another. There is s "Rats-plan” chorus
performed, is the best and least aﬂ’ccted solo music
a thing dangerous to attempt while M. Meyerbeer by that gentleman that we recollect. Madame
MISS EMMA BUSBY‘S MORNING (‘ONOEIVL HANOVER
SQUARE l'tUUhlH THURSDAY, May 21 nt Threeo‘clock pro
cisely.—Artists: “dlle. Florence Lnncis. Mdlle. Elvira Bchrcus,
Signor Lorenzo Sevcrini, Mr. (‘.urmdus Signor I‘intti and Min
Ernmn Busby. Conductor Herr Adolph Riel-Tickets. HIM-s.
Guineu; Fumily Tickets (to admit Three). One Guinea; at the
Musicssllers‘, the Rooms and st Miss E. Bnsby‘s residcnce,16,

Howley Place, Muids Hill Wm.
MR. (‘USINS‘S GRAND EVENING CONCERT, st 81‘.
JAMES‘! HALL, FRIDAY, June 5. mt Eight o‘olock.—ArtllMl:

Purepa.

Reeves, Mcsscnt. nnd Snntley, the Orpheus Glee

Union, Hutu, Buziau, Bulsir (,‘hatterton, John Thomas. Harold
Thomas, nnd (lusins. Full Orchestra and Chorus. Conductors,

Prof. b'terudnlc Bennett and Mr. Cusins.—'l‘icllcts. 10s. 64, BI. 30.
and is . at Austin's. No. is, Piccadilly; all Muslcsellm'; and at
88, hottinghom Place. W.

MR. WALTER MACFARREN‘S MORNING CONCERT OP
PIANOF‘UR’I‘E MUSIC Hsnover Squnrc Rooms, Juno 6.—
Artists: Miss Robcrtine liendcrson Madame Shiatsu-Dolby. M.

Quinton. 51 nor Piuttl and Mr. Walter Maci'snm-Bcwrvcd
Seats, 101;.

.—1, Usnnburgh Street, N.W.

WELSH NATIONAL MUSIC.~Unil'ed Choirs.—13nnd of
Harps-A MORNING CONCERT, to be vcn by Mr. JOHN
THOMAS (l’encerdd Gwuliul, at the H NOVER SQUARE
ROOMS, on BA'I‘URDAY, June 18. at Three o'clock-Vocalists:
Miss l-ldlth Wynne lEos (,‘ymrul, Mr. Lcwis’l'homss,&c. Hur ists:
Mr. J. Bolsir L‘huttertcu (Harpist to the_Queen), Mr.
. 1!.

Wright. Mr. John Thomns.

Further

srticulurs will be duly

announced-Rois Stalls, 153.; Tickets
nlf-u-Guinea; to be had
of all M‘xisicscllers‘; and of Mr. John Thomas, 109, Great Portland
Street, '.

GIUGLINI. GARDONI and SIMS REEVES will a pear st
Mr. BENEDICT‘S GRAND ANNUA_L MORNING CO ‘CERT
on MONDAY,Junc 28,91‘. JAMES‘B HALL in addition toull
the srnilahlc artistes then in London. The full Pro
lnmc will
be published on June 1.;lmn1edistc application or the low
remaining Stalls (one guinea each) is res
full
solicited.
Rcoervcd Seats, 10s. 6d; at the principal
usicse lets‘; and of
Mr. Benedict, 2, Manchester Squur's, W.

HER MAJss'rr’s THEATRE-Nicola de’ Lapi
A new Italian opera, born on this side of the

Alps, is an event of itself pleasant, because of its
rarity. During late years we can only call to
mind, as similar attempts, those b Mr. Bslfe,
Signor-i Alsrysnd Csmpnua.~—Si or ilettshuving

only written for England and rsnce, in English
and French. Signor Schira had already tried his
hand at composition, under the management of
Mr. Maddox, but not in Italian; and then the

chances against his success were as twenty to one.
Thus, his was a. “ ﬁrst night” on Thursday week, in

' sipidity and in draping deformity, could not carry
off such a. collection of platitudes as are here set.

is living,—s sprightly romance for the con Walla,

Lemmcns-Sherrington seemed determined to chal

sentimentsl love-mutter for the tenor,—cxprcssive
and elevated music for the baritone, whose part ends

lenge Mdlle. Carlotta Patti, by singing the silly
variations (for as concert music they are silly) from
‘The Crown- Diomonds,’ with metallic exactneu

with that prophecy of Italy's future glories which
is becoming somewhat wesrisome in poetry and and ﬁnish.-—-To-day the music will be furnished by
music. The prime. donna has been ﬁtted with rude

Mesdsmes Alboni, De Ruds, Mr. ‘Vilbye Cooper,

and audacious music recalling, in its style, that Signor Revere and Mr. Hslle.
Herr Paw’: Historical Performances. -— The
fourth of these had a. miscellaneous programme,
Good indications, both of melody and harmony, which opened with specimens of the works of the
are to be found in many parts of the opera; but. as a. two rsre old Frenchmen, Oouperin and Ramesu.
whole, the impressions left on us are those of in Time was (and that not so long since) that to
consistcncy,—evssion of the wholesome art of con English ideas the latter represented all that was
struction,—and crude orchestral noise. In this last dry, harsh, scientiﬁc and angular; and his beauties
characteristic, however, Signor Schira is of his as s genial and elegant mclodist were overlooked,
country and his time. Signor Verdi led the way;
because unknown. He was laughed, or rather
snd cars, which are not ears of brass or Sax-metal, yswned, oﬁ' thethrone he had so long occupied, inthe
must suffer the consequences, under the hands of times of the Gluck and Piccini contests,-—but the day
his imitstors,-—-Signori Petrolla. Pedrotti, Ferrari, of even his vocal music ﬁnding favour may return;
and a score of boisterous gentlemen besides, who, his instrumental compositions are delightful, apart,
belonging to Abigaille (another termagant woman
in Warrior's armour) of Signor Verdi‘s ‘ Nsbucco.’

not being able to write as their forefathers did,
make a noise with trombones and other blatant
instruments by way of concealing their inﬁrmity.
We may have more to say of the music when it is
published. On Thursday week, it appeared to pro
duce the effect aimed at.

and nstionsl—things to group with similar speci
moon by Scarlatti and Bach-Aﬁnefuguc by Eberlin
(long attributed to Bach) was very welcome; so, in

its widely different way, was Dussek‘s ‘ Elég-ie Hur
monique sur le Mort do Louis-Ferdinand. '——Steibelt
might have been better represented-There were

Mr. Santley‘s share in the execution of the work, also specimens by Weber; Chopin's Grnnd Andante
and Polonaise, op. 22; two of Schumsnn’s ‘Kreis

both musical and dramatic, was by many degrees
the best feature of the performance. He could
hardly have sung better than he did, or have more
completely wrought out intention, where there was
any,—or have morejudiciously made amends for its
absence, where none was marked by the composer.
He was admirably dressed, too ;~he acts better and
better month by month. Mdlle. Titiens does not
improve. She cannot rid herself of her old German
habit of offering the show for the substance of ex
ecution,—dashing here, there, and everywhere,
resching and holding fast nothing ﬁrmly; as much ap
plandcd, nevertheless, as though she were a Ustalnni
Tcdiviz‘a;—and therefore with small temptation to

the strictest sense of the words,—an appearance to
be judged gently by all who believe that writing improve her defects by study. M dlle. Trebelli, also,
for the stage is only to be learnt by witnessing pleases her public. Her voice is agreeable, though
toneless when she sings piano, and not always in
the effect of what has been written.
Signor Schiro. has shown himself more than tune. The feat, in her case, is done by a. certain
usually inexperienced in the choice of his drama. elegance and piquancy of appearance and manner.
The value of Count Massimo d’Azeglio’s contribu Signor Giuglini seemed to us not well placed
tion to literature cannot be questioned; but here in this opera, or else not content with his occupa
it is represented in a. series of scenes entirely tion. The chorus and orchestra did their best; and
devoid of interest. The combinations are the the closing scene, a prison interior with a staircase,
oldest of the old; the situations few and far down which monks, penitents, soldiers, and execu
between, and, when they arrive, forced and mou tioners descend, is picturesque, and its groupings
strous. 'The action, when it ought to move, is are good. Mr. Mapleson has obviously brought his
suspended as courageously as in the commonest best resources to hear, so as to ensure the success
bnllsd-operu, written to make Punch laugh. Some of Signor Schira’s opera.
thing beyond such local names as the Pallcschi and
I’iagncm' and the “ thirteen of Barletts.” is required
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.—-Signor Mario appeared
to make an historical Italian Opera attractive, here on Saturday last in ‘ Il Bsrbiere,‘ with Mdlle.
at least. \Ve may transcribe the list of characters: Adelina. Patti as Rosina. For the moment suﬂice it
these are, Nicola dc‘ Lap'i, chief of the Republi to say that the lady has come back with more than
cans (Mr. Santlcy); Lmldomia, his daughter (Mdlle. her former power, and was enthusiastically wel
Trebelli), betrothed to Lambm'to, a Republican comed by her subjects—nonc the less for her
warrior (Signor Giuglini); Selvagguz, an Amazo triumphs in Paris and Vienna,—snd that Signor

leris-ns ’; two of Heller’s “ Wood Scenm "; and a
duett for two pisnofortes on a theme, or rather
passage, from Schumsnn’s ‘Manfred,’ by Herr
Reinecke. This piece is very ingeniously combined,

and is rational (which is saying much for new Ger
man music), delicate and effective. Every possible

justice was done to it by Mr. Dsnnreuther and
the concert-giver.
In his programmes Herr Psuer aspires to be
pioneer and teacher. \Vhst he says, in this capa
city, no less than what he plays, is worth attem
tion. Mondsy’s concert-book contained his apology

for, and panegyric on, Schumann, who has been
again and again, of late, put on his trial in Eng
land, and whom Herr Psuer considers us the most

interesting composer that has appeared since Beet
hoven and Schubert-“greater, however, as a.
thinker than as a. practical musician.” We are

subsequently instructed that, “the inevitable laws
which
late the form of a movement he too
often despised as cold, dead rules which might be

disregarded with impunity. The consequence is u
want of that concentration and symmetry which
make a composition interesting and attractive to
the ordinary listener.” “Another defect," Herr
Psuer admits, “ is his want of sustained melody.
Of melodious phrases there is no lack ; but they are

too short and too often unassisted by rhythmical
structure, and thus the music has a hectic, restless
character, which is anything but satisfactory.”
After this, nevertheless, we are hidden to admire

Schumann’s originality and power asathinker. His
want of sustained melody we, too, have commented
on: the existence of melody without rhythm, we
ﬁnd it hard to comprehend. Now, as to power
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and individuality of thought, Schumann’s origi
nality, to our judgment, virtually resolves itself
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attraction to diﬂicult
. But its peculiar
individuality is displayed in long and melancholy

MACMILLAN & cozs
NEW LIST.

into his having made use of material rejected
by those bound by “ inevitable laws " and

chants; there, in quality of tone, it approaches the
human voice, and assumes a. poetical colour which
“cold, dead rules,“ and having been resolutely touches the heart.”
disagreeable with the view of seeming profound
and new. Herr Pauer does not make out a case
which ustiﬁes his ranging himself among the ﬁckle

pedants of Germany, who endure Mendelssohn as
respectable, yet who swoon with ecstasy when

Mendelssohn's ' Midsummer Night’s Dream ’
music has been performed at Moscow with the
greatest success.
In addition to the promises made for Baden
Bnden last week may be announced, as to come,

__.__
This day, fcap. 8m. with illustrations, 5:.

The GREAT STONE-BOOK.

pieces of obscurity) are played.
The attempt to gain a. footing for Schumann's
music in this country was continued on Tuesday

by the resentment of his Pianoforte Quintett in
I: ﬂat, with M. Jsell at the piano, at the Musical

By D. T.

ANSTED, .\l..-\. F.R.S., late Fellow of Jesus College, Cam
bridge.
This day, crown Bro. price la.

the ‘ Manfred’ and ‘Genoveva‘ overtures (dreary three new operas by MM. Litolﬂ', Rownhain, and
Membréo.

Two hundred and ﬁﬁy Orphéonists have been The CORRELATION of the NATURAL
HISTORY SCIENCES. The Reds Lecture delivered in the
singing at a concert at Lerida, in Spain.
Senate House before the Universityof Cambridge, on Tuesday.
May 1!. 18%.

There is not much news from Paris, the season

by l). T. ANSTED, ALA. FJLS.

there having, to all great intents and purposes,
This day. crown 8'0. cloth, 4:. 6d.
come to its close.—The Gazette Mmica-ls announces The CLAIMS ofthe BIBLEand SCIENCE.

Union. It was well received.
Madame Arabella Goddard was the pianist at the revival of Adam’s charming ballet ‘ Giselle,’ at
A Correspondence between a Layman and the Rev. F‘. D.
Maurice, on some Questions nrisimr out of ‘ The Examination
Monday’s Popular Concert.—A new violinist, Herr the Grand Opérs, with Mdlle. Mourawief in the
ofthc l’entzrteuch In‘ the llishop of Natal.‘ Ilr FREUERlUK
DESI-SUN MAURICE, M.A.. Incumbent 0'! St. Pcter‘s, St.
Japha, is to appear there on Monday next
part “created ” by Mdlle. Carlotta Grisi, and im
Marylebone.
M. Vieuxtemps having left England. It will be proved, if that could be, by that wonderful panto
in dto. with Two Illustrations by
mimist Mdlle. Fanny Elssler.—Favourable men This day, handsomelyJ. printed
a “ Mendelssohn night.”
Noni. PATOI, ILS.A.
Of Mr. Eallc‘s ﬁrst Matinee, held yesterday, we tion is made of Music to ‘ Hamlet ‘ composed by
The
WATER
BABIES:
a. Fairy‘ Tale for
shall speak a week hence-Herr Schlb'aser gave his M. Victorin Joncieres, a young, but not unskilled,
a Land Baby. By CHARLES KINGSLEY ‘(-A\-|Chﬂplm
in Urdiiniry to the Queen and the Prince of on...
beneﬁt concert on Thursday, and played a new beginner. ——‘ Oberon,'with Madame Ugalde as Reisa
Pianoforte Trio of his own composition.
and M. Monjauze as Huon, has been revived at
This day.
the Théittre Lyrique. M. Auber’s ‘ Haydée ’ at the i
.
Opera Comique, for M. Léon Achard, fori whom ‘ The FAIRY BOOK. the best Popular
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossm-The Gres
h
d
b
h
M P
Salccbcd and rfrnhdorpd uncw hyfthgtrltugzlpg of
8 part is sai to 6 too weig ty.-— . ougln
J° " 9.1" ‘in mm“
1“ "mime" “ e
B“
ham Committee has a heavy task before it, no tvouches
for the real ment
. of some Symphomcl
.
Trealn '1 Seri a. WlhVl
t gmout y in w irm.
u n a.u.
fewer than a quarter of a hundred candidates
having offered themselves to ﬁll the Professor of music by Signor Borelli, honorary chapelmaster to
\
Music’s vacant chair. The most suitable seven, it H.M. the King of Italy.
is said, will be picked out, and each candidate
invited to deliver a lecture, the best lecturer to
urscnu-asrsa
‘
away the prize. This, at ﬁrst sight, seems,
The Marble Mona-Under the shed into which _
as doubtless it is meant to be, the most impartial the British Museum authorities have utilized their '
mode of settling a delicate question. Second costly portico, at the same time when they boarded I
thoughts, however, bring with them suggestions

Nearly ready. 2 vols. crown 8Y0.

AUSTIN ELLIOT : a New Novel. By
HENRY KIXGSLEY, Author of ‘ Ravenshoe.‘ to.
This day, in fcnp. Bvo. cloth, SA.

The SUBJECTION of the CREATURE to

up its dignity, has recently been set up the ‘

VANITY: THREE SERMONS l’rcached before the Univer
sitv of Cambridge in Lent 181%: To which are added. TWO
FERHUXS l'IllLN‘ill‘lll at CAMBRIDGE on SPECIAL
UCCASIUSR'. By RICHARD CllENEVlX TRENCH, D.D.,
Dean of Westminster.

less favourable to the mode of selection projected.

casts
from These
portions
theputfamous
of l‘
Chxeronea.
haveofbeen
tog therLion
b Mr.
m‘ mil‘ who“ no“ 8'0‘ 12"
If not, how will their respective musical values be Newton, and result in showing th: masky and SIX MONTHS lntheFEDERAL STATES’
fore
part
of
the
head
of
the
vast
memorial
.
statue,
'
By
E
nut-mo
I) ICEY, A“ tn on PM mm‘ of ummr’
‘ ' h.
appraised? Supposing A is showy in treating of
This day, Svols. fcnp. Bro. cloth, Ila.
organs at home and abroad, whereas B is solid over also its lower belly and haunches. This statue,
Are the seven lecturers to speak to the same theme?

a question of counterpoint, how are the intrinsic our readers will remember, was erected on the The ANGEL inthe HOUSE BY Coventry
{$231011}? mﬁﬂggnﬂmﬁilghfhsmw
merit and utility of the two teachers to be placed sepulchre of the Bmotians who fell in the Battle of
in the balances of comparison? And supposing this Chreronea, BC. 338; a mound was raised, and a I
Love-with Tamerton Church Towers.
diﬁiculty overcome, who are to be the umpires’! gigantic lion set up on its summit. Not many
Also sold separately, 1 vol. fcnp. Bvu. cloth. 4!. 8d.
Their important service requires a preparation and years ago the mound was excavated, and many‘
fragments found, proving the work to be in a ﬁne, k
The rxggToRlfvs f’fh ESVE'
experience which it would beUtopian to expect from
“7' ""‘m °‘ ° ° - '
the members of the Gresham Committee. Out of the almost the ﬁnest, styleof Greek art; indeed, nothing I
twenty-ﬁve names on the list only seven or eight can be ﬁner than the face now again put before men. i MANUAL 0f POLITICAL ECONOMY.
In large and ﬂeshy mum, is wrought to what true '
By HENRY FAWCETT, M.A., Fellow of Trinity null, Chm
belong to gentlemen who are known as lecturers.
.
.
.
.
.
brim.
The beneﬁt performances to be given for Mr. realism aspires 1nstyle,—-ﬁdel1ty with grandeur. The l
Th“ day, crown Svo. m. cl.
Luinlcy are to be at Drury Lane, and not Her eyes are solid; the pupils cunningly carved, as with ' The MISSIONARY HISTORY of the

Majesty‘s Theatre. The ﬁrst is ﬁxed for the 25th.
Last evening the Sacred Harmonic Society gave

a concert, consisting of the ‘ Athalie ’ and the ‘ Det
‘tiugen Te Deum.’
Mdlle. Artot has arrived in London, and is

announced to appear at Her Majesty s Theatre in

the drill, into rin 85; 50 that the light falling‘ into '

moons AGES. By osoncn FREDERICK success

them gives a, glow that is effective in the highest ‘

M.A.,Clas|ionl Muterln King's Collcgc,lmndon;late5cholnl

degree.

of Mn", Coum' cnmbﬂdn'

The bold and characteristic treatment of 1

the mane is a perfect study; so is the mouth, and I

Tm‘ d'mm'“ 8”‘ "1m" 9"

so are its lips; the whole quite different from the VILLAGE SERMONS.
semi-human leonina caricatures of label- and modem l

BY G. F. (16

TEXSSIER, B.D., Rector of Church Brampton. Northampton.

sculptural Art. So far aswe can determine from the i

This day. crown Rm with Map. 7I- 64

the course of next week.—Friiulein Liebhardt, from
Vienna, is also here again.
fragments, the attitude of the ﬁgure has been that The NEG-EB, 01' SOUTH COUNTRY of
Mr. Blagrove is engaged as solo violinist for the known to heralds as sejrmt rampant, i, e. seated on 1
scmr'msn. musing dcsarihvidb snwmm wnxros.
uk'lucumhmwwcm °n' m“ m‘
Lower Rhine Whitsuntide Musical Festival, forth its haunches; the fore~feet planted together, the:
head
grandly
raised
and
out-looking.
The
squint;
M“ ‘"ék'm “mm-9"’
with to be held at Diisseldorf.
Dr. Bennett’s overture, ‘ Paradise and the Peri,’ Lion of Cnidus, placed now close by that of Chm- { JUSTIPICMION by FAITH! T611 Ser
13mg.‘ “ﬂjzlﬁxlizﬁsmffsd '1)" 535$‘; °f “ps8; "ilhghm BF
com seed for last year's Jubilee Concert of the ronea, affords an excellent contrast of styles. The ‘
ﬁrst is far inferior in style and design to the second; ‘
' ' U
‘' ‘ " m
is W c ‘on’ em and

P ' armonic Society, is to be repeated at the
concert of Monday next.
but has much grandeur of its own.
Among the other musicians drawn to this over

grown city of ours, in the hope of fame and fortune,
must be named Signor Padovani, who brings us a
new strin
instrument, the Otlaviaono, or Violon

Ctlate.

is ma possibly have been shadowed

forth in the Viol

amour,-a lost violin known to

Lelghlln.

There is a.
Next wcekJnsvols. crown Bvo.
lumpiness in the ﬂesh, shortness of line, and I EXPOSITORY LECTURES on the BE
some violence in the junctures of the muscles, I
vsm'rros of M. Jons rm: slang.‘ _ B o. J.
_a certain

stringiuess
.

the mane and

fe&_|

VAUUHAN,D.D..Vicarof Doncutcl',C
tn the Queen and Chancellor of York.

pl

m

rdinary

tural bluntness which may characterize the
P" mm “wean”
:lvork plf a provincial sculptor, or of an earlier , LESSONS in ﬁnuéNTAév PHY8I0_
ate t an t at of t e Chzeronean. Its eyes are
LOGY_ ‘M
m“ mummm By‘. 1, Hum,“

our forefathers; but not being lutists, we can only hollowed out. probably to be ﬁlled with metal,

F.R.S.,'Profqi:o‘i"bli)llstunlllistoryiritheﬂovcrnmentsehool

throw out the conjecture for what it is worth. or glass,—-not, as some think, left for the eﬁ'ect of l
of Mines.
Rather than by any account such as we can give, the the cavity in giving shadow: We do not recog- l
Nowmdy,'l‘enth Editlon.c'rown Bro. cloth. 7|.6d.
reader will be more ediﬁed by the following precise nize much similarity between the workmanship of ' PLANE and SPHEBICAL TRIGONO
description and praise addressed to Signor Pedo the Lions of Budrum, imported by Mr. Newton,
METRY: with the Construction and Use of Tables of Loga
rithnis. By J. C. SNOWBALL. M.A.,late Fellow of StJohn‘l
vani, by no less an authority than M. de Beriot, and that seen in the one from Cnidus _ some there
co u a: .Cmud"
b ‘dgn
I
with
it uh mm
8' l ‘h u
and published in La. Press: Thédtrale:—“This may be, but all are unworthy of comparison
“m y‘ on
on‘ "on G c o '
instrument,” writes M. de Beriot, “ which is easily the Barotian monument. This seems to have been a l.
to be played on by every skilled violinist, is of national work, for Strabo says that at Chaeronea H¥PA§£%\;R?€§ gsgl‘gogs,‘ wixthr
nti‘rmimt ' Twoli'cars
‘ Wutiri'rd Ho l ' and ' Altai
dimensions between those of a violin and an alto, might be seen the memorials (or sepulchres) erected
partaking of the brilliancy of the one and the at public charge of the persons slain in the battle.
Locks.‘
suavity of the other. It is strung with six strings,
23, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, London;
grouped in pairs and tuned in octaves, which gives
To Coanmrosnsnrs-J‘. B. L-J. H. P.—J. R. W.—
and Cambridge.
it a character altogether original, and adds an T. B.-—J. C.—R Y.-—J. M. M.—recelved.
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Just published, price on.
DB. CUIIING‘B ANSWER TO BISHOP COLENBO.
Next week.
ORDS for WORKERS; and OTHER
A NEW NOVEL BY THE llBV. J. PYCROF'I‘,
Mill
MOSES
11.2?“0iiiiiwbé'ilo
RIGHT
05:1?"viii-nil“ii‘eliizniiiuhi'p
and BISHOPR n the nevi

POEMS. By RUSSEL ELLIOT.

Author of ' Twenty Yenrs in the Church.’

RAGON'S

TEETH.

London: John i‘. Shsw l (.‘o. 48, Puternostor-row, and 27, South
s_mpton-r9§v.

. ghhniwINA do.D.D.
0o lteiulvol.8e.6d.coth.
JOJIIINnTII
Psternmre-row.
nnd Southnmpton-row.__

2 vols. post Bro.
AL. Booth, 1387) Regent-street, ‘V.

OSEPH ANSTEY. A New Novel. By D. S.
IRISH CRIME.

A Letter to ALEXANDER

Illuetreted by Six ChrvincrLlthogrephie Drawings,
BERESFOBD HOPE Esq.

UR. MONTHS in n DAHABEEH; or,
Nnrretire of n Winter's Cruise on the Nil».
By M. L. X. CAREY.

Rem‘

n Proprietor of the Saturday

h n .sriiluo ‘men. mu ed.
' min?
1193mm 0; Gill .ma n1 Book-alien.’

Y c L 0 FEE D I A BIBLIOGRAPHICA,

1 vol. demy ilvo.
L. Booth. 307. Regent-street, W.

0 id ai'iuperioynl
to B luon8V0.
the eloth
BooksIettered,
Chapters,
vex-:51BJEC'I‘S:
Holy scriiltuiie.
IL und
100.

Second Edition,

ESSE‘S LECTURES on NATURAL HIS
TOBY, delivered at Bri Mon.
1 v0 . fenp. Bvo.
L. Booth, 301. Regent-street, W.

CYCLOPEDIA

BIBLIOGRAPHICA,

: n Lib
Mnnunl oi’ 'l'heolog-icnl sud Genernl
Bu r-rﬁl 81o. eloth lettered, 21. 12s. 0d.
Prolrpeotuses, wi
Grilled Notices, lent free on upplicution.
London: Jemee Darling. 2'2 and I8, Little Queen-street, Lin

IIENRY. Crown 8w. cloth, pp. e00. price 7|. 6d.
"'l'old with rlcvernevis and spirit: the story will be read with
much intereltﬁwvbuerver, April 19.
London: John Wilson, ill, Great Runellmtrect. “10.
Juli published, in 1 vol. demy Svo. cloth, price 18:.

MEMOIR of THOMAS BEIVICK. \Vritten
by Himself. Embellished by numeroue woodcut; and
Vignettes designed end on
red b the Author for a Work on
Bntilh Fished, Ind never be are publ bed-Also,

BEWICK'S HISTORY of BRITISH BIRDS.
1 vols. dom)’ Bro. cloth, price ills. ed.
London: sold by Louqninnilpg. ; and by fill Booknellem.

coln‘l Inn-ﬁelds.

Jult published, in crown Bro. price 40. dd.

New resdy, 1 vol. 810. cloth, 14s.

VE HUN DRED PLANS of SERMONS.
Edinburgh: Willinm Olinhnntt Co: London: Hamilton A Go,
In Bvo. price Be. Second Edition,
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10 Plntes, Bvo. cloth. price to.
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London: James Mad en, 3. Leadcuhall-atrcet.
French Condensed-Sixth Edition. 1|.
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STUDENTS’

CLASS-BOOKS

B AN miAs numrn.
'i‘ransllted from the r‘orwexien, and published under the special
nnetion of the Poet
“ The Dmmn before ul is worthy of the wheat, which it treats
with both power and skilL"-Dial.
“ Very well done."-Globe.
'I‘riibner & Co. 60, Paternoster-row, London.

MEDITATIONS
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Mil-o th 6
PBEDERIIIC‘A

MANUAL of CHEMICAL QUALITATIVE
ANALYSIS. B A. B. NORTHCOTE. [C.B., and ARTHUR
H. CHURCH, .C.B. Polt “0.100. dd.

HANDBOOK of CHEMICAL MANIPULA
TION. By (LGREVILLE WILLIAMS. in.
ELEMENTARY COURSE of GEO L OGY,
HINERALOGY, and PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By Pro
LIFE
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Structure
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By Professor
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Published by
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Just published, limo. price ll.

_

" Dr. Fischel‘s work po'e-ee an unusual ment: in his preteen
he promise! to mnke it not on] inetruetire but muting: nnd he
has ke t his word. As I rule, Englishmen are extremely ignornnt
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A Tragedy in Five Acts.

Shortly will be published, in 1 vol. 8m.

PRONOUNCED:
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Self-Tuition. By A. ALBITER. LL.B.. Paris, Edgbuton
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By the Rev. GEORGE BROOKS.

BABINGTON, )LA. kc.
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By Prof.
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HE FARM HOMESTEADS of ENGLAND.
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him. On the whole, his book is a great book; any information respecting these conﬂicts which
and has only so much mischief in it as all true men may be pleased to entrust to him. It is
speaking has, when the truth is shouted in a on this text that Sir Francis Head chooses to
LITERATURE
strong voice, with little or no consideration for speak. “ I deem it,” he says without ﬂinching,
Mr. Kinglake. By Sir Francis B. Head, Bart. i times and seasons, for men and things. We do “due to the highest En lish and French autho
not say that the book is, in some of its weak rities to whom I shall ave occasion to refer,
(Murray.)
“I never heard a pony make such a row!” points, impregnable to assault. It has, doubtless, not vaguely and anonymously to assert, but
was the ﬁrst notice taken by Lord Raglan of many errors in it, as to facts and judgment; openly and deliberately to demonstrate to all
the historian of the Crimean War, as, on the we only say that Mr. Kinglake, by his sensitive men who have not read Mr. Kinglake’s volumes,
morning of the battle of the Alma, he sat, shrinking from sarcasm and caricature, has that not only will their honour and the honour
surrounded by his staff, on his hunter Shad shown his enemies that the man is more open of the army to which they helon r be unsafe in
rach, waiting for the troo
to form. CoL Cal to assailants than his book. On looking to his his keeping, but that, with the s ill and dexte
thorpe, the gentleman w 0 is about to ﬁghti third edition, the reader may see at a glance, rity of a lawyer, who with ease can twist words
over again the Balaclava charge against Lord . by the notes, how many mistakes have been and meaning as he may please, be will dama 2
Cardigan in a court of law, tells us the anec ‘made and corrected in the course of 1,000 their characters exactly in proportion to t 0
dote. Lord Raglan added, as he watched the ‘ pages of type. They are few in number, and amount of conﬁdence they bestow upon him.”
These are very strong words, my masters!
capering and heard the noise of the pen , “Does ,' slight in quality. The strange story of the
any one know who the gentleman isl’—“ It is Richmond dinner has not been swept away. Then comes Sir Francis’s assertion, that Ml‘r
Mr. Kinglake, the author of ‘ E6then,”’ said the The fact of the buoy off Old Fort has been Kinglake, when he sat down to write, “ deter
Colonel, who knew the barrister by sight.— admitted by‘ Capt. Mends, though Mr. King mined, without favour or partiality, in high
“Oh,” said my Lord, who had also met and’ lake’s inference from it, of malice on the side ﬂown language of a very low caste, to insult
forgotten the literary lion of a season long of the French, is stoutly denied. The name all parties, almost in proportion to their rank.”
assed away, “a most charming man!" Col. ‘ of an inferior ofﬁcer, here and there, had been The proofs of this singular proposition are to
thorpe, in the spirit of drollery which led ‘ misplaced on the great canvas of the ﬁght, be found, it is said, in the two published
him to laugh at Lord Cardigan’s achievements in Smith for Jones, and Brown for Robinson. volumes; and they are most elaborately ar
another battle, told us how the pony ran away, The corrections in no way affect the general rayed and exhibited by Sir Francis. ‘Ve may
how the rider was thrown from his back, and accuracy of the narrative. Of the errors begin with the most august, and see what
afterwards how he got invited to dinner in“ of jud ment it is more diﬂicult to speak. is in it. We quote :—
“Iler illajcsty Queen Victoria.-—In his Preface,
the commander’s tent, and proved himself an Mr Kginglake has his favourites and his
uncommonly pleasant fellow over the wine.‘ aversions. Airey, whom men have so much Mr. Kinglake establishes the propriety of his mak
Now the world which read Col. Calthorpe's‘ abused, is one of his heroes. lacy Yea, of whom ing public the documents entrusted to him. by
explaining that he had communicated with those
book may have had its little laugh over this nobody out of Somersetshire ever heard until in
Her Majesty‘s conﬁdence ‘who ought to bu
‘he
loomed
up
gloriously
in
Mr.
Kinglake’s
joke. Most people, we dare say, thought it an
consulted before any State paper or private letter
narrative,
is
another.
Na
leon
the
Third
is
imaginary scene, like one of Mr. Leech's, in
hitherto kept secret is sent abroad into the world.’
St.-A.rnaud his next In return for the high support thus given to him, Mr.
which real people are thrown into fancy! his chief aversion, Mars
in
hate.
Whether
he
is
right
in
his
dark
and
sketches for the comic effect; even those er-l
Kinglake, in a ‘ history ‘ illuminated, as he boasts,
sons who su posed that some sort of inci ent scornful portraiture of these two men history by ‘oﬁicial and private correspondence with Sove
had occurre as basis for the tale, must have will have to say. It is not for those now living reigns and their Ambassadors,’ and especially
fancied it had been set down with the full spice to judge the greater of the two men ﬁnally. The addressed by him to the armies and public of
of devilry which is expected in a smart young ancients warned us against judging any one till Europe, quotes the speech addressed by his Queen
oﬂicer who is writing his ﬁrst book, and to. he was dead. The accuser may be wrong: the to her Parliament in 1854, in which (repeating
whom everything in the world, even war itself, , offender may repent. In the worst of cases the desire which, in 1853, she had exprmscd to
friendly relations with France) she was
is but a sort of lark. Everybody understands there is room for amendment and redemption. maintain
pleased tosay,—‘I have continued to act in cordial
A
scribe
who
condemned
the
penitent
thief
the
that kind of fun. We live in an age of quiz and 1
co-operation with the Emperor of the French,’ for:
caricature. Calthorpe was a reader of ‘ Eothen,’ day before his death would have made a great the deliberate purpose of characterizing these
mistake.
But
it
is
strange,
perhaps,
to
add,
that
and, doubtless, an admirer of John Leech. He
Royal and loyal words as ‘a mark set upon Eng
had read in Macaulay that a touch of caricature . those who now blame Mr. Kinglake for his land with the same branding-iron.’ In further
is essential to success in writing history; and mordant etching of the Emperor are the men vitupemtion of Her Majesty, he adds,—‘ In prin
in the grim details which he had to paint of who, when he was Prince President on his way ciple she was marching along with all the rest of
the Alma, it was imagined he had been eager ! to the purple, excelled all their countrymen in the four Powers, and yet all the while she was
engaged with the French Emperor in a separate
to get a Don Quixote 011 his canvas. The curi blackening his name and his acts.
Having probed Mr. Kinglake to the quick, course of action.‘ ”
ous thing is to ﬁnd that a public man can be
The vituperation is not very apparent;
annoyed by such harmless fun. The best of us i and found him sensitive on the point of his
must submit to be satirized; we must, indeed, I personal dignity and character, the historian’s indeed, for the fact that it exists at all many
'
him, as the banden'lleros, ~ readers, after giving the quotations their best
expect to be so when we make ourselves enemies are goadin
prominent in the world. Of all men alive in a Spanish Plaza e Toros, prick the bull into attention, will robably think they have no
Mr. Kinglake should be above annoyance from frenzy. They have found his weak side. Had more than Sir rancis's word. In his next
such a cause. Yet, it would appear that the he only laughed at the story of the ony and batch of illustrations we think the censor
the tumble, and the merriment which 0 caused makes out his case. Louis Napoleon and the
master of subtle and ingenious representation
some call it misrepresentation-cannot bear in to a group of aides-de-cam ! But then, as we French Marshals get little quarter from the
his own person the disﬁgurement he so plenti > feel he would argue the point, the English are historian. To what extent Mr. Kinglake’s
fully awards to his friends and foes. Shrinking a nation of horsemen~every English gentle animosity proceeds in this case from his ingra
from the ludicrous image of a civilian thrown man is at home in the saddle—and a hint that titude we do not know. We fancy that Sir
into the mud by a restless pony, as presented a man cannot ride is an im utation on his gen Francis is in error in assuming that the French
in the sketch by Col. Calthorpe, he gets a tility. It was a question oi) honour. The quiz Emperor placed any papers of value in Mr.
friendly paper to explain for him that he came was more than he could bear; and he caused. Kinglake’s hands, and by that act laid him
to grief on the slope of the Alma, not because it to be explained away in a fashion which under literary and pecuniary obligations. The
he cannot ride, but on account of the saddle suggested that the explanation must have come papers of Napoleon in his possession are those
being ‘too lar e for his Rosinante. By this ex from himself. The tormentors, therefore, have written to other people, mostly to Lord Raglan.
planation, l\' r. Kinglake certiﬁes the facts of found him out, and are closing round him. At An energetic dislike of Na olcon the Third is‘
the pony, the running away, and the fall; while the front of these banden'lkroa comes Sir Francis visible in every page of t e History of -the
he adds to the joke the more ludicrous ingre B. Head, with his motto from Terence-Sue sibi ‘ Crimean War; but this hatred seems to re
dient of the saddle and rider slipping over the ' gladio hunc j'ugulo. He leaps into the ring pro semble that which Tacitus bore to Nero, not
animal's head together. It is the sort of comic claiming war to the knife. In so many words he that which Jeremy Diddler felt towards those
touch by which Cowper might have heightened denounces Mr. Kinglake as a man with whom who had been fools enough to oblige him
the humours of John Gilpin’s ride.
no one’s “ honour" is safe. In the Preface with tenpence.
This touchy side of Mr. Kinglake’s mind to his volume Mr. Kinglake intimates to the
The reader can afford to throw in the histo
has not escaped the many enemies whom his surviving officers of the British, French and rian‘s estimate of Prince Napoleon's courage,
‘History of the Crimean War’ has roused up Russian armies, that his knowledge respecting especially as Sir Francis does not show, accord
for him on every hand. Had he been silent, the battles of Balaclava and Inkerman is still ing to his programme, that Prince Napoleon
they would scarcely have known where to hit incomplete, and that he will therefore welcome loaded the unhappy rider on the big saddle
LONDON, SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1863.
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and the small pony with literary and pecuniary it results that our literary baronet has a very
favour. We come to the main case of ingratr extraordinary theory of an historian's duties.
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be briefly expressed. For the consideration of the
public,—or rather of that inﬁnitesimal fragment of

Obligations to a departed patron-advantage to it that ever condescends to read a pamphlet,—I
tude :—
“ Lord Raglan. —Mr. Kinglake, throughout his the ublic service—kind to his virtues, blind to very respectfully submit the following question.
two volumes, demonstrates rather than acknow his aults-what has an historian to do with As the prevention of the calamities of war is inﬁ
nitely easier than their cure, ought not Mr. King
ledges the debt of gratitude he owes to Lord such things? His duty is to tell the truth. lake—before he publishes other volumes of his
Raglan. Indeed, so inﬂated did he become by the Sir Francis seems to think the functions of
history, of which no man can predict the political
conﬁdence reposed in him, and by appearing _on an after-dinner speaker, of a Secretary of
results—to be requested, without a syllable of
his pony before the Allied Armies in the distin State in the House of Commons, and of an reproof,
~—on public grounds by Her Majesty's
guished position of the guest of the British Com historian of the War much the same. They Government,
and for family reasons by the present
mander-in-Chief, that just as if, by his admission
have only to make things pleasant, and get Lord Raglan-to be so good as to return, with as
into Head-Quarters, they had become his play
mates, he writes with schoolboyish familiarity of throu h the day without trouble. This is not little delay as may be convenient to him, to Lady
Raglan,to be deposited in the public oﬁces to which
‘Airey,’ ‘Brown,’ ‘Codrington,’ ‘ Buller,’ ‘Cath our t eory of an historian’s business. Does
cart,’ ‘Pennefather,’ ‘Evans,’ ‘Conolly,’ ‘Lacy Thucydides never tell the Athenians unplea they respectively belong, the ‘State Papers, ' together
with ‘ All the Military Reports ’ (see his Preface)
Yea,’ ‘ Norcott,’ and of no less than ﬁfty-six other sant truths’! Is Tacitus always careful for the
‘which were from time to time addressed to the
gallant oﬂicers whose respective ranks he deems gloIGy of Rome and her emperors?
Commander of the English army by the generals
it immaterial, or, in the language of the ‘certain
ext we have Mr. Kin lake arraigned for and
other oﬂicers serving under him, including
Lord’ described by Hotspur, ‘unmanncrly' to his ingratitude to Lady Rag
, in a paragraph their holograph narratives of the part they had
distinguish. Mr. Kinglake's path was plain and which has some extremely comical features:
straight. As the historian of the Crimean ‘Var, particularly the hint that Indy Raglan, in been taking in the battles. Also Lord Raglan's
and es ially of that portion of it of which he givingl Mr. Kinglake her husband’s papers, official and private correspondence with sovereigns
himsel had been permitted to be a spectator, it gave im so much money; the assertion that he and their ambassadors; with ministers, generals
and admirals; with the French, with the Turks,
was, of course, his ﬁrst and foremost duty to write
was a mere advocate, hired and paid to do Lady with the Sardinisns; with public men and oﬁicial
the truth,- but—
Raglan’s bidding; and the appeal, thereu n functionaries of all sorts of conditions’? At a
Tarry a little, there is something yet!
moment when even a Transatlantic war is, more
The Duke of \Vellington, by the heroism of the founded, to the English Bar, of which K21‘. or less, desolating the commercial interests of the
Allied Army, gained the victory of Waterloo; and Kinglake is a member, to rise u , and with whole of this world, surely every possible precau
yet, in his simple, plain, truthful description of “unmistakeable ﬁrmness” dismiss t e unworthy tion should be taken by our guardian statesmen,
that battle-—as of many others-he not only brother from their honourable ranks :
deemed it unnecessary to expose the common
average instances of cowardice that occurred in
each, but, when they were ofﬁcially brought before
his notice, he deemed it advantageous to the public
service to disregard them. This sensible course

“Lady Raglan.-—Now, how has Mr. Kinglake
treated the benefactress whose ‘ generous and reso
lute trustfulness ' in him, with its results, he has

acknowledged‘! Alas! he himself answers this plain
question by demonstrating, throughout his two

That the contending kingdoms
Of France and England, whore very shores look pale
with envy of each other‘s happiness,
May cease their hatred; and is dear conjunction
Plant neighbourhood and Christian-like accord
In their sweet bosorns, that never War advance
Hls bleeding sword ‘twixt England and fair France."

was that which Mr. Kinglake had to pursue. volumes, that although the moral character of the
It requires some sedateness of spirit to resist
Whatever might have been his obligations to his veteran whose memory still lives in the hearts of lau hing outright on such a proposal being
departed patron, and however desirous he might all who knew him,'has, like a lump of virgin gold, made, in such pompous and magistcrial terms.
be to gratify the expectations of his widow, yet come out of his crucible unalloyed and uninjured,
Prohibit Mr. Kinglake from writing more
his paramount duty was to delineate, in becoming yet that Mr. Kinglake has succeeded in undecorat
lan of his Crimean military books, in order to prevent the calamities of
language, a faithful picture of the principal events ing the late Lord
of the Crimean \Var, victorious or disastrous, as renown, so effectually, that it is now beyond the war! Cannot Sir Francis and his friends per
they occurred. All, therefore, that he could do
. and which, in common gratitude, as well as for
the public reasons that actuated the Duke of Wel
lington, he was bound to do——was, in his descrip

tion of Lord Raglan’s generalship,—
To be to his virtues very kind,
And to his [units a little blind.

power of ink and pens to prevail upon History to
restore it! Indeed it would be utterly useless for
Lord Raglan's nearest and best friends to attempt
so hopeless a task. It will be diﬁicult for Mr.
Kinglake to vindicate, or even endeavour to ex

injure whoever has assisted him, and to destroy of the English bar, ‘the integrity’ of which, by
character precisely in proportion to its rank, deter Erskine, and by other still higher authorities, has
mined not only with indefatigable ingenuity to been deﬁned, ‘The Fidelity-Hurt cmlum—of a
collect and produce against Lord Raglan evidence counsel to his client, however guilty or however poor.’
altogether beyond the limits of the Crimean ‘Var, On studying the brief, therefore, which he received
but to divulge against his benefactor criminatory from Lady Raglan, retaining him by a large lite
circumstances and words which, under the generous rary and pecuniary proﬁt for the affectionate object
conﬁdence that had been reposed in him, he had she naturally had in view, will not the English
been permitted to see or hear, in order to demon bar, to a man, rise up, and with unmistakeable
strate to mankind in general, and to the armies of ﬁrmness declare to Mr. Kinglake: 1st. That before
Europe in particulan-lst, That the education of he came into court he ought to have admonished

his patron the late Lord Raglan, for half a century, his client that the mass of evidence she had given
had peculiarly unﬁtted him for commanding an him would elicit an unfavourable verdict. And
army. 2nd. That shortly after his arrival in the 2ndly. That on his determining‘ to conceal from
Crimea he proved to be not only afraid to enforce her this danger, he acted diametrically against the
upon Her Majesty’s Government his opinion of the principles of his profession, in travelling beyond the
imprudence of the Allied Army landing in the limits of his case to collect evidence; and most

Crimea; but both incompetent and unwilling to especially in coming forward himself as an eye and
pre-arrange with the French Commander-in-(Jhief car witness, to gain-as by eloquence and ingenuity

follow up the victory gained in his absence by the
army he had only nominally commanded. Now,
leaving poor Lord Raglan's memory, together with

the feelings of Lady Raglan, theDuke of Cambridge,
Sir George Brown, the Emperor Napoleon, the
memory of Marshal St.-Arnaud, and the French

Generals entirely out of the question, would not
the Duke ofwellington, if he could have been con
sulted, have bluntly said,—‘I‘ll tell you what, Mr.
Kinglake, if THIS is what you propose to publish
against the Allied Army, go and chuck your papers
into your kitchen ﬁre l’ i"
From this enumeration of what Mr. King

lake might have done, and ought to have done,

Mr. Kinglake's book is worthless trash, and on
the other, demand that he shall be prevented

from continuing it, lest the country should be

Memoir of the Rev. James Sherman: including
an Unﬁnished Autobiography. By Henry

Allon. (Nisbet & Co.)
THE good man whose career is here traced held
a conspicuous position during many years in
the world of Nonconformist preachers; and the

Memoir of him by Mr. Allon must be accept
able to others besides those who belonged to
his congregation—to all who respect and
study the lives of all such inﬂuential men as
are single‘hearted and sincere. This we believe
Mr. Sherman to have been—and to have
been, accordingly, valuable in his generation;
though we cannot, in the record of his worthy
doings and zealous services, overlook certain

peculiarities, inseparable from “ Nonconfor
mity” as associated with “ the voluntary
system” of ministry. It is evident that if

the preacher cannot excite his audience, or
else preach down to the level of his congre
.That no one my mistake his meaning in gprtion’s spiritual desires and theolo ‘cal know
this appeal to the Bar against a peccant mem ledge, he is no longer a teacher for t em, but is
ber, Sir Francis adds in a note, by way of hint, judged and dismissed as afailure. It is evident
“The Bar Mess of each circuit takes cogni that severance from all established synods,
znnce of every kind of delinquency, moral, dignitaries, ranks and divisions in ministerial
legal, social, or professional. On complaint service, does not imply emancipation from
against any barrister, a committee is appointed despotism so much as exchange of thraldom
to inquire and report; and the mess then for thraldom. Mr. Allon’s readefs, beyond the
either acquit, or reprove, ﬁne or expel, as their pale of his sect, will ﬁnd curious conﬁrmation
judgment ma decide.” Exclusion from the of this remark in his allusions to the saintly
honour of the or is, however, but a portion of Countess of Huntingdon,-—to the stir which she
the punishment proposed by Sir Francis for the raised in Methodism,—-—and to the austerity with
historian. A further appeal is made to Lady which she ruled and rebuffed her preachers.
Raglan and to Her Majesty’s Government:
She was a good woman— ood in her desire to
“The main object of these few pages shall now be of use to others in nee of spiritual instruc

on any combined plan of attack. 3rd. That in the he has gained-sentence against the object of his
battle of the Alma he proved to be utterly incompe client? ”

tent to command an army in the ﬁeld. 4th. That

themselves when they assert, on one side, that

plain, the course he has pursued. An ordinary involved in war?
scribe, provided he keeps within the limits of the

Instead, however, of pursuing this course, Mr. law, may, if he thinks ﬁt, write evil of any one.
Kinglake, impelled by his inveterate propensity to But Mr. Kinglake has the honour to be a member

after the battle, he proved to be incompetent to

ceive that they are practically contradicting
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‘was real

tion. She attested her goodness by devoting
her life, fortune, inﬂuence to the cause; only
she would also be High-Priestess, and dispose
of others, perhaps as well able to judge of
spiritual things asherself, according to her own
conscience and conceit. Whether the preacher
placed by her in one of her chapels was an
ear-butler of hers, who had been ﬁlled with ro
hetic ﬁre by attending as an acolyte on
r.
iteﬁeld’s drawing-room revivals,-—whether
he was some poor curate who had struggled
forth from the stagnant waters of the Church
of England in search of a wr'ra ﬁrma more con
genial to his desires to be of use,—Lady Hun

tingdon directed, and scolded him if he excited
her displeasure by exhibiting more indepen
dence than this godmother of Nonconformity
admitted into the set-pattern of her wishes and
benevolent purposes. When such is the atmo
sphere in which the pastor must live and
breathe and act, great is the honour due to all
so circumstanced who assert their own indivi
duality. Mr. Sherman a ears to have been
one among these honourablb men. He was the
son of sincere people in humble life, who before
his birth had become strictly attached to Dissent
as to their saving faith, and thus, who were made
anxious rather than afmid, when their boy,
ap renticed to an ivory-turner, and of no great
v ue, though notidle as an apprentice, sickened
and pined because his day and night dreams
were those of one “called” to be a reacher.
Persons on the outside of their worl cannot

hear and read of such doubts and impulses
without askin

how far that poor human attri

bute, persona vanity, may or ma

not enter

into the scheme thereof. To teac is not to
talk, but to know; and after that to know
how to teach. Sherman could not turn bil
liard-balls and chessmen, but would gather
and convert thousands,—as Whiteﬁeld, and
Hill, and Father Mathew (since) have done.
His parents hesitated to confirm him in his
vocation till the moment arrived which those of
his religious opinions consider as decisive. He
began to preach at an early a e; for a time
rejected by timid persons on t e score of his
youth; gathering large congregations wherever
e appeared. His training, which Mr. Allon
confesses to have been slender, was acquired

principally in Cheshunt College: later, he en
deavoured for awhile to make up for his deﬁ
cient education by private study; an effort
which proved hardly compatible with the ex
haustin labours of ministerial life. For many
years r. Sherman was settled at Reading as a
married man, and himself and his family were
objects of caressing care to one of his congre
gation-—a devotee, who, with the hope of re
taining her favourite pastor close to her, made

liberal bequests to him and to them in the
truest spirit of superstitious selﬁshness, as was
to be seen when the elders of Surrey Chapel
invited her favourite to come to London.
After trying to bribe and to bargain with the
preacher, the imperious woman altered her
will, with every expression of vindictive resent
ment, and never saw him more. Mr. Sher
man’s popularity was at its height during the

years when he was “serving” Surrey Chapel.
He took a large and zealous share in all the
benevolent enterprises of the day; he was held
to be most successful in conversion and collec
tion. After a time, however, Nature was worn
out, and it became necessary for him to with
draw within narrower limits of exertion. He
drew to ether 9- third congregation at Black
heath. His latterdays were perplexed by worldly
difficulties, arising from incautious s eculations,
into which he had been tempted.
e had surL
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well ineritedjHei was p0 ular 'lands ifﬁtheyvhadjeen a chance of obtaining

alike with those who believed implicit y in
the efficacy of his teaching and with those not
bound up with him in sectarian sympathies;
—and not the most characteristic pages of
the record are those in which his introduction
to the late King of Prussia is described,
and in which the innocent vanity with which
he enjoyed the notice of Royalty, and credited
the latter with high spiritual attainments, are
set forth. Throughout this biography, however,
we get near glimpses at human nature in its
original no less than in its regenerated state:
The former, however, will not be appreciated by
the enthusiasts who regard their pastor elect as
a saint. Such will receive the story of his days
and deeds in another spirit from ours. No
matter; it is well worth studying by those who
have not, as well as by those who have, sittings
at Surrey Chapel.
Narrative of the late W’ar in New Zealand.
By Lieut.-Col. Carey, C.B. (Bentley)
Incidents of the Maori War, New Zealand, in
4860-61. By Col. Sir James E. Alexander,
Knt. (Bentley.)
THE seed of the late war in New Zealand was
sown years before that ﬁne country became a
British colony. On our ﬁrst coming in contact
with the native inhabitants, or Maories, as
they call themselves, they were as ﬁne a race
of men as can well be found anywhere, but, at
the same time, amongst the most warlike and
ferocious fellows of the whole Paciﬁc Ocean.
At ﬁrst, none but a few runaway sailors, or
convicts dying for their life, were bold enough
to take up their abode amongst them. Gra
dually a more respectable body of settlers,
attracted by the beauty and undoubted capa
bilities of the country for colonization, followed
in their wake. Missionaries also made their
appearance, and the work of civilization and
Christianization fairly commenced. The natives
made rapid progress in both, laid aside their
cannibal habits, and quickly acquired a taste
for European manufactures. The new settlers

were quite ready to supply their demands;
but as the Maories had no exports of any value,
they could only pay by ceding portions of their
land-a system entirely unknown amongst
themselves. \Vhen, afterwards,‘ New Zealand
became a British colony, it was found that
great tracts of land had already passed into the
hands of the new colonists, and that some of
our countrymen, missionaries not excepted, had
become the proprietors of thousands of acres. A
great outcry followed against these bargains,
and a government Commission was appointed to
investigate the matter. It was alleged that the
most unfair equivalents had been iven for the
land, and that justice demanded t e surrender
of the acquired tracts. The Australian colonies,
where fancy prices had been put on land, were
the loudest in denouncing the impropriety of
these transactions. We believe the Land Com
missioners tried to do their best, under the
heavy pressure brought to bear upon them, by
cancelling all purchases where any direct fraud
could be proved; but they also ventured upon
the doubtful course of letting colonists retain
part of blocks of land where, in their opinion,
insufficient payment had been tendered for
the whole of such blocks. In all commercial
transactions it is regarded a fair bargain when
both parties, at the time they conclude it,
express themselves satisﬁed. The actual price
given is quite a secondary affair as far as the
legality of the transaction is concerned-a thing,
commercially speaking, being not worth more
than it will fetch. We may rest assured that

vived his second wife-a kind and faithful
woman, whose repute in the religious world the Maories would never have parted with their

a higher price at the time they sold them.
These principles should have been kept stead‘
fastly in view in dealing with the land question,
and in introducing the natives to our mode
of acquiring and disposing of property-theirs
had hitherto been those of conquest and plun
der. The Maories were sharp-witted enough to
see the ﬂaw in the application of our principles,
and henceforward one of their chief aims was
to get back the whole or portions of what had
already been disposed of, converted, as it had
been,
from vfiletlds
in and
forests
fem-clad plains
into smiling
richand
pasture-grounds.
Whilst these causes were working, another

element was agitating the native mind. It
appears that the intercourse between the Mao
ries and Europeans had kindled in the breast
of the natives the ﬂame of nationality. They
longed to be an independent nation, and this‘
object they endeavoured to effect by electing
Te VVhero Whero their king and hoisting their
own ﬂag. What share Europeans intermarried
with natives may have had in this movement
is difficult to trace, but there are good reasons
for believing that not only they, but also men
who ought to have known better encouraged
and abetted this rebellion against the Queen’s
Government. We could have afforded to laugh
at and ignore the fact of a few tribes of semi
barbarians raising a piece of hunting in the
depths of the forest, and having a few European
sympathizers, if it had been unaccompanied by
acts of aggression. But when in these days of‘
free trade a league was entered into, the
avowed object of which was to prevent the sale
of any more land to the white settlers even if'
the native owners were perfectly willing to sell,
and when the construction of roads and the
transmission of the royal mails were openly
opposed, our Government had no choice but to
reduce its rebellious subjects to submission.
Those of our countrymen who glory in the name
of “ aboriginese protectionists, ‘ did their Maori
friends a bad turn by encouraging them in such
folly, because it was sure to lead to war, in which
the natives must be defeated. The Maories would
never have gone so far if it had not been for

the prejudicial effect of the divided opinion
known to reign amongst the European commu
nity. “ How can you expect us to give up our
King movement,” said an intelligent native,
“ when half of your own Council are for us i”
The Maories fully expected that the pressure
their friends would bring to bear upon the
Governor would oblige him to yield all the
points under dispute, and this greatly tended
to foster their growing disaﬁ‘ection.
The present province of Taranaki, the theatre
of the late war, is situated on the west side of
the Northern Island of New Zealand, an island
containing about 21,000 Maori males above
the age of fourteen years, 13,000 European
males above the age of sixteen; whilst in the
so-called Middle Island there are only about

1,000 Maori males above the age of ﬁfteen,
but 26,000 Euro ean males. Throughout the
whole of Tarana 'i, containing 60,000 more
acres than four English counties, Kent, Surrey,
Middlesex and Hertford, there were in 1840,
when the New Zealand Company determined
upon forming there the settlement of New Ply
mouth, no more than ﬁfty or sixty natives.
“These few natives,” saysSirJames,“Ngatiawas,
were existing close to the Sugar Loaf Islands, they -

were indiﬁ'erently clad, had neither gardens nor plan
tations, and subsisted on fern-root and ﬁsh; their life
was a constant scene of alarm (the general case
for years in New Zealand formerly), through the
dread of an implacable foe, and if the country had
not been settled by Europeans, the insurgent
Ngatiawaa could not have returned to it. When
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occasion to spill
ﬁrst blood soon occurredililthrjdy succeeded in persuading them to
and the natives began to fortify themselves in adopt this humane conduct. By the last ad
their abs, stocksdes admirably adapted to the vices we learn that ﬁfteen of their chiefs have
gueril a warfare they had made up their minds left on a visit to this country, to see with their
t a
to carry on. “Their sites are but barely own eyes whether England is really as
The
indicated by a narrow line of newly-moved power as the Maories might be if uni
visit of so intelligent a. body of men to our
of the inhabitants of this part of the country. The earth, carefully s read, not exceeding six inches shores must ultimately produce a. beneﬁcial
ound, whilst,
reﬁned tortures and cannibal scenes of these days above the genera surface of the
effect on the permanent peace and p
rity
could not fail to induce this remnant at the Sugar for the most part, they, as wel as their de
Loaf Islands to desire European protection. About fenders, are invisible, a head only occasionally of New Zealand, which, now that rich gold and
October, 1834, Col. “'illiam Wakeﬁeld, the chief being raised above the level of the ground to coal mines have been discovered, must speedily
agent of the New Zealand Company, purchased reconnoitre, though the line may be thickly become what Nature seems to have designed
from certain chiefs and natives (who, driven from occupied.” It was the reduction of these pahs it, the England of the South Seas.
the Taranaki, were living in Queen Charlotte's that all the available force of the Australasian
Sound) all their possessions, rights, and claims in colonies was called upon to effect. The enemy
the Waitara and Taranski land generally. In was far too wise to risk any open battle, in Who to Orr/mill? or, a Book of Reference for
Invalids, in Disordered Heallh, Diﬂicult
November, 1839, agents of the New Zealand Com which he would have been worsted. But he
Cases, or Long-standing Disease. Including a
pany landed at the Sugar Loaves to treat with the
hoped
to
tire
us
out
by
throwing
up
psh
after
Simple Nosological Arrangement of the Medi
people about land, and had conveyed to them by
pub,
and
slinking
with
little
loss
into
the
bush,
cal and Surgical Forms of Disease. (Suited
purchase a continuous block of land along the
for Easy Rqference.) Together with a Dist of
coast, and which block contained the whole of the when the position became untenable. In a.
Waitara and Taranaki land. The brig Guide country without roads, heavily timbcrcd, or
the most Distinguished Physicians and Sur
brought the payment, and it was shared by all the overgrown with tall ferns, oapitally adapted for
yams of the Day,- an Explanatory Glossary
resident natives. I may mention here that the concealing the attacked party, it was most
of Pathological Terms, £0. A Corrected and
Waitara block, the disputed square mile the origin . difficult to catch the enemy, and if Major-Gen.
Revised Edition will be published Annually.
of the late war, is believed by some of the Maories Pratt and the limited forces at his disposal
(Aylott & Son.)
to be one of the sacred spots where one of the ultimately succeeded in compelling the It aori
canoes which brought their ancestors to the island to sue for peace, their gallantry is entitled to Wear. it not that silence might be injurious to
came to land, and is or oughtto be tapm’d and not every credit. On the 26th of September, his the medical profession, by leaving a system of
parted with on any consideration. " ' " A few Excellency, Sir George Grey, arrived to resume subtle pufl'cry without exposure, we should take
no notice of this impudent and scandalous pub
months after the arrival of the pioneer expedition
lication. The book roceeds from an anonymous
at the Taranaki, 'l‘e \Vhero Whero sent a leading the government of New Zealand:—
“ Instead of a war policy, Sir George Grey offered writer; but the pu lishers give their testimon
chief and 200 followers to the Taranaki; they
danced their War-dance and said they were the to the Maurie! a system of civil institutions, similar that the author is “a highly distin ishe
owners of the country by conquest, and the people to that which he introduced at the Cape of Good member of the medical profession."
Iessrs.
who mut be paid, if the white people remained. Hope, and which led to the settlement of difficulties Aylott & Son might have extended their
The other natives saw and heard the statement, of far greater magnitude than any which existed eulogy, and aid a compliment to the modesty
in New Zealand. He proposed to divide the colony
and cowed and subdued sat silent at the confer
of their out or, who, while he makes the
into districts, over each of which was to be placed
ence. Soon after this, and the Governor being in
reputation of others, is content to remain
formed of what had occurred, a deed was executed 1 an European Commissioner, resident magistrate,
by the Waikatos conveying to the Queen the land or other oﬂicers; who were to be assisted by a unknown, and would rather pass to the
they claimed, and which included the whole of the . district council of leading chiefs, and a subordinate gm ve without a fee than incur a charge of
Waitara and Taranaki country. Mr. Commissioner council or runanga. To each runanga was to be writing a book for the purpose of advertising
Spain now arrived at the Tarnnaki to investigate attached a chief policeman and a certain number his own claims to public conﬁdence. “ To pre
claims, and awarded to the New Zealand Company of native constables; the members of the district vent,” says this man of lofty purpose at the
the \Vaitsra land and where New Plymouth now councils to receive pay as well as other office conclusion of his Preface, “any misconception
is. But, afterwards, Governor Fitzroy, through bearers, diﬂ‘ering in amount. Judicial powers to be as to the true intent and purport of these pages,
some advice he had got. repudiated Mr. Spain's conferred on the members of council with certain as well as to avoid any imputation commonly
award and directed the land to be given back to the limits, also power of local taxation and the con laid to the charge of medical writers, via, ‘The
Taranaki natives that he might re-purchnse it from I struction of public works. Europeans to be allowed book being the means of making their name
them, and which was considered a fatal mistake. If to settle within native districts on certain terms, known, and thereby multiplying the number of
Mr.Spain's award had not been set aside, the claim , and with the consent of ‘the native authorities.
of the Waikato chief or King Te VVhero Where This system has had a trial at the Cape of seven their patients,’ ——I here beg to leave mine out,
would never have been heard of. After the Sugar years, is somewhat costly at ﬁrst, but pays its own and therefore simply sign myself-The Author."
Loaf Maories were aware that the \Vaikatos were expenses in the end, and has been eminently suc What noble abnegntion of self! But, then, as
the book contains a good deal of puffery, what
paid for the land, they talked about their ‘ manna’ cessful. In New Zealand, ‘so mote it be!’ "
assurance have we that he does not of!‘ him
or authority over the land, and joined the land
The two works at the head of our notice may self‘? Of course such sus icion wonl be un
league to prevent a further sale of land by the
be
termed
rather
materials
for
a
history
of
the
Ngatiawas.”
charitable “misconception '; but it is a “mis
New Zenland war than a history. Of the two, conception” which the writer provokes rather
Thin
came to a crisis in January, 1860, that of Lieut.-Col. Carey is the better book; than “ revents” by the course which he has
when t e Government purchased a piece of Sir James E. Alexander's volume is rather dis ado to
land from one Te Teira, a chief of the Ngatia- i jointed, and both are evidently written under
C othed with the authority of his publishers’
was, contrary to the wish of Wirimu Kingi, of considerable restraint. They relate almost ex recommendation, this unknown and self-elected
the same tribe, who in t e most insulting clusively to the military part of the campaign, judge of the attainments and capabilities of his
manner forbade its sale, claimed sovereignty and carefully avoid the political side of a con professional brethren descants in the following
over it, and caused the survey to be inter ﬂict of which we may not yet have seen the strain on his especial ﬁtness for the task which
rupted. Wirimu Kingi was informed that his last, unless great prudence and ﬁrmness are he has undertaken :—
interrudption was an overt act of rebellion, exercised. The New Zealand press is roundly
" Times out of number has the author of this
warne against the consequences of persisting; charged with misrepresenting the whole ques manual been the medium of pointing out the source
in this course, and given till the 22nd of tion to the English public, and the colonists from whence the greatest amount of skill or judg
February to reﬂect on the matter. But he are supposed to derive so much advantage from ment might be reasonably expected. Indeed, so
returned no satisfactory reply, and martial law the large expenditure defrayed by the home convinced is he that, in many cases of serious or
was formally proclaimed by Colonel Murray. Government, that peace is thought not secure dangerous illness, protracted or special disease, this
At a later period, Wirimu Kingi placed this till the settlers shall be made to pay the whole is the surest mode of obtaining the best advice, that
piece of land at the disposal of the native expenses of the war that may break out; but he has more than once thought of making it a
sovereign, and thus intimately connected this we doubt whether such an assertion could be spécialilé. There can be no question that a Physi
cian well acquainted with the claims of his profes
local quarrel with the general Maori-king made good.
brethren, and competent to judge of the‘:
movement. To us, this had the advantage of
The Maories are spoken of in high terms by sional
skill in particular forms of disease, could command
localizing the war, and enabling us to withdraw both authors, and many interesting anecdotes one
of the largest consulting practices in London
our tree 8 from the other Ncw Zealand settle are given of their courage and coolness in dan by adopting the following plan, namely, by leaving
ments,w ilst to the natives it proved so far ger. They are supposed to have lost 800 men, the patient alone himself, otherwise than simply,
advantageous that they had chosen their own whilst we had 238 killed and wounded. At after forming a correct diagnosis of the case, ad
ﬁghting-ground, away from their houses andI first they could not be induced to spare the vising him or her who to consult under the circum
families, and had nothing save their lives! lives of the women, children, wounded and stances. Such a line of practice might be novel, it I
to lose. When things had come to this pass, prisoners; but Mr.Wilson, a worthy missionary, is true; but nevertheless useful. It would amount
these Ngatiawas understood the object Mr. Car
rington had in view in visiting the country, they
asked him to bring white people to dwell among
them, as a protection against the dreaded Waikatos,
who in 1832 under the chief Te Whero Whero,
or King Potatau, had conquered, slaughtered and
dispersed or carried away captive nearly the whole
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to much the same thing as taking ‘ Counsel's opin

ion’ as to the proper course to pursue in a legal
diﬂiculty; and probably prove quite aswise a step,
in many medical cases, and certainly the cheapest

in the end.”

We can neither admit the existence of the
difficulty which, in the author’s opinion, keeps

invalids from the physicians best (glualiﬁed to
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robustly natural, and not afraid to show it,—
women of great strength of feeling, who would
boldly put into words what others might only
timidly think, and that with the quaintest,
queerest and most piquant of humonrs: nnmisJ
takeable Scottish thistles if touched roughly,
but full of honey at heart, and possessing a
wild fragrance, that cannot be retained with
our culture; exceedingly delightful old faces,
having many a wrinkle of wisdom and twinkle
of mirth, the youthful spirit looking out of
every furrow in immortal freshness !—sprightly
with their seventy years as though the gayest
sparkle of French vivacity had got into the
dour Scottish blood and set it dancing! This
kind of character was not limited, however, to
the class from which Dean Ramsay has chieﬂy
drawn. Specimens might be found here and
there in the cot
s of the p0or—real ladies by
nature, who could bear the burthen of poverty
with great dignity, and whose talk was often

treat their maladies, nor recognize t e analogy
which he draws between his office and that of
a counsel advising on a case. While people are
in good health they, of course, do not trouble
themselves to in uire about the special qualiﬁ
cations of medi
practitioners; but as soon as
they fall ill they do not remain in ignorance
for a single day as to the “opinion” they
should have recourse to. The sick man who
wishes for the “ best advice” makes known his
desire to his ordinary medical attendant, the
general practitioner employed in his household
or by his family connexion, and that familiar
adviser, thoroughly acquainted, as a matter of far better than books. We have one in our
course, with the particular endowments of his mind’s eye now: as blithe of heart as a bird,
pzofessional superiors, and himself interested in and as cheery of tongue as though there were
ving the best guidance and support, brings to no such thing as sorrow. She had her own
his tient the physician or surgeon best able to heavy troubles, but never made the burthen
commit the existing disease. Such is the system weightier by stooping to it; so strong and up
of the medical rofession; and it is a, system right in soul, that age seemed unable to how
which works well, and is exactly analogous to the body; a face of the noblest Norse ty e,
the course of rocednre by which litigants and eyes that glowed like live coals from un er
obtain the aid of? advocates peculiarly ﬁtted to the tall white match; a woman with nature
conduct their causes. Our “ distinguished mem enough to have been the mother of Robert
ber of the medical professiop ” labours under the Burns. Something like this we imagine Janet
strangely erroneous impression, that a “ counsel’s Hamilton to be : as ﬁne a sam lo, we are told,
opinion ’ is nothing more than written advice as can be found of the brain an buirdly woman
to his client to consult another barrister.
we have etched in a line or two-a genuine‘
The style of the book throughout accords antique of the strong-headed, warm-hearted,
with its purpose. The mistakes in the spelling quick-witted a'uld Scottish wife. If there be
of nosological terms show that the “distin any doubt about this, let the book decide. We
guished member of the medical profession ” is consider it one of the most remarkable that has
signall deﬁcient in that culture which is fallen into our hands for a lon time past. It
gene
y presumed to be the basis of educa will not bring much added wsa th, erhaps, to
tion fora liberal profession. In great staring English literature, but it is a boo that en
capitals “Delerium Tremens” does dut for riches life and ennobles our common humanity.
Delirium Tremens, and “ Diptheria’ for We have had many working men poets, but
Diphtheria. Similar blunders appear in every this is by a working woman of threescore years
part of the treatise. Under some headings and ten. Most of the poems are lately written;
the names of the most eminent authorities for it appears that she reared her family and
on the maladies referred to are looked for in sent them forth into the world to live their
vain; under other headings the author recom life, and then, in the consciousness of having
mends physicians and surgeons who have no done her best, and in the silence of the empty
better claims to such notice than such as home, she sat down and sang her songs. And
are enjoyed by every qualiﬁed practitioner. right cheery and victorious they are-worthy
Amongst the lithotritists, the name of Mr. of instant welcome from all who can appreciate
Henry Thompson—-—who has just been sent for, such an exquisite illustration of the common say
the papers tell us, by King Leopold-—is not ing, “Business ﬁrst, and pleasure afterwards.”
mentioned; and in two other places where he
Janet Hamilton is the daughter of a shoe
is alluded to his name is mis-spelt. In the
author’s opinion, Mr. Yearsley and Mr. Hinton maker, and she became the wife of a shoemaker.
ought not to be consulted on deafness, Mr. She never went to school, but her mother
Hancock has done nothing to mitigate the taught her to read the Bible. Through this
awful torture of sciatica, Mr. Adams should not doorway she entered the vast library of English
be called in where cases of spinal curvature or literature. But what range of reading she had
club-foot have to be treated, and Mr. Ashton we are not told. She writes English verse with
has no place amongst those who have directed ease and elegance. But the genuine nature of
their attention to the distressing malady on the old lady gets fullest and ﬁttest ex ression

which he is a “ ﬁrst opinion.” Such is the scan
dalous book the author of which says he is

rcpared to take “immediate proceedings in
‘hancery against all infﬁngments (l) of its
copyright.”

Poémé 0)?” Essays. By Janet Hamilton. (Hall
' o.
READERS of Dean Ramsay’s ‘Reminiscences'
have been made acquainted with a form of
Scottish character as revealed by those won
derful old ladies who were born before
“nerves” were invented, and who are fast
passing away, to leave us no living like
ness,—women whose angles were not rubbed

down to smooth mediocrity, but who werel
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(‘hangs-house bells an’ gill~stoups clinkin';
Police-ready men and willin‘—
Aye at han' whan ltoups are ﬂllin',
Clerks, an’ counter-lonpers plenty,
Wi' trim moustache and whiskers dainty
Chaps that winna stnun at triﬂcs,
Min‘ ye they can han’le riﬂes.
‘Bout the wives in our location,
An’ the insides’ botheratlon,
Some are decent, some are dsndies,
An’ 0. gey wheen drucken randjes,
Aye tae neebors' hooses snilin',
Greetin' haims ahint them trailin',
Gaun for nouther bread nor butter,
Just tae drink an‘ rin the cutter.

In such a location we may expect more

humour than pathetic sentiment. Much of the
old wife's humour is very smart. She can send
a keen, merry glance right to the heart of many
matters.

She has a. ready laugh for the “ mony
plaisters ” that are to cure the working man’s
“ disasters” Also,——
Hae ye no heard in Glasoo College
They 've plantit a new tree 0‘ knowledge?
The i'rnte‘s in‘ bonny me the 0's,
An‘ woman's no forbid tae pree:
Sae she may cum without presumption,
An‘ pu' on’ eat an‘ gather gumption.
An’ sic lnng-wint, lang-nebhit cracks,
‘Bout social rights, an wrongs, an‘ facts,
Frae chiels wi‘ tongues sae glib an‘ sucll,
They tingilit thro‘ ya like a bell.
There's mony a phase 0‘ speech an’ thocht
Leuks gran‘, but when it 's tae be wrocht,
An‘ practice, ‘stead 0' speech, begins,
There's stumllin'-blocks taa break oor shins.

The old lady is hard on the Social Science

Association and “speechifying” women. She
describes “ Bull Run” as the
—- field inglorious
Whence legs, not arms, returned victorious.

And this is auld Janet’s answer to her coun

tryman of the New York Herald :—
What ‘s a’ the din ‘l is Jonathan gane gytc?
What ails the fallow, that he'll growl an‘ llyte,
An‘ shake his naive across the wide Atlantic,
Wi' glunchin' broo, an’ mony a senseless antic?
Ne'er {ash your thoom wi' us, my Yankee billy—
Thae blnsterin‘ haven mak‘ ye unco silly;
Tali’ tent, my In... , 3e're needfn’ o' a skelpin’,
For, gudeness kens, ye ’re never o'er the yelpin’.
Steek up your gab, yo wild, earnstrarle lnddle,
Nae malr yaﬂ yaﬂin‘ at your British daddle;
I think ye micht hue ither tow tac tease,
When baith the North and South are in a hleeze.
A ﬂeesome sight, atweel, tae a‘ the warf
Wi' friens that wish ye weel ye soudna quarrel
For Britain, frac her oozie islan' dwallin'
Will naither mak' nor meddle wi‘ ye, ca
.
Ye ‘re no that unco stairs in limb an‘ lith;
Ye're scrimplt baith in courage, sense an‘ pith;
Langsyne ye gat yer legs out o‘er the barrows,
Sin'syne ye think ye has nae mony marrows.
But len' ycr lugs, and dinna bounce and bark
Yo ncednn tear your hair nor rive your markYour lung! 0' liberty are bosh an‘ tee-dnm;
It wad be better bait-h for you an’ freedom
If ye had ne'er cut up the auld connection,
Nor snool‘t tae democratic mob direction.
Ye’ll ne'er hae peace until ye get a king
A coup-d‘r‘tat for you 's the vera thing;
There's Nap. the Third, wha whsmel't bluid France,
An‘ hands her doon-had am: like him the ance,
He ‘d gri the reins, wi‘ hit an’ bridle hand ye,
An‘ shou (1 ye rear or kick, ho ‘d whip an‘ dsud ye.
An‘ gif ye msnn be lodgers, he will learn ya
But ye‘li needs dae his biddin', min‘ I warn ye;
For lock that canna guide nor rule themsel‘
Should has a ruler strong, an’ stern, an‘ snell.

Here is a. laughable picture of Crinoline as
it appears to our author in her neighbourhood,
where the lassics, though they may be bare
in the racy Doric which she writes,
ere wc footcd and barefaced, are still devout followers
ﬁnd the shrewd leaking observation, the quaint of the fashion. The concluding suggestion is
pawky humour, and the sly Scotch wisdom in rather startling, we fear :-—- I
full force. The true ﬂavour of the book is Scot
CRINOLI NE.
tish, while the facts of the life are universally Anld Scotlan‘ gangs yirmin an’ chanerin' alone;
She
wunners
whaur
a’
hcr trig lassocks ha‘e guns;
enjoyable.
She ‘a trampit the kintra, an‘ socht thro‘ the toonl,
First, let us show the environment of the An’ fan’ the lnle hizzies-blawn oot like balloons!
author, who is living in Langloan, near Coat Can they be my lassocks-ance cozie an’ cosh,
bridge. It is a lively description, called ‘ Oor Weel shspit, wool happit-sse stump, an‘ tosh?
'I‘wa coats an‘ a tomb, or a goon, ye may ween,
Location ’ :—
Were boukie aneuch, wi' what nature had gi‘en.
A hunner funnels bleezin’, reekin'
Coal an‘ lronstane charrin’, smeckin';
Nsvvies, miners, keepers, ﬁllers,
Pnddlers, rollers, iron mlllers ;
Reutit, reekit, raggit laddies,
Firemen, enginemen an‘ paddles;
Boatmen, bsnksmen, rough and rattlin’,
Bout the wecht Wi’ colliers battlln‘,
Sweatin‘, swesrin', leditin', drinkin',

They 'rc aye i’ my e'e, on‘ they ’re aye i‘ my gate
At the kirk I am chirtit moist col 0' my seat;
When caul‘, toe the lngle I needna gne hen,
If Kate an‘ her crlnoline's on the ﬁre-en‘.
When a lad wi’ I. lassie forgethers yenoo,
It 'I no her bricht can, or her rosie wee nion‘,
Her snod oockernony, waist jlmpy an‘ ting,
That first tak's his e'e-it ‘s the big crlnolmo!
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Tao sac that he likes it would jist be a lee
But ye ken that the big thing attracts aye the wee
An‘ the less that cares nocht ‘bout her heart an‘ hcr held,
Tak's care that her crinoline’s wcel spread abreed.
An‘ say, if dame Nature wad gi'o at her birth,
Tao ilka wee lassie that's born on the yirth,
A book 0' her ain, that grew bigger ilk year,
Ye 'd no be see proud 0' the glftie I fear.
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range of illustration. If it be one volume,
then all who run may read it; all, wherever they
dwell, may have some one of its pages open for
their perusal; it is a sealed book to no man
who cares to qualify himself for understanding
it; and though it has many pages which de
mand diligent study, and many which even
close students have hitherto failed to interpret
satisfactorily, yet there are very many which
are simple and universally intelligible, which
require nothing more than continued attention,
and which are replete with unfailing interest
and instruction. These simple pages of the

In various ways Janet tries to do her coun
trymen and countrywomen good Living where
she does, she has, no doubt, seen much of the
evils and horrors of drunkenness, and she is ‘
strong on teetotalism. Here her verses are so
far above the customary tern erance effusions
(of water on the brain), that t e teetotal world
ought to drink her health and prosperity in the stone book are everywhere unrolled,-—every
strongest tipple that circumstances will permit. where, beneath, around and above us. The com
There are several prose essays in the volume, mon ﬂag-stones of our streets are some of its
all sensibly written; but we prefer her as the leaves; the common stone buildings of our
local humourist to the “ popular educator.” cities are others; cathedrals, churches, halls
The individualit of the one is worth more than and mansions, all speak of quarried stone, and
all the cosmopo itanism of the other, for it is l even the funeral slabs which stand erect at the
of that perennially interesting kind in which heads of so many prostrate thousands who now
lie in our cemeteries are signiﬁcant of times and
national character reaches its ripeness.
existences long preceding the races of mankind.
The human names and eulogies inscribed upon
Tlu‘ Great Stone Book of Nature. By David them refer to the beings of yesterday ; while in
Thomas Anstcd, M.A. (Macmillan & Co.)
the layers beneath those very inscriptions may,
UNDER this title the author brings before us an perhaps, be found fossil shells which once ﬂoated
elementary volume on geology and mineralogy. in the waters of an immensely ancient sea. Thus
The facts of geology are regarded as the records the stony sepulchres of one race of organized
of the stone book, and the opening of it si i beings are strangely erected as the monumental
ﬁes “the earliest studies of our earth wit a marks of another, and every tombstone in a
view to make out its history, and these studies cemetery thus becomes a doubly-charactered
teach how Nature speaks rather than what she page in ‘The Great Stone Book of Nature.’
In Mr. Ansted's edition of this Stone Book
means." Having chosen this metaphorical title,
the author is compelled to adapt his pages to everything geological forms a page, whether apt
it, though with some diﬂiculty and frequent or inapt. Sun, Wind, Rain and Frost compose
one page; Clay, Chalk, Limestone and Marble,
violations of metaphor.
“ The Great Stone Library ” might have Sand and Sandstone, the Brick-ﬁeld and the
proved a more suitable title, for so diversiﬁed Gravel-pit, compose other pages; and so on to
are the records of geology, so widely scattered the end of the volume. There is in it more of
are its facts, so variously typical are its organic Physical Geology than Palaeontology, and there
remains, so geographically distant are its evi fore very little that requires preliminary infor
dences, and so comprehensive are its conclusions, mation. The reader may take rt up without fear
that the idea of a vast terrestrial library re of being repelled by technicalities, and may
sents itself as more aptly metaphorical t an regard it as one of the simplest and most un
‘that of a single volume. Successive ranges of pretending of introductions to the physical
shelving might be held to represent successive aspect-s of the science. One would conceive it
strata, and the several volumes on each shelf to to be a collection of introductory lectures deli
show their characteristic fossils and their litho vered to young persons of intelligence but of no
logical distinctions. Passing, for the sake of previous geological knowledge; and all such
example, from the Library of the British readers, it‘ only they can dispense with highly
Museum to its Geological Galleries, we seem wrought descriptions, picturesque verbiage, and
to pass only from the artiﬁcially-printed to the fanciful illustrations, will ﬁnd it useful to them
nature-printed volumes. ‘Were a stratigraphical as beginners. The great majority, however, of
arrangement of fossils adopted in the Museum, such readers require to be allured to geology
the analogy would be more striking. We should we had almost said, deluded into it—~by facti
then
s from histories in type to histories in tious attractiveness. They are not disposed to
stone. Chronology, though on vastly different look at the pages of ‘ The Great Stone Book,’ if
scales, would rule the classiﬁcation in both de those pages are merely stony. They ask that
partments. The one would form a history of the ﬂowers shall be strewn over the stones, and that
human mind, the other a history of the divine the wand of the verbal enchanter shall wave over
mind. In the one we should peruse the roll of the rigid and naturally unadorned truths. ‘Hence
heroic deeds, in the other the ceaseless roll of elementary books inferior in accuracy to the
terrestrial changes. In the one the mutations one before us would, perhaps, surpass it in
of empires, sovereigns and peoples, in the other acceptableness ; and it is mortifying to a sound
the mutations of animal dynasties, of fishes, geologist to see how a little tinsel of fancy, a
crustaceans and saurians. The characters would glittering array of facts, pomp of verbiage, and
‘be equally legible in each. There would be the a dash of humour will always be found to
several lan
es and their several derivatives, lighten the natural heaviness of ‘The Great
but all could e inte reted, and translations Stone Book.’ Had Hugh Miller been content
and commentaries wo d be the work of quali to write about the Old Red Sandstone page of
ﬁcd students, who should give themselves each this book as a mere recordin geologist, his name
to his particular tongue, while all should labour would never have been inown beyond the
to present the facts and the consequential theories rooms of the Geological Society. In no two
to the popular mind in one universally under volumes treatin of the same science, and for
stood tongue. In these and many similar aspects much the same c ass of readers, could there be a
the two great departments in our Museum more marked contrast than exists between
mi ht be appropriately compared-——t-he literary Miller's ‘ Sketch-book of Popular Geology’ and
and the lithological likened to each other.
Ansted’s ‘The Great Stone Book of Nature.’
If, however, we must limit ourselves to a The one is Geology exhibited under the pris
single metaphorical volume, then ‘ The Great matic hues of an exuberant imagination; the
Stone Book ’ must be dealt with in a narrower other is simply an opening and shutting of ‘ The
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Great Stone Book.’ One sentence of Miller’s
book appropriately describes this bare and un
illustrated style of geological teaching:-—“I
might stand in front of its curved precipices,
red, yellow or grey, and might mark their water
rollcd boulders of all kinds and sizes stretching
out in bold relief from the surface, like the pro
tubcranccs that roughen the rustic basements
of the architect; but I had no ‘Open Sesame’
to form vistas through them into the recesses
of the past." Such glimpses through magic
vistas of the past are precisely what the book
now before us lacks. It is vain to present mere
facts to beginners, who are reluctant to take the
trouble to recollect them. Perspective, not
Chinese ﬂat truthfulness, isthe obvious requisite.
Vi'e all abuse crinoline, yet Geology without
crinoline will not readily become presentable
amongst the unscientiﬁc. No doubt crinoline
is unnatural, and everywhere laughed at by
sober people; nevertheless, eological crinoline
is the most pardonable of al . It ides rigidity,
angularity, and all faults. Denudation is true
in geological theory, but untrue in geological
teaching.

Almost any page of Mr. Ansted’s book will
illustrate our meaning. Take, for instance, his
notice of gravel ﬂints :—
“Pick out a few of the pebbles and look at
them. Here is a well-rounded black pebble, about
the size of an egg, very smooth and almost polished,
but the surface is scratched all over with ﬁne

marks, showing clearly how the stone became
round and smooth. Next to it is a broken frag
ment, the edges rounded and worn and a clean
broken face presented. Both are ﬂints, and both
exactly resemble other ﬂints, whether in the gravel,
on the sea-beach, or in the chalk cliﬂ'. It takes a

long while to roll so hard a stone as a ﬂint into the
shape of an egg, and carry it with others into a
great heap far away from the sea. It takes con

siderable force to break a ﬂint pebble in half. \Ve
have next to see what a ﬂint is, and where it comes
from, in order to know what is the relation of this
gravel-pit with the various rocks in its neighbour
hood. Let us break it in half with a hammer, and

try if anything is to be learnt by looking at the
inside. It is not unlikely that when broken there
will be a small empty space in the middle, partly
occupied with little crystals. Perhaps there is no
empty space, but a distinct shape resembling some

more or less known part of an animal, as if the
ﬂint had once been pasty and had entangled a
sponge, a shell, or sea-anemone, just as in jellies
the cook will enclose fresh strawberries or cherries,
or as ﬂies are caught in resin. At any rate, we are
almost sure to ﬁnd, if we look closely enough,
using that wonderful contrivanee the microscope,
that little white or grey spots in the clear ﬂint
once belonged either to sponges, or to shells, or to
some other creature formerly inhabiting the sea.

The ﬂints generally found in gravel are very dif
ferent from most other stones we meet with. The
former all seem similar, and though mixed with

other very different stones, they, no doubt, have
all come from the chalk. The only places where
such material is at all abundant are the various
chalk-hills, many of them at considerable distance.
Beds of ﬂint, unbroken and undisturbed, often
alternate with the beds of chalk, and it is supposed

that the pebbles once formed part of other chalk
hills now washed away."

This and another pa

ph or two comprise

all that is said of ﬂints.
very tolerable geolo
gist knows how much more might have been
said, and how much more graphically. How
interesting to the beginner would have been
notices of the numerous microscopic bodies in
ﬂints, the spiniferites and the animalculites,
seen by transmitted light; the crowds of odd
things popularly explained by Mr. Eley, in his
‘ Geology in the Garden,’ and particularly the
several theories of the production of chalk

ﬂints, including that of Dr. Bowerbank, to the
effect that every kind of ﬂint nodule and
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vein in the chalk, owes its origin to a sponge
of some species as a nucleus. Then, we might
have had some description of those strange but
striking, hu e, cup-like ﬁints, found near Nor
wich, and oolishly called Paramoudra. So,
likewise, numerous other subjects might have
been expanded which pass before us in colour

times, looked at the manuscript, lent one
another books, and could come to no other
conclusion. Mr. Ford died, and Mr. Stirling
bought such volumes from the libm
of the
former as he knew were wanting in 's own,
but made no new discovery. At the same sale,

Heylin, who described the world physically,
geographically
tapeclonslephically,
and hdlelt
lost his way in and
a wood
to his own

Mr. MacCarthy purchased an anonymous work,

Jess review in these pages.

printed in 1733, which he at once identiﬁed
with Mr. Stirling’s MS. Mémoires de Villars.
To render this singular story more singular
still, it is only necessary to add that, in a ﬂy
leaf of the volume which had, for a score of
years, belonged to Mr. Ford, that gentleman
had himself made this record :—“ It is possible
that the author may have had access to the
MS. letters of the Marquise de Villars, ambas
sadress in Spain, at the time of the marriage

England's First Printer; with Evidence of
his Typographutal Connexion with C'olard
Mansion, the Printer at Bruges. Compiled
from Original Sources by William Blades.

To make room for such additions, the ﬁf
teenth and sixteenth chapters might well have
been omitted, which give so little information
'upon minerals that their loss would not have
been felt. Moreover, a dull and unpolished
.style is no aid to an elementary book, which
.should be captivating as well as clear. One
advantage these pages certainly have, namely,
that they are geologically correct, and are an
-_echo_of the most approved opinions of original of Charles the Second, which were printed at
unqulrers.
Amsterdam, in l2mo. 1760.” But there is a
A few illustrations accompany the volume, superlative “most singular" in the fact that
and these are all pleasing, exceptin one Mr. Stirling himself, in his ‘Annals of the
entitled “The Stones of the Great Stone ook,” Artists of Spain,’ published in 1848, refers to
in which a huge egg and a penny roll at its the great resemblance which exists between a
'side seem meant for a couple of boulders. If work by Madame D'Aulnoy, ‘ Mémoires de la
boulders, they have both been well boiled.
Cour d’Espagne,’ and the work possessed by
Mr- Ford, and purchased by Mr. MacCarthy,
‘ Mémoires de la Cour d’Espagne, depuis 1679
.Memoirs of the Court of Spain, under the Reign jusqu’en 1681,’ and published in Paris in 1733,
of Charles the Second, 1679-1682. By the the work, in fact, which Mr. MacCarthy identi
Marquis de Villars-[Me'moires de la Cour ﬁes with the su posed unprinted manuscript
d'Espagne, &c.]: beinga Collation of the various bought by Mr. tirling at Sotheby’s auction
Editions and Manuscripts of these Memoirs rooms!
now lcnmvn to exist, with some Inquiry as w
The anonymous copyist of Mr. Stirlin ‘a
their alleged Author. By Denis Florence manuscript had chosen to ascribe it to t e
MacCarthy. (Dublin)
Marquis de Villars; and this name being on
Que les gens d’esprit sont bites! These words of the mind of all the
er examiners, they
Figaro, one of the smartest of commentators, went off on a false scent. ad any one of them
may serve for a text for many a discourse consulted the ‘Dictionnaire des Ouvrages
which is pronounced by way of illustrating the Anonymes et Pseudonymes,’ by Barbier, they
blind processes of sharp-sighted cople.
would have been put, partially at least, on
A few years ago Mr.William Stir ing purchased the right track. Mr. MacCarthy one day found
for a fewshillings, at Sotheby’s,a manuscript his himself almost at the source of truth on this
-torical work, the ‘ Mémoires de Villars,’ about matter when, seated in the famous Library of
which he, confessedly, knew nothing, but which the King's Inn, Dublin, he opened De Flassan's
he took to be “copy” destined for the press. ‘Histoire Générale ct Raisonnée de la Diplo
He, of course, did not do with it as Aretino did matie Frangaise’ (1811). Therein he found
with the MS. of a work on the Gothic War, by notices of Court incidents during the embassy
Prooopius-translate and publish it as his own; of Villars in Spain, which were identical with
-nor did he imitate the conduct of Machiavelli, those in D'Aulnoy, the anonymous volume of
who, turning up the lost MS. ofthe Apophthegms 1733, and Mr. Stirling’s manuscript; but De
‘of Plutarch, turned them also to account by Flassan cited an earlier authority than either
taking of the best and clapping them into the the anonymous volume of 1733 or the earlier
mouth of his hero, Castrucio Castricani. Mr. work of the romancing D'Aulnoy—namely, a
Stirling ut the written roll on his shelves, and manuscript on the state of S in, in the Library
an pose that some da he would ﬁnd the of the Arsenal in Paris. Tiither, opportunity
vo ume which was rinte from it.
aiding, went the indefatigable Mr. MacCarthy,
To all “ the obvious sources of information,” obtained access to this manuscri t, and care
he addressed himself-to Brunet, Quérard, the fully collated it with D’Aulnoy, t e volume of
various biographies, and so forth,—but only 1733, and Mr. Stirling’s edition rinted in the
to acquire an opinion that his manuscri t Philobiblon collection. He ﬁndst em identical,
‘was an in
uirgo, or rather an -accr a with a certain signiﬁcant difference. In the
puella,which had never become ripe enough for Arsenal manuscript, French persons of the
‘the press. All the wisdom of the Philobiblon highest distinction are spoken of in a tone that
Society, in whose collection it is now printed no French ambassador would ever dream of
as a novelt , helped him to that conclusion. employin . Into proofs, resting on this basis,
Sir F. Maddlan examined the manuscript care Mr. Mac arthy enters very largely; but we do
fully, amid the multitude of references crowd~ enough by describing what he does, rather than
.mg round him in the British Museum, and following him through what he has done. \Ve
after due research, recorded his opinion that it are chieﬂ concerned with the curious history
had never been printed. The Duc d'Aumale of Mr. tirling’s manuscript, which can no
ransacked his own remarkable library, failing longer be ascribed to Villars, the French Am
to discover any account of such memoirs, and bassador in Spain. The author of the Arsenal
ﬁnding‘himself without ounds to believe that manuscript, from which later writers have

the written memoir h ever passed through
the ress.
r. Stirlin himself made researches in vain
amon the
SS. of the British Museum.

Ford

The Life and Typography of William Caxton,

Vol. II. (Lilley.)
We have examined the concluding volume of

Mr. Blades‘s work on Caxton, and are happy
to report of it that it forms in every respect
a ﬁtting complement to its redecessor. In

that, as our readers may reco lect, Mr. Blades
not only laid before us some new and inter
esting facts in Caxton's biography, but ro

pounded a new theory as to the schoo of
typography in which our ﬁrst English printer
graduated before establishing a rose on his
own account in the Almonry at
estminster.
That school he showed to have been the

Dutch or Belgian school of printing, as dis
tinguished from the Mentz school, founded
by Gutenber ; also, that Colard Mansion, of
Bruges, was axton’s immediate instructor, in
concert with whom Caxton’s earliest works,
The ‘Recuyell’ and ‘The Chess Book,’ were
printed abroad ; and, ﬁnally, that Caxton's ﬁrst
work, with a date, printed on En lish soil was
the ‘Dictes or Sayengis of the hiloso hres,’
produced at Westminster in 1477. The rench
‘ Recueil,’ the ‘Fais du Jason,’ and the ‘ Medi
tacions,’ Mr. Blades considers were printed by
Mansion alone, although in the same type as
the English ‘Recuyell’ and ‘The Chess Book.’
This was the only point almost on which we
felt ourselves bound to express a different
opinion from that of our author, being unwilling
on any but the most substantial ground to
deny to Caxton the credit of having had some
share in their production. And this opinion
we adhere to. The mere fact of those works
being in French, a language in which Caxton
never subsequently printed, does not weigh
with us; for, once that he had arrived on
English ground, it was not likely, with such a
keen eye as he had for business, that he would
fritter himself away upon works for which there
was no suﬁicient market. Neither are we dis
posed to give up our Caxton as the printer
of the ‘Pro osicio Johannis Russell,’ a speech
made by ohn Russell, ambassador to the
Duke of Burgundy, on the occasion of investing
that soverei
with the Order of the Garter.

Who so likely1 as Caxton to have printed this,
either alone or in partnership with Mansion?
And if so, then is it also exceedingly probable
that he likewise printed ‘Les Quatre Derre
nieres Choses,'——a work which is in‘ the same
type as the ‘Proposicio,’ distinguished by

Mr. Blades as “type No. 2.” This was, in fact,
the identical fount of types which Caxton
brought with him to England, and from which
he made his ﬁrst essay at Westminster by
rinting the ‘ Dictes or Sayengis of the

hilosophres.’
Mr. Blades has taken great pains to dis
tinguish the several kinds of ty used in the

Caxton books. There were in a

six different

sorts, besides modiﬁcations of two of them;

namely, those numbered as “ type No. 2," and
taken what best suited them, and prudently “ ty No. 4." Beautiful fac-similes are given
altered much of what they had taken, remains of all! these, as also an alphabet of each, “in
unknown. The research which led up to it cluding all the single, double and triple letters,

forms a remarkable addition to the Curiosities
of Literature; and, setting aside the patient
and successful Mr. MacCarthy, when we think
of the number of expert and clever people
who, well qualiﬁed for the task, yet failed in
iscussed the question together many achieving it completely, we think of Peter

Mr. 0rd, the author of the ‘Hand-Book of
Spain,’ counselled him to try the learned
pundits of Notes and Queries; but the oracle
there. ve no sound. Mr. Stirling and Mr.

door !

signs, contractions, &c.,”—so that in any part
of the world it is now possible for a reader,
having access to acopy of the volume before us,
to assure himself whether some rare booksup
posed to be “ a Caxton" was in reality printed
by our prototypographer.
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but one merit, althoughira

1‘ published-—Ames giving only’ 48, Herbert 50,
cons icuous one,of Mr. Blades's Second Volume, ‘ and Dibdin 57. To each work, as it occurs in
whic consists of two principal parts, the first order, Mr. Blades has appended a minute
being a. dissertation on printingas practised by ‘ bibliographical description and collation,
Caxton, founded upon a critical examination jspecifying its typographical peculiarities, its
of his workmanship; and the second, a biblio commencing and concluding lines, when such
graphical and literary account of every pro could be ascertained from an inspection or
duction of his press at present known to exist. ; trustworthy account of existing perfect copies;
In his commencing dissertation Mr. Blades‘, a brief account of the nature of the work, and
introduces the “ Master Printer” himself to us ,‘ of its author, when ascertainable; if a transla
gtlOl'l, mentioning by whom it was done; also,
in the following terms :
“We will now ask the reader to imagine four if printed from any known manuscript, stating
such manuscript or copies of it still
teen years passed since Caxton ﬁrst began working iwhcre
,
at this new art. It is not difficult to picture the exist; then further particulars, chieﬂy of lite
wooden structures in the Almonry occupied by his rary interest, included under the head of
sedate but busy workmen. We can look in at “ Remarks," the whole concluding with a list
yonder window and see the venerable master of all the known copies of such printed work,
printer himself ‘sittyng in his studye where as lay whether in public or private libraries; men
many and dyuerse paunﬂettis and bookys.’ The tioning the condition and size of each copy,
great towers of \Vestrninster Abbey cast their sha , whether perfect or imperfect, and in what way
dow over the room, for he is an early riser, and ;and what year it was acquired by its present
already at work upon his translation of the new 1

French romance called ‘ Eneydos.’ The ‘ fayre and owner. This last, while it is a most interesting
ornate termes' of his author give him ‘gratel feature in Mr. Blades’s work, must have cost
plasyr,‘ and he labours, almost without intermis the author inﬁnite labour, as may be judged
sion, till the low sun, blazing from the western from his statement that out of the 556
windows, warns him of the day's decline. Again, volumes of Caxton’s printing thus catalogued
we watch him passing with observant eye through i by him, full 500 passed through his own
the rooms where his servants are at work ; we can , hands for collation. Thus, of ‘ The Game and
see the movements of the compositors who, close ‘ Play of the Chess Moralised,’ he enumerates
to the narrow windows, ply their rapid ﬁngers; we nine different copies at present existing. Simi
can hear the thud~thud of the wooden presses as larly, of the ‘Boethius,’ he enumerates as
the workmen ‘ pull to ' and ‘send home‘ the bar, many as ﬁfteen copies, all collated by his own
discussing, meanwhile, the latest news; and we hands; while, of ‘The Book of Tully of Old
sympathize with the binder who, hammering away
at the volume between his knees, looks in despair Age,’ he has catalogued and collated full
at the ever-increasing progeny of his master‘s art. ‘ twenty copies. But, besides all this, Mr.
Piles of books and printed ‘quayers’ rise on all 1 Blades has subjoined to his account of each
sides, and many a wise head is ominously shaken . individual “Caxton” a list of the sale prices at
at the foolishness of supposing that so many books which copies have been purchased at different
can ever ﬁnd purchasers. But Caxton pursues times, specifying in each instance (where pos
still his busy course, with mind and body ever at sible) the name, both of the original possessor
work, preparing copy for the press, and guiding and and the purchaser, with the date of the year
instructing his workmen in that art which he had when sold, and number of the lot in the sale
learned at Bruges, at ‘grete charge and dispense,‘ catalogue. “This commercial table.of ‘Sale
and the practices of which are to be explained in ‘ Prices,’ ” he justly remarks, “ is not without its
the following chapters.”
interest in enabling the readerto traces volume
After this we are inducted into the several ,from
‘
library to library, and presents, in the
processes carried on by Caxton in his house at ‘ ﬂuctuating amount paid for the same book, an
the “Red Pale,” in the Almonry at Westmin interesting aspect of that curious disease
ster. The types were not cast in the establish- 1 Bibliomania.” As an example of this list of
ment, neither was the paper made there; but, {sale prices, take the following as it occurs at
with these exceptions, almost all the other l the end of our author's account of the
operations connected with the production of ‘ ‘Recuyell of the Histories of Troy,’ Caxton’s
books were done under the same roof. And ﬁrst printed work :-—
here the reader, who is so disposed, may learn Year. Lot.
Sale.
Amount.
Purchaser.
all the mysteries of spacin , even and uneven, 1608 119 Dr. Bernard
£0 3 0
of chases, quadrats and reélets, of tym ans and 1743 2783 Earl of Oxford
Osborne
2026 Bryan Fairfax
S 8 0 Fras. Child
frisket, of bites and point-holes, an all the 1756
1773 4090 J. ‘Vest
32 11 0 George the'l'hlrd
other operations of the early compositcrs and 1776 1607 J. Rstcllﬂ'e
4 l8 0 Dr. Hunter
21 0 0 H. E. Austen
pressmen; while, in the matter of book-bind 1786 4s? M. Tutet
1800 1150 G. Steevens
14 3 6 J. Edwards
mg, he is informed with respect to the folding 1812 8850 D. of Roxburghe 1,060 10 0 D.ofDevonshire
and collation of sheets, whether ternions, 1815 164 J. Edwards
43 l 0 De Burs
1816 1409 J. Llovd
1‘20 0 0 G. Hibbert
apaternions or quinternions, the signatures, 1826
1220 J. Inglis
15 0 o Imp. Lib. rm
e use of waste sheets in binding, the parch ].SD 6025 G. Hibbert
157 10 0 J. \Vilks
1847
2101
J.
Willis
165
0 0 Utterson
ment slips at the back, and so forth; and
155 0 0 E. Ashburnham.
ﬁnally, with respect to the duties of the illu 1852 482 Utterson
minator, the rubricker and the wood~engraven
Of the copies thus sold the majority can be
Leave we all this, however, as too technical still identiﬁed; and it is singular that the only
for the majority of readers, while we direct copy mentioned in the list as perfect is that
attention, rather, to the number of distinct which sold for the least money, namely, Dr.
publications printed in the Caxton types, Bernard‘s, which fetched the ridiculous sum of
whether at Bruges or at Westminster, between 38. 1 But this, gentle reader, was in the year
the year 1474, the presumed date of the 1698, when as yet Bibliomania was not. This
‘Recuyell,’ and 1491, the year of Caxton’s Dr. Bernard, who was chief physician to James
death. The entire number of these is given by the Second, must have been an enthusiastic
Mr. Blades as ninety-one; including, of course, collector of “ Caxtons,” as his name occurs no
diﬂ'erent editions of certain works, but not less than a dozen times in these price lists,
including doubtful or apocryphal publications though, alas for his heirs, creditors, or others
sometimes attributed to Caxton. All those interested in the sale of his library, the highest
Mr. Blades has enumerated sen'at-im, in the price paid for any of the “Caxton” lots was
order of the several sorts of types used in their exactly 53. 411. This was for a copy of ‘The
reduction. This list of “Caxtons,” all un Dictes or Sayengis of the Philosophres.’
oubtedly genuine, is by far the largest hitherto
The next largest collector of "Caxtons” was

Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford, who died in
l 724 :—
“ He began (says Mr. Blades) the celebrated
collection of Books and manuscripts so well known
as the Harleian. His son Robert, Earl of Oxford,

devoted nearly his whole life to its increase.

Ora

his death the library descended to his daughter
Margaret, Duchess of Portland, and by her and

her mother was offered for sale.

The manuscripts

were purchased for the nation at l0,000I., but the
printed books were sold to T. Osborne, bookseller,
for 13,000L, being 5,0001. less than the bindings.

had cost.

Osborne employed Dr. Johnson and

Oldys to superintend his ‘Catalogus Bibliothecar

Harleianze,’ and in the course of a few years this
magniﬁcent collection became scattered over all the

countries of Europe. The list of Caxtons includes
56 volumes, being the largest number ever collected
in one library. For many years these appeared
scattered through the catalogues issued by Osborne,
at the general price of ll. 10. for the folios and 15s.

for the quartos ! ”
Even so late as 1760, when Ames’s library
was sold, only seven shillings were paid for‘
a copy of the ‘ Polychronicon, and two guineas
and a half for the ‘Recueil'; while, again,
in 1774, at the sale of Mr. Recorder Flete»
woode, ﬁve Caxtons were sold for 261. 135. 611.,
one of which, an imperfect co y of ‘The
Golden Legend,’ sellin at 78.! But even so
late as 1800 thin
b
not much improved;
for at the sale of Jjord Spencer’s du licates in
that year we find one copy of ‘To ly of Old
Age’ selling at 3!. 4a., and another at 41. 168.
Contrast with these prices the sums paid at
the ever-memorable sale of the Duke of Box
burghe in 1813. At this sale, fourteen Csxtons
were disposed of for as much as 3,0021. 18.
Two of them fetched 336l. each, a third
3511. 15s., and a fourth the enormous sum of
1,0601. 108., being the largest amount ever paid
for a copy of Caxton, or, indeed, for any printed
book, with the exception of the Valdarfer
Boccsccio, disposed of at the same sale for the
almost fabulous sum of 2,2601. This Caxton
of Caxtons was purchased by the Duke of
Devonshire, and is “particularly interesting
from having belonged to Elizabeth Grey, Queen
of Edward the Fourth, and sister to Anthonie'

Earl Rivers, the poet, and patron of Caxton's
Press. This appears from a manuscript in’
scription on the paper lining of the original
vellum covering of the book, which has been
carefully bound up at the end of the volume.

The writing of the fifteenth century is as fol
lows;—‘ This boke is mine queue elizabet late
wiﬁ'e unto the moste noble kinge edwarde the
forthe off whos bothe sooles y beseche almyghty
Gode Take to his onﬁnyght mercy above. Amen.
Per me thoma Shukburghe juniorem.’ The late
Duke (of Devonshire) bought this interesting
volume at the Roxburghe sale for 1,0601. 10:.
It had been purchased by the Duke of Rox
burghe for 50/. from Mr. Laing, who had re
ceived it in exchange from Major Swinton.”
Further information of a curious kind as to
the auction prices given for Caxtons at different
times will be found in Mr. Blades’s “ Catalogue
List of Caxtons, sometime in various private

and public libraries, but now sold or dispersed."
There also it will be seen that, within nine
years of Caxton’s death, the churchwardens of'
St. Margaret's, who had come into possession
of ﬁfteen copies of his ‘Golden Legend,’ dis
posed of them at an average price of 6s. 8d. a
copy, or about 21. 13s. 4d. of our present coin
age, “a sum by no means too great for a large
illustrated work.” We are also told of a certain
R. Johnson, M.D., who, so far back as the year
1510,1nade a purchase of ﬁve “ Caxtous” for
the following sums, res ectively:—‘Godefroy
of Boleyn,’ 2s.; ‘Eney 0s,’ 12¢; ‘Fayts of

Arms,’ 28h. 8d.; ‘ Chastising of God’s Children,’
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811.; and ‘Book of Fame,’ 4d. These prices
cannot have been far different from those
cha ed by Caxton himself.
0!? the ninety-one “Caxtons” described in
this volume, Mr. Blades was fortunate enough
to discover ﬁve, namely, the ‘Directorium,’
ﬁrst edition; ‘Reynart,’ second edition; ‘Home,’
second edition; ‘ Death Prayers,’ a single
sheet; and the ‘Indulgence of Sixtus IV.’
Three of these were found by him in the
‘covers of Chaucer’s translation of ‘ Boethius de
Consolatione Philosophiae,’ printed by Caxton,
and discovered by our author in the old
library of the Grammar School attached to the
Abbey of St. Albans. How long this volume

‘had lain unnoticed, and rotting away in the
damp deal cupboard from which Mr. Blades
rescued it, it is impossible to say. Mr. Blades,
however, immediately recognized it as an uncut

"‘ Caxton,” and in the original binding asimued
from Caxton’s workshop. And not only so,
but from the damp state of the covers he was
able to perceive that they were actually com
posed of successive layers of Caxton-printed
waste sheets. “After vexatious opposition,”
he says, “ and repeated delays the acting
trustees of the school were induced to allow
the book, which they now rized highly, to be
deposited in the care of hr r. J. Winter Jones,
of the British Museum, for the pur ose of
re-binding," when, on dissecting it, “t e two
covers yielded no less than ﬁfty-six half-sheets
of printed paper, proving the existence of three
works from Caxton’s press quite unknown
before.” Altogether it contained fragments of
thirteen distinct works printed by Caxton.
'The Last Decade of a Ghrrious Reign. Part III.
of the Hiswry of the Reign of Henry IV.,
King of France and of Navarre.
From

mr-mcrmrs Unpublished Sources; int-[ruling
MS. Documents in the Bibliothéq-uc Irnpériale
and the Archives du Royaume de France. By
Martha Walker Freer. 2 vols. (Hurst &
Blackett.)

Henri Quatre has been an uncommonly lucky

Charles was light. He was like an elephant at banks of the river testify.’ The Queen adds a
the head of the ﬁery League. Henri wasllrke poetecriptto this production thus: ‘ I took extreme
a feathered Mercury, always mockingly in sight,
and never to be caught. At Ivri, where an
English contingent followed the white nacho,
this Mercury smote his enemies wit Jove’s
thunderbolts; and, ﬁnally, when he entered
the capital in triumph, the very Guise whose
assumed airs of royalty had excited the r1d1
cule of his own family, was the ﬁrst to recog
nize his authority. Then, however, arose the
opposition which he found less surmountable
than that of the Guise. The priesthood was

precaution that the journey taken (from St.-Ger
main) by this delicate little angel of yours, should

do him no harm; and I exhorted him very zew
lously not to pass through Paris. Your Majesty
will pardon me, if I presume to say that you are
not careful enough about his health.’ This letter
the Queen sent by M. de Chanvalon, whom Henry,
with great want of discernment, had despntcbed to

welcome Marguerite to her chateau; Queen Marie
likewise sent M. de Chliteauvieux with compliments

of welcome. The King visited Marguerite at
Madrid on the 26th of July, until which period
too strong for him. Henri had points of faith the Queen received no person. Henry arrived
disputed in his hearing, and he decided, on con from Monceaux about seven in the evening, and
viction, for that which gave him a kingdom of remained with Marguerite until ten o'clock. The
was cordial, satisfactory, and enlivened
this earth. He was not going to lose Paris, he interview
by reminiscences of the brilliant Court of the
said, for the sake of a mass.
deceased kings her brothers. Henry assured Mar
Spain made peace with him, and Heaven guerite of his fraternal protection; and promised
gave him for guide, councillor and friend the her consideration and honour from the Queen.—
Rosny who is better known to us as Due de ‘ There are two things,‘ said Henry to Marguerite,
Sully. To our thinking, nearly all the proﬁt ‘ which I must request Your Majesty to concede at
which France derived from this reign was owing my prayer: the first is, that, for the sake of your
to the quieter hero of the two. The more health, you will refrain from turning night into
restless and impatient hero was subdued by day, and day into night; my second request is,
him. The wounded country reposed; it grew that, for the prosperity of your pecuniary affairs,
strong, refined and prosperous; peace was com you will be less profuse in your expenditure!’
bined with plenty; the ﬁnances were put in —‘ sire, I will strive to please you; but your ﬁrst
request will be difficult to comply with, for such
order, something like liberty was allowed, and has been the habit of my life from childhood: as
the dignity of the Crown elevated. The popular to my profusion, I fear to make promise—pr0di~
condition was raised with it, and the “people” gality and perhaps heedless munificence have been
were better pleased than the nobility.
the failings of the races of Valois and Medici!’
In his last “Decade” be projected the humi responded Marguerite. The day but one following
liation of the House of Austria- erhaps not this intervﬁw, Marguerite had public audience .
unmindful of that very patriotic t eory of the at the Louvre with Queen Marie. The interest of
Guises, that the natural boundary of France on the occasion caused the whole court to assemble
the German side was the Danube! The knife at the Louvre. It was a painful and humiliating
of Ravaillac checked the project by killing the ordeal; but the tact and savoirfaire of Marguerite
King; and then chroniclers, contrasting him were equal to the emergency. Though ﬁve-and
seclusion had impaired the
with the last three of the Valois kings—three twenty years of d
charms which once conquered all hearts, yet the
brothers, by which rare conjunction all royal spectators pronounced that Marie de Medici, as
lines in France come to grief,—give him credit she that day appeared, fresh, majestic, and blazing
for bravery, sincerity, and a. desire that France with crown jewels, wanted the indescribable graces
should ﬂourish, though all the world beside of manner and tournu-rc conspicuous in Marguerite.
should perish. Here was a combination by That her old spirit of coquetry was not yet extinct,
which a king must necessarily be a favourite; the attire of Marguerite on that day evinced. Like
but to Sully is chieﬂy owing the good fortune Madame de Verneuil, Marguerite were her hair
of the kingdom, in which the most immoral sprinkled with powder, and drawn up from her fore
man was the King himself; but then he never head to an enormous height. Her dress was studded

person,—in his times, his opportunities, his ene
mies and his chroniclcrs. When the lovesick
Dominican, Jacques Clement, received from said an uncivil thing to his wife!
the hand of Madame de Montpensicr the knife
There is a certain piquancy in this narrative
which, for the sake of her ﬁne eyes, he drove of the meeting of Henri’s divorced wife Mar
‘into the bowels of Henri the Third, the last of uerite with his second consort, Marie de
the Valois, the murderer cleared the way for lcdici, the husband of the two women acting
the heroism, such as it was, of the first of the as mutual friend and master of the ceremonies
Bourbons.
combined, after sending an old lover of his
The dead king had been an unclean, frivo ﬁrst wife to escort her to the meeting with his
lous, heartless, debauched and eminently pious second :—
personage, of whom every faction was sick and
“ The Court and Paris were absorbed by specu
‘the universal people weary. Henri of Navarre, lations on the return of Queen Marguerite to the
the aspirant to his place, was a prince endowed capital, from whence she had been an exile for
with sense, addicted less to terrible vices than more than twenty-five years. Her expulsion, there
to a rather ruinous gallantry; frank, the ex from, during the reign of Henry the ThirdI had
pectanc of the above-mentioned weary people, been outrageous and disgraceful ; her return under
and so ittle bigoted that rather than lose the the generous rtgime of Henry Quatre was honour

with jewels, and adorned by innumerable ﬂounces
of lace, set out by an enormous hoop; a fashion in
favour at the court of Queen Catherine, but which

Marie had discarded for more ﬂowing drapery.
Marguerite, however, moved with such perfect

grace in her advance towards the dais, under
which sat the queen, that the empire of hoops was
at once again established; and though some little
time elapsed before they were universally adopted,
Marie de Medici herself was at length compelled

to conform to the prevailing taste. Henry pre
sented Marguerite to Queen Marie, who graciously
embraced, and invited her to sit under the canopy,
whereupon a conversation ensued for several
minutes between their majesties alone. The king,
however, is said to have an
uently chided his
consort, for not having advanced to meet Queen

able, and becoming the dignity of a great princess, Marguerite, instead of receiving her at the dais;
French Crown he would, we verily believe, the
last descendant of a mighty line of kings. adding some reﬂections on their comparative
‘have embraced Islam-—or any other-ism. True

to no woman, he was not. likely to be seriously
attached to any form of faith.
_ Henri was fortunate in his opportunities,but it must be allowed that he had one quality
vof heroism in not only discerning them, but
proﬁting by them at an cost to his own case

vor any peril to his own ife.

His

eat op o

nents were the Guiscs, but the last formida 10

Duke of that formidable family had been long

Henry sent the Marshal de Roquelaure to compli
ment the Queen at Eutampes; and to announce
that the young Duke do Vendbme would receive
her on her arrival at the Chateau de Madrid, in
the Bois de Boulogne, which was then half aleague
from Paris. The chateau, meantime, had been
magniﬁcently ﬁtted for the reception of its long
absent mistress. Marguerite arrived on the 19th
of July, 1605, and the following day indited a rap
turous letter to the king on the perfections of his
son. ‘I believe, monseigneur, that God has given
him to your majesty for special service. Never
have I experienced a more transporting surprise
than my admiration of this marvel of a child, and
of his wise and apt speech. He is a royal prodigy
truly worthy of your majesty, who excels in all

descents, peculiarly mortifying to the queen.

Marguerite became the guest of the king and

queen at St.-Germain on the 4th of August.
When she was ﬁrst introduced to the young Dau
phin by his governors, her exclamations of admira
tion were ﬂattering enough to satisfy the maternal

pride even of the queen.

‘ Ah, how beautiful he

is! what a handsome boy! Happy is the Chiron

who instructs this future Achilles!’ exclaimed her
majesty, with the affected pedantry then in vogue.
Marguerite seems to have thoroughly enjoyed her
sojourn at court; without feeling the least embar
rassment, or testifying regret at the pro-eminence
enjoyed by Marie. She jested with the king; and
renewed her old liaison with Roquelaure, Belle
garde, and other of that witty throng-the cour

guiet in his bloody grave; and the fourth Duke,
harles, who would have been well pleased to
be King of France, with an Infanta for his
queen, and Rome for his patron, was a weak
lad who inspired no fears except in his friends.
Charles’s uncle, Mayenne, was as heavy as things, as the stately ediﬁces which now adorn the tiers of the late reigns. She visited the monasteries
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Skirmishing. By the Author of ‘ Cousin Stella.’ ing in an earnest and sensible manner. For dis
(Smith, Elder & Co.)——‘Skirmishing’ is not a very tricts where poaching is a prevailing misdemeanor,
and regal birth of Marguerite enabled her to treat attractive title; but it servesas the portal to a very this small book will be useful.
Willie Heath and the House-Rent. By the Rev.
the royal mistress and parvenuc ladies of the court charming story. The incidents are slight, indicated
—so sharp a thorn in Marie's crown-with a con rather than detailed. The scene is only a secluded Dr. Leask. (Partridge.)—-There is an odd mixture
descension and hauteur which the queen vainly village in the depth of the country, without even of cleverness and stupidity in this story: the
a market-town or a railway in the neighbourhood; author has not the knack of writing village stories,
envied.”
Marguerite, who had consented to the disso but the charactersareall human beings; their sayings or tales for young people. There is, in the present
lution of her childless union with Henri, ke t, and doings are spirited and characteristic; and the little book, too much effort after smartness,-—n.
aﬁer her return to Paris, a joyous house in t e whole story rouses the reader's thorough sympathy. palpable imitation of Dickens, and an entire
absence of that simplicity of style which is essen
Rue de Seine. Mézeray describes her as a There is a rector, an excellent, sensible, kind tial for a village story. In spite of the lapse of
true Valois, who never made a present without hearted man, well to do in the world,—his wife, time and changes of thought and manners, the
a handsome, bright, prosperous woman, French by
apologizing for its being so small. That she her
mother‘s side, but with a thorough English Repository Tracts of Hannah More remain models
spoke and wrote better than other women of sense of respectability, and a horror of doing any of this kind of writing. ‘ Black Giles the Poacher,‘
her time, was laid to the account of her always thing likely to incur blame or ridicule. She is not ‘The Two \Vealtby Farmers,’ ‘Hester \Vilmot’
having literary men at her table-a very laud unmerciful nor unwilling to help people in trouble (all in the Repository Tracts), are tales, not only
able practice. Lazy and luxuriously pious, or suffering, “ but she had always a private belief admirably adapted for the readers to whom they
she passed much of the day in bed, while that it was, on the whole, people's own doing." Her were addressed, but they are tales to be read with
handsome choristers sang anthems to her, and mother, Madame Lescrimiere, is the perfection ofan pleasure by any public, gentle or simple.
New Scenes of Russian Life-[A'ourelles Scénec
magistrates paid her ceremonial visits. Setting old lady. She is charming; she, too, is half-French;
asi e some gay matters for which she was too but her nature is quite different from her daughter‘s; de la. Vie Russc.—£lénu: un Premier Amour, par
famous, Marguerite was most renowned for she has a breadth and depth of sympathy, a pity Ivan Tourguenei]. Translated by H. Delaveau
Dentu; London, Jeff's.)
her dancing, to witness which ‘incognito, Car and forgiveness, which it were heartily to he wished (Paris, The
pale, unripened beauties of the North
dinal Don John of Austria once rode post from were more common—“ the misery and the anguish is a line which recurs to us as often as we turn to
hid from her the fault, if fault there were."
Brussels to Paris, and then returned in an always
She is witty, graceful, gracious, and wilful to a a tale of this family; yet the quotation must be
ecstasy. Such was the lady in the above gal degree that must captivate the reader, though, no taken “with a difference” when it is applied to
lery-picture-one, indeed, which occupies so doubt, it occasionally drove her daughter to dis a novel by M. Tourguenef,—if “ unripened " and
much space that we are unable to exhibit traction. Then there is her grand-daughter, Maud, “passionless ” are to be read as synonyms. His
the portraits and sketches furnished by these a charming English girl, engaged to her father's stories are mournful in no common degree, and
volumes, which are creditable to the judgment, curate, who, as he has won her affection, must, we wear in their physiognomy somewhat of the
as they are to the zeal and industry of the are willing to believe, have had some good quali paleness preﬁguring, if not expressing, death; but
ties; but so far as his appearance in this story they are not cold. It seems as if an element of
author.
is concerned, he is entirely detestable. It ' won struggle, of “yearning vain,“ of disappointment,
derful how seldom young curate! (in stories, at trenching at times on the verge of despair,
NEW NOVELs.
Up and Down in the World. By Elanchurd least) are anything else. He cannot understand must, as a matter of course, pervade them. This
and convents of the vicinity, leaving everywhere

substantial marks of muniﬁcence. The savoir vivre

Jerrold. 3 vols. (Skeet.)—‘ Up and Down in the Madame Lescrimiere at all; he feels her “ a trial,”
World ’ is a picture of life as led by young men in and “ a trial for which he was not at all thankful;
chambers; it is redolent of cavendish, bitter beer there was something about her which he qualiﬁed

and jokes. The sketches of young men are drawn to himself as ‘ disorder’: she hated routine
from nature apparently; and young ladies will be

never would receive any notion on authority, and

' rather startled at the difference between what they would insist on discussing its reasonableness and
are in their private hours, removed from parents
and guardians, and the same young men idealized
in valentines and evening parties. Certainly, the
picture of discomfort of chambers in the Temple

credibility.” A certain Mrs. Brown takes an old
house, long untenanted, her whole household con
sisting only of a son and an old German servant.
To the horror, the scandal, and the disappointed
may move female hearts “ to the milder grief curiosity of the whole village, she does not appear
of pity”; but we doubt they will be not a little at church! Madame Lescrimiere boldly stands up
scandalized for all that. The separate world in for her, and insists upon her being received within
which the young men live, their occasional emerg the pale. Here is her mode of “ skirmishing ” :—
ence into the respectable family circle, and the “ ‘ Oh, my dear curate,‘ she said, waving her hand,
candid views the youths sometimes take of parental ‘ I know what you are going to say perfectly
government, are edifying; and we are glad to well. I don‘t deny your reasons,-—only allow that
accept the author's assurance that these youths will I am reasonable also when I beg you to remember
eventually settle down into as sedate and respect that there were Christians-excellent, the best of

able middle age as their fathers, quite as much at Christians—-before they had any church to go to.
a loss how to teach their sons steadiness and eco Ah! you don't forget, I am sure, that the Jews
nomy. The pictures of the young ladies are not so and Pagans persecuted and despised them for not
natural; but they are painted as they look, seen in going to their temples. Now, don't all of you look
the domestic bosom, to the wild, youn Ishmaels as though I deserved to be packed up between two

may make them all the 'more faithful to na
tional life and character; but it does not makev
them more cheerful. Many years ago, Mrs. J ame
son, in her ‘ Winter Studies,’ remarked on the
unusual preponderance of melancholy and dis»
satisﬁed women (such as Mrs. Gore satirized so
keenly in ‘C_ecil‘) in America. A dispassionate
anatomy of German society might, we fancy, yield
analogous phenomena. Of late years, too, the sen

sation excited by the English productions of those»
strange women, the Bronte sisters, has encouraged a.
crowd of maids and matrons to rend their hair and

adorn themselves with sackcloth and ashes in the
high ways; bewailing, on the housetops, the monotony
of woman’s life, and courting storm,‘vicissitude—no
matter what, no matter where-as more cndurable
than a placid existence led within narrow limits;
a phenomenon curious, if it be set against the:

counter-revival of monastic quietism which these
later years have also witnessed! But neither Ame
rican wives nor German girls, regarding their poor
countrywoman, Charlotte Stieglitz, as an enviable
heroine,—nor the demonstrative Yorkshire maidens

who ﬁgure in ' Wpthering Heights ‘ and ' Shirley,’

faggots, but listen to a story!" The dear old lady’s

and who have become mothers and aunts to a long

motto, up to which she always acted, was, “Never
repent of a kind action, however it turns out for

line of “ladies most dcject and wretched,"-—out~do

yourself.” The Browns are visited by the rector
and his wife. We shall not forestall the reader's

Russian girls as depicted by this excellent but not
cheerful Russian novelist. M.Tourguenel‘s elder

cipled girl upon men, who, though they may not interestin this charming story by unveiling the
care for her schools and missionary meetings, can sad mystery which overclouds Mrs. Brown, and that
feel the beauty of her better nature, it is true, with has obliged her to try and hide herself from the

women are either eccentric, ignorant old maids,
with cares of the kitchen and the linen-chest heavy
at their hearts ;--or else silly mothers, with a smat
tering of French aﬁ‘ectation, who would really like,
rather than the reverse, to be unfaithful to their lords

living at the mercy of their laundress an landlady.
The prim young lady who wins Faversham's heart,
and wiles him to attend chapel, is not natural as a
specimen of female human nature, but as a testi
mony to the inﬂuence of a good, pure, high‘prin

a higher truth than that of mere individual por

world. Her story is well indicated; but the tale

traiture. It is a word spoken in season that is not turns rather on the complication of village politics
uncalled for in these days of “ fast" young women, than on Mrs. Brown's antecedents, although
who play with pitch without knowing its blackness Madame Lescrimiere seems, at one time, to have got
or realizing (God forbid they should i) all that lies the respected rectory family into a scrape ; she is, in
in the topics they handle with such jaunty daring. the end, triumphantly vindicated. The little cloud

Clara, the coquette and fast young woman of of misunderstanding and gentle scandal in which
the book, is very di
his; but the author
knows the outward presentment of the class. As
to the story, it is rambling, confused and discon
nected; indeed, there is only a blotted outline of a

the stiff and reserved young curate ﬁnds himself

innocently involved teaches him a lesson of charity
towards others, of which he stood greatly in need.
Mrs. Brown herself and “poor Georgy” give sub

the blank, wan unhappiness of good and gifted

and masters, if only some pianoforte-playing oﬂicial
or some half-crazy err-professor of the unintelligible
sciences would do them the favour of tempting

them. His men too often appear to our English
vision to be no less awry; but English ideas, we
know, are sneered at, all the transcendental Con~
tinent over, as mercenary and stupid. An amount

of snug and secret proﬂigacy is indicated which
adds to the pain of the picture. ‘Vs are not writing

story. With much scattered cleverness and life-like stance tothe interest of the story, and form the
portraiture of individual incidents and characters, centre round which all revolves. The story is grace
there is a want of nature and probability in the ful and charming, for the skill with which the slight

from this book alone, so much as on the series in

work as a whole. There are some dissertations that
are admirable as essays-the one on “ Old Bogie "
is especially good, but it is a bright, self-contained
essay, that might just as well be placed anywhere

our spectacles, or treated merely as a novel, to be
read among other novels. Elena, the heroine of the

else. For these occasional pages the book will be
read by those who care nothing for mere stories.

incidents are narrated, as well as the sweet, broad,

loving charity of heart that is inculcated.
The Poachers: a Tale. By the Rev. E. 11'. Mac
lachlan, M.A. (Parker.)—This is a slight little
story intended for village reading; it points out
the danger of bad company and the evils of poach

which it forms an item. The present volume is
well worth considering, whether it be seen through
ﬁrst and most important “ scene,” is one of those
misunderstood Muscovitedamsels whose life is made
uneasy between a libertine father and a foolish
mother. A University professor is in love with
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her, so is a random artist; but she picks out as the of horticulture, yachting, ﬁshing, management of
man of her heart a Bulgarian refugee,—makes both poultry, pigeons, rabbits and other pets, chess,
her suitors assist in breaking down the barriers botany, and natural philosophy. There is a chapter
which family ordinance has set betwixt him and on “The Sea-water and Freshwater Aquarium”
her,--in part compromises herself, so as to render and another on “Evening Games." Nearly every
further opposition impossible (your high-minded page has an illustration, and frequently as many
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Popes and are to cashier Courts of Arches, which
are infallible against all but the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council. Disputants who commit the
indecency of praying for their opponents will be
made to feel that fallible beings, who are so certain

of their conclusions that they ask the Almighty to

enlighten the other side, are-in a milder form—of
the same spirit which actuated the denunciator who
wrote what is called the Athanasian Creed. Should
A Manual of Animal Physiology, for the Use of Mr. Birks arrive at a second edition he will do well,
Non-Medical Stude'n tr. With an Appendix of Ques in point of logic, to allow his reader to supply all
tions from various Examination Papers, including the wonder that Dr. Colenso should, &c. &c., and to
those for the BA. London for the last Ten Years. content himself with tryingto be so strong in argu
By John Shea, M.D. (Churchill.)—-Dr. Shea says ment that the wonder shall naturally arise. And
that in compiling the present manual from the he will also do well, in point of Christian humility,
works of the greatest writers on physiology, he to allow his concluding prayers to include himself,
has endeavoured to supply “non-medical students in case he should happen to be the one who is
with a book, by means of which the acquirement of wrong.
The Casriterrhles: an Inquiry into the Commercial
some knowledge of physiology may be rendered
comparatively easy, and to economize the time and Operations of the Pha’nicians in Western Europe,
labour of those who are compelled to prepare them with particular Reference to the British Tin Trade.
selves for examination on the subject, by collecting By George Smith, LL.D. (Longman 8: Co.)-into one volume the information they would other With learning and temper which are alike credit
wise have to obtain from various sources." Re able, Dr. George Smith opposes the writers who

heroine now-a-days must compromise herself, seem as four well-executed engravings appear on the
ingly, if she would win the diamonds to her crown same side of a leaf. A better book of the kind we
of glory),-— gains her point,——marries a man stricken have not seen for many a day.

to death,—and, on the catastrophe striking her
down in a strange country, attaches herself to his
corpse, his cause and his memory ;—the author

leaving us to choose whether she perished in a storm
at sea, by the side of his coHin, or whether she
wandered about, as a somewhat proﬁtless spectre,
in his country. If such a tale be typical, it is a.
doubly sad one. We owe M. Tourguenef too much
pleasure-we value him far too highly as an artist
-—-to spare him one single word of earnest reckon
ing such as the above. \Vhether as a remonstrancc
or as the record of impressions derived from pic
tures, without reference to their meaning, it is a

tribute to his power. ‘ A Firat Love,’ his second
and shorter story, is still less agreeable, placing,
a as it does, a father and son in positions respectively
intolerable. The character of its teller, a generous,
credulous boy, is excellently traced, but at a
terrible (and, we think and hope, a gratuitous)
expense of contrast. “Something,” as one of the
characters quotes, is “rotten " in the state of a
country where intrigues like the one told can
ﬂourish, and more rotten, we must as sincere per
sons add, when a man of genius devotes his literary
life to telling them.

garded as a “cram-book," the ‘Manual of Animal have thrown doubt on the tradition that the
Physiology’is by no means free from deﬁciencies;
but as an introductory treatise for the use of non

medical readers it deserves a word of commenda
tion. Dr. Shea clearly understands what he writes who have strengthened the current of opinion
about ; and besides avoiding needless technicalities, which has set in against the probability of the
he is careful to address his readers as mere learners

Phoanicians having maintained a direct trade with

of the scientiﬁc alphabet. His book would do good Cornwall; but it is against Mr. Cooley, as the
chief promoter of the heresy, that Dr. Smith
service in the hands of instructors of children.
An Introduction to the Study of German Authors.
By Dr. A. Heimann, Professor of the German

Language and Literature in University College.
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
The House of Scindea: a. Sketch. By John
Hope. (Longman 8: Co.)—Anglo-Indians and all
who take an interest in the current politics and

ancient nations of the East procured their tin from
Britain through the agency of Phoenician mer
chants. Sir G. C. Lewis is amongst the scholars

(Nutt.)—This is a reading<book for junior classes,

directs his criticisms. In his ‘History of Mari
time and Inland Discovery,’ Mr. Cooley remarks,
“There can be no diﬁiculty in determining the
country from which tin ﬁrst arrived in Egypt.

composed of extracts from standard authors, in That metal has been in all ages a principal export
prose and verse, some of them very modern, and
copiously furnished with notes of an etymological

of India; it is enumerated as such by Arrian, who
found it abundant in the ports of Arabia, at a

past history of our Eastern possessions, will read character. “The notes," says Dr. Heimann in his time when the supplies from Rome ﬂowed chieﬂy
with interest this sketch of the House of Scindea,
written by one who wields a vigorous pen, and
acquired his knowledge of his subject whilst acting

as surgeon of Scindea’s Contingent, and as surgeon
to the Court of Gwalior.

Lord Ellenborough’s

Indian policy is attacked with bitterness by the
author, who at the conclusion of his narrative, says,
“ Perhaps even yet a generous consideration may

Preface, “are to explain those idiomatic expres
sions which escape the dictionary and grammar,
and all diﬂiculties which may impede the progress
of the beginner. To these belong the signiﬁcation
of particles, of preﬁxes and suffixes, which, when
explained at the very threshold of the study of the
German language, will greatly facilitate the learn

er's exertions. But special care has been taken to
induce the Queen’s Government to inquire into develops the meaning of words, so that it may be
all the proceedings of Lord Ellenborough, and to clearly seen why a word has that particular signi
ascertain “the reason why ” the independence of ﬁcation which we connect with it. This feature
this State was forfeited on such a wretched pre the etymological explanation of nearly every word
text as that which was advanced,—“to avoid —will give the little book its chief character. It
removing the scene of a contest altogether inevit has been pointed out in the ﬁrst place, whether a
able from Gwalior to Allahabad, there to be car word is derived from Latin, Greek, or any other
ried on with diminished force, a disheartened army, foreign language; in the second place, when it is
and a disaffected people.” In his account of the purely German, what was its original root and
battle of Maharajpoor, Mr. Hope records an inci meaning; and in the third place, what changes
dent which should be borne in mind by severe have taken place both in the vowels and consonants
censors of French atrocities in Algeria. “One in that large class of German words which form
atrocity,” observes Mr. Hope, “which was very two-thirds of the whole stock of the English lan
horrible, was done by a small party of our soldiers. guage.” An index to the notes renders easily
Some Mahratta sepoys, twenty or thirty in num accessible a real thesaurus of grammatical infor
ber, having discharged their last cartridge, were mation.
ﬂeeing from the ﬁeld, but, ﬁnding themselves sur
The Exodus of Israel. By the Rev. T. R. Birks.
rounded by our troops, they rushed into a native's (Religious Tract Society.)—Those who value the true
house, the family having fortunately abandoned it, method of settling controversy will be obliged both
and barricaded the doors. Some of our men, in a to Mr. Birks and the Tract Society for showing

state of temporary frenzy let us hope, set ﬁre to the
thatched roof, and these miserable sepoys were
burnt to ashes. As long as a month afterwards the
walls of the houses and the charred remains of the
men could be seen by any traveller just as they had
been left on the day of battle, deliberately allowed
to remain by an angry people with a view to cause
a feeling of deeper hatred than ever against our
race. At the intercession of an European oﬂicer, a
personal friend of Ram Rao Phalkea the minister,
the walls were taken down, the remains removed,

higher powers the proper way of proceeding. This
book is entirely directed at Dr. Colenso’s ﬁrst

volume, and those who enter into the actual dispute
will ﬁnd it interesting. For ourselves, we have not
detailed the Bishop, and we shall not detail Mr.
Birks. He is very conﬁdent that he has upset his
object of assault, in which many will agree with
him, and many will dissent. At present, both are
on our side: the question is between discussion and

through that channel. The tin mines of Banca
are, probably, the richest in the world. But tin
was unquestionably brought from the West at a
later period." Since Mr. Cooley thus uses the
authority of Arrian of Alexandria, whose ‘Periplus

of the Erythrzean Sea ' is attributed by Dean Vin
cent to the tenth year of Nero, or an. 64, Dr.

Smith observes with justice, that the historian of
‘ Maritime and Inland Discovery ' ought to have
mentioned “ the fact that the work on which he

relied as an authority was written above sixteen
hundred years alter the introduction and use of
the metal."

But apart from the question of time,

Arrian is shown to be no witness in support of
Mr. Cooley’s view. Indeed the Alexandrian mer
chant‘s testimony is all on the other side, since

though he mentions tin as an ordinary article of
traffic between the Red Sea and the Coast of
Africa to the East Indies, he nowhere enumerates
it amongst Eastern imports to Egypt, but always

describes it as an export from Egypt to the East.
“ If," observes the writer, “the merchants of

Malabar could have procured tin from the East,
they would not have imported it from Egypt. We
are told, it is improbable that the most successful
and experienced navigator of their day should soil

from Cadiz toCornwall ; yet those who make the
assertion ﬁnd no diﬂiculty in believing that a.
people whose practice of navigation is entirely un—
known to us should sail twice that distance, from
Ceylon to Dance.” Moreover, adds Dr. Smith,

"But let it be remembered that we ascribe this
voyage to men who had built a city, as a colonial
settlement, 2,500 miles from their native shares;
to a people so familiarized with maritime commerce
as to have established depots on most of the islands

and on every shore of the Mediterranean! Is it

repression; and all who write argument without

reasonable to suppose, that Gades would have been

calling out for pains and penalties are our comrades,

built at the extreme distance to which their com
merce reachedl" Such is the line of reasoning

and the soil ploughed for cultivation, to prevent whether they know it or not. When the time shall

the spot from being visited as the place of martyrs.” come at which punishment shall no longer be heard taken by a treatise which will meet with respectful
The Boy’: Handy Book of Sports, Pastimes, of, the victors will, as is usual, form two separate attention from scholars.
Games and Amusements. (Ward 81 Lock.)-—Every camps and proceed to wage new war. Those whom
Of publications on the Colenso controversy we
subject in which boys ﬁnd amusement meets with we shall then join will strive against that method have to announce: Bishop Colmso'a Objarliom lo
due consideration in this “Book of Sports,” which of writing in which the disputant saves his reader the Historical O'haractrr of the Pentateuch and the
not only sets forth the rules of playground games the decision, by pointing out in every page what it Book of Joshua (contained in Part I.) Grilically
and gives judicious directions for the efficient ought to be. Infallible writers will be attacked Eraminrd, by Dr. A. Benisch (Allan),—The
performance of athletic exercises, but treats also with the weapons which have dethroned infallible Historic Character of the Pmtateuch Vimlwated; ¢
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Thre‘following is a réeumé of the proceedings

N°1856, MAY 23, ’63
in his opinion,

Reply to Part I. of Bishop Colemo’e ‘ Critical Ea:
the gravel deposit of Moulin-Quignon
aminution,’ by e Layman of the Church of Eng
land (Skeﬂington).—The Bible in the Workshop.
Part II.,A Refutation of the Second Part of Bishop
Colemo‘s Critical Examination of the Pentateuch, The
Age and Authorship of the Pentateuch considered,

The English deputies consisted of Mr. Preetwich, did not belong to the Qunternnry or Diluvlau age
Dr. Falconer, Dr. Carpenter, and Mr. Bunk, three at all, but that it was a member of the terrain:

of whom reached Paris on the 9th and the other meubles of the actual or modern period, in which
on the 10th. The French members were, M. he would not be in the least surprised if human
Milne-Edwnrds (President), M. de Quatrefoges,

bones were found; adding, moreover, that he did

by Two Working Memo-low and a GentiletKent), M. Lartet, M. Delesce and M. Desnoyers. Three not believe in the mortal existence of man as a.
——Moeee and the Pentateuch: a Reply to Bishop days were occupied in discussing the question
Colemo, by the Rev. W. A. Scott (Freeman), of the ﬂint hachea and in the examination of the
— A FuU Review and Exposure of Bishop jaw, the latter of which was taken up on the
Coleneo‘e Errors and Miacalculatione in his Work third day. No decisive result was arrived at.
‘The Pcntateuch and Book of Joshua Critically The English members of the Commission main
Examined,’ by the HomJude Marshall (Freeman), tained the unautbentic character of all the
—The Incredibilitiee of Part II. of the Bishop of flint hachea which were yielded by the "black
Natal's Work upon the Pentateuch, a Lay Protest, band," and nothing was established on the other
by J. C. Knight (Bagster),—-The Pcntateuch and side to shake their convictions. The jaw was sown
its Relation to the Jewieh and Chrietiwn Dispensa up and washed; the black coating was removed
tions, by Andrews Norton, edited by J. J. Taylor from it with the utmost facility; there wee no
(Longman),—'11istory against Colemo; Examina inﬁltration of metallic matter through the walls of
tion of the Witneuee, by a Banister (Wertheim),-— the bone, and the section was comparatively fresh
C'olenao and Joshua ; or, the Miraculous Arrestme'nt looking. The tooth was in every respect remark

of the Sun and Moon corm'dm'ed, by J. A. Mac

ably fresh-looking also. The conﬁdence of some

donnld (Freemnn),-—Emmination of some of Dr. of the French members of the Commission was
Colenso’s Objections to the Pentateuch, by the Rev. seriously shaken by the characters yielded by the
E. B. Mocran (VVertheim),-Cumming Wrong, , jaw, which, so far as internal evidence went, was

OoIenso Right:

The Cole'neo Controversy; The wanting in every appearance which commonly

Views of the Kaﬁre involved in it .- The Miesionary
Meaning at the Bottom of it: a Rqrly to Dr. Cum
ming’u ‘Moses Right; Colcnso Wrong,‘ by 1; Lon
don Zulu (Farrah dt Dunbnr),—The New Testa
ment and the Pentateuch, with some Remarks 1:.poo

contemporary of the extinct elephants, rbinocerosts,
&c. of the Qunterncry period! The opinion of this

very eminent and veteran geologist imports a new
element of doubt into the question.
\Ve understand that the English ear-mm were
received everywhere by their French opponents in
the most cordial and friendly manner, and that the
various questions involved were discussed in the

beat possible spirit. The conference lasted ﬁve
do u.
The Mom'teur of Saturday last, the 16th inst,
contains an article by M. Milne-Edwards, giving
a brief rérumé of the constitution and laboum of
the conference, and of the results to which they
were conducted. It is clear that we have still much
to learn regarding this very remnrknble case, alike
in its geological, pulmontological and archaeological
aspects.

distinguishes fossil bones, and especially those found

elsewhere in the Somme deposits. Had the confer
ence been closed at Paris, it is not improbable that

THE BRI’] [SH H ERRTNG.

A Report on the Natural History of the Herring

the result might have been the Scotch verdict of and the operation of the Acts of Parliament relating

Not proven, but, at the suggestion of the Pre to the modes of fishing, has just been printed. It
the Inspiration of the Bible occasioned by the sident, the Commission adjourned to Abbeville on emanates from Col. Maxwell, Dr. Lyon Playful:

Colcnso Controversy, by a Layman (Hardwicke),— the 12th, when the complexion of the case was at and Mr. Huxley, who were appointed a. Commismll

Bishop Colemo ( Objectione to the Historical Truth y once altered.
last year to inquire into our herring ﬁshery, andlt
Eachee of the supposed unnuthentic character contains several features of considerable interest.
were disengaged from the cliﬂ‘ of the gravel-pit of
The Commissioners have been evidently at great
Moulin-Quignon, under the very eyes of the Com— pains to make themselves
uainted with the
mission, and direct tatimony to the actual occur natural history of the herring, and have amved at
rence of the jaw in the “ black band " was brought
The Pentateuch and the Elohistic Psalm in Reply forward to the conviction of the Commission. But these conclusions. The herring does not, aseoloe
to Bishop Oolemo, by Prof. Browne (Parker, Son there was not the same unanimity respecting the naturalists have aﬂirmed, migrate to the sees will!!!
the Arctic circle, but probably, on dlssppeanngfrmn
3: Bourn), and What is Faith? 41 Reply to Dr.

of the Pentateuch) answered by his own Concessions
and Omiuiom, by the Rev. G. S. Ingram (Free
man),—Lctter to Biehop C'olenao, together with a
Treatise on the Age and Authorship of the Penta
teuch, by the Rev. ‘V. H. Hoare (Ewing-tons).

age of the jaw itself. Two of the English members
Bayke's Challenge to Dr. Colcmo, by A. B., a. of the Commission, Dr. Falconer and Mr. Bunk, our shores, passes into deep water near them. The
herring is found under four different condmons:—
Layman (Hnrdwicke).
handed in notes of the opinions at which they had 1st, Fry or Sill; 2nd, Metiee, orFat Herring; 3'61
arrived on the general case. These we insert.—
Full Herring; 4th, Shottcn or Spent HemPE- It
LIST 0]’ NEW BOOKS.
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“Mr. Busk desires to add, that although he is
of opinion, judging from the external condition of
‘1 Principle: of Djvinc Service. Volv l. Ind edlt. Bvo. 10/6
Gum ’
on Piracy ot Artistic (‘.opyriuht. Bvo. 1/ rwd.
the
jaw, and from other considerations of a. more
Hum-e ‘Pro-tile on Steam-Engine, additions by Baker. cr. 8“). 3/6
circumstantial nature, that there is no longer
Had I Mr. Rlnglulse. Evo. 1/ ewd.
Home‘: Letter to lllehop Colenso. ﬁve. 2'8 nvd.
Hodge‘; Treatise on the Law qt Railwnyn. .‘lrd edit. by Smith 81/0 reason to doubt that the jaw was found in the
How l‘ipplpl enjoyed a. Day with the Foxhoundl. by Phiz, tel’. Ill situation and under the conditions reported by
Hunter! lu'xnln.
actions in Bookkoe ing, with Answers, 2/0 cl.
M. Boucher de Perthee, nevertheless it appears
lngrnm‘s Brlho
leneo Anlwmd by is own Coneesnionl, ll cl.
Jncob‘s Latin
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to him that the internal condition of the bone is
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wholly irreconcileable with an _a.ntiquity equal to
one
Cunnlnghum‘l London as It In. new edit. lRmo. am cl.

Loared's ('nusce and Treatment of Im rfect Digestion, 3rd ed. 4/
Lyon‘. 'l‘cn. Cultivation Cotton. kc. in l‘rcidin, are. 8 6 cl.
Light of theWorld. Relation ofn Pilgrims" town a Eternityﬂold
Lucy Strutt and the First Grave. lﬂmo. 1/6 cl.
lt'beod‘c Middle-Clue Atlas for 1m. “0. 2/ swd.
Norah's Book of Bible Prnverr, l-lmo. ll cl.

circumstances, suppose that Mr. Yorrelle BM:
ment, that the herring attains to full 8118 all
maturity in about eighteen months, is prpbebly

correct. It is also probable that this ﬁsh arm-'88 I
its spawning condition in one year, and that :11;
eggs are batched in, at most, two to three W
rafter deposition, and that in SIX or seven
more the young have attained three inches 11.1 length

The Moties, or fat herring, feed, develope than?‘
productive organs, and become full herl'l!-\gi_m

that assigned to the deposits in which it was about three or four months,—-tbe full herring
found."

Mr. Buek of course refers here to the received
Mcmhfmt-Prlnoe and his Heir, cr. Bvo. 5! cl.
opinion that the Moulin-Quignon deposits belong
Millers ’l‘rnct on (, stnll
phy, 8V0. 5/ cl.
Molesworth‘s Pocke -Bk. 0 Formuhn. kc for En neon, 2 ed. 4:8 to the “high level” grovele of Mr. Prestwich, which
llloorc‘n The Divine Authority of the Pcntotcuoh
are considered to be the oldest of the Somme beds.
6!‘
llucklef'n KW) Holy‘rood and. other P ocms, cr. 8vo. indicated,
1/6 cl.
‘hummus of Drink. with a. Preface by the Dean of Carliale, ljnwd.
From all this, it will be seen that the question of
Owen‘s Pihm'mage to Rome, n. Poem in Two Book
5.
to.
Svo.
ti.’
cl.
the relative antiquity of the relic is left open to
Power's .\rubl_an Days and Nights. or Rn a from the East, Mp6 cL
Rnwlmnn'e Buztoryet the Oriwln of B1 In und the Euchnrlnt. ﬂ/ discussion. It is manifest that the evidence was
Richard's Engliuh-Welsh and Welsh-English Dictionlry 6."hf.-b1L
very conﬂicting ; that it is in some respects of an
Routh‘n mom Feedingvi‘md m Inﬂuence on Lita. 2nd ed. 6,! cl.
Scott‘; meanings from ’estminlter Abbey, 2nd edit. enlarged 15/
incompatible character; and that a great deal still
Super n llletory of the Christian Chung 8m BIO cl.
n & Peo le, or lnciden in Mfeofn Clc _ ems/6 remains to be cleared up before the scientiﬁc world
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l
hto . . d. v. 2, 1/ may further add, that the subject was again brought
Wordsworth's Poetical workrglthlllluslrulteigns h‘; lrlnlswellc, 7/5 before the Academy of Sciences, on Monday last,
THE HUMAN JAW AT ABBEVILLE.

herring
differed takes
in opinion,--some
three years, others
considering
seven years.
that"IP19

many frankly admitted that they knew 110911118

appearing at ﬁrst only scattered here and the.”
among the shoals, but gradually memo-‘11113;,
number until they largely preponderate 0V6?
maties, or almost entirely constitute the E5051
The herrings then aggregate in prodigious uumbtl‘i
for about a. fortnight in localities favourable for 9
reception of their ova. Here they lie in tiers, a“:

ing square miles of see-bottom, and so close to‘ .
ground that the ﬁshermen have to practise a Pig“:

liar mode of ﬁshing in order to take thfrm, ‘You
every net and line used in the ﬁshing 15 @111

Y

covered with the adhesive spew-n which they #1“?
busily engaged in shedding. So intent are the h

are
on this
not great
easilynecessity
driven from
of their
theirexistence
spawning-{3mmn
that t d‘

in two distinct notes, by M. Milne - Edwards but when once their object has been attained I
and M. de Quatrefagee, who, we understand, did they have become épent ﬁsh the shnpl rapullyd

YAGUE and inaccurate statements have been ample justice to the candournnd frankness of their
going the round of some of the daily and weekly English opponents, and recognized in terms of
papers regarding the proceedings of the conference praise the readiness which they had exhibited in
of men of science-English and French-Which proceeding to Paris when invited, in order to con
was engaged at Paris last week in investigating front the evidence on the spot. We may add
the case of the asserted discovery of a human jaw another remarkable incident in the case: that after
the communication of their remarks, M. Elie de
at Abbeville in the fossil state.
Beaumont demanded the parole, and stated that,

appears, withdrawing in all probability lDl'rOThZiE
water at no great distance from the coostf

is no positive ‘evidence as to the‘ ultimlte be
of the spent herringn; but there is much to ‘
said in favour of the current belief, that 83;;
sojourn of more or less duration in deep water 97
return as maties to the shallows and lochs, the"

to run through the some changes as before
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Commissioners were unable to gain any information show, that in the ﬁve years ending 1848, 77,137
respecting the time which one and the same herring

9. Richard Barnﬁeld’s ‘ Lady Pecunia,‘ from the
barrels of hen-ings were taken; during the next sole existing copy of 1605.
10. An additional Collection of ‘ Lyrics for Old
years ending in 1862, 168,658 barrels. Under such Lutenists,’ from early musical publications.
circumstances, the Commissioners report that our
11. The exploits of John and Alice West, called

may pass through the cycle. The enemies of this ﬁve years, 95,747 barrels; and during the four
ﬁsh are, however, too numerous and active to
render it at all likely that the existence of any one
ﬁsh is prolonged beyond two or three reproductive herring ﬁshery should not be trammelled by re
epochs. Great difference of opinion has been held pressive Acts, calculated only to protect class in
respecting the spawning season of the herring. terests, and to disturb in an unknown, and possibly
The Commissioners were, therefore, particularly injurious, manner the balance existing between the
desirous to obtain as large a mass of practical evi conservative and destructive agencies at work upon
dence on this subject as possible. Their clear con the herring. If legislation could regulate the appe
clusion is, that the herring spawns twice annually, tites of cod, conger and porpoise, it might be
in the spring and in the autumn. They did not useful to pass laws regarding them; but to prevent
meet with a single case of full or spawning herring ﬁshermen catching l or 2 per cent. of herring in
being found during the solstitial months of June any way they please, seems, in the opinion of the
and December. February and March are the great Commissioners, a wasteful employment of the force
months for the spring spawning, and August and of law.
September for the autumn spawning. It is not,
They are further of opinion, that the recent
however, at all likely that the same ﬁsh spawn legislative enactments have repressed invention, by
twice in the year; on the contrary, the spring and prohibiting new and more productive forms of
the autumn shoals are most likely perfectly distinct ; labour,—is calculated to be destructive rather than
and if the herring, as is probable, comes to maturity conservative,—-and is prejudicial to the consumer

in a year, the shoals of each spawning season would of ﬁsh and to the public generally.
be the fry of the twelvemonth before.
The food of the herring consists of crustacea,
EARLY ENGLISH POPULAR LITERATURE.
ing in size from microscopic dimensions to
those of a shrimp, and of small ﬁsh, particularly
sand-eels. While in the matie or fat condition,
they feed voraciously ; and not unfrequently their
stomachs are found immensely distended with
crustacea and sand-eels, in a more or less digested

condition. Herrings thus gorged have all their
tissues so permeated with fat, that they will not
cure well, and their ﬂesh is liable to break when

handled. Scotch ﬁshermen call these ﬁsh “gut
pock " herrings, and consider them of very inferior
quality.

The Commissioners ascribe the remarkable vari
ableness in the annual visits of shoals of herrings

to our coasts to the varying quantity of food of the
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ﬁsh, and to the number and force of the destructive
agencies at work. Any circumstance which in
creases or decreases the quantity of crustacea and
sand-eels must exercise great inﬂuence on herring
shoals; but these are even more acted upon by
their great destroyers. The latter may be ranged
under the heads of ﬁsh, birds, marine animals and
man. Of these by far the greatest destroyers are
ﬁsh and marine animals-as porpoises and other

Maidenhead, May 11, 1863.

obligation ; while a third division cannot make up

tensive as they are, do not destroy 5 per cent. of any period, and who will not suppose that they are
the total number of full herrings that are destroyed doing me, individually, any favour by consenting
to receive the tracts.
As I am upon the point of commencing a second
volume, like the ﬁrst, of twelve tracts. and of

carrying it on to the close, if I am enabled to do
so, perhaps you will give me leave to add an

abridged list of the pieces of which I intend my

new volume to conist :—
1. Two public documents, issued in 1584, regard
ing
printing and publishing in the metropolis.
close time on the west coast of Scotland. It was
2. The Travels of Sir Anthony Sherley, as
further provided, that the only legal mode of cap
turing herrings should be by drift-nets, the meshes narrated by W. Parry, and printed in 1607.
3. Edmond Becke’s Poem, printed in 1550,
of which are required to be one inch in width. Traul
ing, which is similar to the operation of seining,
inst the doctrine of Transubstantiation.
was considered to be highly destructive to herrings, — 4. Richard Johnscn's Pleasant Walks in Moor
rendering them unﬁt for curing, and that it also ﬁelds, with a description of them in 1607.
greatly injured the spawning-beds.
5. The Interlude ‘ Tide Tarrieth no Man,‘ com
The Commissioners were at great pains to obtain piled by George \Vapull, and printed in 1576.
6. Speeches in verse delivered to General Monk
a large amount of evidence from various parties on
these matters ; and the result is, that they recom by various City Companies, just anterior to the
mend that all prohihitory legislation bearing on Restoration.
7. The Voyage of Richard Ferris and others to
our herring ﬁshery should be repealed. The statis

tics of our ﬁsheries show that the practice of traul
ing has not been followed by a decrease of her-rings.
In Loch Fyne, where it has prevailed, the returns

history of Susanna and the Elders, printed in 1584.
I do not mean to pledge myself as to the precise
order in which these productions shall come in
my series; and I may see reason, as I proceed, to
insert others, perhaps even more rare and curious,

instead of some of them. Of all, and of many more,
the transcripts lie now before me ; and one of my
greatest cares will be to see that they are faithfully
printed. A few of them may take up so much
room as to render it expedient to conclude my

second volume before the issue of the whole of the
twelve subjects. If so, they will be carried on to
Vol. III.
J. PAYNE COLLIER.
THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.
Nismes, May 10, 1863.

A Spanish bull-ﬁght in an old Roman amphi
theatre is a kind of social retrograde development,

I am almost afraid that the negligence of some so to speak, which the middle of the nineteenth
of the recipients of my Reprints of poems and
tracts illustrative of our popular literature in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, will compel
me to relinquish, or at all events alter, my plan. It
is now about a fortnight since I issued the small
publication which completes my ﬁrst volume ; and
before I proceed with a second, I really must know
on what I have to depend. Out of the ﬁfty gentle
men who stated themselves to be so anxious to
obtain my Reprints, nearly half have taken twelve or
fourteen daysto consider whether they will transmit
me two and six pennyworth of postage-stamps. Some
are, and always have been, regular; others seem
to fancy that they are laying me under a personal

their minds to take the trouble of putting a few
Queen’s heads into an envelope. They quite forget
that I take all the labour of selecting the tracts, of
having them carefully transcribed and accurately
printed, and that without one farthing of advantage
to me: indeed, if I were to go into ﬁgures, I could
show that for several I am actually out of pocket.
cetacea. It is estimated that the total annual take The subdivision of the expense of each tract into
of herrings by our ﬁshermen is 900,000,000: a pro ﬁfty portions, and because I do not take an account
digious number; but great as this is, it sinks into of odd pence, has sometimes occasioned me to be a
comparative insigniﬁcance when compared with small loser. I do not complain of this result: it is
the destruction effected by other agencies. God my own fault ; and for the sake of doing a service
alone destroy ten times as great a number as are to the literature of the period I embrace, I am will
captured by all our ﬁshermen. It is a very common ing to incur the triﬂing responsibility. If any
thing to ﬁnd a cod-ﬁsh with six or seven large gentleman repents, or thinks that he is paying
herrings in his stomach. When it is further con too dear (I can hardly believe this possible), all he
sidered that the congsr and dog-ﬁsh do as much has to do is at once to withdraw from my little
mischief as the cod and ling, that the gulls and association ; but until he does so, and I am made
gannets slay their millions, and that porpoises and aware of it, I cannot admit another in his place,
grampuses destroy additional countless multitudes, and thus appear to do what may be deemed uncivil.
it will be evident that our ﬁshing operations, ex I have letters from numbers who wish to join at

every year by other causes. These facts, which
cannot be controverted, prepare us for the con
clusions arrived at by the Commissioners with
reference to the legislative enactments relating to
our herring ﬁshery.
In 1851 an Act of Parliament was passed
making trauling for herrings illegal; and subse
quently another Act was passed, establishing a

the King and Queen of the Fairies, printed in
1613.
12. Robert Greene‘s Mirror of Modesty, the

century has witnessed under the inspiration of

Eugenie, Empress of the French.
This old city is in a wonderful ﬂutter at the
present moment, being the scene of what they here
term a " concours regional "—a mixture of festival,
fair, horticultural show, agricultural meeting, and
exposition of manufactures, which is to extend to
the end of the month, and which is to be enlivened,

on two of the Sundays, with the exhibition of bull
ﬁghts, got up in the most complete fashion of
Madrid, under the direction of the premier matador

of the Spanish capital, to take place within the
Roman amphitheatre (which is the most perfect
thing of the kind now remaining, and which is
made as gay as possible by a whole regiment of

ﬂags stuck up all round the circumference, at the
top reminding one very much of our ﬁrst Exhi
bition building in Hyde Park). Excursion trains
to-day have brought immense crowds from Mar
seilles, Montpellier, and even from Lyons, and all
the intervening stations. The agricultural and
horticultural exhibitions, and that of agricultural
machinery, are held on a large open space of ground
near the railway station, and which is laid out in
rows of booths, and splendidly decorated with the

national ﬂags in the picturesque manner so well
understood in France; and on an adjoining space,
left open, is erected a gigantic popinjay on a tall
pole, which moves its neck, wings and the feathers
of its tail by machinery, as it happens to be struck

by the marksmen. A very large new church has
just been erected close to the amphitheatre, dedi
cated to St. Paul, having a very tall tower at its
west end, in two stories, much decorated, and sur
mounted by a short, crocketcd spire, which seems

to be the type of most of the Gothic churches in
this part of France.
The dreamy old town of Tarascon, with its
monasteries (one of which, with two courts, sur
rounded by cloisters, with rounded arches, both on
the ground and ﬁrst story, is seen close to the rail
way station), has had some life put into it by the
erection of two beautiful bridges over the Rhone,
connecting it with the charming, picturesque town
of Beaucaire (the chief church of which is remark

able for having a tiled dome in the middleI at the
intersection of the transepts and nave), on the
western bank of the river, which is here of con
siderable width. One of these bridges is for rail
way, and the other for general traiIic, starting at,
its eastern end, close to the old castle of King
Réné, built upon a rock, rising from the bed of
the river.

The railway is also eﬁ'ecting great changes and

improvements at Montpellier——mauy ﬁne large
houses and wide streets being in course of erection,
especially between the railway and the town. The
Cathedral, so long with only one of the towers, at
its west end, and the nave complete, is now being
ﬁnished.
The two enormous cylindrical pillars,
Bristol in a Wherry in 1590.
8. Thomas Churchyard‘s unique poem, never yet terminating in conical points, standing m_ front_ of
the west end, are still retained in all their quaint,
mentioned, on the Rebellion in Ireland of 1598.
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highest price of a seat is a ﬁorin (ls. 8d.), and the
ugliness ; the second tower at the west end is com
lowest, 8 kreuzers (not quite 3d,). On the reverse
pleted, as well as two smaller towers at the extre
mities of the transepts, and the choir, of large size, the ruins of the Imperial palaces of Rome, in the side of the bill, or rather on the side facing the
is nearly carried‘ up to the springing of the roof. laurel shade, on the north of the Palatine bill, bill, for it is printed on a whole sheet of paper, is
By the generosity of one of the citizens, the town when a German artist brought him the sad news l given the author's address to the public, which I
now boasts of a Museum of Paintings and Public of the death of Friedrich von Schiller, the poet shall take the liberty of translating.
“ ‘The Robbers,‘ the picture of a great soul led
Library. The Botanical Garden is well kept, and whom he had intended to support in comfort and
posesses one tree of interest, P. adianlijolium, ease, whom he had hoped to summon to him in astray, furnished with all the gifts for excellence,
remarkable for its size and the beauty of the foliage, Rome, and show him the glories of the eternal and with all these gifts ruinod,—unrestrained ardour
the stem being not less than seven feet in circum city. Not having been able to gratify his wish and bad company spoiled his heart, led him on
ference, considerably larger than the specimens at then, he now erects to him this statue.” The in from vice to vice, till at last he stood at the head
auguration ended after this with the performance of a band of incendiaries, heaped horror on horror,
Kew.
plunged from abyss to abyss, in all the depths of
Thanks also to the liberality of M. Doumet, the of the Hymn to Joy.
Evening, however, brought a more picturesque despair,—yet lofty and worthy of honour, grand
Mayor of Cette, that town also now possesses a
good Museum of Natural History, kc, which is kind of rejoicing than the formal work of the and majestic in misfortune, and by misfortune
thrown open to the public every Sunday, but admis unveiling. An enormous Fackelzug, comprising . bettered, brought back to goodness. Such a man
sion may also be obtained every day on application. some 2,000 torches, passed through the town, and, ‘ must we lament and hate, abominate and love, in
head of the Schilleratift in Munich. "In May,
1805,” said Dr. Forster, “ a German Prince sat in

The collections of ornithology, mineralogy and after halting before the newly-uncovered statue, the robber Karl Moor. Franz Moor, a malignant,
entomology are especially valuable, the possessor drew up in the large open space where fairs are hypocritical sneak, unmasked and blown up by
sparing no expense in obtaining novelties and held. People who saw the halt before the statue his own mines. The old Moor, a father all too
rarities; we were therefore prepared to ﬁnd many describe the effect as something marvellous. The weak and yielding, a pamperer, and founder of
of the new and beautiful objects of nature which Bengal light burned steady and long, and the ﬁgure ruin and misery for his own children. In Amelia,
Mr. Wallace has sent home from the Eastern of Schiller rose up white and ghostly, standing out the pains of enthusiastic love, and the rack of
Archipelago and Mr. Bates from the Amazon in the midst of the soft glare as a magic incanta despotic passion. Nor can we look without terror
Valley, together also with many ﬁne and unique tion. I was at a window in the Dultplatz, from into the inner life of vice and perceive how all the
species of insects from the Gaboon river, in tropical which I had an equally ﬁne view of the torch pro gilding of pleasure cannot stiﬂe the secret worm
Western Africa. In the cases of birds’ eggs we cession. The lurid light cast out by the ﬂaring of conscience, and terror, anguish, despair, are

were almost startled to ﬁnd two eggs of the now torches as they were massed together in the close behind its traces. Let the youth gaze with
extinct great awk; but a little examination proved distance; then the gradual drawing out of the terror on the end of unbridled dissoluteness, and
whole into single lights, and the movement
of the lines of ﬁre round the immense open
originals as to deceive even connoisseurs. Amongst space as the bands of torch-bearers marched
the insects are also preserved specimens of both up and down, with music playing in the midst;
sexes of one of the most extraordinary of the walk the colour shed on the distant houses, and the
ing-stick insects which has_been formed into a shadow of the trees marked 06' on the houses
separate genus Craspedonia, and of which only opposite, with a line of brighter glow above _; the
female specimens had hitherto been known. ﬂitting motion of the rows of torches, like “'lll‘Ot
The museum is also rich in a class of objects the-wisps, reminding you of the enchantment scene
of which our British Museum is lamentably in the Freischlitz, when now they were laid on the
deﬁcient, namely, models of life-size of the ground and burnt in an even line, then they were
natives of various countries, clothed in their taken up and came converging towards one centre,
peculiar dresses, and accompanied by an excellent or wandered off singly into the darkest corners;
collection of ethnological objects. Why such all these presented artistic combinations enough
things should have been so systematically ignored for any canvas, and seemed a worthy tribute to
in our own national Museum has always seemed to the shade of the departed poet. At last,at a
me unintelligible. Certainly nothing is more instruc given signal, the bands of torches united, and one
tive, and nothing affords greater pleasure to the after another was ﬂung into a pile, from which
visitor. The Museums of the Louvre and Copen thick black smoke at ﬁrst and then tongues of
hagen afford excellent examples, which, from the ﬂame arose, so that the place was alight with ﬁve
immense facilities in our power, would result in the or six bonﬁres, at once the pillar of cloud and the
formation of a splendid ethnological museum: but pillar of ﬁre. It seemed as if by magic that the
such a step ought not to be delayed. How many black ring of men grew up round a bonﬁre in place
native savage tribes have become extinct within of the single lights each one of them had borne;
the memory of man, and how completely is navi and to see torch after torch ﬂung upon the pyre,
gation doing away with all special nationalities of and as each dropped in like a falling star the
costumes, manners and customs of hitherto un ﬁgures around were more deeply massed, would
civilized tribes!
I. O. W.
make you think that the form had risen out of the
ground at a mysterious summons.
The statue itself is good, though almost sinning
SCHILLER INAUGURATION.

that these were excellent counterfeits, made in
plaster, and coloured so perfectly to represent the

Munich, May 14, 1863.

ON the 9th of May, being the anniversary of the

poet's death, a new statue of Schiller, the gift of
King Ludwig, and the work of the scul tor Widn
mann, was inaugurated in Munich.
or two or
three days before a tall ﬁgure, wrapped in a white
cover, had been conspicuous at the branching off
of two streets, not far from the old King‘s palace,
and half the town was gathered in front of it on
the morning of the day appointed for the unveil
ing. Casual spectators were certainly disastronsly
placed, there being no rising ground, and the

in excess of simplicity. Schiller stands with his
head bent slightly on one side, his left hand on his
breast, his right holding a wreath. His look is
earnest and piercing, though it neither recalls the
majestic musing head of Thorwaldsen’s statue at
Stuttgart, nor the rapt upward gaze of Rietschl‘s
in Weimar. But the site is one of the best that
could be devised for a standing ﬁgure. At the

point where two streets unite, in a semi-circular
space, with soft turf and ﬂower-beds and a curving
background of trees, whose young leaves are even
now in their tenderest green gradually giving place
supply of windows commanding the place only to blossoms of lilac, King Ludwig has placed the
scanty. At about 11 o'clock, we saw a procession, effigy of the poet whose sudden death prevented
consisting of a few hundred hats and a dozen him from honouring with more substantial favour.
banners, make its way through the crowd; the
In honour of the feast, a facsimile of the play-bill
banners drew up in front of the statue, and the issued at the ﬁrst performance of ‘The Robber-s ’
bats were taken off ; a court-carriage arrived with has been published in Munich, and I give an
a daughter of Schiller, whom the King had account of it as a curiosity of Schiller literature.
specially invited, and inaudible speeches were The date of the performance is the 13th of January,
delivered. Suddenly, the white cover fell, and 1782, when the author was in his twenty-third
displayed the statue of the poet, the music played, year, and on account of the unusual length the
and the procession waved hats and shouted. An play began precisely at 5 o’clock. “ ‘ The Robbers,’
occasional ode, the words by Friedrich Bodenstedt, a tragedy in seven acts (the word Handlungen is
the music by Franz Lachner, came in as an inter used instead of the modern term Aufziigen, which
lude; next, an expression of gratitude from the means drawings up of the curtain), newly adapted
Bnrgomaster of Munich, which called out King for the National Theatre of Mannheim, by the
Ludwig to a balcony, whence he bowed graciously author, Herr Schiller," is the heading of the bill,

let not the man go from the play without learning
that the unseen hand of Providence has need of
the villain to work out its views and its sentence,
and can wonderfully untie the most complicated
knots of destiny.”
E. \V.
OUR WEEKLY oossrr.

DEEPER in human interest than the reported
discovery of the source of the White Nile, the
geographical secret of many ages, by Messrs.
Speke and Grant, is the intelligence from Egypt
that Mr. Petherick is not dead, as late news from
that country represented him to be. He is alive
and well, at Goudocoro. “'e now know that all
the gallant men whom we have sent out into the
great African desert, to extend the bounds of
knowledge-Baker, Petberick, Grant and Spoke
have, so far, escaped the fate which has followed
so many of our noblest explorers in every part of
the world-—Franklin, Leichardt, Burke, and many
others~over whose graves we have had to write
the glories of discovery. In gratitude for their
safety, we can tell the story of their trials, and
reckon up the gains of science. Our conjecture,
made on the 9th of May, that Mr. Baker must
have fallen in with Messrs. Grant and Speke on

the upper waters of the White Nile, and rendered
them important aid, turns out to have been correct.
This adventurous traveller was the ﬁrst European

whom they met on their descent from the tropics;
and from him they ‘obtained aid in money, stores
and boats. To him they communicated their
discovery that the Bahr el Abiad, the main stream
of the White Nile, has its source in the Victoria
Nyanza lake; information which induced him to
turn his face in another direction, towards the
south-east, in search of another inland lake, which
is sup osed to feed a second branch of the \Vhite

Nile.

8 will be lost to us for a year; though the

public need not doubt that he will, in due time,

turn up again. Lower down the stream they fell
in with Consul Petherick and his gallant wife. The
news which Captains Spoke and Grant bring to

London will excite attention ‘31 every city of the
civilized globe.—The source of the Nile was a

puzzle in the time of Moses, and long before the
time of Moses. The enigma is suggested on the
most ancient monuments of Egypt; it excited the
curiosity of Rameses and Sesostris; confounded
the wisdom of the Ptolcmies ; won attention during
the Roman occupation; amused the leisure of the

Schoolmen; tantalized the Portuguese Jesuits in
the sixteenth century; engaged the adventurous
spirit of Bruce; aroused the wonder, and baﬁled
the researches of Mohammed Ali; and deﬁed the
zeal, the ability, and endurance of our old Corre

spondents, the Brothers D’Abbadie. At length, the
mystery is solved; and the source of the Nile is
found, by a couple of Englishmen, to be a lake

in acknowledgment of the applause of all the and below, among the actors, we ﬁnd the familiar
people, and then a speech from Dr. Forster, as name of Iﬁland in the part of Franz M001‘. The about four degrees south of the Equator, very
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near the position which Dr. Beke, so long ago as demy, .that ‘ of Mr. Stirling‘s pictures the larger
1 846, assigned to it theoretically. It is curious that and better one was rejected by the Council.’ In
the fact has been discovered not by following the order to explain the circumstance of my principal
waters of the river upwards from its mouth, the picture not being in this year's Exhibition, and, if
natural course of discovery, but by descending possible to exonerate the Academy, in my case at
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is to be called the Leeds Choral Union. Mrs. Sun

derland, who has for the last ﬁvetand-twenty years
been a great favourite in Yorkshire as a sin er of
.Handel's songs, and has occasionally been card

in that capacity at Exeter Hall with satisfaction,
least, from the charge of intentional injustice, may is about to close her public career.
I ask the favour of your inserting in your next
Some books of a curious and rare character were
to a French translation of the ‘ Speeches and Ad 1 impression the inclosed copy of a letter which I sold during the past week by Messrs. Sotheby 8c
‘
have
received
from
one
of
the
three
members
of
dresses of the Prince Consort,’ Her Majesty has
Wilkinson. The following examples may be given:
sent over to him a private copy of the work, bound ' the Hanging Committee, and which I have the per —A poor copy of the ﬁrst folio of Shnkspeare,
mission
of
the
distinguished
writer
to
make
public.
in white morocco, on the ﬂy-leaf of which she has
with the original verses inlaid and a variation of
I am, &c.,
J01m S'rmuso.”
written in her own hand :—
the portrait, being before the shading on the collar,
“
10,
PembrlQe
Villas,
Bayswater,
May
5th,
1863.
“ To M. Guizot,
60l.—Shakespeare’s Pericles, ﬁrst edition, 45l.—
“My dear Sir,—1 think under the circumstances Sir John Falstaﬁ'e and the Merry “'ives of Wind—
“In remembrance of the best of men, and with
the expression of gratitude for the sincere homage I ought, as one of the Hanging Committee, to sor, edition of 1619, 15L 15o.—-Another copy of
write and explain the reason of your excellent pic the same, 10l.-—Chronicle History of Henry the
which he has rendered to him,
ture being returned unexhibited from the Aca Fifth, 1608, 7l. 10s.—First Part of the Life of Sir
“ From his unfortunate widow,
demy. The fault was chieﬂy mine, for your picture John Oldcnstle, ﬁrst edition, Bl. 8.9.—Keating's
“ Vrc'r'onm R.”
Sir Roderick Murchison, President of the Royal was quite overlooked till it was too late to give it General History of Ireland, large paper, 71. l5l.——
Geographical Society, has issued cards fortwo Even a good place, and the work was too good for a bad Dugdale’s Antiquities of Warwickshire, by Thomas,
ing Receptions at \Villis’s Rooms. The ﬁrst gather one. There is so much misapprehension on this 311. 10s.-—Medici, Poesie Volgari, Aldo, 1554, l3l.
ing will take place on Thursday evening, next subject amongst the purchasers of pictures, and the —Bossuet, L‘Apocalypse, Paris, 1689, BI. 10:.
idea that a picture is disgraced by being rejected Mauroy, Les Hymnes, Troyes, 1527, 20l.—-Peele's
week.
at the Academy is so common, that I feel it to be Chronicle of King Edwards the First, 1599, 6!.
The Council of the Society for the Encourage a duty in your case to disabuse your mind in the
ment of the Fine Arts have issued cards for an matter; and I hope you will send it to the Exhibi Les Coustumes et Constitutions de Bretaig'ne, 1485,
Evening at the Mansion House on Wednesday next, tion another year, when it may be as fortunate as 43I.—Dialogus Creaturarum, ﬁrst edition, 141. 50.
—Vitas Patrum, by W ynkyn de Words, with several
May 27th. The Lord Mayor will preside.
it deserves. With sincere regret that this misfortune leaves in fac-simile, 12!.—Hieronymo, "its, 1497,
A private rehearsal of Mr.J. K. Lord's entertain should have happened, I am, dear Sir, very faith 5l.-—Mollet, Le Jardin de Plaiser, 1651, 5I.—Hig
ment, ‘ The Canoe, the Riﬂe and the Axe, being fully yours,
(Signed)
W. P. Farm."
den‘s Polychronicon, by Treveris, 20l.-—Hasted's
upon it from above.
M. Gujzot having written an excellent preface

an At Home in the ‘Wilderness,’ will be given this —\Ir. Frith, by this note, has done an act of jus
morning (Saturday) at the Egyptian Hall, Picca

dilly.

Mr. Lord was the naturalist to the North

American Boundary Commission, and is, of course,

personally familiar with the scenes to be described
in his illustrated discourse.
The next Congress of the Archaeological Asso
eiation will be held in Leeds, at the beginning of
October, under the Presidency of R. Monckton
Milnes, when Ripon Cathedral, Fountains Abbey,
Kirkstall Abbey, Aldeborough, W'akeﬁeld, Ponte
fract, and other places will be visited.

If the spectroscope had not been invented, would
‘thallium have been discovered? is a question with
which rarants entertain themselves. Certain it is
that somewhat more than two years
Mr.
Crookes saw the ghost of a metal in a spectrum,
and was thereby incited to search for the substance,
and discovered it existing in minute quantities in

iron pyrites. The new metal ﬁgured as a few
ins
of black powder in the International Exhibition;
at the beginning of the present year it was shown
in very small ingots and in the form of wire; since
then Messrs. Bell Brothers, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,

have succeeded in producing it in comparatively
large masses. One of their ingots, weighing nearly
6,000 grains, and more than 10 inches in length,

History of Kent, 4 vols., 161. 15:.—Stow's Survey

tice to a clever artist; but until this note is read

of London, by Strype, best edition, 101. 15|.—Ben
by the public Mr. Stirling will have suffered an lowe’s Theophila, with nearly all the curious plates,
unmerited loss by the rejection of his work.
11!. 158._Fox's Book of Martyrs, ﬁrst edition,
Messrs. Bacon 8; Co. have published a new Map very imperfect, 15l. 5s.
of Virginia, with the adjoining states of Maryland
The Swiss have established an Alpine Club under
and Delaware, marked off into counties, separately the title of “Schweizeriche Alpen Club,"at Berne.
coloured. It will be of considerable use to a reader It is, we understand, supported by numerous emi
who desires to keep up his knowledge of the War.
nent men in that country who are desirous of ren

A political map of Poland has been prepared by dering it an important medium of communication
Mr. Stanford, of Charing Cross; showing the among alpine explorers. It is also intended to
original Poland of history, the reduced Poland of encourage as far as possible the exploration of
war, the dismembered Poland of the partition, the unknown high mountains and peaks, and to erect
vanished Poland of the absorption. It is a very huts for shelter andscientiﬁc observation in the
curious and instructive chart, embracing a wide most interesting localities.
range of political information, and making a vast
The proposition to purchase the International
deal of history visible to the eye. It shows us Exhibition Building, which is to be submitted to
Poland in a state of dissolution almost from the the House of Commons, is advocated on the ground
days of John Sobieski, when the warlike Poles that the structure will afford accommodation
could save Europe from the Turks, but could not 1. To the Patent Museum, now at South Kensing
save their own provinces from the Swedes. Esthonia ton, but to be removed as the buildings for the
went ﬁrst in 1660; then Tchernigow to Russia in Art Department’s use progress-much crowded
1667, Kiev and Kherson in 1686. Afterwards and susceptible of a vast development ere its con
came the three great partitions; then the ﬁnal tents can ﬁtly represent the progress, much less
absorption of Cracow, as it were the other day. the present condition of the mechanical arts in
This map should be in the hands of every states this country-2. Ample room for the Museum of
man.
Naval Models, now concealed in vaults at Somerset

was exhibited at General Sabine‘s Conversazione.
Mr. Stone, principal assistant at the Greenwich House—interesting as showing the progress of
The useful applications of thallium have yet to be Observatory, has been making a series of calcula naval
architecture, and capable of enlargement to
ascertained; but we hear that an eminent manu tions on the mean horizontal parallax of the sun,
express the existing state of that art.—3. Space for
facturing ﬁrm has taken the question in hand.
deduced from observations made at Greenwich on the National Portrait Gallery, now conﬁned in hired
In the list of Members of Council of the Royal In the planet Mars at his recent opposition, compared rooms in Great George Street, \Vestminster, and
stitute of Architects given to us last week oﬂicislly, with similar observations made in Australia. The certain, before many years are past, to need greater
the name of Mr. T. Hayter Lewis was omitted.
result is, that the sun is found to be three millions accommodation than will be obtainable where it is.
Since the ‘ Codex Sinaiticus ’ was published the of miles nearer to the earth than previous calcula —4. Galleries for the British Pictures of the National
attention of the learned world has been drawn still
more to the ‘ Codex Vnticanus,’ and a desire that
this should become more generally known and more

tions have made it.

Gallery, now at South Kensington, which, the Art

A return lately made of the quantity of rags Department avers, might include the Sheepshanks
and paper imported into this country during recent Gift deposited in the newly-erected galleries at its
Museum.—~5. The Architectural Museum, now in
accessible to the learned investigator, has lately years contains the following ﬁgures :—
the “ Boilers,” which, although not a national poe
—often been expressed. Cardinal Mai's edition shows
Bags.
Paper.
session, deserves national accommodation as highly
1856
10,287 cwt. ..
15,767 cwt.
that former lacants have been mistaken in many
1857

12,206

,,

..

12,057

,,

useful to architects.—6. Room if the House of

11,304.
14,621
10,154
20,486

,,
,,
,,
,,

..

11,701
18,338
45,019
94,858

,,
,,
,,
,,

year, to hold the whole of the Natural History

free use of the ‘Codex Vaticanus’ has been per

1858
1859
1800
1861 ..

mitted to him for several hours daily. Herr Hei

1862

28,943 ,,

..

193,639

,,

smothered

places. Herr D. Heidenheim, editor of ‘ Theo
logical Inquiries and Criticism ’ has worked

in the Vatican for two successive winters. The
denheim intends to publish part of the New Testa

Commons sees ﬁt to reverse its decision of last
Department now in the British Museum, and half
for want of space-7. The Royal

Our exports of paper during the last ﬁve years were Academy might be accommodated with vast gal

ment in Uncial letters for the present, and thus as follows 2-1858, 106,557 cwt. ; 1859, 126,454 leries if it sees ﬁt to quit Trafalgar Square. The
give a chance to scholars of forming their own cwt.; 1860, 112,514 cwt.; 1861, 91,958; and cost of all this to the nation is stated at about
1862, 129,440 cwt.
opinion on this celebrated Codex.
240,000]. for the building and the land upon which
Last week, in noticing the rejection of certain

pictures at the Royal Academy, we mentioned the
case of Mr. Stirling, whose larger and stronger
work had been returned to him. This reference has
brought us the following singular explanation:
" 5, l'amgham Chambers, May 18, 1863.

“ In the Athcmeum of Saturday last I ﬁnd it said
in a criticism of the Exhibition of the Royal Aca

We have the following items of information from
Yorkshire. It has been decided that there shall be
no musical festival at Bradford this year. Music
in Leeds has been in a languishing condition since
the festival there some three or four years ago,
which was a great success. A more hopeful state
of things has just been inaugurated by the incorpo
ration of two rival musical societies into one, which

it stands, the last being seventeen and a half acres
in extent, estimated by the advocates for the grant
at a value of about 20,000]. per acre. Beyond this
original cost further sums must, we understand, be
appropriated to the needful ﬁttings up for the con

tents. Further cost to give an architectural character
to the structure might be an after-consideration, but
must be taken into account. Stucco, the cheapest
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material, is the most objectionable and forever to ; paid, and all due u n the quarterly Journal and
be protested against. Terra-outta, stone, marble, ‘ two parts of the ‘ ollectanea. Archseologica ’ dis
or granite, with mosaics, all commend themselves \ charged. A ballot was taken for oiﬁcers for 1863-4,
to us.
when the following list was returned :—President,
R. Monckton Milnes, M.P.; Vice-Presideim, Sir
nor“. ACADEMY of ARTS-The nxmm'rlox of the C. R. Boughton, Bart, J. Copland, M.D., G.
norm. ACADEMY is NOW OPEN-Admittance (from Eight ‘ Godwin, N. Gould, J. Heywood, G. V. Irving,
till Screw 1a.; Catalogue, ls.
Jens PRE co'r'r amen-r, Esq., R.A., Secretory.
T. J. Pettigrew, and Sir J. G. \Vilkinson; Trea
SOCIETY or PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURlL-‘l'he surer, T. J. Pettigrew; Secretaries, J. R. Plsnché,
FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW ores. at ‘ H. S. Cuming, and E. Roberts; Secretary for
their Guile .5, Pall Mall East -close to the National GoJlcryl,
Foreign‘ Correspondence, T. Wright ; Palceographer,
from Him.bush-Admittance. 1|. ; Cats!
e M.
~
JOSEPH J. as)‘ lliS,Seeretsry.
C. Hopper; Curator and Librarian, G. R. Wright;
_YRENCH GALLERY, 120 Pall llztlL-The TENTH AN
Draftsman, H. C. Pidgeon; Council, G. G. Adams,
hUAL EXHIBITION 01 PICTURES. the contributions of
Artits uh1:; r0330833.
h aat.P1 m ishsch 0°l8,l' sow orns._ G. Ade, W. H. Bayley, T. Blsshill, J. Gray,
Adniissign

tortoise, procured by
Fortunes;
for which he proposed the new generic and speciﬁc

W. D. Haggard, M. Harpley, G. M. Hills, Dr. Lee,

taries, T. Wright, Esq., and F. Gslton, Esq.;

PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS ; E. Levien, W. C. Marshall, G. Maw, T. Page,

Hon. Librarian, L. J. Beale, Esq.; Council, L.

INSTITUTE

OF

exhibited specimens of Corac'iae Indian and U.
aﬂinia, and of intermediate varieties between these

two species.
Erns0LocIcsL.—May 19.—Anm'versa.ry Meet
ing.-—J. Crawfurd, Esq., President, in the chair.
_The following were elected oilice-bearers for the
ensuing year: President, J. Lubbock, Esq.; l" -

Presidents, B. Botﬁeld, Esq., J. Crawfurd, Esq.,
R. Dunn, Esq., and Lord Talbot de Malshide;
Hon. Treasurer, F. Hindmarsh, Esq.; Hon. Secre

R. N. Philippa, E. J. Powell, J. W. Previté, and Burke, Esq., Prof. Buck, T. F. D. Croker, Esq.,
S. R. Sully; Auditors, T. W. Davies and J. V. Sir A. \V. Clavering. Bart., H. Christy, Esq., J.

(founded ‘in lidil us the New Society of Painters in Water Colours]. \
—The Ah NU AL EX H I I3 [TION is NOW Ul’EN.—Admisslon, II.
—Gellcry, 52!. Pull Mall, oppoiite Marlborough House.
JAMES l-AIlEY, Secretory.
'

Gibbs.

MR. HENRY NICHOLLS'S RHCITA& of the RECENT
POETS and IIUMORISTS at the Hanover Stunm Rooms 0u

noun-u’
Mscuul y‘ ‘n
EVENING
t' ' 'l‘shirt. in

names Cisludo-chelys dorsoatrigatu0.-Mr. Blyth

Iss'rrru'rs or Bnmsn Ancmrncrs.-May 18.
21,1“ ii’ii’t' "ic’liailig I Prof.
Donaldson, President, in the chair.—The

us de Vere‘:
omlus;
ennson‘s‘ocs
‘
'. I’ x
(21m Vere
Poe's
' Hells‘; lilood‘sry‘llizn Kll’ins

Royal Medal was presented to A. Salvin, Esq.,
and ‘ Desert Born '; Ingoldsby‘s ' Rupert the Fearless,‘ nnd ‘ Lord
of 'l‘houlouse,‘6te.-Admisslon, 8L, 2., and ls.-Cummunicstions,
16, Howurd street, Stnmd,W.L'.

Fellow, by the President, and the following medals

Dickinson, Esq., T. Hodgkin, Esq., Prof. Huxley,
D. King, Esqﬁ M. Lewin, Esq., J. Meyer, l'bq.,
W. Napier,
sq., C. R. Des Ruﬂieres, Esq., E.
O. Smith, Esq., W. Spottiswoode, Esq., S. R.
Solly, Esq., Dr. Tuke, S. Ward, Esq., and S.
\Vood, Esq.

and prizes as underz-To Mr. T. Hardy, the Insti
INSTITUTION or CIVIL Escmssns.—il{ay l2.—
tute MedsL-to Mr. T. Morris, the Medal of
Merit,—to Mr. G. T. Moleoey, the Silver Medal J. Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair.—‘ On
of the Institute, with ﬁve guineas,—to Mr. G. A. the Communication between London and Dublin,’

MRS. FANNY KEMBLE‘S READINGS of SHAKSPEARE.
—Dudley Gallery, Egyptinn Hull. Piccadilly-Mr. Mitchell has
the plensure to announce that in cons uenoe of the rest success
which has attended the_i‘imt Series of . lrs. FANNY ' Eli BLE'S
RLADIAGS of SHAkSPI-JARE, they will be continued every
Monday and Wednesday Evening, and Saturday hlorning.-—Un \
Monday Evening, Mny ‘A5. ‘The Merry Wives of Windsor’; \l’ed- l
nesdny Evening, May 27, ‘Othello ‘; and on Saturday Morning,
Me 30. ' Winter s Tn e .——’l‘o commence each Evening at Hull-past ‘.
Eig t, and on Saturday Morning st Threc.—.\‘euts \Unrescrvcdl
Sax Btslls, M. ; a few Fuuteuils, 7:. each, which mn ' be obtained

‘Scappa, the Soane Msdallion,—to Mr. R. P.

by Mr. W. Watson.

Spiers, Mr. Tite‘s Prize of ten guiness, with a
Socnc'rv or ARTS.—MG]/ 13.-C. W. Hoskyns,
Liedul of Merit,-—to Mr. T. H. Watson, a. Medal of Esq., Member of the Council, in the chain-The
Merit, with ﬁve guineas from Mr. Tite, M.P.,
following papers were resd:—‘ On an Improved
at ‘in. Mitchell's Royal Library, as, Old Bond Stree . w.
to Mr. R. H. Carpenter, Sir Francis E. Scott's Mode of Collecting Excrementitious hlatter, with
LEVASSOR ENTVISITE. _ cox'rmnsn srccsss, prize
of ten guineas. M. C. Texier, architect, of a. View to its Application to the Beneﬁt of Agri
FOURTH WEEK.—SCENES E'l‘ CHANSOXR COMIQUES. Paris, gave a. description of the town of Pergs, 1n culture snd the Relief of Local Taxation,’ by Dr.
with clung: of Pmmmme.-1ludley Gnlle . Piccadill .—M.
Pamphylis.—A paper by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Thudichum,-—‘ On a. System of Earth Sewage,’ by
LEVAbSO
will continue his very success ul ENTER AIN
MElVl‘, nslistul'b Mdlle. Telsseire and M. Rey, every Tuesday,
‘ Upon Ancient Examples of Heads placed over the Rev. B. Moule.
Thursday and he urdny Evenings. at lInlf-psst Eight-Piano
forte, M. Iloosenboom.—5eats (Unreserved|,3c.; Stalls. (numherodl, Arches,’ was read by Mr. J. P. Seddon.—A short
7.;
3;‘ oaldegonaustqqiep,
f
F‘ t‘ '1
08.641. can h.—hl.hl.\
r
tehell ' s Royal library. notice of a curious example of Norman polychro
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
matic construction, recently discovered and care Mos. Geographical, L-Anniversnry.
—
Linnun, a.—Annivmry.
fully restored by Mr. Hadﬁsld in Aston Church, 'l‘vrs. Royal lnltitution S.—' bound.‘ Prof.
dell.
SCIENCE
_ named. 9.—'hlr. hiotley'l Birds in Borneo,‘ Dr.
near Sheffield, was read by Mr. T. Huyter Lewis.
__._
-. ﬂ er
—Prof. Donsldson described the new Tribunal de Wm. Horticultuml. I.—Gmt Exhibition.
SOCIETIES.
Society of Arts. 8.
,
_
Commerce, at Paris, from lithographed plans.
Archzeol cal Association, 85. — ‘Recent Discovery of
Asmrm-May 18.-Gon. Sir H. C. Rawlinson
Antlqu ties Sslop,‘ Rev. '1'. Owen Rocke; ‘Pedigree oi’
Derwentwsier of Castle Rim.‘ Mr. Powell.
in the chsir.—The Prince of Wales was elected a.
ZoonocrcnL-May 12.—E. W. H. Holdsworth, The“. Royal institution, 1A‘ Geolo ,‘ Prof. Ansted.
Member by acclamation.—The Annual Report l
Anti unries. !L-—' Portraits 0 the Wives oi’ Henry the
Esq., in the chain-A communication was read
Big ith.‘ Mr. J. G. hiohols.
was read-Obituaries of some of the deceased 1
from Messrs. J. Alder and A. Hancock, entitled, Pm. Honleulturnl, il.—Eleetion of Fellows.
Royal Institution. 8.—' The Vedas,‘ Yroi. hhx Muller.
Members were given, as of Lord Lnnsdowne, Sir
‘Notice of a. Collection of Nudibranchiate Mol
James Outram, W. Ewer, Esq., Col. Thoresby and lusca, made in India by Mr. \Valter Elliot; with Sn. llurtivsuhursL-Pmmunade.
R0 s1 Institution. 3.—'Electrlc 'Ielegrlphy,‘ Prof. W.
honison.
Gen. Cu1len.—-The Auditors’ Report showed that i

Descriptions of several New Genera and Specie.’
the total receipts for 1862 were 9731. 9a. 511.; —A communication was read from Dr. G. Hart
while the total expenditure and liabilities amounted
to 894l. 12s. 4.§d., leaving an available balance for
1863 of 781. 17a. Old.—The ballot for oﬂicers and
Council gave the following results : Director, Major
Gen. Sir H. C. Rawlinson ; Vice-President, Gen. J.
Briggs; Treasurer, E. Thomas, Esq. ; Secretary, J. W.
Redhouse; Honorary Secremry and Librarian, E.
Norris; Council, Messrs. J. \V. Bosanquet, Sir J.
Davis, Brut, M. P. Edgeworth, J. Fergusson, Prof.
Goldstilcker, C. C. Graham, Fitz-Edward Hall, Sir
F. Hallidsy, J. C. Marshmun, T. Ogilvy, 0. De
Beauvoir Prisulx, E. C. Ravenshaw, P. B. Smol

lett, Dr. Forbes Watson, Major-Gen. Sir A. S.
Waugh.
SOCIETY or Asrxqussms-May 14.—J. W.
Jones, Esq. , V.P., in the chsir.—The vote of the

meeting was taken on the pro

sl to alter the

hour of meeting on ballot nig a from eight to

half-past eight PAL, which was carried in the
aﬁirmative.—-C. D. E. Fortnum, Esq. exhibited a
beautiful collection of antique bronzes and four
glamlcs, or sling bu1lets.—-H. Harrod, Esq. read a

aper ‘ On an Old Carriage at Manton, near Marl

laub, of Bremen, containing the characters of a

--o-—

‘ E. Newton in Madsgascar, for which the nsme
Calamoherpe Newtoni was proposed.—Mr. W. Win

ROYAL ACADEMY.

.wood Reader-cad some ‘ Notes on the Derbysn Elsnd,
'

In the amount of capital he has made out of an
Eastern tour Mr. F. Dillon surpasses every other
painter, except Mr. D. Roberts, who has taken
oriental landscape for a. theme. He continues to

the African Elephant and the Gorilla,’ founded
on informstion obtained by him duringa. recent
visit to Senegsmbia, the Gaboon, and the adjacent supply us with Nile pictures; one of the best of
parts of Western Africa. The conclusions Mr. the series is The Pyramids from the Island of Roda
Reade had formed with regard to the gorills, as (No. 341), which is, nevertheless, somewhat heavy
derived from the evidence received from the hunters in colour. It is as diﬂicult for us to receive Mr. Dil
of the Gaboon, were that Mr. Du Chaillu had lon's rendering of nature in this matter as to believe
obtained his specimens of this animal second-hand, in Mr. Roberts’s directly antithetical and certainly
and that its reputed ferocity had been vastly exag less valuable system, which produces oriental skies
gerated.—Dr. Sclater read a ‘ List of Mammals and of a monotonous and ﬂimsy blue and white, and
Birds collected in Madagascar by Dr. Mellor during most ancient ruins with as little “ colour " as
a recent Journey to the Capital of the Island.’-A modern maps have. The Pyramids at evening-as
paper was read by Mr. O. Salvin describing a new above, are, however, studied and painted with
species of Tanager, genus Callisto, from Costa. Rice, feeling for the dignity and unscenelike beauty of
for which he proposed the name Callisto Dowii, the subject; the bars of blushing light that go up
in honour of Capt. Dow, by whom 11 single speci from the swiftly-sinking sun, and the darkening
men of this bird had been obtained at Sun José.— purple of the land on the removed side of the river

Mr. A. Newton ointed out the characters of two

sdagascar, obtained by Mr. E.
borough, bearing on the panel the arm of Backer new birds from
the names Circus
villo, qusrtering Ward and Danvers.’—C. Goodwin, Newton, for which he pro
Esq. read a. paper ‘ On three Coptic Papyri and nwcroscelea and Erythroatema brunneieauda.—A
other MSS. brought from Egypt,’ by A. Stuart paper was read by Mr. F. \Valker ‘ On some In
Glennie, Esq.

PINE ARTS

new species of sedge-Warbler, discovered by Mr.

sects collected by Mr. J. Caldwell in Madagascar.’
Mr. Holdsworth exhibited living examples of

Bsrrisn ARCFLEOLOGICAL ASSOCI.\TION.-—May Triton palmatis, obtained by himself from a. new
13._—-An.nual General Meeting.—Dr. Lee in the locality near Hereford, and made remarks on this
chum-_The Auditors delivered in a report and a and three other species of newts, of which living
bslpnce-sheet of the accounts for the past year, by examples were contained in the Society's collection.
which it appeared that 571l. 6s. 7d. had been —Mr. Leadbeater exhibited castings thrown up
received, and 5151. 17s. 10d. expended, and a by a bee-eater (Merops Peraicus), similar to those
bnlsnceleft in favnurof the Association of 55l. 8s. 9d. produced by the kingﬁshers.—-Dr. J. E. Gray

are commendable in a. high degree-We prefer to
consider Mr. Mason's beautiful picture Catch!
(619) as having a landscape rather than shguro
subject, because, in the _ﬁrst, its ﬁnest qualities are
to be found. A boy, who is watering horses at a.
brook, tosses oranges to some playful girls. The
soft. and broad execution and exquisite feeling for
grey shown in this work should share the specta
tor‘s applause with its ﬁdelity and natural colouring.
—Fs.r less complete in execution than the last, yet
showing great love of nature and promise of power

in landscape art, is Mr. E. Edwards’s Lyn-mouth
Harbour (644), a. glimpse of the beautiful ravine of
the Lynn, having the herbage and foliage a little

Every account against the Association had been pointed out the characters of a. new species of box too whitish for those of North Devon.—-Mr. \V.
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the composition of the picture, is a misty purple this we prefer The Wrecker (468), an old man, who,

Field's Pastoral (401), a rounded knoll seen though
a slight screen of trees, a meadow that is just grow
ing grey with evening mist, while cows troop home
over a stream in front, is bright and vigorous 1n
effect, rich in colour and perfectly true, although
a little hard.
Mr. Anthony’s ancient castle of Lame, we
believe, which he styles “A Relic of the Old Feudal
Time” (645), is one of the most beautiful as it is

bar of cloud. The effectiveness and originality
of this work are not to be denied. This artist
shows like ability in a theme the reverse of the
last, a snow -piece, A Winter Morning (677),
snow upon a level piece of land with trees
behind. The sky is grey and warm with the
colour of a second fall to come. Some water, in the
foreground, is truly painted of a warm colour, as

one of the most poetical and truly artistic land

contrasted with the snow about it.—1n Knowlc

scapes here. Few painters convey so much dignity
and expressiveness in their renderings of natural
themes as we ﬁnd in this. A warm summer evening
embalms an ancient hold, long ago deserted and
ivy-grown ; at its feet is calm water, once a defence,
now an ornament; behind spread soft grey clouds
threatening a shower that will only make the green

Park (486), a study of a. glade between high beech
trees in broad sunlight, by Mr. R. Butler, appears

with his white pony and dog, has come down to

the shore to look for wood drifting from a wreck.
The sea tumbles in angrily upon the shore, and is
spiritedly rendered, holding in its waves a portion of
rigging, a topmast and yard, soon to be cast on the

beach. The best parts of this picture are the ﬁgures
of the drooping pony, patiently standing by his
master's side, and the drenched dog that shivers at
his feet. As to the man, he is nothing else than one
of Mr. Ansdell’s old gamekeepers in another guise.

The-snow piece, by thesame,styled The Rescue, after
but its elevated position makes us uncertain—to be a Storm (404), shows dogs and a shepherd ﬁnding

as carefully as it is evidently broadly painted.—
Mr. G. C. Stanﬁeld’s pictures, of which therearetwo
here, ()berlahmtein (554), and On the Lalm (648),
are solidly painted so far as pigment goes, and, no
ery about the fortress brighter and richer than it doubt, present excellent portraits of the localities;
is, not harm the relic that has done its work. “'0 they lack those qualities of execution which go so
scarcely need commend to the artist the breadth far to make pictures; they want air and breadth as
and vigour of this picture, nor to the ordinary spec well as richness and variety of colour. The last
tator its faithfulness and expresaion,—Mr. W. Lin named suffers least of all Mr. G. C. Stanﬁeld’s
nell’s work has, of late, lacked reﬁnement and the works that we have seen from the shortcomings in
able use of grey that bespeak the innate power of an question.
artist ; in these respects his works will not bear com
Of coast subjects there are remarkably few
parison with those of Mr. Anthony; nevertheless, examples this year. Having described those by
be paints with strength and feeling-see “ O'er the Mr. Hook, Mr. E. \V. Cooke‘s works have pre.
Muir among the Heaiher " (463). Taking quite a eminence by right. Beautiful as is its execution,
diﬂ'erent view of the purposes ofArt from that of the Catalan Bay, on the east side of Gibraltar (415)

simply representative school of landscape-painters, lacks many of the elements of a picture. We
such as Mr. Lee exempliﬁes in his practice, Mr. must not be carried away from the intellectual
Anthony and the three Messrs. Linnell strive to and peculiar purposes of Art, to value, above them,
mean something as well as to paint well, and suc something which is distinct, as we see it to be here.
ceed in both simply because they feel intensely Mr. Cooke's drawing is minute, his colour, to the
the beauty of nature. It is a strange thing to see general scheme attempted, is faithful and always
how differently men look upon nature with a. view pleasant where pleasantness is required. These
to Art; nothing but his eyesight could persuade good qualities will not alone, however, make a
any one that the grass, for example, of the land work of Art, although they may go a long way
scapists we have named is intended to represent towards the production of an instructive painting.
the same natural production as appears in Mr. Lee’s With the geological interest of this picture we have
pictures; it is equally hard to conceive how the nothing to do beyond admiring the ﬁdelity with
latter can, having seen it painted by them, con which each kind of stone is drawn and coloured,
tinue to use the dingy hues he does. How can the manner in which the vast slope of sand, piled
Mr. Creswick, having seen the advantages of Mr. up by the wind, when rushing through a gap in the
Anthony’s exuberant, vigorous and varied treat edge of the cliff, is drawn, as well as the perfect
ment of foliage, less minute than his own, but knowledge of the sand‘s nature, its limited cohesion
more intelligent as it is, continue his mechanical of particles and tendency to slip in shelves, so to
manner of rendering all varieties of foliage by a say, that is so ﬁnely evinced in the outline of the
like dotting touch, all surfaces by one method, and heap and where the underlying rock peeps through
nearly all substances with one tone? His happy the great slide. Such ﬁdelity we trace throughout
feeling for a lovely phase of nature deserves more this picture, and rejoice to learn that the Royal

thoughtful expression. It is not that we should Society has elected Mr. Cooke one of its Fellows

sheep in a drift after a storm. There is a want of
what artists call “ colour" in this picture, not re

deemed by any remarkable delicacy of handling;
the dogs, of course, are best; the general treatment,
especially of the ﬁgures, is heavy. Coming out of
the Mist-Hare Shooting-Glen Spcan (533), is also
by Mr. AnsdelL-Mr. R. Tucker’s Waiting for the
Tide (795), a smack, high and dry upon a stony
beach, with richly'verdured cliffs behind, and the
sea bright in the sunlight of a windy day, is a little
hard-a very little so beyond nature in the phase
represented. We do not think the distance too
bright, but that the foreground, a mass of care
fully-painted stones, lacks breadth of colour and
arrangement. The execution of the sky is not good.
It was rumoured some time ago that Mr. D.
Roberts, attracted by the picturesque effectiveness
and grouping of masses in some of our London
localities, and feeling that ere long their aspect
must be materially changed by the course of
modern improvement, had determined to repre
sent, in an extensive series of pictures, some,
at least, of the scenes which struck him as

worthy of commemoration. Those who were not
aware of Mr. Roberts’s peculiar ideas of the
duty of a painter, expected, naturally enough,
from a man of his reputation, either works of fine
art or pictures of things as they are, and such as
could not but be useful in the future, rejoiced
greatly at this news, and wished some able painter
of the time before the Fire had acted upon the

same idea. “’hat will be the disappointment of
these hopeful persons when they see that the artist,
always indifferent to the actual aspects of the
localities which give name to his sketches-not
only in colour, as we saw when he placed verdurous

Baalbec in a sandy desert, but to the proportions
and relative positions of buildings—has, inthe series
of London themes now at the Academy, so far
departed from the very pretence of truth as to
violate the most obvious laws of perspective by

desire an artist to paint anything he does not feel, on account of his geological attainments.
There is more Art-value in Mr. Cooke's familiar
but that he should represent, at the cost of a
little extra thinking, that which he cannot fail to theme, Dutch Trawler; at Anchor oﬂ' Scheveling drawing the dome of St. Paul’s as if it were part of
see and must own to be beautiful. Let Mr. Cres (‘230), than in the last, because there is motion and an architect's elevation, and not a substantial struc
wick paint ashes, aims and smooth Water for ever, human life in it. The foremost craft has a long ture. A circle, seen in perspective, at any distance,
if he will, but let us have in his treatment of each cable out from the bows to keep her from going must, if not truly level with the eye, be represented
element of a picture the breadth of truth and indi in shore ere the tide has made enough; her loosed by something else than a straight line. How, then,
viduality that are to be found in nature. Trees mainsail is ﬁlled, like a. great bag, with the wind, will posterity wonder at the structure of St. Paul's
cannot be represented by dots alone, however innu and almost touches the sea; over her bows a white as Mr. Roberts paints it, if all the circles of the
merable.—Mr. J. Linnell's Sunset (472), a shallow wave breaks sharply. Scarcely any man has dome appear as straight lines, however wide apart
valley with stacked corn in front and blue high painted the sea so truly or so prosaically as Mr. they are; only one of them, at}most, can, in fact,
lands in the distance, above a swirl of rosy cloud, Cooke does. Here is abundant skill, knowledge of be on a level with the eye. Such workmanship as
is much such a work as he has often produced, and the forms taken by water in given conditions of this, with the peculiarity of the western towers
wind, depth, velocity and tide,—here is colour, a leaning on one side, is to be seen in St. Paul's,
has the common excellencies of his manner.
We have not often seen a landscape so brilliantly little cold, it is true, but thoughtfully varied and from the River Thames, looking West (114). ‘Va
or so artistically painted as Mr. Mignot's Lagoon very learnedly applied,—but the main interest of should care nothing for such mechanical falsiﬁca
of Guayaquil (595), a sunset effect over a vast the work lies in the “ go " of the heavy boat as it tion as this, if the work, or its companion, No.
marsh, whose waters ﬂash in pools as they lie smooth strains at the cable, the swelling sail and the break 134, The Same, looking East, presented anything
and still under a sky that is ﬁlled with coloured ing sea-41. e., the vital incidents the picture con valuable in Art, although failing in topographical
light from the sinking sun. It is easy, with abun tains. The Salute at Sunset, Venice (585), presents importance. It is not too much to say that the
dance of Vermilion and chrome, to paint what may a subject the artist has very often painted. In treat peculiarly picturesque character of the scenes,—the
be styled a sensational sunset; but so to treat the ment of a beautiful phase of nature he has not rough masses of building,—their varied, and, how
subject that the coarse attractions of such works yet produced anything better than this the latest ever dingy, often ﬁne colour,-—the textural charac
shall be left behind, while the beauty, glory, and, example. The painting is heavy; but we must ters of various materials of building,—and, above
above all, the delicate splendour of‘ nature shall be look through that default of Mr. Cooke's, and own all else, that quality of chiarosruro which is ines
pireservsd, is no common achievement. That Mr. the feeling for grandeur shown in treating the timable in such a subject,—are unrepresented in
ignot has been successful in this none will deny great grey dome of the church with such simpli these thoughtless productions-we cannot call
who looks at the manner in which he has treated city, and in the choice of a point of view where it them pictures. If we are to accept Mr. Roberta's
the sky here, its pale gold burnished with in tells so happily with more distant buildings. While ideas of Art as not concerned with local truth of
eﬂiable light and rising in colour above the sun we regret that the sea tends to opacity and painti colour, form or tone, and ignore chiaroscuro alto
until the earth-mists cease to be visible, and ness, and that the sky cannot be looked into as a gether, what becomes of painting? \Vithout these
the eye penetrates into the pure blue of the Turner sky may be, let us be glad to ﬁnd no strained qualities photography will render all we require
zenith that is studded with cirri touched with attempts at effect, but a broad and honest picture. that Art does not afford, and with unchallengeable
rose-colour. Behind the bright haze the evening
Mr. Ansdell has sent a coast scene this year, ﬁdelity, so far as it goes, of its own.
_

band is rising slowly, and, by its shadow, soft which better represents his ability than does the
\Ve may turn now from these strangely-conceived
ening and absorbing the horizon and the hills Spanish road landscape, Going w the Fiesta, Gra productions to another, which, while it represents a
that lie upon it. Across the front, placed to aid nada (430)-a flat and commonplace picture. To part of London with suf‘ﬁcient ﬁdelity to be useful,
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possesses all the Art-qualities in which Mr. Roberts’s character. The Speaker (68), though evidently the this painter executed many fantastics of similar
portrait of a gentleman and intellectual man, is kinds, never any works of importance, but merited
thin and still‘ in execution, lacking strength of high commendation for the fancy and ingenuity of

pictures are so lamentably deﬁcient.—Below the
“line," and where the crinolines scour its surface,
hangs Mr. \Vhistler’s artistic and able picture, The
Last of Old Westminster Bridge (352), a view taken
from the west end of the new structure, looking
over the stump, so to say, of the old one, along
the forest of piles, to the opposite shore. A com
parison of the artistic qualities of this boldly-exe
cuted work with what we have seen in those by Mr.
Roberts will show, if it be needful to do so, where

handling and colour.—-Mr. G. Richmond has

not desirable in oil. The Archbishop of Canterbury
(61) is a little weak, but agreeable. TheE'arl ofllome
(281)is the best portrait Mr. Richmond has this year
contributed; it is pleasant, if rather too smooth
the last fail altogether in Art, and are little else and gentlemanlike.—l\l r. J. P. Knight's Dr. Baly
than misrepresentations of fine themes. One glance (80), although it raises the idea of the sitter wear

at Mr. Whistler’s reading of the softened, warm ing his "best clothes," is painted with power,
grey of a London sky, so feelingly rendered here, feeling and solidity. The purple jacket in the Por
and so beautiful in truth as it is, will satisfy the trait ofa Lady (65) is a little crude, and injures
student that the artist has found something Mr. the flesh of a well-painted and very characteristic
Roberta's black and white and blue give no idea. of. face.—Mr. W. Douglass‘s D. Lang, Esq. (116) has
The streaming motion of the river, as it goes past considerable merit in its execution, and is certainly
the piles, its many and subtly-hued surface, the a good likeness.
Besides Mr. H. T. Wells's miniatures already
atmosphere among the piles, their solidity, so deftly
given without toil, and the aerial beauty of the named, Mr. Thorburn's Second Son of Viscount
removed shore, are such that, if the Hanging Harding: (794) well sustains his reputation in that
Committee had given a moment's thought to them, class of portraiture.—Mr. E. Moira's Miss Haw
would have put this picture where it ought to be, cock (877) is painted with great freshness, character
and beauty.—-So are Miss A. Dixon's Daughters of
in an honourable position.
We need do no more than call attention to Mr. Sir E. 11:11:2(838), and others by the same.

Whistler’s etchings, assuring all lovers of Art that

Of Animal pictures Mr. J. Wolf's Row in the

they deserve noble places, and will reward pains Jangle (769), monkeys tormenting a fearfully irate
taken to obtain a sight of them. No. 941, a dry tiger, is singularly full of character, force and ori
point, styled Weary, a lady resting back in her ginality. His Waplli Deer (631) is beautiful in
chair, has exquisite tone and “colour." Old West textural treatment and drawing.—The Misses
minster Bridge (952) is ruined by its position. It Mutrie send few ﬂower-pieces this year. Miss A. F.
treats air and light with all that mystery of Art Mutrie‘s Azaleas (29) is bright and fresh, but a
which nothing expresses so well as etching or dry little mannered.—l/l'm Ihel (630), by Mr. J. E.
point. Among the ﬁnest works here is The Pool Newton, a group of goblets, &c., is beautiful,
(1003), a view among the shipping and along the solid and brilliant painting; a real work of Art.
There is little artistic design in most of the
shore.--Mr. Gale’s Wailing Place of the Jews at
Jerusalem (403) is decidedly the best picture of its Sculptures at the Royal Academy. The most im
class he has painted. Leaning up against the portant ﬁgures are Mr. J. Durham‘s Africa (1014),
wall in various attitudes—beating its rude surface and America (1073), of the series for the Great
with their hands, some seated, praying, some kneel Exhibition Memorial. These are massive and sym
ing,—are those who have come to weep. The bolical; a little academics-l in style, perhaps, but
effectiveness of this work, its brightness of colour finely conceived and grandly modelled. If we must
ing, together with the apt designs of the figures, have symbolism in our public places—symbolism
mixed up with realities-——let us have ﬁgures like
make it acceptable.
Manliness of execution is, amongst all the ranks these, rather than such Victories as we have in
of portrait-painters, distinguishable in the Scotch ‘Vaterloo Place.—Mr. W. C. Maishall’s Undine
artists’ works. Sir J. W. Gordon, if not fortunate (1012) is ﬂeshy, but without that ﬁnish which
in the features of his sitters, or negligent of their contributes so much to Art in sculpture. The
handsorneness, produces at least intellectual and face is not beautiful.—Mr. E. B. Stephens’s Earl of
characteristic portraits.‘ His A. Bennett, E89. (125) Lonadale (1013) is well designed, but a little stiff
is rather crude and harsh in treatment, but solid in attitude-——Mr. C. B. Birch’s Margarcte (1037)
and valuable in feeling for grey, and well-drawn.-— looking at the casket of jewels, is prettily designed,
R. W. Blenco'wc, Esq. (315), if heavy and deﬁcient but rough, and has a weak face.—Mr. H. S.
in colouring, is manly and large in sentiment.— Leifchild’s Mother of Moses (1038) and Go, and
Mr. D. Macnee’s Lady and Child (64) is well com sin no more (1041) are both ﬁnely conceived, a
posed, stony in colour, and a little ali'ected in little disproportioned and unﬁnished.
grouping, withal academic, but valuable in execu
Mr. A. Munro's Two Lovers, Group in Alumi—
ti0n.—The Scotch manner, with all its excellencies m'um (1080), is too merely pretty to be good in
and faults, is seen in Mr.Macbeth’s Dr. Cunningham Art. Putting aside the untruth of thecreaseless and
(256), which produces a grewsome creature seated skin-like garments of the pair, the Woman’s face is

at a table as in stem judgment, with the “ Insti
tutes”of Calvin before him, a cast-iron portrait.
Our best En lish portrait- painter and miniaturist
is Mr. H. T. ells, whose Mrs. Tippinge (84) has

evidences of taste in design, colour and drawing

his pictures. He was a noble, and gave his produc

adopted the manner of large portraiture, but his tions away to churches and convents. Pino places
execution retains that of the miniaturist he was. him in the front rank with his contemporaries.
He is always spoken of as a follower of Titian. It
The face of Mn. F. Trench (24) shows stippling
seems that the work in question had been covered
with the abominable brown composition erst used
to give “ tone" to pictures, but on removing that,
the signature and date, 1527, appeared. Also, at

Hampton Court, it has been found that an old and.
sadly-disﬁgured picture called a Titian, formerly
hung in one of the gallery's darkest cells, when

put in order, turned out to be a beautiful specimen
of Old Palma, a Virgin and Child, with St. John,
5:0. This is numbered 746.—As to numbering the
pictures in this gallery a stop has been put to a
practice which for stupidity and want ofconsidera
tion for studentscan hardly be surpassed. Erst, it
was usual when a picture was shifted not to shift
the number with it, ‘Le. the number applied to they
space on the wall, not to the work. Consequently,
the remarks of critics or students‘ references were,

—probably to increase the sale of catalogues-—
rendered unavailable in a very short time.

\Ve.

may thank Mr. Redgrave for the improvement.
Any one who goes into the Art Department
Female School of Art at South Kensington, as we
went on Tuesday last, and experiences the miseries
to which the ladies composing it are exposed and.
almost habituated, will join us in a remonstrance

with the authorities of the Department, or with.
the Government, which withholds the means of
accommodating that school; though it is officially
admitted not only to be amongst the most credit
able to its teachers, but really proﬁtable in a com»
mercial point of view. The “ best~paying " drawing

school in London is only half-warmed; the pupils
study in draughts of wind; until the recent
serious diminution in its numbers, it was over
crowded; it is shamefully ill-lighted, and the
ventilating apparatus keeps up a hanging and.
slamming, such as would not be tolerated for

a moment in a private house, much less in a,
public oﬁice. All this is the case, while the House.
of Commons has years ago specially voted money
to accommodate the school in question, but which
money has been diverted to pressing needs of the

Art Department. We repeat, that a private school
would be ruined in a month if its frequenters were

so inconsiderately treated as the ladies are at
South Kensington.
_
The sale of Mr. Egg’s pictures and collection.
took place on Monday last, at Messrs. Christie 5:.
Manson's; the most important items and the.

prices theyfetched were as under:-- Cartoons, Laupce
and his Dog, Peter the Great and Catherine,

40L 15s. (Vokins). Sketches in Oil, a Lady, 411.
(Anderdon),-—A Mother and Child, and Fortune
telling, 47 guineas (Cox),-—Heads of a Negro, an
Algerine, and a Negro Barber, 62L 10s. (Creswick),
unbeautiful. A. S. Gladstone, Esq. (1033), bust, by —Raising the Standard, and the Bedroom at
the same, is, if not elaborate and very sound in Knowle, 53 guineas (W'hite),-The Volunteer,
execution, cleverly conceived as to character, and Maria from ‘Twelfth Night,’ Leicester and Amy
pleasing. One of the artist’s best works.—Mr. J. Robsart, 82L guinea-s (Gilbert). Pictures, by Egg,
Adams’s H. Reed, Esq., bust (1051), is grand and The Toilet, a Lady seated at a Table, and her
simple in treatment.—-Mr. W. Theed’s Hallam, Maid, Candlelight, 50 guineas (Gilbert),-—A Gll‘l
bust (1054), has a weak, set smile that is anything Writing, 52 guineas (Cox),—-Italian Peasants
but estimable.—Mr. T. W'oolner’s bust of Arch seated in a Portico, 41 guineas (\V. H. \Vells),—

that surpass anything of the kind in the rooms.
The accessories in this admirable work are painted
with great breadth and felicity. The same artist's
miniatures, Mrs. T. J. Blake (799) and Alice (869), deacon Hare (1141) is sound, careful and bold.—
are in delicacy, grace, and completeness worthy Mr. H. H. Armstead’s bronze Medallions (1091
of the English School of miniature-painting.—'l‘he and 1093) are splendid examples of good work
mannered dexterity of Mr. J. Sent-—albeit he has manship, very characteristic and expressive.
painted works superior to any new here-shows
unfortunately beside the artistic execution of Mr.
FINE-ART Gossm-A highly-interesting dis
Wells. What can be ﬂatter in handling or more covery has recently been made by Mr. Red
vapid in sentiment than Mr. Sant’s Portraits (16)? grave, at Hampton Court, to the effect that
The flesh in Miss Jona's Portrait (113) is almost one of the pictures formerly attributed to Pot»
sam ler-like, so dull, paiuty, and weak is it. The denone, a Virgin and Child, with two ﬁgures
C ' ren of H. S. Thornton, Esq. (385) are hardly in adoration, life-size, half-ﬁgures, is really the
more fortunate; while the head and bust of a lady, work of an artist whose works are extremely rare
Taking Notes (727), shown with an aﬁ‘ectation of in this country, Girolamo Savoldo, of Brescia,
earnestness, painfully like trick, in her ﬁxed eyes, styled by Ridolﬁ, G. Bresciano. Vasari (‘ Lombard
is, notwithstanding its unusually solid treatment, Artists’) names him Giangirolamo, and says that in
equally meretricious.
the house of the Mint at Milan were four pictures
Miss Grant, painted in 1856 (6), by Mr. F. Grant, by him, representing conﬂagratious and night
compared with recent works here, shows a sounder pieces: in that of Tommaso da Empoli a Nativity,
style, more grace and truth, as well as feeling for also night, “which is very beautiful.” He adds,

The Siesta, 23 guineas (Flatow),-The Leisure
Hour, 40 guineas (Gilbert),—The Crochet Lesson,
1862, 94 guineas (Cox),_—Travelling Companions,
railway carriage, landscape seen through the win
dow, 1862, 330 guineas (Cox),-—“ Past and Pre

sent,” the triptych seen at the International Exh1~
bition, 346l. 10a. (Agnew),—-An
rine Girl
playing a Guitar, 1863, S0 guineas (Cox). Pictures
by other Artists, Mr. J. Phillip, Sketch of ‘ Teach
ing the Scotch Catechism,’ 27 guineas (Flatow),
——Miss Mutrie, A Flower Piece, 55 guineas
(Grundy),-Mr. W. P. Frith, Scene from ‘Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomlne,’ ﬁnished sketch (Cox),

the same, Coming of Age in the Olden Time,
ﬁnished sketch, 185 guineas(\Vl1ite),—-Mr. P. R
Morris, Voices from the Sea, 105l.,—Mr. H. ‘Val
lis, Death of Chatterton, the celebrated picture,
engraved, the subject of various important actions
against infringers of copyright, seen at the Art
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Treasures Exhibition, 775
(Agnew), cost
200l.,—Mr. Holman Hunt, Claudio and Isabella,
cost, in 1859, 180l., exhibited at the Academy in

1853, 610 guineas (Agnew). The whole collection
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MR. DEACON‘S THIRD and LAST SEANCE of CLASSICAL
MUSIC will take place on PR] DAY, June 19 (instead or Juno 8.

comp0sers—Bull, Purcell, Kelway, Pinto (our most

us before announced), at 1B, Grosvsnor Street [by
scion of
M curs. Collard), commenci
at Three o'clock. Instrumentallsis:
MM. Balaton Pollitser, \ ebb Pests, and Deacon-On this
occasion Mr. beacon has _the pleasure to state that he will

promising of instrumental writers), Messrs. C.

also have the valuable assistance of Mdlle. Parepa and Madame

‘realized upwards of 4,0001.
The following is a list of pictures that were sold at

Messrs. Christie k Manson’s, on Saturday last,
with the price each item obtained :—Drawings, J.
11. \V. Turner, Plymouth Sound, engraved,

689

haintou~Dolby.—Pamily Tickets to admit Three One Guinea ;
Sin is Tickets, Hslf-a- iuinea- to be had of Mr. 'B. W. Ollirer,
19 id Bond Street; or of Mr. ‘Deacon, TI, Wclbcck Street, Caven
diih Square, W.

Rorsr. ITALIAN Oriana-The crowd was bril

Potter, Bennett, \Vallace, and Bache, of Birming
ham,—-another young man summoned hence, not,
however, before he had given indications of new

fancy and genius, which might have carried him
far among the composers of the day. The rest of
the concert was made up of an agreeable and
piquant Serenade by M. Gouvy,—of a Romance
by M. Silas,—and of the “ Spinnerlied” from Herr
Wagner-‘s ‘ Flying Dutchman,’ by much the most

122 guineas (V okins),—Mr. F. Tayler, Figures in
Conversation and a Dog, The Return from Hawk~

liant at ‘Don Giovanni’ on Thursday week.

and ﬁgures, 101 gs. (Croft),—Mdlle. R. Bonhcur,
Cabinet Landscape, cow and calf in the foreground,
cattle in the distance, 1863, 145 gs. (E. F. \Vhite),

ﬁrst-rate. A Donna Anna is not found in Mdlle. spoken),—and a suite of pieces by Herr Bargiel,
Fricci ;—we do not indorse the popular admiration a composer who is rising into notice in Germany.

Goodall, 101 gs. (E. F. White), —A. Solomon,
Ball-room in the Year 1700, 1847, 4201. (Gilbert),

trast with the redundance, without exaggeration,
of both in the Masetto of Signor Ronconi. The

of any instrumental solo. Are the directors un

of London, 1789, engraved, 105i. (‘Vallis),—-T.
Gainsborough, A Grand Landscape, at the edge of
a wood, with a woman and child in a cart on a
.hilly road, &c., 357i. (Thomas),--G. Morland,
Landscape, edge of a wood, gipsy family, round a
blazing ﬁre, donkey and dog, 1792, 125 gs. (Cox),
—The Black-Bull Picture, a small landscape, with
gipsies, The “’oodman's Return, Female Peasant,
and Snow Scene, 150 gs. (Smith and others), —
Repose, 129 gs. (E. Bocquet),-Woodland Scene,
140 gs. (Wilson),—-J~ Constable, The Glebe Farm,
8191. (Martin).

burnt for heresy in the cause of Mozart's intentions
and of good vocal execution generally, it must be
represented that Mdlle. Patti’s Zcrlina is too
staccato, its melodies too much broken and tor
mentedwith over-accent-musically, too unﬁnished
entirely to content those who cannot forget Sontag,

of giving second-rate, parsimonious concerts, little

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

began her career only a few years ago in London
concerts, it was to be felt by every one who heard
her that experience only was wanting to her entire
success. A singer so accomplished, both vocally and
musically, had not made a ﬁrst ap arance since
the coming out of Mdlle. Artots preceptress,

There were the usual means. The performance was
ing, and Highland Home, 140 gs. (Vokins),-Mr. as fine a one as could be expected under the cir graceful and original of Herr Wagner‘s melodies
Stanﬁeld, Fort Rouge, Boat in a Breeze off cumstances, where so much rapid preparation of that is known to us, wrought into a capital display
Brighton, Isola. Bella, Lago Maggiore, 206 gs. novelty must preclude close rehearsal of known piece of the delicate kind by Dr. Liszt, —Herr
(Vokins),—C. Fielding, A Landscape, with cattle works, and where all the principal artists are not Hiller‘s ‘ Zur Guitarre’ (of which we have already

of Lcporello by Herr Formes, feeling its want of
The “ command " concert of the Philharmonic
—W. Collins, ‘View on the Sands, ﬁgures by W. real dramatic vitality and humour doubled by con Society, on Monday, was noticeable in the absence

aware of the presence in London of some half-a
—Mr. T. S. Cooper, Canterbury Meadows, eight Donna Elvira of Madame Rudersdorii‘ is too bois dozen artists ﬁt to appear before the young royal
cows near a stream, 3201. 5:. (Langton),-Si.r J. terously shrewish ; cleverly and completely expressed lady, who obviously takes a real and cordial interest
Reynolds, Portrait of Sir . Esdaile, Lord Mayor as is the music by her. Then, at the risk of our being in music? If not, they stand amenable to the charge

MUSICAL UNION-TUESDAY May 28. Half-post Three.
Quartett, 0 minor, Beethoven; Ducit, B ﬂat. Piano and Violon
cello. Mendelssohn. Quiniett. C minor, Piano, two Violins. Viola
—and Violoncello. Sriohn-Vocal Music and Piano Solon-Artists:

Japhn lﬁrst timc'. tics Webb and Pistti. Pianist Joell (last time
this msoni.-Tickcts, Haifa-Guinea each; to be had of Cramcrd',
60.; Chap ll & (50.: Ollivier & (7a.; Austin; at the Hall; and
Ashdown I‘srry. 18, Hanover Square.
J. ELLA, Director.

8. THALBERG‘S FIRST MATINEE, MONDAY NEXT, May
"ii-S. Thulbc ‘a remaining lilutinées and appearances in London
this season, vi 1 take place at the Hanover Square Rooms on
Monday, June 1, June 8, and June 15 to commence at Half-gut
Two o'e och-Stall Subscriptions. 8 (luineas: Family Ticks . to
admit four lStnlis‘, 3 Guineas; Stall Tickets, 210.; Unrcscrved
Seats. 100. 64.‘, to be had at the princi 1 Libraries: Austin's, St.
J umcs‘s Hall; and of Mr. Fish, at t c Hanover Square Rooms,

where the Plan of the Seats may be seen.
MRS. JOHN MACFA RREN‘S ENTERTAINMENT “ A
MORNING at the PIANOFORTE." on THURSDAY NEXT, at
Three. in ST. JAMES'S HALL. when she will read and illustrate
a new Lecture on "MUSIC and MUSICIANS," by (i. A. Mac
farnen. Vocalist. Miss Banks.—Tickets,3s.; Stalls, 7a.; at Austin's
‘.l‘ickct Oihcc.

11R. HAROLD THOMAS'S MATINEE MUSICALE Willis‘!
‘Rooms, May 30. Three o'clock-Artistes: Pare
Lnsoclles.Julcs
Lciort. Sainton. Piattl, Balsir Chatterton, Jo n Thomas Benc
dict, Blumcnthal. Cusins, Ensel. Lindsay Sloper, and llarold
Thomas.—$inslc Tickets, Half-n-Guinca; to admit Three, One
Guinea : ntthe principal Music Shops; and oﬂir. Harold'l‘homos,
s7, Maddox Street. W.

HANOVER SQUARE RO0MS.—At the SECOND MORNING
CONCERT to be no to the Subscribers of Error & Co.'s Musical
Library. on TUE DAY, June 1. at Three o'clock. The followin
‘New Compositions will be performed: l’ianoforic Quartett,_8tich ;
Violin Quartettﬁ'olckmann. Plnnoforte Solos: Chant des birC-nes,
O'Leary: Bpinncrlicd. Liszt; Solo Violoncello, Romance Volck
mnnn. Songs: ‘A Poet‘s Love and Devotion. Schumann- ‘Do
not in Beauty thus appear,’ Nicolai ; ‘Mary of the Oherland,‘
Dessaucr; 'Somebrg,‘ Agnes Zimmermann; Duett, Contralto
iui/i Baritone: “
ner, thy Tree um I_." Schumann. Instru
rncntalists: Messrs. Psucr, ﬁainton. Bios Webb _snd Paqus.
Vocalists: Miss Robcrtine Henderson, Mdlle. Elvira Behrens,
and Mr. Lnusmers. Conductors: Messrs. Frank liorl and Eyers.
All Tickets retained at the First Concert are available-Pm
mmmcs at Ewcr it Co.‘s Musical Library. 87, Regent Street.

days assemble, at one meeting, three such solo
artists as Mendelssohn, M. de Beriot and Madame
Cinti-Damoreaul Year by year is the decay of

or Madame Persiani, or Bosio, whose popularity a society established for generous purposes of Art
the lady seems for the hour to have succeeded.
M. Faure‘s Don Giovanni has improved; he is a
modest, earnest, real artist, and as such cannot fail

to improve.
Hes M.\Jnsrr‘s Tens-r RE.~—-When Mdlle. Artot

._._.

worthy of the patronage accorded to them. What
has become of the spirit which could in former

more and more wilfully paraded.

Besides the above concerts, the “ Derby” week
has yielded to the public the ninth harp concert
of Mr. Apiommcr, and performances of chamber
music by Miss Emma Busby and Mr. Deacon.

HAYMARKET. — Expectation has been lately
excited in regard to a new play by Lady Dufferin
(now Countess of Giﬁ‘ord) previous to its represen
tation, which took place on Saturday. As the
granddaughter of Sheridan, it was assumed that
Madame Viardot. Since then stage practice and something of the spirit of ‘The School for Scandal’
success have done their work, and the lady, as was might be found in the dialogue of a play proceeding
er
proved by her admirable performance in ‘La Figlia from her pen. These hopes were not alt
del Reggimento’ on Tuesday, is now something unreasonable, nor were they entirely disappointed.
like the best operatic artist before the public ;—with The title of the new drama well indicates its plot
a voice excellently in tune, of suﬂiciently pleasing and urpose. It is ‘ Finesse; or, Spy and Counter

quality, and thoroughly trained. Mdlle. Artot’s Spy. The ﬁrst refers to the character of a French
acting, too, is good; lively, without the slightest man, supported by Mr. Wigan in his very best and
grimace or impertinence,—there is youth in it, but most careful style, and who passes under the name
' on of Mes
no crudeness nor incompleteness. In brief, nothing of Dr. Bertrand, physician to the
could be more enthusiastic than her reception, and sina. This worthy knowing that the political agents
of
Ferdinand,
on
the
eve
of
the
Sicilian
Revolution
never was praise better merited. She is one of the
few to be watched and listened for, and to be of 1811, were waiting for the arrivai of a spy, con
spoken of not after, but with Madame Lind and I trives to send to them a substitute of his own, in
Sontag, whose performances in Donizetti's prettiest order to gain possession of certain documents. For
comic opera must have been felt to render the essay the performance of this perilous duty, he unknow

of a younger artist in the character of Maria ingly selects his own son, Jules d'A rtigny (Mr. W.
Farren), whom he supposes to be dead, but who
hazardous, to say the least of it.
had escaped from the dcserter’s doom, and now

Concrs'rs or run Warm-Mr. Halle‘s Recitals. ﬁnds himself in contact with his father, who, full of
--Mr. Halle has a sure place in England—such as his own devices, fails to recognize his identity. The
can be won here only by an instrumentalist under young man succeeds in deceiving Ferdiuand's
conditions of remarkable accomplishment and pro agents, who have already mistaken one John Pop
gress. Londoners may well be glad that, after two plcton, an amateur sailor (lirIr. Buckstone), for the
years of exclusive devotion to Beethoven’s Sonatas, man they were expecting, and whose blunders and
for his own series of concerts this season, he has escapades constitute the comic action of the piece.

recourse to the general library of classical music, This worthy drops his pocket-book, which Jules

icks up, and, extracting the passport, uses it and
and not to one particular shelf of it. Yesterday
c of his mission.
week, we had Beethoven’s Sonata in a, No. 2, goppleton‘s name for the pn
Op. 2 (a work which breaks down every classifying As the latter soon drinks himself into insensi
theory of manners and styles, being, in some bility, Jules has time enough to accomplish his
features, as boldly new as its writer's last Piano plans. He has been introduced into the house of
forte S4mata),—a Partita in B minor, by Bach,— Baron Freilenharaen- (Mr. Chippendale) in a mum
MR. WALTER MACFARREN'B MORNING C ‘I
of Mozart's Trumpet Sonata, Op. 2l,—-Weber's Solo my-case which the Baron supposes to contain
Pnisoron'rn MUSlC Hanover Square 1......‘3:
“up: abuts nuiyqntitiiw kgnggrsopw, prams Painters-Dolby. M. Sonata in 0, Op. 24, the performance of which the body of a. felon recently executed, whom
he hopes to recover by the administration of an
.‘n n 10:.
. ‘I nor
in
an Street,
r. PLW.
a ter Mada mn' - Banned could not be surpassed for sentiment, lustre of exe
Seats,
—1, Osnabnrgh
cution, charm of tone and unfaltering power,—two elixir which he entrusts to Dr. Bertrand. Jules,
“ Moments Musicales" by Schubert, the second released from his temporary place of conﬁnement,
WELSH MORNING
NATIONALCOh'CEltT,
MUSIC-United
Choirs.—Bnnd
o
llama-A
to be given
by Mr. Joli?‘f
a quaint Hongroise in F ininor,—Mendelssohn‘s makes his escape by the window; and Poppleton,
THOMAS (Pcncerdd Gw'alin‘. at the HANOVER. SQUARE
ROOMS, on HATURDAX, June 13. at Three c‘clock. with the
“Caprice” in E, Op. 33, this also played to per by the aid of the rope-ladder he had leﬂz, enters
assistance of the Members of the Vocal Association the its nl
fection,—lastly, two specimens by Chopin. Better the Baron’s apartment, and, still suffering under
Academy of Music. kc.—\ocnlists: Mills Edith \Vynnc 1 ms
‘gymnn, Madame Sainton-Dolbr, Mr.\\'ilbyc Coo
. Mr. Lewis
the fumes of wine, falls asleep on the sofa. Here
omns. l-lsrpists: _M_\'. J. Iislsir Chattertun ( 1\ lat to the relished the best of music and the best of playing
could not be than they were by the large audience he is found by the Baron, who concludes that he is
neon‘, Mr. T. ii. “right Mr. J. Cheshire, Mr. Jo n Thomas
( 'uncerdd Gwalmi, ‘to. further particulars will be duly an.
the resuscitated felon, and a scene of lquivoquc
assembled.
nounccdaq'iola ls'talls, 1h.‘ Tickets. Hnli-a-Guinca: to be had of
thc Musics-lien; at tho i-lanover Square Rooms; and of Mr.
Herr Pazwr‘s Historical Perfmvnances.—Half ensues, which is certainly amusing. Ultimately, the
MR. CUSINS'S GRAND EVENING CONCERT, at 8T.

‘TAMI-283 HALL, FRIDAY. June 5, at Eight o'cloclr.—Artistes:
Pnrepa, Sirns Reeves, Messent. and Santlsy, thc Orpheus Glee
Union. Pistti. Buziau, Bulsir Chattcrton. John Thomas, ilarold
Thomas. and Cusins Full Orchestra. and Chorus. Conductors,
Prof. btcrndals Bennett and Mr. Cn_sins.—'l‘ickets. 10c. 611.. 50.. 3s.
'
‘z and at
:5:di.tAii'N.
Natasha! plroc‘gvps, Pi ccadilly,- all Musicscllcrs

John Thomas, 109, Great Portland Street, W.

of the ﬁfth of these concerts was devoted to English l Baron induces him to retire to rest in an inner
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apartment. By this time Ferdinand’s agents have
discovered their error, and enter with their guard
to arrest Jules, and Dr. Bertrand, who has been
made acquainted that the latter is his son, is
greatly excited by his supposed danger. In his
frenzy he seizes a sword, and deﬁes the military to
prosecute their search. The situation is a ﬁne one,
and very pathetic; but, from an error in the con
struction ofthe piece, is deprived of its due force. The
audience, of course, know that it is Poppleton and
not D‘Artigny who is in danger. When the youth is
brought forth, the doctor favours the mistake; but
in vain, for Jules soon enters, and under circum
stances which admit of no more ﬁnesse. The rule
of Ferdinand is ended, and Jules bears the order
for the arrest of the conspirators, who are taken

into custody by the very guards which they had
brought for his own. The tablesarethus completely
turned, and the perplexities of the action brought
to a prosperous issue. Besides the characters which
we have named, and which are all admirably sup
ported, there are the Baroness of Freitalllarsm,
who is jealous of her husband whose scientiﬁc
pursuits she cannot understand, and her domestic
Bobbin, who dreads foreigners, and supports her
opinions by anecdotes taken from her own family

next. By accident, the ﬁrst appearance of Herr
Japha at the Popular Concerts was announced for

Messrs. SEELEY, JACKSON &

last, in place of next Monday.
Mr. Henry Leslie‘s ‘ Holyrood' will, we hear, be

HALLIDAY

given at the Norwich Festival.
Mr. Harold Thomas’s
express recommendation
travel out of the beaten
sohn's Fantasia, Op. 28,

coming concert deserves
because of his desire to
track. Besides Mendels
a work little played, he

ARE NOW PUBLISHING:
1'

PARSON and PEOPLE; or, Incidents in

promises the charming Pianoforte Trio by M.

the Eve ~du Life of a Ole

Auber, introduced last year at one of M. Sainton‘s
Soirées,—-a new composition by Dr. Bennett,—and
the notturno for two voices from the ‘Beatrice

84. 6d. cloth.

SPOO)

R,

.A., Vicar of

man. By the Rev. EDWARD
sstcn.

Crown svo. Frontispises,

[Just randy.
IL

LESSONS of LOVE; or, Aunt Bcrtha's

and Benedict’ of M. Berlioz.—We are told that

Visit to the Elms. B

Mr. Cusins will repeat his Serenade at his beneﬁt
concert, and also cause to be performed two
“Numbers" from Herr \Vagner's ‘ Lohengrin.’

EMMA MARSHALL. In crown Bro.

Frcntlspisce, 8|. 6d. 0 0th.
Ill.

The appearance at the Royal Italian Opera of A Third Edition of the SPTRIT in the
WORD: Futslgathered from s Thirty Years’ Ministry. By
the Rev. W. W LDON CHAMPNEYN 3A., Canon of St.
Paul's, and View of St. Psncras. In crown 8m. 3|. 6d. cloth.

Mdlle. Demi as Em'khetta, in M. Flotow’s ‘Martha,’

this day week was without importance; Madame
Fioretti will replace her this evening. ‘ Le Pro
phete’ is announced for Monday next.

'

IV.

SUNDAY ECHOES in “’EEK-DAY

The next oratorio given by the Sacred Harmonic
Society is to be ‘ The Creation.’

HOURS. By Mrs. CAREY BROCK. with a Prehce by the
Lord Bishop of WINCHESTER. Crown Eve. 6:. cloth.

Birmingham papers announce that Mr. F.
Howell’s new oratorio, ‘ Captivity,‘ will be repeated

Y

history. These had full justice done to them by on Whit-Tuesda , with Mesdames Lemmens A Second Edition of The GOSPEL in
ura Baxter, Messrs. Tennant
MADAGASCAR: A Sketch of Christian Missions ‘in that
Mrs. \Vilkins and Mrs. Wigan. The play was fre Sherrington and
Island. with Plates. as. at. cloth.
[In a/sw dual.
quently applauded, and its success ultimately and Weiss as principal singers, and a band and
attested by the enthusiasm of the audience. The chorus of three hundred performers.
La Presse of Paris states that M. Gounod is at
house was crowded.
work on ﬁve acts taken from ‘ Mierio,’ “ a charm~

VT

The Eighth Thousand of HELEN FLEET

N EW ADELPHI. —- Mr. Benjamin Webster has ing poem (says the journalist) which Theocritus or
Virgil might have dictated to Frédéric Mistral, in
Wooden SPOOﬂ-Illakﬂ‘. Thepiece hasbeen written by the old Troubadour language." The poem, its
Messrs. \V. Brough 6L Halliday; but the plot is subject and its author are alike, we fancy, unknown

WOOD; a Tﬂe of the Factories. By CHARLOTTE ELIZA
BETH.

achieved success in anothercharacter-part, called the

In leap. svo. Frontisplcce, is. cloth.
I!

The KINGDOM ind the PEOPLE.

too simple for detail. It merely proceeds upon the on this side of the Channel.
old expedient of substituting one child for another,
The Allgmwine Musiluzliscllc Zez'tzmgis barren of
so that father and daughter are brought into interest. Tourists are reminded by it that the
mysterious sympathy, while ignorant of their Middle Rhine Musical Festival is to be held at

Illustrations of the Parables of Our Lord.

With a Preface by

Rev. E. GABBETT, )LA. in crown Bvo. 3s. 6d. cloth.
Vill

relationship. Mr. Webster made the most both of Darmstadt on the 16th of August, and following A Third Edition of RAGGED LIFE in_
EGYPT. By His: M. L. WHATELY. In drown Svo. Six
the character and the situation.
days-Handel's ‘Joshua’ was recently given at
Engraving; 3s. 6d. sloth.
Sr. JAMES'S.-—-Mi88 Marie Wilton appears in a
new part here, in a piece called ‘ The Little Senti

nel,’ which depends entirely on the acting, and

Hamburg by the Riihl Society.-The text to the
faéry opera which Herr Offenbach is writing for
Vienna will be arranged in German by Baron A.

l!

The CHILDREN of LONG AGO.

By

receives much of its force from her excellent treat von \Volzogen, whose Memoirs of Madame Schriider
the Author of ' Words for Women.‘ In square lﬁmc. Twelve
Engraving. 2s. 0d. cloth.
ment of the very slight materials of which it is Devrient, we may here say, may possibly ere long
appear
in
an
English
dress.
composed. It is the production of Mr. T. J.
X.
Among the Paris news of the week the only item
Williams, to whom the stage is indebted for many
HORJE
APOCALYPTICIE.
By the
having
any
importance
is
the
death
of
M.
Prudent,
similar triﬂes.
Rev. E. B. ELLIOTT, LA. The Fifth Edition,‘Revis¢d,
the well~kn0wn pianist, some of whose show~pieces

LIL'SIGAL AND DRAMATIC Goss1r.—Mr. Maple
son is said, by Rumour, to have invited Madame
Viardot to come hither for some performances of
‘ Orfeo.’ Every one capable of admiring the greatest
masterpiece of Art which the stage has seen since
the days of Madame Pasta, and of making acquaint
ance with one of the ﬁve noblest operas in being,
may well wish the news to be true, and that the
great artist may accede. Those to whom Gluck's
opera is only known by Madame Czillag’s unpolished
and heavy imitation ofa greater artist may be satis
ﬁed that a pleasure and a. surprise are in store for
them (supposing the plan wrought out) such as occur
very rarely in the lives of play-goers.

Corrected and Enlarged, with as Illustrations. In 4 vols. svc.
price 2|. 16a. in cloth.
0! this Edition the Author writes-=1‘ Rmnllnn it as my ﬁnal
revision, 1 have made it we ' carefully; adding whmrcrl thought
addition desirable: im‘pro us the argument where such improve
ment seemed tohe nee ed, and correct!
on one or two points
where mature reﬂection in the course 0 the last ten years had
convinced me of the proprlet of such correction.”

and arrangements of operatic music have had a
certain currency in alternation with those of Dr.
Liszt and M. Thalberg.
_______—___—---—
MISCHLLANEA

of the general argument t 0 late Sir James Stephen wrote:-—

Schillcr's ‘Robbers/—Will you kindly allow me to
mention a matter of some interest to students of
German literature, which some one among your
distinguished German Correspondents may be able

i

"That in hisjudgrncnt if the proof of design RHDIIJIIIOUC of the
coincidences there (need between the prophecy and historv were
.
.
-\
deemed lnsuﬁicicnt, nll idea of proof from circumstantial
c\1dcnoe
must he laid aside.‘

And the Times remarked. Nov. 3. 1859 that" The ‘ Hora" of
Mr. Elliott docs credit to the theology of the age."

to clear up. In Section 15 of Schiller’s essay, ‘On
XI.
the connexion of Man’s Animal Nature with his
Spiritual Nature,’ a certain passage is illustrated CRAGSTONE COTTAGE; or, Life in
by the quotation of part of the ﬁrst scene of the

ﬁfth act of ‘The Robbers.' Some triﬂing verbal

the Country. By the Author of ‘ Iu~docr Plants ' ' Birds and.
Flowers,’ to. In small Svo. frontispiece, 3s. 6d. cloth.

The ‘Kyrie’ and ‘ Gloria’ of Signor Roberti’s differences between this quotation and the text of
Xll.
the play would be hardly worth noticing, were it The WHITE HOUSE at ST.-REAL: a
reference in English,
are (so far as can be judged from following the not for the following
Talc for Schoolhoys. Translated from the French of Madame
E. DE PRESSEASE. 1n crown Bvo. rrontlspiecmas. mL cloth.
performance of it at the Brompton Oratory) fairly given in the essay to indicate-at least apparently

Mass, mentioned in the A llhena’um a fortnight since,

satisfactory-written, at all events, in a sober, if —the work from which the quotation has been
not severe, style; and without a touch of the new taken, ‘ Life of Moor: Tragedy,’ by Krake, act v,
Italian Opera effects which during late years have sc. 1.’ The order of act and scene coincides with
made such woful havoc of Roman Church-music. ‘ The Robbers.‘ The solution of the diﬂiculty which
In the ‘ Credo,’ the setting of the verse ‘ Et incar suggests itself to me is, that, as the essay was read
natus’ pleased us best, as being tuneable and by Schiller before the Duke of Wurtemberg in
expressive, if not representing the mystery of 1780, Schiller, having to account for the origin of

Faith in all its depths. No Service-music, when the quotation, and not wishing to confess that he
heard as part of a service, can be reviewed with

“ A very excellent translation of a work which has obtained the
widest renown on the Contincnt.“-Daily News
XIII.

'PERILS among the HEATHEU;
Incidents of Missionary Life.

with 0 Preface by the Ber. J.

RIDGEWAY. LLA. Second Edition. In orown Evo. 6 Lnsrsv
iHEH. 5s. cloth.
“ Such n work as the present is welcome. It emhnwes the
touching incidents of the ex misuse of many who counted not
their lives deur that they mig t testify the Gospel. ‘—Aﬂwmran.

had composed or was engaged in the composition

.any certainty, or indeed propriety, seeing that it is of ‘ The Robbers,’ invented and used this reference
merely an appendage to a. rite. When it is sepa for the purpose of concealing his authorship of the
rated from the ceremonies of altar, choir and pulpit, play. This is, however, a mere guess of mine.
from incense rising, from holy tapers moving hither The marginal reference as it now stands is very
and thither, from costumes and crossings and genu puzzling, and it would be desirable to have its

liex1ons—even should it be competently rendered meaning explained on good authority. The edition

XIV.

A Second Edition, small Svc. 3s. 6d. cloth, 0!

MARGARET \VARNER; or, the Young
Wife at the Farm. By the Author of ‘ Nursery Inﬂuence.‘
" This is a charming little book. wrlttcu with Fri-.1]. elegance and
spirit. The storv is spnplr and natural. recommending the lending
principles of Clu'isunnlty by a beautiful clhibitiuu of them in
action. The whole book is generally valuable,” every part is
‘ su gas-tire of something calcu mod to make the reader both wiser

in the church, which in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred is impossible-then, and not till then, can
its _value as a work of Art, and not of association,

of Sohiller’s works, in which I found it, is the one
l anld bstterT-Chruhan Observer.
published by Gotta in 1847.
J nuns Lax.

be justly ascertained.
M. Thalberg’s Matimfcs will begin on Monday I

To Consnsrosnmis-lhﬁlh-H.
R. J.—receivcd.

W.—J. H. P.

, SnsLsr, JACKSON & HALLIDAY, 54, Fleet-street.
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that their passports were demanded. It will be most practised climber, and intrude themselves so
remembered that it was stipulated by the high menacingly into the upper world that one almost
LITERATURE
contracting parties that the treaty of Tien-tsin expects to see them thronged by rebellious Titans
should be made known throu bout the Chinese aspiring to make war with Heaven. In every stone
Travels on Horseback in Mantchu Tartary: Empire, but during the who e of this part of of that rampart embankment that embraces with
being a Summer‘: Ride b and the Great Wall their journey our travellers found the pee la in ‘ a petrous girdle the conﬁnes of far-01f Cathay, there
of China. By George F cming, Esq. With ha py ignorance of any such treaty, an the is a tale of toil and fatigue such as, perhaps, the
Map and Illustrations. (Hurst & Blackett.) rig t it gave to our countrymen to travel under modern world never knew, silently told in the com’
one thousand two hundred and ﬁfty miles
BY the ninth article of the Treaty of Tien~tsin, the protection of a British passport. The legal puted
of the country, from east to west, over which it
right was granted to British subjects to travel instrument they had fortiﬁed themselves with I wanders. Surely the king and the people who lived
freely in any part of the Chinese Empire, and would therefore have been perfectly useless, and a little more than two thousand years ago, who
amongst those who availed themselves of that would probably have prevented their enetrat- ‘ have left their memories and their autographs
boon were Messrs. Fleming and Michie, the ing any distance beyond the Great \Va. ,if they written in such a bold hand over such a great tract
former an ofiicer, in 1861, stationed at Tien had not adopted the precaution of taking with of the world's uneven surface, and who have sub
tsin, the latter a merchant, resident at Shan hai. them a more formidable looking document mitted to the scrutiny and criticism of innumerable
Their ambition was to travel on horseback rom than that issued by the British Consulate, and generations such an astounding trophy of human.
Tien-tsin to the birthplace of the Mantchu supplied to them by one of the Imperial Corn industry and patience, were very different men to
dynasty beyond the Great Wall of China; missioners at Tien-tsin. ‘Vhen the Mandarins ‘ those of the present day, and had very much higher
and this
they ogiijlect
tiﬁed
to so
the
fullest
extent. and police oiiicials saw this paper, they became incentives to the achievement of greatness and the
Their
rincipal
is not
clearly
explained.
maintenance of national independence, than the
more civil, and allowed them to stay for the
fratricides and blnsphemous robbers of
Mr. F eming, the historian of the journey, hints night at an inn of the town, from which they apathetic
1861 !"
at the prosecution of scientiﬁc labours, and were about to be ejected. But suspicion once
Mr. Fleming had found the ascent compara
once he climbs a mountain with compass, aroused was diﬁicult to allay. Close to the
barometer and thermometer, but on descending town, but be end the boundary of the Great tively easy, but on descending he lost his way,
loses his way, and we hear no more of these Wall, was a high mountain, from which they and suffered so fearfully from heat, hunger and
instruments nor of the results obtained by hoped'to obtain a good bird's-eye view of the thirst, that he became perfectly insensible, and
means of them. Mr. Michie is supposed to adjacent country and the Great Wall. But was only saved from sunstroke by falling ex
hausted
cool
grotto.
Perhaps
little too
have an eye to business, and very likely on mentioning their degire to ascend it’ they l much
is into
madea of
this,
the only
real aadventure
gathered some valuable information during his were plainly refused; nevertheless, the next
Journey. But we are left in considerable doubt morning they made their way thither, and, in the book, by working it up into a regular
on that point also, and we shall probably not though politely stopped by the guard at the sensation scene. Suﬁice it to add, that he ulti
much wrong our travellers by assuming the gates, and warned that during so hot at day, and mately reached the valley in safety, quite
excitement expected from a ride through a without any path leading to the summit, it knocked up and without boots or hat, nearly
comparatively unknown country to have been would be dangerous to attempt the ascent, our frightening some ﬁeld labourers out of their
their principal object, while scientiﬁc and com travellers ventured upon it. Mr. Michie had to . wits by his sudden appearance amongst them
mercial considerations held only a secondary give in ere the climbing on foot commenced; ' in the character, as the thought, of the genius
place in their plan of o erations. Our travellers while Mr. Flemin , though once more warned of the mountain. All t ings having been made
could induce only one ‘hinaman, a groom, and by the Chinese 0 cials, pushed on, and safely leasant again, the two travellers pushed on
native of the northern rovinces, to accompany reached the top, where he found an old ruined eyond the Great Wall, and without difficulty
them, though they hel out tem ting sums to tower, and obtained a magniﬁcent view. Below reached Newchwan ,where the mob behaved
any Cantonese who would give t cm the bene him lies a richly cultivated country, across which most insultingly, an compelled them to depart
ﬁt of his “Pigeon English," that ludicrous stretched, like a huge serpent emerging from without loss of time for Ying-tsze, one of the
jargon now possessing a grammar and diction the sea, the Great Wall of China, one of the new treaty- orts, where they had the pleasure
ary of its own. They were afterwards glad that most stupendous works of man, hoa'ry with of ﬁnding Ir. Meadows, the British Consul,
they had not taken a Cantonese, ﬁnding as the age of twenty centuries. For miles and who, highly indignant at their treatment at the
eat an anti athy between the natives of miles the Titanic structure is seen to wander, last halting-place, wrote off a remonstrance to
outhern and orthern China, as exists between retreating and advancing, bending up and the presiding functionary of that town. “ If a
those of the free and slave States of America. doubling down; now lost altogether to view; strong display of revolvers, riﬂes and guns,
Starting about the middle of 1861 from Tien now starting at once from the side of a cliff, ready at hand, around Mr. Meadows’s room
tsin, mounted on strong, though odd-looking, which it has wound itself round in a manner and bed-head could be taken as any criterion
Tartar ponies, and accompanied by a cart almost surpassing belief, planting tin , square of his faith in the peaceful character of the
carrying provisions and luggage, our "two towers closely together where the c efts and Chinese in this region, it was decidedly less
adventurous Britons,” as they delight to call passes between the rough, steep mountains’ than our own,” writes Mr. Fleming, "and this
themselves, kept along the coast of the Gulf indicate a possibility of their being practicable, was not increased when he told us how, a day
of Lian-Tong, passing over a rich and highly and throwing out one, two, or even three addi or two before, his assistant was just rescued
agricultural count , fording rivers, passing tional barriers or ramiﬁcations to aid that in from annihilation by some of the townsfolk,
for‘attempting to save a woman from ill-treat
numerous towns an villages, and experiencing front across those constricted valleys where a ment.‘I
I\otwithstanding, our author and his
no other inconveniences than those resulting few men might be able to scramble; posting
companion
pushed on to Moukden, the Mant
from dirty inns and the excessive curiosity of odd turrets in the strangest places, where the
the people. Whenever they entered a town the wall zigmgs to and fro, and erecting castellated chu capital, which they were surprised to find
mob pressed upon them in overwhelming num towers on the spiked points of the mountains. in so good a condition :—
bers, and in several instances broke down doors Up hill and down dale, but not always mount
“The great regularity of the streets-the ample
and walls to have a peep at the wonderfully ing the highest peaks, the Great Wall continues breadth of the principal ones-the absence of ﬁlthy
dressed strangers. Riding-whips and sticks its course for hundreds of miles, from the sea and indecent displays at their sides, such as ever had to be used pretty freely both by themselves to the desert—the work of millions of labourers where offend the eyes and nose in Peking; t e
and the police to keep the intruders at a during ten, or, as others have it, five years of uniform height and fron e of the shops, and their
respectful distance. For the greater part of this toil, but proving as useless to keep the bar respectable, though far from gaudy appearance, and
inconvenience they had only themselves to bariaus at bay as similar, though comparatively the total absence of tumbledown wooden arches,
thank, they having unwisely retained their Lilliputian, structures which the Romauserected or Pai-lus, such as in almost every other town
obstructed the way or marred the prospect; quite
European costume: had they adopted the in various parts of their vast dominions :—
took our good opinions by storm. Moukden, so far
Chinese st le of dress the would probably
“ Even to a Westerner, who has seen some of as our experience went, was pronounced to be the
have passe without any mo estation whatever. the triumphs of nineteenth century engineering, Edinburgh of the Middle Kingdom. The people

An American Indian, with his feather cloak

and undertakings such as the old world never were well, though not luxuriantly, dressed, and I

and painted face, walking through our streets dreamt of, it seems all but impossible that any do not think during our stay we noticed a beggar
would doubtless not fare much better, when in people could set themselves down to the perform or a ragged individual within its walls. There were

European attire he would not be subjected
to that annoyance. Occasionally there was a
brickbat thrown at them by some boys bent on
mischief, but at most places they were treated
in a friendly manner, and it was not until the
arrived at Shanghai-kwan, near the Great Wall:

ance of so monstrous adifﬁculty. There is no great
amount of skill ; there is little, if anything, of inge
nuity displayed in its erection, so far as I can see ;
but there is work-there is labour for giants—in
the structure, and this character appears in every

large stands of cartrcabs with excellent mules in
them, superior to those of Peking. There were

capital shops with large open windows, in which
were counters for the sale of furs, native cottons,
dye-stuﬁ's, grain, and medicines, as well as ready

brick that goes to make up the solid outline of its made clothing; but we could perceive nothing
towers. The latter are only within the scope of the

European, save a couple of boxes of German lucifcr
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matches which we saw when we afterwards had an
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have been more pleased than they will be with know that Filmer himself would have gone
further in ferocity of denunciation than the
Radical writer. The revolutionary people are
shops were kept for the manufactory and sale of
always in the wrong; the insurgents who up
bows and arrows, and in some of them there were
splendid specimens of the skins of eagles and A History of England during the Reign of the nation are always in the right. If a. city
vultures. We passed several large Yamuns or
George the Third. By William Mass , M.P. rises against its government, it is, in Mr.
government buildings, before which were drawn up
Vol. IV., l793~l802. (Parker, Son ghourn.) Masseys phase, a brave city, a loyal city, a
dozens of cabs, and crowds of attendants awaiting
devoted city ; and the soldiers who repress the
the convenience of their several owners who were THE genius of Commouplace m'vht have written rising are base, cruel, ragged miscreants. M.
within, probably discussing questions concerning his name on the titlepago of t is volume. Mr. Laroched'acquelein might ‘have penned this sen
the management or mismanagement of a province Massey, we suppose, calls himself a Liberal,
tence about the conquered Vendeans:—“The
the length and breadth of which is estimated at and he represents in Parliament the decidedly
700,000 square miles. Each of these public offices Radical constituency of Salford. But in this fate of these generous rebels, abandoned almost
was guarded by rows of high black che'vaux-dc-ﬁ‘ise. volume he appears without either strong without an effort to the vengeance of their
Booths and stalls there were none, and even the opinions or distinct personality. The style is infuriated tyrants, deterred others from follow
le." In the mouth of an English
nomadic vendors of eatables, and the peripatetic smooth, slippery and weak ; the matter, for the ing their exa
words are not only illiberal,
craftsmen of all grades and trades who roam freely most part, old and worn; the judgment dull, gentleman su
elsewhere, were here invisible.”
timid and safe. The book is wanting in dash, but indecent. The “ generous rcbeis ' were the
The author more than once notices in the ,ﬁro, originality, acumen, knowledge and libe countrymen of their “ infuriated tyrants.” The
rebels were rebels-—in arms against their own
workshops the analogy existing between the rality. In fact, it is a poor book.
manufacturing, applying and preparing of
Perhaps the most curious fact about this new government. How should we deal with a
different articles, as well as the instruments Radical history of England during the reign of foreigner who interfered in our domestic quar
required in the processions of the remote East George the Third is the want of liberality. In rels‘l Should we think M. Gnizot, for example,
and West, and answers the question whether the hot old times of Pitt and Castlereagh,while justified in speaking of our Roundheads and
the Chinese have borrowed their ideas from us we were at war with the French, it was a par Cavaliers in such terms? In Mr. Massey’s view,
or we from them by adopting the conclusion donable sort of vice to traduce their best men, the Toulonese, who received a foreign garrison
at which M. Abel Rémusat arrived when he to misrepresent their best actions. We hated into their port, were “the noblest people that
them, and made no puerile profession of being ever rose in the cause of freedom." It is ‘the
investigated this interesting question :—
same everywhere. “The brave Royalists were
“ The irruptio'n of the Mongols, by throwing just and im artial. Not only were we in conﬂict
closely pressed by the savage legions of the
everything into agitation, nentralised distance, ﬁlled with their acts and armies, their admirals and
up intervals, and brought the nations toga-them; generals; we were engaged in a deadly strife Republic.” Mr. Massey writes of France as
the events of war transported millions of individuals ‘ against their ideas, their religion, their litera Hyde might have written of England. Compare
to an immense distance from the places where they ture, their science and their institutions. If the partisanship of this next sentence with the
were born. History has recorded the voyages of hate, and all that follows in the train of hate, most violent passages of Clarendon :~——“The
kings, of ambassadors, of missionaries. " " But can ever be justified, it is in the moil and hurry brave IJyonese were overpowered, and subjected
how many others, less celebrated, were laid in the ‘of such mortal ﬁghts as began at Dunkirk to all the horrors of a. ruthless military execu
train of those men, either as slaves, or impelled by l
tion. The Vendcans made a dc crate struggle,
the desire of gain, or by curiosity, to countries ‘i under the Duke of York, and ended at ‘Veter and were promised assistance y the English
loo
under
the
Duke
of
Vl’ellington.
What
hitherto unexplored. Chance has preserved the
Government; but before their tardy succours
names of a few. The ﬁrst envoy who came on the Nelson was on the quarter-deck, we had a could arrive, the struggle was at an end. The
part of the Tartar-s to the King of Hungary was right to expect Scott would be in his book
devoted peasantry with their leaders were
an Englishman, banished from his country for room. To allow the French people a single‘ vir
certain crimes, and who, after having wandered tue or their Revolution a single merit, might scattered and destroyed by the disciplined
through Asia, had ﬁnally taken service among the have abated one pulse of the rapid beating of bands of the republic; and, in the desolation of
Mongols. A Flemish oordelier met, in the depths the national heart against France. To write this noble province, the hope of France was for
‘
of Tartary, a woman of Metz, named Paquette, down the enemy was good policy as well as the time extinguished.” Such a
who had been carried away from Hungary; a good patriotism. For abuse there was a ready have been excused in a Chouan espatch; it is
Parisian goldsmith, whose brother was established market, for praise there would have been simply ridiculous in a Radical history of George
in Paris on the Grand Font; and a young man
'
none. While the Army of England occupied the Third.
ﬁ'om the environs of Rouen, who had been present
The best parts of Mr. Massey’s book are those
the
heights
of
Boulogne,
or
the
memory
of
at the capture of Belgrade. He saw there also
which relate to the civil business of the reign
Russians, Hungarians and Flemings. A singer, Fleurus rankled in our veins, a writer who —to the trials of Hardy and Tooke, and to the
attempted
to
be
just
and
philosophical,
who
named Robert, after travelling through the whole
state of Ireland before the union with Great
of Eastern Asia, returned to ﬁnd a grave in the tried to put himself at the enemy’s point of Britain. Even here he is not compact or lively
Cathedral of Chartres. A Tartar was a helmet view, and to regard the contendin nations with
the equanimity of a judge, woul have found or fresh; but much of the old material is brought
maker in the armies of Philip the Fair. ' * All
Ipeaking of a number of discoveries and inventions, nobod in England to applaud his iuipertinent together, and a pretty accurate general view of
such as gunpowder, the polarity of the loadstone, tale.
ut those days of effort and peril, of our home olitics is suggested. A portrait of
laying-cards, printing, &c.—all were made in lory and defeat, have long since passed away. Home Too e is perhaps the best bit of literary
Eastern Asia; all were unheard of in the West.
en of a liberal education can now see the work in the volume :—
Communication took place; it was continued for a social and scientiﬁc fruits of the Revolution,
“Horne Tooke had, for many years, been the
century and a half; and, ere another century had
terror of judges, ministers of State, and all constr
admire
the
heroism
which
repelled
the
Con
elapsed, all these inventions were known in Europe.
tuted authorities. He was that famous Parson
Their origin is veiled in obscurity. The region tinental armies,—admit the incorruptibility of Horne who attacked the terrible J unius, after
Robes
ierre,—applaud
the
eloquent
outbreak
where they manifested themselves-—the men who
statesmen, judges and generals had lied before him,
Eroduoed them—are equally a subject of doubt. of the irondists,—-and allow the military genius and drove him back defeated and howling with i118
nlightened countries were not their theatre. It of Napoleon. People have become just to their wounds. He it was who silenced “'ilkes. Some
was not learned men who were their authors; it great antagonists of another age. A writer of years afterwards he fastened a quarrel on the
was common man, obscure artisans, who lighted Liberal principles has, therefore, no need to House of Commons, which he bullied and baﬁied
up, one after another, these unexpected ﬂames."
mimic the style of Scott or Adolphus. He may with his usual coolness and address. Home Tooke,
Mr. Fleming has not been altogether judi do all proper homage to a client and noble indeed, was no ordinary man—a profound scholar,
cious in drawing up his narrative. He is some foe, without fearing to woo en the defences and an accomplished man of the world, he could
what given .to bookmaking. Dctails of no of his country or relax its patriotic spirit. It is hardly have failed to attain eminence at the bar
importance are often recorded at tedious length. in this wiser mood that nearly all our historical and in the Senate, had not a perverse destiny im
posed on him the indelible orders of the Church.
Remarks, really sound and good, are followed writers now take up the pen.
He applied himself to the study of the law, but the
Mr. Massey is an exception. With him, Inns
by unmeaning platitudes, and hardly any sub
of Court determined that a clerk in orders
ject is dismissed without snatches of poetry. the Revolution seems to be a thing accursed. could not be admitted to the profession of the law.
By weeding his book of such and similar objocr Burke was not more violent in his abuse of He obtained a seat in the House of Commons, and,
tionable matter, and relying more upon the real that Revolution than the Member for Sal for the same reason, an Act of Parliament was
interest springing from the nature of the sub ford. “Few persons will be disposed to think passed to disqualify him. The disappointments, for
ject, a less bulky but even more acceptable any terms of abhorrence too strong as ap which a man of talents and ambition could ﬁnd
volume than the present might have been pro plied to the bloodthirsty miscreants who were no compensation, embittered his spirit, and deter
duced; and those who accompany these “two concerned in the murder of the Kin of France.” mined his character and conduct in a direction to
adventurous Britons, for nearly 700 miles This language will appear somewhat strained which they did not naturally tend. His powers of
ofesses to be a ridicule and satire, which the restraints of profes
among a people to whom the existence of such and comical in a writer who
a place as Great Britain was unknown,” would disciple of Sydney, Locke and ox. We do not sional or political life would have kept within

investigation on foot. A good proportion of these the story of their exploits.
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bounds, became the instruments by which he sought
to avenge himself on society for the wrongs he had
endured. He was as little suited for the vocation
of demagogue as for that of a parish priest. He
might, perhaps, have accommodated himself with
outward decency to a rofession which he hated as
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people are peculiarly jealous of blood shed in civil slay each other. These inconsistencies, which
commotions; they had not yet forgotten the riot in vex and amaze the more logical oliticians of
St. George’s Fields, in which only some half dozen other countries, spring from the
t that few
persons were shot down ﬁve-and-twenty years of our public men ever take the trouble to study
before; the Manchester massacre, as it was called, politics as a science. With most of us, the
which took place ﬁve-and-twenty years afterwards,

uman interest ovcrpowers the philosophical

Swift had done beforegiim; or he might have found agitated the island from north to south, and is yet
that the conscientious discharge of the duties of his remembered after more than forty prosperous and idea. As a race, we act by impulse, not by
sacred calling was not incompatible with the most happy years. The spirit of the Scottish people, logic. A fault detected in a chain of reasoning
brilliant reputation, as Sidney Smith subsequently slowly moved, but stubborn and dan rous when would not cause us a moment's pain; and we
proved. But Horne Tooke was deﬁcient in some of aroused, has repeatedly been shown.
overnment should only smile at an adversary who claimed
the essential qualities of a popular leader. He might, and probably would, have been able to an advantage over us on the score of our argu
neither felt, nor could with any plausibility simu maintain its authority; but there can be no doubt ment being unsound. But we are apt to be
late, a hatred for the upper classes, because’ his that the conviction and execution of Hardy and his much disturbed by facts, and of late some kinds
habits and tastes were those of a scholar and a associates would have given a fearful impulse to of unpleasant fact have been hard upon us.
gentleman. For the same reason, he could not the principles of the French revolution in this The second French Empire seems to have dis
stoop to ﬂatter the mob. While he abused the country.”
turbed men’s 'udgments of the past; but the
House of Commons as a sink of corruption, he
This is the light of a more liberal philosophy temporary ha ucination will pass away, when
talked about the hereditary nobility being disgraced —a philosophy of the age of Mill. But the we shall, perhaps, cease to hear writers who
by the intrusion of that ‘ skip-jack, Jenkinson,’ in
the style of a Talbot, or a Howard. He denounced moment Mr. Massey has to speak of the French, profess the principles of Fox and Sydney railing
the Opposition, on whom many of the democrats the old ﬁt of Filmerism returns upon him ﬁerce against the French Revolntion-—thc greatest,
if the most irregular, stride ever made towards
affected to fawn, as ‘a pack of scoundrels,’ like and strong.
the Ministerial party ; and declared that both
For an example of this fury, not the worst the civilization of the world.
parties were equally combined to cajole ‘that poor of many, take his account of the ﬁrst collision
NEW NOVELS.
man the King,’ and to deceive the people of Eng between France and England. It arose from the
land. But he never expressed any desire that these desire of France to open up the navigation of Giulio Malatesw : a Novel. By T. A. Trollope.
scoundrels should be superseded by his friends of the Scheldt and the Meuse. The Dutch had a
3 vols. (Chapman & Hall.)
the Constitutional and Corresponding Societies.”
treaty-ri ht to close the two rivers; but the Mr. Adolphus Trollope, already well known and
Of his behaviour in court, when put on trial French
public declared that a right to pass well beloved by a large circle of readers for his
for his life, we also read :
up and down navigable rivers was one of the vivid and vigorous pictures of modern Italian life
“ The prisoner himself, however, so far from
moved by his dangerous position, was never drafts de l’hcmmc, of which the persons living and society, is again before us. Foreigners are
in more buoyant spirits than when he was tried for on their banks could not be deprived by any not easily admitted into the inner domestici
his life. His Wit and humour had often before been legitimate act. Of course, this doctrine was of Italian life, and of those few have Mr. Tro exhibited in Courts of Justice ; but never had they not acceptable to formalists, either in or out lope’s skill in giving a story about it in a way
been so brilliant as on this occasion. Erskine had of oﬂice. The old theory was that conquest that is pleasant and interesting to the readers
been at his request assigned to him as counsel; but abrogates all rights, and that the conquered of Enghsh novels. At ﬁrst, when we heard the
he himself undertook some of the most im ortant have no rights whatever, except such as they title ‘Giulio Malatesta,’ we were afraid that
duties of his advocate, cross-examining
e wit can obtain by treaties. It was an infamous Mr. Trollope had fallen a victim to the ambition
masses for the Crown, objecting to evidence, and theory, though it held sway in every cabinet of writing a high-class, legitimate, medioaval
even arguing points of law. If his life had really of Europe, encountering opposition only in the historical novel, and our hearts failed at the
been in jeopardy, such a course would have been
writings of poets and hilosophers. It justified prospect of the stiff ground that would have to
perilous and rash in the highest degree; but nobody
in court, except, perhaps, the Attorney and Solicitor those robbers of the hine, tho Elbe and the be traversed; and we thou ht, with a cowardly
General, thought there was the slightest chance of Rhone who plundered every boat upon their shudder, of the history of t e Italian Republics
an adverse verdict. The prisoner led off the ro waters. The French, who in their infancy as which we should have to take in our course:
oeedings bya series of prelimi
jokes, w '0]: Republicans put a good many theories to the happily, the Malatcsta of the present story
were highly successful. When placed in the dock, test of practical life, brought forward this idea belongs to the present time, and he is, we
he cast a glance up at the ventilators of the hall, of the necessity for a free people to enjoya free heartily hope, alive and happy at the present
shivered, and expressed a wish that their lordships navigation of the rivers ﬂowing through its moment. ‘Giulio Malatesta IS a very interest
would be so good as to get the business over quickly territories, even down to the sea, which is the ing story, which is the ﬁrst, last, and all-in
as he was afraid of catching cold. When arraigned, common r0 erty of all. It was new; but was cluding virtue in a novel.
and asked by the ofﬁcer of the court, in the usual it wrong? The Mouse and the Scheldt were
The story opens in 1828 at Boulogne. Two
form, how he would be tried? he answered, ‘ I the main outlets of several French departments. youn men, one a rich, handsome, fascinating
would be tried by God and my country—but—’ and A right of passage was essential to the trade Marc ese Malatesta; the other, the poor,
looked sarcastically round the court. Presently he
made an application to be allowed a seat by his of an important district. Was it immoral in 11 Iy, ill-shaped, stammeriug, reserved student
arani. The gay and handsome Marchese
counsel; and entered upon 2m amusing altercation them to push their freedom so far as a desire
with the Judge, as to whether his request should to sail on their own rivers to the outlets, even is using all his eloquence to persuade his
be granted as an indulgence or as a right. The though the Dutch police could plead a claim to companion to consent to serve as witness to
a. clandestine marriage between himself and a
result was that he consented to take his place by stop them by a paper treaty?
A fair historian, who remembers what has beautiful girl of the lower classes, whom it has
the side of Erskine as a matter of favour. In the
midst of the merriment occasioned by these sallies, since been done by Europe to secure freedom pleased the Marchese to honour with—well',
the Solicitor General opened the case for the of navigation on the Rhine, the Danube and with his love. Varani is the friend of the girl
Crown.”
the Elbe, might have said their claim was and of her mother; he has known her from
Of course he was acquitted. Mr. Massey against treaty, but not against natural right. childhood, and he loves her himself, but, of
thinks that acquittal saved the Government He would certainly have refrained from abus course, hopelessly and secretly. He objects to
from a great peril. Indeed, Mr. Massey’s views ing the French for asserting a principle which the clandestine marriage, but it is the cal one
on the danger of political persecutions are so many good writers had then maintained, and the Mai-chose dare venture upon: that ein
frank and ibeml that one is amazed to ﬁnd which cabinets and governments are now en the case, it is well that some friend of the gir
them in conjunction with such wild abuse of gaged in discussing. Mr. Massey, however, is should see that all is right. Varani consents,
the French and their Revolution. For once, one of those easy oliticians who, ﬁve or six the plan is arranged, how they are to surprise
Mr. Masse leaves behind him the age and the years ago, discover that the country no longer the Archbishop in his garden, and how, before
school of ilrner. Speaking of the failure to wanted any reform; and the convenient creed he can recover from his surprise, the declaration
convict Hardy, Tooke, Thelwall, and their asso of a Chairman of the Committee of an un in presence of two witnesses is to be made,
ciates, he says :
bclieving House of Commons clings to the which constitutes a. binding marriage,-—for it
“If these twelve men, or either of them, had historian of George the Third. He seems, like seems that, even in the heart of the Church,
been brought to the scaffold, the consequence would
some other members of the House, to be in a there exists the possibility of eluding the laws
have been disastrous. Disturbances in all the great
towns, a rising in Ireland, dangerous commotions passing phase of bewilderment about many of parents and guardians. It is a mode of
in Scotland, would probably have ensued. An Irish things. Duriugmthesc ﬁve or six years of political marriage which the Church detests and repro
ve seen some singular conver bates, but which it does not annul. A declaration
rebellion, already planned, and which broke out confusion we
under less favourable auspices, three years later, sions of public men. We have in the House before a riest in the presence of two wit
would have afforded full employment to the avail of Commons a democratic member defending nesses of egal age constitutes a binding mar
' e. Malatesta
prevailed
on a_friend
able military force. The gentry and yeomanry, who Austria. We have an advocate of nationalities glflﬁns
own class has
to be
the other
witness;
. were loyal to a man, could probably have suppressed denying Italian rights. We have a member of

any outbreak in the Bn'tish Isles; but the English the Peace. Party bounding on Americans. to explaining, with imp-like candour, that the
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sFole affair is onlya trick on his part to satisfy ation approaching to the dramatic, and the tried the old man, and who is no other than
Maddelena’s scruples, it being essential to the ‘ frequent fall of the curtain damped the interest her old betrothed, and to him she reveals the
validity of such marriage that both witnesses , when the story was “continued,” as wine facts. The interview is well and delicately
should be of legal age,—and he has taken care becomes ﬂat when the bottle is corked and ‘told. Before signin her deposition, however,
to ascertain that Vamni wants six months of uncorked day after day. ‘A Dark Night's Ellinor stipulates t at the truth shall not be
being twenty-one. The promising young Mar ‘\Vork,’ when read as a whole, has some made public, and the Judge promises that no
chese gloriﬁes himself for his craft in throwing of the delicate, quiet interest which Mrs. one but the Secretary of State shall see her
the flaw of the marriage on the girl’s own friend Gaskell knows how to impart to any story statement: in this we cannot help thinking
and witness, so that no cause of blame or com she undertakes to narrate. It is a story of the 1 that he transcended his powers. The true
laint can lie with him, and he will be left brave and faithful guardianship of a secret, 1 version of so remarkable a trial would certainly
flee to marry the noble lady destined to which, if discovered, would involve a father's , have been imperatively called for by the public,
unite the estates of her family to his. The trial for murder, with only a faint chance that i when circumstantial evidence so strong that the
sketch of Maddelena herself and of Maddelena’s 1 a mercifully-disposed jury might call it man . jury did not even recommend the prisoner to
home is very clever. Maddelena is charming;, slaughter. In this nucleus of the story, we ' mercy had to be set aside altogether. The cul
she has not, could not have, a suspicion of evil. ; imagine that Mrs. Gaskell has dealt with an mination of the story is not effective: too much
The marriage takes place according to the . authentic incident, and has only supplied the Y space and detail are given to Ellinor's tremors
lover's provramme. The old Archbishop, angry E frame of circumstances which led up to it, and and anxieties, and the diﬂiculties of her journey
as he is at having been entrapped, declares that , the description of the characters who were con to England. It is not a healthy story; it does
the marriage is lawful, and not to be annulled ‘ cerned in the sad and fatal coil. The charac not brace u or stimulate any brave or heroic
by man. Maddelena goes away happy; the ters are nicely, but not vigorously, drawn. The impulse, an we like it less than anything Mrs.
other witness escapes, to avoid consequences. insidious growth of the ﬂaw in the oung man's i Gaskell has yet written.
Varani is ordered to attend before the Arch character, originally caused by he error of l
bishop the next day; and then the fatal flaw parental vanity, and the gradual deepening of
to his testimony becomes apparent: his despair what, at ﬁrst, seems like a light mist, into a The Family Alliances of Denmark and Great
Britain from the Earliest Times to thePrasent.
may be conceived on ﬁnding that to him is due deadly rust, eating into all manliness of cha
Illustrated by Genealogical Tables and a
Maddelena’s ruin. All Mr. Trollope's church racter, until the briwht, joyous, gracious young
Plate of the Arms of Denmark. By J. G.
men are well drawn, and look like types of man becomes a rcdkless, drunken driveller, is
Nichols. (Nichols & Sons.)
their class; and the remedy made and provided subtly indicated. The passionate love of Ellinor
for cases of fraudulent marriage like the one in for her father is well developed in the early Wmss Mr. John Nichols has a subject to his
question is a type of the government of the part of the story, and it prepares the reader to liking, few men know how to treat it more
Roman Catholic Church in general. The reader understand and sympathize with her devo successfully. He does not affect to amuse, but
need not be told that the young man who, in tion and self-sacriﬁce to that father, when he to instruct. The amusers of the public have
already put forth “ephemeral brochures" replete
the high tide of his passion, could so craftily has become an object of ity and contempt.
It is as ainfully epressing a book as with blunders incidental to those who write in
provide for his own escape from all inconvenient
consequences, was not slow to take advantage we ever rea . The rash act, the work of a haste. We are further told that “ trustworthy _
of his own act. At the end of six months, Mad moment, which loads the father’s life with guilt, authorities in such matters are not at every
delena is, at the same moment, abandoned and and blights the daughter's youth and life for one's elbow.” The arms of Denmark, especially,
undeceived as to her position. Her “ husband” ever, is extremely well told, and the whole have never been delineated with an approach
espouses the noble lady provided for him. account of that terrible “dark night‘s work " to “accurac ”; there is “a de cienc of
Maddelena is “ provided for ” by the old Mar is described in Mrs. Gaskell’s best style. The heraldic ski in our artists," and a shie d of
ohcse, her husband’s father, who sends her to hurried resolve to conceal the dead man’s body, the Danish arms in an illustrated newspaper
a convent, and undertakes the support of her ——the fatal mistake which those concerned is “ an abortion." A plate of the arms of
baby, which grows, thrives, and is kept in total discover it to be when too late, and the dreary Denmark forms the frontispiece to this little
ded the two
i norance of his mother ; but is allowed to enter consequences which follow on the concealment, work; under the arms arcs
are natural, but they become, in time, oppres collars of knighthood, the Dannebrog (or Danish
t e world as an illegitimate Malatesta.
The story of this ill-starred baby, christened sively monotonous. The girl, with all youth banner of Waldemar) and the Ele hunt; and
from the
Giulio, is the subject of the remainder of the and energy crushed out by her partici ation we find that the cross suspend
novel. It is the life of a modern Italian youth in her father's secret, be inning in her bright collar of the order in this plate is not that of
such as the Revolution of 1848 brought to the beauty and gradually coudiug over into a the Order of the Dannebrog, but the picture of
surface. He enters the Sardinian army and sad, broken'down, grey-haired, patient woman one worn by Queen Dagmar. We confess to a
distinguishes himself. The incidents of history whilst yet in her prime, deserted by her smile on discovering thereby that a clever man
are told more with reference to their personal afiianced husband (for whom Mrs. Gaskell offers may stumble with the most “ trustworthy autho
bearing on the various characters than as pas too many apologies in mitigation of the reader’s rities at one‘s elbow," and also on reading the
sages in the chronicles of Italy; and as the judgment),—the long, long years spent in com author’s acknowledgment that the “ misappre
story is, in spite of all its perilous chances and parative poverty and positive stagnation in the hension was discovered too late to be amended.”
A thousand years ago, to speak in round
changes, light and pleasant, it was necessary to dull house looking into the Cathedral Close,
make the interest hang on the private for with the terror of this dread secret always numbers, we wedded with the Dane. An Eng
tunes of the actors, and not on the tragieal pressin upon her,—her sorrow and patience lish princess, Emma, was the wife of Frode the
elements of the Italian struggle for liberty: ——weig on the reader like a nightmare, but Sixth of Denmark, and their great-grandson,
but the reader is throughout made sensible of kindle no sense of heroic sympathy: we are very Gorm, also married an English princess, with
how much he esca es, for between convents, sorry for her, but we cannot hold out in per a name which we have lately been accustomed
priests, agents of po ice and risons, the dangers scvering sympathy for eighteen years. Mrs. to think was Danish, namely, Thyra, grand
and abuses of all kinds ma e the reader trem Gaskell insists, with needless iteration, upon daughter of Alfred the Great. This English
ble. The inﬂuence of convent life is very well the age and greyness and fadedness of Elli Thyra was, on the other hand, grandmother of
ainted; and Stella, the heroine of Giulio, is a nor's a pearance. It may sound selﬁsh, but in that King Sweyn who crossed over to Kent,
rave, high-spirited little creature, though even a nove at any rate, and we fear in real life devastated the coast, left a name to a district,
she almost succumbs to the treatment, and also, people must make themselves in some and bequeathed his son Canute to rule every
exce t in a novel must have done so. But Mr. degree interesting, if other people are to keep thing but the tides, which Canute knew were
.Ado phus Trollope is merciful, and he brings up a sympathy with them. Mrs. Gaskell ma'kes subject to other inﬂuences than his.
on the scene a charming Abbess—we shall not Ellinor very good and very sad, but she also
There were no other intermarriages between
tell the reader who she is, nor shall we hint at makes her heavy in hand, and the reader grows the two peoples till Philippa of Lancaster, in
‘the ending of the story; it is enough to say weary and out of patience with the unmitigated 1402, was betrothed to Eric the Ninth, great
that
tical justice and generosity are both dullness of her life. The discovery of the secret nephew of the renowned Margaret, surnamed
consu ted, and the end is so leasant that we provss nearly fatal to the faithful servant who Dagmar, or “Day-bright,” on whose brows had
can only wish all parties the lessing of con has been involved in the knowledge of it: he rested the tri le diadem of Denmark, Sweden
and Norway. lI’hilippa was one of the daughters
tinuance.
is tried and condemned for the murder; Ellinor
is abroad, and the old man, to whom the secret of our Henry the Fourth. The betrothal was
‘A Dark Night’s Work. By Mrs. Gaskell. has been almost as heavy a burden as it has performed with much ceremony at Berkhamp
(Smith, Elder & Co.)
been to Ellinor, is willing to die, partly from stead, whose royal ruins have recently become
‘A Dark Night's ‘York’ is unﬁtted for a serial , ﬁdelity and partly from weariness. Up to the the property of Earl Brownlow. The bride was
story, and has, been found a wearying morsel very last, Ellinor tries to hold the secret from nine, the bridegroom five years her senior. She
from week to week. There is only one situ public knowledge. She goes to the Judge who was kept at home four years longer. At the
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mature age of thirteen she set forth, royally wooers. To the most romantic marriage which
attended, to take her place at the head of the the luckless Eric ultimately contracted, Mr.
house of Eric, but she had a long Wayfaring Nichols does not allude, though out of the
before she reached her destination. Above two ‘Arabian Nights’ there is nothing in the loving
months were consumed in crossing the sea way to which it bears resemblance.
between Norfolk and Helsingborg, and on the
To England, our James the First brought the
26th of October, 1406, the truly youn couple Danish bride Anne, whom he had wooed and
were made one, in the cathedral of t e then wedded in her own country, and conducted,
metropolis of Sweden, quaint and ancient spite of storms and suspected witches, to Scot
Lund.
land. After this couple became sovereigns in
Our English Princesses have not been fortu England, the people here called Anne‘s especial
nate in their Scandinavian alliances; and no residence in the Strand, Denmark House, which
one of them merited the hard destiny which before and since the Danish Queen’s death has
befall them. Northern poets, however, have been known by thename of the Protector Somer
done Philippa justice, and she is spoken of as set, “though he scarcely saw its (the ori inal)
Eric's good angel and the beloved of the North; building com leted." It is worthy of eing
at little given to meddle with politics, yet never noted that w en her brother Christian the
interfering without beneﬁting those for whose Fourth came over here to visit his sister in
welfare she had entered on mediation. Her 1614, he dined at an ordinary in Aldgate, and
wayward husband was often absent, and in his then drove to the Strand “ in a hackney
absence she became Regent, by law. On one coach.”
occasion, he wandered forth in disguise as far
Between Prince George of Hanover and
as Jerusalem, and was nearly entrapped by the Prince George of Denmark, the Princess, after
Sultan, who, by missing him, lost a ransom. In wards Queen Anne, chose or accepted the lat
‘that absence she in person defended Copen ter; but of the fruitful union no child survived.
hagen successfully against the besieging Hol The marriage which gives cousinship, though
steiners; and had she been content with the remote, to the present Prince and Princess of
triumph all would have been well, but she sent Wales, was that of the unhappy Louisa, young
the Danish ﬂeet to attack Stralsuud, in which est dau hter of George the econd, to Fred
enterprise it was destroyed. Eric on his return eric, su se uently the ﬁfth Danish king of
forgot his wife's victory, remembered only the that name. no of the children of this marriage
defeat, and treated Philippa with a cruelty was Louisa, grandmother of Prince Christian of
'which is said to have hastened her death. Denmark, the father of our recent royal bride.
Legend has, we think, been free with this story.
Two of our princes stand on record as having
It is certain that the English Queen of the declined or avoided these northern alliances,—
North died of the consequences of giving birth namely, Henry of A 'ncourt, when Prince of
_to a still-bom heir to the three crowns, after a Wales, and William, uke of Cumberland, son
married life of nearly a quarter of a century,— of George the Second. The Duke would hardly
in 1430.
have known how to extricate himself but for
In earlier times, Scotland and Scandinavia the wit of Sir Robert Walpole, who advised
had made matches in which the royal blood of him to express his willingness if his royal
England went for something. Thus, Margaret, father would entertain a similar willingness to
the daughter of Henry the Third, married the bestow a handsome “ settlement.” This course
Scots king Alexander, and their daughter proved effective.
espoused Eric the Second of Norway, and be
Finally, William’s brother Frederick left a
came the mother of that “Maiden of Norway” posthumous child, Caroline Matilda, who wedded
-whom Edward the First had destined, but with Prince, afterwards King, Christian the
in vain, for the bride of his weak son and Seventh. She was even more unhappy in Den
successor. That marriage with Eric brought mark than her Aunt Louisa had been; and on
the Hebrides under the Scottish Crown for an a charge of being on too intimate terms with
annual payment of a hundred marks. The Scot Count Struensee, who was beheaded, would
tish kings got shamefully in arrear with their probably have fared ill, but for the intervention
rent, and after disputes which threatened to of her brother George the Third, in consequence
end in bloodshed, a marriage took place between of which she was permitted to withdraw to
James the Third of Scotland and Margaret, Zell. The ballad-mongers took up the exagge
the daughter of Christian the First. By the rated story, and yelled rhymed lies through
marriage-treaty, all arrears of the rent of our highways; and Walpole sneered at the bad
~‘the Hebrides were cancelled, and Christian taste of theatrical managers who could play
' ledged the Orkney and Shetland Isles to ‘ Hamlet’ before royalty,—-a piece in which one
cotland, for the payment of his daughter‘s of the heroines is ‘f an adulterous Queen of
dowry. The dowry was not paid, and the pledge Denmark”!
is unredeemed; but a native Udaller has signi
Our present Princess of \Vales was born at
ﬁed pretty plainly, in a book we reviewed some Copenhagen, in 1844, and furnished with six
‘time since, that if England be not more tole~ baptismal names. A quotation from a letter
rant of old Orkney privileges, the islands will (apparently a private one) written in the summer
strike colours and pay allegiance to kings of 1862, by Sir John Bowl-ing, says, “ The young
.beg‘rlmd the sea!
Prince saw her ﬁrst in Germany, stealthily,
'11 the Princess Anne married George of his presence not being announced to her. The
Denmark, England had no more alliances with Prince afterwards met her at the Duchess of
the North, but we once nearly approached that Cambridge's villa, near Frankfort, and the im
consummation. Christina, the daughter of Chris pression made was deep and lasting." Of this
trap the Second, and widow of two Dukes,—of scrap of gossip, the ﬁrst sentence is absurd
Milan and of Loraine~and-Bar, was wooed by and mischievous. \Ve place no belief in it.
proxy for Henry the Eighth; but this daughter Sir John was, doubtless, deceived. All man
of Denmark was she —witted as well as sharp liness of character is taken from the lover
sighted, and decline the royal offer, on the who is described as “ stealthily” peeping
ground that she had only one head and wanted at his future and unconscious lady; but
to keep it!
there was no lack of manliness, we may be
Then from. the North came the offer of Eric, assured, in any step of the courtship made by
son of ‘the great Gustavus, to Elizabeth, who him who is now the husband of the lady for
combined incivility and coquetry with her whom, as we once before remarked, there is a
ultimate refusal of that Lovelace among royal homage of love in every English home.
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However, of mere gossip this is the only item
in a book full of solid and serious historical
matter; and which not only well serves as a
compendium of Danish history, but which
renders intelligible, in a few words, even that

perplexing matter — the Schleswig-Holstein
question.
Social Pictures from England- Sociale Bilder

aus England, von Julius Alt ans]. (Ham
burg, Nestler; London, Thimm.)
Herr Althaus passed through several phases
before he attained the stand-point from which
the subjects of this book are contemplated.
When ﬁrst he reached London he was struck
with admiration at the magnitude of things in

general; be was leased to miss the political
lice, which he
d seen too Often at home;
a observed with satisfaction the different
workings of a self - government, which had
about it so little of the paternal character; he
marvelled much at the apparently uncontrolled
liberty of the press (one feels there is a solar
spot in this word “ apparently”); the luxurious
manner of living was gratifying to his taste.
Compared with the mighty land on which he
had set foot, his native Germany appeared pal
try, pitiful, and above all, unfree. At least these
are the reﬂections which he describes as natural
to the German visitor, who has been uncom
fortable at home, and there is no doubt that he
is thus speaking of himself in the third person.
When the ﬁrst daule was over, Herr Althaus
rubbed his eyes, and found that England was
not so leasant as it appeared at the first
glance.
he magnitude of things in London,
which had seemed so admirable, comprehended
length of distance between different quarters,
and this harmonizes ill with the German
notion of comfort In a short time he grew
so much accustomed to ersonal liberty that
it lost its exceptional ya no. He took it as a
matter of course, and the more absence of
restraint produced no more pleasure than free
dom from a forgotten toothache. With respect
to the habits of daily life, he grew morbidly

inconsistent, ﬁnding the Eng ish existence
sometimes too exciting,—-sometunes too mono
tonous. Then he discovered that the English
people are not the most affable in the world,
and that one might live among them a long
time without being admitted to any close inti
macy: in a (Teutonic) word, there was a lack
of the German “ Innerlichkeit.” Even the news
papers grew unpleasant; they turned out to be

distinguished rather for licence than for liberty;
and as for the servility of editors towards men
of certain ranks and conditions,-never was
such ﬂunkeyism seen in Fatherland. Herr
Althaus 'felt decidedly uncomfortable, and
sighed after a couple of paradises, that are only
familiar to the more curious among Continental
tourists,——the Casino at Glauchau and the
Ressource at Detmold.
However, on mature reﬂection, he arrived at
the conclusion that he had gone from one
blunder to another, and that if at ﬁrst he had

been too ready to take all that glittered for
gold, he had afterwards passed into the oppo
site extreme of deciding that a metal could not
be gold precisely because it glittered. He there
fore settled down midway between prostrate
admiration and cross depreciation, and bein
thus comfortably placed, wrote his boo

‘Sociale Bilder,’ for the urpose of introducing
German readers into t e different circles of
English life. If our readers, from the mere
title of the work, guess what the “social pic
tures” are like, clairvo ance is no hurnbug.
They do not represent c ubs, or Derby-days, or
oyster-shops, or Casinos, or May Meetings, or
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Mechanics’ Institutes, or Lord Mayors’ dinners,
or social tea-parties. They are simply a series
of biographies, in which Lord Cochrane the
naval hero, Havelock the soldier, Robert Owen
the socialist, De Quincey the litté'rateur, Sydney
Smith the clergyman, Zachary Macaulay the
abolitionist, and Thomas Babington Macaulay
the statesman and historian, are successively
presented to the reader. The biographies
are clearly and pleasantly written; and the
author gives a great deal of information in a
short compass, without approaching that dry
manner which is too often the concomitant of
brevity; but as his material is necessarily de
rived from books, and not from personal expe
rience, we cannot see that the severe London
training, in the course of which Herr Althuus
was successively fascinated, distressed and
rectiﬁed, was absolutely requisite for its
production.
the Poets: a Selection of the best
Pla/ytt'me
English Poetry for the Use of Children. By
a Lady. (Longman & Co.)
Beautiful Poetry. 6 vols. (Crockford)
11‘ would appear a greater diﬁiculty to obtain a
“selection” of poetry ﬁtting its place and ful
ﬁlling its purpose than it is to get the poetry
written. One editor will possess a taste so
peculiar as to exclude a song like Bishop Still's
jolly ‘Back and side go bare’ from a collection
of our best English lyrics, and coolly leave out

two stanzas from Hood's perfect little poem
called ‘The Death-bed.’ Another has too dainty
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Well,’ with at least two or three specimens of bmes o’ bonny Doon.’ But if Lady Anne Lind
William Blake, who was half an angel and half say had written the above copy, her ballad
a child imperfectly mixed in manhood, but a would never have sunk so deeply into the
dear lover of children and a writer for them. human heart. Had twenty-four cockney tailors.
and leaned their heads toge
The editor of this volume is either very careless crossed their 1e
or ignorant with regard to names. “ Cullen ther over it, t ey could not more effectively
Bryant” is not the name of any poet we know, have turned its tears of pathos into a little
and it makes us wonder whether he be a son of salt water. The editor has never felt the music
“ William Cullen Bryant,” whom we all know. of it, which pauses _so touchingly on certain
Nor is “Arnold" a sufficient signature to a accented words, as though the voice choked
poem. There are at least three “Arnoldsf’l while the misery looks out of the eyes with a
‘The Grave of the Greyhound’ is attributed tol yearning wistfulness. So she ekes out the lines
“ Spencer." Does not the “Lady” know that to the regular jog-trot measure with s riggish
there is but one “ S enser” in English poetry? exclamations, that are only ﬁt for ‘ sweetly
There was an Hon. Villiam Robert Spenser, a pretty ” poetry.
And wherefore am I spared to cry out, Woe is me?
dandy who wrote one de soci¢lté,—the man of
whom Rogers tells the anecdote. Moore wished Is not that mixture of Little Bethel cant and
that S enser would bail him when in custody slang enough to give us what the Scotch call a
after t e duel with Jeffrey, and Rogers says “scunner” 1 Again, the line,
ForO, lambutyoungtocrymmwoeismel
Spenser did not seem much inclined to do so,
remarking that he could not very well go out, is given in place of the line in one version,
For tho‘ my heart is broken, I ’1n but young, woe is mel
for “it was already twelve o’clock, and he had
- to be dressed by four.” This was the Spenser with all the pathos gone. We point out one
who wrote ‘ The Grave of the Greyhound.’ Why more specimen of “ gushing” young-ladyism in
has the present editor left out the lust stanza of the last line, and need not seek any further the
the poem, with which the story properly con beauties “ to disclose," unless it be to remark,
eludes? Without it the title is inappropriate. that in the very ﬁrst line the “ Lady” has
Why also has she sometimes ventured on new strayed into the Ettrick Shepherd’s song, ‘ Come
readings which are so evidently all her own, as all ye jolly Shepherds.’ Children would have
in the ballad of ‘Sir Patrick Spens’l Such felt the natural touches of this poem more than
the editor has done, being nearer to nature.
lines as these—
The king has written a letter broad.
What are we to make of such a. reading of‘
0h, who is this hath done this deed,
Shirley's stately poem, called ‘ Death the
To tell the king 0! inc?
Leveller,’ as this 2
Whilelgouptothetallto mast
The glories of our hirlh and state
Are shadows, not substantial things ;

Totryifloan’tseelnn .

sound inoxpressibl ludicrous. The editor has
been trying to Eng ish the Scotticisms, and has
lave in it, drink of it,
Then if you can;
made sad work of it. Here is the chief example
and so they are cut out of ‘The Bridge of in the opposite case :—
And there lies good Sir Patrick Spens,
sighs.’ ‘Playtime with the Poets’ is an elegant
\Vith the Scots Laird: at his feet.
vo ume, the outward appearance of which
“Lord” and “Laird” are as one to the editor;
would make us desire to say the very best
for a bonny-looking book. It is beautifully and here she has given the Scotch the beneﬁt
printed, admirably bound, and just adapted of their own language, not knowing the differ
1n size and she e for the hands of children. rence betwixt the Lords of the Scottish court
Unfortunately, it is wretchedly edited. The and the Lairds who are farmers on their own
want of knowledge is unpardonable. The lands. If possible, the version of ‘Auld Robin
“ lady” starts nearly on the right track for pro Gray’ is still worse. We cannot do better than
ducing such a book in giving every prominence print most of this, asawarning to all meddling
to the poetry of action and incident, only she editors not to make a series of alterations in
does not keep to the track. Then, we suspect, lines which they do not understand.—
when the sheep are in the lauld, when the lq/e come home,
she soon loses sight of the sort of poetry a When
u’ the weary world to con-:1- rmt are gene;
boy would best appreciate, and obtrudes her The woes of my heart la’ in showers Ira‘ in ca,
Unkenned
by my gudeman, who soundly sleeps by me.
own taste, which is too sentimental. It leans
too much in the direction of Mrs. Hemans, Young Jamie loved me weal, and sought me for his bride,
But saving as crmm-piccc he ‘(i nothing else beside.
L E. L. and Longfellow. We need something To make the crown a pound, my Jamie gaed to see;
more robust for English boys—more of the blue And the crown and the pound, 0 they were bsith for me!
breezy sea and the merry greenwood. Some Before he had been gone a tireloemmlth and a day,

a stomach for the lines

thing about Robin Hood would have been

My father brak his arm, our cow was stown away;

acwptable. Ferguson’s ‘Forging of the Anchor’
won (1 have supplied better stuff. Browning’s
‘Pied Piper’ should certainly be in any collec
tion of poetry intended for children at play
time. But the omissions are numberless. Here

And Auld Robin Gray, oh! he came a-ewrting me.

is neither Hood’s ‘ Parental Odo,’ ‘I Remember,’
nor ‘ The Dream of Eugene Aram,’——Browning’s
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There is no armour against lute;
Death lays his icy hand on kings.
Sceptre and crown
Must tumble down,
And in the dust be equal made
With the
r crooked scythe and spade;
All ends must come

To the cold tomb :
Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet, and blossom in the dust.

—Thus is the march of the measure destroyed,
and three perfect stanzas knocked into nothing.
Again, in ‘Robin Goodfellow,’ the openin lines,
beginning “ From Oberon in Fairylan "—so
well known by Stevens’s superb sett1ng,—a.re

left out. The poem is here attributed to Ben

Jonson, although he is only the su.

author.

Our editor,however, is not partic
to a shade:
she boldly ascribes the anonymous poem, called
‘ The Fairy Queen,’ from the ‘ Mysteries of
Love and Eloquence,’ 1658, to Shakspeane. This

is the poem from which Horsley has set ‘Come
follow, follow me.’ It is one of several that
were written in the wake of the ‘ Midsummer
Night’s Dream,’ under the fairy inﬂuence. But

there is no probability whatever of its being

My mdther she fell sick—my Jamie was at sen;
n

—I

1p

a

My heart it said mg and I looked for Jamie back;
But hard blew the winds, and his ship it was a wrack :
His ship it was a wreck! Why didnu Jamie dee?
And wherefore am I spared to cry out, Woe is me?
My father urged me salt, my mother didua.
,
But she looked in my face till my heart was lke to break.
The gied him my hand, but my heart was in the sea;
.41! so Auld Robin Gray, he was gudemun to me.

‘ Home Thoughts,’ nor ‘ Incident in the French
Camp,’-—Allingham’s ‘ Up the airy Mountain’; I hadns been his wife a week but only four,
neither of the ‘Cuckoos,’ Wordsworth’s nor When mournfu‘ as I sat on the stone by my door,
saw my Jamie's ghalst-l eouldnu' think it he,
Logan’s, Tennyson’s ‘Lady Clare’ nor ‘The ITill
he said, “ l'm come home, my lore, to marry then 1 "
Brook.’ And if it was necessary to go to the O sair, sair did we greet, and mlcklo did we say;
German, why select such hackneyed translations Ac his) we took, Me mm'r-I had him gang away.
as those from Burger, when there remained such I wish that I were dead, but I am no like to doe;
ems as Riickert’s ‘ Ride round the Parapet,’ For 0, I am lrnt young to cry out, lVoc is me !
gang like a ghnist, and I carena much to spin;
reiligrath’s ‘White Lady,’ the old po ular I1 dsrena
think 0' Junie, for that wad be a sin;
ballads of ‘The Fisherman’s Hut’ an the But I will do my best a gude wife aye to be,
‘Great Crab in the Lake Mohrin,’ and scores For Auld Robin Gray, oh! he is sew gudc to me.
There are various versions of this ballad, and
more, fresh and full of attraction? Any com
plete collection of the kind should include the author herself in later life made some cor
The Fairy Thorn,’ by Ferguson, ‘John Tod,’ rections and changes, which were no im rove
by the Baroness Nairn, ‘ The Child-Mother,’ by ments, but only did for the poem what urns
Mr. Macdonald, and ‘The Wife of Usher's in his second version did for the ‘Banks and

Shakspeare’s.

__

Possibly there may still be merit enough in
the book to recommend it to the uncritical
community for which it was published; but if
such a selection be worth making, it ought to

insure the best workmanship possible, and the
result should be a sort of celebration of the
wedding of true taste and complete knowledge.
The only verses in this volume which we have
never met before are the following :—
BABY SLEEPS.
The Baby wept;
The Mother took it from the Nurse's arms,
And hnsht its fears, and soothed its vain alarms,
And Baby slept.
Again it weeps;
And God doth take it from the Mother's arms
From present grids and future unknown harms,
And Baby sleeps.

‘Playtime with the Poets,’ however, com
favourably with the six volumes called ‘

res
u

tiful Poetry.’ This work is stated to have had
the advantage of several editors. And most

assuredly no one editor could have contributed
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all the blunders and mistakes. Such a heap of
rubbish and gems was never before swept up.
Such a display of folly and presumption we
do not remember in connexion with English
poetry. Many of ‘the poems are printed twice ;
at ﬁrst we fancied this might be a way of
marking those which were considered particu

larly good, but we found the same method
adopted with those which were particularly

bad.
The collection seems to have been made up
'of vcuttings from old news pers, magazines
and annuals. with no knowle go of authors and
‘their works. The errors and blunders are amaz
cing. Here is one prime specimen. The note is
so good that we give it :—“ ‘The Lady’s Dream,’
from an old magazine, where it appeared anony
mously. It is an admirable iimtation of the
style and sentiment of Hood, and the author,
alfit was not hihmelf, ought to achieve as great
a fame." That is delicious, coming, as it does,
so man years after Hood's poems were col
lected. wo other of Hood’s well-known poems
are treated in a similar way. ‘The Sailor‘s
‘Consolation’ is attributed to Charles Dibdin
instead of William Pitt. This, however, is a
.common error, though one we should like to

see strangled Ofricher ﬂavour is the proclaimed
belief that the Author of ‘ Singleton Fontenoy’
is an American! Dora Greenwell is also said to
be an American
etess, her identity being
absorbed in that 0 Grace Greenwood. At one
time we ﬁnd Robert Story announced as an
American poet, and at another as a Northum
berland peasant. On one age we read that

Mr. Hedderwick is the author of a little poem
called ‘ Sorrow and Song,’ and on another the
same poem is set down to an author unknown.

A ,poem entitled ‘ Believe in God,’ which will
be found in ‘Rcverberations,’ is called “An
Energetic Lyric from ‘The Purgatory ofSuicides,’
by Thos. Cooper.” It is needless to state that
this latter poem is in the Spenscrian stanza,
and contains no lyric. John Clare, we here
‘lemma-died years 0 in ~a madhouse. This is
twice announced; at we fancied he was still
in the asylum at Northampton. Dean Alford,

we are told, is “one of the most promising of
our young poets." There is no need for us to
_\go on enumerating such mistakes as these.
North of England Institute of Mim'ng Engineers
—-—Tramactions. Vols. X. and XI. 1861-2.
(Newcastleon-Tyne, Reid.)
"VHAT may be called the Curiosities of Coal
mining are occasionallyillustrated in the densely
technical volumes of these Tramactions; but to

select them and to put them together demand
as much labour as hewing a ton of coal. Some
times a note is all that would interest the public
out of many consecutive pages, and every paper
read would require to be put into popular form
before a single reader out of a coal-pit would
peruse it; yet there is much that might be

interpreted for all.
On aformer occasion we did ‘something of
this kind for the Davy Lamp, and we may now
make a trial with reference to another topic,

namely, the

eat ente rise displayed in the

nunmg of this ﬁeld, an the outlay involved.
The p1th_and power of such enterprise may
be shown in one or two striking instances.
What is called Murton Pit, not far from Dur
ham, is remarkable for the difficulties overcome
in sinking to the coal. In the process of exca
ration the sinkers encountered probably the
largest body of water ever met with in any one
mining adventure. The estimated quantities
seem incredible. No less than 9,300 gallons
vof water were lifted every minute, from a bed

'of quicksand, which lay at a depth of 540 feet
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from the surface. This bed was forty feet in overtook him and the plan: he is beneath the
thickness, and for its whole extent thoroughly earth, and the coal is still below water. Here
saturated with water. Any person may con
ain. was a grand entorprise,-—grand, though
ceive of the diﬂ-iculty of sinking through such a ortive.
As we have said, unsuccessful attempts,
a quicksand. To encounter and defeat not far
short of 10,000 gallons of ﬂooding springs, nevertheless, display enterprise. A few others,
minute after minute and day after day, might therefore, may be added to the list. The
well have appalled any engineer. But Mr. Potter owners of Haswell Colliery commenced sink’
rt of the coal-ﬁel
fought the ﬂoods with their own weapons; he a pit in the Quicksand
and did not give up in espair until they had
made
use of the
va our
generatedtofrom
water
steam—and
addedp
horse-power
horse-power
expended 60,0001. A corresponding fruitless
until, in all, he placed steam-engines around outlay was made so far back as 1820, at an
that one pit to the extent of no less than other colliery. Other similarly disappointing
1,584 horse-power. Night and day those pump outlays might be named ; and the most vexa
ing-engines were at work in pumping up the tious part of the whole business is, that some
ﬂoods; cranks, “ crabs,” and all kinds of requi times a project is executed successfully, not far
site engineering were added, and the water was from an utter failure. For instance, at a mile
obliged to give in-or, rather, to come out. to the “dip” of the abandoned Haswell pit,
Murton Colliery is now a thriving concern, and the South Hetton owners sank another, which
sends up tubs of coal instead of gallons of water, is new in full prosperity. It is true they paid
every minute, to the surface. But at what cost dearly for their coal, and not much less than
was this water pumped out? At an expen 100,000l. ; but this included four miles of
railway.
diture of no less than 4100,000l.
It is remarkable that in another sinking for
When such sums of money are named for
cool, about a couple of miles from the one single collieries, it is not so difficult to under
locality, the same enemy was again encountered, stand how some thirty-ﬁve millions of money
and in a continuation of the same bed of are sunk in the great Northern coal-ﬁeld, es
quicksand. The colliery-viewer, however, con cinlly, too, when we assign some ten or twe ve
ducted his campaign so adroitly that he was millions out of the total to railways, and some
able to insulate each s
to “feeder " of six or more millions to shippin . This grand
water as it was met with in each stratum of total justifies us in claiming a big place for the
sand and limestone,—-so that, while an aggre mining enterprise of this district-mot only a
gate amount of upwards of 5,000 gallons of high, but the highest place, for where else in the
water was met with in passing through the world is there anything at all approaching to it?
various beds, so cleverly was the whole passage Amid that uninviting scepery, the groundwhich
accomplished that at no time were there more menwalk over has been deeplyunderminod ; the
than 500 gallons in one minute to pump away. pent-up waters have been challenged, fou t
,
This, indeed, was a quantity sufficient to frighten with, pumped up and driven away; ships,d
some; but in comparison with the 9,000 and harbours, wharfs, railways and stations, manu
odd gallons at Murton it was as nothing.
factories, a forest of tall chimneys, and some
There are pits where, long after coal has been 30,000 begrimed labourers have been called as
for many years extracted from them, the waters if by monetary magic to this great centre
break in and ﬂood the mine. In these instances, of mineral business. The l
Tyne, too, once
again, great enterprise is manifested. In the rolling in cl
ish solitude through swamps
case of the “ drowned" colliery at Jarrow an and dense, dan herbage, is now covered with
attempt was made a few years ago to draw off laden vessels, blackened with too liberal con
the water, and to resume ordinary operations. tributions of coal, and ﬂanked on either bank
But the sum of 22,0001. was spent fruitlessly in with the most ingenious machinery for shipping
this attempt, and it was ultimately abandoned it. It is even said that the money invested,
without drawing up a single ton of coal. It and to be shortly increased, if necessary, in the
is, indeed, mortifying to throw more than improvement of this river for traﬂic, is not low
20,0001. into the dark waters of a drowned than three and a half millions sterling.
These are facts which are new to the general
mine,—yet there was true commercial daring
public, and they redound to the credit, if not
even in this abortive outlay.
hVhence all this subterranean water comes is always to the wealth, of the enterprising ex
an interesting question ; but scarcely capable of plorers of coal.
'
Another highly and generally interesting
receiving a satisfactory reply. Its amount
must be immense to afford nearly 10,000 llons topic might be popularly represented-via, the
per minute at one sinking,—-and probab y it is probable duration of this great Northorn ﬁeld
the accumulation of numberless centuries of in relation to its supplies of coal. The crudest
surface waters which have percolated through notions are current upon this oint, nor indeed
the porous strata. It is always threatening, does anything like a well-foun ed opinion gene
and never materially diminished, as respects rally exist. New light is thrown on the ques
its vast aggregate, by any efforts of man; on tion by the more perfect knowledge which we
the contrary, it is always gaining on man, and gradually acquire of the contents of this deposit
' ﬁlling up his excavations. N0 less than thirty of mineral fuel. It is manifest that three con
six collieries near the River Tyne have been, ditions govern the question; and these are, the
in mining phrase, “ drowned out,” or rendered amount of available coal now remaining under
unworkable by an irresistible irruption of water, ground, the rate at which it is now being ex
and after the best main Wallsend seam had hausted, and the probability of the increase of
been nearly exhausted. These stand in the that rate in future years. Now, as to the last
coal district like closed factories in the cotton consideration, the rate of exhaustion has been
towns,——with this difference, that the cotton gradually and greatly increasing of late years.
. factories may be re-opened and busily at work Fifteen years ago, a mining engineer declared
gain, while the drowned collieries are probably that if the annual production of saleable coal
.drowned until the world shall be burnt up. in the Northern coal-ﬁeld should reach 10,000
i The late Mr. Thomas John Taylor, indeed (of tons, the beds would last for 331 years only.
whom we have formerly brieﬂy spoken), devised He was thought to be too hasty a chronologer;
. a plan for drawing off the water from the whole but in 1854 another engineer estimated the
of the drowned )its, and gave notice of his duration of the supplies at 315 years, while
intention to apply to Parliament for an act the annual produce was, as then computed,
empowering its execution. Death, however, 14,000,000 tons. Should 20,000,000 tons be
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raised yearly, the fuel, as he calculated, would
be exhausted in 256 years. Now, the annual
'eldin 1861 was 22,500,000 tons, according to
. Hall; and if it should rise to 28,500,000
tons in each year, this great coal-ﬁeld will
be, in effect, exhausted in 177 years. If this
annual yield be thought exaggerated, it is
said to be only in Proportion to past an menta
tions for the last srx or seven years. T e same
engineer further proceeds to show that by a
prevalent ractice of giving overweight (in New
castle cha drone of 53 cwt., and even 55 cwt.),
the estimate already formed may yet further
be curtailed, and the duration of the supplies
be reduced to 167 years!
This will be a startling estimate to most
readers, and to many coal-miners also. The
date of exhaustion, so inconsiderately postponed
by many to somethinvr like one or two thousand
years, comes down toliundreds in place of thou
sands ; and our children’s children may possibly
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revert to what is usually called the type form of whole, tossing it in theair before swallowing it, and
the species. Moreover, they breed freely with one catching it again in its mouth.”

another and their oﬂ‘spring is always fertile."
The present volume, devoted-to the birds
of prey and perching birds (exclusive of the
He adds, however,—-—
“When such differences are found to coexist Conirostres), contains descriptions of 372 species
with such a diﬂ'crent geographical distribution I

—namely, 59 Diurnal Raptores and 22 owls;

certainly prefer the views of those who look on all 291 Insessores-namely, 65 Fissirostres, 76
permanent distinctions of colour, size, structure, Scansores, 33 Tenuirostres, and 117 Dentirostres.
&c., as distinct species, and I believe that no These numbers will sufficiently show the rich
change of climate, or food, or other external circum ness of the country in bird species, as there
stances will produce any alteration in them or in are only in the whole of Europe 35 species of
their descendants if they remain true to each other! Diurnal Ruptores (16 in Great Britain) and.
and as yet I know of no recorded instance where 15 owls (8 British); whilst there are only 172
any well-marked race has produced oﬂ'springs
differing from their own or tending to revert to a insessorial birds in Europe (including the Coni
supposed original type. * ' " As far as our brief rostres), of which rather more than half are
experience goes, geographic distribution is against natives of our own islands.
Mr. Darwin's theory.
To give one example,
Malacocircus striatua of Ceylon is more allied to
Ill. Bengalenn's of Bengal than to M. Malabaricut,
which is spread through a vast region between
those provinces. Other examples will occur to the

see the end of the so-called “Wallsend.” They Indian ornithologist."
may be the ﬁrst to shiver over a ﬁreless grate in
These remarks are followed by a short but
those very houses in which we are now so luxu excellent dissertation on classiﬁcation, which
riously warmed.
as the production of a thoroughly practical
zoolo 'st is worthy of much attention. He here
consi ers that the striking analo ies existing
The Birds of India, being a Natural History between various groups, which ave indeed
of the Birds known to inhabit Continental furnished the keystone to the classiﬁcations of
India, with Descriptions of the Species, Genera, M‘Leay and Swainson, will afford the means
Families, Tribes and Orders, and a Brief of testing thoroughly the Darwinian theory.
Notice of such Families as are not fomul in He adopts the ﬁve primary divisions of Vi ors,
India: making it a Manual of Ornithology namely, the birds of prey (Ra tores), perc ing
ecially adapted for India. By T. C. Jerdon. birds (Insessorcs), game birds(
ores), wading
01. I. (Calcutta)
birds (Grallatores), and swimming birds (Nata
W1: have here the ﬁrst volume of an excellent tores), but adds a sixth order, Gemitores, of
descriptive catalogue of the birds of India, con Blyth, composed of the pigeons. He also pro
taining the birds of prey and the perching birds poses a geographical distribution of the country
(exclusive of the conirostral division). It is not into Northern, Central and Southern India,
surprising that such charming objects of nature omitting, however, Assam and Sylhet from the
as those described in the work before us should ﬁrst of these, on the ground that here commences
in the East attract the attention of our fellow the peculiar Indo-Chinese Fauna, which extends
countrymen, especially military men, who have through Burmah to China and Malayana. This
generally much time at their disposal, and who we consider a mistake, as the peculiar grandeur
being sportsmen are led on from shooting game of the natural products of these regions merits
birds to become professed ornithologists, rejoic a place, distinct indeed though it be, in an
ing in possessing an amusing occupation to kill Indian Fauna. He does not, however, attempt
the ennui attendant ona lazylife in a hot climate. to trace the ornithic peculiarities ofthese different
Hence it is that we ﬁnd that Major-General regions, proposing to give them as a supplement
Hardwicke, Colonel Sykes, Major Franklin, in his second volume. Neither does he furnish
Capt. Hutton, and other military men have done us with any details of the general character of
good service to science by their researches in the Indian Ornithology as contrasted with that of
ornithology of India ; but we must not overlook other countries.
the labours of such civilians as M‘Clelland,
The descriptive portion of the work is occu
Hod on, Horsﬁeld, and especially Edward pied, for the most part, with technical chamo
Blyt , who carried with him to India a more ters and other speciﬁc details of the birds con
rofound acquaintance with the habits of Eng tained in the volume, interspersed, however,_
h birds than any other person we have ever with life-like sketches of the habits of many of
known.
the species. Perhaps the most striking of the
An Introduction of forty-ﬁve pages gives us Indian birds are the hornbills, which seem
a general sketch of the structure of birds, well to represent, in the East, the equally
external and internal, with observations on strange Toucans of the New World. Of the
their senses, instincts, migrations and general great hornbill (Homraius bicornia, Linn.), he
habits. The author then attempts the difﬁcult states that
task of deﬁning a species and a variety, in the “it breeds in holes in large trees, and the male
following manner :—
builds the female in, by covering the hole in the
“ A species may be deﬁned as a number of indi tree where she incubates with mud (Baker says
viduals closely resembling one another in size, with its ordure), leaving only room for her
structure and colours, and propagating a like race;

bill to protrude and receive food from his. This

or, it may be said to be the whole of those indivi

Major T. R. 'I‘ickell, who was the ﬁrst scien

duals that resemble each other so closely as to lead tiﬁc observer of this most curious fact, ‘has seen

us to conclude that they may have descended from with his own eyes.‘ Mason, in his work on
a common origin. Some add to this that indivi Burmah, makes the following statement :—‘The
duals of one species are incapable of producing a female must sit during her incubation, for if she

fertile offspring when crossed with individuals of breaks through the inclosure her life pays the for
another species, but late observations should make
us cautious in accepting this character as ﬁxed and
unvar'ying. A variety is considered by some, as

N°1857, MAY 30, ’63

Chronicles ofthe Monasleryof St. Albans. English‘
History of Thomas Walsingham, formerly a
Monk of St. Alban—[Chronica. Monasterii
S. Albani. Thom. Walsinghami, quondam
Monaehi S. Albani, Historia Anglicana}.

Edited by H. T. Riley, M.A. Vol. I., 1272
1381.

(Longman & Co.)

FEW and unimportant are the known circumstances of the life of the able writer of this

history—the ﬁrst volume of which, in a.
tly
improved form, is now added to the ' t of’
chronicles and memorials published under the
authority of the Master of the Rolls. That'
Walsingham was a Benedictine monk of St
Albans,—that he was living, useful in his own;
and agreeable to future generations, at the close
of the fourteenth and beginning of the ﬁfteenth
centuries,—and that in the latter part of his

life he ﬁlled the oﬂice of Prior of Wymondham
in Norfolk,-—nnd his personal tale is told! Of
other particulars in reference to him we know
none whatever. Even the date of his deatln
has not, hitherto, been ascertained.
But his work, comprising a century and a‘
half of the History of England in stirring and2
eventful times, is more familiar to scholars than»
the story of the author. Formerly it seems to’
have been known by the title of ‘Historis.
Brevis,’ from the fact of its embracing a corn‘
paratively short period <A.D. 1272-1422) as
compared with the ‘Ypodigma Neustriae,’ or
History of Normandy, o the same author. The
range of the latter is, indeed, more extensive
chronologically, for it reaches from A.D. 1066 to.
1418; but it is briefer as regards the space
in which the author narrates his story,not bein ,
in that respect, half so long as the Englis
History now being edited by Mr. Riley.
Nevertheless, the ‘Ypodigma’ is s oken of by
some of our early antiquaries as t e ‘ Historii!
Major.’ The sowalled ‘Historia Brevis' is now
put forth under the more correct and appro
priate title of ‘ Historia Anglicans.’
Mr. Riley has had noble redecessors as editors
of Walsingham’s Englis History- namely,
Archbishop Parker, under whose auspices, if not
Camden,
supervision,
whose
an edition
folio was
appeared
published
in at
1574,
Frank
fort in 1603, These editions, replete as/the
are with errors, are too costly for “scholars ;
wealthy or enthusiastic book-collectors are
almost the only purchasers of them.
Mr. Riley’s account of whence he took the
text of the present edition is so interesting In
its notice of a celebrated personage, who could
write as well as ﬁght, that we make extract
of it :—
“ The text of the present edition is taken from
a small folio manuscript, No. VII. in the Arundel

feit; but to compensate for the loss of freedom,
her spirited mate is ever on the alert to gratify his
dainty mistress, who compels him to bring all her Collection, in the Library of the College of Arms,
one or more individuals resembling certain other viands unbroken, for if a ﬁg or any other fruit be once in the possession of the Lord William Howard,
individuals suﬁiciently to be considered identical injured, she will not touch it.’ This I look on as of Nawor'th, a soldier and scholar of the latter part
in species, and yet differing in certain external a. native story, and as improbable. Fruit forms of the sixteenth and ﬁrst half of the seventeenth
points of colour, size or form ; and these may either the only food, in the wild state, of this as of most century, new best remembered, perhaps, in our

propagate individuals precisely like themselves, or other Indian hornbills, and it always swallows it , Border history as the ‘ Belted Will’ of the North.

N° 1857, MAY 30, ’63
He seems to have perused the volume with no little
diligence, as his handwriting, easily recognized by
its singular regularity and distinctness, is plenti
fully interspersed on its pages. The manuscript
is of the earlier halfof the ﬁfteenth century; written
upon vellum, in a small but easily legible hand,
the style of which is very similar throughout,
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Hugh Tyrrel, before Carisbrooke, “non arbi and Thomas Katrington :—each reminds us in

trantes tutum cohabitare tam vicino serpenti." its cleamess and minuteness of one of Callot's
Excellent man, too, that Abbot of Battle whom pictures.
The volume closes at an interesting int in
the same French commanded (when before
Winchester) to ransom that city. “Abbas the insurrection of Wat Tyler, detailed with a
vero negat se empturum quod non perdiderat," completeness to be found in no other record. On
though the comparatively greater frequency of ‘ he would not buy what he had not lost, and he the ﬁrst scene in this stirring drama the cur
I made the place too hot to hold them.
tain descends, to rise again in the next volume,
inaccuracies in orthography at certain intervals
Then, again, the whole detail of the persecu which will continue a narrative that, in this
satisfactorily proves that more than one (or per
haps two) transcribers were employed by the com tion of Wyclif is rendered with the utmost Wat Tyler portion of it especially, has quite
picturesqueness, but with very small sympathy a “sensational” ﬂavour. The stage is crowded
piler in its preparation.”
uped; and the suil'er
It is worthy of remark, as an illustration of or the reformer, “versipellis Johannes,” as with actors capitally
the value of the editor's labours, that he has Walsingham contemptuously styles the pro ings of the monks of t. Albans are naturally
discovered the immediate source of the more tester, who employed no “circuinlocutio,” but placed in a light to show them off the most
valuable portion of the history,—“ from an “nude et operte docuit,” and, worse than all, effectively. The volume could not close at a
older com ilation once belonging to the Abbey “Episco is derisit." Another bright name is better juncture, for he who reads thus far will
of St.
bans, made probably between the that of ohn Philpot, citizen of London, who assuredly desire to read further; and let us
years 1379 and 1392,a rge folio, now forming equipped a naval force, swept the seas of the especially remark that the book no longer pre
rt of the MS. collection in the King's iratical Mercer, and took terrible toll at Cher sents diﬁiculties to the general reader of some
ourg itself. He is one of the noblest of many little education. For the ﬁrst time, thanks to
ibrary in ‘the British Museum, and numbered
13 E. 1x. in the Catalogue. That the MS. was noble cockneys who have served their country Mr. Riley, we have this work in a text upon
which much care has evidently been bestowed,
enned in the busy Scriptorium of that Abbey, with heart, hands, and head.
m the internal evidence it affords, in the
But the volume glows brightly under the and which is readily intelligible to even a
eyes of those acquainted with the St. Albans glory reﬂected in the story of great deeds and moderately fair Latin scholar.
MS., there cannot be a doubt." The existence heroic names. It has its shadows also. Quite
of this source seems to have been hitherto over Rembrandtes ue is the picture of the murder
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
looked, although Walsin ham‘s obligations to of the squire such in the Sanctuary at West
lllamecestre; being Chapters from the early re
an earlier writer were we known.
minster Abbey; and when Walsingham begins corded History of the Barony, d-c. of Manchester.
Walsingham, in constructing this Chronicle, the subject it is with the sighing remark,—“ I Edited by John Harland. Vol. IIL-History ofthc
has borrowed nearly verbatim. from the St. am now going to tell you something more than Chanlries within the County-Palatine of Lancaster.
Albans MS. above named, from its commence tragical, I who would very much prefer to Edited by the Rev. F. R. Raines, kc. Vols. I. and.
ment to the year 1392, at which period it write only what is comic!” And yet, despite II.— C'hetham Miscellania. Vol. III.——General In
clogs. There are, however, occasional omis his inclination for li ht subjects, he is masterly der (0 the Remains, Hiswrical and Literary, published
sions, and, as Mr. Riley notes, there is also the such,
in treating
ely 0%
and grave
matters, by the Uhetham. Society, Vols. I.-XX.X.-—All the
amonglaorﬁiers,
asgrand
the conﬂict
at Chcrbourg
above are contributions to the collection published
addition of about a. dozen lines supplied by the
compiler.
between the English and French, in which the by a society, to some of the members of whom
antiquaries are indebted for various communica
But it would appear that the St. Albans former came off victorious.
volume, so useful to Walsingbam, is itself, in
Those were days when the principles of Free tions which serve especially to illustrate the history,
manners and customs of folk in the olden time
rt, derived from an earlier compilation, so Trade were so little understood that a Genoese of
Lancasbire and Cheshire. Mr. Harland has
at as the reigns of Edward the First and merchant endeavouring to act on them in Lon brought his account of Manchester to a close, with
Second and rt of that of Edward the Third don was murdered, by way of warning, in the additional matter of interest alluding to county
are concerns . The sources of this derivation street, b rival merchants who took the free families. Mr. Raines has begun the History of
are numerous, but they are duly named by Mr. dom of iﬁ'ering from him! From this bit of Chantries, supplying ten times the amount of infor
Riley in his Introduction; the whole of them tragedy Walsingham again turns away for a mation in his own introduction to what is to be
being traced out, in this edition, with marginal touch of the comic. The Scots were ravaging found in the body of the work. Indeed, the Preface
and committing dreadful atrocities in the North, is a valuable chapter in Church History in every
references.
We have compared the present text devoted found themselves amon a people smitten with way creditable to the writer as a scholar and a
to the propositions or conclusions propounded the pin e, and who eclared that that and Christian. The ‘Chetham Miscellanies' touch upon
by Wyclif (353-364), and the text in Camden's every ca amity'came to them “ by God’s grace!” county dialects, curious position of landlords and.
folio of 1603 (204-8): the result has been to ‘Vhereupon, the pious assassins from Scotia tenants, and other illustrations in connexion with
an especial locality. The General Index also
convince us of the general incorrectness, abom daily put up a prayer which, says Walsingham, deserves a passing word of praise. Its value, and
inable punctuation, and comparative worthless who gives it in Latin, sounds much more ridi the merit of’ him who made it, will be thoroughly
ness of the old edition, and to lead us to con culous in their own idiom, namely, “ Gode and appreciated by scholars.
clude that this, one of the most important Seynt Mango, Seynt Romayne, and Seynt
Philip of Ko’m'gmarkt, and Foam. By Maresco
chapters in our early ecclesiastical history, is Andrews scheld us this da from Goddes
e, Pearce, B.A. (Pickering.)-We have here a tragedy
- now mcn'tten in the words of the original and the foul dethe that hnglysh men yene founded upon the painful story of Sophia Dorothea,
author.
upon!" This was as selﬁsh a practice as that wife of our ﬁrst George. The subject certainly pre
Numerous are the features of interest and of the Turks, who, when they have the plague sents some tragic opportunities, but Mr. Pearce
importance in this portion of Walsingham’s in a town, pray to the Prophet, not to protect wants the power to turn them to account. He
work which has any claims to originality,—not them from God's grace, but to be good enough gives us the mere surface of feeling and character;
his attempts at
ion and pathos are deﬁcient in
excluding, however, some portion of the reign to send the
tilence on to the next city.
of Edward the Third. To the chronicling of
in, w at a
nt to the picture in the vigour and dept ; his motives want likelihood, his
freshness. The assault of Countess Platen
ﬁfteen years is given about a half of the whole ballad of the Comte Ory we have in that of dialogue
upon Konigsmarkt‘s heart is told in as forcible a
work, and herein we possess material valuable, Sir John Arundcl and his men, who take passage as we can find; but after such an example
in
the oflgEnglish
h' hest de istory.
ee, to the
writers
t of her eloquence, we can hardly affect surprise at
dents
The
detailsand
arestu
so up their quarters in a nunnery, to the
horror of the Lady Abbess. The young sol iery her discomﬁturs :
graphically rendered, that we live old English behaved with far too much gallantry to the
Pity me, Count I
Nay, keep your pity, it may be you'll need it
ife over again. They who witnessed the inmates, who are described as consisting of
For other 2 an for me. What! you have dared
lovingly-greeted entry of our Danish lady will widows who have shut themselves u in the
To spurn my love, and trample on my heart,
And now you talk of pity? Know you then,
see how matters were arranged in the City cloister, lest they should be tempt
by the
That
those who deeply love, can hole as deeply,
when Richard passed through it to be crowned; world and other strong tempters,-—of married
And I have power, you dare not brave my hate !
how angelic maidens offered him “ﬂorenos women, who, in the absence of their lords, put
But you are smiling, Philip; ah, you know
I was but jesting when I spoke of hate.
aurios sed sophisticos,” and how the thirst themselves out of harm's way,—of professed
You are too brave to tremble at my threats,
people, hoarse with shoutin and faint with nuns, and of “virgines ﬁlize ma'orum provincize
And so you'll try to love me, won't you, Philip!
You ‘ll give me back a little of my love.
stru ling, were r
ed wi wine from the quze servabantur ad discendas ‘terns, —-young
0,
do not shake your head; what have I done
pubic conduits. T e municipality of those ladies, dau hters of entlemen of the province,
That you should good me thus to madness, Philip?
days could be hospitable to the folk as well as who were t are for their education.
—Mr. Pearce is rather more successful in some of
to their feudal master. The whole scene to the
For what occurred in this locality the reader his minor efforts. Now and then we meet with a
end is splendidly portrayed. Equally power is referred to the volumes, wherein there are pleasing picture or with a tender and graceful
ful, in another way, is the description of the few illustrations of the times more ably deli thought; but, after all, the casual oasis bears no
French attack on the Isle of Wight, in 1377, neated, except, perhaps, the trial by battle on proportion to the extent of the desert. We have
and how they left it after their repulse by Sir a charge of treason between Sir John Annesley itherto spoken of the writer’s ability, not of I11‘
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sentiments. He shows at times a ﬂippancy and a
“fastness ” in the latter respect which quite recon
cile us to his shortcomings in the former.
The Riv-image to Rome: a. Poem, in Two Books.
By R. Owen, B.D. (Oxford, Hammans.)—These
gee contain an account of the writer‘s journey to
game, through various cities of Southern France
and Northern Italy. Mr‘. Owen describes in general
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has it, at which Mr. Johnston delivered a lecture
on the above subject. This lecture the Messrs.
Lawson have privately printed, adding thereto

some valuable and interesting notes on the history
of the Company (many of whose members had
listened to the lecture), furnished by Mr. A. K.

suggmt.

Stanton, has enriched the book with a few very

notion of his manner :—
'

volume, worthy of being read now and of being

A rather laboured comparison of the consulted hereafter.

Rhone to the course of human life will give a fair
0 i what a lively image of our life
Is mirrored in that wlldcrlng eager Rhone !
Like it, our life sprang from the pathless hills
Oi everlasting stillness, and amain
1t qulvarcd keenly with bright sapphire foam,
All bounding in an sxtasy of joy,
When all the world lay open to its march,
As it it courted conquest. Ah I too soon
Shall turbid ﬂoods of passion stain its course,
And from the native mountains hurry it
Adown the sliding levels to the embrace
of many a peopled Lyons o! the world,
Where Wealth and Commerce whirl in feverish rout
And Poverty doth pine in secret cell;
Happy, ii yet between the arid wastes
And close deﬁles of rocky solitudcs
It may perchance rove o'er romantic meads,
And couch beneath some city of the Church,
Until it sink into the charmed sleep
01 some Mediterranean isle of rest.

—The book eviuces thought and abundant culture ;
but its best passages belong rather to pulpit rhetoric
than to poetry. The combination of guide-book
and sermon .is,'however, a novelty that may attract

the graver class of travellers.
Sonnets and other Poems. By Sigma. (Man
cheater, Hall St Roworth.)-—“ Sigma” presents us
with a collection of pieces most of which were
written on local occasions. A performance at the
theatre, a recollection of a visit, the death or the

birthday of a friend, are among the subjects han
dled, and will suﬂiciently denote the general con

the clear conciseness of Dr. Noad’s directions for

determining the presence of poisons in organic mat
ter, recommends these sections to attention. If
Part II., devoted to Quantitative Analysis, be exe

outed with equal care to that shown in Part I.,
which embraces the Qualitative determinations,

Mackle. Another Scottish gentleman, Mr. Clark Dr. Noad will have produced a very useful Manual

terms the most famous places which he visited, pretty designs, and the whole forms a handsome
and moralizes upon the impressions which they
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Lmlc‘s Last Labour not Last. By G. Daniel.
(Pickering.)—A volume of essays, like a volume of
sonnets, is not ‘work that any man can accomplish.
Mr. Daniel has not fully succeeded, but he has a
certain facility of hand which may yet enable him

to do better in the cabinet-picture department of

of Chemical Analysis.
Diuticka ,- a Historical and Critical Surrey of
theLiteratw-eofGermany. ByGustavSolling. (Triib
ner &. Co.)—A great deal ofinformation not accessi
ble to the general English reader is afforded inthis
volume, which answers the purpose not only ofa his
tory. but to a certain extent of an Anthology. Herr
Selling begins his survey of'Gorman literature atthe
very earliest period, and his copious descriptions of
the Niebslungen Lied, and other medimval epim,

literary art. At present, he uses many words to will be highly acceptable to many who have no
say but little. A master in essay-writing employs inclination to study early poetical art, but would
few words to say a great deal. Mr. Daniel has gladly be made acquainted with the subjects of the
good choice of subjects, but he is hardly equal to minstrels’ songs. The several periods prior totheage
them; and we would ask him, in connexion with oi‘ Klopstock are well deﬁned, and each of them is
his notes, if he referred to Buﬁ'on before or after illustrated by an alphabetical list of the writers,
he wrote that Buﬁ'on, after describing the music with a summary of characteristics appended to each
of the robin-redbreast, coldly observes: “This little name. On the other hand, Klopstock, Leasing,
Wieland, Herder, Richter, Goethe and Schiller,
Warbler is excellent, roasted.”
Oriosa: a Play. By Anon. (Printed for the each the subject of a separate section, are examined
Author.)-—An amateur poet, one whose wishes are at length, and illustrated by copious extracts. Alto
stronger than his powers, is sometimm like those gather ‘ Diutiska ’ is .the very book for those older
amateur actors of whom Walpole said, they students, who would like to take a. general glance
played so well, that he only wondered they had not at the literature with which they are about to
had sense enough not to play at all. “ Anon " has become more minutely acquainted-that is to say,
amused himself by constructing a North-American in parts, for those who know more aboutthe earlier

Indian tragedy, which is not without a respectable writers than Mr. Selling tells them will be few
indeed. Another volume is promised, devoted to

side to it, but which is not North American—
civilized or Yankee. We do not think that a

the writers of the Romantic School, the one before

Comanche would say of daybreak, that

us terminating with Goethe and Schiller.

The smile of day o'er yonder brooklet steals,
And the world, rebirth'd, awakcs the welkln
With her cries.

French Writer , tha'r Life and Works; or, a
History of French Literature-[Les Ecrivains M
pm's, lzur Vic rt 1cm‘: (Form, ‘kc. par F. Barrin'e].
(London, Williams tr Norgate; Paris, Door-coo.)

We have ‘more rm
for Mrs. Le Mayne, who
tents of the book. The writer expresses much gives farewell counsel to her son Roland, in such Some years ago, we had to speak in terms of praise
kindly feeling in verse of average merit.
terms as to show that she has read Shakspeam, and of M. Vinet‘s work on French literature; we may
Gone ,- or, before the Dawn. (Edinburgh, Black.)
——The (Eone of this poem is a Pagan priestess, who,
by the light of reason and the evidences of nature,
rises to a higher faith than that of her country and
time. Though the daughter of a king, she is doomed

especially the scene between Polonius and Laertes. speak with increase of eulogy of M. Barrera’:
To be sure, Shakspeare himself mentions “ Anon, volume, for the latter gives a general and lucid
Anon, Sir,” and our author may therefore claim to history of the literary men of France, from the
earliest times, whereas M. Vinet treated only of
be older than our national poet!
The Universal Tad-Book of Photography. (Leeds, those of a particular period. In a small space, the
to death as a. misbeliever ; pardon is offered to her Harvey 8t Co.)—This is one of the numerous author has contrived to impart a vast amount of
as an inducement to recent, but she remains con manuals issued by dealers in photographic materials, information, much of it anecdotical, and we com
stant, and suﬂ'ers. This story, though simple, affords in which, under pretext of giving directions to the mend his volume to the study and approval of all
large scope for poetic treatment. The author de learner, they advertise their own chemicals. There who are desirous to acquire, at small pains, a clear
serves credit for an elevated conception and for the is a larger amount of pretsnsion than usual in this view of the outlines of literary France, from the
consistency with which it is maintained; but his “ universal ” text-book, and. as might be expected, era of the Langue d‘Oil and Langue d'O_c, to that
_
style, spite of the sonorous verse, is too vague and numerous shortcomings. The language employed brought to a close by the death of Voltaire.
diffuse for the successful accomplishment of his to convey information is so grammatically imper
Lord Byron.- a Biography—[Lord Byron, am
design.
fact, and oil-en so carelessly constructed, that the Biogrcqikr'c, von Dr. Felix Eberty]. (Leipzig, Her
Easter lVcck. (\Vilson.)-If we except a. few lines reader is left in doubt as to the Author's meaning. zel; London, Williams It N orgate.)--Eucoura.ged
towards the and of this production, it is diﬁicult to “ The ﬁ‘sthetics of Photography,” translated from by the favourable reception given to a previous
trace its connexion with the theme that it professes the French of M. Disderi, which forms one of the biography of Sir Walter Scott, Dr. Felix Eberty,
to commemorate. The little brochure is chieﬂy oc chapters of this Text-book, does furnish a few hints a. Breslau Professor, has completed, for the use of
cupied with remarks upon the aspects of Nature, by which many photographers might proﬁt. It the German public, a life of Byron which, short as
and the poets who have celebrated them. It con would, however, have been far more valuable had it is, comprises a critical examination of the poet's
tains neither fresh thought nor vigorous expression. it been less wordy.
principal works. The tone of the book is generally
All that is said might have been better said in plain
Practical Advice to Amatewr Photographers, d:c. eulogistic.
prose; and there seems no actual need that it By Henry Matheson. (How.)—Within the brief
The Infe ofMohammcd—[ Doc Lcbm Muhommcd’s,
should have been said at all.
space of thirty pages, a considerable amount of von Theodor Niildeke]. (Hanover, Riimﬂer; Lon
The Bog/hood of Martin Luther ; or, the .S'uﬂ'erings instruction is given. It is really practical advice don, Williams h: Norgate.)—-Herr Niildeke has
of the Heroic Little Beggar Boy, who afterwards which is communicated, and the descriptions of the entertained the opinion that a succinct popular
became the grcat German Reformer. By Henry manipulatory details of each process are, generally, biography of the Founder of Islam drawn from
Mayhew. (Low & Co.)—By means of a sort of his so clear, that any amateur may, with a little ordi original sources would be acceptable to the public ;
torical romance, and as much liberty taken with nary care, follow them, without fear of error.
and, in pursuance of this opinion, he has. written
what people did or did not say, as ever Livy took,
A Momual of C'hemicolAmZg/sis, Qualitative-and the small volume before us. He has long, it seems,
Mr. Henry Mayhew has furnished a considerable Quantitative. For the Use of Students. Part I. been a student of Arabic poetry, but his book_ rs
amount of interesting information touching the Qualitative. By Henry M. Noad, PhD. (Reeve 8r designed for those who are not equally erudite.
boyhood of Luther and the later years of his Co.)—Dr. Noad has produced an exceedingly use The statement of one of the dilliculties he has met
parents. As a biographer for boys and of boys, Mr. ful little book. From his long experience as a with in the execution of his task may be interst
Henry Mayhew has few if any equals, for there is teacher, he has been enabled to convey his direc ing to chronologists:—“ There is one defect 1!! my
such skill in his treatment of a subject that from tions to the chemical student in the simplest form; book which I am bound by way of preliminary to
the boys. his volumes find their way into the hands and knowing the ordinary impediments which admit. This is in the inaccuracy of the chronology
of the older folk, and this is a species of success cross the learner's path, he enables him to overcome of Mohammed’s last ten years. If we have few reh
which few writers for the young have achieved them without difficulty, if care and attention are able dates for the time before the Hegum, not one
since the days of ‘Miss Edgeworth.
given to the teacher’s precepts. Writing a work of which can be reduced to .a date of the ulmm
The Geographical Distribution of Material ll’eallh. ‘for the use of a medical school, the author has Calendar, our chronological information relative to
By A. Keith Johnston. (Edinburgh, Private Press introduced much that is new and valuable on the period after the ﬂight is much more abundant
of Peter Lawson to Son.)—Mr. C. Lawson, on the subject of .poisons, and the chemical means for However, it is only when we come to the very 1081i
retiring from the oﬁice of Master of the Merchants’ detecting them in the human body after death. days of the Prophet Hist we can reduce even the
Company of'Scotland, made the occasion memorable In the books devoted especially to this subject, the later dates to a conformity with our mode of reckon
by giving a oonoersazione, as the fashionable slang information will, necessarily, be more ample, but ing, for it was not till then that Mohammed ﬁrmly
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settled that year of twelve lunar months or 354
days, which regulates the computation of his ad
herents to the present day. It is almost certain
that before this period the Arabians computed
time by a lunar year, which was, on one occasion,
rectiﬁed with the solar ear, by intcrcalury ad
ditions. Of the nature oi? these, however, nothing
is accurately known.”
Of Miscellaneous Publications we have to men~
tion: A Constitution for Poland and Russia can
cider-ed Politically and Commercially, by J. D.
(Mann, Nephews),--A Concise Review of Poland's
History and Russian Policy, including Remarks on
the Rcputed Will of Peter the Great, by \V. Hand
cock (Dublin, Robertson),-—N0le on the Block of
Tin dredged up in Falmouth Harbour, by Col.
Sir H. James (Stanf0rd),—-Tlw Case of Sermla, by
a Serb (Bell & Daldy),-The Serbian Nation and

the Eastern. Question, by "ladimir Yovanovitch
(Bell in Dalcly), —Irish Fallacies and English
Facts.- being an Appeal to the Oomnwn Sense of the

British Public on the Subject of the Irish Convict
System, by Scrutator (Ridgwﬂjh-ﬁecognition: a
Chapter from the History of the North American
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Taken upon Trust 2nd edit. 3 vols. pout Rvo. 31/6 cl.
Testament, New, Creek, Notes by Alford, Vol. L 5th edit. 8m. 28/
Thorn Tree The, n History of Thorn Worship 0! Israel, or. Svo. 5,’
Trollope‘: (llullo Mulatesta, a Novel. 3 vols. post 8m. 31/6 cl.
'1‘ _ler‘s Christ the Lord, the Rovealer ofGod, or. Eve. 1516 cl.
\ llherforce's lfmctlcal View of Christisnit ,ncw edit. IGmoJl/Bcl.
Williams‘: Indian Epic Poetry, Lccturu a Oxford, ftvo. 51c].
Winslow's The Inner lute. its Nature, Lupnc and. Recovery. 4,6 cl,
Woodcroft's Biographies of Inventors 0 Machines for Textile
Fabrics, post 8V0. lI/d cL
Young Life, its Chances and Changes, 2 vols. port Evo. 21/ cl.
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A. Dyce, E. F. Flower, Mayor of Stratford-on
Avon, The Earl Granville, F. Haines, Sir R.

Hamilton, Bart., The Rev. W. Harness, R. S.
Holford, The Earl Howe, H. Johuson, Lord Lind
say, Lord Londesborough, The Lord Mayor of
London, Sir E. Bulwer Lytton, Bart., D. Maclise,
W. C. Macready, Lord John Manners, Herman

Merivale, R. Monckton Milnes, C. N. Newdegate,
SHAKSPEARE CELEBRATIONS.

Sir C. Nicholson, Bart, Sir James Prior, Gen.
As yet we do not hear of any large and inclusive Sabine, President of the Royal Society, H. B.
attempt to organize the Shakspeare celebration of Sheridan, William Tite, S. H. Walpole, B. Webster,
next year: though there is, in every section of our J. Wilkinson, T. Wright, Lord Vernon; with J. O.
intellectual societies, :2. strong desire that something Halliwell as the Honorary Secretary.
If these noblemen and gentlemen, while aiding
worthy of Shakspeare and of his countrymen should
be done. There is a local movement at Stratford, to complete the Shakspeare Fund, should think
proper
to undertake the arrangements foraNa
with a view to a dinner, a speech, and perhaps a
statue. The Canadians are preparing for a demon tional Celebration in April next year, the thing
stration of their own, and have actually made some might be done, and well done. To a body already
progrems toward holding :1 eat festival in Toronto. organized, it would be easy to bring accessions of
Australia, too, is moving.
ut with the exception of strength. The Shakspeare Fund Committee in
a small body of gentlemen connected with a club in cludes a goodly portion of our known Shakspearian
Clerkenwell, some of whom are members of the Dra students; and the rest might be invited to come in
matic Authors’ Society, we are not aware ofany per on equal terms. By this easy process a very large
sons being e
ed with the idea of a great national and very inﬂuential body could be brought into
celebration to be held in London or elsewhere. We combination with scarcely any waste of time. Our
have not one word to sayagainst theUrbau Club ; on own duty is done in placing these hints at the
the contrary, we think some credit is due to them service of the Duke of Newcastle and his friends.
for taking the open initiative in a matter to which
everybody professes to wish well, while he is indo
MUSEUMS IN HOLLAND.
lcntly waiting for his brother to move. But a

and South American States, by F. W. Gibbs
(Ridgway),-—The Present A'mcrz'can Revolution:
The Internal Condition of Democracy considered,
in a Letter from the Hon. T. D’Arcy M‘Gee to
the Hon. C. G. Duffy (Hardwicke),—A Treatise on
Positive Printing, by T. Sutton (Lampray, Tibbitts
l: Co.),—An Essay on Production, Money and Shakspeare Committee-—it‘ it is to do anything
Amstm'dam, my 26, 1863.
Omm'ament: in which tlu Principlc of a Natural considerable, or even creditable, in the Poet’s
IN 1860, Mr. Carel Joseph Fodor, a. merchant
Law is A dz'anced and Explained, by W. A. Thom name-—ehould, in our opiniom represent all the of this city, left by will to the municipality of
son (Buffalo, Wheeler),—Remarla on the Rig of intellectual forces of the country, all the grades Amsterdam his collection of paintings, sculpture,
Sailing Ships, by H. D. P. Cunningham (White of our society, all the activities of our lite drawings, etchings and engravings, together with
head 5: Morris),—IriJh Facts and Wakeﬁeld Fiyurea rature. No doubt, when duly appealed to, “the his residence and adjacent buildings. The condi
in relation to Convict Discipline in Ireland, inves press, the heads of literary institutions, the clergy, tions on which this valuable legacy were made,
tigated by J. T. Burt (Longman),—-The Position and persons of local standing throughout the land, were, that the works of Art which he had collected
and Duty of Pennsylvania: a Letter addressed to will lend prompt and hearty assistance in the mat should be preserved by the city, in a building to
the President of the Philadelphia Board of Trade ter; not merely on account of the homage that is be constructed on the site of his residence and
(Mackintosh),-—Lecturox on. Coal-Tar Colours, and due to the memory of Shakspeare, but in order to warehouses, to be called the Fodor Museum. This
on recent Improvements and Progress in Dyeing and vindicate the English character from a charge of museum he further endowed so liberally that there
Calico-Printing, by Dr. Calvert (Triibner &, Co. ),-— insensibility to the claims of literary excellence will always be suﬂicient funds to keep it in thorough
A Serious Fall in the Value of Gold ascertained, alleged against it on the ground that we have order, and to pay the salaries of the Director
and its Local Efccts Set Forth, by W. S. Jevons erected public monuments to kings, conquerors, and the attendants. In order, however, that the
(Stanford),— Mr. Napoleon Bonaparte (Jérome), statesmen, divines and disciples of science, and museum might not be exclusively for the beneﬁt of
by a French Soldier (Farrah &. Dunbar),—-and The
ublic philanthropists alone, leaving to Germany, the educated and intelligent classes, to whom alone
Case of the West Hm'ttepool Harbour and Railway ‘rance, Spain, Portugal, Scotland and Ireland the perhaps his collection will prove attractive, he
Company: Dcbenturc Stock no Security; An Act of proud distinction of manifesting open reverence for provided that a small charge, to be fixed by the
Parliament no Protection (Wilson).
the memory and the genius of their great national city authorities, should be made for admission.
poets.” But then the press, the clergy and the This charge has been fuzed at 10d., and (on Sun
heads of literary institutions will desire to know days) at ls. 3d.; and the entire amount of these
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
with whom they are co-operating, and to what charges is, according to the desire of the testutor,
hlnlwuvth's Lord Mayor of London, new sdlt. cr. Evo. 5 bds.
Alexander-‘I Evidences of Christianity for Schools, by
omlou, 1/
to be distributed among the city poor.
deﬁnite end.
A
la ofthe Alps, The, a Tale. N. Bro. 91o cl.
B and’: Latin llcxnmeteﬂ. Vocabulary to, 12:110. 11/ hf. bd.
The Fodor Museum has recently been opened.
To begin, it is, we think, desirable that what
Bolm‘s Stand. Lib. ‘Mlchclot's Roman Re ubllc by l-lnzlltt.‘ 3/6
ever is done should be done under the inspiration The very handsome building consists of three large
Did
‘I Two Testimonies, and. Last 0b
cm of Rutionalilm. 8/
Due clm‘l French Reader, 8nd edit limo. 116 cl.
of a common thought, made visible by the ascer rooms, in addition to a. residence for the Director.
Buckluud's Fish Hatching cr. svu. 5/ cl.
tained sanction and adhesion of the one august The large ball, or gallery, has been admirably cou
Culrd'l in". John on.) serum»; new edit. a. Svo. 5/ cl.
Carey‘; Four Months in n. Duhabééh on the Nile, Bvo. 15/ cl.
personage who represents the whole country. The structcd, so as to render the light as useful as
0mg’: Narrative of the late War ln_i\'ew Zealnnd, post Bvo. 6/ cl.
Calell‘s Illustrated Family Bible, ‘'01. 4-. “0. 7/6 c
patronage of the Queen, the Presidency of the possible in showing off the merits of the works it
Chaﬂ'en’u Works and Monograms on Pottery und Porcelain, 1!] cl.
Prince of Waleo, would give to the project of a grand contains. The collection consists of 121 paintings
Chuubcs‘s Handy Guido to Paris, 18“ "mo. 1/ swd.
Chambers‘! Narrative ScrieI of Standard Readinz Books, Bookt-l, 2/ Commemoration the only basis worthy of the name of the Modern Dutch and Flemish Schools, the
Coghlan‘s Illustrated Guide to the Rhine, 18th edit. limo. 9/8 cl.
(gr-porn lleadsmun, new edit. {0. 8w. 1/ “rd.
of Shnkspeare. This adhesion gained, the next step chcf-d’mwro of this division is Scheﬂ'er's ‘ Christos
lus's Smaller Grammar of the Greek Language, post 8v0. 3,16
should be an invitation to the Fellows of the Royal Consolator,‘ which Mr. Fodor purchased at the sale
Ourtlul's Student's Gmk Grammar-,by Emit , pout svo. 7/6 cl.
Davy‘! I’h slol lcal Rcmrchcs, 8m. 15/ ol.
Society and the Society of Antiquaries, to the of the Duchess of Orleans’ collection, for 2,100L;
Dlsruell‘s
c L term-y Character, new cdit. cr. svo. 3,’!1 cl.
Eulo
m (Historiarum) Qhrouloomod. Hnydcn,V.8,my. 8vo.10/ Royal Academicians, to the heads of Colleges, to 30 French, and 12 German pictures complete the
Form Rep]: & Rosiug's ‘Dictionary IlanlshbEug. sq. 12mo. H,’ cl. the members of all our learned bodies, and the collection of oil paintings. The Dutchaud Flemish
Pevuli Du c‘s Motto, :1 Romance, (1:. Bvo. 2/ bds.
Fleming's Travels ou llorlebnckju Muntchu 'l'urtary, roy.8’vo. 4R! managers of all our theatres to join a Committee. drawings number 788 ; French, 161 ; German and
Fowler 5 Answer (Serlntlrul to Bisho Colenso. Pan 1. Eve. HI swd.
The Committee might be a large one, made to English, 15; Italian, 14. In the catalogue of the
Gibson's Miscellanea. Historical an Blogrnphical. Eve. 1?] cl.
Hanna‘: Last Days of Our Lord‘! Passion 8th edit. to. 8m. 5/ cl.
include every sort of celebrity, social, literary and engravings, tbereare 87 of the old Dutch, Flemish,
Huwker’s Poor Man‘! Momingt Eve ‘
‘oi-tions. in. ad. or. Eve. 8/
scientiﬁc. The chief, perhaps the main difficulty is German, and French schools, and 275 modern
Hawklus‘s Physical te.,Const.ltutlouo Dealt Dnmbmutsvai/
Hlntson School Building & Infant Schcols,cd. Reynolds, limo. 2/6 —how to begin?
specimens. ‘ A Nymph,‘ by Cartellier, and
Holl’s The King‘; Mail, a volasout Bvo. 31/6 cl.
Household Pmvcrbs 1hr Every 11 . It. 870. 1/ bdo.
Now, it happens conveniently that a Committee ‘Innocence playing with a. Serpent,’ by Eugene
Household Proverb: for Men, fc. 8V0. 1/ bds.
has been gathered together, for a special purpose, Simones, are the only specimens of the statuary
Jump Dal-clay new odjt. to. 8m. 1/ am].
Land I Short ml: 3a” Course of A1 bra, an edit. we cl.
in connexion with the Shakespeare Fund, esta art in this museum.
Macaulay. Public nm of, by Arnol , 2nd edit. post Bro. 716 cl.
M. F odor’s collection 50 liberally bequeathed to
blishcd in 1861 for the preservation of objects illus
Hall's": labour M mad how to Grow thorn, new ed. 1/ nwd.
11:5 I Constitutional Hlsto 0! England. VoL 1, 2nd edit. 15/‘ cl.
trative of the Life and Works of Shakslmare at his native city, may justly be considered one of the
M ‘860M MI Idle lad its ll
Duﬁul, tr. by Rowan, 10‘6
luck Iraq, on ,h-l-h eggs-n
r, wt “m. or. m. m cl. Stratford-on-Avon. A public reading of Shak greatest attractions in this quaint capital of the
nnmlhf’ﬁ o Chnntmu
It in tho Gm! Elhibitlomcr. 8vc. 8/6
speare, by Mr. and Mrs. Kean, is about to take Low Lands, to every amateur and connoisseur of
gpﬁ'tqng 1&9“ :26 8nd. “mom mm. in/o cl.
man!“
'
Peepneuu
at the cu.
‘Western
World.uGr. 81!).mung
1] cl.
mW 0‘ Fun“
13/
place in St. James's Hall for the beneﬁt of that the line arts who may happen to stroll hither.
Pounded?! Abrl
cut of tbs Common Huh Law, Vol. I 20/
Fund; and a Committee of noblemen and gentle Mr. Murray should “make a note of it,” for the
mm pp: -5 'l‘h can‘!
0rd!
cmwrltual
1
w
, post are. 7/6’ cl.
men connected with Shakspeas'ian literature has beneﬁt of those who may consult his handbook.
Bolt 87!. II‘! .
Rsilwpy Lib
, ‘ )luulevenr‘n lv
new “num live. 2/ bdl.
been named to aid in that object. At present The public and private collections in this city were
Reade slJ. E.)
o Laureate Wreath an other Pooumpnot svo. 6,’
already excellent and numerous; and while the old
Bxmcdldycﬂlroucestrla. Sp'ooulu'ml Elihu-la! dab Mal-N. l, 10} this Committee consists of The Duke of New
Scott I “ uvcrlc herein, at. 18, Rodgauu
c.8vo. 1/ nwd.
castle (President), Sir C. H. R. Boughton, masters, whose best works are among those collec
ﬂhlkc'lpearc.
. by Carruthers and Chumbm, 01.8, in. Bvo. 3,16
lmlth's smulufinmmu of the Mn kunmtmsvn. :10 al. Bart” C. H. Bracebridge, Lord Justice Knight tions, will always ﬁnd their full percentage of
Smith I Student15hI‘Jhﬂ‘gamma; post 20.
ell:
Bruce, B. Bond Cabbell, The Earl of Carlisle, admirers, those modern masters, whose works now
Bmlr'v
a
n
on
|,pult o.
c
S
hopme
as, tad edit.
Uvo. 5/6 cl.
literally adorn
hung,
thecannot
walls onfail
which
to render
they have
a visit. to
J. P. Collier, F. W. Cosens, W. Hepworth Dixon, judiciously
Stanley 5 Locturoc on the Jewish
urch 2nd edit. 8m. 10} cl.
on “W. Idiom-Boob, W in 1/ James Dugdale, The Earl of Dunraven, The Rev.
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the Fodor Museum a most gratifying intellectual moment. Mr. Kin lake has made a disrespectful
comparison of the mperor to a weaver; and the
treat to every man of taste and intelligence.
at endeavour of Augsburg is to glorify the
I am unwilling to close this communication
without referring to an attempt that is now being founder of the Fugger family who practised that

arts of design. These seventy-three form the
United Protestant Charitable Fund, and of them
four were in existence before the Reformation, two
more came into being between the Reformation
made to obtain subscriptions to the amount of trade. A ﬁne statue of Jakob Fugger has lately and the religious peace of 1555, sixteen between
500,000 ﬂorins for building a National Museum in been erected by Kin Ludwig, and the ancient the Peace and the beginning of the Thirty Years‘
aximilian Strasse is even War, three only during the Thirty Years‘ W'nr,
Amsterdam. This museum is intended to be com Fugger-haus in the
memorative of the restoration of the national inde now being decorated with frescoes. The statue, and forty-one from the Peace of Westphalia to
E. W.
pendmce of Holland in 1813. As disputes have which, strangely enough, is executed by the same the end of the eighteenth century.
already arisen among the patriots at the head of artist to Whom so many of the weak and paltry
vthe enterprise, it will probably prove to be a ﬁgures in Munich owe their origin, gives us a ﬁne

museum divided against itself, and fall down before head and ﬁgure in trunk-hose, at once noble and cha~
it is built up. Should the design be realized, how racteristic. The frescoes are painted by Ferdinand
ever, the scattered collections of paintings, draw
ings and sculpture in the various museums in the
country-so far as they are the property of the
nation-will be transferred to this National Mu
seum. It is thought more than probable that
patriotism here will contrive a much cheaper way
for ventilating itself; and if it do not, it will be
a greater curiosity than any which the museum

will contain.

0. H. Guss.
AUGSBURG.
Munich, May, 1863.

Wagner, and are devoted to the history of the

family and that of the town of Augsburg

The

ﬁrst picture shows the foundation of the old town,

Rudolph of Habsburg giving the municipal privi
leges to its citizens. In the second, the Emperor
Ludwicgiefeated
, the Bavarian,
takes Leopold
refuge inofthe
town
when
by Archduke
Austria,
brother of the rival emperor, Frederic the Hand
some. Another picture presents the building of
the Fuggerei, that quaint, little, inclosed quarter,
with its four gates and its rows of miniature houses,
which are let out to poor Catholic families at the

AN afternoon spent in the streets of quaint old nominal rent of two ﬂorins a year.

Round the

Augsburg is the most singular commentary on the frescoes are arabesque borders, one of the large

modern architecture of Munich. The utter stillness pictures being surmounted by the Imperial eagle

DISCOVERY AT GIBRALTAR.
Gibraltar, May 13, 1863.

I send you an account of the disco‘very of an
ossiferous cavern on this rock. The mere fact of
a cave containing osseous remains having been
found would not perhaps be of suﬂicient interest
to justify me in asking you to give place to a
letter on the subject. But there are circumstances
connected with this discovery which induce me to
believe that some account will not be unacceptable
to geologists. At any rate, it is desirable to deter
mine if possible the antiquity of these remains,
even though they be, as some declare, comparatively
recent. The fact of a human skull having been
discovered in a cave embedded in bone earth, in
close contiguity to a stone implement and the bone
of a huge mammal twenty feet below the surface
of a limestone plateau, is suﬁcient to justify some

and repose of the mass of buildings, each one of of Germany. another by the coatof-arrns of the
which harmonizes with the rest in the commanding Fuggers. Below them runs a frieze, to some extent inquiry. For the last six months the Royal Engi
look-—the absence of all striving after eﬂ‘ect—the suggested by Kaulbach‘s companion work in Berlin. neers have been employed excavating a large tank
decided character of every facade-the citizen sym The development of arts and sciences and the pro for the use of the military prison on “Windmill
plicity of ornament-contrast very strangely with grass of the town are typiﬁed by groups of children, Hill. The spot where this excavation has been
the search for novelty, the mongrel mixture of some hammering out weapons and armour, others made is situated upon an oval plateau, 400 feet
styles, and the profuse decoration that characterize working in gold and chasing, others as meister above the sea, at the southern point of the rock.
the capital. In Augsburg, every restoration is singers, architects, painters and sculptors. The The plateau is composed of compact limestone, in
eﬁ'ected with a view to improving what already colour and design are especially pleasant in this most places scarcely concealed by the superﬁcial
exists, instead of grafting something new upon frieze; in the larger frescoes the colour is some soil. So solid is the rock that the quarrying of the
the'old stock. Slight changes have been made times of an exaggerated warmth that looks hot tank was done entirely by blasting. About ten
during the six years that have passed since my last and glaring.
days ago I heard casually that some bones, described
visit; a few new houses have been built, several
The block of buildings belonging to the old as "beef bones," had been discovered in the ex
have been restored, and yet there is only one Fugger mansion stretches some way along the cavations, when proceeding to the spot I found
attempt to introduce the new Munich architecture.
Strasse, and one of the houses attached the quarrymen working about ﬁfteen feet below the
You may still roam about the winding streets, and to it is now the famous “ Drei Mohren." A lover surface, and they were removin portions of a blast
gaze on old Patrician houses, with their mounting of wine can hardly speak with too much respect which had just taken place.
eneath two'large
roofs and the series of steps at the angles; you may of that admirable institution. There is a story of a blocks of limestone some dark, loamy earth was
lose yourself in narrow lanes, and extricate yourself man dining at some restaurant in Paris, and being visible, and it was from here that the ﬁrst discovered
at last by a dive through mysterious passages, told that some dish would not be ready for half-an bones had been taken. Unfortunately, being con
propped open by beams; you may admire un hour: “ But Monsieur will not want for something sidered valueless they had been thrown away. A
accountable little doors, made of a single plank, to occupy him,” said the master of the house, band few turns of the spade, however, brought up others,
and locked with bars and padlocks, though scarcely ing him the red velvet volume that contained the including three portions of a human skull and a
\large enough to admit anything bigger than a rat; carte. The catalogue of the “ Drei Mohren" fulﬁls humerus, also human. Close by was found a frag
you may look up with the most genuine admiration the same conditions. It is like ajourney to the ment of rude pottery made of baked clay. Since
at the noble pile of the towering Rathhaus, and East to read such names as Vin du Carmel, Vinum this discovery the search has been prosecuted more
still ﬁnd nothing to displease you in the old free Sanctum Bethlemitanum, La Rosée de I'Hermon. carefully, and with the following result. It was
town of the commercial Middle Ages. Perhaps One may live long in Italy without ﬁnding any ascertained that no ﬁssure of any kind leading
there is no very real interest in thinking of Charles such wines as are recorded here-our old favourites from the earth's surface was Observed during
the Fifth and the Emperor Maximilian—as Murray in Horace, the Czecuban, and the Formian and the the progress of the excavations. The super
tells you to think-when you have none of their immortal Massic. A classical scholar is said to incumbent limestone was compact, and measured
works before you; and I have no doubt the admir have drunk a bottle of the latter without speaking, twelve feet in thickness at the spot where the
able cellar of the Drei Mohren is far more worthy of and at the end of it to have uttered the phrase, ﬁrst bones were found. After a few hours' careful
a visit than the room in which Fugger burned the “ I see now how Latin verses ought to be written!" digging, during which many bones were col
bond that Charles the Fifth had left as a security. The isles of Greece, too, are so well represented by lected, the roof of a cave was reached. Labour
But there are people of such eminently historic Chian and Samian, the wines of Cyprus and Asia was then directed to the excavation of the cavern.
minds that the least association is of value to them, Minor, that you cease to wonder at the tenacity of It was ﬁlled to its ceiling with dark, rich mould.
so long as it can be duly authenticated.
the Bavarian dynasty, and ask if Hellas has not This mould was ﬁlled with bones, broken and
This year, however, Augsburg has acquired a been ungrateful to her truest lovers. At the head dislocated, and presenting the same appearance
new historical signiﬁcance, which may not be so of each division of the list of wines is the sentence, as the bones found in other osseous caverns. The
grateful to its patriotic citizens as their ancient "Chosen by me in my travels through the East," roof of the cave is covered with broken stalactites.
connexion with the heads of the German empire: or “ Bought by me at the ‘quinta da Trapiche' The depth of the cavern has not yet been ascer
a house is pointed out in one of the less-frequented in the island of Madeira," and frequent quotations tained. It has been excavated vertically 24 feet
streets with a tablet on it announcing that the from the Latin poets, or from Redi's ‘ Bacco in Tos below the surface; and an iron rod forced through
Emperor Maximilian used to inhabit it during his cana,’ run throu h the volume. There have been the mould gives no bottom at 14 feet lower. The

‘stay in Augsburg.

A few doors off is a more so many “ Trave s in search of -— ” from the time organic remains and works of Art found in the

modern building, of a light, agreeable colour, with
trellis-work on two sides, and a projecting wing
Tunning out from the centre, ﬂanked by two courts.
This is the house in which the present Emperor of
the French lived with his mother; and to his resi
dence in which he looks back with such pleasure
that only last month he made a present of books
to the school in which he was educated, accom
panying them with a letter to the rector, in which

of Moore that travels in search of wine ought to small portion yet excavated are numerous. Seven
teen feet below the level two human jaws were dis
be respected.
As a commercial town, and one in which large covered. Close by were two stone knives and an
sums of money are “turned over,” Augsburg is oblong slab of sandstone, with one surface much
celebrated for the number and the wealth of its worn and polished as if by friction. Within a few
charitable foundations. A member of the Council feet on the same level was a stone instrument
of Magistrates has lately published an account of shaped like a rude pestle. The bottom surface is
the various institutions, tracing them back to their worn and polished, and the handle or upper part
origin, and showing the intentions of their founders. has three small concavities, which exactly ﬁt the
the following phrase occurs :- “J’ai été bien With this view, he gives the history of no less than thumb and two ﬁngers when the instrument is
heureux de cette nouvelle occasion de me rappeler seventy-three foundations, possessing a capital of grasped most conveniently. It seems probable that
flu souvenir d’un pays pour lequel je ne cesserai 720,000 ﬂorins, the yearly income of which is this implement was used for grinding cereals or
Jamais d'avoir la plus vive sympathie.” In one devoted to forty-one different objects-—as the sup_ breaking nuts on the slab of sandstone. Mixed with
way, ‘the connexion of Louis Napoleon with Augs port of the poor, elemen
teaching, and training these remains were found numberleas bones of ani
burg is really remarkable, especially at the present in higher branches, especially the ﬁne arts and mals, including a portion of the vertebra of a huge
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mammal. An experienced surgeon has declared
this bone to have belonged to the elephant, but of
what date he is unable to say. In my opinion it
is the bone of a smaller animal. Amidst the vast
quantity of bones I have been able torecognize the
teeth of a larg0 species of ox, the horse, a large
deer, the wild boar, the lagomys, the jaw of a
carnivorous animal which I believe to be the hymns,
and portions of the jaws of other carnivorous ani
mals which I cannot determine. At the lowest
point yet reached two ﬂint hatchets, more highly
ﬁnished than those of Abbeville, were turned up.
Also, a small highly-polished and sharpened ﬂint (i)

sition of Raphael from the same subject. This pic
ture is on the extreme right, under the pilaster.
Al; the oppo site end is a half-length ﬁgure of
St. Catherine holding a palm-branch of martyrdom
and the broken wheel. The central picture, below
the Madonna and Child, represents the Nativity,
where the infant Saviour is lying on the ground,

adored by the Virgin: Joseph remains seated
hard by, in a deep sleep. The ox and ass are intro
duced; the form of the latter as seen stretched on

towards the upper end of the north side of the
goat new saloon. It is a half-length ﬁgure by
oroni, and represents a tailor standing at a board,

about to cut a piece of black cloth with a large
pair of shears. He seems to be in the act of taking
up the cloth, and looks thoughtfully at the spec
tutor. He is a young man, bare-headed, with small
beard and cropped hair; the dress white, covered

with spots, close ﬁtting to the body, with tight
sleeves, and a plain leathern strap round the waist.

the ﬂoor of the stable is drawn with a careful The background is quite plain, with merely a dia
attention to nature: neither is made to kneel, as
ridiculously shown in many early pictures.

Beneath the ﬁgure of St. Sebastian is an ani
implement, cut with some skill. At this point,
rtions of three human jaws were found with the mated p icture of his martyrdom. Three archers,
one holding a cross-bow, are attacking him.
emurs of a man and woman.

gonal course of shadow cleverly introduced so as
to assist the moving line of the ﬁgure. The picture
was known in Italy as the ‘Tagliapanni,' and pur

chased by Sir Charles Eastlake, in October last,
from Signor Federigo Friuoni de Solis, of Ber’
Fragments of pottery abound; also bits of There is something demoniacal in their expression, game.
A curious picture, from the Lombardi collection
charcoal. A vessel of baked clay of the rudest whilst the slender human forms are very accurately
manufacture, which appears to have been used as rendered. St. Sebastian himself affords a strong at Florence, by a fantastic artist, Piero di Cosimo,
.a pipkin, has been preserved unbroken. When instance of the quaintness of conception inherent has been hung over the door leading into the large
‘found a Pcclc'n jacobwus, or common scallop, was in the painter: having been struck in the foot by saloon. It is long in shape, and serves very well
inside it. Three rolled pebbles, of greenstone, an arrow, he raises the limb with an evident cry, for what the Italians calla “ sqara poi-ta.” Cosimo
have been found; also, a large piece of coral, thus contrasting strongly in point of treatment was celebrated for his landscapes, and assisted his
quite bleached. The coral is recent, and of the with the ecstatic expression adopted by the teacher and godfather, Cosimo Rosselli, in the back
species Oculina. Bamea. Among the shells I fancy Umbrian and Florentine representations of the ground of his famous picture, ‘The Sermon on the
I recognize the Murcr all'eolalus.
same subject. A graceful and well-studied ﬁgure Mount,’ in the Sistine Chapel at Rome. Picro di
It is somewhat singular that, close up under the of a large greyhound standing in proﬁle imme Cosimo was gifted with extraordinary invention,
roof of the cavern, a copper ﬁsh-hook three inches in diately behind the ﬁgure of the martyr, increases, and delighted in the representation of strange
length was found. The vertebne of many ﬁsh by his tranquil attitude, the effect of violence in animals. These qualities and tastes are manifest in
have been picked up. The lower jaws of mam the rest.
the picture now added to our national collection.
malia are in greater abundance than any other
St. Jerome doing penance occupies the left-hand A wounded female ﬁgure lies on the grass ; a brown
part of the skeletons.
compartment, beneath the standing ﬁgu re of the dog is seated at her feet, and a young satyr kneeling
Since writing the above, I have
visited saint. In this small picture he kneels before a cru on the opposite side gazes at her. The subject is
the cave. The excavations are progressing rapidly ciﬁx in a wild scene. His red hat hangs on a tree supposed to be the Death of Procris. Beyond the
under the superintendence of Mr. Brome, Governor near him, and a crane has very strangely perched
extendsa line of seashore thronged by strange
of the military prison. As far as can be judged, on the top of the cruciﬁx which is the object of his looking animals, but the extreme distance is bright
the cave is not very extensive, though its depth adoration. This Oriental feature is further carried and clear, fully bearing out the praise which the
cannot be ascertained. It is choked with bone out in the background by the walls of an Eastern historians of Art have bestowed on Piero for his
earth. Another slab of sandstone, about one foot town with Turkish ﬁgures on the shore, and in a
wers in landscape The principal ﬁgure is far
iong, and eight inches wide, slightly concave in the boat on a piece of water. The entire altarpiece is
in graceful, and exhibits a fullness of form com
centre, where it is worn and polished by friction, in excellent preservation, and a far more favour bined with a wildness that reminds the student
has been brought out.
able example of the master than the picture which alternately of Lorenzo di Credi and Luca Signo
A skull (human) was also found today, but had previousl been acquired for the Gallery. It is relli. The absence of any ﬁxed style seems always
broken into many pieces. Its position when signed in gel on one end of a cornice, below the to have been a peculiarity with this artist; he
taken out was about fourteen feet from the level of ﬁgure of St. Sebastian, "cAnoLvs . cmvsLLvs . seems, however, like Sandro Botticelli, to have
the ground. Some recent shells, including the VENBTVS . mass . rnvxrr." It is not dated.
fre uently indulged his fancy in the embodiment
Another interesting picture of the Venetian of classic themes. He was a genuine painter in oil
common oyster, have been found at the same level.
A few rolled pebbles have been picked out of the school is a bright and cheerful representation of colours, and is said to have worked in emulation of
mould at the depth of twenty feet. All the speci St. Jerome reading in his study. It was purchased Leonardo da Vinci. It is, however, as the instruc
mens found are carefully collected and preserved direct from the proprietors of the Manfrini Gallery tor of Andrea del Sarto that he is more especially
at Venice. The ﬁgure of the saint is very small in deserving of remembrance.
for inspection by competent persons.
A very ﬁne life-sized portrait of this illustrious
proportion to the size of the picture; but there is
Fssnsarc SAYEB.
a deep earnestness in the attitude, as he studies pupil, painted by his own hand and bearing his
the volume, with absorbed attention, on the desk well-known monogram, consisting of the combined
NATIONAL GALLERY.
before him. The picture exhibits a large propor letters A.V., has, by a fortunate coincidence, just
SEVERAL of the pictures announced in a previous tion of horizontal lines and plane surfaces, since been hung in the saloon near the Moroni picture

number of the Athemeum are now exhibited to the both the side of the a
ment and of the great already described. It was purchased from the
public. A large, square altarpiece by Crivelli, in a reading-table also, are directly facing the spectator. executors of a certain Niccolo Puccini of Pistoja.
richly-carved frame with bold cornice, and ﬂanked
by pilnsters panelled with gilded arabesques, at

The ﬂatness of the wall is relieved by certain square

The picture is painted in oil on ﬁne linen; the

cupboards, which, being partially open, reveal a hands, holding a book, remain in a very unﬁnished

tracts immediate attention by the side of Uccello's variety of objects lyin within them in great con
battle-piece, in the ﬁrst room, or vestibule.

This fusion, but painted wit a clearness, brilliancy and
picture was formerly in the church of the Fran minuteness that hes
a close afﬁnity to the
ciscans at Matches, a small town between Assisi most laborious Flemish painters of the ﬁfteenth
and Macerata, and was purchased from Count century The general tone of colour is cheer
Luigi di Sanctis. The composition is very simple, ful, very pale, and far different from that which

state. The ﬁgure is seen below the waist seated in
a wooden chair with his back partly turned, and
looking over his left shoulder at the spectator. The

face is very much in shadow, and the cheek is
thinner than in the other portraits of Andrea del
Sarto, but the look is very keen and thoroughly

but impressive. In the centre the Virgin is en we usually observe in Bellini. The dress of the artist-like.
throned, holding the infant Saviour seated on her ﬁgure is pink, shaded with a rich crimson; his
A ﬁne picture by Lorenzo Lotto has also been
lap. St. Jerome stands on the left of the central cape or hooda deep, rich blue, and the cardinal‘s added to the collection. It contains the portraits of
group, and St. Sebastian on the right. The pic hat, lying ﬂat on the ground, is the exceptional Agostino and Niccolb della Torre. The elder of the
ture is thinly but very carefully painted in a sober
grey tone, with much elaborate gilding in the way
of ornament on the dresses. The Virgin wears a
jewelled coronet, with a gauze veil, and the em

colour of bluish lilac.

The deep green running

two, Agostino, is clothed in a long grey gown,

round the lower art of the wall contributes much holding a letter, addressed to himself, and a napkin
to the general brilliancy of the picture, and relieves in his right hand, and bearing a ponderous volume
the masses of grey on the upper part with which

of the works of Galen on his left arm. A ﬂy that

broidered mantle which covers her knees is drawn it comes in contact.

has settled on one of the hanging folds of the
Another Venetian picture, and also from the na kin is painted with marvellous truthfulness,
Saviour has a necklace of red beads round his neck, Manfrini collection, is by Andrea Previtali. This alt ough, for the higher purposes of Art, it is too
1nd a small coral of the same colour pendent aitist was a pupil of Bellini, and distinguished for prominent an object in the picture. The younger
from it.
his perspective and for the richness of his landscape of the two persons is bearded, with full dark hair,
also over her head, to serve like a hood. The infant

The ﬁve predella pictures are exquisitely ﬁnished, backgrounds. The latter quality is conspicuous
and show the superior qualities of Crivelli most in the left-hand side of this picture, where a forest
advantageously. \Vithout losing a certain tone of glade, in all the freshness of spring, is seen gilded
quaintness and occasional extravagance of gesture, by a brilliant sunlight. The principal figures are
into whichhcrivipllli is prone to fall, these small the Virgin seated, seen a little below the knees,
52:11)
feeling.
on capable
a whiteofhorde’,v
' tings
s owThe'mSt.
to George,
have been
vs
holding the infant Saviour, who blesses a monk

kneeling in adoration, and holds a passion-ﬂower
having broken his spear, and about to destroy the in his left hand.
dragon with a sword, held in his right hand alone,
A very impressive picture, notwithstanding the
anticipated in a great measure the famous compo extreme simplicity of the subject, has been placed

and wearing a barge cap
full plaited shirt round
placed behind that of his
is on canvas, and signed

and a mantle; he has a
his neck; the ﬁgure is
companion. The picture
in the right-hand corner

LLOTVSJ’. 1515. The style of painting, although a
comparatively early work of the master, clearly

conﬁrms the biographical records of his having
been a scholar of Bellini with closer affinity to

Giorgione, his fellow-pupil. The picture was pur
chased from Signor Morslli, of Bergnmo.
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Gardens- as the Royal Horticultural might be be established in the second stage of labour; that
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

called-and in the adjoining ediﬁce, on Wednesday

intermediate prisons on the plan of Lusk and

A grave gentleman, a scholar and a man of last, to see the ﬁrst great ﬂower-show of the season. Smithﬁeld should be organized, and that a strict
science, M. N. C. Szerelmey, advertises as on The sight was in the highest degree splendid; the supervision should be exercised over convicts dis
view, a Portrait of Jesus Maria Hodegedria, as

whole nave being ﬁlled with stands and ﬂowers.

charged on tickets-of-leave, the conditions of which

painted by St. Luke the Evangelist. The painting The public seemed to feel that the uses of such a should be stn'ngently enforced.”
and the pamphlet which accompanies it are both building, covering acres of ground, in a climate
Dr. Norton Shaw, so long the active and success
very curious. We have examined the one and read like ours, were many, and that they had found out
the other. A visit to Regent Street and a conver one of the most delightful. A fortnight hence, they ful oﬂicer of the Royal Geographical Society, has
resigned his commission-mainly, it would seem,
cation with the proprietor have helped us to some
eondusion respecting the alleged antiquity of the
work and the authenticity of the story about its
passing from one owner to another. \Ve cannot
subscribe to the opinion that the picture is as old
as Luke the Evangelist, nor to the conjecture that
it was painted by him. The tradition that Luke

will ﬁnd another.
The Royal Colosseum, in the Re gent’! Park, has
been opened, under a new management, with special

entertainments for the Whitsun holidays, including

on the ground of health. The Society, for which he
has done so much, have testiﬁed their sense of his
services bya vote of 5001. towards a testimonial.
In consequence of Dr. Shaw‘s retirement several
changes will be made in the Secretary’s oﬂice: in

many of the old, and some new attractions. Among
the former, are the two famous views of London place of three Honorary Secretaries there will be,
was a painter as well as physician, is not well and Paris—marvels of pictorial art; and, among in future, two Secretaries, who, by virtue of their
founded. Even if it were, the probabilities, not to the latter, aseries of Orchestral Concerts, under the oﬂice, will be members of the Council, also a
use a stronger word, are all against his having direction of Mr. W. Howard, the Musical Glean Foreign Secretary, and a paid Assistant-Secretary,
painted these two portraits of the "irgin and her ings of Mr. George Buckland, and Juvenile Christy who will reside at the Society‘s apartments, and
edit the Society's publications.
Son, which appear to be not man centuries old. Minstrels.
This year, the May examinations of the Depart
Messrs. Jackson, Walford & Co. have published
The faces of both are not pleasing. There is nothing
masterly about them. Hence we cannot set much ment of Science and Art are, on the whole, satis‘ a chart of ancient and modern chronology. It is
value on the work. It may have come from Mount factory. In geometrical drawing the number of an elaborate table, and exhibits a good deal of his
Azhos and be of monkish origin. The Chaldaic pupils examined in 1862 was 119 ; this year they torical information, of the kind required in schools
letters, said to be on the gilt ground ofthe picture and have increased to 289. In machine drawing the and libraries. It cannot fail to be a useful com
to attest its genuineness, signify little. They could number has increased from 70 to 194; in building panion to the reader of history.
be easily put there. In our view they have no in construction there has been an increase from 45 to
Mr. Sorby has turned his microscope upon
dependent value. A learned German, it is alleged, 107. In theoretical mechanics there has been afalling meteorites, or rather upon sections of those exotic

has transferred them to paper and translated them. off from 52 pupils to 35; and in applied mechanics
We should like to catechize this scholar after an the decrease is from 47 to 22. The experimental
examination of the letters themselves, which we sciences appear to be more popular. In acoustics,
could not see with the naked eye. The proprietor of light and heat, there is an increase from 47 to 121 ;
this picture, M. Szerelmey, believes in his treasure, and in magnetism and electricity the increase is
and, naturally enough, sets a high value upon it. from 105 to 207. Inorganic chemistry shows an
He exhibits it for the aid of the distressed and increase from 558 to 679; organic chemistry an
wounded Poles. This is a laudable object. But increase from 105 to 157. In some of the natural
there is no attractiveness about it; and the public sciences there is failure. Geology has fallen from
will be slow tobelieve that Luke himself painted that 189 to 129, mineralogy from 81 to 46, animal phy
which bears plain evidence of Romanist times and siology from 349 to 343; zoology from 84 to 41.

tastes.—'1‘he story of the picture is a sort of legend,

minerals, with a. view to ascertain their origin by
close examination of their microscopical structure.
The evidence thus far appears to be strong in
favour of the conclusion that they are formed by
the aggregation of smaller fragments or minute

particles, in which particular they are most nearly
resembled, among terrestrial rocks, by consolidated
volcanic ashes. Is there anything in this fact of
aggregation which touches the nebular hypothesis?
In reply to the letter of Herr Julius Lax, in our
last week’s number, we are now able to state that

In vegetable physiology there is an increase from the quotation from ‘The Robbers,’ disguised under
66 to 126; and in systematic botany‘7 from 26to 84.
one who would search through the Bollandist Ada In mining and metallurgy, which as been lately the ﬁctitious title of ‘Life of Moor, Tragedy, by.
Sanctomm. It is this: A poor Greek priest was added to the list of subjects, there were 29 pupils Krake,’ in Schiller's dissertation, ‘ Ueber den

of which the original might perhaps be found by any

found in a weak, diseased state, in Palestine, was
eharitably taken by the narrator to Egypt, whence

he implored to be transferred to Europe, but died
on board the vessel. His only property, a leathern
pouch, having been bequeathed as a legacy to his
benefactor, the captain ordered it to be thrown
overboard for fear of infection. Instead of this
being done, the narrator's servant saved it, and it

Zusammenhang der thierischen Natur- des Men
in the former and 63 in the latter. The centres of
schen mit seiner geistigen,‘ is easily explained. It
examination have increased from 54 in 1862 to 71
is nothing more nor less than a hoax by Schiller,
in 1863 ; and the number of pu ils examined in the

the expense of the illustrious Founder and
different subjects has increased rom 1,943 to 2,672. at
the grave Professors of the “ hohe Karlaschula.”

The Master and Court of Painters, in the City Herr Lax is quite comzct in supposing that.
of London, have got up another Exhibition of Schiller invented and used the reference to the
Decorative Works of Art. A private view of the Tragedy, by Krake, for the purpose of concealing
collection will take place this day (Saturday).
his authorship of the play; but he is not aware
was opened at Ancona. Among the contents was a

A Reader at the British Museum calls attention of the waggery which prompted the quotation. At
to the great risk which is run by leaving exposed the time when the Dissertation was written and
to depredation the Shakspeare autograph in Florida printed, ‘ The Robbers’ existed only in manuscript,
Having undergone different cleanings, the work Montaigne. “\Vhy," he asks, “is not the book and was not known to any one except the

picture of the Madonna and the Infant Christ,
painted on metal, together with a piece of parch
ment and a paper, inscribed with Greek letters.

was brought to its present state. The fact of its withdrawn, and placed, as it should be, in the author and his intimate friends. To them, in the
being paipted by St. Luke is stated in the will of cases, with the other MSS. and autographs? we merriment and excitement of youth (Palleske, in
‘Life he
of seems
Schiller,’
suggests
the thgsdangerous
sibility of
a wager),
to have
promised
one Azanas, some pious predecessor of the Greek all recollect the fate of the letter which Lord Byron his
monk from whom its present possessor received it. addressed from Greece to Sir Walter Scott, and
which had been placed in the vase at Abbotsford. experiment of introducing a passage from the
Such is the story.
It is little short of a miracle that the autograph is Drama into the Dissertation,—and thus, appa
The following award of prizes has been made still in the book; and 1 almost dread to forward rently translated from the English (the learned
to architects in the Freemasons’ Hall Competition: this romonstrance, fearing it may call the tardy Examinators, it seems, did not doubt of the exist
-150l., T. H. E. Carpenter, with the motto, attention of some literary sharper or enthusiast ence of the fabulous ‘Krake’), the ﬁrst scene of
“ L‘Union fait la Force,”—100l., Edward Barry, to the lucky chance which is still open.” A Reader the fifth act of ‘The Robbers‘ appeared in print
"Stability,"—75l., S. W. Dawkes, “ Experientia." probably exaggerates the risk of loss, but we shall about a year before the drama itself was pub
On the 3rd of June Mr. William Hawes will do no harm by putting the authorities on their lished. The little story, altogether, is an amusing
read a. paper, at the Society of Arts, ‘On the guard.
game at hide-and-seek played by genius and unsus

Results of the International Exhibition.’ The Duke
The Society for Promoting the Amendment of swung Mantra’
of Cambridge, who represented Her Majesty at the the Lawhss received a Report from the Special
We notice that the Catalogue of the Sculptures,
opening of the Exhibition, will preside.
Committee on Convict Discipline. Sir Walter now exhibited in the Royal Horticultural Society’s
The Council of the Society of Arts have issued Croﬁaon gave the Committee an elaborate account Garden does not contain the price at which each
cards for an evening party at the South Kensing
ton Museum, on Friday, the I2th of June.
neers
Thewill
President
hold hisofAnnual
the Institution
Conversazione
of Civil
on Tues

of the Irish system; and that Committee, aﬁer
much debate, arrived at the following resolutions:

work is for sale. As it is understood that most of the
examples one for sale, and as the Society, which

“ That it is not desirable to revive the s
m of gratuitously exhibits them, can hardly be expected
transportation, but it is desirable to promote the to maintain a clerk to answer the questions oi’
day evening, June 2, when the co-operation of emigration of‘ criminals sentenced to penal servi intending purchasers, would it not be considerate,
members and visitors is requested, in order that a tude, who shall have by steady industry and on the artists’ part, if they enabled the Catalogue
collection of Models of Eugineerirg Construction, labour, whilst in prisons or whilst under probation, makers to complete it?
and of specimens of works of Art, worthy of the earned a sum suﬂicient to enable them to defray
“A Constant Reader " complains that he has
the whole or the greater part of their passage
Institution, may be made.
The Arundel Society, as will be seen in our money to any colony they may select,—That the
columns elsewhere, holds an important General present system of short imprisonmeuts requires
Meeting on Tuesday next, J one 2, when it is pro revision,—That it is desirable that the convict sys

in vain searched the Engraving Copyright Acts to
ﬁnd the conditions upon which the legislature has
granted copyright in engravings and lithographs.
We are not surprised at his want of success, inns

posed to _modify the rules under which it is at tem should be remodelled on the principle of the con
vict system now in force in Ireland-That for this
purpose the preliminary imprisonment should be
made more severe ,- that a system of marks should

much as he has had no less than six Acts of Parlia

present existent.
Seven thousand persons gathered in Her Majesty,‘

ment to read. He will, however, ﬁnd what he wants
in the ﬁrst of them, Hogarth‘s Act, 8 Geo. ‘.2. c. 13.

s. 1. This statute gives the copyright in a printfor
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a limited period, “to commence from the day of mann do Schlagihtweit.;‘ On the étructure of
the first publishing thereof, which shall be truly so-called Apolar, Unipolar and Bipolar Nerve
engraved with the name of the proprietor on each Cells of the Frog,‘ by Dr. Beale.—‘ On the Belts
plate, and printed on every such print." The Courts of Jupiter, in a Note addressed to the Secretary,‘
have in several instances held the performance of by Prof. J. Phillips.—‘ Notes of Researches on the
these conditions to be imperative. Consequently, Polyammonias, No. 23, Hydrazobenzol, a new
the copyright in an engraving or lithograph will be i Compound Isomeric to Benzidine; and Note on
lost if the above conditions are not complied with. the Composition of Aniline Blue,’ by Dr. A. W.
We have pleasure in announcing that the Saxon Hofmann.-—‘ On the Calculus of Symbols, Third
government has permitted the architect Semper, to Memoir,‘ by W. H. L. Russell, Esq.
whom the Dresden theatre is due, to return to
Gsocnsrmcsn-May 25.—Annivmary Meet
Germany. The measure seems tardy, it must be ing.—Sir R. I. Murchison, President, in the chair.
owned, as fourteen years have just elapsed since —A ballot was taken for oﬁicers for 1863-4,
the May of 1849, when the King of Saxony took when the following list was returned: Provident,
refuge in the virgin hill-fort of Ko'nigstein, and the Sir R. I. Murchison; Vice-Presidents, Lord Ash
ﬁght in the streets lasted more than a week, till burton, Capt. R. Collinson, Col. Sir G. Everest,

the anrival of Prussian troops restored the balance Viscount Strangford ; Trustees, R. Monckton
of power. But the Saxon government is gradually Milnes, Esq., Sir W. C. Trevelyan ; Secretaries, C. R.
wiping off old scores, and haste in this respect
would be too little in accordance with the nature
of any German monarchy, however quick in pick
ing a quarrel with its subjects.
A new bi-monthly publication, approaching
more nearly in its character to an English quar
terly than to the ordinary type of German periodicals, is being iaued in Vienna, under the name
of the Austrian Review. It has long been a sub
ject of complaint with Germans and of wonder
with English, that so little of the kind has been
attempted in so learned and so exhaustive a country,
and that of the mass of periodicals so few should
attain to an English standard. The first number of
the Austrian Rcvirw gives more promise of com
pleteness, and is not without decided literary
merits. The opening article, on Napoleon’s Italian
Campaigns, founded on his lately-published Cor
respondence, is admirably written, and throws
new light on the character of a man with whom
Austria has naturally little sympathy. It is
curious to ﬁnd an Austrian writer raising the
question how far Napoleon would have trod in the
same path if he had arrived at the command of
the Italian army at the age of sixty or seventy,
after the usual promotion of peace time, instead of

Markham, Esq., W. Spottiswoode, Esq.; Foreign
Secretary, Dr. Hodgkin; Ordinary Councillors,
Right Hon. H. U. Addington, Col. G. Balfour,
Lord A. Churchill, Lord Colchoster, J. Crawford,

leaping into the saddle at twenty-seven, amid the
nor“. scsnnnr of ARTS.— 'l‘hc nxrmm'ms 0pm
nor/i1. scsnsuv u sow OPEN.—Adniittancc (from £18m
J'onx PREsuuT'r KNIGHT, Esq., n.,\., Secretary.

‘till Seven! is: Catalogue, In.

BOCIETY 0P PAIN’I‘EIIR IN WATER COI.OURS.—’I'he l
FIFTY-NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NO'W OPEN. at
from Nine till Dusk-Admittance, ls. ' (‘nth-l

e, 6d.

Josnrn 2r. .n-zs I.\B,8ccrctsry.
INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WATER COLOURS
(foundd in 1631 as the New Soclctaof Painters in Water Colours).
—Thc ANNUAL lggmlrioun
OPhEg.—Admhsion, IJ.
—GI-lhry. 53. Pull
, 0pm 6 JAMES
ar orcuR
onse.Secretary.
PABEY.

FRENCH GALLERY, lao. Pnll hInlL-‘I‘he TENTH AN
RUAL EXHIBITION of PIL'I‘URHS. the contributions“
Artist of the French and Flemish Schools. is NOW OPEN.-—
Admission In; Catalogue. 6d.

THE-‘THIRD Assn/n. nxumrrxox of WORKS of onco
ns'rrvs
Am,“
run.
the PAINTER-S‘
comm“.
Nc. 0 Little
Trinitythe
Lane.
City.of
commences
on MONDAY.
June
I,
continua for One Month-Admission Free, from Ten to
Sci-‘3n daily.
I‘. G. TOMLINS. Clerk.

NumsnxrIc.—Moy 21.--W. S. W. Vaux,Esq.,
President, in the chnir.—J. Hunt, Esq., J. M.
Hunt, Esq.and R. Pullan, Esq.,were elected Mem
bers of the Society.—Dr. Lee exhibited an Oxford
sixpence of Charles the First, being the only one
in the hoard of 2,428 coins found at Hartwell, of
which 181 were sixpences of Charles the First.
Dr. Lee also exhibited as a curiosity a penny of
George the Third, reduced to an oval shape by
rolling-Mr. Evans exhibited a British coin found
at Bury St. Edmunds.—-Mr. Evans read a paper
communicated by W. Aylton Dyer Long'staﬁ'e,
Esq., and entitled ‘Northern Evidence on the
Short-Cross Question.’ The paper is of great length,
and one of the most valuable contributions to
numismatic science that has appeared for years. A
summary of Mr. Longstaﬁ‘e's arguments may be
given to show what the paper contained-l. ‘Vil

1 ham was mone er M,’ Cat-hale and Newcastle durmg

the whole of

enry the Second's ﬁrst great re

coinage and no longer. These coins exhaust the
MR8. FAXNY KI-IIIBLE'S READINGS oi’ SHAKSPEARE. varieties of the type of the Tsalby ﬁnd; therefore,
—Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hull. Piccadilly-Mr. Mitchell has
4hr: pleasure to announce that in
once of the
t success that type represents Henry the Second‘s ﬁrst great
which has attended the First Hcrios of rs. FANNY EMBLE’n‘
JIEAIIINGS of BIIAKSl'l-IARE. they will be continued evrry re-coinage only.—2. Alan was moneyer at Carlisle
Monday and Wednesday Evening, and Saturday Mcruinm-Un during the rest of the reign of Henry the Second.
Monday Evening, June I. ' Anthony and Cleopatra ': “ rdntﬁdﬂi'
The earldom of
IvcuingJune 8. ‘ Macbeth '; and on Saturday Morning. Juno 6, He was the King's moneyer.
‘The Tcmpcst.‘-To commence each Evening at Half-past-l'hght. Northumberland was in the King's hand. There
and on Saturday Mornimr at Three. —Sen.ts (Unmervqdl, 38.:
Ms 5a.; a few Fnntcuils. 7|. each. which may be obtained at was no mint at Durham. In the reign of Richard
Mr. Mitchell's Royal Library. as, on Bond Stmt. w.
the First the Bishop of Durham might cause him
nnvasson as vlsrrn-rlr'm “EL-Dudley Gallery. to coin at Durham, being Earl of Northumberland.
.Plcoadi '.—SCEI\’ES ET CHANBONS C0)lIQUES.-In conse Alan ceased ofﬁce before John’s coinage. His coins
ncnce s the
sat and increasing succ
attending these EN
EBTAXNM
N they will he allntin
cd
'1‘ end‘ , exhibit a plurality of pearls in the diadem and the
Thlu'ﬂﬁ3',
and Sdturdqgﬁlivr
fuiltherﬂnu
inc-‘1002i
inencmg at Half-post
ght. —
a (Un'ruacrvtdl. 3a.: Stalls short-cross type. They occur for both Durham and
l. 70.; a few Fnutcnill. 10s. 6d. ouch-Mr. Mitchell's i Carlisle, and are of the ﬁrst or archaic variety of
lnum
Royal Library. 88. Old Bond Street. ‘V.
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ROYAI..—Muy 21.—Gensral Sabine, President,
in the chain-The following papers were read:
‘ On the Nature of the Sun’s Magnetic Action upon

.the Earth,’ by C. Chambers, Esq.—‘Numeric Ele
ments of Indian Meteorology, Series I,’ by Her

pletion. Thomas, son of Alan, was not moneyer at

Carlisle until the reigns of John and Henry the
Third.

Otho's coins are in imitation of our short

cross pennies with the quatrefoil Mint mark1 which
Mint mark occurs on one variety only, and which
variety, with and without that mark, has been
found in a worn state with new Irish pennies of
John. The coins of Thomas of Carlisle are of a
short-cross type; therefore, John continued to
strike short-cross pennies without change of legend,

and the type was thus continued to the reign of
Henry the Third. 4. Adam Tailor did not acquire
a die at Canterbury until the reign of Henry the
Third. His coins are of a short-cross type, differing

in character from those above; tha'qfm-r, Henry
the Third’s ﬁrst coinages were also of a short-cross
type.

Lmsssm-May 25.—A1mivcmary Meeting.—
G. Bentham, Esq., President, in the chair.-—Thc

Treasurer read the ﬁnancial statement, by which it
appeared that there was a balance of 177i. 2:. id. in
favour of the Society, on the year's account.—-The
Esq., J. Fergusson, Esq., A. G. Findlay, Esq., Secretary reported that since the last Anniversary,
Right Hon. Sir T. Fremantle, C. C. Graham, Esq., eleven Fellows and two Foreign Members had
‘ Rear-Admiral W.H. Hall, W. I. Hamilton, Esq., died; and that twenty-two Fellows. one Foreign
Rear-Admiral the Hon. H. A. Murray, SirC. Nichol Member and one Associate had been elected during
son, Dr. Rae, Major-Gen. SirH.C. Rawlinson, Com the post year.—At the ballot which subseq
modore A. Ryder, Earl of Sheffield, E. O. Smith, took place, J. Bnteman,
.
.
.
Esq., J. Walker, Esq., Major-Gon.'sir A. Waugh, M.D., H. T. Stainton. Esq., . Thompson, M.D.,
Col. H. Yule; Treamrcr, R. Biddulph,
and G. C. Wallich, M.D., were elected Members of
‘
the Council, in the room of others retiring from it.
Gsonocrosn-Mcy 20.—Prof. A. C. Ramsay, in accordance with the provisions of the Society’s
President, in the chain-Sir C. T.Bright, J. Doss, charter. The following oﬂicers were unanimously
E. C. E. Day, W. D. Eye, R. F. Hodgson, the re-elected, viz.—G. Bentham, Esq., Preside-rd,- W.
Rev. C. Kingsley, E. C. Masson, T. G. Rylands, \V. Saunders, Esq., Treasurer; and G. Busk, Esq.
and J. Scott were elected Fallows.—The following and F. Currey, Esq., Secretaries.
communications were read: ‘ Further Observations
on the Devonian Plants of Maine. Gaspé and New
ZooLooIcnr..—Mcy 26.—Dr. J. E. Gray in
York,’ by Dr. J. W. Dawson.—‘ Notice of a new the chair.—Dr. Sclater read a list of the birds
species of Dendrerpeton, and of the Dermal Cover collected by the late ltIr. Mottley, at Banjermass
ings of certain Carboniferous Reptiles,’ by Dr. J. ing, in Borneo, with notes on their habits by the
\V. Dawson.—‘ On the Upper Old Red Sandstone collector. Dr. Sclatar also pointed out the charac
and the Upper Devonian Rocks,’ by J. \V. Salter, ters of a spine-tailed swift of the genus Chietura,
.Eaq.
from West Afn'cs, for which he proposed the

general disturbance of Europe.

their Gallery/.5. Pall Hull East (clone to the National Gallery).

'719

name Cluetura (1a: Jm'i.—-Mr. R. Swinhoe exhibited
s ecimens of a new species of Zusterops, from
orthcrn China, for which he proposed the name
Z. crythropleurus, and an example of the scarce
wader Paeudoscolqm .Iemipalmatus of Blyth, ob
tained at Tien-tsin, in China, in full summer
plumage.—l\1r. E. Blyth md a synoptical list of
the species of Felis inhabiting the Indian regions
and the adjacent parts of middle Asia, with indica
tion of their range and geographical distribution.—
Dr. Gray gave the outlinm of a new general
arrangement of the Cetaceans founded upon the
additional information recently acquired concern
ing these animals. Dr. Gray also read a paper
‘ On the Box Tortoises of the Genera Kinixys and
Sternothzcrus,’ and made some remarks on the
peculiarities presented in the formation of the eyes
of the species of tortoises of the family .l'lmydidw.
—Mr. 0. Salvin exhibited thirteen new species of
birds, discovered in Central America by himself
and Mr. F. Godman during their recent explora
tions in Guatemala and the neighbouring republics.
Iss'rrrtmos or CIVIL Business-May 19.
J. Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair.—At
the Monthly Ballot, the following candidates were
sketch-Mars. W. Neill and G. Smith, jun.,
as Members; Capt. Fowke, R.E., and Messrs.
A. Joy, A. W. Stiffe, J. H. Tuck, and ‘V. “'il
son, as Associates.—The paper read was ‘ On the
Manufacture of Duplicate Machines and Engines,’
by Mr. John Fernie.
Borax. INSTITUTIONPMGJ/ l.—Sir J. P. Boi
leau, Bart, in the chair.—‘0n Japanese Art,

the type. He lived at Carlisle, and, though his mint illustrated by Native Examples,’ by J. Leighton,
was principally in Northumberlnnd, no coins struck
at Newcastle have occurred to Mr. Lo
taﬁ‘e;
May 8.—-Sir R. I. Murchison in the chair.
lllerqforc, Alan’s coins, struck at Durham, must be -—‘ On some Chemical and Physical Properties of
‘referred to Richard the First's time, and Henry Soils, and the Productive Powers of the Soils of
the Second did coin. short-cross pennies, and those England,‘ by Dr. A. Voelcker.
of one variety only, which was continued into
Sl‘RO-EGYPTIAN;]l[ayvl2.-—;i Lee, Esq., in
Richard the First’sreign without change of legend.
3. John’s coinage was contemporary with Otho the the chair.—Mr. Mnrsden read a paper containing
Fourth’s of Germany, who reigned before its com some remarks on the name of the King engraved
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on the Cofﬁn-Lid which was found by Col. Vyse, now at Paris, and commissions given to copy two ' storations; (2) to a certain extent mechanical; and
in 1837, in the Third Pyramid of Ghizeh, and of the great frescoes by Raphael, in the Stanze of (3) exhibiting less of the artistic vitality than they
attributed to Memka‘va, the Mycerinus of the the Vatican, and for a copy of a triptych by might and should do. ‘We have no trace in any of
Greeks. He conjectured that in the absence of a

hi

lyphic alphabet at that early period of Egyp

tian ' tory, it was probable the real or verbal
name of this King, reaching us as it does but
through a Greek source, as well as for other
reasons which he endeavoured to explain, was
neither satisfactorily proved nor ﬁrmly established.
Mos.
»_
-—
_
Tull.
—
-W
-—

—

IEE'L'INGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Axichmolog'loal Instltute.—Exhlbltion of Sculpture in
vory.
Asiatic, 8.
Entomological, 7.
Architects, s.-' Colour.‘ Mr. Lightly.
R0 1 Institution, 2.-General .ilonthly Meetin .
Et ologicsl, s.-‘ Caste System, India,‘ Prof. agore.
Photographic, B.
Engineers. t.-Conversnsions.
Royal Institution, 3.-—' Sound,‘ Prof. Tyndall.
HurtlcultursL-l’romenado.
Geological, B.—‘Sandstones of (‘romnrtyf Rev. Dr. Gor
ton: ' Section at ltioulin-Qulg-non and l'hnt lmpila
ment-I ' Mr. Prestwich ; ‘ Tcrtiaay Shells. J amnion,‘
r.
Garrick Moore; ' New Fossil
hecidum, lilo-Ito,‘ Mr.
Maodonald.
I
Society of Arts, s._‘ Results of International Exhibition,
1M2, Mr. Huwes.

Tnons. Royal, L-Eleotion of Fellows.
—-

Linuean. 8.—' Monstrosity irglpenus Passiiiora.‘ Mr. Salter;
‘ Fertlliution of Dim wru v‘
,‘ Mr. 'l'ri'men. ‘
Chemical, 8.—‘ S nthetics. Met odsin Organic Chemistry,‘

—
—

Anti uarles. a
Ro
institution, a.-‘ Geology,‘ Prof. Ansted.

M. Maroelllnl

rthelot.

Par.

Ph lological, 8.—‘ Cultivating the Vernacular Ksltio Lan

—
Sn.

snares, British Isles,’ Rev. G. C. Geldru't.
Roy institution. s.
Archaeological Institute 4.
Actuaries, 3.—Annual Ceuersl.
Hortioultursl.—Pmmensds.
Bo a] Institution, 3. — ‘ Electric 'l'elegrsphy.’

Prof.

Memling, in the Hospital of St. John, Bruges.

fallen out of the originals, stains that traverse them,

and decay that has invaded them are all ignored,
so that we get not each picture as it is, nor even as

it ever could have been, but something the copyist
thinks it should be. The leathery surface and the
curry-powder-coloured ﬂesh that are the peculiar
sins of Berlin chromolithographers come out in all

So successful is the Arundel Society, that it is
at present a little embarrassed by the number of examples,-Pinturicchio shares them with Ghir
its members. The possibility of supplying to all landajo, Gozzoli with Giotto. Del Sarto, into whose
applicants chromolithographic copies, without greys not even the heart of at Berlin artisan could
injuring their quality, is seriously doubted. 1,600
members already test the capabilities of the process ;
a certain reserve must also be made, for ﬁnancial
and other reasons, of copies for general sale. To
maintain this important reserve, the Council pro
poses tolimit the number of members in future.
At the general meeting, to be held on Tuesday
next, June 2nd, a new set of rules will be proposed,
expressing, amongst other points, that the number
of members shall be allowed to fall to 1,500, who
will alone receive the annual publication in return
for their subscriptions; secondly, that new
members, who will be admitted at ﬁrst as Asso
ciates, and afterwards as Subscribers, on the occur
rence of vacancies in the 1,500, will be required, on
entrance, to contribute to the Copying Fund—a

fund set apart for purposes suggested above; and,

omson.

PINE ARTS

its works of the ill usage of men and the effects

From these drawings future publications of copies of time upon pictures; patches that have long ago
may be made; and, at any rate, by them will be
preserved transcripts of many noble works, too
often threatened with destruction, and liable to be
lost altogether. Added to what the Society has
already done in the publication of works of Art,
this is indeed a noble list, deserving success.

thirdly, that, as the sale of supernumerary and
occasional publications will probably increase, the
proﬁts arising from the sale may be applied to

introduce curry-powder, retains the element of
leather and takes a woful green. We do think
it would be possible for the Society to secure the
services of persons gifted with a higher perception
of Art altogether :—men live in different heavens of
Art, as we all know,—to that the professional copy
ist it employs has attained. Such men would never
dream of ﬁlling up and restoring broken
of pic
tures, but, knowing how the ends of Art should be
best served, would be faithful to her even in he:
works’ decay. A fac-simile of the pictures as they

are is what men want in authoritative reproduction.
There is too little difference in the complexions
of the men in the chromolithograph before us, to
justify Gozzoli, too little variety in the textures of
the objects represented, ﬂesh, robes, walls and.
ornaments, to be receivable as worthy. The mechani
cal reproducsr does not seem to have even so little
of an artist in his composition as to see that the
textures cannot be all alike in a. great artist's work.

_.._

support the said fund. We may here say that the His rendered colouring is often crude: see the bright
THE AIIUNDEL SOCIETY.

THE Fourteenth Annual Report of this Society
lies before us, and suggestsmuch that must be grati
fyingto lovers of Art. Its operations have been
extended, and its prosperity is great. During the

year 1862 the annual publications were, for the
ﬁrst time, delivered within the year in which they
were due; those for the present year will be
delivered in November next. While this is the
case, the expenses and cash balances have been
so managed that about 800i. remained in hand in
January last. The publications for this year will
be taken from the two series of frescoes nowin course
of illustration, and will consist of an engraving

Society earnestly desires subscriptions to this fund; blue and red robes of the personages on the proper
its application may beindoﬁnitely extended, because right of the picture before us; the very execution
the works which cry aloud for transcription and is of an unpleasant and technically-wrong uniform
semi~opacity, so that the qualities of the pigments
preservation are innumerable.
The latest publication that comes within the list employed by the artist of old are neglected, and
of occasional works by this Society is that which the copy rendered flat and dull where it should be
has just been issued, ‘St. Augustine Preaching,’ intense and forceful in tone and in colour. We
from a fresco painted by Benozzo Gozzoli in hope not to seem hypercritical in these remarks;
the Church of that Saint, at S. Gimignano, near knowing the diﬁiculty of the task before the man
"olterra, about the year 1465, and when he was agers of the Society, we give them the honour that
about forty years of age, nearly at the prime of his is due for what they have done; but desire, now
life and style, which culminated in the gloriously the movement is prosperous, that it should be
exuberant works in the Campo Santo, Pisa. Put directed in a manner worthy of the cause.
ting aside certain technical objections, to be urged

by Herr Sch'aii'er, from Fra Angelico's ‘ St. Stephen below, to this production, it is amongst the most
thrust out, before M'tyrdomf and ﬁve chromo satisfactory results of the Society's efforts. The
lithographs, by Messrs. Storch 8r Kramer, from work itself was favourable; the simplicity of com
the following works of Maaaccio in the Brancacci position, the repose, that, without being statuesque
Chapel :—l. St. Peter raising a. Youth from the and severe, is complete, yet broken enough in
Dead, with, 2, a Life-size Head, from the same,
the design to give it a lively interest, the variety of
3. SS. Peter and John giving Alms, with, 4, the expressions,—nl.l characteristic and beyond a doubt
Head of St. Peter, full size,—5. SS. Peter and put into portraits of men of note of the artist’s
John healing the Sick. Mr. Gruner’s engraving time,—giveit an eﬂ'ectualappeal to us. In the design
of ‘ The Conversion of St. Paul,‘ after the tapestry Benouo has placed the Saint seated on a slightly
in the Vatican, designed by Raphael, is postponed raised desk, and reading some text from a book

for 1864.
placed before him: he runs his ﬁngers along the
More satisfactory even than this report of page, following the line as it is read off. In a line

Fms-An'r Gossm-One of the protests to which
we have before alluded as likely to be made against
the selecting and hanging of pictures for the current
Exhibition of the Royal Academy has taken effect
by the collection of a few rejected works. These are
to be seen, on application, at the rooms of the Cos
mopolitan Club, 30, Charles Street, Berkeley Square.
Mostly landscapes, —many are admirable, some are
eccentric, but not therefore and necessarily con
demnable, for eccentricity sins only against con»
vention, and is not, because it is eccentric, wrong.
By the way, let us add that the Academy contains
many pictures of which the eccentricity exceeds that
of any of these, and some of them without the re

regular progress is the fact stated, that the sale of
the “Occasional Publications" of the Society,—a
class very highly to be esteemed, and, in some
respects, including the most valuable of its produc
tions,--has largely increased. The chromolitho
graph of ‘The Marriage of Sta. Cecilia,’ after

on either side is a portion of the audience, some
standing, some sitting, their expressions varied as
in abstracted attention, consulting with each other, deeming intellectual faculty present here. It would
and delighted at the “sweet preaching.” This be absurd to deny the beauty of Mr. Naish’s
artist seems, from Vasari's account of other works ‘ Castle~Rock, Lynton,’ a learnedly studied and

appear, and two chromolithographic copies, from
‘ The Conversion of Hermogenes,’ by Mantegna,

In the Cathedral at Pisa was ‘ The Dispute of will soon outgrow. Like Mr. Hughe‘s picture, this
St. Thomas Aquinas,‘ containing many other por is not free from absurdities, but in neither are the
traits. Knowing thus much, we are convinced that absurdities those of dull men. The beauty of some

by him, to have been unusually habituated to in lovely phase of Nature-Mr. Hughe's ‘La Belle
Francis, and that of ‘St. Augustine Preaching,’ troducing portraits of men he knew into his pictures. Dame sans Merci' has, beyond all denial, exquisite‘
after Benozzo Gozzoli, have lately been published. That writer cites the picture of ‘The Queen of poetry in the lady's head-Mr. Holliday’s ‘Scrip
Two fac-similes of illuminated letters, from the Sheba visiting Solomon,’ the portraits of M. Fici tural Allegory of the Lost Lover ’ shows feeling for
collection already engraved in outline, will shortly nus, Agiropolo, Fiction, and B. Gozzoli himself. beauty, with some aﬁ‘ectation so robust an artist
and ‘The Annunciation,’ by Fra Angelico, will
appear in November next.

The casts of the all these heads are portraits, taking into account of the faces in Mr. Holliday’s picture is as rare as
Theseus and Ilissus have been withdrawn from the individuality they have, and that some faces it is estimable. This collection of rejected works,
sale, the moulds being quite worn out. ‘ The Horse's have been identiﬁed. Benouo painted in the by about a dozen painters who have
to
Head,’ Elgin Marbles, was published by the church in question stories of the life of the titular
Society last year. The collection of drawings is Saint, of which this of his "Preaching ” is perhaps
continually on the increase. Copies were made the best, from his conversion to his death. Vasari
last summer from three of the ﬁnest frescoes by says of the series "of all this work I have the
Fra Angelico, in the Convent of St. Marco, design, by the master's own hand, in my book,
Florence ; from an important historical subject by with several drawings of those described above as
Fra Filippo Lippi, at Prato, and four master executed in the Campo Santo of Pisa.”
pieces by Luini, at Saronno, together with several
Our objections to the methods of transcription
heads from these paintings. A drawing has also and reproduction adopted by the Arundel Society
been made from a small picture by S. Memmi, are, (1) that its publications are of the nature of re

appeal to the public, must not be taken at more
than it professes to attempt; it is the protest of so
man men against the wrong-doing or want of
consideration of others who have made them suffer.
It is farcical to talk, as some do, of its being “ an
0 position " to the Royal Academy. By the unde

niable value of these works, the painters establish»
their case, and we are quite sure their protest will
have effect.

The election for Members of the Society of

.uﬁ
__
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Painters in \Vater Colours, for the present year,
takes place on Monday, the 8th of Jone. The exist
ing number of Members is twenty-seven; it is the
custom of the Society not wholly to ﬁll up its
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M138 PANNY CORFIELD‘B hlA'i‘lNEE MUSICALE, at 16.
Grolvsnor Street ‘by kind
ission of Messrs. Collnrdul on
WEDNESDAY, Juno 3. a Three o'clock. lnstrnmen ish:
Herr Molique, M. Paque and Miss Fanny Coriicld. Vomlistl:
Mill Eleanor Armstrong, hil- Marian More and Mr. Bedlam.
Conductor, Mr. Arthur 0‘Lcary.—'l‘iskch, numbered, 100. M4
Reserved To: at Cock, liutchings it Co. 08, New Bond Street;

ranks. We understand that it is probable the and 0! Min 2'. Garﬁeld, so, sin-um Street. lam Square.
Members will take into consideration the untoward .‘l R. FREDERICK CHATTERTON illarpist to Her late
result of the last attempt at an election of Asso Ro 'ul Highness the Duchess of Gloucester, and Courts of France
Bcluruml has the honour to announce his GRAND liARl'
ciates of the Society, which was a “tie” between an
CONCERT, at the HANOVER S HARE ROOMS, Juno 8, at
Messrs. E. B. Jones and Duncan. Both of these Eight o'clock. The Orchestra of l srpn. commencing with the
gentlemen being ﬁgure painters, and the Society
needing to strengthen itself with able artists,‘
_ _
especially such as paint with brilliancy and origin

ality, to which qualities recent exhibitions owe
their attractiveness and Art-interest, we hope an
end may be put to the question of choice between
them. As there are at least three vacancies for
Associates, no great harm would be done and much
positive good arise from the gracefulness of the act
of electing both these gentlemen. The public will
soon decide which is the more worthy.
As it seems probable that the plan initiated by
the Society of Arts for giving prizes to encourage
Art-workmanship amongst modellers, workers in
metal, iron, brass and copper, ivory-carvers,
chasers, enamel-painters, porcelain-painters, in
layers, glass-engravers and embroiderers, will be

Prince (‘onsort‘s March. composed by .\lr. Fnuicis Chntterton.
who will also
rform a new Fantasia und lluctt with his dough‘
ter, Madame
hrer (‘haitcrtom and take part in a Selection of
Welsh Melodies, assisted by the West London Madrigal Society.
Artrsis: )lesdnmes Pnrepn, Louisa Vinning, Tu'ler and Weiss;
Messrs. Tcnnunt, Montern SmitlnAllcn Irvirnzand Weiss, Bohrcr,
Kinllmnrk G. B. Allcn.—Stnlls 10a. bd.; Tickets 5a., 31.; to be
had at all Music Shops; at the Rooms; and hlr. l‘rcderick Chai
tcrton, 53, Acacia Rood, Regent's Park.

JUNE ll.-Mr. HENRY LESLIE‘S CHOIR-The DIREC
TOR'S BENEFl'l‘.~St. Jnmcs's lizrlL-Lcmmcms-Shcrri to ,
\Vilbyc Cooper, Lewis Thomas, Anrbclln Goddard, Charles l‘i‘al c.
Madame Lcmmrns will sing Blurncnthsl‘s new Song, ‘A Day
Dream ‘ and the Variations in ‘ Lcs ilinmirnsde la Couronne.‘ .‘i r.
Lewis Thomas will sins Oounod‘s Cantii ue, ' Nazareth.’ M ndnme
Arabella Goddard and Mr. Charles l nllc will play Mozart's
Sonata in l), for Two l’mnofortes. The Programme will include
Mcndelssohn's Psalm, ‘ Judge me, O Lord ’; Mozart's ' Ave
Veruln '; and the following Compositions by Henry Leslic:—l\‘ew
Trio, ' Love, gentle, holy-,pure,’ ‘ Blow ye the Trumpet,‘ and the
Grand iluett and Fina
'horus from ‘ llolyrood.'—Stalh|, 60.;
Family Ticket for Four, 815.; Balcony, 31.: Area. 2|. ; Admission,
lm-Addison's, 210, Regent Street; Austin's Ticket Uﬂioe, 28,
Piccadilly; and all hiusrcccllcrl.
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piece of execution at present beyond her powers.
We do not, however, recollect any lady who is
equal to the difficulty and fatigue of the last move
ment. Miss Schiller shows true musical feeling, and
practice before the public may give her that force
and ﬁrmness which are at present to be desired in
her performance.
Concerts of pupils have been given during the
last ten days by the Royal Academy of Music and
by Dr. Wylde‘s Academy. Quarter after quarter
are these exhibitions made-year after year fades

out-but the results are unchanged and vexatiously
monotonous. Here and there we are tantalized by
signs of promise, both vocal and instrumental

which fail to be fulﬁlled ; the plain and paradoxi
cal fact being that our concert-rooms and theatres
are sustained in interest by English artists who
have made their education abroad, or by foreigners
who, having arrived in England, and who, ﬁnding
the country more cultivated than a bowling wilder.
ness, in which there is, nevertheless, a good “ yield"

of gold, intelligently adapt themselves to our tastes
and requisitions.
New ADsr.rrrr.—The drama of ‘Angel or Devil‘

Rorar. ITALIAN Cream-Mdlle. Fioretti made has been added to the bill for the last ten nights,
so for successful as to bring forward many worthy another step in the good graces of our public by and the character of the wife, whose conduct raises
competitors, we understand that it is contem her admirable singing and natural behaviour in M. the doubt implied in the title, has been acted by
. ‘The
plated to distribute the premiums in a public and vpn Flotow's opera, ‘ Martha,’ this day week. Had Miss Avonia Jones with her wonted one
ceremonial manner. This may take place at the she not sung anything but the “Rose” song, it must \Vooden-Spoon Maker’ is likely to become a
Crystal Palace or some equally suitable locality. have assured every hearer that she is one of the favourite, and the hero one of the best impersona
We may remind competitors that they must desig
unto themselves in their own names, or by cipher,
to the Secretary of the Society of Arts, John
Street, Adelphi, \V.C., on or before the 15th of
July next; and that each work sent in competition
must be delivered, free of charge, on or before the

31st of August next, at the Society's House.
Mr. J. C. Robinson will deliver a lecture at the

complete Italian vocalists, who bid fair to become

tions by Mr. \Vebstcr.

A new burlesque by Mr.

as few as the Sibylline leaves. Though she H. J. Byron has been produced, under the title
has been denied beauty by Nature, the entire of ‘ The Ill-Treated Il Trovatore.‘ The main out‘
absence of aﬂ'ectation in her manner on the stage
makes large amends. She is not merely tolerated,
but increasingly admired as a valuable acqui
sition to the company of the theatre, -— most
welcome, for instance, as a substitute for Ma

South Kensington Museum on the evening of dame Penco. Though Signor Mario has still his

line of the opera has been preserved, but with
humorous modiﬁcations from which the story suf
fers no little distortion, while the text of the dia

logue bristles with those mechanical puns which
are now expected in these stage-caricatures. The
parodial songs introduced had the advantage of
two excellent vocalists,—Miss Sara and Miss Carry
Nelson,—who show an ambition to excel in the

Tuesday next, June 2nd, ‘On the Art-Collections
at South Kensington, considered in reference to
Architecture.’ On the 16th of June, at the same

good moments, which set him high above any
other tenor at present on the stage, he must now
rely on his impassioned style, and the elegance of

place, Mr. T. Gambier Parry will lecture ‘On

ris. The piece gains in importance and interest
y their engagement. Perhaps, however, the main
lover in mortal recollection. Madame Didiée does
element
of its success lies in the acting of Mr. J. L.
not regain the ground she has lost,—we suspect
owing to mistaken ambition. Hor Nancy, though Toole, who, as Azuccna, the gipsy, gives full swing
graceful and gay to see, was weaker as a piece of to his extravagance; and whether he sings, dances
singing than it used to be.—On Monday she adven or maddens, excites the audience to such demon

Architecture, its Purpose and its Place among the
Fine Arts.' The last will conclude the series of
discourses promoted by the Architectural Museum
for the current session.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
*

MUSICAL UNION.— LEOPOLD AUER, the~ Hunjparinn
Violinis will play for the ﬁrst time at the next hiatrnée, une D.
with
o, Piattl, to.
J. ELLA, Director.
MR8. JOHN

MACFARREN‘S ENTERTAINMENT. " A

MORNING at the PIANOI'ORTE " on 'l‘llU R.N'DAX hEXT, at

s'r. .unss's HALL, when she will read and illustrate l Lecture
by G. A. Maoiarren. Vocalists, Miss Elisa Hughes and Miss
Palmen-‘l‘ickets, 3a.; Stalls, 7a.; at Austin's, 2s, hocadrlly.

HANOVER SQUARE ROOMS.—At the SECOND MORNING
CONCERT to be ven to the Subscribers of Ewcr & Co.'s Musical
Library, on TU SDAY, June I, at Three o'clock. the following
New Compositiomwill be performed: l‘ianoforto Quarictt Stiohl;
Violin Qnartettﬂolckrnann. Planoforte Solos: Chant dos Sircnes,
O'Leary' Spinnerlied. Liszt; Solo, Violoncello, Romance Volck
rnann. Songs: ‘A Poet's Love and Devotion, Schumnnn- ‘Do
not in Beauty thus appear,‘ Nicolai ; ' Mary of the Obcrland,‘
Dcssausr; ' Somebody,‘ Aglnes Zimmcrmann ; Ductt Contralto
and Baritone; ‘Gard‘ncr,t yTree um I,‘ Schumann. instrumen
talists: Messrs. Dannreuther Quinton, Ries,Wehh and Paque.
Vocalists: Miss Robertine llenderson, Mdlle. Elvira Behrenl,
and Mr. Lsnsmcro. Conductors: hie-rs. Prank Merl and Byers.
All Tickets retained at the First Concert are lVi'llllblQ.-PN~
grammes at Ever a 00.‘: Musical Library, W, Regent Street.

singing as well as in the eccentric action of their

his hearing. Never has there been such an opera

tured in the (lilﬁcult part of Picks in ‘Le Prophbte.‘ strations of mirth as are seldom witnessed even in
k
if
It would not be fair to pass judgment on this per this theatre.
formance, seeing that it was in some sort under
Susnsr.—This theatre opened on Saturday for
protest, indulgence being requested for her on the summer season, under the management of
the score of indisposition. Mdlle. Dottini, another
Mr. Loraine, with Mr. Fslconer’s drama of ‘ Peep
novelty in the cast, has hardly weight enough for
0‘ Day,’ which is here performed, with one exception,
the part of Bertha. Only parts of the opera went by the Drury Lane Company, illustrated with
ﬁnely, yet, perhaps, the music of the cathedral
beautiful scenery and eiiicient accessories. The
scene was never more cordially relished on any part of Mary Grace was supported by Miss Mar
previous performance.—‘ Ii Trovatore ’ was given garet Wilton with considerable elegance. The play
the evenin before last, with Mdlle. Patti as the was well received, and on the fall of the curtain,
heroine : ‘
Gazza Ladra’ is announced for Thurs Mr. Loraine was called to receive the approbation
day next, with the same lady as Ninetta.
of the audience.

Coscsrvrs.—We last week omitted to notice a

concert given by M1'. Henry Leslie‘: Chair on Thurs
Music IN Lsrrzro.
day evening week; and to mention that the ﬁrst
Mr last report of the season will deal more with
appearance of Miss Madeline Schiller duly took revivals than with new compositions. None of the
place at the Musical Union. M. Jules Lefort was latter have been produced in the Gewandhaus—but
the former have been very interesting. A Symphony
81‘. JAXIES'S HALL, Juno 5.—Mr. CUSIXS‘S CONCERT.— the singer, and introduced one of the most beau
Under the immediate patronage of His Royal Highness the tiful modern songs in being, ‘ Le Vallon,’ M. de by the Abbe Vogler showed more life and freshness
Prince of Wales, and Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales.
Lamartine's ‘Meditation,’ excellently set by M. than could have been expected ; the ﬁrst movement,
Full orchestra and chorus. Pumps Sims Reeves. Moment,
Sarrtle ,0 hens Glce Union. Pm: , l3uxiau,_Bnlsir chimera-u, Gounod.
which is decidedly the best, contains some devices,
and Jo n
omu. The Seronam, corn red in honour of their
Mr. Halle’s Second Recital was a “ command" not to say tricks, which speak more to the eye than
Royal lilghnssses by hlr. Curios. and oi. er works of interest will
he performed. Conductors, Prof. Bennett and Mr. Carina
performance for the pleasure of H.R.H. the Prin to the ear; the other movements fall oil‘ somewhat.
Tickets, loo. 6d. 5a., 3a., and is. at Addison & Lucu's, 110,
Regent Stmt, all hiusiosellerl, an Austin's, 28, Picmdilly.
cess of Wales.
Very solemn, and excellently ﬁtted for its purpose,
WELSH NATIONAL MUSlC,su

b United Choirs accom

panied b a Band of Ha
~A MO N NG CONCERT to be
ven by .ir. JOHN THO AS li’enosrdd Gwalin‘, at the liANO
ER. SQUARE ROOMS, on SATURDAY, Juno l3 tooommsncs
at Three o'clock. with tho kind assistance of the lii'emheru of the
Vocal Association, the Royal Academy of Music. te-Vocaliuts:
Miss Edith \Vynns lEos Cyrnru'. Madame Sninton-Dolby lir.
Wilbye Cooper. and Mr. Lewis Thomas. H
ish: Mr. J. llnllir
Chsticrton lllnrpist to the Queen‘, Mr. '1‘.
. Wright, 31:. J.
Cheshire, Mr. John Thomas (l’cnoerdd Gwallm, to. Further
.rlicnlars will be duly announced-Sofa Stalls, 151.; Tickets.
alf-u-Guiusn; to he had of the lliusicsellers; at the Hanover
garlirztr‘lliooms; and of air. John Thomas, 109, Great Portland

. ,iwn . -___
JUNE l6.—-BARDIC FESTIVA i.,-A P'l‘OM MAS‘S CONCERT
of NATIONAL and MODERN MU3lC.-Vocnl Association.
Congress of ill
. Desmoixelles Porepa Louisa "inning, lllcssent,
Edith Wynne, lcanor Ward; Moon-s. l‘tcichardgwilhye Cooper,
Lewir Thomas Engnl, Harrison, Ire. Conductors. Messrs. Be 110'

dict Md Ard ti. Aceompanylm, Mum. (inn! and Archer.

M. Thalbm‘g‘s Matinécs began duly on Monday is Mozart‘s ‘ Masonic Funeral Music,‘ written for
with a perfect performance, as was to be ex

pected: the artist not havinglost aniotaof his incom
parable manual power and grace. He is, however,
still most admirable in his own music,—not en
tirely satisfactory in his readings of Chopin, which
are too heavy, or of Mendelssohn, which are hardly
expressive enough. Nor do his later fanlasias and
transcripts seem to us so happy as those which
electriﬁed the public, he will not care to be
reminded how many years ago.
The last concert of the Musical Society was
principally noticeable for the essay of Miss Made
line Schiller in Mendelssohn‘s second Concerto,—a

the funeral of the Grand-Master, Prince Esterhazy.
I must return to the concerts devoted to French
music, having sketched the programme :—Overture

to ‘Semiramide,’ Catel,—two Choral Songs (Bru
nettas) of the middle of the seventeenth century,
——‘La Violette‘ and ‘Grisélidis,‘ compositions of
exquisite
and beauty, —Ariette and Chorus
from the ballet ‘ La Mascarade de Versailles,‘
Lully; strangely Handelian in many touches,—
Violin Variations, Rode, superbly played by Herr
David,——-Aria and Chorus from ‘ Hippolyte et
Aricie,‘ Rameau; graceful and pleasant, but with

rather too many bird-eﬂ'ects for modern taste,—
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Overture ‘Jean de Paris,’ Boieldieu,—Symphony bers made rich compensation; two of Bach's best selections from ‘Faust’ and ‘La Forza del Des
e.
in G minor, Méhul ; the longest, but the least inter Cantatas, “Ach wie ﬂilchtig,” and “Ein‘ feste tino.’ ‘ Alceste,’ too, still ﬁgures in his pro
It is said that the score of a lost opera, ‘ Maria
esting, work of the evening; some of the themes Burg." A page might be written upon the beau
are good enough, and the schcrzo and ﬁnale have ties and strong contrasts of these two works,-—the Stuarda,’ by Donicetti, written at Naples in 1834,
piquancy and life, but the way in which the whole one so tender,—the other as strong as some old and then suppressed by the censorship, has been
recovered, and will be produced so soon as an artist
is worked out makes the effect monotonous; the world fortalice.
Herr Louis Lubeck, whom I mentioned in my can be ibund able to support the heroine's part.
second movement is a singular anticipation of
What are we to have next in the way of foppery
Mendelssohn's four-part song, ‘ Ein Voglein in last letter, has been appointed to the several posts
den Zwe' n schwank,’—Chorus from ‘Les Deux lately held by Herr Davidoi'f, in the Conservatory fancying itself originalityl-Herr Hiller has been
producing
a four-handed pianoforte composition,
Avares,‘ rétry,—‘Fée Mab’ Scherzo, Berlioz, a and in the Church, Gewandhaus, and theatre
entitled “ an operetta without words."
wonderful piece of orchestral sonority, but in orchestras.
A grand composition for solo, male chorus and
A “Concert Grand,” of a new form, has just
which the harp effect was lost, only one harpist
being en
ed,—Le Sueur's March and Magicians’ been built by Herr Julius Bliithnsr of this city; orchestra, ‘The Deliverance of Leyden,‘ by Myn
Chorus rom ‘Alexandre h Babylone’—a good each side has a curve similar to the one curved side heer Hol, has been produced at Amsterdam, greatly
winding-up piece.—In one of the Gewandhaus of the ordinary instrument. This symmetry of to the honour of the writer, who was decorahd. on
Concerts, M. Auguste Werner, of Geneva, a pupil shape makes it much more easy to dispose of this the occasion by Royalty.
The ﬁrst appearance of Mdlle. Agar, a. new
of the Leipzig Conservatory, made his ﬁrst appear usually so despotic instrument in any part of the
ance, and proved himself a thoroughly well room. Internally it is provided with two sound Phéd're, which took place, a few evenings since, at
trained pianist; his touch is strong and his tech boards, and the lower bass strings are made to the Theatre Francois, was disastrous to the artist,
nical acquirements brilliant. He chose Herr Hil cross the others obliquely. For a concert instru who, M. Janin assures us, is a beautiful woman,
ler’s Concerto ,- the second and third movements ment the tone is brilliant and penetrating, but is a having a real vocation for tragedy. Passing behind
may be placed by the side of any piano concerto of little too hard for a small room. The touch is the scenes, some one (it is to be hoped not purposely)
trod on her long robe. She fell, and bruised herself
late times. Herr Wilhelmj has again won deserved excellent.
A.
applause by his rendering of Bach‘s ‘Chaconne’ —It is impomible to print the above closing report so severely that, after struggling through three
and Ernst's ‘ Elégie.’ Hanover has sent us a most of the Leipzig concert-season without pointing out acts of the play, she was compelled to leave the
welcome contribution-two singers who can really the quantity of topics touched (which has rendered remainder unﬁnished, and the performance was
sing. Friiulein Weiss has a high and sweet c010 condensation necessary), as a matter worthy of abruptly closed. It was feared that she might be
disﬁgured for life ; but this, happily, proves not to
t'ralto, and uses it with true musical and poetical English consideration.
be the case.
feeling. The other guest was Dr. Gunz, likewise
Marseilles is a very Paradise for prime dovmc.
a member of the Hanover Opera, with a tenor voice
of pleasant quality: if not very powerful, well suited
IVIUHICAL AND Dnsmxrrc Goss1r.-Even clever Some of our readers may not have forgotten to
for lyrical music, which he sings with great purity. Mrs. Beecher Stowe, to whom no notorieties or what an “Arabian Night" of praise and luxury
At the Eulcrpc Concerts, M. Rubinstein's Over gifts seem to come amiss, cannot, we imagine, Madame ChartOn-Demeur was treated therea year
ture to ‘ Dimitri Donskoi’ was produced for the ﬁrst have anticipated such a tribute to her popu or two since. The other night an ovation little
time-the best of the works of this very unequal larity as brisk Italian ingenuity has struck out, less picturesque and splendid fell to the lot of that
composer which I have heard this season. Dr. and Mr. Mapleson has produced to wondering excellent artist, Madame Miolan-Carvalho, on the
Liszt's music to Herder’s ‘ Der entfesselte Pro English eyes within the week. \Vho could have last night of her engagement there. She will, by the
metheus‘ does not grow upon us; though it con been prepared fora bullet founded on ‘ Uncle Tum’s way, be here forthwith, having halted in Paris, to
tains some good passages, the Reapers‘ Chorus Cabin’ ? Such a delightful entertainment, however, appear for still a few evenings more in ' Faust,’
especially, the greater part is an extravagant use is actually in London-—a running accompaniment which opera holds “ the town ” with a peltinacity
of means, with a result most disproportionately to the not very cheerful excitement which all per almost unprecedented.
meagre and unpleasant.
sons must feel who seriously contemplate the fﬁlr
inseam-Ana
Two chamber compositions call for notice. The tricidnl state of affairs on the other side of the
ﬁrst, which was given in a. Gewa'ndhaus Quartett Atlantic. \Ve may, possibly, speak of it more in
Fresco in IsIingl0n.-Mr. Armitnge has painted
Concert, is a. String Quartett in E minor, by Herr detail when we discuss the new tenor, Signor a l
fresco in the Roman Catholic church of St_.
Musik-Director Richter, a Professor of Harmony Boragli, of whom much has been expected,——and John the Evangelist, Duncan Terrace, Islington.
in the Conservatory. Most refreshing is it in these tell how “ the Ace" of Mr. Maplesou‘s company, The church itself is a large structure, Basilica-n in
excruciating times to ﬁnd a writer who does not Mdlle. Artot-one of the two ﬁne singers now in plan, very lofty and effective in composition; its
think it beneath him to be cheerful and gracious. London, Mdlle. Fioret‘ti being the other-—acquits aisles are narrow, set off for chapels and special
Herr Richter's name is a sufficient guarantee that herself in ‘La Traviata,’ which is selected as her altars. In one of these is the fresco, painted against
his Quartett would be clear in construction and second opera.
the external wall of the church. The ﬁgures are life
judicious in his treatment of instruments; but,
Madame Ristori will give some performances at size; the subject, St. Francis of Assisi, in 1210,
bwides, there is a pleasant and novel elegance Her Majesty’s Theatre during the month of June.
receiving the approval of Pope Innocent. the Third
which will recommend his work. Very different
The singers at the performance of ‘ The Crea to the Rule of t e Order of the Frates Minoies,
is Herr Volkmann’s Trio in B ﬂat minor, for piano, tion’ by the Sacred Harmonic Society yesterday or Franciscans, as they are now called. Their
violin and violoncello, given in an Euterpc Chamber were Madame Lemmenssherrington, Mr. Swiﬁ'. founder stands, his head humbly bent, his hands

Music Concert.

This composer seems to despise and Mr. Weiss.-—Mr. Sims Reeves was the attrac

beauty of sound and clearness of form; his themes, tion at ‘Judas,’ given on Thursday by Mr. Mar
however good in themselves, make no pleasant tin's society.
effect, and the bearer is sent away dissatisﬁed and
Among other of the musical strangers now in
w
Belonging to the same class is another London is Mdlle. Ennequist Biondini, a Swedish
Suite for the Piano in E minor, Op. 72, by Herr lady, who is described as poms-ing a soprano
Raff, which was played by Herr von Biilow in the voice of extraordinary beauty-Signor Batocchi, of
last of his Pianoforte Soiréca. Besides this suite, Rome, a professor of some eminence, is also here
the aforesaid pianist gave us, among other things, for a time.

Sebastian Bach’s ‘ Italian Concert ’ and a. Sonata

held together before the enthroned Pope, who
reads article by article the Rule of the Order. A
monk on each side of the saint kneels, as do others
behind him. The Pope is supported by a cardinal

on each side, seated, all splendidly dressed. Atten
dants stand behind the throne. The scene is an
open-sided hall in the Capitol, where the Pope is
presumed to have lived at the period in question

Through the arcade we look over Rome and its
‘ L’Allegro‘ will be given again, in the course of ruins as in the thirteenth century Following

in A ﬂat, by Philip Emanuel Bach, a new edition the season, by Madame and Herr Goldschmidt.
of which has been somewhat strongly “ edited" by
The reign of Contortion, with its barbarous
the player. Herr von Biilow also introduced two excitement of terror, is, we are disposed to fancy, on
new pieces by Dr. Liszt—‘ Venezia e Napoli.’ The the wane in the provinces-apparently in London.
ﬁrst, a Gondolicra, is very graceful.
Simultaneously with advertisements of Spanish
In a. Concert of the Dilettanti Society, for the acrobats at the Alhambra, who are described as
conducting of which Herr von Bernnth deserves more frightful than any of their predecessors,
all praise, Mr. Dannreuther played Mendelssohn’s we have to notice a project of regenerating that
‘Variations Sérieuses,’ as well as other music by unlucky and unwholesome haunt of pleasure by
Bach, Schumann and Chopin, with remarkable converting it into a popular music-hall, in which a
power and promise.
large proportion of really good and new music shall

that sound rule of Art which demands character
everywhere, Mr. Armitage has given a portrait
like character to his heads, which in the broad

style he follows individualizes each ﬁgure and
face, and gives a striking look of truth to the
whole. The expressions are effective, without any
thing of the theatre ; the design, large and simple
in composition, suits the subject and the material
perfectly. We trust the effect may be temporary
and its cause removable; but that this work has

not suffered in colour and tome since it was painted

_ Herr Riedel’s Choral Society always gives an be brought forward. Mr. G. Macfarren is the

is beyond doubt.

Interesting programme. In the last concert we Chairman of the Committee, and undertakes to
had Gliick's only known sacred composition, a. ‘ De write for the establishment. Other English com
Profundis,‘ a work very monotonous, and quite posers, it is to be presumed, may follow his example.
unworthy of the master. Its dreary effect was not Treaties are on foot to place the concerts, which
removed by the three next pieces,-—a song ‘011 are to be evening entertainments, under the con

at the surface as in the frescoes at the Parliament

Death ' by Beethoven, a composition rarely heard, duct of Herr Manna, of the Crystal Palace-Mean

the last is a fresco, very much faded and stained,

and its effect marred by the substitution of a very while, Mr. Morton, who has never been led astray
lnjudiciously “stopped” organ accompaniment,— by tumblers and gymnasts so wildly as some rival
the Requiem and Kyrie from Berlioz's ‘ Requiem,’ caterers for the idle and the thoughtless, keeps
and the ‘Agnus Dei’ and ‘ Dona nobis ’ from pace, as usual, at the Oxford, with the opera-excite
Schumann's Mass. But the concluding two num ments of the year by forestalling managers, with

representing God the Father with the Angels, dam,

It seems faded, not scurﬁng off

House, and is in a much ﬁner condition than they
are. In the apse of this church is the fresco before
described by us (Aiken. No. 1814-), representing
Christ and the Apostles. In the semi-dome above

painted by A. Aglio about 1844.
To Connnsroxnnnm-T. LIL-H. H.-A. J. '1‘.—F. 11
Northern-Constant Reader-J. S. B.—8olitai.re-E. G.
A. T. S.—G. H. K.—reoeived.
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Journal of a Residence on a. Georgian Plantation
in 1888-1889. By Frances Anne Kemble.
(Longman & Co.)

FROM the day when En lish ladies put aside
‘Uncle Tom‘s Cabin’ an hastened with throb
bing hearts and tearful eyes to take part in
the Staﬂ'ord House demonstration, the best
and most thoughtful of our countrywomen have
often asked themselves how they would think
and act on the question of slavery, if they had
been born in the Southern States of America,
and not in Europe’s isle of freedom’! What,
also, would they say and do if, with their
English birth and education, they by mar
riage with wealthy owners were made parti
ci ators in a system which they abhor?
ould they give a passive support to the pecu
liar institution, forbearin to examine and
criticize its inﬂuence on lor and bondman? Or
would they endeavour to mitigate its atrocities,
whilst they strove by cautious suggestion and
mild entreaty to create a desire for abolition in
the breasts of those best able to uproot the
evil? Without doubt the latter course has been
elected b every Englishwoman who has con
sidered t 6 question of slavery by the aid of
such personal hypotheses. To those of our wives
and mothers who have deemed it possible for
woman to do battle against slavery in the

Southern States by such means as she employs
in Europe to combat injustice and alleviate
suﬂ‘ering, this book will give saddening and
needful enlightenment. It tells the story of a

lady who, born an En lishwoman and reared
in the atmosphere of ritish freedom, was in
an evil day induced to marry a Southern ro

prietor, being at the time of her wed ing
ignorant that the man whom she swore to love
and honour had a vested interest in human
wretchedness and degradation. It tells how,
after she had become the mother of beautiful
children, she together with her babes accompa

nied her husband to Georgia. just ﬁve-and
twenty years since, and made acquaintance
with the “peculiar institution" as a fact of

daily experience,-—not as a system observed
from a distance through the glasses of op onents
and apologists, novelists and poets. It to s how
she saw the iron piercing the soul of an
o pressed race and might not raise a hand to
puck it out,—how her womanly sympathy

for her wretched servants only brought them
stripes from the taskmaster and a sterner
bondage. Finally, it tells how, utterly defeated
in her attempts to do good, and forbidden to

weep with those whose tears she had daily to
witness,—wh0se cries were constantly in her
ears,—she ﬂed from scenes where compassion was
a crime. A more startling and fearful narrative
on a well-worn subject was never laid before
readers, and the story does not lose in effect
from the fact that its teller is well known to
her countrywomen and honoured by all who
honour genius.
Her husband's estate lay in a region of no
ordinary loveliness, a land in which oran e
groves welcomed her with blossom, whilst on s

like a Bacchante‘s thyrsus, twined with wreaths causing scandal, this deliberate compact to com
of ivy and wild vine, waving in the tepid wind. mit murderand mutilate a dead body was an affair
Beautiful butterﬂies ﬂicker like ﬂying ﬂowers of pleasant gossip amon t the Quality of the
among the bushes, and gorgeous birds, like aristocratic district. “ 0 one,’ wrote Mrs.
winged jewels, dart from the hon hs,—and— Fanny Kemble in her Journal, is “astonished
and-a huge
ound snake slid ike a dark and nobody ashamed of such preliminaries to a
ribbon across t e path while I was stopping to mortal combat between two
ntlemen, who
propose ﬁring at marks over eac other’s hearts,
enjoy all this deliciousness.”
Amidst such scenes did Mrs. Fanny Kemble and cutting off each other’s heads; and though
collect her facts on slavery,—facts which she this agreeable party of pleasure has not come
has put forth in a manner that signally shows offyet, there seems to be no reason why it should

how much the cause of Abolition has lost not at the ﬁrst convenient season.” There is
through idealistic treatment by romance writers.
She uses plain terms, calling a spade a spade, and
we thank her for so doing. The mealy-mouthed
a ologists, whose function it is to “make things
pleasant” with r rd to slavery, and to whom
we could not just y refuse a hearing in answer
to the exag erations of the novelists, have of
late had it all their own way. But the time has

no need to describe minutely the characteristics
of a society which could tolerate such ferocious

and yet cold-blooded ruﬂianism. All that the

writer saw of Southern entlemen accorded
with what she heard of t em from Southern
ladies, of whose domestic revelations she says:
“If the accounts given by these ladies of the
character of the planters in this art of the
now come for heed to be iven to the other South may be believed, they must e as idle,
side. For many a day we ave heard enou h, arrogant, ignorant, dissolute and ferocious as
and rather more than enough, about the c i that medizeval chivalry to which they are fond
valriy of Southern gentlemen, the moral and phy of comparing themselves; and these are South
sica graces of Southern women, the patriarchal ern women, and should know the eople among
character of the peculiar institution, the devo whom they live.” But though t e woman of
tion of slaves to their masters, the tenderness English birth saw clearly the vices of her
of overseers who with aching hearts ﬂog their adopted countrymen, she was not less alive to
blackies mercifully, just as 'mothers whip their their valuable qualities, which, far from being
children, to do them good, and make them checked, are nurtured and stren thened by the
upright members of society. It is time to look circumstances of slavery. “ T e devil must
at the picture from a fresh oint of view, and have his due," she writes, "and men brought
hear its features explained y other lecturers. up in habits of eremptory command over their
But before we give heed to the author’s revela fellow men, an under the constant apprehen
tions, it is well for us to know that though she sion of danger, and awful necessity of immediate
entered Georgia “prejudiced against slavery,” readiness to meet it, acquire qualities precious
as every Englishwoman must be, she went to themselves and others in hours of supreme
there “prepared to ﬁnd many mitigations in peril.” These words written in 1839 have been
the raotice to the general injustice and cruelty signally veriﬁed in 1863. But if she found little
of t e system, much kindness on the part of to please her in the men, she found even less
masters, much content on that of slaves.” It to admire in the women of Georgia. Steeped in
appears, however, that these moderate expecta indolence, these ladies could not conceal their
tions were disappointed. Slaves were more astonishmentat the eccentric demeanourof their
debased, masters more cruel, and life in every new friend, who, bringing with her the tastes
respect more barbarous than she had antici and habits of Englishwomen, regarded bodily ex
pated. First, for the ruling class, whom there ercise as a source of enjoyment, and persisted
exists a transient fashion to extol as the chi in paddling her own canoe 'over the waters of
valric descendants of En lish cavaliers. \Vhen the Altamaha, and in riding an ill-broken
Mr. Russell recently ma e the ac uaintance of stallion over her husband’s plantations for hours
Southern proprietors, the best of t em fulﬁlled together. Their ordinary pastime was “doing
his ideal of the Irish aristocracy of a century nothing,” as they lolled on the sofas of their
since. Five-and-twcnty years ago Mrs. Fanny ill-furnished rooms; their favourite topic of
Kemble drew the same comparison. On all sides conversation was the utter degradation of the
race-the impossibility of educating
lawless debauchery, selﬁsh passion, and absence ne
of reﬁnement astonished her. The men, caring “ b ack women” into good domestic servants.
for no pastime more elevating than ﬁeld sports, The descriptions of their houses, and ways of
passed their days in drinking, gambling, coarse managing them, will cause English ladies c ual
debauchery, and savage feuds. lore frequently terror and amusement. The former are suc as
gentlemen who had quarrelled over drink ex thriving English farmers would disdain to in
changed shots before going to bed. Sometimes, habit, whilst the latter would rovoke adverse
however, they arranged all the preliminaries criticism amongst gipsies. T‘ our country
of mortal conﬂict, but deferred the ﬁnal settle woman visited Georgia, and knife in hand
ment of accounts till a convenient season. Two taught her husband's cook how to cut u a
of the lady’s neighbours, proprietors of cod dead sheep into “joints of civilized mutton, ’ it
repute in their county, having quarrelled a out was the custom for the plantation carpenter to
the ownership of a strip of land, agree to operate on the carcase, and prepare for table

ﬁght it out with ﬁre-arms. The hostile meet some half-dozen rectangular chunks of meat,
ing, it was arran ed, should stand over for a out without any reference whatever to the
few weeks, but t at the surrounding gentry natural conformation of the animal. The fol

might be well assured the event would come lowing passage also gives information on certain
oﬂ', the terms of the challenge were advertised Epiints of Southern life that will interest English

1es:—
ppt forth their greenest leaves. Writing to the in a local paper. The enemies would ﬁght with
“ This morning I went over to Darien upon the
‘end for whose beneﬁt the “Journal” was pistols, standing at a certain distance from each
kept, she said :——“ Honeysuckles twine round other; each combatant would wear a piece of very female errands of returning visits and shop
every tree; the ground is covered with a low white paper, or other mark immediately over the ping. In one respect (assuredly in none other) our
white-blossomed shrub more fragrant than lilies re ion of the heart ; nothing less than the death
of the valley. The acacias are swingin their OfﬁllS adversary would satisfy either combatant ;
silver censeis under the green roof 0 these the victor was to have “the privilege of cutting
wood temples; every stump is like a classical off his enemy's head, and sticking it up on a
altar to the sylvan gods, garlanded with pole on the piece of land which was the origin

life here resembles existence in Venice; we can
never leave home for any purpose or in any direc

tion but by boat-not, indeed, by gondola, but the
sharp cut, well made, light craft in which we take

our walks on the water is a very agreeable species
of conveyance. One of my visits this morning was

ﬂowers; every post, or stick, or slight stem, of the debate." Nice neighbours these! Far from to a certain Miss —-, whose rather grandiloquent
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name
well became
and verythe
striking
daughter
style of
of beauty
an ex-governor
exceedingly
of \ in the veins of her husband's bondmen. It would
almost seem that it is affectation for lanters to
Georgia. As for the residence of this princess, it speak of slaveryas the fate of the
'can race,
was like all the planters' residences that I have since Anglo~SaXon sires have contributed so
seen, and such as a well-to-do English farmer would ‘ largely to the production of the present genom
certainly not inhabit. Occasional marks of former 1
tion of slaves. “ I cannot," observes the lady, with
elegance or splendour survive sometimes in the size
splendid scorn, “help being astonished at the
of the rooms, sometimes in a little carved wood-l
work about the mantelpieces or wainscoatings of furious and ungovemcd execration which all
these mansions; but all things have a Castle Rack- i reference to the possibility of a fusion of the
rent air of neglect, and dreary careless untidiness, 1 races draws down upon those who suggest it,
with which the dirty barefooted negro servants are . because nobody pretends to deny that, through
in excellent keeping. Occasionally a huge pa1r_of out the South, a large proportion of the popu
dazzling shirt gills, out of which a black visage grins , lation is the offspring of white men and coloured
as out of some vast white paper comet, adorns the women. In New Orleans a class of unhappy
sable footman of the establishment, but unfortu females exists whose mingled blood does not
nately without at all necessarily indicating any prevent their being remarkable for their beauty,
downward prolongation of the garment; and the‘ and with whom no man, no gentle-man, in that
perfect tulip~bed of a head-handkerchief, with which ‘
city shrinks from associating; and while the
the female attendants of these ‘ great families‘ love 1
to bedizen themselves, frequently stands them in, slavcowners of the Southern States insist vehe
stead of every other most indispensable article of , mently upon the mental and physical inferiority
female attire. As for my shopping, the goods, or I of the blacks, they are benevolcntly doing their
rather ‘ beds,’ at which I used to grumble, in your i best, in one way at least, to raise and improve
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Olmsted‘s readers are familiar, had so exhausted
the once fertile land that, to keep up the income
derived from the estates to something like the
old standard, it was found necessary to screw

more labour out of the ne

. Consequently,

before Mrs. Kemble visited Georgia her hus

band's overseer had diminished the pause
between birth-labour and ﬁeld-labour to time

weeks! Let the mothers of En land attempt to
realize the full signiﬁcance of t ese words. No
wonder that Mrs. Kemble found these brutally~
maltreated mothers showing in their bodies the
evidence of such incredible barbarity. “This

morning I had a visit from two of the women,

Charlotte and Judy,” she wrote to her friend,
“who came to me for help and advice for a
complaint which, it really seems to me, every
other woman on the estate is cursed with, and
which is a. direct result of the conditions of
their existence; the ractice of sending women
to labour in the ﬁel s in the third week after
their conﬁnement is a speciﬁc for causing this
village emporium_at Lenox, are what may be termed the degraded race, and the bastard population, inﬁrmit , and I know no speciﬁc for curing it
‘ ﬁrst-rate,’ both in excellence and elegance, com- . which forms so ominous an element in the under t e circumstancw.” And yet the apolo
pared with the vile products of every sort which‘ social safety of their cities, certainly exhibit in gists of slavery have the im udence to say that
we wretched southerners are expected to accept as , their forms and features the beneﬁt they derive masters take good care of t eir slaves because
the conveniences of life in exchange for current from their white progenitors." The next fea it is their interest to do so. Those same apolo
coin of the realm. I regret to say, moreover, that tures of the oppressed race which most strongly
‘sts have argued that the slaves are well treated
all these infamous articles are Yankee made-ex and unpleasantly struck the observer were their ecause they increase and multiply, whereas
pressly for this market, where every species of thing
‘dirt, stench and stupidity, all which three the free negroes show a tendency to numerical
(to use the most general term I can think of), from
list-shoes to pianofortes, is procured from the North ' qualities are used as arguments why they are decrease in the Northern States. Mrs. Kemble
—almost always New England, utterly worthless ﬁt for nothing better than slavery, though Mrs. replies to this fallacy by showing how procrea
of its kind, and dearer than the most perfect speci Kemble shows them to be necessary results of tion is artiﬁcially stimulated in the Slave States,
mens of the same articles would be anywhere else. “the system.” Of the hardships endured by where even the three weeks’ pause between
The incredible variety and ludicrous combinations these repulsive wretches she speaks with star birth-labour and ﬁeld-labour, and the few in
of goods to be met with in one of these southern tling frankness. Their dwellings were ﬁlthy dulgences granted to pregnant negro women,
sho s beats the stock of your village omnium sties; their food was coarse in kind and insuffi
induce the female slaves to have children as
gatherum hollow : to be sure, one class of articles, cient as to quantity; of religious instruction soon and frequently as possible. So also to the
and that probably the most in demand here, is not they received nothing but a mere form, just apolo 'sts who aver that the slaves as a rule
sold over any counter in Massachusetts —cow enough to make things pleasant to the con are a ectionately attached to their owners Mrs.
hides and man-traps, of which a large assortment sciences of their owners; their only discipline
Kemble answers, “I know that the Southern
enters necessarily into the furniture of every
was the whip. Not only were the bondwomen men are a t to deny the fact that they do live
southern shop."
subject to the lush; but daily, women of every under an habitual sense of danger; but a slave
Of the dialect of the Southern ladies, the variety of age and strength, decrepit crones, population, coerced into obedience, though un
writer, whose opinion on a question of enun young girls, women with child, were fearfully armed and half-fed, is a. threatening source of
ciation has special claims to respect, observes
cowhided by drivers and overseers. Lissom insecurity, and every Southern woman to whom
“In this matter, as in every other, the slaves girls were ﬂung down in the ﬁelds where they I have spoken on the subject has admitted to
pay back to their masters the evil of their own had been working, or tied up to trees, and me that they live in terror of their slaves.”
dealings with usury, though unintentionally. No
As soon as Mrs. Kemble had taken up her
culture, however slight, simple or elementary, is‘ when their clothes had been put over their
permitted to these poor creatures, and the utterance heads they were welted on their bare bodies by abode on her husband’s Georgian estatm, the
of many of them is more like what Prospero de men, who gave all the force of their muscular slaves ﬂocked to her with the tears that slaves
scribes Caliban’s to have been, than the speech of arms to the stripes which they administered as shed, the entreaties that slaves make of those
men and women in a Christian and civilized land : servants of “the paternal system.” We have of from whom they can hope for pity. Doubtless
the children of their owners, brought up among late been often assured that slaves are humanely they made many exaggerated statements, and
them, acquire their negro mode of talking-slavish treated because humanity is the master’s best became more earnest and athetic when they
spcech surely it is; and it is distinctly perceptible policy; but Mrs. Fanny Kemble shows that saw gentle commiseration or their lot in the
in the utterances of all southerners, particularly of sometimes it is the owner's policy to “work bright eyes of their massa's lovely wife. For
the women, whose avocations, taking them less off” his cattle, in order that he may be rid of once they found a ready listener to their tales
from home, are less favourable to their throwing boasts who can no lon er render him eﬂicient of suffering. The lady to whom they pleaded
of!‘ this ignoble trick of pronunciation than the
service. She bids us a so bear in mind that a answered with kindness. On Sundays she
more varied occupation and the more extended
and promiscuous business relations of men. The large proportion of the Southern proprietors do gathered them together in her dinin —room;
Yankee twang of the regular down-caster is not not visit their estates for years together, and and the voice which still charms far iﬁ‘erent
more easily detected by any car nice in enunciation that“ resident planters” live on their planta audiences read to them the words of that Sacred
and accent than the thick negro speech of the tions for but a few months of each year. When Teacher who brought into the world a message
southerners: neither is lovely or melodious; but the paternal chief is away, his labourers are of love to all mankind. She sate by them m
though the Puritan snuﬂie is the harsher of the under the control of an overseer, whose chief their sickness, comforted them in their trouble,
two, the slave slobbm‘ of the language is the more object is to get the greatest possible amount of knelt by the
was to which their dead were
ignoble, in spite of the softer voices of the pretty work out of them, as his efficiency is estimated committed. will; marvel that there was com
southern women who utter it."
by the state of his crops and the balance for the motion throughout the plantations, that over
But Mrs. Fanny Kcmblc’s most valuable year of the plantation ledger, not by the condi seers averred the work of the estates could
testimony relates to the working of slavery. tion of his workmen.
not be carried on till the Christian En lish
Prepared to take a liberal view of the peculiar
A few words will show how the system lady was sent about her business!
institution, she found it not less atrocious in has worked on estates in which Mrs. Kemble overseers did their duty bravely. The slave
details than in principle. As the ncgroes on her had a personal interest. In the time of her who was caught tale-bearing to missis was
husband’s plantations were treated better than husband's grandfather the soil was very pro prom tly stripped, and lashed with cowhide or
the involuntary labourers on many estates in ductive, and the female slaves were allowed cat. ven female patients in the inﬁrmary were
the same region, slavery was displayed to her ﬁve weeks’ rest after increasing the servile ﬂogged for the hideous offence of shedding
under favourable circumstances, but what she population-ﬁve weeks’ pause between expe tears when massa’s wife spoke to them pitifully.
saw differed widely from what the apologists nenclng thelabours of childbirth and returning Of course it was necessary to maintain disci~
of the system had led her to look for. The ﬁrst to the labours of ﬁeld-work. Not too long a pline! So thought the lady’s husband, when he
fact which deeply impressed her was the large Pause, English mothers will think! But in two commanded her never again to bother him
quantity of white blood that manifestly ﬂowed generations the agriculture, with which Mr. about his slaves. “He desired me,” she wrote
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to her friend, “this morning to bring him no to the divinity Anubis, we may still point
more complaints or requests of any sort, as the to a well-painted group of dogs of the period
people had hitherto had no such advocate, and of Thothmes the Third, and. remember the
ad done very well without, and I was only couching ﬁgure of a greyhound holding the
kept in an incessant state of excitement with statue of its deceased master between its fore
all the falsehoods they ‘ found they could make paws. The Grecian exam les selected in this
me believe.’ . . . . I must return to the North, series are not very satis actory; the groups
for my condition would be almost worse than from which the specimens have been selected
theirs,—condemned to hear and see so much are,in fact, Roman work of an e uivocal period.
wretchedness, not only without the means of The best examples of Grecian o are to be
alleviating it, but without permission even to met with on the
inted vases, whine, indeed,
represent it for alleviation,-—this is not the all kinds, and
great spirit of action, occur
place for me, since I was not born among slaves, very frequently. Such subjects as Paris when
and cannot bear to live
them.” Mrs. a shepherd, Diana and Actaeon, Castor and
Fanny Kemble returned to the Northern States. Pollux, Meleager, and The Attack of the Caly
The moral of the autobiographical portions of donian Boar, are all subjects of purely Greek
this book—which is a perfect contrast to the character, and abound in representations of
same writer’s previous ‘Journal’ on America, a different dogs in every possible variety of posi
book which was a mistake and almost a scandal tion. In re resentations of the last-named
—is two-sided, having a. lesson for Southern subject, we nd dogs ocmsionally mounted on
planters and another for English ladies. It bids the back of the boar, whilst others, wounded,
them keep apart, saying to the former, “Do are rolling on the ground, kicking in the
not wed women who have not been reared from agonies of death, depicted with much of the
infancy to admire your peculiar institution”; force and artistic daring carried afterwards to
and reminding the latter that, as “they were such perfection by the pencil of Rubens and
not born among slaves, they could not bear to Snyder's. The greyhound and wolf-dog seem to
live among them.”
have been much used for the chase; but the
Grecian ladies appear sometimes on vases
accompanied by small dogs, with full curling
The Varieties of Dogs, as they are found in tails, partaking very much of the character of
Old Sculptures, Pictures, Fm ratings and our spaniels; children and youths are also
Books; with the Names of
Artists by represented playing with them.
Homer
whom they are represented, showing how long mentions tabledogs, and, both on sculptures
may of the numerous Breeds now existing and Etruscan ' tings of feasts, we ﬁnd dogs
home been known. By Ph. Charles Berjeau. as well as 0 try employed in picking up the
crumbs. 'lPhat famous subject, never as yet
(Dulau & Co.)
Bacon’s saying to Secretary Winwood, “ Every worthily treated by sculptor, ancient or modern,
gentleman doth love a dog,” is in as full force Ulysses recognized by his faithful dog, Argus,
now as at the time when he uttered it, and the very rarely appears on works of ancient Art, but
canine assembly at Islington last week bore where it does we ﬁnd the dog was of the
strong testimony to- this fact, both by the sporting kind, with long head, square muzzle,
list of contributors and by the visitors who and curved tail. Those who have visited the
crowded thither. The book before us a pears Vatican cannot fail to have been impressed by
very opportunely, and is extremel we con the rich variety and force of character displayed
ceived. Hitherto we have known
r. Beljeau in the sculptures of the “ Sala degli Animali,”
as an admirable resroducer and expoimder of nor is it possible for any one, except Mr.
ancient woodcut an typographical works, but Berjeau, to forget the famous gigantic Molos
the present undertaking treats of animated sian dogs, placed on each side of the entrance.
nature as seen through the medium of various Whether the
eat and very valuable do
artists, and extending over an almost boundless belonging to
ibiades, whose tail, as relate
range of time. The object of his book has by Plutareh, he wantonly out ch‘, belonged to
been fully and concisely stated on the title-page. this breed, has not been ascertained, but
To this we add, that “as bounds and grey there can be little doubt that these Molos
hounds, mon els, spaniels, curs, sho hs, sians illustrate a story mentioned by Pliny,
water-rugs an demi-wolves are classed
by in his ‘Natural History,’ when treating of
the name of dogs,” each particular type may, dogs. He says that Alexander the Great
doubtless, be found in Mr. Berjeau’s collection. received the gift of a very large dog from the
His engravings are spirited, but, in some re King of Albania, which dehghted him ex
spects, too roughly executed to render so excel tremely. He turned loose before it bears, wild
lent a subject the justice it deserves. Too great boars and stage, in turn, without producing
a preponderance of specimens taken from old any effect whatever on the animal, upon which,
woodcuts and engravings gives an unnecessary attributing the dog’s indifference to cowardice
appearance of coarseness to the book. The real and laziness, he ordered him to be destroyed.
mterest, however, consists in the certainty of This being told to the King of Albania, he sent
date, combined with evident truthfulness of the him a second dog, with a recommendation not
representations, and, above all, in ﬁnding that to try him with such small animals, but rather
those animals which now surround us really to set a lion or an elephant at him. Alexander,
existed so remotely, without any apparent acting upon this advice, put out a lion, which
modification of form or habit. This point a immediately had his back broken and was torn
ﬁerce mastiff-looking Assyrian dog (Plate 1.), to pieces by the dog. His encounter with an
taken from a wild-ass hunt on an Assyrian elephant was still more ﬁerce. “ For the dog,”
basprelief, establishes at ﬁrst view. The most to quote the words of Philemon Holland’s trans
curious
thing,
Mr. Ber'eau’s
lation, “at the ﬁrst,with his long, rough, shagged
book
is the
greathowever
numbei- about
of omissions.
J
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continual turning about to and fro the elephant

grew giddy in the head, insomnch as he came
tumbling down and made the ground to shake
under him with his fall.”

One of the most spirited illustrations in Mr.
Beijeau’s book is a group of a greyhound caress
ing a bitch, from an antique marble in the
British Museum. A duplicate found with this
in the Monte Cagnolo, near Rome, is now in
the Vatican. The dogs attacking Actaeon (given
on a preceding plate) are Roman work of
the time of Antoninus Pius; but they are

interesting as showing the same kind of animal
as appears on a roughly painted Etruscan vase,
and also on the very primitively sculptured
metope, of the same subject, found at Selinus.
There is, it may be observed, generally a con
sistency and traditional treatment of particular
subjects; thus, for instance, the heads of Cer
berus were represented in Greek and early
Roman works with long pointed noses, erect
ears, and generally with a long tigenlike tail.
To Byzantine representations of the dog no ,
importance can be attached, as they are so
very heraldic; but in the Saxon illustrations of
our forefathers we recognize an attempt at
truthful designs of she herd and hunting dogs.
Where Harold is seen awking, in the Bayeux
tapestry, the two kinds of dogs attending him
are so well deﬁned as to merit quotation in a
work on dogs as represented in works of Art;
other specimens exist in the rude stitchery of

the borders. W'e are disappointed to ﬁnd that
between the antique greyhounds above referred
to and a French dog (poodle) of the ﬁfteenth

century, from an engraving in the British
Museum (plate 5), Mr. Bel-Jean gives us no
example whatever. Some striking instances of
the varieties of dogs might be found in early
Italian aintings, especially in the famous

‘Trium

of Death,’ painted about the middle

of the ourteenth century, by O
in the
Oampo Santo, at Pisa. A very small ‘ spaniel
sports in the lap of a lady seated next to a
gentleman holding a falcon, and on the extreme
left of the picture two different spaniels, belong
ing to a hawking party, are seen starting and

sniﬁing at an open coﬁin, whilst a is e and
well-formed greyhound bounds gallant y for
ward in the same direction. The various forms
of thee animals have been carefully rendered

by the artist. The smaller dogs on the extreme
left are remarkably fat and round-bodied, with
high curved spine, curling tail, long sharp claws
and long pendent ears. This breed seems to have
been much employed by ladies in hawking, and

we frequently ﬁnd them at the feet of ladies on
English monumental brasses of the fourteenth

and ﬁfteenth centuries. Their fat round necks
are generally decorated with a string of bells.
A similar animal, wearing also a collar of bells,
is ﬁgured in a rough woodcut by Aldrovandus,
in his curious work on Quadrupeds, published
at Bologna in 1637, where it is called a.
French dog. Whilst speaking of brasses, it may
be observed that dogs are the only supporters
to ladies, whilst their lords generally rest their
feet upon a lion. In later times, however, they
also adopted a do ; but invariably a grey
hound, not with bells, but with a stra ollar
with buckle fastened round the neck. T e pos
session of a greyhound became, it may be
remembered, a sign of nobility. Some ﬁne

hair, that overspread his whole body, came examples of this animal are to be found on
with full month, thundering (as it were) and the supporters of the royal arms of Henry the
Egyptian dog-portraiture; animals remarkable barking terribly against the elephant. Soon Seventh, and a spirited representation of the
The author

has

given no instance

of

both for the variety of breeds and for the
vigour of character with which they were

depicted. The veneration felt by this nation
both for the canine and feline species is almost
proverbial; and, whether the Roman writers

were right or wrong in assigning a dog’s head

after he leapeth and ﬁieth upon him, rising and
mounting against the great beast, now of one
side and then of another, maintaining combat
right artiﬁcially, one while assailing another
while avoiding his enemy, and so nimbly he
bestirreth himself from side to side, that with

running hound appears on the great seals of
Henry the Eighth and several of his male suc
cessors. Various dogs may also be found in the
paintings by Benozzo Gozzoli, dating from
1469 to 1485, on the wall of the Campo Snnto

at Pisa. He was, together with Paolo Uccello,
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a diligent observer of animal life, and depicted
these forms with great success. It would be
useless to articularize the pleasure which
Titian and aul Veronese took m the introduc
tion of this animal. One of the ﬁnest full
length portraits by the former of Charles the
Fifth by Titian, belonging to King Charles the
First, represented him with a large Irish dog.
The little spaniels known as King Charles’s,
from the fondness which Charles the Second
showed for them, might, with almost as much
reason, have derived their name from his royal
father; for, in Van Dyck’s great picture of
Charles the First with his Queen and two chil
dren at \‘Vindsor, these spaniels are prominently
introduced. Again, in the smaller picture of
Charles the Second as a boy with his two sis
ters, these spaniels play an important part.
But perhaps the most impressive example of
Van Dycks power as a painter of animals is
to be found in the ﬁne picture at Windsor,
representing Charles the Second as a slim boy,
standing with grave expression, and resting
his hand on the head of a huge mastiﬁ'. "an
Dyck’s grand portrait of Philip le Roy, Mu
rillo’s Don Andres de Andrada, and the Car
dinal Infant Ferdinand, and ‘Las Meniﬁas,’
by Velasquez, are all instances of the great
extent to which the interest of a picture may
be increased by the introduction of a faithful
portrait of man’s appointed companion. In the
same cate ory may be included the famous pic
ture by ogarth of himself and his pu . Rey
nolds’s charming picture of the little lgrincess
Sophia of Gloucester, measuring her retty face
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"round his neck, are among the best in the book. which were found wild in the neighbourhood
The bear-baiting woodcut used by old Richard of that place. Further evidence was supplied
Pynson (1521), and the sporting engravings by by Major Bruce and his brother, Mr. C. Bruce,
Jost Ammon (1575), are rough, but very much but all to no purpose. Dr. Wallich, at that
to the purpose in such a book as this. The time Director of the Botanic Gardens at Cal
dogs of Beckerveld (1626) are also full of cha cutta, took it into his head that the so-called
meter. The lates from Theodor de Bry do wild tea of Assam was a Camellia and not a
not sufficient y express the delicacy of the Thea,- whilst our Society of Arts, who pro
original master.
bably had a better botanist among their mem
hnough now has been said, both suggestively bers, awarded to Mr. Bruce “ their Gold Medal,
and descriptively, to show both the interest of for discovering the indigenous tea tracts, and
the subject and the manner in which Mr. Ber cultivating and preparing tea in Assam.” That
jeau has treated it. The book, which is of a Dr. Wallich was entirely wrong in his deter
convenient and portable size, will, we venture mination is now generally known, and Dr.
to say, ﬁnd its way into many hands. In an Seemann, in his monogra h in the I/innean
T'ramactimts, has shown t at the Assam
other edition it should be much improved.
so far from being a spurious kind, must be

regarded as the plant from which all the other
Tea Cultivation, Colkm and Agricultural Espe varieties of teas grown by the Chinese have
rimenls in India: a Review. By W. Nassau sprung. Lord \Villiam Bentinck, when Gover
Lees, LL.D. (Allen & Co.)
Notes on the Propagation and Cultivation of
the Medicinal Uhinchonas or Peruvian Bark
Trees. Printed and published by order of the
Government of Madras. By W. G. M‘Ivor.

(Madras, Graves & Co.)
LADIES who love their cup of tea, and who
object to a decoction from sloe, willow, cherry
and maple leaves, may derive some consolation
from the fact that within a very few years we
shall be altogether independent of China for
the article. Thanks to Mr. Fortune, the hill
districts of our Indian empire are ih acondition
to supply any amount of the ﬁnest teas. The

nor-General, did everything he could to pro
mote the cultivation of tea in India, and
referred the subject to a body of gentle
men, who were called “The Tea Committee,”
and of which Dr. Wallich was a member. But
this Committee seems to have done very little.
Even after tea had actually been manufactured
from the wild plant, Dr. Vl’allich still clung to
his notion about the Camellia, and the Com
mittee, when in 1834 forced to admit an estab

lished fact, still begged to suspend their deci
sion until they should be in possession of the

fruit of the shrub, which the considered—but
which in reality, is not—t e only test they
qualit of the article may be judged from the could safely take as a guide:—
with the grim countenance of apood e, is fresh fact t at the best Souchong from that new
“ Now eight years is a very long time to allow
in the recollection of all who saw the Kensing source has been sold in the London market for a suspension of judgment regarding the species
ton display of last year, or the British Institution for 21s. per pound, and the best Pekoe for of a plant so long known to the commercial world
a season or two ago. Greuze’s picture of a little 34s. per pound; whilst the quantity actually as the tea-plant. Had the Tea Committee, with
girl fondling a la dog, once in the possession gathered in Assam, Cachar and Darjeeling the knowledge they confess to have been so long
ion of, either individually before or col
of the Due de hoiseul, is one of the most alone amounted, in 1862, to 2,203,781 1b., and in
charmin pictures ever seen. In all these in almost every mail brings us word that new lectively after their appointment, taken any active
stancest e breed and nature of the dog can companies are forming to cultivate tea, either measures to satisfy themselves on the point which
well be seen and depended on. How, within our alone or conjointly with coffee and Peruvian they imply in their Report was in question, they
might have been admitted to some share in the
own period of Art, dogs continue the same, may bark.
merit of this discovery. But there is nothing to
The idea of introducing the tea-shrub into show
be observed in the successive pictures of gene
that they did so, or that they were not quite
rations of the Marlborough family, where the India was ﬁrst attempted in 1793, by Lord as much taken by surprise as every one else in
Macartney,
who,
during
his
celebrated
Embassy
Blenheim spaniels, invariably introduced, ap
India. On the contrary, their proceedings, both
pear identical from the time of the ﬁrst Duke to China, actually sent, as Sir G. Staunton before and after the discovery, negative any such
to the present, a riod of more than a century informs us, plants to India, some parts of which conclusion.”
and ahalf. It has can truly remarked, that the he thought adapted for their cultivation. But
The battle was ultimately fought out by Drs.
dog very rarely appears in Italian paintings of no practical end resulted from this attempt, and Falconer, M‘Clelland and, above all, Griﬁith,
sacred subjects; whilst, on the contrary, in the subject seems to have dropped altogether the most able of Indian botanists, and the high
German Art it is frequently intruded even when until revived in a singular manner. It should prices we have already quoted which the ﬁrst
treating on subjects the most solemn. A dog be known that the tea-shrub, although so ex chests of Assam tea fetched in the London
generally is seen sleeping on or at the foot of tensively cultivated both in Japan and China, market led, in 1839, to the formation of a
the throne of a judge. In Albert Diirer's smaller has hitherto not been found wild in any part Joint-Stock Com any, “The Assam,” with a
‘Passion,’ in ‘Christ before Caiaphas,’ a dog of those countries. We have historical proofs nominal capital 0 a million sterling. In 1840,
is introduced, and in ‘Christ sent to Herod,’ a that the Buddhist priests introduced it into they commenced operations for bringing the
crouching one lies behind the feet of the judge. Japan from China, probably before the ninth “tea forests of Assam," as they were called,
In Cranach’s ‘Christ before Pilate’ two dogs century; and as early as the fourth century into cultivation. But, so ill was the company
are ﬁghting at the feet of the judge. A stran e after Christ it is mentioned that a certain managed, that it was reduced to a state of in
looking German cur occasionally appears
0 Chinese minister drank tea, though it was not solvency so nearly verging on bankruptcy, that
in scenes of popular tumult on painted glass until the year 800 that a duty was laid upon 20l. shares were sold, in the Calcutta market,
the article. That tea was indigenous to an y for less than a shilling apiece :
windows.
The dog, however, appears of necessity in part of the Celestial Empire, and had yielded
“The prospects of tea in Assam, so bright in the
Italian pictures of sacred subjects, such, for the national beve e from time immemorial, commencement, were now dimmed almost to ex
is
nowhere
stated.
e
gradual
spread
of
its
instance, as St. Roch, St. Hubert, Tobit and
tinction; and had it not been for the energy and
St. Dominic. In connexion with the latter may use would seem an argument in favour of its perseverance of a few individuals, it is possible
being
an
introduction
from
abroad,
and
was
be remembered the famous icture by Simone
that the cultivation of the plant would have been
Mcmmi, about 1332, in the panish Chapel at slowly, but ﬁrmly, establishing itself in a coun abandoned altogether. Among them should be
ne
Florence, where a pack of dogs is seen in the try long considered by us its real home. In specially mentioned Mr. H. de Mornay, the
foreground attacking and tearing to pieces 1816, Mr. Gardiner, the British Resident at rator of the experiment, Mr. Williamson, and a
several wolves. These dogs are spotted black the Court of Nepal, thence transmitted a plant military officer, the late Lieutenant-Colonel Hannay,
and white, in reference to the dress of the to Calcutta, which was sent on to London, and Commandant of the 1st Assam Light Infantry.
Dominicans (Domini Canes), and represent the which Mr. Gardiner justly pronounced to be The latter gentleman having by high and careful
brought a small experimental garden,
the wild state of the Chinese tea. Again, in cultivation
faithful destroying the heretics.
of the China plant, into a flourishing condition, he
The dogs of Albert Diirer are ﬁgured by Mr 1826 Mr. David Scott sent from Munnipoor obtained a further grant of land, and extended his
Berjeau. These plates, including a capital sketch certain leaves of a shrub “which he insisted cultivation with great success (1851). Encouraged
of a Terrier from Van Eyck’s icture in the upon was a real tea"; and four or ﬁve years by the success which attended the operations of
National Gallery, and Cornelius llan Noorden’s later Lieut. Charlton actually obtained from the Colonel and the gentlemen above mentioned,
engraving (1683) of a dog with a collar of bells _Beesa, in Assam, several young tea-plants, Messrs. ‘Warren and Jenkins, G. Barry of Saraj
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gauge, and others, soon followed their good ex
ample; and the work rapidly progressed.

The

choked-up gardens of the Assam Company had, by
‘this time, been completely reclaimed. A dividend
was declared! (1852.) Planters generally took
heart. Proper care was bestowed on the selection

of the soil, the cultivation of the plant, and ﬁnally,
on the manipulation of the leaf and other processes
of manufacture. The tea, always in itself good,
gradually assumed an altered appearance,—until
at last the produce of the indigenous Assam plant,
which the brokers rejected, became more sought
after, and, once more, fetched higher prices in the
London Market than the very ﬁnest China teas."

Since then, the cultivation of tea is proceed
ing at a rapid rate:

ATHENEUM

under his charge are now in a position to supply

thousands of seedlings to public companies
“ The quantity of land appropriated to the culti formed for the purpose of on tivating the chin
vation of tea by the latest returns (July, 1862) had chona for commercial purposes. Quite recently
reached the sum of 71,218 acres, 13,222 of which
are actually under cultivation, bearing an estimated
crop of 1,788,737 lb. of tea, and affording employ
ment to 16,611 daily labourers. There are now in

Assam one hundred and sixty plantations, owned
by sixty Companies and individuals. Of the Com~
panics, ﬁve are jointstock concerns, the Assam,
the Jorehat, the East India, and the Lower and
the Central Assam; besides which there are ﬁfteen

private Companies. And, if an idea he required of
the favour with which the public now views India
tea investments, it may be gathered from the stub

Mr. M‘Ivor was able to send home some
branches of his trees, and these have been
analyzed by Mr. Howard, the largest importer
of Peruvian bark in this country, and at the
same time one of those best qualiﬁed, as is
evident from his magniﬁcent folio last year
reviewed by us, to pronounce an opinion. It is
gratifying to learn from his analysis, that all
fear entertained by desponding botanists of the

chinchona plants grown artiﬁcially in the East

Indies not containing the same alkaloids as
those produced spontaneously in South Ame
as before mentioned, were once sold in the Calcutta rice, is groundless. Mr. Howard ﬁnds not the
Market for less than one rupee, can with diﬂiculty slightest difference between them; and Mr.
be obtained for four hundred and fifty! Nor was Markham’s labours are, therefore, crowned with
the cultivation conﬁned to Assam. It was dis complete success.
born fact, that the shares of the Company which,

covered for the second time (1855) that the plant

Both Dr. Lees’s book and Mr. M‘Ivor's
was indigenous to Cschar also, and the discovery
was no sooner made, than enterprising men (espe pamphlet have been printed in India, and
cially Messrs. Williamson and Barry), were found are published most opportunely, at a time
to turn it to account. In this province up to date, when capitalists are investing largely in tea,
(18th July, 1862) upwards of 68,149 acres have cotton, coffee and chinchona plantations, and
been leased to tea planters; there are thirty-one search for reliable information, such as is con
working concerns; and, though the experiment has tained in these publications.
a development of but six years, 6,077 acres have

been brought under culture, the estimated crop of
which for the year is 336,800 lb. of manufactured
tea. From the chops moreover which have been
sent into the London Market, it has been pro
nounced quite equal, in every respect, to the best
Assam. The cultivation afforded employment last

year to 6,719 labourers.

At Hazareebagh, and

especially Darjeeling, both places in point of cli
mate well suited to the European constitution, the
cultivation of tea has been also introduced, and I
believe with every success. I say, I believe, because

from Huzareebagh I have no information further
than that the tea that has come to Calcutta from it
is good. But regarding Darjeeling as a tea- growing
district, there are differences of opinion. Some think
that at an elevation of 7,000 feet, the cold is too

severe for the delicate young seedlings, and that
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after overcoming innumerable obstacles, ﬁnally
succeeded in introducing the chinchona or
Peruvian bark trees into India, so as to ensure
the supply of quinine and chinchonine, after,
by the ruthless destruction by the natives, the
plants have become extinct in the South Ame
rican forests. Mr. M‘Ivor was charged with
the superintendence of the plantations in the
Neilgherry Hills, and it is princi ally owing to
his ability and industry that t e success of
the undertaking is no longer doubtful. So suc
cessful has Mr. M‘Ivor been in propagating
and growing the plants, that the plantations

Calendar of State .Pa. s, Domestic Series, of the
Reign of Charles ., 1633—163-l-, preserved ‘in
Her Ma'esty‘s Record Oﬁicc. Edited by John
Bruce, Iisq. (Longman & Co.)
Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, of the
of Charles II., 1664-1665, eserved in
Her Majesty’s Record Oﬂice. Edited by Mary
Anne Everett Green. (Longman & Co.)
THE ﬁrst volume of these Calendars of State
Papers, Mr. Lemon’s, was produced in the year
1856. We have now on our shelves no less than
twenty-fourvolumes,—an average of one volume
produced for every quarter of a year since the
commencement. This great scheme of publica
tion has been conducted, not only with com
mendable rapidity, but with uniformity and
regularity. There have been no spurts and
spasms. Four volumes is the average per
annum, and four volumes were produced last
year. At the present rate of progress, the whole
task of indexing the State Papers may be
achieved in a single generation.

the heat in summer is not suﬂiciently great to
ensure ﬁne ﬂushes. But in opposition to these
opinions, we have the simple facts that practical
planters have taken up 21,865 acres of land for the
purpose, and employed, last year, 4,819 labourers
in cultivating it; and though operations were only
commenced ﬁve years ago, 8,762 acres have been
brought under the hoe. Of this, 5,152 acres have
been planted out, the out-turn of which for the year
The new volumes are not perhaps among the
was estimated at 78,244 lb. of manufactured tea, most attractive of the series. Few names of the

musters of which having tested, I have no hesitation ﬁrst order occur in either of them: John Milton,
in pronouncing, though perhaps somewhat too
highly ﬂavoured to please all tea drinkers, a very Oliver Cromwell, Robert Blake, the younger
Henry Vane, are absent from Mr. Bruce’s
ﬁnst'class tea.”
rljhou h we have been fold, over and over index,—John Dryden, Edmund Waller, John
again,
t India can supply all the cotton we Locke, from Mrs. Green’s; yet a. careful gleaner
require, both guantitative y and qualitatively, would ﬁnd a. rare sheaf of corn in either of the

‘six foot high,’ and the statue of the Queen ‘in
brass likewise as big as the life.’ TheBishop agreed
to pay 400l. for the two statues, and to remove
the same when ﬁnished.”
Not much is known of Hubert 1e Sueur, and

the foregoing will be‘ a welcome addition. Of
the Earl of Somerset, the subject of our next
gleaming, too much perhaps is known. In his

ay of pride, besides being allowed to marry
against the canon, Somerset had been loaded
with money and jewels-some of these latter
being jewels of the crown. Charles the First,
on coming to the throne, required these jewels
to be given up; and in 1633, on the eve of his
departure for Scotland, his Secretary, Winde
bank, sent one Sir Robert Carr, perhaps a kins
man of the luckless Earl, with a peremptory
message. Somerset, who seems to have thought
a king’s gift good in law, refused to return the
jewels,—whereupon we have a more angry

message.

On the 15th of May, Windebank

writes:
“The King is very ill-satisﬁed with the Earl's
answer returned by Sir Robert Carr concerning
the jewel belonging to the Crown, and observes
besides the manner of putting it into Sir Rohert‘s
hand, and not addressing it to his Majesty nor to
the writer. The substance was an evasion or device

to elude his Majesty’s command which be much
resents, and the rather because the Earl, having

been many years in some nearness to his Majesty's
father, to whom he owes his fortune, should better
understand how to treat with his Sovereign.

Besides, his present condition is not ﬁt for a
scorner. His Majesty will be no longer delayed,
but will take another way in case of a second

refusal. The Earl is therefore to send the jewel by
the bearer.”
— Somerset was not convinced, and the
King had to depart without the jewel. Coke,

at the end ofa week, begged Windebank, if he
succeeded in getting the treasure, to send it by
a s ecial messenger to the King.
n the same car, 1633, we have a curious
report from the ayor of Banbury as to certain
strollin players. The Mayor and Justices send
up to t e Lords of the Council—“a patent of
licence pretended by the bearers to be granted
by His Majesty, and a commission from the
Master of the Revels. The patent they suspect,
the commission they ﬁnd rased. The parties are
wandering rogues, if not more dangerous per
sons, as appears by their examinations, in which
it is apparent they have changed their names.
Have committed them to rison till their Lord
ships’ pleasure be signiﬁe ." Inclosed are the
examinations, some of which are of interest.
For example, that of Bartholomew Jones:
“ Examination of Bartholomew Jones. Has gone
with this company up and down the country these
two years, and has acted his part in divers places.
They played by virtue of this commission at Lei
cester, Market Bosworth, Stanton, Solihull, Meri
den, and Stratford, at Sir Thomas Lucy’s, and
divers other places. At Coventry and other places

where they played not they received rewards. The
commission under the privy seal was one Edward

Whiting’s, and he and Richard Bradshaw were
partners, and were both gone to London. 2nd
May 1633.”

It is odd to ﬁnd Sir Thomas Lucy among the
early patrons of the wandering drama,—m fact,

the only gentleman at whose house the come
dians were entertained. An examination of

Richard Whiting, another member of the troop:
yet up to this time these expectations have ﬁelds thrown open to him by Mr. Bruce and
“Examination of Richard Whiting of Cothelston,
near Derby. Has been with this com
y of
been only artially veriﬁed, and those inter~ Mrs. Green.
We
shall
pick
out
a
few
ears
from
the
mass.
players
about half a year. Met his father, dward
ested in —t e subject will ﬁnd, in Dr. Lees’s
book, capital materials for forming an opinion We begin with Mr. Bruce's Calendar, as the \Vhiting, in Cornwall. Thence they came to Bris
earlier in point of date. On the 2nd of May, tol. Has acted a part with these players lately in
respecting it.
divers places; at Leicester, Stratford, Meriden,
The question which Mr. M‘Ivor brings 1633, we read:
“Articles of agreement between Bishop Land Solihull, at Sir William Spencer's, and Sir Thomas
before us has repeatedly been discussed by us,
and Hubert le Sueur, of London, sculptor. The Lucy’s. On Saturday last they came to Keinton,
and its vast importance ointed out. It will be latter agrees, before Michaelmas Day, 1634, to and
there they played three days.”
remembered that Mr. lements R. Markham, make and cast in brass ‘the statue‘ of the king,
In a paper of notes by Secretary Windebank
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of business to be transacted in the Council there
is a bit of information about Blackfriars Theatre.
It is entered in these words, under date of
November 20, 1633:
“Notes by Sec. Windebank of business trans

acted at the Council this day. Blackﬁ-iars’ play
house. The players demand 21,000l. The Commis
sioners (Sir Henry Spiller, Sir William Becher,
and [Laurence] Whitaker) valued it at near 3,0001.

The

' hiouers oﬁ’er towards the removingof them

100l. An order of the Board to remove the coaches
ﬁ'om thence, and to lay the coachmen of whomso

ever by the heels. That no coaches stay between

in Pall Mall, whereon thirteen or fourteen houses Lucas met him, near Woburn, an excellent and
are intended to be built, on rent of 1601. a year, to capacious house, where be lodged and was well
begin from Michaelmas, 1666; and also lease to treated by Lord Bedford; there several gentlemen
them of part of the ground sometimes used as a attended him. Towards Northampton, the sheriﬂ‘
highway from Charing Cross to St. J ames‘s, with of Buckinghamshire, with SirWm.Tyringham and
others, met him; also in Nortbamptonshire, the
the usual provisoes and exceptions."
who made a. good spe cob, with some gentle
Theseofgrants
were Park.
the begm
' ning of an en sheriff,
closure
St. James’s
men. There Lord Sunderland invited him to his
house near Northampton; he declined, but dined
The appearances of Samuel Pepys in these there yesterday, and supped at Lady Thomond‘s.
papers are very numerous; but then they are The in agistrates of Northampton met and attended
1n his official, not his private capacity. His him through the town, also Lords Northampton,
attitude here is highly decorous and his character Peterborough, and Thomond. The Duke declined
respectable. He is drawing up papers, auditin g an invitation to breakfast at Lord Banbury’s, but

Paul‘s Chain and the Fleet Conduit. The oﬂicers

to be punished if they do not their duties. The accounts, communicating lists, and behaving
Lord Mayor to have this commandment directed generally like a good clerk, not railing at Sir
Villiam Penn, quizzing the Duke of York,
to him, and every ward to be answerable.”
In the same year, Taylor, the Water Poet, chronicling the small scandal of the theatres, or
sends in a etition to Lord Cottington, on be gloating over his own little peccadilloes. The
half of His ajesty’s watermen. It is in rhyme, pxillblic will not care for him in the better part.
e have grown so familiar with Pepys as the
and brief enough for quotation :—
funny man, who is always peeping under
Slows that your lordship is so well inclined
women’s bonnets, gaping for a coarse joke, or
To pa us, that our order you have signed,
For w ‘ch we humbly thank you, though as yet,
kissing somebody’s wife, that we regard him as
We sue, and seek, and can no payment get.
a privileged fellow, like clown or pantaloon, on
We live in debt, we coin and credit lack,
the sole condition that his impudence and
And we do fear Sir Robert Pye is slack,
Or else unwilling; therefore we implore
eccentricities make us laugh. We no more care
Your Lordship to remember him once more:
for him in his office than we should for Mr.
And we shall pray unto the power supernal
To bless your Lordship, temporal and eternal
Buckstone as a bankci’s clerk.
Of the notorious Tom Chiﬁinch, keeper of
George Wither, the poet, presents to the
Council a petition respecting his licence to the back-stairs at Whitehall, we have a. few
vend the Book of Hymns, from which a fact glimpses. The ﬁrst may appear a little odd from
may be gathered for any future memoir of his such a. fellow :—
“ Thomas Chifﬁnch. Begs that for avoidance of
life :—
“Petition of George Wither, his Majesty’s ser the pestilence, which in 1605, 1625, and 1636, were
vant, to the Council. Upon a former complaint brought into this kingdom from the Mediterranean,
against the stationers, for resisting a privilege con precautions may be used here as in all those ports,
cerning a book of Hymns and Spiritual Songs, the
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except by the Turks who believe in predestination;

his lordship stopped the coach as it passed, and
being again refused, laid hold of his Highness' leg,
and pulled so hard that he had almost drawn off

his shoe. This rhetoric, with the trouble he ex~
pressed, induced their Royal Highnesses to go in,
where a table was prepared with sweetmeats and
fruit. He was importunate with the Duchess to
see his lady, who was lying in, but as she was not

ready to be seen, the Duchess broke loose, with a
promise to see her on her return. Lords Westmore
land and Exeter sent excuses that they could not
comein time. At the entrance to Leicester, the Duke
was met by Sir G. Villiers and other gentlemen,
and by the magistrates. Their Higbnesses have
dined and been well treated at Mr. Griffin's, where
came the Duke and Duchess of Buckingham, Lords

Cardigan, Rockingham, Brudeuell, the Attorney
General, and other utlemen of those parts. Lady
Yerbury’s sisters, rs. Jennings and Mrs. Temple,
have impaired their beauty by heat and swelling

in the face ; thinks this a providence to preserve
‘those who approach them frequently from danger.”

In this Calendar a reader finds a

at mass

of details as to the unhappy Dutch war, then

raging. The subject is not a pleasant one; and

Lords ordered that the stationers should be con that an oilice be erected to visit goods or pas a patriotic man will perhaps be content with
formable thereunto, and the petitioner expected sengers, none to land without certiﬁcate, and that the record of it contained in Pepys.
their conformity to the King's pious injunction and
their lordships’ just order, without using the least

all diseased persons remain ﬁrst on shipboard, and
afterwards apart on shore.”

compulsion, partly in regard it concerns the fur
Fancy Tom Chiﬁinch being the predecessor of
therance of devotion, which he would not give John Howard in the gre'at question of Quaran
them colour to scandalize, and partly because he
tine! Tom had probably no interest in the
would have won them by his long suffering. But
gentleness making them more obstinate, and the affair, except that of the “office to be created.”
petitioner having by their contentions disbursed The next appearance is in his own proper
and injured himself about l,200l., having likewise character of the King's conﬁdant:—
“ Warrant for discharging Thos. Chifﬁnch from
about 5001. worth of the aforesaid hymns upon his

Fish Hatching. By Frank T. Buckland. (Tins

royal prerogative, may not he suffered to resist and

and we do not despair of seeing our rivers well

ley Brothers.)

“You are to know that there is a brook in

Kent that breeds trouts to a number incredible,
where you take them twenty in an hour.” Thus
wrote Izaak Walton, just two hundred years
ago, in his delightful book on Angling; by
which we of this generation are to know that
hands above three years without proﬁt, which, had all writs of dirtn'nga: and other processes, for not in ancient Izaak’s time the rivers near London
not the stationers wilfully hindered, might have accounting for several sums received and disbursed abounded with trout; and he also informs us
been vended in less than one year, and he being by him according to the King’s commands, not
that there are streams which yielded their lusty
thereby destitute of means, beseeches them that withstanding any grant thereof to others."
Nor is there much diﬁiculty in understand two and three pounders, where now you may
their former order may be renewed, and warrants
an 10 in vain for a dgeon.
granted to bring before them such as disobey the ing the next item :—
at better days or the angler are at hand,
same, that they, who enjo all their privileges by
“Warrant to Thomas Chiiﬁnch to retain in his
hands 250l. from moneys paid on composition by

despise the same; otherwise the petitioner’s best persons charged with goods, furniture, 8m, of the stocked with trout and other ﬁsh, for the great
approved studies, and the beneﬁt intended him will late King, in reward for his zeal and industry in im ortance of ﬁsh-culture is now fairly engaging
become both his disgrace and undoing. By their recovering the same.”
pu lic attention. Not long since we noticed a
assistance he shall be the better enabled to glorify
If Tom, like Sir Kenelm Di by, Anthony work by Mr. Francis on ‘ Fish Culture,’ and
God and serve his Majesty in some other good Hamilton, and other great men, ad chosen to now Mr. Buckland gives us very valuable
employment."
write memoirs of his life and misadventures, results derived from his experience in ‘ Fish
If we turn to Mrs. Green’s Calendar we we should have known exactly what the Hatching.’ His book is the more welcome
shall ﬁnd plenty of the like curious details. services were for which he received the 2501.
because it contains, with but few unimportant
Here, for example, on an early age, is a bit of
Both in Mr. Bruce's volume and in Mrs. exceptions, original observations and expen
local gossip about Pall Mall. T e date is Sep Green’s volume, the general history of the ments on this interesting subject. The substance
tember 23, 1664:—-—
country is presented in a curt but authentic of the work was iven in a lecture at the Royal
"Warrant for a grant to Baptist May and form; all commissions are recorded, all pro Institution, in
pril last, but so much new
Abraham Cowley, on nomination of the Earl of
St. Alban’s, of several parcels of ground in Pall ceedings of the Court described. A good deal of matter has been added that the present publi
_
Mall described, on rental of 801., for building attention is bestowed on the royal progresses cation may be regarded as original.
Mr. Buckland draws attention to the 1m rte
thereon a square of thirteen or fourteen great and through the country, the letters reporting
good houses; also of the common highway lying which abound in traits of manners. For example, ant fact that, while from the earliest days it ere
between the houses in South Pall Mall Street and Sir William Coventry writes to Lord Arling have been agricult-urists or land-farmers, (sq-mt
St. James’ Park wall, on rental of 40L. with pro

ton, from Leicester, under date of August 1, culturists or water-farmers have not existed.

viso of erecting no building thereon that should 1665 :—
cause annoyance to the inhabitants. The said grant
is made because persons were unwilling to build
such great houses on any terms save that of inherit
ance, and the former leases recapitulated were only
for years.”

This is the more surprising when it is remem

“The Duke of York is well, but has not been bered that the yield of our rivers and lakes
without alarms. At St. Alban’s, one of his pages underjudicious pisciculture would be enormous,
fell ill with fever and vomiting, and the innkeeper, for it was ordained from the beginning of the

thinking it the plague, was about sending him world that the waters should bring forth abund
without leave to the pesthouse; he is now better. antly. Obedient to this law, the germ of the
Five months later they obtain, on the same The magistrates of Leicester waited on the Duke
abundance is ever present, but instead of pro
at his arrival. Lords Devonshire and Bridgewater
inﬂuential nomination, a second grant :
tecting and developing it, we have neglected
“ Grant to Baptist May and Abraham Cowley, waited on him at St. Alban’s. In his journey, the
on nomination of the Earl of St. Alban’s, of ground Earl of Kent, and Lords Bedford, Maynard, and and in many instances destroyed it. “Gold
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nuggets have been under our noses in the veloped, the following is the best method of Irish malecontent who, after taking an impor
water,” says Mr. Buckland, “ and we have not packing them for carriage:

stooped to pick them up.”
Unwilling, as is too much the custom with
writers on natural history, to quote stereotyped
statements from books, Mr. Bucklaud per
sonully examined the roes of the ordinary ﬁsh
used for human food for the purpose of ascer
taining the number of eggs contained in them.
The following are the results. A trout of one
pound, 1,008 eggs; a jack of four and a half
pounds, 42,840; a perch of half a pound,
20,592; a reach of three-quarters of a pound,
480,480; a smelt of two ounces, 36,652; a
brill of four pounds, 239,775; a sole of one
pound, 134,466; a herring of half-a-pound,
19,840; a mackerel of one pound, 86,120;
a turbot of ei ht pounds, 385,200; anda. cod of
twenty poun , 4,872,000.
Thus it is evident that nature is abundantly
proliﬁc, and it is further remarkable that though
salmon and trout carry, on an average, 1,000
e ' to one pound of their weight, other ﬁsh
dﬁr in this respect, that the heavier they
are the more eggs do they bear. Another
important fact respecting the eggs of some ﬁsh
is their great to hness, a provision, doubtless,
intended to enab e them to resist the crushing
effect of stones and gravel in their spawning
beds. In order to ascertain positively how much

tant part in the insurrections of 1798 and 1803

"Procure some wide-mouthed bottles, three or ; managed to escape to France, where he obtained

four inches high-common pickle bottles will do very a commission in the Irish Legion which, from
well-—place at the bottom of the bottles. layer offresh 1804 to 1815, fought gallantly in the service of
moss (this must have been well washed previously), the French Empire. When the Irish Legion w
then dip it in clean cold water, and squeeze the dissolved by the Bourbons after the battle 0
superﬂuous water out, so that the moss shall be Waterloo, Miles Byrne was put on half-pay,
wet but not drip ing. Portions of rough sponge, and had to reconcile himself to a condition of
the size of a we. ut, well cleaned, are as good '
military inaction until the year 1828, when he
packing as moss and are cleaner (these must also,
of course, be damped). Upon the layer of moss ; was appginted to the staff of General Maison,
deposit a layer of ‘eye-showing‘ eg'gs, arranging i and served with the French army in Greece.
them so that they shall not touch one another. ‘‘ Returning to France in the autumn of 1830,
Place another layer of moss, another layer of eggs, he continued to act as chef de bataillon to the
and so on till the bottle is full,—but there must be 56th regiment till 1835, in which year he
no pressure anywhere. Pour out any water that .retired from the service and settled in Paris,
has collected at the bottom of the bottle, cover the
top with a bit of common paper, and stab some
holes in it with a penknife. The bottles being ﬁlled,
get a stout but light box,—arrange your bottles in
it in the
most
convenient
position
stuff them
quite
tight
with moss
that isand
dripping
wet
down
with water, put the cover on the box and fasten it

where he continued to reside up to the time of
his death, in 1862. During the later years of
; his life, this soldier of fortune amused himself
with the composition of the Memoirs which
, his WldOW has edited and put before the world
in three volumes. The ﬁrst volume contains
_. the story of Irish politics between 1798 and

securely. Then place this box inside another box,
leaving about two or three inches of interspace.
Fill this up quite tight with wet moss, and send
them off by the quickest route of transport to your

1803, told, of course, from a malecontent's point
of view; the second gives the history of Bonn
parte’s Irish Legion; and the third is made up

friend. The latter should immediately on receiving ;of biographical sketches of those Irish exiles
the eggs pick the moss out carefully; the eggs still iand enthusiasts whom the author naturally
packed in the bottles should be placed upright in . regards as “ patriots.” Although these volumes
the breeding-boxes for a couple of hours, the water cannot be recommended as brilliant, they con
direct weight trout‘s eggs would bear, Mr. not by any means being allowed to get into them. tain much that will interest Irishman of all
Buckland placed iron weights upon individual The eggs will thus gradually assume the tempera parties. \Vexford men will enjoy the local
eggs, which did not give way until the pressure j ture of the water in which it is hoped they will minuteness with which Miles Byrne describes
hatch out.”
those scenes of the insurrection which came
amounted to ﬁve pounds and six ounces.
The above method of packing eggs for car under his personal observation. The story
Mr. Buckland describes with great minute
ness the process of salmon and trout spawning, riage is that used at the great piscicultural of the Irish Legion contains many well-told
bringing forward various trustworthy witnesses establishment at Huningue, and has been found 1 episodes of gallantry and martial prowess;
‘of the operation It is generally believed that to answer admirably. When young ﬁsh are and the glimpses given in the third volume
both the male and female salmon make the transported to distant places, it is essential to of the lives of Irish exiles in France are sug
‘“ridd,” or spawning bed, but, according to change the water frequently; and if the ﬁsh gestive and saddening. Pathetic is the fact,
Mr. Buckland’s authorities, the female alone become sickly, the water should be oxygenated a parent in every page of these autobiogra
performs this operation, the male being intent, ' by splashing it or blowing air into it by means p ical reminiscences, that to the last hour of
during the process, indri ' away all intruders, of bellows. But with every precaution it is tie life, which closed in 1862, the writer looked
against which he ﬁghts wit great ferocity. It ‘ found that young ﬁsh do not bear carriage as upon the country of his birth as that same
is supposed by some persons that the curious well as eggs, upwards of sixteen millions of op ressed and suffering land from which he
beak, or horny projection, at the top of the which were distributed over Europe by the ﬁe in early manhood. Fifty years of change
lower jaw, with which the male salmon is pro establishment at Huningue in 1861. So easy and improvement in the condition of Ireland
vided during the spawning season, is for the indeed and ine ensive is ﬁsh-hatching, that had made no difference in the view he took
ex ress purpose of enabling him to do battle Messrs. Ashwort — who declare that it is of her wretchedness and degradation. To the
e ciently, being analogous to the horn of the cheaper to breed salmon than lambs—sta-te that veteran of fourscore years she was just as much
the total cost of the carriage and hatching of the subi'ugatcd land as she had been to the
deer.
.
Our author devotes a chapter to the enemies 770,000 salmon-eggs for the supply of Loughs youthfu rebel of the last century. Speaking
—of the ova of salmon and trout, amon the Mask and Cam in Ireland was only 181. One of Miles Byrne as he a cared in 1860, an
chiefest of which are water-shrimps, the rvzc of the most important facts stated by Mr. Irish writer observes :——“ e knows that a just
of the May and dragon ﬂy, ducks and swans. Buckland in connexion with ﬁsh-egg hatching God re' meth on the earth; as a Frenchman
“ If you desire good ﬁshing,” says Mr. Buckland, is the discovery that salmon-eggs preserve their and an rishman, he feels that the balance must
‘“ drive off the ducks—you cannot have both." vitality after having been imbedded in ice for be struck; and whenever the shiﬁaing scenes of
thus diplomacy appear to open a prospect that a
Our experience enables us to indorse this pre the long period of ninety days.
cept, for wherever ducks have abounded trout treated have been successfully hatched; and kind Providence is about to bring the hour of
have been scarce; and we know an excellent there is, therefore, every reason to expect that ﬁnal settlement, even now-even in this day
trout stream in Hampshire where the ﬁshing if ever salmon are transported successfully to a ﬂush burns on that ancient warrior’s thin
was ve indifferent until the ducks which in Australia it will be done by freezing the ova in cheek, and the hand that has swayed a sword
fested t e water were kept oﬂ'. Swans are quite ice and developing the egg into the ﬁsh on its for two generations trembles like a. maiden’s.”
as mischievous, gobbling up the spawn of ﬁsh arrival in that country.
In the same spirit Mrs. Byrne, Francis Hornei’s
We cordially recommend Mr. Buckland’s sister, expresses a hope that her husband's
until they are gorged.
Mr. Buckland gives very precise directions treatise to all interested in pisciculture. That Memoirs “ may awaken sympathy in England
respecting the breeding-boxes, the manner of the art is capable of improvement cannot be and Scotland for the wrongs of Ireland.‘ A
hatching, and the best food for the young ﬁsh doubted; but it has already worked wonders: novelist of Lever’s school would ﬁnd in Miles
when they have ceased to be nourished by the 35,000 young salmon, trout, charr and grayling B
e, as he appears in these volumes, an
‘umbilical sac. Boiled liver, ﬁnely powdered, were turned into the Thames during the late a ' ble hero for a work of ﬁction.
is the usual pabulum, and generally agrees season, hundreds of which will afford recreation
with the ﬁsh; but it appears that small ﬂies, to the London angler and provide delicacies for
NEW NOVELS.
and particularly midgcs, are also excellent food. the table; and we know many rivers which,
Heart and Cross. By the Author of ‘Margaret
A. most important feature connected with long barren, are now showing pleasant signs of
Maitlnnd.‘ (Hurst 3:. Blmkett.l—-Some of our
ﬁsh-culture is the transport of eggs, which being ichthyological life.
readers may dimly remember a story by the same
more easily carried than youn ﬁsh may, if
author, in which Derwent Crofton is the hero, and
properly managed, be sent very Ion distances.
the heroine, despairing of ever marrying the m
t is essential that no attempt shou d be made Memoirs of Miles Byrne, Chef de Baiaillon in ofherheart, endows an asylum for the orphans of the
the Service of France, d‘ic. Edited by his middle rank of society, left often more friamlless
to move the eggs until the eyes of the embryonic
Widow. 3 vols. (Paris, Bossange & Co.)
ﬁsh are visible. These are enerally seen about
and destitute than the children of the poor; but at
the thirtieth or thirty-ﬁfth day, according to BORN March 20, 1780, of a gentle family, in the last hour, when the hero is believed to _be
the temperature. When the eggs are thus de the county of Wexford, Miles Byrne was an undergoing the very ceremony of marriage with
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the wrong person, he comes forward, and, to the her hands, the locket containing a scrap of baby

N°1858, JUNE 6, ’63
has been told, and, alas, transacted many times, in
prose, verse and reality,—a man beginning the
world, bent on rising, with much talent, some
goodness of nature, but with no more principle of

great comfort of the reader, persuades the heroine
to carry on her charitable institution by deputy,

hair. Michel loses his own bundle, with his little

former story are here grown up, and are heroes and
heroines on their own account, and the story chieﬂy
concerns them. Alice Harley, the daughter, a
beautiful, stately young woman, has many offers of
marriage, but refuses them all, cherishing a secret
but obstinate attachment to a cousin, who went off
to India in the former story, and who is now a

limbs. The restaurateur is a brave man too; he
makes much of the young Swiss, gives him brandy

and on her he is partially dependent-he keeps

but he, too, has his sorrow; his only niece, his
adopted child Bertha, is married to a blackguard
husband who makes her miserable, and Bertha,
who is the soul of all that is beautiful and poetical,
has married this man under the idea that he, too,

becomes captive to her attractions, — she is a
ﬁnished coquette, a siren of respectability. Com
plications arise; discovery ensues; Mildrin
n
suﬂ‘ers exposure and banishment from the ' 1:

store of money in it, and stands dripping and des
and devote herself to him for life. The present titute on the quay; an enthusiastic bystander
story takes up the couple some years after, with thrusts a purse of gold into his hand, and a restau stability than what results from never having been
an only child, a son of seven years old. The rateur living close by takes him home for dry tempted; he marries, not altogether imprudently,
Jamily of an excellent clergyman who died in the clothes and something to warm his shivering but less ambitiously than his mother would approve,

gallant and distinguished omcer. There is a hand
some coxcomb, her brother, and a pretty married
sister, and a younger brother, a cripple, in ill health,
and a young curate in love with Alice, supported
by the wishes of the mother and his sister, a hand
some ﬂirt, and Mrs. Derwent Crofton’s only son, an

his marriage a secret: thence, heart-burnings, dis
punch and an omelette our fine; herbcs, and when trust, difﬁculties, and, ﬁnally, the beginning of
he goes away makes him promise to come again. A disgust. Meeting the lady his mother had selected
hearty, jolly, prosperous fellow this restaurateur, for him and schemed to secure, Mildrington

social regions in which he had been received; his
is a poet and a patriot, and the leader of a secret Worldly prospectsare overclouded, and of course he
triotic club, and M. Savellot, the uncle of makes his wife the victim under him. The story
rtba, is made as miserable as his niece. We is natural and true to human nature ; but the plea
enfam terrible of seven years old, and Bertie, an need ‘not tell the reader that it is Bertha whom sure is marred by affectation. The style is a
oﬂicer in India; these are the persons of the story. Michel has saved. On Michel's road to his destina jumble of Carlyle, Trollope and Sala, all good in
There is the anxiety during the Indian Mutiny, tion, he enters the Church of St.-Roch, and there their way, but detestable in imitation, as all mock
and the harassing suspense; but the officer comes he ﬁnds a basket and in the basket a baby, and a jewelry is.
safe back, receives the Victoria Cross and the heart

aper attached to it, announcing that the mother,

Charlie Thornhill; or, the Dunes of the Family .
(Chapman &
Hall.)-For readers who want to hear about horses,
races, steeple-chases, Bell's Life, mix en scéne ct
en action, the conversation and observations of

of his pretty cousin. All ends well : but the tale is about to die, he‘! placed it there- This baby. of
so very slight, that all its interest depends on the course, is the next piece of the puzzle, and ﬁts
graceful manner in which Mrs. Oliphant relates it. accurately to the rescued woman. Michel, by an
Arrows in the Dark. By the Author of ‘Said inspiration, takes up the child and carries it with

a Not-cl. By Charles Clarke. 3 vols.

and Done.’ (Smith, Elder 6t Co.)—-This is a well
intentioned novel; with the moral that men and

real owners of thorough-breds, betting books made

him. At last he arrives at the house of which
his uncle is concierge-it is an Mtel garni,—-and
women ought to act up to the light they have he ﬁnds, in the various locataira of the different
at the moment, and do whatis the absolutely right ﬂoors, the disconnected links of the chain of cir
thing, and not to be impatient to bring on what cumstances which it is the will of Fate he should
they wish, nor to be insincere towards themselves weave into a romantic drama, and be the good
by trying to fancy that gold which is not, but to angel of all concerned, though at the expense of
wait and patiently to accept the duties of the state being thrown into prison himself as a murderer.

&c., are displayed in these
es by one who
has the appearance of knowing what he talks

of life in which they are placed, no matter how dull,

about. The story plays a very secondary part; it is

Bertha's repentance turns upon her regret at hav

up, wagers lost, jockeys and gentlemen riders
described as they are among themselves, may here
have their curiosity gratiﬁed. Society at Baden

Baden and at Homburg, the Kursaals, the gam
bling at home and abroad, French steeple-chases,

or dark, or heavy. The reason and meaning of all ing married her husband in spite of good advice, vague and disjointed, standing still for a while, and
that troubles them are the "arrows ﬂying in the in which species of repentance she has many suffer then going on with a start. There is a murder, and
dar ,” which in the end will assuredly reach their ing sisters: the title is not at all descriptive of the a villain who holds the strings by which he works
mark and be justiﬁed in their aim. This is a lesson story. The incidents, except in a novel or in a other villains,—there are mysterious gipsies and
we all of us need to learn more or less, and it is one drama, are improbable; but they are so well nar blacklegs, and an estate which seems to belong to
that needs to be impressed line upon line and pre
cept upon precept, for we all are apt to think our
selves wiser than the “ Providence that shapes our
ends.” The story before us is gently drawling, and
rather dull; and each event has its duplicate,

rated, and hang together so lightly, that the reader
will accept the amusement without having the
heart to demolish the pretty air-spun fabric by the
demonstration of reasonable objections.

two owners,-—lost documents, and police oﬂicers,
and there is a hero who would be an excellent man

if he did not gamble, and who would be aiich man
if_ he did not lose his money on every occasion;

Wayfe Summers: the Story of an Inner and an indeed, his purse seems to bleed at every pore, and
Outer Life. By Thomas Archer. 2 vols. (Low 8: how he does not become a beggar is a miracle,—
that weaiies. The author lacks vigour of style and Co.)—This story of an inner and an outer life is a and there is a good younger brother who enters
which gives a mechanical regularity of composition

force of interest, but it is a book that will be useful
to girls on the threshold of womanhood, when
counsel and wise guidance are most needed to
strengthen foibles that look almost like virtues, and
to teach them that “ to be weak,” under whatever
guise of romance or heroism, "is to be miserable."

morbid, unnatural, wearisome story, like a tale in
a bad dream. Wayfe Summers is the child of some

his uncle’s banking-house; he is the dunce and

sordid, bad-tempered old woman. The description

Where the author has worked on his own know

sensible man of the story, and a very good fellow.
body, undoubtedly, but neither she nor the reader The framework of the story is weak, but as
knows of whom. She lives in a dull old house, in readers will take up the book for the sake of the
a dull street, in vulgar poverty, under the care of a scenes of real life, it is of not somuch consequence.

It is a book we can recommend for such young of the neglected child is the best part of the book ; ledge and experience, the book is good; the school
persons as are allowed to read ﬁction in modera indeed, the only part with anything like truth or scenes are especially pleasant, and the general tone
nature in it. A guardian visits her, who, of course, of the book is fresh. It will be more acceptable to
tion.
Berlha‘s Repentance.- a. Tale. B J. Frazer knows nothing of the ill-usage to which she is sub men than women, because men do not care so
Corkran. (Chapman 8: Hall.)—‘Bert ’s Repent jected. A mystery evidently hangs over her, but much for a story as for detached scenes, and
ance’ is a pleasant little story which reads like though the scenes of the story lie in London, in those in ‘ Charlie Thornhill ' are very spirited and
the plot of a French drama; it is skilfully told, well-known streets, the reader is oppressed and well written.
and the English point of view which the author bewildered as though under a nightmare. The
assumes gives it the piquancy of pleasant broken young person, Wayfe Summers, is as much pursued
English.

The story is not said to be a trans

and persecuted by mysterious myrmidons as any

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

Songs in the Night. A Collection of Verses by
lation from the French. Considering all the heroine in old novels; she is waylaid and forced
strong elements for a tragedy this short story into hackney-coaches; frightened by mysterious the late Grace Dickinson. (Wertheim k. Co.)—
contains, the escape into an amusing book, so maids-of-all-work whom she dares not denounce; These are songs in the night in sad verity! sung
li ht and slight and graceful, is something for she ﬁnds a mother who dares not claim her; there by a poor bed-ridden woman in a union workhouse.
w 'ch a reader may be at once glad and grate is a young French girl who is living in a state of The description of the circumstances under which
ful.

It is capable of being adapted for the stage,

perpetual bewilderment, her only solace being the they were sung is touching indeed—one of those

and would have more force when put in action companionship of her deceased mother's workbox pathetic facts of life which beat the best ﬁctions of
than read as plain prose: the characters are made and the company of a handsome young ﬁsherman. literature. Grace Dickinson became an inmate of
for representation. We recommend it to the atten
tion of the purveyors of dramatic literature. The
incidents are indicated rather than detailed, and

There are mysterious documents contained in secret the Halifax workhouse in consequence of being in
drawers; everybody seems to have been married to a decline; and it was there she wrote this collection

somebody in a former state of existence, and to
the skeleton of the story would give little idea of have left their respective partners and their chil'
the graceful improbability of the whole, which ﬂoats dren, and otherwise to have complicated their posi
with the ease and lightness of a successfully-turned tion. The reader is thoroughly bewildered.

of verse. At ﬁrst she jotted her thoughts down on
a slate—later she was unable to do this; but curi

ously enough she had learnt the deaf and dumb
alphabet on purpose to converse with a poor deaf
soap-bubble. Michel Freymann, a young Swiss
Mildringtmz, the Barrister: a Romance. 2 vols. and dumb workhouse companion, and when she
mountaineer, just descended from the diligence (Skeet.)-There is a good deal of cleverness but could not sit up in bed to hold her pencil, she dic
which has brought him to Paris to seek his for more of aﬂ'ectation in ‘Mildrington, the Barrister’; tated her verses to her mute amanuensis. Books
tune and his uncle’s family, naturally loses his written in a sharp, quick, incisive manner by one have been composed under many singular con
way, and he ﬁnds himself contemplating the blan who is accustomed to society, and able to give the ditlons, but these we look upon as among the most
chisseusu at work near the Font des Arts ;—suddenly appearance of things as they are,—not exactly singular and interesting. The chaplain of the
he discerns the body of a woman ﬂoating past; he graphic, but suggestive of the matter in hand, Halifax union workhouse vouches for the verses
rings into the water, rescues the woman, who is

whether it be a dinner, a drawing-room, or the

being a genuine expression of the writer's religious

but dead, with a locket tightly clasped in one of fair face and dress of a lady. The story is one that feelings, and as such they give us one more proof

N° 1858, JUNE 6, ’63
that many and many a jewel of God gets trampled
and darkened in the mire of this world that shall
one day shine very brightly in its heavenly setting.
They also suggest the thought that men in the
position of workhouse ghaplains may do a world of
good and be great comforters to suffering souls
who are let out of life by that grimmest door of
death, the pauper’s grave. Blessings be upon all
who in this way are true to the Master‘s work!
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But Mem‘ry‘s hand,
‘
With pow'r untold,
Grasping, shall hold
Those mountains grand;
And o'er her swanlike bosom fold
The drapery of sky and land.
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Master of the Irish Rolls. Had a work of literary
pretension met our eye with such a specimen of
bad taste as “ Let there be light!” for a title-page
motto, we should have felt inclined to accede to the

request by throwing the book on the ﬁre. But as

No more again
Shall ALL we meet
With converse sweet

it is only a complaint about the execution of a

In yonder glen ;

impugner's taste proves nothing, we read the pam

Nor, one by one, those strains repeat

public work, against the justice of which the
phlet, and were pleased to find that, so far as

That issue from the Poet's pen.
appears, the author may have more sense than the
Several of the pieces in this little book may fairly
claim a place in collections of hymns, as thé follow We have read verses as puerile as Mr. Paget’s reader of his title would give him credit for. It is

ing characteristic specimen will show 2-

before, but none which-if we except a few devo

a plain statement, to be answered by those whom

My lot on earth is poor and mean,
My circumstances and indeed ;
But Jesus cheers the dreary scene :
He meets me in my greatest need.
He smiles on me though some may turn,
He pities failings none can see;
He welcomes me, whoe‘er may spurn:
How kind my Jesus is to me.

tional pieces—are so pretentious or ushered in with it concerns, of inaccuracies and improprieties, espe

He comforts and he succours me;
He teaches me to look above
Beyond this life and its rough sea,
To yonder land of rest and love.
He hushes all my passions still,
He makes the storm become a calm,
Brings sweet submission to his will,
And holds me with his mighty arm.

an English camel would be invisible through a
Evenings with the Muses. By Frank Stephens. microscope.
Galileo and the Inquisition. By R. R. Madden.
(Ewins & Co.)—Why these verses are so called we

He makes the curse a blessing prove;
He turns my sorrow into joy;
He teaches this hard heart to love,
And make His praises my employ.
He turns my darkness into light,
He makes this earth become a heaven;
Gives inward peace 'midst outward fright:
All glory to His name be given.

—The piety is better than the poetry-such is
often the case with hymns; and, apart from the
literary estimate, the little book deserved publica
tion for the facts which it contains. There must be
many kind hearts that will be touched by the story
to put forth a helping hand; for it appears that
when poor Grace Dickinson fell worn out at the
workhouse-door she had with her a burden of two
children. These she had toiled hard for during
eighteen months of widowhood, and failed at last.

such an air of importance. The writer complains,

cially of plagiarisms. On this last point the originals

in his Preface, that the critics have “ complexed the and the copies are given side by side, the resem
subject of poetry with their irreconcileable deﬁ

blances being very close. The author complains

nitions”; and he therefore gives the public liberty generally of injustice to Ireland, on which we can
to read his matter either as poetry or prose. The only say, Go to the House of Commons, in which
public has, however, the choice of a third course,
which, we fancy, will be the one adopted.

an Irish gnat will be seen with the naked eye, when.

do not see, unless the author alludes to his own (Burns.)-—Thi's is a review of allwho have written on
mental twilight, and wishes to leave the reader the subject of late years, by a Roman Catholic. It
completely in the dark. Morning or evening he has will be useful for reference : but we do not ﬁnd any

not been with the “ Nine ” at all. There is nothing thing in it to demand separate notice. The author
in the pamphlet to warrant the jaurxy aﬁ'ectation wants information on many points, by which he
of its preface; and the dedication to
fred Tenny makes his caseless strong than it might be. A vestige
son will be resented by those who read it as pre of the practice of attributing all the works of the
sumiug and insoleut. The verses themselves merit Diffusion of Knowledge Society to Lord Brougham
neither praise nor blame: the manner in which is to be found: surely by this time a professed
searcher into the Galileo affair might have known
they are presented smacks of Mslvolio.
A Field Full of Wonders. By Charles Smith that the ‘ Life of Galileo ’ was written by Drink
Cheltuam. With numerous Illustrations. (Rout water Bethune.
'

ledge 8t Co.)—This little book, no doubt, may prove

A History of Christian lllissiona during the

instructive and entertaining to those who are more Middlcllgcs. By G. F. Maclear, l\I.A. (Macmillan
ignorant than Mr. Cheltnam respecting grass, l: Co.)—A History of Missions suggests something
crows, moles, grasshoppers, hedgehogs, earwigs, like thosc'reports to the missionary societies which
toads, frogs, rats, newts, butterﬂies, ants, wasps, set forth that Brother Smith has been ill, but has
redbreasts, larks, spiders, sparrows, bees, snails, now a congregation of thirty, four of whom seem
ladybirds, ﬁeld - mice, worms, squirrels, gusts, inclined to listen. Very differently, however, will
leeches, cockchafers and flies. We, however, have the pages before us strike the reader. Here we
read the book through without ﬁnding a single have it how the king or chief was converted in
These are still living in the workhouse. The book original observation in it to prove that the author one dialogue by some holy hermit, and baptism or
is printed in their behalf; and the dying mother has ever used his eyes, except in reading the books death the edict of next morning to all his subjects;
would undoubtedly have thought her verses had of other writers on natural history. Now, compila with many an incident of as striking a character.
won ample fame if she had known that they would tions are at best but bad reading. They blunt The book is interesting reading, and the author
be of service to her little ones, as we trust they curiosity instead of whetting it. They give their has drawn from numerous sources. His Middle
readers something to say, instead of a desire to Ages run from the fourth to the sixteenth century;
may be.
The Teacher's Crow-n (with Noles), and Minor observe and know. It would be a good thing if it and the narrative will give deﬁnite shape to the
C’adences. By Alexis Paget. (Dublin, M‘Glashan were an established rule among the students of the notions of many whose history of the spread of
8t Gill; London, Simpkin, Marshall dz Co.)—‘The natural sciences, never to read any book which Christianity, from the time of the Apostles to that
of Luther, is summed up in a vague picture of St
Teacher's Crown‘ is partly a versiﬁed record of the does not contain new observations.
Complete Solutions of every Class of Examples in Augustine and St. Patrick coming over with mitres
author’s school-(lays and partly a dissertation upon
various topics suggested by his narrative. Mr. Algebra. By T. Wharton, B.A. (Longman & Co.) on their heads, and establishing cathedrals.
L’Esp'rit des Voleun,—or spirit of thieves,—or
Pagct pays an ardent and, probably, a deserved —This is what we must call a thundering lot of
tribute to his village schoolmaster, and we intend examples, which we hope no one will work right thieves’ wit, with a vocabulary of French slang, is
no slight to the good man’s memory in saying that through. But any one may go on until he ﬁnds he the name of a poor and trashy book, by Emile
wer he wants in one subject after Colombry, and published in the Hetzel Collection.
self~knowledge was not among the beneﬁts which he has the
conferred upon his pupil. This is a. science the mas another. It is well suited to the time: and, accord Of such a subject much might have been made,
tery of which depends more upon thescholar‘s nature ingly, we ﬁnd a large supply of those eonundrums but the volume never rises above the average of the
than the preceptor's skill; and it is but too obvious which are called “ problems ” producing equations. Percy Anecdotes. To the curious in dialects, how
that Mr. Paget has not attained it. He shows no Much time should not be wasted over such things : ever, the vocabulary in slang will not be without
qualiﬁcations for his self-imposed task. His attempt the little knack of sharpness which they foster will interest. It curiously illustrates how a man may
at didactic narrative has neither suggestiveness of be gained soon, or never. The following is one of speak perfect French that is not at all the French
thought nor interest of story. Simple facts and the most full-blown ﬂowers of a dubious plant of Paris, and how very ordinary words do not bear
harmless truisms are hidden in such patchwork of which we ever saw: “A regiment in which there the meanings assigned to them by ordinary dic
metaphor that the reader has before him all the are between 10 and 100 oﬁicers and twice as many tiouaries.
Of Religious Publications we have to record,
pains of discovery without any of its rewards. Here sergeants, in clearing the streets during a revolu
The Kingdom and the People; or, the Parables of
tion, loses two oﬁicers: and after storming a barri
is an instance :
cade in which 3 more fall and 1 accidentally joins, our Lord Jesus Christ explained and illustrated,
Go, classmate, to thy work! build up a fame
With goodly deeds and freeboru truth ; nor fall
is obliged to retreat, and loses other 3. Whilst with a Preface by the Rev. E. Garbctt (Seeley ,-—
Before that hideous idol of fair name
engaged in clearing the streets, the liability of an The Importance of Linguistic Preparation for is
POLICY-whose ablation is the gall
oﬁicer to fall is half that of a sergeant or private, rionaries in general ,- wilh some Remarks on Chris
Of Error mingled with the wine of Truth;
Her hellish talons gloved with godly sooth.
but at the barricades as 4 to 3, and in the retreat lion Literature in Eastern Vernaculurs, by the Rev.
How the oblation, which is at once “the gall of as 3 to 4. Also, on leaving their barracks, the C. H. H. Wright (\Villiams k. Norgate),-Shall
error and the wine of truth," can be at the same number whose left-hand digits are the sergeants the Burial Senricc he Revised? on Appeal to the
time “hellish talons," and how these talons can be and right the oﬁicers, is 20 more than ten times Most Reverend the Archbishops and the Right
gloved with “ godly sooth”-—the word “ sooth” the number of privates; but in coming back (in Reverend the Bishops of the United Church of Eng‘
really meaning truth or reality, not, as the writer cluding the omcer who joined) it is only 13 more, land and Ireland, by Fiat Justitia (\Vertheim),—
implies, show or appearance-is a problem that may the number of oﬁcers being still greater than 10. Ipsim'ma Verba; or, “ Those be the very Words."
be solved when that peculiarity of mind is explained Required the state of the regiment at ﬁrst!" Here Are Uzcy Wire! are they Safe! A Letter to Lorcl
which could deliberately put on record such jingle is a problem for a Woolwich examination! For all Ebury in reference to his Lardship's Bill, intr'luled,
this, the book will answer the purpose well, and it ‘ An Act to amend the Law respecting the Declara
as the following :
tion of Assent to (he use of the Book of Common
has what a teacher wants, plenty of it.
Unknown before
That sacred stream
Whose waters dream
Along the shore,
As, mirrowcd on its bosom, gleam
The fairy beauties of Glenmore.

Record Revelations.- a Letter, d'c. By an Irish Prayer, required of Ministers and others of the
Archivist. (J. R. Smith.)-This is a letter to the
Treasury on the Calendar of Chancery Rolls in

Ireland, recently published under the direction ofthe

United Church of England and Ireland,’ by D. G. L.
(\Vertheim),-My Ministerial Experiences, by the
Rev. Dr. Biichsel (Strahan 6: Co.), —Scripture
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Facts and Scientific Doubts, by G. Palmer (Hamil James’s Hall have been made, and a notable addi
ton),—Anowers to James Morison‘s Questions on the tion to the Shakspeare Fund may be conﬁdently
Shorter Catechism, by a United Presbyterian expected from the exertions of Mr. and Mrs. Kean.
(Simpkin),-A Letter to the Lord Bishop of London As to the details of that public reading, the an
on. the State of Subscription in the Church of Eng nouncements by placard and advertisement tell
land and in the University of Oxford, by the Rev. everything that need be told; and we may plea
Dr. Stanley (Parker),—b'ngland's Crown of Rqioie santly regard that affair as having been put on the
sure_highwa.y to success. ‘Vhen this is achieved,
z‘ng, by the Rev. M. Margoliouth (Wertheimh
The Spirit Witnessing with our Spirlt. by the Rev. there will remain for consideration how we can
D. Moore (Parker),—Thc Perfected Work of the give effect to the great desire of our countrymen
Spirit, by the Rev. Dr. Alford (Purker).-Coun~ to commemorate, in some worthy manner, on —a
sets and Warnings before and after Conﬁrmation, scale of sufﬁclent magnitude, and to an appropriate
by the Rev. \V. B. Caparn (Parker),—T/¢e Negro end, the third centenary of our national poet. We
Race not under a Curse, by the Rev. A. Crummell have done much for Handel; we cannot do less for
(\Verthelm),—-The Work and the Word ; or, the Shakspeare. It is only a question of—how7

Dealings and Doctrines of God, in relation to the
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meet the Urban Club. Each of these parties has a
separate existence, and a diﬂ'emnt object. Mr.
Halliwell's purpose is to buy the Shakspezu'e estate,
in \Varwickshire, including Anne Hathaway's

cottage and freehold. The Garrick Club are
mainly concerned for the Dramatic College, in
behalf of which they would devote any of their
surplus fund. The Urban Club propose as their
chief end to erect a statue to the Poet somewhere
in London. Now it happens, fortunately, that all
these objects are legitimate, and might, with due
subordination, be made to rank in the same general

plan.

All parties would consent to a statue of

Shnkspeare being the ﬁrst thlngsecured ; and no one
would object to any surplus which might remain

That there will be some sort of celebration of being handed over to the Dramatic College or the
Shakspeare Fund. \Ve do not think there would

State and Salvation of Man, summan'ily Reviewed, Shakspeare’s birthday next year-other than the an
Reconciled and Recommended in accordance with nual dinners of literary clubs-may be taken as the
the Dimm of Human Reason, by T. M. Mason starting-point. Indeed, it is proved by many facts
(Wertheim),-—Ez*idcnces of the Antiquity and Uni that the 23rd of April, 1864, will be celebrated in
versality of a Belief in the Doctrine of the Holy every part of this globe in which the language of
Trinity, with an Explanation of some Ancient Re ‘ Lear ’ and ‘ Hamlet ’ is spoken or read-in Lon‘
ligions Customs, Rites and Symbols, by a Layman don, in Calcutta, in New York, in Sydney and
(Hall 8: C0.),—On. the Inspiration of the Bible, by Quebec, in Cape Town and San Francisco, in
the Rev. Dr. \Vordsworth (Rivingtons),—.'l'he Book Boston and Kingston. The demonstration may be
of Bible Prayers, by J. B. Marsh (Simpkin),— more or less general, more or less imposing. In
Thanksgiving: a Chapter of Religious Dull/r by some places it may begin and end in a dinner- and
Frances Power Oobbe (Triibner),-Tracts for the a speech; in some there will be a procession, a

be any great diﬁculty in either amnlgamating the
various committees or in harmonizing the several

projects.

Goodwill towards the p

in view

would supply the lubricating kindliness of spirit.

THE POST-OFFICE.

Tm: Report issued by the Postmaster Gene
ral tells us how his department treats obscurely

or imperfectly directed letter‘, and such as can
not be delivered. \Vhenever a letter is found,
Thoughtful on Matters relatinyto the Religious Con dramatic performance, a lecture on the poet's the address of which is illegible or incomplete,
dition of the Age (Freeman),—and Vol. I. of the genius; in others, again. the celebration may take it is passed at once to the “ blind ofﬁcer," whose
Rev. T. G. Horton‘s Lectures on the Romans all these forms. The dinners and the speeches may duty it is to try to decipher the writing, to correct
be regarded as general and certain; but that on the any evident mistake or omission, and to put the
(Freeman).
Poet's natal day the Sun, in his visitation of the letter in course to reach its destination. The “ blind
5
great belt of provinces and cities which constitute olﬁcers" are supplied with all the principal London
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.
the empire on which he never sets, will shine from and Provincial Directories, Guides and Gazetteers,
Adn'un l‘Estrzlnnc. or llfouldcd out of Faults. cr. 870. 10,/‘6 cl
Altogethcr \‘l'ro . 3 vola post 870. 31,8 cl.
hour to hour on a succession of festivities in the by the help of which, and of their own intelligence,
Berkeley's Hand wok of British lllosses. Bvo. Ill cl.
Bouar's A Week‘! Course of Prayers for Families. limo. l;v cl.
name of Shakspeare, no man can doubt. In Lon they generally succeed in making out the destiuaﬂ
Bradshaw's Overland Guide to lndln. Egypt. Chlnu. Icc..1563. 5/‘ cl. don alone, unless some general scheme should draw tions of the letters referred to them. They are
Brothcrtun‘p Rcspectable Sinners. a vols. post Bvo. 31,6 clv
the lesser to the greater, there will be a dozen indeed able at once to dispose of many letters which
Brown's Bntish. ‘olcnlnl. and Foreign Postage Stumpsﬂth ed. M
Browne's Thc I’e'ntuteuch. ln Really to Blsho Oolsnm.evo. 9' end. clubs and public bodies each making its own de
Oartcr‘s Doctrine of Priesthood
Church olpEnglnnd, ﬁndedit. 4/
a stranger would consider it impossible to ﬁnd
Chorale Book of England. Uonﬁﬁlunsl Edition. fc. Ave. 1 6 cl.
monstration on that memorable day, for some owners for. A letter is always presented in the ﬁrst
Chromclcs of Car
0rd, the
and the Doctor's Family, 10/‘8
special purpose of its own. That it would be well, instance ‘at the place to which it; is addressed; but,
Clark's Outlines of urgcry, Lectures at St. 'l‘homns'r, fc. Svo. 5/
001101 ’s Study 0! Humls In. 870. 5/ 0!.
if it were possible, to bring these committees into if wrongly directed. and the name is known to the
(30
1M nus, The. vol. 1. m. 1 s cl.
free communication and mutual help, nobody, we letter carrier. it is then offered to the person for
Critical Ann
of the Pentstcuoh c.,cr. Bvo. s/s cl.
Dsvlcs‘l Gllmﬁcs of our Heaven] home, 5th edit. f0. Bvo. 3/6 cl.
imagine, will dispute. It is only by a common whom it is supposedto be luu-nded. Unless the
Davy‘s Devon 0rd Book, "ol. 4, v0. 10/ swd.
Dccne'e The Schoolmustcr of Alton. 3 vols. post Evo. 81"! cl.
effort that anything worthy of Shakspeare and of cause for non-delivery is chm'luslve, no letter is sent
Dendy's Legends of the Lintol and the Ley. cr. Bro. :i, cl.
Denise. ‘:vols. fc. Svo. w, cl.
Enginccr‘s Handy-Book. 12mm. 10301.
Elllcclt's The Broad Wu '4: The burrow Wayé 2 Sermons. or. Svo. 2/
Elstvun's_“’ar Pictures mm the South. ! v0 . post 8m. 21,’ cl.
Evan ehcnl Theory. or. Bro. L6 cl.
Fnmi ,v Friend. Vol. for June. mes, cr. 9V0. 8/6 cl.
Foster's Essay on the Improvement of Time. cd. by Rylund, 6,’ cl.
(lull aui‘s how Paris Guide for 1W, with plates, new od.l(1;6 bd.
ner‘s Household Mcdlclnc 2nd crht, revised. Bvo. 11,‘ cl.
Goodwin's Hands. Head and Heart. reap. cm. 2/6 cl.
Helen and her Couslns or Two Months st Ashllcld RcctoryJ/Glcl.
Hclmore‘s S. Mark's ClmnbBoolr. my. live. 4.8 swd.
Henry's Christ All in All, l8mo. L6 cl.

Hlstorlc Character of the Pentatvuch vindicated, 2nd ed. 8vo. 0/01.
History sea-inst Colcnso. by». Barrister. PL. 2, 8m. 1/ swd.
Jacksou’s Repentance. rts ‘eccssity. Nature and Aids, 7 ed. 1,’ cl.
John Dobson. the Youn Apprentice. lsmo. 1/8 cl.
Knrprowlca & Cor-net's suunl of Polish Conversations, lkmc. 3/8
LnoordairulAbhéhMemoir of. by the Count dc Montulembert. 10/‘9
lnlrd ofhogau. new edit. or. Bvo. '6 cl.
Lee's l‘rmcl
Baths of Germs-n . ‘rancc and 5wltzcrland.V.1,7/'
London
cty. \ol. 8. Bvo. 9/6 c . .
Lord's Prayer Tho, Illustrated by riillch dto. Ill.’ cl.
Lowne's Popular Autuml History of Great Ynrmouth. cr. Svo. 2/8
Mulet‘s Ermnd to the South in t 0 Summer of 1889. fc. SW. 6.’ cl.
Mlchelst's La Scroll-re the Wlwh of the Middle Ages, er. Eve. 7,’ cl.

England can be done. Even the Handel Festival to the Returned Letter Branch without the attempt
required a vast deal of organization. The question

attraction were once achieved, some of the preli
minaries of success in the great celebration would
be secured.

‘Whxtehend‘s Rate of Mortality in Manchester, ‘.md cdlt. 8V0. 2/6
Wllscn‘s Registration of Title to Land. 8vo. 12>’ cl.

Wood's lllrs. Hnlh'bnrtou’s Troubles, or. are. s/ cl.

THE SHAKSPEARE CELEBRATION.

year. Shakspeare is the ﬁrst consideration.

delivering the letter untried, and of msurmg lts
speedy return to the writer if these efforts prove
unsuccessful. It is, however, considered better that
the sender should be aware, as soon as possible,
that the letter has not reached its destination,
than that the letter should travel about with but
little probability of its ever reaching the person for
whom it is intended. On its arrival at the Returned
Letter Branch, every letter is ﬁrst examined by
an experienced oﬂicer to make sure that it has been
actually presented as addressed, and that the rea

sons assigned for its non-delivery are sufllclent. In
doubtful cases the Directories and other books of

That reference in the Returned Letter Branch are con

it would be well to have one grand Committee,
such as the Prince of Wales might be asked to pre
side over, may be assumed. If such a grand Com
mittee can be formed elsewhere, let it be done; if

help he required in forming such a body, a Special
Shakspearian Committee which already includes

SINCE our last impression came out some very within its ranks many of Her Majesty’s Ministers,
good names have been added to the Shukspeare
Committee, including those of Earl Russell, Lord
Talbot ‘de Malahlde, the Lord Chief Baron Pollock,
Gen. Sn‘ John Burgoyne, Bart., Sir C.Wentwcrth

indorsements it bears, are carefully examined by
a superior oﬁicer, who is held responsible for dis
covering any wrong treatment it has undergone,

The Shakspeare Fund Committee held a meeting and for having recourse to any further avarlable
on Monday, at the rooms of the Royal Society of means of ﬁnding the owner. The regulations by
Literature, when the subject of extending the which this olﬁcer is guided are framed with the
labours of the Committee, so as to include in its double purpose of leaving no reasonable chance ‘of

objects a movement in favour of organizing the
Shakspeare Festival of 1864 was broached. It
was found to be a general idea, and was considered
to be opportune and feasible. The response ob
tained to a partial appeal from men of rank and
Mmistrallou of the S lrit ‘Sermons at St. Mary's. Oxford 8vo.7,'6 letters proved that the name of Shakspeare is one
Moore's Elementary
on Mensuration, fc. SW. 6/ cl.
to conjure with. Most of the replies expressed a
llouat‘s Adventures among the Andaman Islanders. 8m. 16,‘ cl.
Murray's Ancient Illstory untll Death of Aurustur. post Svo. 7J6 strong devotion to Shakspeare, and a warm desire to
Murray's Bio? hrqul Annals of Parish of Colinlon. cr. Svo. 3/6
be associated inanypublic scheme to do him honour.
Nulll of Me ‘p yslcs as a Science umo
Sciences. to. Bro. Micl.
Patric on the V ppearlng of Jesus L‘hristlll-y Dean of Ely,82mo. 81‘ It is not supposed that any member of the Com—
' Perry on Kneeling In the Communion Oﬂicc of Ilk. of Prayer. 12!
mittee would object to the proposed extension of
Pratt's lluunts o the Wild Flowers, to. avo. 1/6 bds.
Punch. Re-lssuc. _Vcl. 28. its. 5/ bds.
its labours—should those labours appear to be
Ramsay's Ilcmrmscenccs of Scottish Llte and ChaructcrJc. Bro. 5/
necessary to the success of the celebration next
Reddlnu‘s leslerdas and To-day, 3 vols. post Svo. 31/6 cl.
Scott's Waverley Novels. Vol. 18. ' Rsdgnuutlet.‘ fc. 8V0. ]! swd.
Sellur‘s Roman Poets of the Re uhlic. mo, 12101.
Smith's 1Goldwln) Does the Bible Sanction AmL-rlcan Slavery? 2/6

to deliver it being repeated by another letter

is, how to harmonize all interests, so as to bring carrier. After leaving the letter carriers’ hands,
the various activities to a common centre. If this the address of every undelivered letter, and the

many eminent judges, poets, and historians, many
excellent artists and commentators, may very well

offer its aid towards the end which all of us have
in view.

sulted, and, should it be found that there has been
any oversight or neglect, the letter is immediately
re-issued. The addresses of some letters are at once
seen to be erroneous. Thus :—“Lombard Street,
Manchester”; “St. Paul‘s Churchyard, Liverpool";
“ Ludgate Hill, Newcastle”; all obviously intended
for London; or “ London” is sometimes added in

mistake for a provincial town. Such letters are at
once sent out for trial at what are believed to be
their real destinations. In the same manner, letters
for ofﬁcers in the army and navy, when on servrce,

Dxlke, Bart., Sir Fitzroy Kelly, William Ewart,
The parties to be mainly considered, so far as
M.P., F. W. Gibbs, David Roberts, R.A., Tom London goes, are three. There is the Shakspeare for dignitaries in the church or state, and for other
persons of rank or eminence, whose correct addmses
Taylor and Alfred Tennyson. The Committee is Fund Committee, which Mr. Halliwell may be
now strong, and its increase in strength is a ques said to represent; the committee of noblemen and
tron, not of power, but of convenience. It is new gentlemen which began in the Garrick Club
large enough for its special purpose. All the need though its members are not conﬁned to that pleasant
l'ul arrangements for the public reading at St. brotherhood; and the body of gentlemen who

are known or can be ascertained, are immediately
sent to their right destination however erroneously
directed. About 300 letters, &c., are thus re-issued
daily. \Vhen it has been fully ascertained that
nothing further can be done to effect the delivery
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of a letter, such letter if it contains an address, is
returned to the writer on the same day that it
reaches the Returned Letter Branch; and when

possible this is done without breaking the seal, or
examining the contents; some hundreds of letters
being returned daily by means of information on
the outside of the covers. If, on opening a letter,
it is found to contain any article of value, the

address and contents are recorded for reference in
case of inquiry. When such letters contain the
sender's address they are specially returned, and a
signature obtained for them; and if there is no
address in them, pains are taken to discover the
writer by the names or addresses of persons men
tioned in the letter, or in other ways. Bills of
exchange, cheques and money orders almost always
furnish a clue to the senders, and inquiries are
often made of bankers and others. \Vhen all the
efforts to effect a delivery fail, the letter, if from
abroad, is retained from one to two months, and
then returned to the country from which it was
received; but if it originated in this country, and
does not contain property, it is not preserved. A
much larger proportion of -the undelivered letters
could be returned if the senders were more careful
in writing their names and addresses fully and
plainly inside, or if they were embossed on the
envelopes. With few exceptions these regulations
apply also to newspapers and books.

Owing to the successful measures which the
Post-Office authorities have adopted, very few
losses, of late years at least, have occurred from
defalcation. More than twenty years ago, however,
a postmaster, who owed the Office more than 2,000l.,
but who had given security for only part of that
sum, absconded, leaving an unpaid debt of upwards

of 1,000]. The recovery of this debt had long been
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November at midnight, and they arrived one hour visited the pit had seen the implements in question
and ten minutes before that time. 2nd. The mails
from the \Vest Indies and Central America de
spatched from Southampton on the 17th of Sep
tember, were delivered at the Danish Island of St.
Thomas, distant more than 4,000 miles, at the pre
cise moment at which they were due, viz., at 6 AJI.
on the 2nd of October. On the same voyage the
mails for Jamaica and Demerara, conveyed in each
case by a separate branch packet, were delivered
within a few minutes of the time at which they were
due; while the mails for parts of Central America
and for the Paciﬁc were delivered at Colon, on the
eastern coast of the Isthmus of Panama, distant
5,400 miles, thirty minutes after time, the packet
haying been detained at sea that precise time by
H.M.S. Orlando; and the mails for Chili, after
having been conveyed with others across the
Isthmus of Panama, were delivered at Val
' o,
distant nearly 9,000 miles from Southampton, two
hours before the appointed time.
The total number of steamships employed in the
packet service, exclusive of tenders, &c., is ninety
six, with an aggregate of 140,000 tons and of
36,000 horse-power. The largest and most powerful
packet is the paddle-wheel steamship Scotia, of
3,871 tons and 1,000 horse-power, belonging to
Messrs. Cunard, Burns 8!. Maciver, the contractors
for the North America Service; and the smallest
is the Vivid, of 300 tons and 128 horse-power, the
property of Mr. Churchward.
During the year 1862 there was a large number
of shipwrecks in the mail service, ﬁve packets
having been totally lost; viz., the Karnak, in
entering the harbour of Nassau, Bahamas; the
Lima, on a reef off Lagarto Island, in the South
Paciﬁc Ocean ; the Cleopatra, on Shebar Reef,

regarded as hopeless, but a short time ago a letter near Sierra Leone; the Colombo, on Minicoy
was unexpectedly received from the postnfaster’s Island, 400 miles west of Ceylon; and the Avon,
son inclosing a. remittance in payment of part of at her moorings in the harbour of Colon, New
his father’s debt, and expressing a. hope that after Granada. The only loss of life was in the case of
a time he should be able to pay the remainder; a the Cleopatra, where one oﬁicer and four Kroomen
hope which was soon realized, every farthing of were washed from a raﬁ: in endeavouring to reach
the debt having now been discharged, in a manner the shore and were drowned; nor was there any
most creditable to the gentleman concerned.
considerable loss of correspondence, although many
The number of newspapers delivered last year letters on board the Colombo arrived in a state
was nearly 73,000,000, which is about half a million l requiring the greatest care in drying and handling
more than in the previous year; and the number of ‘ to prevent their crumbling to pieces, while others
Book Packets was rather more than 14,000,000, were found reduced to a hopeless state of pulp.
being an increase upon the previous year of about
Experiments are in progress with a view of
1,700,000, or nearly 14 per cent.
seeing whether, without undue hindrance in the
Hitherto there seems to be no tendency to aban despatch of the mails, or in the sorting on
don the old practice of sending Valentines. Last board ship, registered letters, at least, may not be
year the numberofValentines which passed through packed in bags or boxes which are waterproof.
the London Office was upwards of 430,000, show
ing an increase of more than 20,000 upon the pre
THIE ABBEVILLE HUMAN JAW.
vious year; and in the present your there has been
Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstoml, June 2, 1803.
THE articles which haveappeared in the A thenwum
a further and yet
er increase.
It is found that more than 91 per cent. of the and the letters of Dr. Falconer in the Times have
inland letters are sent in envelopes ; but the num placed the public in possession of the conclusions
ber of foreign and colonial letters so despatched is, at which the conference of English and French
as might be expected, smaller; being about 65 per men of science arrived with regard to the human
jaw and ﬂint implements from the gravel beds of
cent.
Without counting home services, such as those Moulin-Quignon, near Abbeville.
I had seen both jaw and implements at Easter,
to Ireland, the Channel Islands, and Orkney and
Zetland, the voyages performed by the mail packets and had expressed an opinion as to the implements
during the year were equal, in the aggregate, to in question being of recent date, and I was in con
more than 3,000,000 of miles, and the cost (includ sequence summoned to the meetings both at Paris
ing payments by the Colonies) was nearly 1,000,000l. and at Abbeville, but unfortunately was not able

exhumed, from what they believe to be undisturbed
portions of the gravel. Had it been clearly shown
that the four implements of peculiar character dis

covered during the excavations made by the con
ference had been fraudulently introduced into the

beds of gravel, there can be no doubt that the
whole of the suspected hachea would have been at
once condemned, and that the jaw would in all
probability have fallen under the same condemna
tion. We have here, then, the basis of the whole
verdict-the belief of such members of the confer
ence as witnessed the ﬁnding of the implements
that the beds in which they occurred were in their
undisturbed natural condition.
\Vhen I look at the eminent names of those who
were present at this meeting, for many of whom,
indeed, I have the highest possible esteem and
regard, and in whose powers of observation I should
under. ordinary circumstances place the most im
plicit reliance, I feel how presumptuous it is to

suggest that on this occasion they may possibly
have been mistaken. The evidence of the ﬂints
themselves is as strong as possible in one direction;
the evidence of those who found them is equally
strong in the other. But in the one case it depends
on physical facts, in the other on observation.
In a case of such conﬂicting evidence, a judg
ment, if it be necessary to form one, must be based
on a balance of probabilities ; and, unwilling as I
am to be driven to such a conclusion, it appears to
me more probable that, under circumstances of
great excitement, there may have been an error on

the part of such able observers, than that there
should have been such a conjunction of exceptional
circumstances, both as to the ﬂints themselves and

the manner of their discovery, as is implied by
their being reckoned authentic.
I will now point out some of these excep
tional features, a portion, but not all of which
were discussed at the meeting of the conference.
Genuine ﬂint implements, from the drift of the
valley of the Somme and elsewhere, as an almost
invariable rule, present some one or more of the
following characteristics: glossiness of surface,
dcndritic markings, calcareous incrustations, and
discoloration, varying, of course, with the nature

of the beds in which they have lain. Of upwards
of 150 in my own collection there is not one but

what presents at least one of these signs of an
tiquity. The suspected haches have not one of these
characteristics, but when washed their surhce is

fresh as if made the same day. The pebbles in
the “ black band " in which the huches are said to
have been principally found are, without exception,

more or less stained by the ferruginous matrix, a,
stain which cannot be removed by washing. The
same remark holds good with those said to have
been found in more ochreous beds. The suspected
implements, though coated with this matrix, are,
when washed, perfectly unstained. All the genuine
implements formerly found at Moulin-Quignon are

variously discoloured and patinated, and in general
slightly rolled. The surface of the suspected imple
ments is as fresh as if recently shaped, and, as a
rule, the edges are quite sharp and uninjured_
Genuine implements have been hitherto compara
tively rare at Moulin-Quignon. The suspected

implements are now found in abundance.

The

to attend. From what I had seen of the implements

usual form of the ﬂint implements from the

taut point to which mails are conveyed by British and what I knew as to the circumstances of their
packet is Auckland, New Zealand, about 15,000 discovery, I was surprised at the verdict agreed to
statute miles from Southampton; the nearest is by the majority of those present. I could not see
Calais, twenty-six miles from Dover. The excess what possible evidence could have been adduced
of time, when the packets were too late, was often that would determine that “the human jaw had
a few hours only; sometimes only a few minutes. not been fraudulently introduced into the pit at
Several instances occurred of remarkable punc Moulin-Quignon,” for it seemed to me that the

drift are now well known. Some of the sus
pected implements are of “ new types,“ and
all, to a certain extent, differ from the ordinary

sterling, or about 63. 4d. per mile. The most dis

tuahty in the delivery of mails conveyed over great utmost that could be proved on this head was that

forms.

Genuine ﬂint

implements

have been

found at Moulin-Quignon for upwards of twenty
years. It is only within the last few months
that those of the suspected character appear to
have presented themselves, and then not only at

Moulin-Quignon, but at the Porte St.-_Gilles,
Mautort and Epargnette, in beds on three different.
levels, and probably differing in geological age:
—1st. The arrival of the mails rid Marseilles de ing gravel to be undisturbed.
Beyond this, the internal condition of the jaw,
spatched from b'ydney, New South Wales, distant
It was further found, with the one dissentient pronounced by Dr. Falconer and Mr. Dusk to be
nearly 13,000 miles, on the 22nd of September; voice of Dr. Falconer, that the greater part, if not “ wholly irreconcileable with an antiquity equal to
distances, even when such punctuality was depen

about which there was no dispute, viz., that M.

dent on packets arriving at a point of junction by Boucher de Perthes and others saw the jaw-bone
different routes. Among them were the following: still engaged in the bed, and believed the surround

from Calcutta, distant 8,000 miles, on the 10th of
October; from Shanghae, distant upwards of 11,000
miles, on the 19th, and from Hong Kong, distant
upwards of 10,000 miles, on the 27th of September.

all, of the ﬂint instruments discovered about the

that assigned to the deposits in which it was found "

same time as the jaw are authentic. This ﬁnding throws additional doubt on the whole discovery, and
was not based upon the characteristics of the im
plements themselves, but upon the fact that some

still further strengthens the case against the worked
Hints. When, therefore, we ﬁnd them combining

These mails wereall due in London on the 13th of members of the conference and others who had every attribute of novelty with the absence of every
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not be found there also, it was worth taking so‘ touching sentiment. In his studio there is also a

singly, but by dozens, not in one place only, but in much trouble to prove that a certain small number pretty work, executed by Miss Hosmar for Lady
three or four, their authenticity may well be of implements reputed to have been found there Marian Alford : it is a Cupid seated on a Dolphin,
questioned.

were false, and the jaw which accompanied them and is intended for a fountain.

But when I add, that the suspected hashes first probably unauthentic'? To this I reply, that trivial
shown to me by M. Boucher do Perthes were all as the question may appear the consequences of a
smeared over with the ferruginous matrix as if to wrong answer to it are most important. For if
disguise their natural colour, that some have iron these implements, without a solitary sign of anti
marks upon them as if chipped out with an iron quity about them, had been determined to be
hammer, that many of them are apparently made
by the same hand, and some are identical in form
and character of surface with celts, said to have

come from the peat beds of the valley of the Somme,
but which present no appearance of antiquity, and
that I purchased atwelvemonth ago an indisputably

forged drift-implement from one of the terrauiers
of Abbeville, I think I have said enough to show

that I was justiﬁed in pausing before accepting the
verdict of the conference as ﬁnal.
But I have now been again to Abbeville, in com
pany with several friends, and the further observa
tions I have thus been enabled to make have, in

my opinion, placed the question as to the suspected
implements beyond all doubt.
On proceeding to the pit st Moulin-Quignon, a
workman, who was there in waiting for us, com
menced a search in the gravel, and under the eyes

of Mr. Lubbock, Mr. J. W. Flower and myself,
dug out an implement of the suspected character,
which had apparently rested on the face of the
“black band, ’ though concealed at the time by a
few inches of talus. It was carefully picked up by
the edges and its surface left untouched; and yet, in
the parts which were not concealed by portions of
the matrix, there were visible small striee, just as
if it had been smeared by hand or brushed with the

dark ferruginous clay of the band togive it its colour.
On no other smooth surfaces of ﬂints from the same
spot could we discover these strire, but a recently
“fractured surface smeared by myself with the clay,
presented the same sort of marks. The implement
differed in colour, as well as in the character of its
surface, from any other ﬂints dug out at the same
“time, and when washed was as fresh-looking as if
just broken. Having found this specimen, the work
man soon gave up digging, as if it were useless then
to look for more.

On our return to the pit the next day, after some
difficulty in obtaining work-people, we resumed
operations, and a genuine implement and a portion
of another were discovered, though not in situ, but
‘no others until after we had left the pit, when one

was brought after us which was said to have just
been found. I at once returned, and our workman
of yesterday, who was the solitary witness of the ﬁnd
ing of the hache, pointed outits supposed place in an
ochreous sandy seam, every pebble of which was dis

coloured. The surface of this implement had been
rubbed in places to remove the adhering matrix,
but I marked with a pencil round the outline of

the parts on which the matrix still adhered appar'
ently intact, and on dipping it into water all the

sand fell off, leaving a surface which presented the
most evident marks of having been smeared or

'brushed all over with ochreous clay in order to
colour it, as on. washing it further it became as
fresh as if just broken. These marks or strize were
not such as could have resulted from the passage
of sand over the surface, but were evidently hand
made smears, such as would have disappeared had
the implement lain any length of time in the
ground. These implements must therefore have
been smeared or brushed in order to give them a
‘ﬁctitious colouring, but recently before being

Taking other studios in the order in which I
visited them, Mr. Storey has a grand and colossal

statue of Judith.

The moment is supposed

to be just before she slays Holofernes; and the

sculptor has digniﬁed the act by his mode of

undoubtedly genuine, we should have then had no representing it. Her left hand and her face
charactelistics left whereby to distinguish true are lifted towards heaven as in prayer; whilst
from false, and should have been at the mercy of ; in her right hand, from which the full, loose
every unprincipled ﬂint-knapper and gravel-digger sleeve has fallen back, she holds a sword. The
ﬁgure is draped in a long robe. This noble work is
who thought ﬁt to impose upon us.
Allow me to add a few words to caution a sec well adapted to, and would adorn, a public build
tion of your readers against jumping to any such ing. The same may be said of ‘Saul,’ who is
conclusions as that, because there may have been imagined at the moment when the evil spirit comes
one error in observation, therefore all the observa- ‘ upon him. It is a colossal ﬁgure, seated in an
tions on the occurrence of the works of man in. antique chair. The eyes are dilated with madness;
undisturbed beds of gravel have been illusory, that the right hand grasps his beard. The royal Saul
because certain ﬂint implements are fabrications is draped ina regal robe, and, in spite of his mental
therefore all are false, or that because a human alienation, is every inch a king. ‘Sappho' is seated
jaw, supposed to have been found in the drift, is carelessly on the side of an antique chair, against
modern, therefore man did not exist at the time which she leans; whilst her folded hands and her
when this drift was deposited. On the contrary, let whole expression indicate the utmost despondency
them rest assured that the energy which has been at having been abandoned. The left shoulder is
dis layed in investigating a more minor matter nude, the drapery having fallen from it; by her
such as this Abbeville case, shows how thoroughly side is a harp. ‘ Sappho ' is a commission for Mr.
the great question as to the contcmporaneity of Stirling Crawford. Besides these works, there is in
man and the extinct mammals of the drift has Mr. Storey's studio an ‘ Infant Bacchus on a Pan
been examined, and remember that it is the expe ther.‘ \Vith his left hand thrown back, he supports
rience thus acquired that has served to detect this himself on his steed, whilst in his right he holds
imposition, even though it would, if undetected, above his head, which is upraised, a bunch of
pes.-—-Mr. Gatley deserves to be better known
have told in favour of the views of the detectors.
as the Landseer of sculpture. He has long been
Jonzr Evans.
employed on a basso-rilicvo, representing the Re
ART IN ROME.
joicing of the Israelites after the passage of the
IN the intervals of severer and more worldly Red Sea—a grand work, which is intended for
occupations, what greater luxury or repose can there Edinburgh. A man of grand conception and of
be than in visiting a Roman studio, and particularly inﬁnite labour, all his studies are from the life,
if that studio be Gibson’s l The work of Gibson this and there are ﬁgures of Lions in his studio which,
season, though it is but a repetition, is a Hebe, of perhaps, are only second to those of Thorwaldsen
the size of life, resting easily on the left leg, whilst or Canova. It is saying much, but let visitors
the right is slightly drawn back. She is in the act another season go and see. ‘A Bull being led to
of presenting a cup of nectar to the gods. A gold the Sacriﬁce‘ is also mother work in Mr. Gatley‘s
bandeau around the head secures the hair, which is peculiar and lifelike style. A pretty idea is ‘Nar
coloured, as is the body, except where the drapery cissus,’ reclining on the left arm, with the left leg
relieves, and I would say redeems, it. Underneath crossed under the right. He is looking into a
is the apt inscription, HBH BEQN KAAAIETA. fountain; behindhimis ‘Echo,’half-stooping, with
It is a noble work, and the ori 'nal was secured to her left hand at her car. She is half-nude, whilst
our country by Mr. Howard (zalton. Repetitions Narcissus is nude. Another beautiful ﬁgure is
of it have been ordered this season by Sir Francis that of ‘Echo,’-a favourite subject with our
Goldsmid and Mr. John Bowl-ing. The bandeau sculptors. With her left hand raised to her ear,
is carried round the head and supports the nodus she is looking intently forward—eye and action
at the back,—a great improvement, by the by, on alike telling the history of the fable. — Mr.
the ugly network which ladies wear, and is sanc Mozier, an American, maintains the honour of
tioned by high classical authority. By the Greeks his country. Of all his great works he has been
it was called the ojn'slhosphcndom, and, decorated executing repetitions. His ‘Esther,’ which was
with stars as Gibson has represented it, it is an in the Exhibition last year, was sold to an Ame
elegant ornament. Small repetitions of the coloured rican, and he has executed another for a country
Venus have been ordered, too, by the Prince of man. ‘ The Wept of the Wish~ton-Wish’ he has
Wales and M1‘. Bowring. One of Mr. Gihson’s repeated several times; and the ‘Tacite' and
largest worksnow in course ofexccutionis a has-relief ‘Truth,’ companions, the originals of which were
for Mr. Saubach representing ‘ Christ calling to him executed for Astor Place Library, have been
‘The White Lady of
little Children.’ It consists of eighteen ﬁgures, and repeated seven times.
graphically describes the various dispositions of our Avenel ’ is a new design and work of this winter.
human nature. A man on the left is explaining ‘ The Peri,’ who has at last gained an entrance into
the scene to two attentive women, one of whom, a Paradise, is a new work, executed for a lady in
mother, is trying to lead her struggling boy to the Washington. Her left hand, which hangs down,
Saviour; another is urging on her child; before‘: has three tears upon it; whilst in her right hand
them are two girls,—one of them, the elder, has she holds one of the “ thousand goblets.’7 Her face
already yielded her heart to Christ, whilst her breathes her delight.

younger sister is shyly looking over her shoulder.

Joy, joy for over, my task is done;

The gates are passed, and Heaven is won.
A little, fearless fellow is leaning on the Saviour’s
found as supposed in 82211! There remains therefore‘ knee, and looking boldly into a face which is full of
‘Jephtha's Daughter,’ which was exhibited in
not the slightest doubt on my mind that a fraud, sweet benevolence. With his left arm Christ clasps London last year, and bought by Mr. Tite, has
and a most ingenious and successful one, has been a little girl, whilst his right hand is extended. The , been repeated for Chicago.—\\"ho has not heard
practised by some of the Abbeville tcrrassicrs.
other ﬁgures which complete the group are all of the ‘Highland Mary ’? It is one of Mr.
Such a result is but the natural consequence of expressive. A Wounded Warrior is a new work. , Spence's happiest works, and has been repeated
the demand for ﬂint implements from the drift So is, almost, a bust of Lady Lilah Clifden. It is ‘ seven times. The original was executed for the
which has arisen since attention has been called to rarely that Mr. Gibson executes a bust, but he Queen, and, in a reduced form, it is now being
these, the earliest relics of man. It may be paral could not resist the beauty of that head and face. repeated for another commission. The ‘Parting
’leled by the frauds practised in Italy and Egypt, The last work to be noticed is descriptive of the of Hector and Andromache,’ full of heroic vigour
where the excessive demand for antiquities is met death of Mr. Preston, who was the purchaser of and of womanly affection, is being done for ltlr.
by a corresponding supply of forgcries.
the original coloured Venus. He is seated in a chair, Brassey. The likeness of Miss Gibbs, Mr. Spence

It may be asked why, when so many genuine whilst his wife hangs over him from behind, and in isexecuting as the Highland Mary, and who could
‘ﬂint implements had been found in the beds of the midst of her grief is soothing him. His four fail to love it? ‘Jennie Deans appealing to Queen
Moulin-Quignon, and there was therefore no reason children are around him, and hovering in the air Caroline in the Garden for her Sister ’ is an order

why the bones of the men who made them might is an angel ready to receive his soul. It is full of g for Mr. Bowl-ing, and, in a reduced form, is being
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done for Mr. Richardson.
‘ Flora _Macdonald early Italian pictures, previous to their dispersion
mourning for the Departure of Prince Charles ’ is by public sale on Friday and Saturday. They were
a noble subject, and full of expression. It is a com the property of the late Davenport Bromley, who
mission for Mr. Morris, of Liverpool; but there is purchased largely from the Ottley, Solly, Fesch and
nothing in this studio so charming for its sentiment ‘Voodburn galleries. He commenced his collection
as the ‘Angel's \Vhisper.’ By the side of a sleep at a period when pictures of the earlier Italian
ing infant an angel kneels, and hanging over it masters were little known and less cared for. The
present management of the National Gallery has
whispers in the ear.
W.
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attendances in Trafalgar Square, 92 days, were
5,283 ; South Kensington, 154 days, 6,802. Aver
age daily attendance of students of oil painting,

Trafalgar Square, 41; South Kensington, 24; of
painters in water-colour, respectively, 16 and 19. Of

the number of copies made, we learn that ‘Fandyke's
‘ Gevnrtius’ maintains its ancient pro-eminence, as
it should, being an excellent subject, with 12 copies;

Guido’s ‘ Ecce Homo,’ a very bad subject for prac
primitive works with a proper interest, and it is tice, has occupied, we might say wasted, the time

done much to prepare the public to look at these
OUR \VEEKLY GOSSIP.

Her Majesty proposes to pay a visit to the Royal
Horticultural Gardens on Tuesday, to see Mr. Dur
harn‘s Memorial of the Great Exhibition and Statue
of Albert the Good. The visit will be private, the
gardens being closed to the public on that day.
But the streets through which she will pass are

to be hoped that the Director, Sir Charles Eastlake,

needed to make 11 copies ; Murillo's ‘ St. John and

will avail himself of this opportunity of adding the Lamb,’ 8 copies ; the inferior Greuze, ‘A Girl's
several historical celebrities to our national collec Head,’ 6 copies; and most unworthy of all, the
tion. Mr. Davenport Bromley rarely contributed hard and feeble picture by Dyckmans, ‘The
to the British Institution: he sent a few, and con Blind Beggar,’ 4 copies. This is, however, a
fessedly not his best, pictures to the Manchester smaller number than in preceding years; we
Exhibition, in 1857; and the choicer part of his trust soon to learn that students will cease to
occupy themselves with this frivolous and meretri
cious production. The totalnumber of visitors to the
National Gallery has been, for the year, 2,146,261;
of which 904,892 went to Trafalgar Square, and
Giotto, and mentioned by Vasari, will alone repay 1,241,369 to South Kensington. The difference is
the trouble of a visit. It was seen at the British explainable by considering that the gallery in Tra

open and the approaches to the gardens broad; so paintings, many of them large altar-pieces, were
that of the many millions who will rejoice over her secluded in his country-house of Wootton. His
partial re-appearance among her people, some will interesting picture of ‘The Burial of the Virgin,
be able to obtain a glimpse of their Queen.
and Christ receiving the Soul in his Arms,’ by
The annual dinner of the members of the Society

of Arts will take place this year at St. James’s

Institution during the term of the Manchester falgar Square stands alone as a collection of pictures
independent of the South Kensington Museum's
presidency of Her Majesty’s Solicitor General, Sir Exhibition.
Hall, on Saturday the ‘20th of June, under the
Roundell Palmer, M.P.

Herr Julius Lax, the gentleman who called attractions, and consists, for the most part, of the

A Select Committee of the Guild of Literature attention to Schiller’s intentional m stiﬁcation in less popularly attractive works by old masters.
and Art, consisting of Mr. Charles Dickens, Sir E. ‘The Robbers,’ is of opinion, that the perplexing The International Exhibition must also have
B. Lytton, Messrs. R. Chambers, W. H. Wills, C.
Wordsworth, and F. Ouvry, has for some time been
considering plans for remodelling that institution.
At len th they have made a Report to their clients,

marginal reference to Krake, having served its brought a large number of visitors to the section

we ﬁnd that, for various reasons-pecuniary and
otherwise-the classes eligible as professional mem‘
bers are not generally disposed thus to qualify
themselves. We ﬁnd that the attempt to establish
a sickness fund as a qualiﬁcation of membership has

Gardens, where he has dissected several lions, are
incessant and so alarming to those brutes that each
one turns tail when the growl is passed that he has
arrived. He will forgive us, under these circum
stances, for jogging his memory once more. It is
twenty years since the granite Nelson vqps mast
headed, and yet nothing has been done towards
ﬁnishing the National Memorial the price of blood
for which was honourably paid by the great Admi
ral more than ﬁfty-eight years ago. Why, he
might have lived another life of forty-seven years,
gone to the North Pole for us, been at another
Calvi, St. Vincent, or Santa Cruz, won another
Nile and another Trafalgar for us, and been almost
forgotten again, while we are loitering over the
monument. Upon Sir E. Landseer lies the per
formance of this duty. If the price of 3,0001. for
the four lions be, as may well be, not enough, the
nation that has just voted seventeen times that
amount to commemorate the Prince Consort will
not grudge a few thousands more to the best artist
she has for the work due to Nelson. England can

turn in deceiving the founder and the professor of the of the National Gallery at South Kensington.
“ Karlsschule,” should not be played by Schiller's
We wish Sir Edwin Landseer may live for ever,
publishers on the public at large. In this we agree but one-third of his number of sixty years and one
in whi they say:—"We ﬁnd that to make life with Herr Lax. Few of Schiller’s readers ever see has passed since he received the commission to
assurance a qualiﬁcation of membership of the Guild Palleske. It would certainly be well if, in future execute the famous African lions that will some
is attended with difficulty and hardship, inasmuch editions of Schiller, the reference were explained day astonish us in Trafalgar Square. N0 man has
as a case has already occurred in which the life of by a foot-note.
yet seen even the models for them, nor anything
one of the original promoters of, and workers for,
The Oxford Local Examinations have been going more solid than a drawing on paper, and it is
the Guild cannot be assured in any life oﬁice. And on in various cities and towns throughout the reported that the sculptor's visits to the Zoological
country during the present week. There is an in
crease in the number of candidates, the total being
1,071, of whom it was expected more than 1,030
would actually present themselves. This steady
advance from year to year affords satisfactory evi
failed, by reason of its small sphere of action. \Ve dence of the estimation in which the examinations
recommend therefore that the prosecution of these are held; and we have no doubt they will continue
two objects be discontinued, and that the quali
to rise in public esteem, as their bearing upon
ﬁcation of professional members shall, for the future, middle-class education becomes more evident. It
consist in the payment to the funds of the Guild of has always appeared strange to us that, considering
an annual sum of one guinea each, in addition to how little parents can know of what their sons are
the entrance fee of one guinea; such contribution doing at school, until it is too late to remedy defects,
to cease on the part of any member who may they do not more frequently insist upon having
(in accordance with the recommendations we their acquisitions tested by so highly qualiﬁed an

shall presently oﬂ‘er) be chosen as an occupant authority as the University of Oxford or Cambridge.
of one of the Guild's free dwelling-houses, or
as the recipient of one of the Guilds annuities.
We recommend that the funds of the Guild shall

be (for the present) wholly devoted to such pur
poses as are contemplated by ‘The Grand Institu
tion.’ Towards this end Sir Bulwer Lytton, present
at our second meeting, agreed to fulﬁl his generous

promise to give the Guild a piece of land, consisting
of two acres, on which to build dwelling-houses,
agreeably to the recital in the preamble of the Act
of Parliament. We recommend that on such piece

of land three ﬁ'ee dwelling-houses be forthwith
erected, with all necessary ﬁxtures and ﬁttings, at
a cost for the whole not exceeding 1,5001. The
occupants of these free dwelling-houses to be elected
by the Council, and not to be debarred from follow
ing their usual avocations. We recommend that

the income of the Guild derivable from the remain
der of its funded capital, and from annual subscrip
tions or other sources, be devoted to the granting
of annuities to professional members, either occu
pants of the dwelling-houses or not, according to

the discretion of the Council, after making due
provision for the current expenses of the Guild,
including the repairs of the residences to be erected,
power being reserved to the Council to accumulate
and invest income as they may think ﬁt.” These

The eﬂicient and faithful schoolmaster will be glad

of an opportunity of showing the results of his

teaching; and, as a general rule, it may be safely
concluded, that those whose pupils habitually do
well at these examinations, are entitled to public
conﬁdence. The examiners announce that the
results of the present examination cannot be made
known till nearly three months hence, a period afford to do this seeing that she has saved a good
longer than is required at other examinations, and deal of money by letting the man who slew the
far beyond the apparent necessities of the case. In Admiral's slayer, Lieut. Pollard, who still lives at
their solicitude to avoid a hasty decision upon the Greenwich Hospital, remain a lieutenant ever
merits of each candidate, they seem to overlook since. Enough has surely been saved out of the
Lieutenant to pay for the lions.
the inconvenience of long-continued suspense.
The estimates for Public Education, Science and
The Report of the Director of the National Gal
lery has unusual interest this year. Much of its Art, this year were asked and granted at the sum
substance has already been rendered in our recent of 1,386,4171. Public education, Great Britain,
account of the new purchases of pictures. ‘The takes 804,0021. Of this, 316,2211. is for the grants
ltliraculous Draught of Fishes,’ Vandyke, has been remaining to be paid according to the Code of 1860.
added since the last report.—22 works were lent to For elementary schools under the Revised Code,
the International Exhibition ; 42 were removed,—9 239,1461. For fabric and ﬁxtures of premises and
to the National Gallery, Dublin; 7 to Edinburgh, support of training-schools, 173,6051. For adminis
and 23 for the use of the Art Department, South tration, 75,0301. The total expenditure for this

Kensington. Bequests of Hayden's ‘ Punch,’ by Dr. object from 1839 to December 31, 1862, has been
Darling; ‘St. Hugo,’ in the dress of a Carthusian,
holding a crozier, as Bishop of Grenoble, oil, attri

6,710,8621. 14s. 10d.-—an enormous sum, out of
which 2,344,1601. 48. 1011. has been given in

buted to G. Mansueti ; ‘Ecce Homo,’ by Lo Spagna, stipends to pupil-teachers and gratuities to school

oil; ‘St. Catherine,’ crowned, and with the instru master-sand schoolmistresses, and 1,514,5221. 7s. 11d.
ment of her martyrdom, by Pinturicchio, and the for building, enlarging and furnishing premises.
‘ Madonna and Child,’ school of Perugino, four The Science and Art Department takes 122,8821.
works left by Lieut.-Gen. G. Moore, have been ac Of this, 5,0201. goes for general management in
11th inst. The subject announced is ‘The Coagula cepted. A ‘Portrait of an Astronomer,’ F. Bol, has London against 4,7501. for last year), schools,
tion of the Blood.‘
been given by Miss E. A. Benett. Seven pictures 46,650L; outh Kensington Museum, 820., 33,971L;
Those who are interested in the history of Art have been protected with glass during the past year: School of Mines, 7,0341. ; Geological Survey,
would do well to look in at Messrs. Christie’s inthe making, in all, foreign pictures, 92; British school, 11,0691. ; special purchases from the International

recommendations have been adopted by the Guild.

Prof. Lister, of Glasgow, is appointed to deliver
the Croonian Lecture at the Royal Society, on the

course of next week to see a very curious collection of 32 ; and 202 frames of drawings. The students‘ Exhibition, 5,0001. ; total increase, 6,1871. 17!. 6d.
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W. P. FRITH. R.A.‘s Picture oi’ TIIE RAILWAY STATIOI\:.

(there are 89 Art-schools, having, in all, 88,255
students). Publiceducation, Ireland, costs306,0I6l.,
(increased 15,112Z. since last year). Scottish Uni
versities, 19,905L; Queen's University, Ireland,
2,296L; Queen’s Colleges, Ireland, 4,800l.; British
Museum, 90,54ll.; (decrease, 8,471l.); National
Gallery, 16,028l. (increase, 4,075l.); Historical
Portrait Gallery, l,500l.; scientiﬁc works and

—This celebrated picture is NOW ON VIEW. at Mr. _Flatou I
Fine Art Gallery, 11 Hayrnarket. from 11 till 5.—Adnussion ll.
A Descriptive Pamphlet, by Tom Taylor. M.A.. 6d.

experiments, 7,l41l.; Royal Society, 1,000l. On

Piccadill .—LAST THREE “'EEKS.—SCENES ct CHAN-SONS
(.‘(Jltll ' ES. every TUESDAY. Tli URSDAY and SATURDAY
EVEN n65 during the month ufJuue. when the Entertainments
must
sitively terminate, in consequence of M. Lcvussor s Conti
nental>0Eusugements.»‘i‘o commence each Evening at Hall-past
Eight. — Seats (Unrcscrved', 3s. ; Stalls (numbered! 71.’; a few

RAPHAEL. — The IIOLY FAMILY

h

Rs hael. bein

returned from the insYction of His Roynl l'iig ness lire Prince 0
Wales, at Marlboroug House (who has by":
vloulxlflplgased to
express his admiration of itv, is NO“ 0l\ V
It D:
,at 191.
Piccadilly-Admission Is.

LEVASSOR EN VISITE. — Dudley Gallery. Egyptian Hall.

the whole estimate a total decrease is shown of

23,6971. since last year.
Dublin, it appears, has its troubles with the loco
motive Frankenstein as well as London. An Irish
Shandean writes in denunciation :—“Would you

second specimen was partly male and partly worker,
the left side partaking of the male characters; the
left eye, antenna, wing, anterior, intermediate and

posterior leg being of the true male form; the
abdomen was considerably enlarged on the left

Fauteuilnlﬂs. a1. each.—2day be obtained at Mr. simian s Royal side.—By the President: specimens of Brarlla
cwca, which on the Continent had been found to
Library. 33, Old Bond Street. W.
be very destructive of the honey in beehives; it
MRS. FANNY KEMBLE'S READINGS of'SIlAKSPI-IARE.

—Dudlcy Gallery. Piccadilly-MONDAY E'\'El)lNG._J_uns 8,
‘Much Ado about Nothing‘; WEDNESDA\_ E\ ENl.\(|, June
10, ‘ Kin Lear‘; and SATURDAY MolilflhGvlune l3, ' King
Henry t c Eighth.‘ To commence each Evening at Hall-past
Eight. and Saturday Morning at Three o'clock.-Seats (Unre
servedl. 36.; Stalls numbered) 5L: slew l‘autenils, 7s. each. his
be obtalpcd at
r. Mitchell's Royal Library. 38, Old Bou
Street. \ '.

let us put on record a protest against the monstrous
sacriﬁce about to be made to the god of steam and
rails, now fast becoming the greediest of all the
eedy Molochs of our day. Never was there so
ideous a promise of convenience (and even this

had only recently been found in this country, and
had been imported with the Apia ligustica, in a
‘ hive of which s pecies the exhibited specimens had
been discovered-By Mr. M‘Lachlan: three new

British species of Trichoptera, viz., Hydropsyche
ophthalmica. (Rambur), Philopotamzu? columbina

beneﬁt is debateable) purchased at so frightful a

(Pictet), and Psychomia derclz'cta (n. sp.).-Papers

cost of all that is beautiful, as in this Dublin Me
tropolitan Railway, which cuts clean through our
noblest streets, and, with a perverse wantonness,
obstructs every classical view and vista. Anything
more odious than the eﬁ'ect cannot be conceived;

SCIENCE
-—4—

SOCIETIES.

and a sort of temporary model which has been
wisely put up, has become an eyesore, almost pain
ful for those who, like Leigh Hunt, revel in the

cheap out-door shows of city and country. I ﬁrmly
believe, that the constant viewing of monstrosities
like this, must degrade the tone and general morale

of the populace.”
A letter from Berlin tells of considerable activity

among artists, and of some encouragement given
by the Government, although it conﬁrms the
general complaint of feudal and military sympathies
overriding all sounder maxims. This symptom of
disease is most apparent in the new statues of
Prussian generals, erected in the Wilhelms Plats;

bronze works having been substituted for the
former ones in marble, as better able to bear expo
sure. The extreme poverty of the new bronzes, and

the care with which the details of regimental
costume, down to the number of the buttons, have
been observed, to the entire exclusion of all artistic
merit, are severely censured ; while the removal of
the marble statues “ out of the air ” means only
that they have been placed in the open court of the

Cadets’ College, and the excuse for putting them
there is that they are too heavy to be set up inside

the college in question. The sole advantage of the
new bronzes is said to be that they are not railed

in, and that the nurses and maid-servants of Berlin
use the pedestals for benches. The valuable collec
tion of Rauch‘s remains, which was bought six
years ago by the Government, and which amounts
to about 800 works, including the last great group

on which the sculptor was engaged, is left unordered
and uucatalogued. Meanwhile, Adolf Menzel, the

painter of Frederic the Great, is at work on
a large picture of the Kiinigsberg coronation, a

subject which excited so much unfavourable com
ment two years ago.

By the President: drawings of two hennaphrodites
of the Honey-bee: in the ﬁrst specimen the right
side partook of the male characters, the antenna,
eye, anterior and intermediate leg being male,
whilst the wing and posterior leg were female or
worker, and the left side was entirely worker; the

The King has bought

read :—By Mr. M‘Lachlan, ‘ Notes on the above
mentioned Trichoptera,’ with a diagnosis of the
new s
ies.—-By Mr. Stainton, ‘On Tina. viri

Asurrc-June I.—Gen. Sir H. C. Rawlinson, para ( cott), described in the Transactions of the
Director, in the chain-M. H. Scott, Esq., was Emomological Society of New South Wales as being
elected a nonresident, and Gen. Sir J. ,Low, a viviparous in its habit.’—By Mr. Stainton, ‘Notes
resident Member.—A paper was read by J. Muir, on the Proceedings of the Entomological Society
Esq., ‘On Manu, the Progenitor of the Aryan of Philadelphia.‘-The Secretary read aletter from
Indians, as represented in the Hymns of the Big Mr. C. A. Wilson, of Adelaide, giving a brief
Veda.’
account of the entomological captures of Mr. F. G.
Bm'rrsn ARCHA-lOLOGICAL ;ss0cr.\rros'.—May Water-house, the naturalist attached to the South
27.—T. J. Pettigrew, Esq., V.P., in the chair.—R. Australian exploring party under Stuart, which
B. Hay, Esq., and \V. Holdgate, Esq., were elected ' had recently succeeded in crossing the Australian
Associates-The Rev. E. Kell gave an account continent from Adelaide to the north-west coast
of a recent ﬁnd of a board of coins at Farringford, and back again.
Special General Meeting.—Aﬁ;er the conclusion
Isle of \Vight, the seat of A. Tennyson, Esq.
They were in number 250, and were found by a of the ordinary meeting, a special meeting was
labourer in an urn, which was broken into frag held, pursuant to notice given, for the purpose of
ments. The coins were of the time of Gallienus, considering the following Report of the Library
of whom there are several, also of his wife Salo and Cabinets Committee, dated the 30th of March,
nica, various examples of the two Tetricuses, Vic 1863:-—“That the present income and the ﬁnan
torinus Postumus and Claudius Gothicus. They cial prospects of the Society do not warrant this
are of brass, though many appear as silvered over. Committee in believing that the Society is or will
—Mr. Blashill exhibited a drawing of a Roman be able to provide the sums requisite for forming
tesselated pavement recently found near the site a collection of British Insects which shall be
of the portico of the East India House. It forms worthy of the Society, and for maintaining the
a square of about ﬁve feet, set in other of common same in a satisfactory state. This Committee
red tesserw. The pattern is ingenious and beau therefore recommends to the Council that the
tiful. Under it were found broken portions of Society’s Collection be discontinued, and that
plaster, with red, black and grey stripes, very proper steps be taken for the disposal of the speci
perfect as to colour. The pavement has been mens and cabinets. The Committee, however,
removed to one of the rooms of the building, and 1 further recommends that the typespecimens be
can now be seen to advantage-Mr. Powell deli not dispersed, but be placed in some public insti~
vered in a Pedigree of Derwentwater, of Castle tution where they will be readily accessible and
Rigg upon Derwent, and accompanied it by a available for scientiﬁc purposes; and the Com
rubbing of the brass of Sir John Ratcliﬂ' and Alice mittee suggests the feasibility of some arrange
his wife in Crosthwait Church, the heraldic bear ment by which the specimens in question might
ings on which were peculiarly placed-—Mr. Gun be placed in the British Museum.” This Report
ston exhibited a ﬁne iron lance-head found at was adopted.
Queenhithe.-Mr. Cuming sent remarks upon this
Hour. Ixsrrrurros.--Junc 1.—W. Pole, Esq.,
and other early lances in iron, and drawings of Trees. and V.P., in the chair.—Prince Louis of
the Holy Lance from various authorities.
Hesse was elected an Hono
Memben-Messrs.
W. Barnet, J. Goulden, G. Johnson, M.D., G.
Issrrrura or Barns": Ascnrrsc'rs.-Jume 1.
Provost, G. H. Strutt, and Miss Elizabeth \Voods
E. Christian, Esq., V.P., in the chain-A paper were elected Members.

Lessing’s picture of ‘Huss at the Funeral Pile ‘ for
the National Museum, and statues of eminent men
in art and science, beginning with one of \Vinckel
menu, are being prepared for the hall of the same was read, by Mr. W. Lightly, ‘On the Principles
to be observed and the Processes to be employed
building.

Socrsrr or Anrs.—1llay 27.—Thomas Wink~

worth, Esq., Member of Council, in the chair.—
The paper read was, ‘ Destructive Distillation,
ENTOMOLOGIOAL.-—J1m€ 1.—F. Smith, Esq., considered in reference to Modern Industrial Arts,’
President, in the chair.—Mr. A. R. Wallace was by Dr. Paul.

in the Decoration of Churches.’
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birch-leaves; it was most probably that of Incum
varia pcctinea. By Mr. Waterhouse: British spe
cimens of a species of Homalota, apparently unde
scribed, and which he named and characterized as

-

the Results of the International Exhibition.‘
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mos.
Tess.
_

Geographical, 8].
Syro-E 11mm, 7);.—' Dates of Pcnmk-uch.’ Mr. Sharpe.
Itoyal institution, 3.—-‘ Sound,‘ Prof. Tyndall.
Zoological, 9.

Wm.

HorticulturuL-Uncovarlng of the Memorial oi‘ the B11111

—-

Microscopical. 8.
_
Society of Literature, 8§.—‘ Phmuisim Inscription. San

-

dinin.‘ Dir. Deutsch; ‘Ancieuts‘ Knowledge of Sources
of the Nile,‘ Mr. Vnul.
Archaeological Association. 8§.—‘ Leader: Objects found in
London '- ‘Seals oi’ the Bishops of Man.‘ Mr. (‘India

bition of 1851.

H. pZat-yccphala; it was closely allied to H. grogarr'a;
ﬁve specimens had been taken, four in the corridor
of the Crystal Palace, and the ﬁfth in the court

yard of the British Museum.-—By Mr. Bond:
THE TIIIRDANNIVIAL EXHIBITION fW

June 3.—H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge in the
chair.—The paper read was by Mr. W. Hawes, ‘ On

Ribes sangui'lwum, and in the north of England in

ad.
Jun r-rr I1. JEN Ids, Secretary.
INSTITL'I‘E

ton: certain Lepidopterous larvae mining the leaves
of the hazel; the same larva had been found on

-

‘Jewry ivnu Loiomtar,‘ Mr. Wright; ' Roman I

hermaphrodites of Antkocharz's Cardami'ncs and
BATH/E ARIA at the "ALL of the PAllfTEgllxCgollllgflgg

Lo. 9 Little T nity Lane. City commences on MONDAY. June,
1 on‘ continues for One M0ntlI.—Adminsion Free from ‘I'm to

seven dxuly.

r. o. remiss, cler-k.

Papilio Machaon, the former captured near Lon
don, the latter from Whittlesea Mere; in both
specimens the right side of the insect was of the

female form, and the leﬁ side of the male form.

coverics, West Coker. Somerset.‘ Mr. Moore.
Tunas. Antiquaries. Bl.—-‘ Human Sacriﬁces mm
the Romans.‘
Dean of Christ Church; ‘ Un ublished
tiqunrius of

Bononius of ‘I‘reviso ’ Mr. Blac .

_

I

1m in’, sﬁfgfrooninn Lecture: ‘Coagulation oi the Blood.’
.

B

.

Royal Institution. 8.——‘ Geology,‘ Prof. Anstad.
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‘:1..
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the future, it was resolved that not more than

of the ivory in question, the ﬁfteenth century; the four works are to be allowed to be placed below
Descent of the Holy Ghost; Cruciﬁxion, and

Adoration of the Magi, a perfect work in art and

Hope sends several ﬁne oliplurnts, or carved ivory

Mr. Partridge was re-elected, for a term of
ﬁve years, Professor of Anatomy. Mr. Frith’s
explanation respecting the non-hanging of Mr.
J. Stirling’s picture, as conveyed to us by

THE Collection of Works of Ancient Art, which horns of various dates and styles; and together

the last-named gentleman in a letter from Mr.

FINE ARTS
+
EXHBITION 0F BCULP'I‘URES IN IVORY.

preservation. Mr. \Vebb is not less liberal in his
contributions; among them are two very curiously
carved book-covers, early sixteenth century. Mr.

the “ line," i. e. about seven feet from the ground;
this is to apply to members as well as outsiders.

has been for several years past provided by the with other interesting items, a “Peace-Dagger," Frith himself, is understood to have been dis uted.
Archaeological Institute, comprises this year, one or token of amity between Hercules D‘Este and So far was it from being the fault of Mr. rith,
of the best representative gatherings of sculptures the Republic of Venice, dated 1484, containing, that a picture, which is admitted by him-one of
in ivory it is possible to have. This collection is with other carvings suitable to the object of the
more complete than that of ecclesiastical vestments work, the arms of the Visconti and Colonna, as
or of enamels and works in niello. How much the guarantors of the pledges. Other contributors of
arts owe to the Institute may be known when it works of various dates are: Lord Amherst, Rev.
is recollected that its efforts aided, if they did not Fuller Russell, Rev. J. C. Jackson, Messrs. A.
originate, the idea of the great Loan Collection of ‘ Way, H. G. Bohn, Brett, E. Waterton, Wynne,
works of Art at the South Kensington Museum, Beresford Hope, Philips, \V. E. Gladstone, 0.
Morgan, A. Lewis, E. W. Cooke, Dunn Gardner,
to which we all owe so much.
The use of ivory has been fortunate to the arts; J. Henderson, Barraud, C. L. Mainwaring, Rolls,

the hangers-—to be worthy of a good place, was not
hung, that Mr. Knight, the Secretary, is reported

to have shown that the picture in question was
amongst the rejected works, and was never at the
disposal of the Hanging Committee at all. The
misunderstanding is a curious one; and we refer
to it solely on the ground of our having been the
channel through which Mr. Frith’s mistake-sup
posing it was a mistake, and that he is really in
error-was conveyed to the public.

specimens may be seen here of all dates, and from . R. J. Pritchett, R. Blackburne of Tunbridge
almost all climates, from the Nimrud lions, belong Wells, Canon Rock, the Hon. Mrs. Stapylton, the
Mr. Foley has been commissioned to execute
ing to Mr. Mayer, a carved (Greek) head of a Society of Antiquaries of Newcsstle, &c.
the Cambridge Memorial to the Prince Consort,—
tiger, remarkable for expression and precision of
It is in Mediseval works, as might be expected, a marble statue.
treatment, as well as sharpness of preservation. that the collection is richest; still there are here
It is proposed to restore, at a cost of 2401., the
Two remarkable Roman ivories of the second cen specimens of every era of Christian Art in ivory, ancient city cross at Winchester.—A new carved
tury, contributed by the Monmouthshire Anti and even consular diptychs, produced before oak pulpit is being placed in Lincoln Cathedral,
quaries’ Association, were found at that ancient Art had received the impress of Christianity; the constructed after designs by Mr. G. G. Scott.
station of the legions, probably the most western of like with indications of its effect, such as the Cross,
the Roman colonies, Caerleon-upon-Usk, a locality deﬁning the inﬂuence of the new religion, although
admirably illustrated in the recently published most of the works have an official and some an
‘ Isca Silurum.’ These represent a tragic mask, and Imperial character. Also diptychs, triptychs, paxes,
the ends of a casket. Almost all occidental classes of pyxes and cruciﬁxes of the times when Art existed
works in ivory are here represented, more or less only as the handmaid of Religion. Numerous

In treating so large an exhibition as that of the
Royal Academy, some noteworthy items of its

contents are sure to be overlooked. Such are those
we now brieﬂy notice. Laboratory of a French
Chemist (No. 8), by Mr. W. Linnig, is excellent in
tone and keeping, as well as character.-—A Hill

completely, from these ancient periods to those of specimens are brought together of the period when Sidc Flock (11), by Mr. F. W. Key], a landscape,
quite recent date and almost contemporary uses, Art had once more disseminated itself amongst the with sheep, has the opal-tinted distance careful]
and from parts of the globe as widely removed people, and found an aim and object in the produc studied, and the ﬂeeces well painted.—Mr. E. .
as Nineveh and ('aerleon. 0f Oriental works there tion of articles for secular use. Of this period are Poynter‘s Day-Dream (38), a young lady abstract
are not a few, embracing Japanese, Chinese, tankards, medallions, statuettes, articles for personal edly ﬁngering a pianoforte, is one of the best
Indian—a remarkable school-and Burmese, most adornment and domestic use. A casket of the painted and most expressive pictures in the rooms:
of which, being of uncertain date, we must exempt, eleventh century, belonging to Mr. T. G. Parry, very solid and strong-—Miu L. P. (42), a portrait
in the present state of our knowledge at least, from may be noted for its splendid top and side carvings. study, although crude in colouring and rather in
Mr. Webb sends a lovely sleeping ﬁgure of a boy, complete in form, does Mr. G. R. Chapman great
any attempted chronological arrangement.
The mass of the collection before us has been attributed to Fiamingo,-—Mr. Philips, of Cockspur credit for its solidity, and promises much of his
arranged chronologically, and thus illustrates the Street, a remarkably ﬁne
oup, said to be by feeling for expression and character.-~C¢mqucrtd,
history of the art in a very complete manner. G. Gibbons, of Adam and ve, and a large St. but not subdued (77), by Mr. T. Morten, a little girl,
Besides the examples above named, we may quote, Giovanni, vigorously designed. The same artist is put up for punishment, who sulks with her bread
as of interest, the famous Fejérvary Collection, represented in great force, and to great honour, and-butter, is crude, but full of character and
the property of Mr. Mayer, which he declined by the rare example, in ivory, of a medallion humour-Robinson Crusoe teaching his Par-rot to
to send to South Kensington, and is therefore of portrait of Sir Isaac Newton, alter a picture by Talk (92), Mr. J. D. Watson, has character, but
novel interest to us, although known wherever the Sir G. Kncller, the property of Mr. Brett. The is super-dextrous in execution.—An Autumnal
art of ivory sculpture is known. Here are the Chancellor of the Exchequer has contributed Evening (131), by Mr. V. Cole, the sun setting
beautiful consular diptychs of [Esculspius and largely, and, particularly, as follows: a statuette of behind trees on the edge of a high moorland, with
Hygeia, probably of the second cent
: that Christoat the Pillar; another of Louis the Four fern and gorse in front, is exactly what the artist
known as of the Emperor Philip the Arab, who teenth as Hercules, a very noteworthy example in so often paints with felicity, brightness and skill:
presided over the secular games, given in the year portraiture; a ﬁne ﬁgure, in wood, representing it is a little mannered-A Winter Scene (148) in a
Ad). 248, to commemorate the thousandth year of Labour (probably a St. Christopher); and an ela wood is very capitally painted, solid and well
Rome; this represents three seated ﬁgures as in borate piece of modern Greek work. Mr. 0. drawn, by Mr. R. Baden-Twilight, Autumn, on
the imperial “box” of an amphitheatrkbelow Morgan and others send snuff-graters of ivory: the way to Sandwich (127), by Mr. H. Williams,
are men holding shields and ﬁghting with stags, as from the action of rapping \vhich,—when it was scene over the watery ﬂats and sea-sands, the sun
in the arena. Contributed by the same are two desired to remove the grated tobacco that had setting, his rays streaming from behind a cloud, is
Byzantine drinking-cups (the authenticity of one fallen through,—the appellation Rapper probably very solid and true: this picture is inconsideratcly
of which, at least, has not been allowed to pass arose. Some of these are verybeautifullycarved, and hung at the top of the room-—The Moorland Edge
unquestioned); also a diptych representing the indicate a ﬁne state of the art at a time when almost (137), by Mr. J. Smetham, is rather rank and

Cruciﬁxion and the Ascension. A remarkable work every branch of sculpture was in anything but crude in colour, but potent enou h to promise
of the second Byzantine period, representing Christ a satisfactory position. Mr. E. \V. Cooke sends welL-Mr. F. Talfourd’s Margherita (95), a
enthroned, in a large and very broad manner, tes three medallion portraits, which had belonged to Sir young lady in a dress of white and black, is solidly
‘tiﬁes highly to the artistic excellence of that period ; Walter Scott, and were presented by him to Mr. painted; exuberant, it may be, in style, but far
the throne itself is very interesting in form, as Blore,—Mr. Dunn Gardner a beautifully carved from coarse, having an expression of gladness well
illustrating the furniture then in vogue. Of later spoon,—Mr. Barraud a large cruciﬁx, seventeenth rendered, and altogether so powerful, that we hope
'
more important from the painter,
date, are six tablets from a box of ﬁfteenth cen century,—Mr. C. L. Mainwaring a ﬁne tankard, to see som
tury Italian workmanship, evincing an early —Mr. Blackburne’s tenure horn, on silver feet, is who must do well if he will do heeclfully.—Mr‘s.
attempt at the antique manner, and two paxes, of very ﬁne. The collection will remain on view the D. Cooper‘s Fresh Gathered (2l2),—-study of ﬂow
the fourteenth century, representing the Dead whole of next week,—we trust longer. It is much to ers, is crisp and clear, but a little slaty and hard.
Christ and the Cruciﬁxion. Mr. Mayer‘s contribu be desired that something like a catalogue, even of —-In the Woods, Knowlc Park (348), by Mr.

tions comprise works of Egyptian, Greek, Roman, the most incomplete nature, of such collections as
and other styles. Mr. T. G. Parry's contributions this should be obtainable.
are numerous and valuable. Amongst them is a
Virgin and Child enthroned, attended by angels,
Furs-Am‘ GOSsIP.—Am0ng the results of the
French, ﬁfteenth century, a perfectly artistic work. General Meeting of Royal Academicians on Thurs
Again, in another, Christ is seen seated on a throne day evening last, is that Mr. Witherington accepts
placed upon a mound, attended by angels bearing the rank of Honorary Retired Academician;
the emblems of the Passion; as a piece of sculpture, following the examples of Messrs. Baily and
hardly surpassable. Also a beautiful diptych, hav Cockerell, who, after a life of usefulness and
‘ing for subjects the Ascension, quaintly showing service to the arts, leave the places they have
the feet and robe-edges of the rising ﬁgure above held so long for younger men to ﬁll. These
the heads of those below; the Betrayal of Christ; three gentlemen have resolved not to stand in
the Annimciation, and Virgin Sleeping, treated in the way of the advancement of other men. For

J. Knight, is a ﬁne rendering of the

t ser~

pent-like beeches of that place-Dead Swan,

&-c. (558), by Mr. W. Duﬂield, if a little cold in
colour, is large and solid in treatment,—the work
of an artist-Mr. E. N. Downard’s But by the

Way (816), sheep by a road-side, is rather hot in
the shadows, but singularly felicitous and broad in
colour: a happily-treated work-Mr. R. Tucker’s
chalk heads, portraits (754, 778), are ﬁnely and

soundly drawn.—VVe seldom see fruit
so
carefully or with such truth as by Mr. J. Sherrin:
Bough of Apples (776), exquisite in textures,
and Beauties of Kent (755), a similar Subject-—
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Miss R. Solomon’s Good Night (668), a boy kiss
ing his mother ere going to bed, is the best picture
she has painted, solid and aptly expressive.—In
Mr. T. Heaphy’s production, Kepler at Venice
mistaken for an Astrologer (696), there is much

that is estimable: see the fullness and brightness
of expression in the ladies' faces, who interrupt the
astronomer‘s observations, and a good deal of dash

in the execution that is at times happy ; but much
of these qualities is marred by mere glitter and
want of atmosphere in the picture.
A sale of pictures by old masters took place at
Messrs. Christie dc Manson’s on Saturday last.

Items and prices fetched by them were as follows :
— J. and A. Both, Rocky Landscape, halt of
cavaliers, 160 guineas (Issues, of Liverpool),—An
Italian Landscape, with peasants, mules and sheep,
near a pool, I33 guineas (Cox),—J. Both, "iew
on the Tiber, 106 guineas (Pearce),-K. du Jar
din, a Cavern Scene, a soldier, beggar and peasant
gambling, 190 guineas (Evans),—-W.Van derVelde,
Coast Scene at the mouth of a river, stranded man
of-war being caulked, boats, calm, ‘2121. (same),
Van der Heyden and A. Van der Velde, View of
a Dutch Town, the ﬁgures by the last, 105 guineas

(Bourne),—Rembrandt, Portrait of a Man in a
rich dress, with a black cap and a gold chain,
' ed, and dated 1646, 220 guineas (\Vhite),-M.
obbema, a \Vooded Landscape, peasants on a
road, 8.20., 315i. (Cox),-—Backhuyzen, A Sea View,
a man-of-war and ﬁshing-boats, 110 guineas (same),
——the same, in a stiiI' breeze, three ﬁgures on the
shore in front, 115 guineas (same),—Lingelback,
The Hay-Cart, 210 guinea-s (same),-—J. Ruysdael,
A Rustic Water-Mil], 111 guineas (same), ——N.

Bercham, Landscape, peasants milking cows and
goats, 175 guineas (Mainwaring),—-P.‘Vouvermans,

View before a Country Inn, 1261. (Cox),—Murillo,
St. Francis nursing the Infant Saviour, 165 guinea-s
(same),—Tintoretto, The Raising of Lazarus, and

Worshi of the Cali‘, both painted for the family
of Da
ula, in whose possession they have been
from 1570 to 1861, 110 and 100 guineas respectively
(Bourne). From Mr. Solly’s collection :~L. da
Vinci, St. Jerome at his Devotions, kneeling before
alarge cruciﬁx, which is placed on his crimson mantle
and raised on some volumes of the Scriptures; to
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JUNE nth-Mr. IIENRY LESLIE‘S CHOIR.—The DIREC
TOR’S BENEFIT.— Ht. James‘! HulL-Lrmrncns-Bhcrri
n,
“'ilbye Cooper, Lewis Th omus Arabella Gpddnrd, Charles i ails.
Madame Lcmmens will sing lilumenthals new Song, ‘A Day
Dream ‘and the Variations in‘ Les Diumansde is (‘ouronne.‘ Mr.
Lewis Thomas will sin Gounod‘! Cnnii uc, ‘Nazareth? Mada s
Arabella Goddard and Mr. Charles Iallo will play Mom s
Sonata in D, for Two Pinnofortcs. The Programme will_ineluds
Mcndelmohn's Psalm. ‘Judge me, O Lord ‘: LION“?! ' Ave
"crum '; and the following Compositions by llenry Lcslie:—Ncw
Trio, ‘ Love, gentle, holiqpure, ' Blow yo the Trumpet‘. and the

lini di Ferrara, Passage of the Red Sea, the well

‘horus from ‘IlolyroodJ-htalls, _6|.-,

Rooms, Hanover Square. THURSDAY EVENII G, June ll.—
Vocalists: Mdlle. Carlotta Patti, Mesdamrs \\ siss, lauru Baxter,
Mr. Weiss, and the West London Msdrhral Society. Instru
mentnlints: Messrs. I'ollitscr, N. Mon, “'ebb, l’aquc, (inns, and
Mr. J. F. Barnett-Tickets. 1m. 6d. and on. at the above Rooms;

of Mendelssohn's very diﬂicult Fantasia in r sharp‘

the principal Mnsiclcllcrs'; and of an. J. i‘. Barnett, :1, Breck

as one of a “ farewell" series, was held on Monday.
Like other men, an artist has every right “to do

nock Crescent. N.W.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION BU ILDING, South Ken
singiom-A GRAND MILITARY CONCERT, in AID of ".ILH.
the PRINCESS MARY FUND, for l‘mvidlnp Nurses for the
Inmates of the CAMBRIDGE ASYLUhLwiI be giysn in the
International Building, South Kensiugton lb)’ permission), on
SATURDAY, June 18. under the Immediate l'ntrpnn e of ill!
Iloyal Highness the Prince of Wales, llcr Royal lig nm the
Princess of Wales, ller Royal Highness the Duchess of Lumhridge
His Royal Highness the llukc of Cambridge, and Her Royu
Highness Princess Mary Adelaide. The Bands’ of the Household
lirrrndc, consisting of the First Life Guards the Second Life
Guards, Royal "one Guards (Bluu, the Grenadier Guards, (‘old
strcam Guurds,nnd the Scots I-‘usilicr Guards, will perform on
this oocnsion.—Admisslon, 5a.: Reserved Seats 7|. BrL: Tickets to
he obtained at Mr. Numn‘s Royal Library, St. .lamcs‘s Street; Mr.
Mitchell's Royal Library. Old Bond Street; lilr. \‘ esterton‘s Lil)‘
rary, Ht. George's Place, linightsbrid : Messrs. Kgithh l'rowsc‘s,
48, Chcapsidc ; and at Aultin's 'l‘irke Olﬁce, as. Piccadilly.

\VELSII NATIONAL MUSIC, m
bv United Choirs, accom
panied b'a Band of lin s.-A MO NlNG CONCERT to‘be
iven by ir. JOHN 'I'llO lAS iPcnccrdd Gwalia‘, at the ilAhO
'Eli. SQUARE ROOMS. on SATU RDAY, June iii. tocommcnee

at Three o'clock, with the kind assistance of the Members of the

__.__

and perfection of power as he should retire from
giving pleasure and instruction to the world of
amateurs and pianoforte'players.
Herr Pauer’s last Historical Concert was devoted.
to music by Murschhauser, Scarlatti, Rameau,
Handel, Sebastian Bach (this specimen was the
Concerto in the Italian style), Emmanuel Bach, a
Tocmta by Clementi, Mozart, a Beethoven Sonata,
Hummel's ‘ La Bella Capriociosa,’ Schubert, Men

delssohn, Schumann. It was closed by the tree.
mendous ‘ Hexamer0n,’— the variations on Bellini's
‘ Suoni la tromba,’ edited by Dr. Liszt.—In his pro
gramme Herr Pauer adverts, with pardonable com

we to complain of the violence and the vagueness
which tincture too much of modern German instru

l’ortmau Square, W.; and of all the principal Musicscllers.

HERR MOLIQUE’S ANNUAL (‘ONCEIIT will take place. at
the Hanover Square Rooms, FRIDAY MORNING, June iii.

JUNE Irind-BE.‘IILDICT‘ii CONCERT, under the immediate
l'zilruuuzj- of His lloynl Highness the Prince of Wales and Her
ll.~_\
l| lions tlu- l'rincess of Wales, Ht. Jumos's Hall. to com
I
luo ‘clock. The full Programme in afcw days. Im
mm m 1 .n~[|lu.mon (or the few rcmaminn Stalls is solicitsd.—At
the MusicPcllLrs‘, Austin's Ticket Oilios, 28, Piccadilly; and of
Mr. Benedict. 2, Manchester Square, \V.

HANOVER SQUARE RO0MS.—Mdllc.ELVIRA BE‘HRENS

~
MADAME LIND-GOLDSCHMI DT.~HAN DEL‘S CANTATA.
'—Mr. Mitchell respectfully announces, in answer to numerous
inquiries, that arran cmcnts have been made for a Second
Performance of Hun el's Cantata L‘Alle re and Il l’enseroso,

mental music. Curiously, the schcrzo in both (in Herr
Volkmann's Quartett in i tempo) was the least inten
esting movement, whereas, generally speaking, the
scherzo "comes out" the best-a certain appearance
of character being inherent in the form of it. The
ﬁnale of the Quartett pleased us by its animation

and rapidity.—-\Ve have purposely spoken of these
two works in company, to indicate the want which
ranges them, to our thinking, among compositions
of the second class. In both the ideas are distinct,
and many of them pleasing; in both the treatment
is judicious, showing a fair amount of constructive
science and ingenuity; but in neither is there such

which ‘will take place. at St. J’ames‘s nu Piccadilly on individuality as would make the transfer of any
WEDNESDAY Ei ENING, July 5. The Vocal llartnhy M

MUSICAL UNION.—TUESDAY, June 9 Hulﬁpust Three,
B_t_. James‘s Hall.-Qu_artett in C, Momrt: Révcric, icnxtcmpl,
Violin Solo' Duott in F. Piano and Violoncello, Beethoven:
guarteﬂ in I), Mendelssohn; ‘Piano Solos. Exccutanis: Leopold
ner from Pesth. ﬁrst time in England, Rios, Webb and Piattl.
Pianist, Hallo-Visitors’ Tickets, alf-a-Gulnra each, to be had
of (‘rumor a C0. ; Chap ii i Co. ; Ollivier A Co. ; Austin, at the
Hall ; and Ashdown b any. 18, Hanover 1 acre.

what he will with his own"; but no earthly reason‘
save this presents itself why one in such plenitude

placency, to the fact of his having played ninety
eight compositions during the series. The high
feeling for Art which can have prompted and car
Benedict and Mr. John 'l‘homaa-Sofa Stalls 15s., to'be h _ only ried through the necessary research on the part of
of Mr. John Thomas. 109, Great Portland Street, “1.; Tickets,
one so incessantly occupied as he is known to he
\ liulf-a-(iuinea, at all Musicsellcrl'.
cannot be over-estimated. It is his intention, he
AI’TOMMAS'B BARDIC I-‘ESTI"AL.—WELSH IRISH, and
says, to resume-nay, also to'extend—his concerts
SCOTTISH MELODIEH.—TUESDAY EVENING, June 16.
AssociatiomCon
of linrps Desmoiseiles l’srepu, Louisa next year.
1 Voml
"inning‘. Messent, E ith W nne, Eleanor Ward; Mean-s. Rel
1 ohardt, Yllhye Cooper,Lswi| ‘homas, Engel, Harrison, Isc. Con
Mum's. Ewer'a second concert of new music was
ductors, Messrs. Benedict, Arditland Frank Mori. Accompany
as interesting as its predecessor. Its principal fea
ists, Messrs. Ganz, llnrgitt and Archer.
tures were a Pianoforte Quartett by Herr Stiehl,
Mr. RUIIE‘S RECITAL of CLASSICAL and MODERN Op. 40. and a. StringedQuartett by Herr Volkmann,
, PIANOFORTE MUSIC, at the Hanover Square Rooms, on
THURSDAY, June 18,1“ Three o'clock. Vocalists: Mosdames
Op. 43. The numbers affixed to these compositions
Lemmms-Shcrringmn Quinton-Dolby, and Herr Rclchnrdt.
may be admitted as denoting some maturity on the
Conductor, Mr. Bencdiot.—licscrvcd Seats, HalI-a-Guinca awh;
I-umily Seats (Reserved Scatm, to admit Three, One Guinea: Uu~
part of their writers; in neither, at all events, have
reserved Nests, 5|. each; to be had of Mr. Kuhe, 17. York Place,

known example, presumed to be the largest by him,
engraved in Agincourt, 249 guineas (same), -—
Rubens, Portrait of Anne of Austria, 209i. (same). square.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

minor made evident.
M. Thalbu‘g‘s second Matinee, now announced

5 Vocal Association, the Royal Academy of Music. &c.—\'oeallsts:
‘ Miss Edith Wynne Silos Cyrnrul Madame Salmon-Dolby, Mr.
i \Vilbye Cooper. and Ir. Lewis Thomas. llnrpiltl: Messrs, J.
Ilalnir Chattcrton lllu ist to the ucenl,Wright, Cheshire, Trust,
‘ Lockwood, Wr-ippert, ir. John homas, to. Conductor:l Mr.

and llcrr FRANZ ABT have the honour to announce that their
CONCERT takes place on THURSDAY EVENING, June 98.
Assistedgy most eminent Artistes. Pull particulars will be dul
nnnonno .—Addrcss Mdlle. Bshrens, i3, Dorset/place, D

The whole produced 7,4101. 12s. 6d.

spoken, and in some detail of its most special
novelty-the singular and delicious duett from the

Shakspearian opera by M. Ber1ioz.-—-It remains,
then, to offer a word of sincere admiration on the
new and short introduction written by Dr. Bennett
Family Ticket for Four, 81s.; Balcony, 30.: Arcana. ; Admission,
1n.—Addison‘l, 910, Regent Street; Austin's Ticket Oilicc, as,
for the clever ‘Chasse' of Mr. Thomas, which is
Piccadilly; and all MusicscllL-rl.
as delicate as it is individual; and to say that the
Mr. Jv F. BARNETT‘S GRAND CONCERT. pocn‘l Concert concert-giver was playing his best, as his execution
Grand Duett and Fina

the right, a richly cultivated landscape, with build
ings, rocky mountains beyond; to the left, a dense
wood: from the Dominican convent Del Bosco,
near Bologna, I051. (Seguier),-—The Madonna and
Infant Christ, seated in a cavern; a bishop kneeling;
St. Jerome writing; behind the last, Joseph : for
merly in the Crivelli family at Milan, one of whom
is represented in the picture, 2091. (same),—Mazzo

Thomas‘s programme. The success of his concert
was, in every point of view, encouraging. Of most
of the unfamiliar music selected, however, we have

nine

Lind-Ooldschmidt,Mndame Lemmcns-Shcrringtonjiiss Lnsccllcs,
Mr. T. Montem Smith, and Mr. ‘V. II. Weiss. Band and Chorus
of ‘150 performers. Conductor, Mr. Otto Goldsohmidt.-Stnlls
(numbered and reservedl One Guinea; Reserved Seats (not

movement from one composition to the other musi
cally unpleasing or preposterous. It would be im

possible to place an adagio by Spohr after an allrg-ro
numbered), m. 041.: BMlI of the Area. and Guile . 5l.—3cats by Mendelssohn, so clearly deﬁned were their
will be appropriated aooordi
to priority of application. and respective manners. Without a style of his own, let
Tickets dsl vered on and after Ionday, June 29. MlRhQll‘l Royal

a composer be ever so clever, he is but one among
the many. That there is style even in arrangement
was proved in Dr. Liszt’s attractive transcript of
M3,. WALTER MACFARREN‘S MORNING CONCERT of
PIAhOI-‘ORTE MUSIC Hanover Square Rooms, June 6.
Coscswrs or was Warm-It cannot be re Herr Wagner’s ‘Spinnerlied,’—which, with n Siren
Artlsts: Miss Robcrtine Henderson, Madame Quinton-Dolby, .‘li. quired to say that Mr. Hallo‘: performance, at his
Fantasia by Mr. O‘Leary and a Violoncello Solo
Sainton, S1 nor Piatti and Mr. Walter .\iacfarrsn.-Rmrved
Seats, 101.
—1, Osnaburgh Street, N.W.
third Matinee, of Weber's Sonata in A ﬂat (that by Herr Volkmann, completed the instrumental
most
elegant,
bold
and
fanciful
of
its
composer's
portion of the concert. The pianist was Mr. Dann
MR. Ij‘REDERIC-K CHATTERTON (Harpist to Her late
Bo 'al }-I hneu the Duchess of Gloucester, and Courts of France solo works) could not have been exceeded. This reuther, who, young as he is, and only an importa
an Bel um) has the honour to announce his GRAND HARP
day
week,
too,
he
had
recourse-as
must
all
clas
tion
of yesterday, so to speak, has already taken a
OONCE T, at the HANOVER S UARE ROOMS, June s, at
Eight o'clock. The Orchestra of
arps commencing with the sical players, sooner or later, now that Beethoven
ﬁrm place among the best players on his instru
Pnnoc Consort‘! March. composed by Mr. Francis Chntterton,
has become a household word——to the library of ment; and who will remain, we may say, in London,
who will also
rform a new Fantasia und Ductt with his daugh
ter Madame
hrer Chstierton. and take part in a Selection of Clementi‘s music, choosing, however, his specimen
so decided has been his success. He wants but
Welsh
I Melodies,
assistedh
‘V t "igl‘illlgg,
L d Madrigal
Soci“C's-ice;
t .~
Artists:
Meldamcs
Psrcpii,thLeonid:
Ta lcr and
somewhat timidly—a well-known Sonata in c major. that which only time can add.-—~Miss Robertine
Messrs. Tennant, Montana Smith,Allen Irvi
an Weiss, Bohrur,
Henderson was singing better than we have heard
Kinllmark G. B. Allen-Stalls, 10s. 6d.; Tic cts 55. BI.’ to be There are a dozen besides-those in B, r sharp and G
hudtllM iSh 'tthIioo ; di‘hLh‘d
minor,—-the grand one in D minor, which forms the her; among other things, a Swiss song by Herr
a TI'IALBERG‘S‘FAIE‘I‘ELL scissors-s. rnanssao‘s second of the ‘ Didona ’ set,—the rhythmically sin Dessauer, ‘ Mary of the Oberland,’ which, like all
gular and delicate one in r major,—-that in B ﬂat, Herr Dessauer's music, is “distinguished,” (as they
THIRD MATINEE and last appearance but one will take lace
at the Hanover Br uare Rooms, on MONDAY, Juno 5. The
t with its elaborate cadenza inclusive—better worth
say in France) hackneyed though the pattern be.
Mntinée on Mon ay. June 15, to commence at Half-past Two being brought forward; especially since there no
The other singers were Mdlle. Behrens and Mr.
0‘ol0ck.-Stslls 2ls: Farni
Tickets, 3 Guineas; Unrsserved
Seats, I0‘. ed; to he had at a the principal Libraries; Aurtin‘s, longer exists any need of managing our musical
Lansmere.
Piccadil ; and of Mr. Fish, Hanover Square Rooms, where the
public with a view of sparing its digestive powers.
Among other concerts of interest must be men
Plan of t s Seats may be seen.
We duly noted the originality of Mr. Harold tioned that one given the other evening, with true
. ELLA, Director.
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brotherly sympathy, by Mr. Lea Summers, for the
beneﬁt of those, like himself, aﬁlicted with blind

ness.-Signor Vailati, a blind performer on the man
doline, is here, deserving the consideration ofall who
care for instruments of the kind played on by him.
Signor Vailati‘s instrument is not the most grateful
as to sound of its quaint family, but he masters it,
or, it might perhaps more precisely be said, caresses
.it, excellently well.

Madame Arabella Goddard performed Beetho
ven’s G major Concerto at the last Concert of the
Philhamzonic Society. Madame Lehmann, from
Stockholm, made her ﬁrst appearance there.--The
last Concert of the New Philharmonic Society had
a more varied programme than usual —- including

Spohr’s Symphony ‘ Irdisches und Giittliches in
Menschen Leben,’—Schumann’s Overture to ‘ Ge
noveva,’ — and Mendelssohn’s ‘ Serenade and

Allegro Giojoso,’ played by Mr. Halle.
To bring our list of concerts nearer completeness,
we may enumerate those of Herr Jansa and Miss
Fanny C'orﬁeld,-—also another of Mrs. John Mac
vfart-en's concert-lectures,—as having taken place.

OLrrrrm-Under the title of ‘The Ticket of
Leave Man,’ Mr. Tom Taylor has placed a new
drama, in four acts, on these boards, in which he
has endeavoured to correct the natural prejudices

of society against the returned convict.

He has

not exactly fairly stated the case, for his hero is an
innocent man, who has been unjustly accused, and
is, accordingly, more “sinned against than sin
ning." His drama, therefore, however cleverly con
structed, is no answer to the question, what is to
be done with the real criminal’! Society would
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Mr. Horace \Vigan as Hawkshaw, Miss Kate Sa ‘ Robert,’ at the Royal Italian Opera.—New York
ville as May Edwards, Mrs. Stephens as Mrs. journals announce that Miss Kellogg, whose name
Willo'ughby, Miss Raynham as her scapegrace son, appeared in Mr. Mapleson’s programme for the
Mr. R. Soutar as Mr. Green Jones, a foolish lisp season, is not coming this year.
ing young man, and Miss Hughes, as the ballet
A Festival of Parochial Choirs was the other
girl whom he marries, and who, adopting the name day held by the Salisbury Diocesan Association.
of Emily St. Evrcmond, sings a “ sensation" song, Eighty choirs, making up the ample number of
called ‘The Maniac‘s Tear,’—one and all, both fourteen hundred and ﬁfty voices, were brought
looked and acted the characters conﬁded to them together.—The ﬁrst meeting of the London Motett
with a completeness seldom realized on the stage. Choir was held on Wednesday.
Mr. Telbin, too, has supplied some very effective
The performances of the Marchesa Piccolomini
and appropriate scenery, and Mr. J. H. Tully the Gactani, for Mr. Lumley’s beneﬁt, are said to have
incidental music. At the fall of the curtain, all answered their object. The sprightly lady's voice,
the performers were summoned to the footlights, however, is not what it was.
Miss Alice and Miss Florence Phillips are en
and greeted with the unanimous approbation of the
gaged for this autumn's Festival of the Three
audience.
Choirs.
PnIscsss’s.-—Mr. George Vining has com
Some three years ago, at a Wiesbaden concert,
menced his management with spirit. Under the we heard Herr- Auer, and were satisﬁed as to his
name of ‘Court and Camp,I he has produced a
remarkable promise as a violinist. It is, therefore,
version of a melo-drama by M. Paul Meurice, with much pleasure that we see announced his arri
which was acted some years since at the Porte val in this country, to play at a coming concert of
Saint-Martin, and entitled ‘ Fanfan la Tulipe,’ and the Musical Union.—M. Lotto, another violinist of
appears himself in the character of the eccentric whose extraordinary executive powers our readers
hero, whom he has named Bibi. This man, who is have heard, is here.
totally uneducated, is selected by the Count Salviati
Never, we conceive, even in the somewhat ques
and the Duke dc Maurcpas to substitute the lost tionable days when England got the epithet of
heir of a noble killed in a duel, and also to com “ merry," were our countrymen so resolute to be
promise the character of the Countess Du Barri, amused, “ up-stairs, downstairs, and in my lady's

the mistress of Louis the Fifteenth (Miss Amy chamber,” as now. It is not that they are urged
Sedgwick). This bluﬂ', bold, honest fellow happens by the sight of princes and princesses moving
to be the friend and companion of the rightful heir, about among the treasures and pleasures of Art,

who under the name of Angela: is also in the army. with an excellently small cumber of etiquette and

play, we should reply, that he is not; for the

Bibi is determined to do the right thing with all
parties, and to defeat the purposes of the rascally
Count and Duke. In carrying out his plan he en
counters innumerable dangers, caused principally
by the treachery of his courtly employers, who

author has drawn this individual as hardened and

would sacriﬁce him in the service of the camp; but amount of amateur industry and entertainment

know whether he is to be trusted. If we are to
judge from the character of James Dalton in the

impenitent, necessarily, on account of the circum by his courage and straightforward conduct he
stances which invariably and effectually prevent contrives to checkmate them at every turn, until
his return to honest life. This man, ﬁnding it the last, when Marshal Same comes to his aid, and
impossible to re-enter the ranks of respectability, delivers him from the impending peril. Some part
makes up his mind to his destiny, and under of his conduct having proved mysterious to his
various aliases employs himself proﬁtably in the friend Angelus, an angry scene takes place, in
practices of fraud. Having seduced a Lancashire which a young actor (Mr. J. P. ivarde) sustains
young man into the dissipations of London life, and his part with great force and spirit. One of the
reduced him to a penniless condition, he next most striking assumptions was that of Marshal
tempts him to change a forged 20!. note at a Saxe, by Mr. H. Marston, who played it with
tobacconist‘s shop, for which almost immediately dignity and determination. That, however, which
afterwards he is taken into custody by a detective. will most conduce to the success of this piece is its
Brierly (for that is the name of the youth) serves scenery and machinery, which have been painted
his four years at Portland, and for his good con and contrived byMr. F. Lloyds, and are exceedingly
duct obtains his ticket-of-leave. On his return, he picturesque and clever. The explosion of the Law
visits one May Edwards, a street-singer, to whom feld Mill, at the end of the second act, and the
he had given in charity two sovereigns out of the arrangement of the Watteau féte in the third, are
proceeds of the forged note, a right-hearted wench, both highly creditable to the artist, and will, we
whose correspondence has operated with him as a

think, prove attractive.

motive for his redemption, and who has used her
small capital to great advantage and is thus enabled
to live in very decent lodgings. These are kept
by Mrs. Witloughby, a talkative landlady, from
whose confused jargon he learns that she was

the wife of the tobacconist who had changed the
forged note, and suffered ruin in consequence. Just
that sum he has saved from his overwork at Port
land, and he sends the twenty pounds to her anony
mously, “in discharge of an old debt." Employed,
by the recommendation of May Edwards, in the
service of Mr. Gibson, a bill-broker, Brierly is in

the fair way of recovering his position in life, when
the fence-keeper, Matter More, the manufacturer of
the forged note, denounces him as a returned con
vict to his employer, and thus secures his discharge.

Both Moss and Dalton are determined that Brierly
shall not return to that society from which they

are themselves shut out, and so dodge his where
abouts that he cannot get employment even as a
navvy. Having reduced him to despair, they solicit
him to join them in a burglary on Gibson‘s pre
mises, to which he accedes, but contrives to send
notice to the former by Hawkshaw. The thieves
are taken in the act, and Brierly, though wounded
in the conﬂict that follows, beneﬁts by the oppor

tunity of thus showing that he is still an honest
man. Mr. Taylor has been extremely fortunate in
his actors. Every character, without exception,
is well played. Mr. H. Neville as the hero, Mr.
Atkins as Dalton, Mr. G. Vincent as Melter Moss,

parade ;—but in every class of society there is a
determination to make and take holiday in one
form or other, the existence of which, only a quar

ter of a century since, would have been represented
and protested against as impossible.--Look at the
now to be found in the worlds of painting, music

and drama. There is no taking up a journal, at
the time being, without being “ avised" of volun
teer theatricals, — the managers of which can
engage a sprightly Irish noblewoman to dance

a jig, as part of the balIet,—-of amateur concerts,
where an Earl's daughter, strong enough as a
pianist to deal with Mendelssohn’s music, can
appear without discredit to her order. There were
such “ unbendings,” it is true, in the days of
Strawberry Horace, when the Ilchester-s and Ailee
burys and Waldegraves acted plays, before, and,
what is more, with the aid of-royal personsges. But
those manifestations were limited to a small circle;
whereas, to-day, they are used frankly to bring the
different classes of society together and to encou
rage that minute study of and close sympathy
with Art, which must bear one golden fruit,—an

increase of intelligent appreciation, and with this,
of liberal patronage.

Musical. AND Dnaararrc GOSBIP.—If there were

The Opéra Comique of Paris promises us for the

no other than opera-music this year, it would not autumn and winter season, M. Auber‘s ‘ Fiancee
be possible to report on that point by point and du Roi de Garbo,’ M. Gevaert’s ‘Capitaine Hen
week by week, save in a journal exclusively riot,’ M. Maillart's ‘Lara,’ M. Massé's ‘Peru
operatic :—-so rapid are the changes of performance, vienne,’ M. David’s ‘Her-mine,’ and M. von Flo
so numerous and of unequal value are the new tow’s ‘Nnit des Dupes.‘
candidates for favour at the rival theatres. Nothing ‘ M. Léon Escudier, long connected with La.
is possible for the resent moment beyond recording France Musicale, is about to publish his “ Recol
that a new bass, Signor Fricca, a German with an lections.”
Italianized name (says the Homing Post), has
Gluck‘s ‘ Orfeo’ is about to be produced in New
appeared for Mr. Mapleson in ‘Les Huguenots,’ York, with Madame "estvali in the principal cha
—that Signor Baragli has not fulﬁlled expectation, racter.
A meeting of Orphéonistes was the other day
-—-that a Signora Lustrana sang the other evening
for Madame Nantier-Didie'e, in ‘ll Trovatore.‘ held in the old Southern-French town of A gen.
Olten, in Switzerland, on the 3rd of May, saw
There would seem such a thing as “ a run of luck ”
in theatres as well as in gambling-houses. At the birth of an oratorio (‘Q-‘Helgi and Kara,’ by
present Fortune seems against contralto singers, Herr Edward Munzinger.
The sensible leading musicians of Brussels (50
no artist having that voice at all striking or even
up to the average mark, having presented herself we must esteem them), MM. Fétis, Daussoigne
Méhul,
Bliies, Mabillon, Hanssens, Bender and
since Mdlle. Barbara Marchisio.—0n the appear
ances of Mdlle. Artot, in ‘ La Traviata,’ and Samuel, have sent in a Report to the Government
Mdlle. Patti, in ‘La Gma,‘ we shall report in a on the question of pitch, announcing it to be their
column to come-The latter lady, the other even unanimous judgment that the diapason ought not
ing, surprised her greatest admirers, by dramatic to be lowered.
The papers tell us that M. Feclrter and Mr.
power hitherto unsuspected, put forth by her in
‘ Il Trovatore.’--Mr. Mapleson‘s cast of ‘Faust’ Phelps have parted company on the trouhlous sub
is as follows ;—Margarct, Mdlle. Titiens ; Faust, ject of the Ghost in ‘Hamlet,’ and that (to use
Signor Giuglini; Mephistopheles, M.Gassier; Valen the particularly new phrase) “the gentlemen of the
tine, Mr. Santley.-—M. Obin has arrived, and is to long robe” are likely to have something to say in
make his appearance this day week, as Bertram, in the matter.
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tion of shade or tone; for the lithographic ink used,
of which the main ingredient is pure carbon, is,
like the carbonized ink of some of the ancient
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minute error is not cumulative, and can be estim
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equals of its kind; that, taken by itself, supplies
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minute a deviation would, even if appreciable, be pression of an aggregate which includes somewhere
of no consequence. It would not be admissible to or other all the information generally required upon
detail here the modes and manipulation of these every conceivable topic. A good Encyclopedia, as
novel appliances of photography, which afford to every one knows, is a compendious library; and
all the learned professions, as well as the workers in though students may require further information
every employment, useful and ornamental, advan upon some points than its summaries contain, oven
tages as widely diﬂ'used as the very light which is students will be surprised in this instance to ﬁnd
their intervenient instrument ; but the manipulation the materials at their disposal when they once adopt
is not so diﬁcult, nor the materials so expensive, as the habit of resorting to its pages. For all prac
to prevent the practice of photo-zincography and tical purposes a large proportion of the articles may
photo-papyrography even by lady amateurs, who be said to be exhaustive; they are accurate to a
would wish to urnish their drawing-rooms with degree which will strike even those who know what
facsimiles of objects of rare beauty and elegance, pains have been taken to render them so; and, as
whether the originals be the productions of their they are concise as well asfull, every column being

own talent, or gathered from the kinlgld 0m‘ of rammed like a sky-rocket, the owner has a reser
Nature and of Art.
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voir out of all proportion to the library-shelves it
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Adventures and Researches among the Andaman

Islanders. ByFredericJ.Mouat,M.D. (Hurst
& Blackett.)
In modern criticism has reduced records
thou ht to be historical to the level of myths,
knoc ed down the Roman kings like nine
pins, and left William Tell hardly any other

existence than the short-lived one he enjoys
in Sheridan Knowles’s and Schiller’s lays
or in Rossini's opera, it has on the other and ‘
raised accounts which generations have re
garded as mere ﬁction to the dignity of his

to . Our ancestors would never have dreamt
of coking for real facts into the pages of the
‘Arabian Nights’ Entertainments,’ yet nothing
would seem more natural than to search for his
torical snbstrata in a book which contains so
faithful and vivid an account of Oriental life
that a Frank on ﬁrst visiting the East feels more
at home than in any other foreign country,
though everything around him is seen for the
ﬁrst time. The charming ictures Scheherazade
has painted pass before 'm in real ﬂesh and
blood. He feels almost tempted to ask what
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mans,——a grou of islands situated in the Bay
of Bengal, on t e very high road of commerce,
but of the inhabitants of which we know less
than of almost any other people under the sun.
One day, when Sindbad was at open sea, a tre
mendous tempest, probably a cyclone, sprang
up, which lasted for several days, and drove his
ship “ near an island, which the ca tain would
gladly have been excused from touc ing at, but
we were obliged to cast anchor. The captain
told us that this, as well as some of the
neighbouring isles, was inhabited by hairy
savages, who would come to attack us. That
although they were only dwarfs, we must not
attempt to make any resistance; for as their
number was inconceivable, if we should happen
to kill one they would ur upon us like locusts
and destroy us. . . . .
e were soon convinced
that the Captain had spoken the truth. We saw
comin towards us an innumerable multitude
of hi( eous savages, entirely covered with 'red
hair, and about two feet high. They threw them~
selves into the sea and swamto the ship, which
they soon completely encompassed. . . . . They

Sometimes he would hold it aloﬁ, poising it in his
uplifted hand, as if with the intention of hurling it

with unernng and deadly aim at the ﬁrst who
‘ dared to approach the shore of his native island.

At length, in a paroxysm of well-acted fury, he
dashed boldly into the water, boiling and seething
around him as it broke in great billows on the
beach, and on the rocks by which it was defended,
and ﬁxing an arrow in his bow he shot it 05 in the
direction of the steamer, as if that were the arch

enerny that had provoked his bellicose fury. " * *
But meanwhile what was doing on the sandy
beach, where the other party of natives were col
‘ lected? Them was evidently some performance of
a very diﬂ‘erent description in the course of enact
ment there, the nature of which, when we became
aware of it, fully accounted for the remarkable
heroic antics of the warrior on the reef. A timid

knot of frightened females, as destitute of any
respectable patch of clothing as their male pro

‘ tectors, ran to and fro in helpless, hopeless alarm.
They evidently did not know what to do, as, with
those signiﬁcant gestures in which untutored
savages so often indulge, they expressed more

plainly and impressively than they could have done

by language-even if it were intelligible to us—
the anxiety and terror by which they were pos
with so much swiftness and agility that their sessed. ‘ " " Their complexions were as black as
feet scarcely seemed to touch them, and soon soot could make those of our Ethiopian minstrels
reached the deck. They unfurled the sails, cut at home. Their small dwarfish ﬁgures were hard
and angular, and their general contour the very
has become of all the characters she has made the cable from the anchor, and after dragging reverse of graceful. ' " ‘ Their heads were per
him familiar with, of the talkative Barber, the ship to shore obl' ed us to disembark; haps the best part about them. They were certainly
Morgana, and Sindbad. Does the Old Sailor still after this they conveye us to another island, small, bullet-like appendages, but they are not
spin yarns out of the inexhaustible materials of from whence they had come.” He then goes on otherwise ill-formed. The fact that they were entirely
his seven voy es 1 Does his back still ache from to say—we quote the opular version of the destitute of that natural ornament which has a
carryin the id Man of the Seal Were the Arabian Nights—that the pigmies took them graceful appearance even when the phrenological
so—calle precious stones as common as black into the presence of a giant, who, after exa development is far from being what the professors
berries in one place real jewels, or did they turn mining their bodily condition, found only the of Spurzheim’s ‘mental science’ call beautiful,
out pebbles after all? What allowance has to be Captain fat enough for eating. The others were namely, an abundant head of hair, or even any hair
allowed to rave about freely till they had at all, did not at all tend to make their other

made in acce ting his account of that gigantic
bird, the T00. Was he only gnlling us—sa.ilors
have done such things-when he told us of
savages who fattened the shipwrecked mariners
and then ate them? \Ve can believe a good deal,
knowing that Malayan pirates will and did
employ captives, like asses, to carry them on
their backs, that Ceylon is famous for the abund
ance of its precious stones, and that in the island

of Madagascarfossil

sof such dimensions have

been discovered that indbad's roc maynot have
been without its prototype in nature. But with
regard to the fattening of the shipwrecked by
man-eaters, we feel ourselves very nearly in
the position of the old grandmother, who, after
fully believing in the temples of gold and dia
monds and other wonderful things described by
her seafaring grandson, indignantly protested

against being expected to ut faith in his ac
counts of the flying ﬁsh. et the existence of
the ﬂying ﬁsh is a fact, and so are the main
features of Sindbad's yarns. That sailor seems
to have lived about the ei hth century; and
the account of his remarkab e voya es, though
best known to us in what maybe ca ed a popu
larized formin the ‘Thousand-and-one Nights,’
constitutes a distinct and separate work in
Arabic, a translation of which into French was
made by M. Lan les, and published in Paris in
1814. Baron W’ ckenaer bad the merit of ﬁrst
calling attention to the real importance of this
singular collection of voyages in a geo phical
point of view, and claiming for it a veg: equal
to the narrative of Soliman and Abu Said,
the former of whom, robably, was a contem

began to climb the sides and ropes of the vessel

improved, and were one after another intro

defects less perceptible. The red ochre with which

bald occiputs were daubed was no doubt
duced to the spit,—only a few, Sindbad amongst their
meant as an ornament, but we cannot recormnerrdv
the number, saving themselves by ﬂight on
hastily-constructed rafts.
Even in this highl —coloured version we re
cognize the chief pecu ‘critics of the Mincopic,
or Andaman Islanders. They may truly be
termed pigmies or dwarfs, being on an average,
when fully grown, only four feet ﬁve inches in
height, and weighin about 76 lb. They are
certainly a most ugy race, and though not
covered entirely with red hair, as stated b
Sindbad, they paint themselves all over wit
a mixture made of oil and red ochre. Their
agility and nimbleness are incredible,—their
swiftness of foot surpassing belief; whilst their
hostility to strangersis aﬂirmed by all who have
ventured on their shores :—
“As the cutters neafed the part of the shore
where they had stationed themselves (says Dr.
Mount), and they clearly perceived that we were
making preparations to land, their excitement was
such that they appeared as if they had suddenly
become frantic. They seemed to lose that restraint
and self-control which it is the pride of the savage

to exhibit in time of danger, and jumped and
yelled like so many demons let loose from the bot
tnmless pit, or as if there had been a Bedlam in
that locality, and they the most unmanageable of
its frantic inmates. Their manner was that of men
determined and formidable in the midst of all their
excitement. They brandished their bows in our

direction, they menaced us with their arrows, said
by common report—-so often a liar-to be poisoned,

it as an article of the toilette, for it only rendered
their appearance more repulsive.”

Both sexes have no other clothing than a
thick covering of soft mud, which is put on
regularly every evening, to protect them against
the bites of the mosquitoes, ticks, and other
tormentors abounding in their islands. No sort

of garment is provided for newly-born babes.
If it should min, however, while the party to
which the mother belongs are on a march, a few
leaves are collected and rudely stitched together

by thread obtained from ratan. The leaves of
which the covering is made as well as the cover
ing itself are called Kapa,~—a word, we would
remark, which under various forms occurs
throughout Polynesia, and signiﬁes cloth, gar

ment, covering, thatch. The Mincopie lead'a
migratory life, keeping chieﬂy near the coasts
of their thickly-wooded islands, where the sea
yields them a never-failing supp] of turtles,
oysters, mussels, and ﬁsh. They do not seem
to cultivate anything, and eat only such
fruits as are the spontaneous produce of their
country. Their architecture is of the most
primitive description. A few sticks put into the
ground and covered with the gigantic leaves of
palms constitute their houses. But they devote
more time and ingenuity to the construction of
canoes from the trunks of trees.
“The buoyancy of these boats, when they are

exhibiting, by every possible contortion of savage. well constructed and carefully ﬁnished, is remark
pantomime, their hostile determination. To use a able. They ﬂoat lightly on the top of the waves,
nrco Polo and Bruce, gets brighter and common vulgar expression of some of the seamen, and, unless they have received some injury, it is
they seemed to have made their minds up to ‘ chaw considered almost impossible to sink them. We
brighter the further research is pushed.
Mr. R. H. Major, in his Introduction to us all up.’ One man, who stood prominently out sometimes made the attempt, but never succeeded.
the others, and who seemed to direct their We ﬁred at them repeatedly when at Port Mouat
‘India in the Fifteenth Century,’ one of the from
movements, was, to the best of our judgment, their —which may be regarded as a sort of Andaman
publications of our Hakluyt Society, has 'ven chief. The spear which he ﬂourished incessantly Pembroke yard, where a. ﬂeet of Mincopie men-of

p’prary of Sindbad, w ose fame, like that of

a summary of what in 1857 was thong t of
Sindbad‘s exploits. In his third voyage the rest

less sailor issnpposed to have visited the Anda

was terminated by a bright, ﬂat, pointed head,

war were lying in every stage of preparation-but

which gleamed with ﬂashes of light, as, circling
rapidly in the air, it reﬂected the rays of the sun.

they still ﬂoated with as great ease and buoyancy
as ever. They would make most excellent life-boats,
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such, we believe as have never yet been constructed The Nicobarians, inhabiting some islands about nnd, as soon as they had got on board, they
by any of our most experienced boat-builders. seventy miles or so farther south, put their dead steamed away from the Reef Island on their
When the Mincopie go to sea in them, they attach in a bundle and bury them under trees. Once a return to Calcutta. After this sad parting nothing
to some
of the boat an outrigger, in some year the inhabitants of a village carry one of their was ever seen or heard of our captive again.
respects resembling that which the Cingalese ﬁsher dead relations round its precincts until the body Alas, poor Jack!”
men attach to their boats. The use of this out drops to pieces. It is a curious fact that the sling
Dr. Mouat's book rather increases than satis
rigger must be a thing of comparatively recent ing of the husband's skull round the neck of the ﬁes our curiosity as to the pigmies of the Anda
practice among the Mincopie, for no former writers, widow is also a custom prevalent among the natives man Islands. Whilst forming a most important
who have given any account of them and therr of Terra del Fuego.”
and valuable contribution to ethnology, it will
customs, ever alludeto them. Hence many surmises
The origin of these singular islanders is
have been formed as to the origin among them of wrapped in the greatest obscurity; the belief be read with interest by the general reader.
this useful adjunct to their boats. But none that they were descended from a body of ship
appeared to me so probable as that which has wrecked Portuguese slaves, and that their hos
Gleanings from Westminster Abbey. By G. G.
occurred to my own mind, which easily accounts
Scott, RA. Second Edition, considerably
for its sudden adoption. During one of the mon tility to strangers found a ready ex lanation
enlarged. (J. H. 8: J. Parker.)
soons, a Cingalese outrigger boat may have been in their having at one time been in cgrading
overtaken by the storm before it could return to bondage, is pretty well exploded. But whether “That you will take none other sepulchre than
ort, and being drifted with the currents of the they are an aboriginal race, as Professor Owen mine, and that you will lie by my side in the
ndian Ocean, from the power of which its crew is inclined to think, or related to the Papuan abbey at \Vestminstcr,” were the last words of
must have found it impossible to escape, it may or some other dark-skinned races is still an Philippa the Beloved to Edward the Third.
have been drifted onward at the mercy of the open question, to the solution of which Dr. How many of us that walk by the graves of these
current, until it was, in all probability, stranded on Mouat’s ‘Adventures and Researches among two think of the tenderness of the farewell? we
the sandy beach of one of the Andaman Islands. the Andaman Islanders ’ furnish valuable know the prayer was granted; in seven years
On being observed by the nativm, it may have materials.
they met again, and the piety of ﬁve centuries
been attacked by them, taken possession of, and
It may not be generally known that towards
paddled to one of their small natural, land-locked the end of last century the Indian Government has spared their tombs, no hands having lifted
the lids. These words alone are enough to
harbours, where, on examining it, they would at
once he struck by the peculiarities of its construc established a convict settlement in the Anda render sacred the Abbey that surrounds the
man Islands, but that in 1796, on account of
we of her whose entrance into it Froissart
»tion, which they would endeavour to imitate.”
the great mortality amongst the prisoners, the
escribes in words no En lishman cu ht to be
We do not think that Dr. Mouat’s surmise settlement was given up. A few ears ago the ignorant of as part of t e history 0 a place
.res ecting the origin of the outrigger is the scheme was revived, and when a India was holding so much glorious dust. Lord Berners,
rig t one. The Mincopie canoe, as re resented in rebellion, and the fate of Lucknow trembled as usual, renders the passage best :—
in one of his plates, is quite unlike the ingalese, in the balance, the author was despatched by
“There fell in Englande a heuy case and a
.and closely resembles the canoes we find in the Lord Canning to explore the islands once more, comon; howbeit it was right pyteouse for the
Fijian and other islands inhabited by the Pa with the view of finding suitable sites for such kyng, his chyldren, and all his realme. For the
puan race. In the Cingalese canoe the pieces a settlement. Accompanied by a French photo good Quene of Englande, that so many good dedes
connecting the body of the canoe with the out grapher, of whose productions we should like had done in her tyme, and so many knights socoured,
rigger are bow-shaped and directly attached to to have seen a few more in this book, Dr. Mount and ladyes and damsels comforted, and had so
the outri ger, whilst in the Mincopie and Papuan and his part made a survey of the whole group, largely departed of her goodes to her people, and
canoes, t e piece alluded to--we know no and finally xed upon Old Harbour, as the most naturlly loued always the nacyon of Heynaulte,
English term for it-is quite straight, and hence suitable spot for the purpose of a settlement. the oountrey where she was home. She fell sicke
in the castell of \Vyndsore, the which sickeness
three additional pieces of wood are necessary, Their intercourse with the natives was most un contynewed on her so longs that there was no
which, tripod like, are inserted in the outrigger, satisfactory. Generally the Andamans greeted mnedye but dcthe. And the good lady, whanne
and to whlch the poles are secured with strings. their visitors with a dischar e of arrows, and she knows and perceyued that there was with her
The difference, easily understood by comparing then disappeared in the woo s. Nobody could no remedye but dethe, she desyred to spoke with
models or drawings, is an essential one. The. follow them, their swiftness of foot being the kynge her husbande. And whan he was before
Cingalese plan is the most simple and at the extraordinary, and their running over the her she put out of her beddc her right hands, _and
same time the most safe, there bein a direct entangled roots of the mangrove swamps a toke the kynge by his right bands, who was right
connexion between the body of t e canoe feat which no one could hope to imitate. sorowfull at his hert. Then she sayd, ‘Sir, we have
and the outrigger, and little danger of its Dr. Mouat’s party, in self-defence, were obliged in peace, joys and great prosperyte used all our
Sir, me
nowthre
I pray,
at our The
departyng,
will grant
desyres.‘
kyng
etting loose, whilst in the Mincopie and to ﬁre upon them, and they succeeded in tthis];eyetoguyer.
' apuan handiwork exactly the reverse is the capturing a native boy, who was taken to
right sorowfully wepynge, sayd, ‘ Madame, desyre
case.
Calcutta, where he became the lion of the sea what ye will, I graunt it.'—‘ Sir,' sayd she, ‘I
Nothing has been learnt, as yet, respecting son, and collected such crowds around Dr. requyre you, ﬁrste of all, that all maner of people,
'the religion of the Mincopies, and it has been Mouat’s house, that it was found necessary to such as I haue daultwitball intheir merchaundyse,
supposed that they are entirely without any; dress up a lay ﬁgure, and place it at some on this syde the see or beyond, that it may please
'but we cannot accept the absence of idols as a other house ; a trick roving effectual till you to pay euery things that I owe to theym, or
roof of this conclusion, knowing that several discovered by the crowd? The boy, to whom to any other. And, secondly, Sir, all such ordy
apuan tribes characterized by the same de the sailors had given the name of Jack, was naunces and promyses as I haue made to the
ﬁciency, believe in a Supreme Being and the very docile and became a great favourite; but churches, as well of this eountrey as beyond
immortality of the soul; and until we shall Dr. Mouat’s black servants could never become the see, whereas I haue hadde my deuocyn, and
' know more of the inner life and language of reconciled to him, fancying that he was a can that it maye please you to accomplyeshe, and to
fulfyll the same. Thirdely, Sir, I requyre you that

" the Andaman Islanders, it would be premature

nibal like the rest of his nation; but for which
it may please you to take none other sepulture,

-to indorse the conjecture respecting their want
' .of religion:—
“When a member of any of their communities
--dies, the Mincopie make little if any demonstra

infatuation, as the author remarks, there is no
direct roof. Jack, however, though receiving
much indness, did not thrive, and his return
to the Andaman Islands was resolved upon :—
tion of grief. There is neither weeping, nor wail
"He was at ﬁrst conveyed ashore in the clothes
ing, nor g-nashing of teeth. The bod of the he usually were at Calcutta, but the reflection
dead man, while still ﬂexible, is tied tig t to the immediately occurred to those in whose charge he

whansoeuvre it maye lease God to call you out of
thys transytorie lyfe, ut besyde me in Westmyn
stre.’ The kynge, all wepynge, sayde, ‘Madame,
I graunt all your desyre.’ Than the good lady and
queue made on her the signs of the crease, and
commaunded the kynge her husbands to God, and

knees, and then buried infan upright position. was, that in that condition it might not be possible
After decay has gone on for some time, and the for any of the natives to recognize him. He was
body is almost entirely decomposed, it is again dug therefore stripped, with his own consent, and left
up, and each relation ap opriating any bone of the naked on the shore, a condition to which he had

the whiche I beleue surely the holy angels recyued

deceased he may be ab 6 to obtain, they all com

been accustomed all his life, except during the

mence howling over it, although so long a period short period of his sojourn at Calcutta. ‘ ‘ He
has elapsed since the death of their relative. If he took an affectionate leave of all who had accom
vwas a married man, the widow obtains his kull, panied him, appearing very dejected and low. The
which she suspends by a cord round her neck, crew of the boat were very unwilling to leave him
-carrying it about as a lugubrious kind of ornament, behind, and were it not that they believed it was
which, for the remaining period of her natural life, for the beneﬁt of his health, they would not have

is considered as a manifestation of the affection done it, so lonely and sad did the
with which she regarded her deceased husband. appear. After taking a last farewell,
But this outward display is the only way in which out to the ship, gradually losing sight
they are really faithful to the memory of the dead. standing silent and melancholy in the

her youngest son, Thomas, who was there besyde
her. And, anone, after, she yelded the sprryte,
with great ioy up to heuen, for in all her life she
dyd neyther in thought nor dede thyng w ereby
to less her soul, as ferr as any creature coulde
knowe. ' " She was the moste gentyll queue,
moost lyberall and moost courtesse that euer was
queue in her daye.”

We may add the above to Mr. Burges's
account of the tomb of Queen Philippa. If we

poor fellow go from it a little further round the ambulatory
they rowed to the tomb of Edward the First, about which
of him, still the author tells all that is known, another idea
same place; may be gained of a time men style barbarous,
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Gothic, and what not, but which was earnest reign of Anne, did not destroy the whole of
above almost all times. The stark, square sar this admirable relic.
To the antiquary the chapter on the Retabu
cophagus of Edward is in kee ing with the
man whose bones it holds, an about whose lum, so fortunately discovered by Mr. Blore, has
disposal of his own bones we learn thus much: high interest. Whether this admirable specimen
“When he perceived he could not recover, he
called to him his eldest son, who was afterwards
king, and made him swear, in presence of all his
barons, by the Saints, that so soon as he should be

dead, he would have his body boiled in a large
cauldron, until the ﬂesh should be separated from
the bones, and that he would have the flesh buried

and the bones preserved; and that every time the
Sc'ots should rebel against him, he would summon
his people, and carry with him the bones of his
father, for he believed most ﬁrmly that so long as
his bones should be carried against the Scots, those
Scots would never be victorious. His son, however,
did not fulﬁl what he had sworn, but had his father
carried to London and buried-for which much
evil befell him, as you have before heard."

Had Edward the Second been the man to
kee

this erie oath, the history of Scotland

of Middle-Age art be a retabulum at all, still
less one intended to go at the back of the high
altar, may be doubted. It might have been a
frontal for the last, or one of the sides of St.
Edward's shrine itself; certainly it is one of the
most beautiful works of its kind in existence,
and has engaged the attention of allantiquaries
and writers on the histo
of Art since the
time of its discovery. M. iollet-le—Duc claims
it for French work, but gives no satisfactory
reasons for so doing. It is a painting upon
oak panels, enriched with imitation jewels,
enamels, gilding and diapers of the richest
character. It has ﬁve compartments; 1, in the
centre, a sort of triptych or space divided in
three by highly-enriched shafts that sustain a.
canopy of tabernacle work in three sections.

mig t have read another way, and both nations The central space of this is ﬁlled with a. picture
escaped the Stuarts.
of the Saviour as Creator; in the right and left
The mass of Mr. Scott’s additions consists of sides of this are, respectively, ﬁgures of the
pa ers by Mr. Burgcs.
Virgin and St. John,—-not as we ﬁnd stated in
e collect from Mr. Burges’s account much Sir C. Eastlake’s ‘Materials for a History of
of interest respecting the iron-work of the
Abbey. Thus, that which originally surrounded
the tomb of Queen Philippa came from St.
Paul's, “being bought by the King for 401.,
paid by his own hands for an iron tomb lately
existing above the tomb of the Venerable Father
Michael, late Bishop of London, without the
west porch of the same church." The lain sar

cophagus of Edward the First was,unti quite re
cently, inclosed in an iron railing: this is shown
in Dart’s book, and had heads (busts) attached
to it, which were declared, probably without
good reason, to be portraits of the King. No
doubt this iron-work was covered with a gor
geous pail, the whole being surrounded by
burning candles. The cost of Queen Eleanor’s
grillewas 131., including 201:. travellin expenses
and carriage of the work to Lon on, from
Leighton Buzzard probably ; for, like all the ﬁne
architectonic work of that age-as the perfect

Eleanor Crosses, that queen's three tombs, and
the effigy on the last remaining one, &c.,——this
ille was English work, being made by Thomas
e Leghton. English, likewise, were the work
men of the splendid brass grille of Henry the
Seventh’s tomb, there being a marked differ

ence between its details and those of the monu
ment it incloses. The spoliation of portions
of this work that has taken place of late years
has been shamefully great, if we are to trust
Dart’s engravings, made about forty years

since.
Another revived ancient manufacture illus
trated in this work is that of mosaic. Mr.
Burges‘s examinations of the ﬁne piece of Opus
Alexandrinum before the altar, and that some
what inferior one which forms the pavement

of the Confessor’s Chapel, are of great interest.
The former was made about 1269, by Ordericus,
employed by Abbot Ware, who went, as other
abbots did, to Rome on his election, and, return
ing, brou ht the artist for the work that re

mains stil , and is much less injured than might
be feared. The true
Alexand'rinum is, of
course, based in white marble or ci polino, but,
as neither of those materials were 0 tainablc in

England, Ordericus used Purbeck marble in
which to set his tessene; an unfortunate choice,

seeing that this marble ill resists damp. Conse
quent upon this defect, much of the work in

question has had to be replaced. Its chief perils
have been from the hands of men. We have
to thank Lord Oxford and the Bisho of
Rochester that the workmen employe in
erecting the pagan altar-piece, in the Augustan

Oil Painting,’ angels with palm branches. Mr.
Burges’s iconogra hic knowledge has enabled
him to read the w ole of this invaluable work
so completely, and the plates of this book so
well illustrate it that his description may be
used to correct the work of our P.R.A. The Sedilia, erected in the latter part of the
reign of Edward the First, show but a mere
wreck of their ancient splendour; no small
part of their interest is derived from the extreme
rarity of wood-work of the thirteenth century.
This is enhanced by the colouring the examples
still retain. It seems, from Sir J. Ayloffe's
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ﬁlled up with dotted foliage, Ii. 8., a desi
indicated by dots pricked, as above. The insi e
of one of the arms was decorated with diapers,
containing birds and foliage very spiritedly
executed; on the other a diaper of compound
quntrefoils, each of which inclosed a different
object; thus, in one we see a knight on horse
back brandishing his sword, in another a mon
ster’s head ending in foliage. The ﬁgure at the
back of the chair, long known to exist, has
been made out to represent a king seated, his

feet resting on a lion, the front of the throne
panelled, and the panels ﬁlled with foli e; the
cushion on which he sits is diapers with
lozenges, the back exhibits a series of quatrefoils
connected by pellets.
The account of the shrine of Edward the
Confessor would demand a. so arate examina

tion to do justice to the

most complete

history Mr. Burges conveys to us in his
admirable treatise on the relic. Suﬁice it
here to say that the author has at together
all that is known on the su ject, illus
trated it with singular felicity of remark, and
a vivid manner that carries interest to a
theme second to none in archaeological and
historical importance. In like manner, the
account of the tombs in the Abbey is excellent.
The author does no more than justice to the
soul tor, Torel, who had nothing to do withv
the talian family Torelli, but was a “ goldsmith
and citizen of London," who made the bean

tiful efﬁgies of Henry the Third and of Queen

Eleanor for her three tombs, one of which re
mains here. Of the art of these it is impossible
to speak too highly. With regard to the action
of the left hand of the last~named statue, com
monly said to be holding a cruciﬁx, but cor
rectly here as holding the string of the cloak,
we may point out to Mr. Burges that the same
description, and engravings, dated 1775, that action is to be seen in the beautiful ﬁgures of
these ﬁne works were at that time in a much the Queen in the \Valtham and Northampton
ﬁner state than at present. About the time of Crosses. The account of the enamels on the
the coronation of George the Fourth, no end tomb of William de Valence will be read with
of mischief was done to theseas to other works interest, as will the papers on the three tombs
in the Abbey. Mr. Burges suggests the removal of the Earl and Countess of Lancaster, and of
of an ugly plaster imitation of King Sebert’s Aymcr dc Valence.
While we heartily thank Mr. Scott and his
tomb that now stands at their feet, and the sub
stitution of an oak seat, but no restoration. In associates for this book, with a specially low
these recommendations we heartily join. Above bow to Mr. Burges, we cannot but regret that
all things in relation to the Abbey, 1w restora they have not given an index of its contents.
tion. If the mania for restoration ever threatens The little table of contents and the index of
this ediﬁce we shall propose that “Putting tombs are but indications of the necessity for
Billy” and the “Rocket,” atriarchal locomo such a thing in a book that is specially quali
tives now in the Patent
useum, be reﬁtted, ﬁed for reference.
painted and varnished; as well one thing as the
other.
Mr. Burges agrees with most modern writers The King’s Mail. By Henry Hell. 3 vols.
(Low & Co.)
in trusting the authenticity of the famous Scone
stone that has been placed for so many genera ‘The King's Mail,’ by a writer whose dramas
tions under the seat of the Coronation Chair. created a stir in London theatres in past years,
Whether it was Jacob’s pillow at Beth-e1, which is a brisk and entertaining story, full of action,
has travelled into Egypt, Spain and Ireland, and containing several descriptive passages of
or not, there can be no reasonable doubt considerable merit. As a work of ﬁction it will
that the rugged cube is the one which Edward ﬁnd favour with subscribers to circulating
brought from Scone Abbey. The chair the Con libraries, whilst many readers who pay little
queror made for his own throne was originally heed to the ordinary novels of the season will
purposed to be of bronze (would it had been turn over its pages for the sake of their pictures
so 1) for Adam, the King’s workman, had begun of provincial manners towards the close of the
such a'one. From the multiplicity and ﬁne last century. The chief interest of the narrative
ness of the mouldings, says Mr. Barges, it is drawn from an occurrence which in the days
is very easy to credit the account of its when George the Thirdwas king raised Hue and
being a copy of a work intended to be cast Cry in Sussex, gave occupation to Bow-Street
in bronze. From the remains of ornamenta runners, and struck consternation into the
tion on the chair a tolerable idea has been breasts of those who had cause to make frequent
presented, for the ﬁrst time. in the book journeys through thewild and sparselyinhabited
before us, of the decomtions and splendour of region which lies between Petworth and Chi
the ancient work. The ground was covered chester. The event is still preserved by tradition
with a priming of gesso, then gilt, the gold in the hamlets and homesteads on which the
burnished, and a pattern pricked upon it before tourist looks, as he wanders along the bleak
the ound and gliding had lost their elasticity. Blackdown range; and Mr. Holl has done well
Of t e exterior we learn that the panels were in gathering the particulars of the strange story
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from peasants’ lips and old wives’ gossip, and
placing them on permanent record. The scene
of the drama is put before the reader in well
chosen words:—

held aloof from him. Rapidly affairs grew worse. letters who had singular notions of their use.
Debt was added to debt, and mort
e piled Morcri mentions that in his will the Abbé

“Amid wild picturesque scenery, lying about,
and forming, as it were, the centre of a triangle,
the countie of Hants, Surrey and Sussex meet at

memoirs of his own life, all differing one from
the other in style and taste. Only a ﬁfth of
this strange testamenta
request has been
fulﬁlled; and that not t' today, by the issue
of the present volume. The book, with its notes

a point, and then branch 08‘, spreading far away
over their several shires: immediately contiguous
to this junction, and stretching towards the south,

is a bleak range of hills called Blackdown. This
swelling upland of slate-coloured, sandy heath,
stands prominently forth; the stretched-out hill,
lying high and dark against the way beyond, while

from its top the southern coast is visible, the gleam
ing ocean, and the sailing ships. Overgrown with
whort, gorse and heather, the bare black hill, and
the surrounding country of sterile down, or broken
slope, remind the sportsman of the wilds of Scot
land, to which its general aspect might be com
ared, or to the swelling heights of Cumberland.

g‘rom the summit of this bleak range the prospect
stretches far away over a valley towards Petworth,
while due south lies Chichester; the wide expanse,

rich and varied in its landscape, studded with
wooded dells, copses and underwoods, is relieved
here and there by the green slope of fertile valleys.
The sharp edge of the hill, crowned and clumped
with ﬁr-trees, cuts sharply down amidst broken
rock and crumbling earth, tangled and overgrown
with hawthorn, sloe and holly bushes, spreading
up the steep ascent, or hanging from its side in
strange, fantastic growths; while sweeping from
its base, and stretching miles away, crossed and
intersected by high old~fashioned hedgerows, the
grass land spreads its level way. Even in this
bleak November month the earth looked fresh and
green, the foliage of the trees still hung upon their
boughs in scattered knots, unwilling to fall before
the winter’s frost set in and sent them whirling to
the ground. On either side the shadowing range of

hill lie thick and frowning woods of oak, and birch,
and ash; while further on, towards Bexley Heath
and Midhurst, the woodlands skirt along a sloping
vale, rich in its pasture and varied in its beauty;
the dark umbrageous woods shading the emerald

land with dense dark patches, clustered and massed
upon the rising ground, while threading along the
distant valley runs a narrow stream, fed in its

course by drainage from the fur outlying lands,
its winding channel twisting through the marshy
soil, until at last it ﬂows into the Wey near

Godalming.”

upon mortgage, till, rendered desperate y duns
and debauchery, Martin Blakeborough made a
grand attempt to retrieve his fortunes by stop—
ping the King's mail, on its way from London
to ortsmouth, and seizing the bullion which it
conveyed from the capital to the
cat port.
The during project would be beyond ‘a powers,
if he cssayed to carry it out single-handed; but
he had near him friends who were cculiurly
qualiﬁed to assist him in tho underta ing. The
scheme was speedily arranged; and on a certain
night in the your already mentioned the young
squire and three “gentlemen of the road"
mounted horse, stopped the mail, and after an
affray in which one of the attacking )arty, Mike
Garroway, was wounded by a ball from the
guard’s hlunderhuss, relieved the coach of its
treasure, amongst which were the mortgage
deeds on the Blakeborough estate, and sundry
bundles of I 0 Us and promissory notes given
by Martin Blakcborough to a London attorney
and a Hebrew moncylendcr, who were amongst
the passengers. So far the raid had been suc
cessful. Partin with his friends, Martin rode
back to “ The hose” and re~entered his house
ere any of his servants had risen. His coadjutors
were less fortunate. The Hue and Cry was soon
raised; and a party of horsemen were speedily
in hot pursuit of Messrs. Baxter, Bridgeman,
and Garroway. This hunt is capitally described,
and forms the most exciting part of the story.
At Godalming the wounded Garroway is left
behind, and falls into the hands of justice.
Baxter and Bridgeman have a narrow escape.
The scene in Guildford, where Baxter secures
Bridgeman’s retreat, and then turning round
on his pursuers charges and rides straight
through them, is excellent in its way, calling up
recollections of bold Dick Turpin mounted on
Black Bess. In dealing with Mike Garroway,
who is in due course tried and executed at
Guildford, Mr. Holl is guilty of an error which

desired that his autobiographies should be

published, having written no fewer than five

of animadversion and correction by M. Roux,
amounts to a contribution to French history
of some value and amusement.
Thc Abbé was one of seven boys, born at
Rouen, to the son of a member of the body
guard of Henry the Fourth ;—a man “ofparts”

rather than of prudence, who wasted his pro
erty. Such good as the youth learned came
rom his mot er, a woman of true discretion,
and from an elder brother, who would be neither

ricst, monk, nor married man, but who gave
imselfu to literary studies. Our Abbé wished
to be eit er a Jesuit or an Advocate, but the
former choice was not sanctioned b his Jan
senist mother, and the alternative esire gave
way to some prospects of church preferment.
The youth accordingly decided on becoming a
reacher, and, to that end, studied nine or ten
ours a day,—learned the four Gospels by heart,
—dived into the writings of the Fathers, among
whom his redilection was for St. Ch ostom;

borrowinggiis books from his mother’s ansenist
confessor, whose sole notion of theology lay
in vilifying the Jesuits and accusing them of

immorality. By this he drove a brisk trade
among his penltcnts; and, true to the vocation
of his class, fomented dissension between the

would-be Jesuit and his mother. The former
came to Paris with some discourses,—there
began to preach, and to criticize other preachers.
Of these we will string together a few notices.
For a. long time, the Court favourite was
the Abbé de Fromentiers, who seems to have
fulﬁlled his duties with considerable tact; as

when he had to address is. Valliere on her

he will do well to amend, should his vivacious becoming a Carmelite, and managed, as s

story reach a second edition. Mike’s counsel
could not have made the speech attributed to
him in the trial scene, for prior to the 6 d‘. 7
\Vill. 4. barristers were not permitted to speak
in behalf of prisoners upon trial for highway
robbery, except on points of law. This slip,
which many readers will think a matter of
triﬂing importance, is made more remarkable
by the conscientious care with which Mr. Holl
has sought in_ofiicial reports and old road-books
for facts bearing on the main incidents of the
tale. Of the plot and episodes of the narrative
we say nothing, as we should be sorry to dimi
nish any reader’s interest by revealing too
much. \Ve may, however, add, that though
‘The King‘s Mail’ sets forth attractively the
manners and deeds of lawless men, it contains
nothing against which morality has any right
to exclaim.

In the heart of this wild country still stands
an old manor-house, called “The Chase,” which
in the year 1785 was inhabited by Martin
Blakeborough, lord of the manor and lands
adjacent, and last representative of an old
Sussex family. A roystering, fast-living young
squire, Martin Blakeborough had made evil
friendships at college, and discreditable asso
ciations in London. His name was in ill odour
with his county nei hbours, and when be stirred
away from home isrepute attended him. It
was rumoured that his conduct had broken his
mother’s heart; it was known that the old
stiuire had put beyond the young man's reach
al that portion of his property which was not
settled by entail; neighbouring proprietors Memoirs of the Abbe’ Le Gendre-[Mémm'xres
whispered that “The Chase" was deeply mort
do l’Abbé Le Gend're, Chanoine de Notre
gaged, and would soon be in the market; tenants
Dame, Secréta'ire de M. de Harlay, Archecéque
were crying shame on the young squire for
de Paris, Abbé (le Clairfontaine. Publiés
dealing unfairly by old occupants of his ances
d’aprés un llfanuscrit Aulhentique, avac des
trul soil, and for seducing his gamekeepcr's
Notes Historiques, B-io pht'ques et Ant-res,
pretty daughter Nelly; in London the police
E131. Roux]. (Paris, harpentier; London,
were watching the riotous young spark from
e s.
_Susscx, who showed himself at hells and drink Lm' us begin our dealings with this French
ing-kens with the worst rcprobates of the town. memoir of the times of Louis the Fourteenth
In short, Martin Blakeborough was covered by stating that, however curious, we cannot
with 111 fame, and merited no better lot. At conceive that it is to be wholly relied upon.
“The Chase,” however, he still maintained an Prejudice, scandalous assumption, suppression
establishment, keeping hounds, and riding over ingeniously adjusted, are to be discerned in
his tenants’ crops in the society of swaggering most of its pages by any reader who has only
roysterexs whom he brought down from town, a moderate acquaintance with the epoch and
to take the place of the county gentry who the persons referred to. Its author was a man of

M. Roux, to observe all due courtesies, wit -

out compromising his severity as a minister.
Fléchier, afterwards Bishop of Nismes, in spite
of personal drawbacks—in spite of a sluggish
intellect, which was evidenced by the utter
want of interest in his conversation-was popu
lar from the ingenuity, polish and accuracy of
his sermons, which bear the test of reading.—
A certain Dubourg, who assumed the name of
Des Alleurs, as being genteeler than his own,
was pushed into notoriety by M. de Fantou

ville, a free-living counsellor of Rouen, who
ave the Abbé house-room in admiration of
is merry sayings, took him wherever there
was play, good cheer and music,——ill-uatured
people said, even to comedies and operas-—
Anselmo, whom Madame de Sévigné approved
and Madame de Montespan protected, was an
other shining light, though he had “the ways
of a pedant, and his morality was so vague that
as it hit no one, no one was touched.”-The

Ca uchin Father Seraphin got on in another
fas ion :-—
Madame de Maintenon, who possibly feared the
too free tongue of this good man, to pacifyhim
permitted him to preach two Lenten sermons at
the Louvre. He had no talent save that of making

aWhen
loud preaching
noise andbefore
crudelythesaying
' , abusive
in the presence
of the first physician, the latter asked him if God
had not in this world those who execute his justice.
“Who can doubt it?” replied the Father, “and
who are they that execute? The physicians; who,
by their prescriptions, given at random, kill the
larger number of those that die.” Though this good
man was such a Diogenes in the pulpit, he was
nothing of the kind when at table; but a famous
diner, and one who, when he was out of his con
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vent, would eat and drink nothing save the best. complained to Rome. The P0 e annulled the
Being about to preach in St. Benedict's, one of the election and commanded anot er; the second
parishes of Paris, he said to one of the beadles six vote was, in its turn, declared by the Parliament
weeks before Ash Wednesday, that, being desirous void and illegal, because contrary to precedent
of passing Lent in the preachers’ apartment, he and privilege. The end was that the community
begged that they would advance him, on account of was dispersed and the convent broken up.
the fee he was to receive at Easter, enough to put
Many other passages of the kind, belonging
wine in his cellar and to pay his cook-sho bill.
This fee, though amounting to five hundred
cs, to the earlier period of these Memoirs, make it
was eaten up before Palm Sunday came. The clear that only a peculiar kind of Archbishop
beadle on duty, a man little disposed to any risk,
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him through this affair, but not coming to an end,
he entree-ted the Archbishop to exorcise the Pro
cureur. M. de Harlay, not to commit himself,
paved the way through the intervention of the
curate of St. Benedict. The negotiation succeeded ;
—the Procnreur, insensibly led on by threats or
otherwise, to the convenient point of docility, came
to the Archiepiscopal Palace,—verbally deposed, as
he afterwards did in writing, that he had no share

in the evil reports which had been spread concern

could then have sat on the episcopal throne of ing Father Bouhours, and that he acknowledged

acquainted the Father, d'ryly enough, that he could Paris without being tormented past mortal com the Father to be very virtuous and chaste. The
furnish him with nothing more. The Father, with posure by the thorns in its cushion. Such an public mocked at this extorted or lying disavowal,
out being disconcerted, replied, “ If money be one was M. de Harlay; if not a. time-server, and believed none the less for it what the Procm‘cur
wanting, let them make a collection in the parish; a man not averse to managing,—-a man, too, had said of the priest and the Vestal.
otherwise, I will not preach.” It cost a thousand with no extraordinary severity of morals, as such
To be just to our easy Archbishop, while on
francs to Cardinal de Noailles to treat this Capu entitled to rebuke the licences claimed by the the one hand he served as screen to the Jesuits,
chin, who, during the Lent when he preached for imperious King, who dared to affront the Court on the other he gave them umbrage by standing
us, had always at his table four Capuchins with as
of Rome with them. Scandal was busy with forward to defend M. de Rancé, the Abbot of
good appetite as his own.
his name. The genial De Sévigné insinuated La Trsppe, an order abominable to the fol~
Other pulpit orators are sketched in the list: tales of his gallantries among the other leasant lowers of Loyola, when calumnious accusations
—amonv them the famous Bourdaloue, the Cor wares of her budget for Gri an. T e Jan were brought against him by one Do Chalip e,
neille of’preachergwhom M. Le Gendre praises senists (less unimpeachable t emselves, it is a renegade postulant, set on to breed scanda .
magnanimously,—Bourdaloue having been un possible, than their eager partisans have chosen
It was a t1me——as must be all times of corrupt
teful to him. That famous orator, however, to re resent them) adverted to them freely; morals and lax principles—of hot controversies.
e tells us, gesticulated too much. The reve not t ereby improving their own chances of There were academical quarrels, —— appeals
lations here made concerning the science and Court favour. M. Le Gendre, who here writes against the abuses of the theatre to be looked
art of preaching will be found by men more of these rumours as so many calumnies, does into, wherein our Archbishop had to play
curious than edifying. Those whose stan ard in not scruple to contribute such a testimony to paciﬁcator. Then, the Molinists were beginning
regard to the duties of a Christian priesthood the Archbishop's laxity as the following anec to give trouble; and among them Madame
is high will hardly come forth, without a sad dote, which belongs to a later period. Though Guyon, whose person and mystical writings were
dening impression, from the sacristy in which M. de Paris was “trimming,” so as to satisfy alike unpalatable to the Abbe Le Gendre and
the great orator of the fast or festival day has M. de Pomponne, the suspected court favourer to his patron. Further, it was necessary to ro
been robing himselfwith persuasion and enthu of Janscnism, M. Le Gendre assures us that he pitiatc a strange, secret woman, who med ed
sinsm-here meditating an ingenious illustra could do substantial service to a black sheep of in everything-—a woman of whom the world
tion—there providing for some change of tone, his own party.
will not be speedily tired of hear'lsg, of think
by which expectation was to be excited or
Father Bouhours, so well known by his ‘ Remarks ing-Madame de Maintenon. This may be ex
ﬂagging sympath aroused. The admission that on Language' (the best thing he did) and by some plained by a reason, the force of which is not
eloquence isa cra t-that those who have swayed Lives of the Saints, the serious not being his ﬂattering to poor humanity,—na.mcly, that the
the hearts of vast congregations have been so line, had a liaison with Madame de Bourdonné, world can never be made to like her. She was
many performers—must bring with it surprise Canoness of Remiremont, who was at Paris to a cold, inscrutable (some maintain), hypocritical
and pain to all who cling to the theory of in carry on a trial of the ladies of the Chapter agains devotee, at once cautious in her proceedings
s iration in proportion as the matter to be their Abbess. Bouhours drew out the pleas of and careless in her friendships ;—holding on to
Madame de Bourdonné, and for that purpose saw
clivered is solemn and weighty.
her often ;—a thing which would have excited no Ninon de l’Enclos, on the pretext of gratitude
To return to the Abbé Le Gendre’s personal remark, she being old, if she had not had with her for the past loan of her yellow room, in which she
history,—one of the familiars whom M. de Har a pretty, young and sprightly daughter. Bouhours, had received M. de Villarceaux privately, and
la , Archbishop of Paris, employed tokeep him who was of jovial nature, often talked with the other accommodations,—a pretext the reality
a vised of all the clerical novelties of his diocese, daughter, and took so little
to keep up of which is belied by almost every other action
brou ht the dignitary and the rising preacher appearances that a Procurcur in whose house the of her self-interested life. She was chamber
togegier. The former, as his habit was, gave lady and her daughter lived for some time, in the counsellor to one of the great sovereigns of
the younger man sundry commissions in secret, cloister of St. Benedict, wished, perhaps out of Europe,—s formal rel' ionist, who romoted a
which the latter executed so satisfactorily as to jealousy (it was said that he loved the daughter), genteel and intellcctua form of Ca olicism,—
lead to the connexion announced on the title perhaps out of curiosity, once for all to throw light a steady persecutor of all who read her elected
page. The ﬁrst of these was the translation of on the Father's assiduities.
scripture with interpretations and practical de
By spying, the Procurewr became eye-witness ductions different from her own. Commentators
papers relating to “ the affair of Charonne,”—
which is worth dwelling on for a moment as of a scandalous scene. What he had himself are di
eed as to the amount of chastity pre
one consequence of the gallantries of the great witnessed, he told his friends, and one of them served in earlylife by the patroness of the school
monarch. Betwixt him and Pope Innocent the having repeated it in the Cloister of Notre Dame, at St. Cyr,—as to the degree of her participa
Eleventh there was an old grudge. The Pontiﬂ‘ at one of M. Ménage‘s receptions, it became, pre tion, active or passive, in that awful state
conceived himself to have been hindered in sently, public. At these receptions were sometimes crime,--the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.
reaching his throne by French inﬂuence, and found people of worth, but oftener only ribald It may, however, be asserted that she was
complained that his authority was little re rhymesters. Songs were made on the adventures watched, feared, mistrusted, throughout her
spected in France. The King, who destined one of the Vestal. I wish to believe that M. Ménage sinuous and decorous years of Court favour.
of his natural sons—Le Comte de Vexin—for had no part in these songs; he was not, however, It is evident that the hollow hypocrisies
to have humiliated Bouhours, because the
which it was the necessity of her position and
the Church, memorialized the Pope for an ex grieved
latter had maltreated him in grammatical quarrels
emption from the tonsure for the Count, with which they had held formerly. “ " An affair mak the tendency of her disposition to encourage
rmission to hold beneﬁces. This request the ing so much noise greatly mortiﬁed the Jesuits; (weak barriers against that outbreak of Fanati
ope ﬂatly rejected, replyin I that the youth and as they are inexorable in matters of gallantry, cism under many forms, real and unreal, which
was the fruit of a. double adu tery, Madame de to the point of not pardoning the most illustrious was in part represented in Jansenism) did
Montespan’s husband being alive. During this of their confraternity who was proved guilty or much, whether by promoting or by destroying,
time of irritation it fell out that the nuns of Cha legitimately suspected,—they would have brought to sap such genuine religious belief as existed
ronne, a convent half a l
e from Paris, ﬁnd Father Bouhours to trial if his friends from in France, and thus to pave the way for the
mg their establishment in debt and disorder, without had not come to his assistance. His abominations of the St.-Médard Cemetery,—tho

owng the misconduct of a Superior, entreated

innocence depended on the recantation of the

philosophical tendencies of Voltaire’s “ sincere

' g, for the re-establishment of discipline, Procureur; but it was not easy to brin this et tendre” Pompadour (who yet, as the Barbier
, the accuser having armed '
with Mc'mm'res remind us, took up devotion under
in place of a triennially-elected Su rior to give to
them a. rmanent one. This the ing did ;— letters of which he had become possessed, in one distress at the loss of her daughter),—or the
but the ope, in the absence of due formalities, of which the Father expressed himself, to say later, more insolent and extravagant orgies of
the least of it, in a suspicious manner. “ Let the
refused to ratify the arrangement; whereupon other Jesuits go to the Indies," wrote he to the “ La. Belle Bourhonnaise,” Jeanno Vaubernier,
the ladybesoilifght the Archbishop to sanction the damsel; “ for in part I will not quit you ; you are —all three heralds of the disorders of the ﬁrst
nomination, ' but provisionally. M. do Harlay my China and span." In vain M. Lamoignon, French Revolution. In the outset of her career
complied. The whimsies and bad temper of the one of the Advocates-General, a private friend of a wife to a worn-out, heartless wit,——in its meri
new Superior so provoked the nuns that they Father Bouhours, did what could be done to bring , dian the consort of a worn-out débauché, the
the
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King, whose wasting faculties she had the weary
task of preventing from utterly stagnnting, and
so rendering their owner deaf to her ambitious
iusinuations,—raised from a poverty that soli
cited and acce ted aims, to the splendour of
one who, by p ucking the royal sleeve, could
direct the shower of gold and honours which
fell from it,—there is not in History 22 more
unamiable heroine than Madame de Maintenon.

The place she occupied in the hearts of all
around her (for the thing she played upon in
Louis the Fourteenth was not a cart) had been
singularly preﬁgured by the circumstances of her
birth. So indi ant was her widowed mother,
Madame d’Au i né, on the occasion, that, out
of deference‘to er grand relations, who had
forbidden her to increase her family, she con
cealed as long as possible the birth of her un
acceptable baby, Francoise,—aswe are reminded
by a new collection of ortfolio-rakings ut for
ward and edited by h . Bonhomme (‘ h adame
de Maintenon et sa Famille,’ &c. Paris, Didier
_& C'°.), not of suﬁicient interest to claim a
separate notice.
M. de Harlay made an enemy of Scarron’s
prudent and prudish widow by opposing himself
to the declaration of the morganatic marriage,
at which he had been one of the three witnesses.
The Father de La Chaise elbowed him out of the
royal favour and the distribution of patronage.
The clergy, in spite (or possibly because) of the

light hand he had held over them, be 11 to show
contempt and disrespect for their C ief so soon
as it became known that he had no longer pre
ferment in his gift. The world abandoned him.
All the graces of his body and his intelligence
(says M. Roux), which were inﬁnite and perfectly
natural, withered. He found no resource save to
shut himself up with his good friend the Duchess
'de Lesdiguieres, whom he saw every day of his
life, either at her house or at Conﬂans, where he

had made a delicious garden, and which he kept
so neat that, wherever the two walked, gardeners

followed them at a distance to smoothe over their
footprints with rakes.
,
Habits of life like those revealed by the
above anecdotes were common in other sees

than that of Paris. The successor of Archbishop
de Harlay, Cardinal de Noailles, a more severe
man than his predecessor, who chose that the
theatre should be purged of many of its abuses,
found doves and money-changers in other
temples than that of Notre Dame. There was
Herve, the Bishop of Gap; ruled in his palace
by a rapacious Irish lady, who ﬁgured with her
friend at the theatre, and who, on being stint-ed

in the supplies which she wished to lavish on
fresher lovers, carried her audacious complaint
inst her reverend protector to head-quarters.
T e Bishop had the eﬂ'rontery to appear as
trespondent, and denied every accusation. The
‘strict Archbishop, moved by the tears of the
Irish lady to believe that she spoke truth,
recommended the King to send Hervé to a
remote convent, to end his days in penitence.

The Bishop of Gap, however, had powerful
friends—and money. This he s ent freely on
sundry Jesuit charities favour
by Madame
de Maintenon,—and to such good effect that,
.on leaving Gap, he was placed by his grateful
friends in the Abbey of Aubriac, a domcn'e,
‘which means an abbey having feudal power.
The story of the Bishop of Fréjus is stranger.
Louis the Fourteen th’s ﬁrst physician, Daquin, a
man of Jewish extraction, lon a ﬁrst favourite
at Court, was as rapacious as e was fortunate
in preserving the King’s health. Henever ceased
asking for favours and grasping money with
both hands :—
A surgeon named Dutertre, anxious for the post

of royal surgeon, had promised 2,000 louis to the
ﬁrst physician on the condition that the money
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the King. The ﬁrst physician, to put the surgeon
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safely renounce it the best Hebrew grammar

in possession, ordered that His Majesty, who was in the nglish language, as it is also the fullest
then at the siege of Mons and in good health, in all requisites for a thorough a unint
should be bled for precaution.
ance with the sacred tongue. Few ' need
This Daquin had already established his any other grammar; for they will ﬁnd it
three sons, and had asked for his third, who sufficiently comprehensive, minute and clear.
was an Abbe, the archbishopric of Tours; but The arrangement is good and perspicuous.
his stratagem came to the knowledge of Madame We have, therefore, no hesitation in recom
do Maintenon, and Daquin was swept out. On mending it to the favourable attention of all
this, the Abbé, disappointed of Tours, set his who desire to know the language of the Old
heart on Fréjus, of which his uncle was then Testament.
Bishop. Could the uncle be got rid of, he had
The grammar before us is completed at an
hopes of succeeding to the see. With this view, opportune time, when new interest is awakened
the nephew accused his relative of many crimes, in the Hebrew Scriptures, and controversy
-—not the least an intrigue with his own niece! about their authority is rife. Already questions
The Bishop had already become unpopular;
are agitated which cannot be silenced by noisy
the slander was believed, and the cul rit was bigotry or ignorant assertion. The foundations
invited to exchange Fréjus for the A boy of of men’s faith in old records of venerable anti
‘St-Denis de Rheims, which was almost an quity are boldly canvassed. Doubts are openly
equivalent-an ingenious mode of roproving promulgated in England ; and sacred criticism
vice! This arrangement, however, was so loudly is beginning to bestir itself. All this is favour
bruited about by the incautious nephew, that able to the study of Hebrew, without a good
it reached the ears of M. de Noaillcs, and the knowledge of which no real progress can be
Bishop of Fréjus, whether truly or falsely ac made: and the basis of acquaintance with
cused, was exiled to Maine, there to live on a Hebrew must be laid in a thorough knowledge
pittance more it for a monk than an abbot.
of grammar, with all its peculiarities and
The bishops’ evil, one so fruitful in tempta difficulties.
tions to the partisan judge or the hypocritical
\Ve have been leased with the pre
scandal-monger, spread far and wide. Even“ the liminary Essay on t e History of Hebrew
Eagle of Meaux,” whose discourses are among Grammar, which shows extensive readin and
the classics of pulpit oratory, could not go to sound judgment. The sketch is both ful and
his grave without equivocal demonstrations masterly. We observe, however, that the
followin his death, which gave rare occasion Hebrew grammar of the late Prof. Lee is un
for attac to idle seeders or to those bitter phi noticed. And yet it was ublished, with some
losophers, who were bent on showimr howworm
retensions, as one base on new principles.
eaten were the pillars of the Churcli in France.
he important works of Nordheimer and Justus
A Demoiselle de Mauléon, Bossuet's friend Olshausen should have been characterized, not
during life, who had made acquaintance with dismissed with a simple mention. The latter
him when he was the obscure sub-dean of is the production of an accomplished philo
St.-Thomas du Louvre (then a handsome and logist, and has an independent value.
well-made youth), and who from time to time
As Dr. Kalisch’s grammar is constructed on
had re-appeared as an influence in his n'vate
affairs, some days after Bossuet’s death 0 aimed the inductive or Baconian principle, it most
a dower and its appanages as his widow. So resembles the Lchrgcbdude of Gesenius. Our
much for the uses, privileges and proﬁts of learned Hebraist follows in the path of the
celibacy in the “Church"! \Vho can wonder Halls Professor, much more than in that of
that after a period illustrated by such events Ewald. Hence he is clear and methodical,
as are here told~allowing to their narrator though less hilosophical than the Gottingen
e could have wished for some of
somethin of exaggeration, more of self-inter Professor.
ested ma ice,-——the Church establishment of Ewald’s manner and profound analysis, since
France should have dropped into the disre ute Gesenius’s method is empirical.
Several things in the work we were hardly
from which it has only of late begun to re eem
prepared to ﬁnd, such as pretert'te and future
itself.
fact and c'mpafect. It is high
The peculiar interest of M. Le Gendre’s instead of
Memoirs does not cease with the death of his time that t e former names were discarded.
pptron and the appointment of the Cardinal de We should also dismiss can cmwcrsine, and
oailles. But what has been above written give the true philosophy of the matter. The
must suﬁice: and though (to repeat a former lural'is majesmticus is also a ﬁctitious thing.
oubtless the writer has retained these because
caution) the book, by its very face and utterance,
warns us not to rely on it, it is one which no they are common, not wishing to alter the
future writer on church matters in France can nomenclature; but the retention of them con
pass by without sifting it for purposes of correc veys erroneous ideas. Delitrsch’s name is mis
spelt throughout, of course b an oversight
tion, comparison or admission.
In some cases we differ from t e explanations
given, and should express ourselves iﬁ‘erently
A Hebrew Grammar, with Exercises. By M. here and there; as, in page 284, when we read
M. Kalisch, Ph.D. M.A. Part II. (Longman “the singular is sometimes inaccurately used
& Co.)
where the plural would be properly required "’;
HEBREW grammars are very numerous. It is but there are few niceties for which we have
calculated that a thousand have been published, turned to the pages of the volume and been
—most of which have passed into oblivion. A disappointed in their explanation. Thus, Dr.
very few survive on account of their prominent Kalisch gives the proper construction of Psalm
excellency. Dr. Kalisch has now completed a xlv. 7, where the suffix is appended to the
work on which he has spent nearly ﬁve years. governing, instead of the dependent, noun.
The First Part was noticed in the Atherucu'm. So good a scholar as the late Dr. Robinson,
after it appeared. The Second is for more of New York, in his English translation of
advanced students of the language, containing Gesenius’s Lexicon, ventured to den the ap
the exceptional forms and constructions, pre plicability of this construction; an Bishop
ceded by an Essay on the History of Hebrew Colenso has failed to perceive it, retaining the
Grammar. The whole work is excellent in usual En lish version, which is incorrect. “'e
design and execution. The learned author has are glad a so to ﬁnd that Dr. Kalisch pronounces

should only be paid down when Dutertre had bled spared no pains in its elaboration; and we may the termination i r: in Isaiah

8, and elsewhere,
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Here he is correct, ﬂowers inspires her with fanaticism, which tume consisted, ﬁrst of the nondescript garment

though wald appears to deny it. The follow

Theodore Parker deﬁned “ hate before God”?

looking like half skirt, half trousers, wrapped

ing quotation we commend ,to a large class of
theolo 'ans who seem strongly inclined to
what
sing has called Bibl-iolatry:—
“ Hyperboles are peculiarly in harmony with the
emphatic nature of the Hebrew style; they are

But notwithstanding its many laughable
slips, ‘Arabian Days and Nights’ is a readable
book, and gives new glimpses of a land in
which interest will never be exhausted. And
it is no small praise to say that there is
novelty in a volume which describes a country,
or rather two cities of a. country, about
which so many travellers have written and
spoken from widely different points of view.

loosely about the ﬁgure from the waist to the feet.

‘found, in every degree of boldness, not in the
enthusiastic language of poets and prophets alone;

even the simplest diction in prose is generally
tinctured with a spirit of poetical elevation; ﬁgura

tive expression, everywhere a sure characteristic
of early literature, is pre-eminently an element in Bearin more resemblance to Albert
ir Gardner Wilkinson, Miss
.all eastern composition; and the fresh and vivid con than

Smith

This is a necessary part of every dress.

Over this

some wore a tunic of another colour and material.
Sometimes the dress had a body to correspond,
crossing over the bosom, with large loose sleeves

and very short waist. But in general a. jacket, long
or short-—in some cases quite loose, in others ﬁtting
the ﬁgure pretty closely-—was worn over an under

vest. The head-dress consisted generally of a little
Cashmere handkerchief, black or some bright
colour, and edged with gold or silver tinsel or

Mar spangles, pinned about the head; in some cases it
ceptions of the imagination predominate over the guerite Power paints the picturesque and was decorated with stars and other ornaments in
severe abstractions of balancing reason. Even grotesque aspects of Alexandrian streets, as diamonds; but some of the ladies, the old ones
in historical books we meet with phrases such as, she saw them through the blinds of an English especially, had their heads tied up in anything
‘ Like an angel of God, so is my lord the king, to lady’s London-ﬁtted drawing-room, or the win that came to hand. I did not see a single turban
discern good and bad, to know everything on dows of a Long Acre carriage. Her gossip about in the harem. Long hair seems much prized among
earth,’ words addressed to David by the wise the East is the prattle of English cliques resi these fair ones; and I was amused at the naive
woman of Tekoah (2 Sam. xiv. 17, 20); or ‘ my dent in Egyptian cities, being May-Fair gossip attempts made by some of those who evidently
little ﬁnger is thicker than my father's loins’ with a diﬂ‘erence—Hyde-Park scandal spiced studied appearance to produce a semblance of it.
I (being shortsighted) was struck with admiration
,(1 Kings xii. 10), a simile intended to describe the
with Oriental immorality. The atmosphere of at the two long thick plaited tails that fell low
relative power of Rehoboam and Solomon; and
Said
Pasha’s
Court,
according
to
the
writer's
down the back of a lady handsomely dressed in
repeatedly the descendants of Abraham are com
pared to the sand on the sea-shore, or to the stars testimony, can have been neither pure nor rich lilac silk, trimmed with silver. But when the
lady
approached, I perceived that the hair which
of heaven which cannot be counted for multitude, invigorating. His Highness is depicted in
although the Hebrews are, in other historical por his last days as an indolent, coarse volup showed under her head-dress was black, while the
tions, called the smallest, the least numerous of tuary, surrounded by European parasites who tails were of a light brown.”
The reader must pay his respects to the
all nations (Dent. vii. 7). In many passages it bought the privilege of plundering the royal
is, indeed, of the utmost importance for a correct exchequer with unchaste stories suited to their bride :—
interpretation to appreciate and to take into due patron s depraved tastes. A good practical joke
“This was the bride. Immediately gilt and
account this spirit of hyperbole, to distinguish would get its performer—not a sinecure, but satin-covered chairs were placed for us within a
between plain statement and poetical ampliﬁcation, “a contract,” out of which he was permitted yard of the divan, and directly in front of it; and
and to discern the kernel of fact through the veil to make all the proﬁt his own elastic con the invitation, ‘ Shoof aroussa' (look at the bride),
of metaphor and imagery."
science would permit him. One of these was given. I have seldom experienced so singular
Now that this excellent Grammar is ﬁnished,
an impression as that which seized me on obeying
courtiers obtained a commission to supply the the injunction. There she sat-a girl of sixteen,
we hope that it may be the means of stimu
Pasha
with
kid
gloves
for
ten
years,
and
he
very beautiful, rich, in the full possession of her
lating many to a thorough study of the old
availed himself of the order by easing the royal woman's charms—but no woman. For the time
Hebrew
Scriptures
in
their
original
langu
e.
\Vhile smatterers are pronouncing dogmaticdlgly ﬁngers with lambskin loves, bou ht in Paris at being she was simply the aroussa-a show, a sight,
on grave questions of criticism, and decryin two francs a pair, and sold in gypt at 51. a a thing on which to hang gorgeous jewels, gold,
dozen. Another lucky adventurer furnished one glittering stuffs, feathers, embroidery- nothing
the sure results already attained in Biblica
of the Viccroy’s palaces with splendid mirrors, more. She sat upright, supported and surrounded
literature, we think that an extended acquaint for which he paid 7001. and received 10,0001. by cushions, her legs tucked or crossed under her,
ance with the Hebrew and its cognate lan each! \Vho wouldn't be a Pasha? or a Pash'a’s her hands folded on her lap, her eyes drooped. This
guages will lead to conclusions favourable to
position she never changed during the whole time
favourite?
religion. We welcome light and truth from
Miss Power‘s best chapters are those in which —about an hour and a half-that we remained
every quarter, convinced that they must lead
there.
shall never forget the cold, handsome,
she describes the life and women of Egyptian scornful,I weary
face I then gazed on, nor the sug
mankind to God, and promote that charity
The picture of Mahomed Bey's gor gestions it conveyed to me of the struggles between
which is the greatest, as it is the most perma harems.
eously-docorated statue of a bride is a. reve the external and internal life some of these women
nent, of Christian virtues.

tion to be thought about. “Anything,” ob

serves the tourist, speaking of the reception-room
Arabian Days and Nights; or, Rays from the in Mahomed Bey’s temple of dalliance, “more
East. By Marguerite A. Power. (Low & Co.) strangely incongruous than the aspect of the
Tunas is a pleasant, piquant vein of uncon place and its inhabitants it is impossible to
scious Irish humour in this light sketch-book of conceive. The walls of the room were covered
Eastern travel. Miss Power has christened her with an ugly, common European paper, and the
volume ‘Arabian Days and Nights' because it ﬂoor with a udy and equally ugly Brussels
describes life in Alexandria and Cairo, and she carpet. Roun the walls were rangeda drawing
has never set foot on Arab soil. In the same room set of two sofas and some chairs covered
spirit, when she speaks of the vice-regal family with dark-green silk. In the middle of the
of Egypt, and draws attention to the fact that room stood a little round table, with a coverin
seven out of Mohammed Ali's nine children of the cheapest and most ordinary brown an
have already assed to the silent land of death, white cotton’print, trimmed with a coarse
she says,——“ learned, while in Egypt, some edging, such as may be bought in England for
touching traits of the strong domestic aﬁ‘ection about a penny the dozen yards.” The houris
subsistin between the members of this nearly were even less attractive than their home :—
exhauste race. Most of them live under the
“ Of these ladies truth compels me to state that
perpetual and perfectly well founded impression few were young, still fewer at all good-looking.

must undergo before they settle down into the

usual routine of the harem existence. There was
this young creature, passively and silently submit
ting to what to any woman must have been a
frightful penance, physical as well as moral-sub
mitting without a murmur expressed, while her

face was one persistent protest against the enthral
ment she was enduring, and which must have been
inexpressibly painful; for her ﬁnely-cut closed lips
were nearly colourless, and all her face was wan

with the fatigues and constraint of her position,
maintained daily during many consecutive hours."

Let us turn from the bride in her hour of
triumph, and glance for a moment at a dowager
houri :—
“This old lady, who, in addition to being fat
and shabby, was, as her subsequent conduct proved,
so very jovial as to awaken a suspicion touching

the use of stimulants, evidently considered that the
answers indicated a very backward state ‘of civili
that their already ‘brief and evil days’ are in They were of all shades of complexion and casts of zation. Did they sing at the wedding‘! she inquired,
considerable risk of being cut yet shorter by the feature, one or two being nearly black, with negro beginning herself one of the tuneless monotonous
instrumentality of some other member or mem faces, while others were fair, and had no Oriental chants of which Eastern song consists. No. She
bers of their own family.” How can this be? type at all in their countenances. Not one, how tossed.her chin with an air of pitying contempt.
Surely this gloomy im ression is ill-founded. ever, had the slightest freshness or brightness of Did they dance‘! and here, scrambling to her feet,
Mighty rulers fall to t e earth at the nod of colouring; and the weary listlessness of expression she began a slow swaying, rhythmed movement,
Death; but even the universal tyrant is power visible—in the slaves especially-was too marked twisting her arms and her head in a manner that
have been graceful, had some twenty years
less to alter the past, to diminish the enjoy to escape notice. Many of the older women were would
been taken off the lady's age, and some four or ﬁve
ment man has already experienced. Rich also extremely fat, and so unwieldy that when they stone from her weight, accompanying the dance
sat down they had to be hauled up by some of
is the volume in feminine drolleries and gush their more active companions. I observed that the with a slow song (to which, however, she ve
ing young-ladyisms of expression. “Presently same incongruity which marked the style of the anything but a ‘slow ’ expression, in the
ng
I wandered out to the balcony,” writes Miss furniture displayed itself in the women's dresses. acceptation of the word) and a clapping of the
Power, “to make a closer inspection of the A few were handsomely attired-others wore a hands in time to the measure. And now, for the
ﬂowers, for which I am at all times perfectly curious mixture of splendour and shabbiness— ﬁrst and only time, did the bride indicate that she
fanatical.” How does a lady act when love of others were more bundles of old clothes. The cos was a living woman, and not a deaf and dumb and

774
blind and senseless image. At the ﬁrst movement
of the old lady, the shadow of a smile ﬂickered
over her ﬁne set features and was gone; but when

the dance and song actually commenced, the pas
sive scorn of her face changed for an instant into
an indi
t sneer; up went the chin, still lower
dropped the lids, and a little inarticulate sound,
indicative of contemptuous impatience, escaped her
lips; then again her face became rigid. Meanwhile,
considerable sensation was produced in the harem
by the conduct of the old lady; and though some
laughed, it was evident from the demeanour of the

ladies in general, that they were greatly scandalized
by the proceeding. But in vain. The dancer
wavered and quavered on unheeding, addressing
both dance and song especially to us, and, for the
ﬁrst time since my entrance into the harem, I
began to acknowledge that there were cases where
ignorance might be bliss; for there were evidently
portions of the song so little suited to ears polite,
that some of the women uttered exclamations of
horror, and one or two covered their faces with

their hands.”
—Between Miss Power and LadyMaryWortley

Montagu the contrast is striking.
At Cairo Miss Power encountered Mr.
Buckle, of whom she writes :—
“At Cairo we had the good fortune to fall in
with one whose premature death a. few weeks later
now makes the souvenir of the encounter doubly
interesting. This was Buckle, who, in his researches

for fresh materials for his ‘ History of Civilization,’
was now on his way back from ajournoy up the

Nile. He had, on his arrival in Egypt, brought
letters of introduction to the R—’s, so that as they
were already acquainted he came almost immedi
ately to call, and was asked to dinner on an early
day. I have known most of the celebrated talkers
of-I will not say how many years back-of the
time, in a word, when Sydney Smith rejoiced in his
green bright old age, and Luttrell, and Rogers,
and Tommy Moore were still capable of giving
forth an occasional flash, and when the venerable
Lord Brougham, and yet more venerable Lord

Lyndhurst, delighted in friendly and brilliant
s

'
at dinner-tables, whose hosts are now in
eir half-forgotten graves. I have known some
brilliant talkers in Paris-Lamartine and Dumas,

and Cabarrus, and brightest, or at least most con
stantly bright of all, the late Madame Emile dc

Giranlin. I knew Douglas Jerrold; and I am still
happy enough to claim acquaintance with certain
men and women whose names, though well known,
it were perhaps invidious now to mention. But,
for inexhaustibility, versatility, memory, and self
conﬁdence, I never met any to compete with
Buckle. Talking was meat, and drink, and sleepto

him: helived upon talk. He could keep pace with any
given number of interlocutors on any given number

of subjects, from the abstrusest point on the abstrus
est science to the lightest jeu d‘esprit, and talk them
all down, and be quite ready to start fresh. Among

the hundred and one anecdotes with which he
entertained us I may be permitted to give, say the
hundred and ﬁrst. ‘ \Vordsworth,’ said Charles
Lamb, ‘ one day told me that he considered Shak
speare greatly over-rated.’ ‘ There is an immensity

of trick in all Shakspeare wrote,’ he said, ‘and
people are taken in by it. Now if I had a mind I
could write exactly like Shakspeare.'—‘So you
see,’ proceeded Charles Lamb, quietly, ‘it was only
the mind that was wanting!’ We met Buckle on
several subsequent occasions, and his talk and his
spirits never ﬂagged; the same untiring energy
marked all he said, and did, and thought, and

fatigue and depression appeared to be things
unknown to him."

Of such gossip there is an abundance in Miss
Power’s entertaining volume, which is a success
because she usually conﬁnes her remarks to the

triﬂes which she understands. The oorest art
of her performance is where she ri es out rom
Alexandria to explore Roman remains, and as
she gallops her donkey homewards composes
some singularly feeble verses, on ‘ The Grave of

a. City.’
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1 chester, leaves “to Thomas Worl che, all my
Wills from Doctors' Commons. A Selectumfrom 1 humanity and law books,” and asaubon, in
the Wills 0f Eminent Persons proved in the; 1614, “ to the library of the French Church in
Prerogative Court of Canterbury, 1495-1695, 5 London four of my Ggreatest books among
Edited by John Gough Nichols and Johni the fathers, and my_ regory Nyssen Manu
Bruce. (Printed for the Camden Society.)
script.” Of Prynne’s hbrary we get fuller know
T111: records in Doctors’ Commons are open to ‘ ledge from these details:—
students of history, and the world is not oosed
“Item, I give to the library of Lyncolnes In all
from its foundations. Never was localit so , my manuscripts of Parlyament rolles and journalls,
absurdly guarded to no good end. When mit and other records not yet ublished, together with
tance was given, it was for money paid down ; my Rerum Germanicarum riptores in ﬁve, Rerum
and the reader of a will was watched as a man Hispanicarum Scriptures in 4, and Goldastus in 3
likely to be guilty of larceny. He came there, folio volumes. Item, I give to the library of Oriall
of course, for information which be particularly \1 Colledge in Oxford, whereof I was both a member
and a tennant, my Ocham upon the Sentences,
desired to remember; but if he attempted to Saint Bugel's Revellacions, Laurentius Surius his
take a note, to assist his memory, the watchers Comments in 4 tomes, and one of each sort of my
were upon him; and the poor man, rebuked, owne printed bookes, which they yet want. All the
bewildered, and half-conscious that his repu-' rest of my divinity and ecclesiastical history bookes
tation for morality was small in the estimation ‘ I give to my deare brother Mr. Thomas Prynne, and
of the vigilnnts, withdrew from the oﬂice neither all my other history bookes, phisick, philosophy, chi
rurgcry bookes, and poets I give to nephew William
wiser nor better than he came.
Thanks to Sir John Romilly and Sir Cresswell ‘ Clerke, with this proviso, that he shall not sell
Cresswel], such reformation has been made that ‘ them. And for my law bookes I give soe many
all wills may now be freely read and copied, the , of them to my brother George Clerks as he shall
dates of which are previous to the year 1700. make choyce of."
The editors add in a notch
We hope to see an improvement even upon
“The books given to Lincoln’s Inn are not indi
this great step, and that all wills which are a
century old may serve to illustrate social, poli cated in the library of the Society as having been
tical or religious history, if students can get, the subjects of this bequest; but several of the
anything out of them for that purpose.
, manuscripts in that library have Prynne‘s hand
writing in them, or can be shown in other ways
Into the collection now accessible, Messrs.‘ to
have passed through his hands.”
Nichols and Bruce have dip ed, and brought;
Prynne
left to Tillotson “one of each of
up between two and three ozen wills, whoso ,
dates range over two centuries. They are of per- ‘ my three tomes of my ‘Exact Chronological
sons of various degrees, from the mother of . Vindication,’ 8v0., bound.” William Lilly, the
Edward the Fourth to Davies the writing-mas- ‘ astrolover, bequeaths his “ library of books" to
ter; and most of them display the common . his \vi 0 Ruth; and Vossius makes precisely
alacrity of testators in giving away money after the same bequest “to my loving niece, Attia. "
their deaths, when it really becomes the pro This latter collection was held to be the best
perty of their heirs. There are some exceptions then in the possession of a private man (1688),
to this practice, in which case the person bene- ‘ and it was bought by the University of Leyden.
The tracing of the descent of pictures is not
ﬁtcd is named ; and the moribund testator,
having done what he liked with his own, inti much facilitated by these documents, but some
mates to his heirs that, as far as that person is , thing of interest concerning them is not want
concerned, the property which has fallen to ‘ ing. Archbishop War-ham, for instance, leaves
to his nephew all his clothes hanging “in the’
their hands will suffer no diminution.
In the very ﬁrst will, that of Cecily, Duchess ‘ chamber in which I sleep at Knoll, in which
of York, dated 1495, we ﬁnd an early allusion ‘ are the pictures of Jesus Christ, John the Bap
to carria es, in the legacy “to my daughter; tist, and of some of the other Apostles, which
of Sui’fol the chair with the covering, all the \ I bought from my lord Sir Arthur Darcy” ;
cushions, horses and harness belonging to the " and further to the same nephew the hangings
same, and all my palfreys.” A later bequest to [ “in another room in which I slee at Knoll,
Richard Boyvile and Griselda, his wife, gives. in which are pictures of huntsmen, ears, boars
to that couple, among other things, “my chariot, \ and stags, which I bought from John Barrett”
and the horses, with the harness belonging a Some of these pictures may still exist at
thereunto,”—a lot that might ﬁgure in any 1 Knowle Park, thou h that possession has so
modern Duchess’s will of this later era. The ‘ often since changed ands.
Isaac and Peter Oliver, specimens of whose
books of this not too happy lady, the Duchess
Cecily, consisted of :1 Legends Ana-ea, Lives of i handiwork may be found at Kensington, meet
St. Catherine of Sienna and St. Matilda, and an i together in the following extract from Isaac’s
antiphoner with the rules of music in the latter will :—
“ I give and bequsathe to my eldest sonne Peter,
end, with a. “legend book,” a “collect book” ,
he shall live and exercise that arts or science
and a. “gospel book.” On the othenhand, the yf
which he and I nowe doe. But, if he shall dye
widow of him who was slain at Wakeﬁeld died without yssue and not use the same arts, then I
possessed of much miscellaneous property,—of will that all the same drawynges onlye shall rc
which she gives to Dame Jane Pesemershq! mayne to such an other of my sonnes as will use
in
widow,
Grantham.”
“mine inn
Thethat
whole
is called
is devised
the “George,
at my and exercise that arts or science. Item, my will
1 ye that my sayed sonne Peter shall have the ﬁrst
castell of Berkehamstede,” where the greatest‘ proffer of the sale of my pictures that shalbe soulde,
of the Plantagenets had kept his Court, andl and fyve shillinges in a pound cheaper then any
under the shadow of the relics of which nigger will give for them.”
melodists now ply their harmony and Aunt
Great as Isaac was as a miniature ainter,
Sally endures the assaults of all comers.
he was excelled by Peter. The Dlgby co ection
Vi‘ 0 should have liked to have heard more in of Peter’s miniatures was one of the features
detail of the books of Archbishop Warham, the \ of the Strawberry Hill sale. Another master,
redecessor of Cranmer, at Lambeth. We learn, Lely, directs his pictures to be sold. They were
owevcr, that he lent them, and he bids his so numerous, including the drawings, as to take
nephew, William Warham, to keep those which 1 six weeks in the selling. They realized 26,0001.
the said nephew had borrowed! The rest are
In such remote times as 1529 there was no
“ pricksong books,” theological books, ledgers, directing money to be invested in Consols, as
graylcs and antiphoners, bequeathed to various . will be seen by the will of Dame Maude Parr,

colleges. Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Win-l mother of Queen Catherine Parr, and of Anne,
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wife of the ﬁrst Earl of Pembroke, of the Her
bert family :—

Then, again, here is that triple rake,'Wilm_ot,
Earl of Rochester, speaking of his dear wife,
Elizabeth Mallet, and their children, and add
ing to their legacies a bequest “to an infant
child of the name of Elizabeth Clarke, forty
pounds annuity, to commence from the day of
my decease, and to continue during her life.”
Was this last and little Elizabeth the daughter
of another Elizabeth, “the great Mrs. Barry,”
who was then drawing tears at Dorset Gardens

“I will that all suche mony that I have in
keping toward the mariage of my daughter Anne,

whiche my husbond willed to hir, and all suche
plate and other bequestes as I have willed to my
said daughter Anne by this my will, be putt into
an indifferent place in suer keping in cofen; locked

with divers lockes, wherof every one of my execu
tours and my said doughter Anne to have every of
theym a key, and there yt to remayne tyll it ought
to be delyvered unto hur."

Cardinal Pole, too, husbands his mone well.

Hecould not have foreseen that Matthew arker
was to succeed him in the Archbishopric of
Canterbury; but he particularly protests against
his estate being called upon for dilapidations :—
“ Pro dilapidacionibus autem non est cur suc
cessor meus in ecclesia Cantuariensi aliquid
tat, cum in melioramentis domorum ut
’ iquido appsret his paucis annis (luibus eidem
eeclesire prrefui plusquam mille lrbras expen
derim”; and 1,000l. was no small sum to have
expended on improvements during a two years’
tenure of the primacy.
To Pole and to Queen Mary, Stephen Gar
diner is particularly ﬂattering in his will. To
the latter, whose graciousness he could not
requite if he were to live many lives, he leaves
“a cup of gold with a saphire in the top, as
worthy to have precious stones and gold as

ever was a rincess." To Pole is bequeathed
“a ring wit a diamond, not so big as he is
worthy to have, but such as his poor orator is
able to give.”
The most business-like will, and one of the
briefest, is that of Frances, Duchess of Suffolk,
and mother of Lady Jane Grey. The widowed

Duchess re-msrried with her equerry-snper
intendent of her stables, in fact,—Adrian

Stockes. “ Has she married her horsekeeper?”
said Elizabeth to Cecil.—“ Yea, madam,"
latter is re orted to have answered,—and
wasabold ellow if he did,»—“ and she says
‘would like to do the same with yours

the
he
on
’—

valluding to Leicester. The Duchess by courtesy,
Mrs. Stockes according to Canon and Civil law,
was happy, we suppose, with Adrian, for she
bequeaths to him everything she possessed,
and that for the very sufficient reason “that
the said Adrian Stockes, my husband, is in

debted to divers and sundry persons in great
sums of money.” Admirable specimen of
womanly foresight and kindness, where a wife consoles her husband for his loss, by paying

‘his debts!
Uncles are not so unreservedly liberal to
their nieces. Here is Sir Thomas Gresham,
who must have had a. precocious young kins
woman, for he bequeaths 3001. to his niece,
Catherine Neville, to be paid on her marriage
day, “so that she mary not aforc she be ﬁf
teneth cares of ayge.” Barbarous aouncule, to

keep
to Neville waiting to such an advanced
time of life before she might give her hand to a
lover! It reminds us of the maid in the French

ballad, who sings,——
Hlsr, Damon, qul me poursuit sans oesse,
M‘oﬂrait nu cmur tout pret A s'enﬂnmmer,
Allez lui dls~je, ellez A la jeunesse 1
Mol l'al qulnzc ans, on no dolt plus rn'aimer !

_A.lthough most of the wills deprecete all
‘disputes, some of them must have given ﬁne
grounds for that rare domestic luxury-a family
quarrel. Such must have been Casaubon's
b nest “ to the son who, walking in the fear
of od, shall be the ﬁttest to sustain my family,
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l it is stated, incorrectly, that the external

evidence for the authenticity of the passage is

much stronger in fact than in appearance, and
that the internal evidence is quite suﬂicient
to outweigh even stronger external evidence
against it than there is. Equally wrong is the
tenor of the remarks made u on John v1i., 53
viii, 11, the genuineness of w ich is upheld con
trary to the most convincing evidence. In like
manner, Mark xvi, 9— 20 is defendedasan authen
by the most touching of all her creations, Moni tic part of the Gospel, and it is gravely asserted
mia, to Betterton’s Castalio 7 But, erha s,Lady that “the ar ument from difference of style is
Rochester-the Mrs. Mallet whom 0rd erbert exceedingly s ender.” But it is needless to show
wished to have, Lord Hinchingbroke did not the worthlessness of the cornmentator's critical
care to have, Lord John Butler could not have, judgments. No scholar can attach the slightest
Popham would have done anything to have, value to the portions which bear this character.
and Rochesterwas determined to have, fora
The value of the work lies in the experi
wife, and so carried her oil‘ by force and married mental and practical part of the notes, which is
her—construed mildly of proceedings, of which the largest. Here the Calvinistic theology of
Prince Ru rt speaks more unreservedly in his the \Vestminster Confession of Faith underlies
own case t an Rochester does in his.
the whole; and therefore the volume may be
We have drawn these illustrations of past opular with those addicted to that system.
life and death from only a few of the wills in gVith many of the annotations we incline
this volume, ut forth under worthy editor to agree. They are instructive, edifyi , devo
ship. It is a ook in which everybody seems tional. The commentator writes clear y, and
to prosper by death, even the dying who are displays much good sense. Plain readers of
full of hope, but especially the heirs who come the New Testament will thank him for his
hel . Yet it cannot be said that exegesis proper
into possession, and who,
is t e body and soul of the Commentary. It
-—-- like the block and melancholic yew-tree,
Do stand and root themselves in dead men's graves,
should be so, but it is not. Diﬁiculties are not
And there do prosper.
explained. In many cases they are not even
attempted. Thus, not a word is said of the
A Commentary, Critical, E
'mcntal, and subjective or objective nature of Christ‘s tempta
Practical, on the Old and
ew Testaments. tion. It is simply assumed that the whole was
By R. Jameson, D.D., A. R. Fausset, A.M., objective. The ﬁrst two cha ters in Matthew's
and D.Brown,D.D. VoLV. Matthew-John, Gospel are beset with great iﬁiculties, most of
by D. Brown, D.D. (Glasgow, Collins; Lon which are ignored. Those who look to the work
don, Nisbet & Co.)
as a commentary proper courageously entering
Connss'rsnrss on the Bible are plentiful, and into, and attempting to explain the diﬂ‘iculties
their number increases from year to year. It is inherent in the words of Scripture, will be
very diﬂicult, however, to write a good one. A greatly disa pointed. Thus, the word “there
single scholar cannot do so on the whole Bible. ore," in Jo n, vii. 22, is passed b , the com
Excellence in this department, as in others, can mentator not knowing apparently t at the two
only be attained by division of labour ; different Greek words so translated belong to the pre
men taking different books. To some extent, ceding verse, not to the twenty-second. In
the present Common
partakes of this beneﬁt. many instances, Barnes’s notes are superiorin
It is distributed among three divines ; and the exposition. Thus in Matt. i. 22, the expression
ﬁrst instalment consists of the four Gospels. Ac that it might be fulﬁlled, &c., is passed over;
cording to the title it is critical. It had been whereas Barnes has a very good note upon it.
better, however, that the department in question Had the commentator given more space to
should have been omitted; for the specimens exegesis, and less to sermonizing remarks—
of criticism are comparatively few and of had he refrained from inserting pieces of hymns
inferior merit. The scholarship of the writer is and sacred poetry, reserving his space for more
evidently of small grasp. This appears plainly important matters, he would have produced
enough from the introductions to the Gospels, something better. As it is, the value of his book
where dilﬁcult questions are settled in a very is not great. There is more of pretence than
erfunctory way. Thus in speaking of miracles, performance in it. We notice, in conclusion,
lie asserts, in an off-hand style, “ To our think that the spirit of the annotations is moderate

ing, the possibility or credibility of a miracle and good. Bitterness and intolerance hardly
is simply a. question of Theism or Atheism. If appear. Here and there, there is an allusion to
. there be no God, there can be no miracle, in the Tiibingen school and the Unitarians, which
any proper sense of the term. But if there be, might have been spared with advantage, but
‘the laws of nature’ are but his own method of such phenomena. are rare.
rule and his own physical creation.” N0 light
whatever is thrown on the points handled, such
NEW POETRY.
1 as the primitive language of Matthew's Gospel;
The Laureate Wreath; and other Poems. By
and the roof for an Aramoean original is badly
stated.
e reasoning is like that of an advo John Edmund Reade. (Long'man 3L Co.)-—Mr.
cate, who takes his side at the beginning. When Reade has heretofore given better proofs of his
the writer asks, “Who can readily bring him ability than are to be found in the book before us.
‘The Laureate W'reath,’ though it has a few good
self to believe that if such Hebrew original of lines
and truthful descriptions, is tedious as a
the Gospel according to Matthew was in ex whole. The style is frequently vague and pre
istence for nearly four centuries, the orthodox tentious; and not all the amplitude of verbal dra
Church would have allowed it to go out of pery can lend dignity to the meagre ideas which
‘ their own hands almost from the ﬁrst, and it
too often envelopes. Here is an example in
, that this treasure was preserved exclusively point :
,' among a contemptible body of Judaizing
There are three gods in one that rule mankind,

I do give the cup of Mr. Scaliger, of most
happy memory.” Here was a legacy to set ; heretics, who at length melted away alto

bret ren at issue. Who was to decide the ques 1 gether, and their Gospel with them ? "——~
tion’! Apparently the mother——which circum ithe reader sees the writer's incompetency to
stance was not likely to render the settlement‘'5 deal with questions of a critical nature. This is
more easy.
, conﬁrmed by the note on John v., 3, 4, where

Idols material and sell-create,
Before whose shrines we offer slcriﬂoe,
Time, life, and circumstance. While onward roll
Their chsriotrwheels whose cycles are our years,
There is no ill cast forth without its good,
The attendant shadow, and no wrong but brings
Awarding retribution, that ungrasped
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By the quick hand and ever-watchful eye
ll lost for ever. Chance no substance owns,
The anarch ghost embodied in the fate
which is necessity.
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not own to it, but ohstinately persists in trying to

merit in the face of difficulty, and which gives turn wrong into right.

She refuses to recognize

capital the power to be exclusive. There are
really no means, legal or moral, by which pub

her sister Amy, who has been left a widow under

but no corresponding depth or j nstness of thought.
In what sense, for instance, can time be so distin

genius.

one night by a dark lady attired in a lo

make them three separate powers? Either time

up into an equally-beautiful young man, whose
These two babies
help to establish their future rivals. Commercial are of course destined for each other, but instead
power, like any other power, if misapplied, thus of working out the tragedy begun by the death of

tragical circumstances, but she adopts a myste
—These lines have certainly an imposing sound, lishers can be forced into the service of unknown rious baby, which has been dropped mto the river
They may show blindness to their own

black

interests, the consequence of which is that they cloak. This baby grows up to be a beautif young
guished from life, or life from circumstance, as to miss a prize,—or they may be simply arrogant, in lady, whilst Amy’s baby rs a little boy, who grows
which case they send the author to houses of hum

and life are the mere spheres in which circumstance bler standing and more pliant dispositions, and thus name is Ernest Harrington.
evolves itself, or, if otherwise understood, they are
identical with circumstance; and in neither case

can they form a trinity of causes. Besides this, draws on itself a natural retribution. We know of Amy‘s husband, the whole of the three volumes is
when we are told of their operation that there is no other penalty that would be just or even occupied with the amiable endeavours of the doc
no good without ill, and no wrong without retri possible. Our readers may wish for a sample of tor, the clergyman and an old servant to penetrate
bution, we cannot but feel that such very plain the book which publishers have declined to intro the mystery that lies on Mrs. Kitty's conscience;
axioms might have dispensed with the pomp of a duce. This description of Mr. Smith‘s heroine is they carry on their conversations in a semi-jocular
metaphysical introduction. The most serious objec

tion, however, to Mr. Reade's poem is the unreality
of its interest and story. A “ grey and thoughtful
man,” who bears the romantic name of Astrophel,

and whose high and open brow is “signetted by
ancestral race,” rather imprudently goes to sleep
upon the
. In this condition he is found by
Cornelia, the heroine of the poem, and her father.

Cornelia and Astrophel love at ﬁrst sight, and the
latter is invited to be a guest at her father's house.
We next learn that Astrophel, notwithstanding his
high birth, is very poor; ut as he is also a poet of
the loftiest order, his indigence takes a romantic
colour from his genius, and endears him still more

to the susceptible Cornelia. When her father’s
guest, Astrophel meets another poet, Auriol of the
West, whose second~rate effusions are highly popu
lar, while the nobler strains of Astrophel are com

perhaps as good a one as we can select:—
The strain hath ceased, and o'er her lute
A lady bonds with pensive brow;
But though her passioned voice is mute,
Her inward thoughts tumultuous glow,
And fan with scarcely hidden sighs
IThe love-ll ht of those dove-soft eyes.
Her neck the soul tor‘ s marble shames,
Her soft sunned cheek the orient claims,
And keeps such beauty still a prize
'Mong passion-ﬂowers snd Paynim skies.
As musk-rose in dswn‘s ruby ray,
As dream that haunts the wakening day,
As virgin white rose with the blush
Oi conscious purity appears,
Her inward love's lm
loned gush
Warm! the ripe pe
hcr rich cheek wears,
And stirs a soul, by Joy inspired
With beauty's dream oi’ passion ﬁred.

—Further on we meet with a hand-to-hand combat,
which is told with considerable force. Indeed, the

manner, and always with some reference to future

legacies.

There is an intriguing solicitor and an:

intriguing poor niece, companion to Mrs. Kitty,
well described; and no use whatever is made of

the dark lady, who does nothing else except lose
a locket, containing two miniatures, which, after
lying exposed to wind and weather for seventeen
years, is discovered in all its pristine freshness, and

of course leads to the discov
of Miss Grace's
parentage; but the author dallies with his subject,
doing only the easy parts of the story, till the
interest grows quite cold; and when the closing
scene comes, when the wrong is made right, and

there is a grand awarding of
reader has pretty well

tical justice, the
to care about the

matter.

Cost of a Secret. By the Author of ‘ Agnes Tre
morne.’ 3 vols. (Chapman 8: Hall.)-This is a.
paratively neglected. A trial of skill takes place story throughout is suﬁiciently ﬂuent and lively clever but uncomfortable novel; it is not natural
between the rivals, in presence of the company to be readable. It has nothing, however, original or probable. A Monsieur Corsand, a French hero,
assembled, who have the bad taste to prefer the enough to seize on the memory or to invite and the noble French Providence of the book, has
verses of the inferior genius. Astrophel forthwith
quits Cornelia, resolving never to marry her until
he has achieved a reputation and reversed the

judgment in his rival's favour. This he eventually
accomplishes. A second audience of judges is con
vened, both poets again declaim their compositions,

and this time Astrophel comes off triumphant. Cor
nelia bestows on him the wreath, and he is now
content to accept the hand which she accords, and

ro-perusal.
made a secret marriage before the book begins,
and events are in a considerable state of complica
NEW NOVEIS.

Grace of Glenlwlme.

3 vols. By William Platt.

tion when the story opens. Cordelia Ashley, a
beautiful young woman, full of musical genius,

(Newby.)--Mr. Platt's stock-subject for illustration with a divine voice, is living apart from her hus
appears to be money, and its influence on those who band with her own family, who, though worthy
possess it, or who wish to possess it. His stories are people, are entirely unoongenial. There is a mys
provoking,—they offer glimpses of a plot, capable of tery and much discomfort in her position; her own

being made thoroughly interesting, and the glimpse
to ascribe his victory to the inspiration of her love. afforded in the early pages lures the reader on, in
How utterly foreign all this is to modern habits a hope that, we regret to say, is never realized. The
and notions, we need not point out: it has, more story itself is swamped, and the interest frittered
over, the graver fault of being untrue to the dignity away in prolonged conversations between charac
of genius. Unappreciated poets have ceased, now ters who do nothing to help on the story, and who
a-days, to weary society with their complaints; and talk at their leisure and for the pleasure of the
it is to be hoped that they have a higher object author, whilst the story itself is so cram
and

marriage has been unhappy; but what has been
the matter the reader does not know. Cordelia
leaves home, goes to Italy, becomes a prima donna,
has immense success, and the mystery about her
husband grows moreirnpenetrable. M. Corsand goes

for a great deal in the difﬁculty. There is a Rus

sian princess of the stamp of fascinating demons,
familiar to readers of French novels, who makes
than the laurel won at a public competition. As curtailed, that instead of gradually ripening to a mischief between Cordelia and her husband; but
some of the works here ascribed to Astrophel have conclusion, the explanations are huddled together the reader can make nothing out of the entangle
subjects in common with those of Mr. Reade’s in a few pages, and the dénmiment is precipitated ment. Cordelia, it ap
, is the only one who

previous poems, we cannot avoid the inference that in a crude, unsatisfactory manner: the whole story knows the secret of M. Corsand's marriage; his wife
the ﬁctitious bard in ‘ The Laureate \Vreath’ is resembling an ill~dressed joint of meat, burnt to a is dead long ago, but he still persists in the secret,
intended for a reﬂex of its author. From this point cinder on one side and not cooked at all on the and he is mistaken for Cordelia's lover. It is not
of view, Mr. Reade’s protest against public taste other. Apparently, Mr. Platt wishes to develops until everybody has been made miserable and Cor
is, to say the least, ill advised. \Ve have every his characters,-—but more characters who only deliais nearly dying that M. Corsand magnanimously
respect for him as one who has devoted his life to

talk, and do nothing but enter right and exit left or resolves to act with common sense, and to sam

worthy labour, although he has often been unfor centre, and who do not contribute any action to ﬁce a secret for which the most ﬂimsy reason only
tunate in choosing themes which had already been the story, are tiresome supern umeraries —no matter existed. The air with which he discloses the inno
treated by celebrated writers. “"0 could point out how naturally they may be dressed or described: cent fact that he had been the lawful husband of a
many ﬁne passages in his poems which, owing to
this cause, have been unduly neglected. In his

if they say nothing to interest the reader, it is no

rich and excellent woman is almost comic, although

matter how easily or characteristically they may
tragedy of ‘Catiline’ he took more independent discourse. The story of ‘ Grace of Glenholme'
ground; and the vigour and characterization dis might have been made extremely interesting, but
played in that work might have found a response as it stands we can only record our disappointment

sion is, that he had done wrong to make an invio
lable secret of what has so bitterly compromised
another; whilst the other actors in the story appor

in days when the classical drama had admirers. Mr.
Reade, however, would do more wisely to let his

the author does not intend it as such. The conclu

tion their own respective shares of blame; only the
Mrs. Kitty Oldcastle is a woman of immense Russian Princess, the “white devil” of the story,
at seeing good materials produce so little effect.

writings speak for themselves than to speak for fortune, which she has inherited from a brother, to insists on being a good angel, and will not own to
them. If they have true claims upon public atten the total exclusion of her sister Amy, who having having done anything but what is heroic. The
tion, it will one day be conceded. The result de
made an imprudent marriage and gone out to story winds up comfortably; but the radical fault
pends upon their own qualities, not upon the author's India with her husband, has never been forgiven. remains-the plot is theatrical and unnatural,
opinion of them.
whilstis the
machinery
“ secret,”
toowhich
slightitfor
hasthe
cost
strain
so much
upon it.
There is some skill shown in drawing Mrs. Kitty's keep,
Min-an .- a Moorish Tale, the. By an Author character; who, hard, capricious, proud and tyran
without a Publisher.—‘ Mirvan ’ is introduced by a nical as she is, cannot be called a wicked woman,
The Fate of a Year: a Novel. By Miss Sarah
Preface in which the author, Mr. J. A. Smith, com and the reader is obliged to feel a regard for her, Stredder. 3 vols. (Skeet.)—We should imagine
plains bitterly of our leading publishers. None of although it is evident she has done something at that the novel with the above rather vague title
them, it seems, would undertake to issue hisvolume, which her conscience is ill at case. There is know was a ﬁrst attempt. It is not without promise of
even at the expense of the writer, who, indeed, ’ ledge of human nature shown in the mode in which better things; but the author must be warned not
received from one ﬁrm an intimation that they she endeavours to quiet her remorse by doing any to tease her readers out of all their interest by long
“ never published works which did not issue from thing and everything except make atonement to desultory conversations, which interrupt the action,
the press of their own printers.” \Ve cannot direct the individuals whom she has injured. She is not and by telling the story in hints and allusions and
Mr. Smith to any remedy for hardships of this naturally a bad or designing woman, but she is fragmentary incidents. The story is fatiguing to
kind. They are but illustrations of a universal law, ‘ proud and hard, and having once done wrong, will follow, and not particularly worth the trouble. "ero
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nica and her brother Rayner, the orphan brother a reluctance to multiply matter that I have been Adjustment lately made by Great Britain (Leipzig,
and sister, living with an old miser uncle, are well induced to omit their names.” The gallant Captain’s
sketched, but they begin and break 03' so often that “reluctance to multiply matter” is, we presume,
the reader grows tired before the story fairly begins. reluctance to incur the additional expense of pub
The indecision of George Elishaw, and his conduct lishing the list of his pecuniary contributors. The
to Veronica, does not give the reader much promise terms, therefore, in which he apologizes for his
of happiness for their future married life, which reticence imply that his subscribers have been
gleams out at the end, and is intended for the numerous, and that the sum of money conﬁded to
bright evening after a day of clouds and rain._ The his hands has been considerable. Such being the
loves of Agatha Brandistone and the impoverished case, we would gladly have received more exact
owner of Romansleigh is a pathetic story, which information as to the mode in which he has hitherto
would move the reader more if it were more carried out a p ublic trust. People who are asked
distinctly told, and if the Master of Ravens to buy these worthless tales for the sake of the
wood and Lucy Ashton had never been heard “Lancashire Distress Fund" may reasonably be

of.

Brockhaus),—Four Centuries of Modern Europe,
by T. B. Bishop (Freeman),—Short Explanation

of the Slztch of the Analytic Universal Nautical
Code of Signals, by Count D’Escayrac de Lauture
(Hotten),—1lIilitar-y Dcspotism ; or, the Innirkilling
Dragoon: Addenda to the Case of the late ReglL
mental Sergeant-Major I/iIley (Chapman 8:. Hall),

-—The Flying Dutchman, and Precursor of the
Overland Route to India (Dublin, Robertson),
Letter to the Most Noble the Marquis of Clanricardc
on the Sale of lVastc Lands and Law of Contract
for India, by J. O’Brien Saunders (Ridgway),—
The Abolition of the Law: an Essay, by the Rev.

The novel wants force and distinctness. curious about the proceedings of their almoner, Dr. “'hately (Hodges, Smith 8; Co.),—Ir0n-C’lad
and ask how much he has collected, what propor Sea-going Shield Ships, by Capt. Coles (Harrison),
tion of the gathered fund he has paid to Miss —London and in Gas Comlmnice, by S. Hughes
Faithfull, and what proportion has been absorbed (Waterlow),-Remarkr and Experiments on English

There is a constant intrusion of secondary charac
ters, who overcrowd the stage and hinder business.
If the work had been shortened by the suppression
of extraneous characters, the story would have
gained considerably in interest. ‘The Fate of a
Year’ is not satisfactory as a whole, but we repeat
that it gives the promise of better things.

OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

The Alpine Journal: a Record of Mountain
Adventure and Scientiﬁc Obsem'ation. By Members

of the Alpine Club. Edited by H. B. George, M.A.
(Longman &. Co.)—A very desirable new Quarterly,

which though consisting only in the present num
ber of but few pages will probably enlarge its
dimensions and include more miscellaneous matter
than the number before us does. All kinds of use
ful scraps for pedestrians and mountaineers, to
gether with a Notes and Queries department, should
be added. If made a thoroughly accessible and
popular medium of communicating Alpine informa~
tion and science, it will probably live out the days
of periodical peril; but if suffered to be merely a
bare record of adventures in the High Alps, its

by the cost of advertisements and other incidental Hezamcters, by C. B. Cayley (Asher),-—Thc Metric
expenses. When every committee for raising a System: its Prospects in this Country, by the Rev.
“Lancashiro Distress Fund" has presented the J. Kerr (E. \Vilson),—Thc Science of Ship-building
public with a balance-sheet, why should Capt, considered in its Relations to the Laws of Nature,
Jacob not be called on to render an account of his by H. B. Wilson (Potter),—l\lr. Cobden‘s Speech
stewardship? Doubtless he has acted with good on the Foreign Enlistment Act (RidgwsYh-Imecu
faith and to the best of his abilities, but his “re rity of British Property in Peru, by H. De Wolfe
luctance to multiply matter" leaves his subscribers Carvell (Chapman 2c Hall),—Scquel to ‘Britons
much in ignorance as to the amount of good their Robbed, Tortured and Murdered in Peru,’ by Capt.
Melville Whiter-Capt. Melville White to Earl
charity has done to the suffering operatives.
Matilda the Dane. By C. J. Collins. (Ward 8; Russell (Hardwicke),—The Ncmcria of Drink: Pas
Lock.)—A story on the too well known tradition cages in an Autobiography, with a Preface by the
of Matilda of Zell and Count Struensee. Where Dean of Carlisle (Hatchard),-—-Outlincs of a New
the outline, progress and dénoument of a drama Theory of Muscular Act-ion, by the Rev. S. Haugh
have been so minutely set before the world that ton (Williams 8: Norgate),-— Ought France to acor
no room is left either to ask or to answer any ship the Bonaparte” Zhriman I. (Hardwicke),-—
further questions, to attempt a romance upon the An Appeal to the British Public on behalf of the
subject at this time of day is unremunerative Indian Tax-paycrs, by C. Bathoe (How).—0baerva
labour. There is nothing novel or original in this tions on Wine, by A. and H. T. Grainger (Lynn),
—The Essentials of a Healthy Du-clliny, and the
volume.

The Farm Hmnesleads of England. Edited by Eztcnszbn of its Beneﬁts to the Lubouring Popula
J. Bailey Denton.

(Chapman & Hall.)--We have tion, by H. Roberts (Ridgway),—and Report of the

interest will be limited to the few who dare the here a general acquaintance with the agricultural Supposed Progressive Decline of Irish Prosperity,
arduous passes and climb the greater heights.

All the papers in this number are of value, but
they mostly lack liveliness, excepting Mr. T. J.
Kennedy’s account of Zermatt and the Matter
horn in winter. In the course of two or three
pages that gentleman will describe his toiling up
the much-encumbered valley of St. Nicholas to
Zermatt, and his bold, not to say rash, attempt to
scale the Matterhorn. Of course he failed, but he

districts of England, good judgmentin the selection
of the best specimens of farm architecture, great
skill in draughtsman and lithographer, and the

best typographical ability, all united in the pro
duction of a work at once useful and ornamental.
Mr. Bailey Denton has done well to publish
pictures and working drawings of buildings when
their ﬁtness t0 the farms on which they have been

built has been proved by actual experience.
has not failed to interest all who have trodden the Designs for ideal circumstances would not have
same ground-save and except the Matterhorn been so satisfactory. He has also done well to
publish, in short descriptive essays accompanying
itself.
Something New; or, Tales for the Times. By the drawings, an account of the farm-buildings
which
have been thus selected as the models and
several Writers. Edited by Eustace Wilberforce
Jacob. (Faithfull.)-Thc times must be sadly out illustrations of those rules in farm architecture
of joint if they can ﬁnd pleasure in the miserable which, in the concluding part of his volume, he

little novelettes which make up this volume of rub

has to discuss. His readers will thus be able to

bish. What right, apart from their singular folly,

appreciate the soundness of his reasoning and the

they have to the title of ‘ Something New’ we are general applicability of his rules. The work is
at a loss to say. Stupid stories are common enough; being issued in Parts: each of which contains the
and it is no new thing for several silly people to particulars, in ground-plan and isometrical perspec
lay their foolish heads together and produce a joint

tive, of three selected homesteads. Part I. describes

work, in the hope that their combined weaknesses in this way the Prince Consort's Flemish Farm,
may appear a phalanx of powers to the eyes of the Duke of Bedford‘s Thorney Farm, near Peter
simple gazers. It is customary for sheep to run
about in ﬂocks. Far from novel also are the chari

borougb, and Bucken New Farm, near Kimbolton,

the property of Col. Linton. Part II. contains
table professions of the several writers, whose similar illustrations of ﬁrstvclass farms in Glouces
avowed object in putting forth their opusculs is to tershire, Lincolnshire and Oxfordshire. The whole
swell the receipts of the “ Lancashirs Distress volume when completed will present a very striking

Fund.” Never does a London season

5 by with picture of the complete equipment which agriculture

out exhibitions of that sort of benevolence which now requires and very generally possesses.
induces amateur actors to hire a theatre, and, in
Of publications on American affairs and other
the name of an hospital, tout for spectators to subjects we have to mention .An Appeal to the
whom they may exhibit their histrionic powers. American People and a Protest against the American
There is, however, something unusual in the frank People; together with Three Letters in reference to
ness with which Capt. Jacob avows the means by the Great American Question, Peacc or War? (Tal
which he has obtained money from the public, and lant),—A Letter to W. 11. Russell on Passages in
the reserve that makes him keep a profound secret his ‘Diary North and South,’ by A. D. \Vhite
the exact amount which he has squeezed from the (Stevens),—Union Foundations: a Study of Am
charitable. “ I had certainly,“ observes the Cap rican Nationality as a Fact of Scicnce, by Capt.
tain, in a Preface which either admits too much or E. B. Hunt (Triibner),—Pcacc the Sole Chance now
says too little, “intended bearing the whole expense leftfor Rc-union, by J. L. O‘Sullivan (Brown),
of publication; but I soon saw that it would do no Refutation of Falltwioua Argument anent the Ame
service to the Lancashire Distress Fund unless, in rican Question (Ridgway),—A Northern Plea. for
order to secure the desired result, I determined to Peace, by the Hon. W. B. Reed (Macintosh).

by \V. N. Hancock (Dublin, Thom).
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ALBERT THE GOOD.

Ar'rsn a dozen years, the glories of 1851-the
triumphs of peace and genius, of art, of commerce,

of inventive skill-have been illustrated in marble
and expressed in bronze. Aﬁer a dozen years! In
those few words lurks the true cause of an unex

pected and a mournful association of ideas. The
trophy which we have raised is not a memorial; it
is a cenotaph. It tells us less of triumph than of

publish it by subscription. To those who have so llolmes’s Magneto-Electric Light as applicable to death. The commemoration of the great con
kindly aided me by subscribing to this volume, I Lighthouscs,-A Statement of the German-Danish gress in Hyde Park has been nobly made by the
would tender my grateful thanks. It is :implyfrom Question, with reference to the Propositions for its public, and its meaning has been well expressed
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by the sculptor in his group of figures; yet The Magnetic Ante-room has been much extended; these fraudulent copies has been very great; and
the glories of 1851 are to the popular mind of an alteration which, had it been made earlier, we are induced again to call attention to the sub
only secondary interest. Albert stands ﬁrst, the

would have saved some expense in the magnetic ject because there is reason for supposing that
some of the persons engaged in this disgrace
ful trade are under the delusion of supposing
that ‘The Copyright “'orks of Art Act, 1862,’
only relates to pictures and drawings which are the

Exhibition next. In the dedication of ‘Wednesday reductions of lSiS—l85'i.
A Map of the grounds and buildings in their
the world, we may be sure, thought less of the
Crystal Palace and all its wonders than of that present state has been nearly prepared for en
prince of men who ﬁrst conceived it in his mind, ‘ graving.
Mr. Airy referred to the project of carrying a
and then by skill and courage translated the idea ,
of his soul into its perfect material shape. It was = railway in a tunnel through the lower part of

an unwelcome rather than an infelicitous combi' Greenwich Park. Three plans were proposed, by
nation; the ﬁtness being perfect, while the need three different companies; two of them are with
for that ﬁtting combination was full of pain. The drawn, but one (that of the London, Chatham and
ﬁgure which should have crowned the pedestal in Dover Railway Extension) is still pressed. The
the Horticultural Gardens was a Britannia-mak Astronomer Royal thinks it would be possible to
ing the whole work symbolical, instead of partly render such a railway innocuous to the Observatory;
real and partly ideal, as it now stands, to its mani it would, however, be under restrictions which
fest artistic loss. But the years consumed in mak might be felt annoying to the authorities of the
ing out the original thought brought with them railway, but whose relaxation would almost insure

changes which compelled us to adopt new plans. ruin to the Observatory. The communication be
Britannia gave her place to Albert; the true genius tween Woolwich and London was, some years ago,

subject of copyright under that statute. Happily, it
not only grants copyright in pictures, drawings,
and photographs, but likewise contains provisions

"for repressing the commission of fraud in the
production and sale of such works." The seventh

section of the Act was expressly framed to meet
the class of cases to which we have alluded. There
fore it provides that-1st. No person shall fraud»
lenlly sign any name, initials or monogram upon
any painting, drawin or photograph, &c.—2ndly.
No person shall fra
ally sell, publish, exhibit,
or dispose of, or offer for sale, exhibition or distri
bution, any painting, drawing or photograph, 80:.

of the Exhibition,--the best representative of carried round in the détour by Lewisham; if a having thereon the name, initials or monogram of
Peace, Industry and Art.
connexion between Woolwich and Blackfriars is a person who did not erecutc or make such work-—
We could well have spared the mournful poetry
of this association; but having no choice in the
aﬁ'air, we may take to heart the tender teach
ing, the benignant moral, of events, which come
upon us against our selﬁsh will. That lapse of a
Dozen Years which cha
our memorial into
a monument must be accepted with other facts.

required, a junction can be made either in the
Ravensborne valley (which makes connexion both

It is the old story. \Ve go a safe and steady
. A more sprightly people, to whom a
fanfare of trumpets is an event and real events
are but a. fanfare of trumpets, would have en
joyed, and quizzed, and libelled, and forgotten

The Parliamentary Copies of the Yard Standard
and the Pound Standard, which are deposited in

3rdly. No person shall fraudulently utter, dispose
of, or put 06‘, or cause to be uttered or disposed of,

with Blackfriars and with the Crystal Palace) or at any copy or colonruble imitation of any painting,
Gravel Lane; so that a very small expense would drawing’, or photograph, or negative of a photo
independently connect Woolwich with Greenwich.
The passage through the Park is now therefore
actually unnecessary.

the Royal Observatory under the provisions of the
Standard Act, for oﬂicial custody, are in good
order.

the doings in Hyde Park long ago. This haste to
The arrangement and cataloguing of the bound
do and to forget is not in our sober and christened Manuscripts by Mr. Carpenter, one of the Assist
natures. \Vo play our music in slow time. Our ants of the Royal Observatory, have been com
festivals become solemnities. We pause so long pleted. The current arrangement of Manuscripts,
about our rejoicings that Time and Death come as they accumulate daily, is closely kept up, on a
knocking at our gate and add some fresh and un system which the experience of many years has

graph, whether there shall be subsisting copyright
therein or not, as having been made or executed by
the author or maker of the original work from
which such copy or imitation shall have been taken.
Every offender under this section will, upon
conviction, forfeit to the person aggrieved a sum

not exceeding 101., or not exceeding double the
full price, if any, at which all such copies, 810. shall
have been sold or oﬁ'ercd for sale. And all such
copies, drc. will be forfeited to the person, or the

assigns or legal representatives of the person whose
name, initials, or monogram shall be so fraudu
lently signed or affixed thereto, or to whom such

spurious or altered work shall be so fraudulently
welcome visitors to our string of guests. It has shown to be very satisfactory; and volumes are or falsely ascribed as aforesaid.
always been so with us; for our movement of ideas bound from time to time, when the amount of col
And all such penalties and unlawful copies,
is like the growth of our oaks, our Constitution lected papers on any special subject appear to make imitations, .izc., may be recovered either by action
and our empire. We are talking of a monument to binding desirable. The Library continues to in or by summary
ing before any two mag-ia
Shakspeare and asking whether Cromwell is to crease, partly by moderate purchases, but prin trates having jurisdiction where the party offending
have a statue. Our Nelson column is still unﬁnished. cipally by presents.
resides. Such has been the law as to spurious

With us, everything has to grow, and while growth

The Transit-Circle is in an excellent state. The copies of pictures, drawings, and photographs

is proceeding change may come. It is the principle Altszimuth is in good order. The Prismatic Spec
of our national life, and we must accept the law trum Apparatus has been completed, and is very
even when, instead of giving us, in our most fro efficient. It is constructed on the principle of
quented and brilliant public places, a memorial of giving breadth to the linear spectrum by allowing
our enterprise and greatness, it reminds us of an the conical pencil of light, that diverges from the
irretricvable loss.
image of a star, to fall in a diverging state upon
As a mere spectacle, the rmcovering of Mr. the prism, which is placed in a position differing
Durham’s group was singularly ﬁne; recalling from that of minimum deviation. \Vhen both these
more than any other show of a dozen years, that conditions are secured, the light, on emergence
festive scene when the Queen and Prince, in the from the prism, diverges differently in the two
bloom of youth and manliness, rode over into Hyde transverse planes; and the apparatus of lenses
Park on the 1st of May, 1851. There were the which then receives the pencil, and which gives
same bright colours, the same royal salutes, the complete convergence in the direction that pro
same graceful harmony of trees and flags, the same duces purity of the spectrum, does not give com
fitful sunshine, broken by straying clouds, and the plete convergence in the direction that produces
same serpentine winding of a rich bright line of narrowness of the spectrum. The construction is
representative men and women. Some of the the simplest that has been proposed for its purpose.
chief performers were the same; and where, as in Prof. Airy, however, still regards it as experi

since the 29th of July, 1862.

Now to the persons engaged in the manufacture
and sale of such works it is useless to point out the

iniustice of their conduct. They are men of that
class who are so absorbed with the lust of gain
that in its acquisition they are only to be restrained
by the strong arm of the law. The original and

chief delinquents in this miserable trade of plunder
are usually persons who can afford to give con
siderable prices for original works. To give an
artist, say, ﬁve hundred guineas for his picture,_then
employ some needy creature to make minute
copies of it at 301. each, and sell each of them at
a proﬁt of several hundreds per cent. upon ther!
cost price; all this is looked upon by such persons
merely as a very “ smart " transaction.
_

All sorts of devices are resorted to and various
agencies employed for effecting the sale or exchange

the foremost, change had done its melancholy mental; there may be some risk in the oblique of spurious copies. Tempting offers of “a great
oﬂice, there were gloams of beauty and of hope refraction of conical pencils; and he proposes soon bargain “ from persons professing to be rather short
which proved that if the cloud which weighs upon to try the effect of the prism with parallel pencils of cash and having some bills just coming due,
the nation is very dark, it has, nevertheless, a of rays passing through it; breadth being given to should usually be regarded with suspicion. So,like~
most radiant golden fringe.
wise, should “ very cheap lots " at public sales.
the spectrum by a cylindrical lens.
The Gardens in which the statue stands and the
It may be advisable also to state that the fraud
The general details given were satisfactory;
ceremonial took place were looking magniﬁcent, though it is matter of regret that from unavoidable ulent sale or exchange of a spurious copy of a
and the commodious ediﬁce used as vestibule and causes the work of the Observatory is falling picture, drawing or photograph brings the offenders
ante-room served its purpose well. We know of few slightly into arrear.
within reach of the law as being a crz'mmal otfence.
'
combinations of garden and palace so admirably
By an Act of 1861 it is provided that “whoever
suited for such a state ceremonial as that of SPURIOUS COPIES OF PICTURE AND DRAWINGS.
Wednesday last.
F110): facts which have recently been communi
cated to us we regret to ﬁnd that the fraudulent
THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY.
manufacture and sale of spurious copies of pictures
Ox Saturday last, June 6th, the Board of Visitors and drawings are still carried on in England. The
went down from the Royal Society to Greenwich to original works thus copied are by artists of emi
inspect the Royal Observatory. They were met by nence ; dextrous hands are often employed for the
the Astronomer Royal, who led them over the purpose, and every artiﬁce is used to imitate the
premises, and read to them his annual report.
originals as closely as possible, including the signa

shall by any false pretence obtain from any other
person any chattel, money, or valuable security,
with intent to defraud, shall be guilty of a mis
dernecnor, and being convicted shall be liable, at
the
servitude
discretion
for the
of term
the Court,
of threetoyears,
be kept
or tornbe m

prisoned for any term not exceeding two years,
with or without hard labour, and with or without
solitary confinement." And every person who shall
The ﬁrst point on which Mr. Airy dwelt was the tures. There is, perhaps, not one British artist aid, abet, counsel, or procure the commission of
state of the ediﬁce. Since the visitation of last whose works command high prices that cannot any such misdemeanor will, by the same Act, be
year, Struve’s Observatory, and the former Dip cite numerous instances where spurious copies of liable to be indicted and punished as a principal
House and Deﬁexion House, have been taken his productions have been made and sold. The offender. We desire to call especial attention to

down, and a range of seven room has been built. injury to artists and to the innocent purchasers of this latter provision of the Statute as to abcttors in
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misdemeanors, because it includes in its operation and allowing his imagination to ire-people our road He is clad in his triumphal garb, in amour, the
not only the
on who makes a spurious copy, with men instead of with ﬁre, for we are on the chiton loosely thrown from arm to arm, so as to
but also the original delinquent, his employer.

battle-ﬁeld where Constantine conquered Maxen

It will have been observed that to bring an tins, which event prepared the triumph of Chris
offender within the provisions of either of the tianity, and to which Raphael has given a second
statutes mentioned it must be established that he immortality by his picture in the Vatican. Ay,
fraudulently did the act complained of against him, we are at this moment between San. Rubra, where
consequently it may be supposed that there would the battle began, and the river, where it was ended
by Maxentius perishing in the waves. The hills
not the fact. As in the case of a man found in the around us no longer appear as representatives of
possession of stolen goods, it lies upon a person mute, indifferent nature, but seem wrapt in con
offering for sale or selling a spurious copy satisfac scious, majestic, sympathetic silence; nor do we
torily to account for its being in his custody. If he at the moment see them bare and desolate, for our
fails to do so, his knowledge of the fraud may be inner eye is ﬁlled with colours-those of the ﬁrst
be great diﬂiculty in doing so. Such, however, is

presumed, and his conviction thus insured. If, on
the other hand, he can satisfactorily exldain how
the copy in question came into his possession then
he may escape, but his disclosures would almost
inevitably lead to the detection and conviction of

the original delinquent.

Christian banner, “ In hoc signo vinces,” singu

cover the trunk. On the armour the following em
blems in baarelief are seen. Lowest, Roma, with a
po‘mucopip, the ltprvlilns at her side. Over her, to the
e right,
Apo Diana
o, wit on is
lyre, riding
a hi
grid‘;
to
the
a bind.
Over thesef’iidJ
the left,
Mars, holding out his sheathed sword (potent or
armed Peace) ; to the right, a ﬁgure with atorch and

dog, the signiﬁcation of which I do not know. Over
these, and closer together, a soldier with banner

and eagle, evidently Loyalty; to the right, atrophy,
Victory. Over these, a ﬁgure in a triumphal car,
drawn by four horses, and preceded by soaring

Victories, rides into heaven, which Jupiter holds

larly blended together with those by the greatest open, or expanded, for their reception.
The statue, eleven Roman palms high, was found
Christian painter. Down this very road Alaric, a
hundred years later, descended-the ﬁrst conqueror quite unscathed, with the exception of the feet,
of the city of Romulus, Caesar, Constantine. What and these are but broken off, not lost, and may be
a yell of Gothic triumph these bills must have wit~ easily joined on to the body. At the right foot was
an Amor with a dolphin—hinting perhaps at the
nessedl Ay, ay, I understand their silence.
But whilst memory and fancy are creating life battle at Actium. This Amor, and some little
around us, the very interior of the hills resurges things about the garment and the right knee are
into life, or, to reduce my words to prosaic correct wanting in execution, and in so far the work stands
ness, one of the hills, at least,—that which towers behind, for instance, “Britannicus ” in the Museum

From these observations on the present state of
the‘law as regards the manufacture and sale of
spurious copies of pictures, drawings and photo
graphs, it will be seen how very dangerous it has
become to engage in any transaction of the kind;
and what ruin it may involve where a man has over the little osteria or inn at Prima Ports-is of theLateran, whilst by the ideality of the head and
any character to lose. We trust the risk will being excavated with good results. On the top of the graoefulness of the emblems it surpasses that
be found to outweigh the proﬁt of such scandalous this hill, which we now ascend on foot, a ruined statue as well as any other of the same period and
ventures, and thus abate a proliﬁc source of injury brick wall, for centuries peeping out of the soil, in the same style.
But, says my learned friend, how has the iron
to British artists and the purchasers of their pro beckoned man to come and dig ; but the invitation
was answered only this spring, when almost the protruding from the broken leg been able to resist
ductions.
ﬁrst spade hit upon the ruins of a villa. The villa, rust during centuries? This I cannot answer; but
it is said, belonged to Calpurnia, the wife of Caesar; no one can doubt that the statue is antique, and if
DISCOVERII‘E YEAR ROM'E.
and a clay pipe, exactly resembling a modern drain even the iron be modern, it would only prove that
Rome, May E, 1863.
On leaving Rome by its northern gate, Porta pipe, bears in distinct letters the inscription, Cal the statue has been seen by man since the decline
del Popolo, and proceeding on the Flaminian road purnia. From Calpurnia. or Cesar the villa may and fall of the Roman Empire, some time or other

towards the north and north-west, the Campagna have been inherited by Octavianus and Livia, and before its present excavation at Porta Prima. It is
offers a physiognomy differing considerably from
that met with on excursions towards the east and
south, to the Sabine and Alba-n Mountains. In the

through generations it may have remained an impe

said, that occasionally, when a statue is found at a

rii7al summer abode. Scholars now call it ln'via’s time unpropitious for sale, Romans know how to
illa.
ignore it and to ﬁnd it again at n. happier moment.
A few feet beneath the surface of the soil is
The statue bears traces of having been coloured;
east direction you ﬁnd yourself on an undulating

plain, that, in prehistoric times, was the bottom found a suite of rooms, no doubt the ﬁrst floor of
of the sea, and still, by its form, may remind you the villa. The walls of one of the rooms are, sin
of the sea and its waves, whilst yonder you ascend gularly enough, decorated with landscape paintings,
the old bed of the Tiber, a, valley that, aerpenting a grove of palm and orange trees, with fruits and
between rocky hills, becomes narrower and nar birds on the branches-the colours all as fresh and
rower. The Tiber now is visible like a white or lively as if painted yesterday. Though exquisite,
grey r'iband only at the bottom of the valley, but they may, however, be looked upon by most visitors
time was when it ﬁlled the whole space between with less admiration than surprise; for not only is
the hills, and when, ﬁve or six miles broad, it it a strange taste to decorate rooms of a villa with
opened into the sea. At about midway of its mouth a representation of trees, but this kind of picture
in those times, when the hills on which Rome is in itself an exception from what we know of
should rise were covered with brackish water, was antique Art, the Romans, as well as their descend
the spot where now Ponle Molle bridges a curve of ants, being without that romantic feeling which
prompts the Teutonic race to landscape painting.
the senile stream.
These and other similar remarks are made by my A learned friend of mine even expresses a doubt of
the
decoration being antique; but who in later
friend, the geologist, and no place in the world can

but all such traces are strictly conﬁned to the gar
ment of the emperor and the emblems. In the villa

are found three other sculptural works, busts of
Septimus Severus, his wife and their son, Geta;
and the leaders of the excavation conﬁdently hope

to ﬁndstill more.

M. Gonnscmum'.

THE HUMAN JAW OF ABBEV'ILLE.
10, Kent Terrace, N.W., June 8, 1868.

THE letter of my friend, Mr. Evans, in the last
number of the Athemeum, calls for some remarks
on my part as member of the conference whose
conclusions he calls in question. Mr. Evans is

steadfast to his ﬁrst opinion, an opinion shared by
me up to the 12th of May. The reasons for my
original disbelief were the same, with few modiﬁca

be more ﬁt for such observations, investigating the times would have descended beneath the earth to tions, as those of Dr. Falconer, Mr. Evans and Mr.
execute such a work! The ceilings have fallen Busk ; and it must not be'forgotten by Mr. Evans that
the naked greenish hills with their scattered down; but in their scattered fragments can be all the points he insists on, with the exception of
remnants of ruins proclaim in stem silence that we seen the beauty of line and colour, and the ﬁne the ﬁnger-markings, were strongly felt and main
are moving over an immense tomb, over ages of ﬂoating ﬁgures, &c., so well known from Pompeii. tained by us at the conference in Paris, at the close
activity and glory that now seem to have inter Glass and earthenware have been found likewise.
of which we were unshaken in our convictions. Our
rupted nature for a moment only.
The most essential
, however, of the disco distinguished French associates gave full attention
Under such circumstances I feel almost ashamed veries, that which has caused so much sensation at to every objection, and the same spirit of candour
remotest incidents and revolutions of nature, for

of mentioning such incidents of yesterday as the Rome, is a statue of Augustus. I admit that, on and an earnest desire to arrive at the truth seemed
hearing of it at Home, I had my doubts about the to animate all the members of that conference.
sincerity or depth of the enthusiasm it occasioned, The discussions of the four days were carefully
ambassadors suffered themselves to be attacked considering the number of such statues with which recorded by M. Delesse, and the proves verbour
and deprived of the despatches Catiline had en the museums abound, nor did the statue at ﬁrst will probably be published. Mr. Evans was invited
names of the locality remind me of. It was at
Ponte Molle, Pons Milvius, that the Allobrogian

trusted to them, and thus gave the consul, Cicero, sight make an impression answering to the ex
the means of laying bare before the senate the pectations aroused. It has been removed to a shed,
formidable conspiracy. If, whilst proceeding, we and lies on straw, on a litter, exactly like a man
turned to the left, we should come to Cremcra, found drowned near a village. But, on closer inspec
the place of sad memory where the Fabian tion, the unpleasant feeling of misfortune and
family were cut to pieces. Were those three death
way to a. singular, most agreeable
hundred Fabians, with their thousands of clients, sensation-—it is not death, but life, that has been
only going to wage war against Veji! or, dis found; or, if death has been at work, here is resur‘
satisﬁed with the ascendancy of the Latin tribes rection. Beauty, ideality, in the sense in which
at Rome, were those Sabian aristocrats bent upon this work was created, assuming by emanation
establishing a new Home when they should have their power over the mind, and throwing their
conquered Veji? and did the consul therefore leave veil before the ages, cause a feeling of strange glad
them to their fate’! I would at this moment give ness or felicity, which it is the secret of eternal Art
more for the solution of this problem, in which the alone to produce. The statue evidently was exe
human heart throbs, than for an insight into the outed shortly after the death of Augustus; it is, at
volcanic mysteries by which the hills arose and once, a portrait and an attempt to idealize and
the river took its course.
deify him, and to incarnate in him the imperial
As we proceed, even my friend, the geologist, power of Rome. The face has a remarkably happy
cannot help forgetting for awhile eras and strata, expression of grandeur, gentleness and intellect.

to attend this conference, and I much

he.

was unable to be present. The leading objection
(identical with our own) urged by Mr. Evans ‘is the
absence of all the ordinary characters of a in the
new type of ﬂint implements from Moulin- mgnon.
Our objections on this point were combated by
the observation that some of the undoubted specr~
mens, such as those disinterred by Dr. Gaudry at
St.-Acheul, and some others, appeared, like the

suspected implements, as fresh as though they had
been recently made. Other specimens found by
myself at Menchecourt, on my first visit to Abbe
ville, in 1859, are singularly fresh-looking, and

even without the habitual lustre. A closer exami
nation of most of these specimens showed however

some minute indication of antiquity, such as a speck
of calcareous incrustation, or of dendrites, or some

of those small points perceptible to the experienced
observer. Nevertheless it is quite possible to sup
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a. case where such minute traces might be one of the workmen under the eyes of M. Alphonse
altogether wanting, and then we should be entirely Milne‘Edwards; No. 3 by another workman, in
without the ordinary test of age. This might be an presence of M. Bert; No. 4 was found by Dr.
extremely exceptional condition, still the possibility A. Gaudry; and the ﬁfth by M. Alphonse
Milne-Edwards, who saw this specimen while yet
of its occurrence is manifest.
With regard to the test by shape, I confess my imbedded in the gravel. Mr. Brady and his son
self unable to adopt it without limitation. On the had also before our visit to Abbeville, in a
search conducted with much care, found seven
the depth of conchoidal fracture depend upon the specimens under similar circumstances. This cumu
shape of the instrument used, and upon the force lative evidence led me to accept the authenticity
of the blow, rather than upon the material of which of the discovery and the genuineness of the speci

one hand, I think the form of the facets and

the breaking implement is made; and on the other mens, although I did not myself witness the dis
hand I see no reason why, with a little practice, interring of any of them. This 1 had hoped to
ﬂint implements of quaternary age should not be have accom lished on a second day; but a further
y thought 11
, and would
imitated, as far as form is concerned, as well as celts delay was
and arrow-heads of the age of stone, which have, have been attended with much inconvenience to
we know, been fabricated with such skill as to several members of the conference. That evening,
deceive even practised antiquaries. But while therefore, when asked my opinion, it was expressed
admitting thus much, I do not agree with Mr. as recorded in the procés rerbak-“M. Prest<
Evans, that if so “ we should have no characteris wich déclare que bien qu’s'l n'avait pas sssisté a la
tics whereby to distinguish true from false, and mise a nu des haches, prenant en consideration le
should be at the mercy of every unprincipled ﬂint soin extreme avec lequel l'opération a été dirigée
knapper and gravel~digger who thought ﬁt to et surveillée, il n’éleve plus aucun doute sur
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book and Mr. Flower was made with a view to
determine some geological points, and to corrobo
rate some former observations. I took, also, the
opportunity to conclude our neglected experiment.
I washed a portion of the gravel contami''ng 135

ﬂint fragments, and of them 108 were completely
stained and coloured, 2'2 partially so, and only 5
(all small) not at all altered. There exists' one
possible cause of variability, which is, that some

of the ﬂints might have been stained before they
were imbedded in their present position. That this

happens in places in these high-level grsvels, is
evident from the fact, that such coloured Hints are
found mixed with the unaltered ﬂints of the white

gravel-beds of St.-Acheul. But there are always
ﬂints not of this secondary derivation, and others

with fractures of the period; the rarity, therefore,
of unaltered ﬂints in this bed is in contradiction

to the unaltered condition of the totality of the
ﬂint implements of the new type.
Among the specimens in M. Boucher de Perthes'

collection are the fragments of two skeletons-o
child and an adult from Mesni‘eres, a village about
impose upon us.” There may be cases where it is l'authenticité de ces haches et de la plupart des fifteen miles south of Abbeville. These were coated
diﬁ‘icult, and others where it is impossible, to say haches contestées dans les reunions antérieures, with brick-earth, and had been reported to M. de

from intrinsic characters alone whether a ﬂint y compris les deux échantillons trouvés par M. Perthes to have been found in undisturbed ground.
implement is genuine or not, but from experience I

Quatrefages.”

M. Quatrefages and Mr. Busk were struck with

am satisﬁed that such instances are of rare occur
\Vith respect to the intrinsic evidence of the
rence.
jaw, the opinions of Dr. Falconer and Mr. Busk
The other objections of Mr. Evans were the iron as to its recent character are entitled to the greatest
marks found occasionally on some of the suspected weight; but, on the other hand, we have the
implements, and the apparent ﬁnger-smearing. The authority of M. Delafosse for supposing that the
iron-marks are rare, and such as might be produced coating of limonite must have been the work of
by the pick or by the shovel in digging out the ages, and the two eminent French authorities, M.

some peculiarities presented by these remains. Both
these gentlemen wished me to visit Mesnieres and
report on the character of the beds in which these

gravel, or, as the men often put the specimens in Quatrefages and M. Lartet, saw reason to maintain
their pockets, they might be marked by a knife or in its high antiquity. As to the quantity of gela
a key. The ﬁnger-marks are not so apparent to tine present in the bone it is much a question of
me as to my able friend. The two specimens he the nature of the matrix. A human bone of a
examined had slipped down in the gravel, and in Gallo-Roman sepulture at Lillebonne contained
so slipping the movement of the sandy matrix not a trace of animal matter, while a bone from the

gravel, very open and porous. It was at a depth of

skeletons had been found. “’e accordingly went,
and found the small pit at the corner of aroM.

The upper two feet consisted of brick-earth or loam,
and thelower sixto eight feet of coarse angular ﬂint~

two feet in the latter that the skeletons were reported
to have been found. They appeared, from thedescnp
tion given us, to have been buried in an open trench,
which was ﬁlled up with the soil taken out, and
were of great antiquity, possibly Celtic. In a ‘dis
might cause strive on the moist coating of ﬂints of cavern of Miallet contained 7'17 per cent., and cussion which took place at the Geological Society
this shape.
another from Oreston gave 11 per cent. Fossil on \Vednesday last, Mr. Busk stated that the jaw
The surest test of the genuineness of any ﬂint teeth especially are often singularly fresh-looking. of the child from Mesniéres presenwd the sarne
implements is, however, their identity in mineral As to the possible colouring effect of the black peculiar form as that of the aged adult of Moulm
character with the component Hints of the gravel band I have ﬂints from it covered with black clay Quignon, that their mineral condition was the
itself; and this, I admit, was a weak point in our and limonite, and yet almost as fresh-looking and same, and that he found the same coating of km
case. Where these are stained brown or yellow, so as white as a ﬂint recently taken from the chalk. onite on some of the bones. This coatiugl also found
should be the ﬂint implements if of contempo On the palzeontological question, however, I speak in unusual quantities on some of the hints in this
gravel. These are coincidences which may be worth
the while of M. Quatrefages and Mr. Busk t2 m
quire into. The workmen employed at Mesmeres
were from Mautort, and it was from one of them
black colour, and are but little changed; but in the close observation, that is required in the ﬁeld. I that Mr. Evans obtained the three Msutort ﬂint
few intercalated ferruginous seams there they are abandoned myself to the former, on the ﬁrst day, implements that he alludes to. _
_
_ ‘
In all inquiries, when the evidence is conﬂicting
found stained and discoloured. So, notwithstandin g intending to stipulate for a portion of the latter on
that the mass of the gravel at Moulin-Quignon the second day; but that second day never came, or circumstantial, the opinion necessarily vacillates
is ochreous, there are subordinate light-coloured and consequently one important point we had in according as the balance of evidence tends to pre
seams, and it was quite within the range of possi view was overlooked. \Ve were to have washed a ponderate on one side or the other, until after a
raneous date; where the one are unstained and with due reserve.
~
unaltered, so should be the other. Thus, at St.
“In the multitude of counsellors there is safety”
Acheul, where the mass of the gravel is white, does not always hold good in geological research.
the ﬂint implements often retain their natural It is not the clash of opinion, but quiet and

bility that some variations in the character of the
bed in which the newer ﬂint implements had been
discovered might account for their exceptional cha
racter; while, as these beds are amongst the most
ancient of the post-pliocene de osits of the valley
of the Somme, it was possible t at, as in the newer
beds of Montiers and Menchecourt we have a dif
ferent type of ﬂint implement, so in the older of

mass of the gravel taken from the spot where one time a right adjustment is made. Such phases of _s
of the ﬂint implements had been found so as to
were permanently stained and discoloured and what
number were unaltered, for it is evident that, on

the meeting to Abbeville, for the purpose of inves
tigating the beds in aim.
No announcement was made of our intended
visit, and we appeared unexpectedly on the ground

before the public. It is enough, I think, that they
should trouble the observers until study and discus

the assumption that the ﬂint implements were of sion amongst themselves have removed sorneofth:1
L11:
the age of the Moulin-Quignon beds, they should, difficulties. For my own part I object to
as before observed, present generally the some of thinking aloud. As a geologist, I cannot dispense

the beds of Moulin~Quignon there might have been aspect as the gravel, after eliminating any cause of
preserved an earlier and ruder type than any with variability. I had suggested it at the it, and some
which we were previously acquainted.
of the gravel had actually been broug t away, but,
Seeing, therefore, the diﬂiculty of arriving, upon owing to the late hour to which the discussion that
intrinsic characters alone, without a knowledge evening was prolonged and the early close of the
of the condition of the beds themselves, at a posi conference the following morning, this essential
tive result as to what the characters of the ﬂint test was overlooked. The circumstancesunder which
implements should be, it was, I think, ajudicious the ﬂint implements were found seemed to us all to
resolve on the part of M. Milne-Edwards to adjourn

scientiﬁc question are not, therefore, to be regarded

ascertain what proportion of the ﬂints composing it as unusual, though they do not generally come

with time, and like to use it.
‘
JOSEPH Psssrwus.

OUR WEEKLY oossm I

_

IN his distribution of the Civil List Pensions
for the past year, Lord Palmerston appesntohﬂvf
freed himself from the inﬂuence of Lord Aberdeeni
ideas. The men and women who receive the nation 5

prove that they were in situ. The assumption of bounty have done the State some_servloe, 0f winch
fraud was therefore discarded and the authenticity all the world can judge. The merit of the claimant

of the case accepted. Dr. Falconer and Mr. Busk has been thought of more, the poverty less.

only

alone still maintained that the conditions of the jaw four of the fourteen cases are “straitened cucum
advanced; “(Il
were not consistent with its being of any very great stanccs” named as part of the
early on the morning of the 12th of May. Sixteen antiquity, and Dr. Falconer held by the same con these four they are mentioned incidentally,‘ annal
workmen were engaged, and kept at work during clusion with respect to the ﬂint im lements. For along with better ground for receiving the nano
the whole day, under the careful supervision of my own part, the first point, that no and had been award. In ten cases the service is put forth alone.
the members of the conference and of several practised, (unanimouslyaccepted) carried the rest, as The distribution, too, seems fair enough, as the‘fol
visitors. The talus and a certain portion of the I was satisﬁed from previous study that the beds lowing analysis will show. Nine pensions are goon
gravel were cleared away, so as to obtain a fresh were undisturbed and of early quaternary age. I to Literature:-—that is to say-to Miss _Francas
Browne,
poetry,
100L,
composed
on account
in spite
of of
herblindness
‘works mexisting
surface, and in the course of the day five specimens may also observe, that these beds contain suﬂicient and
were discovered. One (No. 2) was of the old independent evidence of the antiquity of man.
undoubted type ; the other four were of the new and
My visit to Abbeville last week, in company from birth. Mr. S. W. Fullom, 70L, in considera
suspected type. The ﬁrst one was taken out by with Mr. Evans, Mr. Godwin-Austen, Mr. Lub tion of a long career as author and journahst, and
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of the merits of some of his works. Mr. Lane, 1001.,

in testimony of the value of his Arabic Dictionary,
the product of twenty years’ labour, ten of which
were passed in Egypt for the better accomplishment
of the task. Dr. Robert Latham, 100l., in appre
ciation of his eminence in the studies of grammar,

philology, and ethnology, and of his contributions
to the knowledge of the same. Mr. Gerald Massey,
701., in appreciation of his services as a lyric poet
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of colleded verse, we called Bishop Still’s, we primary object in this institution, the collection
have to say that he will ﬁnd it in ‘ Gammer Gur already contains some ﬁve~and-twenty works (whet
ton’s N eedle.’ We may add, however, that Mr. ther painting or sculpture) that would hold a
Dyce, in his edition of Skelton'a Works, prints a respectable position in any gallery of Art. The
version from a manuscript copy in his possession, Trustees announce themselves wholly at a loss to
which he describes as'of an earlier date than 1575, provide for fresh accessions. Pictures are already
the year in which the play was printed. The song placal upon the ground, and in dark corners round
requires collating; for if Bishop Still adapted it, the windows; but it would be a great pity if so
he has missed one or two of the hits made by the good an enterprise were to fall through merely by
the want of extended house-room, and a more
older writer. The lines—

sprung from the people. Mrs. O‘Donovan, 501., in
consideration of the late Dr. O‘Donovan’s valuable
No frost, nor snow, no wind, I trow,
Can hurt me if I wold,
contributions to Irish literature and archaeology.
Mr. Cyrus Bedding, 70L, in consideration of his loses the reckless jollity and precision of
Nor frost, nor snow, nor aynde, I trow,
labours in the ﬁeld of political and other literature,

extending over more than half a century. Mrs.
Elizabeth Strutt, 70L, inconsideration of her strait

Canne hurts me yf hyt wolde.

—We fancy the “c[r]ovne of golde ” of Mr. Dyce’s
copy is a mispriut for “coyne of golde.” “"e re

ened circumstances at a great age, and after 58
years of contributions to literature. Dr. Tregelles, ferred to this song because of its real English

1001., on account of his valuable labours on subjects jollity. A far more serious omission of early poetry
connected with Biblical criticism, and of similar is that of Raleigh's ‘ \Vrong not, sweet Empress of

works still in hand.—Four pensions have been given my Heart,’ in which occurs that lovely conceit :to Science :—to Sir Thomas Maclear, 100l., in con
sideration ofhis services as Astronomer Royal at the

Cape of Good Hope. Mr. Joshua Alder, of New
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Silence in love bewrays more woe
Than words, the’ ne’er so witty ;
A beggar that is dumb, you know,
May challenge double pity.

decent light for the advantageous display of the
few works belonging to the collections deserving

attention on grounds of Art.
Mr. J. P. Berjeau writes to say that he is not
the author_of the ‘ Varieties of Dogs,’ reviewed in
the Alhmurum of Saturday last. The work was
executed by his son, also Mr. J. P. Berjeau.
A curious and interesting discovery of ancient
church ornaments has been recently made at
Douai. According to the French papers, the
students of the formerly-celebrated college at that
town secretly buried two coﬁ'ers full of valuable
church plate at the time of the great French
Revolution. The secret, which was carefully kept
for many years, has recently been divulged. A

—But, in order to make a good collection of poeti
naturalist, especially in the department of marine cal extracts for general reading, a compiler ought corps of engineers, who now occupy the buildings
to read the original writers.
formerly used by the college, searched for the
poverty by circumstances over which he had no
The power possessed by locomotives to surmount hidden treasures, and they have already succeeded
control. Mrs. Atkinson, 1001., in consideration of steep gradients has been lately demonstrated in a
in disinterring various silver vases
'
the
her husband's contributions to geographical science, very remarkable manner by the opening of the
of Presidents of the College, and that of
the fruits of six ears’ explorations in Eastern Bhore Ghaut Incline of the Great Indian Railway. names
Philip Howard of Norfolk, with the date 1744.
Siberia and Mongoha-during which she accompa The incline attains at one long lift the great height The search is being prosecuted for other articles
nied him, and aided in preserving a record .of his of 1,832 feet, which is the highest elevation hitherto supposed to have been also buried.
researches-and of his having expended all his attained by any railway incline. It is ﬁfteen and a
vThe King of Prussia has purchased Lessing‘s
means in these efforts, leaving his widow totally half miles long, and the average gradient conse
picture, ‘ Huss on the Funeral Pile,’ which was
.unprovided for. Mr. George Bartlett, 100l., in quently is l in 46‘39.
exhibited in London last summer, for the sum of
appreciation of his pursuit of the natural and
We would very gladly help Mr. Fuller to recover, 15,000 thalers. Kaulbach’s cartoon, ‘The Refor
physical sciences during thirty-six years, resulting
in the establishment of the “Devon and Cornwall if possible, the paper about which he inquires in the mation,’ destined for the hall of the new museum
at Berlin, has arrived there. Kaulbach will soon
Natural History Society," and the publication of following note :
“ Boston, May 21, 1863.
follow, and execute his work with the help of
many works, but also in a total prostration of mind
“In the London Athemrum, of 1852, p. 254,
castle, 701., in consideration of his labours as a.
zoology, and of his being suddenly reduced to

Berlin artists.

and body now that he is old.-—The remaining pen
sion is on account of Education:—to Mrs. Hughes,
1001., in consideration of her husband's labours in

near the bottom of the second column, it is stated
that my sister, the late Margaret Fuller, Countess
d'Ossoli, left with some person, whose name is not
the cause of education during a long service as given, certain papers in a sealed parcel, being
master of the Greenwich Hospital Schools, and of 'ournals, ice. I am her executor, as well as
‘the straitened circumstances in.which she is left.
brother, and have the charge of all her works.
Except that Sir Robert Peel had a manifestly larger I should be very glad to get those papers,

notion of the true functions of a Civil List—ex
eluding “straitened circumstances” altogether from
his consideration-we do not know that he ever
distributed his country’s dole to its very serviceable

to be reasonably heedful of the authenticity of any

event he illustrates. Many persons, feeling this,
and cognizant of the denial by the Duke of Wel
lington that he ﬁrst met Blucher at La Belle
and to be put in communication with the party who Alliance on the ﬁeld of Waterloo, according to the
has them. Can you give me the party’s name, or popular legend, have challenged Mr. Maclise’s
istorical ﬁdelity in the great water'glass picture in
get the party to write to me?
the Parliament Houses. By some inconceivable
“ RICHARD F. FuLLrR."

children with a wiser hand than Lord Palmerston Can any of our readers tell us where these journals
has this year done.
may now be found’.l
Our attention has been called to the fact
The following note is from the Secretary of the
‘that the vote for completing the Nelson Column Royal Institute of British Architects :
by Sir E. Landseer’s lions is six thousand pounds.
“June 3, 1863.
'The larger sum implies the deeper obligation
“ At the Arundel Society’s Annual General
on the sculptor’s part. It is surely time for Sir
Edwin to begin his task or yield it to a readier man.
When alluding to this subject last week, we sug

Although an artist is not expected to be an
historian, there can be no doubt that he is bound

blunder, this is decided to represent the meeting of
the generals; and even M.P.s, who have oppor
tunities of using their senses on the subject, com
placently enter the Royal Gallery, where the
picture is, and dilate upon the philosophy of error
with the unction of Sir Thomas Browne himself.
Countless times has the press repeated this “vulgar

Meeting, held on the 2nd inst., it was argued, that error,“ especially in reviewing the latest published
the Society could not issue faithful copies of the I section of Wellington’s Despatches, within the last
Italian frescoes in consequence of their mutilation ; few months. No doubt this opinion will be held for

gested, langhingly, that the country had, perhaps, and that it was necessary to restore the missing or
decayed portions. Allow me to remark, that the
Nelson lions. But the neglect of Mr. Pollard is Architectural Photographic Society have just issued
something worse than a joke. The man who avenged unrestored photographs from the mutilated sculp
his great commander was the signal midshipman on tures at \Vells Cathedral, among which is the sub
board the Victory; he helped to pass that glorious ject of ‘ The Gift of Tongues,’ without one head to
motto round the ﬂeet, “England expects that every the whole group of apostles, so gifted as must be
man will do his duty” : and he did his duty on that taken on faith; and further to say, that I for one
memorable day, by avenging his adored admiral’s value the faithful representation of this sculpture
death. That deed will live in history so long as as it exists better than if it had been restored. I
Trafalgar is remembered by mankind. Yet the hero allow the cases are hardly parallel, but we should
of it is still a lieutenant, is living in a public hospital,
least be shown clearly which is original and
and we understand is suffering from feeble health at
which not.—I am, 810.,
Jons' P. Ssnnos.”
saved enough out of Lieut. Pollard to pay for the

and domestic trials.

The Trustees of the National Portrait Gallery,
in their sixth Report, urgently invite the atten
tion of Government to the want of space for the
fourth Anniversary :—one in the afternoon in the
collection under their care. The pictures and busts
The members and friends of the Ecclesiological ,

generations, unless some one shows that the whole
discovery is a mare’s nest, and founded upon mere

heedlessness of the most obvious points in the
picture. If Mr. Maclise had blundered, as people
say he did, who could blame him for receiving the
authority of Lords Stanhope and Macaulay,—both
members of the Fine Arts Commission? If it was
anybody’s business it was surely that of the two pro
fessed historians to inquire into the point in ques

tion. Mr. Maclise might be excused in their de
fault, or on the authority of M. Edgar Quinet, who,
on the French side, says :—“ En revenant du coté
de la Belle Alliance, “'ellington rencontra Blucher.

Tous deux mirent pied a terre, et se jett-rent dans

Society will hold two meetings on the Twenty

les bras You do l’nutre. La ferme de la Belle
Alliance avait servi de point do direction a

Tower of London, when by permission of Lord De
Ros, Lieutenant of the Tower, the White Tower,

emporté," Szc. (‘Histoire de la Campagne de 1815,’

now amount to 158 in number, 47 of which are
presentations. The number of visitors during last
including the Norman Chapel, and the other His year, when the Gallery was open only two days in
torical Antiquities of the place will be open to the the week, from twelve to ﬁve o'clock, amounted to
inspection of the party; a second, in the evening, 12,448, being nearly double that of the previous

l’armée Prussienne; Blucher voulait qu’on appeléit
de ce nom la bataille; l‘orgueil des Anglais l'a
p. 279.) All this might justify Mr. Maclise in

accepting the already entertained and rather pic
turesque popular legend that the meeting took
year-6,676. On the last EasterMonday there were place at the farm in question; but he did nothing

at the galleries in Conduit Street. Mr. Beresford
Hope, the President, will attend both meetings.
942 visitors as against 672 in 1862. There can be
In answer to the Correspondent who inquires no doubt that, notwithstanding the obscurity of its
where he can ﬁnd the old lyric ‘ Back and Side go position, the collection is steadily growing in favour
Bare,’ which, in a recent review of some books with the public. Although artistic merit is not a

of the kind, and the very title of his picture might
have suggested to those who were in haste to ﬁnd
fault that he has not attempted to represent the
meeting, but, so it runs, ‘The Interview between

THE
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. —- ‘ Observations and Parabolic
\Vellin gton and Blucher.’ Some suspicions had 1 Hodgson,
all along rested upon the legend, and the artist, Elements of Comet 111., 1863,’ by M. Karlinski.
heedful beyond the occasion and his strict duty,
Gs0LoG1c.\L.—June 3.—Prof. A. C. Ramsay,
has painted not the meeting but the parting of the
President, in the chain-——The Rev. R. W. Greaves,
commanders. The D uke himselfhad contradicted the
M.A., was elected a Fellow.—The following com
legend in a letter to Mr. Mudford (Gurwood. vol. 8, ‘
p. 332). Mr. Maclise inquired of Lord Sandys, who, munication was read: ‘ On the Section at Moulin
Quignon, and on the peculiar Character of some of
as Lord Arthur Hill, one of the Duke's aides-de
the Flint Implements found there,’ by J. Prestwich,
cump, was present on the occasion, and is painted
in the picture, and from him learned that if the Esq.

Roms Irvsrrrurros.-May 22.—The Rev. J.
Barlow, M.A.,V.P., in the chalr.—‘ On the Direct

Measurement of the Sun’s Chemical Action,’ by
Prof. Roscoe, B.A.
MEETINGS FOR THE ENBUING WEEK.
Mos.
—
Tris.
—

Asiatic. a.
Architects, 8.
Ethnoloqiul. (i.
Statistical, s.—-‘ Ilictnrics of Prisoners.‘ Dr. Guy.

Wm.

Horticultural L-brcnt Exhibition.

Meteorological. :._- nun-Urology Ur Years mm to

-

Mr. G1 shcr; ‘ Iiurnuuno 0
May 1am.‘ Mr. E.
.
Lowe; ‘Theory of Yul-our.‘ Mr. J. C. llioxam.
Geol
cal. B.»‘.\'und.~roncu of Cronmrty and Rtptilim

meeting of the generals took place at, or near,

Socls'rr or ANTlQUARIE5.—./un6 4.—Octavius

Gemappes, they parted at the farmhouse of La
Belle Alliance, and that he (Lord Sandys) saw
them there, both mounted on horseback, from which

Morgan, Esq, V.P., in the chain-J. Farrar, Esq.
exhibited a stone implement (supposed to be a ham
met left unﬁnished) found at Orkney. Mr. Farrar
communicated some articulars as to its discovery.
—G. Roberts, Esq. e 'bited a volume of “ Warrants

b'hol
Jamaica.‘ )lr. Moon; ‘ New Fossil Thacidium,’
hir. hlncdonsld; ‘sandstones and Shales of Oolitu of
Hcarboro h,‘ hir. bckmby‘; ' Ammonltu of Cambridge
Greensan .‘ Mr. Secley; Geology and Mineralogy.
Borneo,‘ Iii. Grout.
Tsuss. Numismatic, 7.—Annunl.

and Grants,” ranging in date from 1610 to 1631.—
The Rev. S. Lysons communicated an account of

Linnean s.-' Relations of Tanslla. be.’ Mr. Blnnford'

place Blucher and Gneisenau pursued the French,
while the Duke rode sadly back over'the death
strewn ﬁelds to the little village of lVaterloo. Upon
this authority, which thoroughly ﬁts in with the
history of the battle and with the Duke's letter
to Mr. Mudford, Mr. Maclise proceeded. That the
parting and not the meeting point of the interview
is expressed in the picture, anybody may see with

his own eyes who will go into the Royal Gallery.

Poo rints.‘ Ilr. Gordon and Rev. J. l. Jon-z‘ Tertiary

Chemical. 8.—‘ Electrolytic Action.‘ Mr. Abel; ' I“ If
Iodammonlum.‘ Dr. uuihric.

‘Bl-“I'll Fungi.‘ )Ir. (‘urn-y; ‘Botanical Collections of

discoveries of arrow-heads, &c., made at Rodmsrton,

£11;- éysll'; 'Anlsostichium, new Gums of lueci.’ All

in the county of Gloucester.-—J. G. Nichols, Esq.
read a paper ‘On Portraits of the Wives of King
Henry the Eighth.’ The paper was profusely illus
trated by prints of such portraits gathered from all

Anti‘ usries 85,-‘ Recent Discovery of Human Remains
st ’ompeii.‘ liI. (iuldschmidl; 'k‘runogc. near Ballis
borough. Co. Carlin,‘ l’rof. llurkness.

I

quarters. To these illustrations Sir J. Boileau, Bart.
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Society of Arts. 0.—Annual Dinner.
ROYAL ACADEMY of ARTS- The EXHIBITION of the
ROYAL ACADEMY is NOW OPEN-Admittance (from Eight

till Sﬂ'enl u.- Cutal u

is.

Jon's rim. 0

TT KNIGHT. Esq.. R.A., Secretary.

socrs'rv or mrxrnns 1x wuss COLOURS.—The
rrr-rr-Mx'rn ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW urns, at
their Gull
from Nine '

5. Pull Mulillast \ciosc to the National Gallery),
Dusk-Admittance 1|. ~ Cutnl
e M.

Josslm JJEN nism.
INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IN WATER. COLOURS
(founded in 1831 as the New Society of I’nlntcrs in \Vnter Colours).
—The ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW Ul‘EN.—Admlsslon. 1|.
—Gullery. 53, Pall Mall, opposite Mnrlborou h House.

JAMES

AIIBY. Secretary.

FRENCH GALLERY, 120 Pall IIalL-The TENTH AN
NUAL

EXHIBITION

of PICTURES. the contributions of

Artists of the French and Flemish Schools, is NOW OPEN.
Admusion 1).; Catalogue. M.

m assume aim. is now utno. nism‘ srnssr.

contributed a portrait, on which was the legend
“_Anna Regina, 1580, 11s.,” and which has unfor
tunately been adopted as the original of the por
traiture of Queen Anne Boleyn in the Historical

LEVASSOR EN \‘ISITE. — LAST WEEK BUT ONE.
Dudley Gallery.’ Plocnd1ll;;.—lt is rcspcctfull nnnounrcd that
M. Lpvusor will ive his admired ENTE TAINMEX'I‘H of
SI‘EAES

ct CIL-LSONS

COMIQUES. on

TUESDAY

and

SATURDAY EVENINGS. June is and so. at Half-putt Flight.
and (in compliance with numerous
nests for n Morning Repro~
Mutation) on THURSDAY MORNI G NEXT.June 18, at Three
o’clock. assisted by Mdlle. Teilseirc and M. Rey, being the last
weir but one of these very successful Entcrtarnrncnts.--Seats

Unrcservcd). 8a.; Stalls 7a.; a few l‘uutenils 10s. 6d. each.
ltchell's Royal Library, Ki. Old Bond Street. ‘ll.

SCIENCE
__.__
SOCIETIES.

Roma-June 4.—General Sabine, President,

in the chain-The Annual Meeting for the election
of Fellows was held this day. The under-named
were ballotted for and elected :—Messrs. E. W.
Cooke, W. Crookes, J. Fergusson, F. Field, Rev.
B. Harley, J. R. Hind, C. W. Merriﬁeld, Prof.
D. Oliver, F. W. Pavy, M.D., W. Pengelly, H. E.
Roscoe, Rev. G. Salmon, D.D., S. J. A. Salter,

Rev. A. P. Stanley, D.D., Col. F. M. E. Wilmot.
Asrsosomcrr..-—May 8.-G. B. Airy, Esq.,
Astronomer Royal, in the chain-H. Johnson,
Esq., C. Baume, FAq., and Lieut. G. L. Tupman

were elected Fellows.—‘ On Solar Spots, and on the
Variable Star r; (Argo) Navis,’ by Prof. Wolf.
"Note on the Coefficient of the Parallactic Eqna~

tion in the Lunar Theory,’ by E. J. Stone, Esq.“
‘ On the Acceleration of the Mean Motion of the

greater value, a series of critical comments on

W.

Burr,

Esq. —- ‘ Remarkable

worthily occupying the post of honour, in the Nortb

the various
rtraits of the wives of Henry Room, is Lord Uverstone's large altar-piece, by
the Eighth. gl’r. Scharf ‘s remarks on this 0008" Murillo, representing the "irgin standing on clouds
sion will be published in the Society's Trans with the infant Saviour in her arms, and surrounded
but

meanwhile

we

would

lay

par

by groups of very lovely boy-angels. This picture

ticular stress on a fact which Mr. Scharf brought stands forth among the works of IiIurillo, as Ra
forward, and which we believe to be new and phael's ‘Madonna di San Sisto' does from all other‘
original. It is this, that the only portrait of paintings in the world. Indeed the motive, with
Anne Boleyn on which reliance can be placed is the solemn thoughtfulness of the Child and the
the oil portrait in Windsor Castle, with a golden serious expression of the Virgin, shows an acciden
letter B pendent from her pearl necklace. This tal sﬂinity to the masterpiece of the great Italian.
picture was copied in miniature by Hoskins, for There is in this picture a remarkable purity about
Charles the First, and formed one of the well the forms, although slight and even vogue in some
which, combined with clear colour and
known set in the original black frame now belong
ing to the Duke of Bucclcuch. The portraits of solidity of shadow, render this picture singularly
Jane Seymour, Mr. Scharf also observed, are impressive. Its history is curious. It has been
reducible to two types; the original drawings for known as ‘ La Vierge Coupéc,’ from the following
both of these will be found at Windsor. The two circumstance. Whilst still at Seville, the central
types are seen, one at Hampton Court, where the part was cut out by the monks and concealed with
peak of the black veil attached to the hood is in the view of deterring the French from disturbing
front of the face, and the other, at Woburn Abbey, the picture. Soult, however, saw the value of the
angels still remaining, and took
'on of it. In
where the black peak is at the back of the head.
the General’s gallery the centre part was made up
ZOOLOGICAL.—JHM 9.—J. Gould, Esq., in the by a modern hand. The cut-out portion foundits way
chair. — Dr. Sclater made remarks on some of to England, and passed from the choice collection
the animals he had lately observed living in the of Mr. Gray, of Harringay House, to that of Lord.
Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Over-stone. The sale of Soult's pictures in 1852,
Antwerp, and read some notes on the period of afforded an opportunity of purchasing the rest, and
gestation of certain ruminants which habitually of this the present owner subsequently availed him
bred in the Society’s Gardens.-A communication self. The parts have lately been re-united with
was read from Mr. W. Williams, containing obser great skill and once more form a grand whole,
vations on the growth of some West Indian tor rivalling, in fact, if not outshining, the great pic
toises batched in this country.—Mr. Bartlett ture in the Louvre which was originally connected
exhibited a living Lemurine animal of the genus with it; both forming a part of one series of paintings
Galago, obtained by Mr. J. J. Monteiro in Angola, in the same building. Alarge picture of a similar sub
which he considered new to science and for which ject (No. 95), placedinthe centre of the middle room,
he proposed the name Galago Mo'nteiri after its suffers very severely by the comparison, whrlst n
discoverer.—-Dr. Sclater read some notes on the ﬁne Magdalen (30), contributed by Mr. Beaumont,
modes of incubation of the birds of the order Stru M.P., shows, very advantageously, a reﬁnement

Moou.'-—-‘ Note on Plana's Lunar Theory,‘ by A.
Cayley, Esq.—~‘Jupiter‘s Satellites: Are they thiones.-—Mr. Gould exhibited a collection of birds
visible to the naked Eyel’ by C. Mason, Esq.— made by Mr. F. G. Waterhouse during Mr. Stew
‘Phenomena of Jupiter's Satellites and Occulta art's late exploring expedition through Central
tions of Stars by the Moon,’ observed by S. Gorton, Australia. The most remarkable of these was a very
Esq.—‘ Occultation of r Cnncri observed at High elegant new parrot of the genus Polyteles, which
bury,’ by T.

+

BRITISH INSTITUTION’.
Gallery at the New Palace of Westminster, where
A peculiarity in this year's Exhibition of Paint
it is converted into a full length. \Vhoever the
lady may be, there can be no doubt she never was ings by the Old Masters is the entire absence of
intended for Anne Boleyn, and the sooner such a any grand historical pictures. Portraiture is in the
blunder is corrected the better.—Mr. Scharf also ascendancy, and of that the best are Flemish; only
contributed to the exhibition a very rare portrait two or three of the Italian school being at all re
of Catherine of Arragon, and, what was of still markable. The ﬁrst picture in the Catalogue, and

actions ,The SLEEP of BORROW and DREAM of JOY is NOW ON
VIEW at the London Stereosco is and Photogra hic Com
's
Establishment, I10. REGENT TREET. This tAtuc and t c
‘ Bending Girl are the Originals from the International Exhibi
tion of 1862, and which were purchased by the Company.

FINE ART.

Mr. Gould proposedtocall I’. Alexandra, in honour

and intensity of feeling, united with a wonderful
depth, although sobriety of colour, but rarely to
be found in his works. The great picture of
St. Joseph leading the Infant Saviour (31), the
property of the Earl of Straﬂ'ord, is a conspicuous
but not very favourable example of the painter.
Beyond these we find no Spanish picture to record.
A large “Conversation Piece," attributed to Titian
(61), and consisting of seven ﬁgures, all seated, with
the exception of the youthful St. John, is deﬁcient in

Phenomenon attending the Lunar Occultation of of H.R.H. the Princess of lValea-Dr. Giinther
r Canon, on the 26th April, 1863,‘ by the Rev. communicated a paper by Capt. B. R. H. Beddowe,
W. R. Dawes.—‘ Some Observations of the Lunar entitled ‘ Descriptions of New Species of
cuts
Crater Plato,’ by the Rev. W. R. Dawes.—‘ On a of the family Uropeltidze from India.’-Papers
Portion of the Surface of the Mare Imbrium, were also read by Mr. E. D. Cope ‘On a New ﬁrst-rate quality and deserving rather to be ranged.
observed with the Hartwell Equatorial,‘ by W. Species of Viper-a,’ supposed to be from Africa and among the works of Palma or Bonifazio, whee
R. Bu't, Esq-‘Elements of the Comets II. and
111,, 1863,’ by Mr. Hermann Bumbag-‘Obser
rations of the Comets II. and III., 1863,’ by R.

proposed to be called Vw'pcra oonﬂuenta; and by largeness of limb and smoothness of features more
Dr. J. E. Gray ‘On a new Genus of Lizards from frequently occur.

the Arabian Desert.’

A remarkably ﬁne picture, although much ‘I
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Italian portraiture in the Proﬁle of a Lady attired a Lady (111), highly reﬁned and delicate; PortrhTt

one of the grandest works in the room. It is said in Crimson (52) by Filippo Lippi.
of Mrs. Trench (137), recently published in the
The distinctive features of this Exhibition, be- Memoirs; and a charming, but slightly painted
to have been rescued from a ﬁre in the Ducal
Palace at Venice in 1578, and to have been in sides the ﬁrst on the list, are the three, if not four,
serted, as a
sat, in a panel in the Contan'ni Portraits by Rembrandt. Lord Clifden’s Burgo—
Palace, where it remained till purchased in 1856 master Six (26), with light-brown parted hair, in

picture, belonging to the Earl of Derby, Lady Horton
fondling a dog (104); Admiral Geary (176), is a

clear and boldly painted whole length; Wortley

by the present owner of the Palace, when it was an arched frame, is, perhaps, one of the most per
transferred to a handsome frame, and ﬁnally sold
to the present exhibitor, the Dean of Bristol. Few
portraits now extant display a greater breadth,
simplicity and grandeur of treatment. The be~
nignity of the face, the broad painting of the gold
brocade, both of his robe and of the cap, show
abundant care, with Art concealed. The action of
the hands conﬁrms the tradition that it is only a

portion of a larger picture, and that, when de~
stroyed by ﬁre three years after the painter's death,
Tintoretto was appointed to reproduce the com

position from memory in the throne-room of the
Ducal Palace. In contrast to this, but only because
on a minute scale, may be mentioned a ﬁne head
of the youthful Saviour (51), contributed by Mr.
J. C. Robinson. The conception is large and grand;
but the peculiarity of type, together with the ex
quisitely reﬁned handling, show a more decided aﬂi
nity to Albert Dilrer than to Bellini, whose name is
appended to it in the Catalogue. Boldly conceived
and massively executed is the Meroni portrait of a
disagreeable-looking man, with a beardless face,

Montsgu (183), seen to the knees, in a Turkish
fect works he ever painted, and the Berchem (126) dress, full of dashing colour and more mellow than
and his “’ife (130), both belonging to the Marquess usual, is one of his best and earliest pictures: it
of Westminster, are in no way inferior. The fourth never fails to attract attention in its accustomed
picture, the Wife of the Burgomaster Six (34), is place among the numerous treasures of Art in
less generally accepted as Rembrandt’s, although Warwick Castle. The most charming, however, of
the colour is wonderfully ﬁne and the vivacity of Romney's works exhibited this year is the Portrait
the ﬁgure equal to almost any of his portraits of of the Earl of Derby (father of the present Lord)
ladies in the prime of life. Only one picture by and his Sister, represented as children, standing
Van Dyck appears in the Catalogue. That, how full length in the open air (180). The wait-etc’ of
ever, is an interesting family piece, belonging to the girl and the temper of the boy are caught
Lord Straﬁ'ord (62), representing Wentworth, Earl with amazing power. Rcmney‘s Serena (109) is
of Cleveland, his Wife, Son and Daughter, half highly ﬁnished and delicate, but his fame is still
length ﬁgures the size of life. It is a ﬁne and little liable to suffer from such coarse colossal pictures
known painting; the lady, dressed in white satin, as The Infant Shakspeare (182), and the Newton
is seated in the centre of the picture, with her son, with the Prism (186), or such shortcomings as The
in armour, behind her, and the daughter, in blue, Boy and Dog (161), A Lady as Hebe (160), A
standing at the side, fondling a dog jumping up. Lady (191), or Lord de Tabley’s very loose sketch
Two large and very ugly full-length portraits of of Lady Hamilton (153). The very large and weak

Lady Westmoreland (2) and Robert Spencer (20), pictures by Thompson, contributed by Mr. Brassey,

unproﬁtably occupy as much space as his very
large and strong Apostles, attributed to Spagno
worthy of the contemporary of Junseen and Van letto (44 and 46), in the ﬁrst room. An interesting
surrounded by a ruﬂ‘. It belongs to Mr. E. Haw Dyck, and are either the work of Geerards or Van little painting, by Hogarth (16S) representing
kins (85), and peers forth from the dark corner of Somer. Notwithstanding their artistic crudities and Sarah Malcolm in Prison, is valuable as a further
a wall on which not many good portraits are to be stiffness, they contain many curious pieces of detail illustration of a portrait of the same person
found; the principal exception being a ﬁne study in point of costume, and are well deserving of more reviewed in the last year's Exhibition. Gains
borough's Sea-shore (185) is a fresh and charming
of a male ﬁgure, attributed to Hanneman (S2), than a passing glance.
There are many very choice cabinet pictures of piece of painting, and his Girl with a Pan of Milk
from Warwick Castle: it had formerly passed as
the property of Lord Falmouth, are, unfortunately,

attributed to Daniel Mytens. They are quite un

the portrait of Macchiavelli, by Titian. A very the Dutch School, which at the present time it (184) aﬂ'ords a good specimen of his fuller and
ible to particularize. The principal richer style of colouring, like the well-known
striking picture, a careful and most lifelike study would be im
contributors in this class of Art are, Miss Bredel, Cottage-girl, with the dog and pitcher. Gains
Mr. John Walter, M.P., and Mr. George Perkins. borough’s powers as a copyist are shown in his
Pucci,’ is, with still less probability, ascribed to The Both (128), Landscape and Figures, belonging very faithful and masterly copy of Van Dyck’s
the pencil of Raphael. It is possibly the work of to the latter gentleman, is singularly line. A large Pembroke Family at Wilton House (152). It
a North Italian, perhaps a Bergomask or Brescian and brilliant Snydcrs (84), a Flemish Larder, belongs'to Lord Clifden, and is a minute and
painter, and is remarkable for equality of ﬁnish contributed by Lord Over-stone, maintains apromi carefully worked transcript. One picture in the
and individual character, with a certain dryness of nent position, and by the intensity of its colour, South Room deserves special mention, as the ﬁrst
rtraits of
manipulation. Nor should we omit a grand and pales many a surrounding picture. Two books of of a very considerable number of
remarkably ﬁne portrait, belonging to Lord Lind the central ring, intended for suspending game, are William Pitt(l5~l). It was painted by oppncr, for
the
Marquess
of
Normanby,
and
served
aﬁer the
now
empty,
but
in
the
original
state
of
the
picture,
say, of a young man tying his hose (58); it is full
of digriity, and worthy of Sebastian del Piombo, and when recently exhibited at Christie’s for sale, statcsman's death as a prototype for the very large
whose name is assigned to it. Mr. J‘. C. Robinson’: an unsightly carcass was seen hanging from these number of copies which now exist. Mr. Huth's
Portrait ofa Young Man (38), by Francis, with points, forming a very objectionable central object, ﬁne Constable, Hadleigh Castle (18]), and Mr.
very black shadows, seems almost to belong to an and serving still more to increase the even now Anderdon’s beautiful Woody Scene (162), by
earlier time. In the dearth of Italian paintings crowded eﬁ'ect of some parts of the picture. This Crome, show English landscape-painting most
of historical subjects, we have only to particularize part has been cleverly painted over, and only advantageously, whilst Leslic’s charmingly-ﬁnished
the very ﬁne Lorenzo di Credi (47), belonging to remains to be discovered some centuries hence by cabinet picture of The Rivals (148), and Wilkie’l
Lord Overstone, and formerly a conspicuous an active picture-cleaner. A ﬁne Boar Hunt, also Guess my Name (170) stand prominently forth as
ornament in the collection of the poet Rogers. by Snyders (27), the property of the Duke of ﬁgure-subjects. Apart, however, from the National
Lord Overstone also contributes a ﬁne but fre Northumberland, shows the power of the pointer in Gallery, it would now be difficult to point to two
quently repeated head of the Praying Virgin (92), favourable contrast as treating animated objects more complete illustrations of the best powers of
by Sassoferrato. A singular picture, b Melozzo in the open air. Two large and very ﬁne London Wilkie than in the ﬁnished sketch for the Blind‘
do Forll (28), the property of Mr.
pence, is views by Canaletto will command great interest man's Bull’ (99), and The Card-pin are (118), both
ndscope, with
one of a now dis
d series of paintings from among the topographers of our ancient city. The the property of Miss Bredel. T e
the Sacristy of the cathedral at Urbinc, which one (132) represents Charing Cross and Northam a Mill, (189) is curious as a specimen of Sir
reprsented the different Dukes of Urbino and berland House, looking up the Strand, with all the Joshua's landscape painting. It is a free adaptation
their descendants. In the picture before us a youth sign-posts and signs suspended in front of the of the celebrated Rembrandt, now at Bowood, and
kneels upon the green carpeted steps of a throne, houses, and the other (125), a view looking north was probably an experiment painted after it from
before a seated female, poibly a penoniﬁcation wards up Parliament Street, or King Street in the memory.
of Rhetoric. She hands him a book and, at the olden time, with the Treasury Buildings and
same time, points to a small organ which lies on Downing Street to the leﬁ; the Holbein Gate
FINE-ART Gossm-The grateful English nation
the step close by his small Florentine cap. A sprig stretching across the road, Whitehall Banqueting
voted a monument in St. Paul's to Wellington,
of myrtle is seen falling upon him from the other House as an isolated block near the centre, and hardly
so long ago as that still remaining unﬁnished
side. Numerous small pictures with well-sounding Montague House on the right, with a distant peep
Nelson in Trafalgar Square, but more than ten
Italian names ﬂoat before the eye, but the poor of the Thames and the dome of St. Paul’s, which to
years since, and long enough to have got the thing
ness of No. 48, claimed for Mazzolino di Ferraro, in some measure serves to mark the period when
They are judiciously executed three times over. \Ve buried the Great
‘and the gorgeousness of the frame, together with the picture was
its prominent position by the side of so ﬁne a work hung on a line with the eye, so that their technical Duke November 18th, 1852. They performed fune
ral services for him at Vienna and Madrid a month
as the Lorenzo di Credi, already speciﬁed, compel qualities may also be looked into.
Turning to the English School, we this year or six weeks before. Our national monument was,
us to renew a word of romonstrance against the
after a competition, entrusted to Mr. A. Stevens, a
gmh'ﬁﬂ of the hanging committee. The so-called look in vain for any really worthy specimens
ebastian del Piombo (134) of Christ bearing the of Sir Joshua Reynolds. The Terpsichore (150), sculptor, or architect, unheard of before or since.
of the head of a Jew (65), and here, without any

apparent authority, styled ‘ Portrait of Monsignore

Cross, although not occupying a position of undue
prominence, is, in itself, a sad reﬂection on the
judgment of those who regulate admission in the
ﬁrst instance. Lord Elcho’s Sandro Botticelli (135)
affords a pleasing relief, and is, in fact, one of the
very ﬁnest examples of this unequal master. It
represents the Virgin Mary kneeling and adoring
the infant Saviour in a garden of roses. It formerly
belonged to Lord Northwick. Lord Elcho is like

a nymph with cymbals, adapted from his ﬁgure Will anybody in Parliament ask about the monu
in the portrait of Garrick between the Muses ment?
Hardly any branch of applied art is more worthy
of Tragedy and Comedy, The Duchess of Cumber
land (71), contributed by the Marchioness of of attention than the silversmith’s; in none have
Waterford, and Meditation (156), belonging to Mr. the English been more unfortunate of late. The
G. Perkins, are all that admit of special enumera International Exhibition showed that there had
tion. Of Romney we have a numerous collection. existed for years an extensive manufacture of hono
Among his best, and the most equally ﬁnished—— rary vases, tripods, candelabra, dishes, &c., utterly
a quality always rare with him-we would cite foolish in character and evidently abandoned by

wise the contributor of a genuine piece of early Lord Heytesbury’s Mrs. A‘Court (1S7); Portrait of artists to ignorant mechanics, working under the
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'Ninetla is, we think, by much the best of her

inspiration of stupid “patrons." It was apparent
that somehow or other the art Stothard and Flax

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA

man delighted in had been almost given up by able

MUSICAL UXIO.\‘.-TUESDAY June 16, IInlFpast Three,

men to popular illustration and childish criticism.
It is not too much to say that Messrs. Vechte and
Armstead stood almost alone before the world last
year as worthy of their ancient rofession. Messrs.
Hunt 5: Roskell derived muc credit from the
work of those artists, which made their collection

at the great gathering worthy of notice. The public
owes the ﬁrm much for this. life trust they will

persevere in the same intelligent employment of
Art, giving a worthy character to all their works;
and therefore see with satisfaction that the Ascot
Cup, produced by them from the designs of Mr. A.
Barrett, is, although not a remarkably original ex
ample, worthy of praise and wholly free from the
hideous fooleries common in like works.
\Vorks intended for the Manchester Institution

must be sent so as to arrive not later than the 17th
of August. Pictures, 5.20., from London will be
forwarded by Mr. Green, 14, Charles Street, Mid

dlesex Hospital, W., if delivered to him before the

serious characters. Her phrasing of it is larger

._.._

than formerly ; her power of voice is suﬁicient; the

5t. Jnmee'l lInlL-Qunrtctl. Up. is, in n. Beethoven: Qunrtutt,

pathos of the part is tenderly felt by her, if

E ﬂat, Up. 47, Piano to, Schumann ; Qusrtett, ‘ (rod preserve the
Emperor,‘ Haydn: Temn and Variations, Krcutur sonata. llect

hovcn.

not, in every case, wrought out to the fullest;
her ornamental passages retain little or nothing

Executants: Leopold Auer [second time in hnslundl.

Riel, \\'cbb and Haiti. Pianist, Dzinnercuther (ﬁrst lunch
Visitors‘ Tickets, Ilalf-a-Guinea each, to be had of (‘rumor t Lo.;
Chnppeli b 00.; Olllvier a 00.; Austin, at the llnll: Ashdown k
Parry, 1s, Hanover Square.
J. ELLA, Director.

of the staccato manner which we feared might
grow into a mannerism. \Ve were pleased with
it throughout,—especially with the great trio
the ﬁrst, and the prayer interrupting the

8. THALRERG‘S FAREWELL.—-B. TllALBI-IRG‘S PARE , in
WELI. llIA'l‘lNEl-l, at the Hanover
uare Rooms, on M035 DAY
NEXT, June 15. at llalf- ast Two o‘c Mk.—5l£tllii, 21s.; Iamily
Tickets, Three Guineas;
nrcscrvcd Seats, 103. \iL: to be had at
the principal Musicseliers' and Libraries; and of Mr. fish, at the
llanover Square Rooms. Where the Plan of the seats may be seen.

march to the scaffold.—Madame Nautier-Didiée‘s
Pippa at once displays her to her utmost ad

vantage, and marks the limit of her resources
and attractions. M. Faure’s Fernando is the best

AI’TOXIMAF‘S BARDIC FESTIVAL-TUESDAY NEXT,
June 16, at the liiuiover Square lloorus.—NA'l‘lU.\.-\L .‘ILLU
DIES, to. by the Vocal Association. (‘on ress of llurps, Demol
selles l’nrvpn, Louisa \‘ilmiug. Mcsscnt, dith \\ 'nne, Eleanor
\l'nrd: Messrs. Iicichnrdt, \Vilbye Cooper, Lewis '1‘ 10mm, llurri
son. Emrcl, Ganz. ll' rgitt Archer, its. Conductors, )lcssra Benc
dict and Frank )[UYL’SQTE Stalls, 10s. 64.; Tickets. 50. and 3|.

' since Signor Tamburini's. He is always sedulous,

lir. KUIIE'S RI‘ICITAL of CLIRSICAL nnl “(IDBRN
I’IANUFUR'l‘l-l MIMIC, M the llanovcr Square Rooms, on
THURSDAY, June 18, at Three o‘clock. Vocnlists: Mesdamcl
Lemmens-Shcrrimrton. Quinton-Dolby. and llerr lleichurdt.
Conductor, llr. lienedi
Reserved heats. Units-Guinea each;
Family Seats‘ \Rcscrﬂ'd cats». to admit Three, Unc (lumen: L n

always ﬁnished, and in this character is called on for
a vocal brilliancy such as has not been till now
demanded from him in London. Signor Keri

Baraldi sings the soldier-lover's music well. Alas,
for Time! the truth must be told, that not all Sig~
nor Ronconi‘s wondrous adroitness and genius can

make up for the ravages wrought on a voice which,

in its best day, never belonged to the part,—never
‘had the required tone, weight, or compass. The
bass is of the deepest musical importance in this
LII-‘IS LASCELLER' and .\Ir. FRANCESCO BERGER'S
“URNING CONCERT will take place at the Hanover _S1 uare
opera; and his deﬁciencies seriously compromised
Rooms, under the immediate patronage of her Serene Ills mess
some of the most striking concerted pieces. \Ve would
the Princess of Scrvis, llrr Grace the Duchess of Roxbnrghc. the
Right lion. the Countess of Cnithncss. the Rinht lion. the Coun
have no more confessions of weakness u
on an
tens of Campcrdown, the liiglitlion. the Countess of Glasgow, the
artist of such consummate genius. Lastly, while
Right lion. the Countess of Morley. the Iti ht llon._thc \ uncoun
teas Forbes, the Lady Cart-w, the Lad I crcromlnc, the lion.
the orchestra was as superb as ever, the execution
Lady Philips, Lady Eds-tho 0 Mrs.
art-y Uriililh, the lion.
lllrl. (‘hnrlea (imy, on W IL'l-ls‘lMY. June 17. at Three o'clock
of the chorus told of too frequent strain on its
precisely-Stalls, 10s. 0111.; Tickets 7|. 611.: mu be had nt‘thc
energies, and was, in more scenes than one, un
principal ‘.llun'cal Warehouses; of Miss Lssce irs. No. 8 _\ork
ftrcct, I’ortmun Square; and of Sir. Francesco Berger, ho. 36,
ﬁnished and out of tune, for a wonder,—or rather
rcscrved Seats. 5.9. each: to be had of Mr. liuhe. l_7. \crk Place,
l’ortnmn ﬁquare, “Z; and of all the principal liuslcsellcrs.

3rd of August; if from the Academy, these works

must be delivered to him immediately on the clos
ing of that Exhibition. The Council oﬂ'crs the
annual prize of ﬁfty guineas to the artist of the

best picture exhibited, provided that it has been
painted within three years, but it reserves the

power of withholding the prize should there be no
work of sufficient merit in the collection.
The new rules for the government of the

Arundel Society were adopted at the General Thurloe Square.

Meeting. Mr. Layard stated the case of the
Council; Messrs. G. E. Street and Rose depre
cated the idea that seemed to be held by some
members, that the Society's objects were to encou
rage the production of popular pictures, such as
might be hung on the walls of houses, rather than

of faithful and legitimate transcripts from the
works of the old masters in their present state.
hIr. Rose urged the employment of engraving, in
place of chrome-lithography, as suited to the
objects of the Society, and averted that the method

of reproduction now used is not so satisfactory as
might be wished.
‘ The Vision of St. John’ is the title of a rather
commonplace treatment of a grand theme, by Mr.

#07‘
JUNE l9.-S'l‘. JA “ES‘S II.-\I.I4._M. GEORGE PI‘EIFFER'E

(IRA NI) ORUHESTRAhandCIiORAL CONCERT, on l-_‘RII).\\
EVENING. June 1'' Under distinqishcd pntronnge. \ ocniists:
)ludnme Lemmenl Sherrington
iss Palmer
Mr. Wilbye
Cooper, and Mr. \Vinn; Violoncello. .\l. Leboric iflll first appear
shoe in England); and I’ianofum, BI. George I'feiiYcr, who will
introduce in; new Concerto for Plano and Orchestra, adopted by
the Conservatoire of Paris, and other works. Virriuia \ivnbriel a
successful Cantata, ‘ Dreamland,‘ for the ﬁrst time with full
orchestra and chorus. Conductor. Mr. Alfrrd Mellon. l’leyal.
Wolifi‘k Co.‘s new patent grand pisnofortc will he used. Commence
nt Eight.~'l‘ickets. 10:. 611., 5a.. 3a. and 20.; of lletzlcrl Co. 37,
Great Marlborough-street; at )Iitchell‘s Library; and at Austin's.
28. Piccadilly.
MR. DEACOX'S TIIIRI) and LAST SHANPE of CLASSICAL
MUSIC for the Season, will take plnce on FRIDAY. June in, at
16, Grosvenor Street [by
rmission of Messrs. Collard). commcnc
ing at Three 0‘clock.—- ’oculisls: )Idlle. l‘arrps and Madame
Salmon-Dolby. instrumentalists I .\l. Salmon. llerr l'olitzcr,
Mr. II. Webb Signor Pens, and .\Ir. llcncon.—'l‘ickcts, lIulf-n
Guinea each; l‘nmiiy Tickets, to admit Three, One (Guinea; to he
hnd of Mr. RAY. Ul ivier. ls, Old Bond Street; or of Mr. Deacon,
7'2, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square. \l'.

W. Armitage, now exhibiting at the Gallery of

Illustration, Regent Street. Very well meant, and
not devoid of ordinary executive merits, this picture,
if we may so style it, is without any of the higher

qualities of Art. Its producer has yet to learn that
innumerable ﬁgures and many incidents do not, of
themselves, make a picture.

III-IRR IIOLIQUE‘Q CONCERT will take place on FRIDAY

St. James‘s Park, leading to the bridge over the
lake, a marble statue of a boy, a water-carrier,

ﬁlling a vase, which surmounts a drinking-fountain.
The work has been designed and executed by Mr.
R. Jackson, and is a very creditable production in

MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS, ST. JAMES‘H HALL.
Last Two Concerts of the Scasom-On MONDAY EVENING,
June ‘29, MR. SIMS REEYES‘S BENEFIT; on MUN DA}.
EVENING, July 6, the DIRECTOR'S BENEFIT on which
occasion the Pro ramme will be selected from thsworks ofsll the
Great Mnstcm- ’rogmmmes and Tickets at Chappell d’. Co.‘s, 50,
New Bond Street; and at Austin's, B8, Piccadilly.
MONDAY POPULAR. f‘ONCERTS-Mr. SIM-‘l REEVES‘S
BENEFIT and LAST CONCERT BUT ONE of the SEASON, on
MONDAY TJVENINCL-Iunci'l at 3'1‘. JAMESKS II_—\IlI4.—I‘inno
forte Madame Arabella Goddard; Violoncello, Signor Piatti;
Vocalists, Mr. Santley, and Mr. Sims Reeves. Conductor, llr.
Benedict-Sofa Stalls, I01. 6d. and 50.; Balcony, 3L; Admission
lL-Tickets and I’
mines at Chnppell & L‘o.‘s, to, New Bon
Street; and at Austin I, 88, Piccadilly.

every respect.
The church at Shenﬁeld, which is one of the

MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS. — The DIRECTOR'S
BEN ‘ IT, and LAST CONCERT ofthe SEASON on MONDAY
EVEN NG. Jul 6, at the ST. JAMES‘S HALLFI‘ianoforte.
llIadnmL-_Arnbel a Goddard, and Mr. Charles Hnllc; \ ioloncello,

most interesting among the many such in the
county of Essex, has been recently restored by

Signor Plath-Vocalists: Mndnmc Saiuton-Dolby and Mr. Sims
Reeves-Conductor Mr. Benedict.‘ fn. Stalls 5a.; Balcony, 3a.;
Admission, ‘ll. Tickets at_Chuppell & Co.‘s, 50, New Bond Street;
and at Austin's, 28, Piccadilly.

iMr. Bartlett, of Brentwood. This is one of the
very few sacred ediﬁces that have clustered oak

columns of solid timber with carved capitals and
bases. Formerly the arches connecting these

MADAME LIND-GOLDSCHIIIDT.—HANDEL‘S CANTATA.
—Bt. James's llall, WEDNESDAY Ei'ENING. Jul B.—Mr.
Mitchell begs to announce. that a Second Performance 0 Handel‘!

Cantata ’Il'r‘lllegro nnd ll Pcnscroso,will take lace at St. James‘s
Hall

columns were of oak also; these will be replaced,
the iron shafts that had been introduced being

removed. The chance] arch will likewise be of oak,
with proper mouldings. The interior of the church
will be much enlarged by throwing the base of the
tower open within, and enlarging the chancel. Our
readers may remember that Greensted Church,
near Chipping Ongar, Essex, has, or had until

lhccadillys, on WEDNEMJAY EVEN NG. July B.

crowded, and the opera most cordially received
as a welcome change after ‘Traviatss' and ‘ Rigo

lettos’ and ‘Trovatores.’—‘ Robert le Dibble’ is
to be given to-night.
‘
HER MAJss'rv’s Tnssrsz.—‘ La Travista’ has
been the luckiest of unlucky heroines whose devices
and desires have been set to worthless music.

Rarely has an operarcharacter been so well sus
tained as hers in this capital by three representa
tivcs so different from each other as Madame Bosio,
Mdlle. Fioretti,—and now Mdlle. Artot, who the

other evening took the town by storm in this poor
production. Our expression is the more exactly ﬁtting
because her one fault is a certain exuberance in the
production of certain notes and in the launching of

NEXT, at the Hanover Square Rooms, at Thrce o'clock.

The Chief Commissioner of Works has caused
to be placed in the central south pathway of

no wonder! Overwork can have but one con
sequence. On Tuesday evening the house was

The

Vocall’arts by Iudamc Lind-Goldsuhmldt, Madame liemrncns
Shernngton.) iss llnscclles, Mr. T. )Iontem smith and Mr. W. H.
R aisa. Bpnd and Chorus of ‘:50 performers. Conducicr, Mr. Otto
Goldschm\dt.—Stalls (numbered and rcservedl. (Inc Guinea; Re

her daring ornamental passages. Mdlle. Artot may
have been encouraged in these eﬁ‘ects by her having
principally appeared before German audiences, who
are apt to regard every vocal exhibition as real and
precious in proportion as it is vehement and over

expressed. London and Paris inﬂuences may, and
we hope will, abate this slightly superﬂuous ani
mation of hers; meanwhile, it is the solitary draw

back on a success as brilliant as it is thoroughly
merited. As to acti0n,—in the ﬁrst act, Mdlle.

Artot was as lively as our ﬁrst Traviata, Mdlle.
Piccolomini, without those displeasing coquetriea
which, nevertheless, with a portion of her public

carried off that lady’s defective singing. The
natural feeling for better things than thought
less libertinism made by the dramatist to grow
into the character of Violclta, was excellently
indicated by Mdlle. Artot, even in the heyday

of her feverish spirits. Not till now has the
second act been so well played in London. Never
has the struggle in which the heart breaks, and
the decay of frail mortality is hurried on, been so

Gallery _5c.-Scats will be nppro rlaisd according to priority of

touchingly yet so delicately represented. Her per
formance, in truth, has shown us an artist all but

application and Tickets delivere on and after Monday, J um: '22.

ﬁrst-rate. Mr. Santley, now the best baritone on

It whell's Royal Library 33 Old Bond Street; Addison e Lucas's,
210. Regent Street; and all Libraries and Musicsellers.

any stage, was the most effective Gemwnt who has

served Seats (not numbered). Ills. 64.; Buck of the Area. and

been here.

His pronunciation has reﬁned and

ROYAL ITALIAN 0PERA.—The revival of Signor settled itself, and the polish of his vocal training

recently, a portion of its exterior walls formed of Rossini’s delightful and lively ‘La Gazza Ladra,’ and the truth of his expression tell doubly because
roughly-hewn oak-trunks.

which, after ‘ Otello’ and ‘Semiramide,’ contains

of his thorough musical preparation.——‘Un Ballo

The Architectural Photographic Association is some of his most impassioned dramatic music, and in Maschera’ has also been performed, with hldlle.
about to publish an extensive selection of photo throughout overﬂows with melody,—is, in many "olpini as Oscar and Mdlle. Trebelli as Ulric“,
graphs from Gothic and Romanesque buildings in respects, welcome to the ears of every one who the other characters as before.
France, including churches and civil and military loves the best things inOpera, and who can keep that
Coscsn'rs or was WEEK. —Hr. C. H(11 lc's
ediﬁces at Vezelay, Laon, Macon, St.-Lo, Car importunate sprite, Memory, quiet.—Mdlle. Ade
cassonne, Aix, Nismes, Avignon, kc. Messrs. lina Patti cannot replace Madame Grisi, as she Fourth Recital was memorable by reason of Schn
Cundall it Downes are engaged in making the was when, at Mdlle. Patti’s age, she entered her
London career by singing “Di piacer"; but her
negatives.

bert’s Sonata, Op. 42. Here, again, with Beethoven,
Clementi and Weber may be named a fourth Sonata

n
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was M. Auber‘s Concerto-or rather Concertina

composer of the highest merit ;—in fertility and ori
ginality of idea next to the ﬁrst-named king and for the violin, a work of the veteran's early days,-—
ruler. The disproportion which often exhausts the but rarely graceful and eﬁ‘ective—to range with
hearer‘s pleasure in Schubert's compositions, even the too-muchforgotten solos of M. De Beriot. By
when attention has been most eagerly engaged by

some striking invention at their outset, has httle
existence in this Sonata. Its ﬁrst allegro is restless
and impassioned, with a distinctness of subject not
always to be found in movements of a minor key,
the nature of which is to conceal commonplace and
to encourage vagueness of thought. There is not
a phrase in it which does not tell. The library of
, Sonatas contains no lovelier air, with variations,
than the theme in 0 major, so deliciously “changed,"
which stands for the second movement. (This was

played to perfection.) In the third, or Minuet,
the trio in F major must be pointed out for the
delicate charm of its melody,—one amonga myriad
of no less exquisite airs lavished by Schubert
throughout his compositions. The ﬁnale, a Presto,

its disinterment, M. Sainton has done the world a
real service.
Madame Sainton was singing her

785
who will not wisely lead must needs submissively
follow it. There is no longer keeping ‘ Faust ’ out of
England's musical theatres. Reluctant and slack as
our managements have been in its acceptance, and
scornfully as our contemporaries have averted

their attention from the career of one who is con
best in a great song from Gluck's ‘Alceste,’ and an fessedly the most popular rising musical composer
air of parade by Mercadante. We like Mdlle. in Europe, the opening of the doors has become a
Carlotta Patti less and less oneverysubsequent hear

necessity.

The name of M. Gounod has, of late,

ing. Madame Arabella Goddard has never played been in every concert-bill (even in that of the
with greater spirit, more perfect mechanism and slumberous Philharmonic Society). Publishers are
true expression than in Mendelssohn's First Piano contending with each other which shall have
forte Concerto. For the present we must content the preference in producing his works; and here
ourselves with announcing the concerts of M. Blu the rivalry betwixt the old and the new house has
mentlzal (that sterling young artist), Zllr. J. F. Bar rarely, if ever, been more sharply stirred up, or the
nett, and Mr. Henry Leslie's beneﬁt, as having duly race been harder run, than in this production of
taken place. At each of these, new compositions what has been voted unanimously in France and
by the concert-givers were produced,—Mr. Bar Belgium, throughout Germany, nay, even in Lom
nett‘s being nothing less important than a stringed bardy, to be the opera of the time. Regarding the
Quartett and a Sonata for pianoforte and violin.
performances of ‘ Faust’ with more than common

is less happy. We can only, besides this admirable
interest, as justiﬁcations of prophecies which were
and important work, specify M. Heller's ‘ Chant du
Harnasxsn- ‘An Unlucky Mortal ' is the title mocked at during many a year, we can but for the
Berceau’ (from his Op. 81), and the wood Réverie of a new farce at this theatre, for which the author moment announce that Mr. Maplescn’s presenta
from his Op. 86, as full of beauty, and beautifully is indebted to a French vaudeville, the hero’s ill tion of the work came to hearing on Thursday, and
rendered by Mr. Halle.
luck consisting in his uncle having devised his shall be spoken of in detail seven days hence.
The Concert of Mr. O'zm'm, being orchestral, gave estate to an adopted daughter, and cut off his
M. Raonkilde, a Danish composer, who hasJor
him the occasion of playing, and laying well, Men nephew with a thousand pounds. Henry Vincent some years been resident in Rome, and presents
delssohn's First Concerto, and o repeating his own (Mr. Farren) proposes to speculate with this at New himself as a writer of pianoforte music, is here.
wedding Serenata, which was performed at the open market, but stops on the road at the Old Red Lion, So, too, is Signor Marchesi, who began his career
ing of Her Majesty's Theatre this season. We cannot where he makes the acquaintance of Miss Blanche as a singer some dozen years ago in England, and
praise this work as we could wish. Mr. Santley Tremaine (Miss Maria. Harris), the young lady to whose intention it is to give an historical concert, if
gave the song of Polyphemus from Handel's ‘ Acis ’ whom the estate in question has been devised. not a short series devoted to vocal music.
with more spirit and relish than we have ever After some ﬂirtation and some explanation,
We can heartily conﬁrm the good report of M.
heard given to it till now.
Blanche acts the generous part, and offers to aban Lotto’s extraordinary momplishments as a violin
One of those astounding performances which have don the bequest, in his favour,-—to which he con ist. He will perform at the Crystal Palace today,
of late been got up about once a month by Mr. sents on condition that she will also give herself. where Mdlle. Artot will sing-For the next Phil
Howard Glmm', to the weariness of the world that The treatment of the theme, simple as it is, is not harmonic Concert, which
in is a "command ”
plays and sings and the world invited to hear forty without skill, and the acting was sufficiently lively. one (the third, if not the fourth, this season), the
pieces of music, was given this day week ;—at the The comedy of ‘ Finesse ’ continues attractive.
Directors have intrusted Mendelssohn’s violin 0on
same time when Mr. Walter Macfan-en was receiving
certo to M. Buzian.
his friends, and introducing some new composi
PBINCESB’s. —‘Cousin Tom ‘ is the title of a
Madame Ristori’s performances will commence

tions by himself and a Trio by the lady who was
Miss Kate Loder. Of these we hope to speak on
some future occasion.—-The principal “stars” an
nounced for Sydenham were Mdlle. Carlotta Patti,
Madame Lemmens-Sherrington and Madame Ara

farce produced on Monday. It is an old friend with on Monday next, with ‘ Medea.‘
a new face, and originally derived from a French
Mdlle. Stella Colas, a young French actress
source, but exactly ﬁts the humour of Mr. Bel

attached to the Court of Russia, whose graceful

more. Five years have passed since Cousin Tom performance in M. Le Musset’s ‘ Caprice,’ together

went away, and Lucy Lothbmjl/ (Miss M. Oliver)
retains her affection for him, yet readily
bella Goddard.
So much for last week. The one closing to-day enough mistakes Newington Convoy (Mr. Belmore)
has been little less busy. On Monday came M. for her old playmate and admirer. When Tom

with Mdlle. Duverger and Mr. Fechter some two
years ago, in a private theatre here, is not to be for
gotten by those who had the good fortune to wit
ness it—is again in London, rumour says, with the

Thalbm'g's third recital, and a Popular Concert de actually returns, he ﬁnds his place supplied; but intention of appearing on the English stage.
voted to Beethoven. Madame Arabella Goddard as he has married and is deeply in debt, it is fortu
A Correspondent intimate with French play
was the pianist. These entertainments are in a nate for the young lady that she has already trans houses and plays desires us to point out that ‘ The
somewhat languishing state. Has not the repetition
of a few known works been overdone‘! We are dis
respectful enough to conceive that even ‘ Adelaida ’
would not be the worse for a rest, even though

ferred her love to another.

Old Lolhbury (Mr.

Ticket~of~ Leave Man,’at our Olympic Theatre, was

Fitzjames), who was always favourable to Cosway, last season ‘ Leonard ’ at one of the Boulevard
is pleased at the result, and all parties are made Theatres, and very successful there.
happy in their own way. The vivacity of the disr
The Allgemeinc Maul-clinch: Zeitung of the 3rd
:Mr. Sims Reeves sings it, and though Madame logue and the oddity of the situations (for, in fact, inst. reviews at length a Symphony in D major, by

Goddard, by a usurpation which is more fashionable it is throughout a “comedy of errors”) provoked
than courteous, takes it out of the appointed constant laughter. The new drama of ‘Court and
accompanist's hands, there being no peculiar diffi Camp ' progresses in public favour.

culty or complexity which places it in the rank of

Herr Reinthaler, citing its principal subjects, which
are sufficiently well contrasted and lend themselves
to musical treatment. We are glad, after so long a
silence, to receive a sign of life from a composer so

OLYMPIQ-‘A Lad from the Country’ is the title rational and accomplished as the author of ‘Jephtha
w pieces.
M. Auer, the young violinist announced last of a now farce produced at this theatre,—an adapta and his Daughter.’-—-A Herr Dallmann has been
week, made, on Tuesday, a ﬁrst appearance at the tion from the French, by Mr. J. M. Morton, which out-Heroding Herod in his pro mme of a descrip
Mim'cal Union, which must have satisﬁed the most is suﬁiciently strange in its plot, but not so effec tive overture to Schillcr’s ‘ Diver,’ lately produced
fastidious amateur of classical music and lover of tivess might he wished, though skilfully played. The at one of Herr Liebig’s Symphony Concerts at
the instrument. He is another of the youths under principal part is supported by Mr. Atkins, who, as Berlin.—A new name comes to us from Rostock,
twenty belonging to another class than the doleful John Chickabz'ddy, acts with ﬁdelity to nature and

—thnt of Herr von Roda, whose works are on a

and factitious prodigy-species, who make up so re rustic peculiarity. John has ﬂed to town to escape large scale. Among others by him mentioned are
markable a cup at the time present. His tone is prosecution for the misfortune of having been the a grand Cantata ‘Thomela,’ and an oratorio ‘ The
pure and an cient, without the trick of trembling,
now, good taste be thanked, falling into disesteem.
His reading is modest, which means true without ex
aggeration,—not cold, though susceptible of a little
added warmth and emotion. His execution is neat,

cause that some sheep were run over in the country, Sinner.’
and becomes the servant of Mr. Pcckorer, a gentle
Nicolai‘s ‘ Merry \Vives of tVindsor ’ is to be
man in difficulties (Mr. R. Soutar). In fear of given at the Theatre Lyrique of Paris this autumn.
being served with a writ, and his furniture seized, This opera should be produced at our Royal Italian
Peckover makes over his property to the country Opera, Mr. Gye’s company containing every artist
lad, who, when the affair is over, is reluctant to capable of doing it justice-save a Falslaﬂ'; but he

bright, and, so far as we can judge, very consider
able. His violin solo, a Rél‘erie, by M. Vieuxtemps, give it up. Meanwhile, he perplexes himself and is wanting everywhere as there, Falstaﬂ‘ having
could not have been better played—could not now others by mixing up his own private misfortunes passed from the opera-stage when the grand La
be so well played-—by the composer himself. As a with his master's, and in his answers confounds blache died-M. Berlioz has read his opera ' Les
performer of concerted music, he was tested in the legal with the criminal case; but the amuse Troyens ‘ (the book of which is by himself) in the
Mozart's Quartett in c and by Mendelssohn’s in D ment obtained from this source is not very piquant. green-room of the Theatre Lyrique.--Ths part of
' major, and stood both tests with ﬁrmness and ﬁnish.
Dido is to be taken by Madame Charton-Demeur.
STRaNh-On Monday this house re-o ned The work is on 'the most ambitious scale, in ﬁve
In brief, here is an excellent violinist beginning
under the management of Mr. W. H.
wan acts, with a prologue.
what we hope will be a long career.
The concert of M. and Madame Sainton was an borough. ‘The Handsome Husband,‘ ‘Aladdin’
There is to be a Singing Festival at Augsburg on
excellent one,—~msde more than ordinarily inter and ‘ Marriage at any Price ’ were performed.
the 3rd of August, with upwards of 3,000 singers ;—
esting by a full and rich orchestra, conducted by

Mr. Mellon, and by the production of some novel

MUSICAL an!) 7 Dnlniarrc Gossir. — Public
ties. The one to which we must conﬁne our notice opinion (it cannot be helped) is a power, and those

another on the 6th and 7th of September at Air:
la-Chapelle ;—nud a Musical Festival at Munich on
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd of October, for which Herren
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Joachim nnd Stockhausen are promised, and, per
haps, Madame Schumann.
‘ Les Vol-pres Siciliennes,’ by Signor Verdi, is to
be revived, forthwith, at the Grand Opéra. of Paris
—and ‘ Zumpa. ’ at the Opera Comique.
The Société de Sainte-Cécile, of Bordeaux, has

A SELECTION OF BOOKS,
A'l‘ nsnocnn PRICES.

J. LILLY respectfully begs leave to announce
the publication of the following Valuable and
Interesting Literary \Vorks:—

awarded the prize announced by it for the best
Concert Overture to M. Camille Saint-Sirens.

FROM

MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE
And TYPOGRAPHICAL LABOURS of
WILLIAM CAXTON,

A Mdlle. Spohr is announced to appear at Berlin
as Alice, in ‘ Robert.’ The name has promise in it.
A rather grand concert of sacred music has been
'ven at Sotteville, near Rouen, with choruses by
§ortinausky, Jomelli, Lasso, Lulli, Palestrina,Cs.
rissimi, kc. :—-some of the works, in short, of the
choicest vocal writers.
Mr. Lumley promises a pamphlet, in which will
be explained how it was that his beneﬁt perform
ances were shut out of Her Majesty‘s Theatre.

S. & T. GILBERT’S

The Venerable Founder of English Typography. Tim-1491i.

NEW
REMAINDERS CATALOGUE-S.

In I handsome volumes lto. illustrated with more thsnco facsimile
Plates. executed by Topper. in the most careful manner.

______________-———

Compiled from Original Sources, by WILLIAM BLADES.

Every Book warranted perfect and precisely the
some as when issued by the Publishers, and as good
as ifj'ull price were paid.

I! IBCBLLANBA
Leasing, Schiller and G0cthc.—0n the 10th of
November, 1859, the foundation-stone of a Schiller
Monument was laid at Berlin, on the Gena ART

diarmen'Markt, before the theatre. On that day,

collntionn of them, An

“nail” Bﬂhwln'khi'
of

DECORATIVE

DESIGN,

by G.

Drawings, elegantly bound, 10s., published at an.

s on yrequested
cop onby
o Gentlemen
s wor are
on
a :poopy'.
llcati on is
earnestly
des‘g'ous to , medic
"This is a thorn hlygoodnnd
uincbook........A Ieeond
volume is promised._ n which the b bllogru hical peculiarities of
the Caxton press will be thoroughly exam ed nnd illustrated.
Meanwhile, we may safely say that the instalment of Mr. Blades’
work which has been already given to the public is a good example
of the masterly and exhaustive treatment of a subject. "—Bdmd

DOM, in Six Divisions. half morocco, 7X. 75., published at :11.
Goethe looked upon the intended monument in the
centre of the Place, not only as a privilege of BROOKS'S (Shirley) The GORDIAN KNOT,
Schiller, but almost as an insult to Goethe, for
60., published at l“.
whom they claimed the same right as had been
granted to Schiller. They formed a Goethe Com CHURCH'S FLORAL KALENDAR, illumi
nated by W. B. Tymml, 160.. published at ll. Ill. 6d.
mittee, obtained the permission to erect a Goethe

Monument, and wanted the foundation-stone of
the Schiller Monument moved more on one side, EPHESUS and the TEMPLE of DIANA, by

snwsnn rsnxnsnn. 121.. published at u. a.

would have been another matter for disagreeing, GRAMMAR of ORNAMENT, by Owns Josss,
but for the Schiller Committee declining altogether
handsomely half-bound morocco, 81., published at 1st. in.
to move either way, maintaining the centre place
HARBOURS
of ENGLAND, after Paintings by
for Schiller as an acknowledged right. The pro
J. M. W. TURNER, ILL, with Illustrative Text by RUS~
verbial saying, that there are not two Germans
KIN, 9a., published st a1. 2:.
of one mind, had a full opportunity of displaying
all

attempts at reconciliation remained fruitless. The
grouping of the two poets on one stone, as at
Weimar, was rejected by both Committees. The
controversy lasted for about a year, when a little

proposal to erect also a. monument to Leasing
before the theatre, leaving to Schiller the centre
place, found approval with the two Committees as
well as with the authorities of the town, and was

Lessiug in the presence of Goethe and Schiller. In

By the late WILLIAM YOUNG OTI‘LEY, Esq.,
]
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Author

With an Introduction by J. Ph. Ben's-u. Editor of the Repmduc»
tion of several of the Early Block-Books, namely, Blblin Pau
perum, Cnutleum Csnticorum, Speculum Humane: Salva
tionls. to. Hnudsomely printed in 1 volume “a. consisting of
as pages of Introduction and Description of the Plum, nnd
upon Copper and Wood. besides numerous Wood Engraving’
on the letterpress, executed under the can of the Author"
himself. Price, cnpitully half-bound morocco. 91. in. (Id.

Plates, 16o.

JOHNSTON'S Keith) PHYSICAL ATLAS of
NATURAL PH
121. 12!.

OMENA, half "Hill, 11., publlshedlst

NIGHT FLYERS (Thez, a. Series of Moth
Ifictures, Sixteen Coloured Pla cl by Paul J errnrd, 154., pub
lished at ll. no. N.

PARADISE and the PERI, illuminated by
Owen Jones, 210., published at 21. ll.

Indra Proofs, its, published at

. so.

The Same, Artist's Proofs on India paper, half

In the author's preliminary observations onthe method pursued
in this work, he uys:—" The following work contains an account
of researches, prosecuted at intervals during the last twenty yen-IS.
up‘on the Origin of Printing, with s view to ascertain, if possible,
w ether the claims of Holland to the honour of that invention be
really well or ill founded. In further prosecuting this lnquiy', I
have endeavoured to bring to bear on t e snhlect vmous kin _s of '
evidence, not resorted to, and perhaps not thought of bv previous
writers; nnd I ﬂatter myself that, in consequence, I
re been
enabled in not a few inltnncu, to clear up doubtful points; to
prove the falsehood of opinions, until now enerull held to be
rue; and to establish, lucmtrovertibly,_the
th 0 some hm,
at least, which have heretofore been denied, or contested.“
It contains nmost minute unulysls and particulars of all the
arguments brought forwsrd by those who favour either the claims.
of Holland or Germany, including the systems of hirer-man,

Helnecken Sautunder, nnd Kiinin ; the early use of ‘it pod
Eurogﬁonn accurate co ution of the various edrlaous
of he ear Blockv
ks. viz. the Biblln Psuperum ; lllstorla, sou
Provident n Virginia Murine, ex Gsntloo Cnnticomm; Speculum

Humane Salvutronls, do. he.
morocco, W., published at 61. 6c.

that the “ Poet-trims" was from an artistical point of PENNY CYCLOPJEDIA, complete, with all
the1Supplements, 80 vols. bound in l7, 4!. 150., published
view not feasible, and from a literary and historical
a
‘ .
point unsuitable. In confutation of this strange
assertion, a little work has now up
ed, by Herr POETS’ WIT and HUMOUR, selected b
W. H.WILL8, profusely illustrated, 10s. 64.. published It 91

monuments standing on the large Place, but asserts ROYAL GALLERY of ART, with descriptions
by S. C. HALL, 144 splendid large Plates by the most eminent
the right of Leasing to stand nearthe two great posts,
Artists, choice artists‘ proofs on largest pa cr, elephant folio
—a right which ought never to have been disputed.

AN INQUIRY CONCERNING THE
INVENTION OI‘ PRINTING.

878 pages of the Work itself. Illustrated with or Engraving;

its turn it published a pamphlet, trying to prove

Friederich Bliimer, ‘ Leasing, Schiller und Goethe,‘
which not only points out the possibility of three

dissertation on priutin sspnctlml b
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“

SPECIES of BRITISH BUTTERFLIES, with Coloured

granted by a Cabinet Order of November 6, 1861. PASSAGES from MODERN ENGLISH
A Lessing Committee formed at once, and every
PORTS, Forty-seven Etchlngs b the Junior Etching Club.
thing seemed settled, when, 10 ! the Goethe Com
mittee felt pangs of conscience, for having admitted
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HUMPHREY’S (H. Noel) The GENERA and

pamphlet, ‘Three Poets’ Monuments at Berlin,’
seemed to bring about peace and harmony; its

Ill/‘m on than‘ wlmm or the Saturdnl

“ We have examined the concluding volume of Mr. Blades‘ war-k

ing almost every other interest. The admirers of ART-TREASURES of the UNITED KING

one party was rejected by the other, and

m

DRESSER, 90. 611., published at m.

in spite of the great constitutional struggle absorb

itself on this occasion; whatever was proposed b

and Private Libl'al'icl

mm

n crcuc wor sno'
everyoccauioulnwhlchithas
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honour before the theatre; but the contest of ART of ILLUMINATING, by W. R. Tl'lﬂfS,
from uI
Opinion soon began, and went on unabated till now,
with Letterpress by Digby Wyatt, 281., published at B1. 100.

either to the right or to the left. Perhaps this

11 List of co les of Books printed by

Onxton, in number I“, now in the Pub

the centenary birthday of the favourite dramatic
t of Germany, it seemed an indisputable fact, ART ALBUM, Fac-similes of Water-colour

that only Schiller should occupy the place of

half-bound morocco, edges uncut, prim Bl. Ia.

Besides copious uotntions fmm Original Documents, illustra
tive of the Life nu Times of this great and good man, to whom
England is indebted for the introduction of the " Divine Art‘ of
rintrn , derived from hitherto unexplored sources, it includrs
be who e of his Prologue! and Epilogucn attached to the rurlou!
Books printed b him, also his on Historical Work. entitled
‘ lactliicronlcoar Lli
Uilliénus.‘
o lecon vo ume s evoted to a Blbllogrl. hlcnl and Literary
Account of all the Works printed by or uscri
to the Press of
Caxton, in number lll including many Books undescribed by Dr.
Dxbdln and other Blblr'
phcrs, accompanied with most careful

D As only two hundred copies of this very learned and inter
estin Work are for snle early application is earnestly mm
rnen ed for the purpose of securing I copy.

'.' It may be remarked that this very handsome volume could
plotuhnva been published by the Author himself under st least
J. Lu.“ having disposed of some copies in the exact state in
which the Work wns left by Mr. Ottlsy. begs to notify that thc

Title. Introduction, s. Descrl tion of the Plates. and the lost ﬁve
leav
com leting the work.
other with the thirty-seven Copper
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slso, in! half-morocco portfolios, 911., publll ed at B4 guinsns.

The little book is written with good taste and good
sense, and will prove interesting also to those who SOME of MY BUSH FRIENDS in TAS

IMPORTANT to NOBLEMEN and GENTLE»
MEN formin or adding to their LIBRARIES, Amnteurs of

Rare, Curious, an ﬁne Books, Curators of Public Libraries, 80.

MANIA, by L. A. MEREDITH, 18!. 6d., published at 2L 2|.

are not specially concerned in the vexed question ;
This day is published. svo. 19! pages,
having to plead the cause of Leasing in particular, TREASURY of ORNAMENTAL ART, 71
A Catalogue Raisonné of 50,000
it brings highly interesting extracts from his letters,
Volumes of Rare. Curious, and Vslnablc BOOKS, Ancient and
splendid Plates, 860., published at 81. 18'. dd.
Modern, in various Languages and Classes of Literature, splendld
giving a total picture of the great critic and excel
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May the little book fulﬁl its mission, by ending a
reduced prices uﬂixcd.

disputewhich is almost ridiculous! No doubt, Goethe
and Schiller will be pleased with their companion,

and the German people will be proud to see the

Catalogues gratis, and post free.

three together.
To Conan-rsoxnmvrs-Cccilia-G. J. M.—C. H. G.
J. J.—C. C.—-E.-—M. Q-E-J. H.-—A Render-JV. S.
received.

J. LILLY having determined. in the 37th year of his continu
once in business, to commeuoesc _
of his very extensive and
valuable Stock of Books. all those in this Catalogue are marked
at very greatly reduced prices. and to prove this to he the can},
the resent and the former very reasonable prices are printed Ll)

pum lel columns.

4, Copthull-buildings, back of the Bank of
England, London, E0.

This very interesting and valuable Catalogue will be forwarded
post free on the receipt of a4 postage-stamps.

Jossrn LILLY, l7 and 1B, New-street (removed from Mud
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History of England during the Reign of George
the Third. By John George Phillimore.
Vol. I. (Virtue Brothers & Co.)
Tun first of the British-born Georges is likely to
have justice rendered him at last. If he have
not, it will not be for want of inquiry or for

lack of sifting evidence. The testimony is con
ﬂicting enough, because of its abundance and
because the witnesses are many, and a little»
more like advocates than witnesses. Never
theless, we shall be able to pronounce a true
verdict at last, the bearing of which undoubt
edly will be that George the Third was neither
so peerless as “the king’s friends” would have
him to be, nor quite such an ogre as he was
painted by his adversaries.
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were obtained; and what were the hidden
springs by which these
eat effects were
arrived at. Mr. Phillimore is the new witness
who comes to dispel obscurity on many of these
points, and who modestly says that he will be
content if he be found like the torch-bearer who
does not so much enlighten himself as the path
of those who follow him.
Mr. Phillimore, it must be understood, does
not write his history with rose-water. To stern
views he gives strong language. He is a Royal
ist, and he abhors a king who is not, in his
turn, a Royalist too, and a loyalist to boot. He

This skill, indeed, is manifest in all parts of
the book, and as one sample of it, we give Mr.

would be ashamed to aint George the Third

in any other colours t an those which repre
sent him as coarse, illiberal, and-—the word must
be said, though Mr. Phillimore employs many
dainty phrases to ex ress the some terrible
thing-a liar! We s all have to look upon
George the Third’s children as a rude, graceless,
It is strange that we should be so ignorant ill-nurtured set of boys and girls ; and on George
of late events, and of the actors in them. The the Third’s mother as something which cannot
fact is, that our sires and grnndsires knew be expressed in plain phrase, but which Mr.
nothing of contem rary history except its Phillimore expresses by asking, “Would
_
any
gossip, and we ourse ves, perhaps, think chieﬂy Court-chaplain venture to say that 1118 mother
of George the Third as the good old man with was spotless?” _ After this query, it is needless
a sempiternal smile and a large cockadc, a dozen to say that the Princess-Dowager of Wales and
and more children, and a wife whose sole per Lord Bute are constantly together in unseemly
sonal beauty was in her arms. Under our new propinquity, and that, indeed, the whole Geor
‘lights, this homely George begins to come before gian family is seen under very unpleasant
us in heroic dimensions, for good or for evil, . aspects.
as interesting as the Conqueror himself.
Mr. Phillimore has not undertaken a dis
That we require such revelations of the recent agreeable task without very excellent reasons,

Phillimore’s character-portrait of George the
Third himself; if “ the wen and the wrinkles”
ble there, the good points are put “ i’ the sun”

a so :—
“ The object of Geo

the Third was to make his

will as absolute in Engliind as that of any German
prince was over the boom and servile nobles in his
dominions. Everything was to be drawn to his
personal favour and inclination: ministers were not
to look to the House of Commons, nor the House of

Commons to the people—every tie of social affection
and public trust was to be dissolved~parties were
to be broken up-the great families were to be
stripped, not only of the inﬂuence derived from the
abilities and virtues of their representatives, but of
that which property must always command in a
free country. Nothing was to stand between the
Crown and the pulace. The Rockinghams, Gren
villes, Bedfords, Saviles, were to be reduced, so far
as political authority was concerned, to the condi

tion to which the nobles of Castile had been brought
by Ximenes, and the French aristocracy by the

third monarch of the house of Bourbon. The smile
and favour of the sovereign were in the eighteenth
century to be the sole object to which an English
gentleman, however ancient his lineage, however
great his possessions, however splendid his abilities,
however numerous his titles to the love and venera
tion of his countrymen, should aspire. They were

to stand in lieu of all other qualiﬁcations: with
them Bute, or Sandwich, or Burlington-a minion,
a knave, a parasite-were to be Omnipotent; with
out them Pitt, Grenville, Rockingham, Savile

past should be a reﬁt-able lesson to us in the I and for this smashing of the old idols at St. probity, knowledge, station, genius—-were to be
actual present.
onng people should learn the
contem orary history in which they live and of
which 1; ey are a part. Vicksburg is as import
ant as Saguntum; to follow Forey from the
coast to Puebla (and learn why he went) is as
exciting as accom anying Cortez; and to know
something of the istory and the sayin
and
the doings of those who govern and 0 those
who would like to govern us, is, at least, as
important for our youth of either sex as to learn
the constitution of the Roman legislature.

We have heard objections made to this on 1
the ground that such instruction would lead to '
partisanship. Why, so it ought, if by partisan
ship be meant that a young fellow should be
able to entertain an opinion of his own, and
have spirit to support it. It would breed dis

sensions among

eys, we hear some one say.

We hope it would, if by that we are to under
stand discussions and an obstinate sticking to
an opinion till it can be logically reversed.
Partisanship! Dissensions ! Do they not exist ‘
among the young students of ancient history?
We can say, for our own parts, that we have
seen furious ﬁghts between the res Jective sup

‘

James’s, Carlton House, Buckingham Palace,
Windsor and Kew, he pleads his justification
in these words :—“ Yielding to no one in loyal
and dutiful attachment to Her Majesty,—an
attachment foimded, not upon the servile
notions which her family was placed upon the
throne of England expressl to destroy, but on
the solid ground of gratitu e for the happiness
which my country has enjoyed under her mild
and constitutional rule,——I have not hesitated to
point out the crimes and errors of her kindred.”
\Ve confess that it seems at that sight strange
that because a lady is supposed to have secured
to you a certain amount of hap iness, you are
therefore to expose her wicked o d grandfather,
and assure all the world of the worthlessness
of her whole kith and kin. Would Mr. Philli
more have refrained from pillorying this family,
unclean in his eyes, if their successor had
inherited only their vices? Mr. Phillimore,
despite some exaggerated and some unques
tionably mistaken views, has rendered excel
lent service to history; but we think he
should have left Her Majesty's name out of the
matter altogether. He had better grounds togo

ciphers. The king was to interfere directly and
personally in all the affairs of government, from
the highest to the lowest and most minute detail
of office-from the choice of a prime minister to
the appointment of an architect. Even Louis the

Fourteenth, in the height of his power, had been
kept somewhat in check by the dread of public
opinion, and of the sneers of a keen-eyed and sar
castle race; but in England, where duller men,
rolling without respite in the mire of practical life,
were hardened
inst wit and opinion, and looked
only to what they could see, and touch, and count,
—to the letter of the law, and the distribution of
wealth and powcr,—the sovereign, if he could once’

emancipate himself from the control of the aristo
cracy-I use the word in its widest sense—if he
could succeed in reconciliating the ends of arbitrary
power to the forms of a free constitution, had no
such restraint to apprehend. He would have no
more to fear from gibcs and epigrams than Amu
rath or Aurungzebe. But let me not be unjust.

If George the Third had quite succeeded in this
object, England would have had no reason to dread
a repetition of the injuries she here under the
Tudors, and did not bear under the Stuarts: men's

lives and properties, the honour of their wives and
daughters, so far as the monarch was concerned,

porters of Hector and Achilles, [UK have our- ? upon than those he assigns. It is not because would have been safe. He would have been able
selves bled for the beautiful Helen, of whose he sits comfortably under the olive-tree with
cause we have since become ashamed.
the lady, that he can ﬁnd just reasons for
We rejoice, therefore, at the development abusing her kinsman who cut down the oak.
which is being given to modem, that is, to Even in the French proverb we are told that
recent history, with the details of which our if you dine with a man whose father was hanged,
ancestors of two removes little troubled them you will do well not to make so much as an
selves, or learnt it so blunderingly as to rob it allusion to a rope.
of all charm. The truth is, that the History of
But, to come more immediatel to the volume
England during the reign of George the Third ‘ before us, let us state that all t e preliminary
looks, in the books and papers of that period, pages tend to show that if George the Third
as heavy as the portrait of that monarch him was but an indifferent king, he succeeded to a
self, dull as his smile and pert as his cockade. worse than indifferent system, with which he
Yet what a reign it was for the rise and the did his best, according to his nature and his
, ruin of empires, for bloody battles, for marvel trainin . The reliminary chapters, and those
lous duellos on the sea, for dazzling oratory, devote to the istory of Ireland and of India,

at the end of his reign, like the Jewish prophet, to
have called on those whom he had ruled to witness
whose ox or whose ass he had taken, or whom he
had defrauded-and he would have obeyed the
law. He would neither have exacted a hundred

pullets from a great lady, as the price of an inter~
view with her husband, like King John; nor have
ﬂung Members of Parliament into prison for their
votes and speeches, like Charles the First; nor
have murdered them by bills of attainder, like

Henry the Eighth. George the Third would not
have imitated the debauchery of Augustus of
Saxony, nor have allowed a courtezan to choose
his ministers and generals, like Louis the Fif
teenth ; nor would he have run about the streets

of his capital beating respectable women with his

for sweeping changes over the face of the although the travel a little beyond the limits cane, like the father of Frederick the Great. The
world, for glory, corruption and calamity, in all in which an historian might keep himself who earnings of the labourer and the tradesman would
of which our country had a part, and sometimes
rofesses to write an account of the reign of
a suffering and humiliating part! We all know
eorge the Third, are admirable for the lucidity
this much. What we went further to know is, in which they place a vast amount of facts, all of
—why there came this much; how the results which arepreserved by rare skill incondensation. ]

not have been squandered on harlots and men as
infamous as harlots, but (and in no very lavish
measure) on parasites, h ocritee and dunces. He

would have contented himself with exacti
and absolute submission to his wishes in

strict
hurch
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and State. He would have been satisﬁed if he could
have excluded every glimmering of light from the

moral horizon of England ; if he could have guarded
himself against the danger of admitting to his
councils any man of greater abilities than his own;
if he could have disposed of every place of import
ance in the kingdom to a series of beings like Lord
Bute and Lord Sidmouth, and have brought this
island to be the Goshen of lords of tho bed-chamber
and maids of honour-a ﬂat, monotonous level of
German servitude and repose. If he suffocated all
political speculation, he would have promoted agri
culture. If to inquire into the nature and destiny
of the soul would have been perilous, investigations
into irrational matter, into acids and alkalis, and
the habits of molluscm, topics in no way likely to
cherish any love of independence, would have been
secure, and perhaps encouraged. The example he
gave of temperance was to the last hour of his
rational life a public blessing. Though, treading
in the steps of his race, he was an unkind father,

he was a faithful husband. The English pardoned
much when they saw the virtues they most appre
ciate on the throne."
In the portrait of George the Third’s mother,
on the contra , there is little of pleasant light
at all; the w ole figure is in sombre shade.

She is described as “a corrupted and dissem
bling woman, bent on )OWOI‘ and greedy of
money,” and a mother w 0 combined with her
son‘s tutors to exsspemte the defects in that
son's character :—
“ It is evident that George the Third had been
early and carefully taught the lesson which had
proved fatal to the House of Stuart, and which at
one time was on the point of being destructive to
himself. Lord Harcourt, his governor, a courtier,
but not without a sense of honour, resigned rather
than witness what ‘he found himself unable to
prevent.’ \Vhen Lord Harcourt was' asked by the
minister to assign the cause of his resignation, he
replied that the reason was ‘too delicate to mention
to any but the king himself,‘ clearly pointing out
the mother as the cause of the evil that he com
plained of. That mother, the Princess Dowager,
was, in the opinion of all, high and low, of the best
informed contemporary writers, as well as of the
populace, before and after her husband's death,
the mistress of Lord Bute. To him she sacriﬁced, if
some writers are to be believed, at least one rival.
To him she certainly sacriﬁced her reputation, and,
what she valued more, her wealth. In order to
strengthen her ascendancy over her eldest son,
whom she despised, she excluded him as much as
possible from all society, while she carefully instilled
into his mind the arbitrary notions which were
exempliﬁed in the petty courts of Germany, and
which were in speculation the cherished maxims of
her paramour. These were the seeds sown, which
fell on a most congenial soil, and soon sprang up
into a bitter harvest.”
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would overlook what had past and treat her like a tain no such belief now; and as future deans
friend, if she behaved in a proper manner ; but, on and canons are among the teachers of our youth,
the other hand, if either herself, her son, or any Mr. Phillimore does not look for better things,
person connected with them, should give any we fear, from their hands.
future disturbance, she should expect no quarter.
“Great improvements in machinery, enormous
He might then have ended his admonition by

whispering a word in her car that would have shops, and the most intense study of entomology,
made her tremble.’ Before the ashes of George the are quite consistent with the decay of all public
Second were cold, two circumstances disclosed the
spirit and policy of his successor: one, the favour

“George the Second, from wise and benevolent
motives, had been anxious to see his heir married

before his death, and with that view had proposed
the hand of a princess of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel,
a beautiful and highly-accomplished lady, to his
grandson. The Princess Dowager, however, true to
her system, and determined that her son should

have no wife but of her choosing, interfered success
fully to thwart this project. Lord Waldegrave‘s
remark on this transaction deserves to be quoted,

as well from its intrinsic value, and as it shows the
notoriety of the relation in which Lord Bute stood
to the Princess (the cause of so many calamities to
this country), as because it has carefully been kept
back by the optimists who have undertaken to
write the history of this humiliating epoch of Eng
lish story: for these reasons, notwithstanding the
familiar tone in which it is written, it ought to
find a place in the text of the narrative. ‘Here,’
that is, in sending for the Prince of ‘Vales on occa~
sion of the proposed marriage, ‘his Majesty was

guilty of a very capital mistake ; instead of sending
for the Prince he should have spoken ﬁrmly to the
mothcr,—told her that as she governed her son she

spirit, and entire apathy to the motives that ani
mated the men who gave England her rank among
the nations; nor will incessant and boisterous

shown to Lord George Sackville, a strict friend of
Lord Bute’s, who had dishonoured the English panegyrics on ourselves, and on the worst and
name at Minden, and was, at the close of the last coarsest parts of the national character, which are
reign, in a state of just and complete disgrace; the as disgusting to men of reﬁnement as they are cap
other, the terms of the speech, and the minister by tivating to the herd of readers, avert any one
whom it was
pared. The ﬁrst act of the king calamity we have to apprehend, or remedy one
had been to put Lord Bute in the cabinet. The single evil under which we suffer. We may do
speech was drawn by him without any assistance well to recollect the passage in which Plutarch
from the other advisers of the Crown, and spoke describes the Athenian pilots—-‘ They gave great
names to their ships-they called them ltlinerva,
Neptune, Apollo-—but they were cast away like
other men.’ Nor, if those intrusted with the edu~
cation of youth among us (I am making, I know,
an extravagant supposition) were more ignorant
ceeded in changing the words so far as not to cast of the art of writing than they are, and have been,
a direct censure on his policy. Mr. Pitt must have with few exceptions indeed, for the last forty years,
been destitute of all penetration if he had not dis would that, in my opinion, at all justify such a
covered the spirit and complexion of the new reign. tone of excitation, or in any way improve the
He went to Newcastle, and urged him to make future prospects of the country. ‘I have lost all
common cause against the favourite. Newcastle, the blood in my body,’ says Dr. Sangrado’s d '
impatient to shake off the yoke of l‘itt‘s imposing patient, ‘ and yet do not feel the better for it. I ,
genius, with his usual basencss and pusillanimous instead of giving up their time to read, and servilely
cunning, refused to take this course; and thus to repeat, what the Germans have written about
George the Third was almost enabled to establish the classics, they studied the classics themselves
royal power at once on the ruins of English honour if they read Livy instead of Niebuhr, and Demo
and prosperity. Newcastle, indeed, affected a wish sthenes instead of Boeckh—if, instead of cramming
with a purpose not to be mistaken of a bloody and
expensive war, and of obtaining a just and honour
able peace. In this state it was delivered to his
colleagues, and it was not till after an argument of
three hours with Lord Bute that Mr. Pitt suc

to retire from public life; but a few words, of their pupils for examinations, bringing every mind
course, from George the Third, whose schemes—
though Newcastle-‘s ultimate removal from oﬁice
was essential to them- were not yet mature,
induced him to remain and to drag his unrespectcd
age through courts and antechambors, till he was
ﬁnally pushed off the stage by his insolent and
successful rival. Much has been said of the expres
sion inserted in the speech, and alluding to the
fact that, unlike his father and grandfather, George
the Third was born within the precincts of this

island. But no notice that I recollect has been
taken of the scandalously servile rcply—the result,
no doubt, of Lord Bute‘s dictation—made to the

speech by the House of Lords. ‘ What a lustre does

it cast upon the name of Briton when you, Sir, are
pleased to esteem it among your glories.’ Strange
language for a powerful aristocracy in a free coun
try, still reckoning Howard, Berkeley, Somerset,
N evile, Seymour, Cavendish, Stanley among its
technically noble; Bagot, Harcourt, Wrottesley,
Daring, Shirley, Courtenay among its unennobled
members! Stranger still, for the countrymen of
Shakespeare and Hampden, of Raleigh, Blake, and
Marlborough, of Edward the Third, Elizabeth and
Cromwell, to use to an ignorant, dishonest, obsti~
Darker still is a family group, with a whole nate, narrow-minded boy, at that very moment the

House of Lords in the gloomy background :—
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to the same dead, tutor‘s level, and so in nine cases

out of ten stunting the intellectual growth of the
unhappy boys for ever, they taught them to read
Homer, and Virgil, and Cicero, and Euripidw, as
they were read by Milton and Dryden, by Addison
and Barrow, and Atterbury and Fox- England

might hope to shake off the sleepy drench which,
whore gain or physical exertion are not concerned,
has so long benumbed her faculties. Then, instead

of the authors of Tract Ninety, and the History of
the British Beetle, and biographies of Fox-hunters

and Railway Contractors, men might arise in Eng
land who would recall the days when the Tale of
a Tub, and the Vision of Mina, and the Idea of

a Patriot King, delighted the readers of Milton,
and Dryden, and Shakespeare, and added splendour
to a literature already glorious.”
When treating of a bygone literature, and
comparing it with the present, Mr’. Phillirnore
advances some singular ideas, not unmixed
with much truth. He traces much of the excel~
lence of the old authors to the fact that their
writings were not based on a mere mercantile

speculation !——as if ‘The Vicar of Wakeﬁeld’

were not written with a view to the money it
was to produce and the rent it was to pay.
“ Our greatest writers,” he says, “ were beyond
the mob"; as if Milton were not more the pos
session of the middle classes, in all times, t- an
of any other. We do not know why he says,
“ Cicero, in our days, would have been a Baron
(not of the Exchequer) and Tacitus a Baronet";
for it is one of the commonest remarks that to
literarymen are awarded the smallest measure of
honours. One merit the older writers certainly
had—sincerity; they affected neither religion,
nor modesty, nor decency, if they had it not:
know how 1: e case may be with quotations but even an aifectation of it, in a book which
is to go among readers who know nothin of
which we are unable to verify at all.
“70 will add here, that there is too much of the author, is better than a violation—' we
a sneering tone throughout the volume, and an only have the old wit with it. All modern
epigrammatic smartness without the epigram novelists are leather and prunella to Mr. Philli
matic point, which may be said to mar many a more, in which he is a little wrong; but Field
fair precedent. Speaking of the last century, ing he accounts as “the Rubens of novelists,”
the author says,—-“ In those da it was usual and in that he is abundantly right—a Rubens
for a clergyman of the English Gliurch, even if without a school.
he were a dean or a canon, to believe in the
But when Mr. Phillimore contrasts the
tool of an adulteress and her paramour!"
Mr. Phillimore supports much of what he
says against Lord Bute by references to Bubb
Doddington’s Din . These references have
given us some tron 1e; and they are certainly,
we will not say disingenuously made, but not
correctly made. The ﬁrst one, quoted at page
289, in one paragraph of nine lines, with s. sing e
broak,thus,. . . ., forms detached portions of six
paragraphs in our edition of the Diary, occupy
mg two pages and a half. There is not much
harm done b this proceeding; but we do not

inspiration of the Old and New Testaments.” Georgian dramatists with the older brethren

should be answerable for his conduct; that he The inference is, that deans and canons enter

of the craft, we ﬁnd him, in one sense, sadly

wi-_ [IQ-up!
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, by heroic courage and commanding genius,
Our chief concern is with the Preface, in which
astray. He ﬁnds “ overﬂowing wit and com- 1 in
mand of language” in Etherege, the dullest of , to exalt the fame and extend the dominion of their the attacks on the previous Parts are noticed.
Dr. Colenso is fortunate in his op nents, if, as
common-place talkers of any of the fraternity. > proud but not very grateful country."
Of Wycherley he makes too little, of Congreve l Grateful! What is gratitude ? Mr. Phillimore stated by him, the one whom a. eading Quar
far too much; and he sees in Sheridan an imi- ‘ resents the public with this portrait of Queen terly describes as having effectually disposed
arlotte, because of his comfort under the of the greater part of his objections is obliged
tator of the latter, where we see a close imitator
even of the incidents in Wycherley’s comedies, mild constitutional sway of Queen Victoria. It to make Jacob go down to Egypt with a thou
though Sheridan was incessantly raising the - would have been but justice if he had added sand and more followers who were reckoned
wit of Congreve, and even his 1n ecency, pro whatever little there may have been of bright as his descendants. This is the way in which
testing that he would rather go without both and 00d in the older Queen’s character. In a “three score and ten persons” are made the
than have them separated. But Sheridan, who disso ute age, she set a virtuous example, and a progenitors of the millions who went out of
gypt. Dean Milman says that he sees no way
studied Wycherley so closely, had very ood similar course reﬂects the greatest lustre on the
reasons for drawing popular attention to on crown of her granddaughter, one of a nice of out of all the “ difficulties, contradictions,
greve. As to “Congreve’s wit,” it is it cant whom Mr. Phillimore is pleased to say, that it improbabilities, impossibilities,” of these num
term in the mouths of many who never read a is the reverse of that of which Lady Sarah bers, if no reduction be allowed, except “one
line of him, and who are none the worse for it. Lennox was the mother,—the “reverse of dis vast continuous miracle.” It is amusing to see
how much licence is permitted to those who
When Congreve was received for a wit, he was tinguished, high-minded, and intellectual"
Notwithstanding the drawbacks which we refrain from using the word “unhistorical.”
not censured for his indecency; but opinions
have changed as to what is witty and decent. have indicated, this volume gives promise of‘ Dean Milman says, “ The moral and religious
The preface to one of the wittiest of his come— a work which will deserve to be read. If truth, and this alone, I apprehend, is ‘the word
dies, ‘ The Double Dealer,’ emphatically asserts there be a little too much of assertion, there of God ’ contained in the sacred writings.” To
its cleanliness, but you may read it through is no want of argument; and if there be exag this maxim the learned Dean has adhered,
without being dazzled by more than a few geration of expression and sentiment, in an ' through good report and evil report, ever since
sparkles, and you cannot read half a page exactly opposite direction to that taken by Mr. —some thirty years ago—he published a work
without falling upon allusions that are dis Massey—another historian of whom we had which made him the Colenso of his day. Our
occasion to speak reccntly—there is no suspicion modern critic says the same thing : namely,
gusting.
We do not think so ill of modern English aroused that the censurer is exercising his right that God’s word is not the Bible, but in the
literature as Mr. Phillimore does; even the in any but an honest spirit. In intention, the Bible. He criticizes those details of historical
men who search after the “British Beetle” book is good ; in execution, very good; unplea- ‘ fact which are not art of the moral and reli
and write about it are witnesses to a healthy sant, perhaps, to the bigots of all parties, but gious teaching; an for this he is assailed, as
state of society, agents in promoting useful acceptable to every man who may be glad to a subverter of the “word of God,” by a Convo
knowledge, and practical missionaries in deve know what an honest thinker and a rough but cation which numbers Dean Milman among its
loping the glory that resides in the meanest of able writer has to say about the times of George members. This is certainly illogical.
the Third.
The Primate of all England has pronounced
the works of God.
that Usher and Watson have already answered
Nevertheless, we do not mean to say that
Queen Charlotte was justiﬁed in preferring The Pentatench and Book of Joshua Critically all that Dr. Colenso has advanced. This is a
Era/mined. By the Right Rev. John William neat excuse,—but, unfortunately, both too easy
‘Polly Honeycombe’ to ‘ The Double Dealer,
for the reading of her daughters; though Miss
Colenso, D.D., Bishop of Natal. Part III. to make and too hard to believe,—on which the
Burney, who read the former aloud to them
(Longman & Co.)
Upper House of Convocation may decline both
was probably charmed with the mission assigned Dr. Colenso is still alive, and apparently to point out accessible books to which plain
to her by a mistress, who is thus delineated unhurt. He shows the same bold front and the people may refer, and to furnish answers of
by the unsparing pencil of Mr. Phillimore. The some quiet attitude, though his shield bears their own. The Bishop of Natal deals with the
tirlpe referred to is before the royal marriage, the marks of every kind of blow from every assertions of the Archbishop of Canterbury as
w en
‘
kind of opponent. He enjoys the respect of follows :—
“It is hardly necessary for me to repeat what
“The king gave a proof of his blind deference to a great many who differ from him: for while,
his mother’s wishes, which took all men by surprise. on the one hand, it is difficult to imagine the Public Press has already said in reply to such
While every thought was occupied by the negocia what, except love of truth, should lead him to assertions as the above, viz. that many of the criti
tion, the Privy Council was suddenly summoned to face such a shower of obloquy, it is certain, on cisms in these volumes have never been answered,
hear the king announce his intended marriage with the other, that his opponents are, in great part, and that the writings of Archbishop Usher and '
the Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburgh-Strelitz, though perhaps without knowing it, acting in Bishop Watson will throw no light whatever upon
which soon afterwards took place. Colonel Graeme, imitation of t ose who, in former time, endea the most important questions which are here dis
cussed. As well might we refer to books of the last
a notorious Jacobite agent, had been sent to dif
voured to extinguish light by authority. His century for a refutation of the objections which are
ferent states in Germany, to discover among the
modes
of
behaviour
are
only
presumptions;
but
raised to the historical truth of some portions of
little states of that enslaved country some Princess
whose appearance, disposition, and understanding they are strong ones: and some of Dr. Colenso’s the book of Genesis, by recent discoveries in geo
logical
science. But, on behalf of those who regard
would be to the mother of her future husband a opponents would do well to put onan appearance
complete guarantee against any dread of the loss of Christian temper and civilized language. He the Bible with a true reverence, as a Divinely-given
of her ascendancy. For this purpose a better choice picks out of one short letter of one of his Teacher, which God in His Providence has ‘caused
could hardly have been made. The new queen was brother Bishops the phrases unfounded, false, to be written for our learning,‘ but which He wills
chaste; but if to watch over the education of her childish, heretical, blasphenw'us, abominable, un us to read with intelligent discrimination of its
children and to promote their happiness be any happy, blind, daring, ignorant sclf-suﬁciency, contents, not with a blind unreasoning idolatry of
part of a woman‘s duty, she has little claims to the instrument of Satan, pom-Bishop Colenso. This i the mere letter, I respectfully protest against the
raises that have been so lavishly bestowed upon brother Bishop no doubt eased his own mind, language which the Archbishop of Canterbury has,
er as the model of domestic virtue. Her religion
but he also showed the world what sort of ease
was diplayed in the scrupulous observance of
external forms. Repulsive in her aspect, grovelling his mind wanted, and what sort of mind it was.
The Third Part of ‘The Pentateuch’ takes
in her instincts, sordid in her habits; steeped from

the cradle in the stupid pride which was the atmo

in the question of the Book of Deuteronomy,

sphere of her stolid and most insigniﬁcant race; which Bishop Colenso, in agreement with many
inexorably severe to those who yielded to tempta critics, places about the time of Josiah. The

tions from which she was protected, not more by Convocation and its adherents will have nothing
her situation and the vigilance of those around her, to do with the school of Biblical critics whose
than by the extreme homeliness of her person;

works are in the hands of all scholars. The

bigoted, avaneious, unarniable to brutality, she clergy examine and report as if all the argu
added dulns and gloom even to the English ment against the usual su positions about the
court. The marriage was precipitated to prevent
George the Third from again soliciting the hand of Pentateuch was brought om Africa by one
a lady of a sweet and generous temper, one of the isolated inquirer. The clergy ought to know
noblest and most beautiful of his subjects, who, by better, for the world is beginning to know
a lot the reverse of that which attended the royal better; and he is a good friend of the Church
bride, became the mother of a distinguished, high as established in this country-—a church of
minded, and intellectural race-—especially illus light, of freedom, and of inquiry-who has the
trious for two highly gifted men, in whose destiny courage and the skill to show the clergy that in
it was, both by the pen and the sword, by the Biblical criticism they must lead, not follow,
qualities which ﬁt men to lead in war and to rule

the lay inquisition.

apparently, applied to all those who read my books
with interest, by summing them up under three
categories, as either ‘ ignorant,‘ or ‘ half-informed,’
or else ‘rejoicing in anything which can free them
from the troublesome restraints of religion.’ The
object of my whole work is to bind the consciences
of men more imperatively than ever by the law of
true Religion, which is the law of life and happi
ness. But, inasmuch as multitudes have already
broken loose from the restraints of that traditional
religions teaching, which they know to be contra

dicted by some of the most familiar results of
modern Science, now made the common heritage
of every educated English child, I believe that I
have only done my duty, as a Minister of the Na
tionnl Church, in endeavouring to reestablish a
permanent union between the teachings of Religion
and Science, and to heal effectively that breach

between them, which otherwise will assuredly
widen day by day, with infinite injury to the
Church itself, and to the whole community."

Dr. Colenso goes on to notice the charge
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that he has denied the inspiration of the
Bible. He replies, that he has not touched the
oint, either way: and this appears to us true.
liIis opponents have made an inferential denial
for him. It is the commonest trick of thee
logians to deduce what, by views of their own,
they think an opponent ought to hold, and then
to affirm that he does hold it. There was once
a man in Bedlam who thought he was St.
Paul, and who favoured his comrades with
many sermons. One of them, whose madness
took a different turn, pronounced him an im
postor. “ You infamous wretch,” said the ﬁrst,
“do you dare sa that St. Paul was an impos

tor!’ If this ha been all, the poor man ought
no more to have been shut up than Dr. Colenso’s
opponents. “I am St. Paul,” said be; “this
heretic says I am an impostor; therefore he
says that St. Paul is an impostor." His reason
ing was perfectly logical: its only fault was,
that he tacked one premise of his own on to
one of his opponent’s, and made that opponent
answerable for their joint effect.
The Bishops addressed a letter to Dr. Co
lease, in which they impute to him that he
does not now believe what at his ordination he
declared he did believe; that he could not use
the Ordination Service; that he could not use
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my reply to the address of the Archbishops and] and which are meant to blend together into the
Bishops. Not, then, in his personal capacity, but i pure, white, Light of Truth, that Light which our

as a representative of those, who have followedl spirits need, and which His Wisdom and His Love
him in adopting this extraordinary mode of public : at this time impart to us? Must we, then, English

Church censure,—upon the mere judgment of each Christians, live on, as men did in former ages,
individual Bishop, without any hearing or trial of under strict ecclesiastical restraints, as if there was
the accused,—I would ask the Bishop of Oxford , a ‘ dark chamber ' in the house, into which we have
before my fellow-countrymen, Does he, a Fellow of y
the Royal and other Scientiﬁc Societies, believe ,
unfeignedly in the literal historical truth of theI
account of the Creation, the Noachian Deluge, or ,
the numbers of the Exodus? Ifthe Bishop will say 1
that he does ‘ unfeignedly believe‘ in all these mat
tors, as related in the Pentateuch, of course I have l,
nothing more to say as regards this part of my
argument. But, if he does not, then how, I repeat, ‘
does his present conduct differ essentially from i
mine? He has some way of explaining these mat- l
tern, which satisﬁes his own mind, as I have. And I
the only difference is this, that I think it to be my ‘I

once looked, but have shut to the door, and dare

not look again, lest we should see something to
frighten us out of our ‘hopes for eternity,’ and
cause us the loss of ‘all our nearest and dearest
consolations‘? How much better to open wide the

door, and let in the blesed light and air of day
into every part of our spiritual dwelling! That
light, indeed, may show us that the stories of

the six days’ Creation, the Noachian Deluge, the
slaughter of 68,000 Midianitish women and chil
dren, are no longer to be spoken of as historical
facts. “’e may perceive that it is no longer possible
to confound the early legends of the Hebrew
ple,

duty, and shall make it my practice, to tell myv and statements contrary to reason and the fit: of
people plainly, on such points, what I believe, and
what I know to be true; and the Bishop of Oxford
has not yet, as far as I am aware, thought it necessary to say what he really thinks upon any one of

‘
,
,
‘

nature, or condemned by our moral sense, and by
the Voice which witnesses for God within us, with
the Eternal ‘Word of God.’ But we shall find
in the Pentateuch, notwithstanding, precious things
without number, of which little or no use is made

these subjects."
This is truly an odd state of things. \Vhen at present in the instruction of the people,—un
will the hierarchy begin to see that it cannot questionable facts of ancient history, mixed up, no
last? The ﬁrst relatein the realm, a few weeks doubt, with much of uncertain or unreal tradition,

above all, rich lessons of spiritual Truth, by
after he has addressed rcproachcs, in a letter —-and,
which our souls may be cheered and strengthened
To this Dr. Colenso to his clergy, against the Bishop of Natal for for
the work of life. What a day of regenerated
makes a frank reply. He admits that when not resigning his see because he cannot perform life will it be for the Church of England, when

the Baptismal Service.

he was ordained he made that declaration
of unfeigned belief in “all the Canonical
Scriptures.” which a deacon is called on to
make, in the sense usually understood; that
is, he believed, and professed to believe, in
the historical as well as the doctrinal state
ments. When his researches led him to a
conviction of the existence of inaccuracies of
historical fact, he avows that he really felt
himself at issue with his oath, and so continued

until he read the decision of Dr. Lushington
in the Court of Arches. By this decision, our
readers are aware, it is pronounced to be and

to have been the law that a clergyman is bound

the whole of certain functions, declares that these things shall be spoken of, plainly and freely,
there is a service which, in certain cases, he in every pulpit of the land,—when the Bible shall
himself, the Archbishop of Canterbury, would be opened, and the story of its origin explained,

refuse to perform entire, and would take the
consequences. The worthy prelato-he well
deserves the title, in spite of an inconsistency
—forgpt that he had impressed on Dr. Colenso
the o ligation of resigning his see. Dr. Colenso
does what the Archbishop said he would have
done-namely, awaits the consequences. It is
yet to be seen whether he has broken any law:
those who say he has broken law are preparing
to call him to account. The Archbishop would,
perhaps, use the excuse of the young woman

‘to think of the Bible as laid down in the whose child had no l l father-that it was a
Articles; namely, to receive all the Canonical very little one. He thinks that he only refuses
Books, and to admit that all that is necessary to read a bit of one service, and that but in
is contained in them. On that decision, Dr. certain cases, while the Bishop of Natal refuses
Colenso ﬁnds himself able to use all the ser certain services, as he supposes, and in all
vices, provided he be allowed to explain his cases. But discretionary law-breakers cannot
meaning, in its conformity with the recent be allowed to place limits to the discretion of
declarato decision. He is accordingly able to other persons. An offender against rule is not
tolerate usions to the facts of Mosaic history entitled to make rules for other breaches of
which he could not have made in the sense rule, by which to bind other oﬁ'endcrs. Dr.
which Convocation would demand: but those Colenso adds :—

who cannot go so far he would recommend to
omit them—and take the consequences. Sin

gularly enou h, 'ust in time to save him from
the uproar w ie

this declaration would have

excited, the Archbishop of Canterbury, on the

“ But what do my Episcopal Brethren mean by
this proceeding? Do they really suppose that, by
the obstruction of Church censures and anathemas,
or the mere exercise of authority, they can bar out
the entrance of that light of Critical Science, which
God Himself has given us, as one of the special

and the real value of its histories discussed, as the
records of living men, like ourselves, written down

by living men,—with the reverence due to a Book
so venerable, and endeared to the inmost heart of
every Christian, but yet without fear of treading
with irreligious feet upon holy ground,—rather,

with the deepest and most sincere conviction that
. we can only thus serve God acceptably, and dis
charge our duty before Him, as Christian men and
Ministers, by such free inquiry after Truth, and
such free utterance of it.”

The Bishop then proceeds to consider the
charges of heresy and blasphemy. One of them
is that of Dr. M‘Caul, who charges Dr. Colenso

with robbing Christ of his Deity by denying
his omniscience. On this oint a letter _ is
printed from the Rev. W. oughton, contam
ing, among other things, a long list of those
who have done the same thin . Whom shall
we select from this tribe of It ‘Caulian blas

phemersi Will Athanasius do? He says-—after
much of the same purport,—“ For as, on becom
ing man, he hungers and thirsts and suffers
with man, so,'with men, as man, he knows not."
And Theodoret says,—“If he knew the day,
and, wishing to conceal it, said he was ignorant,
see what a blasphemy is the result: truth tells

an untruth."
1st of this very month, told the House of Lords
Mr. Houohton, the lar est contributor to
that he had often been consulted by clergymen blessings bestowed upon us by His Goodness in this
about the obnoxious words of the Burial Ser day? May it not be that the Science of Biblical the natural 1history of the ible in the second
vice, and had answered that there were cases Criticism is as needful to our true progress and volume of Dr. Smith’s ‘Dictionary,’ comes for
ward with the following testimony :—
“ And now, my Lord, with respect to the general
character of your recent publications on the Pen
tateuch, I feel it my positive duty, at whatever cost,
to say a few plain and honest words. I have dili
gently, conscientiously, and rayerfully, studied the
note to his account of his own advice :—
already published of this work—were almost wholly whole question at issue for the last six months, and
"This, then, is what I meant when I contra unknown to our forefathers? May it not be true am compelled to admit the general truth of your
dicted publicly the assumption of my Episcopal that each one of these Sciences is as truly intended arguments, though differing in some lmrticulaxs.
Brethren, that with my present views I cannot use by the Wisdom and Grace of God for the present You are aware that I published a pamphlet in

happiness as any other of the Sciences-as
in which nothing would induce him to pro highest
Geology, Astronomy, Chemistry, Natural History,
nounce these words,——that he would stand the &c.—all which have been aroused into new life in
risk of all the penalties of the law rather than this very age, and many of which—like that of
do so. This declaration of the Archbishop was which the most recent results are exhibited in the
made just in time for Bishop Colenso to add a works of Davidson, Kalisch, &c., and in the Parts

the language of the Baptismal and Ordination Ser
vices. I can use that language-provided that I

stage of human development, as any other of the

of England, from theirs? The ishop of Oxford
was the first to issue a letter of inhibition, after

which come to us all from the ‘Father of Lights,’
in this our own age of wonderful Illumination,

reply to your Part I.; I have withdrawn that reply

sisterhood,—that we cannot despise or refuse the from circulation. Before the appearance of your
claim it as my right, as a Minister of the National help of any oneof them, without ‘ rejecting the coun Book, however, I was quite certain that the Bible
Church, and lay it upon myself as a duty, to explain sel of God against ourselves,’—that, ‘if this work and Scicncc were opposed to each other. Four years‘
freely and fully to my people in what sense I use be of God, we cannot overthrow it, lest haply we examination of almost every word in the Bible
it. And what are others doing in this respect? be found fighting against God ’i In short, may it relating to its Natural History has convinced me
How does my conduct differ essentially, in respect not be true that this light of Criticism may be but that, in many essential points, the Biblical and
of honest adherence to the princi >188 of the Church one of the many-coloured rays of modern Science, Natural records are, to use the words of the learned
and candid Kalisch, ‘ utterly and irreconcilably at

variance.’ The more I examine the whole question
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‘

for myself, the more certain I become that, in the
Bible, ‘legend is mixed up with history, poetic
imaginings with prosaic narrative, that no miracu
lous power has been exerted to preserve it from
omissions, interpolations, and corruptions of the
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on our curiosity a year or two a oarrant impos
tors. Much of his mistrust we s are; but when
he parts from these humbugs we have ourselves
to art from him. So for our roads run to
get er; there they begin to diverge. Mr. Spicer
would dismiss the impostor into oblivion; and

text,’ and that the Bible ‘ is, therefore, not infal
‘.lible in the sense in which the popular creed would afterwards approach, consider and adopt
assumes it to be.’ We acknowledge, my Lord, not
withstanding a large admixture of the human, and the imposture.
This, in a few words, is the form of his plea
therefore fallible, element in the Bible, that in that
Book there is a jmcl of heavenly lustre and of for the ‘Strange Things among Us.’ Society is
priceless value. “’hy are we to suppose that this fond of ghosts. Every old house has its haunting

Jewel shines less brilliantly, or loses one iota of its spirit. Many ersons have seen sights, more
\value, because the gold of its setting has a con persons have lieard sounds, which cannot be
-siderable per~centage of alloy’! Why will men refuse accounted for by natural causes. Some of these
-to drink of the ‘ water of life ' because it is offered manifestations have been foolish and unmeaning;
to them in an earthen vessel? Your Lordship is at others have been grave and serious; some have
.liberty to make any use you please of this letter."
had no results, while others have been followed
The Bishop proceeds to noticc,—very brieﬂy, by the dircst calamities. The minds of men and
but quite suﬁiciently,——the recent report of women are disquieted by the frequency and
Convocation. This we will not lengthen our unex ectedness of these warning sights and
article by discussing. The quotations which ,are soun s. Many persons, not absolutely weak or
made from others, not only here, but in pre silly, have begun to think there must be some
vious pages, show that there is not a point on thing in them, which it is the duty of philoso
which Dr. Colenso is blamed but what is held phers and naturalists to consider. Mr. Spicer
‘by some clergyman of high position. There is a thinks so too. He ﬁnds that the world has
'Colenso ready made to hand in Stanley, Milman, knowledge of a suﬂicient number of isolated
Alford, Browne, and others, for those who will facts on which to lay the foundation of a new
2put the fragments together. As in the celebrated spiritual science. It is only necessary to ascer
case produced by Cowper, one divine has eaten tain which are the true facts, to gather them up
this bit of the animal, another that, and so into a. common storehouse, to arrange them in
on: the crime of Dr. Colcnso is that he has their just order and class; and you can then
eaten the whole hog. He has collected, he has reason from premise to conclusion, as in- any
enforced, he has attracted attention by the other science. In short, spiritualism waits its
position which he holds. \Vhat he may have Bacon, and Mr. Spicer offers to supply the
said, how far he may be right, how far he may
want.
be wrong, are of personal, rather than of lite
The reader shall judge with what share of
.rury, interest. The right of the clergy to con success Mr. Spicer has enacted the part of spi
.sider questions which the laity are considering ritual critic and lawgiver. His object being, not
is the main question. Dr. Colenso and a few to write a volume, but to lay the foundations of
other bold men are the promoters of an in a new philosophy, he writes down certain rules
quiry which is much wanted, which must be for his own guidance, and for that of his follow
made, and which will be made. In the last ers, should he have any. We do not mean to
century there was a system, political and eccle discuss these rules-they are somewhat lax in
siastical, which required reform much more than form and commonplace in substance; but we
ours. The examination was left to the enemy; may usefully show the fashion in which a sober
.the unbeliever was allowed to train a genera and comparatively philoso hical writer on
tion. That system fell, as we all know: it fell ghostly matters deals with t e rules which he
because it found no enemies within its own prescribes to himself. On page 5 we read, “As
.citadel at the right time; it found enough when a general rule, it is advisable to refrain from
the crash came. We believe in the day when any voluntary testimony to the well-strung
the English Church will be thankful that the nerves of Mr. B. (the hero). In all probability,
shattered part of its routine, the conventional you know nothing about them ; and, if you did,
chapter of its belief, and the self-blinding ele it remains yet a question whether nerves have
ment of its spirit, raised up assailants among much to do with the subject.” No doubt, this
its own clergy, and that the reform was con is a good rule, if not a very profound one. But
ducted from within.
when Mr. Spicer begins to collect his facts
that is, to tell his storics~—he straightway
Strange Things among Us. By H. Spicer. violates the very law which he has laid down

(Chapman & Hall.)
In his Preface Mr. H. Spicer describes his
experiment on ublic credulity as “ a sketch-a
study-—a ‘bal on pcrdu,’ ﬂung up among the
currents which have of late set, somewhat

“M
(with whom the writer was well ac
quainted) was a man of the coolest nerve, of the

most imperturbnhle self-possession. It was his
habit to sit up reading in the chamber of his invalid
wife, after the latter had retired to bed. One night,

steadily, in a direction of much promise.” We Mrs. M—— having fallen asleep, the door opened,
should doubt the steadiness and deny the and her maid, Lucy, who had been sent home ill
promise. Of all the delusions brought from to the charge of her friends, a few days before,
New York to amuse or afflict the idle people of entered the room. Perfectly conscious, as he do
clared, from the ﬁrst, that the object he beheld was
this generation of Englishmen, the most fool no longer of this world, the steady soldier ﬁxed his
rs'h, barren, and indecent is that of the spiritual eyes on the apparition, careful only to catch its
circle. This is said, however, by the way. Mr. every movement, and impress the unexpected scene
Spicer is not so credulous as Mr. Howitt or so with accuracy on his memory. The ﬁgure moved
rmpudentas Mr. Home. He does not believe slowly to the side of the bed,—gazed with a sad
1n the spiritual oﬁice of every charlatan who and wistful expression on the sleeper‘s face—and
can rap with his toes or write letters upside then, as though reluctantly, died away into the
then awoke his wife, and
down. Indeed, he‘ has a healthy contempt for gloom. Colonel M
your ordinary spurt-mppcr or table-turner, who, related what had occurred. Together they noted
unself unable to speak the Queen's English, the precise moment of the vision. It proved to be
undertakes to put you, at the small cost of half that at which the poor girl had breathed her last,
a-guinea an hour, into communication with the murmuring her mistress’s name."
This is, however, but a minor breach. The
souls of men who, amongst other changes, have
forgotten how to spell. He thinks the swarm main objection to Mr. Spicer‘s manner of treat
of Americans which infested our society and fed ing his spiritual facts is the entire lack of
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authentication. In many places, he affects the
utmost scrupulosity as to his materials. At the
opening of his book he says, “The circum
stances of each case have been veriﬁed with
unusual care, because another object than sim
ple curiosity, or the making a readable book,
suggested the inquiry.” Other expressions to
the same effect occur. Yet in the face of these
declarations, the facts are really stated on no
available authority. In nearly every case it is
M—, or Colonel -—, or X. Y. Z., who tells
the story or suffers the visitation. Where a name
is given in full, we are told it is a false one.
Thus, after telling one horrible story about two
brothers who had quarrelled, Mr. Spicer says,

—“ It may be as well to add, that Mr. ‘ Hare’
(the name by which the friend who supplied
this incident desires to be known) furnished
the most suﬁicing veriﬁcations of the fact re
lated.” No names are given. An uncle and a
nephew are the speakers : who they are, where
they live, when the event happened, are not
related. Even the friend who told the tale to
Mr. Spicer will not vouch for the truth of it
under his proper name. He is only Mr. “Hare”;
and, for anything we know, Mr. March Hare.
Again, in another story we read,——“ The head
strong squire, Mr. Barnett, as I will call him.”
Why this concealment if the facts are true?
Would Mr. Spicer accept a new fact in che
mistry or astronomy on such evidence? What
would be the value in a court of law of such
testimony as this ‘l—“ The late Mr. G——, a
gentleman of large property in Norfolk, used
to vouch for the following anecdote.” Suppose
the following, “ furnished by a lady, Miss
B
,” were offered as evidence before the
Lord Chief Justice,—“ On Saturday, the 21st
of June, ——, being on a visit at H
, Scot
land (at the house of a friend of the author), I
retired to bed rather earlier than usual, about
ten o’clock,”—-would not Sir Alexander ask
Mr. Spicer why the year was omitted, also the
locality 7
In the mass of cases, Mr. Spicer‘s treatment
has the advantage of baffling criticism. You

cannot follow Mr. —— to his home and press
him with cross-examinations. When Mr. Spicer,
by accidental or indiscreet allusions to common
life, enables us to follow his line of inquiry, we
return from the excursion with enfeebled powers
of belief in his care and judgment. One of his
wonderful stories professes to be taken from the
lips of “the lady of a distinguished German
dlplomatist.” She is mentioned as Madame
L—, with no address in particular; and the
scene of her strange experience is not suggested
even by an initial and ablank line. But 5 ehas
one reference in her narrative to a third arty:
——“ Much troubled in mind, Madame L—,
after some deliberation, resolved to appeal to
the strongest and most ardent soul within the
range of her acquaintance, in the person of
, sometimes called the ‘ German Luther.’ ”
What German diplomatic lady could have been
ignorant that Luther himself was German? We
can fancy a foolish fellow calling Gavazzi a

Neapolitan Luther or Spurgeon a Bcrmondsey
Luther; but it is beyond even the power of
folly to style any man whatever the German
Luther.
There is at least one English story told,
about which it is possible to arrive at some
conclusions from the external facts. As will be
seen, it is introduced with a special testimony
to its accuracy :—
“ In the following additional example, the names

of those concerned have been supplied to the writer
—coupled only with the stipulation that nothing
beyond the correct initials should be made ubhc.
The Lady J. T——, sister-in-law of the Due ess of
L—-, was much attached to her young nephew,
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Lord C. A
, the duchess‘s second son. This
lady was sitting one evening, about six o'clock, in
her drawingrooin, a hen, looking up from her work,

she saw Lord 0. A
(who was at the time a
student at Oxford) standing before her. ‘Ah,
C
!’ she exclaimed, astonished at his silent
entrance. ‘How did you come hitherl' He made
no reply, but began gradually to disappear, and, in
a few seconds, was gone. Much disturbed, Lady
T— drove over, early next morning, to visit her
intimate friend, Lady S
, and related her vision;
on her return, a messenger had arrived from H—
Castle, requiring her presence. Proceeding thither,
she learned the sad news of Lord C
‘s death, at
Oxford, from the effects of an accidental blow

received from his friend, the present Marquis of
D
_n
It is a pity the Duchess of L—— was so
squeamish about giving her name in full; since
a little more frankness on her Grace’s part would
have saved Mr. Spicer from the appearance of
having been made the subject of a hoax. Mr.
Spicer says he has the names, which we are glad
to hear, as, otherwise, an unbelieving public,
with a Peerage in its hands, might doubt
whether any possible Duchess of L-— could
have a son with the name of Lord C. A
.
That book, which we quote under correction of
Mr. Spiccr and the spirits, shows us only two
Duchesses of L
, Leeds and Leinster,
neither of Whose family names begins with
A———. Lord C. A
, the hero of the story,
could not have been an Osborne or a Fitzgerald.

The Marquis of D
is not so easily hunted
down, there being quite a crowd of Msrquises
of that initial-Douro, Donegal, Douglas, Down
shire, Drogheda and others. But we think an
incredulous world would like to see Mr. Spicer’s
list of the real names in this romantic case.
Mr. Spiccr must forgive us for rejecting his
philosophy. As a story-teller he is not amiss;
and we shall show our charity by quoting from
his pages, without objection, one little French

anecdote :—
“A young German lady (still living) had arrived
with a party of friends at one of the most renowned
hotels in Paris, and occupied, for her part, an apart
ment on the ﬁrst ﬂoor, furnished with unusual
magniﬁcence. Here she lay awake, long after the
hotel was wrapt in slumber, contemplating, by the
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sort, and it has been imported into those of
propriotor desired an interview with a gentleman Mr. Layard and others. If Mr. Newton had
of the party, and declared that the scene so no troubles, he must surely have had lea
strangely re-enacted had actually occurred three sures in the prosecution of his task; an we
nights before. A young French oﬁcer had ordered should really be glad to feel some sympathy for
the best room in the hotel—and there terminated one or the other of these apparently inevitable
his life-using, for the purpose, a pistol answering contingencies. Throughout the book there is,
the description mentioned. The body, and the
weapon, still lay at the Morgue, for identiﬁcation, however, not a heart-beat, not a ho c, not a
and the gentleman, proceeding thither, saw both; smile. “'hen the author found the h ausoleum
the head of the unfortunate man exhibiting the itself, he does seem to have been moved-it is
‘ Titus‘ crop and the wound in the forehead, as in true I’rof. Donaldson had given him abroad
the vision. The Archbishop of Paris, struckwith hint of its locality, which was probably a
the extraordinary nature of the story, shortly after damper ;-—but when he stood in the secret
called upon the young lady, and, directing her chamber of the Carian king, we doubt if he
attention to the expression used by the mysterious so much as sneezed. Mr. Newton is so good
voice, urged upon her, with much fervour, the a Greek as to preserve the unities in his drama
advisability of embracing that faith to whose of explorations It is hardly fair to say that he
teaching it appeared to point."
himself is the central ﬁgure, excluding others;
There is a touch of human interest in the but there is only an impersonality, named
visit of Monseigneur Sibour, who, very proper] , Newton, in action. The very chorus of com
attended to his own business in the office. f panions is absent; and, with rare exceptions,
course we fail to see the steps by which the the wrecks of the chief Carian cities echo to no
prelate arrived at his conclusion; but then it is other voice than his.
dation in reality. Half an hour later, the hotel

not permitted to lay critics to reason in the
Cnidus forms the main theme of this con
manner of an archbishop.
cludino volume of the series. In treating it,
the author follows the plan alreadyadopted with

A History of Discomi'cs at Ilalicamassus, respect to Halicarnassus, and describes the site
Cnidus and Brancht'dre. By C. T. Newton.
Vol. II. Part II. (Day 8:. Son.)
Frrrnns months after the appearance of the
ﬁrst volumes of this important work the con
clusion is issued, at a time which is just four
years from the breaking up of the expedition
m Asia Minor,—-June, 1859. It is not difficult
to believe that all the interval of time that has
elapsed has been occupied by Mr. Newton in
completing his home researches into the history
of his theme, and in theillustration of his labouls
in the ﬁeld. The text of the work is laborious
in character, rich in the results of study, and
an excellent record of what has recently been
found, brought into union with much that was
previously known of the history, topography
and Art-remains of the cities named above, and
of those hardly less worthy of note—
'na,
Myndus, Bargylia, Mylassa, Labranda, tra
toniccea, Keramos, and the island of Cos. The
last was visited by Mr. Pullan, the architect ap
pointed to accompany the Budrllm Expedition,

of the city, which was originall built u 11 an
island, like Myndus and Myti enc, so ass to
the mninlandas to form two harbours connected
by a narrow strait, such as the Greeks called
an curipus. This island was the ancient Tri
opium, so famous of old, and well remembered
in the history of the Dorian colonies as the
meeting- lace, and indeed Acropolis, of the

Asian

exapolis—so called until Halicar

nussus was excluded from the League on
account of some misbehaviour of one of her
citizens, who, winning the tripod in the "ames—
probably held on this very spot-—of the 'opian
Apollo, bore it off to his own house and did
not leave it to the god. Pentupolis the confed

cracy was afterwards named, and comprised
Cnidus, Cos, Camerius, lalysus and Lindus.

The up roprintion of a “ challenge cup” is thus
said to ave broken up the potent League. Mr.
Newton is of opinion that the famous 'lemple of
Apollo stood on the island, and not, as has
been surmised b many writers, on the adja
cent mainland: e, however, found no traces

faint glimmer of her night-lamp, the costly objects who took with him the inevitable Corporal Speck
in the room, until, suddenly, the folding-doors, man, RE.,-an individual who played so impor of its site. Like most of the cities on the
opposite her bed, which she had secured, ﬂew open,
tant a part in the early portion of the service. Ionian coast, Cnidus rose, in a series of grades,
and the chamber was ﬁlled with a bright light, as
like an am hitheatre, from the shores of the
of day. In the midst of this, there entered a. hand The controversy, if we may so style it, between
some young man, in the undress uniform of the Mr. J. Fergusson and Mr. Pullan on the nature sea; it ha the advantage of its duplicated
French Navy, having his hair dressed in the pecu
liar mode a la Titus. Taking a chair from the
bedside, he placed it in the middle of the room, sat
down, took from his
et a pistol with a remark
able red butt and Ice , put it to his forehead, and,

of the proposed restorations for the Mausoleum situation, upon the island and the main, and

with the explosion, the room became dark and still,

tion of the work of Satyros and Pythios.
Mr. Newton does not aim at writing a book

at Halicarnassus will not be forgotten by our
readers, who will, perhaps, think with us that
Mr. Fergusson got the best of the argument,
as he unquestionably produced the most cha
ﬁring, fell back apparently dead! Simultaneously racteristic, complete and beautiful reconstruc
but a low soft voice uttered these words:-‘ Say an
Are illaria for his soul.’ The young lady had fallen

back, not insensible, but in a far more painful state
—a kind of cataleptic trance, and thus remained

fully conscious of all she imagined to have occurred,
but unable to move tongue or hand, until seven

o’clock on the following morning, at which hour
her maid, in obedience to orders, knocked at the
door.‘ Finding that no reply was given, the maid
went away, and, returning at eight, in company
with another domestic, repeated her summons.

Still no answer—and again, after a little consulta
tion, the poor young lady was delivered over for

another hour to her sgonized thoughts. At nine,
the doors were forced-and, at the same moment,

the power of speech and movement returned. She
shrieked out to the attendants that a. man had shot
himself there some hours before, and still lay upon
the ﬂoor. Observing nothing unusual, they con
cluded it was the excitement consequent upon some

of “ travels," or a popular work of any order:
probably he would fail in an attempt to do
such a thing. His work is, consequently, almost
a. register of antiquarian labours and disco
veries in the ﬁeld and at home, divested of
that personal element which sometimes renders
the narratives of explorers so readable and
so generally interestin . He neither records
his own sufferings nor t ose of his companions;
never seems moved with success, and is seldom
tempted to enlarge upon the often highly sug
gestive themes in hand, by diving-as he is well
qualiﬁed to do by education, if not feelin -—
into the scenes and secrets of the past. ive
would not desire a man in Mr. Newton’s place
to produce anything like “ ﬁne writing," nor
can we regret that he does not treat us to pic
turesque descriptions of scenery and adventures.

ascended in two faces, with the lIM'bOUl'S be
tween them. The axis of the island lies north
east and south-west: from its south-west point
a citizen could look across the bay and see the
Lion promontory that, with its grand memo
rial statue—one of the most important acqui
sitions of the expedition of which we are now
treating—conimemomted, thinks Mr. Newton,

:1 great naval victory over the Lacedaemonians
(13.0394).

Cnidus took a high place in what concerns
us most-Science and the encouragement of Art.
Eudoxus, the astronomer, who discovered Cano
pus on the southern horizon from his observa
tory in the city, was a native, and framed a
code of laws for the people. In the fifth century

before Christ, Cnidus had invested part of its
wealth in two pictures painted on the walls of
the Lesche at Delphi by Po1ygnotus——two great
pictorial e ics, says Pausanias: one represent

ing the to ' g of Troy and the return of the
Greeks; the other the descent of Ulysses into
the infernal regions. Above all the possessions
of the city, she owned the famous undraped

Venus by Praxiteles. Round about this work
apartment, and with great difficulty persuaded that Nevertheless, the ﬂesh and blood of the personal a temple was erected, with groves, gardens and
the scene she so minutely described had no foun element is a blessed thing in a book of this fountains. Among other great artistic posses
terrible dream. She was therefore placed in another
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sions of Gnidus, Pliny mentions a Minerva by
Scopes, a Dionysos by Bryaxis—works only

surpassed by the Prsxitelian Venus. Ctesias,
the physician, was a Cnidian, as was Sostratos,
architect of the Pharos; Artemidorus, who
warned Caesar that the Ides of March were
dangerous to him, seems to have been a citizen
of inﬂuence. His name occurs in inscriptions
found by Mr. Newton.
In the ruins of what Mr. Newton styles the
Tom le of Demeter were found the seated and
stan ing statues of Demeter and that of Per
sephone, now in the British Museum. The
ﬁrst of these is‘ excecdin ly valuable as a
work of Art, but not, pro ably, of the best
eriod. The standing Demeter is a ﬁner work.
erfect proportion is one of the unques
tionable signs of the best periods of Art, as
Mr. Newton would feel if he added the know
ledge of an artist to his antiquarian attain
ments and native taste. Judging by the in
different drawing in the costly book of plates
that accompanies the work before us, we do

not believe the head of the sittin

Demeter

belongs to the body on which it is need. This
drawing is taken from a photograp , and sanc
tioned by the author. Not far from this were
found numerous lamps which had been, robably,
deposited at the base of some statue. “Rive learn
from Pausanias that lighted lamps were offered
to Persephone, and let down into the trenches
or chasms consecrated to the infernal deities ”—
a very striking and characteristic rite. Some of
the offerings prove to have been of so late a
date as the third or fourth century after Christ.
Notwithstanding the careful excavations made
on this spot, Mr. Newton does not seem to have
found anything throwing a new light on the
great questions respecting the Eleusinian or
other rites of Demeter or Persephone.
The Lion Tomb was the most important
single relic discovered at Cnidus; it is instruc
tive as illustrating the structure of similar works
in Asia and elsewhere, being probably the most
complete of its class yet known. It stood on
the summit of a bold headland, forming the
end of a ba . The Lion is now in the British
Museum, w ere every one may see it. As we
have very recently discussed its character and
merits (Aiken. No. 1855), we need not repeat
your opinion, especially as that of Mr. New
ton is substantially the same as our own.
It was surely an oversight of the author to
say, p.497, that no means of comparison be
.tween the Cnidian Lion and the fragments of
that of Chaeronea have been afforded him. At
Branchidze were found the statues that lined
the Sacred Way to A llo’s famous oracular
temple; these are high y interesting as testify
ing to the inﬂuence of Egyptian upon early
Greek art, our knowledge of which has been
conﬁrmed in the course of Messrs. Salzmann
and Biliotti’s discoveries at Rhodes. “The
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tical chemistry, have gained him the esteem of phantom case, now that hundreds of pier-tables
the brethren of his craft in Europe as well as and étage‘res in city and country are garnished
in America. “Then they learn, therefore, that with its airy forms, and its photographic miniature,
he has been recreating himself from the fatigues under the well-chosen motto of ‘Beautiful in
of gravcr labours, if not more useful pursuits, Death,’ is displayed in almost every stereoscope,
still delights with a perennial charm, creating a
by writing in a high-ﬂown style a brochure on desire, among all amateurs in matters of taste, to
a “Phantom Bouquet,” they will receive the add an ornament so chaste to their household
information with some amusement. They will treasures.”
smile all the more when they learn that the
Leaf-bleaching has been known traditionally
book is obviously misnamed. Opticians can
and Asia by
make phantom bouquets; and now that scien from time immemorial in Euro
tiﬁc s ectres are doing the business of poetical the families in which botanical tastes have been
and dramatic ghosts upon the stage, spec hereditary. It is not, as Mr. Parrish calls it,
tral ﬂowers may soon be seen adorning theatres a lost art revived; and it has neither been
and drawing-rooms with their ethereal and forgotten nor restored. In Great Britain and
startling beauty. It is the optician, and not the on the continent of Europe, as well as in the
botanist, who can make phantom bouquets. But United or Disunited States, among the quaint
leaves and not ﬂowers, ﬁbres and not phantoms, old curiosities to be found in the houses of
are the themes of this ublication of Mr. Par retired sea-captains and East India traders,
rish, of Philadelphia.
e is nearer the mark Chinese pictures are often to be found, some
when he compares the art of preparing leaves times of considerable beauty and ingenuity,
to something like what Sydney Smith fancied exhibiting ﬂowers, fruit, shells, birds or insects
he would like doing to himself, when he wished minted in bright colours on veritable skeleton
to lay aside his too cuinbrous ﬂesh during the leaves. The process is to be found described in
intense heat of the dog-days, and sit in his old books published in London in the seven
bones. By phantom bouquets are meant “ ske tccnth century. It a pears to have been intro
leton leaves,”-—long and familiarly known in duced into England ii'om Ital , probably in the
Europe, as exhibited at horticultural shows or Elizabethan age, when the Ita inn mind had so
in shop-windows, and used as drawing-room much inﬂuence upon the English mind. In
ornaments and educational appliances. Mr. 1645, at the time of the civil war, Marcus
Parrish is as unfortunate in his second name Aurelius Severinus, Professor of Anatomy and
for the art in question, calling it “skeleton Surgery at Na les, published a ﬁgure of a
rederick Ruysch, naturalist,
izin ”—a term which includes not merely the skeleton leaf.
gratiﬁcation of the whim of Sydney Smith, but Published an account of the process of fermen
the pursuit in which the most memorable feat tation, b which heat and moisture could be
was performed by the ants in the Hartz Forest: employe to loosen the pulpy from the ﬁbrous
they prepared the skeleton of the deer which arts of the leaf. This fact, so long known in
enabled Oken to perceive that the skull is only are c, was circulated as a secret in Phil
a developed vertebra. After calling its subject adelp in in 1860! Secrets do not ﬂy so very
by such over-ﬁne and over-dismal names— fast after all.
skeletonizing and phantom-making—l\’[r. Par
“ The leaf is the plant,” say the disciples of

rish affectionately inscribes his book to his Goethe; and there is as much truth in the pro

wife, as “a pioneer and proﬁcient in the art
herein portrayed”; and the inscription is a
compliment, however oddly worded.
The art of what we may call Leaf-bleaching
has been traditionally known in Europe and
Asia for many centuries, but seems to have
reached Philadelphia, in America, only just
before the civil war. This American druggist
writes about it in the enthusiastical strain of
the Scottish editor whose descriptions of the
British metropolis provoked his readers to say
“ he seemed to have discovered London.” To
this circumstance we owe this little book—the
ﬁrst, as far as we know, ever devoted to an art
producing very pretty and instructive results,
and well worthy the attention of ladies. Skele
ton leaves have, for the ﬁrst time, a little book
all about themselves.
Some years ago, Mr. Parrish was attracted by
a beautiful vase of prepared leaves and seed
vessels, displaying the delicate veini s of
evidence of these extant monuments” (from these plant structures, and of such br' liant
Branchidze), says Mr. Newton, “is an interest whiteness as to suggest the idea of perfectly
ing corroboration of the story told by Diodorus, bleached artiﬁcial lace-work or exquisite carv
that the Samian artist, Theodorus, made one— ings in ivory. Mr. Parrish is so little of a
half of a statue in his workshop at Samos, physiological botanist, that he calls the cellular
while his brother, Telekles, made the other half tissue, the seat of the marvels of cell life, the
at Ephesus; so that the same canon of pro~ parenchyma, which becomes the germ and the
ortion was observed so exactly by the two pollen, “the grosser particles ” :—
rothers, working independently, that the two
halves of the statue were found to tally
‘f This elegant parlour ornament was brought by
returning travellers as a novel and choice trophy
exactly!”
of their Transatlantic wanderings; none could be
The Phantom Bouquet: a Popular Treatise on procured in America, and no one to whom the
the Art of Skeletonizing Leaves and Seed Ves perplexed admirer could appeal was able to give a
sols, and adapting them to Embellish the Home clue to the process by which such surprising beauty
perfection of detail could be evolved from
of Taste. By Edward Parrish. (Philadelphia, and
structures which generally rank among the least
‘ Li pincott 8:. (30.; London, Bennett.)
admired expansions of the tissue of the plant. That
Mr.
ward Parrish is an eminent drug cook. the novelty of this spectacle then constituted one
. His writings on drug cookery, or pharmaceu of its chief attractions need not be denied. Yet the I

position as can be compressed into a saying.
here are air and water, stem and ﬂower, leaves.
Botanists divide the tissues of lants into vas
cular and cellular; and in she eton leaves the
cellular tissue is removed and the vascular re
tained. The vascular tissue branches through
the cellular by what used to be called nerves,
and are now called veins. Mr. Parrish, after
certain European theorists, calls the leaf the
type of the tree, in the sense that the leaf-veins
correspond exactly to the branches of the
trunks in their angles and curves. The skeleton
leaf is its tree, leaﬂess, in miniature. Prior to
comparing the leaﬂess tree with the skeleton
leaf, the tree ought to be seen in the “ gleam
ing"; just as Sir Walter Scott said that, to be
seen to advantage, Melrose Abbey must be seen
by moonlight. No doubt it is well to com

the leaf-pattern with the tree-pattem; and

ere

is some ground in reality for these fanciful cor
respondences. The lengths of the stalk and of
the trunk are relative to each other-shooting
up or sitting low; as, for example, in the poplar

and chestnut, beech and oak. Leaf-bleaching,
however fanciful these resemblances may be

deemed, must promote habits of observation
in young people, and cause them to notice the
differences of leaves, serrated or entire, ovate,
acuminate, cordate, or irregular. Observers of
leaves, we may add, will see greater marvels
than this book promises them. They may wit- '
ness the metamo hoses of the leaves, which
are quite as won erful and beautiful as the
metamo hoses of the insects, and much less
known.
he egg, grub and ﬂy in the circle
of insect life are not more interesting to watch,
as —forms passing into each other, than are the
seed, leaf, petal, seﬁ] stamcn or pistil, cell and

pollen,watched as c

ges of form in the

of plant life. Prof. Schleiden and other botanists
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who have never mastered Goethe‘s theory and
Geoffro St.-Hilaire’s explanation of monstro
sities, ave sneered at the discovery of the
poet-botanist; but any observer of the leaves
of the wild strawberry may easily convince
himself that scientiﬁc accuracy is not on the
side, on this occasion, of certain mere botanists.
Not merely in summer, but nearly all the
year round, may leaves be gathered for bleach
ing. Leaves already prepared are sometimes
found in winter and early spring. Leaves
macerate best when gathered or picked mature,
perfect, unblemished and fresh. The leaves of
suckers are lar e, but not strong. A list of forty
plants whose eaves, and twenty more whose
seed-vessels, reward bleaching, is appended to
this essay. Among the hardy deciduous plants
and shrubs are maples, poplars, lindens, mag
nolias, tulip poplars, willows,beech, ash, hickory,
chestnut, horse chestnut, elm, Kentucky coﬂ‘ee
tree, pear, quince, apricot, andromeda, deutzia,
spimea, sassafras, althzm, pomegranate, rose-aca
cia, rose, medlar, wild cherry, sugar-berry, witch
hazel, Fraxinella dictamnus, Gardenia ﬂorida,
Laurestina franciscea, Erythrina cristigalla, Vir
gilia lutea, white fringe-tree. Among the ever
greens are holly, mnhonea, barberry, mountain
laurel, box, butcher’s broom, Olea fragrans,
Camellia japonica, caoutchouc; and among the
vines and creepers are ivy, begonia, witsaria,
Dutchman's pi e, greenbriars, and wild yam.
The seed-vesse s, modiﬁed leaves, and calyxes,

successfully macerated or found naturally pre
pared, are thorn-apple, poppy, mallows, nican
dra, physalis, henbane, monkshood, wild sage,
saﬂlower, canterbury bells, toad ﬂax, skull-cap,
ﬁgwort, French tomato, wild hydrangea,
hydrangea, bladder senna, bladder nut, ptelia,
false pennyroyal.
Leaf-macerating is very simple. Mr. Parrish
cannot, however, be recommended as a safe
guide in the process, for his advice is too vague
and his methods are too rough. Nothing can be
more misleading than to say a single vessel will
suffice for many similar leaves of different kinds ;
for the leaf-bleachers who succeed best in this
country say a separate vessel is necessary for
every separate leaf. A few leaves of the same

plant are all which ought to be in a single
vessel. The leaf-bleacher, in fact, who feels all
the diﬂiculties of his art will not, whilst he is
but a beginner, simultaneously attempt to
macerate and bleach a great variety of different
kinds of leaves, but will make the leaves of each
species his separate care and study. Each species
requires special treatment, either as regards
maceration, bleaching, manipulation or time.
Beautiful skeleton leaves of the Camellia japo
nica, for instance, are obtained by boiling them
with soap.
The tannin in oak-leaves enables them to
resist the ordinary process of maceration in a
vessel of water in which evaporation is promoted
by solar or artiﬁcial heat. Oak-leaves are pre
ared in England by ‘a process repudiated in
Philadelphia, by mixing dilute muriatic acid

with the macerating water. Beautiful and ready
prepared oak-leaves are found in the fresh
water streams of America. And they are pre

pared by very singular artists! But we shall
allow Mr. Parrish to describe this curious obser
vation in his own way and words :—
“It yet remains to notice in connexion with
oak-leaves, what cannot fail to excite the liveliest

pleasure in every naturalist who delights to seek
the woods and streams on chill autumn days,

though all the fragrant epigeas, the delicate
bloodroots, the pale spring beauties, the modest
‘qnaker ladies,’ and all their lovely spring 00m
panions have so long departed as to diffuse almost

a feeling of sadness in visiting the now desolate
slopes they rendered so inviting. Let our amateur
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note what becomes of the leaves that, having per

of soda and chloride of lime are used, and some
formed their allotted part in the growth of the succeed best in the one and some in the other
forest and ceased to be fermented by the life-sus solution. Mr. Parrish gives up ﬂowers and the
taining sap, have yielded to the blast and now leaves of herbs as hopeless, but many of them
thickly strew the ground, awakening, as stirred by may be dried and preserved in very ﬁne and
the wind or the foot of the pedestrian, the familiar very dry sand.
rustle of the autumnal woods. These are all‘
destined to pass into the earth from which they

sprang by a slow but sure decay. The oak-leaves, Jurisprudence. By Charles Spencer March
as would be supposed, longest resist this destiny.‘
Phillipps. (Mnrray.)
Even those that have fallen into yonder stream
have not matted themselves into the slimy mass, h is to be regretted that, as a rule, every
except by mixing with other and less hardy author who produces a work on any of the
leaves; and here if the explorer will search, moral sciences feels himself bound to produce

closely,

he may occasionally ﬁnd almost

er; a bran-new deﬁnition of the science of which
he treats, and to prove that all former writers
have been ignorant of the subject. The student
is thus asked by each succeeding teacher to
begin his studies anew; and the consequence

fectly skeletouized oak-leaves. How came t cy
so‘! Look, provident Nature has found a way to‘
make them, intractable as they are, to subserve a‘
purpose in her wise economy. Thousands of curious
little animals called caddice bugs [sic], who envelop
themselves in atubular little cocoon [sic] of pebbles ‘

is, that a study which might otherwise be in

and sand, are daintily masticating the soft parts of ‘ teresting, becomes almost as irksome as that
these, leaving all the veinings as perfect as the‘ ﬁrst great trial of childish patience, the learning
most captions skeletonizer could desire. It is true of the alphabet.
Mr. Phillipps has his new deﬁnition, and
that after the rough usage of the running stream
upon its pebbled bottom and the thick matrix of has something more than the usual amount of
twigs, chestnut-burs, acorns, and the like, very few ‘ contempt for those who have gone before him,
perfect specimens remain, but then, my friend, here l which he expresses with something more than
is a hint for us. Change these adverse conditions; the average amount of violence. He talks of
colonize, by the aid of an exploring kettle, a few the “pedantic stupidity of Tribonian and his
hundred caddices with their moveable tents [sic]. colleagues," and characterizes Blackstone's de
to your own sheltered veranda; give them a shal scription of the development of property among
low dish with a bed of sand in the bottom and a
constant trickle of fresh water to resemble their mankind as “the most astonishing specimen
native stream; then supply them with their upon record of complacent presumption”; while
favourite leaf, and they will clean it for you to Blackstone himself is, in another place, spoken
perfection. This has been done successfully, and it , of as “a dull and shallow sophist, who never
used an idea which he had not borrowed, and
can be done again.”
The insect in question is, no doubt, the larva who never borrowed an idea which he did not
of a species of Phryganca, or caddis-ﬂy, called I spoil.” Nor is the author’s disdain wholly ex
by anglers cad-bait and water-moth. They may pended upon the writers who have preceded
be seen ﬂying over the surface of the water him. The occupation of a practising barrister
about sundown. The species serviceable in is described as “screwing truth out of rogues‘
Philadelphia in preparing oak-leaves may not in a witness-box, for the purpose of hammering
be identical with the species found abundantly it into fools in a jnry-box;' and as being an
atest masters have been found
in water-cross beds in French and English art “ whose
streams. But no one desirous of repeating and quite unable to take the lead in an assembly of
testing the experiment can fail of bein re educated gentlemen." All this appears to us to
worded for his pains. The English type 0 the be in very bad taste.
The writer deﬁnes jurisprudence to be “ the
species (Phryganea grandis), if it does not feed
upon the parenchyma of oak-leaves, certainly science which teaches us to anal ze and clas
feeds upon cresses. And no more curious animal sify the rules of justice "—a de nition which
can be watched in a tank! Hts pharmaceutical in substance differs so little from “ the philo
repute considered, it is astonishing that Mr. sophy of positive law," (which, we think, is
Parrish should have called this insect a bug, Mr. Austin’s deﬁnition,) that it would have
and its tubular abdominal case, or sheath, a been better if Mr. Phillipps had adopted the
cocoon or tent. Entomology, we fear, is not latter, with which we are familiar. The author
much cultivated in Philadelphia. The species wholly rejects the doctrine known as the Utili
common in Europe may be seen taking the tarian theory, while, however, he makes the
ﬁne white threadlike spongioles of the ﬂoatin important admission that this theory goes-far
water-cross, and twining them in rings around enough for all purposes of civilized legislation.
its body and then glueing the shells of planorbes In his opinion, justice itself is an instinct, and
and other young or tiny mollusks to the tube not a. science: its principles must be taught
by the conscience, not the intellect; and juris
of rings!
Mr. Parrish mentions some electrical obser prudence is tx) justice what language is_to
vations made upon skeleton leaves and ﬂowers ' thought. It follows, that a perfectly scientiﬁc
in glass cases which deserve quotation, although system of jurisprudence may be constructed
upon any jnral principles, however wrong these
mistakenly stated :—
principles may be in themselves. This is true;
“In a model phantom-case, arranged by a but such a system could not properly be spoken
medical friend, himself a model naturalist, ‘ humble
of as jurisprudence, but would be the juris
that he knows no more,’ a. delicate fern rising to
the summit trembles with electric vibrations on prudence of a particular State; for, used with
every touch of a silk handkerchief to the glass, out any qualiﬁcation, the word “jurisprudence”
while a little tuft of hydrangea ﬂowers, loosed from must mean the science of laws as they ought to
its moorings, rises to the top like a balloon when be, in whatever manner the principles ofjustice
ever the unseen electric ﬂash is wakened even by are to be ascertained.
dusting the surface of the shade.”
The author divides his work into two books,
Saying nothing1 about a ﬂash which is not in the ﬁrst of which he treats of what he calls
seen, we suspect t at the volatile ﬂowers mount “Natural Jurisprudence," or the rights which
by speciﬁc gravity, because cold air is admitted arise between man and man by the mere fact
at the bottom of the shade by the shaking of their co-existence; and this subject he dis
which follows the dusting. But the statement poses of in three chapters. In the ﬁrst of these
respectling the handkerchief and the fern-leaves I he considers those obligations which arise irre
spective of property or of any peculiar position
is wort 1 testing.
For bleaching the leaves, solutions of chloride ‘I or status occupied by the parties. In the next
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he deals with the effect which may be produced
on these personal rights and obligations by the
ssession of property; and in the third chapter
his) considers the modiﬁcations of these rights
by the peculiar status of the parties, arising
from the absence of free agency, infancy, mar
riage, difference of sex, &c. In other words, in

the ﬁrst and second chapters the author deals
with questions of natural right as they arise
amongst persons in a common status; in the
third he considers the modiﬁcations of those
rights which arise from any peculiarity of status
in the parties.
In the second book Mr. Phillipps proceeds
to inquire in what manner the natural rights
and obligations of mankind are affected by
their division into independent states; and
this book is divided into four chapters, in which
he successively treats of (1.) The jural relations
which exist between one independent state
and another; (2.) The rights and oblications as
regards the state and fellow citizens which arise
from citizenship of any particular state ; (3.) Ter
ritorial rights and obli . tions; and (4.) Those
rights and obligations w ioh arise by the appro
priation by the state of unoccupied territory, or
y acquisition of a certain right of sovereignty
over territory in the occupation of persons who
are not citizens of that state.
Mr. Phillipps hints that he may hereafter
continue the present work by considering that
which he calls “Conventional Jurisprudence,”
-—by which he means those laws and usages
which (whether right or wrong) are generally
established; or, as the author expresses it, he
proposes to lay down the general principles by
which all the conventional usages which are
known to have existed, or which can be con
ceived as existing among mankind, may be
divided into classes, and to illustrate each class
by the example of some particular usage fami
liar to every modern lawyer. The object and
effect of this analysis are thus set forth by the
author :—
“ The great object of the system of analysis which
I have now brieﬂy described is to reduce the whole
science of Jurisprudence to a single expression, by

adopting the human individual as the Unit, the
determination of whose Status is its ﬁnal object and

from whose various situations the entire series of
its problems must arise. We begin by taking the
simple fact of his existence and by combining that

fact with the subsequent consequences of his voli
tion and with the antecedent peculiarities of his
character. We then proceed to consider the effect
of these natural circumstances when combined with
the fact, whether considered as natural or as arti

ﬁcisl, of his Allegiance to a Political community.
And we may possibly hereafter conclude by further

combining the results of Natural and Civil with
those of Conventional Society. I say with the nt
most conﬁdence that the human imagination may
safely be deﬁed to conceive any possible opposition

of interests between two human beings whose causes
and consequences may not, according to these prin

ciples of analysis, be classiﬁed with mathematical
precision.”

We have small hope of seeing this dream of
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or stating what the law of England is. Many
of the opinions, moreover, are unpractical and
exaggerated; as, for instance, that in war a
fortress which is surprised, or a detachment
which is surrounded, ought to be shown its
danger and offered quarter before ﬁre is opened.
Surely the observance of such a rule would in
most cases destroy the advantage of the sur
prise. We have a minor objection, which we
eel bound to state. Mr. Phillipps rejects those
respectable lay ﬁgures of legal illustration,
Titius, Gains and Seius, who have so long done
service, and selects as their successors persons
no less celebrated than Brown, Jones and
Robinson! We have no great respect ‘for Titius
and 00., who certainly do not now suggest any
very lively idea of humanity; but who can
read seriously of Brown, Jones and Robinson
in the statement of a legal reposition’! Their
status, as Mr. Phillipps would express it, is too
notorious. In a like spirit the author selects
Lilliput, Blefuscu and Brobdingnag for the states
between which grave questions of international
law are supposed to arise.
The Principal Incidents of Gocthe’s ‘Faust,’
Dante's ‘Divina, Oommedia,’ and Virgtl's
‘Ene‘iW-[Die Ha'u. tmo'mente 'von Gb'the’s
‘Faust,’ 61-0., von C. ogel von Vogelstein].
()Msmich, Fleischmann; London, Dulau &

0.
THIS work, by the Court-painter of Saxony,
consists of three large copper-plate engravings,
intended as designs for as many painted win
dows, and a copious ex lanation in letter-press,
which brings the who e within the range of
literature, as well as of art.
Each engraving is, of course, divided into
several compartments, in the arrangement of
which they all three correspond, to a certain
extent, with each other. At the top of the
‘ Faust,’ in a circular compartment, is the ﬁgure
of God the Father, on each side of whom is an
angel, one bearing the tables of the Law, the
other the scroll of the Gospel. Further to the
left of the Deity (the right of ~the spectator) is
Mephistopheles, accompanied by anotherdemon,
who appears amid the heavenly host, soliciting
permission to tempt the German doctor. In
the central compartment, which is by far the
largest of all, appears Faust himself, shrinking
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now exhausted; and the spectator, soaring to

the top, will ﬁnd on his left hand, close to the
Deity, the soul of Margaret accepted by the
angelic choir, having passed on his way a small
work of superero tion, showing Faust when
he was a good litt e boy, going to church with

his mother. This is intended to illustrate the
monologue uttered by Faust when he hears the
Easter bells.
The subjects above enumerated are, for the

most part, the same as those sketched by
Retzsch; but the enumeration was necessary
to render clear the correspondence of the whole
ﬁrst picture with the second one, which illustrates

the ‘Divina Commedia.’ Here we begin, not
at the top, but at the large middle compart
ment, where we ﬁnd Dante seated on the grave
of Beatrice, and, pen in hand, looking u in an
ecstatic state towards the Paradise, whic occu
pies the compartment over his head. The despair
ing Philosopher evoking the spirit of the Earth,
corresponds with the Italian poet beginning
a new life, with the aid of contrition and self
knowledge. As Dante ascends when Faust falls,
the correspondence is always between a degree
of perfection and a degree of descent. Thus
where Faust yields himself up to a life of sen
suality in the witch’s kitchen, Dante has arrived
at the gate of Purgatory, and is marked by the
angel with the seven P's, denoting the seven
deadly sins (peccata), which are to be washed
away. Where Faust in the garden is tempting
Gretchen to stray from the paths of virtue,
Dante is passing through the purifying ﬂames‘
that are to qualif him for a meeting with
Beatrice. To see the evil consequences of sin
the spectator had to go down the Goethe pic
ture, and ﬁnd the agony of Gretchen in the

church and the death of Valentin. On the con
trary, he rises from Purgatory to behold the
meeting of Dante with Beatrice in the earthly
Paradise as a result of puriﬁcation. Faust drops
from the witch's kitchen, ﬁrst u on the Blocks

berg, then into the clutch of t e ﬁend, where
Dante attains contemplation of the Deity. S0
thoroughly has the painter thought over his

subjects, that even in the disposition of his
pictures there is a meaning.

The respective frames of the ‘Faust,’ and
the ‘Divina Commedia’ are in harmonious
contrast with each. The former is set in a.
painted Gothic window, in the corner of which

from the spirit of Earth, which he himself are two medallions, containing portraits of the
has raised. This compartment terminates in a
pointed arch, against the right-hand corner of
which is a small compartment, showing the
ﬁrst manifestation of Mephistopheles, who, in
the shape of a dog, has put himself in the way
of Faust and Wagner. Below this, and against
the central picture, is a compartment, likewise
terminating in a pointed arch, showing Faust’s
admiration at the vision of the lovely female in
the witch’s kitchen; and with this corresponds
a similar compartment on the left-hand side of
the whole envraving, representing the garden
scene, with Faust and Gretchen embracing in
the foreground, and Mephistopheles and Martha
at the back. The eye, now travelling down
wards, lights representing
on two rectangli-etchen’s
lar compartments,
respectively
agony in

German and the Italian oet, while at the
sides are four allegorical gures, three representing the three learned faculties, Theology,
Medicine, and Jurisprudence, all of which
Faust discovered to be so ﬂat, stale and unpro
ﬁtable, while the fourth symbolizes Poetry,
singing the hapless doctor’s fate. ‘Faust’ is

the tragedy of the University. The ‘Divina

Commedia, on the other hand, is encased in the
facade of a church, terminatin in three gables.v
On the midmost of them is t e cross, and on
the other two are ﬁgures of the Pope and the
Emperor, symbolizing the Guelph and Ghibel
line parties.
Having thus invited a comparison‘ between
Goethe and Dante, with a manifest preference
for the latter, Herr Vogel von Vogelstein feels
the church and the death of Valentin. To that his work would not be complete without a
pursue the story, the spectator must now go to corresponding illustration of the ‘Eneis,’ being

classiﬁcation with mathematical precision real
ized; yet the system pursued by the author
appears to us to be natural, and well worthy of
the careful consideration of those who turn
their attention to this most useful and somewhat
ne lected branch of‘ moral science.
the right hand, and he will find, below the
he execution of the work appears to us to witch's kitchen, an illustration of the orgies in
be hardly equal to its conception. There is much the Blocksberg. Not going straight downwards,
of vigour and at least enough of forcible and but looking directly under the large central divi
lively illustration, but there is a certain lack of sion, he will now ﬁnd a picture representing the
clearness; and where, as is frequently the case, ride of Faust and Mephistopheles by the gibbet,
the consideration of what laws ought to be is adjoining which, on the right, is the rison
illustrated b what the laws of England are, it is scene, in which the salvation of Gretc en is
not always c ear whether the author is s eaking assured, while Faust is dragged away by the
of the law as the rules of justice would ave it, ﬁend. All the lower part of the engraving is

the great work of the Florentine’s instructor
and guide.

In this third work, the pious Trojan, with
his father on his shoulders, occupies the large
central compartment, while over his head, in

the place where the most sacred objects of the
Christian faith are represented in the other
two, is the Olympian heaven, where Venus is

imploring Jupiter to bestow his favour ‘upon
her son. Two statues of Augustus and ‘ll‘gﬂ,
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which seem to stand before the view of Olym a-daisical tone of admiration, wondering at every
pus, divide it into three parts. The one of thing she does, and giving epithets of approbation
these to the spectator’s left is occupied by
Mercury, who is about to descend to earth to
secure a favourable reception for the wanderer,
and, tracing our way downwards, we come suc
cessivel to the storm, the scene where rEneas
relates is adventures to Dido, and the arrival
at Cumre. Below all these is JEnens with the
Sibyl, placed in a compartment corresponding
to Dante’s ﬁrst interview with "irgil. The
retreat of the Trojan and the queen to the cave,
and the death of Dido are in two small com
partments, to which nothing corresponds in the
other ictures; but to the passage of the
Infern river there is almost an exact pendant.
As Dante rises from the ‘Inferno’ to the ‘ Para
diso,’ so does [Eneas attain his apotheosis on
the right hand of Olympus, and on his upward
passage we ﬁnd three pictures representing the
arming of the hero by his mother Venus, the
death of Turnus, and the marriage with Lavinia.
The frame of this work appears even more
decidedly architectural than those of the others,
being in the form of a Roman portal of the
Imperial age. Over the central picture are ﬁve
metopcs, in which the entrance of the Trojan
horse, the deaths of Laocoon and Cassandra, the
discourse with the wounded Polydore, and the
visitation of the harpies are severally embodied.

N’ 1860, JUNE 20, ’63
Thimm.)-About a year since, Hen- Lothar Bucher
made himself known by a volume containing

to all she says. The story is told in a faint, fantastic

‘Pictures from Foreign Lands' (‘ Bilder aus der

manner; it is without interest, although the author’s
epithets indicate what the reader is expected to

Fremde’), in which he uttered several unpopular
opinions in a ver lively and agreeable manner. In

feel. An old man has disinherited his son in a ﬁt the year 1848, w en peoples seemed to rise against
of passion and left the estate to another; the governments, he was apparently an extreme Libe
daughter of the niece, who will inherit under this
will, discovers the injustice, and watches for a

ral; but since the word “nation " has taken the

place of people, and nationalities, instead of resist

gleam .of consciousness to induce the old man, who ing their tyrants, are quarrelling with one another,
has become imbecile, to revoke the unjust bequest. his sympathy with the liberal cause is diminished.
Told simply and skilfully, this might have been
made interesting, but it is not so told; the charac

Why should he as aGerman be particularly anxious
that Austria, a German power, should lose Venetis

ters are all introduced as foils to show off the for the sake of a foreign potentate? The publisher

NEW NOVELS.

Rough and Smooth: a. Tale of Our Own Time.
By Lieut.-Col. R. D. Clephane. (Edinburgh,
Elgin 8t Son.)—This story of adventure is not
written by a practised author, but it is written by
a gentleman, which gives it a pleasant tone. There

is much freshness in the scenes of Spanish life,
which read very much like real adventures ; they are
exceedingly well told; and the book is very enter
taining reading, although the plot of the tale is
not remarkably clear or probable. One brother

has seized wrongfully the estate and title of a

“simple woman,” and the story is vague, stupid
and unsatisfactory, which is the more provoking as

of the ‘ Pictures‘ thought that a description of the

International Exhibition of last year would make
the author has done so much better.
a good second volume; and hence the book before
Tried and True: or Tale. By Alton Clyde. us was produced. Herr Bucher went through the
(Newbyn) — Stories like this show how much great building in a merry but somewhat sarcastic
authorship has become a knack-a pursuit to be mood, convinced that the whole affair would prove
learnt like fancy work, or illuminating, or any a failure; and though he faithfully classiﬁed and
elegant occupation-—and taken up to beguile time, described the various objects, his conviction was
or lose a little money. The characters and inci never altered. The circumstance that he had to
dents of ‘Tried and True’ are purely conven
ay ﬁve guineas for his ticket, whereas the mem
tional, yet not without a certs-in degree of thea liars of the British press were admitted free, soured
trical interest. It is, we suspect, a reprint from him a little at the beginning; and in his very ﬁrst
some of the many illustrated penny journals of the chapter he tells his publisher that he expects to be
day. The moral is unimpeachable, but the proba repaid. His readers, ﬂattered that they are thus
bility is of the very wildest and most shadowy made the conﬁdante of his business transactions,
description. The hard-hearted ﬁne lady,—the will, of course, hope that his expectations have been
generous heiress,—-the cruel unele,-~the victim answered, and that he is not ﬁve
out of
heroine, and the unfortunate father have appeared pocket. The following scrap may amuse some of
in many romances; and though the circumstances our lady readers :—“ When in England a matures
are sometimes painful, for readers like to read of is stuffed with what is called horse-hair, only the

sorrows of the soul, and enjoy difficulties both of curly hair of the tails of oxen is used ; the genuine
love and money, they know well from experience article is called in the language of trade ‘ real horse
that these veteran actors always emerge at last
into bridal happiness and fortune’s favours.
Snmced Up. By Mrs. Octavius Freire Owen.
3 vols. (Newby.)—A collection of stories told by
a party of travellers who, as the title intimates, are
“snowed up " in the midst of a journey, and who
afterwards continue the pleasant habit of mutual
tale-telling every evening till their routes separate.
The stories, connected by this slight link, are not
of very great merit ; some are highly romantic, and
border on the supernatural, and these are more
like reality than those which are called stories of
real life. They remind us of the tales that used to
be so popular in the Annuals of days gone by.

brother supposed to be dead, which brother is alive,
though, for reasons he has, he keeps up an incog
nito, and acts as guardian angel to a young man
who is the jeune premier of the tale. For readers
Mamrlami: a. Talc: with an Introductory Sketch
who delight in the novels of Lever and Grant
we can recommend Col. Clephane’s ‘Rough and of Mam: Home Miasvbns. By B. Stowell. (Nisbet
Smooth,’ with the assurance that they will not be is Co.)-This “tale" is of the very mildest descrip
tion ; it bears the same relation to the general idea of
disappointed.
The First Temptation; or, Eritis cicut Dene. a story that a milk-bun does to a slice of bride-cake.
Translated from the German, by Mrs. William R. Itisnotthetopics that are in fault, for we know many
Wilde. 3 vols. (Newby.l—This work is extremely very pleasant tales about Sunday schools and their
well translated, but few readers will have the scholars; it is the ﬂat, insipid manner in which this
patience to wade through three thick volumes of tale of Manxland is told. The introduction gives
German philosophy, and its practical application to an account of the spiritual needs of the island, and
the different characters, who live and move only to the provision that has been made to meet them.
show the various dangers and diﬂiculties which are Manxland is itself such a curious place, with its

hair,’ and must be ordered under that name. The

French word for the hair of a horse's tail is 091'»,
and a texture of cotton and horse-hair interwoven
is hence called ‘ crinoline.’ \Vhen a certain article
of female attire was made of this stuff it was also
called a crinoline; but as the stuff was found dear,
hoops of wood, whalebone or steel were used instead,
and to these likewise the word ‘crinoline ’ was less '
properly applied. Ashoops have become more com
mon than horse-hair, the word has so completely lost
its original signiﬁcation, that in ordinary parlance
it denotes the former only, so that ladies who (to
their credit) wear horse-hair only, stoutly deny that
they wear crinoline. * " The most perfect specimen

of the spurious crinoline was exhibited by 1th‘.
Thompson. " ' Round this did the ladies im
patiently throng, like chickens round a saucer of
food, and exclaimed ‘ Beautiful!’ which, in their

language, means ‘ Blessings on the man who made
it.’ If, however, one of the male sex came near
them, they cried ‘ Shocking!’ which, being inter
preted, means ‘Evil betide him who set it up
here.’"—Herr Bucher has a ﬁne ear for the purity

of the English tongue. “'hen he was wedged in a
crowd on his way to the Guildhall banquet, and

amused himself by examining the elaborate head

the natural consequence of abandoning the old native race, who belong to another civilization, that
Christian belief and doctrines to lead a life accord an author must be ingeniously unfortunate to avoid
ing to the German schools of philosophy and theo telling the reader something to excite his interest,
logy. The characters are all lay ﬁgures, dressed in andkthis talent is certainly evinced in the present
accurate philosophic costume; they each act up wor .
to their own doctrines, and the logical result is piti
Joan Careu'c: a Novel. By E. M. O. L. 3 vols.
lessly enforced. There is a great deal of careful (Newby.) —This is a foolish high-ﬂown novel,
and patient labour in the book _: the philosophical with sorrows and difficulties which the simple

dress of a lady who stood close before
she
suddenly exclaimed, " Look at them ﬂowers ’; and

arguments and aphorisms are taken from the works
of Goethe, Fichte, Kant, Hegel, and others; but the
application belongs to the author, and, whether it

notes,” whose proximity they little suspected.
Moreover, the horrid man adds, that they were
not nearly so good-looking as the ladies he saw at
Chiswick and Hatﬁeld.
Tableau from 6201097]; and othcr Poems. By
Matthew Brydie. (Hardwicke.)-The author of

reader will scarcely comprehend. The heroine
of the book, having been won by a worthless
man to promise to marry him, in a ﬁt of foolish
be that the puppets are perverse or the author generosity gives him at his request “a written
unskilled, the result is a fatal concatenation of promise." Discovering afterwards that he is worth
madness, badness, and general inconvenience,—a less, and that she herself prefers another, she asks
pniversal imbroglio, in which the high philosopher him to release her; he candidly tells her that he
is nearly poisoned, and the chief heroine narrowly does not love her, that he is only marrying her for
escapes being brought to justice for an attempt at her money, yet he holds her to her promise; and
murder. There is a great deal of cleverness in the for the sake of escaping some shadowy threats, she
work; but the distracted situations could find a fulﬁls her promise, because it was written, and of
place nowhere except between the boards of a course lives miserable, breaks her lover‘s heart, and
German novel. All the characters go more or less dies a martyr. The story is stupid and foolish.
mad, and_the reader will ﬁnd himself inclined to
follow ‘their example, and close the hook in haste.
A Simple Woman. By the Author of ‘Nut Brown
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.

by this ejaculation he was thrown into a state of
horror that can only be felt, not described (dd
m'cltt geschildert, nur m it cmpfu-nden 'wcrden kamr ).
Do not let our city belles fancy they can talk as

they please in the presence of foreigners. On the
18th of July there was a “ chiel among them talnn’

this book of verse premises that the reader

be

tempted to smile when he learns that the writer

has been at it for a quarter of a century! “6 d0
not see matter for a smile in the confession. On

the contrary, we could sooner drop a tear over the
frailties of poor humanity and its “ last inﬁrmity "

Maids.’ _(Smith, Elder & Co.) —- This “simple

The London Industrial Exhibition of 18‘6Q-—

woman” is a great bore-—to the reader at any rate.

[Die Londoner Industric-Auctcllung ‘von 4862,

cf versifying. The ‘ Tableau from Geology ' opens
with a regiment of asterisks, all in rank. We are
gravely assured that these mark the lapse of an
indeﬁnite period of time preceding the commence
ment of the poem. This time we can smile; and,
having glanced at some of the other poems, We

The author speaks of her throughout in a lack

von Lothar Bucher]. (Berlin, Gerschel; London,

have determined to leave the geological poem un
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’I‘ollai'd‘s 'l'hc T‘Iirst Year of the War, royal B'vo. 10/8 cl.

read until such time shall have elapsed as is repre- i graphy of Dutfulluh, a Hohamcdun Gentleman, _‘ Popular Educator, 'l'hc. Vol. 1!, new edit. 4h. 6/ cl.
, edited by Edward B. Eastwick (Smith, Elder 8c 5 Power of Consistency, fc. svo. 3/6 cl.
sented by the asterisks.
Pratt's Haunts of the Wild Flowers, coloured illult. fo. Bvo. 3/6 cl.
The Real and Ideal: Poem. By Arthur Llewel- . Co.l,—A you ofSorrento, by Harriet Beecher Stowe Soott‘s
Farmer's Accuuntllook, 2nd edit. folio, l0/ hi'.-bd.
Sherman lRev. James). Memoir of, by Allan, 2nd edit. or. 8110. 7:8
lyn. (Hurst & Blackett.)-—Adverse criticism is (Smith, Elder & Co.),—Vol. I. of Wilson’s Tales of Simmonds's
lfictioua of Trade and Commercial Terms, 776
sometimes as distasteful to the critic who pens it the Borders and of Scotland, revised by Alexander Smart's The .\cw 'l‘lieo otry edited by his Wife 2nd cd. or. 8V0. 876
Ambition, or the I’rclate. fc. svo. 2/
.
as to the author who is the subject of it. The poems l Leighton (\Vard 8: Lock),—~the Rev. W. Jones’s Smith‘s
ﬂmlth‘s Drmm theme, a Book of Essays written in the (‘ountry,3j6
before us furnish a case in point. There is so much l Essay on the Church, and a Complete Edition of Mr. Strauss's Englishman I illustrated. Pocket Guide to Paris, l/ bds.
Synge's Triumph of Grace._fc. 8V0. i6 cl.
evidence in them of a mind alive to impressions of i “’ilbcrforce’s Practical View of Christianity (Edin 'lcstament, New for English Readers by Alford, Pt. Lﬂvo. l3,’ cl.
\
Tour in Tartan- .aud, luv Cuthbcrt Bede, post Bvo. 10/6 cL
moral and mental beauty,—~they show such delicate burgh, Johnstone, Hunter 8: Co ).—Messrs. Mac Tupper’zl
Provcrbial Philosophy, new edit. 16mm as cl.
taste and careful labour, that it is with uncommon mills-n & Co. have added to their ‘ Golden Treasury ’ \Vunostrochi's French Grammar, Key to, by Ventouillac. 121110. 3/
regret we point out their one fatal defect—the want The Fairy Book, by the Author of ‘ John Halifax,
THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
of power to arrest the reader by a fresh and indi Gentleman.’—The History ofSamlfwcl and Merton,
by Thomas Day, has also been added to Messrs.
THE Annual Re rt of the British Museum—like
vidual style. We quote the opening verses :
Spirlt, that when the world was young,
Didst wander o'er the plains of Earth,
And woken into tones of mirth
Her dull grey heart; like harp new-strung.
0! land, sea, sky, not one waamute,
Naiads along the rills divine
Laughed lightly, and the happy Nine
Sang to Apollo's silver lute.
Oh, thou wort ever hovering o'er
The minds of mortals, in the days

When cloudlets beamed with Iris‘ rays,
And Neptune moaned on every shore ;When Flora strewed the way with ﬂowers,
Though 'neath lurked Hades’ gloomy bed ;
And hurling thunderbolts o'erhcad
Sate Jove august, supremo of powers ;—
Imagination dimmed the Real;
And thou wert seen in calm and storm
No idle tale, but living form;
Man's spirit dwelt in the Ideal I

Longman’s ‘Entertaining Library.'—The following ‘ that of the Post
have also appeared : from ‘ Fraser-‘s Magazine,’ A
First Friendship (Parker, Son 8'. Bourn),—frorn

ilice—recently examined by us,

Hall),—from the ‘Atlantis,’ Some Remarks on a
Prolo-lllorphic Phyllotypc, by Dr. Sigerson (Dublin,
Fowler),~from the ‘ Christian Spectator,’ The Cus
toms of the Dimmers (Stock),——from the ‘ Noncon
formist,’ The Politics of Christianity, by Edward
Miall (Miall),——from the ‘ City Press,’ London

is a document of great interest; by it we learn the
condition and progress of the nationnl centre of
science and education, or storehouse of learning,
maintained by the cinpire for present and future
use. Although this document appears in the un
pretending form of a return to an Order of the
House of Commons, it comprises much more than
a. mere statement of expenditure in dry masses of
ﬁgures, such as the popular idea associates with
Blue-books. It is really the only accessible account

Scenes and London People, by “Aleph" (Coiling

and register of additions made to the national col

ridge),—Thc Correlation of the Natural History

lections devoted to so many branches of learning,

‘Bentlcy‘s Miscellany,’ A Visit to Russia. in the
Autumn. of 4862, by Henry Moor (Chapman k

Sciences, by D. T. Ansted (Macmillan),-—Thc War science and art. All the important acquisitions
in Poland, 4830-31, by Sir Archibald Alison are mentioned in the Report: such as are of general
(Blackwood),—and Dr. Hunt's Address on the interest we brieﬂy quote.
By the Department of Printed Books, on Hercu
Study of Anthropology (Triibner).—Our Transla
—There is a certain
e in these lines, but no tions include The English Constitution, by Dr. lean task has been accomplished in cataloguing and
new or striking picture; they afford a fair example Fischel, translated from the second German Edi arranging alone. 17,000 additional entries have
of the volume.

tion, by R. J. Shee (Bosworth & Harrison),-The ' been made in the New General Catalogue of titles

Legends of the Linlel and the Leg. By W. C. American Question, by Canon De Haerne, trans and cross-references; 3,736 titles have been trans
Dendy. (Bell & Daldy.)——We own ourselves in lated by T. Ray (Ridgway),-La Sorciére, the Witch. cribed fourfold; 26,751 title-slips have been incor
competent to extract the grain of wheat out of
this bushel of chaff. Professing, as the work does,
to be a journey through Surrey, with legends
of the various localities, it might have been made
interesting and instructive; as it stands, it is un
intelligible nonsense, written in a. fantastic jargon,

of the Middle Ages, from the French of M. Miche
let, by L. J. Trotter (Simpkin),—A Short Histori
cal Explanation of the Seal: and Trumpets of the

porated into each of the three copies of this Cuta
logue: to admit of which 37,613 title-slips have
been shifted. 52,467 titles and cross-references

Apocalypse, by the Rev. W. Digby, translated from have been written for the Supplementary Cats.
the French (Dublin, Curry).-—\Ve have on our
table Second Editions of Translations, by Lord

logue; 40,365 have been transcribed fourfold;
29,806 titlevslips incorporated, and, to admit them,

to which the euphuisms of the days of old were Lyttelton and the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone 30,324 titles have been shifted. In the Carbonic
plain speaking.
(Quaritch), — Recollections of lllrs. Anderson’: Hand Catalogue, 47,000 titles have been mounted
The Apostle of the Alps: a Tale. By the Author School, by June W. Hooper (Virtue),-A Tract on

of printed books also; 76,466 titles of maps ar

of ‘Moravian Life in the Black Forest.’ (Hall &. the Doctrine of Baptisms and of Laying on of ranged as a carbonic hand catalogue of those pro
Co.)—The Author of ‘ Moravian Life in the Black

Hands, by the Rev. W. A. Vaughan (Parker),—

Forest’ has here told the story of Bernard do The Role of Mortality in Manchester, by Dr. White
Menthon in a fashion suited to the tastes of chil
dren. Little girls will read the tale with pleasure.

The United States of America in 4868; their
Political History, their Mineralogical, A yricullural,
Industrial and Commercial Rcoources, and the
Contribution they have made to the Riches and Civil
ization of the Entire World. By John Bigelow,
United States Consul at Paris. (Paris, Hachette
& Co.)—Written in French for the beneﬁt of the
Emperor Nap'oleon’s subjects, before whom it wishes
to place what many Northerner-s would deem a fair
and moderate view of the American question, this

head (Simpkin),—The True Interpretation of the
American Civil War and of England‘3 Cotton Diﬂi
cully ,- or, Slarcry from a Dijfcrent Point of View,
showing the Relative Responsibilities of America and
Great Brilain, by Onesimus Secundus (T1'iibner),—
Preachers and Preaching, a Critique with Practical
Hints, by “ A Dear Hearer ” (Frecman),—1lichurd
(lobden, Roi dcs Belgcs, par un Ex-Colonel de La.

ductions. The Catalogue of Maps has been in
creased by 4,697 entries, 6,764 titles transcribed
fourfold, 10,626 incorporated, and 5,807 shifted,

The Music Catalogue has received great additions.
Binding has not been on a less enormous scale;
12,688 volumes being bound, 1,693 repaired, and

761 maps mounted. The number of volumes re
turned to the shelves of the Library and Reading
Room amounts to 1,325,331, or 4,539 a day. The

number of readers has been 122,497, averaging
Garde Civique (Triibner).—Third Editions of The 419 a day. Each reader consulted on an average
Causes and Treatment of Imperfect Digestion, by 10 books a day. Of additions we learn that,
Dr. Leared (Churchill),——and Essays and Reviews: including 339 received under the International
a Lecture, by David Duncan (Bennett).—l“ourtb Copyright Act, and Music, Maps and Newspapers,

historical essay is cautious rather than candid; but Editions of Dr. Lce‘s Baths of Germany, France —the whole number received was 30,362 ; of these,
it is superior to the ordinary run of political state and Switzerland, and also of his Wale'ring Places 22,830 were purchased. 32,020 parts of volumes
ments put forth with the stamp of semi-official of England (Churchill),—and a Seventh Edition of of all the above classes have been added. Minor
items under the above heads form, together, a vast
aggregate, not included.
_
In the Manuscript Department it appears that
the Index to the Catalogue of Additions for the

authority. The introductory part of the work is a Repcnfante, its Necessity, Nature, and Aids, by the
sketch of the States from the ﬁrst settlement of Lord Bishop of Lincoln (Skefﬁngton).
the Plantations to President Lincoln’s Abolition
LIST 0]‘ NEW BOOKS.
Proclamation. In this division of the volume there
llandbi'iok for Travellers on the Rhine. royal ismc. 4/;
is but little with which English readers are not llrcdcker‘s
Switzerland, Lakes of North ltnly, 62c. royal lBmo. 5,16 cl.
familiar. The second and concluding section of Banistcr‘s has Manipulation, Svo. 5 ‘ cl.
Better Days for “'orkin i‘eoplc, er. 8vo. llﬂ bdl.
the book is statistical, its facts being chieﬂy taken Illaikic‘a
Book of Daniel. ‘tninslutcd by Bel amy, ‘to. 576 cl.
llruwnc‘s Christ-um Morals, square or. srogAcL
from Appleton’s ‘New American Annual Cyclo' (Jhai'l'crs‘s
llall Marks on Gold and Silver
to, royal 8'0. 8ft; cl,
poedia,’ which work the author terms “ le repertoire Colcnso‘s l‘entatvuch & J oshun. Critically Examined, Pt. 8. SW). 8/

le plus riche et le plus authentique de faits relatifs,

(.‘outanscau's Modvrn French Gmmniar. new all limo. 5, cl.
Conversations Ii“ ill" ('utechism, Vol. 3, ‘ Means of Iraceffe. 810. 3/6

non seulement it l‘Amérique, mais encore b une

lim-is‘n Truck-emf .\lfl{mlayacross Australia, ed. Wes‘glﬂh. 16 0'1.

foule do sujets contemporains."

Dickens's (‘inlll's limo‘ of E land. new edit. post 870. 718 ci.
Footprints or Hub
\ , Trans tions from German, or. 8w. 6/6

The Merchant-Prince and his Heir; or, the
Triumphs of Duty: a. Talc for the World. By the
Author of ‘ Geraldine.’ (Duﬁ'y.)—If this be really

Girdlestouc‘s Anatomy of écepﬂcism, or. Bro. 8/ cl.

a tale for the world, most assuredly we are not
worldly, for we have in vain attempted to read it.
It is one of those heavy ieces of light literature
which are written for t c amusement of their

authors-and no one else. Sometimes a very bad
novel makes very good fun for idle readers, but

the folly of ‘ The Merchant-Prince and his Heir’
is not of the sort that creates pleasant laughter.
The New Editions on our table include: Vol. I.
of The Poetical Works of Robert Browning (Chapman

is Hall),-—A History of Fcudalism, British and Con
tinental, by Andrew Bell (Longman),-Azdobip

Forbidden Fruit. '.

.

Gabrielle lirisllhib

;\ n to. 8'0. 5] cl.

to press, and progress made in the Catalogues of
various collections. The most noteworthy additions
are as follows: a ﬁne copy, twelfth century, of the
‘Hist. Ecclesiastica’ of Bede; William of New
burgh, to the year 1197, ﬁfteenth century; a,
volume containing the Psalter, Canticlcs, kc, par
tially illuminated in the best style of English Art,

probably for Alphonsus, second son of Edward the

t8vo. ll,‘ cl.
.

Gospel of St. John. \v I Sari uro Illustrations, royal Sumo. l/B
Goulhurn's Tbu (lilies f the sly Communion, fu. Bro. 10/‘0 cl.
Crcg’s ThcCrvc-l
o
7
hr1~lcndom. its Foundations, to., 2nd ed. 0/ cl.
Hronow'a {opts
Recollections and Anocdotu, or. Bro. 71'!

History of (Jim
Hood's Blind .i_i

years 1846 and 1847 has been completed and sent

humps, 2 vols. or. s‘vo. 21/ cl.
. . ml his Velvet Princi .lcs, ncwodlcr. Bvo. 1/6

Irvinu’s (Washington) Life k Letters, ed. iy his Nephew, V. 3, 10/8
Jessc’s Lectures on Natural History, 2nd edit. fc. Svo. 8/6 cl,
Lcc‘s The Family & its Duties, Essays, &c. for Sunday Read! , 6/6
M‘Caul's Examination of lip. Colcnso's Diﬂiculties,cr. Bro. 5 el
Maguire’a Miracles of Christ, or. 8V0. 216 cl.
Mcctkcrki-‘s Songs of Evcnins, fc. 8Y0. 5,’ cl.
Monthlv Packet, The, Vol. ‘:5, to. Bvo. h/ cl.

Once a \i'cck. Vol. 5, royal tivov 7'58 cl.
Orr‘: Unitarianism m the Present Time,
st 870. 4/0 cl.
Oxcndcn‘s Earnest (‘ommunicant new
it. lsmo. 1," cl.
Oxcnden'a Words of have, or the Blessings of Sickness,fc. 870.1/6
Pag'et on Surgical Pathology, by Turner. R10. 91/ e1.
Paris, how to See it for Five Guinean, b ‘ ll 'nl'y Gaze. or. Bra. 1
Payne's Gosei ping (.‘uidc to Jersey. 2m cd t. roval lBmn. 1/ sw .
Pigeon Pie, T e, bythe Author of
he Heir of lf‘lmlclyifcflﬁmmll

First, in 1284, from the Tenison Library; Apu.
leius, fourteenth century, Mitford Library; ‘La
Spera,’ of G. Dati, with miniatures and coloured

maps, ﬁfteenth century; the curious work of R.
"nlturio, of Rimini, ‘De Re Militari,’ ﬁfteenth

century, with drawings of war-machines; the ori
ginal Book of Expenses of Marguerite de Valois,
wife of Henry the Fourth of France, from 1612 to
1614; the entire works of Saudi, in Persian, a.
splendid volume; numerous miniatures and borders,

written 976, Libri Collection; original correspon
dence of Thomas Lord Dacre of Gillcsland,“’arden
of the Marches, 1523 to 1524; a volume of ori

ginal letters of Philip the Fourth of Spam to

v
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Qniroga, 1629 to 1646, and a volume of Consultas,

with annotations in Philip's handwriting, 1643 to

considering the large discretion which must neces
sarily be vested in any tribunal, however consti
tuted, to which may be intrusted the duty of
Two remarkable innocuous snakes reporting to the House on opposed Private Bills,

the Cameroon Mountains, is a specimen of the
adult male; a'jnew tortoise, Cyclcmys Mouhotlii; a
representation of a new genus of lizard, from the

1648; six autograph letters of Bossuct to Madame
D’Albret, 1690 to 1698; nine Letters of William Fiji Islands.
‘the Third to Godolphin, 1691 to 1693; a notarial have been obtained from Central America; and,
document relating to the heirs of F. Rousseau, from Africa, a viper, living on trees. New Austra
lian Batrachia have been added: 1,911 ﬁshes,
signed by J. B. P. Moliere, 1664, 62c.
In the Department of Oriental, British and mostly entire animals, in spirits; a part of which
Mediaaval Antiquities and Ethnography, progress were new, others in place of mere skins and deterio
‘has been made in the arrangement of many classes rated specimens. The assistance of Consul Pethe
of objects. Two table cases in the Assyrian (Base rick has been obtained to secure a complete collec
ment) Room have been ﬁlled with various small tion of the ﬁshes of the Nile, important to the
objects for public exhibition; the Assyrian collec archaeologist as well as the naturalist. This is in
‘tion of ivories has been re-arranged; the foreign progress. Rare specimens have been received from
collection of stone implements, including the large South Australia, the British North American
accessions of this year, has been arranged in a Boundary Commission, San Francisco, Guatemala,
parallel series to the British collection ,' ninety-six and Vera Paz, including many new species. Fossil
Assyrian ivories have been re-joined; fac-silniles specimens of the bones of Archmoptm/z macrurus
of the Himyaritic inscriptions have been com (Owen), the most ancient of fossil birds, have been

menced; they are to be published in lithography.
‘The most interesting acquisitions of this Depart
ment have been an Egyptian net, found in a tomb
at Thebes,—a painter’s brush, from another,-—
four Gnostic amulets, one of them of remark
able character, having ﬁgures of a triad of divi
nities, and being inscribed with an elegiac dis
tich in their honour. Babylonian and Persian:

1:- terra-cotta cylinder, inscribed with the name

and the absence of ﬁxed rules for the guidance of

such tribunal, it is not expedient that this duty
should be performed otherwise than by Committees

of the House. That with a view of saving
the expense and loss of time now occasioned by

the double hearing of contested cases by Com
mittees of each House of Parliament, an ar

rangement ought to be come to by the two Houses
by which a single hearing might be made to
serve the purpose of the present double inquiry.
That opposed Bills having passed through a Com
mittee of the House of Commons, should be dealt
with as unopposed Bills in the House of Lords, and
vice rend; but that each House should, neverthe

less, retain the power of referring any Bill to a
secured, together with many desirable examples Committee, if from special circumstances that

from the International Exhibition. The section of course should appear desirable. That it is expedient
Mineralogyis described as being, in general arrange that the number of Members serving on Private
ment, completed, the work of the oﬂicers being Bill Committees be reduced from ﬁve to three.
devoted to particular animals and the crystallo That such Committees be ordered to meet at

graphy of the collection. The collection of aiirolites eleven o‘ clock. That no Member shall be required
has been increased by many specimens. A magni toserve on a Private Bill Committee for more than
ﬁcent turquoise, weighing 4 lb. 3 oz., green, from ten sitting days in one Session, except for the pur
the Summer Palace, Pekin, and other items are pose of closing the hearing of a case already com

of Nebuchadnezzar, —a Persian gem of ﬁne
work, representing a king on horseback hunting
the wild boar. Phoenician and Early Oriental:
a Phinnician scarabeus from Gaza, resembling in
workmanship those found in Sardinia,—a block

reported.

menced. That independently of the fees marked on

The Department of Botany has received the
important additions of the Herbaria collected b
Ray, Dale, Rand, and Nicholls, in the seventeent

the briefs when delivered to counsel, no further or
other fees shall be allowed on taxation than ﬁve

iii-lingual inscription, Latin and late Phoenician,-—

hundreds of new specimens.
The Department of Prints and Drawings has

Minutes of Evidence and other documents, which
entail no labour upon them, is improper, and ought

guinea-s a day as a refresher for attendance, and
and eighteenth centuries, from the Apothecaries’ two guineas a day for consultation. That the pay
of marble from an arch at Tripoli, bearing a Company; that of the late Jasper Lyon, and many ment of solicitors by means of fees on copies of

twenty-eight bronze plates, with Hirnyaritic in
scriptions,—a metal bowl, inscribed within and
without with three different characters, apparently

of a talismanic nature. British and Mediaeval: a

acquired important drawings by Donatello, Gior

to be abolished. That it is expedient that the

gione, Da. Vinci, Correggio, Hollar, Lely, F.
Floris, Mieris, Murillo, Goycn, Janet, Cheron, &c.,
and a very interesting collection of drawings made

Minutes of Evidence be printed. That the scale
of fees payable upon proceedings connected with

and etchings has been equally extended.

of charging ad va m-em fees ona scale proportionate

Private Legislation ought to be revised, so as to
by the late G. Scharf, Esq., from portions of Lon meet, but not exceed, the expenses thrown upon
British Colombian and Portuguese,-British urns don, since much altered. The collection of prints the House by the rivate business. That the system

large number of ﬂint and stone implements, Eng
lish, Scottish, Danish, Indian, Peruvian, Canadian,

from Standlake and White Horse Hill,-—spear
heads and dagger-blades from the Thames at
Ditton, and Headford, co. Galway,—a ﬁne circular
bronze shield, two bronze swords and other weapons
from the Thames, —a stone mould for casting bronze

spear-heads from Lough Cur, Limerick,—a massive
gold armlet from Hull,—weapons and other re

mains of Romano-British character from Spetis
bury, Dorset,—a Roman leaden coﬂin found at
Bethnal Green,—some ﬁne specimens of Anglo
Saxon jewelry found at Ash, Kent,—a silver sword
pommel, Danish type, from the Seine, Paris,—two
iron keys found 1n the Castle of Diirnstein,—-a
‘Watch, inscribed with the name of John Milton,
and the date, 1631, presumed to have belonged to

the poet,--an Oriental quadrant, dated 1334, kc.
The Department of Greek and Roman Anti
quities has been active in arranging its treasures.

Its important acquisitions have been antiquities
from Camiras, Rhodes, obtained from a tomb, the
most valuable of which are an amphora, with ﬁgures
painted in red and opaque white on a black ground
—a very interesting item, not only on account of

The estimate for the year is 90,5411. Of this, to the capital proposed to be raised by any Private
45,8421. is for salaries to sixteen oﬂicers, sixty
assistants, twenty-six transcribers, and one hundred
and thirty-seven attendants and servants; house
expenses are, 2,845L; purchases and acquisitions,
19,335l., of which last, 10,0001. is for printed books,
2,0001. for MSS.; special purchases, 6751., amongst
which the meteorite from Melbourne, which
obtained honourable mention in such an unexpect
edly humorous manner from a jury of the Inter
national Exhibition, ﬁgures as costing 3001.; book
binding, $20., 10,220L; printing, 1,690l.; buildings,
furniture, ﬁttings, he, 14,1841. In thousands only,
the numbers of visitors have been, January,
43,000; February, 35; March, 38; April, 69;
May, 48; June, 103; July, 143; August, 165;
September, 87 ; October, 81; November, 36;
December, 56. Including visits to special collec
tions for study, the grand total is 1,024,030.

Bill ought to be discontinued, and that there should
be charged a uniform fee on all Private Bills in
their several stages through the House. That, in
cases of Bills in the second class, in lieu of the
schedule annexed to notices to owners, lessees and

PRIVATE BILIS m PARLIAMENT.

tion, and the General Committee of Railway and

occupiers of lands and houses prescribed by Stand~
ing Order 19, and by the form in the Appendix
marked A. to the Standing Orders, there be sent
with every notice under Standing Order 19 a copy
of a portion or portions of the deposited plan and
section suﬂicient to show the property alluded to

in the notice, and distinguishing that property by
colour. That the notices required to be advertised
in metropolitan papers (in addition to local news
papers), except the London, Edinburgh, and Dub
lin Gazettes, should be discontinued. That, with

a view of deciding questions arising in Private
Bills by a more speedy and less expensive process
than an inquiry by a. Committee on opposed Bills,

it is expedient to empower the Committee of Selec

its masterly composition and drawing, but from
THE labours of one of the most important Select Canal Bills, at any time uﬂ'er the committal of such
the fact that its principal subject, the surprise of Committees of the House of Commons, that on Bills, with the consent of all parties promoting and
Thetis by Peleus, may be recognized as the same Private Bill Legislation, are drawing to a close. opposing, to refer the same wholly, or with refer
scene which is represented on the Portland Vase, The following resolutions have already been agreed ence to particular clauses, to the Chairman of the
thus strikingly conﬁrming the theory of Mr. Mil
1ingen,—a gold pyxis (casket), about an inch in
diameter, ornamented on each side with a ﬁgure,
exquisitely embossed and chased: on one side,
Cupid feeling the point of his arrow; on the other,

to. That a Bill or Bills founded on the principle of
the Clauses Consolidation Acts should be prepared,
and if possible passed this session, for the further
consolidation of the clauses usually contained in

Achilles.

new and existing railway companies, on compliance ‘ That it is the opinion of this Committee, that com

Committee of Ways and Means, and that such

Chairman, together with Members to be appointed
in like manner as Members of the Committee of un

opposed Bills, should be empowered to hear the
Railway Acts and other classes of Private Acts. parties promoting and opposing such Bills, or their
Thetis, on a dolphin, bringing the armour to That a Bill be prepared and brought in for enabling agents, and to report upon the same to the House.
The Department of Coins and Medals has with conditions to be contained therein, such com
acquired 121 gold coins, 762 in silver, and 976
copper, total 1,859; the most remarkable items in
which are a very small silver coin of Athens,—-an

petition is not a valid ground of opposition to new

pliance to be certified by a department, to make projects.

new lines of railway and new railway works, when
all parties are consenting, and also for accomplish

NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF PERSPECTIVE.

unique state?‘ of Bithynia,-a silver coin of Alex ing the following objects: Giving power to two or
(N0. "11.)
ander rEgus, struck in Egypt,——a very rare solidus more companies to enter into mutual arrangements
AT the time when I Wrote my former nota
of Alexander the Great,—a very rare coin of for the working or use of their respective lines for (1861, Oct. 5, 19, 26'; Nov. 9, l6, 30H“. deMont
Heraclius and his eldest son,--thi.rteen coins of limited periods. Giving extension of time for the sale
the rare class of the Visigothic kings of Spain
ofsuperﬂuouslands by railway companies. Powerfor
The Department of Natural History complains raising further capital, with preferential dividends
of want of room in every section. That of Zoology or otherwise, for completion of existing lines, or for
has received 13,129‘ additions. The Trogiodytes additional works, the priority of the rights of ex

aiglon had just published-as I learned while my

t'clleroaua (Gray), discovered by Capt. Burton, in isting preference shareholders being secured. That,

published, is also added to the fac-simile of "iator‘s

remarks were at press —his historical account of
P‘elerin, or Viator, the earliest printed writer on the
subject. I have lately examined this interesting
and able monograph, which, though separately
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work issued by M. Tross, and produced by the Panzer mentions editions by Schott, at Friburg,
anastatic process of M. Pilinski. I have a criti 1503 and 1504, and at Basic in 1508; by Grunin
cism to make on a fault for which the writer is not ger at Strasburg in 1504, 1508, 1512, 1515. Of
responsible: namely, the want of recognition of these I know the Schotts, and the Gruningers of
Viator‘s priority. The author is not to be blamed 1512 and 1515. The Schotts have not the appen
for taking the history of perspective as he found dix, but the Gruningers of 1512 and 1515 have it.
it: it was his business to examine and describe a
particular book, and to collect information about
its author; and this he has done well. I do not

know of any one who, before myself, stated the

Since 1515 has the appendix; and since M. de

Montaiglon speaks of this appendix as wanting in

points. At some future time, I hope to give some
account of the method which was used in aid of

the vanishing point, so long as there was but one,
or only two.
A. Di: Meson‘.
THE ITALIAN ITB'I'IVAL.
Florence, June 10, 1883.

all but 1505, I strongly suspect_that his informant
AMONG the popular festivities provided by the
has given a wrong date, and that his 1505 should municipality last Sunday for the festa dello Statute,
be 1515. The date is not in ﬁgures, but in the which celebrates all over Italy, on the ﬁrst Sunday
words “ decimo quinto supra mille quingentos" : I in June, the consolidation of Victor Emmsnuel‘s
suspect that “decimo" has been disregarded. I kingdom, there was one performance so effective
can ﬁnd no trace of an edition of 1505; and the and characteristic that it really deserves a word of

truth on this point, except Mr. Panizzi, who put it
forward under glass in 1851, when he exhibited
the Museum Pblerin of 1505, among the other
curiosities, to the crowds which the ﬁrst Exhibition
brought to London. Even the Jesuit of perspec
tive, Dubreuil, as I have already explained, puts

thing unlikely.

Peckhain to be the earliest, and gives the treatise

in three years (Viator's second edition being of of such scenery and decorations as few places in

occurrence of two editions of 1504 renders such a notice for its dramatic beauty. This was the exe
cution of Signor Matiozzi's warlike symphony,
Viator second. M. de Montaiglon puts him equal
It is rather extraordinary that a work published ‘ The Battle of Magenta,’ at nine in the evening,
with the second ; he makes the work of Archbishop at Toul should have been known at Strasburg even on the noble old Piazza della Signoria, in the midst
inthe ‘ Margarita Philosophies.’ thedate 1505, which 1509). But it so chanced that Viator found an the world can boast. The Symphony was performed
is that of \"iator's ﬁrst edition. He also refers to actual German translator of his second edition at by seven military bands and a chorus of a hundred
the same period a work of which he knows nothing once. This I missed entirely in my notes, having and ﬁfty male voices, with accompaniment of church
but the author's name, Hans Pris. I shall take never seen a copy, and looking only at books, and bells, discharge of musketry near and distant, and
not at catalogues.‘ Scheibel mentions this transla mimic cannonading. The music can by no means
these points in order.
The Franciscan Peckham is one of the list— tion, knowing it to be such from actual inspection: be said to belong to the highest order of compo
containing also Roger Bacon, Alhazen, Vitello, both Viator and the translation have the asterisk sition, being necessarily a morceau de circomtance;
Gauricus, Pacioli, &c.,—who are set down as writers by which he denotes books he has seen. M. Tross but it contained many bursts of ﬁne and powerful
on perspective. This in one sense they were, the saw a copy at Vienna, and his report entirely harmony, some of pathos, and more than one pas
word perspective meaning optics; except only agrees, and independently; for M. de Montaiglon sage so heartstin-ing as to call forth shouts of
Pacioli, who wrote neither on our perspective nor says it has never been stated that the work is a applause from the closely-packed audience, roused
on optics, but borrowed the talents of Leonardo da reproduction of Viator, by which it appears that by the glorious memories of the ﬁghting days of
Vinci to represent geometrical solids in true draw he—and therefore probably M. Tross—did not 1859.
ing. I have examined all these writers, and ﬁnd know of Scheibel’s description. The work must
The weather-strange to say at this season in
no allusion to artiﬁcial perspective—as Viator be excessively scarce, for Scheibel says that he Italy-was cloudy and threatening the whole day,
called it-in either of them; except only Pacioli‘s never saw any notice of it: and Kastner, generally and a little rain fell about sunset; but it soon
praise of his friend's optics. “'ith Peckham I well informed on German works, knows no more cleared up, and the Piazza was crammed to over
have been familiar for thirty years; his three books of it than of its original. The title, according to ﬂowing ; the very streets leading from it were im
are on simple light, on reﬂected light, on refracted Scheibel, is ‘Von der Kunst Pel‘spectiva, 1509,
ble for the crowd ; every window and balcony
light. I ﬁnd that Baldi was not so absurd in call Jiirg Glogkendon‘: it was probably published at was ﬁlled with beads; and even along the top of

ing him Bctsan as I had supposed.

His name was Nuremberg.

actually corrupted into Pilhaanus in the ﬁrst printed
edition: somebody has Melancthon's copy of this
work, bought at Kloss‘s sale.
This edition is
described both by Panzer and Hain; it has no
date, but is thought to be of Milan, 1480. Hain
describes a companion work ‘De Oculo Morali,’
also by Pithsanus, described as Archbishop of Can
)terbury. And so much for Peccam, Peccamus,
Peckam, Peacham, Peachamus, Pithsanus, Piss-nus,
Betsan, or Betshan: there is authority for all; but
not a word of graphical perspective under any one
of the names. Perhaps the good monk felt uneasy

under the usual Latin form of his name: what a
cluster of irrecoverable jokes must have been
launched upon society when Archbishop Pcccamus
—as he did at once on his accession-convened a
synod to mend the morals of the priests !

He died

This reproduction may easily have the beautiful Loggia d'Orgagna a serried rank of

been commenced in 1509; the second edition, from
which it is certainly taken, having been ﬁnished in
March, as appears by the last page. The 1509 of
the reproduction is on the ﬁrst or title page : which,
at that time, would probably have been the ﬁrst
printed. I suspect that the tract in the Grunin
ger appendix of 1512 and of 1515 was taken from
Glogkendon, or Glockendon, as the French work
spells it.

spectators formed a variegated cornice against the
purple night-sky. The Palazzo Vecchio, with its
loﬂy tower, was illuminated, as is usual for the
fate of San Giovanni, and wore its matchless holi

the persons alluded to in the curious verses which

The Symphony professed to tell the story of that

I quoted. Three have baﬁled him; Martin of ﬁerce battle in which the united forces of Italy and
Pavia, Paul and Benard. One of the other persons France forced the strong position of the Austrian
is Hans Fris; and M. Tross remembers having army at the little Lombard village of Magenta,
seen a work of the period, on perspective, having and in which the village itself was taken and re
the words ' Hans Fris,’ in capitals, under a frontis taken no less than seven times. The scene opened

piece portrait. Hence M. de Montaiglon infers
in 1292, having held the see thirteen years.
Vt’ith respect to the ‘Margarita Philosophies,‘ that a contemporary, perhaps a predecessor, of
M. de Montsiglon announces two editions of 1505, Viator published on Perspective. The date “of
each of which contains the appendix on perspec the period " is very vague: the chance recollection
tive: and further, that no other edition, before or
after, has the same. One of these editions he only

of a publisher who sees many old books in every
week, he not having any particular reason for

knows from the report of a friend who had seen a dwelling on the book, is not to be relied on.
fragment: as to the other, I cannot make out
I must suppose that if M. de Montaiglon

had seen this appendix, he would have read at once

But

a strong suspicion may exist that this Hans Fris was

whether the information comes also from the friend a century later.
or not.

Ham is the Dutch for Jack, and

there was a John who wrote on perspective, and
who took particular pains to be known as the Fri

either Viator in Reisch, or Reisch in Viator, in tion. This was John Vredman, whose work went
title, text, method and plates. Did two persons, through many editions (the ﬁrst mentioned by
for example, in one and the same year, indepen Scheibel is of 1604), most of them with portraits,
dently chance to call the art of drawing solids on a and all described as by Vredman Vrijsen, Vrede
plane by the new name of ‘Artiﬁcial Perspective,’ mannus Frisius, Vrcdement Vriese, &c. &c., the

the word ‘ pers ective ' having till then meant national ap ellative never being omitted: hence
Grant t 's coincidence, and there remain Vriese is oxen the name given to him. It may
The community easily be that one of the portraits of this Frisian
of the two works is beyond doubt: and I at once Jack has Hans Fri: printed under it. We may
decide, and shall be supported by all editors and almost suspect an edition of 15 . . : for the por
writers, that it was not the retired Canon of Toul trait of the ﬁrst edition known states the author
who within the year turned a' meagre encyclopcedia to be then 77 years old, a great age for the ﬁrst
article into an elaborate folio of many plates, but production of a large work. At any rate, here is
optics?

many others to be explained.

the active editor of the encycloptedia who cut down

day-look of pale waxcn transparency. The other

b dings which inclose the Piazza were also bril
liantly illuminated; and the colossal statues on the
great fountain, the David and the marble groups
under the Loggia glimmered out against their
I now come to Hans Fris. M. de Montaiglon shadowy background with wonderfully picturesque
has with great trouble and skill detected most of effect.

ample ground of presumption to place against a

the folio into an article. If there were an appen vague recollection. Looking at all the circum
dix of 1505, it will be impossible to avoid the con stances together, I regard it as established, until
clusion that the Canon must have communicated some one shall actually produce a book to the con
materials to the editor, even before his own work trary, that Pelerin was the ﬁrst who printed a
had appeared.
book on perspective, and the ﬁrst who can be cer
But was there an edition of 1505? It is said to tainly known to have possessed a method in which
have been printed by Gruninger, at Strasburg. a point is laid down by help of two vanishing

on the camp of the Allies near the Bridge of Buﬁ‘a
lora, at early dawn. Drums beat the re'rcillée,
mingled with trumpet-calls, and‘ repeated by dis<
tant echoes; while a twittering concert of birds,
admirably managed, ﬁlled up the pauses between
the warlike signals. Then the village bells (hang
ing in the Loggia) tolled out the Morning ‘Ave
Maria,’ and the choir broke out into a stave of a
hymn whose broad harmonies wrapped up and hid
the shriller sounds, imploring the Most High for
victory over the barbarian. As the prayer ended,

out broke the sun in his strength, ﬁgured by a
golden blaze which lit up every corner of the Piazza,

putting the lower illuminations to shame, and
making the thronged area gleam with colour like
a huge ﬂower-bed. Then came the varied noises

of the camp, and the mingled national airs of Ital
and France, ending in the Royal March, whic
always tells the coming of the King. Then came
more tumultuous crashing, and a sudden outbreak
of Matiozzi‘s own noble war-hymn, ‘All’ armi!

All’armi!’ which used to ring through the streets
of Florence in 1859, sung by thousands of voices,
the same which new again involuntarily joined

chorus with the rush of its stormy measure.
After that, the drums beat the généralc to the
tramp of feet and the clash of weapons, the thun
dering of cannon and the rattle of musket-volleys.
For awhile all was confused noise and clsnging
offanfara and battle-cries of “Saroia/ Saroia/

while great cloud-festoons of many-coloured smoke
wreathed about the stately arches of the Loggia
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1,500,000; and of works of an immoral tendency
and folded and unfolded the statues in most weird
fashion.

By degrees the hubbub died away into wailings
and sobbings, which, I suppose, were meant to por
tray the groans of the dying; the Austrian drums
retreated further and further, and the Evening
‘ Ave Maria ’ bell rang out sadly and sweetly over

and lead — manufactures —— machinery- chemical
products of nearly all descriptions-—ﬁre-clay—lead~—
iron-iron ship~building—and the field of Cleveland
ironstone-all of which will be thrown open for the
information and inspection of visitors." The date
of meeting is retained; the local secretaries being

of opinion that the 26th of August is a convenient
the rocking battleﬁeld. Of course the end of all period for members of our Universities !
An extra Evening Meeting of the Royal Geo
was a
d crash of the seven bands, and a blaze
of tri-coloured Bengal lights, whose crimson, green graphical Society will be held at Burlington House
and blue ﬁres produced such wondrous effects on

on Monday next, the 22nd inst., at 9 PAL, to

the scene that the thousands of spectators literally i receive Captains Spoke and Grant on their return
held their breath for a moment in dead silence,
forgetting to applaud. Then came a streaming

from Africa.
Dr. Bekc has addressed a letter to the President
forth of national banners, a carillon of joy-bells, of the Royal Geographical Society, on the subject of
and a triumphal March sung in the midst of a tem “ Who Discovered the Sources of the Nile ‘.l" He
pest of Virus. Of course, too, the words of the cho urges his claim to be considered as the theoretical
rus were not of the category of “immortal verse." discoverer of the sources of the Nile; and refers
Still, the second strophe had something of a rude to misunderstandings in the Royal Geographical So
vigour in it which made the heart leap up and the ciety which are, unhappily, no secret to the world.
cheek kindle. God grant its prophecy be not do “ \Vhen I returned to England in 1860,” he says,
circomtance only! Thus it ran in free translation :— “ after an absence of several years, I did hope that
Still the foe our brethren tramples;
within the Council of the Society the old leaven of
Still but half the deed is done.
1848 would have been exhausted. But to my great
Bare your swords once more, brave comrades !
disappointment I found that when, in 1861, I com~
Rome and "enlcs must be won !
0 Ausonia! nurse of heroes,
municated to the Society my paper ‘ On the Moun~
Calm in strength, arise and see I
tains forming the Eastern Side of the Basin of the

under 80,000.
\Vith respect to the portrait of Lorenzo Pucci,
the property of Lord Abercorn, now at the British
Institution, which we questioned, both as repre
senting that prelate and as a work of Raphael, we
have been referred to Passavant's ‘ Life of Raphael.’
In the last edition of that work (that of La Croix,
page 358), we ﬁnd the picture classed among
“ works allribulzd to Raphael." No clue to the
person represented is afforded by the writing on the

paper in his hand ; the translation
refs-red to
correctly states that it is illegible. In the original
edition (vol. 2, page 431), the description is headed
‘Lorenzo Pucci ('l)’ and likewise classed among

the supplemental works ntf'ﬁbulcd to Raphael. ‘We
gladly add, that the picture was known as a Ra

phael in the Casali Palace at Bologna, whence i:
was removed to the Casa de Rossi, in the same
city. M. Rossi sold it in England, and we believe

the picture was for some time in the
‘on of
Messrs. Graves. Sir Robert Gordon became the
purchaser, and at his death, in 1847, Lord Aber
deen, his brother, removed the picture to Scotland.
It is now the property of Lord Abereorn. The

headdress alone would deter one from accepting the
picture as the portrait of a high dignitary of the

I! Kin Victor leads to battle,
Italy all all be free l

Nile,’ it was refused insertion in the Society‘s church immediately preceding his ordination as
After this the seven bands dispersed, playing the Journal, or even, in abstract, in the Proceedings. I Cardinal. The latter event took place in 1513,
was still more grieved in 1862 at the diﬁiculties I instead of 1511, as stated in the works above
experienced in obtaining a hearing for the narrative named. We are as far as ever from admitting that
which were full of holiday-makers till late at of my journey to Harran in Padan Aram, and it possesses any real claims to be received as a
night. I suppose, nay, I am pretty sure, that such thence over Mount Gilead into the Promised Land, Raphael. Passavant himself admits that the

concluding March through the great thorough
fares of the city, pausing in the different piazzss,

a performance as I have tried to describe is terri in the footsteps of the Patriarch Jacob; which
hly illegitimate in a musical point of view, and occasioned my letter to Lord Ashburton, already
dramatically speaking, not much better. But the . mentioned. But the climax has been attained now,
effect it produced was wonde rfully ﬁne, owing, no in 1863, when I have been informed by the Presi
doubt, in a great measure,t o the locale it was per dent that, in his Anniversary Address, of which
formed in, and that was, after all, the result most the most interesting topic is the Discovery of the
to be desired, and more than can be said for not a

few popular entertainments of far more pretension.
Tn. T.
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

THE Duke of Devonshire, the Bishop of London,
the Bishop of Worcester, and others, have joined

the Shakspeare Committee since the date of our
last publication. This committee even now em
braces a large representation of our Shakspeare
scholars and collectors; and its indeﬁnite exteu-

sion is only a question of time and of convenience.
All the arran ernents for Mr. Kean’s readings on
Friday next ave been made and most of the

picture has undergone very extensive reparations.
Its former locality in Bologna goes far to favour
the conjectures we threw out.
“The term Rappcc," writes a friend, “is taken
by some as derived from the action of running out

the grated snuff: as an ‘Old Snuff-Taker,’ I beg

Sources of the Nile in accordance with my hypo to suggest another derivation (not now a new one),
thesis aud my plan of exploration of 1848, it was namely, from the French verb wiper, to rasp. Tabac
deliberatel contemplated either to attribute to me mp6 would easily slide, in English parlance, into
opinions w ich I do not entertain, or else to ignore rappcc. Is it not Le Sage who describes an idle
me altogether.”
I
man of fashion, of a certain period, in a lounging
A General Meeting of the Fellows of the Royal morning hour, with a roll of tobacco in his hand,
|
Geographical Society is called for this morning rasping his own snuff!"
(Saturday), at Burlington House, to consider an
We are so
to hear that the Delegacy ap
alleged breach of certain rules of the Society at
pointed to conduct the Oxford Local Examinations
the late election of ofiicers. Admiral Sir Edward
are becoming intolerant with regard to what they
‘3 Belcher stands at the front of the malecontents. term “ the Rudiments of Faith and Religion." At
Sir Roderick Murchison and the Council have
ﬁrst they allowed candidates to please themselves
issued a note of explanation to the Fellows; which
about answering questions in this section, assuring
note admits the breach of rule, but contends that them that, in either case, their position in the divi
‘ such breach was nnim portant and not unusual. It sion-lists would not be affected. They then offered

reserved tickets sold. Of the success of that reading
there can be little doubt. Meantime, every day will be for the Fallows to say whether this ex
which passes shows a larger and deeper interest in planation ought to pass.

At the recent Annual Meeting of the London
year: part of which, it may be said, displays itself Library it was announced that the Prince of Wales
somewhat irregularly, though no doubt with the had consented to become the patron of the Library,
very best design. Some disputes have arisen at ,‘ in the place of the late Prince Consort. The increase
Stratford as to the form and object of the local of members during the past year was 7, the total
festival; a majority of the present Committee number on the books being 862. 1,200 volumes
being in favour of enlarging the Town Grammar and 36 pamphlets were added to the Library by
School as the ﬁrst aim of a fund to be raised in the purchase since the last anniversary. It was further
Poet‘s name; while a large minority, backed by l announced that a new edition of the entire Cata
the public, are in favour of a statue. In London, l logue, in alphabetical arrangement of the writers,
a gentleman, acting apart, as it would seem, has l with a concise classiﬁed Index of subjects, is nearly
announced a theatrical performance (or, as he ready for the press.
pleases to call it, a Grand Melange Dramatique) l
‘ A History of the Recent Discoveries at Cyrene,~
' at Drury Lane. He announces that the Prince and .made during the expedition of Lieut. Smith and
Princess of Wales will be present; a fact about‘ Commander Porcher, is announced for publication
the great question of a Shakspearc Celebration next

which we fear he will find himself completely mis
taken. The names of Mr. “lobster and Mr. Coyne

have been mentioned in connexion with this
performance; and these gentlemen have both
repudiated and withdrawn from the affair. \Ve
are sorry to see such things done in the Poets
name; but until a National Committee is charged ;‘

with the duty of representing and directing the
KIM-101131 enthusiasm, we see no remedy for the evil. '
On Monday next, the Shakspeare Committee will 1

meet to consider the existing state of affairs, and ‘
resolve how far it will act in the premises.
_ The Newcastle Secretaries of the British Asso

marks for this subject, thus giving members of the
Church of England an advantage over others who

are not brought up in the use of the Church Cate
chism and Prayer Book. In the course of the
examination which has just closed they went still
further, and on the papers gave notice, that no one
whose parents have not objected on conscientious

grounds to his being examined in the Prayer Book
as well as the Bible “can obtain a certiﬁcate, with
out showing some knowledge of each of the two
portions, whatever may be the value of his work in
other subjects." lVhat makes the matter worse is,

that no previous notice was given of this extreme
severity. In the programme this subject was not
classed with those required of all in order to pass.

It was indeed stated that “no one can be held to

have satisﬁed the Examiners in the section without
by Messrs. Day &. Son. Our readers will remember both portions," 1'. c. the parts relating to the Prayer
that the oﬁicers named began their researches at Book as wellas the Scripture; but since candidates
their own expense; but being highly successful, the have been for several years suffered to pass without
Trustees of the British Museum and the Admiralty satisfying the Examiners in this section, it was
gave important aid in their extended prosecution. naturally supposed the same thing would be allowed
The marbles recovered are reported to be sufficient again; and it was not till they saw the notice pre~
to form a gallery in the British Museum, and to be ﬁxed to the paper of questions, that many found
the only known specimens of the art of Cyrene, a they were to be deprived of the fruit of their labour.
city renowned in ancient history. Photographs, by We trust the Delegacy will at least have the justice
Mr. F. Bedford, will accompany the text, with to put off the execution of their stern decree till
maps, plans and woodcuts.
next year, so that all may have timel notice.
ttcr to
According to recent investigations made by Mr. Even then, we think, it would be much
‘V. Chambers into the character and circulation of adopt the Cambridge plan of putting this part of
the cheap periodicals in the United Kingdom, it the examination upon the broad basis of Scripture
appears that the monthly issue of works of a and the evidences of Christianity, subjects in which
strictly improving tendency is 8,043,500; of works members of all communions can combine without

oration for the Advancement of Science have sent
out invitations for the Thirty-third Meeting, to be
held at Newcnstle-upon-Tyne, August 26, 1863.
The attractions stated are “our mines of cool, iron 1 of an exciting nature, but not positively immoral,

oﬂ'ending the conscience of any.
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Many complaints have been uttered about
theatrical management in Munich. A Corre

THE

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS—The EXHIBITION of the

ROYAL

special permission, and the care with which the
Court Theatre preserves its monopoly causes this
permission to be very sparingly given. The public
has long suffered from the want of competition
without making its complaints heard; but the pro
moters of this new enterprise have evidently a
strong faith in the justice of their cause, and are
convinced that the public suffering will pay to be

.. (firmlogue. 10.

JOHN PRESCOTT KNIGHT. Esq., ILL, Secretary.
ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS—The EVENING EXHIBI
TION will commence on MUN DAY NEXT, the: d of J one, and
continue open every l-ZrenirnpiAdrnissiun {from
olfpsst Seven
till Half-punt 'I‘rnl, 6'1.

JOHN I’ll. ‘

provided by shares of 100 ﬂorins each. At present,
the Court Theatre has a virtual monopoly, as the
two small theatres that are called popular are
only booths, and are restricted to farces and buf
fooneries. They have not a. right to play pieces
which are played at the Court Theatre without

YEMY is NOW UPEN.-Admlttanoc (from High!

till Seven .

spondent writes, that a reform is about to be intro

duced by the organization of a new popular theatre,
under the direction of eminent men of letters,
ofﬁcials of high standing, 810.; the funds being

ATHENEUM

their Gallery 5, Pull MullEast iclose to the National Gallery",
from Nine till Dusk—Admrttance la. ; Cutal

a 6d.

Josslur J. JEN iris, seer-win.
OF

PAINTERS

IN WATER COLOURS

(founded in 1831 as the New Society of Painters in Water L‘oloursi.
The ANN U AI. EXHIBITION I! NU‘V U I’E N.—:\dmisslon, II.
—Gnllery. 53, Pall Mall, opposite Murlliurou h House.
JAMES ‘AHEY, Secretary.

FRENCH GALLERY, 150, Poll Mad-The TENTH AN
NUAL

Moon—Mr. E. Roberts exhibited a stone jug of
the sixteenth century—Mr. Greenshields exhibited
a variety of coins, weights, &c., found in Lanark

shire.-—Mr. J. L. Irvine exhibited the casts of
some ornaments belonging to a tomb in Shetland

of the eighth century—Mr. S. Cuming forwarded

SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN \VATER (lOLOURS.~The
I-‘IFTY-NIXTII ANNUAL EXHIBITION is NOW’ UPI-IX, at

INSTITUTE

815
Mint, and exhibited some dies found at Marston

ExlllBITIUN of PICTURES, the contributions of

Anlﬁbsl‘Df the French and Flemish Schools, is NOW OPEN.

some curious leaden objects obtained by the late
Mr. Charles Ainslie from the Thames.—Mr. J.

Moore reported further discoveries at Chessels,
\Vest Coher, Somerset.—Mr. T. \Vright described
the results of recent excavations made at the

Jewry Wall, Leicester.
SYRo-Ecrrri.\N.—Jum 9. —J. Lee, Esq.,
LL.D., in the chain—Mr. Sharpe read a paper ‘ On
the Age of the Several Parts of the Pentateuch.’

Adrnission 1|.; Catalogue, ﬁd

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Mos.

Wrn.
-

Geographical. 9.-Extra Evening Meeting: to receive
Captains Spoke and Grant on their return from Africa.
ZOUIWICJIJL-"i Placenta of liyrnx,‘ I’rof. Huxley; ' l'la
coma of the Kuree,‘ I’roi'. Bollcston.
IIurticulkuml.- Promenade.
Society of Arts. 4.—Annunl General.
Socii-ty of Literature, 4\.

Par.

llurticultuml, :ifEIectlon of Fellows.

Sn.

Ilorricultural.—I’romenade.

SCIENCE
’I‘crs.

redressed.
The sale of the valuable and curious collection of
books formed by the late John Adolphus, Esq., and,
after his death, by his son, John Leycester Adol
phus, Esq., took place at the wow of Messrs.
Sotheby dz \Vilkinson, during the last and present
week. It was remarkable for rare facetiir, songs,

SOCIETIES.

Rona—June ll.—Dr. Carpenter, V.P., in the

chain—The Croonian Lecture: ‘On the Coagula
tion of the Blood,’ by Prof. J. Lister.

FINE ARTS

GEOGRAPHICAL—June 8.—Sir R. I. Murchison

*

Shakspeariana, trials for crimes, biographies of in the chain—Elections: The Count de Paris, the
thieves and other malefactors, last dying speeches Earl of Belmore, Sir J. P. Buileau, H. Browne,
and accounts of executions, in addition to the usual i Esq., J. Brunton, Esq., \V. Buchanan, Esq. M.P.,
run of the best writers in history, topography, ! F. Burdock, Esq., T. F. Callaghan, Esq., the Rev.
belles-lettres, and general literature. Amongst the 1 G. H. Clements, E. Clowes, Esq., S. \V. Courte
rarer articles, the following may be cited :~A i nay, Esq., M. P. Edgworth, Esq., T. F. Hall, Esq.,
Collection of Old Ballads, 3 vols., with plates, is. F. Heneage, Esq., c. J. Leaf, Esq., so T. D.
including that of the Swimming Lady, 71. 108.— . Lloyd, Capt. Lovell, Visc. Milton, W. Winwoode
Byron’s Works, with various publications respect Reade, Esq., R. H. St. A. St. John, Esq., F.
ing the poet, in 39 vols., 12!. 10.9.—Dillon's Ac ! Snowden, Esq., Dr. G. E. Spikernel], J. Taylor,
count of the Lord Mayor's Visit to Oxford, for its [ Esq., the Hon. H. P. Vereker, H. \Vaite, Esq.,
absurdity nicknamed ‘ Lord ‘Vonables’ \Voyage to ‘C. N. “'elman, Esq., ‘V. 0. White, 13501.; also
discover the Source of the Thames,’ 81.——D‘Urfey's I Lieut.-Col. the Chevalier Sonklar von Instatten as
Pills to Purge Melancholy, with the Tory Pills, Hon. and Corresponding Member.—The President,
and Pill for State Melancholy, 7 vols., 101. 15s. in opening the proceedings, stated that he had
—Marguerite, Reine do Navarre, L‘Heptameron, received a telegram conveying the information
3 vols., 51. 53.—Head’s English Rogue, 4 parts, that Captains Spoke and Grant left Alexandria on
11. 16a.—\Vilkes’s (so called) Essay on Woman, the 4th inst., for Southampton, in the Pera.——Tbey

11. 5.9.—Grose’s Slang Dictionary, 1!. 8s.—Burton’s

are due in England on the 17th, and the Council

Anatomy of Melancholy, Dr. J chnson‘s copy, with
numerous passages marked by him to be quoted in
his Dictionary, 11. 178. —Grose‘s Antiquities, I4 vols.

had decided on having an extra Meeting to receive

‘

'I‘IIE BROMLEY COLLECTION.

THE sale, at Messrs. Christie 3: Manson‘s, of the

famous Bromley Collection of pictures, mainly by
Early Italian masters, took place on Friday and
Saturday last. This gallery has long been remark
able for the extreme rarity and high value of
many of its items, more than one of which were

unique, other examples of the respective artists
being unknown. It is not too much to say, that
there has not occurred a sale of works of ancient

Art for several years which, in importance, can
compare with this. Almost free from mere sensa
tional and pretty pictures, such as form the staple
of popiflar galleries, this collection was worthy of
a man of genius who understood Art in its highest
and most spiritual sense. Several of the most inter
esting works were acquired for the National Gal
lery. Many of those works known as cuasone were
comprised in the sale, and showed the genius of their
artists: among these were several by Pollaiuolo,

them.—The paper of the evening was ‘On the
Malay Archipelago,’ by Mr.\Vallace.
and evinced that painters wonderful powers of

design. These, from some unexplainable chance,
29l.-Harris’s Aurelian, orEnglish Moths and But
ASIATIC.——Jlnw 15.—.- The Right Hon. Holt did not seem to be appreciated; one of the best of
terﬂies, painted on vellum, 211.—Dugdale’s Monasti
con, 221.——Retrospective Review, 16 vols. 51. 73.601. Mackenzie, V.P., in the chain—Dr. Goldenblum, them, a s .irited romance, styled, A Chief surprised
—Shakspeare’s Plays, 21 vols., with MS. notes of Odessa, was elected a Non-Resident Member.— by Tresc ery at a Feast, a work that might have
by Mr. Aldophus, 161. le.—Shakspeare’s Plays, A paper was read by Mr. E. Schlagintweit ‘On been the glory of a Florentine palace in the best
altered by various \Vritcrs, in 63 vols. 141. 3a. the Bodily Proportions of Buddhist Idols in Tibet,’ days of the city, sold for 7Q guineas.—An admirable
—Capell’s Notes to Shakspeare, 21. Ss.-—Remarks and showing from a series of measurements made study ofa single ﬁgure, A Priest Praying, by Zurba
on Hamlet (a thin pamphlet), 41.—-Martyn’s Eng by his brothers that all images of Buddha in that ran, coming close upon the merit of Velasquez, and
lish Entomologist, the original manuscript, with country preserve the features and proportions of such as is rarely obtainable, fetched only 22 gs.,—
drawings of insects, 141. 14s.—Ormerod’s History the Aryan type, while those of their saints are Alessio Baldovinetti, The Virgin and Child, rare,
of Cheshire, 3 vols., 381.—Bachus and Venus: a moulded on the 13th or local Turanian modiﬁcation 25 gs. (Lord Southesk), —Gcntile da Fabriano,

Collection of Songs, Mia—Son sung at the Beef of the human form.
Stake Club, 41. 8s.—Joanna >‘0uthcote’s Prophe
Socrrrv or ANTIQUABIES.—JILM 11.—0.Mor
cies, 21. lls.—Wi1kes’s English Liberty, 2 vols.,
31. 13s. iii—Lives, Behaviour, and Dying Words gan, Esq. M.P., V.P., in the chain—S. Bale, Esq.
of Remarkable Persons convicted of Murder, exhibited a circular miniature which was known
Treason, Robbery, &c., 5 vols., 21. 12s. 6d.— in the Strawberry Hill Collection as Jane Seymour,
Annals of Newgate, 4 vols., 21. 5s. —Dodd’s
Memoirs, with Accounts of his Execution, in

and has been engraved by Harding as Catherine

with subjects from his life in the background, 30
gs. (Lord Ashburton),—Pinturicchi0, Adoration
of the Magi, 35 gs. (_Anth01iy),——Duccio di Buon
Insegna, 1282, founder of the Siennese School, The
Cruciﬁxion, 250 gs. (same),—-Filippo Lippi, The

5 vols., 31. 100.—Johnson’s History of Highway

portrait of Anne Boleyn—W. H. Black, Esq.,
read a paper ‘ On the Antiquarius of Hieronymus

Trials, in 1678, Scroggs as Judge, and Jeffrics as Bononius of Treviso and his Poetical Remains,’
Recorder, l8s.—Perreau's Genuine Memoirs, with including a poem on the revivers of literature in
-Trial of the Murderers of Sir J. Dinely Goodere,
11. 8s.—Trials at the Old Bailey, 8 vols., 41. 12a
—Tybum Chronicle, 4 vols., 31. 7.9. 6d.—Lives of

Rogers C011,, 23 gs. (R. Monckton Milnes, M.P.),
—V. Pagini di Monte Rubiano, The Annunciation,
Fesch Coll., 105 gs. (Lord Ashburton),—Pietro
Lorenzetti, The Virgin and Child, 50 gs. (Sir \V.
Farquhar),—Luca Signorelli, a Figure of Joseph,

of Aragon, but which Mr. Scharf showed to be a

men, wanting 5 plates, 61. 2s. 6d.—Old Bailey

other Tracts relating to these unfortunate Forgers,
in 8 vols., 31. lOs.—Life of Jack Sheppard, 11. 17's.

The \Vise Men guided by a Star to Bethlehem,

Fable of Cupid and Psyche, 80 gs.,-—Companion,

the fifteenth century who were personally known
to him. Mr. Black is the fortunate possessor of
what was stated to be the original MS. of this
most interesting work—Nothing had been heard

concluding the subject, 59 gs. (Roe),—Giovann1
Bellini, Our Saviour on the Mount of Olives,

of it since the beginning of the seventeenth cen

asleep in the foreground, a procession of soldiers

an infant angel, painted
in the sky,

in white, standing

offering the cup,

three apostles

Jonathan Wild, 3 vols., 1!. l5s.—Trial of Renwick tury. Mr. Black inferred, from various internal in the background 1 the famous picture, comprised
\Villizims, 11. 16.9. The entire sale realized 9931. 7a,, evidence, that the author died before the year in the Manchester ArtTreasures Exhibition, 1857,
of which 1481. was for 360 pamphlets, kc, contain

ing accounts of thieves and other convicts.

adoring, inscribed “Opus Petri Alemanni, discipuli

Biu'risn AKCHEOLOGICAL Associates—June
lO.—J. Copland, M.D., V.P., in the chair.—
Messrs. T. D. Keighley and J. B. Greenshields
were elected Associates.—The Rev. Mr. Harts

shaft of his spear, 104 gs. (Farrer),-F. Penni,
Virgin, Child and St. Elizabeth, under rich 'archi

tecture, 187 gs. (Holloway),—S. Memmr, St.

horne read a notice respecting Oliver Cromwell‘s

Ursula, holding two palms, 113 gs. (Baron Maro

The READING GIRL Is now M110, REGENT "BERT.
_'l'he SLEEP of BORROW and Dill-IA.“ of JOY is NOW ON
\ IEW at the London Sttreoscopic rind Photographic Company‘s
Establishment, 110, REGENT STllIili'l'. This Status and the
“"5"th Girl are the "riuiimls from the Intcm'itionsl Exhibi
_ion of 1m, and which were purchased by the Company.

600 gs. (National Gulleryl,—P. Alemanno of
Ascoli, The Virgin and Child, with two angels

1520. — The Secretary read a paper by the
Dean of Christ Church ‘On Human Sacriﬁces
among the Romans in connexion with a question
raised by Lord Stanhope in his Miscellanies.’

Macstri Caroli Crivelli, Venet. 1488," 41 gs.
(Lord S0uthesk),-Crivelli, four pictures of Saints,

St. George in a rich suit of armour holding the

THE
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chetti),r—The> companion, a youthfdl Saint’, with ‘, o'clockzrthe admission fee to besixpence. Monday ',
a sword, palm, Ste, 81 gs. (Lord Ashburton),—
Cosimo Roselli, an altar-piece, The Virgin Enthroned, with the Child on her knee, in the act of
blessing an angel holding ﬂowers; on each side,
behind, and in front, SS. John the Baptist,
Andrew, Bartholomew and Zanobio, exhibited in
the Art-Treasures, Manchester, 28 gs. (Solomon),
—S. Botticelli, A whole-length ﬁgure of Venus,
holding a garland of roses, 150 gs. (Lord Somers),
—Leonardo da Vinci, The Virgin and Child,

HER-R \VILHELM GANZ respectful
announces that his
ANNUAL GRAND MORNING COXCE T will take place. it
the Hanover Square Booms, on FRIDAY NEXT, June, :5 at,
Three o'clock-Artists. Ieldamu Perm Licbhardt. Enequlu.
\Hlkinson, Soldene and bonﬁre; Messrs. Reich-nit, lrrinz,
' l’aque, Benedict, Edouard Gaul, and “'llhelm GanI.—StalLs,
l"4.6d-:Til(tl.5l-;
r
Qua“ Ann: guect'w.tobe o htai ned o fl! err “"lh
i elm Gun, 1».

lnext, the 22nd of June, will be the ﬁrst day. ‘
‘Lovers of Art to whom this will be a conve
nience may remember that daylight lasts new,

even in-doors, until half-past eight o'clock. Later
‘
i
l
i
l
‘

he rooms are lighted with gas.

The Dean and Chapter of Westminster have,

MISS EDWARDS‘S MATINEE ML'ﬂCALE will take
JUN};
hheridan.
I] ‘by
4s. kind
Grolvenor
permission],
Place atatthe
Half-past
Residence
Two
of o'clock-MM
Mrs.

recently caused to be covered over with planks a l saw-rug wm be assisted by some Badia Signor-i Solicri :|.nd
I‘QITABD, Messrs. Uberthur, Rica. Regoudi, illsn’er and Carolina.
rtion of the invaluable mosaic pavement of the ‘' —ltcserved
Sela, llnlf-a-Uninm, to be had of the principal

Confessor's Chapel in their church. _\Vhile this pro
tection preserves, it effectually hides the work.

backed by a curtain, on each side of which are , The process of destruction by traﬂic of visitors over
views of the Lake of Como, $20., 490 gs. (Gold the pavement is so rapid, that the portion left.

Munescllers, and at 94. Upper Ebnry street, Eaton Square, 5.“.
MR. BRINLEY RICHABDS’S COSCERTwi take yhgg
WEDNESDAY E\'E‘.\'l.\ . July 1, at the Q‘dm'! Canes:
Rooms, Hanover .‘ mire-Stalls and Tickets. So. and 1N. ; at the
Munesellers': at t e Rooms; and of )Ir. brinley B
i
pgmgialszrm, Russell Squarc.-I~‘ull particular! will be duly.

smith),—Velasquez, The Angels appearing to the i uncovered must soon be irretrievably injured ; we
Shepherds, 215 gs. (Lord Ashburton),-—C. da l remember the whole twenty years ago in a much —SL
MADAMELIND-GOLDSCllLIIDT.—HAXDEL‘S
.
James‘s llall, WEDNESDAY EYEXIXG Julycsligig-jrii
Conegliano, The "irgin and Child, 50 gs. (Ensom), ', better condition than it is now. Is it not desirable ; Performance of Handel‘s Cantata, L'Allegro and ll Penlsrosn. The
Vocal
_
_ Parts by_Aladame Lznd-Goldschmidt, Madame Lemincns
— Giulio di Amendula, The Virgin with the to remove, and set up elsewhere, the whole, Where . shemugmu.
3 rss Lascelles, Mr. T. Monlem Smith and Mr. W. H.
Infant, seated on a throne, two angels above, SS. it may not be obnoxious to further injury-say‘, \\ ﬂu. Band and Lhorus of 250 performers. Conductor, Mr. Otto
(IOldlBlllhldL-Bil‘ik
‘Am! and Upper Gallery, In.- Rme'rvrd
Peter and Paul on either side, pronounced to be an ‘ in the Cloisters—and repave the chapel in a ﬁt h'cats (not numbered),heats
Halts-Guinea; Malls luumberbd and re~
of one
application.
Tickets
on and
after §londlay
served»,
(guinea. and
Seats
will bedelivered
appropriated
neeordin
m r}
unique work,-S. Botticelli, The Virgin and Child, ‘ ting mannerl As this ﬁne exam is of Opus A [exon onty
surrounded by ﬁve youthful saints, a rose-tree! drinum is set in large slabs 0 Purbeck marble, June 2:..- llchclls Royal Libra . re. om Bond sum; Addison’
probably
no
difficulty
would
be
found
in
remoying
1
it
Lucas
I,
210,
Regent
Street
;
an
all
lnbrariu
and
llusielellern.
behind and landscape background, exhibited at
the British Institution, 1860, 750 gs. (Lord Ash- 3 it. It appears to have been placed where it is in
Hm: Mussrv‘s THEATRE. -— ‘Faust.’ — In
burton,—Sir Antonio More, La Belle Isabella,f the time of King Edward the First; for, in the,
daughter of Henry the Second of Spain, from the i payments of Queen Eleanor's executors, was a sum ‘March, 1859. some analysis was offered in the
Fesch Collection, 140 gs (F arrer): there was ‘ of sixty shillings to \Villiam le Favour, probably, Athenccum. of M. Gounod’s ‘ Faust ‘—an opera the
another portrait by this master, of Mary of Austria in part at least, for this work, which is presumed, ‘ triumphant career of which has been, during
which, with the last, was remarkable for his solid ‘ says Mr. Borges, to be of Northern and not ‘ the four intervening years, uninterrupted and pro
and artist-like manner and good colouring,—l’alma ‘ Italian execution, as is the more costly Opus A Icx- ‘ gressive;—without doubt the opera which has
Vecchio, Divine and Heathen Love, in a splendid andrinum by Ordericus in front of the high altar, j most thoroughly salioﬁrjd the stage of Europe
since ‘ Les Huguenots‘ appeared,—an opera which
landscape, from Louis-Philippe’s Collection, 420 gs. j ﬁnished
The decorations
1268.
for the Wolsey Chapel, Wind- 1 has
arrived at its universal acceptance within
(Seymour),-R. \Vilson, A Landscape, with a lake,
ruins and ﬁgures, 295 gs. (Holloway),—Giotto, ' sor Castle, will consist of mosaics,—ﬁlling the more limited compass of time than that grand
The Coronation of the Virgin, two angels kneeling ‘ vaulting between the groinings of the roof, which musical tragedy-On referring to the notes then
on each side; above is the Deity, with the symbol is elaborately covered with fan-tracery,-—represent made, we_ﬁnd not a conviction, not a line, not a
fancy, which intimate acquaintance with the music
of eternity, exhibited at Manchester, 1857, 195 gs. ing angels, about 100 in number, emerging from Imakes
it necessary or just for us to cancel or
(T. G. Parry), —- Lo Spagna, The Cruciﬁxion, clouds. These are at the springing of the tracery 1‘
to
change.
"How large, how frank, how noble,
340 gs. (Seymour),—-A. del Sarto, Portrait of from the shafts. At the intersections of the ribs
Sannazzaro contemplating a Skull, inscribed are to be placed heraldic emblems-the rose en M. Gounod can be in his melodies and their treat
"Tengo la morte in mane perch'e con carita e1 soleil; the whole to be treated in a conventional, and ment" (so ran the chronicle of impressions)
l’amore e il mio,” 276 gs. (Holloway),—‘ll Bra therefore strictly decorative, unpictorial manner. :“Faust’ shows abundantly in its choruses and
montino, Adoration of the Kings, in a landscape, ‘The windows of the chapel are to be ﬁlled with in most of its great situations, but it contains
an unique picture; on the robes are ornaments rich glass, designed on the same legitimate decov many too charming passages, which never my be
in relief, 121 gs. (National Gallery),--Palmezzano rative principle. The walls are to be covered with valued as they deserve, owing to their evanescent
brevity." The toofrequent changes of scene in the
da Forll, The Virgin Enthroned, holding the splendid decorations and pictures in fresco.
last act were then noted hcre,—as were the infe
Child, who stands on her lap, St. John on the
Mr. Leighton is painting in fresco, behind the
right, St. Luke on the left, Fesch Collection, 320gs. altar of Lyndhurst Church, Hunts. a large picture, riority of the supernatural or “\Valpurgis“ music
(Dublin National Gallery), —A. Botraﬂio, The in three divisions, representing the history of the to that in M. Gounod's ‘ LaNonne Sanglante,’ and
Virgin and Child, the Virgin, in a green dress and Wise and the Foolish Virgins. In a raised centre, the diﬂiculty imposed on the composer by his having
crimson boddice, offering her bosom to the‘ seen as issuing from under a baldaquin or canopy, to re-set the song of Margaret at her wheel, set
Saviour, who turns towards the spectator, a re is the ﬁgure of Christ; at his left hand an angel once for all by Schubert. It would appear from
markably ﬁne and original picture, not alone for repels the Foolish Virgins, one of whom kneels the Italian score in its present state as if the
its execution,but the design, and the dignity, beauty with her hands thrust forth in supplication, a above impressions-in our case awakened at the
and
avity of the V'irgin‘s face, and the intelli- . second lies prostrate on the floor, others remain in moment—had presented themselves, on reconsider
gence of that of the Saviour, Northwick Collection, 1 the background. Behind the scene is a darkening ation, to M. Gounod. The opera, as it now stands
440 gs. (National Gallery),-G. Cotignola, The‘ landscape, a desolate forest. On the right hand of 5 in London, is not as it then stood in Paris. The
Ascension of the Virgin, 104 gs. (Lord Ashbur Christ a section of the picture shows the Wise original spoken dialogue has been replaced by sung

ton),—B. Pinturicchio, The Trojan Horse brought Virgins. One, gladly kneeling, offers her well recitative—perhaps too much after the elaborate
into the City, represented by Florence, and the cared-for lamp to the Saviour; next, a second. fashions of the time, which tend towards converting
opera into a sung symphony-—The “\Valpurgis"
Companion, The Death of Hector, caasone; 110 gs.

exultingly raises hers above her head ; a third rests
(C0lnaghi),—-Filippino Lippi, Portrait of La. a happy rest. An angel assists a diﬂident virgin,
Simonetta, in a crimson and white dress, with another pours new oil into a lamp. Behind are a
earls and a veil, Rogers Collection, 466 gs. (Bar bright garden and a springing fountain. The whole
er),—S. Botticelli, The Virgin and Child sur of the design is roposed to be inclosed above by
rounded by four angels, circle, Solly Collection, aﬂight of angels orming an arch, treated with due
British Institution, 1859, 230 gs. (Martin),—-L. da attention to the decorative character of the Whole.
Vinci, The Virgin and Child ; the Virgin in a blue The design of this picture is exceedingly beautiful;
dress, kneeling, supports the Saviour, who stands it is admirable in every sense as a work of Art, in
on a red cushion. and holds a bird in his hand; composition, drawing and expression. It is incon

i music has vanished-the spinning Song’ ‘'00; and
in the prison-scene the duett and the trio have been

retouched. The scenes of the church and of the
combat ending in Valentine's death have changed
' places-every alteration being for the better.
Though it be only repeating what we have
‘said before, we must call attention to the weary
! gloom of the opening music, broken by the
, snatches of sweet rural melody behind the scenes,

--to the nobility of tone pervading all the music

bought by Mr. Bromley, at the Northwick sale, testably the best work, as yet, of an artist long ago
tried in large-scale painting. A splendid stained
pendant to that purchased by Lord Somers, 100 gs. . glass window has been executed by Messrs. Morris,

given to Faust-t0 the stir and character, and

for 15 gs., 140 gs. (Hebeler),-S. Botticelli,Venus,

capital structure of the Kermessc Chorus (not

(Lord Ashburton),—-Pesello Peselli, 1380-1457, Marshall 5: Co., alter designs by Mr. E. B. Jones, forgetting the quaint tune of the old men),—to
the captivating vivacity of the waltz, with the
The Holy Trinity, 2,000 gs. (National Gallery). and placed above Mr. Leighton’s altar-piece.
charming appearance of Margm-ct as she crosses
The second day’s sale produced 8,7241. 108.; total of
One of the Worcester papers states, the Cathe the stage,-—to the garden-scene for the heroine, in
both days’ sales, 13,958l. 58.
dral of that ancient city has been plundered of one which her old ballad and her coquetry and misgiv
of its bells, weighing 5 cwt.; this must have been ing, on discovering the fatal jewels, are so admirably
FlNE-ART GossIr.-—The meeting of Members done recently, and during the extensive scrapings contrasted,—followed by the quartett; and, later,
of the Society of Painters in Water Colours, held and “ works of restoration ” that have been going to the duett,—the atlagio of which is of itself as
last week, resulted in the election of Mr. H. Brit on
suﬁicient to assure all competent to judge of the
tam Willis from the rank of Associates to that of
power and genius of its maker, as a cherub’s head
Member: Although three vacancies existed, only
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA
on the frame of an enamel would be toannounce to

one election was made. Nothing was decided with
regard to the vacant Associateships.
The Council of the Royal Academy has deter
mined to repeat the not ver£successfu1 experiment
of last year, and open the xhibition in the even
ing from half-past seven o‘clock until half-past ten

_._.

those conversant with other arts that they had to

MEISICAL UNION. -— DIRECTOR'S MATINEE. — TUES- i

DAY. J one ‘I3.~Boethoven’s and Hummers Sepwtt: Sonata_l’nstomle. Bﬂ-‘lhﬂvcn. Solos on the Violin Violoncello, and Pram»
forte. Vocal Music sung by Mdlle. 1mm. soloists. Leopold
Auer lfr'om Pcsth) I'lstt Hulle,nnd Lubeck. To commence at
Three 0 clock.—'l‘ichcts to be had of Cramer & 00., Chappcll k 00.,
Ollivier a (30., and Alhdown a Parry, Hall-a-Guinen each.
J. ELLA, Director.

. do with a Cellini.-But, regarding the soldiers‘
\ chorus in the fourth (here the third) act, the bitter
l

serenade of Mephi-slophelcs, with its consequences
in the combat betwixt Faust and Valentine, and
the death of Mm'garct's soldier-brother, new praise
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must‘be added to old- admiration. There is nothing On Monday, her Medea moved her audience here‘ that young M. Lotto’s success at the Gryltal
in the whole range of opera more effective, more with as potent a sorcery as in the ﬁrst hour when Palace, on Saturday, was what it should be. It
impressive than the moment when Death strikes it became the rage in Paris. Time has dealt gently would be impossible for any one to be better
down the ﬁery, true-hearted victim to Woman‘s with her beauty. Not a note of melody in her received. He will make his second appearance
frailty, Man’s passion and the “ supernatural wondrous voice has grown dull or harsh since we , there to-day.—Another line must be devoted to
, M. Thalberg's farewell, and to repeating our
solicitings” of Devilry. The musical working of this heard it last. Of the two, her style may have
act cannot be exceeded, and it is much to be able
to say that the following ﬁnal prison-scene en

hances every effect. Passion is driven to its wildest
limits, but not torn to tatters.
monies and progressions (Gluck
ﬁfths in his ‘ Armida') which
‘the bounds of established form

There are h‘ar
had consecutive
travel beyond
and order; but

so powerful is the harmonizing dramatic sense,

some ripeness ;—if it may not have been the plea- i
sure, after a lapse of time, of greeting a great
ueen, and one to whom we owe much gratitude‘
or pleasure-which coloured and toned for us what ‘

earnest and cordial hope that it is not, in ﬁnal

deed and truth, a farewell. If singers, after having
taken leave, will return and return again, when no
one desires to hear them, why should not a pianist,

was always a forcible and

d and expressive whom every one wishes to hear, because he is play
performance. To return on tie drama is needless; ing his best, follow the fashion?_A line must tell
nor can we here point out the rich, noble and that the harpers, Mr. John Thomas and Mr. Ap

so thorough has been the musical training _of
the composer, that none of these licences aﬁiict
the ear, as they do in other stage-music belonging

delicate beauties of execution, scene by scene— tommaa, have been in the ﬁeld.—Another, that
though some of these were new—Madame Ristori , Mr. Dannreuther made his ﬁrst appearance at the
being remarkable in nothing more than in an un Musical Union, on Tuesday, inSchumann's Piano
expectedness amounting to improvisation (which, forte Quartett in E ﬁat. This is no music for us;

to our day, when destruction is too often mistaken
for discovery.—The instrumentation of the opera,

by the way, is one characteristic amon others-of ‘ nor shall we ever become reconciled to the hardi
Italian mimic art). While she is in ondon,-——‘ hood of ugliness which is therein paraded by way

from ﬁrst to last, ‘is ﬁrst-rate;—sonorous, pictur
esque, appropriate and rich, up to the requirements
of the time,—and still clear of eccentricity. To this

besides her two contrasted performances of Mary ‘ of originality. In this respect, the Andante Can
Stuart and Elizabeth, the last a Zucchero picture taln'le, both for idea and treatment, is a veritable

we may return. Meanwhile, let us repeat, ‘ Faust’
is the work of an original, vigorous genius,—and

in life and brilliancy and passion,—besides her pre

curiosity. Mr. Dannreuther did the most for the

sentation of the wicked Gothic queen, Rosemond, ‘ quartett that could be done; and it says much
—she intends, we perceive, to introduce two new in praise of his playing, that his excellent tone
characters, a Norma and a Debora; also, to play and thorou h command of the instrument made

‘by many degrees the best among modern operas.
themselves felt by the critical audiences in spite
The crowd assembled at Her Majesty’s Theatre on Adrienne Lecouvreur.
of the uncouthness of the work on which his labour
Thursday week obviously was aware of the fact.
ROYAL ITALIAN OPERA.—M. Obin’s debut as‘ was wasted. He will do well, however, save when
Rarely has a stronger sensation been produced
rarely has a more complete triumph been achieved. Bertram in ‘ Robert is Diable’ is one of no common presenting himself before a young German audi
All that Mr. Mapleson can do he has done with importance- There can be Small doubt that 88 , ence, to eschew Schumann‘s music, for that has
wise and liberal preparation to insure success. the representative of the Evil One he is next as small chance of establishing itself in England
best to M. Levasseur, who “created"’ the part. 1 as it had in 1848, when this very quartett
His appearance and stage hearing are excellent; was introduced by Herr Edward RbckeL-Herr
cible. Signor Giuglini (Faust) has never (to our ~—his voice has that penetrating quality which Auer conﬁrmed every good impression made by
thinking) sung so like a great classical artist as is demanded by the music, - and it has been . him at his ﬁrst appearance. Asa player of classical
in this opera. His ﬁrst act was excellent. His schooled as few deep bass voices are schooled music he may become very precious in this
garden scene was too softly honeyed; but some now-a-days, when the prevailing idea 8661115 to , country.—On Wednesday Mia! Laxccllea and M.
Italians have the fancy that Love must whisper be that, provided a German gentleman can sing; Bergm- gave a concert in compan y. The lady was
His orchestra was readier and neater than we have
heard it till now; his chorus was correct and for

rather than speak aloud. Mdlle. Titiens could “111 dlfisell heiligell 111111811" slowly enough, and l singing her best, and M. Berger brought forward
not make herself Margarct by anything short open his mouth suﬂ‘iciently roundly on the ﬁnal ‘ some new compositions which, like all that he
of magic stronger than nature.

Her great scena

deep E, he is thereon and therefore ﬁt for all manner writes, are elegant.

Further, the singing of Miss

in the garden act was not satisfactory. There of work. M. Obin was slightly nervous in the use Parepa and the setting of some Elizabethan words
was no reverie in her ballad of ‘The King of of a language strange to him, but this will soon i by M. Blumenthal are not to be passed oven-On

Thule ’—there were no lightness and surprise in pass with so excellent a musical and dramatic , “'cdnesday, also, two very good Italian artists,
the cabaletta where the jewels are discovered. A artist. He is a valuable addition to Mr. Gye’s ‘ Signori Pezze and Andrcoli, gave their concert,
shake, too, is there indispensable, and a shake is
not among her possessions. In the exquisite avowal
of the girl's love there was not the tender, impas
sioned, entire conﬁdence suggested by the music.
Her scene without the church was better; and, in
the climax of the ﬁnal encounter, her superb voice

company.—Mdlle. Fricci is better in Alice than in made attractive by the good Violoncello of the one,
any former character. It was a disappointment, l and the very good piano of the other partner.—The
after having been promised Mdlle. Fioretti for, fantasia, however, by Fumagalli, which Signor

Princess Isabella, to be put off with Mdlle. Battu. -, Andreoli played so well, was not worth the pains
The former lady, it was said in the theatre, has bestowed on it.—The above are about a third, or
abruptly left London, without warning to anybody. thereabouts, of the Concerts of the Vi’eek.

Can it be that she was startled by having gamed
The revival of ‘ Zsmpa ’ at the Opera Comique
an honest popularity here, which has been accorded , of Paris has not been very happy The new opera
gave the song of the Calf of Gold and the Devil’s to her in no other capital? In spite of this sub by M. Gounod, ‘ Mireille,‘ is_ destined for the
bitter serenade under Margaret’s window with care stitution, the opera, as a whole, went well. The Theatre Lyrique, and Madame Miolan-Carvalho.-—
and some spirit. The best thing in the cast is Mr. orchestra, as usual, was superb.
Here, by the way, as he is the hero of the hour, it
Santley's Valentine. Highly as we rate this artist,
may be said that Twenty Melodies- Vinyl Melodies
H.n'n.\nxsr.—‘ Easy Shaving’ is the title of a (Choudens)—by him have been just published.
and aware, as we are, of the progress made by him

bore her up through the admirable trio to its close.

—M. Gassier's Mephiatoplzelcs was mediocre, but he

from part to part, we were not prepared for so

new farcc, taken from an old French vaudeville,

Some of them are already well known and admired

admirable a piece of acting and singing as this is. which has been introduced to these boards by here; most have a distinct beauty, rare in any day.
Nothing could be more gm'llarcl and soldierly
than his appearance and bearing; nothing deeper

Messrs. F. C. Burnand and Montague Williams. It
exhibits Miss Louise Keeley in the character of
a female barber, named Ninelte, resident in Isling
ton in the time of Charles the Second, who for

We should have tolook long and search far ere we
v found anything equal in style and character to ‘ Le
Juif Errant,’ ‘ Les Champs,’ ‘ Le Vallon,’ and ‘ Le

Ninette shaves oﬁ‘ his ringlets and moustache on

M. Lcbouc, a violoncellist of considerable Paris
irin renown, is herew-M. Georges Pfeiﬁ'er, too, a
pianist of pretension.

in feeling than his death-scene.
There remain still many remarks to be made on
Printemps,’—-anything so tenderly simple as the
‘ Faust’ as on an opera which will keep the stage, her services has obtained a ring from the merry setting of Béranger's ‘ Mon Habitf-each of these
and which will make it diﬂicult for any future monarch, which she uses in the interest of a young excellent to sing, and showing the master-hand as
musician to set the story; but we must stop after cornet, who is in danger of being cashiered for unmistakeably as the garden-scene in ‘ Faust,‘ the
having again expressed our pleasure in a success having overstayed his leave of absence. The brave march from ‘ La Reine de Saba,’ or the Bacchansl
which has outdone all expectation, and which has fellow is foolishly in love with a married woman, from Philemon et Baucis,’ or the exquisite Molibre
silenced for ever those who have sneered at M. and to disabuse him of this unworthy passion, serenade from ‘ Le Médecin.’
Gounod as a man whose productions in no respect

justiﬁed the pretensions and professions of his one side of his face, which, by making him ridi

culous in the eyes of the lady, cures him of his in
fatuation. Ninette, however, consoles him for his
A new opera, by M. Serow, ‘ Judith,’ has been
loss by accepting him herself for a husband, presented at St. Petersburg. It is described as
comparable to Madame Ristori. Many, we know, and thus ensures him the happiness of having a more orchestral than vocal-in brief, after the
and judges to whom it is a pleasure to defer, have clever and faithful woman for his wife. All, of pattern of Herr \Vagner's bad operas.
no relish for Italian acting: ﬁnding it overstrained. course, depends on the acting of Miss Louise
At Rostock, there has been a
rformance of
ﬁerce and superﬁcial. To ourselves, one school of Keeley, who sustains the part with that arch the ‘Passions-Musik ' of Sebastian ach, in which
national art has always illustrated another. There humour and exquisite ﬁnish, to which she is all the songs omitted by Mendelssohn, as many as
would be no real liking of Shakspeare if we could indebted for her rapid rise in the profession.
a dozen or more, if memory serve us, were religi
not also take to our hearts Moliere and Schiller.
ously performed. Many of these are tedious and
A Rossini is not spoilt for us because there was s
LTCSICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossrn-The musical mechanical.—M. Rubinstein‘s ‘ Paradise Lost ’ has
Gluck and a Beethoven. Tried, however, by the event of the season has, for the moment, so entirely been given at the Kiinigsberg Festival.
rules of Art, which are of no country, we fail to absorbed attention that many excellent and inter
M ISCELLANBA
figure to ourselves anything in artist's form which, esting entertainments have passed and must be
for beauty, for emotion, for variety, has approached mentioned with briefer notice than they might
Antz'qm'ly of Man.—It appears to me that the
this magniﬁcent actress. ‘Vhere Rachel had two have commanded, had not the praise of ‘ Faust ' following information has some bearing upon the
strings to her lyre, Madame llistcri has twenty.— “ ﬁlled the town." A line, for instance, must tell evidence of human fossil bones. About twelve years
admirers,-—among whom we were the earliest.
‘ Herbal-In our recollection, as we have said
in days gone by, there has been no tragic actress

THE
since, some human bones were taken from a ﬁssure
in a quarry, worked, I believe, for haematite ore,
in the mountain limestone at the Mumbles, Swan
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UNDER THE ESPECIAL PATRONAGE OF HER MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

sea. Of these bones I have one, which is a portion
ofa lower jaw. It consists of the right ramus only,
and contains the three molar teeth, the ﬁrst and
second being considerably more worn than the third.
In an ethnological point of view, there is one fea
ture of interest, the third molar is larger than the
second, and the second is larger than the ﬁrst; but
this increase is to a certain extent made greater
than real in consequence of the ﬁrst and second
being considerably more worn down by mastication
than the third. The increase of the size of the teeth
postericrly is characteristic of the New Zealand
type, and is the converse of the European normal
condition. But the chief object to which I wish to
draw attention in this specimen is, that it bears all
the appearances of great antiquity. The animal
substance is so far removed that the bone will hang
to the lip. This, to a less extent, is the case with
the teeth also. Being desirous of ascertaining the
amount of animal matter still remaining, I placed
a fragment of the bone in some hydrochloric acid,
and found that there was not the slightest trace of

On or about the 30th of June, in handsome Mo. elegantly bound, prlce One Guinea and a Half,

THE BOOK OF THE ROYAL HORTIOULTURAL
SOCIETY.
By ANDREW MURRAY, Esq. F.L.S. &c.
AuistantSemtary to the Royal Horticultural Society.

HER MAJESTY has most graciously accorded Her permission for this
Volume to be dedicated to the Illustrious Memory of

THE PRINCE CONSORT.

THE BOOK OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY is printed in the highest
gelatine leit in the residue. I also sawed into two style of Art-Typography, in colours, on a toned paper. THE ILLUSTRATIONS comprise
pieces one of the teeth. The freshly-cut surface is

white and compact, but more opaque than in a
recent tooth. I immersed one half in hydrochloric
acid, and found that after all the lime had been
removed the gelatine remained to a very large
extent, showing that but a small portion had yet
been extracted. Here, then, we have an instance
inwhich the gelatine is removed from the bone and
not from the teeth in the same jaw, therefore
demonstrating how much more rapidly the animal

substance is removed from one tissue than from
another. I have also a jaw of a child about eight
or nine years of age, taken, I understand, from the
same ﬁssure as the preceding specimen. This
appears not to have lost any sensible portion
of animal material, and offers little or no pecu
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liarity to distinguish it from an graveyard bone.
I have seen the tooth of
e hippopotamus,
from a limestone cave at Plymouth, so perfect

in its histological conditions that it appeared
ﬁt for the turner; and I remember some bat's
bones that I removed from beneath a thick

stalsgmitic crust, in Bacon Hole Cave, so perfect
that they might readily be mistaken for recent
specimens, while all the other bones from the same
cave were extremely friable from the loss of the
gelstine. I do not bring forward these specimens
as evidence of fossil man, but only to show that
bones may lose every atom of gelatine and yet the
teeth possess the appearance of being recent, while

lying under one and the same condition; and,
moreover, that bones may, under apparently the
same conditions, be differently acted upon, and

therefore exhibit different results. I say that I do
not offer the specimens as evidence of antiquity.

My reason is, that one of the specimens from
which the teeth are lost, or another that I have
mislaid altogether, exhibited marks on the teeth
similar to those we see in the mouths of persons

by whom a clay pipe has been much used. This
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suggests the idea that the bones must have been

interred subsequently to the introduction of tobacco
into this country, unless we are prepared to show

Photographs.

that "antique man " smoked a “ calumet,"-—a not
improbable circumstance when we remember the
common practice of savage life, and from whom we

receive the modem luxury

If these remarks have

any value, they must press against the assertion

that because the tooth found at Abbeville contained
gelatine, therefore it could not be so old as
bones that have lost their gelatine, even if found
under similar conditions. There is one circumstance
that must strike the least accurate observer, that in
these specimens, spurious or antique, it is curious
how they differ from the present type of Europeans.
C. Srnscr Bars.
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Despatches from Commodore Wilmot respecting
his Visit to the King of Dahomey, in Decem

bar 1862 and January 1868. (Presented to
the House of Commons.)
Trmsn Despatches throw some new li ht on
that strange region well known as the arden
of Africa, and give a graphic account of its
extraordinary sovereign. The King of Dahomey
has recently obtained the reputation of being
one of the chief promoters of slave traﬂic;
hence English cruisers and English missionaries

have been hovering about his territories. To
wards the end of last year, Commodore Wilmot,
of the Rattlesnake, was informed by the Rev.

P. W. Bernasko, Wesleyan Missionary in the
English fort, that the King of Dahomey was
most anxious to see somebody of consideration
from England-“a real Englishman "-—with
whom he might converse on the affairs of his
country. Having mentioned this to the Yavo
gah of Whydah, the latter said, “If you will
come back a in in seven days, I will send to
the King, an let you know if he will see you.”
He accordingly sent to the King, saying that
Mr. Wilmot was a “good and proper person,
come out as a messenger from the Queen of
England.” Before making up his mind to ac
cept the Kin s invitation, there were many
oints, Mr. ilmot tells us, to be considered.
t had been said that our late attack on Porto
Novo had enraged the King's mind to such an
extent that he had ex ressed a strong desire to
lay hands upon an nglish officer in order
to avenge the destruction of that place. Porto
Novo belongs to his brother; and the European
residents at Vl’hydah had spread the most
alarming reports of the dis osition of the King
towards Englishmen, and is hatred of them.
But after mature consideration he resolved to
gap‘, lrind place implicit trust in the King’s good
't .

Having made preparations for an absence of
fourteen days, he landed on the 22nd of De
cember, in compan with Capt. Luce and Dr.
Haran, of the Erie , who had volunteered to
accompany him. The Rattlesnake and the Brisk
were sent to cruise, and both vessels were
ordered to return on the 14th of the next month.
The three Englishmen were conveyed in ham
mocks across the lagoon and through the wet
marshy ground, almost impassable in the rainy
months, to a large tree at the entrance of
Whydah, where certain ceremonies were gone
through as a welcome. They were received most
cordially by the Yavogah and other officials,
with drums beating, colours ﬂying, muskets
ﬁring, cabooceers as well as soldiers dancin ,
and the latter singing warlike songs. “Vlfe
were also treated,” remarks the Commodore,
with the simplicity of a man accustomed to
stran e sights, “to the manceuvres of a slave

hnnt.

The Yavogah and chiefs accompanied

them to the English fort, where the Kin s
stick was presented, and the healths of t 0
Queen of England and the Kingof Dahomeywere
drunk. Having secured hammock-men, carriers
for luggage, and guides, and being furnished
with a body-guard of soldiers, they started the
following afternoon, accompanied by the Rev.
Mr. Bernasko and his servants. They arrived
at Cannah, eight miles from Aborney, in the
evening, when the King was holding his court.

At all places on the road the head men turned
out with their soldiers, and received the
strangers with ﬁring, dancing and the usual
presents of water, fowls and goats. Speeches
were made expressive of their desire to go to
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war and cut off heads for their master. The entered into. The King then gave orders for
war-dance was ‘performed by women and chil
dren, and motions made with swords as if 1n
the act of decapitating their enemies. The show
of war did not interfere with hospitality, for at
the villages where they slept, comfortablequar
ters had been provided, and water furnished.
The latter is, however, denounced by the Com~
modore as very bad, scarce and unwholesome.
The King had sent three of his sticks by special
messengers to meet them on their way, with

his Amazons to perform a variety of movements,
which they did most creditably. They loaded

‘ and ﬁred quickly, singing songs all the time.

‘ In Mr. Wilmot’s opinion they are a very ﬁne
body of women, and are very active in their
movements, being remarkably well limbed and
strong. No one is allowed to approach them
except the King, who lives amongst them. They
are ﬁrst in honour and importance. All mes
' sages are carried by them to and from the King
inquiries about their health; and at 10 o'clock and his chiefs. Every one kneels down while
on the morning of the 10th he summoned them delivering a message, and the men touch the
to his reception. They went in full dress, and ground with their heads and lips before the
remained under some large trees, in an 0 on King. The women do not kiss the ground nor
space. After a short time, the chiefs arrive in 5 rinkle themselves with dust as the men do.
hen a man appears before the King he is
succession with their followers, according to
their rank, and were duly introduced, the same obli ed to perform the ceremony of covering his
drumming, ﬁring, dancing and singing being lhea and upper part of his body with dust
carried on as at Wh dah. \Vhen this, which 1 before he rises, as much as to say, “I am
occupied a considers le time, was over, the nothing but dirt before thee!" Though the
Commodore and his companions got into the ' Commodore admits that this is rather a dc
hammocks and went to the palace, outside of gradin spectacle, he says, “ but, after all, it is
which, in a large square, were assembled all only t e custom of the country.” After the
the chiefs with their people, as well as large Amazons had ﬁnished the manmuvres, they
bodies of the King's soldiers. The gaudy colours came to the strangers and gave them their com
of the large umbrellas, the dresses of the head pliments, singing songs in raise of their master,
men, the ﬁring of the muskets, the songs of the and saying they were rea y for war, suiting the
people, the beating of the war-drums, the savage action to the word by oing through the motions
gestures of the soldiers, and their ferocious of cutting off heads. he King then introduced
appearance, made the travellers at ﬁrst a little all his princes, chiefs, and warriors, in succes
uncomfortable. All, however, treated them with sion, according to rank; then the chiefs and
marked respect, while, according to custom, captains of the Amazons; then the princesses,
they were carried three times round the square. daughters of the late King: in fact, he brought
After the third time, they got down and en up and named one by one everybody of impor
tered the palace-gates, passing through a row tance in his kingdom, including the mother of‘
of chiefs on each side. They found the court the King and the mothers of his principal chiefs
yard of the palace presenting a s cctacle not After each group was introduced, a bottle of
easily forgotten. At the further on was a large rum was given, the usual present after such a
building, of some pretensions to beauty in that ceremony, and a signal that they had permission
country, bein made of thatch, and supported to retire. To the head chiefs a glassful each was
by columns ogwood, roughly cut. In front of presented, which was drunk by themselves, or
this, and close to it, leaving an open space for given to one of their followers. When once in
admission to the King, was placed a large array the King’s presence, or in his capital, no one,
of variegated umbrellas, to be used only by the European or native, can leave without this cus
sovereign. Near these were con egated his ; tomary present. After all the presentations, the
principal chiefs. On either side 0 him, under ‘ King called the Amazons again to salute the
the building, were his wives, to the number of strangers, and then offered them water and
about one hundred, gaily dressed, most of them spirits, which he drank with them; and thus
terminated the ﬁrst visit. N0 one is permitted
young and exceedingly pretty.
The King was reclining on a raised dais, to see the King drink: all turn their faces awa ,
about three feet high, covered with crimson and a large cloth is held u by his wives while
cloth, smoking his pipe, whilst one of his wives the royal mouth takes in t e liquid.
held a glass sugar-basin as a royal spittoon. He
When the visitors were goin awa the King
was dressed very plainly, the upper part of his got up, it being almost dark, an wal ed side by
body bcin bare, with only a silver chain holding side with them across the courtyard, through the
some fctic charm round his neck, and an un gates, and nearly half-a-mile on the road towards
pretending cloth around his waist. The left their house, which was considered a great com
side of the court-yard was ﬁlled with Amazons, pliment. The whole court followed, with the
from the walls up to the King’s presence, all exception of the Amazons and the wives, who
amied with various weapons, such as muskets, ‘ never join in such processions. The soldiers
swords, gigantic razors for cutting off heads, ‘ sh'outcd and sang their war songs, while certain
bows and arrows, and blunderbusses. Their } chiefs went in front of the King to clear the
large war-drum was conspicuous, being sur- ' road and point out any dirt or inequalities of
rounded with human skulls. The visitors ad ground before the feet royal. The sight was
vanced with due form and ceremony to where imposing, and impressed Mr. Wilmot with the
the King was sitting; and, when close to him, all power of the King amongst his peo le. He
the respect due to royalty was paid by bowing, seemed much feared as well as much eloved.
which he gracefully acknowledged by bowing Indeed, he appears to have produced no small
himself, and waving his hand. Having sat down effect on the Commodore himself, who describes
close to him, in chairs that had been brought ; him as a very ﬁne—looking man, upwards of six
from Whydah, the conversation commenced . feet high, broad-shouldered, and with a pleasant
with the usual compliments. He asked about countenance when he likes. His eyes are blood
their health, and how they got on during the shot. He is a great smoker, but does not indulge
journey. He then inquired about the Queen much in the bottle. His skin is much lighter
and all her family, asking many questions about than that of most of his people, resembling the
the form of government in England. Mr. VVil- ‘ copper colourof the American Indians. He is very
mot said the Queen sent her complimentsto l active, and fond of dancing and singing, whic
him, and hoped he was quite well, at which he practises in public during the “customs.” He
he seemed much pleased; but this being only is an admirer of the fair sex, of whom he pos
a visit of introduction, nothing political was sesses as many as he likes. He is about forty
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three years old. Before leaving the palace, the like songs, the dancing and songs of the soldiers, belt of the Amazons, and the half-savage ap
King saluted the Queen with twenty-one guns,
from pieces of all sizes, the largest being a
3-pounder. These
5 are, usually, carried
on men’s heads, and occasionally placed on the
ound and ﬁred off. The King also saluted
' visitors with nine guns. The number of
ﬁred was shown by a corresponding num
ber of musket-balls produced in an iron pot.
On arriving at-their quarters after this day’s
ceremony, the Prince, who had accompanied
them from Whydah, asked for a resent for the
soldiers and Amazons. He said e hoped they
would not make him ashamed before his people,
as he had brought the party up, and was ordered
to attend upon them. Mr. Wilmot immediately
acquiesced, and made them a handsome pre
sent, which was thankfully acknowledged.
Whenever strangers meet, they either drink
with each other on their ﬁrst arrival, or when
they are about to depart. Of course, our
countrymen had always to submit to this,
which caused a great drain upon their resources.
Next day the King’s jesters danced before
them. One of the Amazons, in ﬁring, had
injured her hand very much by the bursting
of the musket, and a messenger arrived from
the King with a request that the doctor might
be allowed to attend her. This was granted,
and Dr. Haran saw her twice a day until the
wound was healed and a perfect cure made.
The wound was a very severe one, and Mr.

Wilmot thinks it was fortunate for the Amazon
that the skill of Dr. Haran was called in.
The Commodore has no small opinion of his
own tact. He says z—“ I have reason to believe
that my line of conduct was rewarded by the
whole country being laid open before us, and
the whole people, King, chiefs, and all, being
our friends. The greater part of what we saw I
ﬁrmly believe was entirely got up for my sake,
and certainly no white men ever saw what we
did, or were treated with such marked con

sideration.”

. the distribution of presents to the Princes, pearance of all, notwithstanding their good
chiefs, captains, and head men of the troo s, manners and modest behaviour, were peculiarly

the “passing” of the King's drummers, of t e interesting. It was during the procession of the
captains of the Amazons, of the King’s jesters,
and of a variety of other people which appear
* before the King during the “customs.”
Upon the last day but one of the “ customs,"
late in the afternoon, a large body of soldiers,
with their attendants carrying their camp
equiparre, made their appearance from a place
about t reo days‘ journey in the interior, belong
ing to the King. These men had been sent to
the assistance of a small town belonging to a
chief on friendly terms with the King, who
had been threatened by the Abbeokutans, and
who had applied to Abomey for assistance. The
“ King had granted the assistance required, and
despatched two of his head warriors with about
600 men for this purpose. When these men
arrived at the town, they found that the Abbeo
kutans, hearing of their approach, had run
away, and hence their return to Abomey. As
usual, on their return the King made them a
long speech and gave them presents.
On the Saturday, six days after the Enjlish
party’s arrival at Abomey, the King saw t em
privately in his own palace, and they gave him
the presents brought up for the occasion. He
was attended by six of his Privy Council, his
most trusted friends; also by ﬁve of his princi
pal wives. He would only receive the presents
from Mr. Wilmot’s hands. He gave him ﬁrst
the picture of the Queen, saying that Her
Majesty had sent this out to him as a mark of
her friendship, and her wish to be on good
terms with him. He took it in his hands and
admired it very much. In this picture the
Queen is represented in her coronation robes,
with crown on her head and sceptre in her
hand. The frame is very handsome, and the
picture is a large one. After looking at it at
tentively, he asked many questions concerning
the dress, and then said, “From henceforth the
Queen of England and the King of Dahomey
are one. The Queen is the
test sovereign

While at Cannah the King invited them on
the afternoon of two days to witness the ﬁring
of his Amazons and soldiers with ball at a in Europe and I am King of the blacks. I will
mark. They found him about two miles outside hold the head of the Kingdom of Dahomey,
the town in a very large open space which and you shall hold the tail.” Mr. Wilnrot then
had been cleared away, surrounded by his gave him a few small presents from himself,
chiefs and people, to the number of several with which he was very much delighted and
thousand, preparing to practise at a number of grasped him warmly by the hand. His council
goats, which were tied to stakes driven in the participated in these feelings. and said, “At
ground at intervals of about ﬁfteen yards, under last good friends have met.” Then commenced
a mud Wall of considerable length, and about the delivery of the message which the Commo
ten feet high. The Kin received them very dore thought it his duty to lay before the
cordially, and told the rince to place them King. The ﬁrst subject was the Slave Trade,
under his own umbrellas in a convenient place on which he argued apparently at great length.
for seeing everything. The ﬁring commenced, He then gave the King an admonition about
and the King’s body guard of Amazons dis human sacriﬁces, and the threatened occupation
tinguished themselves as good shots. The King of Abbeokuta, winding up with the suggestion
ﬁred several times himself. The soldiers ﬁred of an embass , an extension of trade and mis
also exceedingly well, and taking into considera sionary schoo s. The King listened attentively
tion the quality of the ﬂint musket and the to the message, and made several remarks dur
ball, which
is jagged
and ﬁts
loosely the
in ing its delivery. The usual ceremony of drink
I iron
the barrel,
the display
they made
astonished
ing was not forgotten, and he accompanied Mr.
strangers. Several goats were killed, and on the Wilmot through the gates of the palace far on
second day four of those despatched were sent the road to his quarters, amidst the cheers of
to Mr. Wilmot as a present. These had been the soldiers and people. They remained a month
selected by the Amazons as a particular present in Abomey after the delivery of this message,
to the visitors, and until they were killed no in consequence of the “customs” going on.
othergoat was ﬁred at. The ﬁring was veryra id, Nothing could persuade the King to let them
and the ladies‘ weapons were well hand ed. go until this was over, as he was most anxious
Some heads were cut off during the night, and that they should see everything and report it.
this appears to be the practice whenever the
They saw the Royal treasures pass round in
King returns to his capital. Eight heads were I the interior of the palace, preceded by all the
in t e doorway of the palace on the following principal ministers, princes, and chiefs, in their
morning, and more of these trophies were Court costume. The captains of the Amazons
inside. Mr. Wilmot and his companions re passed round in the same way. The costume
mined in Abomey ﬁve weeks, and daily wit worn, the different colours displayed according
nessed scenes of a very extraordinary character, to etiquette, the ornaments of silver round the
such as the dancing of the Amazons, their war necks, with an occasional skull at the waist

King's treasures, that the “human sacriﬁces"
came round, after the cowries, cloths, tobacco

and rum had passed, which were to be thrown to
the people. A long string of live fowls on poles

ap cared, followed by goats in baskets, then by a
bu , and lastly half-a-dozen men with hands
and feet tied, and a cloth fastened in a peculiar
way round the head.
A day or two after these processions, the

King appeared on the ﬁrst platform: there
were four of these platforms, two large and two
small His father never had more than two,
but he endeavours to excel him in everything,
and to do as much again as he did. If his
father gave one sheep as a present, he gives two.
The sides of all these platforms were covered
with crimson and other coloured cloths, with
curious devices, and ﬁgures of alligators, ele
hants and snakes; the large ones are in the
arm of a square, with a neat building of con
sidemble size, also covered over, running along
the whole extent of one side. The ascent was
by a rough ladder covered over, and the plat
form itself was neatly ﬂoored with dried grass,
and perfectly level. Dispersed all over this

were chiefs under the Kings umbrellas, sitting
down, and at the further end from the entrance
the King stood surrounded by a chosen few
of his Amazons. In the centre of this side of

the latform was a round tower, about thirty
feet igh, covered with cloths, bearing similar devices as the other parts. This is a new idea
of the Kings, and from the top of this tower
the victims are thrown to the people below.

When the King is ready, he commences
throwing cowries to ‘the
pie in bundles, as
well as separately. The scramble begins, and
the noise occasioned by the men ﬁghting to
catch these is very
t. Thousands are assem

bled with nothing on but a waist-clout, and a
small bag for the cowries. Sometimes they
ﬁght by companies, one company against the
other, according to the Kings fancy; and the

leaders are mounted on the shoulders of their
people. After the cowries, cloths are thrown,
occasioning the greatest excitement. While
this lasts, the Kin
'ves them to understand
that if any nran is ‘ ed, nothing will be done

to the man who is the cause of it, as all is sup
posed to be fair ﬁghting with hands, no weapons
being allowed. Then the chiefs are called, and
cowries and cloths are given to them. The
King begins by throwing away everything him—
self; then his Amazons take it up for a short

time, when the King renews the game, and
ﬁnishes the sport, changing his position from

one place to another alortzgl the front part
of the platform. When
that the King
intends throwing away for the day is ex
pended, a short pause ensues, and, by
and by, are seen inside the platform the les
with live fowls (all cocks) at the end of em,
in procession towards the round tower. Three
men mount to the to , and receive, one by one,
all these poles, whic are precipitated on the
people beneath. A largehole has been prepared,
and a rough block of wood ready, upon which
the necks of the victims are laid, and their
heads chopped off, the blood from the body

being allowed to fall into the hole. After the
fowls came the goats, then the bull, and, lastly,
the men, who are tumbled down in the same
way. All the blood is mixed to ether in the
hole, and remains exposed with t e block till
night. The bodies of the men are dragged along
by the feet, and maltreated on the way, by
being beaten with sticks, hands in some (25$
cut oﬂ", and large pieces cut out of their bodies,
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saying, ‘The King calls you.’ I went and stood

under the platform where he was. Tens of thou
sands of people were assembled; not a word, not a
whisper was heard. I saw one of the victims ready
for slaughter on the platform, held by a narrow
strip of white cloth under his arms. His face was
expressive of the deepest alarm, and much of its
blackness had disappeared; there was a whiteness

about it most extraordinary. The King said, ‘ You
have come here as my friend, have witnessed all

my customs, and shared goodnaturedly in the dis
tribution of my cowries and cloths; I love you as
my friend, and you have shown that an English
man, like you, can bear patience, and have sym
pathy with the black man. I now give you your share

of the victims, and present you with this man, who
from henceforth belongs to you, to do as you like
with him, to educate him, take him to England, or
anything else you choose.’ The poor fellow was

then lowered down, and the white band placed in
my hands. The expression ofjoy in his countenance
cannot be described: it said, ‘The bitterness of
death, and such a death, is passed, and I cannot

comprehend my position.’ Not a sound escaped
from his lips, but the eye told what the heart felt,
and even the King himself participated in his joy.
Thechiefs and peoplecheered me as I passed through
them with the late intended victim behind me.”

The “ customs” were concluded by a day of
ﬁrin , when all the soldiers, under their differ
ent eaders, marched past the King in review
order. The King. danced with his Amazons,
and invited the visitors to join. IVhile the
“ customs ” last the King does not transact any
public business.
On the afternoon of Friday, the 16th of

January, the Kin

asked the Commodore to

review his Life uardsmen and women, and
he then made him Colonel over the whole
of them, about one thousand strong cach——
an honour for which the new Colonel had to
pay dearly, according to the custom of the
country. Speeches were made by the Captains,
who were introduced separately, the whole tenor
of which was what they would do at Abbeo
huts, and the number of heads that would fall
to Mr. Wilmot’s share. The following day,
Saturday the 17th, the Kin saw them in pri
vate, as before, and gave '5 answer to the
message He commenced by saying how glad
he was that a messenger had been sent who
by his patience and forbearance had shown
himself a friend to the black man. He then
entered into along histoq of his country in the
time of his ancestors, and stated how anxious
his father was to be friends with the English.
He said that for many years past (he did not
know why) the English seemed to be hostile
to him, and endeavoured to make all nations

in Africa ﬁght against him. He said that the
Slave Trade had een carried on in his country
for centuries, and that it was his great means

of living and paying his people. He did
not send slaves away in his own ships, but
“white men” came to him for them, and was
there any harm in his selling? We ought to
prevent the “ white men” from coming to him;
if they did not come he would not sell. \Ve had
seen what a
t deal he had to give away
every year to ‘ people who were dependent on
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dore at VVhydah, in charge of the coloured
missionary’s wife there, until the wishes of Her
Majesty on the subject can be ascertained. The
girls were taken at Ishagga, and seemed to be
very interesting.
They found the population very scanty.
After they had left \Vhydah, every soldier in
the place went on to Abomey to swell the
numbers there. There was not a man to be
seen on their return, none but women and
children. On the whole, there are far more
women than men, probably three to one, which
may be the reason why the Kings of Dahomey,
who are always at war, are obliged to raise and
and Benin. There are only two Kings in Africa, keep up the Amazons, or “ women soldiers,” to
Ashanteo and Dahomey ; I am the King of all the extent that they do.
the blacks. Nothing will recompense me for the i The Amazons are everythin in this country.
Slave Trade.” He said there were plenty of The King lives with them an amongst them;
blacks to sell, and plentytoremain ; and that the they are only to be found in the royal palaces.
price of a slave was 80 dollars, with 4 dollars When they go out to fetch water, which 1s every
custom on each. On most occasions he is paid day and nearly all day, the one in the front
before the slaves are taken away, but sometimes (for all follow in single line) has a bell round
he risks the payment, and then he suffers by the her neck much like a sheep-bell in England,
capture of the slave-ship. He said, “I must go to which she strikes whenever any person is seen
Abbeokuta. : we are enemies ; they insulted my approaching. Immediately the men run awa
brother, and I must punish them. Let us alone; in all directions, and clear the road b whic
Why interfere in black man’s wars 7 We do not the Amazons are coming. They then wait till all
want ‘ white men ' to ﬁght against us ; let every have passed. The reason for this is, that if an
one go out of Abbeokuta, and see who will win. accident were to happen to any one of these
Let the ‘white man’ stand by and see which women, either by her falling down and break
are the brave men ! ” He spoke strongly of ing the water-jar on her head, or if the water
Porto Novo, and said, “If my friends the jar fell off her head, the unfortunate man who
English had sent to me, I would have broke happened to be near at the time would be
Porto Nore for them.” He promised faithfully immediately seized, and either imprisoned for
to spare all the Christians and send them to life or have his head taken off, as it would be
\Vhydah, and that his General should have supposed that he was the cause of the accident.
strict orders to that effect. When asked about No wonder, then, that they get out of the way
the Christians at Ishagga, he said, “ Who knew as quicklyas possible. The Commodore and his
they were Christians? The black man says he friendswere always obliged to follow this custom,
is a white man, calls himself a Christian, and but women are not expected to avoid them in
dresses himself in clothes : it is an insult to the this manner. All day long the sound of this bell
white man. I respect the white man, but these is heard, and people are seen ﬂying away. The
people are im stors, and no better than my Amazons seemed to enjoy it, and laughed hear
own people. \ by do they remain in a place tily when the men ste ped asideto avoid them.
\Vhatever may be tlie object in thus keepin
when they know that I am coming? If they do
so, I suppose they are taking up arms against up such a large body of “ women soldiers,
me, and I am bound to treat them as enemies. there is no doubt that they are the mainstay of
If a musket-ball touches the white man at the kingdom. Mr. Wilmct put down the number
Abbeokuta, am I to blame if they will not go at 5,000; and besides these there are numerous
away when they know I am coming '1” Mr. women to attend upon them as servants. He
Wilmct reasoned with him no lon er on this new 4,000 under arms at Abomey, and there
subject, because he thought “his 0 servations are more in other parts of the kingdom residing
so thoroughly just and honest.” The next sub in the royal palaces. He thinks they are far
ject was the “human sacriﬁces.” He said, “ You superior to.,the men in everything-in appear
have seen that only a few are sacriﬁced, and ‘ance, in dress, in ﬁgure, in activity, in their
not the thousands that wicked men have told performances as soldiers, and in bravery. Their
the world. If I were to give up this custom at numbers are kept up by young girls of thir
once, my head would be taken off to-morrow. teen or fourteen years of age being attached to
These institutions cannot be stopped in the each company, who learn their duties from
way you propose. By and by, little by little, _ them ; they dance with them, sing with them,
much may be done; softly, softly, not by and live with them, but do not go to war with
threats. You see how I am placed, and the them until they have arrived at a certain age,
diﬁiculties in the way: by and by, by and by.” and can handle a musket. These women seem
As to the Embassy, he said he would send a to be fully aware of the authority they possess,
Prince to England, if Mr. \Vilmot came again ‘which is seen in their bold and free manner,
and gave him the Queen’s answer to what he as well as by a certain swagger in their walk.
had stated. With regard to the schools at Most of them are young, well-looking, and have
Whydah, the King said, “ Any of the mulattoes not that ferocity in their expression of counte
nance which might be expected from their
may send their children.”
After the interview, which lasted some time, peculiar vocation.
This Report on Dahomey is one of the most
the King made several presents: namely, for
the Queen a large umbrella, made of different curious bits of reading produced during the
coloured velvets, with the devices emblematic London season.
of their customs; a large carved stool, which
no one but kings are allowed to possess; a pipe Taste versus Fashionable Colours: a Manual
for Ladies, on Colour in Dress. By W. and
stick and bag ; a bag made from the leather of
G. Audsley. (Longman & Co.)
the country, with a lion worked upon it; a
very handsome country cloth, and a long stick Lamrs owe thanks to the Messrs. Audsley,
ornamented with silver, which can only be who are already known as the producers of
carried by the king; also two girls, one about several handy-books on Decorative Art, for
twelve, the other sixteen, very pretty and in having spared them the labour of masterin
telligent. These last were left by the Commo the theories and illustrations of M. Chevre

which are held up. They are then taken to a him; and that this could not be done by selling
oil alone. If people came for palm oil he
deep pit and thrown in. The heads alone are
preserved by being boiled, so that the skull may would sell it to them; but he could not carry on
0 seen in a state of great perfection. The his government upon trade alone. If he gave
heads of the human victims killed are ﬁrst up the Slave Trade, where was heto get money
laced in baskets and exposed for a short time. from i It was not his fault that he sold slaves,
' was carried on for two days. Mr. \Vilmot but those who made his fathers do it, and
would not witness the slaying of these men on hence it became an institution of his country.
the ﬁrst day, as he was very close to them, and He said, “I cannot etc it all at once: what
did not think it right to sanction by his presence will my people do ? An besides this, I should
such sacriﬁces.
e therefore got up and went be in danger of losing my life.” Being asked
into a tent, and when all was over returned to how much money he would take to give it up,
his seat. One of the victims was saved :
he replied, “ No money will induce me to do so ;
“ While sitting in the tent a messenger arrived, I am not like the Kings of Lagos, Porto Nova
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and others who have written on the theme in culed by artists, and abhorred by men. Under think of no better service to the labouring
this head are the painful attempts of milliners
and their victims to destroy the natural shape
of the body by ligatures of any kind, whether
under the name of corsets, belts, or the often
this book is to turn to the sections of advice it disowned “ stays," which last are now only sup
contains, and be informed as to what colours
osed to be worn in the kitchen. The use of
igh-heeled boots, no less than the marvellous
are re erly applicable to her condition. That
a lady s ould treat herself as a work of Art, and endurance of pain from ti ht boots, by what
dress with skill is surely desirable. To invoke ever names they may be nown, attests the
intelligence to the toilette and give something popular ignorance of form and contempt of
of science to the labour of those hours, which nature when they invariably cause a rolling,
men believe to be spent before the mirror in feeble gait instead of the li ht poise of natural
endless experiments and the exercise of a mere motion. The arrangement 0%the hair—woman’s
empiricism, would go far, to one portion of the truest ornament, and rightly her peculiar pride
female sex at least, to induce cultivation of a —depends no less upon a feeling for, if not a
subject that is really of grave importance. knowledge of, form. How ludicrous are the
“Taste” is the title given to those glimmerings errors of ignorance or thoughtlessness in this
of science, sometimes instructive, but never direction! The idle instinct of imitation rules
deep, which distinguish able milliners from in this matter more strongly than in any other.
their dull compeers. How they obtain even Women, until quite recently, adopted the
these ' hts has been for ages a mystery to method of coiﬁ'ure pro er to the Empress
artists; et it suffice that they do attain true Eugenie without the slig test heed of nature‘s
knowledge of certain rules, of an empirical intentions in moulding their faces. The height
kind, which generally save these persons from of the wearer, no less than the size of her
committin egregious blunders, and not unfre head and its shape-as to the angle of the
quently aid in producing those elegant effects forehead and form of nose and jaw-should
in costume which are recognized by the culti determine the cmjﬂ‘ure.
vated eye on the instant, and are, even by the
We commend to the student of the art of
male sex, gratefully enjoyed. The object of the dress attention to a subject which Messrs.
work before us is rather the extension of these Audsley leave untouched. This is the chiar
empirical rules, by adding to the number of oscuro of the art; its study aims at a know
maxims at a lady’s command, than to effect ledge of the effects of textures upon tints of
that which we think more important and of fabrics, and is of importance in the ads. ta
great service as a branch of education,—'i. a, the tion of materials to costume. For instance,w ite
inculcation of scientiﬁc knowledge of the laws is not always white. The white of muslin or
of beauty in colour. The deeper-seated laws of tulle is grey compared with that of lawn, as
form, which determine what is beautiful in line lawn is grey in relation to linen, silk, satin
and shape, are beside the view of the subject or velvet. The effects of lace also might be
taken by the Messrs. Audsley; therefore, they treated with signiﬁcant force, although the use
are not to be blamed for silence on that subtle of that fabric, to our minds, should be con
sidered as analogous to that of jewelry, apart
branch of Art.
Upon form depend not only the arrange from colour. Apart from colour, or in unison
ment of masses of drapery about the wearer’s with it, the scientiﬁc disposition of fabrics,
person, the height, projection and curve of her varying in tint as they vary in substance and
bonnet's edge, the balance of her shawl’s gather texture, should be entered on with heed and
ings about the shoulders, bust and hips, length forethought.
The distinctions of tone, to be cunningly
of the shawl itself, and, under present domina
tion, the relative expanse of crinoline, or even studied in costume, are hardly less important
its entire absence,——but the cunnin adjust than those indicated as existing in the other
ment, or perhaps we should say ew'ice, of sections of the art of dress, above named. To
pattern appropriate to the natural proportions know what part of the dress-taking the wearer
and “ shape" of the subject to be arrayed. How as a “composition,” in the painter‘s sense of
many are the blunders, how few the successes the phrase-should be emphasized or brought
of the'qnod'istes in this matter of form, let every out by local colour, or even the addition of
man's memory attest who has seen the results jewelry, is not the true work of the lady’s
of their ignorance on pretty heads in the maid, or the mediate, but of the lady herself.
shape of hats-the most beautiful as well as
The third part of Messrs. Audsley’s book, on
the most useful of head-dresses: the round ‘The Expression of Colour,’ is written with a
hat where an oval one should be, the high higher aim and in a more complete manner
one in a low one’s place, or, worst of all, in than the sections that precede it. Although a
those ugly constructions that rise high like a little sentimental in feeling, there is much that
cocked-hat above the ear, droop in deep peaks is worthy of attention in the author’s remarks
at the back and front, show a ﬂat crown upon the ﬁt times and places for adoption of
and roll their brims in a badly-designed fold certain styles of costume. The art of dress is a
on each side. No creature with a grain of noble art, worthy of dee or attention than has
“ taste” would have invented the monstrosity been given to it. Why oes not the Art De
in question, which lacks the essential of a partment employ some able lecturer to demon
cocked-hat in omitting its high-vaulting curve strate what is right and what is wrong in its
at the apex.
in, as to form; let us say, on modern practical The subject would ﬁll the
the matter of t e choice of patterns, that al benches of the theatre at South Kensington.
though in stripes are the most admirable dis
positions of masses of colour—so we pointed
out a few weeks since (Aiken. No. 1855),—it Lectures on the History of England. By William
Longman. Vol. I. (Lectures I.—V.) From the
is not given to every one to wear stripes with
Earliest T'iWS to the Death ofEdward II. \Vith
success. A knowledge of form alone will decide
Maps and Illustrations. (Longman & Co.)
whether these or other patterns are ﬁttest to
given cases.
THE matter contained in this volume has been
Upon this knowledge would depend the already partly and favourably known to the
wearer's adherence to and practice of certain ublic as a series of Lectures, ‘delivered by Mr.
customs long since most earnestly and even
ongman to the labouring po ulation of a rural
pathetically condemned by physicians, ridi— district in the county of ertford. We can

hand in a general and scientiﬁc manner.
When a gentle reader has made up her
mind that she is a Fair or a Ruddy Blonde, 9,
Pale or a Florid Brunette, all she has to do with

classes of our community than to give them
that sort of information on the history of their
country which a gentleman well acquainted
with the subject ma do in a series of pular
lectures,—and everybody must have wdlzomed
the example set by Mr. Long'man, in the vil

lage of Chorleywood, when he made English
history his subject. Mr. William Longman’s
zeal not only carried him in a right direction,

but led him to perform his task in a most
satisfactory manner. He has been successful
in adapting his style to the capacity of his
hearers, to whom it was requisite to tell the
main truths of history at no great length and
in very plain language. The manner in which

English history is here treated is indeed well
suited to the pur ose of such lectures, and.
the auditors must ave gone away from them

improved in mind and enlarged in under
standing; but it may, perhaps, be doubted
whether such a style is equally well adapted to
a handsome volume in 8vo. In writing in this
manner for a very imperfectly educated au
dience, we are apt to forget the recision of
langua which history requires. T us in talk
ing of sheen Boadicea, Mr. Longman says :—
“Notwithstanding all their success, the Romans
were very far from having conquered the country,

and the Britons were not disposed to allow them
to remain quiet; they therefore took the ﬁeld,
under the command

of Queen Boadicea.

A

great battle was fought, near where St. Albans
now stands ; the Britains were defeated, and Queen
Boadieea killed herself in despair. But the Britons

had other enemies besides the Romans. They were
frequently attacked by the inhabitants of Scotland,
called Picts and Scots, and to defend themselves

from these internal foes, they were glad to avail
themselves of the help of the Romans. To protect
themselves and the Britons against these enemies,
the Romans built two great walls, defended with

many forts or castles, 8w.”
A careless reader might go from the perusal of
this passage with the impressionthat the conquest
of Britain by the Romans had been facilitated
by the attacks of the Picts and Scots on the
native population; whereas the Picts and Scots

belong to a much later period of the Roman
history. It was not, of course, the author's
intention that such a construction should be
put u on it, any more than he intends, in
the fo owingwazsiiaﬁing
p
> e(p.54),
to say that
Plantagenet
of England,
whoGeoffrey
reigned
three hundred years :—
“I must tell you the name of the husband of
Matilda, who fought for the crown with Stephen,
as he was the founder of a long line of English
kings. It was Geoffrey Plantagenet, the ancator

of the Plantagenet race, who sat on the throne of
England for three hundred years.”
.
Defects, even of this slight kind, are few, an
in no great degree detract from the merit of
Mr. Lon an's attempt to make the labouring
classes 0 England better acquainted with the
history of their country. These two quotations,
moreover, are taken from the ﬁrst, and, as he
states himself, the least ﬁnished of his Lectures.
Five lectures compose the ﬁrst volume, of which
the ﬁrst takes the whole range of English history
previous to the death of King John. Under these
circumstances, the subject is necessarily treated
with brevity. This lecture, too, embraces the

periods on which modern research and disco
veries have thrown more new light than on any

others, and yet they present innumerable ques
tions which are still obscure, and on which there

exists much difference of opinion. Nevertheless,
we have here an account sufficiently ‘clear to
be understood by the class of hearers to whom
the lecture was addressed, of the influence of the
Roman dominion in the formation of society in
our island, of the character which that society
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subsequently assumed, of the effects of the not always well chosen—there is one at least, and found one belonging to the ﬁrst battalion of our
government and acts of the great Alfred, and of in the lecture of which we are speaking, in regiment, who went to the poor fellow's assistance;
the inﬂuence of the Danish invasions. The his which William the Conqueror and his barons but, alas! life was extinct before the doctor arrived.
tory of the great ecclesiastical revolution of the are represented in the armour of the ﬁfteenth The doctor, in relating this event to us afterwards,
tenth century, in which men like Dunstan ap centu , with large rowel-spurs on their heels, said, ‘I found poor Curzon dead, leaning his head
upon the neck of his favourite horse, who seemed
peared on the stage, and which contributed so and w ich we could wish omitted, for it only to be aware of the death of his master, so quiet did
tends
to
give
confused
and
erroneous
notions
muchto the course of subsequent events,ispassed
it remain, as if afraid to disturb his last sleep. As
over in silence-—one of the consequences of ‘ where accuracy and truth are always desirable. I approached, it neighed feebly, and looked at me
condensing. The subsequent lectures do not The rowel-spur was not in use till the fourteenth as if it wanted relief from the pain of its shattered
labour under this defect, but offer suﬁicient centu .
limb, so I told a,soldier to shoot it through the
In the three other lectures in this volume the head to put it out of its
summaries of English history for a class of ,
The horse as well as
readers considerably above the ordinary level history of Henry the Third and the ﬁrst and its master were both old acquaintances of mine, and
second Edward is taken, reign by reign, each I was quite upset by the sight of them lyin dead
of an agricultural population.
.
The second lecture forms a sort of intermedi reign furnishing the subject of a lecture; but together.’ This tribute of sympathy and eeling
ate chapter, interrupting the course of historical we need hardly s eak of them further than in was the more remarkable as coming from the doctor,
e need no better proof of , who was one of the hardest and roughest diamonds
events, in order to explain the origin and deve general terms.
I ever remember to have known; but on this occa
lopment of the laws and government of England, the difference of treatment of the subject in the sion
something moved him, and he had tears in his
and the forms and spirit in which they were ﬁrst lecture and in those that follow than the eyes as be related the incident.”
administered, the knowledge of which is abso fact that, in the former, the reign of King John
‘ ‘ The Duke‘; Razors. —My friend, George Smythe,
lutely necessary to enable us to understand‘ occupies ﬁve pages, while that of Henry the the late Lord Strangford, once told me that, staying
history itself; and it is desirable no doubt that Third, made the subject of an entire lecture, at Wslmer Castle with the Duke of Wellington, the
this knowledge should beplaced within the reach extends through ninety-two pages. From this Duke informed him, one morning at breakfast, that
of all classes of society, and no less of the time English history takes its due development he was obliged to go up to London immediately,
‘labouring classes than of the others; for, even if in Mr. Longman's hands, and he has treated it, as all his razors required settin , but he would be
it produced no other roﬁt, it would at least in regard to itself and to the especial audience back to dinner. Lord Stran ord very naturally
leave them more capable of appreciating the to which he addressed himself, with judgment offered to lend the Duke his razors, which, luckily
advantages they enjoy under the present state and success. The picture he gives of Henry’s for the Duke, he did not accept; for Lord 8., who
of things by comparing with it the condition of weaknesses and tyranny, the great struggle was somewhat careless about his personal appear
shaved with razors something like miniature
their forefathers. In this lecture we think that between English independence and the usurpa ance,
saws, which made one shudder to look at. Lord S.
Mr. Longman has executed his task as well‘ tions of foreigners, the baronial war, and the then
offered to take the razors to Dover, but the
as it could be expected to be done within conduct and fate of Simon de Montfort, and Duke replied—‘ The man who always sharpens my
so limited a space, and that he has placed the ﬁnal inﬂuence of this war on English society razors has sharpened them for many years: I would
within the comprehension even of the lowest. and the English constitution, is fair and truth not trust them with any one else. He lives in
class of readers a series of important facts with ful, and just such as we could wish to be placed Jermyn Street, and there they must go. So you
which they have hitherto had hardly any before Englishmen in general. The rei s of see, Strangford, every man has a weak point, and
acquaintance. Thus he explains the origin of .‘ Edward the First, justly regarded by Mr. ng my weak point is about the sharpening of my razors,
property in land, the various forms of tenure it man as the greatest of ourPlantagenet monarchs, Perhaps you are not aware that I shave myself,
went through, and the rise and development of and of his weak and unfortunate son, are equally and brush my own clothes : I regret that I cannot
the feudal system. Feudalism never existed in well handled. We wish that gentlemen in other clean my own boots; for merr~servants bore me,
this country with the same force as on the con parts of the country were moved by the same and the presence of a crowd of idle fellows annoys
than I can tell you.’ ”
tinent of Europe; but it inﬂuenced all English zeal, and enabled by the same knowledge, to me“more
Eugcnc Sue.—Eugene Sue was the very reverse
life from the arrival of the Normans, in the instruct in the truths of English history their of Balzac, both in appearance and manner. N0
eleventh century, at least till the beginning of less highly~educated neighbours.
thing could have been more correct and scrupulously
‘the sixteenth, and its forms, if not its spirit,
neat than his dress, which was rather dandiﬁed,
may still be traced. There are also many of‘
but in good taste, according to the notions of twenty
our national institutions older than feudalism, Recollections and Anecdotes: being a Second or thirty years ago. He were always a very broad
Series of Reminiscmces of the Camp, the Court brimmed hat, of glossy newness, and remarkably
or which have sprung up independently of it,
and the Clubs. By Capt. R.v H. Gronow.
tight, light~coloured trousers : which, by-the-by,
and with the history of which it is desirable
(Smith, Elder & Co.)
were not particularly becoming to a man built in a
that all Englishmen should be made ac uainted.
Mr. Longman, therefore, did a goo service THE proverb which condemns all sequels and stout mould; but a Frenchman who cannot dimi
when he conveyed this knowledge, brieﬂy yet continuations as so much labour wasted will ' nish the rotundity of his abdomen, generally re
himself upon his legs, which he circum
plainly and in suﬂicient detail, ﬁrst to his find a new illustration in the Second Series of venges
scribes in the smallest possible compass, giving
audience of Hertfordshire agriculturists, and Capt. Gronow’s ‘Recollections and Anecdotes.’ himself very much the appearance of what we
afterwards to the readers of his book, explaining The ‘ Reminiscences’ were lively enough to Englishmen are taught to believe to be his national
to them the ancient division of society into amuse an idle hour-a rainy morning at the characteristic and prototype-a frog. ‘ " He was
classes, and the particular condition of each sea-side, or the interval between the ride and remarkable for the beauty of his horses; his cab
class, and pointing out to them how a very the dressing-bell at a country house. The old was one of the best~appointed in Paris; his house
lar portion of their ancestors, the whole class Guardsman had fought at Waterloo-had staked in the Rue de la Pépiniere (now an asylum) was
in tto which they would have belonged, was his napoleons at Parisian tables—had haunted a perfect ‘ bonbonniere,’ and his dinners were re
held in the Middle Ages in the most degrading clubs, bells and coulisses—had chatted with nowned for their excellence. He was supposed
slavery. It must interest all those to whom eminent men and dined with literary lions; in (and to my knowledge with considerable reason) to
these Lectures are addressed to be informed, in fact, he had seen the world and had some lead a very Sardanapalian life. Strange stories
are told of his castle in Sologne, where he was
a similar popular style, of the origin and history stories to tell of it. When he had told his little waited on by a number of beautiful women, of all
of the laws under which they live, of our anecdotes he should have put the pen down for countries, and of all shades of colour."
national parliament, and of the different courts ever, The spirit of the wine evaporated when
Grave readers would not thank us for quoting
of justice by which those laws are enforced. It the cork was drawn; and what is now pro more of this very small talk. Idle gossips may
need ‘hardly be remarked, that our legal and duced from the bottle has the ﬂatness of yester ﬁnd more of it in Capt. Gronow's book.
constitutional antiquities present many obscure day’s champagne. In the whole 232 pages we
uestrons, in the solution of which antiquaries have only marked three or four little anecdotes
t emselves disagree; and we are not sure that as either new or good; and the reader may A Tour in Tartan-Land. By Cuthbert Bede.
we should always adopt the view taken by our judge the quality of the volume by these, its
(Bentley)
zealous lecturer. But these are generally matters ﬁnest specimens :
I1‘ is unfortunate for the author, who adopts as
“Captain Curzon.—Among the many episodes his nom de plume the names of two historical
of secondary interest to ordinary readers, and
are here only slightly touched upon, if intro of a battle ﬁeld, there are none so touching as the ecclesiastics, that he started as a funny writer,
last
moments of a brave soldier. Capt. Curzon, son for his early habit clings to him and mars
duced at all. For instance, we are not inclined
fully to indorse his views of the ori ' of feu of Lord Scarsdale, was on the staff, and received a endeavours that are, doubtless, meant as im
dalism; but on the more substantia questions mortal wound towards the end of the battle, and provements upon his ﬁrst appearances in rint.
lay bleeding to death by the side of his favourite
of its form and character, and of its inﬂuence charger, one of whose legs had been shattered by a A number of small jokes scattered throng the
on mediaeval society, there can hardly be a dif cannon ball. As Lord March was passing by, present volume lead us to believe that the habit
ference of opinion, and that opinion is very well Curzon had just strength to call to him, ‘ Get me has become chronic; that Mr. Cuthbert ‘Bede
explained by Mr. Longman. We are inclined, help, my dear March, for I fear it is all over with must try to be funny at all cv_ents,-—mrstak
too, to think that the pictorial illustrations are me.’ Lord March hastened to look for a surgeon, ing, apparently, the reader’s smile of pity for
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one of sympathy. He remarks, for example,
after giving up his intention of lodging at the
George Hotel, in Glasgow, in favour of the
Qucen’a, on the persuasion of a porter, “that the
porter’s recommendation had proceeded from
very satisfactory premises, and had conducted
him to premises equally satisfactory”: Edin
burgh should have a temple to rEolus, because
“ it is not only the city of the \Vynds but of the
\Vinds also”; a stiff sou’-wester blowing in the
same city is described as “ Boreas "; the Tweed,
at Melrose, “murmurs musically on its way,”
or, as we are informed in a note, “if it does

not, it ought to do, for the water at Melrose
now belongs to the Messrs. Broadwood of
pianofortc renown ”; and speaking of the exten
sive view commanded by the summit of the
Eildons (which, by the way, he did not take the
trouble to see for himself) Mr. Bede tells us it
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and changed his sword for a shuttle. He had organ as “a. kist fu’ of whistles," which we
brought with him his cherished chequered hand have an impression of having seen before.
kerchief, and after overcoming many obstacles,
succeeded in making one like it. Soon he had a

The chief defect of the book is its want of

local colour. Change the names of the places,
dozen ready for sale. They were the ﬁrst of the and it would do as well for any other country
kind ever woven in Great Britain. They were at as for Tartan-land. And yet what a series of
once successful ; looms rapidly increased; and in a
few years, Glasgow had become famous for this real Scottish pictures and. what- touches of
new branch of the linen-trade. It proved most Scottish character might an observant tourist
lucrative to everyone but its inventor and intro have discovered in that region!—-a region
ducer, who died in poverty, occupying the position which comprehends scenery fraught with the
of town drummer. Such, brieﬂy, is the history of highest beauty and the most interesting associa
one of the benefactors of the city. The question is, tions, and with peculiar achievements of
shall \Villiam Flakoﬁeld have a statue? Glasgow is industry. We, who have walked all through
liberal of statues to her worthiest sons. Let her that country, and across the district of the
remember with honour this too-long forgotten great lochs to the western sea, and noted the
weaver; but when she raises a monument to his earnest character of the eople, their ways of
memory, let not one of the baa-reliefs that may living, and their industrial) and moral resources,
possibly ornament the pedestal of the statue repre
as well as the land which they cultivate and
sent \Villimn Flakeﬁeld in his decadence on the
inhabit, hoped for a revival of our impressions
town drummer."

is plainly stated in black and white, that is, in

by perusal of Mr. Bede’s book, but to our

Black’s ‘Picturesque Tourist ’ and Mr. Walter
White’s ‘Northumberland and the Border.’
If, from these specimens, the reader should
infer the general character of the book, he
will come to a safe conclusion. The ‘Tour in
Tartan-land’ occupies more than four hundred
noes, descriptive, historical and critical, forti
ed by quotations from Scott and Tytler,
Robert Chambers and Wordsworth, N. P. Willis
and Mrs. Stowe; and the Tartan-land thus
treated of includes those well-known haunts of
tourists, Edinburgh and Roslin, Glasgow and
Greenock, Loch Lomond and the Trosachs, and
Melrose and Abbotsford. Territory so familiar
demands special qualiﬁcations on the part of
the traveller who undertakes to describe it or
to print the impressions it has. made on his
mind. These ualiﬁcations, if possessed, are
not exhibited y the author in the present
volume, for many of his details are trivial and

For squalor, vice and drunkenness, Glasgow
appears to maintain its pre-eminence anion
the cities of the empire. “The ﬁlthy hotbe
for their rapid development," writes Cuthbert
Bede, “ is a singular combination of St. Giles’s,
Rag Fair, Billingsgate, Monmouth Street, and
the Seven Dials, with bad additions peculiar to
the locality.” The pages in which the author
describes these localities are among the best in
the book.
The western end of Loch Katrine, if deﬁcient
in the picturesque, has a compensation in the
mechanical, which to some tourists is more than
an equivalent:—
“This is the entrance to the tunnel of the

threadbare.

in conveying the water of Loch Katrine, by an
aqueduct thirty-four miles long, to the city of
Glasgow. This is one of the most gigantic engi
neering works of modern times, and surpasses the
greatest of the nine famous aqueducts which fed

Then we must protest against being told the
same thing two or three times over. “ This same
carriage will run all the way from King’s Cross
to Glasgow,” exclaims Mr. Bede on starting.
“In eleven and a half hours you will have
travelled 400 miles,” he says, on passing through
Edinburgh ; and, in the next page, on his arrival
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Glasgow Waterworks, a tunnel 8 feet in diameter,
2,325 yards in length, and 600 feet below the
summit of the mountain under which it
, and

the ﬁrst of a series of seventy distinct tunnels,
having an aggregate of thirteen miles, which assist

the city of Rome. It has also the special pecu
liarity of being a. tunnel for nearly half its length.

regret, we have been disappointed.
The New Testament for English Readers: mn
taining the Authorized Vem'on, with JlIargiMl
Corrcctiom of Readings and Rendcrmgs;

Marginal Reform; and a Critical and
E

lanator'y Commentary. By Henry Alford,

D. ., Dean of Canterbury. Vol. I. Part1.
—The Three First Gospels. (Rivingtons)
THIS work is not meant to be a
9' edition
of the New Testament. It is adapted to the
use of ersons who have had some cultivation
of min , such as the majority of the mercantile
classes and Christian women in the middle
ranks of life. The notes are chieﬂy an abridg
ment and modiﬁcation of those in the author’s
edition of the Greek Testament They are not
very numerous, though sometimes lengthened
out on obscure
The Dean’s continued
studies in the reek Testament have familiar
ized him with the contents of that volume; and
nothing else could be expected from his pen

than a commentary replete with evidences of
good sense, jud out and ability. His general
the
competence
notes justify
for stock
the assumption,
might be assumed;
being perti

To cross the rugged district of tbirtylfour miles that
intervenes between Loch Katrine and Glasgow,

nent, useful and properly exegetical, well suited

at Glasgow, we ﬁnd, “ in the last thirteen hours diﬂiculties of no ordinary nature had to be over

to the comprehension of intelligent readers.
and a half we have travelled nearly 450 miles, come. Successive ridges ofobdurate rock, separated We have perused many of them with conscious
without so much as a change of carriage or the by deep wild glens and mountain torrents, had to approval. Yet we disagree with the author’s
slightest anxiety respecting luggage, for here it be traversed. The hard schistose groups, the old opinions in not a few places. The Dean has
all is, in the very same luggage-van that brought red sandstone, and the compact clay slate which availed himself of the labours of German
it from King’s Cross this morning.” And was constitute the geological character of the Highland scholars, without fear of being tainted with.
there any need to tell the reader four times in mountains were bored, blasted, and perforated to their supposed dangerous notions. Had not Do
two pages, directly and indirectly, that the rock form a subterranean passage to the stream which was Wette and Meyer written commentaries, the
destined to cool the parched throat of the great city.
of Dumbarton is better seen from the railway The
very blasting materials cost, on the average, English theologian could not have produced
than from a steamboat on the river?
about 2,0001. 2. mile; the expense of the works was his Testament in its present state. From these

Six chapters of the book are given to Glasgow,
with comments on art and architecture as
exempliﬁed by the sculptures and buildings of
that busy city. The statement that the Broomie
Iaw Bridge, being wider than London Bridge,
is the “widest in the world,” was, we should
think, written before the present \Vestminster

something near 800,000l., and the entire expense “rationalislic” sources, as he would call them,
(with compensation for land, 82c.) 1,500,000l. Loch he has drawn very freely, as well as from the
Katrine was selected as the fountain head, not only more “evangelical” works of Olshausen and

from the well-known purity of its water, but also Stier.
from its elevation (360 feet above the sea), and

In turning to the diﬁicult places of the three

from its being fed by a large amount of annual
rainfall. The purity of its water is so great that
Bridge was built. Mr. Bede recommends the Glasgow is probably supplied with a. nearer approach
erection of a statue to a Glasgow worthy named to distilled water than any other city in Great
Flakeﬁeld, whose claims to notice are thus Britain.”
stated :—
There was talk a few years ago of bringing

Gospels to examine the notes upon them we

have been disappointed. They are not cleared
up to the satisfaction of thinkers, however

much they may satisﬁr readers who never

Will the feat ever be accom
the close of the seventeenth century, William was plished?
commonly called Flakeﬁeld (from the place where
Eleven chapters are devoted to Edinburgh,
he had lived, in the parish of East Kilbride), in
Roslin and Hawthornden. Mr. Bede tried to
order to distinguish him from his brother. He
joined the Scottish Guards, and went to the conti discover a Christie Johnstone among the New
nent, where the object that most fascinated him haven ﬁshwives, but was unsuccessful. He,
was a German handkerchief, woven in blue and however, did not fail to recognize the merits of
white chcquers. He had been brought up as a Edinburgh, and leaves it to be inferred that he
weaver, and he could appreciate its excellence. He agrees with those who regard the northern
determined to weave one like it—if he eould—when metropolis as tho handsomest city in Europe.

penetrate below the surface. The author has
no key to the right interpretation of many
phenomena in the Gospels, nor does he appm
to follow throughout a primary principle of
interpretation, viz., that the words of Scripture
have one sense only,-—that single sense intended
by the sacred writers themse ves. Like many
others, Dr. Alford puts a variety of senses who
the same words of the Old Testament, and
violates a fundamental rule which every sound
exegete faithfully follows. It is plain also that
the commentator is no Hebraist; and therefore
quotations from the Old Testament, as well as

Among the gossip on its archaeological features,

allusions and references to it in the Gospels,

“ His proper name was \Vilson, but when he and the water of
his father and brother settled in Glasgow, towards similar way.

the time and opportunity offered. They came in

the Lake of Bala to London in a

ﬁle year 1700, when he had returned to Glasgow, we notice John Knox’s denunciation of the are imperfectly or erroneously apprehended.
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haverthe means of answering them. 1862. To this
in person he is tall, straight and handsome, as
it may now be added, that even a. Bishop of the ‘ a hero should be; but the Edward Hartley who
Church of England has come before the world as begins the story is not and never could have be
a champion of that unbelief, in its ﬁrst phase as come the Edward Hartleywho ends it. A selﬁsh,
described above. We may hope that his work, artful, lazy, unfeeling man, full of vanity and
As long as the author holds to the Greek judging
from the blunders already detected in the
original of Matthew he will never explain renderings of Hebrew words on which his argu sentimentality, would have required a stronger
aright many parts of that Gospel. Hence we ments are founded, will soon be added to the cata inﬂuence than the mere sight of the fatal con
are not surprised to ﬁnd the twenty-fourth chap logue of attacks by which the enemies of our holy sequence of jealousy inspired by him in the
ter badly inte reted.
faith have damaged nothing save their own repu heart of a worthy husband, to transform him
into a faithful, hardworking friend and aloving
It is painf to observe occasional manifes tation and inﬂuence. 1863.]”
Dr. Alford ought to know that ﬁrst-rate husband to his own wife. This is how the
‘unions of a dogmatioal and intolerant spirit
unworthy of an ecclesiastical dignitary, but, critics, actuated by as strong love of truth as mischief and the miracle both come about.
unhappily, not infrequent in the present day. himself, explain the greater part of the ﬁrst Mrs. Ashton, a spoiled but loving little woman,
‘Thus in a long note on “daamoniacal posses two chapters of Matthew’s Gospelasunhistorical. is left a widow at the beginning of the story.
They may be wrong in doing so; but he has no Coming home from India with her only child,
sions,” he writes :—
“ This remarkable narrative brings before us the ‘reason for asserting that they wish to under a little girl, Mrs. Ashton is still a beauty, and.
whole question of msuonmosn rossnssross in mine the foundations of Christianity. Perhaps had been an heiress, till she chose to run away
the Gospels, which I shall treat here once for all, he is not aware that the greatest master of with her military lover and aggravate her papa,
and refer to this note hereafter. I would then dogmatic theology now living, Richard Rothe, a remorseless Turk of the parental species.
remark in general (I. 1), that the Gospel narratives holds the accounts of the infancy of Jesus in Contrary to the general run of experience, the
are distinctly pledged to the historic truth of these
match turned out a hap y one: the husband
Matthew and Luke to be legendary.
occam'cnces. Either they are true, or the Gospels
was an excellent man, w 0 set himself to pre
The
writer
avows
that
he
is
a
believer
in
are false. For they do not stand in the same, or a
vent her ever feeling the worldly sacriﬁce she
similar position, with the discrepancies in detail, What is called “plenary inspiration"; which
had made; so she had all the pleasure of feeling
so frequent between the Evangelists: but they serves to account for the air with which he
form part of that general groundwork in which all takes the New Testament under his protection. herself a magnanimous heroine-—the wife of a
agree. (2.) Nor can it be said that they represent He admits discrepancies in the Gospels-real poor man-without having to feel the pinch
the opinion of the time, and use words in accord discrepancies,—but believes that they arise from of poverty. A brother of her husband, who is
ance with it. This might have been difficult to our imperfect acquaintance with all the details, the good genius of their lives and of the story,
answer, but that they not only give such expressions and from the fragmentary character of the had enabled them to live thus pleasantly. After
as possessed with devils, doemonz'zed (Mark v. 16; Gospels themselves. They would cease to exist the death of the husband he continues to be
Luke viii. 36), and other like ones, but relate to had the inspired writers been led to write full the good genius of the wife. The character of
us words spoken by the Lord Jesus, in which the
accounts of all the sayings and doings of Jesus Mr. Ashton is beautiful, and the reader regrets
personality and presence of the dwmons is distinctly
that he appears so seldom in person, though
implied. See especially Luke xi. 17-26. Now and his disciples.
his inﬂuence pervades the story. A Mr. Hartley,
With
all
the
commentators
strivings
after
either our Lord spoke these words, or He did not.
of Hartley Hall, appeals on the scene: he is
consistency,
he
has
not
observed
it
in
every
case.
If He did not, then we must at once set aside the
concurrent testimony of the Evangelists to a plain A free idea. sometimes escapes from his pen: the respectable sinner en chef. He persuades
matter of fact; in other words, establish a principle thus he says, that “ the apostles regarded the the dear little widow to marry him,—who has
which will overthrow equally every fact related coming of the Lord as near, and conceived the reason to repent it once, which is always ; but
in the Gospels."
possibility of their living to behold it.” In the way in which she manages her destiny is
Dogmatism like this on such a point will another place he speaks of “ expressions which very clever, and does not oppress the reader in
‘strike good critics with amazement. The whole occur in the earlier of Paul’s eplstles, and seem the least. She is a. sensible woman in the main,
note is laboured. In the same style is the follow to indicate expectation of His almost immediate and not the least of a victim. But the respect
coming, being gradually modiﬁed and replaced able sinner has a son, who falls in love with
ing, though it is hardly so offensive:
“The whole is undoubtedly an oly'ecticc historical by others speaking in a very different strain.” the widow‘s daughter, and it is the relation of
narrative, recording an actual conﬂict between our Hence the apostles believed and wrote dif their love and married life which forms the
Redeemer and the Power of Evil."
ferently at different times; while they “tes staple of the story. We are sorry to say that
Here is a worse specimen of intolerance tiﬁed that which was true. The Spirit of Truth Edward Hartley is much more natural as the
thrust into a place with which it has no proper dwelt in them specially for this purpose.” “The unreclaimed husband, qualiﬁed for an appear
connexion :-—
men were full of the Holy Ghost, the books are ance before Sir Cresswell, than as the reformed
“ I say this, because it is always in contempt and the pouringout of that fullness through themen, model husband he subsequently becomes, in a
setting aside of the O. T. that rationalism has begun. the conservation of the treasure in earthen ves ﬁt of remorse at the sight of his own mischief;
First, its historical truth-then its thematic dis sels.“ Yet “ the men full of the Holy Ghost” but our readers must consult the original for
pematimz. and the types and prophecies connected
themselves.
with it, are swept away; so that Christ came to wrote at one timw in the belief that they might
Some of the accessory characters are excel
live
to
see
the
second
coming
of
the
Lord;
fulﬁl nothing, and becomes only a teacher or a
lent. Robert Hsrtlcy, the excommunicated
at
another,
expressions
of
this
kind
were
re
martyr: and thus the way is paved for a similar
laced by others in a very different strain. half-brother of the respectable sinner, is very
rejection of the N. T. ;—
' g with the narra
0 says the Dean. “The reader will ﬁnd in my touching, though his fate is unnecessarily
tives of the birth and infancy, as theocratic myths
—advancing to the denial of His miracles-then Commentary no sympathy whatever with the severe. The silly, vain, unfeeling beauty, Mrs.
attacking the truthfulness of His own sayings rationalistic school.” “ If I understand plenary Drewe, the pseudo“ Madonna,” is extremely
which are grounded on the O. T. as a revelation inspiration rightly, I hold it to the utmost.” Is clever ; her letter, which forms the crisis of the
from God-and so ﬁnally leaving us nothing in the it not op sad to these asseverations to aﬂirm, story, is very like a real epistle. All the crop
Scriptures but, as a German writer of this school that the apostles believed and wrote differently incisive
of subordinate
have each
some
sha ,
trait characters
of individuality;
and
althouréh
has expressed it, ‘a mythol
not so attractive at diﬂ'erent times about the coming of the Lord '1
as that of Greece.’ That this is the course which
Dean Alford has yet much to learn respecting the story is not well ut together, and t e
unbelief has run in Germany, should be a pregnant
the
criticism and meaning of the New Testa ﬁnal machinery by whic wrong is made right
warning to the decriers of the O. T. among our
ment.
Hence his tone should be diﬁ‘erent. It and the “ancestral hall” comes back to its
selves. It should be a maxim for every expositor
rightful owner, is a timehonoured expedient
and every student, that Scripture is a. whole, and is unbecoming to speak of Meyer and others in
stands or falls together. That this is now beginning the language he employs. Many of the notes in which happens nowhere so often as in novels,
to be deeply felt in Germany, we have cheering his volume are founded on a very imperfect still, seeing that it is always crowned with suc
testimonies in the later editions of their best com acquaintance with the results of the highest cess, and the right individuals always proﬁt by
it, a reader would be unreasonable to object;
mentators, and in the valuable work of Stier on criticism.
and the novel is, with all the faults to which a.
the discourses of Our Lord. [Since however these
In these cases he should follow the great mas
ters of Hebrew criticism, instead of leaning
upon his own knowledge, which is superﬁcial
and often incorrect.

words were ﬁrst written, we have had lamentable

critic might object, a readable, entertaining

NEW NOVELS.
proof in England, that‘ their warnings were not
book.
unneeded. The course of unbalief which has issued .Res'mtable Sinners. By Mrs. Brothcrton. 3vols.
in the publication of the volume entitled ‘Essays
( urst 8: Blackett.)
Chesterfo'rd, and some of ‘its People. By the
and Reviews,’ has been in character and progress, ‘ Respectable Sinners’ is very clever ; the title ' Author of ‘A Bad Beginning.’ (Smith,
exactly that above described: and owing to the
Elder 8.: Co.)
injudicious treatment which has multiplied tenfold is a happy one,-—the style is bright and lively, ‘Chesterford’ begins well: the ﬁrst volume
the circulation of that otherwise contemptihle —and the characters, with one exception, are
work, its fallacies are nowin the hands and mouths human beings. The exception is the hero, is as clever and pleasant as a novel need be;
of thousands, who, from the low standard of intel Edward Hartley, who is “two single gentlemen but it falls off most provokingly at the begin
ligent Scriptural knowledge among us, will never rolled into one"—morally, not personally, for ning of the second volume, and does not rally
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in. The interest crumbles away, and the
c
ters along with it: there is not breadth
of incident for three volumes. The characters
are well sketched and set on their feet; but
when it comes to the question of whither they
are to go, the author keeps them dawdling
about, turning down long passages that seem
destined to lead to pleasant places; but they
“ lead to nothin ," and the writer, and the
reader, and the c aracters have to try back to
something else. There are two young ladies,
rivals: the one preferred by John Parkholme,
the hero, has a. foolish way of laughing and
being amused by the weak jokes of very infe
rior young men, which, though only “ retty
Faun s way," is a source of torment an mis
a re ension to her very umbrageous lover.
lien a child, Parkholme had kept company
with a relative, a young curate, who had
been jilted by the lady of his love, she having
married a rich merchant instead of him. This
young curate has so possessed the ear and
prejudiced the imagination of his relative
of tender age, that he has grown up a
conﬁrmed woman-hater, believing that all
feminine charms and virtues were so many
cruel wiles to lure men to misery. He has con
se uently very little faith and less insight to
help him to ﬁnd his way through the erplexi
ties of a ﬁrst love affair. The cousin of is lady
love, a very unprincipled and reprehensible
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there is some insincerity in the invitation.
Why should it not have been frankly announced
that the book is, to all intents and purposes, an
Autobiography? The Witness knows all about
M. Hugo’s ancestry; and in heaping to other
all manner of anecdotes of 1118 chil hood,
says, “This is what Victor remcmbers"—this
impression was made by such a ruin, or
such an historical event, or such a book read, or
such a tinsel tragedy seen, on the apprehensive
mind of a boy marked by Genius for a
d
destiny. What is more, those familiar wit the
writings of the author of ‘Notre Dame,’ ‘Le
Rhin,’ and ‘ Lucr'ece Borgia’ must be satisﬁed
without being unduly speculative, that it is his
hand which has wrought up descriptions, given
to paragraphs their ﬁnal sting, and, with true

theatrical art, adjusted the red and the white,
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out oracles. The ﬁrst volume is toolargely made
up of triﬁes of this kind, intermixed with more
showy historical episodes, such as the other day

broke the thread of the tale of ‘ Les Miserables.’
Suﬁice it to say, that the Hugo family followed
their father and the fortunes of the army, went

into Spain, and that this picture was seen by
the author of ‘Ernani’ in embryo-—on the
road :—
Ernani is a village with a single street—a very
large and ﬁne one. This street is pebbled with
a kind of pointed and glittering stone. “'hen the
sun is up, one might fancy one’s-self walking on

spanglea. All the inhabitants are nobles, whence
all the houses have arms sculptured on the stones

of their podiments. These escutcheons, for the
most part of the ﬁfteenth century, are of a ﬁne

character, and give a grand air to Ernani. These

and the black eyebrows, and the hair stream

seignorial houses are, nevertheless, rustic ones,
and their feudal pediments do not suit ill with their

in g —

rude wooden balconies. For they wear this coarse

like a meteor on the troubled air,

employed to deck the ﬁgure of the hero. These
aﬁ'cctations surprise no one. They are art and
parcel of the man; the betoken t at con
sciousness which keeps i111 a cubit below the
stature of the mighty ones of Europe—a con
sciousness, it is true, which has urged many a
ﬁrstrclass author at the beginning of his career,
but which falls away from most as Life goes on,
and shows them other worlds of sin and of suf
fering and of sympathy than their own. On the
youngwoman, becomes spontaneously enamour other hand, M. Hugo’s egotism has grown upon
ed of Mr. Parkholme, and endeavours to make him. He is no longer the man who wrote ‘Le
mischief and to divert the course of true love Dernier Jour,’——who told so exquisitely the
from its lawful channel, by telling falsehoods, story of Paquette de la Chanteﬂeurie in his
sup ressing letters, and ﬁnally by a passionate ‘ Notre Dame‘; and his pompous self-occupation
dec ation of her own attachment, which Park is to be felt in every line of the book before us.
holme has strength of mind to resist, but he has
M. Victor Hugo’s father, Joseph Léopold
not enough to believe in the true affection of Sigisbert, born in 1774, was one of eight sons,
Katherine Lyndon. So he compromises matters, most, if not all, of whom were devoted to mili
—he rejects the cousin, sets Katherine free from tary service, and ﬁve of whom fell in the wars.
her engagement to him, and resolves to go out Three years after his entry into the army, he
to India, having previously lost all his property was promoted; and some remembrance of his
in a way rather awkward and not cleverly passage through the shade and shine of an
managed by the author. At last, however, eventful period in France is still reserved
when he has taken every foolish precaution to by the \Vitncss of his third son’s life. }Louis the
make himself and Katherine miserable, one of Sixteenth was recollected by him as a coarse,
those accidents which depend on the opening hobbling, ill-dressed man, whose silk stockings
of a door or the ringing of a bell, changes the were kept round his legs by red worsted
face of his pros ects ; poor Katherine is allowed arters; the Queen—\Valpole's and Burke’s
a voice in the ecision, and she convinces him larie-Antoinette-as a woman with her hair
how ill he has used her, and how little he grizzled by care, ere she passed through the
deserves her, thou h she herself believes him well-known night which has become a point in
perfect and takes a I blame to herself ; so they history; and who, by smiling at the Guards as
come to a ﬁnal understanding and are married she passed, showed that her teeth were decay
out of the way of further mischief-making. ing. Léopold Hugo married the daughter of
This is the main plot of the story; there are an armourer of Nantes, and, the Witness tells
many loose threads of incidental and indepen us, “children did not keep the pair waiting."
dent narrative, which mi ht all be separate Two sons having been born, the parents longed
stories, so little relation 0 they bear to the for the variety of a daughter; but Victorine
chief story. The history of Polly Peacock and failed in making her appearance, as perversely
the oung Farmer Alston promises some inter as did Betsy Trotwood in the well-known novel.
est, liut, in spite of the fatal accident that causes Instead came Victor; but he was so small a
his death,—it ends in nothing. The author baby that the medical man declared he could
does not know how to bind a story together. not live. Such prophecies are as old as births or
The sketches of individual character are good deaths. The Witness of M. Hugo's life dwells
and s irited,but then the people do not act after with peculiar complacency on the bad shape
the
ve been created; they talk, but it all and scarcely human look of this third Hugo
lea s to nothing,—-and we are sorry to say that, baby. He remembers for himself, among the
with a great deal of cleverness, ‘Chesterford’ ﬁrst things, a well and a willow-tree in the Rue
is by no means a satisfactory story.
de Clichy of Paris, his going to school, and his
playing in private theatricals with the daughter
of his schoolmaster, Mdlle. Rose, as the child
Victor Hugo, told by a Witness of his Info, (to. in ‘Genevieve de Brabant.’ He was dressed in
——[Viclor Hugo, mean“ r 1m Tv'mot'n do so tights and a sheepskin,with a metal claw; and
Vie. Avec (Emma imfdues dc Victor Hugo; he remembers too, how, with the same, he
mire autres, an Drama en Tro'is Actes, ‘17m picked at the legs of Mdlle. Rose.
de Castro']. Vols. I. and II. (Brussels, Lacroix
Let us pass these puerilities—such as beﬁt
& 00.; London, Barthés & Lowell.)
the babblings of a Genlis, of a Geor e Sand
THE story of such a life as M. Victor Hugo’s, even, but not a Witness of the life 0 a great
told by a Witness, can hardly fail to be a tale man, who drapes himself according to the
which will make Europe sit still to listen. But fashion of a modern Marius, and as such gives

carpentry as proudly as they do their armorial
bearings—like the Castilian shepherds, in whose
hands a crook has the air of a sceptre.

There is no mistaking the paternity of this
paragraph-nor of that a page or two later,
whic tells how ominously unlucky Victor was
in his favourite playmates,—once having had his
ﬁnger bitten by a dog, once his knee wounded
by a schoolfellow. “ He has preserved the
scars," tells the Witness,—“for everything dis~
appears, except wounds.” Much is remembered
by him about the commissariat of Spain,—how
the Hugo children loathed the wine and oil.
This, too, may be commended as the auto

biography in which occurs the largest number
of stories about omelettes. Then, there is an
anecdote about a regiment surprised by Queen
Julia, “in the mh’aete of its shirts,” and another
of Victor’s “ﬁrst encounter with the scaﬁold ”
at Burgos, where a man was garotted,—which
assign this book to its real parent. On return
in to Paris, Madame Hugo's boys went to
so 00L We next have a list “ of the stupidities
which Victor committed before he was born,”in other words, of his early attempts at author
ship. These were “odes, satires, epistles, poems,
tragedies, elegies, idyls, imitations of Ossian"
(just then the fashion in France), “translations
of Virgil, Horace, Lucan, Ausonius, Martial;
romances, fables, tales, epi
ms, madrigals,
logogriphes, acrostics, cha es, enigums, im
promptus.” He even wrote a comic opera ;-—
also a poem of ﬁve hundred lines, entitled
‘ The Deluge,’ of which there were twen
bad ones, thirty-two good, ﬁfteen very
,

ﬁve passable, and one weak one. Of the other
four hundred lines the Witness can give no

account. It has been thought worth while to
exhume some of these “ stupidities," which
prove not so promising as
the duck
Which Samuel Johnson trod on.

More worthy, perhaps, is the melo-drama in
three acts, and two interludes on that untenable
Spanish story, which, nevertheless, has tempted
many dramatists, our own Miss Mitford and
Leigh Hunt among the number,—the sad fate
and ghastly coronation after death of Iﬁez de

Castro. In this may be distinctly traced that
passion for frightful effects, and withal that
epigrammatic command of language, which
made (so to say) an epoch on the day when

the “theatre” of M. Hugo was opened, by
the impossible ‘Cromwell,’ with its preface,
adopted as a declaration of war betwixt Clas
sicism and Romanticism,—and later, by the

contested success of his ﬁrst violent assault of
the French stage, the drama of ‘Ernani.’
The world is apprised by the Witness that
Victor was an eccentric scholar, who could have
distinguished himself in any and in every branch

of study, had it pleased him so to do '.—
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In the year of special mathematics he was re he wrote, and which M. de Chateaubriand signed,
marked for his application by the Professor of the Pilorge had to make a duplicate for a register, in
morning class, M. Laran. But one day that Pro which the illustrious writer, attentive to posterity,
fessor, a lean and a tall man, raised himself sud preciously preserved his smallest notes. Pilorge
denly in his chair, leaned forward, and thrust out had, also, the duty of classing and numbering all the
his neck, which could develope itself like an opera letters received at the house. The secretary brought
glass. Then he saw that the thing over which Victor in the manuscript called for. The author of ‘Réné’
was busying himself so conscientiously, yet without then read with pomp and conviction a dialogue and
absence of mind, which was nailing his eyes to then a chorus imitated from the choruses of ‘Atha
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his early days, in his choice of subjects,
oscillated between tender domestic affections

and an appetite for monstrosities. At all

cap. The book was conﬁscated, and the pupil was ﬁne, and arrived at admiring this line of the
threatened with being expelled on the next occasion chorus

events, his novels, ‘ Han d’Islande’ and ‘B Jargal,’ would support such an inference.
‘Le Dernier Jour d'un Condamné,’ a nobler
and more generous side of the risin author’s
character is to be seen. His “int action to
the scaffold” rooted in his mind from the ﬁrst the
convictions that Death is a punishment which
man has no right to award to man,—that Life
is a. blessing, so long as a second of it endures,
--and that want is a justiﬁcation of crime.

of reading anything short of a mathematical book.

The pity is, that M. Hugo, with all his ﬁne

the table, was a volume of the ‘Génie du Chris
tianisme,’ adroitlylhidden away behind a barricade,
consisting of his inkstand, his class-books and his

lie‘ and ‘Esther,’ which did not prove to his listener

that M. de Chateaubriand had reason for preferring
his verse to his prose. Victor tried to ﬁnd it very

Et souvent la douleur s'apalse par des chants,

So that Victor had no resource save with penknife to which he clung as to a plank which saved him
from the wreck. The domestic who had opened the
and decoration.
door now brought in an immense tub full of water.
In the second volume we arrive at matters M. de Chateaubriand untied his handkerchief, and
containing something more of substance than took off his green morocco slippers. Victor would
the affected triﬂings we have represented. The have taken leave, but the host kept him, and went on
young odewriter began to make some sensation coolly to undress himself, to take oﬁ‘ his grey trou

feelings and associations, could not reproduce
the rueful, luckless victim of society,—real in
the streets, real in the police-oﬁices, real at the
gallows’ foot, for whom our En lish novelist,
ater in his mastery over the uman heart,
as leaded so forcibly. M. Hu o’s criminal,
in ‘ e Dernier Jour,’ is what M. ugo, a man
m the Bo alist circles of Paris. De Chateau sers, shirt, ﬂannel waistcoat, and got into the tub, of education, recollection, memories and disap
where
his
servant
washed
and
rubbed
him.
After
briand
ed him “a sublime youth,” and
pointments, might himself have been. Fagin, m
attested his admiration for the poet who at he was dried and dressed again, he made the toi ‘ Oliver Twist,’ rs much more of the real vaga
into rhyme the Due de Berri’s murder by 0 er lette of his teeth, which were very ﬁne, and for bond, and Jo, in ‘Bleak House,’ much more of
ing to him some condescendin objections. The which he had a dentist’s whole apparatus. Fresh the terrible waif and stray, whose appearance
ened up by his evolutions in the tub, he began to
young author was as keenly 've to the made converse
eagerly, cleaning his teeth the while. " " is so inconvenient to all established regulators
up sublimities of the elder one as if he knew It was not without a secret joy that Victor learned of ranks, classes and usages.
nothing about attitudinizing in his own person that M. de Chateaubriand was appointed Ambas
It is curious to remark the small account
and poetry :—
sador at Berlin. He went to offer his congratula that the Witness makes of ‘Notre Dame
De Chateaubriand (says he) affected a military tions and to say good-bye.—“ How good-bye 2" said
appearance. The man of the pen could not forget the Ambassador; “why, you are going with me.” de Paris,’ as of a ﬁve-months’ task, got through
in fulﬁlment of an
ment with a pub
the man of the sword. His throat was stiffened
to cut his name on the table, with date, comment

Victor's eyes opened wide.

“Yes,” replied the

by a black stock, which concealed the collar of his
shirt:—-a black frock-coat, buttoned to the chin,
straightened his little, stooping body. What was

lisher,'Gosselin; whose wife, who had trans

master; “ I have had you attached to the Embassy, lated many romances by Sir Walter Scott, on
without asking your leave, and I shall carry you
off.” Victor thanked him cordially for his good reading the French manuscript, found Quasi
ﬁne about him was his head, which was in dispro intention, but replied that he could not leave his modo droll, and Frollo dull, and Esmeralda
portion with his ﬁgure, and was noble and grave. mother. “ Is your mother the only obstacle?” was improper. Here, however, we are told once for
he nose was ﬁrm and imperious in line, the eye M. de Chateaubriand‘s question, with a smile.
all, that‘ Le Quiquengrogne,’ a feudal romance,
proud, the smile charming—but the smile was a “Well,you arefree. But I am sorry the thingcannot which M. Hugo promised as a sequel to ‘Notre
mere ﬂash, and the mouth soon resumed its severe be. It would have been honourable to both of us.”
Dame,’ is merely aname; and that of the novel,
and haughty expression.
Madame de Chateaubriand came into her hus about which there has been so much specula
The youngA poet was but indifferently con band’s study. She had never spoken to Victor, and tion and inquiry, not a ﬁrst line has been put
tented with is reception and with the praises, never seemed to know him. He was, therefore, on paper.
s iced with criticisms, doled out to him. M. surprised to see her come up to him, smiling. “M.
Another chapter “shows up” M. de Lamar
ugo’s mother, however, like a true mother, Hugo," said she, “I count on you, and you must tine’s house and housekeeping, as completely as
felt that De Chateaubriand was not an acquain help me to do a good deed. I have an inﬁrmary for the one which ﬁnished oﬁ‘ Madame de Chateau
tance to be neglected by a youn man of letters, poor old priests, which costs me more money than briand, with her tight bonnet and her charitable
have; but then I have a manufactory of choco
and insisted on his repeating is visit to the late.
I sell it rather dear, but then it is excellent. chocolate. M. de Lamartine received M. Victor
Rue Saint-Dominique :
Would you like a pound '!"—“ Madame," said Vic Hugo and his wife, in a modern house at Macon,
The same servant opened the door. This time tor, who had on his mind the high and mighty after- having described the dwellin in an ode
M. de Chateaubriand received him in his room. airs of Madame de Chateaubriand, and who felt (ode-writers will promise and prop esy), as a
In passing through the salon he ran against Madame the necessity of extinguishing her, “ I will take heap of ruins and machicolations. Madame
de Chateaubriand, who, though the hour was early, three pounds."-—Madame de Chateaubriand was
de Lamar-tine, being an English lady, sat
was going out, in one of those tight bonnets which extinguished—but Victor had not a sou left.
down to dinner in full dress, as publicly um
were then the fashion in the Faubourg St.-Ger
As we go on we get glimpses revealed to veiled as Mdlles. Duchesnois and Leverd had
main. Victor, who at his ﬁrst visit had seen her
imperfectly, because she then had her back to the us, no less artfully, of Lamennais, who, for been. But the larger portion of the second
light, and the evening was already falling, now saw awhile, was M. Hugo’s confessor, and of other volume is devoted to the testimony of the
a great, lean woman, with a dry face, marked with more heterodox lions and lionesses. M. Sou Witness regarding the dramas of M. Victor
the small-pox. She did not stop for the sake of the met introduced him to two declinin Dalilahs, Hugo, showing how the theatrical managers
little young man, but condescended to make him Mdlles. Duchesnois and Lever-d, an the pure did not want, yet could not dispense with, the
a slight bow. When Victor entered, M. de Cha youth was shocked to hear how M. Soumet same. It tells how Mdlle. Mars behaved ill in
teaubriand, in his shirt-sleeves, and with a silk thee’d and thou‘d them; and to see how old they rehearsal and pre aration, but admirably on the
handkerchief tied round his head, was seated at a
were, and what naked necks and bare backs stage ;—how M ame Dorval (whose portraiture
table, with his back turned to the door. He was
one ofautobiography)
the few good thin
in Madame
George
they displayed at the theatre, where they took is
Sand’s
digs the
reverse ;—how
busy among his papers, and turned round with
cordiality. “Ah! good-day,MonsicurVictor Hugo; the youth and set him between them, and
I expected you. Sit down. Well, have you been at fought for him. He confessed this vast peaco excellent were the plays, in themselves; how
dillo to Lamennais, and had not a hard untowardly they were treated. The story told
work since I saw youl"—“Yes; have not you?"
by the Witness of M. Hugo’s determination
“Have you made many verses‘l“—Victor replied penance, therefore, enjoined on him.
‘that he was always at work a little.—“ Quite right
The account of his literary stru gles into to ﬁght a success for his ‘Ernani' is curi
in so doing. Verses are literature of a high class. daylight has more ith and value t an these ous. He assembled his myrmidons, and they
You are on a level higher than mine. The true coquetries with reco ection. His odes had an dressed for the occasion in fancy costumes,
writer is the poet. I, too, used to make verses, and

nounced him as a poet, Monsieur de Chateau

regret that I have not gone on with them. My briand had authenticated them; and, yet more,
verses were worth more than my prose. Do you
the lively interest and admiration of the youn
know, I have written a tragedy. Stop, I must read
men of Paris also, who during that perio
you a scene. Pilorge, come here, I want you.”
An individual, red-haired, red-whiskered, red were fermentin not merely with the desire
faced, appeared.—“Go and ﬁnd me the manu of throwing o the trammels of all schools
script of ‘Moise.’" Pilorge was M. de Chateau of Art, but partaking of the generic semi
briand‘s secretary, and had not a sinecure place of political, semi-sensual French passion of en
it. Without making any account of manuscripts, joying an orgie. It may have been already
co
ndence alone took upan enormous amount of inferred, even by those who have followed
his time; because, besides the original letters which our cursory notice so far, that M. Hugo, from

“camped out” in the theatre, with all the
necessities of “camping out” here coarsely
explained, and they fought to the death-—for

his play. M. Joanny’s notes, those of an old
socie'ta'ire to the Theatre Franqais (which we
have been told are one day to be published),
may throw more light on the story. At all
events, the matter is one full of anecdote, cha
racter and corned .
The dramas o? M. Victor Hu 0 present a
strange compound of vile and no le qualities.
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cloud of crime and bishops should not vote in secular parliaments, and by the trammels of verse, they'baﬂie'sttcntion and

cruelty is exposed to pub is gaze. For heroines,

livings should not be conferred for political pur

exhaust patience.

or for money; but these abuses were not
A Description of certain Dry Processes in. Photo
Marion dc Lorme, Mary Tudor, Lucrezia Borgia,
Thisbc the courtesan, are not a promising essential for the happy union of the ‘Church and yraphu. By George Kemp, l\l.D. (DaviesJ-This
which was the only way to maintain a re
quartett. Our Shakspeare could make a Julict, State,’
an Imogen, a Cordelia, a. Portia, the pillars of ligious system in the world.” Naturally, Mr. Malet
left Dr. Minneg-rodc on the best pouible terms, and
four dmmas—central, however slight in seem said “ farewell" to the South in high good humour
ing; whereas a Hugo must wallow in the abyss with her intentions and institutions. Of the en
to ﬁnd an evil and luckless woman, and to slaved negroes,-—or “sable descendants of Canaan,”
set her forth as the heroine and the divinity, as they are euphoniously designated in these mclli
into the adoration of whom his public was to ﬁuous pages,—the writer has nothing to say but
be constrained by his dramatic power as an that their lot is truly blessed. Slavery is an embar
advocate. A wretched and perverse ambition rassment to wealthy proprietors, but a source of

pamphlet must be regarded as the record of a re
search instituted for the purpose of investigating
the nature of the molecular changes which “ occur
in some of the more obscure departments of photo
graphy.” The changes induced by the solar rays,
during an instantaneous exposure of the iodide‘ of
silver, producing. indeed, no visible change, but

placing that salt in such a condition as to admit of
the breaking up of its physiusl structure, in the
dark, by the application of a suitable agent, called

does this seem! — justifying Goethe’s epithet incalculablc happiness to the bondmen. “Slavery," a “ developer," are the subjects of this inquiry.

which called it “a literature of despair.’ On

observes Mr. Malet, settling the question of Aboli

The question has been mrefully examined by Dr.

the other hand, the structure of these dramas tion for ever, “is a curse to the white, but a bless Kemp, and he has been led to adopt certain pm
by M. Hugo is admirable for skill; and the ing to the black man." The discipline of slaves on cautious in relation to dry collodion pm'whidr
be carefully studied by all who deem it
use of the French language in them is sharp, the plantations of South Carolina is less severe should
than the control to which children submit in an important to possess some means for obtaining
vigorous, enlsrging,—breaking the accepted English
lady‘s nursery. “Each plantation has its photographic pictures when travelling, on plates
academical boundaries, without the sl' htest hospital and a good woman nurse, strong and which have been rendered sensitive at home. In a
entrance into the empire of ja n. M. ugo’s healthy, instructed in medicine and the treatment ‘Supplementary Notice of Plans useful to the
manner, as a poet, disqualiﬁes ' for any suc of wounds. The common punishment on planta Scientiﬁc Traveller and Missionary,‘ Dr. Kemp
cession to Corneille, Racine, or even Voltaire; tions is shutting up for a certain time; but gene attempts to simplify photography to the utmost.
but there are words in his prose lays which rally it is shortened on expression of contritr'on: The extent to which he proposes to carry this may
draw blood, as well as thoughts that breathe. whipping is only resorted to for theft, and then with be judged of by his concluding paragraph :—“Fmm
Then, in power of construction, he could meet, clothes on." The fun of this statement, made with the above remarks, then, it will be seen that the
and outdo in the meeting, such a rival French equal gravity and simplicity, calls to mind the materials required for photographic representations,
ody of poor Monk Lewis‘s gentle enactments under the diﬂicult circmnstancea we have supposed,
dramatist as Scribe ; but he had not the some
ii: the government of his slaves, in which he is are few in number, light, and occupy but incon~
success.
space. As to the manipulations, any per
Why should a man so strong as he is talk represented as deciding that “any slave who com siderable
murder should have his head shaved, and son, with far less handiness than those to whom
nonsense so weak as .he talks here, in telling mittcd
be conﬁned for three days and nights in a dark our observations are applicable, may become an
over awkward and out-worn tales about his room." His earnest arguments for immediate adept after a few days‘ practice; and, as to appa
plays 2 Why express a devouring desire to recognition of the South by England Mr. Malet ratus, the objective of the travelling telescope may
prove that the world was against him, and that concludes with words taken from a Southern be used for a lens, and a. few pieces of thick paste
politics did him harm l--(yct M. Victor Hugo oﬁcer's lips. “ Two brothers,” observed the oﬂicer board be easily converted into a dark box. Many
must bear to be reminded‘that he has changed to the English traveller, “are ﬁghting in a other hints suggest themselves, but time and space
from Ultra-Royalism to Red Republicanism). ﬁeld; a relation sees them: should he not inter prohibit further details." “'e have printed the last
It is clear that his tmgedim never held the fere'l should he not, unbiassed, recognize each paragraph in italics to indicate the defect of th':
one‘s right? " To the ﬁrst of these questions, it may treatise. The author commences by saying that he
public, however high their hrerit.
has been "compelled to hurry on the publication ”;
There are more volumes to come, written, no he replied, in the language of Hudibras, that
in the body of the book, “want of time presents
They who in quarrels lnterposc
doubt, by the Witness,—of which, it may be, we
Must often wipe a bloody nose I
the writer referring” to a work for a quotation
shall speak as they appear.
As to the second, it will appear to most readers relating to an important process, and the conclud
that England’s strict and unbiassed neutrality ing paragraph is given above. Surely if the author
is a recognition of each belligerent‘s right to thought he had any useful matter to communicate,
OUR LIBRARY TABLE.
time to have
self-government. One piece of literary gossip Mr. he might have bestowed the n
An Errand to the South in the Summer of 1862. Malet heard in the South, which deserves to be written with more care the eighty-four pages in
By the Rev. \Villiam \Vyndham Malet. (Bentley.) repeated as an illustration of what unfriendly which it is comprehended.
—Mr. \Villiam ‘Vyndham hialet is a well-meaning tongues say of Mrs. Beecher Stowe and her best
Among miscellaneous publications, we must an
but far from wise man. The aﬂ'ectations of his book

known book. “Judge Howe,” observes the writer,

nounce the Report ofthe Council oftlw Royal Society

are harmless, but very laughable, and his state “ was there, and a Mr. Hallwas at Prospect Place, of Literature on some of the Mayor Papyri and the
ments about life and manners in the Confederate near White Hill. These gentlemen were friends of Palimpsest MS. of Uram'm, belong-ing lo M. Simo
States
are pervaded
simplicity
and lhgith
' orance
of the world
that areby
truly
astonishing.
an the family of Mrs. Beecher Stowe, who was left nides; with Ldters from. MM. Part2, Ehrenberg
amusing consciousness of his descent from a baron

badly oil‘. This lady had travelled in the South, and .Dz'rulorf (Murray),— Vergili Opera, by John
where few Northerner-s ever go, except it be to settle Conington, being Vol. II. of ‘Bibliotheca Classic-a,‘

who enjoyed the favour of William the Conqueror, there; she had written notes about the slaves. edited by George Long (Whittaker),-—-rllisccll¢mcl,
hespeaks of the English as “ the great Anglo-Saxo Judge Howe concluded, as an abolitionist and uni Historical and Biographical; beinga Second Sci-id
Norman race,” and he pays many compliments to

vermlist, to make out a book, and employed Hall, of Essays, Lectures and Reviews, by ‘V. S. Gibson
(Longman),-Part XIII. of The Dictionary of
Architecture (Richards),—-Parson and People,- 01',
Incidents in Every~Day Life of a. Clergy/oral, by
the Rev. E. Spooner (Secley),—Vol. II. of Mr.
Burn’s Outlines of Modern Forming (Virtue

the Anglo-Catholic Church, which he hopes will a clever hand, to write it. He called it ‘ Uncle
become the model of a new State-Church
m in Tom‘s Cabin,’ a ﬁction on the said notes; it was
the Southern Confederacy. “The want of system,” agreed to bring it out under Mrs. Beecher Stowe‘s
observes the clerical tourist, “ both in the ministry name. Hall was to be paid for the writing, and
and services of the other ‘ churches ’ not requiringa Judge Howe was to give Mrs. Beecher Stowe part
belief in Apostolical succession, was very evident. of the proﬁts, which immensely exceeded all their
The order and decency essential to the Anglo

expectations, and proved fortunes to them both."

Catholic church would be hailed by many in those
Sir Aberdour; or, the
a Romaunt. By
villages and farms as a great spiritual comfort, and Walter P. J. Purcell, Esq., of the Inner Temple.
from the spirit of toleration which exists, no hos Cantos HI. and IV. (Pickering.)—ln the conclud
tility would be raised. The ﬁelds are white to the ing Cantos of this “ Romaunt,"the struggle between
harvest, and there is a noble opening for the minis

doubt and belief in the breast of the hero is

try of the church.” It appears that President described, and the triumph of the latter principle
Davis and his subordinate agents deemed it politic recorded. 0f the process by which this result was
to_eourage this view. When Mr. Malet was in gained we have, however, no very distinct idea,
Richmond, Mrs. Davis asked him to breakfast and
“consult with her clergyman, Dr. Minnegrr'ide,

and can only say that the conversion of sceptics
must be an easy task if it can be accomplished by
about organizing some system for divine service in such means as are here employed. There is nothing
the hospitals." The entertainment passed all‘ much in Mr. Purcell’s reasoning that would repay exa
to the visitor's delight, the Presidential Chaplain mination, and, were it far more cogent than it is,
playing his part with admirable tact. “ Dr. Min a narrative poem would still be a very inappro
negr'ode, at breakfast,” says the author, “spoke priate form for its development. Poetry is so unﬁt
strongly and ably in favour of a National a vehicle for abstract metaphysics that, even when

Church connected with the Government.

The

Church in England was too much secularized,
and so much State interference was bad. The

Brothers 8r. Co.),—Messrs. Miall 8'. Oarrington‘s
Flora of the Wat Riding tPamplin),—Thc Shak
speare Treasury,- or, Subject Quotations-Synony

mously Indmd, by ‘V. Hoe (Lockwoodh-BGr
trruge z-ur Geo-Physick 11ml Klinuuom-aphre, von
A. Mi‘rhry (Williams 8: N orgate), —Diplomﬂl
Quadraginta e2: Archetypis, edidit Phillippus Jnﬁé
(Nutt),-Flora of Edinburgh; 1: List of Plant!
found in. the Vim'm'ly of Edinburgh, by Dr. Balfour,
assisted by J. Sadler (Blsck),-Natuml Phznmpcnd,
the Genetic Record, and the Sciem'cs Harmonwally
Arranged and Compared, by Alexander M‘Donuld
(Longman),—A History of the Origin of the Mg!

teriu and Doctrines of Baptism and the Euctunrsl
(Bennett),-—The Ordinance: of Spiritual Worship:
their History, likening and End, Comidmd- in a

Series of Essays from the Writings of the Rev. E.
T. M . Phillips, selected and edited by his Daughter

imagination and logic co-exist, each neutralizes the (Long1nan),—-M_u Mothers’ dleelings; bring Facu
effect of the other. Of the former quality the pre liar Conversations with my Collage Neighbors", by
sent writer has not a gleam. His'arguments, though Elizabeth Bennett (Bennett\,-R¢mlls of Victor

Church should appoint her own bishops, the State neither new nor profound, might have been read Emmanuel’x Rule, by an Eye-“'itness (Harrison),
as .a ‘nursing father,’ consenting thereto. The able in in prose essay,—disguised and encumbered An Essay on the Improvement of Time, and 0M
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Literary Remains, by John Foster, with a Preface position of affairs, and place itself, bys- distinct series
by John Sheppard, edited by J. E. Rylnnd (Jack of resolutions, at the service of the cause, in order
son, Walford it Hodderl,—-The Comic Guide to the to combine the best elements of all existing bodies
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Hon. S. H. \Valpole, M.P., Sir James Prior, T.

Bszley, Esq., M.P., B. Bond Cubbcll, Esq., M.P.,
W. Ewart, FAQ" M.P., R. S. Holford, Esq., M.P.,

Royal Academy. by G. A. and A. W. b Beckett into a National Shakspeare Committee.
R. Monckton Milncs, Esq., M.P., C. N. Newde
A Meeting of the Shukspearc Committee was gate, Esq., M.P., H. B. Sheridan, Esq., M.P.,
(RoutlQdgQh-The Crystal Palace Penny Guide
(Barth-Part I. of the cheap edition of the Works accordingly held at the apartments of the Royal \Villiam Tito, Esq., M.P., E. F. Flower, k4},
of Professor Wilson—Noctes Ambrosiame (Black Society of Literature, on Monday last, the 22nd Mayor of Stratfcrd-on-Avon, C. H. Bracebridge,
inst. The Duke of Manchester, who, in the absence

Esq., Herman Merivale, Esq., Daniel Maclise,

ducted by the Rev. Dr. D. Thomas (Kent),—A of the Duke of Newcastle, occupied the chair, pro
Visit to Daisy Nook; or, a Londoner's Glance at posed the ﬁrst resolution in the following words:
Lancashire Life, by a Member of the Savage Club
“ That a Nstionsl Celebration of the Three
(Simpkin),--Congrés International de Bicnfaisunce Hundmdth Birthday of Shskspeure should be held

Ward, Esq., R.A., W. Hepworth Dixon, Esq.,
Alfred Tennyson, Esq., Poet-Laureate, Tom Tay
lor, Esq., F. W. Gibbs, Fnqq James Dugdsle,

wood),—Vol. I. Third Series of the Homilist, con

Esq., R.A., David Roberts, Esq., R.A., E. M.

do .Lomlres, Sess'Ibn dc 4862(Trtlbner),—Mr-. King on the 28rd of April, 1864, and commemorated by Esq., the Rev. Alexander Dyoe, W. C. M acrendy,
lake and the Quarterlys. by an Old Reviowcr the erection of a Monument in a conspicuous part Esq., Benjamin Webster, Esq., J. P. Collier, Esq.,
(Hnn'isonl,—Sorrows and Joys.- Tales of Quiet of London.”
the Rev. William Harness, Henry Johnson, Esq.,
This resolution was seconded by W. Hepworth John Wilkinson, Esq., Thomas \Vright, Esq.,
Life, by W. M. (Freemnn),—.4nmtal of Scientiﬁc
Discovery, edited by D. A. Wells (Triibner),— Dixon, Esq., and was carried unanimously. The F. W. Cosons, Esq., Frederick Hnines, Esq.,
ment in favour of a status or memorial group J. O. Hulliwell, Esq.—undertako to invite the co
Euai d'wn .lhictionnaire des Hmnonymcs Francois,
pn- E. Zlatagorskoi (Nutt),-Oratio Procw'atoﬁa to which the Committee has pledged itself, needs operation of all local and special bodies, and of
very
little exposition. In the Committee there was eminent personages, whether in the United King
Ozonii comm Ven. Domo Com-ocation'is, A. John
Riddell (Parkar),—and from Mr. Partridge we have no difference of opinion, and in the country we dom or elsewhere, having Shakspearian objects
Domestic Addresses and Scraps of Ezqaerience, by G. believe there is very little. The only competing in View.”
This third resolution, in point'of fact, constituted
Mogridge,-Little June,- or, the Boat Accident, by projects which show any vigour of life are the War
A. Mills,—Dick and His Donkey,- or, How to Pay wickshirc plan of enlarging the Strstford Grammar a National Shakspeare Committee, with power to
the Rent, by C. E. B.,—and The Royal Marriage, School and founding Shakspearisn scholarships at add to their number, and to seek counsel and
Md the Christian Kingdom, with Brief Reminis Oxford ; and the project of a Shakspesrian féte strength from every available quarter.
A fourth resolution, proposed by Sir Richard
of the Prince of Wales, by the Rev. J. H. for the beneﬁt of the Dramatic College. But the
design of a memorial statue, to be placed in some MacDonnell, seconded by Thomas \Vright, Esq.,
n.
appropriate and conspicuous part of London, found ran as follows:
LIST 01-‘ NEW BOOKS.
“ That the Governors of Her Majesty’s Colonies
no warmer advocates at the Meeting on Monday
Ilnrtor's Lire, Law, and Literature. Essays. fc. Rm. 5/ cl.
than Sir Robert Hamilton, the originator of the and Indian Possessions be invited to make known
l'llissurd‘s “oral Inﬂuences of Religious Vorship or. Rvo. 2! bds.
Bohn‘s Antiquarian l.ih.: ' (iiruldus (.‘ulnbronsis by Wright.’ ﬁ/cL Wsrwickshire scheme, and Mr. Benjamin \Vcbster,
the objects of this Committee within their respec
Bohn‘s ( ‘lo-1m Series, ‘ Irving's
.l Life and Letters, V. BS2.’ bds.
Bruce's Inn-es oi’ the 01d Wor , or. 8w. 9/ cl.
Master of the Dramatic College. To this ﬁrst idea tive Provinces, and toenlist the sympathy and
Brnithwnnc‘s Re
t of Medicine. "oi. 47. post five. 6/ cl.
of the Committee we believe the whole country has support of Her Majesty’s subjects throughout the
gritish (‘lnnt-rovc
.30}; 1, ms. or. Svo. ll“! cl.
rown‘s liriue Kym
mot. 8m. 8 c .
already, by way of anticipation, delivered its assent. British Dependencies in aid of the Erection of the
l'lrnvmlng‘s Robert)
cs lnd other Plays, fc. 8vo. S’cl.
What
the world
uires is a. celebration of the contemplated National Shakspearinn Monument."
Bnnyan‘s Pilgrim's
with illnstrntionl by Dnlzicl, 3/6 cl.‘
Chsmbers‘s Journal V . 10, my. Bvo. —l l; cl.
The National Shakspeare Committee, pledged to
Charlesworth‘s Sunday Afternoons in the Nursery. new ed. l/G cl. three hundredth birthday, and after it a visible
Clsyton‘s Queens of Song. Memoirs of. 2 vols. era. 32/ cl.
witness of that act of national homage, to be set conduct the Tor-centenary Celebration in April
Cooper's l’rmrle. new edit. to. avo. 1/ swd.
up in the most available public place in London.
next year, and to raise a, memorial statue of the
Crowe‘s Ili-tory of Prunes, "cl. 8. Sn). 1R! cl.
Cust‘s Annals of the Wars of19th ccnt..\'. 3h 4.1810-15. fc. Svo. 10/
The general idea of u celebration and a memorial Poet in some appropriate part of London, is there
Dsubcny‘s t‘limute. the Causes of its lllil’crenccs. $0., Bro. 4,‘ cl.
being adopted, a second resolution was proposed by fore before the world. The nobleness of the work
Dinule‘s Harmony of Revelation und Science. or. Bro. 6/ cl.
Dlsmli‘s A mcnitles of Litcrsturo, now edit. Vol. 1, on SW. 3/8 cl.
Sir Robert Hamilton, Barb, seconded by Benjamin to be done will depend on the amount of support
Faith, Hope and Charity, er. Bvo. 1/6 cl.
(lillespie‘s Nec
Existence of God. 4th ‘Russell edit. or. m. 9/ Webster, Esq. :—
which the Committee shall receive.
Grant 8 Temple of t 9 Holy Ghost. 32ml). liti cl.
“That to be worthy of Shakspem and of the
Gresory's Earth's Eventide and Dawn of the Eternal Day, 4/6 cl.
Gwypnc's Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Gulstlms, 12/
Hoe s Shakespeare Treasury of Subject Quotations, fc. Svc. 8/ cL
Hogg‘s Manual of 0 thlm
lo Surgery, 2d edit. M. 10M 0].
H00 ‘a Last Bus 0 our Lord‘!
iltry, now edit. lzmo. 816 G1.
Jnmes's Richelieu. new edit. to. Bvo. 1/ swd.
Johnston's The Gos lRoll, or tho Fscts Unfoldod. or. Bvo. U cl.
July’: The Poor Gen lemcn of Little. ed. by )l‘Gheo. Pt. 1. Rvo. 716
K‘mp‘g rlmlr‘l'lptlon of Certain,
Processes in Phot
phy 2/
Lcnnox‘s l-‘itty Yours‘ Biogrsyhl
Remimsomces. 2 v0 s. '18! cl.
Moorc‘s Nature-Printed British Ferns. now edit. 2 vols. roy. 8\'o.60/
Old New Zonland. Native Customs. $0.. by s l’skchs Maori. 5,’ cl.
Opposite Neighbours, 2 vols.
t Svo. 91/ cl.
Onr Childron‘s Rest, or Com art for Bereaved Mothers, IBmo. i/cl.
Oxford Ten-Your Book. nude up to the end ofthe your ml. 5/ cl.
Paley‘! Evidences of Christianity, Anal sis of, by Crossc, 2 ed. 2,6
Parlour liihmrv, ‘ Russell's Romance 0 Military Life.’ to. Eve. 2/

Pcllnrd‘s Fint‘icar otths War in America. post Bro. 5,‘ cl.
Punch, Ike-issue Vol. ‘.‘9, Mo. 51 bds; \ ol. for 1855 -tto. 10/6 cl.
Railway Lil»: ‘ Msitlsnd‘s Matrimonial Shipwrecks. n. ed.’2lbds.
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SHAKSPEARE CELEBRATION.

A1‘ length we are in a position to say that some
thing deﬁnite and satisfactory is being done with
respect to the proposed Shakspeare Celebration, in

1864. The desire to do honour to the Poet had
taken possession of so many minds at the same

time, and so many projects had been started in the
Poet’s nume—some local, others metropolitan—
some individual, others corporate-that a reason
able fear was entertained lest the difficulty of
bringing even the more important of these bodies

and individuals into a common scheme would be
insurmountable. We are glad to hear thst this is

not likely to be the case. On the contrary, a very
good feeling seems to exist on every side. It was
no sooner whispered about: that the special Shak

speare Committee, of which the Duke of Newcastle
is chairman, were disposed to offer their services as
mediators between the several bodies, than assur
ances were sent to them of a desire for conciliation

and co-operution. It appeared only necessary for
that Committee to call a meeting, consider the

country, this National Celebration should be con
THE MYSTERY OF THE NILE.
ducted under the patronage of Her Majesty, and
0N Monday evening, at the Royal Geographical
the presidency of His Royal Highness the Prince of
W'ales, with the aid of all classes of the Poet's Society, on Tuesday evening at the Royal Insti
countrymen and admirem, residing in the United tution, Capt. Spoke told the wonderful tale of his
Kingdom, the British Colonies, and in foreign travels and his discoveries. In both laces his 00m
panion in peril and in glory, Capt. ‘rant, was pre
countries.”
This resolution may be said, in the present stage sent, and we think the living heroes of adventures
of the business, to represent ideas rather than facts. were more interesting to the brilliant crowds who
But we are glad to see these ideas put forward came to hear their story than all the mysteries of
early and strongly. Of course, we cannot pretend the Blue and the \Vhite Niles. On the second
to speak for Her Majesty or for the Prince of evening, the Prince of ‘Va-les was present.
The following written paper was read by Capt.
Wales; it is, however, no very close secret that
the late Prince Consort, among many admirable Spoke :
projects for the good of this nation, had thought of
“ In attempting to describe the extent and
such acolebrational the one now proposed. The plan character of this great river, compared with its
may therefore reckon on the royal sympathy, and, tributaries within the limits of actual inspection by
myself, I will ﬁrst treat of its head, the "ictoria
we should hope, on its formal sanction.
Starting from this strong position, that if any Nyanza, from its southern extremity. which I
thing is done for SblI-kspeare, it should be done found by astronomical observation, in 1858, to be
under the guidance of our highest and best, a third close on 3° S. of the Equator, and gradually bring
resolution, pro
by Sir Charles Nicholson, it down to its point ofdébouchement in the Mediteb
Bart, and seconded by C. H. Bracebridgc, Esq., mnean sea, 31° N. of the Equator, by which it will
be seen that the Nile represents, considering it lies
declared :—
“That with sview to combine in a, N ationsl almost in one direct line from south to north. a
Shakspeare Committee the representative men of total in round numbers of 2,000 geographical miles
all classes, this Shskspeure Committee, consisting in length, and is therefore nearly one-tenth of the
of the following noblemen and gcntlemcn-Tho circumference of the globe. It must be borne in
Duke of Newcastle, K.G., the Duke of Devon mind, however, that my observations respecting
shire, K.G., the Duke of Manchester, the Earl of this great river are not the result of one expedition,
Carlislo, K.G., Earl Granville, K.G.. the Earl but of two ; that I have not actually followed its
of Dunrsven, the Earl Howe, the Earl Russell, banks from head to foot, but have tracked it down,
the Earl of Shrewsbury,the Lord Bishop of London, occasionally touching on it, and even navigating it
the Lord Bishop of Worcester, Lord do L'lsle and as occasion offered, for the barbarous nature of
Dudley, Lord Talbot do Malohide, Lord Loudes the African lakes forbids the traveller doing as he
borough, Lord Vernon, Lord John Manners, Lord likes; therefore, to give full weight to any infer
Lindsay, the Lord Chief Baron Pollock, the Right ences I may draw, deduced from what I have only
Hon. Lord Justice Kni ht Bruce, General Sabina, seen in part, I will blend native information with
President of the Royal ociety, the Lord Mayor of my own experiences, and in doing so shall hope tn
London, M.P., the Right Hon. SirE.Bulwer Lytton, teach others what I know, and, beyond that, what
Bort., M.P., Sir C. H. Rouse Boughton, Bart, I believe myself. In the year 1858, when I dis
Sir C. Wentworth Dillle, Bart, General Sir John covered the Victoria Nyanza, which is the great
Burgoyne, Bart, G.C.B., Sir R. Hamilton, Bart“, reservoir of the Nile, I found it a large sheet of
Sir C. Nicholson, Burt, Sir Fitzroy Kelly, M.P., sweet water, lying on the main level. or from 3,000
Q.C., Sir R. G. MocDcnnell, C.B., the Right to 4,000 feet above the sea level of the great,
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interior of Equatorial Africa, lodking for all the‘ lakes, as the Akenyard in Urundi, the Luckurow, name is changed to Kari. Far on another
world like the source of some great river; so much which is the second of a chain with the Akenyard; stream, the Luajeré, followed its example, and
so indeed, that I at once felt certain in my own the Ingerzi and Karagimé; and the little Winon then still further on from the centre of the coast
mind it was the source of the Nile, and noted it dermere, which in Karagwé lies below the capital of the Nyanza issued the parent of the Nile ﬂow
accordingly. To add to this impression, the natives, on its south-eastern corner. None of these lakes are ing over rocks of igneous character twelve feet
who there only know it by the name of the Nyanza,
which equally means lake, pond, and river,
described its extension in this confused manner
to the northward as being boundless, whilst its
breadth really—-in fact, its circumference-——was
enormous; greater, if anything, on the east than
on its western side, for the negro informants knew
the names of all the countries surround‘
the
lake, and must, had they understood the value

of geographical deﬁnitions, have been able to
separate the river Nile from the Nyanza, and to
reduce their explorations to any common under

standing. Other informants, Arab merchants, and
their slaves, residents of Zanzibar, who pene
trate Africa in quest of ivory, and who had

large-mere puddles in comparison to the great Vic
toria Nyanza; but still the Kitangulé River, after
receiving all their contributions, is a noble river,

nate by the simple name of stones. I have done
myself the honour to christen it the Ripon Falls,

low sunk like a huge canal, about eighty yards after his Lordship, who was the President of the
across, with the velocity of about four miles an

Royal Geographical Society when the expedition

hour, which appears equal to the Nile itself as soon was set on foot. Now, proceeding down the Nile
as it issues from the lake by the Ripon Falls. The from the Ripon Falls, the river ﬁrst bisects the
question naturally suggests itself, \Vhat forms these
lakes l-whence originate their waters? It is simply
this: the Mountains of the Moon, in which they

sandstone-continued hills which extend into Usogn
above the coast-line of the lake, and rushes along
north with mountain-torrent beauty, and then,

lie encircling the northern end and the Tanganyika having passed these bills, of no great extent, it
Lake, are exposed to the inﬂuences of the rainy
zone, where I observed, in 1862, no less than 238

days out of the year were more or less wet days.
Mashondé, in the upper portion of Uganda, is the

completed the whole circuit of the Nyanza, not ' first place where, in this second expedition, 1
individually, but separately, some on one side and

high, which the natives and also some Arabs desig

obtained a view of the Victoria Lake. “ ‘ In a

some on the other, assured me that the Nyanza southerly direction the Woganda boatmen go as
was the source of some
t river — they ' far as the island of Ukerewé, which 1 saw on my
knew not what, though they had heard confused ‘ ﬁrst journey to Muanza, at the southern extremity

accounts from the natives living on the Equator, of the lake ; and to the eastward beyond the escape
of the European ivory-merchants who frequented of the Nile, to the north-eastern corner of Victoria
the Nile in vessels at 5° N. latitude, and had fur Lake, where by a strait they gain access to another
ther heard, through the same channel, that, with lake in quest of salt, possibly the Baringo of Dr.
the rising of the Nile, and consequently the violence Krapf, which be, from information gained through
of its waters, islands were ﬂoated down its surface, the natives, called Salt Lake, most likely because

turned through long ﬂats more like a lake than a
river, where, in Unioro, it was increased by the
contribution of the Kaifu and the Luajeré, and con
tinued in this navigable form to the Karuma Falls
in Chopi, where again, the land dropping suddenly
to the westward, we saw the river rushing along
with boisterous violence; but could not follow it,
owing to the war which lay upon the track. It
was, indeed, a pity, for not sixty miles from where
we stood, by common report, the Little Luta

Nzigé, which I had taken so much trouble in
tracing down its course from the Lunaa Montes with
its salt islands in it, joined the Nile. The old river

was next met with in the Madi country, due north
of the Karuma Falls, where it still bore the unmis

which really is the case, not composed of earth and there are salt islands on it, which reasoning I takeable character of the Nile—long ﬂats, long
stone, but tangled roots of trees, rushes and grass, deduce from the fact that on my former expe rapids. The southern half of the Mudi was a ﬂat,
with even sometimes huts upon them, which, dition, when the Arabs ﬁrst spoke to me of the extending, we believe, to the junction of the Little
otherwise undisturbed, are torn away by the vio Little Luta Nzigé, they described it as a salt lake Luta Nzigé, the northern, a rapid extending down
lence of the stream and carried down, perfect ﬂoat belonging to the Great Nyanza ; yet not belonging to the navigable N ile—that is to say, the Nile
ing islands. Then again, these men described the to it, when further pressed upon the subject. The which is navigable its entire length during the
territory between the Nile and Asua rivers as an Great Nyanza waters were urely fresh and sweet. period of its ﬂooding; and here the Asua river,
island on the one side and the land composing the They (the Arabs), like Dr. rapf, merely narrated of which we have heard, draining from the north
ancient kingdom of Kittara, according to their what they heard. As salt islands were visited by east corner of the Victoria Lake, joins-—in :
acccptation of the word as an island, also being the natives in search of that mineral the surround rainy season an important feeder, but when low,
nearly circumscribed by the Kitangulé and Luta
Nzigé rivers, in conjunction with the Nyanza
and the Nile. No merchants, however, had crossed
the ﬁrst parallel of north latitude: none under
stood geography. They heard what the natives
said, but could not fully comprehend them, and

ing waters naturally were considered salt by them,
deprived as they were of its connecting links, which
included the whole area of ground under considera
tion within the limits of the drainage system of the
Nile. The Arabs, who it is now very clear had

been all alone in the ﬁrst expedition I should have
settled the Nile in 1859, by travelling from Unya

the Nile. If such is the case, it must be a feeder with considerable stream and graceful round into
to the Baringa, whose waters pass off by the Asua the parent Nile. Its magnitude and general appear
River into the Nile, for the whole country imme ance is like that of a ﬁrst-class canal, inferior to

fordable.

The ﬁrst great affluent, which, indeed,

is the only one worthy of remark on the left of
the Nile, is the Bahr el Ghazal. It joins on, with

the appearance of a diminutive lake at the sharp
elbow 0f the Nile, without any visible stream of

heard of everything in connexion with the science its own, whilst the great river winds round
thus it was that a doubt still existed in everybody's of philosophical geography, were enabled to connect with considerable velocity, carrying, as I have
mind but my own as to the ori 'n of the Nile, what they had gleaned in detached fragments from said, the palm with it. The second affluent in
which no one would believe until went again and it. Dr. Krapf further tells us of a river tending order of position, which, with all the others, is on
traced the river down from head to mouth. Had I from the river Newey by Mount Kenia towards the right of the Nile, is the Geraﬁ‘ee river, swirling
n embi to Uganda with an Indian merchant,

usor Mzuri, who was prepared to go there, but diately on the eastern side of the Victoria Nyanza
my proposal having been negatived by the chief is said by the Arabs, who have traversed it for
of the expedition, who was sick at the time, and ivory, to be covered with low rolling hills, inter
tired with the journey, I returned toEngland, and, sected only by simple streaks and nullahs from this

to my inexpressible de ' ht, the very ﬁrst day after
my arrival here, foun

in Sir Roderick Impey

equal in quantity of ﬂuid one-third of the Nile at
its point of junction. It is navigable to a great
distance south, but where it comes from, nobody
point in Muanza to the side streak, which is knows. It cannot be called a mountain river, as
situated on the Equator on the northern boundary we found similar substances ﬂoating on its surface as
of the Victoria Nyanza. Turning now again to on the Nile, evidently showing that both the trunk

luurchison a warm advocate, and proposed to the
Royal Geographical Society to complete what I had Mashondé, and proceeding north along the
before begun, and, as may be imagined, I could boundary coast of Nyanza to the valley of Ka
not rest satisﬁed until the world accepted my own tonga, which, from its position on the lake, is
views, happily now veriﬁed by indisputable means constantly in view, the land above the lake
of actual inspection and astronomical observation, is beautiful, composed of low sandstone hills,
that the Victoria Nyanza is the great reservoir of streaked down by small streams,—the effect of
the Nile. Suﬁice it now to say, after returning to constant rains-grown all over by gigantic grass,
Unyanyembi (the old point), 3° south of the lake, except where the numerous villagers have sup
in 1861, I struck upon a new route, which I ima

the Kitangulé River, although not so much so asto

and the branch are subjugated to the same effects
of sluggish Hats and rapids. The third is the
Southern Sobat River, which was full and navi
gable-in breadth it is greater than the Geraﬂ'ee

River, but less in rapidity, so that we may infer
their
nnial contents are much the same.
Unfortunately, the Northern Sobat was passed

without'our knowledge, which also being navigable,

gined, from the unso histicated depositions of the
ivory-merchants, wo d lead me to a creek on the
westerly ﬂank ofthe Nyanza, situated on the southern
boundary of Karagwé. Geographical deﬁnitions
were here, again, found wanting, for, instead of the
creek to the great lake a pearing, a new lake was
found, Lake of Uzige, w ‘ch formerly appeared to

planted it by cultivation, or on the deltas where would make the Upper Sobat, that is to say, the
mighty trees, tall and straight as the blue gums of Sobat above the Delta, of far greater magnitude
Australia, usurp the right of vegetation. The bed than the Geraﬂ'ee, unless, indeed, the three
of the Nyanza has shrunk from its original dimen streams may be one river still further south, when
sions, as we saw in the case of the Uzige lake; and in its combination the comparison would have to
the moorlands immediately surrounding are covered be drawn with the Nile above it, and would very
with a network of large rush drains, with boggy nearly equal it, for the Nile, with these additions,
bottoms, as many as one to every mile, even count has scarcely doubled its importance, considered as

have contained aconsiderable amount of water, but is
now fast drying up. Its head lies in Urundi, and, cir
cling round the south and east ﬂanks of Karagwé,

ing at one period a much fuller stream than at the it was seen from above entering the Bohr e1
present day, when the old bed was on the present Gharal. The Blue River was long assumed to be

in form a mountain valley, is subsequently drained
by the Kitaugulé River into the Nyanza, but not
m suﬂicient quantity to make any sensible impres

sion on the perennial contents of the Nyanza basin.
It is to the west and south of Karagwé that the
lake receives its greatest terrestrial supply of
water, through the medium of the Kitangulé River,
which, in draining the aforesaid Luero-lo-Uzige,

drains off the superﬂuous waters of many minor

surface of the water, and its breadth was double the Nile only because its perennial powers were

that which now exists. The Mountains of the Moon never tested. It appears to be a mountain stream
are wearing down, and so is Africa. Crossing over emanating in the country without the rainy zone,
the Equator, altogether the conformation of the land but subject to the inﬂuence of tropical rains and
appeared much the same, but increased in beauty; droughts, at one time full, and empty at another,
the drainage system was found the opposite, clearly so shallow as to be fordable. The suspicion, there
showing where in the north slope of Africa one fore, that it was the Nile must of itself appear
stream, the Mworango, of moderate dimensions, absurd, for its waters, during the droughty seasons,

said to arise in the lake, ﬂowed north and joined would be absorbed long before they reached the
the Nile in the kingdom of Unioro, where its ‘ sea. But apart from this feature of the amount of
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the Blue River, the Nile runs like a sluice in its
wonted course, whilst the Blue River, conjoining

preserved, and such an amount of decoration in
troduced as may be consistent with the purposes to

with the Geraﬁ'ee and Sobat, describes a graceful
sweep. The Album, which is the last, is in all
respects like the Blue, only small. With one more
remark I will conclude. In the height of the dry
season in the White River, the Blue is freely

which the building is to be applied.

navigated, owing to the great accessions of the
Geraﬁ'ee and Sobat Rivers, but below the Blue and
Alhara Rivers, to the sea, the sandbanks obstruct
further passage. There is one thing that I have
left unstated, and that is the fact that on my
return the ﬁrst Englishman I met was Mr. Baker,
with whose name you were already acquainted,
who came up for the purpose of helping us out of
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If of books there will be no end, we may say
that the same prospect applies to paper.

A plant,

The material the Sida retina, which grows in prodigious quan

to be employed will be Portland cement. Mr.
Hunt thinks it would be an unnecessary expense to
face the building with stone, especially as all the

titics at Brisbane in East Australia, is found to

possess a most valuable ﬁbre which will, after being
worked up into textile fabrics, render it peculiarly
surrounding mansions and buildings are of the less adapted for paper.
expensive material.
‘
These are the more important works contem

The concluding evening meeting of the present

session of the London, Middlesex and Surrey
plated ; but there are others of a minor description, Archaeological Societies will be held on Wednesday
which are fully set forth in the ﬁrst speciﬁcation next, July 1, at 7, St. Mildred's Court, Poultry, when

and estimate.

Charles Baily, Esq., will read a paper ‘On the

Mode of Rooﬁng Buildings in the Middle Ages,
OUR WEEKLY GOSSIP.

with a view to ascertain the Style of Roof ori

General Sabine made a few observations from ginally placed over the Guildhall of London, and

a scrape if we had got into one. Mr. Baker hear the chair at the winding-up Meeting of the Royal to consider the Proposed Restoration.’
ing that there was one branch of the river that I
had not explored, went on for the purpose of search

ing for it, and I trust that before another year is
out we shall see him back to tell us all about it.
Another remarkable fact was that three ladies
came up to meet me, but one having been taken ill,
Miss Tinney and her mother went up the river to
satisfy their desire for geographical knowledge. I
endeavoured to persuade them to return, and
subquently wrote them a letter entreating them
to give up their journey, with what result remains
to be shown. If the remaining branch is not

explored by these parties, I shall have to do the
work myself."

Society last week, which merit more attention than
they are likely to receive, if we may judge from
past experience. Twenty-ﬁve papers were read at
the Meeting, and of course very imperfectly; of
some the titles only were mentioned, and most
were dismissed with brief abstracts. As the Presi
dent remsrked, the Society thereby lost the hearing
of some very important papers, and the discussions
to which they would have given rise; and he

The Second Annual Meeting of the Devon
Association for the Advancement of Science,
Literature and Art, will be held at Plymouth, on
Wednesday, the 29th of July, and the two follow

ing days, under the presidency of Mr. Spence
Bate. The Mayor of Plymouth, Sir John Bow
ring, and Sir W. Snow Harris are among the Vice
Presidents. The Rev. \V. Harpley, of Plymouth,

pointed out that it would be to the advantage of and Mr. H. S. Ellis, of Exeter, are the Honorary
Secretaries.
On Monday next a meeting will be held at
would send in their papers at the beginning instead
Willie's Rooms, under the Presidency of the Earl
of'at the end of the session.
of Shaftesbury, “ to consider the various questions
The Royal Society have elected two Foreign connected with Domestic Service." This was one

all concerned, if the Fellows and other authors

Members,—-Prof. Kummer, of Berlin, for his dis

of Prince Albert’s reforms, and it still remains

THE EXHIBITION BUILDINGS.
coveries in the theory of numbers, and in par
Acconnnzc to Mr. Hunt’s Report the brick ticular for the conception and development of one of Mr. Leech’s subjects. In its serious and in
building in Cromwell Road, used during the Ex ideal numbers; and Prof. Steenstrup, of Copen its comic aspects it is alike interesting to us all.
hibition in 1862 as a gallery for pictures, is a sub hagen, the well-known naturalist, whose works on We have not heard Lord Shaftesbury‘s points; but
stantial structure. The roof, however, requires to the Alternation of Generations, and other zoological there is one question connected with Domestic
be repaired and the skylights replaced with others and archaeological subjects connected with the Service which very often forces itself on our atten
of a stronger character glazed with sheet~glass. It history of man, are greatly esteemed by naturalists. tion—namely, the extraordinary powers, in con
is proposed also to lay new wrought ﬂoor-hoards The list of ﬁfty Foreign Members is thus once nexion with Domestic Service, of the Cat. In the
kitchen, in the larder, and even in the study, the
over those now existing, and to render the whole more complete.
Cat developes peculiarities unknown to Buﬂ‘on.
of the gallery ﬁre-proof by the adoption of Fox and
The
Academy
of
Sciences
of
Berlin,
through
the
We have a black Tom, which, in connexion with
Barrett’s principle, which has been found eﬂicient,
oﬁicial
intervention
of
the
King,
have
conferred
our domestic service, ate two pounds of rump-steak
or by the construction of brick arches on iron gir
upon
Sir
Charles
Lyell
the
honour
of
Chevalier
when it was only a kitten of nineteen ounces, and
ders under the present ﬂoor.
The remainder of the buildings are partly per of the Order of Merit in Science and Art. The which, in the sameconnexion, has since thensmoked

manent and partly temporary in their construction.
The iron columns and girders, and the iron trusses

of the roofs, will remain permanently with some

number of foreign knights of this Order is limited
to thirty; and among our countrymen, previously
elected, Sir Charles Lyell will ﬁnd Sir John Her
schel, the Astronomer-Royal, Prof. Faraday, Prof.

adjustments and modiﬁcations. The timbers of the
roofs, as well as the skylights, are, with the excep

cabanas, broken bottles and lapped up claret, carried
oﬂ‘ kid gloves to unknown fairy tsbbies, and burned
or mislaid papers of a conﬁdential kind : in fact, has
exhibited all the powers and propensities which

Owen, Sir David Brewster, Sir Henry Rawlinson might have been ignorantly ascribed to a friendly
liceman or a cousin in the Guards. If Lord
tion of the roofs over the nave and transepts, of a and General Sabine.
hsitesbury could resolve this question of the cat,
It will be seen from our report of the sale of the
temporary character, and it is proposed to remove
them, substituting new timbers with a covering of Bromley pictures that the nation has acquired he would be going a very considerable way towards
slate or marine metal. The skylights will be entirely several additions to the National Gallery, viz., understanding one of “the questions connected
new, and the glass in them will be of the quality Gio. Bellini’s Saviour on the Mount of Olives, well with Domestic Service.”
In the library of the late N. C. Moginie, Esq.,
known as the 2l-ounce sheet. The roofs over the remembered at the Manchester Art-Treasures
nave and transepts will be slated. All the gutters Exhibition, -- Il Bramontino’s Adoration of the sold by Messrs. Puttick 8: Simpson, of Leicester
throughout will be lined with lead; and the sky Kings,—Palmezza.no da Forll, The Virgin En‘ Square, this week, there occurred a copy of the
light, frames, ridges and hips, will be covered with
lead. The joists and ﬂoor-boards of the galleries
will be removed, and substantial new ﬂoors will
be substituted. The whole of the ground floors

throughout the entire building will be removed.
A layer of concrete twelve inches thick will then
be laid over the whole surface, and a new door con

structed, with new materials. The joists will be
of the best ﬁr timber; the sleepers will be of oak,
on proper brick walls, built on the concrete plat
‘form before described, and the ﬂoor-boards will be
1& inch thick, planed, and put together with iron

tongues.

All the ceilings throughout, except the

nave and transept, will be plastered, as will also
all the brick walls within the building.
A complete system of drainage was constructed
when the buildings were erected. This will, how
ever, require to be repaired, and in parts re-laid.

throned (the Dublin National Gallery), —- A.
Botraﬂio, The Virgin and Child,—Pesello Peselli,

second edition of Coverdale’s Bible, 1537.

The Holy Trinity.

importance, but it contained the left-hand half of

The

book, from its imperfect state, was not of much

At the special meeting of the Royal Geographical the woodcut map belonging to theﬁrst edition of the
Society, called to consider the protest of Sir Edward same Bible, which fragment constituted the main
Belcher and his friends against the illegality of the

value of the “lot,” and it sold, after an active

late elections, three hundred members were present; competition, for 45L
after some debate, a large majority decided that
A writer, dating from Ballymoney, in Ulster,
no cause had been shown for taking counsel's opin says, in reference to the discoveries reported by
ion as to the breach of rules. The elections, there Capt. Sayer in the Gibraltar Cavern:—“ Mr.
fore, stand good; except in the case of Dr. Rae, Sayer, amongst other objects there found, enu
who has voluntarily retired from the Council, in merates ‘an oblong slab of sandstone, with one
accordance with the laws.
The Rev. Francis Trench suggests, as a means
of saving trouble and expense to collectors, the
establishment of a Book-exchange Bazaar. Many

surface much worn and polished as if by friction,’
and he seems to be of opinion that the very perfect
pestle which he describes and which was found
within a few feet of the sandstone slab was an
adjunct of the same, and was probably used for
grinding cereals or breaking nuts. I wish to observe
that similar oblong slabs of granite or sandstone
have been occasionally found in Ireland—in Ulster,
at least; that they are generally found in pairs,

persons, Mr. Trench thinks, are in possession of
books which, for various reasons, they would gladly
\Vith regard to the domes, it is proposed to build exchange for others. Such persons do not like to
piers of brickwork upon solid concrete foundation, sell their volumes, though they would, he fancies,
and to construct brick arches, springing from these be willing enough to barter them away for other
piers. The lower portion of the domes will then volumes. He proposes, therefore, to establish a are called in popular language ‘rub~stones,’ and
be ﬁlled in with brickwork, covered externally with depot or bazaar, in a convenient part of London, that the peasantry assign a very high antiquity to
lead, and the upper portion will be glazed with
thick glass. The interior parts of the brickwork,

them. Indeed, I believe the best authorities on the
subject are agreed that they were anterior to the

It is not proposed to remove the ironwork, but to

at which books for exchange might be delivered by
the possessor-s, to be there taken up at a fair price
by those who might need them. Mr. Trench pro
poses to maintain his Exchange by charging a sum

build it in with the brickwork.

on all books received into it; also a per-centage on used for grinding cereals,—in short, that they were

including the piers and arches, will be plastered.

As respects the completion architecturally of all sales. He says nothing about rent. Mr. Trench
the exterior of the building on its three sides, Mr. is of opinion that the collector and publisher would

Hunt proposes that the existing outlines should be alike gain by the foundation of his Exchange.

querns or hand-mills (which are comparatively
common, whilst these are rare),—that they were
the very ﬁrst, as they were undoubtedly the very

rudest, inventions for grindin
urposes yet dis
covered. In the Museum here (Ballymoney County,
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Antrim) we have two pairs of these rub-stones; in
both
the under or lying stone is about
22 inches long and 12 broad at the centre, narrow
ing to about 9 inches at the ends. This stone is

ings, 117,7S1l., increase 4,268I.—Parks and Plea moir,’ by Prof. Tyndall.-‘ Preliminary Notice of
sure Gardens used by the public.—Battersea, an Examination of Rubia Munjista, the East

the ground at somewhat of an angle, as being the

Parks, all, 97,9521. These were the sums voted for count of Experiments on the Change of the Elastic

Bushey, Greenwich, Hampton Court, Holyrood,

Indian Msdder or Munjeet of Commerce,’ by Dr.

Kensington, Kew Botanic and Pleasure Grounds, Stenhouse.-—‘ On Fermat's Theorem of Polygonal
convex at the back, and was most probably ﬁxed in Regent's, St. James's, Hyde, Green and Victoria Numbers,’ by the Inrd Chief Baron.—‘An Ac

position best adapted for clearing the stones of the the whole of the above, after deducting the surplus, Force of a Constant "olurne of Atmosphq'ic Air
ground grain; the face of this stone is a good deal about 30,000L, remaining of former grants.-The between 32° F. and 212° F., and also on the Tem
hollowed by use, both ends standing up some Houses of Parliament take 46,444l., of which perature of the Melting Point of Mercury,’ by B.
inches higher than the centre. The upper or moving 4,5701. is for completion of buildings; 4,2291. Stewart, Esq.—‘0n the Brain of a Bushwoman,
stone possesses the peculiarity of having a slight warming, lighting and ventilating; cost of works and on the Brains of two Idiots of European
projection or car on its side, through which there
is a hole of about halfan-inch in diameter, the sides
ofthe hols being nicely bevelled,—evidently intended

for a string or more probablyawithe to pass through,

connected with—5,4901. gas; 2,3001. fuel; 1,0001. Descent,’ by J. Marshall, FAIL-—The Society ad
salary of oﬂ'icer in charge of warmin and ventilat journed over the long vacation.
ing arrangements; 40,0001. New oreign Oﬂice
GEOLOGICAL-—Junc 17.-Prof. A. C. Ramsay,
Buildings; 137.7731. further estimate for their

completion; Public Record Depository, 20,000L; President, in the chair.—-F. G. Finch, Esq. was
quite ﬂat, about 6 inches thick, and not by any National Gallery, Dublin, Building, 9831.; Frank elected a Fellow.-M. Boucher de Perthes, Dr. .\L

and thus assist the horizontal motion. Thisstoue is
means so large as the lyer; it is 16 inches long by

Hiirnes, M. N. von Kokscharow, M. S. Lovén,
General della Marmara, F. A. Graf Marschallvon

lin Monument, 8001., re-vote.

9 broad. I am inclined to think the pestle described

noun ACADEMY or AIME-—The sxmmrros of the Burgholzhausen, M. H. Nyst, Dr. F. A. Quenstedt,
norm. amnnnr n urns-m run DAY from in m on Dr. F. Senft, Prof. E. Sum, Dr. B. F. Shumard,
Seven o'clock. Admission, II. - Catalogue, ls.—ll’4 ’I‘HIE VEh
mg, malarial-pm b‘svm uh Half-put Ten. Admission, 641.; and the Marquis de Vibraye, were elected Foreign
JOHN rnssco'rr amour, 11.4., Secretary. Correspondents.-The following communication!
antiquity are frequently found. A specimen just c.A one‘
had no connexion with the rub-stone; further
excavations will probably reveal the mortar. In
Ireland, stone pestles and mortars of undoubted

now before me has on each of its projecting ears
were read :—‘ On the Relations of the Cromarty
SOCIETY or PAIXTERS IN warns (‘QI.0'URS.—Thc Sandstones containing Rsptilian Footprints,’ by
conoevities for three ﬁngers to raise it by. In the FIFTY-NINTH
ANNUAL EXHIBITION 1. now orrm, at
concluding portion of Mr. Sayer’s letter, after a their (Ialle 6, Poll Mull East Ielose to the National Gallery). the Rev. G. Gordon, LL.D., and the Rev. J. M.
1|.- Catal e m.
second visit to the cavern, he notices the discovery from Nine t’i'IIDusk.-Adrulttance
JOSEPH 5.1m‘ mum.
of another slab of sandstone similar to the ﬁrst.

This doubtless will prove to be its counterpart. It
would be very desirable to have an exact descrip
tion, so as to know how far these Gibraltar rub

stones resemble those found occasionally in Ireland.
“ DAVID W1Lsos.”

INSTITUTE

OF

PAINTERS IN WATER. COLOURS

(founded in mil as the New Society of Painters in Water Colonrll.
—The ANNUAL EXHIBITION ls NO‘V Ol‘EN.—Admlss'lon, ls.
—Gallery, 53, Pall Mall, opposite Marlbo
h Houps.

JAMES

A1131, Secretary.

BRITISH INSTITUTION, Pall Mall.—'l‘he Gallery, with a
Collection of Pictures b

Ancient Masters and deceased British
Y, from Ten to Sin-Admission 1a.;

The monument to 'lyndale, on Knibley Knoll, Artists, ls OPEN DA
onoson moon
Gloucester, in the parish of his birth, has been com‘ Catalogue, 6d.
menced, from the designs of Mr. Teulon. It consists
FRENCH GALLERY, 120 Pall Malt-The TENTH AN
NUAL EXHIBITION of PICTURES. the contributions of
of a tower 111 feet high, with a terminal proposed Artists
of the French and Flemish Schools. is NOW OPEN.
to be a reﬂector; the whole is to be broken in Admission, 10.; Catalogue. 84.
stages, diminishing from 23 feet square at the base
HR. GHURCII’S NEW PICTURE. THE ICEBERGF.
to 14 feet at the summit, where will be a machio Painted from Studies made in the Northern Bess In the Summer
lated cornice. Within will be a staircase; at of 1859,-German Gallery, 166, New Bond Street, \V.—Adm1s
sion, 1|.
the entrance a recess to contain a Bible chained
to a book-rest, in the manner we still see in some
SCIENCE
ancient churches, that at Bridlington, for instance.
Another volume of Mendelssohn’s Letters is an
SOUIR'I‘IEB.
nounced to appear in August next: it will contain
Roran-June 18.-Major-General Sabine, Pre
the letters written during the years 1833 to 1847. sident, in the chain-Prof. Ernst Eduard Kummer
‘ Goethe's Correspondence with the Grand-Duke and Prof. J. J. Smith Steenstrup were elected

J ones, with an Introduction by Sir R. I. Murchison,

K.C.B.—‘ On some Tertiary Shells from Jamaica,‘
by J. C. Moore, Esq., with a Note on the Corals, by
P. Martin Duncan, and a Notice of some Forami

nifera,’ by Prof. T. R. Jones.-—-‘ On the Geology
and Mineralogy of a part of Borneo,’ by M. Cor
nelius de Groot.—' Description of a new Fossil

Thecidium from the Miocene Beds of Malta,’ by
J. Denis Macdunald, Esq.—‘ On the Sandstonee
and Shalw of the Oolita ‘of Scarborough, with

descriptions of new species of Fossil Plants,’ by J.
Leckenby, Esq.—‘ A Monograph of the Ammo
nites of the Cambridge Greensand,’ by H. Seeley,
Esq.—‘ On a new Crustacean from the Glasgow
Coal-ﬁeld,’ by J. W. Salter, Esq.—‘ On the Occur

rence of a Bituminous Substance near Mount
Gerald, Scotland,’ by Dr. G. Anderson.—‘ On the
Occurrence of Albertite at Mountgerald, Scotland,‘

by A. C. Mackenzie, Esq.—‘ On the Occurrence of
Rocks of Upper Cretaceous Age in Eastern Bengal,’

by Dr. T. Oldham.
ROYAL Socnzrr or Lrrsnsronm-Jwms 10.—

of Weimar,’ so long looked for and so often pro

Foreign Members.—The following papers were Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., in the chair. —
mised, is at length in the press, and the publication read :—‘ On the Molecular Mobility of Gases,’ by Mr. Deutsch read apaper ‘On aTrilingual Inscrip~
is promised for the beginning of July. The two T. Graham, Esq.—‘0n the Magnetic Disturbance tion, Latin, Greek and Phoenician,’ which has been
volumes will contain about 600 letters, and among which took place on the 14th of December 1862,’ recently discoveredin Sardinia, in which he pointed
them a great number that have not only never by B. Stewart, Esq.——‘-Results of the Magnetic out its great value as an ancient monument of a
been published, but the perusal of which has never Observations at the Kew Observatory from 1857 people of whom we have few records. It announces
been permitted beyond the family of the Grand to 1862 inclusive, Nos. 1 and 2,’ by Major-General the fact that an altar had been dedicated to Ash~
Duke. They will embrace the letters of the Grand Sabine. — "On the Electro-muscular Conducti
mam or l/Esculapius by one Cleon, a salt-farmer.——
Duke on the Campaign in the Palatinate, Goethe's bility of Healthy and Paralyzed Muscles,’ by H. Mr. Vaux read a paper in which be traced the
letters to his patron from Italy, and will, no doubt, Lobb, Esq.—‘ Notes of Researches on the Poly knowledge which the ancients possessed of Abys~
form one of the most interesting of the collections ammonias, No. 24, On Isomeric Diamines,’ by sinia and the head-waters of the Nile, from the
of letters connected with Goethe that have yet been Dr. H0fmann.-‘ On the Degree and \Veight of time of rEschylus, in the ﬁfth century 13.0., to that
published.

a Resultant of a Multipartite System of Equa of the geographer Ptolemy, in the second century
Baedeker, whose Travellers’ Handbooks are as tions,’ by Prof. Sylvester.—‘Contributions towards 11.13.
common with German travellers as Murray’s are the History of the Colouring Matters derived
with our owncountrymen, has just issued an English from Aniline,’ by Dr. Hofmann. — ‘ Further
NUMIsM.\Trc.—Anniwrsary Meeting.—-Junc_ 18.
translation of his useful Guide to Switzerland. He Observations in favour of the View that Nerve W’. S. W. Vaux, Esq., President, in thigh??
published last year an English Guide to the Rhine, ‘Fibres never end in Voluntary Muscle,’ by Dr. E. Burns, Esq., W. H. D. Longstafi'e
.
rs.
founded upon his German work, the ﬁrst of his
series of Guide-Books, which has reached a twelfth

Beale.—‘ Explorations in Spitzbergen, undertaken

Strickland and G. s. Veitch, Esq. were

by the Swedish Expedition in 1861, with the View
edition.
of ascertaining the Practimbility of the Measure
The Salzburg mountains are about to be fur ment of an Arc of Latitude,’ by Dr. Torell.—
nished with a system of guides, modelled, appa~ ‘ Contributions towards the History of the Colour
rently, on that existing in Switzerland. The guides ing Matters derived from Coal Tar,’ by Dr. Hof

Members. —The Report of the Council
t 6
President's Address were read, and the Meeting

by the Austrian Alpine Club, and we have no way Trains passing through a Tunnel made at
doubt it W‘lll have an effect in making the Salzburg Watl'ord,’ by Sir J. South.—‘ On the Peroxides of
district more accessible to our own countrymen.
the Radicals of the Organic Acids,’ by Sir B. C.
The estimates for the present year include the Brodie.—‘ Account of Observations of Atmospheric

Earl of Enniskillen, F. IV. Fairholt, Esq., w

proceeded to ballot for oﬂicers for the ensuing ses
sion of 1863-1864, when the following’ gentlgqen
were elected :—Prceident W. S. W. aux,
-;
and J. Lee,
are to be examined and licensed, are to have a book mann.-—‘ On the Inﬂuence of Temperature on the Vice-Presidents, J. B. Bei‘gne,
Esq.,
LL.D.;
Treasurer,
G.
H.
Virtue,
Esq.;
in which employers may write complaints or recom Electric Conducting Power of Alloys,’ by Dr.
mendations, and are bound to carry twenty pounds Matthiessen and C .Vogt, Esq.—-‘ On the Measure Secretaries, J. Evans, Esq. and F. W. Maggi),
.'
of luggage. A list of guides in each place and of mentof the Chemical Brightness of various Por Esq.; Foreign Secretary, J. Y. Akerman
the tariﬂ's for each excursion is to be put up in the tions of the Sun's Disc,’ by Prof. Roscoe.—‘Ex Librarian, J. Williams, Esq.; Members’ of a;
hotels. This measure has been introduced, we hour, periments on the Vibrations occasioned by Rail Council, T. J. Arnold, Esq., W. Boyne, Esq. , the

sum of 45,2431, for maintenance and repair of

Freudenthal, Esq., J. G. Grenfell, Esq., Rev.

F. K. Harford, Rev. Assheton Pownall, H.W
Rolfe, Esq. and R. \Vhitbourn, Esq.

Electricity taken at \Vindsor, Nova Scotia,’ by J.

Royal Palaces, an increase of 11,6601. on last year : D. Everett, Esq.—‘ Note on the Minute Structure
Sn’rrsrroan-June 16.—Col. Sykes, Prea'deut,
of this, 19,4331. is for Palaces in the occupation of of the Grey Matter of the Convolutions of the in the chain-—The following gentlemen were elected
the Queen, of which Windsor alone takes 11,0001. ;
Palaces partly occupied by the Queen, 10,3001;

Palaces not so occupied, 15,2431.—Public Build

Brain of Man, the Sheep, Cat and Dog,’ by Dr. Fellows :—J. Beddoe, M.D., \V. Ewart and J. G.
Beale.--—‘On the Absorption and Radiation of P. Child, Esqs.-Dr. W. A. Gray, Medical Super
Heat by Gaseous, &c. Liquid Matter, 4th Me intendent of Millbanlr Prison, read a paper ‘On
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Suﬂioient and Insuﬂicient Diets-ries, with Special
Reference to the Dietaries of Prisoners."
ROYAL Iss'rrrn'rs or Bun-Isa Assam-sore.
June 15.—Prof. Donaldson, President, in the chair.
—Mr. Purdie read a paper entitled ‘The Stereo

chromic and other Technical Processes of Painting,
considered with Reference to their Employment
in Mural Decoration.’

ROYAL Ixsrrru'rrom-May l5.—Sir Henry Hol
land, Bart, V.P., in the chair.—‘ On the Molecule

of Water,‘ by \V. Odling, Esq.
MEETINGS 1'0]! THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wan.
In.

Horticultural, L—Grcat Exhibition.
Archmelogical Institute, 4.

Bar.

HorticnltnraL-Premmade.

beaches are on the distant side, and reach almost
to the removed horn of the bay, upon whose utter
most promontory the water breaks lazily and of a

Fourth at Greenwich, 210 gs. (same),--G. Barrett,
Classical Landscape, sunset, 250 gs. (same) ,—J . M.
W. Turner, Tivoli, 1,800 gs. (Lord Ashburton), the
pure but rather ashy green. One side of the bay engraving from the same, by Goodall, cop r-plate
shows us the vista of a mountain valley; one of the and 465 impressions, many of them proo before
cliffs is bored with the emerald cave, upon the roof letters, executed for Mr. Allnutt, 4201. (Agnew).
of which rests an enormous boulder, torn away from The drawing was No. 1,033 at the International
the rocky arctic home of the berg, and thus ﬂoated Exhibition. It appears to have been exhibited at
far to south to ﬁnd an ocean bed, when the whole the Royal Academy in 1818, No. 474, and was at
fabric is wracked. Such ice-borne boulders are said theArt-Treasures Exhibition, No. 309, then the pro
to be the originals of our enormous stones that, perty of W.Wilson, Esq. Second day's sale, 7,9201.
grouped by some forgotten people to serve priestly The third day’s sale took place on Saturday last.
rites, are named Druidic temples or tombs. The Mr. F. R. Lee, A Landscape, road across a com
stone, deeply tinged with iron, has stained with mon, wooden bridge over pool, 120 gs. (Cox),-W.
red and russet streaks the pure snow and ice of Miiller, Tivoli, another copy of the famous Turner
its bed.
above named, to compare which with D. Cox’s

rendering of the original was interesting, 470 gs.
PICTURE SALE.

THE late Mr. Allnutt's collection of pictures
I’! N H ARTS
._.¢__

rm. cnnncs’s ‘ rcssuscs.‘
Mr. Church's idea in the choice of subjects—

that each one shall present an impressive and sug
gestive incident in nature-—is an excellent one.
Independent of Art, thereis in such subjects as the
Falls of Niagara, the Heart of the Andes, and the
work before us, enough to interest the student. To
appreciate them as works of Art we must separate
their mere subjects from their execution, and not
endow the artist or his picture with the glories of
the theme, but give to him his proper honour alone.
American landscape art promises to be anoble one
when divested of tendencies to opacity and painti
ness which, while they indicate the strength and

health of a nascent and original school, prove that
its professors have not yet mastered the whole
of the mysteries of the colour-box and the brush.
At present Transatlantic landscape painting is

materialistic; seeking its means of expression in
translation of literal facts-poetic and grand in
themselves, rather than in their mental associations.

Mr. Church has been happy in choice of a
subject for his latest picture : Niagara is hackneyed ;
the Heart of the Andes drew its interest from
a knowledge of Nature not common amongst
the people; but the ﬂoating crystal islands, the
terror and admiration of ages, had never been
attempted by even moderately skilled artists,—the
theme was, therefore, striking in itself, original and

veiled inmysterious grandeur. The sunlight that
falls on the surfaceof the island lights it with a pure,

ice-cold glittering that, when we look close, shows
myriads of hues, pierces deep into the purer parts
of the mass, and seems lost beyond the power of

reﬂexion ; elsewhere light has reached the roofs of
caves the sea has worn by beating, so that we have

it tinging the water in them with a colour that
makes the emerald look crude. It is green ﬁre
where thus transmitted unabsorbed and unreﬂected.

Light on the berg is thus blue from reﬂexion of the
sky, golden where ﬂashed back to our eyes by the
fractured and splintered surfaces, and enriched

with every hue by diverse circumstances of posi
tion, form and transparency. We look in wonder
at this vast rock of ice, seemingly fast anchored in
the sea, yet with every moment telling its tale of
dissolution by the wreaths of ﬂying mist, by huge,

yawning crevices, by the eating sea that lapses

(same),—Callcott, Open Landscape, sheepgrazing on
broken ground, man, woman and
in front,

and drawings has been sold by Messrs. Christie .5: early morning, 310 gs. (same),-—Constable, A Land
Manson. Here are the names of the most important scape, mass of trees in centre, meadows in mid-dis
items and the prices they obtained. First day’s tance, man ploughingin front, showery, 1031. (same),
sale-—Drawings only: G. Barrett, A Lake Scene, —J. Burnet, The Salmon Weir, 155 gs. (J. At
Sunset, 105l.~(Cox),—D. Cox, A Landscape, with kins),-Gainsborough, Woody Landscape, cottages
peasants and cattle, evening, 71 gs.
White),- among trees, sportsman talking with peasant, dogs
Bonington, A Sea-piece, ﬁshing-boats in nbreeze, in front, a picture painted in fortunate rivalry with

701. (Agnew),—G. Barrett, a landscape, with a Teniers ; as might be expected, it is larger, holder,
team of horses, sunset, 70L (Sale),—D. Cox, in a style more solid, and very warm and rich in
Windsor Castle, from Virginia Water, 165 gs. effect, 225 gs. (same),—Giroux, Ferry-boat in a
(Agnew),—The Farm, sheep passing through a storm, 125 gs. (Cox); the work of an artist not
gate, under some pine-trees, 53 gs. (same),—Sca often represented in English sales,-—\Vilson, Cella
piece, a Dutch galliot in abreeze, 50L (Pennell),-— don and Amelia, in landscape, ﬁgures by Mortimer,
Bonington, Scene on the French Coast, with engraved by Woollett, 210l. (same), —Vt'ilkie,
ﬁshing-boats, 1031. (Cox),—C. Fielding, Distant Sheep-washing, engraved, 120 gs. (Rought), —
View of Bolsover Castle, sunset, 63L (Agnew),— J. M. \V. Turner, The Pass of the Simplon, 1031.
A River Scene, aﬁsherman, with eel-baskets, in a (Wehb),—Reynolds, Contemplation, Portrait of
punt, storm passing 08‘, 110 gs. (same),--J. M. W. Mrs. Stanhope, No. 108 at the International
Turner, A River, crossed bya Bridge, hills on either Exhibition, 1,000 gs. (Lord N ormanton),—Hof
side, cows in shallow water, evening ; stated to be land, Richmond Hill, No. 168 at the International
the painter‘s work on admission as A.R.A. (1799), Exhibition, 205 gs. (J. Allnutt),—Reynolds, Ino,
which can only mean that it was exhibited in that seated on the ground, squeezing the juice of the
year ; and is probably that given in Rodd’s list as grape into the mouth of Bacchus, 265 gs. (Main
“Abergavenny Bridge, Monmouthshire—clearlng waring),—Murillo, The Virgin seated, the Infant
up after a showery day,” No. 326 in Royal Christ standing on her knee, a rosary in his right
Academy Catalogue, 385 gs. (Lord Ashburton). band, 730 . (F. Nieuwenhuys, of Paris),—-Rem
This work was also at the Art-Treasures Exhibition, brandt, A
d in a black dress edged with fur,
under the title of ‘Bridge at Abergavenny.’— and a white mi: seated in an arm-chair, a double
G. Barrett, A Classical Bay Scene, with ruined eye-glass in her hand, a Bible, with hand-strings,
temples and other buildings, sunset, 95 gs. on her knee, a nearly perfect example of Rem
(Agnew),-D. Cox, Malvern Hills, from near brandt‘s best period, 640 gs. (same),—Giorgione,
Hereford, effect of passing showers, 145 gs. a Venetian Knight, in a striped dress, with spear
(same),—J. M. W. Turner, Leeds, engraved and sword, standing in an attitude of meditation
in the England and Wales, 320 gs. (Vokins). The before a beautiful woman who reclines at the foot
ﬁrst day’s sale brought 3,2001. Second day's sale : of a tree, two children near her, 465 gs. (Colnaghi),
D. Cox, Fish-Market on the Beach at Hastings, —Vandyck, The Virgin in Glory, the Saviour
106 gs. (Vokins),—The Tivoli, copy from the standing on the globe, angels playing the violin,
famous picture by Turner, by D. Cox; the original 160 gs. (Cockburn). Total of the third day’s sale,
and the copy both painted for Mr. Allnutt, 150 gs. 8,175L; of the three, 19,295l. This sale included
(N.Wallis),-S. Prout, a Grand Sea~piecc, an East several works of great artistic value, which fetched
Indiaman under repair on the sands, other vessels comparatively small prices; amon these, several
and numerous ﬁgures, 215 gs. (P0cock),-D. Cox, pictures by Stothard, a sketch of
cho and the
Windsor Castle from the Thames, cattle on the Duchess, by Leslie, two portraits by Macs, two
ups of ﬂowers by Morel, a iine classical land
bank of the river, 245 gs. (Agnew),——-The Building
of Carthage, {linens and Achates, classical bay scape by G. Poussin, two pictures by Hogarth,—
scene, with buildings, ﬁgures and trees, 260 gs. l. The Interior of a Studio, an artist drawing with
(M0ore),-—P. De Wint, A River in Devonshire, white chalk, a lady standing behind him; 2. A
125 gs. (Webb),-G. F. Robson, View of Durham View of'Charing Cross, wild geese'ﬂying over the
Castle, Cathedral and City, cows and ﬁgures in the statue, the humours of a market going on, a fellow
foreground, evening, 270 gs. (Farrer),——D. Cox, A with the Cup of Liberty, or red nightcap on a pole,
view over an extensive valley, in stream crossed by donkeys, pigs, &c.,—a Study, by Reynolds, for the
a bridge, wooded foreground, upright, 105 gs. portrait of the Marquis of Granby, kc.
(Agnew),—P. Do Wint, another River Scene, a

fatally at the base, has bared caverns, split long
shelves, and made deep scars at every point. A
scoop of sheer descent on one side of a mountain rainbow spanning the centre, craft near the bank
tells another secret cause of ruin; so large is it, to the right of picture, smooth water, 325 gs. (Cox),
that a mile~long shadow seems to lie in scarp: yet, —~G. Barrett, Classical Landscape, valley opening
vast as it is, the mere expansion of air has rent and to the sea, Grecian tern lea on either side, after
slid off the great scale into the sea.
noon, 110 gs. (Crofts),— . Cox, A Landscape, ex

FINE-ART Gossm-One of the happiest appli
cations of Gothic architecture, and a complete

refutation of the outcry that it could not be
revived for modern civic uses, may be found

The effect of such a slide is marked where we tensive valley, sheep feeding near the bank of a in the beautiful Market Hall, recently erected
should least expect it ; the whole poise of the berg river, hilly distance, ﬁgures in front, 410 gs. (Ag at Berkhampstesd, by Mr. E. B. Lamb. In
has thus been altered ; the side near to us, becoming new),--J. M. W. Turner, Distant view of Fonthill this work, variety and simplicity of design are
light, has risen and changed the line that the sea Abbey, the lake below, wooded foreground, morn cleverly combined with convenient adaptation, and
beat upon for a lower one, placed obliquely to the ing, 260 gs. (Webb),—The companion, the same, obtained, it would seem, at moderate cost. For
first. Twice this has happened, for there are two sheep feeding, stream in front, evening, 100 gs. 2,000L, the town in question has a market-hall,
sea-worn lines at the mountain's base. We look 1 (Cox),—R. R. Reinsgle, Neapolitan Fishermen lecturelroom, reading-room and other apartments,
from an ice-plain above the level of the sea into a 1 dragging a net on shore in the Bay of Salerno, in an honest piece of building, without stucco,
bay worn in the berg, and made shallower by the evening; shown at the International Exhibition, without pediments or bow-headed windows, sham
successive up-risings or losses of balance above No. 889, 425 gs. (Atkins),-—G. Barrett, Solitude, pilasters or a portico,—useless exteriorly and dark
indicated; over this bay the wavelets ripple in No. 852, at the International Exhibition, 420 gs. ening the rooms
Its decorative features
tender curves, one behind the other; the shifted (Cox),—A. River Scene, Embarkation of George the honestly suggest the chief use of the structure as a
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strel Bard), has a good, bold burthen. Mr. Thomas

MUSIC AND THE DIANA

has also harmonized the Polish National Hymn,

__

masks and what else.

“Boze cos I’olrl-c" (same publishers), to English
MUSICAL U.\'l0.\'.-LAST MATINEE of the SHAME.

Messrs. Woollams, of Manchester and London,

’l'UESDAY, July 7.—Pianillhnliubeck, hum Paris; Violinist,

Auer (from Pesthlz Violence

paper-stainers, have shown us a

'

e collection of

designs, made b Mr. G. T. Robinson, architect, of

Leamington.

. Putts, is.‘ ELLA.

ese, with great pleasure we highly

commend; they are generally designed upon the

true principles of decorative Art, and do not affect
anything like imitation of natural objects. Con
ventionalized patterns, often displaying great
beauty of form and intense variety, characterize

the examples sent to us. The examples are of all
classes, including the most costly paperings intended
for ecclesiastical pu
, such as the backs of
altars and walls of vestries. To the former of these
a lications of a merely manufactured article we

words by Mr. Darby Griffith. The cause is better
than the patriotic tune-“Sir Knight! Sir Knight,"

Sintram‘r Song, and “ The Wounded Cupid,” words
by Herrick, are by Miss Macirone (Novello 8: Co).
We have again to commend this young lady as
belcstlon from
r. Brlnle l-lic
‘s Compositions and of orks
not previously known.— dlles. Pare
Stabbseh and Edith managing voices with ease, cleverness in construc
Wynne; Mr. Sims Reeves and Lewis
ornas- Ila-rt John tion, and a due regard to the grouping of sounds,
Thomas, Bslllr Chstterton, Engel and Pnque; )fesm Benedict,
Bulllnn, Archer, Pearce and Ha ‘ta-—Mr. Sims Reeves will slur without which there is no partwriting-Miss Mac
s new Song with Chorus ‘ The 'liltc Cross of Denmark, and
‘God Bless the Prince of walesfiﬁtallr and Tickets. “H.011. and irone has been less well advised in her “Henri (1e
!IR. BRINLEY RICHARDS‘S CONCER'lE-WEDh'ESDAY
EVENING. Jul l.—'l‘he
me will consist chrell vof s

5a.; at Messrsv Cocks‘; and of Mr. Brinley Richards, 4. Torrington
Street, Russell Square.

Lagardérc" (Chappell 8: Co.), natural and tempting
though the admiration be of M. Fechter’s acting,

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

and tormented song, alla Palm-Mrs. Groom

VOCAL MUSIC.

contributes A Patriotic Song (Lonsdale k. Co.) to

which has prompted her to write it. It is a poor

Ir is impossible to class the songs before us, and the Fund for the Spitalﬁelds weavers. It is not
the use of anything but good Art direct from not easy to ﬁnd anything new to say concerning equal to her “ Over the sea."
“ My heart is aairfor somebody,"and "Blow, blow,
the artist, or good handicraft. Those for domestic a pile of music in which there is so little novelty.

0 ject, believing that there is no apology for

use, in drawing, dining and sleeping rooms, are
based mainly on natural foliage, the hawthorn,
buttercup, shamrock, passion-ﬂower, ivy, he. The
general principle of many of these works is
othic in feeling; others are conventional and
suited for all kinds of uses. The same manu
facturers, we learn, are about to produce a similar

It would seem as if the power of producing such lhou winlcr's wind," by Agnes Zimmermann (Ewer

sweet, natural English melodies as Arne, and Shield, 6: Co.), go far to justify the reputation gained by
and Bishop wrote is a lost secret. In their days our this young lady in the Royal Academy.—There is
music had a character which is now too sparingly a certain ungraciousness of character in the Shak
to be met with. Our composers attend to modula speare song, referable, no doubt, to the words, but
tion and accompaniment more than did their fore be it right, be it wrong, we prefer Arne’s reading.
fathers, but “where (as the Irish lady said of the The mixture of melancholy, melody and freshness
torso,) are the features ?" We may have paid in his setting is almost unparagoned, in the library
too dear for our intercourse with foreign parts if of Shakspeare songs-“Hail! beauteous blossom,
we have lost our individuality. Air (to use the fair erotic ﬂower,” by T. \Valstein (Jewell), written
old term) is too much neglected and disdained. for the recent royal nuptials, contains four lines the

series based upon Greek design. With a few
exceptions, the colouring of the specimens sent to
us is commendable ; in many, it is worthy of the
highest praise.
Many practitioners of the mechanical art of pho With this may be mentioned again another cause of mystical charm of which is irresistible :
Thy fragrance shall the Briton's heart replete
tography suffer under the hallucination that all depreciation in the English song, the carelessness
With balmy perfume growing e'er more sweet.
they produce is of value to artists; hence we have of our writers as to the words.
Each opening leaf a mother's joy shall prove
Mr. Henry Smart is a liberal contributor to the
speculator after speculator publishing photographic
And drink the dew-drops of a nation's love.
“studies,” so called, of the most wretched models,
male and female, posed in commonplace wa s,

collection here to be catalogued.

to themselves in life-model studies is not the things,

lamy, are for a contrallo voice.

“ The pure in

heart shall meet again,” words by W. Guernsey, It would beat the science of a Bach to mate the
farcical to artists-who know that what is valua is and “Priez pour clle," the words by \V. H. Bel above words worthily with music-“My diary
“ The magic of the

with. the curling hair," by Charles Ball (Addison 8:

but the practice of making them-—delusive to the ﬂower," “ Bright be her dreams," “ ll'aitiny for the Co.), is worth little-Four songs, "The green grass
public and their producers. The ugliest composi
tions of cattle, of still-life, and what not, are thrust
in artists’ faces by patriotic photogra hers with the
seal of those boys who insist on sel ing moribund
riodicals at half-price. Once for all, the "pro

Spring" (contralto again), and “Floating leaves,"
are to words by Frederick Enoch. “ Thinking of
thee" and “ Sir Brian the bold “ (the latter a dra
rustic ballad) bring us back into Mr. Bellamy‘s
company. "Paquila” is by Augustus Grevillo,

covers all," “Yes, loving hearts," “These things can
never die,” and “Do not call on me,” by Henry
Fase (\Villiams 8: Co.), merit no better character.
—The Royal Wedding Screnata, by ‘V. G. Cusins
(Lsmbourn, Cock k. Co.), produced, as was duly

ession" may take our word, that, unless composed Esq. (The above are published by Cramer, Beale ls mentioned, at ‘Her Majesty‘s Theatre, will not
with the most subtle art (art of which photography \Vood.) There is a level merit in this collection of strengthen the reputation of its composer. It may
has, as yet, not the dimmest idea), its “ compositions ’ songs, rising, if not very far, above common-place, have been a hasty work, but feature and freshness
are abominable to painters. No artist, who is worth

and they are neatly ﬁnished; but there is more

the chair he sits in, will, even if he could, paint from poetry and genius in the few simple notes written
such things. As pleasant memorsnda of things to be sung and varied in Beethoven's ‘ Choral Fsn
seen and enjoyed, as suggestions of the unseen ta-sia’ than in the entire eight songs here before us.
substantialities of the earth, but in no way of the —The Bells, duett (words by E. Poe), and A Fare

are wanting to it.—A Book of Music, by W. Bor
row (Metzler &. Co.), containing three part and
two single ones,—also, a Réreric (for the pianoforte
alone),—is an amateur's contribution to the ﬁnish
ing of the tower of St. Stephen's Church, Higham

idea of the grandest Works of Art—for we doubt if well (words by Tennyson), by Frederick C. Atkin

any one feels awed by a photograph of the Pyra
mids-photographs are handy. Details of architec
ture come out well by the process; but even in this
application we must be on our guard against its
weaknesses. Art-value does not lie in the produc
tion of the minutest details of an object, unless into
it is imported, by the genius of the artist, some

thing of human interest. As yet photographers

Green. — Serenade, written for Birmingham by
son (Jewell) have some touches of fancy in them
J. A. Langford, the music by A. J. Sutton
German, rather than English, fancy, however.
(Augener 8: Co.), has been already mentioned
“ Come hither, come hither," Moore's voluptuous in reference to its words. We cannot wonder that
lyric from ‘ Lalla Rookh,’ with its musically
sibilant burthen, "It is this, it is this," has
been oftentimes set, possibly never in better
irit than here'by M. Schulthes (Lonsdale).—

in some of the movements of this rather ambi
tious Cantata (as, for instance, the ﬂorid Polacca,
No. 4) the composer has entirely disregarded the
sense, and tried to weave a chain of sounds in

aigz'c Burn, by Rosetta O‘Leary Vinning (Ewer themselves lively and attractive. The Introduction

have not succeeded in putting brains and hearts 8t Co.), hardly merits the honours of print.— is one of the best numbers-perhaps because the
into their cameras; so that, unless they themselves "Adieu, Adieu!" by Edgar Musgrave (Chappell form of it recalls the Introduction of Mendels
bring those essential items of humanity to bear & Co.), appears under peculiar circumstances. Its sohn's ‘Lauda Sion.’ There has been worse wedding
upon their productions, such works as that before writer, we are instructed, is one of the many in music than that of this Cantata.-A Set of Six
us, published by Brunelliere 8t Fischer, and styled whom loss of sight has quickened the musical Songs, Op. 5, however, shows Mr. Sutton in a more
‘ Adjutor,’ are good for nothing. What amount of sense. A certain tirnidity, distinct from poverty, favourable light. They are above rather than below

intelligent feeling its producers have our readers may be discerned in this song, which is not with
will guess when we say, that the best plate repre out its sad
e, but the rhythm is too monotonous.
sents a “study” of dead ﬁsh, which, to suit the —Mr. Deacon's “ Too Late ” (Duncan, Davison &
convenience of the camera, have been nailed against Co.) is an ambitious and impassioned setting of the
an upright board/
Laureate‘s lyric of ‘The Foolish Virgins.‘ Despair
Mr. G. F. Bodley is engaged upon a church in and entreaty are in it, but it is too fragmentary;
course of erection at Cambridge, for All Souls’

—and the word “feel ” should not be set to three

parish, near the College, which promises well in notes, the middle one being the most strongly
the spirit, grace and lottiness of its design This accented of- the three.—“ When loving ones are
has a nave, and but one aisle, on the south, divided parted” is a Romance by Herr Kucken, and not
by a ﬁve-arched arcade of octagonal columns and one of his best; the English words are by Mr.
moulded cups; the chancel placed under the tower, Linley (Cocks 8t 00.).
and a vestry at the southeast angle. The interior
Some Part-songs may now be enumerated. In
of the nave and aisle will be lighted by geometri “ Evening now soft rapture brings" (six parts), by
cally-traceried windows; the tower-arch will be Joseph F. Duggan (Fosterdt King), the attempt
high in spring and elegantly proportioned, in the is more obvious than the success-Of “ Y Tylwyth
character of the edifice-that of the fourteenth Teg” ( The Fairies), by Mr. John Thomas (Addison
& Co.), we have spoken elsewhere: another song
century.

the average. —So also are “ To the Muse," Serenade
by Coleridge,—“T/2e Chimes," “ The Harp and the
Poet," by Joseph M‘Kewan (Cramer & Co.).
Lastly, Messrs. Lonsdale 8: Co. continue active

in the reprint or re-issue of Handel's Songs, those
from ‘ L‘Allegro' being among the last put forth.
The couplets, “ Hide me from Day’s
eye, ’
are twenty times over worth the entire assemblage
of songs, from which we are well content to part.

CONCEnTs.—He who has, by the aid of pen, to
keep pace with the music of this London June, is
very much in the plight of the visitor to the gather
ing of part-singers at Cologne in the ‘ Elijah ’ year,
who, before a three-hours long dinner was well off
the table, had to grapple with a two-hours long

supper of an amateur society, three hotels distant.

and chorus from the same hand (some publishers),

“Music mad " is the motto of the month; and one

“ Geolad Y tclynor a'r Bardd ” (Land of the Min

may be well forgiven for looking forward to that
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saner period when there shall be only four concerts distinct as diamonds on a string,-—-of his sure triumph of genius, as evoking a character of the
and audacious double stops-transport his audi
ences as rapturously as did the more measured
marvels of Herr Joachim‘s versions of more ster

a day, or thereabouts. Be it remembered, that three
series of orchestral concerts (exclusive of choral
societies) have been going on,—the merciful mdo
lence and want of enterprise among the1r directors
alone having absolved us from the necessity of

past out of a few shreds and tatters and doubtful

ling music. The clever variations by M. Leonard the other evening, more wondrous than ever,—
to Haydn's ‘God preserve the Emperor,’ which more imperious, more subtle, more regal in her

following their course in detail. Our chamber-con
cert givers have been far livelier and worthrer

M. Lotto played, must be mentioned as a new
solo of considerable effect and value. The success

magniﬁcence, more awful in her solitary decline and

yet, with regard to their doings, simple enumera
tion must, of necessity, be largely resorted to,

of his having a daily engagement this week at Syden~

masterpieces of power which must remain in recol
lection, after the ﬁrst amazement and delight and
thrill have subsided, so long as life and reason last.

stories and memories. The worse the play, the
more wondrous the artist ;—and she seemed to us,

death.—Signor Giacometti‘s drama is school-boy
of this capital executant has led to the wise measure work ; Madame Ristori‘s personation is one of those

howsoever desirous the recorder be to neglect no ham; and lovers of violiuwonders must have found
Madame
journey
Lemmens-Sherrington
thither to hear him iswell
in excellent
worth voice,
worthy thing.-—We must be contented with stating the
that the Matinee of Signor-i Pialli and Ardili took
place; also that of Herr Goldberg;—thst the Piano
forte Quartdt Association has given a new Piano‘

It subdued her public more than on any former

beneﬁted by the able support of his daughter, Vroye (a Belgian, we believe) is a voluble ﬂute

had their satisfaction. It is impossible to carry
further the expression laid out by the dramatist
than is done by the actress; and, visibly inspired by

and every month seems to add to the certainty of exhibition of it; and to have seen it again is good
her execution; but her bird-song from ‘Acis and for those who are anxious, when weighing and
forte Qusrtett by Herr Molique, of which we_shall Galstea ’ might have been read in a less knowing comparing, to keep clear of exaggerating the past
hear more, and which it would have been was in and deliberate fashion. Handel says enough for at the expense of the present.
the composer not to have withheld from his own himself, without the indiscretion of over-emphasis
On Monday, those who love the gentler aces
concert (now also over), since there it would have being added to his clearly-marked periods. M. de of romance in the life and sorrows of Mary tuart
hldlle. Anna.—In noticing the concert of Miss player, with a modest amount of tone. Mdlle.
Lascelles last week, we should not have passed the Artot is ﬁnished and warm in M. Gounod’s exqui
singing of Mr. Redfearn, whose tenor voice is not site Serenade (which, however, wants the accom

the delight of her audience, who seem to relish her

unpleasing.—lllaster Willie Papa's Malmée must paniment not of ﬂute, but of harmonium), and her performances as they have never till now done, she
not pass without a word. He is a child of al song and herself narrowly escaped an more. But can never have given more subtlety and power to
musical genius—alresdy a pianist of considers 1e

accomplishment and most tenacious snd comprehen
sive mcmory,—one to be much praised and not a little

grieved over, seeing that he is presented to the world
as a prodigy. How sad we hold such a mistake to

be, need not be againtold-the sadness in proportion
to the promise-Mr. Deacon has given his last
Malinéc, at which he followed the humour of the
year in attempting to reconcile our public to

her tendency to sforzati effects, in unconscious imita
tion of Madame Viardot, must be amended,—as
false and second-hand in her case, whereas in that

the encounter between the rival Queens—never

have drawn more tears than in the scene of Mary‘s
leave-taking of life. The pathos of this last isre
of the original it belongs to resistlcss natural \ sistless; the contrast betwixt it and the perform
impulse.
ance just mentioned marvellous, and beyond the
Mr. Benedict's Concert was, as usual, a centa of i reach of any other actress.
good, bad and indifferent things. In the ﬁrst
category must be placed his own compositions
an anclanle with orchestra, which is, we hope, part ,

Schumann’s Pianoforte Quintett—a humour only
bespeaking dearth in that form of chambersmusic.

Pnrucsss‘s-Mr. Walter Montgomery appeared

of a Concerto-being, as it is certainly, one of the 1
most unsﬂ'ectedly beautiful things we have heard
“Therefore are not the works of Rice ransacked, and since the year came in, and not marked by any
why should not Dr. Bennett, or Mr. Wallace, or tinge of that dryness which is to be felt in other of ‘
Mr. Sullivan do something in relief of the famine its
Italian
composer’s
scena by
instrumental
him was very
works.—A
well sung
very
by good
Ms

at this house, on Saturday, in the character of

—though that, we trust, will never drive our

Motto,’ no room has yet been found for him on the

suﬁ'erers to enjoy unwholesome food? Of a new
song by Mr. Deacon, ‘ Too Late,‘ very ﬁnely sung
by Madame Sainton-Dolhy, mention will be found

dame Lemmens-Sherrington ;—and the great scene I Lyceum stage. Impatient for a London appear
of parade, composed for Mdlle. Parepa, was given ance, Mr. Montgomery made terms with Mr.
to perfection by that lady, who has of late gained George Vining for his (.lébut at this theatre; where
in every respect as a vocalist, and is now among upon Mr. Fechter applied to Chancery to prevent

elsewhere. —- M. Halle‘s Recital yesterday week

was the most interesting one of his series, so far as
it has gone. The masterl and fanciful Sonata by
Schubert, in n ﬂat, one 0 his later works, belong

the best singers in Euro .-—A duettino, by Mr.
Benedict’s school-mate, om Weber's unﬁnished
‘Three Pintos,’ has in it some lively touches of the

Othello. Some interest attached to his appearance,
consequent on his having been engaged by Mr.
Fechter, and announced on his bills for the last six

months; but owing to the success of ‘ The Duke's

Mr. Montgomery acting, but the Court decided in
favour of the latter. Mr. Montgomery has a ﬁgure
suited for the stage, and a good voice ;—he has also
disciplined himself in gesture, attitude and utter

ing to a set of three grand compositions—such as

author of ‘Preciosa'—how incomparable among

the great German writers were rich enough to give
out as a single opus-was of itself worth the price

modern Germans as a melodist! Well might Men
delssohn say, “ His tunes do so ﬂatter the ear."—It

of a concertticket. How delicious are the melodies
of the allegrol how hold its transitions !—how well

is obviously impossible to go further in the details as in the third not his vocal energy became ex

is the interest kept up, long as is the movement!

continued his declamation. He struggled, indeed,
been told that Herr Wilhelm Gan: has received his 1 manfully against diﬁiculties, and in the end pro
friends,-—that a concert has been given conjointly duced a favourable impression. Much allowance
by Mdlle. Elvira Behrem and that pleasing Lied is to be made for Mr. Montgomery’s anxiety in

how noble is the adagio in F sharp minor, in its
nobility next among adagios tothose ofBeethoven!

how simply beautiful the minuet/—how quaintly

of Mr. Benedict’s stupendous programme.
The reader must not yet be released till he has

ance, his elocution being particularly correct. lVe
had reason, however, to doubt his physical power,
hausted, and it was with difficulty that the actor

audacious the ﬁnale! This Sonata was our event of

writer, Herr Abt,-—till he has been reminded of regard to the Chancery process, which had only

the week-being played as only M. Hallo can play
it. Besides this, he gave Clementi’s interesting

the pleasing talent of Mr. George Russell, one of just terminated in his favour, and which had tem
the many young English gentlemen who now do a porarily affected his state of health; and though we
credit to music, whose concert was given on Monday. cannot at present arrive at a decided decision,
We may, possibly, speak of Signor Vera’: Concert, we shall watch his progress with interest.
his music, and the singing of his sister, Madame

Fantasia in F major, Bach's Fantasia Cremation,

with other music; not forgetting three charming
triﬂes by M. Heller, one of which must needs be
repeated-—Then there have been concerts by Herr

Vera~Lorini, on Saturday next.

Blumner,—and M. Georges Pfeiﬂ'er, the adopted

Nsw AoELrnI. — The applicability of Prof.

(as he advertises) “ of the Conservatoire of Paris,” at

Pepper's apparatus for the production of appari
HER MAJss'rr’s TnEs'rnE.—‘Elisabetta.’—-A tional illusions to the purposes of the stage has at
wild fancy which would make its way the other length been perceived by a‘Vest-end manager, and
night, may be forgiven, perhaps, as breakin the on Saturday a dramatic version of Mr. Charles
monotony of mere report. What would the bade Dickens's ‘Haunted Man" was placed on these
of England's glorious Virgin Queen-she who boards. Mr. \Vebster has certainly improved both

which himself and M. Lebouc appeared, and where
he performed a new Concerto, of which report
speaks highly. Miss Gsbriel’s Cantata, ‘Dream
land,’ was repeated,—this time with orchestra.
The above paragraph sketches, we do not say com

pletely, the proceedings of two concert-days in
ondon.
There were some noticeable things at the Crystal
Palace Concert of Saturday last-—of its kind. an

loved plays and players, and held the cards against
Dons that approached her with Latin addresses

on the Polytechnic and the Hoxton displays, and
nothing can be more effectively managed than the

and ﬁnished Raleigh’s soliloquy with a second line, ghostly appearances at this theatre. The story is
—and would only be painted “in a garden light " not very well made out in the accompanying
excellent one, though less interesting to us than where no shadows could disturb the beauty of drama; but Mr. Toole and Miss \Voolgar, as Mr.
such less showy meetings as are devoted to music

her face,-—she who discomﬁted the hosts of the

and Mrsv Tam-by, have an opportunity for domestic

rather than to musicians. Herr Habelmann is a Armada-who signed away the life of “the Scots acting of which they avail themselves in a remark
able manner. The irritability produced by narrow

German tenor, with an agreeable voice, which

Queen,”—and whose glory vanished from earth

would he more agreeable were his vocal skill

amid the mournful gloom of heart-ache, remorse circumstances was never better indicated, and was

greater and were his ideas of musical expression
more just. His song from ‘Martha’ will not be
tolerated so long as Signor Mario is in the king
dom. M. Lotto is, already, one of the greatest
wonder-players on the violin. His tone is not

and mistrust of those who, perforce, were to wield
the sceptre, when her pride was no more, —what (we
repeat) would her Shade have felt and thought could

interpreted inn. style that implied a peculiar genius

for such stage-portraiture in both lady and gentle
man. Should the ghosts prove popular, this Tetterhy

it have witnessed Elizabeth’s life mirrored to-day scene will add greatly to the reputation of these
in the broken glass of a tawdry Italian playwright performers.
large; but his tune is perfect and his execution —in order that an Italian actress might pre
is apparently limitless. In expression he is out sent her, in her pomp and pride, and coquetry,
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC Gossm-A new
done by his contemporary, M. Auer. Meanwhile, and wrath, and heroism, and cruelty and weary Cantata by Dr. Bennett was announced for the
the dash and difficulty of his pizzicati,—of his death-before the eyes of another English Queen’s inauguration of the new buildin at Slough for
scales rapid as lightning, but with every note as subjects! In truth, the personation is a strange the British Orphan Asylum, w '01: took place
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on_Wednesdsy last. His ‘May Queen’ is to be
of Music,“ conducted by Mr. H. Leslie.
The run of M. Gounod’s noble opera at Her
Majesty’s Theatre has been unbroken beyond any
thing of the kind in our English e eriences, and
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ARABIAN DAYS and

be tried in the provinces in its English version.
It is advertised at Covent Garden Theatre on
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NIGHTS:

By MARGUERITE A. POWER.

HISTORY of CHRISTIAN NAMES.
the Author of ‘The Heir of Redelyﬂ‘e.’

YEARS’ RESI DENf'E in NEW SOUTH WALES. VIC

From the Journal des Débats we learn that

TORIA, to. By ROGER THERRY, Esq. late one of the
J udges of the Sn rcmc Court of New South \l'nles. In 1 thick
vol. svo. Secon Edition. with n Map of Australia, showing
the results 0! all the recent Exploring Expeditions, price 1n.

Mdlle. Agar has taken revenge on Fortune by
making a successful appearance at the Théﬁtre
Francois as Plzédre. But while we read this, hear
tily hoping that the news is true, we must not
forget that M. Janin, the chronicler, is a strange

London: Parker, Son l Bouru, West Strand.
This dsry, 8m. 1|.

ONDITION of a CHURCH MILITANT.
A CHARGE.

Delivered in the Cathedral of Christ Church,

Dublin, 10th June. less. By RICHARD WHATELY, D.D.,
Archbishop‘)! Dublin.

ondon: lurker, Son & Bourn, West Strand.

“ A volume 01 which the value cannot well be overrated.“
Fifth Edition, revised, 9 vols. eye. 30:.

Examiner.

DECISIONS

guide in the case of tragic actresses. Even as he I

of the AMERICAN

PRIZE COURTS to MAYA
forming on Additional Sup
lerncnt to the New Edition of‘ HEATUN‘B ELEMENTS of
NTERNATIONAI. LAW : comprising Important Decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United Stu esolArnenmJctlllng
nuthoritltlvely the character of the hostilities in which they
are involved, and the legal consequences to be deduced frvrn
them. 8ro.2a.ﬁd.
This Su [count is also now bound up with the new Edition
of the worli. Imperini svo. cloth, price 851. ; or law call, 381.

writes to-day about Mdlle. Agar, he wrote years

ago about Mdlle. Maximo, urging her claims as ‘,
a rival to Rachel, and then tiring of his advocacy .
and enthusiasm, with a suddenness and total change I
of note which must have bewildered his poor client, ‘
to say the least of it. She
sed into immediate
and ﬁnal obscurity-M. Jules Lecomte has been
giving a. one-act piece at the some theatre, ‘Une ‘
Loge d'Opéra.’

PRINCIPLES of POLITICAL ECONOMY.
By JOHN STUART MILL.
By the same Author,

CONSIDERATIONS on REPRESENTA
TIVE GOVERNMENT.

Second Edjtlm.

SYSTEM of LOGIC.

WILD SCENES in SOUTH AME
RICA: or. Life in the Llnnos of Venezuela.
B DON
RAMON PAEZ. I’ost Bvo. cloth, with numerous
lustro
tionsl price 100. 6d.

DISSERTATIONS and DISCUSSIONS,
common. PHILOSOPHICAL, and HISTORICAL. 2 vols.
On LIBERTY. Second Edition. 7s. 6d.
THOUGHTS on PARLIAMENTARY RE
FORM.

CEPTS: n Memorial of the Prince Consort; comp
n3
Maxims and Extras“ frcm Addreueloi His lute Royal Hi h
ness—-many now for the ﬁrst time collected and oarefu y
arranged. With an Index. Sworn Emrlos' in royal lsmo.
beautifully printed on toned no r, cloth, gilt edges, is. M.
With a Photograph of His Royal lghness.

Nichol Street, Half-Nichol Street, Nichol Row,

SIGNALS of DISTRESS.

Nights

Just published, price 1:. ; post free, 13 stamps,
Cantos. By X. R. N.
LopdoniColl-scu. 7. Wellington-street, W.O.

Ncwreody,stciithsl.ibrsrles,inlvol.price7|. Gd.

THE

FAIR
PENITENT:
. .. use
i: missions...“

and Days in London amount the helpless and the wretched.
By llliANCllAllll JEN-HOLD. Crown 8V0.
lshorlly.

'

iLow's smLLmc GUIDE to the
(‘.hurllics of London. Comprising the 0
income, treasurer, and secretary of 750
rooted to May 15.13. Price is.

ox
wi
scnc
. —
" From “:5! spcstlerb‘l‘il,
“Eye mltredyheads,
Preserve the church.“
.
London: Elllothﬁﬂ. Oxford-street, W1}.

acts, dotemdiiress.
nstltutlcns. Cor

Now ready, Vol. I. delny ﬁre. cloth. price 18‘.

ISTORY OF ENGLAND DURING THE

‘The CHARITIES of LONDON.

An

account of the origin, 0 rations, fll'lll gem-ml condition of the
Charitable, Education: ,zmd Religious l nstitutions of London.
With copious index ; and an Alphabetical Appendix. corrected
to May 16bit Fcup. cloth, 5s.

The LIGHT of the WORLD: a. Most
True Relation of n Plbzrlmcss Trnvellins towards Eternity.
Divided into Three Parts; which daicrvc to be read, under
stood, and considered by all who desire to he saved. Reprinted
from the Edition of 1696. Beautifully riuted by Clay on
toned paper. Crown Bro. pp. has, bevelled curds, 10s. 6d.

\The BOYHOOD of MARTIN
LUTHER. Dy HENRY .\IAYHE\\'. Author of ‘The Pen
nant-Boy Philosopher.‘ with Eight Illustrations by Ahsolon.
Small 8V0. cloth, 6|.

REIGN OF GEORGE THE THIRD.
GEORGE PHILLIMORE. Q.C.

“ This volume

was

one person. Persistent efforts were, however, made;
other rooms have from time to time been taken

and enlarged; numerous friends of progress have
devoted themselves to the beneﬁt of the people;
and two years ago a favourable site was obtained
on which to erect a spacious hall, in which
500 adults and 1,100 children are constantly
collected and brought under unsectarian Christian
instruction. Illustrated Lectures are delivered; a

Loan Library has been established, also a Clothing
Club and Penny Bank, and Training Classes for

‘The PARLOUR GARDENER;

he book is good; in execution, a
nod;
leasnnt
hs toth blgots fnllpartiemh t seems I: to
mi? man
miiybe ghi’d to kngw what on 1.0.1:.» thinker and
n rouph hut able writer has to say about the times of George the
."—AlAnmm\.

Wrtue Brothers k Co. i. Amen-corner.
This dny.price6s.

HE HARMONY of REVELATION and
SCIENCE: s SERIES of ESSAYS on THEOLOGICAL
QUESTIONS of the DAY.
By the Rev. J. DINGLE, ILA. F.A.S.L.,
Incumbent of Lunchester, Durham.

Cambridge: Delghtcu, Bell a C0,; Bell is Daldy, London.

or,

the House Culture of Ornamental Plants. A Practical Hund
book. With numerous Illustrations, cloth, 1am». giitcdgos,
price 2s. 6d.

The APPEARING of JESUS CHRIST: a
Short Treatise. B

By the AUTHOR of ‘NO NAME.’
The WOMAN in WHITE. 60.
The DEA I) SECRET. 5s.
ANTONINA. 5s.

HIDE and SEEK. 5|.
UEEN of HEARTS. M.
ASIL. Bl.

New Editions at all Booksellers’ and Railwa Stalls.
Each Volume handsomely bound in cloth, with a Steel Engraving
from Drawings by J. Gilbert, FAQ.

By the AUTHOR of ‘RIENZI,’ &C.
A STRANGE STORY.

Bishop of Ely.
OrldmlMS. 8|.

encouraged, the friends of the Institution, under

the presidency of the Rev. Henry Allon, of
Islington, have determined upon a further effort.
A second piece of land has been obtained, at a
cost of 625l., and suitable buildings will forthwith
be erected for the accommodation of 1,000 chil

dren for educational purposes. The New Buildings,

HANDS, HEAD, and HEART;

ceosIul defences of the nuts which llll ever come undercur
Cambridge: Deighten, Bell 5 0o. : Bell b Doldy. 13min
This day is published, in 1 voL sro. price 10:. 6d.

EDITATIONS

NEW NOVELS.
HENRI‘ IIOLL.

iirols. post Bro. 31s. 6d.

By

I

and

ITS

MEDITATIONS ON DEATH AND ETERNITY.
Trilhner & 0o. 60, Puternostebrcw, London.

BUBNEI‘ 0N PAINTING.
In ‘to. price 41. 10s. bound in cloth,

THOMAS ARCHER. 2 vols. post 8V0. Ell.

A GOOD FIGHT in the BA'I'I'LE of

TREATISE on

LIFE: :1 Story founded on Facts. Reprinted by permission
from ' Cssscll‘s Family Paper.‘ Crown Bvo. cloth. [Shortly
tures.

THOMAS HOOD. Post 8V0.

[Slim-ﬂy.

By the Au

thor of ‘ Footsteps behind Him.’ 3 rols. post 8T0.

Published by Her hlaicsty‘s Gracious Permission.
Being the Companion Volume to

‘

WAYFE SUMMERS: a Novel. By

PIGKED UP AT SEA.

G. C. W.—K.-N. D. D.—N. B. IL-A Layman-“(deceived

LIFE

Dedicated to 11.11.11. Princess Louis of Hesse.

The KING'S MAIL: a. Novel.

A DISPUTED INHERITANGE. By

-

on

RELIGIOUS DUTIES.
Translated from the German by FREDEBICA ROWAN.

the last few days.
H

or, the

notice."-Cl¢rical Journal.

7th Thousand, nu entirel New Edition with s beautifully
executed Pho
ph 01 t e Author by] liinysil, and an En
growing on Stee by John Gilbert. Clot extra, price 7:. 6d.

with the purchase of land, will cost 2,150L; to
wards this sum, 9001. has been contributed within

To Connssros‘nms.-J. J.—F. W. H.-U

SIMON PATRICK, D.D., formerly Lord
‘ow published for the ﬁrst time from the
(Nowmdy.

Christian Roll on regarded Practically, Intelleetunlly, and
Devotionnlly.
n Three Sermons preached belore the.Univenity
of Cambridge. Foap. we. is. M.
[It on: ready.
" Both on account of the time when, the _
where, and the
persons by whom. these discourses were de vered, they 10min
our opinion. one o! the most sensible able, tempersoe. and suc

as an expression of their ac

knowledgment o the beneﬁti ‘received:—duriug
the last year, 301. was thus contributed. So far

GOODWIN, D.D.,

DEAN OI!‘ ELY.

industrial purposes. The people have commenced
voluntary of'l'erin

By JOHN

.

misc 0! a work. which will deserve to be

rend. ..In lntcn ion,

BY the Very Rev. H.

meeting purposes. The ﬁrst attendance consisted of

1|. 8d.

LAKE HALL : a Rhythmical Tale, in Thirteen

Turvil Street, comprising within the same area
,

Second Edition. with Supplement.

London: Parker. Sun A Bourn, West Strand.

‘ PRINCE ALBERT’S GOLDEN FREE

Recovery of Waste Places-Nichol Street, New

Jonathan Duthoit, made an attempt to inﬂuence
the people for good by the hire of a room for

Bvo. is.

Fifth Edit. 2 vols. 25s.

GT0. 2“.

IIIIOWBL
._._

devoted to cock-ﬁghting. In this locality, twenty
ﬁve years ago, an employer of labour, Mr.

By

Post are.

REMINISCENCES of THIRTY

Tuesday next.

numerous blind courts and alleys, form a densely
crowded district in Bethnal Green. Among its
inhabitants may be found street venders of every
kind of produce, travellers to fairs, tramps, dog
fanciers, dog-steulers, men and women sharpers,
shoplifters and pickpockets. It abounds with the
young Arabs of the streets, and its outward moral
degradation is at once apparent to any one who
passes that way. Here the police are certain to
be found, day and night, their presence being
required to quell riots and to preserve decency.
Sunday is a day much devoted to pet pigeons
and to bird-singing clubs: prizes are given to
such as excel in note, and a ready sale follows
each award. Time thus employed was formerly

:1 h Bouicn,_west Strand.

llnlmedi'atsly.
This day, 2 vols. crown Bro. price ll. 1:.

We hear, too, that the opera is to

__—_-——

est Strand.

This day, Bvo. 13s., the 4th and concluding Volume 0!

might, we are satisﬁed, go on proﬁts. ly to the end

engagement.

TILITARIANISM. By Jomv STUABT Mm.

SAMPSON LOW, SON 8a. GO.’S
LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

performed on Friday next, at a Grand Concert of
the “ National Association for the Encouragement

Shortly.

London: SAMPSON Low, Son & C0.
47, Ludgate-hill.

PAINTING.

In Four

Parts. Illuslntcd iiﬁ‘iiw Etchings, from Celebrated Pic
By JOHN BURN
, F.R.S.
The Parts may be had sepnnitely.

1. ON THE EDUCATION OF THE EYE. ll. 50. boards
2. ON COMPOSITION. Seventh Edition. [58. boards.
3. ON LIGHT AND SHADE. Sixth Edition. 15s.
4. ON COLOUR. Fifth Edition. 11. ill. 64. boards.
" To the orthodox in Art‘mnttcrs ‘Burnet‘ isuhousehold ‘5on1.
and ll regarded as on authority sound as Slrwloshuz

J. t J. Leighton, 40, Brcwer'street. Golden-scum, W.
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